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CAP, Lewis

cancel porn

in secrecy
1 byCbris"Ma»ia

The untoplalned cancellation of (he public

screenings of the pornographic films obtained

for a Winter Study Project on pornography

was effected suddenly on Saturday, January

12, when a note taped on the auditorium door

stated that Teenage Fantailes would not be

shown. ^ ,

The reasons for the cancellation were not

explained to co-sponsors of the course,

English professors Elizabeth and Michael

Frank.

Contrary' to rumor, it^^^s not Women at

Williams or Chief Zbito of the Williamstown

police who cancelled the film series. Provost

Stephen Lewis made the ultimate decision to

stop the showings.

After the New York Erotic Film Festivar

and It Happened in Hollywood had been

shown, several staff members of the college

community (w,hos.e identities Lewis

prot^ted) individually discussed their of-

fended sensibilities with Provost Lewis.

Surprised by the nature of these films, Lewis,

who claimed to have not really been aware of

their screening, talked it over with other

college officials, and had the subject raised at

a meeting of the Committee on Appointments

and, Promotions (CAP).

In addition. Security ha^Itted two reports

Jan. 6, New York Erotic Film Festival, and

Jan. 8, It Happened in Hollywood to the

IJeans' office concerning the films. Reports

from Security customarily deal with oc-

currences of an irregular or noteworthy

nature. Nevertheless, these reports were left

unread on Dean Andrew Crider's desk. Crider

was out of town until after the decision was

reached. Yet a personal comment by Security

Officer Walter O'Brien to Dean Chris Rop-

senraad prompted Roosenraad to talk with

Lewis on Friday, the eleventh.
.

The CAP, consisting of ^'resident Chandler,

Provost Lewis, Dean of Faculty Dudley

Bahlman, and Professors Francis Oakley, J.

Hodge Markgraf, and Lawrence Graver, met
on Jan. 11 and 12. The matter was discussed

and it was decided that IDs wouM be
necessary for admission to the uncoming
showing of Together, and X^rated com-
mercial film which the p9mography class

preferred to be shown rather than Pink
Flamingoes. Teenage Fantasies would be
cancell«l. Graver relayed the decision to

Michael Frank, who didn't object because his

class would still be allowed to see the films.

When committee members explained the,,

cancellations to the ReAd, the va^ue legality

question was central. There is not sense to be
made out of the Supreme Court's por-

nography rulings, so anything could con-

ceivably be declared illegal. The College's

image within the community was crucial to

the committee. The implications of charging

admission were considered: admission was
charged to cover rental costs, which is

standard College procedure. However, this

factor, combined with the fact that college

facilities were used, is an implicit condoning

of the films by the College, something {hat

might not be considered compatible with

Williams' image. ,

'

The film series might have been completely

overlooked by the administration if com-
plaints had not been registered. In the

Franks' WSP proposal to the WSP Com-
mittee, it was stated that the money
requested would go for rental of films. It is

customary to open clasawork films to the

entire college community. Although np titles

were given, the course title conveyed their

content. Posters were displayed on campus
well before the showings. Despite this prior

knowledge, no action was initiated until after

complaints were registered.

Boycott

comes to

a head
by Susan Kay

"It is of course, impossible to remain

neutral in a boycott of food products. A

decision to purchase non UFW lettuce and

grapes is a political decision to oppose the

twycott; a decision to buy only UFW~ lettuce

and grapes is a pdi^cal decision to support

the boycott In light of the availability ofUFW
lettuce at comparable quality and cost, we
can only conclude that a continuance of the

college's policy of buying non-UF^ lettuce is

,

a conscious political decision to oppose the

boycott."

This is part of the statement issued to David
Woodruff by the Williams Students In Support

of the Boycott of Non-United Farm Workers
Union Lettuce and Grapes. At a recent

meeting, Bart Brown '74 (who is leading the

Williams boycott) explained the purpose and
goals of the group.

The boycott is an attempt to force the let-

tuce < and grape growers to accept Cesar

Chavez's UFW as the representative union of

the migrant workers. It is felt that with this

change in representation, the conditions of

the migrant workers will improve greatly.

Farm workers are among the poorest paid

workers in the country, with an average

hourly wage of $1.58 (as opposed to $3.05 in

industiy)~and'ah average annual income of

$2200.

In the I960's, Cesar Chavez founded the

UFW Union, which failed in its initial demand
for recoghiuon (romThe^growersr^he result

was the 1967 boycott of table grapes. The
growers would not accept the UFW, so they

could not sell many grapes. The boycott

continued until 1970, when the growers signed

contracts with 40,000 workers under UFW
auspices.

In 1973, the UFW tried to represent the

lettuce growers, but these growers invited the

Teamsters to come in and represent their

workers. The growers claim to have a

majority qfS signatures claiming that the

workers want to be represented by the

teamsters. Many of these have been proved to

be forgeries. The California Supreme Court

found that 85 per cent of the workers wished to

be represented by the UFW. Cesar Chavez

has claimed the growers and Teamsters have

signed "sweetheart contracts" that will be to

the advantage of both groups and to the

disadvantage of the worker. The grape

growers followed the lettuce growers when

the grape contracts expired in 1973.

The migrant workers are not covered by the

National Labor Relations Board, which in any

other case would go in and hold elections to

determine which union the workers wished to-

represent themselves. They began striking,

but the Teamsters came in to get them back

into the fields, and in the process killed one

man and injured many others. To avoid

further violence, the workers stopped

striking. Their only tool is the b(^cott.

According to Brown, the crucial issue is the

use of hiring halls versus the use of labor' -.

contractors. Under the pre-union system and..-,
now under the Teamsters, the growers em- ,^
ploy labor contractors, who they pay (out o/°—.-

laborers' wages) to find workers for their ."

farms. The contractors take only the

youngest, strongest, male workers. The
women and older workers have a very hard^
time finding work. Under the UFW contract. .

the workers would go to hiring halls, where^'
union officials would assign workers, on tJMi

l>asis of seniority, to the farms that requested
labor. He also stated that the farm workers
wish to be covered by the Wagner Act of 1933

which allows them to choose their own union;
"~~

but not by the Taft-HarUey amendment to the
Act, which disallows the use of boycotts.

At present, 10 per cent of the available

lettuceisUFW; grownby 12 growers and 6500
workers. In a few montlis, tliis supply will be
depleted. It is then, Brown asserts, that

people will be asked to make the real

sacrifice. They will be asked to eat no lettuce.
—

He said that then you are asking people
.

whether theycare about the cohditions of the

farmworkers. He is asking the Williams
students if they are willing to make a com.-

mitment and sacrifice, for the social cause;

he feels they will respond in support of the

UFW.
It must be remembered, stated Brown, that

this is not the fight of the big powerful unions

of today, but a pre-Twentieth century

struggle for basic human working conditions

and living conditions; a fight for human
decency. ri

Phone case

X

X
moves to

new court
by Chris Mazzia

The "Black Box" telephone case involvings

Assistant Professor of Chemistry Don
Scroggin is now pending appeal to the

Berkshire County Superior Court in Pittsfield.

On October 26 in Williamstown District

Court Scroggin was found guilty of fraudulent

please turn to page seven

\ "For the last 29 years Vietnam has been the

mqst important single event in the history of

the United States. It is the focal point for

ourselves."

John ii'roines, member of the Chicago?, and
long-time anti-war activist, began a speech

last Sunday night to a crowd of nearly 200 in

the Fitch-Prospect Lounge with this ob-

servation. The speech climaxed a day of anti-

war activity sponsored by the Northern

Berkshire Community for Non-Violent
Alternatives and the Williams Action

Coalition. These activities included leaflet-

ting, information booths, a peace vigil, and a

speech concerning the Vietnam war by Ellen

Oxfeld '75, a member of WAC, at the First

Congregational Church oh Sunday morning.

Sunday marked the first anniversary of the

Paris Peace Agreement, yetactivity centered

around the Vietnam war and why it continues

^despite the agreement
\In a letter toC. Brewster Rhoads, III '74, a

'.coalition coordinator, Mr. Froines outlined

some pf his experiences, including:

—As a. member of the Congress of Racial

Equality a«i the Student Nonviolent Coor-

dinating Committee, participation in the civil

rights movenifeqt.

—As a memwRr of the Students for a

Democratic Socie^'v community worker in

what Mr. Froine» calls, the ghetto section of

New Haven, Conn. \
—Antiwar organization ^d work on the

political defense of Bobby G. Scale and

Ericha Huggins.

—Organizer for Mayday, 1971, f6^^which he

was indicted on a charge of consphi^cy to

block traffic in Washington, D.C.

The atmosphere in the Fitch-Pirospfei^

Lounge was one of nostalgia for former anti-

war activists. Janice Galent, a folk singer,

established the mood, leading the audience in

several Vietnamese folk songs. Yet both

Froines and his speech emphasized a change

in the peace movement.

Froines, currently a chemistry professor at

Goddard College in Vermont, appeared clean

cut in a conventional white shirt. His speech

and the question period following it were

more educatiot^ilhr rattier tltfn emotionallx

oriented. """^K^ /KlV^r'-' _!v *' :''.,:- '

He did not call for dcmonsSatiorts Hi pdaee

vigils to end the war. The war will end by

"cutting off funds to Vietnam." So, according

to Froines. the "focal point of anti-war ac-

.>>
tivity should be Congress. Asking others to

join with him and "arm oiir^elves with

education," Froines called for a reVivJal of the

anti-war movement. "The anti-war

movement should notlse over because the war

is not over."

Froines placed the war in a much broader

context than an individual country's struggle

for independence. Vietnam, he said, is "a

model of the third world movement." More
importantly, he added, "the struggle against

the empire abroad is also a struggle for

democracy at home." Watergate itself is an
"ultimate result of the domestic crisis arising

over the United States interyentiop^in Viet-

nam."
In a brief recount of the history of United

States policy throughout the war Froines

AH quiet on

the peace front?
by Ellen Causey

Siindtiv 's iinti-umr acthity^inWilUamstown included leafleting at local churches and a

pcuc vif>il. Brewster Rhoder'J4 who coordinated many of Sunday's activities and

hnuifiht former Chicago- 7 defen^t John Froines to the campus, is second from right.

declared Nixon's policy which eventuated in

Watergate as "the most complicated and
genocidal period."

Citing Nixon's policy of Vietnamization as

"the most cynical use of racism ever

devised," Froines suggested that Nixon's

"dftflnestic troubles forced him to shift to a

policy of escalation in Vietnam through

technology. Nixon wanted "to create an

illusion of winding down rather than

escalation."

This illusion, the Chicago seven member •

remarked, marked the beginning of a cam-

paign to quiet domestic unrest which used

conspiracy trials, wiretapping, and police

provacateurs as instruments, Watergate is

the height of this repression, Froines con-

cluded; it also "represents a broadening of

the repression beyond theanti-war movement

to the Democratic Party
"

Watergate, for this anti-war activist, is one

of a number of lessons from Vietnam, For

Froines, it shows the extent to which the

government will go to repress opposition yet,

on the other hand, it also shows the power and

effect the anti-war movement has had.

Froines cited other lessons of the war. He
called the anti-war movement "a mountain in

a desert" Activists of the 60's reached a peak

but then (because of decline of press

coverage, splintering within the organization,

indictments, and general frustration and

apathy) the movement almost disappeared.

"The answer to political problems lies in

unity of purpose over a long period of time,

Froines claimed. Individually one must "take

seriously the question of education, avoid

arrogance, and approach others with

humihty," and be aware of the "necessity for

a long term struggle,"

Froines' last plea was for an effort for

"collective reinforcement" to somehow unite

the vanguards ^ the peace movement in a

common cause. His speech suggested that

America must aboveall, av6id a return to the

50's. Nixon, Froines claimed, wants this—

a

return to alienation, apathy, and fear. The
war in Vietnam can serve a dual purpose for'

the activists:" Congress, by cutting off the

funds, can cease our policy of "propping up a

dictator" and set an example against future

intervention in a third world courttry's af-

fairs. In mobilizing to influence Congress, the

peace movement in the United States may be

revitalized and united in a domestic front

m
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Censorship and beyond
The decision whether to allow pornographic films on the Williams

College campus should have been made months ago. It should have been
made by the Winter Study Committee or at least somebody with input from
students. The professors teaching the WSP course on pornography which
sponsored the films should have been part of the discussion, not informed
later of an unexplained conclusion to ban the movies.

The decision to end "movies at midnight" should not have been made by
a committee of administrators in response to the offended sensibilities of
some members of the College community still too secretive to let their
names be known.

The Committee on Appointments and Promotions (CAP) in general and
Provost Stephen Lewis in particular made the decision. We all wonder what
made the CAP and Lewis such experts on pornography and what gave them
such powers of censorship.

The reasons for the cancellation of future pornography are, perhaps,
valid. Yet the reasons are irrelevant in this case.

Thie films are probably illegal if the Williamstown Police have anything
to say about it; which they do, according to the Supreme Court. The
Supreme Court, however, had already ruled when the pornography class
was given tacit approval to open the films to the public.

Town-gown relations are not enhanced when the College becomes
responsible for local youth's midnight thrills. However, the implications of
making the films available to others than those involved in the study of
pornography, were obvious to anyone willing to consider them three months
ago,

Some may argue that pornography does not fit the cleancut intellectual
image supposedly held by Williams. Perhaps not, yet if the films were not
judged as harmful to the image three months ago, they will hardly hurt it

now.
The ReAd will attempt no moral judgment on the value of the por-

nography films. We do, however, deplore the blatant censorship imposed by
a group of administrators in response to the squawking pressure of a few
individuals.

Shoot the dog

Sleazing

• by Peter llillman

At Union they had this big cowbell and

every time there was a break in the action

they all would stand up and chant and weave
to the clang! clang! of the cowbell and it was
very difficult for the players to hear Head

Coach Curt Tong. And an hour after it was all

x"^ over, and Union had won by ten or so, Union

guys in mustaches and faded rugby shirts

jostled Williams men for access to the bars

' - and the women in places like The Hub in

^' Saratoga Springs. Long into that cold night,

Union men and Williams men celebrated

January, in>plac^ like The RaftersV by
drinking whiskey with a beer motion. Of late,

you see, Union has become a fine athletic

rival, because it provides good competition
and sportsmanship, and that is a lot more
than can be said for Amherst College, in

Amherst, Mass., whose men are known for

their self-professed success in "sleazing"

among the women of the. five-college area.

Saturday night Williams travelled to

Amherst to play basketball, and the game
featured none of the high drama and suspense

which contests with this Little Three rival

oiicepresented: This was probaibly due to the

fact that Amherst doesn't have much of ft

basketball team, because at times during the

game it appeared Williams wasn^l-^ulling

away simply because they fejt-sorry. The

Amherst basketball team, jii Short, is a prime

, candidate for euthanasia. '
,

And the crowA'unlike the screaming,

chanting rngb- in Schenectady three nights

before, Ipoifed like Yankee Stadium on a slow

weekdsiy afternoon when the Yanks are in

town—you could count the house, and, what's

more, the small Williams contingent made up

in decibel count what they lacked in pure

numbers. An Amherst frat man explained

that their turn-out was so small because

Smith was not Jn session, as Amherst men
only go to sporting events when they can be

seen sleazirig in public.

Some of the entertainment Was provided, as

usual, by Amherst Head Coach Rick Wilson,
^

who is allergic~to wood. He is so allergic to-'

wood that he stands up the wliole game and,

never goes near the bench. Amhejst Head
Coach Rick Wilson spends most of the game
on the court, which is most distressing to his

players, who have a hard time as it is trying

to show off their meager talents without

worrying about apcidenlally setting a pick on

their own coacK
Last year the Amherst Boys' Club defeated

the Northampton Boys' Club at half-time of

the Williams-Amherst game. This has been

the history of Amherst College—Amherst

always trying to beat up on Smith. This year,

since Smith was not in session, the Amherst
Boys' Club conducted an intrasquad scrim-

mage, and there were a number of fine

youngsters playing, especially the center on

the "red" team. The kid will go to Amherst
when he gets older, if Amherst is lucky, but if

he-wants to be with the winners he will go to

liahis, because in riefeetlrig,Amherst ^
eleven Saturday night "the Purple showed
once again why they are the Chami&of th<.

Little Three.
^^

When it was over we went to some frl.

parties, just to see how sleazing actually
works. We had read so much about it. At Chi
Phi fifty people milled about the bar while
'Johnny Angel" played from an old jukebox:
Holyoke turned out; so did Mt. Ida Junior
College. WhenSmith is not in sessipnthey call

out the reserves. -Many Amheret sleazers

could be heard complaining alioqt the lack of

available women. At Cbi Psi it washard to
move around because so many- {)eople were
trying to sleaze ahd you had to move very
wisely if you^dfdn't \yant to be suspected of

sleazing., ' -

So rtmch for actually watching Amherst
sleazing up close; not much seemed to be
happening. Of course, one Chi Psi brother
assured us. Smith was not in session. It was a
lot different from last year, when Kick
Murphy was a senior at Amherst. He was thi.s

semi-good quarterback who couldn't win the

big games, like the- Williams game. Iii his

fraternity. Murphy had several flunkies,; or

brothers-in-waiting, who at parties a Iwa.vs

positioned themselves next to Murphv^jti^st to

do the Great One's bidding. Once.^Jsfst year,

Murphy announced th# he wanted to dance.

He turned to the flunkie to^is right and
handed him his beer to hol^, and a moment
later the flunkie said hp^iad to go and handed
the beer to anotheiydhe of Murphy's slaves,

and then the sepdhd flunkie got weary and
turned to his right and handed the Murph's
beer to Dave McEniry, Williams '73.

Someplace, where Amherst men meet to

console each other on losses to Williams, the

^tijrph is still looking for that beer. rj

ections

DIVIDKD TOGETHER^
The Williams Black Student Union has

become a ^oducer, and their first public

venture had some- gorgeous moments. In

conjunction with a special winter study

project conducted by Janis Wertz of the P.E.
department, the BSU presented "Black
Ivlovements on the Mov* A Divided People
Together" January 19 at the Adams
Memorial Theater. Most of the audience was
white, which was natural enough, since the

AMT was full and about 35 of Williams' IBCi

black students were involved in the show.
Moreover, the program has been taken to

local elementary schools and high schools and
we know the racial composition there.

So future preacher Michael Knight, the

narrator, suggested in his somewhat overly

persuasive voice that we "listen, learn—and
enjoy" the show. The divided people together
were blacks from and within three cultures-
African, Caribbean, and North American.
Pride in the motherland went through all the

dances, said Knight, who noted that all the

dances were rooted in African culture. We
were treated to sambas and mambos and the

nkosi sikelei Africa and a together for power
number called Uhuru Harambee in which the

loinclothed men were rather powerful for the

women who were all together in rather spotty

and provoking leopard spot two-piecers. We
couldn't quite figure out what the girl in the
zebra stripe robe was doing in her two brief

appearances, but we thought it might be our
culture gap.

A gospel choir led by Delbert Wigfall

provided music for a few Alvin Ailey-Judith

Jamison inspired dances. Ms. Wertz was
particularly expressive in her interpretation

to "I've Been Buked (and I've been scor-

ned ... )" which was unfortunately printed
in the program as "I've Been Baked." We

heard one irf the dancers say as she saw the

errors, "Yeah,, I've t>een bakedand I've been

scorched . .

." Ms. Wertz, rather, was crisp.

Freshman Beverly Clayton, on the other

hand, is one of those students of whom one

says, "Why on earth is she here-^but thank

God she is!" She outWertzed Wertz and ap

proached Alley irf" an interpretation of

"Summertime'' from "Porgy and Bess
'

Besides having the good sense to clfoose the

Leontyne Price recording of the Gershwin

lullaby, she had the better sense to keep it a

lullaby—and a moving one— instead of a

Joplin backpOrch rocker.

We got some soft soul by "The Black

Complexity," a five-voice a capella group

who went in for educating the audience by

asking us to pay close attention to meaningful

slides that were flashed while they sang

"Yesterday." Bad move. The slides— those

that were screened rightside up—had no

meaning against their rendition of that song.

Special guest^ they were billed, though, and

special they were. They were followed by

another American black experience. The

audience was shown what we supposed was

Saturday night at the BSU center—dancing In

"Funky Stuff" by Kool and the Gang. You felt

foolish going to dance at a Greylock Mixer

after seeing how those kids were moving.

We left realizing that the Williams black

students were getting together, that the show

represented a big step in creating a campus

identity and group feeling. But there was still

a divided people on campus—the Williams

people, for black and white students were not

necessarily together, in power, concerns, or

show biz. We supposed it was good that whiles

were watching a black show after all the AMT
shows that few blacks participated in. And

then we wondered if that type of mutual

appreciation couldn't combine in a production

with mixed audience and cast. G

The time draws near
Self nominations for the following elected offices may be turned i;i at
thestudentaffairsofficenolaterthanSunday, Feb. 10:
President, Vice-President, At-large Council
representatives (6), Committee on Educational Policy (CEP), Committee on .

Undergraduate Life (CUD, Discipline Committee.

Applications for the following Committees may be obtained outside the student
affairs office. Completed Applications must be returned by Sunday, Feb. 24, 1974:

Admissions, Afro American Studies, All College Entertainment Commitlec (ACEC),
Area Studies, Athletics, Calendar and Schedule, Computer Services. Course
Evaluation, Finance, Lecture, Library, Winter Study.

^Questions or Problems call Steve Golub8-3664 or Phil .Shands 66.31

.

^M^
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During tlie latter partvOf the Fall Term, it

was widely publicized around campus and in

the community that Cap and Bells, the

>^8tudent\heatre organization, was planning to'

produce Showboat as their annual musical.

AuditkHis were held, the cast list was posted,

•^^^and then Anything Goes was ^substituted foe

"the original show. Although most people then

\ directly involved in the situation are familiar

\ with the series of events which led to the

decision to svlritch the shows, many of the

members of the College are not. At best, some
have heard second o^^third hand rumors

which m^ve greatly exaggerated or distorted

the i8sue>\ .\ "'-

during November, Cap and Bells held a

- meeting to choose the selectionMor the 1974

musical. After starting out with ai^initial list

of eight shows whjjCh was based in lai^e part

upon the preferencisijcrf director Dan^etta,
the choice was ••narTd*;ed down to Hhree
selections; Showboat, Ahy^thihg Goes, ahd
Fiorello. Although the nlembership was
divided over wrhich show to present, a large

and influential core group favored Showboat,

pointing to its outstanding musical and ar-

tistic potential; When Showboat carrle up for

discussion, Donna Lindsay, also a member of

the Williams Black Student Union, suggested

that the show might run into opposition frbm
the black community due to its depiction ol

Southern blacks. After lengthy debate, it was \
proposed that a number of Cap and Bells

members be sent to discuss the show— its

merits and any possible objections—with the

co^chairmen of the WBSU. Hiowever, Ms.

Lindsay felt that it might be more politic if

she, possibly accompanied by Jeff Johnson,

Cap and Bells president, went to the WBSU.
Before she was able to take any in-

dependent action, however, Ms. Lindsay was
contacted by at least one representative of the

WBSU which had already learned that

• Showboat was under strong consideration for
'

• production. Together, they went to Dean
Gilliam to ascertain the legal position of the

WBSU with regard to opposing Showboat
Following this meeting, and after apparently

., sounding the feelings (rf the black community,
Ms. Lindsay allegedly told Steve Kelley,

treasurer of Cap and -Bells and production

manager of the show, that while the WBSU
had "strong objections" to the show, nothing

would be done to disrupt production or the

actual performance. During this same period,

Jeff Johnson was sounding the issue at an
unofficial level among unspecified members
of the WBSU. Most of those whom he spoke

with had either not read the script or had no

strong objections. Johnson made scripts of

the play available to BSU in Mears House,

and was told that the BSU would hold a

meteting on Showboat. That meeting never

materialized.

The production staff decided to go ahead
with Showboat. Posters advertising auditions

were distributed around campus and a

production schedule was begun with the

designer and music director beginning

preliminary work. On December 9, auditions

were concluded and the cast-list posted; On
December 10, Johnson, together with Steve

Travis, acting chairman of the Department of

Drama and Director of the Adams Memorial

Theatre, met with Professors Gilliam, Stepto,

Holloway, Exum, and Wertz. There, the latter

group of professors, all blacks, presented a

position paper objecting to Cap and Bells

selection of Showboat. Excerpts from the

paper are presented below. While accepting

the right of Cap and Bells to present the

musical, as well as the right of any black

person to participate in it, the paper

questioned whether the affect of Showboat on

race relations at Williams would be positive.

The paper also pondered the possibility that

the musical might be deleterious to the

college, and finished by calling into question

the literary stereotypes of Southern blacks

that the show presented. While Showboat has

been considered by some t(^ be an historical

work, the framers of the paper questioned its

historical accuracy and its educational value.

After five hours of meetings, Johnson

proposed that there be a joint meeting bet-

ween Cap and Bells, the cast and erew of

WBSU,
unite fasto

In a communication from the "Williams
College Black Community" to "Cap and
Bells, Itic.":

We recognize (and approve of) your
felative autonomy from the colleges,

especially in the area 9f deciding which
plays and shows you wish to perform. On
the other hand, we feel that you must face
the question of whether presenting
"Showboat." with its controversial por-

trait of the races, is inthe best interests of

the College. Not only will the show be of-

frrpd on College premises, but in news
reieaiies (he College's name will be linked

with the production in ways which will

inevitably imply to many the institution's

approval and sponsorship of the show.
it is quite possible that "Showboat"

could become a public relations "hot
potato" for the College, especially with the

"outside" world of prospective applicants,

parents, contributors, and alumni.

\ In our discussions with representatives

of the theater and "Showboat" company
we have agreed that the show has some
fine music, but we have also suggested
that certain other features tend, in our
opinion, to outweigh (or possibly cancel

out) llie shows musical merits. First, we
are deeply distrubed by the stereotyped

.characters and by some of the dialogue.

Characters can be altered (by the script,

by the actor), but our feeling is that more
often than not in these situations one racial

stereotype (e.g., the unctuous slave) is

replaced by another (e.g., the warm Black
human being). In this area, we should

mention that Professor Holloway has

lectured recently on stereotypes of Black
woman on stage and screen and is quite

willing to present her ideas to the com-
pany. As for the dialogue, of course
"nigger" can be replaced by "colored

folk" or "persons" or "people." but is that

y^ bytharfes

being true to the shoW—and, more im-

portantly, is that being honest, especially

with yourselves? We all remember singing

"Ole Black Joe" in grade school and
ceremoniously inserting "loved ones" for

"darkies." Whatdid thatdo~-really? (And
isn't "loved ones" another myth?)
"Showboat" has been defended as

historically important, and, in some
quarters, as a historical document. This

group finds these arguments un-

convincing. Perhaps the show is important

in the history of American theater. But for

us this point is of little consequence

compared to the fact that as a portrait of a

-i)eriod of history, "Showboat" is..at best,

misleading. Furthermore, we believe that

a show which is so obviously in the min-

strel tradition (and, in that part of the

tradition which is historically "downtown"
and Broadway-oriented) is of little*

educational value.

In closing, we would like to stress once

more that we honor your right to perform
the show. We offer our views not in an

effort td censor, but rather to give in-

formation and to express opinions which

prevail among us and others in the

Williams community. Above all, we must
point out the national proportion of these

issues. At this time. Blacks throughout the

country, in and out of the performing arts,

are questioning the depiction of the race by

whites on screen and stage. We share this

widespread concern and plan to speak out

on these matters now and in the future.

For the Black Faculty and Staff

Kennie Bosweil

William Fxum
Arieen Gilliam

Lou Fmma Holloway
Kobert Stepto

Janis Wertz
Allen Hart

Showboat, and interested members of the

blacl<jcpmmnnity. At the meeting, which took

place m^JoUowing evening, th& black position

paper waV<p be presented to the assembly,

objections weresto be discussed, and finally,

the question of wfifcther or not to do Showboat
was to be voted on. When the meeting finally

did take place, however, the black faculty

members and most of the WBSU did not

appearandcould not be reached for comment
(this was later explained by Professor

Gilliam as-an attempt to avoid any sort of

confrontation) . The effect of this absence was
to leave unanswered the questions of many
individuals concerning specific points of

objection to the show. Who did appear, rather

unexpectedly was Dean Andrew Crider who
made a statement, urging the members of Cap
and Bells to consider the potentially adverse

affects of carrying through with the

prt)duction of Showboat (when later reached

for comment on these potential effects, Crider

surmised on the possibility of unspecified

forms of active protest and an organized

boycott of theatregoers against Showboat).

Following two and a half hours of vigorous

debate, Cap and Bells voted to abandon
Showboat in favor of the second choice,

Anything Goes. At that point, both

organizations considered the matter closed.

Although this brief account covers most of

the actions taking place between the two
factions, there still remain ambiguities and
misconceptions concerning many of the

events. Just prior to the December 11

meeting, rumors were circulating about

which had no apparent basis in fact: a

campaign of intimida'tion and threats against

Jeff Johnson, the possibility of the ad-

ministration's ordering Cap and Bells not to

do Showboat, efforts to cut off funds to Cap
and Bells in the College Council, and so on.

Most of these reports had utterly no factual

basis, occurring most often as distortions of

second-hand reports, or resulting from simple

misinformation. Some reports can be con-

cretely denied.

Regarding the position of the ad-

ministration. Dean Crider, when interviewed

by the ReAd, said that he viewed the situation

as an issue of ' disagreement between two

blocks within the college community.
Although the administration had not, at the

time of the December 11 meeting, planned on

taking any overt actions, it had been in

contact with both organizations. Crider ex-

pressed concern in the situation because the

groups in question were members of the

college, drew their funds from the college,

and because the outcome of the decision, and

the way in which the decision was reached

would potentially have an affect on the

college community as a whole. When asked

whether the administration felt that it was
facing a situation roughly analagous to the

take-over of the snack-bar two years ago,

Crider replied that he did not.

Despite Crider's assertion, one might infer

from other sources that the administration

was very anxious to see the situation cleared

up. The primary basis for this inference is

derived from the fact that Cap and Bells was
reimbursed the sum of $1500 by the Provost's

office for expense incurred (non-refuniable

royalties, penalty fees to the designer and

directors) in the changeover from Showboat
to Anything Goes. Had Cap and Bells not

received this money, chances are that the

large-scale production with its attendant

costs could not have been attempted.

According to infohqation received by the
KeAd, the administraftati took a negative
view of Showboat. Provoslvjvewis allegedly

told Cap and Bells President Johnson that he
could not guarantee that the College would,,
permit Showboat to be performed. TlteJleAd
was also informed that President Chahdier
failed to appear at a meeting scheduled with^
Johnson to discuss the issue. No reason was
given;

It was also rumored that plans were afoot to

revoke College Council funds designated for

Cap and Bells. When outgoing College Council
President Joe Goodman was questioned on
this, he replied that he had been informally
soundpd on this point (though he would not
say by whom), but that he had said he would
oppose any such attempt against Cap and
Bells. Goodman continued, "1 felt that Cap
and Bells had the right to present whatever il

wanted, but I also felt personally that the
show was in questionable taste."

Although the sequence of events leading up
to the decision to drop Showboat are clear,

there are a number of questions which remain
to be answered. From the beginning, many
people were asking why Cap and Bells

decided to do the show in the first place If it

was so objectionable. From the information
that the KeAd has been able .to gather, a

possible explanation emerges when one
considers the perspectives and the selection

process of the theatre organization. Ac-
cording to Johnson, the choice of plays is at

least partially determined by what shows the

director either has done or is willing to do.

This year the selection process was rushed
because no director had been found until mid-

November. As a result, according to Johnson,
not as many people had a chance to prepare
themselves for the selection, meeting by
reading the scripts involved. In addition, as
was pointed out at the Dec. 11 meeting, the

script of the original show was to have been
changed deleting parts which were con-

sidered by the director and co-ordinators to

be of questionable taste. The factors above
seem to point to a clouding in the selection

process, which might perhaps have been
avoided had circumstances been different.

Finally, Johnson points out that "People here

( in the theatre) think of a show and a part in

the show differently from people who are

outside the show. It is simply a part, not a

definition of character."

After the show was selected, another
question becomes apparent. Why did the

black community wait for two weeks after the

selection of Showboat before launching some
form of active protest? According to

Professor Gilliam, there were several

reasons for the delay. First was the con-

fidence on the part of the black community
that Cap and Bells would never be able to cast

the show without a number of black actors. As
it turned out, the show's director decided to

use only three black actors, Harry Jackson,

Denise Johnson and Clarence Young for the

show. Another reason lies in the fact that it

took some time for news of the show and its

contents to permeate the WBSU, Although

certain members knew about the play, and
members of the black faculty had been in-

formed about it, no concrete plans were made
until shortly before auditions for Showboat
were held. In addition, Dean Gilliam pointed

out to the ReAd that the pressure of final

examinations prohibited some blacks from
launching a protest at that time. The pressure

of finals also explains why the black faculty

members drafted the pasition paper. In

essence, they were taking the "heat" off the

students who were preparing for their

examinations.

In short, the disagreement between Cap
and Bells and the black community seems to

have stemmed largely from lack of com-
munication and initial misunderstandings

between the two groups. Although there is

perhaps some residual unhappiness on both

sides, the net result was a clear victory for the

opponents of Showboat without a substantial

loss to Cap and Bells either in terms of

finances or in terms of scheduling. Anything

Goes is currently ahead of its production

schedule |_J

At one with nature

Registration for Third Quarter (February 11 - March 22) will be held

Tuesday, February 5th, Wednesday, February 6th, Thursday, February 7th from 9

a.m. - 4 p.m. Also, on Friday. February 8th from 9 a.m. to 12 noon

ONLY. All students, faeuUy and staff interested must register with the Physical

Education Office,. Lasell Gymnasium. -'^"" "

No registration will be acceptec^ after noon time on Friday, February
8th. Squash, Basketball, Advanced .Swimming, Skin and Scuba Diving, Bad-

minton. Fencing, Yoga (beginner & Intermediate), Skiing, Dance, Figure

Skating. Weight Training, Basic Skating, Folk Dance. Gymnastics (by

arrangement), Aikido.

Ellen Kearney at the coffeehouse

Ellen Kearney, a noted coffeehouse performer, will appear in the Williams

College Coffeehouse on SahJrday, February 9, from 9 o'clock to midnight, Ellen

has been reviewed as one of "the most promising singer-songwriters on the circuit,'

Ellen's main instrument is acoustic guitar, with occasional turns on piano,

which she has perfected at her home in Greenwich Village, New York, under

the influence of such artists as Jerry Jeff Walker, McKendree Spring, and

Loudon WainwrighL Admission is free.

Jim Revkin is looking for several Williams students to run the coffeehouse

during the next semester. He would be more than happy to hear from anyone .

who might be interested in assuming control of the coffeehouse's activities.
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ACEC fail to

compromise

;

imsttStion

role uncertain
by George Schutzer

Because of an apparent mix-up over the use
of Chapin Hall, the ACEG will not be able to

make as much money on the jazz festival as it

' had expected that it would. Removal of the

first 14 rows of seats in Chapin so that the

large stage necessary for the presentation of

Les Noces could be built has reduced the

hall's capacity by over 30 per cent.

The ACEC did not find out about the

alteration until late December. Soon after

finding out, jazz festival chairman Tom
Piazza rrtetwith Mrs. Joy Dewey, coordinator

of the Les Noces presentation; Dean Andrew
Crid^r; and Dean Nancy iVIcIntyre. Mrs.

Dewey agreed to replace the seats taken out

so that the ACEC would have full use of
'' Chapin for the first two jazz concerts, but

explained that it would be impossible for her

adequately to prepare for the presentation if

the stage were not extended during the last

few weeks of January.
Richard Jeter, the technical director of

Adams Memorial Theater, and his Winter
Study class, removed the seats to allow for

practice in the correct sized area, and then

replaced them before the first jazz concert.

They then removed the seats twice more,
replacing them before the second concert.

Mrs. Dewey als^offered to make up for the

lost revenue from the last two concerts. But
later she said that at the time she made the

offer she thought that, despite the large stage,

they would be able; to squeeze 938 people into

Chapin, so it would cost only about $300 to

• satisfy the ACEC.
piazza said he was originally told by Mrs.

Dewey that only "seven or eight" rows would
be rernoved. Yet 14 rows covering only four

' ' more feet than the blueprints called for were
actually removed,
Jeter said that that estimate was based on

the number of people who have in the past

packed into Chapin for commerfcement and
convocation exercises. This would include

people sitting on window sills.and railings. It

would also have involved the time-consuming
step of putting up side railings around the

stage, Jeter s^id. With safety and viewing

considerations taken, the ACEC was limited

. to selling 700 tickets for each of the last two
concerts. The ACEC had expected to sell out

the hall for tonight's concert. Without the

large stage, the capacity of Chapin is close to

1,100.

"I really shouldn't have said that," said

Mrs. Dewey about the money offer, "but Tom
(Piazza) was so upset." "I don't have the

money." She said her offer was "a really

loose statement." If theACEC is to get its lost

revenue, the "Administration is going to have
to make good," she said.

Money to finance Les Noces is coming from
theCollegeCouncil—soWilliams students can

get in free, the Winter Study Committee (The

dancers from the show are taking a Winter

Study with Mrs. Dewey), the Dance Society

budget, and the music department. This, she

said, is money she has no control over.

Dean Crider seemed to reject Mrs. Dewey's
suggestion that the administration may be

able to make up for lost revenue, saying that

the ACEC could go to the College Council and

ask for more money by claiming unexpected

circumstanc^
"We're as victimized as they^are," Mrs.

Dewey said, pointing to a bump on her head

which she said was a result of an accident

which occurred in the process of moving the

chairs. Her dancers have broken their toe

nails on the unlevel platform. The actual

,^ dance floor surface cannot go down until the

jazz concerts are over, she said.

Although describing the situation as "sheer

hell for the dancers and builders," she said

she was "pretty impressed" with the

cooperation between groups also desiring use

of Chapla The Berkshire Symphony volun-

tarily moved its scheduled rehearsals to the

chapel
Planning fbr Les Noces began in March.

Mrs. Dewey spent part of her summer doing

research in New York under a College grant

for the show. She discussed the program with

President Chandler during the summer and

received permission from college vice

president Francis Dewey III to alter Chapin

4n early September. Later, the state granted

approval for the alteration on safety grounds

after seeing the blueprints. According to

Jeter, he drew up the blueprints, which called

. for a smaller stage than was actually needed.

The stage now extends out 40 feet.

Mrs. Dewey informed the News Office of

. the dates of the presentatioi;. Slie later sent

the News Office a note telling them She was
planning to use Chapin for practices during

January and February, and that if anybody

. y/ints to sign up to use Chapin during that

period they should call her if they had any

questions. The secretary in the office did not

know that Chapin was to be altered. Mrs.

Dewey did receive two calls including one

from the Berkshire Symphony.
Based on statements by persons in the

News Office, Mrs. Dewey, and Piazza, it

seems likely that the ACEC informed the

News Office of the dates of its concerts in the

period between Mrs. Dewey's giving the

office a date and Mrs. Dewey's sending the

note. The News Office does not keep a log on

when requests for buildings come in; it just,

pencils in the date and location of the event.

The News Office is the only place for clearing

dates^for using buildings.

Both Mrs. Dewey and Jeter cite the fact

that there is not a more organized clearance

system as a factor leading to the building

conflict- In comparing this problem to the one

with use of Chapin for rock concerts, Jeter

said, "Something had to happen before we
could see it was going to happen."

Jeter said that, because Cap and Bells is

using the AMT, someone had to be in conflict.

Some ACEC members are having dif-

ficulties understanding why they did not find

out about the stage until late December and
why use of Chapin could not be postponed.

Mrs. Dewey .said that she never even

considered the idea that a reduced capacity

would produce problems for the ACEG -Both

Mrs. Dewey and Jeter also cited the fact that

preliminary plans- were not completed until

the end of November. At least one of the

students in Jeter's Winter Study class did not

know he would be spending much of his time
altering Chapin Hall until January.

Despite all of the publicity concerning the

use of Chapin Hall for a Winter Study concert,

the Dean's office did not receive a call to

indicate such a concert would conflict with

Lep Notes.

Persons involved with Les Noces cited as
reasons why practice in Chapin could not be
postponed any longer than it was such factors

as Les Noces being part of two Winter
Studies, the number of persons involved

(close to 90), the need of the dancers to

practice using the props they will have during
the actual presentation, and the fact that

dancers must relate to space.

Jeter said it was unfair to keep students

here during the intersession. He said that it

was important for acoustical reasons that the

choral group practices where it will sing.

During one day last week, the choral group
pr&cticed twice in' Chapin, and the dance
group practiced in both Chapin and the dance
studio, which indicates how much Chapin is

needed.

Jeter also said that when one sees how
elaborate the stage looks, it will be easy to

understand why so much time was required.

Mrs, Dewey said ttiat when the Berkshire
Symphony originally contacted her and of-

fered to change their rehearsals to the chapel,

she said it wouldn't be necessary. But
because of the lost time in Chapin, she said

she was forced to accept their offer to move.
All alterations to Chapin are temporary. No

nails will be put into the hall, and the seats

will be replaced after the presentation.

Les Noces, a ballet by Stravinsky, will be
presented on February 23 and 24. A free dress
rehearsal will be held prior to that.

e » »

Following an administration decision that a

concert in Chapin Hall this Winter Carnival
weekend was cut of the question, the All-

College Entertainment Committee (ACEC)
decided not to book a Winter Carnival con-

'cert.

ACEC co-chairmen Bob Kaus and Steve

Broydrick were informed by the dean's office

in early January that & concert in Chapin on

Winter Carnival weekend was impossible.

Two days later Kaus and Broydrick

presented a specific proposal for a Winter

Carnival concert in Chapin to the dean's of-

fice. The dean's office reiterated' that a

Winter Carnival concert at Chajjiri was out of

the question.

Two days latef K^ius and Broydrick

discussed alternatives to Chapin with

Associate Dean I^ancy Mclntyre and

President John Chandler. After eliminating

the field house as a possible alternative

because of poor acoustics, only the gym was

left, Broydrick reported that both he and

Kaus agreed with Chandler that it was worth

looking into the use of the gym for a Winter

Carnival concert.

But the ACEC met two days later and

decided that booking a Winter Carnival

concert represented a "serious financial

risk," Broydrick reported. The committee

decided to wait until the end of the jazz series

before booking any more concerts.

The committee is still looking into the

possibility of sponsoring some sort of en-

tertainment over Winter Carnival Weekend.

Broydrick said that decision to wait until

after the jazz series before booking another

concert "insures that the committee Will be

able to pr^ide a well-known group for a.

concert^or dance concert later in the year."

Failure to sell more tickets to the King

Ccifnson, Dave Mason and New Riders

^<:6ncerts contributed to the decision not to

havea Carnival concert, Broydrick indicated-.

"Perhaps students want fewer concerts,

spread out more during the school year," he

said.

"The next time we do a concert, we will not

be able to use Chapin," Broydrick said.

During the spring, the hockey rink is an

alternative place for a concert. Although "not

too good" acoustically, the hockey rink was
the sight of two financially successful con-

certs last year, Broydrick said.

Referring to the conflict over use of Chapin
because of student conduct at the New Riders

concerff Broydrick said, "We wanted another

chance; we thought we'd get it."

He suggested that part of the reason why
they didn't get the second chance may have
been pressure on the administration from
members of the Board of Trustees who had
read about the New Riders concerts in a

KecordAdvocate article. He said the article

may have exaggerated the problem. Q
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Good local

talent shines

during festival
by Tim Riordan

The coffeehouse has been the center of

quite a bit of activity lately. Two shows per
week may not make it the Fillmore North but
in view of Williamstown's less than strategic
location, the high caliber of talent presented
is impressive.

Number two in the January Folk-Blues

Festival line-up was Leon Redbone, a blues

singer working out of Cambridge. Redbone is

at least eccentric if not downright weird. His

identity and origin are unknown, and one
would be hard pressed to pick up any clues

from his appearance. From the dark three

piece suit and black hat to the dark glasses,

moustacheandfiveo'clock shadow, it is clear

that Redbone cultivates a mystery-man
image. He has refused numerous offers to

record and in his appearance here was
practically silent between numbers.

Redbone sings a very traditional .style of

blues, accompanying himself on guiiar and
occasionally buizing out a trumpet or

trombone part with his lips. His material
comes solely from blues people of the first

half of the Century and in many cases Red-
bone has left their compositions intact.

Sources include Jelly Roll Morton, Sophie
Tucker, Jimmy Rogers, Leadbelly, and many
more. Redbone's voice has been aptly
compared to a scratched 78 rpm record and
many blues connoisseurs consider him one of

the few white blues singers capable of giving
*& distinctive yet genuine rendition of early
blues. One might question Redbone's
originality in concentrating on old blues but
there can be no question that he succeeds in

giving a very tSffective show.
~

Appearing with Redbone was "Black
Complexity," a black acapella «roup' com-
posed of Williams students. Aside from some
problems with pitch and occasional im-
balance of parts, the performance was good
and the audience was appreciative. Hopefully
we can look forward to more music of this sort
in the future.

The "Free Tumblers" made a late entry
onto the coffeehouse calendar, but the
combination of previous favorable exposure
at Williams and free wine brought out a good
crowd. The group played mostly old material
but played it well and added more variety
with the inclusion of mandolin and steel

guitar to their collection of instruments.

PaulGeremiahwas the featured performer
of the third Festival session singing "country-
blues" of traditional origin and his own
compositions. He accompanied himself on
harp and 12-string. Geremiah is an amiable
character on stage (as one might gather from
his compulsive laughter), and he struck a
good rapport with his audience. Although he
did some of the same material as Redbone,
the effect was totally different. With Redbone
the blues evoked a bluesy atmosphere like a
smokey, poorly lit dive in a bad part of town.

Geremiah gave a much lighter impression,

sort of a wide-open-spaces feeling, and indeed
a Washington, D.C. arts paper, the Wood-
wind, has described Geremiah's music as
good background for reading kerouac novels.

Geremiah has a pair of albums out, both of

which have been praised by critics and
ignored by the public. The first, on Folkways
records, is a little too genuine in its adherence
to the old folk blues style to gain much
popular acceptance. The second album, titled

"Paul Geremiah", is a little more palatable

to the modern ear and, as of a couple of years
ago, should have put him in the limelight

according to numerous major music
publications. It didn't happen, though, and
Dave Wilson of the Boston Herald Traveler
said Geremiah's music is "too pleasant, too

competent, too easy to listen to, too con-

sistent, too funky, too honest, too sincere and
too exclusively for the connoisseur to appeal
to the general public." Apparently hjs

Williams audience didn't think this way,
because there were a lot of smiling faces,

tapping toes and attentive ears during his

performance.

Joe Mulholland and Rich Thornburg
preceded Geremiah and played while he look

a break. They opened with a group of pieces

for mandolin and guitar, and mandolin and

piano. These covered a range from Vivaldi

coricerti to arrangements of fiddle tunes, and

provided some of the most enjoyable listening

I've had in a long time. There were a few

rough edges on the classical pieces but,

overall, the execution was quite good. In-

terspersed with the mandolin numbers were
pieces for two guitars, two pianos, and one of

each, including the perennial "Moondance"
by Van Morrison, complete with a vocal that

could only t)e compared to Kottke with a sore

throat.

In short, the picture at the coffeehouse is

quite bright, contrary to my earlier ob-

servations. The policy of presenting good

local talent along with high quality major acts

is very effective and I believe it has been

increasingly appreciated by the William-

stown audience. D
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Big band

pzazz wins

_ Chapin fans
,

by John Cordes

Yeah, I remember when the big bands

were here all the time. Must have been .W

years ago, Tommie Dorsey. Basie, Benny

(ioodman^all the greats—would play at

the Garfield Club (now Currier Hall) and

they'd pack 'em in.

The Thad Jones-Mel Lewis big band, voted

by Downbeat readers as best in the world of

jazz, played their first gig in the Purple

Valley recently, and left their audience

sharing hopes of reconvening next year

kudos to Tom Piazza for bringing the en-

semble here. While inspiring nostalgia in

some, the group played contemporary music
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displaying ensemble virtuosity, outstanding

solo woric, and a beautiful sense of humor.
Through playing every Monday night at the

Village Vanguard for five years, the band,

despite the inevitable turnover rate, has
acquired a cohesiveness that shows iit the

dynamics: one measure the trumpets will

swell with rocket velocity, then diminish with

Kohoutdt quickness. Jones conducts with

absolute fingertip control. What pleases ine is

that he exerts this control not over a nnaze of

push buttons and electronic circuits but over

Peoplewho love to play tb£;ether^nd who play

excellently. ^ /

The band did a number called "Fingers,"

an up-tempo tune which Thad Jones jokingly

referred to as "a waltz and a bossa nova".

The chord profession was that of "I've Got
Rhythm" ("Thousands of jazz tunes are
based on 'Rhythm' changes." Carl Atkins)

and the melody, or 'head', was be-bcq). At one
point, the sax section stood up and, a capella

but for Thad Jones' precise hand claps, the

five reedmen ripped through 64 bars of what
sounded like a Charlie Parker solo played 3 x

faster than the original.

Qod, Mr. Adams, how did you ever get

through that ensemble section of Fingers?
Pepper: Oh yeah, that monster. I guess we
were pretty lucky. I had my fingers crossed
the whole time.

T Adams, the baritone sax player did some
excellent soloing that night, but was scarcely

alone. Improvisation is the band's bread and
butter. Trumpeter Cecil Bridgewater threw
the first sparks in "The Second Race" by
using the Roland Kirk stunt of circular

breathing to blow continuous choruses which,
if not greatly inspired, helped to loosen up the

band and the audience.

Billy Harper's solo on the same time was-

disappointing. His tenor work that night was
ctiaracterized by incoherent frenetip runs and
occasional out-of-key phrases jwhich can be
used effectively but here missed the mark.
While admirably trying^ to establish his own
musical identity apart from the rest of the

band, Harper's out-of-context solo bursts

were more ihasturbatory than meaningful.

Multi-reedman Jerry Dodgion demon-
strated his versatility with a tasteful flute

entry in "Don't Ever Leave Me". Ron
Bridgewater's tenor solo on "Suite for Vaps,"

really ripped along. The piece was dedicated,

of course, to Louis Armstrong, and I have the

feeling that the one part which pleased the

audience most, Pops would have savored as
well. Quentin Jackson brought his trombone
out front, and played chorus after chorus of

exquisitely raunchy blues, at one point

eliciting a "Yeah!" from Roland Hanna with

a second from the rest of Chapin Hall. Thad
Jones was digging the solo while directing the

ensemble riffs in the background and punc-

tuating Jackson's phrases with "Play the

Blues, Man", "Easy, baby". I always ad-

mired Jimi Hendrix' use of the wah-wah, but

this trombone player with his mute rivalled

anything that came out of Electric Ladyland.

The trumpets all got down at some point

during the concert The flashiest, and the

youngest, of the group is John Faddis, who
sauntered out on "Central Park North" and
played a solo without microphone, leaning

nonchalantly against one of the fluted wooden
columns on the side of the stage. His ran^ is

impressive; beseemed to be hitting notes a

full octave above those that Thad Jones
played immediately prior, and Jones himself

is a bitch on trumpet. Piazza gives Faddis
five years to become truly outstanding. He
certainly has the chops to go places.

"Sir" Roland Hanna was cocking all night

He plays piano with an incredible time sense

that keeps him just on the back side of each

beat, i.e. his music swings.On"A Child is Born,"

Hanna's solo piece, an eclecticism pervaded.

Resounded at times like Chopin, Kostelanetz,

and Bud Powell, and took his motif from "Pop
Goes theWeast '. A fingerprinter would have
found Hanna guilty on all 88 keys; such was
the range and complexity of his playing.

Mel Lewis, who is much less conspicuous

than his co-leader, had a brief spotlight on

"Central Park North". He played an
amazingly lyrical (I never thought the ad-

jective could apply) drum solo, but soon

enough was upstaged Cecil Bridgewater's

little girl wandered on stage behind Lewis and

peered at the audience through the space

underneath Hanna's piano.

That was just one of the many humorous
moments. Among others: the quotations

made while soloing, such as Jones' two bars

"Sailor's Hornpipe" and Jackson's in-

terjection of "I'm Forever Blowing Bul)-

bles"; Rolandilanna's solo where he played

several elegant "classical" runs up and down
the keyboard, then plunged into ragtime;

Jackson's transition from the raucous,
barrelhouse blues to the archetypical
"pretty" melody (playing tongue-in-cheek on
the trombone is easier than one would
imagine); the dialogue between Jones and
Jackson, their muted horns carrying on an
argument which soon involved Faddis as
well.

To give the instrumentalists some pzazz,

Jones brought out De^ee Bridgewater
halfway through the evening. No big baivi

would be complete without a good vocalist

Miss Bridgewater has excellent control of her
talents, hitting difficult intervals with
assurance and doing exactly what she pleases
with her voice. In the setting of Chapin Hall,

her flashiness was a little too much. The
pretty ballad, "here's that rainy day" was
well-rendered, but over-embellished.

One thing about the lithe and attriacffve

vocalist: she knows how to strut her »>tufi.

And when she explodes with "The Best Things
in Life Are Free," she infuses new meaning
into an old apple-pie song. r-j

In the

land^f

the^giants
by Tom Piazza

On Ja^Hiary 24, five giants of jazz and one
giaijt^to—t)e had a jam session in Chapin

^H^l. The session included members of just

about every great hand in jazz history, itir

eluding those of Duke Ellington, Count Basie,

Woody Herman, Benny Goodman, Cab
Calloway, Chick Webb and Earl Hines. It was
clear from the start that it was going to be a
special evening.

They started with"IFoundANew Baby," a
favorite jamming vehicle of the tliirties. On
this, and several other tunes during the

evening, Budd Johnson played soprano sax
instead of the more widely-used tenor. A
subdued reading of Duke Ellington's "Satin

Doll" followed.

Then, leader Milt Hinton announced a
rarely-done tune called "Tickle Tom," which
was originally recorded by Count Basie and
his band (featuring the great tenor player

Lester Young) in 1940. Zoot Sims and Budd
Johnson did a duet that noticeably reduced
several jazz fans in the audience to complete
helplessness. It was a beautiful, exciting race

between two of the true giants of the tenor

sax.

The whole group then followed this with

"Just You, Just Me," which featured great

work from all the horn players (especially

Taft Jordan) and a hair-raising series of

exchanges between Milt Hinton and drummer
Warren Odze. Warren, a student at

Manhattan School of Music, provided ex-

cellent support throughout the evening, as

well as taking several effervescent solos.

Next, the audience was treated to the first

Milt Hinton vocal in history, on Louis Arm-
strong's "Sleepy Time Down South." Budd
Johnson dida tenor feature on "Rosetta," and
Dill Jones played a solo version of Fats

Waller's "Alligator Crawl." The set ended
with "Perdido," a trio version of "Tuxedo
Junction" (dedicated to the late GeneKrupa)
and a burning "How High The Moon."
After intermission, the whole band went

wild on Count Basic's "Jumpin' At The
Woodside!" During Milt's solo, the horn

players were whispering something to each
other and nodding their heads. The mystery
was solved as they came in on the last chorus

together exactly as the Basie t>and once did.

Taft Jordan was up next, and he played

"Tenderly." Suffice it to say that he told an
unforgettable story about life and music
through his horn. He got a standing ovation

afterwards.

Budd followed with "Lester Leaps In," in

tribute to Lester Young; Milt played a fine

solo on Duke Ellington's ballad "Prelude to A
Kiss;" the full band did "St Louis Blues;"

and Zoot Sims played a lovely version of

"Come Rain OrShine."
Dill Jones did a terrific job with "Anything

Goes;" a funny coincidence. Quite a few of

the people in the production were there, and
could be seen clapping enthusiastically. "I

Remember April," featuring Warren's fine

drumming, preceded the closer, the

inevitable "Saints Go Marching In." Taft did

a vocal, introducing everyone in the band one

at-a-time. There were cheers as he picked up

his own horn to play. Q



Dewey and
ACEC fail to

compromise

;

administration

role uncertain
by George Schutzer

Because of an apparent mix-up over the use

of Chapin Hall, the ACEC will not be able lo

make as much money on the jazz festival as it

had expected that it would. Removal of the

first 14 rows of seats in Chapin so that the

large stage necessary for the presentation of

l.fs Noccs could be built has reduced the

hall's capacity by over 30 per cent.

The ACEC did not find out about the

alteration until late December. Soon after

finding out, jazz festival chairman Tom
Piazza met with Mrs. Joy Dewey, coordinator

of the Les Noces presentation; Dean Andrew
Crider; and Dean Nancy Mclntyre. Mrs.

Dewey agreed to replace the seats taken out

so that the ACEC would have full use of

Chapin for the first two jazz cbncerts, but

explained that it would be impossible for her

adequately to prepare for the presentation if

the stage were not extended during the last

few weeks of January.

Richard Jeter, the technical director of

Adams Memorial Theater, and his Winter

Study class, removed the seats to allow for

practice in the correct sized area, and then

replaced them before the first jazz concert.

They then removed the seats twice more,
replacing them before the second concert.

Mrs. Dewey also offered to make up for the

lost revenue from the last two concerts. But
later she said that at the time she made the

offer she thought that, despite the large stage,

they would be able to squeeze 938 people into

Chapin, so it would cost only about $300 to

satisfy the ACEC.
Piazza said he was originally told by Mrs.

Dewey that only "seven or eight" rows would
be removed. Yet 14 rows covering only four

more feet than the blueprints called for were
actually removed.

Jeter said that that estimate was based on

the number of people who have in the past

packed into Chapin for commencement and
convocation exercises. This would include

people sitting on window sills and railings. It

would also have involved the time-consuming

step of putting up side railings around the

stage, Jeter said. With safety and viewing

considerations taken, the ACEC was limited

to selling 700 tickets for each of the last two

concerts. The ACEC had expected to sell out

the hall for tonight's concert. Without the

large stage, the capacity of Chapin is close to

1,100.

"I really shouldn't have said that," said

Mrs. Dewey about the money offer, "but Tom
(Piazza) was so upset." "I don't have the

money." She said her offer was "a really

loose statement." If thtACEC is loget its lost

revenue, the "Administration is going to have

to make good," she said.

Money to finance Los Noces is coming from

theCollegeCouncil- so Williams students can

get in free, the Winter Study Committee (The

dancers from the show arc taking a Winter

Study with Mrs. Dewey), the Dance Society

budget, and the n;usic department. This, she

said, is money she»Jj^ no control over.

Dean Crider seemed to reject Mrs. Dewey's

suggestion that the administration may be

able to make up for lost revenue, saying thai

the ACEC could go to the College Council and

ask for more money by claiming unexpected

circumstances.

"We're as victimized as they are," Mrs.

Dewey said, pointing to a bump on her head

which she said was a result of an accident

which occurred in the process of moving the

chairs. Her dancers have broken their toe

nails on the unlevel platform. The actual

dance floor, surface cannot go down until the

jazz concerts are over, she said.

Although describing the situation as "sheer

hell for the dancers and builders, " she said

she was "pretty impressed' with the

cooperation between groups also desiring use

of Chapin. The Berkshire Symphony volun-

tarily moved its scheduled rehearsals to the

chapel.

Planning for Les Noces began in March.

Mrs. Dewey spent part of her summer doing

research in New York under a College grant

for the show. She discussed the program with

President Chandler during the summer and

received permission from college vice

president Francis Dewey III to alter Xi^hapin

in early September. Later, the state granted

approval for the alteration on safety grounds

after seeing the blueprints. According to

Jeter, he drew up the blueprints, which called

for a-smaller stage than was actually needed.

The stage now extends out 40 feet.

Mrs. Dewey informed the News Office of.

the dates of the presentation. She later sent

the News Office a note telling them she was
planning to use Chapin for practices during

January and February, and that if anybody

wants to sign up to use Chapin during that

period they should call her if they had any

questions. The secretary in the office did not

know that Chapin was to be altered. Mrs.

Dewey did receive two calls including one

from the Berkshire Symphony.
Based on statements by persons in the

News Office, Mrs. Dewey, and Piazza, il

seems likely that the ACEC informed the

News Office of the dates of its concerts in the

period between Mrs. Dewey's giving (he

office a date and Mrs. Dewey's sending the

note. The News Office does not keep a log on

when requests for buildings come in; it just

pencils in the date and location of the event.

The News Office is the only place for clearing

dates for using buildings.

Both Mrs. Dewey and Jeter cite the fact

that there is not a more organized clearance

system as a factor leading to the building

conflict. In comparing this problem to the one

with use of Chapin for rock concerts, Jeter

said, "Something had to happen before we
could see it was going to happen."

Jeter said that, because Cap and Bells is

using the AMT, someone had to be in conflict.

Some ACEC members are having dil-

ficultles understanding why they did notjind

out about the stage until late December and

why use of Chapin could not be postponed.

Mrs. Dewey said that she never even

considered the idea that a reduced capacity

would produce problems for the ACEC.Both
Mrs. Dewey and Jeter also cited the fact that

preliminary plans were not completed until

the end of November. At least one of the

students in Jeter's Winter Study class did not

know he would be spending much of his time

altering Chapin Hall until January.

Despite all of the publicity concerning the

use of Chapin Hall for a Winter Study concert,

the Dean's office did not receive a call lo

indicate such a concert would qpnfllct with

Les NiK'os.

Persons involved with Les Noces cited as

reasons why practice In Chapin could not be

postponed any longer than it was such factors

as Les Noces being part of two 'Winter

Studies, the number of persons involved

(close to 90), the need of the dancers lo

practice using the props they will have during

the actual presentation, and the fact thai

dancers must relate to space.

Jeter said it was unfair to keep students

here during the Intersesslon. He said that It

was important for acoustical reasons that the

choral group practices where It will sing.

During one day last week, the choral group
practiced twice in Chapin, and the dance
group practiced in both Chapin and the dance
studio, which Indicates how much Chapin Is

needed.

Jeter also said that when one sees how
elaborate the stage looks, It will be easy to

understand why so much time was required

Mrs. Dewey said Ihiit when the Berkshire

Symphony originally contacted her and of-

fered to change their rehearsals to the chapel,

she said it wouldn't be necessary. But
because of the lost time In Chapin, she said

she was forced lo accept their offer to move.
All alterations to Chapin are temporary. No

nails will be put Into the hall, and the seals

will be replaced after the presentation.

Les N'ofos, a ballet by Stravinsky, will be
presented on February 23 and 24. A free dress

rehearsal will be held prior to that,

u <i «

Following an administration decision that a

concert in Chapin Hall this Winter Carnival

weekend was out of the question, the All-

College Entertainment Committee (ACEC)
decided not to book a Winter Carnival con-

cert.

ACEC co-chairmen Bob Kaus and Steve

Broydrick were informed by the dean's office

in early January that a concert in Chapin on

Winter Carnival weekend was impassible.

Two days later Kaus and Broydrick

presented a specific proposal for a Winter

Carnival concert in Chapin to the dean's of-

fice. The dean's office reiterated that a

Winl^>r Carnival concert at Chiipin was out of

the question.

Two days later Kaus and Broydrick

discussed alternatives to Chapin with

Associate Dean Nancy Mclntyre and

President John Chandler. After eliminating

the field house as a possible alternative

because of poor acoustics, only the gym was

left. Broydrick reported that both he a^id

Kaus agreed with Chandler that it was worth

looking into the use of the gym for a Winter

Carnival concert.

But the ACEC met two days later and

decided that booking a Winter Carnival

concert represented a "serious financial

risk," Broydrick reported. The committee

decided to wait until the end of the jazz series

before booking any more concerts.

The committee Is still looking into the

possibility of sponsoring some sort of en-

tertainment over Winter Carnival Weekend.

Broydrick said that decision to wait until

after the jazz series before booking another

concert "insures that the committee will be

able to provide a well-known group for a

concert or dance concert later in the year
"

Failure to sell more tickets to the King

(^'rimson, Dave Mason and New Riders

concerts contributed to the decision not to

have a Carnival concert, Broydrick indicated,

"Perhaps students want fewer concerts,

spread out more during the school year," he

said.

"The next time we do a concert, we will not

be able lo use Chapin," Broydrick said.

During the spring, the hockey rink is an

alternative place for a concert. Although "not

too good " acoustically, the hockey rink was
the sight of two financially successful coO'

certs last year, Broydrick said.

Referring to the conflict over use of Chapin
because of student conduct at the New Riders

concert, Broydrick said, 'We wanted another

chance; we thought we'd gel it."

He suggested that part of the reason why
they didn't get the second chance may have
been pressure on the administration from
members of the Boiird of Trustees who had
read about the New Riders concerts in a

Kocord/Vdvocate article. He said the article

may have exaggerated the problem. G

Review

Good local

talent shines

during festival
by Tim Riordan

The coffeehouse has been the center of

quite a bit of activity lately. Two shows per
week may not make It the Fillmore North but
In view of Williamslown's less than strategic
location, the high calll)er of talent presented
Is Impressive.

Number two in the January Folk-Blues

Festival line-up was Leon Redbone, a blues

singer working out-of Cambridge. Redbone is

at least eccentric if not downright weird. His

Identity and origin are unknown, and one

would be hard pressed to pick up any clues

from his appearance. F'rom the dark three

piece suit and black hat to the dark glasses,

moustache and five o'clock shadow, it Is clear

that Redbone cultivates a mystery-man
image. He has refused numerous offers lo

record and in his appearance here was
practically silent between numbers.

Redbone sings a very traditional style of

blues, accompanying himself on guitar and
occasionally buzzing out a trumpet or

trombone part with his lips. His material
comes solely from blues people of the first

half of the century and in many cases Red-
bone has left their compositions Intact,

Sources include Jelly Roll Morton, Sophie
Tucker, Jimmy Rogers, Leadbelly, and many
more. Redbone's voice has been aptly
compared to a scratched 78 rpm record and
many blues connoisseurs consider him one of

the few white blues singers capable of giving
a distinctive yet genuine rendition of early
blues. One might question Redbone's
originality in concentrating on old blues 1)ut

there can be no question that he succeeds in

giving a very effective show.

Appearing with Redbone was "Black
Complexity," a black acapella group com
posed of Williams students. Aside from some
problems with pilch and occasional im
balance of parts, the performance was go(xl
and the audience was^preciative. Hopefully
we can look forward to more music of this sort
in the future.

The "Free Tumblers" made a late entry
onto the coffeehouse calendar, but the
combination of previous favorable exposure
at Williams and free wine brought out a go(xl

crowd. The group played mostly old material
but played it well and added more variety
with Iht; inclusion of mandolin and steel

guitar to their collection of instruments.

PaulGeremiahwas the featured performer
of the third Festival session singing "country-
blues" of traditional origin and his ow'n

compositions. He accompanied himself on
harp and 12-slring. Geremiah is an amiable
character onstage (as one might gather from
his compujjjive laughter), and he struck a

good rapport with his audience. Although he
did some of the same material as Redbone,
the effect was totally different. With Redbone
the blues evoked a bluesy atmosphere like a

smokey, poorly lit dive in a bad part of town.

Geremiah gave a much lighter impression,
sort of a wide-open-spaces feeling, and indeed
a Washington, D.C. arts paper, the Wood-
wind, has described Geremiah's qiusic as
good background for reding Kerouac novels

Geremiah has a pair of albums out, both (if

which have been praised by critics and
ignored by the public. The first, on Folkways
records, is a little too genuine in its adherence
to the old folk blues style to gain much
popular acceptance. The second album, tilled

"Paul Geremiah", is a little more palatiible

to the modern ear and, as of a couple of years
ago, should have put him in the limelight

according to numerous major music
publications. It didn't happen, though, and
Dave Wilson of the Boston Herald Traveler
said Geremiah's music is '"too pleasant, too

competent, too easy to listen to, too con
sistent, too funky, too honest, too sincere and
too exclusively for the connoisseur to appeal
to the general public." Apparently his

Williams audience didn't think this way,
because there were a lot of smiling faces,

tapping toes and attentive ears during his

performance.

Joe Mulholland and filch Thornburg
preceded Geremiah and played while he took

a break. They opened with a group of pieces

for mandolin and guitar, and mandolin and
planp. These covered a range from Vivaldi

concert! to arrangements of fiddle tunes, and
provided some of the most enjoyable listening

I've had in a long time. There were a few

rough edges on the classical pieces but,

overall, the execution was quite good. In

terspersed with the mandolin numters were
pieces for two guitars, two pianos, and one of

each, including the perennial "Moondance"
by Van Morrison, complete with a vocal that

could only be compared to Kottke with a sore

throat.

In short, the picture at the coffeehouse is

quite bright, contrary to my earlier ob-

servations. The policy of presenting good

local talent along with high quality major acts

is very effective and I believe it has been

Increasingly appreciated by the William-

stown audience. U

Review

Big band

pzazz wins

Chapin fans
by .lohnCordes

Yeah, I remember when the big bands

were here all the time. Must have been 35

years ago. Tommie Dorsey, Basic, Benny

G<MKlmai>—all the greats—wouirt play at

(he (;arrield Club (now Currier Mall) and

Ihev'ri pack 'em in.

The Thad Jones-Mel Lewis big band, voted

by Downbeat readers as best in the world of

jazz, played their first gig in the Purple

Valley recently, and left their audience

sharing hopes of reconvening next year.

Kudos to Tom Piazza for bringing the en-

semble here. While inspiring nostalgia in

some, the group played contemporary music



displaying ensemble virtuosity, outstanding

solo work, and a beautiful sense of humor.
Through playing every Monday i\ight at the

Village Vanguard for five years, the band,

despite the inevitable turnover rate, has

acquired a cohesiveness that shows in the

dynamics: one measure the trumpets will

swell with rocket velocity, then diminish with

Kohoutek quickness. Jones conducts' with

absolute fingertip control. What pleases me is

that he exerts this control not over a maze of

Qs"- push buttons and electronic circuits but over

People who love to play together and who play

excellently.

The band did a number called "Fingers,"

an up-tempo tune which Thad Jones jokingly

referred to as "a waltz and a bossa nova".

The chord progression was that of "I've Got
Rhythm" ("Thousands of jazz tunes are

based on 'Rhythm' changes." Carl Atkins)

and the melody, or 'head', was be-bop. At one

point, the sax section stood up and, a capella

but for Thad Jones' precise hand claps, the

five reedmen ripped through 64 bars of what
sounded like a Charlie Parker solo played 3 x

faster than the origihal.

God, Mr. Adams, how did you ever get

through that ensemble section ot Fingers?
'> Pepper: Oh yeah, that monster. I guess we
^^ were pretty lucky. I had my fingers crossed

the whole time.

Adanis, the baritone sax player did some
excellent soloing that night, but was scarcely

alone. Improvisation is the band's bread and
butter. Trumpeter Cecil Bridgewater threw

the first sparks in "The Second Race" by

using the Roland Kirk stunt of circular

breathing to blow continuous choruses which,

if not greatly inspired, helped to loosen up the

\ band and the audience.\ Billy Harper's solo on the same time was
dis^appointing. His tenor work that night was
characterized by incoherent frenetic runs and
occasional out-of-key phrases which can be

used effectively but here missed the mark.
While admirably trying to establish his own
musical identity apart from the rest of the

band. Harper's out-of-context solo bursts

were more masturbatory than meaningful.

Multi-reedman Jerry Dodgion demon-
strated his versatility with a tasteful flute

entry in "Don't Ever Leave l^e", Ron
Bridgewater's tenor solo on "Suite for Pops"
really ripped along. The piece was dedicated,

of course, to Louis Armstrong, and I have the

feeling that the one part which pleased the

audience most. Pops would have savored as
well. Quentin Jackson brought his trombone
out front, and played chorus after chorus of

exquisitely raunchy blues, at one point

eliciting a "Yeah!" from Roland Hanna with

a second from the rest of Chapin Hall. Thad
Jones was digging the solo while directing the

ensemble riffs in the background and punc-

tuating Jackson's phrases with "Play the

Blues, Man", "Easy, baby". I always ad-

mired Jimi Hendrix' use of the wah-wah, but

this trombone player with his mute rivalled

anything that came out of Electric Ladyland.

The trumpets all got down at some point

during the concert. The flashiest, and the

youngest, of the group is John Faddis, who
sauntered out on "Central Park North" and
played a solo without microphone, leaning

nonchalantly against one of the fluted wooden
columns on the side of the stage. His range is

impressive: he seemed to be hitting notes a

full octave above those that Thad Jones

played immediately prior, and Jones himself

is a bitch on trumpet. Piazza gives Faddis
five years to become truly outstanding. He
certainly has the chops to go places.

"Sir" Roland Hanna was cooking all night.

He plays piano with an incredible time sense

that keeps him just on the back side of each

beat, i.e. his music swings.On"A Child is Born;'

Hanna's solo piece, an eclecticism pervaded.

He sounded at times like Chopin, Kostelanetz,

and Bud Powell, and took his motif from "Pop
Goes the Weast '. A fingerprinter would have

found Hanna guilty on all 88 keys; such was
the range and complexity of his playing.

Mel Lewis, who is much less conspicuous

than his co-leader, had a brief spotlight on

"Central Park North". He played an

amazingly lyrical (I never thought the ad-

jective could apply) drum solo, but soon

enough was upstaged. Cecil Bridgewater's

little girl wandered on stage behind Lewis and

peered at the audience through the space

Underneath Hanna's piano.

That was just one of the many humorous

moments. Among others: the quotations

made while soloing, such as Jones' two bars

"Sailor's Hornpipe" and Jackson's in-

terjection of "I'm Forever Blowing Bub-

bles"; Roland Hanna's solo where he played

several elegant "classical" runs up and down
the keyboard, th^ phinged into ragtime;

Jackson's transition from the raucous,
barrelhouse blues to the archetypical
"pretty" melody (playing tongue-in-cheek on
the trombone is easier than one would
imagine); the dialogue between Jones and
Jackson, their muted horns carrying on an
argument which soon involved Faddis as
well.

To give the instrumentalists some pzazz,

Jones brought out DeeDee Bridgewater
halfway through the evening. No big band
would be complete without a gdod. vocalist.

Miss Bridgewater has excellent control of her
talents, hitting difficult intervals with
assurance and doing exactly what she pleases
with her voice. In the setting of Chapin Hall,

her flashiness was a little too much. The
pretty ballad, "here's that rainy day" was
well-rendered, but over-embellished.

One thing about the lithe and attractive

vocalist: she knows how to strut her stuff.

And when she explodes with "The Best Things
in Life Are Free," she infuses new meaning
into an old apple-pie song, r-i

In the

land of

the giants
by Tom Piazza

On January 24, five giants of jazz and one
giant—to—t)e had a jam session in Chapin
Hall. The session included members of just

about every great hand in jazz history, in-

cluding those of Duke Ellington, Count Basic,

Woody Herman, Benny Goodman, Cab
Calloway, Chick Webb and Earl Hines. It was
clear from the start that it was going to be a

special evening.

They started with "I Found A New Baby," a

favorite jamming vehicle of the thirties. On
this, and several other tunes during the

evening, Budd Johnson played soprano sax

instead of the more widely-used tenor. A
subdued reading of Duke Ellington's "Satin

Doll" followed.

Then, leader Milt Hinton announced a

rarely-done tune called "Tickle Tom," which
was originally recorded by Count Basie and
his hand (featuring the great tenor player

Lester Young) in 1940. Zoot Sims and Budd
Johnson did a duet that noticeably reduced

several jazz fans in the audience to complete
helplessness. It was a iseautiful, exciting race

t)etween two of the true giants of the tenor

sax.

The whole group then followed this with

"Just You, Just Me," which featured great

work from all the horn players (especially

Taft Jordan) and a hair-raising series of

exchanges between Milt Hinton and drummer
Warren Odze. Warren, a student at

Manhattan School of Music, provided ex-

cellent support throughout the evening, as

well as taking several effervescent solos.

Next, the audience was treated to the first

Milt Hinton vocal in history, on Louis Arm-
strong's "Sleepy Time Down South.". Budd
Johnson did a tenor feature on "Rosetta," and
Dill Jones played a solo version of Fats

Waller's "Alligator Crawl." The set ended
with "Perdido," a trio version of "Tuxedo
Junction" (dedicated to the late Gene Krupa)
and a Ixirning "How High The Moon."
After intermission, the whole band went

wild on Count Basic's "Jumpin' At The
Woodside." During Milt's solo, the horn

players were whispering something to each

other and nodding their heads. The mystery

was solved as they came in on the last chorus

together exactly as the Basie iiand once did.

Taft Jordan was up next, and he played

"Tenderly." Suffice it to say that he told an

unforgettable story about life and music

through his horn. He got a standing ovation

afterwards.

Budd followed with "Lester Leaps In," in

tribute to Lester Young; Milt played a fine

solo on Duke Ellington's ballad "Prelude to A
Kiss;" the full band did "St. Louis Blues;"

and Zoot Sims played a lovely version of

"Come Rain Or Shine."

Dill Jones did a terrific job with "Anything

Goes;" a funny coincidence. Quite a few of

the people in the production were there, and

could b« seen clapping enthusiastically. "I

Remember April," featuring Warren's fine

drumming, preceded the closer, the

inevitable "Saints Go Marching In." Taft did

a vocal, introducing everyone in the band one

at-a-time; There were cheers as he picked up

his own horn to play. D
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b^R.J.O'Donnell
of the walls in the room are large

planes of glass that are joined by wooden
posts at the corners. The fourth wall Is solid

- white brick. Two doors open or close the

room. One door leads into the kitchen. The
other doOT is sliding glaa^ that travels on
plastic wheels and jo^ehs onto the small
garden. x
The sofa and tWo chairs in the room form a

rough seipi-circle and face outward to the

gardeii form the center of the square, green-
carpeted floor. Flowered vinyl cushions

V adorn the grey wrought iron furniture. A

brown bamboo coffee table lies in front of the

sofa. The'large glas&^ashtray is the only ob-

ie^oa the table. The white roof has a rec-

tangular skylight that is directly above tfye

arranged furniture. X^
Dawn is two hours old when a shor^in girl

enters the room. She carries a newspaper and
a cup of coffee. The sunlight is brilliant in the

early morning and the enplosed space is alive

with light The girl pyt^he cup on the table

and Hans back oh the sofa to read the

newspaper. Heri^rown hair is freshly washed,

but it seems dull in the sunlight. As she

reach^'for the Cqffee, the cup slips in her

hand. The coffee spills slightly on the freshly

^v^xed. table. She leaves the brown puddle

undisturbed and sips from the cup.

After reading Uttle of th^ front page, the

girl drops the newspaper to the floor and
lights a cigarette. Spreading her legs on the

table, she looks to the gardea She notices the

newly mown lawn and tlte blooming flowers.

The girl thinks that her host is indeed in love

with his garden and his sunroom.

He is.on the roof, eyes staring through tl^e

skylight. He sees the dirty ashtray, the spilth

coffee, and t]^ abandoned newspaper. His

daughter's friend sits on the sofa and smokes.

The tall man slowly retreats to his bedroom

windpw^ Once inside, he showers, shaves, and

dressw in ^ clean white shirt and lime green

slacks. Hediscards his pajamas in the wicker

hamper on his way downstairs. In the kitchen,

the man carefully prepares freshly squeezed

orange juice, toast, and coffee. Sitting at the

heavy oaken breakfast table, he decides to

forego the newspaper this morning.

After a second cup of coffee, the man cleans

the breakfast dishes and then puts them

away. He brushes his teeth before going out

the front door on his way to the garden. He

pullaa few stray weeds, but mostly studies his

prized yellow roses.

The girl watches the man in his gar<len. She

notices how tenderly he handles the flowers,

but she soon feels bored. Though it is still

early in the day, she goes into the kitchen to

get an orange popslcle. Leaving the torn

paper wrapper on the formica counter, the

girl resumes her position on the sofa in the

sunroom. She tries again to interest herself in

the newspaper. Tomorrow, she knows, she

will be returning to school.

Much later, after the lengthy dinner, the

girl goes upstairs to pack. She stuffs her

clothes into a nylon knapsack and puts her

boofcs^in the well-worn leather suitcase. Her

packing finished, the girl bids her friend a

good night and walks to the sunroom to play
soUtaire. The ashtray is clean and the table

shines. She lights a cigarette and shuffles the

new deck, of playing cards. Two attempts fail

to produce a winning game. Leaving red upon
black,' she hurries to the dark kitchen for

another popsicle.

The girl eats the flavored ice quickly and
leaves the stick in the ashtray. The moon is

almost full, giving the garden a pale yellow

glow. She watches the scene briefly, before

she turns her back on the night In her

bedroom, the girl undresses atid crawls naked
into bed.

The man continues to stare at the furniture

beneath him. Hf pulls his bathrobe tighter

and hurries to hi$ hedroom, down the stairs,

and into the sunroom. He stops at the coffee

table to pick up the ashtray. He keeps the

popsicle stick, but dumps the ashes in the

waste basket by the door that leads to the

kitchen. He holds the small wooden stick for a

few moments as he studies the remnants of

the card game. He puts the cards away in the

table drawer. The stick in his hand is still wet
from the ice. In a sudden motion, the man
snaps the wood in two unequal pieces. He
drops the broken stick in.)iis bathrobe pocket

and slowly climbs the stairs to bed. jG

HeAd poll
i.4<;..

examines

Honor
Code

by Donald A. Macdoiiald

The majdrity of .students have never

cheated on exams or quizzes at Williams,

^according to a ReAd poll conducted recently.

Yet the poll also reveals that the honor

system at Williams is notfulfiUing its pur-

pose. One major reason is that student are
reluctant to report cheaters. A total of 152

students representing most of the houses on

campus were anonymously and randomly
polled during the last two weeks.'

The effectiveness of the honor code was
questioned frequently by the respondents.

"Get rid of the Honor Code syndrome—it's

outdated!" wrote one student on his poll.

Another reacted differently: "I think changes
in competitive pressures, i.e., lessening them.

can do more good^tton any change in the

honor code." Many students objected to the

clause in the statement of Academic Honesty

that runs, "Students and faculty^tre^to report

violations and alleged violations "of this

agreement Such reports are to be submitted

to the Student Honor Committee." An
astonishing figure of 32.1 per cent of the

students polled had seen other persons

cheating on differenfqccasions. Yet only 3.7

per cent turned the offender in. Thus, many
students are not honoring the pledge to

Academic Honesty made upon coining to

Williams.

One student polled called for the

"elimination of the clause that requests the
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Chandler

views

»ri„g goals
,,„^ . byBUIWldlng

lUams College President John W.

/ Chandler fielded questions for over an hour

and one-half fi-om a student audience in the

Jesup Hall Auditorium last Tuesday night,

January 22.

His appearance marked the first formal

contact Chandler has had with the istudent

body since the Convocation ceremony last

fall, and thefirst time students could question

him on the state of the College.

An administration panel of Prof. William B.

Gates, chairman of theCEP; Prof. Andrew B.

Crider, Dean of the College; and Nancy J.

Mclntire, Associate Dean accompanied
Chandler to supply supplemental facts and
figures for some o( his answers.

In his opening statement before ap-

proximately fifty students in the audience.

Chandler indicated that the CEP curriculum

study, the culmination of the College's co-ed

expansion, and the ML Hope study were the

larger issues upon which lie had been focusing

his attention and on wljich he wished to report

for the school.

The curriculum evaluation, Chandler in-

dicated, had grown from a common un-

derstanding between hpiself and former
President Sawyer that another look at the

curriculumwas necessary. Prof. Gates added
that the CEP hoped to present several policy

papers by spring vacation which could cir-

culate within the college community. If a

representative student response could be
obtained by May, Gates felt that the CEP
would t>e ready by the fall to make recom-
mendations to the faculty.

Commenting on the College's co-ed status,

Chandler arniaunced that with the admission

of 65 additional students tq the class of '78, the

College will have reached its co-ed student

population goal of 180Q. Chandler indicated

that any subsequent growth of the College

would depend upon a careful review of

Williams' goals and resources after this goal

had been attained.

The future fate of ML Hope Farm still lies

in committee. During its weekly meetings the

ML Hope committee is examining all the

commercial, educational, and recreational

possibilities for the site. It hopes to deliver its

conclusions in an April report to the College.

In answering a question asking Williams'

position in the lettuce boycott, Chandler
responded that he wanted to confer further

before rendering a final decision. He did

state, however, that "individual consciences

should form the basis of institutional action."

While acknowledging the need for new
music, arL and PE facilities, Chandler
remarked that there was "no specific

timetable ... no particular priorities" for

such constructioa

Believing that the Winter Study program
"is a very fine feature" of the curriculum, the

President was "satisfied" that the College

had made it txith workable and worthwhile,

Chandler's major concern for the future is

to "articulate the purpose and the role of the

private college . . . and to make it serve the

needs of society." While happy that Williams

is enjoying an overabundance of applicants,

he also jiopes to direct the talents of the

students into a common working of students,

faculty, and administrattoa

"The small private college," Chandler
concluded, "is in a minority now. It can less

and less take fop^ granted that it is un-

derstood."

Stock of

Williams
by Michael stein

A matter of increasing importance to the

College is its long range financial policy.

Decisions regarding allocation of funds for

future projects and budgetary matters must
be made. To aid in this task a Provost Ad-

visory Committee consisting of six faculty

members and four students has been

established. It is comprised of members of

the various existing committees so that

representation from each of the different

substantive areas will give a good cross

section of opinion. Faculty members were
chosen from the Steering and Admissions
committees; CEP; CUL and CAP plus one at-

large member. Students were selected from
CEP; CUL; the Admissions committee and
the College Council.

According to Stephen Lewis, College
'

Provost, this is not a Ixidget making com-
mitteer-'IHs-just-a pteee to go^fomdviee^Mi

the budget needs of the College and the

choices we have to make." He is "looking for

good informed judgment." The Committee is

to meet irregularly a few times a year to

consider studies already completed and to

recommend new ones. Lewis commented that

it will not do any of the "leg work" but is

responsible for advice only.

Lewis said that the Committee will be a

"sounding board" for such major financial

questions in the tMidget as College growth ( i.e.

increased student body and faculty, new
buildings); library costs, scholarship

policies, budgetary consequences of

curriculum changes and tenure issues.

Lewis informed the ReAd that many
specific proposals are now up for discussion.

Among these are new faciUties for the Art and
Music departments as well as an upgrading of

thetBiology laboratories (to complement the

recently renovated Chemistry labs). Also,

new indoor physical education facilities will

be considered The Lasell gymnasium was
constructed for a student body numt>ering 700

and is thus somewhat less than adequate for

fulfilline the athletic needs of the College. In

addition, new but limited student housing is

being considered as well as the renovation of

Stetson to provide for more office space.

The energy crisis could prove to havC an
effect on decisions eonceming the ,ch<Hce

between renovation of old structures or the

construction of new buildings. Lewis noted

-

that extra square footage construction would
increase overall College maintenance costs

which consist largely of heating and lighting.

Renovation,.on the other hand, would net

significantly increase these expenses. '

These and other matters will come4>efore

the Committee , which will first meet
sometime in early February.

was c motion to produce a definite statement
relating to the computer print which allegedly

aroused NET^s suspicioa In September a
motion to dismiss the case on the grounds that

nowhere in Massachusetts Law does it state

that theft and fraudulent use of telephone

service constitutes a crime also was denied. It

was later denied to continue the case without

a finding, based on the questionable con-

stitutionality of NET'S methods.

Since there aofi similar precedent to this

case in Massachusetts, a'lengtby legal tangle

is expected. ^^ n

GORR^SPONDENCE

mofe phone MM
from page on*

use of telephone equipmenL Special Justice

James Scullary fined Scroggin $100, and
sentenced him to a five-day jail sentence,

which was suspended with Scroggin's
payment of $124 to New England Telephone to

cover cost of illegal phone calls.
'

Less serious charges against Donald Soloff,

a Williams Senior also indicted in telephone

fraud, were dropped.

The appeal case will be presented before a

twelve-man jury, probably this spring. The
difficult decision to appeal was based on (;wo

considerations, Scroggin stated, One is that

he does not want a misdemeanor to appear on
his otherwise excellent record. A charge like

that, no matter how smaUimight interfere

with future job appbi|itihen(s and research

grants. Secondly, the information offered to

justify ample suspicion in application for a

search wara-ant was itself gathered through

an illegal wiretap. This raises serious civil

liberties questions.

New England Telephone, it was brought out

during the trial, randomly and routinely taps

and records phone conversations in "quality

surveillance" measures. The disposition of

information collected through these taps is

subject solely to NET's internal poUcy.

Massachusetts State Law allows this prac-

tice, but it may be unconstitutional. It is not

cleSr^wHetherOne^ of these raaHne tajw

initiated suspicion of illegal activity on
Scroggin's part, or if an iiregular computer
print-out did.

In any event, NET assigned a detective to

tap and record Scroggin's phone con-

versations, which sporadically continued for

three months. During this time Scroggin

made $124 in illegal phone calls.

Based on this evidence, the detective ob-

tained a search warrant, and on May 24, 1973,

seized a "Black Box Device," which allows

calls to be made without a charge, in Mr.
Scroggin's TCL office.

Scroggin was arrested and charged with

fraudulent use of telecommunications, a

misdemeanor, and larceny in excess of $100, a

felony. Scroggin was found 'not guilty' of

larceny, as his paid phone bill was com-
mensurate with the charge of the illegal calls.

Then followed a long list of motions by the

defense counsel, Mr. Bruce Grinnell, which
were rejected in turn by Scullary. A motion to

suppress evidence gained through the illegal

tap, such as the black box itself, and a motion

to produce Mr. Scroggin's telephone bills

during the period his phone was tapped, were

both denied lastJune. Alsodeniedat that time

To the Editom. I ".,'

In firm belief that Williams College should
support the efforts of the farm woHcers to

secure decent wages and working conditions

through a union of their own choice, we, the

members of the Williams College Students in

Support of the Boycott of Non-UFW Lettuce

and Grapes, ask that:

(1) Williatipit; College cease purchasing

non-UFW lettuce and grapes.

(2) Williams College declare it to be

college policy to buy oiily UFW lettuce and
grapes.

(3) The Food Services Department meet
with representatives of this organization to

discuss the college's policy toward the

boycott.

We urge that you take action on this request

immediately.

Sincerely, ^
Bart Brown '74 /^
Chairman—Williams Students ^
in Support of the Boycott ^.^

of Non-United Farm Workelv
Lettuce and Grapes
Steve Taft, Nico Ponsen, Bill Schram,

Edwin P. Sanchez, Karen Leaf, Ellen

Oxfeld. Shirley Be, Dick Slade, Paul
Peterson, Emily Kaurman, Anne
McGovern. Ellen O'Donnell, Colin Ewing,

Beth Bogart, Allen Charlton, Jon Abbott.

Justin -toagfaryr^ Donald Spntgue. Lisa^

Forrow, Steve Golub, Jeff Thaler, Rod
' Geier. Ellen Causey, Steven Moore, Ray

Bliss, Ginny Long, Michelle L(|>bovitz. Phil

Shands, Mike Lucow. David Hughes, Ted
Whitaker. Don Westblade, Ron Lanoue. Ted
Cox. Brewster Rhodes. Scott Shane, James
Revkin. Dave Greenberg, Chris Flarln.

William Moehle, Robert Johnson, Tom
McCoy, John Holmberg. Ned Temko,
Marissa Wesely. Jon Kravetz, Anne
Eisenmenger

A correction
^

To the editors:

The article "Pro-Life or Anti-Abortion?" in

the January 17 ReAd referred to a "Greg
Walsh, coordinator of the Williams
organization." No individual by that name is

associated with the Berkshire Chapter of the

National Youth Pro-Life Coalition. The
nearest thing to a "coordinator" we have is

our Provisional Chairperson, Michael KnighL
The remarks attributed toWalsh in the article

were in fact made by me.

Burke Batch '77

Sorry— Ed.

Down the yellow brick road
Sophomores applying to be junior advisors are reminded to get all

recommendation forms into the Dean's Office no later than February 14.

Samuels honored
CharleA Thomas Samuels, associate professor of English at Williams College,

is one of ten outstanding men and women who have l)een chosen Phi

Beta Kappa Visiting Scholars for 1974-75. ^
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Hockey tri-captain TnmDeveaux battlesfor thepuck in the comer against Wesleyan

command, and play slowed d^wn. They
controlled the puck for the remaiiicler of the

game, but were obviously a bit bored and
careless. As a result, Wesleyan was able to

put- three goals past reserve goalie Mike
Capone. Cahill and Walsh each scored their

second goals of the game a minute and a half

apart in the second period and co-captain Nat
Robbins netted one earlier in the period.

Defenseman Joe Hameline closed out the

scoring in a third period marked by hard
hitting, and the near outbreak of several

fights, evidence of Wesleyan's frustration and
Williams' boredom.
Saturday night's win boostetf the Ephs'

overall record to 5-5-1, although they are only

2-4-1 in divisional play. They have not lost in

their last five outings. Before the Boston State

game they had won three straight. They
bombarded St. Nick's 12-1, in a scrimmage,
blanked U.Conn., 3-0, at U.Conn. on January
16, and outclassed Norwich, 5-2, at Chapman
on January 18. The Norwich game was a solid

team victory. All three forward lines hustled

and forechecked well. The defense, led by
hard hitting Angus Morrison was solid and
goalie Jacobs was sharp when tested, which
wasn't often. D

Squash drops

close match

to Bulldogs
- .. by Mark V. Donovan
The varsity squash team carries a 2-6

record into the first week of February.
Starting with a much-improved Bowdoin
Squad tomorrow, the team must win the rest

of its matches to end up over the .500 mark.
TheEph racquetmen opened their'January

schedule with the always-tough Harvard
match. Williams has managed to beat Har-
vard just once in their series, and this year
was not destined to be No. 2. The Crimson
were tough all the way down the line in the 9-0

victory, and juniors Bob Beck and Stu

Browne, playing at noe. 5 and 6 respectively,

were^the only Ephmen to win a game, (ilen

Whitman, Harvard's top player and probably

no. t in the nation, had little trouble with

Williams co-captain Peter Talbert

Williams ended up on the better end of a 9-0

score three days later when Hobart visited

WilHamstown. It was the first' mating bet-

^ dtitbilrst ices

Wesleyan 11 -3
by Nick Cristiano

If the Williams hockey team was upset over

last Wednesday's 3-3 tie at Boston State, the

game against Wesleyan proved to be the

perfect remedy. The Ephs routed a very poor

Cardinals team U-3 at Chapman Rink

Saturday night before a capacity crowd.

Williams had three goals before goalie Bill

Jacobs had to make a save, and they led 7-0

after the first period.

The Ephs were understandably sore about

the game at Boston State. They were leading

3-2 in the third period on a pair of goals by Jim
Harkins and one by Ed Spencer when they

were victimized by a bad call. In a scramble

in front of the Boston State goal, Williams

managed to slide the puck over the goal line

for what appeared to be the insurance goal,

but the Boston State goalie swept it out of the

goal before the referee saw it. Another goal

was later disallowed when the official said

that the puck had been directed by a hand, a

move which is not allowed. Boston State then

tied the game when one of their players

batted the puck out of the air into the up-

permost corner of the cage.

There were no such problems at Chapman
on Saturday night. For the first half of the

first period, the puck belonged exclusively tp .

the Ephs. It was as if the Wesleyan players

were those little tin players In the miniature

hockey game, the ones that can only skate up

and down in a straight line. The Ephs skated

around them easily, slyly keeping the puck

out of their reach and blasting away at the

(Cardinal goalie.

Co-captain Tom ITeVeaux opened the

scoring at 2:23 of the first period, followed by

.^defenseman Jim Rodgers at 4:45, Spencer at

(6:17. Dennis Cahill at9:27. Bill Wyerat 14:41,

^ (and defenseman Angus Morrison at 14:57.

,
-

$ Williams held such a clear dominance |hat

y coach Bill McCorinick.had the reserves in

t before the halfway mark of the first period.

IThey came through late in the period when x

\ f Ted Walsh scored, assisted by linemates Dan
. j Yead%and Jim McCormick.

i

Williams began to play more deliberately

as thejfcsensed that they were in complete

ween the two teams, but Williams has fared

consistently better in the Nationals. It was a

reassuring match, as five of the top nine won

without giving up a game. Cp-captain Mark

Donovan, playing at no. 3, was the only Eph
who needcKt five games to stop his opponent.

The closest match,of the year for Williams,

in spite of the 7-2 score, was the disappointing

loss to Yale last Saturday. Sophomore Frank

Giammattei, returning to the no. Il spot after

playing no. 2 for two matches, went to five

games before stopping his Eli foe. Giam-

mattei now sports an impre^ive 6-2 record,

his only losses coming against Princeton and

Harvard, which is by far and away the best on

the team. Senior Bruce Sheehan played his

best squash of the year and emerged with a

well-deserved 3-1 win at the no. 9 position.

Everywhere else you looked it was "Close

but no cigar" for the Eph racquetmea Gene
Berg lost a heartbreaking match, 18-15 in the

fifth game. Stuart Browne, Mike Watkins,

and Dave Hillman also went to the fifth game
before succumbing to their Yale opponents.

The loss was especially disappointing in light

of the overwhelming crowd that turned out at

the courts for the match.

there are only two remaining home mat-

ches: M.I.T. on Saturday of Winter Carnival

and the Amhei^t match on February 23rd.

Coach S^an Sloane has every intention of

leading Williams to its first Little Three title

sinCe 1%9. ^- D

Cagers nip

Chiefs;

top Jeffs

~4|(IM«fc.„

by Dan Daly

Williams College's busy cagers tangled

with four traditional rivals the past two
weeks, finding Union the only roadblock in a

string of victories over Springfield, RPl, and
Amherst.

In the Springfield encounter, the Ephs had
their hands full in containing the deceptively

(4-6) rugged Chiefs. Timely shooting by sub

center Mike Rosten and some fine inside work
by forwards Mark Carter and Harry Sheehy
helped the Purple break open a tight game
and give them a 41-32 halftime lead.

The second half was another story. The
Ephs blew their nine-point cushion in a hurry

and actually relinquished the lead before

Fred Dittman, doing yeoman's work under
both boards, and Sheehy, picking up a bushel

of assists, sparked a Purple counter-offensive

that put the homesters "comfortably" in

front, 68-58, with less than five minutes
remaining.

But, again the Ephs got sloppy, turning the

ballitv^r, taking poor shots, and. very nearly

th|*wing away the game. Ten straight

Springfield points got them even, and when
/Les Ellison's hook.rolled off the rim, the two
teams were sent into overtime deadlocked at

72.

The overtime period was a laughter—
almost. The Purple exploded for the first nine

points on a variety of inside shots and some
clutch foul shooting. A late Springfield surge
fell short and the Ephs escaped with a 85-80

victory. Sheehy (27), Dittman (20), and
Carter (14) paced the homesters.

The following night's affair was one for the

insomniacs. RPI's deliberate cagers slowed
down the contest to the point of stagnating

and their tactics very nearly had the same
anesthetizing effect on the Ephs as it did on
the 600 fans in crowded Lasell Gym.
The normally fast-breaking Purple took a

while to adjust to the sluggish pace—35
minutes to be exact—and only clutch defense
and some fine individual performances by
Mark Carter and reliable sub Fred Dittman
enabled the Ephs to pull out their first win
over 'RPI in two years,

*

Turnovers and fouls characterized the
game which, mercifully for the fans, did not
go into overtime as had the previous
evening's contest. For a while, though, it

appeared that an overtime might be needed to
decide tlTe tontesL

After squandering a five-point first half
lead and an eightpoinTbulge midway through
the second stanza, the Ephs held tlieir

composure and methodically wore down their
opponents.

RPI guard Tom Juknis, who kept his mates
in the thick of things for the first 30 minutes of

the game with some long-range sharp-

shooting, was effectively contained by the

Purple over the final ten minutes. Carter, who
led all scorers with 26 points, and Dittman,

who turned in his customary superb floor

game in the stretch drive, provided the big

hoops and a couple of timely defensive plays

as the Ephs opened up a 66-58 lead with less

than 90 seconds remaining to ice a 68-60

triumph.

The Purple hit the road the following week,
visiting Union on Wednesday and traveling to

Amherst on Saturday to kick off Little Three
competition.'

Union's once-beaten Dutchmen grabbed the

initiative from the opening tap off, testing

Williams' questionable balthandling with a

tight, pressing, full court man to man
defense. -Thr «maH;—quiclr^Duichmen-
disrupted the Purple attajcfc, forcing them into

several turnovers and seven first half of

fensive fouls.

The Ephs put themselves in an early hole

when forwards Mark Carter and Fred Ditt-

man picked up three fouls in the first ten

minutes of the contest and had to sit out the

remainder of the half. Only Harry Sheehy's

alert offensive play kept the Purple in the

game.
Questionable officiating marred first half

action. Midway through the half, the Williams

bench was tagged with a technical foul, a call

thiit is about as rare as a Houston Oiler vic-

tory. Feeling at times that they were out-

numt>ered seven to five, the Ephs pressed

harder. Nothing seemed to work, though, and
the first half ended with Union on top, 33-22.

In the second half, Dittman and Carter ( 10

points each) returned to action and teamed
with Sheehy (22 points) to spark the Purple

resurgence. Williams' rally fell short,

however, as the Ephs never got closer than

five points. Dutchman Charley Gugliatta (20

points) proved unstoppable when he decided

to drive to the basket and was a perfect 8 for 8

from the foul line. Union pulled away to win

convincingly, 63-52.

The Amherst contest, however, was' a

different story. The Purple pulled out to an

early 10 point lead on the strength of Fred
Dittman's board work and a pair of outside

pops by Harry Sheehy and coasted to a. ho-

hum 73-62 win.

The Ephs dominated the contest and

probably should have run away with it, but

the early lead spoiled them, and what
followed was 32 minutes of pretty dull

basketball. Les Ellison, who had been

relatively quiet in his last two outings, once

again controlled the boards, and some fine ( 15

for 19) first half foul shooting by the Purplo

kept them comfortably in front the entire

game.
The Lord Jeffs never got closer than 8

points, but, rather frustratingly, the Ephs
couldn't come up with the knockout blow

against an obviously inferior Amherst
quintet, who hung tough with some deadly

longrange shooting. Dittman paced the

Purple with 18 markers, followed by Sheehy

(14) and Ellison (13).

With 10 games.remaining, the Ephs boast a

7-4 mark and rank sixth ip the New England

Division II small college ratings. With a

murderous early schedule now behind them,

thePurple appear lobe a good bet to return to

the Division II playoffs.

The road won't be an easy one, however,

and if the Ephi are to better last season's 15-9

mark, they'll have to overcome a few

deficiencies, most notably inconsistent

ballhandling and a penchant for close

games—the "killer instinct" seems to be

missing. "•
,

*"
'

.

On the positive side, last year's horrendous

foul shooting has vastly improved, as the

Eph's first half performance at Amherst

attests, and the Purple do have a great deal of

depth—possibly more than many fans realize

(the homesters have been in so many nail-

biters that Coach Curt Tong hasn't been able

to go to his l>ench as often as he might have

Hked).

The talent is surely there, and as Tong has

often said, "the sky's the, lim|t." But, many
feel that the Purple have yet'to prove their^

championship calibre. A couple of 20-point

victories would seem to be just the medicine

they need (as if any team couldn't use a pair

of runaways) to shift into high gear.

Perhaps people are expecting too much .

from the young b-ballers; maybe the pressure

of preseason "all the way" predictions haS

gotten to tnem. At any rate, the Ephs don't

seem to be able to put together 40 minutes of

solid basketball and at times seem to be

getting a bit sUle. Hopefully, this week's
•

contests with Trinity and Wesleyan will prove

an ironing board for the best 7-4 team In New
England. D
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Purple drown

, flounder

I "Vs. Hamilton
': On January 19, the Willianls swimming
^ teani opened the second half of its season with
'^ a narrow, 59-54 toes to a shaved-down, fired-

4 up Hamilton team at Muir Pool. The Williams

•I' Sickmen , recovering from many and various

.'illnesses contracted the week before,

•: managed to lead the meet going into the final

^ relay, 54-52. Irrarfexfremely close Tinish7The
''y Williams relay team of Dave Preiss, Duff

f Anderson, Bruce Barclay, and Jim Harper

.^jyas just_touched out (by 0.1 second). The
- Relay still managed to mark their best time

of the season w'ith a clocking of 3:24.4.

The Williams effort was highlighted by

several fine performances. Sophomore
r standoutScottSchumacker stroked his way to

a best time of 10:54.6 in the 1000 freestyle.

Freshman Paul Reilly surprised everyone,

including himself, by winning both the 200

individual medley and the 200 backstroke. Co-

captains Harper and Mike Goff captured the

only other first places in the 100 freestyle and
required diving, respectively.

^ After a week of recuperation, a renewed

7 PurpleWaveswampedM.lT., 71-42. The first

ripple of the tide came when the Williams

meiiley relay of Schumacker, Kirk Greer,

Keilly and Barclay stroked to an easy first

place. Sophomore Rick Greenwood and Tom
McEvoy placed first and third in the 1000 yard

freestyle; Greenwood swam an impressive

11:22.6 while McEvoy maintained a steady

pace and watched M. I.T.X second swimmer
tire out. „

Freshman Duff Anderson saw clear water

to an easy first place in the 200 freestyle with

a season best of 1:55.6. Junior Steve "Mur-

phman" Murphy finished third with a well-

swum 2:06.0, his best time of the season.

Freshman Dave Preiss, sporting his new
"grab" start, won the 50 freestyle in 23.7.

Defending New England Champion Jim
Harper blazed his way. to a 2:08.7 in the 200

individual medley for another first place,

with freshman wonder Bob Martin picking up

third place. Goff and Sophomore Dick

Pregent slammed the required diving with an

impressive display of aerial acrobatics.

Paul "Hippy" Reilly proved his versatility

by winning the 200 butterfly in an astonishing

2:12.8. Junior Andy Howard brought it home
on the end to pick up a tough third place in the

same race' Preiss, after his exhausting 50

free, showed his endurance by winning the 100

free. Scott Schumacker back to backed his

way to a seemingly effortless tiltie of 2^07.8 in

the 200 backstroke for yet another Williams

first place. Anderson repeated his earlier

performance to win the 500 freestyle in 5:25.0.

Kirk Greer earned the nickname "Hom-
bre" by saying "hasta luego" to a tired M.I.T.

swimmer on the last length of the 200

breaStslroke. Improving senior Tom
Allingham, still battling the sickies, placed

third with a season best of 2:33.9. Goff and

Pregent placed first and third in the optional

diving before MIT won their only race of the

day, the 400 free relay by edging out the team
of McEvOy, Greenwood, Chip Spencer,' and

Murphy.
The mermen face two tough opponents this

week; U. Conn, on Wednesday afternoon at

4:00, and Little Three challenger Wesleyan
Saturday at 2:00. If past years are any in-

dication, both meets should provide exciting

competition. Q

Women splash

vv to fourth

place finish
The Women's Swim Team ended its season

with a fine performance in the Wellesley

College Invitational Relay Meet. Despite the

'fact that there were twenty teams, some with

enough swimmers to enter two relays in each

event, while Williams only had four swim-

mers iillogether, the Williams team managed
to secure a very respectable fourth place.

Because of their lack of depth, the Eph-
^ women could not enter three of the relay

'~ events or the diving. However, they did well

in the e\^ent^^ey did enter. Randall Morrow,
Sue Buck, and^Gwen Rankin placed third in

the 150-yard backstrokejrelay with a time of

1:41.5. In a very close fmisiv^ue Buck and
Leslie Teel finislwd third in the 200^ard in-

dividual medley relay with a time of^SU^;
Buck swam a 100-yard individual medley
forward and Teel swam it in reverse order.

Williams entered the 100-yard butterfly relay

with two non-butterfliers. Morrow and
Rankin, and only one butterflier, Teel. Teel

was able to compensate for Morrow and
Rankin as the team placed fifth with a time of

1:00.9.

The last event of thie evening was the 200-

yard medley relay. Morrow swam the

backstroke; Buck swam the breaslstroke;

Teel swam the butterfly; -and^ankin swam
the freestyle. In a judges' decision the

Williams team took third with a time of 2:11.3.

The Ephwomen left Wellesley tired, but

pleased with their successful season and'
hopeful the women's swim team will have just

as much quality and a bit more quantity next

•year. Q

Lack of depth

proves track's

big hurdle
t Coach Farley's indoor track team finished

up the January schedule with a 5-4 record

after a pair of hard fought meets on suc-

cessive weekends. On the 19th the Ephs
finished at the low end of a 54-47-46 battle with

MIT and Tufts at the Towne Fieldhouse. Then

at Union College on the 26th the Ephs bowed
to Springfield and Union while outpointing

Oswego State, R.P.I., and Hartwick in a

hexagonal clash.

The Purple have a fine corps of excellent

athletes, but depth is almost totally lacking.

The Ephs have one stroi^ performer in each

event and just enough depth to niik«-up two

relay quartets with eight runiierr doubling.

With four places scoring in' each event

Williams lone entry virtually has to win every

time just to keep the Ephs even.

Against MIT-Tufts the MIT squad ran away

with tie rrieet in the field events outscoring

both. Williams and Tufts combined. Rich

Remmer won the shot, Ron Eastman took the

pole vault. Carmen Palladino took second in

the weight throw, and Mike Schmiffmiller

was third in the triple jump, but lack of depth

ahd crucial absences in two events torpedoed

the Purple chances.

On the track Mike Reed and Joe Newsome
provided impressive victories in the hurdles

and- dash. Ken Leinback demonstrated a

strong kick for second in the mile (4:28.1 ) and

Stan Fri matched that effort in the 1000.

Refusing to run with the leaders cost several

Ephs. Charlie^ Safford sprinted too late to

third in the600, Scott Lutrey plodded to fourth

in the 1000, and Pete Hyde continued a steady

return to form with fourth in the two mile.

High point of the meet for Williams were

the concluding relays. Jeff Elliott and Ron

Eastman finished off rapid quarter-mile legs

right behind their MIT opponents, then

Newsome burst into the lead and Reed ex-

tended it through the tape to win the mile

relay in 3:28.7.

Fri led off the 2 mile relay with a slow leg,

then Lutrey broke it open with an equally slow

half mile before Leinbach and Safford ran

away for another Eph victory.

Union was the scene of another of those

incredibly prolonged meets with everything

way behind schedule. The ten lap, nearly

square track slowed down the races as well

and the Purple failed to turn in especially

stellar performances.

Scott Perry was the shining point of the

field, long jumping 21' 4'2" for second. Dave

Parker added a third in the high jump, Mike

Schmiffnoiller took off in the triple jump but

only tallied fourth. Dave McLaughry and Ron

Eastman finished four-five in the pole vault.

The 2 mile relay led off the meet and the

quartet of Leinbach, Lutrey, Fri, and Safford

responded to the chance to run fresh with a

season best of 8:05.6, but managed only third.

Leinbach came back with a half hour rest to

finish fourth in the mile. Safford finished third

in the 600 and Fri returned for fourth in the

1000.

Mike Reed won the 55-yard High Hurdles to

keep his record intact. Newsohie was nosed

out in the 50-yard Dash for his first loss.

Crosscountry returned with the 20 lap two

mile-Pete Hyde clocked 9:47.8 for fourth,
Paul Skudder was fifth in 9:51.2 in his first

ever subten minute ran, and three other
harriers, Lutrey, Chris Flavin, and John
Rathgeber, finished under ten minutes.
The meet closed with the Purple ascending

though, as the mile relay squad went wild.
Jeff Elliott came off the starting line like a
rocket, then Eastman, Newsome, and Reed
settled for extending the lead in, a less
dramatic fashion with Williams winning
easily in 3:29.7 despite the tight turns.

Albany State and Springfield visit

Williamstown Friday evening for the
penultimate meeting at Towne this winter.

Amherst, Wesleyan, and Trinity are due on 9
February for the grand finale. There will be
ac-tion:—; : g. _

Grapplers pin

WPI,fall

to Dartmouth-
We were ready to savor the twofold

sweetness of back-to-back victories. A week
earlier, at WPI, we had proven that we had
poise to match the injuries that seemed
purposefully to poke holes in our roster. Dave
Giles' troublesome knee-injury kept him out

of the lineup. Wayne Roberge and Dick
Rhodes each had nagging shoulder-problems.

Yet we had somehow staged a picture-book

comeback, overcoming an 18-10 deficit after

the 167-poUnd bout, to dominate the

Engineers, 25-19. Freshman Jeff May began
the Eph's resurgence when he held on to an
early lead against his WPI adversary.

Williams' massive 190-pounder Karl Hubbard
followed May's performance by pinning his

opponent. Thus, entering the final bout of the

contest, Williams and WPl were deadlocked,

19-19.

Enter Harry Jacksoa Exit WPI. Jackson's

dominance of the Engineers' heavyweight

I oiilAtlriuate/1/} In 9 14

'

was like something out of a Buster Keaton-.^
movie—a littletoo fast to believe. Final score '

of the meet: 25-19 in favor of Williams

On toHaDover
And we were ready to stage a repeat per-

formance against an always-awesome
Dartmouth squad in Hanover. We were still

plagued by injuries. Co-captain Giles was still

sidelined; minor aches, pains, and sprains
still nagged the rest rf us. But injuries were
but obstacles to make eventual triumph more
impressive. We had proven that against WPI.
Now against Dartmouth, Act II began. 118-

pounder Ned Temko accepted a forfeit in his

weight-class. (Hobbled Giles might have
weighed in and accepted the gift-points

himself, allowing Temko to wrestle a 126-

pounder, hut we diiln' t plairtamakethe afl

at Dartmouth that close. ) So we then forfeited

at 126-pounds.

And the fight began. C(>captain Hardy
Coleman put early-season bad luck behind
him and battered his opponent by a margin of

more than ten points, enough to assure the
team four points for a "superior decision."

Gene Frogale followed with an instant replay,

and four more team points. Then someone
stepped on the other end of the see-saw. Dick
Rhodes, one of the most consistently strong

performers on the Eph squad, was handled
decisively by a muscle-bound Dartmouth
monolith at 150-pounds.

But we bounced back. Marc Mitchell aped
co-captain Coleman and atoned for early-

season losses by overpowering his Dartmouth
foe. Williams led 17-10. Then, out of the

woodwork sprang the Dartmouth football

team. Three linebackers-turned-wrestlers

frustrated the Eph's mat efforts in the 167,177,

and lO^rpound weight classes and sent the

match into^the heavyweight bout with Dart-

mouth leading 28-17. Harry Jackson's im-

pressive victory was academic. The match
was over, Dartmouth victorious 28-20.

Would have won it .. .

As fodder for incurable second-guessers,

Temko then met Dartmouth's 126-pounder in

an exhibition bout. His decisive victory, had it

counted in the team score, would have put the

Ephmen on top by one point, if . . . |—

.

Si'nUir I.CS lillison, one ofthe top rebounders for the Ephmen this year, goes up for two

iii^iiiiisl R.P.I- »
".
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Election

sparks

new debate
by George Schutzer

Candidates for College Council president

and vice presi<ltnrdisagree on a wide variety

of issues but agree on fundamental concepts.

Points fronr presidential candidate Don
Clark's seven point platform drew praise and
criticism from the oth?r candidates.

Dan Daly, the vice presidential candidate

on Clark's ticket, has supported and endorsed

Clark's platform. Daly, who like Clark is a
sophomore, said he is running because "I am
a very good friend of Don's. I told him I'd help

him inany way that I could." Clark asked him

to be his running mate.

Presidential candidate Steve Phillips and

vice presidential candidate Paul Council,

both running on the same ticket attacked the

economics of Clark's proposals. Phillips

questioned whether Clark had considered the

cost of labor in his "icecream at every meal"
proposal. Council disagreed with Clark's

proposal that all exams he self-scheduled.

Besides being totally impractical in courses

whereaudioor visual material are needed for

the exams, self-scheduled exams would put

an "impossible strain" on professors who like

to start correcting them as early as possible,

Council said.

Clark said he discussed the idea of self-

scheduled exams with the registrar before

putting it in his platform. The registrar.'Clark

said, told him that self-scheduled exams
would make more work for the registrar's

office but otherwise seemed feasible.

Phillips said that "Clark raised a few good
points," particularly reinstituting a shuttle

bus to Albany airport at vacation time.

Rory Nugent, the third candidate for

president and a junior (as are all the other

candidates except Clark and D^ly who are

sophomores), said he disagreed with Clark's
position on the Committee on Appointments &
Promotions and Committee on Academic
Standing. Clark opposes the presence of a
student on the CAP. Nugent said that
"students should have a voting rather than
sitting influerjce." He proposes that both the
CAS and the CAP consist of at least .40 per
cent students with voting power.

Vice-presidential candidate Jim Baker took
exception to the ice cream proposal in the
Clark (and Daly) platform, We don't need
"frivolous" things—we should worry about
thf quality of the food, he asserted. Baker
described the platform, a three page
statement with the large headline "Ice cream
at every meal," as an attempt by Clark and
Daly to get their names "thrown out"
Brad Hearsh, the fourth vice-presidential

candidate, in referring to both the Clark
paper and one put out b;^Phillips and Council,

^said, "Yes, I am impressed with the issues
they have raised. I'm glad they brought them
out."

Clark said that the Phillips-Council position

paper "outlined some good points" but was
"nothing more than an overview of the

preliminary CEP (Committee on Educational
Policy) report." He said the paper just poses
questions. "What isSteve's (Phillips) position

on these problems?" "No one is going to say I

tried to skirt the issues," Clark asserted.

please turn to page six

Another

look at

an old issue
"The amount of required work expected of

students by most Williams teachers is too

great."

How would Williams students respond to

that statement? An overwhelming "yes"?
No—and the responses of Williams students

to this question and others on the work Ipad

questionnaire conducted in the fall show that

the student body is seriously divided on the

issue. V

For example, 51 per cent of the students

polled (549 respondents) agreed that the

amount of work required is too great, but 49

per cent (529 respondents) disagreed.

Two generalizations can be made from the

results of the poll (or, more accurately, from
the preliminary raw data): the attitudes of

Williams students towards academic en-

deavor vary widely, and their conceptions of

how much work should be required vary just

as drastically. Some students spend 26 hours

per week, on the average, working on their

courses; others spend 60. Some students think

that the average student at a college like

Williams should spend an average of 21 hours

per week studying; others think that he
should spend 45.

The student body does conclude, in the poll,

that it is overworked. Almost 75 per cent of

the respondents maintained that they were
working anywhere from one to 49 hours over

what they considered to be a reasonable
norm. The mean figure in the student work

load balance table (table five on pg. eight) is

plus nine, meaning that Williams students

think that they average nine hours of work
per week over the "norm."
What the norm is, however, is open to

question. The mean response in table two
(page eight) is 37; Williams students t)elieve

that an average student should spend an
average of 37 hours per week on all required

course work. But fluctuations around the

mean point are significant: 106 students

thought that thfe student should spend only 21

to 25 hours per week working, while almost

180 students felt, conversely, that a student

should spend anywhere from 41 to 50 hours

working, on the average, each week.

Using the two mean figures—37 hours per

week as the average work "expected," and

plus nine as the number of hours of work done

over the average, one might conclude that

Williams students are averaging 46 hours of

work per week. This figure would be

anywhere from five to seven hours over the

amount of time which an average office

please turn to page seven

The eye

of big

brother
All of last year's Junior Advisors have been

''^

asked to write recommendations for all

members of their freshman entries, ac-

cording to Dean of Freshmen Lauren Stevens.

The recommendations, however, will remain
unread unless sophomores apply to become
J. As. If a sophomore's application is

received, the J.A.'s recommendation will be

read only by the selection committee.

The recommendations were brought to the

attention of many students last week when
rumors concerning their uses were cir-

culated. Stevens, however, denies those

rumors. The recommendations are purely a

matter of convenience and will be destroyed if

they are not used in J.A. selection, according

to Stevens.

"They've never been used for any other

purposes and won't be now," he stated.

'.'Nobody sees these things," concurred

senior Dan Entwistle, President of last year's

J.A's.

Stevens explained that, in the paf t, over one

half of the sophomore class has applied to

become J.As. He feels that, with such large

numbers applying, requiring recom-
mendations for all sophomores would insure

that some future J. A. applicants without

recommendations would not be overlooked or

forgotten. .

The Dean stressed that only positive

comments were solicited, and if a J. A. did not

wish to recommend an entry member, he was
asked to leave that student's form blank.

Both Stevens and Entwistle admitted that

some students, particularly those who are not

applying to become J.As, may object to the

new recommendation procedure. Both
claimed that the system was a "new idea"

being "tried." [J

The theme of Winter Carnival '74 is

"Cartoons," but, according to Dick Hawes,
who as Social Chairman of the college is

responsible for this weekend's events, there

will be something for just about everybody—
cartoon freaks, beer chuggers, broomball
artists, and Bogie fans included.

It all starts with Friday as a Day of

Reprieve, a holiday from normal class

schedules. In the past, this has usually been

taken as inspiration for a heavy bout with the

bottle the night before, because each house is

left to its own designs as far as Thursday
night activities go. But whatever you're doing

Friday afternoon around 3 p.m., try to get

down to the Hockey Rink, where the Faculty
once again tangle with Students in the Annual
Winter Carnival Broomball Comedy Hour.

This year the Faculty is led by Charles
Fuqua, the Garfield Professor of Ancient

Languages. That is Mr. Fuqua's position and
title during the year. When he gets on the ice,

however, in sneakers and with a broom and
cool look of determination, he is more com-
monly called Charles "Silver Helmet, Mad
Man" Fuqua. Joining the "Mad Man" this

year is an All-Star cast including History's

own Phil "Fast" Cantelon. Professor Can-
telon will be out on the same slippery ice with

the likes of Kenny "Torch, Tuna, Sleazy

Tuna" Littleton '74, one of the student house
all-stars.

Even the Log is joining in Winter Carnival

celebration, as manager Angus Laird an-

nounces a special discount "Happy Hour"
from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m., with draughts going for

25 cents apiece. It's only a short walk from the

Hockey Rink after the game, and, if you did

start partaking refreshmentsThursday night,

a good place to re-fuel for dinner.
But don't forget the Tricycle Race, largely

due to the imagination of Hawes and his

assistants. This year the Tricycle Race will

run from 4:305:30 p.m., in front of Chapin.
Hawes has been going around calling this the

Chapin "400 Speedway," because he thinks it

will be a lot of fun for people to race around
Chapin circle twice on ti tricycle only to tag

your teammate and watch him, or her, go
twice around in the opposite direction. So
each house should send two riders, plus a

tricycle. The winners get a keg of beer but

there will also be kegs and cases awarded to

the Best Dressed team. Most Wrecked, Most
Bizarre, and anything else that strikes Wi^
judges' fancies. Teams are allowed ^^''have

bouse members serving as piLer^s, ready

Eat, drink, be merry:

The 1974 Winter Carnival
by Peter ilillman

>it^gr^!

with just the right kind of fuel, and there will

probably be a prize for the team that does

stop the most to drink up. It should be a lot of

fun, if the Tricycle Shortage can be suf-

ficiently solved, and if the drivers and
spectators are extra careful not to incur the

wrath of Walter O'Brien, who is Head* of

Security, and does not like many things.

Tricycle Races and Beer Chugging" Contests

being among them.

This year, the Beer Chugging Contest,

always one of the funniest and most spec-

tacular of Winter Carnival events, wiU tie in

front of Chapin on top of a large platform

Friday night, from 7:30-8:30. Each house is

asked to send a representative, and the

competition is then conducted tennis-ladder

style. Hawes, who knows something about

this type of activity, is quick to point out that

"shooting" is allowed this year. This means
that you are allowed to make an extra hole in

the top of the can and then when they say go

you hold the can up and pull the flip top and it

all comes gushing out like Old Faithful and if

you can hold it all and turn an empty can up
over your head first you have won the round.

Do it four or five times straight and you have
won a keg of, guess what, beer for your house.

Hawes is from St. Louis, so they are using

Budweiser this year, although Schlitz is also

on hand. Senior Andy Morrow demands
Schlitz. He won the event last year, despite

the sneak entry from Dartmouth, who hap-

pened to be a hard-drinking freshman. Andy
Morrow is seeded first this year, as the

favorite—but that doesn't bother five or six

people who have been working all year, in-

de^, most of their adolescent lives, in

preparation for the contest.
)

By the time the Beer Chugging contest Rel^

underway most houses will have com|)ieted

their entries for this year's Snow ScuTptoring

Competition, taking the theme of "Cartoons"
for glacial inspiration, and probably a great

amourfl of warming liquids for mental and
physical inspiration. The judges will meet
Friday, and award $50 to the thinner. $20 for

second-place, and $10 for the third-best entry.

If you have already seen the Cap and Bells

production of "Anything Goes," which will be
shown Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
nights beginning at 8:30, then try to catch
Humphrey Bogart and friends in

"Casablanca," a classic film about guys
running around in fezes worrying about
.letters of transit, to the inevitable conclusion

ptease turn to pag* live
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Elect!

sparks

ne;5v debate
by George Schutzer

Candidates for College Gouncil president

and vice president diisagree on a wide variety

of issues but agree <)n fundamental concepts.

Points from presidential candidate Don
Clark's seven point platform drew praise and

criticism from the other candidates.

Dan Daly, the vice presidential candidate

on Clark's ticket, has supported and endorsed

Clark's platform. Daly, who like Clark is a

sophomore, said he is running because "lam
a very good friend of Don's. I told him I'd help

him inany way that I could. ".Clark asked him

to be his running mate.

Presidential candidate Steve Phillips and

vice presidential candidate Paul Council,

both running on the same ticket attacked the

economics of Clark's proposals. Phillips

questioned whether Clark had considered the

cost of labor in his "ice cream at every meal"
proposal. Council disagreed with Clark's

proposal that all exams be self-scheduled.

Besides being totally impractical in courses

where audio or visual material are needed for

the exams, self-scheduled exams would put

an "impossible straiii" on professors who like

to start correcting them as early as possible,

Council said.

Clark said he discussed the idea of self-

scheduled exams with the registrar before

putting it in his platform. The registrar, Clark

said, told him that self-scheduled exams
would make more work for the registrar's

office but otherwise seemed feasible.

Phillips said that "Clark raised a few good
points," particularly reinstituting a shuttle

bus to Albany airport at vacation time.

Rory Nugent, the third candidate for

president and a junior (as are all the other

candidates except Clark and Daly who are

sophomores), said he disagre^ with Clark's
position on the Committee on Appointments &
Promotions and Committee on Academic

^landing. Clark opposes the presence of a
student on the CAP. Nugent said that
"students should have a voting rather than
sitting influence.^' He proposes that both the

/CAS and t)>€.CAP consist of at least 40 per
cent studentsNoth voting power.

Vice-presidentiMcandidate Jim Baker took
exception to the iceNqream proposal in the
Clark (and Daly) platfonn. We don't need
"frivolous" things—we shbqld worry about
the quality of the food, he a>M5erted. Baker
described the platform, a three page
statement with the large headline "Icecream
at every meal," as an attempt by Clarksand
Daly to get their names "thrown out."

Brad Hearsh, the fourth vice-presidential^
candidate, in referring to both the Clark
paperand one put out by^Phillips and Council,
said, "Yes, I am impressed with the issues

they have raised. I'm glad they brought them
out."

Clark said that the Phillips-Council position

paper "outlined some good points" but was
"nothing more than an overview of the

preliminary CEP (Committee on Educational
Policy) report." He said the paper just poses

questions. "What is Steve's (Phillips) position

on these problems?" "No one is going to say I

tried to skirt the issues," Clark asserted.

please turn to page six

Another

look at

an old issue
"The amount of required work expected of

students by most Williams teachers is too

great."

How would Williams students respond to

that statement? An overwhelming "yes"?
No—and the responses of Williams students

to this question and others on the work load

questionnaire conducted in the fall show that

the student body is seriously divided on the

issue.

For example, 51 per cent of the students

polled (549 respondents) agreed that the

amount of work required is too great, but 49

per cent (529 respondents) disagreed.

Two generalizations can be made from the

results of the poll (or, more accurately, from
the preliminary raw data): the attitudes of

Williams students towards academic en-

deavor vary widely, «nd their conceptions of

how much work should be required vary just

as drastically. Some students spend 26 hours
per week, on the average, working on their

courses; others spend 60. Some students think

that the average student at a college like

Williams should spend an average of 21 hours
per week studying; others think that he
shoiild spend 45.

Thfegtudent body does conclude, in the poll,

that it is. overworked. Almost 75 per cent of

the respondents maintained that they were
working anyVhere from one to 49 hours over

what they considered to be a reasonable
norm. The mean figure in the student work

load balance table (table five on pg. eight) is

plus nine, meaning that Williams students

think that they average hine hours of work
per week over the "norm." \
What the norm is, howeveK is open to

question. The mean response in^^table two
(page eight) is 37; Williams students believe

that an average student should spend an

average of 37 hours per week on all required

course work. But fluctuations around the

mean point are, significant: 106 students

thought that the student should spend only 21

to 25 hours per week working, while almost
180 students felt, conversely, that a student

should spend anywhere from 41 to 50 hours

working, on the average, each week.

Using the two mean figures—-37 hours per

week as the average work "expected," and
plus nine as the number of hours of work done
over the average, one might conclude that

Williams students are averaging 46 hours of

work per week. This figure would be

anywhere from five to seven hours over the

amount of time which an average office

please turn to page seven

The eye

of big

brother
All of last year's Junior Advisors have been .^

asked to write recommendations for all

members of their freshnjan entries, ac-

cording to Dean of Freshmen Lauren Stevens.

The recommendations, however, will remain
"

unread unless sophomores apply to become
J. As. If a sophomore's application is

received, the J. A. 's recommendation will be

read only by the selection committee.

The recommendations were brought to the

attention of many students last week when
rumors concerning their uses were cir-

culated. Stevens, however, denies those

rumors. The recommendations are purely a

matter of convenience and will be destroyed if

they are not used in J.A. selection, according

to Stevens.

"They've never been used for any other

.purposes and won't be now," he stated.

"Nobody sees these things," concurred

senior Dan Entwistle, President of last year's ,

J.A's.

Stevens explained that, in the past, over one
,

half of the sophomore class has applied to

become J. As. He feels that, with such large

numbers applying, requiring recom-
mendations for all sophomores would insure

that some future J.A. applicants without

recommendations would not be overlooked or

forgotten.

The Dean stressed that only positive

comments were solicited, and if a J.A, did not -

wish to recommend an entry member, he was
asked to leave that student's form blank.

Both Stevens and Entwistle admitted that

some students, particularly those who are not

applying to become J.As, may object to the

new recommendation procedure. Both
claimed that the system was a "new idea"

being "tried,"

'"1^;

The theme of Winter Carnival '74 is

"Cartoons," but, according to Dick Hawes.
who as Social Chairman of the college is

responsible for this weekend's events, there

will be something for just about everybody—
cartoon freaks, beer chuggers, broomball
artists, and Bogie fans included.

It all starts with Friday as a Day of

Repfieve, a holiday from normal class

schedules. In the past, this has usually been
taken as inspiration for a heavy bout with the

bottle the night before, because each house is

left to its own designs as far as Thursday
night activities go. But whatever you're doing

Friday afternoon around 3 p.m,, try to get

down to the Hockey Rink, where the Faculty
once again tangle with Students in the Annual
Winter Carnival Broomball Comedy Hour,

This year the Faculty is led by Charles

Fuqua, the Garfield Professor of Ancient

Languages. That is Mr. Fuqua's position and
title during the year. When he gets on the ice.

however, in sneakers and with a broom and
cool look of determination, he is more com-
monly called Charles "Silver Helmet, Mad
Man" Fuqua. Joining the "Mad Man" this

year is an All-Star cast including History's

own Phil "Fast" Cantelon. Professor Can-
lelon will be out on the same slippery ice with

the likes of Kenny "Torch, Tuna, Sleazy

Tuna" Littleton '74, ope of the student house
all-stars.

Even the Log is joining in Winter Carnival

celebration, as manager Angus Laird an-

nounces a special discount "Happy Hour"
from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m., with draughts going for

25 cents apiece. It's only a short walk from tbe

Hockey Rink after the game, and, if you did

start partaking refreshments Thursday night,

a good place to re-fuel for dinner.

But don't forget the Tricycle Race, largely

due to the imagination of Hawes and his

ssistants. This year the Tricycle Race will

n from 4:305:30 p.m., in front of Chapin,
Hawes has been going aroond calling this the

Chapin "400 Speedway," because he thinks it

will be a lot of fun for people to race around
ChapinI circle t*ice on a tricycle only to tag

your tebmmate and watch him, or her, go
twice around in the opposite direction. So
each house should send two riders, plus a

tricycle. The winners get a keg of beer but
there will also be kegs and cases awarded to

the Best Dressed team. Most Wrecked, Most
Bizarre, and anything else that strikes the

judges' fancies. Teams are allowed to have
house members serving as pit crews, ready

Eat^ drink^ he merry:

The 1974 Winter Carnival
by Ff ler llillman

reys

X

with just the right kind of fuel, and there will

probably be a prize for the team that does

stop the most to drink up. It should be a lot of

fun, if the Tricycle Shortage can be suf-

ficiently solved, and if the drivers and
spectators are extra careful not\to incur the

wrath of Walter O'Brien, who is Head of

Security, and does not like many things,

Tricycle Races and Beer Chugging Contests

being among them.

This year, the Beer Chugging Contest,

always one of the funniest and most spec-

tacular of Winter Carnival events, will be in

front of Chapin on top of a large platform

Friday night, from 7:30-8:30. Each house is

asked to send a representative, and the

competition is then conducted tennis-ladder

style. Hawes, who knows something about

this type of activity, is quick to point out that

"shooting" is allowed this year. This means
that you are allowed to make an extra hole in

the top of the can and then when they say go

you hold the can up and pull the flip top and it

all comes gushing out like Old Faithful and if

you can hold it all and turn an empty can up
over your head first you have won the round.

Do it four or five limes straight and you have
won a keg of, guess what, beer for your house,

Hawes is from St, Louis, so they are using

Budweiser this year, although Schlitz is also

on hand. Senior Andy Morrow demands
Schlitz, He won the event last year, despite

the sneak entry from Dartmouth, who hap-

pened to be a hard-drinking freshman, Andy
Morrow is seeded first this year, as the

favorite—but that doesn't bother five or six

people who have been working all year, in-

deed, most of their adolescent lives, in

preparation for the contest.

By the time the Beer Chugging contest gets

underway most houses will have completed
their entries for this year's Snow Sculptoring

Competition, taking the theme of "Cartoons"
for glacial inspiration, and probably a great

amount of warming liquids for mental and
physical inspiration. The judges will meet
Friday, and award $50 to the winner, $20 for

second-place, and $10 for the third-best entry.

If you have already seen the Cap and Bells

production of "Anything Goes," which will be
shown Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
nights beginning at 8:30, then try to catch
Humphrey Bogart and friends in

"Casablanca," a classic film about guys
running around in fezes worrying about
letters of transit, to the inevitable conclusion

please turn to pag« (fve
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A questionable practice
When Dean Lauren Stevens decided to ask all past Junior Advisors to

write recommendations for all members of their entries for the purpose of

this year's J.A. selection he probably was thinking only of efficiency. He
probably considered that over one half of all sophomores usually apply to

become J.As . . . And that, in the past, intended J. A. recommendations
have never arrived at the selection committee due to the lack of any
systematized procedure for their submission . . . And that mandatory
comment (or intentional lack of comment) might insure that no one be not
considered because of a mistake. The decision to ask for an evaluation of

every freshman was merely what seemed to be the best solution fpr an
obvious problem. Thus we in no way condemn Dean Stevens for the
decision.

We do, however, suggest that the Dean and any other relevant persons
review the decision in looking toward next year.

We wish that the following considerations be duly recognized.

1.) Some students who do not wish to become J.A.'s might not like the
idea of another student evaluating them complete with a report to the
Dean's Office.

2.) If a student is seriously interested in becoming a J.A. he will ask
his J.A. for a recommendation and pursue the matter until one has been
submitted.

3.) Regardless of what Stevens or anyone else says, there will

always remaiin in the back of students' minds the suspicion that the

recommendations are being used as evaluations for purposes other than
J.A. selection.

This year's recommendation program is operating on a trial basis. We
hope that a different process will be tried next year^

CORRESPONDENCE
Manly glories

To the editors:

I have always enjoyed the writing style, of

Peter Hillman's "Shoot the Dog." However,

at times Peter Implies that Jesus Christ made
a mistake by not being born in the Greylock

Quad. His latest effort, "Sleazing," (ReAd 1-

31-74) is an example of a chauvinist appraisal
*
of the manly glories of Williams College and

the Sodom and Gomorrah atmosphere he

attributes to Amherst.

Anyone who read the original "Sleazing" in

the Amherst paper would have realized that

the point of the essay was to appeal to the

Aherst Trustees in favor of coeducatish. The
excessive language and style of the writing

were deliberate. Peter has faile^l to see that

not all Amherst men (or should I say pre-

pubic tottlers, Peter?) are sleazers. Ob-

viously, there are those at Amherst who
would like to move in new directions,

I am sure that there are many students al

Amherst who thrive on the world of-sleazing. 1

am equally sure that there are more than a

few Williams people who would not hesitate to

join their Little Three brotHers in some good

old Saturday night gross out. Williams can

also demo the walls of the fraternity houses if

the occasion should merit it. Or has Peter

forgotten that great night when Williams

men, clearly in preparation for some future

jobs in construction, received on the job

training in wall dynamics al Carter House.

Ever listen to people at Sunday brunch?

Either everyone' here is a liar or Williams

does some good sleazing of iLs own. I seem to

remember sitting with Peter more than once

al brjnch as we listened to instant replays of

Saturday nights. And what about Skidmore?
Peter has apparently placed this college

above the very idea of sleazing. I personally

enjoy the people al Skidmore, but I have seen

many Williams men in bars such as The Hub
putting the most die hard sleazer from Delta

Delta Gamma Psi Beta to shame. If I may
quote Peter: "Union.guys . . . jostled Williams
men for access to the bars and the women .

." What, may I ask, is the difference between
jostling in Northampton and Saratoga
Springs?

Pcler also seems to think that purple shirts

make winners, Rick Murphy, a former gifted

Amherst quarterback, is only semi-good

because he lost to Williams. I find this sort of

thinking rather juvenile qnd insulting. Peter

must have forgotten that two recent Amherst
grads, Doug Swift and -Jean Fugel play

regularly fof two of the better NFL teams.

What did happen to Jack Maitland, Peter?

And what if the Amhcrsl basketball team is

weak? Does this qualify them for, I quote,

"euthanasia?" If this is the case, then

compared to UCLA, Williams is already in the

grave. The Amherst coach might be rather

excitable, but frankly one could question the

maturity of some of the more hysterical fans

in Lasell Gymnasium. ! always thought you

kept score on the scpreboard.

Finally, I find it most curious that Peter

just had to go to a frat party to witness

sleazing. Don't pull my leg, Peter. I would

venture to say that you made your way to tjie

bar as fast as anyone and didn't mind^few
female fkces around. Maybe Amhjsrst dtfes

foster sleazing, but at least )|)aVc enough

honesty to recognize thai Willtifms is not that

much different. A million Harry Sheehy

jumpers cannot hi^-^OMK more human
failings. ^^y

It is not mer^l/a question of good guys and

"^d guys, Wfllianns and Aherst, purity and

sleazin^^^t is a question of honest and ac-

cur^e reporting, not false platitudes and

{iinnufiA<loes. Williams is a fine college,

'^ijt not without its faults. Ajnherst has its

^ults, but, Peter,- iti* also an excellent

ichool. i

See you al brunch on Sunday, Peter.

K.J.O'Donnell'74

Dissatisfaction

To the editors:

I am writing this response to "Divided

Together" written in the "Reflections",

section of the January 31st ReAd out of a need

to educate tidf only the writer of this article,

but to those that may share similar am-
biguous feelings about the performance^ of

Black Movements on the move, "A Divided

People Together."

Third World dance and the emergence of

Third World dancers and dance companies is

relatively new al least in its recognized form
in the United States. Among the recognized

are Louis Falco, Arthur Mitchell, Eleo
Pomare, Murray Louis, Morse Donaldson,

Alvin Alley, and Chuck Davis and their

respective companies, to name a few.

Because of the variety of dance styles

represented by these people alone it is simply

a lack of knowledge to assume that a dance
style of Janis Wertz or Beverly Clayton ap-

proaches that of Ailey or Judith Jamieson. In

"I've Been Buked", I was reacting more to

the manner and style of Chuck Davis and his

moving dances depicting the black woman,
and the slavery period. Beverly on the other

hand was as I see her both in her solo to

"Summertime", and in her choreography of

"Black Gold" showing more the control of the

Ailey dancer, but the style of Erik Hawkins.
Then again Beverly is Beverly, a beautiful

dancer with her own feelings and in-

terpretations of what she likes to dance to. By
contrast, the jazz piece "Reaching Oul to

Blackness" was I felt a combination of three

things, the spontaneity of Pomare and the

very deliberate movement style of Murray
Louis joined with the movement vocabulary

of each of the dancers involved.

The writer of "Divided Together"
remarked thit she did not quite know what
tire girl in the stripped robe was doing in the

dance "Uhuru Harambee." Let me begin by

saying the Africans especially Central
Africans have a tradition of great reverence
and respect for their^women. Although this

dance was an interpretation of Central

African dance style rather than an authentic

dance, it did point to the power and mystical

intrique this woman had over the dancers.

She was the leader of the dance even though

she actually only appeared twice. In all

justice to this dance, I could write a paper just

on the significance of this dance historically.

The dance "Walking In the Street" had
mpre meaning than a representation of

"Saturday night al the BSU" as quoted from
"Divided Together." This dance was wore a

dance of the people. It was our "unity"
number so lo speak. The dance styles, music,

clothes, etc. represented an aspect of where
large numbers of blacks in this country are
today, in the street* in the ghelloes doing
what is enjoyable, listening to and dancing lo

good music.

There are other aspects of the "Divided
Together" article I could respond lo, but my
primary point has been to enlighten the writer

on what have might have been more concrete
areas of the performance to comment on, and
to express a dissatisfaction in what I felt was
a lack of knowledge on the part of the writer

in attempting lo review a production like "A
Divided People Together."

JanlsWertj;

iU paternali8tic.y((iu)Uty.

The abolitief) ol the division requirement •

would stpiKe at the core of_the liberal ajcls-—
'educall6n7KnowTeage oTlIie natural sciences

sociSii sciences and languages is intrinsic in a
^iher^l education.

For those who object to taking science
courses, it is important to realize that the
nonscience major is not expected to master
science. Exposure lo the way scientists think

and deal with problems is a valuable ex-

perience. Contrary to what Mr. Sullivan says
one can learn even in large introductory

science courses. The professors in the
sciences are very competent and effective.

The language requirefnenl which has been

dropped at Williams should be reestablished.

The benefits to be derived from the study of a

classical or modern language are aeslhelic,

literary as well as practical.

One possibility mentioned in the Sullivan

article was "a fourth course pass-fail option" _
for upperclassmen along with pass-fail

grading for the freshman year. The
justification for the pass-fail option was that

after last semester "students seemed at some
points to be worn to one collective frazzle.".

This is an inadequate reason at best, and an

attempt to weaken the academic program at

Williams.

Williams stiidents us^ to study five

courses a semester, now it is four, and

Sullivan suggests 3 graded courses and one

pass-fail. A trend toward a less complete and
less rigorous education is apparent.

Sullivan says, "One must hope thai

students here have a desire to learn" yet he

has little confidence in the students' ability to

pursue a broad and challenging program of

studies. Williams' students are talented and

motivated. Williams College would nol be a

leading educational institution if it did not

encourage its students to use their potential.

The easy way out is lo implement a system

incorporating some pass-fail grading and to

drop division requirements.

John J. Downing '74

An MSj^way

To the editors;

Mr. Sullivan in the January 17 issue of the
ReAd advocated a pass-fail grading system
for the freshman year and the abolition of the
division requirement. He called the division

requirement "illogical" and was disturbed by

Rolling off. .

.

To the editors:

Without belaboring the obvious, we
nevertheless have a duty to report to the

students and the college community on the

initial success of The Log. Hard work on the

part of many different groups in the College-

Buildings and Grounds, Food Services, the

Business Office, and the Log Committee and

staff—coupled with good will (and thirst) on

the part of our customers has brought us

quickly lo the point of forgetting thai The Log

was nol a part of Williams College a few short

months ago. Now that it is an established

institution The Log hopes to be able to serve a

variety of uses for all the campus. We
welcome any suggestions of ways lo improve

our operation,

Al this stage, our success is largely at-

tributable to the cooperation we have

received from the students and the College

Security Office. Needless lo say, this internal

responsdbilily to the residents of Spring Street

and its side streets is essential if The Log is to

continue to function. We do- not believe it

unreasonable to ask the students lo continue

to return to their houses as quiclcly and as

quietly as possible upon their departure from

The Log, especially since the operation of The
Log is still somewhat "probationary."

We would like lo remind everyone,

especially the faculty, that the Perkins room
is available for reservation for classes,

meetings, etc. The afternoon and early

evening hours are generally the most

satisfactory limes for quiet gatherings.

In closing we wish lo express our special

thanks to President Chandler for his efforts in

helping us get a start and for his willingness

to place his confidence in Williams students.

Sincerely,

Angu^' Laird -• _ _

Manager, The Log •

Tom Jorling ' __,--'"'

Chairman, Committee on _..

the Log

An absence

To the editors:

iam quite disturbed al the absence of

discussion of two important issues in the

campaign platforms of the candidates for

College Council President.

First, and most important, I feel thai the

student body should press for increased

funding for financial aid. This college is going

to conduct a major fund drive in the 1970s, and
I feel that a major segment of this money
should be allocated for increasing the

financial aid base. Ideally, Williams should

pIcaM turn to pagt nine
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he plot of Anything Goes reads like

any one of a number of situation

eomedieB from the nineteen-thirties

(or. forties or fifties): love affairs

suffering from crises of identity, role

mixups, tnwarted plots leading to incipient

doom for the roguish but romantic

protagonisU, near dis .tor for all involved,

and then a little improbable maneuvering

with just a touch of deus ex machina to

salvage the situation and produce the

inevitable happy ending. The book for

Any tiling Goes is just as thin as its plot.

Written in 1934 largely to suit the Ulents of

former vaudeville actors, it is a string of

puns, one-liners, and double entendres, with

an occasional swatch of sentimentality

thrown in for the" romantic leads to play with.

The result could be a show that offers so little

to theaudience in the course of two and a half

hours as to be sUggeringly boring and

mundane. This would undoubtedly be true

were it not for the music of Cole Porter

around which the show is completely cen-

tered. Unlike Cabaret which was done here

two years ago, in which the book and the

music together produced a show which was '

both moving and amusing Anything Goes

must rely almost completely on the strength

of its music. Fortunately, in this, the revived

version of the show (a number of songs were

added in 1965 by Cole Porter), the music with

one or two exceptions Is strong, and with the!

right production and executioa has ihe

potential to make the show a tremendous

success. At the same time, a large part of the

,

-script must be played for what it is^

vaudeville schtick. This means tKit^aft in-

credibly fast and slick delivery, precluding

any attempts at naturalistic acting, is needed

to keep the show moving between the songs.

The characters onstage are no mora than flat

slerotypes as real as the ship on which they

are sailing, and in doing the show, this aspect

must be acknowledged both by the per-

formers arid by the audience.

The Cap and Bells production of Anything

Goes which opened Thursday night at the

Adams Memprial Theater has succeeded

remarkably^ well in achieving the level of

professionalism, energy, and showmanship

needed tb bring this musical off. Debbie

Porazzo as Reno, a nightclub entertainer of

proclaimedly dubious morality who radiates

a Mae West sort of verve and appeal, turns in

a resounding performance. Her tremendous

stage presence, coupled with a stunning

singing voice, leave her in command of the

show from her opening number on. Tom
Lockhart, as Billy Crocker, creates some fine

moments both with Miss Porazzo in "You're

the Top" and with the chorus in "Anything

Goes", the show-stoK)ing, tap-dance finale of

the first act. Jeff Johnson as Moon, a

maladroit, baby-faced huckster, and Andrea

Axelrod as Bonnie, an airheaded New York

doll, create a number of hilarious scenes as

they stumble around the ship. Johnson's

sweetly leering manner insinuates itself

perfectly both on the other characters and the

audience, while Miss Axelrod expands her

sterotypic role with some fine comical work,

especially on "Let's Step Oout" and "The

Heaven Hop". Somewhat disappointing,

however, was Nancy Sailor (Hope) in the

ingenue role. Although she has a beautiful

singing voice. Miss Sailor did not seem able to

reach her full potential Thursday, and on

occasion was somewhat inaudible. Another

somewhat undernourished performance was

that of Doug Bishop as Sir Evelyn Oakleigh, a

near-sightedly vague, culturally naive

caricature of an English peer. Although Mr.

Bishop is entertaining in his part, he lacks

sufficient presence to fully exploit his very

funny scenes. In addition, in watching the

show, and this is perhaps not Mr. Bishop's

fault, one wonders how even in the im-

probable world of stage romances a liaison

between the insipid Sir Evelyn and Reno

could ever come about.

The supporting cast should also be noted for

their wonderfully high level of performance

and energy wiQiout which the production

would have been lost Nice touches were

added by Tony Brown with his near-sighted,

Jack Daniels-inspired drunk, and by Scott

LuUrey who, it seems, has jogged his way into

the hearts of Williams theater-goers.

The real credit for this production,

however, must go to the director. Dan Siretta

has eodowed this show with a fluidity and a

slickness reminiscent of the musical films of

the thirties. From the moment the curtain

goes up and the actors stirt moving briskly

onstage with the overture, the show's

precision is impressed upon the audience.

Recognizing the need to keep up the pace,

Siretta constantly keeps moving across the

stage a whirl of sailors, passengers, even a

- jogger, interspersing among the short scenes

one-line jokes and cameo appearances. The

entire first act plays just like ah afternoon at

Radio City Music Hall. Only on occasion dog

the show sag, and when it does, as in the
second act, it is primarily the fault of the

aeript, part' of which slumps into tedious
sentimentality. The weakest scene, and one
which slows the show down dangerously,
centers around Billy's duet with Hope, "All

Through the Night", and Moon's "Be Like the

Bluebird". The arrangement of "All Through
the Night" is out of Mr. Lockharfs range,
thereby losing much of its effectiveness,

while "Be Like the Bluebird" is salvaged only
by Mr. Johnson's comic ability. As for the

dialogue, suffice it to say that you've
probably heard it at least a couple dozen
times on the late show. In general, however,
Mr. Siretta's direction, particularly his

ability in staging large numbers like

"Anything Goes" and "Blow, Gabriel, Blow",
together with his knack for inserting small
but entertaining "bits" haVe taken the show,
picked up its pace, ^nd made it just that more
enjoyable.^ ' - —-
Ken Foy's set is spectacular^. Done in a

stylized art-deco manner, it works well both

technically and visually, giving the director a
fluid and workable space on which both lar^e

' production numbers and solos can be staged

with equal effectiveness, as well as providing
^ the audience with a strong bit «l-4hirties

flavor.

Jack Watson's lighting makes another fine

contribution to the shovy. While his general

'

lighting is quite adequate (although some of

the actors are in shadow when the follow-

spots are not being used), his special effects

are gorgeous. The chaser lights that outline

the stage and come on for the big numbers
add a perfect touch as do the strobe effect on
"Let's Step Out" and the fog-accentuated

light on "Public Enemy Number One" and
"Gabriel".

The costuming for Anything Goes must
have required a monumental effort both in

terms of design and In terms of fabrication.

Rita Bottomley-Watson's costumes add just

the ri^t touch of color and period to every

scene. Co-designers Charles Wilmott and—Patti-Bruhdege are also to be congratulated

for their contribution to the designing of the

evening gowns in "It's Delovely" and "Blow,
Xiabriel, Blow".

Finally, it is impossible not to mention the

A sparkling success

TU)o inews ofAnything Goes

Scenes from Anything Goes: above, Debbie Porrazzo as Reno Sweeney and Dougie

Bishop as Sir Evelyn Oakleigh; below, the Heaven Hop with Andrea Axelrod as Bonnie

Utour and [left to right] Mary Upinski, Suzanne Sato, Diane Thompson, and Mtchelk

Lebovitz as the Angels, [photos by Edward Bacher]

orchestra of Anything Gees, together with

music director Bruce Pollock. Their in-

strumental execution was tight and crisp,
*

providing perfect underpinning for each song

whether soft string arrangement or brassy

intro. ^>

In short, whift we have been presented with

here is a show which would utterly fail

withoutspiendid production, which it receives

in spades. Devotees of Cole Porter's music "

will love Anything Goes. And while some may
be put off by the occasionally overwhelming

nonsensicality of the script, one cannot fail to

be impressed by the obvious effort and skill

that has gone into making this musical one of

the finest productions to be seen here in a

very long time. Charles del'Arbre

In
Anything Goes the pace is the

thing. The Cole Porter songs, in the

main, swing; and the book consists

of oases of humor which, to be en-

joyed, must be gotten to quickly. The

proauction now at the AMT, with only oc- »

casional lapses, moves on smoothly,

propelled by t"he° choreographic imagination

of Dan Siretta, the humorous charac-

terizations by many of the players, and by the

impetus and fine playing of the band.

The songs are some of Porter's best and the

production numbers are the point of this

production. They are big, elaborate, and

infectiously exhilarating. The . choreography

is very good. For example, the last number

before the intermission, "Anything Goes", ;'

begins with Reno Sweeny i Debbie Parazzo)

swinging it in medium tempo. Everything is

mellow; the lights are low. White Light! Four

thousand chorus girls in blue and white sailor

suits appear from nowhere, Billy Crocker

(Tom Lockhart) starts to tap-dance, and the

entire stage is super-charged with movement

and energy.

Dan Siretta's sense of movement shapes the

entire production. There is a continual flow on

stage; actors exit laughing one side, in-

stantaneously actors enter laughing from the

other. The movement is constructed with

dove-tailed precision creating the rhythm of

shipboard life on a trans-Atlantic crossing.

Siretta also has a keen sense of visual and

aural wit. While there are dead patches in the

script, tHere are few in the production.

Something is continually going on: waiters

whisking across stage exchange trays in mid-

air; even the ship'^horn is used to punctuate

a joke.

Ken Foy's ship is slick, the perfect medium

both for the stomping arid for the ritzily

casual Of the Porter songs. Not only the ar-

chitectonic concept of the set as a whole but

also the detail Work show professional skill as

well as imagination. Rita Bottomley Watson

has in several instances created apotheoses of

30's chic -in the Berkeley-esque sailor outfits,

in the black and while motif for "Blow,

Gabriel, Blow" (with an appropriate gash of

crimson in Reno's gown), and, fulfilling the

desires of many, in giving Reno a white

tuxedo, with matching top hat and cane, for

"Take Me Back To Manhattan". Also notable

is the devilishly Chanel-like black concoction

that Bonnie Letour wears for "Let's Step

Out", complete with halo of raven feathers.

Unfortunately, a few costumes clash badly

with the colors of the set. The most prominent

of these is the purple dress Reno wears while

singing "I Get A Kick Out Of You". Jack

Watson has employed a Broadway lighting

technique not much used since the war, for

economic reasons. The movement is followed

by six foUow-spotSr-two behind the action, two

nearly overhead, and two out front. Often this

creates effective three-dimensional patterns

of light-tracings in space, Mt only lighting the

actors' faces but als" creating depths
Hovever, when the follow-spots are not elh-

ployed the entire stage is too dim and the

actors' faces are somewhat obscure. Other

difficult and well achieved effects include

strobe lighting and sequentiaHrhaser lighting.

Tom Lockhart plays the role of Billy with

craggy agility. His imitation of the Franco-

Spanish psuedo-count is very funny and it is

schtick like this that saves much of the

dialogue from dreariness. This play is a,

vehicle for personality. The parts as written

are mere ciphers-those actors who have hold

of a firm characterization and have fun with It

make the show enjoyable.

Debbie Parazzo's part as Reno Sweeny is

the female lead mainly in a musical sense.

She has the numbers; and she is most alive

when singing. She has a full musical-comedy

voice which is engaging. Her"interpretation of

"Take Me Back To Manhattan" is especiall;^

fine.

Jeffrey Johnson as Moonface Martin, a

sulky teddy-bear gangster, and Andrea

Axelrod as Bonnie Letour, his captivating

mo!l with the feline grace of a sexually

please turn p*ge
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rapacfous mack truck, are the cOmic saviours

J^W^ show. They share pantoniime routines

which illustrate their staggering, and funny,

incom{)eitenc^ in the faCe of existence. When
Mgonface enters for the first time, trying to

^'filude the authorities, he moves with the

, sinewy insinuation and stealth of a long-

necked Thyrber animal creation. Their

control over the physicality of their

characters is great, In "Heaven Hop" Bonnie

does the hoochie-coochie Swing Radio genre

-^to perfection and should shame someone like

" Bette Midler into sending her tonsils back to

Ebbet's Field where she (Midler) un-

doubtedly received her vocal training.

In a play in which timing is so vital, the

secondary characters play as key a part as

the leads. The entire cast has energy.DSvid

Simonds is suitable sonorous both as the

bishop and as the captain; Tad Cavouti is

delightfully hateful as the officious purser;

Tony Brown staggers blindly in his

monumental drunk with the delivery of a

tight-rope walker; Miriam Piper has a

quality of stern kindness, like Margaret

Dumont; David Hurlburt as a Chinese

peasant sounds like Orson Bean imitating a

Chinese peasant; and Scott Lutrey paces his

part admirable.

Bruce Pollock has welded a group of fine

individual musicians into a tight unit. They

are one of the real highlights of the show.

TBey~smfriinusieari:enre^asiTy;irotng~fitriTr

the nasty wah-wah trumpet and tapped

cymbal of the 20's ( "Let's Misbehave" ) to the

creamy 30's sound of the Ellington Band
("Take Me Back To Manhattan", whjch the

• reed section play with satiny perfection) to

the near Dixieland fervor of "^Ww, Gabriel,

Blow" (Mack Horton soloiijg^'on trumpet). A
fine, fine band. ^/

This is not a play of'depth but of surface; a

play that goes ou>fiot to individuals but to a

social congregation of people. The surface

must be brightly pojished and yet varied. The
scale otd'ttempt here is great, and while there

aretiTiperfections and dull spots, they are

made inconsequent by the quality of set,

/' lighting, costume, company acting, and,

especially, directing, all of which make this

production an out Jront one.

/'x .lohii KIlis .

With the

help of

many, a

historical

performance

takes shape
by Kirsten Lundberg

With the long-awaited performance of

Stravinsky's Les Noces, a precedent will have

been set for interdepartmental ventures on a

scale previously unequalled. The depart-

ments of music, of drama, the Williams dance

program, Williams students and professors,

Williamstown residents and guest soloists

from the outer world—all these are taking

part in what is one of the most ambitious

productions undertaken on campus.

Les Noces (which means "the nuptials")

was first produced in 1923 in PSris by

Diaghilev, the man who originally com-

, missioned the work fi*m Stravinsky. It took

fourteen years from the time of Stravinsky's

first orchestral conception, the themes of

which he based on Russian folk songs, to the

time of the first performance, complete with

. dancers. Since then, due to the overwhelming

costs of production, the piece in its entirety

has been presented only three times in the

7^ United States, the last time being 1965, when

it was choreographed by Jerome Robbins for

the American Ballet Theatre. The staM.

V< directions (provided, incidentallyj^t^

M Stravinsky himself) call for the,- "entire

-^musical and dance ensemble ioptf^on stage,

creating an overwhelming vjatfal as well as

audio effect. The wholej)r6duction calls for

four pianos, 32 pereu^n instruments played

by six musicians,-ft)ur solo singers, a chorus

of 36 singers, eight solo dancers and a corps

de ballet of sixteen. Chapin Hall was chosen

, as the only locale large enough to fulfill the

qualifications for such a production.

To find and train the performers for this

enterprise has required the sustained end

^combined efforts of Joy Dewey, Williams'

dance instructor and instigator of the popular,

dance series, and Kenneth Roberts, choral

director and associate music professor. In

addition, Richard Jeter of the drama
department has been working with a crew on

the enormous job of erecting a stage in

Chapin, and arranging lighting and design.

A great deal of time and effort has been

contributed by all the group^ involved. Joy

Dewey's dancers not onjy spent ap-

proximately twelve hours a day rehearsing,

exercising and taking classes during January

for their WSP; they started rehearsals as far

back as October. Mrs. Dewey herself has

been doing research on the music and past

performance practice since last April. The 36-

membet- ,chorus began rehearsals in

December and continued them right through

January. Finally, the building of the stage^

constituted ajWSP for the technicians vih0yX6

avoiddama'ging Chapin, have built the^nole

structure without driving a nail, usin^nstead

steel sitppofts to stand the stage on its own.

.They had, moreover, to remoVethe seats half-

way up the main aisle tjHnake room enough.

The Students,., howejt^ seem to agree that

they have^learnpd^lnucli from the experience

of mixed dispi^lines. As Mr. Roberts said, the

singers hadto learn to maintain steady rhy-

.— thms,.-\<ihile4he daflcers-had-toadapt-thenu.-

s^Ves to the rigors of performing to live

...-music; valuable lessons were taught to each

group.
"

The piece itself is organized in four parts,

the first three being as long combined as the

fourth part alone. The first three parts deal

with a bride and groom—not a particular

couple, but the concept of one, each individual

preparing with his own family and friends for

their upcoming marriage, which occurs in

part three. The fourth part is the scene of the

wedding dinner, the carousing and con-

viviality of the guests assembled, and the

preparing of the bride and groom for the joys

of a nuptial life. Musically, the piece at this

point dovetails perfectly with the "plot."

The ending is a recapitulation of the

beginning, bringing the entire performance_

full circle, and indicating that the end of the

V action is indeed also a beginning—the

beginning of the couple's life together.

Stravinsky's ambrguity" towards-- the

characters of the bride and gropm is ob-

viously deliberate. Musically he indicates this

by constant changes of character among the

actual performers. At one point a former

bride takes the part of a goose!

This ambiguity is reflected in Joy Dewey's
choreography. While the dancing is not highly

aesthetic, neither is it totally literal. While

following the story line fairly closely, many
actions are suggested rather than executed,

such as the braiding of the bride's hair at the

beginning, where ribbons are symbolically

substituted for locks.

The performance itself will consist of three

-parts. Due to the complexity of the score and

the difficulty of observing anywhere near all

the details the first time through, the evening

will open with a demonstration of segments of

the piece, separately selected and explained

for the audience. There will follow a lecture

by Mr. Roger Shattuck on the climate of

opinion in Paris at the time of the cantata's

original conception. His book. The Banquet

Years, deals in depth with this • period. To
culminate, the entire piece, which takes only

28 minutes, will be performed, hopefully

leaving the audience more appreciative and
more aware of the complexities of such an
undertaking.

Tickets are on sale already at thg'AMT box

office and will be on sale at the door of Chapin
Hall on the evenings of the performances,

February 23 and 24 at 8:30 p.m. However,

tickets are selling so rapidly, especially to

patrons of the Williams Dance Series, that

students are strongly urged to obtain their

tickets (which are free) as early as possible.

Since so many chairs have been removed,

seating is limited.

Jerome Robbins, the last choreographer of

this piece, liad to say of it:

'.'Once the music starts, nothing can slop

this lerriiying machine which screams,

laments and chatters, shocking yon with

unexpected outbursts and hypnotic mur-
murtfigs . . . The words? . . . Their sense?

A montage, or rather a Joycean stream of
-^^ Russian (oik songs and poems, toasts,

(aunts and prayers, ribald folk symbols and
fertility images . . . Finally, deep within

' the passionate work there rests the

poignant incongruity of an Intensely per-

sonal moment being subjected to the public

offenses of a ritualistic social ceremony."

Having the opportunity to see this explosion of

musical and dramatic energy in your owii

back yard is not one Which should be passed

up by anyone.

Weather Report completed the second

"annual Williams College Jazz Festival on

January 31 with a display of technical vir-

tuosity seldom seen at Williams. The music

was a challenging, emotional experience,

which demanded unbroken concentration

from the seven hundred members of Chapin

Hall's audience.- Unlike the first three jazz

concerts which offered a chance to sing and

\ move with the rhythms—the Weather Report

performance was a simply awesome ex-

• cursion into the rock-jzaa style which is its

trademark.
Two new members of the band, Albertus

.Johnson on fender bass and Ishmael Reed on

drums, did nothing to detract from the per-

formance. Although Josef Zawinul (on
keyboards) was in obvious control
thrpughout, each member of the group was
allowed to freely express his moods and
feelings, and Johnson's solos proved to be
inventive and thoughtful expressions.

Dom Um Romao was perhaps the Aost
spectacular of the musicians, using the

glockenspeil and a v^st array of percussion
instruments in often wild, jarring motions.
And, indeed, the music was jarring, as
Zawinul's piano and Shorter's soprano
saxophone combined lo form complex, even
shrill rhythms whose strength lay in their

depth. No mtmber dominated; each in-

pholiis hy H. Mack Horton

strument contributed to a total layer of

emotion, and so even Johnson's rambling

bass or Reed's snare and bass drums had

their rightful place.

The lyrical ballads—perhaps that is the

word—were the most memorable moments of

the evening. The swirling soprano sax of

Shorter was always assuredly answered by

Zawinul's keyboard or Um Romao's per-

cussion. The hushed audience in Chapin

listened to the quiet interludes with an air of

expectancy and the group did eventually

climax the evening with one of its best-known

compositions. Boogie Woogie Waltz, a loud,

even brittle climax which left the Chapin

audience demanding an encore, but Shorter's

"sense of Completion" precluded what
another equally famous jazz musician—Chick

Corea—has called a "ridiculous social con--

vention."

And there was no sign of discontent among
the audience. They did not protest. Too many
moods, too many feelings had been tapped;

an encore would simply have bastardized the

intricate structure of the concert which had .

come before it. Verbally, there was 'no

communication with the audience except for

Shorter's introductions at the end of the

performance, but then \yeather Report has

never prefended that it communicates
through the Spoken word, i.\

'
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Yesterday,

today and

tomorrow
by Martha C«Nikley

. The difference between being a novel,

precious minority (coeds) and just a minority

(women) Is vast. The realization of the dif-

ference overtal(es women at Williams at

different stages in their careers here; such a

realization caused for concern on the part of a

fi^w women students last fall and the result of

that concern was Williams Women. The group

caVi now claim a Women's Center, officially

opened at Park Hall last night.

The transition to coeducation entailed its

myn "particular problems of adjustment for

iMth men and the newly-accepted women, as

well as for administration and faculty. With

adjustment cathe new questions. One was
posed by the Berkshire Eagle early last fall in

~aiT "arttcte"Oii' the""Woineu'» 'Movement in

Berkshire County: where was the "con-

sciousness" of women at Williams that was so

^ident on other coed and ft|l-women's

campuses? The Eagle concluded that the

Williams women had adjusted so well as to be

assimilated into the male institution, which
' was not really a question of chauvinism on the

part of men but rather a lack of women's
consciousness.

\ But a meeting called late in October to

\"organize women" drew a respectable crowd
ik the Fitch-Prospect Lounge. Senior Jane
H^ldren and freshman Rona Landfield

originally provided the impetus for such an

organization, and at the meeting they fielded

questions and introduceda general discussion

on the po^ible focus, of such a group. In-

terests vari)e^ froni consciousness—raising to

women's athletics, and the concept of a

"center"-^a rbom of' ones own—seemed a

beginning and^a partial solution to ap-

proaching women'.s concerns. A women's
^^nter was also attractive on a campus
where, every once in^ while, "coeducation"

became stifling. Profe^or Elizat>eth Frank
offered her office in Brainard-Mears House as

a temporary center on\ Wednesday af-

ternoons.

A permanent center, it was tl;ought, would

serve as a library, a study area.^^a room for

planned and informal discussion, ahd perhaps

most importantly, a place to focusHhe con-

cerns of women on the campus whether the

problems concern counseling, athletics, or

health.

Women on campus are somewhat am-
bivalent towards a "Center" or a "woman's
group". From statistics compiled by the

WinterStudy "Women at Williams", Political

Science 11, in a random sampling of 40

women, 44 per cent agreed with the concept of

a "women's group", about 13 per cent said

there should be no such group, and 43 per cent

had no opinion. Only 5 per cent of the women
questioned were involved even peripherally

with Williams Women, but that may be

partially explained by the newness of the

>group. Certainly, however, where 73 per cent

of the men and 64 per cent of the women
surveyedcharacterized Williams as a "men's
college that lets women in", as opposed to a

^ "truly co-ed institution," some balancing

factors appear to be needed. A Women's
Center might be one solution.

The concept of a "Women's Center" seems
suspect to both students and faculty. Image-

making does not take long, and such a

Williams Women's group has' already been

seen as "polarizing," militant, and censors of

the Winter Study Pornography films. All

three suspicions are unfounded.

One of the ^original meetings in Fitch-

Prospect Lounge included a lengthy

discussion on the position of men in relation to

a women's group and a center. The meeting
may have been a source of misconception for

those in attendance and those who heard
about it. Two admittedly sympathetic
Williams men attended and, as it was argued
that women should be able to act with and
react to other women without the presence or

influence of men, the argument was seen as

unnecessarily separatist and polarizing by

both sexes.

Such were some If the fears of the College

Council when asked for $300 late in November
to finance a film series dealing with women's
issues from abortion to self-identity. Although
the timing of the request was a bit irregular

and it wag indicated that the Williams Women

would ask for more money for a second
semester program, there was minor objection
at the final vote. Later in December the
Council was more hesitant to allocate $600 for
a spring semester program.
Early in December three students ap-

proached President Chandler about the
possibility of a Center, well aware of the
space shortage on campus. Having come
from Clinton where Hamilton's coordinate
women's college (Kirkland) had well-
established women's organizations,
President Chandler was receptive to the
concern of women on campus.
Perha|»s"center" is a misnomer. What the

administration found were two small but
adequate rooms upstairs in the larger Center
for Environmental Studies at Park Hall.

Buildings and Grounds added paint, fur-

niture, and bookshelves amazingly quickly
and even hung an official sign. Upon entering
Park Hall from Whitman Street, the sign
more or less points the visitor up some
narrow stairs to the Williams Women's
Center. A Greylock-type couch, a grey rug, a
study table and some not-too-dainty curtains
in one room and several dark-stained
bookshelves and large cushions in the smaller
roqpi make both rooms comfortable and
practical.

Last evening was the official christening of
the Women's Center; the^ception was open
to all, with entertainmentTprovided by Janice
Gallaht, the fdlkgfnger who visTied WillTaim a

"

few weeks ago when John Froines spoke at

the invitation of the Williams Action
Coalition. r—

i
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Williams

on the

way out?
bySillWiding

As a result of the $275 increase in tuition,

room, and board announced Feburary 6,

Williams stands on the threshold of charging

students $3,000 for an education. While such a

measure merely reflects the financial

problems of the times, this increase threatens

a large segment of the Williams un-

dergraduate population, the middle-class

student, with extinction.

Such students want Williams to remain as It

is: a college with small classes, a faculty with

high quality professors, aijd a rigorous

standard for admission; all of which create a

vibrant educational atmosphere.

Yet the hard realities of relentless price

rises in food, energy, and services force the

administration to lessen their affect on the

college budget by passing on the rise to

students. This action could ultimately wreck

havoc on the very institutions the rise is

designed to perpetuate.

The danger of a constantly spiralling in-

flation in the economy raises the specter of

subsequent inflation in tuition, room, and

board prices. Such an inflation would soon

float Williams out of reach of the middle-class

student whose parents are too well off for

financial aid, but not rich enough to swallow a

quick succession of tuition jumps.

Williams would then find itself catering to

the wealthy student able to afford it; sub-

sidizing the disadvantaged, rich in mental

prowess but not in specie, and ignoring the

middle-class "in-betweens." Elite as

Williams is now, the college would soon

become a harshly segmented social group,

increasingly weighted down from above as

continued increased operating costs forced

more increases in student costs. Such social

elitism could smother the educational vitality

Williams so successfully possesses today. No

longer would students be admitted on the

basis of their intelligence, rather the size of

their bank accounts.

This is not to 'Say that the college could not

operate as an educational institution with

socially elite undergraduates. Williams, in

fact, did so during the early 20th century. Yet

If the private college is, as President Chan-

dler puts it, "to be understood in our society,"

it cannot recede into a social and educational

pattern 75 years out of date.

Are there any ways to avoid this situation?

Things would be very easy if salaries kept

pace with the price of living, but in most cases

this gap is widening, not closing. So help from

the middle-class itself is not forthcoming.

Also, there is no safety in the numbers of

new students which expansion could offer,

since comtruction costs are already exhor-

bitant Any inctffse in the student body

would also cause the collapse of such func-
tional anachronisms as the Lasell Gym,
Griffin jlall, and tlie Fine Arts centers on
canipifs, necessitating' even more con-
struction and expense.

Wide-spread economizing seems a sensible
place to begin. If Saturday classes were
added to the schedule along with a return to a
5-5 college year, tlie college could shut-down
over the present Winter Study period.

In addition, perhaps a graduated tuition

scheme could be devised with the amount of
tuition costs one pays tied to what one's
family income is, with credits given to those
with more than one child in college.

Finally, there is a desperate need for some
sort of middl&class financial aid, supplied
through an endowment or comprehensive
scholarship program.
Certainly Williams and other schools like it

could exist without a broad cross-section of

social orders. But if the private college is to
remain a viable part of the national
educational system, it must take care that it

doesn't price itself into obscurity. p-.

On the

new folk

in town
A recent poll conducted jointly by the

Committee on Educational Policy (CEP) and
the Committee on Undergraduate Life (CUD
provides insight into freshmen attitudes

towards faculty advisors, junior advisors,

and some other aspects of freshman living.

Written and administered to almost 240

freshmen by Lynn McConnell '77 (freshman

CEP Representative), the poll shows that this

year's class is, in general, satisfied with their

faculty and junior advisors. There are,

however, some areas of dissatisfaction.

Some freshmen commented in more
lengthy written responses that they were
disturbed about the methods by which junior

advisors are chosen. Some suggested that

potential junior advisors should be screened

much more carefully, using intensive in-

terviews as a part of the selection procedure.

But the concept of junior advising received

strong support: 60 per cent of the freshmen

polled said that they would go to their JA with

a personal or social problem.

The faculty advisors for the freshmen

received generally high marks—somewhat
surprisingly, since some in the Williams

community have been critical of the

usefulness of the freshman faculty advisor.

Almost 70 per cent of the respondents said

that they were "satisfied" with their faculty

advisor.

But a significant percentage (17 per cent)

rated their faculty advisor's "ability to an-

swer questions concerning your academic

program" as "not at all satisfactory." And,

interestingly, 64 per cent of the freshmen

declared that they did not share academic

interests with their faculty advisor; one of the

primary duties of the faculty advisor is to

advise freshmen on course selection.

The concept of freshman class living at

Williams—as a group separate from the rest

of the College—was approved: almost 65 per

cent responded "no" when asked if freshmen

should be housed with upperclassmen. Entry

unity was equally popular: in general, two

thirds of the freshmen supported the concept

of a "unified" entry.

Other freshmen commented on the lack of a

Department of Education (or at least a

department with a similar emphasis) at

Williams.

Also worthy of note is the strong rejection

by the class of the concept of an ungraded

freshman year. When asked to rate on a scale

from one to four (one representing the most

desired alternative, four the least desired),

almost 60 per cent of the freshmen rated a

freshman year where all courses were graded

on a pass-fail basis as "the least desired"

alternative.

Conversely, there was significant support

for a year in which courses were graded "on a

pass-fail basis with additional written

comments by the instructor;" 33 per cent of

the freshmen ranked this alternative as the

most desired. One freshman commented that

pass-fail with additional comments would be

a feasible alternative in small classes, but

since many freshman classes are now very

large (i.e.. Psychology 101), the pass-fail

grading system would be unfeasible.

Excerpts from the poll are presented below.

Faculty Advising

1. Are you satisfied with your faculty

advisor? 69.5 per cent yes, 30.5 per cent no.

2. Rate him or her on the following points:

compaiability: very, S3.9 per cent;

somewhat, 41.5 per cent; not at all

satisfactory, 4.4 per cent

availability: very, 41.5 per cent; somewhat,
50^ per cent; not at all satisfactory, 8.5 per cent

ability to answer questions on academic
program: very, 31.7 per cent; somewhat, 51

per cent; hot at all, 17.2 per cent

4. Would you go to your faculty advisor

^Vt\ a social or personal problem?

31.8 per cent yes, 66.1 per cent no.

5. Whom else would you go to? JA, 28.6 per
cent; close friend, 59 per cent; parent, 2 per

cent; Dean or other faculty, 9.3 per cent.

• 6. Did your faculty advisor influence your
choice of your regular courses? 31 per cent

no; 67 per cent, yes.

7. Would you have sought faculty advice
on course choice if not required to do so? 75

per cent yes; 24 per cehtiia

8. Do you share academic interests with

your faculty advisor: 35 per cent yes, 64 per
cent no.

9. Would you have preferred there to be
common academic interests? 64 per cent yes,

35 per cent no. „

Junior Advising

1. , Would you go to your JA with a social or

personal problem? 60 per cent yes, 35 per cent

no.—2. -Have youf-JAs in any-way-influenced

—

your choice of courses: 40 per cent yes, 60 per
cent no.

3. Did your JAs give you tips about your
faculty advisor or instructors? 71 per cen^ '

yes, 28 per cent no. ,
•

'

4. Have you gotten to know other up-

perclassmen better than yourJA? 42 per cent

yes, 57 per cent no.

5. Have you JAs invaded your privacy in

any way? 7 percent yes, 73 per cent no.

% Does your entry consider itself a unit?

69.7 per cent yes, 30.2 per cent no.

7. Do you belong fully to that unit? 63.9 per

cent yes, 36 per cent no.

8 Should an enti^ be that way? 66.6 per
cent yes, 32.2 per cent no.

9. Do you feel that Freshmen should be
housed with upperclassmen (not JAs) on a
regular basis? 33.8 per cent yes, 64.5 per cent

no. - -

Orientation

1. Were Freshmen Days too short? 21.7

percent (yes); too long? 14.6 per cent; about
right? 60.6 per cent.

2. Were problems of adjustment to

Williams during the first month or so:

predominantly social: 28 per cent

predominately academic: 27 per cent

both: 23.4 per cent

no major adjustment: 20 per cent

3. Do you feel that contact with up-

perclassmen is limited to your classes? 47.5

per cent yes, 50.8 per' cent no.

4. Do you feel that you have sufficient time
to participate in extracurricular activities

that are meaningful to you? 44.2 per cent yes,

55.2 per cent no.

5. Do you feel that there is a lack of in-

tellectual (as opposed to academic) in-

teraction among students? 42 per cent yes,' 52

per cent no.

6. Rank the following (one: most desired,

four: least desired)

:

ail four courses graded: (1) 37.5 per cent; (2)

32.

2

per cent; (3) 13.6 per cent; (4) 16.6 per
cent

three graded courses and one pass-fail,

required: (1) 30 per cent; (2) 32.7 per cent;

(3) 20.9 per cetit; (4) 16.0 per cent

all four course on a pass-fail basis: (1) 7 per
cent; (2) 16.5 percent; (3) 19.1 per cent; (4)

57.3 per cent^

all four courses on a pass-fail basis with <

additional written comments by the liir

structor: (1) 33.5 per cent; (2) 17.1 per cent;

(3) 39.2 per cent; (4) 10.1 per cent - |-,

more drink
y^ from page one

^that there are all kinds of love in this world,

but never the same love twice. "Casablanca"
goes on, inBronfman, at7andll, withWoody
Allen's "Play It Again, Sam," adding a dif-

ferent type of critical perspective on Bogie, at
9 p.m. Allen's movie is about a guy who is

addicted to Bogart, so if you have dragged
yourself over to Bronfman Friday night for

the first film you should feel sufficiently

guilty by the time the night is over. If that's

not your idea of a good time, Carter and
Hopkins are sponsoring an All-College Dance,
to the music of "Osiris," in the Greylock
Dining Hall Friday night from 9 to 11, with a
dollar charged for admission. Carter and
Hopkins solemnly assure as there will be

please turn page
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nipacious niack truck, are (he comic saviours

ot llic show. They share pantomime routines

which illustrate their staggering, and funny,

incompetence in the lace of existence. When
MiX)nface enters for the first time, trying to

dude the authorities, he moves with the

sinewy insinuation and stealth of a long-

necked ThurlK-r animal creation, .Their

control over the physicality of their

characters is great. In "Heaven Hop" Bonnie

does the hoochii--co()chie .Swing Kadi(> genre

to perfection and should shame someone like

Belle Midler into sending her tonsils back to

Khbet's Field where she (Midler) un-

doubtedly received her vocal training.

In a play in which timing is' so vital, the

secondary characters play as key a p;irt as

the leads. The entire cast has energy. David

Simonds is suitable sonorous both as the

bishop and as the captain; Tad Cavouti is

delightfully hateful as the officious purser;

Tony Brown staggers blindly in his

monumental drunk with the delivery of a

tight-rope walker; Miriam Piper has a

t|uality of stern kindness like Margaret

Dumont; f)avid Hurlburt as a Chinese

peasant sounds like Orson Bean imitating a

Chinese peasant; and Scott Lutrey paces his

part admirable.

Bruce Pollock has welded a group of fine

indiyidua! nuisKMatis into. a. .tighj.unil,..TM'v..

are one of the real highlights of the show.

They shift musical genre easily, going from

the nasty wah-wah trumpet and tapped

cymbal of the 2(l's ("Let's Misbehave") to the

creamy liO's sound of the Ellington Band
("Take Me Back To Manhattan", which the

reed section play with satiny perfection) to

the near Dixieland fervor of "Blow, Cabriel,

Blow" (Mack Horlon soloing on trumpet). \
fine, fine band.

This is not a play of depth but of surface; a

play that goes out not to individuals but to a

social congregation of people. The surface

must be brightly polished and yet varied. The

scale of attempt here is great, and while Iheie

are imperfections and dull spots, they are

made inconsequent by the quality ot set,

lighting, costume, company acting, and.

especially, directing, all of which make this

production an out front one.

.lohii I. His

With the

help of

many, a

historical

performance

takes shape
by Kirsten I.undberg

With the long-awaited performance of

Stravinsky's I.es NOces. a precedent will have

been set for interdepartmental ventures on a

scale previously unetiualled. The depart-

ments of music, of drama, the Williams dance

program, Williams students and professors.

Williamstown residents and guest soloists

from the outer world— all these are taking

part in what is one of the most ambitious

productions undertaken on campus.

I.es Noees (which means "the nuptials")

was first prcxluced in li)2:i in Paris by

Diaghilev, the man who originally com
missioned the work from Stravinsky. It took

fourteen years from the time of .Stravinsky's

first orchestral conception, the themes of

\which he based on Russian folk songs, to the

/time of the first performance, complete with

dancers. Since then, due to the overwhelming

costs of production, the piece in its entirety

has been presented only three limes in the

United States, the last time being 196.5, when

it was choreographed by Jerome Bobbins for

the American Ballet Theatre. The stage

directions (provided, incidentally, by

Slravin.sky himself) call for the entire

musical and dance en.semble to bt> on stage,

creating an overwhelmmg visual as well as

audio effect. The whole production calls for

four piano.s, .32 percussion instrument.s played

by six musicians, four .solo singers, a chorus

of 36 singers, eight solo dancers and a corps

de ballet of sixteen. Chapin Hall was chosen

as the only locale.large enough to fulfill the

qualifications for such a production.

To find and train the performers for this

enterprise has required the sustained and

combined efforts of Joy Dewey, Williams'

dance instructor and instigator of the popular

dance series, and Kenneth Koberts, choral

director and associate music professor. In

addition. f{ichard Jeter of the drama

department has been working with a crew on

the enormous job of erecting a stage in

Chapin, and arranging lighting and design.

A great deal of time and effort has been

contributed by all the groups involved. Joy

Dewey's dancers not only spent ap-

proximately twelve hours a day rehearsing,

exercising and taking classes during January

for their WSP; they started rehearsals as far

back as October. Mrs. Dewey herself has

been doing research on the music and past'

performance practice since last April. The 36-

member chorus' began rehearsals in

December and continued them right through

January Finally, the building of the stage

constituted a WSP for the technicians who, to

avoid damaging Chapin, have built the whole

structure without driving a nail, using instead,

steel supports to stand the stage on its own.

They had, moreover, to remove the seats half-

way up Ihe main aisle to make room enough.

The students, however, seem to agree that

they have learned much from the experience

of mixed disciplines. As Mr. Roberts said, the

singers had 10 learn to maintain steady rhy-

thms, while the dancers had to adapt them-

selves to the rigors of performing to live

music; valuable lessons were taught to each

group.

The piece itself is organized in four parts,

the first three being as long combined as the

fourth part alone. The first three parts deal

with a bride and groom— not a particular

couple, but the concept of one, each individual

preparing with his own family and friends for

their upcoming marriage, which occurs in

part three. The fourth part is the scene of the

wedding dinner, the carousing and con-

viviality of the guests assembled, and the

preparing of the bride and groom for the joys

• of a nuptial life. Musically, the piece at this

point dovetails perfectly with the "plot."

The ending is a recapitulation of the

beginning, bringing the entire performance

full circle, and indicating that the end of the

action is indeed also a beginning— the

beginning of the couple's life together.

Stravinsky's ambiguity towards the

characters of the bride and groom is ob-

viously deliberate. Musically he indicates this

by constant changes of character among the

actual performers. At one point a former

bride takes the part of a goose!

This ambiguity is reflected in Joy Dewey's

choreography. While the dancing is not highly

aesthetic, neither is it totally literal. While

following the story line fairly closely, many
actions are suggested rather than executed,

such as the braiding of the bride's hair at the

beginning, where ribbons are symbolically

substituted for locks.

The performance itself will consist of three

parts. Due to the complexity of the score and

the difficulty of observing anywhere near all

Ihe details the first time through, the evening

will open with a demonstration of segments of

the piece, separately selected and explained

for the audience. There will follow a lecture

by Mr. Roger Shattuck on Ihe climate of

opinion in Paris at Ihe time of the cantata's

original conception. His book, Tife Haiiquot

Vears, deals In depth with this period. To
culminate, Ihe entire piece, which takes only

2H minutes, will be performed, hopefully

leaving the audience more appreciative and

nu)re aware of the complexities of such an

undertaking.

Tickets are on sale alre..dy at the AMT box

office and will be on sale at the door of Chapin

Hall on the evenings of the performances,

February 23 and 2-1 at 8:31) p.m. However,

tickets are selling so rapidly, especially to

patrons of the Williams Dance Series, that

students are strongly urged to obtain their

tickets (which arc free) as early as possible.

Since so many chairs have been removed,
seating is limited.

Jerome Robbins, the last choreographer of

this piece, had to say of it:

"Once the nnisic starts, nothing can stop

this terrifying machine which screams,

lanicntSi and chatters, shocking you with

unexpected outbursts and hypnotic mur-
murings . . . The words? . . . Their sense?

.\ montage, or rather a Joycean stream of

Russian folk songs and poems, toasts,

taunts and prayers, ribald folk symbols and

fertility images . . . Finally, deep within

the passionate work there rests the

poignant incongruity of an intensely per-

sonal moment being subjected to the public

offenses of a ritualistic social ceremony."

Having the opportunity to see this explosion of

musical and dramatic energy in your own
back yard is not one which should be passed

up by anyone. Q

Weather Report completed the second

annual Williams College Jazz Festival on

January 31 with a display of technical vir-

tuosity seldorh seen at Williams. The music

was a challenging, emotional experience,

which demanded unbroken concentration

from the seven hundred members of Chapin

Hall's audience. Unlike the first three jaz/

concerts which offered a chance to sing and

move with the rhythms— the Weather Report

performance was a simply awesome ex

cursinn into the rock-jzaa style which is. its

trademark.
Two new memters of the band, Albertus

Johnson on fender bass and Ishmael Reed on

drums, did nothing to detract from Ihe per-

formance. Although Josef Zawinul (on
keyboards) was in obvious control
throughout, each member of the group was
allowed to freely express his moods and
feelings, and Johnson's solos proved to be
inventive and thoughtful expressions.

Dom Urn Romao was perhaps the most
spectacular of Ihe musicians, using the

glockenspeil and a vast array of percussion
instruments in often wild, jarring motions
And, indeed, the music was jarring, as
Zawinul's piano and Shorler's soprano
saxophone combined lo form complex, even
shrill rhythms whose strength lay in their

depth. No member dominated; each in-

Itluilns l,y II Mail.' Horlon

strument contributed to a total layer of

emotion, and so even .lohnson's rambling

bass or Reed's snare and bass drums had

their rightful place.

The lyrical ballads— perhaps that is the

word— were the most memorable moments ot

the evening. The swirling soprano sax of

Shorter was always assuredly answered by

Zawinul's keyboard or I'm Romao's per-

cussion. The hushed audience in Chapin

listened lo the quiet interludes with an air of

expc-ctancy and the group did cventuall.\

climax the evening with one of its best-known

compositions. Boogie Uoogie Waltz, a loud,

even brittle climax which left the Chapin

audience demanding an encore, bul Shorler's

"sense of completion" precluded what
another equally famous jazz musician- Chick

Corea- has called a "ridiculous social con

vent ion."

And there was no sign of discontent aniong

the audience They did not protest Too many
moods, too many feelings had been tapped,

an encore would simply have bastardized the

intricate structure of the concert which had

come before it. Verbally, there was no

communication with the audience except for

Shorler's introductions at the end of the

performance, but then Weather Report has

never pretended that it communicates
through the spoken word.

.
i'
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Yesterday,

today and

tomorrow
by Martha Coakley

The difference between being a novel,

precious minority (coeds) and just a minority

(women) is vast. The reahzalion of the dif-

ference overtakes women at Williams at

different stages in their careers here; such a

realization caused for concern on the part of a-

few women students last fall and the result of

that concern was Williams Women. The group

can now claim a Women's Center, officially

opened at Park Hall last night

The transition to coeducation entailed its

own particular problems' of adjustment for

both men and the newly-accepted women, as^

well as for administration and faculty With

adjustment came new questions. One was

posed by the Berkshire Kagle early last fall in

an article on the Women's Movement in

Berkshire County: where was the "con-

sciousness" of women at Williams that was so

evident on other coed and all-women'^

campuses? The Kagle concluded that the

Williams women had adjusted so well as to be

assimilated into the male institution, which

was not really a question of chauvinism on the

part of men but rather a lack of women's
consciousness.

But a meeting called late in October to

"organize women" drew a respectable crowd

in the Fitch-Prospect Lounge. Senior Jane
Holdren and freshman Rona Landfield

originally provided the impetus for such an

organization, and at the meeting they fielded

questions and introduced a general discussion

on the possible focus of such a group. In-

terests varied from coasciousness— raising to.

women's athletics, and the concept of a

"center"— a -room of ones own—seemed a

t>eginning and a partial solution to ap-

proaching women's concerns. A women's
center was also attractive on a campus
where, every once in a while, "coeducation"

became stifling. Professor Elizabeth F'rank

offered her office in Brainard-Mears Mouse as

a temporary center on Wednesday af

ternooas.

A permanent center, it was though!, would

serve as a library, a study area, a room for

planned and informal discussion, and perhaps

most importantly, a place lo focus the con

corns of women on the campus whether the

problems concern counseling, athletics, or

health.

Women on campus are somewhat am
bivalent towards a "Center " or a "woman's
group". From- statistics compiled by the

WinlerStudy "Women al Williams". Political

Science 11, in a random sampling of 4(i

women, 44 per cent agreed with the concept of

a "women's group ", about 13 per cent said

there should be no such group, and 4,'i per cent

had no opinion. Only .'"> per cent of the women
questioned were involved even peripherall>

with Williams Women, but that may l)c

partially explained by the newness of Ihc

group. Certainly, however, where 7:i per ceni

of the men and f)4 per cent of the women
surveyed characterized Williams as a "mens
college that lets women in", as opposed lo a

"truly co-ed institution," some t)alancing

factors appear lo he needed. A Women's
Center might b<> one solution

The concept of a "Women's Center" seems
suspect lo both students and faculty Image-

making does not lake long, and such a

Williams Women's group has already been

seen as "polarizing," militant, and censors of

the Winter Study Pornography films All

three suspicions are unfounded
One of the original meetings in I-'ilch-

Prospecl Lounge included a lengthy

discussion on the position of men in relation lo

a women's group and a center. The meeting

may have t)een a source of misconception for

those in attendance and those who heard

about it. Two admittedly sympathetic
Williams men attended and, as it was argued
thai women should be able to act with and
react to olherSvomen without the presence or

mfluence of men, the argument was seen as

unnecessarily separatist and polarizing by

both sexes.

Such were some of the fears of the College

Council when asked for $300 late in November
lo finance a film series dealing witrnvomen's
issues from abortion lo self-identity. Although

the timing of the request was a bit irregular

and it was indicated that the Williams Women

/

would ask for more money for a second
semester program, there was minor objection
al the final vote Later in December the
Council was more hesitant to allcKate $(>00 for
a spring semester program.
Karly in December three students ap-

proached President Chandler abouj the
possibility of a Center, well aware of the
space shortage on campus. Having come
from Clmton where Hamilton's coordinate
women's college (Kirkland) had well
established women's organizations,
President Chandler was receptive to the

concern of women on campus
Perhaps "center" is a misnomer What the

administration found were two small but
adequate rooms upstairs in the larger Center
for Environmental Studies al Park Hall.

Buildings and Grounds added paint, fur-

niture, and b(x)kshelves amazingly quickly
and even hung an official sign. Upon entering
Park Hall from Whitman Street, the sign
more or less points the visitor up some
narrow Stairs lo the Williams Women's
Center. A (Jreylock-type couch, a grey rug, a

study Uible and some not-too-dainty curtains
in one room and several dark-stained
bookshelves 3nd large cushions in the smaller
room make both rooms comfortable and
practical.

Last evening was the official christening of

the Women's Center, the reception was open-
loall, with entertainment provided by Janice
Gallant, the folksinger who visited Williams a

few weeks ago when .John Froines spoke al

the invitation of Ihe Williams Action
Coalition.

-/" viewpoint

Williams

on the

way out?
t)yBillWi(ling

As a result of Ihe $275 increase in tuition,

room, ajid board aimounced Feliurary 6.

Williams stands on Ihc threshold of charging

students S.i.OtM) tor an education. While such a

measure merely reflecls Ihe financial

problems of Ihe limes, Ihis increase Ihrealcns

a large segiiieni ol the Williams un-

dergraduate popuhilion, Ihe middk^class

sludcnl. with cxlinclicin.

Such students want Williams to remain as il

Is: a collegewilh small classes, a faculty willi

high- ()ualil\ professors, and a rigorous

standard lor admission, all of which creale a

vibrant educational almospherc

^'el Ihc hard realllies of rclcnlless |)rlce

rises In food, energy, and services force lh<'

adminlslrallon lo lessen Iheir affcci on Ihc

college budget by passing on Ihe rise lo

students. This action could ullinialcly wreck

li;ivoc on the very inslllulions Ihe rise Is

designed lo perpelualc.

The danger of a constantly splraling in-

flation In Ihe economy raises Ihe spcclcr of

sul)se(iuenl Inflalion in Uiillon. room, and

board prices. Such an Inflalion would soon

flreil Williams out of reach of Ihc middlcclass

sludcnl whose p;irenls are loo well off for

financial aid, but not rich enough lo swalliiu a

(|uick succession of liilllon jumps,

Williams would then find Itself calenng lo

the wealthy sludcnl able lo afford II: sub-

sidizing Ihe disadvanlaged. rich in menial

prowess but not in specie, and ignoring Ihe

middlcclass 'in-betweens " Klile as

Williams is now, Ihe college would soon

Ix'come a harshly segmented social group,

increasingly weighted down from above as

continued increased operating costs forced

more increases in sludcnl costs Such siK'ial

elilism could smother Ihe educallonal \llallly

Williams so successfully possesses lixiay No

longer would sludenls tx" admitted on Ihe

iNisis of their intelligence, rather Ihc size of

Iheir Ixink accounts

This is not to say thai Ihe college could not

operate as an educallonal Insllliillon with

socially elite iindergraduales Williams, in

fad, did so during Ihe early 20lh century ^el

if the private college is. as President Chan

dlerpulsll, "lobe understood in our society."

It cannol recede into a social and educallonal

pattern 75 years out of date

Are there any ways lo avoid Ihis silualion"

Things would lie very easy if salaries kepi

pace with Ihe price of living, bul in most cases

this gap is widening, nol closing So help from

Ihe middlt^class itself is nol forthcoming

Also, there is no safety in the numbers of

new students which expaasion could offer,

since construction costs are already exhor-

bitant. Any increase in the student body

wouJd also cause the collapse of such func
tional anachronisms as the Lasell c;ym,
Griffin Hall, and the Fine Arts centers oh
campus, necessitating even more con-
struction and expense.

Wide-spread economizing .seems a sensible
place to begin. If Saturday classes were
added to the schedule along with a return lo a

5-5 college year, the college could shut-down
over the present Winter Study period.

In addition, perhaps a graduated tuition

scheme could be devised with the amount of

tuition costs one pays tied to what one's
family income is, with credits given to those
with more than one child in college.

Finally, there Is a desperate need for some
sort of middle-class financial aid, supplied
through an endowment or comprehensive
scholarship program.
Certainly Williams and other schools like II

could exist without a broad cro.ss-section of

social orders. But If Ihe private college is to

remain a viable part of the national

educallonal system, II must lake care thai it

doesn't price iLself Into obscurity. ,—

On the

new folk

in town
A recent poll conducted jointly by Ihe

Commlltee on Educational Policy ((^EP) and
the Commlllee on Undergraduate Life (CULi
provides Insight Ihio freshmen atllludes

towards faculty advisors, junior advisors,

and some other aspects of freshman living.

Wrillen and administered to almost 240

freshmen by Lynn Mct^mnell '77 (freshman
CEP Hepresenlallvei. Ihe poll shows that this

year's class is, in general, .satisfied with Iheir

faculty and junior advisors. There arc,

however, some areas of dissatisfaction.

Some freshmen commented in more
lengthy wrillen responses Ihal they were
disturbed about the methods by which junior

advisors are chosen. Some suggested Ihal

polenllal junior advisors should be screened

much more carefully, using intensive in-

terviews as a p;irt of the selection procedure.

Hut Ihe concept of junior advising received

strong support: 60 per cent of Ihe freshmen

polled said that Ihcy would go lo their JA with

a personaLor social problem.

The faculty advisors for the freshmen

received generally high marks- somewhat
surpiMslngly, since some In Ihe Williams

comifranity have been critical of the

usefulness of the freshman faculty advisor.

Almost 70 per cent .of the respondents said

Ihal Ihey were "satisfied" with Iheir faculty

advisor.

Hut a signiflcanl percenlagc(17 per cei;l)

rated Ihcir facully advisors "ablllly lo an-

swer (|uestions concerning your academic

program" as "nol al all satisfactory," And.

inlerestmglN . fi4 per cent of Ihc freshmen

declared thai Ihcy did nol share academic

interests with Iheir facully advisor: one of Ihe

primary dulies of Ihc facully advisor Is to

advise Iresbmcn on course selection.

The concept of freshman class living al

Williams -as a group sep;irale from Ihe res!

of Ihe College was approved: almost fi5 per

cent responded "no" when asked If freshmen

should be housed with upperclassmen Entry

unity was wiually popular: in general. Iwo

Ihlrds of Ihe freshmen supported the concept

of a "unified" entry.

Other freshmen commented on the lack of a

Deparlmcnl of Education (or al least a

dep;irlmcnl with a similar emphaslst al.

Williams,

Also worthy of note is Ihe strong rejection

by Ihc class of Ihe concept of an ungraded

freshman year When asked lo rate on a scale

from one In four (one represehling Ihe most

desired allernalive, four Ihe least desired),

almost 60 per cent of Ihe freshmen rated a

freshman year whereall courses were graded

on a pass-fail basis as ""the least desired"

allernalive.

Conversely, there was significant support

for a year in which c(Hirses were graded "on a

pass-fail basis wllli additional wrillen

commenis by Ihe inslruclor," ."{3 per cent of

Ihe freshmen ranked Ihis alternative as Ihe

most desired One freshman commented Ihal

pass-fail with additional commenis would be

a feasible alternative in small classes, bul

since many freshman clas.ses are now very

large (i.e.. Psychology 101), the pass-fail

grading system would be unfeasible

Excerpts from Ihe poll are presented below

Facully Advising

1. Are you satisfied with your facully

advisor? 69.5 per cent yes, 30.5 per cent no.

2. Kate him or her on the following points:

eompatahility : very, 53.9 per cent;

somewhat, 41.5 per cent; not al all

satisfactory, 4 4 per cent

availability: very, 41.5 per cent; somewhat,
50 per cent; nol al»all satisfactory, 8 5 per cent

ability lo answer questions on academic
program: very, 31.7 per cent; somewhat, 51

per cent; not at all, 17.2 per cent

4. Would you go to your faculty advisor

with a social or personal problem?

31,8 per cent yes, 66.1 per cent no.

5. Whom else would you go to? JA, 28.6 per

cent; close friend, 5& per cent; parent, 2.per

cent; Uean or other faculty, 9.3 per cent.

6. Did your facully advisor influence your
choice of your regular courses'* 31 per cent

no, 67 per cent, yes.

7 Would you have sought faculty advice

on course choice if not required lo do so? 75

per cent yes; 24 per cent no.

8, Do you share academic InleresLs with

your faculty advisor: 35 per cent yes, 64 per

cent no,

9, Would you have preferred there to be

common academic Interests',' 64 per cent yes,

35 per cent no.

Junior Advising

1, Would you go to your JA with a social or

IK'i'sonal problem? 60 per cent yes, 35 per cent

no

2, Have your JAs In any way influenced

your choice of courses: 40 per Cent yes, 60 per

cent no,

3, Did your JAs give you tips about your
faculty advisor or instructors? 71 per cent

yes, 28 per cent no.

4, Have you gotten lo know other up-

perclassmen belter than your JA? 42 per cent

yes, 57 per cent no.

5, Have you JAs Invaded your privacy In

any way',' 7 per cent yes, 73 per cent no,

6, Does your entry consider itself a unlf
69.7 per cent yes, 30.2 per cent no.

7, Do you belong fully lo that unif 63.9 per

cent yes, 36 per cent no.

8 Should an entry be" that way? 66.6 per

cent yes, 32.2 per cent no.

9. Do you feel that Freshmen should be
housed with upperclassmen mot JAs) on a

regular basis'? 33.8 percent yes, 64.5 per cent

,no.

Orientation

1. Were Freshmen Days too short? 21.7

percent (yes); too long? 14.6 per cent; about
right".' 60.6 per cent.

2. Were problems of adjustment lo

Williams during Ihe first month or so:

predominantly social: 28 per cent

predominately academic: 27 per cent

both: 23 4 per cent

no major adjustment: 20 per cent

3. f)o you feel Ihal contact with up-

perclassmen Is limited to your classes"' 47 5

per cent yes, 50.8 per cent no.

4. Doyou feel that you have sufficient lime
lo parllclpale In extracurricular activities

Ihal are meaningful loyou"' 44.2 percent yes,

55.2 per cent no.

5 Do you feel thai there Is a lack of In-

Iclleclual (as opposed lo academic) in-

tcraclion among students"' 42 per cent yes. 52

[x^r cent no.

6. Hank the following (one: most desired,

four: least desired)

:

all four cinirses graded: ( 1 ) :f7 5 per cent; I2)

:i2. 2 per cent; )3i 13.6 percent: (4) 166 per

cent

three graded courses and one pass-fail,

required: (U 30 per cent; (2) 32 7 per cent:

(31 20.9 per cenI; (4) 16,0 per cent

all four course on a pass-fail basis: (1)7 per
cent; (2i 16,5 per cent; (3i 19,1 percent; (41

.57 3 per cent

all four courses on a pass-fail basis with
additional written rommenls by the in-

structor ( 1
1 33 5 per cenl; (2) 17 1 percent,

Cii :i9,2 per cenl, (4) 10,1 per cent

more drink
from page one

that there are all kinds of love in Ihis world,

bul never Ihe same love twice "Casablanca"
goes on. in Bronfman, al 7 and 11, with Woody
Aliens "Play II Again, .Sam," adding a dif-

lerenl type of critical perspective on Bogie, al

9 p ni .Allen's movie is about a guy who is

addicted lo Hogarl, so if you have dragged
yourself over to Bronfman Friday night for

Ihe first film you should feel sufficiently

gullly by Ihe lime Ihe night Is over If that's

nol your idea of a good time. Carter and
Hopkins are sponsoring an All-College Dance.
10 the music of "Osiris, " in the C.reylock
Dining Hall Friday nighl from 9 ,o 11, with a

dollar charged for ^admission Carter and
Hopkins solemnly assure us there will be

please turn page
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u'i
from pravious pade

plenty of beer on hftnd, if you haven't had

enough, and if ^turn-out is especially good

the two houses are going to break open many
bottlesofiequilla. They're competing, after

all^xWith Bogart and the inimitable Sidney

^Sreenstreet.

^^ Here's the revised schedule for the Winter

Carnival ski events: Friday morning, at 9:30,

the slalom event gets underway at Brodie;

Cross-Couhtry competition begins at 2 : 30 tha t

afternoon, atMt. Hope. Saturday morning the

giant slalom goes off at Brodie at 9:30, with

the Jumping competition beginning, at

Berlin, at 1:30. In addition to Williams, the

host school, participating colleges include

Dartmouth, Middlebury, New Hampshire,
Vermont, St. Lawrence, Harvard, and the

University of Maine.

Athleflc^Cffipetlttonls^lntemlfted Satur-

day, with four different schools journeying to

Williams for contests. At 2 p.m. Williams

faces M.I.T. in squash . . . Southern Con-

necticut in swimming, also at 2 . . . Mid-

dlebury's varsity squad in hockey, with a 4

p.m. face-off . . . Amherst in basketball,

freshmen at 6 and varsity at 8 p.m.

Dick Hawes is responsible for supervising

most of the entertainment this weekend for

2800 people. This number includes Williams
men and women and their dates from near

and far. Sunday morning, say, around 11 or

, so, Hawes, who will know a lot about this

himself, sternly suggests one, or maybe
more, generous servings of Bloody Marys.
Sunday morning, I'm drinking to Hawes.

Statements

of the

candidates
Each candidate for the College Council

Presidency was asked to submit a statement
to the ReAd outlining his views on the various
issues which have been raised during the

campaign.

Each candidate will be available in Jesup
Hall on Sunday night at 7:30 p.m. to answer
questions.

Steve Phillips

Paul Council and I feel that student

government involves more than trying to

improve food and pushing for free xeroxing.

We believe that students should play a real

role in deciding the shape of their educations,

as well as improving the extra-curricular life

on campus. The College Council needs ex-

perienced, realistic, open minded people to

represent the many interests of the students.

Having worked as a representative and
treasurer of the CC, and as Freshman Council

president, has afforded me the opportunity of

dealing with and learning about the intricate

structure of the administration. Paul's ex-

perience as a representative to the Council

and as a member of Gargoyle have also

taught him to work with the bureaucracy.

Our experience leads us to believe that

before a program is implemented, it must be

thoroughly debated to insure its practicality

and compatibility with student rteeds. We
propose a hard look at the real purpose of

grades, the work load question, and course

requirements, as well as improving the final

exam period by employing self-scheduled

tests wherever practical. Let's realize the

overwhelming problems of procurring good

musical groups for a campus of this size, and
work to get Chapin back, work to make the

hockey rink acoustically better, rather than

label the ACEC an "unrepresentative elite."

Rather than assert that the bus shuttle could

be reinstated "with a minimum amount of

fuss," let's examine why it failed and make
sure it does not happen next time.

Our basic platform is one of increasing

student options and freedom, in both

academics and leisure activities. We think an

ungraded freshman year would be a good way
to encourage students to explore areas they

might otherwise shy away from. We support

the option of a pass-fail Tourth course for

' those students who want it. Distribution

requirements should make sense or be

abolished. The a rts deserve more support and

a real acadtmic commitment by the college.

— Course offerings should be more responsive in

reflecting the needs of students. We need a

vastly improved- student advisilig system.

J> Women's athletics needs to be expanded. The

C' use of the course questionnaire should be

regularized, and student tipinion should

formally enter into tenure decisions.

Financial aid policy needs to be articulated

and reviewed. Students should have the o|>

tion of excluding breakfast from their board.

The list of needed changes goes on and oa
The College Council has the responsibility

to spend more than $100,000 next year on

student activities. It has the obligation to

represent student sentiment to the /acuity

and administratioa We take this respon-

sibility seriously. The Council and the com-
mittees can be ^fective if we want them to be
and are willing to work at it.

Paul Council '75

Steve Phillips '75 —"——

-

''^

-

'
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>-. Don Clark

The upcoming College rminril plpftinres will

provide Williams students with the op-

portunity to influence college policy and
programs. The type of leadership selected ^>y

the student body will determine which
campus problems the Council emphasizes

and seeks to resolve.

My running mate; Dan Daly, and I believe

there is a prevalent and growing sentiment

among students that, while weaknesses exist,

the academic program at Williams is

basically sound. We are concerned that the

Council is unaware of this sentiment and is

perhaps acting on assumptions which
overemphasize academic reform.

We would like to see the emphasis of

Coiincil activities placed on the refining

rathier-^^than whole-sale restructuring of the

educational and social aspects of Williams so

that they serve, the student body more ef-

fectively. To this end we propose that the

following programs be instituted:

First, results of the end-of-semester course

questionnaires should be broken down by
course and compiled in a pamphtett^to be
distributed with registration materials. This
would aid students in course selection. The
curriculum would move to meet student

demand and professors would know whether
they're getting the job done in each of their

courses. Departments would know whether
their required course set-up makes sense to

their students. We also encourage further

development of the direct student input

procedures some departments have
developed. These two programs should help

ensure that student irtput into tenure and
curriculum decisions is dealt with in the

proper perspective.

Second, pass-fail provisions at Williams
should be instituted on a realistic level. Let's

give students the option to take a fourth

course pass-fail. We emphasize, however,
that pass-fail procedures must be optional

and not incorporated as part of the

curriculum structure.

Third, all final exams, where feasible,

should be self-scheduled. The College either

believes in its revised Honor Code, or it

doesn' t. If it doesn' t, then no exams should be
self-scheduled. If it does, then why not serve
students by providing that all exams be self-

scheduled? Prepare for exams, take them
when most convenient for you, and get t)ack

home.

Fourth, a bus shuttle should be reinstituted

from Williams to Albany airport at the

begTnning and ond of each semester, major
vacations, and Winter Study.

Fifth, the athletic and library facilities

should be open longer hours.

Sixth, new facilities should be planned with
an eye toward serving the widest possible

number of Williams students. Construction

priorities must be based upon student needs.

These are just a few of the ways we believe

programs can be tailored to serve Williams
students. In our platforms, we also have ideas

on, how food service, college enterfeinment,
and»>.the curriculum can satisfy student
desires, Dan and I would like to see Williams
re-emerge as an institution which serves its

students. It is to this end that we seek to guide
the Council's attentidn during the next two
semesters.

Don Clark '76

Rory Nugent \
Williams College calls itself a dojmmunity.

This is only a half truth. When it Copies to

poltcy decisions, a very integral part Of the

community, the student is left out in the cbld.

Decisions tl.at effect the entire community
come from the top (Hopkins or^ose who sit

at the center table during faculty meetings)
and very little if anything (if it originated at

the bottom of the Williams political pyramid)
in its original form, has ever been made
school policy. Changes are made from above
to placate and to avoid initiative frotn below.

When I once asked a faculty member how
-Williams formulated policy he retorted "Oh

!

It drops from the ceiling.'!

A select group of faculty are the ultimate

decision makers on all issues raised by the

CEP and the CUL. They are appointed or

elected by their colleagues and minutes are

never published. Since student voice and votu

on the CEP and CUL has proved to be very

helpful and effective why allow that input and

effectiveness to stop there? Student

representation on the CEP and CUL is merely

tokenism if the student is totally without vote

when the final decision is made. One way to

eliminate the mystque of the CAP and CAS
and to truly integrate the student is to publish

the minutes, have 40 per cent student

representation on the CAP and CAS and there

should be 25 students who have full voting

powers at faculty meetings.

There is a great need on the campus for a

crafts center where qkills in carpentry
,

"ceramics, jeweliy making, etcT would"be
offered the student on his-her own lime.

Course evaluations should be made public

information, compiled and distributed to

students before each semester. The real goal

,
I envisionfor the College Council is to make it

a co-ordinator, initiator, and implementer for

issues which effect the' student. This is a
partial list and I hope my platform will be

further augmented by ^ther student
suggestions, \

,5 Rory Nugent '75

more CC .^

from page one ^"
In response to the questions raised by

Phillips concerning the cost of implementing
such food service reforms as making ice

cream available at meals, Clark stressed that

the program will probably start on a pay as

you go basis to determine if it can pay for

itself, "In fact Mr. Woodruff mentioned that

some companies may donate equipment for a
trial period. We could then discern if the

program is feasible," Clark said.

As for self-scheduled exams, Clark noted
the program would only be instituted where
feasible and^said Council's objections had
been thoroughlyidiscussed with the registrar.

The Phillips-CounSik^paper was only a
single page. So far only two^andidates have
distributed positions papers. "\^^
Clark said there has been a^jnisun-

derstanding with a section of his position

paper. He said he is not saying thatan athletic

facility should be built before a music or art

facility. The number one criteria, he said,

should be student concerns. A factor which
must be considered is how long the building of

one facility will put off the building of

another, he said.

All seven candidates seemed to agree that

as many issues as possible should be
discussed by the College Council. The seven
see a need for better communications bet-

ween the council and the student body.

Candidates disagreed on the advantages of

having a running mate or team leadership.

Hearsh said he is not "part of a clique." "I

want to be elected on my own merits."
Hearsh said he thought it was important that
the president be able to work well with the
vice president. He said he respects all of the
presidential candidates and would be "happy
to work with anyone."
Baker said the vice president should have

an independent position and that was part of

the reason why he was running alone. Baker
sees the role of the vice president as a
"gadfly." The president must be a mediator,
so the vice president should speak out on
issues. Baker said.

Council stressed the importance of a single
ticket winning. In reference to the Phillips-

Council ticket, he said, "For one thing there is

this symbolic racial thing." He said that
Phillips has had experience with the func-
tioning of the College Council and that he.

Council, has been actively involved with the
WBSU. He said this "coming together" would
be good for the college community.
Clark and Daly apparently value the team

concept because they are running together.
Rory Nugent is running alone. Voters will be
able to vote a "split ticket."

Three vice-presidential candidates differed
over the role the vice president, should play.
Baker said the vice president must present

the independent point of view. Somebody has
to fisk the hard questions, the "meat and
potatoes" questions, he asserted. He said the
vice president has been shoved into
management. TJiis, he said, is part of a vice
president's responsibility, but it should not
consume more than half of his time.
Hearsh said the vice president is basically a

"coordinator." It is the "vice president's job
to make sure there is a live flow of

discussion." He must make sure that items
are "methodically discussed, " Hearsh said.
The vice president hiust also make sure that
committees do what they are supposed to do

and that they issue reports on time. He said
that his experience as President of the Junior
Advisors "fits in" with the administrative
role of the vice presidency.

Council said that the role of the vice

president should be greater Ihan it is now. He
said that. if the College Council decides to

issue a newsletter as he and Phillips have
suggested, the vice president should be in

charge of the newsletter. He tended to agree
more with Hearsh's view of the vice

presidency than Baker's, he said.

Clark and Daly wrote in their campaign
literature, "Other candidates may also ask

for a pass-fail provision . . . Let's take things

realistically. Let's give students the OPTION
to takea fourth course pass-fail." They added
that they oppose an ungraded freshman year.

Baker said he is against the idea of an
ungraded freshman year. He warned that

students taking an ungraded freshman year
would be "swim in a deep pool" when they hit

the difficult major courses such as Organic
Chemistry in their sophomore year.

Phillips, in reply to Clark's criticism that he

was not taking stands, said that he has taken

a stand on freshman grades and that he

favors an ungraded freshman year option.

Council agreed saying that "there are two
sides to the coin." In some cases an ungraded
freshman year would be good for an ad-

justment period. Council said. There should

be an option, he noted, "some students might
want to be graded so that they can measure
their progress." Phillips also said he took

stands in favor of contractual majors,

financial aid policy review and responsible

student input in tenure.

Each of the candidates put emphasis on his

experience.

Nugent, who served a year on the CEP, said

that "knowing the shenanigans" of campus
politics is important. "All decisions on the

campus drift from the top." He said he should

be elected in part because he has "the

greatest experience." "I understand the

mechanics, know the roads and by-passe$

better than anyone else."

Clark, who is President of the College

Republican Club and President of the

Adelphic Union, saidthathe is not sure being

a sophomore is a disadvantage. Being in

contact with people is an advantage, Clark
said, so he is going out of his way to make up
for any lack of contact he may have. This is

part of the reason \yhy the Clark position

"^per was put out so early, Daly, his running

mate^^aid. Daly also said that since he and
Clark are-tjw only sophomores running, they
should be able, to actively compete for the

sophomore vote^hjle the junior
, vote may

split. ^\
*Clark said he does not seehis association

with the Republicans as a drawback.
Phillips and Council point to the^fariety in

their experiences as important as^ts-
Phillips is the College Council treasurer, wa>
president of the Freshman Council and a

member of the College Council.

Hearstu»id he believes that his experience
as Junior Adviser president is valuable. It has

provided him with organizational ability

because he was involved in organizing fresh-

man days and the freshman council. The job

has also put him in close contact with the

freshman class, the dean's office and
sophomores applying for positions as Junior

Advisors, he asserted.

Baker, who has served oh the College

Council and has been House secretary, said

"I'm Division III." To that extent he claims
he has a different point of view; he can give

the College Council an idea of what one-third

of the campus is feeling.

Each candidate was asked what issues he

thought were particularly important. The
answers were variedr'^

"I think the Council needs to be directed

toward programs that will serve students

more directly and effectively," Don Clark
said. He said that among the issues that

should be brought up for discussion are self-

scheduled exams, course evaluations, pass-

fail option, use of facilities, food service and a

bus shuttle to Albany. Some of these things

such as the bus shuttle could be instituted

immediately; others are long range con-

siderations, he said
Nugent said the mOst important area

requiring change is student roles in policy

decisions. He indicated that he would like to

see student involvement in such things as

tenure decisions. He said' that if students

could vote on these things, they would show
more enthusiasm and effectiveness in their

represenlatioa

Nugent said he favors a crafts center of-

fering instruction in carpentry, ceramic, auto

mechanics, etc. He also favors making the

course evaluations public.

Phillips cited two ntajor aspects of his

platform as being particularly important. He
said the College Council should "revamp and

plwe turn to page t|in«.
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more work
Nr,om page one.'V.

\
-;^)inployee works in a week.

But the generalization, using the mean
figures, is risky. A close look at the tables

shows th4t students are sharply divided on

how much time they think a Williams

students should devote to academic endeavor.

Within six hours of the mean— in either

direction of the scale—are 534 respondents.

The figures oq extracurricular activity

deserve scrutiny, also. The mean response in

table three is 14—the average number of

hours in a week which a Williams student

spent on "all organized extracurricular ac-

tivities combined." If one subtracts (using

rough estimates) this mean from the mean of

table four (57, a figure which measures the

"average total hours p^r week spent on
curricular and extracurricular activities

combined"), one gets a figure of 43, which,

not surprisingly, corresponds to the mean of

table one. The seven hours over the average
"norm" which Williams students spend
working (the mean of table one, 44, minus the

mean of table two, 37) would presumably be
used for extracurricular activities if the

workload were somehow lessened. If this did

happen, Williams students would then spend
an average of almost 21 hours per week on
extracurricular activities; at this point,

according to table three, only thirteen per
cent of the student body spends from 16 to 20

hours per week on extracurricular activities.

The number of hours which could "shift"

from curricular to extracurricular could
range anywhere from six to ten hours, of

course.

Students admitted that the work load

problem forces them to take one course with a

so-called "lighter-than-normal" work load:

78 per cent responded that they are forced to

take at least one of these "lighter" courses in

a semester. But when students were asked if

they thought the amount of required work in

all their courses was "significantly in excess"
of what they considered reasonable, 58 per
cent responded "no." While students are
almost evenly split on whether the amount of

required work is too great, and although a

resounding 73 per cent rejected the notion

that "for the large majority of -Williams
students, there is no serious work load

"^problem," students still could not suggest
that the amount of work which they are
required to do is unreasonable (42 per cent
said that the required . work was
"significantly in excess" of reasonableness,

but 58 per cent disagreed).

Some may suggest that these statistics

show that the work load problem is created by
the students themselves, through, for

example, poor use of study time which is

available. But that generalization is also
risky, since over 70 per cent of the respon-

dents in another set of questions maintained
that the "uneven pace of work" is either a

"major cause" or an "important contributing

factor" to the work load problem. Perhaps
Williams students here are criticizing the

distribution of work through the semester,
rather than the amount of work required in

the total semester.

The data is particularly significant in light

of a comment made by Dean Crider^at a .

recent college forum. Addressing the work
load issue, Crider commented that the data
from this poll and other sources would
provide a more concrete picture of the

problem, and suggest possible areas of ac-

tion.

Some excerpts from the general
questionnaire:

1. For the large majority of students at
Williams, there is no serious "work load

problem," yes, 37 per cent; no, 73 per cent.

2. For this Fall semester, the number of

hours I spent doing -the required work in all

my courses combined was significantly in

excess of what I considered reasonable, yes,

42 per cent; no, 58 percent.

4. I consider the "work load problem" to

be serious enough that normally I must
register fcir at least one course that I perceive

to have a lighter-than-normal work load,

regardless of its educational value for me.

yes, 78 per cent; no, 32 per cent.

5. On the average, I tend to spend more
time on courses that I take in my major

deplktment than on courses I take in other

deparKnents. yes, 59 per cent; no, 41 per cent

6: Inveneral, my experience at Williams

has shov^^hat the courses in which I work

the hardest are the course in which I get the

highest gradMv yes, 33 per cent; no, 67 per

cent ^

7. 1 often find that I have to work harder in

courses where my ability andor motivation

are low than in course where my ability and-

ormotivation are high, yes, 56 per cent; no, 44

per cent

, 8. I tend to believe that few of my teachers

are aware of the amount of time students

must spend to complete all of the required

course work, yes, 68 per cent; no, 32 per cent.

9. I found the "work load problem" to be

more serious during the Fall of 1973 than it

was during Fall 1972. yes, 51 per cent; no, 49

per cent

There follows a list of factors that are
alleged causes of the student "work load

problem." Rate each of the causes as they

apply to your own personal "work load

problem," according to the following scale:

(1) a major cause; (2) an important con-

tributing factor; (3) a minor contributing

factor; (4) does not contritxite to my "work
load problem!*' '

1. Competitive pressures: I feel that I

must get high grades in nearly all of my
courses: (1) 25 per cent; (2) 39 per cent; (3)

2S per cent; (4) U percent
'2. Uneven pace of work: The hourq of

required work tend to he unevenly distributed

throughout the semester: (1) 35 per cent; (2^

36 per cent; (3) 2?p«cent; (4) 6 percent.

3. Urt|IHBW*HWpHerg: The "work load
' problem**^^i|MMMi(tolMln the Fall semester

than inffie ipilfgMilMWter: (1) 13 per cent;

(2) 22 per cent; <J|>',llH)er cent; (4) 41 per

cent.

4. Ineffective use of study time: I ex-

perience distraction,* lack of concentration,

etc., when I am t^'ing to study: (1) 15 per

cent; (2) 20 p^ceht; (3) 40 per cent; (4) 26

per cent. _,

*

,., &. E2)|^essive amount of time spent on one

"^ /.\ ;T«We X,

type of wojrk (see next question tor

clarification): (1)21 percent; (2) 39 percent;
(3) 26 per cent; (4) 14 per cent.

6. Answer only if ybu gave a score of i, 2,

or 3 to the previous question:

The one kind of work causing much ofmy
"work load problem" is: ,

"^

(1) required readings—34 per cent; (2)

studying for quizzes, hour exams and-or mid-
term exams—16 per cent; (3) writing term
papers and-or other paipers—41 per cent; (4)

laboratories—3 pfr cent; (5) exercises,

problexns, etc.—4 per cent; (6) studio work—

2

per cent. /
7. Cl^s^: Freshman, 29 per cent;

Sophomore, 26 per cent; Junior, 24 per cent;

Senior, 19 per cent; Special or Exchange, i
per cent . ,n,. >:,- -«;<;•. ..,>-,!,-;:^''^v ;,>'->j;^EJ

/

s_j&j:

For this Fall semester

^

spent on all require

and outside class Is

Hours per Week
Number of Stud^^s
Percent
Cumulative Percent

/

'best estimate of the average number of hours per wek 1

irk 4n^ all my courses combined, lnclu41ng time spetjfr inside
sa5',«iTr<iT'PT!ic ^:''' •

50-55

30

81

56r60

9

90

61-70

60
5

95

71-80
38
3

98

81 or

2>

100

Total Respond inR
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modify student roles on student^aculty

committee." There is a need for a review of

the concept of a student activities tax, he

indicated.

Certain things, he said, c6uld l)etter be

accomplished on ft house basis. Other things

"could be better accomplished if> con-

solidated," he said, pointing to the ACEC and

^the Coffee House as a specific example. This

^gte necessary so "students don't have to pay

r half-attended affairs," he said.

Phillips listed the areas of course

evaluations, problems with the faculty ad-

vising system and building of facilities as

important areas for discussion.

Phillips' running nnate, Council, said the

two of them believed that there should be a

—College Council, .newsletter in order to

"coordinate opinions." He also said the two

are interested in "student input" and

"reports and studies."

Berkshire

Natiwal Food

Fniit & Veg.

iPlants >4/f

BANANAS—10 lb.

I uiwEsr
I JET FARES

I TO EUROPE
li-:::: Of tny Scheduled airline

m
NEWY&RK

187

from
CHICAGO

'229

1

One way to Luxembourg

through May 31

Effective for individuafs
on scheduled lets to Lux-
embourg in the heart of

Europe. SAVE $72 to $101
on overseas stays of over
45 days against lowest
comparable fares of any
other scheduled airline.

SHOW INITIATIVE!
SAVE MORE MONEY!
students can arrange their

own Affinity Groups of 25
or more passengers and
qualify for Icelandic's low-

est-cost one-way affinity

fares. No other airline of-

fers one-way affinity fares.

SAVE via Icelandic no mat-
ter when you leave or how
long you stay,

SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT.
Prices subject to change.

* Council expressed concern with the use of

money. In reference to some of Clark's
proposals, he said "when we talk about that,

we talk about money." He said, "I don't think

crowds are waiting to use the hockey rink or
the gym." To keep them over longer hours
would be a waste of money, he maintained.
"Half the semester the library is emp-
ty .. . why keep it open later?" he #sked.
He said that there must be some effective

way to determine what Williams needs. He
cited as two priorities better food in the dining

halls and keeping costs down (or financial aid

up) so that studenjts from all environments
can come here.

Baker, who characterizes himself as "the
type person who is not afraid to say what is on
my mindl" showed particular interest in

housing reform. He said housing rules should
be redefined so that a student could apply to a

particular house rather than a quad. He said

that in this way a house would be judged as
itself rather than by its physical plant. This

"could make up for deficiencies in the

physical plant," he asserted.

Hearsh said that the CEP is about to

recommend six or seven major changes, and
disicussion of thes^ issues should be "urgent,"

He emphasized that he is particularly

qualified to handle problems related to fresh-

men such as freshman days and freshman
advising.

Daly said his campaign is revolving around
"a rather simplistic, yet crucial concept—the
College Council's responsiveness to student

needs. He indicated that he would like to see

the vice president as one who "seeks out and
perhaps even stirs up public opinion. He
maintains the campus is not nearly as great

as one might suppose." Daly said student

input is readily available if one seeks it out.

v. more letter^ .>
from page two

be^n the position of Harvard, which can flatly

state that it will admit students irregardless

of their need for financial aid. At the same
time, we as students should be pressing the

college to examine new ways of financing

College. Dartmouth, for instance, has
recently announced an expansion of its loan

program, and a spreading out of loan

payments over many years, to make the

impact on the recently graduated Students
less burdensome.
The college council, and its new president,

should push for greater regional co-operation

with our sister schools. North Adams and
Bennington. Both have significant attractions

foi- the Williams community, both'
academically and culturally. Bennington has

some important courses in the arts, and a

Colonial Pizza

Small and Large Pizzas

"Hot Oven Grinders
^ Spaghetti

50 Spring Street - 458-9009 and 458-8014

opendaily9a.m. to2a.m.

Breakfast daily9 a.m. toll a.m.

Donuts, Coffee

We make our own pizza dough daily

STUDENTS WELCOME

THE
SPIRIT
SHOP

liquor;—WINES— BEER

I^PWEST PRICES IN TOWN
. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

.134 Cole Avenue WMIiamstown

Phone 458-3704

Winter Carnival

Special . . -

ENTIRE

SELECTION OF

DOWN PARKAS

REDUCED
END OF SEASON SALE NOW ON

18 Spring Streset

Williamstown,
AAa. 01267

GOFF'S
SPORTS INC

"SKI HAUS" of the BERKSHIRES

etms
[jauiGk BOOKmu Mb
VIUIAMITOWN, lUa. «•

Tomorrow, Friday 15th is

the last day for returning books.

Thanks for your cooperation during the rush.

The S.tereo Broker, Inc.

N. Bennington
Vt. 05257

Tel (802)

4429118

Stan Terrell '70 Gen. Mgr.

9-12 A.M. wkdays

Stereo Components - Calculators

very diverse series of lectures in the general

area of thearts and humanities. North Adams
has a fine education program, and is also a

regular sponsor of concerts and political

speakers. No doubt, both schools would find

similar benefits at Williams. Thus, it would be

in our own interest, as students, to see the

level of communications rise. For a starter,

the three schools could publish a joint

calendar of cultural and social events. .^

Finally, I am disappointed at Don Clarfci^

emphasis on a new athletic facility. Since

President Chandler has already indicated

th^ a music center, an arts center, and a new
athieUc facility are to be built in the 70s, it

seems devisive to single one 'out as being

more important
' ' t^'

"
Jonathan Abbott, '75

'Candidate,
——— College Council AlrLarge

LUCITE

FRAMES

7^. FRAME SHOP

^

.. •^J-

MEN! - - WOMEN! /
JOBS ON SHIPS! No experiefice

required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. /Perfect
summer job or career. Send $3.00

for information. S^AFAX, Dept.

2-Q. P.O. Box 2P4^, Port Angeles,

Washington ^8362.

~ THE KRONICK INSURANCE AGENCY
57 MAIN STREET 6635341 NORTH ADAMS

ATTENTION ALL WILLIAMS STUDENTS SUBJECT: 1974 AUTO INSURANCE

1. we are now accepting 1974 Auto I nsurance Applications and Renewals on Low Manual Rates

J. Time Payments 3. Immediate Plates and Insurance

4. Leading Companies-Fast Claim Service 5. All Ages '"'$.,

6 Compareourraleswiltithoseyouarenowpaying. '/ •-''

,

RATES QUOTED ON REQUEST - '
- - ^

* WRITE OR PHONE TODAY FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ^^'
"

'insurers Ta WILLIAMS STUDENTS FOR OVER 30 YEARS
,

nil liter Rl ma

overseislraliiing

For the session starting Fall, 1974,

Euromed will assist qualified Amir-

ican students in gainini admission

to recognized overseas medical

schools.

And that's just the beginning.

Since ttie language barrier constitutes

ttie preponderate difficulty in succeed-

ing at a foreign sctiool. the Euromed

program also .includes an intensive

12 week medical and conversational

language course, mandatory for all

students. Five tiours daily, S days per

week (1216 weeks) tlie course is

given in the country where the student

will attend medical school.

In addition. Euromed provides stu-

dents with a 12 week intensive cul-

tural orientation program, with

American students now studying medi-

cine in that particular country serving

as counselors

Senior or graduate itudintt currently

enrolleil in an Ataerican univirsity are

eligible to participate in the Euromid

proiram.

,r'

Forappl/cafion and further

information, phone to// free,

(800) 645- 1234

or Write,

Euromed, Ltd
170 Old Country Noai vc 4-

Mineola. N.Y nsot i <

\

Washington Birthday Special • $4.50

Boiled Virginia Ham
' Cherry Pineapple Sauce

Potato - vegetable - rolls and butter

OPEN MONDAY, THE 18th

*lhe faptain*s Cabin*
"The Seafood House of the Berkshire^"

Cold Spring Road, WiUiamstown, Mass. 413 458-9101

Students Wckom*

'M.

i4i'

SAVE GASOLINE! ^
r?f?,:

Date A Williams

ln^42#bifia/i This Weekend
Sponsored by the Ad-Hoc Committee for the Promotion of

Social Interaction on Campus
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J, Here, Curt Tong emptied his liench, and.the

'Purple sul>s treated the overflow crowd to

some, of the most exciting basketball of the

season. Sheldon Woodbury — yes, Virginia,

there is a Sheldon Woodbury — stole the

spotlight on this ,night. The junior guard's

classy ballhandhhg and determined defensive

play had the crowd howling, and may very

well put . hiir{ itt contention for the Justus

Thigpen liast-Seat-on-the-Benoh Memorial

Award- /

Oh yes, Sheehy again topped the Ephs with

27 followed by Ellison (15), Carter (11), and
Vaijcisin (2).

'/ Move on to Middlebury

/Seemingly ip high gear after three straight

'convincing wins, the Purple traveled north to

take on an u|>-and-down Middlebury quintet.

Maybe it was the long, cold ride in the vans,

or the idea of playing in a high school gym, or

the prospects of playing in front of a handful

of fans — whatever, the Ephs played their

worst game of the regular season against the

'Panthers and stumbled their way to a costly

69-64v^efeat.

The fepte have not been a good road team
this seasor^4nd this game was certainly no

exception. Ovferijonfidence was part of the

problem — the Piitpje licnew that Middlebury

had just squeezed by Wesleyan, a team they

had crushed the week before. Taking the

game too lightly proved an unfortunate

mistake.'

The first half opened with the Purple

running well and finding the open man. Fred

Dittman hit two long jumpers and the~Ephs

were off to a quick 10-4 lead. But, a dropped

rebound led to a Panther bucket and, seconds

later, a blocking out mix-up gave Middlebury

an easy two-pointer that got them back into

the game.
Dittman was forced to the bench with four

fouls early in the half and with neither Harry

Sheehy,iK>r Mark Carter able to connect from

the outside, the offense sputtared. Panther

guards Dave Lentowski and Kevin Cummings
began to hit consistently from the outside anid

6' 8" center Dave Davidson controlled the

defensive boards as Middlelxiry battled the

Ephs on even terms for most of the half.

Despite a rather unimpressive showing,

Williams took a 33-31 lead into the locker

room.

But, foul trouble continued to haunt ^he

Ephs, With just five minutes gone in the

second half, Les Ellison, who had done

yeoman work off the backboards, was
awarded his fifth foul on a truly hoirietown

cfill. Mike Rosten took over and scored eight

second half points, but the 6'-4"juniorshot far

too much and was not of much consequence

off the offensive boards.

Sheehy (18) and Carter (12) began to hit,

however, and sparked the Purple to a short-

lived five point lead. But, the Panther guards

soon took control of the game, forcing the

bigger Eph guards into picks set by the giant

^idson. Once in the lead, the Panthers held

tneHall forcing the Purple to foul. Bob
PattersonfoiiWd out late in the contest in a

futile attempt to steal the ball and, while

Coach Tong was deciding on a replacement,

the referee handed Middlebury the ball — a

move that characterized the entire evening.

The Purple were playing with four men — it

looked that way all night.

Comeback Beats WPI
Last Saturday night, the Ephs finally .put

together a good game away from the cozy

confines of Lasell Gym. The Purple came
back after trailing by as many as 14 points to

whip a good shooting WPI quintet, 74-68. This

was a must game for the Ephs and they

responded with a gutsy performance.

The game opened with WPI shooting the

eyes out of the bucket. Forward Richard

Turner and guard Glen Michler did mret of

the damage as the Engineers spurted to a

quick 27-17 lead. But Sheehy, who had a

brilliant first half offensively (16) and Ditt-

man, who hit consistently from the 15-20 foot

range, kept the Ephs within striking distance.

Coach Tong sent in Dave Fainer to replace

the cold-shooting Mark Carter and the seldom

used junior responded with a long jumper to

start the Purple on the road back. Ellison

began to dominate both backboards and

Patterson refused to let Engineer star

Richard Allen (who had been averaging 26

ppg) even touch the ball. The Ephs pulled to

within one (35-34) late in the half, and even

though they trailed, 41-36 at halftime, they

had the Engineers talking to themselves.

The Purple suffered early second half

jitters, however, and soon.found themselves

down by 9. WPI was now harrassing Sheehy

with a diamond and one defense, and Harry

was hard-pressed to get his hands on the ball.

When Dittman missed two straight jumpers,

Williams' clKTiTceB "Of -coming back looked

bleak. But, once again, Fainer took up the

slack, pumping two straight through the

cords to put the Ephs back in the thick of

things. Ellison started to block shots by the

-bushel and the Purple began pecking away at

the WPI lead.

When Tong sent Carter back into the game,
the sophomore- rose to the occasion and hit

three straight 14-foeters to put the Ephs in

front to stay, 54-52. Sheehy and Patterson

contributed two hoops apiece, helping the

Ephs to pull away to a convincing win. Only a

missed lay-up and a few missed free throws

kept the margin fronl being even greater.

Sheehy led the scoring with 20 and added 10

rebounds. Dittman followed with 18 while

Ellison had 16 and 14 (it seemed likfe more)
rebounds. But, Patterson's superb defense

spelled the difference.

This Saturday the Ephs can clinch at least a

tie for the Little Threie Championship by

defeating Aniherst. Williams dumped the

Jeffs on Jan. 26, 73-62. Be in on the action —
it's th^ only way to kick off your Carnival

night. ;^:_ - o
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"Everything in Sound" 1,

SALES SERVICE INSTALLATION

AUTO & HOME STEREO

Car and Home Stereos

" by Pioneer and Craig

BSR Turntables

8-Track 'Recorders
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Blank Recording Tapes
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iiTry our selection of chilled wines and

Cold beer for Winter Camiyal Weekend

THANK YOU
open 9 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Hoopsters

dump
N. Adams

The women's basketball squad opened its

season in iate January and has played four

games to date, downing North Adams State

(46-30) and bowing to Dartmouth (51-28),

Clark (46-32), and Trinity (39-30).

Inexperience has plaguied the lady Ephs,

who were completely dominated by a

powerful Dartmouth squad ^n the season's

opener and virtually "pressed to death" by a

formidable Clark contingent four days later.

In recent weeks, howevePi the Purple have

shown encouraging signs of development.

Employing a tight 2-2-1 full court press, the

Ephwomen romped over North Adams State

to register their first victory of the campaign,

then fell to Trinity in a close battle witii

W-lH«Tis' "very cold" outside shooting

spelling the difference.

Fortunately, the season is'young, and as far

as the lady Ephs are concerned, im

provement will come only with time and

patience. Becky Kano, Adrienne Irish, Janet

Costikyan, Jane Rhodes, and Clayton Spencer

have carried the team thus far—the former

two being sophomores, the latter three fresh-

men—so it is understandable that the team

has gotten off to a rather slow start. The five

have had to adapt as much to one another as

to the competitive college game.

The Ephwomen return to the hardwood on

Feb. 19 to oppose a reportedly "powerhouse"

Smith squad. A total team effort will be

required to knock off the ladies from Nor-

thampton. - Lj

Dance collection
Over $300.00 was raised for the West African Emergency Relief Fund

by the Black Movements on. the Move dance and music production "A Divided

People Together" on January 19 at the Adams Memorial Theater. A check in

the exact amount of $309.90 has already been sent to the Relief Fund:

The students in this winter study production and the Black Student

Union sincerely thank the Williams, Williamstown, and surrounding community

for its strong support of this event.

Grand Re-Opening

Cinema I
— Walking Tall

^

Cinema II — Mark of the Devil li

7:00 and 9:00 P.M. Stiowtimes

•; Adults $1.75

Students $1.50

Monday and Tuesday $1:00

Children under 12 75c

located in the Colonial Shopping Center
off Rl,2

L:^'

NEED A FRIEND?

Coil HELP LINE
664-6391

Route 43

Williamttown

Mataachuaetts

A Remarkably Comprehensive

Selection of Work by

America's Finest Craftsmen

' including:

STONEWARE POTTERY <y

SILVER and GOLD JEWELRY M
Telephone (413) 458-9523^1

\
' * I III I ||ta,;tifci.a»iJ_Ail»i

fvica" K:?»!r:i' iti

The Store For SQUASH
-' NOW ALSO HAS

-COUNTRY
'h^ repairs

'

packages
RENTALS

WILLIAMS CO-OP
Spring Street
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Daly on Sports

One Year Later

jUiijr by D^nDaly
"'

I feel partially responsible for Al Shaw,ls

retirement because I beat him two straight in

twenty-one last November and not long af-

terward he decided to call it a career.

Nobody, I was told, beats Al Shaw in twenty-

one 2 out of 3. .

My luck ran out last week, though, and

.Coach Al w1)ipped me to the tune of 21-9, ef-

forlltesly swishing 7 out of 8 20-footers in the

process. Humiliation? No, admiration is more

like it—admiration of a man who has devoted

forty-one of his sixty-six years instructing

young men in the manly art of basketball—

and in the even manlier art that is adulthood.

Retirement has been good to Al Shaw. His

new-found liberty has enabled him to "do

things I didn't have time to do before." The
Coach is learning to ice skate now—three

days a week—an,d then there's collecting

stamps and selling cars to keep him busy. He
even managed to make it out toCalifornia this

fall to visit friends.

But, somehow, you knew he wouldn't be

able to stay away from basketball, for very

long. Recently, when a group of foreign

students from the Cluett Center for

Developmental Economics wanted to learn

the game. Coach Al offered his services.

-

However enjoyable the experience, though,

it's not the same as being the top dog in Little

Three basketball. "When you've coached for

41 years, you're bound to miss it," Shaw
admitted. "The transformation from coach to

observer was difficult, far more difficult than

the switch from player to coach. "When I got

into coaching," the U of Michigan grad

recalled, "I did a lot of officiating in the Big

Ten and the Pro Leagues ... I played a little,

t(x> (in the now-defunct National Basketball

League). Now you're kind of shut off from it."

In the four plus decades Al Shaw coached, a

career that look him from the obscurity of a

Dearborn, Michigan Junior High School to

Williams College, 300 victories,and 16 Little

Three titles, the game changed g(;patly.

-"Over the years, we've had better and better

shooters," he offered while struggling to get

comfortable in the ancient wooden bleachers

of LasellGym. "You used to depend on one or

two good shooters. Now you have five."

The zone press, Shaw added, has also

revolutionized the game. Harrassing
defensive tactics disrupt the offensive flow of

most games and this, he pointed out, has

necessitated the development of more ver-

satile big men who can handle the ball when
needed.

Conversation than focused on the modern
college game and the recent efforts to bring

back the dunk and install a 30-second clock.

"The dunk is bad for basketball," Shaw
slated. "We've had baskets torn down, kids

break wrists—both wrists—and there's no

defense for it . . .Raise the basket to eleven

feet if you want to dunk."
As for the 30-second clock, which has been

instituted on a trial basis in the Big 8 in an

attempt to discourage slowdown tactics.

Coach Al mentioned that several studies had
been conducted on thousands- of college

games and results showed that college teams
got rid of the ball "every 16 or 17 seconds" on

theayerage. "There's no need for a clock," he

explained, "the 7-« games make all the news,

but they're few and far between."

Then, almost predictably, the college

mentor of 24 years added, "I don't like the pro

games because of the clock. They don't let the

pros show their stuff^they don't let them
dribble and pass. It makes a shooting game
out of the whole thing . . . The only pro teams
I ^eally enjoy watching are teams like the

Celtics, Bulls, Hawks, and Knicks—they set

up and run plays and have some sort of of-

fensive pattern. And as you kno<v, that's my
game."
When asked how the collegiate player had

changed in the past quarter century, Shaw
" replied, "He's a lot less dedicated than he

used to be. More things are going on to take up
his time." Just then, a security officer walked
by and patted Coach's not unsizeablc paunch.

"It wasn't there yesUprday," Shaw said

grinning.

"But, thfe college player today has a much
better' chance to play pro ball," he continued.

"Besides the NBA and ABA, there's also a

European League, a Mexican League, and

.
one just getting started in Puerto Rico."

;.- Coach A 1 tutored two players drafted by the

J)ros. Tony Moro. a center on the '.55 team.

plumed down an offer from the St. Louis

%>.
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Hawks to accept a Ir'ulbright Scholarship in

France, while Bob Mahland ('62), a two-time
Little All-American, cbbse an IBM training

program over the NBAs Chicago Zephyrs. It

just proves that "Williams is not an athletic

School, " he explained, "it's an academic
school," and always has been.

Al Shaw's coaching memories are many—
the '61 team that reached the NCAA college
division quarterfinals at Evansville, Indiana,
the gang that made it to the 19.55 Eastern
Regionals at Madison Square Garden on the

strength of a 19-1 season, thegame against
Drexel Tech in 1971 when the Ephs were 25

points down with less than 5 minutes
remaining only to win in double overtime
when Vern Manley sunk one from half court
at the buzzer..

Was winning 3(k) games important to him?
"It was nice to win 300." he admitted, "but I

didn't want to put any pres.sure on them. After

all. who's going to remember years from now
whether it's 240 or 300 or what."

1 couldn't help asking him what he would do
If he received an NBA coachipg offer. "Of
course. I'd have to consider all offers," he
replied, amused with the idea, "but the tough

thing today is traveling, especially at my age.

When we- played, your uniforms never got

dry."

The half hour had flown by more quickly

than I had thought and with my 11 o'clock

class rapidly approaching. I thanked him for

his time and headed for the door. "Wheoyou
want to play twenty-one," he yelled after me.
"give mea call." With that, he strode onto the

court in .search of yet another unsuspecting

victim. He would have made a great pool

shark. ~
[2

Matmen
crush

Cards
by Scott Hopkins

The intense athletic competition and fierce

rivalries between Williams. Amherst, and

Wesleyan are such that dominance by any one

school in a sport for an extended period of

time is very rare. On Feb. 2, Wesleyan's Little

Three winning streak of eight was eclipsed by

an underated Williams varsity wrestling

squad, who took command of the match from

its outset and thumped the Cardinals, 33-6.

An understandably concerned Ned Temko
took the mat at 118 to face Wesleyan's once-

beaten 126-pounder, who had come down to

llBjustfor this match. Ned fell behind 2-0 late

in the first period, but came back in the

waning moments of the second stanza to even

the score. Then, he topped off an inspired

performance by riding out his larger op-

ponent in the third period to gain an upset 3-2

victory, a win that set the tempo for the rest of

the afternoon's pairings.

Dave Giles, up from hii usual 118-pound

position and wrestling with two gimpy knees,

made short work of his outclassed foe, win-

ning 11-3. After Hardy Coleman received a

forfbit at 134, Gene Forgale upped the count to

18-0 with a third period pin. Dick Rhodes

followed suit, finishing off his winded op-

ponent in the second period.

George "the Bone" Rathbone dropped a

heartbreaking one-point decision at 158 and

Marc Mitchell was bested by Wesleyan's only

undefeated wrestler at 167, but the Cardinals

were through for the afternoon. The Williams

heavyweight trio of Jeff May, Pete Gerra.

and Harry Jackson left no doubt as to the

outcome of the match as they muscled and

finessed their way to three convincing wins at

177, 190, and heavyweight. May showed

flashes of his true potential in winning a very

comfortable decision. Then, Gerra

methodically, bent, folded, and (you know the

rest) his victim, finally pinning him with only

a tight waist—a truly incredible display of

power wrestling. Harry Jackson closed out

the match with a strong performance, toying

with his foe and winning more convincingly

than the 9-5 score might have indicated.

Rewarded for their efforts with a No. 10

ranking in New England college wrestling,

the Purple grapplers went lo the mat last

Saturday against a powerful (No. 6) M.I.T,
squad. The Ephs met their match, however,
losing a golden opportunity to move up in the
ratings, as the Engineers soundly defeated
them, 29-9.

The departure of Bombay-bound Ned
Temko put the E>phs bet)ind 6-0 and they failed 7
to threaten thereafteK Gene Frogale (142),
Marc Mitchell (167), and Harry Jackson
(heavyweight) managed to decision their

opponents, but the remainder of the squad
failed to match their efforts of the previous
week.

In a nutshell, the Ephs had to win all the
close ones to capture the matjch—and they
lost all the close ones. The Purple grapplers
journey to Amherst this Saturday to do battle
with a reportedly weak Lord Jeffs squad. A
Williams victory will bring yet another Little

Three title to Williamstown. r]
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Pucksters
,^r •

nip

ihherst
^^ by NickCristiano

The Williams-'hockey teani defeated
Amherst 8-4 Saturday night at Chapman
Kink. It was the Eph's fourth straight win,'

and extended their unbeaten skein to nine

games (eight wins and a tie).

Although the game was important for the

Ephs in terms of gaining a tournament berth,

they came out skating lifelessly, obviously

aware that Amherst was only 2-8 and that

they were clearly the better hockey club. It

took a power play goal by Amherst captain

Jon Longly (with Angus Morrison in the box)

,before thegame was five minutes old, to wake
up the Ephs.

The goal was actually the best thing that

could have happened to the Ephs. They im-

mediately began to press, and dominated the

rest of the period. Four minutes after the

Amherst goal, co-captain Nat Heintz lifted a

backhander over freshman goalie Jeff Fine

for his fifth goal of the season. Three minutes

later, on a power play, co-captain Tom
D'dveaux swept across the crease and slid a

backhander under Fine for his ninth goal. Jim
Harkins, the team's leading scorer, then

scored on a hard wrist shot and thirty seconds

later Ed Specer got his fifth goal of the season

from right out in front on a perfect pass from
Harkins.

Amherst got one of the goals back on a

power play, but moments later. Angus
Morrison put in the rebound of a Harkins

slapshot which Fine couldn't handle to restore

the comfortable three-goal cushion.

At this point, il seemed that the Ephs were

in the driver's seat. Amherst was weak of-

fensively and they knew it. The Lord Jeff

strategy was to dump the disc into the

Williams zone as soon as they crossed iheir

own blueline, the backcheck to protect their

goalie. Fine, who despite the first period

barrage, had made some excellent saves. But

the Ephs had shown that they coura'1

down their defensive wall. '

' Unlike their football coun^exparls,

however, the Adams apples of the Lorddeff
icemen did not swell disproportionately when
tljey found themselves behind. They came out

checking tenaciously in the second period,

and although most of the play was in their

end. Fine was extremely sharp. Halfway
through the period, Amherst took advantage

of one of its few scoring opportunities when
Longley cleanly beat Eph goalie Bill Jacobs

with a slapshot. The Lord Jeff center later

narrowed the margin to 5-4 on a breakaway
goal, his third of the night.

Both teams came out flying in the third

period, trying franticsiWy to gain the upper

harid. Amherst seemed to be drawing all its

strength from Fine. In one poNver play

sequence^! the beginning of the period,

Williaim^ had a'two<man advantage for the

Tifsf10 seconds, but Fine turned back the Eph
bombardment with seven outstanding saves.

The most spectacular of his thieveries came
on a shot by Bill Wyer, who was parked at the

goalmouth, unguarded, when he got the puck

where he wanted it, but Fine managed to

reach back with one leg and knock it away. He
drew a grudging hand from the capacity

crowd as he skated to ^he bench for a

breather.

The Ephs' firepower proved to be too much,
however. At 10:34, Heintz got his second goal

of the game, tipping in a blast from the point

by defensemen Joe Hameline. Then, with six

minutes left in the game, Harkins got his

second of the night and fourteenth of the

season, tipping in a shot by defenseman Peter

Crocker. Only then could the Lord Jeffs be

officially pronounced dead. Co-captain Nat

Kobbins added another goal in a goal mouth
scramble with a minute to go.

The win over Amherst boosted the EfAs'
overall record to 9-5-1 and brightened con-

siderably Williams' chances for a berth in the

E.C.A.C Division II tatfiiiament. Prior to the

Atnherst game, they had defeated three

divisional opponents. On January 30, they

beat a tough Middlebury team, at Mid-
dlebury, 2-1, with Dennis Cahill scoring the

winning goal, assisted by John Lyons and Ted
Walsh. At Chapman on February 1, they

defeated Lowell Tech 8-4, scoring five goals in

the second period (Lyons, Mike Elkind,

Robbins, Heintz, and Harkins) to put the

game away.
Last Wednesday, the Ephs travelled to

West Point to play the division-leading

Cadets, who sported a 14-2 record and three of

the top five scorers in the division. In a game
marked by 37 minutes in penalties, Williams
came from a 4-3 deficit to win 5-4, Peter
Crocker scored the game winner, assisted by
Harkins and Spencer at 7:13 of the final

period.

Because of their slow start, the Ephs will

probably have to win all five remaining
games to make the tournament. Two of the

toughest are coming up this week, both at

home. They face Merrimack on Wednesday
night and then a Middlebury team which is

looking to even things up on Saturday night.

The Ephs will have to be at their best to keep
the unbeaten 'streak going. p-'

The new news "
•

-

WCFM is proud to announce the scheduling of an all new and comprehensive
news program. The Late Nile News Show. Now, at 11:00 p.m. every night, the-

national, international, regional, and local news, as well as an in-depth look

in the sports and weather, will be broadcast live from the WCFM Newsroom,
located in the basement of Baxter Hall on the Williams College Campus.

Under the direction of News Director, Trey Kelsey, '76, the twenty-five

man news team will offer a well rounded and informative report.

For a complete review of the news, sports, and weather, tune your radio

dials to650 AM or91.9FM, TheWCFM Late Nile News Show . .. .Il:00p.mnitely.

Elections, and a new drive \
\

The Williams Chapter of MASSPIRG held its annual February elections last

Sunday afternoon and elected Nico Ponsen '76 as President. Marjo Talbott '76 was
reelected as Vice President, as was Diane Krieger '77 as Treasurer of the

student consumer environmental group. Ellen Causey '76 became the new
Secretary. Four other persons were elected to the local board which oversees

Williams College activities. They are Ron Lanoue '76, Steve TafI '76, Kevin Shan-

non '76, and Sally Newton '77. *t '.he meeting ongoing projects were discussed

and Ponsen called for an extensive concluding funding drive "during the week of

Feb. 18. MASSPIRG members will t>e canvassing door to door and if the 50

per cent mark is Yiot reached the Williams chapter will interpret this as a lack

of student support and will dissolve. «,

Goirig mobile?
Applications for off-campus housing and house transfers should be picked

up from Mrs. Lewis at Buildings and Grounds.
Students who are granted permission for off-campus housing will not bo

allowed to participate in their room draw. Should they request college '

housing after their application has been accepted, they will go to Ihe bottom
of the waiting list for college rooms.



Freshman Ken Leinbach leads Scott Lutrey on way to his victory in the Little

Three mile. The winning time was 4:26.4- [photo by Edward Bacher]

Track takes

3rd straight

indoor title
by Scott Lutrey

The Williams winter track squad raced to

its third straight Little Three indoor title last

Saturday, capturing eight firsts and seven

seconds en route to an overwhelming 68-29'/2

(Trinity) -28 (Amherst) - 15i/^ (Wesleyan)

triumph.

The Purple harriers have been plagued all

season by a lack of depth, but on this af-

ternoon they had company in their misery.

Their three adversaries suffered from a more
actue case of the not uncommon malady and

offered little in the way of competition. The
outcome was never really in doubt.

The meet began with Carmen Pallidino

boosting his college record in the 35-lb. weight

throw up another '/i" to 43 feet, a toss good for

second place that prevented an Amherst
sweep. Then, Scott Perry leaped 22'-2" to

capture the long jump with long lost Peter

Mertz adding a fourth place point. The Ephs
led by a point at this stage, and the rest of the

events served only to widen the gap.

Sixteen Williams athletes scored in the

individual events; eleven recording their best

performance of the year, three making their

first appearance. Freshman Rich Remmer
won the shot again, Palladino took fourth.

Perry added a third in the triple jump and

Dave Parker and Mertz went 6' in the high

jump for a 2-3 finish. Then, Dave McLaughry
wdin the pole vault at 12'-9" on fewer misses,

although it was fifteen minutes after fact

before the victory was confirmed.

The running events opened with the mile,

where Ken Leinbach blasted out ah im-

pressive first half tAiled by teammate Scott

Lutrey, then the pair coasted to a 1-2 finish,

ten seconds ahead of the rather meagre field.

Jeff Elliott and Stan Fri followed suit in the

eoo with the margin of victory only slightly

smaller.

Mike Reed and the newly rediscovered

Peter Johnson provided a change of pace by

dead-heating in the 60 high hurdle»-Ju8t as

their opposition was clearing the last hurdle,

butJoeNewsome could go only 6.3 in the dash

and had to settle for second place.

Charlie Safford led from gun to tape in the

1000, fleeing perhaps from loneliness as it was
the only event with a single Williams entry.

The incredible Paul Skudder puileid away
from the pack in the two niile, almost

overhauling the leader, to finish second in

9:42.5 with John Rathgeber following in

fourth. Elliot managed to run into a box, (In

the leiti leg of the mile relay) _but. finally

fought his way into the clear and the lead. Ron
Eastman, Paul Sheils, and Mike Reed then

coasted to a half-lap victory.

The two mile ended the affair on a farcical

note as Wesleyan scratched and the other

three teams managed to get disqualified. Stan

Fri gave the Ephs a solid lead, then Lutrey

handed off to Chuck Hummell one lap early—
Amherst and Trinity followed suit. Hummell
and Safford saw the Ephs through the tape

first, but the race, like the meet, was at that

point long over.

Several members of Coach Farley's squad
will go to the Easterns at tufts Saturday and
are expected to do well. The rest will wait for

outdoor track, where they will try to equal or

better this season's 9-5 record, the best in the

three-year history of the indoor track team.

Chiefs swamp
flounderilig

mermen
The varsity swimming team's winning

streak was abruptly halted at three victories

with an 86 to 27 dunking by Springfield College.

The psyched Springfield swimmers
established their dominance early by easily

Winning the medley relay and sweeping the

1000 yard freestyle. Co-captain Jim Harper
could add only a second place in the next

event, the 200 yard freestyle. Freshnun Paul
Reilly finally prov d the Ephs with a first

place in the fifth e -nt as he finished well

ahead of the opposition in the 200 yard in-

dividual medley. . .

However, any hopes for a Williams

comeback were quickly squashed when
Springfield captured first and second in the

required diving. The Ephs continued to

floundef". Sophomores Bruce Barclay and
senior -Jim Harper could manage only third

places in the 200 yard butterfly and 100-yard

freestyle respectively, and "Hombre" Greer
and Frosh Duff Anderson were shutout in the

200-yard breaststroke and the 500-yaTd
freestyle.

Despite the situation Williams' Reilly and
Shumacher responded witha sweep of the 200-

yard backstroke with Reilly bringing home
his second victory of the meet. Senior Mike
Goff fared no better in the optional diving

than he had in the r^uired, and again

finished in third place.

The jneet was concluded with a somewhat
dubious display of sportsmanship when the

Springfield coach entered several powerful

freestyle relay teams against the already

vanquished Ephmen. Williams will host a

powerful Southern Conn, team over Winter

Carnival in a meet which is a "must win" if

the mermen are to conclude with a. winning
record. ^ Q

IHoops rout

We s, Trinity;

edge W.P.L
by D»n Daly and Sam Bronfman

The Williams varsity basketball team
upped its record to 10-5 the past two weeks,

sandwiching wins over. Trinity, Wesleyan,

and WPI around a five-point loss to Mid-

dlebury.
' Trinity College paid a visit to Lasell gym on

Jan. 20- and the Ephs proved rude hosts,

thumping the Bantoms, 90-73 in a fast-paced,

if at times reckless, contest.

Sharp outside shooting by the visitors kept

.them close for much of the first half? With
soph forward Othar Burks connecting from
all angles, the Bantoms surgedfo an early 14-

6 lead, cannjng 7 of their fir^t 8 shots.

DefensiveVadjustments by the Purple,

however, soon took away the uncontested 15-

footers that their counterparts were enjoying

in the early stages of the half, and, when Les
Ellison followed his own misfire with 13

minutes gone, the Ephs were in front to stay,

28-27.

With Ellison, Fred Dittman, and Bob
Patterson asserting themselves on both

boards, the homesters began to pull away. A
Sheehy jumper at the buzzer gave them a

comfortable 45-43 halftime edge.

The second half was a run-and-gun affair

and Sheehy rebounded from a lacklustre first

half to spark his mates with 20 points after the

intermission. DaveFainer filled in admirably
for foul-ridden Fred Dittman, who departed
with four fouls at 11:08, and a balanced of-

fensive attack by the Ephs had the Bantoms
on their heels all evening.

With the Purple in command, 84-60 with 3

minutes remaining, all that was left for

Williams partisans were the acrobatics of

unsung Sam (Rocket Man) Bronfman, who
put the exclamation point on a big victory by

skying to the rafters and elbowing away an

almost certain Bantom two-pointer. The
block would have made Garfield Heard
proud. 'I
Five Ephs — Patterson, Sheehy, Ellison,

Dittman, and Carter — hit for double figures

with Sheey's 28 points showing the. way.

On Saturday night, Wesleyan came to town,

and the Ephs blew the Cardinals right out of

Lasell Gym, winning 91-68.

Cardinals Next- ' ~

The diminutive Cardinals stymied the

Purple in Ibe early stages of the contest with

some tight man-to-man defense. The
homesters were standing around on offense;

there was no ball movement— Fred Dittman
took his first shot at the 11 minute mark, and
when was the last time you heard of a high-

scoring starter going 9 minutes without

taking a shot?

Airballs, offensive fouls, and a couple of

passes that caught the videotape man in the

upper deck sleeping, kept the Purple from,
getting off to a fast start. The Ephs were^

lethargic to say the least, and with Uie^ score

standing at a microscopic 8-7 (VJjJH^s) with

12:50 left, bets were being^fered in the

stands that the Purple woiddn't break fifty

Finally, Hank S^hy began to make his

presence felt. Jhe slim junior poured in 19

first half poirTts, mostly from in close, and,

coupled with Regan Miller's constant

harrassment of the Cardinal ballhandlers,

-^Iped the Ephs toa 40-30 halftime lead. Only

junior Rich Leary's 13 markers kept

Wesleyan even that close.

The Purple were hying now, despite the

untimely loss of steady Fred Dittman, who
limped off the court towards the end of the

half with a bad ankle sprain, and the second

half was all Williams.

Bob Patterson's superb defense completely

turned off the Cardinals' high-scoring Dick

Fairbrother ( who was held to a mere 8 points

)

and the Ephs toyed with Wesleyan's feeble

attempts at a zone press. Strong board work

by Les Ellison kept the homesters well out in

front, and the lead swelled to 27 points with

6:49 left.
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Evaluations

still secret;

Showdown'
I is avoided

by George Schutzer

The Course Evaluation Study Committee

has voted not to recommend that students

have access to the results of faculty

evaluation questionnaires. Such a recom-

mendation would have had to l>e voted on by

the faculty.

Jeff Thaler '74, a student on the committee,

said the committee made the decision

because it "was assured there was no hope"

for approval of the recommendation. He said

the committee's chief concern was that the

evaluations continue. A faculty vote on the

recommendation could have "forced a

showdown" which may have led to the

discontijuiation of the questionnaires, Thaler

sai("

oth Thaler and committee chairman Prof.

Gordon Winston emphasized that the com-

mittee decision did not imply that the com-

mittee was against the release of the results

of the questionnaires.

The decision wis made after the committee

had Investigated use of the questionnaire by

department chairman and had talked to

members of the Committee on Appointments

and Promotions and College Council as well

as untenured and tenured faculty members.

The committee made \t^o suggestions,

either, of which could leaB to\the availability

of questionnaire results. "-

\

According to Thaler, the Committee has

"directed" him to form a dommittee of

students which would go to ^^h faculty

member and urge him to place thb results of

the questionnaires filled out in his classes in a

file in the reserve room. The results^iled for

each professor would be "results in general,

not a summary number," Thaler said.

The second suggestion is that students

could' run their own questionnaire and print

Seventeenth century Paris had its

salons, eighteenth century London
saw the rise of the coffeehouse, and
twentieth century Williamstown has

the Panthers. The Panthers is a group of

Williams professors and Williamstown
businessmen, some retired, who meet at the

I'Og weekday mornings for an hour of coffee

and lively discussion. Twenty-one years ago
the membership was considerably smaller

and a^ place called Mike's was the rend-

dezvous spot, l)ut since then the roster has

grown and the group has worked its way down
Spring Street from Mike's to Dorothy's

Luncheonette, and now congregates at the

Alumni House-turned4-og.

When plans for the transformation of the

Alumni House were formulated the Panthers

feared they would again have to go on the

prowl for a place to meet, but they were given

special permission to use the Log each

morning just as they had been doing in pre-

Log days.

Attendance varies each day but on the

average, about a dozen Panthers get together

and, unlike the rococq salons, there are no

social gatekeepers to regulate membership.
Membership is more closely akin to the

English coffeehouse, where wit and in-

telligence are the prime requisites and one's

rank or beliefs are of no consequence. In

addition to wit and intelligence, a Panther

will not long survive the morning sessions

without a tough skin and an iron stomach, the

tough skin lor protection from the verbal

abuse (which is always delivered in good

humor) and the iron stomach for protection

from the coffee.

After spending a short time in Friday's

session I decided the name "Panthers" must
have come from the lively nature of the

discussions and the manner which they attack

^ch other, even though such attacks are

.^ made good-naturedly. My decision was quite

logical given what transpired shortly after

my arrival. First, when asked about mem-
bership a retired professor told me, "Anyone
who comes in and can take it can stay." Soon

after, a latecomer arrived and his first

Comment was, "Well, who's been picked on so

far?" to which a very dignified looking

the resultf. Winston pointed out that this

suggestion is time consuming because it

requires students to filf out two question-
naires. But on campuses where there has
been an interest, this plan has worked well,

Winston said.

Thaler said that the decision on how to

handle the situation will probably be left up to

the new College Council administration and,
ultimately, the students.

Winston indicated that at some future time
the Course Evaluation Study Committee may
decide to reverse its decision. Winston 4iold

the KeAd earlier this year that he would haye
no objections to Student access to the result^

of questionnaires concerning himself and his

classes. '

Phillips

wins with

51 per Gent
Steve Phillips '75 is the new President of the

Williams College Council. Phillips won the

post Tuesday with 51 per cent of the student

vote; he received 551 votes out, of the 980 cast

for president.

Rory Nugent '75 finished second in the

balloting with 261 votes, and Don Clark '76

finished third with 168 votes.

The student body cast approximately 1254

ballots, which represents slightly over two-

thirds of the student body, making the elec-

tion legal, rr.

Of the 274 students who filled out a ballot

but did not vote for president, approximately

165 left the ballot blank, and approximately

110 wrote in other names, including Donald

Duck. Because of the election by-laws which

were adopted by the Council, the 100 write-in

votes (including the Donald Ducks) were
added to the final count, but the 165 blanks

were ignored.

In general, about one-fifth of those who
voted either ignored the race altogether or

voted for other students or cartoon charac-

ters.

In the race for the vice presidency. Paul

Council '75 and Brad Hearsh '75 garnered

enough support to enter a run^)ff election;

Jim Baker '75 and Dan Daley '76 were well

behind the two leaders.

For the first time in the history of the

Council, six at-large representatives were
elected. They are Richard DiSalvo '76,

Michael Knight '77, Anne Eisenmenger '76,

Mike Watkins '75, Mike Durst '75, and Mike
Rosten '75. These new representatives will

not be rep)-ese;iting their house but- other "at-

large" groups in the college community.
In the elections for the Committee on

Educational Policy, there will be a run-off in

Division One between Elihu Washburne '76

apd Jesse Marsh '75, and there will also be

two other run-offs: In Division Two between

Ellen Oxfeld '75 and Peter Hillman '75, and in

the Sophomore Division between A. Clayton

Spencer '77 and Andrew Chapman '77. Pakorn
Vichynond '76 won the Division Three post

outright.

For the Committee on Undergraduate Life,

nun-offs are again the rule, as Mike Rosten '75

and Peter McChesney '75 will oppose each

other in the junior-senior- category, and

James (Jay) Harris '77 and Steve Plltch '77

will vi^ for tha sophomore post.

Kirk Renaud was elected to the Discipline

Committee for the Cla?s of 1975 ; Erik Haueter

and Mike Pucillo will enter a run-off for the

other position. Other elections were
automatic: John Atteridg and Jonathan Cole

from the Class of 1976, and Carlton Tucker

and Don McDonald from the Class of 1977.

New AMT
head stirs

controversy
by Mark O'Connell

With the arrival of a letter of acceptance
last Monday, Professor Jean-Bernard Bucky
was officially appointed as the new director of

the Adams Memorial Theater. The post has.

been vacant for 2 years following the sab-

batical and subsequent resignation of John
von Szeliski, with Steve Travis serving as

acting director during the interim period.

Travis will resume his position as assistant

director when Bucky' arrives (nis Jjly. The
appointment also carries with' it the post of

Associate Professor of driama, which is a

position Bucky presently holds at the

University of Southern California at

Berkeley. Bucky has been with the depart-

ment of dramatic arts at Berkeley since 1966

and has taught courses on acting, directing,

production, and dramatic literature at both .

under-graduate and graduate levels, and is

also artistic director of the Berkeley.

Repertory Theater. ~ ^7.

Despite this rather traditional academic
background, on paper at least, Bucky shows
signs of being an intriguingly unpredictable

character of diverse creative interests who
appears to have the potential for bringing

about many imaginative innovations in

drama at Williams. His original calling was in

the distinctly non-theatrical discipline of

mathematics, which some feel accounts for

the "logical precision" of his directing. He
received his B.S. in mathematics at Queens
College of New York City in 1958, and his

master's in mathematics two years later

from New York University. His career in the

world of numbers reached its culmination

when he served as senior mathematician in

the research and technology division at

Wright Patterson Air Force base in Ohio.

Although this is not an environhient one would
think conducive to artistic expression, it was
here that Bucky first began to establish his

theatrical credentials by serving as director

of the Trailwood Circle Theater in Trotwood,

Ohio, from 1963'64. His focus having shifted to

drama, he, received his M.F.A. in directing

from the Carnegie Institute in 1966, and
several fellowships later, became an in-

structor at Berkeley. In his work as a director

he has exhibited an impressive scope and
variety in his productions. Within a space of

ten years he has directed 18 plays ranging,
from O'Neil's "A Touch of the Poet" to

Euripides' "Bacchae" to "Hay Fever" by
Noel Coward. He has also directed a fantasy

documentary film "Report," and spent last

summer directing the San Francisco Opera in

their production of "Le Comte Ory."
Unfortunately, Bucky has proved to be as

intriguingly unpredictable in the flesh as he is

on paper. In his-short visit here in October for

interviews he succeeded in favorably im-

pressing almost every faculty member wjio

met him, and alienating almost every s>ident

with whom he came in contact, resulting in a
minor furor over his appointmeiit.

please turn to page four

gentleman in a dark tweed coat replied, "No
one . . , yet." And it wasn't long before a

doctor was chosen as the first victim, his

antagonist relating the following anecdote:

The doctor seated here on my right 'once

said he enjoyed these morning getr

togethers because it's nice to be among

healthy people after spending the entire day

with sick people . . . I've had my doubts

about the doctor ever since.

But I was wrong in thinking^the name
"Panthers" derived from the nature of their

discussion, for I soon learned it was based on

the quality of the coffee! According to one of

the senior members, the coffee could be

described by a word which, like panthers,

begins with the letter "p" He provided no

other clue, and I thought it prudent not to

inquire further.

Somewhere buried in the Panther archives

is a stack of badges bearing the picture of a

rampant panther and the initials GOP for

"GO Panthers," but since there is no director

of archives, the badges can not be located.

There is no constitution or officer election

either, and in the true Panther tradition,

there is disagreement over who the dean is,

the dean being the oldest member and only

title holder in the group.

In recent years Panther activity has been

limited to the lively morning discussions, but

that was not always the case. In the old days,

panthermoniums were held twice a year and

these gala affairs included an award

ceremony for the member who had talked the

most and contributed the least, and no

Panther went home thirsty. There is a picture

of one of these panthermoniums now hanging

among the many group poses on the wall of

the Log. and it is easily distinguishable from

the others because there is a man in the

foreground brandishing a scimitar and

another on crutches, allegedly the victim of

the previous panthemionium.

Among the distinguished members is

President Chandler, who was a Panther

before he left Williams to become President

of Hamilton College His Panther comrades

planned a bus trip to his inauguration and

pMctlced the Hamilton fight song to sing

pfM turn to p*9« towr

r

A meeting of the minds

. . . the Panthers
by Barbara Pierce

The Panthers in action, [photo by Beth Wieman]
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^^rtiattered long-standing racial taboos, so

much so that Paul Robeson eagerly signed on

to play Joe,, one of those stereo-typed

characters the Black Faculty is so upset

about In Showboat, for the first time in the

history of Brofidway, black actors (not white

actors in blackface makeup) had roles of

major importance in a "legitimate" musical

play, For the first time in the history of the

American musical theater, the playwrite

dared to broach the topic of miscegenation on

the stage, and indeed, the tragic mulatto was

portrayed as a sensitive, kind, and sacrificing

woman of noble character. Isn't it ironic that

Oscar Hammerstein and Edna Ferbter and

Jerome Kern, who thought they were striking

a blow for racial dignity back in 1927, should

be blacklisted now simply because they were

not quite so "liberated" as we are today in

1974.

Yes, today some of the characters in

Showboat may appear stereotyped. Joe, a

black man, is lazy and shiftless, and the black

cook seems happy to be"a cook and to be able

to play nursemaid to Magnolia (white). But

these are anachronisms we endure,

recognizing that Showboat inevitably shows

its age. If My Fair Lady were to be written

today, I suspect that the document would not

portray Eliza fetching Professor Higgins'

slippers, but I would hope that feminists

would not try to blacklist it. If The Merchant

of Venice were suggested as an AMT
production, I would be surprised if the Jewish

Association protested Shakespeare's ren-

dition of Shylock. To give any special interest

group a veto over the drama or literature or

cinema to be presented at an educational

institution because their sensitivities may t)e

offended would be a serious mistake.

Christopher R. West '72

Philadelphia, Penna.

No guts
The faculty's opinion should not determine the public positions taken by

students chosen to represent the students. Fear of a "showdown" with the

faculty should not have deterred the Course Evaluation Study Committee

from requesting student access to Course evaluation questionnaires.

Committee member Jeff Thaler told a ReAd reporter that the decision

did not imply opposition to the proposal but was a result of an assurance that

"there was no hope" for faculty approval. Either the committee lacks the

guts to face the school with their true opposition to open questionnaires or

they lack the guts to take a chance at faculty rejection of a proposal they

believe in. Either way, these people lack backbone.

The issue of open evaluation questionnaires has been discussed for

sometime often with the air of "wouldn't it be great but it won't happen."

Perhaps it's time these people made it happen. As long as students draft

their statements to fit faculty sentiment student politicos will only be doing

homework for faculty politicos.

An issue should be debated and a proposal voted upon according to its

merits—not the possibility of opposition by others.

One suggestion mentioned by Professor Gordon Winston, also of the

committee, might prove fruitful. Students could draw up, distribute and
tabulate their own questionnaires. When the results were published,

students might be a little less afraid of a "showdown" with the faculty.

CORRESPONDENCE
Showboat defended

To The Editors,-

As one who has long followed and studied'

the American musical theater as an

avocation, I was particularly distressed to

read in the ReAd of the successful effort to

blacklist Showboat and prevent its presen-

tation on the AMT stage. Repression^of art in

any form is reprehensible and particularly so

when the target is one of the triumphs of the

American musical theater.

Originally produced on Broadway in 1927,

Showboat represented a watershed in the

history of our musical theater. Prior to this

play, Broadway was dominated by: a) trivial

musical comedies such as No No Nanette and

Irene b) the Victor Herbert-Sigmund Rom-
berg seri^ of operettas of European descent

and c) musical revues (the Ziegfield Follies

and a host of other imitations). There simply

was no uniquely American musical theater

vyorthy of note. In this atmosphere, Showboat

broke with all the old conventions. Here was a

literate and interesting plot, a host of three-

dimensional characters, a Jerome Kern score

which is undeniably the best of his career, and

a synchronization of all theSe elements which

"forthe first time forged a "Musical Play."

The arguments presented by the Black

Faculty for suppressing this play are painful

.to read. They allege that Showbaat has been

defended as "a portrait of a period of

history." Nonsense. I don't think anyone in

his right mind would regard any American
musical as an accurate reflection of reality.

Showboat is no more an accurate portrayal of

Nineteenth-Century America than West Side

story is a true picture of the late-1950's life on

New York's west side, or than the currently

running Pippin is an accurate representation

of life in Charlemagne's France. But if we are

to judge our plays by this standard, then most
of our drama, including Shakespeare's
histories and Racine's tragedies, might as

Well be discarded. The answer is, of course,

that most art does not purport to be a faithful

representation of reality, and it is unfair to

judge it as such.

The Black Faculty then argues that a show
in the "Broadway-oriented" "minstrel
tradition" is of little educational value. I was
notaware that a play has to pass "educating"
tests before we will allow it to be performed,
but, passing that, I cannot believe that a show
which contains some of the most haunting
tunes ever written for the musical sjage

("Can't Help Loving Dat Man," "Make
Believe," "Bill," and of course "Ol Man
River") could possibly be branded
uneducational. This music is our heritage and
should not be laid to rest so lightly.

Essentially, the argument of the Black

Faculty reduces itself to a recitation of the

"fact that this play contains several racial

stereotypes and that, for this reason, we
should suppress its performance at such

an enlightened institution as Williams.But this

condemnation flies in the face of the fact that,

when it was presented in 1927, Showboat

Stevens responds

To the editors:

Thank you for expressing your concern

over the Junior Advisor selection pi-ocess,

which I shall call to the attention of next

year's committee,

I'm sorry I didn't make it clear to you.

however, that senior Junior Advisers have

been asked to write recommendations on all

their former freshmen for the four years I've

been involved and some time before that. The
new part of the procedure is the "peer

reference" (the yellow sheet) which the

candidate gives a friend to fill out. Until last

year the Houses furnished a second reference
— the response from them was quite uneven.

Although I think we have improved the

selection process, it is far from perfect.

Suggestions lilte yours are appreciated.

Lauren R. Stevens

Dean of Freshmen

Candidates supported

To the editors:

I am writing this letter in support of the re-

election of Jesse Marsh and Ellen Oxfeld to

the Committee on Educational Policy. Both
have served the Committee with enthusiasm

and wisdom and are able to do so again. One
of the greatest problems for the committees
at Williams is the loss of momentum caused
by a large turnover of the members of the

committees each year. The CEP has gained

momentum this year which I hope will not be
lost.

If you have nominated yourself to run

against Jesse or Ellen I would ask you to

consider how different your point of view is

from theirs, and if that difference is valuable

enough to outweigh the momentum which
would be lost in the turnover. When the others

of you fill out your ballots I would ask you to

consider the value of continuity on all the

college committees. Those of you majoring in

Pivisions I and II would serve the college well

by re-electing Jesse and Ellen to the CEP,
' Wick Sloane '76

Goodman
recalls

successes
by Ellen Causey

Reviewing his term as President of the
College Council, Joe Goodman '74 recalled,
"My administration was one of bringing
different ideas- of different people together
and implementing them in a cooperative
atmosphere." The successes of his ad-
ministration illustrate this point
Under Goodman the Council worked with

the administration, ftteulty, and students in

diverse areas ranging from the creation of

The Log to student attendance at faculty

meetings. Often questions were not settled,

only raised and discussed; Goodman hopes
the next College Council administration will

continue to work on student input into tenure,

thepublicationof course evaluation forms, and
experiental education.

His administration, in turn, acted to im-

plement many ideas raised during the

presidency of his predecessor, Jim
3tedronsky.

Student attendance at faculty meetings

became an issue three years ago when
students staged a walk-in at a faculty

meeting. Goodman completed action on the

question, cooperating with -the faculty to

regularize student attendance. Further
cooperal^ion with the faculty led to increased

communication in other areas between

faculty committees and student represen-

tatives.

Most importantly the executive committee

of the College Council met for the first time

with the faculty Committee on Appointments

and Promotions (CAP) to discuss the issue of

tenure. Vice President Steve Golub led a

student committee which examined the

problem of student participation in tenure

decisions. Several departments already have

student input in departmentil decisions.

Goodman personally opposes student in

elusion on the CAP because he feels most

students lack the long term commitment to

the teaching profession. "Ultimately a

decision as important as tenure should be

decided by those who are dedicated to the

values of that discipline," Goodman told the

ReAd. He added, "Student input on tenure as

well as other curriculum matters on the

departmental level is essential." This issue

has been debated by various people including

candidates in the College Council election.

"This will be one of the primary tasks next

year's council must squarely face," Goodman
noted.

Acting on the ever-present controversy of

,

the work "toad, Goodman urged the for-

mulation of a questionnaire which appeared

on course evaluation forms. Its results were

published, a first in this field.

Related to this but not as successful in its

resolution was the issue of publication of the

course evaluation forms. Several

possibilities, such as asking faculty to

voluntarily release the forms, continuing

through the committees such as the CAP, or a

student publication remain. This issue and its

resolution will continue to face the next

College Council.

Other educational issues discussed in the

air of increased cooperation with the Com-
mittee on Educational Policy included the

optional fourth course pass-fail option, a

contract major, aid the question of what

constitutes experiential education. The
faculty approved the Williams-at-Home
program but because of the lack of a

professor to oversee it, it was not im-

plemented. None of these issues have been

fcrmally resolved, here again Goodman looks

to the future administration and forthcoming

CEP reports to continue the study.

Socially under Goodman (besides the

opening of the student pub, The Log) the

Council set up a special Housing Committee

which is due to report Feb. 20 on the status of

single sex housing units at Williams. Good-

man pressed successfully for the passage of

an act which reallocated the house main-

tenance tax to a lump sum and per person

amount rather than only a per person

figuration. Goodman saw this as a fairer

system for small houses which despite a

small membership still have substantial

house maintenance expenses.

Several new committees arose under the

Goodman administration. A policy committee

headed by College Council representative

Rusty Day '74 investigated a wide range of

issues; students are .now included as non-'

voting members on the Provost's Advisory

Committee, and students hold equal

representation with the faculty and ad-

ministration on the Mt. Hope Farm Com-
mittee,

The Finance Committee completed the

formulation of a rules code to establish the

appropriate procedure for funding

organizations.Xloodman personally called for

the creation of more clubs relating to

departments such as the psychology and the'

philosophy clubs. He feels this will improve

departmental - student relations.

When talking to the ReAd Goodman em-

phasized that his administration took action

on many different ideas. Often ideas such a*

The Log concept and the ombudsman position

were raised by opposing candidates. Others

evolved from the administration or faculty.

Some issues were resolved; it is up to the next

College Council to continue work on those still

pending
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haTrman Steve Golub presented the
report of the Council's Adhoc

iConnmittee on Tenure to a Coljege
Council meeting last week. The

Committee has spent the past five months
investigating the tenure process at Williams

through questionnaires sent to department
chairmen and interviews with the chairmen
and members of the Committee on Ap-
pointments with the chairmen and members
of the Committee on Appointments and
Promotions (CAP). Ellen Oxfeld '75 and Bart
Brown '74 also served on the Committee.
Student involvement in the decision-making

process was emphasized in the investigation;

the report also commented that tenure

assures job security and academic freedom.

The report summarized the present
decision-making process as follows:

"Normally a junior faculty member Is

considered for tenure in the middle of his

second three year term. Yhe department
cliairman, consulting with other senior

members of the department, makes a

recommendation to the CAP, which rarely

reverses a departmental recommfndation."
"The two most important considerations,

invariably cited by department chairmen,

are teaching effectiveness, and contribution

to scholarship ... In both these areas,

potential for future growth as well as actual

performance are considered."

"Many departments cite additional or

secondary considerations such as com-
patibility with other members of the

department, willingness to engage in

departmental activities ..."

The current tenured and non-tenured make-
up of the department also plays a role, the

report mentioned.

An appendix to the report listed, in part, the

varying degrees to which student input is

considered by the departments. Many
departments, especially the small Division

III departments, rely on information that

comes out of informal student discussion.

Others have developed a semi-formal system
of calling in majors or "so|^isticated" non-

majors for discussion of junior faculty

teaching effectiveness.

"The course questionnaire," to quote the

report, "is us^ very unevenly ... It Is often

of secondary importance. . . . One chair-

man . . . suggested that this might be due to

the fact that the questionnaires are used when
they reinforce a preconceived judgment" Of
course, the effectiveness of the question-

naires is limited by. the fact that some
professors don't use them.

Formalization
Both informal contact and use of the

questionnaires are favored t>y J^6 tenure

committee. However, it objects^ the ar-

bitariness of this system in that: "The
department chairman selects those students
whom he interviews . . . The department
chairman conveys student sentiment to the

CAP, and, may inadvertently distort the

information he has received from students.

vet
The student tenure report

by David Ross

The students may not be completely can-
did . .

."

"Because of the random, arbitrary, and
ambiguous procedures for the solicitation and
utilization of student input," the report
concluded, "there is need for formalization of
the process ,. ." This formalization is

outlfned in a two-pronged proposal. On the
departmental level, the committee recom-
mends committees of majors to evaluate the
"performance of individual professors and
the quality of education in the department."
The evaluation process "in the context of an
over-ail examination of >,the department"
would concern not only the tenure question
tmt also the teacher's overall work in the
department. Specifics remain unclear, but
the report suggested that committee size

would vary by department and that the

membership should in part be selected by the

chairman and in part by the majors of the

department. Reports of these committees
would go to the chairman of each department
and to the CAP. "Copies would be released

only
, on the approval of the department

chairman and the junior faculty members
covered in a particular report," the report

emphasized.

In what Chairman.Golub admitted was the

more controversal section of the report, the

tenure committee supported student

representation on the CAP. In the words of the

report, "To formalize student input only on

the department level would k)e to deal with

only half the process. We are not asking that

students share equal power with the faculty

and administration on the CAP (there will be

six members of the faculty and ad-

ministration and three students) . .
." The

tenure committee believes that students

should share in crucial elements of the

broader view held by the CAP, such as the

allocation and diversity of faculty.

In a ReAd interview following the College

Council meeting, where action on the report

was postponed to the Feb. 20 meeting,

Chairman Golub attempted to anticipate

criticism of this second proposal. He in-

dicated that student concern with the role of

the CAP in education at Williams was self-

evident. In objecting to students on the CAP,

most faculty refer to their lack of experience

and competence to deal with the serious in-

volved issues before the CAP. Golub argued
' that the lack of competence is in large

measure "the result of no (student) say in the

current process." Both he and Oxfeld

recognized the need for experience in CAP
decisions. However, long years of familiarity

with Williams may tend to keep senior faculty

out of touch with newer perspectives. Student
members on the CAP, Oxfeld maintained,

would provide this fresher viewpoint without
limiting the judgment of more experienced
meml)ers.

Comments
Joe Goodman, President of the CC, objects

to students on the CAP t>ecau8e of their lack of

a long-range view. He does, however, "en-

courage increased student input."

The newly presented report has not had
wide faculty circulation. Still, the ReAd was
able to obtain initial reactions f;-om President
Chandler and English Professor Lawrence
Graver of the CAP.
Graver declared, "The idea of formalizing

the procedure -for student input should be
pursued." He sees the concept of depart-

mental student committees as a "potentially

workable solution. . . . The proposal meets a
need, and I am, therefore, in general

agreement with it." However, he views the

report as a "working paper," and would like

to hear more specific details on procedures.

Chandler has long favored a better flow of

student information into the tenure process.

He favors departmental student committees,
but sees no reason why non-majors could not

also serve to broaden committee per-

spectives. When asked about the possible

objections of some department heads to such

committees, he said that of course the faculty

would not force such committees on depart-

ments and that the system would be a

voluntary one.

Both Chandler and Graver declared
themselves opposed to the second proposal of

students serving on the CAP. Although

Graver could "understand why student

membership seems like a valuable idea" to

its proponents, he indicated that the disad-

vantages would outweigh the advantages.

"The lack of experience and training (of

student meml>ers) would seriously limit their

effectiveness on the Committee," he said.

"The work of the CAP is highly

professional, which may be a cliche," added

Chandler. "If we admit that there is a fun-

damental difference between faculty and
students, we must make a distinctioa" He
mentioned that most of the work of the CAP is

long range requiring the experience and long

view of senior faculty. The CAP places heavy

demands on the time of its members.

Chandl^could not remember a meeting that

lasted less than an hour and a half. Meetings

range from twice to five times a week, as

occurred once this February.

Asked to discuss some of the "professional

work" of the CAP, Graver replied that

evaluating untenured assistant prof«8Mm is

one of the most delicate tasks of the CAP. "If

one admits that tenure is a necessity, it is

inevitable that some (junior faculty) will

leave," he said. "This situation is exacer-

bated by the tight job market" Chandler has

stated tliat the present tenure ratio of around

SO per cent could go to 60 per cent in the next

generation, txit that ttie CAP would lilce to

keep it at the traditional level.

Thus, the problems of junior faculty

members are especially pressing. "It is our

concern that we create' as favorable a set of

circumstances as possible for faculty wiio do

not get tenure," said Chandler. Graver
pointed out, "A minority of untenured

assistant professors are denied reap-

, pointment after their first three year term."

Thus, at the end of six years, some faculty

members must be prepared to go into the job

market again.

Although Williams is "intensely designed

for education," to quote Graver, the ad-

ministration must give junior faculty a

chance to show their value to the open market
through professional accomplishments and
publishing. Chandler sees a danger of

"benign ex[doitation," which he defined as a

process that burdens junior members with

tasks and committee appointments which
take time and energy from personal projects.

To make ,-ipatiers more difficult, junior

faculty desire such tasks and appointments in

order to demonstrate what they have to offer

to Williams.

One sensitive debate that has touched the

CAP is whether the tenure decision should l>e

made earlier or later than the last year of the

second term. Graver mentioned that a longer

period would give the assistant professor

more time to prove himself, but might lower
his prospects in the job market. A shorter

period might enhance his ability to compete
with recent graduates, but would limit his

chances of demonstrating his qualifications

for tenure at Williams.

Future action

These are but some of the delicate and
complex issues that confront the CAP. At the

least, they deal with periods of six years.-

Chandler argued that students would serve

only a two year term and questioned their

qualifications to make decisions based on

events that occurred before and after their

stay on the Committee. However, he again

stressed the need for formal student input and
proposed the formation of a cprrdinate

student committee composed of the chair-

men of the departmental student committees.

This committee would regularly discuss over-

all issues with and make recommendations to

the CAP, according to Chandler. Graver
applauded this idea in principal, but again

stressed the need for discussion of details.

Both men hoped for real student-faculty

interaction on this question and stated that an
improved system was needed and could be
created. Tirey await the future action and
recommendations of the College Council.

/New uses

for a

landmark
by Charles Jansen

Winter Carnival's cross country race swung
open the closed gates of Mt. Hope last Friday

afternoon as team vans and cars lined the

drive twlow Elm Tree Mansion, amidst the

landscaped fields and woods of Williams

College's lOOfl acre estate. Competitors said it

was a- great course, and spectators, graced
with sunshine and beautiful views, would
surely agree. But the weekend has passed,

and the gates OfMt Hope, a separate entity of

Williams College operated by the Mt. Hope
Farm Corporation, are closed to faculty and
students.

Friday's race, however, pleased the Mt
Hope Committee which was established and-
charged by President Chandler last fall to

find future uses for the estate which annually

costs$100,000 to maintain. According to junior

Jon Abbott, speaking at a recent meeting of

the Committee, a local ski touring center has

expressed an interest in using Mt Hope
property for trails, "if the price is right."

A skeleton force of seven men currently

maintains the farm, and the Mt Hope Cor-

poration leases land to local farmers for feed

and grazing. But annual expenses for taxes,

utilities and insurance are fixed costs that

will not go down, and according to committee

member Thomas Jorling, the committee "is

focusing on a series of incremental choices to

reduce costs or raise income." Flenting ski

trails would be one such choice.

The greatest problem facing committee

members (Peter Welanetz, manager of Mt
Hope, faculty members, Fred Greene,

Jorling, and Benjamin Labaree, and juniors

Abbott, Helen Butcher, and Mike Durst) said

Chairman Thomas Dewey, college treasurer,

"is to acquaint all of us with what Mt Hope

has, what are its strengths artd weaknesses,

and what are our choices?" A timber and

water survey, weekly meetings and in-

dividual reports .and research promise to

keep the committee busy and will hopefully

provide some definite recommendations for

Chandler when the committee report is made
at the April Trustee meeting.

"Nothing is ruled out yet" said Chairman

Dewey, But "Nothing is on the table either,"

said Greene. The committee is at the stage of

mulling over many unspeclfic ideas, which

include: location of a research institute,

"clean light industry," and residential

development At the other extreme, the

college could continue to own the land and

make use of recreational or agricultural

opporhjnities that would control the financial

deficit. According to Dewey, "The mood of

the committee is to try and retain the natural

state of Mt Hope as much as possible."

This, said Welanetz, has been the goal of the

college since it purchased Mt Hope with the

aid of ananonymous foundation in November,

1962. Originally willed to Lennox Hill Hospital

of New York City in 1955 upon the death of

owner Colonel E. Parmalee Prentice, the

farm continued to operate and was used as a

summer residence by Prentice's wife Alta,

the daughter of John D. Rockefeller senior

until her death in 1%2. Lennox Hill then ac-

tively attempted to liquify the estate on the

open market for a year. Periphial parcels

were sold, including many of the 56 houses

once owned by Mt. Hope. Arbor Acres, a

commercial poultry farm, still operates on a

unit of 80 acres that it purchased at the time.

According to Welanetz, Lennox Hill made no

pretentions in its attempts to liquify the

estate.

"The college had an invested interest to

protect in the character of the community. In

one sense it was esthetically valuable, and on

the other side of the coin Mt Hope had been a

main economic prop in the community," said

Welanetz. From the 1930's through the 1950's

the farm had regularly employed as many as

150 persons.

Williams has attempted and hoped during

the past ten years to find a use for the estate

consistent with such a philosophy. Guidelines

established at the time of the purchase for

possible development of the propertyN in-

cluded: I) development must strengthen and

broaden Williamstown as an educational and

cultural center; 2) the several developments

together should sustain Williamstown's tax

base; 3) the natural beauty and charm of the

community must be preserved) 4) integration

of users of Mt Hope Farm with each other

and with the facilities, faculty and students

must l>enefit all concerned.

According to Dewey, the college did a

"thorough job in the late 60's" and tried to

screen out various alternatives. At one point

Williams hired Charles Schweighauser who
spent three years attempting to find various

uses for the property. One possibility was an

accredited veterinary college. Another was a

coordinate womens', institution. But the

University of Massachusetts decided to locate

its veterinary school in Worcester, aild

Williams decided to go coed. And at present
"something would have to come out of the

blue . . . down the pipe," said Welanetz,

before a single use or plan could "appear on

the horizon."

Formerly an experimental farm in

genetics, Mt Hope was established in 1910 by

Colonel Prentice to show that agricultural

production could be improved through
technologica' advance. The farm specialized

in cattle and poultry breeding, and was known
for its fi.ie apple orchards and honey.

Prentice was concerned with developing

sufficient food supplies for the country. His
work in breeding chickens won the farm a

gold medal from the Massachusetts depart-

ment of agriculture in 1924, awards from Italy

in 1933, and in the late '30's descendants of

hens from Mt Hope (a white Leghorn and a
Rhode Island Red) appeared on a Bulgarian
postage stamp.

However, Mt Hope was an inefficient farm.
"It was a case of wealthy people trying to put
their money to use," says Welanetz.
Welanetz, ci|ed for example, that the best

apple crop only lost $28,000. The Orchards are
on slopes, spread out and the standards of

quality were high and expensive.

Elm Tree mansion, like the rest of the farm,
also possesses features possible only in an
estate where money posed no limitations. A
central vacuum system, an Aeolian pipe
organ, ten marble fire places,- and two bank
vaults for china and silver are luxuries still to

be found in the mansion, finished in 1928. The
cow bam on the estate is English Tudor in

style, has three foot stone walls, and cost (1
million to build in the '20's. Other structures
on tiie estate include the Piggerf) the Hay
Drielt West End, and the Townsend Bams.
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On one level this controversy has its roots in

the manner in which he was appointed. The

Committee on Appointments and Promotions

spent five months on an elaborate and

exhaustive search for a new director. The

Student participation in the selection process

consisted of an eight person committee

composed of members of the Cap and Bells

Society which met with each of the candidates

and reported their general consensus on each

one to the C.A.P. The one candidate whom the

student committee almost unanimously

recommended not be given the job was, in-

terestingly enough, Bucky.

The subsequent appointment of Bucky thus

caused some understandable ill-feeling

among varioQs members of Cap and Bells

who felt that this apparent disdain for student

opinion was not exactly in line with the

current fashion of striving for increased

student participation in administrative

decisions. Prof. Graver, who is the Division I

representative on the CAP., stated that they

"discussed the student reservations about

Bucky at some length, but we felt that his

positive qualifications were so strong that he

was, in our judgment, by far the best can-

late for the job."

On another level though, the student ob-

jections to Bucky's appointment can be seen

as due to atendency to reduce the man to

symbolic sUtuS and to view his appointment

•8 the imposition of a n«w ideology and

direction 00 theater at Williams. Although the

validity pf this is questionable, Mr. Bucky is

an outspoken man, (or in the words of the Cap
and Bells members "dogmatic") who holds

definite ideas on the nature and purpose of

theater as an educational experience and his

role as a theater director, and it is in the

nature of these ideas that the source of the

student rancor lies.

There is strong feeling, especially among
faculty members, that theatre at Williams

has been turned into an expensive ex-

tracurricular activity, one where self-

indulgent students turn out lavish frivolous

spectacles that rarely show any evidence of

an attempt at an interpretation (or of the

director having a coherent view) of the play's

meaning on a literary level. Bucky's

assurances that he will treat theater as a

serious discipline, that he will have total

control over all productions at the AMT, that

he will increase the emphasis on the literary

aspects of drama, that he will try to promote

more drama department activities involving

other departments, and that he will work for a

drama major have thus endeared him to the

hearts of this first group.

These same views have had the oH>osite

effect on those people, largely students, who
feel that theater is intrinsically not an

academic discipline and that Bucky's policies

will stifle the creative energy of those in-

volved in the theater, and will Umit par-

ticipation in the theater to only those people

who are intent on careers in drama. It is

generally agreed, though, that it would be

rash to leap to any conclusions concerning a

man who has yet to spend more than 24 hours

on tliis campus, and everyone involved is

more than willing to give him a chance to

work and try out his ideas. The controversy is

ultimately a minor one and anyone who has

survived the past nine years a Berkeley

should be more than able to ride out any
turmoil that Williams can produce. |—

,

more meeting
from page one

during the ceremony, but they decided a

panthermonium in his honor in Williamstown
would be more appropriate. Now that he has

returned, President Chandler still joins the

group for coffee from time to time.

Since its inception, membership has in-

creased, the coffee has improved, and the

meeting place has changed, but the Panthers

continue to provide the opportunity for

members of the Williamstown community to

greet menibers of the college community and

discuss the issues of the day. The Log is

particularly appropriate for their meetings,

because after spending a morning in the

company of these delightful gentlemen one

realizes that a valuable learning experience

is a student on one end of a log and a Panther

on the other. !Z1

The Scottish society
An organizational meeting will be held on Thursday, February 28, at 7:30 p.m.

in the living room of Spencer House for the Williams Scottish Society. It is

open to all students and members of the Williamstown community interested
in Scotland and its culture. Interests and plans of the group will

be discussed. Especially welcome are those with specialized knowledge in

areas such as music, language, dance, etc. If unable to attend, please contact
Tad Fraizer '76, at 597-6155 or "Spencer House.

Nonviolent alternatives
The Northern Berkshire Community for Nonviolent Alternatives is sponsoring

a pot-luck supper and an evening of presentations and discussions concerning
building a sense of community through engaging in action for social change.
Francis Crowe, of the American Friends Service Committee^ and Frank
Dorman, of Western Massachusetts Clergy and Laity Concerned, will speak
about "Joyfully Working for Social Change at the Local Uvel." During the
evening, several local community action groups will present themselves. The
supper and presentation will be fjpld on February 24 at 5:30 P.M., at the Firit
United Methodist Church, 163 Main Street, in Williamstown (at the intersection
of Water Street and Mai»i Street). People who are interested in attending are •

requested to bring food to share and. if possible, their own eaUng utensils.
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the manner in which he was appointed. The

Committee on Appointments and Promotions

spent five months on an elahorate and

exhaustive search for a new director The

student participation in the selection process

consisted of an eight person committee

composed of members of the Cap and Bells

Society which met with each of the candidates

and reported their general consensus on each

one to the C. A. P. The one candidate whom the

student committee almost unanimously
recommended not be given the job was, in-

terestingly enough, Bucky.

The subsequent appointment of Bucky thus

caused some understandable ill-feeling

among various members of Cap and Bells

who felt that this apparent disdain for student

opinion was not exactly in line with the

current fashion of striving for increased

student participation in administrative

decisions. Prof. Graver, who is the Division I

representative on the CAP., stated that they

"discussed the student reservations about

Bucky at some length, but we fell that his

positive qualifications were so strong that he

was, in our judgment, by far the best can-

yidate for the job."

On another level though, the student ob-

jections to Bucky's appointment can be seen

as due to a tendency to reduce the man to

symboHc status and to view his appointment

as the imposition of a new ideology and

direction on theater at Williams. Although the

validity of this is questiona'ble, Mr. Bucky is

an outspoken man, ( or in the words of the Cap
and Bells members "dogmatic") who holds

definite ideas on the nature and purpose of

theater as an educational experience and his

role as a theater director, and it is in the

nature of these ideas that the source of the

student rancor lies.

There is strong feeling, especially among
faculty members, that theatre at Williams

has been turned into an expensive ex-

tracurricular activity, one where self-

indulgent students turn out lavish frivolous

spectacles that rarely show any evidence of

an attempt at an interpretation (or of the

director having a coherent view) of the play's

meaning on a literary level. Bucky's

assurances that he will treat theater as a

serious discipline, that he will have total

control over all productions at (he AMT, that

he will increase the emphasis on the literary

aspects of drama, that he will try to promote

more drama department activities involving

other departments, and that he will work for a

drama major have thus endeared him to the

hearts of this first group.

These same views have had the opposite

effect on those people, largely students, who
feel that theater is intrinsically not an

academic discipline and that Bucky's policies

will stifle the creative energy of those in-

volved in the theater, and will limit par-

ticipation in Ihe theater to only those people

who are intent on careers in drama. It is

generally agreed, though, that it would be

rash to leap to any conclusions concerning a

man who has yet to spend more than 24 hours

on this campus, and everyone involved is

more than willing to give him a chance to

work and try out his ideas. The controversy is

ultimately a minor one and anyone who has

survived the past nine years a Berkeley

should be more than able to ride out any
turmoil that Williams can produce.
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during the ceremony, but they decided a

panthermonium in his honor in Williamstown
would be more appropriate. Now that he has

returned. President Chandler still joins the

group for coffee from time to time.

Since its inception, membership has in-

creased, the coffee has improved, and the

meeting place has changed, but the Panthers

continue to provide the opportunity for

members of the Williamstown community to

greet members of the college community and

discuss the issues of the day. The Log is

particularly appropriate for their meetings,

because after spending a morning in the

company of these delightful gentlemen one

realizes that a valuable learning experience

is a student on one end of a log and a Panther

on the other. [j

The Scottish society
An organizational meeting will be held on Thursday, February 28, at 1 'AD p.m.

in the living room of Spencer House for the Williams Scottish Society. II is

open to all studenLs and members of the Williamstown community interested
in Scotland and iLs culture Interests

^ and plans of the group will

be discussed. Especially welcome are those with specialized knowledge in

areas such as music, language, dance, etc If unable to attend, please contact
Tad Fraizer '76, at 597-61,5S or Spencer House. x
Nonviolent alternatives

The Northern Berkshire Community for Nonviolent AUdrnatives is sponsoring
a pot-luck supper and an evening of presentations and discussions concerning
building a sense of community through engaging in action for sotial change
Francis erowe, of the American Friends Service Committee, and Wgnk
Dorman, of Western Massachusetts Clergy and Laity Concerned, will Speak
about "Joyfully Working Tor Social Change at the Local Level." During th^
evenmg, several local community action groups will present themselves. The
supper and presentation will be held on February 24 at 5:30 P.M., at the First ^
United Methodist Church, 163 Main Street, in Williamstown (at the intersection
of Water Street and Main Street). People who are interested in attending are
requested to bring food to share and, if possible, their own eating utensils.
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If you count »»»

1) votes for oandldates

2) votes In the presidential election

3) general votes in the pres, election

U) total number of votes

5) total nuaber of voters

Rf(ijn/A,/r(H<jk'/2/JI/74 5
Phillipa gets

56.8^

51.1^

50,9^

Comment

Where

are 152

ballots?
In.luy SulliNaii

II IS (linicull Id si'c how Stove I'lijllips h;is

uoii llu' Collc'gi' Council ck'ction lor

IJicsidciicy.

Hill, m unolhiT way. it is easy lo see He lias

won because the ('ollef4e Council Klections

Coiiiinillee has adopted a set of artiitrars

rules which imprecisely define what a "vole"

IS m a Williams election

The ligures ol the election are crucial, ol

course The most important linure is this:

\i:f\ sludents \()ted in the elections "\'olinf;

in the election" means lakinsi a pen and

making some sort nl clear choice somewhere
on the l)allol The Klections Commillee
received Vl^A hallols each ol which, at some
|iiiint, showed that a Williams stiidenl had

made a choice lietwcen various caiytidates

III the 1254 voters, 11112 voted lor the

presidency. "N'oting lor the presidenc.\ ," as

(lelined hy College Council President .loe

(ioiKlnuin at last nighl's Council meeting,

means: |i casting a vote lor either Kory
Nugent, Don Clark, or Ste\c I'hilhps. 2i

uriting in another student's name, or some
sort ol name, including Donald Duck, :i i

vwiting the word 'ahstain" on Ihc

presidential section ol tlx' hallot. •) i

"generally ahstaining" Irom both the

jiresidential choice and the other contesis In

NU'iting the word "abstain" on the entire

ballot, and .'ii casting a "no \(ite "

In each ol these categories, the \dte went as

lollows: ,')l)l votes lor Phillips; 2(il votes lor

.\ugent; KiH votes h)r Clark. K.'i write-ins and
abstentions; 22 general abstentions; and fi no

votes l''i\(' hundred sixty-one plus 2fil plus KiK

plus 8,') plus 22 plus ,5 i-quals 1102

Therelore, t)y the criteria ol the Klections

Committee, 11(12 Williams students voted lor

College Council president II is this figure that

the Klections Conimiltee has used to compute
I'hdhps' supposed majority

Hul somewhere there are \W1 ballots still to

Ih' accounted for lor. lo look at it from the

Klections Committee's point of view,
ignoredi. One thousand two hundred and
lifly-four i total votes) minus 11(12 equals 152

These 152 ballots presumably contain

votes but not for the presidency. On these

152 ballots it is safe to assume that the

presidential choice was left blank, while other

choices were made for the CKI', CCI., etc

These 152 ballots were not counted when
Phillips' majority was determined
Why'' Mecause the students v\ho ignored the

presidential choice did not vvrile the word
"abstain" on Iheir hallot on the presidential

section. Those hallols winch coiilained the
word "abstain " on the presidentinl section
were I'ounted in the final tally.

Iiu( wi'n' the l,-)L' peiiplf who iKiiorcri llic

cliiilcf fully Instriutcd on how to "abslaln '

«licii lli(\ were glicii (lu>ii biillots? Did they
know (IkiI a blank wiiiilil not lounl? How can
llic i:i((liims ( (iniiiilllee count the Donald
Duck wiile-in Mites, and not connl the blank
inisidenlial ballols, wliidiin SDiiie cases iiiaV

have been left blank In silent protest against
llir (|nalit\ uf the candidates.'

There is no way lo a<-curatel\ analw.e the

iikhhIs ol the voters. But the College Couiu-il

campaign tailed to excite the student body lo

any grea; degree, and there's no point in

denving the lacl that some studenis thought
that the presidential election was a dcNil's

choice It does not seem lo he loiall>

unreasonable lo suggest that son I thai

cynicism and disdain iiia> be hidden in those

152 blank ballols

.\nd the point is thai that a|)athy and
I'ynicism is a legitimate pari ol a Williams
College election It cannol tie ignored There
wvrv. no general instructions distributed lo

Williams students which sel nut liir them iii

lull and precis<' detail hou lo accuraleh
rcllect that c.Miuisni One ciniinl help hul

think that those 152 sludents. il cnnlaclrd

now. would be slir|irise(l lo liiurihal llicir

ballots VM'ic ciiiinted in llir nlliei laics hul

I because nl the blank uilhniil Ihe wcrd
'alisia

I n '

I w I're mil couiileil in 1 he

[iresidciil lal lace

I hose l."iL' liallcils make all the ditlerenie. il

mil' I onipiiles l'liilll|is' liilal \iite based on tlie

liilal nnmliei nl Mitels— \'l:^\— he ireei\es

oiih III pel cent ol the stiuleilt \iite. \ugeiil

gels I'll II pel cent and (lark i:i.:! per cent. Hitli

21 7 per ( eiit lit the ballots as abstentions,

w rile ins. or no \ oles.

Ismg aii> other ligures. Phillips uiii-- a

iiia|iiril> II \ini couiil Ihe liilal number ol

voles cast lor Ihe candiilali's i N'ugenI plus

I'hillifis plus Clark I. Phillips gcN 51; H per

ceni II you coiinl the number ol \iili's(asl in

Ihe presidenlial elcclion 1 Nugenl pins ('l:iik

plus Phillips plus write ins anil ";ili

stentions'i Phillips gels 52 2 |)er cenl II \nii

count the number ol general Miles (\ugciil

plus Phillips plus Clark [iliis uiileiiis :inil

absteni ions |dus g('iier,il alislrnl miis

Phillips gels 5] 1 per cent II \oii coiinl Ihr

iiuiiilicr ol total \oles i\iigeiil plus Phillips

plus Clark plus write ins and absleiilions plus

general alisleiilions plus no \'olesi Phillips

gets .ill ".I per cenl ' llius Ihe lie \d heaillinc on

|>;ige oiu'i »

Hul those ligures. Irom one \ lew |iiiiiil . ,iie

irrelevant The Klections Conimillee has

made a serious mistake in ignoring the 152

blank presidential ballols. parlicularl\ in

view that some ol those b.dliils ina\ ha\<'

U'cn abstentions 111 Ihe niiiiils ol the Milers

Why those ballols are not abslenl ions in Ihc

final tally is contusing, at best

Did those 152 students know how lo abslain''

The College Council approved Ihe report ol

the Klections Committee last night b\ a

unanimous vote. That biKly's approval ol Ihis

election can only Ix- seen as a very sad

commentary on student polilics at Williams

le cinema au eourant
Phantom India

France-India. I9«K. Director. Louis Maile. In

Color. February 19 - Paris I, II: Kehruary
21 Parts III. IV; February 2fi - Parts V, VI.

VII. All showings in Kronlman at 7::tn.

In 1966, Louis Malle, the director of Zazie
flans le Metro, I.es Amants. I,e Foux follet,

and l,e Souirie au coeur. decided to retire

from films, at leasts for a while. S(xin

thereafter, the French Foreign Ministry sent

him to India a,s a cultural representative
While serving in this capacity, he conceived
the idea of doing a full-scale documentary on
India. Late in 1967, Malle set out without a

script and with . a two-man crew, a

cameraman and a sound technician, to

tfapture the India that has rarely been cap-
tured on film. The Indian authorities granted

~K

him permission to rojim and film at will,

without interference After six months of

"total improvising ", as he has described it,

he returned to Paris where he spent eighteen

months editing the footage The fruit.s of those

months' labor are Calcutta, a feature-length

documentary, and Phantom India, seven 50

minute segments for television This series

has been shown in five countries, including

Ihe United .Stales where it was aired over

NET Ihis past fall When the segments were

broadcast over BBC. the Indian government

expelled the BBC from New Delhi, with

complaints over Ihe distortion of the

material. Malle has said in his defense:

"They may not have liked some of my
pohtical comments in the film, but the

complaints about my showing starving and
Ix'gging— you go out in an Indian street, and
it's hard nut to film Ix'ggars."

In Part One: "The Impossible Camera,"
Malle travels south from Calcutta lo film Ihe

daily life of fishermen and peasants There
poverty &nd sickness are seen in the midst of

extraordinary natural beauty .Some of the

sights in Part Two: "Things Seen in Madras"
include a five-hour religious festival, movie
studios, and a dancing school in Kalcheira
where young girls learn the aTicient holy

dances Part Three: "The Indians and the

Sacred" concerns the spiritual life of India

with emphasis on the way Ihe Hindu
philosophy of worldly negation and tran-

scendence affects everyday life. Kerala is the

subject of Part K^r: 'Dream and Healily
"

Kerala is an exotic paradise, Ihe single Indian

slate which i^oinls to the future, a progressive
slate with a. Communist majority The s<K-ial

hierarchy of Ihe village of Kajastan is the

locus of Part Five: "A Look at the Castes."
Part Six: "On Ihe Fringes of Indian S(K'iety"

examines the Jewish community in Cochin,

the Pharsees in Bombay, and such aboriginal

tribes as llie Bonda. Part Seven: "Bombay
'I'he Kulure India" provides a look at the city

which serves as a barometer for changes in

the political and cultural values of Indian

ci\ilizalion

In an interview with the late Newsweek
correspondent Steve Saler, Malle said: "I

love India and 1 miss it. The sound and smell
there is very, very sensual. 'Phanloni India'

IS modest and free-- my best work." In this

film, .Malle has been able to utilize Ihe

documentary format hir a metaphysical

.|o«llp(U'\ , He allempts to fathom Kastern
conceptions such as the way the indiv idual is

defined in terms of his relationships lo other

lx'o[)le and the particular kind ol solitude an

overcrowded society can afford It is not

sur|n-ising that .Malic has succeeded in

capluring the complexilies and con-

Iradiclions ol Indian hie. While filming, he

regarded the project as a (X-rsonal journal 1

1

makes all the dilference that this is a

<locumenlai\ made by an artist Penelope
Cilliatt lias written; "i.Mallei catches, with

great plastic grace and intellectual insight, a

lot ol the wondi'r of the place. As with all his

work, the lilm is like something drawn from
memory. II seems to be happening in Ihe

''^''"'
Willie Tolliver

A
year of

questions
by Susan Kay

";\mericans are given to thoughtless

consumption which derives liom exploitation

ol Ihe iiroducers. Such is the case with the

exploitation ol migrant workers, a i-heap

labor pool lor economi/.ation by the growers

The thoughtless consiimplion hy middle class

.•\merica has a causal relationship to the

sullenng ol the workers There must Im' a

realization ol this
"

,lohn (liKlfrey, the sjx'aker. is trying to aid

m this realization He is a member ol Ihe

Farm Workers Boycolt Support Committee of

Portland. Maine, and spoke at Williams on

Wednesday, Feb. 15. Codfrey, a 197:! graduate

of the f'niversit.v of Toronto, plans lo do

graduate work in African history at the

University of Wisconsin next year He has

been actively working on Itie lettuce boycolt

in Portland since last August Unemployi-d al

the time, he Ix'came aware of Ihe problem

and, through his "radical empathy, "he fell

into the movement
(Jodfrey now feels the leltuce boycott is just

beginning to lake hold and quantitative

analysis should Ix' available wilhiii Ifie next

lew monthi;^

According'^o GiKlfrey, the migrant worker

isananomoly vithin the massive resources of

the l!.S. (iodlT'.'y feels Ihe situation has an

economic paralPd with the sugar plantations

of Cuba and Ihe'iCariblx-an. Both are labor

intensive work, i"Mying on the work of the

landless peasant, \.

(Hxlfrey mamlaih 'd that boycotting and
striking are the tacticSi used by unions ( in this

case the United Farm Workers) "to make
industries res|X)nd to human needs." The
strike makes it more costly for Ihe owner to

makt" his prtxiuct; the boycott causes him to

lower the price said to Cixlfrey. The Tafl-

llartley amendment to Ihe National Labor
Helations Act, (lodfrey claimed, look away
the unions' right to boycott because, ac-

cording to lis legislators, unions were
powerlul enough without the Ixiycolt.

W eak union

Codliey feels the United Farm Workers
Union is a weak union, not represented by the

.National Labor Relations Hoard or .Act They
need the right to boycott because, (lodfrey

slated, il they do not like the contract and
strike, the growers will gel "scab" labor and
break the strike. The Farm Workers desire

representation by Ihe NLKA without the

stipulations ot the Taft-Hartley Amendment,
CiKllrey said, because they can't afford logo
under the NLKA. The boycott is a necessity

since Ihe growers restrict all the economic
power ol the workers.

Ill Sept. 11170. legislation prevented Ihe

Farm workers Irom striking or boycotting in

Calilornia, Calilornia prohibited such action

111 a jurisdictional dispute between two unions

1111 this case the UFW and the Teamsters)
which would put industry in the middle.

The ruling was appealed and in Dec 1972,

Ihe Calilornia Supreme Court reversed. the

lower court's ruling and declared that

"sweetheart contracts" had been signed by

Ihe Teamslers and growers.

'Ihe Teamsters presence is un-

democralic- not illegal. tVut unjust." ac-

cording lo (iodfrey. They botli represent ho\\'

much the growers are willing to pay and
maintain the labor contracl«ng system,
w hereby a labor conlraclor buys the labor for

Ihe grower and lakes 20 per cent of the

laborer's wages, he added.

The UFW. on Ihe other hand, uses hiring

halls, workers are sent lo jobs on the basis of

si'niority. as opposed to the labor contractors

w ho only take the young and strong (lodfrey

lecls this gives job security which is absent in

the Teamster contracts

The UFW employed both strikes and
boycotts until last August when two deaths

(K'curred due to harassment of the strikers by

"goons" hired by the Teamsters 1 to use
(iixifrey's phrase). At that point, the strike

was called oft and so, (i(xifrey claimed, the

boycolt remains the Farm Workers sole

weapon.

(lodlrey concluded: "So the struggle
coiilinues Patience is required Chavez
struggles and asks for assistance- not

financial aid. but human resources and help."

.•\nd so the struggle continues for ,)ohn

(iodfrey, who is back in Portland, trying to

get more stores and institutions "to come
clean." j" 1

Livingston Taylor in North Adams
North Adams State College Presents: Livingston

I'aylorand the.John PausetteDart String Band on Sunday. February 24th,

1974 alK:00 p.m. at the North AdamsStateCollege (iymnasium Tickets:$:i .50-

College ID 's Hetpiired. Tickets for Williams College studenis will be sold

al Discoveries in Williamstown Plans had originally been made to

present.John Martyn with Livingston Taylor, however, he was unable

to gain entry into the United Stales and the Student Senate

was forced to aller plans

"Liv" is a twenty-three yearold song-writer and folk-singer with humor,
ambition, and talent He possesses a naive, child-like quality with which he's built an
appreciative following "X

In residence
Twyla Tharp and her dance company will be in residence al Williams

College from March 7-9 as the last offering of Ihis year's dance .series.

Tickets are on sale al the AMT tx)x office both for the open rehearsal

($1.5(V-time to be announced) and for the performances on the 8th and
the 9th. There is unlimited .seating for Williams studenis at $2 00 Regular fee

\(i $4.00. On Thursday, March 7, the company will hold an open workshop
in La.sell Gymnasium at .3:30 p.m., open free to Williams students, otherwise

$2.50 will be charged at the door.

in action
A Folkdance workshop with Conny and Marianne Taylor will be held on

Feb. 23, at2p,m, in Lasell Gymnasium. It is open to all.
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This column is jtol dedicated to our

comrades in Warsaw, txit rather, to our

txiddies who-take part in UPI's New England

t>askett>ail small college ratings poll. I

happened to glance at the Division II rankings

turday and was rather stunned to read the

following: 1. Bentley; 2. tie between

Assumption and St. Michael's; 4. Hartford; 5.

TUFTS; 6. Bryant; 7. Sacred Heart; 8.

Stonehill; 9. tie among JRINITY. AIC and

WILLIAMS r:-:

Now, wait a minute! Isn't that the same

Williams that whipped No. 5 Tufts, 103-92, and

took fourth-rated Hartford down to the final

seconds before succumbing, 74-72?

Isn't that the same Williams that toyed with

Trinity two weeks ago, 90-73, and boasts a 10-5

(now 11-5) record against some of the

toughest competition New England college

division basketball has to offer?

Isn't that the same Williams that has lost

four of its games at the hands of twice-beaten

Union and powerful Albright, two ranking

New York schools, Brandeis, number one in

Division III, and Hartford?

The answer to all three questions is yes.

Why," then, does UPI bother to publish such a

ridiculous poll, and why doBoston area teams

dominate the top spots?

The first problem is that only one half of the

coaches bother to vote. It's pretty difficult for

a coach to rate teams like Bentley, Assump-
tion, and St. Michael's, perennial

powerhouses who face different competition
— Bridgeport, St. Anselm's, Evansville, et al.

— there's just no common ground between

some of the schools. "Those that do vote,"

Williams head coach Curt Tong pointed out,

"are concerned with the prestige of those

things."

The Boston teams, he continued, are the

"big politicos . . . They don't operate on the

same level as we do — they want an NCAA
(not a Division 1 1 playoff) bid" and realize^

that a strong showing in the polls iSy^

-prerequisite. / -

Recently, in an effort to produce a more

-acjHirate ratings^ystemrUPlwatvecTthe nile

prohfciting a coach from voting for his own

team. The polls, however, have become even

more unrepresentative. Williams was rated

sixth two weeks ago.

Is there any solution to the problem? Not

really, unless an informal "league" were

formed including, say, Tufts, Hartford, AIC,

Springfield, WPI, the Little Three, Trinity,

Middlebury, Colby and Bates, to name just a

dozen. Competiton between these sctiools

could determine each team's proper place in

the ratings.

But such thoughts are best left unsaid —
academic-oriented schools like Williams and

others would never go for the idea. After all,

Williams is not out to establish itself as a

regional power. '

Yet, the ratings must frustrate the Ephs a

little. Common sense tells one that the Purple

are a better basketl)all team than Tufts or

Trinity — they've proven their superiority

where it counts, not in the ratings, but on the

basketb^rfl oJttFt^he Ephs are certainly not

five rungs t)elow Hartfordr-^ither, as their

mid-December encounter atte

MEN! - • WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! No experience
required. Excellent pay.
Worl(iwlde travel. Perfect
sunrinner job or career. Send $3.00

for information. SEAFAX, Dept.

2-Q. P.O. Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.

ART &
PRINTS

•^, IK \>ii; .sii«i»

Itchy Scalp?

Oily Hair?

Unruly Hair?

Any Scalper Hair Problems?
LET US HELP

Mail or drop your

questions off at the shop.

, We'll answer by mail-'

St. Pierres Barber Shop
Spring Street

(Next to cinema)

Williamstown

THE
SPIRIT
SHOP

LIQUORS—WINES^ BEER

LOWEST PRICES I ^ TOWN
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

134 Cole Avenue Williamstown

Phohe 458-3704

THE KRONICK INSURANCE AGENCY
57 MAIN STREET 643-5341 NORTH ADAMS
ATTENTION ALL WILLIAMS STUDENTS SUBJECT: 1974 AUTO INSURANCE

1. We are npw accepting 1974 Auto Insurance Applications and Renewals on Low Manual Rales

2. Time Payments 3. Immediate Plates and Insurance

4. Leading Companies—Fast Claim Service 5. All Ages

4. Compare our rales witti those you are now paying.

RATES QUOTED ON REQUEST
WRITE OR PHONE TODAY FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
INSURERS TO WILLIAMS STUDENTS FOR OVER 30 YEARS

The store that brought you discount

SQUASH equipment now has

discount

POOL & BILLIARD}^^-^::

equipment
-v^^y

WILLIAMS CO-OP
Spring Street

"T"

Will there be no Justice? Not unless

Williams earns a Division II playoff berth and

trounces Tufts a second time Only then will

the Purple be able to thumb their noses at

those who relegated Williams to a lowly ninth

in the standings.

I'm certain Sheehy, Ellison, Patterson,

Dittman, Cartel' and Ca would welcome the

opportunity. D

Ephs Squash

?*r;

Cards, MI'

€all to Amy
-
—

^ ~ -*y Mark Donovah
The varsity squash team carries a 4-8

record into tomorrow's match with Trinity in

Hartford. The Ephs beat T^rinity 6-3 last year,

but the Bantams are a vabtly improved team.

Trinity has beaten the likes of Bowdoin and
Army, both of whom Administered 5-4 defeats

to the Ephmen this year.

Instead of going to classes, the squash team
opened the semester by traveling to Mid-
dletown, Conn, for a match with Wesleyan.

Traditionally the Purple's weakest opponent,

Wesleyan proved to be a little testier than
usual this year. Sophomore sensation Frank
Gianimattei found the goingparticularly tough
at no. 1. Down 2-1, Giammattei survived a

match point in the fourth game, before

squeezing out an 18-17 win. The fifth game

!^j«**«s*^,*»«S*S«>«S*i*isf>«»«S*'#««^^^

BERKSHIRE
AUDIO

"Everything in Sound"

SALES SERVICE INSTALLATION

AUTO & HOME STEREO

Car and Home Stereos

by Pioneer and Craig

BSR Turntables

8-Track Recorders

Pioneer and Craig factory service station

Blank Recording Tapes

Open AAon . 8. Thurs. 9-5,_
"'

Sat. 9 5

Toes., Wed., Fri., 9-5:30

PHON E : 444-4600

70 Union Street North Adams, Mass

GRAND OPENING
Cinema at the Sheraton

featuring

Ash Wednesday
starring

Elizabeth Taylor

entrance 40 AAain Street, North Adams
take elevator to lower level

was nM ejcaclly a laugh, either, as Giam-
"mattei rbially pulled it out ls-13.

Bob Befk was not so lucky at no. 3. After a

long and)hard-fought match, Beck found
himself ori'tne short end of a 17-15 score in the

fifth game. Thw was the only loss for the Eph
racqudtmen, ak everyone else disposed of

their Cardinal ttes in short order, giving

Williams a strongNs^l victory.

Last Tuesday, theSjquash team traveled to

West Point to play an Army team that lost ju
first eight players frohalast year. Things
started auspiciously for uie Ephmen as both

Giammattei and Dave Hmman at no 9

finished off their Cadet foes oVs-o scores. On
the other three ciourts. Bob B(^, co-captain

Mark Donovan, and sophomore nUkeWemcr
(atnos. 3, 5, and! respectively) wen^all down
2-1. Itwas clear that Williams would pinbably

have to pull out one of these matches^r a

vjctory. But, asJuckand uime question^lu
calls,by the Cadets would have it, the evd

players took the courts with the Ephs down .<
""

2.'*

Co-captain Peter Talbert, seemingly at the

point of death with a terrible cold, played

brilliant squash at the ha 2 positioa Too wealc

to hit !the ball^rd, Talbert had to rely on

uncanny corners and devastating drop shoi.s

to stop his Army foe. It is rumored tiiai

Coach Sloane plans to arrange for Talbert

to come down with pneumonia just before the

Nationals.

With the match tied at 3-all, it was up to

Bruce Sheehan, Mike Watkins and Gene
Berg. Sheehan dropped three close games.

and Watkins was subjected to the worst call of

the day in his match; so the Cadets pulled

ahead 5-3. Gene Berg out-Armied Army in his

match at the no. 6 position and played his best
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game of guerilla-warfare squash to win 3-2.

But it was too little too late, with the final

gcore 5-4 for Army.

Adding iMUlt to Injury, the bus broke down

on the way back and it was 6'/^ hours and a

couple of cold ones later before the weary

Eplis racquetmen returned to WiUiamstown.

On Saturday, Williams
.
played its best

match of the season against a very good

M.I.T. team. Frank Giammattei providedhis

fans with yet another nail-blter, as he went

five games before besting his Engineer foe.

Gaimmattei now sports an impressive 9-3

record, by far the best on the team. Bob Beck

fifet another heartbreaker at no. 3, this time it

was 17-16 in the fifth. Bech had fought back

from a 2-0 deficit, tied it up, and gone ahead

14-11 in the final game. But William Young,

also MIT's top tennis player, bore down and

forced the game Into the overset which he

eventually won.~ Down the line, Williams plAyed strong

squash on Saturday. Talbert, still sick, won

handily at no. 2; Stuart Browne won 3-0 at no.

4, and Watkins smiled his way to a 3-2 win.

The bottom of the line-up was especially

tough, as noB. 6 through 9 gave up just two

\ games. D

batmen lose

Itch, Pail

at Amherst
The Williams CollegeXvarsity wrestling

team failed in its attempt t(Hsapture the Little

Three crown Saturday, falling to host

Amherst, 24-18. In addition to indexing the

league title, the Lord Jeffs took possession of

the Purple Pall, symbolic of wn^^tling

supremacy between the two arch-rival

Three factors contributed to the Ei>hs'

demise— the large, vocal Amherst crowd, ai

early 15-0 deficit, and the Jeffs' cruciali

victory in the 134-pound divisloa Take away
any one of these, and it might have been an

entirely different story.

The absence of Wed Temko forced the

Purple to forfeit the 126-pound class and when
co-captaln Dave Giles was pinned at Uj the

Ephs quickly found themselves down, "12-0.

The succeeding 134-pbund bout, however, was
thejcey to the Little Three championship.

Coach Dalley had prepared two 134-

pounders. Hardy Coleman, who usually

wrestles In the division, and Gene Progale,
Williams' top 142-pounder. Dalley chose to pit

strength against strength, Progale against
Amherst's once-beaten 134-pcund grappler.
The gamble failed. Frogale was decisively
beaten to put the Ephs 15 dowa
Coleman started a belated Purple

comeback at 142 with a crushing lO-l win, and
when Dick Rhodes muscled his 157-pound
adversary to th« mat, the Ephs were still

alive, 18-9.
,

But this was not to be Williams' day. Marc
Mitchell and Jeff May dropped close
decisions marred by questionable officiating

to seal the match for Amherst, making Peter
Gerra's superb showing at 190 and Harry
Jackson's forfeit win at heavyweight
academic.

It was a disheartening loss for the Purple,
now 3-6 on the season, who had high hopes of

bringing the league title back to Willian)-

stown after a lengthy absence. Fate, un-

fortunately, was not on their side. Ej

Eastman sets

school pole

vault record
The Williams indoor track team got off to a

shaky start on their way to the Easterns but

when they finally arrived at Tufts, things

began to go their way. The trip down was
noisily punctuated with demands to turn l>ack

before, the van ran out of gas tKit Coach
Dzurinko persevered and led the team to

Medford. .

The runners arrived to find the pole vault

going on and watched Dave McLaughry clear

12' 6", then take his usual three misses at 13'.

Senior Ron Eastman returned to the event

and cleared 13', then 13' 6" before going out at

14', more because of fatigue than lack of

, technique. Ron's vault of 13' 6" was good for

^fourth place and also snapped the existing

college record of 13' S'-i" held by Tim Burns
'73. ^.

Ken\einbach and Paul Skudder rushed

through tteir warmup for the unseeded

section of thfemile run. Ken ran a tough race,

holding on to iiven pace to a 4:24.1 clocking,

which brought him nothing but the best

Williams time this year. Skudder blasted out

like a miler, then faded to two mile pace,

finishing well back in 4:34.5. John Rathgeber

then demonstrated that same pace In the two
mile, turning in a competent 9 : 51 .5 race while
hoping for finer things.

Running in a borrowed uniform, Joe
Newsome ran easily through the trials and
semis to qualify for the final of the 50 yard
dash. Peter Johnson came over from Wellsley

to replace the injured Mike Reed in the 45

yard high hurdles and also easily quaUfled for

the finals though knocking over his usual

quota of hurdles. Newsome blazed to a 5.4 In

thefinal but was declared second by a matter
of inches. Johnson ran through the hurdles to

a solid second—his second race in the past

six months.

Lacking Reed and getting tangled in traffic

on the 213-yard Tufts track, the mile relay

turned in a lackluster performance, despite

Jeff Elliott's fine anchor leg.

"The two mile relay began with nine teams
heading into the first curve; so Stan Fri ran a
prudent first 440, then moved up from the

back of the pack to hand off the baton in a

secure second place. Stan's 880 split was
2:01.5; Scott Lutrey burned a personal best

2:01.9 to send the Ephs into first, then Ken
Leint>ach kept up the pace with a 2:01.7 split

while giving up the lead to Providence again.

Charlie Safford had gone Newsome several

,
better by managing to leave his Adidas bag In

Baxter, but despite running in borrowed
everything, he fled to a 1:57.3 leg — which

changed nothing as Williams followed

Providence across the finish line by a scant

five yards.

Coach Dzurinko then amazingly showed up
with a full tank oi gas, and some harrowing

tales about its acquisition and it was back to

WiUiamstown and Winter Carnival ^nd
what's training?

The indoor season is apparently going to go
on forever as Coach Farley will split the

squad next week for a pair of meets. Reed,

Eastman, Newsome, and the mile relay

quartet travel to U.Conn for the New
Englands. The two-mile relay and some other

non-New England qualifying runners head for

R.P.I, and an invitational meet. The major

question Is which group will manager Ann
Ingerson go with or does second -semester

trmmph? D

'It- move carnivaf
from page aight

:»-^-^

Carnival's only double winner when h« added

the slalom title to Friday's triumph in the

giant slalom. The 19-year old freshman had

runs of 41.23 seconds and 35.99 seconds for a

combined time of one minute 17.22 seconds to

nose out Mike McGlynn of SL Lawrence by a

scant .17 seconds. Peter Ord of Middlebury

covered the36-gate course in one minute 18.17

seconds tocapture third with Vermont's Chris

Brown a close fourth at one^ninute 18.25

seconds. Rounding out the top five was Ben
Steele of Harvard at one minute 18.66

seconds.

Williams was bolstered by the return of co-

captain Will Parish, whose seventh-place

finish In the jumping competition was the

higher of any Williams skier. Parish's leap of

42.0 ptieters was the fourth best of the af-

ternoon, an impressive performance for one

who was .competing in his first meet since

suffering a shoulder separation earlier in the

season.

The top Williams finisher In the slalom was

Bob Hubner, who wound up in 27th place,

failing to score. On Friday, Chris Welch was

the top Eph finisher in the giant slalom,

finishing 14thj while Gary James and Bill

Schmidt finished 9th and 10th in the cross

country race to post the Ephs' strongest

showing in a single event Q

Dancing in the streets
Les Noces by Stravinsky will be presented this Saturday and Sunday

nights, February 23 and 24 at 8:30 p.m. in Chapin Hall. It is being

produced jointly by the Williams College Dance Society and the Williams Choral

Society as part of the Williams College Dance Society Concert Series 1973-74.

Tickets are available at the AMT box office and ,are free to Williams

students with I.D. Regular tickets are priced at $2.50. The format will be that of a

lecture-demonstration, including a lecture by Roger Shattuck, author of

the celebrated book, The Banquet Years.

Theatre from the pulpit

Under Milk Wood by Dylan Thomas will be presented on Friday, Feb. 22

at 8:30 p.m. at the First United Methodist Church in WiUiamstown. The

performance is by the Pittsfield Unitarian Church Players and will be at the

Greylock ABC. ^
BERKSHIRE AUTO HAUS, INC.

\

Route 20 at Holmes Rd.

(413) 499-43^0

. V- <. ' Lenox, Mass. 01240

New PORSCHES
t AUDI 100 L S

/:t>N:

and FOXES

IN STOCK

.'•• >i

A
'<X
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SO minutes from WiUiamstown
kii.
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Hq^c^ nips

Micidlebury:

drives for

tii^fement
by NickCrlstiano

jm. Everyone in sports is always

asizing^how important it is. Coaches

,- for it, bat it is difficult to achieve and

aintain. Well, right now, the Williams

ekey team has it,' and they proved it last

; by extending theii* unbeaten streak to 10

/games against two of their toughest divisional

'rivals, tying Merrimack 3-3 in overtime on

Wednesday night and defeating Middlebury

for the second time this seasori, 4-2, on

Saturday aftei-noon.

Anyone who opted for the library last

Wednesday evening missed the most exciting

game of the year at Chapman. The Ephs had

to come from behind three times to tie a

Merrimack team which was ranked third in

the division with an 18-8-1 record.

A scoreless first period reflected the

sharpness of both goalies. Budge Jacobs, the

leading goaltender in Division II with a 2.67

goal-game average, was magnificent,

especially in the early going when the Ephs
seemed a bit tight. At the other end of the

rink, Merrimack's Bill Fieri, the second

leading goalie in the division, was equally

brilliant as the Ephs began to put on some
pressure after finally loosening up.

The Ephs' b^t chance came on a great solo

effort by Jiin Harkins, who split the defense

with a txirst of speed and broke in on goal,

only to be tripped up. Williams argued for a

penalty shot, txit Merrimack was assessed a

two minute pendlty instead.

The Ephs found themselye^ in a hole early

in the second period. They couldn't get the

puck out of their own zone for the first minute
and Merrimack fired it past Jacobs at 1 :05. It

took a penalty to Me/rimack at 3: 11 to get the

Ephs untracked. IJsing that deceptive burst of

speed, Harkins again broke in on goal, but

Fieri stopped him. Then, Joe Hameline made
a perfect pass to Ed Spencer right in front,

but Fieri thwarted him also.

The Ephs' attack was beginning to slow
down when Nat Robbins fired a wrist shot into

the upper part of the cage for his seventh goal

of the season, at 16:27. Jacobs had to be ex-

cellent, though, to keep the score tied for the

rest of the period.

The Ephs got themselves into the same
early hole in the third period when they let

Merrimack play with the puck in front of their

goal. A slap shot cleanly beat Jacobs "^t 2:14.

The Ephs managed to get it back less than

five minutes later. t)ennis Cahill took a

deflected slapshot by Feter Crocker and slid

it past Fieri.

For the next ten minutes, the teams were
almost dead even. It took the fallibility of the

referee to make them uneven. With less than

four minutes to play, a Merrimack forward

nearly twisted Joe Hameline's head off

behind the Williams goal in an effort to get the

puck. Somehow, the official missed the play,

which is comparable to a tourist missing the

Statue of Liberty while riding on the Staten

Island Ferry. Merrimack then managed to

push both the puck, and Jacobs, into the goal.

The Ephs could have died right there. But
they've been a pesky bunch lately, and have
developed a lot of poise and confidence. They
managed to tie it up again with a minute and a

half remaining when Tom Deveaux tipped in

a pass from Joe Hameline, forcing the game
into sudden death overtime.

Both Jacot)s and Fieri were outstanding in

the overtime period, but they needed a lot of

help to keep the game tied. Williams almost

got into trouble when Joe Hameline went off

for interference at 1:57. Merrimack attacked

on one rush and fired a slap shot which

cleanly beat Jacobs, but it hit the inside of the

goalpost and caromed out. Fieri got his break

when he came out of his goal to stop a two on

one with seconds remaining. He couldn't

handle a tricky shot and it rolled behind him
toward the goal. A Merrimack defenseman
swooped it to flick it away inches from the

goalline to kill the last scoring opportunity of

, the game. -.;.

As has been their custom recently, the Ephs
allowed themselves to get behind early on

Saturday afternoon. Middlebury scored

before the game was thr^' minutes old.

Tenacious forechecking by the Panthers then

kept the Ephs bottled up in their own zone.

It took a great solo effort by Bill Wyer with

less than five minutes left in the period to get

the Ephs on the board. He took a pass from

^im Rodgers at his own blueline, glided down

the right side, around a defenseman, and

flicked the puck into the net

With less than a minute and a half

remaining in the. period, tri-captain Tom
Oeveaux was rewarded for his constant

hustle. He knocked in a beautiful backhand

centering pass from Harkins for bis ninth goal

of the season.

Nat Robbins brought the overflowing

Winter Carnival crowd to its feet when he

stole the puck at the Middlebury line, and

fired it into the upper right hand corner of the

cage at^:34 of the second period. Middlebury

narrowed the margin to 3-2 on a power play at

11:54. The rest of the period was marked by

hard hitting and tempers that were growing

increasingly short.

The third period was devoid of any action

however, scoring or ptherwise, until 8:28,

when Wyer got his second goal of the game,
putting in the rebound of a shot from the point

by Angus Morrisph.

lading 4-2 with half a period remaining,

thex^phs went into an unexpected
Philadelphia Flyers imitation, and almost

got into tjrouble. Defenseman Jim Rodgers
received'a tWo minute penalty for elbowing

§nd then, reacting to a retaliating stick swipe

by the Middlebury player, he suddenly turned

arpiind and slashed the Middlebury player in

the neck with his stick, getting another two
/fninutes. While he was still off the ice, Joe

Hameline made an open field tackle of a

Panther puck carrier at center ice, giving

Middlebury a two-man advantage. The Ephs
escaped unscathed however, thanks to the

excellent defensive play of IVIorrison,

Crocker, Cahill, and Jacobs. Middlebury
never really threatened after that. Nat Heintz

provided the last bit of action when he
responded to a "Nail 'em Nat" banner at the

north end of the rink by crashing a Mid-

dlebury player into the boards. The play led to

a minor scrap and both Heintz and the

Panther went off for roughing.

And so the Ephs continue their march to a

Division II playoff berth with the all im-

portant momentuni on their side. Wednesday
night they travel to Wesleyan to play a

Cardinal team which they annihilated earlier

this winter, 11-3. The Ephs can't afford a

letdown, however, because on Friday night

they play Hamilton, the team which handed
them their only 1974 defeat. The Hamilton
game will also be the last regular season

home game for the Ephs. They close out their

season on March 2 at Amherst. D

B-Ball

buries

Amherst
by Dan Daly

Curt Tongs rugged roundballers assured
themselves of at least a tie for the Little Three
title Saturday by thoroughly outclassing arch-
rival Amherst, 88-61. The victory upped the

Purple slate to 11-5 and put them in strong
• contention for a Division II playoff berth.

The big question in most People's minds
before the game was not whether or not

Williams would win, but by how much. The
Ephs did not give a very good account of

themselves in the teams' first meeting,
somnambulating their way to a 73-61 victory,

and were geared to blow the Lord Jeffs right

out of Lasell Gynl. After shaking off the ef-

fects of a week's inactivity, the Purple made
it very clear to the huge Carnival night crowd
that they were going to do exactly that.

Williams' cold outside shooting put them in

a hole early in the unusually foul-free first

half as sharp long-range bombing by the

visitors staked them to a 10-6 lead. The lead

would be their last—eight straight Eph points

put the homesters ahead to stay.

The Jeffs' low-post offense, which had been
operating effectively over the first ten

minutes, began to encounter more deter-

mined resistance. The Purple began to force

their rivals into poor shots, and rarely gave
them more than one crack at the hoop: Les
Ellison, who dominated the backboards (18

rebounds) all night, came up with three

gorgeous blocks and Mark Carter overcame
some early shooting woes to pump in 13 first-

half points as the Ephs' lead swelled to 35-22

with 5:00 left, prompting one Jeff fan to

remark rather helplessly, "What a snake pit

this is! There's no room!"
Amherst's scrappy cagers managed to

whittle the lead down to nine by halftime, but

it was clear they were running out of gas. 51

Williams second-half points spelled disaster

for their out-manned opponents. ..j.^

Two Sheehy jumpers in the opening

moments of the final stanza restored

Williams' 13-point cushion and, seconds later,

a pretty Patterson three-pointer and Fred

Dittman's foul line jumper gave the Ephs
their biggest lead of the night, 46-28.

Dittman and Sheehy had twelve points

apiece after the intermission to lead the

assault and Patterson's tough defense on 6' 9"

Glenn Farrell frustrated the Jeff offense time

and time again. Bob has been in a mild of-

fensive slump of late, but has managed to

make up for it with some of the finest

defensive work in New Englafid college

basketball. Saturday marked the third tinne in

the last four games that the 6' 1" junior has

held the opposition's leading scorer far below

his norm.

In sum, it was just a case of too much
Williams firepower. Opponents are
discovering that the Ephs can win without

Harry Sheehy's 24 points. All the defensive

attention that the slim junior has been

receiving in past weeks does not seem to have
hurt the squad at all. Carter, Di)iMan, and
Ellison have taken up the slack without

noticeable strain and the Ephs are a far

stronger and better balanced team as a

result. At present; five players, Sheehy,

Carter, Ellison, Dittman, and Patterson, are

averaging ten points or better, and each hit

for double figures against the Lord Jeffs.

With the Purple comfortably in front by 23

(61-38) with 10:29 l«t, Tong began to empty
his bench. Sheldon "vyoodbury (who had a

bushel of assists), the first to get the call,

promptly dribbled behind his back and fired a

perfect pass to Patterson for an easy lay-in.

Minutes later, Mike Rosten spelled the

superlative Ellison and owned the boards for

the final eight minutes.

Amherst cut the Williams lead to 14 with 5

minutes left, but subs Joe LaPaglia and'Sam
Bronfman shut the door on a Jeff comeback
with some deadly outside shooting. LaPaglia

threw in a pair of jumpers and two free

throws, while Bronfman, who is deadly from
inside two feet, added a trio off floor goals and
a pair of charity tosses in the space of three

minutes to put the game out of reach.

Sheehy led the Purple with 18, followed by
Dittman and Carter with 16 apiece, and
Ellison and Patterson with 10. Frajtik Griffin

and John Coffin paced the Lord JefiS with 18

and 12, respectively.

The Ephs are back on the road this week,

tra\'eling toMiddletown, Conn, on Saturday to

take on Wesleyan. A victory over the Car-

dinals will annex the second straight Little

Three title for the Purple. D

Middlebiii

wins^

Carnival
Defending champion Middlebury College

won the 36th annual Williams Winter Carnival
this past weekend, outdistancing runnerup
Vermont by 28.5 points. The Panthers
amassed 165.5 points in the two-day com
petition, followed by Vermont with 137,

Dartmouth with 91, New Hampshire with 82.5,

and New England College with QO.

St. Lawrence topped the second five with

58.5 points, while. host Williams finished

seventh with 44. Harvard was 14.5 points back
in eighth with Bates and Maine far behind
with 10 and 8 points, respectively.

Middlebury made a strong showing in every
event, capturing the slalom and finishing

second in the giant slalom, cross country, and
ski jumping. Vermont's downfall came in thc

croes'Country, where it totaled just seven
points. Dartmouth, the only other squad with

a chance of catching the winners, could

muster only 27.5 points on the second day anf

fell to third.

Middlebury's JohnJdcobs captured Friday
morning's giant slalom competition with

Vermont taking three of the next four places

.Jacobs put together runs of 73.91 seconds and
73.75 seconds for a combined total of 2

minutes 27.66 seconds, edging Chris Brown of

Vermont by nearly two and a half seconds
Teammate Brian Susslin took third with 2

minutes 32.24 seconds while Harvard's Ben
Steele held on to fourth at 2 minutes 32.75

seconds, .13 seconds faster .than Vermont's
Kirk Dice.

Dartmouth and Middlebury dominated the

cross country race. Ed Waters of Dartmouth
took the honors with a time of 54 minutes 25

seconds, 39 seconds ahead of Middlebury's
Brant McDougall, who finished in 55 minutes

4 seconds. Jim Crawford of the Big Green
toured the 15 kilometer course in 55 minutes

51 seconds to cop third with teammate Phil

Peck and Middlebury'sPeterWiswell sharing

fourth at 58 minutes 19 seconds.

Vermont made a run at the leaders in the

ski jumping competition, taking three of the

top five spots, but could not overcome Mid-

dlebury's commanding first-day lead.

.
Tom Lantz, an 18-year old Vermont fresh-

man edged brother Dave, Middlebury.'s

senior captain, for the title, 192.9 points to

175.4. Roger Hamann of New Hampshire was
third with 173.9 points, followed by Vermont's

Joe Lamb and Tom Oddy with 172.6 and 170 9.

respectively.

Middlebury's John Jacobs became the

please turn to page seven

Soph John Harney is pictured here competing in the crosscountry portiok ofthif year 's

Carnival, [pholn by Mark Leach]
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Cheating, a

concern

by Arthur L. Goodhart

.Student dishonesty was one of the main

toWcs of discussion at the February 20 faculty

meeting in Griffin Hall. Professor William

Moomaw cited the statistics in a recent ReAd
' articleNm the Honor System.

The m<»t disturbing single facf in the

opinion poll appeared to be that 43 per cent of

the students\auestioned admitted to having

seen other students cheat. Although the

faculty showecK a considerable degree of

concern over theste figures it was felt that this

was basically a>itudent responsibility.

Moomaw proposedXthe motion "That the

Honor Committee look into the question of

academic dishonesty an^report to the faculty

by the end of this academic year, if not

sooner." The motion was passed by

unanimous voice vote. \
The Honor Code Committee Will be meeting

Wednesday, February 7f to discuss how to

make its report. Suggestions fronVthe student

comniunity will be welcomed at biat time.

The annual package'of curricular\changes

was presented by the chairman W the

Committee on Educational Policy, Pressor
William Gates. The 100 page docuitaent

produced only a few minor changes. \
As of next year a History Honors degre^

will require a thesis. Three other major\
departments; Art, Economics, and Political

^

Science, are moving away from the usual 401-

402 courses for seniors and have offered

various substitutes.

The report showed that there is a trend

towards more inter-disciplinary courses
involving members ' of more than one

department. For example, next year Art 288

and Religion 206 are both identical courses,

taught by members of the Art, Religion, and
History departments.

Freshmen, the report noted, will have an
enlarged choice of courses. The History of

Ideas fr^hman sequence has tieen much
modified and the Sociology department plans

to introduce a 102 course.

The Keller plan, it appears, will be more
widely used next year and three new law
courses are being offered. The report ten-
taUvely noted that the Sociology department
is working on a proposal for a major in the
department which it plans to submit at some
point in the future.

The meeting ended with a twenty-minute
discussion of the decision, made during
jyinter Study, not to make public the film
"Teenage Fantasies." Prof. Be..tty men-
tioned a recent ReAd article that suggested
the C.A.P. had been responsible for this

decision and he appeared concerned about its

effect on the general academic freedom of the
college. Prof. Lewis replied that he per-
sonally had made the decision, not the CAP.
and that the class concerned had been
allowed to study the film so no academic

y

freedom had been infringed. (The next issue

of the ReAd will present an in-deptn

examiniTOon of this controversy.—EdP r--.

CC approves

tenure report

and elections
by David R. Ross

The report of the ad hoc Committee on
Tenure has been accepted unaltered by the

College Council. Presented to the council

earlier this month, it proposes the for-

malization of student input into the tenure

process through coordinate student com-
mittees on the departmental level and ap-

pointment of three students with full voting

ri^ts to the Committee on Appointments and
Promotions (CAP). This proposal was
adopted decisively (13-1) at last Wednesday's
Council, meeting in Griffin Hall and will be

presente<^ to the faculty for consideration.

Debate ^entered on the second section of

the proposal), student membership on the

CAP, even th^gh a motion to consider the

report in partsXhad been rejected. President

Joe Goodman ^ood squarely against the

section, arguingXthat students lack the

"commitment" an^," intellectual expertise"

to serve effectively. $teve Golub, Chairman
of the Committee, coiii^tered with the basic

committee position' that . "students' would
make a valuable addition to the CAP. They
are important to' the (tenure) process and
should be conswted."
Ellen Oxfeld' and Bart Brown, who also

served on th«! committee, stressed that the
committee ^id not seek equal student
representation. The purpose was to batance
faculty and administration viewpoints. (The
CAP noy consists of a full professor from
each IMvision, the President, Provost, and
Dean iif Faculty.)

In^e end, it was the desirable degree of

stucfent representation that became the swing
point of the debate. One viewpoint held that

Ke second section in its present-form would
'shock" faculty memtters into rejecting the

' entire report. Another held that the CC should
take as strong a position as possible in

pushing for representation, leaving room for

compromise with the faculty. Goodman
pointed out that any report accepted by the

Council becomes the position of the Council
and that "tactical" considerations should not
play a role in the final decision on the report.

Council member Mike Rosenblum men-
tioned that faculty and administrators seldom
acted as blocks on the CAP and that student
members under the committee proposal
would often find themselves the decisive

factor. He also questioned the ability of a
student from one division to make tenure
decisions in another. To make student

representation more equitable, he proposed
that the report be amended to tfieefficl thal~~|ctton College Council president-elect Steve
student members of the CAP would vote only

,

in matters effective their respectjv^
divisions. /-^

Election over

- Indiscretion

; reported
PaufCouncil was elected Vice President of

the College Council by defeating Brad
Hearsh, 532 votes to 441, in an election run-off.

Council was running on the same ticket as

president-elect Steve Phillips.

Jesse Marsh '75, Ellen Oxfeld '75 and Andy
Chapman '77 were elected members of the

Committee on Educational Policy. Marsh
won the Division I seat, Oxfeld the Division H
seat and Chapman the sophomore seat.

Pakorn Vichynond '76 had won the Diyision/
III post earlier. . ^^
Mike Hasten '75 and Steve Piltch "pyWere

elected to the Committee on Undergraduate
Life. Rosten will take the junipr^nior seat

and Piltch the sophomore setit

Mike Pucillo was elected to one of the two
Class of '75 seata pn'the Discipline ' Com-
mittee. He'll join,Kirk Renaud '75, John At-

teridg '76, Jonathan Cole '76, Carlton Tucker
'77 and Dortald MacDonald '77, who' were
elected,Without a run-offj on the committee.

The counting of the votes was marred by an

Brown objected that this would ])€' an ad-

mission that students were not qualified to be
full members. Indeed, the committee opposed
this and various proposals to place non^voting

students on the CAP- Oxfeld posed the

question, "How much weight will student

input have ifv(student members) are non-

voting?"

In voting against the amendment and for

acceptance of the report, most Council^

mefnbers cited their desire not to weaken^h^
report's effectiveness through a major
Council split.

y^^"^

Election Results Accepted
In other business, tlje^CC accepted the

results of the primary College Council

elections and recognized *Steve Phillips as

new Council President. This acceptance,

described bv one member as usually "a
please turn to page three

Phillips described as "improper" in a lettei^

to the ReAd. Phillips entered into the Studefit

Affairs Office (through the side wind<w) to

count the ballots which arrived law after the

Election Committee had left/

The following statement was issued by
Election Committeepo^airmen Steve Golub
atnd Phil ShandsJn reaction to Phillips' ac-

tion: ^/
The ejection committee is compelled to

repo|4^he occurrence of an indiscretion

^eifnected with the run-off election tally.

Steve Phillips entered the Student Affairs

Office without authorization on Friday night

and took it upon himself to tally ballots from
two houses and several freshman entries that

were returned late. The election committee
h^d left the Student Affairs Office at 9 P.M.
with its task of -tabulating the ballots un-

finished as several representatives had failed

to turn in their ballots by the deadline of 9

o'clock and could not be reached. The election

please turn to page five

Francis H. Dewey III, succeeded Charles

Fnehl as Vice President for Administration

and Treasurer of Williams College on May 1 of

last year. Mr. Dewey graduated from

Williams in '41 and was formerly President of

Mechanics National Bank in Worcester. The

following interview took place on Friday, Feb.

22 in Mr. Dewey's office.

Mclnerney: A lot of private institutions

have reported very substantial paper losses

in their endowments over the past year or so.

How is Williams weathering the present

market declme?
Dewey: J think we're typical. We'reright in

the middle of what most institutional en-

dowments have done. The stock market has
been horrible. In 1973 we were off 25 per cent
in market value for our securities. That is

more than the Dow Jones and some of the

standard indices, but it's right in the middle
for funds that have been invested for growth
as ours theoretically are.

Mc: Does Equity have a lot to do with the

size of that loss? In other words, has the

Equity loss showed up as' a loss on the books
yet and how much do you expect to lose when
the case is finally setUed?
Dew: Equity represents a cost of $1,300,000

to the college. There was a series of in-

vestments that totaled that. When we got

hooked up in the legal problem we thought we
were selling all we owned for something like

1650,000 so even if the whole legal battle is

successful, and we won't know for a couple of

years, our total loss will be more than half the

investment

Mc: What are the figures for our en-

dowment over the past couple of years?

Dew.: Last year the market value got as
high as $82 million and it has gotten as low as
$62 million recently. That's the 25 per cent
drop I was talking about
Mc: Are you in charge of moving our in-

vestments, and if 80 do you foresee Williams
moving into any new types of investment? ^
Dew.: The trustees have delegated thp^

management of our investment to Joha^-
Bristol & Co. They make the day Mf day
decisions on all the investmente in <5ur port-

folio. If we are nbt happy with the way things

Declining Stocks,

Increasing Costs
\ .

- .

Treasurer Interviewed

byJay Mclnferney

Treasurer Francis H. Dewey III in office at Hopkins Hall.

are being managed, I would be the one to

reconsider how long he should manage our

funds. Since Bristol took over our portfolio we
have had a very substantial amount in stock

which only leaves 15 per cent in bonds. This

means that in a declining market like we've

seen, we lose more. But, if we were to change
now we would turn a paper loss to a real loss.

Of course when the market starts up again we
stand to gain so we're sticking to Uiis policy.

Mc: I wonder if we could focus on some
immediate budget problems for a while.

There seems to be a mystery in the very

sudden big push with the new library. Was
there an individual who put the fund over the

top?

Dew. : The trustees, the alumni and friends ,

of the college all had a hand in the funding.

They postponed plans for the construction

which were drawn up back in 1969 because
they didn't have the funds. Then Mr.
Dickerson's development department went to

work with the trustees and eventually raised

the money. The unrestricted grant of $2

million from the Trumbull estate was
credited to the library fund. Part of the fund

will of course cover construction costs and
part of it i§ what we hope to do with all future

building—to raise enough funds to hSve
ihcome from those endowment funds, which
will go toward maintenance of the building.

MCv: Have policy decisions had any kind of

relati^ship with alumni contributions in the

past. iV) thinking in particular of the

abolition ot fraternities and coeducation.

Dew.: A b^r the fraternity decisions I think

there were a number of individuals less

willing to contribute, but the alumni seemed
to be largely in favor of coeducation. Williams
has always had very strong financial support
from a large percentage of the alumnus.
^Mc: There's been some interest focused

recently on financial aid policy. It was
something of an issue in the election a few
days ago. Is there a very fixed allotment for

finaneial aid and does the admissions office

ever request more?
Dew. ; In the budget process we do allocate

a fixed amount It's then up to the admissions
office not to use any more money than is

please turn to page three
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probably only ejifninate freshman Dean's

List Most atui^nts would take the same

courses eilhef^ay. And, a letter to Time (2-

25) notwith^nding, many students at MIT
find sucl^xtreme pass-fail atrophying.

Fourtn Course pass-fail option. It seems

like amy a yety- ago (I guess it was) that we
ware all complaining about the repercussions

fgrade inflation. I don't see how this would

'^help that situation any, and when the

"Rounded Williams Student" can't find, 23

interesting courses outside or extra within hi»

' major, I begin to wonder on that count, too.

(The last applies to distribution

requirements, also.)

Publication of Evaluations. Somebody
came up with the right idea recently of having

the students design their own questionnaire

for publication. Hopefully that would make it

more "relevant." I doubt the usefulness of a

—lot of questions on the current evaluation.

Students on the CAP, CAS, and at faculty

meetings. Student input, yes, but voting

privileges are an extreme conflict of interest.

Non-voting faculty serve on the Student

.. Honor-Discipline committees, and it works

extremely well. By the way, if students vote

at faculty meetings, how many faculty get to

vote in College Council?

Longer hours for Library, Athletic

Facilities, and I suppose, the Snack Bar; The
Econ majors among us can give a detailed

cost-benefit analysis, but it looks to this

layman like all three would remain virtually

unused if opened extra hours. I doubt the

extra costs involved would be worth it.

This is not to say that there was no good

input by candidates. Work does need to be

done on the structure of concerts, the advising

system, the construction priorities. I hope

next year's College Council will be effective in

rekindling an interest in candidates and itself.

Sincerely,

John W. Atteridg '76

CORRESPONDENCE
Williamsgate ?

To the editors:

Students passing by the Student Affairs

office last Friday evening shortly after nine

might have witnessed a rather strange oc-

currence. A highly irate president-elect of the

College Council was ehtering the office

through a side window. The door was locked.

The lights were out.

His anger had been building for quite some
time. He was angry over the ambiguity of the

election by-laws and was overwrought due to

the events which had transpired due to the

vague by-laws. He was angry because he did

not see the election committee counting

tiallots, as he had mistakenly presumed they

would be. He was angry because several

candidates had asked him what was going on,

and he had no answers for them. He felt a

responsibility to them. His anger overcame
ills rationality when he heard there was an
unlocked window in the office, -and that there

were ballots inside the office lying in plain

view on the desk. He entered the room
through the unlocked window^^

Why did he enter? He ento-ed to call the

members of the election committee to find out
' what was going on. He entered because he felt

' an obligation to answer the questions of the

candidates who were waiting for the results.

He entered to answer the phone calls of

candidates seeking election returns. He en-

tered because the fact that the window was
unlocked, and the ballots in sight, had him
highly upset. It was not rational. But that is

what he did.

He ended up staying in the office until

Baxter closed, past twelve. He tried to con-

tact the representatives with ballots out-

standing. He tried to answer the questions of

the candidates and other students concerned

^.about the outcome. He tried vainly to get in

touch with members of the election com-
mittee. He tallied the ballots which came in.

He told those interested what the vote was so

far.

The president-elect had no right to be in the

Student Affairs office. He had no right to

receive the ballots as they came in. He had no

right to count the ballots. The action he took

was unwarranted, taken by a person whose
anger over the whole election procedure had

preempted his common sense. The election

committee bears no blame for his actions, or

for the way they have conducted the elections.

They h^ve conducted themselves above

reproach. The president-elect's actions are

his own doing, for which he must take full

responsibility.

Improper? I'm afraid so. Indiscreet?

AbsolutHy. More6gu«rT'"1t was simply

thoughtless. At the time the thought that he

waa doing«Mnething which he had no right to

do never entered his mind. However, his

actions cannot be condoned; anger is no
excuse for irrationality. Hopefully 'this letter

will explain the facts as they actually oc-

curred. More, importantly, the president-elect

apologizes to the election committee, the

candidates and the electorate for his actions.

But most important of all, the president-elect

can state categorically and unequivocally
that no illegal or questionable activity was
intended or occurred. His poor judgment, or,

-more accurately, lack of judgment, with

regard to the ramifications of his well in-

tended actions is unfortunate at best.

"This episode, as well as the Viewpoint ar-

ticle by Jay Sullivan in last Thursday's
RecordAdvocate has conclusively shown the

need for a clearly articulated election by-laws

and a regularized election process. Rectifying

the election regulatioas will tie the first order
of business at the College Council Meeting
this Wednesday.

Sincerely,

SteVe Phillips '15

Platforms criticized

To the editors:

So, 152 people didn't vote for President?

What bothers me more is that some 550

students chose not to vote at all. In a few

cases we can be charitable and assume them
to be members of the elite few who were at th^

Inn or the 1896 House both nights. In most of \
these cases, as with most of the 122 who didn't

vote for a major candidate, one can only

conclude that almost half of the college

(myself included) were turned off by the

candidates or the College Council itself.

Perhaps it's time to consider why.**^

Despite what most of the candidates w(uild

seem to have us believe, College Council hay
been and remains to a large degree a funding

organization. Some consideration should be

given to how $100,000 is spent. It is also a

forum and representative (I hope) of student

opinion. In this position it can suggest things

like a fourth course pass-fail option, later

hours for research and recreational facilities,

or whether to keep the course evaluation

results private. Such input, however, goes to

the committees in charge of that topic, as

demonstrated last term by the Faculty

recommendation to the Calendar and
Scheduling committee that a fall break be

considered. C.C. cannot and should not

presume that a majority vote on any item

would put it intft effect

More important is the question of whether

students agree with the positions put forth by

the candidates. Looking at the statements

from the ReAd (2-14):

An ungraded freshman year. This would

Gutty response

To the editors:

I wish I could respond to your editorial of

February 21 with a nice, pleasant in-

formational letter. But the title of your

editorial, "No 'guts", forces me to write a bit

more sharply. Whoever wrote the editorial

not only had little and faulty information

(Never again will I do a three minute phone

interview) but also had "No Brains." ,

A crude phrase, but apparently you like

bluntness, not fact First: I am not forming a

committee of students to go to each faculty

member. I am going to present the new
College Council with the idea, since several

members of the Committee formulated it and
pushed it. Second: Your editorial somehow
overlooks a crucial point mentioned in your

own front page article. That is, a key concern

was that the questionnaire survive— it is not

yet an institution, like the ReAd. You would
t)e amazed at the amount of tension and an-

tagonism the qyestionnaire produces in many
faculty members. I sure as hell was.

You say that "an issue should be debated
and a proposal voted upon according to its

merits—not the possibility of opposition by
others." I agree about debating merits, but

you forget that the "others" in this case could

do more than just turn down our proposal. Mr.
Winston asked for two votes—he phrased
them "in principle" vs. "politics." The latter

had to do with whether to go to the faculty now
and fight for access. I had hoped that we could

go to the faculty and at least have a civil

debate, even if we did get tromped in a vote.

But other members of the committee felt that

eveh a debate could quickly lead to a move to

scrapie entire course evaluation procedure.

That, apparently, is a strong factor in faculty

politics, a factor which has to be considered. I

do not want to see the whole thing%lown out of

existence; only if a sizeable number of

students said, "Hell, victory or nothing,"

would I force a confrontation.

As to the "principle^' vote, a majority of the

Committee, with some ^e8ervations, favored
student access in some form. I admit that I

felt uncomfortable with th^ splitting of the

decision into two votes; bu\ the faculty
members of the Committee did Itot want to

play full-scale principled politics. And while
not fully liking the position, I had to accept it.

It tooii me triree years to make the front
page of the ReAd. I never made it as College
Social Chairman, but a sketchy phone in-

terview put me on page one and got me
blasted in an editorial which had no concrete
suggestions for action. Let me end with a
warning: if any student sincerely wants
student access, he or she damn well better
sUrt doing something. Talk to your teachers
and come to the .College Council meeting
when the decision is made on what steps to

lake. Because if no students show concern,
then even all the gutty little politicos the
KeAd has will do no good.

Jeff Thaler '74

Elections defended

To the editors:

Although I am not a member of the Election

Committee, I feel compelled to correct what I

consider to be a false impression left by Jay
Sullivan's election comment which appeared

in Friday's RecordAdvocate.

No votes were lost; none were altered; none

disappeared. If there is any evidence to the

contrary, I would appreciate it being brought

forward; thus far, none has been presentedj

The headline implied that it had. /
Second, every ballot that indjcated any

preference in the presidential ballot was
included in the determination of a majority.

How could one legitimatelyinclode those who
expressed no preference?

In addition, the article failed to state that

ballots had been printed for a runoff between

Phillips, and Nugent if the Council had

reached a different conclusion than the

Election Committee. Only one Council

member dissented in this view. The article

also failed to note that it was the Election

Committee that brought the e^ntire problem to

the attention of the Council and the ReAd. No
one was trying to hide anything.

What the article did demonstrate was the

ambiguity of the Election Law. I am glad this

matter was brought up; for that, I thank Jay

Sullivan. To prevent similar problems from

arising in the future, a revised set of by-laws

will be submitted to the College Council

Wednesday,
Thank you very much.

Joe Goodman '74

Filling half-truths

To the editors:

,
I am writing in response to the article by

Mark O'Connell in the February 21 issue of

the RecordAdvocate entitled "New AMT head

stirs controversy." As I expect much of the

campus must realize by now, this has been a

year of controversy at the AMT. It has been a

very difficult year for me personally. In

particular, the administration's peculiar and

convoluted search for a permanent director

of the AMT was conducted in a way which I

found personally demeaning and which on

several occasions forced me (most uri-

necessarily) into difficult and awkward
positions.

Through all of this I have dealt with the

situation as rationally and as constructively

as I could, and have been silent as far as the

public record is concerned. But the article by

Mr. O'Connell contains so many untruths,

half-truths, and misleading statements that I

feel that I must respond. I do not blame Mr.

O'Connell for the errors in his article. His only

mistake(difficult to realize for an outsider)

was in doing what so many have done con-

cerning theatre at Williams recently-
depending for his information upon- people

who either did not have the facts or had a

vested interest in slanting the facts in a

particular way.
I should like to respond to certain

statements in his article in very specific

terms.
i

"(Mr. Bucky) succeeded in favorably

impressing almost feyery faculty member
who met him." FACT: Perhaps; but the three

faculty members whose opinions would

presumably be most significant (the present/

theatre staff: Mr. Calhoun, Mr. Jeter, ar

myself) were never consulted by the search

committee concerning their opinions o^Mr;
Bucky's candidacy.

"(Mr. Bucky succeeded in) aKenating

almost every student with whom h6 came in

contact ..." FACTS: Mr. BucKy came in

contact with exactly eight studeiits. I know all ,.^

of these students quite well and several cases

have discussed with' them^eir response to

Mr. Bucky as a candidat^I think that if you

were to question each ,cff these students in-

dividually you would find that five of them
had no particular reaction, either for or

against Mr. Bucky. The threewho opposed his

candidacy did so because they saw his ap-

pointment as a threat to the autonomy of Cap
and Bells and the survival of that group as a

producing organization at Williams.
Everyone who has had reason to consider the

relationship t>etween Cap and Bells and the

AMT—and this includes the search com-,

mittee and the present AMT staff—fe?ls that ^

the existing relationship between Cap and

,

Bells and the AMT is fundamentally uttfe,
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workable Bnd must be changed. Mr. Bucky is

hardly unique in this respect and the search

committee was, I think, quite right in

rejecting student objections based on this line

of thinking.

"... the CAP spent five months on an

elaborate and exhaustive search for a new
director." FACTS: The opening was never

really publicized except for a few letters to

drama department chairmen at colleges with

which Williams has strong ties, plus a brief

advertisement in the ^m^rican Theatre

Association Placemeiit Bulletin

("Massachusetts college sedcs person for

senior position as Chairman of .Drama
Department and Director of 500 seat

theatre" ) which first appeared about ten days

before Mr. Bucky was offered the position.

The only two candidates who were serioUsly

considered,' Mr. Bucky and Mr. Joseph Stock-

dale from Purdue, were both whatjnight be

termed "friends of the family." Mr. Stock-

dale formerly taught at Williams and has

many friencte on the faculty and in the

community. Mr. Bucky has at least one close

personal friend on the faculty, an individual

in a position to influence the search com-
mittee and a strong advocate of his cause.

The present theatre staff was never asked to

suggest possible candidates, or to suggest

possible procedures for discovering

promising candidates.

"The student committee met with each of

the candidates and reported their general

consensus on each one to. the CAP," FACT:
The only candidate the students met with was
Mr. Bucky. ^

".
. . self-indulgent students turn out lavish

frivolous spectacles ..." This is presumably

a reference to Cap and Bells musicals. The
most recent example of such a spectacle is

the C&B production of ANYTHING GOES,
which was undeniably a lavish production of a

frivolous play. On the other hand it received

unanimous rave reviews and was sold out for

ten performances, with standing ovations at

the end of each performance. It must have

pleased somebody—a lot of somebodies! It

also recouped 70 per cent of its production

costs at the box-office despite tree admission

to students. The question of "self-indulgent"

students I refuse to deal with, except to note

that . up to ten hours a day of rigorous

rehearsal for six wbeks is not my idea of being
self-indulgenL

"(AMT productions) rarely show any
evidence of an attempt at an interpretation

- (or of the director having a coherent view) of

the play's meaning on a literary level." This I

take to be rather an off-hand slap at my own
work as a director. In some fifteen years of

directing 1 have made a point of not
responding publicly to criticism of my work. I

have always felt that the work had to stand by
itself. But this sort of vague, unattributed,
unsupported, unspecified criticism does
anger me. At least three-quarters of the
reviews of my ovvn work as a director at
Williams have been strongly favorable and
often my productions have been praised for
precisely the qualities—interpretation, un-
derstanding of the play's essence, etc.—
referred to above. Perhaps just a few quotes?
On MARAT-SADE: "Without a doubt the best
production of magnitude which I have ever
seen on the AMT stage." On LONG DAY'S
JOURNEY INTO NIGHT: "staged with care
and sensitivity." On THE CARETAKER: "an
excHing, engaging performance of an im-
portant modern play; one of the finest shows
in years."On AMERICA HURRAH: "napalm
intensity ... a theatrical experience not to be
missed." Nor are these exactly frivolous

plays.

"(Some students feel) that Bucky's
policies . . . .will limit participation in the

theatre to only those people who are intent on
careers in drama." FACTS: At any given
time there are at most five or six students at

Williams^MJio are "intent on careers in

dramar^Turely neither Mr. Bucky nor
anyone else would be so foolish a's to attempt
to devise a theatre program which is part of

the liberal arts tradition rather than being

oriented toward the so-called pre-professional

approach.

In conclusion 1 would like to state that

although I have been deeply disturbed by the

way in which the search for a permanent
director of the AMT was conducted, my sense

of Mr. Bucky as a man, as a director, and as a

teacher is such that P^lieve that he is

capable of providing effective and competent

leadership for the theatre aKWilljams.

/ Steve Travis

/ Acting Director

/ Adams Memorial Theatre.

/

nxore money
fram page one

available in that qhunk. In the past year or

two they haven't quite used up all the money
that was available. That money is then used
very promptly for other purposes.

Mc: In the long run are you planning to

allocate more funds for financial aid, or is it

possible that less might be available?

Dew.: H's the Provost and Mr. Flint who
work OB this generally, but, I think that

presently 29 per cent of our general

educational budget is to be covered by
financial aid: Our ten year projections move
that figure up to .31 jjer cent of our major

/Dudget. There is an intention to increase the

/ allotment. ' '

^^,,
/ Mc: But the volition (Joesn't come from

you?

Dew.: That's right. In fact, Williams is

different from other institutions I'm familiar

with in that the treasurer is not involved

initially in the budget process. I'm not per-

sonally involved in the budget process. I'm
more directly involved in the physical plant

and our investments and aspects of our en-

dowments, legacies and wills.

Mc: Can you tell me where Williams is

planning to economiise over the next few
years and what happens to the extra $200
we're paying for tuition next year?
Dew.: There aren't any specific areas

where we are trying to economize in either

quality or quantity. But, our operating budget
is moving modestly into the red this year.

This June we will probably end up with a
modest deficit of fifty to a hundred thousand
dollars. That's a large part of the reason for

the increase in tuition. What higher costs on
all sides mean is simply, as the Provost said
at the faculty meeting a few days ago, that

"«H~m|ue8ts for funds of any sort will be
looked at with an even dimmer glint in the
eye." But, there are no priorities in

economizing such as cutting the student

faculty ratio or anything like that

Mc: Do you think there is any truth to the

persistlent rumor that Williams may be
phasing out the row house system because of

the higher operating costs?

Dew.: There's been p6 discussion, that I'm

aware, of any changes in the basic charac-

teristics of any college operations. We're just

going to be a little tougher on ideas of capital

improvements and new ideas.

Mc: What are the most immediate new-

building plans?

Dew.: We are beginning to focus in on just

what we need for the Art Department, the

Music Department and the Physical

Education Department. Before long it's very

possible we'll be retaining an architect to deal

with the feasibility of whatever ideas we

come up with. First we have to define what it

is we need and how it ties in with our present

facilities. Our philosophy now would be that

we wouldn't commit ourselves to building

anything until we had the funds.

Mc: How long do you think a small private

institution like Williams can survive as such

in this kind of economic weather and how

much higher can the tuition be raised?

Dew.: I'm hardly qualified to answer a

question like, that . . .

Mc : This is supposed to be the grand finale.

Dew.: Well, it's already clear that a lot of

private institutions that didn' t happen to be as

financially healthy as Williams, either in

their operating budgets of their endowment,

have already gone under or are "operating

under severe deficits. Williams is among the

more fortunate in that, from what I can see,

its financial affairs have been awfully well

managed. It's a pretty unique history that

Williams has of managing its affairs well and

getting the support to carry out whatever

programs it defines. I venture the opinion that

if we continue to face increasing competition

from the public institutions, and if we are not

able to convince the federal and state

governments to begin to assist the private

institutions in their financial needs then the

trend will continue and it will eventually

become a serious thing for Williams and other

institutions. Not to sound self satisfied, but I

think we haVe a better chance of surviving

than the great majority of them. And I think

philosophically we hate to have to balance our

budget year by year by increasing tuition the

way we have, but on the other hand if you

compare our increase with comparable

colleges, we're on the low side.

Going back to

the country:

cross-country

.^skiing boom
byRodConklin

Downhill skiing is a curious sport. In the

past decade, it has matured in the Northeast

from a popular form of recreation to one of

America's m'ost irritating winter pastimes.

Every year millions of enthusiasts wait in

longer lift lines, complaining about the latest

increase in ticket prices, and wondering if

they'll eVer get powder snow like they used XXT

in "the good old days."

For many downhillers, these problems are
not ea§y to overlook. Some skiers have
already ^aded in their skis, boots, and poles

for a squash racket, a good pair of sneakers,

and a winter membership card at the

Y.M.C.A. Others haye decided if you can't

beat them, cheat them (the ski-.greas), and
have turned to cross-country ski touring in-

stead. ~"--^

Cross-country skiing has boomed in the last
^

three years much the way downhill skiing

became popular approximately ten years

ago. Reasons for this are numerous. A
complete package of cross-country skis,

boots, poles, bindings, and waxes costs

anywhere from $80 to $120. A good pair of

downhill skis alone costs well over $150, foam
or flo boots cost another $150, and bindings,

poles, goggles, and other accessories cost still

more.

In addition, the downhill skier may have to

drive several hours to find good ski con-

ditions, while the cross-country skier need

only step out his back door and ski off into the

woods. Finally, after paying ten dollars for

his lift ticket, the downhiller may still be

annoyed by long lift lines and inoperative

lifts. For the ski tourist, there are no lifts, no

lines, and no tickets.

Perhaps the greatest pleasure of cros^ ,

country skiing is the freedom to explore the

outdoors. With all of nature as his boundary,

the ski tourist can escape^he commercialism
of downhill skiing.

-

The boom in croSs-country skiing has been

felt nowhere more dramatically than right

here in Williamstown. A close examination

will reveal that in the last three years the

number of cross-country ski shops on Spring

Street has doubled. Goff's Sports Inc., the

House of Walsh, and the Williams Co-op all

deal in ski equipment. In thejast two years,

"despit* bad alpine conditions," Goff's has

seen "a dramatic increase in cross-country

sales." Last year they sold almost ten pairs of

cross-country skis for every pair of alpine.

A new rival, W^rd Feathers, opened last

Noveml>er. Catering to all aspects of the ski

touring industry. Weird Feathers sells l>oth

ski equipment and clothing, offers instruction

and guided ski toui>, and provides rental-

facilities.

For those interested in further developing

thW technique, lessons and tours are con-

ducted by the Williamstown Ski Touring
Center at the Waubeeka Springs Golf Links.

Around Williamstown, a good place to start

one's ski touring career is the Taconic Golf
Course. There are plenty of flat, open spaces,

and some fairly steep hills for those so in-

clined. If the golf course seems too tame,
theire's always Hopkins Forest and the Savoy
National Forest. And if that's not enough,
there's always Rt. 2.

it',

'inore CC I
frotnp«ge«ne

rather rubber stamp procedure," caused

some debate at the meeting. Concerning the

amendment that elections be moved closer to

April 15, the CC voted not to count db^

stentions. Had abstentions been counted' the

amendment would have lacked the two-third

majority required for adoption./
The Council by-laws, however, explicitly

state that abstentions are to be counted in the

election of College Codhcil President. The
Election Committeetecomhiended that blank

ballots jiot tie ' considered abstentions.

Presidential>c^ndidate Rory Nugent asked

the Council to cohsic^r this recommendation
in light of the fact that the method of at)-

Staining may not have befen clear to most
students. If the 152 ballots ^leaving the

Presidential election blank had been^counted,

Phillips would have lacked a majority aiid^a

run-off with Nugent would have been forced.

In the short debate which follow^, several

Council members supported the Committee's

recommendation using the federal elections,

where the Presidential vote is based solely on

votes actually cast for someone, as an

analogy. While accepting this recom-
mendation and, thus, the election results,

several members asked that the matter of

abstentions be made clearer next year.

^'^ Housing, Ombudsman, ABC '.,.

Included

Other matters taken up included the report

of the ad hoc Committee on Housing Policy

and aprobation of the Housing Committee's

plan for the inclusion of the Class of '77.

Goodman announced that the new Council

will have to fill the post of Student Activities

Ombudsman vacated by Frank Smith.

Finally, Council members were asked to

inform their houses that the ABC Program,
designed to give underprivileged children the

chance to have private school educations, was
in trouble in the Berkshires. Because major
contributors have not come through this year,

the Program is some $4,000 short, a

spokesman for ABC stated.

fsnei;«^sb1*iefsneivs
Music in the Round X-

Music in the Round will be presenting four rather varied pieces in the

fourth of this year's series, to be held Friday, March 1 in Tbempson Memorial
Chapel. Two of them are unrecorded chamber music pieces. The first of them, Villa

Lobos' Trio No. 3, will be performed by Julius Heygi, violin. Douglas Moore,

cello, and Stephen Dankner, piano—an opportunity for students to see the

musical faculty playing the instrument in which each specializes, ensemble!

Second of these unrecorded pieces will be Hindemith's Quartet for clarinet, violin,

cello and piano. The other two pieces are Mozart's Divertimento in D major, K.

:{:i4 for two horns and strings, and Dvorak's Quintet in A, Opus 81 for piano

and string quartet. Admission is free for students with Williams I.D.'s, otherwise

$2.00 at the door.

Chandler
John W. Chandler, president of Williams College, is serving on an

Association of American Colleges task force designed to formulate criteria and
recomme'nfiations for the selecting of college and university presidents

and for various aspects of their career development.

The task force recently received an $18,800 grant from the Ford Foundation

for its work. Dr. Joseph F. Kauffman, Former president of Rhode Island

College, and currently professor of higher education at the University of

Wisconsin at Madison, will head the AAC task force to undertake the project with

an August 19'74 target completion date. The findings will be made available < .

to selection committees, college trustees, and presidentifil candidates. > •••'

"As higher education continues to undergo many dramatic changes, the

demands on the college president become increasingly complicated," Kauffman -

stated. "Every year an average of 2S0 institutions of higher learning select a
new president and for many, this choice may determine not only their

fuiture development, but even their basic ability to survive."

Kauffman also gpted that the task force will "present the selection

process in terms of needs and goals of an institution, and suggest procedures that

every institution should incorporate into its search for a president." The
eight-member panel will also "examine the structuring of the relationship t>etween

the institution's various constituencies and the president as well as the career
development of the chief executive."
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' 'the sloe-eyed innocent
'

'

Preview

Dance series

brings

Twyla^ inarp
^^ by Kirsten Lundberg

Twyl>--Tliarp and her company will be
comiiig to campus at the beginning of March
iS the final offering of this year's Willjams

College Dance Society series. She and her
company have been in existence for about
nine years, and in that time have risen to

extraordinary fame. She has been seen at the

Met, with the Jeffrey Ballet; she will perform
outdoors, in theatres, gymnasiums or parks.

Her choreographic excellence has even
earned her a John Guggenheim Foundation
fellowship (the youngest choreographer ever

to receive it!). Her work is far from con-

ventional, and the program she is bringing to

Williams promises variety and entertainment

for a host of tastes.

The Bix Pieces, danced ' to Beiderbecke
music, will be performed both of the nights

that she is here. These pieces combine the

music of Beiderbecke with that of Haydn
(Opus 76) and of Thelonius Monk (Abide With
Me) however, under the influence of her own
conviction that ".

. . All things can be
profoundly and invisibly related, exactly and
not at all the same." To understand that

statement alone one should see her per-

formance!

The second half of tlie program will vary

with each performance. Tiie first night the

company will perform Raggedy Dances, a

aeries of pieces set to music of Scott Joplin—

for the rag-time fans in the audience. The
second performance will feature Eight Jelly

RolU. dances to music by Jelly Roll Morton.

Whichever night you choose to come^yo(f will

be able to judge of the validity jrf-t5live Bar-

nes' statement in the Ne^f^York Times:
".

. . her work has ^^-nfixture of sloe-eyed

innocence and inteilse professionalism that I

find totally,Jfen3earing."

In ord^ to^ better prepare interested

s^ud^ts for the workshop which will be held

^ring the residency. Tharp is sending ahead
video tapes of the work she expects to cover
here. Video-tape rehearsals will be held this

Tuesday and Thursday, February 26 and 28

under the direction of Joy Dewey, in the

Lasell Gymnasium Dance Studio at 3:30 p.m.

All interested persons are welcome to the'

classes, which are free, whether they've had
former dance experience or not.

The workshop itself will take place on

Thursday, March 7 at 3:30 in the' Dance
Studio. Williams will be admitted free, and
others are welcome to attend for a fee of $2.50.

Performances will be held Friday, March 8
and Saturday, March 9 at the Adams
Memorial Theatre. Due to the success'of this

year's Dance Series, the college has agreed to

subsidize any number (as opposed to an
original 175) of student tickets at half-price:

$2.00. Regular tickets will be $4.00 and are on
sale at the AMT box office.

%
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ABC lost

c in ivory

shadows
by 8u]l Sutler

It has become apparent to me that the
Williams College community as well as the

Williamstown community has little in-

volvement with the ABC program here in

Williamstown. This is unfortuhate, to say the

least, because without our support, both

economically and politically, this program

cannot continue.

I think this lack of involvement |is two-fold.

First, many people on this campus are

ignorant that the ABC program exists and are

unaware of its purpose. Secondly, many of the

people that do know about the program aren't

concerned about its continuance. This is not to

S9y that there is no involvement at all, but

certainly there is not enough. This article

should provide enough information so as to

clear up the ignorance and hopefully arouse

interest and concern.

The ABC program stands for "A Better

Chance." Its purpose is to provide students

who are economically disadvantaged with an

educational opportunity, which might not

otherwise be available to them. This program
is particularly active with independent

schools all over the country, but there are a

number of public high schools that are

members of the program.

Mount Greylock Regional High School is

one of these public schools which participates

in the ABC program. The major difference

between the private and public schools in the

program is the source of financial support the

two depend upon. The public schools depend

on contributions from people in the local

community while private schools receive

money from the national ABC board.

There are a few major donors here in

Williamstown, but the contributions made for

this year were not sufficient to continue the

program for the rest of this school year. The
Williamstown ABC program needs $4,000 to

continue for the rest of this year.

It is sad and ironic that Williams College;

has not been more active in supporting the

ABC program. I say this because as par-

ticipants in an academic institution such as

Williams, we must all obviously acknoeldge
the importance of an educational experience.

Otherwise, we wouldn't be here. The purpose

of the ABC program is based on this very

principle—a good education. It provides the

means by which students can be exposed to a

good educational experience and go on to

college—whether it be Williams or elsewhere.

As students, faculty, and administrators of

Williams College, we are all a part of the

Williamstown community. The survival of the

ABC program here is our responsibility, as

well as that of the local residents. Realizing

the positive aspects of the program and
many students it has, does and will affecC we
cannot afford to let it die.

I hope that everyone wijl^pport the ac-

tivities which will be spotisored by the Black
Student Union al9i>g%^ith the ABC students to

raise money^^ttTKeep the program going.

Ad hoc

Comm.reports

or\, housing
by David R. Ross

At a time when the College is preparing for

the social inclusion of the Class of '77, the ad
hoc Committee of the College Council on
Housing Policy has published the results of a
five month investigation. The report was
presented at last Wednesday's College
Council meeting. The committee had been
organized to guide future policy of the per-

manent Housing Committee and to give the

incoming Council an over-all view of the

present situation.

The report applauds the College "in
smoothly making the difficult transition to

coeducation" and the Housing Committee for
retaining some single-sexed housing.
However, it urges the "Housing Committee to
investigate the possibility of coeducational
living in the Row Houses."
While a return to fraternities was over-

whelmingly r.ejected by students and ad-
ministrators, the report found many students
favoring more optionwfhhousing preferences.
At the moment, students (as indicated by a
loose committee poll) favor the present policy
against "special interest" housing.
According to the report, "At the moment,

Williams needs 40 additional beds in order to
house the total student body." Thus, the
problem before the College becomes "how to

provide additional inexpensive Itousing that is

also tcue to Williams' educational
philosophy."

The Committee indicated that much
refurbishing was necessary just to keep the
present nun>bcr •f beAs steady. It proposes
that Buildings and Grounds make a regular
renovative survey of College housing. The
report singles out the row houses as most in

need of repair and mentions that students feel

"every effort should be made to preserve and
improve the row houses" in light of their

contrasting style of living to dormitories.

New housing is one possible method of

increasing the number of beds, the report
indicates. A large dormitory along the lines of

Greylock was chosen by students asked what
a new dormitory should be like. However,
"one of the most recurring statements is that

no further large dormitories like Mission
Park should be built," cautions the report.

A second option given in the report for in-

creasing the number of beds is adding on to

row houses, an idea "liked by a large part of

the student body." However, "row houses
annexes should be tNiilt so that they preserve
the integrity of the original house," the report

concludes.

Freshman housing is considered in a

separate section of the report The random
inclusion plan administered by the 1972-1973

' Housing "Committee was applauded. The
Committee found no students polled Unhappy
with their housing situations. Nevertheless,

the report indicates an almost universal

desire for an earlier inclusion date. "Tiiere is

clearly a need for more interaction of fresh-

men with the college community," declares

the report in calling for another social as well

as housing inclusion plan. '

"Current college methods of housing fresh-

men have won vigorous approval from the

community," the report says and goes on to

support further experimentation in placing

freshmen with the "same troubles and cares"

together. It asks the Housing Committee to

investigate the possibility of coeducational

living in freshman housing. Any such plan

would t>e voluntary, since "for some, the

tension .of their first year in

college . . . should not be compounded by the

potential problem of acclimation to

coeducational living," the report states. "A
great majority of those polled desired sexual

segregation by floor or entry within a dqi>

mitory rather than in different buildii]

Finally, the report recommemte'greater
freshman choice in the type oPKiusing for the

year. They should be aWe^ochoose between,

for example, living'im a freshman,or up-

perclass quad,^ttfe report concludes.

^ them

back home
by David Giber

The number of students living off-campus

will be reduced next year, according to Dean
Andrew Crider. Off-campus numbers reached

a high of 113 students this year. These 113

students living off-campus include 71 seniors,

39 juniors, and three members frpm the class

of '76.

Crider believes that the administration's

projected goal of 85 students will satisfy the

demand for off-campus residence. His opinion

that "there has been no perceivable increase

in demands for off-campus housing" was
echoed by Housing Director Charles Jankey.

Both cited what Jankey called "a moral

obligation on the part of the college to see that

low income housing goes first to town

residents." Jankey stated, "We don't want to

continue with the number off-campus we now
have. We have too many living off. The
Williamstown Planning Board is concerned

about the number of single dwelling places

used by students."

William Moomaw, Williams professor and

the only coUegeaffiliated Planning Board

member, agreed that this year saw a "sharp

increase" in off-campus residence, "the issue

being that the college was not able to provide

enough housing. The town can't be used as

overflow."

"A major problem of which students are not

aware", said Moomaw, "Is students out-

bidding low income people In town for low

income housing. There is evidence this has

occurred. Rents in Williamstown are going

up."

First priority for off-campus housing is

given to married students. There are

presently 21 married students living off-

campus. "These shidents," stated Jankey,

"are being hurt by the present level of off-

campus numbers." Japkey also said that the

largest number of off-campus applications

come from Greylock. He said this was
because rooms were identical wherever you

move.
Dean Crider believes there Is "a current

trend towards retrenchment on campuses"
and that the popularity of off-campus living K -

declining.
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Though the housing situation will improve
Crider says, "There will l)e a continuing

crunch on camjws even with the new inn.

Plans (or another annex have been tem-

porarily shelved as not financially feasible for

next year. But we don't want to reduce the

size of the freshman class or the number of

exchanges." He said that 12 college ex-

changes would be cut from SO to 40 and the

number of transfers will be reduced by five.

The deadline for off-campus housing ap-

plications is March 1. Notification of 'per-

mission to live off-campus will be given one
week later. During this period, applications

may still be withdrawn. However, students

given permission to live off-campus cannot

enter the house room draw and must go to the

end of the housing priority list ,

more voting isHewsDrieisneirs
from page one

committee expected t« finish tabulating the
next day, and had left instructions to put
latecoming ballots under the dqor of the
Student Affairs Office.

The election committee does not believe
that Steve Phillips tampered with the resulto.
Other people who were present will testify to
this.

Some of the problems which have occurred
during this election are the result of vague
bylaws and procedures. New bylaws will be
proposed at the next College Council meeting.

Tragedy in F-P lounge
i«.(*v i8«-j4l«>../i' /V%! ••«»; »-vAii\ ; %

was given Tuesday,

Steve Golub
Phil Shands

(Election Committee Chairmien)

The History of Ideas program at Williams College

colloquia and a ^mposium on the Subject of "tragedy."

The first colloquium, "The Idea of Tragedy in S
Feb. 19.

The other colloquia and the symposium will be^resented on Tuesdays at 4 p.m,
in the Fitch-Prospect Lounge as follows: Mafch 5, "Modern Tragedy" by
Richard Gilman, professor of playwritmg'^d criticism at the Yale Drapia School;

March 19, "Goethe's Faust as Tragpd^by Edson Chick, professor of German;
and April 23, "Tragedy in Othpr^ys: Some French Modulations" by John K.
Savacool, professor of Rorparfic languages.

On May 7, a synjpO^um on tragedy will be presented by Charles Fuqua,
Garfield ProfessjHP<W Ancient Languages; Edith Notman, assistant professor of

English; ^ynda K. Bundtzen, assistant professor of English; and professors

Orringei:;^ick, and Savacool. ,^-=: ^ _ ^.^ _ - --. >. _ ...

"^l
^i*^ - Review

Les Noces
^~ by John Sava$

Igor Stravinsky's theatrical cant^UfXES
NOCES was presented for tlne,Jifst of two

performances tonight in QtM^ Hall and if

this reviewer reads tbersigns correctly the

story of the perf^mdng arts at Williams will

never agauMfe quite the same. Music and

dance bafe joined hands in a new way and

itjyit^all the other arts to join them in the

•evelry.

Musical Director Kenneth Roberts in-

troduced the evening by saying that in per-

forming this extraordinarily difficult work
they wanted to offer the community "a
significant educational experience." What
followed fulfilled his intention; l)ut, even
more than that, the evening was a glorious

example of total theatre, bringing together in

a single concentrated effect,*^ music, dance,

design and all the panoply of mysterious

technical skills that are the fabric of which
theatre magic is spun. And magic it was—so
intricately and effectively spun around
Stravinsky's masterful score that one doesn't

know where to begin an account of what .oc-

curred.

The cantata itself runs only twenty-eigl)t

minutes from beginning to end. But it offers

, such a wealth of rhythms and musical effects

/ that the listener is likely to be swept along

without knowing what he is hearing, let alone

what he is seeing (since, after all, this was
composed as a ballet) . With a dure sense of

theatre Joy Anne Dewey, director and
choreographer of the show, introduced the

elements of her production one at a time.

Alternating her explanations with Professor

Robert's comments on the score, she had her

dancers demonstrate the basic outlines of the

choreography, designed to be a visual

compleipent to Stravinsky's music.

The musical and choreographic demon-
strations were followed by an informal lec-

ture on the source of the ballet and the

composer's notion of the relation between his

music and the dance. For this part of the

program the producers brought to

Williamstown the distinguished author and
critic, Roger Shattuck.

So by the time the evening with LES
NOCES was half over, the audience had made
the acquaintances of the orchestra, the

chorus, the dancers and the twisic themes of

thi$ Russian wedding which is presented as a

dramatic and musical montage of the

passions, moods, connivings, aspirations,

joys, fears and sorrows making up a village

nuptial festival.

When the corps de ballet first appeared on
the gigantic stage which transformed Chapin
Hall into an amphitheatre, tliey were dressed
in rehearsal clothes. While the dancers went
about the business of stretching their limbs
and toning up their bodies, the percussionists

behind them tuned their instruments and the

players of four grand pianos loosened their

fingers on the keys. It was all done so

Solemnly that one thought of hierophants

preparing a mystic ritual surrounding them
was Richard Jeeter's monumental set which
had merged with the walls of the con-

ventionally elequent Georgian hall and
converted its baroque interior into a mam-
moth yet well defined space in which a

strange new kind of life promised to appear.

Later, when the dancers and chorus, singers

and musicians returned in costume, the

lighting designed by Beverly Emmons
magically transformed this Space intp a

temple for total theatre on the theme of a

Russian village wedding. And when the four

pianos sounded iheJirSi ringing discords of

LES NQCES'tlps^clear harsh notes seemed
like a calUatjfdei', organizing what we to that

poinpurabeen seeing and hearing as bits and
)ieces into a single event.

What followed'was so beautifully integrated

into a single theatrical effect that this

reviewer has difficulty in distributing his

appreciations. There were moments when the

voice of the chorus would take charge with

rich sounds that thrilled even the back walls

of thehall. Then the percussion and the pianos

would have their say and dominate the scene.

A few measures later it would seem as if the

music was following the action and had been

written not to inspire but to support Joy Anne
Dewey's choreography.' "The joyous,

agonizing, sometimes ironic scenes of the

wedding ceremony succeeded each other,

giving the impression of an abundance of life

forces swirling around two confused

youngsters facing the wonder and drama of

being mated.

The bride and groom were beautifully

danced by Nina Girvetz '77 and Krid
Panyarchon '74 with a style and a feeling for

the underlying drania of the rite that lent a

moving note of pathos to the whole per-

formance. When they finally approached
each other at the end of the wedding
festivities, the feast of sound and rhythm
having became concentrate in a series of

single bell-like chords which rang in our ears

like the echoes of things unsaid, it was theatre

in the grand tradition.

This review is being written in a state. of

grateful exhiliration immediately after the

performance. Missing here are the names of

many who made this a memorable evening:

the suberb soloists, the University of

Massachusetts Percussion Ensemble, the

four virtuoso pianists, the individual dancers,

the chorus and the corps de ballet. It is,

howevei", characteristic of total theatre that

-"^
—Nina Girvetz ' 77 dances the bride.

An historic collaboration:

Les Noces - A success

' 7 hope we can live in enough happiness so all men will envy us.
'

when it succeeds the identity of the parts

disappears into t^e effect of a single con-

centrated, co-ordinated effort. For the gift

which this constitutes, however, I salute the

collaborating talent, passion alid dogged
presumptiousness of Professors Dewey and
Roberts who, in turn, I'm sure are directing

my salute to Igor Stravinsky.

Existing

in time
and space

by John Ellis

Metaphysically, the performance of Les
Noces existed in time and space.

Musically, as Professor Roberts pointed out

in the pre-performance explanation -of the'

work, that time was 28 minutes. Stravinsky:

"I cannot become excited about a piece of

music until I know to the second how long it

shall be." The essence of the work then was
division upon divisioii but with continuity. The
work passed with the rapidity and
inevitability of a piston-driven "express-

train". There was a constant eighth-note

ostinato pounding, pounding the piece rhyth-

mically. Sections^, surged forward. They
stopped. No transition. The next began. It was
an atonal piece with tonal coloration, there:

were modulations and they were abrupt.

Traditional folk texts were reduced to

syllables that the voices fired but with the

clean precision of rifles. The entire choir

chanted with maniacal fervor one phrase
over and over as the percussion of diverse

(frums, bells, and gongs asymetrically
punctuated the time. Stop.- Now the entire

stage of dancers weaved slowly, hands gently

waving, as the river's water flowed past, of

which the choir sang with lyrical softness.

Merely an interlude. A siding. The train drove
on. At the Wedding Feast it was a train of joy

winding incessantly with bawdy and innocent

mirth. Then slowly as it entered the station of

reverie the train's pistons sighed to a finish

and only the clang now soft peal of its bell

divided the air at each 8 seconds (the longest

interval of sound (he ear recognizes as rhyth-

m). Bride and Groom embraced to the fading

vibrations of the last bell tone.

Stravinsky said. If Michaelangelo were to

re-appear in the 20th century the one form of

art he would maintain his right to create

would be choreography. Not ballet-
choreography: the movement and shape of

the human body. Dance, like nui^ic, ex-

presses itself; hypothetically needing no
anterior emotions to express. In Les Noces,

however, there was an intricate story to tell,

and subtle variations and contours of emotion
to express. Physically, as Professor Dewey
explained the movements of bodies her corps

de ballet would be used to fill the precisely

defined sppce which had been created. Thus,

during lYtP Bride's lamentation the music
jerks rancomly with a strident sadness: the

Bride's arms spring and recoil with agonized
inward-turnings—all motion is constricted.

For the Wedding, streams of bodies fill the

stage to bursting with dgncing circles of

motion. Symbolic movement: Some clear to

the eye: hands laid to the head in sleep.

Others explained so as to inform the motions
with meaning: the Groom's entire life is

related symbolically in maybe two minutes
by a series of amazingly compact gestures
and motions. There was a fluidity and
country-grace in this production which, from
contemporary accounts, was lacking in the
stylized gymnastics of Mme. Nijinska's

original mounting.
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more ski
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country rac«, placing the team 4th in that

ev^nt. Overall the team ranked 6th in the

'competition.

This year's alpine team are all Freshmen,

with Sophomore Peanut Heilman as their

captain. The team members are as follows:

Jenni Berg (Minnesota), Mary Burton

(Michigan), Gina Campoli (Massachusetts),

Linda Pano (Massachusetts), t^rte Hume
(Austria), and Marion Sherman (Ohio). Deb
Hewett, (Washington), Captain of the cross-

country team, aptly put it, "If it weren't for

the Freshmen, where would we be?" The

cross-country team includes Sally Newton, '77

(Vermont), Ellen Toll, '77, (Colorado), and

Belle Zars, '76, (Colorado;.

Both teams have done remarkably well

considering that most of them have had little

if any, past racing experience. Only two

alpine and two croes-country skiers had ever

raced before. As Captain Hewett remarked,

"It's SPIRIT that brings us through!" The
fall training program was similar to that of

the men's ski team and Coach Tony Goodwin, ^
(Williams, '71) took over in January as head ^
of the girls' team. \
The outcome of this year's efforts looks ^

promising, with the culmination being the ^
Division I Championships at Middlebury ^
College March 8 and 9.

<f^^,*,lf^,f^tl^*t'tilifi'^*)^**f>i*i^''i>ft:^l*»t^f,iVtf,
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2 Students Wanted to Deliver
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Tuesday and Friday Evenings on Campus.

' ^ . CAR \k A NECESSITY>>.-

Pay $2.50 per issue,

t CALL 6 116
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WHO LIKES SCHOOL
We're a newly (ormed public inferest toundation, dedicated to fundamental social change

especially througti public school education. We hope to contribute-^ toward a less

materialistic, competitive, and sterile world, and to the development of more interpersonal

and humanistic values. Our independent long term funding enables us to develop pilot

projocls Tn non traditional human .development areas, and to deal witti values and a
significant social reorientation. V

WE NEED students, faculty, concerned individuals who are very intelligent, sensitive,

alert, articulate, aware, resourceful, energetic. Imaginative and committed.
Let us know your thoughts. We hope to fill an ide'alisttc void.

,Si'

IF you IDENTIFY WITH OUR OBJECnVES CONTACT US AT:

Maying' I|\ CHf fHANGF, PRO I
S.E.R. Foundation

JOBS iR^'ADEMK'credit- K^ril'^-
'

Please include phone "umbpr in reply. 202-797-8829

liil.

The Store that brought you discount

POOi. and BILUARP Equipment hat

T^i3"r^

adidas
exclusively at

WllLIAMS CO-OP
Spring Street open Fri. till 9 ?

THE KRONICK INSURANCE AGENCY
57 MAIN STREET 663-5341 NORTH ADAMS
ATTENTION ALL WILLIAMS STUDENTS SUBJECT: 1974 AUTO INSURANCE

I. We are now accept inq 1974 Auto Insurance Applications and Renewals on Low Manual Rates

7. Time Payments 3. Immediate Plates and Insurance ;

4. Leading Companies— Fast Claim Service 5. All Ages - - ._J,_.,J.,.£_:^.-

-

6. Compareour rates with ttiose you are nowpaying. ;'^^'^.

RATES QUOTED ON REQUEST . ' ^
WRITE OR PHONE TODAY FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ^'v't

-INSURERS TO WILLIAMS STUDENTS FOR OVER 30 YEARS

It's rare when we close early,

and we suppose the same of you.

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE

Joe Dewey -

'•am

BERKSHIRE AUTO HAUS, INC.

Route 20 at Holmes Rd.

Lenox, Mass.

(413) 499-4360

NEW PORSCHE

911

AUDI 100 1

S

FOX
, ./ ,. ,

.
I'ji./'-..-

: : INSTOCK
^ It'

#yi. . I -««rf<'t-

23 minutes /rot^ Williams

See Us for Hiking &

Climbing Boots . . ,

Backpoclcing &

Camping Supplies

GOFF'S SPORTS, INC.

Spring St.

Williamstown,
Mass.

'^I'i.' -tin ti :'.', fi-' '

140^«acon Streat, Brookllna, Mn*. 0214S
or call collact - COLLEGE PROGRAM: (6171 734-24
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Daly on sports

Ojficiatin^:

C^n't anybody here officiate this game?
referee n. 1. an official who enforces the

rules in certain sports contests.

I figured I'd define the term l>ecause, after

watching and taking part in scores of

Williams athletic contests, I'd almost

forgotten exactly what the rrferee's function

was. In truth, I Was rather surprised that

"blind" and "third grade education" weren't

somewhere In Webster's definition.
^—--

Perhaps I'm-being-a-^t^ unfair U 'fRsse

much cursed (and cursed at) scapegoats of

modern athletics. After all, the fans who ride

them the hardest wouldn't know which end of

the whistle to blow into, much less know how

to callihe game themselves. A case in point is

Friday night's hockey game. Some Pyrple

rooter screamed at the ref for not calling

vicious" circle at best, and in this light, the

official comes across as a knight in shining

armor defending against the forces of wrong.
I almost find myself sympathizing with him.

In many cases, though, the officials disrupt

the game, either by getting caught up in their

own omnipotence and filling the air with
unwarranted whistles or by allowing them-
selves to be intimidated by a vocal crowd and

._s5yallowing -their only Jweapon rather than
risking to call a close one againsf the team in

white.

The confroversy surrounding the home-
court advantage has grown to immense
proportions in the last decade. It used to be
that ji home-court advantage meant that

you'd have the crowd behind you and that

you'd know the backboards and the soft spots

clipping on a Hamilton skater who carried in the floor boards a little better than the

Joe Hameline rather nidelyjnto the boards opposition.Ji^wjtjeems to mrant^ of

from joe's blind side. I kept trying to con^ the close calls will go your way, that the of-

vince myself that the guy wasn't serious but,

incredibly, he was. \.

It's incidents like these that make you feel

sorry for the beleaguered men in the striped

shirts. The poor souls realize that most of

their calls are only half right—right as far as

the benefactors are concerned, wrong as far

as the victimized team is concerned. It's a

ficials will turn their backs on the subtle

larcenies that you might get whistled for on

the road.

Sure, everyt)ody likes to win, but to win

because you're playing with a two-man ad-

THE
SPIRIT
SHOP

^'IQUORS—WINES— BEER

LOWEST PRICES ll) TOWN
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

134 Cole Avenue Williamstown

Phone 4rf 3704

Colonial Pizza

Small and Large Pizzas
'% Hot Oven (Jrinders

'»% L Spaghetti

5() Spring Street - 458-9009 and 4.iK-8014

open daily 9 a.m. to2a.m
Breakfast daily 9 a.m. toll am

Diniuls. Corfrc

\V<' make (lur own pi/.7.a dough daily

STl DKNTS VVKIXOMI':

INill iin ihi> < omfiHUMe rftiril li'i gtts (otiun, fmi for mm

a 1
SsouTiquc

65 Water Sfveet-

Williamafown

CINEMA t

WALKING TALL
Held Over 3rd Week

7:00 8,9:00 p.m.

CINEMA II

M.A.S.H.

7:00 -9:00 P.M.

Students $1.50

Adults $1.75

AAonday & Tuesday $1.00

Children under 12 - $.75

Located in the

Colonial Shopping Center

otf Rt.2

Roar once again
with the original

movie cast.

MASH
mingfr PiQduCliC

Efficiency Units or Rooms

,, still available

for graduation

SWISS MEADOWS
(413) 458-8111

vantage doesn't do wonders for aj^y team's

ego.

In the basketball game against Amherst
two weeks ago, ninety per cent of the time the

ball was knocked out of bounds, it was
awarded to Williams. More often than not, the

referee was standing at half court when he

made the call. At times, the officiating was so

pro-Williams, it bordered on the ridiculous.

Perhaps the most blatant examples of poor

officiating are in college hockey, where the

refs generally let matters get out of hand,

ignore several minor scrapes, high sticking,

and the like, then slap a team with a two-

minq^ bench penalty for having too many
players on the ice. It's pretty hard for a coach
to argue a call like that when seven blue shirts

are skating right before his eyes. That's right,

reffie, stay away from the judgment calls if

you can help it.
'

Not all officials are incompetent, though. 1

remember reading about an NBA offi^cial in

the early 60's who was despised througfiout

the league because he "called '-me fair",

refusing to give the home team its traditional

"home-court advantage." A year or^o later,

club owners railroaded him out of the league.

The act was not so much a condemnation of

objective officiating as it was a move toward

consistent officiating—"if we're going to have
suyective refSj^ makfe sure they^'reall sut):i-

jective" was the reasoning.

But, for every respectable referee, there

are at least a dozen who don't know an of-

fensive foul from a double dribble, a slap shot

from a face "6SL and struggle just to keep up
with the fast-^ed contest.

What's worse, the officials are almost

always backed up by their superiors. When
was the last time you heard of a coach's

protest being upheld by the almighty league

office? It just doesn't happen. Hundreds of

protests, some of them quite legitimate, are

turned down every year for sowe of the

flimsiest reasons this side of the traditional

"my dog ate my homework" lifesaver.

Late in 1973, the University of Minnesota

lost a basketball game because a malfunc-

tioning scoreboard (a light was burned out)

posted an incorrect score and the Gophers,

thinking the game was tied (they actually

trailed'by a point), held for the last shot and

missed. Officials awarded the game to Illinois

and Minnesota head coach Bill Musselman's

subsequent appeal was refused.

Gone are the days when referees and

players used to settle accounts "after the

game." Officials have suddenly becpme
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prima donnas of athletics, defending their

incompetence with threats of technical fouls,

penalties, fines and suspensions against those

who dare to second-guess them ^'
Doubtless, officials are very necessary 4o

athletics, but a contest is supposed to b«

decided between the two contending teams.

The ceferees are present only to maintain

order, not to affect the outcome ijy favoring

the home t^m, or making a call they didn't

see clearly, or "getting even" with a critical

coach by paying extra attention to his team^s

transgressions!

There is no room for emotionalism in of-

ficiating. The home crowd should not be a

factor; personalities should not tie taken into

account. What refereeing is all about is not

le ting one's self get caught up in the game,
but rather keeping one's distance, main-

taining a business-like detacih'ment, and
calling them as one sees them.

It may sound overly idealistic; maybtl'se::^
got it all wrong. But, what does seent clear is -

that some changes need to be made—and
soon—before a coach's primary concern

shifts from "who's the other team got playjng

for them?" to "who's raffing tonight?'''^

naQreB-ball

Cinema at the Sheraton

The Laughing Policeman

Starring

WALTER MATTHAU
entrance 40 Main Street,

North Adams
take elevator to lower level

from page eight

Leary jumpers sandwiched around a lay up

again cut the Purple lead to eight with three

minutes remaining.

That was as close as the Cardinals would

get. Moments later, Sheehy found Miller open

underneath for a clutch three-pointer to give

the Ephs anil point lead and put the game out

of reach.

The game marked the last Little Three

encounter for seniors Patterson, Ellison,

Vancisin, and Mike Parker, who finished with

a 9-3 record in league play (winning their last

eight in a row) with two championships. For

Coach Curt Tong, it was his first Little Three

championship in his maiden season and a

1.000 batting average is tops in any league.

Miller played an excellent second half,

hitting two jumpers to keep the Eph lead at 14

points (as it was the majority of the half) and

cementing the victory with a three-point

hieauty. Dave Fainer came off the bench and

hit a long bomb to revitalize the Purple just

when . they seemed to be faltering. Sheehy

played a strong game. He only took nine

shots, far below his norm, but made five. The
high scoring junior was perfectly content to

watch his teammates, particularly Dittman

and Ellison, do the bulk of the scoring.

1

NEED A FRIEND?

Call HELP LINE
664-6391

The Stereo Broker, Inc.

NOW \U STOCK!
Bowmar MX-100 Scientific Calculators

List $179" Our Price $159"
Stan Terrell '70 Gen. Mgr.

9-12 A.M. wkdays

Stereo Components Calculators

N. Bennington
Vt. 05257

Tel (802)
442 9118

FIME FABRICS — BRUNSWICK YARNS

CREWEL& NEEDLEPOINT SUPPLIES

SEWING NOOK
COLONIAL PARK SHOPPING CENTER MON SAT. 9:30 5:30

SPECIAL

Baked Stuffed Haddock $3.25
Potato, vegetable, rolls & butter

*7he Captaiifs tahin*
"~ '"

"The Seafood House of the Berkshires'

Cold Spring Roa^d, Williamstovm, Mass. 413 458-9101

/- Students Welcome

'J
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John Lyons '74 and Dennis Cahill '75 drive for goal against Salem earlier in season,

[photo by Ed Backer] •

Pucksters

top Hamilton,

make tourney
by NickCristiano

The Williams liockey team was voted into

the ECAC Division II playoffs on Sunday

following their 74 rout of Hamilton on Friday

night. The Ephs were ranked sixth by the

voters and will face Salem State on Saturday,

at Salem State, in the first round of the

^tournainent.

The Hamilton game was the last in a

seemihg^ endless series of crucial games for

the Purple. Dominating the contest from the

middle of the second period, the- Ephs ex-

tended their unbeaten streak to 12 games
(they defeated Wesleyan on Wednesday, 6-1).

A sloppily played first period, which ended

deadlocked at 2-2, gave no hint of the eventual

rout. Neither team was able to generate any

sustained pressure. All four goals csime on

power plays.

WiUiams tocJf advantage first when Nat
Robbins took a pass from Tom Deveaux and
slid it past goahe Shawn George after only a

minute and a half had gone by.

Buoyed by a large contingent of their own
fans, the opportunistic Continentals tied it up

at 5:52 with Tom Deveaux in the penalty box

for elbowing. They went ahead at 12:50 with

John Lyons off for tripping.

The Ephs tied it up with two and a half

minutes remaining in the period. Ted Walsh,

playing for the injured Ed Spencer, got the

goal, assisted by Nat Heintz and JttA

Rodgers.
^

The Ephs once again took command early

in the second period. Nat Robbins got his

second goal at 1 :40, firing an off-balance wrist

shot past George's glove hand. Sensing the

kill, the Ephs poured on some more pressure.

Four minutes later, Dennis Cahill out-hustled

a Hamilton defenseman for a cross-ice pass

from John Lyons, waited until he had George
out of position, then fired the puck over him to

give the Ephs a two-goal cushion.

Hamilton'managed to narrow the margin to

4-3, scoring on a tip-in at 8:26. The goal

seemed to put the Ephs into a trance. For the

next five minutes they couldn't get the puck

out of their zone. Hamilton fired away at

Budge Jacobs, who nevertheless was ex-

cellent, whether sliding to kick out a puck or

making like Brooks Robinson, as he did on

One amazing save, diving to his left to spear a

hard shot with his glove. The barrage must
have gotten to him though, because he went

after a Hamilton player in front of his goal

and received a two minute penalty for

slashing at 13:35, giving Hamilton an even

better advantage.

Ah, but the world of sport, how quickly

things can change. Less than half a minute

after Jacob's penalty, Nat Heintz and Jim
Harkins coolly administered the crusher. On
a two on one break, Harkins took a perfect

pass from Heintz and fired it past George to

restore the Ephs' two goal lead.

That shorthanded goal took all the steam

out of Hamilton's comeback effort. The Ephs

were in command for the rest of the period,

and in the third period, the Harkins-Heintz

combination put the game away for good.

This time it was Harkins who gave Heintz a

perfect lead pass just as Heintz crossed the

blue line. Heintz beat the Hamilton defen-,

seman with a burst of speed and scored his

seventh goal of the season, at 5:02.

The only noteworthy occurrence from then

on was that Hamilton managed to pick up its

second penalty of the night for having too

many men on the ice, the kind of penalty that

can drive coaches back to teaching bad-

minton in P.E. Jim Rodgers closed out the

scoring with four seconds remaining in the

game.
The 7-3 win avenges a 4-2 loss to Hamilton

on January 5, the last time the Ephs lost a

game. Since that time, they have beaten or

tied every Division II team on their schedule,

mcluding leaders such as Norwich (5-2),

Lowell Tech. (8-4), Boston State (3-3), Army
(5-4), and Merrimack (3-3).

It would be a shame if the Ephs don't play

any home games in the, tourney, because it

seems their fans are just beginning to ap-

preciate their miraculous comeback. Friday

night's capacity crowd was clearly the

liveliest of. the year. And the banners, which
began with two at the Middlebury game,^

increased to six: "Go Baby Lyon and Wire,'*^

"Crush 'em Crocker," "Nail 'em Nat,"

"Those Guys are Needing Someone,
Yeadon," "Wreck 'em Walsh/* and the most
curious, "Budge is Pus,'' It'll be interesting

to see what they come Up with if and when the

Ephs play any, home games in the tour-

nament. ^'

'
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cop fifth in

N.E. tourney
Coach Joe t)ailey'sPurpIe grapplers treked

to the U.S. Coast Guard Academy last

weekend to compete in the New England
wrestling championships and took out some of

the frustrations of a disappointing 4-6 season

on the finest collegiate wrestlers in the

region. The result was an impressive fifth

place finish in a field of 25 Division II teams.

134-pounder Gene Frogale stole the

spotlight for the Ephs, capturing his division

.for the second straight year. The muscular
' junior dominated his opposition, earning

himself a trip to the NCAA championships in

Long Beach, Calif, in the process.

Dick Rhodes, Pete Ferra, and Harry

Jadcson also came up with outstanding

performances. Rhodes muscled his way to a

third place finish in the ISO-pound class, while

Gerra and Jackson annexed fourth place in

the 190-pound and heavyweight divisions,

respectively.

The two-day compietitlon was a gruelling

one, testing not only a wrestler's ability, but

his stamina^ as many were required to

grapi^e three times a day, with little rest

between the matches. Williams' strong

showing is a tribute to the wrestlers'

dedication and excellent conditioning.

Considering the Purple's top four finishers

are underclassmen. Coach Dailey's troops

would appear to be a force that must be
reckoned with in the coming season.

The order of finish in the tournament was as

follows: (^) Springfield; (2) M.I.T.; (3)

Coast Guard; (4) Central Connecticut; (5)

WiUiams.

Squash
^^'"Tf*'-'^'

^^^-^
Jeffs, 5-4

The regular e|Kason came to a disappointing

conclusion for tT|h,Williams squash team, as

they dropped ye^nother 5-4 tlecision on

Saturday. This time^H^as to Little Three foe

Amherst, as the Ephs\ere thwarted in a bid

for their first Little Thriste title since 1969.

The even playeTs took h\e courts first for

Williams, and it was obvious that the match

was going to be a dog-fi^t. Stu^Browne, at

the no. 4 spot, took his first gameJe-lS while

co-captain Peter Talbert, Gene BMg, and

Bruce Sheehan all dropped their ^i^ning

games. Before long, the Ephs were dowjis^l

in all four matches. It was clear that William^

would have to win at least one (and probably

two) of these matches to take the title. But

Browne, Berg, and Sheehan all succumbed in

four games, and Talbert evened the score at

2-all, before losing a heartbreaking 15-12 final

game.
Down 4-0, the odd players took the court

knowing that they needed a sweep.

Sophomore Frank Giammattei lived up to

expectations by besting Amherst's Mc-
Dermott in a close and ^ell-played four-game

match. But junior Bob Beck, who has been

facing especially tough competition at the no.

3 position, fell in four games, and the match
belonged to the Jeffs.

TheEphs were down 5-1, but the match was^
not over for the three players left op the

courts. Down 2-1, junior Mike Watkins rallied

magnificently and his exciting play brought

repeated ovations from his large following.

Tied at 16-all in the fourth, Watkins and
Amherst's Bill Greene played a tremendously
long point before Watkins prevailed on a

perfect backhand. Having survived this

match point, Watkins went on to win handily

in the fifth. Sophomore DaveJiillman, back at

Jiie no. 9 slot, battled back from a 2-1 deficit to

take a well-played 3-2 win. Finally, co-captain

Mark Donovan overcame a sluggish third

game after building up a 2-0 lead and went on
to win 15-12 in the fourth in his best-played

match of recent weeks.

But it was too little too late, and Amherst
ended up on top by a 5-4 margin. The season's
final record stands at a deceiving 4-10, which
includes four 5-4 losses (to Bowdoin, Army,
Trinity, and Amherst) and the best com-
petition in the country. With the exception of

Amherst, all of these 5-4 matches will be
played at home next year and Coach Sloane is

already thinking about revenge.

The Ephs have one last chance to vindicate
themselves when they travel to the Nationals
at Philadelphia this week-end. Giammattei
has a good chance to be nationally ranked if

he plays well, complimenting his already-fine
10-4 record, by far the best on the squad.
Consistent play by the nos. 2 through 6 players
should garner the Ephs valuable points^^and a
good performance could result in a team
ranking as high as sixth. Williams finished
eleventh last year.

fieldhouse, the Purple displayed their finest

marksmanship of the season, connecting oh

33 of 56 shots from the floor, Despite the loss

of starting forward Mark Carter, who is

nursing a sprained ankle, the Ephs played

excellent, heady t>asketbaU.

The Purple scored beconds into the contest

when Ellison, who had easily controlled the

tap, snuck inside for an easy lay-up and gave

the Ephs a lead they were never to relinquish.

Regan Miller, who started in place of the

injured Carter, overcame some early jitters

and settled down to play a fine floor game
from the point position. Though he didn't

score in the first half, Miller consistently

worked the ball to Dittman in the left corner,

where the 6' 4" junior scored most of his first

Jialf points. .

,

The Purple were able to hold Wesleyan to

only 19 first half points as Bob Patterson and

Harry Sheehy virtually shut off Dick Fair-

brother and Steve Burton, the Cardinals' two

high-scoring backcourtmea Patterson held

Fairbrother to only two first half baskets

while Sheehy limited Burton to one. Hank,

who had just five first half points and a paltry

11 overall, showed that he doesn't have to

score to.ifteffective. In all fairness, Wesleyan

was playing°a diamond-anjd-one defense on

the slim junior and everytime Sheehy touched

the ball he was double-teamed.

The Ei*s built a 33-19 halftime lead by

dominating the defensive backboards and

scoring before the Cardinals could set up their

defense. Ellison, Dittman, and Sheehy

rebounded tenaciously, rarely allowing their

hosts more than one shot.

Forced to play without a man who could

match up physically with Ellison, Wesleyan

tried to front the 6' 6" center, but the strategy

failed as Patterson (9 assists) continually

lobbed perfect passes, a la Greg Lee of UCLA,

into Ellison, who converted them into easy

buckets and 14 first half points. With Dittman

keeping the defense honest with his -long

rang% bombing, the Ephs left the floor in.

complete control.

Wesleyan made a game second half

comeback, but the Purple simply shot too well

(65 per cent) to be overhauled. Nevertheless,

soph forward Skip Adamek kept the Cardinals

close by scoring all 16 of his points in the first

13'/i minutes of the second half. When he

finally cooled off, junior Rich Leary took up

the slack and led a Cardinal comeback that

came as close as eight points. Leary finished

the game with 23 tnarkers and took Wesleyan

scoring honors.

But, the entire Williams team was hitting

this half. Ellison continued his dominance

from underneath and Dittman kept bombing

from the right corner. When Patterson hit two

long range jumpers from the right side, the

Ephs seemed to have things well in hand

Wesleyan, however, had different ideas. Two

piMse turn to page sevtn

Women skiers

Hoop dumps

;!» Wes, wins

I -_ Little 3
by Sam BronTman

The Williams College varsity basketball
team clinched its second consecutive Little
Three championship last Saturday by
coasting past a small, scrappy Wesleyan
quintet, 72-62. The Ephs rode to victory on the
strength of Lffl Ellison's 25 points (all from
inside) and Fred Dittman's torrid outside
shooting (8 for 12 and 19 points)

Playing in the dimly-lighted Cardinal

^oung

but spirited
by Catherine wiles

The Williams College Women's Ski Team is

alive and well and praying for more snow!

Due to last year's successful second place

finish in Division II, the squad races this year

against the best women skiers in the East,

many of whom are Eastern A cross-country

and downhill racers. The competing schools

are Dartmouth, Middlebury, University of

Vermont, University of New Hampshire,

Colby Jr. College, Plymouth, Johnson SUte,

New England College, and St. Lawrence

University.

The season's record to date follows an

upward trend. At Johnson State, the Alpine

Team finished 8th in the Slalom and Giant

Slalom races. Peanut (Carmany) Heilmali

'76, came in 18th in the GS with about 50 skiers

competing. The cross-country team finished

1st, with Deb Hewett '74, taking the lead in

that event. The overall team ranked 8th. At

the Dartmouth Carnival, the alpine team

came in 6th in the Slalom, with Peanut

Heilman ranking 3rd in the jace. The team

fini8hed9th in the GS. The cross-country team

came in 4th, placing the overall team 7th. At

the University of New Hampshire, the alpine

team finished 7th in the Slalom with Jenni

Berg '77, coming in 18th. The team finished

8th in the Giant Slalom. Deb Hewett finished

4th and Ellen Toll '77. lOth In the cross-

tlwMtwrwto page«<x
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Gommittee

Studies co-ed

row houses
by David R. Ross

"Our committee makes no claims as to the

revolutionary impact of these recom-
mendations," the Ad Hoc Committee on

Housing Policy sets forth in the introduction

to its report presented to the College Council

last week. "In many cases, our proposals are

but very general statements of very obvious

housing needs. We make recommendations in

such cases because those things which are

most obvious are sometimes most difficult to

see." '

._,

Indeed, it appears that much covered in the

report has recently been discussed or placed

on. the agendas of campus organizations

responsible for their implementation.

,0n the subject of coeducation, the report

applauds the preservation of single-sex

housing, but suggests the Housing Committee

look into the possibility of coeducational

living within buildings for some row houses.

"We've been^ deeply concerned with

coeducational and single-sex options," said

Chris ^Altierti, Chairman of the Housing

Cpmmittee. "Most of the polls have missed

the fundamental question of whether students

want single-sex housing units or single-sex

social units."

"It would be extremely difficult to go
coed," said Ben Duke, President of Fort

Hoosac, in referring to row house buildings.

"I really like the row houses, because they

give students an opportunity to have the best

of single-sex and coed living."

Although there would be difficulties, Albert!

admitted, "Some row house txiildings could

go coed." However, this would tend to make
the remaining row houses the target of a

single-sex rush, he warned. "The Housing

Committee must consider what Is desirable

given present needs and over the long range.

The point is, this area wants more
discussion."

On freshman inclusion, the housing policy

Committee recommended an earlier in-

clusion date and that social contacts between
freshmen and the college community be
enhanced. Both Duke and Alberti pointed out
the injpossibility of inclusion before the end of

Winter Study. "It becomes a matter of
logisti^;" said Alberti. "We just wouldn't
know ^ow many transfers, exchange
sludehts, and Junior Advisors we'll be dealing
with." That is, before inclusion, houses must
know how many upperclassmen will be living
in their houses during the conning year.
Several freshmen cited the way their class

came together—as a social group this

January. "Sure, I want to get to know up-

perclassmen better . . . but, not at the ex-

pense of losing the opportunity to experience
everything January has to offer," said one
freshman. "Most freshmen wouldn't feel as,

open, if they were thrust in the midst of an
already tight social group before Winter
Study."

Although one version of this plan was
rejected by last year's College Council,

Alberti still supports some form of temporary
social inclusion based on Junior Advisor
affiliation. Freshmen would be involved in

lysome of the activities of upperclass houses
« before actual inclusion. "J.A.'s aren't really

used enough," declared Alberti.'
''

Duke, who is also a Junior Advisor in East
College, said that he saw no need for, and
numerous problems with, a formal social

affiliation using Junior Advisors. However,
he insisted, "J.A.'s should take an active role

in exposing their freshmen to their own
houses." JHe mentioned that even with the

present inclusion plan, many students have
little contact with their houses until they

actually live there. "It takes an effort by new
and old house members to make the tran-

sition 9 smooth one," he said. "The house

president can make a big difference."

The housing policy report makes several

recommendations on freshman housing,

which the Housing Committee is just

beginning to consider. "Traditionally,

responsibility for freshman housing has

largely been left to Dean Stevens (and the

adrj)inistration)," Alberti mentioned.

"Concepts, such as the placement of fresh-

men with similar interests together, are

really in the domain of the Committee on

Undergraduate Life." However, he indicated

that the Committee is becoming particularly

please turn to page four

.. .^Women
discuss rules

and conflicts
byPaulGismondi

It was described as a "celebration" in

honor of the new Women's Center at
Williams, but the mood was hardly festive.

For the eighty or so women present, last

Wednesday's Committee W meeting for

women at Williams was a sincere attempt at a
meaningful exchange on a woman's position

at Williams College.

The discussion centered around a panel of

six women from the college community, but
by the end of the meeting many members of

the audience were Involved as well. The panel

itself consisted of Janice Jacobsohn, a
lawyer; Edith Notman, assistant professor;

Barbara Stoddard, secretary; Sara Mc-
Farland, reference librarian; Arlene Gilliam,

career counselor; and Novelle Boone,
president of the Williamstown Day Care
center.

The evening began with two questions put to

the panel: "How would you describe your-

self—wife, mother, working person, etc.?"

and "Are there any conflicts between these

different roles?" Ms. Boone said that she
didn't describe herself in any one of those

roles and that she didn't see any conflict

between her role as a mother and a working
woman. Quite to the contrary, she felt that

before she worked, she considered her child to

be somewhat of a burden but now she finds

the child a pleasure.

Ms. Stoddard saw herself in a three-fold

role: secretary, mother and activist. The
problem of Hime formed the basis of any
conflicts for her. Asked to use one word to

descrlber herself she used "political ac-

tivist."

Ms. Gilliam described herself as a "black

woman" adding that the "black" always
came first. Asked if she saw her position as a

hardship, she replied that, on the contrary,

b^ing both black and a woman Is the "ticket to

anything" nowadays. In this respect she felt

that black women were being used. She saw

business as a stronghold of both racism and
sexism, filling its quota foe women and
looking no further.

Ms. Jacobsohn described herself as a

pirofessional person. Because she was
married she saw a '"potential for conflict" ,

but added that she did not have any conflicts

presently. She felt that the husband-wife

situaMon should not be regarded as one vs. the ^x
other but, instead, a spirit of cooperation

^
should exist. Ms. McFarland also felt no ./
conflicts in her role as a working wife. /
Ms. Notman said that she did perceive,/

conflicts, but they were not the type - ^
suggested by the question. She is a professor

and a mother but does not categorize herself

as one or the other but as both. She feels the

conflict is one of sc.heduhng; "how do you

work things out so your life doesn't become
separated?-" •- », '""

The problem of working andiseing a mother
drew audience response. Discussion centered

around day care especially for very young or

sick children whose mothers have to work.

Most felt that day care was a problem which
involved the entire community. ^
The second question put to the panel asked

whether the group felt "pigeonholed" as

women and their reaction to sexist remarks.

Ms. Notman replied thaf she reacted very

strongly against any sexist remarks and
considered them an "unproductive form of —
discourse." She added that she avoided

people who use them.

Ms. Jacobsohn cited a need to say

something to people who persist with their

sexist remarks before they do the same to

other women who are subconsciously in-

fluenced by them.

Examples of remarks which offended

certain members of the panel were noted as

the "girls in the office" or being asked im-

mediately "What does your husband do?" or

"how many children do you have?" before

anything else. These objections were seen as

trivial by many members of the audience.

Ms. Stoddard remarked later that the real

issues were "so deep that little things keep
cropping up and they become the issues

though they are not the real issues."

What were these real issues then? The
attempt to describe them caused problems
for the group as a whole. Many felt that in-

please turn to page five

They shoot horses

byRodConklin
Driving north on Rt. 7, a strange glow rises

above the foothills ahead, lighting the sky on a

dark, rainy winter night. Just around the next

corner, lit by ten to fifteen sets of bright

floodlights, a large clubhouse appears that

overlooks a well-groomed dirt track, now
muddy from the hours of steady rain.

Turning off the main road, the visitor first

notices several long rows of small, drab

stables that are used to house the dozens of

horses that run every weekend at Green
Mountain Racetrack. Tonight one wonders if

the horses would rather run in the rain than

remain in those drafty, makeshift dwellings.

However, such concerns are soon forgotten as

one nearS the track and several trotters come
into view, '

Surprisingly, there is a fairly large turnout

despite the bad weather. In one corner, two
ladies study their program, analyzing the

statistics listed for each horse and driver By
the $5 window, two men smoking maltreated

cigars argue over which horse has the best

fidds. And up near the front of the enormous
room, a group of teenagers press their faces

against the glass, peering out into the dismal

night. Only the most intense betters tolerate

the weal her. They are found outside

scrutinizing the information board, which

periodically flashes the numbers of various

horses, their odds, and the prices they will

pay to win, place, or show.

Caught up in the excitement, I felt com-
pelled to try my luck at the $2 window. I

studied my program with due respect for the

information pr^jvided. but eventi/ally was
attracted by the name Toplifl's Pizza.

Knowing thai smart betters are often forced

I" pla> a hunch, 1 traded two dollars to the

man in the window for a small, blue ticket.

And rollowing the race I took my small, blue

ticket around back to collect an impressive

don H they ?

r?4
GRANDSTAND
GOOD FOR ALL 1974

HARNESS and THOROUGHBRED
MEETINGS

Your ticket to a day at the races...

$1.60 in winnings. Nothing to it.

Next, 1 turned my' efforts to finding a good

story. Outside, struggling with a yellow

windbreaker and the top of his foul weather

gear, an elderly man stood b>the edge of the

track waiting for the next race. Realizing a

possible human interest story, I ambled out to

the track rail and struck up 9ft, idle con-

versatioiv. ' ^^
"How you doin'?" -^

'
, ' ,

"What the hell do you care?" he answeffed

In a low, gruff voice.

With his head partially hidden by the top of

his foul weather gear, I thought perhaps I had

misunderstood him.
,

"Whalcha" doin' out here?" I continued,

thinking he may have had something to do

with my good fortune. For the first time, he

looked up, to see who was addressing him.

.^ "You mess with me and you're going to find

out, you . .
."

His head disappeared back into the wind-

breaker, obscuring the rest of his reply. Part

of good reporting being the ability to

recognize a dead end, I thought maybe I'd try

my hand once more at the $2 window.
This time I cho6e Dr. Tang in the tenth race.

There he was in third place coming down the

stretdh until Clever Ray managed to slip In

front of him at the fmish line, keeping me
from winning some more money. Now I was
down 40 cents and just eager enough In try it

one last time.

I found myself at the $5 window and there

was my $S bill in the hand of the man behind

the counter. Robert D. If ever there was a

horse to win for you, it was Robert D. His

timesiwerc fast. He had finished well in his

last five races. And just to be safe I bet him to

show, feeling confident that he would finish at

least third.

I stood out In the rain with my $5 ticket,

yelling at Robert D. every time he passed the

clubhouse. The man with the yellow wind-

breaker had stopped struggling with his foul

weather gear and stood with the top un-

buttoned to the waist. Smelling the unsettling

odor of cigar smoke, 1 turned around only to

find the two men I had seen earlier standing

behind me. Everyone, had come out for the

final race.

The starting car streaked by followed

closely by nine trotters. Luckily, Robert D.

had gotten off to a good start and was second

going into the first turn. The last I saw of him

before he disappeared behind the information

board he was moving up to challenge the

leader.

Then he reappeared around the last turn in

sixth place running very lackadaisically

along (he rail. It's odd how some of those

races go.

As soon as the race was over, everyone

tunneled toward the exit. I nqticed that for

every happy face there was at least one that

was disappointed. One man kept telling his

wife over and over that the jockey had reined

in his horse at the finish. She simply said,

"Yes dear," and hurried him down the stairs

to the first floor..

As I reached my car, I had to prepare for

the most exciting race of the night. It was the

quarter mile from the parking lot to Rt. 7 with

at least one hundred cars vying for the pole

position. Bui I was soon abl^'to escape the

mass of speeding automobiles andas I drove
quietly toward Williams, I began%(^ wonder
how many of the disappointed peopk^\ I saw
tonight would t)e back tomorrow, beltv^tg on
Papa Joe in (he final race and swearing on4he
way out that the race was fixed.
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Who remembers second place ?
How does the outcome of the 1973 college elections affect the plans of

the presidential and vice presidential candidates?

Neither of the presidential runner-ups, Rory Nugent and Don
Clark, are representatives in the college yet both plan active roles in student /
government. Nugent and €lark, along with the new Council President, Steve /

Philips, push for the open publication of course evaluation questionnaires. Nugent
has gone even further and recommended student participation in the

Committee on Appomtments and Promotions and the (iommittee on Academic
Probation. He would like to be the first student on the CAP.

The plans of the vice-presidential candidates are less politically ambitious.

Runner-up Jim Baker plans to "graduate and go to med school." Dan Daly sees

a "possibility" for future efforts in student government. Brad Hearsh is

already a representative on the Council from Tyler House and would like to .

join some appointive committees, specifically the Admissions Committee.
Vice-presidential v^inner Paul Council plans to get in touch with Steve Philips

and start operating with the Council before he can state any specific goals.

Philips has listed many priorities for the Council this year. He sees its main
obstacle as lack of communication on the campus. He would like to see a student

tx>oklet about courses taught at Williams published along with the already

mentioned publication of course evaluation questionnaires. Philips also plans for

the Council to look into "alternatives in the board plan," an ungraded freshman
year, tenure policies, ways of economizing and recycling at Williams, financial aid

policies, college stock investments and, as an immediate short-run project,

rectifying election bylaws.

-^ Correction

To the editors: /-—, ^^ - _^—
My letter in the February 26 issue of the

ReAd contained a typojgraphical error which

had the unfortunate effect of reversing the

intended meaning/in on6 paragraph. The

passage should heive read (with the missing

words in capsC : Surely neither Mr. Bucky nor

anyone else would be so foolish as to attempt

to devise a/ihreare program which would

involve only a half-DOZEN STUDENTS. I

FEEL CERTAIN THAT ONE OF THE
FACTORS INVOLVED IN MR. BUCKY'S
DECISION TO ACCEPT THE AP-
P0i;i4TMENT AT WILLIAMS IS HIS

DESIRE TO BE INVOLVED IN A THEATRE
PROGRAM which is part of the liberal arts

tradition rather than being oriented toward
' the so-called pre-professional approach.

Steve Travis

ReAd off base

Prize for prose
Authors who have appeared in—and editors of—undergraduate publications

should submit prose for consideration .in the Conger Prize Contest,

for which an annual award of $100 is made. Any prose work appearing
in a publication put out by undergraduates, between February, 1973, and the -

contest deadline of 3 May 1974, is eligible.

Contest entries should be submitted to the English Department Office or

Mrs. Lane's mailbox. Stetson Library. Only one copy is required. Please label

"CongerPrize."Questionsshouldbereferred to Lauren R. Stevens. ,

(College Bulletin, 1973, p. 76, states that the contest applies to prose or

poetry. By tradition, however, the Conger Prize is reserved for prose, since'

poetry may be submitted for theAcademy of American Poets Prize.

)

Climb into the Outing Club >
The Williams Outing Club's annual election of Board Members is underway.

The Board is composed of 13 Directorships, a Secretary and a Treasurer. Self
nominations for these positions are due in Coach Townsend's Baxter Hall campus
mail box no later than noon March 11 and should include campus address, phone
number, position(s) interested in and, briefly, motivations and qualifications for

the position(s). Any questions should be directed toward present Board members
or Coach Townsend.

To the editors: ,—

,

I was surprised at the irresponsibility of the

ReAd editors in chastising the Evaluation

Study Committee for not recommending
publication of the course evaluation
questionnaires (Feb. 21). It seems to be ap-

parent that the editors didn't even read the

article by their own reporter, who pointed out

that the committee felt that a faculty vote on

the issue at this time would almost certainly

defeat the proposal and would surely result in

decreased use of the questionnaires. If by
some chance the proposal would pass,

decreased use of the forms would certainly

ensue; the committee was assured of this fact

by several faculty members who are at

present sympathetic to the committee's other

goals.

1 think it necessary to remind the ReAd that

the greatest importance of the course
evaluation questionnaires is in the feedback
they give to professors on their courses and
teaching styles. At present the system is

working fairly well in this area. The other

important use of the form is as a type of

formalized student input into tenure decision.

One of the primary goals of this year's
committee is to increase the use of the

questionnaire towards this end.

Finally, I would like to congratulate George
Schutzer on having written his second
inaccurate article on this committee. There
were two areas of misperception: First, there
was a mistaken emphasis in the article; the

committee did not shy away from recom-
mending publication because of fear of a
confrontation with the faculty. Instead, it took

.^

.

no action because we felt that at this time the,

importance of publishing the evaluations was
not great enough to risk decreased use of the

forms and thus jeopardize the valuable uses

of them that now exist. Second, Jeff Thaler

was not "directed" by the committee to form
a group of students to work for publication of

the evaluation. Instead, it was simply

suggested that this was one of the many
alternatives that students had if they felf a

strong necessity to push for publicatfoa The
use of the word "directed" implies a

responsibility on the copfiniittee's part which

just isn't there. ^^-^
I hope that I have made a contribution

towards clarifying a confused and emotional

issue.-^

RicHFinkelstein'75

Member of the Evaluation

Study Comitiittee

Keep those

quad lights

burning
by Andy O'Donnell

"Nobody asked me, but this year's fresh-

man class seems to have a lot more spirit and

school interest than previous classes."^

Peter {Hillman ReAd 2-14-74.

This yfear's edition of the Freshman Council

is one of the prime reasons such statements

have been made regarding the class of '77,

Under the leadership of President Al Vacarro
and Vice-President Steve Pilch, the group has

concerned itself primarily with sponsoring

social functions for the entirb class, and

spending the $2000 it has received from the

College Council.

This marks the first time the council fias

received a lump sum from the CC to finance

their activities for the entire year. In the past,

they- have had to fend for themselves, and

have ended up charging admission to most of

the events held. This year, however, a portion

of each freshman's $15 student activity tax

has been set aside and slated for use by the

council. As a result, they have stressed

sponsoring events in which the entire class

can participate to avoid the necessity of

charging admissioa
"This year's council has been more active

than pasl years', "commented Dean of

Freshmen Lauren Stevens. He termed the

events that they have sponsored "very

imaginative" |ind noted, that if anything,

please turn to page five

•,tiv
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Freshmen: the computer is

' Machinery for social inclusion of the Class of '77 is moving. Application forms

and explanatory material will be in the freshman mail by Monday. The Housing

Committee recommends that freshmen attend either of the general meetings

scheduled for Monday and Tuesday evenings at 9:00 in Jesup Hall for more in-

formation and answers to any qiMions that might come up. Completed applica-

tions must be returned to the Student. Affairs Office on Monday and Tuesday,

March II and 12. Inclusion will be finalized by the end ofSpring Break.

Isnei«^sbriefsnews
The Genius ofNuremburg

"Durer and his Contemporaries," an exhibit of thirty-four prints from the
collection of the Sterling and Francine Clark Art Institute and the Williams College
Museum oT Art, opens tomorrow in the Instihite's print gallery. In addition to

engravings, etchings, and woodcuts by Albrecht Durer, the exhibition also includes
prints by Martin Schongauer, Michael Wolgemut (Durer's teacher), Hans ' ' •

Baldung (called Grien), HansSebald Beham, Israhel van Meckenem, and others.
Arranged to suppleinent a Williams College undergraduate course on German

art of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries given by Professor Julius S. Held,
the exhibit illustrates the broad range of graphic techniques employed with varying
degrees of skill and success by German artists of the period in the treatment oT
both sacred and profane subjects. The emphasis of the exhibition, however,
is on the work of Albrecht Durer.

"Durer and his Contemporaries" will be on view at the Clark Art Institute
throughout the spring. The Institute is open to the public every day except
Monday, 10:00 to 5:00,



This year** election campBigns on the

'Williams campus brought out diverse views

•on such controversial issues as student input

on tenure decisions, the value of the grading

system, and the division requirements, but

few could argue that having ice cream at

every ^meal was anything but a simply

delicious proposal. And no matter how
strongly one defended the present system of

academic requirements, it was incontestable

that the abolition of division requirements

would make a Williams education much
easier to digest

But there is a student who has served time

in the dish rooms of Fitch-Prospect and
Mission Park who seems to have been imbued
with some raAcal ideas, and this rabble-

rouser said it is not more ice cream which

Williams needs but less gluttony, and rather

than abolish the division requirements,

another one should be added: Division IV—
The Pits.Of course, such extremist views are

totally unacceptable, but this being an in-

stitution which fosters the free and open

discussion of all issues, it seemedjappropriate

to make known his ideas. He did not want his

name revealed but agreed to submit the

following written statement:

"If students would spend some time in the

dishroom of their choice they would see how
wasteful they are and probably be surprised

at the rather distasteful way food is treated

by students. Yesterday morning I salvaged

eight untouched doughnuts, four unopened

boxes of cereal, and twelve full glasses of

orange juice. Working back here would be far

more instructive than the sign in Fitch-

Prospect which reads, 'Eat All You Take'.

Students would be less anxious to dump their

leftover milk into their dish of vegetable soup

to pass the time if they had to see that com-
bination greet them at the end of a conveyor

belt, and they would think twice before

stacking their dishes of pudding together if

they knew how monstrously difficult it was to

break the air-tight seal formed by the sticky

desserL"

"Fulfilling the Division IV requirement
would not only make students aware of the

way food is unused and abused, it would also

make them more empathetic toward those

who will nevei* meet the Williams admissions
standards. If all students were put at the

mercy of a conveyor belt or a huge shiny

/

Viewpoint,,,,,.
J

DivisiohlV: The Pits
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by Barbara Pierce

indent studying to fulfill Division IVdegree

metal box which billows steam And gobbles

up dishes, then spits them out as fast, or often

faster, pian they could handle, then Williams

would be a step closer toward providing the

experimential side of education which many
contend is regrettably absent. Time in the pits

might be a partial remedy for what Professor

Gaudino terms our 'invisibility of experience'

which prevents us from empathizing with

dissimilar groups and individuals."

"There are certain techniques to master

before one can work at maximum efficiency

in any dishroom, and each dishroom has its

own particular system which requires special

skills. In general, there is no substitute for

quick hands and one should always make
inaximum use of each movement. For
example, while the right hand is putting a

glass in a rack, the left hand should be

reaching for the next dish. Timing is crucial,

too—how long after the silverware is washed
before it's cool enough to touch, vihen to reach

for the garbage and dishes on the trays, how
long before trays are dry enough to stack,

how much time for a wash cycle, etc. Quick

hands and timing are essential, but unless the

student has a good sense of order and can take

a ipethodical approach to the job, maximum
efficiency will never be attained. For Mission

Park, deciding the order in which items

should be removed from the trays is the first

decision a dishwasher faces. (I prefer the

garbage-plates-silver method myself). At
Fitch-Prospect the diners themselves remove
the food and dishes from the trays, so the need

for oMer enters into the rinsing and loading

phases'^pf the process."

"Some students daydream or just don't

care and consequently they never master the

dishwashing techniques, but the majority of

Students are able to catch on quickly. Once
this occurs, there is nothing more to do but

salvage, the untouched doughnuts, separate

the pudding dishes, and be relieved that the

job ends in an hour . . . and is not an end in

itself."

That is the entire text of the student's

statement. He's a nice guy, rather quiet and
one would certainly not suspect that he would

have such far-fetched ideas, but everyone's

entitled to their own opinions and it is the'

newspaper's job to bring them to the reader's

attention. [J

A little

night

music
by Kirsten Lundberg

"Poliushka polye . .
." So goes the opening

of a typical Russian folk song. Wednesday
evening at Weston Language Center,
Professor Stephen Dankner of the Music
Department, under the jsponsorship of the

Russian Club, spoke oh the sources and
characteristics fi Russian music. His ap-

pearance marked the first of the 1974 Russian
Club lecture series.

Professor Danknef's lecture-demonstration

was chiefly interesting in the fact that it

followed so closely upon the performance of

Les Noces by the music and dance depart-

ments. Discusi^ion of Stravinsky, a recent

figure in campus news, served to open the

evening's lecture. It was Stravinsky who first

employed the traditions of Russian folk-music
in modern terms, a tradition which has in-

creasingly been an inspiration to composers
since his time.

Professor Dankner gave a resume of the

progress of Russian music since its rustic

beginnings in the Slavic, pagan songs
celebrating the sun, birth, and death. These
chants were simplistic, repetitive, modal
compositions. He played a recorded example
of the monophonic t>allades that grew up out
of the Byzantine and Judaic traditions,

especially In the region of Kiev, where
numbers of Jews settled after emigrating
from Jerusalem. Their subjects were largely

national heroes, the celebrated warriors of

their history. These ballades were chanted,

single-voice, generally minor, strophic songs
that moved with the speaker's voice, at times
almost giving the impression of speech.

Examples were played from early 1920

recordings, giving a certain authenticity of

age to the demonstration! Mr. Dankner also

described some of the instruments
predominant in folk use, the balalaika and tfie

accordion being those most widely-known
today.

With the advent of the nineteenth century,
Russia began to awaken to the fact that

Europe had since 17S0 cultivated a public

musical life. Glinka, composing in the 1830's,

set a trend for Russian "national" composers
that continued until the end of the century.

The "Russian Five", the most famous of

which w.ere Rimsky-Korsakov and
Moussorsky, although nonprofessional

musicians, set out to deliberately create a

national style. Ironically enough, they and
their followers, in their consciousness of

European, especially German, forms of

music, such as the sonata form, ended up
sounding much like the rest of Europe. They,

said Mr. Dankner, were eternally attempting

to make amends for their non-

professionalism by espousing others' ideas.

Thus there developed, toward theend of the

century, a rift between these "Russian"

composers and such a professional musician

as Tchaikovsky, a composer of such talent

that his music surmounted national barriers,

ignored rules, and in fact is inseparable from

Russian traditioa

The twentieth century, however, brought

the cycle full-circle. With Stravinsky's

composition. The Rite of Spring, Russian folk

music was re-introduced into art music. Mr.

Dankner played a selection from a recording

of (he piece, indicating how the • same
elements of fluctuating pitch, accelerating

tempo and mixed modes that were found in

earlier songs were incorporated by

Stravinsky. Mr. Dankner even played a

passage from Les Noces that bore a distinct

resemblance to the earliest pagan songs.

Since Stravinsky's time, ProkdCev and

Shostakovich have retained the folk tradition

in their music. Finally, Mr. Dankner Closed

with the observation by Gogol to the effect

that there are no composers in Russia, only

the peq>le. It is up to the few to record it. The^

folk element has by no means left Russia.

The Russian, club seems to be making an

effort to appeal to a wider range of students in

their lectures. Wednesday night's lectur^ was

a fine sequel to Les Noces. It was unfortunate

that 80 few students attended, especially

since this lechire-demonstration should have

appealed to a large part of the audience that

so enjoyed Stravinsky's canUta. Next week,

the club has scheduled a lecture by Richard

Sheldon, Professor of Russian Language and

Literature at Dartmouth College. His subject

wiU beSolzhenitsyn's August, 1814. In view of

the recent fiiror over the well-known author of

this novel, it is to be hoped that there will be a

larger turnout in Weston Language Center on

Monday, March 4 at 8:00, as well as for the

shenV reception that follows. D

Box office

tiines are

a changin'
by Andy O'Donnell

The marquee of the College Cinema
beamed like a lighthouse over a desolate

Spring Street, braving the pelting rain that

had begun to fill the Tuesday night air. Un-

derneath, a crowd began to gather, gradually

extending its way past the cinema's doors and

onto the sidewalk. By the time the projectors

started rolling for the 8:45 showing of

American Graffiti, almost 300 people had

settled down for an hour and a half of

nostalgic fun.

Sure doesn't sound like the College Cinema
you used to know, does it? Time was when all

the cinema booked was X-rated flicks, and a

line of more than two or three was about as

hkely as a rainy night in February. Recently,

however, the marquee has been the scene of

many a double take, as first run films such as

American Graffiti, The Paper Chase, and The
Seven-Ups have found their- way to Spring.

Street.

The change in policy is primarily due to the

efforts of Bill Baumgartner, district manager
for Hallmark Releases, Inc., and Fred
Parsons, local manager of the College

Cinema. The response by the students, who
comprise over 60 per cent of the cinema's

audience, and the Williamstown community
in general has been overwhelmingly in favor

of the change. As a result, explains

Baumgartner, "I'm trying 100 per cent to

keep good tilms here. 'There's a market for

them here, and let's face it, we're in the

busine^ to make a profit"

The attendance figures for American
Graffiti certainly support Baumgartner's

belief. "The ^esponse to it has t)een so good

we've had to hold it over for two weeks,"

coihmented Parsons, ^who had previously

worked at the Gary Theater in Boston before

accepting the managerial duties of the

.

College Cinema as a part time job nine'

months ago. "It just goes to show that when
you have a good product people will come
and see it" he added.

In trying to acquire a good commercial
product that will appeal to the college crowd,

Baumgartner must take into account the type

of college town and the type of student he is

dealing with. "At the University of Detroit

for instance, all they want to see is blood and
guts," he said. As a result, their cinema is

kept stocked with films like Mark of the Devil.

Last House on the Left, etc. "I like to keep a

good commercial product here, though," he
added.

How does a theater such as the College
Cinema acquire a good commercial product?

The process involves many variables, in-

cluding a film's availabilify, age, and
popularity, as well as the seating capacity of

the prospective theater. All of these factors

are taken into consideration by a booker, in

whose hands lies the decision regarding what
film plays.where.

The College Cinema is owned by Esquire:

Theaters, a division of Hallmark Releases,

Inc., and is one of 400 theaters throughout the

country belonging to this chain. First run
films are acquired on a percentage basis,

with 65-80 per cent of the profits going to the

film, and 20-35 per cent going to the theater.

The Esquire chain has one booker who
handles all 400 theaters and is advised by
district managers such as Baumgartner.

Initially, Baumgartner and Parsons
managed to get first run films here on an
experimental basis, and the gamble paid off.

*'Now, when the booker's looking where to put
The Way We Were, and he sees (the College

Cinema) making a profit with quality films,

we stand a good chance he'll book it here,"

explains Baumgartner.
"This doesn't mean to say that the cinema

will be exempt from showing any X-rated

films, though. "We don't play hard core sex,"

.

says Baumgartner, "but films with simulated
sex, like Together and Le Sex Shop, are
commercial products just like American
Gramti, and do have a market here." In

addition, these films are considerably

cheaper, making the chances of a profit much

.

greater. _
What does the future hold? Thanks'to the

efforts of Parsons and Baumgartner and the

support of the Williams students, the

prospects certainly look bright. Dollar nights

on Mondays and Tuesdays have been very
successful, and will continue. Meanwhile,
student prices will stay at (I .SO while films

such as Papillon, The Way We Were, The
Sting, and Sleeper are among those planned
to be booked in the future.

Looks like that marquee will be a busy
place during those April and May showers.

a
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more women
. /mofexQ-ed

housing
fram p«g« on*

deed the real issues couldn't be descril)ed

since they were relative to each woman. This

was backed by the assertion that it was easier

for most of the women present to discuss their

problems in small groups of two or three. The /

group did touch on some basic problems. OiW
was the hmited number of v/^k opportuniti«s

available to the woman who is forced to W9rk.

It was suggested that women should f^l a

sisterhood between themselves if they wished

to accomplish anything sincerely. Though for

some women's problems, political attion is

very definitely needed with a united front.

The entire spirit of the night and what was

viewed as the basic problem wasihe right to

"personhood", being considered first and

^premost as a person, an individual. On this

point there was unanimous ^^reement.

Without any real direction taken, the

meeting came to a close amid announcements

of future activities. In particular: the new

Women's Center is opei^^'everyday from 8:30-

4:30 and from 7:00-11:00 and is located on the

second floor of Park Hall. All interested

persons are invited/to stop in.

from page one

interested in the degree and nature of

coeducational housing among freshmen. "I'd

like to see how the coed entry in Morgan

works out," he said.

Duke and several freshmen interviewed

favored a liberalization of male-female

housing distribution among freshmen to a

point. "There just isn't any reason why
buildings can't be made coed by entries and

floors in the long run," said one freshmari.

"Still, I don't like the idea of coeducation by

rooms," cautioned Duke. "People tend to be

much more open if they don't have to worry

about the reactions (of members of the op-

posite sex). You just wouldn't develop a good

close group if you were always worried about

who you might bump into in the hall. Cer-

tainly, in the freshman year, it would create

too many problems."

In presenting the report, the Housing Policy

Committee added a recommendation that

Buildings and Grounds make regular

renovative surveys of campus housing.

Charles Jankey, Director of Student Housing,

took exception to the implication in that

recommendation that Builulr^gs and Grounds

hasn't been making such surveys. "One of our

prime duties is checking the i^ysical plant,"

he said; "We are aware oi problems with

(building) soundness and the wants and needs

of the cosmetic aspects 6f housing."

He pointed out that seven years ago.

Buildings and Grounds made a complete

survey of the old fraternities, toward adap-

ting them to College use. Nearly one million

dollars was spent in this renovation.

Currently, he is involved in working out a plan

for priorities over the next ten years to be

presented to the Provost. Where possible,

renovative planning is made-in conjunction

with student members of the houses involved.

"I'd be interested in hearing the recon^
mendations of this (housing policy) Com-
mittee and of other students," Jankey said.

"Cosmetic renovations are difficult, since
the carpeting that appeals to one group of

students seems .to be too 'institutional' for
another," he commented. Thus, "wealth and
safety are always considered ahead of in-

creased luxury."

Alberti and Jankey mentioned that they

usually heard from students with specific

complaints and interests. "It's difficult to get

an over-all view of student desires and
needs," said Alberti. He would like to see
housing issues discussed ih all student in-

formation forums. Jankey is saddened that

"students as a whole^ust haven't shown much
interest in housing coiwlitions."

q]

Efficiency Units or Rooms

still available

For graduation

SWISS MEADOWS

/ (413) 458-8111
Commercial - Industrial

Fine Arts - Portraits i

I

\.
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CUSTOM
FRAMING
7^, i It \Mi: .SIMM*

ii™r=
llAcClellaful .i**,-^

^ Press,
4^~^u

\ fi-fif

Hallmark Cards

& Eaton Stationery

SPRING ST. WILLIAMSTOWN
Tel. 451-4*20

SPECIAL

Baked Stuffed Haddock $3.25
Potato, vegetable, rolls & butter

' The Captain's Cabin
'

"The Seafood House of the Berkshires'

Cold Spring Road, Williamstown, Mass.

Students Welcome
413 458-9101

THE KRONICK INSURANCE AGENCY
S7 MAIN STREET 6635341 NORTH ADAMS

Attention All Williams Students Subject; Auto & AAotorcycle Insurance

1. We are now accepting 1974 Aalo Insurance Applications and Renewals on Low Manual Rates

2. Time Payments 3. Immediate Plates and Insurance

4. Leading Companies— Fast Claim Service 5. ^1 Ages V .

6. Compareour rates with those you arenowpaying. . -~

RATES QUOTED ON REQUEST
WRITE OR PHONE TODAY FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
INSURERS TO WILLIAMS STUDENTS FOR OVER 30 YEARS

miAicniwKma.

«

Northeast Wall ofSunroomhas

^5 shelves of quality Pdperbacks

\ reduced to 73c each.

\ $TOP IhT AND SEE
V

u^

BERKSHIRE AUTO HAUS, INC.

' Route 20 at Holmes Rd. "
^^

Lenox, Mass.

(413) 499-4360

NEW PORSCHE

914

911

AUDI 100 L S

FOX

'Z-
'

,.. i i J \l -i^ r? . /iVSTOCK -'(^ • •-:
'^

.' /' v-JH^-it' -ii-fftrf

,
,^

, .:.'V- ^t'-i',

,' '•'.
i.\t TV'.'*

- '
'•

,
• i ,!' ..' V

'.•-M-(.'i\ !.«•• fid'
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23 minutesfrom Williams

X FOR SOUND AOyiCE . . .

EiECiRomc supplYcenur
32RIVER ST. NORTK ADAMS, MASSPhone {J13) 663 6828

.
' SALE— BOWMAR CALCULATORS-

, -^ MODEL MX 20—was $59.95 now $49.88

, MODEL MX 50 — was $99.95 -now $69.88

MODEL MX 70 (with memory ) —was $129.95 now $99.88

"COMPETITIVE PRICES"
Largest 8. Most Complete Selection in the Area Open Thurs, tjll 9p.m. Sat. till 1 p.m

??^y».;'

"Come In and See Why Everyone

is Trying to Keep Up With Us."

feans

CXOTtr

straights Levis slims

corduroys

WILLIAMS CO-OP
Spring Street open Fri. till 9

See Us for Hiking &
Climbing Boots . . •

BacJcpacJcing &

Camping Supplies

;

QpFF'S SPORTS, INC.V

Spring St.

Williamstown,
Mass.

X
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more swim
from peg* six

Outstanding Eph performances were
turned In by Scott Schumacker, who won the

1000 yard freestyle,, «nd the 200 yard
backstroke, co-captain Mike Goff, who won
both the required and the optional diving

events, and co-captain Jim Harper, who won
the 200 yard individual medley and took a

second to Amherst's de la Rama in the 100

yard freestyle. Other double winners included

Bruce Barclay, Paul Reilly, and Kirk Greer,

who all took part in winning the medley relay

and also captured the 200 yard butterfly,

backstroke,- and breaststroke evenU,
respectively. '

'-~'--~'-^'--^- * • ....^i- iv ...

Important second place points were
secured by Duff Anderson, Dave Preiss, Dick
Pregent, and Rick Greenwood, which helped
Williams coast to an easy victory. But, the
highlight of the day was the champagne that
was found waiting for the Little Three
Champs following tl>e meet, courtesy of
Amherst.

By topping Amherst, the swim team in-

sured itself a winning 5-4 season. The
swimmers now await the New England
Championships being held at Brown
University, March 7-9. Q

BERKSHIRE
^^..SS^- AUDIO _^:::,

--^ - "Everything in Sound"^

—

SALES SERVICE INSTALLATION

AUTO & HOME STEREO

Car and Home Stereos

by Pioneer and Craig

X.' -
-!•

• BSR Turntables

" N; 8-Track Recorders '

Pioneer and Craig factory service station

Blank Recording Tapes

Open Mon. & Tliurs. 9 9

Sat. 9 5

Tues., Wed., Fri,,9 5:30

PHONE: 664-6600

70 Union Street North Adams, Mass

CINEMA I

WALKING TALL
Held Over 3rd Week
7:00&9:00p.m.

CINEMA II

M.A.S.H.

7:00 -9:00 P.M.

Students $1.50

Adults $1.75

Roar once again
witti ttie original

movie cast...

MASH
, . An Ingo Pf,min(*i Production

Monday & Tuesday $1.00 |^ cowcdm.., t?r

Children under 12 $.75
""" 'B

Located in tt>e

Colonial Sliopping Center V
offRt.2 \

IS CHANGE POSSIBLE?
Wf'rc a newly (ormcd'public interest loundation. dediciled fo-(undamentat social change

espocially Ihrooqh public school education We hope lo contribute lowafd a less

material islic, competitive, and sterile world, .ind lo the development o( more interpersonal

.ind humanistic values Our mdcpendent long term funding enables u^ lo develop pilot

protects m non traditional human development areas, and to deal with values ana a

sitfnificant social reorientation

WE NEED students, (acuity, concerned individuals who are very inlelliqeni, sensitive,

alert, articulate, aware, resourceful, energetic, imaginative and committed
Let us know your thoughts We hope to fill an ideahst.c void

IF YOU IDENTIFY WITH OUR OBJECTIVES CONTACT US AT:

^°JJL^ IN sot. CHA>GE PROJ. ^if.'^J"""''^!!"" ,

JOBS OR ACADEMIC CREDIT
'''' """ '' ^^ ™ '

Wash. D.C. 20009

Please met. .do ptione number m reply 202-797-8829

NEED A FRIEND?

Coll HELP LINE
664-6391

WMS^ WCfM

Previews of Programs

On 650 AM - 91.9 FM

Cinema at the Sheraton

The Lauj^hing Policeman

Starring

WALTER MATTHAU
entrance 40AAain Street,

Nqrtti Adanhs

\aV,e elevator to lower level

more frosh
from |Ma* two

"they'vis been too wary of spemUng the

nwney."
Diversity has been the Icey word ennployed

l>y the council in discussing what events to

sponsor, although the majority of tliese

events tiave taken the form of dances. The
first event they field was a square dance at

Mission Park, followed t>y a Christmas
Dinner-Dance, a Skating Party in January,
and a Valentine's Day dance that kicked off

the Winter Carnival. The Christmas Party,

wliich featured ttie JA's as waiters, appears
to have been the favorite thus far.

The cost of these four events lias totaled

$1100, with the money being spent primarily

on groups, tieer, and security. The council

gave '75 to the Winter Carnival Committee,
and plans to donate $200 to help defray the

costs of the upcoming visit of Ralph Nader.
This leaves approximately $600 dollars in

the Frosh Council's treasury for use during
the months Of April and May. They are as yet

undecided whether it will be used for either

one or two activities, and are open to

suggestions,n

Colonial Pizza

Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven Grinders
^'^ 1^ Spaghetti

50 Spring Street - 458-9009 and 458-8014

open daily 9 a.m. to2a.m.
Breakfast daily 9 a.m. toll a.m.

Donuts, Coffee

We make our own pizza dough daily

STUDENTS WELCOME

\

The Stereo BrokerJ no.
NOW IN STOCK!

i^owmar MX-100 Scientific Calculators

list $179" Our Price $159"
\^ Stan Terrell '70 Gen. Mgr. _,

X 9-12 A.M. wkdays

Ster^Components • Calculators

N. Bennington
Vt. 05257 *.

Tel (802)
442-9118

..I
I

>-^-.rH
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Curtis Enterprises and New Era Records
present \

/prlng Get nujoy
OVER $10,000 IN PRIZES TO BE AWARDED! ENTER NOW! „

YOU COULD WIN THE VACATION OF YOUR LIFETIME!

Grand Prize —
five, sunfilled days - four fantastic nights at ttie posh "Pier 66 IVIotel" on the ocean at FT. LAUDERDALE. FLORIDA!

First'-Clau round trip transportation from winner's location to FT. LAUDERDALE!

>tond« rental bike during the duration of your stayl

dinner for two at the fabulous "Pink Pussy Cat"!

Dinner for two at the "Windjammer"
«.,-, ,.,-r.o.

Dinner for two at "Pier 66" - the world's most fantastic supper club overlooking the beautiful blue ATLANTIC!

$100.00 credit account in your name at "She" - the swingingest singles spot in Florida! Top name entertainment seven days a week!

$60.00 credit account in your name at "The Button" - Lauderdale's leading after-hours club!

$100.00 cash - to spend as you please!

X

^*,. *i

10 Each Second Prizes

1. Three days, two nights at Holiday Inn, on the ocean, at FT. LAUDERDALE. FLORIDA.

a. Round trip transportation (from winner's location).

3. Dinner for tvw at 'The Windjammer."

4, $26.00 credit account in your name at "She."

6. $26.00 cash - to spend as you please.

;^-.^ 1,000 Third Prizes

,'^y, . . Any one stereo LP or 8 track tape of your choice listed in the current New Era Records Catalog.

IK

,t:Vv^i^t,i HUM. fi:-jj '>v

RULES AND REGULATIO^
•Vi

f•••••••••••^•* •««p«i^»i

CURTIS ENTERPRISES - NEW ERA RECQRD&

Ooniint CHion only lo booafide students of en accredited college ot yniyersity

Winners will be selected by (lie W A Wilholl Corpotatroo, an independwit ludg'ng

organiiation Winners will be selected at random and the decision of the judges willbe

hnal A list of all winners will be available upon written request to New Era Records

To register, print information in spaces provided on coupon

Enclose tl OOlor processing and handling Remit by check Of postal monoyotder only

PAYABLE TO: "NEW ERA HEC0H08-CEI. "
^i

, t. - . ^\^^
Mail your registration lo ':.

.
'

^^
NEW ERA RECOBDS "

^ , SUITE 10* -^it/v'. •

1100 SPRING STREET N.E. .«i*. % .,—

^

ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30309 ,• -
_

Entries must be posimerked NOT LATER THAN Merch 8th, 19»#. ''' ..'.',:''.

"I certify that I am a student at

.

(name ofjcnooii S

AddrtM.

City.

:

• PItone.

.State

.

Zip.

^r "^r >r >r
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Nat Heintz races past a Salem St. defender in the teams' December meeting, won by

Salem St. ,
5-4. The Ephs seek revenge this Saturday.

bearded Don Massey, doesn't bother,

Against a quintet that averaged just 6'-0",

the Purple scored at will, ringing up 62 first

half points and sinking an incredible 72 per

cent of their shots. The homesters virtually

ran their foes into the bleachers, moving the

ball well against Clark's man-to-man defense,

setting themselves up for high percentage

shots, and hitting them.

Only the Cougars' talented center Bill

Mosakowski, who grabbed game scoring

honors with 33 points, was off<?ring the Ephs
any resistance. Hitting on a variety of turn

around jumpers from the 10-foot range, the 6-

3 soph saved his mates from an even more
embarrassing fate.

Leading 62-35 at the half, Williams coach

Curt Tong gave his starters the rest of the

night off and opened the second half with

another fivesome consisting of Mike Rosten,

Sheldon Woodbury, Dave Fainer, Joe
LaPaglia, and Regan Miller (who started for

the recuperating Mark Carter). The final 20

minutes developed into a run-and-gun affair

highlighted by a multitude of subs who
thought that defense was something that you

put around deyard.

The only real question that remained was
how long it would take the Purple to break the

100 barrier. They settled that matter with a

little over five minutes left when Fainer

pumped one home from in close. Seconds

later, as if to rub salt into the Cougar wound,

liick Vancisin brougljt the crowd to its feet

with a 12-foot hook shot from the right cor-

ner—clearly the prettiest shot of the night,

perhaps the year.

It would have been a great shot to quit on,

only the senior guard wasn't through. Two
seconds remained when Van threw in a

reverse lay-up and converted the foul shot for

a game-ending three point play,, boosting the

Kphs' lead to 33 points ( the biggest margin of

the night). 120-87.

Sure, the contest was a laugher, but it was
just what the Purple needed to unwind a bit

after a tough season. Kvery Eph, from the

towering Ellison down to diminutive Eric

Pookrum, scored in the wild affair.

Sam Bronfman, Joe LaPaglia, and Dave
Fainer led the scrubeenies with 8 points each,

followed by Vancisin with 7, and Parker.

Woodbury, Trapp, and Parker with 4.apiece.

F^or the game's final two minutes, all four

graduating seniors were inserted into the

game and the crowd responded with a

lengthy, well-deserved standing ovation.

Culminating with Vancisin's three-pointer,

the final 1 :42 was the cra/.iest of the season as

the Ephs ran off 10 quick points to break the

record.

The Purple (13-5) aren't through yet. They
travel to Kings Point. N.Y. on Friday to do
battle with the U.S. Merchant Marine and
then, with any luck, it will be on to the.

Division II playoffs to avenge last year'^

overtime loss to Tufts in the firuils. [

j

Womens
Squash ends

at 4-1
With a highly successful inaugural season

behind therti, four members of the Williams

women's squash team will travel to Prin-

ceton, N.J. this Friday to compete in the

intercollegiate championships.

The Lady Ephs' top four racquetwomen,

Laura Carson (No. 1), Martha Cook (No. 2),

Martha McMasters (No. 3), and Beth

Brownell (No. 4) will test their mettle against

! the finestiemale squash players in the East

and, judg-ing from the quartet's strong

showing during the regular season, a third

place finish is certainly within reach.

The Purple posted a 4-1 record in 1973-74.

routing Wesleyan, Vassar, Dartmouth, and
Smith after falling in their season's opener to

Trinity. The season was marked by steady

improvement—from the No. 1 racquetwoman
right down to No. 7—and many of the squad

members, confident of their progress, would
like to have the match against the Bantoms
back. Inexperience and nervousness, not

inferior ability, they feel, cost them an un-

defeated season in that encounter.

Junior Don Cook, who took over the reins of

the fledgling team when a heart ailment

prevented him from competing on the men's

varsity, has done a commendable job'in his

coaching debut— the squad's impressive
record speaks for itself.

With each of its top four players returning

next November, the women's squash team
figures to leave its mark on New England
competition in the coming seasons. l1

Cagers crush

Clark, top

school mark
by Dan Daly

It was David vs. Goliath at Lasell Gym
Tuesday night, only this time, the big fella

came out on top as Williams' streaking

varsity cagers made it four in a row with a

devastating 120-87 victory over hapless Clark.

The Ephs' 120 points set a school record,

surpassing the 1 14 registered by the 196.'>-66

squad.

Making their last Lasell Gym appearance

for the Purple were seniors Bob Patterson.

Les Ellison, Rick Vancisin. and Mike Parker

Each saw considerable action and broke into

the scoring column.

The contest was never in doubt. The Ephs

raced out to a 24-2 lead behind the flawless

shooting of Fred Dillman (18 points) and

Harry Sheehy (21) and. with Les Ellison

ruling the boards (13 rebounds. 20 points), the

Purple lead soon swelled to .30 (48-18).

The sparse, but vocal crowd loudly cheered

each Clark basket ( they didn'tcome too often

in the early minutes). You had to sympathize

with the outmanned Cougars, they were

literally wiped out by graduation and were

forced to go with their Pre-Puberly starting

five— three frosh, one soph, and one senior.

The first four don't shave yet and the fifth.

itself. On Saturday night they'll be facing a

Williams team that is at full strength and

which has all the poise and confidence that a

twelve-game unbeaten streak generates.

The most notable addition since the last

Salem State game has, of course, been goalie

Bill Jacobs. He missed the first half of the

season due to a knee injury and the Ephs

floundered below .500. Since his return during

the Christmas vacation though, the Ephs

have been just about invincible, and Jacobs

went on to become the leading goalie in

Division II with a 2.56 goals against per game
average.

As brilliant as Jacobs has been, he hasn't

done it alone. Since the return of Peter

Crocker, who also missed the previous Salem

State game with an eye injury, Williams has

had two fofmidable pairs of defensemen: Jim
Rodgers—Crocker and Joe Hahieline—Angus

Morrison. Their effectiveness is best

evidenced by the <()lus-minus statistic which

hockey people consider so important; that is,

a player receives one plus point if he is on the

ice when his team scores a goal, and one

minus point if the other team scores. Rodgers

and Crocker, both at plus 20, lead the team,

and are followed by Morrison and Hameline

at plus 15 and plus 14 respectively.

Crocker was named to the Division II Team
of the Week for the weiek of February 9 and

scored the winning goal against Army.

Morrison knows how to use his 6-1, 195 lb.

frame to intimate opponents and delight the

home fans with his crashing body checks.

The forward lines were helped im-

measurably by the return of Bill Wyer and

Mike Elkind. Wyer, w'ho'returned to school

after a year's absence, moved in to center for

Tom Deveaux and Nat Robbins, and their

scoring has increased as a result. Wyer,

himself, is no slouch either when it comes to

scoring; he-had two goals and an assist to lead

the Ephs to their second victory over Mid-

dlebury.

The return of Mike Elkind from_ a soccer

injury as center for John Lyons and Dennis

Cahill gives the Ephs three solid front lines.

What the Elkind line lacks in size, it makes up

for in constant hustle and persistent checking.

They don't score as much as the other two

lines, but they are nevertheless productive, as

Red hot puck

readies for

Salem State
by NickCristiano

Salem Slate may have a tough time
recognizing the Eph hockey team that they'll
be playing on Saturday. The team that they
beat in overtime 5-4 on December B at
Chapman Rink >vas seriously depleted by
injuries and seeifted shaky and unsure of

their plus-minus stats show: Elkind (plus 7)
Lyons (plus %;>, and Cahill (plus 6).

The return tatuU strength also gives Coach
Bill McCormick plenty Qf depth, and it has
paid off. When Ed Spencer, the right wing on
the line with Nat Heintz and Jim Harkins, was
forced to misslhe Hamilton game with a knee
injury, Ted Walsh stepped right into his spot
and got an important goal in the first period.

If Spencer returns for the Salem State game
as expected, the Ephs will then have a fourth

line intact: Walsh centering for Jim Mc
Cormick and Dan Yeadon. This gives Coach
McCormick much more flexibility, enabling
him to use the line as an effective change of

pace or to give the others a breather. This
tactic worked es.pecially well against
Merrimack, when Walsh, McCormick, and
YeadOn put constant pressure on goalie Bill

Pieri whenever they were on the ice. Mc-
Cormick has also been valuable as a penalty

killer.

So they sound invincible, right? Well they

certainly have causig to be optimistic, but they

won't advance any further in the tournament
if they don't march into Salem expecting a

battle. They'll be facing a Salem State team
that was ranked third in the division with a 2U-

3 record?and they'll be facing them before a

hostile crowd.

Still, it is difficult to imagine this Eph team
falling apart and blowing a two-goal lead as

they did in the 5-4 loss in December— they

believe in themselves now. D

Mermen
win Little 3

by RodConklin

f The Williams varsity swim team won its

second straight Little Three Championship
last Saturday by defeating a relatively weak
Amherst team, 68-45. The meet was
highlighted by swimmers from both squads,

most notably Amherst's Jesse de la Rama,
who broke two of their college records In a

losing effort.

. please turn to page five

Daly on sports

The Small Time

The pftjor colleges can inok down their

noses at small college athletics all they want.

Sure, the quality of play is generally

decidedly inferior; sure, top-flight athletes

are far scarcer. No on^ in his right mind
would bother to argue those two points. But.

where small college athletics succeeds is in

its accessibility to an infinitely broader range
of talent, to the athletes whose only delusion

of grandeur is pulling on a varsity uniform
and going out and (lying for dear old

whatever.

Competitive athletics has become such an
important part of so many Americans' lives

that the rather abrupt transition from high

school star to major college benchwarmer or,

worse yet, spectator, is invariably a hum-
bling, traumatic experience, an ego-

shattering ordeal that transforms athletics

into an influence that too often breaks, rather

than makes, men.
Enter small college athletics, a haven for

those who might not make it in the big time-
minus the Big Ten boopla, the 110-member
marching bands, the often clique-ish athletic

dorms, and the added pressures of lengthy

road trips th^l pull an athlete away from his

studies.'Small college athletics, for the most
part, may very well be collegiate sport in its

purest form—sans the "winning isn't

everything, it's the only thing" com-
mandment from the book of St. Vincent It's

athletics for fun and, hopefully, profit, rather
than the other way around.

But, what I find most appealing about small
college athletics is those that take part-
particularly the marginal players, those who
barely manage to squeeze onto a team, and
the little guys, for whom big time athletics
hasn't nearly enough room. Where would
diminutive Eric Pookrum be at Michigan
State? Or Clark's 5-8" guard Brendon,
Burgwinkle at U Mass? Could you even find

them? Where would Ole Kollevoll be at

Michigan Tech? Bill McCormick at Noire

Dame? Probably lost in the shuffle.

Were it not for small college athletics. Kick

Vancisin's 12-foot hook shot this past Tuesday

night would have t)een wasted in a pick up

game; Jim Rodgers' talents might be

squandered in intramural hockey; Davo

Reimann would be cha-cha-ing on the dance

floor instead of on the football field.

Ernie DiGregorios, Nate Archibalds,

Calvin Murphys, and Howard Stevenses are

few and far between in major college

athletics. 999 times out of 1000, if you're under

six feet tall or less than 150 pounds/ at

Providence, Texas-El Paso, Niagara, or

Louisville, you can forget about playing

varsity basketball or football and hang up the

old sneaks— there's just no place for/a good

little athlete. You have to be super to make up

for your physical shortcomings (if you'H

excuse the awful pun).

And where are the Sam Bronfmans of

UCLA? Playing frat ball and drinking a lot "f

beer. At Williams College, a Sam Bronfman

can play varsity basketball (and still drink a

lot of beer).

If you've got some athletic talent, ymi can,

play at the small college level. I shudder

when I think of all (he ability gone to waste on

some of our monstrous state universities. The

bigger colleges don't know what (hey're

missing. I mean, Sheldon Woodbury, (he guv

next door, no( the big jock nobody sees,

throwing a behind-the-back pass, or Mike

Parker, shorter on talent than he is on

determination, banking one in from twenty

feet— man, (haCs real nirvana, and noihing

can ever lake K? place.

The moral? You can keep your Rose Bowls

aitd your N.I.T.s- 111 take Weston Field.

Chapman Rink, and lasell (tym anylime-fly

i- -,-
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Phillips

: at CC; new
voting by-laws

by David R. Ross
With new election by-laws and a promise to

"let students know what we're doing," Steve
Phillips officially assumed his presidency at

last Wednesday's College Council meeting.

A cheerful, relaxed Joe Goodman presided

while the CC approved the final results of the

election. Phil Shands delivered the Election

Committee's recommendation that the

election be validated.. "There were several

irregularities," he said, "but we found no
ifidicationofany tampering with the ballots."

Peter Hillman, who lost theDivision II seat on
theCommittee on Educational Policy to Ellen

Oxfeld by two votes, went on record as

praising the Student Committee "for a dif-

ficult job, well done." The results were ap-

proved unanimously.

In the last act of hi$ administration,

Goodman handed the Council the completed
student applications for the various^ non-

elective student-faculty committees. He
relayed the Election Committee's recom-
mendation that more applications be sought
and that a list of those applying be posted for

possible corrections.

Then, without ceremony, he handed
Phillips the broken gavel used at Council

meetings, and Phillips tpok his seat as College

Council President. Goodman left the new
Council a set of recommendations in the form
of reports approved in January and February
and "an administrative direction to be buill

upon," to quote one Council member. Phillips

began by ' praising Goodman's ad-

ministration, a remark greeted by general

In a letter to thp ReAd (Feb. 26), Phillips
discussed the "need for a clearly arUculated
election by-laws (sic) and a regularized
election process. Rectifying the election
regulations will be the first order of business
at the College Council meeting this Wed-
nesday." Indeed, Phillips opened his ad-
ministration by presenting a new set of by-
*law8 to the Council. Changes were designed,to
deal with existing ambiguities, Phillips
stated.

,

Among the major additions:

"Special students and exchanges ^re
considered as enrolled undergraduates and,
thus, may vote."

,

"Each ballot will jnclude specific in-

structions on it for voting."

"Only those votes cast for a candidate
whose name appears on the ballot or a write-
in of a name of a student currently enrolled at
Williams College will be counted in the
determination of a majority. Abstentions,
blank votes, and name^ of persons not
students at the college will be ignored."
A student vote is. interpreted as being "a

ballot with at,least one vote on it for any office

on the ballot'or the ballot marked abstain or
no vote in the primary election."

The by-laws received two amendments
from the floor. EdCahill proposed that run-off

elections involving the President or Vice-

President be valid only if 50 per cent of the

student body votes. The amendment carried,

although several members questioned
whether, given the current apolitical mood of

the student body, it would be possible to ob-

tain the requisite turn-out.

Later in the meeting, as Phillips sought
nominations for the Election Comnvittee, it

was pointed out that the Committee was
hmited to two members in addition to the

Chairman in the new election by-laws. It was
the unanimous sentiment of the Council thai

all nominees be allowed to .serve. Thus, the

membership limit was removed.

Beyond the amendments, the new election

by-laws caused little debate. They were
approved 18-0 by the expanded Council.

The remainder of the meeting was
dominated by organizational details. Phillips

Pl^se turn to page three

Controversy continues

over porno cancellation

by AndreWChapman
Provost Stephen Lewis' decision to cancel

the hard core pornography film Teenage
Fantasies" on Tuesday, January 15, came
under continued criticism last week. At a
faculty meeting, various professors voiced

objections to the Committee on Appointments
and Promotions' (CAP) role in the decision,

the possible violation of academic freedom,
and the lack of an administration reply to the

January 31 ReAd article and editorial on the

subject.

Philosophy Professor Joseph Beatty
questioned the "institutional propriety of the

CAP'S role in an issue involving the content of -

a given instructor's course." In an interview

with Hje ReAd last week and at the faculty

meeting. Provost Lewis asserted that the

CAP'S involvement in the action was
"negligible and accidental."

WilUam Boone, an assistant professor of

English, maintained that the college com-
munity was denied its academic freedom by
the administration's subjective decision to

cancel the films. Beatty was also irritated at

the lack of reply from the administration to a

recent ReAd article suggesting that the CAP
was directly involved.

CAP Involvement
Provost Lewis stated that he was unaware

of the public viewing of the series of por-

nographic films for Michael Frank's and
Elizabeth Frank's WSP until certain staff

members registered complaints through the

College Office of Security. Initially he decided

to disregard the objections but further

Security reports prompted him to confer with

other administration colleagues. At this time,

Dean Andrew Crider was out of town and
Lewis eventually consulted President
Chandler and other members of the CAP

following the formal conclusion of th^

January 11 CAP meeting. "I discussed the

matter with these individuals as friends, not

as members of the CAP," Lewis said.

Michael Frank safd that Professor
Lawrence Graver, a member of the English

Department and CAP, visited him that

Friday. Frank quoted Graver as saying, "I

have just ebme from a meeting of CAP and I

thought that it might be advisable to recon-

sider the public showing of Teenage Fan-
tasies due to exacerbations with the town."

Following another conversation with Graver
the next day, Frank decided to limit the

viewing of the film to his WSP class and
notified Lewis of that decision Monday
morning.

According to Lewis, Professor Graver
served as the courier between Frank and the

administration because he was the only one

on the committee who, as a colleague in the

English department, knew Frank. Frank
said, "I didn't know what hat he was wearing
when he came to me. It was clear, that he

came ... as someone with authority in the

college."

"I was pressured but that may have been a

paranoid response . . . Unconsciously, I

suppose, I encouraged the powers that be,

that I'm a good boy," Frank said.

Williams College is employing Frank as a

visiting professor under a one year contract

which had not been renewed by the CAP at the

time of the film cancellation. "Larry Graver
probably knew mfy contract status," Frank
said, "but whether he was thinking about it at

the time is a whole other matter." Lewis

recognizes the inequitable position of a first

year faculty member in a soft job market
when a ranking member of the department

please turn to page four
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' for Orey on Ball Creek, Appahchia.

Williams in Appalachia

I. Reflections on a Winter Stu(iy

,^>^ " byMikeRosenblum

Grey's hdtise has no running water. His heat

comes from a coal burning stove in the

bedroom shared by four people. He cooks on a

stove, but the price of propane will soon make
this too expensive. His toilet js an outhouse

afid he bathes in a basin. -,-

Hev»<^s when he can get it, but most of the

time h<^<an'L He's getti,ng to be a little too old

'o be wahflng arwnd on his hands and knees

in a deep mine. Besides, the black lung makes

it hard for him to breathe. He didn't work long

enough in the mines to get the $3,500 a year

total disability pension, however.

He has few teeth; his hair is sparce and

grey; he and his family of eight live on a diet

of rice, potatoes, gr?vy, beans and candy

bars. His wife is a wrinkled, shrunken

woman; she has no teeth at all. Without food

stamps she could not afford to feed their

family.

Neither one can read or write appreciably.

Neither one has traveled more than 15 miles

from home. Neither one has probably ever

seen a professional M.D. or dentist. Both look

to be about 65 . . . both are about 40.

Ivory tower perceptions. Every once and a

while we'll look out our rear window, away
from the broad expanse of a successful

future, law or med school, big incomes and

well fed families. We'll look out at the people

who pick our crops, and we'll ask at Baxter if

that's "Union" lettuce. We'll see the people

who live in the cities we work in and nod our

heads in horror. We'll see 20 per cent of the

families in America with total incomes below

$3,000 a year and we'll wipe away a tear and

take the Keller plan test for Psych 101 . We see

them but we do not know them. We want to

help them, but we don't even understand

them. Wp are too busy, and in the long run,

they are really less important than that 9.0 in

four quick years.

The road from Lick Branch Hollow to

Hindman presents the kind of learning you

won't find in Stetson. 1 spent -the month of

January living with Liz and Bill Stacy on

Troublesome Creek, Ary, Kentucky. Bill

owned a small general store in which I

worked in the mornings. I spent my af-

ternoons visiting with customers I got to

know. Not everyone lives like Orey does.

Least of all Liz and Bill. Yet most people do.

Theshack I lived in was formerly inhabited

by a Woman and her two sons. It had running

cold water, three small rootns, no flush toilets

(just an outhouse), and only a small coal

burning stove for heat. These people have

/been crushed by the America which feeds us.

The land they live on can be torn away from

.them at a moments notice and strip mined

away for the valuable coal that lies beneath.

This is legal in Kentucky. Stripmines abound

andtlot Qie landscape with giant scars, and

pools of stagnant green water. In a few places

reclaimation has been a success, in most

places a* travesty. Their land has been

destroyed with no regard for the people.

The books in Hindman High school are ten

years old at the least. "Hindman High

School? " my principal at. Lawrence High

said . . . "why yes, we used to send our old

books there." That's right, after we broke the

bindings, and wrote witticisms all over them,
they became the "new" books for the children

of Lick Branch and Ball Creek.

Marry when you're 14 or 16, support your
families, go to work in the mines . . . not

much room for fraternity house laughs jor

road tripping? Flood' comes every so often.

Out houses back up, garbage floats loose,

creek overflows. Living in a sea of refuse.

Open sewers in the backyard.

My first night there Bill and I took out the

garbage. "What do we do with it?" I meant
where are the stainless cans we put it in.

"Hail son . . . just chuck it in the creek."

That's pollution.

Step back and look at Troublesome. Bright

yellow with mineral waste from the mines.

Garbage makes no difference. You mean you
don't bathe, don' thrush your teeth? When you
don't have enough to eat you don't worry
about B.O. When you have to live like this bad
breath is not your most important concern.

What is your most important concern?
People generally, and God. These people have
more respect for their fellow man than
anyone I have ever met. They wiM take you in,

share their scanty spread with you, offer to

put you up without even knowing you. Their
religion is important to them. It is a part of

their daily lives. They live their faith. They
are honest and they repaid by having their

land stripped out from linder them. They are
hardworking, and they trade their lives so

that we may have lights and heat. They love

their country and it steps all over them or

ignores them. They love their land and we
poison it. They are my friends, and I can not

forget what I saw.

Why do I tell you this? I should write on the

academic merit of the at-home experience.

Isn't that the extent of our interest here?
Nothing can compare with the opportunity

to get away from the confines of Baxter and
Bronf riian. To see people One would normally
never sec. 'To know and understand people
who make up this nation in a way that can not
be found in texts of disertations but rather
must be gathered first-hand. To experience
life and reflect upon it To lose one-self in a
life not your own. To See the world from
another perspective, and hopefuHy carry that
back here is, in my opinion, the merit of

Williams-at-Home. j—

,
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Acting Out-of-Bounds

The CAP, the Committee on Appointments and Promotions, should

confine itself lo thc^e areas which its name suggests: appointments,

promotions and tenure decisions. In theory it does and in practice it does,

also . . . most of the time. Two irregularities, however, occurred in con-

junction with the carteellation of the public pornography screenings for a

winter study course. These should be brought to the attention of the campus
community.

Provost Steve Lewis made the ultimate decision to confine the por-

nography films to class"study. He made the decision after a discussion of the

matter with members of the CAP. He consulted the CAP after adjournment
of a formal meeting and, he says, as friends and colleagues rather than

members of any particular campus committee. The effect, however. Was
the same. It is obvious from Lewis' decision what the consensus of the CAP
was on the subject. Although one may only guess, we strongly believe that,

had the CAP members seen cancellation of the films as being wrong or silly,

Lewis' decision would have been different. Thus, although the CAP has

formally cleared itself of all responsibility for the Provost's action, they can
hardly shed themselves of a larger responsibility for having influenced that

action.

The second irregularity was that of a single member of the CAP,
English Professor Lawrence Graver. As a colleague he was sent to English

(and WSP Pornography) Professor Michael Frank to inform him of the

Provost's decision. Graver is a member of the body that influences all

professors' positions at Williams. Michael Frank's contract is coming up for

review this spring. Under the circumstances, it is hard to imagine Frank as

anything but polite and cooperative.

It is also hard'to imagine that Graver was completely innocent of these

implications before his role as an emissary from Lewis to Frank. Both he
and Lewis should have realized these implications. Lewis should never have
asked Graver to put himself in such an embarrassing situation. Graver

'-should have refused to be put in it.

The CAP is one of the most influential bodies on campus. As such it

should confine its influence to those areas for which it is responsible. Its

members should realize this and conduct themselves accordingly.

CORRESPONDENCE
'Good Work '

To the editors:

A double handshake and a sly grin to each

. of the Winter Carnival workers. You know as

well as we do, that in the words of the im-

r mortal Coach Townsend, "You done good."

r Williams has always hiad a reputation for

holding good Carnivals. This year that

reputation has been enhanced beyond

measure; our Carnival was perfect We ran

two flawless Alpine races, each starting on

time and proceeding without delays on ex-

cellent- courses. In spile of precarious

'weather conditions and minimal snow cover,

we prepared a Cross-country course that was

praised by some racers as being the best

course that they had skied on this winter. The
Jump was in beautiful condition and produced

some spectacular jumping, bringing the

weekend to an exciting conclusion.

The success of this Carnival was the

product of a superb team effort. Behind the

scenes, you all did your jobs with diligence

and cheer, and great attention to detail.

(Special thanks to th6 Weather Chairman for

providing two beautiful sunny days.)

To all of you who worked so hard and made
the 1974 Williams Winter Carnival the success

that it was, we offer our deepest and proudest

thanks.

IMichael S. Wilson

Michael Dubulsson

Caniival Chairmen

The way we were
by Angus Hardy

It was the slow time of the week, and I was
cleaning off the top of my desk as I am pcdne

to do at those times. I had gotten nearly

everything back on the floor where it stays

until things pick up a bit, when I noticed a
formal invitation among the erasures.

"Please to come," it engrave, "1890's

Party. Signed, Amherst."
Attracted by Iac6nic charm, and being

swept with the same absence of sensation I

experience often enough to make my feelings

suffer, I immediately set out to go.

I arrived at the Amheust campus without

further ado and likewise found some lovely

1890's womeif'for company. We talked of the

perverse social atmosphere at any all-male or

all-female university, and why we were glad

not to have to be subjected to that torture, and
why it's so much nicer to get uptight around

people you should feel comfortable with in-

stead.

Our group approached the fra t house, Sarah
Bernhardt ejscitedly tripped ahead to the

door, and with a backwards look, held it open

for us. She held it open for me as I entered,

then released it on my shoulder.

. My nerves told me of the relaxation one
feels in the presence of pleasantly sensitive

company. I reminded George Eliot behind me
of the same notion, txit she was already

familiar with it.

We couldn't talk once inside; we pushed our

Sarah Bernhardt was the leader of the two
women, quick-witted, alert and captivating;

she dominated the conversation the entire

time we couldn't talk.

way through the din and smoke to reach the
brew, universally recognized as a legal
substitute for conver^atioa

George Eliot stood insensate in the corner,
looking as if she'd just been shot from a
cannon. She had the build to prove It, txit kept
it cleverly disguised beneath an outfit not

unlike a body-bustle. The two were engaged in

mutually constructive twitting and preening,

leaving me to survey the scene.

Let me admit I'm a staunch believer in the

Eye-Contact Method as a basis for

establishing a long and meaningful
relationship with a fellow human being. I

humble myself however, ifor few people ever
fix a gaze long enough to catch my second

effort, which makes up in strong fashion for

the shortcomings of my customarily poor
initial attempt I formerly subscribed to the

Classy Opening Line Theory, but switched
loyalties on ethical grounds. I felt obliged to

supply only half the lines (starting with the

first), and even less of the patience if I was
forced to exceed my Conversation Quota. It

seemed I was always forced to supply over

half the lines, and subsequently lost any taste

for one-sided, impatient discussions.

Well, I had completed the circuit of eye

contacts, and was about to make up for it with

seconds when Sarah tugged at my sleeve and
asked if we should leave, a quirk of character

completely alien to my concept of reality.

Because, really, I have as [much patience as
'

there are people, and as maiiy additional

chances as there are mixers, and I love going

to them as long as I don't care, which even

keeps me from worrying about it all. Q

fsneiiv^briefsnei«^s

The message in the medium
A multi-media slide show with a stereo sound-track titled In Touch will be

shown this Thursday in Bronfman auditorium at 7:30 p.m. In Touch concerns
mans search for meaning and the current religious awakening in America and
features music by Paul Stookey, Cat Stevens, Simon and Garfunkel and
James Taylor. Speakers on the tape include Sea Harold Hughes and college

dropouts. The Council for Religion in Independent Schools is sponsoring the program.

CC needs jack-of-all-trades
The College Council is currently soliciting applications for the position of

Ombudsman, a position held during the past year by senior Frank Smith.
The Ombudsman deals- with student requests for information, staffs the
Student Affairs Office and, upon occasion, serves as a go-between for students
and the administration. Interested students should contact their College Council
representatives, Frank Smith or leave their names in the Student Affairs Office,
opposite the snack bar in Baxter Hall. - _ - ^-

Promotions and tenure granted
Six members of the faculty at Williams College have been promoted to the

rank of full professor, and two others have been given tenure. The promotions,
made by the Williams Board of Trustees, are effective July 1, 1974.

Promoted to full professor were John M. Hyde, associate professor
of history; Daniel D. O'Connor, associate professor of philosophy; H. Ganse
Little, Jr., associate professor of religion; John F. Reichert associate professor
of English, Charles Thomas^ Samuels, associate professor of English and
Roger E. Bolton, associate professor of economics.

Robert W. Friedrichs, professor of sociology, was placed on tenure. Raymond -

Chang, assistant professor of clypiistry, was promoted to associate professor with
tenure.

Tape Sessions preview Tharp
Twyta Tharp &nd her dance company will be in residence tWs comini^eekend,

March 7-9. Before her arrival, however, there are scheduled two vidfJb tape
practice sessions of work to be covered by Miss Tharp. The first session will be
for beginners, 2:30 to 3:45 p.m. on Tuesday, March 5; intermediates thai

TU^Jt ^Jf r^"-
' tI

'" ^^ ^""" S'"'^*''' l^«««'^ Gymnasium. On

It ,^ n n, Arfn,!.
'' l^^^

*'" ''""' « '^^o'kshop, also at/the Gymnasium,

T-i? ? .K M r." ^r^ '" ^""^'"^ «'"«lents. otherwise $2.50 at the door.

S^Tor sh.Jinf?nH*'L^n^'^
' performances are oo sale at jHe AMT box office-

B.OO for student and $4.00 for regular tickets —

/

_.»« .-. .>^vi^..v „„v. .ri.uu lui regular UCKCtS. ^ . • , V. . . ,

^
. --J1 iV'.iv.';^ii:'j.jrt,i.M(if

Longhaired guitarist in Chapin
The Berkshire Symphony will be performing^ this Friday, March 8 at

8:3ffp.m. in Chapin Hall. The performance will feature classical guitarist
Oscar Ghiglia, playing Vivaldi's Concerto In D major and Ponce'^Conclerto del Sur.
This performance will mark the beginning of a coast-to- V
coast tour that Mr. Ghiglia will be making of America. The program will
conclude with Mendelssohn's Symphony No. 3 ( the "Scotch" symphony) , and
Brahm 8 Academ^FesUval Overture. Admission is free to Williams students.

/ >
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Covering the Press

.Xitnothy Grouse speaks

by Andrea Axelrod
Timothy Crouse scrutinizes the press much

the way he thinks the press should scrutinize

the politicians and situations it encounters:

vigorously, unsentimentally,
iconoclastlcally. Author of the newly
published The Boys on the Bus: Riding with

the Campaign Press Corps, Crouse was in

Williamstown last week on a publicity tour

arranged by his publisher. Random House.

Covering the 1972 presidential primaries

and campaign with Hunter Thompson for

Rolling Stone, Crouse discovered how much
candidates can get away with because of the

press' inability to get beyond releases

prewired by candidates' staff and the un-

willingness of many publishers to print

stories that differ from general accounts or -

that might create too much of a stir.

"The pool of candidates isn't too large,"

Crouse explained in his recent interview. "If

you burn out. the candidates too quickly,

nobody's left." Crouse thinks it was a good
thing that George Romney was shown up and
burned out of the campaign because of press

scrutiny, and only wishes McGovern had been
. screened more.

"The press is useful for a candidate to work
out his platform in a small state, like New
Hampshire," said Crouse. "It's too late toJ>e

changing stands in June when the big

primaries like fjew York and California

come." Crouse thinks ,thil the press

management first thought of McGovern as a

joke and sent their younger reporters to

practice pn- his campaign. "McGovern
avoidedihe screening, which in part accounts

forffie success of his nomination bid," Crouse
said, noting that it wasn't until much later

that serious questions were raised, for

example, about his $1000-a-year plan.

Questions were raised about programs
when the press thought the candidates

powerful enough to warrant attention. "The
press is very attracted to power. The more
powerful he is, the more seriously the can-

didate is regarded . . . McGovern won his

first battle, his name became famous . . . it's

a bribe in a way, impressing the press," said

Crouse who observed in the 1972 election that

everyone wanted to ride with the winner.

Some of the "heavies" who rode with the

winners are described in Crouse's book: R.

W Apple, Jr. of The New York Times, Davkl^
Broder of the Washington Post, Jules Wft-

cover, Rowland Evans and Robert No<'ak,

and Walter Mears of Associated /Press,

among others. Crouse thinks the yire ser-

vices are "not imaginative, buttery com-
petent—the top of the lot They ^t their facts

straight" Many of the reporters from the big-
city papers "hadn't an excuse to be on the
campaign planes" because they didn't come
up with any news beyond the wire service,
accounts, according to Crouse. He thinks the'
best reporters should research and check the
candidates and their platforms from afar.

"You need to check out sources on the Hill,

in the agencies, and in the deparfments.
That's the way it should work instead of flying
around with the man in a herd where the guy
has an advantage over you. He's the only
source. It is slightly useful to see the way he^

works with his staff, though. It's like the guy
.ill the 19th century who has a window over his

stomach to see how the enzymes work.
McGovern had a window over his stomach,
but he's a freak as far as polls go," said
Crouse.

Safety or Prying? r'^

Other people there don't see themselves as
anything but "reporters travelling around
with a major poll," according to Crouse. Then
why do newspapers continue to send their

writers? Crouse sees every fourth year as
election year for newspapers as well as
governrtnent. "The tension is focused, and it's

a inain chance for a reporter to make a name
for himself." The bylines mount and their

namesake tends to rise in the management.
"The stakes are so high in that fourth year,

and the safest route is to fly around with the

herd, ride on the bus," said Crouse noting thi

management is named on the basis of

petence and exposure.

In addition, paper executives are
fascinated by the campaign and like to learn

the dirt their correspondents dtHmcover even
if it can't be printed. As for the reporters,

Crouse says from experience, "It's so much
fun—you feel very impormnt." They are also

"waiting for the nexKassassination."

Correspondents in the White House not only

feel important, imt, said Crouse, see them-

selves as an^Cxtension of the White House
operation, "^s soon as one is assigned to the

White Hp(ise, he loses his sense of outrage

which ^ replaced by a sense of awe and

for the office of the president," said

He praised the Washington Post team
sources deeper than the Ziegler

blockage; it doesn't just sit in the briefing

room. "The Executive branch has thousands

of employees. You just can't cover it from the

center. You have to pry loose the in-

formation," said the press observer.

The Boys on the Bus was accused by a

reviewer in The New York Times Book

Review as exchanging Theodore H. White's

•V
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A vigorous, unsentimental, iconoclastical scrutiny

.

"slavish, Zola-like obsession with detail" for

the more fantastic writing of Hunter S.

Thompson. Asked whether the Times
criticisms were accurate, Crouse replied that

Thompson is "sui generis ... he has
credentials for the style he writes in, an

amalgam of many strange ex-

periences ... he is writing about the cam-
paign emotionally, a mixture of fact and
fantasy with the fantasy for dramatic effect."

Crouse himself advocates rather in-

vestigative journalism.

Will Crouse show us the political coverage

of the future during the next presidential

campaign? " '76 will be fun," Crouse mused,
but he hopes to be writing a book about the

judiciary. "There is a respectable tradition

that it should not be examined," but Crouse

TwyL

/

The Williams CoHege Dance Society an-

nounced recentlV/'a. change in the two per-

formances to be giveti by Twyla Tharp and
her company^ during her residency here

March 7-9. H also announced that volunteers

from the^^ollege community are needed to

participate in one dance.

Bo^ performances will include three works

chof-eographed by Miss Tharp: "The
Raggedy Dances," "The One Hundreds" and

/"Eight Jelly Rolls." The previously an-

nounced works, "The Fugue " and "The Bix

Pieces" will not be performed.

The performances are scheduled at the

Adams Memorial Theatre at 8:30 p.m.,

Friday, March 8, and 8:30 p.m., Saturday,

March 9.

On Thursday, March 7, Miss Tharp and her

company will present a dance workshop at

Lasell Gymnasium beginning at 3:30 p.m.,

and on Friday, March 8, there will be an open

rehearsal at the AMT from 1:30-4 p.m

The movements have such names as

"mosquito bite," "windmill arm jump," and

"Polish toe stub" and volunteers are needed

to perform them. "We're looking for anyone

who has ever dreamed of being on a

professional stage, including non-dancers,"

states Joy Anne Dewey, faculty advisor to the

Dance Society.

Mrs. Dewey notes that the volunteers will

be able to sit in their seats with the audience

for "The Raggedy Dances" and "Eight Jelly

Roils," and perform on stage during "The

One Hundreds " Rehearsals will be Thur-

sday, March 8, from 5 to 6 p.m., at the Dance

Studio and from 7 to 9 p.m., at the AMT. Since

each person will need only 10 minutes to learn

a movement, interested persons are

requested to call Mrs. Dewey in advance to

reserve a time for rehearsal, or to sign up at

the Dance Studio

"Eight Jelly Rolls" is a suite of eight

dances evoking the music and dance styles of

Dixieland and the Big Band era, and is set to

songs by Jelly Roll Morton and his Red Hot

Peppers. "The Raggedy Dances" is a suite of

dances set topianora^s by Scott Joplin and to

a set of Mozart variations, K. 265.

Students may. purchase tickets for the

performances ai a reduced price of $2.00, but

must pick up tickets in advance at the box

office. Admission to the dance workshop will

be $2.50 at the door, free to Williams students,

while the open rehearsal will be free to

sponsors, patrons, subscribers, and friends of

the Dance Society Concert Series, and

Williams faculty, staff, and students. r^

more CC
from page one

mentioned that he nopes to propose some long

range planning committees to follow up the

work begun under Goodman. The Council

deferred to tomorrow's meeting election of a

Secretary and Student Affairs Ombudsman.
Both offices may be filled by non-CC mem-
bers. Phillips thanked Frank Smith on behalf

of the Council for his work over the past year

as Ombudsman. , D

Sonu ofone huiulredlnoveinents

hopes to ignore it. Atany rate he will not write

any more books examining members of the

press; too many of them have become his

friends and, as the 1968 Harvard graduate

matures, he finds he's becoming too much
like them. "It's hard to criticize the people

you've had lots of good times drinking with."

That is a conflict that one will not expect with

the nine justices. .. __^

Studying

pays off for

some seniors
The Faculty Committee on Graduate

Fellowships recently announced the class of

'74 recipients of a number of fellowships

granted by Williams College.

The Horace F. Clark awards given to two
members of the senior class chosen on the

basis " of superior scholarship,

general ability, and interest in scholarly

research went tocnarles Dropkin and Lorna
Hochstein. Both Hochstein and Dropkin plan

to continue study at graduate school. Dropkin
cites Harvard Law School as his probable

place of residence nextyear. Hochstein is still

waiting to hear from a number of schools

wliere she plans to study religion and
specifically New Testament She hopes to

earn a Ph.D. in the field and then teach on the-
private or college level.

In a somewhat different vein the Hubbard
Hutchinson, fellowships were awarded to

William Finn and Krid Panyarachun for their

creative talents. Panyarachun's plans are
quite definite and long range at present He
will study architecture in graduate school

(hopefully al Berkeley) and then return to his

native country Thailand. There Panyaracliun
would like to combine his architectural

knowledge with an interest in archaeology
and aid in the restoration of monuments in

Thailand. Noted for his musical and dancing
skills at Williams, he said he would definitely

continue them as "a hobby."
Finn, known on this campus for his

theatrical and musical endeavors, will
continue to develop his talents in these fields.

He plans to study classical musical theory in

New York and write more plays musically
oriented. .

Two members of the senior class will

continue their study abroad next year with

pl«as« turn to page lour
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Marathon

madfless

earns dollars

The third annual 24 hour marathon running

relay to raise,jnoney for charities will begin "

March 16, at 10:00 KM. in the Towne Field

House. Members of four relay teams (the

Williams College Road Runners, the women's

ski team, a faculty team, and a Mt. Greylock

team) and interested students will seek

pledge support of a penny a mile or more

from the Williams community during the first

two weeks in March.
^ The money collected after the event will be

divided between the "Campus Chest", whiclj/

supports the YMCA, Help Line, the "A B^tt^

Chance" program of Mt. Greylock Regional

High School, the Day Care Center; the Boy's

Club; and "Aid Children Today", a local

organization supporting jMTo Am Nurseries

in Saigon.

The "Campus jStiest" has long been a part

of the WilljanSs College tradition. It seeks

each yeario raise money for local charities

and 'g'roups. In addition some students

volunteer as aids and tutors in the operation

of the Day Care Center and the Boy's Club.

The support of the To Am Nurseries in

Saigon through "Aid Childri n Today," a

Northern Berkshire based group, began just

over a year ago when Mr. and Mrs. Robert

Peck of Grace Court in Williamstown adopted

their son Jonathan Thanli Danh Peck from

the nursery. Through their contact with

Rosemary Taylor, an Australian nurse who

directs the nursery, the Peck* learned ipbout

various physical and financial needs of the

nursery.
^ to Am (Warm Nest) Nursery consists of

four residencies. The" fourth and newest

residenck is an in|tensive care unit for some

children. "Friends of Children of Viet Nam",
Australian Churches, and non-governm^tal

agencies inC^ada and the United States help

support the nuteery. The nurseiy,' as an or-

phanage, is responsible fo^^eping many
children alive. Althougl^^ome children are

adopted, many renrt^ir in the orphanage.

Last year two,jrtaVathon run teams, The

Williams College Road Runners, and the Mt.

Greylock team raised over $1500 for the

nurs^pjC

-Relay participants and interested students

'will conduct an energetic door to door effort to

reach every student on campus as well as

faculty, administration and staff for pledge

Support.

"Those with questions should call Janis

Wertz at 2249. p-,

•V LJ

more awafiJs
from page thr«t

theaid of two fellowships. ThMohn E. Moody
fellowship will enable Johti Ramsbottom to

pursue his interest^in modern history at

Exeter College, -Oxford University. Ram-
sbottom wiH Av^oirk for a British B.A.

Drake tempest received the Carroll A.

Wilspnfellows^ip awarded "after the manner
pf Rhodes Scholarships, withspecial attention

to leadership, ^holastjc attainment, and
physical vigor." "Tempest has the opportunity

to continue his studies in this manner/at
Worchester CoUegei Oxford Universjty for

two years and hopW\o obtain a ba9iielors of

philosophy degree in \this time./

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

/

FRENCH LANGUAGE
SUMMER SCHOOL ,

at

Saint-Pierre et Miquelon
(16th Summer)

An Experience in International

Living

Learn to speak French and en-
joy a fascinating holiday in this

North American overseas terri-

tory of France. The Saint-Pi-

errais are warm and friendly,

and the surrounding sea and
mountains provide an atmo-
sphere of delightful relaxation.

Enquiries:

French Lang ige Summer
School

University of Toronto
Division of University Extension
119 St. George Street
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M5S 1A9
(416) 928-2400

—-—
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J/W- hpckey finishes season at .8-9
> * ^ .by Steve ChrbtakiM

(in^aTcY^2, the J.V. Hockey team ended its

seventeen game 1973-1974 schedule with a

tough 7-4 loss to HotchkisE School. The defeat

left the team with a near five-hundred record

of eight wins and nine losses for the seasdn.

Coach Jim EUingwood's skaters ended the

1973 portion of their schedule with a favorable

two wins, one loss record. Wins were

registered over the North Adams State

College Varsity and Brookline High School,

while the only loss came to the hands of the

Univ. of Mass. J.V.'s.

January, was a rough month for the Eph
pucksters, h'owever, as the team won only two

games while dropping five. The team's

record, standing at four wins and six losses at

the end of the month, was not the only cause of

distress. Trey Kelsey and Geoff Klingenstein

both sustained injuries in January which

wei'e to keep them off the ice for the

remainder of the season, and starting

goaltender Chuck Cremens contracted an

aitkle injury that continued to hinder his play

for the rest of the season.

On January 12, Kent School stormed

through Lansing Chapman Rink en route to a

5-0 whitewash victory over^Williams. The
awesome display of hockey skills shown by

the prep school team stunned many Williams

rooters. But the following Wednesday,
Williams regained some confidence by

beating a disorganized Choate School team by

r"
THE

SPIRIT
SHOP

LIQUORS — WINES— BEER

LOWEST PR ICES I N TOWN
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

134 Cole Avenue Williamstown

Phone 4SS-)704

a 6-2 score. Also in Williamstown, however,
Thayer Academy upset Williams, 3-1, on
January 19. Then to a^d to their troubles,
Williams lost an overtime encounter to

Trinity-Pawling School, 7-6, on January 23 in

Pawling, N.Y. •

But, refusing to quit, Uie squad played well
in drubbing Mount Hernion School, 6-2, on the
following Saturday. That victory was hardly
savored long enough before Dartmouth
trounced Williams by 12-3 in Hanover on
January 29. In thatgame, The Green Machine
was able to build up an 8-1 first period lead
over the clearly outplayed Williams sextet.

Finally, on January 31, Middlebury handed
Williams its second overtimfe loss by pulling
out a 6-5 decision on Williams ice.

February proved to be a much better montht
for the Ephs. After opening with two losses,

the team closed out the month with four
straight wins. On February 4, Exeter
Academy clobbered Williams by a 7-1 score ia
a game played in Exeter, New Hampshire. On
Saturday, Februarys, theE.C.A.C. Division I

oriented R.P.I. J.V.'s beat Williams by 6-3, in

a close contest played in Williamstown. With
the record at a dismal four wins and eight

losses, theteam elided The morith reeling off

—

~

four straight victories. The first victim was
Deerfield Academy, who fell to the Purple by
a score of 7-3 on February 13. The following

Sunday, Williams trounced a team from
Amherst, N.V., by 6-1. And then, in a game
advertised as the Northern Berkshire version

of the Stanley Cup Finals, Williams "brought
home the bacon" by beating the EC.AC.
Division III North Adams for the second time

this season, this time by 3-2. Finally evening

their record at eight wins - eight losses.

Williamii beat Bericshbv SchoorbjT tim
February 27 in Chapman Rink. The team
then lost its final game to Hotchkiss three

days later in Lakeville, Cona

'Vr-

ICE CRYSTALS: Co captains Patch Mason
and "Charles" Cremons provided fine

leadership this season—both played well, too,

and should be great assets to Bill Mc-
Cormick's varsity squad next
season . . . Leading scorer Rick Zeller is a
classy centerman, turned defenseman, who
should also be a fine addition to the var-

sity . . . four sophomores, one junior, and one
senior complimented the nine freshmen in

niaking up this J.V. team ... it is usually all

frosh . . . The team would like to thank Mr.
and Mrs. Mason for the excellent team dinner

they provided on March 2— it was
great! ! . . . The line of Larry Hyde, Pete
Elkind, and Chris Vogelsang played well over
the last three weeks of the season-
accounting for nearly half of the team's
scoring ... all three are former defensemen.

Lost. One ligtit-blue aquamarine square-cut

ring in a white-gold setting probably in the

vicinity of the gym. The ring has a great deal

of personal value and I am offering $30 for its

return. If you have found the ring, please

contact me at this address: Cheryl Koki, 14

Marmion Ave., Worcester, /Wass. 01606"

ART &
PRINTS

lie Fit A Mi: SHOP

NEED A FRIEND?

Call HELP LINE
664-6391

Spojcts Shorts
ilie \tatiat track (earn elected juniors Mike

Reed and Stan Fri as captains for the 1975

season. Mike was a co-captain this past

season while Stan replaces graduating senior

Jeff EUiotL

Mike has been Williams' top hurdler since

his first meet freshman year and holds

college records in the 60, 120, and 440 hurdles,

races. Undefeated this year in the hurdles in

dual meets, Mike also anchored the mile

relay, consistently turning in the fastest spUt.

Stan specializes in the half mile, but is a
versatile performer and competed suc-

cessfully in the 600 and WOO, yard runs as well

as running legs on the mtle and two mile

relays this past season. In the 600, Stan trailed

only Elliott, and his strong lead leg helped the

Ephs to a second in the two mile relay at the

Easterns. />

Both Reed and Fri are expected to run well

for the spring track team.

A meeting will be held on Wednesday,
March 6th at 7 p.m. in Jesup Hall for all in-

terested in joining the outdoor track team. If

you have any questions, contact Jeff ElUott at

2965. Q

Commercial - Industrial

Fine Arts - Portraits .i

I FINE FABRICS — BRUNSWICK YARNS
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shortly afterwards, Jsfdt thanks to the tight

defensive play of l^iiiby and friends, and the

Ephs own slopptfiess, it was as nonexistent as

gas on Sundirys.

Thespes^dy Vikings, who looked even faster

next to^ immobile Ephs, managed to pour

in tyro more goals to ice the gams, Nothing

v^more evidence of Jacobs' fatiguethan the

y-last goal, an unscreened s)ap shot whici!F^nt

right between his legs. ^

•'^^

junior Harry Sheehy eludes a^couple of R.P.I, defenders in the Ephs ' 68-60 win on Jan.

19. Sheehy will lead the Purple against Brandeis Friday night in the E.C.A.C. playoffs.

Puck runs

out of gas,

falls, 9-6
by NickCristiano

They held a fire drill at the hockey rink

before the game on Saturday night, but un-

fortunately for the Ephs, the only thing on fire

was the Salem State hockey tearh. Led by

frosh defenseman Dick Lamby, the Vikings

rallied from deficits of 2-5 and 4-6 to win 9-6

and eliminate Williams from the playoffs.

All the smoothness and confidence that the

Ephs had developed over their 13-game un-

beaten streak suddenly and inexplicably

disappeared in the last 25 minutes as Salem
State poured in five straight goals, four in the

final period.

Salem State has to be given a lot of credit

for the Purple's collapse. Even though the

Ephs led 4-2 after the first period, Salem kept

them bottled up in their own zone and the

Ephs once again had to fall back on Bill

Jacobs to save them. Three of the Williams

first period goals came on tip-ins, and two on

power-plays.

The Boston Globe had said that "Dick

Lamby is to Salem State \Vhat Bobby Orr is to

the Boston Bniins." Foi^'once, the Boston

hockey press could almost be accused of

understatement. Lamby, who scored 3 goals,

opened the scoring at 2: 12 witha slapper from

the left point that just caught the right corner

of the net

Ed Spencer tied it uptit 4:09 when his shot

from the face off circle seemed to hit a

defenseman's arm and fly past goalie Jerry

Kusy. Bill Wyer put the Ephs ahead on a

power play four minutes later, this tiifle

beating Kusy cleanly with a slapshot from

about forty feet out.

SfllPTP took nrivantage of the Ephs' inability

<t: 'ahtv ..i-t

Saturday morning.

If there was any thing to be learned from the
competition, one team member remarked, It

was that too-ranked Princeton "isn't un-
beatable." The Tiger ladies got such a build
up prior to the intercollegiates, that the
Purple racquetwomen had the feeling they
were headed for the lions den.

The women's squash team played an ab-

breviated schedule (five games) in their

For the Ephs, and especially for senior^ inaugural season, but next year, all in-

Tom D^veaux, Nat Robbins, Nat Heintz, Ole N^cations point towards a more expanded

to get the puck out of their own zone and slid a

backhander under Jacobs at 11:48. Nat

Robbins put the Purple back in the lead when
he tipped in a blast from defenseman Jim
Rodgers, and Jim Harkihs upped the lead to 4-

2 on yet another tip-in, this time on a shot

from the right point by Angus Morrison. Once
again though, Williams needed some hot

goaltending by Jacobs and some lucky

bounces to keep the puck out of their goal.

A forty minute delay due to the breakdown
of the Zamboni did not alter the fast paced
wide open play which marked the first period,

a style of play unusual for playoff hockey. A
minute into the period, Ed Spencer made a

perfect pass from behind the Salem goal to an
unguarded Nat Heintz, who easily beat Kusy.

The long delay also didn't change the Ephs'

inability to get the puck out of their own zone.

Salem Co-captain John Griffin managed to

poke it past Jacobs at 3:58.

Lamby got his second goal ofthe night at

6:50, beating Jacobs from the top of the face-

off circle with a wicked, Orr-like blast. The
Purple got a reprieve five rninutes later when
MikeElkind stole the puck behind the Viking

goal and slid it across the crease to Dennis
Cahill who pushed it in.

After that, the game was a nightmare for

the Ephs. Lartiby got the hat trick in a goal

mouth scramble, and the remainder of the

period was played virtually on Jacob's

doorstep. Budge came through time and
again and the Ephs managed to escape to the

locker room still on top, 6-5.

The third period was even worse, though.

The Ephs simply could not skate; it looked

like they were moving in three feet of water.

Once again they had to fall back on Jacobs,

but the man is not a machine, and it was
obvious that he was extremely'tired from the

bombardhient. Salem tied it up at 5:49, lifting

a backhander over the fallen Jacobs.

Williams argued that there was a Salem
player in the crease, but it wouldn't have
made any difference. Less than a minute

later Salem went ahead for good on a slapper

from straigjit out in front

The Ephs got a power play opportunity

KollevoU, John Lyons, Jim Rodgera, and
Jacobs, it was a bitterly disappointing and
swift end to a tournament in which they had
every right to hope to do well in, following

their miraculous rise from nowhere in the

second half of the season.

What accounted for their horrible collapse?

Perhaps the law of averages simply caught

up with them, or perhaps, for some reason,

they just weren't up for the game. Who
knows? The tide of any game, in any sport,

can turn on the smallest, most seemingly

inconsequential thing. One guy said that the

ice was very soft, while sotneone else argued

that the long delay between the first and

second periods was the turning point. It could

be all of these, and it could be none; all they

are good for now though, is to supply fuel to

many heated arguments at the Log.

All that matters is that the Ephs were badly

outplayed, and they lost.

One thing the Purple didn't die of though,

was lack of fan support. Eph supporters

numbered almost one-MUrd of the total crowd,

and unlike the team, they didn't collapse in

the second period. ~ /'

Women's

squash 3rd

in tourney
On the way to the intercollegiates at

Princeton last weekend, the women's squash
team: ,

(a) i(xk a wrong turn and wasted 20

minutes driving towards Buffalo.

(b) had their car konkout in the left lane
of the New Jersey turnpike, barely escaping
with life and limb.

(c) had to finance some of the trip

themselves.
|

(d) All of these

If you wrote down "d" in your answer
booklet, give yourself five points. If you
didn't, you weren't ones <if the lucky ones who
trekked to New Jprsey last Thursday to

compete in the women's intercollegiate

squash championships. "Everything that

could have possibly gone wrong," lamented a
battle weai-y Eph racquetwoman, "went
wrong.';

But, through it all—through the faulty

navigation, the failings of Martha Mc-
Master's asthmatic '72 Renault, and the
rapidly evaporating team resources—the
female foursome persevered. And when it

was all over, they left Tigertown a highly
commendable third, trailing only Princeton
and Trinity in the team standings.

As if the trip down weren't taxing enough,
the Lady Ephs found themselves victimized
by a "poor draw"—three of the four Williams
represenUtives were ousted in the second
round by high-ranked players.

Martha McMasters (No. 3) captured her
first match with relative ease, but then ran up
against Princeton's Wendy Zaharko (ranked
No. 6 nationally), who quickly disposed of her
in three games.
Penn State's Wendy McClure lasted only 15

minutes against the Purple's Martha Cook
(No. 2), but Princeton's Nancy Carver was a
different story. After swinging her way to a 2-

1 lead, Ms. Cook succumbed in five games,
dropping the fifth, 15-12.

Next to bite the dust was Laura Carson (No
1), who struggled to defeat Cornelia Peck of
Penn State in five games before dropping
three in a row in the second round to Prin-
ceton's No. 2 player.

Beth Brownell (No. 4) posted the best
record of the four Dartmouth's Ruth Garrety
(who exchanged at Williams last year)
defeated her in the opening round, but Beth
rebounded with two straight victories in the
consolation bracket before defaulting to
rehjrn home with her teammates. The gas
squeeze forced

. t*t'squad to lefive early

program. Princeton, Penn State, Franklin
and Marshall, and Bowdoin have expressed
an interest in adding Williams to their
schedule.

Champu-bound

h0©|>xdowns

Coast Guard
by Sam Bronfman

The Williams varsity basketball team
concluded regular season play la'st Friday

night with an easy 80-68 victory over the

United States Merchant Marine Academy.
The win brought the Ephs' record to 14-5—an

impressive showing under first-year coach

Curt Tong. Tong, you can be sure, would like

nothing better than to add the New England
Division II championship, schedu^d next

weekend at Tufts.

The Cadets, a very strong, methodical club,

relied heavily on their pick-and-roll.offense—

and for good reason. Dennis Straht, their

muscular 6'-6" center, was extremely suc-

cessful in setting picks for his mates, and was
able to free 6'-4" captain John Nunnenkamp
and 6'-2" guard Bill Westburg for high per-

centage shots.

Relying primarily on outside shooting, the

Cadets pulled away to an early six point lead.

The Ephs couldn't buy a l)asket for the first

five minutes in the poorly-lighted Kings Point

fieldhouse and only Fred Dittman's hot hand

kept the Purple in the game.

But, suddenly, forward Mark Carter, who

was returning from an ankle injury, caught

fire and sparked an Eph comeback. Carter hit

his last five shots of the half, mostly on 15-foot

baseline jumpers from the left side, to lead a

20-4 Purple burst that seemed to take some of

the spirit out of their opponents. With Dittman

sizzling his way to 16 first half points, the

Ephs were off and running.

The offensive display of this pair was

matched by the superb defense of Bob Pat-

terson who, when reassigned early in the half

to cover the hot-shooting Nunnenkamp, shut

off his taller opponent. Les Ellison's in-

timidation of the Cadet offense also con-

tributed to the Williams surge.

Kings Point played some defense too.

Employing ainatch-up and one zone geared

at stopping high-scoring Harry Sheehy, the

Cadets held the 6'-3" junior scoreless for the

entire half. Despite the damper put on

Sheehy, the Purple left the floor with a

commanding 42-27 lead.

But once again, the Ephs lacked the killer

instinct and failed to put the Cadets away.

Uncertain passing and poor shooting by the

visitors enabled Kings Point to draw to within

10 in the early stages of the second half. Fred

Dittman rescued the Purple, however, with a

jumper, and Sheehy, now playing the low

post, led a Williams surge that put the Ephs in

front by 19, 70-51.

Again, the Purple let the Cadets back into

the game. Nunnenkamp keyed a 9-0 burst that

cut the Kings Point deficit to 10—but, the Eph

defense stiffened and allowed the Cadets to

get no closer. The final 12-point margin could

Easily have been 32 had the Purple not

decided to coast on a few occasions.

Dittman led all scorers with 26, followed by.

Carter (18), Sheehy and Patterson (10

apiece). Patterson contributed three timely

jumpers to help the Purple hold off the never-

say-die Cadets.

Perhaps the Ephs were looking past Kings

Point to this weekend's tournament. William?

is paired against Brandeis (16-6), who edged

the Purple, 90-87, to hand them their only

home loss of the year. The survivor of that

encounter will be pitted against the Tufts (16-

6)—Westfield State (15-9) winner in the

championship final. The Ephs will have to

come up with back-to-back solid efforts

against top-flight competitiort if they want to

bring the ECAC trophy back to Williamstown

l>;
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"Streaklhg/'Hiie sport of running which

dates from B.C. (before clothes) times, began

in eafhest at Williams last Friday, March 8,

with occurrences taking place both inside

classes and outside the buildings. .

ITEM: Art 102 students received an un-

scheduled demonstration in life drawing that

morning when a streaker ran down the

Adams Memorial Theatre aisle and jumped

onto the stage during a discourse on the Mona

Lisa. Lecturer E. J. Johnson commented,

"Well, I guess she's seen every tljihg now."

ITEM: That same afternoon Psychology lOlS

was ambushed by a streaming gentleman

yelling, "Geronimo"—witlwut a loincloth.

ITEM: Approximatelyi^40 freshmen con-

ducted a group str^k around the quad that

night in William^ first large-scale night

operation. ^•*'^

These pcftirrences indicate the arrival of

"streakin^'*^ for better or worse in William-

stownf providing both town and College of-

ficials with a thorny problem—how should

siich actions be liandled?

Chief Joseph Zoito of the Williamstown

Police Department warns that potential

streakers are subject to up to six months in

the House of Correction, a fine of $200, or both,

if they are apprehended. But pointing to a

good relationship with both students and

college officials, Zoito doesn't anticipate a

great deal of trouble from streaking.

"If it happens on campus," says Zoito, "the

responsibility for action lies with the college.

If it goes onto the streets, then it is dumped

into our laps." At the moment Zoito does not

have any set plans for handling the first case

of streakers, but will take a "very relative

approach" depending upon what the cir-

cumstances are.

Prof. Vincent Barnett, faculty head of the

Student-Faculty Disciplinary Council also

makes a clear distinction between stredking

on- and off-campus. If caught in such ac-

tivities off-campus, students, he noted, 'Can't

look to Mama College if they get in trouble.
"

Likewise, cases of streaking on college

grounds will be dealt with without community

pressure.

What sort of punishment, if any, the Ad-

ministration would place on streaking has yet

VIVH LE DIFFERENCE! Two unidentified Eph joggers demonstrate difference 'twixt

day and night streaking to tlje naked eye . . . barely. [Photo by Shaw}

to be articulated. Dean Crider is awaiting a

first case to provide a precedent before

establishing college policy.

When such a case does come up, he will

refer it to the Disciplinary Committee for

general action, as a failure to comply with

College regulations of conduct. "I would like

to know what the feelings of the community

are towards streaking. It is important that the

dean not act unilaterally."

While none of the college employees are

"very uptight about it," Crider Is concerned

that streaking is "potentially hazardous

(legally) to the students." There is a great

possibility, he feels, tor confrontation t)et-

ween the college and the town over this issue,

since a police officer is justified in coming

onto campus if he sees streakers. Adding to

this problem is the interpretation of town and

college making clear-cut delineation of on-

and off-campus difficult.

In general Crider says, "Students should

know that actions have consequences. They
should realize it's not fair to say, 'if I do this,

what are (college officials) going to do about

it.'
"

Presently, there is a case of two freshman

streakers whose names have been given to

the Dean by security. Due to a lack of "hard"
evidence, Crider believes that the case may
never reach the Disciplinary Council, but if it

does,, a college statement should befoith-

coming next week.

Last Friday's rash of streaking was not the

first instance of it on campus. A WCFM news

team discovered in interviews at the Williams

Club in New York, that Townsend Wheeler
'36, on a $20 bet, streaked from AD (now

Perry) House to Spring St. and back in 1935.

Opinion at the Club was favorable to the

present campus happenings, even though at

the time, Wheeler's stunt was considered "a

pretty wet tmng to do." For the Club mem-
t)ers it marks' a return to 'the good old davs.'

G

Griffin HaU
renovatioiti

^ criticized
by Andrew Chapman

A proposed renovation <rf Roo^ Three,

Griffin Hall aroused criticism from numerous
factions following the President Chandler's

announcement of the proposal at a February
20 faculty meeting. The renovation would

consist of removing the bookcases supporting

the second floor balcony and installing a

carpet. In a letter to Chandler, the Art

Department objected for aesthetic reasons to

the removal of the bookcases supporting the

second floor balcony. During, an interview

with the ReAd last week. Professor Victor

Hill, coordinator of the Griffin Hall Concert

Series, noted that the musical acoustics of the

room will probably be impaired by the

proposed carpet.

Peter Welanetz, director of Buildings and
Grounds, stated that the renovation will in-

crease the seating capacity of the room and
improve its acoustics. He .stressed that the

removal of the bookcases will conform to the

present design of the room and "do away with

what I consider to be awkward cubicles

between the bookcases." He continued, "I

think both architecturally and aesthetically

this is a smart thing to do."

. Professor Theodore A. Sande, lecturer in

Art, told the ReAd last week that the removal >

'

of the bookcases will not remove the need for

structural support of the overhead balcony^

"The bookcases serve two purposes," he said,

"visually as supports for the balcony above
and rather handsomely for the columns
directly above, and also to hide the asym-
metrical fenestration of the room." Sande,

who drafted the letter to Chandler, which was
signed by a majority of the department, said

that new pillars at the end of the present

bookcases would still obstruct the line of sight

from the President's seat at one end of the

room and thus not appreciably alter the

seating capacity,

At the present time, Room Three is used for

the concert series. College Council meetings,

occasional classes and seminars. The faculty

has met there since 1902, when the building

was last renovated.

While the Art Department letter en-

couraged a closer look at the problem rather

than any specific alternative, Sande noted

that the removal of the large seminar tables

please turn to page seven

.The ReAd recently selected eight members
of the faculty and administration to comment
on the report of the ad hoc College Council

Committee on Tenure. This report was ap-

proved by the College Council in a 13-1 vote

February 19. The Committee's report con-

cluded that formal student input into the

tenure decision-making process was
inadequate. On this premise the Committee
proposed, first of all, that Coordinate

Departmental Committees composed of

majors in the respective departments be

formed to work with the department chairman

on tenure decisions. The report's second

suggestion, by far the more controversial of

the two, propoted that three students be made
voting members of the Committee on Ap-
pointments and Promotions. It is to this latter

proposal that most of the faculty and ad-

ministration responses were focused.

by Tully Moss
Faculty interviewed: Dudley Bahlman,
Professor of History, Dean of (he Faculty and
ex officio member of the AP; David Booth,

Associate Provost and Assistant Professor of

Political Science; William Boone. Assistant

Professor of English; George Pistorius,

Cliairman of the Romanic Languages
Departnient; Joe Beatty, Assistant Professor

of Phiiosophy.

^hose faculty interviewed by the ReAd
were unanimously opposed to students being

made members of the CAP. Reasons cited for

this opposition generally centered around the

question of student expertise: adequate
knowledge, expferience in judging faculty,

and commitment both to the teaching

profession and to the long-run Interests of the

college. Professors Booth and Pistorius noted

a further difficulty in that if students were
admitted as members of the CAP, junior

faculty should also be members. Dean
Bahlman and Pistorius were quick to note

that their opposition to student membership

Students on CAP? No/
on the CAP did not imply small student input

into the tenure decision-making process.

Bahlman characterized the input as "enor-

~mous." Regardless of whether they agreed

that present student input is adequate or

formalized enough, all faculty interviewed

implied that student input is and should be an

extremely important part of the tenure

decision-making process.

Response to the other proposal of the

College Council that Coordinate Department

of Committees be formed was varied. There

was general agreement on this question that

the departmental level was a more proper

and efficacious place for student input.

David Booth,

Associate Provost

Booth opposes student membership on the

CAP because it would mean "a fundamental

reordering of the Committee. If we, broaden

membership to include students, we also have

to include junior faculty members." Such

expansion of the CAP would raise serious

difficulties. Booth claims, for the con-

fidentiality of this decision-making process.

"The CAP," he says, "works on high in-

terpersonal trust; it is a highly effective'

small group. The material is highly con-

fidential, and it is very important that things

discussed on CAP matters remain private.

Broadening CAP membership would raise

questions of how much confidentiality would

be kept The consequence of deteriorating this

confidentiality, whether through rumors or

otherwise, would mean that the Committee

would lose power and influence, and the

decision would eventfially be made at other

levels."

If the problem of confidentiality is not a

viable one, then there still remains the

problem of student expertise. "Normally, I

wouldn't buy this," said Booth, "but one can

argue that on the CAP this has greater

currency. The CAP operates as a council of

elders, a group of people with long ex-

perience. Mature judgments come out of long

experience. It is hard to match this kind of

experience."

"Furthermore, the CAP covers a realm

much more sensitive than that of other

committees. The CAP deals with the life

chance of an individual. It's a highly intense

situation and there is a terrible conflict of

values: on the one hand you want to t>e just to

individual faculty members; on the other

hand, you want to protect the long-run in-

terests of the institution. Student membership
on the CAP might cause certain costs in this

kind of situation. Students might overvalue

the classroom role of the teacher or, every

time junior faculty members are not tenured,

there might be campus-wide brouhaha."

"Implicit in the conception of the CAP is

avoidance of decision by conflict of interest.

That's why it's a committee of elders. The

CAP is an instance where seniority and

commitment makes sense. Although I think

students should have input, putting them on

the CAP is not a very good way of doing it.

"

Dudley Bahlman,
Dean of Faculty i\i, ,»'

''

Balhman, an ex officio member of tlie CAP,
claims student input is "enormous." One of

the indicators of student input, he says, is the

consideration given to the popularity of

courses. In addition to tttis, students "are

consulted when they don't know they are": he

said there is sampling of student opinion, and
"any sensitive person can hear where most
students lean on a particular issue."

Bahlman opposes student meml>ership on

the CAP and does so on the grounds that

student input at the CAP level is either

adequate or that student input can be best

expanded on the departmental level. His

primary objection to student membership on
the CAP is that students do not have the

commitment to education and to the college

that the faculty do.

Another reason for precluding student

membership is the question of expertise.

"One of the things we have to evaluate," he
said, "is scholarship. We have to read
published work. Students are not trained in

appraising the value of scholarly work."
"A perhaps symbolic difficulty," Bahlman

mentioned, "is that the Committee meets
year-round. We meet Christmas vacation and
sometimes even in the summer. So, the
Committee is extraordinarily timo con-

suniing. I feel personally it would be aH im-
position to ask students to serve."

Another problem arises when the role of the

CAP in appointments is considered. BahlmanVv
said, "A CAP makes its best impression on

^"

the candidate for appointment if it's com-
posed of faculty and administratioa"

Joseph Beatty,

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor Joseph Beatty was hot
as unequivocally opposed to student memr.'
bership on the dAP as was Bahlman. "On the
one hand," he said, "I think it would help
esprit de corps: students would see them- .

selves as being taken seriously. On the other''

hand, I have formless fears." He raised the
same question as Booth, that of "abiding by
the canons of confidentiality." He also
questioned whether students should have a

please turn to page three
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Those sultans of sin

It is inevitable that as the temperatures in Williamstown rise with the

approach of spring, so will the instances of "streaking," on the Williams

campus. In fact, there have been several occurrences of these. nimble

nudists already.

Yet unlike so-called indecent exposure, "streaking" followS-ifl-a long

hne of collegiate excesses which began with painting cows purple and

progressed through goldfish-swallowing and phone booth stuffing...There is

no warped sexuality in the "pure" streaker, no flash of body from un-

derneath a raincoat to a small child. If anything, this sensation of skin is an
expression of the joy of living. To consider it perverted is to misread its open
enthusiasm and make it something it is not.

There has been, of course, a long tradition of clothes-wearing in western

culture. It was left primarily to the colonial settlers of Massachusetts to

make thelack of them a crime in America. But down through history, great

people have used nudity to express their deepest emotions. The list includes

such notables as Archimedes, Lady Godiva, and Isadora Duncan. Streakers

are merely theculmination of this historical heritage, manifesting a vitality

sorely lacking in contemporary society. The extent of media coverage of

"streaking" is only one example of its appeal.

A visit to almost any museum will convince those skeptics of

"streaking" of the importance of the nude in our culture. The Greeks
sculpted it, the Renaissance masters painted it, the Impressionists, to name
only a few, adored it, and Picasso exploded it. Why should we cower from it

outside of marble museum walls? The answer is, of course, that we
shouldn't.

How then should those in authority cope with this pride in peeling? The
ReAd believes that as far as campus streakers are concerned, the ad-

ministration should adopt a 'hands-off policy. But there are several im-

portant limits which must be observed by streakers themselves if this ap-

proach is to work. ;

By its very nature, "streaking" is a tongue-in-cheek expression of

personal liberty. It will remain as such only if it is not thrust upon people

who are not interested in it. Excessive class disturbance or an invasion of

dormitory rooms would not concern the "pure" streaker, for he yvould be
trampling upon the very spirit of personal freedom he is exercising himself.

As long as a streaker respects such limits, he should be allowed to pursue
his pastimes unhampered.

Another important limit the streaker should recognize is the

geographical limits of the campus. Outside them, he is especially subject to

the whims of public authorities who can imprison or fine so-called offenders

of public morality, if so inclined. Also the streaker must confront the

authorities directly without administration intervention, and as such, may
find the going a bit rough.

If its popularity on more southern compusSsvis any indication,

"streaking" is axi enjoyable pursuit. Its blatant innocenc^its individuality,

and its fun should be protected by the college. Streakers, in t'eturn, should

acknowledge this protection, not abuse it. ^\^
Humanity has been living with the human body for centilries now: To

censor campus "streaking" would admit that people still aren't com-

fortable with it, which is a very unnatural thing indeed. -*

LeudsmspondssX
To the editors:

Let me try yet once more to correct your

presentation of the issues regarding my
decision to ask Mr. Franli of the English

Department to cancel a public showi^ig of a

movie that was used in the WSP on por-

nography.

On at least two and I believe three oc-

casions! explained to your reporters that the

decision in question was mine and mine alone.

Both your editorials of January 31 and March

v5 deny that fact. The one of March 5 implies

that, in stating I made the decision, I am
either- being disingenuous or that I am not

capable of acting independently. How you

choose to jiidge nny stewardship in office is

your business. But, by denying the facts of the

case you cast the Committee on Ap-

pointments and Promotions into a role that

they did not play. You are correct in saying

that the Appointments Committee must be

careful in its actions on non-appointments

matters. It was careful in this case;'4ulf the

nnembership of six did not know of my
decisions in (he matter in question until after

the fact, and only knew I was considering

various alternatives. In addition, I discussed

the matter with a number of other people

before,. acting, a fact which you choose to.

ignore.

Mr. Graver can speak for himself, but I

think I should point out two things. First, he

was not "sent" to do anything. At my request,

since I did not know Mr. Frank personally and

since I could not reach his departmental

chairman, Mr. Graver had two talks with Mr.

Frank. It seemed to me that on a potentially

touchy issue, it was better not to confront a

new member of the faculty with the weight of

one of the senior officers of administration.

Since Mr. Frank perceived the situation

otherwise, perhaps this was an error in

judgment on my part. But, second, your

editorial of March 5 Implies also that no one

with any influence on "professors' positions

at Williams" should have talked with Mr.

Frank—which would exclude not only me but

also his department chairman and, indeed,

any tenured member of his department as

well. This presents a certain dilemma, does it

not?

I Wish I had been able to see right and
wrong in this matter with the clarity you.
have.

Stephen R. Lewis, Jr.

Provost

ReAd Criticized

To the editors:

The Williams College newspaper has had a

history of being a fine one for many years.

Until recently, I believe that this was still the

case. The ReAd has become very irrespon-

sible, poorly laid out, and distinct in its lack of

news.

Of late, it has been the rare issue that has
not misquoted someone, and not caused poor
feelings by a number of people. The editorials

that come out seem to mis-interpret a great
many facts and figures; a good example
being the editorial in the last issue about the

CAP'S involvement in the pornographic film

cancellations. Had the editorial writer read
Mr. Chapman's article on the front page at all

closely, he would have realizkl that he was
arguing precisely the wrong^ints, and had-

not fully understood the content of the article.

For example what exactly the CAP's and Mr.
Graver's roles were. This indicates lack of

careful , scrutiny of what goes into the
editorials.

Words are left out, paragraphs are omitted,
at least in part ( i.e. "Stifle the Yawn" column
in the last issue). Careful proof reading and
lay-out could prevent this sort of mistake,
that often makes it difficult for the reader and
is often insulting to the author of the article.

Will he make the effort next time if half of his
article is left out?!

Also may I suggest that the editors visit the
first tier of the library to look over the
volumes of past Records and ReAds. To look
at those older issues makes the present paper
look void and empty of good news reporting.
Many of the old Records display fine
examples of excellent journalism. News was
reported and commented on in great detail.
The reader learned something about the
college community. The paper's duty is to
serve the college as an honest, complete
source of news and comment. It is disap-
pointing to this student and many others to
•see a potentially fine institution, such as the
ReAd, fall into decay and overly bias repor-

ting. As the founder of The Denver Post once
-Mid;. "IThere is no hope for the satisfied

ntan." It is time to restructure and revamp
the quality of a fine institution.

Sincerely, -'wrw,

Benjamin Duke '75

Judaeo-Xianity
•\

.

To the editors:

On Page 4 of Berkshire Alternatives, Vol
1—No. 1, dated February, 1974. there appears
two columns under the heading "Liberation,

"

signed by Peter Lambert.

The last paragraph of these two, columns
refers derogatorily to things "Judaeo-Xian"
and similarly io "Judaeo-Xianity."

WhafEambert meahslSy ' —Xiah" and "—
Xianity" is obfuscated.

'

But it is utterly clear just what he means by
"Judaeo—" in close context with such terms
as "fungus," "stunted tree," "opposed
to . . . plural expression," "despotic relics,

"

and "noxious."

He means to elicit from the Northern

Berkshire community an ancient, perhaps

unconscious, but nevertheless thoroughly

malignant emotion—namely, anti-Semitism.

This he does under an opening call for

"insight," "sensitivity" and "intellectual

honesty" The slightest affirmation of these

three traits might require something other

than the raw irrationalism that seems to

govern the columnists convictions. Perhaps
some knowledge of history, or some con-

templation of the for'ces that shaped modern
society would more meaningfully reveal the

ills of that same society. Almost all serious

students of these things find that the

traditions of Judaism, the Hebrews,the Jews,

and the State of Israel not only toler&te but

support and encourage pluralism (perhaps

second only in modern history to the U.S.A.

itself); the only exception being the

legitimate aspiration of Jews to maintain

their identity as a people.

Contrary to any pretense of scholarship,

Lambert's tone regarding things "Judaeo—"
is that of the Protocols of Zion and Mein

Kampf. This is not the place to re-document

the mendacity, evil, and tragic consequences

of anti-Semitic writing. It is, perhaps, the

place to demand more editorial thought on

these matters, before you again besmirch

your otherwise seemingly well-intentioned

publication.

G. Lawrence Vankin

Opposing mud
To the editors;

This is a letter of protest. Perhaps it could

be thought of as spitting in the wind to bring

this up at this point, but I am compelled to

nevertheless.

While walking around the en .
lately

one cannot help but notice i!.:;t soinething

very unsightly has appeared here. It is

possible to avert the eyes from it in many
places, but in certain parts of the campus you

can't help but see it. Why, just looking at il

turns the stomach. The prospect of walking

into it is even more troubling to those with a

mind towards aesthetics.

A lot of people have complained about this

before but opposition just hasn't .been ef-

fectively organized. The powers that be

isolate themselves so that public outcry will

not offend their ears too severely. It seems

like a hopeless case— but it's never too late.

Of course by now you know of what I speak.

Mud is just about the worst stuff imaginable

It's omnipresent and it sneaks up on (or

rather under) you when you're not looking.

The shoe industry has been said to have a pari

in the planning and lack of cover-up that has

lead to this year's mud siege. Sources say that

they are trying to create new demand.
I think this situation needs close

examination. MASSPIRG is alive? Well, let's

see it solve a problem that everyone wants

ameliorated. Did someone file an en-

vironmental impact statement for this stuff?

The CES should look into it. And what about

the WAC? All they seem to do is sponsor

lectures. That'sjalk—how about some action.

If these groups don't do something soon I

think students should organize. Of course, the

administration has yet to espouse its position,

and rumors are again flying that President

Chandler spends most of his time bt a retreat

built with our tuition.

Sostudents, let's get toll! Wecan overcome
the muck and mire of our society! We hsve^

nothing to l(«e but our Sunday Cons!

Milllanlly,

I'eler I'cyser "76
a".
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more tenure

Irom p»g« ont

vote on the CAP: '.'Students haven't been here

as long as faculty have; they don't have

notions of competence in departments other

than their own, and tiiey don't have the same
commitment to teaching. It's not that I

distrust students; but there is a sense that

teachers have made the commitment to

teaching: will students, not having made this

commitment to the profession, be able to

judge it properly?"

WUIUm Boone, r

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor William Boone further

qualified this notion that students are

unqualified to serve on the CAP.
Boone sees the potential involvement of

student members of theCAP as l>ased on their

experience in the classroom. "At most, then,

we are talking about 60 professors having

been directly experienced by the student

members of the CAP, if you figure that each

student member would have had around 20

different faculty members by the time they

served on the CAP. That's about one third of

the faculty. That means that, theoretically,

two times out of three the student members
will have had no direct experience of the

faculty member under question. Fur-

thermore, m^iiy of these experiences will

have been with a professor in his first year,

when he is inexperienced. This limits the

students' experience even more. You can

have a perspective only when you have in-

formation. When the experience is nil, you

just have to go along with the opinion of those

who know. This means stuctents wouldn't

really change CAP decisions: they would just

have to go along with the Department
Chairman's decision. Students are not in-

capable of judging teaching when they see it,

but it seems unlikely that even one of the

student members of theCAPwill have had this

l(ind of experience."

George Pistorius,

Department Chairman
Pistorius used the experiences of his

department to show how intricate and

. complex the tenure decision-making process

is and how this complexity demands a

sophisticated approach students foreseeably

could not have. According to Pistorius,

students haven't the requisite professional

training and are not qualified to assess the

facts related to tenure decisions. Fur-

thermore, students can't have the long-term

interest of the faculty: they haven't made
teaching as a career choice and they are a

transient body on campus. Whatever opinions

students may have on these matters, their

voice is nonetheless one of the inputs that has

to be assessed.

Although his department is small and
therefore tenure decisions are infrequent,

Pistorius said that "among the criteria when
a tenure choice comes, student reaction in the

classroom is very first in importance." One of

the means he has used in the past to learn

student reaction has been the course

questionnaire: "Until recently the course

questionnaire always confirmed what we
already knew. We turned in the results of the

questionnaire to the CAP along with our

tenure report. Lately, however, my faith in

the questionnaire has been shaken."

Another means used* to learn student

opinion of a faculty member has been in-

dividual contact with students. Pistorius said

that he tries to contact students who know the

professor personally. He also aims at a

diversity of perspectives: the poor student is

contacted as well as the good one, the non-

major as well as the major.

From these informal meetings with

student^ Pistorius has learned that students

are not good observers and that the language

they use to.describe professors is not always

as accurate as it should be. Students ohen use

different terms to describe the same
phenomenon. This, he argues, points out the

need for a professional to assess this input.

"Student membership on the CAP," said

Pistorius, "is incompatible with academic
freedom. Academic freedom means not only

being able to say what you want in the
-

classroom, but also being judged by your

equals. This is not to say that students are not

On. the same intellectual level as professors,

but that Ihey are not on the same professional

level."

Pistorius noted that his junior faculty

members have wanted this exclusively peer

evaluation: "The most violent opposition to

student membership on the CAP, among
those faculty in my department, has come
from the junior faculty."

Pistorius sees problems not only in allowing

students to decide questions of promotion, but

also in allowing them to formally participate

in decisions of appointment Among other

things, there is the need for adequate ex-

perience and knowledge. "For example, if I

know that one candidate for appointment has

done his doctoral work with a certain

professor at a particular college and that

another candidate has done his work with

some other professor at the same college, I

can usually be sure that the work of one

candidate will be far superior."

Response to other propose I

On the first proposal of the College Council,

that coordinate departmental committees be

formed to work with department chairman,

most faculty interviewed were positive, but

most qualified their answers extensively.

Pistorius said, "I suspect that if every

department had such a committee it would be

a good thing. But, in my department, for

example, there would be problems. First of

all, tenure decisions don't come that often: we
have a small department. Secondly, most of

the students enrolled in our course are not

majoring in romance languages. In our case,

the non-major is as important as the major.

So, it wouldn't be a very good idea for us to

have such a committee composed merely of

majors, as the College Council report

proposes.

"In the larger departments, such com-

mittees might mean that students became

involved in department politics. If a tenure

decision came down to a choice between two

people, shidents might take sides.

"There is also the problem of the professor

who teaches primarily freshman courses.

How would this student committee represent

the opinions of the non-majors he has had?"

Booth, while holding some of the reser-

vations of Pistorius, called the idea of

departmental committees " a highly sup-

portable idea." He qualified this statement by

saying that "Students have to demonstrate

that they want this. They have to be serious

and show quality of thought in their

proposals. They have to follow up on their

ideas and show commitment to their prin-

ciples.

"But, the departmental committees could

provide an alternative struchire for student

input which would avoid a frontal attack on

the CAP. After all, a great number of the

decisions of the departments are approved by

thftCAP; so, the place to have influence is on

the departmenUl level.

"Such input would need to be as strong and

as regular as it can be. Student committees

could hold the departments responsible: How
do you make your decisions? Do you use the

course questionnaires? Students could look at
those tenure decisions just m^de and see if

they approve of them.

"But students on these committees would
need to be thoughtful, hardworking, and they

would need to make responsible con-

tributions.

"These student departmental committees
would constitute a resource pool. Together,

they could form an independent student

committee that would pull things together,

that could see how things are done on a

college-wide basis.

"But, I would hate to see undue emphasis
placed on the major. For example, 52 per cent
of those in 100-level Division III courses are
non-majors. Furthermore, the 100-level

courses may be a small part of a major's
experience. That's why I believe in the course
questionnaire: it covers a large, diffuse lx>dy

of students."

Asked if the course evaluation question-

naire indicated dissatisfaction with the

teaching at Williams and thus, perhaps,

showing an immediate need for greater

student input into the tenure decision-making

process. Booth responded, "The results seem
to indicate no large scale dissatisfaction with

the teaching. On a scale of one to seven, the

means tend to be between 5 and 6. Students

overall and over the years have shown a

general respect for the teaching at Williams.

This would indicate that there is no system-

wide problem.

"Of course, to be most accurate, we should

compare our results nationwide with those of

other institutions, using a standard
questionnaire.

"A study I did one and a half years ago
tendefl to show that tenured faculty did

tietter. Of course, this doesn't show that those

granted tenure eventually are more highly

regarded than those not granted tenure."

by Michael Stein

Faculty interviewed: John Mac-
Fadyen. Chairman o( the Geology

Deparmcnl; Fred Greene, Chairman of

the Department of PoliUcal Science;

Henry Bruton, Chairman of the

Economics Department

John MacFadyen, Chairman of the Geology

Department, is "absolutely opposed to both

recommendations." It is his opinion that it is

not the students' job to make tenure
decisions. They lack both the maturity and
the experience to make these very difficult

judgments. However, as far as his depart^

ment is concerned, there is no lack of student

input. He believes that it is his primary job to

"keep my ear to the ground" and if students

-have complaints or simply wish to comment
on any aspect 6f the department (including

the conduct of the staff) they are encouraged
to speak up.

The channels of communication between
faculty and students are particularly open
during the summers when staff members
take field trips with the geology undergrads.

As MacFadyen pointed out, one cannot live in

close contact with another person for a month
or two without getting to know him quite well.

Thus, though there is no formal procedure,

the Geology Pepartment obtains a great deal

of student input which plays a major role in

tenure decisions. -

MacFadyen presented other criteria for

evaluating a department member. In addition

to consulting with other tenured memtters of

the department, he keeps in contact with grad
school students who are usually free in their

assessment of individual professors and how
well they were prepared for post graduate
work. Furthermore, he believes it is possible

to judge a professor's performance on the

basis of the major standardized examination
given every year. Since each staff member
teaches in his own specialized area of

geology, it is possible to otiserve performance
by the students on that particular section of

the exam and if they consistently do poorly

then the professor is obviously lacking in

teaching effectiveness. MacFadyen also
mentioned that he watches enrollment for

electives from year to year. If one course
seems quite popular it indicates,to him that

the instructor is doing something right.

A primary concern is how much outside

work the department member does (which
signifies an interest in the field). However,
MacFadyen is not an adherent of the "publish

or perish" principle. He is far more interested

in the instructors doing work which involves

the students. Junior staff members should be
active every summer with the un-
dergraduates as an interest in the students is

an exceptionally important factor.

MacFadyen also stressed departmental
morale. A staff member must get along with

his colleagues or otherwise the morale of the

whole department goes down bringing that of

the students down with it. This is a highly

significant consideration in any tenure
decision. Finally, MacFadyen pointed out

that the "vitality" of the department is

determined by bringing "new blood" into it

but that there is also a responsibility to junior

members. Even though they come in with no
assurance of tenure it is a very difficult moral
decision to"letsomeone go", especially in the

present job market. It is a fine line to have to

Fred Greene,

Department Chairman
Professor Fred Greene, Political Science

chairman, favors the proposal advocating a

student committee within each department
However, he doesn't "feel expert enough to

comment on the composition of the com-
mittee." Greene approves of the idea of

getting student feedback right as a member is

hired so that a cumulative file or history can
be maintained. The junior member would
thus be continually evaluated and not just

when the issue of tenure arose. This type of

input would be "very important in the

department recommendation to the CAP".
Student input at this level is "valid" and "it

would be used."

However, Greene does not favor student

representation on the CAP. They possess only

a "fragmentary grasp" of professors. "The

instructors would be here fcmth before and
after the students had been at Williams and
thus the students could not evaluate behavior

patterns, committee work in the department
intellectual capabilities and a "whole
multitude of other qualifications" which the

students would not normally be aware of or

exposed to.

"You are dealing with peoples' livelihoods"

and it takes a good deal o( knowledge in order

to make these kinds of decisions. Greene
maintains that the primary long term role is

student-department contact

Henry Brnton,

Economics Chairman

The Economics Department has a formal
procedure for obtaining student feedback.
According to its chairman. Professor Henry
Bruton, the course questionnaires are ex-
tensively used. Also, he arranges a series of
Interviews with senior majors invecoiwmics
and asks "them about each member of the
department; He asks for suggestions as to
how department members might change and

please turn |Mge
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Comba^ng

-Jiielplessness
-^ hv .lav MclnernevbyJay Mclnerney

Howard Zinn is "one of the big talkers of

'the movement'." He is also a Professor of

Political Science at Boston University and the

author of S.N.C.C: The New Abolitionists,

The Politics of History, and Disobedience and

Democracy. Wednesday night at Jesup Hall,

Professor Zinn spoke on the need for a new

post-anti-war movement to combat a

widespread feeling of "political

helplessness."

This feeling of political impotence has been

viewed as both a cause ^d an effect of the

decline of "the movement" in the sixties. Zinn

saw it as an ideology, that is, "an idea spread

through society to preserve the existing or-

der."

Stating that differences in governments are

differences of proportion of force and

deception used to maintain power, he

ijiaintained that our own government is

''^more the fox than the lion." "Force alone

cannot keep people in submission in a comr

plex society," he said; "it is the web of

deception which is important." Zinn felt that

the key element in the web of deception is

"convincing people that they are helpless."

The first element of the ideology, he noted

"is to convince people that there is no

ideology, and that there is no particular slant

in our textbooks, our television programs and

our other sources of information." The so-

called "liberal media" doesn't escape this

charge. He observed that "if you begin to

venture out of the small circle you're living

in, you realize how many things that happen

aren't reported by the New York Times."

Throu^out his talk, Zinn directed criticism

at the "Great Man" approach to history and

news. He suggested that the history books and

the media are dominated by the assumption

that history is shaped solely by the "big

politicos."

If we should break through "the web of

facts and factlessness," the second element of

the ideology we face is the assunjption that, if

things aren't right, it's only because we have

ventured away from the norm, according to

Zinn. Caricaturing this kind of response, he

said, "So Vietnam was bad; well we'll get our

troops out and find another way to control the

country, like we do with other countries. The
war was an accident."

If we continue to push through the web of

deception, we "see that there are too many
accidents," Zinn maintained and "that there

is a pattern or structure behind these

'aberrations from the norm.' " People see

that these accidents—Watergate, Vietnam,

Recession—appear as predictable effects of

the status quo. When we suspect this, Zinn

continued, we run up against the final

element of the ideology, that "things may be

wrong but there's nothing you can do about

it."

Despite this, "people in power have a better

sense of the power we have than we do," said

Zinn. He stated that the turning point of the

Vietnam War came in the spring of 1967 when
President Johnson, at the urging of top ad-

visors, refused to send General West-

moreland 200,000 additional troops. Ac-

cording to The Pentagon Papers, one of the

main reasons given was that "the people

wouldn't stand for it."

Zinn was admittedly short on concrete

proposals for a new movement. He seemed

anxious to avoid the.lype of rigid organization

and dogma of the Communist party. He cited

the new proliferation of tenants

organizations, consumer boycotts and un-

derground ne\vspapers and news services as

evidence of a new, though less conspicuous,

wave of grassroots social activism. Zinn

expressed the hope that these small groups

could assert themselves as a coalition on

important national issues. But, he em-

phasized that the first step must be taken by

the "big talkers," saying, "communicators

must help to break through the ideology of

helplessness."

Zinn said that one pf the things to do now is

"to ke«p alive the protest of the war in

Vietnam. If we don't, whatwill appear in the

history books years from now Is that the war
was ended by negotiation between Henry

Shdbt the dog

Kissinger and Le Doc Tho in Paris." D

Relayers

to run on

Satu
by Catherine Wiles

The final arrangements are now underway
for the third annual 24 hour relay to be held

Saturday, March 16 at 10 A.M. in Towne Field

House. Six teams will compete for the top spot

in the event. Their objective is to run the

highest number of relay miles.

Last year's Williams Road Running Club

Team B ran 256 miles, setting a national

record for the best relay on an indoor track.

This year's competing teams are: the

Williams College Women's Ski Team, the

Road Running Club teams, the faculty team,

and two Mt. Greylock High School teams.

The runners and a list of volunteers are now
soliciting pledges of a penny or more a mile,

and it is anticipated that if everyone on

campus contributes to the fund-raising event,

an expected goal of $2000 can be reached. The
money will be split between two charity

organizations: "Aid Children Today" (ACT),

a Berkshire group which supports the To Am
nurseries in Saigon and "Campus Chest."

Each year "Campus Chest'' raises money for

5 local charities: Help Line, the Boys' Club,

the YMCA, the Day Care Center, and "A
Better Chance," a program connected with

Mt. Greylock High School, in which students

from inner cities all over the country are

brought to the school.

Last year the relay was the biggest fund-

raising event for ACT. Over $1500 was
donated to the organization. Slides and a film

of the orphans and orplianages will be shown
in the dining halls this week. Those who have
not as of yet made a pledge will have the

opportunity to do so at that time.

Friday, March 15, a clinic Is scheduled for

the Towne Field House. Veteran runners will

be on hand to answer questions and offer

suggestions as to how to prepare for Satur-

day's event.

If one would like to help with the pledging or

has any questions about the relay, contact

Janice Wertz, Ext. 2249 or Dr. Robert Peck,

Ext. 2366. (-|

Vacation in Williamstoum
Although the College will be closed during Spring Vacation, students will be

allowed to remain in their rooms if they are prevented from reluming home or
are engaged in college-related activities. Students intending to remain on campus
should registerintheDean'sOfficebefore March22.

Naumburg winner to play at Chapel '^

At 8:00 P.M. on Thursday, Marcl^ 14, pianist Andre Schub will give
a piano recital in the Thompson Chapel. The program will consist of a Clement!
sonata, Copland's Piano Variations, Schumann's Humoresque op. 22, and Liszt's

.Sonata in b minor. As winner of this year's Walter E. Naumburg Award, Mr. Schub
will be playing his debut recital in New York at Alice Tully Hall in May. If you
were fortunate enough to attend the recital which Mr. Schub gave here last year,

you surely won't want to miss this one. There is noadmission charge.

On Tuesday, March 12, at 7:30 P.M., in Bronfman Auditorium, there will be a
presentation of (wo documentary films on the subject of the migrant farm workers
in the U.S. The first will be Edward R. Murrow's classic "Harvest of Shame" filrtiod

In I960. II will be followed by a C.B.S. white paper of 1969 entitled "The Migrant

"

Both films provide an excellent portrayal of the plight of the migrants, and
logolher Ihey give an indication of the degree to which the injustices have been
neglrcled by the American people. Admission is free.

didjaseethat?
by Peter HUlman

When we were even younger than we are

now and we used to go to all the Saturday

matinee movies, films like The Three Stooges

GoTo Uranus and King Arthur's Magic Touch
we liked to walk out into the daylight with

madly-blinking eyes accustomed to so much
darkness and play a game called did-

jaseethat? Didjaseethat when Curly knocked

out three Uranus guys with his pinky? Did-

jaseethat when Merlin made the bad knight

fall off his horse in the dangerous joust?

Didjaseethat? was the key expression, the all-

encompassing phrase that never failed to

bring back memories of fantastic, unusual,

and wondrous things we had seen on the

screen. We would play didjaseethat? on the

good movies for weeks—a lot of us still use it

for Casablancar. .

And now the phrase seems to pop. up in

conversations all across this campus
whenever the subject of streaking comes up.

Williams, as customary, was a little slow in

joining the latest collegiate craze—first there

were all the television newsfilms of guys

running around New Haven and RPI frat guys

frightening Russell S.agettes—but when this

campus finally did follow suit by unsuiting it

was with characteristic vigor and
imagination.

And so We should not be surprised when
some clown chooses to streak through a

Psychology class just at the instant thie prof Is

describing classic sexual perversions. Did-
jaseethat? Wouldn't you know that somebody
else would perform a zany streak through Art
102 in the AMT when that mysterious friend uf

Leonardo's—his Mona Lisa—was on the

screen: didjaseethat? Didjaseethat when the

froeh went crazy the other night in the quad,
and, hey, were you eating that lousy meal iii

Baxter the other night when a streaker turned

it into atr hilarious-repast?' Didjaseethat^
streaker in Bronfman Saturday, or the guy
and his girl dancing across Greylock Friday
night? Didjaseethat whenever somebody
passed the ominous rumor "streaker
coming!" at one of the parties last weekend
the whole mood picked up whether it was true

or not and everybody started smiling in

mixed feelings of awe or disgust or

amusement and began playing variations of

didjaseethat?

Those who intend to streak should know

.

that Security is on the alert, and the punish-

ments for streaking in Massachusetts are

rather severe, with a $200 fine being the least

of your worries if you're caught Somebody
sooner or later will become a symbol of

detert*eDce and then the whole streaking

craze will «rumble and the Co-Op's clothes

sales will return to normal. When that da^'

comes, just remember the didjaseethats'

Didjasee that buy playing in Route Two thi"

other night?

Honor code

occupies

faculty again
by Arthur Goodhart

The problerfi of academic cheating within

the college again was considered at the

faculty meeting In Griffin Hall, We^esday.
The Honor Committee presented an initial

report, stating the problem as they saw it.

Two representatives of the committee. Bill

Earthman '74, the chairman, and Jay
Broadhurst '74 then answered a number of

faculty questions.

Broadhurst affirmed that the Honor
Committee assumes that initially everyone is

academically honest and that, therefore, a

positive and flexible Honor Code is both
workable and preferable to a negative and
restrictive system.

The Honor Committee recommended to the

faculty that they go to greater lengths to

explain to students why certain tests and
exams are set. Professors should be careful to

avoid situations that encourage cheating;
students should not sit too close together, and
closed-book take-.h;^me exams should be
discouraged. The committee suggested that
the Honor pledge. If reinstated, would give the
Honor Code a certain visibility that it at

present lacks. Earthman sfeted^ however,
that he thought it highly improbable that the
proposal to reinstate the pledge would receive
the necessary two thirds majority vote in a
student referendum.

During the faculty discussion the
suggestion arose that the Honor Committee
produce a booklet advising people of their
responsibility in crediting others for ideas
that they have borrowed, and standardizing
such practices as paraphrasing, footnoting,
and quoting. The Honor Committee agreed,
with the help of the Registrar, to look into the
organization of take-home and self-scheduled
exams. Another suggestion was thatjhe
committee make the types of punishmentmat
they can recommend more widely known and
that somehow the student body be informed
when any of these punishments are inflicted.

The revision of the Honor Code in 1971

removed the clauses stating that If a fresh-

man was found guilty of cheating he should be
automatically suspended for a certain length
of lime, \yhile upperclassmen were to be
expelled. Currently, if the Honor Committee
finds someone guilty, they can recommend a
number ef different punishments ranging
from a letter of warning to the student, to
academic probation, or, ultimately^ a
recommwidation for dismissal. Earthman,
however, pointed out that someone would
probably have to commit an act of cheating

on two different occasions before his com
mittee would recommend dismissal. During

the last four years no one has been dismissed

for cheating.

Numerous logical reasons for the increase

in cheating were aired. Many, such as the

increased pressure for good grades to gain

admission to graduate school, are out of

control of the. College. Generally the faculty

felt that the student body was not inherently

dishonest, and, that if the Honor Code were

more visible it would act as a greater

deterrence. The dropping of the' Honor

pledge, in the opinion of the faculty, meani

that, at present, students could pass through

Williams without really ever confronting the

Honor Code.

Bill Earthman and Jay Broadhurst in

dicated that they are still interested in

hearing from people with comments or

complaints about the Honor Committee

Faculty opinion on Winter Study

The Winter Study Committee reported on a

faculty questionnaire that they had cir

culated. Approximately half the facultjj, had

completed the questionnaire. The main poinl.s

brought out were two thirds majority

favoring a longer break between the end of

the Winter Study and the beginning of the

second semester. The faculty also appeared

to favor the retention of the present 4 14

course ratio, and such proposals as making

Winter Study voluntary or disposing with it

altogether received little support.

Academic freedom

The meeting closed with a discussion about

the problems younger members of the faculty

have in the perception of their roles at the

college. President Chandler hoped that tluy

would take controversial stands if they so

wished. The President, although appreciating

that the present unfavorable situation in the

relevant job market might make some people

more wary of stating their opinion, felt that

this should not be a major consideration of the

junior members of the faculty at Williams

more tenure
/ from previous page

other quei^tions of this kind. This input plays a

"strateg^ic role in the recommendation that

the de^rtment makfes to the CAP." It is

"quantitatively significant.''

Bruton commented that he has not thought

about student representation on the CAP at

any great length. He did say that "we spell

outasclearly aswecan what the rationale for

our recommendation is" and that they y'
elaborate extensively on their sources of^^

information, one of which is a summf^ "f

what the student appraisal or opinjpft is. He

feels that the CAP does a "good job" at taking

it into account. Bruton sewno purpose being

served at having students on the CAP. From
the standpoint of his department "what could ^
they do a I representing student opinion whieh

is not already done?" 'D



Review

Xwyla Tharp:

.^ an evenmg

of wit

andinvehuon
- ^" -M^-'p^"- byJohnEUU

ForWT^Ieiiref^tlrefe'rs & dichotomy of

pe'rceplioa He is at one and the same time

audience and critic. As audience, the evening

of Twyla Tharp dance was one of wit and
invention that deserved the thunderous

reception it received. As critic, there was a

gap between the seeming intention and actual

performance which left one in the end un-

satisfied.

The program began with "The Raggedy
Dances" to the rags of Scott Joplin. The rags

are wonderful music, playful yet often

elegiac, and are perfect for dancing! The
compartmentalization of the music, the

different beats, the separateness of the

melodic motifs, give the dancer variety but

also strict limits within which to move. More
to the point, the rhythm of the music is body

rhythm.

The first number was "The Fig Leaf Rag".

It immediately set the tone for the entire

evening. It was very funny. The dancers were
Kenneth Rinker and Rose Marie Wright, and
what, they were was Laurel and Hardy. Ms.

Wright is very big and Mr. Rinker is very

small. They are both excellent dancers but all

they were asked to do was to play with this

funny disparity of body bdild. Here it worked,

capturing the jagged feel of the rag; however,
they were asked to do exactly the same thing

twice more during the evening. And for an
entire evening this sort of wit is not enough.

Perhaps the finest number of "The
Raggedy Dances" was Mozart's "Ah, Vous
Dirai-j.e, Maman" \yith Mr. Rinker and Sara

Rudner, who is an amazingly lithe and petite

dancer. The piece begins with the familiar

tipsy melody but then evolves into something

quite lyric. The dancers played with the

music wonderfully. At first they dangled and
-.angled with the staccato pace, moving across

thS entire stage driven by seemingly in-

dependent impetuses. Then, as the music .

slowed and began to flow their movements
became larger and more sweeping, they

began to coalesce and intertwine in a way that
was quite moving.
The second dance was entitled "The One

Hundreds" and was a dictionary of

movement. The piece had no music. Instead,
according to a rigid mathematical plan,

based upon modular construction, there were
one hundred sequences of eleven seconds
each. There were fifty with two people on
stage, forty-nine with four, and one with one
hundred. The piece takes about thirty

minutes.

At the beginning the dancers on stage were
Ms. Wright and Nina Wiener, a wonderful
comedia n, who would toss off the final

movement of a sequence with a dead pan
expression. The piece was based on theme
and variatioflSr-The vie\yer was confronted
with the fact of sheer movement: no music,
utilitarian costumes, no set. And it was not

enough. It was not enough, not because the

movements were ungainly, but because (no

matter their difficulty or the perfection of

execution, neither of which are doubted) they

began very soon to be repetitious. The theme
was not sufficiently varied.

It was a piece that had its inception as a
studio exercise and which retained that

dimension, that is to say, one kept expecting it

to develop into something more, not

necessarily contentual, but something which
would have indeed expressed itself. This is

not to say that the piece was devoid of interest

or gave no pleasure. The pleasure derived,

though, from the virtuosity of the dancers,

and only on those sequences that gave it free

play.

The problem of over-extended wit appeared
in this piece also. Ms. Wiener is a case in

point. She was asked too often to use the same
flippantly nonchalant double-take. It t)ecame

tiresome, so that by the end of the evening one

wondered if the gesture had indeed been

funny at the beginning. Twyla Tharp's

Choreography exploited only certain

resources; sadly, one sensed that the dancers

had other resources to give.

The problem stemmed in part from the

selection of pieces. Both the Joplin and

Morton music are of celestial quality but call

for essentially the same types of movements.

The same pneumatic quality of movement
was employed in "The One Hundreds." The
movements ingeniously captured the

essentially frenetic and disjointed nature of

day to day actions in 20th century life,

especially urban life; there were suggestions

of things such as riding the subway or dodging

cro\vds on city streets. However, this

vocabulary of movement had not enough

variety.

"Eight Jelly Rolls" was the finest pipee of

the program. Set to the -sinuous and woosy
rhythms of Jelly Roll Morton it had wonderful
fluidity. Mr. Rinker in this piece was
reminiscent of the James Cagnq^ of "Yankee
Doodle Dandy". Rinker danced with the same
small man's bravado; lifting himself from the
hips, he moved with the freedom of a
marionette. The genre echoed in this piece

was cabaret precision dancing and there were

moments when it was not clear whether the
apparent lack of cohesiyeness of the dancers
was due to an intentional undercutting of the

music or whether it was simply imprecision.

On the other hand there were moments of

swaying spontaneity which set the foot to tap
and the eye toglide.

TheTwylaTfiarp company is a young and
very good one. They are investigating certain-

modes of movement derived directly from J
life. The mdividual dancers are vSry talented,

especially Mr. Rinker and Ms. Wright,
Rudner, and Wiener (Ms. Ga'rcia-Lorca's
"The Entertainer" was an ironic sizzler).

With a more various selection of pieces the
evening would have been without discernible

fault. n

Doumtoum Film

Day for Night
Lately, Spring Street's College Cinema has

t)een offering some excellent films, among
them American Graffitti and Francois

;/^.;:i.^',v;^:*:^>J^v>]^

Truifaut's Day (ur Nigbl. Day for Night,

having" recently won th^ New- York Film
Critics Award for Best Director and Best

Actress (Valentina Cortese), is a film well

worth seeing. AN ITEM, THOUGH. THAT
SHOULD BE MENTIONED IS THAT THE
VERSION BEINffSHOWN ON Spring Street'

is dubbed. Dubbing badly impairs the effect

of the film in some areas. It is therefore

difficult to judge it accurately. It is a trit>ute

to the excellence of the film that in spite of

this, it flows smoothly. The film is a rich and
enchanting one, a tale about the making of a

movie and ultimately a film concerning its

creator, Francois Truffaut.

On the surface. Day for Night follows the

progress of a film from beginning to end, the

main character being the emerging work of

art, the supporting cast being the people on

the crew, the director, and the actors who are
involved with it and with each other. The film

reveals all the trials and tribulations, as well

as the joys of making a film. Evgfy little thing

is an influence, so precarious is the progress.

The film is susceptible to events such as the

death of the main actor or on the other side of

the spectrum the loss of some film at the lab.

Truffaut himself portrays the director and
comments on the intricacies of making a

movie. Some of this is directly taken out of

Truffaut's journal while making Farenheit
4.51. In Day for Night he states that making a

movie is like taking a stagecoach out west,

"At first you hope for a pleasant trip and then

you hope to get to your destination."

But the creation of a film is also a hap

please turn to page seven

AMT one acters

A festival of five one-act plays by contemporary American playwrights will be
performed next Tuesday through Sunday, March 12-17. in the Experimental
Theatre of the Adams Memorial Theatre. Staged by students under the

general direction of Steve Travis, the repertory includes The Indian Wants the

Ijionx by Israel Horovitz (March 12, 14 and 17), Noon by Terrence McNally
(March 12, 14 and 16), Red Cross by Sam Shepard (March 13, 15 and 16),

Home Kires by John Guare (March 13.15 and 17)

and To The Chicago Abyss by Ray Bradbury (March 13, 15 and 16).

In its variety of offerings, the festival provides a look at several of the

dominant trends in American drama in the middle and late sixties. To The Chicago
Abyss is science fiction strongly influenced by the Sane movement of

the Kennedy years. Noon is virtually a Broadway comedy satirizing various

attitudes toward "kinky" sex. Red Cross is an expression in theatrical form of

hallucinogenic despair. IJome Fires is a zany and slightly macabre take-off on

sentimental melodrama and comedy and musicals of the twenties, which levels

criticism at the society in the aftermath of peace in Vietnam. And
Tlic Indian Wants the Bronx is a moving and wrenching study -of violence and
communication."

Each evening's bill t)egins at 8:30. Sealing in the Experimental Theatre is

liniilod, and tickets may be reserved by phoning 458-3023 from 9:30 to 5:00 daily.

Admission is $1.50. Williams Students may obtain tickets free of charge with

their I.I), at the AMT Box Office.

"

.

by Kirsten Lundberg
".

. . It was while my father was doing the

family portrait. He said: 'But if I paint you

like that, you can't just be sitting there.

Here—take this guitar. Just hold it, will you?

There, put your fingers like so, if you want.'

So I did, and started strumming. After fifteen

minutes of the same chord he was very tired

of it, so he showed me another one. The
painting went for a few weeks, and by the

time the picture was done, I had quite a few

chords in my hand. I was fourteen then." Two
years later he was at the Conservatorio di

Santa Cecilia in Rome, three years after that

he met Segovia in Siena, Tuscany, studied

with him for a number of years after he

graduated from the Conservatory, and now
Oscar Ghiglia's reputation and excellence

rivals that of his teacher.

Oscar Ghiglia looks like every man's
conception of the Renaissance artist. His

facial structure is very strong, bordering on

the gaunt. His brown eyes especially are very

large and haunting, and inspire one to think of

garret rooms and starving musicians. His

rather long hair and long dark beard and
moustache only add to one's impressions. He
is no recluse, however, but a warm, humorous
person, sincerely in love with the music he

plays and (he wdrld in which he lives.

Mr. Ghif^d spent this past weekend at

Williams College, where his appearance with

the Bfirkshire Symphony on Friday marked
th«%pening of a three month tour he will be
^fiaking of the United'Slates. Having just

arrived from London last Tuesday, he spent

the week in Williamstown, roaming the

streeta^lhe street?) and enjoying the

country.

"I like to breathe the air of where I am
going to play. It makes me feel more secure to

know the place," he said in his delightful

Italian accent. Not that his English isn't

excellent. He and his wife travel all the time
on tours, eight months out of the year or so.

When he is 'home', that is in Tahiti.

-^'1
like travelltng very much. I think I have

World'Famous Guitarist

Starts U. S. Tour in Chapin

it in my blood. When I was four, my father

kicked me out of the house because I was

making so much noise! I started going around

and' round in circles, but I didn't go back to

the house. I've been travelling ever since! No,

but really. Segovia told me, you know. After a

long time of this kind of profession, you either

become tempered by it, or you collapse. It is

very, very tiring. But for now, I enjoy it very

much."
What do you think of conten'porary music?

"That's very hard to say. For myself, I

prefer playing somewtjat older things, but

modern music 1 find hard to understand.

Stockhausen for instance, is very interesting

to listen to— he brings ^you back to your

origins, your uncivilized origins. But his

music is not beautiful.' It's not that music has

to make sense— it doesn't. Nor does it have to

be consonant, as one would say. Really, there

is no such thing as a dissonance. Any two

sounds you can hear together is a consonance.

But beauty is something you can apprehend

without its making sense, without examining

the parts. Like a Botticelli painting—you

know that is beauty without noticing the

details of it. You can look at art in two ways.

Intellectually, when you're taught the

meaning of every part. Or you can experience

it, like walking down a street and feeling the

trees flow by you. Some music is like that—

Debussy, for instance. His music is a stream.

There are two means of constructing music.

One is Western: building one-two-three. The

other way is getting to a thousand, without

knowing how you got there. That is what

Debussy does,"

The tour Mr! Ghiglia is starting just now

will be a tong one. In Washington, DC. he will

be playing with the Juilliard Quartet at the

Library of Congress. From there he goes to

Canada, then slowly across the Continent, to

Central America, Mexico, and finally Los

Angeles by the end of May.

"It is very hard for these South American

countries. I.,am glad I am going there. The

problem is they are very poor, so they have no

money for many cultural events. They spend

all their budget on one thing—maybe Artur

Rubinstein comes to play, and then that is it—

for the year! So a friend of mine called and

asked, would I play there for a lower fee, and

some of us got together and are going to these

countries so the people can hear this music.

We think it's important."

And how important is it go get to know other

guitarists?

"Well, you know, the more you become
well-known, the more isolated you are in your

field. I saw John Williams last week, (or

example, but that was the first time in a long

while, and only because I was in London, and

because John and I are very close friends. But

at school, we alt knew each other then, and

really— there was too much grouping

together. We played only for guitar societies

and that kind of thing. Segovia was the one

who went but and started playing for many

kinds of audiences, and that I think was good.

Also, getting to play with symphony or-

chestras and having the opportunity to talk to

other kinds of musicians is a wonderful thing.

They have such different opinions about

music. It is good to get a different point of

view."

What do you think of Julien Breams
playing?

"Oh, it is excellent. He played the lute

before the guitar, and you can hear it in the

sounds he makes—they are very like a lute.

It's hard to tell exactly what he's playing if

you do not know."

Mr. Ghiglia's own sbund is ^ery_ delicate,

almost haunting. He holds his guitar high up
in his lap, and plucks the strings-pizzicato. It

is a delightfully clear sound. On Friday night

with the Berkshire symphony, his notes

pealed a lead for the violins (as it happened in

the Vivaldi) in short repeated runs, or played

against them with soft shivering note patterns

that were never overwhelming, never
inaudible. He tends to stay within a certain

dynamic range, never getting loud and
aggressive as one imagines a lot of Spanish

folk music to be.

On Sunday night "in Jesup Hall, his vir-

tuosity shbne. To conclude a lecture-

demonstration, he chose to play two Villa-

Lobes pieces. Alone on Jesup stage, he picked

up the guitar that he had been plucking softly

every now and then while speaking, put his

foot on a low stool to elevate it. and began to

play. Soft sounds are his forte. The room was
absolutely silent while the rippling notes

swam out into the audience, people feeling

rushed suddenly transfixed in their seats,

rndescribable. I shall not even attempt it. But
when the last notes were plucked, at four

second intervals, you could have heard a
tjaby's breath. Then suddenly, the audience
was on its feel, applauding as he gracefully
stood, holding his guitar in one hand, bowed
two or three times, smiled at Ihe people
cheering tor him. and walked off (he slaee.

1
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feminism
in the

'^i», '<)

ace
4>y Martha Coakley

Roelyn Rettew in her work as a feminist has

a political and tactical strategy which she

describes as that of "saints, sinners, and

saveables." The "saints" are sympathetic to

the cause regardless; the "sinners" are

unalterably opposed; and the "saveables"

are on the fence. But contrary to the ex-

pected. The President of the Demopratic

Women's Caucus in Delaware believes in

concentrating efforts on the "saints." Then

the confident, competent "saints" can't lose

and the "saveables" becojne convinced

themselves.

The audience in Jesup op Thursday evening

was seen by Ms. Rettew,^s composed of saints

and sinners, and her address seemed to ex-

pect at the same time too much sympathy and

too much antagonism. Actually it was an

audience lured by posters that promised

"Twelve Steps to Non-Sexist Masculinity"

and was eager to hear the steps as well as the

logic behind them. Those who purchased

Roslyn Rettew's essay by the same title,

whith claims to be "An authoritative Drill

Efficiency Units or Rooms

still available

for graduation

SWISS MEADOWS
(413) 458-8111

Manual on^ow to Be a Lover, Huab«nd, and

Father without Fouling up Women", will

indeed find tire steps outlined, from 1) Stick to

the Subject am the Subject is Women, to 2)

Be Active ii\ the Cause of ^amm'i
Liberation./

In order/not toXrepeat her essay Rettew

attempteid an address tha t Would be ' releva nt'

to the Williams community. She had attended

Professor Nick Fers^P's Russian Literature

class earlier in^e <JayWl sought to make an

example of the cta^s content. Condemning the

"double descriptives" that makp women

domineering, scatter-bramed, apd martyrs

while men;in the same poslUops are usually

assertivp; absenfcminded, Jrtd heroes, she

spokC/M a "hidden curripUlujn" that rein-

fore^ sexist ideas of \^hat isXgood or bad

according to sex. She tjermed "jOnk" the idea

that women are forced to chpose. between a

humanness, which includes beingVves and

mothers, and a career, which is "unnatural."

But while Rettew pointed out such problems,

which are deeply" entrenched in\ most

literature and history, she also accused the

teacher and his instruction of being socist.

There seems to be a distinction between

analyzing and commenting on characters'

traits and proposing those characters as

models of behaviour. The speaker failed to"^

make the distinction to her audience.

That "Every Women is in Politics" is the

slogan of Delaware's National Organization

of Women, and Roslyn Rettew is the author of

the slogan. She firmly believes that politics is

the way to power and a great potehtial of the

feminist is her political clout. But she accused

men of political negligence, also, a country

that does not exercise its political rights

"deserves Nixon." Part of the women's

problem specifically is that sexism is such an

energy drain; women spend time and effort to

be pleasing to their men, instead of in politics

or careers of their own.

"Loophole Women", a phrase used by

Caroline Bird in Born Female, are the

'showpieces', the small percentage of women
who slip through and "make it" in the

establishment. Having filled the quotas they

then serve as alienating reminders to those

S . y.
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who don't "make it", even though the cir-

cumstances for success are not the same. The

speaker impressed upon the audience the

importance of thinking in "percentages"

instead of "ones and twos." Traditionally, the

speaker noted, only five areas of work were

open to women, which included jobs as

secretaries, waitresses, nurses, dom($.tics,

and teachers. A feminist, then, is one who
believes women can and should be able to

pursue any gpals that men can; with recent

Federal legislation, it is only societal at-

titudes and women's own imagination that

restrict achievement of these goals.

Rettew sees liberation primarily in

economic terms. She urged theaiidience not

to "knock the traditional areas of women's

activities", e.g., child care and domestic

work, but to recognize its vajue as work by

including such statistics in thfe yearly Gross

National Product. On the other hand she

urged women to "get out of them (the ac-

tivities)" because everything is legally open^

to women. The value of a Women's Center, as

at Williams, was for the mutual support

against 3000 years of tradition.

The speaker firmly believed in the equality

of the sexes in leadership capacities; her

regret was th&t women did not take a place in

the male political arena and the assumption

\was that with representation beyond the

\loophole women", women as a group would

cas liberated as men.

ome uneasiness with definitions seemed

appWent when the questioning began.

"Ma^ulinity" Rettew defined only as the

opposite of "feminMm"; feminism meant
liberation and equality for womea She did
mention traditional maaculine charac-
teristics—competitive, objective,
aggressive—while feminine values have been
seen traditionally as embodying all those
characteristics that "deeerye flowers on
Mother's Day and no place in the budget."

A direct question about the nature of non-

sexist masculinity evoked a concrete
response: men should join the Natiorj

Organization of Women, work on
committees, and encourage the woiwi m
their lives "not to see you as often^^she
might." Rettew recommended Step-iiz in her
essay for clarifidaUon on the subject, and she
insisted that those not solving the problem
were part of i^. A recurring question of why
"feminism" and not "humanism" drew a

strong reply that women were part of the

human race and the specific and legitimate
"

concern was how women fit into that species.

But a crucial question at least for this ob^

server was: Would women make the same
mistakes, or would a brave new world^really

dawn with women holding some rein^ of

power? In the humanistic tradition of

feminity Rettew's answer seemed un-

satisfactory. Of course no one expected a

prophet on Thursday evening, and although

Rettew admil^d she "couldn't tell" about the

future, she chided the audience if they would
blame womeji for doing "what their teachers

(male) have done." However, it seems a true

liberation should mean more than a simple
reversal of roles. Q

fsnewsbriefsoeiirs
Ephlakmeet Beelzebubs

A concerMMrty wilLibe held in the Fitch-Prospect Lounge on March 15 at 8 p.ni

and will feature the Williams College Ephlats and the Tufts University Beelzebub.s.

The occasion ytA\ be informal, with the two groups exchanging sets of songs

between drinks, Admission is 75 cents. Punch will be served.
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MASH
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CINEMA I

Cri*« and Whispers

directed by Ingmar Bergman
nominated tor academy award

—

tiest picture of the year

/ 7: 00 and B: 30 P.M. ' '

CINEMA II
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7:00 and »:OOP.M.
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port Shorts more Griffin

Williams College has announced its varsity

football schedules for the next three years

with no change in opponents for the 1974 and

1975 seasons. In 1976, however, Hamilton

College of Clinton, N.Y., will Ije reintroduced

to the William^' schedule, replacing the

University of Rochester;

The Ephmen will open the four seasons

from 1976 to 1979 with Hamilton, starting in

Clinton in 1976. The two colleges met on the

gridiron U times between 1900 and 1939.

Williams won all except the first game in 1900.

. « » «

Quote of the year: "I'm cocky and confident

and maybe I'm too bullheaded sometimes,

but I think I have some humility. I know What

the others say, but I'm not that obnoxious. I

am not a punk. I'm 5-10, 155 pounds. I've got

broad shoulders and I can pack a punch. Most

of these guys are windbags anyway. If they

ever try anything with me, I'Jl be over the net

fast."—professional tennis' enfant terrible,

Jimmy Connors ( in Sports Illustrated, March

4, 1974)
# * •

The third annual 24-hour marathon running

relay to raise money for charities will begin

M^ch 16, at 10:00 a.m. in Towne Field Houses^^

Members of four relay teams (the Williams

College Road Runners, the women's ski team,

a faculty team, and a Mt. Greylock team) and

interested students will seek pledge support

of a penny a mile or more from the Williams

community during the first two weeks in

March.

Last year, the marathon raised over $1500.

Relay participants and interested students

will conduct an energetic door to door effort to

reach every student on campus as well as

faculty, administration, and staff for pledge

support.

Those with questions should call Janis

Wertz at 2249.

from page one

with a switch to row-type seating could
achieve the desired increase in capacity.

Welanetz estimates that the renovations
willyield forty additional seats.

In the February 20 faculty meeting,
Chandler prohibited any discussion of the

matter due to a crowded agenda but said he^
would be receptive to suggestions. In the la^
week, Rupert LaPier, general foreman at B^
G, designed and built a prototype pillar which
will box the beams supporting the balcony.

Welanetz is also considering plans for

changes in the heating system to cut down on
noise.

Hill voiced no objections to the removal of

the bookcases but stated that with the ad-
dition of the carpet, "there is a reasonable
chance that it wiU improve the acoustics for

speech but . . . there will be an adverse effect

on the acoustics for baroque music." Hill,

who has played over sixty concerts in the hall

over the last four years, appreciates the ef-

forts on the part of Buildings and Grounds and
Welanetz to accommodate the concerts'

needs and is confident that in the end there
will be a workable solution.

Hill said, "Next season is fully planned and
we will be in Griffin. We are going to find a

\^v to make it work. I expect the musical •

acoitsdcs to be hampered but we are not

plannin^lo abandon the hall or the series."

NEED A FRIEND?

Call HELPLINE
664-6391 \

In warm temperatures we keep the north and south doors open in

respect to streakers. We do not expect snap-brimmed hats..

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
Joe Dewey

SPECIAL

SCALLOP PLATE $4,75

Broiled or fried Potato,

vegetable, rolls & butter^

' The Captain's Cabin
'

"The Seafood House of the Berkshires'

Cold Spring Road, WiUiamstown, Mass. 41.3 458-9101

Students Welcome
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FISHING
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GOLF

Professor Sheafe Satterthwaite, a lecturer

in Art who did not sign the Art Department
letter, expressed concern over the change itr

"personal dynamics" of faculty meetings
caused by any alteration of the room.' Despite

changes instituted this year by Chandler,

Satterthwaite asserted that the room and the

meetings were "steeped in tradition" and
that this environment was conducive to

constructive discussion. He objected to the

notion of saving the aesthetics of Griffin by
moving faculty meetings to Jesup, saying, "It

is important that the ro^ not have the air of

rigidity which an auditorium with fixed seats

would have,'' He continued, "As the faculty is

enlarged, I would be concerned that there is

still a humane atmosphere."

The ReAd pursued the matter with Daniel

McGillis, Assistant Professor of Psychology
who concentrates in social pyschology, the

study of personal and group Interaction.
"

Specialists of 'proxemics', the science of-r

personal space and interaction, have few
answers to changes in the dynamics of large

'

groups with respect to environmental design.

"It's all a matter of taste," said McGillis, "It

all depends on a particular situation; I would
be a little jaded even if there was any
literature,"

When contacted by the ReAd, President

Chandler stressed that the renovation idea

was just a proposal and intended to draw
response from the faculty. Student opinion on

the matter has not been actively sought by

Chandler who felt the proposed renovation

was "not that large an issue." Chandler

added that he would.be glad to hear from "an
appropriate student committee" on the

matter. The final decision concerning the*

renovation would be made by the trustees of

the college possibly at a meeting in April.Q

more squash
from page eight ^^

Bolstered by the strong closing frames of

Peter Talbert and Stuart Browne, the Ephs
withstood a modest Amherst challenge in the

second game and took the over-all title by 96

pins. Giammattei and Donovan led Williams

with steady 140 averages. The vanquished

Jeffs slunk out of the alley and thought about

recruitingJor next year's squad.
"'

The Ephs were a little less successful on the

squash courts. Only Giammattei survived the

first round of play, as everyone drew
especially tough competition. Mike Watkins

SPECIAL
Whilt They Last

OUR OWN KIT:
PIPE (You( choice fiom selected stock)

SCREENS PACKAGE OP PAPERS

all for $1.00

SMALL PACKAGE
46 Eagle St. North Adams

played the no. 1 seed in the C Division, wiiile

Co-captain Peter Talbert came up against Joe

Swain of Penn in the A Division. Giammattei
played well in getting to the quarter-finals

before succumbing to Ian Shaw of Canada in

three straight games.
Williams fared somewhat better in the

Consolation tournaments where Bob Peck
picked up a point winning two tough itiatches

in the B Division. And Co-captain Mark
Donovan, after nearly bowing to his Cornell

foe in the opening round, went on to play some
fine squash and grabbed the runner-up prize

in theC Consolation. As a team, Williams tied

for 11th nationally—approximately the same
as their nine-man ranking. The tournament
was won by Penn, with Harvard a close

second, '"' .-^'^T^ '
. D
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more truffaut
from page five

pening of joy and beauty. It Is likened unto the

creation of a symphony. There are three

points in the movie when you are brought into

the making of the movie itself. Music plays

and images flash across the screen, giving a

lyrical and magical quality to the art of

filming. You forget for an instant that it is all

a contrivance. But it strikes home when in the

last scene of the film the camera pulls away
and you see that the snow is not snow but only

soap suds, and that it is not winter but sum-
mer, and that the street shops are merely a

facade.

The film can also, be viewed as the story of

Truffaut's personal involvement with, and
dedication to films. For one who is acquainted

with Truffaut's films. Day for Night is

saturated with cinematic references, from his

own films as well as the films of other artists.

The film expresses, with its wide use of every

type of shot, the exuberance of making a film.

However, Truffaut at the same time never

loses sight of the "real world" in his films. His

characters are lovingly and sensitively ol)?

served. Valentina Cortese, as the alcoholic

actress is marvelous. The film is never'

ponderous," ItHshowsTruffaut once more ttrrc

the great artist that he is, with an ability to

please his audience at the same time that he

makes a complex and personal statement,

full of subtlety and intelligence. D
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Viewpoint

Feminism

in the

marketpikce
by Martha Coakley

Roslyn Rettew in her work as a feminist has

a political and tactical strategy which she

describes as that of "saints, sinners, and

saveabies." The "saints" are sympathetic to

the cause regardless; the "sinners" are

unalterably opposed; and the "saveabies"

are on the fence. But contrary to the ex-

pected. The President of the Democratic

Women's Caucus in Delaware believes in

concentrating efforts on the "saints " Then

the confident, competent "saints" can't lose

and the "saveabies" become convinced

themselves.

The audience in Jesup on Thursday evening

was seen by Ms. Rettew as composed of saints

and sinners, and her address seemed to ex-

pect at the same time too much sympathy and

too much antagonism. Actually it was an

audience lured by posters that promised

"Twelve Steps to Non-Sexist Masculinity"

and was eager to hear the steps as well as the

logic behind them. Those who purchased

Roslyn Rettew's essay by the same title,

which claims to be "An authoritative Drill

Efficiency
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Sport Shorts more Griffin

Williams College has announced its varsity

football schedules for the next three years

with no change in opponents for the 1974 and

1975 seasons. In 1976, however, Hamilton

College of Clinton, N.Y., will be reintroduced

to the Williams schedule, replacing the

University of Rochester.

The Ephmen will open the four seasons

from 1976 to 1979 with Hamilton, starting in

Clinton in 1976. The two colleges met on the

gridiron 14 times between 1900 and 1939.

Williams won all except the first game in 1900.

t. » t,

Quote of the year: "I'm cocky and confident

and maybe I'm too bullheaded sometimes,

but I think I have soi^ie humility. I know what

the' others say, but I'm not that obnoxious. I

am not a punk. I'm 5-10, 155 pounds. I've got

broad shoulders and I can pack a punch. Most

of these guys are windbags anyway. If they

ever try anything with me, I'll be over the net

fast."— professional tennis' enlant terrible,

Jimmy Connors ( in Sports Illustrated, March

4, 1974)
' * ''r m

The third annual 24-hour marathon running

rx'lay to raise money for charities will begin

March 16, at 10:00 a.m. in Towne Field House.

Members of lour relay teams (the Williams

College Road Runners, the women's ski learn,

;i faculty team, and a Ml. GreyhK'k leami and

inlerested studenLs will seek pledge support

of a penny a mile or more from the Williams

community during the first two \veel«s in

March,

Last year, the marathon raised over $l&oft.

Hclay participants and inlerested students

will conduct an energetic door to door effort to

reach every student on campus as well as

laculty. administration, and staff for pledge

support.
^ Those with (juestions should call .Jams

Wertz at 2249,

irom page one

/With a switch to row-type seating could'

achieve the desired increase in capacity.

Welanetz estimates that the renovations
will yield forty additional seats.

In the February 20 faculty meeting.
Chandler prohibited any discussion of the

matter due to a crowded agenda but said he
would be receptive to suggestions. In the last

week, Rupert LaPier, general foreman at B &
G, designed and built a prototype pillar which
will box the beams supporting the balcony.
Welanetz is also considering plans for

changes in the heating systeni to cut down on
noise.

"'

Hill voiced no objections to the removal of

the bookcases but stated that with the a9-

dition of the carpet, "there is a reasonable
chance that it will improve the acoustics for

speech but . . . there will be an adverse effect

on the acoustics for baroque music," Hill,

who has played over sixty concerts in the hall

over the last four years, appreciates the ef-

forts on the part of Buildings and Grounds and
Welanetz to accommodate the concerts'

needs and is confident that in the end there

will be a workable solution.

Hill said, "Next season is fully planned and
we will be in Griffin. We are going to find a

way to make it work. 1 expect the musical
acoustics to be hampered but we are not

planning to abandon the hall or the series"

NEED A FRIEND?

Call HELP LINE
664-6391

In warm temperatures we keep ttie north and south doors open in

respect to streakers. We do not expect snap-brimmed hats.

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
Joe Dewey

SPECIAL

SCALLOP PLATE $4.75

Broiled or fried Potato,

vegetable, rolls & butter

' The Captains Cabin
'

"Tlif Sicafood House of the Berkshires'

Cold Spring Road. Williamstown, Mass. 41.3 4,5S-9101

Students Welcome

STREAK TO GOFF'S . . .

TENNIS
FISHING
BASEBALL
GOLF

Professor Sheafe Satterthwaite, a lecturer

in Art who did not sign the Art Department
letter, expressed concern over the change iir

"personal dynamics" of faculty meetings

caused by any alteration of the room. Despite

changes instituted this year by Chandler, .

Satterthwaite asserted that the room and the

meetings were "steeped in tradition" and
that this environment was conducive to

constructive discussion. He objected to the

notion of saving the aesthetics of Griffin by

moving faculty meetings to Jesup, saying, "It

is important that the room not have the air of

rigidity which an auditorium with fixed seats

would have," He continued, "As the faculty is

enlarged, I would be concerned that there is

still a humane atmosphere."
The ReAd pursued the matter with Daniel

McGillis, Assistant Professor of Psychology
who concpjitrates in social pyschology, the

study ^^ personal and group interaction,

fepp^alists of 'proxemics', the science of

personal space and interaction, have few

answers to changes in the dynamics of large

groups with respect to environmental design.

"It's all a matter of taste," said McGillis, "It

all depends on a particular situation; I would

be a little jaded even if there was any

literature."

When contacted by the ReAd, President

Chandler stressed that the renovation idea

was just a proposal and intended to draw
response from the faculty. Student opinion on

the matter has not been actively sought by

Chandler who felt the proposed renovation

was "not that large an issue." Chandler

added that he would be glad to hear from "an

appropriate student committee" on the

matter. The final decision concerning the

renovation would be made by the trustees of

the college possibly at a meeting in April. QJ

more squash
from page eight

Bolstered by the strong closing frames of

Peter Talbert and Stuart Browne, the Ephs
withstood a modest Amhei'st challenge In the

second game and look the over-all lltle by 9fi

pins, (iiammatlei and Donovan led Williams

with steady 140 averages. The vanquished

.Jeffs slunk out of the alley and thought about

recruiting for next year's squad.

The Fphs were a little less successful on the

s(|uash courts. Only Glammatlel survived the

first round of play, as everyone drew

especiall\ tough compelilion, .Mike Watkins

SPECIAL
Whllt They Last

OUR OWN KIT:
PIPE (Youi choice Icon selecled slock)

SCREENS PACKAGE Of PAPERS

all for $1.00

SMALL PACKAGE
46 Eagle St. North Adams

played the no. 1 seed in the C Division, while

Co-caplain Peter Talbert came up against Joe

Swain of Penn in the A Division. Giammattei

played well in getting to the quarter-finals

before succumbing to Ian Shaw of Canada in

three straight games.
Williams fared somewhat better in the

Consolation tournaments where Bob Peck

picked up a point winning two tough matches
in the B Division. And Co-captain Mark
Donovan, after nearly bowing to his Cornell

foe in the opening round, went on to play some
fine squash and grabbed the runner-up prize

in theC Consolation. As a team, Williams tied

for 11th nationally—approximately the same
as their nine-man ranking. The tournament
was won by Penn, with Harvard a close

second. [1

more truffaut
from page five

pening of joy and beauty. It is likened unto the

creation of a symphony. There are three

points in the movie when you are brought into

the making of the movie itself. Music plays

and images flash across the screen, giving a

lyrical and magical quality to the art of

filming. You forget for an instant that it is all

a contrivance. But it strikes home when in the

last scene of the, film the camera pulls away
and you see that the snow is not snow but only

soap suds, and that it is not winter but sum-
mer, and that the street shops are merely a

facade.

The film can also be viewed as the story of

Truffaut's personal involvement with, and ,

dedication to films. For one who is acquainted

with Truffaut's films. Day for Night is

saturated with cinematic references, from his

own films as well as the films of other artists.

The film expresses, with its wide use of every

type of shot, the exuberance of making a film.

However, Truffaut at the same time never

loses sight of the "real world" in his films. His

characters are lovingly and sensitively ob-

served. Valentina Cortese, as the alcoholic

actress is marvelous. The film is never

ponderous. It shows Truffaut once more to be

the great artist that he is, with an ability to

please his audience at the same time that he

makes a complex and personal statemerit,

full of subtlety and intelligence. ij

BERKSHIRE AUTO HAUS, INC.

Route 20 at Holmes Rd.

Lenox, Mass.

(413) 499-4360
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potentially prosperous year. Harry Sheehy,

who trails Bob Mahland's ( '6a> school scoring

record by only 381 points ( he scored 445 this

year), will be back, as will Fred Dittman,

Mark Carter, Regan Miller, Mike Rosten, and
Dave Fainer.^For the graduating seniors,

however, the 1973-74 season will be the year
that almost was—but wasn't. Q

Ffogale drops^

heartbreakers

Frosh b-ball

boasts unity,

it not wins

ationals^

Gene Frogale '75, the New England Champion wrestler at 142 lb<^^c^s his bag before

leavingfor the Nationals at Fullertown, California. [PHOTO BY T.^^^leezardel

Hoop^Mk
to Judges

in thriller

by Dan Daly

The Williams College varsity basketball

team ended a highly successful season on a

rather unsatisfactory note Friday night when
it fell to a never-say-die Brandeis quintet, 79-

77. The loss knocked the Ephs out of the

E.C.A.C. Division II basketball tournament.

First half action gave little indication as to

the final outcome. The Purple took command
from the opening tap. A pair of hoops by soph
forward Mark Garter staked the Ephs to an
early 8-2 lead, and when Harry Sheehy threw

in a fall-away bank shot ov* the Judges' 6'-4"

Wes Cotter and converted the ensuing foul

shot for a three-point play, the Ephs were off

and running.

Carter and Sheehy were equally formidable

on defense, effectively shutting off the

Judges' high scoring Major Williams and
John Perry. With Bob Patterson forcing

talented Mike Fahey into several bad shots,

the Brandeis offense sputtered.

Before long, Les Ellison (15 rebounds) was
dominating t)oth backboards, and when
Sheehy (in first half points) pumped in three

straight buckets, the last a 15-foot jumper at

4:45, the Purple had their biggest lead of the

night, 35-23.

But, the Judges kept coming, and their

relentless, racehorse attack soon took its toll

on the Ephs. Two Fahey jumpers brought
Brandeis to within six with two minutes
remaining in the half. Fred Dittman coun-

tered with a pair of two-pointers of his own,

however, and the Purple left the floor in front,

39-31.

The second half was a different story After

Sheehy put his mates in front by 10 with the

first basket of the half, the Ephs began to run

into foul trouble—big foul trouble.

Harry picked up his fourth foul seconds

later and, in a bizarre series of events, Pat-

terson was whistled for three quick ones

before the half was two minutes old and ex-

cited for the night with 18:21 remaining.

With his captain on the bench and Sheehy in

danger of fouling put. Curt Tong was forced to

go to a zone. Soon, Fahey began to find the

range, accounting for nine straight points in a

18-2 Brandeis spree that knotted things at 49.

Moments later, a three-pointer by Major

Williams put the Judges aTiead for the first

time, 52-51.

Les Ellison put new life into the Williams

attack with three straight hoops midway
through the half and Sheehy added three

more to put the Ephs back in front, 6,5-60. But,

the Judges were far from through. Fahey and
the ever-present Perry began to penetrate the

Purple zone with ease and, in a span of 1 :19,

threw in five lay-ups as Brandeis regained the

lead, 72-69, with 4:31 loft.

Two jumpers by steady Fred Dittman gave
the Ephs a brief reprieve, 73-72, but a Perry
12-footer put the Judges' ahead to stay and
Williams was forced to foul for the remainder
of the contest to get their hands on the ball.

As in the two teams' first encounter,

however, clutch foul shooting by Brandeis

shut the door on the Purple. This time, the

contest was worfat the foul line as the Judges
picked up 15 points from the charity stripe to 5

for the Ephs. Five Perry and Fahey foul shots

in the waning moments put the game out of

reach. A Sheehy jumper from downtown
made it 79-77, but only two seconds remained,
and by then, court had adjourned.

The loss was a bitter pill for the Purple to

swallow. They had out-rebounded Brandeis,

49-31, and outshot them, 42 per cent to 39 per
cent. But, Williams literally fouled things up.

They were forced to play almost the entire

second half without Bob Pat'terson and had to

switch to a zone—which isn't the Ephs'
game— to make up for his absence. Without
Patterson around to stick a hand in his face,

Fahey rebounded from a lacklustre first half

with 21 second half points, and that, in a

nutshell, was the story of the game.
Sheehy led the Williams scoring parade

with 27, followed by Dittman with 18, Carter

(16), and Ellison (14). Fahey grabbed game
scoring honors with 32 with Perry and Rich
Rush also breaking into double figures with 16

and 12, respectively.

Williams fans can lake heart in the fact that

the Purple were only two points away from
thecharr^pionship. Brandeis captured the title

the following afternoon with a 90-83 triumph

over defending champion Tufts. But, for

seniors Patterson, Ellison, Rick Vanclsin,

and Mike Parker, it was a disappointing end
to a three-year reign spiced by two Little

Three championships and two straight trips

to the Division II playoffs, both of which

resulted in heartbreaking losses.

Curt Tong, with a superb rookie season now
behind him, can look forward to another

Gene Frogale carried the Williams College

banner all the way to Fullerton, Calif, last

weekend. to compete in the N.C.A.A. small

college wrestling championships and,

although he failed to place, the 142-pounder

turned in a commendable performance.

Unseeded, Frogale drew Lee Peterson of N.

Dakota St., the first seed and defending

champion in the 142-pound division, in the

opening round. Wifh 30 seconds remaining in

the match, Gene was down, 2-1, and in a last-

ditch effort, shot in on his opponent, hoping

for a take down. The gamble failed, however,

as Peterson put Frogale on his back and held

on for a hard fought, 6-1 win. The Dakota
wrestler went on to capture second place in

the division.

Moving Into the consolation bracket of the

double elimination tourney. Gene was paired

with Western Illinois, Joe Lapresti

Deadlocked when regulation time had ex-

pired, the two grapplers went into overtime,

where Lapresti shot In on Frogale and scored

a take down with just seconds remaining to

capture the match.

Despite Frogale's two heartbreaking
defeats, Williams wrestling coach Joe Dailey

felt the competition "did Gene a lot of good"
in terms of experience. In addition, It will give

next year's wrestlers something to shoot for

beyond the New Englands.

Jhe WiSl dominaled_Lhe East^4hroughout
the tournament, Dailey said, adding that

wrestling is not quite as big in New England
as it Is out West, where it isn't, unusual for a
team to have had as many as 35 matches
before the nationals. Williams faced 10 op-

ponents this season.

The tournament is moving east next year to

Pennsylvania's East Stroudsburg State
University. With most of the members of this

year's squad returning for another year of

competition. Coach Dailey optimistically

stated that he hoped to bring "four or five

wrestlers" there next year.

48 schools were represented at this year's
tourney, held at California's Fullerton State
College. Cat Poly captured the Division II title

for the seventh straight year. r~\

Yet another

Little Three
Championship
There are some misguided souls who think

that the Eph squash team's sole purpose In
travelling to Philadelphia last weekend was
to play in the National Intercollegiate Squash
Championships. While this did occupy some
of the Ephs' time, their real concern was the
battle for the Little Three Bowling Cham-
pionship.

Wesleyan was not able to field a full squad
fortheChamplonship; so It came down to just
Amherst and Williams, as it so often does
Captain Rocky Gibraltar of the Jeffs was
confident, especially when he saw the Ephs'
no. 2 bowler, "Chief" Frank Giammattei
take his practice rolls. But then Giammattei
amazed everyone by reeling off three straight
strikes, two spares, and accumulating a total
of 107 pins in the 5th. He fell off somewhat in
the second half, but the Jeffs were already a
beaten team.

Mark Donovan led all bowlers with a strong
156 in the first game, and the Ephs carried an
impressive 54-pin lead Into the second game
Hoping for a change of luck, the Jeffs
engineered a change in lanes in a vain at-
tempt to throw off the^aim of the Purple
pihmen.

please turn to page seven
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People come iip and ask me how we did, and
I say, "What do you mean? If you're Ulking
about our record, we didn't do so great. But, if

you're talking about the team as a whole, i

think we did welL"

>- —BobPeck,
Freshman Basketball Coach

• The 1973-74 season might have been a

winter of discontent for the freshman
bt^jcetball team. They were losing a lot of

close ones; there were too many poor shoLs,

bad passes, and turnovers. At one point in the

season, the team had gone more than five

weeks without a win. Yet, through it all,

remarked coach Bob Peck, "they didn't lose

their spirit, they always cheered one another

on, and that," he emphasized, "is the most
important thing."

Of course, the 5-10 season was a disap-

pointing one. "I expected them to have a

better record," remarked Peck, "but I guess

the wjiole league was a little

stronger . . . Lack of speed hurt us the most;

and our mistakes. If we hadn't made so many _

mistakes, we would have won four or five

more gamesand been nine and six instead of

five and ten.

"We were In a lot of games that the scores

don't indicate," he continued. "We only got

beat twice badly. The best game we played all

season, against Amherst, we lost, 75-74 in

overtime." It was that kind of season.

The squad was unusually large (16), which

made it a little more difficult to work with

individuals. Then there were the practiee

sessions at odd hours—whenever^ court was

free. And getting to know the players, '^ou

don' t find out who your gatne players are until

-mid-Januaryr'i—the—frosh -mentor offered.

"But, we got along well." On some freshman

teams, nurturing togetherness can be tougher

than winning games.

Peck sees 6'-l" forward Mike Tanner and

center Rich Remmer as being top varsity

prospects. Tanner topped the Ephlets in

scoring in 13 out of 15 games while Rcmnier

"has good jumping ability and a good shcii"

On top of that, he's the best shot-putter in the

school and managed to win several indoor

meets this winter.

Williams' athletic director was quick lo add

that guard Jeff Lockhart, a "fundamentally

sound, dedicated ballplayer," and forward

Tom Flower could figure In varsity plans.

Flower's career, Peck added, "might be in

football, though."

"This is the easiest group of guys to creuh

that I've had in my three years here, " he

stated. They were only mediocre in Ihe

shooting department 'and perhaps a little

better on defense, but "they hung In there

during that long dry spell in the middle." And

for Bob Peck, that made all the hours on the

practice floor, all the two-hour bus rides, and

all the frustrations of a losing season well

worth it.

Frosh scoring ( lop six

)

Name
Tanner
Remmer
Lockhart

Flower

Eckelman
Piltch ^;

Williams 61

Williams 75

Williams 65

Williams 67

Williams 55

Williams 58

Williams 52

Williams 74

Williams 62

Williams 60

Williams 54

Williams 67

Williams 58

Williams 78

Williams 67

F<;

131

86

47

49

32

FT
56

22

19

12

18

The seasMl'

I'TS

31R

194

113

110

82

' 30

21 2

13

1^

8.5

6.3

2.1

Albany State 66

Hartford 93

N.Adams 55

Brandeis 65

Springfield 78

R.F.I 53

Union 59

^ Amherst 75

Trinity M
Wesleyan 64

W.P I w
Amherst 86

.Weslevan72
ClarktM.

Drury US 43



MassPIRG

goals change
The Williams chapter of MassPIRG

(formerly WMPIRG) does not require the

financial supoort of 51 per cent of the student

body to remam a viable student organization,

according to an announcement made by

PIRG President Nico Ponsen last week.

While visiting the regional PIRG office in

Amherst, Ponsen reread the financial

arrangements for local PIRGs only to

discover that those rules had been altered last

year to allow organizations funded on a

voluntary door-to-door basis (as is Williams)

to operate without the 51 per cent support

required of PIRGs with term bill funding.

- MassPIRG has recently conducted a

campus-wide fund-raising drive to achieve

what was seen as the "necessary" 51 per cent.

During the next week, donations will be

returned to those students who might have

made them only to enable MassPIRG to

remain in operation.

By the conclusion of that fund drive, Ma^s

PIRG had contributions from only 37 per cent

of the student body.

MassPIRG, says Ponsen, will abandon

door-lo-door collection for the remainder of

this academic year and concentrate its efforts

on a petitioning drive. The petition will ask

that MassPIRG be funded through the student

activities tax beginning next year. That tax

could be raised to accommodate "built in"

MassPIRG fees. Ponsen plans to meet with

the College Council in the near future to work

out details of the funding procedure.

Commenting on, MassPIRG's unsuccessful

fund-raising efforts this year, Ponsen at-

tributed them to lack of a "cause." Last year,

when 51 per cent support was achieved,

MassPIRG was fighting a proposed interstate

please turn to page five

Charles Samuels 1936-1974
Charles T. Samuels, 38. of 88 Forest Road,

associate professor of English and film critic,

was stricken at his home last Wednesday and

was pronmjnced dead on arrival at North

Adams Regional Hospital, shortly after 1 p.m.

A member of the Williams faculty since

1961, Samuels was recently promoted to full

professor, effective July 1, and in January of

this year was named one of 10 Phi Beta Kappa
Visiting Scholars for 1974-75. Under this

program he would have tra\'eled throughout

the country to spend two or three days with

undergraduates at about 85 colleges and

universities.

In President John Chandler's absence, a

College official stated, "The death of Charles

Samuels cuts short most tragically the career

of a brillunt scholar and teacher. His

colleagues and. his students will feel the loss

sharply. The whole college community joins

in extending its sympathy to his wife and

childrea"

Samuels, who taught Courses at Williams on

American literature and cinema, was the

author of three books: Encountering

Directors, The Ambiguity of Henry James,

and John Updike, as well as editor of A
Casebook on Film. A leading film scholar, he

was film critic for The American Scholar and

had been a frequent contributor to The New
York Times, Atlantic Monthly, and Vogue, as

well as several scholarly journals.

He became a senior fellow of the National

Endowment for the Humanities in 1971 and a

fellow for the American Council of Learned

Societies in 1968. Currently, Samuels was
researching an upcoming critical study of

some major film makers in the sound era.

A native of Brooklyn, N.Y., he was

graduated from Thomas Jefferson High

School there in 1953 and received his B.A.

summa cum laude in 1957 from Syracuse

University with highest honors in English. He
received his M.A. from Ohio State University

in 1958 and his Ph.D. from the University of

California at Berkeley in 1%1.

Samuels served as a teaching assistant at

the University of California at Berkeley from

1958-1%1, and joined the Williams faculty as

an instructor. He was appointed assistant

professor in 1964, and associate professor in

1969. He was a member of the faculty Com-
mittee on Educational Policy.

,
Samuels is survived by his wife, the former

T^ada Sternberger; two daughters, Erika, 11,

and Melissa, 7; and his parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Harry Samuels of Brooklyn, N.Y., and a

sister Mrs. Dorothy Moss of Colorado

Springs, Colo.

, Private burial services were held Fri. at 11

a.m. at the Williams College cemetery. A
memorial gathering of the College com-

munity was held at 4 p.m. Friday in 3 Griffin

Hall. In lieu of flowers contributions may be

made through the Hopkins Funeral Home to

the Erika and Melissa Samuels Education

Fund. G

by Andy O'Donnell and

David R. Ross

Many things are necessary to lead a free

life." stated Richard Nixon in his February 23

radio address on privacy. "But none of these

is more important than the most basic of

human rights, the right to privacy. Careers

liave been ruined, marriages have been

wrecked, and reputatitjns built up over a

lifetime have been destroyed by the misuse
or abuse of data technology in both private

and public hands."
a :;, tt

The Admissions Department has been

following up the effectiveness of the 10 per

cent minority admissions program since its

inception. Three years ago a questionnaire

was given to the incoming freshman class, in

part to compare the ten-percenters'

responses with the rest of the class. One year

later, a follow-up questionnaire was given to

see how both groups had reacted to the fresh-

man year. ..r*

In order to differentiate between the

groups. Director of Admissions Philip Smith

put student I.D. numbers on the question-

naires. Some students objected that the

college was trying to invade their privacy.

"The whole controversy resulted from a

badly worded covering letter," Smith said. "I

said that questionnaires would remain

anonymous. I should have said 'con-

fidential'." Nevertheless, rumors about, the

issue still circulate about campus.
» t. o

The extent and content of student files and

records at Williams remains a mysterious

area to most students, and many members of

the faculty and administration as well. No
definitive policy exists as to the organization

and coordination of these files. Access to and

disposal of them has been largely

discretionary. As of this writing, the Dean's

Office is just beginning to tabulate the

number of files on campus.
"I've been concerned with this for a long

lime, " said Registrar George Howard.
"We're aware of the seriou$ complexities of

this problem. We're' goihg to look into (he

whole thing."

The Administration has quite a task before

it Files spring up for almost every type .of

student action, ranging from the formal files

in the Registrar's Office to the checklist of

overdue books in the library. In theory,

profi-ssors have files on alllheir students.

Piles exist until someone makes the decision

to destroy them, but that decision is rarely

made. "Each year we fill a five drawer filing

cabinet with the records of (that year's)

graduates," mentioned Howard.

A student's first contact with Williams is

usually through the Admissions Department.

He immediately ends up in a file. This con-

tains the usual recommendations. SAT's,

grades, and such required application

material in addition to miscellaneous items

such as artwork and copies of the applicant's

high school newspaper If he isn't accepted,

the file is held for. three years (in case there

should be some question involving the

rejection) and are then destroyed. If he is

accepted, the file is sent to the Registrar's

Office, where it becomes the basis of the

student's permanent file. Admissions retains

the preliminary application card and the

comments of the interviewer. These are

destroyed when the student graduates. Ac-

cess to the files is restricted to the members

of the Admissions staff. "We've never had

any security problems." stated Smith

•"There is abundant evidence of the impact

of records on individuals. Persons are put into

and out of school programs on the basis of the

record, accepted, and rejected for colleges

and professional schools on the basis of the

record, given or denied credit, employed or

not employed, insured or not insured on the

basis of the record," declares Stanton

Wheeler in "On Record: Files and Dossiers in

American l-ife."

.:^
•: ^

The Registrar's Office contains three files.

The dope sheet merely records.grades and is

a fast check file for faculty members. The

formal transcript is a summary of a student's

career at Williams covering such points as

dales of attendance, grades, honors, and

major. The permanent file used to be the

repository of all college matters dealing with

the student. Although this is no longer true,

the file still contains a lot of "paper waste", to

quote Howard, For example, if you have a

scheduling profilem. a copy of the Registrar's

letter to that effect is added to your file.

'The pack rat syndrome
'

Records and files at Williams

Paper, paper, and more papet

Any memljer of the faculty or ad-

ministration has access to these files, and a

freshman's faculty advisor has possession of

his advisees' files for the year. However,

Howard described himself as very careful in

giving others information in the file. Students

may see any part of their file not marked
confidential (high school recommendations,

etc.). Upon permission of the student, the

Registrar will release information on the

transcript to graduate schools and
prospective employers.

Howard emphasized that no medical,

psychological, or disciplinary information

appears in the file or is released by the

Registrar. If a student is suspended, a note

that he "withdrew" appears on the ti'anscript

and a short note to the effect that disciplinary

action was taken is filed with the Dean and
becomes included in the student file.

* ::: «

Some IK years ago, a road-tripping Ephman
met a girl who told him she attended a certain

New York area college. Desiring to continue

the relationship, he sent a letter and some
poetry to her in care of that college with in-

structions on the envelope that it be destroyed

if not delivered in five days. As it turned out,

the girl was not a student there, and the letter

was delivered to and opened by the dean of

that college. He sent the letter back to the

dean at Williams with a note saying that the

suident was in need of pkyehiatric help. Both
Ihr loKer and note found their way into the

student's file in the Registrar's office.

o ::t o

The main file in th^Dean's Office is the tray

card. Still the source of many rumors, the

card simply contains information regarding

courses, grades, rank in class, dean's list,

honors degrees, and committee records.

Academic warnings and discipline and honor

committee decisions are also recorded. The
main purpose of the card is to inform the dean
who he's seeing and to aid him in writing

letters of recommendation. The dean receives

the card prior to each shjdent appointment,

but reserves making comments on it for

matters such as- requests for extensions or

housing transftrs. The cards are highly

confidential, Ihey do not leave the Dean's
Office, and are only available to the various

deans.
'^

The Discipline Committee and the Honor
Committee keep no files. Background in-*

formation and recommendations are sent to

the DeanTHi^ material is di-stroved after the
please turn topagc hiur
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In memoriam
Charles Samuels was a brilliant man at the top of his profession. One

need only glance at his list of accomplishments to be convinced of that

;

^umma cum laude graduate of Syracuse, a Phi Beta Kappa visiting scholar

for '74-'75, a noted film critic, and a recently tenured professor of English.

The loss of the college due to his untimely death is great. The loss to the

students is tragic.

A teacher's value to the institution he serves is many-faceted. On one

level he must lend strength to the capabilities of the faculty and maintain

intellectual vitality among his peers. On another, he must use his abilities to

awaken the perceptions and direct the curiosities of his students. Such were
the goals to which Samuels dedicated his life, and for which he should be

remembered.
Certainly the College benefitted from the presence of such a man. The

Enghsh Department, of which he was a membier, is one of the most
distinguished in the country. To be granted tenure within such a group
reiterates the respect Samuels commanded within the faculty.

Yet ultimately, his heritage remains with his students. It is in the

classroom that he attemptedto draw his students' minds into a new direction,

using the guiding hand of his own knowledge and experience to channel this

investigation. This process can prove painful to some students, yet out of

this pain comes the all too infrequent joy of learning and the pursuit of a new
idea, in spite of one-self, and because of his teaching.

As a teacher, Samuels demanded a great deal from his students. Most
often the benefits of his courses became evident to a student only in

retrospect, for the student has never really stopped taking Samuels'
courses just because the semester was over. He has carried it with him.

The legacy of Charles Samuels will remain in many things; his family, the

books he has written, the people he has known, and the school he has served.

But most of all, it will remain strong and vital in the students he has taught.

CORRESPONDEIVCE
*Red herrings

'

To the editors:

Mr. Vankin (letter of 13 March) apparently

possesses a yearning to be outraged. By
wreaking havoc upon the last paragraph of

,my article a sense of righteous outrage was

indeed achieved, but only at the pric^ of

prodigious distortion. At least three major

. fallacies underlie his argument.

The first is one of method, whicH'basically

consists of ignoring a key element in my
argument and proceeding to twist the helpless

remnant with the agility of a critical con-

tortionist. His initial step is to isolate

"Judaeo" from institutionalized Christianity,

with which it is integrally linked in the article,

for otherwise the case for the presence of anti-

Semilisin would be untenable. This is ac-

complished by a simple declaration that the

meaning of "Xian" in "Judaeo-Xian" is

"obfuscated," with the corollary that it drops

completely out of sight. Judaism is now left

a'lone and vulnerable to my "malignant
emotion" and Mr. Vankin is free to ride home
indignantly shouting 'anti-Semite' all the

way. I thought the meaning rather clear (as

in the great American festival: Xmas). For
anyone still in the drak I threw out a rather

broad hint—"Xian (for it is at root inimical to

Christ)." That seems too obvious to miss.

The second fallacy is a confusion of

ideology with individuals. According to this

syllogism one who dislikes socialism perforce

hates people who are socialists. If one is

critical of the Judaeo-Christian tradition, he

is heinously bigoted against Catholics, Jews,

Lutherans et al. Reductio ad absurbam
criticism of any ideology is the work of odious

bigots.

The third fallacy is the "anti-Semitism"

device. The Hitler atrocities especially have
given a carte blanche to spurious com-
parisons (Main Kampf indeed!). This case is

only {^particularly absurd instance of what is

unhappily a widespread phenomenon. DanieK
Berrigan and other proponents of fairness/in

the Middle East have felt its sting. Such'^ac-

cusations ineluctably t^nd to drown aspiring

freedonTdf thought in the shrill and^pecious
rhetoric of nightmare. Such tmK herrings

exemplify the obfUscatory and^^elusive ef-

fects of the quasi-dogmatism/which my ar-

ticle attacked and - of that^ which D. H.

Lawrence termed "the u^ imperialism of

any absolute."

Peter Lambert

Mass PfRG explains

\o the editors:

Due to ine cumbersome nature of door-to-

door funding drives and insufficient response

from the term bill enclosure, the local board

of MassPIRG (Massachusetts Public Interest

RjEsearch Group, Inc.) at Williams recently

decided to focus its funding efforts on a

petitioning campaign from April 8 to 12. The
petition will request an allocation to

MassPIRG from the College Council for the

academic year 1974-75. The allocation would

be .funded from an increase in the student

activities fee.

Recently, the state board of MassPIRG
clarified that local PIRGs raising money on a

voluntary contribution system, such "as the

system used at Williams, do not need

donations from 51 per cent of the students in

order to remain members of the state cor-

poration. Over the past five years, the PIRGs
in Massachusetts have had to cope constantly

.^^with the problem of fund raising as the

amount of student support increased.

(MassPIRG now has the su|)port of 28,000

students throughout the state. This figure will

expand enormously with the incorporation of

new PIRGs in eastern Massachusetts next

year.) A history of funding at Williams is,

therefore, required.

Two years ago, a petition Was circulated

among the students in support of ihe

establishment of a PIRG at WillianiS and
requesting that the $4 contribution be in-

cluded oil the term bill. This system of fund

raising, i.e. inclusion on the term bill, was of a

mandatory nature. The amount of support for

the PIRG would then have been determined
by either a negative check-off or refund

mechanism. If the PIRG at Williams did not

receive contributions from 51 per cent of the

students under this system, then the local

chapter was required to withdraw from the

corporation. It did not state, however, tha,t;the

PIRG would cease functioning as a student

organization without the majority support.

The petition received signatures from 66 per

cent of the students and the subsequent en-

dorsement of the College Council.

The College Council was ignored by
President Sawyer's administration when it

asked for the inclusion of the contribution on
the term bill. Due to the rejection of the term
bill proposal, the PIRG leaders at Williams
were no longer bound to the petition's'

stipulations and proceeded to work out a
compromise with the administration. The
compromise reached was the system that has
since been used, namely, a separate letter

enclosed in the term bill requesting direct

contributions to the PIRG. The PIRG at

Williams has had to conduct door-to-door
funding campaigns since the results of the
compromise system are inherently poor;
most students do not even see the letter which
is enclosed in an envelope addressed to their
parents. It must be noted that, as part of the
compromise, the administration agreed to
review the letter enclosure system one year
later (in 1973) with the PIRG. When the ad-
ministration was approached again a year
later, they essentially refused to re-evaluate
the compromise system. No other school in

Massachusetts with a PIRG has a system
such as the one we have been forced to use,
nor has any other school run into the
problems with the administration that we
have.
About a year ago, the by-laws of WMPIRG

(now MassPIRG) were amended so that any
PIRG chapter with mirtority and voluntary
support could remain a member of the cor-
poration (which gives the chapter a vote on
the Board of Directors) after scrutinization

by 4 9eftificatlon committee. Before theij

chaolers witboul (iminci«l majority supporK
w^d have to withdraw. (The Williams /
chapter got a majority last year, 1972-73, and'
kept its vote.) The amendment was made
because chapters such as Williams operating
on this type of contribution basis—i.e., no
mandatory payments by means of inclusion

on the term biU-^found it too time consuming
to get the 51 per cent and seriously inhibiting

work on useful projects. Since MassPIRG at -,

Williams has recently fallen short, of the 5i
per cent in its final fund drive of this

academic year, it will apply to the cer-
tification committee early next month.
We would like to apologize to those

students, if any, who contributed not merely
because they supported MassPIRG as an
abstract concept and because of its numerous
past successes in working for the public in-

terest, but also because they were told their

dollars were necessary for the continued
existence of MassPIRG due ,to a legal

technicality. For those students who gave on
this assumption and no longer wish to give to

this still viable and a'ctive organization,

refunds of contributions will be available next
week Monday through Thursday (March 18-

21), 4:30-5:30 at the MassPIRG office in

Baxter Hall. Contributions will be welcomed
at these times as well. If there are any
questions, complaints or suggestions, call

Nico Ponsen at 6902 or Marjo Talbott at 6803.

Sincerely, ^^ ^
NIco V. PouMB'^^j^ -^---

Pres. Williamii MassPIRG

J^ore honor ^

To the editors:

The faculty has asked the Student Honor
Committee to report on the state of the honor

system at Williams. A ReAd poll, which

appeared in the paper during Winter Study,

indicated that an unacceptable amount of

cheating was taking place on campus. As a

result, the Committee has begun studying

several areas, including the crowded testing

^^nditions in large classes and the possible

reinstitution of the pledge. If any student has

ideas, suggestions, or criticisms which he

thinks would help the administering of the

honor code, please contact any of these eight

members of the conimittee.

Bill Earthman '74

Jay Broadhurst '74
'

Will Parish '75

Kirk Renaud '75

John Atteridg '76

Linda Dorsey '76

Carl Tucker '77

Leroy Meade '77

Prudish ReAd
To the editors:

It is only with the utmost suppression of

heartfelt ecsUsy, that I share with you a word

or two regarding your joy over our recent

examples of ethereal expose:

How wonderful your healing of Lady Godivan

saddle sores; How quaint your appraisal of

Clarkian charisma in the suicide streakers;

How pure your perception of personal liberty

;

How fallacious your feelings appear in your

front page photographs.

What a marvel are the wonders of

photography! Through the technical

timorousness of stategically placed checker

board squares, the ReAd reveals only the

news that's fit to print. "Might I suggest a

more apt example of Modern Day penis

plunder? (Am I allowed to say PEJNIS in the

ReAd?) The paper's editorial esperance

penetrates right to the heart of our current

exhibitions condemning whatever discomfort

these broachers of the body may have caused.

Only one page earlier, however, a slightly

altered impression of two streakers was

present«Hl.

It is seh evident that our latest schoolboy

(girl) craze will become one with the ages,

but its lesson for the ReAd should live on.

Journalistic hypocrisy is a terrible thing: To

preach one thing yet do another can only

weaken the integrity of a newspaper. To the

reader, I'm sure, no one has exhibited more

discomfort with the new found nudity than Ihe

staff of the reprehending ReAd.
Peter Kiernan •?•:..;,

More Phys-ed offerings

A rock climbing course will be given during the 4th quarter on Mondays and.," n

Thursdays from 1-4.
. _ '

' v

Trail Maintenance will be from Monday thru Friday 1:30 4:30. Pick .^
one day per week of your choice, meet at Chapin Hall.

Registration for both courses will, be done through Mr. Townscnd at BoXlcr
,

.

Hall. . \ \
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Ked Cross

by Mark V. Donovan

The stage is stark, antiseptically so. There

are two beds with white bedspreads, and the

walls are equally white. The setMng could be

either" a rest home or a rustically simple

summer place. Or both. This is the setting for

Sam Shepard'B Red Cross which opened on

Wednesday night in the Experimental

Theatre along with two other one-act plays.

Red Cross is about the hypochondria which

strikes Sam Shepard as a particularly

modern phenomenbn. Carol (Polly Wood) and

Jim (Steve Gillis)—perhaps a couple,

perhaps not—are seemingly beset with

various ills which they describe at some

length. Jim even convinces an outsider, the

maid, played by Nancy Doyne, that she, too,

has something wrong with her.

Tacey Phillips has done an excellent job of

directing her characters; each one of them

approaches his hypochondria differently.

Miss Wood seems scared almost to the point

of madness; Mr. Gillis is distracted but not

distraught, and Miss Doyne is both amused

and amusing. She occasionally seemed to

forget her lines iHit always recovered well

with her zany and uncontroKable laughter. In

short, all the characteriz^ons are strong and

finely drawn, and Mits Phillips keeps her

actors well withii]^'^ the bounds of their

characters.

Miss Phillips ateo approaches the message

of the play i" the right manner. Without

taking itself^o seriously, the play's message

is clear, and this is underscored by the en-

ding. * « *

To the Chicago Abyss

Everyone knows that Ray Bradbury is one

of the best science fiction writers alive. To the

Chicago Abyss is a brief glimpse into the not-

too-distant future. It is a world where only a

very old man can remember the good things

like: Butterfingers candy bars. Old Gold

cigarettes, and drive-in movies. These items,

common-place today, are but memories in the

police state which is loosely outlined in the

play.

The theme is a good one. America seems to

be a country forever striving for its past. No
matter what things are like now, they were a

lot better a few years ago. In a way, Bradbiiry.,

has written the ultimate nostalgia play.

To the Chicago Abyss belongs to the old

man whose great gift is the ability- to

remember.The old man is played by Charles

De L'Abre, who has come to be the grand old

man of the Williams theatre in a way. There

are traces of his Prospero performance from

last spring, and they are not at all out of

place. When Mr. De L'Arbre describes what it

was like to eat a Milky Way bar it is both a

tragic and triumphant moment. The pleasure

lives on through'his description but can never

be truly felt unless experienced. Mr. De
L'Arbre sees this dilemma in the old man's

character and allows the audience to see it as

well. His performance is a brilliant one.

James Hudak has chosen to concentrate on

the character of the old man, and this decision

is a wise one. The other characters exist

purely as foils, and, as such, their roles are of

little importance or interest. Thomas
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Hastings set is appropriately bleak and
futuristic; I especially liked the Chicago
Abyss itself. • -, ,

Home Fires
John Guare's Home Fires is high farce.

Farce is a very delicate art and requires a
delicate touch. Director Gene Falk's touch is

not always a tight one in this production, and,
as a result, the play falters at key moments.
The time of the play is November 12, 1918,

the day after the signing of the Armistice. The
action centers around the Smith (formerly
Schmidt) family of Lynn, Mass., and their

attempts to conceal their German identity

from one Mr. Catchpole, a violently patriotic

American.

Mr, Falk manages to throw in slapstick,

vaudeville, and everything else into this

production. It is often successful. Richard
Bradford gives a rich comic performance as
the bewildered patriarch of the Schmidts.
Ann Cramer gives a beautifujly tempered
interpretation to the nationalistic daughter.
And Kathy Bogan's performance as the

elegant Margaret Ross-Hughes can only be
called inspired.

and totally earnest, and self-cottscious,

moralizing. And the moralizing isn't awfully

good. There are patches of quite funny

moments and then ponderous long stretches

of sermonizing and general lament.

For example, the two main characters are

punks, plain and simple. But they have the

tendency to sound like West Side Story

stereotypes: bad on the surface but un-

derneath . . . bad, but you know—disturbed.
Horovitz is more perceptive, and funnier,

when he prophesies the sort of punky office

worker-beer drinker-News reader these two
will become. At one point Murph, the wise-ass

Irish kid, shoves a "Christmas card" under
the Indian's nose. He says, "I made that with

my ass; wanna know how I made it? It's easy

when you're running the xerox machine at my
office. You sneak into the room, lock the door,

select how many cards you want, oh, forty or

fifty, then you whip down your trou, sit on the

glass, the lights go on, and presto, Christmas
cards."

Peter Mertz, as Murph, has a slimy ease

which is engaging. He's the big man and little

boy, always scared so always assertive. He's

¥ive one acts:

Successes in the Ex
On the other hand, James Spragins' un-

dertaker is badly over-acted. And the entire

Sullivan family, while essentially a" comic
group, are mishandled by director Falk.

Instead of creating a comic atmosphere when
they arrive on stage, one gets a feeling of

great confusion. Most confusing was the

scene when the stage is completely dark; I'm

sure many humorous lines were lost among
the clamor.

Don't get me wrong. The play is a very

funny one, and there are several moments of

high hilarity. But Mr. Falk's direction is just

too loose, and the final effect is one of an

occasionally amusing hodge-podge.

These one-act plays provide the theatre

^ith a chance to do something different;

people who have never directed direct, and

people who have never acted get a chance to

act. As eJcp^ted, thp finished productions

have a mixture of the amateur and the

professional. But it is a healthy mixture and

re'freshing to see new faces and new talent.

The Indian Wants the Rronx

by John Ellis

It is night, Manhattan, and cold. Two kids

are waiting for the bus as is an Indian of

whom both they and we know nothing. After

seemingly interminable acts of compassion

and fits of sadistic aggression towards him,

they leave the man abandoned and lost with

his hand bleeding from a knife wound.

This play is an uneven one, which tended to

make the performances seem more uneven

than in fact 1 think they were. It has the very

American, uneasy mixture of cynical humor

,^
Ru/ffh Nader represents consumers at legislative hearings.

very good at New York cockiness, especially

when he taunts the Indian's son over the

phone, "I've got an elephant down here

belongs to you." Adam Versenyi seemed very

nervous, which in a strange way worked for

him in creating the wiry, self-conscious, and
up-tight Joey, the kike. Bill DriscoU does

something very important for his role as the

Indian which has few lines, all in Indian he is

always in the play. Driscoll shows the

mounting stages of terrorand rage that the

Indian goes through: All the actors do their

best to keep the pace up.

The most effective moment of the play

dramatically is also the most human
moment; it is, as well, the most naturally and

easily symbolic. At the end, the Indian, his

hand slashed open by Murphy, who has now
abandoned him, holds a phone, whose wire

has tseen cut, while trying to speak to his son,

and listens to the phone-booth as it rings and

rings and rings. Soon he begins to crazily

jabber into the useless mouthpiece. The

audience feels the terror of a man in a foreign

land, in a huge city, who cannot speak the

language, lost from his son on his first day in

America, totally isolated and impotent as he

hears the phone ringing to no end. From this

empathy it is a natural jump to the realization

of the mutual isolation of ourselves and our

fellow people, none of us with adequate means

of communication.

The stage proper and a basic lighting grid

must be used by all fjve one act plays, which

presents very real problems to the designers.

Charles Wilmott has had to^ design a street

corner in New York and has dohe so well and

sparely, with a few overflowing garbage

cans, a bus-stop sign, and a graffitified phone

booth. He has also used a rather cold light

which conveys the paranoia glare of blue

mercury lamps, half burned out.

Noon

What happened at noon was not what was

supposed to happen at noon. It is a Manhattan

hot summer noon in a loft. There is a gay guy.

a straight virgin male who protests that

"whatever men call it, I lost it," a "nice" girl,

from Queens, who's been turned all hot and

randy by the booths her boyfriend gives her

(especially one simply called MoiRt), and a
middle-aged couple who are intbi^

well . . . domination. More than this should

'

not be said else it would spoil the clever way
in which these people are gradually lui'

united.

Noon is a very funny play, a vast po^
nographic word game. It is a mixed rag of

sexuality, of 'newfangled perversions' that

won't congeal. It is to everyone's credit that,

with the exception of one stretch near the end,

the pace was sustained and crisp.

'

The acting was uniformly good. Benjamin

Strout is the liberated gay who hilariously

goes on and on about the various support that

different pants and underpants provide. He
combines coyness with a strange prissy

lasciviousness. When he looks up out of his

twinkling eyes with his big smile flashing

there is no question as to what's on his mind.-

Dianne Thompson was recovering from a

cold opening night, but still exuded a silken'

sexiness as the girl who wants to branch out.

She acts very well the urge for the sexually

exotic which lies under the breast of so many
nice girls from Flushing; in fact she took the

subway in for sex.

Steve Marino is the lanky, book-worm

virgin who wants to experiment, like George

Plimpton. He is believably wide-eyed and has

both incredulity with an innocent's daring

naughtiness. His awkward grace is such that

it is ifJimmy Stewart played Mr. Smith, as he

goes to Washington, as a curious sexual

initiate.

Monica Newman is startingly good as the

bitchy, middle-aged suburban whip queen.

She claws her nails at the world, snarling not

unlike the Wicked Witch of the West.

And, finally, Peter Bergethon is the bulging

brute husband, Cecil, who's into a Nazi

number. All great Germans have been

members of the Leather Cult, he raves, then

swoons; when he comes to he acts like a

middle-echelon ad man on Mad. Ave.

Theset for Noon is ambitious in terms of

the Experimental Theatre. It employs

hinged flats which serve both as the walls of

the loft and its dormer ceiling, complete with

skylight. BruceOrkin is to be praised both for

the set and Uie lighting. Also, Sarah Doane

made costumes, which are of themselves

fabulously witty^^*^,:

The director's hand in film is more im-

mediately discernible than is the director's in

the theatre. In the theatre it is usually made
manifest by a pervailing tone and the mode of

attack, such things as blocking, pace, etc. The
director's hand was not overly felt in either of

these productions, in "The Indian" Wants the

Bronx" the blocking is clean with its circular

attacks on' tfie Jndian, the ballet of

Elggression; and 'there is the same cleanness

in Noon . This sparseness is good for it

means that both Tom Lockhart and Dana
Perlstein have avoided the beginner's pitfall

of effect for the sake of effect or originality of

approach for its own sake. Instead they were

plainly learning their craft by doing it, by

discovering the often tediously trying

marriage between logistics and creation.

The productions prove two things. One, that

there should be more 'small' theatre at the

Ex, or anywhere else on campus, as there are

people who are capable of doing it; and, two,

that not enough has been done, for the

roughness that there was around the edges

betokened unflexed muscles.

Nader to speak in ChapiB|
Ralph Nader, well known consumer ad-

vocate, will speak at Chapin Hall this Mon-

day, March 18, at 8:30 p.m. The address,

coordinated by Mass PIRG (Massachusetts

Public Interest Research Group) is one of

several planned campus appearances by

Nader in Massachusetts. The tour will

culminate on Thursday when Nader will

speak to a joint session of the Massachusetts

legislature.

The related talks on campuses and before

the legislature will focus on fuel shdrtages, oil

corporations, and other energy issues and
specifically nuclear power development.

Nader's appearance is sponsored by Mass
PIRG, the College Council, the Freshman
Council, the Lecture Committee, Roper
Research Center, the Center (or En-

vironmental Studies, and Prospect House. It

is open to the public.

Phys-ed pre-registration '

-April 8'-

9:U0 a.m. lo

Pre-registration for physical education for the fourth quarter-

May 18, will be held March 18 through March 22, 1974 from
4:00p.m.atthePhysicalEducationOfficc, Lasell Gymnasium.

Failure to register at this time and directly with the Physical Kducatjon

Office will result in an incomplete for the Fourth Quarter.

The following courses will be offered: Tehnis. Soni>all, Physical Kitotss

Bicycling, Afro-American Dance. Beginner Swimming; Mens" Soccer. Golf, Volleyball,

Physical Fitness-running and exercise. Life .Snvinp and Water Safely. WitiiMMi's

Soccer.
'
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more files

/:
•'/_ from page i

dean has decided on the matter. If he chooses

to take disciplinary action, a copy of the letter

^ outlining such action goes into i discipline

^ ^ file. Access is limited to the Dean's Office and

\ there is no provision for destroying old files.

:0\ Dean Andrew Crider declared that if a

- N> graduate school were to ask if a Williams

applicant had been involved in a disciplinary

probation, he would supply that information.

Professor Vincent Barnett, chairman of the

.r Discipline Committee, stressed that if no

^ action was taken, no i-ecord of the proceeding
^'~~

would be kept.

The Financial Aid Office is the center of

several types of student records, including

three financial files, graduate fellowships, the

Mead Summer Intern Pr.ogram, and the

Williams in Hong Kong program.

The main financial file contains a record of

any student who has applied for financial aid.

The office contains complete files of this

information dating back to 1950. Those

students who applied for but never received

aid during any of their years at Williams have

their folders destroyed upon graduation.

However, the information in these folders

may be used in surveys before they are

destroyed. A student who has received aid for

one or more semesters has his folder retained

for an indefinite period after graduation.

The information in this folder includes the

student's initial application for aid, sub-

sequent renewal applications, his PCS report

(a detailed family financial report), an an-

nual budget statement made by each student,

letters granting or re/using aid, and

correspondence to and from the office

regarding individual financial problems. A
tray card containing the student's semester

grade average, major, activities, and the

amount of aid per semester is incorporated

into the main folder upon graduation.

The second financial file is an operational

folder dealing with the repayment of student

loans. Included in this file are receipts of

payment over the 10 year repayment period

and deferment and cancellation forms. Like

the main folder, these have not been

destroyed since the program'sJ^nceplion in

\^ 1958, although Director of Financial Aid

\ Henry Flynt commented that "there doesn't

seem much purpose to keeping them over a

year or two after final payment."
''

In addition to these two financial files, the

office has compiled a list of those receiving

aid by years which does state names and

amounts, but no family financial information.

Access to all of these files, which are stored in

unlocked cabinets in the financial aid office,

must fifst be cleared by Flynt, regardless of

who issues the request.

The graduate fellowships, the Mead
Summer Intern program, and the Williams in

Hong Kong program do not keep individual

folders on each applicant, but use three

collective folders containing the successful

^applications for each program. These ap-

plications involve student written essays, and

files on each program date back to 1952, 1956,

and 1961, respectively. Unsuccessful ap-

,
plications are destroyed after the selection

process has been concluded.

Id selecting next yeac's Junior Adv(>orf,

last year's JA's were asked to write

recommendaUons for all members of their

freshman entry, regardless of whether or not

they decided to apply to become an advisor.

Only those who eventually applied had their

recommendations read, and only the selec-

tion committee inembers read them..^( 11:3Q

p.m. March 3. the final selection of JA's. was

completed. By 9:00 a. m. the next morning, all

recommendations bad been destroyed.

However, many students still question the

merits of this recommendation procedure.
• • •

Although meet student records are filed by

hand, the Computer Center is being used

more and more in dealing with student files.

Statistical admission information goes onto

punch cards which are used in making

statistical analyses of applicant pools and
incoming freshmen. A card is kept on eaph

student covering grades, class rank, major,

etc. At the moment, the center also handles

records for the Financial Aid Department and

the college payroll. Punch cards have an

effective life span of five years. Access is

limited to Center personal and the Center has

a lock system different from the college

master system. i

Medical records are kept in the infirmary,

but not under lock and key. They are similar

to most hospital records, recording the

illness, treatment,' medical background, etc.,

and are kept for ten years after graduation

t)efore they are destroyed. Only the medical

staff has access to them, but a doctor may
reveal information from them at his own
discretion.

Psychological records at Williams don't

exist on students unless they have paid a visit

to the school psychologist. These I'ecords

consist of the psychologist's working notes

(usually only a paragraph or two) on the

student's visit. They are extremely cqn-

fidential, are available only to the

psychologist himself, and are burned after 7

years.

In talking with the various administration

officials, who have direct control over the

files, almost all stressed the importance of

confidentiality in handling student records.

However, the laws of Massachusetts provide

their own set of problems. For instance, most
students are convinced that their medical and
psychological records.-are^sacrosanct This

isn't the case in Massachusetts, pointed out

Dean Reginald Gilliam, Jr. While specifically

protecting the attorney-client relationship,

Massachusetts courts have ruled (Gretsky v.

Basso) that no physician-patient privilege

exists. At the moment, this also extends to

psychological records.

In fact, any student file at Williams is

subject to subpoena by a court of law. "For

most Williams\ students, there is nothliig

detrimental inWir files," said Registrar

Howard Still, Gilliam cautioned tha\ there

are "precious fewprotections and standards"

in record keeping. Referring to recom-

mendations and comments in files, he added

"there presently exists a wide variance for

interpretation, bias,\and capriciousness."

The new rights \of 18 year olds in

Massachusetts have yet to be truly specified.

However, they add onemore dimension to the

problem. Howard pointed out that some

colleges have questioned the legality of

releasing information u^ parents without

student permission.

Gilliam noted the prime ^son for student

concern as being that othe« have access to

and use of information of wFtjich the student

. has no knowledge.

The scope of the student file-privacy issue

raises many questions and provides few

answers. Key administrative ouicials and
faculty members are now beginning to ex-

plore these questions. In the absence of legal

restraints and comprehensive collegle policy,

the nature and use of student files is^argely

discretionary. Nevertheless, those in-

terviewed indicated deep concern with\heir

present and future uses.

"What is held on file should not be decid

on the institMlion's needs," said Dean Cride\,

"but on the needs of the student ar

graduate." File security hasn't been a

'

problem. "Although no policy exists .on

faculty access, (the files) aren't frequently

looked at by faculty," he continued, Faculty

'access will be an important aspect of the

entire access question that will be discussed

in the administration's evaluation of the file

situation. "I have some reservations as to

whether faculty really need to have access to

everything in a student's Ijjej." declared

Howard. "Whether faculty can advise
students better with or without access ( to the

complete file) is an empirical question,"

added Crider.

Assistant Dean Roosenraad saw the student

file question as an "accumulation problem."

Associate Dean F'lynt suggested that the

FRAME
MOUNTS?
7^<r I K\»1E SHOP

Mir-i s'Wf f r Wll llA^A^TOWN VlA^S

entire college is on the verge of being v
engulfed in a sea of forms, "The question is at

^

what point should these files be destroyed and
not work a hardship for the students," said
Crider. Up to now, no one has been in a
position to decide what should or should not be
destroyed. Registrar Howard has recom-
mended to the Dean that at some date after

graduation (say, five years) all tiles be
"

destroyed except for the official transcript.

However, "there are very good reasons
why some files should not be destroyed

"

'

cautioned Professor Vincent Barnett. He and
several others interviewed were quick to

point out the historians' desire that potcn- '

tially valuable information not be destroyed. '

"If it comes to that," Crider said, "Jjistory

will have to suffer a loss in or^er^6 ensure
confidentiality." '

One major area of Administration concern
"

and, hence, a major factor in the present
evaluation is the nij'nerous misconceptions

"^

and rumors extant in^the student body. For
example, the Dean's tray gard, in reality a

progress information sheet, has become In

student mythology a blacklist by whicli

students who see the Dean are labeled for life.

The controversies revolving around tlie

Admission's questionnaire of two years ago
and the JA student evaluations this year have
given some students the impression that the°

College is not concerned with student

privilege. This is not the case, administrative

officials are quick to point out.

In spite of the growing Administration

oncern, the fact still remains that Williams
is)^t present, mired in the midst of what one

dean has termed "the pack rat syndrome."
Too «nany records are kept for too long, in-

formation is largely repetitive from record to

reeordXand there exists no formal college

policy toyhelp clarify matters. Asa resuli, no

administration official is able to say, withmii

any doubt,^hat he knows who has what, and

why. The deWi's office hopes that an Informal

survey presently being conducted will be the

first step leading to a definitive^tatcment by

Williams College on the question of eon-

fidentiality.

Financial aid applications—^ '-—
All students, including those currently receiving financial aid from\willi;inis.

who wish to be considered for scholarship and loan assistance for the cn|ning

year should pick up forms before spring vacation.

,
Applications and further information are available in Mr. Flynfs ol'Hc'e m

Hopkins Hall.

Filing deadlines are April 15 for parents' forms and May 18 for students' iVni.s

THE KRONICK INSURANCE AGENCY
57 MAIN STREET 663 5341 NORTH ADAMS

Attention All Williams Students Subjecti Autq 8< /Vtotprcycle Insurance

1 _ We are now acceptmq 1974 Auto Insurance Applications and Renewals on Low Manual Ra'es

2. Time Payments 3. Iinmcdiati' Plates and Insurance

4. Leading Companies FasI Claim Service 5. All Ages
6. Compare our rates wilti those you arp now paying

RATES QUOTED ON REQUEST
WRITE OR PHONE TODAY FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
INSURERS TO WILLIAMS STUDENTS FOR OVER 30 YEARS
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WRCC to

make run at

relay mark

by Scott Lutrey

NOTBt: The 24 hour Relay is not a

marathon.

A relay by definition consists of at least two

teammates and a baton. A marathon requires

just one athlete and 26 miles, 385 yards of

ground to run over.

:lTbe Relay" lo the Williams Road Runners

Club means their annual indoor all-nighter,

and not at the typewriter. Despite a thorough

realization of the insanity of a 24 hour relay,

the WRRC has now run it through twice and

plans yet a third to begin this Saturday at 10

a.m.

That first year Peter Farwell founded the

WRRC to run the relay, then watched the

WRRC run straight into disaster and its

members into collapse. Only two runners

finished, the total mileage was a.L disap-

pointing 201 miles, 880 yards—Init it\eems
that the WRRC set a world indoor re^rd.

Running the relay indoors is considered ^n
madder than the norm and is much le^s

practiced; but in Williamstown in March it'l

the only way to go. (Traditionally the root,;

beer is just left amid the ice outside to keep

cold.)

Last year when Farwell came around again

the response was morie enthusiastic, the

athletes more experienced, the opening pace

a bit saner, and the^RRC broke its own
world indoor record with the respectable

showing of 256 miles, 1393 yards—ranking
nineteenth in the world for 1973.

Then, Ohio State racked up 276+ miles

indoors last November and the record left

Williamstown. The case looks hopeless but

some of the diehards are shooting for 277

miles—the same distance runners who have

claimed to enjoy running through fi foot of

snow for some miles, or sprinting up (or

down) Stone Hill, or pushing hard injheretey

.

JPetfi Farwell inaugurated the relay with an

ini^redible, near-solo performance: he

averaged 5:22.5 for 33 miles despite

diminished ranks. Last year the premier

sprinters were.Scott Lutrey and Pete Hyde.

Lutrey led off with a 4:43 mile qn his way to a

5: 12 average for 26 miles, Hyde finished up in

.

4:47 and a 5:14 average.

Despite some intimation to the contrary the

WRRC expects its only competition to come z*

from selected members of the WRRC B teamV
an organization not even thought of in

previous years-r-but how do you cut someone
from the relay? The only problem should
come in being bothered by continual lapping
of the rest of the field.

Lutrey and Hyde are back for their third

relay as are Mark Sisson and Paul Skudder.
These four juniors plus one-time veterans
Chris Potter, Bob Clifford, John Rathgeber,
and Bob Anderson should set the pace that nof
one else in the fieldhouse will want to follow.

Ken Leinbach, and Chris Flavin fill out the A
team roster,1f a probable two of the top dozen
.distance runners on campus can be
stigmatized as fillers.

Sixteen Eph distance runners have com-
peted in the relay, twelve are scheduled to

make their debut this year for theWRRC For
these athletes the relay is-^r will be) an
unparalleled experience, something that just

more hockey
from page eight

Right Winger Jim Harkins and defenseman
Joe Hameline were elected co-captains for

the 1974-1975 season. Harkins was the team's
leading scorer with 17 goals and 16 assists for

a total of 33 points while Hameline anchored
the rugged Eph defense.

Following are the final regular season

scoring stats:

Regular Season Statistics

Co(oiiial Pizia

Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven Grinders
t ySpaghetti

50 Spring Street- 458-9009 and 458-8014

opendtiily9a.m. to2a.m.

Breajjfast daily 9 a.m. toll a.m.

/ Donuls, Coffee

/4V(> make our own pizza dough daily

STl.'DK\TS WKUOME

Goals

Harkins

Heintz

Deveaux
Robbins

Wyer
Spencer
Rodgers
Hameline
Lyons
Morrison

Cahill

Crocker

Walsh -

Elkind

Yeadoiy
Kollevoll

McCormick

^ McClelland
Press,'

Inc.

Hallmark Cards

& Eatoh Stationery

SPRING ST. WILLIAMSTOWN
Tel.458-4»20

LUCRATIVE POSITION
OPEN TO

CAPABLE STUDENT AS

BUSINESS MANAGER
OF THE

RECORD ADVOCATE
(Salary Available)

:^

Vyilliams College Department of Music

Srarr-Danforth Fund.anci »

Thompson Concert Committee . .. ' ' ,j.
•

present •

COSI^AN TUTTE . U_
By W\A. Mozart i

fully staged and^with orchestra,, V^i .
by the Canadian Oftera Company •'•

Tuesday, March 19, 1974 -ViSO p.m. • Chdpin Hall

Tickets: $3.00. Williams students admitted

tree (and without tickets In advance) with I.D.

no reserved seats; ctoorsopenat 7;

can not be believed without doing it, and a

wild way to test themselves to the fullest.

Spectators are always encouraged to come
see the Relay and get what they can out of it,

though. the expedience can be nothing like that

from the inside. And for those who want to see

a i^arathon, show up in Boston on April 15th

whep the WRR(^ and a thousand others go at it

in t)\e 78th Annual^^Wk; Patriot's Day
Marathon. ""^ Q

oreBIRG
from page one

NEED A FRIEND?

Call HEiiP LINE,

664-6391

highway throu^ western Massachusetts.

Ponsen noted \in an interview with the

ReAd, that of aU the PIRG affiliates in

Massachusetts, oMly WilTiamsjuid^M^^
Holyoke must survlve'TJininion-term bill

funding system. \

The PIRG office willfje open Moa-Thurt.
4:30-5:30 during Uie coining week to make
returns to those ^Qdehts \»»>^o have paid $4.00,

'

but, since Ponsen's discove'ry do not wish to

contribute. ^\

CINEMAr
CriM and Whl«p«rs

Directed by Ingmar Bergman

nominated for Academy Award—•

best picture of the year

7s00 and 9:00 PJM.
i

Sivfoy Rid«r and
»^:-:§

^

Cinema at

the Sheraton

MASH
7:00-9:00 P.M.

entrance

40 Main Street

North Adam's

take elevator

to iow^r level

RoSc once again

with the origkial

movie <»st...

MASH
An Inia fiMMniM PioductNH

Molina* Wiiws

7:00 and 9: 00 P.M.

y students $1 .so

Adults $1 .75

AAonday & Tuesday $1 .00

Children under 12 -$.75

Located In ttie

Colonial Stiopping Center

off Rt. 2

V

SPECIAL \

BOSTON SCROD $i\S6

(in lemQn butter) \

Potato, vegetable, rolls and butter

' The Captains Cabin\
The Seafood House of the BeTkshirei\

Cold Spring Road, Williamstown, Mass.

Students Welcome
413 458-9101

BERKSHIRE AUTO HAUS, iNC.
\

Route 20 at Holmes Rd. \

Lenox, AAass.

(413) 499-4360

NEW PORSCHE

914

Y

•(,.1

23 minutes from Williams

1^ V J
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Sporis •'';;A^li'-;," tff^''':

Senior Bill Jacobs, recently named MVP ofthe 1973-74 hockey team, shows why he led

Dii'ision U goaltenders with a 2.41 goals/game average, {photo by Andy Nosal]

Baseball to

seek wins in

South swing
by NickChristiano

"Baseball's Back!" proclaimed the cover

of The Sporting News a few weeks ago. In the

sunny splendor of Florida and Arizona, the

njajor league teams are gliding through that

most hallowed ritual of that most hallowed

game: spring training.

Baseball is back at Williams, too—sort of.

Right now it is forced to be confined to the

warm, but grossly inappropriate Towne Field

House, at least until the weather warms up

enough to take the bees out of the bats and the

ground drys up enough to keep the balls from

feeling like lead.
.'''^

Despite their confinement, the Ephs, like

all baseball teams at this time of year, are

optimistic. Most of that optimism is being

generated by new head coach Jim Briggs,

who is taking over for the retired Bob

Coombs. Briggs, an assistant coach for the

past 5 years, intends to run things a bit dif-

ferently. For the first time in many years, the

Ephs will be playing to win on their trip to

North Carolina during Spring Vacation. In the

past they had treated it as spring training,

with everyone playing an equal amount of

lime and getting into shape gradually,

ecause it was the team's first days outdoors.

Tn^ competition had been terribly un-

cooperative, however, in understanding the

Ephs' predicament, and as a result, the Ephs
have woh exactly one game in the past three

years dowri South.

The shift t«) strategy is riot wholly marked
by a desire t^.,gain revenge. In fact. Coach

Briggs is strikih^ly frank on this point.

"Let's face it," he said, "we're not going to

win many games ddvyn there. One school we
play will have already played seventeen

games, and the situation js the same with the

other schools. They are simply so far ahead of

us. Even if we play well, it Wjll be difficult to

\,

Raa*

Eaxxj Sheehy
Tfd Dlttnu)
Iftrk Carter
Lea Elllsoii

B ob Patterson
mice Rosten
Regan IClller

Dare Filner
Joe LaJFaglla

Saa Gkronftaan

IfUce Parker
Rlok VanelaiJi

Shel Woodbury
Jla n-app
Brio Pookrua
Had Ubuacta

'ARSITI BASKETBALL STATS
(regular season otHy)

Field Ooals Free Tbrcws Points

Oaaea II ATT PCT If ATT PCT Tbtal Avg.

19
18
17
19
19
17
18
13
12
12
10
lU
7

7
8

3

162 356
96 170
88 20U
9li 168

7$ 176
27 68-

21 61,

15 25
11 29
8 16

5 7
6

3
2
1
1

10
12

5
9
k

U5.5
56,5
U3^
56.0
U2.6
39.8
32.8
60.0
37.6
50.0
71 .14

60.0
25.0
UO.O
11.1
25.0

9U
37

39
26

U3
9

17

3
8

3

U
1

h
3
1

131
5U
5U
U7
61
19
28
8

10
5
8

3
U
5
U

71.8
68.5
72.3
55.U
70.5
U7.U
60.7
37.5
80.0
60.0
50.0
33.3

100.0
60.0
25.0
00.0

las
229
215
21U
193
63
59

33
30
19
ll»

13
10
7*,

3
2

22.0
12.7
12.6
11.3
10.1
3.7*

3.3
2.5
2.5
1.6
l.l<

1.0
1.1*

1.0
OJi
0.6

•!Ki',T

th6 competition agrees to play doubleheaders

to make up rain-outs against other teams.

Due to the limits of seating space, only 18

players will make the trip, which means that

four players who have also looked good will

have to remain home: Tom Chizmadia, Jim
Baldwin, Scott Emery, and John Zurn.

Did Coach Briggs foresee .any other

problems, "Yes. Gas." 1.T1

Mermeh finish

sixtlMi

win. The reason we are playing to win is that'

the season is so short. We will just get in

better shape up here." ^
But then, like any good manager at this

time of year, he added, "We' r^ going to beat

some of them this time. W«'re going to try like

hell."

The only notabl^losses from last year's 6-10

team are tbifd baseman-captain Frgnk

Jameson and shortstop Tom Geissler. Coach

Briggsjfeels that Jim Trapp, a former cat-

ch§p,;rcan Irandle third, besides hitting for

pow^. Brad Iverson, a former pitcher, has
' looked surprisingly well at short and will start

thece on the trip.

Coach Briggs sees tri-caplains Dan Odre

(first base), Don Allison (second base), and

Mike Bangser (catcher) as the nucleus of the

team. "We're going to be a good club because

these guys are excellent."

In.the outfield there is only "one problem."

Maury Matteodo is still hampered oc-

casionally by the knee injury he suffered

,
during the football season. Because of his

limited mobility he's been shifted from center

to right. Mike McKelvey has taken over for

Matteodo in center and if Maury isn't ready in

right, Gordon Earle will step in to spell him.

Left field is solid with Brian Smith, a power

hitter who can also catch if needed.

Coach Briggs will carry seven pitchers:

Pete Getsinger, Pete Eshelman, Iverson, Ken
Littleton, Rich Mahoney, Ken Steinthal and

Tom Villanova, but he isn't sure yet how he

will use them. "Our main objective," he said,

"will be to cut in half the number of walks we
issued last year. We gave up 100 walks in just

the 16 games up north. If we can cut that

' number down to about 50, we'll win twice as

many games." '

No possible advantage is being allowed to

slip by in attempting to field a tough team

down South. In order to lake advantage of the

Southern rule which requires a team to use

pinch runners for the pitcher and catcher if

there are two outs, Coach Briggs is bringing

along track star Joe Newsome. But he em-

phasizes that Newsome will not just be

another Allan Lewis, the former base-running

specialist for the Oakland A's. Newsome is

also an "excellent ballplayer" and will

certainly see some action in the field.

The trip to North Carolina will include 10

games, and possibly as many as 14. if any of

New-Englands
yy byRodConklin

Last weekend the Williams swim team

traveled to Brown University for the fifty-

fifth Anntfal Swimming and Diving Cham-
pionshfps. Out of twenty-six teams, Williams

finished sixth with 140 points. With trial heats

running all afternoon and the finals beginning

at night, many swimmers had to perform

several times the same day. Despite the

obvious factor of fatigue, the Ephriien

produced some impressive results.

Co-captain Jim Harper, a mainstay of the

team all year, won the 200 yard individual

medley and took a twelfth in the 100 yard

freestyle. His time of 2:00.89 in the individual

medley broke the NEISA, Williams College,

and Brown Pool records. Co-captain Mike
Goff qualified in both the one meter and the

three meter diving, taking a twelfth in each

event. Junior Kirk Greer captured a tenth in

the 100 yard breaststroke with a time of

1:04.31 and a fourteenth in the 200 yard

breaststroke.

Three sophomores contributed to the in-

dividual point scoring. Bruce Barclay took a

fourth in the 200 yard butterfly and a seventh

in the 100 yard butterfly. His time of 2:03.34 in

the former dropped six seconds off his l)est

time and broke the Williams College record.

Scott Schumacker won third place honors in

the 200 yard backstroke and took sixth in the

100 yard backstroke. He recorded his best

times of the year in both events. Rick

Greenwood scored well in three races. He
placed sixth in the 200 yard individual

medley, eighth in the 400 yard individual

medley, and sixteenth in the 500 yard
freestyle.

One freshman also figured in the Williams'
score. Paul Keilly captured a seventh in thr"^

200 yard backstroke with a time of 2:06.2l^an
eighth in the 200 yard individual me^ligyfand
a fourteenth in the 100 yard buUemy.
Other participants unableja^ish among

the top twelve in an indivijlu^ event included
seniors Tom AllinghfHn and Andy Holt,
juniors Rod Conl^Hli and Andy Howard]
sophomores Tpwi McEvoy, Steve Murphy]
and Dick l^jrtgent, and freshmen Duff An'
derson^^tJo Martin, and Dave Preiss.

In^addition to the above results, Williams
>yas able to compile three successful, relays.

fhe 800 yard freestyle relay team of Duff
Anderson, Dave Preiss, Paul Reilly, and Jim
Harper took fifth. Scott Schumacker, Kirk
Greer, Bruce Barclay, and Dave Preiss
finished seventh in'thfe 400 yard medley roi^

y
'Aiiia'Reiss,~Sna(B?s6nrHarper, and Barclay
came Dack to finish sixth in the 400 yard
freestyle fe^ay.

The season isn't over yet for co-captains

Harper and G<rf( and sophomore Bruce
Barclay. Each has qualified for the College
Division Nationals to Be,{ield at Long Beach
State and the three will fly 0141 to Long Beach,
California for yet another thr^-day cham-
pionship meet. ^ p

Hdckey fetes

Jacobs at

annual dinner
Goalie Bill Jacobs was named Most

Valuable Player of the Williams hockey team
at the team's Awards Banquet on Tuesday
night at Taconic Park Restaurant. It was
Jacobs' return from a knee injury which

sparked the Ephs to their second half surge.

in which they were unbeaten in 13 straight

games and made the Division II playoffs. He
also led all Division II goalies with a 2.41 goals

against-game average.

Junior Dennis Cahill, left wing on the line

with Mike Elkind and John Lyons, was voted

Most Improved Player. He had 8 goals and :!

assists during the regular season.

Reserve goalie Mike Capone and senior

manager Tom Geilfuss shared the Team
Spirit Award.

please turn to page five
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CC loans

.CEC $600

coiicert
by David R. Ross

The College Counci^has loaned the ACEC
an additional $600 to help cover the cos^ of a
spring concert. The loan, approved at Wed-
nesday's Council meeting, replaces some of

the revenue the ACEC estimates it lost

thrniagh reduced seating <^paciify<1i iring thp

January Jazz Festival.

The stage for Les Noces cut available seats

for two concerts, causing an extra loss of

$1200, ACEC Treasurer Jim Lincoln informed

the Council. Provost Stephen Lewis has paid

$600. Following a long debate, the Council

voted to send a letter to the Provost strongly

indicating that the Council puts reim-

bursement responsibility on the College and
to award the ACEC a loan of $600, pending

additional payment by the College, to ensure

financing for a spring concert.

In other financial decisions, the Council

awarded WCFM an additional $1095 for a

frequency counter required by new FCC
regulations. The Writers Guild, a creative

writing group in which the twenty members
critique each others' prose and poetry, was
grdflted $280 for duplicating costs and to bring

in speakers. The Finance Committee
recommended that the Guild be incorporated

into the Bngl^h Department budget next

year. ^

The Election Committee presented its

recommendations for student committee
appointments. The Council vpted to have the

Election Committee reconsider appointments
to the ACEC, Finance Committee and Winter

Study Committee.
The following appointments were approv^

by the Council;

Computer Services: Don Taylor '77, Ron
Adams '77.

Lficlure Cfimmitteei^JRaympnd Bliss 76,

Rhett Austell '75, Lezli White '75.

Admissions: Rob Hearne '75, Rory Nugent
'75, Michael Beschloss '77, Donna Lindsay '75.

Calendar and Schedule: Jonathan Abbott
'75, George J. Schutzer '77, Jill Stephens '77.

Evaluation Studyf'Lynn McConnell '77,

Peter McChesney '75.

Library Committee: Jonathan Abbott '75,

Elaine Miller '75, Claire Herman '75.

Athletics: Johnny Chandler '75, Stephen
Dietrick '75, Harry Jackson '75.

Area Studies: Colon W. Ewing '76, Pakorn
Vichyanond '76.

Afro-American Studies: Eric Pookrum '75,

Lezli White '75',

Michael Knight was eledted as the Council's

representative on the Afro American Studies
^Committee.

Paul Council, Bob Reder, Rhett Austell, and
Mike Puccillo were elected to attend faculty
meetings with President Phillips for the
Cooiicil —

:

^-

Nader

blasts oil,

Nixon, apathy
Consumer advocate Ralph Nader blasted

the oil Industry, the Nixon administration and
student apathy in a speech Monday night to a
packed Chapin Hall. He spoke for nearly two
hours, ultimately encouraging students to

work for and with MassPIRG.
Citing a process of "Simonizing" within this

country, Nader claimed that during the past
eight months while gasoline and oil prices

have steadily risen, neither Nixon nor
"energy czar" Simon once criticized the

conduct of the oil industry. Nader went on to

§ay that he believed high fuel costs to be the

result of a monopoly conspiracy to maintain
record high corporate profits.

The 40-year-old consumer activist quoted

John D, Rockefeller as saying to the New
York Senate, "The dear ones, (referring to oil

-<;ompanies) If only they knew that no one

cWd stand against them. They could produce
less oiHhanthe world required." According to

Nader tfifr "dear ones" have liearned their

lesson well.

Nader told lawschool stories as examples

of student apathy. In one, he was walking
across campus with several law students.

When he suggested that they might sit down
and talk for a while, their reply was "Are you
crazy? Exams are only 11 weeks away." In

any college or university, he went on to say,

"the more abstract and remote from the

empirical world you can get, the more status

you develop." Students are being trained to

run a corporate society without ever asking
why, he said.

Claiming that the average college student

spends more time watching basketball in one
week than he spends participating in citizen

action in four years, Nader repeatedly urged
that students become involved in citizen or

consumer action either through their courses
or extracurricularly.

The tack trf—a- fiuhstantinl number. _.pI_

"professional citizens" became another of

Nader's targets. Active citizenship, he said

was almost a thing of the past. He noted that

people who asked questions at today's town
meetings were seen as being strange. "Now
there's the town drunk, the town fool and the

town citizen," he said.

Education, he explained, was in a large way
to blame for the feeling of powerlessness
many individuals confront when trying to

understand or reform our society.

"Write 300 words on one of the ten largest

industries in the Unit«d States," he
challenged the audience. Schools, he claimed,

taught nothing of corporate structure unless
' at a graduate level where students were being

trained to run those corporations.

"Take the oil industry," he said, "You don't

read anything about it in school. If you do it's

from brochures from your friendly oil in-

dustry. And the food industry. When the food

crisis emerged the media spent days telling

us how a steer gets to market."

Nader's reason for being in Massachusetts
was to give a report on nuclear power plant

development to members of the

Massachusetts State government in Boston on

Tuesday. He considered nuclear power as one

facet of the larger problem of developing

alternative energy sources. Nuclear power,

he said is a far more costly ( in both safety and
dollars) proposition than would be research

into the development of stJlar energy. Here
again, he accused the oil industry of a tacit

conspiracy.

"They (the oil industry) ° take every

alternative energy source . . . and raise the

price to make it 'competitive'" with oil, he

said. Was it a real conspiracy? "No," Nader
s&id, "because many times ttie act as one and
you can't conspire' with one."

When questioned on impeachment during a

press conference immediately following the

speech, Nader, who has taken a stand for im-

peachment, predicted that Richard Nixon
would be impeached and would resign before

September. Q

Faculty

dead-locked

over WSP
.by Charles J anson

A recent survey by the Winter Study
Committee failed to produce a "clear man-
date, one way or another" whether to con-

tinue Winter Study or not, according to

committee member Professor William
Boone. A general mailing of questionnaires to

the faculty produced a two thirds response in

favor of continuation of Winter Study "as is,"

while other alternatives, such as two 15 week
semesters, a voluntary program, or
elimination of Winter Study were favored by
the remaining third.

Although returns indicate that one of three

faculty members responding has raised

questions about the program, there is no other
common consensus among the dissenters,

according to Boone. "We have not received a
clear mandate, one way or another," said

Boone with regard to the 65 questionnaires

that were returned. "One third of the faculty

that responded want something else, but do
not agree on what they want to do."

Faculty dissent over what might seem a

"noncredible intellectual experience" is

probably responsible for the one in seven
response to abolish Winter Study, according
to Boone. Boone also added, "Faculty are
responsible for Winter Study; we can't run a
successful program if peopfe treat it._

vacation."

please turn to page four

by Monica Sheehan
Generally speaking, the majority of

Williams College students favor the in-

stitutionalization of a Winter Study (4-1-4)

system. Nonetheless, a certain amount of

dissatisfaction with the organization of this

system was rumbling around campus this

year. Essentially, this dissatisfaction was
reactionary on the part of interviewed up-

perclassmen who registered a "back to the

good old days" nostalgia for the previous

. WSP's.
The response from dissatisfied freshmen

was three fold: They tended to reiterate

criticisms filtering down from ap-

perclassmen, bemoaned the unexpectedly

"academic" (as opposed to "practical")

nature of the majority of course offerings, or

wondered how to cope with managing their

free time.

In an attempt to discover the reason for this

"grumbling" Dr. Richard Ford and Dr.

Eugene Talbot were asked to voice their

opinions.

The two Campus psychologists noted a

different atmosphere at Williams during this

Winter Study. Since the institution of the 4-1-4

system, the number of students counseled by
the psychologists has dropped every January
relative to regular semester months.
However, this January there was a slight

increase in the number of those counseled
relative to previous Winter Studies. Dr
Talbot presented several hypothetical factors

to explain this phenomenon. Among these

factors were: the type of courses offered

during "Winter Study 1974, the nature of the

workload (light vs. heavy, "academic" vs.

"active involvement" etc.), limited
recreation due to the lack of snow (and the

resulting disappointment), Watergate, and
new economic tensions,' causing parental

unrest.

Academics, Quotas, Boredom
' -Williams College has no jurisdiction over
the last two factors (Washington seems to

prefer Harvard men) so this reporter prefers

to. consider the first three. The following

generalized review of the type of courses and
their associated Workloads is based upon a

comparison of the 1972 and 1974 WSP course

catalogues and opinions gathered from in-

formal interviews with students. No attempt
has been made to review .the "JW"s.

Campus rumblings

over 4-1-4
Several students believed that the 1974

courses were more "academically oriented"

than in 1972. In this context, "academically

oriented" means that the Winter Study

courses had some basic similarities to those

offered during a regular semester such as a

large amount of homework followed by

papers and-or exams. One junior had to write

five papers for her WSP, although, she ex-

claimed, this was "compensated" by an

entirely free final week.

Students also experienced trouble due to

course size limitations. Two upperclassmen

mentioned that over subscription and limited

quotas of several courses discouraged their

applications. One frequently cited example

with a 15 student quota was the "Principles of

Design" course which could be used by Art

majors to fulfill their major requirement

In 1972, fewer courses had prerequisites

and these were minimal. The consensus of

interviewed upperclassmen was that since

some course limitations are so restrictive

both numerically and structurally, more
courses should be offered to counter balance

the fear of "not getting in" or WSPs should be

returned to the relative freedom of 1972.

However, this January workloads were not

always so demanding; indeed some courses

required absolutely no out of class effort In

these cases, students were left to their own
boredom fighting devices. Here quantity and

quality of the 1974 Winter Study "in-

dependent" extra-curricular activities -

became a factor.

Movies, lectures, concerts, and home
athletic events seemed to be more frequent

and of higher quality (excludhig athletics)

during the first semester than during the

Winter Study program. The "heavy Winter

Study social events," according Ho those in-

terviewed; were the basketball games,

Anything Goes, and intramurals.
w » »

A one to one comparison of the course of-

ferings of the 1972 and 1974 WSP catalogues is

too long and arduous a task for this reporter

to undertake. However, a review of the two

"special course" offerings serves to exem-
plify the apparent divergence between past

and present WSP course trends.

1!>72 Specials

" 1. Harpsichord

» 2. Photographic medium (actual

photographic work)

3. Introductory Chinese

4. Women
o 5. Physiology of Exercise and Physical

Fitness
• 6. The presidency: a psychological

Perspective

o 7. Philosophies of athletics (relating

reading to personal experience)

8. Scottish Nation
< 9. Language of the Deaf
»10. Experience in Problem Solving

(solutions to daily problems from
rewriting a proposal to designing a toy)

o 11. Building a contemporary vacation-

retirement house—No prerequisites

o 12. Craftsmanship
o 13. Parent-Student communications and

transaction: a workshop, 14 students

and their parents studying their

behavioral needs as a family.

» 14. Workshop—Production in Dance—No
prerequisites, limited to 12

1974 Specials . • .

1. Scottish Nation l.i«. ^ .u,>7

2. Science Fiction; From cosmic opera to

cognitive consciousness
o 3. Black Movements on the Move;

Theme: a divided people together
please turn to page two
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CORRESPONDENCE
Bodies unearthed

To the editors:

Although it is certainly of interest to note

that Townsend Wheeler may have been the

one to set a precedent for Wilhams College

streaking in 1935, allow me to quote a Iran-

saltion by Aubrey De Selincourt of a pertinent

passage from Book I of Ab Urbe Condita,

written by Titus Livius (59 B.(J.—A.D. 17);

this portion of his monumental work was

devoted to the early history of Rome, c. 800

B.C.:

Even in that remote age the Palatine

hill (which got its name from the Ar-

cadian settlement Pallanteum) is

supposed to have been the scene of the

gay festival of the Lupercalia. The

Arcadian Evander, who many years

before held that region, is said to have

instituted there the old Arcadian
practice of holding an annual festival in

honour of Lycean Pan (afterwards

called Inuus by the Romans), in which

young men ran about naked and

disported themselves in various pranks

and fooleries^. .

The ancient event thus described was an
annual festival held by the pastoral Latin
people for the purpose of purifying their

flocks, and which later evolved into a fertility

rite. It is indeed unfortunate for today's

psychologists, currently groping for such
explanations for streaking as the liberation of

internal frustrations and pressures, that we
no longer deem it necessary to purify our
flocks.

Sincerely,

Richard C. Spicer '77

Reflections

It started out pretty wierd. We see Pauly

one day and he says to me, "Hey, we're

playing the Williams Inn."

"Come off it."

"No, it's for real—some wierd chick is

throwing a lumber jack-hillbillie party (by

invitation only) and we're getting 210 balloons

for it."

"Can the band have guests?"

"Sure, but not too many."

CUT TO GIRL'S ROOM
"Listen, . . . this Thursday night, there's a

party at the ah Williams Inn, and ah . . . well

we know the band and we think we could get

in."

"Oh, that's right; I was invited to that.
"

"Gulp" (suppressed).

"Well thanks anyway, but I think I'lljiave

to say no."

CUT TO KING'S
Undaunted in the face of failure, we're stilf

going. But first a little lubrication. Around

and around we look— the arrow point* to an 8-

pack of Genesee. •.

With Urfee of those babies down the hatch—

refdy' or not here we come.
,^' CUT TO THE INN

Bolting through the door, the first thing we

police is that the preppies are gut in full force.

But they're all into this Appalachia trip.

Everybody's running around in long John

underwear, wmcob pipes, and $30 hiking

boots. I thought I had walked into a cast party

/
for Dehverance or a shootout between the

Hatfields and the McCoys.

But instead of belting down hard cider or

corn whiskey, it was gin and tonics and scotch

and sodas. And it was a $1.40 a hit. This was
more like a reunion of the Beverly Hillbillies.

Hillbillies or no hillbillies, everyone was
still making the moves on everybody else.

"Hey baby, wanna go out in the cornfield and

shuck a few ears?"

Well . . . having survived the first wave of

"cultcha" shock, we began to boogie. It's

funny about those preppy boys; they can't

dance very well. The band was up to par, and

that made it worthwhile. All was cool, until

the ex-date walks in . . . avec quelqu'un

d'autre. Well, anyway, I was tai|Mr gone to

care . . . Right? ^
Things went on like this until about 2 a.m.

Then the Elsa Maxwell of the whole affair

(escorted by someone in longjohns trying to

look like Jed Clampett) walks over to pay the

band.

"Well, here's the money."

"But there's ah only $130 here and

ah . . . you promised us $210."

"Well, I'm really sorry, but that's all we
could get together; you know how it is."

The drummer mumbles, "What a screw

job."

And Jed Clampett pipes in, "Yep, I reckon

you fellers got screwed." That's the last time

the band will mess with those Beverly

Hillbillies.

uh.

by Peter Hillman

The phone rang very early Sunday mor-

ning. The person at the other end was a friend

and he was laughing very hard. I knew it was
St. Patrick's Day but Fitzgerald and Mc-

Carthy are both on sabbaticals and they only

call collect anyway. I sat down and listened to

the laughter and after a few minutes a

familiar voice came through.

"Pid you see it? What? Why, did you see the

parody of the RecordAdvocate? Did you see

/

the job they did on ywi^"

Now if there is any word you should never

mention to someone who writes for a

newspaper that word is parody. Bob Gross did

one several years ago in the old Advocate and

it was brilliantly funny and everybody told

me it was the highest form of flattery. I never

found out from Bob how he intended it. It was
just as wel|.

"What parody?"

"Why, 'Shoot Hillman. By Yo-Yo.' " The
person was in near-convulsion.

"Parody?" the Fabulous Clutch asked me.

"What parody? Oh, let's get one. I hope they

didn't mention me." I sat down at my (Jesk.

On my desk were all the letters people I nad.^

been friendly with at Amherst had sent me in

recent weeks. The letters all contained letters

and parodies from the Amherst Student, in

response to some comments a while ago on

sleazing. Now there was this new one. I finally

found a copy and later in the day I passed a

group of people who were reading copies and

laughing very hard.

"Imitation," I lied, "is the highest form of

flattery."

"Try and tell that to Amherst," the

Fabulous Clutch said.

But people came to my defense. A
prominent local athlete called me up.

"Why, we'll sue them for all they got," he

told me. "We'll call up and order twenty

pizzas in their name at Colonial. We'll accuse

them of writing graffiti in the bathrootps at

the Pub. We'll siphon their gas tanks. Who
wrote it anyway? Ah, they probably didn't

even sign their names. They'll keep after you
until you come out for the lettuce Tftoycott."

I called up a friend of mine who was in his

ninth year at high school.

more rumbling

"Why, just ignore the bums, that's all.

That's what I did when they shouted from the

grandstands at Yorktown that I couldn't chew
gum and walk in a straight line at the same
time."

In desperation I turned to an old friend who
had given me my first big break in jour

nalism. He was in seventh grade when I was
in the sixth, and he was editor of the

newspaper, and he printed a review I had
written about a movie called Major Dundee. 1—— thoughtMaior4Xmidee-was4he-most-terrif4c

y
from Mge one

4. Scandinavian culture—one written
essay and seekly oral reports

" 5. Harpsichord

6. Elementary Accounting
,

« 7. Les Noces
« 8. The Arts and school curriculum-:-

student teaching of arts in area schools
9. Institutional Racism

10. Practical writing techniques
" 11. Teaching—juniors and seniors

assigned to nearby schools
<' 12. Pottery

" includes a certain degree of non traditional
"academic" activities

The psychologists thought that Winter
Study was an extremely valid experience
because if offered the individual a change of
pace. It gives one the opporhinity to work in
an open-ended way as opposed to the strictly
limited fashion of the regular semester and
the total freedom of Christmas vacation.
Winter Study provided educational and
developmental incentive for student-faculty
relationships for the pressure of judgment in

the form of grades was lessened. The
psychologists also mentioned that Winter
Study was conducive to recognizing one's
individuality and one's inhibitions.

Both psychologists viewed the following
questions (in respect to the Winter Study
Period) as invaluable to personal growth: Did
I do the things that I never had time for
during the semester, or not? How did I handle
my free time? Can I stave off loneliness and
boredom by myself, or, do I rely excessively
upon other people? Dr. Talbot and Dr. Ford
beheve that these positive psychological
elements of self-revelation are a nart of
Winter Study.

*^

q

movie I had ever seen.

"Why, that's great," he said when I told

him about all the parodies.

"It means you have finally arrived." -,

Ensemble

spreads dt

little joy
/ by John Ellis

This is just a short pi«e to praise the

Williams Jazz Ensemble, who played to a

packed house at tM Coffee House last

Saturday night. It wis their first performance
of theyearand itV.'as well worth the time that

was spent in .getting it together.

The group played with authority. This was
big band'tnusic, and this band swung it with

professional grace and ease. The numbers
ranged from a medium tempo "Satin Doll,

'•

done with the Basic arrangement, to the

ballad "Black, Brown, and Beautiful," an

Oliver Nelson number xin which Jim Baldwin

on alto sax played a very nice solo, to the

vigorous up-beat, Be-Bop inspired, "Three,

Two, One, O" in which the whole band, with

strong help from the rhythm section, moved
it.

Thetreatof the evening was "How High the

Moon"-"Orrathology." This piece, as played

by the Williarns Jazz Ensemble, has a mulii-

generational pedigree. Originally a pop tune,

Charlie Parker took it and using the original

chord changes constructed a new, faster, and

more complex melody line, with new and

shifting rhythmic patterns. Now, freshman

Rob Comer has taken Bird's melody line and

arranged it for the entire sax section, no little

feat to harmonize such a complex melody

line. Coping with a high key, Laurie Glenn

came out and got the thing going with a

spirited vocal, receiving musical support and

encouragement from pianist Joe Mulholland

Then, Shazam, in came the entire reed section

a-stomping and a-wailing. Each sax took a

sold; John Cordes, on tenor, playe(j perhap.';

the most daring, Baldwin the most sweet, Tim

Howson on tenor, the most sipewy, and Rob

Cramer on baritone, the haddest. The sax

section taken as a whole was the most im-

pressive of the group and this was their piece

on which to shine.
' This is not to- take anything away from the

rest of the ensemble. And to give them credit,

they are: on trumpet—Brock Riedell, Jim

Ferrell, Don Schuessler, and Rick Spicer; on

trombone—Joe Gold, Ray Bliss, and John

Gordon; not already mentioned, on alto sax-

Chip Cornell; on guitar—Benjie Strout; on

bass—Mark Meachem; on drums—Steve

Dietrick; and playing excellent piano both

during and between numbers—Joe

Mulholland.

The culprit behind all this syncopation was

Tom Piazza, who conducted the band with

vigor and suavity, and filled us in on what we

were hearing, and from whom we hear that

before the year is out there will be another,

and if it can be, a more ambitious outing hy

the Williams Jazz Ensemble. We waif Q

Correspondence
To the editors:

Were the strategically-placed patches In

the front page picture of your last issue put

there to protect the identity of the streakers?

Sincerely,

Don G. Scroggin
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Charted Samuels as an intellectual

culllvaled all the virtues of impersonality. A
critic, be argued the first long evening we
spent together, should be a pane of glass—

a

transparent window to the artist's creation.

Art, he said, is irian's highest achievement

because it helps him escape from the trap of

personality, from the solipsism of mere self-

contemplation. But the friendship that began

for me that evening was with a loving man of

the greatest personal warmth and energy,

and the pfofoundest zeal to know himself and,

his friends fully. From students and
colleagues he,wanted arguments as firn) and

passionate as his own, and not one was
readier than he to change his vi^s when
presented with telling evidence. F;rom friends

he also wanted what he gay^: frankness,

clarity of perception, fulln^of love and the

expression of love. He taugfit his students, his

colleagues, and all whp'read his writings to

see more clearly than' they had seen before.

He taugfit his frientfe to feel more deeply and

_ieU theicJee

Peter Berek

Dr. Charles Samuels was the finest

educator I ever experienced. "Experienced"

is uSed advisedly, for to take a course with

hifn was to commit oneself to a thorough

/challenge to one's presuppositions about

/ literature, film, criticism, and the nature of

intellectual discourse. His commitment to the

highest standards in education and
courageous strength of personal style made
him a controversial figure among students,

but those willing to undergo his challenge

found him a stimulating influence of the first

magnitude, and will be forever grateful. It is

hard to tjelieve that a personality so strong

could so suddenly be gone.

Jim Oasperini

My first words toCharles were,^You sound

exactly like Matthew Arnold!" With
characteristic intensity, he was ^explaining

why one recent film was so much better than

another. For him, it was not an idle opinion

cast out for polite agreement or a "matter of

- taste," but an intellectual challenge. Charles

laughed, suddenly made self-conscious of his

fervor, and then acknowledged the conviction

that his task in life was to preserve our

cultural memory of the best that had been

thought, said, and written. My barb to his

!lpretensiQnl' had Jificome^a compliment. 1
had expected him to qualify my first

judgment of him. After all, I thought, "How
many critics, except on 'grand' occasions,

pretend or dare to believe that they have the

moral intelligence and responsibility to judge

for their fellows what is best for them to think,

to admire, and to love?" But he thanked me,

and the burden of my cynicism was lifted.

With Charles, I quickly maved from "I

suspect'' or "Perhaps" to "I believe." He

taught me that after we deliberate with
reason, we must judge' with passion. Many
people have called^ attention to his love of

argument, but I/was drawn to his moral
energy. He w^ a passionate thinker.

I also lovpd Charles because he laughed
uproariously and often. "Thought," he an-

nounce^ to our class before a seven-hour
seniinar on Persona last fall, "is mor-
tifitfationof the flesh." Like everyone else,

^Kharles laughed hysterically at what he said,

but he m^ant it. I don't know anyone but
Charles whocould deliver a line like that with
the same seriousness and then laugh as
exuberantly at himself for saying it while still

retaining the dramatic force of what he had
said. We laughed on that occasion because
that was exactly what we were going to do:

willingly, zestfully mortify our flesh for the

sake of understanding one great film, while

Hollywood churned out reels of junk for our
"entertainment." We laughed at the gross

incongruity of purpose and felt pathetic and
-heroic with Charles at the same lime.

Charles' sense of humor was high, serious

farce. It reminds me now of his description of

John Simon as a ""cultural demolition

machine," destroying the 20th-eentury lo

save it.

One art(>rnoon in darkened Bronfman he
cited the vacacity of vision in Bergman's The
.\aked .MglK: life, he .said, is not tragedy but

misery. Grief stumbles and is incoherent.

Today we are divorced from the physical

finality of death: il is an absence that

t)ecomes permanent. There is now a great

void. I'ike all voids it will fill, but aol without

much eflort and muclv^ime.
\ Johnt:ili§

Of those of us who joined tfie Williams
faculty in the early nineleen-sixties, Charles

Samuels was unquestionably the most diir-

spoken. He was also the most gifted. His

tragic death in mid-career is a loss that will

be felt not only here at Williams, which he
served with loyally, commitment and
devotion, but also in the larger world of let-

"lers, in which he had been rising steadily to

prominence.

1 myself will remember Charles less as the

distinguished critic he was clearly becoming
than as fricntf-^nd colleague. As a friend, I

will remember him as one of hidden sen-

sitivities and unexpected vulnerability, a

generous enthusiast, a waVrn and solicitous

host, a devoted family man. As colleague, I

will remember him above all as a fierce but

Charles Thomas Samuels

In Memory
I loved Charles because he could not sit

still. He leaned forward on chairs to be closer

lo people and nervously ran his fingers

through his hair from time to time because he

was thoroughly engaged with what was being

said. Even in a film or play, he moved
physically closer lo whal moved him. His

restlessness always struck me as child-like,

except that il indicated a preci.se attention to

art and to life, FZverything was immediate for

him, which made his pleasure very intense,

but also his pain.

I miss Charles, who regarded himself and

others with moral intelligence and passion,

high humor, and loving attention. And 1 miss

him.

i^ynda Bundtzen

The man was a stimulus, his energy made
us more alive. An emotional man dealing

often with art of great emotion, he demanded
the utmost rigor of intellect, prodding, always

prodding us and himself. Sometimes
Socraticly intimidating, the desire to obtain

his intellectual approval was always

stronger.

admired opponent. In the endless discussions

of matters educational that form the stuff of

academic dream, we found ourselves as often

as not on opposite sides of the fence. Like

many others I have quailed more than once
before the vigor of his onslaught, wrestling

the while with a confusion of emotions

ranging from bruised irritation to rueful

affection. Crushing in argument he could be,

but there wds something engaging about the

dash of his attack, the sweep of his hyperbole,

the passion of his conviction. And there was
something wholly disarming about the

rapidity and totality with which he was
prepared to abandon a cherished position and

pronounce himself mistaken if one had

succeeded in framing a counter-case that he
himself found compelling. His criteria of

proof were rigorous; his standards of

rationality were high; his contempt for the

shoddy, the meretricious, the merely modish
was unconcealed. He treated ideas with a

degree of seriousness that is rare even among
academics, and he was genuinely shocked—
bewildered even— when il dawned upon him

that others did not necessarily do likewise.

The word "intellectual" was frequently on his

lips. That It should have been so is entirely

htlmg. /• -'..^ »>rti|.'rancl8 Oakley

Proffssiir nf History

It was not until the Fall of this year that I

had an opportunity lo know Charles Samuels.

The occasiefht-ame as we worked closely on a

serie9*of Committee on Educational Policy

reports. It was a rewarding experience for me
and one from which I often learned and even

carried away some joy. Charles gave of

himself without limit, providing a spark and

drive and brilliance which even succeeded, on

occasion, in making endless redrafting of

curricular documents seem like fun. One of

the ways that he surprised me (and I found

him full, of surprises) was a sensitivity to the

views of others—a flexibiljty and willingness'

to comprorriise—which came out clearly as

we worked alone or in small groups and which

was at variance with his more public image.

This is a man for whomTcame to have a deep

respect and affection. I am so very 'glad that I

had the occasion to work with, and know him.

William B. Gales. Jr.

Professor of Economics
Chairman of the CEP

Charles T. Samuels was generally

regarded as a '"shining light" from almost the

^very moment he arrived on the campus. An
active and successful teacher, he put vast

amounts of time and energy into his

relationships with students while still

managing significant writing and service to

the college through valuable committee work
and alumni relations. His wide intellectual

interests coupled with articulate expression

made him the focal point of a constant give-

and-take in the arena of new and

unhackneyed ideas. He examined ail con- ,

cepts— including his own—with the scalpel of

the stern and severe critic and would never

easily accept anything he considered less

than perfect. A credit to the profession, the

institution, and his department, he will be

very much missed and not easily, if ever,

replaced.

IrwinShainman
Chairman, Music Department

Professor Samuels' mind was dazzling, and

he was at his best in the rapid give-and-take of

animated discussion. (Indeed no discussion

was ever without animation if he was
present. ) By the time a student or colleague

finisfied presenting his own ideas, Charles

Samuels was bursting with a collection of

qualifications, refutations, and im-

provements which he would immediately

throw out with clarity, breathtaking speed,

and a cheerful exuberance which I always

found infectious. He was a warm friend, and

he sharpened the wits of us all. His sparkle

cannot be replaced.

Fred H. Stocking

Professor of English

Folksinger Michael Cooney, coming to the

smile during a recent performance. .

more boxcars
from page six

The participants came dressed in t-shirts

and tuxedos, long skirts and tweed knickers,

unmatching socks and flashy suits from the

Woman's Exchange. As the tournament
progressed, points were awarded according
to a specially selected scoring system and the

results were ' recorded on a large poster

board. The atmosphere remained tense up
through the final match of the night, with the

lead changing hands several times in the last

hour. , .

A variety of interesting techniques were
employed- in "psyching" opponents. Some
tried the alcoholic approach which found

contestants subduing the intellect with beer
and liquor, allowing that true backgammon

Williams Coffeehouse April 13, flhshes a

instinct to contrcrf their play. Others

requested dances with opponents of the op-x

posite sex during which they disavowed any

knowledge of the game and lulled their

partner into a false sense of confidence. Still

others strutted around with sunglasses and

greasy cigars, attempting a modification of

the Clint Eastwood, look. And finally, after

everyone else had finished, there were two

who would throw the dice in their drinks, hold

the drinks above their head, and read the roll

through the bottom of their glasses.

Despite these varied techniques, it seemed

the alcohol approach was the most successful

Following the final match, one very unsteady

player wandered up to the scorers' table ( the

bar) to accept his first place award. It was

just what he needed—a bottle of that good

champagne. - ^

.

fsnewsbriefsneiii^s
A little more night music

Michael Cooney will return to the Coffeehouse, Saturday Night. April i:i

at nine o'clock. When he appeared here last semester, many considered his

performance the best Coffeehouse show of the year. Cooney is one of Ihe most
highly regarded folksingers in America today, possessing a repertoire of literally

hundreds of songs, accompanying them with banjo, guitar, harmonica, concertina,

jews harp, and numerous other instruments. At his last performance here

there was standing room only ... gel yourscats early. Admission is free.

Should old acquaintance be forgot?

The old Williams Inn, with "years of tradition and fun and merriment behind

it", has only one more week lo go, according to Inn-keeper Danny Grecngold.

The Old Inn is scheduled to close concurrently with the grand opening of the

new building, during Ihe first week of April.

Danny and friends encourage all members of the Williams community
lo come down and help I hem close out Ihe Inn's regime.

A bandaid just isn't enough — - -
An open discussion on the quality of women's health care and services at

Williams will take place at, the Women's Center, Park Hall this Wednesday at 4 p.m.
All w'omen concerned about this issue are invited toattend.

'\ " '
'
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A festival offederalfrontiers if','

All Williams College students are invited to attend a Federal Career Day
to be held at North Adams State' College, March 27, 1974. Representative
from various federal agencies will be there to provide information about career
opportunities and instruction on how to apply for Federal jobs. •,,

The Career Day will be held in the second floor lounge of the FrccI Library. |1;.*

Nortl} Adams Slate College from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m, and from 1:IK) p.m. lo Y'.

2:30 p.m. Students arc welcome to stop in any time during these hours.

'
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V more WSP
from page one

Boone noted that "the program worked out

well." "There were fewer complaints about

unsuccessful 99's," Boone said, "as the result

of better arrangements between faculty and

students." Boone cited the smoother course

selection process; "nobody fell through as in

the past." Ninety to ninety five per cent of the

students received their first choice.

"We seem to have lost some of the original

enthusiasm," said Professor Donald Beaver,

Coordinator of the Winter Study Committee,

in his response to the returns. Beaver, who

labeled faculty response to the questionnaire

as "not tfeo bad," noted an "interesting

distinction" had surfaced in the survey.

Course loads appear to have been either in-

tense or comparatively light. "There were

some intensive courses that-demanded 20 or'

more hours a week," said Beaver, citing Joy

Dewey's l.es Noces as an example.

Beaver maintained that the committee

"doesn'tforsee any radical changes in Winter

Study," and added that the Free University

had helped to provide a "complete alternate

experience" for many.

Next January, the committee hopes to

avoid problem areas such as "unlimited

enrollment" Boonne forecasted. "If a teacher

says unlimited we'll call them up and ask how

many that is," Boone noted. The committee

does not want courses enrolled with 100 people

and then discover them meeting squeezed

into small class spaces.

Ironically, amidst student gripes of "boring

courses," Boone noted that figures indicate

the most popular courses were those that are

generally offered during the regular year.

Boone said few risked the "far out" courses

such as filmmaking, preferring the mdre

conventional ones like Ulysses. English of-

ferings were the most popular.

Katharine Duvivier '75, Coordiffator for the

Free University has not ddne a "formal

evaluation" but hopes to^un the program

during Winter Stadp^gaifl-nexi-Januacyi..

Duvivier said the /OJ. will apply for money
for teaching supplies. This year the budget

was approximately $30 to $50 for the program
that involved as many as 300 students ac-

cording to Duvivier.

Duvivier I'ecognized faculty support for tji

Free University and the idea of making^ a

permanent program but also had^/<fualms

about "institutionalizing" the F.Urr'^^'It could

get stale," she remarked. Eyi<Jence of "in-

stitutionalizing" is already apparent. The
Winter Study Committee wants the Free
University Cjjordinatdr to sit on their com-
mittee ex officio,i<ir the next year.

NEED A FRIEND?

Coll HELP LINE
664-6391

<*».

THE
SPIRIT
SHOP

LIQUORS—WINES— BEER

LOWEST PRICES4N TOWN
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

1]4 Cole Avenue Williamstown

Phone 4M-3704

FOR SOUND ADVICE . . .

ELECTRONIC SUPPLY CENTER
32 RIVER ST, Phone (413) 663 6826 NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

SALE— BOWMAR CALCULATORS
,

"•
^

MODELMX20—was $59.95 now $49.88

MODEL MX 50 — was $99.95 now $69.88

MODEL MX 70 (with memory) —was $129.95 now $99.88

"COMPETITIVE PRICES"

Largest & Most Complete Selection in the Area Open Thurs till 9pm Sat till 1 p m

PRIME RIB au jus $6.50

Potato, vegetable, rolls and butter

' The Captains Cabin
'

"The Seafood House of the Berkshires'

Cold Spring Road, William.stown, Mass.

Students Welcome
413 458-910)

AT lAST-TH SCRENPLAV!
Now in paperback—the complete screenplay of the most dis-

cussed and probably the most shocking movie ever made.

Pauline Kael proclaims it "the film that has made the strong-

est impression on me in almost 20 years of reviewing."

Norman Mailer calls it "a failure worth a hundred films like

The Godfather.''' See for yourself.

With photographs from the film

and critical essays by Pauline Kael
and Norman Mailer

BERNARDO
BERTOLUCCI'S

CAN OF 3 $2.^*

(white and yellow)

2 CANS FOR $4.50

25% off on all

TENNIS RACQUETS

Williams Co-op
Spring Street

gwiinmiiMi...^

A Delta/ Quicksilver Book $2.95

DELL PUBLISHING CO., INC.

X.
..;.;&*

BERKSHIRE AUTO hiAUS, INC.

Route 20 at Holmes Rd.

Lenox, Mass.

(413) 499-4360

NEW PORSCHE
r

914

911

AUDI 100 L S

FOX
IN STOCK

23 minutes from Williams

•A.^^'<
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CUSTOM
FRAMING
7^ HIAMK SIIOF
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Colonial Pizza

Small and Large Pizzas

||
,

Hot Oven Grinders

'\ / ^ Spaghetti

50 Spring Street - 458-9«()9 and 45H-8014

)^pen daily 9 a.m. to 2 a.m.

Brea"kfastdaily9a.m. toll a.m.

1 / noniilii,i'Qne»

We make our own pizza dough daily

STIJDKNTS WKLCOME

Why Fight It?

I'm Yours!

New collection

of cards at
V?

t^-^,

JQOUTI^E

63 Water Sfreef-

Wilhamsfown

(A |i.ici\/ i|i:ii

)|o |n,n ,i,)tl 01 |0b [1111'

t^V SHI) LU)l|U,i\/\/

I ) V\ KIM
>1 IOC-, III s.(,icli.'r| s

v:i>i\ nil ^1

siv unv
(i:i:)i}i.i IS I wo I

CINEMA I

Executive Action
Starring Burt Lancaster

Showtlmes 7 : 00 & 8 : 45

CINEMA II

3 on a Waterhed
,„ ,

—.^ and

Dirtiest Game
in the World

Showtimes7:00& 9:00

students 11. 50

AdultsJI.75

Monday & Tuesday $1 .00

Ctiildren under 12 t.75

Located in ttie

Colonial Stiopping Center

off Rt.2

Cinema 'u^
at the Sheraton

Last Tango in Paris

Starring Marlon Brando

Showtimes 7 & 9

entrance 40 Main Street

North Adams
take elevator to lower level

%*: it

LUCRATIVE POSITION
OPEN TO

CAPABLE STUDENT AS
BUSINESS MANAGER

OF THE

RECORD ADVOCATE
(Salary Available)

McClelland
Press,—^nc. ~~

'f

rlallmark Cards

& Eaton Stationery

SPRINGS!.
Tel 458 4*20

WILLIAMSTOWN

THE KRONICK INSURANCE AGENCY
57 MAIN STREET 463 5341 NORTH ADAMS

Attention All Williams Students Subject: Auto & Motorcycle Insurance

1. We are now acceptinq 1974 Auto Insurance Applications and Renewals on Low Manual Rales

2. Time Payments 3. Immediate Plates and Insurance

4. Leading Companies Fast Claim Service 5. All Ages '
-

6. Compare our rates witti thosf you are now paying

raAs quoted on request
write or phone today for further information
insurers to williams students for over 30 years

Study Qtl

this
summer

I // you are a high school junior or senior who

\would like to do university work . . . or an adult

\ interested in a wide range of introductory or

\advanced courses . . .or a student at another

I

institution who hopes to spend the summer in a new environment .

.

then consider attending the 1974 Summer Session at Stanford.

\As a summer visitor to Stanford, you may live on

\the campus, take courses in most departments

\from outstanding regular and visiting faculty, and enjoy the

[many cultural and recreational benefits of the University

land the Bay Area.

The Summer Session, an 8-week term from June 24 to

\August 17, includes special workshops and institutes in

Imusic, education & communication. Intensive Chinese

land Japanese extends June 24 to Septembers.

\summer visitors need not meet competitive

ladmission requirements, and the admissions

{procedure is a simple one.

\lf you would like to expand your

Iknowledge in a beautiful setting,

lyou can take the first step by

Iwriting or calling for a summer

visitor bulletin and application.

We'll send them to you promptly.

m Stanford Summer Session

Stanford, California 94305

Phone (415) 321-2300

,.^«-«M«:>rMMvMMn

'..""-•-^^,:.-

M—ll> '»i H]>». l ,l!>» «w«Mt»r««j,»^.„^.,
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Sporh

Senior midfielder Dan Entwistle, a mainstay of Purple lacrosse teamsfor the last two

seasons, in 1973 action against Connecticut \photo by ^c&it Hopkins]

y^

^WRRCsets
worl4 indoor

relay record
by Scott Lutrey

The third Annual Williams Road Runners

24-Hour Relay, otherwise known as Relay '74,

followed in the footsteps of its predecessors

by going beyond and setting a new world

indoor record. Ten Williams distance runners

raced 278 miles, 573 yards, surpassing Ohio

State's three-month-old record by three yards

short of two miles. Furman University's

three-year-old college record also fell, this

one by a scant 1437 yards. And of course the

WRRC broke their own Massachusetts and

club records. To achieve all this the team

averaged 5: 10.4 per mile, faster than the best

individual performance on last year's Relay.

While being many times passed by the

WRRC, the WRRC B team ran 252 miles, 783

yards, the Mbunt Greylock team 233 miles,

the Faculty 225 "miles, and the Women 192

miles. There were a lot of people trucking in

the field-h^se that night.

Disregarding the sanity of the 2nd Annual's

approach (take it easy), the WRRC went out

like a streak (though thatcame later at night)

at the gun: six Ephs broke five minutes for

the mile their first time out and the first hour

saw an even twelve miles completed. The
pace scarcely slackened throughout as the

runners unbelieving kept their sights set on

Ohio State's total. Scott Lutrey and Ken
Leinbach blasted through their first ten miles

-at sub five minute clockings, John Rathgeber

started slowly with a pair of 5:00 recordings

before running off a string of ten sub-fives,

and seven others were not far behind.

^s the hours dragged on the WRRC refused

to let the pace do the same. Heroics abounded

^^ as muscles began breaking down, exhaustion

^v tried to overwhelm, and the record loomed
* ever nearer. In the grim hours before dawn
-' revealed the light at the end of the fieldhouse

.--the surviving B team members adopted

strange tactics to spur on their flagging

teammates: giving rise to scenes like Ned

Sullivan sprinting for three laps drawing

Chris Potter along with him before breaking

down, then jogging easily until lapped by

Potter or his successors, then taking off again

to keepthe pace hot, the process repeating for

an hour with a succession of runners.

The statistical breakdown of the 278 miles

could offer some sort of differentiation bet-

ween performances, but that's fairly

meaningless. Everyone gave their all, most
discovering strengths previously unknown. In

a most individualistic sport, it was a team
effort all the way. The spread between the

fastest and slowest per mile averages was an
incredible one minute, 14 seconds, all in-

credibly fast.

Realizing that the minor differences in time
are of little import, the ten new world record

holders are listed in the order they ran: Mark
Sisson, Pete Hyde, Scott Lutrey, Paul
Skudder, Bob Anderson, Chris Potter, Bob
Clifford, John Rathegeber, Chris Flavin, and
Ken Leinbach. For seniors Potter and An-'

derson, this was their second and last Relay—
they went out with a bang.

The B team's, valiant effort carried it to

within four and a half miles of the total run by
the best of the WRRC last year. With a bit

more consistent pacing overall they could

have picked up that extra mileage with some
extra pain. The B team members, with miles

run in parenthesis, were: Gary James (30),

Charlie Safford (24), Tim Pritchard (30),

Chuck Hummell (24), Ned Sullivan (30), John
Walker (19), Keith Parker (21), Fred Rogers
(21), Rob Comer (29-f), and Ed Bacher (24).

Looking ahead one year and seeing only two
slots opening on the record squad, the wonder
is only where will it end. Safford was the last

man on the track to run sub-five, turning in a

4:53 shortly after midnight.

There are a thousand anecdotes to tell of an
undertaking of this magnitude, memories to

be shared by all, some, glory to be reaped,
much mutual respect exchanged, a lot of

courage displayed. Now the Relay is a matter
for the record book, the statistical picture is

being worked out, muscles are recuperating,

sleep is being garnered. But what kind of a

sport is it, when you do it all and still the cry

resounds "There's always next year:" ^

Tennis looks

forward to

'74 campaign
by Sam Bronfman

For the 1974 varsity tennis team, the season

can't get underway soon enough. Blessed with

strength at the top of the ladder and excellent

depth, coach Sean "The Duke" Sloane feels

that the Ephs have a chance to be one of New
England's top teams. Echoing Sloane's

iseptiments. Captain Peter Talbert expects

the squad to have a good chance to bring

another Little Three Championship to the

Purple Valley. The Ivy League opponents will

be the Ephs' severest tests, but coach Sloane

does not feel the Purple will be outclassed in

any match.

Only three players are assured of a spot in

this season's top six. Junior Stuart Browne,

this year's fall college champion, will fill the

top singles spot. Browne boasts a wide variety

of shots and an excellent return of service

that ai-e geared to outsmart, rather than

overpower, his opponents. Charlie Einsiedler,

another junior, will play number two. Charlie

relies mainly on his steady top spin ground-

strokes and has improved his serve and volley

considerably—adding another dimension to

his already impressive game. At number

three will be Captain Talbert. Peter has

—cteasifr strokes and-jalLJhc shots. He needs

only to develop consistency loTifiake hiffrtHR)

one of New England's top players.

Six players will be vying for the remaining

three spots on the team. Returning lettermen

Tom Koerner and Brad Hearsh will both be

tough. But, sophomores Jim Ware, MaoP
Shattuck, and Dave Hillman, along with

junior Sam Bronfman are all playing welL

Coach Sloane is not offering any bets^as to

which three will emerge from th^ pack to fill

the bottom spots on the lad^rT

In doubles, only last year's top team of

Browne and Einsiedler are certain to be

matched togethprr' Browne is an excellent

doubles placer and Einsiedler uses his tennis

experience to its fullest advantage. Sloane is

still^experimenting with the other doubles

combinations. Talbert may play with Ware,

while Hillman and Hearsh, and Bronfman

and Shattuck are other possible pairings.

Sloane will find out who will be the playing

members of his team the second week of

Spring vacation when the team will be back

on campus, practicing twice a w^k in the

hockey rink. Instead of the usual spring trip,

the tennis team will spend a week of vacation- ,.

in balmy Williamstown trying to get ready for

the season. With a nucleus of talented, tested

players, Sloane feels that practice will be
competitive and a spring trip would be
wastedviiook^or an-excellent tennis-teanrto

emerge from the rink this Spring. Q

Lacrosse

boasts depth,

experience
by Sam Bronfman

The varsity Lacrosse team traveled to

Hofstra University last Saturday for the

opening scrimmage of the season against a

team that earned the No. 4 spot in the polls in

1973 and was rated No. 6 in this Spring's

preseason ratings. Playing outside for the

first time, the Purple had a rough time with

their experienced (seven previous scrim-

mages) hosts. Despite being outscored three

to one, however. Coach Renzi Lamb did not

feel that the contest was a poor one for the

team. He termed it "a sobering experience to

play such a good team," and added that "the
boys realize that they can play with good
players."

In the scrimmage, the Purple offense had
some problems cracking the very aggressive
Hofstra defense. Lamb is confident, however,
that the attack, led by juniors Bob Pinkard
and Ken Kubie, and sophomore Phil Har-
tigan, will come around with the warm
weather. This high-scoring trio needs only to

get down its timing to prove effective. In the
fourth period, the offense came alive and
scored four goals, two by Hartigan.

Coach Lamb felt that the extra-man
defense played well. This unit got in plenty of
practice as the Ephmen,* often frustrated at
being outplayed, took some unnecessary
penalties. The middies who excelled were co-
captain Dan EntwisUe, Dick Nesbitt, Barry
McCarthy, and Jamie Taylor.

The middies, the heart of a lacrosse team,
are excellent again this year. Despite the loss
of all-New England choice John Gallagher,
Lamb feels that this year's nucleus is as good
as last year's, if not better. One unit will be
comprised of seniors Mark Cresap, Nesbitt,
-and soph Scott Supplee. Supplee has an ex-
cellent shot, while Nesbitt and Cresap are
two-sport stars who can run all day. Another
midfield includes juniors Steve Dietrich and
McCarthy, and freshman Cam McKee.
DieU-ich is an excellent fac^off man and a
good scorer while McCarthy, who is ex-
tremely fast, compliments the offense of
McKee and Dietrich with his defense Ent-
wisUe,, Taylor, and Collie Nelson play

together, while sophs Patch Mason, Bruce
EntwisUe, and Jimmy McCormick are on the
final unit. Only the first middlefield played as
a group last year and if the others can develop
the necessary cohesiveness, the midfield will
be strong.

The starting defense will probably be Steve
Hein, Tom Douglass, and Mark Fishman
Only Hein was a starter last year and this is

the unit that Lamb feels must gain ex-
perience. Fishman is extremely fast while
Douglass is a steady, dependable competitor.
Hein is an excellent defender, as his play
during his freshman season attests. This trio

is ably backed up by Andy Peterson and
Charley Carroll.

In goal, the Purple are sound. All-American
Matti Levine will be the Ephs' last line of
defense. One of the best goal tenders^ in the
"Haitofii; LeVTnrwnrif^pTRe'Fphs'ln "many"
games with his superb net-minding.
Sophomore Harrlan Chun, who gained
valuable experience last ye^r on the J.V.'s, is

his back up.

CO&ch Lamb feels the team has an excellent

Chanqe to better last season's record. The
nucleus is there, and if the individuals play up
to their potential and develop as a team, the

sky's the limit. The squad will travel to

Florida over Spring vacation to compete in a
tournament—then it's l>ack to the arctic north

to kick off the 1974 season. .—

i

Frj^nkUn

fcops school

fencing title

Senior Dan Franklin was crowned Williams

College foil Champion Saturday in an all-

coTIege^TenclngToarnament held^'arT.aselT

Gym. Franklin bested sophomore Don
Josephson, five touches to one, in the final to

avenge a S-3 xlefeat to Jacobson in a

preliminary round. Sophomore Dave
Woodruff and Senior Frank Smith finished

third and fourth, respectively.

Also competing, but failing to place, were

John Thurner, a sophomore, and Eric Fisher,

Chris Bonner, atid Doug Gross, all freshmen.

These fencers will form the nucleus of (he

Williams fencing club, which will have one

match this Spring and will seek an expanded

schedule in upcoming seasons. Those In-

terested in the fencing program, particularly

those who have taken fencing in P.E. classes,

are asked to contact Lillian Bostert or any

club member for information. Also needed

are women fencers to launch a team.

Freshman Altrena Gadison, the only

female member of the present fencing squad;

has fared well in regional competition,

placing third in a recent tournament in

Poughkeepsie, N.V.

This week, a tourney for first-year fencel-s

will be held in the freshman gym. Interested

competitors are asked to register with Lillian

Bostert, club advisor, by Wednesday. [j

Boxcars,

Beer, and

Backgammon
byRodConklln

Climbing the stairs to the top floor of Sage

E, several excited voice&.became discernible

above the normal drone of dorm life. At the

uppermost landing, two familiar faces ap-

peared, indicating that over twenty people

had already gathered in the living room.

Inside, many of the contestants were milling

around a keg of beer while others were busy

sizing up their opponents for the first

Williams Annual Backgammon Tournament

The drinking and idle conversation

gradually quieted down as twenty of the

participants took their seats. Those who found

all ten boards in use either danced near the

keg or observed the opening rounds. For

nearly five hours, pairs of green, red, and

white dice were rubbed, coaxed, kissed,

pleaded with, and finally tossed, hundreds of

limes nhtil the skill and good fortune of

twenty-four backgammon enthusiasts had

been thoroughly tested.

pitase turn to page three
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CEP: More
requirements

,

no honors
/^The Committee of Educational Policy
recently issued a report entitled CEP
Proposals for Clarification of the Present
Curriculum proposing substantial revisions in

the college curriculum particularly in the
area of distribution requirements. Although
Chairman William Gates states in a letter

dealing with the report to the faculty, "few
amonfrus-perceivp a majnr.criai.s," (he report
calls for clearer guidance in student choice of

courses through increased distribution
requirements, a "better articulation of all

phases of the curriculum", abolishment of the
honors program, /ind adjustments in the

regular major ejiercise and additional op-

tions. ,-/'''

Members' of the C.E.P. are organizing
informal discussion meetings to consider
opinions from students and faculty before the

report is discussed at the April 24 faculty

meeting. On April 25, there will be an open
college meeting to further discuss the report.

Gates indicated that a "thorough discussion"
of the proposals is "the most pressing
procedural matter" at the present. The first

of the meetings, on proposed changes in the
distribution requirements, took place this

afternoon.

On Tuesday the proposals for the major
exercise, options beyond the regular major,
and the Degree with Honors will teke place
from 4-5:30 p.m. in Griffin 4. The freshman
year, grading, and next steps will be
discussed in Griffin 3 from 4-5:30 p.m. on
Thursday, April 18.

The C.E.P. '8 proposal calls for
reorganizing the presently three division
course system into five divisions "to reflect
the actual variety of our curriculum better."
This will be accompanied by an increase in

the distribution requirement to eight
semester courses, "to require early ex-
ploration of new fields of study and . . . some
later consolidation of that exploration," the
student will take six of the required^semesters
in his or her first three years and the last two
in the final year.—When contacted by-theJleAd,.tw.ainember&.
of the C.E.P., Lloyd Day 74 and Assistant
Professor Linda Warren, spoke of the
structural advantage these requirements
would have for both students and the college.

iMs. Warren noted that requirements could
prevent the "paralysis" that students suffer
in terms of avoiding unknown areas for fear
of poor grades. Graduate schools tend to look

more at class rank than grade point average,
she noted, so if everyone is forced to take
courses in unfamiliar areas things would even
out.

Day personally felt that more distribution

requirements, besides giving "more control
over where the student is going," would place
greater responsibility on the faculty for the
students' overall education. He claimed some
faculty become too "professional" and lack
this overall concern for the liberal arts

education. Students required to take in-

troductory courses would also have more of

"a place from which to speak" if dissatisfied

with the required courses. Day added.

Two minority reports signed by three
members of the C.E.P. indicate a concern
over student reaction to this increase in

requirements. Both reports encourage more
individual student responsibility in course
selection rather than strict requirements
which students may view as an "imposition."

The second major proposal of the C.E.P."
deals with the major exercise. The C.E.P.
denies proposing "basic restructuring" of the

exercise but calls for several modifications.

These include improved communications
and guidance from the departments to the

students in the area of course relationships

within- the-...department .^-and—interrelatfi-dL-..

departments to help enable "a return (with

modifications) to the concept of a senior year
educational experience that dramatizes for

each student a perception of methodology and
interreflatronsljips among courses within the
major." The report mentions changes within
the regular major such as a required senior
seminar for all departments, and proposes
that each department offer at least one
supplementary option to the regular major
.from the following three choices—a thesis

concentration option, a specialization option,

or a course cluster option.

A minority report signed by two members
of the committee noted that "the proposed
modifications in the major suggest only a few
things which departments and students
cannot already do, and these at a large cost in

manpower. Although the majority report

notes this problem of maniiower it states that

this problem" seem(8) to us to be notably

simpler than those already involved i

existing program majors.

The C.E.P. in its report recognizes the

degree with honors presently to be constituted

^ "an educational activity" and "a system

of rewards:" After offering several alter-

native methods of dealing with the honors

program, as illustrative of the division within

the committee over this question, the report

recommends that the degree with honors be
abolished "to avoid disfunctional incentives

and inequities within the college as an in-

stitution."

A minority report found this solution or

"lack of solution" to the Honors degree
program "particularly distressing." This

report called on the C.E.P. to "capitalize on

-l^S..fe2ne.r_Erogram's)_ valuable ideals" as
expressed in the College BuIIetfn'and to

reduce the negative aspects that the majority

report notes.

C.E.P. members, Day and Warren, in-

dicated that division within the committee
over the honors program existed both in

perceiving what the honors program is and
what ways it could work! Day noted that "the
main thrust to save honors" came from
Division Three representatives who are
"satisfied with their program."
The remainder of the report offers

suggestions in the freshman year, 101 cour-

ses, grading, advising, and other areas. It

recognizes the need for more discussion and
possible proposals in these areas in the

future. A full copy of the C.E.P. Report and
the accompanying minority reports can be
found below- |—

.

Reviewing the liberal arts education

To ensure that all members of the college

community have the opportunity to carefully

consider the C.E.P. proposals the ReAd is

publishing the report in full.

Introduction

Early in the fall of 1973 the CEP asked
department and program chairmen for an
assessment of curricular change as it had
affected their departments and programs
since the inception of 4-W-4 in 1967. The
C.E.P. studied these assessments, reviewed
the minutes (and related documents) of

C.E.P. and Faculty discussions of the

curriculum (1966-1973), and submitted a

report to the faculty in December 1973.

Faculty and student responses to this report

have identified the several areas of general

concert) outlined below. In most of these

areas we need clarification of the op-

portunities that the present curriculum offers

rather than substantive change.

The curriculum, as it has evolved since

1967, continues to reflect the college's com.-

mitment to a liberal arts education that

balances and interrelates studies in a major
field with studies distributed through the full

spectrum of the liberal arts. But there has
been a marked increase in student options

both #ithin majors (as departments and
programs have pluralized their offerings)

and in the variety of courses offered in the

curriculum as a whole. This increase in the

range of choice makes clear guidance more
necessary than it was when elections were
more narrowly limited. We need a better

articulation of all phases of the curriculum so
that students and faculty are clearly coun-

selled by distribution and major
requirements and by the explanations of

those requirements in the catalogue and
related written materials.

As the curriculum has become more varied,

two areas haye emerged as particularly

problematic: the honors program and the

major exercise. In both cases a series of

atteinpt»4o adjust college-wide standards to

measure and reward the achievements of

variously prepared students have had in-

consistent results. We need to clarify the roles

that an honors program and a major exercise
or their equivalents can play in the present
curriculum.

The C.E.P. believes that problems in these
areas can be met within the patterns of the

current curriculum as outlined in sections I,

II, III and IV below. These recommendations
are intended as reform rather than
revolution, and they are presented with the

realization that reform must not carry a high
price tag in new man-power allocations,

administrative complexity, etc.

But another area of general concern, the

freshman year, may require more sut>-

stantive curricular reform. The range of

choice for freshmen has increased since the

mid-1960's with the introduction of freshman

courses in Art, Music, Philosophy,

Psychology and Religion and with the in-

troduction of new departments of An-

thropology and Sociology; but the structure of

the freshman curriculum has not been

significantly altered. It has changed very

little in response to changes in secondary

education that have taken place in the last

fifteen years. Nor has the structure been

changed to prepare freshmen for the wider

range of choice that upper-classmen now
face. Suggestions for a possible restructuring

of the freshman year are presented in section

V below, but the C.E.P. feels that these

proposals need further study and recom-

mends that the faculty should authorize a

special subcommittee to undertake that

study.

1. The Distribution Requirement

One central goal of a liberal arts education

is to introduce students to several of the

important fields 'of human knowledge and to

the varied modes of perception appropriate to

those fields. In the past some distribution of

studies has been required as a way of ar-

ticulating this goal. Traditionally, the

requirement has also asked students to range

through a variety of fields before they commit

themselves to concentration in one field. This

model (diversification before concentration)

assumes that a student's choice of a major

should be informed by prior exposure to a

variety of fields, but it neglects the fact that

additional benefits of diversification may be

experienced toward the end of the un-

dergraduate career when studies in diverse

fields can be informed by prior experience of

concentration in one field. Thus a distribution

requirement should be conceived as having a

dual function: to require early exploration of

new fields of study and to require some later

consolidation of that exploration.

The present distribution requirement does

not ask for either very clearly. When 4-W-4

was introduced, the distribution requirement

was reduced from four semester courses in

each of the three divisions to two semester

courses per division, and where the twelve-

course requirement had to be fulfilled by the

Snd of the sophomore year, the six-course

requirement did not need to be fulfilled until

the end of the junior year. Since 1967 the

variety of introductory courses in each of the

divisions has increased. The result is that the

meagerness of the present requirement and

the wide range of choice over which it is

supposed to preside suggest an obligation

which the faculty imposes on the student half-

ashamedly rather than a statement of ap-

proved policy that is meant to counsel

students to their own educational advantage.

The present requirement, coupled with the

traditional student practice of taking both of

the required divisional courses in a single

department, has resulted in individual

programs that lack contact with crucial areas

of the curriculum. It is now, for example,

possible to fulfill the Division III requirement

by taking two courses in mathematics (and

thereby missing exposure to the natural

sciences); or the Division II requirement can

be fulfilled by two courses in theoretical-

empirical studies (such as economics) or by

two courses in philosophical studies, ex-

cluding, In either case, exposure to the

complementary approach.

A. To clarify and improve the distribution

requirement we propose that the requirement

be increased from six semester courses to

eight and that present course-offerings be

aligned within the five categories described

below. The categories are not for ad-

ministrative purposes nor should they be

regarded as a regroupifig of departmental

course-offerings within traditional depart-

mental boundaries. They are intended to

reflect the actual variety of our curriculum

better than the current tripartite division

does.

Category 1. Literature: Classics, Com-
parative Literature, English, German,
Russian, French. Spanish"

Category 2. Fine Arts: Art, Drama, Music

and selected courses from other departments

such as Film from English.

Category 3. Social Sciences: American
Civilization, Anthropology, Economics.
History, Political Science, Sociology and
selected courses from Psychology. See
category 5 below.

Category 4. Mathematics and the Natural

Sciences: Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry,

Geology, Physics, Mathematics and selected

courses from Psychology and History of

Science.

Category S. Hjstory and Study of Thought:

History of Ideas, Philosophy, Religion and

selected courses from History oLScience and
from departments listed under Category 3.

Language study—as distinct from the study

of literature in a foreign language—is not

included in the regrouping. This represents no
change because at present elementary study

of a foreign language does not fulfill the

Division I requirement.

At present some courses in Psychology are

listed as fulfilling the Division II

requirement; others, the Division III.

requirement; courses in the History of

Science are similarly divided between
Divisions II and III. The new categories are^

not proposed as a fixed and final realignment

but with the expectation that several more
departments will want to distribute their

course offerings among the various
categories on the basis of the department's

assessment of the appropriateness of the

content and method of the course to the

category involved. Departments, particular!

those listed under Category 3 above, would
recommend selected courses for inclu^on in

other categories, notably Category 5. In its

annual review Of the course offerings the

C.E.P. would consider these recom-
mendations. We do not expect that course

election patterns implied by the new
categories will significantly change present

manpower allocations.

B. Each student Would be required to take at

least one course in each of the categories,

with the exception of Categop 4 in which the

requirement would be two courses, only one
of whi<Jh could be mathematics. This

qualification recognizes the special status of

mathematics as a language crucial to many
fields in the physical and social sciences,

without imposing a mathematics
requirement, and also without permitting

students to avoid exposure to the natural

sciences.

This six-course requirement, as at present,

should normally be fulfilled before the end of

thestud^t's junior year; but we propose that

the catalogue statement rationalizing and
explaining the new distribution requirement
encourage students to take these six courses

during their freshman and sophomore years.

The reasons-for this are twofold: (1) to en-

courage students to explore more fully the

range of the present curriculum 'before they
choose their majors, and (2) to inform the

choice of electives in distributed studies in the

upperclass years.

C. Each student will also be required to take

two additional courses, one in each of two
categories outside the category of his major
field by the end of senior year. This
requirement is designed, in part, to offset one
disadvantage that is corollary to the ad-

vantages of the new distribution into five

categories. The categories have been
proposed in order to ensure a wider
acquaintance with the full spectrum of the

present curriculum; but the need to avoid
preempting too much student choice has
dictated that the first phase of the
requirement be a single semester course
rather, than two semester courses in each
category. This, in turn, compromises the
conviction that in some fields a semester's
exposure is insufficient. We regard the
requirement of additional semesters in two of
trte categories as educationally intermediary
between the experience of being introduced to
a field and the experience of concentrating in

one. Obviously, most students will take more
than two semesters in most of the categories,

please turn to page thr»«
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CORRESPONDEIVCE
Gross injustice

To the editors:

In regards to "Reflections" of the March
20th issue, 1 feel that a gross injustice was
committed TrTOie article and I anT greatly

disappointed that the ReAd would publish

material of this type. Being in attendance at

the hillbilly party referred to, I do not ap-

preciate being generalized as a "preppie,"
nor was calling the hostess a "weird chick"
called for.

But I think that the article raises questions
of a more serious nature; namely, the func-

tion of the ReAd in relation to the Williams
community. The purpose of the newspaper, as
1 see it, is to report activities and ideas that

have a bearing on a substantial part of the

college. The ReAd is an important instrument
of information which helps to form many
student opinions. Written responsibly and
with an all-college view, the paper serves an
important function. However, when it stoops
to printing articles such as "Reflections," the

ReAd becomes merely a forum for personal
grievances. This is not the intended goal of

the paper, and the author of the piece has
grossly abused the power invested in him.
The article has very little to do with Williams
College, and there are other means for the

author to air his complaints, either legal or
private. In any case, the ReAd should not

publish slanderous material aimed solely at

personal vengeance. When it does, it changes
from a sounding board for the college as a
whole into a trivial yet damaging tool for a

select few. Again, I express my disap-

pointment with the ReAd and urge the

editorial staff to reevaluate their concept of

the function of the paper.
Sincerely,

Kari Nilson '76

To the editors:

Wha I was at that party that fella was
reflectin' upon and it wern't atall like he said

it were. 01' Sue Lyons, she's a right fine little

girl and I reckin' near about everybody that

were down at her hoe-down that night is a

-heap beholden^to^rer. :And I knowd she^was
might tickled by the gnod time all those

characters was ahavin'.' Fact—she was so

tickled she come up with the lackin' money
that fella was menchenin and payed it herself.

That's probly on account of she seen that

some of her gang surely couldn' contribute

the money they was sposed to considrin' all

the whisky they was drinkin'. That was fine
~ whisky though and worth every penny it cost

bein' served out of glasses with ise and
cherries to boot. I reckin that's why Sue
figured on throwing the hoedown at the ol' Inn

cause of its down-home atmosphere and high

class. Too bad the managements a movin'
cause it probly won't ever be as nice as it is

now. But I reckin we got our last licks in

anyhow.

Well th^ reflectin' fella surely said a

mouthful when he commented on the poor

dancin. Whah I couldn begin to steer between
them "guests of the band" without someones
trampin' on ma toe or runnin' plum into

another pair that was competin' for the same
space. Though I never done it, I spose it was
simler to trying to steer one of them ferry

boats down the Mississippi tween all the dead-

heads and whatnot. I was fixin to say sompin'
on it whem ol Sue upped and solved the whole
problem. She called it a foot stompin contest

and told us all to get in a big circle and clap

our hands and stomp our feet while one at a

time each of us got a turn to spin our partner
in the middle—an then you can bet there was
some real smart dancin'. One couldn hardly

help it with that fiddle workin it with the rest

of them Free Tumblers. Perk

J.A.s elect VIPs ,..-.-.. . '.,

Junior Advisers to the Class of '78 met Tuesday, March 19th to elect i

officers and draw for entries. James H. Trapp '76, from Michigan, was elected
president on the second ballot.

In the election for vice-president, four women and three men were nominated.
Gregory J. Etter '76, from Pennsylvania, was elected vice-president The vice
president traditionally heads up the committee of Junior Advisers organizing '

Freshman Days.

NSF Grant ^ '

'
»/^ '!'«'«'-*'*•

ra^J !l^ .k'^m?-
C?"^'.«-Was8.. and Sen. Edward W. Brooke announced

? ?^
^.f,

."'*' National Science Foundation has awarded a six-month, $9J00grant to Wiliams College. The grant will support a transportation and air pol-
lution control study Principal invesUgator wiU be Thomas C. Jorling of the
Center for Environmental Studies.

Review -^'';/ I

and effective
Company is a show which asks a great deal

of its audience, certainly a great deal more
than most musicals. It is about a lot of things,

but mostly it is about loneliness and the ways
in which people try to avoid it. The problem
that arises here, however, is that the cure

often looks worse than the initial malady.

Shown are marriages whose very surfaces

are gashed by the tensions existing between
husband and wife: a couple whose friendly

gibes are transformed into a karate match
carried out with a seriousness which is at

once humorous and chilling in its im-

plications. And the entire show is this way,

assuming an ambivalent stance while
pushing theNJdea that for better or for worse
people need people:

Stephen Sondheim's lyrics and music and
George Furth's book combine to create a

complex work that is made of a number of

looks at the over-thirty-but not-yet-middle-

aged crowd in New York. Furth's book, while

pretty thin and based on the flimsiest

structure, is very funny, getting off some
hilarious caricatures of what one might think

of the THE New York couple. Sondheim's
music, which really carries the show, is for

the most part very effective in the irony

which it often portrays whether it be the in-

terchangfe between Amy (who is doing the last

minute panic before marrying the man she
has lived with for years) and tWe sweetness

and bliss choir calling her to the church,; or

the marvelous "What would be Do Wit-tiout

You".

The cast of Company fills the show very

well and managed to convey with sometimes
surprising effectiveness both the atmosphere
of New York and the sentiments of a

marriage that someone has left cooking for

just a little bit too long. Bnice Pollock, as

Robert, does a fine job, endowing his

character with both detachment and
vulnerability, carftiness and sincerity. I only

wish that Mr. Pollock had given a little more
attention to the transitions which the

character of Robert undergoes during the

course of the show, for although his reactions

to each scene are clearly defined, some sense

of the direction in which he is moving is

needed to tie the episodes of the play together.

Tacey Phillips (Marta) must be com-
pliniented on another fine and detailed per-

formance. Herevocationof New York and the

relationship which some people have with it

was both telling and funny. Pat Brown as

Joanne was another standout. With her fine

singing voice and acerbic delivery and
presence, she made a first-class bitch. Other
excellAt performances were turned in by
Andrea Axelrod (Sarah). Bill Driscoll

(Harry), Tony Brown (Larry)—who made a

marvelous foil for Joanne's stinging wit, and
Sue Lyons- (Jenny), whose grass-smoking

scene was one of the funniest iiythe play.

Jeffrey Johnson's direction is most com-

petent, particularly when it comes to playing

off the tension between the various charac-

ter^. His blocking of the karate scene works

quite well as does the extravagant "Side by

Side" and "What Would We Do Without You"
(although he has borrowed quite heavily, it

seems, from the choreography of

"Manhattan" in Anything Goes). Again, as

with most everything in Company, his work
with the individual scenes works much better

than the show as a whole. Although it seems
that Sondheim intended there to be some sort

of struchiral interplay between the scenes—
the second act, in places, presents a replay of

several scenes in the first act, but in different

perspective— there is very little of that ap-

parent here.^his isnot totmply thatlheshow
is by any means ruined.. Rather, it would just

made a inore distinct thematic impression it

it were clearer how the various elements are

meant to intersect.

Richard Jeter's set succ^sfully conveys

the style and atmosphere of the New York
apartment. Though somewhat reduced from
its original design which called for more
platforms, il^orks functiohally and well,

though one could wish for a little more space

on the sides to give the director some staging

leeway.

Dennis Dorn's lighting is somewhat erratic,

not surprising since he is working in the AMT
for the first time. In general, however, he

succeeds quite well in creating the ap-

propriate atmosphere in such scenes as the

nightclub.

The outstanding production feature of the

show, however, has been the music direction

of Professor Irwin Shainman, who Has

worked extensively with both the singers and

the orchestra. Although in places words were

occasionally indistinct and songs were not

projected quite enough (notably Robert in

"Company"), the singing possessed a crisp

and vital quality. The orchestra, too, was
very tight, moving through all of the

arrangements with equal ease. My only note

for them, is that the brass section oc-

casionally drowned out singers onstage.

Finally, Sarah Doane's costumes, added

just the right feeling to the show, building up

(as much as that was possible) each of the

characters and giving them each very

distinctive styles of dress.

The production at the AMT, then, while it

won't win any awards is amusing and ef-

fective. It stands out in terms of its individual

scenes and character studies, but lacks

overall structure and cohesion. Although

Sondheim's intended commentary sometimes

gets lost in the shuffle, nevertheless a distinct

picture of New York, its couples, and its all-

too-apparent loneliness emerge and provide a

fine evening of theatre.

by Charles de L'Arbre

"Make me confused, >^^ »,'• "•

mock me with praise. .'7*>, ' ""'

Spring songs ^ d"

The Ephlate will hold their third annual spring concert in Chapin Hall on
Saturday, April 20 at 8:30 p.m. The Princeton Tigertones, well received
in last year's concert, are returning this year for another performance with
the precision, harmony and choreography that made them such a hit. Also attending-

will be the Princeton Tigerlilies, the. Dartmouth Aires, and the Wheaton Whims.
. Tickets will be on sa le soon in all dining halls.
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but we wish to encourage less fragmentation

of student clioice.

We intend this new requirement to have the

dual function of advising early exploration

and later consolidation of diversified studies.

We do not believe, however, that all students

would benefit equally from early exploration

(six courses by the end of sophomore year)

and later consolidation (two more courses by

the end of senior yeiar). Thus, we have

proposed a somewhat more flexible

timetable: six courses by the end of junior

year and ,two more courses by the end of

senior year.

ly The Major
Our aim in restructuring divisional

requirements is to provide a more coherent

guide to. Uie "variety of a liberal arts

"nnTtcahmT,-taoth—early—iff- the student's-

college experience and later on after the

student has studied a specific body of human
knowledge in some diepth. The major, of

course, is based not on variety but on

cohesiveness.

The C.E.P. believes that present depart-

mental and program majors meet the test of

cohesiveness but all too often fall short in

making this cohesiveness clear to students.

Hence we do not propose basic restructuring.

Rather we recommend: better written in-

formation about, the relationships among
courses within each department or program;

a return (with modifications) to the concept

of a senior year educational experience that

drama^zes foceach student a perception of

methodology and interrelationships among
courses within the major; better counselling

for majors and a marginal move (indicated

earlier) toward requiring diversification

beyond the major, particularly during the

senior year; and provision for a limited

amount of carefully supervised contract

majoring.

A. We propose that the College retain the

present major pattern that requires a

minimum of nine courses. As at present,

certain program majors (such as Political

Economy and History of Ideas) have valid

reasons to go beyond this minimum since they

^iflk^ourses across departmental lines. There

will also continue to be a limited number of

cases where departments believe they can

devise a more meaningful major by allowing

substitution of two parallel courses for one

course within the department.

B. - We recommend that each department or

program offering a major reexamine its

catalogue material to assure clarity of in-

structions and to explain interrelationships

among its courses. We also recommend that

each department and program give serious

consideration to the preparation of a "guide"

to its offerings which goes well beyond the

space limitations inherent in a college

catalogue. We consider this an important step

in increasing the effectiveness, and limiting

the cost, of counselling. (See Attachment I,

Guide to the Mathematics Department, for an

example of what we have in mind.)

C. We recommend that each department

and program offering a major design a senior

major seminar (401 or 402) that will con-

solidate the experience of the major and

permit students to express the sense of

mastery (however limited) that the major is

meant to inculcate. Students know more, and

have thought more, about their field than can

possibly be demonstrated in a brief major

examination exercise; consequently, we
recommend abolition (rf the exercise as a

college-wide requirement In majors which

consider such an exercise to be desirable we
recommend that it be incorporated in, or

linked to, the senior major seminar.

Certain departments or programs may
have particular problems or needs which

imply that some modification of this

requirement might better meet the overall

College objective in their particular cases.

The C.E.P. might be empowered to approve

such exceptions.

D. We recommend that the basic nine

course major requirement be modified to

read nine or ten courses. This is to provide

flexibility for certain departments and
programs which believe that a senior

seminar, as descrit)ed above, cannot l)e of-

fered without real damage to the major if It Is

to be one of the nine required courses.

Program majors should feel free to make a

corresponding adjustment upward in the

numl>er of required courses in their majors,

although we suspect that their need to do 90

will be infrequent in light of the integrative

role currently played by their senio^ major
' seminars.

E. We believe that there is a role for a

"contract major," even at a small college

with a limited range of faculty expertise. The

College should be able to find ways to ac-

commodate a limited number of manageable
and well-articulated special majoring needs.
We do not consider It either feasible, or
educationally desirable, to have more than,
say, a half dozen to a dozen of these majors in

any one class. But the option should exist. At
this time we intend to sketch in no more than
the bare bones of such a proposal.

To begin—the burden of proof should be on
the student to explain why a contract major
(which he proposes) is important to his

educational objectives and why these ob-

jectives cannot be met within the existing

major structures. The student should find at

least two members of the Faculty from dif-

ferent departments willing and competent ( 1

)

to endorse his program (worked out in some
detail) and (2) to undertake » central role in

supervising its implementation, criticism and
ultimate validation. The proposal would then
be passed upon by the C.E.P., with periodic

Teporttng^to the Factrtty, ._
F. Students who have strong interest in two

"

regular majors and thus, as now, wish to

double major should be permitted to do so. It

is our expectation that more effective ar-

ticulation of course election beyond the

regular major (as recommended in the next

section of this report) will reduce the demand
forRouble majoring as well as interest in

contract majoring. However, we do not wish

to close off double majoring for students who
want more concentrated study than is offered

by the regular major, but whose interests

cannot be met within the alternatives listed in

section III below.

G. We recommend that each department

and program offering a major should have a

well-devised advisory system for its majors.

This system should be briefly described in the

catalogue, and the description should name a

staff member whose function is to coordinate

the advisory system; (in small departments

or programs the coordinator might well be

the chairman). The C.E.P. has no wish to

interfere with or to displace departmental

and program advisory systems now in

pectation is that some 75 to 80 per cent of our

students would elect this option.

But there are also students who, having

tasted the excitement of exploring a field in

depth, wish to increase their sense of

mastery—thereby limiting, to some degree,

their, free election outside their majors. At

present such students have one organized

way of taking this route—the thesis. But as

previous faculty discussions have 'Thade

amply clear, the thesis route is not considered

an appropriate way to accomplish this 'ob-

jective by a substantial numbier of depart-

ments. Hence the C.E.P. proposes two other

formats for concentrated major study and
offers them, together with the thesis, as a set

of alternative options for students wishing to

go beyond the regular major. The C.E.P.

farther proposes that each department or

program commit itself to offering, in addition

to the regular major, at least one of the

following supplementary options.

A. The thesis concentration option

ThesTs~WfIterSTas at pFeselil," wouKrtatre ff

regular major plus two semesters and a WSP
devoted to their thesis. Presently, depart-

ments and programs have different

requirements concerning time spent on the

thesis and the regular major. Some require a

minimum of nine courses plus, a thesis while

others permit the thesis to substitute for as

many as two of nine required courses. We
regard the latter as undermining the

designation of a thesis as a form of con-

centration within a major. We believe that

independence, serious research and more
time should be involved. However, we suspect

that departments and programs will not

readily alter their present arrangements in

this regard. Hence we propose a compromise
to avoid the problem of conflicting signals

concerning the thesis currently being given.

We recommend that the thesis option in-

volve a major commitment of at least ten

courses plus a Winter Study—i.e., a thesis

"course" may substitute for no more than one

required course of the major. We recommend
some flexibility in practice here, with other

'
'a distribution requirement should require early

exploration ofnew fields of study and later

consolidation. The present requirement does not

ask for either very clearly

operation. We wish to assure that such iad-

visory systems exist and that a point of

contact with the system be identified and

published in the catalogue.

Guidance is needed not only for students

already within the major but, perhaps even

more, for those who are uncertain about

choosing between majors. These students,

usually sophomores, need to be able to find

out how the major might mesh with their own

academic interests. In addition, major ad-

visers should attempt to offer guidance on the

selection of other courses for the final two

years in such a way as to preserve the ideals

of a liberal education.

Specifically, major advisers should:

(1) prepare for their task by informing

themselves thoroughly about the courses

given in their own departments and

programs, how these courses relate to each

other and how they relate to other offerings in

the College. Ideally, this information would

be put on paper and up-dated annually.

(2) be available at designated office hours

for discussions, particularly in the Spring

semester prior to registration week.

(3) work out with incoming majors a

written plan for the major program of shidy.

(4) maintain contact with the Office of

Career Counselling and familiarize them-

selves with the range of services availably

there, In addition to advice on graduate ^lid

professional schools, students shouW be

helped to consider the non-academic career

choices that might be related to their

programs of study.

III. Options Beyond the Regular Major

The C.E.P. recognizes several valid

alternatives for the latter part of the student's

academic career at Williams, After having

been introduced to the curriculum via the

first six courses of the distribution

requirement, and while undertaking con-

centration in a major, a student may wish to

continue to explore the curriculum through

essentially free election. This opUon con-

forms closely to the traditional liberal arts

-^ideal, and we believe that with better ar-

ticulation, somewhat more rational

requirements and a more effecUve advisory

system, it will perform its traditional function

even more effectively than it has. Our ex-

departments requinng the full 9-f2 equals 11

if they believe that the heavier requirement

better fits their needs. As indicated in Section

II of this report, we recommend that

departments may also require a 401 from

their thesis writers, which could produce a

maximum requirement of 12 courses plus a

Winter Study. In summary, the thesis con-

centration option requires from 10 to 12

courses, plus a senior WSP, in the major

depyartment. Departments are still free, as in

their -regular major requirements, to sub-

stitute two parallel courses for one depart-

mental course in the thesis route. As in-

dicated earlier in Section II A, the total

number of required courses might be higher

for program majors following this route.

B. The specialization option.

This option involves a combination of the

independent study characteristics of the

thesis with further exploration of a specific

area within the major or exploration in

greater depth of the major's methodology. It

will include supplementary but limited use of

seminars. Some examples:

(1) In some fields the heart of the

specialization might be an elective seminar,

followed by a substantial researdi project

)>egun in WSP and continued in a seminar in

which the work is defended, revised and

presented for final discussion by those par-

ticipating in the program.

(2) Other departments or programs which

elect to offer this option might designate

areas in which they already offer at least

three courses. Students electing this route

would then add to one of the courses taken for

the regular major two others that are related

to it. After taking these three courses students

would, in group independent study, write a

major paper in their area of specialization. At

departmental option, a WSP might also be

required.

(3) Departments or programs offering

courses in the creative arts might want to

offer an adaptation of the above models

centered around a major creative project.

Apart from the opportunity granted the

student, these models commend themselves

as low-cost, manageable ways to facilitate

faculty surveillance of independent study.

The faculty member in charge Of the research

project or paper-writing course should, If

possible, be someone who teaches the

relevant specialty. Hence problems that have

bedevilled most independent $tudy proposals

(projects too various for the competence of

any individual professor and teaching un-

credited to the teacher) might be minimized.

In summary, the requirements here

(following the compromise already indicated

for the thesis route) would be for 9 pr 10

regular courses -f 2 in the specialization and

an optionalWSP for a total of from ^11 to 12

courses and an optional WSP.
Small departments offering this option

would probably implement it through use of

independent study.

C, The course cluster option.

The C.E.P. recognizes the validity of

horizontal as well as vertical specialization.

Recent interest in interdisciplinary studies

suggests that in many fields knowledge is best

obtained by crossing disciplinary lines.

Response to this need has produced a number
ofpragram courserlusters—severafTBf"whii

currently offer majors. The present proposal

aims at meeting part of the need for in-

terdisciplinary work within the department

framework, thereby resisting the pressure to

create new administrative entities whenever
a valid interdisciplinary interest is perceived.

At the same time, this plan creates a

laboratory for the testing of an in-

terdisciplinary study that—should it prove

rewarding enough to participants—might

eventually become a program.

In this route a student would essentially add
parallel courses to his major in such a way as

to provide coherent study of an in-

terdisciplinary topic. Cohesion in this study

would be insured by means of an in-

terdisciplinary senior seminar. Hence,

cluster majors would take 9 or 10 regular

major courses, two extra-departmental

courses that link with one of their major

courses, and an interdisciplinary 402 that

would serve as a testing ground for the

program. The total would then be 12 to 13

courses.

Any department wishing to offer such a

major should list courses in other depart-

ments that would make the grouping of three.

For example, English might list courses in

Renaissance history and art to join with a

course in Renaissance literature so as to

comprise a Renaissance interdisciplinary

cluster. The only new course indicated by this

route (and the only wholly new course

required by the C.E.P. proposals) would be

an interdisciplinary 402 seminar. This could

be administered in one of two ways:

(1) with visiting lectures by the two

teachers outside the host department,

(2) through joint or consecutive teaching by

the three participating professors.

Allocation of manpower for, and ad-

ministration of, this model present obvious

problems that require careful consideration;

but these seem to us to be notably simpler

than those already involved in existing

program majors. Such a cluster would be

offered only when interested faculty were

forthcoming and, presumably, only for

limited periods of probably two to four years

in duration. This would be desirable not only

to meet changing student and faculty in-

terests but so as not to lock us into ex-

periments that do not fulfill their initial

promise.

Obviously, this option would not be suitable

for program majors since they are already

interdisciplinary by nature. These majors

would offer either one or both of the thesis and

specialization options, and if offered, the

latter would normally take the form of in-

dependent studies.

IV. The Degree With Honors

The degree with honors, as it was con-

stituted in the past and as it is more or less

constituted at present, involves on the one

hand an educational activity and on the other

hand a system of rewards. Each department

and program understandably wants to create

ways in which its highly motivated majors

can develop and express their commitment.
Departments and programs also wish to

reward students who have done distinguished

work in their majors.

In order not to confuse these issues, the

C.E.P. first addressed itself to formulating

alternate routes for the fulfillment of the S,

major requirements. Several of these routes

(section III, above) were designed for

students whose commitment to their majors

made them desire further structured con-

centration of their studies.

A system of rewards could then operate in

one of two ways. The following paragraphs

outline these alternatives and attempt to

formulate some of the implications of each.

A. The faculty as a whole could designate

one or more of the routes to the major as the

only possible ways of earning honors, and

please tarn to page lour
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then honors would be confered by depart-

ments or programs to students who selected,

that route and did distinguished work in it. An
obvious candidate for the honors route would
be the thesis model since the thesis itself

offers an explicit product for judgment. The
specialization model might also be designated

as an honors route because the project or

paper produced in it would also be explicit

evidence of a similar accomplishment.

Presumably, should the faculty decide to

designate both as routes to honors, the

specialization route would be the route to the

degree with honors in departments that did

not offer the thesis route. But the question of

wliat would happen in departments that offer

both thesis and specialization routes

highlights an essential problem implicit in

this option: i.e., would students who qualified—byjuuEiting.a-thesis->nAvhichtbey4)ad invested

two semester courses and a WSP feel that

their awards had been devalued because the

same awards would also go to students who
appeared to have invested less time in their

papers or projects? Another problem with

this option: would students, otherwise
unlikely to benefit from further concentration

of their studies, be attracted by the possibility

of winning honors and thus select programs
for which they were essentially unsuited only

because those programs were the exclusive

routes to honors? And wouldn't student

choices made on this honorific basis result in

excessive demands on faculty time (for the

supervision of theses and independent study,

etc.)?

B. The faculty could, in effect, offer no

incentive for students to choose any par-

ticular route (bypassing the problems
outlined in A above) by'legislating that each
department or program could confer honors

to majors whose work was regarded as

distinguished in any of the routes it offered,

including the regular major. In our judgment,
this is preferable to the options outlined in A
ijecause it maintains a separation between

. the program of alternate routes on the one
hand the the system of rewards on the other.

Our present system for the award of the

degree with honors had this impulse behind it

(together with the desire to separate the

degree from straight grade-averages). The
present system was an attempt to signal to

students that their activities as majors in no
way predetermined the winning of honors,

whereas the older thesis-seminar alternative

tended to confer honors automatically to

those students who qualified for and selected

themselves as candidates for the only routes

in which honors were available.

The argument against this across-the-board

option is a more powerful version of the

argument already offered against the

designation of the thesis-specialization routes

as the only possible routes to honors (see A
above). In short, we fear the effect on the

morale of thesis and specialization majors if

other students win honors without -any

evidence (other than their major-course

grades) of higher commitment. That the

faculty shares this fear is reflected in the

current desire to divorce the award of the

honors degree from achievement of high

course grades.

Moreover, it seems undesirable that

requirements for honors differ from depart-

ment to department. If departments had

radically different requirements, certain

majors would become ipso facto preferable

from the perspective of the student who
sought the reward of honors as an end in it-

self. This incentive to major with a certain

department seems to us as deplorable as the

incentive to major in a certain route simply

because one is more likely to receive honors

that way. Further, if students were motivated

to choose their majors (or routes within their

majors) merely because the honors degree

was at the end of the tunnel, serious morale

and man-power problems could result both

within and between departments.

The CEP. is divided, but a majority

recommends that the degree with honors be

abolished. To abolish the degree with honors

would avoid disfunctional incentives and

inequities within the college as an institution.

And, in avoiding these problems, we do not

see that we would forfeit anything that is

educationally crucial. A majority of' the

C.E.P. believes that the reward of the degree

with honors (as distinct from the activity

rewarded) is redundant. Students who do

distinguished work on a thesis currently

receive recognition of this fact through the

thesis grade. The same would be true of the

specialization model if that were also adopted

^as a route within the major. Since these

models commend themselves as honors

routes precisely because they offer.programs

that result in discrete products for grading,

the honors designation would only restate the

grade. The difficulties the faculty would

experience in attempting to devise honors-

equivalents for thesis-majors, specialization-

majors and regular majors indicate that the

retention of honors is not advisable. Since the

cluster-model (like the regular major) is also

a commitment to courses (although more
highly articulated) , the same comment would

apply.

V. Freshman Year

The preceding proposals on distribution

requirements and major programs are ef-

forts to clarify and make small im-

provements in the sthicture of the present

Williams curriculum. These proposals are

conservative in intent because we are

satisfied that the two structural features

mentioned are fundamentally sound and need

only minor repairs. The effect of adopting

these proposals will be to highlight the

College's continuing commitment to breadth

t>f "Stttdy-<distrtbt»t«>n> -amJ t» clarify -the

various ways of insuring depth of study

(major programs). .-

The one place in our four-year curriculum

which seems to us to need fundamental

reconsideration and possibly substantive

change is. the Freshman year. We are not

persuaded that the present curricular of-

ferings available to Freshnien. constitute the

best entry into a Williams ^ucation. Ac-

cordingly, the C.E.P. favors an ithdepth study

of the Freshman ^ear with particular at-

tention to curriculum, grading and^dvising.

Anticipating that this will be a diffjJitult and
wfide-ranging task, we recommend the for-

mation of an adjunct Special CommiWA^e on

the Freshman Year, reporting to the C:^P.
and drawing some of its memt)ership frotn

the C.E.P. but including also other membeM,
of the faculty, administration and the studenB,^

body. '

As an indication of what we have in mind
the following remarks are intended to be

suggestive but not exhaustive:

A. Curriculum. The pattern of 101 courses in

separate disciplines is too much like the

typical high school pattern. This inclines

and dramatically th« grades have two

distinct functions: (1) they help in the

student's act of self-definition which is part of

the adventure of becoming a mature person:

(2) they validate the student for entf-y into

subsequent courses, schools, jobs, etc.

Confusion between the two function^ leads to

an enslaving addiction to the amassing of

rewards as ipso facto desirable for mobility.

This "grade-grubbing" is an unfortunate

byproduct of legitimate competition with

oneself and others aimed at spurring one on to

pursue excellence. VWe might, therefore,

study the possibility of dramatizing the

distinction between grades as criticism and
grades as validation by giving first-semester

Freshmen letter grades which would then

only be recorded on a credit-no-credit basis.

Alternatively, we might consider a full year
graded on this basis.

C. Advising. The need for good curricular

advising as well as the need for informed
adults with whom to discuss general

problemstrf adjusting to cullege aresti'uiigust''

in the Freshman year. In recent years, the

Dean of Freshmen has made efforts to

provide advisers with more information on
the curriculum and some orientation on the

typical adjustment problems encountered by
students. But the widespread consensus is

that more needs to be done in the Freshman
year and that Sophomores are not really

provided for in the Williams advising system.

One solution here would be to have the

teachers of the Freshman seminars men-
tioned above function also as advisers. The
small class setting would provide a more
natural foundation on which to build the

relationships of trust and mutual un-

derstanding essential to good advising.

Students could continue into their Sophomore ,

year with the same advisers.

V Like the other two aspects of the Freshman
\ear problem, advising is a complicated

Setter which requires thoughtful study. For
exNmple, the connections between curricular

advising, personal and social counselling, and
career, counselling need to be studied.

Following up its questionnaire of last year,

the CUL, in conjunction with the C.E.P., is

A majority of the CEP believes that

the reward of the degree

with honors is redundant^

Freshmen to make timid course selections in

fields which already seem familiar. As a

result the student is likely to feel that the

novelty of college lies chiefly in its new social

conditions—and not in the curriculum. In the

classroom, very often, novelty is perceived

only in the form of increased work-load,

greater demands, and higher standards. This,

in turn, can have the effect of shifting at-

tention from the content of what is studied to

an unhealthy preoccupation with grades.

Freshmen tend to perceive 101 courses as

introductions to majors, which means that the

courses seem to be designed from the stand-

point of what will be needed for later courses

in that discipline. This gives Freshmen the

impression that they are not studying

anything for its own sake but only as

preparation for other courses. It also tends to

fragment their studies into four separate

tracks; as a consequence, the generatist of

humanistic spirit is too little in evidence in the

Freshman course offering.

These problems need serious study. If they

turn out to be an accurate characterization of

the Freshman year, they could be met with

new curricular proposals. It is possible, for

example, that we could devise a semester of

general education courses emphasizing a

generalist approach to the curricular

divisions outlined above. Alternatively, we
could invite interested faculty to draw up
topically-oriented Freshman seminars with

limited enrollment. This model, apparently

successful at a number of colleges, has
several distinct advantages. It would
guarantee Freshmen a small course ex-

perience with intensive discussion and the

opportunity for some independent work. It

could be designed as a sharp break with the

field- or discipline-orientation dominant in

both high schools and colleges. In such

seminars, the problems of adjustment to

college, establishing an identity and finding a

community of peers would be put in an in-

tellectual framework.

B. Grading. Students entering college take

up a form of education which expects of them
a greater degree of self-reliance. One of the

chief impediments to this self-reliance is the

student's inbred commitment to public

achievement in the form of grades. It may
well be desirable to tell students immediately

currently engaged in wideraC'ging discussions

with the Deans, the Chaplain, the Health
Service Staff , the Office of Care^ Counselling

and the Sejior House Associates, in an effort

to think TOTough these connectioffljv A joint

progress report may be expected la tor in the

Spring.

VI. Next Steps

A. The C.E.P. continues to be interested in

the relationship between the curriculum and
the college calendar. Together with the

Calendar Committee we would like to pursue
the problem of establishing more symmetry
between the two regular semesters and
thereby relieving some of the work load

pressure in the fall semester.

B. The C.E.P. believes that the workload
problem is real and that, among other things,

it is related to the calendar problem referred
to in A above and to the nature of the fresh-

man year. Preliminary analysis of the recent
course-evaluation questionnaire indicates

that the problem is extremely difficult, even
to define. The C.E.P. is interested in a full

analysis of the recent questionnaire on the
work-load problem. If it can be determined
what the magnitude of the problem is and in

what forms it is manifested, we will explore
further remedies.

C. We foresee the need for a general review
of the role played by two parts pf our
curriculum: (1) creative arts-performing
arts, and (2) physical education. The
buildings housing activities in art, music and
athletics are all inadequate to the needs of

the expanded student body. Plans are being
drawn up for new buildings or modifications
of existing buildings. At the same time, there
has been a new appointment to the Direc-
torship of the AMT. The C.E.P., therefore,
believes that the time is ripe for discussions of

possible curricular changes in these areas.

.

Programs and initiatives should, of course,
come from the departments concerned, but
we believe that the committee has a role to

play in representing the overall interests of
the College. - yu..

Minority Reportl
TheC.E.P.'s "Proposals for Ctarification of

the Curriculum" is a solution in search of a
problem. At a lime when many colleges and

universities are plagued by past overin-
dulgences in "curricular reform," Williams
has the luxury of a generally sound, simple
and viable curriculum. The establishment of
the present curriculum in 1967 and its sub-
sequent evolution have resulted in vastly
increased flexibility both within the structure
of the major and within the curriculum in

general. This flexibility has provided students
with greater opportunities for satisfying
individual preferences and interests in the
overall framework of a liberal arts education.
One particularly beneficial effect of these
changes is that students are now placed in a
position of greater responsibility for their own
education.

It is primarily for this reason that I am
opposed to the proposed changes in the

distribution requirement. I feel it is our
obligation to provide the opportunities which
encourage intellectual activity and
development. To an extent, of course, these
must include a curricular structure which

Indeed, it is our responsibility to justify this

formal educational program and to

demonstrate vigorously its validity to the

students. But, at the same, this structure
should be freed as much as possible from
requirements which do little more than to

frustrate and antagonize the student, ancj

which, because of these reactions, often

serve little educational purpose. In the past,

we have strongly supported the idea of in

creased student responsibility and have
agreed that, with regard to their education,

students should be treated less like children

and more like the adults they are. Un-

fortunately, it is easy to confuse a desire to

encourage student responsibility with a

willingness to encourage the unravelling of a

sound liberal arts education. If, of course, the

faculty feels that distribution requirements
are a vital and essential part of a liberal arts

education, then our whole concept of

distribution requirements should be
reexamined and probably expanded far

beyond the current proposal. It is my feeling

that the proposed changes will in no way
improve the education of a student who
chooses to fulfill only a minimal
requirements. To believe otherwise I think is

an exercise in self-deceit.

Where problems da exist in the present

Williams curriculum, the current C.E.P.

proposal takes distressingly little productive

action. The proposal singles out several areas

of potential concern in the curriculum: the

freshman year, curricular advising, the

major exercise (gasp!) and the Honors

program. I do not quarrel with the proposed

examination of the freshman year, and 1

heartily endorse the suggestions aimed at

improving curricular advising at all levels.

Indeed, it is the quality of our curricular

advising which will utiimately determine the

success or failure of a more flexible

curriculum.

My main objection to the CEP's document
centers on the proposed modifications "in the

major, under which I have grouped Sections

II, III and IV of the original proposal. In the

first place, I find them unnecessary and, in

part, retrogressive. The proposed

modifications in the major suggest only a few

things which departments and students

cannot already do, and these at a large cost in

manpower. For example, students now can

specialize in any area of special interest by

taking additional courses; if there is large

interest in any particular specialization at a

certain lime, departments can certainly

arrange additional courses or seminars on a

temporary and flexible basis. As to the course

cluster model, every informed student who is

interested in his major certainly now takes

related courses in other departments, and it is

precisely because course cluster routes are

not specified that the student is encouraged to

design an educational program, closely fitted

td his own interests and free of institutional

programming. I find the proposal to establish

a mandatory (with exceptions) senior

seminar reminiscent of the previously

required 401-402 courses, to which many
departments, for a variety of reasons, have

only recently developed what they consider to

be superior alternatives. In' addition, of

course, a senior seminar is exceedingly ex-

pensive in terms of manpower, and I feel it is

more properly a departmental concern to

decide, relatively free of institutional con-

straints, how to design the best possible

major program.
It is the CEP's solution—or lack of

solution—to problems in the Honors degree

program that I find particularly distressing.

The CEP concludes that the awarding of an

Honors degree is difficult and inconsistent

with its proposed modifications of the

curriculum. This strikes me not only as an

intellectually dishonest way out of the

please turn to page fiva
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problem, but alsoas ample reason in itself for

rejecting the CEP's curricular changes. I feel

({uite strongly that the CEP misses the point:

the Honors program has extremely valid

educational objectives which are quite
separate flrom those of the rest of the
curriculum. The College Bulletin makes the

distinction quite clear when it says that "the
degree with Honors is awarded for out-

standing intellectual achievement, especially

to those students who have demonstrated
Imagination, initiative and intellectual in-

dependence (the underlining is mine). J[ would
argue that achieven^ent of this type is in-

dependent of grades and should receive
special distinction. In many ways, work
capable of receiving the Honors distinction,

under the conditions defined above,
represents the highest achievement.

TTie~rauir With' tRrTrOT(a^ pfogi^m'TIiS"
partly with what has turned out to be some

/ more Daly
< ft A?!. yl.;lrom page eight

pointed out, Aaron took nearly 3,000 more at

bats to hit 714 liomeruns. All it's going to say

in the record book is: most homenins, life-

time—Henry Aaron, 715. It doesn't say,

"greatest homerun hitter of all time."

Nonetheless, the thought of a black man
breaking sport's most revered record, held by

sport's mo6t legendary figure, did seem to

bother albt of people, as Aaron, who received

quite a bit of hate mail over the winter, will

attest. Last January, howevei'. Bear Bryant

set everybody straight about the Black-White

situation in sports. When a reporter men-

tioned to the Alabama football mentor that he

had an unusually large number of b lacks on

his team, Bryant snapped, "We don't have

any White football players and we don't have

any Black football players; we just have

football players."

Aaron's homer was a shot in the arm for

major league baseball, whose fortunes have

been on the downswing in the past few

seasons. There are many people in this

country who think that the thought of baseball

as being our national pastime is ridiculous.

Perhaps the sport is no longei* No. 1 in the

hearts of Americans. But,.you ban be sure

that if and when somebody breaks Jimmy
Brown's all-time NFL rushing record, or tops

Wilt Chamberlain's NBA career scoring

mark, or scores more lifetime points than the

NHL's Gordie Howe, there won't be one-tenth

as much excitement, there won't be twenty

million Americans who probably haven't seen

an athletic contest in a year turning on their

TV sets to be in on sports history.

There is something very special about the

homerun. A two-pointer in basketball can be a

thrilling iialf-court desperation shot at the

buzzer or a two-inch dunk. A touchdown these

days is more often the result of a two-yard

plunge than a fifty-yard pass. And how many
goals in hockey are scored on four foot

deflections or when the puck caroms off

somebody's skate and dribbles into the net?

There aren't any 150-foot homeruns. Most of

them go 330 feet or more, and swift

calculation finds that Henry Aaron has hit

more than 45 miles worth of homeruns. While

the basket, the touchdown, and the goal can

all be very dramatic, I'll take the homerun
anytime.

715 homeruns is a truly incredible

achievement. If Aaron had been playing in

Boston, where businesses contribute money
to the Jimmy Fund for every homerun a Red
Sox player hits in Fenway Park, they'd

probably have a cure for leukemia or

muscular distrophy by now.

But, 715 homeruns! I just can't get over it.

Do you realize that's more than Harry Chiti,

Marv Throneberry, Pumpsie Green, Hector

Lopez, Joe Pignatano, Camtlio Carreon,

Marty Keough, Mike de la Hoz, Clay

Dalyrymple, Hobie Landrith, Jerry Lumpe,
Flio Chacon, Julio Gotay, Roman Mejias, and

Merritt Renew hit, collectively, in their entire

major league careers? D

CAPE COD SUMMER
Planning to com* to Cape Cod this summer
to work or playT Write now for valuable
information pamphlet covering where to
stay, what to expect to pay for it, where to
start looking' for work, what types of jobs
are available, average wages and much
more.

Send ti.oo and a s«lf-adclr«st«d, stamped
envelope to me . . .

Ms. E. Ambeel
Pleasant Ave.
Craigville, Mass. 02iM

program, like any endeavor, cannot entirely
"avoid dysfunctional incentives and
inequities." Some majors are easier than
others, some departmental Honors programs
less rigorous than others. That is no reason to
abandon the program. Rather our effort
should be focused on modifying the Honors
program to reduce its negative aspects and
capitalize on its valuable ideals. It is to this
task that I wish theCEP had addressed itself.

Signed: W. DeWitt
Michael Darden '74

NOTE: Although I do not agree with this

Minority Report in full, I do strongly support
its statement about honors.

Signed: Lloyd Day '74

Minority Report II

Although the C.E.P.'s regrouping of

courses and departments into more sensible

counselling areas makesjood sense, it seems
"liRelyTHanReuse oTa requTreinentlo assure
distribution of studies in these areas will work
against the C.E.P.ls ends. The goal here is "to
counsel students to their own educational
advantage" (page4 of the C.E.P. report), to

encourage students to organize their

programs, with exposure to many fields of

knowledge in mind. Thus the attitude the

student takes in selecting courses outside

home territory is of primary importance, the

chief target of distribution counselling.

Unfortunately, the administrative device of

a requirement emphasizes the ideal over the

individual. Many students will respond to the

requirement as an imposition, an effort to

make them take courses they don't want to

take. They are not called upon to think about

their choices, and frequently they don't; they

may attempt to meet the requirement as

unadventurously as possible, in the exact

opposite spirit the requirement is meant to

foster. A clear counselling statement, a

framework for a model program, and a

modicum of counselling (none presently

available) call on the student to make
curricular choices based on a distributive

model he has chosen for himself. His choices

are then made with his own assessment of his

personal strengths and inadequacies in«nind,

in concert with theC.E.P.'s distributive ideal.

more sports
from page eight

Junior guard Harry Sheehy has been

named to the E.C.A.C. Division II All-East

basketball team. Sheehy set a Williams

College basketball record this year by

averaging 22.3 points per game. The slim

junior scored 445 points over the Ephs' 20-

game schedule, and his 22.3 average eclipsed

the 20.0 mark set by Little Ail-American Bob

Mahland '62 during the 1960-61 season.

Sheehy led Williams in scoring in 16 of the

team's 20 contests. He scored 20 or more

points 14 times, hit 25 or more nine times, and

passed theSO-point barrier twice. Hank's 445

points is the second highest total ever

recorded in a single season by a Williams

player, behind Mahland's 481 points in 24

games in the 1960-61 season. Sheehy's 440

points in 1972-73 was the highest ever by a

Williams sophomore, and his two-year total of

885 is just ahead of Mahland's two-year mark

of 881. In order to pass Mahland's career total

of 1273 points, Sheehy will need 389 points in

his senior year. Judging from the 6-3 junior's

past performances, the goal should be well

within his reach.

Among those returning with Sheehy to next

year's team will be liigh scoring forwards

Fred Dittman and Mark Carter, who

averaged 13.0 and 12.8 points respectively last

season. With these three as a solid mucleus,

the Ephs should be a strong bet to cop their

third consecutive Xittle Three crown. D

Itchy Scalp?

Oily Hair?

Unruly Hair?

Any Scalp or Hair Problems?

LET US HELP

AAall or drop your

questions off at the shop.

We'll answer by mall

St. Pierre's Barber Shop
Spring street ^'

(Next to cinema)

Wllllamstown ^_

/'
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Beyond this basic situation, a distribution

requirement provides a framework un-

conducive to departments' thinking about the
relation of their course offerings to their non-
major enrollment. Many students taking their

courses do so because they must, not

necessarily because the course meets an
interest the student gemilnely wishes to ex-

plore. With no requirement, students would
cast their "enrollment votes" freely in favor
of courses which respond to their educational
needs, and individual departments would
know where they stand.

In sum, if the C.E.P. and the faculty feel

confident in the argument for a liberal

distribution of studies, they should not be

afraid to subject it to the free and critical

thinking of the students. The cog«)cy of the

argument wou'ld convince the great majority.

Inadequacies in the simple vehicles whidi

should effectively convey this argument—the
catalogue and the freshmen advisors—are no

excuse to assume an inability on the part of

the student to heed goixi advice. A
distribution requirement exhibits either an
inability to view the distributive ideal from
the proper perspective—the attitudes of the

student as he selects his courses—or a simple

mistrust of the students' judgment. O
Signed: Jesse Marsh '75

fsneii^sbriefsneivs
New ID. Pix

Classes of '75, '76, '77, will have their "ID." card photo for 1974-1975 taken
in the Jesup Hall Auditorium on the following dates and times;
Class of 1975—April 16th, 1 :00 P.M. - 4:00 P.M.
Classofl976—Aprill7th,l:00P.M. -4:00P.M. V>-
Classof 1977—AprillSth, 1:00 P.M. -4:00 P.M.
Remainder—April 19th, 1:00 P.M. - 4:00 P.M.
If for any reason a student is unable to report for his "ID." card photo
as scheduled (he-she) should contact the Director of Security to arrange
for another date.

]esup drama
Richard Gilman, professor of playwriting and criticism at Yale University,

will appear twice on campus next week.
On Monday, April 15, he will give a lecture on Pirandello at 8 p.m.,

in Jesup Hall auditorium. On Tuesday, April 16, he will lead a History of Ideas
colloquium on "Modern Tragedy" at 4 p.m., in Fitch-Prospect Lounge. Both events
are open to all.

Gilman has also taught at Columbia and at Stanford. He has served as literary
editor of Commonweal and the New Republic, drama critic for Commonweal and
Newsweek, and received the George Jean Nathan Award for dramatic crit'icism.
Gilman is the author of The Confusion of Realms, a collection of writings on
contemporary literature, art and drama; Common and Uncommon Masks, a
collection of writings on the theater; and the forthcoming Masters of Modern
Drama.

Commerciol - Industrial

Fine Arts - Portraits

McClelland
Press,

inc.

Hallmark Cards

& Eaton Stationary

SPRING ST. WILLIAMSTOWN
Tel. 458-^20

r-^,.

There's no easy way for Charlie Neisoii to become Dr. Nelson.
But there is a way to make it somewtiat easier.

Our way. The Armed Forces Health Professions

Scholarship Program, it won't soften the demands
of your professors, or those you make upon yourself

—but it may free you from those financial problems
which, understandably, can put a crimp in your

concentration.
If you qualify, our scholarship program will cover

the costs of your medical education. More, you'll

receive a good monthly allowance all through your

schooling.
But what happens after you graduate?
Then, as a health care officer in the military

branch of your choice you enter a professional

environment that is challeilging. stimulating and
satisfying.

An environment which keeps you in contact with
practicalty all medical specialties. Which gives you
the time to observe and learn t>efore you decide on
your specialty. Which may present the opportunity
to train in that specialty. And to practice it.

You may also find some of tt>e most advanced
rtiedical achievements happening right wtiere you
work. Like at the Brooke Army Medical Center in

San Antonio, Texas, long noted for its Burn Treat-

ment Center. Or th« home of Flight Medicitie. the
famed Aerospace Medical Division, ali9 in San

Antonio. Or the National Naval Medical Center in

Bethesda. Maryland, recognized worldwide for its

work in Medical Research.
And if you've read this far. you may b« interested

in the details. Just send in the coupon and we'll

supply them.

I

I

I

20M4Armed Forces ScrH>larships
Boi A
Universal Ciry. Tex.1 78148

I deilre lnform»iion lev the toUowlni pnjgrjm: Arm* n
NAvy a Aif Force H MedicAl / OsteopMliIc a Dmut C
velerinery* o rNxlIitnr D Otrwr (ptMW ipeclfy)

I SocSec.«_
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CUSTOM
FRAAAING

I

7^ I IC \Mi: SHOP

Hundreds ol

American students

placed in

JiECOIlNiZED

OVERSEAS

MEDICAL SCHOOLS

ttirougl) Euromed!

For the ;issian startini July, 1974,

Eurom^d will assist qualified Amer-

iciin students in tainlni admission

to recognized overseas medical

schools.

And that's just the beginning.

since the language barrier constitutes

the preponderate difficulty in succeed-

ing at a foreign school, the Euromed

program also includes an intensive

12-16 week medical and conversa-

tional language course, mandatory for

all students. Five hours daily. S days

per week (12-16 weeks) the course is

given in the country where the student

will attend medical school.

In addition, Euromed provides stu-

dents with a 12-16 week intensive cul-

tural orientation program, with Amer-

ican students now studying medicine

in that particular country serving as

counselors.

Sketch^'kinl Vermont

eypert instructionf/itlie

scenic hiiis of Vermont

ooRM snu Looania *is *£L dials

JUU 7-27—4l^0~LINITB0 mtOLUOiT

miR—THi Mon^s m wcnamp

oauMS asou. *insKiD, v;, o$7<i)

Senior or iraduate studenti currently

enrolled in an Americin university are

elitible to participate in the Euromed
profram.

•for application ahc further

irtformation, phone toll tree:

(800) 645-1234
in New York State phone:

(516) 7462380

or write,

Euromed, Ltd.
170 Old Country Road

Mineola, NY. 11S01

SHOP

LIQUORS—WINES— BEER

LOWEST PRICEStN TOWN
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

134 Cole Avenue Wllliamstown

Phone 458-3704

NOW IN 5^TOUCHSTONE MPBIWACK .

fromtheWcir
VIETNAM VETERANS

Neither Victims nor Executioners

A searing book — based on two years of Intensive

Interviews — that lays bare the guilt, anger and rage

brought home by the Vietnam veteran. "Fatcinatlng."

—A/.y. Review of Books. "Ufton Is one of the few truly

crMtlva and provocative thinkers In our field."

—Jnl. of the Amerlcar) Academy of Psychoanalysis.

1

-Winner of the National ' Book Award lor Death in Ule

$3.95 • A Touchstone Book published by SIMON AND SCHUSTER

Herbal Trip Kits

Legal Highs

Pipes

Posters

Papers

Screens

Incense

Records

Small Package
/6 En;j.lv St.

'\orth idurns

CAN OF 3 $2.^® .2 CANS FOR $4.50

- 3 CANS TOR $6.60

(white and ^lloity)

25%offort\all
TENNIS RACQUETS

Williams Co-op
^^ring Street

The Established Tennis Store

Come and see why everyone is trying to "keep up with us.

eim's
DouiGi aooK tnu D
iuuMnowH iu«

Buy a Super Box

For a Super BargaUir

99c
Don 't Be Super Dumb

Buy One!

Students

-.^-

Send for your Student Identification Card and get a

big break on rates at Hilton Hotels and Inns coast to

coast. (Grad students and faculty, too.) Just mail this

coupon to Hilton Hotels Fulfillment Department,

Suite 200, 205 S. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills, Cali-

fornia 90212. Then come visit the Hiltons.

Name.

Address-

City_ .Stste_ _Zlp_

l^
liege. _Class of 1 9_

iXHIlTOn HOIEIS

JSehinJ uhe Cue Salt

coMCsnwMHcr

If you like pool you will love this course.

It will worlc miracles for you. It is designed to teach

you how to become an expert at this fascinating game.

It will improve your game 200% or more. This course

is designed for the beginner and the experienced play-

ers. It's designed for those of you who has a pool

table and those who don't. The course is in eight (8)

sessions all with illustrations and easy to follow

instructions. The eight (8) sessions are selecting your

cue, proper stance, stroke, straight in's, angles, rail

shots, bank shots, how to use english, drawing a ball,

how to break, patience, sportsmanship and much much
more... To my knowledge there has never been a com-
plete course offered in this ever growing fascinating

game called pool. The complete course is yours for

only $24.95.

Mail to: BEHIND THE CUE BALL
Post Office Box 10308

Dallas, Texas 75207

.copies of. BEHINDn Please send me

THE CUE BALL at $24.95 each, I enclose
check or money order. ,,.. ,

:'
,,

n Please send me copies of BEHIND
THE CUE BALL at $24.95 each. I am
intere sted in being a distributor in the

..'I' ^

Please indicote \hf city, towh, county or

'v >.#'"*• ^ A represeiilTjUve of BEHIND YHE

'iBilh , «j|j»'!ij>;»B.
CUE BALL will contact you within 15 days
after we receive your order to explain how
you as a distributor can increase your income
and have fun while doing it, with no invest-

ment
. excefrt for the course you purchase

for yourself.
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CINEMA I

Cinderella Liberty

JAMES CAAN
MARSHA MASON "

7 ELI WALACH

'J

'f Showtlmes 7 &f '"•*"-•'
'ft-^

CINEMA II

Huckleberry Finn
~ starring

PAUL WINFIELO 4^

ShowTlmesTO

students $1.50

Adults $1.75

Monday & Tuesday $1 .00

Children under 12 • $.75

Located in the

Colonial Shopping Center

off Rt. 2

W'-

CINEMA AT THE SHERATON

American Gra£itti

Showtimes 7 & 9

SPECIAL

$1NITE EVERY NITE

until Tuesday

ntrance 40 AAaIn Street,

North Adams
take^levator to lower le¥BL_

Ccdonidl Piz2a

Small and Large Pizzas

[\\ Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

50 Spring Street - 458-9009 and 458-8014

opendaily9a.m.to2a.m. \
Breakfast daily 9a.m. toll a. nil

"v *

"^ Donuts, Coffee

We malte our own pizza dough daily

STUDENTS WELCOMK

It's lew.

ILOOK AT THI5I
Jt's original. The hottest sticker on the market.

A beautiful 4 x 12 sticker in four coiors and remember it's

the first and original keep"^ streaking stickers.

_iend 50^ to:

International AdvertisinoAgency

—3723-Gatherine-Street -—

^

Shreveport, Louisiana 71lQ9

(Dealer Inquirer Welcome)

STATE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED
Special Prices in 1,000 Ll

^
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THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
JOE DEWEY

'1,. <

. The woman who has

lived it all now
writes about

THE KRONICK INSURANCE AGENCY
S7MAIN STREET 663-5341 NORTH ADAMS

Attention All Willianns Students Subject: Auto & A/totorcycle Insurance

1. Weare now accepting 1974 AutolnsuranceAppMcationsand Renewals on Low Manual Rales

2. Time Payments 3. Immediate Plates and Insurance

4. Leading Companies— Fast Claim Service 5. All Ages

6. Compareour rates wittittiose you are now paying.

RATES QUOTED ON REQUEST
• WRITE OR PHONE TODAY FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

INSURERS TO WILLIAMS STUDENTS FOR QVER 30 YEARS

From
Hegel to Sartre

and from Marx to Mao
by Raya Dunayevskaya

A lifelong Marxist, writer, and former secretary to Leon
Trotsky, Raya Dunayevskaya offers a pfiilosophy of

liberationv-a theory of revolution grounded in practice
and by which, in turn, practice can be guided.
"An extraordinary work... of great theoretical and
political Importance.'
1—Erirh Frrinr»ni\

UNIVERSITY OF PARIS
,/ - .

^ New Paltz Philosophy Year

Qualified undergraduates in Philosophy and various other majors can earn from 30 to 32

credits taking regular courses at the University of Paris (Sorbonne) during 1974 1975.

Students select their courses from the full range available to regular French students. The
SUNY Program Director will help students secure suitable housing and arrange programs,
and will assist or arrange assistance for them In their studies throughout the year. Sep
tember IS to June 15. A six-week orientation and intensive language review will be held at

the start. Estimated living expenses, transportation, tuition, and fees, $3,000. Addiiional

information may be had by writing to Professor David Blanl<enship, DepartmenI of

Philosophy, FT 1000, State University College, New Paltz, New Yorl< 12561. Telephone: (914)

257-2696.

i A Delta Paperback $2-95
(Delacorle Press hardcover $8.95)

DELL PUBLISHING CO., INC.

Available at your local bookstore

FOR SOUND ADVICE . . .

el£ctr6nic supply center
32 RIVER ST. NORTH ADAMS. MASS,PhoneX4l3) 663 6828

SALE — BOWMAR CALCULATORS

^ MODE L MX 20—was $59.95 - now $49.88

MODE L MX 50— was $99.95 - now $69.88

MODELMX70(withmemOry)—was $129.95 now $99.88

"COMPETITIVE PRICES"

Largest 8. Most Complete Selection in the Area ,
Open Thurs till 9p.m Sat tilMpm.

Th^ Store That Has More . .

.

NOW HAS

ADIDAS SHOES .7

at 25% off^^
A
GOFF'S SPORTS— SPRING STREET

BERKSHIRE AUTO HAUS, INC.

Route 20 at Holmes Rd.

Lenox, Mass.

(413) 499-4360

NEW PORSCHE

914

911

AUDI 100 LS ^

FOX

INSTOCk

> J-
hV't > ••A,')..' V'"

23 minutes from Williams



Sporis
Netmen crush

Trinity, 8-1,

U Mass, 9-0
by Sam Bronfman

If you spent spring vacation in William-

stown, the last tiling you probably -would have

heard anyone say was- ^'Tennis, anyone?"

Yet, while the snow fell outdoors, the 1974

-varstty-ief»Bis-tea»look-fuU. advantage. Qf

Lansing Chapman rink. Arriving back in town

a full week early, the squad, under the wat-

chful guidance of coach Sean Sloane, "en-

joyed" a full week of nothing but tennis!

Numerous challenge matches prepared the

team for Its upcoming scrimmage against

Amherst and its first two matches with

UMass and Trinity.

Against Amherst, the Ephs played without

two of their top six players. In an abbreviated

format, with each player playing two sets

against his rival, the Purple dropped only one

match (at number one). Brad Hearsh,

playing no. 5, was the only Eph in the top six

to capture both sets, but the Purple

dominated further down the line.

In doubles, the no. 1 team of Stu Browne and
Charlie Einsiedler ran through their op-

ponents in the second set after playing poorly

in the first. At number two, Captain Peter

Talbert and Jim Ware also won easily as the

Ephs romped in ail but one other set.

In the season's opener against UMass. last

Saturday, the Rurple were again victimized

by the loss of an injured starter. No matter.

The amazingly deep squad swept through the

Minutemen in impressive fashion, losing only

one set in winning all ten matches played.

The top two singles players, Browne and
Einsiedler, both won easily. Browne used his

serve and volley game to crush his opponent,

6-0, 6-3. As quick as that match was, Ein-

siedler's was even quicker as he toyed with

his outclassed foe, 6-0, 6-1.

Tom "Rex" Koerner, playing the best

tennis of his life, and Jim Ware, a spoon artist

who has turned into a net rusher, both won
easily at the next two spots. Koerner relied on

his deadly top spin forehand to "juke" his

way to victory, while Ware, who loves to

crunch the ball, sped all over the court, hit-

ting winner after winner on the way to an easy

win.

F'arther down, Sam Bronfman had a great

deal of trouble with his unorthodox opponent

and was unable to handle the enemy's big

serve. But, Bronfman persevered and made
excellent use of his favorite ploy, pushing, to

win, 7-6, 6-3. Brad Hearsh had some first set

difficulties, but rebounded in the second and
went on to capture the match. Bruce Sheehan
was the only Eph to drop a set, but he got his

game together in the final set, winning 6-3, 4-

•Wrm• j&... »
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After spending two weeks in the Sunny South, the Williams baseball squad has returned

to a less than warm welcome, [photo by Mike Maass]

new found serve and volley game.
The doubles were much closer. Still, the

first two doubles teams managed to edge
their Bantom opponents. At no, 1, Browne and
Einsiedler were forced to three sets before

winning. Ware and Talbert had to capture a

first set tiebreaker before breezing through
the second set. Only at third doubles did the

Ephs falter. Here, Hearsh and Hillman fell to

Emery and Lahtham in three very close sets.

The win was an excellent one for the Pur-

ple. Coach Sloane feels that his troops are
playing top-flight tennis. Just how good they

are may be determined next Tuesday at home
against Dartmouth, Q]

Briggs sees

progress in

Field House prior to the trip, the Ephs were

plagued by defensive mistakes in the early

going. But they came around to plaj as well

as could be expected, especially the left side

of the infield, which had been hurt by

graduation. "JimTrappat third was our best

defensive ballplayer day in and day out," said

Coach Briggs. "He was excellent." Brad
Iverson, who won the shortstop job in a battle

with Derrick Robinson, was also sharp.

Dan Odre has been moved to right field

because of Maury Matteodo's continuing knee
problems, which has cut his mobility almost

in half. When^ he is not pitching, Pete

Eshelman wiH take over for Odre at first.

Matteodo, the team's best hitter in the South,

will becoftie the designated hitter.

Left fielder Brian Smith also had an ex-

cellent trip, both offensively and defensively.

"I guess if I had to pick an MVP, it would be

Brian," said Coach Briggs. Smith also caught

three games when regular Mike Bangser
suffered a sore arm.

Coach Briggs summed up the trip: "We
were making the defensive and mental
mistakes that the other teams had ironed out
three weeks previous, and there was simply
nothing we could do about that. I would love to

play some of those teams around May 15
"

Since they can't do that, the Ephs will have
to try to justify Coach Briggs's optimism
against their local opponents, who are
hopefully having the same weather problems
Their first game, against R.P.I, this pasi

Wednesday, was cancelled due to the

snowstorm, so they open tomorrow with a

doubleheader at Springfield (hopefully).

Barring injury, a death in the family, or

somebody missing the bus, the starting lineup

on Saturday will look like this : _
Trapp, 3b ——

,
~

Allison, 2b - .

"~

Ddre,~Tr~
[

Bangser, c

Smith, If

Matteodo, dh
Eshelman, lb

Iverson, ss

McKelvey, cf

As of this writing. Coach Briggs was un-

decided about his starting pitchers for the

twin bill.

The Ephs' first home game is scheduled for

Tuesday, April 16, against Trinity. r-.

Sports Shorts
The lacrosse team got off to a goixi sUirl

over Spring vacation with a 3-1 record in the

Suncoast Lacrosse Tournament in Tampa,
Florida, sharing second place in the eight

team tourney with Air Force, St. Lawrence,
and Drexel.

Williams bowed to Air F'orce, 13-9 in their

first game, despite seven goals in the .second

half, but rebounded todefeat the University cil

the South, 101, St. Lawrence, 7-3, and Ihf

Tampa Bay Lacrosse Club, 14-2.

Coach Renzie Lamb's stickmen have their

home opener Saturday against Dartmouth at

2 p.m. on Cole Field.
u w «

Because the Taconic Golf Course will not be

ready for play this week, the golf learns

matches with Boston College and Harvard,

scheduled for last Tuesday, have been

rescheduled to April 24. The match wilh

Bates, scheduled lor Saturday, has been

canceled, while the match with North Adams
State, also scheduled for Satur(Jay, has been

rescheduled for April 22. Coach Rudy Coff's

team will begin their season when they travel

to face A. I.e. and Springfield next Tuesday

please turn to page five

South swing Daly on Sports
6, 6-0.

In the doubles, all three teams won. Playing

no. 1 were Ware and Talbert and they ran

through their match, as did Koerner and
Bronfman at no. 3. Hearsh and Dave Hillman,

at second doubles, struggled against the

Minutemen's top team, but prevailed, 6-4, 7-5.

A good Trinity team arrived in Lansing

Rink on Wednesday, but failed to turn back

the Purple onslaught. Clinching the match by

winning all six singles matches, the Purple

won, 8-1. The match marked the first time the

entire squad was available for action.

Stu Browne had an off day. What normally

would have been easy winners were sailing

wide of the sidelines and floating over the

baseline. Browne settled down, however, and

used his head. Instead of belting every shot,

he kept the ball in play and took the match

fif'om John Emery, 7-5, 7-5.

At no. 2, Charlie Einsiedler was nearly

dulled to sleep by his methodical adversary.

But, Charlie's deadly forehand wore down the

Bantom's Jim Solomon and Charlie

prevailed, 6-3, 6-4. Rex Koerner continued to

sparkle by crushing Jon Lahtham, 6-1, 6-3.

Koerner's forehand was excellent and he

employed it to full advantage by moving his

opponent all over the court.

Ta Ibert has not been playing well lately, but

he had enough to come back from a first set

loss to defeat Jim Kerens, 3-6, 6-0, 7-5. Con-

fidence, not ability continues to plague Peter.

Ware and Bronfman had easier opponents

and both players waltzed to victory on the

strength of crushing first set wins. Ware lost

his concentration in the second set before

winning, 6-0, 7-5. Bronfman followed suit but

recovered in time to win 6^1. 6-2 behind bis

by NickCristiano

The Williams Baseball teflm failed to win
any games in North Carolina for the fourth

straight year, but new manager Jim Briggs

saw much improvement over previous trips.

"Statistically, we improved greatly," he
said. "We gave up fewer runs and scored
more than last year. We did as well as I ex-

pected with the bat (59 hits to their opponents'

68). Our only problem was we walked much
more than they did (75 walks issued in 8 and
'2 games.)"
Although the pitchers had problems. Coach

Briggs thinks the staff could be excellent if

they cut down on the walks. "We will be a fine

club if the pitching comes around," he said.

He cited Rick Mahoney as the best of the

pitchers down South and Tom Villanova as a

solid short relief man after a rocky first

appearance.

The Carolina teams seemed to employ a

different strategy against the Ephs this year.

In previous years the Ephs would usually face

the opposition's third or fourth pitcher and a
host of other second stringers, but this year
the opposition threw their best at the Ephs.

One Ail-American pitcher, who according to

Coach Briggs will go in the first round of the

pro draft this year, struck out 18 Ephs in one
game, while another opponent sported a

shortstop who has already turned down the

pros three different times.

The Ephs nevertheless managed to stay

close in some of the games, such as the first,

in which they were leading 3-0 in the first

inning before bowing 5-3 to a team that

already had a rec(>rd of 13-1.

Because of their long confinement to Towne

Aaron's 715th
Pearl Bailey was there to sing the national

anthem. Sammy Davis, Jr. was on hand, too.

But the man everybody in Atlanta came to see
was H6nry Aaron, and Hammerin' Hank
didn't disappoint his fans. The game was
scarcely an hour old when Dodger pitcher Al
Downing grooved a 1-0 fastball and Henry
blasted it 390 feet into the left center field

bullpen for his 715th career homer, sur-

passing by one the 714 clouted by the im-
mortal Babe Ruth.

In the pandemonium that followed, the back
slapping, the plaque presentations, and all the
rest, a greatly relieved Aaron kept his

remarks brief, thanking his supporters and
adding gratefully, "I just thank God it's all

over with."

It was not all over with, though. Not yet. As
TV commentator Curt Gowdy astutely
pointed out, the game had only gone Vz in-

nings, and if the rain continued to fall

steadily, the contest might be called off

before the necessary 4'^ innings were com-
pleted. Mercifully, however, the rain never
got worse than a drizzle, and twenty minutes
later, Aaron's record was safe.

The drama surrounding Henry's assault on
Ruth's record (the one record, many said,
would never be broken) was incredible, and
the pressure so intense that a man of less
stable constitution than \aron would have

found the going much tougher. The record is

as much a tribute to Aaron, the man, as it is to

Aaron, the athlete.

When Hank ended the 1973 season with 713,

1

had nightmares all winter long in which

something would happen to him that would

keep him from breaking the record. In one,

Don Corleone thought that Babe "The

Bambino" Ruth was really Italian and

decided to have Aaron rubbed out so that the

Babe's record would remain intact.

In another, Aaron defected to the new

World Baseball League over a contract

dispute with Atlanta officials and never

returned to the National League to hit No. 715

In a third nightmare, Henry hit a shot down

the right field line and the right fielder failed

in his attempt at a shoe-string catch, allowing

the ball to roll all the way to the wall. Hoping

to take advantage of the situation, the forty-

year old Aaron gambled on an inside-the-park

home run. The only thing he didn't count on

was having a coronary rounding third base.

He never played baseball again.

Fortunately, all my premonitions were

incorrect.

The racial undertones surrounding the

record-breaking homer subsided con-

siderably by the time the baseball season got

underway. After all. as one sportswriter

please lurp to page live
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CEP meetings

produce

vmed opinion

— by David R. Ross
The Committee on Educational Policy

(CEP) held informal meetings Tuesday and
—W«dnesday-afternoons- in jGti££in -to^iscuss-

the CEP recommendations on the major,

options beyond the major, and the degree
with honors. Twenty-two students and faculty

members attended Tuesday's meeting, while

eight attended the less publicized meeting
Wednesday. Discussion of the CEP report

centered on the specialization option to the

major, the degree with honors and the major
exercise.

Professor William Gates Jr., chairman of

the CEP, mentioned that thte options beyond
the major (thesis, specialization, and course

cluster) were designed to meet "signals the

students have been giving us. Students today

are less prirfessionally oriented and are in-

creasingly interested in going out from their

major in an interdisciplinary way."
Several professors admitted the efficacy of

the thesis and course cluster in this structure

but were unsure as to exactly how the

specialization program would fit into the

department set-up. Although the question was
gone into in some detail, many there in-

dicated afterward that it hadn't been com-
pletely clarified for them. CEP members
declared that they saw this option as in part

an answer to the proliferation of independent

projects, which are becoming prohibitive in

terms of faculty manpower. Gates stressed

that this would represent an attempt to

clearly articulate the options open to majors.

Professor Francis Oakley stated that if this

represented an alternative to independent

study, it wouldXmean a^loss in freedom of

choice" for^tudeftfsl It would be difficult for

even the large departments to offer more
than one specialization route at a time, he

pointed out. This would certainly not satisfy

the desire of many students who would
continue to seek independent projects. Oakley
pointed to this system, .>yhich would require

advance planning of two years, as lacking

responsiveness to the needs of majors con-

fronted with it. \

A major CEP concern dealt with students
taking a hap-hazard collection of courses in

their major. Most students take 11 courses in

their majors, while only 10 per cent stick to
the required minimumr There has also been

,
an increase in the number of double majors.
"We fear that at least some of this is because
it 'looks good' on the record," said Gates.
CEP members expressed the hope that the
specialization option would help direct
student interests in the department beyond
the simple major.
The CEP recommendation to drop the

degree with honors was questioned by
Professor Benjamin Labaree. He asked if the
CEP had considered reforming the system.
Gates mentioned that they had, but that the
need for and rewards from such a system did

hof'justfljrifsexigfeiiTCe.-tJther members
pointed out that an honors program tended to

separate students into first and second class
citizens. Considering the present make-up of

the student body, "the regular degree at

Williams is itself an honors degree," men-
tioned Dean Crider.

However, Labaree maintained that an
honors approach (he rejected the word
program) could easily be fitted to the CEP
proposals. Even with the proposed options to

the major, most students would continue to

take a "supermarket carriage approach,"
picking courses at random. Students showing
excellence in the option paths provided or in

their own "contract" major through a thesis

or oral examination would be rewarded for

succeeding in this more difficult effort with
an honors degree.

Gates cut off further discussion on this point

and turned the agenda to the recom-

mendation to do away with the~ major exier-

cise. No one spoke in favor of the exercise.

Faculty members were concerned with
exactly what changes this would meart for

their departments. The CEP had proposed a
401 or 402 seminar to coordinate the courses of

the major. Recommendations were made to

clarify the meaning of the proposal to specific

departments. Gates accepted these and
closed Wednesday's meeting by noting, "As
we've gone through these, I've spotted
several areas where I'd like to make
changes." f]

MassPIRG
studies

workers

Sexism in hiring practices and pay scales
was the largest finding of a recently com-
pleted MassPIRG project entitled "Workers
at Williams." The report overall chastised the
College for being an average rather than an
ideal employer.

The result of three months of questionnaire
work and interviews by nine Williams
students. Workers at Williams concludes by
asking Williams to more actively attempt to

eliminate the sexism in hiring practices, "act
immediately to eliminate obvious gross

CEP Chairman William Gates speaks at last Tuesday's hearing. Colleagues Daniel
O'Connor and Donald Gijford look on.

disparities" between pay for men and women
with similar skills, re-examine job

classifications and promotions policies, and
introduce "suggestion boxes."

The sexism cited by the PIRGers was not

one of numbers. Approximately 175 out of 400

positions are filled by women. What was
objected to was Williams acceptance of the

"local cultural bias" against men seeking

employment in ^traditionally female oc-

cupations and women seeking employment in

areas considered to be "male." The report

cited the fact that of approximately eighty

professional staffers hired by the college,

only nine of these were women.
The report states.: "The 'local cultural bias'

cited by Williams for doing nothing works
both way^;-niany.pprsnns are-reluctant to-go

—

into sex-stereotyped profession in part
because they t)elieve they will be aunae to get

jobs in them. Perhaps if the college publicized

the fact that it wanted to hire a few 'male
secretaries and female plumbers' it would be
"pleasantly surprised and find some ap-

plicants."

Another area investigated by students was
workers' attitudes toward the establishment
of a union on campus. The response on

questionnaires was primarily negative. "Out
of the 43 respondents, 22 said no, twelve an-

swered yes, and eight did not answer or had
no opinion."

The study was conducted as a questionnaire

distributed to 140 staff members, forty three

of which returned the forms. The low return

rate was attributed by both PIRGers and
Business Manager Shane Riorden to the fact

that many workers at first believed that the

questionnaire had come from the College.

This same reason was given in the report for

the large number of comments favorable to

the college.

Chairman of the study group Ron Lanoue
told the ReAd that MassPIRG was. "just

publicizing the report for the moment," but

that he hopes the college would take action on

their recommendations,

Other aspects of the report, compare maie-

female pay scales, overall college pay with

that of area employers and pay scales bet-

ween different areas of the college.

Business Manager Riordan, who is quoted
extensively throughout the report, told the

ReAd that the report "was interesting" but

that he did not have time to comment on it at

the moment.
In comparing pay scales, the students noted

that matrons earn about "$2.35 or so" per

hour, while janitors earn $3.10 to $3.25 per

hour for similar work. However, unionized

janitors at North Adams State College, are

paid approximately $3.75, says the report.Q

by Peter Hillman
In years past the traditional Spring

Weekend served simply as an "excuse"
weekend. Little went on, there was no
dominant theme to it all—Spring Weekend
was an excuse to have your girlfriend (or

boyfriend) make a journey to Williams, or it

was an excuse for many to let the books ride

and go golfing. Last year, at the last of the

annual Agard Lawn Parties, some of the

more illustrious members of Gurgle, the

college drinking fraternity, used Spring
weekend as an excuse to use people's

stomachs for trampolines. Last year, they

served knuckle sandwiches in the rain at

Agard, and many people took the opportunity
to go berserk and Agard lost one of their

prized possessions when somebody used
Spring Weekend as an excuse to put a bowling
ball through the Agard television set.

Spring Weekend '74, under the imaginative
and energetic direction of Dick Hawes and
Barb Allen, the college social co-chairmen, is

shaping up as a whole new ballgame. With the

theme "Dixieland Weekend" as a

springboard, the co-chairmen have scheduled
a variety of activities in the spirit of their

highly-successful Winter Carnival events.

The ACEC gets the weekend off to an ex-

citing start with a concert Friday night in the

Field House. The headliner is Maggie Bell,

Britain's favorite blues singer, a performer
many have favorably likened to the late Janis

Joplin. But Maggie Bell, the ACEC promises,
has a unique style and warmth of her own.
The James Montgomery Blues Band willalso

appear with Miss Bell—tickets sell for $2.50,

and the show begins at 8 p.m.

The Varsity Lacrosse team meets what
may be their toughest opponent of the season,

the University of Massachusetts, on the fields

Saturday at 2 p.m.; Track faces Middlebury,
with the track starting at noon and the field

events scheduled for 1 p.m.; even the Rugby

Dixie Weekend'

Spring in style

British hhtes singer Maggie Bell will highlight Spring Weekend. Concert preview on page

team joins in the weekend's festivities, with a

match against the Concord Rugby Club at 2

p.m.

But Saturday afternoon will mark this

year's new spirit of actually doing something
exciting and different on a Spring Weekend,
for this year Dick and Barb plan six different

events, all taking place at "Poker Flats" (the

area between the Stetson Apartments and the

Cole Field House) beginning after the

Lacrosse game—around 4 p.m.—and running

right up until the special College Saturday
night dinner.

Tiredof paying exorbitant prices to fill your
car's gas tank? Fed up with dohng out money
to fly-by-night mechanics who leave your
automobile in more wretched shape than

when you took it into the shop? Do you feel

insignificant when you see what immense
power your gas station can wield over your
life and happiness? Well, Dick and Barb are
offering everybody a chance to join in a "Car
Demolition." "We provide the mallets and the

sledgehammers," the co-chairmen explain,

"and a car. We'll probably charge everyone a

dimfe or so to demo the car, but just think of

all the fun you can have taking frustrations

out on what has become the happiest and
most miserable of symbols of American life."

And then there's a "Grease Pole." Just a

tall, typical flagpole doused in grease—with a

twenty-dollar bill flying from the top.

EverytKxiy can get a chance, one-by-one, to

get that twenty dollars. If that's not your idea

of a fun afternooq maybe you'd like to try to

catch a greased pig—and you'll have your
chance to do so and perhaps win the first prize

of a keg of t>eer in a fenced-off area in the

middle of "Poker Flats." You might win
some beer in all these events even if you're
not the winner, because, while Dick and Barb
are prohibited by state statute from serving
such liquid refreshment at the nuting, prizes
of beer "will be distributed quite liMrally."

please turn to page three
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Distribution

proposal

under fire
students and faculty questioned a number

of aspects of the Committee on Educational
Policy's report on distribution requirements

during an open meeting Friday. Professors

constituted a large majority of the 26 persons
attending the first of a series of open meetings
on the CEP report.

Jesse Marsh, student member of the CEP
who wrote a minority report opposing aspects

of the proposed requirements, summarized a
major objection to the proposal when he said,

""T'fKfnirthereTs'goiiig fo^'a 761 of liegatTve"

reaction just l>ecause it is a requirement."

The report recommended that students be
required to take at least one course in each of

four newly created categories and two
courses from among the present Division III

courses, at least one of which is not

mathematics.

Prof. William Gates, CEP chairman, in-

dicated that the committee had come up with

"more rational categories tlian we've had in

the past." The categories, he said, will

provide for much better counselling.

Rusty Day '74, also a CEP member,
suggested that the requirements were
necessary because students may not have the

background to select courses properly
without help.

However, Prof. William DeWitt and
Michael Darden '74 wrote in a minority

report, "This structure should be freed as

much as possible from requirements which do
little more than to frustrate and antagonize

the student."

Others suggested that the rationale of the

proposed requirement should be pubUshed in

the catalog, but there was no need to make the

requirements formal. "We could be more
effective" if we just make a statement. Marsh
noted.

Another proposed requirement, "Each
student would l>e required to take two ad-

ditional courses, one in each of two categories

outside the category of his major field, by the

end of (his) senior year," also drew questions

concerning its necessity.

Prof. Stuart Crampton said, "I'd be sur-

prised if you can find anybody who did not

fulfill this," suggesting, "It would only be a

burden on the Registrar's Office."

Earlier Crampton asked if the committee
has statistics dealing with the number of

students who go through Williams without
taking a natural science. Gates .said the
figures were not available..
Gates asked Associate Provost David Booth

if be could complete a study—before the
faculty meeting on whether recent graduates
would or would not have met the proposed
requirements. Gate's question came after a
number of queries similar to Crampton's.
Booth said, "It would be hard to do . . : f

would doubt it could be done in a month ... It

could better be done over the summer."
Booth said such a study would be difficult

because it may be difficult to determine
which social science courses dealt with the
study of thought (Category 5) and which are
more empirical (Category 3).

He also indicated that, if the proposed
requirements are approved, "elaborate book-
keeping" would be required. He suggested
that a study be done of the manpower im-
plications caused by changes in student

-Course -£hoire as—a..—result—of—flaw-
requirements.

Prof. Don Gifford noted that six of the
twelve colleges in the Twelve College Ex-
change Program have no divisional

requirements. Of the other six schools,

Williams has the lowest requirement, six

courses. Under the CEP proposal, Williams
would require eight courses. Of the six with

requirements only Williams has no natural

science requirement.

The proposal would require students to take

a natural science. Gates indicated, in reply to

a question, that the committee felt it was
sufficient if students were in contact with a

person who works in a scientific lab, so that

the science requirement need not be a lab

science,

A large proportion of the discussion was
centered around the "two additional courses"

requirement. Crampton questioned if the

objective of this requirement is to have
students take advanced courses outside their

major, why not require 200-level courses. He
said he was not necessarily advocating this

revision.

Booth pointed out that it would be difficult

to require "advanced courses" to meet the

requirement because it would be difficult to

define advanced courses. Juniors and seniors

would be taking 101 courses to meet the

requirement, one faculty member said

suggesting, "Why not require two courses in

one area to insure advanced courses?"

One student said that students did not know
about the meeting and the report and
requested that another meeting be held on the

distribution requirements. Gates said he

would try to hold one. Copies of the report had

been sent to the faculty and placed in

residential houses before the meeting, but the

RecordAdvocate, which printed the full

report, appeared after the meeting. Q

Week-long
Vigil for

Vietnam
A week long series of speakers, discussions,

and activities on the continuing warfare in

Indochina will be sponsored by the Northern
Berkshire Community for Non-Violent
Alternatives from April 21-26.

The group will be maintaining a week long,

24 hour a day vigil in front of Hopkins Hall on
the Williams College campus, in which
sympathetic persons are Invited to par-
ticipate. The vigil will center around a life

size tiger cage, identical to those currently in

use in South Vietnamese prisons.

..I!l'L..S£U.YitLe§_ <rf. the week win h«>

Tiighlighted by a silent, two hour candlelight
vigil for peace on Friday evening at 8:00 P.M.
at the Hopkins Hall location. Interested
persons are particularly urged to attend this

final event of the week.
Entitled "Reflection, Reaction, Renewal—

A Week of Concern on Indochina", the week is

seen as a way of focusing attention upon the
state of war which exists in that area despite
the cease-fire signed over a year agq.
Some of the concerns to be explored include

the current military and political situation in

Southeast Asia, the torture of prisoners in

Vietnamese jails, and the fate of "the
forgotten victims of the continuing war"—the
children of Vietnam. A Congressional letter-

writing campaign will continue throughout
the week at the Hopkins Hall vigil location.

Typewriters, stationery, and Congressional
addresses will be available.

On Sunday, April 21 at 7:30 p.m., Jean-

Pierre Debris, a h rench citizen imprisoned

for two and one half years in Chi Hoa prison in

Saigon, will speak about the torture of

prisoners in Vietnamese jails. He will also

show the highly regarded British film on the

same subject, "A Question of Torture." Both

events will take place in the Weston Language
Center and are open to the public.

On Tuesday, April 23, Russell and
Irene Johnson, American Friends Service

Committee experts on Indochina, will discuss

their recent four month visit to Southeast

Asia. Russell Johnson will speak in Weston
Language Center at 4:00 on the present

prospects for peace in Southeast Asia. Irene

Johnson will speak at 4:00 at the Women's ~

Center, Park Hall, on the changing role of

women in Vietnamese society.

On Thursday, April 25, Williamstown

residents Robert and Jane Carey Peck will

speak on the effect of Uie war on tlje children

(rf Vietnam. The Pecks have long been active

-in-Atd^}hildren -Today.a^-tocaUy Htosed-

campaign to provide aid to the ToAm nursery

in Saigon. They will speak at 4:00 p.m. in the

Weston Language Center living room.

On Friday evening, April 26, the Northern

Berkshire Community for Non-Violent
Alternatives will host a Community Potluck

Supper at the First Methodist Church on the

corner of Water and Main Streets. Par-'

ticipants are Urged to bring food to share at

the supper, and if possible, their own utensils.

The supper will begin at 6:00 p.m., and will

end shortly before 8:00 p.m. to enable those

who so wish, to join the candlelight vigil in

front of Hopkins Hall.

The vigil, a two hour silent witness of

concern, will climax the activities of the

week.

For more information on any of these

events, one should contact Bob Stacey (597-

6851), Rosalie Anders (458-8318), or Brewster

Rhoads (663-9290). D

Study at government expense this summer
U.S. Rep. Silvio 0. Conte, R-Mass., and Sen. Edward W. Brooke announced -

April 9 that the National Science Foundation has awarded grants to support
guided research or independent study this summer at three First Congressional
Dbstrict schools.

The schools will participate in the Foundation's Undergraduate Research
Participation Program with projects devoted to the energy problem or the
improved management or use of renewable resources.

Williams College has been awarded a $20,560 grant It will support a program
for 12 students in the area of renewable resources. Henry W. Art of the Center
for Environmental Studies will serve as director. Applications will be accepted until

next Tuesday, April 23.

It 's official

In a meeting of the Regional Board of Directors of MassPIRG at Clark

College on April 10, the Certification Committee admitted MassPIRG at Williams

as a full member of MassPIRG. Several other schools who had been funded hy

less than 50 per cent of their student bodies were also certified. This means that

the local organization retains full voting privileges in all Regional Board decisions.

Maggie Bell

headlines

Spring show
On Friday, April 26, the All Colle^ En-

tertainment Committee will present a night of

boogie and blues with Maggie Bell and her

band, and the James Montgomery Blues

Band.

Maggie Bell is currently on her first

American tour as a solo artist. For the past

two years, she has been voted by English rock

critics as the best female vocalist in England.

That reputation has been solidified in the U.S.

with the release of her first solo album on

Atlantic Records, "Queen of the Night". One
critic reviewing the album noted favorably

that "she aspires to fill Janis Joplin's roll in

rock."

Maggie's current tour is not her first visit to

• the U.S.; she toured here several years ago
with Stone the Crows, which was reviewed as

one of the l>est performing bands in England
four years ago. She has also worked in

England with Rod Stewart and the Faces,

most notably on their album "Every Picture

Tells A Story. " She has also worked with Long
John Baldry and appeared in the Rainbow
Theater production of Tommy, the rock

opera, as the acid queen.

Loraine Alterman, writing in the most
recent edition of Rolling Stone, de8cril>es

earlier stops on the tour: "Bell arrived in

Santa Monica and exploded onto the

stage . . . The knockout number of the night

was Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee's
"Penicillin Blues." 'I got bad blood baby,' she

sang. 'Looks like I need a shot' She turned the

words into the reality of a woman needing her

man and the audience gave out with those

httle 'oh yeahs' and whistles that only the best

soulful singers inspire."

At the Academy of Music in New York: "At

the midnight show, Maggie was greeted with

wild cheers to which she responded with a

gutsy, earth-mother performance."

The James Montgomery Blues Band comes

direct from the bad boys in Boston tradition of

the J. Geils Band. A Boston paper called a

recent Montgomery performance "one of the

finest boogie shows we've ever seen. The

crowd demanded two encores and tried for

three. The band almost blew them out of the

hall with their high-energy rhythm and

blU€S."

Tliis Spring Weekend concert takes place in

Lansing Rink at 8 p.m. Tickets for Williams

students are only $2.50; non-student tickets

are $3.50. Tickets will be on sale in all major

dining halls beginning on Friday.

"At the start of the tour, Maggie had said:

"Look, making an album is great but going

onstage is another thing. I dig working on

stage. I'm a live person. I'm an entertainer

and, let's fact it people want to be en-

tertained. That's what I do.'
"

[3
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Which brings us to the "Pie-Eating Con-

test," in the Dixieland tradition. This is, Dick

and Barb note, "our sequel to the Winter

Carnival tricycle race." The first catch is that

no hands will be allowed. The second catch is

that the pie will be chocolate cream. "It will/|

the judges note, "be a wide-open contest"

Each house is requested to enter one par-

ticipant, and independent entries will be

permitted. Prizes, to help stuff the pies down,

will be awarded to not only the winner but

also the "Biggest Slob, " "Most Appropriate

Dress," and whatever else strikes the judges'

sense of amusement.
Proceeding from the motto: "We're looking

for things that are pleasing to the crowd—
everything and anything goes"—Dick and

Barb plan a "Beauty Contest" to go along

with the pie-eating, grease pole, car

demolition, greased pig, and a student-faculty

Softball game as "Poker Flats" events. There

is a catch to the beauty contest also, because

while the judges will be women the con-

testants will be guys dressing up as women
and trying to walk off with more prizes of

beer. But if a girl wants to get up there and

put on a show, the judges note, that's fine-

but they will be competing with garbed-up

Williams men for prizes in such categories as

"Most Glamorous," "Best Act,'" and "Most

Sensuous." (Students and Faculty interested

in showing off their "endowments in another

sort of endeavor, the Softball ^me, should

contact Vinny McLoughlin at 6036). All these

events come oft at 4 p.m.

The "Dixieland Weekend" theme enters the

dining halls of Williams Saturday night, with

the college planning gala special Dixie-like

dinners—grits and all. A number of Houses

also plan cocktail parties prior to the

Williams weekend food experience, where the

main liquid refreshment should appropriately

be "Rebel Yell." (or Jack Daniels, straight

please). And after dinner most of the Houses

are sponsoring parties. This is, after all, the

time of year when Williams men enviously

eye the sturdy Greylock walls.

Dick Hawes and Barb Allen count on this

year's Spring Weekend to be one of the social

year's highlights. With all their new ideas

going strong, for them the Weekend promises

to be a special one. It's still an "excuse"

weekend—but Uris year's Spring WeeJtend

will bean excuse to have'a good time. D

Problem Pregnancy
Concerned, qualified counselors are here

to share your problem. Pregnancy tests,

financial and material assistance,

adoptive, medical, and housing referrals

are confidentially provided in an at-

mosphere of compassion for you and your

child by volunteer professionals. We are a

non-profit service organization to provide

alternatives to abortion.

Call collect 443-3634 or drop in at 27 Nor^tl

St., Pittsfleld.

SENIOR YEAR0OK
PICTURjpi
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When W%
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Earth week springs forth

„ The environment will be the subject of discussion and various activities ^^
next weetE when the Committee on the Campus Environment sponsors its '

third annual "Earth Week." Daily luncheons are scheduled at the Center

for Environmental Studies (CES) to be followed by lectures and activities

in the afternoons and evenings.

The luncheons will feature various local groups who will attempt

to explain their environmental programs. AU^ctivities are open to the

public. /
Monday features a luncheon with MassPIRG at noon, discussion of alternative

lifestyles with John Bischof of North Bennington in the afternoon and a presen,ta-

tion by the Hoosic Bicycle Association in tl^ evening. The afternoon meeting

will be held a 1 4 p.m. in the Makepeace Room.
Sierra Club members will speak at Tuesday's luncheon. That afternoon the

Hoosic River Basin Envir»nmental Protection Association (HRBSEPA) will

sponsor a canoe trip. jR^ervations for the excursion, which will .leave Park Hall

at 2 p.m. on Tuesday' should be made by Monday with the CES. That evening,

MassPIRG will make a presentation on nuclear power to all interested persons.

Wednesday^U be "Bike Day" with all of Chapin Drive closed to motorized

traffic fromk^.-30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. The luncheon will feature the Outing Club

to be followed at 2 p.m. by a bike maintenance workshop on the steps of Chapin.

A panel discussion of the campus environment will take place Wednesday
"evififi^ng^ aT TfSffTri theFitch-PfospM ""^

Jay Prof. Henry Art, will include Peter Welanetz of B and G, Prof. Benjamin
Laboree, Prof. Sheafe Satterthwaite, Dagmar Bubriski and students Martha Bedell
and Evan Gifford.

The Hoosic River environmentalists will return for Thursday's luncheon. Jay
Shelton will hold a solar energy workshop that evening for those interested in

building solar heated structures.

Friday will return to bicycles. Al Ell from the Cyclery will speak at the / /
luncheonas well as lead a bike tour that afternoon. '' /

Environmental week will end on Friday night with a contra dance in Garfield
at7:30featuringJerryJenkinsandan"assortedband." /

THE KRONICK INSURANCE AGENCY
57 MAIN STREET 663-5341 NORTH ADAMS

Attention All Williams Students Subject: Auto & AAotorcycle Insurance
1. Wearenowaccepring 1974 Auto Insurance Applications and Renewals on Low Manual Rates

2. Time Payments 3. Immediate Plates and Insurance

4. Leading Companies—Fast Claim Service 5. All Ages
''

6. Compare our rates with those you are now paying.
""

RATES QUOTED ON REQUEST
WRITE OR PHONE TODAY FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
INSURERS TO WILLIAMS STUDENTS FOR OVER 30 YEARS

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
JOE DEWEY

FOR SOUND ADVICE . .

ELECTRONIC SUPPLY CENTER
32RIVER ST. Phone (413) 663 6828 NORTH ADAMS. MASS.

SALE — BOWMAR CALCULATORS
MODEL MX 20—was $59.95 now $49.88

MODEL MX 50— was $99.95 - now $69.88

MODEL MX 70 (with memory) —was $129.95 now $99.88

"COMPETITIVE PRICES"
Largest S. Most Complete Selection in the Area Open Thurs till 9 p m Sal till 1pm.

CAN OF 3 $2.^" 2 CANS FOR U.''

3 CANS FOR $6.^^

(white and yellow)

ALL TENNIS RACQUETS 30% OFF

Williams Co-op
Spring Street

ADIDAS ROM'S $13.««

one week only

The Established Tennis Store

Come and see why everyone is trying to keep up with us.

KITES &
FRISBEES

GOFF'S SPORTS, INC.
'Come see why no one can keep up with ua*

more Lecture
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organizing collections on many occasions.

Discussing early-American wallpapers on
May 8, the final lecture in the series, will be
Catherine Lynn Pranglamore, assistant
curator of decorative arts at the Cooper-
Hewitt Museum of Design in New York City.

A graduate of Sweet Briar College and the
University of Delaware, Frangiamore has
studied at St. Andrews University in Scotland,
at the Winterthur Museum and in England
under the British National Trust's Attingham
Summer program and tour ofEnglish country
houses. She followed this with independent
study in London and in Scandinavia.

In 1971 she participated in the International

Museum Training Program, a fellowship
program^ jointly sponsored by the In-
fernational Council of Museums, the New
York State Council on the Arts and the
Metropolitan Museum. Under this program
she spew a7THonth~orsHri^and"Trave^^^^^
principally iii Paris and London.
Mrs. Frangiamw-e is engaged in research,

under a grant from the National Endowment
for the Humanities matched by the
Wallcoverings Council, on wallpaper used in

the nineteenth-century in America, preparing
the manuscript for a book on wallpapers used
in America during both the eighteenth-and-
nineteenth-centuries which is to be published
by Praeger.

COLLEGE CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVE

Needed to sell Brand Name Stereo Com-
ponents to Students at lowest prices. HI

Commission, NO Investment required.
Serious Inquiries ONLYIFADCOMPONENTS
INC. 20 Passaic Ave., Fairfield, New Jersey

07006.

I
JERRY DIAMOND 201-227-6814

In conjuncUon with the lecture series, "tHg
Clark Art Institute will hold a special
exhibition of topic r^ted nineteenth-century
American items p,

more Ualy
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to jump leagues? Money is the name of the
game. More than a few professional athletes
will tell you that team loyalty is dead. Pro
sports is big business, and emotionalism, they
maintain, should not come into play when one
is talking about dollars and cents.

It's a rather depressing situation and no
relief is in sight My philosophy has always
been that when you run out of reasonable
team nicknames, it's time to stop expanding.
A few years back, clever names like the
Miami Floridians and the Oakland Oaks
began to get to me. But, when I heard of a

recent entry <in the World Football League
that wasgo'ng to call itself the Philadelphia -
BeH; I decided I'd had enough. The worst may
be yet to come, though—the WFL plans to

share its diluted product with Europe and the

Orient. I can see it naw, the Pisa Pies vs. the

Hiroshima Holocaust. You just know
Hiroshima will have a quarterback who can
throw the bomb. ^

McClelland
Press,

Inc.

Hallmark Cards

& Eaton Stationery

SPRINGS!.
Tel. 458-4720

WILLIAMSTOWN

Colonial Pizza

Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven Grinders

>\ '^' Spaghetti

50 SpringStreet - 458-9009 and 458-8014

open daily 9 a.m. to2a.m.
Breakfast daily 9a.m. to 11 a.m.

Oonuts, Coffoe
We make our own pizza dough daily

STt'DKNTS WELCOME

Sketch^^kid Vermont

expert /nstructiffnin the
scenic hi//t of Vermont

mm wni boixina ud all nhls
JHLI 7-27—M$0—LIMITID BliaLLMnT

mm—TRi MiwCs m wonaHop

OmlWlJ «0OU, PITT3R)IID, VT. 05763

BERKSHIRE AUTO HAUS, INC.
Route 20 at Holmes Rd.

Lenox, Moss.

(413) 499-4360

sounoN
TDM

The 74 Fox by
Audi gels
obout 25
miles to the gallon
Which (i otaout oveioge
lot an economy cof Ihe
Ihingii Ihe Fox isn I an
ecof^ofTly CO! Hsojporti
wdon UdoesOioSCirie
lecondi II bos sports cct
sleenng ond 5uspens:on As .jS

wellosTiont-wheeldn/o And
Ihe loci ihal you con buy a eat (hat
has all this (ond more) (o* o leosonoble
p'ice ptovides o foxy jolulion lo or>oth©f
problem OS v/oB

reKor/uii

NEW PORSCHE 914 911
Audi 100 LS

^li;'

in stock
Also Fln« S«i«ctlon of Usod Cars

25 minutos from Williams
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Women's crew
impressive vs.

Syracuse
••ik^-u-:^ :> ;'-*- )' bySueBlake

The Williams Women's Crew, a third place

finisher in last year's New Englands, traveled

to Washington, D.C over Spring "vacation"

to prepare for the spring season. Training

actually began in January with a program of

running, weight lifting, and rowing in the

indoor tanks. Due to the uncooperative

Berkshire climate, actual rowing in the crew

shell could not get underway until vacation

and the trip south. ——

—

_
—

__.-.:Coach- -George Mafcus^Tiad arranged for

several scrimmages with nearby crews. On

March 31st, the College Boat Club of

Philadelphia came to Washington to take on

the Purple crew and the Williams women
managed to hold their own against their

older, more experienced opponent over power

intervals otZO or 30 strokes. The Purple shell

started slowly, allowing their counterparts to

pull out quite handily in the first few pieces.

Once the Williams women put their minds to

it, however, the rest of the scrimmage was

even. The scrimmage was invaluable in

giving the Williams women an idea of how

well they could row and the results were

encouraging, to say the least.

Two other scrimmages, one in Charlot-

tesville against the University of Virginia,
and one in Washington against George
Washington U, rounded out competition in the

nation's capital. In both of these scrimmages,
the Williams shell was clearly superior.

On the way back to the Purple Valley, the

crew stopped in Chestertown, Maryland to

race Washington College. Williams rowed a

strong race, perhaps a bit over their heads at

30 strokes per minute, about 3 strokes or so

over what they had been rowing in practice

all week. The weather was horrendous. It was
cold, and a head wind of gale proportions

slowed things down considerably.

Spurred by the steadying example of

substitute stroke Laurie Abbott and cox Leigh

McCobb, the Purple managed to overcome
the weather pretty well, cruising home 16

seconds (aboutS lengths) ahead of their rival.

There were some rough spots in the race, but

on the whole it was a most encouraging way to

-begin-thB racing season;

Last Saturday, the Women's Crew jour-

neyed to Syracuse for a race on Lake
Onadoga, a course known for its strong winds.

Sure enough, by the time the race got un-

derway, a strong crosswind was blowing the

shells towards shore and dumping waves into

'

them at a furious rate. /

But, despite the rough conditions, the

Williams boat got off to a strong start and had

just begun to pull out in front of Syracuse

when the starter signalled a false start. Once
again, the boats were lined up and the star-

ting commands given. This time, the first four

strokes went perfectly for Williams. Then it

got sloppier as the conditions began to make
their presence felt.

The Purple crew settled down, however,

and was soon rowing 31 strokes-per-minute

fairly 8olidly. Gradually, the pace dropped to

a very sfarong 29 strokes-a-minute and
Williams began to really move on Syracuse,

opening up a one-length lead over a stretch of

about 20 to 30 strokes. From there, it was just /
a matter of pounding out the strokes an^
widening the lead. Once again, WilliaAis

crossed the line 16 seconds ahead of tlje op-

position.

This Saturday, the crew travels to-fioston to

meet MIT who was fairly strong in 1973. The
team then treks to Princeton next week for a

dual meA. The only homerheet is at Lake
Onota in Pittsfield on Sunday, May 5, against

Radcliffe, Conn. College, U.Mass., and
Barnard. /
This year, Williams also has a racing pair,

in addition to the^ight. The pair will be rowed
by Heather Ne^, last year's varsity cox, and

-Ginny_Senei(r, a freshman. Because few
colleges ^KaveTactng pairs;- -the- -Purple

twosonoe will have trouble finding com-
petition. They will have a race at MIT this

weekend and hopefully some further com-
petition can lie found before the Eastern
Sprint Championships on May 12.

There are four returning oarswomen from
last year's varsity: Anne Eisenmenger at 3,

Gay Symington at 6, captain Lee Nash at 7,

and Susan Blake at stroke. The rest of the

crew looks like this: Wendy Collins, bow,

Anno Saxenian at 2, Laurie Ablwtt at 4, Beth
itardesty at 5, and Leigh McCobb at cox. The
boat looks strong once again, even stronger

than it was last year. There is still some work
needed on technique, but the future looks

promising

CINEMA I
GEORGE C. SCOTT

Day of the Dolphin

Matinee Wed.-Sun. 2 P.M.

Evenings 7-9

CINEMA II
DOUBLE FEATURE

ELLIOT GOULD
IN

Busting

and

Electro Glide in Blue

Showtimes 7 for Complete Performance

DOLLAR NITES - Men - Thurs.

Pri.Sat.Sun.

Students $1.50

Adults $1.75

Children under 12 $.75

Located in the

COLONIAL SHOPPING CTR.

OFFRt.2

CINEMA AT THE SHERATON

Superdod

and

Son of Flubber

Show/times 7 for Complete Performance

Dollar Nites — Mon. - Thurs.

entrance 40 Main St.

North Adams
take elevator to lower level

?
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Pete Hyde, Mike McGarr, and Mark Sisson [I. to r.], pictured here capturing the 1972

Little Three cross-country title, finished high among the 1700 runners competing in

Monday's 78th Boston Marathon. [Photo by Dick Langlois]

Baseball tops

Trinity in

ninth, 4-3
by NickCristiano

The Williams and Trinity baseball teams

exchanged gifts at Weston field on Tuesday

afternoon, but although Trinity was more
generous (two gifts to one) it took a check

swing bloop single by Mike McKelvey in the

bottom of the ninth to seal the 4-3 victory in

the season opener.

Williams was the first recipient. With two

outs in the bottom of the first, Dan Odre
walked and advanced to second on Mike
Bangser's single. Joe Newsome went in to run

for Bangser under the rule which requires a

pinch runner for the pitcher and catcher with

two outs. Brian Smith then lined a pitch which

the first baseman couldn't handle— then

couldn't find. By the time he did get it Odre
had scored and when the relay was bungled

by the infield, Newsome was able to use his

track speed to slide in under the tag for

another run.

Eph starter Ken Steinthal returned the

favor in the third when he balked in a run, but

both teams then became stingy until the

bottom of the eighth. Brad Iverson led it off

with the Ephs' third hit of the game and first

since the second inning. Mike McKelvey's

grounder forced him at second and then Jim
Trapp walked. When Donny Allison sent

McKelvey to third with a long fly to right.

Trinity took the opportunity to deliver

another gift. Dan Odre lifted a towering pop

fly between first and home, usually a routine

out. But the first baseman, playing it like a

man doing battle with a poisonous snake,

allowed it to fall from his hands. McKelvey
scored to give the Ephs a 3-1 lead.

Trinity tied it in the top of the ninth when
the side-arming Steinthal, probably weary
from going the whole distance and having to

chase his dog off the field, lost his control. He
walked the first batter and allowed him to

reach second on a wild pitch to the next man.

He eventually walked that batter also. Both

runners were moved up on a sacrifice bunt

and the bases were loaded when the following

batter beat out a slow grounder to shfirt. The
next batter drove in one run with a fly to right

field and the following better lined the

game-tying hit past Allison at second.

Iverson saved another run with an excellent

backhand stop at shortstop, but couldn't get

anybody out, thus loading the bases agaiil .

Coach Briggs lifted Steinthal for Tom
Villanova, who got the next hitter to pop up.

The Ephs had to get the winning run en-

tirely on their own. Lead-off hitter Brian

Smith walked and was replaced by Newsome.

Pete Eshelman then laid down a perfect bunt

and beat the throw to firrt. Newsome im-

mediately proceeded to steal third, and

scored whenr McKelvey dropped his hit over

the first baseman's head, just inside the line.

r That could also have been a gift, depending on

how you look at those things.

The errors and mental mistakes marred

what was actually a fine pitching duel bet-

ween Steinthal and Dave Kuncio. After being

victimized in the first, Kuncio set the Ephs
down in order for five straight innings ( third

through the seventh). He effectively handled

the heart of the Eph batting order: Allison, 0-

4; Odre, 0-2; Bangser, 1-4; Smith, 0-1; and

Matteodo, 0-4, and gave up only three hits

while striking out seven. But he was backed

by an unsteady infield, and the only mistake

he really made all day was letting the first

baseman handle Odre's pop-up.

Steinthal was not quite as sharp but

managed to work out of a few small jams,

which bases on balls got him into. He did get

help from his fielders though, and that was
the difference. Catcher Mike Bangser threw

out two basestealers and shortstop Brad
Iverson made two excellent backhand stops,

one leading to a double play and the other

saving that run in the ninth. Steinthal himself

only gave up four hits and struck out three in

his 8 and two-thirds innings of work, but he

walked nine. His failure to get the last out also

cost him the victory; Villanova got credit for

it.

The lack of hitting by the Ephs, though not

totally acceptable, is to be expected this early

^ the season, especially after a two-week

layoff. The brisk winds and chill in the later

innings also didn't help the batters loosen up.

It's just as well that it was cool though— this

weekend the Ephs travel to Maine for games
with Colby and Bowdoin. pi

Track rips

Judges, falls

to Albany
by Scott Lutrey & Pete Farwcll

Two years ago, with Weston Field under a

blanket of snow, the Williams track team
upset Brandeis in the confines of Towne Field

House and the Judges went home speaking of

a robbery. Last year at Brandeis the Ephs
bowed by 14; expected margin this year, also

at Brandeis, was to be much greater. It was:
Williams by 30, 96-62. Throughout the meet
the Purple saW their lead mount while waiting

for the ro<rf to drop in, and it never did.

Scott Perry scored in five events; Jeff

Elliott won two sprints and ran on a winning

relay team; Mike Reed added both hurdle

events and ran on both winning relays; Rich
Remmer won two weight events and picked

up a miscellaneous point for third in another.

The Ephs won twelve of eighteen events,

slatightering Brandeis in the field, while

edging them on the track.

Remmer won the shot and discus. Carmen
Palladino and §teve Kelly adding thirds in

those events. Theft, Palladino-Remmer went
two-three in the hammer while Tom Detmer
and Charlie Safford scored one-two in the

javelin. ^ .

Perry bounced 21' 8" to win the long jump,

Mike Schiffmiller won th^ triple jump, Joe

Bonn and Perry added thirds. Dave
McLaushrv and Ron .Eastman easily ran

away with the pole vault and Dave Parker

took second in the high jump.

On the track Elliott, Reed, Parker, and

Perry combined to win the 440 yard relay, the

race being won by the first exchange. Then,

when Ken Leinbach ran 4:25.5 in the mile and

couldn't place, things began to go properly

bleak. But Elliott blazed to a 50.2 win in the

440, trailed by Parker in 51.1 in third and the

Ephs were tampering with the script again.

Reed won the Itigh hurdles in a strong 15.3

clocking, with Ed Carpenter finishing a

distant, but point-scoring third. Perry and
Bill Null ran 10.6 into a moderate wind to take

two-three in the 100. Battling all the way,

Safford turned in a li58Ji lulfmile,^ losing to

only one of his highly-touted foes.

Reed returned, to jog to victory in the 440

,

intermediate; working a Utile harderStan Fri

took second:ElltrnrsufpTIsed'everybniewIfHX^

22.8 tape buster in the 220, Perry was third.

Stubbornly sticking to predictions, the

distance crew managed to get swept in the

three mile.

With Brandeis stacking the mile relay fast

to slow, Dave McCormick and a well-worked

Parker led off to an impressive deficit. The
Fri more impressively closed the gap to two
yards and Reed cruised to another unex-

pected Purple victory to wrap up the meet.

[Traveling correspondent . . . Farwelt]

At Albany, Coach Farley's Purple
tracksters struck a crushing blow to State's

inflated pride, if not to their nearly un-

blemished record. The Great Danes have lost

but one or two meets over the last five years
and envisioned little difficulty in Wed-
nesday's meet, but found they had to

scramble for every point to escape with a 76-

69 margin.

Undaunted, the Ephs opened with a sen-

sational 440 relay that set a precedent to be

followed all along the track. Jeff Elliott, Mike
Reed, Dave Parker, and Scott Perry blitzed to

a 44.1, alerting Albany to the task it was to

face. These four stalwarts all returned to

record further victories and figure in the

majority of the Ephs' scoring. Perry, im-

proving with every meet in his thus-far short
careeivflew to firsts in the long jump (21' 7")
and 100 J^ard dash ( lO.O) . The latter was ruled
to be slightly wind-aided. Scott also copped a
second in thea^ and a third in the triple jump
as Mike Schiffmiller was second, losing by a
scant three inches^ «
Iron-man Elliott rtiiat is, all except his

tender feet) provided tm^ gutsy come-from-
behind sprints in the quar^r mile (first in

50.9), 220 (third in 23.4), and mile relay. Paul
Shells, Stan Fri, and Reed held the yard lead

throughout that last running event to put

Williams in front 67-60 at what would nor-

mally be the end of the meet In the delayed

javelin and high jump events, the Ephs could

muster no more than third places despite the

valiant efforts of Tom Detmer and Dave
Parker, respectively

Parker had already done more than his

share: chasing Elliott in the 440 finish and
leading Williams' sweep of the 220 in 22.9

Meanwhile, Reed completely outclassed the

field in his hurdle specialties, flashing pic-

ture-book form in the high hurdles for a tracl<

record of 15.0 and a terrific early-season lime

of 56.1 in the intermediates. Mike was nearly

upstaged by Fri's rendition of the blind

staggers over the last liurdle, necessitating a

dramatic photo-finish for third place.

The final Eph high came in the pole vault,

where Ron Eastman and Dave McLaughry
were head and shoulders above Albany's

stickmen. Unfortunately, the weight men
could muster a sole third place in the discus

by Rich Remmer (124' 3"), and the distance

corps (or corpse following certain marathon
efforts) has not yet found itself. Budding stars

Ken Leinbach in the mile (4:28.5) and Charlie

Safford in the 880 (1:58.5) managed strotig

seconds (at dinner too) with good strategic

races that fell justshort, but for the most pari

Albany was overloaded with distance aces.

All in all, it was Williams' most impressive

team effort in eight years, and despite the

defeat it appears the cindermen have a

chance to be victors in all of their six

remaining meets, beginning Saturday against

a strong Southern Connecticut squad at home
on Weston Field track. n

Daly on Sports

Expansion
In 1959 there were nine teams in the NBA, 16

teams in major league baseball, 6 teams in

the NHL, and 12 teams in professional foot-

ball. Now, just 15 years later, there are 17

teams in the NBA and 10 more in the rival

ABA, 24 teams in major league baseball, 16

teams in the NHL and a dozen more in the

WHA, and 26 teams in pro football.

As if that weren't enough, a new World
Baseball League is in the works and the

National Football League, after six glorious

post-merger years, is presently being raided

by the fledgling World Football League,
which plans to begin operations this summer.
True, the interest in athletics has

skyrocketed in this country in the last decade
and a half, but has it grown to such immense
proportions that this nation can and will foot

the bill for five and possibly seven
professional leagues? Is it worth the price of

admission to watch the San Diego
Conquistadors square off agaiast the Mem-
phis Tarns? Or the Edmonton Eskimos puck
around with the Vancouver Blazers? What's it

going to be like when we hirn on the TV set

this August and a Birmingham Americans-
Chicago Fire football game is on?

A quick quiz:

What teams were the charter members of

the AkA?
Whos is the president of the WHA?
How many balls equal a walk in the World

Baseball League?
Who exactly is Harvey Marlatt? Or is it

Marlatt Harvey?
Who cares?

The last question is what the situation boils

down to. The dilution of talent in professional
athletics in the past 15 years has been
staggering. Franchises have popped up in

places like Teaneck, N.J. Athletes who might
hot have been able to make it far past the first

cut back in the 1950'8 are commanding
salaries upwards of $50,000. Collegians have
sometimes been so bewildered by the number
of professional leagues they have to choose
.from that thgy sign with more than one. The
result, of course, are interminable court

battles, wasting both time and money— the

players' time and the fans' money.

With established stars jumping from league

to league, wherever the grass is greener,

salaries have increased markedly. The

average NBA player makes around $95,000 a

year; the average NHL player nets close tii

$55,000. That's a lot of hockey pucks. Who
picks up the tab? The fan, of course, who is

rewarded with rapidly increasing ticket

prices and a steadily decreasing quality of

play.

I strongly suspect that I am speaking for

more than just myself when I say that it's

time pro sports stepped back and took a good

look at itself. There never was and there

never will be a $600,000-a-year coach. Yet.

remarkably, that's what they're paying the

San Diego Conquistadors' Wilt Chamberlain,

who doesn't usually bother with such

trivialities as attending practice sessions. He

leaves these inconveniences to the team

trainer.

$1,000 per at bat? Sounds absurd, doesn't if

That's how much Dick Allen of the Chicago

White Sox collected last season.

Stories like the two above are, un-

fortunately, not as rare in professional

athletics as one might imagine. Fifty years

ago. Babe Ruth caused quite a furor when he

signed a contract which called for a salary

greater than that of the President of the

United States. In 1974, at least 20 professional

athletes earn more than $200,000 a year.

Someone, it is clear, must draw the line

somewhere, before pro sports gets com-

pletely out of hind. But who? Baseball

commissioner Bowie Kuhn? NBA kingpin

Walter Kennedy? Neither seems a likely

candidate.

There have been quite a few newspaper and

magazine articles written recently which

bemoan the end of the American hero. Where

are the sports heroes of 1974? Where are the

Babe Ruths, the Jim Thorpes, the Maurice

Richards, and the Bill Russells?.

Renegotiating their contracts? Threatening

•JMH! turn to pafl> fovj
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College seeks

$50 million

in fund drive
The College last weekend launched a

campaign for major new capilal gifts, with

the objective of raising $50 million by 1980.

The campaign will be the largest in Williams'

history.

Announcement of the campaign, to be

known as "The Capilal Fund for the Seven-

-4ies^i!—came^heiure- a- large.- gathering-of-

alumni and friends in Williamstown.

President John W. Chandler of Williams

stated that the college "has maintained its

equilibrium and a healthy continuity with its

long history. It has kept a clear and steady

sense of purpose, and its capacity for social

good has never beeri greater than now. But-

that capacity has to be nurtured and im-

proved, and it has to be protected against the

cruel forces of inflation."

Preston S. Parish, chairman of the

Development Committee of the Board of

Trustees and of the campaign, announced

that Williams has already received $15

million in advanced gifts and pledges, in-

cluding $1.8 million from the Trustees.

Slightly more than half of these advanced

gifts were given to build and endow the John

Edward Sawyer Library, already under

construction aThd scheduled for completion in

1975.

Parish set a goal of $25 million for the next

three years. With the $15 million already in

hand, this will leave $10 million more to be

raised in the last three years of the decade.

Provost Stephen K. Lewis, Jr., stated that

two-thirds of the total, or $33.5 million, would

be allocated to endowment and only one-third,

or $17,150,000, to new construction and

renovation of buildings.

The largest bloc of endowment funds, $11

million, would be devoted to instruction. A
total of $7.5 million would be for nine new
professorships, while $2 million would be for

particular fields of study and $1.5 million for

assistant professor leaves.

Other endowment funds are designated as

follows: $4.5 million for student aid, $2.5

million for scivnaS^^ million for computer

operations, $1 Ml^wn for the Center for

Environmental Studies, and $8 million for

unrestricted, general purpose, and in-

stitutional development funds.

Library facilities are to receivc$5 million in

endowment funds for operations and main-

tenance, as well as $5,350,000 in physi(?al plant

funds.

New art, music, and athletic facilities

hifihlight the plans for new construction. $3

million is designated for new art facilities.

$2.3 million is allocated for a new music

building and the concurrent renovation of

Chapin Hall. Both sums include endowments

to maintain the buildings. With $.!00,000,for

^B^^MH^B
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Where the ReAd went
We of the ReAd staff feel that an apology to the College community is in

order. To be efficient a newspaper must be published with some continuity

to assure that important events can be reported on, and that a forum for

opinion is available to those dissatisfied with the state of the College. In the

past month the ReAd has failed to establish a continuity which could fulfill

these requirements and in doing so has missed several important issues and

stories.

It should be pointed out, however, that this situation developed out of

necessity, not choice. Quite simply, the ReAd had run out of money.

Specifically, revenues from subscriptions had sagged, and more" im-

portantly the projected upturn in advertising revenues didn't materialize

despite an increase in the advertising rates. The Ad department has done

quite a good job in the past few months in raising the amount of advertising

per issue. It was unable thpbgli tomake up for a slow first half-year.

Why advertising laggedbehind the projections is one instance of reality

^emasculating future hopes. Unfortunately it is upon such projections that

lJ|udgeisareJiased^andir<mi-wl)khjMidlsii^^^

Until next year's budget is approved, the ReAd exists on a hand-to-

Imouth basis. As of this issue, we will publish onceflnore next Thursday, and
once at graduation. In order to succeed in even this modest publication

schedule, we are forced to secure a loan from the College Council to be taken

fronffnext year's budget. But there is a problem here. If the funds come out

of next year's budget, it is quite probable, to say, the least, that the same
problem which the paper is experiencing now will only raise its ugly head
next spring. We hope this will be taken into account in next year's ap-

propriation.

The ReAd is quite a unique child who now lies in the hands of diffefTiit

parents. Born out of a merger of the Record and the Advocate, thg dual stall

which resulted was forced by its very structure to formulato a guiding

philosophy for their new offspring. Having served its fotihders well, we now
inherit this child without the same concilations and perspectives which
existed then. While the physical format of the paper still reflects these

persp)ectives, the concerns of the content do not.

Every staff needs a certain perspective on the news, or the paper they

produce will be soulless and inert. Thus during this unfortunate suspension
of publication, the present staff has hammered out its own direction, which
will provide an impetus for future continuity. ~ ^ .

Fasting in the ivorjrtowei^
Evejti in the best of times the countries south of the Sahara ^tfsert arc

among the poorest in the world. Now, in Mauritania, Senegal, Ni^or. I ppcr

Volta, Mali, Chad, Sudan, and Ethiopia the rains have failed for six to eij.ihl

years. Scientists estimate that, as a result of the droughty the Sahaia is

expanding into these countries at the unprecedented rat<^ of 30 niiU's pci-

year. If the process is not halfed soon, significant amounts of agricultural

land will be removed from production permanently at a time ol iiicrcasiii^i

world-wide food scarcity. /

News coverage of this insidious disaster has been scanty. These
countries have no oil, no strategic location, and now, no exportahic

agriculture. They are isolated from the larger world by distance, a lor-

bidding climate, and a lack of adequate transportation routes. Despite well

meaning governmental relief efforts, the need for food stuffs and
agricultural development continues to increase.

On May 15, a large group of Wijliams students will attempt to do their

small part to help alleviate this suffering. We encourage others to suppoit

them by either joining the fast oT pledging money to those who do.

CORHClSPONDEBfCE

I then discovered thai lh« conteslantN in

this beauty contest would be men dressed lilte

women. I am sure they will strive to our-

ladeedah ^heir fellows. I guess my sense of

humor is nut broad enough to include men
kxirlesquing female behavior; but then I have

never guffawed at black-face minstrel shows

either. Perhaps I'm too worried by such

college "hi-jinks" or whatever they call this

worn-out bit of slapstick, but L strongly

believe it is a device for persuading everyone

to laugh at women: Aren't we funny! And
wouldn't it be even more funny to have men
niibcing and waggling, imitating our bodios

and gestures'? N6, not very funny, but cer-

tainly insulting.

Unless the female impersonation is as
strong as Klip Wilson's Geraldine, it can only

be offensive to women. It i.sn'l likely thai

Cieraldine would willingly enter a beauty
contest, but once trapped, I can guess what
she would say to the judges: "What you s^ is

what you get!" . .:j;.>.;>. *- -<^^^—'——t.vnda Hundtz^n
"

.iU.

Not^much Dixie -

To the ^ilors:

It wafg dismaying enough to read the poster

adv^erfising the ludicrous, even offensive

events planned for this year's Spring

/Vl^eekend, but to have read the article which

appeared on the front page of the April 20th

issue of the RrAd was even worse. It is dif-

ficult for me to understand how such

ridiculous and embarrassing activities could
'- be greeted with such enthusiasm.

I have lived in the South for almost twenty

two years, and I can assure you that I have

never attended ^ party, nor have I even heard

of one, at which prizes were awarded for the

biggest slab, where automobiles were
demolished at 10 cents a hit, where people

buried their faces in chocolate cream pie, to

say nothing of chasing greased pigs and

climbing poles for twenty dollar bills. While

one or two of these activities may be con-

sidered humorous and entertaining for a

demo afternoon at "Poker Flats," the ad-

vertising of the lot as "Dixieland tradition" is

insulting and tnlalty inaccurate. ^

Incidentally, "Rebel Yell," a rarer good

bourbon (recommended in the iteAd article)

which' enjoys a limited distribution, for-

tunately is not sold above the Mason-Oixon
line, and will not have to be connected with

such indi(;nilies.

McKeldenSmithIII'74

r

Saturday's insult

April 26. 1974

To the editors:

When I read the announcement for a male
beauty contest on Dixieland Week-end I was
delighted. I thought, well, at last they have
stopped ogling women dressed up in high-

heels, bathing suits, and banners from the

nave to the chops (It's a good thing 'women
dress for women' on most occasions, or we
would always be cold, clumsy, and ham-',

strung with ribbons announcing our native

soil). I thought, now men can see what it is

like U) be measured, weighed, and examined
nice prize hogs.

w'bean
''lixn^'S^.

Kngl'sh Department

I, too, find the beauty contes

l.iz Krank
',' '. '; Knglish D^partnient

Come a long way?

To the editors:

Hasn't Williams conieS^a long way since

those spring weekend^when Williams men
sought to (L'onvince-;Aeir importfd lovelies

just what Willianis men they were'? Now we
have a sprina weekend contest- For Men
Only- to exhibit the "feminine" glamour and
sensuality qfihe Willianis men. From bulging

biceps tp- balloon-bulged sewaters, even
spring /Weekend frivolity granted- that's

cute,/ ._

Sincerely, .

Martha INI. Ciiaklrv

Miller, in his ceasehws search for the "good
life." once defined the word good to mean
anything that was stimulating, the word bad
to mean unytliing that was boring. The only
requirement fur achieving the "good life,

"

and nut the "bad life," is pieqty of stimuli.

Unfortunately, the universe being what it ig^

the total amount of available stimuli is

probably a constant. If so. there would be a
limit to its continued increase, while ennui
would know no bounds. But, assuming that

there is a direct correlation between "in-

telligence" and the need for stimulation, the

protilem could be solved, not by increasing

stimuli, but by decreasing intelligence. In

man's headlong descent into the dungeon of
rationality, he is rapidly exhausting Mother
Nature's ability to keep him occupied. The
"good life" lies l>ack in the garden.

How can it beachieved'? The solution comes
from if n idea by one Professor Shockley^ cast

rewards tor anybody ol high intelligence who
Afoluntarily submits to sterilizatJon._ILthe^

rewards were sufficTenlly high, and if they

were complemented by a little bit of per-

secution on the side, it would.only be a matter
of a few generations before these un-

desirables were eliminated from the
population. The course of evolution would
take a giant leap in a brave new direction.

An even niftier solution, one that would be
immediately effective, would be cash
rewards for voluntary euthanasia. If (he

government instituted a
. KM) per cent

inheritance tax, the rewards could be made
ii'i-esisiahly high without any threat of

depletion of capital.

In such circumstances.
. the problem of

boredom rea|ly would become academic.

,T,i' • •" AndyCulberl'7«

// 'j no put on

Campus boredom

To the editors:
^

A topic of conversation Ihal is occurring

with ever increasiiiy frcfjuency these days is

the problem of boredom on campus. Having a

rather severe scK'ial conscience, this stale of

;iri;iirs has caused nie a great deal of anxiety.

After spending .several sleepless night.s

pondering the silualion. I devised the

lollowing scheme:
The noted American philosopher, Henry

To the editors:

Will somebody please explain to me wha( 1

Iwve missed'.' There are a great number of

people on campus and across the nation who
are convinced that (Juru Maharaj Ji is some
kind ^pul on. I am silling in an obviou.s

minrffily believing he is not (to.say theleasli.

Now, I think I have adequate intelligence and
common sense, but obviously I've missed
somelhing, or else a lot of other people have.

In the interest of finding out which is the case,

salsang- informal discussions (literally

Iransalled "company of truth") will be held

Tuesday and Tfiursday evenings at 7:30 in

room Z\ (iludden Hou.se. If you've got an
opinion, or are just inleresled in exploring
what this whole scene is about, please come.
I'm open to suggestion. .-

Sincerely. -, .
•

David K. Fowlc 'Tfi

X
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Shoot the dog

The Second Sting
i

^ by Peter Hillman

If Academy Awards could be given out for

outstanding performances this past weekend
' Maggie Bell would not win one. In case her

generally uninspired performance has been
forgotten Maggie Bell was the one who played

Friday night in between James Montgomery
Blues Band and The Log. Maggie Bell looked

^—as if Williams College was the last place on
'- earth she wanted to play for. It was. When she

had finished the minimum performing time

established ,^y jjer^contract Maggie *ell
turned her back to the audience and ran down
the stairs of the stage and then dashed as

' quick as her legs would carry her out of the

hockey rink. Her manager held the door for

her. It was the first time in a long time that

Williams people did not stomp their feet and

t,
light matches and ask for more. If Academy
Awards could be given out for performances

this past Spring Weekend, then Maggie Bell

would get an Oscar for negative achievement

in the performing arts.

The Award for Best Sports Performance by

a Visiting Team would go to the University of

Massachusetts, who play lacrosse the way
Indians dream it might be played. They are

the ninth best team in the nation, and they

asserted this ranking Saturday afternoon in

rolling over the Williams varsity. The only

consolation for the Eph laxmen is that now
the worst of the schedule is behind them, but

they still have a long way to go to match last

year's championship performance.

The Award for Best Production goes to

Barb Allen and Dick Hawes, who organized

the Dixieland Carnival activities down in

Poker Flats. There were a few problems: the

greased pigs were a couple of wposies, and
the greased pole was a bit too steep. And yet

there were many memorable moments—Ed
Case winning the pie eating contest in fine

fashion; Harry Jackson pircjuetting before us

in the Beauty Contest ("My right leg is

Christmas, my left leg is Easter—why don't

you come up between the holidays

sometime?"); the Great Demo and Andy
Morrow going after the engine with two

terrific sledgehammers in the cak^
demolition; Rudy Conklin evoking memories
of Mack Sennett when he turned the pie-

eating finale into a grand free-for-all; the
Candidate, John Berringer, dangerously
confronting an inebriated electorate from the
back seat of his open touring car, and passing
out campaign propaganda.
But the big Award has to go to Carter,

Bascom, Fitch, and the Fort, because
Saturday night they brougW The_ SiJn^to_
WiliiamstbWri,"in theffTiig casino high in the

Greylock Dining Hall. The Gladden dining
room became a Dixie tune-filled dance floor,

thfe Carter and Hopkins dining rooms were
filled with many tables for roulette and black-

jack and poker. On the side stage the piano
player and his men belted out Scott Joplin
songs and everything from "Won't You Come
Home, Bill Bailey" to ''Alexander's Rag
Time Band."
And through it all moved the boss, Pete

Zaccagnino, "Mr. Zach," resplendent in his

white coat with the bright red rose in the

lapel, looking like a cross between Mr. Rick
and Doyle Lonnegan, handling any and ail

problems of the casino with a firm order and
command. And from all around the casino

Mr. Zach's aides came to him with their

problems, Somebody notoriously shifty had
taken over the blackjack deal at Table Three.

A guy was trying to bust the house on the 2 for

one red odds at roulette. The popcorn

machine was stuck. The poker dealer was out

of chits. A guy from Bascom House wanted to

get in but.didn't have a ticket. Throughout the

night, as the little problems popped up, Mr.

Zach handled it all with a Newman-like
aplomb and skill that was a joy to watch, and
meanwhile the piano player launched into a

medley of "Maple Leaf" and "The En-

tertainer" from The Sting, and people got up

to dance and there was some very good

Charleston. The wheels went spinning around

and chits kept changing hands, and Mr. Zach
could be proud, because, along with Barb
Allen and Dick Hawes, he had pulled off the

social event of the year. D

Moving,

motivating

experience

records, etc., are urged to call Bob Stacey

(597-6851), Brewster Rhoades (663-9290),

Rosalie Anders (458-8318), orKen Kessel (597-

One organizer commented, "For those who
participated in the vigil lines especially, the

week was a moving, and hopefully a

motivating, experience. With enough
sustained Congressional pressure, perhaps
finally we can bring this 14 year tragedy in

Vietnam to an end. Our chances of doing so
have never been better." Q

by Bob Stacey

PIRG report

criticized

by Riordan

The MassPlRG report on "Workers at

Williams" came under attack last week from

College Business Manager Shane Riordan.

Primarily focusing on the public interest

research group's charges of sexism, he

disputed the validity of evidence cited in the

report.

"They took facts or what they thought were

facts and made rather grandiose statements

that simply are not true," Riordan charged

Primary among his conceriB were the figures

given in the PIRG report for female employee

Wage rates. The report claims women em-

ployees make between $2.30 and $2.80 per

hour while Riordan maintains that the range

is more accurately $2.00 to $5.58 with over half

of all women included in the study earning at

least the $2.80 per hour MassPIRG gives as a

minimum.
Director of the workers study, Ron Lanoue

'76, while admitting that Riordan's figures

,are likely correct, explained to the ReAd that

the report stated clearly that the figures were

tenutlve since the Business Office refused to

release pay scales. He did not believe that this

discrepancy hurt the report's finding of

sexism in the College's pay and hiring

policies.

"Even assuming that female salaries have

the same pay scales as those for men," said

Lanoue, "females are still more skilled

workers than male workers here. " He cited

as an example a skilled (female) computer

operator who was earning $2.50 per hour. In a

conversation with Lanoue. he said she ob-

served that the College "hires women
. because they can pay females less than

males."'

"Raises" were another point of contention

between Riordan and the student resear-

chers. While the teport quoted one person as

saying that five years of work are necessary

before a raise - materia^zes, Riordan
disagreed saying that everyone gets a raise

every year. >^

The Business Manager was particularly

critical of the way in which MassPIRG
gathered its data. Labelling a questionnaire

as "self-defeating" and "naive", he agreed

with the students that many workers did not

reply because they believed the poll to have

come from the College. Riordan, however,

placed the blame for this confusion on the

researchers for not making the source of the

study clear.

"1 scrambled right away to disclaim any

interest in it so they (workers) didn't think I

was doing it," Riordan explained, going on to

say that the questionnaires that were

returned were far from an adequate sampling

of the College staff. Noticeably absent, he

said were statistics on the kitchen staff,

where women are in positions of authority.

Lanoue replied that questionnaires were

sent to members of Food Service but "only

about two" were returned. Some of the

anonymous quotes in the published report

came from kitchen workers, he said.

On the matter of sexism in Trustee ap-

pointments other than professors, Riordan

argued not with the facts but rather the

conclusion of the study. Acknowledging that,

at this time, very few women occupy key

positions in the college administration, he

blamed the statistics on factors other than

sexism.

"Nine (women in such positions) is a big

improvement over when there were two or

zero," he said. "The College is U-ying to

change but openings in this area don't occur

very often." He claimed that "pressure is

being applied" to see that more women are

hired.

Riordan did admit that while the range of

female and male pay scales may be identical

"that is not to say that it would work out

evenly on a scatter plot", implying that the

median female wage may be below the

median male wage. O

The Northern Berkshire Community for

Non-Violent Alternatives wound up its "Week
of Concern on Indochina" on Friday evening,

April 26, with a mass candlelight vigil along
Route 2.

Over 130 persons participated in the vigil

line, which stretched from a point in front of

W^t CoHege.deanJ.o.Griffin HalLJhis final

activity culminated a week during which
between 50 and 70 community and college

people maintained a 24 hour a day witness in

front of a replica of the tiger cages. This vigil

was to protest that thousands of. political

prisoners in South Vietnam are being held,

despite the provisions in the Paris Peace
Agreement requiring their release.

The sponsors of the week of activities were
pleased with the response it generated, and
hope that letters will continue to flow in to

Congress, urging that all further U.S. aid to

the Thieu regime be tied to a scrupulous
enforcement of the provisions of the Paris

Peace Agreement. Persons wishing further

information on developments in Indochina, or

wishing information about their

Congressional representatives' voting

more
seminars at other colleges. Prof. Fred Greene
brought up the subject of manpower con-

straints with respect tothwegeminnr^, which
he-refepred-to'J^Tisually "starting nowhere
and heading nowhere."

Looking to the future. Prof. John Savacool

noted that the CEP had a full agenda for the

coming months. He described the calendar,

particularly for the fall semester, and the

work load issues as particularly involved. The
"real student need" for improved creative

arts and athletics facilities will also be

discussed.

Gates declared that the CEP will "rethink

and revise" the report, especially with

concerning the Degree with Honors, and will

return to the faculty next fall. No action on the

proposals was taken at the meeting and no

vote is expected until well into' the fall

semester.
^

The CEP retired to the spontaneous ap-

plause of, the faculty. "^ O

fsneiiv^sbriefsneii^s
Whistle a happy tune

The musical offerings of Parents' Weekend are many and varied this year. The prograni

will open with the final concert for this season of the Berkshire Symphohy^on Friday, May 3 at

8:30 p.m. Starring in this performance will be Vladimir Viardo, visiting Russian piano soloist,

winner of the 1973 Van Cliburn International Piano Competition, who, will play Prokofiefl's

I'iaiio Concerto No. 3 with the orchestra. Following that will be Hoist's "The Perfect Kool

Suite" and Franck's Symphony in D Minor.

On Saturday afternoon the Williams Choral Society will continue the weekend's musftal

events with a concert in Greylock Quad at3:00 p.m. The music performed will Include three a

cappella motets for double choir by Johannes Brahms, Beethoven's Carol Fantasy and

selections from "Sins of My Old Age" by Rossini. Kenneth Fearn of Smith "College will be the

pianosoloistfor the Beethoven piece, accompanying a thirty-piece "Beethovenian Orchestra".

Finally, on Sunday morning the Chapel Choir will sing at the 10:30 a.m. Chapel Au-ylcc In ,

the Williams Memorial Chapel. They will perform selections by Wilham ByrdandT^WiWdir:
Gibbons. Preceding the service, at 10:15 a.m., music by Henry Purcell and John Dowland will

be performed by the New York Viol Consort, former members of the New York Pro Musicii.

The Instruments they play are properly called viol da gamba, and the fact that they will be In

Williamstown enables the choir to present music from an era that is seldom performed hero.

Papering the Clark ,t \
The Northern Berkshire Council of the Arts will conclude its lecture series on .19th-century

American Antiques with a lecture by Mrs. Catherine Lynn Frangiamore on "Wallpapers Used

In Nineteenth-Century America" at 11 :00 a.m. on Wednesday, May 9 at the Clark Art Institute.

The lectures have been accompanied by an exhibit of American antiques at the Inslllulcv

Tickets are available at the Williams Bookstore and at Henzi's College Bookstore.

Musical renaissance in Thompson

Ofmice and man

^ The New York Renaissance Band, an ensemble that specializes in the performance of

""ert-ly music on authentic instruments, will present a free concert on Tuesday, May 7 at 8:30

p.m. in Thompson Memorial Chapel. The five members of the Band have impressive

backgrounds, and together are accomplished players of at least ten of these early instruments.

In their concerts, they seek to recreate the sounds of the street bands, dances, weddings, and
royal entertainment of the fourteenth through sixteenth centuries. Their repertoire includes

music of Machaut, Binchois, Isaac, Obrecht, Josquin, Morley, Byrd, the Gabrielis and
Praetorius, among others.

Dr. Thomas E. McGill, Hales PrdifeSsM' of Fsychology, has been awarded

a two-yea.r renewal grant of about $70,000 for continuation of a research project ^

entitled "'The Genetics and Physiology of Behavioral Differences."

The grant was made^ipthe Institute of General Medical Sciences of

the United States Public Tlealth Service which has sponsored Dr. McGill's

research since 1960.

The project is concerned with genotypic and physiological differences that

produce differences in the behavior of animals, particularly laboratory mice.

For example, McGill and his student colleagues have discovered that a single

injection of male hormone given to female mice on the day of birth renders

them completely sterile and unreceptive to males when tested in adulthood. In

addition, these "masculinized females" perform the male mating behavior pattern

when placed with receptive female mice.

Other studies involve artificial selection for high and low.sex drive in^ males

and the relationship of differences in sex drive to differences in anatomy

and physiology.

About 60 Williams College undergraduates participated in one«or more phases

of the project during the past year. They were senior Honors Students, juniors

in independent study courses, students doing special projects as part of their

work in courses taught by Professor McGill, and summer science trainees.

The research has resulted in about 40 scientific papers and book chapters,

including 15 that were co-authored by students.

;.
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Viewpoint

Grumbling

over the

CEP report
try Ellen Causey

A lot of people at Williams spend a lot of

time grumbling. They grumble about the

weather, the women, the men, the food, and

about the education they are receiving. The

Williams education— the pressures, the

competition, and the requirements— is

standard Ubie talk at ai^y meaJ,

This concern with academics is un-

derstandable at an institution, such as

Williams, oriented towards intellectual

pursuits. People come here for^the freedom of

"¥TIireraT"arls ediicatioh^nd^not The restric-

tions of a vocational trade school. They pay a

lot of money and display a lot of brain power

to be eligible for the Williams education. It

seems logical that this education should meet

their needs and desires. Grumblings on

campus indicate dissatisfaction; in-

vestigation into the causes of them seems

logical.

Fortunately a committee on campus known

as the CEP (the Committee on Educational

Policy) exists for this purpose. This com-

mittee recently issued a report surveying and

proposing amendments to the Williams

education. The report, however, is not a

solution to persistent student complaints.

Instead it consists more of parental guidance

and clarification of something large and

abstract known as "the Williams education."

Despite the elected student representation on

the committee, the group either missed the

gist of much of the dining hall grumblings or

misinterpreted them.

The report calls for more requirements,

abolishment of the honors program, and more
stringent major requirements. These are

solutions and clarifications of institutional

concerns.

Grumblings throughout campus have and
will be about personal concerns. Most
students at Williams desire an individualized

education rather than a standardized one

which they experienced in high school. The
report ignores this. Students are viewed en

mass and as a tool in a larger program.

The report calls for more requirements.

Students will be forced to take a broad range

of courses so Williams can preserve its liberal

arts image, and to prevent the south side of

THE
SPIRIT
SHOP

LIQUORS— WINES— BEER

LOWEST PRICES^N TOWN
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

134 Cole Avenue WiUiamstown

Phone 45«-3704

Main St. from retreating further into their

own departmental worlds. Is it fair to use

individual students to solve faculty or in-

stitutional problems?

The honors program should be abolished

because definite criteria for the award could

not be set up in a way that fits in with the

"Williams College image." Is it fair to throw

out a program that works for many, and

deprive deserving students of this award,

because a few departments cannot solve their

own problems?

Those things that concern the individual

Williams student bring up the rear of the

report. Definitely a lot of pressure and a work

load concern exists on campus, admits the

report. There is a general opinion that the

freshman year starts many freshmen off on

the wrong foot. However, these problems are

only noted. Either the CEP ran out of steam

from analyzing the preceding ambiguous

problems or the committee considers the

problems of the Williams image more im-

portaht than the problems of the Williams

-iitudent.

Student grumbling was given an op-

portunity to respond. The report was

published in its entirety by the ReAd and a

summary was included for those overworked

persons who did not have time to wade
through the verbose report. Meetings were

announced, although, unfortunately, often

poorly publicized, to discuss specific points of

the report. Sure enough individual students

began grumbling about the report at meals.

Yet for some reason most of these grumblings

never got further than the dining halls or The

Log. The meetings were sparsely attended by

students; the final all college meeting was
cancelled when only three students appeared.

The CEP was left in an understandable

dilemma. As an institutional body, it had

dealt in its report with the Williams' in-

stitution. It, with the exception of the minority

spokesmen, had indeed overacted its role as

the institutional spokesman. The individual

spokesmen, the students, with a few ex-

ceptions, had not responded with their

viewpoints.

Silence often mistakenly is construed as

consent. Williams students have met the CEP
report largely with silence, yet not with a

great deal of consent. The silence is public

however; their dissent has mainly taken the

form of private grumbling. The CEP, thus,

will continue to push its proposal and, unless

the student is bailed out by the faculty, he or

she may soon be a pawn of this program. A
more basic question is whether the Williams

student wants to continue to let the CEP, and

many other committees on this campus,

assume patronizing roles and not recognize

the integrity and capabilities of the student.

Will the committees continue to spend time on

abstract problems and not deal with

legitimate and persistent student com-
plaints? If that is what the Williams student

wants, fine; if not, he or she should realize

that private grumbling at this place never

accomplishes nor prevents anything. p.
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Daly on Sports

Tnvia

I figured I'd better write this column now
because, considering the present state of this

poverty-stricken publication, you can't be

sure when we'll go to press again this

semester, if indeed we go to press at all.

But, enough of that, it's time to get down to

business, and Uiiswwk's business is _the

Spring trivia contest scheduled for midnight,

Friday, May 17. For the sports trivia freaks of

Williams College it's time to study old

baseball and football cards. Only the^experts

know, however, that the real obscure in-

formation is not in the player's stats, but in

the cartoon on the back of the card that

usually read something like: "Cecil's brother

has eleven toes" or "Jim usually doesn't eat

thecrust of his pizza." F\)r years I think I was
the only kid in America who knew that

Smokey Burgess had an incurable hangnail.

It's amazing what you can pick up from the

back of a baseball card.

It's also good to pour over a couple of

.Sporting News yearbooks, so that you can be

sure you'll know that Bob Lanier wears size 22

sneakers or that Stan Mikita uses Johnson
and Johnson adhesive tape on his hockey

stick. ^

'

What I'm drivmg at is that it's time to

stamp our minutia. That's right, sports fans,

this column is dedicated to the little people

who rack their brains into the wee hours of the

morning for answers like "Lou Gehrig's

Disease."

This column is for those much maligned

trivia-experts who can't and shouldn't be

expected to remember that Gordie Howe and
Bill Kussell had their numbers retired on the

same Sunday afternoon ( if you were watching

one of the games on the tube, how can you be

expected to have seen the other?) or that

Hoger Craig yielded Hank Aaron's 300th

_ home run (I heard a team went through quite

a bit of microfilm in Stetson Library to find

the New York Times issue that gave the

answer).

This column is for those sports fanatics

who, when asked to name the seven major
college basketball players who finished their

careers with scoring and rebounding
averages over twenty, were told that Spencer

Haywood w&s an incorrect answer because hv

had played his freshman year at a junior

college.

And while I'm in a bad mood, why was there

only one sports trivia question after 4 o'clock

last December? And why are oldies 50 per

cent of the contest? And why aren't there

more bonuses? And why can't'the contest be a

bit more competitive in the early going so that

more teams^ilLhftng-on4U4he^nd?Xnd why"
doesTfTeam need 18 phones to win the con

test? And why don't I just shut up?

That's enough pus fopone column. I just felt

something needed to be said. Anyway, I really

wrote this article so I could help my fellow

sports trivia freaks bone up with a couple of

sample questions. So, everybody get a pencil

and paper, 'cause here we go:

How many quarters are there in a game of

professiohal basketball?

In what sport does one ride a polo pony?

Bill Bradley of the Philadelphia Eagles has

the same name as what player on the New
York Knicks?

Bobby Unser, Al Unser, and Del Unser are:

(A) serving 30-day sentences for speeding;

(B) sisters; (C) complete strangers; (D)

dead; (E) none of these

What game is played on a billiards table?

How far would one have to run to finish the

100-yard dash?

What professional baseball team plays in

Dodger Stadium?

What four-legged animal is used in the

children's game "Pin the Tail on the

Donkey"?
Did "Shoeless" Joe Jackson really go

shoeless?

Of what nationality was Irish Bob Meusel''

If you answered seven or more correctly,

you can write my next column. If you an-

swered six or less correctly, you can run the

Spring trivia contest.

NEED A FRIEND?

Call HELP LINE
664-6391

Problem Pregnancy

Concerned, qualified counselors are here

to share your problem. Pregnancy tests,

financial and material assistance,

adoptive, medical, and housing referrals

are confidentially provided In an at

mosphere of compassion for you and your

child by volunteer professionals. We are a

non-profit service organization to provide

alternatives fo abortion.

Call collect 443 3634 or drop In at 27 Nortti

St., PIttsfield.

NOW IN 711^ TOUCHSTONE paperback .

MOUNTAIN
PGOPlf

by Colin M.Turnbull
author of The Forest People

"A beautiful and terrifying book
of a people that have become
monstrous beyond belief."

—Margaret Mead, Newsday

"An anthropojogical shocker
...frightening in its implications

.

for us all."-Robert Ardrey,
Saturday Review

$2.95 • A Touchstone Book

Published by SIMON AND SCHUSTER
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work in Medical Research.
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A jiihilant freshman crew enjoys thefruits ofvictory. Amherst was a distant second.—

Briggsmen top

Springfield,

bow in league
by NickCristiano

The Williams baseball team has played

eight games in the last three weeks and its

record now stands at 5-4. Remove but three

disastrous innings, the eighth against

Wesleyan and Amherst and the sixth against

A. I.e., and their "record could easily be 8-1.

It's that simple. In those three innings the

Ephs gave up a total of 21 runs, committed 11

errors, and turned close games into farces.

The Ephs gave no hjnts of such disasters in

their other games, though. After their

opening day victory over Trinity the Ephs
took two out of three from Colby and Bowdoin

in Maine by playing excellent defensive

baseball and getting clutch hits from their big

hitters. On April 19, they defeated Colby, 8-7,

on Donny Allison's three-run homer in the

ninth and two outstanding defensive plays by

shortstop Derrick Robinson. Reliever Tom
Villanova picked up his second win in as

many games.

,

In the first game of the doubleheader

against Bowdoin on Saturday Kick Mahoney
pitched a complete game shutout (seven

innings) walking only one as the Ephs
unloaded for an 11-0 win. Bryan Smith had a

grand slartimer and Pete Eshelman a three

run triple. Pete Getsinger then pitched

superbly in the second game but the Ephs
could only manage one run. It took a close

play at the plate to beat them, 2-1, in extra

innings.

Thegame against Wesleyan in Middletown,

Conn, looked like it would be the same kind of

close affair until disaster struck in the eighth.

At that point the Ephs, behind Rick Mahoney,

were leading the Cardinals, one of the best

teams they will face this year, 6-4. But by the

time they were finished fumbling with the ball

(4 errors) Mahoney was out, Getsinger in,

then Villanoya, and Wesleyan had six runs

and revenge for the football and hockey

massacres. The final was 11-9.

"It was a team effort," said Coach Briggs,

"everybody botched up."

The same was true about Saturday's game
against A.I.C. (April 27), only it was more

painful since it was at Weston Field. This time

the mysterious dropsy malady, which looked

like an awkward parody of the 1962 Mets,

struck in the sixth with the Ephs again ahead,

3-2. This is just a sample of the tragi-comedy:

with two runs already in, three errors com-

mitted, the bases loaded, and nobody out, the

batter bounced back to pitcher Ken Littleton.

His throw totheplateskiddedoff calcherMike

Bangser's mitt, allowing one run to score.

After a doubleplay, the next batter doubled to

right centerfield. Center fielder Mike

McKelvey's relay to shortstop Brad Iverson

was wild (error no. 5). Iverson ran the ball

down and tried to get the batter at third, but

his off-balance throw Sailed into the Eph

dugout, (no. 6). The batter scored easily to

give the Vellaw Jackets three more runs.

They got another in the eighth on their own

and won 9-3.

That this was not the Ephs' day was

foreshadowed in the fourth inning when they

scored two runs to take the lead. With Jim
Trapp on second and Allison on first, Dan
Odre drove the left fielder back to the football

bleachers with a tremendous drive. It ap-

peared that he caught it as he stumbled and

fell back on the slope, forcing both runners to

hold. By the time they could see that he had

dropped it, only Trapp was able to score and

Allison had to stay at second, leaving Odre at

first with a very, very long single on what

could easily have been a triple.

Unfortunately for Eph baseball fans, the

team has been playing its be^t ball on the

road. The day after the A.I.C. debacle, the

Ephs took a doubleheader at Springfield, 6-4

and 11-10. Brad Iverson was the pitching star

in both games. He relieved Getsinger in the

fifth inning of the first game and won it with

help from Odre, Bangser (3 RBIs) and Smith.

In the second game he came on in the ninth to

preserve the one-run victory. Mike McKelvey
had a three-run homer.

The Purple then returned to the unfriendly

confines of Weston Field and in a miserable,

drizzling rain once again succumbed to the

Big Inning. It wasn't a question of errors this

time though; the Eph pitchers simply could

not get the Lord Jeffs out in the eighth.

Amherst' sent fourteen men to the plate and

came up with nine runs, winning 12-0. It

wouldn't have mattered much anyway
t)ecause the Eph hitters could do nothing

against right bander Paul Vater. Vatcr faced

only 34 batters and gave up just six hits, all

singles. Kick Mahoney started for the Ephs
and needed a lot of help from his fielders to

hold Amherst to three runs in the first seven

innings before the catastrophe struck in the

eighth. Iverson and Villanova were forced to

absorb the rest of the poundiVig.

With six games remaining the team will

certainly surpass last year's 6-10 record. But

to finish with an excellent one they must
develop consistency and to do that they must
avoid the single-inning disasters which have
prevented it so far. It'sassimpleas that, r]

Crew lights,

frosh breeze

in loop meet
The Williams men's crews journeyed to

Amherst last Saturday for Little Three
competition on the Connecticut River. All

three crews were deternfiined to reverse the

league losses of the past few seasons. A sunny
day and perfectly flat water ?et the stage for

the biggest single day sweep yet for the Ephs.

First to go off the line was the four, stroked
by Tommy Parker with Bart Nourse at 3,

Chuck Postlewait at 2, and Benjy Pollack in

the bow, From theiOQ meter mark w.heiLCQX_
Scott Rowley called his first power ten, the

outcome was never in doubt. The Purple

breezed across the line with five boatlengths

of open water between them and the

Wesleyan crew.

Nex 1 1 go off were Bria n Dawe's freshmen.

Coxed by Mark Sinclair, the crew is com-

posed of Kamsay Stabler (stroke), Mike

Austin, Steve Pagnota, Paul Wysocki, Tom
Flower, Mongo Hut, Dan Fox, and Scooter

Stevenson. Again, it was no contest as the BIG

frosh scored an easy victory over Amherst.

The race was even less Of a match than the

frosh's last victory over Holy Cross, who they

virtually blew off the water.

•The final triumph of the day came in the

varsity lightweight race vs. Wesleyan. Bob

Wiley's lights, coxed by John Abbot, with Jim
Holmes at stroke, Matt Watkins at 7, Prent

Weathers 6, Carl Dierker 5, Hans Harney 4,

Brian Norris 3, Mark Tidd 2, and Pete Keller

in the bow, jumped out in front at the start

and then watched Wesleyan try to play catch-^

up for the next 2000 meters. But, with

superiod power and technique, it was
Williams all the way, rowing a strong 34

against the current. At the finish, the lights

had an impressive 25 second margin of vic-

tory (6 lengths), and Wesleyan joined

Georgetown, George Washington, U.K. I.,

Assumption, and Clark in having lost to the

lights.

With the Little Three successfully behind

them, all of the crews are now confidently

looking forward to the two big cup races that

finish out the season— the Callow Cup in

Connecticut this weekend and then the Dad
VaiHn-Philadelphia-May-«)-U , wher«^ Ihey^

will have a chance to prove themselves

against the top schools in the nation. D

Track wins

pair, preps

for Little 3
by Scott Lutrey

Coach Farley's track squad breezes into the

glory part of the schedule with a 3-2 mark as

the twice a week bit keeps up. The Ephs were
edged at Weston Field 80-73 by Southern

Connecticut, moved to Trinity f.ir a 101-53

romp, and then returned l, Weston to

decimate Middlebury 107-45.

The weight events continue to look, if not

bright, at least quite satisfactory! A 1-2 finish

in the discus against Middlebury was the

worst performance in three meets as Tom
Detnier, Rich Remmer, and Steve Kelly

heave the plate with authority. Remmer has a

winning streak of three in the shot and Det-

nier continues a steady improvement in the •

javelin. The hammer remains a trouble spot

for the Purple.

Injuries to Scott Perry and Mike Schiff-

miller have crippled the-Jiphs in the jumps
leaving Joe Bonn a lonely point-scorer in two
evenLs. The high point of the field remains the

pole vault where Ron Eastman and Dave
McLaughry have taken to taking turns in

being the very first to clear 13 feet thus

deciding who gets first place points.

Perry also leaves a void in the short sprints

but Joe Newsome has made guest ap-

pearances at the two home meets, running
10.0, and Bill Null is consistent at 10.4. Dave

Pafker is the stalwart in the 220 with a
changing cast of sprinters providing supi^rt,
Eastman running sans pole to win against
Middleburir. Jeff Elliott, Mike Heed and
Parker are unbeaten in the 440 Relay—a good
inlro to every meet—Null now fillihg in for

Perry on the anchor.

Also unbeaten is Reed in the hurdles with
bests of 14.9 in the highs and 56.0 in the in

termediates despite running virtually every
race by himself. Ed Carpenter improves in

the highs and Stan Fri finally begins to look

like a 440 hurdler, the 440 role he has played
for years, the hurdler still looks somewhat
strange—and fast.

Elliott and Parker continue to dominate in

^ tlie 440. each having clocked 50.0 in different

meets. Paul Shells and Dave McCormick
continue to dominate the 'and also ran' list

with excellent times but no points in Williams'

strongest event. Charlie Safford heads the

almost equally strong group of half-niilers.

his best time at Weston an unpressed 1:59 h

Chuck Hummell is. the perennial runner-up,

losing twice to Safford and once to a down
shifting Scott Lutrey in the three meets.

Freshman Ken Leinbach is the dean of the

distance corps winning a trio of miles, tielng

with Lutrey at Trinity. Leinbach also blazed

an impressive 9:45.2 two mile at Trinity; the

-only^ph-to^beaTPaul Skudder in the distaiite

race. Skud won his first race against Mid-

dlebury, and Lutrey, Chris F'lavin, and (iaiy

James each picked up a point in successive

meets.

Finishing up every meet on the track is Ihe

mile relay and this year the Ephs are going

away winning. Reed, Fri, Shells. Ellioli.

Parker, Jim Lee, McCormick, and Hummell
have run legs in the past three meets and Ihe

results just haven't changed. Traveling Id

yMass on Sunday the quartet of Elliott, Kii,

Shells, and Reed clocked 3:26.4 in an non-

scoring race against Westfield State and two

other schools.

Everyone is looking to the Little Three

championships Saturday at Weston Field

Amherst has upended the Ephs by eight and

seven points the last two years, the Lord .lefts

will be trying again. Williams has not won (he

Little Three since 1963 and the team looks for

an end to that streak. It will be a good meet

seniors Jeff Elliott, Ron Eastman, and Dave
Mc{;ormick hope it will be a winning one

Sports Shorts
The Junior Varsity Lacrosse team, a

motley collection of upperciassmen and

underclassmen, experienced players and first

year players, is now ,5-0 with only three games
remaining. After their initial win, 5-3 over"

Dartmouth, the Ephs had two laughers:

Union, 15-5 and U Conn., 12-5. The next two

were a bit tougher. They had to go to the f dlli

overtime to defeat Hotchkiss, 7-6, and to Ihe

second overtime to knock off Mt. Herman. Ki-

9. Stove Mayer "75, and Jeff Boscamp '77, are

the leading goal scorers while goalie Bob

Harriman '77, anchors the defense.

GSam Bronfman is on vacation.

A Williams player tries to elude a IJMass player in last Saturday's lacrosse action. Un
fortunately IJMass players did more eluding as they whalloped an outclassed Williams

team 21 1. Saturday Williams will meet Little Three rival. Wesleyan, at Cole Field.



Committee
Hears Debate

:

Single-Sex vs

.

Coed Housing
byHerbHurlburl

Since the advent of co-education at

^VtHiamsrthe question of^co-ed vs. single sex

tiousing has been a dilemma faced by both

students and those responsible for housing

policy. Chris Alberti 75, chairman of the

Housing Committee; met^wilh' a' iiumber of

students and Dean Roosenraad' last Tuesday
evening, April 30, in Griffin to discuss this

subject.

"There has been very little discussion in the

past," Alberti said. "We want some input

from the rest of the campus."
In the past, housing has consisted of 1) co-

educational complex houses, 2) single sex

complexes (all male) and 3) the Row Houses,

consisting of single sex units incorporated

into the various Houses. However, the second

option has-been eliminated recently with the

integration of women in Bryant House this

year andCarter House next fall. Phil Less '75,

president of Bryant House, noted this as

unfortunate and stated that members of

Carter House were quite upset by it. He was
disturbed that "within three years, people

aren't going to remember what Carter was."
As for his own house's situation. Less

stated, "1 feel there are many in Bryant who
would prefer to go single sex." He added that

the presence of female residents had created

problems with the social atmosphere. "It's

difficult to satisfy everybody," he said and
cited house parlies as evidence of these

strained relations. "Just the fact of having
girls living there changes things," Less
pointed out.

John Lyons '74 expressed similar sen-

timents concerning Fitch House. "They're

good social people," he said, "But more and
more it's bombing out. It's split the male
population really badly. There are people

from both sides who won' I give in." Like Less,

he concluded, "1 think it should be a single sex

house."

Less suggested taking the' women out of

Bryant and Carter and redistributing them
around the campus as a solution to his

problem. The displaced males would then be
relocated in the rooms vacated by the

females. Another possible solution to these

"unwanted women" was to create an all-

female House. That is, with a capital "H",
meaning that it would not be affiliated with
any male houses.

PegStuhr '75 felt this latter suggestion wa^
"really impractical." When asked whether
there was significant sentiment among the

women for an all-female House, she replied,

'M don't think so." In order to solve the

problems at hand, "we need more hard
facts," she added.

Dean Roosenraad provided some^latistics
-from a poll ofWomFnsrudenls frTNovernber of

1972. According to this source, the women did

not want all-female complex houses and
generally favored co-ed housing. The
response to all-female row houses was fairly

split. However, Roosenraad indicated, "there

was some ambiguity in the people's minds
who answered this." The problem, he added,
was that the idea of a House, with a capital

"H," had not been specified. In looking at the

general housing problem, he fell that things

should be dealt with by "solving particular

situations."

Another possible solution offered was the

slating of inclusion choices as strictly single

sex or co-ed housing. Warren Feder '76

stated, "1 don't think people will go for that."

'Tom Geilfuss'75 noted that "the sex issue is a

good way of channeling dislikes."

Dave Deserio '74 voiced similar sen-

timents; "The male-female question is just

secondary." He mentioned that the problem

was the random distribution associated with

inclusion. When social problems arose,

Deserio claimed, it was beca^jse "you're

talking about a bunch of peopl^'^ho don'l

want to live with each other."

Alberti concluded that perhaps the problem

was not a "demand for single sex, but single

sex with social implications." He also

remarked that it seemed to be "much more of

a male issue than a female issue." One final

solution which he forwarded was adding a

single sex housing choice to the present four

types of housing.

He concluded by thanking those present and

staled that he would "go back to the Housing

Committee next year with this feedback." [n

Provost Lewis

recommends

^ budget cuts
by Andy O'Donnell

Provost Stephen R. Lewis, Jr. projected a

$350,000 College budget deficit for the next
fiscal year in a report given to the faculty at

their April 24 meeting.

In order to meet this deficit, Lewis has
asked each department to review their ex-

penditures and cut non-wage and salary

budgets by an average of 4 per cent. These
cuts will constitute a reduction of $200,000 in

budgeted expenditures for the next year, and
represent approximately one and one-half per

cent of the college's projected expenditure

figure of $14.5 million for 1974-75.

In making the projected budget cuts, the

Provost stressed that "we don't want this to

affect in any way our ability to give wage and
salary increases," or "hurt any of the direct

academic problems of the College." In ad-

dition, the College has to be able to respond to

new programs which arise during the year
and require funding to get started. "We don't

want to get boxed in and get caught cancelling

out new things," Lewis explained.

A variety of factors have contributed to the

present deficit, explained the Provost, most
dramatic of which has been the tripling of fuel

costs, inflating costs of lighting, materials,

food, and many other esSj&nlial supplies

together with the remaining year of the

College's expansion program have all put an
increased burden on the College's expense
account, but "on the expense side we've done
fairly well". Lewis remarked.
However, "an accumulation of a number of

different things, the most dramatic of which
i.s the fact that the stock market's way off"

lias resulted in "not so good news on the in-

come side", explained Lewis. A large portion

of both alumni and capital gifts are in the

Ibrm of stocks, and the present state, of the

market has greatly reduced their value.

Furthermore, some foundation grants, which

provide the funding for many science

programs, are running out.

The overall effects of the expenditure cuts

willtama college
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will fiot result in dramatic changes for the

college community during the 1974-75 year.

However, "we won't be as cushy in some
areas," explai[ied Lewis. Shutting down
Griffin and the top floor of Hopkins, closing

the gym or field house an extra night per

week, or reducing the temperature of

buildings another degree are among some of

the measures being considered by the

Provost's office. |—

Stringjlon^

with the

class of '78

The class of 1978 was chosen this year from
a record 4,501 applicants, 899 of whom were
accepted. Among them were more applicants

who play stringed instruments than ap-

plicants who play football.

According to Philip Smith, Director of -

Admissions, appliq,ants this year were
distinguished by a "lively interest in music

and the arts." The Admissions officer also

noted a continuing trend: a decrease of in-

terest in political activities among applicants.

An interest in service and the environment

appears to be more popular among the class

of 1978. This year Williams also accepted a

"couple of" magicians.

Philip Smith was worried by the continuing

trend of a decrease in financial aid and
minority applications. Although this year

there were 4 per cent fewer financial aid

applicants, the number of financial aid ap-

plicants accepted increased and the ad-

missions office hopes that the class of 1978

will be about 30 per cent aid students.

The number of women's applications in-

creased more than those of men's. There was
also an increase in applications from Oriental

students, particularly from New York.

Almost half of the women accepted were
accepted on the Early Decision program,

while only about a quarter of the men were
chosen in this program. O

by Henry Ireys

From talking with students here, over the

last few months, I have had a sense that many
persons are generally dissatisfied with their

education at this school. I, and those I've

talked with, haven't been able to point exactly

to the causes of this dissatisfaction. Even

though most students come here wanting to

learn something, it is not often that 1 see

anyone obviously enjoying what she or he is

learning, much less enjoying the way she or

he is going about learning it. Very few

students seem even able to say what exactly

the school is giving them, or where it is failing

them. Beyond a great deal of "hard" in-

formation, 1 think we find it difficult to say

what we actually are learning. We can point

to the theories and positions and approaches

of the authorities, but we can not so easily

point to all the strategies and devices and

techniques that we also learn in the process of

being taught all those other things. Nor can

we easily say what we might be getting out of

school that we are not.

Many persons seem to feel that, in some

respects, they have learned a great deal and,

in others, nothing at all. I think this attitude

suggests that, as much as this school gives its

students, ii also fails them in what may be

very significant ways. I write this article in

an effort-io become more conscious of what I

am and am not learning, of what this school

gives and does not give me, and of how we
could learn those things that Williams—and

most schools— fail to teach. I write also to

clarify my own thoughts rather than to

present them as representatives of the

majority of the students' feelings. I do 'hot

know whether many students share these

thoughts.

Poker chip learning

Abraham Maslow once described one

university as having a "poker-chip milieu." It

is a metaphor that describes an environment

where the dealer (the professor) hands out

chips (grades) to those who play their cards

correctly (perform the best on tests and

papers). The chips can later be used to

procure entrance into a more professional

game. The player's objective is to learn well

the underlying rules and strategies of the

game in order to maximize his number of

chips. Though too simplistic to be a perfect

Art 102 sluJcnts silhouetted by painting; slides make up one of the largest lecture classes

(in Ciimpus.

Viewpoint

A campus appraisal

Education as poker

analogy to college lifa^hopefully there is

more to going to schofl here than acquiring

"chips"—the metapKor is useful because it

points up several cjlaracteristics that seem to

be a part of many classes here.

One characteristic is what some have

labeled the hiflden curriculum—those rules

that let youiTnow how the ganp|[^"re«lly"

played. N</one lalks about them, but we all

know tlwhi; they are useful strategies for

increa^g one's chances for the highest

grade/At this college, for example, students

learn that attendance in class is generally

valued, that individlial work is somehow
more worthwhile than group work, that

reading all the assignments is a good thing to

do, that one should always try to do one's

best—the list is long. I am not claiming that

learning these things is negative; given the

high-powered academics that this college

often demands, some "strategies" are
necessary. Too often, however, these un-

derlying assumptions go unrecognized and
unquestioned. Bringing them to light and

discussing their worth would seem valuable,

if only to make more conscious those factors

that influence one's education.

One aspect of the hidden curriculum is the

general assumption that students don't have
much to say that is very interesting. The
coursg evaluations indicate that discussions

of the material outside the class as well as in-

class discussions are the two experiences

least important to the students here. Wat-
ching what happens when a student begins

talking in class makes it clear that the

majority of students think it is a waste of

paper, ink, and energy to take notes on what
the student is saying. Everyone knows that he
or she is probably not quite "right," it's not

going to be useful on the paper, and it's not

going to be on the test, This rule is useful. It

does indeed lessen the amount of notes that

one has to go over later. It saves valuable

energy because one can turn off every lime
some one else turns on. But the result is that

often students simply don't listen to another's
view of anything "intellectual," in class, or-

outside of class.

Another example of the hidden curriculum

concerns performance, either in class or on

papers. The rule goes something like this:

know exactly what one is going to say, have
fact^to back it up, and above all, sound in-

telligent. Inspirations, half-baked ideas,

wTiimisical analogies, whatever their merit,

are not tolerated within this curriculum.

Because we all assume that "tight"

arguments are good, we are often unwilling to

argue at all. From our fear of making
mistakes, comes an unwillingness to express
anything. Perhaps this fear of sounding dumb
is part of the reason that silence so often

occurs in "discussion" classes.

Sounding dumb
Once when I was silting in a library, an

acquaintance came over and asked me what I
'

knew about Shakespeare. I replied that I

knew some general things about him but had
read only a few of his plays. He began to

explain that the endings of Lear and Othello
were similar in some respects and were
really interesting. I asked him what made
them interesting and in what ways they were
the same,
"Oh, I don't know," he said, somewhat

please turn to page tvra
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^ORRESPONDEMCi:
Matter over minds

To the editors,

The letters in your last issue concerning the

beauty contest present a ralherstartlihg idea.

If the Intelligent, female rinind (i.e., Misses

Buntzen, Frank and Coakley) can find

nuj^hing better to do than argue the

nonexistent, derogatory motives of an' ob-

viously blithe event, then the whole concept of

the women's movement is false. They most
certainly do belong back in the kitchen.

Sincerely,

.1. Kussell Baker. Jr. '7.5

Two Strikes

To the editors:

Williams women do have a number of

prejudices to overcome. Male chauvinism on

this campus isn't as totally nonexistent as

some would like to argue, and. Williams is

probably more of a jock establishment than

most are willing to admit. However, in npt

altogether easy circumstances Williams

appears to have gone coed without too many
difficulties.

One important factor in this relatively easy

transition is the general lack of extremism on

the campus. This lack of extremism is

essentially the product of education. Thus, I

was amazed to see two well-educated women,
who between them have, collee ted an M.A.

and a Ph.D., put their signatures at the

bottom of a ludicrous, pedantic and inef-

fective critique of the dixieland weekend
male beauty contest (which they did not even

attend).

These two young ladies unfortunately do not

have a sense of humor that is "broad enough

to include men burlesquing female
behavior," and for some unknown reason

they "strongly believe it is a device for

persuading everyone to laugh at women." I'm

afraid these two oversensitive ladies rather

missed the point— it was reasonably funny

and it certainly wasn't meant to be insulting.

Unfortunately both Miss Bundtzen and Miss

FrSnk appear to have lost their perspective

on things and in doing so they are only making

life most difficult for those that they are

vainly but naively trying to help. You do not

combat male-chauvinism by writing silly

letters to the ReAd about unchauvlnislic

activities—because it just makes people

laugh.

The "women's lib" movement does have a

number of points to recommend it and it has a

few aims that I wish it well in trying to fulfill.

However, it saddens me to see people like

Bundtzen and Frank cheapening the whole

movement.
Williams though is very much of an ivory

tower and this is maybe what has affected

these two young ladies. Thus I suggest that

Lynda and Liz apply for a semester's sab-

batical so that they can go and have an ob-

jective peep at the real world, and hopefully

on returning they will be able to enjoy

Williams without permanently bitching.

Sincerely,

Arthur Goodhart /

Bundtzen missed

To the editors:

I feel I must comment on Linda Bundtzen's

letter to the KeAd concerning the spring

weekend male beauty contest. Linda in-

terpreted the procession of balloon boobed

boys as ridiculing the "bodies and gestures of

women." Well, this is one interpretation, but 1

suggest that it is a limited interpretation.

There are other possible motives for a man
to parade as a woman. Perhaps the boys

simply wanted to be funny—after all a

reversal of expectations, most always gets a

laugh. (What could be more of a paradox than

Harry in rainbow chiffon?) It's also possible

to consider deep seated psychological

motives. It seems to me that men and women
are all a combination of masculine and

feminine qualities—the balance of these

characteristics varying from individual to

individual. Therefore, could not this fashion

show be a socially sanctioned occasion to

display feminine characteristics (hat usually

lie dormant in men? I'm not suggesting that

the men in the show consciously considered

the contest a chance to demonstrate their

feminity, but it could be a subconscious ex-

pression of it.

Well, I must confess, I am a psychology

major and the above argument is probably

B.S., but it does point out that the men in the

beauty contest could have had other motives

for their behavior than "persuading everyone

to laugh at women." May I suggest that when
one is interpreting human behavior One must

consider all possible motives for the behavior

instead of attributing the behavior to a motive

that reaffirms one's personal prejudices.

I am an advocate of Women's Liberation,

but now at times I feel persecuted by women.
We should all be considered complex in-

dividuals first and chauvinists second.

Michael Glier '75
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A June Impeachment
'.' ' -".i' • ' by Michael Beschloss

June, the traditional favorite of brides and

schoolchildren, is now likely to be highlighted

(or marred, depending upon viewpoint) Ijy a

Presidential impeachment. How? It was only

weeks ago, it seems, that the President

proclaimed, "I do not expect to be im-

peached," and anti-Nixon Congressmen
doubted that they had the voles to pass the

-articles in the House.

Now, no such claims are being made. Even
Robert Griffin, the Republican Senate whip,

guesses that odds for impeachmi;nl are

"belter than ever." Congress has turned itself

around, but npt as a result of new Watergate

shocks. The reversal comes from G.O.P.

worries centered on the most basic of human
and political concerns—survival.
The election of a Democrat to the long-

Republican House seal of Gerald Ford caused

fears among G.O.P, Congressmen that the

defeat might not be an isolated incident. Two
later Democratic upsets proved that it was
not.

Republican James Sparling's defeat for

Michigan'sEighthCongressionalseal recently

proved to be" more than a dangerous blow to

Mr. Nixon. This was the election into which he

chose to intervene, making his Presidency the

inevitable issue. The decision to campaign
was based on a hedged bet. If the G.O.P.

candidate won Iheelection, Nixon could claim

the credit, bolster his viability, and lower the

deafening clamor for impeachment. If he lost,

theWhite House could claim that (he race was
decided on local issues, as it ultimately did

But a cardinal rule of politics postulates

that in a campaign, a candidate must avoid

any potential millstone at any and all costs

(witness the stampede away from Goldwaler

1n 1964 and McGoverir in 1972 J. Richard

Milhous Nixon, whose Presidential coaltalls

have proved to be among the shortest in

history, is the least exception.
' Nixon strategists neglected to take intu

account the extent of the damage caused by a

Sparling defeat—solid evidence to the countn

and (he Congress that Richard NixiHi

remaining in office means an aluiusl

monolithic Democratic Congress, ar^ an

almost enormous group of d(?iealo(l

Republican incumbents.

Scuttling for cover under the aerial barrage

aimed at a despised President, G.O.P.

Congressmen are no longer y/illing to be

asked what they can do for Richard Nixon.

Their concerns now turn t(/what a wildly

unpopular Nixon will do toiriem. The special

elections of (he past weeks have shown them,

and it is this crucial development that vir-

tually assures the cotintry of a June iin-

peachmenl. / [2

more
appraisal

from page one

dejectedly. "I'm sorry. I just have to write a

paper comparing them and I'm really afraid
I'm going (o write something (ha( is really

dumb. 1 guess I'll figure it out." I wro(e down
what he said both because it was such a clear

example that the fear of sounding dumb did
,

exist here, and also because it struck me a^/
strange that he apologized for bothering nri^.

Later I realized' that he had broken thai rule

that one does not talk about subject ipatler

outside of class. /

But the hidden curriculum, is only^i)ne part

of the poker-chip milieu. Implicit in (he

concep( is also a suggesdon of compe(i(ion. II

is a game where (he chips are limiled and the

players plentiful—a view (hat pervades more
than a few classrooms here. One result of this

feeling is that students of(en seem (o view
classmates not as other' students, but as

enemies. One professor pointed out tha( "we
should have an environmeni where a con-

versation is a dialectic, not a battle. One is ou(

lo le^rn, not (o win a point or to prove
someone else a fool." Indeed, cullhroal

compe(i(ion generate a community (hal has
no authentic commi(men( (o academic in-

terests. Given the fact (hat many students

here have graduate school as (heir major
goal, then fierce competition may very well

be inevitable. The point is that we should
know what our goals are and undersland what
they imply. If weaVe unhappy with Iheir

implications, then perhaps we need to

redefine our goals.

Competilion kicks uk
In a broader sense, competition is also a

crutch. Rather than assuming responsibility

for his own impefui^, s(uden(s of(en seem lo

Use competition ^S a motivating force. The

result is that (hi^ student ceases to produce

anything that ^ (ruly self-inidated. Work is

done not for Ws inherent value and interest Ki

the student/but rather in order lo be belter

prepared/han the competition, or simply in

order t</ keep up. So often we work iidi

because we want to, but because competilimi

kicks us. A school that engenders this sort of

attitude in its students is seriously failing

(hem.

A third characteristic of the poker-chip

milieu involved (he relationship between (he

faculty and the student—a reladonship (hat is

often s(ero(ypic and rigid. In many

classrooms the interaction between the

s(uden( and the professor is unidirectional

The discussion "flows" from s(i^den( t"

professor and back. Rarely does A sfudent

address himself (o another s(udent. Even

when (he s(ruclure is conducive t'l

"multidirectional" flow—sillihg in a circle,

for example— it is still the case that con-

versation is funneled through the professor.

He ends up. out of choice or not, as the person

who directs the class. The result is that

studeiMs learn to depend on authority for

making the class "go" somewhere. All lha( is

generally required from them is to listen

passively to the authority who knows too

much to be questioned. With its well

entrenched view of faculty and student roles,

(his school does liKle to encourage a healthy

doubting of authority. We learn to accept

rather than to question. We learn strategies

that maximize the benefits of conforming,

competing, and passive listening rather than

ones thai enable us lo be innovative,

cooperative, or inquisitive.

For a n aimosphere tha I would be conducive

to the learning of these abilities, I a'"

suggesting the (erm "self-ini(ia(ed en-

(husiasm." As the word, "enthusiasm" im-

please turn to page three
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Review
byJeff JohiMon

TweUUi Ntghl has always been one of

Shakespeare's easiest plays to underslaAd.
Pilled with bawdy sex and lusty comedy, the

play is relatively unambiguous and can be
readily appreciated at a first viewing. In fact,

it may very well be Shakespeare's most
frivolous comedy-
We have come, however, to expect more

from Shakespeare than mere frivolity (few, I

hope would call Shakespeare the Neil Simon
of the Ehzabethan era). The current/

production at the AMT seems unable to see

beyond the comic aspects of this play.

Although there are some truly hilarious

moments (Malvolio's letter scene is prjobably

the best comic scene in the show) the longest

scenes in the production (the plotting scenes,

recognition scenes, and love scenes) are
treated as mere interludes between bits of

slapstick humor.

Individual performances run in quality

from one extreme to the other. The major
problem for many of the Victors was Simply a

lack of depth in their chalracter. At the college

level, Shakespeare is/primarily a director's

vehicle and directoj' John Calhoun seemed
imable to elicit anything more than two
dimensions fronytnany of his actors.

Language was another problem. Some of

the actors simply were unintelligible and
some seemed as though they didn't even

understand the words they spoke.

Surpritdngly good performances were
displayed by several actors, however. John
Ellis, /as Feste, was extremely confident,

witty^ and stylized in a very Elizabethan

sente. Mr. Ellis, together with Doug Bishop
i Sir Andrew Aguecheer and Henry Dinger
I Malvolio, formed a most competent trio of

^Shakespearean actors who conveyed lucid/

characters to the audience.

The outstanding ensemble work in the

production^as^^one by-Tom Lockhart as

*Too Comic'

Harry Jackson [wilh spear](^i^oksJm^fvmptti gaihering o/Twelfib Night performers^

clockwisefrom Harry are JoB, 'AUis, Gwen Seliger, andJim Hudak.

Fabian; James Hudak, a> Sir Toby Belch;

and Mr. Bishop. Although the characters of

Fabian and Sir Toby are not as clearly

defined as thatof Sir Andrew, the three actors

worked together quite well. Their humor is

that of the Three Stooges but it is very funny

and fits in well with the bawdy atmosphere.

Although attention to detail is not the

production's forte, there are some very nice

aspects worth mentioning. Charlie Willmot's

rendering of Bernini's "Neptune" is one of the

nicest set pieces I believe I've seen on the

AMT stage. Jeff Baddeley, also, gives a

splendid performance as the beggar.

As a whole, the production elements lack

coherence. Both the costumes, which range in

period from Elizabethan to modern, and the

set, although somewhat functional, enh

phasize the lack of consistency ani|=-^==«

cohesiveness. Mr. Calhoun's obvious attempt"~'.t:i|:

to break down the proscenium arch not only
"^

fails, but seems rather pointless. The 1.

audience eventually becomes accustomed to

the lighted house although, personally, I was
continually distracted by the visible beam
projectors.

A lack of overall direction seems present.

The audience is expected to fill in too many
blank spaces. Even the chorus of actors

seems unable to react convincingly to the

happenings onstage. A good actor should be

able to react in character. Lacking a firm

grasp on their parts, many characters

(notable exceptions are Mr. Bishop and Diana

Moran as Olivia) choose not to react at all.

This merely adds to the confused state of the

audience.

Somewhere within the depths of the

production, there is probably a very concise,

coherent image of the show. Mr. Calhoun's

problem seems to be in transferring this idea

onto the stage and conveying iCultimately, to

the audience. "

D
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plies, there would be some'"energy" in the

air; there would be reaction to the material;

the noise level would be higher; the class

would go over its allotted time. The' word,

"self-initiatlSd" implies that the motivation

for learning would/ come from within the

.Mudentr-He- would take a course he would
want to take or n6i take one at all. Required

courses, while often they do uncover an

unknown area of interest, ultimately fail as

educational devices. They often induce the

feeling, "I only work because I have to." It

seems inherent to an authentic education that

a desire to learn should be Internally con-,

ceived, not externally committed. And the

responsibility for such an environment lies

equally—if not more—with the students as it

does with the institutional structure that

surrounds them.

But what would an actual self-initiated,

enthusiastic class value? First, it would value

a desire to learn. It would assume that a

student was there because he wanted to learn

about the particular subject and that he would

be willi^'to exert the effort necessary. This

assumption places a heavy burden on the

student; he has to t)e responsible for his own
education. He learns that which he wants to

learn and forfeits that which he lacks the

imagination and energy to explore.

. Ienior yearbook
"^ pictures

can look this gqod

Vihen It's

Photography by

HOWARD J. LEVITZ

Imhe first few days of this setpester, I

stopped to say hello to someone I had' not seen

for a while. At one point I asked him if he was
excited about any of his courses. "Come on,"

he said, "How can you get excited about any
courses here? Look forward, maybe. But
excited?" It seemed that in the two years he
had been here, he had not encountered many
courses that had "turned him on" very much.
I was about to ask him why he was still here,

if he had such a dim view of the classes, but

then he said, "I've got to go do some of this

crappy Teading because i haven't^o'ne
anything since school began. I'll see you

later." I wondered—and still do—whether his

lack of enthusiasm was the result of his own
lack of energy and interest or of the college's

failure to generate any enthusiasm in him.

Beyond having a desire to learn, the self-

initiated clsiss would value the process of

education as much as the products of it. With

this view, evaluation would be made on the

way students went about writing, resear-

ching, or creating the final project. The
tension resulting from the anticipated, final

evaluation would result in stimulation, not in

pure "production." It would matter equally

what worth the final project had as what
worth the energy put into it had. Thus if

importance was attached to the actual doing

of the work, then the actual process of

education would become more visible, and

innovative approaches to learning more
likely.

It is in this area where the rigidity of class

requirements and expectations stifle a sense

of exploration and innovation. Professors

here often lack the ability to design a course

in which creative or constructive approaches

are likely to happen. Indeed, most of the

faculty probably have little ability for for-

mulating criteria by which to judge a process.

I question whether many professors here take

the time to consider how to improve their

students' learning ability, or even whether

they have a commitment to that goal. We
seem to need more professors and classes

obviously concerned with the process of

learning.

The value of cooperation

The self-initiated class would also value an

honest appraisal of an existing hidden

curriculum: is class attendance valued and

why; is hard work valued and why, and so on.

Bringing thehidden curriculum to light would

make students more aware of the rules and

strategies they use. It would also value poor

cooperation and would assume that two

persons trying to learn something is better

than one If this assumption were generally

accepted, then perhaps overbearing rivalry

would be minimal and students would come to

respect and utilize another's viewpoint. The

community might become less competitive.

Students might even be likely to exchange

their ideas as well as their grades.

An enthusiastic class would also un-

derstand that mistakes, since they are

inherent in the learning process, would be

allowed. There would be a tolerance for

sounding dumb, and innovative ideas could be

expressed without fear. During one alumni

weekend, as he was explaining some of the

goals of what he felt a liberal education was,

former President Sawyer pointed out that

students do not have "lime to waste in pursuit

of transitory expedients, the ephemeral, the-

shallow or the merely popular." His words-

accurately describe the college's at-

mosphere. Most classes try to get at the root

of the matter, to discard superficial analyses,

and to understand well-proven positions. But
what we also need to learn is that transitory

expedients, whims, and weird ideas are rich

in their potential to educate. We need to learn

how to waste time creatively and to pureue

the ephemeral, if only to find out what it is.

President supports fast

oi"J..

John Chandler has endorsed the Fast to Save a People which will be held on Wednesday,
May 15. Campus organizations not previously listed who support the Fast include the Black

Student Union, the College Council, the Jewish Student Association and the Lehman Service

Council. Students are urged to go without food on May 15 so that the money can be given lo

Oxfam America and Project Relief for immediate and long-term aid for.the drought-stricken

people of sub-Saharan Africa.

Spring luith a spritely Scotch swing
The Williams Scottish Society is holding its spring ceilidh this coming Friday, May 10, a I 8

p.m. in the living room of Spencer House. II is open to all Williams students and Willianislown

residents. Admission is free—donations will be accepted. There will be bagpiping. Highland

dancing, folksongs and other entertainment. Tartan garb is encouraged. For details, coniaci

Tad Fraizer at 597-6155 or Lynn McConnell at 597-2950.

In the destructive element universe^ ^k
'

^'

Eric Brus, '77 hasheen named the winner of the Carl T. Naumberg Student Book Colleclion

Prize of $100 for 1974. ^
The Prize was initiated in 1961 through the beneficence of Carl T. Naumburg, class of 1911,

a retired New York bibliophilei and is open to all undergraduates.

Brus' collection on "Destructive Natural Phenomena in the United States" includes iionis

on hurricanes, tornadoes, hail, snow and ice storms, earthquakes, and tsunamis. The data

collected falls into a number of distinct categories; photographs, technical information con-

cerning cause and prediction, and descriptions, including a number df eyewitness reports.

The Naumburg Prize is judged according to how well the owner's collection represents a

specific field of interest in which the student has chosen to collect. This year's judges included

Benjamin Labaree, Professor of History, Joseph Dewey, bookseller, class of 1952 and J.

Thomas Wilson, class of 1925, a retired collector. Lawrence E. Wikander, College Librarian

and H. Richard Archer, Librarian of the Chapin Library, §erved as ex officio members of the

Committee. ""
.^

For the first lime since the collect ion was inaugurated, a sdeond prize of $50 was awarded

to David Plotsky, a senior, from Washington, D.C. for his collection of books by Mark Twain,

A selection of items from the Collection on "Destructive Natural Phenomena" will be on

view in the Chapin Library, Williams College until May 13. The Library, located on the 2ixl

floor of Stetson Hall is open 9-12 and 1-5.

Holzworth cop^ Danforth J^i-

Dav A. Holzworth, '74, a senior philosophy major, has won a Danforth Fellowship for aa
vancedBludy for the Ph.D. degree, according to a recent announcement from the Danforth
Foundation of St. Louis, Missouri. The Fellowship provides tuition and living expenses for up to
four yea rsbf study in preparation for a career in college teaching.

More than 2,000 college seniors and recent graduates from colleges and universities
throughout theUnited States were nominated for the Fellowship, Holzworth nominated by this
college was one of only 96 who was awarded a Fellowship.

The Danforth Fellowships arc designed lo encourage outstanding college graduates who
show promise for distinguished careers in college teaching. Selection of the Danforth Fellows
is made annually by a national panel of educators, primarily on the basis of the evident in-
tellectual power of the candidate, and his commitment to humane values and their place in
higher education.
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Viardo
exposes soul

of Prokofiev
by KIrsten Lundberg

He was a Russian playing Russian mus
that much was obvious to anyone whp^ould

read the message on the face of/Vladimir

Viardo, the pianist at Fryjay night's

Berkshire Symphony. OnehajHol«now he was

playing Prokofiev—from tkal his nationality

was readily apparent,xHe owned what he

performed.

The Prokofiev^ano Concerlo No. 3 in C
major is technically a brutally demanding

compositiojt^hat kind of a piece is all too

easy tp/perform technically brilliantly,

\

CINEMA I

Gerald Damiano's

Deep Throat

V Continuous Showings

X
7:40-8:50-^10:00

ly late show at 11:00

CfNEMA If

The Devil in<^is¥"Jones
\

3Wl«continuous showings
6:35-7:45-8:55-10^5

Saturday late show at 11 :^IUl

leaving the nuances of emotIbn,and meSsige,

for whose sake the composer wi«ftte, to the

pages of the score. But VjafdoN^hose

paleness of face bieneath his thick black naif,

in contrast with his tailorjea dark frock-coa

was reminiscent at

Marceau pantomim^hileface, left no turn of

phrase unexplored: He led the orchestra in

what to him^^med a powerful spiritual

experience^aying with them as he did with

the audjefice.

Prt>kofiev himself (1891-1953) would have

l)e«n pleased and rewarded at the fact of the

erformance and at its reception. Although

highly regarded internationally during his

lifetime, Prokofiev suffered from the Soviet

regime upon his voluntary return to the

country in 1939. He bore the stigma of having

been an enemy of Russian culture, due

largely to his inevitable association with

Russians of a similar title during his years

abroad. His ' love for Russia remained

however, and he decided to return in an effort

to live his conviction that music cannot exist

apart from life; that Russia, in particular,

was a country which needed its musicians to

"beautify man's life and defend it." From the

time of his return, his productivity

diminished, his style grew less flamboyant

and more forced, and it is a matter of general

agreement that the disappointment of denied

performances of works led to his atrophy.

His views on Americans are interesting.

Prokofiev felt that Americans are all too

capable of accepting pre-existing works, and

of judging the performance thereof, but that,

due to a lack of national composers, they are

not accustomed to judging new works. The

.Russian musical audience, on the other hand,

littft^ heritage of eminent national composers

andl»,^n intelligent, critical judge of a

compose?Vnewest work. Viardo seemed to

combine the^bQlliance and clarity of per-

formance demanded by Americans with the

enthusiasm which w()t>id be a prerequisite to

^ny Russian performatio^an enthusiasm

bred of understanding of a work that is in-

tellectually an enigma.

Whether or not Viardo feels that Russians

can play Prokofiev better than anyone

thanks to an instinctive spiritual and national

identification process, it is certain that he has

interpreted the work in a manner at once

evocative and provocative. At the conclusion

of his performance the audience in Chapin

applauded him through two more encores and
innumerable bnws. Virado was
acknowledging the power of the music and the
intense impact of his performance; the
audience surprised ilself by its overwhelming
reaction to the performance of this young
artist who knew of what his music spoke and
made it speak to them.

It is tempting to conjecture from (his

performance, and the few facts that (his

reporter knows about Mr. Viardo and the
Russian cultural situation (a knowledge'
admittedly limited), as to how he reflects the
role of music in Russia today. Twenty-three
years old, Mr. Viardo won the 1973 Van
Cliburn International Piano Competition,
^is entitled him to $10,000 and expenses on a
yfeaHong national tour. The government
certaihly allowed him to accept this capitalist

award. More importantly, however, the fad
that he is performing Prokofiev at all is eor

please turn to page five
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There's been a lot of hot air and not much action

but there's still time to enter
THE FIRST ANNUAL PATRICK MAHONEY PRANK OF THE YEAR CONTEST!!!

A keg of beer will be awarded to thai individual or group of individuals, who in the
judges opinion, have committed the best prank in accordance with the rules and
regulations set forth by the Merry Pranksters, your local sponsors.
HOW TO ENTER:
Put your name or names on a piece of paper, including a phone number or address
where the judges can contact you in the event that you should win! Mail this in
formation to: '

. < •

.

The First Annual Patrick Mahoney Prank of the Year Contest
P.O. Box No. 158 - ] .

Williamstown, Mass. 01267 « '
•'

,
' *•

Be sure to include a DESCRIPTION OF THE PRANK and postmark your letter 24
hours in advance. (This will insure fair judging ! ) Please use a sealed envelope so thai
you will protect your identity. Pranksters names will be kept confidential. Pranks
must be committed between midnight April 23rd and May tlth on the Williams

v<-^ ^"^9^ ^^"'P'JS The keg will be awarded on the 12f h of May

.

Judges will base their decision on the following three categories:
A) Originality and ingenuity.

B) The publicity the prank receives, either before, during or after the prank has
been committed. This is to discourage obscure pranks.
C) General Prankster Spirit- "Balls etc."
Du9 to the wide variety of possible pranks, the categories of incredibility,
beiievability, and crowd response will be considered whenever applicable. Damage,
oestruclion, and arrests will be severely frowned upon by the judges. /
Arrests leading to conviction means disqualification!

GOTO IT.



Baseball tops

N. Adams in

ninth, 9-8
The Williams baseball team scored four

runs in the top of the ninth behind its second-

stringers to beat North Adams State on
Sunday aflernooh, 9-8. Jim Baldwin drove in

the tying and winning runs with a single on
only his fourth at-bat of the season.

- TheEph sta rters had looked as if they could

handle North Adams (16-3 prior to the game)
well enough by themselves, exploding for four

runs in the first inning, and knocking out the

State istarter. But from then on they could not

touch the next State pitcher and it appeared
that they were about to blow another lead as
State tied it up and then went ahead, 8-5, going

into the top of the ninth.

It was at that point that Coach Briggs
decided to make wholesale substitutions.

"We had just stopped hitting," he said. "We
weren't doing anything. I just hoped thai

those guys could do something."

., Pete Eshelman was the beneficiary of

Coach Briggs' managerial genius. He pitched

superbly in the last two innings and got the

win, his second of the year. Coach Briggs also

praised the relief work of Pete Getsinger, who

had relieved erratic starter Ken Steinthal and
had preceded Eshelman.
The win ups the team's record to 6-4.

Although they've already lost to both
Amherst and Wesleyan, they still have a shot
at the Little Three title since they have
doubleheaders remaining with both schools.

On Saturday they play at Amherst and on
May 18, the following Saturday, they play
Wesleyan at Weston Field.

A few stats: Bryan Smith leads the t^am in

hitting with a .429 average and U rbi's, in-

cluding a grand-slam home run. Dan Odre
follows him at .351.

Tom Villanova and Pete Eshelman lead the,

pitching staff in victories; both are 2-0. Ri<

Mahoney has the best ERA, 2.66. /
The team batting average is .261 aiTd the

ERA is 4.38. / • [j

|snewsl»-
The inigrant view

Ms. Dolores Huferla, Executive Dir^lor
of the United F^m Worket«' Union will be
speaking on "'The Migrant Labor Movement:
The UFW Boycott of Non-UFW Lettuce and
Grapes" on Wednesday, May 15 in Room 3,

Griffin ^11 at 7:30 pm. The public is c^
diillyjnviled.

^fc!!f^^i^!"i^'? more ViardoThe organizers of the pre-vacation 24
Hour Relay report that they have reached
their goal of $2000 for Campus Chest and Aid
Children Today. The sum will be equally
divided between the two organizations. They
would like to thank the college community for
iU help in making the benefit a success. If
there are any pledges yet to be fulfilled,

please bring the money to Janice Wertz at the
Athletic Office.

High as a kite

Professor Lee Hirsche has announced
plans for the annual Kile Day on Cluett Hill.

This year's high flying festivities will

place on May 18 at 1 p.m.

I
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LIQUORS — WINES— BEER

•
,' ri^.J-ayeSf PRICESJNTOWN
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"v
' V'-QgANTITY DISCOUNTS

114 Col* Avenue Williamstown

Phone 4$«-3704 ^

pots • planters • crocks • hangers

63 Water Sfree^

William&town

Problem Pregriancy t

Concerned, qualified counselors are here

to share your pr^tilem. Pregnancy tests,

financial apfl material assistance,

adoptive^^nfiedical, and housing referrals

are cpruidentially provided in an at-

mosi^ere of compassion for you and your

illd by volunteer professionals. We are a

norlprofit service organization to provide

alternatives to abortion.

Call collect 443-3634 or drop In at 27 North

St., Pittsfield.

from page four

couraging. This performance datM^-Hfrom

Kruschev's Great Thaw, when the^mposer
came into general favor. His, -later worlcs,

which were largely gov^ninent imposed,

have given way to Ms acknowledgedly

superior earlier cpmpositions. It is heart-

ening to feel ^bat music need no longer

celebrate th^i'egime to be admitted of as^

great. Wh^Uier this reflects an across the

boardx-loosening of cultural repression is

another question. Stalin himself called

nusicians "the engineers of the human soul."

'Engineers' sounds mechanistic. Viardo
exposed for us the soul that lies in Prokofiev's

earlier music—which soul may be
reassuming its importance in the Russian

cultural spectrum.

KING'S LIQUOR
STORE

and

Liquors

PLENTY OF ALL TYPES BEER

Spring Street Williamstown
Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458-5948

\,

W M

NEW SHIPMENT

-

PAMPAS SANDALS
Made in Italy, the ideal gift

-for yotjrselfds well as others! Ttreori?

Pampas Sandal in soft, supple. Palomino
Leather uppers and suede-wrapped high

wedge heel and Platform.

Whole sizes 5 to 10, medium widths only.

/ $15.00

Qotad Evanlngt at S:30

SPRING ST WILLIAMSTOWN

Avoid the Final Ijlush!

Get Your

Summer Hair Cut

St. Pierre's

^s^ Spring Street

SENIOR YEARBOOK
PICTURES

CAN LOOK THIS GOOD

/ When it's

Phofography by

HOWARD J. LEVITZ

2 CANS FOR $4.=»

«».Wj..rfAf^*fc* 3 CANS FOR $6/" "

,^whlt« and yellow)

ALL TENNIS RACQUETS 30% OFF

Williams Co-oi
Spring Street

•xclutiv* dealer for ^

ADIDAS TPNNIS SHOES

Professional 24 hour Raquet Stringing Service

The Establiihed Tennis Store

Come and see why everyone is trying to keep up with us.

^,ssm

•r-

BERKSHIRE AUTO HAUS, INC
Route 20 at Holmes^Rd.

Lenox, Massx

(413) 499-4^60
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Rick (Jleson, John Sutter, John Buoymaster^and Fran Doran [left to right] added to the'

growing list of Williams athletic titles (his y&ttr when they captured the New England

Intercollegiate GolfChampionship Saturday and&unday by seven strokes. Captain Sutter,

who plans to turn profollowinggraduation , took individual honors with rounds of 73 and

77for a 150 total underfarfrom perfect playing ch^ditions. [photo by Mike Maass]

Cinddrmen
pkCt past

and Jeff BUiott brought the baton through the

tape; Farley playing for the pathos, the

seniors going out winning. In a special extra

added attraction Steve Kelly, Bob Martin,

Carmen Palladino, andTom Detmer defeated

an Amherst weightman's relay^

emphasized playing rather than winning, he

had no objections to Babe getting into the

game, but he wondered whether he would

have felt the same way if the atmosphere

were different
'

As fqr the cause of it all: "People are really

making tQomuch fuss over it," Babe said. "I

just we;>t' out to be manager, and got the

unifoFiln for fun." She thought it would be fun

to play, but didn't push the issue. "I don't

wknt to come across as the big women's
libber type. I want no part of thatri was just

out there for fun."

Coach Hart said he would not hesitate to let

Babe play again, but Babe was unsure

whether she'd want to. "There was too much
resentment on both teams."

Coach Hart said that no one on the team had

come to see him personally to voice any ob-

jections. Q

WRRC fares

well in 78th
marathon

by Scott Lutrey

Easter Sunday was a warm spring day,

beautiful for sunning oneself or for playing

tennis, definitely not marathon weather.

Patriot's Day dawned the same way for the

Williams Road Runners contingent in

Hopkinton, but some cloud cover blew over,

the wind blew strongly from the west, and the

spectators did not love it.

The 78th annual B.A.A. Marathon began

promptly at noon when the gun went off and
the mass of 1700 official starters began to

seethe down Rt. 135 towards__B^taiL Foil

together until the waning miles of the 26 mile
385 yard course. In the final stretch (i e the.
last five miles) Mark pulled away to finish
148th in 2:38:11; Mike died a bit more and
chalked up leist in a strong 2:39:59.
Senior rock Jocks Bob Anderson and Chris *

Potter also did the two by two bit until Pot-^
ter's knee injury worked past his psych
Safari kept on cruising to 212th in 2:43:29
Bear worked his way in to an estimated 2:58
Pete Hyde took off running and trailed only
Farwell through Wellesley, but on the
dreaded hills the inevitable result of his early
exuberance and a troublesome hip caught up
with him, slowing EPH into 252nd in 2:46:19.

Paul Skudder settled the vexing problem of
how fast a pace to set by hanging onto Bob
Cliffofd, forming a third Williams combo.
Skud eventually lost the boy from Hartford as
they both dipped under the three hour barrier^,
for the first time, finishing in estimated times
of 2:54 and 2:57.

Also on the alumni front: John Babington
'67 ran his best—over Boston, placing I94th in

2:42:19.

Despite less than perfect weather this was
the fastest Williams contingent ever, running
in the densest Boston field. The specious point

was raised that all times must be asterisked

because the tail wind was greater than the

allowable 4.473 miles per hour specified by
lAAF rules.

Among other points of note, everyone
qualified for the 79tli^ annual B.A.A.
lyiarathon. \,

The ReAd will not 6e puldished again until

the week of graduation, so if you've got some
time on your hands in the next two weeks, you
might want to 6atch the following athletic/

events:

Varsity baseball

^May 18 Wesleyan (2)

A.

Willies 93

Amherst 69'/4

esleyan 28Vi

For the first time in eleven years Williams

;l<tihnexed the Little Three title in track. Coach

Dick Farley led his team to a decisive victory

following eight and seven point losses to the

Lord Jeffs the past two springs. Senior co-

acptain Jeff Elliott anchored both Eph relays

to victory as Williams dominated on the

track.

Williams came out of the field events

trailing by thirteen points, a deficit less than

had been feared. The Ephs failed to score in

the hammer or triple jump and Dave Parker

could only pick up one point in the high jump.

But Ron Eastman and Dave McLaughry tied

for first in the pole vault as expected, Rich

Remmer won the shot, and Scott Perry

marked his comeback with a win in the long

jump. Amherst was shut out in the discus as

Remmer, Steve Kelly, and Tom Detmer took

2-3-4 behind WeslefVan's only victory and
Detmer added another third in the javelin.

Then the deluge.

Joe Newsome, Mike Reed, Dave Parker,

and Jeff Elliott blazed to a 42.8 clocking in the

440 relay which was converted fronu a

disappointing loss to an infuriating vitin when
the Amherst anchorman slowed at the wrong
finish post. The tiine was a college record,

breaking the mark of 43.2 set in 1965.

In the mile a passel of sub4:30 milers went

out at 4:45 pace until the final lap when Ken
Leinbach and Charlie Safford decided to

switch to the 440, winning by 40 yards,

deaccelerating all the way down the last

straight. Leinbach's winning time was 4:32.3,

Safford jogged into second in 4:34.1.

Paul Shells won the slow heat of the 440

followed by Dave McCormick and Kevin

Cramer. The fast heat was slower. Elliott and
Parker led through the 220 at good mile p^ce,

then warmed up for the 220 by sprinting for

the tape. By comparative times Shells won in

52.0 followed by four more Ephs for an 11-0-0

sweep.

Newsome won the 100 in 10.1, Reed the 120

hurdles in 15*1—both by solid margins. Perry

added a fourth in the 100.

Chuck Hummel went streaking out in the

880 only to have Safford blaze by to grab the

glory in 1:5^.9. Chuck finished second with

Jim Lee third and the meet was n6 longer in

doubL Elliott and Parker finished 2-3 in the

220 despite their extra practice.

Reed put on his usual impressive show by

winning his heat of the 440 hurdles in 55.2,

Stan Fri won his in 57.0, comparative times

gave them 1-2 and the Williams victory was a

mathematical certainty. Leinbach and Scott

Lutrey finished 3-4 in the 3 mile to add a few

more points.

Co-captain Reed led off the mile relay for

Williams, senior Dave McCormick broke it

open, senior Ron Eastman widened the gap.

Williams scored 66 points on the track,

winning eight of ten events. The key to the

meet was. the match up of strength against

weakness and from the 440 through the mile

the Ephs swung the meet. Some members of

,he team travel toM.l.T. this weekend, some
will continue on to the New Englands next

weekend—the rest of the team will rest on

their laurels and wail for the tesfm picnic.

Frosh coed

winner Neil Cusack, it ended at 2: 13:39 p.m.,

the trail behind him still littered with a hard-

running horde of marathoners, each with

their own race to win.

The B.A.A. gives out just thirty-five

medals—snagging the 35th was Pete Farwell
'73, listed for the U.C.T.C. but running in

Williams purple. The Deacon churned out a

personal best of 2:26:04, running his usual

dead-even pace from gun to tape, only this

time faster than ever before.

A bit further back in the pack the dup of

Mark Sisson and Mike McGarr strode along

Freshman baseball

May 18 Wesleyan

Gulf

May 18 Little Three champi<

Lacrosse

May 15 Harvard

J.V. Lacrosse

May 11 Amherst

Varsity Tennis

May 17 Army
Freshman Tennis,

May 10 Choat

breaks b-ball Daly on Sporj

sex barrier
by Nick Grisllano

While most people were watching the

lacrosse team lose to Wesleyan at Cole Field

on Saturday afternoon, history was being

made in the junior varsity baseball game in

the corner beyond the players' benches.

Without even having to go to court, a woman
participated in a men's athletic event for the

first time. With the Ephs leading 3-0 in the 6th

inning. Coach Al Hart put Elizabeth "Babe"
Kirk, the team's popular manager, in the

game as a pinch runner. He might as well

have burned down the Hall of Fame in

Cooperstown. Players on both sides voiced

resentment, more at Coach Hart's decision

than at Babe herself. That resentment was
not quelled when Babe was picked off first on
the next pitch. The Ephs eventually lost, 4-3.

Most of the emotion was dissipated by the

time the Eph players were reached for

comment, and most declined to talk about it.

A few did voice reactions.

Said one player: "With President Chandler
there, it might have appeared that Mr. Hart
was trying to get back at the college, since he
won't be returning next year. I hope that

wasn't his motive though."

Coach Hart said that he had not pondered
the move beforehand, but that he made it

"with 100 per cent sincerity. She has better

than average ability," he said. "She had^
come out for the team as a manager, but'
showed a sincerity in wanting to improve and
learn all facets of the game. She comes to

practice every day, and became a member of

the squad. She was tried at all positions like

everyone else and she was issued a full

uniform. So I've got to give her a fair shot
Pinch-running was the ideal spot"
Not according to another player. "She

deserved to play; she puts out a lot more than

some of the guys. But the situation could have
been better." The player declined to

elaborate what a "better" situation would be.

Jim Spaulding, the runner Babe replaced,

did not wish to talk about the incident.

One player felt that since the objective of

the freshman sports program at Williams

7

The Brigh^oide

Baseball is a funny game, to borrow /the
immortal words of Joe Garagiola. Consider:

Lou Brissie, a promising young/right-
hander in the 1940's, returned frcm World
War II with only one leg, yet tolLra several

seasons for Connie ' Mack's jphiladelphia

Athletics.

Ken Gray, a one-armed outfielder, made it

to the big leagues and work^his way into the

St. Louis Browns line-up.,

A dog once made the box score of a major
league game.
Three decades agq/the incomparable Bill

Beeck had the ingen/^ily to hire a 3'-7" midget
with a microscopic Sti'ike zone who could be
sent to the , plate when the Brownies
desperately ne«led to get a man on base.

Little Eddie walked on four pitches his first

time up, birf Veeck's genius went for naught
when mwlgets were banned from major
league b&seball the next day.

Jimpy Piersall flaunted tradition when he
circlftfd the bases backwards to celebrate the

hitting of his lOOth homerun.

/Williams freshman baseball coach Al Hart
/made college athletic history when he in-

serted Elizabeth "Babe" Kirk as a pinch
runner in Saturday's 4-3 loss to Mt. Greylock.
Now wait a minute! Would you like to

repeat that?

The niove was not a prank. Al Hart caused
quite a stir when he broke the sex barrier in

New England college baseball. The ac-
companying controversy, of course,' was
pretUctable. Baseball has broken the color
barrier, the Japanese barrier (remember the
Giants' Masanori Murakami?), the Cuban
barrier, the Puerto Rican barrier, and every
other kind of barrier in its illustrious history
except oiie-the sex barrier—and Al Hart did
us all a favor when he called on Ms. Kirk to do
her thing (whatever her thing is).

Sure, there were a lot of ill feelings on both
teams. After all, baseball is a man's game,

isn't it? Why do you think they invented

Softball? Yet, every once in a while during Ihe

long season, when baseball's fortunes seem lo

be sagging, something comes along and picks

the game up. That something unexpected is

"Babe" Kirk.

It was only a matter of time before females

invaded the game of baseball—you could see

it coming a mile away. So, why all the fuss?

They're not going to put the Rod Carews and

the Tom Seavers out of business. I mean, il is

a game, isn't it?

Babe's diamond exploits may leave a lot to

be desired. You don't hear anyone saying

"moveoverTy Cobb." But one has lo admire

a young woman who knew full well the lion's

den she was walking into when she replaced

teammate Jim Spaulding in the sixth inning

of a tight contest, yet was willing to put up

with the turbulent aftermath—not because

she fell a responsibility to womaiikind, but

because she loved the game.

There may be some bitter feelings that still

exist on the freshman basel>all team. But 'f

they remain because "Babe" is a girl or

because she was picked off and hurt the

team's chances of winning the game, then we

may be witnessing the collapse of sport-

smanship (or what is left of il) in American

athletics. "Babe", was a genuine member of

the squad and had been issued a full uniform.

Had there been any objections to her standing

with the team, they should have been voiced

long before Saturday's "debacle."

Before they graduate from Williams

College, the members of the freshman

baseball team will doubtless accumulate

thousands of memories. But, few will remain

with them as long as that cool, sunny

Saturday afternoon down on Cole Field when

a freshman coed became the first woman to

l^y in a New England college baseball game^

They have "Babe" Kirk to thank for itQ]
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gives degrees,

Freund speaks
%-^fe-.;#^^

i> V'

commencement
Presidenl John W. Chandler this alUTiuKin

presided at the 185lh Williams Collfgc

Commencement, presenting honorary
degrees to eight men and one woman and

awarding bachelor degrees toUfiS seniors. The
class, which included 52 women, was the

largest in the 181-year history of the College.

In 197:J the College awarded :i.S:t baehc'lor

degrees.

Among those receiving honorary degrees

was Haul A. Freijnd, the Carl M. I,(k'I)

University Professor of History at llarvard

Law School and an outstanding scholai" in the

fields of coastitutional law and civil liherlics.

fk' is the author or editor of several wo^ks

familiar to students of constitutional law and

civil rights, including The .Supreme Court of

the l'..S.. <hi l,uw and .liislu'e and Cases on

ConNliliilioiiiil l.uu'. In addition he has con-

tributed toseveral legal p<Tiodicals and is the

editor-in-chief of the fortljcoming History of

llie Siipi'eini- Court
Prof. Freund also delivered this year's

commencement address.

The other honorary degrees went to

Sterling A. Brown '22, W. Allison Davis '24,

Prof. KolxTl I,. (Jaudino, .J. Willard Hurst ':!2,

John K. l,ockwo<Kl '•£>. Barbara W. Newell.

Nikos Psacharopoulos, and (iordon B Wash-

burn '28. The citations read by Chandler as he

presented the degrees are on page five.

Dr. l.of;an honored

During the exerci.ses, Chandler announced
the establishment l)y the College of a $l(H).(KMl

.scholarship endowment fund honoring the

late Dr. Arthur C. Logan ':«), who died Nov.

25, 197:j. Dr. Logan was a distinguished

nationally known physician, cIvSl rights

leader, and patron of the arts, particularly

jazz music.

"Had it not been for his untimely death, we
would today be honoring Dr. Logan,"
President Chandler said. He announced that

the undergraduate scholarship, "in
recognition of Dr. Logan's monumental ac-

complishments in bringing medical care to

Upper Harlem," (will be awarded) "withpre-
medical students to be givien preference."

Dr. Logan was a member of the New York
City Health and Hospitals Corporation, for-

mer chairman of New York Council Against
Poverty, chairman of Haryou-AcI (an
organization which helps disadvantaged
young people obtain education and em-
ployment), and was active in the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference and the

National Urban League.

An original partner in the Upper Manhattan
Medical Group, he was a member of the

boards of New York's Sydenheim Hospital
and the former Knickerbocker Hospital
which, Cliandler noted, has recently been
renamed as a memorial to Dr. Logan.
Chandler was presiding at the first

Williams Commencement since he took office

last July. Another first was the award of

master's degrees to the first class to complete
Williams graduate program in art history.

The three men and five women had suc-

cessfully finished a two-year course of study
ottered by the College in collaboration with
the Sterling and Krancine Clark Art Institute

in Williamslown. Master's degrees or cer-

Ijficates were also presented to 20 graduate
sibdenis from developing nations. The 19 men
and din,' woman had compk'ted a one-year
prograni" at the Williams Center lor

Developnienl Kconomics.

Mudcnl iiwai'ds

Valedictorian of the class of 1974 was
William (i. II. (iibson. aHjerman major from
Ithaca, N.V., who earned "Hvlour-year grade

please turn to page five,

N^ ,

Williams fast

aids African

relief pfojecT
Approximately 60 per cent of the student

body in some way supported the day of ab-

stention from solid food on May 15. The
money has been sent to the Khode Island-

based Project Relief organization, which will

channel it through Oxfam-America to the

slarvi|ig millions in sub-Saharan Africa.

Over 1,000 students, faculty, ad-

ministrators, and townspeople pledged to

. fast, and perhaps tOO more contributed even

though they ate. Some of the pledgers were

off-campus eaters, and a number—varying
from about 15 at breakfast to over SO 9t kin-\
ch—defaulted. But the number of those not

eating was sufficient to earn a rebate of

$1,645.84 from Food Services. While most of

those who did not participate simply ignored

it, there was some .adverse reaction to the

fast. A number objected to what they con-

sidered high-pressure tactics on the part of

the organizers, and a few condemned the

relief effort as an unwarranted intrusion into

nature's way of reducing the region's surplus

population. There were enough supporters, --

however, to contribute $1,821.48 in cash and -r~

checks.
' '

^ ^
The funds raised will be used immediately

for food, family planning, and niedical

assistance for the people in Africa. In ad-

dition, they will be carefully channeled into

such long-range projects as agricultural

training programs, well drilling and water ^
resource management, and credit

cooperatives to aid small farmers in the

purchase of seeds, fertilizers, and in-

secticides.

The goal set by senior Bart Brown, one of

the chief organizers, was $7,000 and so the Ad
Hoc Committee on Drought Relief is not

overjoyed at the total raised. But they were
pleased to receive $1,000 from the College

Council, a sum appropriated on the night of

the fast.

Sparked by an ad in The New York Times,

the organizers put together a sponsoring

committee—headed by President Chandler

and containing Dean Roos^nraad, Council

Vice-President Paul Council, and several

faculty members—which obtained the en-

dorsement of many campus extracurricular

organizations. They staffed a headquarters in

the Student Affairs Office, and sent out a

letter signed by Chandler, asking support of

all members of the College community. The
group also set up tables at the dining halls

during meal times to solicit pledges and
jnoney. They also posted flyers around the

school, and flooded WCTM with public ser-

vice promos taped by College officials and
xepresenlatives of the organizations en-

doi^ing the fast. V y
One^wianticipaled problem arose because

of a variance between the pledg^ as written,

which allowecTeijnsumption of liquids, and the

_original—agreement with Food Services,

which specified that the rebate would give

contingent on abstention from all College

lood. Food Services Director David Woodruff,

however, took it upon himself to provide free

lemonade in the dining halls. By catciilaling

the rebate for each meal separately, he^^lso

ensured a rebate higher than would have been>,

obtained under the original agreement, which ^^
would have paid only for those who skipped -

all meals. The individual calculation provided

some rebate from those who broke the fast for

only one meal. CI

Committee

recommends

that part

of Mt. Hope

farm be sold
The Mount Hope Farm Study Committee

has proposed selling peripheral tracts of land

to help finance continued College use of the

l.lOO-acre estate. Recommendations on the

future of Mount Hope Farm are contained in a

report to President Chandler, which was

discussed at a faculty meeting May22, It will

Ik' presented to the Board of Trustees for

action Juno H.

TheCommillw recommends that a 50-acre

tract of land, located across Green River

Hoiid Irom the main parcel, be .sold at full

market prices. The report points out that

sortie lots have already been .sold from this

parcel and indicates that the present town

/.oning bylaw i.s "sufficiently restrictive" to

protect the land from ovcr-developmeni . It

cautions, however, that appropriate

arrangements will have to be made for

faculty members currently living on the site,

A .swond tract, 25 acres near the (Jreen

Kiver and Route A.i known as the "Cow Barn

Complex," is, according to the report,

".suitable for light manufacturing, animal

care, a museum, archives, a recreation

complex or craft center." Here again, the

report sets forth the ('ommittee's belief that

the zoning bylaw is .sufficient to protect the

area, especially the Green River itself. The

report urges th^t the College seek guidance

from professional consultants with regard to

this tract.

In its report, thd Committee recommends

that these peripheral areas of the estate be

sold to finance a multiple-use approach to the

core area around Elm Tree Hou.se However,

the report indicates that this may not solve

the problem and suggests that the College

might consider leasing or selling the estate

for use as a retirement community or an

animal care center.

At the faculty meeting on May 22,

discussion centered on the future of the estate

beyond the proposal sale of the two tracts.

Thequestion was whether the property should

be kept in its present state or divided for

possible future residential housing.

Prof. James M. Burns moved that the

report be accepted and the Committee highly

commended, but that the faculty request that

no action be taken with respect to the

remaining estate without consultation with

the faculty. Following more debate.

President Chandler declared that the Board

of Trustees was unlikely totake any definitive

action on the report before the fall other than

the proposed sale of the tract across (Jreen

River Road. In light of this a.ssurance, Burn-

s's motion was tabled.

Williams acquired Mt. Hope Farm in 196:t

•for the dual purposes of protecting the

character of the whole community and of

tHiying lime while it sought a use consistent

with the ("ollege's educational purpose,"

according to a College press release. Since

then, the estate has received little use and

now runs an annual operating deficit of over

$1(H),000. The Committee, which consists of

faculty, students, and staff, was charged with

finding ways of reducing the deficit to $25, (HK)

a year and with recommending future uses

for the estate.

Beyond the return of capital through the

sale of 75 acres, the Committee has sought

ways of reducing costs on the remaining

property. The report slates, "There exists a

mounting backlog of deferred main-
tenance . . . which eventually must be faced
by any owner wishing to maintain the status

quo.The eventual impact of these major costs

could upset any hope for limiting annual
deficits unless substantial new income
sources can be found . . . (W)e hope to cut

operating costs, raise operating income, and
.sell selecivd portions of land (under stringent

restrictions) adjacent to the main portion of

the property. This would, we believe, •

generate enough income to allow us to

please turn to page lour
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r Enlightened self-indulgence
it would be trite merely to note here that the graduation of the Class of

1974 marks the final passing of an era in the history of Williams. The
transformation started, of course, three years ago, with the beginning of a

sustained expansion of the College enrollment. By next fall, it will have
exceeded 1800; nearly 600 will be women. Probably a few members of the

graduating class have some recollection of the "old Williams." If they have
forgotten, it is all preserved in publications like the 1972 Gul.

Our concern is not with what Williams has been but with what it is

becoming. (Similar unease is expressed elsewhere in this issue by two
graduating seniors.) Students entering this College are increasingly well-

qualified academically, increasingly experienced extra-curricularly. They
are supremely suited to take advantage of what Williams has to offer. Like
burgeoning plants, they will be nurtured by the fertile environment. We
hope they will give off a little oxygen in return.

Three years ago, for reasons that are still not entirely clear to them,
several students formed the ReAd. Whatever the initial motivation, the
sustaining rationale for the paper's existence was that it gave something
back to the community from which its creators took. Of course, it became a
personal undertaking as well, viewed by some, including the editors of the

old Record, as a tradition-scorning exercise in self-indulgence. They
demanded that the name be changed back immediately.

The "tradition" involved, however, did not lie in a name alone, but in

the notion of returning actively as well as absorbing passively. We, the out-

going editors of the RecordAdvocate, will not be appalled if the Williams
newspaper undergoes an annual change of name in the coming years. We
will be disappointed, however, if the "tradition" of voluntary contribution to

the life of this College founders. For then the fault will lie all too clearly with
the students.

In an epilogue to the 1972 Gul, John Sayles wrote: "There were always
things available to be taken, the door was always open; few entered. This

place never locked anybody in or out once they got here, that is more than

you can say about a lot of places." Indeed it is, and it is true, more than

ever, of Williams. What we would suggest is simply that one of the things

available to be taken is the opportunity to give back. Don't do it for the sake

of a newspaper; don't even do it (if you don't want to) for the sake of the

community. Do it for yourselves. ,

John Ramsbottom
Dick Langlois

fsneirsbriefsneii^s
Magruder on TV . . . then to jail

Jeb Stuart Magruder, Class of '58, who admitted his own involvement and
accused others in the Watergate break-in and cover-up and who has been
sentenced to serve a minimum of ten months in prison, will give an exclusive !Mi

minute interview on "The Dick Ca velt Show" to be telecast Thursday June 13.

Bascom comes to know Dodd
The College has named the former Williams Inn building the Cyrus M. IJodd

House in honor of the late mathematics professor whose home, built in 1880,

serves as the structural core of the present building.

Dodd House, along with five smaller buildings nearby, will form a rcsidenliiil

housing unit also to be known as Dodd House. The complex will sholler 117

students and one faculty member, 56 of these in Dodd House proper. The student
residents will comprise those students- who were this year affiliated with John
Bascom House, along with transfers from other houses and newly affiliated incoming
sophomores. Bascom House proper will become a women's annex to Ferry House,
and the Bascom annexes have been portioned out to other houses.

The decision to move Bascom House to the old Inn, made last

spring by administration officials in consultation with Bascom House officers, came
after a ReAd story revealed that the College planned to convert Park Hall, llic;n

the primary male-occupied annex of Bascom, into the Center for Knvironnienlal
Studies.

The Dodd building became available for student housing after the ccmslruclion
of a new hotel building by the Treadway corporation. The new Williams Inn
opened this spring in that new building, which is located across from Field Park -

on the site of the Kappa Alpha fraternity house destroyed by fire in 1968.

Two of the five Dodd House annexes have also been renamed. The home •

built for president Mark Hopkins upon his retirement 1872, and subsequently i

named for him, has been renamed Mary Hubbell House after Hopkins wife, since-
the College already has a dormitory named Hopkins House. The building now
known as the Inn Annex will becalled Dodd Annex.

^he other three buildings. Parsons, Goodrich and Sewall, will retain those names.

Crystal ballproves partly cloudy
Nearly one-thinfof this year's graduating class is undecided as to future plans.

Fully 101 students checked the "undecided" option of the "future plans'
section of a Career Counseling questionnaire recently distributed (6 seniors.

Only 57 seniors failed to respond to the questionnaire.

The survey further reveals that 43 seniors plan to go to graduate schools for
Masters or Doctorate degrees; 38 will attend Medical school; 33 will attend law
school (or a combined program of law and business); and only one student will

attend business schog}.

Of those who wfll join the ranks of the full-time employed, 18 students will be
teaching; 4 will enteir training programs in industry or business; 12 will be
employed and trained by various banking institutions; and 33 will, undertake
various other sorts of employment.

Thirteen graduates will travel next year; 4 graduates will engage exclusively
in non-academic activities under the aegis of various fellowships,

't graduates will
enter voluntary, public service operations, one working with Ralph Nadar and

'^

one joining the Peace Corps. One graduate will join the Marines; one will run
the Log next year, three graduates expect tentatively to bfi playing pro hockey—,
two in Europe and one in the U.S.; and one graduate plans to spend next year surfing

Fresh from the Jolly Campus r

• Graduating senior William -Morris II plans to run a pub next year. He will

become manager of the Williams Log in September. Current manager Angus Laird
revealed in mid-spring that he would resign as ofJune.

Morris comes to the Log with experience in the food service businMs. During"' "^^

the past three summers he has founded, owned and operated the "Jolly Campus,
Inc.," a fast food concession in New Hartford, New York^ During the past year,
he has served as President ofMark Hopkins House.

Among Morris' ideas for next year's Log are: a television set for "special events,

"

particularly Monday night football games, colder beer, better wine, and a "meal
ticket" system similar to that of the Snack Bar.

Chamber singers headfor Spain "^

•;, . /
The Williams College Chamber Singers will begin their second European

concert tour tomorrow. On this tour, the group will be going to Spain where, for

three-and-one-half weeks, they will be under the sponsorship of the American
Embassy and Information Service, Madrid. The tour begins with concerts in the

Cathedrals of Burgos, Barcelona, and El Escorial, continuing through Madrid to

Southern Spain where they will sing in Cordoba, Seville, Cadiz and Granada. The
last will undoubtedly be the highlight of the trip, for^ the Chamber Singers

will appear in the International nuisic festival: Granada Days of Music and
Dance, where they will sing the Memorial Mass at the Royal Chapel of the Granada
Cathedral.

The concerts planned have both a religious and a secular format, designed for

performance in various locations. The singers will maintain a constant repertoire

that best utilizes the small size of the group. Thus, Rennaissance music and very
modern compositions receive the emphasis. Pieces performed Include motels of

Orlando di Lasso, Schuetz, Josquin, and William Byrd, as well as a complete
setting of the Mass ordinary by Palestrina, English madrigals, and contemporary
music of 01iveros,Ligeti and Petrassi. In addition, there is a group of American
traditional songs, including spirituals.

This marks the second tour by the Chamber Singers. The first was in

January, 1973, when a group went to Central Europe. Both times the costs have
tieen supported by the singers themselves, in conjunction with the music depart-

ment, with help from the State Department. In addition to European tours, however,

the choir has been performing this past year in twelve concerts around the New
England area, Their most recent presentation was the music at Williams'

Baccalaureate this morning.

CORRESPOIVDEJ^CE
the restoration and the rediscovery of human
dignity.

To Mr. Goodhart, I am not "Liz." And Ms.

Bundtzen is not "Lynda." The temptation to

engage in belittling cross-fire is very great.

But until the women faculty, students, ad-

ministrators, and staff on this campus and in

this community are recognized as fully

human, with extreme (i.e. visible, merely

visible) humanity, the Goodharts and the

UeAd will continue to receive protests which

begin not in scorn and pedantry, but in con-

tinuing grief, sadness, anger, and alienation.

Sincerely,

Klizabeth Frank Perlmutter

In touch with Yoyo
To the editors:

In addition to return trips to the Purple
Valley and to The Log or Snack Bar, one of the

best ways for us to stay in touch with ^ach
other is through the Alumni Review. I'm
supposed to write our Class column every
three months— but I can't do it without your
interest and help.

So please—whenever you move or get a new
job or travel or marry or win a tournament or
have a "Williams party"—write us a letter or
postcard. If you see or hear from other
classmates, let me know. I'd like to write a
column about as many members of our class

as I can in each issue—but I can't do it without
voii. Let's keep in touch, and never forget the
spirit of Yoyo.

Thanks,

Jeff Thaler '74

Class Secretary

Griefand alienation

To the editors:

With reference to Mr. Arthur Goodhart's

letter of May 9, 1974, I should like to make a

number of remarks and corrections.

I cannot speak personally for Ms.Bundtzen,

but I feel confident that she would join me in

rejecting Mr. Goodhart's classification of us

"two well-educated women" as "these two
young ladies." Young ladies mince and
simper, and their roles in life are to please

nice young gentlemen. And Mr. Goodhart,
with his snide, condescending, tongue-in-

cheek ignorance about extremism |jid

whatever it is that has made ordinarily

compliant, submissive and thoroughly nice
young "ladies" gorigid with fury, is certainly
not a gentleman.

And may I remind Mr. Goodhart that

history hardly bears out his contention that

education is responsible for the low-level
chronic depression that he euphemizes as a
'lack of extremism." He might, for example,
want to take a look at the life of Sir Philip
Sidney, or Milton, or Abraham Lincoln. Or
let's see now— how about Karl Marx, or T. S.

Eliot? Education, when it^ really delivers
what it promises, demands commitment-
vociferous, clear, extreme—to actions and
attitudes that must have as a permanent goal

Delaying the decision

To the editors:

After careful deliberation and consultation

with the President, the Dean of the Facully,

and the Chairman of the Steering Committee,

the CEP (Committee on Educational Policy)

has decided to alter its time-table for sub-

mission of a "final" report to the Faculty

Instead of submitting this report in early June

to the Faculty we now propose to submit the

report to the new CEP instead, with copies to

Department and Prc^ram Chairmen.

There are a number of advantages lo'this

new time-table. F;irst, it is taking us more

time than expected to digest and incorporate

suggestions which came out of recent

discussions with Faculty and Students. Also,

delaying submission to the Faculty will

permit us to include an attachment which

explains and defends both our proposed new

distribution requirements and the results of a

summer study of how the present junior and

senior classes would have fared under this

proposed requirement. The new CEP will, in

any case, have the responsibility of bringing

to the Faculty, early next Fall, full copies of

the final report, together with any proposals

for action which il recommends.
The CEP trusU that this change in timing

will meet with Faculty approval. Individual

Faculty members, who may be interested,

will be able to keep informed as to changes in

CEP thinkiife by having a look at their

Chairman's copy of this June's report to the

new CEP.

Prof. William Cialeti

Chuirmun, CKP
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I'IiIk viewpoint Is written as a response to a
questionnaire sent to all seniors by Gargoyle;
the questionnaire states: "Gargoyle has
drawn up a questionnaire for Seniors which
we ask you to rill out. The results will be sent
\o appropriate representatives In the Ad-

'' mlnlstratiun and Faculty and to members of

the Faculty-Student Committees. It will be
used to guide policy decisions and to better

Inform the whole Williams community of our
experiences here and our recommendations
for improving them."

« « «

Dear Gargoyle, Appropriate Representatives

in the Administration and Faculty,
Members of the Student-Faculty Com-
mittees, Trustees and Alumni of Williams

College;

I received the Gargoyle senior question-

r&Jind read it with interest and_approval.

The format of ttie questionnaire is a vast

improvement over the q)0ltiple choice data-

sheel>^I completed durfng freshman orien-

tation four years ago. I hope that the cir-

culation of this questionnaire is indicative of a

new concern for student evaluation of the

Williams College education. Because 1

believe that the questionnaire is a serious

attempt to elicit student criticism, I have

considered with some care each of the

questions asked. The questionnaire has

stimulated me to make an appraisal of some
aspects of Williams College that cannot be

conveniently evaluated in the questionnaire

format. For that reason, I am choosing the

present mode of response. i

Of the nine questions you ask, I like the first

best of all and so will begin with it. How would

I compare my expectations of Williams

before entering to my four-year experience?

The only way of answering this question is, of

course, to recall what my expectations were.

A student, and fellow IVlontanan, Rudy
Spraycar '72, first told me about Williams

College. He was not actually attempting to

recruit me, but he was trying to interest

students from our far western state in the

values of a liberal arts education at a small

eastern college. He made his case for

Williams by contrasting it with the University

of Montana which I was also considering.

Rudy made three points. First, he em-
phasized Williams' reputation as a high-

powered academic institution. Compared to

the University of Montana, the workload
would be heavier, the professors would be

more exacting, and the competition among
students would be more intense. Second, he

stressed the fact that Williams would open up

more opportunities than would a degree from
a Montana untvefsily. He said that, if I could

show a reasonably good academic per-

formance, I would have access to the most

prestigious graduate and professional

schools; an inside track, of sorts, to plethora

of corporate institutions infested with

Williams College alumni; a letter of in-

troduction to the power centers of the Eastern

Liberal Establishment. Finally, Rudy told me
about the personal atmosphere of a small

college. He told me I would get to know, on a

first-name basis, a number of nationally

recognized scholars. He told me 1 would not

be up against the red tape I might find at an

impersonal state institution.

Rudyalsogave me a Williams Bulletin. In a

short paragraph somewhere near the

beginning, I read that Williams College was a

viewpoint

Ideas for re-creation
I K

liberal arts institution dedicated to ihe pur-
suit of knowledge for its own sake. While it

recognized the importance of the utilitarian

aspects of higher education, it insisted that

these were of secondary importance to pure
intellectual inquiry. At the time I did not see
any inconsistency between the description 'of

the catalogue, a quasi-official pronoun-
cement, and the impressions that Rudy
related to me, the perspective of a student
who had completed three years at Williams.
Relatively unsophisticated, idealistic and
eager to gel^on^vitb real-tearning^rfter4»tgh

school, 1 naively assumed that a competitive
academic college was the same ^hing as an
intellectual community.
Everything Rudy told me turned out to be

true. It also turned out that academic per-

formance can be radically separate from
intellectual inquiry. In the remainder of this

letter I will try to work out this distinction in

terms of my Williams College experience.

Williams is a high powered academic in-

stitution; Williams is not an engaging in-

tellectual community. In general, the

workload here is^'feavy. Sometimes it Is

overbearing. That does not mean the work is

difficult or challenging. II consists of a great

deal of reading, labs, tests and lengthy

papers. These are time-consuming activities.

They are not intense and challenging

projects. Most professors here demand a

certain minimal levjel of proficiency in

handling the concepts of their disciplines;

however, what makes education enjoyable-
enthusiasm for an idea—-cannot be deman-
ded. II must be elicited. Williams has a

sizeable portion of bright and very com-
petitive students. Unfortunately, a true ad-

venture in ideas requires cooperative rather

than competitive intellects. My four years al

Williams have been full of competition; but I

can recall, in the space of a minute, all the

occasions on which I was able to cooperate

with peers in pursuing an interesting thought.

The Williams degree has opened up a vista of

opportunities, but the drudgery of academic

demands has taken the edge off the in-

tellectual enthusiasm I once had in abun-

dance. Perhaps it Is economic reality that I

am complaining about when I accuse

Williams of being pre-professional—pre-law,

pre-business, pre-med, and pre-graduale

school— instead of being pro-ideas. II seems

to me I am also complaining about a hoax thai

was perpetrated on me, and other naive,

unsophisticated idealists, who really ex-

pected to pursue knowledge for Its own sake.

My critique Is directed at Williams In

general. Certain people at Williams have

made It bearable, at times highly enjoyable.

Rudy did tell me thai 1 would get to know
engaging intellectual personalities on a first

name basis. Those dreary and uninspired

classes, when II seemed that every student

had stopped thinking and lost Ihe power to

speak, were off-set by the many quasi-tutorial

encounters with my friends among the faculty

and a handful of like-minded students. This

experience is not a general one. The handful

of students has diminished in four years

because of disillusionment and transfers to

other colleges. •

"The question I really want to ask, the

question that did not appear on your
questionnaire, is this: Why is Williams such
an academic success and at the same time
such a failure as an intellectual community?
Why does Williams give an instrumental
education when il proclaims itself to be in-

terested in the intrinsic values of inquiry? I

think the causes are of two sorts—material
and spiritual. On the material side^are the

deniands of the^ociety outsideToTlhe college

community^ Willi8[ms_musirely upon alumni,
the government, the interest of corporations

and graduate schools for the financial and
organizational suppoj^t that makes It

economically viable. In t^mris of capital and
labor allocations within Wiiriaqistown, this

means much money is available ^or field

houses, the apparatus of a pre-med oiletited

Division III, and the kind of faculty that cSn,

get from students the kind of techijical

proficiency thaj our technological society

values. On the spiritual side there is the

reluctance of people affiliated with Williams
to be critical of these' external demands.
Williams has never seriously tried to define

itself. I have never heard of a CLAE (Com-
mittee on Liberal Arts Education) or a CIL
(Committee on Intellectual Life). Indicative

of our passive attitude is our lack of a clearly

formulated admissions policy. The general

platitudes, repeated year after year in ihe

Bulletin, are Ihe only attempts at a definition

of the Williams College experience. Williams

continues the hypocrisy of paying lip-service

to Ideals while catering to the demands thrust

upon it by alumni, corporations, post-

graduate institutions and the government.

Add this question to your questionnaire:

What is a liberal arts education? I have some
vague ideas. I cannot offer a cogent definition

because I lack the experience to make one. I

would begin to answer the question

negatively. A liberal arts education is not pre-

med, p^^e-law, pre-grad or pre-business. It is

not pre*professional. I think it must be for

amateurs in the best sense of the word. If I

were confined to one phrase I would call II

pre-citlzenand I would think of Socrates. That

Is an exhilarating notion! I come by it through

the philosophy faculty. Some would discount

il on that ground. I think that fact enhancfs

my critique rather than diminishes It. The
professors in my major exhibit more ongoing

concern for ideas, for the integration of life

and intellect, for the values of the liberal arts

than any comparable group at Williams.

These men, along with others Isolated in other

departments, represent what is best about

Williams, what the College could be If it tried.

Suppose Williams did try. What steps

should it take? Joe Beatty, Fill Boone and

others have rightly called attention to the

freshman year at Williams. The correctly

perceive that the academic attitude begins to

destroy Intellectual enthusiasm during the

first semester, during the first few days, of

the Williams College experience. Academics
separate work and play. They are researches

and socializers. Intellectuals strive for an

integrated life. They search, create and then ""

- looK for re-crealion. During freshman days

social functions are radically separate from

intellectual engagement. Mental per- •

formance is confined to the context of com-
petitive placement tests, competitive

classroom situations or competitive com-
parisons of secondary school records.

Cooperation is minimal. Wick Sloane '76 and -

Jay Mclnerney ,'76, two of next year's Junior

Advisers, intend to introduce the notion of the

intellectual enterprise to their freshmen. I

think Williams ought to watch them and learn

from them.

The problem goes beyond freshman days.

In terms of physical plant Williams lacks a

sufficient number of adequate seminar
jilassrooms. \n terms of commitment
Williams is hegimTihglo give up the valiias of ~rT
small seminar classeSi-Por -there to be an —
intellectual community there must be
adequate preparation of students for them to

engage in dialogue.

Williams lacks extra-curricular spaces for

the type of re-creation I mentioned above.

When Stetson is remodelled some of that '^'

space ought to be allotted for designated

study areas similar to the math room in

"^^ronfman.

Th^residential system, as it now operates,

works "against the ideal of an intellectual

community.^The principle of random
, assignment seehls., only to scatter a few
committed intellectu>kkwhile concentrating

those with tendencies toward fraternities.

I favor the recent proposal to-ipcrease the

number and distribution of required-corses.

With a larger number of courses in conrnd^
Williams students will have more ideas thm^~\^
they can share. There is a danger that more .

required courses will result in a proliferation

of "guts." All faculty ought to respect the

integrity of their disciplines and ought to

commit themselves to the liberal arts ideal.

These suggestions are simply ways to

tinker with the system. If Williams is to

become a liberal arts college, input is

required from all levels of the College com-
munny. Only a tiny segment of faculty,

students and possibly administrators are.now
Interested in this project. Williams n,eeds to

go through a lengthy period of serious self-

examination and self-criticism. The
ingredients for purposeful change are
present; but they are unexploited.

Your last question asked if I woiild

recommend Williams to a friend. If my friend \
wanted an instrumental education, if he
wanted to be a big cog in society, I would
recommend Williams. If my friend wanted a

life contributed to society rather than simply
sustained itself by society; if my friend

wanted to adventure In ideas; if my friend

wanted a liberal arts education; I would tell

him what professors at Williams tell disen-

chanted Intellectuals. Try Swarthmore.
I want to end this letter optimistically, sitice

there are some reasons for being optimistic

about Williams. I have met some people here

who are concerned with the values of the

liberal arts. Williams has changed leadership

in the last year. That change could be
significant. It can mean new directions. If it •

does, and it might, then in five or six years I

will go back to Montana and urge a friend to

give Williams a try." Smcerely yours,

Dav Holzworth '74

I would like to offer something to the

dialogue seemingly begun by the CEP report

("Viewpoint" articles "Grumbling over the

CEP Report," 5-3-74, by Ellen Causey, and "A

Campus Appraisal: Education as Poker," 5-9-

74, by Henry lyres). These added to a

dialogue which began at President Chandler's

January open meeting, "About Williams " At

this meeting. President Chandler projected a

reformulation of the relevancy of the

"WiHiams College Experience" to our

"changing times," and to the changing needs

and aspirations of students in general.

Specifically, he said (as best I can recall)

that, because of the decreasing interest

students have shown in the past few years

toward continuing to graduate school and-or

pre-professional training, the tradition of

liberal arts as practiced at Williams should be

fundamentally questioned: more emphasis

should l)e placed on the liberal arts education

as part of the personal growth of the in-

dividual.

If we look at the increased requirements

(both distributional and major) recom-

-\mended by the majority CEP report,

.. precisely the opposite seems to be happening.

These changes reflect institutional concerns.

The report may have been the result of a

greater concern on the part of the Committee

.on Educational Policy with the "Williams

_Image," rather than with the interests of the

rtudent. The "Williams fmage" is whatever

- you imagine it to be and-or whatever may

viewpoint

linage^ experience
by Chris

happen if you attempt to define yourself as a

"Williams Man," plus the "appearance" of

the place— its reputation and prestige, the

rarified atmosphere of bookish endeavor, the

small-minded country-club snobbery, etc.—

all these being connected with or sometimes

reflected in the purity, perfect beauty,

geographical isolation of the place. Relative

to larger educational concerns, the "Williams

Image" is a fiction.

Image vs. Experience

In fact, I think such a CEP report could only

have been written at a place where the con-

cerns of the institution are perceived by the

institution as separate from (and more im-

portant than) the concerns of the student

There is too much the attitude that, in coming

to Wilfiams College, you are often some ab-

stract separate-from-yourself thing called the

"Williams College experience." (Witness the

Admissions Office's "Williams UfeShidy,"

put together by students "high" on ideals, low

on perception of what really happens here.)

The WiUiams image exists above and beyond

you, and you are here to try to live up to it.

You can't question its authority because (as

Teipel

the institution tf'ies to teach you) you made a

choice of an institution first, and second the

choice for an education. Williams at its worst

moments is an institution which tries to make
Williams students exist for Williams itself.

There, are far too many moments when it

becomes clear that the institution cares more
for itself as "fictitious" image than for Its

students. This separation of institutional from

student concerns is authoritarian, pater-

nalistic and false.

Ideals are fine. I agree with Henry lyres

that most students come here Wanting to

learn. I came here identifying my educational

ideals .with those stated in the Williams

College Catalogue. But both the "Williams

College Experience" and the "Williams

image" are separate from larger educational

ideals. The result is confusion. Trying to learn

during the Williams Experience, plus living

up to the Williams "Image " (if you try this)

are two different, and too often antagonistic

efforts.

As Henry lyres points out, necessary to an

improvement of this situation is an,
examination of education as a process. How

do we learn? Surely Ihe "hidden curriculum"
will disappear from the student's life as soon
as he has graduated from the "poker chip"
milieu (unless he is graduating into another
such milieu). In other words, the develop-
ment of learning ability (transferrable
beyond institutional environs) should be a
primary concern on the part of the institution.

Learning ability, to be learned, requires
teaching ability to impart it. How many of the
Williams faculty have training as teachers?
The snob attitude has it that teacher-training
is for public high school teachers, or, at any
rate, only those who need state certification in

order to teach. Yet it seems especially im-
portant that a person with a Ph.D. .brimming
with knowledge about a subject in which he is

deeply involved, should be, and could be,

aware of many different ways of teaching or
imparting this informatioa of many levels on
which he could speak and-or interact with his
students (i.e. "which information could be
most valuable to this student?" "to this class
of students?" etc.?)

Especially at a small college this kind of
education about education could and should
occur to keep the image, experience,
education one. Dialogue should be kept ac-
tive. There are courses in Philosophy of
Education and Educational Psychology (plus
some informal faculty dialogues). Of course,
many faculty at WiUiams are excellent as-

pleasetumpag«
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teachers, whether "naturally," by long ex-

perience, or by considerable thought, or all

three. But many faculty are not teachers.

Many faculty at Williams have their own
"hidden curriculum" (strategies to get

tenure, get another year's appointment, etc.).

Some, for instance, worry about how they'll

look on the questionnaires students fill out at

the end of the semester, and try to "live up
to" the qualities "rated" by the students,

qualities chosen by the questionnaire ("am I

being dynamic and energetic?")

The atmosphere at Williams is not con-

ducive to developing the ability to make
distinctions between the "ephemeral" and

" the understanding of "well-proven positions."

In quoting former President Sawyer, lyres

makes clear the distinction the institution too

often encourages: whatever is on the syllabus

must relate to a "well-proven position";

whatever occurs to the student is ephemeral.

Obviously, this is untrue. The ephemeral and^-

the "real" ("Truth") exist both within

students' heads and in the material cited on

syllabi. Too often the student is not taught

how to evaluate the difference. He is too often

ta ughtTo^istrust his own hunches in order to

display institutionally acceptable behavior.

This is especially true in the case of courses

taken to satisfy "distribution" requirements.

How can the CEP recommend more
semesters of distribution requirements
without first evaluating what students ac-

tually learn in courses taken under these

requirements? ("To what extent do these

courses actually contribute to the liberal-

artsiness of the student's education?") The
CEP's ideals for course distribution among
the divisions ("acquaintance,^' "exposure,"

"having an educational intermediary,"
"early exploration, later consolidation"), can
not be met by their prescription of

distribution requirements.

Part of this learning—that whatever exists

in the student's head is ephemeral—is due to

the work load imposed on Williams students.

The preliiinnary~Tesults of an investigation

carried out last semester indicate that 78 per

cent of Williams students consider the "work
load" problem serious enough that they

normally must register for at least one course
which they perceive to have a lighter-than-

normal load. This fourth course is sometimes,
maybe most times, also a "distributionally"

required course. Though the CEP
acknowledges the work load problem, they

deny its validity and relevance to any of their

proposed changes by not waiting until this

problem has been fully analyzed. Though the

preliminary results of the work-load report

are ambiguous, the question of the relations

between distribution requirements .and the

work load seems important and worth
delaying curricular. changes to investigate

further.

Learning From Neighbors

Perhaps Williams (via the CEP) could

learn not only from Williams students but also

from other schools in their "league." The
"Little Three" are not only athletic com-
petitors, but should also compete to offer their

' students better educations, not just "better"
institutional images.

A comparison of my experience at Williams
with impressions gotten w^tile I was on ex-

change at Wesleyan has led me to believe that

the atmosphere which encourages various

educational processes can be defined by
various systems. Both Williams' and

Jeyan's (institutional) systems aspire to

offer a^iberal arts education. Their methods
differ. W^sln'an requires no spattering of

"divisional" requirements. By rationalizing

his case before .the~ti^partment, a student can
construct his own m^oi:^program. From the

point of view of (institutional) "manpower
concerns" the CEP rationalh^ a system
which would actively discoOrage**contract"

majors at Williams, ( limiting their nuinher to
'' "no more than a dozen per class year")>lt
seems obvious that the CEP should study how\
a system such as Wesleyan's solves its

manpower problems.

Another alternative is offered also in

Wesleyan's system: the student can choose a

sequence of requirements suggested by his

major department (much like Williams'

system). Most courses can be taken on a pass-

fail or on a graded basis. If this option is of-

fered by the professor, the choice is • the

student's. Distribution requirements and
work load questions seem intimately related

to grading. With the possible exception of

their suggestions for freshmen, a full con-

sideration of the interrelatedness of

distribution requirements, work load, and
grading has not been demonstrated by the

CEP.

For Example

While at Wesleyan, I took a course called

Educational Psychology, advertised in their

catalogue as one for those who wished to

famine their educational experience in a

personally meaningful way. At the first class,

the teacher told us we were to do whatever we
thought worthwhile, whether it be the writing

of a personal "educational history," or an

examination of ways to teach other people dr

yourself how to do or build or learn something

else, such as how to learn a foreign language

on your own while you are in the process of

learning the foreign language.

Now, the course closest to this I've had At

Williams was one entitled "Imagination and

Memory," advertised "conventionally" as a

seminar for senior psychology majors. At the

first day of class the instructor told us we
could deal with a topic of our own choice, in a

fashion of our own choosing.

In both classes, students made individual

presentations in their given areas. In both, at

least part of the purpose of the emphasis on

students' own ventures was to allow students

to learn from each other in a forum or

— stnictureactively provided by the institution.

^In both, the insTructoi^tried to nfiaintalrfa nwi-

interferring, non-manipulative, guiding at-

titude, in and out of the classroom. In both

courses, some students used the course as a

"gut"; others worked as "hard" as they

would in a more traditional course.

The similarities end here. At Wesleyan
students chose at the beginning of the

semester whether they wanted to be graded
or merely passed-or-failed (both options

being given full credit by the institution) . This

choice itself created an "ideal" situation for

what Henry lyres calls "self-initiated en-

thusiasm." The course was successful
because some tried to bring into the class

learning (hey thought th^r peers could profit

from. It was quite obvious vvhp was making a

sincere effort. Competition \vas rendered
ineffectual. Those who used the Course as a

gut were spared the satisfaction of-^having

"beaten the system" because the system
made them aware that this had been their

choice in the beginning. The "gut" students

could "pass" and receive credit for a course
in Educational Psychology, but they could not

give a successful presentation to a room full

of intelligent, listening and questioning

students, since the student-teacher dialogue

( so overwhelming when students are trying to

impress the teacher for a grade) was
minimized by the teacher. At its best, the

course helped students make the distinction

between knowing what you know and thinking

you know what actually you only "know" as

long as some teacher expects ^ou to know it

(and will forget soon after you walk out the

door from the final examination) . Making this

distinction is a student concern at Williams
Which is too often separate from the in-

stitdUonal concern. Competition for grades
too often masks or leaves unanswered the

question bf commitment, "truth" and true

learning. T^k|ng a course merely because
you must unnecessarily complicates this

distinction.

The "Imagination a>id Memory" course (of

senior majors) was almost as successful. But
the pervasiveness of unhealthy competition
with peers and for grades oftentimes
produced an atmosphere of distn^st. It was
difficult sometimes (though not most times)
to tell who was really try ing to say somi^thing,
and who was just trying to show off brdio-
power, or just to get by. This atmosphere
dampened what could have been more lively

exchanges between students. C<Hirse readings
were provided by students befoi'e the date of

their presentations. Unfortunately, the in-

structor felt it necessary to check up on who
was doing what reading, and threaten grade-
lowering for those who did not do the reading.
This problem was less with the professor for

not extending full trust to students than it was
with the institution for not developing an
atmosphere where this trust could occr, and
where .eniors would have developed enough
personal responsibility to make good this

trust. Q

Theatre

mark^Oth
anniver^ry

' by John Ellis

The AMT stands not empty through the
long, hot months when we, in idleness or in-

dustry, are away. Indeed, this summer is the
20th anniversary of The Williamstown
Theatre, headed, with pizzazz, and not a little

blarney, by Nikos Psacharopoulos.
This is one of the most thriving summer

theatrra in the country, and one of the most
professional. It mounts, during the months of

July and August, one fiill. Broadway scale

production each week on the main stage. It

also sponsors a cabaret, small repertory

company, and apprentice workshop. Last

season there were 172 performances of 27

different events. This summer will bring even

more performances, as p«irt of the Festival

to celebrate the 20th anniversary.

,. The types of plays mounted vary greatly,

from the conservative to the vanguard. The

theatre plays to a "summer audience" who
come more likely to have a "good time" than

to be provocatively stimulated Thus, there

are many comedies such as Neil Simon's Last

of the Red Hot Lovers, and musicals such as

"last summer's original Nobody's Earnest,

very loosely based on Wilde's play.

But considering the audience (not totally

unsophisticated, as many are theatre goers in

Boston or New York) ttie theatre also goes

farther outside the norm than do many
summer stock companies. In comedy, for

example, the theatre last summer produced

What the Butler Saw a black comedy by Joe
—Orton; Also lastsummer, the theatre mounted

a quite adventurous production of Brecht's

The Good Woman of Setzulan..

A list of this summer's possible productions

(their possibility depending on the

availability logistics of actors, directors, and
designers) indicates that there should be a

more-interesting-than-usual mixture of the

best of the recent and the past. Particularly

intriguing is the possibility of productions of

such preeminently theatrical and yet seldom-

mounted plays as Sheridan's The Rivals,

Beaumont and Fletcher's The Knight of the

Burning Pestle, and especially John Web-
ster's The White Devil. It is greatly to be
hoped that some if not all of these are
mounted. Also proposed are Private Lives by
Noel Coward, Miller's Death of a Salesman,
William's Sweet Bird of Youth, and the

present London production of Sherlock
Holmes. Finally, the theatre hopes to have an
original musical and one or more revivals of

its past successful productions.

^ The entire theatre organization functions

remarkably well under strained conditions.

To put <>n a full-scale main-stage production

each week is no small trick. The productions

themselves, as well as the sets and costumes,

are of a uniformly high quality. Many actors

and directors comeand go during the course
of a summer, however, and sometimes the

two week rehearsal period is not enough time
in which to get a new group of people into a

cohesive cast. Oh the other hand this system
permits the theatre to bring up during their

free time, and many make such free time, top

talent from New York and occasionally even
London. This is a highly respected theatre.

This summer should include many new
enterprises. One such enterprise is headed by
Steve Lawson '71 ; it consists of productions at

the Clark Art Institute on Sunday nights

(while main-stage shows run their tech-

rehearsals), and will include guest singers,

actors for one-acts or staged readings, and
films.

I
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Jackpot,

dream trip,

and Air-wick
by Barbara Pierce

In 1866, Williams took the television and
academic worldis^ by storm when it won five

consecutive rounds'^f "G.E. College Bowl"
and retired undefeated with $11,500 in

scholarship grants and a silver bowl to

commemorate the feat. Eight years later the
tiny college tucked away in the nurple hills

was again launched into the limelight when
Kathryn Samuel, Stetson's merence
librarian, sustained a five day winning
performance on the daytime NBC quiz show
"Jackpot," winning $5,300, a trip to HawaiP
and $25 worth of "Air Wick."
Kathryn's appearance on "Jackpot" Was

largely pot luck, so to speak. She and her
husband were sUnding in line waiting to
watch the taping of an NBC network show jjnd
were asked if they would fill out interview
Cards for an appearance on "Jackpot" They
agreed, and soon after were contacted from
New York to appear for an interview.
Kathprn went alone because her husband
who had just completed his last year of law
school, c6itkt.not go. She was tested for en-
thusiasm and ilttdle-answering.
NBC decided she^n^s an enthusiastic and

competent riddle-repliei^she was asked to
return to New York a third tiWfor the taping
of the show. She le« the studio $5,«» richer
with a trip to Hawaii, Air-Wick, find^ a
husband who spent the rest of the da^
swinging around lamp poste along Fifth
Avenup.

"Jackpot" hks U contestanU a«ated m
three tiers d bleachers and another of the
contestants stands in an elevated circular
piatform with a luard rail to prevent the
especially excitable from falling The
elevated contestant asks one of the M to read
the rtddle he holds and to announce how much" the riddle is worth. If the riddle is answered
correcUy. the contestant grips the rail and
dollar signs flash in his eyes as his winnings
are recorded on a computerized scoreboard
If the one chosen to read the riddle has the
"jackpot" quesUon, and if it is answered
correctlyt the two divide the total jackpot
earnings and a new game begins. If an ans-
wer is wrong, the one on the platform hangs
his head, pouts a bit, then descends from the -

platform to exchange places with the one who
asked the riddle.

That's the basic game plan, and if it sounds
confuslng^it is. There are some fimLpoints
which only the experienced "Jackpot" viewer
^n appreciate, such as hitting the target

^
number, trying for the "Super Jackpot" and'*'
answering 15 riddles correctly, but these
needn't be elaborated upon.

Those on the inside of day-time quiz shows
have witnessed an interesting piece 'of
America. As Kathryn describes it, all is not as
it seems from the living room television. The
five-day stint for the 15 contestants is actually
taped in one day. The observant home viewer
will notice that some contestants have the
same clothes for all "five" days. Those with a
change of clothes have brought five outfits

and change in the few minutes between
tapings. For instance, the woman who
gogglingly referred to herself as an "apart
ment wife." Kathryn said the apartment wife
was always downing tranquilizers, applying
make-up and changing clothes between
tapings.

Don Pardo warms up the audience of 200

with some very weak jokes. Canned applause
supplement the audience response. Watching
the contestants leap into the air, scream,
faint, give each other bear hugs, one might
suspect that they are well-coached. Kathryn
insists this is not the case. Any emotion
exhibited is completely spontaneous (not

including when all fifteen leap into the air at

the end of the show and yell "jackpot!" at the

signal of emcee Jeff Edwards. He, unlike the

serious and scholarly-looking College Bowl
host Robert Earle, is mod, sexy and with-it.)

"Jackpot" differs from the average quiz

show in that another contestant's good for

tune could be your own as well. Unlike the old

Hugh Qowns "Concentration," when each

contestant was coached to grin pleasantly as

his opponent matches a "Take One Gift" and
rips off his stereo console, "Jackpot" rewards
teamwork. Each time a jackpot is won, the

spoils are divided between both the respon-

dent and the one who reads the riddle. Each
victory finds two contestants ecstatically

embracing each other.

Kathyrn's advice to Williams students is:

Go ahead and try your' luck. The best

preparation is a liberal arts education (Who
says we're not prepared for anything when we
graduate?) and experience in Trivia is

helpful.

If you don't win $5,000 or a trip to Hawaii,

you probably would do as well as three

members of the class of '75 who already tried

:

Bill Oberndorf won $550 and 75 pie crusts

(which are still sitting in Mission Park's

kitchen, for all those interested). Gene Falk

bombed out on the money but now has a

digital alarm clock, $25 worth of Rice-a-Roni.

$25 worth of Air-Wick permeating his room.

and Hollywood agents knocking down his door

asking for film contracts. Mitch Mitcehll won

$660,$25 worth of Eskimo Pies and is waiting

for his Rice-a-Roni. V

-X more Hope
y\ from page one

maintain the agricultural, recreational,

conference, and College uses of the main

•perty at significantly lower net cost."

lie report outlines six possible multiple

uses fbr the remaining estate. Although the

Commiti^ was unable to find a practical

educational use for t)ie property, H strongly

recommends that one be found, possibly as a

corporate or government research center

Elm Tree House can still be used as a con

ference center, though it can no longer

compete with others in the area, the report

indicates.

The Committee was divided over the future

of farming on the estate. It was agreed that

some form of agricultural use was ap-

propriate for Mount Hope Farm. However,

the Committee could not agree on the exact

nature of this use. The report presents

numerous options to President Chandler.

In speaking with members of the town and

College communities, the Committee found a

general ^eslre that Mount Hope Farm be
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opened to more recreational uses. The
Committee concurs, even though the report

indicates that this could mean higher

maintenance and security costs.

"The Committee regards any extensive

residential housing development as un-

suitable for Mount Hope," states the report.

Nevertheless, the Committee recommends
that a "small number of relatively large lots"

be sold off at maximum market prices to

offset the capital investment in the estate.

The total number of residential units on the

estate would be limited to 18 to 24. The report

recommends that this restriction be placed on

any prospective buyer of the whole estate as

well.

A key aspect of the report, is the Com-
mittee's concern that the estate be preserved

.to some degree as a. park-like area in the

ffonfimiinity. Thus , the report recommends
that certain areas be put under <• trust

restriction of use as a conservation measure.

TheCommittee considered a "broad public-

trust notion of the entire area" in making its

recommendations, the report indicates. It

goes on to declare, "There are benefits to the

community from the general pattern of land

use at Mount Hope with its substantial open

areas and some 300 acres of active farm land.

Our proposals are aimed at keeping the

general character within acceptable financial

constraints."

In a similar vein, the report notes that an

'added benefit from the sale of the two tracts

would be added real estate tax revenue to

Williamstown. The report indicates that this

would be a real plus in light of the fact that

certain of the proposed uses of the remainder

of the estate would make Mount Hope Farm
tax-exempt.

None of the Committee's recommendations

will go into effect unless approved by the

Board of Trustees. If accepted, these

recommendations can be carried out within

the next three years, the report declares. In

any case, it recommends that the entire

operation be reviewed again in 1977. If no

substantial improvement is seen, the College

should consider some "less attractive op-

tions," the report states. These include

ceasing to maintain the estate, demolishing

Elm Tree House, giving away the estate, or

selling more extensive tracts with less

housing restrictions.

more

commence-
ment
from page one

average of 10.94 on a scale of 12.0. Tied for

second with 10.63 grade averages were

Darcyjeanne Hansen of Allendale, N.J., who
graduated with honors in mu.sic and a double-

major of music and biology, and Charles E.

Dropkin of Nyack, N.Y., who graduated with

highest honors in polilical economy.

All three graduated summa cum laude, as

did 10 other seniors: R David Arnold of

Pitlsfield, Mass.; Charles B. Augenbraun of

;
Rosiyn Heights, N.Y.; Henry H. Bible, Jr., of

,' St. Louis, Mo.; Katherine A. Davis of Bed-
*'

ford, N.Y.; Henry C. Dinger III of Brooklyn,

N.Y.; Donald W. Douglas of Lake Oswego,

Ore.; Mark A. Franklin of Dalton, Mass.;

Lorna M. Hochstein of New London, Conn.;

David L. Longworth v0H^ Philadelphia,

Ohio; and, John D. Ramsbotlom of In-

dianapolis, Ind. They were among 108 seniors

who qualified for membership in Phi Beta

Kappa. Filly-one members of the class

graduate magna cum laude, and 144

graduated cum laude.

Student speakers who participated in the

Commencement Hlxercises were Gibson, w^o
delivered the valedictory address; William A.

Finn of Natick. the class speaker; and. Jef-

frey L. Johnson of Seattle, Wash., the Phi

Beta Kappa speaker.

The preligious William Bradford Turner

Citizenship Prize was awarded at the Com-
mencement ceremony to the student who, in

the opinion of a committee of the Class and

the Faculty, "best fulfilled his obligations to

the College, his fellow students and himself."

The name of the Turner Prize winner was not

given out in time for publication.
.

The * following is a list of the other

tellowships and prizes awarded to the

graduating class.

Fellowships

V Horace F. Clark Prize Fellowship: Charles

Edward Drnpkin •74. Lorna Mary Hochstein

74. Francis Sessions Hutchins Memorial

Fellow.ship; Robert John Patterson '74.

— Hahbard. Hutchinson Memorial Fellowship;

WilHam Alan Finn '74, Krid Panyarachun '74.

Charles Bridgen Lansing Fellowship in Latin
and Greek: no award. John Edmund Moody
Memorial Fellowship: John David Ram-
sbottom '74. Carroll A. Wilson Fellowship:
Drake Scheib Tempest '74.

The Benedict prizes
In Biology: First Pri«e: Daccy Jeanne

Hansen '74; Second Prize: Jay Paul Heiken
74, Robert Mjsrk Stern '74.

In French: First Prize: Susanna Alice Lang
'77; Second Prize: William Dana Sunderlin
'76.

In German: First Prize: William G. H.
Gibson '74; Second Prize: David Francis
McTigue '74.

In Greek: First Prize: Nancy Brooks
Lincoln '76; Second Prize: Nicholas Vincent
Cristiano '77.

In History: first Prize: John David
Ramsbottom

—

'lA-^ Second Prize: James
Shepard Grubb '74.

In Latin: First Prize: Theresa Marie
Sternberg '75; Second Prize: Richard
Campbell Spicer '77.

In Mathematics: First Prize: Martin Ar-

thur Weinstock '77; Second Prize: Pakorn
Vichyanond '76.

Other Prizes ,

Academy of American Poets Prize: First

Prize: Peter Ludwig Kozik '76; Honorable
Mention: Lezlie Hope White '75. John Sabin
Adriance Prize in Chemistry: Harold Henry
Hull '74. Kenneth L_. Brown Award in

American Studies: P.eler Norman Hillman
'75. Sterling A. Brown Award: Michael

Douglas Darden '74. Canby Athletic

Scholarship Prize: William Wilkinson Ear-

Ihman III '74. David Taggart Clark Prize in

Latin: Christopher James Bonner '77.

Conant-Harrington Prize in Biology: Douglas

Craig Miller '74. Henry Rutgers Conger

Memorial Literary Prize: Daniel Simon
Lesny '73.

Garrett Wright DeVries Memorial Prize in

Spanish: Edward Jefferis Miller, Jr. '74,

Sherwood O. Dickerman Memorial Prize:

William Joseph Driscoll '76. Dwight Botanical

Prize: Eric Arthur Monke '74. Gilbert W.

Gabriel Memorial Award in Drama: William

Alan Finn '74; Jeffrey Leonard Johnson '74.

Arthur B.Graves Essay Prizes: Art: Harry

Mack Horton 111 '74; Economics: Eric Arthur

Monke '74; History: James Shepard Grubb
"74; Philosophy: Mark Alan Brown '74;

Political Science: Jeffrey Alan Thaler '74;

Religion: Edwin Rembert DuBose, Jr. '74.

Graves Prize for Delivery -of Es.say: Hoberl

John Patterson '74.

Frederick C. Hagedorn. Jr. Prize: Henry-

Harold Bible, Jr '74. (". David Harris Jr.

Prize in Polilical Science: no award. Arthur

C. Kautmann Prize in English: Lois Emerson
Bailey. '74. Lathers Prize and Medal: IJoyd

Russell Day Jr. '74; Drake Scheib Tempest
'74. Leveret t Mears Prize in Chemislry:

David Lawrpnce Longworth '74.

Willis L Milham Prize in Astronomy:

Richard Normand Langlois '74. John W,

Miller Prize in Philosophy:-;Thomas Salkadl

Hodgson '74; Dav Alen Hoteworlh '74. Carl T.

Naumburg Student BOok Collection Prize:

F'irsi Prize: Eric Steven Brus '77; Second

Prize: David Frater Plotsky '74. Richard

Ager Newhall Book Prize in European

History: Nicholas Schidlovsky '76. Rice

Prizes in Classical Languages: Phillip

ThomasMitsis'71 (Greek); Francis Lanneau

Newton Jr. '74 (Latin). Lawrence Robson

Memorial Prize in Chemistry: Joseph Harry

Antin '74.

I^ussian,Book Prize: John Pavid_Ram-
sbottom '74. Bruce Sanderson Award for

Excellence in Archileclure: no award. Ruth

Sanford Fellowship in Theatre: Susan Karen

Waller '77. Ruth Sanford Prize in Theatre: no

awat'd Sentinels of the Republic Prize: Paul

Barton Brown '74; Donald William Douglas

'74; Ell'anor Kathleen May '74.

Edward Gould Shumway Prize in English:

Mark Allen Franklin '74. Herbert R.

Silverman Award in Amerjcan History:

Katherine Ann Davis "74. Elizur Smith

Rhetorical Prize: Michael Charles Knight '77.

Theodore Clarke Smith .Prize in American

History: Lawrence Edward Sanders "77.

William Bradford Turner Prize in American

History: Bruce McPherson Beehler '74. Van

Vechten Prize for Extemporaneous

Speaking: Michael Charles Knight '77.

David A. Wells Prize for Polilical

Economy: Ronald Scott Bushner '74; David

Robert Glasker •>4; Lynellyn Dunstan Home
'74; Jeffrey Waller Jacobs '75; Donald James

Weslblade "74. Karl E. Weston Prize for

Distinction in Art: Thomas William Hut "74.

The tnllowing are the citations read

President Chandler as he. presented eacji

the seven honorary degrees.

Sterling A. Brown, of the

Class of 1922, and
Professor f^meritus

of English, Howard University.

Doctor of Letters

Your Williams undergraduate years that

culminated with Phi Beta Kappa honors

followed by graduate shidy in English at

Harvard preceded a distinguished career that

has centered mainly at Howard University.

As teacher, poet, social essayist, literary

critic, and editor of anthologies you have long

been a preeminent figure in the critical study

of the rich cultural heritage of Afro-American

literature, an achievement which only

recently has come into full scholarly and
popular acclaim. A proud Alma Mater
dengfils'Th celeBraHng^our life aiid wbrlts

and wishes you well in the busy enterprises

that continue to claim you.

Wm. Allison Dayis, of the

Class of 1924, and
John Dewey Distinguished

Professor of Education,

University of Chicago,

Doctor of Letters

Valedictorian of your class at Williams,

then graduate student in comparative
literature at Harvard, your discovery of

cultural anthropology led to a Ph.D. at

Chicago and to a remarkable series of in-

vestigations resulting in pioneering

publications that cut across anthropology,

developmental psychology and educational

theory. By applying the concepts of caste and

class to conterhporary American society you

greatly expanded the range and significance

of cultural anthropology, your epochal work.

Deep South, laid important foundations for

Myrdal's American Dilemma, and your

landmark investigations of cultural in-

fluences on learning and intelligence con-

stitute the most widely consulted educational

research of the past thirty years. By con-

tributing so fundamentally to the self-

understanding of a complex society you have

enlarged the humanity of all of us.

Paul A. Freund, Carl M. Loeb

University Professor, Harvard
Law School,

Doctors of Laws

After undergraduate study at Washington

University in your native St. Louis and legal

training at Harvard you clerked for Mr.

Justice Brandeis. As' frequent consultant,

legal scholar, and teacher of thousands of

Harvard law students during thirty-five

years, you have communicated with passion

and power your vision of the law and its

constitutional base as a living process which

helps us to stand with dignity in the midst of

uncertainty and ambiguity and which enables

us to deal practically with the dilemmas of

order and spontaneity, information and

privacy, convention and revolt, stability and

change, security and responsibility. It gives

us pleasure to honor you as the preeminent

authority on American constitutional law.

Robert Lee Gaudino, Professor of

Political Science,

Williams College,

Doctor of Humane Letters

For almost two decades you have stung and

stimulated, kidded and cajoled hundreds of

Williams students into looking at themselves

and their political institutions and ideas with

critical vigor and fresh insight.

Combining texts and travel, your

peripatetic strolls with your students have led

you and them into the bewildering maze of

Indian civilization as well as the farms,

factories and urban ghettos of AmericaxTn

honoring you as a master teacher we^o pay

tribute to the grand Williams tradjUwi of care

and excellence in teaching. -,

/

James Willard HMret.jof the .

Class of 193^ Professor - '

of Law, JUiflversity of Wisconsin,

unsurpassed authority. A law professor at the

University of Wisconsin since 1937, and holder

of the Pitt Professorship at the University of

Cambridge ^n, W67-68. your historical

illumination of the contemporary legil

structure has become a widely respected

source of practical and hopeful answers to the

question of how to hold those in authority

accountable for the uses of power. Alma
Mater is happy to recognize fulfillment of the

promise detected by your Williams

classmates when they voted you their most

brilliant member.

John Edwards. Lockwood, of the° -^

Class of 1925, and senior
. "Jti

partner of Milbank. Tweed, ^., ,-

Hadley and McCloy,

Doctoi^of Laws:

You earned the reputation as the trustee

who brought women to Williams by leading

the committee whose studies accomplished

that happy result. Earlier in life, editorship of

the Harvard Law Review and appointment as

Mr. Justice Holmes' law secretary

foreshadowed your later distinction as an
attorney. For more than forty years you fiave

combined legal talent with rare qualities of

taste and judgment and with human warmth
and wit in a far-ranging variety of public

service activities. Williams has shared you
with the New York Public Library, the

Department of State, the Brookings In-

stitution, the Lincoln Center for the Per-

forming Arts and many other enterprises.

This happy occasion provides the op-

portunity to express the esteem and gratitude

df a college which fs more vital, interesting

and sound because of your wise and selfless

service.

Barbara Warne Newell. Presidient

of Wellesley College.

Doctor of Laws

Your childhood in the obscure Connecticut

Valley town of Amherst was followed by

undergraduate years at Vassar and graduate

study in economics at the University of

Wisconsin. In the following decade Purdue,

Michigan, Wisconsin and Pittsburgh claimed

your services as teacher and author in labor

economics and as an administrator whose
energy, crispness of judgment and growing

stature caught the attention of the Wellesley

Trustees. After two years as Wellesley's tenth

president you are leading that grand college

into its second century with a vigor of spirit

and clarity of vision which we admiringly

applaud.

Nilios Psacharopoulos, Executive
Director of the

Williamstown Theatre,

Doctor of Humane Letters

The surest sign of summer in Northern
Berkshire is your annual return to direct the

Williamstown Theatre. While meeting the

demands of your professional appointment at

the Yale School of Drama and attending to

frequent assignments in New York and
abroad, you have marshalled the resources of

energy, discipline and artistic imagination to

develop America's most widely acclaime<J

summer theatre. And in the process your
shrewdness in keeping the theatre financially

solvent has reminded local Yankees th^.

Athens still has much to teach them. Arihe
Williamstown Theatre enters its ^twentieth

season we are pleased to congratulate its

guiding spirit and its Ejpeeutive Director

since 1956.

\

or of Laws
:-f

Combining philosophical and sociological

insight with empirical evidence, you have

traced the development of the American legal

order in more than half a dozen books of

Gordon galley Washburn,
of thf>^lass of 1928,

Dirtector Emeritus of

Asia House,

Doctor of Humane Letters

As Director of the Albright Art Gallery ill,,

Buffalo, the Mus^m of Art at the RhoM
Island School of Design, and more recently as
Director of Asia House -in New York for

twelve years, you have gained recognition as
one of America's most talented exhibitors of

art. By creating an atmosphere of intimacy
and'B scale carefully related to the viewer you
have made your exhibitions masterpieces of

communication between artist and audience.

We join with the thousands of other admirers
who wish you well on the eve of your
retirement from Asia House.
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more tennis

from page eight

come up with wins. Koerner fell 6-3, 6-4 to his

hard-hitting opponent, while Ware came back

from an early deficit to win the second set,

only to fall to Wesleyan's undefeated

.sophomore "Mq" Eckardt, 6-2, 6-7, 6-3.

Browne and Einsiedler clinched the match
and the title by romping past their opponents,

7-5, 6-4. As they have all year, Stu and Charlie

sparked the squad with their fine play. In

doubles, the pair were practically un-

beatable.

At number three, Koerner and Bronfman
played out their match, 7-6, 6-4, but Talbert

and Ware fell to Cartin and Eckardt 6-0 in the

third. But, no matter, the match was over and

the Ephs were L ittle Three champion!

again.

It was in theNew Englands that the Purple

really played well. Finlshlng^gtieffd ofainiiit

Harvard, 6rown, and Dartmouth, the entire

squad lived up to pre-season expectations.

In the "A" division singles, Browne
defeated the third seed, David Miller of

BroWn, and the fifth seed, Jon Bates of

Amherst, two players he had previously lost

to, and reached the quarter-finals. Before

succumbing to Harvard's John Ingard, the

eventual tournament winner, ^rowne more
than made up for a season t|pf near misses.

Einsiedler fell to the number four seed, Dan
Grossman of Colgate, after having a match

point, and played extremely well.

Tom Koerner met the first-seeded player in

the "B" Division first round and very nearly

upset him, losing 10-8. Rex's groundstrokes

were never better—he even used a new-found

serve and volley game. But Harvard's Gary
Reiner was too strong. Talbert went all the

way to the quarter-finals, upsetting Brown's

Weldon Rodgers on the way before falling to

Harvard's Chip Baird.

In the "C's" Brad Hearsh won four mat-

ches, including a victory over last year's C
Division winner, ^nd reached the semi-finals.

Playing his best tennis after a mid-season lay-

te^he-eventual winner , John
Hone of Harvard. Dave Hillman won a round
before losing tqji Dartmouth plajfet.^

The season's record was disappointing but

thel,ittle Three title and the strong showing

in the New England more than made up for it.

The team, acknowledging the fine play of Stu

Browne and Charlie Einsiedler, elected the

potent doubles tandem co-captains for the

U>75 season. D

Sportshorts
The Williams women's lacrosse team,

under the guidance of Janis Wertz, ended its

inaugural season on a high note with a 10-8

victory over the Dartmouth women in

Hanover, N.H. The win pushed the Eph-

women over the .500 mark (3-2) for the year.

The Purplettes split four earlier contests,

defeating Mt. Holyoke (9-4) and Trinity (10-4)

while bowing to Middlebury (10-7) and Sniith

(10-417 Martha Tucker, ^ecRy" Kano ( of-

fensive captain), Chris Woodring, Jessie

"B" team was also formed and in its ab-
breviated schedule, valuable playing time
was picked up. The squad split two games
crushing Mt. Greylock, 9-4 after falling to a
rugged Middlebury contingent, 7-2.

Captain John Sutter led the Williams golf

team to its fourth consecutive Little Three
championship on May 14 with a sparkling
three-over-par 74. He was followed by senior

John Buoymaster at 78, Fran Doran and RIcIt

Oleson at 79, and sophomore John Hoover at

86. The team totals were^ for Williams, 404

for Amherst, and 429 for Wesleyan.
Sutter sank a curling six-footer on the 18th

at the Taconic Golf Club for a birdie on his

last hole of competitive golf for Williams. In

his four years, he has led the team to a 52-9-1

record, copped the College championship an
unprecedented four straight times, anH won
The New England—just two weeks ago. Coach
Rudy Goff says of Sutter, "He is, without a

Trfdoubl^Browne and Einsiedler reached
the quarter finals, as did Koerner and Ware,
while Hillman and Hearsh advanced all the

way to the semi-finals. All three teams played
excellent tennis and their efforts gave the

Ephs a well-deserved 4th place finish.

Kingston, and Anne Wright-(defensive cap-—doubt, tlie finest golfer I have coached in my
tain) were standouts all season long, while

Claudia Lindsay performed admirably in the

nets. With only one player graduating, the

squad will reap the rewards of experience in

coming seasons.

11 years at Williams.'

The Little Three victory upped the Ephs
record to 11-2-1; the losses were to powerful,
Yale and Dartmouth, the tie coming against
Harvard.
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ELECTRONIC SUPPLY CENTER
32 RIVER ST. NORTH ADAMS, MASS.Phone (413) 663 6828

Sound Machines
' By KLH, Sony, Panasonic

All At Competitive Prices

Complete Selection

of Audio and Video Accessories

Largest & Most Complete Selection In the Area Open Thurs. till 9p.nn. Sal. till I p.m.

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
JOE DEWEY

/

Colonial Pizza

Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven Grinders
"\ > Spaghetti

50 Spring Street - 458-91)09 and 458-8014
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KRITE—THK jrfTOS BYB WORKSHOP

CHATB»0 BCOLE, PITT3PDRD, VT. 05763

THE
SPIRIT
SHOP

LIQUORS — WINES— BEER

LOWEST PRICESIN TOWN/
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS*^''

134 Cole Avenue J
Phone 451-3704
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Williamstown

Your Williams College CHAIRS
<w^ conform u^ith any trend

WILLIAMS ROCKER . $52.50 + tax WILLIAMS ARM CHAIR
• wfHh Stack Ami* - $65.00

Whether your home, office, or studio follows the so-called-«)nvenfional or modem trend, these beautiful chairs will lend
themselves in perfect hormony. For these chairs, which come in block, with gold trim, hove o proper place in the conventional or
modem setting. j _^^ .y v^'prjl ~"^^'

\- You hove always admired these chairs for their beauty in design "and comfort* ... ond now ... you may own one with
^; that added "Personal Touch" . ,

Z.

v The College Seal has been attractively screened, in gold, to the front of these chain.

WILLIAMS CO-OP
25 SPRING ST.

WILLIAMSTOWN

it.,-f( y.i \(\ .yy* •.x-.j.u.,^^-,

Problem Pregnancy

Concerned, quali^ed counselors are here

to share your /»itoblem. Pregnancy tests,

financial ^d material assistance,

adoptive, i^edlcal, and housing referrals

are confidentially provided in an at

mospt^ere of compassion for you and your

ctj^d by volunteer professionals. We are a

,(»,ion-profit service organization to provide

alternatives to abortion.

Call collect 443-3634 or drop in at 27 North

St., Pittsfield.

SPRINGST.

McClelland
PresS/

Inc.

Hallmark Cards

& Eaton Stationery

WILLIAMSTOWN
Tel.45«-4VJ0

COLLEGE

GRADUATES
you have a job waiting for you

upo>j, graduation? Did you know that

one million students will graduate
jtfom colleges and universities in June?
'Approximately three million will grad-

uate from trade and high schools

Would you like to have an advantage
over -your competition by knowing
where to apply, how to prepare a pro-

fessional brief or reisume, and what
to say while being interviewed? Thefi

invest $10.00 in your fiiture bv en-

closing a Money Order of Ca^ificd

Oieck with this coupon and martoday
for your booklet to: /

' \

RESUMjBT \.
P. 0. Box '3331

South Wilson Station

Wilson, North Carolina 27893
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CUSTOM
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The four Williams men mentioned played
exceptionally steady golf all season long
averaging 75.8, 79.8, 79.9, and 81.4 respec-

tively. Hoover came on strong in the last four
matches to post an 83 average.

• * • iii.'^T't''-

Closing with victories over Amherst and
Harvard, the Williams lacrosse'team ended
an up-and-down season on a winning note,

pushing their record over the .500 mark to 6-5.

But, the 1974 season has to be described asa
disappointment after lasw^V^ar's 8-2 New
England record and a/Dfvision II ECAC
championship. Ranked third in New England
at the start of the season, Williams en-

countered midseason woes: a '10-9 loss to

Springfield was the start of a long slump
which saw the Purple stickmen drop a 21-1

decision to nationafly-ranked UMass and an 8-

2 game to Middlebury. Perha^^jnost
"ffusfratrng of air\fcas the 7-6 overtime loss to

WeiSleyan that cost Williams the Little Three
tleltlars Ownqd lor ihe last two "seasons. The

exception ol Steve Hein. Sopholfiore Harland
^Chun, who saw a lot of action in the goal this
ye^r, will start in that position next year.D

Ephs were able to turn things around with a

12-4 victory over Amherst and a 12-3 posting

of Harvard tq finish the season, but it was
simply a case of too little too late.

Graduation will hurt Coach Renzi Lamb's
team. In addition to 1973 All-America goalie

Matthew Levine, four regular midfielders

and one starting defenseman are seniors.

Still, the team has the nucleus of a strong

attack, led by junior Bob Pinkard, who had 11

goals and 26 assists on the year to run away
with the team scoring title.

The midfield will regroup around
sophomore Scott Supplee, the leading goal

scorer with 23; juniorSteve Dietrick, who had
6 goals and 10 assists; and freshman Jamie
Taylor. There are several returning defen-

semen, but most lack experience, with the

enscrew

in East
The women's crew iseason finished on a

successful note this year as the varsity eight

rowed a strong race in the finals of the

Eastern Association of Women's Rowing
Colleges Sprint Championships held at

Beseck Lake in Middlefield, Conn., May 13th.

The varsity eight was seeded sixth out of

the fifteen schools that entered the

heavyweight varsity event. In the morping
heat, the eight had to work hard to qualify for

the finals as one of the eight came off her seat

in the racin| start. The resulting badstarl put

Williams well behind as the crews sprinted off

the starting line. Rowing a powerful SB'-a

strokes to the minute, Williams moved up

through the field to finish second to first-

seeded Radcliffe and thus into the finals.

The afternoon finals saw Radcliffe,

Williams," Connecticut, M.I.T., Princeton and

Yale line up into a strong headwind. The race

began with Radcliffe and Yale taking a

commanding lead on the field. Princeton and

Williams came next with Connecticut and

M.I.T. following. At the finish, Radcliffe

pulled out to win by a length over Yale with

Princeton and Williams following close

behind. M.I.T. sprinlW to overtake Con-

necticut for fifth place. Q

CONGRATULATIONS

fo fhe

CLASS

'74

St. Pierre's

BARBERSHOP

KING'S LIQUOR
STORE
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and /
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/
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Spring Street Wllliamstown
Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458-5948

Pniden

Send for your
Student I.D.Card

and enjoy
special rates at

Hilton Hotels
and Inns coast
to coast. (Grad students

I and faculty, too.) Just mail this coupon
to Hilton Hotels Fulfillment Dept., Suite 200,

205 So. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills.^A 90212.
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Purple Key
fetes Potter,

Ent^yisle
Chris Potter captured three individual

awards and Dan Entwislewon Iheprestigious

Purple Key Trophy to highlight the annual
Purple Key dinner on May 18 at Baxter Hall.

Potter, a senior, was awarded the Ralph J.

Townsend Ski Trophy, the Frankjin F.

Olmsted Memorial Award, the Hoyt student-

athlete award, and the Roger M. Tarpy Look
Alike Award. He competed in 11 of 12 athletic

seasons while at Williams, missing only .tl

sptingJiLhis senior year, which he devoted^ta

writing^amronoTS-tnestsin geology. Potter

captained the cross country team last/fall and
has lettered in skiing and track a» welk'
Entwisle has amassed six letter^ in football

and lacrosse during his coll^iate career,

captaining both teams his senior year.

Senior athlete Bob Patterson, captain of the

1973-74 basketball team; was the featured

speaker at the banquet, attended by more
than 250 students ana coaches.

liop^e

7
The only double winners were 8eniop4»eter

Talbert, who won the Scribner Memorial

Tennis Trophy and one of ^b Squash

Racquets Prizes and junior BnrdaSmith, who
captured the Rakov FootbaJ) Award and the

Johnstown Baseball Trpjmy. The Bowker
Swimming Prize went^ to freshman Duff

Anderson; The Sahrton Football Award to

sophomore Tim Mages; The Prince Swim-
- ming Prize to fneshman Paul R^illy ; The Wolf

Memorial Mi^ed Doubles Tennis Cham-
pionship AWard to junior Charlie Einsiedler

and fr^Kman Laura Carson; The Squash
Racmiets Prize to sophomore Frank
Giairiettei; The Tower Basketball Award to

spniors Les Ellison and Bob Patterson; The
oung-Jay Hockey Trophy to senior Tom

Geilfuss; The Brooks Memorial Football

Medal to senior Chris McGavin; The Bullock

Wrestlliig Trophy to junior Gene Frogale;

The Fox Memorial Soccer Trophy to senior

Mark Cresap; The Golf Trophy to senior John
Sutter; The Lacrosse Award to junior Bob
Pinkard; The Muir Swimming Trophy to

senior Jim Harper; The Plahsky Track
Award to senior Jeff Elliot; The Richardson
Swimming Trophy to sophomore Scott

Schumacker, and the Rockwood Tennis Cup
Prize to junior Stu Browne. pj
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junior hurdler Mike Reed is pictured here outclassing his opponents at the Little Three

meet on Weston Field on May 4- Reed, College record holder in the high [i4 .51 and 440
intermediate hurdles [32.2], is the Eastern and New England Champion in the high

hurdles. He finished sixth in the 440 intermediate hurdles at the IC4A meet at Pitt

shiirgh

only Coast Guard. Running in the unseeded

heat of the mile relay, the Ephs jumped to an

early lead with a truly outstanding lead-off

leg by David Parker, who is improving

steadily every time he steps on the track. Stan

Fri followed and maintained the lead. The
outcome was no longer in doubt as Charlie

Safford ran the third leg in 51.5, giving Elliott

a twenty-yard lead at the finish. The relay's

time of 3:26.8 was good enough for second

place overall, trailing top seed Brandeis.

In the field events. Freshman Rich Rem-
mer failed to score in the shot put, as the

winner from Bowdoin set a new meet record

(54 feet 2 inches). This did nothing to diminish

the outstanding job Remmer did throughout

the season, however; he was the most con-

sistent performer in the weight corps. Scott

Perry soared 21 feet 10 inches in the long

jump capturing second place. The high point

in the field events was the duo of Ron East-

man and Dave McLaughry. The two pole

vaulters both cleared 13 feet and finished

fourth and fifth, respectively. This insured

Williams' fourth place finish in the meet. Due
to the strict qualifying standards not

everyone on the team could make the trip to

M.!."!". But those who competed had the full

spirit of the team behind them, and the high

finish was more gratifying than the individual

honors. Coach Farley and Coach Dzurinko
have assembled a team that has gained

respectability and is now capable of beating

the best in the Easterns.

Reed conquers New Englands
Six members of the team competed in the

New England Championships at Brown on
May 18. Williams finished in a tie for tenth,

solely on the efforts of Mike Reed. The junior

hurdler set two College records and scored
the only Eph points of the day. Mike won the

120-yard high hurdles in 14.5 seconds,

eclipsing his old mark of 14.6. Starting slowly
out of the blocks. Reed accelerated over the

third and fourth hurdles and drove home the

rest of the way to win by a stride. Clearly

exhausted from two days of competition,

Mike tired at the end of the 440-yard in-

termediates, but still managed to finish third

with an impressive time of 53.4. Mike was the

only hurdler to compete in both events, and
his performances drew much praise from
coaches and spectators at the meet.

Scott Perry, bothered by a pulled muscle,

leaped 21 feet 2 inches in the long jump. Dave
Parker became the first runner to break fifty

seconds in the 440 vard run for the Ephs.

Track cops

league, Reed

New Englands
by Jeff Elliot

On Saturday, May 11 the Williams College

Track Team travelled to M.I.T. for the 53rd

Easterns Championship Meet. Twelve
members of the Little Three Champions
competed, with eight of them figuring in the

scoring. Overall, Williams finished fourth out

of twenty teams with 31 points, trailing only

Springfield, Coast Guard, and Brandeis. It

was the Ephs best showing at the Easterns in

years.

Leading the Ephs on the track was junior

co-captain Mike Reed. Reed won the 120 high

hurdles with an impressive 14.6 clocking,

equalling 'his best of the season. Minutes

later. Reed returned to place fifth in the 440

intermediate hurdles. Contending for the lead

the whole way, Mike fell after hitting the

tenth and final hurdle, yet still managed to

recover in time to collect a medal.

Wiilianls scored eight points in the 440 yard

dash. Senior co-captain Jeff Elliott won the

event by a nose with a time of 50.5 seconds.

Dave Parker, who had won his heat earlier in

, the day, got off to a slow start, but came on

strong in the final stretch for a fourth place

finish (51.0) . Charlie Safford ran a 1 :57.8 half-

mile in the trials; he returned to place fifth in

the finals with a 1:58.3 clocking. Freshman
Ken Leinbach ran his best mile of the season,

finishing with a time of 4:22.1. Unfortunately,

il was not good enough for a place, as the

leaders ran sub 4:15. Gary James, a bright

spot in the Williams distance corps, com-

pleted the six-mile run in 32: 17.6, good enough
. for a sixth place finish. Scott Lutrey was

forced to drop out of the race because of

blisters. Stan Fri, completing his first full

season as an intermediate hurdler, ran 57.2 in

'the trials but didn't qualify for the finals.

Scott Perry limped to a 23.1 clocking in the 220

yard dash and also failed to qualify.

Closing out the track events were the two

, relay teams. The 440 yd. relay managed to

I
finish second, despite some poor baton

' passing by co-captains Elliott and Reed.

'Parker and Perry more than made up for this

carelessness, and sprinted to the tape trailing

Dave's 49.8 moved him into the top twelve of

New England in the 440, but he failed to

qualify for the finals. Jeff Elliott could only

manage a SO.l and didn't qualify for the

semis. Gary James competed in the six-mile

run, but had to drop out after being lapped

after three miles, even though his pace was
much faster than at the Easterns,

The mile relay ran their fastest time of the

season (3:21.0) which was only 0.2 off the

school record. Again, Dave Parker gave the

Ephs a lead with a 50.4 clocking. Fri followed

in 51.0, and then Mike Reed took over.

Trailing by five yards. Reed managed to pull

even at the final turn and was clocked in 49.3.

Elliott anchored the relay with a (|isap-

pointing 50.3, and the school record remained
unbroken.

The New Englands closed out the season for

the track team. Head Coach Richard Farley

and Assistant Andrew Dzurinko did a

tremendous job in developing the Eph talent

this year. Only three lettermen will

graduate—Ron Eastman, Dave McCormick
and Jeff Elliott. The rest of the team remains

intact. Leading the team next season will be

Co-Captains Mike Reed and Stan Fri.

Reed is the college record holder in both

hurdle events and will represent Williams

College at the College Division Nationals at

Eastern Illinois University, At the IC4A
competition held at the University of Pitt-

sburgh, Mike Reed set a new school record in

the 440 hurdles, finishing sixth with a time of

52.2. Reed has improved steadily over the past

three seasons, and will continue to do so as he

gains more strength. A consistent performer

and fierce competitor. Reed is ranked highly

among hurdlers in the college division. The
team and the college community wishes Mike
the best of luck in this post-season com-
petition.

B-ball sweeps

Cards, tops

.500 mark
TheWilliamsCollege varsity baseball team

enjoyed its first winning season since 1967 this

spring, but it did it the hard way. Entering the

season's finale with an 8-9 slate, the Ephs put

thedouble-whammy onWesleyan, sweeping a

twin-bill 6-5 and 5-4 to nose over the .500 mark.

Clutch pitching by Rick Mahoney and Ken
Steinthal put the Purple over the top. With
Williams down 5-1 in the first game, Mahoney
came in to put out the fire and hold the Car-

dinals at bay until his mates came tip with

some runs and finally pushed across the

winning tally in the 9th.

The Ephs trailed 4-1 when Steinthal entered

the nitecap, but he shut down the Cardinals

the rest of the way and clutch hits by Mike
McKelvey and Bryan Smith helped the Purple
nail down the win.

The big difference in a winning and losing

record for first-year coach Jim Briggs'

charges was one-run ballgames. The Ephs
captured six of them, all in pressure
situations, and it was the timely hitting of

Bryan Smith, Dan Odre, Don Allison, and
Mike Bangser that usually rescued the

Purple.

Smith's hitting was instrumental in six of

the nine wins and his consistent outfield play
and .327 average netted him the Johnstown
Baseball Trophy, annually awarded to the

Most Valuable Player.

Senior tri-captain Odre led the team in
'

hitting for the second straight year with a .339

average, bringing his three^year total to .330

while fellow tri-captain Donnie Allison had a

big second half to up his average to .317 and
added two homers to lead the squad. Tri-

captain and catcher Bangser grabbed team
honors by batting in 17 of his mates.

Mahoney and Steinthal finished at 2-1 to top

a young pitching staff.

Amherst finished at S-1 to capture the Little

Three title; Williams and Wesleyan were both
2-4. Wesleyan took the ECAC Division 11

Championship May 19 by beating Amherst 6-4

in the finals.

Coach Briggs will be faced with quite a
rebuilding job next year. Gone will be the core
of the batting order in Odre, Allison, Bangser,
and McKelvey from a team that hit .261. The
fine pitching of Ken Steinthal, who was
especially effective at home, will also be
missed. Nextyear's attack will center around
Smith, promising third baseman Jim Trapp,
and Maury Matteodo, who saw considerable

action this spring as the team's designated
hitter. The pitching will come from steady
Rick Mahoney and steadily improving
sophomore Pete Eshelman. Coming off an
excellent freshman season, "Babe" Kirk will
be looked to to fill some of the holes left by a
fine group of graduating seniors. pt

Up and down
'Tennis takes

by Sam Bronfman
Althpugh it dropped its final match of the

year, the 1974 tennis team had a highly suc-

cessful teason. Copping coach Sean Sloane's

second ctfpecutive Little Three title and
managing ti fourth place finish in the New
Englands, the racquetmen nonetheless

finished with^xinly a mediocre 5-5 >ion-lost

record. \ .'"'

The squad hamexcellent depth as well as

strength at the topt but was unable to upset

the perennial Ivy pftvvers. Losses to Brown,
Harvard, and-DartmS|ithras well asTlefeats

^
at the hands of Colgate and Army, offset the

Ephmen's fine play against Trinity, MIT,
UMass, and the Little Three opponents.

The Amherst match was the Purple's best

showing of the season. Playing.^at home in a

wind that blew lobs in from the i«xt court, the

Ephs trounced the hapless Lord Jeffs, 8-1.

Experienced in the hardships of praying in

gale force breezes from the Colgate match,

the Ephmen won five of six singles matches to

secure the victory.

Only at number one were the Jeffs ^ble to

win a match. With Stu Browne's serve and

volley game faltering due to the wind.

Amherst's Jon Bates was able to scramble

and eke out the win, 3-6, 6-1, 6-4. But Browne's

doubles partner Charlie Einsiedler, avenged

the defeat with a 6-1, 6-1 drubbing of Xavier

Cartin. Cartin had begged his coach to let him

play indoors, and he should have. The Lord

Jeff was no match for Einsielder's incessant

topspin forehand "spoons" that somehow
managed to find their way to the baseline

Tom "Rex" Koerner also broke into the

victory column, defeating Greg Lewis, 6-4. 6

4. His steady groundstroking and deter

mination caused his worthy opponent to

falter, and Rex took advantage of every

opportunity.

Captain Peter Talbert had little trouble

with Gabe Dumont, and Dave Hillman even

less with Tim Snyder. Both players used

serve and volley games, knifing their shot.s

through the wind and past their befuddled

opponents.

With the match now standing at 4-1 for the

Ephmen, Jim Ware, only a sophomore, look

the third set from Dana Larson and clinched

the match. Jim had fallen behind quickly in

the first set, but came back with his con

sistent attacking game to win the final two

sets easily.

The doubles were anti-climactic. Einsiedler

and Browne completely dominated their

opponents, winning 6-3, 6-0. Talbert and Ware

and Koerner and Sam Bronfman both won

three-set matches to make the final score 8-1

and clinch at least a share of the Little Three

crown.

Next the Ephs went to Middletown and

brought back the tiUe. Playing in perfect

weather for a change, the Purple took four of

the six singles matches and two of the three

doubles for a 6-3 victory. Wesleyan's strength

was in the middle of the squad and nowhere

else.

Browne found the conditions to his liking

and overpowered Ron Cartin, 7-5, 6-3. Despite

some early problems, Stu used cleverly

disguised lobs and strong volleys to win

easily. Charlie Einsiedler finally hit the ball

hard, as he continually blasted groundstrokes

past his Cardinal foe on his way to an easy 6-4,

6-2 win.

Peter Talbert and Dave Hillman found

themselves vying for the prize that went to

the first person off the court with a win.

Hillman, though playing the weaker man.

was unable to overcome his opponent's strong

groundstrokes and devastating overhead.

Though Dave eventually prevailed, 6-3, 6-3,

when he looked over, Talbert was on his way

off the court with a 6-2, 6-2 win over an

unorthodox lefthander who couldn'i hit a

backhand. ^
Only Tom Koerner and Jim Ware failed to

pleatc turn to page six
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'Usual Crowd'
toasts Log's

second season
^ by David R. Ross

While freshmen (and the fresh of spirit)

mingled on the Quad, the Log opened its

second college yeaj; Saturday night. A crowd
of reunited upperclassmen, faculty and
inquisitive freshmen gathered to celebrate

the occasion. -

Located in Alumni House on Spring St., the

College pub made its debut in November of

- 1973.^
While The t^^arstiirnnhe nplahning^

stage, Andrew Crider, then Acting Dean. of

the College, said that with the lowered

drinking age the College felt a responsibility

to provide a good environment for student

drinking.

There had "long been a need at Williams for

a large social gathering place where faculty

and students can mingle freely; in a relaxed

social and intellectual environment," Crider

declared. < '

Most observers would agree thai the Log
has come a long way toward fulfilling that

pufpMe UnderTManager Angus Laird, the

Log quickly became a regular haunt of

students and faculty alike. For many, there

was no other place to be after a basketball or

hockey game.
First-nighters Saturday noted that they had

no problems sinking back into that at-

mosphere.
''This (the Log) is one of Williams' most

recent traditions," said one sophomore while

buying a second pitcher of Miller, "but it will

probably be one of the longest lasting."

No one appeared happier with the crowd
than new manager Bill Morris '74.

"I'm just happy to be here, and I wish you'd

print that," he said.

\. Upperclassmen were quick to note some
'^changes. Predictably, prices have risen. The

fcwRr, however, is colder, Morris pointed out.

Ti>e biggest disappointment to returning

Ephp^plc will be the disappearance of Dark
Bud, bj^lar the most popular drink last year
"They've stopped making il. There was

nothing we'^could do," Morris said. "Right

now we're trying to get in Dark Schlitz. I'm

told it's even better than the Dark Bud."

Morris doesn't expect the Log to settle down
to a regular schedul^until October. For the

moment, it *ill be opifcn from 8:00 to 12:30

week-nights and until 1:00 on weekends.

"We're trying togeta cable hook up for TV.

When we get that in, we'll open Sunday af-

ternoons for the football games. Also in the

planning staee is the oossibilitv of getting live

such areas as the safety of nuclear power
plants and to operate a small claims court

advisory center manned by students. New
projects include auto repair fraud, altec-

native energy sources, the rights of patients -«.:

to have access to their medical records and
other consumer or environmental concerns.

Any freshman at Williams interested or

concerned about staying out of the "ivory •

tower trap" is urged to attend this first

meeting and become "involved." O

JAs: Making
the leap so

[photo by Lumberf]
Frosh take time out from quad occupation to oogle and-^dicker over print rugs in annual
upperclassmen ijuad bazaar.

entertainment, probably a folksinger with
guitar, for weekends.

The selection of sandwiches has increased
'and prices are still low.

"We plan sandwich (price) specials.
There'll be a full supper offered when we open
on Sunday afternoons," Morris said.

Wines remain a problem, Morris indicated.

"I'm open to suggestions on what to get," he
said. In fact, Morris is looking for any
suggestions for future changes.

He mentioned that his staff will continue to

be strict about checking l.D.'s. "No one under
18 will be allowed in. The first time a fresh-

man comes in after he's turned 18, we'll give
him a pitcher on the house," Morris said.

''We're also not going to allow brown
bagging (bringing in liquor). Although it's

technically permitted by our license, we
won't allow it," Morris said.

In recent years, many students have
complained about what they consider a very

heavy workload. Recent studies seem to

indicate that the Williams workload, while

heavy, is no worse than that at other top

colleges. Still many freshmen will have to

make an adjustment. ^

Student health and guidance counselors are

fairly united in stating that the way to survive

the pressures of academia is to allow time for

fun and relaxation. The Log clearly offers an

outlet for the workload blues. lJ

You and
your PIRG

Students who want to apply their education

in the area of environmental problems or

consumer protection are urged to attend the

first meeting of the Williams chapter of

MASSPIRG at 4 p.m., Thursday, Sept. 12, in

the Baxter Lounge.

MASSPIRG (Massachusetts Public In*
terest Research Group) is one of twenty

PIRGs located throughout the country, all

inspired by consumer-advocate Ralph Nader.

It has existed at Williams for several years

and is funded and run by students.

In the past MASSPIRG, which includes on

its staff lawyers, an environmentalist, a

journalist, and several social science

researchers has conducted research into the

areas of unsafe toys, prescription drug price

posting, bank interest rates, and
discrimination against women in housing and

credit. Two years ago MASSPIRG, with the

help of a number of Williams students, par-

ticipated in legal action which blocked an

environmentally unjustified $550 million

interstate-standard highway in western New
England.

This year students will continue to work in

cmuch easier
Junior Advisers are always the first per-

sons to greet the freshmen and sometimes the

most anxious to bid them a good-by! After all,

when Sage F attacks Williams E with barrels

of water for the fifth consecutive day, it's the

Junior Advisers (JAs) who pay Dean Stevens

a visit. Of course, it was thejl who taught

freshmen what water fights were in the first

place.

Unlike advisers at most other colleges,

Williams freshmen advisers are not paid or

compensated by the College. Yet, in a given

year, almost half the sophomore class may
apply to be Junior Advisers. JAs have been

carefully selected from a large applicant

pool.

According to a report by Dean Stevens, JAs
organize Freshman Days, arrange social

activities, are sources of information for

frosh during the coming weeks and are

"explicators of the nebulous 'Williams

way' ". The JAs also help organize Thursday

night guest meals, provide explanations of the

housing inclusion procedure and be available

for other types of assistance.

In a survey of freshmen last year, 64 per

cent said they would go to their JAs with a

social or personal problem and 73 per cent

said that their JAs gave them tips about their

faculty advisers or instructors.

Junior Advisers have been known to in-

stigate water fights and to alienate Williams

women by finding rides to Skidmore for their

entries.

Junior Advisers interviewed during Fresh-

man Days said that they saw themselves as

advisory persons and friends rather than'

supervisory personnel. Few if any, freshmen

have admitted that their JAs played a

supervisory role. Most JAs indicated that

their actual role would be determined by

"ear." None said that he was there in orderto

gel the first shot at frosh women or to live

closer to the center of campus. Q
hr^llis

1 yei^jftt

by Johi

It is neither New York nor Boston

Williamstown the arts flourish, from exhibri^

of painting and sculpture to concerts, dance,

theatre, and film.

The Clark Art Institute, on South Street, is

an excellent small museum, on the scale of

Harvard's Fogg Museum. The Clark's most

comprehensive holdings are in the paintings

of the French 19th century artists.

At the Clark it is possible to trace the roots

and progress of Impressionism from the

seminal painter Courbet, represented by two

seascapes dond' in the IBSO's, to Monet's

Rouen Cathedral studies, the Clark having a

study of that facade in full sunlight done in

1894. In addition there are some fine

Pissaro's, especially The Rain Effect; a few

quite good Degas, including bronze sculpture

l)oth of dancers and horses (wonderful studies

of motion) as well as paintings of these

subjects; a few Toulouse-Lautrec's, including

a portrait of Jane Avril; an early Van Gogh
study of the Tuilleries; and an entire room
full of Renoir which, unfortunately, gives the

impression of- a giant bon-bon box. There is

also a«mall cabinet of Corot; this Is a won-

derful room filled with the silver light.

There are also other, smaller rooms
devoted to the paintings of one nation or one

time. In the American room both SargeanI
with his immaculate taste and Homer with his

immaculate eye, along with their shared

unerring accuracy in the depiction of light

and color, are represented. Also hanging are

two Remington's of quality and two very fine

Gilbert Stuart's, one of which is a version of

the famed portrait of George Washington.

Along the northern side of the original

marble building there are three rooms which
look out over a small pond and a grazing

pasture, where horses roam lazily. Indeed,

one of the Clark's greatest assets is its

^situation, set at the foot of Stone Mill.

Trying to fill the cultural gap:
"" The Arts at Williams
The first of these rooms contains art of the

early Northern European Renaissance, in-

cluding a portrait by Hans Memling of great

delicacy and a portrait of David of Burgundy

by Jan Gossaert in which depth, by means of

planes of light, is rendered so realistically as

to seem nearly like sculpture. Next there is a

room filled with paintings of the Italian

Renaissance, from an early triptych of the

Virgin and Child with Saints John the

Evangelist and Paul by Borogognon^o a fine

Perugino, Sepulcrum Christi. There aV« also

paintings by Crivelli, Signorelli, Piero Delia

Francesca, and Botticelli. Finally, there is a

room of Dutch 17th century art which con-

tains a large V^n Ruisdael landscape, a Van

Dyck portrait, paintings by Rembrandt and

Hobbema, and a few genre paintings by Dirk

Hals, David Teniers, and Gerard Dou.

In passing it should be mentioned that the

Clark possesses a very fine collection of silver

from England mainly, and from France,

Russia, the Netherlands, and America. There

are, as well, fine examples of Sevres soft and

hard paste porcelain of the 18th century in a

room that contains a Fragonard portrait and

two landscapes by Claude. Too, there are

isolated gems through the museum such as

Rockets and Blue Llghte by Turner, The

Chariot of Aurora by G. B. Tiepolo, and The

Print Collectors by Daumier.

The new Vermont granite faced building at

the Clark houses several galleries, mainly

used for visiting exhibits and showings of

prints and drawings, as well as a handsome

wood paneled auditorium in which will be

shown this year a series of selected films of

the director Frank Capra, such as the original

Losl ilorizon, as well as a series of filmed

lectures on the Pioneers of Modern Painting

given by Sir Kenneth Clark, discussed will be

painter; such as Seurat, Henri Rousseau, and

Edvard Munch (the Capra series will be in

October and thS Clark series will run from

October through December); in addition

there will be three concerts given throughout

the winter season by Music from Marlboro,

featuring Mozart, Hayden, Dvorak, Brahms,

and Beethoven.

Exhibits coming to the Clark this year

includis a show of 18th and I9th Century

French Landscape, the return of the exhibit

"The Elegant Academics ", a good portion of

the collection of the Rhode Island School of

Design's museum which is closed this year

for alterations, and a show of Durer Copyists,

that is, good prints seldom shown because not

by the master himself, accompanied by

several prints by Durer as well.

The strength of Williams' own Lawrence

Museum lies not in the excellence of in-

dividual pieces of European painting but in its

eclecticism. In the museum there are one or

two pieces to illustrate a quite wide range of

period and medium. To illustrate a trend in

art it is not necessary to use the best but the

representative, and, slides aside, there is no

equal to standing before the work in its

physical reality. Thus is Stanzione's St. John

the Evangelist illustrative of the Spanish

Baroque.

In Lawrence one can find Attic vases, the

Portland Vase of Wedgewood, a priest's robe

of patchwork silk made by the Shinshu Sect,

textiles 'of the Ibo tribe of Nigeria, African

sculpture, scarabs of ancient Egypt, a

Millesfleurs tapestry of the early 16th cen-

tury, medieval vellum manuscripts (c. 1250),

an etching by Annibale Carracci, Homer
walercolors, Pop Art, a Motherwell on the

stairwell, contemporary photography, and a

canopy of umbrellas. Many of these are in

hidden nooks, often a search is necessary.

Lawrence also mounts student shows, there is

a small one now which is quite good; thus it

offers wallspace to student artists.

Concerning the performing arts, at

Williams one can be both audience and
participant. The thing to stress is that there is

always something going on. In dance, last

year Williams hosted Alwin Nikolai and
Twyla Tharp and mounted its own production

of Stravinsky's Les Noces. This year the

Williams College Dance Society will present

the Jose Limon Dance Company in the Fall

and Merce Cunningham and Dance Company-^
and the Ballet Repertory Company both in the

Spring.

In music there will be performances by the

Williams Choral Society, the Berkshire
Symphony, (based at Williams), harpsichord
recitals given by Victor Hill at Griffin Hall,

ahd the chamber concerts of Music in the

Round, the first of whose concerts will occur
Saturday evening of Convocation Weekend. '

Last year there was also opera, both the
Mikado and Cosi Von Tuti, given by touring

companies.

Theatre on campus is mainly a Williams
affair. Last year the A.M.T., the college
organization, and Cap and Bells, the student
organization, together mounted six
productions on the mainstage of the Adams
Memorial Theatre, of these four were
musicals. The A.M.T. productions were
competent but lackluster. This year, with Mr.

please turn to pafC two
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Open Your Window
Dear Freshmen,

Welcome to Williams!
Now that the dust of well-loaded station wagons has settled in the quad,

and you discover that you still need a rug and a couch—don't despair.

College life is usually a totally different set-up, challenging previous ex-

perience and present ability to master the situation. There's plejity of time
to cope with all the confusion, so enjoy your first weeks in a new en-
vironment. Above all, hang loose.

Williams offers several special qualities which make those early weeks
easier and your next four years better. First, the size of your class, the
college, and the town are all manageable. It's not that hard to get
acquainted with a large part of your class; and the frosh quads, though
separated somewhat from the rest of the college, usually develop a sense of

family very quickly.

Second, the people in Billsville from the upperclassmen to the town
merchants are all quite happy to chat or lend a,hand.

Third, the people you will become most involved with, the faculty, are
approachable with only a minimal effort on your part. A student's most
rewarding moments at Williams with the faculty often occur over a beer or
dinner, outside of the artificial teacher-student subordination of the

classroom. Again, the small size of the college facilitates such give and take.

Such relationships can often form the foundation of your intellectual ex-

perience for the next four years and should be cultivated.

Fourth is the natural beauty of the Purple Valley itself. The more you
explore it, the more you can find. Whether walking through it or just looking

at it, the changing moods of the Berkshires will remain even after passing
on to the happy alumni job-hunting ground.

These things are all here waijting for you, but are there any important
attitudes which you should bring to your college experience? . . . Most
emphatically YES!

;. Above all, never hesitate to ask questions even if they seem obviously
simple. Whether it's President Chandler or John the janitor in Williams D,
the people on campus won't bite and will do their best to help out.

When classes do finally bring an abrupt end to the euphoria of Fresh-
man Daze and the grade race starts all over again, don't let grades freak out
your basic grasp on things. A D or an E in a 101 course is not the end of your
college years or the death stroke to a medical career. After trying Williams
on for size and discovering that some basic organization and small amounts
of hard work will work wonders, you will be privy to the "secrets" of

collegiate academic well-being. Surprise!—you may even have time for a
trip to Smith or Skidmore (or Harvard, ladies).

While Williams boasts a small campus and a modest student body of

1800, there are a myriad of activities and experiences to encounter. A
willingness to explore and experiment is all the motivation that is

necessary. There are quite literally no restraints to limit your choice of
options except those from within yourself. Throwing yourself open to the
spectrum of Williams will at least give you a better acquaintance with your
home for the next four years, and may even teach you something about
yourself.

The RecordAdvocate wishes you good lucjt and bids you welcome.

Jabberwocky
fnW—what you may bfcome; i study machine

nut—nny tmvj counc (try North Adama Slate ifyou want one)

ihv 5Aii/ji—Skidmore College

B har—A B minus

/4 p/»—an A plui; where are you going 10 jet one?

1,^—the campui pub. Named after Mark Hopkins' provet^lal log:

President Garfield's idea ofan educallon— a Mudeni on one end of a

log with Mark Hopkins on the other end.

f}r_—professors are usually called Mr., doctorate or not

Prrppirt—^nytmt fitting the image of a prtp school stuttetit There is

even more prciudlcc agliiut Ihb gmup ihaji then h agaimi th« gMi

on campus

giH\—a no-no. They ire women.

matnm^ifvt lady who cleans your room once a week cKcpl If you call

her the maid, cleaning woman or vacuum engineer

/#—a Williamsiown pina laiteflilly icawncd whh
i

„nrmt—» resident of BiHtville; a red neck

/l///.m7/r—Wiliiamstowfl

fffvm—beer, cod oftet. cbtftia

u(umni—^hc people (hat give the money that keeps you here (and don't
forget it!). Some gave it to the wrong people (George Steinbrenner
and Jeb Magruder) and others can'i manage il (Herbert Slein).

fAi* ^'ofT—Fort Hoosac House, a campus row house located in the

boondocks, near Clark Art Museum

Wu/A—Walter O'Brien, director of the campus police, (uiuatly ctltod

Security)

on—not an overdose. Bob Odell. head football coach

ptvppir i/rfir:t--mocassin-like shoes with whhe soles

Kritiden—hero sandwiches, more properly known as submarine! and
less properly kncmn as hoagics.

/n.ir—«itewherc its a fribble, milk shake or frappe

rphi—iht Purple. Williams athletes (EPHralm WlUiamil

fpMmen--mMk ephs

P»r/)/pdnc/fn/</—Khool colon, flrtim the purple mounlthM and goMen
tun

SmitiH Jock Sunyrr't //o/e—rww library

htu and Intu—
Amkrnt—t college formed by a runaway Williams president and set

up vilh a faculty stolen from Williams

JANE AVRIL by Henri DeTvahuse-
Lautrec; oil on sound; Clark Art Institute.

/more Arts
from page on«

Bucky as its new head, there will be hopefully

some exciting innovations both rigorous and
daring.

There are on campus two film societies.

The Williams Film Society, with showings on

Friday nights, features popular motion

pictures of the far and recent past, such

movies as Casablanca, Gone with the Wind,

Hard Day's Night, and The Thirty-Nine Steps.

Films on Campus, which shows its films on

Saturday nights, primarily presents art films

of the U.S. and Europe, such films, as

Bergman's The Seventh Seal, Last Year at

Marienbad, The Maltese Falcon, and The
Bicycle Thief.

The College Cinema on Spring Street has

tried in the past year to upgrade the quality of

the films that it presents. If this trend con-

tinues the movies there this year will most
likely be good Hollywood movies of the past

two or three years, such as Serpico, American
Graffiti, etc. There are also movie houses in

,

North Adams and Pittsfield. Their quality

depends on what their distributors give them,

as well as on what's leaving New York. To
find out what these theatres have look either

at the North Adams Transcript or the'

Berkshire Eagle (Pittsfield). It is not
unlikely that during the course of the year the
urge to go to New York or Boston will strike
For thoee unfamiliar with thoee two cities
both within easy striking distance from here
perhaps the best way, once you're there, to
discover what is going on is to, when in
Boston, get the Phoenix-Boston After Dark
and, when in New York, to get The New
Yorker which has the most comprehensive
listings with excellent short descriptions of
movies, jazz clubs, etc.; there is also New
York magazine or The Village Voice for more
glittery or arcane happenings.

In Boston, especially when outside It Is wet
and grey, a unique experience is the Isabella
Stewart Gardiner Museum, off the Fenway.
Inside it is a treasure hunt of architectural
styles (the Italian Renaissance courtyard,
with Gothic flourishes, possesses a fountain
and is always fillei wlthiresb41ewer8^^-the-
most dazzling and yet soothing hues. This
alone is guaranteed to soothe the most jagged
of nerves), and paintings, some behind doors,

among- them Titian's Europa. When in the

Boston area always check what's playing at

the Orson Welles movie complex in Cam-
bridge. T

In New York, an experience similiar to the

Gardiner is the Frick Collection, with an even
finer collection ,than the Clark. It has ex-

cellent painting by Holbein, Fragonard,
Gainsborough, Bellini, Whistler, Memling,
Rembrandt, Hals, Vermeer, etc. It i$ a very
fine collection. And it, like the Gardiner, was
previously a private residence and it retains

that charm, and it too has a fountain, though
in a room slightly more Greco-Roman and
which is one perfect version of tranquility.

New York has thousands of movie houses. It

also has more of whatever you want than any
other place within access—opera, sports,

rock, freaks, ballet, filth and ecstasy.

Ill order to know when and where events on
campus occur, read The Register which the

College puts out each week free. It is essential

printed matter. There is also the News Briefs

section of this paper. Finally, there are in-

numerable flyers and posters all over cam
pus. y .

-^

/The first Music in the Round con-

cert of the year will be given as part of

the Convocation We^end at Williams on

Saturday evening, September 14th, at

8:30 p.m.

The program will consist of Serenade

Op. 12 by Kodaly, Sonata Op. 80 F minor

by Prokofieff, Trio Op. 80 F major by

Schumann, and Quartet K. 370 by

Mozart.*'

At Thompson Memorial (iihapel, ad-

mission for Williams students is free.

We woke up three years ago and we were
where you are. A confusion of tenses. The
saine room, the same rumors. Should we get a
refrigerator? India print, gingham, Spanish
Renaissance, orneo-SalvationArmy? Similar
fears of doing something in front of up-
perclassmen that would brand us freshmen,
something fear of doing in front of our fellow
freshmen that would brand us as only a
diploma and a summer bash away from being
high school seniors.

Public high school.

Our regional high school friends wondered,
"Were the Miss Porter's girls—previously
known only in Times wedding columns—

a

distant breed of perfect teeth and grace?
would a Deerfield boy slug it out with the
Philips boys or slum it with girls without
school blazers? were the ones with famous
last names as famous as their last names?
Did any of that matter?"
For many girls without blazers, it did.

For many who just learned Philips is the
name of Williamstown's general store, it did.

For many to whom an old-fashioned
Williams image is important, it does. Coming
from a certain school seemed one step closer
to that heaven in which God wears a tie from
the House of Walsh.
To many others, it didn't and doesn't and

won't Freshman year dealt each public and
private school grad a Ubula rasa for which
the table might be an impressionable but
scarless purple. But private school friends
wondered, when they weren't backing in their
superiority, if the other kids wouldn't
sUgmatize them for that superiority. Nothing
like the master hating the peon for bitterly
recognizing his mastery.
"We had the class, but they had the ex-

perience, remembers one clearly superior
Philadelphian who met the challenge of the
public school man in wooing Uie supposedly
equally experienced public school coed. He
found, as others have, that a school name is

neither a stigma nor an ifiescapable heritage

nor a mold.

Yet we remember throwing around

stereotypes (not freshman ranking KLH or

EPI or quality of dust cdvers) and falling into

the trap of believing those stereotypes to the

exclusion of befriending many types with

which we were unfamiliar. We threw around

words like Preppie. Hick, Goony (the word

was once popular). Queer (the word denoted

something else not that long ago). Hunk (the

word is rarely outgrown), Jock, snob, chick,

pol, dog, head, b-i-t-c-h-.

Williamstown hasn't a terribly imaginative

street slang. >

Some seniorcoeds we know checked out the

freshman quad slang Saturday night at a

party that took advantage of the clear sky.

The three girls came impersonating fresh-

men. They turned up their trenchcoat collars

and wore shy and frightened—but hopefully

sophisticated-looks. They were as successful

with the freshmen boys that evening as they

were when they themselves were freshmen,

wearing the abov6 sans trenchcoat. (They

had been toid they were meant for older

men).
And they found older men Saturday. A

junior and a senior who had never seen them

or couldn't see through the girls' masquerade

or their own drunken haze. And the senior

men had some stereotypes of their own.

"When we came here," said the senior,

"the girls were just awful. All they did was

study. No looks, no fun, no partying."

The three coeds chuckled inside.

"But you, you're okay. You're alright," the

beertotaler told them.
The three coeds could hardly keep a

straight face. They remember a girl who said

of her fellow male freshmen three years ago,

"Don't worry. By the time they're seniors,

they'll be alright."

Guess it works both ways. Most stereotypes

do. D
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Stagflation:

Serious but

.1 not terminal
The annual fall convocation tormally

opened the present academic year on
Saturday, with "The American Economy"
featured as its theme. Kermit

. Gordon,
president of ttie Brookings Institution, ad;^

-dressed'"tKe~au3ience in Chapin Hall on
"Inflation; A Non-Apocalyptic View." He, as
well as three others who have distinguished

themselves in the field of economics, were
presented with honorary degrees by
President John W. Chandler.

Mr. Gordon's remarks highlighted the

ceremonies. He judged the country's present
economic probtems "a serious social
maladyj^" but not "symptoms of a terminal
illness."^

(Gordon cited Lyndon Johnson's failure to

raise federal income taxes in 1966 "the major
blunder in economic stabiliEation policy in the

post-war period." He pointed to 1966 as a
"turning point—the beginning of an era of

-inflation."

The causes of our current stagflation (in-

flation with a stagnant economy), Gordon
said, can be traced to dollar devaluation, the

four-fold increase in oil prices and "a run of

very bad luck" concerning agricultural

production.

Gordon stressed his belief that many
Americans blame inflation for a variety of

economic ills, thus exaggerating the harm
caused by inflation alone. As examples he
cited the redistribution of income in favor of

farmers and oil-producers, the budget-
squeeze caused by the over-extension of

credit and the false illusion that 10 per cent
inflation is robbing wage-earners, even those
with built-in cost-of-living raises.

.
"It simply compounds confusion and

heightens fear to lay at the door of inflation

not only all the economic ills that belong
there, but most others as well," warned
Gordon.

He suggested, as a rehabilitating measure,
a system of wage-price intervention which
relaxes mandatory controls. He favors "a
voluntary program that relies on educational
efforts, exhortation, and the mobilization of

pdblic opinion, but is reinforced by the power

X '
' \photo by Hattenback]

SENIORS andfriends headfor Convocation in Chapin.

to command the production of information

Is education
from companies and unions."

President John Chandler reported progress
on the College's $50 million fund-raising
program. The capital acquired from this

effort will be channeled into funds for en-
dowed scholarships and professorships and
the improvement of physical facilities for
music, art and indoor athletics. Chandler
reported a total of $17.5 million raised in gifts

and pledges. The College hopes to receive the
balance by 1980.

Chandler noted the rapid progress on the
new Sawyer Library. Its completion is an-
ticipated by the spring of 1975 and its oc-

cupation, by the following fall.

TSie President's speech was followed by the

presentation of honorary degrees. Gordon,
Howard K. Bowen, Professor of Economics at

the Claremont Graduate School in California
and Robert V. Roosa, a former vice-president
of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York,
received honorary Doctor of Laws degrees.
Robert M. Solow, Institute Professor at

M.I.T. and a full professor of economics,
received an honorary Doctor of Letters
degree. -

Convocation also featured a procession of

seniors and faculty in full academic dress and
the announcement of Undergraduate
members of Phi Beta Kappa. n

a blue chip

investment?
The pre-Convocation panel entitled "The

Future and Financing of Higher Education"
was highlighted by a clash over the

iconoclastic contention of Lester Thurow,
whom Time magazine included on its list of

America's future leaders, that college is "a
buggy whip industry" which will and should
decline.

The panel, which convened at 3:30, Friday,
September 13, before a fairly sizable audience
in Jesup Auditorium, consisted of Joseph
Kershaw, Lehman Professor of Economics
and College Provost; Howard Bowen, former
president of Iowa University and now
professor of economics at Claremont
University College; the aforementioned
Lester Thurow, professor of economics at

MIT; and Fred Rudolph, Mark Hopkins
Professor of History at Williams.

Thurow based his argument on a dollars

and cents comparison between college and
high school graduates' incomes, noting that

one can be both "rich and dumb." Stating that

earnings statistics of the two graduate groups

largely overlap, he concluded that college

was "a very risky economic investment," in

which "you could lose your shirt."
' Education and Gross National Product,

Thurow continued, no longer have any
meaningful connection. For example, both '

the Swekies and the Swiss now have less per

capita education but higher per capita income
than the U.S. Richness, ^e claimed, is at-

tributable not to the brilliance of a nation'^^

inhabitants but to the wealth of its resources.

Jherefgre^ubsidization^iit higher education

by . government is a.^jiflpj", investment._^

Financing should therefore-not originate in—

government subsidies but respond to market
demand, he said.

In disagreeing with Thurow, Bowen
believed academic freedom would merely
follow public opinion, not influence it, if

subjected to mass media advertising and high

pressure selling. For academic freedom and '*

excellence, institutions should have diverse

support to create a large number-of interest

groups. Colleges should not have to respond

"like a huckster to the demands of the

market."

Kershaw, who has recently completed a
visit to twenty-six colleges under a Ford
Foundation grant, believed that a "fragile

stability" existed in most institutions between
,

inflation and declining enrollments.

Despite such problems he' noted that, "I

came away more optimistic than at the.

start," primarily because of the good
leadership and faculty understanding of the

financial situation which he saw.

Both Kershaw and Bowen justified

universalizing the college experience to in-

crease an individual's capacities and sen-

sitivity. Such factors, they noted, outweighed
merely economic considerations in

evaluating the usefulness of a college

education.

Rudolph pointed out that historically higher

education reads as a chronicle of financial

crisis. Presently we are merely "operating in

a comfortable tradition."

The government, he contended, has long

supported higher . education through tax-

exemption of private properties, the GI Bill,

and special taxation rates, in addition to the

variety of private and alumni sources. Such'
"confused and muddled" financing should be
allowed to continue, both for the sake of

academic freedom and historical tradition,

concluded Rudolph. Q
It has been said that a man's hair is his

crowning glory. This year, Williams students

will have quite a choice of how they want their

crowns cropped. With the addition of The Clip

Shop to the Williamstown tonsorial scene,

Spring Street now boasts more haircutting

establishments than book stores or even pizza

parlors.

The art of cutting hair has changed
drastically during the past 10 years, forcing

barbers to either keep pace with the fashion

scene or lose their business. The latest trend

is the establishment of ha-irdressing salons,

such as The Clip Shop, which features

prdtessional hairstylists who cut both men
and^l^jmen's hair. They also feature prices

which^e considerably higher than the $2.75

chargea'»:t a regular haircut at most bar-.

bershops.Ft- instance, the Clip Shop's prices

range from 1^': to $9.

.How have Spnbg St. barbers weathered the

upheaval which trfc'ir trade has experienced

during the past 10 years?

"We've almost had to learn the trade all

over again," replies Bud Anderson, the very

personable co-manager of St. Pierre's Barber
Shop. "You have to style a head now, when
you used to just cut it."

To learn the art of styling, Anderson and his

partner, Roger St. Pierre, had to attend

styling classes in the area. The results have
paid off handsomely.

"We've gained the students' confidence,"

Anderson remarked. "When the styles first

changed, students were very finicky and
watched every move we made. Now they just

reajl a magazine or do homework while we
cut"

St. Pierre's has been a staple of Spring St.

for over 70 years, and Roger St. Pierre is the

latest in a family of barbers who have made
their living cutting Ephmen locks. Neither

barber thinks his role has radically changed
during this time.

"Our role hasn't changed that much over
the years," explained Anderson. "The bar-

bershop is still a place to visit and catch up
with the local 'news' as well as a place to get /I

haircuts." True to tradition, St. Pierre's is a f

A clip in time may cost

A Tonsorial Review
by Andy O'Donnell

[photo by Lumbert]

A NEW WA Yto lose hair on Spring Street—The Clip Shop

regular gathering place for local merchants

to read the morning paper or discuss the

latest Red Sox loss during the mid-morning

hours.

The sign outside Rick's Barber Shop,

located at the far end of Spring Street, says

"look better-feel better", but barber Chet

Kopala doesn't think that today's students

pay much attention. Chefs been in the

business for 40 years, having previously

worked in Pitlsfield before taking over from

his son at Rick's last summer.

"Twenty, thirty years ago, people were a

lot neater," Kopala remarked. "They got

shaves, massages, and hair tonics besides

haircuts. Even if they didn't have the money,

they still managed to go to the barbershop or

get their shoes shined, especially before the

weekend. They took more pride in themselves

than people nowadays.
"

Rick's still has a regular group of Williams

students who have been coming since they

were freshmen, but has to depend primarily

upon the townspeople, for the bulk of its

clientele. It remains the only shop on Spring

St. offering shaves, an item that used to be a

barber's most frequent task, but have now
hiecome few and far between.

Tokeep up with the new styles, Kopala has
attended barter shows in the area as well as
reading the monthly barber magazine.
However, he has felt the pinch since the ad-

vent of longer hairstyles and the growing
popularity of the higher priced hairdressing

salons. "The hair styhsts charge a lot more,
so they need fewer customers to break even,''

Kopala said. "We have to have more
customers to make the same money, and be
just as good to keep them."

If the initial success of The Clip Shop is any
indication, though, money isn't a factor for

people in search of a good haircut. The salon
is the attainment of a life long dream for its

two partners, Carlos Luiz Deabreau, and
VassoStamatakos. Carlos is a Brazilian who
came to the U.S. 6 years ago, while Vasso is a
native Greek who arrived two years later.

They first met at the Beauty Academy in

Boston, moved on to The Chopping Block in

Boston and Amherst, and then started looking
for a place of their own. They finally hit upon
Williamstown as the ideal location after

scouting the Boston, New Hampshire, and
Cape Cod areas and talking with people who
had travelled across the Mohawk 'Trail in
search of a good haircut.

Their efforts have resulted in a unique
salon, radically different from the barber
shops to which Spring Street has grown ac-
customed. The interior is very modern, with
brightly painted furniture, large round
mirrors, potted plants hanging from
ceiling, and a huge semi-circle cut intofhe„
wall separating the twb main rooms. There's,
even a stereo to help drown out the noise of
the hair dryers and the clipping of the
scissors.

The two plan to visit each dorm on campus
and give free demonstrations on hair styling
and hair care in the near future. For the time
being, though, the appointment book contains
more than enough business to keep them
busy. As long as there are sideburns to trim or
curls to flip, it appears that Spring St. should
be a veritable haircutters heaven.
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Dean Grabois
returns to

Purple Valley
by David R.Rm«

"The.Dean is responsible for nearly every

aspect of the College," declared Neil R.

Grabois, returning Dean of the College, in an
Interview Thursday.

Grabois, Dean since July 1970, had spent

the '73-'74 College year on sabbatical. Andrew
Crider, professor of psychology, held the post

of Acting Dean in his absence.

—Although he-teaches Mathematics, Grabois

admits that he Is more often involvecTin the

daily operations of the Dean's Office, located

on the first floor of Hopkins Hall.

"One of my chief duties is counseling
' students, both academically and socially,"

declared Grabois. "We (the Dean's Office)

want to make student life here what it should

be."

"Because the Dean's Office serves so many
functions, students think it isn't the place to

start to get things done," he added. "In some
ways, we represent students more than any
other (organization on campus)."

Grabois noted that the very multiplicity of

operations under the Dean's Office makes it a

good place to get things done. He stressed that

his door and the doors of the other deans were
always open to students.

Duties in the Dean's Office are shared by
the Dean of Freshmen (Lauren Stevens), two
Associate Deans (Nancy Mclntire and Henry
Flynt) and two Assistant Deans (Reginald
Gilliam and Chris Roosenraad). Also
reporting directly to Grkbois are the Office of

Career Counseling, the Foreign Student
Advisor, the Department of Security, the

Office of the Registrar, and the Director of

Student Housing.

Asked about student-administration
relations, Grabois hastened to challenge the

concept of a tripartite grouping at Williams

among faculty, students, and administrators.

"It's not necessary to distinguish ourselves as
administrators," he said noting that most
deans also taught classes and that several

other members' of the faculty had at one time

or other served in the Dean's Office. "Ac-

cording to the laws of the College," Grabois

said, "President Chandler, although not now
teaching is a member of the faculty."
One of Grabois' duties of especial concern

to many students is in the area of discipline.
"I regularly get reporte from the Director

of Security," he said. These cover the whole
range of events and campus conditions that
the various security patrols have noted. Any
possible disciplinary matters go. into these
reporte. "I am, by the laws of the College, the
chief disciplinary officer," Grabois noted.
He was quick to add that violations of the

Honor Code are not handled by his office but
by the student-faculty honors committee.
Further, any disciplinary action taken by the
Dean can be appealed to the discipline
committee. "Even there, the final action of
expulsion can only be made by the
president," said Grabois.

All records of dealings wilh^udents^by^he-
Dean are periodically destroyed, he said.

"I'm concerned about (all) the records
around here. We're reviewing what is'held,

keeping the interests of future historians in

mind. However, the rights of historians
cannot supersede the rights of students to

privacy," said Grabois.

A joint report of the Committees on
Educational Policy and Undergraduate Life

on advising at Williams lists nearly sixty

separate advisory functions of the Dean's
Office or under its supervision. These in-

clude:

Counseling individual students on leaves of

absence, withdrawals, and transfers from
College.

Consultation with parents concerning ac-

cident, illnesses, and disciplinary problems.

Consultation with the Student Housing
Committee and Director of Student Housing
regarding freshman inclusion, House
maintenance taxes, off-campus housing
policies, etc.

Oversee and facilitate development of

student activities and organizations.

Grabois said thai he had little difficulty

adjusting to "sophomore" President Chan-

dler. "I sense that his view of the College is

not unlike that held by President Sawyer.

Chandler was inducted as Williams' 13lh

president last fall."

Grabois joined the Williams faculty in 1963.

He co-authored Linear Algebra and
.Multivariable Calculus (published 1970).

During last year's satbatfcal, he continued

his education in combinatorial mathematics
at the University of Paris. "It was

\photo by Lumbert]

DHAN GRABOIS
academically a very rewarding experience,''
he said. - i

He lived in a Paris suburb with his family.
"My children left here knowing no French
and returned bilingual," he said.

Camping 78er

struck down
in Colorado

by Dan Daly

There's one face in this year's What's What
that won't be seen around campus. Neil

Migdol, 18, 46 Williams Hall, was murdered
Aug. 29 in a camping area near Boulder,

Colorado. According to police, he was on his

way home from a 3-week vacation out west

when the tragedy occurred. No arrests have
been made.

Neil and I might never have met if we
had'nt espoused illusions of grandeur as

newspaper reporters. He was working for a

small local paper in Leominster, Mass.' and I

for the Leominster bureau of the Worcester

Telegram when we crossed paths.

Every morning for two weeks we bumped
into each other while making the morning
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checks at the police and fire stations. I liked

him right off. He was always talkative and in

good spirits—traits which, in many people,

rarely surface at the ungodly hour of 7:30

a.m. When I found out where he was going to

college, I quickly sold him on the ReAd. He
seemed genuinely excited about joining the

staff and, lord knows, we desperately need

young writers.

1 was in Worcester for a day, learning about

editing and layout, when I first heard about

Neil's death. Ironically, I didn't make the

connection between the Neil Migdol in the AP
wire story and the Neil I had met earlier in

the summer. I hadn't even bothered to ask

him what his last name was.

The next morning, I was greeted at the

breakfast table with the news that "that kid

from Leominster who was murdered was
-going4o WtHiftms^ ' It was the^H^^d-of news ^

that makes one want to climb back into bed*

and start the day over.

But, it was business as usual. I. spent the

early part of the morning in Leominster

writing Neil's obituary for the evening

edition. I felt numb, saddened, although I had

known him for only a short time. Yet, at the

same time, I was grateful that I had the op-

portunity to pay some sort of tribute to him,

sometning more personal than the traditional

newspaper obituary.

Frantically phoning friends, teachers,

workers, and Williams College officials (wjio

hadn't been notified) in order to mak^ a 9

o'clock deadline, I found out a greaf dea|j,

about a young man who was loved W many.

"He had an extraspecialness," (raid Mrs.

Patricia Whitt, a personal f/iend and

secretary at Applewild School in Fitchburg,

Mass., which Neil atteride^/ through 9th

grade. "He had so much goi^g for him in so

many areas. He left his nriark," she added.

"His years here were productive ones."

Peter Q. McKee, assofciate headmaster at

Phillips-Andover Academy, called him a

"very fine young man and an excellent

student body president."

"He was noticeably articulate and terribly

knowledgeable in history and political af-

fairs," offered William R. Mason, assistant

dean of admissions, who interviewed Neil two

summers ago. "All of his classmates spoke

glowingly of him. He was just a born leader, I

guess."

Grace Wheeler, a co-worker of Neil's for

two summers, may have hit upon a tragic

flaw when she said, "He was very naive. He
trusted everybody." "~

.. Q

Viewpoint
/ •

by Heni^y Ireys

At the end of last semester, amid the rush of

final projects and exams, three articles ap-
' peared in the ReAd ("Ideas for re-creation"

by Dav Holzworth '74, "Image, experience"

by Chris Teipel '74, and "A Campus ap-

praisal" by Henry Ireys '75) that, in many
respects,- shared similar views about

Williams and the education it offers. As
perceptive as they all might have been,

however, they came at the wrong time. Then,

most students and faculty were too busy to

read them closely, or to think about the«

implications to any great extent. It was
simply tfto late in the year to learn from the

insights and conclusions that each of the

authors provided. Somehow it would seem,

better to read and think about them now, at

the beginning of the year, if only to save

ourselves from some of the pitfalls and

mistakes that a school year inevitably brings.

Perhaps, too, recognizing early what many
seniors realize too late can prevent the

feeling, "I didn't get very much out of

college"—a sentiment that I heard voiced

often by seniors at the end of last year.

What were some of the points that appeared

in the articles? Perhaps most importantly all

three students talked to some extent about the

discrepancy between what the college says it

provides for the students and what the ex-

periences of the students actually are. The

Bulletin assures us that "Williams students

are encouraged to explore and deepen their

own intellectual interests" and Williams'

purpose is "to enable undergraduates to

develop those enthusiasms and to accumulate

those bodies of knowledge which will help

make their lives more interesting and

responsible." Yet, Holzworth writes about his

realization that though Williams claims to be

an intellectual commimity, it is not. At one
• point he concludes, "I am complaining about

a hoax that was perpetrated on me, and other

naive, unsophisticated idealists, who really

expected to piu^ue knowledge for its own

sake." In more general terms, Teipel also

_ made it clear that his conception of the

"Williams Image"—as defined by various

publications—was quite a bit different than

- his more real "Williams Experience."

Expectations vs Experience

If we are not to become bitter or

disillusioned about our college experience

(and Ido not mean to imply that the authors

of the articles were necessarily bitter or

disi llusioned), and If we are not to spend four

years here and realize at the end that we
wanted something we didn't get, then we
should know right now what Williams does

and does not and what it can and can not

provide for us. But what we can not afford to

do is to lake the Bulletin's promises on faith

andassume that simply being here, doing all

the work, and an independent project along

the way, is synonymous with becoming

educated. We need to question what exactly

our education is giving us and where it is

failing us. And, unless we are content to be

passive about It all, we need to be aware of

chances and means with which to change

what dissatisfies us.

A second point that all three articles had in

common was a concern for the lack of poor

cooperation a nc for a feeling of competition at

Williams. As Holzworth pointed out, an in-

tellectual community needs a great deal of

intellectual communication among its

members. If that sort of communication is

absent or if it is superceded by a "poker-chip"

milieu, then we will not have an atmosphere

that is conducive to cooperation or even to

mutual respect.

Certainly, at Williams a sense of com-

petition is wide-spread. Pre-professional

concerns of many classes and most

everyone's heritage of doing well

academically are perhaps two reasons for the

competiUon. Whatever the full cause of it,

competition had definite implications. One

result is that students become very practical

people: we tend to learn strategies that

maximize our chances for the highest grade

rather than learning something that is im-

portant to us for its own sake. When Teipel

wrote, "Competition for grades too often

masks the question of commitment and true

learning," he was saying that the more we
become interested in doing the best, the more

we forget to question what we are doing in the

first place. And finally, when we compete for

a grade, the content of a course becomes

secondary or irrelevant, it is grades we are

after, not knowledge. If content becomes

irrelevant, intellectual communication

becomes impossible.

Though competition is not wholly to blame,

the content of courses would seem to be

irrelevant to most everyone here. Students do

not discuss or argue about the paper they are

writing, except to point out how long they

have been working on it. Dinner table con-

versations, snack bar discussions, even late

night talks rarely have much to do with

something that someone learned that day in

school.

Is this situation inevitable? Do we even

want anything different? I do not know the

answer to the first question, but I do know

that at least last year a few persons did want

something different. I wish I had a coherent

plan to make Williams everything to

everyone; all I can offer, though, are some
suggestions about how to get some of those

things that some students lack. Perhaps, in

addition to asking what are the gut courses

and whether or not a professor marks hard or

easy, we might spend a bit more time and

ask: why are you studying that? Or what

.interests you about this? Perhaps, too, we

need to believe that another student can

legitimately contribute something to one's

own paper or thoughts. I have often wondered

how many students even listen to a peer's

opinions before they are validated by the

authority of a professor. Perhaps we also

need professors who are willing at least to try

and find ways of constructing a class that

minimizes competition and enhances
cooperation. In any case, it is important to

realize that we do not have to be competitive

and that, though it may be difficult, talking

about ideas with someone else can be worth it.

The articles hatl one more point in common.
All three students spoke very clearly from
their own experiences and were able , to

pinpoint what it was that was missing from
those experiences, whether intellectual ex-

change, personally relevant courses, or en-

thusiastic classes. All three had examined
their education and had found it lacking. But,

at least in the case of the two seniors, it was a
post mortem examination. They were
leaving, and at best they could pass on their

^

insights. But for t hose of us who are still in the

midst of things, there is the opportunity to see

why, if at all, we are unhappy with Williams,

and what might be done about it. At least now,

at the tieginning of the year, we have a chance
to figure out what it is that we want from
Williams and whether or not it can give that to

us.
'

I was talking recently to a freshman and in

passing I remarked that I didn't believe there

was much discussion involving ideas, even
among members of the same department. He
was surprised at my words and later I

realized I should not have assumed so readily

that he knew what I was talking about. He,
like Holzworth and I, came here expecting a
great deal of this sort of discussion. I realized

also that the possibility of change lies mpst
with the freshmen and that too often, with

each succeeding year, the campus dampens
enthusiasm or drives away many who are
interested in changing educational policy.

Yet it might be worthy to note that the

authors of last year's articles were disap-

pointed not because Williams couldn't liv» up
to their expectations, but because it didn'L It

is not so much that the school doesn't have the
potential for being better, but 4hat this

potential is going unused. In any case, though
the burden of realizing potential in a school
such as this falls equally on administration
and students, the first step is to question our
education and the academic milieu and
decide what exactly we want from it.
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Econ brains

win laurels,

doctorates
President John Chandler presented the

following honorary degrees at convocation

ceremonies last Saturday:

KERMIT GORDON, President of

the Brookings Institution, Doctor of

Laws
When President Kennedy called you to

Washington in 1961 he created a large gap in

the Williams Faculty Softball team where you
— were the^tTcky-fingefed^ first baseman for

sixteen years. First as a member of the

Council of Economic Advisers and sub-

' sequently as Director of the Budget for

Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, you were a

principal architect of America's economic

policies during a period of almost legendary

growth and price stability. Nine years ago

you moved a few blocks to the Brookings

Institution and for the past seven years you

have been president of that vastly influential

center of economic and political research. A
Rhodes Scholar graduate and Trustee of

Swarthmore, you have deep roots and deep

fafth in the traditions and mission of the

liberal arts college. This particular liberal

»arts college which you served so well is

pleased to express its pride in you and your

achievements.

HOWARD R. BOWEN, Avery
Professor of Economics at "the
Claremont Graduate School, Dofetor
of Laws

'

As author of more than half a dozen books

and many articles and as member of

numerous influential national committees
and commissions, you have given generously
of your wise counsel and have consistently

and skillfully put economic wisdom at the

service of humanistic values and social

justice. From undergraduate study at

Washington State University you went
eastward for a Ph.D. at the University of

Iowa and post-doctoral study at Cambridge
University. For the past two decades you
have been recognized as one of the nation's

ablest college and university presidents, a
calling which you filled first at Grinnell, then
at the University of Iowa, and until last June
at the Claremont University Center. For four

years you were a member of the Williams
faculty, and today we are delighted to

welcome you back and show our admiration.

ROBERT VINCENT ROOSA,
Partner, Brown Brothers Harriman
and Company, Doctor of Laws
As an officer of the Federal Reserve Bank

of New York for fifteen' years and later as

Undersecretary of the Treasury for Monetary

Affairs you gained recognition as the spurce

of some of the most innovative and successful

measures In dealing with monetary in-

stability. Your books, articles, and speeches

are widefy circulated and eagerly attended

throughout the international community of

economists and bankers. A Rhodes Scholar

with three earned degrees from the

University of Michigan, you have blended

global, and cosmopolitan values, liberal

learning, and public service in a distinguished

and wide-ranging career. In honoring you

today we wish to show appreciation for the

larger measure of stability and rationality

that your labors and influence have brought

into the always troubled and volatile

economic affairs of mankind.

evening in front of a capacity Jesup Hall

audience.

The participants were: Robert V. Roosa, of

Brown Brothers, Harriman & Co. ; Robert M.

Solow, Professor of Economics at MIT;

Hermit Gordon, President of the Brookings

Institution and former Williams faculty

member; and Edwin L. Dale, Jr., economics

analyst for The New York Times. Professor

William B. Gates, Jr. was the moderator.

Each gave a short statement before the panel

was opened to discussion and questions.

Gates gave a synopsis of the economy
during the early 1%0's, noting that in 1964, we
had just had four years of price stability and
steady growth. Economists thought then that

they had found the "tools with which to assure

economic growth and little inflation".

Looking at 1974, Gates guided the discussion

towards the questions, Did the t6ols fail^r-and

-KkmtjK^ m. ttULUW, inSUlUie j,..- ,u„ _.^ non-economist on the nanel.
Professor at Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology, Doctor -of
Letters

A witty and superbly gifted teacher a t

M.I.T. for a quarter of a century, George
Eastman Visiting Professor at Oxford in 1968-

69, frequent lecturer in America and abroad,

winner of the John Bates Clark Medal
awarded-la-Jhe^foreniost^ economist under
forty, and author of numerous books and
scores of papers, you are recognized as one of

the world's principal authorities on capital

theory and economic growth. Your
imaginative attention to the theory of land use
and your concern for the economics of

exhaustible resources have helped build

valuable briidges between economics and the

other disciplines that focus on man's use and
abuse of his native planet. Among your
students have been many Williams graduates
and several faculty membeifs. We are happy
to have this occasion to express our ad-

miration and gratitude and to add to the

strong ties that already exist between you and
this^oUege. •'
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Nothing much
wrong with

economics
Nick Spiliotes

The causes of the present inflation and
recession are many, but a convocation panel

agreed that all the blame does not fall on the

economics profession. The panel discussed

"Economics—What went wrong?", Friday

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
JOE DEWEY

Welcome back and welcome to new faces

OUVbrld

Wisdom
Special instructions in build-

ing, farming, crattmaking.

cooking and hospitality from

the people of Greece, Turkey

and Switzerland who have
lived on and witfi their land (or

generations Hundreds of

photos, diagrams and illus-

trations "A remarkable fxokV
-Rolling Slone ^
HANDMADE
Vanishing Cultures of Europe and the Near East

l»y DREWsnd LOUISE LANGSNER
SiJ»8V>"x n" Clolhsa, paper $4 now at your bookstore, or send check or
money order to HARMONr BOOKS, a division ol Crown PutXistlers. Inc,

4l9ParkAve Soutti.NewYork. N Y 10016

'/'
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Pale, the only non-economist on the panel,

said that the .economics profession was
"essentially safe" with regard to respon-

sibility for the present state of the economy.
His first main contention was that the

financing of the Vietnamese War accounted
for most of the inflation of the late 1960's. The
war should have been "paid for", according

to Dale, with increased income taxes, at that
time taxes were politically unacceptable.

The futile defense of fixed exchange rages

was a major cause o£ inflation, he argued,

claiming that if the ^(i^ to floating ex-

change rates had been done long before 1973,

inflation would probably "be one-half of what
it is today."

Dale said that his one "squawk" was that

economists fail to admit it when they cannot

solve a problem. He concluded by calling for

t"reasonable humility" on the part of

economists in dealing with the present and
future problems of the economy.

Robert Roosa went into a more detailed

economic analysis of the situation. He

claimed that economists in the early iseo'g

did not see the bottlenecks that would prevent
the steady expansion of industrial plant They
assumed that we had an economy of abun-
dance, not anticipating changes in the

availability of natural resources', the shift in

consumer demand toward services, and the

potential force of cumulative inflation.

A major reason for the inflation was that

the economic policies were not consistently

applied, said Roosa. What is necessary, he
said is a more concerted effort to cooperate
between government and economists.

Professor Solow concurred with Dale that

when economists were "riding high" they

promised more than they could deliver, yet

also saw other places to lay the blame. He
said that most economists do not think that

inflationis_4S_-bad

—

as—is coinnionijr

t)elieved~'Eecaitise people attribute all their

economic difficulties however unrelated to

inflation.
~~

Gordon dealt with microeconomic aspects

of the New Frontier and Great Society of the

Kennedy and Johnson Administrations
respectively. He said that they were "at best

disappointments, at worst serious failures".

The major reason for this was that the

Federal Government was stumbling into

complex issues that it did not understand and
doing it on the naive premise that if you spend

large amounts of money on a problem you will

solve it. He said that the Fedeiral Government
can administer some programs very well. He
cited the success of many of the social

programs of the Roosevelt period. Gordon
encouraged a policy of "rational social ex-

perimentation"—A policy that would not

spend large amounts of money until ef-

fectiveness of various solutions were known.

The panelists expressed little disagreement
among themselves.Allconcurred that nothing

went wrong with economics as a profession

and joined together in attacking errors in

policy from the past. Q
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I'gycho—The Hitchcock shocker with the less

than loveable Norman Bates (Anthony
Perkins) as the "cut up" motel manager. For
Janet Leigh, it's no laughing matter.

The Odd Couple (1968)—Walter Matlhau and
Jack Lemmon are the original odd couple.

Don't miss the triple play! Dir.—Gene Saks.

Sounder (1972)—THip story of a black family's
fight for survival in Louisiana during the
Depression. With Cicely Tyson and Paul
Winfield. Dir.—Martin Ritt

Lolita (1962)—Sue Lyon, in the title role, aiid

James Mason as Humbert display the virtues

of youth and the vices of age. Based on IM
Vladmir Nabokov novel. Dir.-Stanley
Kubrick

Reb*l Without A Cause (1955)—James Dean
plays the archetypal alienated andTetsglttois-
youth. The film that made us so arrogant.
With Natalie Wood, Sal Mineo, and Jim
Backus^JJir.^Nicholas Ray ^-^ -. ^

Easy Rider (1969)—Peter Fonda and Dennis
Hopper confront the impossibility of "our"
American dream. Jack Nicholson nom. best
supporting actor. Dir.—Bob Rafelson

A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the
Forum (1966)—A day in the life of the fall of^
the Roman Empite. Musical whorehouse
antics. With Zero Mostel, Phil Silvers, Jack
Gilford, and Buster Keaton. Dir—Richard
Lester

War of the Worlds (1953)-H. G, Wells' story
of a martian invasion. Gene Barry plays Dan
Rather. Great special affects. Dir—Byron
Haskin

Women hi Love (1070)—Ken Russell's version
of the D. H. Lawrence classic. A penetrating
study of men, women, and the conflicting

desires that drive them. With Alan Bates,
Glenda Jackson, and Oliver Reed.

If. . . (1969)—Fantasy and reality of life at
an English boarding school. The revolution is

led by Malcolm McDowal. Dir.—Lindsay
Anderson
African Queen (1951)—Bogie and Hepburn

(Kate that is) take a boat ride. Dir.—John
Huston

The Wild Bunch (1%9)—Sam Peckinpah's

first and best big one. "Butch and the Kid'"

with bullets instead of raindrops. With
William Holden, Ernest Borgnine, Rot)erl

Ryan, and Ben Johnson.

Charly (1968)—Cliff Robertson plays the

mentally handicapped Charly who is briefly

transformed into a genius. With Claire

Bloom. Dir.—Ralph Nelson

Joe (1970)—Archie Bunker without the

laughs. With Peter Boyle. Dir—John
Avildson
The Dirty Dozen (1967)—U.S. Army criminal

all-star team versus the German High
Command. With Lee Marvin, Charles
Brpnson, Jimmy Brown, and Telly Savalas.

Dir.—Robert Aldridge
McCabe and Mrs. Miller (1971)—Warren
Beatty and Julie Christie in the old west.

Dir.—Robert Altman
The Time Machine (I960)—Travels with H. G.
Wells through the fourth dimension. With Rod

,

Taylor and Yvette Mimieux. Dir.—George
Pal 7
Woodstock (1970)—The way we were. Dir/-
Michael Wadliegh /
The Russians Are Coming, The Russians Are
Comuig (1966)—The residents of sm^l New
England fishing village find detenteXvith the

Russian Navy. With Carl Reiner, Alan Arkin,

Paul Ford, and Theodore BiKel. Dir —
Norman Jewison

The^Uiams Film Society

/ "1974-75 Season

This year s schedule IS a full and varied one for the Film Society. Because ofthe strong preference expressed by last year's Mdiehce for our main
features, we will be giving greater emphasis and accessibility to these films
along with occasional double features. The films will usually begin at 7 P Mand 9 P.M. Films m particularly heavy demand will be given a third
showing at 11 P.M. Due to the varying lengths of the films, the times of
Shows may ch^nge. Show times are listed below.

Cost Of tickets is $5.00 for subscriptioojjf ^.admissions. $L00 for^inate^rd--
mission. Tickets are good for all shows throughout the year. /

SEPTEMBER

)3 Psycho (7 8.11) -f The Odd Couple (9)
20 Sounder (7 & 9)

27 Lolila (7 & 9:30)

OCTOBER
4 Rebel Without a Cause (7, 9, & 11)

11 Easy Rider (7, 9, 8, 11) /
18 A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to th^ Forum (7 8.9)
25 Women in Love (7 8. 11) -f War of the Worlds (9)
31 (Thurs.) If (7 8. 9)

NOVEMBER
8 African Queen (7, 9, 8. 11)

IS The Wild Bunch (7 8. 9:30)

22 Charly (7 & 9)

DECEMBER
6 Joe (7, 9, 8. 11)

13 The Dirty Dozen (7/i 9:30)

JANUARY
7 McCabe and Mrs. Miller (7 8. 9)

10 The Time Machine (7, 9, 8. 11) -

-'

14 Woodstock/{7 8. 10:15)

17 The Russians Are Coming, The Russians Are Coming (7 8.9:30)

21 A Fistf/ of Dollars (7, 9, 8. 11)

24 A Mai/ For All Seasons (7, 9:30)

28 Deliverance (7, 9 8. 11)

31 th/Primeof Miss Jein Brodie (7 8.9)

FEBRUARY - C
Hud (7 8. 9) ,j.

/14 Tom Jones (7,9:15, 11:30)

21 To Have and Have Not (78, 11) 4
The Man Who Shot Liberty Valence (9) • ^-.

28 Some Like II Hot (7 & 9:30)
'

^'

MARCH'
7 Five Easy Pieces (7, 9, 8. 11)

14 Strangers on a Train (7 8, 10:30) 4
What's Up Tiger Lilly? (9)

APRIL
"

11 West Side Story (7 8. 10)

18 A King of Hearts (7, 9 8. 11)

25 Romeo and Juliet (7 8. 9:30)

MAY
2 A Clockwork Orange (7 8. 9:30)

9 Take the Money and Run (7, 9, 8. 11)

16 Straw Dogs (7, 9, 8. 11)

RecordAdvocate/9/1 7/1974

A Fistful of DoUars (1966)—Th^ debut of "the
man with no name". Now kneiWn to us as Clint
Eastwood. A spaghetti w^srtern classic. Dir.—
Sergio Leone
A Man For All SeaMliis (1966)—Sir Thomas
Moore tries not toju^e his head in the face of

adversity. Paul JSchofield won best actor in

the leading role Dir.—Fred Zinnemann

Deiiverance/(1972)—Four men go on a
camping u4p and have the time of their lives.

Only thpfee live through it. With Burt Reynolds
and John Voight. Dir.—John Borman
TM Prime of Miss Jean Prodie (1966)—Oscar
wnning Maggie Smith defines life in her own
peculiar way for the students at the girls'

school at which she teaches. Dir.—Robert
Neame.

—HtitK1966)—Paul Newman as the S.O.B. son
of cattle rancher Melvyn Douglas.' I^rime
T^'ilet of heel. With Patricia Neal and Brandon
deWilde.

Tom Jones (1964)—The bawdy 18th century
English farce that won an Oscar as best

picture. With Albert Finney.

The Man Who Shot Liberty Valence (1962)-

The John Ford classic of bringing order to the

wild west. Jimmy Stewart in the white hat,

Lee Marvin in the black hat, and John Wayne
as himself.

To Have and Have Not ( )—Pure Bogie
and Laurep' Bacall's debut on the screen.

Some l/xe it Hot ( )—Witnesses to a

gangl?J^a slaying, Tony Curtis and Jack
Lemjjnon "take it on the lamb" in drag. With
M^ilyn Monroe. Dir.—Billy 'Wilder

Five Easy Pieces (1970)—Jack Nicholson

tries to get his order of toast and a meaningful
lifestyle "to go". Dir.—Bob Rafelson

Strangers on a Train ( )—Hitchcock at his

suspenseful best. Misunderstood desires to

commit murder put Farley Granger in the
precarious position of either committing
murder or surrendering to the police for a
murder he didn't commit. With Robert
Walker

What's Up Tiger Lilly? (1966)—Woody Allen

dubs a Japanese spy film with his own
dialogue. Imagine that! Dir.—Senkichi
Tanigzuchi-Woody Allen

West Side Story ( 1961 )—Romeo and Juliet in

New York City. Singing, Dancing, and
Switchblades. With Natalie Wood, Chita

Rivera, George Chakiris, and Russ Tamblyn.
Dir.—Robert Wise-Jerome Robbins

A King of Hearts (1967)—Alan Bates as the

French World War I soldier caught in the

midst of the absurdity of war and life. Dir.-^i

Phillipe DeBroca

Romeo and Juliet (1967)—West Side Story in

Verona: longer Blades. With Olivia Hussey
and Leonard Whiting. Dir.—Franco Zeffirelli

A Clockwork- Orange (1971)—A bleak look

into the near future. Based on the Anthony
Burgess novel. With Malcolm McDowal.
Dir.—Stanley Kubrick

Take the Money and Run (1968)—Woody
Allen as the nebish bankrobber. Dir.—Woody
Allen.

Straw Dogs (1071)—Sam Peckinpah asks
whether Dustin Hoffman is man or mouse.

For information call

Allan Ruchman 6770

Ms. Bundtzen 2227

Date

17 Sept.

24 Sept.

lOct

Language Center Films 1974 - 1975

19 Nov.

d

Title

CAFE C0LON
Spanish/^ialogQe without subtitles

PHEDRE
Direc;ted by Pierre Jourdan, written by

le, in color, stars Marie Bell, subtitles

MERCHANT OF FOUR SEASONS
ted by Rainer Werner Fassbinder

h color, subtitles

QUEEN OF SPADES
Directed by Thorold Dickinson, written

by Alexander Pushkin

REED: INSURGENT MEXICO
Directed by Paul Ledflc, subtitles

FORBIDDEN GAMES
Directed by Rene Clement, subtitles

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY ^-^

Directed by Pierre Etaix ^^-^^ "

FAUST -^"'Z-^ .. ^
Produced by Gustaf Grund^ens; written by
Goethe, in color

THE DUEL
Directed by Tatyana Berezantseva and

Lev Rudnik, subtitles

DONA PERFECTA
Directed by Alejandro Galindo

No subtitles
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House of Walsh
Spring Street

The College Store

Serving the clothing needs

,^_4 of the nrjen and

kjv.i i %omen of Williams

College since 1900.

ST.PIERRE'SBARBERSHOP

Hairstyling & Designing

Hot Combs
and

Dryer/Stylists

Only the finest products

\ for hair care

Please pick up oil books now
-

- • '
\-

J^^artA^ J-^nannaciAldy ^lic.

Very Special Bonnie Belle Good Nature Collection

118.25 Value for only $3.95

OVER 200

SQUA^ RACKETS
NOW IN STOCK

SEE US FOR ALL YOUR ATHLETIC NEEDS

GOFF'S SPORTS, INC.

Spring St.

SQUASH
SALE

20% Off on all Raquets

FREE PRESS WITH

EVERY RAQUET

Squash Balls Sl'x'Each

M 5

}']tfu' -

SPRING STREET

OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS

v:i

Come and see why everyone is trying to keep up with*us.

KING'S LIQUOR
STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

PLENTY OF ALL TYPES BEER

Spring Street Williamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

H»hofle458-5948

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

WATSON FELLOWSHIP

Information and application

for fellowship for independent

study and travel abroad

available from

Dean Mclntyre

:W
Deadline October 4

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date,

176-page, mail order catalog

of 5500 topics. Enclose

$1.00 to cover postage (1-2

days delivery time).

519GLENROCKAVE,
SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, GA. 90024
Our materials are sold for

research purposes only

Now Carrying ^^^^^-tV .'

Missy,'&iy

junior

:,'.,, Sizes

FosfiFons

Unlimited
' p. Hours: 9:30-5:30

50 Spring St.

Williamstown, Mass.

TACONIC PACKAGE STORE

Beer, Wine, Liquor, Keg Beer

WE DELIVER

79 Water St. 458-5634
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NOTICE!
TKe first linen exchange

will be made on

Wednesday, Sept. 18
~

Please teave your boxes in

the entries as early

in the morning as possible
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Spring Street 458-4321
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LE JOUR 8E LEVE (France, 1939)

Marcel Game's film clasgic involving
Francois (Jean Gabin), an orphan, and his
childhood companion, Francoise (Jacqueline
Laurent), and Valentin (Jules Berry), a
sadistic animal trainer. Francois murders
Valentin, sending him rolling down a flight of
stairs to be discovered by the police. The
murderer also discovers something about
himself in the film's dramatic climax.

IN THE NAME OF FATHER (Italy, 1971)

Marco Bellocchio's satirical attack
authority is set in a boy's prep school.

INVESTIGATION OF A CITIZEN ABOVE
SUSPICION (Italy, 1970)

Elio Petri's film about the relationship bet-

ween power and derangement. Gian Maria
Volonti, a Roman homocide chief, is the—eitizen4n^uesUon,_and_Florida-BolkarMj
mistress, who, by the way, likes to pose as the
body of the victim of each sex murder Volonti
investigates. Eventually their little game gets
out of hand,.and it's your guess who murders
whom.
MONIKA (Sweden, 1952)

Ingmar Bergman's only erotic film stars
Harriet Andersson and Lars Ekborg as
Monika and Harry, two young, ill-fated

lovers. Monika sells vegetables; Harry is the

boy next door! After an idyllic summer, a

hasty marriage, and Harry's untimely return
from a business trip, they separate, and
Monika's tragic fate is sealed.

THE STRANGER (Italy, 1968)

Luchino Visconti's recreation of the novel by

Albert Camus. Set in Algiers of the late 30's,

The Stranger is an existential statement, arid"

the film is as controversial as the novel upon
which it is based. , Starring Marcello
Mastroianni, Anna Karina, and Bernard
Blier, it was hailed by Stanley Kauffman as

"a beautiful, discreet and utterly perceptive

film of this epocal work of the 20th century

western world"
MOROCCO (U.S., 1930)

Josef von Sternberg directs Marlene Dietrich,

Gary Cooper, and Adolphe Menjou a.s

(respectfively) a cabaret singer, aristocrat,

and legionnaire caught in a lover's triangle.

Need more be said??

THE NIGHT OF THE HUNTER (U.S.,

1955)

Starring Robert Mitchum, Peter Graves,
Shelley Winters, and Lillian Gish, Charles
Laughton's The Night of the Hunter is about a

sadistic killer's pursuit of two innocent

children who know where some stolen money
is hidden. The screenplay is by James Agee.

CLAIRE'S KNEE (France, 1971)

The fifth of Eric Rohmer's "Moral Tales".

Claire's Knee stars Jean Claude Brialy as

Jerome, a 35 year old French consul. Oti a

vacation in Haute-Savoie, Jerome is enticed

by Laura, yet becomes enticed by the right

knee of Claire, her teen-age half-sister. (All

this, is by the way, arranged through the

encouragement of Aurora, his former
mistress.) Jerome, however, is engaged to

Lucindeand a bourgeoise life-style. Laurence
de Monaghan stars as Claire. And the film is

not half as complicated as it sounds.

MR. ARKADiN (U.S., 1955)

Directed by Orson Welles, starring Orson

Welles and Michael Redgrave. Arkadin, an

international financier, appears to be sear-

ching for himself, but actually is more con-

cerning with destroying his past than with

revealing it. Claiming to be a victim of am-

nesia, he hires a detective to find out "Who
was Mr. Arkadin?", and the answer is

startling.

THRONE OF BLOOD XJapan, 1957)

Believe it or not, this is a Japanese version of

MacBeth. Directed by Akira Kurosawa, and

starring Toshiro Mifure, the Shakespearean

tragic drama is transformed into a sumari-

type tragic drama. A different perspective of

the classic, and very bloody . . .

A NOUS LA LIBERTE (France, 1931)

Rene Clair's comedy about the problems of

leisure time. A tramp becomes the million-

naire head of an industrial empire, and

discovers he was happier as a bum. Music by

Georges Auric, starring Raymond Cordy,

Henri Marchaud, Rolla Ranee, and Paul

Olivier. A Nous La Liberie has been hailed as

the source of Chaplin's Modern Times.

PJtETTV POISON (U.S., 1968)

Starring Tuesday Weld and Anthony Perkins
as somewhat perverse companions, Noel

Black's film has been hailed as a forgotten

masterpiece. Perkins plays his perpetual role

as neurotic, and guess what pretty Ms. Weld
is . . . Co-starring Beverly Garland and John
Randolph, as Weld's mother and Perkin's

probation officer (respectively), the films

was shot in and around Great Barrington,

Mass., so it should be of. great interest to us

Berkshire-ites.
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KKPULSION (Great Britain, 1965)

One of Roman Polanski's
,
early films.

Repulsion stars Cahterine Deneuve, Yvonne
Turneux, John Fraser, Ian Hendry, and
Patrick Wymark. Deneuve plays a Belgium
manicurist living in London, and the film

documents her mental deterioration.

Repulsion is as sinister as Polanski's later

films (Cul-de-Sac, Rosemary's Baby,
Chinatown), containing sequences of

hallucinations, the turtle-like head of a

woman . . . And its most remarkable features

are Polanski's use of the wide angle lens and
the performance of Deneuve.

ORPHKliS (France, 1949)

Winner of Grand Prix de la Critique In-

ternational. Venice Film Festival. British

Film Academy Award.

Jean Cocteau's surrealistic recreation of the

legend of Orphee, Eurydice, the Princess

Death, and the Bacchantes, an angry group of

dancing women. The characters drive Royles

Royces, transgressing both time and levels of

reality. The film explores the ambiguity of

fantasy in a surreal ambiance. Starring Jean
Marais, Francois Perier, Maria Casares, and
Mario Dea.

THE KM) BLOWS (France, 1959)

Winner of the New York Critics Award.

Cannes Filth Festival (1959), Directors'

Prize.

One of the first "New Wave" films, Francois

Truffaut's The 400 Blows is a quasi-

autobiographical account of the director's

childhood (or so he claims. . . ) Anthoine

(Jean-Pierre Leaud), as an unruly

adolescent, is P';nl to a reform school which

does anything but reform him. The 400 Blows

is to a reform school which does anything but

reform him. The 400 Blows is the film which

established Truffaul as one of France's

foremost directors.

CLOSELY WATCHED TRAINS
(Czechslovakia, 1967)

Chosen by the New York Times as one of the

10 best films of 1967, and winner of the

Academy Award as Best Foreign Language

Film.
Jiri Menzel's film has been hailed as the best

Czechsolvakian film in years, and has been

favorably compared to Grand Illusion and

Citizen Cane.

SABOTEUR (United States, 1942)

Starring Robert Cummings, Priscilla Lane,

and Otto Kruger, Alfred llitchcock^s thrillei

travels from the Boulder DAfn, to a Nevada

ghost town, to a travelling circus, to a

\
Le Jour se iL^ve
In The Name "of Father

The Conformist v .<^ --^—»^

Invesfigafion of a Ciiiien Above Suspicion
Monika
The Stranger

AAorocco

Night of the Hunfer
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IVAN THE TERRIBLE (Soviet Union, 1944

& 1946)

Sergei Eisenstein's epic tale about Czar Ivan
IV, Ivan the "Terrible is truly a film classic. A
political drama, it stars Nikolai Cherhassov
and V. I. Pudovkin, and is set in iQth century
Russia. The film's score wa^ composed by
Sergei Prokofiev.

UGETSU (Japan, 1953)

Winner of the Venice Film Festivail Silver

Lion Award (1953)

Japan's foremost director, Kenji Mizoguchi,

creates a ghostly, mythical legend about two
16lh century Japanese peasants (Masayuki
and Sakas Ozawa), who leave their village to

find their fortunes in the city. But their newly
found paradise is superficial.and short-lived.

The film is based on a classic story by Akinari
Ueda.

Claire's Knee
'

Mr. Arkadin
''Throne of Blood

A Nous La Liberie

Pretty Poison

Repulsion • '-—
Orpheus '•

400 Blows

Closely Watched Tq,^ins

Saboteur

La Femme Infidele

Nights of Cabiria

Blood of A Poet

Vampyr
Navigator

Sherlock, Junior

Ivan the Terrible

Ugelsu

Le Souffle Coeur

Picnic on the Grass

Two English Girls

Umberlo D
Eclipse

Diary, of a Country Priest

Passion of Anna
La Guerre est Finie

The Innocents

Odd Man Out

shootout in Radio City Music Hall, and finally

to the top of the Statue of Liberty, as Cum-
mings attempts to escape accusitions that he
sabotaged a munitions factory.

LA FKMME INFIDELE (France, 1969)

Claude Chabrol's film, about adultery,
murder, and a giant Zippo cigarette lighter, is

praised by Andrew Sarris as "the most
brilliant expressive exercise in visual

style ... on the screen all year." Michel

Bouquet stars as the suburban house-

husband, Stephane Audran as the femme
infidele. Serge Bento, as their son, and Victor

Pergala as Audran's Parasien lover. Hit-

chcock buffs will note the influences of their

hero in this suspense film.

NUiHTS OF CABIRIA (Italy, 1957)

Often considered Fellini's finest Film.
Giuilitta Masina as a good-hearted, naive

streetwalker lets everybody and everything

take advantage of her and comes back
smiling, again and again and again. (Sweet
Charity was based on this film ... if you've
seen it, you must see Fellini's uncomparably
superior version.)

THE BLOOD OF A POET (France,, 1930)

Another surrealistic film by Jean Cocleau,

the director of Orpheus. Frequently com-
pared to Bunuel's Un Chien Andalou, The
Blood of a Poet, consisting of four episodes, is

described by Cocleau as being "a realistic

documentary composed of unreal hap-

penings." When it was made in 1930, it causi^

a religious controversy which held up its

release for more than a year ...

VAMPYR (Germany, 1931)

A surrealistic, silent thriller directed by Carl

Theodore Dryer. The title explains the

plot . . . Starring Julian West, Henriette

Gerard, with music and sound effects.

THE NAVIGATOR (U.S., 1924)

A Buster KeatOn classic (directed by Keaton

& Donald Crisp, starring Keaton & Kathryn

McGuire), The Navigator is the "Man versus

Machine Comedy of the Century." There is a

chase scene between two people and an ocean

liner. Qf course, the two people are on the

ocean liner.

SHERLOCK JUNIOR (U.S., 1924)

Another Kealon classic, directed by Keaton,

starring Keaton . . . this silent comedy is

possibly one of the finest examples of the

famous genius-clown's directorial and acting

performances. Also starring Kathryn
McGuire, Sherlock Junior contains what are

possibly Keaton's most famous scenes: the

motorcycle ride and the sequence on kissing

techniques. -

MURMER OF THE HEART (France, 1971)

Pauline Kael describes Louis Malle's film as
a "portrait of the artist as a young dog."
Although her description may be going a little

ioo far, Murmer ... is a quasi-comedy about
incest. It stars Lea Massari as the mother,
Benoii Ferreux as the 15 year old son, and
Daniel Gelin as the father.-'a gynochologistr^
The film is not only funny, but it's alSo_
believable, believe it or not.

PICNIC ON THE GRASS (France, 1955)

A professor (Paul Meurisse) who is

promoting artificial insemination as a means
to improve the race encounters a peasant girl

(Catherine Rouvel) whose sole desire is to

have babies, anybody's babies. They are
brought together by the tune of a wandering
shepherd, complete with flute and goat. Need
one say more??? (directed by Jean Renoir,

m'usic by Joseph Kosma.)

TWO ENGLISH GIRLS AND THE
CONTINENT (France, 1971)

This is the second film of Truffaut which is

based on a novel by Henri-Pierre Roche (the

first being Jules and Jim). The two English
girls, sisters, are Anne (Kika Markham) and:,

Murial (Staccy Tendeter). On a trip to

France, both become infatuated with Claude
(Jean-Pierre Leaud). Claude loves Murial,
but has an affair with Anne.

LMBERTO D (Italy, 1952)

Vitlorio De Sica (director of Bicycle Thief,

The Garden of the Fintzi-Contini's . . .)

presents Carlo Battisti as Umberto Domenico
Ferrari, a member of post-war Italy's social

security set. Only there is no social security in

post-war Italy ; so Umberto and his dog Flick

must make do with a meagre pension, pawn
shops, charity hospitals, constant
humiliation, and finally optimism.
ECLIPSE (Italy, 1%2)

The third film of Michelangelo Antonioni's
trilogy about the problems of contemporary
s<K-iety (the first two being L'Avventura and
La Notte). Eclipse stars Monica Vitti and
Alain Delon, as her lover.

DIARY OF A COUNTRY PRIEST
(France, 1951)

Winner of the Grand Prix du Cinema Fran-
caise and three major awards at the Venice
Film Festival.

THE PASSION OF ANNA (Sweden, 1970)

Directed by Ingmar Bergman, photography
by Sven Nykuist, starring Liv Ullmann, Bibi

Andersson, Max von Sydow, and Brland
Josephson.

LA GUERRE EST FINIE (France, 1966)

A film by Alain Resnais, the director of

Hiroshima Mon Amour and Last Year at

Marinbad. La Guerre . . . stars Yves Mon-
, land as a former revolutionary searching for

direction in his life after the Spanish Civil

War is over.

THE INNOCENTS (Great Britain, 1961)

A film based on the Henry James' novella.

The Turn of the Screw, The Innocents stars

Deborah Kerr as the governness, Michael
Redgrave, Peter Wyngarde, and Pamela
Franklin. Winner of an Academy Award and
a National Board of Review Award, it was
directed by Jack Clayton (of Gatsby fame).
Fortunately, it bears little resemblance to his

latter effort.

,

ODD MAN OUT (Great Britain, 1947)

A dramatic thriller by Carol Reed, Odd Man
Out stars James Mason as Johnny, an
escaped prisoner and the leader of an un-

derworld army. This saga of the London
underworld also stars Kathleen Ryan as
Johnny's girlfriend, and Robert Newton and
Robert Beatty as his questionably loyal

coherts. William Alwyn's score is performed
by the London Symphony Orchestra.

niE CONFORMIST (Italy, 1970)

Bernado Berlolucci ( director of Last Tango in

Paris) brings more aesthetic eroticism to the

screen, this time with Jean-Louis Trintignat,

Stefania Sandrelli, and Dominique Sanda.
Trintignat is a fascist who wants to get rid of
his wife in order to nm away with the "tiger
woman."



mpressive in

scrimmage tie
The Williams College football team kicked

off the 1S>74 preseason against American

International College Saturday before somj

400 fans at sun-soaked Weston Fiel^-'llie

teams were deadlocked, 14-14, aftgiH^ hours

of scrimmaging.

Fans who had gro^uK^customed to the

power offenses of^o^dell-coached teams of

the past goMhgir firsts look at-the-Delawa

Wiiig;:3Vt'ecently installed by the Eph mentor

ift-dh attempt to get more scoring out of his

offense. The Purple averaged only 16 points

per game in non-league play last fall.

Williams held the upper hand in the early

going. Bryan Smith, John Solar, Pete Hanson,

and Bob Morin opened some 'gaping holeisjn

the A.I.C. line and backs Marc Byrnes, Dave
Reimann, and Rod Geier were able to pick up

consistent yardage.

The Ephs were equally impressive through

the air. Soph quarterback Don Wallace led the

way, finding Geier open in the corner of the

end zone for the first Purple score and con-

necting with split end Dave Parker On a well-

executed fla.g pattern on the last plaV of the

scrimmage to knot the score.
^

Junior quarterbacks Pete Eshelman and

Jim Bald\Vin served notice that they are also

worthy of first-string consideration.

Eshelman ^parked the attack with some
strong runnihg and Baldwin directed two

marches into A.f^G^ territory during his stint

at QB.
The defensive front five shut down thei

A.I.C. running attack for mucfi of, the contest

as tackle Harry Jackson, ends ,Tim Mages
and Jack Costello, and nose gua^rd J. C.

Chandler frequently greeted opposin'f-, run-

ning backs at or behind the line.

As could be expected, however, the

defensive secondary, severely weakened by

graduation, was at times suspect. Senior

safety Joe Twining and junior cornerback

Scott Perry did manage to pick off a couple of

enemy passes, but the first string secondary
was the victim of both A.I.C. touchdowns.

Quarterback Jim Reidy and split end John
Riccio were the culprits on both occasions,

the first a 15-yarder that climaxed the first

A.I.C. drive of the day, and the second a 55-

yard beauty that gave the visitors a 14-7 lead.

In the final analysis, it was an impressive

scrimmage for both squads. There were few
of the mix-ups that so often characterize

preseason games and plenty of action and
excitement. Outweighed at virtually every

line position, the Ephs more than held their

ground and convinced any scouts in the

stands that they are a team to be reckoned
with this fall.

The' squad travels to Dartmouth'Saturday
for its final tune-up before the season opener

Sept. 28 against highly regarded Trinity. J

Grid outlook

:

talent yes,
- ^-^ depth no

by Dan Daly

Bob Odell has a tough act to follow this fall

:

his own. In three years at the helm of the

Williams football team he has led his troops to

a glittering 20-4 record and three Little Three

titles.

Success does have its price, however. A
miracle worker who turned a 3-5 team into a

New England small college power three years

ago, Odell is counted on to perpetuate the

inning tradition he helped revive. Fans,

alumni, and students have come to expect

great things from Bob Odell's teams. With 15

starters returning from last year's 6-2 squad,

the 1974 edition is no exception.

' The real question this fall is whether the

Ephs will treat Williamstown to the unbeaten

season they have so r^rr.owly missed in

— recent years.
'^

SCOUTING REPORT
— Defensive line If you're going W talk about

this year's team, you have to start with the

defensive line, which may be Bob Odell's best

yet. Seniors Harry Jackson (tackle) and J. C.

Chandler (nose guard) anchor one of the

toughest front fives in New England. "We
won't 8ee Ihe likes of Jackson and Chandler

[photo hy Bdcher]

Guard Bryan Smith [62] ushers halfback Rod Geier [23i\ through the A.I.C. line in

Siilurduy action on Weston FieldsShe preseason scrirnmage ended in a 14-14 tie.
,

/ win

( alui

for a long time," Odell admitted at a Saturday

luncheon. Junior defensive ends Tim Mages
and Jack Costello, who improved with every

game last fall, are small, but exceptionally

quick, and should give opponents all they can
Handle. Soph Mike Powers and junior Dave
Kurfess will battle for the other tackle

position vacated by 1973 co-captain Andy
Morrow.

i Linebackers Bob Odell has no worries here.

Senior co-captain Bud Niden and junior

standout Carmen Palladino return to wreak
havoc on enemy Sffenses. Both are extremely

quick, hit hard, and always seem to be where
the action is.

Offensive secondary Defensive backfield

coach Dick Farley will be hard-pressed to

find replacements for Dan Entwisle, Dick

Nesbilt, and Chris McGavin, who combined to

pilfer 15 enemy passes last year. Speedy

juoior Scott Perry, who had two interceptions

in t973, and senior safety Joe Twining will

spearhead the rebuilt secondary. Junior Mike
Gibbons has the inside track on one cor-

nerback position, but is being pushed by sophs

Todd Nelp and Dave Libardi. John Agostini, a

juniopwith belter-tMn:average speed, seems
to have a lock on the rover slot.

Offensive 'backfield Onfy^ullback Skip
March has graduated, and " jynior Marc
Byrnes, who saw plenty of actionH^st year,

should get the job done. Halfback IVhjury

Matteodo's career was abruptly ended oy, a

knee injury' last fall at Tufts and his absence
is sure to be felt. But, the rapid development
of senior halfback Dave Reimann, who broke

open the Amherst game last November with a

pair of touchdowns, is a comforting sign.

Senior co-captain Rod Geier, a durable, all-

purpose back who led the team in rushing last

year, has the third backfield spot nailed

down. Juniors Ray Cox and Bill Null and
sophs Dave Mielcarz and Chuck Carrier may
also fit into the picture should Reimann,
Byrnes, or Geier falter.

Quarterback Bob Odell will have a tough
time deciding upon a starting quarterback.

Junior Jim Baldwin sparked the Ephs last

year, rescuing them from some early season
doldrums when nothing seemed to go right.

"He's Mr. Steady," Odell said. "He gets the

whole job done." But, Baldwin will be hard-

pressed to fight off the challenges of hard-

running junior Pete Eshelman and soph Don
Wallace, "the best thrower of the three,"

according to Odell. ,

Offensive line Though not blessed with size,

the offensive line will reap the rewards of

ejj^rience this fall. Seniors Bryan Smith and
Bob Morin and juniors John Solar and Pete
Hanson jelled as a unit in Little Three com-
petition last year and should be even tougher
this year. The only changes in the trenches

are the shift of Hanson from tackle to center

and the elevation of 230-pound junior Hemic
Newman to first-string tackle. Soph tackle

Tim Dunn (6-2, 230) must also be reckoned
with, however, and junior guard Rich
DiSalvo, who saw considerable action last

year, will bejn the thick of things when they

start playing for keeps.

Receivers The receiving corps was severely

weakened this year when senior Jack Hiler

and junior Don Murray did not go out for the

team. Junior Dave Parker, whose 18

receptions topped the team last fall, is a

game-breaker, but no one else has out-

standing speed. Tony Kroker, who won the

light end spot as a junior, gives the Ephs
.experience at the other end, but he is beina

hard-pressed by highly touted soph Tom
Redden. Sure-handed junior Bob Murphy,
with little game experience, is theionly other

candidate at receiver.

OVERALL OUTLOOK^
The Purple have plenty of talent, but little

depth. "A couple of injuries and we could Ije

in real trouble," Odell admitted. To com-
pensate for. this deficiency, he has made his

players more versatile by teaching each
several positions. x
By installing the Delaware Wing-T, Odell

has opened up his offense. In contrast to last

fall's grind-it-out attack, the Wing-T is an
explosive offense thai relies on clever faking

rather than brute strength. Reverses and
quarterback keepers, strangers to Ephs of-

fenses in the past, should give the fans

something to cheer about.

Lack of offensive size may pose some
problems. The offensive line averages only

188 pounds tackle to tackle and Byrnes is the

heaviest back at 180. Quickness and ex-

perience could make up for the Ephs' lack of

size, but the possibility of injury always looms
greater for the athlete considered small for'

his position.

Injuries, then, should decide the fate of the

1974 Purple gridders. The talent, speed, and
experience are there. But, should k few key
injuries throw a wrench in the works,. Bob
Odell may have trouble finding something in

his bag of tricks capable of curing his team's
illS; D

Vennell seeks

more offense

from i)ooters
bysJVickCristiano

Soccer Coach Jeff Vennell's biggest task

will be to develop an offensive threat to

complement the team's superb de^f^nse,

which gave up only 15 goals in eleven garhes
'last season. It was the offense's output of only"

seven which was mainly responsible for the
squad's disappointing 1-5-5 record.

The first-stringers could manage only one
goal in two scrimmages Saturday, tying Long
Island University, 0-0, and Colgate, 1-1.

Despite the low output, Vennell was not too

upset.

"Nobody scores much in these kinds of

games," he said. "They're so short (twenty
minute halves) that it's difficult to mount any
sustained pressure. Also, the fields were in

. terrible condition. We didn't move the ball as
well as we did against R.P.I, on Thursday (a
4-1 victory), but the conditions made it dif-

ficult to make a definite evaluation. We still

need a lot of work, though, and I'm glad we've
got almost two weeks until the first game."
He had high praise for his second and third
stringers, who losLto Albany State's first unit
by only 1-0.

Six forwards return from last year's un-
defeated freshman team to bolster the of-

fense. Vennell is already counting on two of
them. Hank Osborne and Steve Smith, to open
the first game with Iri-captain Mike Elkind.
Two other sophs, Jim Hield and Ray Po\yell,
are battling senior Leigh Perkins for the other
spot. Osborne, Hield, and Smith, each got a
goal against R.P.I. Soph Pete Barra and
junior Dave Napolitan are the first subs.

Vennell is also looking for improvement

from the backfield, but admits that it will

come when he stops experimenting with
different combinations. Graham Hone,
Vennell's pick as the outstanding preseason
player, tri-captain Bill Battey, and Bob
Samuelson are the definite starters, barring
injury. Gordon Earle, Henry Haff, and Bill

Roper are battling for the fourth spot.

, -More consistency is also needed at mid-
field. Junior Brian Daggett and soph Rick
Zeller have been starting at halfback. Steve
Stephanian, John Lanier, Tony Quay and
John Quinn are the reserves.

The team should not suffer from the loss of

all-conference goalie Don Allison, who had a
1.36 goals against average last season. Tri-

captain Tracy Mcintosh and soph Skip
Grossman were "just about even" until

Grossman inlurea his knee last week. He
should return by the time this is published, so

the team will have two quality goalies.

Minor injuries have been an annpying
problem. Nearly everyone except Zeller and
Hone have had some kind of injury so far.

Most notable at the moment ^re STIRe'
Elkind's bad heel, Steve Smith's bruised

thighs, and Bob Samuelson's pulled groin. All

three can play, but their effectiveness has
been limited. "I'd like to give them a rest, but

we've got to get things together in these

scrimmages," Vennell said. "We start later

than most teanris, and we simply don't have
enough time to let them relax." *

(It is also expected that the injuries will

decrease once the novelty of girl trainers has
worn off.)

The team has one more scrimmage,
"&iturday morning against the alumni at Cole
Field. The season opens the following

Saturday, September 28, at Trinity. Vennell
ean see no ea^y ones on the schedule, but

admits that the last five (Harvard,
Springfield, Connecticut, Wesleyan, and
Amherst) will probably be the toughest. Li

Crusading
crew coach
sees growth

by Tim Hester

Crew at Williams is a steadily growing

sport, and every season brings new ac-

complishments and honors to the relatively

small group that works so hard to build a

successful program. Another step forward

came this fall when Brian Dawe, last year's

freshman coach, assumed the varisty

coaching dutibs. He replaces Bob Wiley, who

left the Purple Valley for a teaching post in

Fairfax County, Va.

One needs to talk to Brian Dawe for only a

few minutes to sense the bubbling enthusiasm

he has for every aspect of the sport, an en-

thusiasm which is essential if crew at

Williams is to achieve recognition com-

parable to that given other sports. Dawe loves

rowing, and imparts this attitude to all who

come into contact with him.

His drive and enthusiasm, coupled with

excellent coaching skills, are readily ap-

parent from the performance of last year's

freshman boat. Although none of the crew had

any previous rowing experience, the boat was

still able to place in the finals of the Dad Vail

regatta, the mecca of small college rowing.

The freshmen showed amazing improvement

over the season, losing to Marist College by 25

seconds in^Uje Rusty Callow Cup competition,

only to come^ck the next week at Dad Vail

and lose to the"^me boat by a scant five

seconds. X,

Dawe's attitudes io>lc«rd8 crew stem from

his. experiences, which le^ter around the

sport. When he attended Weslcj^n, he stroked

the varsity eight and was president of the

rowing club. After graduation, he founded the

women's crew program, mostly, he said, "By

going through the halls and dragging people

out ... I eventually ended up with two boat-

loads."

The first-year coach has high hopes and

expectations for Ihe future of the Williams

crew program. Extremely confident that "we

can achieve a very high level of achievement

if people have pride in what they're doing,"

Dawe feels that interest In competitive

rowing is picking up at Williams and sees no

reason why Williams could not place some

members on the national team in a few years.

"If I could put my fingers on the athletes I

wanted who weren't doing anything in the

spring," he contended, "we could win the Dad

Vail for sure. The potential is there," he

added, "and that's what really makes it in-

teresting." D
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; Employees
turn thumbs

down CO union
by Anne Eisenmenger

An attempt to unionize over 120 College

employees was quashed by a 89-30 majority of

those same employees on September 6. The
vote was called by the National Labor

Relations Board lipon the petition of em-

plpyees (usually about 30 per cent of those

effected, according to Director of Buildings

-«and Grounds Peter Welanetz).

Welanetz described the election as "a quiet,

normal type of activity." He noted that it was
the first election he could remember during 23

years with the College.

^Apparently. n« one incident precipitated

the petition and vote, although copies of a

MassPIRG report were posted during the

"campaign." That report cited sexism in

hiring and lower-than-union wages as College

practices while reporting the results of a

questionnaire that found most employees

happy with their situations.

The effected employees include custodians,

tradesmen, "working foremen", and the

Mount Hope staff. They do not include

secretaries, supervisors or kitchen or

security personnel.

Working conditions appeared as a major
concern of those employees who favored

unionization. This viewpoint was explained to

the ReAd by one pro-union custodian who
wished to remain anonymous.

".
. . They've been pushing us around," he

stated. "When a janitor retires they don't hire

more—they shove more work on us." He cited

the prolonged absense(aboutfour weeks) of a

fellow custodian one winter that necessitated

his doing two men's work for that length of

time. He went on to describe a similar

situation for maids.

"A lot of these maids here who are 62 or

over can only make so much (and still collect
Social Security). In the summer they take a
month or a month and a half off. These other
(younger) maids have to work like hell," he
said.

One maid agreed that the summer months
were definitely the most difficult, claiming,
"I wouldn't stay if it was like that all the
time." Summer conferences necessitate that

'

maids work seven days per week if people are
living on the campus during that time. Since
they are technically part-time employees,
they cannot receive the vacation benefits

accruing to full-time workers. This one maid,
however, admitted that she was in the

minority of her co-workers who desired

unionization.

."They (the College) do pretty good without

(a union)," commented a second maid. "The
working conditions aren't bad. They don't

dock you when you're sick," she explained,

adding that "docking" would occur in the

presence of a union. Several maids cited fear

of a strike as one reason for voting against the

union.

Unionization would have caused the 123

employees to be represented by the Main-

tenance and Trades Council of New England,

AFL-CIO. The Lexington-based union
represents Harvard employees, among
others.

Two meetings were held during the sum-
mer for these employees to discuss

unionization.

One suggestion made by the afore-

mentioned custodian was that periodic

meetings be held between Welanetz and the

custodians without the presence of the

worker's direct superiors. These, he said,

would allow the "janitors to bitch to him."

Welanetz applauded the decisive vote

against the union. "We have an organization

of working foremen and we get feedback from

our employees about what their wishes and

needs are," he said. "We didn't feel that a

union was in the interest of our employees.

It's obvious that the overwhelming majority

agreed with that fact."

"Now, I'm trying to get everyone back on

the team again," concluded the director. Q

Women s book
to feature

VD , abortion
by Anqrew Kahane

Now in its second semester of existence^ the

new Women's Center at Williams will soon be
publishing a "Handbook." The Handbook,
due to appear in late October, will be similar

to Dr. Q^Thompson's Infirmary pamphlet on
birth control which appeared last spring. The
Handbook, however, will not restrict itself to

information on contraceptives and their

costs, but will encompass a variety of topics

that concern women.
The projected Jiye^section Handl)fok-will-

include inforifiation on pregnancy, aoortion,

venereal diseask contraception, and a list of

additional service^ in the area. No title has
tieen agreed upon aS, of yet, but senior Gwen
Rankin, one of the\ Center's organizers,

jokingly commented th^t it would soon be
referred to as "The Sex "Book."

Since the organization^ founding last

January, the Center has spbnsored female
guest speakers on campus, and a film. Its

principal function, is as an information

bureau and gathering place for all mterested

Williams women. A general counselling

service for women is planned for the\jear

future.

The Center's lounge and library art

situated on the top floor of the Center for

Environmental Studies on Park Street.

The Handbook is a group effort, both in its

conception and writing, of seniors Gwen
Rankin, Martha Coakley and junior Jeanne
Mullen, with the help of Drs. Wilson and
Hoffman of the Infirmary.

According to Coakley, the Center's primary
goal is the furtherance of communication
among women at Williams. "Women can
make men friends (at Williams) so easily,

that they forget about women," she ex-

plained. The emergence of a heightened
female consciousnous on campus is at the top

of the Center's priorities list. Coakley was
quick to add that the Center is by no means a

"militant or feminist" organization. All are
welcome.

One of the Center!« primary future aims is

the better utilization of the College's own.

resources. Most likely, this will take the form

of a more varied interaction with female

faculty members. The co-sponsoring of

female speakers in conjunction with the

Williams Action Coalition (WAC) is another

possibility, according to Coakley. G

Tlphpersonnel:

Tlio^ejunnx
faces in print

' by Ann Sierks

Freshmen yesterday received in their

mailboxes yet another college publication,

'Ephpersonnel.' A handbook similar to

What's What, it contains photos and brief

descriptions of Williams' faculty and ad-

ministration.

Until a few years ago, such material ap-

peared in the yearbook, but as the school

grew, more and more faculty material was
omitted. Suggestions by students that a
special book be published to help fr^hman
and other new students identify proifcissors

resulted in a decision last May to create Eph-
personnel.

Tom Bleezarde, News Disector and editor

of the Alumni Review, was the "mechanic"
on the job since his office had the most
complete files on faculty members. In the two
weeks before the end of last spring's term,

Bleezarde updated the photos of the staff and
verified their roost recent degrees. With
published pictures of 239 of the 240 individuals

listed in Ephpersontiel, Bleezarde said, "We
please turn ttf^age three

Co-ed trainers: Ms. playsphys
by Nick Cristiano

"Please wear shorts—co-ed training

room," reads the sign at the head of the stairs

leading to the Cole Field House training:

facilities. One descends wondering whether to

expect something out of the Harrad Ex-

periment But on entering, nothing appears

abnormal. The room is in its usual pre-

practice confusion. Traffic is heavy as the

athletes pass in and out for their various

medical needs. Limbs waiting to be taped lay

on tables lined against one wall. The ripping

sound of tape being unwound cuts through the

chatter and bantering.

But wail, that is a female taping Bob

Morin's ankles.

"Do it quick," Morin teases her. "I don't

want to be late like yesterday."

"I'd rather do a good job," Lucy Singer

retorts. She continues to joke with him as she

finishes the job.

At the next table, another female, Martha

Cook, is quietly wrapping an athlete's foot

with gauze and tape. The player looks on with

wonder and apprehension.

"How'd she do?" I ask him when he steps

outside.
*

'^What's there to do?" he mumbles. "Just

wrap the tape around it."

As Lucy, a senior, and Martha, a soph, will

be the first to admit, there is much more to

their job than just "wrapping the tape around

it." Both have been dragging themselves out

of b?d each Sunday morning at 9 a.m. to at-

tend a first-aid clinic with head trainer Ron

Slant. They also accompany him tb the

practice fields each day, where he gives them

constant instruction and on-the-job training.

But the greater question at this point is not

. "how?" but "why?" i

"Well, I'm the rugby secretary," Lucy

starts off. "Last year they were in desperate

need of a trainer, so I volunteered and came
to Ron for help. I thought it would be good

experience, too, since I'm pre-med. I had

been working on rugby players only, but they

needed help with other sports, so I do those

too."

"I just wanted to learn to tape my^own
. ankles for squash, ' Martha shrugs. "I went to

Ron and when I heard there was a need for a

student trainer, I took the job. You get T.A.'s

pay."

No major problems

Just like that. Not once did either woman

mention any fear of entering one of the last

bastions of male exclusiveness. Both

discounted any major problems in breaking

the sex barrier (they began work Sept. 9).

"The first few days," Martha continues,

"the guys would come in and do double-takes.

" 'What're you doing here?* they'd say. But

other than that there hasn't been any hassle.

I'm surprised they took to us so quickly."

"The guys are great; they've been very

polite," says Lucy. "I'm even afraid that they

won't tell me if I'm not doing a good job."

"My biggest fear at the beginning," Martha

says, "wasthat I'd do a bad job in taping and

someone would get hurt."

"Don't you get any grief at all?

"Just with friends," says Lucy, "and that's

just fooling around, like with Bob. No one

bothers us, although there are a few who still

won't come to us."

-Junior Rich Dooley, a student trainer for

three years, thinks that the girls have had an

easier Ume breaking in than he had. "The

guys have been much better mannered with

them around," he said.

According to Stant, the appearance of

women trainers became inevitable when the

college decided to combine the men's and

women's training facilities in Cole Field

House, which until this year had been used

exclusively for male sports teams.

Co-ed tra iners not new

"This system is not unique to Williams," he

says "Other schools have had it for some

Ume. Union and Westchester of Pennsylvania

come immediately to mind. There are even a

few professional women trainers who handle

men's sporta."

Although change is very slowly achieved

and accepted in athletic circles, he feels there

has been no change in the overall atmosphere

of the training room.

None of the players questioned mentioned

please turn to page six

6-k

I

Unidentified athlete puts best fool forwardfor student trainer Lucy Singer, [photo by Ed

Eacher]
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The President fumbles
President Ford has attempted to write the final chapter on two of the

country's most exasperating periods of history in the last week. But un-

fortunately, he has merely succeeded in underlining the double standard of

justice which exists in our country.

By granting a full pardon to former President Nixon for any of his ac-

tions in the Watergate break-in and subsequent cover-up, President Ford
hoped "to reconcile divisions in our country and to heal the wounds that has
festered too long."

Similarly, his recent annoxmcement of conditional amnesty for

deserters and draft evaders during the Vietnam conflict attempted "to bind
the nation's wounds and to heal the scars of divisiveness."

The same underlying desire seems to motivate both statements, yet the

final action in both cases is inconsistent and wrongly so. While Nixon's

pardon has prevented his name, and what is left of his reputation, from
being dragged through the preiss during long court proceedings, conditional

amnesty as proposed will force as many as 50,000 men eligible for the

program to undergo two years of pergatorial work before the record is

finally wiped clean.

Representative John Rhodes of Arizona, the House minority leader,

cited the decision as "practical and fair." Practical yes, but fair it is not.

President Ford, doing what he does best, compromise, has chosen the ef-

fective political solution, but shirked the moral issue. Conditional amnesty
treadifbetween the flag-waving insensitivity of the VFW, and the concerned
voices of the amnesty spokesmen.

Those draft resisters and deserters, truly, morally opposed to the war,
did the country a service in their demonstrations by making the im-
morality of the war public. It is time the country welcomed them back with
nothing less than total amnesty. .

-

Will rock stay dead?
A casual glance at the bulletin boards around campus will shaw that

both North Adams State and RPI have posters up of upcoming concerts. A
careful search will show that at present Williams has posted none.

__Presently, rock concerts have no home on campus, nor are they likely to in

ttie near future.

The prospect of httle or no live music at Williams this year is a very real

one. This situation is the result of a College decision after last year's New
Riders concert to close Chapin to rock music. Effectively, this closes the

campus to rock as well.

While the hockey rink has been used for concerts in the past, once the

ice goes down Oct. 15, concert-goers will have to wait for the spring thaw.

Even then, the difficulties of selling out such a large space to facilitate

economic and aesthetic success are great* Half-empty concerts in the past

at the rink given Williams a bad name among promoters.

Outdoor concerts are simply unfeasible. Unpredictable Berkshire

weather aside, the attendant worries over security, town ordinances, and
location combine into one colossal headache.

It is a fact that Chapin was abused during the New Riders concert by
campus and non-campus people alike. Fire laws were flaunted, chairs were
broken, fights were numerous, and the crowd inconsiderate. Certainly, the

administration should be concerned. Yet, to summarily refuse Williams

students a second chance smacks of shallow expediency.

Chapin has worked before though, and worked well, on both sides of the

stage. An excerpt from the Aug. '74 Crawdaddy is a case in point

:

(Leo) Kottke would obviously rather headline the show and play for a

sympathetic crowd, yet ironically he remembers that "the best night of my
life was as an opener for Mahavishnu in Williamstown, Massachusetts. We
were in the most beautiful room I think I've ever seen, a gorgeous chapel.

We both did the best sets either of us ever did, I believe. It Just kept fizzing,

my hair just stood up on the back of my neck all night. It was terrific.

Presently, the jazz series is scheduled for Chapin during Winter Study,

primarily because .the crowd it draws is more responsible. If Williams

students realize the importance of mature behavior at Chapin concerts,

there is no reason why the 'rock crowd' can't be responsible as well.

We feel the students are worthy of and deserve one more chance. It

would certainly be the last.

For A Start
Sunday is a bad day for the dty desk of a

large metropolitan newspaper. Monday
morning commuters expect enough good copy

to take them, say, from Hartsdale to

Bronxville, the crossword sustaining them

the rest of the way with time for a knowing

nod at 12Sth Street. But ever since reporters

gave up the church sermon circuit, there has

been little new news or revelations to speak of

on a Sunday, excepting perhaps the Words of a

local poUtico on "Issues and Answers'*. The
Sunday staff waits around for power failures,

subway havoc, and excepUonal weather that

might inspire peachy comments from the

tourists. Ballgames are tended between

newswire non-buUetins.

One Sunday this summer, the police wire

flashed the news that a Washington Heights

merchant had tieen murdered over small

change late the night before. A reporter, fresh

back from a wedding trip to the Orient, knew
his honeymoon was over when he was sent out

to find the hows and whys of this murder in a

comfortably middleclass shopping street in

upper Manhattan. The Sunday metro editor,

who loves stories about murders, grounded

tankers, and trapped animals, could see his

page filling up. He returned confidently to his

fried egg sandwich and beer, listening to an
interview halfheartedly, watching a frisbie

being thrown between anothet* editor and a

clerk, ducking in time.

The reporter came back a couple of hours

later, obviously hastled by his sudden forced

comparison between rickshaws and New
York mass transit.

"There's ho story. It's the same tale as

usual. The guy had saved all his money and
put it into the new store on 181st Street. It was
all he and his wife had hoped for. And now
he's dead. Put it on the police blotter," he
advised the editor.

"Whattayamean there is no story? A man
was murdered." The editor had a New
England twang that cut through the New
York guttural. He used steamrollers like

"whattayamean", but refused contractions;

his vowel sounds could drag a word to twice

its life expectancy. The reporter knew he
would have to produce a story as soon as he
heard the editor drone "muh-uhrdered".
"But George, what do the readers care if

another guy shot up like the merchant last

week or the week before? George, this city is

violent, and things like this are happening
everyday. Do you send out somebody to cover
on a Sunday when you need to fill the page, or

do you send someone out everyday?" charged
the newlywed.

"Every day you say? The police had a case

just like it in the same neighborhood last

week? Then you've got yourself a story. It's a
trend. "Merchants Fear for Lives in New
Wave of City Violence." We've been making
the place look too good lately, and I guess it's

still falling apart." The Sunday editor knew
he could fill the page now, as long as the

statistics were available on a Sunday.
And the editor was especially excited

because, although the piece would be written-

"{ 'in.

o month

of Sundays
by Andrea Axelrod

in day, the article would seem . . . border
on ... be downright approximately to

something (praise Allah and Anderson')
INVESTIGATIVE.

So often Williams provides a month of

Sundays without the violent crime. If the
campus is a city of ideas in which intellects

battle and feelings clash, many of those
meetings of minds and emoUons go''
unrecorded or are publicly unrecordable/A
lot of Uie "news" that flUs the c<rflege

. newspaper is .for the "Record", that fiTfoF
history majors who thirty years frbnrhow will

need primary tests on Williams in the post-

Sawyer or post-Nixon years, whichever the

perspecUve.

But the other side of the news bulletin—how
the group operated, why the group came to
be, why nothing is beingdone about a problem
that has perhaps not been brought adequately
to the community'^ attention—that is the side

that is most important to those future
historians and to applicants to Williams, and,
most importantly, to present undergraduates
who must realize that Williams is a com-
munity, hot just an institution.

I have a card from my father's long ago

'

undergraduate days at Columbia. The card is

yellowing, but written at the bottom is a clear

SAVE THIS. The words to be saved were
written by two young Columbia students in

the Twenties, Lorenz Hart and Richard
Rodgers:

Bulldogs run around New Haven,

Harvard paints old Cambridge red,

Even poor old Philadelphia

Really has a college, it is said.

And Williamstown belongs t.o Williams,

Princeton's tiger stands at bay.

But don't old New York won't let the world

forget

Th^t there's aPcollege on Broadway.

"There's a college on Route 2" doesn't sound

terribly catchy, but the loyalty one develops

for Williamstown is. The "other" schools

have emblems—as, indeed, we have our

purple cow—but the purple mountains and the

organization of people and talents that

Williamstown connotes seem to me to be a

more important possession around which we
can rally. Without news breaking every day,

and with the developing educational policy

that determines our formal existence here

interesting few, the newspaper that must

describe the college and town can easily be

the paper that sustains the student on his wali(

from his room to bath, but not back again. A

paper that sees news in the organization of

those talents and students' adoption of

Williamstown as home base could be a hit.

In this column, in no way the distaff

alternative to the frequently admirable

"Shoot the Dog" ofPeter Hillman, I will try to

disturb the surface in a month of Sundays. In

a community of scholars, former and future

activists, and future presidential aides, there

is a limit to the number of days of rest and

academic sanctity. f

/

fsneivsbriefsneii^s
..Francis Oakley, professor of history at
Williams College, is the author of a
recently issued book. The Medieval Ex-
perience, published by Charles Scribner's
Sons «rf New York.

..Aimed al the general reader, the book
argues that the roots of much that is

unique about modern Western civiliza-

tinn lie in the Middle Ages. Prof. Oakley

examines five critical areas in which

medieval civilizaUon departed from earlier

civilizations; economic and technological

innovations, theological and philosophi-

cal doctrine, monarchical and consUtu-

linnal IradiUons, intellectual life, and the

attitude toward women.

CORRESPONDENCE
Experiencer-Perceiver of that endless flood.

^Then walk further^a / . .

' -^ Awarenesi.

Sidney Simon

IC Ospringe Road

London NWS

An OKForiL

Dear Editor:

What's in an old Ford?
F uneral * .

o f
-,

, . . .
•

R epresentational ^'~

D emocracy
and the restoration of Dhi-ect Democracy, i.e.

without representatives or delegates.
Neither leadership nor followership.

Neither driver nor driven. Neither guru nor
disciple. Neither teacher nor student.
Look wiU».n. Be intensely aware of that

inner flow oYthoughU, feelings and actions.
Realize that ydu^are simply the Observer-

A Note of Thanks
Dear Editor:

11 would be impossible to let the first few

"freshman days" slip by without thanking the

J.A.s. They have, collectively and in-

dividually, given the needed support and

friendly assistance for us, the class of 1978.

Sincerely,

WiiiiamiE:
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e cinema) au courant
Bronfman , Saturday at 7 : 30

In the Name of Father [Italy, 1971]

Directed by Marco Bellochio, starring Yves Beneyton, Renato Scarpa, and Aldo Sassi.

In the Name of Father is an escapist attack on
all varieties of literal, symbolic, and social

"fathers", and the authority that they

possess. It is set in a Catholic Italian boys
school which resembles a medieval fortress.

The students are nightly locked in their cells,

the priests in theirs, and a mad dog roams the

corridors; One student leads a revolt.

championing the causes of science and
progress . . . yet its revolts are
psychologically predictable. ,

Bellochio's film must be watched closely: its

intricateness and seriousness possibly

suggest something quite different than what
is recognized at first glance. His earlier films

are Fists in the Pocket and China is Near.

phi beta kappa dates
The Jfoliowing is, a list ot the candidates

for Phi Beta Kappa in the Class of '75.

This consists of the top seven per cent

of that class, those seniors who, at the

end of their junior year, have attained

an average of 9.00 or higher. x
Steven Mark Albelda, David Lyman

"^>Axon, Robert Francis Brantl, Christopher
Randolph Burrow, Lawrence Tak-
Cheong Choy, Andrea Lull Diehlr Frank
George Doelger, Jr., Virginia Watkins
Drewry, Gregory Philip Farnham, Michelle

/ Lloyd Frome, David Wayne Grogan,
William Michael H^nsley, Peter Norman
Hillman, Sara Elizabeth Kirkham, Jesse
Burgess Thomas Marsh, Robert Herluf
Lund, Jr., David Marshal McCord, David
Franklin McCune, Sally Hill Pritchard,
"Christopher Michael Satullo, Marguerite
Dunlap Smith, Robert Charles Stacey,

Kurt Arthur Van Steemburg, Steven

Neal Stein, Frederick George Stueber, U,

^r*in^JungJ'hapa^licia-Hayden Towe^

Against Nuclear Power Plants, and foi^

mer Associate Director of the Lawrence
Radiation Laboratory. Dr. Gofman will

discuss the proper relationship, between

morality and technology In the context

uf -deciding whether to build additional

nuclear power plants.

In addition to the principal lectures, a

day-long series of workshops will lake

place in Room 163 Campus Center at

UMass-Amherst on Thursday, September

19. Sessions will be held on the technical,

economic and social implications of nu-

clear power plants. Late in the after-

noon, various citizen groups concerned a-

bout nuclear power plants, including the

Alternative Energy Coalition (AEC),
the Massachusetts Public Interest Re-

search Group (Mass PIRG), the Montague
Nuclear Concerns Group (MNCG), the

New-Gnglaiid Coaiittoir on NucTear Tdllu^

tion. and the Nuclear Information Com-
mune of Montague (NICM) will lead

workshops directed toward explaining

different options open to citizens who
wish to take action in opposition to the

further construction of nuclear plants.

Jeffrey Carr Williams, Richard Neil Zu-

flachL

pirg scared ofatoms

A coalition of independent "Five-
Collefje" groups announced plans today
for a multi-media program of speaker^,
workshops and films, to be held in

Amherst September 18th through 19th.

The symposium is designed to provide
concerned citizens with additional infor-

mation ijelalive to nuclear power plants,

such as the one proposed to be built in

Montague. Massachusetts.

Plans for the program presently in-

clude: an address by John W. Cofman,
co-author of Poisoned Power: The Case

^ J^city Ughts'r
;,. City Lights, the Charles Chaplin film

'Classic, will be shown on Sunday evening,

September 22nd, at 7:00 and 9:00. This

film is the first in a series of Chaplin

comedies. Admission is charged.

'%inew revolution
1

1

George Lakey, one of the leading theor-

ists of non-violence in this country, will

speak at 8 p.m., Sunday (Sept. 22) in

Fitch-Prospect Lounge at Williams Col-

lege. ' The author of numerous articles

and books, Mr. Lakey was active in both

the civil rights campaign and the Quaker

anti-war movement In the ItMs. His
topic, "Strategy for a New Revolution,"
will incorporate these experiences with
his present invotvement in the Movement
for a New Society, a nationwide net-
work of communal groups working toward
fundamental social and political change
Mr. Lakey's talk Is open to the public
and it sponsored by the Northern Berk-
shire Community for Non-Violent Alter-
naUves and the Williams AcUonsCwliUon.

deck of c. notes

I.S. Rep. Silvio O. Conte and Senator
Edward W. Brooke today announced
the award of a number of federal grants
to Berkshire County organizations and
institutions.

- Williams ^:ollege-wHI receive |S200
from the National Science Foundation
to purchase special equipment needed to

improve undergraduate instruction in

the biological sciences. Professor Joanne
Rosinski will be the project director.

bureaucrat
C. C. is seeking M^ested students to

fill vacant poeltionrim both the C.E.G.
and the Log Committee. Positions are
open to the entire college. Self-nomina-
tions must be submitted to Dean Roeen-
gaard's office by 4:30 p.m., Friday, Sept.

27. Any questions should be directed to

Bill Oberndorf x6934.

Nominations are currently being ac-

cepted to fill the three positions on the

Honorary Degrees Committee. Member-
ship is limited to members of College

Council. Gargoyle and Past J.A.'s Inter-

ested members should submit their names
'to Dean Rosengaard's office by 4:30 p.m.

Monday, September 23

Election of the Chairperson of the
Housing Committee wjill be held at the
C.C. meeting. Wednesday, September 25.

The position is limited to a senior class
member. Self-nominations should be di-

rected to the Deans office by 4:30 p.m.,
Monday, September 23.

y V LcL^ulltin.X /ytcii

New and used typewriters

Complete typewriter and
adding machine service

Hallmark Cards and Eaton

Stationery

See us for all your school supply needs

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

.' Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date,

176-page, mall order catalog

,of 5500 topics. Ericlose

*$1.00 to cover postage (1-2

days delivery time).

519GLENROCKAVE.
SUITE iff203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024

Our materials are told for

research purpoiei only

WATSON FELLOWSHIP

Information and application

for fellowship for independent

study and travel abroad

available from

Dean Mclntyre

Deadline October 4

>
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Wliy write home?
fl.i

It's easier to send Mom andt Dad

Maybe your high school newspaper, Grandma Gertrude, your friend at Skidmore or Bro#n,

Aunt Agatha, your favorite high school teacher, Cousin Priscilla,your high school stiident council,

!; your man/woman. Uncle Harry, your friend who intends to apply to Williams, a fellow alumni.

your high jschool guidance office, Jeb Magruder, your summer ^oss or even
\

your friend (?) who thinks Amherst is the place to be would like to read the Record Advocate.

Send them this ad, or even better buy them a subscription

Only $10 for a year

Please send the Record Advocate to

:

1) Nfiune : 2) Name.

Address.

City -State. -Zip-

Address.

City___ State. Zip

U Payment enclosed $

G Bill me $_

I

"1 Send this ad to addressees

[J Bill addressee #1

U Bill addressee* 2

make checks payable to: Record Advocate

I'm: Name.

College Address.

Send to: Subscription Manager

Record Advocate
"^ Baxter Hall

Williams College

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

EARN $1000 4

ORGANIZING SKI TRIPS
THIS WINTER -

Ski Vermont Free All Season

Call 617-443-9922

Route 43
A Remarkably Comprehensive

y^^Seleittum of Work hy

America's Finest Craftsmen

including t
'N

WUUam^toum

MtuBaehutettB

STONEWARE POTTBUY

SILVER ana GOLD JEWELRY

Telephone (413) 45^-9523

SUNDAY SPECIAL
Roast Loin of Pork— $4.25

potato, vegetable, rolls and butter

'The Captain's Cabin'
"The Seafood Jlou.ie of the Rrrkshirrx'

Cold Spring Road, Williamstown, Mass.

^
. ,

Students Welcome

'ill:

413 458-9101

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

Colonial Pizza
The Best in Amerid^
Small and Large Pii^xas

Hot Oven Grindersi

6 Spaghetti

SO Spring Street - 458-9009 and 458-8014

open daily 9 a.m. to2a.m.

Breakfast daily 9 a.m. tolla.m.

Denat*. Coffee

We make our own pliia doogh dally

STUDENTS WELCOME 1
/



Sporis

Coach Bob Odell and quarterback Jim Baldwin : .Can they keep the bottom from falling

out of the Eph offense?,

\

%

Quality key

to freshman

X-C hopes
J^ by Dave Breuer

Despite ti^^smallest turnout for freshman

cross-countryjhTjfcent years, there is a great

deaj of individual "potential on this year's

sqdad %.,
The most outstanding freshman prospect

appears to be Joe Kolb of Mafian High School

in Framingham, Mass. Kolb pla%^ fourth in

the 1973 state cross-country championships,

recording an excellent 14:49 over a

challenging three-mile course. Another in-

dication of his ability is an impressive 9:24

two-mile recorded in spring track. There are

some indications that veteran mentor Tony
Plansky may choose to run Kolb on his var-

sity team, which would reduce the freshman
squad to six, one over the minimum.
Another highly touted freshman is Dan

Sullivan of Chaminade High School on Long
'•island. The no. 2 runner for Long Island's

high school champions, Sullivan ran the

rugged 2.5 mile Van Cortlandt course in New
York City in a creditable 13:13, and shows a

4:21 best in the mile.

Equally promising is Frank Carr of

Greenwich High School, who finished fifth in

the Connecticut state championships as a

senior and has run a 4:24 mile.

Other members of the team are Doug
Greeff of Phillips Academy, Chris Minns of

Milton Academy,, Dave Breuer of Niskayuna
High School, and Stew Read of Deerfield

Academy.
The team has been running up to 60 miles

per week with the varsity in preparation for

its first meet against always-tough Albany

Statfe at Albany on October 5. Barring any

further desertions, prospects are good for a

successful season. H

ight

Harriers seek

5th strai

league crown
by Scott Lutrey

With crisp fall days upon us and the foliage

beginning to turn, Coach Tony Plansky's

cross-country team spends each afternoon

striding through the Berkshires. In these

idyllic scenes, the Eph harriers prepare

leisurely for a long season of hill 'n' dale

running.

Plansky's runners have sped to four

straight Little Three titles and this year's

group is well-versed in winning. Senior co-

caotains Mark Sisson and Scott Lutrey lead a

largely veteran group from which only two

harriers graduated last fall.

Number one in the preliminary peckin'

order is senior Mike McGarr, the 1973 Little

Three victor, who now hopes to recover from
a Oregon to Williams trek in a BMW. Sisson

had a spectacular summer on the road racing

circuit before he returned to Williams and
suffered a knee injury through overwork.

Coming off a dull, but busy summer, Lutrey

is piling up the mileage working for the

onrushing season. Senior Pete Hyde comes off

a more exciting but less well-traveled

vacation with much work to do before

reclaiming his previous high rating. A knee
injury has temporarily stopped sophomore
Ken Leinbach. His return to action will

hopefully be as swift as his running last

spring.

Senior Paul Skudder and juniors. Bob
Clifford and John Rathgeber are nioving

hard, looking to crack into the projected top

five. Junior Bert Saul and a trie of fast

cruising sophs: Gary James, Tim Pritchard,

and Chris Flavin, provide tremendous depth

to the team while threatening to move past

some of the Hftcunibents. Freshman Joe Kolb
has been running some blistering workouts
and could very well move right into the top

five.

Confident is the squad's reaction to their

opening meet at Trinity on the 28th. With the

successful recovery of the cripple crew.

Coach Plansky has a team to rival the

potential of the Haug-Farwell teams of a few

years back. The veterans are hungry for

going out winning. For now they just relax,

and burn through the beautiful scenes of the

Purple Valley. n

Diamond is

new frosh

grid aide

Patrick Diamond, the all-time leading

rusher at Boston University, was recentl)|||^

appointed assistant freshman football coach.

He replaces Osceola "Sonny" Hicks, who had
been appointed in June, but resigned to play

professional football with the Memphis South-

men of the World Football League.

A 1966 graduate of St. Francis Prep in

Brooklyn, N. Y., Diamond went on to become
a record-breaking running back at Boston

University. During his three-year career, he

gained 1825 yards, a school record, on 187

attempts for an average of 4.7 yards per

carry. Diamond co-captained the 1971 squad.

In 1972, Diamond graduated with a bachelor

of science degree in history and secondary

education, and in 1973 received his masters in

education and health, also from Boston

University. He worked for the Ministry of

Health in Tanzania, Africa, from 1973 to 1974.

At Williams, Diamond will also serve as

assistant director of career counseling. Q

Sports Shorts
The Williams Rugby Club opens its fall

season this Saturday against the Providence

Businessmen's Club in Providence, Rhode
Island.

Although practices are very informal and

not compulsory, "about fifty players have

been showing up regularly," accocding to

Warren Barker, one of the team captains.. ,He,

Chris Alberti, and Fred Geilfuss, all seniors,

"sort of run the show." Only thirty plaj^rs,

the first and second teams, will be making the

trip this weekend. The team provides for and

arranges its own transportation. Q

more^trsriners
from page one

any specific change, other than the new in-

convenience of always being sure that they

are wearing shorts. Other than that, their

overall reaction ranged from enthusiastic

approval to distrust.

"I think it's great," says one football

player. "Why? Because I like looking at girls

better than guys."

"I like it," says another, "especially since I

knwv both of them."

Several voice indifference, and say they

just try to ignore them.

"As long as they can do the job, there's no

roblem," is frosh football coach Renzi
mb's statement.

"I haven't heard any complaints," adds
another footballer. 7

Some,doMbts

One soccer player has doubts. "I just don't
trust them right now from the job stand-
point," he says. "They're not as good yet as
Ron or Rich, and it only takes one bad taping
to mess up your ankle for the season. That
they're girls doesn't bother me; I think it's

fun. I just wish they didn't have to get their

training this way."
Slant is very pleased with the progress of

his novices, Uiough, even though they are
"just scraping the surface.'^ They are con-

fined to ankle tapings, but are now learning
knee taping and the treatment of head in-

juris^MJhe^Suiria^ morning clinics they

observe as Ron explains and treats The in-~

juries from Saturday's wars. There are ob
viously some injuries which the Women can't

treat, but each hopes to get as full a training

as possible.

"We learned a lot at the football scrimmage
on Saturday against A.I.C.," Martha says.

"You've got to look at the game in a com-
pletely different way, watch individual

players, look for danger signs : .
."

A late arrival hops onto the table and offers

his ankle for taping. Ron supervises as

Martha wraps it.

"What are you doing here?" the player, an
acquaintance of mine asks.

Lucy explains that I'm doing an article on

"the trainers."

Daly on Sports
X

No longer a game
"It's only a game." I'm trying to remember

when I last heard someone say that. It was
probably eight years ago when I yielded a

two-strike, two-out, last inning homer to lose

the biggest Little League game of my life. I

remember walking dejectedly off the mound,
fighting desperately to hold back tears, and

being greeted by those awe-inspiring words of

wisdom.

Of course, I know now it wasn't a game. I

have never been able' to accept the idea of

losing, although it would be far easier on my
nerves if I were able to take athletics a liltle

less seriously. I've begun to loosen up a bit,

though. Organized athletics, a vital part of

my life since grade school days, are now a

thing of the past.

It took me a long time last winter to get

used to the idea that I didn't have to go to

practice for two-and-a-half hours every day,

that I didn't have to do any more sprints, that

I was no longer governed by a coach's

whistle, that I could finally catch my breath.

At times, I almost regret not participating

actively in athletics any more. But, then I

remind myself that sports had become such
serious business that much of the fun had
gone out of them. .

Such, I believe, is the present status of

American athletics. Sure, sports are still fun,

but they aren't as much fun as they used to be.

As American values have changed, so has the

flavor of athletics.

If a guy throws a behind-the-back pass, he's

a showboat, an individual in a team sport, and
more often than not, finds himself a prime
target for catcalls, obscenities, and even
empty beer cans.

When the Yankees' Steve Hamilton "in-

vented" a modern-day vertion of Rip Sewell's

famed blooper pitch, the American League
rules committee outlawed it. Soon afterward,

the NFL brass decided that too many players
celebrated touchdowns by slamming the

pigskin to the turf, a no-no which, they said,

delayed the resumption of the game. The
verdict: a 15-yard penalty.

True, pro sports is big business, but it is

also entertainment, or so I'm told.

What is disheartening is that the "winning
isn't everything, it's the only thing" maxim
has infected small colleges and high schools
as well. It's gotten to the point where you
can't even enjoy yourself in practice. I've
stopped counting how many times I've heard
a coach scold a naughty athlete with the
words: "You play how you practice."
Coaches are great for sayings like that.

"Putting oneir game face on" shouldn't

mean^that one loses his sense of humor. The

idea that an athlete should be willing to put

his life on the line for dear old State is an

absurd throwback to.the Middle Ages. It may
be a long time before Americans realize that

"it's not whether you win or lose, but how you

play the game" is the true spirit of sport,

however corny it may sound.

I heard a basketball story over the summer
that clearly indicates how the mood of

American athletics has changed in the past 25

years. Back in the late 1940's, the University

of Rhode Island brought .a basketball

powerhouse to Augusta to play a vastly

outclassed University of Maine quintet.

Realizing they stood a good chance of being

run right out of the gym, Maine decided to

freeze the ball.

After watching hisliosts play keep-away for

ten minutes, the frustrated URI mentor

decid^ it was time for some drastic action.

Turning to his bench, he inserted a sub with

instructions to sit in the middle of the court

and play the harmonica while Maine froze the

ball. The player was promptly ejected from

the game.
Undaunted, the coach inserted a second sub

with instructions to read that evening's

edition of the Providence Journal-Bulletin.

He, too, got the heave-ho.

It was still scoreless with seconds

remaining in the first half when Maine took

its first shot and scored. Needing at least a

field goal to go into the locker room on top, the

URI five acted quickly. The succeeding in-

bounds pass went to halfcourt, where a URI

forward proceeded to hike the ball through his

legs to a guard standing behind him. His

dropkick landed in the stands as the buzzer

sounded.

Now, those were the days. After the game,

won by URI 33-32, nobody complained that the

teams weren't playing for keeps. Yet, they

still managed to inject a little humor into a

trying situation.

Gashouse Gangs are a thing of the past. All

you hear about now is the "Big Red Machine"

or the "Miami Dolphin Corporation. " The few

showmen left in American athletics—

Muhammed Ali, Joe Namath, Pete Maravich,

Hie Nastase—are throwbacks to another era,

an age in which sports still retained the spirit

intended by their founding fathers.

Sport thrives on emotion—excitement,

determination, anguish, nervousness,

elation—and when it ceases to be fun anq,

when appropriate, funny, it is time to throw in

the towel. __
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Students

: ineed more
"^good advice

by John Barker
A fairly exhaustive report on the students'

needs for advising and on the provisions made
for satisfying these varied needs, issued by
.the Committee on Undergraduate Life and

'^Vjthe Committee on Educational Policy,

stresses areas for improvement in the ad^

vising system. The major areas presently

considered to be inadequate are: "I)

curricuiar-advising in—the major ^eparfc-

ments, 2) the advising of freshmen and
sophomores, and 3) affiliation with the

residential houses."

The latter of these problems will constitute

the major focus of the CUL. A separate

committee under Dean of Freshman Lauren
Stevens will devote its attention to the Junior

Advisors and freshman faculty advising

system this fall.

The CEP-CUL report suggests solutions for

weaknesses in the Senior Faculty Advising

system such as absence of structure to, or

definition of the job, elitism, and disregard of

privacy by students and Student Faculty

Advisors wheft SFAs live in dormitories. It

also supports an increase in the stipend given

to the SFAs, as well as "a $100 intellectual

budget,". for the importation of speakers.

Organization of the SFAs, where they

"would have a political position on campus
paralleling that of the CUL," was recom-
mended, as was a greater percentage of live-

in SFAs and house affiliation for "most, or

even all, faculty members."
The report assesses the positive and

negative aspects of the faculty and Junior ,^

Advisor systems, commenting that "the tw<>

groups function most effectively when -they

coordinate their efforts." /
Dean Stevens points out the, comparative

lack of appeal to, and the possible intrusion

upon the social life of the women JAs, who are

not as receptive to freshman men as the male
JAs are to freshman women. He also

speculates that "the learning the JA absorbs

the [u^sent activities and obligations of the

Dean's Office, the Office of the Chaplain, the

College Counseling Service, the Office of

Health, and the Office of Career Counseling

are included. The report encourages students

to acquaint themselves with these sum-
maries, which were issued by each office.D

Smilin' Jack

^wy^s hole^

Almost full

Smilin
' Jack Sawyer's hole nowfilled, [photo by E. J. iMmbert]

is greater than that he imparts to his fresh-

men."
The JAs' responsibilities are primarily self-

determined, and more concentrated, also, in

the initial weeks of fall semester. The JAs are
aware of outside counseling services
available to them, but do not use them, except
in an extreme case.

The prescribed duties of faculty advisers to,-

their advisees are curriculum relatedT
whereas the Dean of Freshmen recommends
personal definitions of non-acaderaiC aspects
of this relationship. Several freshmen con-

sidered interaction with th^ advisers to be
"businesslike' ". ^-^
The application and somewhat criticized

selection processes entailed in becoming a JA
were outlined, and "general perceptions of

personality" stated as the basis of selection.

The i^easons necessitating alterations in the

faculty advising policy involved increased

student demand, since the student-faculty

iVatio is larger, and competition for admission

to graduate schools has intensified.

More restraints on the faculty have
developed as new members are "still ad-

justing," and younger, less established

faculty are intent on furthering their own
careers and reputations.

Students' personal needs for advice are

caused by anxieties over "social adjustment.

sexuality, motivation," or' personal ethical

systems. The report/£flso states, "For all

students there is/the task of identity for-/

mation and theneed to have their tentative

g*lf^images confirmed or opposed by
memhgrs of an older generation.

Ad^osing needs associated with academic
curriculum entail course ^election and course
requirements, and "adaptMion of habits of

preparation for, and participation in

classes." The report also refers to problems
with electing majors, and the "relevance of

career possibilities to curricular planning." It

generally delegates this advising respon-
sibility to the faculty, and indicates a par-

ticular deficiency in the participation of

senior faculty members.
Minorities, such as women, blacks, transfer

and exchange students, and especially
foreign students unfamiliar with American
culture, may have additional adjustment
problems, the report concludes.

The CUL will reissue the report and it in-

tends to solicit "a lot of input from all sides,"

students and faculty, in an effort to stimulate

involvement in the implementation of the

report's recommended improvements. It

etnphasizes the role of individual respon-

sibilitj'^n improving the existing advising

facilities. ""
^

Complete and iiiforma live descriptions of

The projected time for completion^THe
new Sawyer Library is this spring. At this

stage of the building process, only the roof

and the interior have yet to be finished.

Peter Welanetz, Director of Physical Plant,

said he is confident that the builders will meet
tjHS-mwfficial deadline and thereby enable

the movers to begin transporting books from
Stetson. The transfer and reorganization of

books and materials will be a major activity

on campus during the summer of 1975.

Students should find the building ready for

occupancy when they return in the fall, ac-

cording to Welanetz.

Welanetz, Winthrop Wassenar, Assistant

Director of Physical Plant, and Larry

Wikander, college librarian, said they believe

that after the initial overruling^ of, some ob-

jection to the site of the new library (The

protestors did not want a building which they

felt had historic value to be razed) architects

and builders have implemented all other

student recommendations.

Several major highlights of the library are

the diversity and abundance of study carrels

(850 seats altogether), a student lounge where
students can eat and smoke, and two light

wells surrounded by carrels.

Soon, the builders plan to close off the dirt

road that runs between the two libraries in

order to begin the landscape work. The road

will be supplanted by grass, trees, a patio,

and a walkway. According to soni'e persons, a

major advantage of this alteration is that by

eliminating a main automobile thoroughfare,

there will be a reduction in the number of cars

driven through this section of the campus.Q

An old time British philosopher once stated

that "A night of good drinking is worth a

year's thinking." The wisdom of that

statement, would be hard to challenge,

especially here in Williamstown, where it's

followed to the letter.

When an Ephman has finished the day's

hectic intellectual pursuits, he is faced with

many options regarding how to unwind and

regain (or re-lose) his sanity. More often than

not, the evening's plans include a stop at one,

or both, of Spring Street's watering holes.

Even the most backward freshman is by now

aware of the Log's existence, but some are

possibly not that familiar with our slightly

more cosmopolitan legal liquor emporium,

the Purple Pub. The ReAd was curious to see

how the Purple Pub was weathering the

onslaught of the Log and whether there was,

in fact, room in town for both of them.

The owners of 'the Purple Pub, Tom and

Mary Michel, were on vacation in Spain at the

time of our visit but Dick, one of the bar-

tenders, gave us some insight into the Pub's

operation and filled in some historic

background as well. *'" '

The Pub has been in operation for a little

more than three years, while the Michels

assumed the managerial duties last year.

Until its Opening, the only place to get a drink

in town wds at the American Legion hall.

Needless tosifey, the hall does not cater to the

college crowd, &o the Pub quickly became the

local drinking establishment for William's

students. That is, utHjl the opening of the Log.

How has the Log, affected the Pub's

business? Dick feels t^iatthePub is not overly

intimidated by the Log butdoes admit that "It

has effected our business to some degree." He
then went on to outline some bf the things the

Pub offers which the Log does not.

"Due to Tom's Mexican background, we
have introduced tacos, chile and chile-dogs to

our conventional menu," he said. "These

have proven to be very popular. Also, we
serve hard liquor and are open later at night

than the Log. Our beer is served in 12 ounce

frosted mugs while the Log serves theirs in 10

ounce pilsner glasses."

Dirty old men

—

Pub provides

earthy atmosphere
by Eric Pyenson

Filling the till at the pub \photo by ^%lMrnbert

.^ And what about price? Dick believes that

prices are fairly comparable byt adds that the

Pub might give a little more for your money.
Other accouterments unique to the Pub are a

T.V. set, an amazingly challenging electric

squash-like game, a honky tonk piano and last

and least, a large cross-Section of townies. If

one wants to get away from the college crowd,

this is certainly the place to do it.

The most popular mixed drinks at the Pub
are the Tequila Sunrise and the house

specialty, the Bloody Mary. Both cost one

dollar. Dick observed that the girls usually

ordier the mixed drinks more frequently than

the men, and that the college students usually

come for hard liquor instead of beer.

A friendly and inebriated middle-aged town
resident commented on the potency of the

Pub'sSunrise: "Oh yeah", hedrawleid. "I got

loaded on them last weekend, but don't worry,

she was on the pill," He went on to express no

preference of bars and said that he liked the

Log because "it keeps competition up."

This exchange brought to mind a recent

conversation with a Sage JA concerning the

clientele of the Pub. He stated "Most girls I

know are really afraid to go there alone

because of the lecherous old men" and, he
added, "I don't mean upperclassmen." In

fact, upon looking around, there was only one

girl to be seen, and she was with a guy
wearing an "I Luv my GTO" T-shirt.

While the Log remains more popular

among students because of its larger size and
college ambiance, the Purple Pub does fill a

need in the community. Its owners hope to

gain more appeal among Williams students

with the showing of old movies, complete with

hot popcorn on the side, planned for the near
future.

' In short, if one craves the opportunity to

meet people one might not ordinarily confront

on campus, to drink something different than
beer and to dig the vibrations of a "real" bar,

then the Purple Pub is the place. And if this

doesn't satisfy the adventurous or exotic of

spirit, there's always the American Legion
haU.
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CORRESPONDENCE
ReAd mishandles sex

To the editor:

We would like to thank the ReAd staff for

the front page coverage of the "Williams

Guide to Sex on Campus," but would also like

to report that the headline was misleading

and the article itself omitted and
misrepresented some crucial points.

The headline was "Women's book to feature

VD, abortion." The use of "Women's" in this

headline is ambiguous. Although its use

means to indicate that the pamphlet is being

written by women, many could interpret it as

meaning the pamphlet is only for women. The
pamphlet is for both men and women. As the

article itself states, "book" is a misnomer. It

is a pamphlet, not a book. Our most severe

criticism of the headline is of its emphasis on

VD and abortioa The pamphlet does include

those topics, but in no way does it "feature"

them. The reporter erroneously stated that

the pamphlet's five sections are "pregnancy,

abortion, venereal disease, contraception,

and a list of additional services in the area ;

"

they actually are The Williams Infirmary

Services, Contraception, Diseases,

Pregnancy, and Other Services in the Area.

Venereal disease is only one topic under

Diseases and abortion is only one topic under

Pregnancy. We are most concerned with the

headline's emphasis on VD and atxirtion

because it ascribes a bias to the pamphlet and
hopefully the pamphlet does not have that

bias. VD is not the only disease with which we
are concerned and in the Pregnancy section,

we emphasize that a woman has a choice

between continuing the pregnancy to full

term and having an abortion.

The above have been our objections to the

headline; the article itself was generally

accurate, but there are a few points we would

like to clarity. The first, the inaccuracy of the

pamphlet's five sections, has ah-eady been
mentioned. Secondly, we would like to state
ttiat Sarah Stage, Assistant Professor of
History, has also participated in the actual
wriUng of the pamphlet; the arUcle men-
tioned the three student authors, but
neglected to include Ms. Stage. Furthermore
Nancy McInUre, Associate Dean, has done
alot of work for the pamphlet by facilitating
communication between the doctors at the
Infirmary and the Williams Women. Our
third objection to the arUcle itself stems from
the reporter's misquotation of Martha
Coakley. He said, "Coakley was quick to add
that the Center is by no means a 'militant or
feminist' organization. All are welcome."
Indeed we are not militant and all are
welcome, but we are a feminist, properly
understood, organization. By feminist, we
mean we are an organization with an
orientation toward women's issues; we
welcome the interest of men. Feminism is not
just for women. Finally, the article was
rather vague about our organization's future
plans: "Most likely, this will take the form of
a more varied interaction with female faculty
members." A more accurate statement
would be, "The Williams Women will

organize informal student-faculty seminars;
thus far they have planned a presentation by
Linda Bundtzen, Assistant Professor of

English, on Silvia Plath, a seminar on
women's athletics, and a presentation by
Sarah Stage, Assistant Professor of History,

on Lydia Pinkham." '

We do appreciate the publicity through
ReAd articles and think the campus should
know what we are doing. However, we hope
the KeAd will refrain from/ misleading sen-

sational headlines and inaccurate articles.

Yours, /
Martha Coakley '75

Jeanne Mullen ^76

Gwen Rankin '75

Shoot the dog

r

* *Got to love it
1

1

by Peter Hiilman

,
All week long there had been the kind of

morbid ribbing that one would-expect from a
Williams varsity that was counting the days
until the Dartmouth scrimmage: Dartmouth,
the Big Green, strong 'Ivy threat, fierce

athletic recruiting—how could Williams even
expect to survive . against the Hanover
people-eaters?

And so the ribbing continued, because it

kept everybody loose, in a way, and also

served as a reminder that the game was just a
practice scrimmage. "We're taking down all

our guys' sizes," one veteran noted, "so we
can order the coffins in time." It was rumored
that the Big Green would rest its^farsity team
and simply throw the freshmen at Williams;
maybe the fifth team would suffice. "It'll be
their first and third team, though," another
player figured, especially after their second
and fourth squads barely squeezed past

Bowdoin on Friday, 35-31. The Big Green was
going to give the home-town fans a real show.
There were ten of us at Dartmouth, in the

stands, brushing off the rain, cheering to stay

warm (certainly not to be heard). It wasn't
just a high schoolish sort of spirit that got us
on the road to Hanover; rather, it was a
driving curiosity mixed with a confident

premonition that Dartmouth would not just

gobble up Williams and render Little Three
bail a travesty.

We arrived early, to see the place, our
hopes for a barbecue dashed by the showers
thar would fall all day. We stopped off at a

frat, TDX, where the men are not remem-
bered in the framed house photographs by
birth names but rather by labels like "A.
Nihial, Mad Dog, Baby-Eater, and The Hun."
We ate in Thayer Hall, the dining room for the

entire campus which is marred only by the

conveyor belts for finished meals that run

along the tables and give one a glimpse of

what everybody else did not want to eat.

Crazy in the rain, insane to have made the

drive, but determined to witness the result,

we parked ourselves practically alone on the

Williams side and watched the Purple defense

thwart the Big Green the entire first half.

Harry Jackson led J. C. Chandler, Carmen
Palladino and the rest of the defense in

sacking the Dartmouth backs, while the

secondary complemented the line's efforts.

On offense, Williams struggled until Don

Wallace directed the team into the end zone

and, suddenly, at the half, Williams was

beating Dartmouth, 7-0.

Then, in' the third quarter, Dartmouth

turned razzle-dazzle. Quarterback sweep and

a backward lateral for a seventy yard touch-

down, followed by a surprise onsides kick that

set up another scoring drive. Still, the defense

battled back, and that would be all the scoring

for the Green, and while Williams could not

muster another score the opportunities were

there and it was exactly as close a game as

the 14-7 score indicates.

In the end, the varsity could enjoy a moral

victory, because they had shown the Ivies

that last year at Columbia was jiot a fluke and

Little Three football was no day at the beach.

Williams scared a determined Dartmouth

squad and impressed people with their

defense, and they look ready for another good

season, with the opener this Saturday in

Hartford against Trinity. We're there;

hopefully, theWilliams contingent will be big.

"Got to love it," Harry Jackson always says,

and when the game is WillianM football we

wouldn't have it any other waj^'"

le einema au eoiirant
Bronfman Auditorium, Saturday Evening at 7:30

'^

INVESTIGATION OF A CITIZEN ABOVE SUSPICION [Italy, 1970]

Directed by Elio Petri, starring Gian Maria Volonte and Florinda Bolkan, phopfgraphy

h Luigi Kuveillerand Ubaldo Terzano, music by Ennio Morricone.
'^

mistress becomes involved—in a rather
conclusiveway—in his fantasies. She gets her
kicks by posing as the victim of sex-murders;
he gets his by |»hotographing her. And,
needless to say, their game gets out of hand.
Petri leads the viewer through a bizarre

and complex psychological narrative,
demonstrating the proposition that those in
authority are above the laws they are sup-

pled to serve. The film takes on an ahnost
irbqic Kafka-esque position in doing so.

Petl^i's earlier films include We Still Kill the
Old Wd^,JIe has also been a movie critic for
an ItaliairClommunist journal. pi

Beware

:

We have^ur

Own tax audit;

3
igainsl

/' by Ed Schwartz
This year, for the first time, parents or

guardians of financial aid applicants were
required to mail the financial aid office a
notarized copy of the first page of their 1973

Federal Income Tax Return. This step was
taken because of suspicions on the part of the

financial aid office, that some parents might
not be providing accurate information on

their Parents' Confidential Statement, mailed
to the College Scholarship Service earlier in

the year.

Henry N. Flynt, Jr., Director of Financial

Aid, explained in an interview with the ReAd
that previous policy had been to check tax

returns only in specific cases in which there

was some doubt about the parents' accuracy.

Amherst and Tufts have employed policies

similar to the new one for several years, and
it was after consultation with financial aid

officials at those colleges that Flynt decided

to extend the checks to all applicants.

Members of the administration, as well as

some parents, further urged the move after

reading articles such as the recent one in

Newsweek describing the increase in

cheating by parents on the PCS.

Before this year, Flynt said he had trusted

Williams parents completely, a trust that was
fostered mainly by the college's small size. He
had doubted only a dozen parents a year; Phil

Wick, Director of Freshman Financial Aid,

checked slightly more applications because

the freshman's parents were not as well

known as the upperclassmen's.

During late sprii^, soon after sending in

their 1973 tax return, parents received a

tactful letter from Flynt explaining the new
procedure, asking for cooperation, assuring

them of confidentiality, and reminding them

that false information could lead to Federal

prosecution, since the College Scholarship

Service provides Federal funds. According to

Flynt, the timing of the request helped ensure

that Form 1040 would still be in the front of

parent's minds, and that lapses of memory
would be less likely. A sample of the ap-

plications was then checked directly agains

IRS records, after waivers had been obtained

from the parenta.

No parent refused the request, and few

complained. In fact, many were relieved th^t

the honesty of aid was being assured, and that

no person could get away with cheating. Of

340 upperclassmen receiving aid, only eight

had what Flynt called "significant" (over

$500) discrepancies in reported parental

income between the PCS and their Federal

Income Tax Return. A slightly greater

number of freshmen, out of the 148 receiving

aid, showed such discrepancies. Those whose
parents had given true statements of 1973

income were given aid on the basis of their

parent's estimate of their own 1974 income,

assumed to be as accurate as the statement of

1973 income. Only Flynt, Wick, and the Dean
of The College are allowed access^ to these

records except under unusual circumsfahc^,'

in which case President Chandler would be
allowed to see them.

Wick has definitely decided to repeat the

procedure next year with the freshman ap-

plicants. Flynt, however, has not decided

whether or not all upperclassmen's parents

should be required to give his office copies of

the first page of their tax returns again this

coming year. "It has not been proved al>-

solutely necessary", Flynt said and "would
not be as effe^ve on parents who had been
alerted to the prdisedure."

Zoning laws

Keep Brooklyn
off Route 2

by Scott Fenn
The Williamstown Planning Board has

unanimously proposed a numl)er of zoning
bylaw changes to be decided at a Hown
meeting on Sept. 30. According to board
member and Williams chemistry professor
William Moomaw, the changes "will con-

centrate more dense development in the
center of the town and reduce development
outside of the center." He added that they will

"prevent disorderly growth at a long distance
from the town and prevent development in

areas unsuited for it."

One proposal would increase the acreage^
requirement for building in rural residential

areas of WiUiamstown from the present .86

acres to 2.4 acres.

A second would divide the general
residence area ^f Williamstown into two
sections. In the first, section, consisting of the
core area of town minus a 500 foot strip on
either side of Main Xtreet (Route 2), the

construction of apaHinents and con-
dominiums would continueto be permitted. In
the second section, however,'^onsisting of the
outer areas of the town and thfeaooo foot strip

along Main Street, no new apartment com-
plexes, condominiums, or other multi-family
dwellings would be allowed.

please turn to page lour

Reflections

The winner of a 1970 Cannes FUm Festival called a "fantasy °f^>»i""/"'«="'.'".
Jj

Award for ite daring. examinati5n of poUce Roman homocide chi^ who has ji^st been

power abuse, INVESTIGATION OF A promoted to Ijead political 'ntelhgence

CITIZEN ABOVE SUSPJCION has been believes thalM possesses license to kill. His

J S .^'t

AUTUMN
Reflecting the other day on the fact that one

of Williams' greatest assets is the incredible

bounty of nature that rises on all sides about
it, we proposed that every afternoon, when
Fall first seemed to be tugging at the air, to'

strike out, to leave the metropolis, that is to

take a walk in the woods.

This is what we found: manifold beauty
which at every turn amazed us; other back-

packed worshippers offering their devotions

along the well-trampled paths that wind with

meandering purpose always upward; and
those few, those idyllic nooks where we
discovered ourselves to be totally apart from
human-kind and where the only sounds were
of the robin, the cricket, and the leaves that

swayed far above us. •

We could not decide as thus we wandered
whether the deep mass of forest with the

concerto-like interruption of a falling brook or

the dizzy prospect of farther hills from cer-

tain vantages with chimney smoke lazing

upward in delicate tracings was the more
perfect.

It is the peculiar quirk of nature to inspire

with lines of poetry those who are not poets

yet to whom there is a kind of restoration in

the act of transcribing into vertwl equivalents

the singularities of nature. Taking down the

V

stenography of nature these were tlie symbols
we used:
Purple slanting sunlight on forest floors.

And heavy September wind wet with hay

Prompt dread of Winter's will-snapping cold.

And Spring's prolonged and muddy agony.

Yet there is a joy in the easy Autumn mists

That cling low to the hills, making way
To silver sunlight on golden fields;

In massive storms of thunder—the sky

Turning quick mauve with lightning flash

Sudden grey returning;

In the air-filled sound of crickets who
With the scattered birds remaining herald

The winding down, the falling away
Form Harvest equipoise with chill tenacity.

For the sun warms them now only to parting'
song. -—

ii

In all Nature which seems to flutter Uke
The pin-wheel birches in the twilight wind.

Everything is motion, the everlasting to and
fro.

The long lingering sunsets now walk briskly

Into nights of blanket chill. And
It is a time for infinite sadness

Together with blindly unlimited expecution.
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Dodd House; the Old Williams Inn. [photo by E.J. Lumbert]

Kenovatioiis

cost; college

won't sue
by JedNuchterh

Peter Welanetz, director of Buildings and

Grounds, said Friday "the College is not

planning any legal action against the

Treadway Corporation regarding the sale of

the old Williams Inn to the College for use as

student housing." "^
His comment was made in responset to

questions concerning the Inn's condition v/Mik we will get there." The Dodd House members

received by the College. The move took pWce^^clude last year's social unit of Bascom

last April to allow the College time to convert tCwse plus many sophomores and transfers.

Bhdd House is not the only newly renovated

hous(§**iis year. Dewey House, formerly two

faculty ^^partments, was converted into

housing f(^|ftlteen women at a cost of $10,000.

In Bascom Ht^ise the kitchen and dining room
were removed%iif«ake seven new residential

units at a cost of $3e,()Q0.

Welanetz said he w^ "generally satisfied

with the renovations ovct ^lie^summer" and
that he was "looking forward to the possible

renovation of Garfield House if anticipated

income from the fund for the Seventies ( the

current alumni fund drive) i? successful."

more zoning
from page three

Planning Board chairman James Drum-
mond said that the 500 foot rule would help

preserve the look of Main Street and would
prevent a developer from buying up several

of the old houses on Main Street, tearing them

down, and building apartments.

Other proposals include the establishment

of a public housing authority in Williamstown

and the relaxation of a zoning rule which

currently prohibits dividing one family homes

into more than two apartments. The proposed

change would allow such homes to be divided

into up to four apartments providing that the

owner lived in one of them.

According to board member Fred A.

Windover there arie two major reasons behind

the proposed relaxation. First, he stated that

"the high cost of living and the cost of fuel are

making it hard for the elderly." He added that

the relaxation would enable many elderly

people to keep their homes. Second, he said

that the change would help make up for the

lack of "moderately priced apartments" in

the area. Moomaw commented that the

provision stipulating that the owner occupy

^.4>n&ot-the apartment* Avafr4« i)fevent people

from running "mini-motels."

According to Peter Welanetz, Director of

Buildings and Grounds at Williams, the

college does not have a stand on the zoning

^^^
issue as yet because "the new zoning bylaws

uTe fivrmonlJisTe'tw^n 'the sate in*Ap7iL^5^%e little effect on the college." He said

that he had learned m discussions with

Drummond that the 500 foot rule would not

apply to dorms because, strictly speaking,

they were not considered to be "multi^family

dwellings.'.'

Welanetz added that an addition to the rear

of Garfield House was the only thing in the

works now that would fall within 500feet of

Main Street. He said that he foresaw little

trouble with this but that of course it would

" s rjw^rs*'^

The renovations themselves, which cost the

College in excess of $200,000, were completed

in

and student occupation in September.
Welanetz cited the $75,0OQ cost of in-

corporating the heating system into the

College plant as the major expense. Other

renovations included a $40,000 fire alarm and

sprinkler system, installation of fire doors,

modern electrical wiring, the resurfacing of

floors and cleaning and converting the kit-

chen for student use.

Parker said, "the house's major problem at

this point is more social than physical." He
continued; "In a house this size it is hitrd to

know everyone at first so we are planning

activities which will pull people closer

together and make the house a social unit as

well as a living unit. The year is young, I think

need the "blessing of the appeals board.'

The rural residential acreage requirement
will apply to college owned land in the Mt.

Hope area but according to Welanetz it won't

effect the possible development of the area
because "that land was never intended for

lots smaller than 2.5 acres."

Moomaw noted that college owned land in

the center of town will probably be subjected

to greater developmental pressure.

According to Drummond, the current bylaw
'

changes are in response to "an onslaught of

developers from New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

and New York." He commented that the

pressure started about three years ago and -

that since then the Planning Board has had to

spend all of its time trying to keep large scale

devel(q;>er8 out of Williamstown.

Moomaw described the proposed bylaw
changes as "a way of holding the fort until we
can come up with some long range zoning

TOodifications.——-^—

—

— ~

The Planning Board has been working on

the zoning changes for over one year.

A final public hearing will be held at the

town nnunicipal building on Sept. 30, at 4: 30 to

discuss the zoning changes before the town

votes on them that evening. The hearing will .

be open to everyone. The town meeting will tjf'

held at 7:30 p.m. at Mt Greylock Regional

High School. . v*' .^*^""j '. '^ ' __

the building for student use.

Rumors that the College was contemplating

legal action were centered around the state of

the kitchen upon receipt by the College.

Welanetz recalled "it seemed as if it had been

abandoned without any cleaning or conscious

thought about its future use". The College had

a crew working in the kitchen for a week
cleaning it up.

The old Inn has become part of Dodd House,

which includes Sewall, Goodrich, Hubble,

Parsons, and the Dodd (Inn) Annex. It serves

as housing for 115 students and is the center

for Dodd House meals and social events.

"Student reactions have been very en-

thusiastic," Welanetz said. This view was
supported by Tom Parker, president of Dodd
House who said, "Everyone is pretty pleased.

There were some problems in th6 beginning

with people's lights not working and with

certain plumbing problems, but things are

working themselves out now."

Dear Ms. Subscription manager,

Mom and Dad want to here from
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Problem Pregnancy

Concerned, qualified counselors are here

fo share your problem. Pregnancy tests,

financial and material assistance,

adoptive, medical, and housing referrals

are confidentially provided in an at-

mosptiere of compassion for you and your

child by volunteer professionals. We are a

nonprofit service organization fo provide

alternatives to abortion.

Call collect 443-3634 or drop in at 27 North

SI., Pittsfleld.
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THE
SPIRIT
SHOP
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•\.

' LIOUORS—WINES— BEER

LOWEST PRICES4N TOWN
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS '*~""

134 Cole Avenue Williamstown

Phone 4M-3704

\.

Welcome back to a new Inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

and entertainment at the

Cjmiim^ Williams Inn

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
JOE DEWEY

A nice place to work

'SUNDAY SUPRER AT THE SIX HOUSE'
' PRICES iniPIT YOUR BUOOET

Like Autumn Leaves - "Nothing to be desired"

In Dining Pleasure

Sour Hour Doily Except Sat. - 4:30-6:66 p.m.

( Prices of a II Liquor Drinks 75c - Mug of Bt«r 2$c

)

SPECIAL SALE t^ :*

WILLIAMS JACKETS ^

.^r.-

ASSORTED COLORS AND SIZES
LINED OR UNLINEO

Not AAany - Be Early /

GOFFs SPORTS SPRING
ST.
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Curriculum,

breakfast

may change
by Donna Malin

Peter Hillman, representing the Committee
on Educational Policy, advised tlie College

Council last Wednesday on the present status

of the CEP report entitled, Proposals for the

Clarification of the Present Curriculum. The
report, begun last spring, is near completion.

It calls for the re-organization of the present

three division course system into five

. divisions. The distribution requirement would

-be increased io eight semester conrsesrThe"

CEP hopes to present a motion to the faculty

^concerning these proposals by November.

The "breakfast issue" was also discussed

by the Council. Presently, students do not

have the cation of excluding breakfast from

the board plan. Dean Rosenraad quoted the

number of students not eating breakfast at

"approximately 65 per cent." Thus the entire

student body is subsidizing the meal for the

few who eat breakfast.

Alternatives include allowing students the

option of choosing the present plan or an

alternative plan providing two meals per day

at sohie reduction in board cost. A total

elimination of breakfast at the college was
also suggested.

Rosenraad discussed problems which
would arise from such a policy change. If

students are given a choice of board plans,
new security measures would have to be
adopted to check for abuses. Special meal
passes would also have to be issued.
Steve PhUlips, President of the Council,

asked for volunteers to form a committee to
study the issue. The committee will be
chaired by Jack Hiler and Mike PuciUo.
This fall, the car registration fee was raised

for the first time in 10 years! Reasons given
by the College for the increase include a rise
in both labor and security costs. A motion was
passed by the Council to request The CUL to

'

investigate ciianges in the College policy on
car registraUon and the ticketing of
unregistered and illegalljyjarkecLcara.
A recommehdation to change the

graduation schedule was presented to the
Council. The proposed change would include
evening Baccalaureate vespers with a
mornii^g graduation ceremony on the
following day. Tlie present schedule has a
morning Baccalaureate vespers and an
evening graduation ceremony held on the
same day. Council representatives will

canvas seniors in the Houses for their views
on the proposed change.

The meeting was concluded with the
treasurer's report. The Finance Committee
will present its recommendations on the
allocation of the Student Activities Fund at

fsneirsbriefsneiivs
-r environmental talk

Williams Professor and Williamstown
Planning Board member William Moomaw
will speak on the proposed revision of the

Williamstown zoning bylaws, at this

Friday's luncheon af. the Center for

Environmental studies. The public is in-

vited. There will be a 50c charge to cover

the cost of ffHMl. Reservations should be

made by calling Pat Wilson at the Center

before 'Thursday noon.

elephants gather

The Williams Republican Club will hold

its organizational meeting on Wednesday,
September 25 at 7:30 p.m. in room 17 of

Hopkins Hall. If you are interested in

joining the Republican Club but will

be unable to attend the meeting, please

call Don Clark at 6717.

be mr. or ms. orator

Members of the Class of '78 will have
an opportunity to garner fame and pop-

ularity on Saturday, Sept 28 as the

Adelphic Union will sponsor the Freshman
Speaking Contest. Contestants interested

in displaying their rhetorical prowess
and quick wit in an effort to win the

first prize of $25 and a keg of beer should

arrive at Jesup Hallat 7:45. Topics are

of a humorous nature and the speaking is

entirely extemporaneous. Spectators and
entry support are welcome. Judging, by
the Adelphic Union members, will be ar-

bitrary as usual.

Cominciamo domani sera I

The first meeting of the Italian Con-

servation Group will be tomorrow night

(Thursday) at 5:30 p.m. in the

Gladden House dining room in the

Greyiock Quad. Look for the bandiera

italiana. For more information call

David Rollert, 6625.

Let's go Celtics y'

An organizational meeting for the Wil-

liams Celtic Society will be held in the

living room of Spencer House on Tuesday,

October 1st, at 7:30 p.m^ Meml>ership

is open to anyone interested in Scotr

tish or Irish culture and history. Ac-

tivities and budget for the year

will be discussed. Call Tad Fraizer

at 597-6137 or Lynn McConnell at

597-2839 for more information.

/

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

WATSON FELLOWSHIP

information and application

for fellowship for independent

study and travel abroad

available from

Dean Mclntyre

Deadline October 4

DOUKKOOC flOUD

Thanks for coopfra^iiig

during the textbook ru^^

In the space made available we
now have a sale of hardbacks

suitable for birthdays and anniversaries

SPECIAL
• ROAST PRIME RIB $4.50

potato, vegetable, rolls and butter

'Ihe. Captain's Cabin*

"The Seafood Home of the Berkshires'

Cold Spring Road. Williamstown. Mass.

Student! Welcome

413 458-9101

next Wednesday's meeting. Emergency
requests have been granted to the Rugby
Club—ISO for new'goal posts and to the Coffee
House—$250 for the cosls of the first per-

formance.— #—

Budget cuts:

College lives

by Harry J. Kelly
Faced with the prospect of a projected

"defrcTf of approximately $352,000 for the

current operating year, the Office of the

Provost last spring asked each department to

comply with a request to reduce its budget by
4 per cent. A survey conducted by the ReAd
found most departments have coped very well
with the present budget reductions and have
succeeded in reducing all non-essential ex-

penditures while maintaining their academic
quality. Most of the reductions occurred in

clerical, Xerox, and telephone costs although
the science departments have eliminated
some expenditures for lab supplies which
were considered not crucial. All department
chairmen expressed their optimism that the

cuts would have little effect on the quality of

academic services in the short-term.
However several indicated their concern that

long-term inflation and economic stagnation

might create more serious problems.

As early as last spring, the College

estimated this year's operating budget might
exceed income by as much as $352,000. A
decision was made at that time to request
each department to reduce their expeiiditures

by about 4 pgr cent, in an effort lb bring the

deficit down to a more manageable $191,000.

Now, out of a proJect|d' budget of $14.5

million, the over-run will amount to only 1.3

per cent. Mr. Sh^ne Riorden, the college

Business Manager, attributed the deficit to

the current inflationary situation, using as an
example Uie tremendous increase in the price

of hesiahg oil, which jumped from $226,000 inr,

1973 to a budgeted $345,000 for 1974.

/ As far as Uje individual departments are
concerned, mo^t.took the loss with very little

difficulty, making, reductions in all non-

essential areas. Whereas before, use of Xerox
machines was generally available on
requests, xeroxing is done now with con-

siderably more restraint. Previous to the

cuts, frequent use of tong-distance
telephoning_jwfs routine. Today, long-

distance calls are made only when necessary.

Even clerical costs, such as paper and so on,

have been reduced. For most departments,
these restraints have succeeded in reducing
the budget by the desired 4 per cent without
doing any damage to the department's ser-

vices. Overall, the cuts were made by

reducing non-essentials to the barest
minimum which would still leave the "meat"
of the instructional services intact

Some departments, however, were forced

to reduce their instructional expenditures,

especially in regards to lecture fees and lab

supplies. In the cas^ of the English Dept, for

example, the lecture budget was reduced by

$100. The PoUtical Science Dept., on the other

hand, was forced to tighten its belt by $500.

Further reductions were made in film costs,

and where possible, films were shared bet-

ween departments. In the science depart-

ments, where few clerical reductions could be

made, lab supplies had to be reduced as much
as possible. Once again, cut-backs were made
in those areas which proved non-essential,

and were designed to keep the instructional

quality intact.

—Wheirasked d tlie cuts iiieaul fmegpiiig

some plans previously hoped for, laost

department chairmen responded smilingly

that if they had been given extra funds, they

could have put them to good use. For the most
part, though, they indicated the budget

reductions upset their plans very little. The
most serious difficulties were realized by tKe

Biology Dept., where vastly increased

enrollments have put an added strain on

facilities already scheduled for drastic up-

dating.

In General, the effects of the budget cuts

upon the quaUty of instruction should be

negligible. All those interviewed felt op^^

timistic about the short-term future, though

both the Business Manager, Mr. Riorden and
the Chairman of the Political Science Dept,
Prof. Fred Greene see hard time ahead for

private, liberal arts institutions should

conditions grow any worse. For the time

being, though, Wilhams has succeeded in

coping with its inflation problems very well,

and looks to the future with somewhat
guarded optimism. As Lawrence Graver,

Chairman of the English Dept, joked about

the seriousness of the cutbacks, "My sense is

they have not seriously effected educational

services, . . . and I hope they don't!"

more scare
from page six

Green manage to pressure the Eph quar-
terbacks.

On the negative side, the Purple
desperately need a reliable short yardage
runner: Against Dartmouth, Williams failed

to convert several third-and-short-yardage

situations, even when the blocking was there.

If the Ephs hope to control the ball on offense

this fall, they're going to have to pick up the

tough third down yardage. Pete Eshelman,
recently converted to fullback, may fill this

void.

The Dartmouth performance was an en-

couraging one. Odeli's Army seems to have
pulled it together—and just in time. Satur-

day's game at Trinity should go a long way in

indicating just how good the 1974 Ephs are.

X •
, /

SALE X

\

20% Off on all Raquets

FREE PjlESS WITH

EVERY RAQUET .;

Squash Balls $ in Each

xWILLiAAAl CO-OP
SPRING STREET

OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS .

Come and see why everyone is trying to keep up with us.

?•
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Alumnus and undergraduates battled it out Saturday in a preseason soccer game, [photo

by Lumbert\

Ephs scare

Dartmouth
in downpour

by Dan Daly

A lot of people thought Bob Odell was crazy

for scheduling a scrimmage against Dart-

mouth a week before the 1974 season started.

After all, what chance did poor little Williams

have against a team that had captured five

straight Ivy League titles?

David didn't slay Goliath Saturday, but he
did give him a good working over. In the

pouring rain at Hanover, N.H., Williams

fought Dartmouth to a virtual standstill,

bowing 14-7. The contest was so close that

many drenched onlookers, expecting a

Dartmouth massacre, were hard-pressed to

decide whether the Ephs had risen to the

heights of the Ivy League or whether the Big

Green had plummeted to the depths of the

Little Three.

In all objectivity, it was probably a little of

both. Dartmouth used seven starters on both

offense and defense, so Big Green fans who
braved the dismal weather were comforted

by the news that coach Jake Crouthamel

wasn't fielding a full squad.

Then there was the rain which hampered
both teams, particularly on offense. Running
backs and receivers continually lost their

footing on the slow, soft turf, which made it

virtually impossible to change direction

quickly.

But, in the final analysis, Williams just

matched Dartmouth block for block, tackle

for tackle, and served notice that Little Three
football, no doubt the butt of more than a few
jokes in Ivy League locker rooms, has come a

long way in recent years.

The first few offensive series set the tempo
for the game. Three rushes netted Williams

only six yards, and when Pete Eshelman's

punt rolled dead at the Dartmouth 22, Big

Green fans sat back and waited for the

slaughter to begin.

Dartitioulh protested

Onto the gridiron chugged the Dartmouth
offense led by 6-5, 220-pound captain Tom
Snickenberger, the toast of Hanover and
undoubtedly one of the top quarterbacks in

the east. Few eyebrows were raised when the

first down snap from center was botched,

costing the Big Green a yard. But, when
halfback John Cordy ran into heavy traffic on

the next play and only managed to squirm

back to the line of scrimmage, Dartmouth
fans began to fidget nervously in their seats

and talk about how slippery the field was. A
third down quick kick skidded to a stop at the

Big Green 49, and when Snickenberger & Co.

trotted to the sidelines, they knew they had a

fight on their hands.
" The Ephs found the overland route no less

frustrating. Outweighed by 15-20 pounds at

nearly every line position, Williams was able

to make few cracks In the Dartmouth forward

wall. Strong punting by Pete Eshelman kept

S the Ivy Leaguers in their own territory for

^^ most of the first half and even though the Big
" Green had some success moving the ball, the

Purple defense always came up with the big

play when they needed it.

When soph quarterback Don Wallace en-

tered the game late in the first quarter, the

Eph attack came to life. Abandoning his

running game, Wallace unleashed an aerial

bombardment that loosened up the run-

conscious Dartmouth defense and paved the

way for the Ephs only score.

Ephs score first

Midway through the second period, a strong

Williams rush forced a poor Dartmouth punt

and the Purple took over at the home 40.

Wallace needed only five plays to bring the

Ephs in for the score. After a screen to

Eshelman netted one, the soph, caller found

Dave Parker behind the Big Green secondary
for 24 yards and a first down at the 15. On
third-and-seven, Wallace coolly dropped back

. and connected with a wide open Chuck
Carrier for the touchdown. Kevin Cramer's
extra point was perfect.

Snickenberger finally got the Dartmouth
offense cranked up in the third quarter.

Following the second half kickoff, the

talented senior brpught his mates 47 yards to

the Williams 21, deftly mixing runs with

passes, before a third down option pitch

misfired and fell into the hands of linebacker

Carmen Pallidino.

Frustrated, but not defeated, the Big Green
fought back. Moments later, Snickenberger,

running the option to perfection, lateralled to

halfback John Souba, who scooted 80 yards

down the left sideline for the tying score.

The 87-yard play seemed to demoralize the

Eph defense. They barely had a chance to

catch their breath before Dartmouth
recovered an onside kick on the Williams 37

and was on the attack once again. Ten plays

later, Snickenberger plunged over for the

score and the Big Green were ahead to stay.

Mages injured

Jhe Ephs lost more than the scrimmage
during the Dartmouth touchdown drive.

Standout defensive and Tim Mages was
carried off the field with six minutes left in

the quarter, the victim of a leg injury. The
injury is not believed to be serious, however,
and the slim junior may miss only a game or

two.

The fourth quarter passed uneventfully.

The rain, a steady drizzle all afternoon, began
to come down harder, and neither team was
able to mount much of an offensive. The
Purple did manage two minor threats late in

the game, reaching the Dartmouth 40 with

2:38 left and the 33 with 1.04 remaining. But,

the Big Green defense stiffened on both oc-

casions and refused to yield any more ground.

Many will look upon the Dartmouth game
as a moral victory, but you can be certain the

loss was a bitter pill for the Ephs to swallow.

Being so close to victory against the pride of

the Ivies, though encouraging, is disap-

pointing as well.

Bob Odell's gridders can pat themselves on

the back fdr a job well done. The defense was
exceptional, throttling Dartmouth's veteran

offense with sure tackling and a strong pass

rush. The offensivellne is also worthy of

mention. Although the PutT>le ground game
was spotty, the air attack, the beneficiary of

some fine pass blocking, looked promising.

On only a handful of occasions did the Big

please turn tbpage five

Fox cops

U. of Mass.
;

' 2 * tourney
Senior golf co-captain Dave Fox powered

his way to a 75 and a first place finish in the

University of Massachusetts Invitational

Tournament held Thursday.

Termed a "very explosive player" by coach

Rudy Goff, Fox "could be the sparH that 'will

unite the young, inexperienced players. He is

one of the biggest hitters I have ever seen

come through this school," Goff said, "and
certainly has to be regarded as one of the

favorites In the upcoming all-New England
championship."

Close on the heels of Fox is senior co-

captain Rick Oleason, "Mr. Steady," who
shot a 79 in the U. Mass tourney. "These two
fellows," Goff said,"will be the anchor of the

team."

After winning the New England team and
individual championships as well as the Little

Three championship last year, the Eph
swingers will be hard pressed to repeat as

champions. Hit hard by graduation, the must
look to juniors John Hoover, Doug Brockway,
and Joe Solari, as well as to Greg and Chris

Vogelsang.

Sitting "on the on-deck circle" but showing
a great deal of promise are freshmen Tom
Wilson and Dave Tomaszek along with soph

Tom Keogh, "a very fine swinger who could

be the surprise of the 1974 season," according

to Goff.

The big test comes this week as the Ephs
fight to defend their crown against 48 rivals in

the New England Championship. rj

Soccer bows

to alumni,

opens Sat.
by NickCristiano

Although the Williams soccer team failed to

score a goal in one hundred and thirty five

minutes of soccer against the alumni, coach
Vennell and his hooters are still confident that

the regular season will bring changes.
"1 was very pleased today," Vennell said,

following the 1-0 loss. "Our passwork was
excellent, our defense and our conditioning.

We did everything but put the ball in the

hole." .

Tri-captain Bill Battey agreed. "We were
much more consistent than we have been," he
said. "Everything went well. The thing we
have to work on is getting our shots down; we
were lofting them a bit too much."
The Ephs' first unit clearly dominated the

first ninety minutes, but goalie Don Allison,

'74, and a wet surface made worse by the

unrelenting rain combined to keep them
scoreless. Tom Koerner, '74, got the game's
only goal when the ball took an errant bounce
and eluded goalie Tracy Mcintosh.
"This is by far the best alumni team we've

had comfelt^ck," said Vennell. "Their back-
field was excallent."

The alums were organized for the annual
event by Richard B«(inett, captain of the '7i

team and present froflt^^ch.

Prior to the scrimmagS^-^both Bennett and
Vennell felt that this year's vitrsity would do
much better than last year, wKeit the alums
won for the first time, 4-3. (Tom GeWo^v '73,

had three goals in that game). The ^^»
were in surj)ri$ingly good shape though, anS^x

were able to withstand the initial onslaught of

the young 'uns.

"We could have had six or seven goals,"

said Vennell. "And we should have had two or

three."

With the season less than a week away, the *

Ephs do not have much time to turn those

coulds and shoulds into goals. They're doing

everything else right; it just seems to be a

matter of confidence: a few goals off those

excellent pass plays and everything co«ld

explode. But with the time for experimenting

over, the team goes into the opener uncertain

of exactly what it can do, coaches' and
players' statements to the contrary. If they

don't get a few goals against Trinity on

Saturday morning, they may have to resort to

the maneuver Coach Bennett attempted on

Saturday: tuck the ball under your shirt and
try to sneak it down the field and past the

goalie.

Sticks swing

;

Women open

hockey season
The women's varsity field hockey team

swings into its third season this week with

games against Trinity (Tuesday) and Mt.

Holyoke (Thursday) at 4 o'clock on the field

hockey field. The squad, which added two

games to its schedule this fall, ho()es to im-

prove on last year's 5-2-1 record.
' Senior Martha LaFreniere returns at

center halfback and junior Gina Reminton
anchors the defense with her outstanding play

at halfback. Last year's leading scorers, Beth

Brownell andShailah Stewart are expected to

spearhead the offensive attack. Brownell, a

senior, will be at center forward, while

Stewart, a soph, will see action at either left

or right inner.

The B squad also looks to better last year's

2-2 record.

Both teams are coached by Linda Wilkins. a

recent addition to the Williams coaching

staff, who will also coach varsity lacrosse and

work in the development of the women's

intramural program. n

Sports Short
Like their soccer counterparts, tlie

Williams Rugby Club was taught a thing or

two by its elders on Saturday afternoon. The

Providence Rugby Club, comprised mainly of

men in their late twenties, shut the Ephs out

"by a considerable margin," according to tri-

captain Chris Alberti.

The Ephs travel to Boston on Saturday to

play the Boston Mystics.

Varsity team runs a Cross quad and Country, \photo by R. Goodbody]
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Author links

American aid

to^^renewal of

JVieiLfighting
Continued American aid to South Vietnam

could result in renewed U.S. fighting in In-

dochina, Pulitzer prize-winning author
Frances Fitzgerald told a Bronfman
auditorium audience last Wednesday night.

In describing what she termed "still a

major war" in Southeast Asia, the author of

"Fire in the Lake" predicted that continued

U.S. military aid to the Thieu regime, which
is already resulting in "thousands of

casualties every year" could force North
Vietnam into a major offensive against

Saigon.

The United States, she said, would then face

the choice of either allowing Saigon to fall or

intervening with renewed bombing.
Miss Fitzgerald, who repeatedly asserted

that the poUtical provisions of the U.S. - North
Vietnam peace agreement are not being

observed by the South Vietnamese gpvern-

ment, claimed a reduction of U.S. aid would
force Thieu regime to meet with Hanoi and
hammer out ways of implementing those

provisions. She referred to clauses of the

peace agreement which allow for second and
third party representation in the South
Vietnamese government.
The author, who visited South Vietnam as a

free-lance journalist several times since 1966,

returned to that country last year following

the signing of the Paris peace agreement.
The author, who visited South Vietnam as a

free-lance journalist several times since 1966,

returned to that country last year following

the signing of the Paris peace agreement.
Prefacing her remarks by saying "We all

tend to think in cliches because it's easier,"

she told an audience of more than 200. "I don't

think Americans ought to be pushing any side

in Vietnam." The internal affairs of that

country, she added, "are none of our
business."

She said Americans were slow to grasp the
consequences of what was happening in
Vietnam during the war "because we didn't
believe we could be wrong," and because
news accounts of the war were often distor-
ted.

She' said journalists were often given
casually figures they could not verify or told
of battles and offensives and then given no
means of actually reaching the scene.
Those who made the eftort to walk to where

a battle was supposedly taking place, she
said, often found nothing was happehmg.
Commenting on the expansion of theNwar

into Laos and Cambodia, «he said,
"Americans were the only ones who seemed
to be taking this war very seriously.' There
really was no war in Laos except what
Americans invented in order to bomb North
Vietnam."

She questioned the effectiveness of the U.S.
pacification program in South Vietnam by
saying South Vietnamese people did what
they had to to survive. She observed that

supposedly pacified villages were, now that
the peace agreement has been signed, openly
supporting the National Liberation Front,
arm of the North Vietnamese government.

,
n

Gontinuation
of lettuce

year committee members will continue to

distritxile information about the boycott and
petitions at the major dining halls.

The college currently gives first priority in

its purchases to UFW produce and also offers

lettuce substitutes at least twice a week.

Since the supply of UFW lettuce is limited,

however, some Teamster lettuce is purchased
to meet studeht demand. The boycott com-
mittee indicated that they hope enough
students- will support the boycott and lower

demand so tha( the college might eliminate

non UFW purchases completely.

On a national level boycotts have been very

effective in New England where 60 per cent of

the A & P stores no longer carry non-UFW
grapes and lettuce. Nationwide, sales of Gallo

wines, another boycotted product, are down
17 per cent. ; ' I

Farmworkers continue to lose, however, oni

the contract and legislative end due to the

power of the huge agribusiness corporations

in California.- ^Sympathizers note that the

nationwide boycott is one of the few effective

tactics remaining to support the workers and
their United Farmworkers Union. It is hoped
that through the activities and strength of this

union the working and living conditions of the

farmwoflcers will improve. Q

Hear Ye,
boycott urged Wear Ye

liy Ellen Causey

A Williams student committee is continuing
to urge the boycott of Teamster lettuce in

campus dining halls this year. Lettuce will be
labeled as either UFW or Teamster at each
meal.

This policy began last year at the urging of

the Committee of Williams students in Sup-
port of the Boycott of non-United Farm-
workers Lettuce. Supporters Of the boycott

said they hoped Williams students will not

consume the Teamster or "scab" lettuce.

At the beginning of last year's boycott,

consumption of "Teamster" lettuce dropped
30 per cent as approximately 500 Williams

students pledged to boycott non-UFW lettuce,

according to members of the committee. This

The College Gguncil has announced that

there areVaeancies on certain student faculty

committees; Student self-nominations are

now- being sought.

Nominations for positions on the Log
Committee and Committee on Undergraduate

Life along with a brief statement of intent

should be in Dean Roosenraad's office by 4:30

P.M., Friday, October 4.

The Log Committee oversees the operation

of the Log making policy decisions, while the

manager handles day to day business. The
Committee on Undergraduate Life has dealt

with the full range of living and functioning at

Williams. It relies on student comments for

direction.

There is also a vacancy for a Senior on the

Honorary Degrees Committee. Applications

must be in Dean Roosenraad's office by 4:30,

Monday, September 30.

The College Council is the principal organ '

of student governmeht at Williams. It meets
Wednesday evenings at 9:00 in 3 Griffin.

Meetings are open to all students. [^~j

Some majors
^ developing

a new look
by Rob Cramer

Riddle: In what Departments do the

professors outnumber the majors 3 to 1? If

you guessed Spanish or Russian, you win the

prize. In each of these disciplines, there is

only one senior major.

What do Williams students major in and
what are the factors, beyond personal choice,

which effect their decision? According to the

Registrar's office over Vi of this year's

seniors are majoring in division II, which is

not surprising to most. A glance at the

statistics shows that the number of double
majors is on the rise; -also, that certain

departnxents. History and French have
doubled the number of majors they had last

year.

Since the enrollment of women, the number
of majors in non-scientific fields has in-

creased. Registrar George Howard, noted,

"that with the admission of girls, the per-

centage of majors in Divisions I and II,

especially I, have increased dramatically.

They don't seem to go into Division III."

Another radical change is in the use of the

major system. Only a few years ago 5 or 6

double majors per class might be expected. In

this years' junior class, though, there are 77

students registered as majoried in two
departments. The registrar expects some
attrition, but at the same time this figure is

considerably higher than in the past.

Mr. Howard surmised that most of the

double majors, "are those people who take a

look at their course record and say to

themselves, 'with just two more courses, I

can major in this department also'!"

Students interviewed shared Mr. Howard's
sentiments. One stated that she was a double

please turn to page four

Jean-Bernard Bucky was born in Paris and
raised in New York City. He graduated from
Queens College. C.U.N. Y., in 1958 with a B.S.

degree in mathematics. He received an M.S.,

also in math, from N.V.U. in 1960. Thereafter,

he spent some time in the Air Force. His
interest in the theatre first blossomed while he

was in college, where he both acted and
directed. During the summers of his Air Force

years he directed summer stock. With an

H('A-NBC Fellowship he attended Carnegie-

Mellon, from which he received an M.F.A. in

directing. In 1966 he became a member of the

faculty of the Department of Dramatic Ai't at

llic University of California at Berkeley.

When asked if he thought Math and Drama
lias a strange combination of interests he

rrplietl. "Mathematics equals technology

I'Qliah the — military — industrial-complex
ii/iials anti-humanism is all too popular a

misviincvption in many colleges: this is an

iiuiirrcct equation, especially for example,
II hen you consider the aptitude

"iiilhrmalicians have shown in the arts,

inirtii-iilarly music. My interest was abstract

math, not computation." Bucky became head
liiiili iif ihr Adams Memorial Theatre and of
llii- Williams Drama Department early this

yrar

Kr.\(l: How do you see the role of theatre at

Williams College? Do you see any conflict

between the competing claims of education

and entertainment?

Biukv: None whatsoever. At Williams a

student is being exposed to the liberal arts.

The stress here is on the wholeness of

education. Also, if you look at what are

considered the great works of dramatic

literature, the works one studies, they were
not conceived of as great "classic" works but

as entertainment; Shakespeare set out to

entertain.

K<'.\d: Do you think there is a place at the

A.M.T. for works such as Anything Goes?

Itiii'kv: Concerning works such as Anything

GiM's, certainly there is less intrinsic

dramatic and literary value there than in,

let's say. King Lear. Yet in terms of the

education for students in such a production,

there is excellence demanded in terms of

Theatre as Provocation

An Interview with

Jean Bernard Bucky
by John Ellis

Jean-Bernard Bttcky at tlie heffnofthe AMT. [photo by Lumbert]

craft, whether it be dancing, acting,

designing, sUge-managing, whatever. In this

way they are very much the same. Acting is

acting and it requires skill to make parU such

as those in Anylhing Goes convincing. In

terms of designing especially, such a show

may be even more demanding than many of

the classics. Still, relativism can be overdone.

There is far more reason to put on King Lear.

II simply engages more people, touches on

more areas of human concern than does a

musical comedy such as Anything Goes.

KeAd: What do you see as your function as

h^ad of the Drama Department?

Rucky: I see my ftinction here as one of fin-

ding ties within the college between drama
and the other disciplines. What I want to get

away from is the incestuous atmosphere that

a theatre which is closed off from the outside

can sometimes acquire. I want4he theatre to

be responsive to the whole campus. The ex-

perience thfft a student has in the theater.

both as participant and audience, should be

supportive to his general educational in-

terests.

To be more specific, adding to the analysis

of the classroom, and in terms of acting,

directing, and designing, the sense of

Shakespeare you encounter in English class

can be enriched here; the sense of

Machiavelli you encounter in political science

can be enriched here, for example, by his

Mandragola; and certainly the sense of the

Aristotle of the Poetics you encounter in

philosophy can be enriched here. There is a

relationship between all these things which is

made real only by experiencing that dif-

ference in taste, smell, and texture between
the play in the study and on the stage. The
sense of a work's totality is small without it.

Re/\d: Do you hope to engage the faculty in

this effort?

Bucky: I have already sought out the faculty.

Certainly I want them involved in the

theatre—people in other disciplines, even

outside the arts. There has got to be a closer

relationship between us. I want their per-

ceptions to be part of the "stage events", if

you like, at the A.M.T. This may sound like a

thedtri(?al "soft sell " but the point is this—the

theatre is not a parochial interest. Faculty

input creates a more energetic Drama
Department. In my experience I have seen it

make theatre alive to the entire academic
community, making things like a drama
major seem more legitimate. At Berkeley I

worked with professors of political science,

the classics, and with psychiatrists. It makes
it a richer experience.

RrAd: Do you think drama should have
greater academic status? Why?

Kucky: Why academic? Well, first, along

with, for example, the studio arts, par-

ticipation creates a rich and dense realization

of the arlisUc and cultural tradition. To the

question of intellectual status one could also

say, "Thank you, signed Aristotle, Aeschylus,
Shakespeare, Ilisen ..."

ReAd: But does not performance merely
heighten the emotional at the expense of the

analytic?

please turn to page five
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Born in a Trunk
As Article I of the Constitution of the

Williams College Republican Club states, the''

organization will hereafter be referred ^ as

the "Club." Hereafter, the "Party"^,

But it does not have a private;' panelled

board room. It does not pass^txit cigars or

estatesio its members. It does not encourage

electronic surveillance of Ellen Oxfeld's

laundry, and, because the College Council

won't fund the group, its budget has depended

on the modest balance in the bankbooi!: of Don

dMnonth

•*^^ .^Sundays ;

by Andrea Axelrod

Clark, jts'president.

s^tankhpok Is Tired,

with Ford's "premature" pardon of Nixon.

"Ford had a legitimate constitutional right to

do^ it, but the timing was really wrong, i

believe in accountability, and the fact-finding

mission must run its course," said Clark
noting that though he is otherwise pleased

with the "substance" of Ford's first montli

the new personality of the man and office Is

disturbing.

"A little too man-off-the-streetish," com-/
plained Clark, "when you have newsmen
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Oily Catalyst

The recepKspeeches by President Ford and Secretary of State

Kissinger,/Wmch focused on the oil issue, have underlined the economic
fence which separates the world into two distinct groups: the resource

producers, and the resource consumers. What emerged from these

speeches was a confusing mix of constructive suggestions and veiled threats

which painted American foreign policy in a menacing shade.

Both Messrs. Ford and Kissinger stressed the need for global

cooperation in resource development. The crucial nature of such in-

ternational action cannot be overstressed. The Age of National Self-

sufficiency in the industrial countries belongs to the last century. Countries

like the United States and Japan, which have committed themselves to

extensive industrial development beyond the capacity of their natural

resources, must reach across the globe,.to fulfill energy and raw material

insufficiencies. As a result the populations of these nations, led by the U.S.,

have long been consuming resources drastically out of proportion to their

population.

The other coimtries caught in this web of energy consumption are those

so-called developing countries in Africa and Asia which are attempting to

raise their agricultural production and thus the standard of living for their

people. To do this, however, they need large amounts of fertilizers produced
from petroleum products. Continuing rises in oil prices only jeopardize their

efforts.

Playing the spider in this web are those countries, such as those in the
Arab oil cartel, which supply those resources so crucial to both the in-

dustrial and agricultural production of the rest of the world. These supplier

countries now hold their resources like trump cards, and they keep forcing
the ante up. The consimier countries have been forced to dig deeper into

their pockets , and their hands have begun to come up empty

.

Global bankruptcy looms as a very real threat to the consuming
nations. The suppliers are attempting to finance a higher domestic standard
of living by demanding top dollar from the consumers. As a result, the

future of developing countries is jeopardized, and the foundations of in-

dustrial production are tottering. Given the huge amounts of petrodollars
floating around the world's economy, the stage is set for an economic war.

In this age of plentiful nuclear material however, it is only a short step
from an economic war to a nuclear holocaust. Clearly, a serious effort must
be made to establish some sort of international economic cooperation. But
first, the adversary element must be purged from the consumer-supplier
relationship. In his address President Ford has only aggrevated this con-
frontation through hinted threats of retaliatory action alainst countries
which refuse to moderate their prices. Any retaliatory measures instituted

by the U.S. are courting disaster. A "big stick" approach to this problem
would merely harden existing positions, not soften them, precipitating the
conflict no one wants.

Ford's three-point plan as presented holds much more promise. First,

he urges diversification attuned to production increases. This would give a
more stable economic base to the growth of the country, lessening the im-
portance of our present petroleum crutch by more complete use of our
extensive resources.

Second, Ford stressed that the country reduce consumption and
eliminate waste in that consumption. The proposal is especially meaningful
to a country which has long been the home of energy spendthrifts. It will

take more than words, though, to transform the past habits of the country.

We await his proposals to that effect with some skepticism.

Finally, he sees. the key to an ultimate solution in cooperation, not

confrontation. This is the heart of his plan, and the most difficult to institute.

But be educating the sheiks and the shahs to the realities of today's

economic situation: namely, they cannot insulate themselves to a world-

wide inflation by a wall of dollars, then the political subtitles of American
diplomacy will succeed where a flexing of muscle will not.

o

so the Club is

iitituting a $1 membership fee. If the first

tneeting meant anything, they will be starting

out this year with $12.

Before Wednesday night's Club

organizational meeting, I spoke with Clark, a

Junior who hopes to run for elective office

someday, following law school and other •

overtures to the public life. An American flag

hangs over his bed. I looked to another wall

expecting to find a Post Office portrait of

ford (or Nixon draped in black), but the spot

was occupied by the Saggitarian archer. I

wondered if any Williams courses had forced

him to reconsider the RepubUcan approach

he was representing publicly.

"I. can present a more sophisticated and
logical description of the Republican ap-

proach," said Clark, "although I've seen

alternatives to our approach to a problem, our

shortcomings in perspective."

I wondered if this summer's political

revelations had altered his desire to work for

the Party.

"If anything, it has made me want to do

more work," said Clark. "There is a

tremendous lack of trust in (>oliticians and

process. People here don't know wliat we do,

what we're about."

"During the early years of his ad-

ministration, I would have been happy telling

anyone I was working for Richard Nixon."

Clark agreed with the principles Nixon

enunciated, objecting to certain policies like

wage and price controls.

"But you can't second guess a President.

He's open to so much more information,"

Clark posited. "You elect a man on the basis

of his past actions and his potential and en-

, trust him to make,the decisions."

Clark was grievously disappointed with

Nixon's Watergate behavior. Clark pulled out

a Chicago Tribune from August. Nixon's

Monday confession revealing 'his con-

versation with Haldeman was front page
news. "Up to then I had not seen cir-

cumstantial or concrete evidence that Nixon
was guilty of any impeachable offense. That
Monday night had the important an-

nouncement for me," said Clark, sadly.

The Club president was also disappointed

__ watchingJiim-buttw hto tgngllBh muffinfgf

—

thirty seconds."
^ __

"Nixon went a little overboard the other

way. Despite the rhetoric, I don't think you'll

find a president or political individual in
'

history who got a harsher or more en-

thusiastic beating from the press," said

Clark, explaining that he prefers not so much
an aristocratic presidency as a form of

noblesse ^blige. /
• ' s*. »'

"I worked for CREEP,'' shrugged Burke
Balch embarrassedly. What the sophomoi^e
meant to say was that he had been Assistant

Vice-chairman for Youth Recruitment for the

Telephone Canvass of the Pdughkeepsie

Regional Area of CREEP in 1972.

"Nixon formed my political life. I wore my
first button—his—in 1960. My first political

reading was his Six Crises . . . Nixon would

have been great as a king ... the tendency is

that he is a villain, but he is extraordinarily

complex. I am attracted by the feeling that he

possessed long-term perspective," said

Balch. He cited Nixon's "Disraeli-like

reform" in his family assistance plan.

"I reaUze I am an exception, but Nixon had

great charisma for me," admitted the in-

credibly articulate student Republican. "My
life is in ruins in terms of my heroes," the 19-

year old said, realizing he had time to

recover.

Should his hero have been pardoned when

he was?
"It would have made more sense after the

judge sentenced him—were he guilty. But I

don't think the pardon leaves questions

unanswered since Nixon can no longer pleads

the Fifth Amendment," said Balch whose

first name is not an homage to Edmund Burke

but a nickname derived from his initials, T.B.

He describes the Republican approach

through words of Lincoln: The proper func-

tion of government is to do for the people what

they cannot do or what they cann»t so well do

for themselves. Balch repeats the statement

for himself to make sure he has it right.

Another Republican who thinks in the long-

run, Balch said, "I have a foreboding sense of

disaster. I am tremendously concerned over .

what the last part of the century will bring."

January 1st starts the last quarter.
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In the four years since Williams has ad-

mitted co-eduoational freshman classes,

applications from women have increased by

93 per cent tol706 and male applications by 15

per cent to 2795. In selecting the 173 women
and 306 men in the Class of 1978, the Ad-

missions Committee was only able to send

letters of acceptance to 17 per cent of the

women and 22 per cent of the men who ap-

^TJltfd.
-'

ZPrelimimry aapBcaaonr ^nd intendews

for the Class of 1^ indicate an equally

competitive year AJhead. The Williams
combination of quality undergraduate
teaching and demanding\cademic program,
co-education and a sense of campus com-
munity, plus the "clean air" and beauty of a

non-urban setting in New England continues

to attract an increasing number of secondary

school seniors.

In a rising tide of applications the question

of admissions priorities becoiaes increasingly

important. On what basis are freshman
selections made at Williams?

In the words of a current admissions cliche,

"a college should seeic a well-rounded class

rather than a class of well-rounded in-

dividuals." The Williams Bulletin states our

overall goal in sUghtly tnore elevated

phrasing: "The Committee on Admissions

attempts to select a diversified freshman

by Philip F. Smith

class which, as individuals and as a whole
can best profit from and contrfcute to the
educational resources of the College."

Intellectual ability and proifiise plus proven
academic competence are/flie first priorities
in reviewing an applic^iion. We attempt to
have each individual/application read by
three staff members before it is brought up
before the entire Admissions Committee for a
final decision in/the context of the entire
-secondary schp6l application^gmpp^tiff-
readers loolt for distinguished academic
worlt, personal strengths, outstanding con-
tributions to school and community, and Iteep
in mind^ an overall goal of a campus com-
munity with a diversity of socio-economic and
geographic bacliground. Aptitude tests are
not a paramount consideration.

Since 1963, 10 per cent of each class has
been selected on the basis of long range
promise and outstanding personal qualities
from among candidates whose overall
quantitative academic record at entrance
would not ordinarily place them among the
accepted group. In the first seven classes
which have graduated since the Ford
Foundation sponsored Admissions Study
began, more than 70 per cent of those ad-
mitted as "10 per cent students" have earned
their Williams degrees.

Besides the traditional secondary school

iversity
I •• 1 -I (

evaluation, we now require a separate faculty
recommendation and a peer reference for
each candidate. The essay question on values
allows each student to expar^d upon any ad-
ditional personal data. We ahioencourage any
further evidence of a student's strengths.
Last year's "offerings" ranged from banana
bread (very tasty) to a silk screened Tee Shirt
4toosmaH4orPhil Wick, whi

were admitting its creator!
^Applitations from students seeking
financial assistance have decreased from 40
per cent to just over 30 per cent of the ap-
plicant group in the past several years. For
the Class of 1978, 33 per cent of the women and
30 per cent of the men are receiving more
than $400,000 of assistance at Williams,
representing a larger dollar amount and
percentage of the Class with financial
assistance thap in previous years. Our in-

crease in applicants is coming from well-
qualified academic shidents who are able to
afford the costs of Williams, which I am sure
is comforting to the Provost. This fact in-

creases the concern of the Admissions Office
about the danger of becoming a polarized,
high-low income student body. As a matter of

policy, financial aid awards will continue to
be made on the basis of demonstrated need to

approximately 30 per cent of the entering
class, as equally as possible to students in all

ranges of financial need.

Another admissions truism is that an Ad-
missions committee can admit only those

students who make applications. During the

past year, the Admissions Staff visited just

over 300 secondary schools in 26 states. In

^ddition, more than 150 alumni and alumna?
in regional associations assisted in in-

terviewing candidates and attending College

Nights in local schools. Even t>eyond . the

Admissions Staff and alumni and more than
national publications and general reputation,

present Williams undergraduates are the

major "recruiters" for admission. My belief

is that current undergraduates are the single

most important factor in shaping our ap-

plicant pool.

As we plan for the Class of 1979, our ex-

pectation is to enroll a class of approximately
48a-women -and 295 men,-reflective-of ttif

-applicant pool this past yeiiF> We expects.
increase efforts to seek financial aid and
minority candidates and to continue to in-

clude undergraduates and faculty in school
visits where practical. We also anticipate a

continued effort to make our whole operation,

including decision making, as personal and
reflective of individual strengths, as possible.

Academic performance is relatively easy to

assess, as records of recent Williams un-

dergraduates have attested. At age 17, the

personal qualities of intellectual depth,

character, creativity, curiosity, and energy
are niuch more difficult to judge. We shall

continue to seek and toadmit to Williams able
students who possess a measure of these
qualities and who, again in the words of the

Williams Bulletin, "share a taste for self-

development in an atmosphere that is in-

tellectually both challenging and humane."
Philip Smith is currently Director of Ad-
missions at Williams. Q

Reversing the trend to

conformity at WjUiams

Williams has long been known as an
academic rather than an intellectual com-
munity. I find this embarrassing. As we
anticipate the academic pressures and the

graduate school grind of the coming year, I

hope we do not look forward to placing the

blame with the faculty, but through ourselves

. to the admissions criteria which brought us to

Williams College. In advance I apologize to

the class -of 1978, with whom I have had
minimal contact, and for Whom the following

is hopefully an inaccurate description.

The easiest way to assess the credentials of

applicants to Williams .is to look at the array
of statistics available. High SAT scores, AP's,

and high rank in high school class all look

appealing to an admissions office. So do these

statistics when they appear in the College

Handbook, which has just enough room for

^ each college to list these statistics.

Statistically, Williams looks very good, and
these numbers seem to attract more of their

own kind. Assembling and assessing
qualitative criteria is as difficult as it is easy
to use SATs in choosing among applicants.

But the easy way out, even considering the

numbers of applicants with which Williams
deals, leads to unfortunate circumstances
when the admitted enter the classroom.

Every yeat after the Phil Smith
"honeymoon period" is over, Williams
students sink into academic doldrums, the

tedium of getting all the work done. What
students do not seem to realize is that work
does not have to be tedious—their professors

do not perceive it that way—and that they do
not have to do all of it. But that is only part of

the problem. Concern over getting it all

done—a self-imposed worry—ignores the

responsibility we all have of learning to ac-

cept the challenges of the liberal arts

tradition. This does not mean beginning

freshman year at Williams by taking courses
in four of the safne disciplines that were

familiar in high school, and in which a skill

by Amanda Van Dusen
has been established. Williams presents the

opportunity to take a chance and break the

established english-history-math-french

pattern which was comfortable in high schdol.

lack of involvement

Many students admitted to Williams seem
to be of that ilk which is always trying to get

by as well and as easily as possible, aiming

toward graduate school before they even

think of the unique resources of Williams.

These include the environment of Williams,

the opportunity to know professors, the en-

couragement to take courses in as many
different disciplines as possible in order to

develop a variety of skills, and the

benevolence of the college toward the offbeat.

Williams should not be perceived as a vehicle

to graduate school. The college will do almost

anything for students, yet students seem to be

willing to contribute very little to the college.

Last spring, despite the undergraduate

clamor for curricular revision, a paltry few

students responded to the opportunity offered

by the Committee on Educational Policy to

comment on or question its report.

Students have a tremendous fear that not to

succeed in every effort would be a terrible

fate, because so many have never failed in

anything. Their activities and class per-

formance at Williams indicate they want to be

safe. The College Council does nothing but

allocate money, the Gul is defunct, few

contribute to literary magazines, and the

ReAd writes articles about the Log. How
boring to contribute run of the mill answers to

questions in classes, not to ask questions, not

to challenge conventional answers, and to

approach a topic that hundreds before have

approached in exactly the same way, all from

the fright that to do otherwise might be

disastrous to the GPA. Why not take a course

which requires more interest and

imagination, and which leads to a greater

compatibility among students rather than

competition for the top spot.

When stiMejjts' confidence in themselves as
intellectuals islimited to the way they view
success as measuredisorades, panic sets in

and the competitive urge>trengthens. Early
in the term, the intellecUi^K^imate at

Williams becomes relegated to ff^^cond
place. The few students at Williams who^we
truly intellectual and creative, irrespective o;

board scores, have the confidence to avoid the

pressures of fellow students. The only way
Williams will induce its students to accept
more of a challenge is if its admissions office

accepts the challenge of focusing less on the

statistics and more onthe creative elements
among its applicants.

extracurricular mediocrity

Think of the lists of activities that each of us

scribbled on our Williams applications. Yet
apathy and mediocrity reign among the

extracurricular groups in the college. The
absence of participation in organizations at

Williams reveals that high school par-

ticipation originated not from interest, but as

part of a ploy to gain college admission, or

that the example of mediocrity already

rampant among our organizations has

numbed the urge of incoming freshmen to

participate.

The admissions staff must remember that

the applicant should be able to perform
socially at Williams as well as academically.

The dullard with statistical good looks will

never spark the mind of anyone. Students who
spend all their time on the ninth tier in Stetson

contribute nothing to interaction outside the

classroom. The intellectual community
suffers while the graduate schools reap the

fruit. The dialogue between Mark Hopkins

and the student never takes root. No one

wants to share the rewards of their in-

tellectual discoveries. Each desires the whole

credit for his successes, and would like to hide

his failures. The imaginative students

discover ways of learning outside the library,

and find comfortable combinations of study
and intellectual interaction. A Williams
education is a community of compatible
rhinds stimulating each other. One-
upmanship has no place here.

Williams is designed to build leaders, not

conformists. A leader should possess the

grace and maturity to deal with failure. If

Williams admits only conformists, its

graduates will become pretty shoddy leaders.

They will never have experimented or

learned to communicate with others on a

dynamic level. They will lack the humility to

discover and value the merits of other

leaders. They will not have learned how to

work with others. They will never have asked
l;e questions leaders must ask themselves.

students

The admissions office should be able to

determine froni"itsapplication form, and
perhaps through questieqs put to teachers in

recommendation sheets,^"wliether the ap-

phcant knows how to ask question^ and if he
or she challenges the teacher, aitd-.jf the

applicant is innovative in extracurri^ul^
activities. We should know if the applicant!^
willing to stick his neck out. If an essay comes
to the admissions office with an
unimaginative response to the question

asked, the office should reconsider offering a
place to its author.

The character of an applicant's recom-
mendations also reflects on the imagination
of the student. Any recommendation should

communicate the wisdom of admitting' the

applicant in imaginative terms. Otherwise
the student has not moved the teacher of

friend to a description of qualities other than

those the applicant shares with other.

To reverse the trend to conformity at

Williams, to enliven our intellectual spirit, the

admissions office must consider more C
students with an ability to communicate,
more students who appear to be outstanding,

yetwho lost elections or who at one point got a

D or an F in a course. These students are less

selfish. They would share their creative

spirit, refuse to contribute to the competitive

pressures, and reintroduce a healthy in-

tellectual climate to Williams.

Amanda Van Dusen is a senior at Williams,

hast year, she served on the Admissions
Committee. ]~j

Local Flicks

Chinatown
by DanaPerlstein

Space is short this week, so let's start right

off with the best and work down from therte:

CHINATOWN is just as much a horror flick as

are the next two films. Roman Polanski has

brought his grotesque sensibilities to the

American detective genre, and the result is,

as Paul Zimmerman said of Warhol's

FRANKENSTEIN, 'perversely fascinating".

Jack Nicholson is Detective Gittes, a cocky,

qpt excessively bright private dick in Los

Angeles in the late 30's. The scenery (pre-

smog pastoral), the lurid make-up, the

precise characterizations (or, better,

caricatures) form a great story but more

important a parable of the rape our land. As

Faye Dunaway has been raped (by who is for

you to find out), so are the Anaheim orange

groves dug up for the cancerous city's

irrigation needs. Nicholsoa as the former cop

from the Chinatown beat trying to make a

name on his own, is completely subordinated

by Polanski to the total film's effect, which is

worth the experience. So see it if you haven't

already. Go to the Mohawk Theatre in N.

Adams; show-times at 7 & 9:15.

Ringo Starr has put together a strange SON
OF DRACULA with himself and Harry
Nilsson playing Merlin and Count Down (D's

son) along with all the monsters and evil

doctors in the "Netherworld". It's sort of a

romantic musical comedy, with the Nilsson

soundtrack and the story of the heir to the

throne of the Netherworld-people who decides

for love that he wants to become mortal so

that he won't bite his new girlfriend. The film'

draws on two traditions, the one of fantasy in

the realm of Tolkein and the other of the SO's

horror,-music teenage flicks (i.e. "Werewolf
Qn^mpus"). In fact, Ringo has secured the

.,r^ervices of ^ old master of those SO's mon-
ster movies, Freddie Francis, to direct, and
the result is not exactly coherent, but it is

funny as hell, and Ringo makes the cutest
kindly old sorcerer. Nilsson, the brooding
Count, pounding out "Jump Into The Fire" in

front of a red background is cool, too. Made in

a haze of smoke, it's better to see it that way.
Showing in Pittsfield at the Palace downtown
on Rt. 7; 8:45 every night (Sat & Sun.
matinees at 2). ,^
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Dean Gilliam in a relaxed moment

Dean Gilliam:

Wearing a

lot of hats
by Clifford Mitchell

Assistant Dean Reginald Earl Gilliam, Jr.,

has a list of credits to his name almost as

bulky as his 100 pound Hungarian Sheepdog,

Shaft, although no one could ever accuse him
of wool-gathering. Now in his third year as an
Assistant Dean at Williams and a Lecturer in

Political Science and Law, Gilliam's schedule

raises the question of when he finds time to

sleep.

At 29, Gilliam is currently serving on four
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Williams Committees, including Political

Economy, Environmental Studies, Afro-

American Studies, and Pre-Law Studies. In

addition, he has published his first book.

Black Political Development: Advocacy and

Analysis (Dunellen Publishing Company,
N.Y.), and yet he still finds time to do some
legal and political work in New York and in

. the South.

Of his extra-Williams activities, which

include consulting for the Black Caucus of the

State of New York, working on three in-

dependent research projects dealing with

"Upper Limit" racial quotas in city planning,

examining the civil liabilities of police to

Blacks in excessive force cases, and studying'

the use of constructive bankruptcy for in-

digents, Gilliam says, "It keeps you fresh".

As Assistant Dean, he divides his position

into two major functions: problem-solving

and advocacy^ D!~pfoBlenFSolVlng,~GlHlain"

says, "It isn't counseling as much as it is

analysis <rf Hje-problems-of-students, 4hea
helping them to find the solutions".

His second role is that of an advocate of

educational policy for Blacks. "In the old

days, a Black administrator was supposed to

be a watchdog—he was supposed to wait until

a riot and then take names.I prefer to see my
role more as one to stimulate programs and
policies towards an ethos, if you will, of

academic excellence for the Black student. I

want Black students to work towards self-

determination, so that eventually an advocate
isn't necessary."

Gilliam identifies two problems as being

central to Blacks in Williams College. One is a

question of academic standards, the other is

what he calls a problem of "socialization".

In academics, he feels that excellence

should be pushed for Blacks in all areas.

"There is a very subtle feeling that Blacks

should be excused if they don't do as well,

academically," he said.

The second problem is what he calls a

problem of "socialization". Since there are so

few Black students (approximately 125) and
faculty-staff (6) there is very little op-

portunity for Blacks to experience a true

sense of community. He is concerned that this

may be hampering the maturation of Blacky

students as Blacks, something he feels is

important to their personal growth.

Personally, Gilliam has tried to keep "a
sense of personal priorities". He indicated

that he feels very strongly about many issues

facing Blacks, and has been active politically

for many years. He worked for the late Adam
Clayton Powell while attending Lincoln

University in Pennsylvania, where he
graduated cum laude in l%5, and later

founded and was first chairman of the Har-

vard Black Law Student Association while

attending Harvard Law School. He identifies

himself as "a Black first, a lawyer second, a

Professor-Educator third, and a Dean
fourth". He is also a husband, and his 25-year-

old wife, Arleen, is beginning a full-time

graduate program at the M.I.T. Sloan School

of Management. [^
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more majors
from page one

major, simply because she had taken enough
courses to qualify for the major in each
department. Another had also majored for

the same reason, adding that he thought it

would look impressive on his college record.

Another factor affecting the choice of major
was the teaching staff. One professor, stated

that, "courses are chosen on the basis of a

yPicCLUaJ Pte^

New and used typewriters

Complete typewriter and
adding machine service

Hallmark Cards and Eaton

Stationery

See us for all your school supply needs

teacher's reputation."
*

Mr. Piper, chairman of the Spanish

department, cited the increase in majors,:'in

the junior class, to^changes in staff.

Professors Little and Markgraf, chairmen
of the Religion and Chemistry departments

respectively, both believed that a superior

staff was one of the reasons for their

disciplines' popularity.

Most students interviewed shared these

feelings. Those in small departments thought

that the quality of the staff was a critical

reason for their choice.

A junior German major, commented, "In

what other major could I know and be known
by all the members of the department?

"

Thus a variety <rf factors seem to be con

sidered in choosing a major, the most im-

portant being, the student's personal in-

terests. U
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more Bucky
>'<. from page one

Kui'k.v: Shakespeare, indeed all great
dramatists, deals with the emotions, with

physical conditions as well as the intellectual

and psychological. It is a more whole thing.

For instance, you can't get an idea of how
verse works, which governs the tonal rhythm
of a play, which raises certain physical and
psychological expectations, which conducts

dramatic juxtapositions, until you hear it.

Until you hear the last couplet of scene x
juxtaposed with the first of scene X & i you
are not experiencing the craft of

Shakespeare.

KMd: Should there be a drama major?

Hucky : I would like to see a drama major.

Equally important wouiaTe^^me sort~of

across the arts collaboration. Drama would
be a^laTgei^lnterdisciplinaTy major.^utsuch
a drama major would be in no way pre-

professional. That would not be a part of what
Williams should be doing. It is, though, very

important for thofee in the theatre to be
literate, and not in a narrow sense, but

widely, culturally, historically, literate. For
those interested in the professional theatre

there might be an arrangement with the

summer theatre here, where the training

would be intense.

' K«'/\d: How do you see the relationship bet-

Ween Cap and Bells and the A.M.T.?

Kui'ky: First, the relationship is there. Cap
and Bells preceded the drama department,

even the edifice of the A.M.T. I have a great

deal of respect for the intelligence and energy

of this group. Also, it contains a large part of

the theatre's constituency. I see the

relationship as being flexible. We have to find

a mutually satisfactory level of participation.

So far we've workedAvell together. They shall

co-sponsor the final play of the year, Ahich I

will direct.
*^

^ KcAdi Doyou think that Cap and Bells should

\;^ have a main-stage slot of its own each year?

'^^Hucky: I don't wish to get constitutional on

"his. They have this year slots in the Studio, as

\»«11 as the Freshman Revue. It is all a matter

of Specific instances. I have, for example, no

qualms about Cap and Bells bringing in

outside people for their shows, this is their

perogative. I would hope, however, that they

were of the highest quality and further that

they brought with them some educational

purchase as well. There must be some kind of

artistic model.
V'»W'»V'»'*'»'>">-»'•*V'< .-f,*,*.'.'.*.>•>'»'»'*'» >VW>'»'»'.
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study and travel abroad

available from

Dean Mclntyre

Deadline October 4

Ke.Xd; Are musicals appropriate for the main
stage?

Bucky: As I hinted earlier, I think musical
theater is valuable. Of course there is good
music and bad music. There is good from
Tristan to Candide. And this is enriching. I

directed at the San Francisco Opera a
summer production of Rossini's Le Comte
Ory and a louring company production of

Benjamin Britten's The Turn of the Screw. I

see musical theatre being done here. There
are also easy and hard works, I don't think

we'd do Die Meislersinger. Again it's a
question of the collaboration of the arts.

Something like Gilbert and Sullivan would be
both attains^ble and enjoyable, or Brecht-

Weill.

KMd: How many main stage shows a year
should the Drama' Department produce.

- Jiutky-uJ-thinluaL leasUouLcach^yean
Kt'Ad: Given the time it takes to build a set on

4he-ma4a-stage4hatleaves l it tle4ime for a ny
other but visiting shows.

Hiickv: I want to find other performance
spaces. Sets lor the main stage have to be big

or they are swallowed up. Contingent on their

being enough people who can build, I want to

use other spaces on the campus as much as
possible. Good theatre breeds theatre. Also il

is conceivable that for the main stage we
could use unitary modular sets which, slightly

re-arranged, could be used for a succession of

productions. Personally, I'm interested in

working in the Studio.

Itc.Vd: What do you envision for the Studio?

HiK-kv; The Drama Department has reserved

a chunk of schedule l^or its own productions
which will provide a format within which
students can work. There will be faculty

assistance but no breathing down necks. 1

want the studio to be busy all the time. We do
not teach directing, which Is a sore need that

this can somewhat alleviate. The rest of the

time Is free for productions by anyone, such

as Cap and Bells, the B.S.U., the English

Department, etc.

Itc.Xd; For what and to what should the main

stage be used?

Hiukv; TheA.M.T. Is a rubric. Ills a physical

edifice not a production agency. I am not

merely the head of the A.M.T. but of the

Drama Department as well. And returning to

Cap and Bells, this Is the caveat— the A.M.T,

is also concerned with the students outside of

Cap and Bells.

The main stage, I think, should be

primarily the Drama Department's

laboratory classroom. It is an educational

venture, even if this sounds parochial; it is fur

work under, the help of professionals. We are
not dependent on box-office hits, though I

don't put them down. The primary goal of

main stage productions, at Williams, fpr me,
is far more exploring the process with those

involved in it than glorifying the product. The
process is always as equally important as the

product. And I think careful attention to the

process makes an exciting product inevitable.

With regard to the complacency that not

being accountable to the box office might

create, let me say that it is not in my nature to

mount the "classics" in a reverential or

boring way. My instinct is to be provocative. 1

want people to come to the theatre. I want for

it to be a sanctuary for the whole campus. The
theatre should excite, it should prompt
discussion, it should provoke something. I

want this' t lieatre to outrage-afld- I want i l to

ask some questions. Cj

senior quarterback Hai-old Gray 'is very

capable, " and soph fullback Pat Heffernan

((i-3 22U) is an explusive inside runner who
averages )ts carries per game. Halfbacks

John Wholley, Trinity's top runner in 1973,

and Dave Kuncio also return.

Conspicuously absent, however, will be

speedy Ron Diickett (now with the Detroit

Wheels of the W.I^,L. ). owner of every Trinity

receiving record.^ Senior^ tight end Bob
Murenia, who caught 12 parses last year, is

the only returning receiver^ with game ex-

perience. \
Eight of Trinity's 15 returning starters are

on defense. The defensive secondary is

rugged with all four starters,\including

talented Chris Max (6 interceptionSvin 1973),

back. The line, with three returnees, is also

solid, averaging 215 pounds per man.

One mantowatch, saidLamb, is linebacker

and4ri-captainBill CurrexUfi-4.^5J, "J

linebacker" who has good speed and lov^ to

/
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who had a hand In last fall's G-2 season are
back. The team, a cliche-ridden sportswriter

might say, "has come of age."

But, Trinity, 4-4 In 1973, Is also a horse of a

different color. A powerful freshman team
has bolstered the varsity ranks and Coach
Don Miller, blessed with an arsenal of ex-

perienced backs, has installed the run-

oriented wishbone offense.

The Bantoms, who have not beaten

Williams In several years, are Itching for an
upset. So, before too many people start

looking past Trinity to traditionally

troublesome Rochester and MIddlebury, let's

see what will be In store for the Ephmen in

Hartford.

Anchored by a mammoth offensive line that

averages 215 pounds from tackle to tackle, the

Bantoms should put the Purple defense to the

test. In a 14-10 preseason loss to Tufts last

week, Trinity's high-powered offense netted

nearly 400 yards.

Accordmg to chief scout Renzi Lamb,

-hitv -—
Often overlooked in small college football f^

the importance of the kicking game and'1ri\

Mike Maus, Trinity has one of the best. Maus, \
who received ECAC All-Star honors in 1973 for ^

his punting. Is also a fine place kicker with *

excellent range. He booted a 40i-yard field

goal against Williams last September.

The Ephs are not apt to take this game
lightly. The Bantoms are always tough at

home and would Uke nothing better than to

knock off the Little Three champs. The ab-

sence of defensive end Tim Mages is bound to

weaken the defense. Soph Emmett Creahan
has been moved from nose guard to sub for

the ailing junior, but it is doubtful that

Creahan will be able to master the intricacies

of defending the wishbone in just a week.

But, Mages will be back soon and the

Purple should be thankful that they are

healthy at every other position. ''We came
away from the Dartmouth scrimmage feeling

very good," Odell admitted. "But, we still

have to get our running game together. The..-

WIng-T is a balanced offense. /
"This is one of the best groups I've^ever

had," he concluded. "If we stay healtliy, we
won't be afraid of anybody." ,

'

CI

\
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dual meetat Trinity College. Coach Pjansky's

harriers are heavy favorites and have beaten

their hosts by identical 15-50 scores ttib past

two years. V,

Williams' first home meet will be Wed-
nesday, October 2, at 4 p.m. against Mld-
dlebury. The race will start and finish in th^

Science Quad. U

Zak's pack:

.^.*r«ift.f^*'...

A bundled-up Undo Wilkins surveys her troops prior to Tuesday 's game against Trinity,

[photo by McClellan].

Sports Round -Up

/

Varsity Soccer

The Williams soccer team opens its season

at Trinity on Saturday morning. It was
against the Bantams that the Ephs got their

only 1973 victory, scoring four of their season

total of seven goals in shutting them out, 4-0.

The Bantams, 3-7 last season, are coming
off a 3-1 scrimmage^upset over Bowdoin on

Saturday. "They seem to be playing very well

together," said Eph coach Jeff Vennell. Their

strength is up front; they play a three man
forward front (instead of the usual four) with

a trailer. The center forward and the trailer

are the best players, and both are over 6'3"

tall. The Ephs will be looking for them to use a

lot of pick plays.

"They also play an off-side offensive

game," Vennell continued. "They'll leave one
forward at midfield and try to break him
downfield with a long pass."

TheEph starting lineup is set except for two
positions: right fullback and goalie. Senior

.;Mordon Earle and sophomore John Lanier are

/ still battling it out for the fullback spot. As for

/ the netminder, it will be "whoever heals

^ fastest," senior tri-captain Tracy Mcintosh

. or soph Skip Grossman. Mcintosh is still

bothered' by a cracked rib while Grossman
continues to limp with a bruised calf. Vennell

will decide who it'll be just before game time.

Three sophomores will join tri-captain Mike
Elkind at' forward: Steve Smith, Hank
Osborne, and Jim Hield. Junior Brian
Daggett and soph Rick Zeller are the half-

backs. The backfield is an experienced one:

senior tri-captain Bill Battey, senior Bob
Samuelson, and junior Graham Hone will be
working with eiUier Lanier or Earle.

Opening day excitement is building at

Trinity. "They're really looking forward to

our coming down there," Vennell said.

The game promises to be a tight struggle

between the Bantams' aggressive offense and
the Ephs' superb defense. For anyone am-
bitious enough to make the trip^o Hartford, or

for anyone willing to leave a few hours early

for the football game, the action begins at

11:30 a.m.

Field hockey

Two goals by senior center forward Beth

Brownell and clutch netminding by goalie

Nan Schluter paced the women's varsity

hockey team to a 2-0 victory over Trinity

Tuesday afternooa

Both goals came in the first fifteen minutes

of the contest, as the Ephwomen proved they

were better able to keep up with the fast-

paced a<:tion than their opponents. The
second half, highlighted by the superb

Williams defense, was more evenly paced and

neither team was able to score.

The junior varsity made it a sweep by

crushing Trinity's J.V., frO. Soph Amy Kind-

wall led the assault with three goals, followed

by Linda Fano, Lisa Capladini, and Edith

Thurber with a goal apiece. The strong fresh-

man defense allowed only one shot to be fired

on goalie Sharon Coyle.

Both ^uads have a busy schedule next

week, hosting Smith on Monday and visiting

Wesleyan on Friday.

The fourth season of field hockey at

Williams is a novel experience in many ways.

Many of last year's returning starters were
hard-pressed to fight off the challenges of

younger players eager for playing time. The
team also has a new coach, Ms. Linda

Wilkins, who has come well-informed in

strategy and technique.

With the added assets of full uniforms and a

new playing field, the squad is looking for-

ward to a successful season, as Tuesday's

victory over Trinity seems to foreshadow.

Women's Tennis

The women's tennis team opened its season

in fine fashion this week, parlaying court

prowess and overall team depth to smashing
victories over Clark and Trinity.

Saturday's match against Clark was no
contest. The Ephs racquetwomen dropped
only seven games in winning all seven

matches. Laura Carson, Jonina Sadoff,

Katrina Voorhees, and Marion Sherman
easily captured their singles matches while

the doubles teams of Amy Sterling-Sherri

Wilcox, Rachel Robb-EUie Winninghoff, and
Holly Prentice-Julie Winkler all won con-

vincingly.

Trinity offered stiffer competition. Carson,

Sadoff, and De De Laird captured their

singles- matches in straight sets, but Vorhees,

Sherman, and Babe Kirk were decisively

beaten, putting the pressure on the Eph
doubles tandems. The three doubles teams
made sure it wasn't close, however, winning
their matches in two sets.

Coach Curt Tong was pleased with his

team's performances. "They did very well

considering they had only been practicing for

a week," he said. Tong added that there was a

large turn out for the squad (42) and the team
had been split into advanced and in-

termediate groups.

Coaching an all-female team had yet to

pose any problems, he said. "It's refreshing.

They have a very wholesome attitude about
things. They keep things in perspective."

The team travels to R.P.I. Saturday before
returning home Monday to do battle with

^

Smith.

Golf _^
the Williams golf team lost by the length of

a 9-iron last Saturday against North Adams
State, Albany SUte, and U.Mass. Both the

Williams and U.Mass. fivesomes toured the

Taconic course in 403 strokes, requiring the

addition of each squad's sixth highest finisher

to determine the winner. The Minutemen
prevailed by a single stroke with Alt>any and
North Adams finishing third and fourth,

respectively.

Rick Oleson and John Hoover shot 768 to

lead the Purple, who will compete in the New
England ChampionshipB Sept ilb-7A.

Croat-Country

The varsity and freshman cross-country

teams open their 1074 season Saturday with a

anonyrjious,

essentiat
byNickCristiano

The most thankless job in the caste system
of the sports world, right down there next to

officiating, is that of equipment manager.
Although his job is vital to the team's func-

tioning, the best this manager can hope for is

anonymity, since it is when he does not do his

job that he draws attention, not to mention
abuse, contempt, flying cleats, helmets, etc.

For all the planning and studying Coach
Odell and his staff do to decipher the Trinity

defense, the whole Eph offensive machine
could come to a complete standstill if, say,

senior manager Pete Zaccagnino forgot to

pack Rod Geier's cleats.

Fortunately, for both the Eph offense and
Zaccagnino's personal well-being "Zak" has
never suffered such an oversight. And as a
veteran of three years, he has developed an
easy-going, philosophical attitude toward the

work.

"Actually all it is," he said during Tuesday
practice, "is that you're a baby sitter for sixty

guys. Everytime they need something, they

just yell 'Zak.' The key is anticipation—

always be one step ahead. You know they're

going to need something, so have it ready
t)efore they yell."

He was standing in his customary spot, just

under the goalposts on the middle practice

field, by the equipment table. Outfitted in his

green "Angelo's Pizza—We Deliver" jacket

and baseball cap with the insignia "Mike Vitti

Day, 1972," he looked like he just stepped out

of a pizza parlor in Greenwich Village's Little

Italy.

The main part of his job each day is making
sure all the equipment is ready for practice.

Once practice begins, there is really nothing'

much to do except "wait for someone to call

my name."
He doesn't feel he has received much abuse

from the players or coaching staff. "Many of

the players were my friends even before I

took the job." The only time he remembers
Coach Odell getting mad at him was one day
last season, when he couldn't get a dog off the

field. "Odell made me chase the dog all over
the field, pick him up, and tie him to the
goalpost."

Game days are the most fun, he says, even
though they involve the most work. For away
games, the day begins at 8 a.m., checking
duffel bags to make sure no one forgot
anything, packing extra equipment, ice,

towels, and gatorade. Once at the field,

everything must be put in its proper place:
the balls on the field for warmups, water
buckets filled, and medical kit ready. "After
that," he said, "I just mostly watch the
game."

For Zak and the other managers
questioned, that is the real reward in the job
the privilege of getting right up close to the
action. "It's as close as you can get to the
action without actually playing," said Zak
who played some freshman football.

"I like being around the team, and since I

,
can't play, this is almost as good," said Dom
DiBiccaro, a soph who responded to Zak's ad
or managers.

^

' Jerry Tone, soph soccer manager and
former football player, had another reason
"I never played the game before," he said^

"but really came to enjoy it last season. Since
I couldn't play it, I figured the best way to get
tfrHinow It was t>ecomtng manager. I also

^

know almost everyone on the team.'

Soph Liz Alton, Tone's partner, had^ other
reasons. "I enjoy watching the game.'she
said, "but I also enjoy just getting outside,

meeting other people."

Love of the game also prompted four other

women to answer Zak's ad for football

managers. They are Sarah Theurkauf, an
exchange student from Mt- Holyoke, and
freshwomen Krlsti Hauge, Cathy Gavigan,
and Valerie Andersen. Zak enjoys his new
help.

"It was a bit tense and unorganized at

Dartmouth on Saturday," he said, directing

Valerie and Kristi as they lugged a cartful of

tackling dummies across the field. "I think

things will work out once we get to know each
other better."

However things work out, one thing is

certain: they will not receive any sympathy.
"I've still got this bill for $51.95 waiting for

me at King's Liquor store si,pce last

November," Zak said. "After the Amherst
game, the head manager sent me down for

champagne. I signed my own name to the bill,

figuring it would be picked up by the athletic

department anyway. But they never did—
they said I was unauthorized in signing my
own name. So now I'm stuck."

Obviously, Zak does not seem to realize the

power of his position. Now, if he should hide

Rod Geier's cleats on Saturday morning . r]

Revamped
Bantoms to

use wishbone
~V by Dan Daly

In last fall's football opener against Trinity,

a young, untested, and apprehensive

Williams team fumbled the football three

times in the first quarter. Stunned silence

enveloped crowded Weston Field. Was this

the same team that had won 14 of its test 16

games and captured two straight Little Three

championships?

But, while many in the stands contemplated

seUing their season's ticket to the highest

bidder, a determined Purple defense went to

work. Somehow managing to keep the Ban

toms out of the end zone until midway through

the fourth quarter, the Ephs were able to

escape with a 15-10 victory.

Saturday's game should be a Uttle different.

A "young, untested, apprehensive" football

team has since matured. Many of the players

pleat* turn to page five

Coach Tong enjoysgoodfarm on th* court, [photo by McClellan]
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The Blackout:

ujider a full

mOdnWilliams
glows in dark

-'- by AndyO'Dohnell
and David R.Rosg

Phone rings. "Wnilamstown Police, Clerli

DuinasrYes, an electric generator x>n Pine
Cobble was strucit by lightning. The Electric

Company says power will be back on in one

hair an hour. We expect it by nine." Phone
rings. "Williamstown Police, Clerk Dumas.
The Springfield Union, yes." Phone ri«gs.

"Hold on one second please." "Williamstown
Police, Clerk Dumas. The Electric Company
says . . . You are welcome." "I'm back with

you, SpringfieldUnion, I am sorry."

—Scene at WUIfamstown^Police Station

between 7:45 and 8:15

.
_ It was the happening of the year—an event

that wiU find its way into every "I remember
when" story as long as there are reunions to

attend and grandchildren's captive ears to

entertain. Every aspect of the Williams
community was directly effected by the

blacluxit; none were spared and all were
forced to adapt. Adapt they did, transforming
the normally well-lighted campus into an
eerie sea of darkness, broken only by the

occasional flickering of candles in dorm
windows and the glaring flash of car

headlights as they passed along Route 2.

What ensued, in the words of Presiaent

Chandler, was "generally festive—a healthy

reaction to a situation over which no one had
any control". Yet as students tossed a glow-

in-the-dark frisbee up and down the hallways

of Mission Park, played fuseball under a

solitary emergency light in Perry House and
ping pong by candlelight in the basement of

Bryant House, a myriad of behind the scenes

activity was occurring around.campus in the

frantic effort to keep everything under

control.

Shortly after 4:00 Sunday afternoon, while a

succession of thunder squalls buffeted the

northern Berkshires, the two power feeds

connecting Williamstown to North Adams
received several -freak lightning hits,

knocking both out of operation. "None of our

repairmen, and some of them go back 35 to 40

years, can remember both lines ever being

simultaneously down," declared Donald
Graves, district manager for Massachusetts

Electric Company.
The incident began a hellish night for the

power company, as crews worked frantically
to restore service to nearly 11,000 people in

Williamstown. The power feeds run overland
between generating facilities in North Adams
and the power station on the Hoosic River in

Williamstown. Repair crews had to "walk"
every foot of power line, with heavy winds
and darkness working against them.
"We found fqui- or five breaks in the feeds,

'

'

said Graves in explaining why estimates as to

when power would be restored were con-
stantly pushed back.

"Our phopes were ringing off the hook all

night," he said. Public relations people took
mnst ^t thp rallw, assuring^ustomersjha

t

everything was being done to see that power
would be restored shortly. Indeed, every
available repair crew was concentrated on
the power feeds. But the hours added up, and
the complaints and inquiries continued to

beset the power company's switchboard.
Many people retired that night wondering

just how far into Monday the blackout would
last—as it turned out about five ijiinules.

Graves reported that service was pfestored

through one feed at 12:05 A.M., Monday.
Additional repairs on the second feed were
made on Monday and Tuesday.

"There.wasihisgiri in Fayerweather who kept

shining her flashlight at Prospect, so we
decided to give her her money's worth. About
ten of us went out in front and had a moon-
off-^wp went riglil down the line. I guess she

« liked it, 'cause she came back for seconds.

Yeah, the flashlight appeared again a few

minutes later."

—One of the Prospect moonmen
The day liad begun like any other fall

Sunday at -Williams as students gradually

shook off the cobwetK from Saturday's
festivities at Trinity and fell into their normal
Sunday routines. Some resumed their studies,

others digested the Sunday papers, and many
sat back to watch their weekly exercise in

procrasternation— the NFL games of the

week. When the fire-alarm atop the

''It would be a

great night for

files

rt^main closed

Mespite law
\ ' by Ellen Causey

Williams ^tudents in MassPIRG recently

participated in a state wide survey in-

vestigating the adequacy of the 1973

Massachusetts F?eedom^ nifoiThalioirTVcl.

This act grants the public access to any publick _
record of a state or local governmentalyhr'ssi;^;^"co;;ectl7"^^^^^
agency. All records held by public offici^le'^y^J^^p^,

acting in their official capacity are "public"

Results of the survey played a prominent
role in a MassPIRG lawyer's testimony at a

hearing last Friday in Boston deaUng with

proposed regulations for implementing the

Freedom of Information Act MassPIRG's
aim was to illustrate the inadequacy of the

present act, as shown by the survey, in terms

of enforcement. Citizens refuseid public

documents have no recourse other than a

lengthy legal process. Other provisions in the

act allow agencies to delay production of the

requested item or to charge exorbitant rates.

Solutions proposed by the PIRG to alleviate

these problems include raising public

awareness of the existence and meaning of

the act and promulgating regulations "with

real teeth" to ensure that documents are

except for specific categories exempted by
the act.

Student volunteers from Williams visited

several local and state agencies to request
certain public documents. Locally, only three

out of the eight items sought were obtained.

The Board of Health offices in Williamstown
and North Adams strongly resisted the

requests. In Williamstown Board of Health
officials refused to give students public in-

formation concerning restaurant inspections.

The officials claimed the reason for the

request (a school project) was "inadequate."
The law states that only requests for

documents specifically labelled non-public

may tie refusfed.

State wide, students found that the agen-
cies' compliance with the act was "spotty"
and in specific cases had not improved since a

previous survey conducted before passage of

Jthe act.

a pep rally
5 5

Williamstown Fire Station groaned in the

distance signifying the loss of electric power,

few viewed it as more than a temporary event

which would quickly be remedied. Activity

continued unaffected, though minus any

music from the stereo, as long as daylight

remained, but as dinnertime approached and

the lights remained off, a slight uneasiness

began to creep in.

The dining halls quickly rose to the oc-

casion, resurrecting paper plates, cups, and

utensils from the supply rooms and serving

by candlelight. Students joked about the

l)enefits of not being able to see what they

were eating and placed bets on the blackout's

longevity. Soon thereafter, Baxter Hall was

closed by the janitor after the generator had

failed due to a faulty battery, and rehearsal

for "The Ruling Class" was cancelled as a

veil of darkness quickly enveloped the

campus. A candelabra glimmered from the

mantel of President Chandler's house, while

the only lights on Spring Street were the

candles in the two pizza parlors and the oc-

casional passing of an auto.

"We were getting ready to receive six of my
freshman advisees and their two JA's for

dinner when the eJectricity went off. As a

result, we ended up.going to Friendly's and

(lien came back and chatted by candlelight."

—President Chandler

For those who felt they had to study, it

meant resorting to the old Abe Lincoln routine

of studying by candlelight. Bronfman quickly

t)ecame packed with students vying for every

square inch of available emergency light. Am
Civ students furiously worked on their

papers, unable to obtain an extension from

their professor, while half the Genetics class

travelled to the North Adams State library to

study for Monday's hour exam.

Yet for most, it was such a unique evening

that studying was out of the question. They
had been afforded another excuse to party,

and most took full advantage of it. The center

of activity was the freshman quad, where,

said Walter O'Brien, head of Security, the

frosh "were as boisterous as usual"

Elsewhere, Greylock house members
gathered in their common rooms to play

backgammon and haVe a few beers, row
house members got their fireplaces in

working order, and an Ephlates rehearsal at

Mission Park turned into a mini-concert.

Security: "All campus is quiet—just the noise

from the freshman quad."

Dean Stevens: "It would be a great night for a

pep rally."

please turn to page six

fvquest.

A copy of the act atid the results of the

s'yrV^y are available in the Williams

MassPIRG office. D

Big names,

not numbers,

lecture focus
by M. Coakley

While Williams students will not be hearing

Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein of the

Washington Post in Bronfman, "the hottest

speakers on the circuit" according to the New
York Times, the Lecture Committee is

planning to bring more big names to campus,

marking a change from last year's policy of

engaging more, but less well known per-

sonalities. The focus of this year's Committee

effort will be on a small number of speakers

obtained through lecture agencies. Although

the Lecture Committee still hopes to co^

sponsor speakers with departments or other

organizations, a sizeable portion of the

Committee's appropriation from the College

Council will be used to bring I. F. Stone,

journalist, Congresswoman Barbara Hordan,

D-Texas, and Ed Bullins, playwright from

New York to Williams.

Stone's career as a journalist and author

began in the twenties, by 1938 he was an

associate editor and later a Washington

correspondent for The Nation. He has been a

reporter, columnist, and editorial writer for

the New York Star, New York Post and the

New York Daily Compass. He published I. F.

Stone's Bi-Weekly Washington from 1953-1971,

and has authored several books, among them
The Truman Era and The Killings at Kent

Slate.

Barbara Jordan was elected to the 93rd

Congress from the 18th Congressional District

in Texas. She is a memtier of the House

Judiciary Committee, on the board of

Directors of the National Urban League, and

on the Executive Committee of the National

Democratic Policy Council.

Bullins is the author of five plays. He was
the winner of an Obie award in 1971 and the

Vernon Ricp Award in 1968. His two most
recent works are "The Theme Is blackness"

and "the Reluctant Rapist"
The Lecture Committee, in conjunction

with the Williams Action Coalition and the

Chapel Board began the fall semester last

wisek with the address of Frances Fitzgerald,

author of Fire in the Lake. Plans have been

made since ^last spring to bring Suzanne

Keller, a sociologist from Princeton, to

Williams. Keller will speak on Tuesday,

October 29, on the topic "The Female Role,

Today and Tomorrow". Under the provisions

of the David Sterling Fund, the visiting lec-

turer will be in residence for meals and in-

formal discussions with students the

following day. Another possible speaker is

Lewis Coser, a sociologist from SUNY at

Stonybrook, who would be co-sponsored by
the History of Ideas Program.

Last year according to Macalister Brown,
professor of Political Science and chairman
of the committee, the members sought "to fill

the chinks between departmental offerings

and to serve as a source of needed funding for

those groups which could not swing an ex-

pensive speaker without assistance." Twelve
speakers were brought to campus last year,

with seven of the speakers appearing by joint-

sponsorship and most of them in the second
semester. The speakers ranged from Baba

..^^ -j^ Ram Das, a Lecture Committe&Chapel

please turn to page six
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Getting the Answers
Finally, after the political repercussions of the Watergate burglary

have toppled a man from Uie highest office of the land, the trial to bring the

principal characters in this tragedy to justice will begin

.

Last Tuesday Judge John J. Sirica demonstrated firm and com-
mendable control over the Watergate-related trials. By sweeping aside the

subordinate issues of the Strachan case, he has cleared the way for the long

overdue consideration of the innocence or guilt of former President Nixon's

closest advisors in the affair, and hopefully that of Mr. Nixon himself.

Far from being a simple criminal case to determine accountability for

obstructing a burglary investigation; the Watergate trial will examine the

nature of Uie Presidency itself. The charges against Haldeman and Ehrlich-

man, in particular, suggest unbelievable abuses of power which affected

both foreign and domestic policies. A full, extensive examination must be
made into the extent to which these men utilized the powers of the White
House to flaunt the laws and circumvent the constitutional rights which
protect citizens of this country.

Yet these men are still subordinates. Their action and motivation

ultimately spring from the intentions of Mr. Nixon. For this reason alone he
must be called out of the palm-shaded corners of San Clemente (as soon as
he is able), and into the analytical spotlight of judicial analysis. Pardon or

no, the former President's role should be clearly delineated, not to satisfy

political overkill, but to serve as a warning for the entire nation.

The uses, more clearly the abuses, of the Nixon White House, must be
enumerated in order to prevent their recurrence. The use of Internal

Revenue Service returns as political weapons, the extent to which graft and
not national interest determined national policy, and the almost paranoidal
quantity of illegal bugging, to name only the most blatant concerns, all

demand an explanation from Mr. Nixon himself.

The office of the Presidency is the most powerful on earth. The country
must take action to erect adequate safeguards around that office to prevent
it from being turned into an unlawful partisan weapon by a small gang of

mis-guided men again.
,

CORRESPONDENCE

emergence of co-ed trainers, no longer exists.

Is there no longer a place on the Williams

campus where men can enjoy total privacy?

Peter R. Adams '72

Victorian Creativity
I II — —•—-.^-—^ -

To the editors:

Regarding the Knockabout posters

currently on display throughotit the campus:

"Another Outlet for Creativity at Williams"

expresses a supremely Williams attitude. The

phrase expresses the prevailing attitude here

that creativity is something which (like

steam) must be 'let off,' something which

might otherwise hinder the important (sic)

things of Williams like G.P.A. or law school

admission. The similarity to the Victorian

attitude towards libido is unavoidable.

Thanking you for providing this outlet for

my rather embarrassing creativity, I remain,

Vernon Kirk '75

Pub not alone
To the editor:

I.,ast Tuesday's front-page plug for the

Purple Pub, "Dirty old men—Pub provides

earthy atmosphere", was seriously

misleading in its treatment of the American
[<egion. Contrary to the author's belief, there

are not two "watering holes" on Spring

Street, but three. The American Leeion Post

Ji (not hall) welcomes the public, including

students (believe it or not), it features hard

liquor and beer, late hours, a non-electric dart

board, a pool table, cardgames, and easily the

lowest prices on Spring Street.

The author's experience in Williamstown is

apparently too limited for him to realize that

to go to the Pub is one of the worst ways to get

away from the "college crowd." The legion

probably provides more opportunity to meet

"townies" than does the Pub- Let anyone visit

the two bars and decide for himself which is

the more "earthy."

The ReAd's public would be better served

by reporters who check their facts and avoid

certain innuendoes, e.g. the phrase "last and

least, a large cross-section of townies" and

the implications in the last paragraph that the

L«gion is at once not a "real bar" but

nevertheless a dangerous place.

Like any bar, the Legion may not be for

everyone, but it is worth checking out.

Diane Loomis '76

Andrew Vesal '76

Privacy
Dear editor:

Since graduating in 1972, I have always
enjoyed reading the RecordAdvocate. It has
helped to keep me in touch with the college,

where I spent four highly profitable and
productive years.

I was, however, very disheartened when I

read your article, "Co-trainers: Ms. plays
phys." I concede that co-education will, in the

long run, significantly contribute to Williams'

continuing excellence as an educational in-

stitution and social community. The
"Williams experience" is composed, in part,

of many Small, seemingly trivial moments-
such as arriving at the Cole Field training

facilities for taping before practice (which I

did for four years as a soccer player) . 1 1 was a

time when one could enjoy total inhibition and
liberation from teachers, roommates,
academic pressure and co-eds. It was, in

short, a haven which, I fear, with the

Sticky going

To the editor: ,

I was pleased to see how adroitly Friday's

editorial simplified the intricacies of the

world situation- With the "Age of National

Self-sufficiency" a thing of the past we can
rest assured that in today's "age of plentiful

nuclear material" economic warfare leads to

nuclear holocaust. Thfe logic is inescapable.

As a pessimistic folk song says, "someone
will set the spark off and we will all be blown

away."
Perhaps it is *tiot quite that short a step.

Nevertheless we must be careful for we are

wrapped up in a "web of energy con-

sumption" as sticky as the metaphors in

"Friday's editorial. There we are subjected to

the schemes of a card playing spider. Not only

does he raise the ante on our pc^er hands, but

he is playing bridge. Small wonder that we
are nearing "Global bankruptcy" and in-

dustrial collapse.

All hope is not lost. We can hide from the

sheiks and shahs the realities of today's

economic situation: namely, they have us by

the balls, and we do not like it. Moreover, U.S.

diplomacy will convince them that they are

better off giving in and selling oil at a more
appropriate price.

Andrew I.. Gerra '77

]A and Williams

To the editors;

Imaginative interaction at Williams seems
to be threatened with non-being . . . The
drawbacks pointed to by Henry Ireys and
Amanda van Dusen seem to be substantially

correct: lack of communication and concern,

-j)re-occupation witii GPA and privacy, and an
abundance of competition and apathy. These
are both the cause and result of an extremely
stagnant atmosphere. Freshman do not

necessarily arrive in this condition, and
except for a few \Vorries about work and
academic demands, demonstrate an open-

ness and exchange of ideas which is not to be
found with upperclassmen.

As a general remedy I think that a lot more
activity could relieve us from our self-

incurred complacency. The college offers

options, but the organizations offer little

encouragement or invitation to active par-

ticipation. Initial or introductory invitations

seem to be well received, but follow-up seems
minimal—a sign that either the activities are
not what Williams students want, or what I

think to be more the case, that Williams
students are minimally self-motivated.

If the college selects students that achieve
in high school only so far as it will help their

college possibilities, as Amanda van Dusen
suggests, then that is a definite problem, but

this is not all that might be going 6n, and I

would like to add to it a recommendation for a

review of the Junior Advising system. Fresh-

men come from different backgrounds and
degrees of openness or involvement, yet they

are also being thrown into a whole new at-

mosphere, and how this is presented to them
seems as important as to whom it is being
presented. J.A.'s are the main contact that

freshmen have with the upperclassmen for

the first few weeks, and as such they can
exert a substantial influence on the attitudes

with which freshmen approach the college.

Specifically it seems to me that a healthy
Williams would consist of imaginative social

interactions, an active discovery, exploration
and exchange of id^as, and a concern with
knowing people beyond a casual acquain-
tance. To exhibit his potential value In

achieving these goals an applicant for J.A.

should be prepared to submit to the selection

committee evidence of creative social

planning, an active intellectual involvement,
and an interest in knowing people. These can

come in the form of a self-recommendation
stating goals, past activities of both a social
and intellectual nature, especially com-
blnatJions of these in which he has played an
active role. 'Secondly, a recommendation
from a member of the faculty or staff, at-

testing to a genuine interest, curiosity, and
concern in the more academic sides pf
Williams. A third should come from a fellow
student, possibly the applicant's ovyn JA,
which would give an account of the ap^

plicant's personal openness.

A procedure of this type will take more
time, and the applicant will have to do more
work, but perhaps this is good as a sign of his

real interest in being a JA. By the above
criteria I think Williams is an unhealthy
place, consequently it may be difficult to find

applicants who satisfy these three categories,

but 1 think that by applying these guidelines

in the selection process that a positively in-

fluential group of JA's may come to be

selected, thus helping to make Williams live

up to its advertising.

Andy Hogeland '76
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Does Pukakis have a chance vs. Sarge?
I

.— L_-

. ., ,

' by Steve Rothstein

Why does Massachusetts, the lone-star

state, the only one to vote for McGovern, and

a Democratic stronghold have a Republican

Governor? This perplexing question has

never really been answered. On November 5,

however, it may become a moot point.

The Mass. state elections, as state elections

throughout the nation, will be held on

November 5—the first Tuesday of the

eleventh month. The gubernatorial contest in

the Commonwealth will be between_two
#4iberal contestants—incumbent Governor
Francis W. Sargent (Republican) and former
State Representative Michael S. Dukakis
(Democrat).

Before Frank Sargent t)ecame Governor in

1969 he served as the state's Lieutenant

Governor. When the then Governor John
Volpe was called to Washington to serve as

Nixon's Secretary of Transportation Sargent

moved up the political ladder. During his

tenure in office he has stressed issues in-

cluding penal reform, increased low-cost

housing and the dismal state employment
rate.

There is a clear division between the state

Republican Party and Gov. Sargent. During

the last 18 months Sargent has raised over

$300,500 for this election—drying up
traditional G.O.P. large donors whose con-

tributions would normally be distributed
among a number of Republican candidates.
He has gone out of his way to appoint a large
number of Democrats to judgeships
throughout the state. One of his highest
echelon policy-makers, Al Kramer, is a
liberal Democrat from Brookline. Two weeks
ago Sargent ran a series of full-page ads in

daily and weekly newspapers throughout the

state blasting the conservative wing of the

RepubJican_Party. Many G.O.P. State
Representatives say that "he (Sargent)
ftften out-Democrats the Democrats."
Mike Dukakis, on the other hand is a young,

liberal-minded, forceful Democrat. He has
served in the State Legislature for eight

years. While differing on a wide range
of major issues he gained-the respect and
admiration of many of his colleagues. He
sponsored, fought for, and pushed through the

state's landmark no-fault auto insurance bill.

This legislation has since gained national

publicity and is presently weaving its way
through the halls of Congress. Increased

mass transportation, judicial reform,
economic stabilization and the rights of the

consumer have all been priority issues

throughout his extensive public career.

After Dukakis ran for Lt. Governor four

years ago with Mayor Kevin H. White

(Williams '52) he went back to his private law
practice. Since 1970 the former legislator has
been practicing law, moderating a national

television show "The Advocates", and quietly

running for Governor.

The question in Massachusetts—will we
again get a Republican governor in a
Democratic state was asked of James
MacGregor Burns, Professor of political

science. Burns, at Williams since 1941, and a
strong supporter of the Democratic party and
Dukakis in perticular believes that "Dukakis
will win, but it's a hard race." The former
State Representative will "take advantage of

popular support," Burns remarks, "and
strong momentum."

In last week's Democratic primary Mike
Dukakis rolled up 439,949 votes as compared
to his opponent. Attorney General Robert H.

Quinn's 331,009 votes (unofficial results). This

100,000 vote spread will serve as a major
incentive for Dukakis' workers. Quinn has
endorsed Dukakis, thereby throwing his

support to his Democratic colleague. Mike
Dukakis' running mate is State Represen-
tative Thomas P. O'Neil, III. His father

(Congressman Tip O'Neil) the House
Majority I.,eader, will probably attract

national publicity and thereby also bring

national Democratic funds into this cam-

paign—the first time his son is running for

Constitutional office.

Professor Burns and Mike Dukakis go back
a long way together. "We met over ten years

ago ..." remembers Bunts. "I was struck

then with his tremendous interest in

Massachusetts government . . . devotion to

society and politics, and leadership

quaUties."

As a candidate for the First Congressional

District in Mass. 16 years ago Prof. Bums is

an established poliUcal leader himself. He
has served as a delegate to the past five

consecutive Democratic National Con-
ventions. Just recently the title of President

of the American Political Science Association

was added to his ever-growing list of im-

pressive credentials. The September 6 North

Adams Transcript states he was the first

President to be elected by unanimous vote in

"some years".

Mike Dukakis, a Greek from one of Boston's

affluent suburbs, could win the Governor's

seat. Sargent has alienated a substantial

portion of his own party. In an almost two-to-

one Democratic state a Republican can only

win with the fullest endorsement of his par-

ty—not just part of it. The alienated faction

probably would not vote for Dukakis either—

,

they just might not vote. ^/
There are still five weeks left until the

election, and a lot can happen in that period.

However if Dukakis'momentum continues and
his army of workers resume their aggressive

fight, on November 6 we might have stopped

asking ourselves why Democratic
Massachusetts has a Republican Governor.

Steve is working for the campaign of Mike
Dukakis. He is a member of the freshman
class from Williams E.

r'
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Nixon Detente — U.S. as Number 2

by Arthur Goodhart

U.S.-Soviet detente is a highly complex
subject that was oversimplified and oversold

to the public by the Nixon administration. I

was personally an advocate of virtually any

form of detente with the U.S.S.R., before I

spent a month in the Soviet Union this sum-
mer. My reasoning had been that since the

U.S.S.R. was granted the same suf)erpower

rating in military terms, as the U.S., any

easing of tension between the two nations

could only^ beneficial. However, it does not

take long, once inside the Soviet Union, to

realize that the U.S.S.R. has become a

military superpower to the virtual exclusion

of all else.

While it is by no means true that the people

of Leningrad and Moscow never smile, they

certainly don't have much to smile about—

materialistically. There are still long queues

in all the government owned food-stores.

Nowadays, though, there are plentiful sup-

plies of the basic necessities—bread,

potatoes, butter, milk, and eggs, all at

reasonable prices—so that queuing is

generally worthwhile. Meat is not always

available, and when it is, it is generally of

poor quality and expensive. Whether one can

buy fruits and vegetables depends to a great

extent on the time of year, but inefficient

transportation reduces the availability of

these luxuries in the large northern cities.

The well publicized fact that nearly every

household can afford a television and washing

machine tends to be used to cover up the

Soviet Union's disregard of, or inability to

produce, quality consumer goods. The
television sets, wWch are almost all black and

white, have poor reception. The programs

shown are also of poor quality and contain a

vast amount of propaganda. Washing
machines, dishwashers, and the like are all of

an incredibly low standard. Photographic

equipment is of low quahty and very ex-

pensive, while electric razors are only just

beginning to a(^>ear in the shops.

Clothes tend to be drab and again highly

expensive. To buy a low quality man's suit

can mean the sacrifice of a month's pay.

Women are luckier, as they can purchase

rolls of reasonable quality cloth and make
their own clothes. American jeans fetch

fantastically high prices ($80 to $100) on the

flourishing black market. European shoes of

any style are also in high demand.
The Nevsky Prospect is the Soviet Union's

equivalent to 5th Avenue, but there is

essentially no comparison possible. Even
Spring Street has shops stocked with a larger

selection of high quality goods at con-

siderably lower prices than would be

available in the government controlled

Nevsky Prospect stores. The cinemas along

the Nevsky Prospect are renown, not only for

their wooden chairs, but also for their

dilapidated projectors that break down three

or four times during every film show.

Personal luxuries are few and far between.

Russian cigarettes are cheap but foul. Beer is

weak, warm, but cheap (bars close at 10 p.m.

and generally start to fill up in the early af-

ternoon). The vodka smells like petrol, and

the caviar is fairly repellent. They export

almost all their high quality vodka and

caviar. To buy a car involves having one's

name on a waiting list for six or seven years,

and then a Fiat 124 is the smartest model

available.

The list of poor quality but expensive

consumer goods is endless. One American

tourist I talked to described the general

standard of goods available as only just

comparable to what was available in the U.S.

prior to World War 11. The Communist party

is practicing a form of forced equality. There

are large discrepancies in people's wages, but

if there are only a few poor quality goods

available, being a Soviet millionaire isn't

terribly useful. However, there are two

positive features to the Soviet economy. First,

the rent and running costs of an apartment

(no one lives in their own house) is extremely

low, owing to massive government subsidies.

This means that the great rtajority of the

monthly income can be used to buy food, etc.

Secondly, the Soviet economy, as a result of

total government control and little in-

ternational trading, has so far avoided in-

flation. But this is of httle interest when there

are so few prices to be inflated.

The main reason for this sad situation is

that the U.S.S.R. has simply diverted the

great majority of its resources into building

up a large nuclear arsenal, to equipping and
maintaining large standing armies, and to

developing prestige projects such as its space

program. The Soviet Union has also poured

rjfioney into supporting such dubious allies as

the North Vietnamese, the Cubans, the

Egyptians, and the Syrians. Espionage and
counter-insurgency operations on a global

scale have also drained the Soviet economy of

vital resources.

In this age of supposed "peaceful co-

existence", economic power has replaced

military power in importance, and in the field

of economic power, there is no doubt at all

that the United States is at present far

superior to the U.S.S.R. There is also little

doubt that one of the major factors behind

Soviet involvement in the Middle East, and
especially in the Yom Kippur war is, and was,

to disrupt oil supplies and thereby to upset the

U.S. economy.
Under these circumstances I believe that

the U.S. can force some major concessions

from the U.S.S.R. by using its economic

power as a potential weapon. By just not

trading with the U.S.S.R., the U.S. is likely to

force a reduction in Soviet military forces, as

the Politburo will be forced eventually to

divert money from the military sector to the

public sector. However, government sur-

veillance and suppression is so widespread

that the Politburo might be able to withstand

general public dissatisfaction for a relatively

long time. This policy would also force un-

necessary hardship on the Soviet people who
are certainly not to blame for their un-

fortunate predicament. Also for the U.S. to

refrain from trading with the Soviets at all

could mean that U.S. technology would so

outstrip Soviet technology that the Soviets

might be forced into aggressive action in

order to maintain the status quo, i.e. en-

courage another flare-up in the Middle East.

I am, therefore, in favor of U.S.-Soviet

trade, but trade with many conditions at-

tached. The easing of tensions for the Jews
and other outspoken critics of the Soviet

system is an example of the immense respect

that the Politburo has for U.S. economic
power.

There are numerous ways in which the U.S.

could try to influence the Soviet government
towards more liberal and less militaristic

policies. The U.S. could insist that more
Soviets,' and especially students, are allowed

to travel and study abroad. At present, vir-

tually no students are allowed to travel

abroad. The U.S. could push for an easing of

the heavy censorship in the U.S.S.R.

Moreover, Soviet people ought to be allowed

to purchase right-wing and middle-of-the-

road newspapers, in order to supplement the

left-wing American and European
newspapers already available within the

Soviet Union. More foreigners ought to be
allowed to travel in the U.S.S.R. at cheaper

rates with fewer restrictions, and a more
favorable dollar-rouble exchange rate ought

to be negotiated. There is an endless list of

small ways in which the U.S. can force the

adoption of a more liberal form of govern-

ment, without making the Politburo look silly,

contradictory, or weak.

In its economic power, the U.S. at present

has a weapon of great potential. If used now in

a forceful but subtle way, it could bring about
a great change in the Soviet way of life. If, on
the other hand, the U.S. helps the U.S.S.R.W '

catch up economically, while maintairiing

large standing armies and further developing

her nuclear arsenal, the U.S. will deserve the

"number two" spot that she will inevitably

slip into. The U.S. is at present able to in-

fluence world events along democratic and
Hberal lines; but if the U.S.S.R. can show that

a planned economy can support an enormous
military establishment with no detrimental

effect to the other sectors, then communism
is likely to assume a dangerously
disproportionate amount of influence on this

planet.

If the United States insists on subsidizing

the U.S.S.R. miUtary establishment, we
deserve to pay a high price for our gullibiUty.

Arthur Goodhart is presently neU)S editor of
the ReAd. Last summer he spent a month in

the U.S.S.R. with the University of California

Leningrad/Berkeley.

fsiiewsbriefsnews
the door's open

r^

a real bargain

The Williams Outing Club is hold-

ing another one of their famous equipment

sales through Eastern Mountain Sports

Monday, October 14 through Friday,

October 18. Orders close at 9 p.m.

on (he 18th. Orders will be taken during

regular equipment hours at the Equip-

ment Room. All items in the EMS caUlog

will be reduced by 20 per cent The

sale is open to WOO members only.

dartce with joy

The Williams College Dance Society

needs interested students and faculty who

would like to work on a student dance

concert. Campus musicians, rilm-makers,

poets, writers, dancers, choreographers,

costumers or anyone wishing to learn

and help out are urged to attend the

Dance Workshop held on Tuesday even-

ings at 7:30 in the Dance Studio. For ad-

ditional information, contact Nina

Girvelz "77 or Faculty Advisor Joy

Anne Dewey.
^

Dr. Talbot, the college psychologtst

will be doing something a little different

this year. He will have an office In Seeley
House which will be open each
Wednesday^ from one to three for any one
who wishes to come; no appointments
are necessary, neither is the giving of

names if the student prefers. Students are
encouraged to come and talk about any-
thing. Service is available to all students.
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a month

of Sundays

, by Andrea Axelrod

The Grail

"Think of the lists of activities that each of
us scribbled on our Williams applications.

~ Yet apathy and mediocrity reign among
the extracurricular groups in the college.

The absence of participation . . . reveals

that high school participation originated

not from interest, but as part of a ploy to

gain college admissions or that the

example of mediocrity already rampant—among auKoiganizations has numbtfed the

urge of incoming freshmen to participate."

—Amanda Van Dusen
in the ReAd, 9/27/74

Distressed by the amount of time I'd been

spending with myself and others of the

"extracurricular" variety—those dreck de la

dreck who have through extraordinary

coincidence surfaced both as "campus
leaders" and my good friends—I decided to

ask an undergraduate intellectual to lunch. I

recalled hearing "Williams is an academic,

not an intellectual campus" from an up-

perclassman when I was a sophomore; he
told me he had met "three real intellectuals"

among his peers. I knew one of the three and
agreed, but all have since graduated. How
many could I count among my student

generation? I tried to define an intellectual, to

picture one.

"I'll know one when I see one," I thought.

Well I know that Admissions accepts a
quarterback and a goalie every year and that

the search for a violinist was successful in the

class of '78. Approximately (or is it exactly?)

10 per cent of each class is Jewish, 37 per cent
is female, 5 per cent is stagestruck, and 8 per
cent treats English as a second language.
Twenty per cent brings illegal pets and 67 per
cent has the potential to become admissions
officers. Ten per cent are "10 per cent
students" and 7 per cent becomes the top 7

per cent or Junior Phi Betas. (Was that a clue

in my search? Possibly, but misleading.)

Five per cent—the killjoys—dislike the taste,

smell, stick of, and money spent for beer.

60 per cent will never step foot in a dance

studio, and an inadmissible percentage

"plays it both ways."

The class soundted as well-rounded as any
college brochure might describe it. Fur-

thermore, although subscription lists for

Time, Newsweek, and Outdoor Life are not

available, recent Admissions statistics in-

dicated that nearly 43 per cent of the Class of

'76 looks at the cartoons in The New Yorker

^md-or Playboy at least five times a year.

The intellectuals, I supposed,^ read the

captions; and subscribed to Playboy for its

profiles.

L€st I share a grinder with a ninth tier

grind, I haunted the periodical room at

Stetson, thinking it the indoor intellectual's

favorite habitat next to the creative carrel

spaces in the reserve room. Deep leather

chairs, information about the current world
and its leaders (!), professionals, and
scholarly organizations that offer group
flights to Zaire at Christmas, proximity to his

companions, books, yet not blindingly near—
the periodical room was a place where the

intellectual could really thrive, all the time
keeping an eye on his grad school competition
as the book bearers walked determinedly into

the library.

I was careful to avoid the room at 4 p.m.
since any intellectual who learns from ex-

perience is at athletic practice. Day Care, or
colloquia at that time. Any intellectual who
would win a Rhodes on gentlemanly qualities

is at afternoon tea. Any intellectual who
works intellectual hours—either very late at
night or early, early morning—is taking a
nap. So anyone in Stetson at 4 p.m. would be
disqualified.

No, 10 a.m. Wednesday is a good time to

checlc, since intellectual classes meet in M.-
Th., T-Fr. IMj hour slots or Wednesday af-

ternoons. Sauntering over to Atlantic, I

looked over at the Variety reader, the Journal
of Social and Economic Issues scanner, and
the Victorian Studies brownnoser. Then I

found my intellectual.

He was reading the Springfield Union and

was not ashamed. He was sticking his neck

out to read the upper lefthand column news

about a local go-cart scandal.

"I'm nearsighted from reading small

German reductions and examining bark

fungi," he explained, immediately im-

pressing me with his "book" and "nature"

learning.

He asked me how I had spotted him (after

all he wears his Co-op embossed scarlet "I"

under his turtleneck). I told him that 1. He
had had his beard for three years, showing

commitment. 2. He bore the facial expression

of Man Thinking. 3. He read about little things

as well as l>ig ones. 4. People learned from the

questions he asked. 5. He thought Mensa a
blight on society. 6. He was willing to emerge
jobless from the graduate school of his choice.

7. His speaking voice was higher than that of

the known female campus intellectual who
happened not to be in the periodical room at

the time. 8. He did not liave to underUne in

yellow highlighter the relevant passages of

Amanda Van Dusen's article in order to

remember them.

Asked whether he could approximate the

number of fellow undergraduate intellectuals

on campus, he said, "That's difficult to

surn^ise, although when I entered, Ad-
missions sent me a letter reading, 'You are
not alone.' I do not know how many others

were sent that very same letter, though none
of my six suite mates was."

"We intellectuals never approach eaph
other with 'the question'. In my case I chose
to live with six respectably bright Williams
students who let me play resident sage. They
are awfully good on mundane matters,

though, and have their feet in the doors of

many activities I have peripheral interest in

since I could never become actively involved

in them."

He told me that he had tried to become
active in several campus organizations fresh-

man year, but he was told he was "too in-

tellectual" for the newspaper (nobody could
read him), for the theatre (nobody could trust

him), for Purple Key (he intimidated the

applicants), for choral society (the sounds in

his head did not match those on the score) , for

Chapel Board (he hadn't the proper spirit),

and for the Committee on Admissions (they
did not want to make the same mistake
twice).

So the intellectual put up posters for the

A,ction Coalition, had one of his early poem.
published in Knockabout, and accumulateJ
an estimable cume and reputation «
"someone to be reckoned with". He appeared
mysterious to women who saw him trying the
untrod and graceful to those impressed with
the way he phrased his responses in courses
in every Division, with particularly ingenious
invention in his major. He had a record
number and turnover of books at his carrel
since he generously returned to general
circulation those he was through with.

(For this report we needn't mention the
favorite library books of the last three years
the indispensible ones he has stacked next to

his pipe rack in his dorm room).
He attended almost every worthy movie

and lecture since his evenings were not given
over to organized activities. And of course
there was his general aura of brilliant

humility as he wai MBn reading the
Springfield Union.
Soon the intellectual became one to be

reflected on in the ReAd, consulted by Cap
and Bells for his views on a show's ideological

relevance and entertainment power, and
shown off by Admissions as the kind of

thinker Williams could produce. He told me in

confidence that he had had a near nervous
breakdown towards the end of first semester
junior year when he suffered from the

creativUy-intellectuality dilemma.
"As long as I am a thinking Ephman I will

suffer from that conflict," he sighted. "0

awful t40VELINESS," he declaimed when I

accidentally stepped on his toe.

Because he had an appointment with a

family planner (they were planning to picnic

on Stone Hill), the fellow passed up my lun-

cheon offer. Although he tries to "live each
day as it comes," he could not foresee an

available lunch or dinner date with me for "at

least two weeks" due to previous com-
mitments to department lunchieons in each of

his major, to guest meals, to a number of pre-

lecture wines and dines with guest speakers,

and to a few organizational and self-

educational discussions in the reserved room
at Baxter. "And sometimes I work through

meals, when I'm involved with my subject."

1 knew that I'd know an intellectual when
I'd see one. We walked outside the library

where he unc%ained his bicycle and rode off

with one hand swinging his Oxford book bag,

one hand in his pocket, and his eye on the

harmony of autumn around him. Oh, if

Amanda had been there. [J

Forest fans

can frolic in

^ fall foliage
We all know that Williams College is in a

beautiful place, but how often do we get to

appreciate it except from our dorm and
library windows? For anyone who feels

stifled and is looking for a short, refreshing

walk, Hopkins Forest is one of the best places.

This summer, Debra Hall '76 set up to a self-

guided walk through the forest to encourage
people to use the forest more for both en-

joyment and education. It is a short trail.

consuming only \-Vk hours of your limited

time. The trail is accompanied by a printed

guide for those who want an easy introduction

to the interaction of man and land in the

Berkshires. The guide explains some of the

past human and geologic history of the land, d

few general principles of forest life, and
descriptions of common plants and the

special places in the forest A map of the

entire forest is included at the back for any
adventurous explorers. The forest belongs to

the college and now with the fall foliage

season imminent, we hope ttiat more people

will feel at ease to explore it. To find the

entrance, follow Rt. 7 North, past the

Greylock area to the first left, Bulkley St,

Follow Bulkley St. until the road forks where
there is a sign for Hopkins Forest pointing

right The trail tiegins at the next left, at the

end of the driveway to the old Carriage
House. (Photos of Hopkins Forest by Lum-
bert). O
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by Susan Ga Hi

An observant pedestrian walking past the

Faculty Club last Thursday probably noticed

a rather large truck parked by the side. Those
with genuine curiosity might have looked

twice at the steps that led up into the truck's

carpeted interior; and those who thrive on the

unknown may even have read the sign out

.
front that explained this unusual
phenomenon.
What the interested viewer saw was a

booktruck. This hbrary-on-wheels type" of

vehicle is the brainchild of Glenn Matthews,
former textbook salesman turned en-

terprising businessman. As a salesman,

Matthews realiz^ the inefficiency of a

system in which the sale of a book depended
upon visits to professors by various salesman
from various companies at various times.

Especially hurt by this system were the small
companies who could not afford large sales

staffs and whose books could not get the

exposure they so badly needed. Seeing a

definite need to be filled, Matthews formed
College Marketing Group, the company that

operates the booktrucks. The enterprise has

met with tremendous success and there are
now three trucks traveling to colleges all over

the country.

Each truck contains over 2000 books that

represent a wide variety of college-level texts

and give a sampling of books from about 80

small publishing companies. The publishers

pay a certain amount to have each title

displayed, depending upon the amount of

shelf space the book takes up. The booktruck
is open to faculty members and invited

members of the community, who are assisted

by the driver who manages each truck. Upon
entering, the professor is directed toward the

shelves containing books in his field. After

browsing, he can ask to fill out a form
requesting a complimentary copy of a book

directly from the publishing company; he can
fill out a different form suggesting that the

library buy the book; or he can put his name
on a mailing list to receive news of recent

publications in the area he teaches.

What has made the twoktruck such a

success? First of all, a system like this one

brings the books closer to people. It is only too

easy to discard or misplace a flyer that is sent

describing new books that are on the market.

As Mrs. Annette Jenks, librarian at

Williamstown Public I.,ibrary, commented,
"It is always good to see the books in person."

She explained that, especially in libraries,

when books read for pleasure are often

chosen by tbelr relative size and at-

tractiveness, it is very important to see a
book before it is purchased. If it is not possible

to actually see the book, librarians must often

rely on book reviews to aid in their selections.

Mr. Lawrence Wikander, College hbrarian,

held that the booktruck's visit makes little

difference in the library's procedure. He
explained that Stetson library has so many
requests from professors who would like it to

buy certain books that the problem is not to

find a way to suggest more titles but a way to

increase the budget for buying new books. He
added that subscriptions, continuing orders,

and reference books are the main items
stocked by the library. Wikander stressed

that the library staff works in close con-

junction with the faculty to choose books,

though it is often through a department's

be different titles, but the quantity is the

same. Renzi remarked that a major ad-

vantage of the booktruck display is that it

enables professors to assess the general

layout, type, and number of pages in a book

before ordering it.

Associate Dean, Nancy Mclntire, who was
in charge of coordinating the booktruck's

activities with the bookstores, echoed Renzi's

assertion that College Marketing Group made
practically all the arrangements itself.

Flyers are sent that can be posted

throughout the college, and on the morning of

the display the person in charge of the truck

places signs in strategic spots on the campus.
Apparently, Williams College has an unusual

set-up in that there is not one college-owned

bookstore but two independent ones with

whom the company must cooperate.

Booktruck:

that's why you

can't sell your used books

library coordinator rather than individual

professors that the choices are made.
Mr. Ralph Renzi, proprietor of Renzi's

bookstore, helped clarify the role of the

bookstore in sponsoring the Marketing Group.

According to Renzi, the booktruck is a self-

contained unit, and cooperating bookstores

simply lend their names and make texts

available. He went on to emphasize that while

"overall it helps everybody," this system

especially benefits the small publishing

companies, and of course, the students and
professors who are kept up to date on the

latest publications. Renzi added that the

t)ookstores really do not show an appreciable

change in sales volume due to the booktruck's

visit. As he explained, a professor who in-

tended to choose three books will still choose

three after visiting the booktruck. They may

However, initial arrangeijients had been

made last year when the booktruck first came
to Williams, so Dean Mclntire's role this year

was simply to indicate the College's repeated

interest and to niake arrangements for

parking the truck.

Though faculty reactions indicate personal

preferences—Mr. Romuald Misiunas of the

History department said he was disappointed

with the selection in his field—the booktruck

does perform a much-needed function by

giving the small companies a chance to

compete with larger ones which still maintain

their own sales staffs.

According to Dean Mclntire, the College is

considering sponsoring another booktruck in

the near future; this one, open to both

students and faculty, also will feature titles

published by small companies. O

Scenic areas

debated by

town meeting
by David W. Moore

Williamstown town meeting members
convened last Monday to discuss zoning

amendments, and proposals to preserve

Williamstown's natural beauty.

ne articler would transfer all land lying

above^SOO feet into recreation conservation

propertyficjie most important result of this

land ownership^ange is to prohibit building

above the prescribed height which in turn

would prevent possible^ contamination of

watershed areas, and preserve Williamstown

scenery.

The establishment of a Williamstown

Historical Society may be the result of an

article whose aim is to protect the scenic

areas along Cole Avenue.

Another article increased the minimum lot

size in certain zoning districts to 2'/i acres,

thereby increasing the purchase price as well

as the size of these lots. Another article

supported a concentration of multi-family

units along the current high-use, and thus

least desirable, thoroughfares of the town.

Multi-family dwellings are, of course, much
lower in cost per unit than single-family

residence. —Who knows that?

The effect of the proposed changes would

result in an increase in lot size to avoid

overtaxation of water supplies; concentration

of multi-family units along high-use roads to

permit the best uses of existing resources;

and in general, an attempt to keep the tax

base down.
The establishment of a Housing Authority

comprised of a board of four or five

Williamstown. citizens, would legislate, with

state monetary aid, low-income housing. The

town meeting members voted down an

amendment that the proposed Housing

Authority "confine its activities to the

elderly." There was however, some low-

income concern that the changes would result

in a large housing concentration forming.

However, other members voiced concern that

Williamstown would be overrun with low

income housing. As one man put it, "We'd
have half of Boston up here." G

Elephant to

visit college
The Williams Republican Club will host a

reception for State Senator John H. Fitz-

patrick. Republican from the Berkshire

Senatorial District, on Wednesday, October

9th at 9 p.m. in the Fitch-Prospect Lounge at

Williams College.

Senator Fitzpatrick, an incumbent runnmg

for reelection in the general elections to be

held on November 5th, will meet and talk with

the College Republican organization's

members, Williamstown Republican Town

Committee members, Williams College

studenU and faculty, and Williamstown

residents.

The Senator is the guest of honor at what

Williams Republican Club President Don

Clark calls "the first in a serife of programs

the Club will sponsor designed to bring the

people and their elected officials closer

together."

The Williams Republican Club is seekmg to

restore active interest in traditional party

politics among both the students at Williams

College and the members of the Williamstown

community.
"We are lucky to have a man of Senator

Fitzpatrick's frankness and willingness to

meet the people in the Massachusetts

Senate" Clark said. "It is politicians

possessing these qualities that will create

enthusiasm for party p^Uics^moog shidente

and thus insure a positive future for politics in

America." Lj

The winter scenes in Frank Capra 's ' 'Lost

Horizon" [1937], with Ronald Coleman,

were shot in a zero-degree, 1^0 foot long

insulated cold storage warehouse in Los

Angeles. A festival of Frank Capra 's films

wilt occur at the Clark Art Institute

beginning October 3rd with ' 'Lost

Horizon'.'

Capra Festival at Clark

A series of films by Hollywood director

Ffank'Gipra is coming to the Clark Art

Institute. The dates are Lost Horizon Oct.

3 at 8 p.m.; The Strong Man Oct 6 at

3:30p.m. ; Mr. Smith Goes to Washington

Oct. 6 at 8:00 p.m.; Mr Deeds Goes to

Town Oct. Wat 8 p.m. ; and It Happened
One Night Oct. 1 1 at 3:30 p.m. Series

subscription tickets to the entirefestival are

available at the Clark Art Institute or at

Renzi's Book Store, for $6.00 [a discount

to $4.80 for Williams students\ Single

tickets for individual performances will not

be available. Mr. Capra mil be present at

both of the shows on Sunday the 6th and
will answer questions after each show.
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blackout
from page one

Security: "Da ^ou remember some^ «f-

those?"

Dean: "Pep rallies went out when bon fires

were banned. Tonight would be a great night

for one."

—Scene in front of Chapin

Security called in additional help as a

precautionary measure and Deans Grabois

and Stevens were seen walking the campus,
but few problems actually arose. Three North

Adams youths were apprehended for

brealcing glass panes at Mission Park, but

otherwise, Security had to contend mainly

with the firecrackers and sparklers which
were being lit throughout the campus.

Spring Street on a Sunday night is rarely a

metropolitan center. Tonight it's become a

ghost town, complete~with^an old newspaper
rustling down the center. The moon escapes

from a cloud, casting the stores in sudden

marble. A dog howls its challenge to the wind.

In front of Drummond's, a round of

firecrackers forlornly punctuates the end of

the Freshman Quad's siege of Morgan. A rare

pair of headlights seems woefully out of

place.

Yet, the street has not died. Small groups,

their voices strangely hushed, gather around
the warmth and aromas of the Pizza House
and Colonial Pizza. The flickering of tapered
candles contrasts with the more easily

visualized neon glare. " 'Zas taste better in

the dark," sighs one contemplative con-

noisseur.

The Purple Pub seems right out of the

"Petrified Forest." A few "lost souls gather
to meet their doom" over one or two or three
or . . . last Fife and Drums. "I closed up this

afternoon, but-decided, what the hell, there
wasn't anything else to do," said Dick. "I've
been getting a lot of calls wondering if we're
open. I guess this is one of the few places
people can go tonight."

The College is on a power line completely
separated from the Williamstown system.
Nevertheless, it is just as dependent on the
feeds from North Adams. In the event of a
blackout involving the College, emergency
devices and procedures are designed to go
into operation. According to Ralph lacuessa,
general electrical foreman for Buildings and
Grounds, the College handled the blackout
from a logistics standpoint "pretty well."

Prospect House, the heating plant, Baxter
Hall and the Bronfman Science Center have
emergency generators. When a blackout
occurs, a transfer switch activates a battery
"turning over" the generator much as the

ignition starts an automobile.

"Bronfman and the heating plant
(generators) switched on automatically,"
said lacuessa. "Of course, the heating plant is

the most critical, and, if it doesn't kick over,
we have personnel right there to do whatever
is necessary."

" The generators at Prospect and Baxter
failed to activate, creating, in the latter case,
a challenge out of getting into the dinner line

and necessitating the early closing of the

building.

—Baxtergenerator fails because battery had
not been recharged. Janitor clears building.

Said it was dangerous; someone was going to

get hurt. Janitor stands outside patrolling:

Girl approaches door. "Oh, it's closed."

"What did you want?"
"I just wanted to get my mail."

"Do you know exactly where your mailbox
is? You've got a flashlight. I am going to let

you in, but be careful."

"Ha, ha. If I'm not out in ten minutes come
in and get me."
"Don't worry, there are twenty guys

walking around in there to protect you."

—Scene in front of Baxter Hall

"It (the generator at Baxter) turned over,

but didn't catch," said lacuessa, "and the

battery finally died. We recently spent quite a
lot of money converting to natural gas fuel. It

worked fine when we last checked it out, and
it's always worked in other shorter power
failures."

All the generators are tested every two
weeks and are run for about an hour. They
can operate for "a couple of days anyway"
without maintenance, lacuessa indicated,

and could operate indefinitely if oiled and
refueled regularly. Nevertheless, College
electricians hurried to make sure the

generators were operating during the
blackout and stood by them throughout the

night.

Other College buildings are equipped with
battery operated emergency lights. "These
are supposed to work for only one or two
hours to ensure that people can get out of the

building," lacuessa said. Although some
failed to work, many remained in operation
throughout the blackout. lacuessa attributed

some of the failure of certain emergency
lights to accidental and intentional student
vandalism.

As the inhabitants of Sage, Williams, and
Prospect learned, the local fire alarms still

worked during the blackout. They're on a
separate circuit, whose batteries are placed
"where it's hard to get at them," lacuessa
said.

The emergency lights and fire alarms were
inspected rigorously before the semester
began, he indicated. College electricians, the

Massachusetts Department of Public Safety,
and the College's insurance inspectors each
checked out the emergency devices as well as
other safety conditions in College housing.
Heating in College buildings is regulated by

air valves guided by electrical impulses from
the thermostats. During a power failure, the
air valves automatically open all the way
causing maximum heating of the buildings.
This is designed to keep water pipes from
freezing during a power failure in winter.
During Sunday's blackout, however, this
would have made College buildings
uninhabitable within a matter of hours. Thus,
maintenance crews went from building to
building manually turning down the valves.
"On the whole, the extra manpower

demands were handled smoothly," said
lacuessa. "Most of our people came in

without being called. There was some good
natured grawning, but they pitched right in.

They always do."

Freshmen from Williams Hall line up
outside their luli, facing Sage, clapping.

"What do we do now?" "1 don't know. Hey
there's Renii." Clapping as the dog trots past
the line. "Come on you guys, let's see some
action," shouts JA. "Let's charge Sage."
"Go. go, go, go!" They charge. Only a quarter
go. Trot back. "We gotta do something—can
anyone play the trumpet? How about another
charge?" "Let's moon'em" "Moons.
Everyone". "Let's go. Moons. Everyone. OA
three." 'ONE, TWO, THREE." Freshman
girls at Sage can't see. One gets a flashlight.

Williams men start cheering again. Owl and
dog and turkey calls loudest. "Alright. We're
gonna sing. What can we sing? Whatta you
know?" "Barnicle Bill the sailor". "Nothing
could be Finer." "Take Me Out ToThe
Ballpark." "OK. We'ri gonna sing. Real loud
now." TAKE ME OUT TO THE
BALLPARK . . . "That was good. What else

can we do." "Row row row your boat"

"Alright. You guya go firat. we'll com. i„..

"ROW. ROW. ROW YOUR BOAT row ,
row your boat .

.
•" Clapping agaln.-Let'.a!

get'em* Everyone thte Ume. Nobody si.
*.

LET'S GO. CO . GO. GO - GO - GO - GO rn
Go-C - C-C C . C- C C -They chl;
.Sage C girls screaiq and retreat to th.i
rooms. Other girls run back to their entrl«
"Ours is next." "This Is funkj(, man " "Z'

hj right out o( the fortie^-I don't believe iJ^They pour back out of Q. Clapping .'^
cheering continues. "Who's „*?,"!l
••Mission". -Morgan", Yea. Morgan-
Chanting starts again. MORGAN - Morgan
- MORGAN-They run for Morgan sJ^
outside it. One girl throws water out h«window. Turkey calls again. They star
singing. TAKE ME OUT . . . Try fo«Scheers. No success. GIrta continue to W
them. "Williams —," •"Come on up hereS
prove Ifyou're really men." They cheer oncemore. Crowd begins to break up. Thev dr».
back to the quad.
—Scene in freshman quad between 7 :00 and

8:00
Q

Viewpoint:

On Reversing the Reversal

fJo lights, but the Williams tradition ofdrinking remains.

« by Bob Stacey

"Williams is designed ^build leaders, not

conformists. A leader should possess '^the

grace and maturity to deal with failure. If

Williams admits only conformists, its

graduates will become pretty shoddy leaders,

they will never have experimented or

learned to communicate with others on a

dynamic level. They will lack the humility to

discover and value the merits of other

leaders. They will not have learned how to

work with others. They will never have asked

the questions leaders must ask themselves,"

from "Reversing the trend to conformity at

Williams" by Amanda VanDusen, ReAd9-27-
74 p. 3.

So near, and yet so far. Indeed, Amanda, in

large part I think that you are right: "If

Williams admits only conformists" (which,

with a few prominent exceptions, it does),

"its graduates will become pretty shoddy
leaders" (which, at least in tiie case of

Magruderand Helms, they are). However, I

must take strong exception to your implied

antithesis between "leaders" and "con-

formists", and thus, to the blame which I hear
you ascribing to Williams for accepting

conformists in such numbers.
It is a comforting American dogma that the

people who lead this society do so by reason of

the peculiarly heightened virtuous qualities

which they possess to a greater degree than
do the rest of us mere mortals. They know
more, they see farther (see Don Clark, quoted
on p. 2 of the same ReAd: "But you can't

second guess a President. He's open to so
much more information", they think more
clearly, and, in another age, they would also
have jumped higher, run faster, and eaten
more than we commoners. (Humph . . .

regarding the latter, it occurs to me that by
and large they still do eat more than the rest

of us. Perhaps we are not so far removed
from pagan kingship as we thought.)

But this is^ all prologue. My point is,

Amanda, thafthe question you are asking is

really a question about the social purpose
which Williams and which Williams students

expect the College to perform. To wit: if

Williams has been placed upon this good
earth to produce leaders for America, (as you
yourself claim) , then conformists are the kind

of people which we should be educating. The
opposite of "conformist" has always seemed
to me to be "non-conformist" rather than

'•leader". And how many leaders can yoli

name, who are non-conformists in any
significant meaning of these two words?
You plead for an intellectual rather than an

academic Williams; aQd I join you in a

mutual plea. But the preponderance of in-

tellectuals have, historically and presently,

been on the critical left; certainly far too
critical and far too left to fit in anywhere on
the American Leadership Spectrum. The only
time that I can think of when a group of

honest-to-goodness intellectuals came to

power in America, we had a revolutioa How
many Americans are wilUng to risk another
one? And how willing is Williams to loose such
a horde of intellectual mavericks upon
society, to possibly undermine, with their

relentless and insensitive criticism, the

structures and institutions which generations

of Americans have strived to erect and

maintain?

No; what you ask is, I think, a good deal

more radical than .you recognized in your

article. And because it is, I join you in en-

dorsing your call for an intellectual Williams.

But in joining you, let us both recognize that

such a Williams would mean that fewer of our

students would become leaders in America.

Instead, many more of our students would be

on the outside of American society, looking in

through the portholes of a speeding ship and

criticizing the dirt in the engine. Does such a

gadfly perform a useful social service? Ob-

viously s-he thinks s-he does. But I wonder if

the passengers, for whom the gadfly is only

an obstruction on an otherwise pleasant vista,

would agree about the utility of our in-

tellectual gadfly? And I wonder especially if

the passengers (or, more accurately, the

owners of the shipping line) would appoint our

beloved intellectual gadfly tobe the captain of

the ship?

[Hob Stucey served for two years on the

Williams Admissions Committee]

more lecture
from page one

Board presentation, to Dolores Huerta of the

United Farm Workers Union. Honorariums

ranged from $100 to $500; this year speakers

fees will probably range from $750 to $1500

The Committee last spring decided upon

five categories in which they would vote upon

possible speakers: national politics, the

performing arts, humor, science and jour

nalism. Three of these categories have been

filled while a fourth speaker in science or

humor remains to be chosen. The committee

is under the constraint of finances and

availability, as the fees are often prohibitive

However, most speakers on the circuit tour

can find the way over Route 2 from either east

or west if the price is right

Faculty committee members usually serve

a two year term, and the present committee

has suggested a transition in February to

avoid some of the organizational problems

that the committee found last fall with four

new faculty members. In addition to

Professot- Brown, serving on the Committee

are Lynda Bundzten, English professor,

I^uren Ewing, art professor, and Paul

Courtright, religion professor. Three of the

four students are new this year. Rhett Austell

III '75, Richard DiSalvo '76 and Lezli White

'75 now serve with Ray Bliss '76 who was on

l^t year's Committee.
Last year the Lecture Committee's budget

was $4000. It has not yet received this year's

appropriation from the College Council, but it

is unlikely that Williams will be able to

compete with Northwestern University's

offer of $10,000 to Archibald Cox for a single

appearance. D
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Oman's View, A Man's World

(

\ byJanBrodie

Has Williams' coeducation been suc-

cessful? According to most, yes. Unlike at

Yale or Princeton, the experiment of

coeducation at Williams has gone smoothly

and, in the four years that the school has

admitted women, there have been no overt

demonstrations of dissatisfaction by either

sex. Rather, the men have accepted women
and the women have fit into the man's en-

vironment at lyUliams with no apparent
problems. But, I maintain that, if this is what
is meant by successful coeducation,

something went wrong at the beginning.

Coeducation does not mean that women must
integrate themselves into the men's world.

I'm not asking that the school, with 1200 men,
take on characteristics which might be
peculiar to an all-woman's institution. That
would be absurd—just as absurd as Williams
keeping all the characteristics and attitudes it

had as an all male institution, when it has
admitted 600 women. Yet to a large extent,

the latter is the case.

I am not going to denounce Williams as a

sexist school or declare that every male here
is a chauvinist. As I looked around me at the

beginning of this year, I began to notice things

that in my first, my sophomore, and even my
junior year, I had never noticed. The fact that

women were admitted into the school four

years ago goes undetected except in ad-

mission statistics. New dimensions have not

been added in such spheres as courses, ex-

tracurricular activities, and social events.

Women have quietly been integrated into the

pre-existing male tradition, instead of in-

troducing new perspectives. An example will

demonstrate what I mean: after finishing

dinner at Baxter the other day, I saw a near
ideal college scene. To my left, in the quad, a

group of freshmen were playing touch foot-

ball. To my right, behind Chapin, another

group of men were playing lacrosse. Behind
Williams Hall, a small group of freshmen
were throwing a frisbee, and another two
were tossing a football. It was a good attempt,

men—you almost had me believing that I was
an "Import." Where were the 600 women that

are supposed to be enrolled here?

Something else has bothered me. Last

semester, in a seminar of approximately

fifteen students, with a nice, equal

distribution of twelve men and three women, I

cannot remember hearing a female voice on

more than two or three occasions. It's not that

the men had more to say necessarily; they

simply said more. And, can you forget the

tradition your first year? What were we to

think when the very first weekend, half of our

class, of the opposite sex disappeared? Slowly

we would learn that road-tripping to Smith or

Skidmore was a sacred tradition for a

Williams man. After accepting road-tripping

it was easier to accept the Imports. Our
Monday-to-Friday men friends suddenly
seemed to forget our names when that

illustrious suitcase-laden woman descended

upon us Friday nights.

If you wish to partake in a bit of the

Williams campus weekend hysteria, there is

something here called an "all college party."

Now that is something you can't easily forget.

After getting your hand crudely stamped
with a "Property of . .

." black smudge—you
can sense something amiss immediately with

so blatant a label as that—you have the

privilege of entering a dark, evil-smelling

enclosure crammed with sweating bodies. I

even had the added delight of entering one

such party my first year and encountering T-

shirts with the words "Co-eds go home"
plastered across each of the house members'
chests. If you, as a Williams woman, are

willing to ignore being ignored.by Monday-to-

Friday friends, the "Property of" insignia,

the gracious welcome, the checking out

process done by the group of men standing

against the wall, and if you're into beer and

chugging, than perhaps a Williams party is

for you.

I can also recall, during the past three

football seasons, a very curious distrinction

between certain games: not that this game
had a terrific interception or that one had a

fantastic last-minufe field goal, but rather

that this game I went to with a man friend and
that one I went to with a woman friend. There
is no question in my mind which games stuck

out. To walk in front of those stands with

hundreds looking at you with a woman meant

failure. Socialization has been so successful

that it has even made the women themselves

believe that they are "the second sex."

1 have one last set of sensations left to ex-

perience as a Williams woman, as a senior.

single, career-minded woman. Is that
mysterious devil, that "I want a man panic"
going to prey on me or my peers? In this day,
it is 'uncool' to get married straight out of
college, but it is another matter to have no one
offering such a possibility when that 21-22

years of socialization weakens your initial

burst of independence. As long as a husband
means security for a woman, marriage is a
tempting option. When you have been socially

educated to wait for the man to call, to watch
the man play sports, to let the man do the
talking in class, to feel that being with your
own sex is a last resort, and to go into para-
legal work rather than three years of law
school, then you have also been socially

trained to be dependent and subservient.

Therefore, marriage, which traditionally

incorporates those qualities, and gives you
security as a fringe benefit, seems the natural

course to take.

I do not condemn the above situations. Yet
it is too easy to recognize a pattern within all

these situations: women assuming the
passive role, and men assuming the active

role. These roles are so clearly delineated, yet

no one questions why this demarcation has

occurred. Who is at fault for creating this

situation at Williams?

My first thought was, perhaps, if the ratio

were 50-50, conditions would be more equal.

Perhaps then, women would be as active

participants as men on the college scene. Is it

discrimination that keeps the ratio at its

present two-to-one level? I was to find no
hidden sexism with which I could make front-

line news, in the admissions department. The
present enrollment of 1840 students includes

610 women, and 1230 men. Whereas my class

('75), is somewhat below the two-to-one level,

with 334 men and 134 women, the present

class of first year students is a little closer to

equal with 306 men and 173 women. According

to Director of Admissions Phil Smith,

throughout the four years of co-ed ad-

missions, quotas were never set Rather, the

admissions department has tried to simply

accept proportionately the same number of

female applicants as male applicants,

keeping within the total of 1800. The fairness

of this policy cannot be disputed. Why is it,

though, that it was stretched to insure that 22

per cent of male applicants were accepted,

but only 17.3per cent of the women applicants?

Is it simply that the women were less

qualified, or do unconscious quotas exist after

all? Originally it was not a problem. Williams

went co-ed simply by enlarging the school and

adding women. Slowly though, something

catastrophic is happening. We have reached

the total enrollment goal of 1800. This means
that as more women get accepted to

Williams, there will be more men rejected.

This year the equal percentage policy was
stretched somewhat to make "men more

equal." What is going to happen if those

numbers of women applicants come closer

and closer to equalling the men's? Will the

football, soccer, basketball, wrestling,

baseball, tennis, lacrosse, . . . team coaches

allow their prospects for new recruits to be

limited?

A look at Williams women faculty reveals a

similar policy to that in student admissions,

though here things become very complicated.

The number of applicants cannot be readily

counted, because the number is too large and

misleading. I was given the number of ap-

plicants who seriously applied and who were

seriously considered by Williams. How the

hundreds of original applicants got narrowed

down to that figure of 61 (except in obvious

cases, such as those applications for a

position in Williams' technical engineering

department), I do not know. Of that 61 in-

terviewed, 18 were women (29.5 per cent),

and 43 were men (70.5 per cent). In the final

screening, 10 women (32 per cent), and 21

men (68 per cent) were offered jobs.

Government action to see that women be

hired in equal numbers to men with similar

qualifications has brought this hiring policy

closer to a fair representation of applicants.

Still, the fact remains, of 200 faculty (in-

cluding full and part-time), there are 33

womenandi67men(approximately).l am not

crying discrimination. This is simply a

reflection of a nationwide situation. The
number of women with advanced degrees is

not great There is much tradition and

"tracking" to be fought against before the

women will vie for the top positions in equal

numbers with the mea
Williams has also made a start at diver-

sifying its course curriculum. Afro-American

studies were recently introduced, and within

the past 2-3 years women's courses appeared.
Let me repeat: Williams has made a
beginning—three courses (two of which are
given in alternate years) can only be called a
start. The interest is there. One, the

Psychology of Women seminar, had to turn
away three-quarters of its enrollment to keep
to a seminar size.

In none of these areas, student admissions,
faculty, or course offerings, has Williams
been discriminatory. i><'evertheless, in exactly

eacfi of these areas, the atmosphere of women
being absorbed anonymously into a man's
school has been the result. The fault does not
lie totally with the administration. This ab-

sorbing process is being perpetuated by the

students, both male and female. Since women

are directly affected by ^exism, it is in

women's interest to-- verbalize and instigate

affirmative ipeasures to increase the men's
awareness of the Umitations of sexual

stereotypes. Both men and women gain by
breaking through these limitations. Men need
no longer be the strong, aggressive in^

novator; women need no longer be the

passive, timid supporter. What is needed is

that the potential of both sexes be allowed full

expression. As women's potential gets

developed, coeducation can become more of a
success. The image of Williams being a man's
school with coeds will change to Williams as a
coed school. But, the change will only occur tf-
the Williams women begin acting as though
this were their school, as much as it is the

men's. J

Local Flicks

It's re-release time

again, but there's hope
by Dana Perlstein

This week, Wilhamstown area movie
houses are back to the barren product

situation they "enjoyed" most of last year.

There is one good film (a re-re-release) and
two films playing in both of the North Adams
theatres and simultaneously in Pittsfield. So

this week, 1 will have space to discuss the

state of movies in general. The lecture begins

after these brief words.

HAROLD AND MAUDE is a film that for

all practical purposes has never been out of

circulation. Like BILLY JACK, it began with

a grassroots following and has increased its

fans with every re-opening in every town. It is

becoming a cult movie—a cult perpetuated by

the movie companies and their press as well

as its audience. It's a film that uses death as a

topic by which to celebrate life. Harold (Bud
Cort from MASH and BREWSTER Mc-

CLOUD) and Maude (Ruth Gordon, Mrs.

Castavet from next door in ROSEMARY'S
BABY) are death lovers. That is, both go to

funerals—anyone's funerals—because they

like to cry for the deceased. Harold is a pale,

twenty-ish boy who regularly commits
suicide but cannot die. He is always

depressed, unable to cope with the horrible

world around him. Maude is a sprightly

woman of about 80 who loves the world but

never fails to criticize it. Their story is, of

course, absurd, macabre, but very funny. The
film is worth the viewing, if not for the in-

trinsic value, at least as a phenomenon. It

played Spring Street last year and will

probably be back again before this year is up.

But for now, if you've got an evening, you can

catch it in Pittsfield at the Capitol, another

theatre on the movie row that is Route 7

South. Showtimes are 7 & 9. Irrelevant but

acceptable music is provided by Cat Stevens.

Both Pittsfield and Williamstown are

currently experiencing the revival of Robert

Redford's frontier epic JEREMIAH
JOHNSON. Based on a real mountain man,

Redford's character I am sure is a pale

imitation of the real hero, if he could really be

called a hero at all. A city man who decided to

give up the nineteenth century for the

wilderness life, Johnson gets written into

animal wrestling matches, Indiah massacres,

and other currently raped Western situations.

His one man campaign of revenge after the

murder of his family by once friendly Indians

climaxes the film. After SOLDIER BLUE,
CHEYANNE AUTUMN, and LITTIJE BIG
MAN brought the tragedy of the American
Indian into view before the masochistic U.S.

audiences (masochistic because they love to

see films that are self-criticisms of America
but fail to act on their new "awareness"),

JEREMIAH JOHNSON can only be a sort of

ba'cklash, Hollywood going reactionary.

However, let's forget ethics. If you like out-

door movies or Robert Redford or both, you

might as well walk down to Spring Street for

it. The College Cinema will be ninning it daily

at 8 P.M., and remember, .Monday and
Tuesday nights are bargain nigbts. For this

flick, bargain basement.

Well, these are the only two pieces of

celluloid that demanded consideration, what
with MAME and THE TAMARIND SEED
purifying and boring Pittsfield patrons while

North Adams, down to only one theatre again

ever since the Cinema at the Sheraton went
dark, is running a Western wildlife

travelogue. Obviously, something is wrong in

the economy of the region if only one old

theatre can operate in North Adams while,

here in Williamstown, the year-old Colonial

Cinemas I and II are for sale. Or is it just the

schedule that saw the least urbane, hokiest,

least artistic films being booked into the

area? Are there not enough brains in the

Williamstown-North Adams region to sustain

a fare of intelligent, exciting films? One had
to observe the dearth of college people at the

Colonial Cinemas. How much North Adams
Stale contributed to the demise of the

Sheraton 1 do not know. But only the Mohawk
and the College Cinema remain in the area,

and they only because of their direct ac-

cessibility to the college campuses and their

occasional reliance on skin flicks (so far, the

College Cinema has mercifully stayed away
from that bastard branch of American
cinema). Pittsfield is much better off, what
with four theatres and two drive-ins open, but

just how solvent those operations are is in

great doubt. I have no solutions, only con-

dolences for the dying American movie
theatre. One EXORCIST a thriving industry

does not make.
Here are a few hints about movie-going

around these parts. For one thing, please
remember that as a rule, films arrive at a
theatre on a Wednesday and leave the
following Tuesday. There are exceptions to
this pattern (sometimes films don't arrive
until Friday, sometimes a theatre changes its

product twice a week), but generally please
realize that the movies reviewed in this

column ( which is printed on Friday) only stay
around until Tuesday. Also, several houses in

the area run $1 bargain nights Monday and
Tuesday because otherwise no one would
show up at all if they didn't.

Meanwhile, Williams' own film societies

and committees are offering as fine a
schedule as they ever have before. It is un-
fortunate that a completely inadequate
Bronfman Auditorium with its uninsulated
North wall, woefully underpowered arc lamps
(projector light bulbs), and distorted sound
"system" is our only site for viewing already
decimated 16mm film. Someday, 35, or even
70 mm will make its way to Williams College.
Trinity College in Hartford started its

Cinestudio several years ago on the same
basis as our WFS, and today it is just about
the most successful commercial theatre in

the city. It charges outside adults $2 and any
student. Trinity or not, $1.50. And the films
are good, new, uncensored, and in the best
process it is available in, including up to six-

channel sound. Someday . . . Friday, that's

tonight, you've still got time to see REBEL
WITHOUT A CAUSE at the Bronfmian
dungeon. The movie that gave us the 50'>

rebel in the person of JamesDean, showtimes
are 7, 9 & M,.

J^^ D
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NEED A FRIEND?

Coll HEL1> LINI
664-639r -.*>

NEEDED—Roommate fo share 4 room

apt. in Williamstown. Private furnished

bedrooms. Call Chris Cassel 4S8-9S02 after

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
JOE DEWEY

"a good place to be caught in the rain"

Welcome back to a new Inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

a nd entertainment at the

ms

For Sound Advice

Electronic

Supply Center
stereo Systems By

KLH Panasonic - Sony

-—-^— Tapes "--—^-
^assette - Reel - 8 Track by

AAemorex, BASF, 3M, RCA

^fHvei-St; ^-443-4«3-4828 NrAdams

Country Restiiurant

In the Continental Tradition

Open for Lunch & Dinner

^*'''+y'»fJ*;r"Closed Moiidiy '
' "

^:
Acroits from Wini<ams Campus

^3
R

R
enzis
coiuci ooK trou D

l_^IUIiUI>TO«M, •*• •

Have you read Centennial ?

Michenfer's latest blockbuster

Spring Street

The College Store Since 1896

Parkas - Parkas - Parkas

Woolrich - Profile

Tempco - Mt. Products

Men - Ladies - Children

-J- I L.-J4* -

Discoveries

Records & Tapes,

SPRING STREET

Problem Pregnancy

Concerned, qualified counselors are here
to share your problem. Pregnancy tests,

financial and material assistance,
adoptive, medical, and housing referrals

are confidentially provided in an at

mosphere of compassion for you and your
child by volunteer professionals. We are a

non-profit service organization to provide

alternatives to abortion.

Call collect 443-3634 or drop in at 27 Nortli

St., Pittsfield.

Levi's Levis

15,000-20,000 pr. Levis in stock

5,000- 8,000 pr. Lees in stock
Wool Rich Shirts & Coats

Mountain Products Goose Down Coats
Dunham's Boots

Men'sand Women's Leather and Suede Coats , - ~

Specia I to all Williams students

10 per cent off with this ad on any item anytime

It pays to shop in Vermont
Open 7 days a week

Benn - Burry Shop
Rte. 7 - 4 mi. north of Bennington

Shaftsbury, Vermont

Lee Lee

An Original Gift Idea

The Co-op has a wide selection of quality Jerseys. T-shirts and Nylon Jackets
available in assorted style, colors, and sites . . . Wex:an print names, numbers,
cresu, designs, slogans. Let us know in advance and any design can be made
to order in color. . . We make up shirts for clubs, frats, independents, sports
teams, church,organizations, special events, and individuals . . . There's no
limit. You ran order one or a thousand. All Shirts at popular prices. For
details drop in or call 438-4983. .

Williams Co-Op
SPRING ST. Oprn Fri. •Til 9 PM

KING'S LIQUOR

\ STORE

Fine Wines .

and

Liquors

PLENTY OF ALL TYPES BEER

Spring Street Williamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458-5948

WATSON FELLOWSHIP

Information and application

for fellowship for independent

study and travel abroad

available from

Dean Mclntire

Deadline October 4

SPRING SEMESTER - ISRAEL
-^ Brandeis University - The Jacob Hiatt Institute

(Year Program, Fall Term only, or Spring term only)

Applications now being accepted for Spring Term 1975

Juniors and Seniors eligible

Beginning knowledge of Hebrew required

Earn 16 credits for the semester

Financial Aid available

Application Deadline: Novemtier 15

For information write: '''\
,

The Jacob Hiatt Institute '^^""
-

Brandeis University " vp^

Waltham, AAassachusetts 02154 .--^'^ /

Oct. 2-8 CAPITOL
DOWNTOWN PITTSritlD 44S 4000

Shown

At

7«i9P.M.

You remember "Harold And Maude" don't you?
It opened in December of 1971, got good reviews, but got swamped in

the deluge of holiday films. .. :>!'>• '-i; :.. -'

However ... ,. .. > '«,;',,;•.., i '^ .-'?• '

"Harold And Maude" opertfed at the Westgate Theatre In Min-
neapolis, and hasn't left. It's in its third year with no end in sight.

Incredible? Incredible.

What happened was that the film was given a chance to grow, td let
the word of mouth get around. First the middle age audience came, then
the college crowd, then the teenagers. Now, Everyone Is going.

If you miss it this time, you may have to go to Minneapolis.

ttijL
^^ *"** *"* *** tuneral of a perfect stranger,

nom then on, things got perfectly stranger and stranger.

HAROLD and MAUDE

KhHGORDON
BUDCX)Rr

With Sons* by Cot SlavWM

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $1.00



..-i^ /^ *•ia fr\ r\ "fV> r\^1 ^"'' '''* ^P*" *'" "«ed a far better effortmore lootDaii Tr''''""°"^"y''-**'"««°'"«««=h2ter* ^ **«?^«""c«d them, 21-7ayear ago. Returning
to the friendly confines of Weston Field may
be just the tonic the Purple need. p.

Vrom page ten

yard gain as

time ran out.

"We should have scored at leitst 30 points,"

more than a few Eph fans complained after

the game. Williams had rolled up 335 total

yards to Trinity's 189. Baldwin had clicked on

13 of 22 passes for 188 yards and 2 dcores.

Geier had led all rushers with 68 yards Iji 16

carries. *

But, the Purple had also thrown 5 ihr

terceptions and lost 2 fumbles. Had the head
linesman decided to doze off during Tucci's

83-yard punt return, the outcome might have

been very different.

On the positive side, the Ephs do seem to

win more than their share oi the close ones,

and the experience of being in the pressure

cooi(er is sure to reap rewards. The defense,

as always, was superb, allowing the Bantoms
to cross the midfield stripe only thrice. And
the offense, though inconsistent, is far ahead
of last year's pace.

more soccer
' from page ten

zone. MarUn dove to his right to Itnoclc down
Smith's shot, but he couldn't handle the ball.
It bounced away to Elkind, who lofted it

^Imly over the fallen goalie.

That was it, really. Trinity put in some
subs, and they hustled their heads off, lilie

they're supposed to, and managed to sustain
some pressure. Their first goal was a header
by Malcolm Davidson off an inbounds pass. A
defensive lapse had left him open. The second
came with just 1 :55 left. By that time most of
the crowd was more wrapped up in watching

I'

1

y,V'»Vi^'^'>'VVV«*>'«S'S*>*l»»>«VVi.**V',VV',<V',',-

ART &
PRINTS

7<, I It \>1K SHOP
\

*>'ji^V»'»**'»'»'»'»'»'.»'.''',»V»'»'»'»'»'»'''»'*'»'*'»'»''/'

^
Lost out of Sage storage

A large greenish blue rocker easy
chair

If found, please call John Lanier
597-6615 X

Reward Offered

/

Oyster Weekend
Baked, Scalloped $4.75, Fried $4.50

Oyster Stew $2.50, Oyster Cocktail $2.10

potato, vegetable, rolls and butter

* The Captains Cabin

'

"Tlir Seafood House of tJie Berkshiret"

Cold Spring Road, Williamstown, Mass. 413 458-9101

Student's Welcome . /^

jHcCulj pre.

New and used typewriters

Complete typewriter and

adding machine service

Hallmark Cards and Eaton

Stationery

See us for all your school supply needs

Frye Boots

,/

SPIRIT
SHOP

LIOUORS— WINES— BEER

LOV\/EST PRICES IN TOW/N

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

134 Cole Avenue Williamslown

Phone 4M-3704

Men's 49.00

Hand stained

brown
Natural Antiqued

Burnt Chestnut

Women's 48.00

Just Natural

Antiqued

Open Thursday 'til 8:3i)

SPRING ST WILLIAMSTOWN

A Remarkably Comprehensive

Selection of Work by

Americans Finest Craftsmen

including:

STONEWARE
WUliamBtown

SILVER ond GOLD JEWELRY

POTTERY

Ma»saehaaeil$
Telephone (413) 458-9523
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the football teams warm up on the next field.

The Ephs appear to be a team that must be
reckoned with—right now. The sophs look like
they've been playing together for years, and
they can only get better. The veterans: Bill
Battey, Bob Samuelson, Graham Hone, and
Brian Daggett, picked up where they left off

last year, allowing only 11 shots on goal. Ai;
they needed was confidence in their goal
scoring ability, and they got that on Saturday.
Now, it's just a question of sustaining it for >

ten more games. The next two are at homer
Middlebury on Wednesday afternoon at 4 p/ii.

and Union on Saturday at U a.m.
The Middlebury game should give a better

indication of just how good the EJphs are.

"They move the ball a httle letter than
Trinity, and they always giv^'us trouble
because they're constanUy hurtling," Vennell
said. The Panthers lost eight members of last

season's undefeated team, but replacements
from a strong frosh squad have bolstered the
varsityxanks. Middlebury sports a 1-1 record,
losing to Springfield, 3-1, and edging Dart-
mouth, 2-1.

fsnei^sbr
At the September 30th meeting of

the College Council, vacancies on several

Couneil committees were filled. Vice-

i'resident Paul Council presented tlie

recunimendations of the Elections

Committee to Council members. Ap-

pointments to the following committees

were confirmed by ^ majority vote of the

Council:

Elections Committee - pill

Oberndorf '75.
'

_
Finance Committee - Addison Lanier

||l-College Entertainment Commit-
leeyA.C.E.C.) - Michael Reed '75.

Housing Committee - Jim Baker '75.

eo-chairman iwiii - be _wi»rJtilHt

with the other co-cliairman Clvis Al-

iHTti) -_ —__

Honorary Degrees Committee - P<rter

McChesney '75. — -^-, _.

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America
Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

50 Spring Street - 458-9009 and 458-8014

open daily 9 a.m. to 2 a.m.

Brea|ji;asldaily9a.m. to 11 a.m.

Donuts, Coffee-

VV p make our own pizza dough daily

.STl DKNT.S VVEiXOME -^

Best Spaghetti in Town

" 90 Water Street

Tap Bef

DART Leagties now forming

^BfiRNARDY'S
RESTAURANT

'^$UNDAY SUPPER AT THE SIX HOUSE'
PRICES TO FIT YOUR BUDGET

Like Autumn Leaves - "Nothing to be desired"

In Dining Pleasure

Sour Hour Daily Except Sat. - 4:30-6:00 p.m.

(Prices of a II Liquor Drinks 7Sc -Mug of BeerJSc)

No.l
SQUASH SHOE

Sold Only At

GOFF's SPORTS SPRING
ST.

Send usyour best slides...

\

andwe^l
send)/ou
back your
best snapshots

for KMirthone
fliree, fee]

Oot a favorite slide you'/J like to turn iiiio tulor prints? Do ii now. During our
Kinlok Prims fnim Sinks S/nrinl. VViu bii\ ihrcc and gel ihc lourlli prim free.

""Nrmrat.-

Spring St.

nc.
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Rob Comer vaults bush during cross country meet at Trinity, \photo by Flavin]

Gridders edge
Trinity on
late score

by Dan Daly

If there's one thing Bob Odell will never be

accused of, it's rolling up the score. On an

afternoon that saw Oklahoma- bomb Utah
State,72-3 and Houston embarrass Virginia

Tech, 49-2, Williams managed to squeeze by

an outclassed Trinity eleven, 17-14

The Ephs outrushed, outpassed, and out-

defensed their hosts by considerable margins.

At times, Williams looked invincible. A
crushing tackle by Harry Jackson, a glue-

fingered grab by Tony Kroker, and the Purple

were off and running. It was only a matter of

time, many felt, before "Odie" emptied his

bench.

But, Trinity refused to quit, and everytime

Williams seemed ready to deliver the

knockout blow, a fumble, interception, or

penalty would throw a wrench in the works.

By the end of the third quarter, the Ephs
could have opened up a hardware store.

The first quarter was scoreless. The Purple
did manage a pair of impressive drives, but

an interception at the Trinity 23 and a Rod
Geier fumble at the nine kept the Ephs off the

scoreboard.

While the offens^ was struggling to hold on

to the pigskin, thie defense, led by Jack
Costello, Harry Jackson.Nand J. C. Chandler

wasn't budging an inch. TheBantoms didn't

manage a first down until early in the second

quarter. They did give Williams a scare

midway through the first quarter when Rich

Tucci fielded a Pete E'shelman punt on his

own 17 and sped untouched down the right

sideline for the score, but a clipping penalty

nullified the play.

Finally, the Ephs broke the scoring

drought. The second quarter was four plays

old when Jim Baldwin connected with split

end Dave Parker for 62 yards and a touch-

down. Kevin Cramer's conversion was
pierfect

Trinity stormed back. Following the

kickoff, the Bantoms drove 69 yards in 14

plays behind the pinpoint passing of George
Rose and tHe hard running of halfback Jim
Belesano. Belesano hurdled over Scott Perry

from one yard out for the score, but Mike
Maus' extra point attempt sailed wide,

leaving Williams on top, 7-6.

The teams traded fumbles for the next six

minutes, each squandering a good scoring

opportunity. Only when fullback Pat Hef-

feman's fumble was gobbled up by Perry on

the Trinity 12 did the Ephs capitalize on a

Bantom turnover. After two linebucks by

Chuck Carrier netted seven, Baldwin coolly

faded back and fired a six-pointer to a leaping

Parker to give Williams a 14-6 halftime edge.

The lead was short-lived. The Bantoms took

the second half kickoff and drove 80 yards in

14 plays as the wishbone began to show its

first signs of life. Halfback Jfte^hplley

slammed over from the six for the scSJre^nd

when Rosie connected with Heffernan for t

points, the game was knotted at 14

Williams responded with its finest effort of

the afternoon. Three Baldwin-to-Kroker
completions and some tough inside running

by Geier moved the Purple 55 yards to the

Trinity 18. Here, the drive stalled, and a

Crartier field goal attempt reminiscent of

Eval Knievel's half-gainer into the Snake
River fell well short. ,

Moments later, Williams was knocking

on the door again. A Perry punt return, two
rushes by Geier, and a personal foul against

Trinity gave the Ephs a first down on the

Bantom 11. Safety Chris Max's goal line in-

terception ended the threat.

Williams' winning drive came on the heels

of a blocked punt by Chandler. Completions to

Kroker and fullback Marc Byrnes netted 26

yards and a Carrier sweep gained 11. But, on

third-and-goal from the one, Byrnes was
charged with a personal foul, moving the

Ephs out of touchdown range. On fourth

down, Cramer ignored the wind and rain and
split the uprights from 33 yards away to give

the Purple a 17-14 lead.

The Ephs had a chance to shut the door on

Trinity when a punt snap sailed over the head
of Maus and was downed on the Bantom 13.

Once again, Trinity refused to fold, and three

plays later, Tucci pilfered a Baldwin pass

that had ricoclieted crazily off Byrnes' knee.

A last-ditch Bantom effort ended at the

Williams 40 when scrambling Harold Gray
please turn to page nine

X-C leaves
Bantoms in

dust, 15-50
by Chris Flavin'

Saturday's cross-country opener at Trinity

was a breeze. The competition wasn't even
quite up to what it had been at the Ephs' own
time trial the week before. Five solid runners
including senior captains Mark Sisson and
Scott Lutrey were out for the week with
various injuries, but the team still managed
to bring seven straight purple shirts over the

finish line before a Trinity man was seen.

Starting in the academic quad at Trinity,

the twelve Williams and nine Trinity runners

dashed across a long field, vaulted a short

hedge, and then disappeared through the

TrinRy arches to begin the first loop of the

race. As the runners settled down to pace,

Williams' dominance quickly began to show.

Junior Bob Clifford and seniors Mike McGarr
and Paul Skudder quickly went for the lead

followed by frosh phenom Joe Kolb. Other

Williams runners trailed closely with only a

couple of Trinity's nine anywhere near the

pace.

The first loop of this flat, all-pavement

course was a short one, but by the time the

runners again crossed the quad and hurdled

the hedge, Williams' victory was assured.

Kolb had steadily picked up the pac6 and how
held a twienty yard lead on Clifford and
McGarr with Skudder close behind. Senior

Pete Hyde, freshnian Dan Sullivan, and
junior Bert Saul were next in Utie with several

Trinity runners, on their heels.

The final three mile loop of the race served

mainly to spread out the runners and
demonstrate Williams' vast superiority. Kolb
passed through the Trinity arches and strided

to victory with apparent ease in a good time of

25:48 for the4.75mile course. Clifford held onto

second, followed by the fast finishing

Sullivan. McGarr pulled in fourth followed by
Skudder. Further back were Hyde and Saiil,

giving Williams a clean swieep of the first

seven places. Rounding out the Williams

romp and interspersed with Trinity runners

were John Rathgeber, Gary James, Dave
Trawick, Rob Lamberson, and Rob Comer,
with Comer ahead of half the Trinity team.

In the opening meet the Purple Striders

displayed the depth for which they ar^
famous. With the. appeairance ot freshrnen

Kolb and Sullivan and with some of. the

veteran runners regaining their healthi the

next two meets against highly regarded
Middlebury and Albany State should be real

battles with the Ephs given a good chance of

victory. Q

Soccer nets

four in romp
ver Trinity

by Nick Cristiano

Coach Jeff A'emell. had been right: the

regular season woukk^ing changes. With all

six sophomores in the staffing lineup playing

key roles, the Ephs exploded^lQr four nearly

picture perfect goals in routing Trinity, 4-2, on

Saturday morning, putting an enoHo the

mysterious preseason scoring draught an^
getting the season off to a rousing start. The^
Purple almost had a shutout, too, which would
have looked even niftier, if they hadn't let

their exuberance over their new found offense

lead to some unusually lax defensive play late

in the second half.

Senior tri-captain Mike Elkind had two
goals, while sophomores Jim Hield and Hank
Osborne had one each.

The Ephs controlled the ball extremely well

right from the outset, so much,so that soph
goalie Skip Grossman was tested only once in

the first fifteen minutes. Despite their ball

control though, Williams was not putting

much more pressure on Trinity goalie Andy
Kaufman. They seemed to be working for too

perfect a shot, always trying to get the ball

into their cehtermen, Elkind and Steve Smith
As a result, the Bantam backfield was able to
bre«k up the Eph attack.

•M was happy with our ball control, but our
movement could have been quicker," Vennell
said. "We Weren't getting enough shots."

Steve Smith had the only good Eph op-

portunity early In the game, but his shot hit

the right poet. It looked like the Ephs were
going to become victims of their own- ex-
cellent control until Elkind, changing tactics

surprised Kaufman with a rising drive from
deep on the right side. The ball caught the
inside of the left post and dropped behind the
goal line. The score came with nineteen
minutes reinalning in the first half a«l
snapped the^Ef^. out ^ their ^fensive^
lethargy. From then on it was their game.
Luck was with the Ephs during Trinity's

best scoring chance, a four-on-two attack with

less than five minutes remaining in the half.

Junior Chris Jennings had Grossman
hel|dess, but his shot caromed off the

crossbar. The rebound Came right out in front

to Pete Mindrich, who again had Grossman
helpless; only to^ootit over the net and out-

of-boUnds. GrdMnian, whq played an ex-

cellent game, cduldn't make. a ihpv^ during

the whole sequence, but stood wat<;hing the

shote sail over his head like a youngster at a

fireworks disfday.

The Eph Minute (that's with a long i) Men,
Dave Napolitan and Pete Barra, entered the

game late in the half and worked a perfect

combo through the Trinity defense, Barra
ended up with the ball at the goalmouth, but

drilled his shot right into the hands of

Kaufman.
Inspired no doubt by the appearance of the

Marching Band at halftime, Williams put the

game away early in the second half. With less

than a minute gone, Hank Osborne waltzed

through the Trinity defense on an excellent

solo effort and drove the ball into the upper

right hand corner of the cage. Steve Smith got

an assist Trinity immediately failed to

capitalize on two opportunities: a direct

obstruction kick and a semi-breakaway. Soph

fullback JohW Lanier made an excellent

recovery on the breakaway, making a

baseball-like slide to knock the ball out of

^nger. \,
lith and Hield playing like veterans

work^da beautiful play to get. the Ephs' third

goal. Smith, took the ball deep into the left

corner, then Iftotted to pass it back out He

spotted Hield, tho^h, standing at the

goalmouth, just behin£H(aufman, and lofted

the ball parallel to the goallin^just out of the

reach of the leaping Kaufrniiklt landed^

squarely en the noggin of Hield, wholieaded it

so softly that it barely reached the net ^1 Jhe

back of the cage.

Kaufman was replaced by soph Bob Martin,

but it only took Williams two more minutes to

engineer their final goal. Soph halfback Rick

Zeller. broke Smith loose into the Bantam

please turn to page nine

Sports Round -Up

Field hockey >

Mt. Holyoke opened up an early lead, then
coasted to a 5-2 win last Thursday in the first

Williams-Mt. Holyoke field hockey game
ever.

Although play began at a fast pace, the wet,

muddy field proved frustrating to both teams.
Often a shower of mud would be launched
instead of the ball or an excellent shot would
roll to a stop in a puddle yards from its

destination.

Despite the less-than-ideal conditions, Mt.

Holyoke managed to outpace the Ephwomen
through both halves of play. Two first half Mt.
Holyoke goals were answered only by soph
Shailah Stewart's tally and Williams could
offer only senior Polly Smith's goal in the lace
of the Moynties' second half onslaught
The junior varsity labored under even

worse condiUons, but held Mt Holyoke
scoreless with aggressive defense that per-

mitted few shots to reach the goal cage.
Williams netted the only goal of the contest
with an assist from the opposing goalie.

The game against Smith was cancelled
twice this week due to rain and poor draining
facilities and will be rescheduled at a later

date. The varsity travels to Middletown
tomorrow for its first contest ever against
Wesleyan.

Golf

The New England Intercollegiate Golf title

will not remain in Williamstown for another

yeat. After last week's two^lay competition,

the Ephs found themselves "in the middle of

the pack" as the University of Massachusetts

bested 40 rivals to take top honors. John

Hoover paced Williams with rounds of BO and

79 over Cape Cod's windswept New Seabury

Country Club.

Sunday's dual match against Springfield

was cancelled when the Chiefs failed to show.

Women's tennis

The women's tennis 6Mim ran its record to

3-0 last Thursday by upeW|ng Mt Holyoke, 8-

1. According to coach Curt .ong, "the match

was much closer than the score indicates.'

Four of the nine matches went to three sets.

Katrina Voorhees (No. 4), Marlon Sherman

(No. 5), and the Na 1 doubles team of Rachel

Robb and Ellie Winninghoff all emerged

victorious. But Laura Carson (No- "

dropped a tough third set to her Mt Holyoke

opponent, sparing the Mounties the em-

barrassment of a shutout

Matches scheduled for Saturday (RP '.'

' and Monday (Smith) were rained out and will

be rescheduled. The squad travels to

Wesleyan Friday for the first meeting bet-

ween the two schools. B
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Off-campus

housing means

empty rooms
v:<Ll.\i.rt. for college

=^ ._ .:„ by Andrea Mlntz
Ninety-two unmarried students, the

nuijority of whom are men, are presently

living off campus. 7
Last year, the housing committee, ac-

icording toDean Cris Roosenraad, anticipated

a campus room shortage for the 1974-75 school

year and consequently granted permission to

nearly all students who applied to live off

campus. Now there are approximately 20

empty rooms available for occupancy on
campus.
The goal for next year is to minimize the

number of students living off campus.
Roosenraad will grant permission for seniors

only to live off campus.
There are a number of reasons for this

policy change. According to Roosenraad, the

administration wants the present housing
system to work successfully for the benefit of

the students and the college. The loss of a
significant number of seniors could adversely
affect the present house ' system by
decreasing the interaction among classes and
by contributing to an attitudinal change that

reflected a decreasing interest in house ac-

tivities and loyalties.

In addition, the college cannot afford to

maintain numerous empty rooms on campus

and consequently would be forced to raise
room fees as compensatioa The on-campus
students would then be the ones to suffer by'
having to bear the brunt of the increasing
costs. Roo8.enraad indicated he believes that
the college has a responsibility to the town to

minimize its own negative impact on the
limited market of older and inexpensive
housing units in Williamstown by reducing
student demand.
More privacy, an atmosphere more con-

ducive to serious study, independence, and a
more home-like and, as one student phrased
it, "natural" environment are the major
reasons for living off campus, students in-

terviewed most frequently cited. One student

_ appreciated the wider perspective he gained
as a result of coming in contact with
Williamstown residents on a daily basis.

Another said he felt more like a member of

the Williamstown community, rather than
simply a .Williams College student.

The desire to save money was generally not
an influential factor in most students'

decisions to move. Although several thought
that one could save money on food, most
students said the rising rents and food prices
have made such savings negligible. Also,

several students admitted that their initial

enthusiasm for scrimping on food subsided as
their hunger pangs increased. Consequently,
the food bills are higher but the meals are
more satisfying.

Although it requires more effort and time to

visit a friend who lives one or two miles away
than one who Uves down the hall, the students

inter/iewed do not consider it a burden.-and

none said they felt isolated from the main-
stream of campus life. In fact, despite some
minor dislike of certain universally un-

popular household chores, the students seem
content with their living situations.

[photo hy McCkllan]
Student useh^rox machine in library. Professor's use of the Xerox machines to make
copies ofpagesfivm books in quantitymay be illegal

Facu we
nod

^6p
to Mt.

e report
^" !_^_ by Scott Fenn

A report on the possible legal dangers of

Xeroxing copyrighted materials and further

discussion on the future of Mount Hope Farm
highlighted the faculty meetings of Sept. 25

and Oct. 2.

At the Sept. 25 meeting, Lawrence
Wikander, the college librarian, gav6 a report

which he termed a "warning" about the

possible dangers involved in the wholesale
Xeroxing of copyrighted materials. He
cautioned that there is currently a litigation

between a copyright firm and a national

medical magazine over a similar issue.

Wikander explained that there is a doctrine of

"fair use" which allows a person to make one
copy of a section of a copyrighted book for his

own personal use. He added however, that

"the wholesale copying of copyrighted
materials in r way which would inhibit the

rights of the owner was definitely

dangerous." He listed a choir director buying
one score of music and then running off copies
for an entire choir as an obvious example of

such a violation. Wikander also said that he
considered it a "dangerous and doubtful

process" for a professor to Xerox copies of a

reading and then offer them for sale to

students: even if the amount charged were
only to pay for the cost of the Xeroxing. There

was no discussion of the matter by the faculty

as a whole after Wikander's presentation.

The Winter Study Committee gave a report

detailing its funding policy for projects this

winter. According to faculty secretary John

Stambaugh, the Committee announced that

its policy would reflect the general tightening

of the college budget. .Hardest hit will be

projects which go out of the country.

Reportedly there will be very few or none of

these allowed this year.

Two new faculty committees were formed.

A state of the college committee will deal with

problems relating to the expansion of the

college, the state of its physical facilities, and

enrollment. Members of this committee are

Messrs. Kershaw, Goethals, and Rudolph,

and Ms. Mclntire and Stubbe. A bicentennial

committee, consisting of Messrs. Laboree,

Brown (MacAlister), Faison, Rudolph, and

Shainman, will coordinate campus activities

with those of the town and county in

-celebration of the nation's 200th birthday.

At the Oct 2 meeting, there was a short

presentation about a report concerning the

development of the Mt. Hope Farm area. The

report was brought up for discussion in front

of the faculty and was ratified by a vote of 59-

17.

Mt. Hope Farm is a 1000 acre estate the

College acquired to prevent its over-

development. The report, according to

Stambaugh, is basically ^ plan to allow the

college to sell off portiotB of the college owned

land at Mt. Hope Farrh. The lower porUons,

starting with the area north of route 32, would

be sold first. This land will probably be sold to

residential developer*. The upper portions

however will be sold in such a way that the

college would still maintain some control over
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A case now pending before the U.S.
Suprenie Court (mvolving the photo-copying
of copyrighted magazines by the National

Institute of Health and the National Library
of Medicine) may have an important effect on
the curriculum at Williams. The question

involved is the right of these agencies to copy
certain medical journals and hand out the

copies to individuals without receiving per-

mission from the publisher.

Professors at WilUams, have also come to

depend heavily on the Xerox copyer. This

machine has provided them with an op-

portunity to greatly expand their choice of

reading material, and, in fact, some courses

depend more heavily on Xerox copies of book

chapters and magazine articles than they do
on textbooks. The purpose of this is to create a

course, which enables the professor to select

from the best of many writers rather than

being limited to a text which only partially

meetsjhe course needS;

At a certain point photocopying articles and
books becomes illegal. It is generally agreed
that it is legal for an individual to make a

single, personal copy of'an article for his own
scholarly use. Lawrence Wikander, the

college Librarian, has expressed this belief,

and calls it the "fair use" principle.

Many also agree that it is illegal for an
individual or an organization to make several

hundred copies of a number of chapters of a

current book and sell them to others. The
History Department at Williams has been

doing just that—selling materials without any
permission from the publishers. The College

is, according to Provost Stephen R. Lewis,

Jr., putting an end to this practice.

There are certain exceptions to the rules

which serve to complicate the matter. A
difficult problem arises over the question of

an out of print or unobtainable book, or an old

issue of a magazine. In these cases many
agree that there would be nothing illegal

about making one hundred copies of the

document and selling them at cost to the

student. Yet the publisher of the magazine or

book involved does have a legal right to sue

anyone who did this during the period in

which the work is protected by copyright

laws. Under the present copyright law, which
is being revised, copyrights last 28 years and
may be renewed for another 28 years.

A second problem occurs when a book

ordered from the publisher fails to arrive on

schedule at the beginning of the term. Here
again, the general consensus is that the

professor utilizing the book should be allowed

to Xerox the necessary parts of his copy, and
provide them for the class until the book

arrives. A similar problem arises, as the

publisher has the legal right to sue the

professor.

Also many would agree that the library

should be permitted to replace a page torn out

of a book even though the copy would be used

by many individuals. At the moment, no one,

knows how the Supreme Court will handle the

case now pending. If it decides in favor of the

publisher, a radical change in the way
colleges educate their students would be

forthcoming. Almost all Xeroxing of

copyrighted books and periodicals would be

brought to a halt, and professors would have
to return to textbooks. This wo^ld increase

the costs to the student, who would be forced

to buy more books. Should this happen, it is

likely that publishers would develop some
form of licensing agreement allowing copying

in some form, but most likely at a cost to the

individual.

Should the Court decide in favor of the

government agencies, or refuse to hear the

case, it is likely that no real precedent will be

set that will effect Xerox copying presently

found at colleges due to the peculiar natureo^
the "case. ^=

Regardless of the outcome of the case,

copying presents a moral question for all

members of the college community. A'

number of prominent educators have at-

tacked the ethics of those who rely on

Xeroxed mMerials in class, insinuating that

they are intellectually dishonest. Others have
strongly defended the practice as necessary

to a good educational curriculum. Former
President Nixon may be able to take some
pleasure in knowing that some of those who
challenged him vigorously on moral grounds

may now find themselves embroiled in a

question of their own professional moraUty.
\

A month

of Thursdays
In order to facilitate improvements in the

RecordAdvocate's content and organization,

the ReAd l)egan once a week publication last

Thursday on a temporary basis.

This policy will continue, according to

editor Bill Widing, "most likely until the

second semester, or until I am satisfied with

the quality of the stories and the depth of our
staff"

Deciding to break with the traditional twice

a week publication of the ReAd, Widing cited

the lack of experience in the practically all-

freshman reporting corps as the main reason
for the move. Widing commented, "Because
the last few editorial staffs have largely

ignored developing a strong pool of ex-

perienced reporters, we want to work closely

with the freshman reporters this semester."
While Widing says he beUeves that the

financial outlook of the paper is the strongest

it has been in recent years, he feels "there is a

definite financial bonus in coming out once a

week since we can save some money."
Without the demands of a twice weekly

schedule, the editors have more time to edit a
story, check facts, and make stylistic com-
ments. To help with these tasks the paper has
engaged the services of Nada Samuels as a
technical advisor. Ms. Samuels is currently
the head of the Williamstown bureau of the

North Adams Transcript, as well as a
member of their photography staff.

Widing seesher role as "providing a sense of

professionalism to the paper which has
seemed to be lacking in past years. It is im-

portant to note that her advice will be con-

cerned with the how and why of the
mechanics of editing, layout, and
photography, not content."

"Once we have a group of reporters,"

Widing continued, "who know the campus
and who know how to write well, we will

resume twice weekly production. I am con-
fident that we will then be able to put out two
solid issues a week."
"Basically, we are trying to establish a

strong organizational foundation from which
the ReAd can provide more extensive
coverage for the campus on a consistent

basis. The editors are all excited about this

year's progress over the snafu's of last year.
We all look forward to a year which will mark
the re-emergence of strong journalism on the
campus."

All deadlines for reporters will be 3 p.m. on
Sundays, while the correspondence,
viewpoints', and any other extra-staff copy
must be submitted by 3 p.m. Tuesday.

Dance at Williams

See page 5
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Off-campus

housing means

empty rooms

for college
by Aiidroa Mint/.

Ninety-two unmarried students, the
majority of wtiom are men, are presently

living off campus.
Last year, the housing committee, ac-

cording to Dean Cris lioosenraad, anticipated

a campus room shortage for the 1974-75 school

year and consequently granted permission to

nearly all students who applied to live off

campus. Now there are approximately 20

empty rooms available for occupancy on
campus.

The goal for next year is to minimize the

number of students living off campus.
Roosenraad will grant permission for seniors

only to live off campus.
There are a number of reasons for this

policy change. According to Roosenraad, the

administration wants the present housing
system to work successfully for the tx;nefil of

the students and the college. The loss of a

significant number of seniors could adversely
affect the present house system by
decreasing the interaction among classes and
by contributing to an altitudinal change that

reflected a decreasing interest in house ac-

tivities and loyalties.

In addition, the college cannot afford to

maintain numerous empty rooms on campus

and consequently would be forced to raise
room fees as compensation. The on-canipus
students would then be the ones to suffer by
having to bear the brunt of the increasing
costs Roosenraad indicated he believes that
the college has a responsibility to the town to

minimize its own negative impact on the
limited market of older and inexpensive
housing units in Williamstown by reducing
student demand.
More privacy, an atmosphere more con-

ducive to serious study, independence, and a
more home-like and, as one student phrased
it, "natural" environment are the major
reasons for living off campus, students in-

terviewed most frequently cited. One student
appreciated the wider perspective he gained
as a result of coming in contact with
Williamstown residents on a daily basis.

Another said he felt more like a member of

the Williamstown community, rather than
simply a Williams College student.

The desire to save money was generally not
an influential factor in most students'

decisions to move. Although several thought
that one could save money on food, most
students said the rising rents and food prices

have made such savings negligible. Also,

several students admitted that their initial

enthusiasm for scrimping on food subsided as
their hunger pangs increased. Consequently,
the food bills are higher but the meals are
more satisfying.

Although it requires more eflort and lime to

visit a friend who lives one or two miles away
than one who lives down the hall, the students

interviewed do not consider it a burden and
none said they felt isolated from the main-
stream of campus life. In fact, despite some
minor dislike of certain universally un-

popular household chores, the student.'- /Cem
content with their living situations, /i'
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Faculty give

nod to Mt.

Hope report
Ji

by ScoU I'enn

A report on the possible legal dangers of

Xeroxing copyrighted materials and further '

discussion on the future of Mount Hope Farm
highlighted the faculty meetings of Sept 2,'j

and Gel. 2.

At the Sept 25 ' meeting, Lawrence
Wikander, the college librarian, gave a report

which he termed a "warning" about the

possible dangers involved In the wholesale

Xeroxing of copyrighted materials. He
cautioned that there is currently a litigation

l)elween a copyright firm and a national

medical magazine over a similar issue

Wikander explained that there is a doctrine of

"fair use" which allows a person to make one
copy of a section of a copyrighted book for his

own personal use. He added however, that

"the wholesale copying of copyrighted
materials in r way which would inhibit the

rights of the owner was definitely

dangerous." He listed a choir director buying
one score of music and then running off copies

for an entire choir as an obvious example of

such a violation. Wikander also said that he

considered it a "dangerous and doubtful

process" for a professor to Xerox copies of a

reading and then offer them for sale to

students; even If the amount charged were
only to pay for the cost of the Xeroxing. There

was no discussion of the matter by the faculty

as a whole after Wikander's presentation.

The Winter Study Committee gave a report

detailing its funding policy for projects this

wniler. According to faculty secretary .John

Stambaugh. the Committee announced that

Its policy would reflect the general tightening

of the college budget. Hardest hit will be

projects which go out of the country.

Reportedly there will be very few or none of

these allowed this year.

Two new faculty committees were formed.

A state of the college cpmmiltee will deal with

prohlems relating to the expansion of the

college, the stale of its physical facilities, and

enrollment. Members of this conimitlee are

Messrs Kershaw, Goethals, and Rudolph.

and Ms. Mclntire and Stubbe. A bicentennial

committee, consisting of Messrs. Laboree,

Brown (MacAlisler), Faison, Rudolph, and

Shainman. will ciMirdinate campus activities

with those of the town and county in

celebration of (he nations 2(K)lh birthday

At the Oct 2 meeting, there was a short

presentation about a report concerning the

development of the Mt Hope Farm area The

report was brought up for discussion in front

of the faculty and was ratified by a vote of ,59-

17.

Mt. Hope Farm is a UKK) acre estate the

College acquired to prevent its over-

development. The report, according to

Stambaugh, is. basically a plan to allow the

college to sell off portions of the college owned

land at Mt. Hope Farm. The lower portions,

starting with the area north of route 32, would

be sold firsti This land will probably be sold to

residential developers. The upper portions

however will be sold in such a way that the

college would sf ill maintain some control over

V. please turn to page four

To what extent does

Xeroxing violate laws?
by UunaldJ. Touniev

A case now pending before the U.S.

Supreme Court (involving the photo-copying

of copyrighted magazines by the National

Institute of Health and the National Library
of Medicine) may have an important effect on

the curriculum at Williams. The question

involved is the right of these agencies to copy

certain medical journals and hand out the

copies to individuals without receiving per-

mission from the publisher.

Professors at Williams, have also come to

depend heavily on the Xerox copyer This

machine has provided them with an op-

portunity to greatly expand their choice of

reading material, and, in fact, some courses

depend more heavily on Xerox copies of book

chapters and magazine articles than they do
on textbooks. The purpose of this is to create a

course, which enables the professor to select

front the best of many writers rather than

being limited to a text which only partially

meets the course needs.

At a certain point photocopying articles and
books becomes illegal. It is generally agreed
that it is legal for an individual to make a

single, personal copy of an article for his own
scholarly use. Lawrence Wikander, the

college Librarian, has expressed this belief,

and calls it the "fair use" principle.

Many also agree thai it is illegal for an

Individual or an organization to make several

hundred copies of a number of chapters of a

current book and sell them to others. The
History Department at Williams has been

doing just that—selling materials without any

permission from the publishers. The College

is, according to Provost Stephen R. Lewis,

Jr., putting an end to this practice.

There are certain exceptions to the rules

which serve to complicate" the matter. A
difficult problem arises over the question of

an out of print or unobtainable book, or an old

issue of a magazine. In these cases many
agree that there would be nothing illegal

about making one hundred copies of the

document and selling them at cost to the

student. Ve( the publisher of the magazine or

book involved does have a legal right (o sue

anyone who did (his during (he period in

which the work is protected by copyright

laws. Under (he presen( copyrigh( law, which

is being revised, copyrighis lasl 28 years and

may be renewed for another 28 years.

A second problem occurs when a book

ordered from the publisher fails to arrive on

schedule a( the beginning of (he (erm. Here
again, (he general consensus is (hat the

professor utilizing (he book should be allowed

(o Xerox the necessary parts of his copy, and

provide them for the class until the book

arrives i\ similar problem arises, as the

publisher has the legal right to sue the

professor.

.Also many would agree that the library

should be ixTmitted to replace a page torn ou(

of a book even (hough the copy would be used

by many individuals. At (he moment, no one.

knows how the Supreme Court will handle the

case now pending. If i( decides in lavor ol the

publisher, a radical change in the way
colleges educate their students would be

forthcoming. Almost all Xeroxing of

copyrighted books and periodicals would be

brought to a halt, and professors would have

to return to textbooks. This would increase

the costs to the .student, who would be forced

to buy more bo,)ks Should this happen, it is

likely that publishers would develop some
form of licensing agreement allowing copying

in some form, but most likely at a cost to (he

individual

Should the Court decide in favor of the

governmenU agencies, or rehise to hear the

case, it is likely that no real precedent w ill be

set that will effect Xerox copying presently

found at colleges due to the peculiar nature of

the case.

Regardless of the outcome of the case,

copying presents a moral question for all

members of the college community. A
number of prominent educators have at-

tacked the ethics of those who rely on

Xeroxed materials in class, insinuating that

they are intellectually dishonest. Others have
strongly defended the practice as necessary

to a good educational curriculum. Former
President Nixon may be able to take some
pleasure in knowing that some of those who
challenged him vigorously on moral grounds

may now find themselves embroiled in a

question of their own professioQal morality.

A month

of Thursdays
In order to facilitate improvements in the

l{ecor(l.\d\oca(e's content and organization,

(he Hc.\cl began once a week publication last

Thursday on a temporary basi*

This policy will continue, according to

editor Bill Widing, "most likely until the

second semester, or until I am satisfied with

the qualitv of the stories and the depth of our

staff."

Deciding to break with the traditional twice

a week publication of the Ke.Ad, Widing cited

the lack of experience in the practically all-

freshman reporting corps as the main reason
lor the move. Widing commented, "Because
the last few editorial staffs have largely

Ignored developing a strong pool of ex-

perienced reporters, we want to work closely

with the freshman reporters this semester."
While Widing says he believes that the

financial outlook of the paper is the strongest

It has been in recent years, he feels "there is a

definite financial bonus in coming out once a

week since we can save some money."
Without the demands of a twice weekly

schedule, the editors have more time to edit a

story, check facts, and make stylistic com-
ments. To help with these tasks the paper has
engaged (he services of Nada Samuels as a

technical advisor. .Ms. Samuels is currently

the head of the Williamstown bureau of the

North Adams Transcript, as well as a

member of their photography staff.

Widing sees her role as "providing a sense of

professionalism to the paper which has
seemed to be lacking in past years It is im-
(xirtant to note that her advice will be con-

cerned with the how and why of the

mechanics of editing, layout, and
photography, no( content,"

"Once we have a group of reporters,"

Widing continued, "who know the campus
and who know how to write well, we will

resume twice weekly production. I am con-

fident that we will then be able to put out two
solid issues a week,"

"Basically, we are trying to establish a
strong organizational foundation from which
the ItcAd can provide more extensive
coverage for the campus on a consistent
basis. The editors are all excited about this

year's progress over the snafus of last year.
We all look forward to a year which will mark
the re-emergence of strong journalism on the
campus"

All deadlines for reporters will be .1 p.m on
Sundays, while the correspondence,
viewpoints, and any olher exirastaff copy
must be submitted by ,1 p m Tuesday '

]
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Trustee Connection
Last weekend the trustees converged on WilUamstown for the first of

their quarterly meetings this year. Unfortunately, their presence was

essentially unnoticed by the entire campus. Considering the importance the

trustees place upon student opinion, this fumbled opportunity for student

input into the administratioaof the college was a serious loss.

During their four-day weekend meetings, the trustees have set aside

Thursday nights to meet with students t<yiscuss campus issues. The topics

under discussion, however, are initiated byrhe students, not the trustees. As

a result, students can sidestep administration screening and talk directly to

the heart of the college leadership. The advantages of such dialogue are

obvious : students can convey their views without administrative BS to focus

trustee attention on issues which concern them, while they, in turn, get

feedback from the trustees. — -•—
^ -. r̂ ^r^—--^—'

Last Thursday's meeting was hastily convened, and on the student side,

consisted mostly of the College Council. Reactions on both sides of the table

could generously be called subdued. This resulted, not because of the CC,

but because of a lack of prior organization on the part of CC leaders.

The Council leaders, though, need diverse inputs to be efficient. Such
information comes most efficiently from campus leaders and interest^

groups. Only through a co-ordination of campus perceptions will an in-

teresting and informative trustee presentation be compiled.

This task is made (|ifficult by the wide-ranging apathy which has settled

on the campus. The pre - professional - grad - school - grade has weakened
student suppoi't of extra-curricular activities and thinned the enthusiasm of

many student-faculty committees. Student activism isn't dead . . . ye^
just concentrated in fewer and fewer people.

In order to compile a meaningful agenda for the next Trustee meeting
(scheduled for the end of Winter Study), it is imperative that a^concerted
effort be made to get the opinionated elements of the campys together. We
feel that Steve Philips, as president of the student body^snould coordinate
this effort. A preliminary meeting early in DecembCT^would help to prepare
ground for a final compilation of topics and spokesiSeople for a final student

meeting early in January. Under Philips' direction and guidance, the ReAd
is confident that a presentation beneficial to the college as a whole will

result given enough time.

One man cannot do it all, however. While Philips can establish the over-

all machinery for a trustee preseiitation, it is the students of Williams who
will make it run. ,

If you've got an opinfon, use it. —

.

No Better
' By effecting comparisons between the present and the Depression of the

'30's, President Ford had hoped to show that in comparison, we are much
better off. While "our economic difficulties do not approach the emergency
of 1933, the message from the American people is exactly the same . . . Our
constituents want leadership. Our constituents want action."

From his proposals, Americans got some of the latter, but very little of

the former in yesterday's address. Able to put on a good show with economic
summits and threatening speeches on oil policy, Mr. Ford has turned
himself, through shortsighted and^l too limited policy suggestions, into a
paper tiger.

Certainly the country is plagued by rising unemployment and inflation,

as well as tight money. Mr. Ford's attempts to stimulate savings accounts,

industrial investment, and unemployment benefits will come close to

satisfying these problems in the short run. Unfortunately, the larger

dangers facing American society were left lurking menacingly beyond the

ray of light provided by his suggestions.

The fact is that the American way of life is coming to an end. Rampant
overconsumption and waste of the world's resources has fueled domestic
growth and lifestyles for too long. A growing, and now largely starving,

world cannot, and should not tolerate such abuses.

Yet the President made no effort to re-direct American society, to strike

out in a new and certainly difficult direction to dampen the mounting
American desires for luxuries and over-consumption which has become our

'right'. The longer such action is delayed, the harder the fall will be.

Shoot the dog

Mostly for Jan
'by Peter Hillman

Autumn has become a time for reflection

for many of us, for sitting back and talcing a

hard look at Williams, wondering what the

next steps should be, for ourselves, and for

the school. The CUL is struggling to make the

Williams advising system definitive and

responsive ; the CEP continues to exaihine its

report to the faculty on clarification of the

curriculum, looking at serious, large

questions about honors, majors, and
distribution requirements. Last week Uje^

College Council informed the Trustedjrf'me

need to create a crafts center—the discussion

proceeded to some tough opirjfons ttbout

campus housing, And the Jyai& Advisors are

trying to define their rojefso that others may
know what is exp^ct^^.

The Trustees arid other alumni met over the

weekend, to^lk about Williams in between a

great football game. I just hope they all had a

chgn<<e to read Jan Brodie's views on

^£^ducation, because the discussion should be

continuous. Her article made some of us

think, and search, for means to articulate

what each of us thinks about coeducation, and

housing. To add to this important dialogue,

here are a few personal oteervations:

1) Please refrain from cheap shots, such

as referring to the friends of those of us who
choose to date off-campus as "Im-
ports . . . illustrious suitcase-laden women."
Jan, these people are not invited here to

obscure the presence of Willianis women, as

if they were part of some large conspiracy to

ignore women who go to school here. Each
person has his own reasons for dating off-

campus, but I can't imagine anyone doing so

with malicious thoughts of Williams weiiien in

mind. You don't have to personally like our
"illustrious suitcase-laden worffen," but is It

too much to ask that th^be treated with
respect as women Mfhtfjust happen to attend
another school?,

2) Jan, >ome of your sentiments on Alk
College parties are well-taken,hutTfo be falrT
let's not forget the efforts of Dee Hawes and
Jb^Tb Allen, college social co-chairmen. Dee
and Barb, as evidenced by their Winter
Carnival and Spring Weekends last year,

have explored new social alternatives, witil

much success. Would you disagree that the

All-College party is now just one type of social

activity?

3) On the housing situation: Freshmen
applying to upperclass housing should have a

degree of choice over whether or not they

wish to live in a single-sex house; thus, one

house in Greylock, for example, should have
all women, another, all men—in the interests

of house unity rather than house tensions.

A final note on all this: if tensions between
Williams men and women are as deep as Jan
believes, than our basic sensitivities may be

out of control.

Ignore the black stamp on the hand at a

mixer, laugh off the "Co-eds Go Home" t-

shirts at a party; learn about the Women's
Center rather than ridicule it; read through

Jan Brodie's article rather than stop,

angered, in the middle.

Step back, and check the sensitivity and the

emotions, Jan, and this place appears a lot

better off—and with a good deal more mutual

respect—than you make it out to be.

CORRESPONDENCE
Knockabout Knocks

Dear editor:

Re: Vernon Kirk's letter concerning the

publicity for Knockabout.

We hope to clear up an erroneous in-

terpretation of a phrase on our posters that

we thought was very clear. "Another outlet

for creativity at Williams" simply means an
alternate place for Williams students and
faculty to publish their creative efforts. There
are currently two literary publications on
campus, Side-Streets and Knockabout. The
editors of Knockabout enjoyed Vernon's
engaging writing style and hope that he will

submit some material before the October 30

deadline.

S. White

Literary Editor of Knockabout

New Women's View
To the editor:

If one accepts the premises and facts put
forth by Jan Brodie in her "A Woman's View,

A Man's World" then indeed one must accept

her conclusion. However, I beg to differ!

She states that ".
. . the women have fit

into the man's environment at Williams with

no apparent problems . . . New dimensions

have not been added in such spheres as

courses, extra curricular activities, and

social events., . . . women have quietly in-

tegrated into the pre-existing male tradition,

instead of introducing new perspectives . .

."

Just how does she define this man's en-

vironment? What is her shangri-la CO-ED
community? Is the realization of this goal at

the expense of all that we already are and

have been? What is wrong with playing

frisbee after dinner? Women do it too (try

Greylock some spring) but even if they didn't

so what? Must we add new perspectives by

abolishing the old, particularly something so

petty as to not even by symbolic. It seems the

result would be just as narrow.

New dimensions have indeed been offered

in all three spheres of which she speaks. Some

courses have been changed. Was Williams

supposed to stereotype us into a certain mold

please turn to page three
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friends in Boston

. if you are ever wandering around Boston on a

Tuesday night with not a thing to do, the thing

to do is to get it on with Krummhorns,
Itauschpfeirres,' Virginals, and Viols at the

Gallery Gigs which happen at the Boston

Museum of Fine Arts every Tuesday night at

7:0«i. What's more, they are free.

r up the road

Beiinington College up the road is showing

very good movies every Saturday and

Tuesday nighti at 8:00 in Tishman Hall. This

Saturday. October I2lh, the modern Czech

film Intimate Lighting, directed by Ivan

Passer will be shown: this is, very simply,

one of the best films around. Next Tuesday,

October l.'ilh (here is the American film of

Tenessee Williams' Suddenly Last Summer,

with Elizabeth Taylor and Montgomery Clift.

.Soon: Borsalino, The Blue Angel, Playtime,

and The Scarlet Empress. A listing of all the
films will be posted outside of the ReAd office.

catch your deer

The Williams College Center for En-
vironmental Studies is accepting applications
for deer hunting permits for use in the

Hopkins Memorial Forest.

Only too permits will be. issued; and until

Nov. I, preference will be given to residents in

the Williamstown area. After Nov. U permits

will be issued on a first come, flrs| served

basis.

The Hopkins Forest will be open to a

maximum of 100 hunters from Dec. 2-7.

Hunters must pay a 13 fee to the Center, agree

to a list of regulations set by the center, and

fill out a questionnaire on the observations of

(he deer populaUon. Last year a total of eight

deer kills were reported in the Hopkins

Forest.

The Center for Environmental Studies is

located in Park Hall on the corner of Park and

Whitman Streets In Wllliamitown.
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Mation: ^^Public^/^ eiiemy number one

•^ by Vincent Bamett, Jr.
HJI' ' •

President Ford has said that inflation is the

nation's "Public Enemy Number One."
Viewed in political terms, it is now even more
strikingly the Republican Party's Enemy
Number One.

The threat of continuing an intolerable

^-inflation in the midst of recession is

—peculiarly a Republican Party problem
precisely because in the public mind the

Republicans are the party of business (and
Big Business in particular), and because the

party still bears from Hoover days the stigma

of the party of depression. A Republican

administration sensitive to upcoming elec-

tions in 1974 and 1976 canqpt let itself tie seen

as the party of Big Business ignoring the

common man harassed by both rising prices

and unemployment. Notice the furor caused

by Alan Greenspan's casual and indiscreet

observation that the ones hurt most by in-

flation are Wall Street brokers.

But it is a cruel dilemma. To bring down the

rate of inflation will amost certainly mean a

rise of unemployment over the short run. To
beef up demand and hence employment by

substantial easing of tight money and credit

policies will amost certainly mean continued

intolerable rates of inflation. Either course is

f X
a serious political threat to a party already
viewed as the voice of business and likely to

be held accountable when business fails to

provide reasonable price stability at
reasonably full employment.
What can President Ford do?
1. He can attempt to generalize the blame

within the country. One wayL to do this is

economic summit conferences and other
devices which link the Democrats, the anti-

administration economists, labor and other
special interest groups with the definition of

the problem and proposals for its solution.

2. He can postpone taking any significant

action pending "careful study", which means
until the 1974 elections are over, in the hope of

thus minimizing the quite predictable
Republican losses in those elections.

3. He can place a major share of the blame
on external and uncontrollable forces—the
Arab oil price policies, the weather (both

summer drought and early frost), the

profligacy of past Democratic ad-
ministrations, and the recalcitrance of

foreign allies to cooperate in solving in-

ternational monetary problems.

4. He can make a great show of budget-

cutting, even though the realistically

available options can have only very
marginal effects on inflation.

5. He can "jawbone" American con-

sumers to consume less (particularly in

energy), American labor to be more
productive, and American business and labor
both to exercise "restraint" in price and wage
actions.

The administration is, in fact, engaged in a
course of public relations which partakes of

all of these. The problem is that it will hot be
politically sufficient to point out the com-
plexities of the problem, the elements beyond
the government's control, and the need for

patience and restraint. The crunch for most
people has already reached the point at which
the public expects its government to act more

"directly and more vigorously.

The President's program will probably
include some measures to reduce energy
consumption short of direct allocation (such
as possible increases of the gasoline tax with

rebates aimed at relief for the economical
user, financial inducements to improve house
insulation, etc.); a target for over-all budget
cutting; income tax relief for the lowest in-

come groups with some measures to recoup
revenue loss from other sources; measures to,

spur investment (such as some easing of

money and credit, some easing of en-

vironmental restrictions, some tax incentives

for investment) ; a program to expand public

service employment to take the edge off in-

cremental unemployment.

It is clear that some of these will generate

still more inflationary pressures, while others

will generate still more unemployment-

producing consequences. It is part of the

inherent paradox of "stagflation" that

simultaneous progress in solving both the

"stag" and the "flation" components. In the

short run, are virtually impossible without

more direct intervention in the market
economy.
This means wage and price restraints of

some kind—whether wage-price guidelines

and governmentai mechanism to bargain

about deferral of increases (as proposed by

Kermit Gordon at the Fall Convocation here)

,

or outright mandatory wage and price con-

trols. The President says he is adamantly

opposed to both kinds of governmentally

imposed restraints.

Despite this stance by the President, it is

mjrjudgmentlhat the hard politicaHo^c^—
the Republican Party's exposed position will

drive him reluctanUy and eventually (but

well before the 1976 elections) to some kind of

formalized wage-price restraints.

Vincent M. Barnett, Jr. has been connected
with Williams College since 1939. He has been

President of Colgate College and is now James
Phinney Baxter, III, Professor of History dnd
Public Affairs.

Oil and the less developed countries
\

. '

by Earl McFarland

OPEC, the acronym for the Organization of

Petroleum Exporting tlountries, has become
a household word in less than a year. The
chaos, and in some cases near desperation,

caused in the industrialized nations of

Western Europe, Japan, and the U.S. by the

Arab oil embargo of Otctober 1973 made it

painfully clear how dependent many of these

nations are on imported oil, and therefore

how vulnerable they are to OPEC's monopoly

control of world oil exports.

Whether or not the embargo had a con-

sciousness-raising impact on OPEC mem-
bers, the fact remains that they have since

raised oil prices to levels roughly four times

as high as they were m early 1973. The oil-

importing nations who spent $15 billion for oil

imports in 1972 and $25 billion in 1973, an-

ticipate a bill of about $80 billion for 1974, in

spite of their efforts to reduce consumption of

petroleum products. Where this money is to

come from and what impact it will have on an
already shaky world monetary system is the

subject of a very gloomy International

Monetary Fund (IMF) meeting now in

progress.

However, the focus of this article is the

probable impact of the higher oil prices on the

more than forty less developed countries

(LDC's) not lucl4''&nough to be oil exporters.

Many of these LDC's chronically have dif-

ficulties obtaining enough foreign exchange

(dollars, pounds sterling, etc.) from their

exports, foreign aid and foreign loans to

finance even minimal development plans.

Now these countries will have to spend more
of their scarce foreign exchange for oil im-

ports. Where will this money come from?
The painful dilemma these LDC's face is

whether to cut back on their development
plans in order to save the foreign exchange
needed to pay their oil bills or to cut domestic

consumption of a number of products in order

to export more and earn more foreign ex-<

change. The first alternative would slow their

rate of economic growth and reduce their

standard of living below what it could

otherwise have been in the years ahead, while

the second would reduce their standard of

living right now. Most of these countries are
poor enough, and their per capita incomes are
growing slowly enough that this choice will be
a cruel one. Either alternative will force them
to transfer real income to the OPEC coun-

tries.

Is there any easy way out for the non-oil-

exporting LDC's? The following possibilities

deserve some comment:
1) Increased foreign aid from the

developed countries (DC's) to these LDC's.
This i» not likely to occur. The DC's have

never been overly generous with their foreign

aid, and the trend was toward a decrease in

such aid even before last year. Now that the

DC's have themselves been forced to transfer

billions of dollars to the OPEC countries, and

therefore face their own serious balance of

payments problems, foreign aid is likely to be

cut even further.

2) Loans to the LDC's from the IMF or the

OPEC countries sufficient to finance the

necessary oil imports. This is currently cited

as the most feasible way to help the LDC's.

Note how generous this really is. It is

analogous to Williams College quadrupling its

tuition, fees, and room and board in one year,

but offering to lend students the money to

meet the increased costs. If the LDC's must

repay these loans, they will still have to figure

out some way to earn-save enough foreign

exchange to do so—and we are back where we
started. Many LDC's are already so strapped"

trying to repay former loans that it is difficult

to see how they could hope to repay additional

loans of the size required. If the OPEC
countries were willing to simply write-off

these loans, the effect would be the same as

foreign aid, but the OPEC countries have not

given any indication that this is what they

intend to do.

3) OPEC countries can return the oil

dollars to the LDC's by investing in them. Are

nations that already felt their sovereignty

threatened by U.S. direct investment likely to

be more sanguine about having their in-

dustries bought up by OPEC members? I

doubt it. And to the extent that the profits of

these OPEC investments were drained out of

the LDC's, we would return to the scarcity of

foreign exchange problem.

Export earnings will not be easy to in-

crease, either. While the LDC's would like to

Increase the prices of soipe of their

traditional exports, only a relatively modest

number of these exports are controlled by a

small enough group of countries that it would

be feasible to form an OPEC-like cartel and

push up prices. Most of these raw material

exports are produced and exported by a large

number of countries under competitive

conditions that made cartels difficult to form

and maintain. Furthermore, If the DC's

provoke a majw recession in their fumbUng

to reduce the rate of inflation, the demand for

raw materials from the LDC's will fall,

reducing still further their export earnings.

Foreign exchange ' earnings from

manufactured exporto of the LDC's will not be

easy to increase, either. The balance of

paymotts difficulties of the DC's, as well as

the growing unemployment in many of them,

has stimulated a movement toward higher

tariffs on imported goods to protect domestic

producers and save foreign exchange. Both

the DC's and the LDC's stand to lose from this

retrogression to protectionism.

On top of this already bleak picture, the

higher oil prices have greatly increased the

cost of chemical fertilizer. India, for exam-
ple, can afford neither the oil nor the fertilizer

she urgently needs. (Iran, however, is willing

to lend her all the money she needs to finance

her oil imports! ) The higher cost of fertilizer

will reduce fertilizer use and therefore crop

yields. What will this do to the Green
Revolution? An already foreboding world
agricultural situation does not need this new
development.

Unless the OPEC countries can devise, and
are willing to implement, a scheme that will

supply the less fortonate LDC's with oil at a

price substantially under the world price, the

economic development of many of ttie LDC's
is likely to be hurt substantially. While the

justice of a massive redistribution of income
from the developed countries to the OPEC
countries can at least be debated, the

redistribution of income from the poorer

LDC's to the OPEC countries strikes many
observers as clearly inequitable.

Earl McFarland is Acting Director of the

Center for Development Economics. He joined

the Williams faculty in 1968 and is now an

Assistant Professor of Economics. )

more letters

from page two

and thus determine our desires? Is not part of

the point of coming here to take those courses

that were part of the tradition of the liberal

arts curriculum? Not only is there over-

enrollment in the psychology of women, but

also in the Psychology of Religion. It is true

that many courses do not even approximate
the stodent faculty ratio. But when college

enrollment increases 50 per cent in four

years, Adam Smith's magic hand does NOT
automatically allocate our teachers where
the demand lies. Trends change, tastes

change, teachers change, and courses
change. I am not saying that class size or

course selection is perfect, btft I am saying

there have to be priorities and cost con-

straints which are not easily determined.

Secondly, extracurricular activities have
not only expatided but they HAVE changed
character. There is 6 woman's crew,

basketball, hockey, tennis, swim, squash, ski

and lacrosse team V . . Granted this may not

be perfect and grattted we had to ask for

them. But few women ^ere here 1971 and the

college must have founchit hard to determine
what type of coaches to hiVe, not knowing the

number or direction of our interests. It was
announced our second day freshman year
that we would have to speak up because the

college did not know what we wanted.
' Moreover, many extracurricular activities do
not require the exclusion of women. Should
we have separate institutions for women or

should we integrate into the "men's in-

stitutions"? Not only are women allowed in

these organizations but they actually par-

ticipate and they HAVE set up their own
Williams Women and begun organizing a

Center. Furthermore, I maintain the

character of some of these has changed.

Finally if one defines SOCIAL EVENT as a

big rowdy party, then social events have not

changed. They still exist. However, most of

the social events take place in residential

houses. Have you participated hi wine tasting

parties, ice cream, cheese fondue, costume

parties . . .? Movies in Bronfman, the

Berkshire Symphony, football games ... all

are encompassed in tl^e broad term social

event. I daresay women have added
creativity in this sphere.

Insofar as college hiring is concerned, one
must keep in mind the number of already

tenured faculty members, the pool from
which the college hires (are there as many
women qualified as men in the fields we want
them) and is Williamstown an attractive easy
place to live for a young single professor? I

would guess Williamstown is extremely hard
for a single woman. Further, if she is

married, it is equally difficult. Her husband
must be able to find a job in close proximity

and it seems those jobs would be more diverse

and variegated and numerous in the

metropolitan centers of New York and
Boston. Certainly things are not perfect But
Ms. Brodie's analysis is emotional and does

not consider the difficulties involved.

You feel checkedjxit at a mixer? Do you sit

passively and watch people look you over, or

do you check them out too and ask THEM to

dance? Are you that passive weeping female
you so grossly detest? "To walk in front of

those stands with hundreds looking at you
meanj^ failure". I hate to disappoint you, but

those hundreds were prolubly watehing the

game not you. I certainly don't feel like a

failure when I go somewhere with a woman or

by myself. Why do YOU so differentiate

whether you are with male or female? Is it not

enough to be with someone you enjoy? If

anything, Williams has taught me the value of

a female friend. I do not mean she must be a

substitute for a man or vice versa, out we are

surely different Admit it But then enjoy that

different part of self they complement at

different times.

Being a career-oriented woman need not

exclude one from love, marriage, or whatever

else one considers. We do not want to develop

our minds and potential for leadership at the

cost of compromising away our humanity.

Men certainly don't

Elite Wlniringhorr 'TS

Bonaie Harris '7S
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Campus Lectures

Women's role in

Unions on rise

. by JonBrodie

What can a union do for you? This wafe the

main question Judy Bereii tried to answer in

her talk on "Women and the Labor Union

Movement" last Monday night. .^

Ms. Berek was the founder of the National

—TradeUnion Woman's Conference, and is at

present actively involved as legislative

director and organizer of Local 1199 of the

Drug and Hospital Union of New York City.

The talk opened with the question, "How

many of you have ever belonged to a union?"

Only one had, and this figure was only raised

to four or five when it was asked how many

parents belonged.

She began.^ with wiiat she stated was the

union's greatest failing: its failure to organize

the great majority of workers in the United

States. Presently only one-third of all workers

in this country are unionized; and of working

women, only 10 per cent are organized.

Why should this other 67 per cent organize—

what does unionization offer them? There are

two main reasons, said- Berek. First, unions

can offer economic security; and secondly,

they can instill a feeling of human dignity. It

is this latter point that she emphasized. The

sense of being a "have-not" can get, knowing

that collectively he has the bargaining power

to see changes made, is one that cannot be

equalled—and a union can give that feeling to

him. This can be done by using his power of

withdrawal of services. Or, it can be done by

supporting a political candidate who has the

power of the rank-and-file behind him. Or,

finally, it can be done by pooling people's

resources to deal effectively with specific

complaints.

The Woman's Union Movement itself was
formed "in response to the Trade Union

Movement's lack of response to women's
needs." The labor unions did not favor it.

What is needed then, according to Berek is tor

union women to push the labor unions, to raise

women's consciousness, to show women that

they too have a right to leadership, and

finally, to train women to be leaders. Only

then will their needs be heard and acted upon.

To hear people, the union must reach out to

areas of the labor force that are unorganized,

i.e. in such fields as publishing, clerical,

banks, college faculty, and domestic labor. It

was through the efforts of the health union

that help was finally given to expectant

mothers. Maternity disability has now come
to be treated as any illness, without the

previous limits on length of hospital stay, and
with a 13-week disability payment. This

decision allocating maternity funds was one ,

made by unionists with active women
members. Previously, when an all-male

decision was made, paying dental bills

received priority over maternity aid.

Unionizing offers a choice that individuals

acting singly don't have. Therefore, if women
want their needs met, they must make
themselves heard, Berek declared.

Ms. Berek concluded her talk with a brief

description of her union. It is an industrial

union, as opposed to a craft union, and at-

—tempts to organize-all who work in the drug
and hospital "industry." This includes both

cooks and therapists. Within the one union,

there are two main divisions: technical and

professional workers; and maintenance
workers. The two are equally important and

because they are under the roof of one uniop,

they cannot "cross each other's picket lines."

They have raised the minimum wage to $171-

week and in July it will be raised to$181-week.

Before unions exerted their influence, for

some, the earned wages were not even one-

quarter that.

During a question and answer period,

Berek indicated that the lack of "women's
consciousness" is one reason for the

domination of male leadership in unions.

Another is the prevalent attitude of "let the

men do it. I have to go home and care for a

home and family." Largely; though, the

reason lies within society. Women are simply

not encouraged to take on leadership roles.

Ms. Berek felt that the key to organizing

people was honesty. If a worker feels the

union is sincere when it promises protection if

he is fired, then fears of bosses will slip away.

To the question, "Can unions go beyond and
affect real social change?," she replied that

labor unions are part of the system. They are

not in a position themselves to lead "the

revolution." However, they do have a social

responsibility beyond securing fair contracts.

Thus, today they are closely identified with

the civil rights movement, and back in the

'60's they were protesting the war and nuclear

armament. Perhaps if the unions represented

the majority, rather than the minority of U.S.

workers, they would be in more of a position

to instigate basic social change.

In order to organize those in the

professions, for whom economic security and
bargaining power seems not to be a great

problem, Berek said the unions must "con-

vince workers that their professionalism is

very different from their paycheck." It is not

skill or education so much that determine
their pay. Rather it is their strength at the

bargaining table. Organizing serves to in-

crease that strength.

The last question dealt with the general

apathy among women workers and their

willingness to accept subordination. In view
of this, should women unionize as a separate

unit? Ms. Berek spoke strongly against this.

She believed that if women organized

separately, then their union would be iden-

tified in terms of "the Women's Movement."
This she felt would alienate many. As
workers, not as women alone, women must
unionize. Once unions have "delivered," i.e.

higher pay and social benefits, then they can
educate people. But, initially it is not concepts

or principles of equality that are going to

attract people to unions. Rather, it is concrete
benefits. But, women must gain power within

the unions. Such organizations as CLUW,
which is not a union itself, but a group of

women from various unions, is one means to

raise women's awareness of the need to

organize and to make women see how much
they can gain through organizing. A separate
women's union is not dealing with one of the

most important issues: to make the labor

.
unions realize women -as an integral pari' of

our labor force. Women as workers must gain
strength within existing forces, not outside
them, said Berek. ri

more faculty

the land. Stambaugh listed a "country club

or a "diet establishment" as possible ap-

propriate uses of the land.

According to Stambaugh, Professor

James McGregor Burns was concerned about

losing the character of the land near the lop of

Mt. Hx2pe and asked the administration for a

guarantee that it would get back in contact

with the faculty before it actually sold the

land. The administration refused to give the

faculty this guarantee.

Finally, there was an extensive discussion

of faculty frinl^e benefits and the retirement

program. "v

'' "

The main business at the next faculty

meeting will be discussion of the CEP's
revisions on the report which it published last

year on curriculum changes. U

loniiiilitiii uiid udvU-e alMml various t\|)(.s

(•<|iu|mi<>iil. All ordi-is will be plmtMl in

d"

from page one f'*^\
.'quipm.-nl ru»,„ Kquipm.n. ,«„,.';

V'lours during llie week of Oct. M-IK arc: m„„
'^''^7-Xp.m.; Tui's. II a.m.- 12 noon aiidx-'t |i.,„ .

Wed. 7-Kp.m.:Thurs. II a.m.- 12 iiuoiiaiiilM

p.m.: Kri. 1-2 p.m. and K-» p.m.

play a skin ?

W. t'. J»xz^ KiKiomble needs dpummers who
liavf hud some playing experience,
prclVrubly in jazz. Interested students and
laciillv should contact Tom Fiazita al 2865.

a real bargain

riir Williams Outing Cliib is sponsoring an
((|uipnu'iit sale through Kastrrn Mountain
SporCs. Monday, Oct. II - Friday, Oct. 18. The
inici's of all ilenis in the current FJ.M.S.

catalog will be reduced by 20 per cent. The
sale is open to W'.O.C. members only. During
(he week of the sale, the W.O.C. equipment
room will be op«Mi special hours, in addition to

(he iiorniul hours, for anyone who needs in-

music and more music

Malcolm Ullson will give a recilaj of ijj,|,

century keybiiard sonatas on Tuesday, Oe.
lober 15th. al H::w p.m. in Jesup Hall.

Works to be played are Mozart's .Sonata in

AMajor, K.:i;il and Sonata in D Major. K.:iii

.1. ('. Bach's SonaU In Kb Major, Opus .), No.

>. Haydn's Sonatajn^' Min or, and l.iopoid

kozeluh's Sonata in V Minor, Opus :ih. No. j

Mr. Bilson willplay on an exact repli<a of a

late 18lh century forlepiano! It is a ropy of a
fortepiuno believed to be from the woiksliop
of Johann Andreas Stein; for who .Mo/arl had
particular praise.

The Berkshire Symphony, Julius llcKyi,

conductor, will open its 30th season on Ki idav,

October I8lh with a concert at 8:;(0 in (ha pin

Hall; The concert will ofter StravinsKy's

"Song of the Nightingale." SchuhcrCs
••Symphony No. fi" and Shostakovitch's

•'Symphony No. )5."

family planning

Starling Tuesday, Oct. I, the infirmary has

had counselors from the North Adams Birth.

Control Information Center to counsel
Williams sludents, both men and women.
They will work with groups, couples or in-

dividuals. Appointments may be mad^' for

Tuesdays from 1 :(M» lo;t;00 and for Thursdays
from :):(HI to 5:(H) through Mrs. Alten at the

infii marv, .i»7-22U6.

iMmlnrf]
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The Bump

\photii hy lMmbert\

Known to various people, but mainly
exercised in private gatherings, the 'bump'
has been little more than something one did
when he fell to the ground.
Last Friday night amidst questions like

"What is it?" and "Did you see that?," the
bump hit Williams College. Held in the
Greylock Makepeace room, the first Williams
bump party sent people bumping and grin-
ding long into the morning hours.
Two longtime bumpers initiated the bash

which Bryant House sponsored. The affair
brought bumpers from all over campus. Even
those who thought they couldn't bump, or

wouldn't bump, found it easy after a few of

the mixed drinks which the house offered

As one can see, the dancers learned that it s

simple body contact that makes it all seem

natural. Bumping in rhythm to a funky beat

becomes easy with time. When one becomes

attuned to his partner's rhythm, he begins to

ffeel the dance.

Notice the faces. "^--i

Here one can see pure ecstacy flowing from
^

the dancer's visages as they exchange a seat- j-

to-seal, or a seat-to-front. Yes, the bump is
;

.

here, Williams. Try it, and dig it.
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Dance at Williams
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General Report
Dance at Williams has expanded manyfold

in recent years through the efforts of the

Williams Dance Society, led by Ms. Joy Anne
Dewey, the head of the dance program at

Williams.

The Dance Society, which is fund^ by the

College Council, each year sponsors a variety

of dance and dance related activities. Last
year they hosted Balasaraswarti, the Alwin
Nikolais Dancf Theatre, and the Twyla Tharp
group, all in feTidence.

This year the Dance Society has planned an
even more outstanding season. The first

residency-will be that of the Jose Limon
Dance Company from Thursday, November 7

through Saturday, November 9. (The Jose
Limon Dance Company is described
elsewhere on this page.)

Merce Cunningham and Dance Company
will be in residence in the beginning of March,
1975. Cunningham, regarded as a brilliant and
generative choreographer, joined Martha
Graham's company in 1939 as a leading

soloist and had his first independent session in

New York City in 1954. Since then he has
toured extensively throughout the world,

received numerous awards, and is the author
of the bo(4< Changes: Notes on Choreography.
The series will close with the April

residency of the Ballet Repertory Company.
The company, was formed in the fall of 1972

under the auspices of the American Ballet

Theatre to fill a real and vital need for

American dance. The company provides an
important artistic and Educational link

betweem:Uie great tradition of the American
Ballet Tht itre and the small communities of

the nation. J'he Ballet Repertory Company
has been tou^&g throughout the U.S. and has
received excell^t critical notice.

In addition, th^eare now plans being made
to present a Danc^e Film Festival during

Winter Study Periods ;The Dance Society is as

well responsive to the tfesire of many students

to establish a folk danc^ group.

The Physical Education Dance Program
has also grown in the past few years. This

year there are fourteen classes being offered

in both beginning and intermediate ballet and
modern dance, as well as composition and
Afro-American dance. Ms. Dewey is assisted

by Nina Girvetz in ballet and Beverly Clayton

in both modern and Afro-American dance.

The classes are open to all students and are

structured to give them a sense of what dance
is all about.

The Dance Society Workshop intends to

create sevf?al concerts which will involve

film and video, music, and acting as well as

dancing. So it.? plans incFude: "Shakers,"

Doris Humphrey's important work based on

the Shaker sect, which will be reconstructed

from scores and films obtained from the

Dance Notation Bureau in New York City

( this project will enable students to dance in a

work by one of this century's most famous
choreographers); "Ma Mere L'Oie," or ,the

Mother Goose Suite, by Ravel, which will be

choreographed by Ms. Dewey and performed
both here and at several of the county's

elementary schools; and Ms. Girvetz and
Clayton have planned several as-yet untitled

works.

Anyone who is interested in lighting,

costume, film, poetry, music, or theatrical

participation is both welcome and needed.

The Workshop hopes to make intergraded
programs of total performing arts
collaboration. It is interested in involving
people who ipay not have previously con-

sidered involvement in dance. Plans include

performances at the Adams Theatre in

December and the possibility of other spaces
on campus is also being considered. Those
who are interested should call Joy Dewey at

2404.

Student supporHind enthusiasm are needed
to maintain the quality that dance has
reached at Williams.

artistic director is Ruth Currier who was the

principal dancer with Limon from 1949-1963.

She has worked indefatigably for a company
which will preserve both Limon's
choreography and his spirit as a living force.

The new company is young, handsome and
talented and has combined superb technique

with a compassion to understanding of

Limon's work. The results are impressive.

The company has toured this country and
Russia to high critical acclaim.

When asked how the style of Jose Limon
could be defined, Ms. Dewey replied that

Limon's/dndamental interest was the spirit

ofTtrafi; that like many Spaniards he was
[possessed of a vision of the tragedy inherent
' in the spirit of man. Limon's style could be

called oneof large sweep often^mgloying the

Humphrey-Weidman technique of fall and

recovery where the dancer is often made to

confront the very fact of gravity.

Two facts are of special importance. The
first is that two-thirds of the funding for the

company has been generously given by the

Massachusetts Council on the Arts and
Humanities and The National Endowment for

the Arts Coordinated Touring Program.
Secondly, The College Council has con-

tributed monies so that students can enjoy the

master-classes, Lecture-Demonstrations,

and open rehearsals free of charge; and 200

students may purchase tickets for all per-

formances at $2.00 rather than $4.50, on a first

come first served basis. Tickets are required

for all but the master-class and are available

at the Adams Memorial Theatre.

These tickets may not be picked up until

two weeks before each performance. —rr

Limon Dance
group comes

to Williams
With the Jose Limon Dance Company soon

to come to Williams, the ReAd went the other

day to the dance studio at Lasell Gym in order

to talk with Ms. Joy Dewey about Jose Limon
and the company which carries on now after

his death as though it were liis legacy to the

world of dance. This is what we discovered:

Born in Mexico in 1908, Jose Limon was
brought to the United States at the age of_

seven. With ambitions to be a painter, he left'

the University of California to study in New
York. It was there that he saw his first dance

concert; and soon afterwards he joined the

dance school of Doris Humphrey and Charles

Weidman, pioneers in modern dance. Quickly

becoming a member of the Humphrey-
Weidman Compani^ Limon performed in

most of their great^ works in the ensuing

decade. Inevitably he feanched out and, after

serving in the army, formed his own com-

pany, with the late Dorisf Humphrey as its

artistic director. During th^kperiod Limon
choreographed "La Malirl<M'_' and his

"Moor's Pavane" among ol^rs. (The

"Moor's Pavane" is generally cacwi(lered a

masterpiece not. only of modern
dance).

Jose Limon was a participating memt
the Connecticut College School of Dance
many years and was, as well on the facultie,

of Bennington College, Sarah Lawrence anJ-?,.s

Juilliard. His company toured the United

States each season for nineteen years and was
sent by the State Department to South

America, Europe and the Far East in 1954,

1957, 1960 and 1963.

Limon received many distinguished

commissions and awards, among them the

Capezio Award and honorary doctorates from

Wesleyan University, Colby College,

University of North Carolina and Oberlin

College.

When Jose Limon died in 1972, the entire

dance world mourned for one of its greatest

dancers, choreographers and teachers. The

question, "Can a modern-dance company
survive the death of its founder,

choreographer, and mainspring heart?" has

been answered affirmatively by the new Jose

Limon Dance Company's subsequent for-

mation and performance. The company's

Nala Najan

Nala Najan to give Indian

dance lecture demonstration
A l^e^ure-demonstration and master class

in clasSCal Indian dance will be given by

noted danc,ei;Nala Najan on Monday, October

14 at 3 p.rn^ on the second floor of Lasell

Gymnasium. The event is sponsored by the

Williams College Dance Society, in con-

junction with the Dance Program, the

Department of Religion, the Foreign Students

Society and the Area Studies Committee.

Admission is free of charge and the event is

open to all.

American-born Nala Najan began his

studies of Hindu dance at La Meri's

Ethnological Dance Center in New York, and

then went to India where be studied under its

greatest masters. He performs and lectures

on many rarely sieen dances of ancient India.

Along with performances of Bharata Natya,

the temple dance of southern India, and
Kathak, the dance of nt»rthern India, he is the

only professional dancer performing the

Masked Dance Chhau from the court of the

Maharaja of Seraikella in the Western "World.

His career has taken him to India, Italy,

England, Canada, South America as well as

the United States, where he has performed

and lectured in theatres, festivals, concert

halls and on radio and television. He has been

advisor to India's subsidized dance company,

Bharatiya Kala Kendra, and has toured

extensively in that country. p

Jose Limon Dmce Company

The Jose Limon Dance Company Schedule:

Thursday, Nov. 7th

3: 30-5 :00 p.m.
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Campus Lectures

Women's role in

Unions on rise

by Jon Hiodio

What can a union do lor you'' This was the

main question Judy Berol< tried to answer in

her talk on "Women and the Labor Union

Movement" last Monday night.

Ms. Berek was the founder of the National

Trade Union Woman's Conference, and is at

present actively involved as legislative

director and organizer of Local 1199 of the

Drug and Hospital Union of New York City.

The talk opened with the question, "How
many of you have ever belonged to a union'.'"

Only one had, and this figure was only raised

to four Or five when it was asked how many
parents belonged.

She began with what she staled was the

union's greatest failing: its failure to organize

the great majority of workers in the United

States. Presently only onethird of all workers

in this country are unionized; ^^ind of working

women, only 10 per cent are organized.

Why should this other ()7 per cent organize—

what does unionization offer thOm'' There are

two mam reasons, said Berek. First, unions

can offer economic security; and secondly,

they can instill a feeling of human dignity. It

IS this latter point that she emphasized. The
sense of being a "have-not" can get, knowing

that collectively he has the bargaining power

to see changes made, is one that cannot be

e(|ualled—and a union can give that feeling to

him. This can be done by using his power of

withdrawal of services. Or, it can be done by

supporting a political candidate who has the

power of the rank-and-file behind him. Or,

finally, it can be done by pooling people's

resources to deal effectively with specific

complaints.

The Woman's Union Movement itself was
formed "in response to the Trade Union
Movement's lack of response to women's
needs." The labor unions did not favor it.

What is needed then, according to Berek is for

union women to push the labor unions, to raise

women's consciousness, to show women that

they too have a right to leadership, and
finally, to train women to be leaders. Only

then will their needs be heard and acted upon.

To hear people, the union must reach out to

areas of the labor force that are unorganized,

i.e. in such fields as publishing, clerical,

banks, college faculty, and domestic labor. It

was through the efforts of the health union

that help was finally given to expectant

mothers. Maternity disability has now come
to be treated as any illness, without the

previous limits on length of hospital stay, and
with a 13-week disability payment. This

decision allocating maternity funds was one

made by unionists with active women
members. Previously, when an all-male

decision was made, paying dental bills

received priority over maternity aid

Unionizing offers a choice that individuals

acting singly don't have. Therefore, if women
want their needs met, they must make
themselves heard, Berek declared.

Ms. Berek concluded her talk with a brief

description of her union. It is an industrial

union, as opposed to a craft union, and at-

tempts to organize all who work in the drug
and hospital "industry. " This includes both

cooks and therapists. Within the one union,

there are two main divisions: technical and

professional workers; and maintenance
workers. The two are equally important and

because they are under the roof of one union,

they cannot "cross each other's picket lines."

They have raised the minimum wage to $171

week and in July it will be raised to $181-week.

Before unions exerted their influence, for

some, the earned wages were not even one-

quarter that.

During a question and ansiwer period,

Berek indicated that the lack of "women's
consciousness " is one reason for the

domination of male leadership in unions.

Another is the prevalent attitude of "let the

men do it. I have to go home and care for a

home and family." Largely, though, the

reason lies within society. Women are simply

not encouraged to take on leadership roles.

Ms. Berek felt that the key to organizing

people was honesty. If a worker feels the

union is sincere when it promises protection if

he IS fired, then fears of bosses will slip away.

To Ihequestion, "C^an unions go beyynd and
affect real social change?." she replied that

labor unions are part of the system. They are
not in a position themselves to lead "the

revolution." However, they do have a social

responsibility beyond seciji'ing fair contracts.

Thus, today they are closfely identified with

the civil rights movement, and back m the

'go's they were protesting the war and nuclear

armament. Perhaps if the unions represented
the majority, rather than the minority of LIS.

workers, they would be in more of a position

to instigate basic social change.

In order to organize those in the

professions, for whom economic security and
bargaining power seems not to be a great

problem, Berek said the unions must "con-

vince workers that their professionalism is

very different from their paycheck." It is not

skill or education so much that determine
their pay. Rather it is their strength at the

bargaining table. Organizing serves to in-

crease that strength.

The last question dealt with the general
apathy among women workers and their

willingness to accept subordination. In view

of this, should women unionize as a separate
unit'' Ms. Berek spoke strongly against this.

She believed that if women organized
separately, then their union would be iden-

tified in terms of "the Women's Movement."
This she felt would alienate many. .As

workers, not as women alone, women must
unionize. Once unions have "delivered," i.e.

higher pay and social benelits, then they can
educate people. But, initially it is not concepts
or principles of equality that are going to

attract people tounions. Rather, it is concrete
benefits. But, women must gain power within

the unions. Such organizations as CLl^W,
which is not a union itself, but a group of

women from various unions, is one means to

raise women's awareness of the need to

organize and to make women see how much
they can gain through organizing. \ separate
women's union is not dealing with one of the
most important issues: to make the labor
unions realize women as an integral part of
our labor force. Women as workers must gain
strength within existing forces, not outside
them, said Berek. i i

more faculty
from page one

the land Stambaugli listed a "country club"

or a "diet establisiyiient" as possible ap-

propriate uses of the land.

According to Stambaugh, Professor

James McC;regor Burns was concerned about

losing the character of the land near the lop of

Ml. Hope and asked the administration for a

guarantee that it would get back in contact

with the faculty Ix'fore II actually sold the

land. The administration refused to give Ihe

faculty this guarantee.

Finally, there was an extensive discussion

of lacult.^" fringe benefits and the retilement

program.

The mam business at tjie next faculty

meeting will be discussion of the CKP's
revisions on the report which it published last

year on curriculum changes. ,
I

T

loiiiialioii and adx ice iihoul \iiii.ius n p,.,^ ,,

ri|iiipinriil. All orders will lit' itlat.d in d',.

W. »).(', equllMiieut room. i;(|iii|)ni,i,i ,,„„','

iiitiirs (luring Hie v\e<'k of Oct. ll-is;iii- M,
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music and more mus ic

play a skin:̂

W. ( . ,1a// Kiiscinlili' iiecds druiiiiners who
Iki\c IkiiI some plii\iiig experience,
piclrial>l\ III \<\ii. Iiileicsled sliidenis and
la(iill\ slimild coiilacl Toiii I'ia/za al ^Ntl.'i.

a real bargain

Maliolni Milson will gi\«. ;i ic(ii;il „| i^n,
<enliir\ keyboard sonatas on TucsihiN, (),.

lober 1,'itli, at S::10 p.m. In .lesiip Hall

Works to be played are .Mo/art's S<iii,i|;,
j,,

A .Major, K, ;i:il and Sonata In I) .Majcii. K ;)ii

.1. ('. Hacli's Sonata in VM .Major, Opus .,, s,,

I, llaMln's Sonata In (' .Minor, and I (ii|i(i|||

Ko/eluh's Sonata in V .Minor, Opus :(x \|, [

Mr. UilsiHi will play on an exact repli( ;i of;,

late ISIh eeiilury rorlepiano. It is a (op\ ,,| ;,

loiiepiano believed to be from llic «iii kshun
of .loliann .Xiidreas Stein; for hIk, Md/a, i Ium|

pailiciilar praise.

'I'lie Herksliire Syiiiplioii>, ,)iiliiis ll(M.;\i

( oiidiK'lor. will opi-ii its ;tlltli season on I riila\

October IHIIi with a concert at S::)(l in ( lupj,.

Hall. The coiueil will offer, Stia\ iiisk\'s

Song of the N iKhlingale,' Schiili(H\
"S\ iiii)lioii\ \o. (I" ami Sliostak(i\ ill lis

"S\ nipliony No. I>."

family planning
Ihe Williams Outing ( liib is sponsoring an

e(|iiipiiieiil sale Ihioiigh Kaslein .Monntaiii

Spoils, Moiida\. Oct. II -Kiiday, Oct. 18. The
prices of all items in tlic cnrr<'iil i:..M.S.

catalog will be reduced b\ 20 per cent. The
sale is open lo\\.0.( . nieiiibers only. During
llie week ol the sale, the W.O.C. eqnipnient
I ooni will be open special lioiirs, in addition to

Ihe normal lioiirs. for aiiMiiie who needs iii-

Slailing Tuesday. Oct. I, the iiilii iikim

had counselors from the Noilli .Xdaiiis li

( (iiiliol I nrorination (Cuter In emu
Uilliaiiis slndents. both iiieii and wmi
lliev will work with groups, couples ui

dividiials. Appoiiilinenls iiiav be iiiaili

lliesday s rioiii I :llll to :i:(ll) and for lliursd

lioni ;;:IMI to .'.:(l(l tbrough Mrs. Allen a(

inlii iiiai \ , .')II7-220I>.

lias

mil.
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The Bump

\phoUi hy Lumhert\

Known to various people, but mainly
exercised in private gatherings, the 'hump'
has been little more than something one did
when he fell to the ground.
Last Friday night amidst questions like

"What is if " and "Did you see that?," Ihe
bump hil Williams College. Held in the
Greylock Makepeace room, the first Williams
bump party sent people bumping and grin-
ding long into the morning hours.
Two longtime bumpers initiated the bash

which Bryant House sponsored. The affair
broiighl bumpers from all over campus. Even
those who thought they couldn't bump, or

wouldn't bump, found it easy after a leu ol

the mixed drinks which the house offered

As one can see, the dancers learned thai i' ^

simple body contact that makes it all seem

natural. Bumping in rhythm to a funky heal

becomes easy with time. When one becomes

attuned to his partner's rhythm, he begins In

feel the dance.

Notice the faces.

Here one can see pure ccslacy flowing fr""^

the dancer's visages as Ihey exchanged seat

to-seat, or a seat-lofront. Yes, the bump 's

here, Williams. Try it. and dig il.
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General Report
Dance at Williams has expanded manyfold

in recent years through the efforts of the

Williams Dance Society, led by Ms. Joy Anne
Dewey, the head of the dance program at

Williams.

The Dance Society, which is funded by the

College Council, each year sponsors a variety

of dance and dance related activities. Last

year they hosted Balasaraswarti, the Alwin
Nikolais Dance Theatre, and the Twyla Tharp
group, all in residence.

This year the Dance Society has planned an
even more outstanding season. The first

residency will be that of the Jose Limon
Dance Company from Thursday, November?
through Saturday, November 9. (The Jose

Limon Dance Company is described
elsewhere on this page.)

Merce Cunningham and Dance Company
will be in residence in the beginning of March,
1975. Cunningham, regarded as a brilliant and
generative choreographer, joined Martha
Graham's company in 1939 as a leading

soloist and had his first independent session in

New York City in 1954. Since then he has

toured extensively throughout the world,

received numerous awards, and is the author

of the book Changes; Notes on Choreography.

The series will close with the April

residency of the Ballet Repertory Company.
The company was formed in the fall of 1972

under the auspices of the American Ballet

Theatre to fill a real and vital need for

American dance. The company provides an
important artistic and educational link

between the great tradition of the American
Ballet Theatre and the small communities of

the nation. The Ballet Repertory Company
has been touring throughout the U.S. and has

received excellent critical notice.

In addition, there are now plans being made
to present a Dance Film Festival during

Winter Study Period. The Dance Society is as

well responsive to the desire of many students

to establish a folk dance group.

The Physical Education Dance Program
has also grown in the past few years. This

year there are fourteen classes being offered

in both beginning and intermediate ballet and
modern dance, as well as composition and
Afro-American dance. Ms. Dewey is assisted

by Nina Girvetz in ballet and Beverly Clayton

in both modern and Afro-American dance.

The classes are open to all students and are

structured to give them a sense of what dance
is all about.

The Dance Society Workshop intends to

create several concerts which will involve

film and video, music, and acting as well as

dancing. So far plans include: "Shakers,"

Doris Humphrey's important work based on

the Shaker sect, which will be reconstructed

from scores and films obtained from the

Dance Notation Bureau in New York City

( this project will enable students to dance in a

work by one of this century's most famous
choreographers); "Ma Mere L'Oie," or the

Mother Goose Suite, by Ravel, which will be

choreographed by Ms. Dewey and performed
both here and at several of the county's

elementary schools; and Ms. Girvetz and
Clayton have planned several as-yet untitled

works.

Anyone who is interested , in lighting,

costume, film, poetry, music, or theatrical

participation is both welcome and needed.

The Workshop hopes to make intergraded
programs of total performing arts
collaboration. It is interested in involving

people who may not have previously con-

sidered involvement in dance. Plans include

performances at the Adams Theatre in

December and the possibility of other spaces
on campus is also being considered. Those
who are interested should call Joy Dewey at

2404.

Student support and enthusiasm are needed
to maintain the quality that dance has
reached at Williams.

Limon Dance
group comes

to Williams
With the Jose Limon Dance Company soon

to come to Williams, the RcAd went the other

day to the dance studio at Lasell Gym in order

to talk with Ms. Joy Dewey about Jose Limon
and the company which carries on now after

his death as though it were his legacy to the

world of dance. This is what we discovered:

Born in Mexico in 1908, Jose Limon was
brought to the United Slates at the age of

seven. With ambitions to be a painter, he left

the University of California to study in New
York. It was there that he saw his first dance
concert; and soon afterwards he joined the

dance school of Doris Humphrey and Charles

Weidman, pioneers in modern dance. Quickly

becoming a member of the Humphrey-
Weidman Company, Limon performed in

most of their greatest works in the ensuing

decade. Inevitably he branched out and, after

serving in the army, formed his own com-

pany, with the late Doris Humphrey as its

artistic director. During this period Limon
choreographed "La Malinche" and his

"Moor's Pavane" among others. (The
"Moor's Pavane " is generally considered a

masterpiece not only of modern but of all

dance).

Jose Limon was a participating member of

the Connecticut College School of Dance for

many years and was, as well on the faculties

of Bennington College, Sarah Lawrence and

Juilliard. His company toured the United

States each season for nineteen years and was
sent by the State Department to South

America, Europe and the Far East in 1954,

1957, 1960 and 1963.

Limon received many distinguished

commissions and awards, among them the

Capezio Award and honorary doctorates from

Wesleyan University, Colby College.

University of North Carolina and Oberlin

College.

When Jose Limon died in 1972, the entire

dance world mourned for one of its greatest

dancers, choreographers and teachers. The

question, "Can a modern-dance company
survive the death of its founder,

choreographer, and mainspring hearf" has

been answered affirmatively by the new Jose

Limon Dance Company's subsequent for-

mation and performance. The company's

artistic director is Ruth Currier who was the

principal dancer with Limon from 1949-1963.

She has worked indefatigably for a company
which will preserve both Limon's
choreography and his spirit as a living force.

The new company is young, handsome and
talented and has combined superb technique

with a compassion to understanding of

Limon's work The results are impressive.

The company has toured this country and

Russia to high critical acclaim.

When asked how the style of Jose Limon
could be defined, Ms. Dewey replied that

Limon's fundamental interest was the spirit

of man; that like many Spaniards he was
possessed of a vision of the tragedy inherent

in the spirit of man. Limon's style could be

called one of large sweep often employing the

Humphreyi,Weidman technique of fall and

recovery where the dancer is often made to

confront the very fact of gravity.

Jl'wo fads are of special importance. The
first is that two-thirds of the funding for the

company has been generously given by the

Massachusetts Council on the Arts and

Humanities and The National Endowment for

the Arts Coordinated Touring Program.
Secondly, The College Council has con-

tributed monies so that students can enjoy the

master-classes, Lecture-Demonstrations,

and open rehearsals free of charge; and 200

students may purchase tickets for all per-

formances at $2.00 iSflSker than $4. .50, on a first

come first served btsisS^ickets are required

tor all but the master-clUss and are available

at the Adams Memorial 3'healre.

These tickets may not fte picked up until

two weeks before each performance. i

—
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Nala Najan to give Indian

dance lecture demonstration
A lecture-demonstration and master class

m classical Indian dance will be given by

noted dancer Nala Najan on Monday, October

14 at 3 p.m., on the second floor of Lasell

Ciymnasitim, The event is sponsored by the

Williams College Dance Society, in con-

junction with the Dance Program, the

Department of Religion, the Foreign Students

Society and tfie.Area Studies Conimillce

Admission is free of charge and the event is

open to all.

American-born Nala Najan began his

studies ot Hindu dance at La Meri's

Ethnological Dance Center in New ^()rk. and

then went to India where he studied under its

greatest masters. He performs and lectures

on many rarely seen dances of ancient India.

Along with performances of Bharata Natya.

the temple dance of southern India, and

Kathak. the dance of northern India, he is the

only professional dancer performing the

Masked Dance Chhau from the court of the

Maharaja of Seraikella in the Western world.

His career has taken him to India, Italy.

England, Canada. South America as well as

the Ignited States, where he has performed

and lectured in theatres, festivals, concert

hails and on radio and television. He has been

advisor lo India's subsidized dance company,

Bharatiya Kala Kendra. and has toured

extensivelv in thai country. r-^

Jose/Hmon Dance Company

/

The Jose Limon Dance Company Schedule:

Thursday. No\ 7th

3:30-5:0<)p.m

Thursday, Nov, 7th

8:30 p.m

Friday, Nov.Hth

Friday. Nov.8lh

8:30pm

Saturday, Nov 9th

8::i0p m

Master classes

Lasell Gym
Lecture-Dem.

AMT

OpenReh. <^

AMT
Performance!

AMT
Performance II

AMT

Performance I The Moor's I'avanne

Choreography: Jose Limon

Music: Henry PurccU

1st Performance: 1949

The Winged
Choreography: Jose Limon

Electronic music: Hank Johnson

1st Performance: 1%9

Brandenburg Concerlo 4

~ Choreography: Doris Humphrey
Music: Bach
1st Performance: 1959

The i:\ilcs

Choreography: .lose Linion

Music: Arnold Schoenberg

1st Performance: 1950

Performance II—
( arlola

Choreography: Jose Limon
1st Performance: 1972

( lioiTographic Offering

Choreography: Jose Limon
Music: J.S. Bach

"Musical Offering"

Isl Performance 1%3

(^lartet

Choreography: Ruth Currier

Music: F'ranccsco Durante
Isl Performance: 1957

I'laitor

Choreography: Jose Limon
Music: Gunther SchuUer

1st Performance: 1954
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New harpsichord

for HilPs recital
Victor Hill will use two different harp-

sichords for his recitals on Saturday and

Sunday, Oct. 19 and 20, the second program

this year on the series of Griffin Hall Concerts

at Williams College. The recitals begin at 8

p.m., and are free to the public.

Although Hill will play most of the program

on his own harpsichord built in 1968 by Rainer

Schuetze, he will also give the first public

performances on a new harpsichord com-

pleted last June by Jack Peters and Ken

Bakeman in Seattle, which was exhibited

during the summer at a Baroque music

festival at the University of California at

Berkeley. The Peters-Bakeman instrument

was built to the design of several late I7th

century Italian harpsichords and closely

resembles a 1693 instrument now preserved

at the Smithsonian Institution. This new

harpsichord will be used for the "Suite 19 in C
minor" of the 17th century Viennese com-

poser Johann Jakob Froberger, and for two

Scarlatti Sonatas.

Works of two other 17th century composers

will appear on the second half of the program.

Solo harpsichord music of Henry Purcell will

be heard for the first time on the Girffin Hall

series, including the "Suite 5 in C major" and

a selection of Purcell's own keyboard

arrangemejits frtAn his stage works.

Hill will open his recital with the tirilliant^

"Italian Concerto" of J. S. Bach. Music of

Mozart and three additional Scarlatti Sonatas

complete the program. U

Letter to arts editor

Point
Letter to the Arts editor:

Some amendments to the Cap and Bells

Constitution were passed at a recent meeting

of the organization, and should be brought to

the attention of the Williams College Com-
munity.

The organization is traditionally structured

so that once a Williams student earns 17-23

points by working on or performing in a

minimum of four shows he-she is

automatically awarded life membership into

Cap and Bells. These points are awarded by

the secretary of Cap and Bells according to

the size of roles or the amount of technical

work done in any particular show.

The new amendments essentially affect two

things. First, C & B will now award points for

a wider range of college theatrics, including

such things as dance productions ( Les Noces)

and Black Movements. However, 50 per cent

count
of the points required for membership must

still be earned in Cap and Bells or Williams

College Drama Department productions.

N.B. Any student who wishes Cap and Bells

points for a Williams College Theatre or Cap
and Bells show must get in touch with Jan
Roberts, the secretary ^of Cap and Bells.

The second amendment provides that in

order to retain voting rights in Cap and Bells

a student must continue to do theatrical work,

earning at least 5 points and working on two
productions each year following their initial

entrance into Cap and Bells.

Finally, all Cap and Bells meetings of the

general membership are also open to anyone
who wishes to attend; outside comments and
opinions are encouraged.

Polly Wood
President, Cap and Bells

Ruling Class

to open

WTC season
The Williams College Theatre will open its

1974-1975 season with a pr»duction of British

playwright Peter Barnes's The Ruling Class.

Directed by Steve Travis, The Ruling Class

will be presented at a;30 p.m. on the 17th,

18th, 20th and the 25th and 26th of October at

the Adams Memorial Theatre.

The Ruling Class is a play of contrasts. It

has, at once, both wit and Burlesque, farce

and acute social commentary. British

playwright Peter Barnes entertains with the

ease of Oscar Wilde or Noel Coward, yet

shares with contemporary playwrights a

deep, personal anger toward the world of

conformity.

The hero of The Ruling Class is Jack
Gurney who, after the strangely exotic death
of his father, leaves a private mental in-

stitution, returning home to become the 14th

Earl of Gurney. Both for financial and social

reasons Jack's family finds his madness
intolerable. Jack is a paranoid-schizophrenic

who believes not merely that he is Yaweh or

Christ but that he is the entire Holy Trinity in

one, the God of Love. When Jack first appears
on stage he is a friendly, gentle, and harmless

' madman who, when asked how he knows that

he is God, answers, "Simple. When I pray to

him I find that I'm talking tomyself."

yThe plot turns around the family's attempt

to\ure Jack—his transformation into a pillar

of ranservative society and his subsequent

delusion that he is Jack The Ripper.

Revolving around Jack are his graspingly

materialistic Uncle Charles; Charles'

monumentally^unfaithful wife Claire; Jack's

dimwitted, effete^wmsin Dinsdale; Tucker,

the cowed Marxist butter; Grace Shelley, an

English dance hall girf; "the wheezing, asth-

matic, nearly somnambulent Bishop Lamp-
ton; and a host of other well-dressed, well-

heeled members of the English aristocracy.

Paradoxically, for a play so essentially

theatrical, the technique of The Ruling Class

is nearly cinematic, as scene follows scene

with incredible rapidity. Each scene centers

around one main action which moves the play

forward. The Ruling Class is a modern play

which does not, however, foresake the

seeming conventionalities of discernible plot

and incident but which rather by the use of

many, subtle technical Innovations in its

dramatic structure, charges these elements

with a propelling sense of interest. The

audience is always keenly eager to know what

happens next.

To facilitate the speed of action in The
Ruling Class, designer Dick Jeter has created

a set of great flexibility, The main action

occurs in the drawing room of the Gurney
Manor; and Jeter has designed this room to

be more evocative than explicit, enabling it to

be transformed into a bedroom, a London
street corner, and the House of Lords. The
many outdoor scenes in the play will be made
vivid through the projection of high-contrast

photographs of actual English locations.

The play features Bill Driscoll with cross;

Cyndie Spencer with pursed lips; Ben Strout

with silver weights; Doug Bishop with tutu;

Kevin O'Rourke with scowl; Gwen Seliger

with legs; Earl Childs with a Transylvanian

Trauma; John Ellis with a modest tie; Simon
Watson with mannerisms; Adam Versenyi

with wheeze; and the House of Lords.

Each Williams student is entitled to one
ticket for the service charge of 50 cents. The
Box Office is open weekdays from Noon - 5 : 00.

Production Weekend until curtain, 8:30 p.m.

Call 458-3023.
i

Capra speaks

on religion

of film humor
This past Sunday we attended the very

funny silent film. The Strong .Man, starring

that elfin clown Harry Langdon and directed
by Frank Capra in 1926. A testament to the

longevity of faith, Capra was in attendance
and talked to us after the show.
A word first about the film. In terms of plot

i( was the merest nothing, a puff of smoke.
This poor man Langdon falls down collosal

.lights of stairs, clears his head-cold with a

limberger salve, and yet in the end, with the
villain safely disposed off in a barrel labeled
"place trash here", and united with the blind

parson's daughter who loves him for his soul,

Langdon, though precariously, reigns
triumphant. There are amazingly
choreographed gag situations, from
Langdon's dazed meanderings on a busy
street corner to the complete destruction of

the villain's saloon— the walls Of Jericho that

this little Joshua knock down with sheer

myopic optimism.

After the film Mr. Capra stepped up onto

the stage looking incredibly tan and h«althy

and sporting green and gold double-knits and
matching turtle neck shirt.

There were, as far as he was concerned,

said Capra. four great comedians of the silent

films, each were what would be called Little

Men, constantly persecuted, and each
escaping, always. Harold Lloyd got away
with his speed; in his films there were always

great chase scenes. Buster Keaton, who was,

said Capra, the most cerebral, endured; his

was the comedy of stoicism. Chaplain, who

Capra felt was undoubtedly the greatest of

them all, survived by his wit. Langdon,

however, always escaped because of his

goodness; distracted by a fly, a cannonball

would whistle by his head followed by a

masterful double-take.

It was this quality of goodness that made
Langdon the perfect vehicle for Capra's silent

films, for Capra's conception of comedy is

nearly religious in nature. "The greatest

comedy ever written were the four gospels;

they were truly a divine comedy, the comedy

of victory." Asked what made people laugh,

Capra speculated that it was because their

fears were transferred onto people like

Langdon, who they could not possibly fear.

Also, he thought it was only humans who
could laugh because only they had a sense of

history; humor springs from disjunction; and

yet, he added, there was a smile that arose

from the perfectly harmonious, from things

as they should be— like a nurse's smile

everytime a baby is slapped into life. Asked
why a clown like Langdon triumphed over the

stronger villain in The Strong Man, Capra

responded that the film was "kinda of a joke

on force, in this sense the film was political."

When someone in the audience remarked
that this seemed rather like the idea behind

his film of Lost Horizon, Capra agreed: "This

was primarily a pacificist film: anti-

violence: anti-war. The idea was to conserve

the best, to steal them away from a world in

which the strong were devouring each other.

And when the world had been wiped out the

best would be able to start over again. It's

sort of a philosophic notion, a hedge against

brutality."

He seemed, when pressed to specify the

mechanism behind the incredibly fluid in-

terchange between spontaneity and
choreographic precision in his film, to

become inarticulate: a craftsman who could

not analyze, could not verbalize the work of

his hands. "What can 1 say. It is in the timing.

For a comedian he has timing or he is not a

comedian. And for the director so much of it

comes in the editing. You have pieces of film :

sequences to make up a scene. Now when you

think of the permutations and combinations

even for ten pieces of film it is astounding.

But you soon find that there are always only 3

or 4 that will work and that there is always
only one that will be right; and that you know
instantly. There is a great deal of trial and
error. In the end you want people to forget

that they are looking at a film, to lose that

sense of deception— 1 mean film is a series of

shadows, an illusion. In order for them to be

unaware of the sheer machinery, it is in the'\

editing. Film is not director to people; it is

people to people. And this is why, even for the

most intimate scenes, I like to shoot my films

in crowds; I want a background of faces

rather than a sunset; people are more in-

teresting, aren't they?" The audience
laughed their assent.

Capra closed by saying that his ally had
always been God and that comedy was
comedy because God was always on the side

of kids and drunks and tramps. n.

Frosh to

explore sex

^ in fevue
This year's Freshman Revue, "Even In

Eden," will appear in Jesup Hall at 8::iu on

Thursday and Friday the 17th and 18th and at

both 7:30 and 9:30 on Saturday the i9th of

October. The Thursday night show is a free,

no ticket, first come, first sit affair.

It will be a revue style show featuring skits

and songs and even a magician, who says

Polly Wood, producer of the revue, "does aiot

of funny things."

In a more serious vein Ms. Wood, President

of Cap and Bells, explained that director Tom
Lockhart had put together a series of

vignettes dealing with the rather arcane

subject of "Sex Through the Ages", starting,

not unappropriately in the Garden of Eden

and stretching into the dim, yet fleshly,

future.

Some of the scenes are of: a pre-historic

scene in which the women dominate the men,

apparently with furtive connotations for the

future of the Williams Experience; a Dixie

Ball done ala Williams of days gone by, In

which men are men and men are women; and

The Malt Shop, where everything goes bump
in the night, and where the guys boast^the

girls enter—and the guys sheep.

Tying the show together will be Michael

Anton as the Magician. When queried about

the nature of this man's tricks, Ms. Wood

demured, saying that it would not be proper to

divulge such information at this time, but

that she could go so far as to say that they

would be entirely "appropriate."

Along with the many others whose sweat

and tears, heartache and joy have made this

show all that it undoubtedly is, the frosh

featured are: John Gilbert, Jenny McGill,

Tom Herwitz, Dave Carroll, Sue Shellen-

berger, and Emily Glimp.
~

-
,

. , : .. \photo by Herlitz]

Yourguess is asgood as ours. See Bill Driscoll and Gw^n Seliger in ' 'The Ruling Class
'

'

at the AMT October 17th, 18th, 20th, 2ith, and 26th. • .,
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Fatherland

b^ons
Auslaender

by David R. Ross

A year or semester at a foreign university is

an option open to almost any Williams

student.

This was the conclusion of an open house for

students interested in studying in German-
speaking countries held Monday night at the

Log. TJie meeting, chaired by Edson Chick,

Russian and German Department Chairman,
consisted of informal presentations by
students who had recently studied at German
universities. Chick pointed out that many of

their conclusions were applicable to other

foreign countries. _y'

"I enjoyed my first two years at Williams,"

said Doug Marston '75, back from a year at

the University of Kiel, "but this (being away
for a year) makes it even better. I'm enjoying

every second now."
Noting that very few Williams students

have spent a year or semester at German
universities in the past. Chick said, "We've
had to send people over to see what it's like.

N^ow that we've gotten good reports, students

will look at Germany rather than transferring

to Santa Barbara." ^^

The only equivalent to approximately 2

years of college German prerequisite for

studying in Germany is a level of proficiency

in speaking, writing, and reading German.
"For the most part, if you have the

language, you're in," said Chick. "Williams

students should have no trouble getting into a

program."
In general, Williams has been fairly flexible

in giving credits for work done abroad. In-

dividual students however, should check with

Dean Mclntire for specific information since

each department sets its own standards as to

what will fulfill the major requirements.

There are numerous exchange programs
differing in length and degree of involvement
in university courses.

The Smith College yMf^iUhe University of

Hamburg "provides itfore for the money than
any I know," said Chick. Students arrive in

Hamburg at the beginning of September and
enter a flexible six-week language course.

They then move into regular courses at the

University when the semester begins in mid-
October (German .semesters run from Oc-
tober to February and from April to July.)

Each student normally lakes a combination
of seminars and lectures, and is given a

special tutor. The number of Americans is

relatively small and they are spread
•throughout the dormitories.

This makes it "easy to meet people,"

declared Dave McKenzie, who attended the

University under the Smith program last

year. "Another advantage of the Smith
program is that they handle all the red tape.

They have great connections and can get you
into dorms and classes ahead of German
students themselves."

Costs for the program consist of normal
Smith College fees and travel expenses. Out
of these fees, students receive 400 DM per

month to help cover food costs. In addition,

Henry Flynt Jr., Director of Financial Aid,

has indicated that Williams would continue

support to students who enter an exchange
program.

Wayne Slate University has a similar

program at the University of Munich, which
Sarah Pritchard '75 participated in last year.

Although the cost was half that of the Smith

program, Wayne Stale was "much more
restrictive in what you could do," she in-

dicated. "The tutors they supplied weren't

very good academically."

Wesleyan offers a spring semester program
at the University of Bonn. It begins with a

two-and-one-half month intensive language

program. During the regular University

semester, students lake special courses

geared just for them, although taught by staff

from the University. Students live in rented

rooms near the University.

American college students may also apply

directly to German universities. Doug
Marston '75 did that to get into the University

of Kiel.

"1 applied as a normal German student

would apply," he said. "Every university has

an academic foreigners office which oversees

foreign students. You need to have a high

school diploma. Iwo years of college, and to

pass a language proficiency test. Even if you

don't do well on the test, they'll accept you

provisionally and you spend a semester

taking special language courses."
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Tuition is freeatGerman universities. "My
only University fee was about $60 for student

health insurance," Marston said. "One thing,

Ihoiigh. Some areas like medicine and law are

very tight and students have to wait two years
to get in."

Further information on exchange
programs, requirements, and application

procedures can be obtained from Professor

Chick or Mrs. Greene at the Weston Language
Center.

The man who
puts us all

in our place

by Maria Sarath

Although the job of Assistant Dean sup-

posedly allows more than enough time for his

work as mathematics teacher, Chris T.

Roosenraad, Assistant Dean of the college,

admits that this is hardly the case. In ac-

tuality, the duties of the Dean's office demand
a major portion of his time and energy.

"We all work together in the (Dean's) office

in terms of problems," Roosenraad declared.

"At the same time we each have a specific

area of responsibility," he added.

Roosenraad's primary responsibility as an

Assistant Dean revolves around the up-

perclass student housing system. He ex-

plained that the College assumes the

responsibility for the housing of all its

students, and termed the computerized

system by which houses are assigned as a

"random inclusion system (which) does not

promote special interests." But, he pointed

out. "there are a lot of strains on a system like

that," since the random process insures that

there will be people living together who have

nothing in common. Nevertheless, "the house

system has great strengths," Roosenraad

noted, citing the athletic, social and cultural

benefits the 15 residential houses provide. In

addition, the house system is now larger and

more diverse than when it started, and

Roosenraad expects that it "will evolve" even

further.

The biggest housing problem envisioned by

Roosenraad is "the number of students that

want to live off-campus." He remarked that a

certain amount of off-campus housing was

necessary but that the amount had to be

minimized. Presently 93 students are living

off-campus, approximately 15 more than the

ideal number.

Roosenraad explained that the College has

"a commitment to the town planning board to

minimize the number of students living off-

campus," since the type of housing the

students iililize, the lower to middle income

housing, is in demand in Williamstown. A

second factor is the financial implications this

produces for the College. If rooms are left

empty, the room charge would have to be

raised the following year. Furthermore, the

College feels there are "positive features" of

living in residential units, "A student can't be

isolated from campus life," Roosenraad said.

Roosenraad works closely with Charles

Jankey, Director of Student Housing, and

both attend the meetings of the Student

Housing Committee, which deals with fresh-

man iticlusion and various housing problems.

Roosenraad also serves on the Committee on

Undergraduate Life, which is in the process of

implementing a faculty report on advising.

In addition, Roosenraad is responsible for

coordinating the activities , of the Dean's

Office with those of the senior faculty

associates in each residential house. Since the

roles of the faculty associates are not well-

defined. Roosenraad considers that this "may
be a strength."

One final area of responsibility for

Roosenraad involves the exchange and

transfer students. The number of these

students which are admitted depends, on

housing facilities, and in this way, "housing

does affect some educational goals of the

College," Roosenraad said. In addition, the

planning must be accurate or else rooms will

remain empty and students will be turned

down unnecessarily.

Roosenraad has been at Williams since

1969. He^reviously taught mathematics as a

graduate student at the University of

Michigan where he obtained his B.S. and M.A.

and also at University of Wisconsin where he

obtained his PhD. He enjoys the combination

of both administrative work and teaching,

and sees a future open to alternatives. "I like

to think of myself as young enough for op-

tions," '*he said. Roosenraad lives in

Williamstown with his wife, Susan.
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washboards and folklore

III West iirallloboro the Chelsa House Cafe
and l'()ikl(in' Center is doing alot with Blue
(irass, C'oiinlrv. and Folk music both at

participatory gatherings and in concert
slliialions: also there is a great deal of

stomping around. This Saturday night there is

a folk concert with ,\ndy Robinson and on
Sniulav ni;;hl liiere will be a country dance
Willi Kenning's .All-Stars. For further in-

foniialion call S02-2r.7-14K2. Washboards are

available on a rental basis.

heard melodies

toonal^ Walsh will give a bilingual poetry

reading o^i the works of Tablo Neruda at 8

p.m. lonighl at the Weston Language Center.

The reading is open to all and is s^wnsored by

the Weston Language Center.

l»ablo Neruda. a native of Chile, wrote over

lilt volumes of poetry and in 1971 won the

Nobel Prize for Literature. He died of a heart

allack in Chile in 197:t at the age bf 69.

Mr. Walsh graduated from Harvard in 1924

and taught French and Spanish a( the Choate

School from I92K to 1959. Me is the author of

several publications and translations and

received an honorary Doctor of Humane
Letters degree from MWdlebury in 18M.
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New harpsichord

for Hill's recital
Victor Hill will use two different harp-

sichords for his recitals on Saturday and

Sunday, Oct. 19 and 20^ the second program

this year on the series of Griffin Hall Concerts

at Williams College. The recitals begin at 8

p.m., and are free to the public.

Although Hill will play most of the program

on his own harpsichord built in 1968 by Rainer

Schuetze, he will also give the first public

performances on a new harpsichord com-

pleted last June by Jack Peters and Ken

Bakeman in Seattle, which was exhibited

during the summer at a Baroque music

festival-at the University of CaHfornia at

Berkeley. The Peters-Bakeman instrument

was built to the design of several late 17th

century Italian harpsichords and closely

resembles a 1693 instrument now preserved

at the Smithsonian Institution. This new
harpsichord will be used for the "Suite 19 in C
minor" of the 17th century Viennese com-

poser Johann Jakob Froberger, and for two

Scarlatti Sonatas.

Works of two other 17th century composers
will appear on the second half of the program.

Solo harpsichord music of Henry Purcell will

be heard for the first time on the Girffin Hall

series, including the "Suite 5 in C major" and

a selection of Purcell's own keyboard

arrangements from his stage works.

Hill will open his recital with the brilliant

"Italian Concerto" of J. S. Bach. Music of

Mozart and three additional Scarlatti Sonatas
complete ftie program. U

Letter to arts editor

Letter to the Arts editor:

Some amendments to the Cap and Bells

Constitution were passed at a recent meeting

of the organization, and should be brought to

the attention of the Williams College Com-
munity.

The organization is traditionally structured

so that once a Williams student earns 17-23

points by working on or performing in a

minimum of four shows he-she ''is

automatically awarded life membership into

Cap and Bells. These points are awarded by

the secretary of Cap and Bells according to

the size of roles or the amount of technical

work done in any particular show.

The new amendments essentially affect two
things. First, C & B will now award points for

a wider range of college theatrics, including

such things a^s dance productions ( Les Noces)

and Black Movements. However, 50 per cent

Point count
of the points required for membership must
still be earned in Cap and Bells or Williams

College Drama Department productions.

N.B. Any student who wishes Cap and.Bells

points for a Williams College Theatre or Cap
and Bells show must get in touch with Jan
Roberts, the secretary of Cap and Bells.

The second amendment provides that in

ord^r to retain voting rights in Cap and Bells

a student must continue to do theatrical work,

earning at least 5 points and working on two

productions each year following their initial

entrance into Cap and Bells.

Finally, all Cap and Bells meetings of the

general membership are also open to anyone
who wishes to attend; outside comments and
opinions are encouraged. . ^..,

Polly Wood
President, Cap

,

Ruling Class

to open

WTC season
The Williams College Theatre will open its

1974-1975 season with a production of British

playwright Peter Barnes's The Ruling Class.

Directed by Steve Travis, The Ruling Class

will be presented at 8:30 p.m. on the 17th,

18th, 20th and the 25th and 26th of October at

the Adams Memorial Theatre.

The Ruling Class is a play of contrasts. It

has, at once, both wit and Burlesque, farce

and acute social commentary. British

playwright Peter Barnes entertains with the

ease of Oscar Wilde or Noel Coward, yet

shares with contemporary playwrights a

deep, personal anger toward the world of

conformity. \

The hero of The Ruling Class is Jack
Gurney who, after the strangely exotic death
of his father, leaves a private mental in-

stitution, returning home to become the 14th

Earl of Gurney. Both for financial and social

reasons Jack's family finds his madness
intolerable. Jack is a paranoid-schizophrenic

who believes not merely that he is "Vaweh or

Christ but that he is the entire Holy Trinity in

one, the God of Love. When Jack first appears
on stage he is a friendly, gentle, and harmless
madman who, when asked how he knows that

he is God, answers, "Simple. When I pray to

him I find that I'm talking to myself."

The plot turns around the family's attempt

tocure Jack—his transformation into a pillar

of conservative society and his subsequent

delusion that he is Jack The Ripper.

Revolving around Jack are his graspingly

materialistic Uncle Charles; Charles'

monumentally unfaithful wife Claire; Jack's

dimwitted, effete cousin Dinsdale; Tucker,

the cowed Marxist butler; Grace Shelley, an

. English dance hall girl; the wheezing, asth-

matic, nearly somnambulent Bishop Lamp-
ton; and a host of other well-dressed, well-

heeled members of the English Aristocracy.
* Paradoxically, for a play so essentially

theatrical, the technique of The Ruling Class

is nearly cinematic, as scene follows scene

with incredible rapidity. Each scene centers

around one main action which moves the play

forward. The Ruling Class is a modern play

which does not, however, foresake the

seeming conventionalities of discernible plot

and incident but which rather by the use of

many, subtle technical innovations in its

dramatic structure, charges these elements

with a propelling sense of interest. The

audience is always keenly eager to know what

happens next. :_._.,, , -

To facilitate the speed of Jfition in The
Ruling Class, designer Dick Jeter has created

a set of great flexibility. The main action

occurs in the drawing room of the Gurney
Manor; and Jeter has designed this room to

be more evocative than explicit, enabling it to

he transformed into a bedroom, a London
street corner, and the House of Lords. The
•many outdoor scenes in the play will be made
vivid through the projection of high-contrast

photographs of actual English locations.

The play features Bill Driscoll with cross;

Cyndie Spencer with pursed lips; Ben Strout

with silver weights; Doug Bishop with tutu;

Kevin O'Rourke with scowl; Gwen Seliger

with legs; Earl Childs with a Transylvanian
Trauma; John Ellis with a modest tie; Simon
Watson with mannerisms; Adam Versehyi

with wheeze; al^the House of Lords.

Each Williams student is entitled to one

ticket for the service charge of 50 cents. The
Box Office ys open weekdays from Noon - 5 : 00.

Production Weekend until curtain, 8:30 p.m.

Call 458-3023,
i 1

Capra speaks

on religion

of film humor
This past Sunday we attended the very

funny silent film. The Strong Man, starring
that elfin clown Harry Langdon and directed
by Frank Capra in 1926. A testament to the

longevity of faith, Capra was in attendance
and talked to us after the show.
A word first about the film. In terms of plot

it was the merest nothing, a puff of smol^.
This poor man Langdon falls down collosal

.lights of stairs, clears his head-cold with a
limberger salve, and yet in the end, with the
villain safely disposed off in a barrel labeled
"place trash here", and united with the blind
parson's daughter who loves him fot his soul,

Langdon, though precariously, reigns
triumphant. - There are amazingly
choreographed gag situations, from
Langdon's dazed meanderings on a busy
street corner to the complete destruction of

the villain's saloon—the walls of Jericho that

this little Joshua knock down with sheer
myopic optimism.
After the film Mr. Capra stepped up onto

the stage looking incredibly tan and healthy

and sporting green and gold double-knits and
matching turtle neck shirt.

There were, as far as he was concerned,

said Capra, 'four great comedians of the silent

films, each were what would be called Little

Men, coi>stantly persecuted, and each
escaping, alw^ays. Harold Lloyd got away
with his speed; in his films there were always

great chase scenes. Buster Keaton, who was,

said Capra, the most cerebral, endured; his

was the comedy of stoicism. Chaplain, who

Capra felt was undoubtedly the greatest of

them. all, survived by his wit. Langdon,

however, always escaped because of his

goodness; distracted by a fly, a cannonball

would whistle by his head followed by a

masterful doubletake.

It was this quality of goodness that made
Langdon the perfect vehicle for Capra's silent

films, for Capra's conception of comedy is

nearly religious in nature. "The greatest

comedy ever written were the four gospels;

they were truly a divine comedy, the comedy

of victory." Asked what made people laugh,

Capra speculated that it was because their

fears were transferred onto people like

Langdon, who they could not possibly fear.

Also, he thought it was only fiuinaiis who
could laugh because only they had a sense of

history; humor springs from disjunction; and

yet, he added, there was a smile that arose

from the perfectly harmonious, from things

as they should be—like a nurse's smile

everytime a baby is slapped into life. Asked

why a clown like Langdon triumphed over the

stronger villain in The Strong Man, Capra
responded that the film was "kinda of a joke

on force, in this sense the film was political."

When someone in the audience remarked
that this seemed rather like the idea behind

his film of Lost liurizon, Capra agreed: "This

was primarily a pacificist film: anti-

violence: anti-war. The idea was to conserve

the best, to steal them away from a world in

which the strong were devouring each other.

And when the \M}rld had been wiped out the

best would be able to start over again. It's

sort of a philosophic notion, a hedge agaiifst

brutality."

He se^ ' „ -when pressed to specify the

m^cll^^^l^/fn behind the incredibly fluid in-

' -4«,^r'f*nge , between spontaneity and
.'^'>*noreographic precision in his film, to

t)ecome inarticulate: a craftsman who could

not analyze, could not verbalize the work of

his tiands. "What can I say. It is in the timing.

For a comedian he has timing or he is not a

comedian. And for the director so much of it

comes in the editing. You have pieces of film:

sequences to make up a scene. Now when you
think of the permutations and combinations

even for ten pieces of film it is astounding.

But you soon find that there are always only 3

or 4 that will work and that there is always
only one that will be right; and that you know
instantly. There is a great deal of trial and
error. In the end you want people to forget

that they are looking at a film, to lose that

sense of deception— I mean film is a series of

shadows, an illusion. In order for them to be

unaware of the sheer machinery, it is in the

editing. Film is not director to people; it is

people to people. And this is why, even for Uie

most intimate scenes, I like to shoot my films

in crowds; I want a background .of faces

rather than a sunset; people are more in-

teresting, aren't they?" fhe audience
laughed their assent.

Capra closed by saying that his ally had
always been God and that comedy was
comedy because God was always on the side

of kids and drunks and tramps. n

Frosh to

explore sex

J in revue
This year's Freshman Revue, "Even In

Eden," will appear in Jesup Hall at 8:30 on

Thursday and Friday the 17th and 18th and at

both 7:30 and 9:30 on Saturday the 19th of

October. The Thursday night show is a free,

no ticket, first come, first sit affair.

It will be a revue style show featuring skits

and songs and even a magician, who says

Polly Wood, producer of the revue, "does alot

of funny things."

In a more serious vein Ms. Wxiod,J^resident

of Cap and Bells, explained that director Tom
Lockhart had put together a series of

vignettes dealing with the rather arcane

subject of "Sex Through the Ages", starting,

not unappropriately in the Garden of Eden
and stretching into the dim, yet fleshly,

future.

Some of the scenes are of: a prehistoric

scene in which the women dominate the men,

apparently with furtive connotations for the

future of the Williams Experience; a Dixie

Ball done ala Williams of days gone by, in

which men are men and men are women; and

The Malt Shop, where everything goes bump
in the night, and where the guys boast— the

girls enter—and the guys sheep.

Tying the show together will be Michael

Anton as the Magician. When queried about

the nature of this man's tricks, Ms. Wood

demured, saying that it would not be proper to

divulge siich information at this time, but

that she could go so far as to say that they

would be entirely "appropriate."

Along with the many others whose sweat

and tears, heartache and joy have made this

show all that it undoubtedly is, the frosh

featured are: John Gilbert, Jenny McGill,

Tom Herwitz, Dave Carroll, Sue Shellen-

berger, and Emily Glimp. H

]photobyl^erUti]' _
Yourguess is asgood as ours. See Bill Driscoll and Gwen Seliger in ' 'The Ruling Class

'

at the AMT October 1 7lh, 18th, 2fkh, 25th, and 26th.

^
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Fatherland

beckons

Auslaender
byDavidR. Ross

A year or semester at a foreign university is

an option open to almost any Williams

student.

- This was the conclusion of an open house for

students interested in studying in German-
speaking countries held Monday night at the

Log. The meeting; chaired by Edson Chick,

Russian and GermanDepartment Chairman,
consisted of informal presentations by
students who had recently studied at German
universities. Chick pointed out that many of

their conclusions were applicable to other

foreign countries.

"I enjoyed my first two years at Williams,"

said Doug Marston '73, back from a year at

the University of Ki^l, "but this (being away
for a year) makes it even better. I'm enjoying

every second now."

Noting that very few Williams students

have spent a year or semester at German
universities in the past. Chick said, "We've
had to send people over to see what it's like.

Now that we've gotten good reports, students

will look at Germany rather than transferring

to Santa Barbara."

The only equivalent to approximately 2

years of college German prerequisite for

studying in Germany is a level of proficiency

in speaking, writing, and reading German.
"For the most part, if you have the

language, you're in," said Chick. "Williams

students should have no trouble getting into a

program."
In general, Williams has been fairly flexible

in\giving credits for work done abroad. In-

dividual students however, should check with

Dean Mclntire for specific information since

each department sets its own standards as to

what will fulfill the major requirements.
' There are numerous exchange programs
differing in length and degree of involvemeot
in university courses.

The Smith College year at the University of

HaiT^burg "provides more for the money than
any 1 know," said Chick. Students arrive in

Hamburg at the beginning of September and
enter a flexible six-week language course.

They then move into regular courses at the

University when the semester begins in mid-
October (German semesters run from Oc-
tober to February and from April to July.)

Each student normally takes a combination
of seminars and lectures, and is given a

special tutor. The number of Americans is

relatively small an"d they are spread
throughout the dormitories.

This makes it "easy to meet people,"

declared Dave McKenzie, who attended the

University under the Smith program last

year. "Another advantage of the Smith
program is that they handle all the red tape.

They have great connections and can get you
into dorms and classes ahead of German
students themselves."

Costs for the program consist of normal
Smith College fees and travel expenses. Out
of these fees, students receive 400 DM per

month to help cover food ctsts. In addition,

Henry Flynt Jr., Director ofFinancial Aid,

has indicated that Williams would continue

support to students who enter ^n exchange
program.

Wayne State University has a similar

program at the University of Munich, which
Sarah Pritchard '75 participated in last year.

Although the cost was half that of the Smith
program, Wayne State was "much more
restrictive in what you could do," she in-

dicated. "The tutors they supplied weren't

very good academically."

Wesleyan offers a spring semester program
at the University of Bonn. It begins with a

two-and-one-half month intensive language

program. During the regular University

semester, students take special courses

geared just for them, although taught by staff

from the University. Students live in rented

rooms near the University.

American college students may also apply

directly to German universities. Doug
Marston '75 did that to get into the University

of Kiel.

"I applied as a normal German student

would apply," he said. "Every university has

an academic foreigners office which oversees

foreign students. You need to have a high

school diploma, two years of college, and to

pass a language proficiency test. Even if you

don't do well on the test, they'll accept you

provisionally and you spend a semester

taking special language courses."

Freshman Speaking Contest —Sally Fri [/.
]

,///(/ Stuart Deans [heloiv] drew the

audiences attention, hut Dan Felizherto

iron the contest which was sponsored by

the Adelphic Union. Felizherto explained

why he should he expelled front Williams.

[photo's hy St()nc'\

Tuition is free at German universities. "My
only University fee was about $60 for student

health insurance," Marston said. "One thing,

though. Some areas like medicine and law are
very tight and students have to wait two years
to get in."

Further information on exchange
programs, requirements, and application

procedures c^n be obtained from Professor

Chick or Mrs. Greene at the Weston Language
Center.

The man who
puts us all

in our place

by Maria Sarath

Although the job of Assistant Dean sup-

posedly allows more than enough time for his

work as mathematics teacher, Chris T.

Roosenraad, Assistant Dean of the college,

admits that this is hardly the case. In ac-

tuality, the duties of theDean's office demand
a major portion of his time and energy.

"We all work together in the (Dean's) office

in terms of problems," Roosenraad declared.

"At the same time we each have a specific

area of responsibility," he added.

Roosenraad's primary responsibility as an

Assistant Dean revolves around the up-

perclass student housing system. He ex-

plained that the College assumes the

responsibility for the housing of all its

students, and termed the computerized

system by which houses are assigned as a

"random inclusion system (which) does not

promote special interests." But, he pointed

out, "thereare a lot of strains on a system like

that," ^ince the random process insures that

there will be people living together who have

nothing in common. Nevertheless, "the house

system has great strengths," Roosenraad

noted, citing the athletic, social and cultural

benefits the 15 residential houses provide. In

addition, the house system is now larger and

more diverse than when it started, and

Roosenraad expects that it "will evolve" even

further.

The biggest housing problem envisioned by

Roosenraad is "the number of students that

want to live off-campus." He remarked that a

certain amount of off-campus housing was
necessary but that the amount had to be

minimized. Presently 93 students are living

off-campus, approximately 15 more than the

ideal number.
Roosenraad explained that the College has

"a commitment to the town planning board to

minimize the number of students living off-

campus," since the type of housing the

students utilize, the lower to middle income

housing, is in demand in Williamstown. A
second factor is the financial implications this

produces for the College. If rooms are left

empty, the room charge would have to be

raised the following year. Furthermore, the

College feels there are "positive features ' of

living in residential units, "A student can't be

isolated from campus life," Roosenraad said.

Roosenraad works closely with Charles

Jankey, Director of Student Housing, and

both attend the meetings of the Student

Housing Committee, which deals with fresh-

man inclusion and various housing problems.

Roosenraad also serves on the Committee on

Undergraduate Life, which is in the process of

implementing a faculty report on advising.

In addition, Roosenraad is responsible for

coordinating the activities of /the Dean's

Office with those of the senior faculty

associates in each residential house. Since the

roles of the faculty associates are not well-

defined, Roosenraad considers that this "may
be a strength."

One final area of responsibility for

Roosenraad involves the exchange and

transfer students. The number of these

students which are admitted depends on

housing facilities, and in this way, "housing

does affect some educational goals of the

College, " Roosenraad said. In addition, the

planning must be accurate or else rooms will

remain empty and students will be turned

down unnecessarily.

Roosenraad has been at Williams since

' 1969. He previously taught mathematics as a

graduate student at the University of

Michigan where he obtained his B.S. and M.A.

and also at University of Wisconsin where he

obtained his PhD. He enjoys the combination

of both administrative work and teaching,

and sees a future open to alternatives. "I like

to think of myself as young enough for op-

tions," he said. Roosenraad lives in

WilUcTiTistown with his wife. Susan.
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washboards and folklore

In West Brattlebora the Chelsa House Cafe
and Folklore Center is doing alol with Blue
Grass, Country, and Folk music both at

participatory gatherings and in concert
situations: also there is a great deal of

stomping around. This Saturday night there is

a folk concert with Andy Robinson and on
Sunday night there will be a country dance
with Fenning's All-Stars. For further fn*

formation call 802-257-1482. Washboards are
available on a rental basis.

heard melodies

Donald Walsh will give a bilingual poetry

reading on the works of Pablo Neruda at 8

p.m. tonight at the Weston Language Center.

The reading is open to all and is snonsored by

the Weston Language Center.

Pablo Neruda. a native of Chile, wrote over

ftt) voiumeK of poetry and in 1971 won the

NobrI Prize for Literature. He died of a heart

atUck in Chile in 1973 at the age of 69.

Mr. Walsh graduated from Harvard in 1924

and taught French and Spanish at the Choate

SchoctI from 1928 to 1959. He is the author of

several publications and translations and

received an honorary Doctor of Humane
Leltem degree from Middleburyin I9«8.
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Schryver joins Smedley,

Simonds and Mears in history

byDanO'Connell

Members of the Williamstown community

nocked to the Clark Art Institute this past

Friday afternoon for the dedication of the

recently published history "Williamstown:

The First Two Hundred years 1753-1953 and

Twenty Years Later 1953-1973."

Highlighting the afternoon affair was the

rededication of the book by the Williamstown

Historical Commission. Robert R. R. Brooks,

dean emeritus of Williams College and^ its

chTeT^thor announced That George W.

Schryver, '.'a public servant of integrity and a

private citizen of extraordinary personal

fortitude" was the honored recipient of the

dedication.

In his suspense-filled address to the con-

vocaUon, Dean Brooks withheld Schryver's

name until the closing sentence as he charted

the many varied contributions which

Schryver has made to the Williamstown

community. When the audience finally

recognized the ennumeration of Schryver's

personal history, they warmly applauded the

honored guest, whose contributions have been

so purposeful and meaningful. Visibly moved,

Schryver was embraced by author Brooks

and many friends. Schryver's name will be

inscribed along side the names of Fredrick E.

Moore, Brainard Mears, Benjamin Simonds,

Nehemiah Smedley and Issac Stratton.

Among his activities; Schryver was the

former proprietor of the Taconic Lumber Co.,

the incorporator of the Williamstown Savings

Bank, on the board of directors of the North

Adams Hospital, the associate commissioner

of the Massachusetts department of Public

Works, a member of the Dutch Elm disease

control committee, the Bicentennial com-

mittee, the Shade Tree committee and the

Street-Naming committee.

Following the presentation, refreshments

were served in the outer lobby, and the

patrons had their first opportunity to pur-

chase copies of the book. Schryver remained

the center of attention as friends offered more
personal congratulations, and Ijeseeched him

and author Brooks for autographs of their

recently obtained editions. In addition,

creamy pink punch was served in champagne
glasses and was thoroughly enjoyed by the

gathering.

On display were enlargements of many
slides depicting the architectural develop-

ment and topographical transformation of

Williamstown. These slides are the only

visible documentation of many old college

buildings which have since burned to the

ground. The slides were viewed by the group

in the museum's auditorium before and after

the reception, with Lawrence Beals

narrating.

Of particular interest were shdes showing

the nation's first astronomical observatory-

Hopkins Observatory, the rock which marks

the site of where Ephraim WiUiams was

ambushed and killed, and the presence of

Lord Bryce, President James Garfield, and

Howard Taft on the college campus.

"Williamstown: The First Two Hundred

Years 1753-1953 and Twenty Years Later 1953-

1973" wilLsoon be available in the local book

stores.
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Fight to stop

Super highway
Students at Williams and citizen's living

near Route 7 have been concerned over a

proposal highway which could extend from

New York City to Burlington, Vermont.

MASSpirg, in conjunction with other in-

terested environmental groups, has filed an

Amicus brief in the Second District Court of
•

Appeals and is awaiting a hearing from the

same court. This hearing concerns the appeal

made by various state and federiil highway

departments which want to construct a

Western New England Highway.

In March of 1972, the Mass. Dept. of Public

Works began construction of a four-lane

expressway from Interstate 95 at Norwalk,

Conn, to Interstate 89 at Barrington, Ver-

mont. Certain sections of this highway have

been completed in Conn, and there are

definite plans to expand the expressway on

Route 7 from Canaan to the Mass. border.

Also in Vermont, preliminary engineering

plans have been ouUined by the Department
of Highways to connect the Mass. line-40

Pownal Center and from Pownal Center to

Bennington, Vermont, construction is

scheduled for 1978-1979.

In 1972, the Mass. Dept. of Public Works
submitted a proposal to the U.S. Congress.for

permission to construct this Highway in the

western part of the state. This proposal en-

tailed upgrading Route 8 to comply with in-

terstate standards. This meant that the road

should interconnect with other highways.

This would involve continuing Route 8 from
the Mass. Turnpike to the North Adams area,

west along Route 2 and then north along

Stanford MBA
y^

REPRESENTATIVE
COMING TO CAMPUS

* WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16

A representative of the Stanford Graduate School of

Business will be on campus to discuss with interested

students the exceptional educational opportunity of

the Stanford MBA Program. /

,1'' S'

Appointments may be made through
^

,. The Office of Career Counselirig

The Stanford MBA program is a two-year general

management course of studies designed for highly

qualified men and women who have, majored in

liberal arts, humanities, science, or engineering, and

wish to develop management skills to meet the broad

responsibilities which will be required in both the

private and public sectors in the future.

THE STANFORD UNIVERSITY

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Stanford, California 94305

Route 7 through to Vermont. The final result

would connect Interstate 95 on the south,

Interstate 89 on the north, and connect In-

terstates 84 and 90. This would involve ap-

proximately 66.7 miles of highway at an

estimated cost of $213,000,000, federal funds.

However, Congress did not approve the

proposal and the highway plan was overruled

in March of 1972. This ruling put a temporary

stop to plans of a Western New England High-

way.

A few Months later, the Mass. Dept. of

Highways began to develop Route 7 into a

super highway. These plans, however, were

not publicly disclosed but instead con-

struction began as a series of "im-

provements" on various sections of Route 7.

In addition to a four-lane divided highway by-

pass, completed in Lenox in 1965, another by-

pass around PittefieW was started as^ a

"connection to the Lenox by-pass. There are

also plans for a four-lane expressway from

Pittsfield to North Adams on Route 8, com-

tinuing west on Route 2 to Williamstown

(clover leaf in Williamstown?!) and then

north from Williamstown to Vermont. The

Mass. Dept. of Public Works also proposed a

four-lane by-pass around Great Barrington on

Route 7, which would extend from the Ashley

Falls by-pass to Lenox.

All construction was masqueraded as

"improvements" on an existing road. The

Dept. of Highways purposely hid its intention

of constructing a four-lane superhighway and

ignored the necessary environmental laws.

MASSpirg, in conjunction with Vermont

Pirg and two other environmental groups,

formed the New England Highway Coalition

in 1973. The coalition released a report which

concluded that v&rious highway "by-passes"

and "improvements" were actually part of a

plan to build an Intei^state Highway through

the Berkshires. In May of 1973, suits were

filed against state and federal highway

departments by various national and regional

groups including MASSpirg. During July of

1973, in the Vermopt Federal court. Judge

Oakes issued an^ opinion which blocked

construction on a twen^ mile stretch of Route

7. '

,.
'

The Mass. Department of Highways has

appealed to the Second District Court to

override Judge Oake's decision of 1973.

MASSPirg has again filed a brief, con-

demning the proposed highway for not

complying to the present Environmental

Impact laws. The lawyers in the Amherst
office of MASSPirg are optimistic that the

construction of the highway will continue to

be blocked.

Booters top

Middlebury,

bow to Union
byNlckCrUtlano

An opportunistic WiUiams offense and
stubborn defense, an obtrusive crossbar, an

excellent Union offense, and some
questionable officiating, all played major

roles as the Williams soccer team split two

games last week, edging Middlebury, l-o, on
*

Wednesday afternoon and losing to Union, 2-17=

oh Saturday morning, both at Cole Field.

Mike Elkind's third goal of the season, out

of a goalmouth scramble eleven minutes into

the second half (Steve Smith assisting), was
all the Ephs needed to stop Middlebury as

soph goalie Skip Grossman recorded his first

varsity shutout. Although Williams was
outplayed in the first half (only four shots at

goal), it was their defense, "much more solid

and confident than against Trinity," ac-

cording to Coach Vennell, which put the

clamps on Middlebury's big-play offense and

kept the Purple in the game on the icy af-

ternoon.

"We weren't finishing up our attacks as

well as we could have," said Vennell, "and as

a result we weren't getting enough shots on

goal. I was pleased with our ball control when

we did have it, though." The Eph offense did

pick up in the second half and took some of the

pressure off the D.

Vennell had predicted a high scoring affair

when undefeated Union came to Cole Field on

/

\
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Saturday morninj, but he hadn't counted on

the influence of the crossbar, the one at the

west end of the field specifically, and the

officials' views toward sliding tackles. By the

end of the day, the crossbar had registered

two assists (one for each team) , while the refs

stopped play every time halfbacks Brian

Daggett and Rick Zeller made a sliding swipe

at the ball. The maneuver is essential to their

effectivene88;"they had worked it well against

Trinity and Middlebury—perfectly legal.

Without it though. Union's high-powered

offense (8 goals in two games), led by Craig

.Jeffries and John Denio, was able to carry the

ball deep into the Williams zone, putting

extreme pressure on the Purple defense. The

Eph offense did not get much of a chance to

break loose, although it did play well when it

got the ball. "Their offense was actaal^ih^-^

"BmI defehse,"^ said VehnelTr—™^
^ Hank Osborne opened the scoring just

seven minutes into the game. Taking a pass

from Daggett, he cut through the Dutchmen

defense on an excellent solo effort. His hard

drive was caught by the crossbar, which

kindly dropped it behind Union goalie Ctiris

Huban.
John Denio evened it up for Union eight'

minutes later. He broke down the left side and

sprinted around fullbacks John Lanier and

Bill Battey, then drove the ball cleanly past

the helpless Eph netminder, Tracy Mcintosh,

making his first start of the year.
Excellent goaltending by both Mcintosh

and HutMn (14 and 10 saves, respectively)
kept the game deadlocked until the final

11:20. At that point, "an accumulation of

individual mistakes at one time," according
to Vennell, left Denio free in front of the Eph
net to receive a corner kick. His shot hit the

crossbar as Mclntbsh leaped for it. But this

time, the fickle piece of lumber sent the ball

right back out to Denio, who headed it past the
then out-of-position Mcintosh.

"That last goal was the only thing that

really disappointed me about the game," said

Vennell. "We were just starting to overcome
our difficulties and control the match. We
didn't play our best game skillwise; our
defense could have been a bit more
aggressive,.although BobSamuelson played
^s best game. But, they were definitely the

t>est team we faced all year, and I thought a
tie would have been justice for the way we
played."

The loss was the first in a Williams uniform
for the sophomores in the Uneup. They had
gone undefeated as freshmen and through the

first two games of this season.

"I'm not totally distressed," said Vennell,

in summation. "Now we'll just have to bounce
back."

,

The Ephs travel to Hanover, N. M. oh

Wednesday to face Dartmouth. Vennell is

quick to discount the Big Green's 0-3 record.

All three losses were by one goal to three very
strong teams; Middlebury, Springfield, and
Amherst. "They're much like us," said

Vennell. ' "They rely on the short passing

game and skill to work the ball in. It shouldt>e

close."

The Purple return to Cole Field on Saturday
morning to play Bates. ».. ;>. {

"i

jVtcCULd pre

New and used typewriters

Complete typewriter and

addingjnachine serA^4c

A A

Hallmark Cards and Eaton

Stationery

See us for all your school supply needs
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^Scrum, ruck,

I
partying aU

part of rugby
"~/

by Nick Cristlano

While a packed house of vociferous spec-

- tators enthusiastically awaited the opetiing

kickoff of the first home football game
against Rochester Saturday afternoon,

another Williams football club was wrapping

up an 11-0 victory at Cole Field to the

/resounding silence of about fifteen spectators,

most of them casually munching sandwiches

on the sidelines.~ FfoslTfoofbiniTT^orTBrieain in que^lioH^S
~

the Williams Rugby Football Club. But as any

of the team's fifty members will. tell you,

theirs is the real football game in town; the

American game is merely a corruption of the

sport which originated in England in 1823.

Just because Americans flock to the

imitation, well, they have an affinity for it

anyway. They even play their version on fake

grass.

The' basic idea of each game is to get a

leather ball across a goal-line mo^ times

than the opposition, or to kick it through the

goalposts more times, but the similarities end

there. The differences begin with terminology

and continue through post-game activities.

The basic difference is that rugby is a

flowing game. The action stops only for a

penalty. There are fifteen players on each

side, and no substitutes are allowed during a

half (35-40 minutes). If someone is injured,

the team has to play a man down for the

remainder of the half. No protective equip-

ment is allowed, except for a mouthpiece.

A team can only advance the ball (which is

more spherical than a football and more
conducive to underhand parsing) by running

with it and passing it back to a teammate, or

by kicking it forward into the other team's
zone, then trying to take it away from them.

There is no blockfng allowed, and once a

ballcarrier is tackled, he must drop the ball.

Once he does, a "loose ruck" is usually for-

med over him, with eight players from each

For Sound Advice

Electroni(fe\

Supply Center
" stereo Systems By

- • KLH - Panasonic - Sony

Tapes

Cassette - Reel - 8 Track by
AAemorex, BASF, 3/V\, RCA

32 River St. 413t663-«828 N. Adams

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America
Small and Large Pizzas

% Hot Oven Grinders
' Spaghetti

50 Spring St reet - 458-9009 and 458-8014

open daily9a.m. to2a.m.
Breakfast daily 9 a.m. toll a.m.

Donuts. Coffee

We make our own pizza dough daily

.STIDKNT.S WELCOME

Levis

team (who make up the "scrum") pushing

against each other in an effort to kick the ball

(no hands allowed here) back to their own

lineman (equivalent to football backs,

although anyone can carry the ball). The

location of the ruck forms an Imaginary Off-

side line, which neither team can cmss until

the ball is freed from the ruck. T)* objective

therefore is to push the oti>CT team back

toward its own goal HjfC limiting their

movement. Steve Jonesficored on such a play

for Williams on Saturday, as the Eph ruck

forced Springfi^ into its own end, and

kicked the baJJ tack to Jones, who carried it

oyer the gpal line. (A touchdown in rugby is

called aj'ay" and isVorth four points; a PAT
is wprth two points, and a field goal three.)

.>'It's a game of position much more than

-football," said s,oph Pete Bergethon, who sat

out Saturday's game with a^ broken nose.

"There is really no Sustained offense like in

football."

There is another basic difference from the

American game, and that is much harder to

define. It is contained in the spirit of the

game, a spirit which springs from the najture

of the game itself and which makes it utuque

from other sports. Much of the reason is that,

at Williams, the players them^lves run the

entire operation. Chris Al^rti is the

President, Warren Ba^er and Freddie
Geilfuss are the co-captciins, Leif Bradenburg
is the secretary, pick Hawes the treasury,

and Lucy Singer the trainer and secretary

responsible tor arranging matches.

Club members are not required to report to

practice each day; about twenty-five is the

average number who come. Alberti does not

view this as a drawback. "At least you know
that everyone who does show up is there

because he really wants to play. We're trying

to get everyone more actively involved this

year. It's a team sport, and individualism is

minimized."

"It's a much more self-motivated game,"
said Bergethon of the sport which is played in

the fall and spring.

Part Time

We Need Three

attractive, personable individuals
to assist in real estate and
promotional activities in

Williamstown. . :,.^

Call Mr. Mr. Vincent 488-4060

for appointment

THE
SPIRIT
SHOP

LIQUORS — WINES — BEER

LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

134 Cole Avenue Williamstown
Phone 458-3704

Levi's

/ 15,000 - 20,000 pr. Levis in stock

/ 5,000 - 8,000 pr. Lees in stock
/ Wool Rich Shirts& Coats

Mountain Products Goose Down Coats
Dunham's Boots

Men's and Women's Leather and Suede Coats•i

Lee

Special to all Williams students
10 per cent off with this ad on any item anytime

* It pays to shop in Vermont
Open 7 days a week

Benn - Burry Shop
Rte. 7 - 4 ml. north of Bennington

Shaftsbury, Verrhonf

lee
^

Most of the members played an organized

sport of some kind at some time, and their

reasons for turning to rugby centered mostly

on the "spirit of the club" and the freedom it

affords.

"Only half the appeal of the game is on the

field," said Bergethon, who played football in

high school. "The other half is the club-like

atmosphere and the parties."

Alberti concurred. "There's a gentlemen's

spirit of the game which sounds silly when
you try to describe it. It just makes it more
fun. It's something that begins on the field

and continues after the game to the parties."

"I'd been playing football since the fourth

grade and just had no desire to continue it,"

said junior Don Murray, who played two
seasons of football at Williams. "Rugby gives

you a chance to spread out, since practices

aren't mandatory. It's extremely haird

athletics,^! it's much more of a gentlemen's-

sport, Y6u really get to know your opponents

well;^ and even go out with them after the

game."
"You're not competing with your team

mates in a dog-eat-dog battle for positions,

because everyone plays," said senior Frank
Davis, a former lacrosse player. "It's a much
riiore convivial game, and doesn't take itself

too seriously, at least not here."

"A lof of,people from other sports come out

because they find they enjoyplaying a game,
but don't like Xhe idea of people yelling at

them when they ctOxit," said Barker, who
played soccer in high S(;hoo|.

Parties are as much a^j)art of tl)e rugby
experience as a loose ruck. Players of both

teams gather^ launch into rugby S|Cings, and
drink a lot of beer to soothe the pain of the

cuts and bruises.

Country Restaurant

In the Continental Tradition

Open for Lunch & Dinner

Closed Monday

Across from Williams Campus

Are You A Ski Bum?

We seek an agressive student interested in

organizing groups during college breaks or
vacations. Europe, the Rockies, Quet)ec,

Laurentiens and others.

Write or call Mr. Rigby

Arnold Tours

Tel. 536-0980

79 Newberry St. - Boston, Mass. 02116

SPRING THYSELF

to Europe for the spring tei-m!

Opportunities now available for - LON-
DON: art, english, drama, history, fine

arts, political science, communications -

AMSTERDAM: social work, en-
vironmental arts, history, art history,

FLORENCE: art history, italia^, political

science, history MADRID: Spanish
language and literature, anthropology,
liberal arts STRASBOURG: french
language and literature, religion, liberal

arts.

r

Interested?? Write or call IM-
MEDIATELY for application and in-

rormation - . „

DIv. of International Programs

335 Comstock

"Syracuse, N. Y. 13210

(315) 423-3472

..^ The game does not produce as many serious
iiyuries as one would think, considering the
quickness of the action and the ^

lack of
protective gear. The most serious injury of
the year has been Bergethon's broken nose
which he received In the first game when
trying to make a tackle too low.

"Most of the head injuries are incurred by
players making the transition from football ''

said Alberti. "Their tendency is to tackle the
ball carrier around the knees. But in rugby
that is inefficient because the ballcarrier can
then pass the ball off. The idea is to wrap up
his arms so he can't get rid of the ball. That's
a lot less dangerous." No head tackles are
allowed.

"We have our share of ankle sprains and
knee twists, but no more than any other
sport,'' he concluded.

^IriJJlse wM sira[mble:;*LJhe jconekjsion (rf

Saturday's game, a Springfield player went
down with a yelp of pain. Williams trainer
Singer ran out to attend hini as players from
both teams gathered around. She came off

moments later, shaking her head and
laughing. "A foot cramp," she said. "He
should have taken salt pills this morning."
Whatever energy club members have left

after games and parties is directed toward
financing a trip to England during Spring
Vacation. The club has made the trip four
Jimes since its founding in 1959, the last being
in 1972. To defray the cost (approximately
$18,000) the club puts out a homecoming
weekend program, sells bumper stickers and
rugby shirts, and does general soliciting. The

WORLD
CAMPUS
AFIOAT

,".:,:,, :;:;^5W^:;%:iii^^K

You'll sail in February,

with the ship your class-

room and the world your
campus . . . combining ac-

credited studies with fasci-

nating visits to the fabled

ports of the Orient, Africa,

and the Americas. Over
10,000 students from 450
colleges have already sailed

with WCA — join them! Fi-

nancial aid available. Write

today for free catalog. -

WCA, Chapman Collcse
Box F, Orange, CA 92666
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IM football

cerned with applauding their own exploits,

however.__Members of both teams were upset
because there was no beer on hand, and
"Where is the party?" was on everyone's lips.

No beer arrived, but it \vas finally decided to

have the party in front of Fitch-Prospect.'

When? Assoon as everyone gets baci; from
watching the corrupt version of the game at
the other end of the campus.

NEED A FttlEND?

Call HELP LINE
664-6391

WMS WCFM

Brautigan
is good for you."

-lirucL' Cook, T\\e Xaliiiiuit Obscircr

'Vie makes some ot us teel he's

louiul a better answer to

heiiijf alive here and
now than we have.

"

- Anatole Broyard,

I'lw \'i'tr York

Times

-h was spring—for a day at least—and a

motley collection of athletes congregated in

front of Cole Field House for an afternoon of

intramurM football. Disgruntled jocks of

every size and shape—armchair quar-
terbacks, has-beens, never-weres—had
pulled oh the ol' sn^ks for one last stab at

gridiron immortality^

^FiJotballsJilled the air as the temni. war^
med up. One receiver ran a pretty square out,

only to be waved further on by his portly

quarterback. "The long bomb to Hayes :r.,"

he narrated, heaving a 50-yarder, ".
. . HE'S

GOT IT!!!"
~ ^ter a glue-fingered diving catch, one
budding Lance Alworth announced that he
was all-league in high school. "No stars in

these games," ^n opponent yelled to him.

"You can be declared ineligible even if you
were only all-backyarcl.*^-.^
—

' 'That short guy with the ormige shirt is a
real pusbag. If you geta chance, uiki^is head
off." ^\
—"I scouted Garfield last .week. The^d

definitely fall for the triple reverse off of the
^

statue of liberty play."

—"These guys are going to kill us. Maybe if

we had long huddles we could keep the score

respectable."

—"The hell we're going to play 'em man-to-

man. I couldn't cover Golda Meir man-to-

man."
Then, the teams wentoverthegroundrules.

—"Drawing blood is worth ten extra

points."

—"Instead of using a clock, let's just call it

MEN! -WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! No experience
required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career. Send $3.00

for information. SEAFAX, Dept.
J-9, P.O. Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.

quits when somebody blows lunch."

—"You got any complaints if we,use Seltzer

for the football?"

"No."

"Okay. Just make sure you don't use his

appendix scar for the laces."

Finally, the battle began. Sonne teams
huddled obediently around their quarterback

"as he drew detailed diagrams in the dirt with-

a Slide rule. Others opted for simple"
strategy:

"Everybody go long."

A bus driver who had just dropped off the

Rochester football team at Cole Field House
stopped to enjoy the madness. "What are
those guys playing out there?" he asked
another onlooker.

"Football."

"Oh. I thought the game looked familiar."

Intramural football at Williams takes a few
liberties with the guidelines set down by
Walter Camp. No blocking is allowed. You
can throw a forward pass after passing the

line of scrimmage. A team gets five downs to

- score before it must give up the football.

The^ result, of course, is chaos. Sixteen

bodies traipse about the field, all shouting (m
the ball, none really knowing what he -wonnl

do with it if he got it. But, it's all in good er,

clean fun. Choice victories are savored for

weeks, while defeats are quickly extinguished

at The Log.

If you're riot a connoisseur of intramural

football, it will probably take you a while to

enjoy watching "Bubba" Berringer sack the

quarterback or Steve "Too Large"^
Castraberti haul in a 40-yard touchdown pass

on a center eligible play. If you don't hurry

down to Cole Field soon, however, you may
never get the chance to see the flea flicker

again. -

The teams left quickly when the games
ended. Conversation revolved around a trick

play that almostworked, a dropped pass in

the endzone, or when some 250-pounder tried

to run with the ball.

"Remember," an IM manager yelled to'his

departing troops, "It's not whether you win or

lose, it's how dirty your clothes get."

"SUNDAY SUPPER AT THE SIX HOUSE"
PRICES TO FIT YOUR BUDGET

Like Autumn Leaves - "Nothing to be desired"

In Dining Pleasure

Sour Hour Daily Except Sat. - 4:30-6:00 p.m.

(Prices of all Liquor Drinks 75c - Mug of BeerlSc)

Welcome back to a new Inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

and entertainment at the

OmMM Williams Inn

Williatnttown

Ma»*aeha»ett$

A Remarkably Comprehensive

Selection of Work hy

America's Finest Craftsmen

including:

STONEWARE FOTTERY

SILVER and GOLD JEWELRY

Telephone (413) 45a-9523
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Scrum, ruck,

partying all

part of rugby
by Nick t'listiano

Whilf u packed house ol vociferous spec-

tiilors enlliusiastically awaited the opening

kicl<otl o( the first home foolliall game
against [{ochester Saturday afternoon,

another Williams footljali club was wrapping

up an 11-0 victory at Cole Field to the

resoundmg silence of about fifteen spectators,

most of them casually munching sandwiches

on the sidelines.

Krosh football'' No. The team in question is

the Williams Kugby Football Club. But as any

of the- team's fift\ members will tell you.

theirs IS the real football game in town, the

American game is merely a corruption of the

sport which originated in England in 182;i.

Just because Americans flock to the

imitation, well, they have an affinity lor il

an\ way. They even play their version on fake

grass.

The basic idea of each game is to get a

leather ball across a goal-line more times

than the opposition, or to kick it through the

goalposts more times, but the similarities end

there. The differences begin with terminology

and continue through post-game activities.

The basic difference is that rugby is a

flowing game. The action stops only for a

penalty. There are fifteen players on each

side, and no substitutes are allowed during a

half (35-40 minutes). If someone is injured,

the team has to play a man down for the

remainder of the half. No protective equip-

ment is allowed, except for a mouthpiece.

A team can only advance the ball (which is

more spherical than a football and more
conducive to underhand passing) by running

with it and passing it back to a teammate, or

by kicking it forward into the other team's

/.one, then trying to take it away from them.

There is no blocking allowed, and once a

ballcarrier is tackled, he must drop the ball.

Once he does, a "loose ruck" is usually for-

med over him, with eight players from each

" For Sound Advice
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Levi's

Wool Rich
Mountain Products

team (who make up the "scrum") pushing

agyinst each other in an effort to kick the ball

(Hollands allowed here) back to their own

lineman (equivalent to football backs,

although anyone can carry the ball). The

location of the ruck forms an imaginary off-

side line, which neither team can cross until

the ball is freed from the ruck. Tfie objective

therefore is to push the other team back

toward its own goal line, limiting their

movement. Steve Jones scored on such a play

for Williams on Saturday, as the Kph ruck

forced Springfield into its own end, and

kicked the ball back to Jones, who carried it

over the goal line. (A touchdown in rugby is

called a "tr>'" and is worth four points; a I'AT

is worth two points, and a field goal three.)

"It's a game of position much more than

football. " said soph Hele Bergethon, who sat

out Saturday's game with a broken nose.

"There is really no sustained offense like in

football "

'I'here is another basic difference from the

.American game, and that is much harder to

define. It is contained in the spirit of the

game, a spirit which springs from the nature

of the game itself and which makes il unique

from other sports. Much of the reason is that,

at Williams, the players themselves run the

entire operation. Chris Alberti is the

President, Warren Barker and Freddie

(k'ilfussare the co-captains, Leif Bradenburg
IS the secretary, Uick Hawes the treasury,

and Lucy Singer the trainer and secretary

responsible for arranging matches.

Club members are not required to report to

practice each day; about twenty-five is the

average numljer who come. Alberti does not

view this as a drawback. "At least you know
that everyone who does show up is there

because ho really wants to play. We're trying

to get everyone more actively involved this

year. It's a team sport, and individualism is

minimized.
"

"It's a much more self-motivated game.
"

said Bergethon of the sport w hich is played ih

the fall and spring.

Part Time

We Need Three

attractive, personable individuals

to assist in real estate and
promotional activities in

Williamstown.

Call Mr. Mr. Vincent 488-4060

for appointment
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Goose Down Coats

Lee

Most of the members played an organized

sport of some kind at some time, and their

reasons for turning to rugby centered mostly

on the "spirit of the club" and the freedom it

affords.

"Only half the appeal of the game is on the

field, " said Bergethon, who played football in

high school. "The other half is the club-like

atmosphere and the parties,"

Alberti concurred. "There's a gentlemen's

spirit of the game which sounds silly when
you try to describe it. It just makes il more
fun. It's something that begins on the field

and continues after the game to the parties."

"I'd been playing football since the fourth

grade and just had no desire to continue it,"

said junior Don Murray, who played two

seasons of football at Williams. "Kugby gives

you a chance to spread out, since practices

aren't mandiitory.. It's extremely hard
athletics, but it's much more of a gentlemen's

sport. You really get to know your opponents

well, and even go out with them after the

game."
"You're not competing with your team

mates in a dog-eat-dog battle for positions,

because everyone plays," said senior Frank
Davis, a former lacrosse player. "It's a much
more convivial game, and doesn't take itself

too seriously, at least not here."

"A lot of people from other sports come out

because they find they enjoy playing a game,
but don't like the idea of people yelling at

them when they do it," said Barker, who
played soccer in high school.

Parties are as much a part of the rugby
exfx'rience as a loose ruck. Flayers of both

teams gather, launch into rugby songs, and
drink a lot of beer to soothe the pain of the

cuts and l)ruises.

Country Restaurant

In the Continental Tradition

Open for Lonch & Dinner

Closed Monday

Across from Williams Campus

Are You A Ski Bum?

We seek an agressive student interested in

organizing groups during college breaks or

\acalions. Kurope. the Rockies. Quebec.
Laurentiens and others

Write or call .Mr. Higby

Arnold Tours

Tel. ;-):i(i-()9H0

79 New berry St. Boston, Mass 021 Hi

SPRING THYSELF

to Kuro[X' for the spring ti'rm!

Opportunities now available for LON-
DON: art, english, drama, history, fine

arts, political science, communications -

AM.STKKDAM: social work, en-
vironmental arts, history, art history.

KLOKENCE: art history, Italian, political

science, history MA:)HID: Spanish
language and literature, anthropology,
liberal arts .STHA.SBOURG

; french
language and literature, religion, liberal

arts.

I II 1 1- re sled?? Write or call I.M-

Mi;i)l A TKl.V for Rpplira<ioii and in-

fiirnialiiin

l)l\ of liilernHtinnal Programs

33.5 ("omstock

Syracuse, N. Y 13210

(31,';) 423-3472

The game dws not produce as many serioiis
injuries as one would think, considerinjj the'
quickness of the action and the lack of
protective gear. The mos.t serious mjury oi
the year has been Bergethon's broken nose
which he received in the first game whcii
trying to make a tackle too low.

"Most of the head injuries are incurred by
players making the transition from football

"'

said Alterti. "Their tendency is to tackle ihe
ball carrier around the knees But in riinbv
that is inefficient beca.use the ball carrier can
then pass the ball off. The idea is to wra|i up
his arms so he can't get rid of the ball Tluii'.s

a lot less dangerous." No head tackles are
allowed

"We have our share of ankle sprains and
knee twisLs, but no more than any other
sport," he concluded. "

In one wild sCranible at the conclu,sion of

Saturday's game, a Springfield player v.cnl

down with a yelp of p;iin. Williams trainer

Singer ran out to attend him as players finiii

both teams gathered around. She came .ill

moments later, shaking her head and
laughing. "A foot cramp," she said. "He
should have taken salt pills this morning

"

Whatever energy club members have Icti

after games and parties is directed, tou.ud
financing a trip to England during Sprinj;
Vacation. Tlie club has made the trip h.ur
times since its founding in 19,')9, the last bcnij;

in 1972, To defray Ihe cost (approximate|\
$1K,00(I) the club puts out a' homecoiiiiiiH
weekend program, sells builder stickers and
rugby shirts, and d(X's geiiyfal solicilfiig The

You'll sail In February,

with the ship your class-

room and the world your

campus . . . combining ac-

credited studies with fasci-

nating visits to the fabled

ports of the Orient, Africa,

and the Americas. Over
10,000 students from 450
colleges have already sailed

with WCA — join them! Fi-

nancial aid available. Write

today for free catalog.

WCA, Chapman College
Box F, Orange, CA 92666
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team doesn't expect to win many games
against the experienced English, but it is a

valuable learning experience. "You can

really learn a lot while playing," said Barker,

"and the English are glad to help out,"

Because Springfield had arrived an hour

and a halt late on Saturday, there was not a

*ioul left save the few spectators as the A team
trudged oft the field with its first victory of

the vear. The club members were not con

hmthull is 1)1(1) e lik-c it \' \

cerned with applauding their own '^uploits,

however. Members of both teams wero'upset
because there was no beer on hand, SiirJ

"Where is the party'.'" was on everyone's lips.
~

No beer arrived, but it was finally decided to

have the party in front of Kitch-I^rospect.

When'? Assoon as everyone gels back from
watching the corrupt version of the game at

the other end of the campus

NEED A FRIEND?

Call HELP LINE
664-6391
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Daly on Sports

IM football

It was spring— fur a day at least—and a

motley collection of athletes congregated in

froiK of Cole Field House for an afternoon of

intramural football. Disgruntled jocks of

every size and shape—armchair quar-
terbacks, has-beens, never-weres -had
pulled on the ol' sneaks for one last stab at

gridiron immortality.

Footballs filled the air as the teams war-

med up. One receiver ran a pretty square out,

only to be waved further on by his portly

quarterback. "The long bomb to Hayes . .
.."

he narrated, heaving a ,50-yarder, ".
.. . Hfci'S

GOT IT!!! "

After a glue-fingered diving catch, one

budding Lance Alworth announced that he

was all-league in high school. "No stars in

these games," an opponent yelled to him.

"You can be declared ineligible even if you

were only all-backyard."

-"That short guy with the orange shirt is a

real pusbag. If vou get a chance, lake his head

off."

—"I scouted Garfield last week. They'd

defiij_itely fall for the triple reverse off of the

statue. oljjiberty play."

-"TheSfeauys are going to kill us. Maybe if

we had longyiuddles we could keep the score

respectable.'^ v^^
-"The hell wt're^bing to play 'em man-to-

man. I couldn't C'OV'^ Golda Meir man-lo-

man." %
Then, the teams went oviej; the groundrules.

"Drawing blood is wffMh ten extra

points."

"Instead of using a clock, let's just call it

MK.N: -VV()MP]M

JOBS ON SHIPS! No experience
required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career. Send $3.00

for information, SEAFAX, Dept,
J-9, P,0, Box 2049, Port Angeles,

Washington 98362,

quits when somebody blows lunch."
— "You got any complaints if we use Seltzer

for the football''
"

"No"
"Okay. Just make sure you don't use his

appendix scar for the laces."

Finally, the Tiattle began. Soine teams
huddled obediently around their quarterback^-

as he drew detailed diagrams in the dirt witfi

a slide rule. Others opted for simpler

strategy:

"Everybody go long."

A bus driver who had just dropped off the

KcK-'hester football team at Cole Field House
slopped to enjoy the madness. "What are

those guys playing out there'.'" he asked

another onlooker.

"Football."

"Oh. 1 thought the game looked familiar."

Intramural football at Williams takes a few

liberties with the guidelines set down by

Walter Camp. No blocking is allowed. You
can throw a forward pass after passing the

line of scrimmage. A team gets five downs to

score before it must give up the football.

The result, of course, is chaos. Sixteen

bodies traipse atjout the field, all shouting for

the ball, none really knowing what he would
do with it il he got it. But, it's all in good er,

clean fun. Choice victories are savored for

weeks, while defeats are quickly extinguished

at The I^og.

If you're not a connoisseur of intramural

football, il will probably take you a while to

enjoy watching "Bubba" Berringer sack the

(luarlcrback or Steve "Too Large"
Castraterti haul in a 4(l-yard touchdown pass

on a center eligible play. If you don't hurry

down to Cole Field soon, however, you may
never get the chance to see the flea flicker

again.

The teams left quickly when the games
ended. Conversation revolved around a trick

play 'that almost worked, a dropped pass in

the endzone. or when some 2,i()-pounder tried

111 run with the ball.

"Remember. " an IM manager yelled to his

departing Iroops. "It's not whether you win or

lose. It's how dirlv your clothes gel "

"SUNDAY SUPPER AT THE SIX HOUSE"
PRICES TO FIT YOUR BUDGET

Like Autumn Leaves - "Nothing to be desired"

In Dining Pleasure

Sour Hour Daily Except Sat. - 4:30-6:00 p.m.

{ Prices of all Liquor Drinks 75c Mug of Beer 75c)

*^|;

Welcome back to a new Inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

and entertainment at the

</mm/m: Williams Inn

Route 43

Williamstown

Ma$sachuiettt

A Remarkably Comprehensive

Selection of Work by

America's Finest Craftsmen

including

:

STONEWARE POTTERY

SILVER and GOLD JEWELRY

Telephone (413) 458-9523
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Ephs toy with

Yellowjackets

in 38-0 rout
by Dan Daly

All we6k long, Williams coach Bob Odell

had reminded his troops of last season'^ 21-7

loss at Rochester. "We really wanted to get

them," the Eph mentor said. "They em-
barrassed us last year."

_ The Yellowjackets' size and experience

jmpressed everybody. Most rfJhe wrecking

"drew that had deniblished Williams last

_ October was back. "I hear they're going big

.^.tlme," was a common pregamej^emark. As .

Eph fans settled into their seats on a gorgeous

Indian summer afternoon, they were com-

forted by the news that Rochester was being

dropped from the schedule after 1975.

But, Williams is not thesame team that was
shellacked last October. The Ephs are a year

older and wiser now. They've been through

some tough ones together, lost a couple, but

won the ones that counted. Still, the 17-14 win

over Trinity hadn't proven anything and with

Middlebury on tap next, this was no time to

rest on past laurels.
,

So on Saturday, the Ephmen came to play,

outrunning, outpassing, and out-tackling their

bigger opponents every step of the way. "It

was a very satisfying win," a jubilant Bob
Odell said afterward. "Our defense was
really something, wasn't it?"

It was the Williams defense that set the

tempo for the game on the very first series of

downs. In three plays, the Ephs pushed
Rochester back 15 yards, sacking quar-

terback Brian Pasley on third down. The sight

of a Yellowjacket quarterback being
swallowed by four purple jerseys was to

become a familiar one before the afternoon

was over.

After a short Rochester punt, Williams

drove 44 yards in 12 plays, finally settling for

Kevin Cramer's 30-yard field goal. Quar-
terback Jim Baldwin, effectively mixing runs

with passes, kept the Yellowjackets guessing

all day. The Ephs rolled up 429 yards on of-

fense and controlled the football, running 89

plays to their opponents' 69.

Williams opens lead

Williams opened up a 10-0 lead early in the

second quarter. Halfback Dave Reimann's 30-

yard scamper- to the Rochester 40 got things

rolling and six plays later. Bill Null cracked
over from the one for the score.

Rochester coach Pat Stark sent in back-up
quarterback Jim Callahan at the beginning of

the second quarter in an attempt to get his

offense moving, but the rout continued.

Callahan managed just two completions in

just 13 attempts for 13 yards and it wasn't
until the fourth quarter that the

Yellowjackets (135 total yards) posted a
positive rushing total.

The Ephs padded their lead late in the

quarter, with Baldwin flipping a 6-yard touch-

down pass to fullback Tom Redden to cap a
35-yard march. Redden, a converted tight

end, led all rushers with 54 yards in 15 carries

and caught six passes for another 54 yards.

"He's really something," Odell marveled
afterward. "He gives the offense a whole new
dimension." .

Junior halfback Bill Null plunges for the first offive Williams touchdowps

[photo hy Chris Flavin]

Freshman Joe Koih strides to afourth place ^

finish against Albany State.

With the 5-10, 180-pound sophomore in the
backfield, the Williams offense was at its

best. Baldwin could always count on
him for the tough third down yardage, either
up the middle or through the air. And, if

you're wondering why the Eph ground attack
seemed to pick up, ask the dozen or so
Rochester defenders who found themselves
gazing at the cloudless sky after being
levelled by big No. 22.

The onslaught continues

The second half was more of the same.
Early in the third quarter cornerback Scott
Perry's fumble recovery led to the third

Williams score, a 14-yard pass play from
Baldwin to split end Dave Parker. Cramer's
conversion made it 24-0.

Moments later. Perry, who seemed to be
everywhere at once, blocked a Yellowjacket
punt, the Ephs' second blocked punt in as
many games. "Attitude," is the secret to

success, Odell revealed. "With our punt rush,
we think we're capable of blocking one or two
punts a game."
Both benches empties in the final period.

Sophomore quarterback Don Wallace closed
out the scoring for Williams with two scoring
tosses, one a 21-yarder to Pete Eshelman
(who may have finally found a home at split

end), the other a 58-yard bomb to Bob Mur-
phy-

Williams' early momentum was un-
doubtedly a key factor in the contest, but
equally decisive Was the team's ability to
eliminate the careless errors that proved so
costly against Trinity. Against the Bantams,
the Ephs wer^ guilty of seven turnovers;
against Rochester, only two.

^ Middlebury next

"What we have to guard against now is

complacency," Odell said. With always-tough
Middlebury coming to town Saturday,
complacency will have to wait. The Panthers
have trounced Williams two years in a row
and handed Bob Odell, now 22-4, his only
home loss in four years (23-13 in 1972).

As was the case with Rochester, th^ Ephs
have a ^core to settle and shouldn't^ve
much trouble getting up for the game (ur^»ss
they forget to set their alarms).

In halfback Tom O'Connor, Middlebury, 2-

1, has one of the top running backs in the East.
Last year the senior co-captain riddled
Williams for 174 yards and a pair of scores.
O'Connor has run for 345 yards this fall, good
for a 5.8 yard average and four touchdowns.
With the graduation of four-year starter

Pete Mackey, the quarterbacking chores

will fall toseniorGary Bleakley and unproven
sophomore Rex Martin. The Panthers have
stuck primarily to the ground game this year,

throwing the ball only 38 times In three
games.

The defense has several new faces, but
should still pose plenty of problemsfor Jim
Baldwin and Co. Two of the biggest problems
will be All-East linebacker Jim Barrington
and defensive end Pete Brakeley, a pair of

hard-hitters wjth a nose for the ball.

The head knocking begins at 2 p.m. Q
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Hamers
by

Albany St.
by Scott Lutrey

Williams cross country team ended the

early season with a 2-1 record, adding Mid-
dlebury to the win column, 18-37, then bowing
to an awesome Albany State team, 20-37.

Coach Plansky's men now have a ten day
break to pile on the mileage with only the
Alumni meet to speed things up.

The Ephs just rolled over the traditionally-

tough Panthers on the home double-B loop.

Senior Mike McGarr and junior Bob Clifford

moved into the lead going up Varsity Hill and
just spent the rest of the 4.85 miles opening up
ground. Easing the pace in the last half mile
they strode through the tape together in

26:23:5.

Freshman Dan Sullivan broke clear mid-
way through the course while co-captain Scott
Lutrey was forced to a fast last mile to secure
fourth behind Sullivan. Paul Skudder closed
out the Eph scoring with an eighth with
runners coming in for nearly' four minutes
more.

The Albany affair opened with a 3.5 mile JV
race around the SUNYA campus. Keeping
only the top seven runners on varsity, the
Ephs fielded a strong number two group.
John Rathgeber turned in an impressive
performance winning decisively in 18:26. Bert
Saul lost in the sprint across the boggy
playing fields to the finish for second, but
from there on in it was all Williams. Frank
Carr, Gary James, Doug Greeff, and Chris
Flavin finished in a line ahead of their second
opponent with Dave Trawick, Dean Foss and
Dave Breuer beating in Albany's last scorer.
The final score was 19-42, Williams.
Then the five-mile varsity race began and it

was a whole different story. Two Albany
runners broke away immediately and just ran
away and hid. Freshman Joe Kolb and
McGarr fought out part two of the race until

McGarr'broke and dro^ied out with a mile to

go, while Kolb finished fourth. Sullivan,
Lutrey and Skudder spent the race battling
with another group of Albany harriers,
finishing half a minute behind Kolb in sixth
through eighth. Bob Clifford followed
McGarr's example, leaving a slow moving
Pete Hyde to finish out the ^pp five in four-
teenth.

Preceding the Wllliams-Middlebury meet
was the compelilive debut of the Williams
Women's cross country team against a
similar group from Middlebury. Two Panther

.^triers pulled the run-away-and-hide stunt
' finishing a minute ahead of the pack. Michelle

Cutsforth was the first Eph finisher jn third,
well ahead of her teamnt^tes. Ellen Toll,

Martha Bestebreurtje, Becky Kano, and Sally
Newton to<* up the sloU from sixth to eighth.
Dorothy Royce, Jenny Berg, and Gina
Campbn completed the Eph contingent over
the two-mile course. Theoretically, Williams

\photo by Ed Backer]

ip a 38-0 rout of Rochester.

pulled out a victory as Middlebury didn't

bring a full team of five.

Saturday marks the Second Annual
Aluniinum Bowl, where Purple heroes of the

past return to haunt the present crop of Eph
harriers. A year {tgo, the Varsity pulled out a

24'/ii - 42'/i - 67 triumph over the alumni and
the freshmen, buj it is expected to be ever

closer this year. The alumni are strengthened

by Chris Potter, I973's strong running cap-

tain, and th^ freshman crop leads off with

Kolb and Sullivan, varsity standouts thus far

this fall. The meet begins at 11 a.m. in the

Science Qua^ and will be run over the3.8 mile

A course. ^ ;. . ^ D

Shorts
Field Hockey

The women's varsity field hockey team,

sparked by sophomore Shailah Stewart's

. three goals, dumped Wesleyan, 4-1 Friday

and upped their record to 2-1. The contest was

the first of three consecutive away games.

An inspired Williams offense kept the ball

in the Wesleyan end for most of the first half.

The well-conditioned Ephwomen quickly

outpaced their opponents and struck for two

early goals. Stewart rammed home the first

score on a centering pass from Liz Critchley

and before Wesleyan could recover, the same
duo treated the crowd to an encore per-

formance and Williams led, 2-0.

The Cardinals had a chance to close the gap

when Williams goalie Nan Schluter was

called for fouling, but the talented junior

netminder immediately made amends with a

spectacular save on a direct shot from the

seven yard line. Before the Ephwomen could

regroup, however, Wesleyan stormed the goal

and netted their only score of the game.

Williams went ahead 3-1 just before the half

on Bland Godden's solo effort and clinched

the win midway through the final stanza on

Stewart's third goal of the game. Coach Linda

Wilkins took advantage of the big lead and 35-

minute halves to make four second half

substitutions.

Games this week are at Vassar (Tuesday)

and North Adams State (Thursday).

Women's Tennis

The women's tennis team ran its unbeaten

string to fo«r last Friday with a 7-." thrashing

of Wesleyan.

The Ephwomen caphired four of six singles

matches and swept the doubles to win going

away. Joninna Sadoff, De De Laird, Marion

Sherman, and Babe Kirk won singles matches
with Kirk battling back from a 6-4 first set

loss.

The doubles teams of Radtel Robb-EUie
Winninghoff, Amy Sterling-Sherri Wilcox,

and Polly Prentice-Julie Winkler all won
convincingly. fj
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y FouhYolksmgensat $100per wagon, a possibilityfornext year.

Provost warns of increase
in car registration fees

iii«ft»l!»)*l, - byAnnSiefk*
Automobile registration fees will increase

again next year, according to Provost
Stephen Lewis. In a memo read to the College
Council, Lewis proposed that the fee for the
next academic year l)e $80 to $90 for the year
or $45 to $50 per semester.

According to College Council Vice-
president Paul Council, there was no im-
mediate reaction by the CC to the report,

because "we didn't take the suggestion
seriously^"

Complete sex,

family advice

available here
by Annie Wagley

A free counseling service dealing with sex

related questioning and problems has been

instituted at the Thompson Infirmary. Begun
Oct. l', the service is designed to acquaint

students with issues and options involving

contraception, pregnancies and abortions.

Students had been forced to go to the North

AdamsFamily Planning Center, formerly the

Birth Control Information Center. Gwen
Rankin '75 and Martha Coakley '75, two

students who are active in the Women's
Center, worked through the College infirmary

to make such services more accessible to

Williams students.

Gynecological appointments at the In-

firmary are geared for a fifteen to thirty

minute routine examination, they pointed out,

whereas the counselors are prepared for a

possible one to two hour group or individual

session based on the students' particular

needs. Rankin said that Drs. Robert Godell

Jr., and Harry Wilson, and Charles Hoffman
were "very receptive" to the idea of the

counseling service, and "glad to know of

student interest" in birth control and family

planning.

Three counselors come from the North

Adams Family Planning Center on Tuesdays
and Thursdays. They emphasize that theirs is

not really an advisory capacity, but rather an

informational one, since decisions can only be

made by the individuals involved. The
counselors will be able to discuss possibilities

of alleviating any sex-related problems. They
declared that fhey intend to present students

with pertinent information with which to

make a decision.

All counseling is personal and kept strictly

confidential. Only if a pregnan9y test or any
other clinical activity is necessary will th6

infirmary keep record, just as it has in the

past

Rankin emphasized .that the counseling

services were for both men and women, and
encouraged "couple" participation. The
counselors have ofnces in the infirmary, and
will t>e available to see students in groups,

couples, or as Individuals on Tuesdays froiTi

1:00-3:00 and on Thursdays from 3:00 - 5:00.

Appointments can be made through Mrs.

Alton atthe infirmary (597-2206), but need not

be made way in advance. Students are en-

couraged to stop by and talk informallyrQ

The report and suggestion to raise the
registration fee grew out of the College
Council's request for a report from the Deans
about why the fee was raised from $25 in 1973-

74 to $50 in 1974-75. In a memo to Dean Neil

Grabois on Sept. 27, the Provost listed the cost

breakdown of .the parking facilities on
campus. Dean Grabois read the memo to the

Council.

According to Lewis, the present cost of

maintaining each parking space and
prmiding security for each car is t>etween $73

andh$83 per year. He said the estimate "is

probably on the low side, since the number of

cars actually on campus is below the capacity

of the student lots."

"We're not anticipating another raise,"

Council said last week. "It hadn't been raised

for about 15 years before this and we don't

expect another raise for five or 10 years."

When told that Mr. Lewis stated "there

definitely will be another increase, for the

next school year," Council said the matter

would be iscussed at the npxt College

Council meeting.

Because of a full agenda. Council said this

week, the auto registration fee was not

discussed at the meeting. "We definitely will

have a committee set up by the Council to look

into it," he said. "We pay alot more than

comparable schools in the area, and I don't

think a raise is justified."

Just over 400 cars are registered at

Williams, Security Director Walter O'Brien

reported, about 50 less than last year.

Costs involved in maintaining the student

parking areas for these cars are rising in

excess of 10 per cent a year, said Lewis, based

on estimates by the Security and Buildings

and Grounds.

B-G reported that installing blacktopped

parking areas costs $500 to $1000 per car, and

that a gravel lot costs $200 to $400 per car, not

including landscaping.

Capital costs conie to $25 per car per year.

Resurfacing, which is done every seven to

ten years, costs $65 per parking space,

averaging $8 per car per year.

Maintenance, according to B&G, costs $20

to $25 per car per year for line painting,

sweeping in the fall and spring, plowing,

sanding, drainage repair, patching, lighting,

please turn to page six

Council hears

!: new finance

^^ plans, gives

C.U.L. advice
by Donna Malin

Prof.^>afHel O'Connor, representing the
Committee on Undergraduate Life,- ad--

dressed members at the October 10 meeting
of the College Council. The CUL is presently
investigating the present House Associate
System. O'Connor asked CC members for
their views on the current advising system
and on extra-curricular activities between
faculty and students.

The informal discussion centered around
the role of faculty advisors, the problems of

incorporating faculty into the individual

houses as active members and the question of

student need for such house associates.

The financial aspect of advising was also

considered. Suggestions generated by the

discussion ranged from instituting a special

house fund to reimburse faculty associates
for entertainment costs to raising the Student
Activities Fee in order to provide funds for a

more active relationship between House and
faculty associate.

No formal proposals were" made by the

Council on the issue of advising. The
discussion was primarily for CUL members
to gauge student sentiment.

Treasurer, Mike Durst presented a motion
to alleviate the financial paralysis of campus
organizations in September. The present

fiscal year for organizations begins in Sep-

tember. However in past years the Finance
Committee has needed several weeks to study

budgets and allot funds. For this reason,

campus organizations are often without

finances for the first month of the semester.

The motion passed by the CC establishes

that organizations are entitled to 15 per cent

of their budget from the previous year to be

used for such activities as were included in

that budget. The motion also stipulates that

Duckling leaves stage

the consent of the Finance Committee is

required if an organization wishes to use this

allotment for activities not included in last

year's budget.

This change is in effect only for the '74-*75

academic year. A proposal to have the fiscal

year run from October to October is currently
being discussed as a passible solution to this

problem.

Durst also informed the council that the
budgets would be ready for presentation in

"approximately two to three weeks."
Bill Oberndorf '75 presented Election^

Committee's recommendations for filUng

several vacancies on various CC committees.
Appointments to the following committees
were approved: Committee on Un-
dergraduate Lire^eUL)—LyimMcConnellJ2Z__
and Corinne Ball '75; Log Committee—Sam
Wardwell "77; Library Committee—Mike
Watkins '75; Housing Committee—Jim Baker
'75, Chairman; Chris Alberti *75 and Addison
Lanier '76, assistants to the Chairman.
Peter Hillman advised the council that the

CEP report Proposals for the Clarification of

the Present Curriculum will not be discussed
by the faculty until November 20 and will not /
be acted upon until mid-December. Originally^

scheduled for presentation in October, the
report's delay is due to reported problems on
the question of the Degree with Honors.
On Oct. 9, three CC members^lPresident

Steve Phillips '75, Vice-preSident Paul
Council '75 and Ed CahiUl ^75 attended a
Boston conference of student government
members from college in Massachusetts. At
the conference a proposal to create a state-

wide Office of Student Affairs was discussed.

Among the objectives of this Office are "the
legitimization and formalization of the role of

students in the areas of educational policy

formation and program development and the

structuring of student representation on a
State-wide basis."

Council felt that the general consensus of

the conference was to form a student lobby. A
second conference will be held at

Southeastern Massachusetts University at a
date to be announced.

Members of CC met with trustees on Oc-
tober 3. From this informal discussion came a

proposal to investigate the possibiUty of

starting a crafts center on campus. Those
interested in forming an ad-hoc committee
should see either Phillips or Council. Q

Theater takes to the street
by Cliff Mitchell

Is live alternative theater dead in

Williamstown? Not according to Peter Mertz,

a Williams senior who, along with seven other

students, set up and produced (on a budget of

25 dollars) The Ugle Duckling as the first

production of his Street Theater. Mertz, who
is thinking of drama as a possible career,

says of his production and the rationale

behind it "It was started as a way to get

theater to people who had not previously been

exposed to live theater. It is an alternative to

the regular Prasenium theater to which many
of us have become accustomed, and it has
many rewards."

Mertz started the theater several weeks ago
as the result of a telephone call from Kathy
Meister, who now works with the Northern

Berkshire Council of the Arts, encouraging

Mertz to start an alternative theater grbup
which would play at such spots as the Fall

Foliage Festival, The Spruces, (where many
senior citizens were delighted to see the cast

perform), and Adams Junior High School. So
Mertz, with the help of Doug Bishop '77, Peter

Kozik '76, Raquel Shapiro '78, Craig Murphy

Students umtch Street Theater's performamfe

Hall.

\pholohyE.S.Lumben\

ofthe "Ugly Duckling" in front ofChapin

[photo byE. J. Lumbert]

Peter Kozik grabs Peter Mertz during

performance of the "Ugly Duckling"

'77, Debbie McCarthy '76, Sue Lyons '76, and
Sue Schwab '76 put together the Duckling in

just two weeks.

Mertz says he would like the theater to

continue in some form or other, although he is

not limiting his scope to street theater. He is

also tentatively exploring the possibility of a

radio theater, and would be just as delighted

to work in other media. "I'm interested in any
endeavor that explores alternatives in the

theatre," he remarked. "There are many
possibilities in children's educational or

improvisational theater. The main thing is

that I would like other people to come and
enjoy themselves."

Although neither he nor the theater it

planning to go into competition with Cap and
Bells, Inc., or the Drama Department (which

furnished him with costumes and flats for the

Duckling) Mertz would like interested people

to come and work with the theater. Previous

"acting experience is not necessary, only the

desire to work and a love for the theater,

which is shared by all the members of the

present cast As Raquel Shapiro, the only

freshman in the group, said, "I really hope it

continues. We had a lot of fun doing the shows.

I would like to stay in it for the rest of the.

year."
, Q
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Editorials:

Soften the Toll
CORRESPONDEJ^CE

ReAd Immoral

As the possibility of a three-figure car registration fee looms in the not

too distant future, the college's approach the "the car problem" is burdened

with inequities and oversimplifications. The costs which Provost Lewis

cited in his memo to the College Council are themselves subject to

-clarification, bringing the thoughtfulness of the administration's philosophy

towards students' cars into serious question.

The exact status of security costs and incomes still remains shadowed

in doubt. Would, for instance, the $14,000 per year costs of security be the

same whether or not cars were on campus? Their patrolling and guarding

duties would not be terminated for the whole college. If this figure is in-

dependentof€ars^)n campus; it should be deleted from the projection.

How much income does security receive from tickets? They underline

the cost of issuing them, but not the revenue which results. This money

should be subtracted from the current estimates.

And wouldn't there be parking lots anyway for the college employees

:

kitchen workers, faculty; and for visitors?

What is most disappointing about the college's attitude toward un-

dergraduates, though, is its implied belief that 'those who operate cars can

all afford to pay for them'. This is evident in their cold-blooded and

analytical approach to increasing the prices.

For many, a car on campus is a necessity, not a luxury. Students who
live more than 30O miles away, who would normally take the plane, are

finding air fares just too high to shoulder. A car remains the cheapest and

most convenient method of getting home for vacations. There are usually

one or two other Williams students who live in any given out-lying area to

grab and share gas costs, making car travel the most economical thing

,

going. The airlines still won't let two or three share a seat and pay as one.

The geographical expanses of Berkshire County also point out a need for

student cars. Road-tripping to Skids or Smith is an unabashed luxury. The
fact remains that Spring Street does not have everything a student will ever

need, and its costs are usually that much higher than North Adams or

Pittsfield since it knows most students don't have a car to reach lower

priced outlets.

Student car owners are not, on the whole, Williams's over-indulged,

well-endowed rich people riding around in luxurious splendor. A quick

glance at the number of '62 Chevys and '64 Bugs will quell such notions.

Many are just trying to beat the high cost of getting back and forth between
college and home. The administration should stop considering a car as an
invitation to soak the students as the problem goes deeper than that.

Williams is expensive enough as it is. With the price of car registration

approaching $100 next year, perhaps it is time to consider the problem on
more of a financial need basis and graduate the cost of having a car ac-

cording to the ability to pay. Those wealthy enough to enjoy a car as a

simple luxury should have to pay for it, while those who need it as a matter

of financial necessity should not be stepped on by a regressive college

policy. Across the board fee increases merely highlight a simplistic college

view to a complicated issue.

Raise a voice
Student outrage, as evident on campuses in the 60's, has turned to

student submission in the 70's. Right now the student consciousness con-

cerned before with ending the war and extending civil rights, is worried
about a law-school-level grade in History 365.

Another reason for the quiet of student voices is the effectiveness of the

college administration. Williams is running well and students don't have a
lot to complain about. In fact, complaint as the medium of student ex-

pression has pretty well faded as colleges have attempted, and to a large

part succeeded, to right the wrongs so evident in the late 60's. A measure of

these institutions' success is the relative, peace which has settled on
American academia.

What is necessary now is a change in student vision. Decisions are still

being made by the Williams administration which will affect every student

one way or another; i only now, they remain low-profile. Unhampered by
undergraduate outspokenness, they quietly slip by the student community
to become college policy. A return to an earlier frenzy is not the answer.
Informed and constructive student participation in such decision-making is.

At present two opportunities for participation exist: student-faculty

committees and trustee meetings. Undergraduate roles vary in method for

each (elective and appointive vs. participative), but the success of both rest

upon active participation and exchange of ideas among the college at large.

College Council President Steve Phillips tried to diiim up such involvement
among the CC for the last trustee meeting, yet his efforts met with a chilly

council response.

The agenda for administration action contains many important motions
of student interest. The ReAd, through its articles, will try to keep the

community informed. But the action must come from the students. Some of

this year's big items are:
'

Creation and- supervision of a campus questionnaire and class
"^ guide if

A student-run course evaluation questionnaire and class guide

Junior advisor program reform

Campus advisory reforms

Plans for Art and Music centers

Car registration fee increases

(You fill in the blank)

Th6 list is long and studentinterest had been slow. Nevertheless, we will

continue to push and cajole students into action, with the goal of a better

college community in mirid. ,--^ .

To the editor:

In your September 20th editorial you print

that President Ford "shirked the moral
issue" with respect to his policy of conditional

amnesty. On page 4 of the same issue you
print an ad for The Academic Research
Library which sells material for research

purposes only at $2.75 a page. Morality, like

charity, begins in the home.
Sincerely,

^

Jay S. Prendergast '72

Editor's Note:___„„
We hope Mr. Prendergast saw Mianiili~id

did not appear in the next issue after its ap-

pearance was noticed by the editors.

Advise C.U.L

To the editor,

The Committee on Undergraduate Life is

presently involved in a continuation of last

year's work on advising, A few proposals

concerning academic-curricuiar advisings,

such as the advising of sophomores by house

associates, have l)een receriUy implemented
as a result of this work. The present focus is

on the nature of the extracurricular (by this I

mean non-classroom) relationship between

students and faculty. Last week, the CUL
initiated its quest for student input with a

session with the College Council. Within the

next few weeks, subgroups of the Committee
will be meeting in every residential house on

campus. A diverse and .extensive student

input is sought on such issues as this

relationship between students and faculty,

our present house system as a means of

implementing .such a relationship, and
various alternatives or complements to this

structure. We a»e, of course, primarily in-

terested in this aspect of advising but would
be receptive to comments concerning any
aspect of undergraduate life. Please, consult

your house officers as to when the CUL group
will be in your house; attend these meetings;

and in the words of last week's ReAd
editorial; "If you've got an opinion, use it."

Hope to see you there.

Mike Rosten '75

Woman sees more
To the editor:

Re: "A woman's View, A Man's World"
I do not want to drag this matter -through

weeks and weeks of ReAd issues. I would
rather talk to people personally and hear
their opinions; I would like though to make
one last comment. I was not writing my ar-

ticle purely out of emotion; I did some in-

vestigation to try to base my points on facts

when possible. Where pure emoUon surfaced
I think was brought up correctly by Mr'
HiUman. My examples of foot))aU on the
quad, All-College-Parties, and football
games, were Just examples and chosen
simply b9«au8e they are the most overt ex-
pressions of Williams Social events. That does
not mean to say that there are not others. I

feel Miss Winninghoff and Miss Harris got
angered by immediate examples and thus
inissed the basic points behind my article. I

wrote, "A Woman's View, A Man's World",
firstly because I feel all I said is true and[
secondly, because things are slowly changing
and I want them to continue to do so. I do not
want things to slide. Thirdly, I wanted to

stimulate people to talk. If nothing else, a
controversial articlemakes people aware 6f~"
Jthat issue, and in this case the issue is women.
Women's sports, Williams Women, and
women's courses are there; they just are not
heard about very often. There is no better

way than getting people angry to wake people
up and make them think. I was blaming no
one. I was simply describing conditions that I

feel exist not only in the microcosm of

Williams College, but in society at large. The
centuries-old stereotypes and socialization

process cannot help but influence us, and •

these need changing. That is why I feel it is so

important for Williams to keep those changes
coming and to make people conscious that

there is something there that they should be
fighting for.

JanBrodie'75

That $.50 change

To the Arts editor:

This is in response to questions that have
been raised about the 50 cents service charge
on student tickets to the Williams College

Theatre productions. The measure was
adopted by the Department of Drama in order

to minimize the increasing number of holders

of reserved seats who fail to show up for

performance. In fairness to the entire

audience, to the actors and staffs of the

productions, we felt compelled to find some
way of assuring actual usage of reservations.

Part of our request for College Council

funds (which, incidentally, do hot come to the

Drama Department but,* like our box-office

income, go direcUy to the College) has

historically been based upon a subsidy of

student titkets. In our request for this

academic year, the factor per student ticket

was reduced from $1 .50 to $1 .00 because of the

new service charge.

In short, the service charge does not

provide additional income to the Department,

nor does it duplicate funds allocated by the

College Council. We hope the fee will be

considered an equitable and reasonably

convenient solution to our box-office dilem-

ma.

. Jean-Bernard Bucky
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by Francis Sargent
My administration is one committed to

openness and responsiveness to the needs of

Massachusetts' citizens. Much of what I stand
for and have fought for over the past six years
is <rf special importance to the constituency of

students and young people now living in

Massachusetts.

As Governor I have committed myself to

quality higher education at prices which
young people can afford and have expanded
the opportunity for more people to attend
college by opening up 31,000 new seats in

Massachusetts public colleges and univer-
sities by expanding and building new campus
facilities. Along with this program,
scholarship assistance has been tripled with
plans for more assistance being offered next
year.

Having moved aggressively to protect
persorial privacy and individual rights, and to

stand up to abusive federal practices

, threatening these rights, I have repeatedly
led the country in daring to fold, spindle, and

,
mutilate the computer cards that threaten our
individuality and rights as Americans!

I share the cynicism of many people that a
closed government, a secret government, a
partician government is a bad government. I

have opened up my admininstration. Half my
cabinet are Democrafs or Independents,
while I have appointed more women and
black judges than any other governor in

Massachusetts' history. Government is open
to those formerly unrepresented: Students
are now on all state college boards of trustees,

tenants on public housing authorities, and

community residents on the Mass. Port
Authority.

I have stuck my neck out to change the

prison system in Massachusetts by com-
pletely turning around the way we deal with

youthful offenders; replacing repressive
massive juvenile prisons with communixy-
based halfway houses, foster care, group
homes and other highly successful programs.

More, I have instituted prison furlough and
work release for adult correcWons to insure

that people leaving prison do so as better

citizens not better, more hardened criminals.

As Governor I share people's disgust at

politicians who scapegoat the poor and weak
for their own political ends. I have never done

so. I have fought instead for the rights and
dignity of tb^ poor, never abandoning this

state's co/nmitment to see that the elderly,

blind, disabled and dependent families have

enough to live on. When the federal govern-

ment stepped out on the poverty program, I

stepped in to see that it would continue in

Massachusetts.

I am impatient with leaders who are afraid

to legd. Five years ago I was the first

governor in^the nation to halt the insane

construction of more and bigger superhigh-

ways in our cities before it was the popular

thing to do, because it was right. It took the

energy crisis, the destruction of great cities,

suffocating air pollution and strangling traffic

congestion to prove how right I was. And
transportation was just a start. Gun control,

right to abortion, environmental protection,

rent control, affirmative action, government

restructuring, campaign reform— I continue

to be out front because I believe it is right.

l-'runcin Sargent is Republican incumbent
gofcrnor of Massachusetts

by Michael S. Dukakis

Yolj, better than I, know that a college

student has a very busy schedule—especially
afWilliams College. Between the preparation

for each class, part-time jobs, organized

sports, student-faculty committees and other

important clubs and groups, your time is

probably divided in many directions. I am
now asking you to join my campaign for

Governor of Massachusetts, realizing your

severe time limitations.

As many citizens of this state, you might be

asking yourself, "Can anything be done? Can
a new Governor really make a difference in

Massachusetts?"

To these questions, I can only answer with a

resounding yes. I do so as a veteran of eight

years in the legislature, who challenged the

system to work as it should, not as it often

did—and who made it work time after time

with the support of fellow legislators and
many citizens who supported the cause when
it was right.

That's why I am running for Governor.

Four long years were spent fighting to

change the wasteful and expensive auto-

insurance system, and in 1970 we finally won.

Since then, other states around the nation

have enacted other similar no-fault insurance

laws. I personally have spoken before the U.S.

Congressional hearing dealing, with no-fault

insurance reforms.

In 1966 I was succe^lyj in the effort to take

state architectual cori'^acts out of the

political grab-bag.

While in the legislature, as well as since

then, my interests have embodied a wide

spectrum of concerns. They include increased

public transportation, a careful review of the

funding systems for bpth public and private

institutions of higher education, major
reforms of the judicial process, and tough

anti-pollution measures.

Aside from the legislative experience, I

have served as the moderator of "The Ad-
vocates", the Public Broadcasting System's
debate program, practiced with a Boston:

based law firm, and organized a mini-Nader's

Raiders (a group of between 25-30 students

who undertook investigations of state

agencies). Four years ago I was honored to

run for Lieutenant Governor on the

Democratic ticket with a Williams graduate,

Kevin White, Mayor of Boston.

This campaign has' refused (and will con-

tinue to refuse), to accept or to solicit con-

tributions from lobbyists, corporations, and
others who too frequently bankroll political

campaigns. To win this campaign, we need
the support of thousands of people across this

state who have never given to political

campaigns.

Two years ago, Massachusetts made many
of us proud when she supported the candidacy
of George McGovern. Together, we .(Can

restore that pride and confidence in our stw
government. \\
Michael S. Dukakis is running for Governor of \
Massachusetts on the democratic ticket. ^

don 'i miss the boat
tClection Day is November 5. Students not

planning to be home on that date are
reminded thai they must request absentee
ballots in order to receive them. Procedures
for requesting absentee ballots vary in dif-

ferent sUtes, but a letter to one's municipal
clerk is a good starting point.

Politics from inside . . . and out

by Ted Stroll

In an age when the United States has

become increasingly centrahzed, in which the

inhabitants are becoming increasingly alike,

citizens of Utah are becoming more and more

hostile to "foreign enemies," that is, out-

siders, mostly from Washington, who tend to

conform Utah's lifestyle to everyone else's.

Living in Boulder, Utah (pop. 93), this

summer, I felt an outright dislike for the

Federal Government. It was not the uneasy,

cautious distrust prompted by Watergate

-which is seen elsewhere, but an open hostility

based on the government's attitude toward

Utah, one that can be described as "benigii

neglect" or, better yet, total disregard.

Boulder is located in Garfield County, a

jurisdiction the Size of Delaware with a

population of 3000. The main source of income

is ranching and farming, and for 100 years the

locals liave lived well off the beautiful country

in which Butch Cassidy was filmed. Without

much outside regulation, the farmer and

rancher were free to do as they pleased on

public land; and in turn, they respected the

land and recognized that their existence

depended upon it.

But now the Bureau of Land Management—
an agency which "owns" 90 percent of Utah-
plans to convert several enormous tracts of

land, totalhng over one million acres, into

"environmental preserves." If this comes

about, the rancher's and farmer's livelihood

will be seriotisly threatened; it may even

become impossible to farm or raise cattle.

The government is considering this at the

request of the Sierra Club. The Sierra Club is

regarded with the same friendliness in

southern Utah that a Nazi Club would be

regarded with at Williams College. Nobody in

Utah is a member of the club. And visitors to

the Deseret State's panoramas do not ad-

vertise their membership.

"In 1972," I was told by Larry Spencer, an

18-year-old Boulder resident who entertains

himself by cruising at 100 mph over endless

stretches of Utah Route 20, "some man got

lost up near Escalante ( the county seat) in the

mountains, dead of winter. The usual search-

an'-rescue posse formed, about twenty people

or so. After a day of searchin'," and here he

not lived inUtah. Gam is expected to win.

The one authority to which the Utahans pay

any heed is the Mormon Church. When Nixon

resigned, the Deseret News of Salt Lake City

headlined its story "Mormon Leaders Sup-

port Ford:" the fact that Utah's governor

supported iiim came in the fifteenth

paragraph. Even the deacon of the church

dozes off duringSunday sermons; but the fact

remains that the church is the unifying

--nv

'Z'x ^-

To the Utahan who is used to his peculiar

way of hfe, Federal instrusion is a jolt. The
Sierra Club is just the first problem which the

farmers and ranchers of the south will have to

face as the state becomes increasingly

populated with non-Mormon, run-of-the-mill

Americans. Already ranchers are being

refused the right to move cattle across

Federal lands, though they may have done so

for fifty years; already irrigation ditches

across Federal land require endless forms,

which the farmers simply refuse to fill out. In

defying the government, the rancher or/

farmer is radical. He has no qualms about

defying any law regulating what he has been

doing for the last century without difficulty.

He is conservative in that he opposes change

of any sort. The Mormon church is the

authority from which he seeks advice, not the

United States.

r.

pauses to wipe his brow in the 105 degree heat,

"they found out he was a Clubber. Waal, they

just let him set up in them mountains, and

didn'tsearchfor him; and he died." The story

is told matter-of-factly, with neither boast-

fulness nor contrition.

, The issue of Utah's independence from such

"Know-nothings" as the Sierra Club and

Washington is so important that in the U.S.

Senate race this year the man expected to

wia Lou Garn, is running on a theme of "my
opponent supports the Federal Government"

This is a novel platform to anybody who has

political entity of Utah, not the state or

federal Government Because they have such

odd political ties, the people are at once more

radical and more conservative than most in

this country. For years, they have lived off

the land, enjoying 150-mile vistas possible in

the mountainous portions of southern Utah,

and the arid desert in northern Utah. They

have Uved simply with nature and without

interference from man. The standard vehicle

is a Ford pick-up, and it matches the per-

sonality of the ciUzens, practical with no frills

or pretension.
,

- ^.

To date the situation has been kept under

control. The Government enacts a law, the

Bureau of Land Management attempts to

enforce it, and the rancher ignores it Only the

Sierra Club complains. But a showdown is in

the offing. As Utah becomes more and more
like the rest of the United States, clamor for

preservation of scenic land, at the expense of

those who use it will intensify, and resent-

ment on the part of the old-time Mormons will

build: The solution is a difficult one, which

will take years to find. But it would be a

shame if the DeseretState, so apart from the

homogeneous rest of the coun^, were forced

by auslanders—that is, other Americans—to
become just another state, complete with

Howard Johnson's restaurant McDonald's

burger palaces and Holiday Inns. A good

indicator of when this will have come about is

when Williams starts accepting three or four

each year from Utah. No Utahans attend.

Williams. .
Cl

i^-
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vaudeville" to recreate the original interior

activity.

.
Music, Films, Balls

Instead, the personal, "intimate" interior

of peacodc blue, gold, and brown will have

approximately 100 hand carved gold-leaf

opera chairs on which formally attired, in-

vitation only patrons will sit and watch the

Hayden-Chapin operetta productions which

will be accompanied by hired orchestra and

two original Steinway rectangular grand

pianos.

Its first official function is slated for later

five buildings

liM^ft3>^«fttqphlle$„

original French style counters recreate with

air-conditioning the store documented in the

National Registry. A smaller table sits atop a

larger one in the middle of the room. Mr.

Edelman had commissioned the two tables to

be built in Hudson, N. Y. for the latest display

methods of 1895, remaining Simon's latest at

its centennial.

Simons General Store combines a 'New

York delicacy store with old-fashioned

packaging, without the obnoxious touch of

country kitsch so frequent in similar stores.

A yellow raincoated puddle jumper on the

Uneeda box looks cautiously at the saltines

a month

of Sundays

by Andrea Axeh-od

candy, neo-Victorian children's books, and
china dolla invite adult customers to forget
their ages,

Visitors can further forget their time and
era at the Victoria-Elizabeth Suite at Oliver
House. Combining an English tearoom and a
Viennese konditorei, the room serves light
lunches and pastries, a service Mr. Hayden
regrets had not been available in the im-
mediate vicinity, excepting the nearby "Dew
Drop Inn". Oliver House is still being worked
on, yet its restored Victorian furniture rooms
have been occupied by guests since last
November.

inckq^to^^f StrcOTt
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There was a world where merry

widows were not assaulted on, the

way to buy groceries and where the

naughtiness of Matietta was still

PG. Ite

A world in and of operatta, with its

Bohemian crystal, gazebos, guiltless dilet-

tantes, and white-tied idealists, it might have
belonged to an age when five trains passed

through Ancram, N. Y. daily.

John-Peter Hayden, Jr. and Donald
Riphard Chapin are reviving Victorian
politeness in this small, trainless Columbia
County town in an age uiat might otherwise

make a chocolate soldier's heart curdle.

The 32-year old cousins bring theu- talents

as historians, curators, designers, operet-

taphiles, businessmen and dreamers to a

series of restoration projects that have
changed the face of Ancram, home of far-

mers, paper mill employees and country

gentlemen, just an hour south of William-

stown off the Taconic Parkway.
Simons General Store caters to tourists and

the "gentry." The Johann Strauss Atheneum,
.housing their considerable operetta

memorabilia collection and that of the

Gotham Light Opera Guild, Inc., is, asti

Messrs.l^ayden and Chapin would have it, for

"all America." Vauxhall, once part of the

Livingston estatae, will be restored to be their

Greek-Gothic villa., Oliver House is a small

Victorian ina TheAncram Opera House is for

their pleasure alone.

Finding a "past whose values are in-

spirational a lid morally elevating" in order to

"build a more rewarding future," the Guild

was founded in 1966 by Mr. Hayden and Mr.

Chapin.

Collecting operetta scores, pictures and

"programs from original productions, and 78

records ever since Mr. Hayden fell in love

with Friml melodies from hearing his mother

sing "Rose Marie," the cousins grew up, went
to colleges by whose names they do not want
to be labelled, became New York
businessmen, earned Uie monies that permit

their present activiti^, and led the 1965 fight

to save the Ziegfeld Theater from demolition.

They raised an insufficient $9 million in

pledges. The "Ziegfeld Guild" became the

Gotham Light Opera Guild, Inc. and spon-

sored waltz cotillions at the Essex Houseat|50

a head, featuring waltzes, gourmet food, and

the operetta revues Messrs. Hayden and

Chapin produced and directed.

-

Recalled from an extended trip to Vienna

after Mr. Hayden, Sr. saw an ad that seemed

to be the answer to the young men's dreams,

Messrs. Hayden and Chapin purchased the

Ancram Opera House, nee vaudeville theater,

silent movie house, and Ancram Grange No,

955, for their private use.Built around 1919, it

is being restored as a 19th century country

opera hoiuse with adjoining formal gardens

and a Victorian gazebo.

The exterior restoration of the three story

white clapboard Victorian building is

' authentic, save for a front porch redesigned

by the cousins. The interior, however, will be

embellished as they see fit

"It is for our own private uae . . , we're not

trying to fool anyone as to how it had been

used," said Hayden, noUng that one "woiikl

have to put on minstrel shows and

this month when it will be "loaned" to the

Guild for its fundraising opera ball Mr.

Hayden speaks easily of his and Mr. Chapin's

work and that of the 2dbo member Guild (of

which he and Mr. Chapin are president and
secretary, respectively) as two very distincts

entities.
\

Their work and that of the Guild overlap in

the Atheneum as well. The Atheneum is the

only museum in the world dedicated ex-

clusively to operetta, according to Hayden.

Across the street from the Opera House, the

Atheneum—nee Janes Methodist Church
(1855), Odd Fellows Hall (1930-1960), and,

with a 1960 addition^, bowling alley (1960-

1963)—blends the latter reckless addition into

,its more sober past.

The simple wood exterior also belies the

intended use of the church interior as a 19th

century style ballroom. The hammered tin

rococo ceiling oi the original interior is still in

excellent condition, according to its new
owners.

"We wanted it to be a museum and library,

yet a place where people would come and it

would be alive, a place with more than just

stodgy memorabilia hanging on panels," said

Mr. Haydea
The Atheneum shows operetta films and

movie musicals Thursday"through Saturday,

year round, as "an inexpensive way to

rekindle the beautiful music so much a part of

the era." Although the 100 seat screening

room is usually filled with New York and
Berkshire patrons for the likes of "bancing
Lady," "Bittersweet," or "Floradora Girl,"

most Friday nights find Ancram residents

playing Bingo at the. Ancram Square
Firehouse.

Potpourri of Products

The restoration projects are supported by
the cousins' private funds, but even their

profitmaking ventures are filled with love of

Victoriana.

Louis Sherry and Edgemont cracker boxes
and old smokey glass bottles) found in the

basement of the Simons General Store now
line its top shelves, but a new, sweet potpourri

pervades the room and, occasionally, the

fresh bread sold there. Before and after

pictures of the restored store are.enough to

give a health inspector a new lease on life.

Indeed, Messrs. Hayden and Chapin's lease

has given the store a new life.

Purchased in June 1971 from Floyd
Edelman, son of the original owner, the store

was to have been closed for fear it would
collapse. The wall foundation on one side had
been seriously affected by water seepage and
frost. The inside was a sight. Mr. Hayden
proved through documentation in the

National Registry of Historic Buildings that

molasses covering its floors in 1970 were part
of a 1910 barrel explosion and not a slip of the

architect's fancy.

Reopened for trade in November 1971, the

Simons General Store of Messrs. Hayden and
Chapin was as close as possible to W. J.

Edelman's pride of Ancram Square of 1874,

although the F.D.A. has interceded and the

foundation of the building has yet to be

repaired permanently.

Inside, however, the yellow walls, white

trim and brown ceilinf, the original pre-

World War I knob and tube lighting, and the

filed in modem cartons of IradlQoiiartiiu.

Campbell soups, old-fashioned egg noodles, or

McVitties shortbread stock other shelves that

have witnessed the consumer revolution since

1874. Wholesome losing, preservative—free

apple cranberry breads from an Ancramdale
bakery reassure tourists in their idea of what
a country should sell.

"Sure they're preservative free," said Mr.

Hayden. "The woman who makes them feels

the only way to preserve the bread is to eat

it" He later scoffed at those who come to a

"country" store expecting organic foods

which he regards as unhealthy as any other if

not taken in moderation.

Foodstuffs alone, however, never made a

general store. Simons also stocks fine soaps,

Wedgew9od, West German crystal, hand-

blocked stationery, and chintz and gingham
in the shelves that have always held similar

bolts.

True to its owners' love, the store sells

(^retta and early musical recordings, many
German and French, from "Die Grafin

'Maritza" to Ethel Waters' singing "Stormy
Weather."
Down a not overly restored staircase lies

the Hayden-Chapin fantasy of where a Vic-

torian child would most like to be marooned.

Sock dolls, patchwork quilts, and handmade
cribs are created by local craftsmea Penny

OwnStampOnIt
Local, state and federal officials are ex-

cited about the Ancram duo's^ work ("The
quality and sensitivity to detail," notes Mr.
Chapin) and their use of personal funds to

implement their ideas. In appreciation or for

the fun of it, historians involved in similar

projects come as weekend advisors and have
given detailed architectural drawings of the

manor house as a gift.

The house will not have the original fur-

niture, nor have its occupants original

floorplans. Most of the detail is there. As
much as can be replaced has been, including

the moldings, posts, porch, and fireplace

mantels.

"But when you restore a building, you can't

relive yesterday today," said Mr. Hayden,
quick to remind, "When pec^le have done as

miich as we have, we should leave our own
stamp on it"

General information for any of the Ancram

projects may be gotten by calling Simons

General St<fre, daily, 10-€ at 1618] 329-1166-

or by writing to the itore, Ancram Square,

Ancram, New York.

The ReAd will periodically publish stories of

county and area cultural interest.

On the sidewalks of Stetson

By the sidewalk of Stetson, ye we have
wept Until last week. The hill going down
towards Mission Park has become less like an
Outing Club venture in mountaineering and
the parking lot to the rear of Hopkins Hall is in

a muddy state of flux. On a campus renowned
for fledgUng literary pubUcations, a few
young immortals sought fame in the freshly

laid cement of the Grand Army Shopping Mall

that separates Stetson from the Sawyer
brickcenter.

"Why don't we do it in the cement? No one
will be watching us, why don't we do it in the

cement?" we heard as someone sang in

Lennonesque fashion while hopping between
cement, wet and not (Urt rock, and the

peculiar barbed wire that webbed between
unfinished squares of concrete.

Obviously someone had been doing
something in the cement to the annoyment of

security officers who called students im-

plicated in the inscriptions. "W— loves K—

"

and the same "K" reads McKuen, according

to the heavy duty scribe. Our favorite deep
impression was an elementary-scrawl
"Jake" with a genuine New York Ci^ subway
crown drawn over the name.
A poetic comrade, still somewhat unglued

from Ok sticky experience of having Security

scrutinize suspiciously his philosophic in-

terest in the grafitti (examined on hands and
knees) noted, "Oh what lament to repent at

the cement."
Religious sentiment carried over to the

imprint "Eusden was here."

Had the college chaplain knelt at this very

spot beforehand? Had his hand been guided

t^ divine inspiration? Yes, we had heard of

the wailing wall, but was this to be the

"praying patio"? (Calmly we read the True
Word of no letters.

Was it true that the Newman Association

had planned a pilgrimage here for next

weekend?
In examining the other imprints in the

cement, we wondered what had motivated the

more successful artists. While some persons

had exercised their right to free speech or the

right to write, others had simply exercised

their right hand. Maybe the identity crisis

factor entered into it. The nobodies let us

know who they were in their efforts to become

somebodies. Some individuals simply wanted

to be remembered, and some wanted their

enemies to be—and they will be remem-

bered—but only for their lack of imagination.

We were not unfair in our observations. We
never discounted legitimate cement dissent.

The psychological ramifications of the new

library brought the "edifice" complex into

plain view. The rampage of rampant con-

struction had to have an end. And finally we

received the most satisfactory explanation.

"Why scribble in the wet cement?"

"Because it's there."

.

"But what of the workmen who pain-

stakingly created these sidewalks and patios

and scratched their mastaclon herringbone?

We had seen gobs of cement slide from the

mixers and melt into the earth like a grey

dairy-whip soft cream. The grey matter was

herded into rectangular walkways, and its

surface was evened with wooden two by fours.

We noticed the meticulous artistry of the

laborers who searched for bumps and cracks

hke athletes looking for a contact lens.

Would the contractor "put one out for us

and start using quick drying cement? We

could imagine a precocious Ephman with his

finger stuck to the ground like a fly to

flypaper.

And it only took so much self-control for

another friend to resist sitting in the newly

poured bench. That might have been more

than heavy handed. 'j

Brooke to visit campus
The Williams RepubUcan aub will host a

reception for Senator Edward Brooke and

former Massachusetts Republican State

Committeeman Dale ' Read on Tuesday,

October 22nd at 10 a.m. in the Fitcb-Prospect

Lounge at Williams College.

Senator Brooke, Republican from

MassachuselU, and Mr. Read, Republican

candidate (or County Commissioner, will

meet and Ulk with Williams College stndente

and faculty and Berkshire resMents.

The ^enAor and^former CoAimilleeman

are the guests of h«alr at the (hhtl program of

the College Republicans' "Meet the People"

speakers series for I974-7S. j .

.The reception Is open to (he publk. ;
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Three shows
at Clark: art

ean be fun
by John Ellis

The Clarfc Art Institute (las mounted three

exhibits which appeal to a wide range of in-

terests, both artistic and historical.

A .show which engages local interest

traces the physical development of
Williamstown from the I8th century to the

present through the use of maps, Uthographs,

,
and photographs. For example, one
lithograph done in 18S6, after a drawing hy

"^^^TJieo, yeomaDB, illustrates the prospect frpm
- Stone iMiookiDgEastjn it one can discern

not only m^^ of the present town structures

but such Cdlege buildings as Griffin, East
and South (Fayerweather) Halls, the Ob-
servatory, Lawrence (which then served both

as library and art depository,) and West
College.

These records reveal Williams' campus
development as well. For instance, one is

surprised that Jesup Hall makes its first

appearance only in a photograph of the I890's,

along with Morgan and the Thompson
Laboratories. Two of the earliest views of the

town were done by Williams students from
the top floor of the Old (or West) College.

In addition, there are fascinating

photographs of many departed ^structures,

such as the hotels: the Kellogg House (near

the present site of Garfield House,) and the

Mansion and Greylock Hotels. Some buildings

which are still standing have served various

functions. Th^ building which today houses

the Williams Bookstore has also been a

judge's office and was Williamstown's first

telegraph office. Sherman House, the brown
bu^ng tucked below Griffin, in the 19th

century housed the Fbrget-Me-NotTea Room.
The photographs often depict the history of

a single building through its various stages of

development Thus, one can see the original

Congregational Church, its Neo-Gothiq
successor (the first was destroyed, as were
many of the town buildings, by fire,) and
finally, its last transformation, this time due
only to taste, into the classical church that

stands today.

Finally, the photographs vividly illustrate

both the costume (such as the one which

shows Williams students of the 19th century

5
cavorting atop the Observatory in frock coats
and top hate) and the daily habite, both in
iWork and at leisure, of past residents of
Williamstown.

The Clark has mounted a show on French
Landscape in the 18th and 19th centuries
which, as Poussin said art should do, delights.
A splendid show, mounted by grad staident
Jay Fischer, the exhibit traces the changing
conceptions of landscape in art from the
Rococo through Impressionism to the Nabi.

Illustrating the Rococo sensibility are a
group of amorously mischievous etchings and
line engravings by such artiste as Vidal,
Audran, and Couche. One of particular charm
in execution and conceit called La Nuit, by
Ghendt, depicts a lover advancing on a
fighting, yet yielding ladywhile the Tnoon
discretely slips behind a cloud. A statue of
Ciipid, which presides over the immaculately
formal garden, becomes alive only to demur
and blushingly^ turn ite head. The entire
impression is of intricately calcuTafed ar-
tificiality. The garden is merely a setting for
this theatre of' love.

Monet, however, in his black chalk on
scratch board View of Rouen (c.l872) tries

merely to objectively render nature. Instead
of the daubs of color he usually employs in

his oils, Monet captures this exact moment of
a boat's pulsing shadow on the water by
means of an incredibly fluid line.

At about the same time as the Monet,
Narcisse Diaz de la Pena created the totally

different effect of a landscape in black chalk
which rises out of a mist which is suggested
by the very paper itself. In this enchanting
study all forms disappear and fall away. All is

suggested. Yet this is done not with color but
by the use only of gradations of black and
bei^c^yThe viewer is required either to

provi&<?iother optical experience in order to

give'the^etch reality or to acquiesce into ite

own worra^of two-tone fantasy.

In his Winter Landscape of 1838, Delacroix

(1798-1863) Seated a bold study of a barren

scene filled with broken tree stumps, gnarled

branches, and a road that gashes off-center

through the picture. Indeed, it seems to he an
interior landscape. To borrow a conception

from literature, this study seems to be an
attempt at what T. S. Eliot called the ob-

jective correlative; that is to say, the use of a

concrete image to make immediately com-
municable an inner state.

Two of the most impressive works in the

show were lent by Mr. and Mrs. Julius Held.

The first, Italian Landscape with Buildings,

was done with pencil washed in reddish bistre

by Constant Bourgeois in 1792. This is a Neo-

Classic work in which the softly puffed trees,

the light red-beige wash, atkl the passages of

white which bring the forms forward are all

used to order nature in terms of geometric
planes and solids. Indeed, the scene is con-

trolled by the straight lines of the imposing
palace, which serves as a focal point
The other Held drawing is the Wooded

Landscape done by Jean-Jacques de Boisseu
(1736-1810) with pencil and brushed sepia.

This is a brilliant, lush, and verdant com-
position whose movement is nearly totally

directed by the modulation of light and dark.
The main tonahty of the work is brown, but
the browns go from beige to nearly black, and
along with the light passages which, as in the

Bourgeois, bring forms forward, these shades
form an incredibly rich atmosphere.

In addition, there is a color lithograph by
Paul Cezanne of The Bathers (1898) which, in

its combination of both wisps and solids of

colors, of freize-like composition ~and yet
lively treatment of calligraphic aspecte, and
of light blue tonality and yet flat color ap-

plication, creates a tension between the static

and the Uthe, the spontaneous and the

labored.

Finally, there are several later works
which could be called purely decorative. They
are by Bonnard, Vuillard, and by Ker-Xavier

Roussel. These works all share a tendency to

abstract nature, to negate its depth, in order

to bring to the surface purely decorative

patterns of form and color.

Besides giving pleasure, this exhibit
provides the opportunity of acquaintance with

good artists not normally featured In the

larger museums, and with those styles, often

neglected, which preceded Impressionism.
The exhibit "The Elegant Academics" is of

greater historical than aesthetic interest It

gathers together some of the most popular
artiste of the 19th century, such as
Meissonier, Stevens, Boldini, and Madrazzo.
Many of these artiste are now considered
minor masters and are relatively unknown
today. The range of subject matter is narrow,
and for the most part the artiste direct their

attention to the depiction of contemporary
figures in fashionable settings, often in-

teriors. They often have charm, even if they

seem to UB slightly archatc.And^instead of an—
evening of television, one can imagine people
not unlike those depicted in the paintings,

reading out loud Dickens or Balzac in a room
in which such paintings hung.

The Williamstown exhibit will remain until

the end of October.; the French Landscape
until the end of November; and "The Elegant
Academics" all Fall. - Q

Caravan Halted at an Oasis, a watercolor by Alexandre-Gabriel Decamps [French, 1803-

60], is featured in the exhibition "French Landscape Art of the Eighteenth and
Nineteenth Centuries" recently opened at the Clark Art Institute.

Frank Capra's

films provide

release, joy
Claudette Colbert unabashedly lifting her

skirt above her ankle: James Stewart as he

first sees the Capitol's dome: Clark Gable

whistling to the world from an open roadster:

Jean Arthur running the show from the

Senate galleries—what recent movies often

lack is that charm which produces magic and

remains forever in the memory of those who
felt it and which Frank Capra, the Hollywood

director of the Thirties and Forties, at his

best, creates. Two of Capra's best films It

Happened One Night and Mr. Smith Goes to

Washington were recently shown at the Clark

Art Institute as part of a Capra Festival and
they made it clear why old movies of this sort

are in vogue.

C:apra made It Happened One Night in 1934,

but it plays as superbly well in 1974. I think

the reason for this lies, in large part, in the

nature of our times. In the cynicism and

quietly pessimistic skepticism of the

Seventies, audiences today are in many ways
eager for a release of some kind. Hollywood

has attempted, in recent years, to supply this

need with such films as The Sting and the re-

make of Lost Horizon but these films too often

condescend to their audience.

It Happened One Night is pure escapist

fare—it does not prietend to be anything else—

and yet it is at the same time an intelligent

film which makes vaUd social pointe. It is a

movie about real people (or perhaps real

"types") and their feeUngs and emotions are

genuine.

The texture of It Happened One Night is one

of looseness and improvisation, and the glory

of the film stems from the bravura per-

formances of Claudette Colbert and Clark

Gable. There is remarkable interplay bet-

ween them which is evidence not only of these

actors' substantial^ qualities but (^pra's

expertise in guiding them as well.

However, not everything was a« easy as it

appears on the screen, as this quote of

Capra's shows:

"Colbert fretted, pouted, and argued about

her part and challenged my slap-happy way
of shooting scenes. She was a tartar but a cute

one. In the.well known hitchhiking scene in

which she proves that the leg is mightier than

the thumb, she refused to pull up her dress

and show her leg. We waited until the casting

director sent us a chorus girl with shapely

underpinnings to 'double' for Colbert's. When
she saw the double's leg, she said, 'Get her out

of here, I'll do it. That's not my leg.' And it

sure wasn't. There are no more luscious gams
in the world than Colbert's—not even

Marlene's."

Another scene which illustrates the per-

sonal magnetism of Colbert and Gable occurs

when after their first night together in a motel

room (separated, however, by a blanket

draped over a stretched rope which they call

the Walls of Jericho), Gable fixes the two

breakfast. There are doughnute and coffee.

Colbert, who plays the spoiled (and married)

daughter of a rich father, looks at the

doughnut as though she doesn't quite know

what to do with it. Summoning up bravado she

dunks the entire doughnut into the coffee at

once and begins to munch the soggy resulte.

Gable is amazed, "20 million, and you don't

know how to dunk!" He then proceeds with

great wit to teach Colbert the fine pointe of

"refined" dunking.

On their second, and still Jericho divided,

night together, Colbert declares her love.

Gable who is disbiistful, though feeling the

same emotion, plays it cool. She then asks

him if he has ever been in love. "Me?" he

replies. "Have I ever thought about it? I've

even made plans. I've been a sucker. The

girls that are real, alive—there aren't any

more. I want a girl I can go to the Pacific and

swim in' the surf with." The Gable of this

monologue is unlike his persona at any other

time. He is incredibly tender and yet there is

an edge to the tenderness, a visible hurt. The

scene has an improvisatory feel that in tone is

akin to the soliloquies that Brando gives in

Last Tanga
Capra enlarged his focus to take in political

themes in the 1939 film, Mr. Smith Goes to

Washington. The story of Uiis film is

classically American: a bumbling and honest

country boy is suddenly thrust into the savage

political arena of the nation's capital. Jimmy

Stewart is the young Abe Lincoln figure, and

Jean Arthur is the "romantic interest," a

hardened city girl who becomes softened by

this country boy's sincerity and innocence.

They form a wonderful duo, and again

Capra's ingenuity in handling his performers

can be seea Together Stewart and Arthur do

battle against the political machinery which

threatens to destroy the American idealism

upon which this nation was founded.

Ultimately, of course, they succeed.

The difference between this film and one

which might be made today about a similar

topic is that inherent in Capra's direction is

his basic philosophy of life: good will triumph

over evil. Capra came to this country as an

immigrant and he holds the positive belief

that while there may be graft, the American

system of government will never be

destroyed.

I think it is Capra's enormously positive

approach, reflected in both of these films,

which makes them so disarmingly charming.

When Stewart stends up to the political

machine, the audience senses a clean and

clear alignment of good and evil, and is

stirred. Likewise, when Colbert suddenly and
impulsively runs off across a manicured

lawn, fleeing a marriage founded not on love

but revenge, one wante to stand up and cheer.

It is this universal rather than divisive appeal

which unites the perspective of all those who
watch these films. It is a distinct delight to see

smiling and contented faces when one leaves

a theatre. This could>be the secret of such'old

time movies. O

le cinema au eourant
Bronfman Auditorium, Saturday evening at 7:30 .

MOROCCO [American, 1930]

Directed by Josef von Sternberg.

Adolphe Menjou

Morocco marked Marlene Dietrich's debut

in American films. Working once again with

Josef von Sternberg, the director who had

made her an international star in the German
film 'Tbe Blue Angel, Dietrich plays one of

that "foreign legion of women, who hide their

wounds behind an incognito." As in that

earlier filni, Dietrich portrays a night club

entertainer, t^is time torn between her love

for a dashing b\)t penniless legionnaire (Gary

Cooper) and the\pomforte offered by a rich,

aristocratic admiVer (Adolphe Menjou).

Starring Marlene Dietrich, Gary Cooper, and

As romantic entertainment, few movies

come much better than Morocco. Von Stern-

berg is a director with a fine eye for at-

mosphere; his strength lies in his ability to

give style to standard love stories. Morocco
provides him with perfect material. Marlene

Dietrich is the paradigm of the cinematic sex

goddess: sultry and mysterious. Gary Cooper

was one of the few actors who was both strong

and handsome enough to more than balance

Miss Dietrich's presence. Morocco is a fine

example of how skillful filnunaking can

produce first-rate enterteinmeht.

MODERN TIME$^[1936] at Bronfman Auditorium Sunday, October 20, 7&9p.m.

This film, written, directed, produced, and

music supplied by Charlie Chaplin (wiU>

Chaplin, Paulette Gdddard, Henry

Bergman, and Chester Conklitf^is among the

funniest and yet most pathAk films ever

made.

The plot is simple: the Tramp in awfW^of
jobs, jail, and love. Yet the film conUins:

sociological satire, comment on the advent of

"talkies", and some brilliant comedic

"bite"—the Tramp going berserk on an
assembly line while caught in the machine's

giant gears.

Modern Times was made seven years after

sound came to film, yet in this^ la;t ap-

peariince of theTramp Chaplin used no words
(though there is a complete soundtrack.)

Moderti Times has not been shown often; until

1972.it had not been exhibited for over twenty

years. This showing provides the chance to

see a new print of Oie film.
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world converges on Williams

A loUil of 268 Freshinaii ramilies (652

p«M-soiis in all) have notified the college that

they plan to attend the annual Freshman

Parents' Weekend. Oct. 18-20. Families from

21 slates will be represented, including five

from California, one from Colorado, and one

from Oregon.

Among the major activities planned for

freshmen and their parents are a buffet

picnic, a reception with President Chandler at

"The Log", and a buffet dinner.

Among the activities connected with Fresh-

\man Parents' Wejltend which are opened to

the general public are a concert of the

Berkshire Symphony, conducted by Julius

liegyi, at 8:30 P.M. Friday ^ening in Chapin

Hall, and the Freshman Revue with three

presentations on Friday at 8:30 p.m. and

-Saturday ^?veni»g^at^ 7^30^n*^:30-in Jesup

Hall. Admission for bath eventsJs $2»0Q tor the

public and free for Williams students with

IDs. There will also be a harpsichtfrd recital

at 8:00 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday evenings

ill (Jriffin Hall, and a special exhibit of the

more auto
from page one

gravelling and miscellaneous other repairs.

Costs to Security $14,000 per year ($20 or $25

per car per year). This money goes to

registration, recording violations, issuing

ticliets, correspondence, printing of

regulations, patrol service and security

service. Exact figure breakdowns are not yet

available. *
Serious security problems have not oc-

curred this year, O'Brien said. Most van-

dalism has been either the theft of car stereos

or the slashing of bicycle tires, and there is no

more vandalism this year than in the past.

Grabois and Lewis indicated that Lewis will

decide next year's fee. The Provost wouldWt
say how much the increase in the registration

fee will be, but that it will "not necessarily"

be the $90 mentioned in his memo.

printniaking class of Professor Thomas

Krens in Lawrence Hall on Friday from 2 to 4,

Saturday 10 to noon and 2 to4, and Sunday 2 to

5.

The men and women's crew team will hold

an iiilra-squad scrimmage on Saturday

morning at II at the boalhouse in Burbank

Park. Lake Onota. Pittsfield.

six characters

in search of actors
Auditions for Luigi Pirandello's "Six

Characters In Search of an Author," the

second Williams College Theatre production

of the year, will be held at the Adams
Memorial Theatre Monday and Tuesday, the

21st and 22nd of October.

Register with the Drama Department

Secretary al.the AMT Box Office—before Ihe^

aiidillun^dale—for^he-partteiilir half-hour

you wish to appear within.

"Prepared' auditions are not required and
scripts are available at the Box Office on a 24-

liour loan basis.

Persons interested in any phase of

theatrical production, as well as those

desiring to be considered for acting roles, are

cordially welcomed. Auditions are open to all

members of the Williams College Com-
munity. The play has roles for about ten men,
ton women, and two children; jobs in all

technical categories are available.

Rehearsals usually take place between 7:30

and 11:30 P.M., Sunday through Friday,

although actors will be called only as

necessary. The show goes up the 5th, 6th, 7th,

and 8lh of December.

arts and drawings
On view at the Williams College Museum of

Art through October 23 is an exhibition of

drawings and oil paintings by Joanna
Despres, of Portola Valley, in the Bay Area of

California. Mrs. Despres is a long-time for-

mer resident of Williamstuwn, where her late

husband, the distinguished economist
Professor Emile Despres, served as ^air-
man of his department at Williams College.

Local Flicks

It's All in Pittsfield
'

photo by Clyde Herlitz

Gwen Seliger, Ben Strout, Bill Driscoll and Cyndie Spencer are featured in the bizarre

trafii-comedy The Ruling Class by Peter Barnes. The Ruling Class will he presented
tonight. Friday, and Sunday and next Friday and Saturday at 8:30 p.m. in the Adams
Memorial Theatre. Tickets can be obtained at the AMT Box Office.

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
JOE DEWEy'

"SUNDAY SUPPER AT THE SIX HOUSE'
PRICES TO FIT YOUR BUDGET

I.

''
'w-. . . »

Like Autumn Leaves - "Nothing to be desired"

In Dining Pleasure

Sorur Hour Dally Except W««kends • 4:30-6:00 p.m.

( Prict* of all Liquor Drinks 7Sc - Mug of Boor 2Sc

)

by Dana Perlstein

ThiVVeek Pittsfield far outshines any of the

more ^"^1 theatres in its movie fare with a

blend of old and new goodies. In fact, the best

two flicks that are new are hold overs from

last week^which is lucky, considering that

due to deadline problems, last week's column

did not appear. It is happy happenstance,

therefore, that the two columns can be

combined.

THE APPRENTICESHIP OF DUDDY
KRAVITZ was last Wednesday's film, and it

was pretty much worth the wait; only pretty

muck Thisis^LCanadian fUm from aJiook by

Mordecai Richler that depicts the opening

episode of the saga of the Great Jewish Heel.

Growing up in the late 4a's and «arly 50's, in

theJewish ghetto of Montreal, Duddy Kravitz

is a young man with ambition to burn and

sensitivity to douse. His old zayde (grand-

father) tells Duddy that one is not a man
unless he owns land, and from then on, Duddy
schemes his way into countless deals in order

that he may buy all the land around a

beautiful lake. In the meantime, he mistreats

his French Canadian girlfriend, cheats his

best friend after the friend has been

paralyzed through Duddy's negligence, and

runs a charlatan movie firm that cranks out

expensive films of clients' sons' Bar Mitzvahs

using a drunken hack director. The guy has a

great smile, but that's just about it. Duddy is

rotten to the core. Or is he?

I believe that the people responsible for the

movie would like the viewer to think that

Duddy is a boy gone wrong in an ancient

tradition. Richler and Ted Kotcheff (the

director—the REAL director of the whole

film) take all the well-known Jewish

stereotypes and put them all together in

Duddy. Normally, I would be the first person

to approve of these stereotypes. I DO believe

that certain traits are common to certain

ethnic groups, and so do anthropologists.

However, DUDDY KRAVITZ does not have

plain stereotypes. Its Jews are cartoon

characters, illegitimate people—Alexander
Portnoys without the slightest bit of self-

consciousness. Their insensitivity is not

objectively noted. It is simply exaggerated

and played for effect. And that hurts in a

movie I expected much more from.

Richard Dreyfuss as Duddy is as good as

can be expected, although his performance
becomes dangerously shallow. Jack Warden
(the father), Micheline Lanctot (Yvette,

Duddy's girl friend), Randy Quaid (the best

friend) and Joseph Wiseman (Uncle Benjy)

are all excellent, and help to save part of the

show. And the scene involving Duddy's work
as a waiter at a Jewish resort -IS believable

(I've been that trip) and hilarious. As a

conversation piece, THE AP-
PRENTICESHIP OF DUDDY KRAVITZ is

worth adding to your conversational reper-

toire. If you're interested, it's at the

HinusF of SIttlBt;
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Showplace on Rt. 7 in Pittsfield, playing at 7 &
9 every evening.

Alrtost across the street is THE LONGEST
YARD, Robert Aldrich's attempt to revive
those Dirty Dozen. A prison film which
climaxes in a football game between the
inmates (led by Burt Reynolds) and the
guards (led by Ed Lauter and warden Eddie
Albert), THE LONGEST YARD is a
morality play as is DUDDY KRAVITZ. But
where KRAVITZ was flamboyantly
exaggerated, YARD is simply cliched. Again,
however, the cast comes through, having a
great time amidst the prison camp brutality

and the nice Georgia scenery. Reynolds is a
gridder ten years out of pro football who is

arresredTofT)elng tooTvHdwith hisgirlfrieod,^

and sent specially to Albert's prison camp
where Eddie would like to take over the head
coach position of his Guards' semi-pro, team.

Reynolds refuses, but when threatened with

harder labor and no chance of parole, he
compromises on putting together an inmates'

team for a Guards warm-up game. All the old

standards come out—the murdered prisoner,

the psychotic guards, the swamp worli

details, the sweat box. But Reynolds just

chuckles his way through it, and it's easy to

go along with him. The movie has no real

substance, no core of ethical truth. Aldrich

does not draw in his characters as well as he

did in THE DIRTY DOZEN nor does any

slam-bang finish come off. (The clynactic

GAME is badly handled and not nearly as

exciting as the farce in MASH.) Much, if not

most, of the blame has to go to screenwriter

Tracy Keenan Wynn (Keenan's son) whose

script is prefectly godawful. All its values are

simple black and white. But, hell, it's a decent

comic book. Held over at the Paris Cinema in

Pittsfield (which can be found on a side street

off Rt. 7, approximately one third of the way
down the main drag. Showtimes at 7 & 9:15.

Quickly now, the rest of the slate: If you

haven't seen BLAZING SADDLES yet, the

Palace (right down the road from the

Showplace) is running it at 7 & 9. It's a gas-

(hteraUy). If you loved WALKING TALL,

you'll scream with delight for Chuck Bronson

playing an urban vigilante for all the sym-

pathy he can get in DEATH WISH. Other-

wise, a brown paper bag might be in order.

Shows at 7 & 9 at the Inn Cinema at the very

southern end of Main Street (Rt. 7) in—that's

right, Pittsfield. So where, you may ask, is

my info for the local area?

The Mohawk in North Adams is showing

THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT, MGM's ef-

ficient and financially rewarding collection of

old musical film clips. All the MGM spec-

taculars are here, tied together by some of the

worst documentary dialog—uh, monologue-

that I have ever heard- Shows at 7 4 9:10,

which means at least 50 minutes has been cut

out of the original running time. And finally

the College Cinema presents with EASY

RIDER one week too late and FIVE EASY
PIECES, four months early. Both are ex-

cellent, but are Williams Film Society of-

ferings this year, EASY RIDER showing just

last Friday, and FIVE EASY PIECES

slated for March. So that makes it all kind of

irrelevant. n
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on A. B.C.
by Terry O'Reilly

"A.B.C. stands for two things, and most
people tend to forget the second," according
to Roma Hansis, president of the William-

stown A.B.C. board. "It stands for A Better

Chance, but it also means A Better Com-
munity. It prevents the possible situation in

which many students from this school district

could grow up with virtually no contact with a

black person." A.B.C. is a community based
organization which sponsors the room and
board of seven to twelve inner city high school

students in Williamstown.

Ms. Hansis notes that the program con-

cerns itself with any underprivileged urban
high school students and has sponsored white

students as well as those from other minority

groups.

This year's program consists of 7 black

students, 4 boys and 3 girls, who live together

(on separate floors) in a house at 25 Hoxsey
Street with 3 resident tutors and 2 super-

visors.

The limited number of students this year is

a result of a 4-3 decision by the district's

school board to no longer waive the $1700

tuition required of students from outside the

district, which left remaining those students

not graduated last year, but prevented the

replacement of last year's seniors. That move
evoked a considerable response in favor of

A.B.C. at a Board meeting attended by some
300 students and parents.

"It was just plain old politics in my view,"

said Ms. Hansis, noting the Board's prior

refusal to waive tuition for children of the

school's teachers who resided outside the

school district.

Changes in the Board's membership and

the response to last year's decisioQ are op-

timistic signs to her, although she agrees that

perhaps the most significant indication to

come out of the vote is that the program's
critics "only have to win once" to seriously

the program's existence.

The Board's action has another meaning to

some of those directly involved. "They're
denying any benefit to themselves," declared'

Regan Miller '75, a former A.B.C. student and
now one of the resident tutors.

The benefit to the community is much less

visible statistically than is the benefit to the

students, 75 per cent Of whom continue on to

college, with a notable record of success

frfterwards. Yet those involved in the

program continually stress its importance.

"The old pseudo-liberal notion of benevolent

'do gooding'—all give on one side and take on
the other, subsided, in a sense, when the guilt

wore off," observed Professor Michael Katz,

who is in charge of the specialized tutoring

aspect of the program, where Williams

students' instruction supplements that of the

resident tutors when A.B.C. students have a

problem in a specific area.

"The Williams student is in a very

privileged position, and a program of this

nature is one way of sharing the benefits of

that advantage, but beyond that the ex-

perience gained from the contact with black

and other underprivileged students on these

terms is persuasive by itself."

To the extent that the A.B.C. program is

successful, it is reducing people's awareness
of its "incidental benefits." "We don't have
the time to go parading these kids around,"

said Steve Masters, who along with his wife

supervise the operation of the house.

"Their music may be a little different, but

to a large extent their activities and problems
are those typical to teenagers." He sees his

role primarily as dealing with the social and
academic discipline of teenage high school

students, and treating individually aspects of

their black culture, which admittedly runs

deeper than its music.
.

Williams students have become involved

with the local A.B.C. program through the

Lehman Service Council.^ D
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atoms, A.E.C.
by Martin Weinstock

ManaSarath
"In spile of soothing reassurances that the

A.K.C. (Atomic Energy Commission) gives to

the uninformed, misled public, unresolved

questions about nuclear power safety are so

grave that the United States should consider a

complete halt to nuclear power plant con-

struction while we see if these serious

questions can, somehow, be resolved."—Carl

J. Ilocevar

Carl Hocevar is not merely another en-

vironmentalist wagging his tongue. He is the

creator of one of the A.E.C. 's basic methods
of analyzing nuclear power plant safety. He
made the above statement as he resigned his

job as safety research expert for the A.E!C.

September 21. He is now working with Ralph
Nader to halt construction of nuclear power
plants.

The A.E.C. and their backers insist that

nuclear reactors are safe and that the

probability of a severe accident occurring

"approaches impossibility." Hocevar claims

that the commission is using "wholly unac-

ceptable" methods of judging the dangers of

nuclear power plants. Critics of nuclear

power cite a 1965 A.E.C. study (first released

in 1973 in response to a public interest group's

law suit) which predicted that a "maximum
credible accident" could result in 45,000

deaths, $17 billion damage, and widespread

contamination. The A.E.C. maintains that

such an accident can no longer occur. The
debate continues.

Critics of the nuclear power industry also

cite possible theft of weapons grade materials

by terrorist groups as an important hazard

associated with nuclear power. A U.S.

Government General Accounting Office

report (recently publicized by Ralph Nader)

says:

As long as significant quantities of nuclear

" materials arein acttve-ijse-by^he^^

nieaLi-t uJherejvUI be a distinct probability,

that some of those materials wllTbe sToleh,

unexpjainably or accidentally .lost, diverted

from authorized use or used or disposed of in

unauthorized ways.

The final major hazard, according to those

opposed to nuclear power, is that of radiation

entering into the environment through
sabotage or leaks from disposal sites of

radioactive wastes.

There have been notorious leaks of

radioactive materials. Last spring, for

example, it was discovered that large

amounts of radioactive wastes had leaked

into the environment from one storage site on

the average of once a year for the past 17

years. Yet, as of June 1973, the Federal En-
vironmental Protection Agency maintained,

"So far the record is excellent. No sericBs

accidents have occurred either in shipment or

storage . . . The A.E.C. and the industry

routinely inspect the storage tanks for

leakage, and in addition, comprehensive

surveillance programs ensure that con-

tamination does not enter the environment."

Environmentalists have pointed to the fact

that even low concentrations of some
radioactive elements are extremely
dangerous. A recent study concluded that

Plutonium, one of the most toxic radioactive

waste elements known to man, is very readily

absorbed by 'plant roots. This discovery

raised fears that the plutonium could make its

way into food through the plants.

The A.E.C. and its supporters believe that

these hazards are insignificant when com-
pared to the necessity for nuclear power. The
environmentalists prefer alternative forms of

electric generation sOch as solar and wind

power.

On November 5, the voters of

Massachusetts will have an opportunity to

make their feelings known through the

nuclear power referendum.

This is one of a series of columns con-

cerning tlie activities of the Massachusetts

Public Interest Research Group (Masspirg)

which will appear from time to time. Opinions

do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the

Editorial Board. lH
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Starry eyed

can again go

l^see the stars
_ : ijj:-' . by SeoUFenn

The old Hopkins Observatory will be

opening in about a week according to Win-

throp Wassenar, Assistant Director of

Physical Plant.

The building, which houses the Mehlin

Museum and a planetarium, has been closed

for several months due to improvements

being made on the museum. Wassenar stated

that the work is now finished with the ex-

Jception of the carpeting which is expected in a—
ouple rf weeks. _1JIZ^^ '

--—
The improvements to ffie^TOM^ Hopkins-

Observatory were'made on the east and west

wings of the building and include painting,

new display cabinets and displays, new
lighting, and new carpeting. The $8,500 in

improvements were partially paid for by

friends and students of the late Theodore G.

Mehlin, Field Memorial Professor of

Astronomy at Williams from 1943-1972, in

whose memory the museum is dedicated.

Jay Pasachoff, Assistant Professor of

Astronomy and Director of the Hopkins
Observatory, said that he is having some
temporary displays put in the Mehlin
Museum for a convention of the American
Association of Variable Star Observers next
weekend. He added that permanent displays

will be installed this fall and during winter
study. These will include a brass meridian

Country Restaurant

In the Continental Tradition

Open lor Lunch & Dinner

Closed Monday

-Across from Williams Campus

transit and other old instruments brought

from England by Professor Albert Hopkins in

1835, photographs and photomurals, a

pulsarium, and a hologram. In addition, a

historic seven-inch refracting telescope

dating from 1852 is being restored.

Pasachoff said that the Mehlin Museum will

be open in conjunction with the planetarium

and at other times which will be announced

later. The planetarium is scheduled for five

shows per week. Pasachoff noted that he

hopes to have a formal opening of the Mehlin

Museum in the spring when all of the per-

manent displays have been installed. G

A low income
--^rowhouseZ
Noya^ulclfeaE

by Eric Pyenson
For those who have been wondering exactly

what that rai)(),shackle structure behind

Williams Hall is, their worries are over.

Contrary to popular belief, the building is not

a new low-income Row House or a temporary
home for a mountain man. It is a sukkah, a

house built in order to celebrate the Jewish
harvest festival called Succoth (pronounced
SOO-KOS).
According to Fred Lawrence, the affable

co-acting president and treasurer of the

Williams College Jewish Association, the

construction of the sukkah in a visible spot on
campus had a.two-fold purpose. First, it was
an official activity of the Jewish Association,

and second, it would hopefully serve as an
educational experience for the entire
Williams community.
Lawrence explained that a sukkah has both

practical and symbolic meanings in the

Jewish religion. Froni a practical standpoint,

the sukkah was built in the fields during
harvest time for overnight lodging to avoid
the farmers' wasting valuable time com-
muting to and from home. In addition, it

symbolizes the Israelites flight from Egypt
and the impermanence of their existence in.

the ensuing years of wandering. Lawrence
concluded that "the sukkah is a celebration of

Israel's past both as an agricultural nation
and a nomadic nation".

Physically, the Williams sukkah is con-

structed out of cinder blocks, two by fours,

branches, fruits, and various vegetables. The
top is loosely constructed to enable the oc-

cupants tosee the stars and the sky. Although
no one slept in the sukkah, it was put into use
for afternoon services.

The only problem faced by the construction

team was caused by the storm which
produced the blackout. Although the sukkah
is supposed to sway in the wind, the gales the

storm proved to be too strong, and had to be
rebuilt more securely the following day.

Lawrence praised Buildings and Grounds and
Security for their "great cooperation" in the
building and maintenance of the sukkah. He
also added that the Chaplain's office provided
support from the very inception of the idea.

'The sukkah will be taken down in the near
future, although it has been suggested that it

TTemain to help ^ccommpdate^juuvanted

"What's your record?" the

overnight guests. D
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Booters edge

Dartmouth,

Bates, 2-1
by Nick Cristlano

Not only is the Williams soccer team very,
very good, but it seems to know it, and that
almost caused problems last week. Though
clearly dominating both games, the Ephs had
to struggle to Consecutive 2-1 wins over
Dartmouth (there) and Bates (here), two
winless but tenacious teams. The victories

upped the Purple's record to 4-1.

"We so totally dominated play, we just
knew the ball was going in the net, and as a
result, we didn't bother to do just that," said
Coach Jeff Vennell following Saturday's win
over Bates.

Soph forward Steve Smith was the goal-

scoring hero of both games. His two
unassisted goals in the first half sealed the
first Eph victory over Dartmouth in six years
(five consecutive ties), while his marker with
ten minutes remaining was the clincher
against B,ates.

"We had about five breakaways in the first

half," said Vennell of the game at Hanover,
"and we almost had a few more goals."
Goalie Skip Grossman was sharp once

again in protecting the goals the Ephs did get,

while senior fullback Henry Haff played an
"excellent game" after replacing John
Lanier, who went out late in the first half with
a leg injury.
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woman
manager of Bates asked on Saturday mornina
prior to the contest at Cole Field.

\J{'<en told it was 3-1, she glanced at the
overcast sky, smiled nervously, and turned to
a friend. "This could be a long day," she said
From the outset it looked like it might never

end. The Purple offense moved almost
unhindered into the Bobcat zone and fired at
will at goalie Bill Smith, bhtzing him with
twelve shot?. Yet. they continually failed to
follow up on excellent iniUal shots, despite
Vennell's exhortations, and the play of the
Bobcats slowly picked up.

When Dave Quinn drove a long, Jiard shot
(rff the hands of a leaping Tracy Mcintosh
with U:14 left in the first half, it looked like
the six-hour trip from Maine might have been
worth it after all. It was the first time all
season that Williams failed to score the
game's first goal. A diving save.by Mcintosh-
(one of only two he had to make the entire
half) with two minutes remaining prevented
another score.

The action did not ruffle the Ephs. They
started the second half as they had started the
first, and like all good teams, they created
their own breaks. During one especially
threatening thrust early in the half. Bobcat
fullback John Madsen, probably more out of

frustration than anything else, pounced on a
loose ball near his own goal and was called for

hands. Hank Osborne drilled the ensuing
penalty kick to Smith's left at 32:50.

That was the proverbial turning point. The
. rest of the game was played virtually within

the radius of goalie Smith's arm. His coun-
terpart Mcintosh could have done a research
project on the composition of the soil at the

east end of Cole Field for all the action he
saw. Smith was brilliant (22 saves in all) but

the Ephs were moving the ball much more
vigorously, and as Vennell said, you just knew

"

the ball was going to go in sooner or later.

It turned out to be later, and it wasn't

Smith's fault. He was lying hopelessly out of

position with at least six Ephmen perched on

his doorstep, and could only look back
disgustedly as Steve Smith tapped the bail

into the wide 0|^n right side of the cage (Rick

Zeller assisting) with ten minutes left. The
trip back was going to be a long one after all.

"I was very pleased with our psychplogical

comeback," said Vennell, which seems to

indicate that the first half problems may have

been due to overconfidence.

With the toughest part of the schedule

ahead of them, the Ephs must concentrate on

making thebest of every scoring opportunity

they get. It is unlikely that they will have any

shooting galleries: there is no rematch with

Bates.

First on the agenda is a jaunt to Bowdoin on

Saturday. The aggressive Polar Bears, 2-3-1,

are unseasonably warm at the moment,
coming off a 5-2 romp over Amherst. The

Lord Jeffs were ranked no. 4 in the Boston

Globe's New England soccer poll early last

week. Williams was ranked no. 9 prior to the

Dartmouth game. Q
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Sports

Round-^p
Field Hocks

The women's varsity fj^V hockey team
upped its record to 4^}>l^t week with road

victories over Vassar afid NorthAdams State.

The Vassar mismatch saw the Ephwomen
jump out to a 4-0 halftime lead on a pair of

goals by forwards Bland Godden and Beth
Brownell and assists by Sue Hyndman and
captain Ginna Remington. Williams kept

relentless pressure on the Vassar goalie while

Purple goalie Nan Schluter was rarely tested.

In the second half, Brownell added fi third

:goal_for the hat trick while Shailah Stei^art

rammed home two of her own, assisted by left

wing Polly Smith and center halfback Marty
LaFreniere. The final was 7-0, Williams.

The North Adams State match was a rough-

and-tumble affair with almost as many
Williams injuries as goals. The Ephwomen
combated NASC's aggressive tactics with a

strong offensive attack and forged a 2-0 first

half lead on two goals by senior left wing

Polly Smith.

North Adams gained the upper hand in the

second half, narrowing the gap to 2-1 late in

the game and sending Marty LaFreniere to

the sidelines with a knee injury. Polly Smith's

third goal of the game restored Williams' two-

goal cushion, enabling the Ephwomen to

weather a last-second NASC tally. The final:

Williams 3, North Adams State 2.

The junior varsity (3-0) remained unbeaten

with a 1-0 win over North Adams. Williams

dominated the contest, but it took a second

half goal by Molly Roach to secure a Purple

win. The game was played with shortened

periods due to threatening weather and lack

of time.

The one remaining freshman meet will be
at.Deerfield on October 31, while J.V. meets
are scheduled for October 16 against Vermont
and R.P.I, at Troy, October 19 with M.I.T. and
Tufts at Medfopd, and the Little Three

charopionshipe at Wesleyan on November 8.

T .
.

. V -

Women's Tennis

The women's tennis team is the only un-

defeated team on campus. The Ephwomen
rolled over Smith (8-1); Vassar (8-1), and
R.P.I. (9-0) last week, running their record to

7-0. Laura Carson, De De Laird, Babe Kirk,

and Marion Sherman paced the squad with

big victories.

Women's Swimming

On Wednesday, October 23, at 7 p.m., the

Williams women's swimming team will host

Vassar in its =first home dual meet ever.^i:::i

Freshman cross country

When five purple freshmen piled out of

coach Tony Plansky's well-traveled station

wagon at Lakeville, Conn, last Wednesday,

the first reaction of the Hotchkiss cross

country squad was "Is that all?"

The Ephlets had the minimum number of

runners necessary to compete. But, when the

teams got down to business, Dan Sullivan,

Doug Greeff, and Frank Carr guaranteed a

Williams win by opening up an early lead and

running away from the field.

The trio stayed together until the last

quarter mile when Sullivan broke away to

finish first in 13:37 over the hilly 2.6 mile

course. Greeffand Carr followed with 14:02

and 14:15, respectively. Hotchkiss took the

next four places, while Dave Breuer finished

8th and Stew Read 12th to make the final

score 26-31.
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more football
from page ten

Panthers reg<0nlead

Moments later, a second Williams fumble,

this time on the home 38, gave Middlebury the

push it needed. It took Bleakley just three

plays to move his troops into the end zone.

Bicknell vaulted over from the one to give the

Panthers an 18-14 lead.

Williams went nowhere on its next

possesion and Pete Eshelman's short punt

was returned 23 yards by Dave Pope to the

Eph 34. O'Connor was the culprit this time,

racing 22 yards on a crucial third-and-five

play from the 29. Three plays later, fullback

Ken Chase plowed over a maze of purple

jereeys to make it 25-14.

^The Ephmen were down,^^t OOt-^out

Three returnees from last year's squad,

senior Gwen Rankin, junior Sue Buck, and
sophomore Randall Morrow will lead four

upperclass rookies and ten fine freshman

swimmers into the inaugural clash.

Pleasantly surprised by the number of

swimmers who came out for the team this

year, coach Carl Samuelson sees a bright

fuhire for women's swimming at'Williams.

The merwomen's rugged schedule includes

several dual meets and invitationals as well

as the New England championships. D

KING'S LIQUOR
STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

PLENTY OF ALL TYPES BEER

Spring Street Willi^mstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Sophomore Don Wallace Teplaced^aldwtn
(12 for 19 for 154 yards on the day) and his

aeriar heroics very nearly pulled out, the

game. A 17-yard pass to Eshelman clinfaxed

a 65-yard march and drew Williams to within

five, 25-20, with 3:13 left.

Middlebury was stopped on its next series

of downs and Wallace was given one last

chance with 1:23 remaining. Three quick

completions and a Panther offsides penalty

move(l the ball to the Middlebury 28. But, on

first down, the sophomore signal-caller

fumbled while attempting to pass and a mass

of white jerseys fell on the ball, sealing

Williams' fate.

"I really thought we were going to win it,"

an emotionally drained Odell said afterward.

"Wallace is the kinda guy who can do it for

you in that situation. He can reall]( throw the

football and he's got super confidence." The

Beverly, Mass. sophomore completed 7 of 13

passes for 118 yards in the final 8:20—

a

remarkable performance.

The Williams mentor felt the game was

decided in the trenches. "We weren't blocking

very well (39 carries for 49 yards)," he said,

"and our defense became frustrated in the

second half and lost its composure. They

gambled a lot on defense, shooting

linebackers and disrupting our running at-

tack. It paid off.

Wiiliams "unlucky"

"We were not lucky," Odell added. "They

came to play and they played hard. They

made things happen. We just didn't play as

well as we're capable of. I think we may have

underestimatedJhenL'l _ _

.

Williamsrnow J^a, travels to-BrunswiclC
Me. this Saturday to do battle wilHBowdoin, a

team with tremendous size that is always

tough at home. Last Saturday, a touchdown

pass with 12 seconds remaining gave Amherst
a come-from-behind victory over the Polar

Bears (1-2).

"They're not a fancy football team," Odell

said, "but they're rough and tough and hard-

hitting. We'll find out what we're made of

now." [Z

NEED A FRIEND?

Call HELP LINE
664-6391

fi

L- Phone 458-5948

i ART &
PRINTS

TC. FRAMK SHOP

§

^Vj^v^w^v^'^'^v^''''*'''''''''''''''''''''**^^^'^*

AAcClelland Press

New'and used typewriters

Complete typewriter and
adding machine service

Hallmark Cards and Eaton

Stationery

See us for all your school supply needs

If you like listening to music, you'll love Tech Hifi.

Come on in. You'll find friendly, knowledgeable sales-

people and a great selection of quality hifi components

(recommended music systems start as low as $149).

The combined purchasing power of Tech Hlfi's 44 stores

allows us to offer the lowest prices around, and still

provide 1 7 customer satisfaction guarantees.

We're celebrating our GRAND OPENING now..

Please join us.

Welcome back to a new "Inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

and entertainment at the

ammj[ Williams Inn

---, . Oyster Weekend

Baked, Scalloped $4.75, Fried $4.50

Oyster Stew $2.50, Oyster Cocktail $2.10

potato, vegetable, rolls and butter

'The Captains Cabin'

^

"Thr Srnfood Home af the BcrhhiH-s^^

Cold Spring Road, Wllliamstown, Mass. 413 458-9101

Students W«leome v^
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Pete Eshelmair [12] hauls in a Don Wallace pass U/ith tim^ running gut against Mid-
dlehury. He eluded cornerback Jim Williams [31]andscored on the play. ^-

,

territory behind the passing of Baldwin. On
first-and-goal from the 3, however, Redden
and Baldwin missed connections on an inside

handoff and the Panthers' alert Jim
Barrington scooped up the loose football to

end the Williams threat. "The balloon kinda
burst right there," Odell confessed af-

Middlebury

jinx foils

Ephs again
''

by Dan Daly

Call it a jinx. Lots of great teams have
them. The Yankee teams of the '50s and early

'60s had more World Series rings than they
• had fingers, but they never solved the Tigers'

Frank Lary, a .500 pitcher who beat the Bronx
Bombers 24 times out of 33. Then there are the

poor Los Angeles Lakers, who have lost to the

Boston Celtics in the N.B.A. final seven times.

Now, Williams College has found a Frank
Lary of its very own: the Middlebury College

. Panthers. Last Saturday, for the third con-

secutive year, the Ephmen took it on the chin

from the Vermont neigjibors. This time it was
25-20, a defeat that hurt more than the others

because the Purple should have won. Un-
fortunately, nobody bothered to tell the

Panthers that.

The Ephs weren't beaten—they just lost.

The contest was thatclose. It was a game that

players and fans will remember for a long,

long time, a game that had a little bit of

everything. For the Purple, however, the

contest had two too many fumbles and it was
fumbles that cost them the game.
Never were two teams more evenly mat-

ched. Williams had the edge in first downs, 20-

17, while the Panthers rolled up 330 yards to

the Ephs' 316. Punting average, penalty

yardage, ahd pass completion percentage
were nearly identical. Neither team threw an
interception.

But, Williams fumbled the ball away three

times, twice in the fourth quarter, and— Middlebury capitalized on each to send the

Ephmen reeling to their first loss in eight

games: the last time these two small college

powers clashed.

Many expected a low-scoring affair. After

all, experts reasoned, both offenses ran out of

the Delaware Wing-T, so there would be few
surprises. For 30 minutes, the prediction

stood up. Defense dominated the first half as

Middlebury's vaunted ground game stalled

and Williams couldn't buy a first down until

the second quarter.

/ Middlebury scores first

The Panthers' Rod Bicknell broke the ice

early in the second quarter with a 26-yard

field goal, but the Purple stormed back. Dave
Reimann's 3-yard jaunt capped a 13-play, 74-

yard drive, mostly through the air, and Kevin
Cramer's conversion gave Williams a 7-3

ha Iftime lead.

The second half was a different story as Bob
Odell and Middlebury head coach Mickey
Heinecken abandoned their conservative first

half strategies and turned their offenses

looee. Williams got on the board first, falling

on a Panther fumble a t the M iddlebury 25 a nd

>s/ scoring six plays later on a 6-yard toss from

^Jim Baldwin to fullback Tom Redden to open

a 14-3Nlead.

But, Alfcfdlebury was far from through.

Shifting their running attack into overdrive,

the Panthers marched 77-yards in nine plays

with Gary Bleakley sweeping five yards for

the score. A Bleakley to Tom O'Connor

Conversion pass narrowed the gap to 14-11.

Williams responded with a 77-yard drive of

ita own, moving deep into Middlebury

terward.

ple-ase turn to page ni(;e

Farwell wins

2nd alumni

X-C me€t
With no outside opposition on tap, the

Crosscountry team ran off with the 2nd An-
nual Aluminum Bowl oh Saturday. Long,
scenic runs through the foilage strewn
Berkshires gave way to meeting past harriers

of Coach Plansky's tutelage on a rapid trip

around the 3.8 mile A course. Both experience

and exuberant youth bowed to the grinding

pace of the Varsity who scored 29 points to

soundly defeat the alumni, 54, and the fresh-

men, 44.

The race for the tape, however, came down
to ex-Eph marathon specialist Pete Farwell
and freshman prodigy Joe Kolb, Blazing
through a tough first mile in 4:55, the oddly

matched duo pulled away from the pack,

matching strides until Wood House, where the

Deacon pulled away to a twenty-yard victory.

Farwell missed the course record by a single

second with a clocking of 19:11 while Kolb's
19:14 missed the college record, jointly held

by Farwell and Jay Haug, by the same
margin.-

Senior co-captain Scott Lutrey won the

other section of the race, finishing a half-

minute behind Kolb. The Grimace had to

search for his finishing sprint to outlast Bob
Clifford and freshman Dan Sullivan as the

first five finishers broke twenty minutes.

Assuring a varsity victory were Paul
Skudder, Mike McGarr and Bert Saul in 6th,

7th, and 9th. Sandwiched between McGarr
and Saul was John Babington '67, last fall's

Aluminum Bowl champion. Frosh Frank Carr
and Doug Greeff filled the next two spots,

before John Rathgeber flew across, con-

tinuing the varsity flood.

Chris Potter led the varsity to their first win
last year with a second place finish. But for

the alumni his celebrated finish could bring
him no better than 13th. Dan Hindert '71,

Roger Maynard '68, and Stephen Sease '68

completed the alumni scoring with Jeff Elliott
'74 (claiming XC experience in high school)
and Michael Brewer '65 rounding out the
field.

Though an excellent meet, the Aluminum
Bowl was more than just a race, it was a fun
experience in a sport too often associated
solely with pain and suffering. Old friends
returned to talk over old and new times (not
dll recorded on a stopwatch) and present-day
Eph harriers could meet the people behind
the names on the college record books. The
alumni and the seniors were last seen plotting

for next year's victory.

Coach Plansky's men make the first of

•many voyages to Frankhn Park in Boston

Saturday for a triangular meet with MIT.
and Tufts, The Ephs tied the Jumboe last

year; a full sweep is looked for this time out

Daly on Sports

Purple fever

It sneaks up on you slowly, imperceptibly,

until one day you realize that you're

hopelessly caught up in Williams College

athletics. Suddenly, you're not a freshman
any longer. Your feet are onthe ground, you
don' t call home twice a week, you even get up
the courage to miss a few classes or to go
down to The Log on a "school night"

It's a funny feeling, because when you were
sitting^onji folding chair, not long ago with

your-cap_aiid gown _on,__walting for the

Superintendent of Schools to hand you your
high school diploma, you probably had
yourself convinced it would never be the

same. Never again would you feel so strongly

attached to a school, its students, its teams.

Then, the summer quickly passed and it

was fall again: football seasoa Only, this

time it was different You were in a strange

place—Mom's home cooking was missing.

You hadn't met many people y^, you didn't

even know who was on the football team, but

you went to the game ^nyway, juSt as you'd

done for more Saturdays than you could

remember.
Gradually, you learn your way around

campus. You find out what 'za is and some
upperclassman tells you that you can get your
hometown honey in free at the A.M.T. by

picking up a ticket for her with your room-
mate's I.D.

All but the closest of your high school

companions slowly drift out of touch and you
cease writing ten letters a week. Your per-

ntanent address, for four years at least, is

\yilliamstown, Massachusetts 01267.

You invest in a purple shirt purple slacks,

purple everything. It bugs you when you tell a
Floridian during spring vacation that you go
to Williams and he says, "Oh, Williams and
Mary?" Finally, it gets to the point where you
wouldn't miss a . football, ho^ey, or

basketball game for all the chicken cutlets in

the world. Forget Tuesday's hour test forget

that philosophy paper, forget the 250-page
book you have to read for Monday—THERE'S
A GAME TODAY!
There aren't any cheerleaders to whip the

crowd into a frenzy, there aren't any cannons
or bombs bursting in air, but there's always
the antics of the band to keep the fans happy
and Southern Comfort to keep you warm if

you couldn't get a date for the weekend.
All of a sudden, extra points mean more

than brownie points. You're an armchair
quarterback, second-guessing Odie when he
doesn't run a double reverse on third-and-27

or when your boyfriend doesn't get into the

game. But mostly, you just scream your head
off, because a win means the Saturday night

mixer will be hopping and a loss means you'd
be better off spending the evening in the
library. -

,

Trying to remain Impartial Saturday while
broadcasting the game over WCFM, not
jumping up and down when Williams pulled
ahead, 14-3, or tearing up my program when

- Middlebury stormed back to take the lead
was pure torture.

The real show, though, was watching the
rise and fall of the Williams side, which
overflowed with students, alumni, and fans by

. the_time- the fourth quarter rolled around.
Although many had given up hope, nobody
dared leave the stands when Middlebury went
ahead, 25-14.

Moments later, the place was jumping. Don
Wallace's late-game heroics had brought the
crowd to life, and when Pete Eshelman
scored on a 17-yard pass play with more than
three minutes left the foot-stomping grew to

seismographic proportions.

But it was not to be. The Panthers had just
enough left to hold off a last-ditch Williams
drive and things quieted down rather quickly
except for the singing of a few bars of

"Goodbye, Williams" on the Middlebury side.

As the final seconds ticked away, I wished I

could have grabbed the announcer's
microphone and thanked both teams for one
of the most exciting football games I had ever
seen. But I knew that wouldn't heal any
wounds—the damage had been done.

Weston Field was nearly empty when I left

Some children were playing touch football on
the same field as "the big guys." A couple of

alums remained, renewing old acquaintances

while their daughters waved banners and
shouted "Yeah, Middlebury" in a harmless
tone that now seemed obnoxious. I could

hardly wait for next Saturday. U

Alumni Tragedy

karold Hawkins '71 suffered a spinal

injury in an alumni rugby game on Cole

Field last Sunday, October 13.

According to members of the rugby

team in the game, the full weight of a loose

ruck (a rugby formation which in this case

contained about ten people) collapsed onto

Hawkins' neck, severing the spinal cord.

After being rushed to Pittsfield General

Hospital, he was operated on by Or
Eugene Leibowitz who termed the ac-

cident a cerebral spine injury. He believed

that Hawkins would "most likely ' be

paralyzed permanently from the waist

down and possibly in the upper ex

tremities.

[photo by McOellan]

Henry Haf/uses his head while an unidentified Bates player gives him the cold shoulder.
Bob Samuelson looks on. Williams won, 21. ...,*,.....
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Inflation

hits faculty
••

- salaries

^^and benefits
*

by Bill Widing
With heightened inflation and increased

Social Security payments taking larger
chunks of salaries and fringe benefits from
the faculty, the Faculty Ad Hoc Committee on
FringeBenefits recently submitteda 13-point,

100-page advisory report to the ad-
ministration suggesting improvCment'Tn
professors' compensation.

"The faculty is very worried about its

economic status as faculties all across the

country are worried about it," remarked
Prof. Peter Berek, chairman of the com-
mittee.

The major points of the report emphasize
increases of salary rather than fringe

benefits; a guarantee that faculty have a
take-home pay of 75 per cent of their final five

years' take-home pay; a yearly growth in

disability insurance of 3 per cent to offset

inflation; no changes in sick leave, medical
insurance, or housing policies; and an in-

crease in several professional fringe benefits

and as payed leaves and research funding.

Facing the college administration is the

dilemma of how to fund both the Social

Security payment increases required by a

new law and the requ^ts for higher salaries

and benefits by a financially harassed
faculty.

The Ad Hoc Committee report served to

advise the administration of faculty needs
and to supply the faculty with information

pertaining to issues of cpmpeifsation
nationally. Although the report is not a formal
proposal to the administration, because of the

close coordination of faculty and ad-

ministration which most committee members
felt was "healthy," the report should gain

easy passage by the trustees.

President John W. Chandler indicated that

he would recommend the majority report to

the trustees with only minor changes. He
would alter to the generous side the benefits

to assistant professors who have not received

leave.

According to Berek, "Most faculty regard
the mix of salary and fringe benefits to be
about right." He admits that on a point by
point basis the report didn't satisfy
everyone's views, since a wide variety of age
and family situations within the faculty
creates a wide range of desires. What
emerged, Berek commented, "was a balance
between conflicting claims."
The present salary-budget mixv places

Williams about in the middle range of

colleges and university compensation
nationally, but below Amherst and Wesleyan,
its Little Three brother institutions.

"I am satisfied," he continued, "that the

balance betyk'een salary and fringe benefits,

for the majority of the committee, is about
right. But the over-all level^of compensation
is lower than it shouldBe. This is not said in a-

sense of outrage, we feel that the college is

doing pretty well. We'd just like to see it do a

litUe better."

Minority Report

Prof. Russell H. Bostert, who wrote a

minority report with Prof. Charles D.

Compton, stated that the minority was "in

agreement with most of it (majority report).

Our major disagreement is how much faculty

members and the college should be putting

into retirement as financial protection,

particularly for older faculty, against the

possibiUty that the retirement projection

would fall short."

Despite the increases almost certain to be
approved by the trustees, Prof. Frederick
Rudolph cited the inability of colleges

generally to use their resources to keep up
with inflation.

He warned, "It looks like we're in for hard

times. We (faculty) will probably fall behind

in relation to other professions'.' But Rudolph
noted that the administration was "trying to

be as equitable as can be with the resources at

their disposal."

President Chandler appointed the Ad Hoc
Committee in December 1973 to examine a

new college policy on pension contributions

which went into effect January 1, 1974. In

addition, he hoped it would also reevaluate

the entire fringe benefit policy of the college,

which had not been checked in some time.

The faculty plans to establish a permanent
committee to provide a constant liaison with?

the administration on the compensation issue

at their next faculty meeting. Membership
will be filled by the Steering Committee and

one member from the Ad Hoc Committee.| J

Trustees approve sale of

Mount Hope Farm sections^^
by David R.Ross

The sale of peripheral areas of Mount Hope
Farm for real estate development has been
authorized by the Williams College Board of

Trustees.

At the Board's fall meetinfe earlier this

month, approval was given to recom-
mendations made by President John W.
Chandler for the future of the College's 1100-

acre property in South Williamstown. These
recommendations were based on the final

report of the Mount Hope Study Committee
published last May.
"We plan to begin immediately ex-

plorations which we hope will lead to the sale

of most of the land" in a 50-acre parcel across
the Green River to the north, said Chandler.
"Similarly, we are ready to consider any
proposals for sale or lease of the 25 acres in

the 'cowbarn complex' along the Green
River."

The Mount Hope Study Committee report

divided the property into three elements.

Element I encompasses the land to the north

of the Green River, largely undeveloped for

some faculty housing. Element II, the

cowbarn complex, includes several barns, a

dairy buildihg, and Herdsman's Cottage, and
according to the report "might be suitable for

light manufacturing, animal care, a museum,
archives; a recreation complex, and a crafts

center." Element III, the main parcel of 850

acres, consists of the Elm Tree House,

agricultural open land. Deer Ridge, and
Indian Springs.

Under the plan approved by the Board of

Trustees, land in Element I will be sold in

such a way as to protect the interests of

faculty members renting houses there. Sales

of these houses and lots would oceur only

should the sale of other land become con-

tingent on their inclusion in the package.

The Williamstown Zoning Bylaw was
considered to be sufficiently restrictive by the

Study Committee to protect the land from
over-development. Under the Bylaw, Mount
Hope Farm is designated a rural residence,

said William R. Moomaw, Assofeiate

Professor of Chemistry and a member of the

Williamstown Planning Board. The minimum

Homecoming,
folk style:

Jerry Jeff Walker

. . . Perched high above the stage at the Music Hall Sunday night,

hooked to a chain extending from the ceiling, was a wagon wheel and a

saddle. There, perhaps, to enhance the image of Jerry Jeff Walker as

a rural Texas cowboy.

Walker sauntered on stage, strapped his guitar across the back of

his brown leather jacket, squinted under the brim of his straw cowboy

hat and grinned. "Hi, Buckaroos, it's Scamp Walker time again."

Walker comes across on stage as an authentic folk hero, much like

the legendary "Mr. Bojangles." The man's instincts draw him into

that proud tradition of minstrels and troubadors. At times the har-

mony slipped and the raspy voice slurred over the syllables, which

just personifies the easy going Walker style.

"I knew a man, Bojangles and, he danced for you." Walker's lean

body went limp and he weaved from side to side. The audience was

quiet and attentive as Walker's voice broke the silence of the hall with

the plight of Bojangles.

Much of Walker's material came from his recent album. "Viva

Terlingua!", an album recorded in a ghost town dance-hall with

mobile equipment. Even making an appearance was that grand old

man of Luckenbach, Hondo Crouch, who was introduced as "the spirit

of Texas personified."

Hondo Crouch, In his faded denims tucked Into his brown boots, and

a red bandana around his neck, recited the poem "Luckenbach

Moon."
Clapping echoed throughout the hall as-Walker and the 7-piece Lost

Gonzo Band sang "London Homesick Blues," "Sangria Wine," "L. A.

Freeway," and "Desperados Waiting For A Train." Walker returned

to the stage for "Will The Circle Be Unbroken ..."

Texas Hill country music comes to Chapin Hall on Friday,

November 8 at 8 p.m. with Jerry Jeff Walker and the Lost Gonzo Band.

Also appearing will be Andy Robinson, who first performed at

Williams during the winter weekend concert in February, 1973.

Walker is an experienced folk musician from the Austin Hill country

who is at the center of a resurgence of Texas country and folk music.

Appearing with such other notables as Micftael Murphy, Willy Nelson,

and B. W. Stevenson, Walker has made Texas one of the new centers of

American popular music, and his songs are filled with the distinctive

images of Texas: buckaroos, cowboy-hats, fiddles, saddles, wooden

barnwalls and guitars.

The Lost Gonzo Band is keyed by Jerry Jeff's electric rhythm guitar

and the keyboards and harmonies of Gary Nunn, and the band's sound

has been reviewed as "the fattest, most energetic sound in the

business."

This concert will hopefully mark the return of small scale popular

music to the Williams College campus. The ACEC plans to present

throughout the year the quality music that small, relatively inex-

pensive bands can often provide; this policy insures that ticket prices

for Williams students will not rise to the normal levels for almost any

popular music concert: six, seven, or eight dollars. Tickets will be sold

exclusively to Williams students beginning tomorrow night at 5:30

p.m. in all major dining halls. Students must show their I.D.'s and will

be allowed to purchase two tickets per I.D.

It goes without saying that no smoking or alcohol will be allowed in

Chapin Hall. If there isany problems at this concert, popular music at

Williams is for all intents and purposes dead, since the members of

this year's entertainment committee are simply not willing to take the

responsibility for Chapin Hall's destruction during an ACEC^ncert.

There will be a wide variety of superior music on campus this J^r if

this concert is free of all of the problems which beset the CK.pin

concertiSpst year. ,T

Wesleyafi weekend begins with "Scamp Walker time" on Fridayvii

November 8. . i _ Ll
' . . .

allowable plot size for a rural residence is 2.5

acres. This is designed to "ensure an
adequate underground water supply" and to

"prevent contamination of well water
through sewage disposal," Moomaw said. It

has been suggested that the 2.5 minimum
acreage is not restrictive enough.

Beyond Elements I and II, "some further

study will be required before we will be ready
to market, as recommended in the report, the

18 to 24 large residential lots in the three

general areas of the main parcel, two along

the Hopper Road and one fronting on the

Green River, and all removed from the (Elm
Tree House) and its vistas," declared
ChandLpr. "Our present plan is to Umit sale in

the near term to the 12 to 18 plots in the

Hopper Road areas, retaining the parcel of

farm land fronting on the Green River."

He added that there would be a continuing

study of more intensive use of various parts of

the property. Special attention will be given to

Elm Tree House and the surrounding open
land.

Conte: "I've

been fighting"
by Steven Rothstein

With the sponsorship of the Williams
Republican Club, Congressman Silvio O.

Conte delivered a prepared talk and fielded

questions from the audience last week at the

FitchiProspect Lounge. The audiencf^-'
although small in numbers ( twenty to twenfy-

five students and townspeople), seemed truly

interested and supportive of the

congressman's views ajid actions in

Washington as was indicated by the applause
and the many people who, after the program,
told Conte that he had their vote.

'The congressman who represents the first

congressional district of Massachusetts,
which includes Williamstown, began his talk

with the current political pun he'd heard
earlier that day referring to the Wilbur Mills

incident. "She was only a stripper from the

Silver Slipper, but she sure knew her Ways
and her Means." He went on, in a more
serious tone, to discuss his background in'

government—both on the state and federal

branches. "I've been fighting, ever since I've

been in Congress."

Despite the small turnout, his "hectic day",

and the late hour, the congressman still

seemed willing to share his beliefs with the

audience. "I work hard, often fourteen hours

a day, and seven days a week." As a member
of the appropriations committee, three of its

sub-committees, the Migratory Bird Con-

servation Commission and co-chairman of the

New England Congressional Caucus, Conte's

interests and activities are extended in many
directions. His two major concerns, are in the

areas of energy conservation and realign-

ment of the federal budget's priorities.

Six years ago "I gave the very first speech

oh energy," Conte said. Unfortunately, the

message was "not heard until recently, when
it was too late." The "import quota system I

felt . . . was discriminatory to the people of

New England." The Congressman also

outlined his support for stronger anti-trust

laws, the Budget Impoundment Control Act,

increased aid to Viet Nam veterans, and the

direct election of the President.

The small turnout of persons for the speech

was attributed to the pelting rain, Conte's

unexpected delay, and the Thursday hour
tests.

The Williams Republican Club, organizer of

this event, is trying to bring in a wide range of

speakers to the campus throughout the year,

Don Clark, the club's president indicated. He'

said he invited Conte because "he (Conte) is

straight-forward and speaks his mind." Clark

went on to say that Conte "cooperates with

the (Republican) Party, but t^iey don't

control him."

On November 5th, Election Day, a

Democratic lawyer from Pittsfield, Thomas
R. Manning, will challenge Conte for his seat

in the House of Representatives. The voters of

the First Congressional Disbict may be

deciding if Conte's pledge to "continue to

repre^nt all the people regardless of political

affiliation" and to "continue to vote ac-

cording to the dictates of my conscience and
what, in my considered judgment, is in the

best interests of the district and the country"

vis more than mere rhetoric to them. Q
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ReAd supports Dukakis—
On election day, November 5thi Massachusetts voters haveia significant

choice between the two major gubernatorial candidates. They can vote for

either the incumbent, Governor Francis ^W. Sargent or the young,

aggressive challenger. Democrat Michael S. Dukakis. As shown in a series

of earlier articles and position papers the candidates differ greatly.

The incumbent has been in the Governor's chair for six years. During

that time unemployment has dramatically risen, significant numbers of

major businesses have left the state while still others have never been en-

ticed to enter the Commonwealth and provide the needed jobs. Public roads

have been expanded while mass transportation has been stifled. Judicial

and penal reforms have moved at a snail's pace.

Governor Sargent has fruitlessly tried to pass ten governmental
reorganization packages—with little success. After two to three years of

tireless effort he has only been able to pass the few that are either com-
promised to death or originally supported by the legislature's Democratic
leadership. The Governor, and his bloated staff, have spent an enormous
amount of time bickering about petty issues with the House and Senate
Democratic leaders.

Under Mike Dukakis's administration this will not happen. Aside from
their party affiliations, both Dukakis and his outstanding young running-

mate—Tom O'Neill have a total of ten year's experience in this legislature.

They know how it works and have dealt with the people who can make it

work.
Mike Dukakis typifies the new breed of lawmakers, not politicians. He

has worked effectively inside and outside the system. As the former
moderator of the Public Broadcasting System's "The Advocates", he has
addressed most of the crucial issues facing the nation today. He did his

homework so meticulously that the show was awarded an Emmy under
his able direction.

While in the legislature he had many accomplishments. The bills he
carried through the state legislature passed, not because he held massive
press conferences and antagonized opposing legislators, but because he met
with hundreds of interested people and built up a wide base of popular
support.

His major accomplishments include the No-Fault Auto Insurance bill (a
model for Congress and state legislatures throughout the country), removal
of the architectural state contracts from the political grab bag, and a series

of tough anti-pollution legislation.

When Mike Dukakis becomes Chief Executive he has, promised to

eliminate the useless Governor's Council, the patronage office that

presently doles out countless of unnecessary jobs to political friends and
increase the state government's efficiency by 5 per cent. He also plans to

increase aid for public transportation, establish major judicial reforms, and
put Massachusetts on the road towards economic stabilization.

The Sargent-Dwight literature states that "the best judge of what he
will do in the future lies with what he has done and begun in the past." We
agree with the Governor in this situation, and that is why we are going to

cast our ballot for the Dukakis O'Neill ticket.

Shoot the dog

Demo Style
by Peler lllllman

The DEMO Committee, composed of eight

student representatives from different

geographical locations about campus, has

been meeting recently to discuss college

problems related to the increased amount of

wanton, senseless destruction students have

done to dorms and row houses.

The Committee at once elected as Chair-

man Andy "Demo-Demon" "Mad Dog"
Miller, a senior, from Bemis Heights. In his

self-nomination speech Mr. Miller hinted that

if the other members did not elect him as
Chairman he would beat their faces inrThe
members elected Andy by voice vote,

signifying a "yes" vote by smashing chaifs

upon the table in Greylock A.

The new Chairman assumed his post and
announced DEMO Committee plans for this

school year. He said that he only wanted oh

the Committee students who were especially

dedicated and motivated by an interest in the

art of demolition. At this point Miller's

remarks were interrupted when a fight broke
out among two members, Tony "Cruncher"
Deraldo and Skip "Animal" Sneed. Members
cheered and munched pretzels as Animal and
Cruncher spilled out into the quad via the big

double window. Amid cries of "Short! Short!"

Cruncher proceeded to utilize a two-inch

height advantage over Animal by slamming
his head against the wall of Carter House until

he laughed.

Chairman Miller then adjourned the

meeting temporarily for refreshments.
Members displayed their drinking prowess by

chugging cans of Utica Club and smashing the

empty cans through the color television in the

basement of Bryant House. After refresh-

ments, members convened again in the Fitch-

Prospect quad to give individual reports.

Members had to summarize their demo ac-

tivities while away from the Committee. All

agreed the highlight of such activity was tlie

achievement of Jack "Longball" Gordon,
who drove his car onto the field and qyer the

goalposts at the Bowdoin football ,game in u

drunken attempt to prevent Bowdoin from
scoring in the final seconds.-FredStimTnbhs
received eommtneetudos when it was an-
nounced his house led the intramural com-
petition for the event :Maf9t Money Owed B&G
for Destruction of College Property.

The Committee then turned to serious

consideration of the college's attempt to raise

student .parking fees for next year, and
organized a Steering Committee to drive

members' cars onto the front lawns of

designated college officials. Alarmed over the

problem of inadequate student advising, the

DEMO Committee assigned one member to

write a short traoklet outlining the function of

the DEMO Committee. This booklet will be

published out of College Council fundsTinder

severe threat to the health of Council officers

Before finally adjourning. Chairman Miller

mentioned the work and efforts of a former
Committee member who, at the nomination of

the Compnittee on Academic Standing, at-

tained the Williams All-Pro Team—Social,

Academic, and Disciplinary Probation. This

means the student is presently on sabbatical.

In summary. Miller said:

"By his constant devotion and attention to

the art of senseless destruction of college

property, without caring about the rights of

other students, he sacrificed himself to the

highest ideals as maintained by the DEMO
Committee. It is only fitting that his loss is

rr«parable." H

CORRESPONDENCE
Car Toll

To the editor:

This is in response to your editorial "Soften

the Toll" regarding the increase in the fee for

registering a car at the College. The figures

that were reported in the article by Ann
Sierks in the same issue were, in my
judgment, conservative estimates of the costs

associated with providing for student cars on
campus. The security costs in particular,

represent an estimate only of the costs of the

Security Department related to student

parking, and would disappear if we had no
cars on campus for students. The total budget
for the Security Office is in excess of $100,000

per year, since we provide a security force 24

hours per day, 7 days a week.

As I read your editorial, your main concern
is that students wishing to minimize the cost

of transportation between their home and the

College are being penalized by the new
registration fee. This is not the case, since in

recognition of this possible economy the
Security Office charges no registration fee for

cars that are parked and locked in dead
storage with the plates turned in. This results

in a subsidy to individuals who wish to travel

by this means, since the parking lots still

must be constructed, maintained, and
secured, but „we choose not to make an
assessment on those who use the automobile
strictly for home-to-college transportation.

As a result, I believe that our policy on car
registration fees for students is already in line

with the one you propose: "Those wealthy
enough to enjoy a car as a simple luxury
shoul{l have to pay for it." Those who "are

just trying to beat the high cost of getting

back and forth between college and home"

need not pay the "high" registration fee

I should also like to comment on your

editorial "Raise a Voice". Last year we

established a Provost's Advisory Committee

to provide my office with a soutce of input on

financial and related matters from both

students and faculty. There are four student

members of this committee and six faculty,

chosen from standing committees of the

College, including the CEP, the CUL, and the

Admissions Committee, as well as

representation from the College Council it

self. Students now serving on that commiKee

are: Corinne Ball, Paul Council, Ellen Oxfdd,

and Robert Stacey. Faculty members include

Professors Bartlett, Berek, Exum, Kox,

Oakley, and L. Warren.
Stephen K. l.owis..lr.

Provost

Williams litter box
To the editor:

Many years ago one of my favorite

pastimes was coming to Williamstown in the

fall to play soccer, for one of your friendlier

rivals, against Williams. Every fall my
brother and I return to visit the russel

hillsides of this lovely valley where our

friends live and your college lies. I am most

disturbed, however, by the increasing

amounts of litter found about your campus

each year: snack bar cups and beer cans

especially. In my walks around the campus I

have found few places further, than one

please turn to pa9e Ihret

.
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Notes on the Aleutian-Padfic Causeway,

by Vernon M. Endo

Amidst the controversy surrounding the
War in Viet Nam, racial turmoil, and student
unrest during the 1960s, perhaps the single

greatest poUtical maneuver occurred in the

virtually publicized construction of the
Aleutian-Pacific Causeway, connecting the

state of Alaska with the Island of Niihau of the
Hawaiian Islands. While the attention of the
nation and the world focussed upon the

-^various crises of this turbulent decade, the

state governments of Hawaii and Alaska, in
conjunction with the powerful lobbyihgTn-
terests of the construction industry,
procurred federal assistance to finance the

largest building project in the history of the

Pacific area.

The project began in 1962 as construction in

Hawaii began to decline following a period of

rapid development and building, which saw
the industry employ 17 per cent of the total

labor force in Hawaii. The building of roads
and hotels comprised the majority of activity

for the industry, providing jobs for people
involved in construction, but also for a vast^
group of people working in allied fields such
as tourism, the manufacture of building

materials, and other industries. The con-

struction of state highways throughout the

islands, alone, pumped upwards of 70 million

dollars a year into the Hawaiian economy
from 1959 to 1963. In short, the Hawaiian
economy remained heavily dependent upon
construction for its well-being. In 1962 as

economic observers began to forecast the end
of the construction "boom" in the state, the

leaders of the construction industry met with
members of the Governor's cabinet to

determine a viable course of action. Their
solution was simple: they would petition the

Department of Transportation for money
from the Federal Highway Trust Fund for the

construction of a four lane highway to connect
all seven islands of the Hawaiian chain.

In Alaska, meanwhile, the Governor called

a special conference of business leaders to

seek ways of invigorating and expanding the

economy of the 49th State. The consensus of

opinion at that conference, held on February
4-7, 1962, revolved on the notion that regulated

tourism would bring millions of dollars into

Alaska, would provide thousands of jobs, and
would serve as a short-term solution while the

state actively encouraged the development of

other industries. The report delivered to the

Governor stated, "... While uncontrolled,

and unregulated tourism will invariably lead

to the detriment of the environment, as

evidenced in Miami Beach and Waildki,

regulated tourism, controlled through a state

office, could provide the quickest short-term

cure for the stagnating Alaskan economy."

The report also recommended that the state

seek federal assistance in making Alaska

more accessible to the rest of the nation by
encouraging airline price cuts among
domestic carriers on the Anchorage-Seattle
and Anchorage-Honolulu routes. Acting
immediately upon the recommendation of the
blue ribbon committee, the Governor sent the
report and his personal recommendations to
the Departmente of Transportation, Com-
merce, and the Interior for consideration.
By March of 19K--tlie Departments of

Transportation and Comifnferce were under
immense political pressure from the
Hawaiian construction industry, the two
Senators from Hawaii, who also actively
supported the construction of the intra-state

in width. The joint report of the three
departments stated, ".

. . The rising costs of
flying from the west coast to Honolulu as well
as from Anchorage to Honolulu, and the lack
of availability of other means of tran-
sportation that could render the 50th State
less isolated from the rest of the contiguous
United States would in itself warrant this

construction . . . Tourists from Hawaii could
drive north to Anchorage in 5% days, thereby
bringing an estimated 2.5 miUion tourists per
year to Alaska. The invigorating of the
Alaskan economy with this tourism would be
phenomenal."
The Aleiitian-Pacific Causeway Authority

Exxon Corp. to supply the gasoline fbr all a&
stops but pressure from Standard Oil of

Californiaiind Gulf Oil forced the Authority to

allow each of the three companies six stops

with the remaining two stops to be supplied by

independent refinery.

Having consumed nine billion dollars and
almost nine years of planning and con-

struction, the causeway has not met the op-

timistic expectations of its proponents in

Alaska, Hawaii, and Washington. While the

construction of the cause\yay did pump nearly
four billion dollars into the Hawaiian
economy and two billion into the Alaskan
economy over the nine year period, it served
only as a short term solution to the economic x
ills of the two states. The construction of th^

causeway prompted an incredible period of

economic growth for the two states; with a ^

11.3 per cent rate of growth in Hawaii in 1965

that reached its peak in 1970 at 20.1 per cent;

while^n Alaska the rate of economic growth
began with a 9 per cent increase in 1965 over '

the rate of growth in 1964, until finally ; .=

reaching its peak of 17 per cent of real growth -—
in 1970. Once construction stopped in 1971,

however, thftp>t—f economic growth for both '

highway, as well as from the senators and
Congressmen from Alaska, who lobbied for

federal assistance to promote tourism. After
closed session meetings lasting nearly three

and one-half weeks, the Departments of

Transportation, Commerce, and the Interior

finally decided upon the construction of a four

lane superhighway connecting Anchorage,
Alaska with the island of Niihau as the

solution to satisfy the various economic in-

terests in both states, and also to provide an
answer to the economic problems of the two
newest members of the Union. A detailed

feasibility study had already existed, as the

Eisenhower administration at one time had
considered such a plan during the period of

intense interestate highway construction in

the mid-1950s; at a time when highways were
considered essential for the defense of the

nation. The marine geological survey con-

ducted in 1956-57 reported that a natural

volcanic ridge stretched laterally along the

edge of the North American continental shelf

form the Aleutian Islands to the Hawaiian
chain. Th^ peaks, which averaged 115 feet

below the surface of the water throughout this

ridge, therefore, could be utilized as supports

for the causeway. The causeway would be

approximately 4900 miles in length and 75 feet

(APCA), an agency set up to administer the

construction and maintenance of the

causeway, set the beginning date of con-

struction at March 1963 with completion in

January of 1971. The Federal Highway Trust

Fund contributed about 4 billion dollars, and
the Defense Department allocated one billion

dollars from its fiscal budget, while Alaska

and Hawaii, through the issuance of long term
bonds and the solicitatioh of Japanese in-

vestment, agreed to raise an additional 4

billion dollars. The revenue expected from
tolls would cover the overall maintenance of

the causeway.

The construction of the causeway began
without the usual fanfare of any large public

construction project so that undue publicity

would not be drawn toward this massive plan.

While administrations in Washington
changed, and public sentiment toward the

war shifted from one of
^
support to

disillusionment, the construction of the

causeway continued its planned until com-
pletion in 1971. The APCA then opened bids

for the construction of fuel-rest areas placed

approximately 250 miles apart. The Savarin

Corp., placing the lowest bid, built 20 such

rest stops with complete motel and restaurant

facilities. The APCA originally allowed the

»

Vietupoint

Students displace Williamstown families

1 by William R. Moomaw
The desire to live off-campus by many

students is a perfectly understandable one,

and there are certainly good reasons for doing

-so in some cases. Unfortunately, the headline

of the recent ReAd article, "Off-Campus

Housing Means Empty Rooms for College,"

would seem to put the emphasis in the wrong

place.

As a faculty member, a resident of the

community, and a member of the William-

stown Planning Board, I have become acutely

aware of a more serious issue in relation to

off-campus housing. As mentioned briefly in

the article, students living off-campus do

compete for the limited middle, moderate,

and low income rental housing in William-

stown. Let me perhaps put the problem in

perspective by giving you some basic in-

formation. According to the 1970 census, the

median income level in the town of

Williamstown was $11,291 per family. This is

less than one third the median income of the

families of Williams undergraduates. Fur-

thermore, 42 per cent of the 1904 William-

stown families earned less than $10,000 per

year, 16 percent earned below $5,000 per year

and 6Vi per cent, or 123 families, were below

the poverty level as defined by the federal

government.
By contrast, the Mission Park dormit

the most recent new construction on campus,

was built at a cost of approximately $18,000

per student resident of that dormitory. This is

equivalent to a family of four living in a

$72,000 house. Needless to say, it is difficult

for the residents of Williamstown (including

faculty members) to understand why the

price of scarce rental housing should be

driven up by students who are housed in such

luxury. In fact, I have received telephone

calls from moderate income people who

claim that they are being evicted from their

rental housing because their landlord can

receive higher rents from a group of more

affluent students for their apartment.

Clearly, the student quoted in the article as

saying he felt like part of the town community

while living off-campus, had not run into the

family whom he may have displaced. Fur-

thermore, there has been considerable

pressure on the WiUiamstown Planning

Board from citizens living next door to groups

of students to pass restrictive legislation

which would, in effect, limit the number of

students who live off-campus.

Undergraduate stu(Jents should be aware

that they are not the only Williams-related

people who have an impact on the housing

market in Williamstown. Besides the faculty

and staff who live and work here, there are

undergraduate, married sUident couples who

must live off-campus. The older, often

married, graduate students in the art

program, and those students in the

development economics program who bring

their families here from abroad also must

compete for less expensive housing. Finally,

there has been considerable competition for

middle cost and more expensive housing in

town from alumni of the College who wish to

maintain a second or third residence in the

Berkshires near their alma mater.

I find that generally students who wish to

live off-campus are unaware of their impact

on the local housing market, but that most are

sympathetic to the problem when informed.

Rather than competing with low and

moderate income people in town, I would urge

students who are not satisfied with their

present housing arrangements at Williams to

work with the Committee on Undergraduate

Life and the Deans' office to make alternative

forms of living arrangements available on the

campus which will be suitable to their in-

dividual wants, or in some cases, needs.

There appear to be several options including

cooperative dorms, and conversion of smaller

dorms into apartments, in addition to

modifying existing housing arrangemenU. In

the meantime, something must be done to

reduce the excessive number of students

living off-campus.^ , Q

staties levelled off at 4 per cent. During this

period of construction Alaska never fully

developed its,^other industries, while Hawaii

continued to rely upon construction as a

major contributor to her economy. The
estimated 2.5 million annual tourist traffic to

Alaska never materiaUzed, as the causeway
simply did not get the expected use that its

proponents had argued it would in the

feasibility report.

In January of 1973 on a combined Political

Economy-Geology winter study project,

Kenneth Fisher and Dave Stokes, both

WiUiams '74, travelled to Anchorage to

determine the reasons for the lack of use of

the causeway by the population in Alaska and
Hawaii. They spent one week in Anchorage
talking with the local residents, hitchhiked

down the causeway to Hawaii and spent

another week talking with tourists in

Honolulu. The reasons given by people in

Honolulu ranged from their distaste of cold

weather, to the long, boring drive across the

Pacific. -A middle aged woman tourist from
Canton, Ohio interviewed by the pair

remarked, "I came to Hawaii to get away
from the cold weather. There's no way I'm

going to drive for 5'/^ days, spend two nights

in a Savarin motel and watch the flying fish as

we drive along; just to get up to Alaska." In

Ancorage a typical comment came from an

Alaskan businessman who said, "1 simply

can't take a week to drive to Hawaii. For the

extra 75 dollars it costs to fly, I'd much rather

spend that week on the beach in Honolulu." In

short, the expectations of the builders of the

causeway were not realized. The recent

energy crisis, moreover, places the future of

the causeway in a very precarious position as

in February of 1974 the Federal Energy Chief

put the causeway on low priority gasoline

status. This move has all but shut down the

causeway for the past year. As one Hawaiian

remarked, "If you think I'm going to embark
on a five and a half day trip with the

possibility that there might not be gasoline at

Savarin Stop No. 11, you've got to be crazy."

But alas, think of the possibilities ... To be

stranded on the causeway . . .

Verne Endo is presently a junior political

science major at Williams, who resides in

Hawaii. He spent last summer working as an

admirtistrative assistant for the Aleutian

Pacific Causeway Authority.

more letters
from page two

hundred yards from a garbage can, but will

not there be a litter basket in the building of

your destination? Your generation has little

right to chastise your parents and my
generation for our pollution if you are unable

to hang on to your litter. Your campus is

lovely, and you do not improve it with the

proliferation of litter.'' -v.

Respectfully,

Willard F. Jcssup
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Ruling Class

with Driscoll:

successful
/i-stfl-'iy tirf \i'-'' **>';' <¥!

•'/«y.

ipeler iSisr&er The Rvltag Ctara. which will

be shown at the AMT this weekend is a

complex and at times fascinating study of

that ironic core which underlies modern

society. Its billing as a "tragi-comedy" is weU

deserved in the sense that it employs absurd

but realistic action to explore the "tragedy"

inherent in a society laCking firm beliefs.

Unfortunately, the problem with the play is

that it fails to move towards a resolution of

the ironic themes which it uncovers.

The play itself follows the tradition of

English upper class drawing-room comedy. It

opens with the neat suicide of the 13th Earl of

Gurney (while wearing a pink tutu) which

efficiently establishes the perversion in the

Gurney household. The title of Earl passes on

to Jack, a perfectly likeable fellow who just

happens to believe that he is God. The rest of

the family, having been left out of the will,

decide that the best way to get rid of Jack and

no get their hands on^he^family fortane^s^to

have him married to a cohort, beget a child,

and then have him declared legally insane.

Naturally their plan doesn't succeed and by

, the third act Jack is sane enough for the

world—in fact, even sane enough to commit

murder. His new repressed behavior pleaste

almost everyone, but, in the final haunting

moments of the play, the audience discovers

with horror that Jack now sees a new mission

for himself as the god of vengence. The horror

is that as god of vengeance he can function

in and be accepted by society; as the god of

Love he was cast out and considered crazy.

What is present here, then, is the theme of

the prophet in a disbelieving modern society,

for one of the play's themes is that Jack really

is God, if only because he believes that he is

so. When he levitates a table he sees it rise

though we see it remain on the real stage; his

butler, who believes in him, also sees it rise

but his disbelieving relatives do not. Is this a

way of accusing us of not believing as well?

But we are looking at the play from a real

world, and the memory is always with us that

Jack is insane. We know that the table doesn't

rise, and that the motivation behind his in-

whenever someone refers to him by bia given

name he recoUi in fita. Thus, any statenent

about belief in beltef llaeU is ahvays tempend

by the realization that the hero who we want

to believe in is insane. This is just one

example of how the play raises an intereating

theme and leaves it, finally, unresolved The

theme of sanity is investigated also, but once

beyond the initial surface irony of Jack's

being no more insane than the rest of society

(and alot less harniful), the matter is drop-

ped. This is a familiar Pirandellian theme,

and The Ruling Clasi adds no fresh insights

into what has become nearly hackn^ed
material. Finally, the play closes with a

pessimistic and ironic vision of a society

which has nothing to believe in, not even love:

it welcomes a wrathful and cruelly just God.

It is not just the ruling class which is sick, but

all of society which has turned in upon itself

masochistically.

The production at the AMT succeeds iairly

well in raising these themes, perhaps because

they are so obviously formulated in the script.

In the same manner, however, that there is no

final unity to the play's vision, there is no

unity to the production itself. The actors,

under the direction of Steve Travis, have

clearly been encouraged to work out their

characters in a highly individualized way
with no regard at all to a conception of the

play as a unified body. Thus there is a

veritable spectrum of acting styles: Ben
Strout's broadly actedr arthritic kangaroo of

a butler; Cyndie Spencer's tendency to define

Claire with little more than a set of poses

which are meant to suggest bitchiness and

boredom; Gwen Seliger's soap-opera man-
nered acting which includes the "hand-to-the

head" ploy to indicate anguish. The problem

inherent in this sort of direction is that it

leaves the play without modulation. It

destroys proportion and so tends to distort

emphases of theme and action. The scenery,

however, functions beautifully as a metaphor

for the action by perfectly creating a drawing
room which has a feeling of old heritage but

which is empty of substance and spirit. It also

fits in neatly with the drawing-room comedy
heritage of the play. It is unfortunate that this

sort of total conception doesn't carry through

the entire work.

If there is any unifying element at all

throughout this three and one half hour

drama it is the performance of Bill Driscoll as

Jack. His characterization is an incontestable

i<Hir dr force and he perfectly captures the

essence of the god who is insane and who is

god still.

His energy and spirit illuminate the stage

sistence on

which is
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X Student art

finds home in

Dodd House
by John Ellis

WilltanM CoUtge now hai a much needed

Ibidint Art OaUeiy (in Dodd House) which

it^piNCtor, Letlte Schutzer, hopes will be a

il and axploratory endeavor in the

tion and criticisin of art" The

gBQery'i^irogram consists ol a series of two-

VMk «xMnt| At student work, with oc-

eaiioMl visitiii||M"^''~^'^ general working

m^ft^ being to t>air artist and critic (who

•111 write a shortx^talogue-essay) in a

collabontioa of presentation so that a more

||f»ihto relationship between the two is

^iiiwL "the gallery is, therefore," Schutzer

bsltovea, "more of an experiment than an

iMtitutioa."
'

tbe gallery's first exhibit, now on view,

OMento a selection of photographs by Jon

Myers. It is a fine exhibit with which to open

(he gallery for it illustrates both what could

be called the limitations of apprenticeship

and the real talent that many student artiste

41yers' portraits, in black and white, are

not all that successful. They are of ordinary

pscfrfe caught in ordinary poses which yet do

not leem to illuminate any real sense of

{sychology or biography. There is in them a

•trai^e sene of the self-conscious im-

passiveness of youth, an unrelaxed

awareness of the lens.

The other black and white studies in the

exhibit are of an uneven quality. Some, such

«8 "The Diver" suffer from a lack of tonal

distinction. The difficulty is not that the diver

la a blur that streaks across the photograph

but that the forest behind the diver lacks

textural and depth definition. The idea iteelf,

however, is a good one: a single sweep of

motion in front of a still yet highly variegated

background. On the other hand, there are two

black and white studies which capture, with

great exactness of touch, a mood of bleakness

and desolation. The first is of a farm, merely

two archaic looking txiildings which stand

alone in the middle of the composition,

engulfed in the gray miasma of a winter

storm. The other, and finer, photograph

shows a beach of rocks on a hazy day. The
seemingly infinite succession of rocks creates

a mood of forlomess \yhich is close in spirit to

the rock beaches photographed by Sven
Nyquist for Ingmar Bergman's film Shame.

Myers' sense for color placement is far

keener than his sense for the compositioi^of

black and white forms and it is in the color

photographs that thu; exhibit succeeds.

One function of the camera is, by ite own
close focus, to make more real to us those

objects of everyday life—a face, a landscape,

or ar.object—which we have previously taken

for granted. One of Myers' color photographs

at first appears to be merely an ovide in the

middle of a rectangular field whose primary

interest stems from its texture of rust-colored

flakes of fire. But with sustained observation

the image reveals ite ordinary reaUty; it is an

old and rusting trash-can or oil-drum with a

bullet hole. The interest of the photograph

comes from the tension it create in the

viewer, for it can be simultaneously per-

ceived as a study of a derelict oil-drum with a

bullet hole in it, an emotive image suggesting

the pain of wounds, and as a sumptuous ab-

stract play of color, and texture. The

photograph calls attention to our own habite

and conceptions of perception.

One of the finest photographs in the exhibit

is a rather formal landscape study of the

McMahon oil and Mason coal depot at the foot

of Cole Avenue. The interesting volumes and

forms of industrial silos and oil drums have
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often t>een used by photographers such as

Walker Evans, to create striking black and

white compositions: in this photograph Myers
adds to this a well modulated c(rior com-

position. The surface organization of color is

strong and yet there is also a great sense of

three-dimensional depth.

The catalogue-essay by Nancy Greenhouse

which accompanies the exhibit is, perhaps

due to exigencies of space, overly abatract

and abstruse. In discussing the artist's self-

portrait she states that one of the planes of

realities in the photograph is "a set of visual

givens which the photographer arbitrarily

hands us. It would seem." This statement

either sets out the fundamental notion that

photographic images are received through

the eye so that all objects which appear in

photographs, whether as forms or parts of

narrative, are "visual givens" which the

artist, in the creative process, selects

("arbitrarily hands us") or it indicates an

idea of a profundity which needs further

explication.

When, describing the method of this

photograph, she says, ".
. . by visually

tunnelling into its own hypothetical space, the

picture forces the viewer to double back in-

side his own mind" it is clear that something

is going on but it is not clear what.

Of future exhibits at the gallery Ms.

Schutzer said, "Any student may exhibit or

write for the gallery provided they submit

sufficient thought and effort towards their

presentation. We encourage various uses of

the gallery space beyond its traditional

display purposes." The Myers' exhibit will

be up through next Wednesday. On Thursday,

October 31st, an exhibit of Amy Stone's

Wea\ings (with catalogue by Bland Goddin)

will have its opening at Dodd House between

5:30 and 6:30 p.m. The gallery is.open at all

times. « " U

correction

The article on Frank Capra's films which

appeared in last week's ReAd was written by

John RovineUi.

CUSTOM
FRAAAING

•>i
•

r:<-^

Frosh Revue
delights

Thia year's Freshman Revue, Even la

Kden. provided a pleasant hour and a halTi

diversion, no small task. The Revue is not a

show of ideas but a show of personalities, and,

though it is now over, it is still appropriate to

single out some of those culpriU responsible.

Out on stage nearly everyone sparkled witb

good cheer and, considering that th^ subjed^^

of the show was sex, this is not surprisuig.

Especially zany were Thom Gass as Hank the

milquetoast caveman, and as the yea-saying

hood; Wit McKay as Rose (who had a gamin

charm nearly irresisUble) ; Maggie O'Malley

as the amazon's chief executive and strong

arm; Jenny McGill, (who has a wonderfully

regal stage-presence) as the poor littJi

—

fraulein Heidi, and Michael Anton, Th^'
Magician, who amused us with bis tricH* and

dry wit and slyly shy 4elivei|^o/ incredibly

corny one-liners all evening.

Behind the scenes, Renee Myer's

choreography moved the dancers smoothly

around the stage and through the house (Julie

Dunn was one of the smoothest); Donna

Lindsay put together a great numbpr of very

attractive costumes; and technically the

show looked and ran well, indeed without a

hitch, thanks to the efforts of Susan Waller

Bruce Orkin, Chris Hale, Steve Kelley, anOv^

Jan Rol)erts.

Up in the balcony, the tunes came out easy

and melodious. In large part this was due to

the song-writing of Steve Dietrick who

composed all of the music for the show and

directed the band that played it from behind

his set of hot skinned drums. Also in the band

were trumpeter Tom Belden and a pianist,

new kid in town, by the name of Lockhart.

Back at their desks the skits for the show

were written by a variety of people. Among

the funniest skits were those written by Dean

Cycon, Jamie Spragins and Clarence Young,

David Hurlburt, and Andrea Axelrod (an

incurable punster.)

Finally, out in the house,\puuing the whole

thing together, was Tom Lockhart who took

alot of fresh faces and made a%how. Lockhart

managed to imbiie the entire evening with

exuberance, no small task. j.E.
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more X-C
from iwgt eight

The day began with the JV keeping their

perfect record intact, smashing MIT lft-47

while Tufts couldn't field a full team. Greeff

won convincingly in 16: 17 quicldy follow^ by

John Rathgeber, Carr and Flavin. Ken
Leinbach and Tim Pritchard made theh- 1974

debuts in sixth and eighth after missuig the

first month with injuries; Trawick finished

between them.

The Varsity began at a deadly pace with the

first half-dozen runners going through two

miles in under ten minutes. Mike McGarr and

Clifford fought themselves free of the pack

but well behind one flying red shirt to tie for

second in a strong 25:30. Skudder's kick fell a

few yjards short, but finished seventh in an

excellent 25:59 with Sullivan close behind.

Hyde, Lutrey, and Saul came in after Uie MIT
race was a dead issue, though in time to pad

Tufts' score.

The Women's Crosscountry team thrashed
->^ Berkshire Christian College by a perfect 15-50

margin. Michelle Cutsforth led the Ephs over

"the 2.1 mile course in Lenox. Ellen Toll,

Becky Kano, Martha Bestebreurtje, Louisa

^Wilcox, Dee Dee Royce and Bell Zars all sped

^through the finish before an opponent was—^spotted.

": Coach Plansky's crew limps back to

'Franklin Park on Saturday for the Easterns

_ where they finished a strong fourth last year.
' The afcisence of the wounded is bound to hurt

the squad this time around. The Ephs finish

their home season against Union next Wed-
nesday. D

3~ ^^Sports

Round-up
~

Tield Hockey
The women's field hockey team upped its

V record to5-2 last week, bowing to Middlebury,
3-<l and shutting out Manhattanville, 2-0 in a
pair of home games.

.<; Against Middlebury, an upset appeared to

.;>i)e in the making when center forward Beth
IBrownell gave Williams an early 1-0 lead.

^'. ; But, the Panthers kept their poise and raUied
^to tie the score before the lialf.

^ Middlebury kept the Eph defense busy in

the second half and netted two more goals,

despite the steady play of junior fullback Meg
TolandL WiUiams had several good shots on
goal, including a penalty shot, but couldn't

dent the Panther defense. The final: Mid-
dlebury 3, Williams 1.

Liz Critchley's two first half goals paced the

Ephwomen over Manhattanville, 2-0.

Williams dominated the first half (rfplay
while the second halfwas a defensive struggle

with neither team able to mount much of an
offensive.

The J.V. remained undefeated (4-0-1)' tying

Middlebury, l-l on a late goal by Edith
Thurber and routing R.P.I., 5-0 for their

fourth shutout of th^ season. Edith Thurber
^^^3), Lisa Capaldini, andAmy Kindwall scored

stands between the women's tennis team and

a perfect season TheEphwomen made it nine

in a row last week, thumping Middlebury (5-

~i) and R.P.I. (»«) at home. Joninna Sadoff

led the way with two victories a t no. 1

.

After retairning from Tuesday's (Oct. 22)

match with U. Mass, the squad departs for

Yale (Oct 25-26) and the New England

championships. Coach Curt Tong will bring

his top two singles players and doubles teams

to New Haven.

Waterpoio

The Williams Waterpoio Club made an

hiauspicious debut in Troy, N.Y. last

Saturday. Participating in a five-team

tourney with R.P.I., Cobbleskill, ^U-Mass.,

and Queens College, the Ephs^^ were
eliminated after two rounds of play.

In round one against R.P.I., Williams got

off to an early 1-0 lead on a goal by freshnian

John Farmakis. The Engineers roared back,

netting 14 unanswered goals to take a 14-1

halftime lead. The Ephs switched to man-to-

man coverage in the second half and played

R.P.I, to a standstill. The final: R.P.I. 21,

Williams 7.

No longer wet behind the ears, the Purple

seven came back with a strong showing

against Cobbleskill. Trailing, 6-3 at the end of

|the first quarter, the Ephs rallied for a 6-6 tie

^t the half. .

But, a third period letdown resulted in 11

Cobbleskill goals and a frantic-fourth quarter

Williams rally fell short as the game ended
with the Purple on the short end of a 20-15

count. Queens College captured the tour-

nament title. ,

High scorers for Williams were senior

Chuck Chokel (6 goals, 5 assists), Farmakis
(5 goals, 2 assists), and freshman Dave
Preiss (5 goals). Goalie Tim Jones (31 saves),

Bruce Barclay (6 Bleala), and Junior Totn

McEvoy (6 blocked shots) sparked the

defense.

Rugby

The Williams Rugby Club's A and B teams
took it on the cMn at U. Mass. Saturday
morning. Precision . line work by the

Minutemen and the absence of several Eph
regulars all contributed to an lB-3 disaster.

"Lack of attendanceat practice seems to be

showing in the games in the form of con-

ditioning and defensive play," said one of the

Eph. captains. The loss was the club's third in

five outings. Don Murray got the only points

for Williams on a penalty kick.

The B side was shut out, 2M, despite the

excellent play of John Greer and John Raitt

Soccer earns

prevent them. I thought they were overly
rough."

Every Eph starter except Mike Elkind, Bill
Battey, and Bob Samuelson bad to have ice
administered to bruises after the game.
Goalie Skip Grossman went from steady to

excellent as the game progressed. He came
up with 13 saves in all, includhig two superb
stops in the second half, when the roughness
was beginning to take its toll on the Ephs and
Bowdohi had the better of the play.

The best save of the day though was made
by the Bowdoin netminder on the Purple's
best chance, a shot by Hank Osborne.
Vennell had high praise for his backfield:

Battey, Samuelson, Graham Hone, and Henry
Haff. Up front was a different story. "Our
mldfield and Ihie were not as excited to play
as they (the Polar Bears) were," said Ven-
nell. "TheyTWtnmscled and outhustled U8."~
JMlltams alio^putaalJballUn the m^oo-

G-0 deadlock
byNickCristiano

All the Bowdoin soccer team needed on

Saturday were shoulder pads and helmets,

and they just might have given the Eph
football team a tougher battle than the Polar

Bear varsity did. They did well enough
without them though, as they pushed and
hustled then* way to a 0-0 tie with the Purple

hooters. It was the first time the potent Ephs
have been blanked this season.

"We had better soccer players, but they

just knocked us off our game," said Coach
Jeff Veniwll of the aggressive Polar Bears.

"The officials were calling the more flagrant

violationis, but they weren't doing anything to

much, giving the much bigger Polar Bears a
greater advantage, and negating their own
ability to move the ball along the ground.

The Purple have nine days to heal their

wounds before travelling to Harvard on
Tuesday, October 29. That will be the first of

what Vennell had called "the five toughest

games of the year." The team doesn't return

to Cole Field until Wednesday, November 6

against Connecticut at 2:30 p.m.

Some stats through the firet six^amest—
GOALS ASSISTS

Elkind 3
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mofe frosh
(rom page eight

do we need • playbook for?" he replied to one
Unnocent novice. "We've only got three plays:

,J¥vie run inside, we run outside, and we pass."

That's nearly the truth.

Inflexible servitude to the varsity is learned

very quiclcly, especially if they should be
doing badly. The coaches were un-
derstandably upset last year when Williams

dropped consecutive games to Rochester and
^?7Middlebury. To insure that the defense hadn't

; lost its appetite for hitting, they caUed the

; tfrosh over for an extra drill. Three dummies
' were placed on the ground, each about a yard,

apart A varsity defender stood at one end of

the lanes, and a frosh ballcarrier, sans
blockers, at'tlie other. The alleged object was
for thel)allcan'fer to pick a lane and get past
ihe defender."4'hc-ye«Hobject -was for Uie
defensive backs to practice good tackling

form.

The iMillcarrier had as much chance of

digging a ditch in the ocean as of getting past

the tackier. That'^ when the former star
* realizes hqw low he's come, when he's lying

. there on the ground pondering cloud for-

T^nations, a tackier imprinting his facemask
on his chest, a^d a coach yelUng, "That's the

. way to hit, Chru! Next time just try to get

your helmet into hi^ chest more and drive him
back farther." \

But usually he survives, and learns to

adjust to the relaxed atmosphere. He gets to

play on Weston Field on Freshman Parents'
day, thehigh point of the season. This year's
frosh team, like most before it, made the most
of the opportunity, routing St. Thornas More,
26-3, and upping its record to 3-0. Like most
fcpsh games, it was marked by a lot of

peh^ties, a little bit of confusion, some
flashes of brilliance, and the participation of

nearly every player, regardless of race,
creed, size, speed, or general ability.

Halfback Scott Harrington had two touch-

downs on runs of 35 and 85 yards, Ed Weiss
scored from nine yards out, and quarterback
Bill Whelan hit split end Herb McCormick for

the other Williams TD.
The victory says more about the natural

ability and enthusiasm of the players than
about their drilling or coaching, because the

frosh get very little time to work on the few
plgys they do Jmye. EorjoyerJTS psLcentflL
each practice session they serve as the "scout
team" for the varsity. The offense runs the

plays of the varsity's next opponent against

the varsity defense, and the defense does
' likewise for the varsity offense.

"It can be pretty frustrating," said

sophomore Dave Farrell, who played last

year. "You don't get a chance to work much
as a team, and so you don't improve."

"I thought it was three levels below high

school," said a sophomore varsity player. "It

the frosh have to be guinea pigs for the var-

~si
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sity, let them be on the varsity, where they'll

get better practice."

"We didn't get a chance to develop our
skills," said Bill Hutwelker, a sub center on
the varsity.

So why bother fielding a freshman team at

all? •

"There are a number of reasons," said

Coach Lamb. "First, you get to know your

classmates and develop a class spirit. "Then

there's the social plus of having kids work
with their peers instead of upperclassmen.

And you can't discount tradition. Williams

has always had a freshman team and
probably always will."

That tradition is also enforced by the New
England Small College Athletic Conference,

of which Williams is a member. The rule

basically says that freshmen can only

compete on the varsity level if the varsity

ranks are seriously depleted, or if there are

not enough freshmen to field a team. A^ctiddl

must appeal to the Conference for thai right.

Among Conference schools allowed to use

freshmen on the varsity are Hamilton, Union,

Tufts, Wesleyan, and Bowdoin. Amherst,

Middlebury, Trinity, and Williams are
ineligible because of the size of their football

programs. (There are about 80 Eph players

on both levels).

"Having freshmen perform the scout

function is the only system that has worked
here,"'said Lamb. "If freshmen played on the

vafsTfyrsomeone would still have to hold the

dummies for the first team. The system is not

unique to Williams. Most colleges this size use

it."

At large schools, such as Notre Dame, the

scout function is performed by scholarship

holders who can't make the team. They may
suit up for home games, but they aren't on the

travelling squad, "the real varsity." They do

the scout work to maintain their scholarships.

"What is unique about the system to

Williams," Lamb continued, "is that every

freshman team I've had has participated

enthusiastically during the week and during

the games. As a result, we've always had
successful teams. This year's team is no

different. Within the constraints of the

system, they are excellent, and perform

enthusiastically. That kind of attitude also

pays off for the varsity. If we give the^^«
tough time during the week, they'-H be

sharper on Saturday, jndjyejil also perform^
belterin our games.'

SQUASH
RACKETS
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SPRING STREET

Most of the negative opinions alxmt ifae-

system came from sophomores, whose 3-3

record last season was one of the worst in

recent years. But nearly everyone questioned

agreed that it was a good time, despite the

lack of intensity and development.

"It's fUn, I enjoy it," said current freshman

Ed Weiss. "I do wish it was a little more
organized though." ,, .

"For the type of work we had to do, I guess

the low-key atmosphere was the best," said

Howard P«ck. "It didn't niotiyate_g>e to play

varsity though."

Quarterback Jim Baldwin was more en-

thusiastic.

"It was a good introduction to Williams

football. Coach Lamb instilled a low-key

attitude, but a winning one. (The present

juniors were 5-1 as freshmen.) It can get

boring when you have to be cannon fodder for

the varsity everyday, but Renzi made it in-

teresting."

And that's one thing that the frosh athlete

can be sure ofJVin or lose, freshman football

is, above all, "interesting." Q
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Ephs fumble,

stumble to>v»!* *>""-> V

10-6 victory
by Dan Daly

It wasn't very pretty, Ixit at least it was a

win. Despite seven fumbles, an interception,

and several costly penalties, Williams

defeated Bowdoin Saturday, 10-6 before a

Parents' Day crowd of 5,000 in Brunswick,

Me.
Ever since the Ephmen stampeded over

BowdQin.^5-0 in 1971, the Polar Bears have

been tough customers, throwing their weight

around and making the Purple scratch for

every inch. Saturday's contest was no ex-

ception. This time, however, the Ephs led all

the way, allowing everybody to breathe a

little easier.

Williams tried its darndest to give the game

away, blowing scoring, opportunity after

scoring opportunity andTiandling the football

like it was a hot potato. But, if you want to get

philosophic, it was good the Purple got this

one out of their system—Wesleyan and

Amherst are right around the corner.

The Ephs were clearly the better team,

outgaining Bowdoin 328 yards to 177 (all but

five in the second half), controlling the ball,

and spending half the game on the Polar

Bears' doorstep. But, the knockout punch was

missing, and the determined gentlemen from

Maine managed to hold on, only to drop a

close decision.

When Rod Geier returned the opening

kickoff 51 yards to the Bowdoin 35 and Dave

Reimann galloped to the 20 on the second play

from scrimmage, it looked like the rout was

on. But, Reimann fumbled when hit and an

alert Phil Hymes fell on the bouncing pigskin

at the home 11.

Then, linebacker Emmett Creahan picked

off a Kevin McDermott pass in the flat and

raced untouched for an apparent touchdown,

only to have the score nullified by a senseless

clipping penalty. As if that weren't enough,

Don Wallace's touchdown sneak from the one

early in the second period was called back

when an Eph was detected moving a count

before the snap.
,

Yet, despite it all, Williams prevailed. The

Ephmen did it with a clutch goal line stand,

some timely, if erratic, offense and the toe of

Kevin Cramer. It was Cramer's point after

and 27-yard field goal that made the dif-

ference.

The Ephs got on the scoreboard first,

marching 16 yards in five plays following

Creahan's interception. Reimann jit-

terbugged in from the three for the touch-

down. But, the next three times Williams had

the football, they moved to the 6, 1, and 5 and

came up empty-handed each time.

Instead of leading 14-0 or 21-0 at the half, the

Purple had to race down the field in the

closing moments to set up a Cramer field goal

that just beat the gun. The boot gave Williams

a not-so-comfortable 10-0 halftime lead.

The second half had a few more thrills and a

lot more fumbles, but the outcome of the

game never changed, even though Bowdoin

had the upper hand. Early in the third

quarter, the Polar Bears took advantage of a

second Reimann fumble to move 44 yards to

the Williams one. But, Harry Jackson and J.

C. Chandler smothered Bowdoin ball carriers

on successive plays and the Polar Bears gave

up the football on the 6-inch line.

Jim Baldwin (9 of 15 for 123 yards) went to

the air in the second half and found particular

success going to fullback Tom Redden (4

catches for 43 yards along with 61 yards

rushing) and spht end Pete Eshelman (3 for

68 yards). But, the Ephs couldn't get any

closer than the Bowdoin 42 and spent most of

the half trying to hold onto the football.

Bowdoin finally scored with 4:30 left In the

game. After the Polar Bears had clicked on a

4th and 21 pass to the Williams 5, Dave Caras

nosed the ball over on four straight carries.

The homesters sealed their own fate seconds

later when the center snap was botched on the

point after, leaving the Purple on top, 10-6.

The Polar Bears launched a last ditch effort

from their own 15 vt/ith 1:47 left, but

dimunitivecornerback Mike Gibbons shut the

door at the 43 with a nifty sideline in-

terception. Two Baldwin plunges ate upJhe
clock ^ '

"It was an awfully frustrating afternoon,"

Odell said afterwards, "because we did

dominate them. We just made too many
foolish errors—fumbles, penalties, and the

like. I think we got a bit overanxious."

Williams, now 3-1, hosts Tufts (2-2)

Saturday on Weston Field. Paul Pawlak, in

his first year at the helm of the Jumbos, has

installed an "aerial-minded" offense, ac-

cording to Odell, and have been known to pass

as many as 40 times in a single game.

But, Pawlak has yet to plug the defensive

holes that have plagued Tufts all season. The
Jumbos have yielded 24 points per game and

have dropped two in a row (10-7 to Norwich

and 48-28 to Coast Guard) after opening with

wins over Union (28-23) and Colby (21-14).

Pawlak's troops are not without incentives.

The Jumbos are seeking to rebound from last

year's 1-7 debacle that includeJl a 14-6 loss to

Williams. Rod Geier broke loose for 190

rushing yards and the team for 335 in that

contest and Tufts would love to get even.

Kickoff time is 2 p.m. Q

Low-key frosh

grid approach

wins friends
by NickCristiano

Frosh football at Williams often marks a

sudden, though temporary, plunge in the

athletic prestige of the former high school

star. His fame has usually won him press

clippings thicker than the Manhattan
telephone book; his face is more familiar than

the town mayor's. He's practiced on fields

larger than Weston, and every game was an

exciting, pressure-packed event, the

culmination of a week of intense practice and
mental preparation.

Then he gets to Williams. For practice, he is

handed a tackling dummy and told to hold it

for a varsity player to take out his

frustrations on. Games are played in the

relative privacy of Cole Field, with the

athletes from other sports often the only

spectators. Instead of a coach who's con-

vinced that each victory will insure the

continuance of the free enterprise system, he
meets coach Renzi Lamb, whose first locker-

room speech last year was on the intricacies

of keeping the room clean.

Coach Lamb makes the plunge as f>ainless

as possible, but leaves no doubt that the

situation is very low-key: "Playbook? What

/ please turn to page seven
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Freshman haljbackEd Weiss on the move against St. Thomas More. Weiss ran nine yards

for a touchdown in a 26-3 romp. : ' •

Daly on Sports

The Dreariest Series

\photo by McCkllan]

Edith Thurber eludes two R.P.I, defenders in action Saturday on Cole Held. The J. V.

rolled over the Engineers, yO to run their record to 4-0- 1.

In case nobody told you, the Oakland A's

just defeated the Los Angeles Dodgers four

games to one in a World Series that was about

as exciting as the seventh-inning stretch.

Some guy with a handlebar moustache named
Rollie Fingers won a car for being the M.V.P.

Now, before all you Californians start

composing hate letters, let me explain. I lived

baseball for the first fifteen years of my life. I

must have spent ten hours a day playing

pepper, stickball, whiffle ball, flipping Topps
Chewing Gum cards, working on my Juan
Marichal wind-up. It was like a religion.

When the sun went down, I'd settle into a

chair in front of the TV set with^ can of Yoo-

Hoo and watch a twi-night doubleheader.

Then came expansion. Suddenly I wasn't

watching Luis Aparicip and Nellie Fox turn

over an easy-as-pie double play anymore.
Instead, I was watching John Boccabella drop
a foul popup and a lefty named Marcelino

Lopez pitch a 47-hitter.

You could laugh at the Amazin' Mets and
take bets on whether Marvelous Marv
Throneberry could play three consecutive

errorless innings, t)ut deep down inside you
wondered what had happened to baseball.

Would it ever recapture the glory of the '40s

and '50s when Ted Williams hit .900 every

year and the National League pennant was
always decided in the last week of the season?

I used to look forward to the World Series

like most kids looked forward to Christmas.

Of course, there was the problem of con-

tracting a mysterious illness that would keep
me at home in front of the tube during World
Series week, but I always managed to come
down with terminal poison ivy or something
like that.

This year, I had to make up excuses that

would spare me the torture of watching. My
memory of the World Series is a gimpy-
legged Mickey Mantle circling the bases after

clouting a game-winning homer off Barney
Schultz, Sandy Koufax whiffing 15 Yankees in

a single game, an unheralded reliever named
Larry Sherry stealing the spotlight in the 1959

Series.

In the era of the designated hitter,

Astroturf, double-knit uniforms, and Herb
Washington, the World Series played second
fiddle to the antics of Charley Finley and Co.

:

—Catfish Hunter, a Cy Young Award
candidate, threatens to become a free agent
after the Series.

—Commissioner Bowie Kuhn scolds
slugger Reggie Jackson for' publicly berating

a sportswriter.

—Rollie Fingers and Blue Moon Odom
square off before game one.

—Rumors abound that the A's will move to

Seattle next year.

—Ken Holtzman pitches Oakland to a 3-2

fourth game win and then announces he's

bored with baseball.

—For tl^ Oakland A's, the size of the
diamond in Charley O's World Series rings is

more important than the Los Angeles
Dodgers.

I'm glad I caught only three innings: it was
more than enough. I'm also glad the Dodger's
and A's spared us the boredom of a seven-

game Series. I would have hated to see The
Lawrence Welk Show scratched a second
time in (avor of Finley's second rate three-

ring circus.

It hurts to see baseball take a nosedive. It

is, in case .you've forgotten, our national

pastime, the game of Babe Ruth, Ty Cobb,

Walter Johnson, and Dizzy Dean. Presidents

used to throw out the first ball on opening day

in Washington. Now, they decline a World

Series invitation.

To truly understand the fall of organized

baseball, consider this: NBC chose to televise

a pair of meaningless pro football games

three Sundays ago instead of the American

and National League playoffs. Alexander

Cartwright must have liirned over in his

grave.

There are some signs of progress. Frank

Robinson has just been named baseball's first

Black inanager. Dick Allen finally hung em

up. The Baltimore Orioles may blow town.

But, will somebody bring back Casey Stengel

to liven things up? I haven't had a good laugh

since Jimmy Pearsall ran around the bases

backwards. Q

Ailing X-C

dumps Tufts,

bows to MIT
by Scott l.utrey

The Williams cross country team continued

its pilgrimage to the infirmary while splitting

a pair of tri-meets last week. Senior Paul

Skudder has begun a lottery accepting

wagers on the last runner to succumb. Joining

co-captain Mark Sisson on the cripple list

were Joe Kolb (pulled back muscles), Bert

Saul (hamstring problems), and Pete Hyde

(out for the season with a sprained ankle)

The Ephs traveled to the asphalt hills of

Troy for a meet with Vermont and RPI on last

Wednesday and the rain poured down. The 3.4

mile JV race went off first and the Purple

squeaked past Vermont 26-29, RPI trailing

with 73 points.

Freshmen Doug Greeff and Frank Carr led

the way for Williams, Doug clocking 18:02 for

second, Frank one place and ten seconds

behind. Cinching the race were sophs Chris

Flavin, Gary James, and Dave Seegar,

scoring sixth through eighth. Dave Trawick

and Rob Comer got into the picture by

displacing the RPI team.

Over the five-mile varsity course the going

was a bit tougher for Williams. Vermont

grabbed the first three places though Pete

Farwell ( '73) strode in two seconds behind the

winner in a non-scoring appearance. Boo

Clifford ran well over well-washed Troy •

roads, showing a strong kick to grab fourth.

Dan Sullivan was seventh, then Scott Lutrey,

Skudder. Saul and Hyde went ninth through

twelfth to ensure the rout of RPI. The fina'

score went Vermont 19, Williams 41, RPI '*•

Saturday, the Ephs made the first of three

trips this year to Franklin Park in Boston.

Even the trip back by way of the Old MiU

didn't ameliorate the final jcore of MIT 25,^

Williams 32, and Tufts 79.

please turn to page six
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Asfar as students are concerned, Log might as well look like this during Homecoming

Log closedfor Homecoming
Hopkins turns in grave

by Nick Cristiano
The Log will be closed on both Friday and

Saturday of Wesleyan Weekend, said Mr.
John English, Director of Public Information.

Instead, it wUl revert to its traditional use as
Alumni House, as it has on football Saturdays
throughout the fall.

The decision to close the Log. was made
over the summer based on a recommendation
by the Alumni Office, said President John W.
Chandler. "It's important for alumni to have

Chapin rock

given one

more chance
by Bill Widing

The-coUege administration will allow rock

concerts to return to Chapin Hall Wesleyan
Weekend, but only under a set of regulations

agreed upon by both the All-College En-
tertainment Committee (ACEC) and the

College.

Last winter the College banned any further

rock concerts in Chapin after a crowd wat-

ching The New Riders of the Purple Sage
broke chairs, smoked in defiance of fire laws,

brought in bottles and cans, and created what
college officials felt was an unsafe and unruly

situation.

According to Jay Sullivan, a member of the

ACEC, there will be four major college policy

changes in effect for the upcoming Jerry Jeff

Walker show: Strict enforcement of no

smoking and no drinking laws, ticket sales

only on presentation of a Williams College

I.D. card, only two tickets will 1)6 sold for

each I.D., and Shane E. Riorden, college

business manager, will review all ACEC
contracts before they are signed.

"The ban on smoking and drinking inside

Chapin," Sullivan noted, "will be enforced

more harshly than in the past. Anyone seen

doing either will most likely receive an initial

warning, and with any subsequent violations

be ejected by Security without a refund. We
(ACEC) don't want to do it, but we must."

Neil R. Grabois, Dean of the College,

remarked that the original closing of Chapin

was prompted by administration concern

over the siafety of the building, especially

when people were smoking in it. By not

stopping the smoking, the College was
jeopardizing the insurance coverage on the

structure.

Commenting on the actions of the ACEC,
Grabois felt "they have made every effort to

plan (the concert) well. The question
remains, are students willing to go along with
them?"
ACEC members indicate that they hope

that this second chance for the use of

Champin will begin a resurgence of concerts
there, and not become a dead end. As they see
it, it is the action of the student body which'
will ultimately determine the fate of Chapin.
Sullivan commented, "If Williams students

are animalistic enough to want to tear down
that building, then we don't want to give then»^
the opportunity." D

a place to go (and meet) on football

weekends. There was some thought of in-

viting alumni to share the Log with un-
dergraduates, but it was felt that the crush of

people would be too hard to handle," he said.

At one time Cluett House was proposed as a

new alumni meeting place. But, "it's true that

many alumni like the convenience of walking

to the field (from the Alumni House)," said

Chandler. Also, "the estimations of the cost of

converting Cluett House were too high. We
had hoped earlier by this time to have an
alternative to the Log."

He went on to indicate that the. present

arrangementi^^only for this fall. Alternatives

are being planned for next year.

With the exception of football weekends, the

Log is open from 8:00 to 12:30 Monday
through Thursday nights and 8:00 to 1:00

Friday and Saturday nights.

Log patrons can expect more special events

in the near future and no more increases in

beer prices, despite the expected increase in

wholesale prices due to a grain shortage in

the Midwest.

"We shouldn't have to raise prices unless

we run into real trouble," said Log manager
Bill Morris, '74. "The biggest factor behind

our price rise this year is thai distributors

have raised keg prices four dollars since June

and six dollars since last November." The

Log finished in the red last year, and the

increase was an attempt to ease the deficit.

(It now costs 45 cents for a 10 ounce glass of

tap beer, and $2.35 for a pitcher). He has also

cut the number of student help in half, from

twenty to ten.

Mr. Raymond Smith of King's Liquor Store

said he would probably have to raise prices

again if the wholesale cost rises. He now sells

a six pack of BudweiserorSchlitz for $1.80, up

a dime from June. Mr. Bill LePage of the

Spirit Shop also admitted that his six pack

prices have increased since the summer (to

$1.75 for Bud, Schlitz, or Miller), but that his

barrel (15'/2 gal.) price would holcl at $30.00

even with an increase. He said he would

always keep his price just under that set by

the Berkshire County Package Store

Association (which is now $1.80 for a six pack)

since he is not a member, and his store is "off

the beaten path," (Cole Avenue).

Morris said he is on the verge of installing a

"special events TV" at the Log. "It will not be

for use at all times," he emphasized. "It will

be set up only for events that most of the

people on campus would be watching," such

as a big game, an important speech, or a

special movie. Use of the cable TV will be

strictly supervised to insure that the Log does

not turn into a "regular bar" and destroy its

purpose as a place where students can meet

and talk.

Attendance has been down since last y^r,

especially on weeknights, Morris feels,

although no comparative attendance figures

have been kept, since it wasn't open at this

time last year. Live entertainment has in-

creased attendance on Wednesday nights, but

not to the point where it pays off yet. "We

think it will though once it catches on," he

said, since there are students working on

promoting the feature.

The response to afternoon and happy hours

last year was "not great," Morris said in

explaining their absence this year.*He is

considering it for hockey game days and

other special events. 1-1

Williams

mail delivery

system termed
^^ inadequate

by Scott Fenn
The CbTregeTCouhctrrecently voted down a

TJToposal which would haveg^en the college a
centralized mailing system. The proposal was
supported by the -Registrar's office as a
solution to some problems with the current
mail distribution system.

According to Mr. George Howard, the

college Registrar, his office has been ad-

vocating a centralized mail system for a
number of years because "Williams has
never really had a consistent mailing policy."

Howard said that supposedly a student

receives his mail at his residential house
(except for freshmen who receive theirs at

Baxter Hall) but that this is frequently not the

case because many students are members of

one house but live at another. He listed as an
example a person who was a member of Pratt
House but who lived at and wanted his mail
delivered to Mills House.

Howard noted variation in mail delivery

from house to house as another inconsistency

in the present system. He said that in some
houses all mail is put in individual mailboxes,

but that in others the mail is simply left on a
table. He added that college mail, such as the

weekly register, is especially susceptible to

being put on a table or the floor somewhere
for students to pick up if they happen to see it.

According to Howard, this practice "defeats

the purpose of the register which is supposed
to be an official notification of coming

-

events."

Howard summed up the current mail

situation by saying "there is no way in the

world right now that any person at this

college can send out a mailing to the entire

student body and be reasonably sure that

everyone will get it." He stated that the

college would like to do eight or ten mailings a

year to the student body but that it can't

because of the uncertainty involved in the

present mailing system, He added that he
would have liked to sent out Winter Study
materials and do registration through the

mail but that he couldn't be sure everyone
would receive them.

Howard mentioned that another reason why
he supported the centralized system was to

eliminate mail theft at the college. He said

that he had heard a number of rumors about

mail theft lately, including stolen checks,

opened grades, and opened reply notices from
law schools. He added that the nature of this

problem made its prevalence especially

difficult to judge. A College Council meniber,

also mentioned that he had heard complaints

about mail theft.

According to Howard, plans were being

implemented to centralize the mailing system

when the College Council voted against the

proposal. The plans for Baxter would have

utilized the existing space and would have

involved little construction according to

Ralph lacuessa of Buildings and Grounds.

The partitions would have been removed
between thethree-room complex consisting of

the existingmaiUng room, the small office

across from the snack bar, and an adjoining

storage room. Mailboxes would then have

been removed from .the residential houses

and installed in Baxter.

According to College Council President

Steve Phillips, the council voted unanimously

(18-0) against the proposal to centralize the

mail system about a month ago. He said that

the council favored improving the security of

the present mail system instead by assigning

a person to be in charge of the mail at each

house ai>d by installing rear loading locked

boxes in all houses.-

A meeting was held Tuesday of the house

presidents to discuss the situation further.

Student

found dead
Leonard A. Wojieck'76was found dead in his

room at West College early Monday af-

ternoon.

Although medical examiner Edmund P.

Larkin said that the death was still under
investigation periding an autopsy initial

police reports indicate that the death is

Iselieved to have occurred Sunday night.

Wojieck, 20, of 215 Columbia St., Adams, is

survived by his parents, Stanley Wojieck and
the former Celia Lord, two brothers, Gregory
Edward and Stephen Wojieck, and a sister,

Judith Maynard of BerUn, N.Y.

Born Feb. 1, 1954, he graduated from
Hoosac Valley High School in 1972. He
transferred to Williams last February after

attending North Adams State College for a

year and a half. As a junior here, he was
majoring in psychology in preparation for

graduate study in medicine. He made the

Dean's List for the spring semester and acted

as house steward for Garwood House this fall.

The funeral was scheduled to be held this

morning at St. Thomas Aquinas Church,

Adams, followed by burial in Bellevue

Cemetery, Adams.

\photo by E. ]. Lumbert ]

Elm Tree Mansion : Pari ofthe Mount Hope Farm land which the College does not plan

to sell. A map ofthefarm appears on page 4-

hope Farm, told two members of the

Williamstown Planning Board Tuesday.

Welanetz said he invited the members of the

Board to his office to let them know what the

College's plans are in regard to sale of areas

of Mount Hope Farm and to allow members of

the Board to react to the plans. Only two

members of the Planning Board, James
Drummond and William Moomaw, attended.

Welanetz said the College would prefer not

to subdivide the north area (the area located

on the side of Green River Road opposite

most of the Mount Hope Farm land), but sell

it in one or two parcels. Purchasers could

then subdivide. Neither Drummond nor

College begins

move to sell

Mt. Hope land
by George Schulzer

The College will try to sell the north area

(Element I on the map) of Mount Hope Farm
as soon as it can, Peter Welanetz, Director of

the Physical Plant tfnd Manager of Mount please turn to page four

./
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Editorial: >

Music in the Balance
By Homecoming >veekend concerts will return to Williams. The

question remains, however, whether it will be a quick visit or a permanent

stay.

The prospects of concerts ever occurring on campus again were very

dim after last spring's destructive New Riders of the Purple Sage two-show

free-for-«ll. The audience, perhaps ftiob is a better term, destroyed chairs,

ignored fire regulations and obscured the stage by continuous smoking, and

1^ in their wake a horde of bottles and cans reminiscent of a Shea Stadium

^ubl?-header. In response to this prehistoric behavior, the College ad-

ministration closed Chapin Hall to any further shows. Through the efforts of

Jon Ctole, Jay Sullivan and ACEC» there will be a second, and last, chance.

In additmCLto being^a last chance for the students, it is a last chance for

pop music at Williams. Financial demands have forced a change in the type

of groups coming to the campus. The days of Stevie Wonder, Loggins and

Messina, andtheMahavishnu Orchestrahave disappear'ed under the flood of

rampant mega-inflation which has gripped the music industry. Big names
with big foUowings demand big money. As a small institution Williams

cannot afford to bring these bands to play without charging $20 per ticket.

Instead it must be satisfied with the lesser known qualities of such per-

formers as Jerry Jeff Walker. The trap to be avoided here is prejudging the

talent of such performers according to their visibility on the national scene.

The link between ability and visibility is. often a commercial and not an

artistic connection. '

^^^
Even after engaging a lesser-known act, {mi«i^|-coll^e Entertainment

Committee will still take a loss on the Homecoming*il'»cert eyen if it is sold

out. Less than a sellout will raise the prospects of a fTflariciaJ b&th. What is

most important here is that students suppprt the show, not to make it a

financial success for the ACEC (that is impossible anyway), but to

demonstrate that an interest in music does exist on this campus.
The ACEC does not operate for the benefit of its members, but for the

students. With this in mind, it must then also attempt over the course of the

year to cater to a wide variety of musical tastes. No single group's fans,

except the biggest names, will sell-out Chapin. Thus it will take musically

open-minded student body to attend this year's concerts, with the goal of

promoting a generally favorable reception to campus concerts whether
familiar or not. When such support becomes evident, there can be a larger

number and wider variety of concerts to satisfy a larger number of people.

Jazz made an unheralded and successful appearance on the campus two
years ago, despite the fact that many students had heard very little of it.

The Jazz Series which now takes place during Winter Study has become the

most successful musical happening of the year. Experimentation with one's

musical tastes can be rewarding.

Merely attending the upcoming concert will not be enough. The New
Riders show was well attended, but the audience's behavior was deplorable.

Chapin is a striking building in which to watch a concert, and should never
have to suffer the abuse which was inflicted upon it last spring. By allowing

it to be used for Homecoming under several protective restrictions, the

Administration is demanding that it not, or else they will close it to student

concerts premanently.

The two most abrupt changes will be the strict and unyielding, ac-

cording to ACEC people, enforcement of no smoking and no drinking rules,

and the limiting of ticket sales only to students. Off-campus guests will be
allowed in Chapin, but their tickets must be purchased through Williams
students. The first is to satisfy the insurance regulations, (this policy is not a
moral stand by either the ACEC or the college administration) while the

second is to keep out large numbers of off-campus people who supposedly
have fewer qualms about starting a demo. At least after this concert the

blame for destruction and irresponsibility, if it regrettably occurs again,

will lie with Williams students.

Ultimately, the fate of rock and pop concerts at Williams will be decided
by the people who go to the upcoming Jerry Jeff Walker show. Not only is a
large turn-out crucial to the future of concert music, but an orderly and
thoughtful one is central to the credibility of a mature student body. If

flounting the relatively undemanding rules of "no smoking, no drinking"
means more than observing them and concentrating on the music, then the
excesses of the few will end music for the many.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Illej^al Xeroxing

To the editor:

Mr. Tourney did a good Job of expressing

the viewpoint of professors and students in his

ReAd article of October 10 entitled, "To what
extent does Xeroxing violate laws?" but he

has left out the other side. After all, an author

earns his living by tiis writing no less than

professors earn theirs by teaching.

Mr. Tourney says, "many agree there

would be nothing illegal about making one

hundred copies of the document and selling

them at cost to the student." Who agrees?

Under existing copyright law, this is clearly

illegaL Librarians and educationists have
been lobbying in Washington for an
enlargement of the concept of "fair use" in

the copyright bill passed by the Senate this

year (which, unfortunately, will have to be
reintroduced in the next Congress in order to

be passed by both houses).

These pressure groups have much to be

said on their side, and Mr. Tourney has im-

plicitly (and not unnaturally) accepted their

point of view in his article. I must say my
husband and I have also been guilty of

xeroxing when it was expedient. Never-

theless, we should all take the trouble to ask

permission and pay a small fee if requested.

After all, we pay for the other things we use.

Books are the product of someone's hard
work.

If such permission is not forthcoming, that/

is a different prc^xisition. No-one should be
able legally to withhold access to materials.

Freedom of information is vitally important,

but that is not what is being talked about here.

Joan Simpson Burns
High Mowing
Bee Hill Road

(Ms. Burns comments are in reference to Mr.
Tourney's quote about "out of print books,

unobtainable books and old issues of

magazines.

)

Gromng Pains

To the editor:

Re: J. Brodie's article of Oct. 3 and P.

Hillman's column of Oct. 10—

At the risk of sounding like a nostalgic,

over-the-hill co-ed, may I second Mr.
Hillman's urging- that Williams' special

sensitivities be recognized. I agree that

coeducation's success depends on continued
thought and dialogue t)etween all members Of

the college community. With regard to her
criticism, however, my personal perspective

affords two strategic viewpoints unavailable
to Ms. Brodie. One is that of a transfer, who
has two years of another college with which to

compare the Williams experience. The
second is that of a graduate, who has suffered

the requisite withdrawal symptoms from
leaving the community that taught me what
person-for-person concern can mean as far as
making or breaking an individual student's

happiness quotient. Both vantage points

prompt me to say just this: naturally,

Williams has coeducational strengths and
weaknesses, although far fewer of the latter

than most colleges, as Ms. Brodie noted. It is

in a stage of growth, and consequenUy has
growing pains even as we do. But don't let the

petty coeducative quibbles of all-college

dances and weekend imports cloud the unique
sensitivities and esprit de corps that are in-

digenous to the purple valley. "They are items
to be cherished.

Sincerely,

Janet Brown '73

Ivy Tower

c %>X

To the editor:

Last Saturday, during the Freshman
Parents' Day Program, at Chapin Hall,

President Chandler moderated a panel
discussion "Views from the Ivy Tower", with
three of the Williams faculty members. While
much of the discussion was of a very general
nature, several very specific statements were
made which I feel deserve some special at-

tention. I refer in particular to a statement by
Dr. David Park, Barclay Jermain Professor
of Natural Philosophy, who said, in the course
of his rjcmarks, that the vast majority of

students who attend state supported in-

stitutions of higher education do so primarily
because they see those institutions as the best

way of guaranteeing themselves a career
through the vocational training and degree
which they receive there. This is as con-
trasted with Williams students and their ilk,

the vast majority dl wh«»m are Interested in
education for education's sake, knowledge for
its own sake, and In learning rather than
being Uught
While I don't pretend that what Dr. Park

says is not true in some instances, to say that
it is a universal truth, to say that Williams
students are less Interested in furthering (heir
own ends than other students, to say that state
university students are not as good as
Williams students because they are at state
universities, to imply that there are hardly
any truly serious studenU at state univer-
sities and that students go to state univer
sities because they are less interested in
education is the height of intellectual snob-
bery. Dr. Park, who admite that he "has not
kept upwith what (the freshman parents) are
paying to send (their) sons and daughters
here", assumes that the difference in cost
between this school and a state school has
litUe or no bearing oil the choice between one
and the other; such a belief can hardly be
supported by the facts.

While I was amazed that Dr. Park could
make such an argument, I was even more
amazed that no one in the audience or on the

panel bothered to speak to the point or rebut
it. I feel that the point is of sufficient

significance it should not go unchallenged.

Clifford Mitchell "78

Reflections
G4i60|!0

Our Friend J. C. alias Bill

Despite Jesus Christ's omnipresence, it's

hard to get a hold of Bill Driscoll, the "J.C.

"

of the W.C.T.'s recent production of Tlip

Ruling Class. We finally spoke with him at

lunch at Mission Park, as appropriate a place

as any for an actor who just completed six

performances as a paranoid-schizophrenic

who thinks he is the god of love. J.C. or iacV.

(or any of a thousand other names) inherited

a great many problems with his ascendancy

to the British ruling class in Peter Barnes's

play. We wondered about the problems

Driscoll had in approaching the role that left

many playgoers in disbelief of the junior's

accomplishment and visitors to the green

room whispering "Thank you," humbly.

"It was more than a personal success,

though. I think that as an ensemble we really

moved people," Driscoll said.

"I had two sets of problems—interpretive
and technical. After a certain point it was a

contest of will, to see if 1 could dredge up

everything every night. It was emotionally

devastating. It really hurt to do it," said

Driscoll in his voice which he says has "gone

down a third because of the strain." We joked

about a Variety headline that might read

"PUBERTY HAS HIT AND IT HITS

BIG," but Driscoll assured us his voice would

bounce back.

"I had thought of going to the psychology

departnjent and asking, 'What does a

paranoid-schizophrenic act like?' but I had to

find something from inside myself. I

preferred to amplify certain responses that

I've had that border on the paranoid," he told

us, looking fairly stable as his face contorted

into one of his Henry Fonda impersonations.

"Saying that a feeling came froni, inside me is

no excuse for a performance, though.

Everything in art needs discipline. The

discipline of acting can be taught, but the

actor has to drayv on his own incredible

emotional and physical resources." Driscoll

seemed embarrassed by his seriousness.

Driscoll also draws on favorite gestures of

actors he's seen on stage or screen. "F<""

example, when Jack takes on the persona of

Jack the Ripper in the third act, the script

says he should drag his right leg and hunch

his shoulder. That's what Olivier did in

Richard III. only he added a Uttle kick. So

after I killed Claire, I gave her a litUe kick

too. Then there's the way Olivier's voice goes

up gradually in Henry V in the St. George

speech ... I learned a heightening in pitch

from him. Hell, if Olivier can do it, why

shouldn't I give it a chance? I wonder if

anyone picked it up," Driscoll said, denying

that kind of borrowing is a violation of a

thespian honor code. "There are certain

things I've seen that should be shared."

He experimented with the role in rehearsal.

"That's the embarrassing thing about

rehearsals. There's stuff you do that stinks.

The first two weeks it's just flailing, grabbing

.at anything. I work out things in my head, bul

I don't know how something will work until I

pleat* turn to page four
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Why does everybody always dump
on the ACEC?" he exclaimed

'

It's difficult to figure out why, but the
campus organization which affects the most
students is also the one which is most
misunderstood. Accusations of every kind are
perennially leveled against the ACEC. Since
the cultural life here in the Purple Valley is

linked to the fate of the ACEC, it would be a
good idea to dispell some common mix-
conceptions about the structure and function
of our concert committee.
This is no apologia for past ACEC screw-

ups. As an aficionado of popular music—and a
former ACEC member—I would like to share
some of the little-known aspects of producing
campus concerts. The present ACEC is doing
its best to resurrect itself from the ashes of
last year's crises: It seems a good idea to

review the entire situation, before old and
untrue charges surface again.

Let's take some common allegations one by
one.

1. "The ACEC is a bunch of snobbish
elitists who only satisfy their own tastes."

This is probably the most painful and in-

sulting of the charges. First of all, it would be
an odd coincidence if some sort of elitist

concensus emerged on the ACEC. Under
College Council auspices, members are
selected from applications submitted by any
interested student. Thus the committee ends
up being composed of a cross-section of those
sufficiently involved with popular music to be
willing to devote a ridiculous amount of time
to it.

Being an ACEC member and taking it

seriously means a lower G.P.A. and very
frayed nerves. With that kind of investment in

time and emotions, dictatorial zeal soon
vanishes. The goal becomes "successful"
concerts, and that means a satisfied sell-out

crowd. Imposing one's tastes is simply
counter-productive. It must be admitted that

this lesson has been learned the hard way,
from the more spectacular failures of past
committees.

2. "They don't get enough big names."
Some people would like to see the "biggest"

contemporary names perform on campus.
There is a very simple reason for the ACEC's
choice of bands less famous than, say, the

Rolling Stones. The reason is money. Let's

take an example.
Two years ago, Stevie Wonder appeared on

campus. His bill was $8,000 at that tim«—the
second most expensive concert in Williams
history—and roughly half the campus went to

the concert. At this point, Stevie is sufficiently

popular that it would be safe to expect 90 per

cent of the campus to come to his concert.

Well, his price is now $35,000. If he were to

perform (hypothetically) in Chapin, tickets

would have to cost $35 apiece—and the ACEC
would still lose several thousand dollars on

sound, security, and so on. All this applies to

all other big names, from the Allman
Brothers to Jethro Tull.

The obvious solution is to try to predict

tastes. That is, the ACEC attempts to find

young performers or those who have had
limited exposure thus far, because they are
less expensive. But the main criterion

remains: will they appeal to a Williams

audience?

Anyone who hafqjens to not recognize the

performec's name when the ACEC announces
a concert would serve himself well to borrow
some records and listen before deciding

whether to go.

3. "The concerts are too expensive." This

objection is an odd one. Those who raise this

complaint, when pressed, can never tell

where in the world concerts of comparable
caliber have ticket prices of under $3.50.

Boston prices are up to eight and nine

dollars—and this is without the expense of

traveling there from Williamstown.
Of course, the ACEC must recognize the

necessity of keeping ticket prices as low as

possible. This can be done by keeping down
the cost of concerts and then subsidizing the

ticket prices.

But even with lesser-known names, the

costs are high. Professional bands with any
sort of reputation whatever cost a minimum
of $350O-$S000, plus a 10 per cent agent's fee.

Sound systems nm about $600 to rent, opening
acts about $500 to $1000, and security is

another $150. Publicity, phone calls, and so on

are all extra. Taking the lower figures, a little

arithmetic reveals the minimum cost to be
over $5000. A sell-out crowd in Chapin at $3.50

% head brings $3500 in revenue—a $1500 built-

by David Rollert

in loss. The ACEC can hardly ask the College
Council to subsidize concert-goers more
heavily than this.

4. "The ACEC gets too much money."
This complaint is worthy of serious
discussion. Infuriatingly, though, it is often
raised by the same ones who complain about

No. 2 and No. 3! Obviously, if the ACEC is to
budget a $l500-$2500 loss on each concert, and
present eight to ten concerts (as it did two
years ago), it needs an annaul budget of
$15,000 to $16,000. A little less money means
much less music, because substantial capital
is needed in order to produce a concert in the

first place. A concert costing $5,000 cannot be
produced without $5,000 in the bank.

Yet there remains a perfectly valid

question: should a large chunk of student

activities tax money go to produce concerts,

since some people never attend them? Maybe
not. But then if Williams is to be a good liberal

arts college, it must provide an active

cultural environment, albeit somewhat ar-

tificially. These concerts are no less essential

than classical music, or dance, or athletics, or

WCFM, or the ReAd. Besides, when all is said

and done, most Williams students do benefit

from the ACEC. Even if I only go to the Big
Weekend concerts—or if I only attend the

Jazz Festival—this variety is possible only if

the ACEC has sufficient funds.

5. "They never get the kind of music I

like." There are three main reasons why
someone might feel this way. The most ol>-

vious possibility is that he likes very ex-

pensive t^nds, which simply cannot be af-

forded.

Another reason might be that his taste (and
even that of all his friends as well) is not

widely shared on campus. There are, on this

campus, fans of Pharoah Sanders, and fans of

Merle Haggard, and even fans of the Car-

penters—but none has sufficient following to

make a concert feasible.

The last possibility stems from a new
problem. If he likes hard rock or "boogie"
music, then he's going to be disappointed this

year. The destruction at last year's New
Riders concert simply cannot be repeated,

and there is a temporary de facto ban on any
music that might potentially inspire another
demo.

6. "The ACEC is comprised of power-mad
glamour-seekers." This charge is the sad-

dest. Some applicants for ACEC positions

probably are looking for power or glamour.
They won't find any, though. The hassles

involved in getting a name band, known at

Williams by over half the student body, for

less than $3500 on a specific weekend are
incredible. Add to this the complications of

Chapin's uncertain status (no future concerts

can be scheduled definitely until the Williams
audience proves itself by not destroying

Chapin at the Jerry Jeff concert). And then

add to all this the absurd mistrust of the

ACEC that has seemed to be a genetic trait of

the Williams character.

So there's no glamour. But there can be an
awful lot of satisfaction in doing soniething

w6rthwhile for the community. The odd thing

is that the fate of the ACEC rests ultimately in

the hands of the community as a whole: in

whether there is solid attendance and con-

certs and cooperative understanding of any
regulations (such as the smoking and
drinking ban). And that cooperation seems a

very small price to pay for bringing some
good concerts to Williams.

David Roller! '75 is a member of the AH
Collefie Entertainment Committee and has
been tin Executive Editor of the ReAd.

Viewpoint

400 pages of 'Ulysses' for tomorrow
by WickSloane

Many people complain there is little good

discussion outside the classroom at Williams.

But how much good discussion takes place

inside the classroom? Excellence is expected

of all written work produced by Williams

students, but the standards maintained in the

classroom by the same professors are, all too

often, shoddy.

In a conversation last spring a friend made
the distinction between reading the assigned

material and knowing the assigned material.

In only one of the twenty courses 1 have now

taken was I afraid to walk into the classroom

without knowing the niaterial. in the

classroom we get away with murder. I have

talked with many people, and it is a rare

professor who will call on a student who has

not raised his hand. In not calling on people

professors allow too many classes to be

dominated by only a few people. Few
professors encourage students to discuss the

material.

When I do not participate in a discussion it

is because I have not done the reading well.

The reason most classes fall flat is that few

people know the assigned material.

Professors who, when n6 response arises to

their questions, answer the question them-

selves infuriate me. In not demanding the

answer from one of us we learn to endure the

embarrassed silence rather than to do the

reading well.

The obvious answer to this argument is that

we should just do the reading for every class.

But our parents pay a lot of money for us to

come here. Yes, we should do the reading. But

if we do not, the faculty is shirking its

responsibilities by letting us get away with

not doing the reading. The t)ase of any good

discussion is a command of the material. In

the classroom the professor should not have
to be a policeman. But how much can a

professor care who will allow a course to fall

to ruins saying, "They're old enough to know
they should do the reading. If they're not

going to do it that's their problem."

There are two other types of silent students.

One is shy, the other is a coward. A professor

has the advantage of reading the shy

student's paper and talking to him outside of

class. But the other people in the class do not

have this advantage. I want to hear what the

shy person has to say. Professors should not

be the only ones who experience the brilliant,

imaginative, txit silent people who are at

Williams. A professor does no favors by

allowing the shy person to remain silent for

fear of scaring them.

The cowards are those people who know the

answers but refuse to stick their necks out.

They do the reading, take volumes of notes in

class, write correct, boring papers which

have no soul, and go through Williams taking

what others give and giving nothing of

themselves. A course in which the only of-

ficial, that is grade related, participation

required is outside the class in tests and

pafiers does little to encourage the exchange

of independent thought among students in or

out of the classroom. The classroom provides

a forum where the boring answer can be

challenged and the student forced to look

beyond the text into himself for the answer.
The only way to begin this process is to call on
people in class.

By expecting high quality written work, and
allowing sloppy classroom performance
professors signal that the only important

work is the work for which we receive grades.

Raise the standards expected in the

classroom to the standards expected in

written work and the attitudes towards the

relationship of learning to grades will change.

A good course should lead towards a

culmination. The culmination will be
meaningless if no one has a grasp on the

material. If consistent demands are made
throughout the semester the workload will be

spread more evenly, leaving more time for

appreciation. Reading period revelations will

occur before the course has ended.

The greatest asset of a small college is the

opportunity for discussion. The larger classes

at Williams have made discussion more
difficult, but I have participated in good
discussions in large classes. Those professors

who run demanding classes agree that they

receive high quality performance. And
students who take courses from these

professors look upon those courses as the

most rewarding. The smallness of Williams is

slipping away as discussion gives way to

lectures. Good discussion outside the

classroom must be kindled within the

classroom. The professors are the ones who
must undertake the responsibility lay
establishing good discussion at Williams./'

Wick Sloane in currently a junior attl W/flianu

\
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MOUNT HOPE FARM: The College

plans to sell land marked I, II, D, E and F.

Element I is first priority.

Local Flicks

Nothing new
byDana Perlstein

All in all, this is a good week for an ab-

breviated column. Every film but one has

played the area before at one time or another.

So here are some movie memories and good
guesses.

We'll take it town by town, which gets

simple when the same film is playing both

towns. DEATH WISH will grace the screens

of both Spring Street's College Cinema and
the Mohawk in North Adams. The film is no

stranger to the column. I discussed it two
weeks ago when it played Pittsfield. To
review: Charles Bronson portrays a vigilante

in New York who seeks revenge on every
criminal in the city for the assault of his wife.

He succeeds for a while until the police finally

get around to telling him to get out of town.

Rooted firmly in the reactionary tradition of

WALKING TALL, DEATH WISH is a movie
I have never wished to see. The reviews have
sufficiently satisfied me, and hopefully this

(liberal) warning will satisfy you. ,

So on to Pittsfield, where the week's only

new film is opening. Its story, however, does

"^ot sound promising. A gaggle of in-

ternational orphans are taken in and raised

by Joe Bologna and Barbara Harris, both

good performers in^previous vehicles. But
MIXED COMPANY sounds like a cute

comedy, and since I can't get to see it, I

suppose I can't conciemn it. I've been told it

compares to the olt^e YOURS, MINE, AND
OURS. This means it's a nice family picture.

So take the kids (what kids?) to the Palace in

downtown Pittsfield for a real treat—or trick.

The Capitol Theatre has brought back
GONE WITH THE WIND. What better is

there to do than take a pleasant fall de-foliage

trip down to Pittsfield some Fall Break af-

ternoon, do some shopping, and take in the

film? Atlanta burns, then Rhett says
"Frankly, my dear, I don't give a damn!",
after which it's a dark ride back to

Williamstown and to bed before another day
of easy studying. You can make it into a

picnic, if you like. Recipes for tuna salad and
hot corn will appear in next week's ReAd.
We shall not discuss THE GAMBLER

because I've not had a chance to see it. James
Caan stjars as a professor who is a compulsive
gambler and then loses it all. Sticking to that

topic, CALIFORNIA SPLIT has arrived in

Pittsfield after touring the area for the past

three weeks. If by some quirk of fate, you
missed it and are really hung up on that fact,

then the Inn Cinema has it for you. THE
GAMBLER is at the Showpla^e.

Oh yes. There is one more. THE LONGEST
YARD wins the long-distance title, running

in its. fourth week at the Paris Cinema off

Route 7. It's the first prison football movie.

Burt Reynolds plays the leaU with a lot of

good chest. Even the pigskin performs. 'Tis a

pleasant but unsatisfying diversion for those

who reveled in THE DIRTY DOZEN. D

Planningvd Refiectlons
hears rarm plans ;

from page oiie

Moomaw expressed any special concern witW<:,

the College's intended niode of disposition of

the land as long as the Town Zoning By-law
was followed.

Moomaw, a chemistry professor at
Williams did express some concern with the

maintenance of the Green River as a scenic

resource particularly in regard to the sale of

land near the Cojv Barn Complex (Element II

on the map). Welanetz said the College would
be cautious of to whom it sells land along the

river. ''We would want someone who would
want to retain (the river's scenic charac-
ter)", he said.

Moomaw had told the ReAd earlier that "it

is my understanding that the administration is

aware of (The importance of maintaining the

river.)" Welanetz said that chances are that

if the Cow Barn Complex should be sold, it

would be sold as one unit. We will be "ex-
tremely conservative in disposition" of this

area, he said.

The College may also be selling parts of

main Mount Hope Farm area. Sale of land in

this area will be limited to 24 housing units
'

and will not jeopardize what land is left,

Welanetz said.

The land to be sold (D, E and F) will be sold
in "ascending order of ease to develop,"
Welanetz said there is an access problem to
two of these areas.

Welanetz had apparently called the metting
partially to determine what matters the
College may have to bring to the attention of
the Planning Board in order to dispose of the
property in the proper way. He had specific
questions as to how land with houses on it

already should be handled.

Welanetz indicated the College has no in-

tention of selling Mount Hope Farm land on
which there is presently faculty housing.

a job with Rocky 's fotty

Williams students are now eligible to

participate in the New York State Assembly
In(«rn Program. The Intern Program is

designed 'to provide college students with

first-hand knowledge of the legislative

process and functions, and to attract them to

professional legislative staff work. Three
program components are offered, (January,

February-May, and July-August). Available

assignments include bill research, meeting

with interest groups, and acting as con-

stituent relations representatives. Although

the deadline lias past for the January com-
ponent, applications are now being accepted

for the February-May componenL Further

Informalion may be obtained from Dean
Reginald Gilliam.

-<«*%,-,%, 4^ t jm.fi
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do it. Sometimes I do something and others in

^e cast will say, 'What on earth were you
ti«3^ing to do there', but it was just a try. You
discard, you throw out, but maybe there's just

one little nuance that worked, and you bring it

over to the next time."

Driscoll and company had a frightening

rehearsal one Sunday when he experienced a

a temporary paralysis. (No, not on the stage

crucifix. ) H^ couldn' t talk or wiggle his hands
or perform the more exotic tasks the three

and one-half hour play demands. "It was
partly physicaV-hyperventilation—but I

learned how to st>p that. It was also acute
nervous tension. I ,\as really worried about
the part, but as timfe, went on I grew more
confident, although lasV^^riday there was the

buzzing at the end of liity nose again and I

said, 'Bill, relax, and breathe inan-
doutandinandout.' " He said that his mother
couldn't stand seeing him in the show,
"getting kicked around and being in pain for

that amount of time."

.J^'Jack wanted to unify the world-^to see it

operating through love. If he were the god of

love, then everyone would listen to him and
love him ... he can't accept contradic^ons

"and he is always suspiciuuii of his (wJn
violence. In Act III he sees it can't be done
through love, so he tells his family 'you'll get
what you want' although he doesn't want to be
a god of fear and vengeance.

" Driscoll thought
nothing was lost "thematically or
dramatically" by cutting out the last scene In

which Jack kills Grace, his wife. "When he
does the St. George speech, he shows he's
played the game but he's really terrified

the last night I was really tempted to cry, not
because it was over, but because we left Jack
in the state he was in. But the trick is not to

cry on stage, but to get people to cry in the

audience by their responding to some inner
sUte."

He has a very good memory, so that tie

absorbed his lines from having three weeks of

rehearsals with the book. "Then I spent
around an hour per act making sure the lines

were down," said Driscoll before reciting for

Us the first 100 lines of the Odyssey in Greek
and a dialogue between Fonda and the Duke
from Fort Apache.

(He admitted that he had a bad memory
lapse last year whei^he played the title role in

Tartuffe. "I realized thirty seconds before I

had to speak that I didn't have the line, and 1

kept thinking of something that would
rhyme," but alert playgoers noticed a sudden
la^e into non-Molieresque blank verse.)

Driscoll said he has not finished his own
.^^ys in blank verse, tentatively entitled,

"Death of a Salesperson," a non-sexist view

of his work last summer at Isaacson's

clothing store in Falmouth, and the second

part of a proposed trilogy, "Bundling: Art or

Science," a recollection of his work at the

Stop & Shop, with oblique references to tlie

Book of Job.

While he isn't working on the plays, he's

preparing for two roles in Studio Theatre

productions in mid-November. He'll star in

scenes from Volpone and The Zoo Story, with

many of the people he worked with in the last

show. "You loved them in The Ruling Class,

see them again in one-fifth the time,' he

smirked. He'll also direct lonesco's "The

Killer" sometime second semester.

We suggested that the writer of his first and

only fan letter might organize a fan club for

him on Ventura Boulevard (he preferred

Hollywood and Vine) as a Free University

project.
^

"I don't have any pictures yet," he mugged,

and he proceeded to bless our sandwich

bread. iJ

scandanavia offers more
Scandinavian Seminar is now accepting

applications for its study abroad program in

Denmark, Finland, Norway, or Sweden for

the academic year 1975-76. This liying-and-

learning experience is designed for college

students, graduates and other adults who

want to beome part of another culture while

acquiring a second language.

The focus of the Scandinavian Seminar

Program is an Independent Study project in

the student'Sv own field of interest. An in-

creasing number of American colleges and

universities are giving full or partial credit

for the Seminar year.

The fee, covering tuition, room, board, one-

way group transportation from New York and

all course-connected travels in Scandinavia is

13,200. A limited number of scholarship loans

are available.

For further information please write to;

SCANDINAVIAN SEMINAIR, 100 East 85th

Street, New York, N. Y. 10028.

Williams Outing Club members rncrch up Mount Greybck during annual Greyldck Day

The celebration of Greylock Day is based on the traditional Mount4ia Day when one

morning each October the Deans would ring the bells signifying no classh-M the day ana

the College would climb Mount Greylock.
\
\
\
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14mon group sustains

_ the master's spirit
by John Ellis

Shortly after the Fall Break the Jose Limon Dance Company will
come to Williams for three day residency (Nov. 7, 8, and 9), consisting
of a master class on Thursday, November 7 from 3:30 to 5:00 p.m., a

-lecture-demonstration Thursday evening at 8:30, an open rehearsal
Friday, and performances Friday and Saturday nights. (See Octo)3er
lO's ReAd for performance schedule).

Although Umon died in 1972 the company still exists, under the
direction of Ruth Currier and is still inspired by Limon's precepts
about modem dance. Limon was as articulate a writer as he was
precise a choreographer and several of his comments which appear in

the book The Modern 1)ance, Seven Statements of Belief (edited by
Selma Cohen, copyright 1,965 Wesleyan University Press, and printed
with permission of the publisher) well illustrate those principles which
will operate when the group performs here and also the history behind
rthem. Thus we quote Limon at length below:

"Italy, the mother of tha ballet; France, its nursemaid; and
Imperial Russia, which saw it to its glittering maturity, reveal
themselves to the world in every movement, gesture, and con-
figuration of their prodigious creature. The great Medici were not only
statesmen, rulers, and patrons of thfe arts: they were connoisseurs and
lovers of the hallo. One of their daughters, the illustrious Catherine,
transplanted it to the court of FranceVhere—amidst the turmoil of a
savage century— it grew and flourished, elegant and serene. Sub-
sequently by Roi Soleil gave it the prestige of his august participation.

The Italian immigrant was now ks royal as the dynasty of the House of

Bourbon, as French as Versailles, and henceforth its code of

movement, its vocabulary, was to be expressed in the French tongue.

"The Imperial Romanovs, in transforming Russia from an Asiatic

despotism into a state with the outward trappings of a Western nation,

took care that the ballet, that most Western of the arts, should certify

and confirm the new status. So superbly did the ballet flourish in the

climate of the Muscovite empire—favored by Imperial patronage and
the astonishing aptitude of the Russian temperament and physique—
that before long it surpassed the product of the regions of its origins.

The formidable Imperial Russian Ballet came to be to the nation what
armies, sci^tific achievements, and ancient ruins were to other-

nations. The Russian Ballet became the envy and wonder of

Western world, it became not only an art but a lingua franca

banity and civilisation.

"Then Isadora buncan—a scandal, a danger, and a del;

the artistic world in faalf. There were those who saw he>^s a crude
amateur, a shameless exhibitionist with no techniq

those who sensed in her a challenge, a revelation, and^ portent

future of the dance. It was fortunate for this future that artists of the

caliber of Michel Fokine'^ accepted the disturbing challenge to

stagnation. So came intp being, away from Czarist authority, in the

freer ambient of the West, the glories of the Ballets Russes.

^'I view myself as a disciple and follower of Isadora Duncan and of
the American impetus as exemplified by Doris Humphrey and Martha
Graham, and by their vision of the dance as an art capdlile of the
sublimity of tragedy and the Dionysian ecstasies. I try to compose
works that are involved with man's basic tragedy and the grandeur of

his spirit, i want to dig beneath empty formalisms, displays of
technical virtuosity, and the slick surface; to probe the human entity
for the powerful, often crude beauty of the gesture that speaks of
man's humanity. I reach for demons, saints, martyrs, apostates, fools,

and other impassioned visions. I go for inspiration and instruction to
the artists who reveal the passion of man to me, who exemplify
supreme artistic discipline and impeccable form: to Bach,
Michelangelo, Shakespeare, Goya, Schonberg, Picasso, Orozco.

With the years, 1 have become blind to the blandishments and
seductions of the romantics. I am impatient with the sounds, of the
Schumanns, the Mendelssohns, the Gounods, and the MassenMS. The
literature of the romantics, their architecture, and their fashions
arouse in me a feeling of aversion. The undisciplined and sometimes
fatuous exhibition of the romantic soul in exquisite torment—whether
in music, painting, or dance—leaves me cold. This saccharine and
maudlin view of the human condition is to me specious and decayed^
am happy that the Cezanne^, the Debussys, the Duncans, the Ibsems,

theDreisers, and the O'Neills have given us back a more adult^view of

our humanity."

The Ex wants You!

The Studio Theatre (basement of the MKl^
is f{o*ng to be extremely buiiy with at (east

seven drama department and Cap an)ilBells

productions. One of the main purpos^ of the

Studio Theatre shows is to get inj^fliK/^'People

who have either not worked " a>^ne AMT
before or those who have peve/'.participated

in any theatre. So that, alMvh^re interested

should not hesitateyio JftfXoTC the op-

portunities, as aeXorsj^esigners, stage

managers, carpenters, costumers, and
electricians. Involvement can be as little or

as great as each individual desires. Actors

should watch for the periodic audition notices

and p^ple in(erest«d In the technical aspects

ot/production should get in touch with Chris

flale or Jan Roberts at the AMT.

Goya in Boston
.

The most comprehensive exhibit of Goya's
graphic works ever displayed is now on view
at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts.

Goya was an energetic printmaker. This

exhibition explodes the myth of his often

called spontaneity by exhibiting not only the

etchings and lithographs-a new medium that

Goya exploited to the highest-but also the

preliminary drawings and progressive .

proofs, in order to demonstrate the artist's

method of working.

Pour major series in etching and aquatinlr-

the DISASTERS OF WAR, the CAPRICHOS,
the DISPARATES. (Follies), and the

TAUROMAQUIA (Art of Bullfighting) will all

be on view.

Because of the repressive political climate

of the times ( the Terror in France, followed

by the Napoleonic wars), Goya did not not

dare to publish many of his prints-often

veiled attacks against Church and State-

during his lifetime. (For instance, the

CAPRICHOS caused great scandal and had to

be withdrawn almost immediately and given

to the Royal Court so that they would not be

destroyed.) The DISASTERS OF WAR and
the DISPARATES were published long after

the artist's death. The Boston exhibit. THE
,

CHANGING IMAGE, will present these two
series for the first time as Goya meant them
to be seen. The exhibit ends on December
L'9th.

Marlboro

music

fills Clark
by Deborah Grose

The "Mdsic from Marlboro" series had its

opening^oncert last Thursday evening in the

auditOTium of the Clark Art Institute and

e who attended heard a polished

irofessional performance.

The word "Marlboro" in the series' title

refers to the annual music festival which

takes place in Marlboro, Vermont, under the

musical direction of Rudolph Serkin, where

each summer musician^ of distinction and .

accomplishment gather to expand their

repertoire and to share their various ideas

about the art of playing chamber music. The

purpose of this series, now in its ninth season,

is to share with a larger audience a wide

variety of vocal and instrumental programs

which characterize the spirit of music making

at Marlboro.

Thursday's program was traditional: one

eighteenth and two nineteenth century pieces.

The first half of the concert consisted of

Mozart's String Quintet in B-flat major K. 174

\l773) and Brahms' String Quintet in F major

Op. 88 (1882). After intiiermission the three

principal string players were joined by Lydia

Artymiw at the piano for Dvorak's Piano

Quarter No. 2 in E-flat Major B. 162 Op. 87.

The players of this ensemble were

strikingly youthful. All of them played their

instrument8\with skill but special mention

should go to Kim Kashkashian whose viola

playing contributed to more than a few ex-

citing moments to, the evening, and to Lydia

Artymiw, pianist, and Sharon Robinson,

cellist. The concertmaster, Felix Calimir,

was not as brilliant as one might have hoped.

The advantage in this is that hewas never in

danger of dominating the group at the ex-

pense of the ensemble; and yet it proved to be '

a disadvantage, especially ih the Brahms
piece, as he found it difficult to produce the

%uly virtuoso sounds that were called for. At

its finest moments, though, a chamber en-

semble can transcend the limitations of any

individual member as this group, on occasion,

did.

The problems with the first number resided

primarily in the work itself", the first piece in

the genre written by the not yet fully mature

Mozart. The quartet, stylistically and for-

mally, is uneven. Its most effective moments

were the haunting unisons in the Adagio

which give way to the echo effects of the

Minuet and the counterpoint of the final

Allegretto. The most striking part oi the

performance, especially evident in the last

movement, was the simultaneously of bowing

and articulation among the players. At-

tributes like these make a chamber group

seem a great deal more than the sum of its

parts.

The Brahms quintet, written in the Spring

of 1882, exudes a feeling of springtime. In the

opening Allegro softly the second violin and

viola shine. The movement, with its frequent

three against two figures and syncopation,

was executed with just enough rubato to the

pleasing. The Grave was appropriately

reflective and solemn though not morose and

was livened intermittently by Scherzo and

Presto passages, A volitile and carefree

Allegro finished the piece.

The addition of a piano to a string en-

semble, as in the Dvorak piece, presents a

totally new set of problems for the chamber

performer. The difference in tone color

maKes the issue of blending a crucial one, but

one which is allowed for largely in a com-

position itself, as it designates the piano as a

separate but equal partner in the enterprise.

This blend was faciliUted by the performance

of Lydia Artymiw who was sensitive to these

demands of ensemble playing. The Dvorak

piece was pecuUar because it ccmtained a full

rangeof emotional expression—not just in the

entire piece—but within a single movement,

the Lento. The five themes of this movement

evolve from gravity through calmness, to

lively agitation, passion, and finally to a,

;
celestial peace. Both the performers and

Dvorak somehow managed to create a feeling

of unity and strength from this diversity. In

the Allegro the group showed how a

melodically banal theme can be transformed

into a beautiful one through musical in-

Art Editor Notes:

Last week's review of the AMT's production

of The Ruling Class was written by Richard

Finkelstein.

We welcome, indeed encourage, responses

from our readers on any of the opinions ex-

pressed in this paper concerning the arts. All

written responses may be left at the ReAd
office in Baxter Hall.

Jose Limon

flection. Even in the passages of the Finale

where nothing significent was happening

"dramatically", composer and performers

alike managed to hold the listener's attention.

All told it was an auspicious start to the

series. The next concert will take place on

January 28 when "Music from Marlboro" will

present Trios by Haydn and Tovey and a

Mozart Divertimento.

fsArtsBriefsArtsB
(a highly arbitrary listing)

Modern Art by Clark at Clark
"Pioneers of Modern Painting" the series of films written and narrated by

Kenneth Clark opened this last week with a 45-minute film on the art of Edouard

Manet.

Lord Clark is very affable, possesses an encylopedic knowledge, and greatly

enjoys a silly joke or sly irony (he describes Manet's passion for sensual ex-

perience, from the enjoyment of the boulevards of Paris to the enjoyment of

women, by saying that Manet was "too interesting a man to deny pleasure.") All

of this combines to produce a film that is both entertaining and informative.

Primarily designed for those who have no or only a sketchy knowledge of the

painter discussed, the narrative is basic and relatively unsophisticated and the

films will, perhaps, bore some. The films do provide, however, an opportunity

to see a large portion of an artist's oeuvre in fine reproductions within a short

space of time. Also, Clark occasionally relates quite interesting biographical facts

and critical opinions.

The films are shown on Wednesdays at 8:00 and on Fridays at

admission is free. The painters still to be discussed are: Cpzanne, Oct.

Monet Nov. 6 and 8; Seurat, Nov. 13 and 15; Henri Rousseau Nov.

Munch, Dec. 4 and 6.

2:00 and
30 and Nov.

20 and 22;

1;

Go for Baroque

The ConcenluB Musicus of Vienna will give a concert in Chapin Hall tonight

8:30 p.m. Works to be played are: Concjpntus Musico Instrumentalis 1701, Sinfonia

II by Johann Josef Fux, Mcnsa Sonora 1680-Pars i and Sonatas a 5 by Heinrich

Ignaz Biber, the I68t SonaU V from Armonico Tributo by Georg Muffat, and Johann

Sebastian Bach's Overture in B Minor, BWV 1067.

The Concenlus Musicus is dedicated to the performance of early

music on the original instruments for which the music was written. Baroque in-

struments are "soft" and are capable of subtle nuances of sound. They produce

a distinctively warm tone.

.

.:

*

There will be no reserved seats and all Williams students will be admitted free.

Stone weavings at Dodd
A new show featuring -the weavings of Amy Stone (catalogue by Bland Goddin)

will op^ Thursday, October "Slst at the Williams Student Art Gallery, Dodd

House. The gallery is open at all times and. the shew will run until November

13th. ^\^ • - .
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xjmger popping

^^ger Popping: The Life Cycle in Rhytli-

,jn," a presentation of original poetry and
dance based on the life cycle from birth to

death, will be presented in the Experimental
Theatre of the AMTat8:00 p.m. on October 31

and November 1.

The show, which will be opened to all and
will be free, is sponsored by the Williams
Black Student Union.

ski cheap
Officials of the Bromley Ski Area located in

Manchester, Vermont announced recently a

special price policy aimed at college students.

"We're going to provide students with a

free Bromley College Card this year',, says

GM Bob Paron, "which will entitle them to

substantial savings on lift tickets weekends,

weekdays and holidays". Savings of 13 per

ticket are available.

The Bromley College ID Card itself. Is free

until November ISth. After this, a token fee of

|3 will be charged. To get the card, students

write to: Ms. Kit Cooper at Bromley, Man-
chester, Vt. 0525S. In addition toi name, they

should include school affiliation and ad-

dress—plus student ID card number If ap-

propriate.

\

Daly on Sports

Long live the King!

"SUNDAY SUPPER AT THE SIX HOUSE'
^- PmeWTOFITYPURBUDOBt,

Idke Autumn Leaves - "Nothing to be desired'

In Dining Pleasure -^^

Sour Hour Daily Except Saturday - 4:30-6:00 p.m.

„lErices o{«lli.tqtfer Drinks TSr^MugoTBeer 2Sc

)

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

For Sound Advice

Electronic -^

Supply Center >

stereo Systems By

KLH Panasonk - Sony

^ ' Tapes

.Cassette - Reel - 8 Track by

Memorex, BASF, 3M, RCA

32 River St. 413-663-6828 N.Adams

SPIRIT
SHOP

LIQUORS— WINES— BEER

LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

134 Cole Avenue Williatnstown

Phone 451-3704

STEELE and CLEARY
GARAGE

"^

Complete Automotive Service

DELCO BATTERIES
FIRESTONE TIR^S

41 Spring Sti'eet 458 4085

, "If you think people were upset when Nixon
resigned.

Wait 'til you see thetn when I whip Foreman's

behind!" -Muhammed Ali

It was a classic confrontation: the boxer vs.

the fighter, Muhammed Ali vs. George

Foreman. They'll be talking about the Kin-

shasa showdown for years, for while it may
not have been the best heavyweight title fight

' in history, it was undoubtedly one of the most
dramatic.

The stage couldn't have been more per-

fectly set. Here was the 32-year-old ex-

champion, born Cassius Marcellus Clay,

climbing into the ring against a man who ate

nails for breakfast, possibly the most
powerful heavyweight of all Unie^^eOTge

- Foreman;
———

=

r

The experts sal<i Ali wouldn't last four

rounds. The "Ali shuiffle"? It was no more.

Fred Astaire could stay on his feet longer

against Gargantuan George. And that jaw,

the one Ken Norton broke 18 months ago? One
decent uppercut by the champ would render

Ali speechless,

rrr Ali was burned out. The 3-year layoff had
finished him. He was too old to recapture the

title that authorities had taken away from
him. Joe Frazier and Ken Norton had since

found Ali less than invincible.

Then there was George Foreman. Thirty-

seven knockouts in forty fights. 6-3, 220

pounds of solid rock with arms the size of

treetrunks. Foreman had made Frazier look

like a washed-up sparring partner. Norton?

He, too had hit the canvas before the second

round was over.

But, Ali was undaunted. All along he kept

telling people that he would beat George
Foreman. "I tell you he's got no powfer ... he
hits. like a sissy," Muhammed would say.

"You watch, I'm going to fly like a butterfly

and sting like a bee. His hands can't hit what
his eyes can't see."

The odds may have l>een against the ex-

champ, but boxing fans the world over were
beiiind him all the way. Alj was the people's

champion. He had taken his act to Germany,
Japan, Great Britain, Africa, places that had
never seen a heavyweight title fight before.

Muhammed Ali was boxing, as no other

fighter had been before.

"Ah! Ali!" chanted the 1500 diehards in the

Pittsfield Boys' Club as the ex-chiamp made

his way to the ring. He was businesslike
expressionles»—he had been through it all
before. It was quite possibly#.the last fight of
his illustrious career. He had said so. It was
definitely not the time for clowning.
While waiting for Foreman to make his

appearance. Ah treated those on hand to a
few minutes of the old soft shoe. There he
was, dancing, dancing, dancing, flicking
lightning quick jabs that had felled the likes of
Sonny Listen, Jerry Quarry, Floyd Patterson,
Oscar Bonavena, and—yesr^-even Karh
Mildenberger. Just like old times : __
Foreman kept The Challenger waiting

nearly ten minutes, one month and ten
minutes if you count the postponement.
Finally, the champ beganiamake bis way^o
iiifring."Klllhim, Ali! Kill him!" the crowd
shouted. Gargantuan George looked bigger
than ever. Too big, in fact.

"It's a beautiful night in Zaire," remarked
commentator David Frost "80 degrees with
the humidity close to 90 per cent." The crowd
groaned. Ali would never be able to dance 15

rounds in that heat. Most fight fans would
have run out of fingernails by then, anyway.
The pre-fight drama wasn't over yet. First

came the referee's instructions: the I-can-

stare-better-than-you routine. Then, a band
that would make Williams' own look like the

New York Philharmonic offered an off-key

rendition of the national anthem.
Finally, the bell sounded and the chanting

picked up again, this time accompanied by
foot-stamping that shook the Boys' Club to its

very foundation. The pandemonium was
short-lived. Ali didn't dance. Instead, he hung
on the ropes and let powerful George flail

away at him with both hands. "Get away
from the corner! Dance! Jab him! " the

crowd pleaded.

But, the Louisville Lip, boxer ex-

traordinaire, knew better. He stayed on the

ropes, his gloves covering his face peek-a-boo

style, and invited the champ to come in and

say hello. Foreman was more than happy to

oblige and showered the contemptuous Ali

with blow after crunching blow.

The crowd cringed each time George

connected, but by the third round it was ap-

parent that his punches weren't doing much
damage. Ah's strategy was clear: let

Foreman punch himself out in the early

rounds and then finish him off.

Attention - Williams Pipe Smokers

New shipment Comoy Pipes $12"
Italian Briars $5"

and
French Cherrywood Ropp pipes $6'"' - $7^°

Hart's Pharmacy ,

Levis

Wool Rich
Mountain F*roducts

15,000 - 20,000 pr. Levis in stock

5,000 - 8,000 pr. Lees in stock
Sllirtsfi. Coats

.^„

Dunham's Boots
Men's and Women's Leather and Suede Coats ''v/!^

Special to all Williams students
10 per cent off with this ad on any item anytime

It pays to shop in Vermont
. Open7daysaweel<

lee

Benn -
. Burry Shop

Rte. 7 - 4 mi.'aorth of Bennington
Shaftsbiyy, Vermont

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
JOE DEWEY

our stock is the best advertisement"

Goose Down Coats

THE Luxury and Economy

of FINE

CABRETTA
LEATHER
' '*

'

:' '*i
"'

The ultimate in today's world

of fashion. Cabretta Lambskin

Leather is also Easy-Care. Spot

clean with mild soap and watejc.

Choose your pant coat or full

length coat from qur large se-

lection of stylei and colors.

Mabyiur trimmed.

M HOBBY HORSE SHOP
Rt. 7

L«iiMb«r«
442^314

OPEN 7 DAYS
TILL 9 P.M.

X



ForanUia was getting tired and frustrated.

Everytime he landed a punch of consequence,

All embraced hifti like a long lost friend and
the referee would have to step in to separate

them. This isn't the Sonny and Cher Show, the

champthought, this is Muhammed Ali and I'm
fighting for the heavyweight championship of

the world.

But, Ali was smart. He didn't go after

Foreman hi the fifth round when he first

showed signs of wealcening. The ex-champ's
slashing Jabs were hurting George now, but
he would wait a little longer. When Ali did go
after his man, he didn't waste any time.

It came in the eighth round. There was
Foreman, pounding away at All's midsection,

but doing little damage. Suddenly, the champ
decided to take a brief breather, and Ali

seized his opportunity. A straight right, a left,

then another right and Foreman was on his

back for the first time in his pro career. He
didn't get up. He probably could have. But,~
George Foreman had earned his pot of gold.

There would be other days.

The celebration continued in the Pittsfield

Boys' Club long after the fight was over.
People stood on their chairs, whistling, ap-

j^uding^-^creaming, -lighting up victory

cigars. It was a moment to savor, to watch the
replay and shake your head in awe at the
wondrous ways of Muhammed Ah. The king
was alive and well.

RecordAdvocate/lOm/19747
"Allah has power over all things," the

boxer-turned-evangelist explained af-
terwards. "Compared to him everybody,
even George Foreman, looks like a baby".
The tension, the unbelievable pressure, and
George Foreman were all behind him now. He
was crying.. Out of joy? Relief? Thank-
fulness? Whatever the reason, the
heavyweight champion of the world proved he
was, indeed, mortal. He was crytag. Like a
baby. g

Sports

Round-up
from page eight

Women's Swimming

7 The Women's swim team won an int.
pressive 59-36 victory over the Vassar last

Wednesday night at Muir pool. This is the first

year that Williams has a full women's swim
team. In the past Williams has had only a few
women swimming on the men's junior varsity
or goingto^women's invitational meetsrThere
are now fifteen women swimmers who will

participate in both dual meet and Invitational

competition. The meet against Vassar was
the first of the women's swimming season.

nun loaK nou MC

Check our Sale of

,/ Harper's and Perennials
—

50* 75*

Do your Christmas shopping early

•among the remaining titles in our Sun Room

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America
Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven Grindejv
" Spaghetti

50 Spring Street - 458-9009 and 458-8014

open daily 9 a.m. to2a.m.

Breakfast daily 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.

Donuts. Coffee

We make our own pizza dougli daily

STl'DKNTS WELCOME

Country Restaurant

In the Continental Tradition

Open for Luncli & Dinner

Closed Monday

Across from Williams Campus

Welcome back to a new Inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

and entertainment at the

m\[ Williams Inn

NEW WAVE

MUSIC
146 Fenn St. Pittsfield

New Releases on Sale This Week

New RIdere.
'"

Rolliflg Stones

Jackson Browne

Van Morrison
^

Dave Mason lethro Tull

Santana J. Geils

Maria Muldaur Jefferson Starship

Loggins and Messina The Who

$6.98 //$# - NOW $4.«9

•M^ also~- classical, folk, jazz, blues, rock, show tunes
•;,'»H*^'

' -;s

jA. i.ii."
^MCORDS - TAPES >-"

GUITARS - AMPS - DRUMS

AND ACCESSORIES v

The medley relay of Gwen Rankin, Sue
Buck, Barbara Bonner, and Barbara Ganley
set the tone of the meet by easily winning with
a time of 2: 14.5. Following the example of the

medley relay, Williams won ail but one of the

individual events. Freshwoman Carol Buck
captured a double victory in the 100 yard
individual medley and the 50-yard butterfly;

her times were 32.0 and l:ip.4 respectively.

Barbara Bonner, another freshwoman, also

overwhelmed her opponents in two events,

the SO and 100 yard backstroke races, with

times of 32.5 and 1 : 11.9. Junior Sue Buck was
Williams' third double winner. She captured
both the 50 and 100-yard breaststroke events

with times of 36.7 and 1:19.9.

In addition to the double winners, Bart>ara

Jackson and Mary Southworth scored single

victories. Jackson won the exciting SO-yard

freestyle race in 29.4. Southworth, the team's

only diver, won the diving event with a

magnificent performance. Other swimmers
to gain points for the Ephwomen were
Randall Morrow, Joan Davol, Barbara
Ganley, Gwea Rankin, and Cynthia.Harvey:
The final event of the evening was the 200

yardjr^style relay^TheimirfficiaLWilliams

team of Randall Morrow, Sue Buck, Gwen
Rankin, and Barbara Jackson won, but. the

t

i

points went to the second place official Vassar
team.

The taoA score, 59-36, reflects the fine

abiUty of this newly formed Williams team.
The meet attracted a good number of spec-

tators, reflecting campus support for this

women's teain. Hopefully the rest of the

team's meets vnll be as successfiil as the first

Women's cross country

The women's cross country team com-.

pleted its inaugural season Saturday at

Vassar by sweeping! the first three places

over the 2.1 mile course. Michele Cutsforth'

led the Williams contingent with a time of

13:22, foUowed by Ellen ToU (14:18) and
Becky Kano (14:27). The Vassar team had
been unbeaten in three previous races.

Williams remained und^eated following a
tie with Middlebury and\a victory over

Berkshire Christian College. The Purple
harriers over the season included Cutsforth,

Toll, Kano, Martha Bestebreurtje, Louisa .

Wilcox, and Dee Dee Royce. This group was
bolstered at the first two meets ov members-^
of the^womea'S-ski team. \ Q"
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The Kronick

Insurance Agency

57 Main St., North Adams

663-5341

1. We are now accepting 1975 auto in-

surance applications and renewals.

2. Time Payments. 3. Imrpedlate plates
and insurance.

4. Leading companies - Fast Claim Ser-
vice

5. All Ages. 6. Compare our rates with
those- you are now paying.

Insurers to Williams Students

for over 40 years

McLelland P
Need Storage Space?

or Extra Bookcases?

Come in and see ogr colorful

assortment of plastic containers.

Twice as many Contemporary

Cards on display

KING'S LIQUOR
STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

PLENTY OF ALL TYPES BEER

Spring Street '' Williamstown
Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458-5948

Route 43

Williounttown

Matsachutett*

A Remarkaily Comprehensive

' Selection of Work hy

America's Finest Craftsmen

including:

SVONEWARE POTTERY

SILVER and GOLD JEWELRY

Telephone (413) 458-9523

dimhani contiheiital

tyrolecns'
•:*/ V .«^.u.,^„..^,,^

;

na original nffU-l

•ToraaMi vlbraa aola

•Paddad acra* collar

•Ballowa ton9ua
Spa*d laolm ayataa

•LaatliaT llmd
niaiiT ooiwtnotioa
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Lowest Prices
In Town

WILLIAMS CO-OP
\^
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: Ephmen run

over, around

Tufts, 27-7
v by Dan Daly

Bob Odell, master of psychology, added a

new twist to his pre-game talk Saturday. He
gave his troops the silent treatment and let

them listen to the rantings and ravings of

Tufts coach Paul Pawlak in the adjac^
locker room.
Pawlak's words proved to be^jtist the

stimulus the Ephs needed. /«^ter spotting

Tufts an early touchdown, Williams roared

back behind a crunching ground game and

cut the Jumbos down to size, 27-7.

Efficient is one way to describe the Ephs'

performance Saturday afternoon. They didn't

try anything fancy. In fact, they didn't even

bother-to put the ball in the air (only 16

passes)—and they had entered the game the

6th-ranked Division III team in the nation in

passing offense (215 yards per game).

But in the trenches, the team of Bryan
Smith, Bob Morin, John Solar, Pete Hanson,

and Tim Dunn outfinessed and outmuscled

Tufts' young 5-3-3 "monster" defense every

step of the way and an assortment of Williams
backs reaped the rewards. When it was all

over, the Purple had piled up 312 yards in 58

carries, by far their best output of the season.

"We ran away from their monster on

almost every play," Odell explained af-

terwards. "That always gave us one less man
to block. Also, they gambled a lot and we were
just able to capitalize on. some of their

mistakes."

It was the second straight game in which
Odell regularly employed two offensive back-

field units. "We have some good backs and
they all deserve to play," he said. "It keeps a

happier ship, too." Sophomore halfback
Chuck Carrier led all rushers with 75 yards in

10 carries, followed by Rod Geier (67 yards).

Marc Byrnes (44), and Tom Redden (31).

Tufts got on the scoreboard first. Following
a short punt, the Jumbos marched 62 yards in

11 plays, almost all on the ground, with

halfback Mike Colonna leaping over from two
yards out for the score.

The drive was a costly one. Halfback Tom
Whelan, who entered the game with a 7.2

yards per carry average, was injured on a

scamper to the 18 and spent the rest of the

game on the sidelines. Tufts' high-powered
attack never got going again after that.

Williams evened matters on its next

possession. After Dave Reimann's 36-yard

kickoff return gave the Ephmen excellent

field position at the home 49, Jim Baldwin
directed his charges 51 yards for the tying

score. Redden exploded over right tackle for

eight yards and a touchdown.
The Ephs went ahead to stay the next time

they got their hands on the football. Carrier's

42-yard sweep to the Tufts 20, the longest run
from scrimmage for a Williams back this

season, got things rolling, and seven plays

later, Geier ran it in from the one to give

Williams a 14-7 halftime lead.

The second half was more of the same as
the Williams defense shackled Tufts' vaunted
passing attack with three interceptions and
the running game continued to roll. Somehow
though, the Ephs managed to squander a pair

of third quarter scoring opportunities and the

Jumbos entered the final quarter very much
in the ball game.

v,y^

Baldwin dashed all hopes of an upset,

however, with a beautifully directed 80-yard

drive, highlighted by a 28-yard heave to split

end Dave Parker and capped by Byrnes' 8-

yard touchdown run behind a wall of blockers.

Kevin Cramer's point after made It 21-7.

Capitalizing on Mike Gibbpns' second in-

terception of the game, back-up quarterback

Don Wallace put the finishing touches on a big

win with a 14-yard scoring strike to end Dave
Parker. Ray Cox' 12-yard burst to the 17 set

up the score.

William's journeys to Schenectady on

Saturday tp do battle with Union. The Dut-

chmen, now 1-4, have dropped four in a row to

Tufts (28-23), Rochester (13-6), R.P.I. (17-14),

and Hobart (29-18) after an opening game win

over W.P.I. (7-6).

Odell, however, is not taking his opponent

lightly. "They're a youiig, dangerous football

team," he said. "They start three freshmen

and several sophomores and are coming

along. Injuries seem to have kept them from

putting it all together." «

In diminutiv^e Ron Westbrook, Union has

one of the finest running backs in New
England. The 5-8, 160-pounder senior co-

captain rushed for 211 yards and three touch-

downs against Tufts and averages more than

five yards per carry on the year. The
Williams defense will have to be at its best to

stop this slippery speedster.

Williams dominates the series dating back .

to 1887, winning 52 of 70 contests. Four games
have ended in ties. Last year on Weston Field,

the Ephs blanked Union, 17-0. The Dutchmen,
who haven't scored against Williams since

1971, would love to even the score. G

Sports

Round-up
Field hockey . ,,

The women's varsity field hockey team
made it two in a row Thursday, blanking
North Adams State, 1-0 to improve its record
to 6-2. The squad closes out the season
Tuesday afternoon (Oct. 29) at Russell Sage.
Shailah Stewart's first half goal (off of a

pass from Beth Brownell) was all the Eph-
women needed to hold off NASC in a fast-

paced, rough-and-tumble affair. A strong
Williams defense and the netminding of

junior Nancy Schluter held North Adams at

bay in the final half

The junior varsity ended an undefeated (5-

0-1) season Thursday with a resounding 6-0

win over their North Adams counterparts.
Goals by Molly Roach and Liza Olsen gave
Williams a comfortable 2-0 halftime lead,

then Edie Thurber broke loose for three
second half tallies to put the game out of

reach. Ms. Roach added a second goal to

complete the rout, 6-0.

Ms. Thurber topped the team in scoring,

netting eight goals in just six games. Amy
Kindwall and Molly Roach followed with four
and three goals, respectively. Equally im-
pressive was the goaltending of Sharon Coyle
and the defense of Maggi O'Brien, Anne
Youngling, Priscilla Buckley, and Mary Fish.
The jayvees allowed only one goal all season.
The junior varsity will be counted upon

heavily to fill the varsity ranks next fall. Nine
players are graduating in June.

Soccer

"Everything is at six and seven," says the
Duke of York in describing the political

situation in Shakespeare's Richard II. The
Williams soccer team (4-1-1), ranked no. 6 in
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Mike McGarr [left] and Bob Clifford stride through the Berkshires in a tri-meet against

W.P.I, and Coast Guard. McGarrfinished third; Cliffordfifth.

[photo Oy i

Sophomore comerhack Todd Nelp [Ib^puts the stop on Tufts quarterback Randy Rundle
[13]while Harry Jackson [71] and Tim Mages [64]close in to add the finishing touches.

Williams tuon, 27-7. .- _ '

the coaches' New England poll, found

themselves in the same position as they

• travelled to Cambridge on Tuesday to play

Harvard, ranked No. 7 (3-1-1).

The Crimson play a rough, aggressTve

game, similar to Bowdoin's, which rudely

disrupted the Purple's precision passing in

last week's scoreless deadlock.

"They're always tough," said Eph coach

Jeff Vennell. "We have more ability up front,

but they have a big, strong backfield. It'll all

depend on how we adjust to the different style

of play." Which means they've got to adapt
better than they did at Bowdoin.

Senior back Bob Samuelson and soph

halfback Rick Zeller suffered turned ankles in

practice, but both are expected to play. Skip

Grossman is Vennell's pick as goalie.

Through the first six games, the Eph of-

fense has come through as Vennell had ex-

pected. Led by tri-captain Mike Elkind and
sophs Steve Smith and Hank Osborne, the

Purple has produced ten goals. Through the

same number of games last season, the Ephs
had scored exactly two.

What the old Duke had actually meant in his

observation above was that poor Richard's

kingdom was in a terrible state of confusion.

If the Purple attackers can learn to adjust to

rough opponents, and the defense continues

its outstanding play, the Ephs should also be
able to wreak some confusion of their own,
although in a somewhat narrower sphere: the

New England Top Ten,

After Harvard, they travel to Springfield on

Friday evening to play the third-ranked

Chiefs (6-0-2). Then, they return to Cole Field

on Wednesday, November 6 for their first

home game in three and a half weeks, against

second-ranked Connecticut (9-0-2). U.Conn.
recently bumped off Brown, which was rated

fourth in the nation and first in New England.
If the Purple can manage to get past both

Harvard and Springfield (those are very big

ifs) the battle with U.Conn. (also ranked no.'

10 in the nation) could be the most exciting

and important sporting event of the year on
the campus. It should be noted that game
time on November 6 will be 2:30 instead of

4:00, due to the switch to Eastern Standard
Time.

please turn to page seven

Harriers drop

tri-meet; 7th

in Easterns
Coach Plansky's cross country team is now

suffering through its losingest season since
1969, having tumbled to a 4-5 record. The
Ephs lost a hard fought triangular meet to

Coast Guard and WPI last Wednesday,
finishing on the wrong end of a 35-39-46 score.
But on Saturday, a strong five-man effort

netted the squad seventh place out of 18 in the
Easterns.

Mike McGarf and Bob Clifford were the
only bright spots in the Coast Guard meet. A
team riddled by injuries and hour exams was
unable to support the 3-5 finish of this pair as
the Ephs lost to a pair of teams having fine
years.

The Easterns took place over the aU-too-
familiar Franklin Park course where even
the freshmen have already competed and
some of the seniors had run eight times
before. -\

The JV race went off first and freshman
Frank Carr picked up the only Purple medal
with a strong sixth In 16:07 for 3.1 miles. Doug
Greff died into fifteenth in 16:27 followed

eigTit "seconds later by sophomores Ken
Leinbach, Chris Flavin, and Gary James
scoring seventeenth through nineteenth,

Williams finished third in the JV race,

trailing Brandeis and Bates wftile defeating

eight other schools with full teams.

On the varsity level the Ephs finished

seventh as Providence won their seventh

straight Easterns victory. Williams out-

pointed MIT and WPI, despite previous

defeats in triangular meets, while Lillle

Three rivals Wesleyan and Amherst finished

fifteenth and eighteenth.

Leading the way again for the Purple were
Mike McGarr and Bob Clifford with 25th and

26th place in 25:12 and 25:16 for the five-mile

race. As a measure of this fall's competition,

Mike ran 39 seconds faster than his 1973 time

and lost five places. Bob improved by nearly

a minute.

Behind that pair the trio of Dan Sullivan,

Scott Lutrey and Paul Skudder passed and

repassed each other while moving up through

the pack after a tardy first mile. Sullivan

blazed his last mile to move up to 48th in 26:00

with Lutrey two seconds and six places

behind in the middle of a mob. Skudder stayed

clear by finishing ten seconds later in 59th.

The Ephs had their last home meet of the

year on Wednesday and now look toward the

Little Three Championships at Wesleyan on

November 8th. All look toward going lo the

New Englands on a winning note. G

Racquetwomen

end perfect

(10-0) season
After securing a perfect 10-0 season with a

6-1 romp over U.Mass., six members of the

women's tennis team traveled to New Haven,

Conn, last weekend to compete in the New

England championships. Although none of the

girls captured individual honors, each played

excellent tennis, according to coach Curt

Tong.

Sophomore Laura Carson bowed in the first

round to the tournament's no. 6 seed, hut

rebounded to capture five straight matches

and win the consolation bracket.

Joninna Sadoff, who rolled up a 10-0 record

this fall, got as far as the third round before

running into the no. 1 seed. Ms. Sadoff fell. 6 3,

6-3, in a tight, well-played match.

In doubles, the team of Diedra Laird and

Katrina Voorhees provided the upset of the

tournament when they dumped the no. 2 .seed

from Radcliffe. The duo succumbed in the

quarter-finals.

The tandem of Rachel Robb and Elhe

Winninghoff, who compiled a 6-2 record on the

season, reached the third round before

meeting their match.

Although no team totals were kept, Tong

estimated that Williams was "among the top

three" teams in New Haven. With only one of

the top sirsingles players and two of the six

leading doubles players graduating in June,

the squad promises to be just as formidable

next fall. i

At U.Mass. last week,' the Ephwomen

captured the top four singles matches and

both doubles matches to win going away. U

/
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Most
faculty ever

drop course

evaluations
by Scott Fenn

With Faculty usage of the Student Course
Evaluation Survey (SCES) encountenng a 25

per cent decline over the last two semesters,

students may no longer have an official

means of evaluating their courses, according
to a recent study made by Associate Provost
David A. Booth.

Booth compiled the report to compare the

sharp drop of the Spring 1974 term with the

previous study covering the Fall terms of

both 1972 and 1973. He concluded that if the

decline continued, the lack of Faculty par-

ticipation would "jeopardize" the entire

SCES program.
Booth said that the marked decline in SCES

usage W9s not anticipated and that he could

only guess about the reasons behind it. "The
implications to be drawn from this decline in

instructor usage depend upon what happens
in the future," he remarked. Noting that

SCES scores become meaningful only when
compared with other scores, especially those

from other departments, Booth warned in his

second SCES report that "should there occur

a further decline during 192^5 even ap-

proaching the extent of the large decrease in

usage by the faculty during the past

semester, the viability of SCES as a college-

wide, number-based survey with tabulated

results will be threatened immediately."

Williams is using the SCES for its third

year. The Faculty initiated this voluntary

program to"make available the SCES for use

by departments and individual teachers for

self-improvement and, through the depart-

ments, to the Committee on Appointments

and Promotions for evaluating teachers."

The SCES rating form is a standardized set

of 41 questions in which the student evaluates

the course itself, the instructor, and how

much was learned through various teaching
methods. The results of the survey are
published and made available to faculty
members. According to Booth, students are
not given access to the results because the
percentage of faculty members using the
SCES would allegedly drop to a useless
proportion.

Booth, in alayzing the decrease, noted in his
second report on the SCES usage "the decline
was due entirely to a sharp reduction in the
number of instructors who chose to use the
SCES forms and not at all to student failure to

fill out the forms in courses where forms were
offered." He added, "The number of faculty
using "SCES^ forms in-at-least one course
declined frorii 127 to 96 between Fall and
Spring." This corresponded to a decrease in

the percentage of courses in which SCES
forms were offered from 75 per cent to 58 per
cent. The per cent return by students in

courses using SCES however was 82 per cent,

as high as it has ever been; 3 per cent higher
than in the Fall 1973 term.

Until the Spring 1974 term. Booth's report

showed that there were "equal rates of

participation in SCES usage among the three

divisions." The decline between Fall and
Spring however was "pronounced" in

Division 111—the Sciences— (from 74 per cent

to 44 per cent of courses using SCES), "quite

heavy" in Division I—Languages and the

Arts—(from 76 per cent to 52 per cent), and
"very slight" in Division II—the Social

Sciences—(from 74 per cent to 70 per dent).

According to Booth, "The dechne was
unusually sharp in American Civilization,

Biology, Drama, Geology, Physics, Political

Economy, and Romantic Languages." He
added that "participation was either totally

absent or little more than token in American
Civilization, Drama, Anthropology, Geology,

Music, and PoHtical Economy."
Booth's report showed that the decline with

respect to course level was the largest in

400-level courses. Participation also fell off

drastically in very large courses (51-250

students) and in very small courses (1-10

students). He noted that "there were.no
marked differences in reduced participation

according to faculty rank or longevity, except

that the relatively small group of Instructors

and Lecturers had a disproportionately large

decline." Q
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Trustees

breakdown:

Amherst co-ed
by David R. Ross

The Board of Trustees of Amherst College

voted to admit women starting next year last

weekend. lUie vote came at a special meeting

of the trustees at Amherst Saturday, Nov. 2.

- The issue of co-education had generated

much controversy at Amherst over the past

few years. In January of 1973, the trustees

Shelved consideration of the question despite

the support of President John William Ward

for it. According to the Amherst Student,

faculty and student response was strongly

opposed to the U-ustees' decision and in favor

of admitting women.
Throughout the '73-'74 college year, ad-

ministration committees evaluated the needs

and effects of a move to coeducation. Their

conclusions, outlining several different co-

education options, were published in Sep-

tember and distributed to students, faculty

and alumni.

The faculty went on record as over-

whelmingly supporting the admission of

women. In pushing for the vote, female

faculty members wore t-shirts displaying the

message "KEEP ABREAST OF THE
TIMES." According to the Student, this was

only one example of the militant support for

co-education generated on campus. President

please turn to page •Ight /

[photo by Rosenfeld/Newsweek]
The crew of the Courageous hams it upfor the press after winning the right to represent

U.S. by defeating Intrepid, 5 wins to 4.

Alumni and the 'auld mug'

:

4 if by sea spells victory
by Andy O'Donnell

Whenever a group of alumni gather 'round

a pitcher of beer and someone asks, "What've

you been up to lately?", the inevitalile result

is a subtle game of one-upsmanship. And as

hordes of loyal Williams alumni begin their

annual migration to the Purple Valley for this

year's Homecoming festivities, Ensign Reg
Pierce '72 looms as an odds-on favorite to

emerge as one of the victors by dint of his

participation in Courageous' successful

defense of the America's Cup this summer.

While the rest of the world caught glimpses

of newsf)aper accounts in between visits to the

nearest beach or sipped martinis and

discussed the results at the local yacht club,

Pierce teamed with Bob Bavier '40, Jack

Sutphen, Jr. '42, and Les Abberly, son of Fred

Abberly '39, to lend a distinct Williams flavor

to the Courageous crew that thrashed

Australia's Southern Cross in the anti-

climatic cup finals.

Both Pierce and Abberly sailed on the boat

throughout the summer, working as a coffee

grinder and a spinnaker trimmer, respec-

tively. Sutphen served as alternate helm-

sman, sailing on the boat until August 1, then

joining the crew onshore. Bavier, who had

skippered Constellation in her successful

defense of the cup in 1964 against the English

challenger Sovereign, was named skipper of

Courageous by Bob McCuUough, head of the

syndicate providing her financial backing. He
served in that position until the final race

against Intrepid, at which time a joint

decision by McCullough and Bavier resulted

in his replacement by Ted Hood, who had

previously been the tactician. The decision

proved to be crucial. With Hood at the helm.

Courageous convincingly defeated Intrepid in

the final race, then proceeded to give the

cocky Australians a lesson in sailing, realing

off four quick and embarrassingly lopsided

victories that literally took all the wind out of

the Aussies' sails.

"The Aussies were quite cocky all sum-

mer, " remarked Pierce. "They came here

predicting certain victory, saying that their

boat was the fastest 12 ever built. We were

ready to go out and disprove that, and we

did." The extent to which they did shocked

most observers, but left many with a smile on

their faces as well. For what seemed the

umpteenth time in the history of the 123 year

old race, the Americans had deflated their

opponents' egos with the same, time-tested

formula—a shrewder skipper, a better crew,

and a faster boat. "We sailed better," ex-

plained Pierce. "We had a better crew and

made fewer mistakes." As one writer

remarked, "There was only one flaw in the

summer long festival of boating. At the end of

it, the two yachts had to race one another."

The planning for the summer began much

earlier .,for both Pierce and Bavier.

Courageous had been designed 3 years before

with the intention of having Bavier as her

skipper. For Pierce, the chance to participate

in the America's Cup had been a life-long

dream. When he met Bavier in England in

1969, he wasted no time expressing his in-

terest. "I had sailed in Long Island sound as a

kid, and it had been a childhood dream to sail

in the cup," Fierce recalled. "I wrote Bavier

several times and when we met, asked him to

do it." His efforts plus his outstanding

qualifications (he's currently a sailing coach

at the naval station in Annapolis) paid off.

F'rom an initial pool of 60, the applicants were
whittled away through the fall until 8 were
finally chosen, among them Pierce.

However, by mid-December it appeared

that all plans for Courageous might have to be

scrapped. "The members of the syndic'sfte

(several of whom were from the New York
Yachting Club which was sponsoring the cup)

had shelled out over V/z million from their

own pockets just for Courageous," explained

Pierce, "but around Christmas they began

losing backers due to the oil crisis and they

decided to cancel the whole affair. Con-

struction was halted, but then Bob Mc-
Cullough came in and kept the syndicate

going."

What they produced was a sleek, aluminum
hulled yacht full of gadgets that lay in stark

contrast to the old fashioned, wooden hulled

Intrepid. Twelve meter yachts aren't

overgrown Sunfish or the flashy rolls royce—

please turn to page four
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Running before the wind.

Homecoming preview

on pages 4 and 5
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Editorials:

Step Backwards
A growing faculty apathy threatens student criticism of both courses

Hqd professors, as evidenced by the dramatic drop in faculty use of the

shident course evaluation forms.

25 per cent fewei" faculty members used the pink subjective and yellow

objective forms last spring than the previous semester. Such a decline is

alarming not only because it threatens the future of student evaluation at

WiUiaqis, but more importantly, it forebodes a period ^f stagnation in the

academic community.
The usetqlness of the evaluations to both students and faculty are ob-

vious: students qan comment on course content and faculty performance,

>n*ile4he faculty'can measure the effectiveness of their course and their

teaching. What emerges from this mix is a beneficial interaction of studant

andiaculty reactions to the classes here at Williams ... ideally. ^:;^^^s=s^-^

I^i^ At present however, despite an increase in student use of the op-

portunity to comment on the means of their education, the faculty is shut-

ting out these voices. Are such faculty, who are thankfully not yet in the

majority, upset at the form of the evaluations, impressed with the per-

fection of their efforts, or just simply lazy?

If either of the last two reasons are anywhere close to the truth, the

reputation of academic excellence which Williams has proudly worn and

clearly deserved will soon become an academic quagmire, producing

nothing and slowing down all who pass through it. Closemindedness in any
area of an academic community, especially one dedicated to the liberal

arts, flies in the face of a willingness to accept new ideas and react to

change. When faculties stop listening to students, an essential link in the

formula of academic advancement will be broken. While such a gloomy
future seems unlikely, the present decline of such raisesjthe p^tssibility.

The high quality of the Williams faculty makes such a projection far-

fetched, and a more basic disagreement with the method of the evaluations

more plausible. If faculty are dissatisfied with the actual questions and
format of the forms, a well-organized critique aimed at reforming

inadequacies in either the pink or yellow sheets would be much more con-

structive than the passive boycott of the questionnaire which now seems to

be in effect. Perhaps the present system needs a drastic overhaul. If it is

lacking, though, that is no reason to junk the entire process.

Students want some sortof opportunity to react to the most basic part of

their college education—the classroom experience. This is obvious from the

increase in student participation in filling out the evaluation forms, despite

the drpp in distribution by the faculty. If the present system is inefficient,

the meithod should be reformed, while the concept is retained. After a three-

year adolescence, the forms should be subjected to a campus-wide
examination to determine the direction of future growth, not allowed to

waste away through indifference.

housing? Ck)n8ider that the question of single-sex versus co-ed housinc
i^mains unsettled here.

^ *

More iinportant is the fact that Amherst possesses a full male past of
some ISO years. All its traditions (demo weekaids, Muri^, that Amherst
brand of humor, losing to Williams) are male oriented. Many WillianiB
women still feel that at certain times of the year (notably Homecoming and
Winter Carnival) they are intruders on a male domain. What will Amherst
do to avoid this?

trip.

Amherst, you have taken a first step (m a difficult, if interesting, road-
. Don't fall on your ass.

'„'

X

\'

X\ Can Amherst Do It?

The Ebb and Flow
It is somewhat irritating for someone interested in the performing arts

at Williams that the schediding of such events seems to operate -under the

theory of glut and famine. .-"-X - '!_ -__
After the weekend when the Berkshire Synipo^ the Freshman

Revue, and The Ruling Class were all presented, there has been a relative

paucity of live events on campus. With Homecoming Weekend the glut

reappears. On Friday night there are four highly interesting events to at-

tend. Indications already are that all of them will suffer from less than full

houses as a consequence.

If the concern of those people who sponsor such events is to reach as

many interested people as possible, it would seem that .such scheduling is

self-defeating. It could result from two things: either these groups do not

consult with each other (or keep aware of what is already scheduled) or

ttiey trust that their own event will be the most compelling. To employ
'either method is to seriously misunderstand the potentialities of arts

audiences at Williams. The Williams College community is a small one, and
the audience for arts performances is smaller still, so that it is highly

susceptible to being quickly exhausted. To remedy this there should be both

informal collaboration between the various sponsoring organizations and a

general keeping aware of what is happening when. There are, logically, five

optimum weekends per year for these events and yet there are many other

times which are also acceptable both for performers and the general

audience and these should be looked into for possible dates for per-

formances at Williams.

Shoot the dog

Homecoming

starting next fall, Amherst will cease to be "a small liberal arts college

for men" and will embark upon the "bold experiment of co-education." Not
that the lads from Amherst are strangers to women, of course. For years,

they have been able to observe and study the gentle products of Smith and
Mount Holyoke. Often, the more temerarious of Lord Jeff's offspring would
even go "big game hunting" in the feniale preserves—with varying degrees

of.success, ifwe are to believeancient frat stories.

. In voting for co-education, Amherst's trustees have discovered what
Williams' students, faculty and trustees discovered some six years ago: A
system that forces men to be the hunter and women the prey makes no sense

at all. This is not to say that co-education is a panacea, nor that there is no
place for all-male or coordinate colleges (as Amherst in its five college

setting has effectively become).
Although the debate continues, it is generally agreed that co-education

has made Williams a healthier, freer place for the growth of the individual.

Still, not all the predicted changes have come to pass. An editorial in the

January 29, 1969 Record predicts that co-education will increase the

"maturity" of the campus. As for disadvantages: A substantial number of

girls on campus would not bring instant bliss. Dress and language would
have to be improved considerably, to the chagrin of many. And the social

pressures from girls being around constantly might be as great as those

resulting from having no girls at all.

We doubt that the lads from Amherst will lose sleep over watching their

"dress and language." However, co-education does pose problems and puts

new pressures on all involved. There is no room for haste in this adjustment.

A concrete proposal to admit women was first presented to Williams'

trustees in 1%7. In typical Williams fashion, a series of committees were set

up. However, in this case, the caution paid off. On June 7, 1969, the trustees

voted unanimously in favor of co-education after having observed the effect

of female exchange students on the campus. The first freshman women
were admitted in 1971. (Class of '75, we salute you !

)

The recent decision of Amherst's trustees, a reversal of a negative

decision made in 1973 and made in an atmosphere of intense campus
pressure, has all the ear-markings of a hasty one. Although the Amherst
Student assures us that over the past year committees have given the

matter extensive study, we wonder if certain areas have been treated with

due concern and attention.

Amherst still houses most of its students in fraternities. There is a

danger of the women being segregated into college dorms, only to become

the perpetual panty-raid targets of the frats. WiU there be room for co-ed

by Peter Hillman

Don't talk to me this weekend about Im-

pressionists. Ask me to analyze the style of

John Dos Passos and I may just walk away. I

wouldn't explain sine-cosins functions even if

I could, because this is Homecoming. So
forget Monet and 1874, and, as dear to me as it

is, I'm taking a brief holiday from the up-

coming CEP report. It's Homecoming, and
Wesleyan's coming to town.

If you were in Schenectady last Saturday
you saw some excellent football, performed
by good Little Three talent, against a Union
team which believed that physical punish-

ment was the next best thing to finesse and
style. Williams had the finesse Saturday, in

the air from Wallace to Parker, on the ground
from a revolving circle of solid backs. But
Union is on the films now, and the bragging
rights in Saratoga bars are locked up, for

another year. The second season—Wesleyan
and Amherst—begins Saturday on Weston
Field.

Now Williams is a school that loves its

academics best and its athletics next, among
a number of equal things—which is how it

should be. Four Saturdays every autumn
magic takes place on Westoa The people who
perform, unlike major college ballplayers, do
not receive padded football scholarships and
subsidized academic tutoring. They cannot
major in Physical Education. Rather than

receive a high number in the professional

draft, the most Williams football players can
hope for from a winning season is a highly-

coveted Little Three medal—symbolizing that

they are the best from among Wesleyan and
Amherst, each of which conducts its football

basically as low-keyed as does Williams.

Much has been made in this space over the

last four years of that other small, eastern,

liberal arts institution, Amherst. Some^^
things that have been said have prompteH.
angry threats from fraternity stars and other

types. Most of the Amherst-related pieces

have found their way into the Aniherst

Sludenl, and Coach Wilson supposedly posted

one particular column in the Amherst locker-

room before, his team played basketball

against Williams. "I would beat you up, too,"

a friend told me recently, "if you printed

things like that about me."
And so 1 apologize, Amherst, if I went

overboard in the interest of sparking a

healthy rivalry that was here long before 1

was, and that will undoubtedly survive my
literary attempts. I misjudged your. sen-

sitivities and employed literary devices in

hopes of 'constructing some decent and en-

tertaining columns. I was always awed and

mystified by your over-confidence before

Williams games, especially when contrasted

to what I thought was a more dowj>to-earth

Williams football spirit; a sense of just get-

ting the job done the best way Williams knew

how and hope the scoreboard comes out all

right. But forget all that now; reprint this in

the Amherst Student, and then we can all

enjoy Pratt Field next Saturday for what it

honesUy will be—a good contest between two

excellent squads.

But Wesleyan, another good team, comes

first Being in the LitUe Three cellar for the

last several years is no shame when one

thinks about all the talent Williams and

Amherst has had. But, more imporUnt, what

makes Little Three ball so exciting and nerve-

wracking is the elementary fact that anything

can happen on any given day. Often, fumbte

inside the ten, or bad snaps from center, and

interceptions—or even difficult weather—can

make a less-polished LitUe Three squad

victorious.

And then there is the crowd. When it is large

and spirited and colorful a Homecoming

crowd can fill Weston wiUi its cheers and

encouragement, sparking come-backs and

filling players and fans with wondrous

emotion. It happens on Weston; I've »««" ''

work on Pratt So go down this Saturday, and

watch Brian Smith block, or Kroker run

.DBtterns, Geler is running on Weston for the

W/jflje. and Niden, Jackson, Chandler, and

TwinH* will be playing their last quartet on

defense. Biit forget the books, if only for an

afternoon, because ^jjVCTleyan's coming to

town. "'tU^ - ,-1
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The new
female role

:

progress and

problems
by Jan Brodle

To an audience of over 100 students and
bculty last Tuesday night, Suzanne Keller

lectured on "the female role, today and
tomorrow."
Women are entering areas of the labor

force that would have been iniconceivable a

couple of decades ago. Questions are being

raised that in the past would have put men

'

—and women ^n jail. Ms. Keller declaredJbut
these changes are not accidental; they are

part of a world development. The lecture was
limited to a discussion of women in this

century, and then women today with its

implications for the future.

The changes we see today are not new, she

^ said. The fact that more and more women are
in the labor force reflects conditions in earlier

days. In the past, women were active in oc-

cupations that today are considered to be

"man's wori(," i.e. editors, blaclcsmiths,

barkeepers. The chief dividing line for women
in modern times is the Industrial Revolution.

. This was when the home and the place of

employment became two distinct spheres.

Prom the industrial revolution on women as a

general rule have played a peripheral rather

than a central role in the workings of society.

Such a result was not intentional. Initially,

the home was the center of all major aspects

of life. Gradually though, all these facets of

society—politics, economics, culture-
became specialized and taken outside the

home. The social significance of the home
began to crumble. Middle-class women were
the hardest hit by this demarcation between
home and work. They were "over-educated"

for domesticity, yet underreducated for

specialized work. Raised in an atmosphere of

ambition and achievement, they found that

for them, fulfillment was blocked. These then

were the beginnings of the "woman's
problem." It is the development and con-

tinuation of these conflicts that have led to the

"Woman's Movement" .today.

Ms. Keller pointed out that today the em-
phasis on the home and family persists while

their importance is dwindling. Previously,

this conflict was held in check by the

recognized superiority and need of women in

the procreation of society. This "helped mask
the growing decrease in women's status."

And, this is why there was so little protest for

$0 > long; no conflict was realized among
women, since their lowering status was not

felt.

There is further the clear distinction of

rights between single and married women.

Unmarried women, widows and divorcees

enjoy rights as individuals that their married

sisters do not Ms. Keller declared. Yet, strong

pressures exist for women to marry and thus

enter this legally invisible state.

Ms. Keller points to the changing
significance of motherhood as responsible for

the changing role of women and the family.

Today is a major historical turning point.

Such traditional institutions as tiie family,

that have for so long been considered sacred,

are now being questioned. There are two

major roots of this questioning; demographic

factors and the introduction of the technology

of conception and procreation.

Two trends have become apparent in recent

population studies with important implication

for women, Ms. Keller said. The first is the

extended life span, and the second is the

shortened reproduction span. Couples marry
earlier today, have fewer children, and have

them earlier. Thus, still relatively young

women in their forties enter a period of "ex-

motherhood." Coupled with a longer life span

this means that women's lives are becoming
emptier. Even if a woman is dedicated to

motherhood she cannot immerse herself

enough in it to fill her life. Even if a woman is

"non-liberated" ^tie mustnpt'epare to fill two

spheres of life, as a mother and as a working

woman.
The availability of effective contraception

has freed sex relations. It has made sex a

more voluntary, private, and diversified

affair. Thtfre is greater ffeedom for dif-

ferences in sex roles and sexual behavior. The
rise of the "gay liberation" movement
exemplifies this. It also means old taboos, and
sexual repression are dissolving.

Procreation without sex is an even newer
phenomena. Artitifical insemination is, no
longer simply a bizarre concept out of Brave
New World. Frozen sperm banks do exist. The

3
Cam|)Li.s lectures

need for a "father" is no longer mandatory.
The same is true for a "mother." A woman
can conceive a child, butfihe need not carry it.

Or, she can carry a child that she has not

conceived. Or, she can raise a child conceived
or carried by another woman. ,Such

possibilities "invade the sacred terrain of
motherhood, fatherhood, and the family."
The family thus is not above change and

questioning. The nuclear family as it exists

today is a cultural ideal, Ms. Keller points

out, and a relatively new one at that. It arose
during the sixteenth century and typified the

middle-class. It was then and is sUll today,

simply a model. In reality, it is a minority
pattern. The majority of families have had to

cope with broken homes, single parentage,
and women playing dual roles as worker and
mother. It is obvious then that the ideal of a
nuclear family is easily broken. It is the

extent of the gap between ideal and reality

that bears particular relevance for women
todayj^

Over-population, shortages of natural
resources, the rising cost of raising a child,

and the loss of opportunity-costs to women in

non-paying labor as housewives (cook, maid,

nurse, etc.) have all put further pressure on
the family institution as we know it.

Turning to the working woman, Ms. Keller

declared that despite societal influence, 35

million women are in the labor force. In the

past, the typical female job holder was single.

Today, she is married, usually with children,

and often working full time.

But, Ms. Keller points out, it is one thing to

have a job, and another to have p good one.

Women are concentrated in the lower paying,

lower prestige jobs. Thus, as long as

remaining home is a viable option, it will look

relatively appealing. A time allocation stiidy

determined that wives and mothers in the

labor force work on an average of 10-15 hours

more per week than men or housewives.

Despite these factors, since World War II,

there has been a great increase in the number
of women in the labor force.

Today, there exists a decline of motherhood
as a full-time, life-time occupation. The
Causes of this decline are not new, but the fact

that "half of the population are suffering from
the demise of a traditional social role" is a

first, said Ms. Keller. The day is not' far off

when motherhood ceases to be a duty, or even

a right, but rather, becomes a privilege. New
priorities in life and work are being set. The
social connotations of gender are being

rethought.

The Woman's Movement today is not a

reflection of private problems, but rather is

an indication of the profound changes of

social forces that are inevitable for the future.

Its impetus comes from three main social

forces; 1.) rising expectations, 2.) women's

growing participation in the labor force often

not under advantageous circumstances, and

usually out of necessity, and 3.) the im-

possibility for the traditional woman to play

the role she was taught as a child.

Women must begin preparing themselves

for the demands that less rigid sex roles will

make on them, she declared. They must

develop new self-conceptions to deal with the

changes that are and will continue to occur.

The passive, timid, dependent stereotypical-

female is becoming obsolescent. The
stereotypical male "super-man" is also

crumbling. The definition of sex roles is

becoming less distinct. Women are not

becoming more like men for men's roles are

changing too. It is no accident, Ms. Keller

again stressed, that the "woman problem"

has surfaced today in all societies. It is not a

problem that will go away unresolved. It

means change and it means new questions

will have to be asked.

Ms. Keller is presently a sociology

professor at Princeton University, having

previously taught at Brandeis and Vassar.

She has written two books and several ar-

ticles, including Beyond the Ruling Class, and

"Woman in the year 2000." D

the fifties broke up

Morris Dicksteiii. professor of English at

Qnrriis College, will speak at two events at

WilliMMK College this week. He will give a

li'cttirr. enlilled "The Roots of the New
Radicalism; or. How the Fifties Broke Up" at

K p.m.. Thursday ( Nov. 7) In Room 3 of (Irlffin

Hall, and will lead a colloquium. "Fiction at

llio Croxsroads: The Uilcmma of the Ex-

perinienfal Writer" al4 p.m.. Friday (Nov. 8)

in Fllch-Prospect i.ounge.
*

Hold the lecture and the colloquhim are

spoitsored liy the Williams Department of

EiigllKh and are open to the public.

Busing and

the Church
in Boston

discussed
by JanBrodie

Last May, Boston's schoolsjvere officially

declared segregated and the city was ordered
to integrate its school system by a federal

court. For Boston, integration means busing

students to schools outside their neigh-

borhoods. It has also meant a fall of violent

opposition that has been front page copy
throughout the country.

The Catholic Church in Boston has taken a

pro-busing stand at a time when anti-busing

sentiment runs high in predominantly
Catholic sections of the city. Last Wednesday,
Ms. Patricia Goler, chairperson of the Ar-

chdiocese of Boston Commission on Human
Rights, gave an informal lecture on the Ar-

chdiocese's role in the busing problem. The
lecture was part of a Newman Association

series of informal dinner-lectures. Ms.
Color's lecture was a history-summary of-the

busing situation as it exists in Boston today.

After nine years of fighting, supporters of

integration pushed a law through the

Massachusetts legislature declaring Boston

schools to be "racially unbalanced." This

"desegregation" law led to the federal court

order and present "forced busing."

Few changes were made in the court ap-

proved plan at the early stages because of a

Supreme Court ruling that changes could only

be made by official members of the school

committee. This meant that every matter had
to become a major issue. Many, not wanting

to link their names too closely with the busing

ordeal, preferred to let things slide. Thus,

such things as several bus pick-ups at fire

alarm boxes, or grossly over-crowded stops

went unchanged.

Many of those who had been fighting for the

desegregation law for so long have now
turned to fight the new busing policies. In

almost every town where integration became
stated policy, violence of some degree broke

out. In comparison, the violence in Boston

was minimal, declared Ms. Goler.

The first specific committee to form in the

matter of applying integration policies was
one on student safety. Ironically, the question

of how to move children safely from one

neighborhood to another, in view of the heavy

city traffic, was the initial safety problem.

Rock throwing and fist-fighting quickly

became the reality when on September 12

busing began.

The first day went relatively well, com-
pared with other communities. There was
only one "incident" which included smashing
up a bus filled with young school children.

Very quickly, brick-throwing became com-
monplace. Clergy were placed on the buses,

but this helped little.

Boston police concentrated their efforts in 3

to 4 major trouble spots. They and everyone

else knew that if trouble broke out elsewhere

there would be little stopping it. It was not

long before violence in one of those un-

protected areas broke loose.

Parents were the originators of the

violence. But, when a high school student or

even a younger child sees his mother on

television yelling obscenities at the police and

when he has to pass through hostile lines of

glaring eyes to get into the school building, he

is. bound to be affected. This then is where the

stories of high school students beating up

other students originated. At those first

demonstrations, there was no one creating a

disturbance under the age of 25. The example
'

of parents and the anxiety over the issue itself

brought tempers to a peak. How was a

teacher to keep student quietly inside when
the student wanted to know what was hap-

pening to his brothers and sisters who had
been bused into a trouble area that morning?

In*fcfr-racialfights and later intra-racial fights

gained much publicity. Ms. Goier declared

that in this atmosphere male-female role-

playing lay behind many of those high-school

brawls. For example, a young white woman
might approach her young, white boyfriend

and demand, "He made fun of me, what ar^
you going to do?" The boy is compelled^

'

respond. /
There can be no denying Uie Catholic

Church's role in thisentire bofsinig issue. The
arch diocese's stand is fof'desegregation, and
in a situation wherebusing is the only means
towards that €nd, then they also are for

busing. Yet, a great majority of those op-

posijig busing and instigating the violence are

Catholic. The clergy are the hardest pressed.

By coming out for integration, they are of-

tentimes working direetly against the very

parishioners that support them. Many a .

clergyman has been asked by some parent,
"~^

"Why do you hate white kids?*^' The man on

the street feels betrayed by the Church's

stand. The Church's indirect power in

political issues is a force still to be reckoned

with. The result of this is more than just

changed opinions and a decreased
congregation. Without popular support,

Church-supported fund-raising for charities

comes to a standstill. The Church itself, gets

no economic support and thus it too cannot

continue to function for long.

Among those who support the Church's

stand the question of a separatist. Church-

oriented group to fight for integration has

been raised. Ms. Goler feels that there need

not be such a group. Rather, the Church
should "plug in" to the existing fight. For
example, the immorality of violence has

become a frequent thertie from many a pulpit.

The clergy were also out on the streets to keep
order among the gangs of bored, over-excited

students. Unfortunately, their efforts were
not particularly successful.

Despite committees and police protection

on the part of the local government and
despite efforts made by the Catholic Church,

still the deplorable situation persists. The
same situation has not been solved because

the core of the problem has been left un-

touched. The real problem is not the bus, and
it is not the schools. This is "a poor man's
war," and it is a war against "ugly, American
racism," said Ms. Goler. Even if the busing

stops, the hatreds and prejudices will still

remain. Forced busing seems, at the

moment, to be the only viable option. The bus

has become a mere symbol in Ms. Goler's

eyes, a backdrop on which to release people's

own racism and prejudism. l]
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ictory at sea

ith alumni

{photos by Lumbert]

Up or down the story 's the same. Helen

Kelly does her thing for mak chauvinism

everywhere.

from page one
like yachts of the Onassis', txit rather the

Formula I sect of the boating class, designed

and skippered strictly for racing. Some of the

winches which Pierce ground cost $45,000

apiece, while the computer she had on board

was so refined it analyzed everything but the

number of fish in the sea.

When Bavier first saw Pierce, he knew
exactly where to put him. "I'm a big guy—

I

played offensive center on the football team

at Williams—so I was assigned the job of a

coffee grinder," remarked Pierce. "I worked

below the deck (as did 8 of the U crew

members) grinding the 6 speed winches with

another Navy man. It got a bit wet down
there, but you're too busy concentrating to

really notice. You have to keep alert, because

all the signals were given by hand since sound

didn't travel that well with the aluminum hull

and there'd be too many orders flying around

that would lead to confusion. "Timing was
crucial. The name of the game was timing

and teamwork."
The fierce competition with Intrepid also

played a major role in honing the crew in to

top form for the finals. "The tough com-
petition they gave us really prepared us

well," commented Pierce. "They pushed us

to do even better." In contrast. Southern

Cross breezed through her series with the

French, winning four sti-aight, but having her

crew grow stale waiting for the American
challenger to be determined. To pass the

time, her owners waged a psychological ^ar,

issuing bold predictions and attacking
Courageous' tactics at the starting line.

However, it all went for naught. "We
peaked when it counted," Pierce said.

The Australians originally started with two
crews (first and second strings) and two
skippers. The crew had been sailing together

for over a year and a half, and half of them
had sailed in Newport before in the 1970 and
1962 challenges, thus negating what little

home water advantage the Americans en-

joyed. Jim Hardy, the skipper, was originally

owner Alan Bond's second choice, and had to

prove himself by winning a series of matches
both in Australia and in Newport before

convincing Bond.

But all of Bond's elaborate preparation

could not change the outcome, and the yawn-
a-minute final produced the inevitable

charges against both 12 meter yachts, which
are virtually useless except for racing in a

few select races, and the NYYC, for not

giving foreigners a realistic chance to win the

cup. Pierce disputed both assertions.

"The 12's are somewhat antiquated and
expensive," he admitted, "but they're also a
very graceful and dramatic boat. I think the

trend in '77 (the date of the next challenge)
will be to modify the rules, especially the deck
rules. They might bring the grinders on deck
to provide the spectators with a little more
action."

As for the NYYC, "it is stuffy, I suppose,"
he said, "but then again, it's the oldest

yachting club in the U.S. These guys gave
money out of their own pockets, and in quite

substantial amounts. The America's Cup
promotes both international goodwill and the
sport of sailing in general. I know of no other
sailing event which creates such excitement
or generates such press for the sport"

In addition, the management of the race
has changed drastically in the past ten years.

"Ten years agVthe rules were biased in our

favor. It was difficult for foreigners to mount
a serious challenge," commented Pierce.

"The Americans had better equipment and
design, but the NYYC began to loosen up ite

rules a few years-tigo to allow American

goods, such as Hood sails (made by Ted

Hood's company), and American design to be

used by the foreigners. This year we had an

international jury that worked well, where in

the past it was just NYYC members and quite

biased. I think it's fair to say that they're

going out of their way to make it as fair as

possible, and to open the race to everyone."

Perhaps the race's major asset, though, is

its location in Newport, home of old mansions,

a beautiful seaport, and a famous naval yard.

"It's a super place. It combines the old and

the new of the America's Cup and provides an

excellent atmosphere for this kind of event.

It's unbelievable at night with all the spec-

tators in town," laughed Pierce.

"How would I sum up the summer?" He
paused. "Itwas an unbelievable experience—
a long but very enjoyable summer."
And just to make it all the more enjoyable,

the Williams alumni discovered that one of

the syndicate co-managers was an Amherst
grad. "He used to give me grief about

Williams men only being good for menial jobs

like grinding winches," Pierce recalled, "but

there were so many Williams men around

that he didn't stand a chance."
[]

Homecoming

Billsville digs in

Tsk! Tsk! Don 'tyou realize whatyou

by David R.Ross
Wesleyan is not Amherst, to be sure, and

Wesleyan Homecomings lack the aphrodisiac

of the blood feud with Zephiniah Swift

Moore's bastard son. (In 1821, Moore,
Williams' second President, led a group of

Williams students across the Berkshires into

the Connecticut Valley to found Amherst.)
Yet, Homecoming is Homecoming and town
and College alike are set for a touch of Little

Three Nirvana.

No one knows exactly how much
Homecoming costs the College, nor how much
revenue it brings local merchants. "Let's say
we lose less money on Homecoming than on
any other football weekend," said Provost
Stephen R. Lewis. He indicated that the

College does get "a lot of free services from
the town" in terms of auxiliary policemen.

"But, presumably local merchants are
willing to cover that for the extra business

that comes in."

For Police Chief Joseph Zoito,

Homecoming means traffic snarls. "We'll

have every major intersection covered," he
said. "Years ago, when all there were were
horses (on Route 2), the band could march
down Main and Spring Sts. But now,

something like Convocation had things

snarled for a half an hour."

Security will also be hiring extra personnel

for the game and House Parties. Student

monitors have been assigned to the major
quads. "They're Just there for surveillance,"

said Director of Security Walter O'Brien. "If

they see anybody suspicious, we'll get the

[photo by Lumbert
j

're doing violates college regulations?

word" before any trouble starts.

At the game itself. Security is charged with

carrying out regulatations most spectators

would rather not see enforced. For the most

part, students look upon the "Goal Post Law
"

as a frivolous exercise in authority. "We'll be

enforcing it for reasons of safety," said

O'Brien. "Fourteen or fifteen years ago, a

girl was hit on the head by a post and later

died of her injuries."

For years, the College has prohibited

alcoholic beverages at football games, a

regulation observed about as much as jay-

walking in New York City. This year. Security

has been much more strict about en-

forcement.

"Last year, students were throwing beer

cans onto the field," said O'Brien. "We don't

want anyone to get hurt." Still, as surely as

Yoyo will cross Weston field, students

smuggle in brews.

Equal enforcement . breaks down com-

pletely when it comes to alumni. Security

turns flagrant student violators in to the

Dean. But, "who do I turn alumni in to, Mr.

English of the Alumni Office?" wondered

O'Brien.

Indeed, Homecoming is as much an event

for alumni as it is for students. "We don't

have any special program for alumni," said

Director of Alumni Relations John P-

English. "It's purely a social weekend, with

tail-gating and informal get togethers."

"We expect over 800 alumni for thr"

Wesleyan gail.e," said Coach William Mc-

please turn To page mvm
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X Jerry Jeff Walker

by John EIU«

Jerry Jeff Walker, the noted Country & Western artist, brings his

Lost Gonzo Band to Chapin Hall on Friday night at 8:00 p.m. This foot-

stomping singer from the Texas hills swings his band with his rhythm
guitar, and rumor has it that Jerry Jeff, when he gets in the mood,
likes to put on a good long show. The concert will open with Andy
Robinson, folk-singer. Tickete are $3.50 with I.D., two per student.

Music in the Round

Music in the Round will present its second concert of the season on
Friday night at8:30 p.m. The chamber group will perform Copland's
Vitebsk, written in 1929, which, because it calls for quarter tones from
the stringed instruments, presents particular problems for modern
string musicians, whose training traditionally emphasizes exact in-

tonationxmlhe twelve-tone scaterTHso^rtje-performed^re a Mozart

—

Trio, the first ever played by the group, the E Major trio, K. 542;

Benjamin Britten's Phantasy, a one-movement work of varied mood
and tempi written in 1932; and Dvorak's Quintet, Opus 81, in A major,

a grand and famous chamber piece from the nineteenth century.

Admission for Williams students is free, at the Thompson Chapel.

Jose Linton Dance Company

The Limon company will commence their three day residency at the

college on Thursday with master classes in Lasell Gymnasium from
3:30 to 5:00 p.m. and a lecture demonstration at the AMT at 8:30 p.m.;

tickets for the demonstration are free but required. There will be an
open rehearsal Friday afternoon at 3:30 p.m. at the AMT with the

same ticket procedure as for the demonstration. The Limon Dance
Company performances will be on Friday and Saturday nights at 8:30

p.m. in theAMT. Tickets are$2.00 with an I.D. The Limon group is one

of the finest modern dance companies in the country and they will

present two entirely different shows on Friday and Saturday nights.

Composers represented will be J. S. Bach, Purceli, Schoenberg, and

Gunther Schuller.

Films

A mass of films; this is merely a listing. On Thursday night Bryant
House sponsors a film "festival" at Bronfman. Destry Rides Again
(American, 1939) : James Stewart and Marlene Dietrich in a comedy-

western at 7 and 11 p.m. Klute (American, 1971) : Jane Fonda as call
girl at 9 and 1 . Admission $1 .00 for complete show.
On Friday, Kenneth Clark's film-lecture on Claude Monet will focus

on Monet's use of light and color to create impressions of nature:
Clark Art Institute at 2:00 p.m., the admission is free. Friday night
African Queen (American, 1951): Humphrey Bogart and Katherine
Hepburn float down the Nile at 7 apd 9 p. m. ., admission $1 .00.

Saturday night Claire's Knee (French, 1971) the Eric Rohmer film
about female anatomy will be shown at Bronfman at 7:30 p.m., ad-
mission is free.

Weft & Warp
Weavings by
Amy Stone

by John Ellis

There now hangs at the Williams Student
,

Art Gallery (Dodd House) a group of-.^

weavings by Amy Stone, which by their very v
skill present a purely formal problem to the

critic.

. For instance, weaving No. 1 is a very

handsome work done in all beige yarn and

woven in a pattern that could be called

herring-bone. Stone first creates a precise

pattern then breaks it and finally employs an

asymetrical pattern so that the weaving has a -

clear compositional motion. The problem

raised for the criticis the one ofevaluating ^

Members of the Jose Limon Dance Company

Local Flicks

Nostalgia
by Dana Perlstein

So it's Homecoming, a weekend with a long

tradition and lots of memories for the alumni

who return. To celebrate the occasion, our

local theatres have brought in three

documents of the 40's and one of the early

60's.

The College Cinema is presenting

Chinatown. Roman Polanski's allegorical

treatment of the private dick genre. Los

Angeles is Polanski's subject, as detective J.

J. Gittes, played by Jack Nicholson. The film

was reviewed in one of the first columns, so I

will only mention that if you haven't seen it, it

is one of the best of the year, so don't miss it

this time. If you've already seen it, go again.

I've seen it three times, and it was worth it.

The film is not profound, but it is entertaining.

Down in North Adams, the Mohawk has a

double feature that is touring the country, one

worth some space here. For although Sum-

mer of '42 is the main attraction, it is the other

picture that is the clincher. For once, the

sequel has surpassed the original. Class of '44

retains Gary Grimes as Hermie as well as the

other major characters of Summer (except

for Jennifer O'Neill). This episode follows the

boys from their high school graduation night

in '44 through the first year of college. It is

funnier than Summer of '42 and at the same
time it is s^Vder. Agreed, it is sentimental

schlock. It doesn't have the pretensions to

greatness, however, that Summer had.

Simple and unassuming. Class of '44 sends

Hermie off to Yale, initiates him into a

fraternity, makes him cheat on a major

exam, gives him a girl, kills his father, and

gets back the girl. Achially, it's not so neat,

and it S& very affecting. Check it out

Pittsfield offers httle to entice you on the

baU-hour drive. The Adventures of Rabbi

Jacob opening Friday at the Showplace, is a
French comedy about a gangster in flight who
disguises himself as a Jewish man of the

cloth. It's continental slapstick and quite

silly. There's a chase through a bubble-gum
factory, and at the climax, it blows a bubble.

Nostalgia-wise, American Grafitti occupies

the Palace while The Way We Were is running

at the Capitol. The Longest Yard continues its

run into the fifth week at the Paris.

Back on home turf, coming up soon, this

column will feature an interview with the

College Cinema that may clear up some
questions we here and you ReAd readers

there may have about their policies. For
example: are the sex flicks coming back to

Spring Street. Why or why not? Who goes to

them? And names, addresses, and telephone

numbers of the clientele.

I'd like to remind you once more that most
films run from Wednesday to the following

Tuesday. That means the films you read

about in the Thursday ReAd will stick around

until Tuesday. Don't miss out on a good flick

by waiting until the end of the week to see it.

Your date will be very uncomfortable if he-

she has to sit through "Prairie Wildlife"

instead of what you had planned. I mean,

hell—what happens on the prairie except the

multiplication of rabbits?

Poets Read
With Force

And Humor
by Cynthia MacDonald , Marvin Bell

& Don Josephson

In recent weets the English Department

sponsored two poetry readings, the first by

Cynthia MacDonald, author of Amputations,

and the second by Marvin Bell, whose works

include A Probable Volume of Dreams,

Kscape Into You and Residue of Song. The

success of these events pointed up the in-

valuable nature of humor in poetry, and

particularly the value of humor in readings of

this type. In both cases the poet opened the

readings with a few readily accessible and

amusing verses; these served to relax the

audience and give a painless introduction to

the subject matter and the style of the poetry.

Humor or wit, whatever its form, is generally

the most easily apprehended facet of poetry,

and yet because of its very universality, wit

(as a joke or pun) is often considered merely

a shallow by-product of creativity. What is

most striking about the work of these poets is

their continued and successful employment of

^rit—each has a very personal manifestation

of 'wit'—and their ability to transform the

r
I?

grotesque and the lewd into something more
than a shock or a dirty laugh.

Amputalions reflect Cynthia MacDonald's
past experiences; she has lived in Vancouver,

Texas and Tokyo, has had a career as an

opera singer, and is the mother of two

children. Consequently, her poems range

over the subjects of expatriation, home life

and motherhood, touching with continued

personal insight on family relationships and

poetic creation. Regardless of the topic of

specific poems, her work displays a sustained

sense of not only personal experience, but

personal involvement, and it is the continued

presence of this 'character' in the recurring

"I" of .Amputations that gives the book its

unity. The quality of the grotesque becomes,

almost unconsciously, the prominent feature

in Cynthia MacDonald's poetry and manages
to insinuate itself into virtually every nook

and cranny of the book; it pops up in the least

expected places and crouches just bejow the

surface of many poems— it creates, in fine, a

'tension' in her work. It is a uniquely

American quality for MacDonald's art of the

grotesque is a daylight grotesque, the horror

of Phisohex and mutations and freezing, not

the smoky torchlight of the cave. Her
mutations (and her amputations) are suc-

cessful because they are perversely amusing,

and thus ijecause they attract and repulse the

reader and keep his interest; but what is

more important, they succeed because they

convey the horror of "normal" life—the

family, the business world, even the circus—

and present us with a daylight spectre not

unlike those of Henry James, and certainly no

less terrifying.

Cynthia MacDonald read numerous
selections from her forthcoming volume to be

entitled Transplants. Much of what was ef-

fective, vital and interesting in Amputations

seemed present in the new book: yet Mac-

Donald has moved her "characters" closer to

real life, she has achieved a more subtle ef-

fect, and also a new literary honesty that

comes—as Marvin Bell remarked—when a

poet is ready to run the risk coincident with

speaking lucidly.

Marvin Bell's poetry suitably demonstrates

the effectiveness of "speaking lucidly." His

free verse differs radically from Cynthia

MacDonald's flowing phrases that build up,

line on line, spilling into a sharp conclusion,

or her apt "listings" which acquire the

characteristics of a refrain. His phrasing is

terse and he is acutely conscious of line

breaks; utilizing a single stanza form almost

without exception, he drifts in and out of its

natural pattern, achieving a wide variety of

effects. Bell is an expert in the art of

colloquial emphasis. With a few quick strokes

he can achieve any given effect—an offhand

and conversational tone, a mock pomposity,

or a serious recognition of some elusive

please turn to page six

works that are essentially decorative. That is

to say, one either admires the craft involved

or doesn't; responds to the good taste in color

selection arM placement or thinks they're

badly chosen and reflect a lack of taste (here

the problems of purely subjective reaction

are already apparent.) As in many of modern
art's pure color experimentations, like those r\

of Stella, one is, really, robbed of verbal and

emotional equivalents to the works. This is

not necessarily an ill; it merely deprives the

critic of his most traditional tools. When, as

in the startlingly effective lO's, 20's, and 30's

costume exhibit recently at the Met, the

decorative function is explicit—these are

beautiful clothes, wear them; they imply a

style of life—there isn't this sense of dis-ease.

These weavings, however, hung as they are,

explicitly as art, somehow call attention to

their craft at the expense of their art. Had
they a function, one feels, their art would

have come through their craft—as is the case

with the costumes already mentioned,

Chippendale furniture, or fine lace.

All of this aside, the show is enjoyable and

the weavings exhibit skill, intellect, and even

a personal sensibility as to patterns of weave
and color.

For the most part the weavings are more
interesting in the micro rather than the

macro-view. Weavings such as no.'s 4, 5, and

6 are clearly exercises and as we look closely

we^can nearly see the mind of the weaver

making choices—a particularly difficult

weave here, a daring color placement there.

But due to the very structures of basically

horizontal patterns both of weave and color,

the weavings have compositions that read

more like a book of fine print than that to

which we are accustomed in paintings or

tapestry. This fact is emphasized by the fact

that originally these three weavings were one

large piece and have since been split up. The
works have no organic unity and the cutoffs

seem arbitrary.

Stone overcomes this in three of the most

engaging works of the show. In weaving no. 8

Stone, as descrit)ed in the catalogue, "has

painted the warp (vertical weave) and then

woven the weft (horizontal strands) with

either one or two colors. A fairly uniform

stitch is used, plain weave, and the painted

warp shows through as softened by the

weave." The composition created is a

delicate one of oranges and yellows and holds

its unity from several feet away.

Perhaps the most successful weaving of the

show is no. 10. Here the weaver has created

an interesting composition solely through the

placement of color and yarn.

The catalogue by Bland Goddin is clearly

written (a virtue), precise, and gives the

viewer such technical information as is

needed for fuller enjoyment of the weavings.

The exhibit will remain in Dodd House until

November 13th. ,_,U
^>^,L ^'

"T
Z^"' Jerry Jeff Walker
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Poets read
froni|M0«Nv«

sadness that pervades his poetry. The
gestures and subtle shifts of voice which were
manifest at the reading stem directly from
Bell's poetry which is dramatic verse, as

distinguished from Cynthia MacDonald's
narrative poetry. His narrator is not always a

discernible character, and sometimes—as in

"Residue of Song,"—the narrative position

actually changes during the course of the

poem.
Marvin Bell's particular manifestation of

"wit" is a very successful sexual humor. The
lewd and the lascivious finds its way into

Bell's poetry and is used to create both comic

and serious effects. The Escape Into You, is a

"Sequence Of Poems" which clearly

dcmonstratus the variety jrf effects 4a -be

gained from pornographic material. It opens

with "the Pornographic But Serious History,

"

and proceeds to a series of poems in section II

.that Bell characterized as "emotionally

tapensive." They deal with a range of

emotional and psychological subjects through

the focusing medium of sex. Thus, in "You as

Destination," Bell can compress multiple

impressions, into an anticipation of something

that is sensual, frightening, all en-

compassing:

For Sound Advice

Electronic

Supply Center "^

stereo Systems By

KLH - Panasonic - Sony

Tapes

Cassette - Reel - 8 Track by

AAemorex, BASF, 3M, RCA

32 River St. 413-663-6828 N. Adams
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The Kronick

Insurance Agency

57 Main St., North Adams

663-5341

1. We are now accepting 1975 auto in-
surance applications and renewals.

2. Time Payments. 3. Immediate plates
and insurance.

A. Leading companies - Fast Claim Ser-
vice

5. All Ages. 6. Compare our rates with
those you are now paying.

Insurers to Williams Students

for over 40 years
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THE
SPIRI^T

SHOP

UOUORS-WINES— BEER

LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

IM Col* AvtnB* Willlamitown

Phont 4SI.J7M

I couldn't know how many
light years

your message might take,

or if you had one,

playing my kids' games,

kidding the scary

dark which meant adult

lives, meant life,

drawing down a ceiling-

full of fear;

hairy times, homy times,

and still you there.

The "Sequence" emerges from this section

with the encroachment of humorous sexual

subjects, and these poems, although less

expensive emotionally, are nevertheless

more rewarding in terms of content and

technique than those of the second section of

the book. There follow several less effective

poems and a "political section" entitled "On
Utilitarianism;^ At this point^the sequence

takes an abrupt turn and culminates in the

section "Constant Feelings," undoubtedly the

be^ part of the book. Here the various sub-

jects, devices and narrative perspectives of

the preceding sections are combined with

increased effectiveness; the humor beconles

more subtle and thereby more telling and
effective.

The English Department anticipates a full

schedule of poetry readings for the coming
months, but attendance has been mildly

disappointing in the past. In view of the

successful number of readings to date and the

impressive list of names to come, there can
-be little doubt that these readings and the

discussions that revolve around them will

continue to l>e both entertaining and
enlightening. It is to be hoped that more
people will avail themselves of these

portU|iities. > rn

Y^ Joining Profeuor Bums in this suit are ih.

Burns sues srJ2r.r^*s5"?
American Historical Aisociation '

th!
Reporten Committee for Freedom irf th^
Press, and several other dlitirtguished
•chotars. They assert that the written
agreement between Mr. Nixon and MrSampM» concerning the treatment of Nixon'.
presidential materials violates the Freedom
of Information Act and the First and Fifth
Amendments and would seriously hinder
scholarly research on the Nixon ah
ministraUon.

*"'

to keep tapes

from Nixon
byRlckSiegrist

What should happen to presidential papers,

tapes, and other materials when a president

leaves office? Should they be considered his

personal possessions to do with as he pleases,

or are they government property which
should be available to the public? Tliese are
the questions underlying the civil suit brought

in port by Woodrow Wilson Professor of

Government James MacGregor Burns
against Arthur Sampson, Administrator of

General Services. This suit seeks to restrain

Mr. Sampson from surrendwing to former
President Richard M. Nbcon the presidential^

materials of Mr: Nucon's Administration.

Professor Bums believes that "these are
papers of a government—papers invested

with very heavy public concern and interest"

and consequently should be government
property.

:l«...''^ ^UA.iM-^'-'MfXi ',

Country Restaurant

In the Continental Tradition
'

Open for Lunch & Dinner

• Ckised Monday

Across from Williams Campus

Presidential papers traditionaUy have been
considered a president's personal property
According to Professor Burns, this informal
tradition has remained unchallenged in the
past because presidents prior to Mr. Nixon
have readily aUowed pieir presidential
papers to be placed for examination In their
own preaidential ilbrariea, Pcofessor Bums
suggests that inJhecaseofNJjMnjnd future

-presidents this practice could prove to be
dangerous, for important presidential
materials could be withheld or even
destroyed by a president Professor Burns
indicated that he Yui^ this suit will serve the
broader purpose of establishing presidential
papers as government property as well as
preventing Mr. Nixon from gaining control of
his presidential materials.

In action so far on this suit, a federal court
judge issued a temporary restraining order
on the agreement between Mr. Sampson and
Mr. Nixon preventing Nixon from receiving
control of his presidential papers and tapes

for the moment The suit comes up in court
again on Wednesday, November 6. The
judicial decision in this case could have far
reaching implications concerning the

historical record of the Nixon Administration
and the larger issue of the treatment of future

presidential materials.
q]
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X LEXINGTON GARDENS
HAS Jt5§T ABOUT THE LARGEST SELECTION

OF HOJJSE PLANTS IN MASSACHUSETTS
\ (And i^ special price reduction with this ad)

We've just about the largest number, and the greatest

variety of house plants you'll find anywhere in the east.

You'll find the hard-to-get varieties, for our specialty

is growing and offering special species as well as a

great assortment. Our plants.come from our nurspfy

and growing center in Lexington, Massachusetts.

We've a broad selection of-pott,edhou8^ plants^

tropicals, hanging baskets, cactus, fernf/Bonsai, and
terrariums. And if you like, you can mak'6 your own
hanging basket or terrarium from our selection of con-

tainers and plantings. \ ^

And you'll find our prices are remarkably low. X;X

You'll earn a 10% discount from the purchase
price if you will present this ad at any one of

our retail locations. This offer is good at any
time up to December 15, 1974.

^
\
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" Gardening Centers

95 Hancock Street

l.ixin^ton, Mass.ichusct»s

i2 C hurch Hill Road
Newtown, Ciunnecticut

Potting Sheds

I'.irminglon Valley M.ill

.Srfiisl'vury, ('cwnciticut

Mi'unt.iin I'.irnis M.ill

Had Icy, M.iss.uhusclts
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Weekend
from page four

Cormick, who is handling alumni ticket sales.

"Of course, if this were the Amherst game,

we'd more than fill the 2,000-seat Williams

side with alumni. There will probably be

more alumni at Amherst than for the

Wesleyan game this year."

Still, returning alumni will be cheered to

learn that Alumni House (a.k.a. the Log) will

be their sole preserve after the game. "We
don' t like to take it away from students,

'

' said

English, but indicated that considering the

few times alumni really need the building, it

makes sense"to use^ it alternately as^-

student-faculty pub and Alumni House.

"The practice has been for alumni to go
down (to Alumni House) for backslapping and
a few drinks right after the game," said
English, "then to clear out for the Inn or other
restaurants. The band (with four members of
the Class of '32, it's become a trademark of
alumni gatherings) starts up around 9:30 and
they continue from there."

Under the Log's hcense, loud music and
hard liquor are not permitted. However, town
leaders have recognized that this is a special
traditional use of the building and College
lawyers indicate that so long as no food or
beverage is sold, no problems with the license
should arise.

According to English, alumni have
traditionally brought their own bottles and
turned them over to Art Kately, who, as he
has been for many years, will again be the

official dispenser of good cheer.

Of <*mirfl!', pt^idents are noL to be ouiUdone

when it comes to parties. The rush has been

SUNDAY SUPPER AT THE SIX HOUSE'
PRICES TO FIT YOUR BUDGET

Like Autumn Leaves - "Nothing to be desired"
In Dining Pleasure

Sour Hour Daily Except Saturday - 4:30-6:^jP]M^

(Prices of all Liquor Drinks Mc- Mug of Beer2Sc

Route 43
A Remarkably Comprehensive

Selection of Work by

America's Finest Craftsmen

Williamttown

Meusachuaetts

"including: ,^

STO|(EWARE POTTERY

SILVER and GOLD JEWELRY

Telephone (413) 458-9523

BERKSHIRE AUTO HAUS, INC.

Route 20 at Holmes Rd.

Lenox, Moss.

(413) 499-4360

NEW PORSCHE

914

911

Audi 100 LS

FOX

'In stock, „v.

Complete Service and Parts

25 minutes froiti Williams

\ •:....:

t

predictably heavy on King's and the Spirit

Shop. Prices have been rising on all sides

(even Security guards at parties cost fl.OO

more this year). But, a quick perusal of the

coming weekend indicates no dimming of

Homecoming spirit. Q

.^i». Hear that

cash box ring
by Andrea Mintz

A special weekend (football, graduation,

etc.) at Williams generally causes profits for

town restaurants and motels to rise from 10 to

30 per cent Despite this positive influence,

which every business man contacted sup-

ported, some of them nevertheless noted that

the' college is sponsoring inore «rf^4ts-owp.

dinners and thus absorbing many po^sntial

customers. (Mr. John English, I)ireCtor of

Alumni Relations said tiiat the(>)Ilege had no
program of activities for -alumni Wesleyan

Weekend). One of the managers who
criticized Williams for competing admitted

that on these weekends, his gross profits

increase about $100 on Friday night, $250-500

on Saturday night, and $100-300 on Sunday.

The manager of the Inn did not want to reveal

the profits of the Inn, although it is probably

safe to assume that they also fall within the

10-30 per cent range. He charged tliat some
neighbor businesses raise their prices on'

these weekends, but hastened to add that the

Inn does not.

None of the restaurants or motete,..«ffer

reduced or package deals and only one, the

Inn, sponsors any extra festivities. For
example, after this -yearV^esleyan game,
there will be a "H^pp^our" with a pianist

and free hors^NJeuvres.

The iijcr^ased number of early reserva tions

provides more testimony to the influence of

these weekends. At The Mill on the FJos^

Z^
STE^l€ and CLEARY

GARAGE -

Complete Automotive Service

DELCO BATTERIES
FIRESTONE TIRES

41 Spring Street 458 4085

while most people call three or four da'ysin"

advance, some do call 3 or 4 week»ahead. The
1896 House books a few ri^erva tions months
in advance. For Wesleyan weekend, the Inn is

50 per cent full a^out a year in advance and
completely fuU^ the preceding graduation.

It is total^r-booked for graduation two or three

yeajs^ii advance. The "4 Acres" Motel has
^jBstablished a traditional clientele—the Class

of '32—members of which usually reserve all

24 rooms for both the Wesleyan and Amherst
weekends. Q

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

Levis Levis

15,000 - 20,000 pr. Levis in stock

5,000 - 8,000 pr. Lees in Stock.^,^^

Wool Rich Shi rts& Coats

Mountain Products Goose Down Coats

Dunham's Boots

Men'sand Women's Leather and Suede Coats

Specia I to a II Wi Ilia ms students

10 per cent off with this ad on any item anytime

It pays to shop in Vermont
Open 7 days a week

Benn - Burry Shop
Rte. 7 - 4 mi. north of Bennington

Shaftsbury, Vermont

Lee lee

The No^l Authentic

Western "^^

Fashion

Boot
Cut

RiDers
Pants &
Jackets
Dress Western and go
witti ttie real thing. Boot

Cut Lee Riders. Great for

good fit over the bootsand
good-loot<ing appearance.

Made of Blue Denim or a

Lee-Prest Western Twill

(as shown) of 50% poly-

ester and 50% cotton.

Matching Lee Rider jack-

. ets complete the authen-
^ tic Westem Fashion look.

New Shipment

Just Arrived

14 oz. DENIM
BOOK CUT JEANS $11.98

LEE RIDER JACKET $13.98

The HOBBY HORSE SHOP
t.7
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Avoiding

April

Jitters
byDanO'Connell

For the high school student who clearly

prefers to attend a particular college, the

Early Decision program is a viable alter-

native to applying at several colleges and

awaiting acceptances pr rejections in the

spring. Although the Early Decision option is

available to all high school seniors, only the

superior, highly qualified candidates are

admitt^ by most institutions under this

program. Borderline cases are most often

deferred for further consideration until

spring acceptances and rejections.

The Williams College Admissions Depart-

ment requests that those candidates who are

desirous of early consideration submit
completed applications accompanied by

recommendations before the November 1

deadline. Last year, Williams accepted 91 of

318 male candidates, and 76 women from 262

candidates. In accepting approximately 30

per cent of the early decision candidates, a

higher percentage of early decision can-

didates than regular applicants were ad-

mitted. Phil Wick, a member of the Ad-

missions Committee who has special

responsibilities for freshman financial aid,

stated that, "The admissions committee will

probably continue to accept roughly 30 per

cent of the freshman class from early

decision applicants, depending of course on

the quality and number of early applicants."

Early Decision has been in existence for

over ten years. While many other colleges

have recently adopted the early consideration

program, Harvard, Yale and Princeton have

not as yet yielded, despite the urgings of the

other colleges. Each college also has different

attitudes and policies concerning the system.

Amherst accepts any\yhere from 50 per cent

to 60 per cent of its class under Early

Decision, while Dartmouth is highly selective

in limiting its Early Decision choices. In

addition, some schools place great emphasis

on the fact that the early decision candidate

has made their college his or her first choice,

although the correlation between first choice

and Early Decision is not especially

significant to the Williams Admissions
Committee.

The policy in evaluating early decision

candidates is slightly different than the

normal 'procedure. The committee looks for

outstan(ling'='candidates who without doubt
would be accepted in the spring. The com-
mittee is not as concerned with diversifying

its class as it might be in spring acceptances.

With nearly 70 per cent of the class to be
accepted at a later date, students with a
special particular talent may be admitted
after Early Decision selections.

Those who apply Early Decision are similar

in several respects. The outstanding athlete

may hesitate to apply Early Decision.

Athletes are often interested in weighing their-

owii athletic abilities based upon senior year
performances in high school. They may also

be interested in judging the relative interest

of the colleges who seek their abilities.

Financial aid candidates are also reluctant

to apply Early Decision, since it is in their

best interests to determine which school- is.

able to offer them the most aid. Minority

group students do not commonly apply as
early decision candidates either.

'

For students who express a strong and
sincere interest in Williams College,* the

Early Decision avenue is a good one. The
applicant is relieved of the pressures and
problems of filling out an innumerable
amount of application forms. Once a student

has been accepted early, the opportunities for

a more fulfilling senior year of high school are
increased with the absence of the college

problem hanging over the student's head until

the spring semester.

In fact, members of the Williams Ad-
mission Committee may even suggest Early

Beat Wesleyan!

A Am fat KUfhnBona

' Dave Kurfess - winner of the Drummond Beer Contest!

PRUMMONP CLEANERS
Laundry & dry cleaning SpHng Street 458-4321

Decision to a particularly welk]ualified

student. As Phil Wick pointed out, "The
suggestion of Early Decision may affect a

candidate in two different ways. He may be

impressed with the school's interest in him, or

he'll look for other colleges which might

appear to demandmore of their applies

Early Decision has proven to be a useful «id

to both applicants and admissions com-
mittees. While Early Decision policies vary

among colleges, Williams appears to be

satisfied with its system and its continuance

is likely. D

Wojieck

termed
suicide

An investigation into the recent death of

junior Leonard A. Wojieck has determined

that he died of self-inflicted wounds, ac-

cording to Dean Neil A. Grabois. The study

was conducted by Medical Examiner Dr.

Edmond Larkin and the state pathologist,

who is trained as an expert in reviewing

piiysical evidence to determine cause of

death.

Wojieck was found dead in his room at

12:55 P.M. Monday, October 28. The report

placed the time of death sometime bet-

ween ten o'clock the night before and six

that morning.

more co-ed
'rom page one

Ward's announcement of the trustees' vote

o--£ducation~4pa<J(«€i~-a—wave of

celebrations throughout the campus and
prompted the above headline in a special

issue of the Student
Under the resolution passed by the trustees,

women transfer students will be admitted to

the sophomore and junior classes for the '75-

'76 college year. Freshman women, com-
prising one-third of the entering class, will be

admitted starting in the fall of 1976.

During this transition period, enrollment
will be expanded from the present 1300 to

1500. The student-faculty ratio will be per
mitted to increase from 8.5:1 to 10:1 despite

additions to the faculty.

Present Amherst campus housing is con-

sidered to be adequate to handle the ad-

ditional students, although the trustees did

authorize an increase in students living off

campus from 90 to 150. (The majority of

Amherst students are now housed in

fraternities.)

NEED A FRIEND?

Coll HELP LINE
664-6391

WV*'

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America

Small and Large Pizzas

j|
Hot Oven Grinders'

>- Spaghetti

50 Sprmg Street - 458-9009 and 458-8014

opendaily9a.m. to2a.m.

Breakfastdaily9a.m. toll a.m.

Donuts. Coffee

We make uur own pizza dough daily

Students & Alumni
Welcome

Best luck to the

EPHMEN!

I

CUSTOM
FRAMING
7i^ FKAMK SHOP
i.N'Wff* AU l l"V'.' -AN '/AS

>.'.',',,',',','.','»'«'»'»'-'»'»'''''''''''''''''''''''''

McClelland Press
Need Storage Space?

or Extra Bookcases?

Come in and see our colorful

assortment of plastic containers.

Twice as many Contemporary

Cards on display

Welcome back to a new Inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

' and entertainment at the

Omm^ Williams Inn

Broiled Swordflsh

' T/ic Captains Cabin
'

•';
/ic Sriifonil //(iHW of thr Hrrl;ihirr^'

Cold Spring Road, Williamstown, Mass. 413 458-9101

Student* Welcome
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Daly on Sports

; Jock Movies

As I was sitting in the fifteenth row of

Pittsfield's Paris Cinema Sunday idght

chewing on a Mr. Peanut bar, I couldn't help

wondering Why there were so few good
movies around about athletes and athletics.

On the screen, Burt Reynolds, the ex-

Florida State gridder who somehow made it

big in the movies, was quarterbacking a team
_of inmates in a game against the prison

guards. The movie was called the Longest

^Yard and it definitely rated up there with

Bonzo Goes to College and Son of Flubber.

The plot concerns an ex-N.F.L. superstar

who gets into trouble with the law and ends up
serving 18 months to five years for an
assortment of crimes. As it turns out, the

prison warden has a semi-pro football team
and wants Burt to assemble a squad of con-

victs to give them a practice game—or risk

serving a full sentence.

Sounds like fun, huh? Well you didn't miss

anything. If you like comedy, though, this

might be the film for you. In fact, the movie is

comi-tragic in a way—comic because it's

occasionally amusing, tragic because
someone bothered to shoot the film in the first

place.

Oh, it was exciting, all right. After all,

you'll never see Joe Namath throw a below-

the-belt pass at an onrushing linebacker to get

him out of the game. You'll probably never
see Ray Nitschke, Joe Kapp, and Ernie
Wheelwright on the same screen again,

either.

But, something is amiss when a culture

Welcome Back Alumni!

MaxxBt af WuIb\^

on Spring St.

over 80 years

Salutes you and the team I

A NEW WINNER

PrawanI RuaHIng

New style, new toughness, new com-
fort. The design gives you barefoot

freedom; the wedge sole gives you

extra support. The style is in-

ternational.

In Ox Hide leather and soft sand suede.

Both men's and women's sizes are

2i.9S women's ^

27.9Smens \

Salvatore's
\

saturated by athletics can't produce any
movies deaUng with some aspect of sport that

are worth the price of admission.

There have been a few exceptions. On the

Waterfront is in a class by itself. Fear Strikes

Out, the story of Jimmy Pearsall's journey
from the basel>all diamond to the funny farm
and l>ack again, isn't far behind Bang the

Drum Slowly and Fat City also deserve

honorable mentioa
Even Reqjuiem for a Heavyweight has its

moments. Unfortunately, Anthony Quinn
can't punch to save his life and didn't look in

good enough shape to last three rounds with a

purse-wielding Gladys Ormphby.
Too many films have failed to deal with the

complexities of sport Most timidly retreat

into the "family picture" category. You
know, the kind that tiave Moochie running 90

yards for the winning touchdown or the

Bowery Boys razzle-dazzUng their way down
the field against State or Tech or State Tech.

Let's take a trip down memory lane . . .

Boxing: Gentleman Jim—Dashing Errol

Flynn as heavyweight champion Jim Corbett.

Entertaining? Yes. After all, how many times

have you seen a fighter get a scalp massage

Lost out of Sage storage

A large greenish blue rocker easy
chair

If found, please ca II John Lanier

597-6615

$50 Reward 'Offered

Ken's Market

Headquarters

for all kindsof

Imported and Vermont

CHEESES

We Have
COTTON TURTLENECKS

in

red



Ep6s destroy Union

48-21 ; Wesleyan next

\photo by Roel

The University of Connecticut was head and shoulders above Williams yesterday af-

ternoon on Cole Field. Here, 6'-6" goalie Ted McSherry snares an Eph comer kick

despite the efforts of Pete Barra [27] and Bob Samuelson [13\ The unbeaten [13-0-1]

Huskies, 4th-rated in the nation, blanked Williams, 2-0.

by Dan Daly

"What was that final?" asked a weary

Union College football statistician as a

homecoming crowd of more than 3,000 quietly

filed out of Alexander Field "Williams 100,

Union what?" The final was 48-21, but at

times 100 points seemed well within the Ephs'

reach.

After racking up 320 yards on the ground

last week against Tufts, Williams found the

going a bit rougher in the trenches. "They
were tough against the run," coach Bob Odell

admitted later. "They gambled a Ipt on early

downs by shooting linebackers. It's hard to

organize a consistent running attack against

that type (rf defense."

So, the Ephs abandoned the running game
and put the ball in the air. When the dust had
cleared, quarterbacks Jim Baldwin and Don
Wallace had chalked up 282 passing yards and
five touchdowns, easily their best per-

formance of the year.

At times, the two signal callers seemed
engaged in a can-you-top-this competition,

but it was clear that there is no bad blood

Soccer bows

to U. Conn.,

Springfield
byNickCristiano

That old goal-scoring bugaboo came back to

haunt the Williams soccer team at the most
inopportune of times. Although they passed

the ball well in both games, failure to convert

numerous goal mouth opportunities and take

the shots the defense gave them resulted in

consecutive 2-1 losses to sixth-ranked Har-

vard and third-ranked Springfield.

The defeats drop the Purple's record to 4-3-1

and just about kill any chances of ascending

in the Top Ten (they had been ranked no. 7),

unless they pull off the upset of the year and
defeat top-ranked Connecticut at Cole Field

on Wednesday.
The Huskies were 12-0-1 prior too their

game with Providence on Tuesday. Goalie

Ted McSherry had allowed just 6 goals in the

13 games for a microscopic 0.46 average, but

amazingly, he is supposed to be their weak
link. "One of the most magnificent teams I've

ever seen," said Eph coacb Jeff Vennell.

They are also no. 4 in the nation.

The Connecticut loss column will still

contain a goose egg on Wednesday night if the

Purple's offensive fortunes (two goals in

three games) don't turn for the better. The
spirit has been willing, but the feet have been

weak. They outshot Harvard, 14-11 in Cam-
bridge last Tuesday with some nifty passing,

but could only manage one score: Hajik

Osborne (his fourth) unassisted. The Crimson
made the most of their fewer chances;

Lyman Bullard got one in each half. Williams

also lost senior fullback and tri-captain Bill

Battey with a sprained ankle.

"I thought it was our best effort of the

season," said Vennell. "I was very pleased

with our passing; we just didn't convert in our

scrambles in front of the goal."

It was that same passing which he had

lioped would benefit the Ephs on the artificial

surface at Springfield on Friday evening. And
it did—for the middle hundred yards of the

field. If the object had l>een simply to move
the ball over the football goal lines

superimposed on the playing surface, the Eph
hooters would have been able to start their

fall break 45 minutes early.

But the nets were ten yards further liack,

under the football goalposts, and those ten

yards were as hard to crack as if the

Doomsday defense were guarding them. In

this case, however, it was the Doomsday
offense—their own. Time and again they'd

work the ball downfield into excellent scoring

position, only to try just one pass too many, or

just miss on a point'blank connection, giving

Springfield time to regroup its formidable

forces.

The artificial turf, or the "cement with a

rug over it," aa one fan observed, also did its

bit to hinder the Purple game. When it sUyed

on the ground, the ball skimmed along the

surface almost like a hockey puck. Several

times the Williams forwards broks tea

[photo by Roe]

With football and soccer still in full swing, candidates for the varsity and freshman

basketball teams opened practice November 1. Here, sophomore Tom Flowers Jets fly

with a free throw.

mates down the sidelines with excellent

passes only to have the ball sail too far into

the corner.

The Ephs managed to keep the sneaker-

clad Chiefs (and themselves) scoreless for

the first half. That was fine with Vennell. His

aim, as he had indicated before the game,
was not to get behind in the first half while

getting used to the turf.

The defense was sharp once again, though

allowing a few more good scoring op-

portunities than usual. But, credit must be

given to the potent Springfield offense. Bill

Roper filled in adequately for Battey, and
goalie Skip Grossman came up with some
point-blank beauts when the Chiefs did

penetrate.

Springfield got on the board first, 17

minutes into the second half, when the Eph
defense leftSchmid free, to blast the ball past
a diving Grossman.
Although officially outshot, 15-10, Williams

nearly wore out the fence behind the Chiefs'

goal with all the shots that went wide or were
deflected by Springfield defensemen. The
Chiefs kept their cool, however, and with 5:22

remaining scored what appeared to be the

crusher, especially since the Ephs had
dominated play. They had put everything into

getting a goal, and no one was back to help

Grossman when the Chiefs finally broke out.

But Williams proceeded to show the spirit

that 'seemed to be lacking against weaker
opponents earlier in the year, and which is

going to make the UConn. game a tough one.

They came right back as if the goal never

happened. With 3:22 remaining, tri-captain

Mike Elkind, who played one of the best and

most inspired games of his career, took a pass

from Jim Hield and sent a left-footed blast

past the Springfield goalie. The score

managed to keep the small pocket of Williams

ins on its feet, but it wasn.'! enough.

Following the battle with UConn., it's Little

Three time again: the Ephs face Wesleyan at

Cole Field on Saturday morning. Williams

last won the Little Three in 1971. The Car-

dinals have slumped to 3-5-2 following a

strong start which had them ranked in the top

five in New England. They have since

dropped from the charts, scoring 13 goals and

giving up 21. Last fall in Middletown, Conn.,

they blanked the Ephs, 3-0. Revenge, anyone?

Action begins a half-hour earlier than usual,

at 10:30 a.m.
i ]

Sports Shorts
Freshman cross-country

In a meet against Hotchkiss on October 9,

coach Tony Plansky could scrape up only five

healthy freshmen to run, but the team took

the first three places to guarantee a win. Last

Thursday, with the addition of Joe Kolb, who
had been out with a back injury, the team
swept the first four places and the meet
against Deerfield Academy at Deerfield.

Kolb led the field throu^ a 4:50 first mile

with three purple shirts and a Deerfield

harrier right on his heels. But after going

through the cornfield and past the l>arn on

odoriferous rural course, the Deerfield
runner began to fade and the 1-2-3-4 Williams
finish began to emerge.
Kolb was first over the flat 2.75 mile course

in 13:43 (under five minutes per mile),

followed by Dan Sullivan with 13:52, Doug
Greeff with 13:55, and Frank Carr with 14:01.

All were under the couoe record of 14:02.

Stew Read, a Deerfield alumnus, rounded out

the Williams scoring to make the final 22-35.

The freshman liarriers won both of their

contests this year, and the junior varsity is

please turn to page nine

between the two. Each time Wallace trotted

off the field after a touchdown, Baldwin was
the first to greet him. "It's a good situation,"

Odell said. "Baldy is just so steady. He runs

the team well. And Wallace can really throw.

If we can keep working both of them in therei

we'll have a pretty good combination.

"

The chief beneficiary of Williams' aerial

madness was junior split end Dave Parker.

Parker, who riddled Union last year with nine

receptions for 146 yards, did himself one

better this time with six catches for 178 yards

and touchdowns of 10, 31, and 56 yards. His

performance earned him E.C.A.C. weekly all-

star team honors.

The day belonged toWilliams from the toss

of the cpia After Rod Geier returned the

opening kickoff to the 24, the Ephs marched 76

yards in 17 plays, eating up seven minutes on

the clock and demoralizing a charged-up

Union defense. Halfback Dave Reimann
scooted five yards to give Williams a 7-0 lead.

Here, the defense took over and throttled

the Union attack until the Ephs had the game
well in hand. Tackles Dave Kurfess and

Harry Jackson shut off the inside running

game, and when Dutchman quarterback

Mark Broomfield went t>ack to pass, he often

found himself fleeing (but rarely escaping)

the rush of ends Tim Mages and Jacic

Costello.

Union used speedy senior halfback Ron

Westbrook only sparingly on offense. Rumor
had it he was recovering from a shoulder

injury. But when he returned Pete

Eshelman's first punt 35 yards to the

Williams 40, he looked like the slippery, zig-

zagging Westbrook of old. "They just didn't

give him the ball that much," a perplexed

Odell said afterward. "And if you give that

guy some daylight, watch out!"

Williams salted the game away with three

quick scores before the half. The first, a 10-

yard pass from Wallace to Parker, capped a

pretty 58-yard drive. Moments later, senior

safety Joe Twining fielded a punt on his own

35 and raced 65 yards to make it 21-0.

Costello pounced on a Mike Deshler fumble

at the Union 28 on the ensuing kickoff and the

Ephs added a fourth score five plays later.

Wallace teamed with Tony Kroker for six

yards and a touchdowa It was the senior tight

end's first varsity 6-pointer.

The teams split six touchdowns in a frantic

second half. When Baldwin bootlegged it in

from the two early in the third quarter to

make it 35-0, one half expected to see Union

coach Jerry Everling raise the white flag aiifi

holler "nolo contendere!"

But, the Dutchman mentor had other ideas

Out came the bag of tricks and before long,

Union had its first points against Williams in

three years. Broomfield's 58-yard heave to

spht end Lou Miller narrowed the gap to 35 7

with seconds left in the period

Everybody got into the act in the wild-and

wooley fourth quarter as both coaches emp^

tied their benches. Parker, continuing his

assault on the Union secondary, hauled in two

more scoring bombs, a 31-yarder from

Wallace and a 56-yarder from Baldwin.

The Dutchmen countered with a 2-yard run

by halfback Ken Beck and a razzle-dazzle 44-

yard pass from end Barry Pannell to flanker

Mike Cortez that closed out the scoring and

sent everybody home in good spirits. It was

that kind of game.
Williams, now 5-1, starts iU "second

season" this Saturday when it entertains

Wesleyan atl:36p.m7TheCardihals (2-4) are

a "big, aggressive" bunch according to Odell,

and should give the Ephs aU they can handle.

"Emotion comes into play now," he said.

"They'll really be coming at us."

Slowgd by injuries and inexperience,

Wesleyan has had trouble getting untracked

thus far, managing only two wins—over

Bowdoin (21-0) and W.P.I. (21-12)-while

bowing to Central Connecticut (24-0), Mid-

diebury (21-19), Coast Guard (24-7), and

Amherst (17-7).

The Cardinals are paced by hard-runmng

sophomore quarterback Brad Vanacore, who

runs the wishbone offense. "He throws the

ball well on the run, too," Odell noted.

Vanacore has been sidehned with an ankle

injury that kept him out of the Amherst game,

but he is expected to be 100 per cent healthy

on Saturday.

Last year in Middletown, Cona, WiUiams

routed Wesleyap, 44^) en route to iU third

straight LitUe Three tiUe. The loss was the

worst in the 79-year history of the scries and

the Cardinals haven't forgoU«n. U
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^ suggests

.cucrioulum and

honors changes

The Committee on Educational Policy

(CEP) has issued final reports and recom-
mendations to the faculty on the Degree with

Honors and Proposals for Clarification of the

Present Curriculum.

In May 1973, the faculty directed the CEP to

assess Uie nature of the curriculum since the

inception of the 4-1-4 system in 1967. The
resulting study concentrated on the Degree
with Honors, the Distribution Requirement,
the Major, Options Beyond the Major, and the

Freshman Year. A preliminary report of the

CEP's findings was published last April.

In distributing the report, the CEP sought

comment and suggestions from students and
faculty. A series of open meetings were held

with most of the discussion centering on the

CEP's recommendation that the Degree with

Honors ise abolished and that the Distribution

Requirement be expanded.
This fall, the CEP re-evaluated its findings

in light of the discussions held last spring.

They also obtained more extensive data on

student course selections.

The report The Degree withTIohors wiirbe^

presented to the faculty on Nov. 20. An open
meeting for faculty and students to discuss

the report will be held at 4:00 P.M. Monday,
Nov. 18, in 3 Griffin Hall. Proposals for

Clarification of tl^^ Present Curriculum will

be presented to the faculty on December 11.

An open discussion will be held before that

meeting at a time and place to be announced.

the complete CEP report

appears on pages 8 and 9.

Once again, the CEP proposes the abolition

of the Degree with Honors. However, should

the faculty not accept this, the Committee
offers a proposal to tighten the program as it

now exists.

This would be a thesis, extended study in

one aspect of the major through additional

courses or independent study in the major, or

extended study relating to the major in other

fields of study.

Proposals for Clarification of the Present

Curriculum outlines proposals for an ex-

panded Distribution Requirement, patterns of

study beyond the regular major and the
Major and Major Examinatioa The Fresh-
man Year has been treated as a separate
matter and is not included in this report
Under the proposed Distribution

Requirement, students would have to take six

semester courses, one from each of four
categories ( I Language and Literature, II The
Arts, III Social Sciences and V History and
Patterns of Thought and Belief) and two from
category IV Mathematics and the Natural
Sciences, cmly one of which may be
mathematics. The requirements would have
to be met by the end of the Junior Year.
However, all 101-102 foreign language courses
will fulfill the proposed category I

requirement v

CC budget

allocations cut

by 13 percent

/ by Donna Malin

The College Council met on November 6 and
7 in marathon sessions to vote on Student

Activities budget allocations. Mike Durst '75,

College Council treasurer, presented the

recommendations of the Finance Committee

to— the counciL The recommendations
included allocating $102,933 out of $107,169.81

available to the Council leaving the Council

with a buffer of approximately $4,000.

Each budget was presented separately in

the form of a motion. Representatives from
most organizations were present and were
invited to comment upon allocations and to

answer questions concerning their

organizations and budget requests. Members
of the Finance Committee are Addison Lanier

'76, Bob Pierce '75, Delbert Wigfall '75, Joe

LaPaglia '75, Pam Carlton '76, Sean Sloane,

Assistant Professor Tom McLoy, and Dean
Nancy Mclhtyre.

Prior to budgeting. Durst noted that since

the Finance Committee was able to hold its

recommendations within budgetary
restraints, he saw no need to raise the Student

Activities Tax if the budgets were approved

as is. However, due to the fact that the Tax
hiad not k)een raised for the 1974-75 college

year and given the rising costs of inflation,

most organizations were hit with across the

board cuts in funds of approximately 15 per

cent. Reactions to these cuts by organization

representatives ranged from statements of

mild dismay to outbursts of severe in-

dignation and protest.

\photo by Roe]

John Solar #63 usbers halfback Rod Geier §23 into Wesleyan line during 35-16 Williams

Homecoming victory.

Chick Corea next concert

ACEC budget cut shelved

please turn to page five

by John C. Barker

The Student-Faculty Financial Committee
recently recommended a 22 per cent cut in the

All College Entertainment Committee
(ACEC) budget to Uie College Council (CO. If

instituted, the cut would reduce funds from
$15,000 to $12,000. The CC voted down the

recommendation, eleven votes to twelve,

which will return it to the committee for

reevaluation. Steven Phillips, president of the

CC, said he, "got the feeling that it was
because ( the memt)ers thought ) the ACEC
should get more money."
Joe LaPagalia, a member of the Finance

Committee, summarized the committee's

motives—the ACEC had "lost a lot of money
and is having a lot of trouble," and the

"sentiment is down; they have to build up

their credibility again."

Another reason for the decision was the

committee's judgment that the ACEC's
proposal was inadequate liecause it was not

specific. "He didn't have a presentation,

Ten percenters add variety, earn lower grades

by Tully Moss

Recent controversy over admissions

criteria has stimulated discussion on the

adequacy of that criteria. In the September 27

issue of the ReAd, Amanda Van Dusen

claimed the Williams shident body showed

leadership deficiency, and, consequenUy "the

intellectual community suffers." Van Dusen

atb-ibuted this leadership and intellectual

deficiency of Williams to misguided ad-

missions policies. In order to better un-

derstand what those admissions policies are,

the ReAd has recently undertaken an in-

vestigation of the 10 per cent program.

Since names and particulars of 10 per cent

students are not available (for reasons of

confidentiality), it is very difficult to evaluate

precisely how 10 per cent students have

contributed to or alleviated what Van Dusen

calls Williams' "leadership deficiency."

Nonetheless^the 10 per cent program seems

to have been very successful in terms of

allowing certain students the opportunity to

greatly expand their intellectual and

leadership potentialities.

The ten per cent admissions poUcy was

conceived as a program whereby the ad-

missions department could consider

prospective sbidents who would not be ac-

cepted on prevailing criteria such as

scholastic record and SAT scores. The ten per

cent program began on March 1, 1962, when

the Ford Foundation made a ten-year grant of

1125,000 to Williams to help defray cosU of the

program. With this grant, Williams decided to

pitas* turn to page four

^...
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After the interview, pmspective 'J9ers embark 6H campus tour. 10% ofall applicants will

be admitted under special circumstances. • -^^

didn't know what they were going to do with

the money," LaPagalia said. He also ob-

served that "if Jay Sullivan (co-chairman of

the ACEC) can come into the CC with a good

presentation, he might be able to get the

money."

Jon Cole, co-chairman of the ACEC, said

the recent Jerry Jeff Walker concert "went as

well as we couid've expected." He estimated

the loss at $2500; about 900 tickets out of 1000

were sold.

The Student-Faculty Financial Committee
suggested $12,000 in accordance with.

Sullivan's speculation that the ACEC would

have to sustain a minimum loss of $1500 for

each concert. (This is a more generous

allowance that that which Amherst's college

entertainment committee receives.

Amherst's recent loss of $1500 on a Taj Mahal

concert, added to an earlier $3000 loss o.n a
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band performance, will

probably signal the end of big gigs there,

according to the Amherst Student.) The
committee reasoned that $3000 would cover

the two concerts planned for fall semester,

$4000 would cover the four jazz concerts in

WSP, since the Committee's members
figured no more than $1000 per concert would

be lost on them, and that $5000 would allow

three concerts in the spring.

Cole predicted the recommended $12,000

would t)e spent by Winter carnival weekend in

P^ebruary. With the $2500 loss on Jerry Jeff in

mind he speculated that about $2000 would be

lost on Chick Corea, who Is coming in

December, $4000 total on the four jazz con-

certs in WSP, and approximately $3000 on the

concert during Winter Carnival weekend.

The two concert possibilities hurt most by

the prospective cut, according to Cole, would

be minority concerts such as soul, and ones

planned jointly with North Adams State. (He

mentioned the idea of such a joint concert,

wliich would enable the two institutions to

fund a performer "of the calil)er of Van
Morrison.")

Cole called Chick Corea and Return to

Forever the "most widely popular concert,"

and termed his fee "a steal—less than half

what he'll be touring for in the spring." The

ACEC and the rugby team are co-sponsoring

this show, and $1.00 from each ticket ($4.00

apiece), all security fees, and about half the

agent's fee will be donated to the fund for the

alumnus injured in the alumni rugby game
recently.

A concert, costing $6000. of two excellent

performers who both have out new albums

("Streetlights, and "Late for the Sky") was
not possible siTire the agents were restricting

their appearances to large cities for

promotional purposes. Cole said it "would

have been so beautiful in Chapin, but such a

financial bomb," which explains the difficulty

with most of the potential performers.

1
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Editorials:

Changes in P61icy . . .

The thoroughness of the newest Cotnmittee on Educational Policy

report commands high praise while its overall recommendations deserve

close examination by both students and faculty. As the faculty has already

received the report, the Re^ii feels that the student body should also have

easy access to this importafnt document before the proposals are voted on by

the faculty in then* nexi two meetings.

Many questions have been raised recently in academic circles as to the

effectiveness of a liberal arts education. The primary one is: are students

getting such an education at supposedly 'liberal arts' institutions or merely

anre-professfonal handbook? The major thrust of the CEP's proposals in

the areas ofcourse distribuUoii,majorsand^^major exams, study beyond the

major and the freshman year all address themselves to improving the

quality of Williams' liberal arts program. It is in this context which they

should be judged.
. , . ,_ -.u u- * •

i

/ A close reading of the report will not only furnish one with an historical

background to much recent educational policy at Williams, but illustrate

the basis on which the present proposals were made. The Committee has

spent considerable time and effort in producing a report and a system of

proposals which could revitalize education at Williams if accepted. We hope

the faculty will act with dispatch in adopting the report's suggestions.

And Honors
Since 1957 the honors program has undergone five policy changes. At

present requirements vary significantly from department to department to

allow for academic differences within differing subjects. Yet in addition to

differing in substance, the honors degree often differs in the amount of ef-

fort necessary to attain it as well. It is this inequality which the CEP has
directed the faculty to consider first because it "believes that discussion by
the faculty of the issues raised in the recent report. Proposals for

Clarification of the Present Curriculum, will be more productive after the

honors issue is settled."

The value of an honors degree in applying for graduate schools and post-

graduate jobs has become tenuous at best. Of far more use in such ap-

plications are the appelations cum, magna, and summa, which reflect

grade point average and not narrow institutional guidelines. Honors
^ qualifications vary from institution to institution within identical depart-

ments, lessening the meaning of that term. Also, the academic meaning of

such a degree comes into question when 40 per cent of the student body
i*<jreceives it. More alarming though, is the extent to which the degree with

honors has become almost automatic in some majors. The definition of

'outstanding work' seems to have been compromised.
When one of the highest academic distinctions the college can bestow

becomes subject to inequality and inflation, not only is a total overhaul of

the system necessary, but in light of its declining utility as a signpost for

advanced academic achievement inside of the college and out, it is ripe for

abolition.

The end of the degree with honors as a term will not mean the end of

advanced academic work at Williams. Those projects of high quality will

^ find publication or professional praise just as easy to come by. More im-

portantly, those projects worthy of such attention will not be lost in a crowd
of mediocrity.

We urge students with questions or disagreements to attend the open
meeting at 4:00P.M. Monday, November 18 in 3 Griffin.

CaRRESPONDENCE

\

/

Need student input

To the editor:

Though I believe the Student Course

Evaluation Survey to be an important and

useful instrument for the evaluation of

courses and teaching at Williams, I also think

your editorial supporting SCES and the story

dealing with my Usage Report omitted some
important and pertinent contextual in-

formation. These matters were discussed in

my interview with your reporter, but were

left out of the story, due np doubt to lack of

space. I therefore offer the following com-

ments for the consideration of those who wish

to draw broader inferences from the findings

of the Usage Report.

(1) The very large majority of those

faculty members who did not use SCES forms

in Spring 1974 had used them in Fall 1973; thus

most non-users have had recent exposure to

student opinion.

(2) TheStudentCourseEvaluation Survey

is only one method by which student opinion

concerning courses &nd instructors can be

solicited. Other methods that have been

employed recently at Williams include formal

and informal meetings with majors, sur-

veying recent graduate majors, and sur-

veying majors and other students still in

College about the major or selected courses in

a department.

(3) Sampling student opinion is only one

approach to the evaluation of courses and

teaching. In addition to the informal

discussion and evaluation of curriculum that

occurs constantly in virtually all Williams

departments, one department has adopted a

formal program of course visitations by

faculty of one another's courses.

(4) The College, through the Committee
on Appointments and Promotions, has stated

clearly that quality of instruction is one major

criterion for evaluating faculty members for

promotion and tenure, and that departmental

recommendations concerning such matters

must contain information relevant to student

opinion of each candidate's teaching ef-

fectiveness. It therefore follows that

departments proposing for promotion or

tenure faculty members who have not used

Student Course Evaluation Survey forms

must utilize some other method of soliciting

student opinion about the teaching ef-

fectiveness of sucb'faculty.

, ' David A. Booth

Associate Provost

A dog 's rights

To the editor,

1 am only a dog. But they say ever dog

should have his day. And this must be mine.

I'll be brief-.

I've been around this campus since 1969.

Probably longer than most students. It's a

nice place to meet my friends—both dogs and

students. Also, it's all around my house, and

I've got to stretch my legs, you know.

But somebody's messing around with my
civil rights. I'm pretty friendly, and I like to

get around. But some of you students are

taking -advantage of the situation. I enjoy a

good bone or a beer, or a warm place to lie

around as much as anyone does. But I don't

think it's fair to keep me away from my
family. They get upset. And when I finally

reappear on the old doorstep, they clap a

leash on me, and take me on these frustrating

slow walks around my old stamping grounds.

It's a real bore. And it goes on for weeks. I get

so I can't stand to see four walls. It's a real

dog's life.

So have a heart. Just say hello and let it go

at that. I love to visit you, but I really can't

stay. It takes too much out of me. I like my
freedom too much.

So don't feed me or keep me around. My
family worries. They loveJtie, and they spend

a lot of time looking for me. And after alt, I

love them and I feel I owe thetn something

after all these years. You know the old

saying,—there's no place like home. See you

around. If you cooperate.

Rembrandt
21 Hoxsey St., Williamstown

sees not only way

To the editors:

I would like to reply to the Re-Ad article of

11-8-74 concerning the Student Course
Evaluation Survey. The reporter was correct

in pointing out the decline in the question-

naire's usage.'TPiowever, I do not feel that he

was fair in neglecting to mention that other

means of evaluating teaching methods are

already easily available to the Williams

students and faculty and that they are

currently in use by various departments. For

example, Biology majors have organized

themselves in conjunction With the junior

members of the department to conduct a

departmental survey. This form contains

questions concerning specialized areas of

instruction (labs, etc.) which the general

SCES does not cover. Another effort has been

on the part of the English department, which

has established a series of visitations between

its senior and junior faculty. This program is

well into its fifth year and has been en-

thusiastically supported by almost all of its

members. Let me stress that these are only

two examples of efforts made by the faculty

within departments to continue "beneficial

interaction of student and faculty reaction."

What 1 would like to emphasize is that,

although enthusiasm for the SCES may have
decreased, the attitude of students and

faculty has by no means drastically altered

when it comes down to soliciting student

opinions about the educational value of their

courses and how they could be improved.

Those professors who resist any form of

evaluation will continue to do so, while those

who merely feel the questionnaire is

inadequate or poorly structured may react

very favorably to more informal, but equally

valid, means of finding out where their weak
spots lie. Perhaps even those instructors who
have utilized the survey regularly feel the

responses are no longer necessary if they

have made major alterations in the structure

of their curriculum or their teaching ap-

proach. However, I feel that this is not the

case for the majority of the faculty. The Re-

Afl has called for "A well-organized critique

aimed at reforming inadequacies" in the

SCES. First I would like to point out that the

questions are revised each year and do un-
dergo extensive statistical analysis by the
Associate Provost. However, the problem is
that everyone seems to feel this is ihv only
method available. But this is not the case at
all. I feel that if the faculty by passive neglect
expresses their disapproval of the form, then
alternative methods should be utilized on a
much larger scale than at present in order to
ensure that meaningful student criticism is

channeled in the right direction.

The goal of any system of evaluation is

continual change and improvement in all

possible aspects. This is the idea the Student
Faculty Evaluation Committee has in mind
this year as it is reviewing alternative

methods of evaluation. The findings will be
available to the academic community, in

order to offer it a broader spectrum of ex-
change from wMch^ to choioee: TTTs cmH
celvable that from there one or more methods
can be found which will suit the needs of in-

dividual departments wUhoul reducing ef-

forts to solicit student criticism. If there are
problems, ciosemindness in considering new
methods of evaluation could be the stumbling
block; I do not think it will be the idea of

reacting to change. Improvement in the face
of valid criticism has been around long

enough at Williams for its merits to be clearly

seen.

l.yiiiiT. McC'oiuH'H'TJ

Sludeiil-Kui-ullyK valuation Coiiimitu-e

No funds for GOP
Letter to the editor, 11-8-74

On Thursday evening, November 7, tlie

College Council voted 12 to 5 to allocate $100 of

the Student Activity fund to the Williams

College Republican Club. This acl Is a

violation of the Council's Constitution, which

prohibits allocation of Council funds lo

political party organizations. Proponents of

the funding argue that the $100 is to be used

solely for speaker engagements, open to those

of all political persuasions. They add that,

although the club has engaged only

Republicans so far this year, it Intends lo

schedule Democrats as well In the future.

Several objections to this reasoning must be

raised.

A club organized with the sole purpose of

engaging political speakers of all parties.

would surely have little constitutional

problems in receiving funding. However, the

Republican club is not such an organization:

II has ties with a national political party

organization, its membership is exclusively

of one political party, and to this date it has

brought only Republican speakers to the

campus. It is, as its name suggests, a

Kcpiihliciin club, not a bi-partisan political

lecture group.

So far this year the young GOP's have hired

two speakers, both of whom were running for

reelection at the time.and both within a

month of the election. Each speaker was paid

$2.'i. for his appearance. This $50. will come

from the College Council allocation. Where

would one reasonably expect this money lo

end up but in the campaign chest of these

candidates? The use of money, earmarked for

student activities, to finance a campaign

appearance, (and a speaking engagement by

a politician just prior to his election is exactly

that), and eventually winding up in the

candidate's campaign chest, is a flagrant

misuse of student activity funds.

Some might argue that these appearances

please turn to page twelve
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Wine Boycott: Who is Tellihg the Tfiith?

Gallo Is » •

During recent months, the United Farm
Workers have increased their activities

designed to deceive media and the public

insofar as the UFW'boycbtt of Gallo wines is

concerned. We believe that media supports a

free and unbiased presentation of all the facts

and, in pursuit of this goal, we have prepared
the following. - „ v

scattered on public Jiighways. There were
also physical assaults including one which put
a Gallo farm worker in the hospital for three
weeks with a fractured skull. We also had a
couple of buildings burned.

Gallo workers are union v-

and are not striking

There is no labor dispute at Gallo. Gallo
farm workers are not on strike. The dispute is

not between Gallo and Gallo employees—it is

a jurisdictional dispute between the United

C«iMP^ Chauez keepa fhnrging 'VniiiiBjon" ^a™ "Workers Union-and the^Tcamstcrs-
>hiMwn-4)i» omirtG-At^roiifArnio «~i "k» uhion. The^200 Galhrfarm-wuikeib chose to

join The Teamsters in 1973 after having

U.F.W. charges of collusion

-between-tiie courts -of-Galifornia and the

growers^"collusion" between the police

departments and the growers—"collusion"
between the sheriffs' offices and the

growers—"collusion" between the United
States Department of Immigration and the

growers. Chavez keeps saying the 63,000

former members of the United Farm Workers
union quit the union because of "collusion."

Just think of any community in the United
States having a total population of 63,000

people and ask yourself if they could all be
forced into anything against their will by
collusion. The UFW currently has a mem-
bership of less than 10,000.

Gallo wines are union made
One-thousand seven hundred workers at

Gallo belong to AFL-CIO unions of their own
choice. The winemakers are members of the

Winery and Distillery Workers Union, which
is AFL-CIO. The glass bottle makers are
represented by the Glass Bottle Blowers
Association or the Mold-Makers Union, both

of which are AFL-CIO. Gallo has 200 per-

manent farm workfers and they are all

members of the International Brotherhood of

Teamsters.
'

No illegal aliens or

children-working at Gallo

We hire about 300 seasonal workers during

the grape harvest season, which lasts for

about 10 weeks. About one-tenth of California

seasonal workers are migrant workers—most
of the seasonal work is done by people who
live in the area and look forward to making
that extra money every year. There is tio such

thing as illegal child labor or illegal alien

labor at Gallo. There never has been and

there never will be. There are over 200,000

farm workers in the State of California and

their circumstances should not even be

considered in the same context with our 200

workers.

U.F.W. refused to negotiate

a new contract

We tried from January 24, 1973, to June 20,

1973, ( 147 days) to negotiate another contract

for Gallo farm workers with the UFW. But we
insisted upon negotiating into a new contract

the reforms our workers wanted from the

UFW. These were no UFW hiring hall and no

union discipline abuses and no seniority

abuses. The United Farm Workers were well

aware of this. The UFW contract expired on

April 18, 1973. They refused even to bargain

about a new contract at any time until a week

after the old one expired. After that contract

expired, over the next two months we had 12

separate bargaining sessions with them, but

they refused to negotiate on any of the issues

which were important to our farm workers.

They wouldn't even talk about economic

issues, and our farm workers were due for a

wage rate increase.

The UFW would not talk about wages and

benefits for the workers, and negotiations

were stalemated by the UFW taking an un-

movable position on several of their

proposals—particularly the Hiripg Hall and

Union Discipline clauses. Gallo could not

accept the inequities to its farm workers in

the UFW proposals on these issues. We
reiterated we wanted agreement on these

points in accordance with the privileges

accorded union workers in our plants and in

other industries throughout the country—the

same protections and rights enjoyed by

workers covered by the National Labor

Relations Act

U.F.W. aclivUies are not

non-violent

Don't be fooled by the UFW claim that ite

picket line activities were non-violent. Those

activities included mass picketing, vile and

abusive* language directed especially at

women workers and the wives and daughters

of men workers, slashed car tires, smashed
windshields, and tire puncturing devices

averaged $278 per week. Their earnings in-

crease in 1975 and 1976 under built-in contract
escalation clauses. Gallo farm workers are
now paid a minimum of $2.89 per hour and
range up to $3.75 per hour. During harvest,

they average $5.79 per hour and some have
earned up to $9.00 per hour. Plus fringe

benefits: paid pension plan, paid vacation,
paid holidays, premium paid overtime, paid
health insurance, paid life insurance, and
paid unemployment insurance.

Boycott Is blackmail
"^

Chavez admitr~Iiis "6tiIv"wgai»B^ is id

belonged to the UFW^or^ 6 years. Their

Teamsters contract made theh^ the highest-

paid farm workers in the continental United
States on the date it was signed, JulWO, 1973.

Gallo pays highest wages ^\
Gallo permanent farm workers averaged

$7,785 annually in 1973 and seasonal workersX

boycott—to blackmail retailers who carry
Gallo wines with threats ofpicketing, abuse of

customers, and loss of business; to blackmail
Gallo with the threat of lost business if we do
not sign our workers over to his union, a union
they have already rejected. This type of

boycotting is illegal under the National Labor
Relations Act and clearly explains why
Chavez is against the N.L.R.A.

Boycott Gallo .

The Williamstown Friends of the Farm-
workers believe that the Gallo workers should

have the domestic right to choose the union

which represents them.

For six years, Gallo recognized the United

Farm Workers (UFW) as the sole

representative of the farmworkers. In 1973

after deadlocking negotiation with the UFW
on key> issues for a new contract, Gallo issued

a letter to its farmworkers on May 10

notifying them that they were "in the middle

of a contest between two unions." Later that

day Chavez, the UFW leader, demanded an

election; Gallo's response delivered on May
21, was "the Teamsters do not represent our

workers." But the next day Gallo officials

accompanied Teamsters into the fields,

urging their workers to join them. Yet on May
29 the Gallo negotiator told the UFW, "We
have no reason to believe that anyone but you

represents the workers. An election just

delays things." Then on June 23, thirty-two

Teamsters moved into the fields to obtain

signatures on designating petitions. Some
farmworkers were told that they were "at- •

tendance lists;" others, that they would be

fired if they failed to sign. Nevertheless, a

majority refused to sign.

On June 26, Gallo notified the workers that

the Teamsters were their representative.

Throughout this process, individual union

leaders had been fired piecemeal on the basis

of their protests. Now, two workers who

protested the letter of notification were

dismissed, and on June 27, 127 farmworkers

went on strike.

On July 3, Gallo refused an election but

agreed.to permit a religious group to poll the

farmworkers with authorization cards. On

July 6, tiie religious group attempted to report

(heir finding that 173 of the 222 employed at

the contract expiration date wanted the UFW,
but Gallo refused to communicate with them.

The next^ day Gallo brought in Teamster

scabs to replace the strikers and on July 9

held a single negotiating session with the

Teamsters, signing a contract reflecting

Gallo's desires on all material issues on which

UFW-Gallo negotiations were deadlocked.

The Teamster contract provided wages

lower than UFW contracts with other wine

producers. It granted Gallo absolute

discretion in hiring, abolishing and hiring hall

system, undei* which the Union referred

workers on the basis of seniority, and thus

permits the reinstitution of the labor con-

tractor system, under which workers are

recruited and paid by independent con>

tractors and bosses, free from supervision or

control, men who deduct about one-fifth of the

farmworkers' pay for their "services." The
Teamster contract also eliminated crucial

health and safety protections, particularly

those against deadly pesticides. Thereafter

Gallo attempted to evict striking farm-

workers from their company housing, but was
prevented from doing so by court order.

Gallo is continuing to engage in conduct

such as threatening farmworkers with

discharge or other economic reprisals if they

refuse to abandon their support of the UFW
and become dues-paying members of the

Teamsters. It is continuing to coerce and
make economic reprisals against workers

who do not cooperate with the Teamsters.

Many workers who have become Teamsters

have done so under duress, solely to retain

their jobs.

While consistently refusing to hold

neutrally supervised secret ballot elections,

Gallo incredibly claims that they favor and

the UFW opposes such elections because the

company favors the Tunney bill (S6903) ex-

tending the National Labor Relations Act to

include farmworkers. The UFW opposes this

bill in that, while providing fair elections, it

would effectively deny the farmworkers their

only bargaining tool, since it requires a ninety

day no-strike "cooHng off period." This would

be imposed during the short harvest season

which is the only time the migrant farm-

workers could strike. At the same time the

farmworkers main weapon, the secondary

boycott of Gallo products, would be

prohibited.

The key point is this: Gallo, like the

Teamster Union and non-union lettuce and

grape growers, refuses the farmworkers the

right to self-determination through fair

elections. Their only other weapon is the

boycott.

Chavez has to boycott

Chavez claims he wants secret ballot

elections but he and his staff of lobbyists have
fought all legislation which would include

farm workers under the National Labor
Relations Act. The N.L.R.A. would provide

secret ballot elections, but would also outlaw -

UFW boycotting and their unfair and
discriminatory labor practices. In the one

election of record, "conducted by the Federal

Mediation and Conciliation Service on April 1,

1971—the vote was 43 against UFW and 27 for

UFW, with one void ballot. UFW then

threatened a boycott. In the absence of laws

governing farm union election procedures,

the employer is vulnerable to lawsuits and

boycotts foy ^e losing union. Gallo has ac-

tively supported legislation to include farm
workers under the N.L.R.A. whereas Chavez
fought and successfully killed Senate Bill 8 in

1969 and is currently fighting Senate Bill S

3409 and House Rule H.R. 4408 which would

benefit all farm workers in America by in-

cluding them under N.L.R.A.

No U.F.W. contract result of

secret elections
'"^

By Cesar Chavez's definition, a

"sweetheart" contract is one entered into by

a grower and a union without considering the

wishes of the workers concerned. That is

exactly the way that the UFW got their

membership. They did not give the workers

an opportunity to vote at a free, secret

election. UFW does not believe in free elec-

tions. Every UFW contract is a "sweetheart"

contract. The contract is one between Chavez
and the employers and in not a single case

were the workers permitted to vote in a free

and secret election.

Gallo workers have the

union they chose

The majority of Gallo farm workers

petitioned us to negotiate with the Teamsters
for' them. The UFW contract with Gallo ex-

pired on April 18, 1973; 6» days later, on June

25, 1973, the Teamsters Union advised us they

could supply proof that they represented the

majority of Gallo farm workers and we
notified Cesar Chavez of the Teamster's

claim. Instead of presenting workers'

signatures like the Teamsters did, Chavez

called for a strike and boycott on June 27,

1973. Only 69 of the 199 Gallo farm workers

left work. On July 6, 1973, after verifying

signatures of farm workers, it was deter-

mined that the majority of all Gallo farm
workers Including Those Who Left on Jurie 27

had requested Teamsters representation.

Subsequently, our farm workers worked on

the negotiating committee with the Team-
sters and then ratified the contract by an

overwhelming majority. An agreement was
concluded with the Teamsters on July 10th—

k:i days after the UFW contract had expired.

No deaths or pesticide

poisonings at Gallo

Gallo operates under the CAL-OSHA
provisions of the state and federal laws. Gallo

protection procedures against pesticides

exceeds these stringent stale and federal

laws.

With a major movement underway on campus to boycott Gallo _ wines and strong

charf;es heing exchanged between boycott supporters and the Gallo wine people, the

"RecordAdvocate" contacted organizations representing both viewpoints requesting

700 word statements.

The viewpoint supporting the boycott was written by Friends oftlje Farmworkers, a

campus organization formed last spring to push for the boycott of Teamster 's lettuce and

Gallo products.

Gallo submittedthe viewpoint supporting its position at our request.

Since neither side in the dispute had an opportunity to read the other's statement,

neither viewpoint should be considered a rebuttal of the other. The ' 'ReAd'
'
welcomes

comment on the issue; rebuttals andcomments will appear in afuture issue.

_Ciii--*l _';^
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Making a^ Good Thing Better
'^*'

by Steve Phillips
'

J^
During the several years that I've been at

Williams, I've generally twen impressed by

the number of activities and interests which
flourish on the campus, some of them large

and highly visible, others smaller, operating

in a quiet, almost underground, atmosphere.

On the whole, student interests and
organizations outside the curriculum work

_ wQl at Wiifiams. But one notices an element

df discontent with regarcf to the ex-

bracurriculiim, and even more so with regard

^^Tircollege policy and services. This discon-

tent occasionally surfaces in a newspaper
article or letter to the editor, but more
frequently is brought out in conversation and
forgotten in the face of everimpending

acadenrie judgment. Valuable suggestions,

constructive reforms, innovative additions to

the college are quietly laid to rest with barely -

a sound. So it goes.

It doesn't have to be that way.

This student body has within it the

potential to make a very good school truly

excellent. Students at Williams can have a

dramatic effect on policy, on the quality of

education, on the variety oif intellectual,

athletic, creative and social opportunities. To
a large degree, the channels already exist

Most student-faculty committees are sin-

cerely and actively interested in the

suggestions of students. President Chandler

.
is open tosuggestions for improvements. The
Dean's Office welcomes criticisms and
comments on the effectiveness of the various

services the CollegeT)rovides. - ''--— -

^Changedoes notocTinrTapldly aiWilliainsr"^

It'« the nature of^ the institution. Those
students who woiild have a say in the direc-

tion and policies of the college will have to live

with that fact. But change does occur, and
students can become involved in far greater

numbers and have a real impact, if they are

willing to put forth some time and energy in

developing' new programs or improving the

existing ones,

I would submit that the College Council can
and should provide the organizational
framework for discussion and advocacy of

student opinion on college policy. Things will

not change overnight, nor will they be exactly

what students nnay desire. But it is a safe bet

that reform will not occur without a solid,

concerted, ongoing effort. The College
Council, if fully utilized, can provide the focus
needed to direct student views toward im-
plementation.

Some projects are already underway,
within the Council and outside it. Others are
desperately seeking help. The trustees will be
here inJanuary, and are looking for concrete
proposals^from ihe studentSf especially one
lor a s^tjident craft centei^withjaclli^ for
carpentry, pottery, jewelry, and the like.

Several students are interested in compiling a
student guide to courses, as well as at-

tempting to rectify the problems of the-
present Course Evaluation Questionnaire;
The President's Review Committee on
College Expansion will be assessing the
impact of co-education and expansion of
facilities and services, attempting to evaluate
the change in the quality of life at Williams.
The CUL is examining yie advising system,
and has been actively soliciting student
opinion. The CEP report is out, with several

proposals for subslanUal change, especialivconcernmg distribution requiremen
"^

honors, ami the major. The AdmTss£
Committee is working toward an artSS
ofadmiasions policy. Career CounlelS
looking for suggesUon. The list goes on
Williams College exists in order to educau

people, and has established a variety ostructures In order to achieve that end tL.
of us who are here seeking that education are
in a unique posiUon to assess the instituS

"^

and its structures and insure that it meets Z-
needs - intellectual, athletic, social
vocaUonal, physical, and otherwise Thi
College Council meeUng on November 20 will
be devoted to a discussion of those areas inwhich students perceive a need for chanae
Specifically. I am calling for the formation ofa committee to present proposals to the
trustees on the formation of a craft center infl

—

any other interwis ^iaeh students ^eei ff—
committee to examine the car registration —
problem, an invesUgatory committee on
campus security, and a committee to compile

/B student guide to courses. This list is by no
means bmding or inclusive - it is my hope that

'
students will come to the meeting with tiieir

'

criticisms and proposals for reform, as well
as a willingness to work for those im-
provements they desire. Things work well at
Williams. I think through a concerted effort ^"
we can make them better. /
(Steve Phillips 75" Is presently President of
(he College Council)

|j

Ten percent

Pollster George Gallup [far right] relaxes after terming college students 'economic idiots
during panel discussion which included \from left] William Adkins, William Wilson
moderator Philip Hastings, and Clifford Case. ^^oto by Lambert]

Gallup: 'retrogression' /

Career, possibilities discussed

by Andrea Mintz

Surveys of college students today indicated
that students are retrogressing in some
areas, declared George Gallup, Director of
the American Institute of Public Opinion, in

response to questions following a panel
discussion on career possibilities today.
Gallup declared that many college students

are "economic idiots," knowing little about
the issues raised by the present stagflation.

Few students entering collegepossess a basic
knowledge of the Constitution and Bill of

Rights. College graduates read fewer books
than past graduates, although they tend to be
better informed about contemporary affairs.

The panel discussion, sponsored by the
jftoper Institute, was held Friday in Jesup
Auditorium. Careers discussed were law,
market research, politics and public opinion.
In addition to Gallup, the panel consisted of
William Atkins, Maryland lawyer, William
Wilson, president of » marketing research
company, and Senator Clifford Case of New
Jersey. All four men stressed that a desire to

make money was not a good reason to enter
these professions.

Atkins stressed the social responsibility of
lawyers to resolve problems on all levels

-

encompassing the private sector as well as
the public. Since laws pervade and regulate
much of our lives, the practice of law is vitally

necessary for the betterment of and
preservation of order in American society.

He declared in response to a question
regarding the usefulness of taking a respite
between college and law school and perhaps
working In a legal organization, Atkins stated
that although this type of experience may
advance an individual's mahirlty level. It

definitely does not fulfill the same function as
law school. The primary aim of law school Is

not to provide vocational training but to teach
the students how to think and reason. In

V.
Atkins' opinion, the best background for a
lawyer is a broad liberal arts education.

Wilson described his job as "asking the

right questions in the right way and in-

terpreting them properly." the challenge is

to understand the client's problem and help

him solve it in the most creative and lucrative

wajf possible. Wilson indicated that the

successful market researcher should want a
challenging career, be an independent free-

thinking spirit with a strong ego, have a
variety of interests, be receptive to new ideas,

willing to devote long hours to the job, and be
endowed with the entrepreneurial spirit.

Since 1934 Gallup has worked on polling

elections but he Indicated that polls can also
have a much broader applicability and
usefulness. Polling offers a unique op-
portunity to solve public problems by
revealing certain previously unknown
relationships (i.e. between cigarette smoking
and cancer) and by disclosing public opinion
on controversial Issues. Presently, his
company is creating a global survey to
measure the "state of mankind."
Specifically, they are interested in measuring
the quahty of life (i.e. are people satisfied?
Why or why not ? ) on all seven continents.
From the results of this kind of research,
scientists, economists, legislators, social
workers, etc. can become aware of areas that
need reform and Improvement and then
accellerate research in these fields.

Senator Case described his picture of the
Ideal legislature. A poliUcian, he believes,
should be independently wealthy so that he
doesn't depend on favors and doesn't have to
become entangled In political intrigues which
force him to compromise his principles In

order to survive -financially and-pr
politically.

Interestingly, all four panelists de-
emphasized the money-making aspect of
their profession and even discouraged those
students Interested in making a lot of money
from entering their fields.

Senator Case declared that no one should go
into politics as a career. He charged that

much of the corruption showing up since
Watergate IS the result of people trying to

make a profit out of politics. Anyone entering

politics should have another career to fall

back on. The politician should be independent

both economically and in character. q

from page one
select approximately ten per cent of its fresh-
man classes according to such expanded
criteria during the ten-year program 1963-

1972 (which included the classes '67-'76).

Philip Smith, Director of Admissions, in-

dicated that the ten per cent program
received a great deal of its initial stimulus
from former President Sawyer, '^'President

Sawyer was concerned that talented students
weren't getting Into the best colleges simply
because they didn't have the requisite board
scores or secondary school grades."
Once the ten per cent program was

,
initiated, 10 per cent students were typified by
one or thore of five characteristics:

1. Special academic flair or unusually
well-developed academic interest.

2. Overachievement (usually in high
secondary school performance, given scores
on national aptitude tests).

3. Potential "late-bloomers" (very high
academic ajStitude combined with mediocre
secondary school performance).

4. Unusually strong recommendations
from secondary school teachers or officials,

or from other adults who knew the student
well.

5. Unusual accomplishment in secondary
school extra-curricular activities and
leadership roles.

Four of these five categories were con-
sidered very successful. The "late-bloomers"
category has proven a significant failure,

according to a report on the 10 per cent
program written by Smith.

In a study of the classes of '67- '76. Smith
began delineating the differences between 10
per cent students and others in terms of SAT
scores and secondary school rank. Over the
ten year period, 10 per centstudents averaged
552 on their SAT verbal scores and 598 on
math. The ten year SAT score averages for
the classes '67-'76 were 638 verbal, 670 math.
As an indice of how 10 per cent students did

academically in secondary school. Smith
used class rank to find which quintile of their

respective high school classes 10 per cent
students belonged to Of those ten per cent
students coming from private schools, 53 per
cent came from the bottom quintile; this

compares with 19 per cent for the private
school students as a whole. Ten per cent
students from public high schools were
largely (42 per cent) from the top 10 per cent
of their secondary school classes; 77 per cent
of Williams students from public high schools
in the classes '67-'76 were in the top ten per
cent of their classes.

Once they got in Williams. 10 per cent
students tended to perform less well
academically than their classmates. In the
classy '67-'76, 39 out of 76 independent school
graduates graduated from Williams in the
bottom quintile of their respective classes.
Forty-seven ml of 100 public high school
graduates In these"classes graduated in the
bottom (]ulntile Of their Classes. In 1973 all 10
per cent shjdenU were In the bottom half of
their class. Smith attributes this recent
decline of the 10 per cent group iRr the
relatively recent surge in concern for grades^
10 per cent students either aren't as well
equipped or as willing to run the race for
grades.
For "the college ai a whole, 82 percent

Similarly, 10 pe|; cent students graduate in

less frequent numbers than their classmates,

graduate in four years, and 90 per cent toUl
gradiiate. Among 10 per cent students, 70 per
cept graduate in four years and about 76 per
cent total graduate.

Although 10 per cent students do less well

academically and graduate In smaller per-

centages than their classmates, they are
significantly more likely than their

classmates to have achieved important
leadership positions, to have participated in

college musical activities, and to have ex-

celled in intercollegiate athletics, according
to Smith.

When the 10 per cent program was Initiated,

it was derived by admissions officers at other

schools as a back door entrance to athletes.

Smith claims that high incidence of athletic

achievement among 10 per cent students is

^
due more to the nature of recommendations
for 10 per cent students than to any conscious

use of the 10 per cent program as an excuse

for admitting athletes. Smith notes that the

admissions department has to rely heavily on

recommendations when considering 10 per

cent students for admission because 10 per

cent students are usually to begin with less

accomplished in terms of standard criteria

such as grades and SAT scores. What
frequently impresses adults writmg
recommendationsTor 10 per cent students are

characteristics such as strong leadership

roles and outstanding performance in

athletics. This apparently helps to explain

why 10 per cent students are significantly

more likely to assume leadership roles and

perform well in intercollegiate athletics. As

an indication of how well they do in athletics.

two or three a year tend to be "stars," cap-

tains of an athletic team.
While some have wondered ifthe 10 per cent

program wasn't an excuse for allowing

athletes to enter, others have wondered if it

wasn't an excuse for allowing minority

students to matriculate. Data on 10 per cent

students indicate this Is not necessarily the

case. Of the 358 ten per cent students in the

classes '67-'76, 62 are Black and 24 are either

Spanish-speaking. Oriental, or poor whites.

Despite their relative academfc inferiority

upon entering Williams, there were ap-

parently few other significant differences

between 10 per cent students and their

classmates. Ten per cent students, according

to analyses of questionnaires distributed to all

freshmen, have read fewer books before

entering college, have had stronger family

support for their decision to enter Williams,

are more likely to consider mastery of course

work a serious problem during the freshman

year, and are more likely to avoid subjects

that werrf widely considered by freshmen to

be difficult.

Whatever its directly observable effects on

the college community might be. the 10 per

cent program has apparently played an im-

portant part in the mental health of the

student body. Smith relates, "When John

Hyde was Dean of Freshman, he kept track of

the students who came into him and said, 'I'm'

very worried about my academic per-

formance, Mr. Hyde, but I know why I'm

doing so poorly: it's because I'm a ten-

percertter.' Of the 142 students who came into

John Hyde's office with that story, two were

ten per cent stu^ients." LJ
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Morgan Mid-West J. A. 's prefer a ca-ed entry for its cohesiveness and healthy attitude.

. Camaraderie

over tea in

mixed company
by Clirford Mitchell

Although several freshman dormitories on

campus contain both men and women, only

Morgan Mid-East and Mid-West actually

house men and women together within the

same entry. Morgan Mid-West students and

Junior Advisors were Recently interviewed to

find out how th6 noble experiment was
working

Anne D'Avenas is one of the two Junior

Advisors in Morgan Mid-West. Although she

knew when she selected Morgan that it was
going to be mixed, she says that that was not

the primary consideration in her decision.

Now that she is here however, she really

enjoys the atmosphere. "It's really relaxed,

and much more subdued than Williams (Hall),

for example. It's not so much because of us

( the J.A.'s) as it is the rest of the girls."

Asked whether she thought there was any

sex bias on the part of the men, she replied

that,'.
. " they kid us about it, but there aren't

any real problems."

sock hop kicks off fund drive

The Williams College Chest Fund is

sponsoring a dance and weeklong fund

drive (Nov. 15-23) to raise money to

continue their financial aid to the

Williamstown Boys' Club, Help Line,

Berkshire Farm for Boys, A Better

Chance, North Adams YMCA, William-

stown Day Care Center, and Williams in

Hong Kong. Representatives from the

Newman Club, Chapel Board, Jewish

Association, Christian Fellowship and

Lehman Service Council are organizing

and running the drive. Any student who

would like to help should call Rich Otto, the

chairman, at Tyler House. The Chest Fund
is hoping to raise as much if not more than

last year's sum of $2,000.00. During the

week, house representatives will collect

donations from students and faculty.

A Sock Hop this Friday night at

Greylock Dining hall initiates the fund

drive. The dollar admission entitles one to

free beer and a chance to win a prize for

the best dancing couple or the best

costume. Two disc jockeys will be an

unusual complement to the musical ac-

tivity;

1^

We then went up to the fourth floor, where
the six men (out of a total of 21 students, not

including the advisors) live. We stopped in to

talk to Michael Newman, but were soon

besieged by the rest of the men on the floor,

most of whom were full of humourous
anecdotes about the J'.A.'s. Several serious

and very favorable comments did emerge
amidst the joking. "They are easier to talk to

than male J.A.'s," said'Dirk Hovorka. "We
don't have any problems talking to them and

they give us some really good advice about

courses and teachers here." Said Mike,

"They aren't typical JA.'s - they are

really nice and they do some really nice

things for us here. 1 was up late one night

typing an English paper.'Wnd Debbie (Debbie

Heineman, the other J.A.) brought up some
tea."

It is the general concensus of the men that

they enjoy being in a coed entry and none

seemed enthusiastic about switching to an

all male entry.

At this point, Debbie or "Mommy", as she

is affectionately known, arrived on the lan-

ding, and we went out to interview her. As she

was being lifted into a trash can by several of

the guys present, I asked her whether she had

notice any shyness or reticence on the part of

the men towards her or any of the other

women. She said no, she hadn't noticed

anything unusual. We then went down to her

room, where she continued. "Like Anne, 1

chose Morgan not because it was co-ed but

because it was Morgan. However, now that I,

have been exposed to the co-ed entry

situation, and compared it to the all-male or

all-female entires. I have seen, I can

definitely say I prefer this type of entry. It's

definitely healthier."

Debbie has also noticed an increased

cohesiveness in the entry compared to other

freshman entries. She says the students

respect each other's rights and are very

considerate and helpful to one another. There

have been a few minor incidents, such as

Tarzan cries ringing through the entry or feet

pounding up and down the stairs at 3:00 in the

morning but it is obviously a very close and

friendly entry.

As we left, all of the students were going

upstairs with Debbie and Anne to a surprise

party for one of the girls in the entry. We

found out later that the girl was kept from

knowing about the party only because at the

time it was set up, she was cloistered in one of

the top-floor rooms while the "water-drop"

torture was administered by several of her

closest entry friends. Yes, there is a definite

camaraderie at Morgan Mid-West

J
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Although the majority of budget recom-
mendations were passed by the College
Council, several others were referred back to

committee. The Outing Club, which requested
$3,075, (the Finance Committee recom-
mended $2,575) had its allocation referred
back to committee because the CC felt that
the cut would hinder Winter Carnival and
would curtail or eliminate some of the club's

programs.

The Psychology Organization, a student run
group, requested funds totalling $400.

'However, the Finance Committee recom-
mended that no allocation be made. The
money that the organization requested would
be used to show films and present speakers
which would be of wider student interest than
those activities currently offered by the

Psychology Department. The organization

has already received $100 from the depart-

ment to aid in this endeavor.

Durst said that the committee recom-
mended no allocation in order to avoid an

"expensive and unnecessary precedent" in

funding this department since no other

academic departments receive CC funding.

The council, however, voted to refer this

request back to committee.

The KeAd requested $20,573 but was
recommended by the Finance Committee
only $17,500. Last year the ReAd received

loans totalling $1,500. According to Durst
"these loans were written off the books due to

the new administration of the paper."

Bill Widing, editor of the ReAd, felt that

^pswt |teAdl*S6P'* hadHiot ihcluded coiF"

tingencies-which forced the ReAd to ask tli^

CC for loans." Widing expressed the desire to

"set a precedent for a reasonable budget
which would not necessitate asking for

loans." Widing declared that the Finance
Committee's recommendation would not h§l£
set this precedent. The recommended budget,
however, was passed by the council.

Some controversy arose over budget
allocations for the Adelphic Union. The Union
requested $1,100 from tbeCC. However, a new
student organization, National Topics for

Debate, presented the CC with a request for

$800. Ross Cheit '77 N.T.D. representative,

criticized the Adelphic as being primarily a

"speech club" and sought recognition of the

N.T.D. as the Williams Debate Team. He
noted that many of the freshmen contacted

showed interest in debate but felt that the

Union "would not meet their needs and in-

terests."

Both Don Clark '76, representing the

Adelphic Union, and Cheit cited the "different

purposes of the organizations," and felt that a

merger was unsuitable and undesirable.

Durst felt that to "split the groups would be
subsidizing inefficiency." However, the CC
voted to allocate individual budgets to the two
groups.

In many cases, representatives of

organizations declared that the cutbacks in

their funds would hurt the continuing func-

tioning of their activities. Throughout the

meetings, both Finance Committee and CC
members suggested to group representatives

that they seek sources of revenue elsewhere.

Several possible sources indicated are in-

dividual academic departments, the Athletic

Department and House Cultural Funds.

Finance Committee
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- Form and Drama Stressed

Yet Dance Often Uneven
by John Ellis

One of the most exciting events of the recent

Jose Limon Dance Company residency was
last Thursday's master class. Over two

hundred people of all sizes, shapes, sexes, and

ages from far and wide crowded into Lasell

Gymnasium for an hour and a half Of exercise

and instruction.

The locations from which the participants

hailed were as diverse as the dance outfits

they wDte. Girlsfrom Skidmore. Bennington,

North Adams State, Berkshire Community
College, and high schools throughout

Berkshire County and nearby New York and

Vermont communities, arrayed in tights and

leotards astonishingly diverse in color and

style, danced with their Williams sisters, who
showed an equal flair fpr dance attire. In-

terspersed among the leotarded ladies, a

smattering of men, dressed in less

traditional, but none the less interesting, garb

(gym shorts, oxford shirts, jerseys, and a few

sober pairs of tights), danced and stretched

their hmbs.
-The class was conducted by members of the

^x Limon troupe. Led by Caria Maxwell and
assisted by Matthew Diamond, Ryland

Jordan, and Nina Watt, the class began with a

series of exercises. Accompanied by Raquel
Shapiro 78, who played for the Limon com-
pany this past summer at American
University ih-Washington, the two hundred-

odd dancers, going through a rather taxing

routine of sitting and standing exercises,

limbered up.

As the class was warming up, I had a

chance to speak with Ryland Jordan, a for-

mer Williams student . Jordan came to

Williams in the fall of 1968, and left after the

first semester of his sophomore year. While
he admitted to having enjoyed the "Williams

College experience," he noted that Williams,

at that time, was unable to fulfill his needs as
a dancer, the dance program then being non-

existent.

Upon leaving Williams, Mr. Jordan went to

Bennington CoUege-which apparently did not

satisfy his needs as a dancer either as he

remained only for a semester before going to

Julliard. At Julliard, Mr. Jordan perform' I

first with a dance company headed by CarIa
Maxwell, now also a Limon dancer, and her
husband Clyde Morgan-both of whom are
Bennington alumni. Mr. Jordan then joined

the Limon Company, primarily because he

regarded, and still does regard, tha.t company
as a man's company, as compared to Martha
Graham's, which he believes to be more of a

woman's company in the sense that men's
roles are essentially supportive of the

women's.

Except for a brief leave of absence in 1973

when he spent two months teaching and
studying dance in the Netherlands while the

Company toured in the Soviet Union, Mr.
Jordan has been dancing with the Limon
troupe for the last three years. The Company
tours for two to three month periods

throughout the year, stopping in New York for

a month of rest and practice bet^*een each

trip. When asked if the intense social

closeness among the troupe necessitated by

touring ever led to any personal problems

between the members of the company which

inerfered with their work, Mr. Jordan noted

that it was not necessary to like the people

with whom you work-in fact, the battles that

do often flair up between the performers

usually contribute to the success of theirwork,

each performer working hJore efficiently so

as to prove That persorBrlT)robtems^ThnioF-

disrupt their "professionalism." ^-—

—

Although he noted that dance is not a

particularly lucrative occupation, Mr. Jordan

did say that he enjoyed it tremendously, and

is very excited by his own work and the work

of others in the field. He is particularly in-

terested in the work of the more ex-

perimental, smaller companies, whom he

feels are "closer to the people" than the

bigger companies and choreographers, who
lean towards commercial, rather than ar-

tistic, rewards. Of special interest to him is

the work of the Netherlands Dance Theatre,

whose "special" ' sense of weight" and
mre"balletic" approach to modern dance he
finds fascinating. "^

Mustering my best Cavettian plan of at-

tack, I went on to ask Mr. Jordan a more
personal question-at which point he told xne

he had to get back to the class and walked
away. Thus, having completed my interview,

I returned my attention to the mass of dan-
cers preparing for the next set of exercises.

Urging the dancers to "move from the ab-

domen," consciously relating "one area ofthe

body to another," CarIa Maxwell demon-
strated the series of movements she wanted
the dancers to imitate in moving across the

floor. After the initial jostle annd confusion

that inevitably results when two hundred
"exceptional" students are asked to do
anything to complex as forming a line, the

exercise began" Moving across the floor six

abreast (or as close to six abreast as the

students could manage-there seemed to be a

noticeable dearth of Division III people in

attendance thai day), the dancers executed a

series of steps with greatly varying skill and
approaches. Many were embarassed, but all

were smiling.

Gradually, the students got the feel of the

movements, and began to concentrate on
what they were commujjjjcating to each other

by their movements. Insisting that the

dancers talk to each other with their

movements-lhal they express something
with poses, gestures , and expressions, Ms.
Maxwell inlllaled a marvelous relay race in

which dancers ran at each other from op-

posite sides of the room, meeting in the

middle, and. after a gesture of some sort,

return to their starting points. The exercise

was very eflective, and with the exception of

the few casualties suffered by overzealous
performances seemed helpful of the dancers'

development ot the sense of movement as
communication.

fsArtsBriefsArtsB
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Scenes from Ben Jonson's Volpone, or the fox, a contemporary comedy, will be presented
in tlic .Studio Theatre this Saturday at 7:()0P.M.and this Sunday at 7::i(» P.M. A director's
workshop production. Volpone features Ben Slrout, Bill Driscoll, Doug Bishop, Kd Partridge.
I'pler Mert/. Carol Soybel, and Martha Williamson. No tickets are required: first come, first
sealed.

Chorus Sings
The Williams College Choral Society. Kenneth Roberts, conductor will present its major

concert of the Kail season in Thompson Memorial Chapel! Williamstown. a( 8:.t0 p.m. Friday.
November 22nd. The program of works by Ives, Elgar, Mozart, Poulenc, and Stravinsky
although varied, offers as iUs general theme both a weariness and a release from weariness lii

facing life's major problems.

Body Linkage
A>n Wednesday evening. November 20lh at 7:30 in the upstairs gymnasium of LaSell

Uymnasium. the Williams College Dance Society, with support from the College Council and
the Dance Program, is sponsoring a workshop by two members of (he famed PILOBOLUS
Dance Company Jonathan Wdken and Rob Pendleton. PILOBOLUS sUrted at Dartmouth
College when four students enrolled in a dance class and began developing their unique
technique of body linkage in choreographing dances. They became so deeply involved In dance
(hat they formed a company on graduating from Dartmouth in 1970 and have had phenomenal
success touring both the United Slates and Europe.

This workshop wi^ deal primarily with their linkage technique and will, therefore, be of

interest to those involved with athletics, gymnastics and dance. Admission is free of charge
and all are invited to participate.

The element of inter-dancer com-
munication Uiat the instructors were working
to establish between the students was ne
explored In a seFies of exercises involving

group movements. Linking their arms, the

dancers moved across the floor in unison,.,

trying to be "generous to their partners" and
*

aware of the movements of the group as A^
whole. Despite the large numbers involved,

and the shortness of the class, at the end of the

final floor exercise, there was a noticeable

improvement in the performance of the group^
as a whole, the students being much more
responsive to the movement exercises which
they were told to imitate. _
Whether or not the hourand a half of dance

instruction will suffice to make Limon dan-
cers out of the two hundred remains to be
seen: it is quite certain, however, that the

Insights the students gained by working In the

Limon technique increased their appreciation
and understanding of Jose Limon and his

work.

Limon class

:

J\^mass
^ movement

hv John Kills

Last Friday and Saturday nights the Jose

Limon Dance Company generously offered

eight different dances lo full houses al the

Adams Memorial Theatre. Dancing in space

circumscribed by hanging black curtains and
defined solely by light, the company per-

formed dances choreographed from 1949 all

the way lo 1972 which illustrated the full

breadth of late LImon's range from purely

formal works to something which could be

called dance-drama.

On Friday evening the dance for which
l>lmon was perhaps most well know. The
MiHir's i'uvune, was performed. Set to music
by Henry Purcell, The M«Mir's Pavane por-

trays variations on the theme of Othello and
combines LImon's divergent impulses
towards the formal and the narrative. Clay
Taliaferro, a dancer of Herculean stature and
physique, played the Moor. Taliaferro is the

best "actor" of the troupe who combines
skillful use of the hands with movements
whose emotional charge are clearly com-
municated and with a face that reads to the

back of the house and which he uses with the

lltheness of a master of mime. The Moor's

l':ivane is essentially a theatrical dance. In

the dance motives are broken down to their

simplest denominator; there is to speak of no
Inlellectual Interest; the movements' of all

four of the dancers are smooth and courtly in

nature and glide or weave 'round with the

music; what sustains the piece is the suc-

cessive emotions felt and conveyed by the

dancers, (especially the Moor and lagoi all

else is an adjunct lo this. Without the

evocative acting of a dancer like Taliaferro to

inform the piece. The Mmtr'x Pavane would
suffer immeasurably. And by such acting I

mean not only gesture and facial signals but
the complete physical communication of

thought, reaction, and emotion.
A more engaging piece intellectually. The

Winged, was the final piece offered on Friday
nighl. Choreographed by Limon in 1966. The
Winged contains the most avant-garde music
of the pieces given either day. incidental

electronic music by Hank Johnson. The
Winged is a nearly anthropological study of

man's elemental motivations. .

please turn to page ten

Jerry Jeff:

Good Time
_^ by MicheleCulsfdrlli

There was a good crowd in Chapin Hall this

past Friday night as Williams prepared for its

first rock concert of the year with County i
Westernsinger-songwriter Jerry Jeff Walker.

.,The security officers were plainly In view;

those in the balcony would shine their

flashlights on. any offender discovered

smoking or drinking in the hall and their

counter-parts down below would reason the

offender. As a result both of this organized

surveillance and a general spirit of c»

operation in the crowd, the concert went

smoothly and Chapin was left undamaged

Andy Robinson, the folk-singer, opened the

show with both blues and folk numbers

Though his style was often imperfect his voice

was superb, having both perfect pitch and a

clear rich quality that filled the hall. As it

turned out this was a lucky thing for Robinson

as it was the only element Ihat held his per

formance together. He accompanied himself

on the guitar but displayed little more than

adequate technique. His song writing con-

tained some pleasant melodies yel he un

dercul their effectiveness through the

recurring subject matter of—a woman,

freedom, and a bed. All of this might have

been compensated by°an engaging stage

presence but Ihls loo was missing It was a

good thing that he could sing.

After the break Jerry Jeff and the seven

piece Lost lion/.o Bund squeezed onto the

small stage in Chapin and started right off

with Walkers "Mr. Bojangles." li appeared

that the crowd was far more pleased with this

introduction than was the performer. Jerry

Jeff clearly looked irritated, fatigued, and not

a little bored.

One reason for this was, undoubtedly, the

PA. system which was turned too loud and

which quite distorted the music As Jerry Jell

commented, in a low mumble, "Yup "'c

big places always got the liltle P.A.s and the

little places always got the big ones." Ap

parently the next number left him no more

content for again he mumbled, "This feels

like we're playing in a water baloon."

Perhaps another explanation for Walkers

poor disposition stems from the fact that he

was at the time suffering from a broken loot^

He had to use a crutch both to ascend and

descend from the stage and had to prop his

foot on a soft pillow while performing. Apart

from this, it is rumored that Jerry Jeff has,

sadly, degenerated in the past year through

alcohol. It was a disappointment to see a man

whose reputation arises largely from his

image as a rowdy and spirited performer

being so unemotional about the music he

played, though as the show progressed he did

begin lo crack a few smiles and jokes and

played with greater life.

Regardless of how Walker himself felt, the

music that he and his band played was great,

with the entire crowd at Chapin enjoying the

show and warmly cheering Walker at the

shows end. Walker did many of his well-

known numbers such as "Sangria Wine.

"London Homesick Blues," and "L. A

Freeway. " These songs had everyone jum-

ping. Then when Walker sang "Desperado s

Wailing for a Train, " all quieted to attenUon.

The group was called back to the stage for

one last number after which Walker hobbled

Off into the night for good.

The show left everybody Iwmming and

Chapin slill stood in otie clean piece.
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A Review

Form and Drama Stressed

Yet Dance Often Uneven
by Juhii KIlis

One of the most exciting events of the recent

Jose Limon Dance Company residency was

lasU Thursday's master class. Over two

hundred people of all sizes, shapes, sexes, and

ages from far and wide crowded into Lasell

Gymnasium for an hour and a half of exercise

and instruction.

The locations from which the participants

hailed were as diverse as the dance outfits

they wore. Girls frwnjikidmore, Bennington,

North Adams State, Berkshire Community
College, and high schools throughout

Berkshire County and nearby New York and

Vermont communities, arrayed in tights and

leotards astonishingly diverse in color and

style, danced with their Williams sisters, who
showed an equal flair lor dance attire. In-

terspersed among the leotarded ladies, a

smattering of men, dressed in less

traditional, but none the less interesting, garb

(gym shorts, oxford shirts, jerseys, and a few

sober pairs of tights), danced and stretched

their limbs. /

The class was conducted-feyTTiembers of the

Limon troupe. Led by Carta Maxwell and

assisted by Matthew Diamond. Kyland

Jordan, and Nina Watt, the class began wilh a

series of exercises. Accompanied by Kaquel

Shapiro '78, who played for the Limon com-

pany this past summer at American
University in Washington, the two hundred-

odd dancers, going through a rather taxmg
routine of sitting and standing exercises,

linibered up.

As the class was warming up. I had a

chance to speak with Kyland Jordan, a for-

mer Williams student Jordan came .-Id

Williams in the fall of 1968, and left after the

first semester of his sophomore year. While

he admitted to having enjoyed the "Williams

Coilege experience. " he noted that Williams.

at that time, was unable to fulfill his needs as

a dancer, the dance program then being non-

existent.

Upon leaving Williams, Mr. Jordan went lo

Bennington College-which apparently did not

satisfy his needs as a dancer either as he

remained only for a semester belore t^oing lo

Julliard. At Julliard. Mr. Jordan pcrlormi I

first with a dance company headed by ('aria

Maxwell, now also a Limon dancer, and her

husband Clyde Morgan-both ot whom are

Bennington alumni. Mr. Jordan then joined

the Limon Company, primarily because he

regarded, and still does regard, that company
as a man's company, as compared to Martha
Graham's, which he believes lo be more ol a

woman's company in the sense that men's
roles are essentially supportive ol Ihe

women's.

Except for a brief leave of absence in l!)7;!

when he spent two months teaching and
studying dance in the Netherlands while Ihe

Company toured in the Soviet Union, Mr.

Jordan has been dancing with the Limon
troupe for the last three years. The Company
tours for two to three month periods

throughout theyear, stopping in New York (or

a month of rest and practice between each

trip. When asked if the intense social

closeness among the troupe necessitated by

touring ever led (o any personal problems

between the members of the company which

inerfered with their work, Mr. Jordan noted

that it was not necessary to like the people

with whom you work-in fact, the battles that

do often flair up between the performers

usually contribute to the success of theirwork,

each performer working more efficiently so

as -to prove that personal problems do not

disrupt their "professionalism "

Although he noted that dance is not a

particularly lucrative occupation, Mr. Jordan

did say that he enjoyed it tremendously, and

is very excited by his own work and the work

of others m the field. He is pjtrticularly in-

terested in the work of the more ex-

perimental, smaller companies, whom he

feels are "closer to Ihe pt^ople" than the

bigger companies and choreographers, who
lean towards commercial, rather than ar-

tistic, rewards. Of special interest to him is

the work of the Netherlands f)ance Theatre,

whose "special sense of weight" and

mre"balletic" approach to mcKiern dance he

finds fascinating ^
Mustering my best Cavetlian plan ot at-

tack, I went on to ask Mr Jordan a more
personal question--at which point he told me
he had to get back to the class and walked
away. Thus, having completed my interview.

1 returned my attention to the mass ot dan-

cers preparing for the next set of exercises

Urging the dancers lo "move from the ab

domen. " consciously relating "one arya ofihe

body to another." Carla Maxwell demon-
slraled Ihe series ot movements she wanted
the dancers to imitate m moving across the

floor. After the initial jostle annd confusion

Ihal inevitably results when two hundred

"exceptional " students are asked to do

anything lo complex as forming a lirle. the

exercise began. Moving across the floor si.x

abreast (Or as close to six abreast as the

•students could manage-there seemed to be a

noticeable dearth ol Division 111 people m
allendance Ihal das ). Ihe dancers executed a

series ol steps with greatly varying skill and

approaches Main were embarassed. bul all

were smiling.

(IradualK. Ihe sludenls gol Ihe leel ol Ihe

movemenls. and began lo coiu'enlrale im

whal lliey were communicating lo each other

b\ llieir movemenls Insislmg Ihal llic

dancers lalk lo each other v\ilh Ibeir

movemenls-lhal lhe> express somiihing
uilh poses, gesluii's . and expressions. ,M.s

.Maxwell iiiilialed a marvelous relay race m
vshich (laiu'ci's ran at each other from op

posile sides ol Ihe room, nieelmg in Ihe

middle, and. aller a gesture ol some sorl.

relurn In I heir slariiiig pomls The exercise

was very ellecluc. and wilh Ihe excephon ol

the lew casuallies sutlered b\ overzealous

IX'rlormances seemed helplul ol llie dancers
development ol Ihe sense ol movemeni as

comnumualion

fsArtsBriefsArtsB
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Scenes from Keii .lonsoiils Volpoiir, or the fox. a coiUemporary comedy. \\\\\ \w piCM-nled
In (he Sliullo 'I'lieatre (Ills Suliirday :il TidOl'.M.and this Siinilay ;il 7::i(l I'.M. A dircclor's
HOI kslHi|) priKliiilion. X'olpoiie features Ben Stroiil. Bill Driscoll. Doiifi ISishiip. liil rarlriilKe.
I'elci Mcrl/. C^irol Soyhel. and Martha Williamson. No (iekels are re(|iilrc(l: firsi conie. liisl

sealed.

Chorus Sings
ihe Williams (ollege Choral Socicly. Kenneth Roberts, condiiclor. will prrscnl ils major

<(.iirerl ol (lie Kail season In Thompson Memorial Chapel. Willianislown. at S::!(l p m. I- rirtay.
Nuseinber :;2ihI. The program of works by Ives, Klgar. Mozart. I'oulenc. and Stravinsky!
aUhi.iigli \aried. offers as ils general theme both a weariness and a release from weariness In
taeiiin life's major problems.

Body Linkage
On Wednesday evening. November 2(Uh al 7;:tO In (he upstairs gymnashim of l.aSell

(iymnasiiim. the Williams (ollege Dance Smiety. witb support from Ihe College Council and
the Dance Program, is sponsoring a workshop by two members of the famed PII.OBOI.US
Dance ( ompany .lonathan Wolken and Bob I'endleton. PILOBOl.US started at Dartmouth
Cidlege when four students enrolled in a dance class and began developing their unique
technique of body linkage in rboreographing dances. They became so deeply involved in dance
Ihal Cliey formed a company on graduating from Dartmouth in 1970 and have had phenomenal
success louring both the United States and Kurope.

This workshop will deal primarily with their linkage technique and will, therefore, be of

interest lo those involved witb athletics, gymnastics and dance. Admission Is free of charge

and all are invited In participale.

mm}
'I'he element of inter-dancer com-

munication that the instructors were working
lo establish between the students was next

explored in a series of exercises involving

group movements. Linking their arms, thp}
dancers moved across the fl(X)r in unison,

Irymg to be "generous to their partners" and
aware ol the movements of the group as a

whole Despite the large numbers involved,

and Ihe shorlness of the class, al the end of the"

final floor exercise, there was a noticeable

improvement in the performance ot Ihe group
as a whole. Ihe student.s being much more
responsive to Ihe movement exerci.ses which
Ihey were told to imitate

Whether or nol Ihe hourand a half ol dance
instruction will suffice to make Limon dan-
cers out of Ihe two hundred remains lo be
seen, it is (|ulle certain. Iioucver. thai Ihe

insights the students gamed by working in Ihe

Lmion leclmi(|ue increased Iheir apprecialion
and underslandmg ol .lose Limon and his

work.

Limon class:

A mass
movement

In lohii Kills

LasI Kiidav and Salur<la> niglils the .lose

l.inioii Dance Company generousl> ollered

eighl dillereiil daiu'es lo lull houses al Ihe

Adams Memorial Theatre Dancing in space

circuiiiscnbed by hanging black curtains and

defined solely by light. Ihe company per

lormed dances choreographed Irom i;»4!( all

Ibe way lo 1972 which illuslialed Ihe lull

breadth ol lale Limon's range Irom purel>

lormal works lo somelhmg which could be

called dance-drama
On Kriday evening Ihe dance lor which

Limon was (X'rhaps inosi well know. The

Moms I'.ivane. was performed Sel lo music
by Henry Purcell. Tlie Mmn's l'a\ane por

Irays variations on Ihe theme ot Olhello and
combines Limons divergent impulses
Inwards Ihe formal and Ihe narralive Clay

Talialer'ro. a dancer ol Herculean stature and
physi(|ue, played Ihe Moor Talialerro is Ihe

Ih'sI "actor " ol Ihe troupe who combines
skilllul use ol Ihe hands with movemenls
whose enuilional charge are clearly com
iminicaled and wilh a lace Ihal reads lo the

back ol Ihe house and which he uses with Ihe

lilheness ol a master ol nnme The Moor's

I'avanc is essentially a theatrical dance In

Ihe dance motives are broken down to Iheir

simplest denominator, there is lo speak of no

inlelleclual mU'resl. Ihe movements ol all

lour ol Ihe dancers are smoolh and courtly in

nature and glide or weave round with Ihe

music, what sustains the piece is Ihe sue

cessive emotions tell and conveyed by Ihe

dancers, (especially the Moor and lagoi all

else IS an adjunct lo this Without the

evocative acting of a dancer like Taliaferro lo

inform the piece. Ihe MiMirs I'avane would
suffer immeasurably And by such acling I

mean nol only gesture and lacial signals bul

Ihe complete physical comnuinication ol

thought, reaction, and emolion
A more engaging piece intellectually. The

Winged, was the final piece offered on Kriday
night. Choreographed by Limon in 1966. The
W iiined conlains the mosi avant-garde music
of the pieces given either day. incidental

electronic music by Hank Johnson TJie

Winged is a nearly anthropological study of

man's elemental motivatloas
'*- please turn lo page ten

Jerry Jeff:

Good Time
by Mlclieh't iilsliMlli

I'here was a good crowd in Chapiii Mall iliis

past Kriday night as Williams prepared lor il.s

tirsl rock concert of the year with Coiinlv i

Western singer-songwriter Jerry Jell Walker.

Tne security officers were plainly in view,

those in the balcony would shiiu' ihcii

tiashlighls on any offender discovncd

smoking or drinking in Ihe hall and llieii

counter-parts down Ix'low would reason llic

ollender. As a result both of this oigaiii/cd

surveillance and a general spiril nl ro

oiH'ralion in Ihe crowd, the concerl ucnl

smoothly and Chapin was lell undiinia^cMl

.Andv liobiiison. the lolk smger. o(k'1iciI Ihe

show Willi both blues and lolk nuiiiliiis

Tbotlgh his style was oflen imperlect his \ nut'

was superb, having both perlecl pilch ,iml a

clear rich (pialily that filled ihe hall .\s il

Uirneil out I his w;jsa lucky Ibmg lor HiibiiiMiii

as It was Ihe only elenienl ihal held hi.'- pri

lormaiice logelber He accompanied hiin-cll

on Ibe guitar bill displayed lilll<' more III. in

adc(|iiale l('chiii((iie His song willing ("ii

lamed some pleasant melixlies .v el lie iiii

(lerciil Ihcir el lecliv eness through llu'

lecurrmg siibjeil matter ol a wnin.in.

Ireedmii. and a bed All ol Ibis imghl Ii.im'

Ix'cn compensaled by an engaging smuc

|)resence bul llus loo was missing II »!'- .'

goml Ihing Ihal he could sing

After Ihe break Jerry .lell and Ihe srvin

piece lost l.cm/ci Band scpiee/.ed onin Ihe

small stage in Cliapin and slarled riglil oH

wilh Walker's "Mr Bojangles "
II appc.iied

Ihal Ihe crowd was far more pleased w ilh ihis

iiilnKluclion than was llii' perlormcr .Irrrv

,lell clearly looked irrilaled. laligued. and m\

a litlle bored

One reason lor Ibis was, uildoubledlv
,

ihr

I' A system which was turned loo loud .mil

which quile distorted Ihe music As Jcrrv .b II

commented, in a low mumble. "N up H"'

big places always gol Ihe hllle T A s ami ll»'

lillle places alwa.vs gol Ihe big ones' Ap

[wrenlly Ibe next nunilx'r lell him no iihH''

conleni lor again he mumbled. "This Iccis

like we're playing in a water balooii

Perhaps another explaiialion lor Walker -

(xior disposition slems from Ihe fad Ihal I"'

wasal Ihe lime sullering Irom a broken In..

I

He had lo use a crutch bolh lo ascend .ni.l

<lescend Irom Ihe stage and had lo prop hi>

loot on a soli pillow while perlorming Ap.ni

Inmi this, il IS rumored that Jerry Jell hav

sadly, degenerated in Ihe past year throimn

alcohol II was a di.sappoinlmeni to see a man

who.se repulalion arises largely Irom hi^

image as a rowdy and spirited perlornur

Ix'jng so unemolnmal about Ihe nmsic In

played, though as the show progres.sed he did

lx<gm lo crack a few smiles arid jokes and

played with greater lile

Kegardless ot how Walker himself fell. H"

music that he and his Iwnd played was greal

with the entire crowd at Chapin enjoying dn'

show and warmly cheering Walker al 1^''

show s end Walker did many of his well

known numbers such as "Sangria Wine.

London Homesick Blues. " and "L A

Kreeway "/rhcse songs had everyone juni

pmg Then when Walker .sang "Desjierados

Wailing for a Train. " all quieted lo attention

The group was called back lo Ihe sUgc lor

one last number after which Walker hobbled

off into Ihe night for good.

The show left everybody humming and

Chapin still stood in one clean piece.
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\O: The Williams Academic Community

FROM: William B. Gates, Jr.

SUBJECT: Final Reports and Recommendations of the Committee on

Educational Policy

(1

)

Enclosed are two reports from theCommlftee on

Educational Policy entitled: The Degree with

Honors; and Proposals lor Clarilication of the

Present Curriculum,
(2) The first report, The Degree with Honors,
contains a motion for abolition of the degree with

honors and an alternative motion for introduction of

a programmatic approach to the award of the

Degree with Honors. Sincea sizeable majority of the

Committee favors abolition of the Degree with

Honors, the CEP proposes to Introduce the motion
for abolition as first order of business at the

November meeting of the Faculty. It that motion

should fail, the Committee would then move
adoption of the alternative motion for introduction of

a programmatic approach to the award of the

degree with honors. The Committee proposes this

fjrocedure since it feels in need of instruction by the

Faculty before introducing the rest of its motions for

action at the December meeting and because it

believes that dtscifsslon b/the'Ficolty of thr issues

raised in- *e—second -report, —Proposals 4or
Clarification of the Present Curriculum, will be
more productive after the honors issue is settled.

^(Ijjhesecond report. Proposals for Clarification of

, TTPresent Curriculum, contains four separate
rK>{ions which will be introduced for action at the

Detv'mber meeting of the Faculty. If the motion

propd-.^ng Introduction of a programmatic approach
totheawardof the Degree with Honors is adopted in

NovemberWie motion contained In Section 1 1 1 of the

report (see listing under (4) below) will be omitted
in December. The CEP may make other changes in

the proposed motions as a result of discussion of the

report at the November meeting of the Faculty and
during the intervening mqnth.
(4) The report entitled Proposals for Clarification of

the Present Curriculum is divided info four sections,

each one of which contains a motion which we plan

to introduce for action at the Oecember meeting, in

the order indicated:

I. Distribution

II. The Major and Maior Examination
ill. Extended Majors: Patterns for

- Study Beyond the Regular Major
IV. The Freshman Year—

a

Motion for Further Study
(5)The report also contains the following at

tachments: ,

(a) Summary Sheets Indicating the
Provisions of Existing Legislation as Com-
pared with the Proposed Changes—section
by Section

(b) Conceptual Details of CEP Category
Study: a brief report by the Office of the
Associate Provost outlining the methodology
used in a study carried out in the summer of

1974 on the educational and staffing im-
plications of the proposed distribution
requirement.

(c) An example of a Guide fo Departmental
offerings which goes well beyond the space
(imitatlonsof the College Catalog, entitled An
Informal Guide to Mathematic Courses at

Williams (Earlier versions of this guide were
furnished all members of the Faculty In

April, 1»74. In light of that fact, it has not

been included in the version of this report

going to each member of the Faculty. Copies

may be obtained from the Chairman of the

CEP and will be available at the November
Faculty Meeting.)

(d) Dissent from CEP Recommendation*

(6) The CEP has recommended to President
Chandler that each motion contained In the^
reports be considered as failing to pass unless at

least sixty per cent of those voting are in favor.

(This would not apply, of course, to amendments.!
-We liave-made this recommendation following tti»

precedent on 4^2-4 and 4-1-4 voting (1965, 1»6«) and
because we belfeve ^haf Slgniflcanf-currlcutar^-
change will not be successful unless a sizeable

maiority of the Faculty Is in favor of it.

(7) In various sections of the reports three earlier
reports of the CEP have been referred to:

(a) Historical Review of the Curriculum In

Two Parts:
Review of Curricular Developments and

Discussions of Educational Policy Since 19M-
«7, November 28, 1973.

Current State of the Curriculum—Brief In-

terpretation and Implications of the
Historical Review, December 6, 1973

(b) Preliminary Report of the CEP of
March 21, 1974, entitled CEP Proposals for
Clarification of the Present Curriculum
(c) Final Report of the 1973-74 CEP to the
1974-75 CEP of June 7, 1974, entitled
Proposals for Clarification of the Present

Copies of the first two of these reports (a and b)

were sent to all members of the Faculty. New
members of the Faculty may' obtain copies from the
Chairman of the CEP. Copies will also be available
at the November meeting of the Facufty. Copies of

the third report (c) were circulated to Department
and Program Chairmen and are available at their

offices for those Interested in tracing the evolution of

the Committee's thinking.
(8) Fini^liy, the CEP takes this occasion to announce
an operflneeting (faculty and students) at 4:00 P.M.
Monday,«j|^ember 18th, in 3 Griffin to discuss the
honors d^Hk proposals. A second meeting for

informal dilHRijon of the rest of the proposals will

take place benra^he December I1th meeting of the
Faculty at^a tlme'4^ place to be announced.

At the same time the Committee wltfiei to make it

clear that « substantial maiority of Its members is

still convinced that tt>e degree with honors iheuld be

abolished. This maiority doubts whether the hope of

eventual reward Is valid educational motivation for

a year or more of dedicated study. The maiority is

also convinced that a return to an honors program

as proposed below would raise many of the pre- 1971

problems, quite possibly In exacerbated form. Tlie

maiority argues that, on the educational and ad-

ministrative grounds disscussed in I above, the

degree with honors should be abolished, and It l»

prepared to so move (see III below). At the same
time the maiority feels that for unusually com-

mitted students studies beyond (he requirements of

the regular ma|or have an educational validity

would be compromised if the College had to assure

that all programs of additional studies were equally

demanding and honorific.

III. Proposed Motion: For Abolition of the Degree
with Honors

The CEP moves that award of the Degree with

Honors be abolished beginning with the Class of

1977.

ments and prosranns choosing to offer this
option but might also be proposed by in
lerested students who wquld develop vvith
their department or program a mutually
satisfactory equivalent, |ust as with the
Thesis. By the middle of their junior year
students who expect fo follow the
Specialization route to award of the Degree
with Honors would normally plan (with their
departments and programs) the three units
of study involved.

iV. Proposed Motion (if abolition does not carry):

For Introduction of a Programmatic Appreach to

the Award of the Degree with Honors
A. The Motion; The CEP- wowes tha^i—-—
ttr Oepartmentv ^nd programs flfferinfl

majors will assume responsibility for stating

criteria an*-proc^doros for both-candidacy-
and the award of the Degree with Honors on
the basis of studies beyond those required for

a regular major or program.

(2) Progranr)S and departments not presently
offering majors may develop similar criteria

for an honors offering.

(3) Such patterns of study will consist of

three additional courses (regular courses,
seminars, independent study), one of which
could be a Winter Study Program, and one of

which could substitute (where appropriate)
tor a course required in the regular major,
including the required senior major course.

(4) After the.student has completed the first

two of these three courses, the department or
program will examine the student's
achievement and determine whether the
student is admitted to honors candidacy and
the concluding course.

(5) In order to assure equal treatment of

students throughout the campus, all

departments and programs offering a major
will offer at least one pattern of studies which
will quality their majors for the degree with
Honors.

Award of the Degree wi^sjionors
I. Background
Before 1970-71 there had been an honors program

(thesis and-or a pattern of seminars) for which there
was an entrance requirement at the beginning of the
junior year (a B-, and subsequently, a B average in

courses previously taken in the major department
or program). The student who qualified for the
honors program and successfully accomplished its

thesis or seminar-and-examination requirements
was then awarded an honors degree. One advantage
of this arrangement was its systematic provision for
the award; in effect, the student was told what had
to be done to achieve honors.

But the program had disadvantages. For some
students and in some disciplines the thesis seemed
too narrow and specialized to be educationally valid.
The seminar option seemed to offer educational
flexibility that would meet needs which the thesis
could not. But, in the view of many, there were
several reasons why the seminar program did not
live up to its promise. Some students entered the
program, not primarily for the educational benefits
of its process, but for the end result it made
possible-the award of the degree with honors. And
there were other problems: honors candidates were
segregated and received "subsidized teaching" in

small honors seminars bought at the expense of the
larger elective courses offered for their non-honors
comtemporaries. There was also suspicion that
honors candidates in the seminar program tended to

receive subsidized-grades; it was rare that an
honors candidate failed to receive an honors grade
(B or better) in his required seminars. Further,
many faculty members argued that, as the quality
of the undergraduate body improved in the late 1950s
and through the 1960s, the segregation and sub-
sidization of honors candidates became less
defensible on grounds of both equity and educational
value. ,

As a result of the prevalence of the above opinions,
the Faculty in 1970-71 enacted new provisions for the
award of the degree with honors in an attempt to
divorce that degree from a programmatic
achievement of high grades, while continuing to
reward outstanding intellectual and imaginative
achievement. The post-1971 provisions still offer
rewards, but there is considerable suspicion that the
provisions are (a) not equitably applied throughout
the college, (b) vague, and (c) devised not to en-
courage specific educational activities but to reward
sundry activities after-the-fact.

In May 1973 the Faculty passed a resolution in-

structing the CEP to consider this set of problems.
In the course of its discussions in 1973-74 the com-
mittee recognized: first, that each department and
program understandably wants to create ways in
which its highly motivated students can explore
their field of study in greater depth and with more
Independence; and second, that departments and
programs may also wish to reward students who
have done distinguished work in their field of study.
The Committee attempted to separate these two
issues and addressed itself first to formulating
various patterned opportunities for study beyond
those required in the regular major. These options
for further study (see draft report. Proposals for
Clarification of the Present Curriculum, March
1974) were designed for students who sought ad-
ditional structured work in their major studies.
They also seemed to be valid clarifications of
educational opportunities within the present
curriculum.
When the CEP turned to the other Issue—the

..system of rewards—various possibilities suggested
themselves. Departments and programs could offer
one or more patterns of study beyond their required
majors, and the reward of honors could then be
restricted to students who had elected and
distinguished themselves in one of these offerings.
On the one hand this would be a qualified return to
the pre 1971 honors program and would have the
advantage of telling the student what would have to
be done to achieve honors. On the other hand this
proposal would have tome of the disadvantages of

the pre-1971 honors program, and it would present
other problems. For example. If some students were

motivated primarily by the desifwjfor the reward
rather than by an interest In the ethjcationai op-

portunities of a given honors offering, itiije program
would be weakened by a conformist, graditrfarning
attitude among its students. Furtherm(St^», the

program might be over -subscribed, ano'^he
demands on fatuity -time might well become
cessive. Finally, a student who did brilliantly in thS;

regular major, and combined that with an
telligent choice of distributed studies in the upper
class years, could not be rewarded with honors, nor
could the student who did outstanding work in both
regular majors of a double major.
To meet some of the difficulties outlined above,

some members of the CEP suggested that the

Faculty might legislate that each department or

program nominate for the degree with honors those
students whose work was regarded as distinguished
in any of the routes it offered, including the regular
major. This might be preferable to rewarding only
students who elected further concentrated study,
since it would maintain a separation t)etween
programs for further study on the one hand and the
system of rewards on the other, it would, in effect,

offer no honorific incentive for students to choose
any particular course of study, and it would at least

seem even-handediy to offer reward to excellence,
however manifested. The major objection to this

alternative was that it would leave the whole system
of awards much where it now is. In some depart
ments and programs students might be required to

earn honors by undertaking a thesis in addition to

fulfilling the requirements of a regular major; other
departments and programs might award hbnors on
the basis of outstanding performance in the regular
major itself. Hence, there would be no college wide
equity in the levels of work and commitment in

volved, in spite of the fact that a sense of equity for

tx>th students and faculty is clearly necessary to the
integrity of any provision for the award of the
degree with honors.

(6) It will be the responsibility of the Com-
mittee on Educational Policy to assure
equivalence among these honors offerings
through initial and continuing consultation
with individual departments and programs
and sponsors of contract majors.

(7) Departments and programs will develop
their criteria,-f)focedures ar>d patterns of

study in time for preliminary discussion and
review with the CEP In March, 1975. The new
Degree with Honors Program will come into

effect in the academic year 1976-77 for the
class graduating in 1978. '

B. Comments Concerning the Spirit of llie

Motion

In order to clarify the spirit of this motion, the
Committee on Educational Policy presents below
three patterns of study beyond the regular major
which might result in award of the degree with
Honors. These should be read as no more than
suggestive, designed to challenge departments and
programs to come up with patterns of study which
best fit their particular needs. (To suggest the scale
of the honors program we have in mind, the CEP
envisions high standards that would permit ap-
proximately one-fifth of the senior class to graduate
wUh honors. We do not think of this fifth as a quota
forNpdividual departments or programs or for the
Col ieSt^as a whole. The average for the fifteen years
before yiK was one third of the graduating class.

Under theftresent honors program it has been 30 to

40 per cent.)'.
(1) Thesis

Before the end Of- the junior year thesis-

writers would norrht^iy plan (with their

departments or progralttj^) the three units of

independent study involvW, in the research
for and writing of the theslS';\,lf thesis work
were terminated by the stiJdent or the
department or program at the end of the first

or second unit of work, the student might
receive credit (or independent study.

(2) Specialization: Extended Study in One
Aspect of the Major

This option involves a combination of the
independent study and writing features of the
thesis with further exploration—through
selected regular seminars or courses—of a
specific area within the major, or exploration
in greater depth of the major's methodology.
It would supplement the major by adding two
regular courses related to an aspect of the
major field of study, which would normally
function as prerequisites for a specialized
final course. (A WSP might be substituted for
any one of the three course units.)

Upportuhities tor extended study of this
sort might not only \x outlined by depart-

(3) Course Cluster: Extended Study Relalian
the Major to Other Fields o< Study
This option Involves adding two related
courses from othir fields of study to the nine
or ten courses required for the regular major
In such a way as to provide coherent study of
an interdisciplinary topic. The two additional
courses, together with selected courses from
the regular major, vrouid then function as
prerequisites for a specialized final course
(or when educationally appropriate a WSP or
Independent study) devoted to the in-
terdisciplinary topic.

Opportunities for extended study of this
sort might not only be outlined by a depart-
ment or program (or lointly by more than^
one department or program) choosing to
pHer this option but misfit also be proposed _^ "Interested students who would develop
with their department or program a mutuai|y_—agreed upon- equivalent, lust as with the
Thesis. By the middle of the junior year
students who expect to follow the Course
Cluster route to award of the Degree with
Honors would normally plan (with their
departments and programs) the three units
of study Involved.
E0wina J. Blumberg
Faculty-Division I

Andrew M. Chapman '77
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Lee C. DrIckamer (Secretary)
Faculty—Division III

William T. Fox
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Pakorn Vlchyanond '74

Student—Division Hi

Linda R. Warren
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Attachment: The Program for Award of the Degree
with Honors—Past, Present and Future
Before I9S4-S7: Thesis only. Interested and

committed students with at least a B- average in

previous courses taken In the major qualified lor

honors candidacy at the beginning of the junior

year. They then spent four semester courses (in a

five-course-per semester program) researching and
writing a thesis. Many departments required an
introductory seminar on research techniques in first

semester junior year. Overseen by Committee on

the Degree with Honors.
IVS4-S7 to Fall IM7: Qualifications for candidacy

as above, the Thesis as above; but, optionally,

departments and programs could offer a group of

honors seminars (open only to honors candidates).

Honors candidates were required to take four

seminars in the course of their junior and senior

years, plus a senior major-honors examination
Most seminar programs were composed of elective

rather than sequentially related seminars.

Overseen as above.
Fall 1»«7: with change from 5-5 to 4-WSP 4, Thesis

requirement was lowered from four semester

courses to three (optionally, a WSP could substitute

for one of the three courses). Seminar requirement

was lowered from four honors seminars to three

Other provisions remained unchanged.
13 May 1970: As a result of Faculty action, the

designation "Honors Seminar" was dropped in

favor of "Honors Course"—open not only to honors

candidates but also to other qualified students

Fall 1971: Previous programs to be phased out.

present provisions established: students to

nominate themselves for honors in the Spring of

senior year and to' present evidence of enterprise

"above and beyond the call of duty" to Mieir major

departments or programs. Departments acid

programs to determine the award of the d^ree
under "supervision" of divisional committees on

tenors which in turn report to the pEP.
l!fl»74-75 Proposals

(flHBrogrammatic Approach
DepS'^ents and programs would offer at least

one pafK i pf study beyond the regular major

(three cour^^s or equivalent units of study). After

outstanding pfc.'formance in first tvi«) of three units,

students would wjHedmitted to honors candidacy,

and outstanding peWkLmance In the third and final

unit Would merit th«^P^gree with Honors. CEP to

cam.^^ersee college wide
i

Proposals for Clarificatib^

II. Recommendations
Continuing discussions of the CEP's, dfafi Report.

Proposal lor Clarification of the Present
Curriculum, March 1974, have n»8de it apparent to
the Committee that there is outspoken faculty
student sentiment In favor of a well defined program
for the award of the degree with honors. Many
members of the coirege community feel that out
standing student achievement should be rewarded
with honors atVj that the prospect of achieving such
an award can be an important factor In motivating
gifted students to commit themselves to in

dependent studies beyond those required for the
regular major. It is also argued that the degree with
honors can be a valuable asset in a student's post-
graduate career, and that the presence of an honors
program would encourage t)oth faculty and students
to make meaningful distinctions about college wide
standards of excellence.

In response to its perception of this pro-honors
sentiment, the CEP recommends faculty con-
sideratlon of the program for the award of the
degree with honors outlined in the alternate motion,
IV, below.

Introduction ^''^

'^ In response to the Faculty dfrectlve of May 1973,
the CEP asked department and program chairmen
in September 1973 for <n assessment of curricular
change as it had affected their departments and
programs since the inception of 4 W-4 in 1967. The
Committee studied these assessments, reviewed the
minutes (and related documents) of CEP and
Faculty discussions of the curriculum (1944-1973),

and submitted a report to the Faculty In November
/W73. Subsequent discussions among faculty and

students resulted in an Interim report to the Faculty
in March and a final report from the 1973 74 CEP to

its . '74 '75 successor. (The final report was
distributed to department and program chairmen in

June of 1974.) The present report is a further
revision prepared by the current CEP. All of the
discussions over the past calendar year have con.
sistenlly led to the conclusion that the present
curriculum is more in need of clarification than of
substantive change.
The curriculum, as it has evolved since 1947,

continues to reflect the College's commitment to a
liberal arts education that blanaces and interrelates
studies in a major field with studies distributed
through the full spectrum of the arts and sciences.
However, there has been a marked increase in

student options both within majors (as departments
and programs have pluraliied their offerings) and
in the variety ol courses offered In the curriculum as
a whole. This Increase in the range of choice makes
clear guidance more necessary than It was when
elections were more narrowly limited. Faculty and
students need a belter understanding ol all phases of
the curriculum, an understanding which is Inforrfied
by clear explanations of the distribution and major
requirements in the. Catalog and related written
materials.

I livWieThe CEP believes that problems In »»se areas

can be solved within the patterns of the' current

curriculum as outlined in the recommendatioiis ot

sections I, li, and III below. These recOm

mendatlons are intended as reform rather than

revolution. Furthermore, they are presented wiin ^^
the realization that reform must not carry a hign ,^i

price tag in new manpower allocations or Increasea

administrative complexity.

I. Patterns ol Study Outside the Major: the

Distribution Requirement
A. Introduction

, ,„
One central goal of a liberal arts education is to

introduce students to several of th? Important areas

of human knowledge and to the varied modes oi

perception appropriate to those areas. In the past

some distribution of studies has been required as a

way ol achieving this goal. Traditionally, the

distribution requirement has asked students to

range through a variety of fields before they commit

themselves to concentration. This model (diver

siflcation before concentration) assumes tliat a

student's choice of a major should be informed oy

prior exposure to a variety of subjects. Additional

benefits of diversification may be experiencea

toward the end of the undergraduate career wnen

studies in diverse areas can be informed by prior

experience of concentration in one area.

Since 1947 the variety of Introductory courses has

Increased so markedly that the traditional grouping

of courses into only three categories no '0"9er

serves the educational alms of distrlbytlon. The

present requirement, coUpled with the tradiliona^

student practice of taking both of the requlrefl

divisional courses in a single department, has

resulted in individual programs that lack contact

with several crucial areas ol study.



B. Propwvl Distribution Categorias
To clarify and Improve the distribution

requirement, ttia CEP proposes ttiat the present
requirement of six semester courses be retained and
that present course-offerinos t>e realigned within
the five categor las des£rlbed below. ( The categor les
are for distribution purposes only; they are not
proposals tor changing the present administrative
divisions.) The CEP firmly believes that these five
categories describe our curriculum far more ac-
curately than do the current three divisions.
Category 1. Language and Literature:

Studies designed to deepen understanding of and
delight in works of the literary imagination, their
historical contexts, and the languages in which
they are written.

Classics, Comparative Literature, English,
German, Russian, French, Spanish (Study of
language at the elementary level will satisfy a
distribution requirement)

Category 2. The Arts:

,
Studies designed to deepen understanding of and
idellght In works of art, music and the theatre and
their historical contexts.
Art, Music, and Drama

- Category 3. Social SAences: ^

Studies designed to explore patterns and struc-
tures In human behavior, individual or social, on^ the basis of empirical study and explanatory .

models, and application of historical methods.
American Civilization, Anthropoiofly, Economics,
History, Political Science, Sociology and selected
courses from Psychology. See Category 5 below.
(Category 3 should include Environmental Studies
341, Land Use Controls, and 340, The New England
Landscape. Category 4 should include En-
vironmental Studies 333, Environmental Science
Seminar. As new courses are designed by in
terdisciplinary programs not offering a major,
they should be considered for inclusion in one or
more of ttiese five categories.)

Category 4. Matliematics and the Natural Sciences:
Studies designed to explore patterns in nature
through application of scientific methods,
together with studies in the formal language of
such Investigation: mathematics.

Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry, Geology,
Mathematics, Physics, and specified courses from
Psychology

Category 5. History and Patterns of Thought and
Belief:

Studies designed to explore patterns In thought
and belief—the Inception and development of
ideas.
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History of Ideas, Philosophy, Religion and
selected courses from History of Science and
departments listed under Categories 1, 2, and 3

C. Proposed Distribution Requirement
Each student will be required to fake at least one

course in each of the categories, with the exception
of Category 4 in which the requirement will be two
courses, only one of which may be Mathematics.
The CEP recognizes the ' special status of
Mathematics as a language crucial to many
physical and social sciences, but in line with the
traditional principle of permitting distributional
choice among departments within each category,
the Committee does not wish to impose a
Mathematics requirement. It does, onn the other
hand, wish to require exposure to the natural
sciences.

This sixcourse requirement should normally be
fulfilled before the end of the student's iunlor year.
This proposal takes into account a statistical study
of course elections in recent years. This study shows
the following percentages of the student body not
completing the proposed CEP category
requirements by classes of 1976i 1975 and 1974— i.e.

at the erxj of the sophomore year for the class of
1976, the junior year for the class of 1975 and the end
of the senior year for the class of 1974. (For a
discussion of methodology of this study, see At
tachment B.)

E. The Motion: Distribution Requirement
(1

)
the present requirement of six jcmester.

courtef be retained;

(2) the requirement be f ulf ittad by the end of
the junior year;

(3) one course be required In p jch of the
categories listed In (4) below, with the ex
ception of Category 4 In which the
requirement be two semester courses, only
one of which may be mathematics;
(4) departments and programs. In con-
sultation with the CEP, assign each of their
courses which Is eligible for distributipn
credit to a single category; In general no
course could be assigned to more than one
category; In the case of an exception, where
the same course is designated lor two
categories, students would not be allowed to
count thecourse as fulfilling two distribution
requirements;
Category 1. Language and Literature:
Studies designed to deepen understanding of and
delight in works of the literary imagination, their
historical contexts, and the languages in which
they are written.

Classics^ Comparative Literature, English,
German, Russian, Frencb, Spanisli

Category 2. The Arts

:

Studies designed to deepen understanding of and
de|igl)tJn works of art, music and the theatre and
their-historicaLrohlexl^, f^~ -'^'~-~—
Art, Musio, and Drama

~^
Category 3. Social Sciences:

Studies designed to explore patterns and struc
tures in human behavior, individual or social, on
the basis of empirical study and explanatory
models, and application of historical methods.
American Civilization, Anthropology, Economics,
History, Political Science, Sociology and selected
courses from Psychology.

Category 4. Mathematics and the Natural Sciences:
Studies designed to explore patterns in nature
through application of scientific methods,
together with studies In the formal language of
such investigation: Mathematics.

Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry, Geology,
Matfiematics, Physics, and specified courses from
Psychology

Category 5. History and Patterns of Thought and
Belief:

Studies designed to explore patterns in thought
and belief—the inception and development of
Ideas.

History of Ideas, Philosophy, Religion and
specified courses from History of Science and
departments listed under Categories 1, 2, and 3.

II. The Major
Classifying the curriculum into five categories, as

indicated in Section I above, provides a more
systematic guide than at present to the variety of a
litwral arts offering. The major, of course, is based
not on variety but on coheiion.
The CEP believes that present departmental and

programmajorsdomeef the test of cohesion, but all

too often fall short in making this clear to students.
Hence the CEP recommends: (1) better written
explanations of relationships among courses within
each department or program; (2) emphasis on the
concept of a senior year educational experience that
dramatizes for each student a perception of
methodology in his major study and in

terrelationships among courses within the major;
(3) better counseling for majors; and (4) provision
for a limited number of carefully supervised con
tract majors.

A. The CEP proposes that the College retain the
present major pattern that requires a minimum of
nine courses (modified to nine or ten—see E below)

.

As at present, certain program majors (such as
Political Economy and History of Ideas) have valid
reasons for going beyond this minimum since they
link courses across departmental lines. There will

also continue to be departments which can devise

Class per cent Students Not Completing Category
Cat. (1) Cat. (2) Cat. (3) Cat. (41 Cat. (5)

Sophomore
(1976)
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Limon Class
fronvirtge six

The piece begins at dawn, symbolically the
dawn of man. Through various personages
and encounters, man's ambivalent urges are
portrayed: his aspirations towards the
spiritual are shown in the figure of Pegasus,
Clay Tahaferro; his lust for the flesh in Eros,
.danced with insinuating grace by Louis
-Sblino; his thirst for blood in the Duel, Chris
Gilles and Ryland Jordan; his sublimated but
ever present cannibalism in the Feast of the

Harpies; his irrational rage in the dance of

the Furies. Through the very placement of the

successive dances Limon seems to be
making a philosophical statement. For from
theDawn man rises in aspiration, though with—such interruptions as the Duel,-always up-

-wardr from Eros- through the Sphinx to

Pegasus. Then, however, a down turn occurs
F=e!B aie~FeasT^TBe~Harpes;

^SE «

descent reaching its perigee in the Noctural
Flight. At the end, though, the whole company
dances the Circular Flight, indicating that the
human basic drives towards life and death
alternate not only in mankind through large
cycles of history, but within each man
simultaneously. As a classicist Limon states
that while 'everything changes, everything
remains the same.
In its choreography. The Winged conveys

these ideas solely through physical action and
through various poses which are held for set
intervals during the individual pieces. In its

movement, The Winged seems to be a
glorification of the human body. The
choreography and execution displayed in The
Winged was the finest of the weekend.
The opening piece Saturday night was

Quartet (1957), choreographed by Ruth

Currier. Set to the graceful music of Fran-

cescoDurante, the piece possessed a flow that

was similarly graceful and yet, with its un-

fortunate lingerie-like costumes, it

sometimes displayed insipid emotions and
limp movements. Four women dancers

portray four different physical and
psychological states of. mind: to lean ... to

spring ... to reach ... to fly. The main
interest of the piece was the formal con-

figurations it set both strictly to the music and
often in counter-point to it. The most im-

pressive dancers in the piece were Carla

Maxwell, whose endurance and virtuosity

wer^ tested throughout the evening, and Nina

Watt who, although she had no major role,

consistently made her restrained and rather

severe presence felt.

After the intermission the curtain rose only

to show a black stage. Then an ear-splitting,

shattering, my§tifying._andjterrifying scream
split the rustle of the still settling audience

is—^ntHmmedJately engulfed it in the «tory of

Carlota, the crazed widow of tTie Mexican
emperor Maximillian.

Carlota.

Cai'hita is pure drama. There is no music.
There is little light. There is a symbolic and
dramatic use of color (all reds and blacks.)

All is stripped to the essential, and madness is

given purely in terms of motion. Limon in his

choreography of Carlota has attempted to

find physical equivalents to the inner con-
fusion of the insane, the imbalance, the
strange distortion of regular time sequences
into the too rapid and the agonizingly slow,
the flashbacks and the false pronostications,
the sheer vertigo.

Carla Maxwell as Carlota was ex-
traordinary. She would whirl like a dervish
around the stage and then, with an inner calm
like that before a storm, stop still and waver

W* Want You To Join Our Ckiwck

Ai An

Ordoiiied Ministtr
And Hov* The Rank Of

Doctor of Divinity
Wt arc non-ilructuftdUith, undanomintlKWwl,
wilh no iridiiionAl doctrtn* or dogma. Our (mi
(Rowing church is aciivtly wMing nmm mininan
uAo tMlwva what «M M>«vt, Atl man arc antitlad

to thair own convtcttortt. To laak truth thatr owm
way. M^atffvar it may ba, rto.quanK>nankad. Aaa
fninnlar of tha church, you may.

I Stan youf Own church and apply for as-

amption Irom proparty and ot^ar taxai.

3. Parform marriafM, baptiam. funarah and
all othar minittarial tunctiona.

3 Enioy raducad rataa from aoma modH of
iranvortation, wma ihaatart, ttoraa, hotala.

aic,

4 Saak draft axamption at ona of our work-
ing miaionarwa. Wa will tall you how.

Enchiaa Iraa will donation for tha MiniMir'a
cradaniiali and licana. Wa alio iMua Doctor of
Divinity Dagraaa. Wa ara Siata Chartarad artd your
ordination la racogniiad in all 50 itaiaa artd mofi
foraign countriaa. FREE LIFE CHURCH-
BOX 4039. HOLLYWOOD. FLORIDA 33023

STEELE and CLEARY
GARAG£

Complete Automotive Service

DELCO BATTERIES
. FIRESTONE TIRES

41 Spring Street 458 4085

A representative of New York University's
Graduate School of Arts and Science will be at
your campus . 11-20 -for the purpose of coun-
seling prospective graduate students in-

tere^ed in learning general information about
our^Piduate School as well as specific in-

formation about housing, financial aid, the
thirty-one different departhients comprising
the Graduate School, and the advantages of
undertaking graduate work in New York City.
Please contact

OFFICE OF CAREER COUNSELING

for ^n appointment.

Route 43

WUIiamMtoum

Ma$»aehu$eit»

A Remarkably Comprehensive

^Selection of Work by

Americans Finest Craftsmen

including:^^
STONEWARE ^^

fOTTERY

SILVER and GOLD JEWELRY

Telephone (413) 45&-9523

with head lightness.

Though there was no music, there was
much theatrical use of sound. When the band
of guerillas would enter to taunt and harass

both Carlota and Maximillian, they would
form as a single unit and stamp their feet

against the floor like guns firing in rapid

succession. (Visually, these moments echoed
the works by Goya of public execution both in

his I)isasi«-r8 of War and in his oil paintings.)

Likewise, when the court ladies, after the

death ofMaximillian, mock the crazed Carlota

they viciously snaK>ed open their fans to

startled her.

Besides these occasional sounds, the dance
was punctuated by the rhythm of an implied
score which alternately bound and released
the dancers around the stage. This implied
score was dictated by the inner-psychology of

Carlota whose nightmare this entire dance is,

except when we find her crumpled in rags at
the beginning and end of the piece. If the
musical analogy is nmintained, these- two
moments represent the tonic key of the piece,
so that the entire body of the dance is a
continuing modulation dictated by Carlota's
successive states of mind. Limon commits,
however, a grevious and heavy handed error
in having the body of the dead Maximillian
born across the stage. Psychologically it is

not consistent and seems inspired by purely
theatrical, though not dramatic, reasons.
Again musically, it represents a too abrupt
and undeveloped a cadenza to be convincing.

The Kroniclf

Insurance Agency

57 Main SL, North Adams

663-53^
"^

1. We are now accepting 1975 aufo in-
surance applicatiprts and renewals.

2. Time Payments./ 3. Immediate plates
and insurance,'

4. Leading companies Fast Claim Ser-
vice /

5. All Ages, 6. Compa're our rates with
those yoo are now paying.

iFlsurers to Williams Students

for over 40 years <

Despite the fine dancing of Maxweini:
piece did not reach the heights that ii Zl !
to continually promiw. This was therS .

the performances of Gary Mastm
Maximillian and Ry Jordan as Benito Juare?
president of the new republic. It was not Sial
Uieir execution was faulty but that Elacked the expressiveness that a piece Z
dramatic in nature demanded. *^ "=

»"

t iMMvographlc Offerings, the final dance nf
the evening, offered a pure distillation SLimon s impulse towards the purely formal
Dressed in plain tights before a plain wash of
light, the dancers moved to The Musics
Offering of J.S. Bach.

*"*'

As in Quartet the dancers echoed the
music in both a strict manner and in counter
point to it. When a new tonahty or instrument
appeared the dancers would change its
tonality as well. In addition, they often ac-
companied harmonic movements in the Bach
*ythe formation of a static picture which
would express the mood of the new key This
technique wailiesl Handled in the group of
ferings. The quality of the smaller pieces
quartets and such, varied with the technique
of the dancers involved. The best segments
were led by Carla Maxwell and Jennifer
Scanlon.

A consistently disappointing facet of the
performances was imprecise and sloppy
dancing by the company. In this the male
dancers were most to blame. And this often

obscured the quality of individual dance's
choreography. n

^'

THE
SPIRIT
SHOP

LIQUORS — WINES — BEER

LOWEST PR ICES IN TOWN
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

134 Cole Avenut

Phone 4M-3r04

Williamslown

Levis Levis
\

15,000 - 20,000 pr. Levis Iri stock

5,000 - 8,000 pr. Lees rn stock
"

Wool Rich Shirts & Coats
Mountain Products Goose Down Coats

Dunham's Boots
Men's and Women's Leather and Suede Coats

Special to all Williams students
10 per cent off with this ad on any item anytime

it pays to shop in Vermont
Open7daysa weel<

Benn - Burry Shop
Rte. 7 - 4 mi. north of Bennington

Shaftsbury, Vermont

Lee

Poly-Match Sneaker

X
:-('-.

y\»»fll «!/,;>>?«'. *'''

Exclusively For $12.95 A^

Williams Co-op \\
"THE COMPLETE Levis SHOP' N

*rr

2S Spring Str««t Wllllamttown. Mass.
Op«n Thursday.NItM 'Til tt30 PM
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The College Cinema

Becomes

THE NICKELODEON
Our November-December schedule should give you an idea of some of the changes we
have in store.

n^

Others include: ~^?.

1. New show times. Generally, shows will be at 7:00 P.M. & 9:00 P.M. every
nightj^owjength permitting. Check your paper.

~2z:nxdimiaiiaionxfSitiietttJ^eoi*nts^M^

':,*

afierall, theformer management went out ofbusiness . . . So now it's simple: Everyone
pays $2.00. Which is still aprettyfairprice, wouldn'tyou say?

SLAUGHTERHOUSES-FIVE \
November 17-18-19 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday 7:00P.M.&9:00P.M.
George Roy Hill (Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid) directs a fine and wild screen adap-
tation of Kurt Vonnegut Jr.'s novel. Michael Sacks plays the World War II Chaplain who
becomes anstuck in time and lives in a past-present-future jumble, including the horrors of
Dresden's firebombing, small town ennui and happiness on another planet. Beautifully filmed
in Prague (there being no Dresden left) byMiroslav Ondricek, whose inspired photography has
previously graced the works of MilosForman and Lindsey Anderson. Rated R. (1972)

ALFREDO. ALFREDO
NovemberZ0-2I Wednesday-Thursday 7:00 P.M. & 9:00 P.M.

Italian director Pietro Germi (Divorce lUlian Style. Seduced and Abandoned) takes another
jaundiced and funny look at Italy's marital statues in the days before divorce became a legal

possibility. Dustin Hoffman (The Graduate, Midnight Cowboy) plays the timid—and
thoroughly intimidated—husband of the beautiful and sulky Stefania Sandrelli (The Con-
formUl), the sort of all-devouring and shrewish wife who punctuates her lovemaking with
shrieks ttiat alarm the neighbors and set the local dogs to barking. Rated R. ( 1974

)

WALKABOUT
November22-23 Friday-Saturday . 7:00 P.M. & 9:00 P.M.

One of the most beautiful films to come along in many a moon (visually and, some say,

emotionally). Walkabout is to the earth what 2001 was to space. Directed by Nicholas Roeg
(who directed Performance with Donald Cammel and did the cinematography for Petula and
Far From the Madding Crowd on his own) Walkabout stars Jenny Agutter and Lucien John as
sisterand brother abandoned by their father in the Australian Outback. David Gumpilil plays

the aborigine boy who teaches them how to survive. It's mystical, surreal and unspoiled. (1971)

THE RULING CLASS
November 24-25-26 TSunday-Monday-Tuesday ^ ^. NOTE: 7:00 P.M. ONLY
Peter O'Toole stars in Peter Barnes' witty and rather frightening study of the English concepts

of Class and Privilege. When O'Toole's father dons a ballet skirt and accidently hangs himself,

Peter returns to claim his Earldom. With him he brings a heart full of love, a Christ complex

and a t\venty foot cross from which he occasionally suspends himself in one corner of the living

room. From there on in it's all down hill for the English nobility. Rated R. (1972)

BELLE DE JOUR
NovemberZ7-28 Wednesday-Thursday . 7:00 P.M. & 9:00 P.M.

Louis Buruel (The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie) weaves a beautiful and gently comic

color film around a frigid young wife's flirtation with sadomasochism. Catherine Deneuve

plays a well-bred young lady who thaws noticeably after fantasizing her way into an afternoon

job at the corner bordello . . . wherein she experiences an absolutely amazing range of per-

versions. Rated R. InFVench with subtitles. (1968)

THE HARDER THEY COME
December 11-12 Wednesday-Thursday - 7:00 P.M. & 9:00 P.M.
The recent rage in and around Harvard Square (Having played the Orson Welles Theater
longer than any other film). The Harder They Come is an exotic and violent tale of life and
death in Jamaica's black, urban slums.Jimmy Cliff stars as Ivan, a poor country boy who
comes to the city to seek his fortune as a singing star and finds it, instead, as a renegade killer.

The soul and substance of the film is the sizzhng reggae music, the jumpy, twice syncopated,
bass-beaten pop music of urban Jamaica, which fills the entire sound track. The result is one of
themostvibrantandunusualfilmswe'veshowninsometime. Rated R. (1973) ^

'.

CASABLANCA & THE BIG SLEEP
December 13-14 Friday-Saturday NOTE: 7:0OP.M. ONLY
CASABLANCA (1942) stars Humphrey Bogart as Rick, the most famous saloon keeper of all

time. Ingrid Bergman plays the ellusive love of his life. Dooley Wilson plays "As Time Goes
By." Michael Curtiz directs.

THE BIG SLEEP (1946) Bogart again, this time in a world peopled mainly with bizarre and
sophisticated monsters. One of the most challenging—and therefore seldom seen—of Bogart's
important films. So challenging, in fact, that William Faulkner (who wrote the screen play)

appealed to Raymond Chandler (who wrote the book) for a clue or two about what was going

on. A fascinating film, nevertheless, having something to do with two spoiled sisters and a
millionaire. Starring Lauren Bacall and Martha Vickers. Directed by Howard Hawks.

LITTLE BIG MAN
December 15-16-17 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday NOTE: 7:00 ONLY
Arthur Penn (Bonnie and Clyde, Alice's Restaurant) directs this generally successful screen

adaptation of Thomas Berger's comic tale of the life and times of Jack Crabb, a testy old

gentleman of one hundred and twenty-odd summers who may (or may not) have been the only

survivor of Custer's Last Stand. Starring Dustin Hoffman and FayeDunaway . (197,0)

DAY FOR NIGHT
December 18-19 Wednesday-Thursday NOTE: 7:00 P.M. &9:I5P.M^
One of the most charming and fascinating films to come out of 1973, Day for Night is Francois
Trauffaut's long, fond look at the fairy-tale mechanics of film making. He transports us behind
the scenesJis he himself plays the compassionate and yet practical director of a minor
melodramJmc production. Meet Pamela, starring Jacqueline Bisset and Jean-Pierre Leaud.
We get two movies for the price of one, really, and a rare example of a tale-within-a-tale that

really works. Voted Best Film of 1973 by the New York Film Critics Society, and one of the 10

best films of the year by the New York Times. Absolutely not to be missed by anyone charmed
by the jnagic of movies. French with subtitles.

McCABE AND MRS. MILLER
December20-21 Friday-Saturday v-^ NOTE: 7:00 P.M. & 9: 15 P.M.

A fine and lovely pipe dream of a film in which Robert Altman (M-A-S-H, The Long Goodby,

California Split, and many more of my favorite films) gives us a fleeting vision of frontier life

as it might have been. Warren Beatty plays McCabe, the small time gambler and brothel

owner, while Julie Christie plays his lovely and ambitious partner, Mrs. Miller. Richly tex-

tured, pleasantly understated and one of the finest westerns I know of. Rated R. ( 1971

)

REBECCA & NOTORIOUS—Two of Alfred Hitchcock's Best

November29-30 Friday-Saturday NOTE: 7:00 P.M. ONLY

REBECCA (1940) stars Laurence Olivier and Joan Fontaine in an adaptation of the famous

Daphne Du Maurier tale of ghosts real and imagined.

NOTORIOUS (1946) stars Cary. Grant and Ingrid Bergman as basic ingredients in a stew of

intrigue and terror. Spice is provided by a gang of Nazis in exile in South America.and by an

unustully fine script by Ben Hecht

ROOM SERVICE—The Marx Brothers

Decemberl-2-3 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday NOTE: 7:00P.M. &9:15P.M.

A screwball movie. Naturally. The boys produce a Broadway show. Dodge creditors. That sort

of thing. Incredible. (1938)

Plus Two Short Classics:

W. C. Fields in The FaUl GUss of Beer. One of four shorU Fields produced for Mack Sennet m
1932. Including Field's famous weather report: "T'ain't a fit night out fer man nor beast."

Charlie Chaplin in The Vagabond A delightful love story and a touching bit of counterpoint to

the Marx Brother's insanity. (1917)

7:00 P.M. & 9:00 P.M.
KING OF HEARTS
December4-10 Wednesday-Tuesday /
This is one of those gorgeous, lyrical movies that everyoU^ remembers for its message (viz:

who are the real crazies in this world? ) and-or for its final scin? . . . and-or for the fact that it s

played in Cambridge for an unprecedented three years now>Set in an abandoned French

village during World War I, King of HearU stars Alan Bates, the lovely Genevieve Bujold and a

supporUng Alice-in-Wonderland cast of the most delightful asylum impales you ever saw. A

delight for Grandmothers, Teenyboppers and those of us in between. DirectedT)y Philippe de

Broca. (1967)
January will include: Happy New Year,

Whispers, Tall Blond Man With One Black Shoe, Animal Crackers, Murmur of

the Heart, Philadelphia Story, The Seduction of MImi • •• and many more.

DECEMBER 22-26 Sunday-Thursday

THE NICKELODEON IS CLOSED FOR CHRISTMAS VACATION

MERRY CHRISTMAS ALL!

TOE THREE MUSKETEERS
December27-28 Friday-Saturday 7:00 P>M.& 9:00 P.M.

Considering Richard Lester's track record (A Hard Day's Night, Help!, How I Won the War,

Petulia . . .) it's not surprising that this, the 6th screen adaptation of the Alexander Dumas
novel, turns out to be fairly evenly divided between swashbuckle and slapstick. Lavishly filmed

in Spain awash with action and color, filled with fascinating details of the leisure lives of the

17th Century French nobility. The Three Musketeers is one of those films that has a wonderful

time getting nowhere in particular . . . and entertaining grandly along the way. Included in

the cast are Oliver Reed, Raquel Welch, Michael York, Geraldine Chaplin, Faye Dunaway and

Charlton Heston. (1974)

THE APPRENTICESHIP OF DUDDY KRAVITZ ,^i
December 29-30-31 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday NOTE: 7:00P.M.Ik9:15JP.M.

Vincent Canby of the New York Times called Duddy Kravllt "An alternately sad and hilarious

movie of dreams rampant." Indeed, it's a movie which, though-only a so-so adapUtion of a

secondary novel by Canadian author Mordechai Richler, should have no trouble standing as

one of the half dozen best of 1974. In other words, a Very Good Movie. Especially if you haven't

read the book, which is all about a pushy Jewish kid on the make in and around Montreal in the

late 1940's. A breathless, headlong film featuring an acting tour de force by Richard Dryfus,

who's reportedly so sure of an Oscar for his performance that he's written his acceptance

speech in advance. Directed by Ted Kotcheff with Randy ()uaid and Micheline Lanctot.

The Discreet Charm, Cries and

\
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CORRESPONGEl^CE
from page two

effect few who can vote in the local election,

(even though the town community is welcome

to such activities). But this argument

sidesteps the issue. It matters little whether

such speaking engagements effect vote

tallies. The merit, or lack of merit, of the

allocation must be viewed independently of

the results it might have. A direct $100 con-

tribution to the Republican or Democratic

National Committees might translate into

only a handful of votes, but such a use of

student's activity funds would be improper

regardless of how many votes it resulted in.

Finally there is the issue of the precedent

this allocaiion sets. How many similar

—political groups might decide to ask for

""funding of their liecture or seminar activities,

^OTdTire the pfesCTt ejcample to show^ihat the

Council can and does fund activities of

political groups.

For these reasons I strongly disagree with

the decision of the Council on this matter.

Perhaps the greater issue, however, is the

lack of adequate representation of student

sentiment in the Council itself. How many
students would condone the use their activity

tax for such a purpose, if they knew about it in

time? Unfortunately, by the time most

students learn what the Council has done, it is

too late.

MichaelJ. Pucillo '75

Keep Honors degree
To the editors:

The Committee on Educational Policy

motions to be put before the faculty at its next

meeting deserve close scrutiny by the college

community, particularly the motion to

abolish the degree with Honors. They
represent misdirected change for the sake of

change alone.

Should the degree with Honors be deemed
inconsistent with the C.E.P.'s ideas I would

challenge those ideas before I question the

degree with Honors. There is no sin in

providing the student with incentive to

demonstrate "imagination, initiative, and

intellectual independence" (quoting the

college bulletin) and absolutely no inequity in

recognizing his creativitV^eyond the mastery

of his course work. \
Division HI faculty are pteased with their

Honors programs, and defend the concept. A
faculty so distinguished as Willumis' should

easily be able to structure creative~wjtlets for

outstanding students in any .inwHectual

discipline. Rather than condemnmk suc-

cessful Division HI programs to abolrtion,

dissatisfied faculty ought to examine thigir

own programs and seek to improve upon

them. Incapable of this, let them terminate^

unsatisfactory programs without destroying

opportunities provided by others.

The concept is valid. It is a challehttUo the

"imagination, initiative, and inwllectual

-independence'^U)libe faculty toimplemenL it

successfully rather than damn it in

frustration.

I urge students, faculty, and the college

council to defend the creative opportunities

provided by the Honors program before the

November vote by attendance at Monday's
open discussion and by petition to the faculty '

itself. ..., ,., " 1,

.
'' }'' Yours truly,

PaulSkudder'75

No Greek leaves

To the editor:

The title which appeared above my article

in tHe KfAd of two weeks ago was not my own.

Nothing in my article suggests assigning four

hundred pages of L'lysses for tomorrow, and
no thought could be further from my mind.

Sincerely,

WickSloane

For Sound Advice

Electronic

Supply Center
stereo Systems By

KLH Panasonic Sony

Tapes

, Cassette - Reel 8 Track by

Memorex, BASF, 3M, RCA

32 River St. 413-663-6828 N.Adams

KING'S LIQUOR

STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

PLENTY OF ALL TYPES BEER

Spring Street Williamstown
Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458 5948

Boutique

INDIAN AND MEXICAN
CLOTHING, BASKETS

AND PLANT ACCESSORIES

63 ymret ST.

WIIUAMSTOWN.MASS

Ij

% 7'

Broiled Sworcdfish

'The Captaint Cabin'

Cold Spring Road, Williamstown, Mass!

Students Welcome
4U 458-9101

SPECIAL SALE
Close out on '74 Skis-

BOOTS AND CLOTHING
GOING FAST ...SO HURRY

GOFF'S SPORTS — spr.«.s.re..

Sports
soccer from page 14

brilliance and went ahead with twenty

minutes left in the game. Dave Napolitan sent

Ray Powell into the corner with a lead pass.

The 5-7 speedster then passed in front to Hank
Osborne, who drilled the ball past

Brakoniecki.

Like their football counterparts howeVer,

the Cardinal hooters refused to die. With just

six-and-a-half minutes remaining, they again

LUCITE
FRAMES

7<, FRA>If; SHOP

'^'^V^Vc^'^'^'^V''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''*'**''

swarmed around the Purple net like ants t«

.

discarded watermelon rind and 8omeh«!
forced the ball into the goal. Like the olh!
two, it wasn't the prettiest of goals but it

counted just the satne.
'

The uninspired effort simply makes thin..
tougher for the Ephs when they face Amhe^
in a showdown for the Little Three title m
Saturday. The Lord Jeffs defeated Weslevan
earlier this season and need only a tie to tai,!
the crown. Williams needs a win to capture it«
first crown since 1971. r-.

Colonial Pizzo
The Best in America
Small and Large Pizzas

Hoi Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

.i(lSpringStreel--»58-9(IO9and458-80M

-^rrr-^**'^ dailya a, m. talajiL

DonulK. Coffep

V\> mukf »ur own pizza dough dallv

SriOKNT.S WKl,(()MK

NEW-Boh|ie Bell 16 oz. Lotion with gift items

NEW -Bonni^Bell Shower 2000 with gift sponse 32'oz.

ALO-V Lusterizing Shampoo
4 oz. Concentrate - or Liquid^ oz or 16 oz.

$2.25 -$3.75

Harts'pharmacists', Inc.

$5.75

$6.75

Sprirtg St., Williamstownr-

X

lenzis
xusiaoi
auummn^wm.t

For the mttle Three in a row?

Wishing you Luck /

"SUNDAY SUPPEft AT THE SIX HOUSE"
PRICES TO F|\yOUR BUDGET

Like Autumn Leaves - "N^hing to be desired"

In Dining Pleasure

Sour Hour Daily Except Saturday - 4:^0h6:00 p.m.

( Prices of a II Liquor Drinks 75c Mug of Beer 25c )

A HARVARD MBA?
Discuss the Master in Business Administration Program with an Ad

missions Representative from the Harvard Business School

21 November, Thurs.

OFFICE OF CAREER PLACEMENT

No courses or areas ot concentration are required tor admission.

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
<'?-^-.^€'}mi' ,f^',V^I'HW>ft>?l

-^H-r^-ty-.v

JOE DEWEY
It seems just as important to sit with a straight back

and hold the book up as it is to read.

Welcome back to a new Inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

•and entertainment at the

CjmM/a^f Williams Inn
\



"A look at the Amherst operatives convinced

your agent that they have no idea of the

enormity of the fate that awaits them . . .

Neither the record books nor protestations of
their press have convinced them that they are

doomed men living on borrowed time until the

awful engine of Williamstown shall roll over

them ... «

The locals [Amherst] have been playing

Williams for 58 years and no one has ever been

killed. They therefore reason falsely that they

can chance this S9th meeting . .
."

— Stanley Woodward. Amherst '17. in a

column for the New York Herald Tribune

\lM2/42\

When Williams knocks heads •with Amherst

this Saturday, you can throw away the record

twoks. The '42 Ephs, ranked no. 1 in the East,

entered the«Amherst game undefeated (7-0).

Their credentials were impressive: 250 points

scored, 34 points allowed. The Purple had

even managed to turn the tables on Ivy

League power Princeton, 19-7.

Charley Callahan's all-star laden squad

Country Restaurant

In the Continental Tradition

Open for Lunch & Dinner

Closed AAonday

Across from Williams Campus

Anyone interested In tickets to the Friday

nigti!, November 22nd performance of the

Broadway musical Candide, in New York,

please contact Rob Lamberson '75 at 2843

immediately.

Theater Manager
Intelligent, responsible management for

small art cinema opening December 2nd in

the local areBi _. „„„^^_^^

The situation Is ideal for a young couple

who must be capable of presenting well

run shows in a friendly atmosphere. Ex-

perience is not necessary.

Please send a resume to Record Advocate

Baxter Hall, Williamstown, AAass. 01267.

Qreat
gifts

for . . -,
anniversanes!

M(ca*lland Pr***
I (I.

^.^fMrn^A.^

A -Tiv
\.

WE HAVE

COTTON

TURTLENECKS

red

baltic blue

black

mint green

yellow

in all colors!

silver

Kelly green

pink

cranberry

navy
white

Open Thursday 'til 8:30

SPRING ST WILIIAAASTOWN
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/%7.- The Weston Field scoreboard clock tells the story as Jaik Maitland, his uniform

obliterated hy mud and rain, hauls in a screen passfrom quarterback Charlie Bradbury.

Moments later, Maitland broke awayfrom the two Amherst defenders pictured and raced

25 yards for the winning score.

may have been the strongest Williams team
ever'assembled. Halfback Gunnar Hayes was
a sebond team All-American while running

mate Bill Schmidt garnered Little All-

American honors. As if that weren't enough,

three players were chosen for the All-East

team and five more made the All-New

England eleven.

The final? Amherst 12, Williams 6. "It was
a classic case of over-confidence," recalls

Ralph Renzi of Renzi's College Bookstore, a

two-way lineman on the '42 team. For Stanley

Woodward, it was one of the greatest snow

jobs in history.

Williams and Amherst have met 89 times

since 1884, one of the longest continuous

rivalries in the nation. Most contests have

bordered on all-out warfare. There have been

some mismatches, of course. In 1885, the

Ephs swamped the Lord Jeffs, 57-0 and seven

years later, Amherst returned the favor by

handing the Purple a 60-0 defeat.

But, regardless of the final score, you can

always count on a Williams-Amherst game to

give you your money's worth. There's always

plenty on the line. For the players, a win

usually means a Little Three championship;
for the coaches, it means the resume can go
back in the drawer for another year; for the

alumni, it means they own bragging rights for

the next 365V4 days.

Williams-Amherst battles have produced
some memorable moments:

1939: Clinging to an evaporating 9-8 lead

midway through the third quarter, a weary
Williams defensive unit responded with a goal
line stand that turned the game around.

Defensive back Harv Potter ran 87 yards with

an interception in the closing moments of the

contest to put thegame out of reach, 16-e. The
win was the Ephs' first over Amherst in four

years.

1958: Another goal line stand enabled
Williams to escape with a 12-7 win. Danny
Roarke, who made a key tackle in the first

quarfer stand, rambled 74 yards with ten

minutes left for the winning touchdown. A
record of the WCFM broadcast (owned by
Bob Kaufman '60) recaptures the drama
surfouhdihg Roarke's heroics: r-rrt~::~^:::

1961: Willard Dickerson '39 remembers
walking to Weston Field with newly-

appointed President Jack Sawyer. Williams
had already taken all five homecoming
athletic contests, but Amherst was un-

defeated and heavily favored going into the

main event. "Well, five out of six wouldn't be
too bad," Sawyer cracked.

When the dust had cleared, the score read
Williams 12, Amherst 0. "We quick-kicked

about 12 times," recalls varsity baseball

coach Jim Briggs '60, "and made them play

their whole game between their 10 and 20 yard
lines." Not long afterward Williams
linebacker Mike Riley, \yho was all over the

field that afternoon, died of leukemia.

1967: Williams entered the game with a 6-0-

1 record, but with time running out in the

fourth quarter, the Ephs found themselves
trailing, 10-7. Enter halfback Jack Maitland,

of Super Bowl V fame, who took a screen pass

from quarterback Charlie Bradbury, broke
between two Amherst defenders, and plodded
25 yards through the mud and rain for the

winning touchdown (see picture).

"The greatest Williams-Amherst game I

ever saw was the 1972 game at Amherst,"
Kaufman claims. "It was such an upset.

Amherst was really loaded. They had been
averaging close to 35 points per game while
we had squeaked past Rochester (3-0) and
Union (6-0)."

But Williams jumped out to an early 14-0

lead, then held on to win 21-12, the last Eph
score coming on a 30-yard interception return
by cornerback Dan Entwisle '74 in the waning
moments of the game.
"Williams fans.were so stunned," Kaufman

.

recalls, "that they forgot to sing the aln

mater after the game. The only guy who went',

wild was RenzrLamb, and hejyas^bsolute^^^—-
frantic."

"When the Williams team comes into^^-

Amherst this weekend, it goes without saying

that the rival Amherst players will try to get

their rivals' autographs and will address their

prospective conquerors as 'sir.' After allr

':^Amherst is a mere offshoot of WilUoms ..."

—Stanley Woodward—--

There have been too many upsets, the ball

has taken too many crazy bounces in this

century-old series for either team to feel over-

confident Saturday. Fortunately for

Williams, the New York Herald Tribune

folded up years ago and there are no more
Stanley Woodwards around. Equipment
manager Pete Zaccagnino would have a

tough time scraping up 52 size-10 helmets.

gumos
•f-.;^'"-^'

'As surprising, mysterious and
powerful as Castaneda's previous

books have been, Tales ofPower Qoes
far beyond them. It is don Juan's '

final statement, the fulfillment of
" Castaneda's marvelous and unique

opportunity to open "the door
to the unknown."
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Ephs topple Wesleyan; eye another title

h.\ Dan Daly

If you don't think Little Three football isn't every bit as competitive

as Big Ten football, Big Eight football, Southeastern Conference

football, or any other kind of football you can think of, then you

probably didn't take in the Williams-Wesleyan game Saturday.

To be realistic, Wesleyan shouldn't have posed any problems for the

Purple. Varsity football in Middletown, Conn, has taken a turn for the

worse in recent years. The Cardinals, who haven't had a winning

season since 1970, have been forced to use freshmen to field a full

varsity team, the only Little Three team to do so.

This fall the Cards were plunging to new depths. Riddled by

graduation, coach Bill Macdermott had to start almost frpm scratch

and build his team around a core of promising freshmen, sophomores,

"antf
''

;JUirtors:

Jfr its^seasoB-^^opener, Wesleyan was trampled by Southern Con-

necticut, 24-d; and in succeeding weeks had given Cardinal fans little

to cheer about. Entering Saturday's contest with a lack-lustre 2-4

record, the Cards were anywhere from 13 to 20 point underdogs.

But, it was Little Three time on Weston Field, time to reach back for

something extra, and before the game was very old, the Cardinals had

made it clear that they came to play. The final score read Williams 35,

Wesleyan 16, but most of the 7,000-pius that huddled around Weston

Field on a brisk autumn afternoon would agree tha^ the gentlemen

from Middletown deserved a better fate. "~\

[photo hi' Roe]
Jiic Twinhif' [3^]sa)(>ls down the rt^ht sideline behind a wall ofblockers on his way to a 68 -

vtinl punt return. Twining's heroics went fornaught , however, as a clipping penalty nullified

the score. " '

'

Although Williams managed to put five

touchdowns on the board, it was defense that

made the difference. Led by linebacker Bud
Niden and defensive ends Tim Mages and
Jack Costello, the stingy Ephs limited

Wesleyan to only 52 rushing yards ( 151 yards

overall) and sacked quarterback Brad
Vanacore 10 times, often in key situations.

Williams had little trouble moving the ball

ia the first half against an inexperienced

Wesleyan defense. On their second

possession, the Ephs marched 65 yards in

nine plays to take a 7-0 lead. Jim Baldwin's 36-

yard scamper to the Cardinal 1 set up Rod
Geier's one-yard scoring plunge.

With just seconds remaining in the first

quarter, safety Joe Twining fielded a

Wesleyan punt on his own 32 and raced 68

ya^ds down the right sideline for an apparent

touchdown. A clipping penalty nullified the

score, however, and Williams took over on the

home 39.

[photo by Roe]

Goalie Tracy Mcintosh [airborn] and halfback Henry Haff hold the fort in the face of a

Wvslevan bombardment. The contest ended in a 3-3tie.

Soccer bows
to U. Conn.,

ties Cards
by NickCristiano

The Williams soccer team got right into the

warm, friendly spirit of Homecoming
Weekend on Saturday morning. Casually

handing a scrappy Wesleyan team three

goals, including a special bonus with just two
seconds left in the first half, the Ephs barely

escaped with a 3-3 tie.

"We were mentally unprepared," said

goaltender Skip Grossman from the bench,

indicating that the Purple may have been a

bit overconfident of the 3-5-2 Cardinals. That
supposition had to be based on pretty

nebulous grounds, since the Purple had just

dropped three in a row to level their record at

4-4-1.

Reason for the optimism may have been
their impressive showing in the tough 2-0 loss

to UConn on. Wednesday ahernoon, in which
the Ephs showed they could hold their own
against the best trf them when they're

psyched.

Early g^me jitters and awe of the mighty
Huskies ( no. 3 in the nation) allowed UConn to

get a pair of less than artistic goals within the

firsl^fvelve minutes of play. MikeSwofford's

lofting shot, on which Grossman seemed to be
screened for a moment, hit the goal post and
caroomed in for the first one. The usually

reliable Purple defense then failed to clear a
loose ball in front of the net, allowing All-New
England forward Frantz Innocent to score
easily.

The roles were reversed on Saturday, ex-

cept that the more talented Ephs looked about
as excited to play soccer as Beetle Bailey is to

do KP.
The Ephmen wasted no time in showing

that they were in a generous mood. Just two
and a half minutes into the game, they wat-
ched as co-captain Carl Cavrell fired a point-

blank shot off the chest of Tracy Mcintosh,
then kicked in the rebound.

Williams got it back easily—almost too
easily—when Mike Elkind broke Jim Hield
down the right side a minute-and-a-half later.

Hield drew Jim Brakoniecki out of his net,

then beat him to the far side to knot the game.
Diminutive Dave "Radar" Napolitan then

found himself all alone in front of the net with
the rebound of a Hield shot. The junior's first

goal ever put the Ephs ahead at the 22:40
make.
Ho hum, when do the parties start? Well,

three Wesleyan forwards looked like they

were having a private one in front of the

Williams goal as the first half clock ran down.
No purple-shirts crashed it, and the grateful

Cardinals managed to get the ball past

Mcintosh with just two seconds showing.

After a fairly even start to the second half,

the Ephmen showed some flashes of

JkJjf please torn to p*9* "

Baldwin then engineered a pretty 61-yard

drive climaxed by Geier's second touchdown,

a twisting 18-yard run that saw the senior co-

captain shake a half-dozen tackles and score

standing up. Geier led all rushers with 68

yards in 21 carries.

'^Williams got on the scoreboard again just

before the half. Quarterback Don Wallace,

making his first appearance of the afternoon,

threw 20 yards to a wide open Marc Byrnes to

make it 21-0. A short Wesleyan punt and a

facemask penalty set up the score.

The Cardinals refused to quit. They had

been labeled a first half Upam in many
quarters; statistics showed they had been

outscored by the opposition 93-28 after the

intermission. But, this was no ordinary game,

and while visions of last year's 44-0 debacle

danced in the heads of more than a few

Wesleyan fans, the Cards went to work.

The Wesleyan defense did its thing, holding

Williams to a meager 127 yards in the second

half, and Vanacore, who spent most of the

first half fleeing the likes of Harry Jackson

and J. C. Chandler, responded by scrambling

and passing his males back into the game.
Early in the third quarter, on a third-and-13

play, he connected with split end John Gaebe
for 28 yards and a touchdown. The conversion

pass to fullback Dave Campbell made it 21-8.

Midway through the final period, the

Vanacore-Gaebe combination clicked again.

This time it was fourth-and-18 when
Vanacore, closely pursued by a flock of

purple shirts, spotted Gaebe between two

Williams defenders and threaded the needle

lor 24 yards and six points. The same duo
collaborated on the conversion to narrow the

gap to 21-16. '

"We just weren't going after them,"

Williams coach Bob Odell said afterwards.

"We got out to a commanding lead and just

sort of relaxed. At halftime, we limited our

offensive repertoire. Vou don't want to razzle-

dazzle it when you're that far ahead. You
have to give them credit, though," he added.

"It seemed like everytime it was third or

fourth down, they came up with the big play."

But, Baldwin quashed any hopes of an upset

with a pair of scoring tosses late in the game
to tight end Bob Murphy. The first, a 29-

yarder, came on the heels of a Vanacore
fumble at the Wesleyan 32. The second,

covering 14 yards, followed an unsuccessful

fake punt attempt deep in Wesleyan territory.

Williams will be seeking its fourth straight

Little Three title this Saturday at Amherst, a

feat that has been accomplished only four

times in the 89-year history of the series. The
Ephs lead, 45 wins to 39 with four games
ending in ties.

Amherst (5-2) is coming off a tough 24-19

loss at Trinity that snapped a five-game

winning streak. After bowing to Springfield

(26-16) in their season's opener, the Lord Jeffs

had strung together wins over A.I.C. (30-€),

Bowdoin (14-12), Rochester (27-0), Wesleyan

(17-7), and Tufts (31-10).

The Lord Jeffs are led by tight end Dave
Comerford (6-5, 235) and tailback Jeff Hogan,

both sophomores. "Those two are the keys to

their offense," Odell said. "They don't have a

Scott, Fugett, Murphy, orOsborn, but they're

a solid, basic, well-coached football team."

The Ephs, who have defeated Amherst
three years in a row (30-14 last fall), should

find themselves in the unfamiliar role of

favorite on Saturday. The Lord Jeffs were
riefavv favorites the last three times the two

teams met. Williams has beaten Amherst
only once (1972) In the past 14 years on Pratt

Field

Waterpolo

loses historic

home game
The Williams College Waterpolo Club made

history last Friday night by playing its first

home game before a packed and loud cr()wd

at the Muir Pool. Taking on an excplient

veteran R.P.I, team, the inexperienced

Williams squad, with just two games under its

belt, played an aggressive and exciting game,

only to lose, 20-11.

R.P.I, was the Williams opponent In the

latter's inaugural game at Troy last month

Even with extensive use of the Engineers

bench, E.P.I, easily manhandled the Ephmen

in the first contest, while also introducing

them to the "below the surface" moves of

waterpolo. Friday's rematch pitted first

string versus first string throughout the

game, and the display was very different

from a month ago.

The scoring started off quickly, with R F I

grabbing a 3-0 lead in the first two minutes of

play. Williams fought back, using good picks

and powerful outside shooting by R.J. Con

nolly and Dave Preiss and some clever chip

shots by Chuck Chokel to play R.P.I, evenly

for the remainder of the half. Frequent

substitutions and the superior conditioning of

Williams became very evident towards the

end of the half, as the freshman line of Stuart

Deans, Phil Wild, and Paul VonEigenbegan to

swim circles around the Engineers.

The second half plan for R.P.I, was to come

out swinging with a fast, tenacious game

Williams was again caught flat as the R P 1

star, playing the "bucket man" position m

front of the Williams goal, began to score

almost at will. The Ephman fought back with

some scoring from the Chokel-Connolly

Barclay line, and defensive handiwork by

Steve Murphy and Tom McEvoy.

The rough play in the second half brought

an unusual amount of penalties, and despite

excellent refereeing, the game almost got out

of control. The battle continued into the early

part of the fourth quarter, when two of the

less gentle Engineers and McEvoy of

Williams were asked to go cool off in the

showers. At this point, the game settled down

to a more respectable fever, and gave witness

to some beautiful goal tending by freshman

Gary Petrosino, to the applause of 200-odd

screaming spectators.

The final score indicates the superior

waterpolo talents of R.P.I. , but not the

tremendous potential of the Ephmen. The

mostly freshman team has only five seniors

on the roster. The goal tending lies in the

capable hands of sophomore Tim Jones and

freshman Gary Petrosino. Each had ten

saves Friday night and are improving

steadily at initiating the fast break. The

depth of the team is such that two separate

squads of equal ability could be fielded. And

most remarkable of all is the fact that th(>

club could compete on an intercollegiate level

with only two months of bi-weekly practices

behind it.

The Waterpolo Club hopes to have a ten-

tative schedule next spring, then to compete

in the New England Waterpolo League on a

regular schedule basis when the season

begins again next fall. U
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Dean questions law y

it' . /
Under new management, Williamstown 's only theatre has scheduled classic and recent

critically acclaimedfilms to attract a greater number ofstudentsfrom the College.

Nickelodean presents

alternative film fare
by Dana Perlstein

On Thursday, Nov. 7, Esquire Theatres
transferred its lease on the College Cinema to

Grand Illusions, Incorporated, renamit^
Williamstown's only movie theatre "The
Nickelodeon". Grand Illusions runs a second

Nickelodeon in Falmouth, on Cape Cod.

The first Nickelodeon was bom in 1971 when

HonorsDegree
splits faculty

and students
by Scott Fenn

Faculty and student reaction to the Com-
mittee on Educational Policy's (CEP) recent

motion to abolish the Degree with Honors was

sharply split at an open meeting held on Nov.

18 to discuss the issue.

In presenting the CEP majority report

William Gates, Professor of Economics, cited

three major disadvantages in the present

Honors program: the view that "some

students entered the program, not primarily

- for the educational value of the process, but

for the end result—a Degree with Honors; the

problem with achieving a tolerable degree of

equivalence between the honorific programs;

and the manpower problems caused by the

subsidized teaching of honors students at the

expense of the larger group of students not

involved in the Honors program."

Lee Drickamer, Assistant Professor of

Biology, presented a minority opinion in

which he listed four major reasons for

retaining the Degree with Honors. First, he

stated that the Honors Degree served as an

inducement for participation in advanced

study and has a "positive influence on the

quality of second semester Senior work.
'

Second, he said that abolition of the Honors

Degree might well have an adverse effect on

admissions. He stated that, at least in

Division III, many prospective students

seemed very interested in opportunities for

advanced and honors research. Drickamer

cited the current success of the present

Honors program in Division III as a third

reason for opposing its abolition. Lastly,

Drickamer cited "the very strong tendency

toward mediocrity and the lack of com-

petition in society today" as the most im-

portant reason for preserving the Degree with

Honors. He added that "the Honors Degree

provides a reward for those students who

want to do more than is offered in the regular

program."
If the proposed motion for the abolition of

the Honors Degree fails to win the support of

the faculty. Gates indicated that the CEP has

an alternate motion for a new programmatic

Honors program. The CEP unanimously

favored the programmatic Honors program

to the current one.

Principal argumente raised against the

CEP's moUon in the debate which followed

the CEP presentations were: 'that Honors

Degrees were useful in applying to graduate

piMM turn to page six
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Joel Trunum and Muro von Meter, freshly

discharged from the Armed Forces, built

their own theatre in Falmouth. The cinema

was built and staffed entirely by Tranum, von

Meter and their wives. Gambling that they

could do a better job than the large interstate

chain that owned most of the threatres on the

Cape, they were proven right in 1972 as they

finally began to reap profit. While the win-

tertime as expected proved financially

barren for them, their problem during the

summer was one of too few seats for an

audience hungry for their alternative to Cape
cinema.

In September, Tranum and von Meter

learned that Esquire Theatres was trying to

unload the College Cinema here. They
negotiated for transfer of the lease to take

place on December 2nd, but Esquire called

them the morning of November 7, telling

Tranum and von Meter to sign and take over

on that day or to forget it. While von Meter's

wife was in the process of having a baby, he

drove up to Williamstown, so that by the

afternoon of Friday, Nov. 8, he had become
the new owner.

Concerning the shaky financial history of

Spring Street cinema, von Meter said, "I'm

familiar with it, and I expect we'll forget the

past and go with the future." Besides a

please turn to page six

Student files kept closed

Value of

endowment
plummets

in market
by George J. Schut7.er

The market value of Williams College's

endowment fell more than $21 million during

the 15 month period which ended September

30.

The 30 per cent drop from over $70 million

to $49 million reflects the decline in the

securities markets, Francis H. Dewey III,

Vice President for Administration and

Treasurer of the College, said.

He added that the 30 per cent drop exceeds

that of the stock market indicators, such as

the Dow Jones Index, but is similar to the

decline faced by mutual and pension funds.

Other small northeastern colleges con-

tacted by the KeAd also reported drops in the

market values of their endowments. During

the same fifteen month period, Wesleyan's

endowment fell over 17 per cent; Smith's

dropped 38 per cent; and Union's dipped 26

per cent (Some of the above figures may be

attributable to changes in book value as well

as the decline of the stock market.)

Despite the drop in market value, income

from the endowment, which Ukes the form of

interest and di\Wends on stock and bonds,

has not faUen but has probably "increased by

by Andrea Axelrod
Students will be able to see all materials in

their various student files excepting those

written prior to November 19, 1974 or

guaranteed to^be kept in confidence by the

College, according to Dean Neil R. Grabois.

Students are allowed access to their files

under the "Buckley Amendment" to the

Elementary and Secondary School Act that

-went into effect Tuesday.
The amendment, introduced by Senator

James Buckley of New York, prohibits

Federal funds to any educational institution

that denies parents of students or students 18

and over "the right to inspect and review any
and all official records, files, and data
directly related to their children" or, in the

case of the older student, himself.

The law also prohibits the release of any
information from such files to outside

agencies without the parent's or student's

written consent and requires that parents

"have an opportunity for a hearing to

challenge the content of their child's school

records" to insure their accuracy and the

student's privacy.

The failure of the amendment to define such
essential terms as "student", "record,"

"file," and "hearing," as well as to deal with

the problems of letters of recommendation
and parents' financial statements that were
previously solicited with the guarantee that

the student would not see them, has angered
educators across the country. In addition, the

Education section of the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare has not set

guidelines or cleared any of the ambiguities

of the amendment and is not expected to do so

until sometime next spring.

Colleges are permitted 45 days in which to

establish procedure for honoring a student's

request to see his files. Williams is not

making use of such a delay, according to

Grabois, but will withhold information in the

files solicited in confidence until told other-

wise by legal counsel. Two students asked to

see their files on the day the law went into

effect. Materials that would be withheld from
them in the files kept by the Registrar's office

were their secondary school records, teacher

and peer recommendations, and other letters

of recommendation that might \x sent to the

Dean's office.

An advisory committee to Grabois has b^en

meeting for the past month to phrase the

college's response to the Buckley Amend-
ment. "The committee must weigh the rights

of a student to review a file with the moral

obligation the College feels to those who've

written recommendations and other papers

pledged in confidentiality," said Grabois.

Millions

diotVi<{.^j^

.

The commitlee consists of advisory

Director of Admissions Philip Smith,

Registrar George Howard, Professor
Frederick Rudolph, and Michael Durst 75.

Rudolph described his role on the committee
as that of someone interested in "what kind of

permanent records there should be from the

point of value <rf the history of the college."

"What can be collected without com-
-i)romising the student's privacy throughout

all time?" Rudolph asked. Grabois said that

although the records were not available to the

public, the College has storage areas filled

with student records going back to "at least

1910."

Up to now, the College would only release

"public information" to outside investigators

without a written release from the student.

This information, available in the college

catalog, consists of the dates of a student's

attendance at Williams, whether he received

a degree, his major, and whether the degree

was with distinction (cum laude, with honors

in the major field).

Grabois saw the amendment as arising in

part from the public's concern "over what
information organizations that seem
threatening to us maintain on us." "We have
nothing that is threatening," said the Dean
who emphasized that the Deans' offices have
absolutely no access to information the

psychological counseling service might have
about students who use the service. "Records
kept by the psychologist's office are kept as

'aids to memory', and will be discussed by the

psychologist with the student," said Grabois.

Similarly, health records are kept separate

from Hopkins Hall files and will be discussed

with students by doctors who can explain

what their notes on the files mean.

Impactof Bill

The Dean's advisory committee, along with

educators across the country represented by

the American Council on Education and other

college and universi,ty associations at-

tempting to delay the bill, is particularly

concerned with the impact of the law on

secondary school recommendations and
recommendations written by college

professors for graduate school applicants.

Smith, Williams' Director of Admissions, for

fixample, fears that guidance counselors and
teachers will "pull back and provide less

information."

"I know people will clam up. We'll get less

information and we'll have to go back to

quantitative scores. I hope that won't happen.

We want to know about the quality of the

person. Subjective judgments are part of

please turn to page five
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a modest amount," Dewey said. With no

significant change in income, the College's

short term interests are not affected.

The College earned almost $3 million, a

yield of 4.79 per cent on market value, on its

endowment investments during the fiscal

year which ended June 30, 1974.

Dewey indicated more concern that the

decline of the stock market may "affect

donors' abilities to make generous con-

tributions" than he did with its effect on the

market value of the endowment

Because of Ux laws, donors often donate

stocks with values which have appreciated

since purchase to colleges. With the stock

market headed downward, substantial ap-

preciations are not being recognized.

Because of the current economic situation,

Dewey said the College is "not pressing for

immediate answers" from potential donors

for its Capital Funds for the Seventies drive.

Despite the economic conditions, contributors

continue to donate, Dewey indicated.

As of June 30, 1974, the College held 69 per

cent of its endowment investments in com-

mon stock. 17 per cent in bonds. 1 1 per cent in

loans to plant funds and 4 per cent in other

areas.

The investments include stock from over 80

different companies in such areas as

automobile manufacturing, oil, chemicals,

drugs, utilities and banking y^p
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Wasted Plenty

With tomorrow set as a world fast day, the Williams community has an

ODDortunitv to add its support to relief efforts aimed at famme-stncken

2?eK Africa SsiuSAsia. ^ight now though, it appears that college

resDonse will be poor, if not non-existent, to the present efforts, buch a

smiBJiJ^ted en?ugh' in itself since money will be {enied tof«jt've rehrf

organizations (Oxfam - America and Project Relief), but this lack ot

rSse seems to stem from a deplorably widespread behef on campus

that waste is a student prerogative.
^ . ^ u j tu » *^ «

While last year almost 60 per cent of the student body either fasted or

made contribuGons, the response this year has been "rather disappointing

according to Burke Balch, one of the campus fast organizers, '^ven con-

tributions haven't reached nearly the level of last year. Also, we had a lot

more people working for us last year. The work load must be getting to

people We don't have enough posters, etc. up as a result. 1 m very

^^llus too late noW to pledge for the fast as lists of participants had to be

finalized for distribution to dining halls this afternoon. Nevertheless, a

mod^t donation of several dollars to the fast relief effort would offset the

dismal showing this year and turn a floundering program into a success.

Obviously, the complexity and pervasiveness of the food problem
guarantee its longevity as a world-wide dilemma for years to come. It will

probably stand qs the biggest hurdle to successful entry into the twenty-first

century. Short-term solutions will not solve long-term problems.
One may also ask whether small-scale donations (such as the efforts on

campus at present) can solve world-wide needs. Most assuredly they can. It

is often a co-ordinated effort between manv smaller elements which can
result in massive affects. Economists often tout that the best place to start

attacking the inflationary cycle is to extinguish individuals 'inflationary

expectations, the Victory garden and rationing programs during World
War II were predicated on this idea. Similarly, if the battle against wide-
spread starvation is to be successful, people in the more fortunate countries
which enjoy more than adequate diets (the Soviet Union, Western Europe,
Canada, and the United States all, according to Newsweek, maintain
average diets with a caloric intake at least 10 per cent above adequate
levels) must make concerted efforts to reduce the excessive amounts of

food thev are consuming.
At tne campus level the most effective place to begin would be the

reduction of the scandalous amounts of wasted food students plop onto
conveyors in the major dining halls. A spot check of the three largest halls-

Baxter, Mission Park, and Cfreylock, revealed that excessive quantities of

absolutely untouched food goes into the barrels every meal. Most of this

waste is extra desserts, salads, and drinks which are never touched.
Roy Clark, head chef at Mission Park, has watched his food costs rise 15

per cent this year without an appreciable rise in students served and after

allowances are made for inflation. At least 10 of this 15 per cent he estimates
finds its way to the garbage. "Students are aware, but I don't think they are
taking the issue to neart," Clark noted. "If every student worked on the
conveyor and saw the amount of food that was untouched, they'd be sick.

It's not a question of a meal being too spicy or too cold. Most of what comes
back is juice, bread, butter, sugar, and milk . . . none of it even tried."

There is a saying in the navy, "Take all you want, but eat all you take."
Clearly people are taking too much here and not eating enough. Food Ser-

vices will not let anyone go hungry. Not is the ReAd suggesting that drastic
cuts in food portions are m order. We do sugge?,t two things: One, use some
intelligence in filling your tray. Bv the time salads, desserts and drinks
squeeze onto the tray, that ^small main course can look rather big. The
resultant reduction in waste^could bring lower board rates and more food
variety. Two, Food Services should initiate a policy of one meatless day a
week, saving money and cutting the college consumption of beef, with one
pound requiring seven pounds of grain each. There are a number of good
meals which aren't ascetic vegetarian creations, and the potential for grain
savings would be valuable for our exports to famished areas.

Friday should be the first day of^a college anti-hunger program, not the
last.

•

Editorial Notes
Thanksgiving: The ReAd will not be published next week as the College

celebrates Turkey Day and the editors watch Bullwinkle float through New
York. The next issue of the ReAd will appear Thursday, Dec. 5.

Newsbriefs: Starting with the next issue, the ReAd will only print
notices not appearing in the Register. Deadlines for such announcements
are Sunday at 3:00 p.m. Every effort will be made to print Newsbriefs of
interest to the college community. However space constraints will often
restrict the number of notices that get into each issue.

Correspondence: The ReAd welcomes letters to the editor. Letters must
be signed and in the ReAd office by 3:00 p.m. Sunday. The editors reserve
the right to edit letters according to space available and to withhold
publication of letters not of generalinterest to the community. N B Short
pithy letters stand the best chance of being printed.

ReoordAdvocoi
.
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Williams Merges Tradition

and Innovation

by John W. Chandler

The RecordAdvocate has asked me to offer

some comparative observations of Williams

as I knew it during 1955-67 when I was a

faculty member and as I see it now after

having returned in 1973.

The history of Williams in the past twenty

years illustrates how higher education
reflects the larger society. For example, the

widespread political indifference of students

in the middle 1950s surely had something to do
with the general weariness of a country that

had experienced two major wars (WW II and
Korea) in the recent past

The overall history of American higher

education during the past two decades has

been marked principally by the extension of

educational opportunity to population groups

that previously lacked the means and
aspiration for such experience. The college-

going population has quadrupled during that

period.

Williams has come to terms with the

democratization of higher education by

serving a more diverse student body while

retaining its selectivity and intellectual

elitism. The past twenty years have wit-

nessed the growth of the public school group

in the student body from one-third to two-

thirds of the total. Twenty years ago the

number of black students in an entering class

averaged one or two, and these proportions

did not change significantly until about ten

years ago.

The increased diversity among students

has been matched by similar changes in the

composition of the faculty. The faculty, which
was all-male in 1955, now includes twenty-six

women as full-time members.

Smooth transition

The College's transition to coeducation has

gone smoothly and the gains have been

remarkable. To appreciate the tran-

sformation fully one must remember such

things as how Williams men used to canvass

the town for rooms for their house party

guests or how the Record used to publish the

names and colleges of the house party dates,

matched up with their Williams hosts, and

listed by fraternities. Amateur campus

sociologists used those lists to measure the

relative popularity al the women's colleges

h John W. Chandler

and to rate the social standing of the
fraternities according to the collegiate homes
d the visiting womea
The transition from the fraternity-based

residential systeip to the present house
system began in 1962. Along with the decision
to admit women, this was surely one of the
two most significant developments in recent
Williams history.

The seventeen fraternities that fed almost
all the upperclassmen and housed nearly half
of them constituted enclaves that in both
subtle and ovSrt ways steered their members
away from certain activities and
achievements and towards others, depending
upon the ethos of particular fraternities. The
lilting of those constraints and the relief of

anxieties that attended the processes of

fraternity selection created a reside^itial-

social atmosphere that is much more sup-

portive of the educational goals of Williams.
Moreover, the changes in the residential

system provided the principal impetus for the

discussions and studies that led to the

adoption of the 4-W-4 curriculum in 1967.

The Williams curriculum of twenty years
ago consisted largely of year courses. That
feature, combined with a foreign language
requirement and a distribution requirement
twice as large as the present one, meant that

Williams students then enjoyed considerably

less elective freedom than do present day
students. It should be noted, too, Uiat until the

Area Studies Program was established about
twelve years ago the Williams curriculum
contained very few courses that took the

student out of the European-American
stream of history and culture.

Growth without loss

Despite the fact that the enrollment has

grown from approximately 1050 students

twenty years ago to about 1900 (including

graduate students) today, Williams has

retained the qualities of a small college. The
informal style continues, and communication
between faculty and students is easy and
natural. The faculty today, no less than \n the

past, is chosen and evaluated primarily on the

basis of teaching promise and performance.

But despite the College's excellent success in

carrying out the plans that led to the ad-

mission of women and growth of the student

body by one-half, there must be further

adaptation and assimilation before the
faculty and staff are as comfortably adjusted
to the new circumstances as they were to the
old. Ten years ago it was not unusual for a
faculty member to know everyone on the

faculty. Itvis doubtful that any faculty

member now knows all his colleagues. Ten
years ago there were probably more oc-

casions for informal contact among faculty

members, particularly across departmental
lines. The sense of community among
Williams students is probably as strong now
as it ever was, whereas, the growth of the

College has meant at least some temporary
loss of cohesion among faculty and staff.

These various observations lead me to

conclude that Williams has done much better

than simply change with the times. I believe it

serves the current generation of students
better than it served earlier generations.

Looking ahead

What of the future?

The future of all American higher
education, and particularly private higher

education, will be greatly affected by public

policy decisions.

Even as one of the very few truly out-

standing colleges, Williams cannot afford the

luxury of complacency. The free-standing

and independent Uberal arts college was the

most characteristic institution of higher

education up until World War II, at which
time only at>out fifteen per cent of secondary

school graduates went to college. Today, by

contrast, we have mass higher education, and
most students attend huge multi-purpose

public institutions. Until after World War II

higher education was rarely planned and

directed by comprehensive public policy

decisions, except in such instances as the

creation of the Land Grant college system
with the passage of the Morrill Act in 1862.

. Today, with large public dependence on

colleges and universities for trained per-

sonnel and research information, higher

education has become a pre-eminent object of

pubhc policy. Pubhc and private institutions

alike are included in comprehensive plans to

meet various public requirements. And
virtually all colleges and universities benefit

from government funding programs designed

to meet such specific objectives - as the

upgrading of science instruction through the

progrtim of the National Science Foundation
or the improvement of scholarship and
teaching in the humanities through grants

from the National Endowment for the

Humanities.

Priva le funds preferred

' Williams depends very little on public

funds. It prefers the flexibility and freedom
that are better preserved by reliance on
private philanthropy. Fortunately, the
alumni and friends of Williams provide for

the College on a scale virtually unmatched by
any similar institution.

Nonetheless, the trend is definitely towards
more programs of government support at

both state and federal levels. Such programs
are necessary for most private institutions

and they are justified because of the public

mission performed by those institutions. But
such support inevitably brings with it coil-^

straints and requirements. If government
regulation should take the form of controlling

admissions policy, enrollment levels, and fee

schedules, then obviously various federal and
state bureau^ rather than trustees and faculty

would determine the basic character of

colleges and universities.

For the reasons indicated here I strongly

prefer that programs of federal and state

support for private higher education take the

primary form of scholarship grants to

students who then make their own decisions

about which institutions to attend. By having

support go to the student rather than directly

to the institution, a college is buffered against

undue government interference and
regulation.

Public policy for higher education in the

United States is increasingly directed

towards providing certain . kinds of

professional and vocational skills. In ad-

dition, there. is a widespread and unfortunate

trend towards matching up certain jobs with

particular levels of formal education,

whether or not the formal education relates to

job competence. Many colleges and specific

college programs are in danger of becoming
credentials factories, and the credentials

craze is being fostered and supported by
various public poUcy decisions.

The spirit of liberal learning is, of course,

antithetical to this trend and must be
protected against it. The history of Williams

is a story of distinction in liberal learning. Its

future course must be guided by that same
goal.

John W. Chandler was a member of the

Religion department at Williams from 1955-

07, at which time he was appointed President

of Hamilton College where he received

practise for his present job as President of
Williams.

Food Crisis - Where, Why,
What Can We Do ?

The ability of the world to feed its people,

always a difficult problem, is now in more
serious doubt than ever before. In the past,

the problem for American farmers and

United Nations experts was how to dispose of

and distribute surplus agricultural output

Those days are now gone. The increasing

demand for food now appears to be outrun-

ning supply, assuming that current patterns

of consumption and production remain the

same.

The four basic components of agricultural

production—land, water, energy, and fer-

tilizei^are all in short supply. Further, the

prospects for rapid or cheap increases in the

supplies of these foiir elements are not good.

A series of other change*—a decline in world

grain production in 1972, a reduction in fish

catches, a marked decrease in world food

reserves, apparent changes in weather

patterns in some areas of the world, and the

continued increase in population growth—all

have brought about fundamental change in

the world food picture.

Two elements have combined to assure

continued increases in demand for food The

population of the world is growing at ap-

proximately 2.0 per cent a year and at this

rate it will double in about a generation. To
-feed the world's people as they are now fed, it

will be necessary to double output in the same
period.

There is a second source of increased

demand for food. As nations become
wealthier, as the standard of Uving rises, a

shift in diet takes place from wheat or rice

products to meat. Because it takes about 10

pounds of wheat to produce a pound of beef,

this shift nuulcedly increases the demands

that wealthier countries make on the world's

agricultural output. The average American

consumes roughly five times the agricultural

resources of the average Indian. These two

trends—rapidly are increasing population,

and continually increasing consumption in

the wealthier nations—raise serious questions

about the world's ability to avoid widespread

starvation in many areas of the globe.

In the past the world has been able to rely

on the excess agricultural production of the

United States to prevent disaster. Over the

last twenty years the U.S. has been the world

food bank. This was due to two factors. In

order to maintain price stability for the

American farmer the U.S. government would

enter the grain market and purchase excess

production. In this way, over a period of time,

large reserve stocks of grain were built up.

AddiUonally in the United States during the

50's and 60's the government again to

maintain price stabihty in the American

market, paid farmers to hold agricultural

land in reserve not to grow food. This excess

land, readily usable for production, served as

an addiUonal buffer against bad times in

other parts of the world. Both of these

reserves are not depleted. Since 1970 just

about all the agricultural land that had been

held out of production has now been put back

into use. Additionally, the grain reserves in

the U.S. are now at their all-time low, par-

tially as a result of the massive grain sale to

the Soviet Union in 1972 and in part from a

continuing increased demand for these

reserves There is now no sizable reserve

anywhere in the world. The ability of the

world community to react to serious

widespread crops failure is, thus, now m

doubt.

The trends leading to the crisis nature of the

world problem have been building for years.

What is new now is the clarity of the problem.

This clarity stems from a number of factors.

The decrease in food output for 1972 was
about 4 per cent but combined with the 2 per

cent increase in population there was a net

deficit of about 6 per cent. Also, the shortage

of fertilizer price rise have brought into

question the success of the "green
revolution."

The "green revolution" was the develop-

ment in the 1960's of certain dwarf varieties of

rice and wheat When grown with the proper

inputs of fertilizer, water, and farming

techiniques the new varieties can double

yields pet acr€ With fertilizer prices at the

current high level the spreading of the "green

revolution" is now in questioa

Another source of food, the oceans, were

once thought to be limitless. This is also in

question.

From 1950 to 1970 the world fish catch rose

steadily from 21 million tons to 70 million tons

annually. In 1971 there was a sharp drop.

While there is delwte as to the precise cause

of this drop, all indications are that there has

been over-fishing to such a degree that it will

fake a number of years for the fish stocks to

regenerate and that there are, in fact upper

limits to the amount of fish that can be taken

in a given period. Because fish are a source of

protein the drop in fish production is of

critical importance.

The United Nations-sponsored World Food

Conference in Rome, this November was the

first such meeting among nations to discuss

food problems on a global scale. Perhaps the

most important topic of discussion at these

meetings was the question of establishing a

global foodreserve system. Discussion of the

need for such an international global food

system reflects the reality that it is no longer

possible for the United States alone to serve

as the world food bank. The need to in-

ternationalize a reserve food system also

reflects a growing concern with the "politics

of food."

Most people are in agreement that the

poorer nations must carry a fuller share of

their own food production. But this is no easy

task and will require considerable support

from western nations, and the now rich Arab
oil states. Additionally in the short term there

is need for mechanisms, such as a global food

reserve system, to assure against possible

disaster due to sharp weather changes and

crops failures. In the long run the world's

population will have to be brought into

balance with the finite capacity of the world

to produce agriculture.

In the words of Lester Brown of the

Overseas Development Council. "The
changing nature of global food scarcity and
the diminishing capacity of the international

community to respond to food emergencies

make it all the more urgent to strenthen

support for the agricultural development of

such populous, foods short countries as

Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, and Nigeria.

Such support should give special attention to

the role of small farms in the productive

effort This approach to rural development

also greatly increases the motivation for

limiting family size."

The money which is raised on campus this

wedc is designed to go to projects which

improve the efficiency and productivity of

such agricultural developrhent . .„ ,
i

This article was provided by Oxfam-America

and Project Relief, the organieat^nt spon-

soring the Fast for a World HarvtMt on

campus this Friday, November 23.
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Sex and comedy

*Six Characters ' soon at AMT
by John Ellis

The second Williams College Theatre

production of the year will be Luigi Piran-

dello's Six Characters in Search of an Author,

to be presented at the Adams Memorial

Theater on the 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th of

December at 8:30 p.m.

The play deals with the intense and comic

confrontation of a professional acting com-

pany with the six characters who suddenly

appear, demanding that their own play be

performed. The character's drama is a tragic

one, nearly melodramatic, which as it un-

folds, however, becomes more obscure and

which, when the play ends, remains

ultimately unresolved. Their story is a sordid

one dealing with pathological jealousy,

father-daughter incest, the cedipal conflict,

sibling murder, and suicide. At the same
time, however, there is the comedy and broad

irony of the vain attempt of the acting com-

pany to perform this tragedy.

Written in 1921, the psychological issues

which are the play's central core were rare

indeed for the theatre of Pirandello's age. In"

exploring the human situation, Pirandello

penetrates the sub-conscious and, in dramatic

terms, gives life to the situations which Freud

called the "primal" phantasies. The play

emphasizes the instability of the human
personality and the consequent im-

penetrability of the human mirid.

Six Characters in Search of an Author

radically questions objective reality. It looks

for the face behind the mask. Each of us

create a separate reality with which we
deceive ourselves; the tragedy comes when
at random the mask is ripped from our face.

Six Characters is a play about the theatre.lt

attacks the conventions of life by destroying

the conventions of traditional theatre. Here
actors no longer pretend to be real people and
scenery is merely canvas and wood.

The result Pirandello himself called "a
mixture of the tragic and the comic, the

fantastic and the realistic." Six Characters is

widely thought to be the most important,

influential play of early modern drama. G. B.

Shaw called it the most "original" drama that

he had ever seen. The play is a highly

theatrical, exciting, flamboyant work of art.

Pirandello himself was born in Sicily in

1867, the son of a well-off merchant. Rejecting

his father's business, Pirandello went to

Bonn, where he received his doctorate in

hterature. When he returned to Italy he

married, but his marriage was soon an agony

for him. His wife began to suffer a per-

secu^n complex and for fifteen years she

hounded Pirandello with an irrational

jealousy, trying to isolate him from all female

contact whatsoever. She was, finally, com-

mitted.

Pirandello began to write first as an

avocation but soon made it his career, writing

mainly novels at first He wrote his first"play

in 1917. Soon came his two masterpieces, Six

Characters (1921) and Henry IV (1922) and

with them international fame. Pirandello was
awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in

1934, the year before his death.

Six Characters in Search for an Author will

be the first production directed by theDept. of

Drama's new chairman, Jean-Bernard
Bucky, and will be designeid by Dick Jeter.

Student tickets can be obtained for a 50 cent

service charge with an ID. The Box office is

open weekdays from 12-5 p.m. (458-3023.)

\photo by Herlitz]

The son, Martin Carmichael, destroys the father, John Ellis, in ' 'Six Characters

'

'

at the

AMT Dec. 5, 6, 7, and 8. Also featured: Ann Cramer as the mother, and Nancy
Reichart and Tim Brooks as the children.

f«Ai«t1li«iof«Ai* Varied music to mark concert

Zoo happening

The Zoo Story, the drama by Edward Albee
will be played at the Studio Theatre (AMT)
this Friday at 7:30 and Saturday at 7:30 and
9:30 P.M. Directed by Lisa Williams, the play

features Doug Bishop and Bill Driscoll.

Chamber music
Two couples, James and Penelope Mark

and John and Giovina Sessions will play

chamber music at the Clark this Sunday, the

24th, at the Clark Art Institute. Pieces by

Strav'iiisky, Couperin, Rameau, Rossini, and
lliiidemilh.

Arts Editors note

The Arts Editor apologizes for the ex-

travagant confusion of last week's ReAd Arts

page. The two Jose Limon Dance Company
articles were placed under each other's

headline. The article which dealt with the

master class given by the company was
written by Frank Doelger.

The Williams College Choral Society will

sing music by Ives, Elgar, Mozart, Poulenc,

and Stravinsky in its seme&ter concert

Friday, November 22nd in the Thompson
Memorial Chapel. Kenneth Roberts will

conduct the 100-voice choir and an orchestra

that includes instrumentalists fronri Albany,
Hartford, and Boston, as welt 'as Williams

students.

After opening with The Circus Band,

written by Charles Ives to recollect his youth

and Yale fraternity days in the 1890's and
performed in honor of the 100th anniversary

of his birth, the Choral Society will perform
choral literature that examines the question

of man's—and particularly the artist's—

attempt to reconcile his world weariness with

his need for self-fulfillment and active ex-

pression.

Arthur O'Shaughnessy's little known ode
"The Music Makers" serves as the text for

Edward Elgar's extravagent oratorio of the

same name. The music, written for large

orchestra, an English oratorio choir, and solo

mezzo-soprano during Elgar's period of soul-

searching around 1912, weaves themes from
Elgar's Symphonies Nos. 1 and 2 and his

Kni^ma Variations. Carol Randies, who has
been a soloist with many orchestras and

Corea fans unite

Band presents benefit concert

Stanley Clarke

by Dave Rollert

"What matters is the effect created on

people, the emotional feeling of a concert
And if you can combine that feeling with

really good musicianship and technique, you
have a very beautiful means for com-
municating . .

."

—Chick Corea in a

Rolling Stone interview

Since the formation of Return to Forever,
Chick Corea has been reaching out to an ever-

broader audience, winning over enthusiastic

(and sometimes downright fanatical)
followers all over the world. With many other
respected jazz musicians toying around with
rock-influenced sounds, this might come as no
surprise. There is a big difference: while
many of the former greats switched styles for

apparently economic reasons, Corea is one of

the few that has kept the deep respect of die-

hard jazz fans as well as gaining that of rock
enthusiasts.

The reason is that Corea has adopted the

more ap^aling rhythms and sounds of

electronic .wk music, while maintaining
perfectionist jdKZ standards of musicianship.

Return to Forever has rapidly evolved into

one of the tightest and most imaginative
bands playing either jazz or rock. In addition,

Corea's exuberant compositions and
keyboard style are the unmistakable marks
of a jazz master.

The other members of the band are younger

than Corea, but no less distinguished. Stan

ClarlK, the bassist, is rapidly making his

reputation as an ingenious virtuoso. In this

year's Down Beat International Critics Poll,

Clarke was elected both Electric Bassist of

the Year and Acoustic Bassist of the Year,

which is no mean feat for a 23-year-old. He is

a figure to watch closely on December 7.

Guitarist Al Dimeola is only twenty, and
already developing a wide following. In an
interview, he listed his influences as
Stravinsky, Varese, Julian Bream—an(J

Larry Coryell.

Lenny White has played drums for half of

the jazz world, from Miles Davis (he was on
Bitches Brew) to Freddi Hubbard to Jackie

McLean. "In this band we communicate our
affinity for each other visually," he observed
in an interview, "and the people can see that

too. As w.e grow together we become more of

a band; the power is more evenly spread. And
there's more emphasis on the beat, the funky

part of it Our music is becoming less airy and
more earthy, and I like that"

The popularity of the band is growing
enormously. Iii fac( their concert fee has

doubled since they were coiitracted to play at

Williams. On December 1, Return to Forever
will perform in Carnegie Hall; last weekend
they appearetl at Symphony Hall in Boston.

There is little doubt in the music world that

Return to Forever will be a major force in

popular music for some time.

Return to Forever, with Chick Corea, will

be performing in Chapin Hall on Sahirday,
December 7 at 8 p.m. Ticket price is $4.00,
which includes a $1.00 donation to a fund
established by the Rugby Club to benefit
Hugh Hawkins, a Williams Alumnus who was
paralyzed in the alumni rugby game this Fall.
Although Return to Forever's fee is the sam^
as Jerry Jeff Walker'8,-the ACEC is able to
keep only $3,00,^ncet'he concert is a l>enefit

Security officers i^i^ve volunteered to work
without a fee, and r.-> agent's fee is being
charged. Tickets shouldbe on sale by the end
of the week. -^ „„,.^!5>^

college groups in the Northeast, will be the

mezzo-soprano.

Mozart's "Munich" Kyrle In d minor, K. 34i

was written in 1780-81 for Mozartian orchestra [

and four-part chorus. It is one of a series of

works that Mozart wrote in despair and I

searching over the unendurable conditions of

his employment under the Archbishop of

Salzburg. Others of the same period are his

Symphonic Concerlanle for Violin and Piano,

the Piano Concerto, K. 271, and Symphonies

2^ and 29. All of these works have extensive

use of the minor mode and rather elaborate

chromatic writing. This particular one was ,

for an official function at the Bavarian court

in Munich, an effort on Mozart's part to win

better employment.
A major Stravinsky's work. Symphony of

Psalms, is for orchestra with chorus. Seeking

a text to fill a vision, he found it in the Psalms, l

The first movement is an invocation in a

Phrygian mode, emphasizing the intensity of

the sinner's prayer for divine pity. The second

movement expresses the recognition of grace

received; the third is a great Psalm of praise

and glory. The entire work may be regarded

as a ritual of penance and of joy.

The concert willbeginat8:30 p.m. WiUiams

students are admitted without charge.

Al Dimeola rj-

i'-
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x-^cx)t the dog

Four in a Row

\x '^ by Peter Hillman

^turday at Amherst proved to be a fiesta

of colors. On the playing fields, purple and
gold met blue and white, while overhead the

sky alternated grey and blue. In the stands,

and on the sidelines, mink mingled with
brown, and blond women jostled brunettes for

clearer vision of the goings-on. Beverages
flowed—they flowed all weekend, white froth

followed for some by victorious golden
champagne. In the end, as goalposts toppled

_ and J. C. Chandler chugged a botUe of red
wine, there was a great deal to celebrate.

Memories stand out from Saturday's
events, moments that were especially
pleasant, or comic, or emotional. As he had
done two years ago at Amherst, Pete Zac-
cagnino, the team's senior manager, was
reassuring before the game. Always alert to

the powers of football psyche, Zac fabricated
the story about Amherst having cases of

champagne on ice in their locker-room before
the game. All he had to do to give the defense
a little charge was tell this to Bud Niden
during the team warm-ups. But there are
some stories which transpired days before the

game. Early in the week, a cryptic telegram
arrived from Amherst: "The Williams Of-

fense Reeks, and Is Matched Only by the
Horrid Defense led by Jackson and Chan-
dler." Show this to Harry and J.C, and you
are asking for trouble.

Always there is the memory of the Williams
crowd at Pratt Field, which out-yelled, out-

clevered, and seemingly out-numbered the

Amherst fans. Yes, Jim Baldwin said after

the game, the Williams crowd definitely

made a difference—"We could hear you when
we came out of the huddle, when we were
trying to get established, and when it was all

going well." When Amherst rallied late in the

second half, they really had very little vocal

spirit behind them.

And yet Amherst had an excellent team,

and they will continue to be tough in the
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coming years. As a tight end, Dave Comer-
ford looms as an awesome offensive threat for
two more years. For their first score, Hendrix
shocked the Williams specialty team with
amazing quickness as he dashed down the
sidelines for the score that narrowed the lead
to 14-8.

But Williams had it all when th^y needed it.

Wheh they needed a field goal to win, oi- the
extra points, Kevin Cramer aptly applied the
touch, When they needed the first score to
loosen things up Baldy found Redden - later,

Wallace found Eshelmart on a beautiful
scoring play, one which ranks with Maury
MatteUdo's run up the middle two years ago
as <^lays that helped to turn the tide of events.

Th"B. Williams defense never eased up,
continually frustrating DriscoU, the Amherst
quarterback; denying him time to set up for
the pass. When Amherst tried to run the hnes
closed up and Niden or Palladino would help
out the front four. For the offense, in the
trenches, Morin and Brian Smith helped clear
the way, as they have done for three years,
for a succession of talented WjUjams backs.
Still, there is the memory of seeln^Xim Dunn
hurt on the field, and the poignancy of the
moment which Dan Daly recreates so we^in
these pages.

When Williams had to throw the line

superbly protected the quarterback. If you
look for decisive points, consider the fact that

Williams never fumbled, or that they threw
only one interception, because to a great
extent Saturday's result was a matter of

superior ball control. In the crush of colors,

purple and gold completely out-played blue
and white.

It did not really matter that the New York
Tinie.s could care less, by headlining:

"Williams Loses To Amherst." I would
strongly recommend that for excellent
analysis you proceed to Dan Daly's piece.

Still, as a sportswriter, there are some things

Dan has to leave out.

I remember that two years ago, after

D'Arala's and T. Lee's last game, we spent

the night among Amherst's cherished
fraternities. Last Saturday, however,
somehow seemed to be a night to be with

Williams, in Williamstown. It had something
to do with the fact that we had won four in a

row over Amherst, having always been the

underdog, and that those four in a row were
something to cele\)rate. The party was in

Perry, and I'll never forget Jack Hiler tur-

ning down Ihe music to lead the cheers, again

proving he was just as sparkling off the field

as he was on it.

SPECIAL SKI SALE Conik^uing

Close out on 74 Skis-

BOOTS AND CLOTHING
GOING FAST . . . SO HURRY

—ask about the free GUT w/ith

squash racket purchase

—
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Closed files
from page one

competitive admissions, and people won't be
at all subjective if their letters of recom-
mendatioh can be read by the student," he
said.

Williams now requires a peer reference of
all applicants. "Kids tend to be very honest,
and I can't remember a recommendation
where someone was really out to get a fellow
student," said Smith, surmising there would
be no change when peers know their letters

will be seea
"One of the consequences of the amend-

ment will be to reduce, I would think, the
reliability and the quaUty of letters of

recommendation," said Rudolph. "With the
high quality student body at Williams, we are
not presented that often with the opportunity
to write negative letters. But we should be as
ready to justify a letter as a grade, although
perhaps it is harder because it is more per-

sonal," he said.

Maurice Filler, Director of Guidance at Mt.
Greylock Regional High School in William-
stown, suggested that guidance counselors
would devise techniques to get around the
law. "They will find their capacity for

camouflage when a negative recom-
mendation is the honest one," Filler said.

"Some will become devious and call later, but
that will be a problem mainly for kids you
can't go out on a limb for," he said. He added
that he will "continue to be blunt about a
student's capacity."

Smith said that several secondary school
counselors had called him to say they would
no longer fill out specific recommendations.
Another told him, "Buckley must have a lot of

stock in A.T. & T."

Williams students (the Dean has read
Williams' responsibility to the amendment as
a responsibihty only to students currently
enrolled at the College) will not be able to see
comments that were written about them at

their Admissions interview or on their ap-

plications.

Mason said that his office considered these
notes as part of the application that the

student agrees to have kept in confidence.

The Admissions Office maintains such
records for three years after an application is

entered in case a rejected applicant wishes to

reapply. These notes are kept out of the

student file in part, according to Mason,
because they are "so subjective" that they

might wrongly influence a freshman's faculty
advisor who is trying to become acquainted
with his advisee.

Other files

Files on students are additionally main-

tained by the offices of Financial Aid, alumni;

the Associate Provost, Security, Career
Counseling, and Computer Services.

There are no records on the computer of a

medical or disciplinary nature. The computer
bank consists of student payroll, directory

information, registration materials and
grades, admissions scores, ratings, activities.
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STl DKNTS WELCOMK

and aid, student loans, and organization \
mailings. y
Materials in student folders in the

Registrar's Office are the original request for

application, the appUcation, standard test '

scores, notice of acceptance and the student's

response, the secondary school mid-year and
final grade report, the signed statement
regarding college regulations, each year's

registration form, and Winter Study
registration forms.

Variably, there might appear correspon-

dence between students and the Admisisions

Office notice of action on Advanced
Placement-Committee on Academic Standing
tests, petitions and notice of actions, tran-

scripts from other colleges, requests for

transcripts, letters of withdrawal, application

for readmission, a memo from the College

psychiatrist if he is asked to discuss a
student's fitness to return to the College

community, correspondence between the

Dean's office and student, memos from
faculty concerning low grades, and letters

from parents.

Registrar Howard is concerned with what
he calls "the parent problem".

"As far as this office is concerned nothing
ever goes into that record that the student
shouldn't see. Usually the information is

student generated. There's nothing he
probably hasn't already seen. The recom-
mendations range from saying nothing to

being highly laudatory," said Howard.
"Sometimes the Parents' Confidential
Statement for financial aid is even kept from
the son's knowledge, or else sometimes

• parents write notes to the Deans that might be
highly embarrassing to the student, to say the

least. He would go home at Thanksgiving and
say, 'What in the world did you tell him that

for?' and there would be a nice little family
blow-up," said the Registrar.

Another result of the law is that parents will

no longer be sent copies of their children's

grades. Students will be. given two copies of

their grade reports with the option of sending
one home. Parents will be so informed by the

College.

Other schools react

Responses from schools across the country
,

differ. As reported in The New York Times
last Sunday, the University of Chicago has
sent two of its professors to Washington to

lobby for postponement (or a rescinding) of

the effective date of the law. Harvard has
sent letters to writers of confidential letters,

seeking releases for them. It will remove
letters from some 16,000 student files if the

release is not obtained

While the Buckley Amendment had been
supported by the American Civil Liberties

Union, the Children's Defense Fund, and the

National Committee Commission for Citizens

in Education as a positive attempt to restrain

irresponsible entries on student records such
as unproven allegations of homosexuality,

records of parental political activity, and
other remarks that might unfairly color a

child's permanent record, other groups see

the bill as an incredibly ambiguous, poorly

drawn document that will be particularly

detrimental to admissions procedures.

The problems of procedure, with due
regard to the protection of students' rights the

amendment intends, will be the continued

concern of the Dean's Office which has had an
advisory committee for two years deaUng
with the general questions of student privacy.

"I was concerned with who saw what under
what conditions," said Grabois, regarding his

past concern. The Buckley amendment has

made this concern an institutional one

without defining "who", "what", or "what
conditions."
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iGkelodeon
Itemative

in page one
''

greater number rf students from the College,

(there has been some antagonism between

the various managements and the college) in

the past Tranum declared that he hopes to

attract a number of "young people in their

twenties and early thirties who Iwve moved

off into the woods and who are lodcing for

some kind of homesteading, farm X^ • • •

(Eventually these people and the coUege

people should be co-equal customers.") Thus,

the Nickelodeon will not be in competition

with its nearest neighbor, the Mohawk in

North Adams.
Tranum and vonMeter have scheduled a

bill of classic and recent critically acclaimed

films. As independent bookers they are in a

totally different position from the major

theatre chains. The chains have great

financial leverage because they own so many
theatres (in some respects the business today

is oligopolistic). However, when they book

popular films, they are forced by the film

companies and their distributors to take films

of lesser quality as well. Independents like

Grand Illusions, on the other hand, do not

offer the distributors any kind of profit, and

as a result, first-run films are not available to

them. They must wait six months for even the

V financial disasters, and as long as one and a

^If years for anything, that was fairly suc-

cesisful. However, unlike the major com-

pani^, th§ independents need not show the

lesser films.

Often the most esoteric and critically ac-

claimed films have been profitless and can be

booked quite cheaply. Tranum considers

these to be loss leadere and the Nickelodeon

will run films of this sort for the most part on

Wednesday and Thursday, in order to

establish an atmosphere for regular patrons.

Tranum compared this policy to that of the

successful Park Square Cinema in Boston—

a

theatre which he described—as being in "a

position of trust that takes time to establish."

Tranum stressed that he does not want to

compete with the college film organizations

and therefore the worst he would do would be

to play six months behind or ahead of them.

He explained that not only would advance

booking of Film Society or Committee choices

create bad feelings between the Nickelodeon

5UCU A tJMM /^SeLlN&-

H£. ON MSrtftC HIS
srupcNfe..

and the Bronfman people, but they would just

hurt each other at the box office and everyone

would take a beating.

Besides the change in actual film fare, the

appearance of the old theatre and the quality

of image and sound in the viewing area is due

for improvement according to Tranum. Von

Meter and he plan to remove the candy

counter and its cargo (rf "high-priced junk

food", and replace it with real popped pop-

corn, fresh every day; possibly raisins and

nuts; and maybe even free C(rffee! The

telephone answering service will be

discontinued. Red carpeting will be laid down

and softer lighting, possibly tiffany lambs,

will go in. The veneer paneling will be

replaced by new rough pine with a dark stain.

In the viewing area itself, ^a new screen is

coming, as well as black masking (the cur-

tains which bind the screen) to get rid of the

television-type glow that reflects off the

present masking. The parabolic reflectors in

the arc lamps will be replaced, for the first

time since 1949. This combination of the new
screen and the new reflector should produce

an image on the screen roughly four times as

bright as the one now being seen. Q

- Fall break:

a respite

from grinding
by Benjamin Pollock

The two-day Fall Recess appears to have

alleviated some of the first semester blues, an

informal ReAd survey has shown. Proposed

by the student-faculty Calendar and
Scheduling Committee last year to break up
the work tensions that develop from Sep-

tember to the Thanksgiving break, the Fall

Recess eij^led students to relax on campus
or to get*^ay for a few days.

In explaining the reason for the break

members of the Calendar and Scheduling

Committee noted "an unhealthy atmosphere"

that tended to arise from the first ten weeks of

previously uninterrupted fall semester
classwork, whereas the spring term was
divided by the two-week long spring recess as

well as the Winter Carnival hohday.

Jonathan Abbott '75, the only student

member of the Committee who had served on

\
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it last year, si^d he envisioned the fall recess

as an opportunity "for people to relax. It was

recommended to reduce toe tremendous

tension that builds up in the fall, which you.,

don't have in the spring".

The break appears to have been successful

in allowing students to unwind from toe

academic rigors of the semester. Many went

home for toe November 2-3 weekend and toe

two-day vacation toat followed. Otoers went

camping in toe mountains oc took in the sights

of New York or Boston. Some stayed on

campus to experience toe Purple Valley

under less pressured circumstances. Very

few students devoted much of toe break to

studies. (Last year supporters of the break

argued that it would give students an op-

portunity to catch up on studies.)

Many did just toat. Typical of many people,

was the student who "left Wednesday mor-

ning and didn't get back to Billsville until next

Wednesday" toereby extending toe two-day

break into a wedclong vacation. Members of

toe Committee said they recognized toat

some students would leave early and come
back late from toe fall recess. But, they said

tois was true of all vacations and that toe

leave early-return late syndrome was not so

much a problem of toe fall break as of toe

values of toe student. As Abbott said, "a

student pays a lot to go here. If he decides to

miss classes, that's his business." D

Honors degrees
from page one

schools; that toe CEP, in trying to attack

grade grubbing, was focusing on only one

aspect of a much larger problem; that there

was no justification for keeping the "Cuni,

Summa, Magna" distinctions if toe Honors

Degree was eliminated; toat toe CEP had no

right to tell studeitts what type of advanced
study programs should be relevant to toem;

and that the programmatic Honors program
would be unfeasible for small departments.

Arguments in favor of the CEP's motion

included: that Honors Degrees had little

importance in getting students into graduate

schools; that grades served toe dual purposes

of criticism and vaUdation but that Honors

Degrees were simply ego massages; that the

"Cum, Summa, and Magna" distinctions

were accepted nationally but that the Honors

Degree was a ratoer unique situation; and

toat the present Honors program has become
mediocre because toere are so many can-

didates for the' Honors Degree.

The College Council recently voted in favor

of the retention of the Honors program but

favored a 50 per cent reduction in toe number
of students granted toese degrees in order to y
insure their aura of prestige. Presently,

approximately 40 per cent of toe graduating

class receives a Degree wito Honors./ q
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thris Vogelsang [20]and Al Skene [12] begin purple surge in hockey scrimmage with St.

Nicks. '

_
.-— -

Swimmers take mark for '75
The Williams varsity swimming team

opened its 1974-75 season Monday by taking

third place in the annual 1,650 yd. Telephone

R^lay, trimming an incredible 1:09.5 off last

year's time. Williams' 14:25.5 clocking was
only 3.9 seconds behind the pace set by Brown
and less than 3 seconds behind second-place

Jdew Mexico State. The other participants,

Tufts, Lafayette, and Potsdam State, all

finished from 33 seconds to tnore than a

minute behind Williams.

A fine group of freshman swimmers is

largely responsible for the time drop, npne
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more so than Phil Wild, whose 100 yd. split of

:50.2 led the team and trailed the day's best

time by only .2 seconds. Close behind Wild
were senior Tom Detmer'(;51.1) and Soph
Paul Reilly ( :51.4). The team's average split

of : 52.57 was, according to coach Carl
Samuelson, "easily our t)est ever."

^Woiiieirit Swimmhig

The/Women's virsity swimming team
cl^d out its first full season of competition

,'Monday, bowing to Mount Holyoke but out-

pointing Skidmore in a triangular meet at

South Hadley. This final meet followed

consecutive dual meet victories over Vassar
and Smith and a second place finish in the six-

team Middlebury Invitational.

Scoring double victories at Mount Holyoke
were two freshmen, Carol Buck, who followed

up her college record performance in the 100

yd. individual medley (1:09.9) with a first in

the 400 freestyle, and Barbara Bonner, who
tied her own college record of :32.5 in the 50

backstroke, and took the 100 back as well.

Continuing her unbroken string of college

records was soph Mary Southworth . whose
point total of 155.0 for six dives won her first

place honors.

The outlook for the team is bright, as only

co-captains Gwen Rankin and Sam Reiss will

be lost to graduation this June. Several

members of the squad plan to continue

training throughout the winter, swimming in

J.V, meets and preparing for the New
England Championships in February.

Boutique

INDIAN AND MEXICAN
CLOTHING, BASKETS

AND PLANT ACCESSORIES

- 63 VArR ST.

WIUIAMSTOWN.MASS.
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America's Finest Craftsmen
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STONEWARE POTTERY

SILVER and GOLD JEWELRY

Telephone (413) 468-9523

Sports round up
Vanity hockey

Less than 24 hours after Willisms captured
its fourth straight Little Three tifle, pucks
were bouncing and bodies crashing against
the' brand new plexiglass at Chapman Rink.

Coach Bill McCormick's skaters got the

preseason off to an explosive start, Sunday
afternoon whipping the St. Nick's hockey club

of New York, 10-1.

Last year's top I'eturning scorers, co-

captain Jim Harkins (18-16-34) and Junior Ed
Spencer (6-12-18) each netted a pair of goals.

Co-captain and all-star defenseman Joe
Hameline, Josh Raymond, Peter Elkind, Jim
McCormick, Angus Morrison, and Dan
Yeadon each contributed one.

Senior Mike Capone and sophomore Chuck
Cremens, battling to. fill the pads of the

departed Bill' Jacobs (2.77 average in 18

games), split the time evenly, stopping a total

of 24 shots. Cremens let in the only St. Nick's

goal.

"Everything was a bit disorganized and
' scrambly, but that's usual for the first

scrimmage," said McCormick. "1 was very

pleased though, with the work of the goalies

and the defensive combination of Peter
Crocker and Patch Mason."
Complicating^lTSe'picture was the absence

of four forwards who figure to play key roles.

Dennis Cahill was out with an eye injury,

while Mike Elkind, Rick Zeller, and Jim Hield

had not yet reported from the soccer team.
Only one line seems to be set at the moment,
Yeadon centering for Spencer and Ted Walsh.
McCormick said he hopes to have his final

unils^set by the last scrimmage, against the

Carling's, Hockey Club, 2 p.m. Sunday at

Chapman Rink.
"^ ^

The Purple open the season at A.l.C. a

newcomer to the schedule, on Saturday,

November 30, then open at home on Tuesday,
December 3 at 7:30 p.m. against UMass.
UMass. defeated the Ephs, 5-1 last season,

one of the four straight losses with which they

opened the season.The Ephs then went on a 13

game unbeaten tear, including 11 wins and
two lies, to edge into the E C.A.C. Division II

playoffs, seeded sixth. Third-ranked Salem
Slate eliminated them in the first round
however, 9-6.

With basically the same lough opponents on
the schedule as last season, the Ephs cannot
count on another long streak to get them into

the playoffs; a good start is crucial. After
UMass., they face Hamilton (here) and
Salem Stale (there), two teams thai also

defeated them early last season.

ltUKl>.v

The Williams Rugoy Club completed its

season with Iwo consecutive victories, in-

cluding a sweep against Amherst. The A's

won 15-12 on Irys ("touchdowns," for the

laymen") by Peter Mertz, Hardy Coleman,
and Steve Weslerholm, and a field goal by
Mertz. Mertz, a surprise starter, broke an 8-B

deadlock with his try, a brilliant run down the

sidelines. His field goal provided the winning

margin.

Dave "the Toe" Levy and Leif "Vidal

Sasson" Bredenburg scored in the 10-« B
victory. The win gave both sides a final

record of 4-4-1.

Outstanding all year for the A's have been

Coleman, Phil "Greek God" Hartigan, Sam
"Slfek Slim" Hanchett, Frank "Thunder

Thighs^' Davis, Steve "Porpoise" Jones, -

Westerholm, Dee "Wrangler" Hawes, Kevin

"Washington Cowboy" O'Rourke, Rich "Sir

Runs-Erect" Pickard, Peter "Foreman"
Watts, vice-caj)tain Freddie "Hodag"
Geilfuss, captainVWarren "the Curley

Maniac" Barker, Jim "Wheels" ToUes, and

President Chris "Fat Albert" AlberU. It's^

obvious from the names (taken from the

Homecoming Weekend program put out by

the Club) that fans who didn't cafcJj any of the

action this season certainly missed a lot.

The team will now turn its efforts loward
promoting the Chick Corea benefit concert.

Part of the proceeds will go to Hugh Hawkins,
'71, who was seriously injured in the alumnt
game on October 13.

KriHth fuutball

The frosh footballers were shut out by

Amherst, 26-0 on Saturday, dropping their

seasdn record to 4-2.

"It was the Pancake Bowl; the flattest

team lost," said Coach Renzi Lamb in typical

Renzi-ese. The potent Eph offense, led by

quarterback Bill Whelan, wasn't able to

generate one sustained drive against the Lord
Jeffs.

The Little Ephs had averaged over 20 points

in their five, previous games, while the

defense, led by defensive captain Walter
Boyer, allowed only 81.

Whelan was the offensive hero of the season
as he personally accounted for 44 points. He
passed for 4 touchdowns and 3 Pat's, and r^n
for two touchdowns and another PAT. Right
behind him were halfback Scott Harrington
with 5 rushing TDs, and split end Herb Mc-
Cormick, who caught 3 scoring aerials and a

PAT. Halfback, Ed Weiss, added three more
six-pointers on the ground. "Everyone
played, no one got hurt) and they were all

excited about what happened in the af-

ternoon," said Lamb. "All in all, it was a good
day." Don't believe it. If there is one person
on this campus who absolutely hates to lose to

the Lord Jeffs, it is Renzi Lamb.
Krosh s«»cccr

Coach Biff Bennett's hooters captured
another Little Three title by shutting out

Amherst, 3-0, on Saturday morning. Ted
Rouse, Bill Kister, and Bill Huckel got the

Purple goals, but the big story on offense for

the frosh this season was John Friborg, who
netted 15 goals and 3 assists i^ the 5-2-4

campaign. Also outstanding was goalie Jay
Loeffler, who registered the shutout against
the Lord Jeffs.

PEACE CORPS and VISTA

RECRUITERS Will be

on campus

at WILLIAMS COLLEGE

on November 25 and 26, 1974

Seniors and Graduate Students sign up now with Placement tor an in-

terview. For more information, contact the Placement Otfice.

The Kronick .

Insurance Agency

57 Main St., North Adams

663-5341

1. We are now accepting 1975 auto In-
surance applications and renewals.

2. Time Payments. 3. Immediate plates
and insurance.

4. Leading companies Fast Claim Ser-
vice

5. All Ages. 6. Compare our rates with
those you are how paying.

Insurers to Williams Students

for over 40 years

STEELE and CLEARY
GARAGE

Complete Automotive Service

DELCO BATTERIES
FIRESTONE TIRES

41 Spring Street 456 408S

For your Christmas shopping

Try our table full of Calendars
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Ephmen smother Lord Jeffs, march on to four in a row
by Dan Daly

It wasn't closi^. As darkness settled in on

Pratt Field last Saturday, the scoretxiard

read Williams 17, Amherst 14, but a disap-

pointed Amherst alumnus may have said it all

when he grumbled, "They kicked our butts all

over the field."

It was a total team effort. The charged-up

Ephs dominated play from the toss of the

coin, defusing Amherst's explosive offense

while running up 363 yards of their own. For

seniors J. C. Chandler, Joe Twining, Harry

Jackson, Bob Morin, Bryan Smith, Tony
Kroker, Bud Niden, Rod Geier, and Dave
Reimann, it was truly "one to quit on."

Entering the season's finale, the Purple had
three obstacles to overcome:

(1) The Pratt Field Jinx—The Ephs had
defeated Amherst on foreign soil only once in

14 years.

(2) Williams had upset Amherst three

years in a row and the Lord Jeffs were just

itching to get even.

(3) The Purple were listed as favorites,

which is more of a disadvantage than an

advantage in Little Three competition.

But, in the Bob Odell era at least, Amherst
always seems to bring out the l>est in

Williams and Saturday was no exception.

Plagued by costly mistakes and penalties all

season long, the Ephs put it all together on

Saturday, committing just pne turnover to

five for the Jeffs.

The road to Williams' fourth straight Little

Three title wasn't an easy one by any means.
Swirling winds dnd an aroused Amherst
secondary raised havoc with the Ephs'
passing game and the slow, muddy Tuft made
the overland route no less frustrating.

Still, the Purple did have their chances. In

the scoreless first half, they got as far as the

Amherst 13, 25, 28, 22, and 7, only to come up
empty handed each time. Three of the drives
set up long Kevin Cramer field goal attempts,
all unsuccessful.

The Williams defense, however, wasn't
budging an inch, and after a while the

Amherst offensive pattern grew monotonous:
three plays and punt. It was late in the third

quarter before the Jeffs managed to cross the

midfield stripe.

"That was probably the best defensive

effort we've had since I came to Williams,"
defensive line coach Andy Dzurinko enthused
afterwards. "We just put it to them."
Chandler, linebacker Carmen Palladino,

rover John Agostini, and safety Joe Twining
(two interceptions) led a defense that yielded
only 130 yards, 53 on the ground. Chandler

was presented the Golden Helmet Award
Tuesday as the New England Division II

defensive player of the week.

The Williams pash rush was no less im-

posing. Amherst's Dave Driscoll was hurried

into a forgettable 6 for 22 passing day, five of

the completions coming in the waning

moments of the game when the Ephs were In

a prevent defense. To add insult to ii\jury,

Palladino picked off a pass by punter George

Ellis midway through the first quarter.

In the second half, quarterback Jim
Baldwin altered his offensive strategy and

began throwing to his backs. The ploy worked

to perfection. The second time the Ephs had

^ the football they drove 50 yards (following an
*
Agostini interception) for the game's first

score.

A pair of completioiK to Geier and one to

halfback Chuck Carrier gave Williams a first

down at the 8 and three plays later, fullback

Tom Redden (80 yards rushing, 34 receiving)

made a leaping grab in the right corner of the

end zone for six points.

"We needed that one, especially after such

a frustrating first half," head coach Bob Odell

said later. "We were able to keep the ball

away from them when they had the wind at

their backs in the third quarter."

On their next possession, the Ephs drove 68

yards to the Amherst 8 on the strength of

three more Baldwin completions. This time,

however, the Jeff defense stiffened and
Cramer's 25-yard field goal attempt was well

wide of the mark.
When Williams got the ball back, Don

Wallace was at the controls, and it didn't take

the Sophomore quarterback very long to put

the Ephs on the board. On a third-and-eight

play at the 50 early in the final stanza,

Wallace connected with a wide open Pete
Eshelman, who shook off one tadcler and
legged it in to make it 14-0.

The Jeffs weren't ready to call it quits yet.

On the ensuing kickoff, wingback Derrell

Hendrix todc the ball on his own U and
sprinted 89 yards down the left sideline to put

Amherst back into the thick of things. Half-

back Bud Cox slammed over from the two to

cut Williams' lead to 14-8.

But, the.Ephs bounced back with a time-

consuming 64-yard drive to seal their 26th

Little Three title. The key play was a 15-yard

pass from Wallace to Redden on third-aiid-7

seven from the Amherst 42 that kept the drive

alive and set up Cratner's game-cUnching
field goal. Ignoring the tricky crosswind, the

5-11 junior made good on his fifth attempt of

the day, this time from 26 yards out, to up the

Amherst boots hooters, 2-0
by NickCristiano

The Williams soccer team ended the season

on Saturday still looking for the scoring touch

which had deserted them since mid season.

The 2-0 blanking by Amherst left the Ephs
winless in their last six games (four losses

and two ties) and dropped their record to 4-5-

2, with only five goals in the six games.

"We needed more movement off the ball;

we were moving it downfield too slowly,

allowing them to get l>ack," said Coach Jeff

Vennell of Saturday's game.
As in the past five contests the opposition

got on the scorelmard first. Kirk Harman put
Amherst ahead ten minutes into the game as
the Lord Jeffs dominated the first half,

bombarding Skip Grossman with 10 shots,

while allowing only 4 shots on their own
netminder, Eric Cromartie.

Grossman, with a lot of help from his

defense, was brilliant in protecting the purple

\ and gold goal posts (compliments of some
\ nocturnal loyalists), despite trouble in

\^.maintaining his balance On the muddy sur-

face. His save on a Dave Dunbar penalty shot

at the end of the first half looked like it would
be the spark that would generate the latent

Eph attack.

Whatever flame there was must have been
wiped out during the short intermission

however, as Amherst quickly established

dominance once again. The speedier Ephs
also seemed to be bothered more than their

counterparts by the muddy surface; Aheir
white uniforms were a lot dirtier than the blue
and white of the hosts. The Ephs have never
used their heads well, so Amherst was also
able to control the "air game."
Amherst got the crusher at 24:40 of the

second half when Mark Woodbrey drove
around a still-hobbling Bill Battey and cleanly
beat Grossman to the upper left hand corner
of the cage. Battey, who has not been able to

go much more than half speed since badly
spraining his ankle against Harvard on Oc-
tober 29, nevertheless gave his usual UO per
cent effort for the whole game, winning the
resp«ct of both teammates and opponents.
With a year of experience against the

toughest competition in New England behind
them. Coach Vennell's soph-laden squad can
only expect to improve. Vennell's biggest task
will not be to replace the 4 graduating starters
(Battey, Mike Elkind, Bob Samuelson, and
Hank Haff) but to find leaders to replace
Battey, the constantly hustling Elkind, and
Tracy Mcintosh.

Some final stats:

TEAM: " •

Goals for: 15

{photo by Lumbert]

Ephmen scramblefor control of ball during

soccer game with Amherst. Amherst won
the game and the Little Three title.

Goals against: 17
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Robert L. Gaudino dead at 49

Robert L. Gaudino

Faculty votes

„> to keep

honor^degree
by Scott Fenn

.
"I think we made an error in not malting a

in-esentdtion at the faculty meeting but I am
happy to live with the opinion expressed by
the majority of the Faculty." This was the

reaction of William Gates, Professc^r of

Economics and Chairman of the Committee
on Educational Policy, (CEP), to the

Faculty's rejection of a CEP motion calling

for the abolition of the Degree with Honors.
The vote, 65-31 against the motion came at a
meeting Nov. 20.

Gates, in describing the faculty meeting,
said that "it became very apparent in the
debate that a large majority of the Faculty
were very strongly against the CEP motion."
He said that he sensed "a real satisfaction

with the current Honors program" among
many faculty members and the view that

please turn to page five

Robert ,L. Gaudino, Professor of Political

Science, died Nov. 28 at his home on Whitman
St. after a long illness. At 49, he had taught at
Williams since 1955 and had been a full

{M-ofessor since 1971.

Prof. Gaudino was born in Long Beach,
California and grew up in Los Angel^. After
serving as a First Lieutenant in the U.S.
Army Air Corps during 1943-46, he received
his BA from UCLA in 1950, his MA from the
University of Chicago in 1953, and his PhD

' from the University of Chicago in 1955. Last
June, he was awarded an honorary Doctor of

Humane Letters degree from Williams.
He was a specialist in the politics and

political philosophy of India. He wrote two
books, "The Indian University," a study of

education in India, and "Uncomfortable
Learning: Some Americans in India," on the

experiences of Peace Corps volunteers in

India. At Williams he taught Introduction to

American Politics, Political Philosophy and
seminars on public authority.

He pioneered two off-campus programs,
"Williams-in-India," under which students

visit and study at schools in India, and
"Williams-at-Home," where students receive

academic credit for working in civic and
political projectsJn-tbeir communities.

Under a Fulbright grant, he taught at Agra
University in India during the academic year
1960-61.

Speaking on behalf of Williams President
John W. Chandler, Dudley W. R. Bahlman,
Dean of the Faculty, said: "Bob Gaudino
enriched the life of Williams College im-
measurably. His gifts as a teacher were
unsurpassed. His colleagues, but above all his

students, had directly experienced his

questioning mind and know how much the

college is deprived by his death."
Prof. Gaudino is survived by his father,

John J. Gaudino of Los Angeles; a brother.

Dr. John Gaudino of Los Angeles; and a
sister, Mrs. Gloria Heinrich of San Mateo, Ca.
A Memorial Service was conducted Monday

at Thompson Memorial Chapel with the Rev.
John D. Eusden, officiating, and members of

the faculty and students participating.

A private burial will take place in the

Williams College Cemetery. The Hopkins
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Instead of flowers, donations in Prof.

Gaudino's memory may be made to the

Robert L. Gaudino Memorial Fund, in care of

the Hopkins Funeral Home or Williams
College. . Q

Silence descends on Bronfman Auditorium as students plow through exam .

How profs choose exam styles
by iindrea Mintz

The complexity of the material, the level of

the course, and professors' personal
preferences are the principal influences on
the types of final exams given at Williams,
according to. department chairmen in-

terviewed by the ReAd.
In certain disciplines, the tendency to give

take-home exams increases with the dif-

ficulty of the subject. For example, in the

mathematics department, exams are often

scheduled for the beginning courses, while the

upper level courses often have take-homes,
the rationale for this is tiiat at these levels,

the professors are often looking for original

answers to problems and they feel that while
one student may arrive at an answer im-
mediately, another may need more time to

arrive at an equally valid and creative an-
swer. Therefore, this latter type of student
should not be discriminated against by having
to abide by a time limit.

This is especially true in the Philosophy
Department where many professors indicate
that a student should be allowed a maximum
amount of time to compose and change an-
swers without pressure. However, judging
from the high proportion of philosophy
classes with no exams at all, it seems likely

that the professors rely heavily on papers

Time for some

historic decisions
byRickSiegrist ' '

Woodrow Wilson Professor of Government James MacGregor Burns
will be a delegate to the first Democratic off year convention, to be held

Dec. 6 through H in Kansas City. He was elected as a delegate at the

I'irst Congressional District caucus held in Holyoke. He will be among
2043 delegates attending this convention including every Democratic
governor , senator, and representative. Professor Burns has alsaireen a
delegate to several presidential conventions in the past.

This Democratic 'rhin-conven'tion' which Prof. Burns will be at-

tending, officially entitled "The Democrats' Conference on Democratic
I'arly Organization and Policy", will be the first interim party con-

vention in the history of the United States. The acknowledged objective

of the convention is to consider the ratification of the Democratic Party

Charter. Neither the Democratic nor the Republican parties since have
ever had a written charter.

Prof. Burns has written an article appearing in the "My Turn " column
of the December 2 issue of "Newsweek '" entitled "Coming to the Aid of
the Parties." This article deals with the future of parties in America in

light of the upcoming year convention.

In the following interview. Prof. Burns disbussed his hopes for the

convention and the Democratic Party.

ReAd: What is the purpose of this mini-

convention?
I ,i*,,

,

Burns: The purpose is supposed to be to take
positions on issues and to survey and imprbve
the organization and structure of the

Democratic Party. Whether that turns out to

be what they actually do is another matter.

RoAd: Do you consider the convention to be
preparation for 1976?

Kurns: It may turn out to be pre^WvUon for

1976, but the purpose of the charter con-
vention is to improve the condition of the

Democratic Party for all the future, not just
for 1976.

RrAd: What then do you hope to see ac-

complished at this convention?

Hiinis: At a minimum, I would like to see the
Democratic Party adopt reforms such as a

• ^\photo by Tague]

Prof. Rums takes a moment from desk work

judicial council to Consider appeals within the

Party in situations where there are

arguments oyer credentials, for example. At

the most, I would like to see the Party be_gin

restructuring its whole organization and
particularly rebuilding at the grass roots. I

should just add to this as background that this

Party will be meeting at a time when many
pohtical scientists feel that the parties are

simply dying before our eyes. By every

criterion—drop in party membership, drop in

party registration, rise in split ticket voting,

rise in independent voting, shambles in party

Finance, and most ominous the drifting of

younger people away from the parlies—by
every test both parties are deteriorating and

perhaps dying before our eyes. So I would

hope that Kansas City might do something to

arrest that trend as far as the Democratic

Party is concerned.

R«v\d: Do you expect to see the "McGovern
Rules" that were put in at the last convention
be challenged at all?

Kunis: There will be a tremendous fight over
thp McGovern type reform that has been
proposed, for example, in affirmative action

and the establishment of bienniak policy

conferences and the like. Yes, there will be

quite a confrontation on that.

RpAd: Who do you think will be the

challengers?

Hums: The essential fight on the surface in

Kansas City is between so-called Party

regulars and so-called Party reformers, and I

expect the regulars outnumber the refor-

mers. The hidd6n struggle in Kansas City will

please turn to page five
^

(particularly in upper level courses).

Although department chairmen stressed

the absence of an overall departmental policy

and that the choice of an exam depended
entirely on an individual professor's

preference, some departmental similarities

are apparent. For example, in the Art,

Psychology, and English Departiftents, the

lower level (particularly freshmen) courses
tend to have scheduled exams, while the

junior and senior sepiinars often have no
exams at all.

History courses tend to have either

scheduled exams or no exams at all. Only a
few history courses have self-scheduled or

take-home exams. Prof. Russell H. Bostert,

Chairman of the department explained his

own move away from self-scheduled exams
as motivated by a desire to eliminate the

inconvenience to his grading procedure Qf

having the exams trickle in all week and to

reduce the temptation for any violation of the

honor code. Take-home exams do not fulfill

his objective for giving an exam—which is to

discover how
.
much the student actually

learned and retained from his course.

The chemistry department stands out

among the other departments as giving

almost all scheduled exams. Although the

format and information sought on the lower
level exams (more short answers are
required) often makes them more conducive
to cheating, the reduction of cheating (There
is not a significant amount, ) according to D.
Hodge Markgraf, Chairman of the Chemistry
Department, does not constitute a primary
reason for the predominance of scheduled
exams. Rather, Markgraf. explained, it is

because chemistry involves many com-
plicated equations and notations which could
easily be mistyped and the presence of the

professor enables the student to check im-

mediately any questions he may have.
Furthermore, in the upper level courses,
where the exams are designed to be learning
experiences for the student, in that he must
apply basic principles he's learned to un-

familiar material, the professors believe that
they should be present to clarify, if necessary.
the new material.

\pholns hy McClellan]

. .
.' while student copies slhipe of things to

ctimc from limits schedule.
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Ephmen smother Lord Jeffs, march on to four in a row
by Dan Daly

It wasn't close. As darkness settled in on

Pratt Field last Saturday, the scoreboard

read Williams 17, Amherst 14, but a disap-

pointed Amherst alumnus may have said it all

when he grumbled, "They kicked our butts all

• over the field."

It was a total team effort. The charged-up

Ephs dominated play from the toss of the

coin, defusing Arnherst's explosive offense

while running up 363 yards of their own. For
seniors J. C. Chandler, Joe Twining, Harry

Jackson, Bob Morin, Bryan Smith, Tony
Kroker, Bud Niden, Rod Geier, and Dave
Reimann, it was truly "one to quit on."

Entering the season's finale, the Purple had

three obstacles to overcome:

(1) The Pratt Field Jinx—The Ephs had

defeated Amherst on foreign soil only once in

14 years.

(2) Williams had upset Amherst three

years in a row and the Lord Jeffs were just

itching to get even.

(3) The Purple were listed as favorites,

which is more of a disadvantage than an

advantage in Little Three competition.

But, in the Bob Odell era at least, Amherst
always seems to bring out the tjest in

Williams and Saturday was no exception.

Plagued by costly mistakes and penalties all

season long, the Ephs put it all together on

Saturday, committing just one turnover to

five for the Jeffs.

The road to Williams' fourth straight Little

Three title wasn't an easy one by any means.
Swirling winds and an aroused Amherst
secondary raised havoc with the Ephs'
passing game and the slow, muddy Tuft made
the overland route no less frustrating.

Still, the Purple did have their chances. In

the scoreless first half, they got as far as the

Amherst 13, 25, 28, 22, and 7, only to come up
empty handed each time. Three of the drives
set up long Kevin Cramer field goal attempts,
all unsuccessful.

The Williams defense, however, wasn't
budging an inch, and after a while the

Amherst offensive pattern grew monotonous:
three plays and punt. It was late in the third

quarter before the Jeffs managed to cross the

midfield stripe.

"That was probably the best defensive
effort we've had since I came to Williams,"
defensive line coach Andy Dzurinko enthused
afterwards. "We just put it to them."
Chandler, linebacker "Carmen Palladino,

rover John Agostini, and safety Joe Twining
(two interceptions) led a defense that yielded
only 130 yards, 53 on the ground. Chandler

was presehted the Golden Helmet Award
Tuesday as the New England Division II

defensive player of the week.

The Williams pash rush was no less im-

posing. Amherst's Dave Driscoll was hurried

into a forgettable 6 for 22 passing day, five of

the completions coming in the waning

moments of the game when the Ephs were in

a prevent defense. To add insult to injury,

Palladino picked off a pass by punter George

Ellis midway through the first quarter.

In the second half, quarterback Jim
Baldwin altered his offensive strategy and

began throwing to his backs. The ploy worked

to perfection. The second time the Ephs had

the football they drove 50 yards (following an

Agostini interception) for the game's first

score.

A pair of completions to Geier and one to

halfback Chuck Carrier gave Williams a first

down at the 8 and three plays later, fullback

Tom Redden (80 yards rushing, 34 receiving)

made a leaping grab in the right corner of the

end zone for six points.

"We needed that one, especially after such

a frustrating first half," head coach Bob Odell

said later. "We were able to keep the ball

away from them when they had the wind at

their backs in the third quarter."

On their next possession, the Ephs drove 68

yards to the Amherst 8 on the strength of

three more Baldwin completions. This time,

however, the Jeff defense stiffened and
Cramer's 25-yard field goal attempt was well

wide of the mark.

When Williams got the ball back, Don
Wallace was at the controls, and it didn't lake

the sophomore quarterback very long to put

the Ephs on the board. On a third-and-eight

play at the 50 early in the final stanza,

Wallace connected with a wide open Pete

Eshelman, who shook off one tackier and
legged it in to make it 14-0.

The Jeffs weren't ready to call it quits yet.

On the ensuing kickoff, wingback Derrell

Hendrix took the ball on his own 11 and
sprinted 89 yards down the left sideline to put

Amherst back into the thick of things. Half-

back Bud Cox slammed over from the two to

cut Williams' lead to 14-8.

But, the Ephs bounced back with a time-

consuming 64-yard drive to seal their 26th

Little Three title. The key play was a 15-yard

pass from Wallace to Redden on third-and-

seven from the Amherst 42 that kept the drive

alive and set up Cramer's game-clinching
field goal. Ignoring the tricky crosswind, the

5-11 junior made good on his fifth attempt of

the day, this time from 26 yards out, to up the

Amherst hoots hooters, 2-0
by Nick Cristiano

The Williams soccer team ended the season
on Saturday still looking for the scoring touch

which had decerted them since mid season.

The 2-0 blanking by Amherst left the Ephs
winless in their last six games (four losses

and two ties) and dropped their record to 4-5-

2, with only five goals in the six games.
"We needed more movement off the ball;

we were moving it downfield too slowly,

allowing them to get back," said Coach Jeff

Vennell of Saturday's game.
As in the past five contests the opposition

got on the scoreboard first. Kirk Harman put

Amherst ahead ten minutes into the game as
the Lord Jeffs dominated the first half,

bombarding Skip Grossman with 10 shots,

while allowing only 4 shots on their own
netminder, Eric Cromartie.

Grossman, with a lot of help from his

defense, was brilliant in protecting the purple
and gold goal posts (compliments of some
nocturnal loyalists), despite trouble in

maintaining his balance on the muddy sur-

face. His save on a Dave Dunbar penalty shot

1- 'v "i^ll
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Robert L. Gaudino dead at 49

Robert L. GaucJino

Faculty votes

t& keep

honors degree
byScotl Kerin

"I think we made an error in not making a

presentation at the faculty meeting but I am
happy to live with the opinion expressed by

the majority of the Faculty." This was the

reaction of William Gates, Professor of

Economics and Chairman of the Committee
on Educational Policy, (CEP), to the

Faculty's rejection of a CEP motion calling

for the abolition of the Degree with Honors.

The vote, 65-31 against the motion came at a

meeting Nov. 20.

Gates, in describing the faculty meeting,

•said that "it became very apparent in the

debate that a large majority of the Faculty

were very strongly against the CEP motion.
'

He said that he sensed "a real satisfaction

with the current Honors program" among
many faculty members and the view thai

please turn to page five

Robert L. Gaudino, Professor of Political

Science, died Nov. 28 at his home on Whitman
St. after a long illness. At 49, he had taught at

Williams sjnce 1955 and had 'been a full

professor since 1971.

Prof. Gaudino was born in Long Beach,
California and grew up in Los Angeles. After
serving as a First Lieutenant in the U.S.

Army Air Corps during 1943-46, he received

his BA from UCLA in 1950, his MA from the

Univtersity of Chicago in 1953, and his PhD
from the University of Chicago in 1955. Last
June, he was awarded an honorary Doctor of

Humane Letters degree from Williams.

He was a specialist in the politics and
political philosophy of India. He wrote two
books, "The Indian University," a study of

education in India, and "Uncomfortable
Learning: Some Americans in India," on the

experiences of Peace Corps volunteers in

India. At Williams he taught Introduction to

American Politics, Political Philosophy and
seminars on public authority.

He pioneered two off-campus programs,
"Williams-in-India," under which students

visit and study at schools in India, and
"Williams-at-Home," where students receive

academic credit for working in civic and
political projects in their communities.

Under a Fulbright grant, he taught at Agra
University in India during the academic year
1960-61.

Speaking on behalf of Williams President

John W. Chandler, Dudley W. K. Bahlman,
Dean of the Faculty, said: "Bob Gaudino
enriched the life of Williams College im-

measurably. His gifts as a teacher were
unsurpassed. His colleagues, but above all his

students, had directly experienced his

questioning mind and know how much the

college is deprived by his death."

Prof. Gaudino is survived by his father,

John J. Gaudino of Los Angeles; a brother.

Dr. John Gaudino of Los Angeles; and a

sister, Mrs. Gloria Heinrich of San Mateo, Ca.

A Memorial Service was conducted Monday
at Thompson Memorial Chapel with the Rev.

John D. Eusden. officiating, and members of

the faculty and students participating.

A private burial will take place in the

Williams College Cemblery. The Hopkins
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Instead of flowers, donations in Prof,

(iaudino's memory may be made to the

Robert L. Gaudino Memorial Fund, in care of

the Hopkins Funeral Home or Williams
College.

_
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Silence (Icsi ends on Bronfman Auditorium as students plow through exam . . .

How profs choose exam style
by Andrea Mintz

The complexity of the material, the level of

the course, and professors' personal
preferences are the principal influences on

the types of final exams given at Williams,

according to department chairmen in-

terviewed by the He.Ail.

In certain disciplines, the tendency to give

lake-home exams increases with the dif-

ficulty of the subject. For example, in the

mathematics department, exams are often

scheduled for the beginning courses, while the

upper level courses often have lake-homes.

The rationale for this is that at these levels,

the professors are often looking for original

answers to problems and Ihey feel that while

one student may arrive al an answer im-

mediately, another may need more time to

arrive at an equally valid and creative an-

swer. Therefore, this latter type of student

should not be discriminated against by having
to abide by a time limit.

This is especially true in the Philosophy
Department where many professors indicate

that a student should be allowed a maximum
amount of time to compose and change an-

swers without pressure. However, judging
from the high proportion of philosophy
classes with no exams at all. it seems likely

thai the professors rely heavily on papers

Time for some

historic decisions
by RickSiegrisl

Woodrotf Witsott t'rofvssor o( Govvrnmt'nt Jariu's Macd rt'^cir liitrns

II ill hv a ili'lofjiilv to Ihr firnt Dvmmratic nff year vonivntion. to he bi'ld

Dri li Ihniii^'h S in Kansiis City llr iriis rlritril us- a deli'nati- at the

I'trst Cnn^rfssidltal Distrirt cnmlis held in Itotyahe. lie leill be amunf{

JOI.'I dele^;ittes altendinf; this eitnirntion ineliidinfi erery Demoerutie

mu I'mor, si'nitfiir. and re/in si-ntdtiiv t^rafessar Hiirns has alsii been a

lirli'fiate to si'i-eral /irrsidrn tial cnnri'n t inns in the past

This Deniiieratle 'niiii'eonrenliiin' iihieli Prof Hums leill be at-

tinilnifi. offieially fntitird "Fhi- Demoerats' Confi-rcnee on Denioiratie

I'arlY ()rfiani<ution and I'olirv". leill lie the first interim party enn-

I iiilinn in thr history of the Viiilid Stairs Thf arknoieled^ed ohjeetiie

oj Ihf I onvrnlion is to eonsidrr the ratifieation of the Deinoeratie Party

(liartrr. Xeithi'r the Denioirat n nor the liepublu an parties siricv hare

rrrr had a leritlen ehartcr

l'rof_ Hums has leritten an artiele appearing in the "M\ iuni " eoliimn

of tlir Deeemher 2 issue of "Xeiesieei'li" entitled "Coining to ihr Aid of

llif I'arlies." This arlielv deals leith the future of parties in Aineriea in

liiilit of the upeominfi year eonventton

In the following interrieie. I'rof /?f/rrrs diseii ssed /(/s hopes for the

I oniention and the Demoeratie f'artx

Ki-.Ad: What is the purpose of this mini-

convention?

IJiirns: The purpose is supposed to be to take

iwsitions on issues and to survey and improve
the organization and structure of the

Democratic ParlysWhether that turns out to

be what they actually do is another mailer.

Hc.\(l: Do you consider the convention to be

preparation for 1976?

Hiinis: It may turn out lo be preparation for

1976. but the purpose of the charier con-

vention is to improve the condition of Ihe

Democratic Party for all the future, not just

for 1976.

KeAd: What then do you hope lo .see ac-

complished al this convention?

Itiirns: Al a minimum, L would like to see the

democratic Parly adopt reforms such as a

Pro/ Hums

judicial council to consider appeals within the

Party in situations where there are

arguments over credentials, for example A\

the most, 1 would like to see the Party l)egin

restructuring its whole organization and

fwrticularly rebuilding at the grass roots. I

should just add to this as background that this

Parly will be meeting at a time when many
political scientists feel that the parties are

simply dying before our eyes By every

criterion—drop in party membership, drop in

party registration, rise in split ticket voting,

rise in independent voting, shambles in party

finance, and most ominous the drifting of

younger people away from the parties- by

every test l)oth parties are deteriorating and

perhaps dying before our eyes. So I would

hope that Kansas City might do something to

arrest that trend as far as the Democratic

[photo hy Ta,i;uc]

tides d moment from desk tfork

Party is concerned.

KcAd: Do you expect to see the "McGovcrn
Rules ' that were put in at Ihe last convention
lx< challenged at all?

Hums: There will be a tremendous fight over

the McGovern type reform thai has been

proposed, for example, in affirmative action

and Ihe establishment of biennial policy

conferences and the like. Ves, there will be

quite a confrontation on that

Ki'\(l: Who do you Ihink will be the

challengers''

Itiinis; The essential fight on the surface m
Kansas City is between so-called Party

regulars and scvcalled Party reformers, and I

expect the regulars outnuml)er the refor-

mers. The hidden struggle in Kansas City will

please turn to page five

(particularly in upper level courses).

Although department chairmen stressed

the absence of an overall departmental policy

and that the choice of an exam depended
entirely on an individual professor's

preference, some departmental similarities

are apparent. For example, in the Art,

Psychology, and English Departments, the

lower level (particularly freshmen) courses
,

tend to have scheduled exams, while the

junior and senior seminars often have no

exams at all.

History courses tend to have either

scheduled exams or no exams at all. Only a

few history courses have self-scheduled or

take-home exams. Prof. Russell H. Bostert,

Chairman of^ the department explained his

own move away from self-scheduled exams
as motivated by a desire to eliminate the

inconvenience to his grading procedure of

having the exams trickle in all week and to

reduce tne temptation for any violation of the

honor code. Take-home exams do not fulfill

his objective for giving an exam—which is to

discover how much the student actually

learned and retained from his course.

The chemistry department stands out

among the other departments as giving

almost all scheduled exams. Although the
.

format and information sought on the lower

level exams (more short answers are,

required) often makes them more conducive
to cheating, the reduction of cheating (There
Is not a significant amount,) according to D.

Hixige Markgraf, Chairman of the Chemistry
Department, does not constitute a primary
reason for the predominance of scheduled
exaiTis. Rather, Markgraf. explained, it is

l)ecause chemistry involves many com-
plicated equations and notations which could

easily be mistyped and the presence of the

professor enables the student lo check im-

mediately any questions he may have.

Furthermore, in the upper level courses,

where the exams are designed to be learning

experiences for the student, in that he must
apply basic principles he's learned to un-

familiar material, the professors believe that

they should be present to clarify, if necessary.

the new material

[photos hy MeClcllan]

while student copies slxipe of things lo

Collie Iron/ liiuils schedule.
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Editorials

Legal Confusion
The Buckley amendment to Public Law 93-380, Officially known as the

Protection of the Rights anil Privacy of Parents and Students Act, is a well-

intentioned documentAvhich never should have been enacted in its present

form. Crucial ambiguities and poorly defined terms in the bill merely

confuse the simple aim of the law—to protect students from the detrimental

effects of wrong information put into their files by another party.

The crucial clause of the amendment describes its purpose as providing

"an opportunity for the correction or deletion of any such inaccurate,

niisleading, or otherwise inappropriate data contained (in a student's

records)." The definition of terms in this clause are necessary for its ef-

fective operation.

What constitutes a record or file? It is neverdefined.

Mnr^ nf a student's record is composed of essentii

'^^ ••'

SAT scoresrfQ results, secondary school records. Under the law can one^
challenge the results of such data because "I wasn't feeling well that day"
or "My mother was in the hospital and I was worried? " Could one challenge

a grade received at Williams as "misleading" and "inaccurate"—
demanding an A instead of a B? Until test cases are judged by the courts,

such action seems to be within the law.

Confused? So are |iost college and university administrators, their
biggest worry, however, centers on the status of so<:alled "confidential

parts of a student file, those recommendations and reports which were
solicited with the understanding they Would remain confidential (such as
admissions recommendations). While some professors think nothing of

showing a student his personal recommendation on request, others see this

as unauthorized scrutiny of their judgments. At present, it is the latter

philosophy which most administrators are respecting by refusing to let

students see their recommendations (as at Williams), and in some cases,

destroying them.
If students have the right to see such recommendations, one effect is

almost sure to result—the judgmental quality of these opinions will wane
considerably since most people feel uneasy, if it is a particularly honest
appraisal, about letting a person see their opinion of them. Not all

recommendations are favorable after all. Should the law remain on the
books as it now stands, student files will most likely become graphs of

numbers, ratings, and percentiles, with the human element bounded out. In
the future students will gain access to their files at the cost of finding them
impersonal, machine-made collections.

The law needs reworking if, in this already computer-run country of

ours, it takes out of a file those feelings and judgments which can only come
from individuals.

Conclusion
Amidst the foreboding crises of the country and the world, this holiday

season seems small and insignificant—even out of place. But let us
remember that the message of this time stands far above the boiling turmoil
of troubled men: Love and understanding for all; a thaKjkfuIness for the
present, and a hope for the future that Man may finally live in peace with his

neighbors. In times of trouble it is union and cooperation which will conquer
adversity, not pettiness and strife.

The ReAd wishes the entire college community a happy and enjoyable
holidays and a joyful New Year.

Peace.
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Letters to the Editor

Share and share alike

To the editor:

In a recent letter to the editor, Polly Wood
75, the president of Cap & Bells, Inc., makes
some observations about the present

procedures for allocating the Student Ac-

tivities Tax, to which I'd like now to respond.

First, I'd like briefly to give an overall view of

what the budgeting process entails; then, I'd

like to comment upon some of Miss Wood's
suggestions for changes in the present

procedures; fihally, I'd like to correct some of

Miss Wood's misapprehensions about the

be made In the College Coundl's budgetina
procedures. These changes, though, can only
be effective if all participants approach the
budgeUng process not as an adversary
situation, but rather as one of co-operation
among the College Council, its Finance
Committee, and the various student
organizations; a co-operation aimed at
securing the greatest benefit, for all members
ct the Williams community, from the limited
funds available.

Michael C. Durst '75

Republican rebuttal

handling of Cap & Bells' budget.

^i'The tnidgeting procedure involves two
steps; a hearing by the Finance Committee
(composed of six students and three faculty

members), followed by a vote of the entire

College Council on the Finance Committee's

recommendations. Working from a smiall set

of guidelines (which prohibit such obviously

unacceptable activities as using College

Council funds for financial investment), the

Finance Committee and the Council must,

using their best judgment, allocate the

limited funds available among the many
worthy groups requesting funds. This year, as

requests totalled well above available funds,

the total level of Finance Committee
recommendations had to be about 15 per cent

below the total requested. The alternative to

such a cut would have been to recommend
raising the already-inflated Student Activities

Tax of fifty-six dollars per semester, which
neither the Committee nor the Council

deemed advisable. Hence, many hard
decisions had to be made, involving maqy~
hours of study and discussion. Un-
derstandably, some people were more
satisfied than others with the ultimate

decisions; but this is to be expected in the

allocation of scarce resources.

Miss Wood makes some valid points about
aspects of the present budgeting procedure
which should be changed. Most notably, the

budgeting process should be completed in the

spring, not the fall; also, the present, limited

set of guidelines for decision-making, which
Uie present Council inherited, must be ex-

panded. The Finance Committee is mu.ch too

well-aware of these needs, and will have some
extensive suggestions for change in the near
future. Hopefully, Miss Wood and other in-

terested persons will be able to help the

Finance Committee in drawing up its

recommendations.

Aside from her well-founded general
criticisms, however, Miss Wood w^as ap-

parently particularly unhappy with her own
organization's experience with the budgeting
process. She has two main points, neither of

which is particularly valid.

First, Miss Wood suggests that the present
level of Student Activities funding for the
AMT and Cap & Bells, which is less than the

amount allocated to ACEC and the Coffee

House, indicates "that theater at Williams is

very low on the College Council's list of

financial priority." However, Miss Wood fails

to mention that theater at Williams is aided
by a very generous allocation from Hopkins
Hall to the Drama Department, which, when
added to the College Council's allocations to

theAMT and Cap & Bells, dwarfs the amounts
allocated to ACEC, the Coffeehouse, and, for

that matter, WMS-WCFM combined. In this

context, the continued high level of Student

Activities Tax funding to drama at Williams
puts the theater in a very privileged

(although deserved) positioa

Also, Miss Wood suggests that the Finance
Committee's discussions with the Cap & Bells

officers were too brief; that some importont
points were not raised by the Committee.
However, at this meeting, as well as at the

College Council meeting, the Cap & Bells

representatives were given the opportunity to

raise any points that the Committee might
have missed, and no new points were raised.

As it happened, Cap & Bells submitted a

complete and well-written budget, and so
very few questions had to be raised orally.

When the Finance Committee decided to

recommend cutting the request, and when the
College Council upheld the Committee's
recommendation by a vote of 13^5, both
groups based their decisions not on any
shortoomings in the presentation of the
budget, but on the fact that the Council could
not afford the kind of expansion in programs
that Cap & Bells had in mind. Miss Wood and
others might have been disappointed; but, if

so, this could not be avoided.

Miss Wood's letter has, I hoped, performed
a valuable service, in that it helps bring to the
campus' attention many changes that must

To the editors:
—

When the facts surrounding a decision of
major importance are either poorly
researched or blatantly misrepresented,
individuals are bound to believe that such
decisions are irrationally conceived and
therefore unjustified. Mr. PuciUo's letter of

11-14-74 concerning the funding of the
Williams Republican Club's speakers seri^
provides a good example of such a situation.

In order to prevent unwarranted con-

demnation of the College Council's decision in

this matter, I wish to correct the erroneous
statements made in Mr. PuciUo's letter.

Mr. Pucillo states that the Council's action

"is a violation of the Council's Constitution

which prohibits allocation of Council funds to

poUtical party organizations." This is neither

what the Council's Constitution says nor
implies. The relevant section is Article VI,

Section 5 which reads as follows:

"The Council may concern itself

with any matter of importance to the

entire campus, with the exception of

funding political activities with
student activity funds. PoUtical is

defined as 'primarily organized to

directly influence local, state, and
federal governments.' The foregoing

shall In no way be construed as

applying to the funding of speakers

brought to the campus." (emphasis

added)

The article clearly states that the Council

may not fund activities which are primarily

organized to directly influence local, state,

and federal governments. It goes on to stole

that the funding of speakers brought to the

campus is not to be construed as such an
activity.

Mr. PuciUo goes on to state that "to this

date it (the speakers series) has brought only

Republican speakers to the campus"—an
undeniable fact but one which conUins an

impUed fiction. If Mr. PuciUo recalls or had

researched the presentotion made at the

Council proceedings, he would know that

evidence of positive intentions by at least one

major Democratic figure to participate in the

Republican Club's speakers series was
presented.

The most irresponsible and offensive aspect

of Mr. PuciUo's presentation does not lie in

this implied questioning of the Republican

Club's good faith but rather in his blatant

misrepresentotion of how the speakers series

is financially operated. Mr; Pucillo states tha t

"so far this year the young OOP's have hired

two speakers . . . Each speaker was paid $25

for his appearance." He then extrapolates

from his stotements to say "Where would one

reasonably expect this money to end up but in

the campaign chests of these candidates?"

One would expect Mr. Pucillo to get his facts

straight before making such a grandiose

charge. The Williams RepubUcan Club's

speakers series has never offered to "hire"

poUticians to speak on campus. No speaker

has, nor wiU, receive a penny of the stodent

activities tox. The tax money is used to

provide publicity for each appearance so that

the stodent body and community may take

advantage of this program. Refreshments-
consisting of coffee and cookies—are also

supplied.

In conclusion, Mr. Pucillo warns of the

precedent the Council's action has set. He is

concerned that other political organizations

will "use the present example to show that the

Council can and does fund activities of

poUtical groups." The CouncU has not set

such a precedent and I am confident that they

wiU not set such a pt^ecedent in the future. The
Council h^funded a specific form of activity

by a political organization—a speaker series.

Ills a program which deserves funding based
upon its merits and it is a program which is

not excluded from funding consideration

under tlie present Constitution's 'political

activity' criteria. The Council knew these

facts when they decided this issue and as a

result made a wise decision.

DonClarfc'?*
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The CEP Proposals: Counterpoint

The CEP report on the Williams'

curriculum, by its own admission, represents

an attempt to reform rather than

revolutionize the curriculum. It is ^e
Committee's conclusion that most difficulties

with the courses of study can be corrected by

clearer articulation of options and better

advising and information. I have no objection

to improving advising or providing in-

formation, but I do not believe that the CEP
has adequately handled several problems

inherent in the Williams' approach to a liberal

education, and in the following paragraphs I

shall try to explain why. _
The CEP twgixib ils presenta tion with a

review. :o£: the present distribution

requirements, finds that the increasing

plurality of introductory courses is in-

sufficiently served by the traditional three

divisions, and hopes, by introducing five

categorical divisions and altering

requirements, to reflect more accurately the

presentstate of the curriculum. First, I have
never been satisfied that a spread of required

courses conduces, either directly or in-

directly, to a liberal arts education. During
by own college experience, 32 from a total of

48 courses were required, and these required

courses were most carefully orchestrated

according to the Jesuit ratio sludiurum to

produce a well-rounded, energetic thinlter. I

judge that this approach failed; how less

likely will we be to produce the "liberally

educated" man or woman with fewer and
less-well-integrated courses? A second
problem lies in the categories : for example,
the study of a foreign language is nol the

same thing as the study of literature;

Category Three does not adequately
distinguish "hard" from "soft" social

science; Category Four, Mathematics and
the Natural Sciences needs more articulation,

for there are differences among the natural

sciences and between mathematics and the

natural sciences; why does the Committee
fail to emphasize the importance of modern
foreign languages, though Mathematics is

recognized "as a language crucial to many
physical and social sciences"; why should

there be a science requirement, etc? Thirdly,

the CEP believes that "one central goal of a
liberal arts education is to introduce students

to several of the important areas of human
knowledge and to the varied modes of per-

ception appropriate to those areas". I would
add an additional clause: and to aid students

in understanding the similarity and
divergency of these approaches and to in-

tegrate these approaches in a meaningful

fashion. 100-level courses, functioning as they

do with the limited goal of providing an in-

troduction to a discipline, ..cannot also do
justice per se to the requirements of diver-

sification suggested by a "liberal arts

edjjcation". If my choice were between the

CEP's recommendations and Jesse Marsh's
recommendation to abolish distributional

requirements, I would opt for the latter. 1

suggest a third possibility for the freshman
year: to offer several cross-disciplinary and-

by David G. Rice :

or cross divisional coucses focusing on
problems common to a wide spectrum of

disciplines; to ask freshmen to take one or

two of the6e, followed by a seminar in which
they correlate and r^lect on these ex-

periences in a demanding fashion. It seems
reasonable for us as a faculty to provide

models of how liberally-educated persons

reason, if we expect the same sort of

reasoning from our students. The remainder
of the student's program could then be
arranged in light of new insights, major
goals, and with the help of appropriate faculty

advisors.

The rema inder of—ttn» rpp r^'pffrt d''?i ls
'

vote in favor of the CEP's proposals in this

area might kill a program of cross-

disciplinary and seminar courses which could

offer to freshmen a perspective different

from that provided during high school

preparation.

What then are my conclusions? It would be

tiest to table the CEP's recommendation on

distributional re|rtirem«nt8 pending a

thorough review of tne fresHman year, and I

would concur with the CEP's recom-

mendations for such a review. I would also

support the CEP's recommendations for

clarifying major requirements, installing a

contract major, permitting, as before, a

double major, and providing departmental

advisory systems. I would . urge that the

CEP's suggestions regarding patterns of

study beyond the major be offered as

guidelines, not requirements, and that each

department pull together its major either by

senior major coitrses or a major examination,

as appropriatft^' •B tt n. Q

Viewpoint
I 1 .;:;

A Nice Article v;*''

with a series -Of. j)£Qpo8als regarding the

major. The Committee's recommenidation
that departments be clear in their ex-

planations of' various routes through the

major and its suggestions for improved ad-

vising seem only common sense. The
program for a "contract major" strikes me
as wise and prudent, though I regret that the

CEP chooses to express its report so reluc-

tantly. Regarding patterns of study beyond
the basic major, the so-called thesis,

specialization, and course-cluster options, I

am not so happy. It strikes me that only the

larger departments have even the remotest

possibility of mounting any new courses to

satisfy these innovations. My own depart-

ment, for example, already permits sufficient

flexibility in course selection to cover all

three possibilities, but any additional

requirements of new courses would be im-

possible under present circumstances. It

would be a wiser plan to utilize this portion of

the report as guidelines rather than

requirements, and that the basic reality of

inequities based on departmental size be

recognized as a limitation on the in-

ventiveness and scope of departmental of-

ferings.

The CEP report concludes by recom-
mending that a full study of the freshman
year be endorsed. The CEP recognizes that

many faculty—myself included—
recommended that the entire curriculum

review begin at this point. The Committee,
however, justifies its beginning with the

upper years on the grounds that its faculty

directive specified a study of the major
exercise arid the honors program, and that

the problems of the freshman year go beyond
the scope of the CEP. I am willing to grant

that any study of the freshman year involves

more than curriculum, but courses do occupy
a central place in a freshman's experience,

and therefore should have been treated as

part of the discussion on the curriculum. The
argument that the faculty directive somehow
prohibited or discouraged exploration of the

freshman year seems unconvincing, in light

of the CEP's wide-ranging expedition through

the rest of the curriculum. Indeed, the

proposal for new distributional requirements

seems to me to particularly affect the fresh-

man experience, since so many students do in

fact fulfill many of their distributional

requirements during the freshman year. A

by-PeterbrKorik

Life insists on decisions.

Most Williams students are frozen,

dangerously locked in a limbo that they

perceive as a demilitarized zone between
adolescence and adulthood. Everyone seems
to share the opinion that life is suspended at

college, that once you get here, you call a

timeout on what you do, what you believe,

how and why you live. My perceptions of

Williams are too fragmented and diffuse to

pinpoint exactly what it is that students do
here instead of live, but 1 will say that I get

the feeling that most of the population of this

College, students and teachers included, lack

a sense of decisiveness and priority. Too
many students have decided to call a four

year moratorium on living. Too many faculty

members, especially some tenured
professors, have lost the sense of innovation

and newness that they might have had when
they were busy struggling for their academic
lives. It seems as though most people here

operate out of a sense of desperation and
frustration and then retire to a state of inertia

after their psychic equilibrium has been

reestablished, rather than moving
deliberately, intuitively, and freely as often

as possible, testing themselves out against

each other and the "community" as a whole.

The lack of student activism on any level is

a typical example of what I mean. It is painful

when ideas die, or when something new
becomes a reality and students are too

apathetic even to avail themselves of what >s

going on. It takes an act of the will, a^rious
decision on one's part to become invdived

with someone or something. You have to Ifet

yourself go.

A typical excuse given at this time of life is

that you are busy setting up shop in your own
head and concerned with forging a per-

sonality out of the seemingly amorphous
mass you are when you get here, so busy and
so concerned, in fact, that you lose your
awareness of what is going on around you.

This viewpoint illustrates two dangerous
misconceptions about personal growth. You
are not undefined when you get to college.

You have an enormous pool of personal

biases, viewpoints, loves, hatreds, and
thoughts that you should not be afraid to

share. The other fact Is that the greatest

potential for growth is through conflict.

something which is pamfuMy ladtjng hei»m
Williams, :. . _Ir*^ ~~

-Si^

I -have heard it said that many of the

student's who come to Williams just don't

have any values to test. In that case^ the first

question they should ask themselves is:, what
kind of background did 1 come from that

didn't instill any values in me? Nothing

should be taken for granted. Everything is

subject to criticism and question.

Another misconception that is floating

around is that a liberal arts education at

Williams is somehow geared to cultivating

automatically a well rounded individual. It

does so by presenting you with a number of

different intellectual options. You walk away
from here with a diploma and a voluminous
scattering of possibilities. But not enough
people realize that a liberal arts education is

useless unless you made decisions about it.

Too often the methodology of learning gets
in the way of what we are here for. Test,

papers, and grades are secondary to content.

Ask yourself how vou determine yourself. If if

is by a grade, your perspective is so limited as
to be appalling. You should determine
yourself by wliai you know, what you believe
is right; in short, who you are. But you have to

realize that marks are no reflection on you.
You are your only reflection.

I'm sure it's been said before but Jeb Stuart
Magruder was no accident. The fact is that
Williams is so idyllic, so secluded, so neutral
and so small that it is in constant danger of.

producing radically one dimensional in-

dividuals. We are all very lazy human beings.

Because of our general lack of ethical, as well
as intellectual assertiveness, we do not gain a
sense of what life is all about and, in effect,

Stop living. We lose our sense of wonder and
neWqess m an environment thatchallengesus
wIthNhe possibility of actually learning
somethiiig new every day. We are un-
believably free here at Williams. Not to take
advantage of our capacity for action and>
thought is to soriiehow miss out on four very
important years of life.

So now you, dear reader, sit l)ack, having
finished another idealistic tirade in the ReAd.
You are insulted and hostile, And if you see
me tomorrow on the campus -and say the
article was "enjoyable" or "interesting" or
"good", I know you will have miSsed the
point, once again. \ Q

Collegians write on curbstone, crew, coed living

Why curbstone

To the editor:

Apparently, the architects of our new
library have a great fear in their hearts. Of

whom they are afraid, it is not clear. Yet in

the past few weeks they have massed their

defenses, and before oiu- very eyes a ring of

concrete has grown to encircle the new
library.

What is clear is the inappropriate character

of twelve inch white concrete curbstones in

the heart of the campus. What are these to

keep out? Cars, bicycles, pedestrians,

wheelchairs, dog perhaps? Do they even want
us to use the library, or must we all turn to

pogo sticks to hop over the curb? Either they

consider Williams faculty to be maniac
drivers, insensitive to green grass and

dandelions, or they hate bicyclists with the

nerve to want to park within a hundred yards

of their destination.

I have puzzled over their maze of mud and
white concrete," but can find no answer. Ap-

proaching the library by bicycle, one is forced

to dismount in the midst of a traffic circle at

either approach, then haul one's bicycle up
and around impossibly sharp curves. Ap-

proaching on foot is easier physically but

quite daunting aesthetically. If one were
Confined to a wheelchair, a conceivable

handicap even In this purple valley. 1 think

one would feel quite unwanted. Even for old

persons and small children, the step is

significant. > '

I had thought that after Bike Week in 1972

and Earth Week In 1973. when the campus
was closed to cars and opened to people—on

foot, bicycles or roller skates—the planners

would have forsaken their traditional homage
to the automobile. Apparently, non-

mechanized human beings are still second

rate.

.\iiila Brewer '76

Coed living

To the editor:

Morgan's coed freshman entries, MidEast

and MidWest, were the subjects of a recent

Itc.Vd article. Vivia Chen and Patricia

Martin, both of MidWest, added the com-

ments of the somewhat unhappy female

majority of their entry in last week's Letter to

the Editor. This week we think it only fair to

round out the discussion with comments from

the members of Morgan MidEast.

Although a slight uneasiness was demon-

strated by most members of our entry at the

beginning of the year (a rather natural

reaction of freshmen, inexperienced in both

dormitory and coeducational living), we
seem to have now overcome our original

anxieties. For the most part, the relationship

between MidEast's men and women Is one of

mutual friendliness and hospitality. Of
course, water fights, loud evenings and oc-

casional pranks are nol without incident in

our entry; however, they are usually in-

stigated by joint efforts of the male and
female populations, and are not usually
directed against either of the sexes. These
activities are, also, probably no more
frequent than similar activities of rowdy
Quad, freshmen and women in the Quad.
We believe that the majority (both male

and female) of our entry enjoys the op-

portunities provided by coed living for a more
natural and unstrained life-style. We would
also like to thank our wonderful JA's, Linda
Miller and Connie Tirrell, for making such a

good relationship possible.

Siiiiliiii Irrslinirii sifiiicd I III' uhoic U'llcr

Courageous "running before the wind" on the
first page of t%v November 8 Issue while that

beautiful and successful defender of the
"Auld Mug" Is "in the wind" and is sailing

"close hauled."

I.riiiuii'd .lacob II. |<I|6

ttur f'ritl tiri's-tulitor, ifhorlaims tn hi' a saitt>r.

•^Iitmls ftirrrrtt'tt unit ctitif^rint'ti.

Crew lingo
Dear Sir:

1 have written in the past to the Record and
Ri'ci>rd.\d\ Ufa !«• to register my amazement at

the appalling lack of knowledge in your
marine department as to nautical matters.

For years, that group has been referring to

theWilliamsCrewas the Rowing Team. They
also seem to think that a sailboat is

"steered," while even the boys from Amherst

know that she is -''sailed."

Now I ^(Mr*fhal you have a photo of the

Correction
An article appearing In the Re.Ad (11-21-

74) cohcerning the status of student files

contained ,an incorrect first sentence
which read: "Students will be able to see
all materials In their various college files

excepting those written prior to November
19, 1974 or guaranteed to be kapt in con-
fidence by the College, according to Pean
Neil R. Grabois. " It should have read:
"Students will be able to see all materials
In their various college files excepting
those written prior to November 19. 1974

ami guaranteed tobe kept in confidence by
the College, according to Dean Neil R.
Grabois."

A deleted sentence went on to say that

the College is reaffirming the prior right of

confidentiality, but it has read the law.

whicl^vent into effect November 19. as
effectively prohibiting the .soliciting of

materials under such a promise of con-
fidcntidlilv after thai date.
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Review:

*Six Characters in Search

of Author' and consistency
by Simon Watson and Lisa Williams

Six Characters in Search of an Author by

Luigi Pirandello, playing through Sunday at

the AMT, is a powerful but inconsistent

production. Essentially the play revolves

around six incomplete characters who
mysteriously appear at a theatre during a

rehearsal and try to persuade the director

and his company to act their incestuous story.

Dana Perlstein's portrayal of the flam-

boyant director is quite successful. He does,

however, have a tendency to overact,

allowing his character to become
charicature. John Ellis, as the father, does

not fare so well. His performance lacks

forcefulhess, and is fraught with affectations;

particularly annoying was his constant use of

-_an-«mnipresent handkerchief. The quality of

Dianne Thompson's performance as the step-

daughter vacillates widely: she is excellent

when the role calls for seductiveness, but

weak when it demands bitterness.

The acting company as a whole is very

good, though somewhat inconsistent. Raquel

Shapiro's brief appearance as Madame Pace
is a bright spot in the play—especially im-

pressive is her dramatic entrance, which

combines excellent acting with a superb

lighting effect.

The technical aspects of. the production

vary as much as the acting. Dick Jeter's

creative rendering of a bare stage plays upon

audience conceptions of what backstage

really looks like, and the set provides a

properly real-unreal environment for the

actors. Joan Halpert's black and white

costumes for the six characters are very

effective, but the acting company wears more

formal clothing than would seem appropriate

for actors in the rehearsal process, and

several of the costumes are in fact distrac-

ting.

Perhaps the largest problem which the play

faces comes in sheer interpretation. Ac-

cording to Edith Notman's program notes,

"the author ... has deliberately blurred the

line between performance and reality." This

does not seem to be true in the productiomj^

itself. Rather Jean-Bernard Bucky's direc-

tion has molded the show into something

highly theatrical. During the half hour before

the performance, the actors drift on stage in

an attempt, though a rather feeble one, to

create a reality. But the moment the six

characters appear, the cast lapses into a

series of pauses and postures which are

totally synthetic. This artificiality makes the

play much more grave and philosophical than

it need be; indeed, it becomes ponderous at

times.

Bucky's first directorial effort at Williams

is on the whole very successful.

Beauty and

the bop
Williams College students and faculty will

present the first all-Williams dance concert

December 14th at 8:30 P.M. at the Adams
Memorial Theatre. It is an interdisciplinary

effort combining art, film, video, poetry, ^t

dance, and theatre. Over seventy people are

involved. Nina Girvetz has choreographed a

theatricalized Israeli folk dance. Marilyn

Giersbach has choreographed an avant-garde

piece. Pick a Rib, a recreation of the jitter-

bug will be be-bopped by the entire Williams

Jazz Ensemble (get crazy.) Mary Miet-

zelfield has choreographed a poem that will

be read by its author Susanna Lang.

Also featured will be a Vid^o Performance

Project by Lauren Ewing; Shakers, a dance

choreographed by Doris Humphrey in 1931

and now reconstructed by-BianaSprague
Stugger from a- Labanotation score; and
Ravel's Mother Goose Suite (Sleeping

Beauty, Beauty and the Beast, Empress of

the, Pagoda, etc.), which will be

choreographed by Joy Dewey; narration

written and read by John K. Savacool.

Featured in Shakers are many area
children who have studied the Shakers at
Hancock. The dance consists of authentic
movements from the Shakers meetings and
will be accompanied by Shakers music sung
by Judith Reichart and played on the har-
monium by Penelope Mark. (There will be a
matinee with only the Ravel and the Shaken
on Friday, December 13th, at 4 P.M.)
The concert is being sponsored by the

Williams College Dance Society and the
Physical Education Program of Dance, and a
supported by the College Council.

wcfm shines spotlight

in order to "focus more clearly on a paiC
ticular aspect of the Williams College scene,"
declared News Director Dave Studenmund,
WCKM News has Instituted "Spotlight," a
hair hour show airing each Sunday evening
from 8-8:30 p.m.

"We hope to enlighten studenU as to par-
ticular administration policies which thuy '

might not be famfliar with, and also to take a
look at some oTthe lighter aspects of colie^"""
life," said Studenmund.
Students working to put together the show

include Tim Riordan, Chuck Senatore, Pet^r
Peyser, and Dave Grogan. Each will

probably be responsible for preparing a

particular show.

^t^-'-

fsArtsBriefsArtsB
DietZf Schwartz Revue »*«*"•

Cap and Bells, Inc. announces auditions for the Dietz and Schwartz

Revue, Wednesday, December 11, from 4:00 - 6:00 and 7:00 - 11:00 in

the Greylock Makepeace Room. Anyone interested in trying out should sign up

for an audition time in the AMT lobby and should bring sheet music to the

auditions. The Revue, based on the words and music of Howard Dietz and Arthur

Schwartz, a songwriting team of the 1930's and 40's, will be presented at the 1896

House February 6, 7, 8, and 9 as a dinner theatre production.

Dietz and Schwartz were immortalized by Fred Astaire in the movie

The Bandwagon,^ which included such hits as "That's Entertainment," "Dancing in

the Dark," and "A Shine on Your Shoes." These and other Dietz and Schwartz

songs and sketches .will be done in a revue format in the first attempt at

dinner theatre in Williamstown. :

For more information, contact Tom Lockhart.

Inherit the Wind
Auditions for the play Inherit the Wind, based on the scopes trial in which

the teaching Of evolution was debated by Clarence Darrow and William Jennings

Bryan, will be held on December 9 and 10 at 7 P.M. in the Ex (bottom of the AMT.)
Scripts are available at the AMT Box Office. 12 men, 4 women, and 2 children are

required. Directed by Debba Curtis (2865.)

Under the Kitchen Sink
Winter Carnival performances of dancing bugs and a lovesick Raid can?

An intimate tete-a-tete on a sponge? A saber dance around the drainpipe?

If bug-gying's your thing, go down for auditions at the small dance studio

(Lasell Gym) on January 7th or 8th at 7:30 P.M. Under the Kitchen Sink, or

Itallel of the Bugs, an original spoof by Renee Meyer.

.Indian art

Now they are there. See ' 'Six Characters in Search ofan Author
'

' this Thursday, Friday,

Saturday, and Sunday at the AMT, 8:30 p.m.

An exhibit of original photogravures from Edward S. Curtis' The North

Anierican Indian is currently at the Williams College Museum of Art. The exhibit

and catalogue, prepared by Marlee Heathcote, will be on display until February 7.

The simple joys of family life are in row houses
by Susan Gain

Where can a homesick student recapture

the intimacy of family life? Where can a

social butterfly find a wide range of activities

under one roof? Where are cries like "Pass
the meat, please!" a normal part of dinner

time conversation? Williams students will

find these things and more contained in row
house living. From co-ed Tyler House at one
end of the campus to Ft. Hoosac and Susan
Hopkins Houses at the other, these living

units are a welcome alternative for people
tired of dormitory life. Though the ''homier"

atmosphere is not for everyone, and row
houses have their own disadvantages, their

jiopularity attests to the fact that many do
find row house life to their taste.

Row houses are sometimes considered the
last vestige of fraternity life at Williams. In

addition to the fact that they resulted from the
banning of fraternities at Williams in 1962 and
occupy the old fral houses, there are several
social similarities. Though t>roponents of this

housing system are quick to p^iint out that row
houses are not to be identified with any
fraternity system and that all such claims
were relinquished in 1962, there are some
aspects of life in Spencer House, for example,
that reflect the old Chi Psi atmosphere.
Many times, a row house will retain the

better parts of fraternities without exhibiting

the over-exclusiveness that once charac-

terized them. This is largely due to the ran-

dom housing system by which row house

occupants are selected. Because there is no
biased authority choosing the members of a

house (except in cases such as transfers,

when house presidents exercise some: control

over who is accepted), there is little chance
that row houses will ever develop a."clubby"

atmosphere. There is often a development of

"house spirit," but not of the excessive

loyalty built up around the image of a

fraternity.

The social atmosphere in row houses is

recognizably different from that in a large

dorm. The probability of relationships

developing among members of a row house is

enhanced by the physical layout: rooms are
directly off main corridors, all people eat in

the same place at the same time, activity

areas are located within the house. Because it

is difficult to avoid people, there is a need for

members of a row house to develop a greater

tolerance of others than in a dorm; they must
learn to live with each other and to un-

derstand different types of people. There is

less need for a member of a row house to

make a concerted effort to meet others than

for a member of a large housing unit. Also,

instead of promoting the formation of cliques

that limit interaction with different people,

row houses provide a relaxed social situation

in which contact with others is the normal

way of life.

An interesting aspect of a row house is the

close correlation between the pei^le who live

there at one given time and its effectiveness

as a social unit; in no other form of living is

the character of a house as affected by its

current members and quality of leadership.

The amount of responsibility Uken on by the

president of a row house, the interest he

shows in his position, and the relationshi))s

among people in the house and their attitude

toward it, change from year to year and af-

fect its degree of unity. Because these houses

tend to be more independent of campus life

than others, it is important that the people

within them show an interest in house mat-

ters.

Social activities, for example, are planned

by the house social committee, but must be

supported by nearly everyone to be suc-

cessful. Sometimes activities arise spon-

taneously, which is facilitated by the smaller

number of people involved in the house and by

their self-contained nature. Since not every

person wants to live in the particular row

house in which he is placed, activities are

numerous and diverse, designed to please a

large segment of the occupants. It is these

informal projects, along with those that the

house undertakes as a whole, that promote
cohesion within the unit.

The president of a row house often acts as a
moderator between members of the house
and between . the house and the ad-

ministration. He is in charge of -seeing that

everything runs smooihly within the house-
that house dues are collected, repairs are
made, activities are going as planned. He
works in conjunction with the social com-
mittee' as well'as organizes house meetings to

discuss, for example, large expenditures.-

Sometimes there are conflicts Jaetween row
houses and dormitories in the matter of ad-

ministration policy. In these situations, the

presidents try to protect row house interests.

The administration in turn, tries to maintain

an equity among the different types of living

situations. In a decision last year, the college

decided to close down the kitchens in row

houses at night; formerly they had been open

at all hours, a luxury enjoyed only by row

house occupants.

Arolherlimes7 people InTowTTouses feel

they are being imposed upon. For example,

rooms aren't designed for a specific number

of people, and when the demand for roems

greatly exceeds the number available, there

is some pressure to put two people in a room

that would be better suited for one.

In addition to matters such as these, in-

dividual houses have their own problems. Ft.

Hoosac, Susan Hopkins, Agard, and Doughty

Houses are quite isolated from the rest of the

campus. Though this promotes a close feeling

among members of this housing unit, it tends

to isolate them from some aspects of campus

life. The Spencer-Brooks group also contains

Dewey House, a unit for women, located near

Dodd House, quite a distance from the other

two. As a result, some members eat there

instead of walking to their own dining center

at Brooks House.

Though problems exist, they do not seem to

interfere with the overall effectiveness of the

row house system. Row houses may lack the

privacy of a large dormitory, but students

who appreciate the feeling of living In an

actual house and who like an atmosphere of

unlocked doors, find this environment quite

satisfying.

\
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College gives

1 early notice

V to applicants
The College notified 155 of the 571 Early

Decision candidates for admission early this

weeic that they had been accepted, Director of

Admissions Philip F. Smith announced.

The College accepted 90 of the 302 men and

65 of the 269 women who applied Early

Decision.

The applicants accepted are from 30 dif-

ferent states and countries, but over 30 per

cent live in New York or Massachusetts,

according to Smith.

Students from the "strongest schools" and

those living nearest Williams have a greater

'-4o^seek £arlyDecision thaiLlhosfil

per cent of the incoming women were ac-

cepted Early Decision while 29 per cent of the

men were. Assuming no change in class size

and male-female ratio, 29 per cent of the

incoming men and 43 per cent of the incoming
women will have been accepted Early
Decision this year.

Candidates who applied under the College's

Early Decision plan indicated Williams was
their first choice and if accepted Early
Decision they would attend Williams. They
could have applied to other schools while

waiting for the December 2 notification letter

from Williams. Applicants were accepted,

rejected, or the Admissions Office postponed
a decision until regular decision notification

in April.

Honors stay
''*^ ' from page one ^ ^-

"(he only Hdnors program worth a damri is

the thesis" among many others. Gates

-irpm farther away, athletes, and those

seel(ing financial aid, Smith said. About
twenty per cent of those accepted will receive

financial aid, a figure well below the per-

centage of a given freshman class receiving

financial aid.

Smith said that a "large number" of the

applicants indicated an interest in law.

Last year the College accepted 91 men and

76 women from an Early Decision applicant

pool of 580. Smith said less women were ac-

cepted this year in order to provide more
freedom in selecting candidates in April.

According to its admissions brochure, the

College usually accepts 30 per cent of the

incoming class Early Decision. Last year 37

Qtristmas
Cards
Wed., Dec. 25

McClelland Press

When you care enough
to send the very best.

comniented^tRat speakers^ against the CEP
motion outnumbered those in favor by about
12-3 but added that "the thing that really beat
us was the fact that our attack on the Honors
Degree became equated with an attack on the

thesis and Division III people felt threatened

by this."

Steve Phillips '75, President of the College

Council, said that "people's minds seemed to

be made up before the meeting began." He
said that he sensed a general feeling among
the Faculty that "if certain departments
don't have an acceptable Honors program
then they should find one but that the whole
system didn't need changing." Phillips added
that "in general, the younger faculty mem-
bers favored the CEP motion and the older

ones opposed it."

An alternate proposal by the CEP calling

for a programmatic Honors program will be

brought before the faculty at their next

meeting. An open meeting for students and
faculty was held this afternoon to discuss the

programmatic program before it is presented

to the faculty on Dec. 11. The CEP will also

present its proposed Distribution
Requirement at that meeting.

"We'll probably have to have another
faculty meeting Dec. 18" to deal with the

other proposed changes in the curriculum,
said Gates. . \J]

MAKE $500
On each commitaion. Campvs and
local representatives are needed
for nationwide employee search.
For full information write Sumner
Advet^sing Co., P.O. Box 643,
Peoria, ill., 61601.

For Christmas presents, check our

sales section, and our new books

VILM&E GIFT BARN OF VERMONT

U.S. 7 Povynal, Vt. 7 miles north of jet. 2 & 7

,r\' Local silversmith will present his collection of

Turquoise, Jasper, and Agate on Sterling Silver Jewelry

Custom orJers taken Dec. 8, i974from 10:30-6:00

\
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On listening

to Fennell's

Gogol, once
' by Caesar Rodney

A small audience gathered in Jesup Hall on

Monday, November 25 to hear a lecture titled

"Gogol the Innovator: a New Look at the

'Government Inspector'." John Fennell, who
-^veHhe talkp

Oxford University and currently is a visiting

lecturer at the University of Virginia.

The lecture was directed toward a very

specialized "sophisticated, university

audience." Fennell was not mistaken in his

assessment of his listeners, for out of the

Small handful that showed up on Monday, at

least half were professors with a relatively

close knowledge of Gogol's play.

Fennell's lecture centered on the in-

novations used in "The Government In-

spector," which present a marked change

from pre-Gogolian techniques f^t comedy. The
lack of realism, the purely didactic foun-

dations, and the feeble, stereotyped

characterizations of 18th century- Russian

comedy are sharply contrasted by Gogol's

linguistic character portrayals, quick-paced

structure, and brilliant literary techniques.

Although its theme of mistaken identity is an

old one, "The Government Inspector" seems

startlingly new. According to Fennell, the

newness is a result of Gogol's genius for

detaching himself as a dramatist and, from

his hidden vantage point, manipulating the

audience. In the "Government Inspector,"

Gogol leads the audience to a feeling of

pleasurable superiority and omniscience over

the unfolding events on stage, mostly through

the innovation of dramatic irony. He then,

suddenly, drags bis audience into the action,

bridging the gap between actor and spectator

with direct discourse and reference to the

general public. "What are you laughing at?"

asks one of the characters in the last act

"You are laughing at yourselves."

Monday's lecture ended with a highly in-

formal dhicussioa Fennell was asked, among
of Russian -at—oth«-tWngs, for a<Ivlce„on producing "the

fsneiv^sbriefsnews

Government Inspector" for a contemporary,

American audience. Because of the difficulty

of being true to Gogol's characterizations

through speech patterns ibnd his use of puns
directed toward a 19th century Russian

audience without relying too heavily on

slapstick, Fennell agreed that the task would

be difficult. Steve Travis, who attended

Monday's lecture, will tackle the task when
he directs "The Government Inspector" at

the William's College Theatre this spring.

The lecture was followed by a reception in

Weston Language Center. Fennell remained
on campus Tuesday to present the colloquium

on "The Application of Textology to Medieval
Russian History and Literature" at 4:00. G

skeezix

The Williams Outing Club Is conducting a

ski equipment sale tonight and tomorrow
nighl In the Rathskeller. Ski equipment may
be purchased from seven to (en both

evenings.

registration crunch
Tomorrow morning Is the last opportunity

for registration for physical education during
Winter Study. Courses offered are posted on
the bulletin board in the Physical Education
Office.

drivers, BEWARE
The ban oh parking on streets In

Wllliamstown Is now in effect from 12 mid-
night to 8 a.m. Vehicles parimAnn tli» streets

at any time and interfering with plowing will

be towed away at the'~owhei"s expense per
Chief of Police Zoito.

more to come
The RecordAdvocate's next totue win

appear during the Ih-st week of Winter study
The deadline for articles, letters to the edii»
viewpoints and columns is Monday eveninc
January • at seven o'clock.

'

chapin benefit
Tickets are being sold In the major dining

halls for Friday night's Chick iCorea concert
Tickets cost M. one dollar of which Is .a

donation to the- Rugby Club's drive to aid

Hugh Hawkins, an alumnus injured In the

alumni-student rugby game this fall.

The •ulomobiW crash ii

the number one caute of death
o( people your tgt. And the

Innk thing ii IhU the drunk
driven mpoiulble for liillinj

younj people are moat often

other young people.

Talte a minute. Spend a
dime. Call a cab. Thal'a all. If

yoi) can't do that, drive him
younclf . Or let him aleep on
yourcoudi. -

—

—

We're lutaaking you to

bCtdoctWilffcgp.Juat a friend.

BOX2MS
I ROCKVIU.E.IURyi.ANO20lu
) iMMtoMMatriaatfilifi.
I
TatljMwlMiriwIaBila.

I IMm

A phone call. A aimple,

ten^enl phone call for a cab
could save yoilr friend'a life.

If your friend hai been

drinking loo much, he shouldn't

be driving.

I
ca,_

mmmummmmmmL
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CUSTOM
FRAMING
7^ IKVni: SHOP

!

The high commandof

GENERAL BUMBLE

invitesyou to

participate in the 1 7th

renewal ofthat most

sacred ofsemi-annual

Williams institutions—

THE TRIVIA CONTEST

Megatons ofnostalgia mil

be released at 12 A.M.
December 1

1

, and
continue through to

8 AlVtnbn WCFM 91.9 FM

LIQUORS—WINES— BKER

LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
QUANTITY 01SC0Ur^[TS

134 Cole Avenue Williamitown

Phone 4SS-3704

Country Restaurant

In the Continental Tradition

Open for Lunch & Dinner

Closed AAonday

Across from Williams Campus

Used Typewriter for sale

A practically brand-new manual
typewriter, selling for less than half-price.

CallJanat6782

NEW LOG HOURS: Mon.rhurs. 8p.m.-12:30a.(
^'

Frl.-Sat. ,, ,j[.>i|p.m.^tt>6a.m. (iji'.

.— 7;-;-- ^'.--f '-rr---- -'--r- tJihnw Sparlal Bwwry Siintlw—" ——--—tesj^ .. j't

for Under $1.00 --^ ,,:^, jf .1^ %

tTvie EiifeHalnmefft^very Wednesday higM^—

v

Pizza Slicto - ^ cents plain 35 cents extra-Spckrial

A>^

the Log
Armed Forcei Health Profewiona Seholarahip Profrwn

If you^re one off toniono¥r% physicians,
there aresome tilings you shouldlcnow
today.

'SUNDAY SUPPER AT THE SIX HOUSE'
PRICES TO FIT YOUR BUDGET

Like Autumn Leaves - "Nothing to be desired"
In Dining Pleasure

Sour Hour Daily Except Saturday - 4:30*6:00 p.m.

(Prices of all Liquor Drinks 7Sc -Mug of Beer2Sc)

^>U^'»vV

Welcome back to a new inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

and entertainment at the

Qmamji Williams Inn

For instance. You should know about the op-
portunities offered by Armed Forces Health
Care. As an officer in the service of your
choice you'll work in modern facilities. With
up-to-date equipment. And modern, up-to-

date professionals in every area of Health
Care.

For example. You should know that
Armed Forces Health Care offers opportuni-
ties for initial training and advanced study in

practically every specialty. Not to mention
the opportunity to practice It.

You should know, too, that we make It

possible for you to pursue a post-residency
fellowship at either military or civilian Insti-

tutions.

And if all this strikes a spark, then you
should certainly know about our scholarship
program.

.
If you qualify, the tuition for your medi-

cal education will be covered fUlly while you
participate in the program. And during that

time you'll receive a good monthly stipend.

Just one more thing. . .we think if you

know all the facts, today, you may want to be

one of us tomorrow.
Find out. Send in the coupon and get

the facts... today.
Then are llmlltd opcnlngi for KKJemlc year H75-1976.
r- —

—

—. ——— ——.——

1

Armed Forces Scholarships rcN-iia

I
P.O. Box AF ^

I
Peoria. III. 61614 *

j
J desire information for the following program:

I
ArmyQ NavyQ *ir Force n MedicalQ
Denial D Veterinary" n Podiatry G Optometry D
Psychology (PhD) D
Name_

Soc.Sec.»_

Addrest__

City

State

tpMiM print)

-Zip-

Enrolled at

To graduate In-

Daleofblrih
(moMh) (diy)

•V.l.(ifWfy nol .vsilibl. (n N.VY Proflr«m.

Dcdiuted lo Medicine and ttwpwple wtw practic* it
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MEkb A FkffND?

Call HELP LINE
664-639!

^Mt*UM^

THEl?

CLIP
SHOP
"IjL JJaircuUUf plac4 for bath <^ ifou

56 Spring Street

Williamstowjn,Me, ______
For Appointment

Call 458-9167

From 9:00 A.M. to 6:30 P.M.

beautiful 4 bedroom/ 2 batti, hand-hewn
beamed lofty living room, fireplaces,

garages, all equipment I 10 'miles from

Willlamstown, "overloolcs" Jimtny Peai(

ski area. Swimming, Tennis In season.

Now to June or longer suit famiiy-group-

AAoderate rental.

Hancock (413) 738-5032.

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America
Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven Grinders
>" Spaghetti

50 Spring Street - 458-9009 and 458-8014

opendailyOa.m. to2a.m.

Breakfast daily9 a.m. to ttti.iTjr---

Donuts, Coffee

We make our own pizza dough daily

STl'DKNTS WELCOME

iv.-^Ti^r,

C0W5WE

CANDLES. ENAMELWARe.+tANDBAGSjeSrELRY
CERAMiC COOKWARC ClflTHeS. ^APS'.TOI^

.

^MRKSHlRtAUTO HAUSJNC.

Rdute 20 bi Holmes Rd. .

:
;• > vx . Lenox, A/m^^ "~"--\

^ ; \A\%) 499-4361

T NEW PORSCHE

, r^ ^ 914

• r 911
rni-'.-

AUDI 100 L S

>'\>>-

^: vr^i /. • '•'
,

FOX

INSTOCK

Complete Service and Parts

25 minutes from Williams

'i K"

-Golden Helmet Award winner J. C.

Chandler \photo by Tague]

GoldHelmet
Senior John (J. C.) Chandler, standout

defensive middle guard for the Williams

football team, has been awarded the Golden

Helmet Award as the outstanding college

division football player in New England.

Chandler was presented the award Monday
night at the Football Writers, Captains and
Awards Dinner Banquet in Boston. The
Golden Helmet Award is sponsored by the

Coca-^Cola Company and the Boston Globe.

Defensive line coach Andy Dzurinko called

Chandler "one of the finest football players

e>;ier to play at Williams. He can do it all. He
can play both the down and up positions aiid is

quick enough to play lihebacker."

The 5-11, 225-pound senior was one of the

main reasons Williams finished with a 7-1

record and was ranked the top college team in

New England in the final UPI poll. Despite

being double-teamed on almost every play.

ITS STILL NOT TOO LATE!
SPEND THE SPRING IN

PARIS or MADRID
ACADEMIC YEAR ABROAD

221 East 50th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022
•,^ 212-752-2734

' , Semester * Year • Summer Programs

Chandler averaged over seven tackles per

game in leading a defense thatallowed onlyM
yards rushing a contest and a mere I.» yards

per carry.

Two weeks ago, Chandler received the

weekly Golden Helmet Award and ECAC first

team honors for his performance in Williams'

17-14 win over Amherst. He also received

ECAC honorable mention for nine tackle

efforts against Bowdoin and second-ranked

Trinity.

In Chandler's three varsity seasons,

Williams compiled a sparkling 20-4 record

and captured three LitUe Three tiUes.

Swimmers face *

Vermont in

home opener
The varsity Swim team faces a very tough

University (rf Vermont squad in its official

home opener this SatlTCday. Capping the

swimming doubleheader is a junior wirsify

meet with Exeter. Varsity action gets under

way at 2:00, J.V. at 4:00.

The mermen enter this week's competition

with'a 1-1 record, having defeated RPI, 85-28

and fallen to Colgate, 69-44. The Ephs
powered their' way past RPI, taking firsts in .

twelve of thirteen events. But, the tremen-

dous depth of this year's team was also very

much in evidence: there was not one double-

winner in individual events.

Three freshman records were broken in this

'

opening meet, a sign of what can be expected

from the class of '78. Stuart Deans took the
^

1000 freestyle in 10:51.4, while John Parmakis "^"y

won the 200 Butterfly in 2:08.6. Paul Von (

Eigen is now only .8 second off Pike Talbert's^
college mark of 2:23.1 in the 200 Breaststroke. s-

Freshmen led another assault on the record f^=^
books last Saturday, but neither they nor theirs;

upperclass teammates could put together ---

enough points to defeat a strong Colgate

squad. Deans lowered the college standard of
.^^

5:03.5 in the 500 free by 1.4 seconds, and both;^>
he and Farmakis smashed the freshman
marks they had set the week before. Phil

Wild's 49.5 clocking in the 100 free beat a long

standing frosh record set by last year's co-

captain, Jim Harper.

Try to wear
us out ^

KING'S LIQUOR
: STORE f'r:;rv;.,f

Fine Wines

. and

Liquors

PLENTY OF ALL TYPES BEER

Sprinq Street Willlamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458 5948

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
JOE DEWEY

We are here in silence ^

An Original Gift Idea

I,
•i

t

*.
. :^.^V^

"»'

The Co-op has a wide selection of quality Jerseys. T-shirts and Nylon Jarkcis
available in assorted style, colors, and sizes . . . W can print names, niinilx'rs.

crests, designs, slogans. Let us know in advance and any design can Ix- made
to order in color. . . We make up shirts (or clubs, frals, independents. s^xirtN

teams, church organizations, special events, and individuals . . . I'here's no
limit. You can order one or a thousand. All Shirts at popular prices. For

^ details drop in or call 4.58-4983.

WILLIAMS CO-OP
Open Thursday Nights Spring Street

Come and see why everyone is trying to keep np with us
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Harkins nets

pair in romp
over AIC

by NickCristiano

The Williams hockey team proved very

emphatically on Saturday evening that they

can handle any rough stuff their opponents

may throw at them. The Eph skaters ex-

ploded for five goals in the first two periods,

then coasted to a 5-3 victory over aggressive

but outclassed A.I.C. in the season opener at

Springfield.

Co-captains Jim Harkins picked up where
he left off in preseason (five goals in three

games) with two goals. Mike Elkind and Josh
Raymond assisted on the first one, and Elkind

alone aided on the second. Junior Jim Mc-
Cormick and sophomore Jim Hield each
netted their first varsity goals: the former
tipped in a Pete Crocker slapshot and the

latter scored on a semi-breakaway with a

pass from linemate Rick Zeller. Dan Yeadon
tallied the other Eph goal on a seldom-seen

penalty shot after a Yellow Jacket def6n-

seman pounced on the puck in his own crease
during a Williams powerplay.

Mike Capone, Coach Bill McCormick's
choice to start in the nets over soph Chuck
Cremens, was spectacular in the early going,

stopping a total of 20 shots and coming up with

several key saves on point-blank shots.

"I was very pleased with his play," said

McCormick. The senior netminder, who gave
up 18 goals in four games last winter, has

been a big surprise thus far in replacing the

departed Bill Jacobs. He had a shutout going

into the third period when ennui began to

settle in among his protectors. A.I.C.

managed a power play goal early in the final

session, and then two cheapies in the final

four minutes when the outcome was no longer

in doubt.

Although A.I.C. is one of the weakest teams
Williams will face this year (9-18-1 last

season), the poise the Purple showed in

handling the Yellow Jacket bullies helped
dispell some of the doubts raised following the

final preseason contest, a 4-3 loss to the

Carlings hockey club.

In that contest, the Boston-based team of

college grads intimated the Ephs with their

checking and kept them bottled up in their

own zone for most of the afternoon while
ou (shooting the Purple, 33-32.

A.I.C. was even tougher, but the Ephmen,
especially Harkins and defenseman Angus
Morrison, proved that they are equally adept
at dishing it out. They also proved to the small
holiday weekend crowd that emphasis on
rough-house Philadelphia Flyer-style play is

useless and harmful if a team can't put the

puck in the opposing net and keep it out of its

own. The Yellow Jackets seemed mainly
intent on one line consisting of all New York
City natives, and their stickwork was
reminiscent of a different urban pastime:
stickball. The city kids and their gang of

hatchetmen were more on target to Eph
heads than the Eph nets, resulting in facial

cuts iQ several Purple skaters. The Ephs
somehow managed to get off 34 shots between
muggings.

The Ephmen face much tougher tests this

week when they host UMass Tuesday evening

and Hamilton Saturday evening at Chapman

Winter Sports

Outlook
Wrestling

Joe Dailey knows how the other side lives.

In 1967, his first year as head coach of the
varsity wrestling team, only eight wrestlers
went out for the team, "ft was unbelievable,"
he recalled recently. "We had to forfeit a
couple of weight classes every match and if

somebody got injured we were really in

trouble."

This year, the situation is a little different.

Sixteen names, including eight of last year's
top wrestlers, appear on the roster and Dailey
feels the squad is his strongest in seven years
at Williams. "We don't have much depth," he
admitted, "but we've got a lot of experience
and the best schedule we've ever had (only
one match is scheduled before the Christmas
break). If we can stay healthy, we should do
all right."

Tri-captain Gene Frogale leads a veteran
contingent that will be out to better last
winter's 5-5 record and fifth-place finish in the
New Englands. A two-time New England
champion at 142 pounds, Frogale competed in

the nationals last spring and dropped a 2-1

heartbreaker to the eventual runner-up.
Senior tri-captain Hardy Coleman, who

boasts an excellent dual meet record over the
past three campaigns, returns at 134. pounds.
Junior Dick Rhodes, a third-place finisher in

the New Englands, and rapidly improving
senior Mark Mitchell furnish strength at 150

and 158 pounds.
The Ephs are equally imposing in the up-

per-weights. After finishing fifth in the New
Englands as a freshman, Jeff May is ex-

pected to be among the lop 167-pounders in

the college division while Carl Hubbard, a

hardworking junior, came on strong at the

end of last year and has nailed down the 177-

pound slot.

Injuries plague the 190-pound and

iid.

\photo by Roe]

Just a minute and 1 7seconds prior to the taking ofthis photo , the Eph Skaters were down
5-3 at Chapman Rink on Tuesday against U.Mass. Then the seemingly impossible oc-

curred—Goals by Ed Spencer and Joe Hameline tied the score, and Jim Harkins scored
his second-goal ofthe game to clinch the victory.

Rink. Both squads handed the Purple road
defeats last December. The Minut^men,
ranked third in Division II by the 'coaches

(Williams is ranked eighth), defeated the

Ephs 5-2 in Amherst. /

McCormick indicated that they also are a

very physical team, with plenty of experience
up front and on th^'blueline. Goaltending is

the question mark. The Minutemen have had
trouble repjacing the graduated Chick
Reault, ope of the greatest netminders in the

school's history, and have allowed 13 goals

while compiling a 1-1 record in their first two
outings.

Hamilton beat the Ephs 4-1 in Clinton, N.Y.
to hand the Purple their only post-Christmas

break defeat last season. Williams later

defeated the Continentals 7-3 in a crucial late

season rematch at Chapman to edge into the

E.C.A.C. Division II playoffs.

McCormick has been using three forward
lines almost exclusively. The Senior Line has
Mike Elkind centering for Harkins and
Dennis Cahill ; the Junior line consists of Dan
Yeadon between Ed Spencer and Ted Walsh;
Rick Zeller centers the third line for fellow

soph Hield and junior McCormick.
For those willing to take a reprieve from

the end-of-the-semester crunch, face-off
times for both garfies is 7:30 p.m.

Hoop opens

with victGi^
.

byjSfim Broiifiiii,,.

^he U.S. Merchant Marlp«rAcademy found
outlast Saturday night piat Williams Colkse
isn't a one-man basketball team. Determined
to shut off All-Ea?t guard Harry Sheehy the
Kings PointM*^ shackled him with' an
aggressive>6x-and-one defense and limited
the high^storing senior t^-just ijine points
Junidi- forward M^-'. Carter and highly

fed soph MikeTrjifer picked up the slack
Jarler led theJi^s with 18 points and h
rebounds and^Tanner chipped in with u
markers, aJ|Wn the second half, as Williams
downed yiCUSMMA, 73-65 to kick off the 1974.

75 sej»' jn.

Purple dominated the backboards in

Fearly going, spurting to a 16-6 lead. Center
like Rosten, the man Curt Tong has asked to

fill the sneakers of the departed Les Ellison
was a tower of strength in the first 20ininutfjsi
combining tough defense with some timely
board work.

Kings Point was able to crawl back into the
game, however, behind the shooting of

captain Dan Rodgers (32 points) and the

inside play of 6-6 center Bill Carter. The
visitors held a short-lived 24-23 lead on a

Rodgers drive, but the Ephs, paced by for-

ward Fred Dittman's long range bombing,
managed to carve a precarious 37-34 halftime
lead.

Just 25 secon()sfnto the second half, Rosten
was called (of his fifth foul and the Purple
were in a bind. But, Tong inserted the (i 1

Tannpi^ to give his charges the movement
tijey' were lacking and the versatile soph

record as the no. 1 freshman racquetman. /fesponded with a pretty three-point play to

heavyweight divisions"N§enior Pete Gerra,

"one of the strongest wr(»Hen around," has

been sidelined with an ankle Irljury in recent

weeks and may not return untiis^ahuary.

Freshman Charles Davis will phs^ably

replace him. Tri-captain Harry

unbeaten in dual-meet competition as

junior, has been beset with kne^ troubles and

won't be 100 per cent effective until after the

holidays.

'The only newcomers to the squad are in the

light-weights. Hal Zendle, a freshman who
has impressed in preseason workouts, will

wrestle at 118 pounds With junior Doug
Marshall, who has experienced knee
problems this fall, holding down the 126-pound

spot.

Dailey is realistic about his team's chances.

"The key tgi our season will be the

formance of Zendle and Marshall,"

"We know what the other wrestlefs are
capable of, but i£these two can c^pne^through

for us, we'll be in good shaped

SquasJ
Blessed with a strong corps of returning

racquetmen^ coac]t> ^ean Sloane has high
hopes of capturi'pg' the Little Three crown for

the first time^ince 1969. Although four of last

year's starters have graduated, only one (co-

captain^eter Talbert at no. 2) occupied one
of JtStie top five spots. Several talented

^e^homores have moved up to bolster the

varsity ranks, making this winter's squad one
of Sloane's best ever.

Junior Frank Giammattei, 9th-ranked in

the nation last year, returns at no. l after a
fine 10-4 campaign in 1973-74. An excellent

shot maker, Giammattei is expected to move
up a few notches in the national rankings
before the season is over.

Talbert' s sneakers will be filled by
sophornore Marc Reinhardt, who posted a 10-3

Seniors Mike Watkins (captain) and ^ob'
Beck return at 3 and 4. The middle,«f the

ladder will be anchored by juniors Mike
Werner and Gerry McNamara, Iwo rapidly

improving squashmen. Sophomore Tom
White (11-2 as a freshman) and junior Hjive
Hillman have the 7 and 8 spots nailed down
with senior Lindsay Fowler, junior Bert Saul,

and sophomore Charley Haines battling it out
for the final position.

Sloane expects to better last year's 4-10

mark, which saw the Ephmen drop four 5-4

matches by a total of six points. "We have
more depth than we did last year," he said. "I
feel confident that every one of our nine
players is a complete player."

The Eph mentor sees the team's opening
matches, against Dartmouth (Dec. 4) and
Navy (Dec. 6) as being the keys to a suc-

cessful season. "We've never beaten Navy,"
Sloane said. "But, this year we've got a good
shot at taking them." National powers
Harvard, Princeton, and Penn will also
furnish tough competition.

Men's skiing
Encouraged by one of the largest turnouts

in recent years, first-year coach Bud Fisher
will be out to improve on last winter's 9th-

place finish in Division I. "The team is

composed primarily of seniors and
sophomores," he said. "If the sophs pull

through, we could move up a few places. We
probably lack the depth to place high in

Division I."

Strong individual performers return in the
nordic and alpine events. Nordic captain
Willy Parish, who qualified for the NCAA's
last February, is tops among the jumpers.
Heading a young cross-country contingent
are sophomores Gary James and Willy Sch-
midt, both coming off fine freshman seasons.
Sophs Alan Eusden and Jeff Kiralis and
junior Doug Hollett are also potential point
scorers. •

lathe alpine (downhill and slalom) events,

sophomore Chris Welch and seniors Toby
Hubner and John Harris are strong skiers and
figure to hold their own against the best in

Division I. Juniors Tom Gunn and Chuck
Goller and sophomore Line Avery head an
ever-improving supporting cast.

Perennial powers Dartmouth, Middlebury,
Vermont, and St. Lawrence figure to offer the
stiffest competition.

Women's skiing

"We don't have a lot of depth," first-year

coach Karen Fisher admitted, "but we're
tough." Seventeen women are competing for
10 competitive slots this winter. Returning
sophomores Ellen Toll and Sally Newton and
junior Belle Zars are tops in the nordic
events. In alpine competition, sophomores
Jennie Berg, Linda Fano, Gina Campoli,
Laurie Hume, and Marion Sherman have the
inside track on starting berths.

The senior-less squad will compete in six

Division I meets in addition to the division

championships. Middlebury and Dartmouth,
both boasting ranking U.S. skiers, will be the
teams to beat.

give the Ephs the lead for good, 40-36

A few minutes later, it was 53-40 as junior

college transfer Alex Rosten (Mike's brother)

canned a quartet of jumpers from the lop of

the key, the Achilles heel in Kings Point's

Sheehy-oriented defense. Williams led b>

anywhere from 10 to 15 points for the

remainder of the contest with the Kings

Pointers making it respectable against Ihe

Purple reserves.

The real story of the game was foul

shooting. Although outscored from the field,

the Ephs converted 29 to 41 from the charily

stripe while their opponents managed just \:->

points from the foul line, kings Point left the

floor hopeful that it would get another shot at

Williams in the Washington & Lee holiday

tourney in January.

Quarterback Jim Baldwin [5'\and defensive

end Tim Mages [M] were recently elected

CO captains of the 1975 football team

Baldwin threw for 1071 yatds and nine

toucljdowns this fall and his 57 per cent

completion percentage was among the best

in Ihe nation. Mages, a Iwo-year starter at

left defensive end, recovered front a pre-,

season ankle injury to liclp spark the team

to its fourjh straight Little Three title.
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Large tuition hike expected for next year
.i;^',-j

by George Schutier

Non-financial aid atudents will probably

have to pay more than fSOOO to attend

Williams College next year. Provost Stephen

R. Lewis Jr. indicated that he expects tuition,

room and board to increase in the neigh-

borhood of ten per cent.

The increase in the comprehensive fee

(room, board and tuition) is likely to be larger

than increases in previous years according to

Lewis. This year's comprehensive fee is 5.8

per cent greater than last year's.

If the College increases this year's com-
prehensive fee of $4620 by ten per cent, next

year's fee will be about $5080. This is less than

the present tuition at each of the eight Ivy

League schools.

Lewis said he expected that the increase in

tuition at "almost every place" will be near 10

per cent.

In calculating its budget aqd possible in-

creases in the comprehensive fee, the College

is taking into consideration the impact on

financial aid, Lewis said. He predicts that

there will be no additional burden on non-

financial aid students to pay for' the increased

amount of financial aid since loans should

compensate for the needs of financial aid

students.

Lewis said the College will probably send

home a letter with second semester bills to

parents warning them of a tuition increase of
"sizable proportions."

Lewis cited increased fuel costs as the chief

reason for the increase in the rate of increase

of tuition. Fuel prices have risen at least $200

per student in the last two yeaVs, he said.

He noted that the expected increase in

tuition and the increases in the last few years

have been less than the rate of inflation.

During the same period, faculty wages and
salaries have not kept up with inflation, Lewis
said. "We hope to be able to increase faculty

and non-faculty employees' wages and
salaries (next year)," he said.

The current economic situation has also put

a squeeze on the college income issue. Stock

market decreases have hurt fund raising

efforts and consequently income is not rising

as fast as it should be, Lewis said. Lewis
said the College has a comprehensive com-
puterized budget projection system which can
account for expansion of the college and in-

flation but can not account for "shockers"

such as the increased fuel costs. This may
partially explain the unprecedented jump in

the rate of tuition increase.

Both Lewis and Vice President for Ad-

ministration and Treasurer Francis H.

Dewey III stated that it is possible that the

College will not make a final decision on

tuition until March.

The (College administration normally

presents its tuition proposal to the Board of

Trustees during the trustees' January
meeting. Lewis and Dewey indicated that the

administration will probably present for

approval by the trustees a range in which it

expects the tuition will fall.

If the trustees approve the range, the ad-

ministration could determine the exact figure

at a later date when the budget has been
finalized or when the economic picturje is

clearer.

The College, Lewis revealed, had con-

sidered increasing tuition for second
semester of this year but had decided not to.

He said the College is run on the basis of

sticking with announcements, but he would
not rule out the possibility of such action

occurring next year. "You should keep an
arrow in a quiver unless you need it."

The Count! It don't mean a thing if it

ain't got that swing. Count Basie,

Williams College Jazz Festival,

Thursday the 23rd. See article on page
3.

Reworded honors motion passes

Students must pay

Address books go on sale
by David R. Ross

High costs and publishin'g logistics

problems prompted the decision not to

distritHite student address lx>oks free of

charge, according to Shane Riordan,

Business Manager for the College.

Last year, the College published and
distributed to faculty and students a com-
prehensive directory which gave, in addition

to student centrex numbers and campus and

home addresses, faculty addresses, a guide to

the administration and numerous lists of

committee memberships.

"We noticed an alarming increase in the

use of paper," said Riordan, 'and found that

the pink book (last year's final directory)

accounted for one-fifth of the paper used. The
production of the pink book tied up the offset

office for two and a half weeks during the

busiest time of the year. There was paper

piled up everywhere."

He added that he didn't think students used

the directory that much ("The print was too

small.") "I rather think most students do

what I do—pencil in corrections in the

(provisional) directory."

Before the College went on the present

centrex telephone system three years ago,

students distributed address books and

collected advertising, said Riordan. "Of

course, then only a few students had a phone

installed. When we went centrex we felt it

necessary to publish a telephone directory for

a very selfish reason." Otherwise, "people

would drive us nuts on the switchboard asking

for numbers.
In August, after all room assignments for

the fall semester have been made, the College

publishes the "Provisional Telephone

Directory," said Riordan. "But, we know that

students move about" during the opening

weeks of the semester. One student decides

not to come back, a room is opened, and

everyone plays musical rooms."

Over the past three years, the College has

then published a final directory including

updates and corrections. However, last year's

directory "contained everything under the

sun," he declared. "Nobody needed to know

everything there, but each part of the

directory was of some use to somebody."

According to Riordan, three separate

directories ha^e emerged as a compromise

solution. At the opening of the semester,

residential houses received copies of the

"Provisional Telephone Directory". Faculty

and student organizations received copies of

the directory of the administration and

academic departments and interested

students could acquire one. (A limited

.number of the directories may still l)e

available).

Shortly t)efore exams in December, the

College published, through an outside printer,

a itudent address book and put it on sale at

the bookstores and the Williams Newsroom.
This way, "those students who really want an

address book would obtain one," Riordan
explained.

"The accusation that many errors may exist

in the "Provincial Telephone Directory,"

elicited the response from Riordan that yes, it

would be possible to publish a list of

corrections. "If I thought there were a ten per

cent level of errors, we'd put out a correction

sheet."

He cautioned, "Still, I've never seen (a

directory) which didn't have some
mistakes."

by Scott Kenn
"Some guys got together who thought they

could express our motion in a clearer

language and this is what finally passed, but

essentially it is the programmatic honors
proposal," economics Professor (Jates, Jr.,

chairman of the Committee on Educational
Policy (CEP), said about the faculty's en-

dorsement of a revised programmatic honors

proposal.

In a three hour faculty meeting on Dec. 18,

over 60 per cent of the faculty voted in favor of

theadoption of a revised version of the CEP's
programmatic honors proposal. The vote

came less than a month after the faculty

voted 65-31 against a CEP proposal to abolish

the Degree with Honors.

According to Gates, each department or

progranj offering a major was asked to come
up with, in addition to the regular major, at

least one pattern of study going beyond the

regular major by March of this year.

Following the vote on the programmatic
honors proposal, the faculty turned its at-

tention to the next item on the CEP's list of

Proposals for Clarification of the Present
Curriculum—that of an expanded
Distribution Requirement. The CEP entered
its motion and discussion of the proposal was
started but no decision was reached.

The Distribution question, as well as other

CEP proposals pertaining to the major and

major examination and the freshman year

are expected to be discussed and voted on in

upcoming faculty meetings. The next faculty

meeting is scheduled for Feb. 5.

The following is the motion passed by the

faculty.

Understanding that the Faculty Intends by the
award ot the degree with Honors to acknowledge
both outstanding intellectual achievement in a
chosen program of studies and a commitment to

that program differing in intensity and in kind from
that demonstrated by the majority of students, we
move that:

1) Departments and programs offering majors
will assume responsibility for stating criteria and
procedures for both candidacy and the award of the
degree with Honors. In order to assure equal
treatment of students throughout the campus, all

departments and programs offering a major will

offer at least one pattern of studies for the degree
with Honors,

2) Such patterns of study will consist of three
clearly related courses (thesis, independent study,
seminars, regular courses) chosen according to the
following guidelines:

a) If the pattern of study falls wholly within the
major, either a thesis must be written or one of
the courses must be specifically designed to
coordinate that pattern. At least one of the three
related courses must be taken in addition to the
number normally required for the major. At the
discretion of the department or program, one of
the three may be a Winter Study Project and

^ please turn to page five
''

Inflation, waste lead to food cut-backs

Portions are skimpier at Baxter Hall in food crunch, (photo by McClellan)

by David R. Ross

As a result of food costs up 15 to 30 per cent

over last year's, the Office of Food Services

has instituted several conservational

regulations for College dining halls and may
have to impose more stringent restrictions,

according to David R. Woodruff, Director of

Food Services.

Although he declared that no concrete plans

had been set; Woodruff said, "We will very

likely reduce seconds on certain items later in

the year."

"The problem is to feed students within

budgetary limits. One of our toughest jobs is

to guesstimate how many students will be

eating at particular dining halls," he said.

Several students living in Row Houses

mentioned that on certain occasions when an

unexpectedly large group of students ap-

peared for dinner. Some students did not

receive a portion of the main dish.

A major cut-back has come in elimination

of soft-drinks at dinner. Woodruff estimates

that consumption of soft-drinks accounted for

$20,000 last year. Since then, prices have
continued to increase. "I would guess that the

cut-back'has been about equaled by the price

increases," said Woodruff.

While not restricting how much of a dish a

student may have, the dining halls have
begun decreasing the size of iixiividual ser-

vings to avoid waste.

Row House kitchens are now locked at

nights and evening snacks have been

discontinued. Woodruff said that this was not

so much a conservational step as an attempt

to be fair to all students, since other housing
units do not have these privileges.

Many students have stopped in at Baxter
Hall early in the morning after an all-nighter

and sampled donuts and pastries freshly

made for breakfast. "It was a nice tradition,"

said Woodruff, "and I think the people
working in the early morning appreciated the

company. But, people were overdoing a good
thing. A few people to(d( a dozen donuts."
Thus, there is now a temporary halt on trips

to the "Donut Man".
Woodruff pointed ouf that he is not the final

arbiter in these matters. Decisions are made
in conjunction with the Provost, Business
Manager, Treasurer and others.

For example. Woodruff proposed
eliminating service of one Row House meal a

day. He was, however, overruled. "The
College administration feels this is not ac-

ceptable," he said.

Woodruff is also exploring ways of

decreasing student waste. Roy Clark, Chef at

Mission Park, declared that if this waste
(which he estimated as ten per cent of total

food costs) could be eliminated, he could
afford to serve lobster dinners. According to

Woodruff, waste is at about the same level as
last year.

A frequent student response to charges of

waste has l)een to attack the quality of food
served, particularly on Sunday nights.

"Yes, I realize that there are foods that

students like or dislike," said Woodruff. "But,
in building a menu, we have to take into ac-

count that spaghetti is 40 per cent ( the cost) of

roast hee{. We're trying to make a har-

monious balance."

He noted that some colleges have bought
food months in advance. However, Williams
lacks extensive storage facilities and the cost
of outside storage would override the
benefits.

"At any one time, we probably have food to
last two or three weeks," he said.
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Winter is colder this year
Why does the loss of Bob Gaudino cut so deeply? In part it is because of

his extraordinary personal presence, his delightful human qualities. But,

more important, we have lost that educator among us who best understood

theeducational resources and opportunities Williams affords, and who most

successfully utilized these in his life as a teacher. Bob Gaudino devoted his

life to the creation and sustaining of what we recognize to be more potential

than actual—a genuine and productive educational dialog. Wherever we

found him, whether in Greylock A, on the Brooks Trail, in his hoiae on

Whitman Street (as much a classroom as any college room), in the Snack

Bar, at a Political Science department meeting, on the road in Appalachia,

in India, bowling at the Faculty Club, or over-nighting with the Chapel

Board, there was always an opportunity for conversation, for learning.

Like all great teachers of the liberal arts, he believed that education

must begin with the student, but must never leave the student at that

beginning. He knew that to do otherwise was to risk that what was learned

would never be more than inert knowledge. For Bob Gaudmo, acting on this

insight required near total devotion of time and effort to his mission as a

teacher. His private life could not be allowed to limit his professional life.

Research and writing were an extension of teaching and closely related to

it, not something kept apart. The extracurricular and curricular were

related, and together served the purposes of learning. In taking seriously

his understanding of what his students were like—their backgrounds and

values—Bob Gaudino was led to depart from relying exclusively on his

highly successful pedagogy based on discussions of closely-read books to

invent new kinds of educational experiences through Williams-in-India and
Williams-at-Home. These programs, which united ideas and experience and

required extraordinary time an effort from the teacher, brought Bob
Gaudino close to the lives of his students and them close to his, but always in

the service of learning. During the past few years, when the effects of illness

made travel impossible, he was forced to abandon the further development

of these programs. His resppnse to his immobility was to increase and
regularize the opportunities tor his students and colleagues to use his home
as a place of serious conversation. To the very end Bob Gaudino's sense of

mission, his discipline, his imaginative mind, sustained him in the face of a
devastating disease, which he objectified and mjade part of the con-

versation, speculating with his 'students and colleagues about its likely

effects on teaching and learning.

Surely such total devotion to education, to students, to colleagues is

more than we can ask of a teacher? Indeed, it is. Though never ask^, Bob
Gaudino gave tiiat devotion. Small wonder we shall miss him deeply.

Gaudino^ a retf6spec:five
^^

(

Viewpoint:

Reflections on Kansas City

The value ofa man like Bob Gaudino
can best he measured by those who
knew him. The READ asked a number
of former students and colleagues to

share their memories and recollections

with the College. At the time this issue

ent-io~press, the follow ing had^been
received: ^

Bob listened and hence was able to see. He
saw the gap between the ideal and the actual,

not in anger or dispair but in perspective. He
supported growth, often through challenge,

but above all he was accepting! He ap-

preciated the ironies of life. His own life was a

celebration: joyful and inspiring.

Claud Sutcliffe

professor of political science

at the University of the South

Rarely does a man move people as Gaudino
has. lie would argue that he was powerless to

change anyone and so I will use a phrase

which he would accept—he did a great deal to

make us more of ourselves.

His life was charged with imagination and

•energy, a Kerouac life, rich and multi'

faceted. His youth was the groundwork of

experience from which grew his educational

theories. In implementing his ideas he gave

us an opportunity to experience "otherness"

for ourselves, in India, Appalachia, Detroit.

Kut the experience alone was never enough,

and so we were made to reflect on it, see the

"otherness", discuss what we found, and
focus on the nature of the differences. In the

end what we were shown most clearly was
ourselves.

or greatest importance, Gaudino showed us

how one might live fully, what life was about.

An alumnus once came to visit and com-
plained of how nothing of interest could be
found in life. By this time Gaudino's health

was in Visible decline and the conversation

turned to the former student's sympathy for

Gaudino. Making no effort to contain his

amusement he replied that with the young
man's advantages of class, education, and
opportunities, to find nothing interesting in

life made him much less well than Gaudino,
who had lived a full life and was continuing to

do so, sick or not Of the two, it was the young

man's life which most needed a cure.

Parker H. Croft

v '

Three years ago, at a discussion held for the

original Williains-at-Home, Mr. Wobus
described Mr. Gaudino as "the kind of man
-who doesn'thave students rire has disciples."

As one of those disciples, I would like to ex-

press my grief at Mr. Gaudino's death.

My association and love for Mr. Gaudino
began as one of the students participating in

his first Williams-at-Home. I will quite

readily say that Williams-at-Home was far

and away the most valuable part of my entire

Williams experience.

And I will just as readily say that Mr.

Gaudino was the most important facet of my
Williams-at-Home experience. But that still

does not express it well enough, particularly

to anyone who does not fathom the im-

portance of Williams-at-Home. More ac-

curately stated, outside my family, Mr.

Gaudino has had the greatest influence on me
of anyone I have ever met.

Meeting him for the first time, you were
impressed (awed is a better word) by his

intellect. Mr. Gaudino was unquestionably a
genius, and once you finally got hooked into

his frequiency (it took me three months), he
could raise your mental capacity to literally

unknown heights.

But genius does not inspire disciples. Mr.
Gaudino's most extraordinary quality was his

unbelievable depth of understanding and
humanity. "I never met a man I didn't like."

Will Rogers may have said it first, but Mr.
Gaudino made a life of it Despite the fact that

he would protest that his intellectualism

came first, Mr. Gaudino thrived on people,

and everyone he met responded to his warmth
and kindness. With all the people he (and we)
met in Williams-at-Home, from a poor black

widow in Georgia to the vice president of

Chrysler, from a Kentucky coal miner to

Leonard Woodcock, from Iowa farmers to

Detroit auto workers, every single one left his

meeting with Mr. Gaudino with a smile,

because his warmth, his irrepressible good

humor, and genuine interest in their lives had
somehow made those lives richer.

JimSpecht'74

by Donna Malin

Last month I was part of a research team

composed of faculty and students from both

M.I.T and Dartmouth studying the

Democratic mid-term convention. Among the

objectives of the project was to talk to in-

dividual delegates about their perceptions

and expectations of Ihe party and of the

conference. It did not take long to find out that

a large number of delegates did not know why
they were in Kansas City nor did they seem to

care. A sizable number were unaware of any

of the specific issue contained in the proposed'

'

charter. However, a pervasive feeling existed

that they were in Missouri to "unify the

party."

Several delegates were honest enough to

tell me that they were in Kansas City simply

to "have a good time," "to jaw with their

fellow delegates," or merely to party. One
Texas bigot was disappointed that not enough

"LOCAL issues" were being discussed at the

NATIONAL ConvenUon. Among the issues he

wished to see discussed were bussing and the

problems of local government. This par-

ticular delegate was the mayorof a suburb of

Dallas. I was not sure whether to laugh or cry

at this ign<H-ance. I didn't find this ignorance

at all amusing. Rather I found myself

disgusted, a little sad and feeling quite

pessiniistic toward the entire political

process. One delegate told me that he would

be glad to be interviewed because a fellow

delegate had told him what "an attractive

young lady" J was. Upon questioning him, I

found that a hangover from the previous

night's parties had hindered him from going

to any caucus meetings or from voting on the

convention floor. I am sorry to say that this

delegate is a distinguished lawyer from my
own state, Connecticut.

One of the most crucial issues to come to the

convention floor was the question of man-
datory quotas to guarantee the representation

and vote of minorities in the parties decision-

making. Most concerned over this issue were
the Women's Caucus and the Black caucus. I

followed the meetings of the Woman's Caucus
rather closely and talked to several of their

key leaders. It appeared to me that the

women and the blacks were the most
dedicated group of delegates and were the

most concerned about the type of charter

adopted at the ' convention. Both groups
initially wanted the establishment of a quota
system. This was viewed by the two groups as

the only way to achieve more than token

representation. When it became evident that

a quota system would not carry on the con-

vention floor leaders of both the Black Caucus
and the Women's Caucus met with the

Governors and drew up a coftipromise which
would be acceptable to the majority. A closely

monitored form of affirmative action was
subsequenUy passed by an overwhelming
majority of the delegates. Those few who
dared speak out publicly against the amend-
ment, particularly members of the somewhat
nebulous Labor Caucus, were virtually booed
off the convention floor.

It became evident to everyone watching the

events occurring on the convention floor that

the delegates truly wanted to heal the wounds
of their party and to regain some semblance
of unity. The delegates seemed to glow with

their qew "peace-making image."'

Although I came to Kansas City feeling thiii
the convention would prove litUe and tha
numerous floor fights and walk-outs would h.
IneviUble. I found that the drive toward
unification was so strong that neither fighh,
nor walkouts were evidenced. As the con-
vention terminated I found that my faith and
enthusiasm in the Democratic Party and the
existing political process were revived.

Job Jots

( Notes from (he Office of

Career Counseling)
This January the Office of Career

Counseling will be sponsoring a series of

programs designed to introduce students

to a variety of career possibilities. This
Career Discoveries Series is being funded
by a special grant from General Electric

with the purpose of bringing professional

career people to the campus to talk for-

mally and informally with students.

On Monday, Jan. 13 there will be an
Interview Workshop session at the Log.

Alfred Caine, recruiting manager from
General Electric and Robert Brocksbank,
College Relations and Recruiting Manager
for Mobil Oil will run mock interviews and
discuss interview techniques. This is an
Important session for seniors expecting to

interview for jobs this spring and for other

students applying for summer jobs. Beer
and pretzels will be served and the session

will begin at 8:00 pm.
On Jaa 15-16 the first of two residency

programs entitled "Careers in Com-
munications", will be held. Those present

at tbe first program will be Sally Bower,

marketing manager. Digital £quipment
Company; Jacqueline Sullivan, director

recruiting and development, Filene's; and

Beverly George, personnel department,

McGraw Hill.

On January 22-23 the second residency

program entitled Careers in Arts

Management" will be held. Louise Tate,

director of the Massachusetts Council of

the Arts; Patrick McGinnis, Deputy

Commissioner, Cultural Affairsr>for the

city of NewT York ( former director of

Lincoln Center); Peter Marlow '62,

museum curator of the Wadsworth
Atheneum; Tony Tappe, Huygens and

Tappe architectural firm; and Jon Stone

'52, producer and director of children's

television workshop (Sesame Street and

Electric Company) will all be present.

There will an informal panel discussion

on Jan. 15 at 8:00 p.m. at Dodd House for

the Careers in Communications Program

and one on Jan. 22 at 8:00 p.m. at Dodd

House for The Careers in Arts

Management Program. The following

mornings of the 16 and the 23 there will be

the opportunity for students to have in-

dividual conferences at the Office of

Career Counseling. These programs will

be extremely informative and will give

students the opportunity to speak firsthand

with professional career people.
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POSITIONS ARE OPEN

FOR THE SECOND SEMESTER

FOR LOVE; the staff writers pool has openings right now for news, feature, and sports

° reporters. Although we can't salary these positions, we do offer professional advice on

writing styles from our technical advisor, a chjpnce to explore and serve the campus, and

a newly established array of awards for writing and editorial excellence. If you'd rather

shoot pix or wrestle with layoi^t, weneedyoutoo.

FOR MONEY: Advertising Is an Integral part of the paper's operational bodget, and an
advertising manager can earn anywhere from $350-600 each semester collecting It. We
are looking for two. For those with not as much free time, the ReAd pays $3.50 Id each
distribution manager for disseminating each issue of the paper. Again we need two
enterprising spirits.

Should any of these positions sound interesting, there will be a meeting Monday
January 13 ai 3:00 p.m. in Oriffin 1 to meet applicants and to answer questions. See you

there.



Clark clipboard

Master drawings on exhibit
byJohnEllit

There is, right now, a great deal to warrant

a visit to the Clarlc Art Institute on South

Street. Not only are there two new exhibits,

but the permanent collection has been ex-

tensively reshuffled as well. '

The finest new show is really a selection of

86 master drawings from the Clark's

collectioa There are examples of many
periods and styles, and many media, such as

metalpoint, watercolor, chalk, and gouache.

Alms from a Beggar at Urnans, 1868, by

Gustave Courbet (1819-1877), is not one of his

more usual studies of nature, but is a soft

black pencil study of a particular event given

with the specificity of a newspaper account.

Great attention is given to the expressive

physiognomy of the beggar as he gives alms

to a ragged peasant boy; there is both pride

and compassion in the gesture. The lanky,

. disjointed physiciality of the beggikr reminds

one of Boudu (Marcel Simon) in the recently

shown Jean Renoir film. He is an engaging

^
scarecrow,^-;^^^,I,l,w^__ .

The 1878 watercolor and gouache Feeding

Time, illustrates Winslow Homer's ability to

distill the dappled light of the forest. If Van
Gogh despaired over Hals' "17 blacks,"

nearly any artist of the out of doors should

envy Homers' various varied greens. Homer
also can portray quiet human intimacy; and
while there is here the ennui of infinitely

repeated chores, there is also the languid ease

(tf country life. What amazes most about

Homer, though, is his unerring eye (even

when it records nature's garish moments).

He creates a trompe d'oeil, as did the

American Sargeant, not by depicting all the

objects that are in nature but by perfectly

rendering the light and color relationships of

part to part.

If any reader can accurately decipher the

delightfully baudy Fragonard, Les Jets D'eau

(1765-1770), he should contact this paper

immediately. In 4his brush, ink, and wash
study there are three nubile and barely

dressed young women in their boudoir being

sprayed upon by jets of water from hand held

canisters from a trap door in the floor; a

laughing maid looks on. It is incredible froth.

Many more of the drawings might be

discussed at length, they are of such high

quality. Of Iqterest: a study of three jocular

lawyers by Daumier; Watteau's Woman in

Black; a Greuze genre scene; pen, ink, and
wash drawings by both G.B. and G.D.
Tiepolo; two Peru^no's; an enchanting Fra
Bartolommeo of the Madonna and Cliild with
Angels; Ruben's powerful rendering of

Hercules Strangling the Nemean Lion done in

the rich medium of colored chalks, brush and
ink, heightened with white gouache; a

vaporous Whistler watercolor, Grey & Silver:

Chelsa Embankment; a Goya sepia wash;
and works by Lautrec, Rowlandson, Turner,

school of Leonardo, Guys, Legros, and Degas.
The other new exhibit is of 11 works on loan

from the now renovating museum of the

Rhode Island School of Design. The exhibit is

more illustrative of different periods than it is

exciting. rt-^-i;
Sir Joshua Reynolds' Satire of Musicians k

a very humorous example of 18th century 'wit;

it is like a scene from Tristram Shandy. One
of the first manifestations of the Romantic
movement was, especially in England, the

vogue for Classical or Gothic ruins, with rank,

and hoary nature reclaiming the works of

man. This taste is seen in Magnasco's (1677-

1749) Arsenal In a Ruined Bascillca. Here
there are barbarian soldiers lounging in

Roman ruins, drinking and playing cards,

while the diffuse light seems to be that of the

end of time.

Other works include a very good late land-

scape by Courbet; a landscape by Jacob's

uncle, Salomon van Ruisdael, of green-grey

tonality and that special tranquility of or-

dered nature in 17th century Dutch painting;

also a Couture, Hubert Robert, Longhi, and a

Renoir.

The Clark has recently been given, by

Denison B. Hull, a very fine portrait by Sir

Henry Raeburn (1756-1823), Colin Campbell of

Park, c.1822-3. The painting is brown in tone

Ixit-is highlighted both by the ruddy com-
plexion of the sitter and by his Umpid, pale

blue eyes. The painting hangs upstairs in the

new building.

NUTE : This is the first of a two part article.

Next week, the permanent collection.

Spontaneity and economy of tneans:
The Liberation of St. Peter, by G. B.
iicpolo, one of the master drawings
now at~the Clark Art Institute.

fsWinterBrie
All the world's a stage . .

.

This Winter Study "Cap and Bells" is

sponsoring a series of Drama Workshops
which, says Polly Wood, . "Cap & Bells"

president, will offer practical training in

special areas not normally offered at

Williams. The workshops will be open to all.

Subjects to be taught: Physical training for

the actor; stage fighting and falling; tap

dancing; magic; sign language; and make-
up. For schedule see the Free University
handbook, or call Polly Wood.

If music be the food of love . . .

"Organic Oboe" is the title of a con-

temporary concert-event to be given at the

central court of the Clark Art Institute on

Monday, the 13th, at 8 P.M. Joseph Celli,

whose one man show this is, says that it is

"earth sounds; cosmic rebounds; freudian

dreams; primeval screams. Mr. Celli plays

the oboe and English horn. It is a mixed
media affair: film, live synthesized music,

and oboe.

Preview

Now you ha5 jazz

by Tom Piax^
The heaviest musical event of the WiUi«in«

year is here again. The third annual WUUapu
College Jazz Festival begins tonight and will

continue all through January, every Thur-

sday night at eight in Chapin Hall.

Leading off tonight will l>e an all-star Jam
Session, led by bassist Milt Hinton, a retur-

ning hero of the past two festivals. The

session will include the great Thad Jones on

trumpet, who is co-leader of the Thad Jones-

Mel Lewis orchestra which headlined last

year's festival; Al Cohn and Zoot Sims, two

giants, on the tenor sax; Bernie Leighton, a

pianist who has played with everyone in jazz;

Milt Hinton on bass; of course; and Oliver

Jackson, one of the finest drummers around

today. Mqst of these men have not played

together for a long while, and the concert

should really set off some musical fireworks;^ -

Next Thursday's concert will feature

Machito and his orchestra. This is a great,

exciting big band from New York that mixes

Latin rhythms with driving jazz solos and
riffs. Among others, Charlie Parker, Can-

nonball Adderly, and Dizzy Gillespie have

played with the band on recordings and in

concerts. Machito has led a band since the

forties, and makes some of the most fantastic

music I've ever heard. Don't miss Machito!

Count Basie, appearing on the 23rd, really

needs no introduction. Leading a band con-

sistently since the mid-thirties, the Count has

made jazz history and has become one of the

few really durable legends of the music. He is

coming with liis entire orchestra. Get your
tickets early!

The last concert will spotlight Joe Farreil,

one of the major contemporary saxophonists,

with his quartet. They produce an exciting

sound, blending elements of jazz and rock.

Joe has played with many of the heaviest

modern musicians, including Elvin J(Hies,

Charlie Mingus and the. "niaiL Jones:MeL
Lewis band.

Tickets are on sale at an uninflated $2 per

concert, and are available at meals, as well

as all afternoon every Thursday in Baxter. Go
crazy and listen to jazz! /

7:00

10:00 -

11:00 -

12:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

^00-1

9:00

6:00-1

^WMS-WCFM Winter Study Schedule
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday \k Saturday ">^-

Jim

Roe

Dave

Studenmund

Russian

Soul

Drama

Peter

Nelson

Grand Ole

Opera

WCFM
Spotlight

Wayne
Lllley

Renee

Meyer

Deborah

Monteith

Dood Tyler

& Tim Belk

Jim

Foliet+i

Tim

Riordan

Bill

AAaher

Tony

Spaeth

Jim

Wilch

Ken

Goode

Jerry

Tone

Mike

Feltes

Gussie

Moore

Marshall

Murray

Tim

Riordan

Davfe

Studenmund

Bill Battey

& Rod Conk II

n

Bill

Goodell

Peter Kozik

Bob

Daly:

Master

Blaster

„,,'^*:;i'j/\'»iiiM.

CONCERT HALL

Lampoon Hour

Jay

Sullivan

Tully

AAoss

&

Debby

Gould

Johnson's

Jazz

Jim

Ferrell

Steve

White

( Looney

Toonz)

Peter

& the

Bear

Jon Cole

Mary
Donahue

Glen

Harris

Kif^

Captain

Easy

Monica

Sheehan

Jeff

Crawford

Pistol Petes

Green

WCFM Sports

Extra

Vff*'

Jazz

w-Piaz2a

ELEVEN O'CLOCK REPORT

Peter

Peyser

Dave

Rollert
Dave Grogan

Dana

Perlstein
Ron Adams Oldies!

AAark

Niedergang

Beautiful

Bob ,,

Sark!

Party Night

Lampoon Hour
Party Night"

10:00

12:00

2:00

4:00

6:00

I.'

8:00

11:15

12:00

12:30
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Welcome back to a new Inn

and jTnew era of fine hospitality

and entertainment at the

lliams Inn

SQUASH
SALE

20%O|tQn^

Colonial Plzzoi
The Best in America

Small and Large Pi»aa

Hot Oven Grindera

Spaghetti

50 Spfing Street - 458-9009 and 458-8014

opendaily9a.in. to2a.m.

Breakfast daily 9 a.m. toll a.m.

Uonuts, Corree

Wr makr our own pUia dough daily

STl DKNTS WKU'OME
tB

Squash Balls SlooEadi

WILLIAMS CO-OP
SPRING STREET .

Open Thursday Nights

Come and see why everyone

is trying to keep up with us

OUT THERE YOU NEED BONNE ^ELL

Sure^T^ Sunscreen
ApresSki • Moisture Rub

'

Apres ^K- Shower ft Tub
H Sun Bloc -x$uper Sun Screen

High Altitude - extreme
- .,,,*;,v. ««...i'.v; weather cream

Country Resjtaurant

in'Mie Continental Tradition "7-

Open for Luncli & Dinner

Closed Monday .n-^:

,

-, ;x, - <';«"

Across from Williams Campus

'SUNDAY SUPPER AT THE SIX HOUSE'
PRICES TO FIT YOUR BUDGET

Like Autumn Leaves - "Nothing to be desired'

In Dining Pleasure

Sour Hour Daily Except Saturday - 4:30-6:00 p.m.

(Prices'of all Liquor Drinks 75c -Mug of Beer 25c) -~ ^

.M* .JfaircaUbt^ plaa for loth <f^
v.,:^,,;:.^; Si Spring Street

Williamstown.Ma.

For Appointment
- • Call45S-9l«7

From 9:00 A.M. to «:aoP.M.. ^

r"
THE

SPIRIT
SHOP

LIQUORS — WINES— BEER

LOWEST PRICES IN TOwisi^^r

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

134 Cole Avenue Williamtlown

Phone 4St-37M

Soti^is it LegaloolyinNniada?
Acupuncture has worked for millions of people for
thousands of years with relief for such problems as:

ULCERS • BURSITIS • ALLERGIES • SCLEROSIS • ALCOHOLISM
CHILDBIRTH • HEMORRHOIDS • MUSCLE SPASMS • BACK AILMENTS
NERVE DEAFNESS • SKIN DISORDERS • FEMALE PROBLEMS • NERVE

DISORDERS • WEIGHT PROBLEMS • WATER RETENSION

DRUG WITHDRAWAL • TOBACCO WITHDRAWAL
MIGRAINE HEADACHES •ARTHRITIS

Acupuncture Research Foun-
dation, Inc. is headquartered in

Nevada because Nevada is the
only state where Acupuncture
Is 100% legal. Some of our
alms are to legalize Acupunc-
ture In every state. Much re-

search Is needed In all phases
of medicine by Acupuncture.
We feel that the Federal Gov-

ernment should make funds
available to build clinics and
training centers so that more
Acupunturists can be trained to
bring Acupuncture treatment to
everyone everywhere. If you
feel as we do, please help us
bring about these worthy alms,
by sending your tax deductible
donation now.

UIUI
UPACmtlHHPYHm nunHI TMY!

To, ACUPUNCTURE RUEMCH FOUNDATION, INC, 1204. Flailiin. Ui Vnn,' Nv. WOI
A non-profit, non-McUntn oriinlntlon

t

4

EneloMd It my Ui doductlM*
centrtbutlon to h«lp ralltvt
PAIN m4 SUFFEIIIN8 ind holp
•»*«•« infenMtlon (boot thlt
wortlw eniM. (CmH, etack or
monojr ordor.)

NAME-

ADDREM-

CITY_

ffATL. _»_

imintuiMiiHnsnMiniiiHsiniiiiiiaiiNiinniiiiHiiiiiiinMMitmN

The

INDIAN

, -^D MEXICAN
CLOTHINQ, BASKETS

AND PLANT ACCESSORIES

M VWkTBI II.

WIUIA«(«10WN,MA$$

r*^S'%

The Kronick '^

insurance Agency

663-5341 -

1. We are now accepting 1975 auto In
surance applications and renewals.

2. Time Payments. 3. Immediate plates
and Insurance.

4. Leading companies - Fast Claim Ser
vice -

i^.
All Ages. 6. Compare our rates with

•^ ^tjiose you are now paying.

xjnMrers to Williams Students

^^ **M!aver 40yearl

S
':: For Sound >

^s Electronic

rSupply Center
stereo Systems By

"'J. KLH • Panasonic - Sony

': ";•'*" -'''. Tapes

Cassette Reel 8 Track by

Memorex, BASF, 3M, -RCA

32 River St. \, 413-M3-4828 N. Adams

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

GOFPS ''SKI HAUS'' of the Berkshires

'"

rv
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Hockey eases past BS, 7-4

byNickCrlaUano

Sandwiching a tbree^oal first period and a

four-goal third around a mediocre second, the
' Williams hockey team beat scrappy Division

II rival Boston State going away, 7-4, at

Chapman Rinic last night.

Three of the Eph goals came in the final ten

minutes of the game, after the Warriors had

knotted it at 4-4 al 10:04.

The momentum and aggressiveness wliich

carried the Ephs to their Christmas tour-

nament championship staked them to a 3-1

lead after the first period, which was
highlighted by one of the most unusual plays

of any hockey season. With the score knotted

at 1-1 on goals by Rick Zeller and Bill

Sullivan, frosh defenseman Al Smith of BS,

trying to clear a Joe Hameline shot, inad-

vertaotly flipped the puck into his own net.

Hameline got credit for the goal, but it was an

extremely painful mishap for a 2-6 team

!5whi&h has given up 23 goals in its two previous

outings. Co-captain Jim Harkins closed mjit

the scoring at 16:15, but the Ephs could have

had more i( not for the clutch, if unorthodox,

goaltending of Paul McBrine, who made
^SKerything look difficult.

A^arrior powerplay five minutes into the
' second period completely reversed the

momentum. The Warriors, markedly
unaggressive in the first period, began hitting

and skating. Conversely, the Ephs suddenly

came to a halt, and the defense reverted to its

pre-Christmas form of giveaway. The
Warriors could only manage one more goal,

however, due to the continued sharp play of

Wrangler and ^Ivatores

iMIMINrflMML

And w# fv dohiQ
•eiMll$lng about it.

You con now hovo e

hill ¥fMtorn wofflTOOO

your poclioh. Good
looking wMtorn

iodut* ki cholco

oi ruggti fobrin.

Centboy (III |Mm
ora »t|Hod iwMi all

Mw right wMlom ^

•oudiM ond Mioy'c*

nydo to (H Milly

ovor yow boott.

Joekatt $)3.9S.

jMm $10.95.

DwiltnShlrIt $9.93.

Midwinter Clearance Sale

In Progress

SPRING ST

Open Thursday 'til 8:30

WILLIAMSTOWN

Drop Shots
If you're a squash buff or beginner and

want to see how the game should be

jlayed, hustle down to the Lasell Gfym-

nasium courts Wednesday (Jan. IS) at 4

p.m. and watch two of the nation's best go
at it.

Amherst grad Tom Poor (No. 5 in the

US) and Williams alumnus Len Ber-

nheimer (No. 3 in the Massachusetts

men's rankings) will play as exhibition

match, pausing between points and after

games to explain general strategy and the

particular tactics they are using. Each will

then play a few games against the top

Williams varsity players.

A movie featuring a match between
Sharif Khan (No. 1 in the world) and Vic

Njederhoffer (No. 1 in the US) will be

sho^ivti in the Fitch-Prospect Lounge al

7:15 p.m. Key points will be replayed in

slow motion and tactically analyzed by

Niederhoffer, -the film's narrator.

' The varsity squash team will knock

heads with top graduates at 2 p.m.

Saturday in the annual Altunni match. Ty
Griffin (No. 2 in the US, ld71-72), Dave
Johnson (No. 9 in the US, 1971-72), and
Peter Allen (No. 8 in the US, 1966) com-
prise part of a strong alumiii squad.

KING'S LIQUOR
STORE

Fine Wines

\^ and \

,, ^idquors

PLENTY OF ALL TYPtS^BEER

Spring Street Williamstowti

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458-5948

Just Received ALL THE PRESIDENT'S MEN

Vonnegut's BREAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS and

Jong's FEAR OF FLYJNG now In stock

MMIWnWHI :^
Juhiti 2 to

August46YALE
iiiim- ^Summer Term
..^., Regular Yale undergraduate term

Full-time or part-time study

%iInterdisciplinary curriculum

Programs in Interpretation and Criticism, The Family,

The Creative Process-Theory and Practice, Europe and America,

Values and Institutions, Public Policy and Decision Making

Environment and Natural Resources, History and Public Policy,

Genetics and Biochemistry, China, plus basic courses

For application information contact:

Christopher T. B. Murphy
Director of Summer Term Admistloni -

1S02A Yale Station

New Haven. Connecticut 06520
203 432-4229 (after Januaryi, 1975)

>.,Uv

"Wl' .(Ttpr^ -T

-'•te

honors vote Business jobs

:

senior goaltender Mike Capone, and the

pe/iod ended deadlocked at 3-3.

The third period brought the return of the
Eph offense, which has been averaging more
t^ian five and a half goals per game. After
Brian Norris and Rick Irving exchanged
goals, it was all Ephs, as they scored thrice

within a five-minute span to put it away.
Harkins ripped one of his wristers past

McBride's stfck for his tenth goal of the

season at 10:47, Dennis Cahill lifted in the

rebound of a Zeller slapper at 13:22, and Dan
Yeadon picked the puck out of a pile of

players in front of the net for the final tally at

15:58.

from page one

f

mother may be subatltuted for a course Included
n the regular malor. (For a nine course msior
this would mean a minimum of ten coursat plu» •
Winter Study Project),

b) If the pattern of study Is an Interdisciplinary one
Involving worl( outside the maior, two courses
offered by other departments or programs will be
Included In the three course honors requirement.
The third course will be an iidependent study or
a Winter Study Project or a course specifically
designed to explore the Interdisciplinary topic.
All such courses must be taken in addition to the
number normally required for the major. (For a
nine course major this would mean a minimum of
eleven courses plus a Winter Study Project).

3) After the student has completed the first two
of these three courses, the department or program
will examine, the student's achievement and
determine whether the student is admitted to honors
candidacy.

4) Programs and departments not presently
offering majors may develop similar criteria for an
honors dffering.

5) It will be the responsibility of the CEP to
assure equivalence among these honors offerings
through initial and continuing consultation with
individual departments and programs.

6) Departments and programs will develop their
criteria, procedures, and patterns of study. in time
for preliminary discussion and review with the CEP
in March, 1975. To be certain that indlvrdifal
proposals conform to the spirit of his motion the
CEP will submit those proposals to fhe Faculty by
the May, 1975, meeting for consideration and ap-
propriate action. The new Degree with Honors
Program will come into effect in the academic year
1976-77 for the class graduating in 1978.

.. NEED A FRIEND?

Call HELP LINE
664-6391

feast and famine
by Joe Hurley

College graduates face erratic Job

prospects in the business world with only

certain fields offering a sizeable number of

openings, according to the five-member

"This is Business" panel which convened last

Tuesday.

The first segment of a four-part Winter

Study Career Discoveries Program organized

by the Office of Career Counseling, the panel

represented the fields of manufacturing,

management consulting, advertising, labor

relations, and insurance. (See page two for a

complete program schedule)

Economic woes have depressed job op-

portunities in both advertising and labor

relations; James R. Heekin '48 of Canter and
Achenbaum, Inc. and Ronald L. Page of

General Building Contractors of New York,

stressed that the best way for a graduate to

get his foot ii\ the door in these fields was to

start at the botibinp and work one's wayup.
Representatives' from manufacturing and

management consultihgstated that a Masters

degree in Business Admini^ation wius the

best ticket to landing a good job. With
relatively more openings available, in thrag^

fields, better qualifications were a^'de(infte~

plus, they noted.

For the college graduate without

graduate degree, Richard L. Whitehead of-

^

LUCITE
FRAiWE^

7<(<r FRAME SHOP

* *-*'<.<.•'><.<.<*<^ ^ ^ * ^ * *.**<*'-'-^*^-'-'-<
f' 0^^ 0^*'t

Berkshire Life noted that the life insurance

Ixisiness is constantly hiring graduates with

diverse majors and that the field Will always
need the "cotifident individual with a great

deal to contribute." -, --

Hope Brothertf .director of the Office of'

Career Counseling, termed this initial panel

discussion a great success. "I hope," she
stated, "this series will lay to rest the myths
of the business world."

The panel also included Beverly Chapman,
a management consultant with Cresapr—^-

McCormick and Paget, Inc., and Janis Bancs;'

an administrator for General Electric. -—1,

The General Electric Foundation funded
the Career Discoveries Program

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
—JOE DEWEY , -:

: ,
^ }«

BERKSijIRE AUTO HAUS, INC.

Routd 20 at Holmes Rd.
\

Lenok> Mass.

(413) 499-4^60

\

new>o^schE

<^a; ' 'i,:_^

%/'-f<}^'.'.i^-'^:l
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WOMB
Bowdbin, MiMeburyM

Pucksters fill goal ini&umey victory
byNlckCrUUano

As the WilliamB hockey team was gliding

toward a stunning 7-2 rout of favored Bowdoin
io the finals of the Nichols Hockey tour-

nament on Dec. 28, many Eph fans openly

wished that the smashing performance was
being given in Chapman Rink.

Dann Memorial Rink in Buffalo might just

as well have been home ice, however, as a

large contingent of native Buffalo Ephpeople

and travellers from as far away as Cape Cod
- and Milwaukee crowded into the compact

rink to provide added encouragement and

inspiration to a team that needed it as much
as Niagara Falls needs a "No Swimming"
sign. The fired-up Ephmen, surprising both

fans and their opponents, overwhelmed the

Polar Bears from start to finish in registering

their first victory over the Maine school in

—twelve years fand you can leek it up).

The haughty Bears, who coach Bill Mc-

Cormick indicated beforehand was the only

one of the four tournament teams almost

certain to gain an ECAC Division II playoff

berth, never had a chancy. The Purple had

two goals within the first four minutes, out-

shot their opponents 36-21, and were leading 6-

in the third period before Bowdoin managed
to push a puck past the most astoiiishing Eph-

man of all, senior goaltender Mike Cappne,

who played by far his best game of the ydung^

season.

The opening round games on the previous

evening had hinted that the outcome would be

precisely the reverse. The Ephs, seeming to

show no effects of a 17-day layoff, exploded

for five goals in the first period against a

Sluggish Middlebury team, but then had to do
some liasty regrouping when the Panthers
came alive, to escape with a 9-6 victory.

Jim McCormick, Nichols grad Jim
Harkins, and Ed Spencer scored within a two-

minitte span early in the first period, when
McCormick and Joe HameUne both netted

shorthanded goals with Spencer off for

holding, most of the sparse crowd probably

wished they had saved their six bucks and
stayed home to watch the Sabres on TV.
Despite the firepower, however, the defense

was once again unsteady. It took almost a full

period, but the Panthers finally shook off the

. cobwebs and couldn't help but scoring with

the disc that the Ephs kept forcing on them
like an Italian mama pushing food on her

guests; Alan Fitzpatrick beat a shaky Chuck
Cremens at 19:27.

The Cats netted a powerplay goal at 1:01 of

the second period, added another less than

two minutes later, and killed a two-men-up
Eph powerplay to cut the Williams lead to a

very uncomfortable 5-3.

Then co-(iaptain Harkins took things into his

own hands. With Harry Roberts of Mid-
dlebury off for interference. Hark poked in a

Hameline slapshot that had rebounded off the

pads of netminder Greg Adams at 12:19.

Thirty seconds later, he intercepted a Pan-
ther pass at the blueline, broke in alone on
Adams, and in a move reminiscent of local

hero Gil Perreault, drew the goalie out with a
fake forehand before smoothly flipping a

backhander into the empty net for the hat
trick. Jack Leary added a powerplay goal for

Middlebury to end the second period at 7-4,

Williams.

Ed Spencer and Leary exchanged goals
early in the final session, then Leary scored
again to cut the Williams lead to 8-6 with 14

minutes to play. Tempers on both sides were

dwindling as rapidly as the Eph lead until Jim

Hield put the game out of reach at 15:44 on

passes from Unemates McCormick and Rick

Zeller. For Zeller, another Nichols grad (his

father Fritz, Williams '51, is vice-headmaster

of the prep school) it was his fourth assist of

the evening.

So the Ephs were in the finals, but no

Williams loyalist was voicing any optimism

after watching the well-disciplined Polar

Bears, led by hulking AU-ECAC defenseman

Jon Vigneron, methodically pick apart a

scrappy Hamilton team, 6-3, in the nightcap.

Even coach McCormick admitted after the

championship match: "Based on our per-

formance in the Middlebury game, and
Bowdoin's <vin, it would have been difficulj

predict our performance against t)

After the first few moments, ,bw*'ever, the

only uncertainty was whetbef Dennis Cahill

would get the hat trjqk, and, as the game
moved into the tljirtTperiod, whether Capone
Would regif^a shutout. Neither achieved his

goal, but'That did not detract from the team's

stunning performance, which delighted the

vocal, predominantly Williams crowd.Purple

fans even put up a banner ("Go Ephs")
behind the Eph bencb to give a homey feeling

to the neutral rink, a ploy which seemed to

win over the many desinteresses who filled it

out.

"^C^hill got both his goals within a 45-second

span before the game was four minutes old,

and it turnM-^ut to be almost all the Ephs
needed for the ri^htThe defense, Hameline-
Angus Morrison anoT^eJer Crocker-Patch
Mason, played its most consiSte^game of the

year. Whenever they did break dOWs^ Capone
was simply dazzling. The Senior net^is^r
could do no wrong as he stopped 19 shots and^-

blanked the Bears for two periods. Every part
of his game, glove, stick, and skates, was
effective.

"It says here he's only 5-9, 140," said a
spectator, glancing at the program after he
had made a string of sav&. "My God, he can't

be that small!"

Another Eph whose influence transcended
his physical limitations was senior center

Mike Blkind, who carries only five pounds
more than Capone on his 5-8 chassis. Early in

the third period he was knocked unconscious
in a vicious mid-^ce collision with the 210

pound Harkins and was carried from the ice

on a stretcher. Fifteen minutes later he
returned to the bench, and although he didn't

play (he had injured his wrist) his tenacity

typified the Eph play.

Williams continued to own the undersized
(15 feet shorter than regulation) ice surface in

the second period, going under, over, and
through beleaguered goalie Bob White for

three more goals. McCormick tipped in a
Hameline slapper at 4:26 for what turned out
to be the game winner, Nichols grad Ted
Walsh lifted in a rebound, and Zeller slid in a
backhander under him, to make it 5-0 after
two periods.

Bowdoin coach Sid Watson put Fred Green
in the nets in the final period and Harkins
promptly greeted him with a blurring wrist
shot from just inside the blue line that broke
the twining at the back of the cage. The Polar
Bears, who had often looked more like

hibernating grizzlies in their black jerseys,
woke up in time to get two goals, one a
powerplay, and then Ed Spencer finished out
the scoring at 12:03, assisted by Walsh and
Dan Yeadon.

Less than twenty minutes later, coach

McCormick was walking off with the tour-

nament trophy, and both fans and players

were heading toward a bar called "No-

Name's." By 3 a.m. the next morning, it could

almost have been christened the Log, just as

Dann Rink hiid nearly been turned \^
Chapman. , , » ^^f^
Some random stats and f«^tsf^ The two

tournament victories bo^tsthe Ephmen's
Division II record tg^ifand their overall

record to 4-2. Bo^^^mes count in the regular

season statj^»<^s ... the Ephs hqd by far the

most jqu^ament goals (16), five more than

A|IJ£!^bury (who defeated Hamilton, 5-2, in.

"'le consolation match), and allowed the

fewest (8) ... Every forward on the fjrst

three lines except centerman Elkind and
Yeadon scored at least one goal, Harkins
leading the way with four. Yeadon had three

assists and Muskie two . . . Capone's 2-goal

game lowered his goals against average for

three games to 3.33 . . . The team stayed at

the Lord Amherst Inn while in Buffalo . .

.

The Polar Bears get a chance for revenge
when they invade Chapman Rink on
February 7; X-^TTT- . . i

(photo by Tague)

Senior forward Harry Sheeby [above]
passed the lOOO-point barrier recently
in a game against Coast Guard. His
1035 total is third on the all-time
Wiliiams Hst behind leader Bob
Mahland's 1'61] 1273. The Ephs host
Bates h'lfday night at 8.

Winter Study Sports Calend^^r
SwimmingBaslietball "^>^^^

Jan. 10 Bates (no freshman game)
Jan. IB Union
Jan. 25 Amherst

Freshman games start at 8 p,m~ varsity

games at 8.

Hockey

18 Colby (4 p.m.)

Jan. S^'^^rmy (7:30 p.m.)

Jan. 25 WfeaSigyan (4 p.m.)

Jan. 18 Bowdoin (1 p.m.)

J.V. Swimming
Jan. 15. WjUistbn (4 p.m.) »*

WinteK Track ^^^1: j

Jari. 11 Hamilton-Fitchburg-Westfield

Freshman Hocltey /^

Jan. 18 Thayer Academy (1 p.m.)

"Jan. 22 Trinity-Pawling (4 p.m.)

Jan. 25 Westminster (1 p.m.)

Jan. 28 Berkshire School (4 p^m^

Squash

Jan. 18 Bowdoin (1 p.m.)

Jan. 28 Wesleyan (4 p.m.)

Jan. 31 Princeton (4 p.m.)

Freshman Squash

Jan. 15 Williston (4 p.m.)

Jan. 28 Wesleyan (4 p.m.)

Basketball

(1 p.m.)

Jan. 25 Holy Cross-Worcester St.-R.P I

(1 p.m.)

Jan. 31 -Springfield-Albany-Lowell Tech.

(7 p.%)

Wrestling

Jan. 18 W,P.I.-R.P.I. (12 noon)

Jan. 25 Dartmouth (2 p.m.)

^IVlen's Skiing

Jan. 18-19^WiIliams slalom and giant slalom

Women's Basketliall

Jan.

Jan.

Holy Cross (6 p.m.)

Union (3:30 p.m.)

Ephs win, lose in southern visit

(photo by Roe)
Eph goalie Mike Caponegoes to his knees and watches a rising shot sail, wide to his

left at Chapman Rink last night. A Boston State forward hovers at the crease to

Capone 's right, waitingfor a possible rebound.

"It'll be good to get back home," admitted a

travel-weary Curt Tong. After playing two
games in as many days in the Washington &
Lee holiday tournament (Jan. 3-4), the Ephs
returned to wintry Williamstown to catch

their breath before heading west for a

Tuesday night battle with much-improved
Hamilton. Bates and high-scoring Glen
Batchellor visit Lasell Gym Friday at 8,

Williams' first home game in five weeks.

In the opening round of the Washington &
Lee tourney in Lexington, Va., the Ephmen
were paired with Kings Point, a team they

had defeated 77-69 on November 30. This time
it was a little easier as the Purple put in the

first two hoops of the contest and never

trailed, leading by as many as 25 points

l)efore settling for an 89-71 win.

"We moved the l)all a lot better," Tong
said, "and generally controlled the boards.

The fact that we had played them before

helped, too." A tenacious Williams defense

limited the Mariners to just 28 field goals in 79

attempts (35 per cent) and talented Dan
Rogers, who scorched the nets for 30 points on

November 30, managed only 14.

The Ephs had their best shooting night of

the young season, sinking 39 of 69 tries from
the field (57 per cent) and U of 14 free throws
Harry Sheehy (27 points), Fred Dittman (20

Mark Carter (14), and Alex Rosten (13) led

the way with Sheehy cracking the lOOO-point

ttarrier with an impressive 12-for-17 shooting
performance. The 6-3 senior's 106 career total

is third to Jeff Morton's 1173 and Bob
Mahland's 1273.

Regan Miller sparked the defense with
three steals and handed out five assists.

Sheehy, Carter, and Dittman each gralibed
eight retwunds with Mike Roeten hauling in

seven.

Saturday night, the Purple went up against
once-beaten Washington & Lee (7-1) and
came out on the short end of a 61-49 count. The
story of the game was the Generals'

aggressive man-to-man defense, which

pressured Williams into several costly tur-

novers and held the high-scoring tandem of

Sheehy and Dittman to 12 and 14 points,

respectively.

On offense, coach Vern Canfield's charges

were patient and disciplined, controlling the

tempo of the game. Rugged Bill Kristoff, a

burly 6-8, was a decisive factor under the

t>oards, scoring, rebounding, and setting

screens that disrupted the Purple defense.

The balanced Generals placed four men in

double figures, led by Krist(rff with 12.

"We weren't getting the good shots we got

the night before," Tong explained. "We fell

behind early and the kids tried to play catch-

up all at once instead of taking it one basket at

a time. You have to credit Washington &

Lee's defense, though. They did a good job of

containing us."

Sports Shorts
Senior fullback and tri-capUin Bill Battey

and sophomore halfback Rick Zeller received

Honorable Mention for the 1974 All-New

"^ngland soccer team in a vote of the coaches

prior to the Christmas break. Both were key

members of a solid Eph defense which

allowed only 17 goals in 11 games. Battey

made the squad despite a severe ankle sprain

suffered against Harvard which limited his

effectiveness in the final four games.
• • •

Two other members of that defense, juniors

Graham Hone and Brian Daggett, were
named co-captains of the 1975 varsity soccer

team at the team's annual banquet on

Decembers. Hone is a fullback and Daggett a^
halfback, although Coach Jeff Vennell in-

dicated Daggett would probably be shifted to

one of the backfield spots next season to

replace the departing Battey and Bob
Samuelson. .i
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Keifer plan faces a review
y-- byAnnSlerki

/^ A four-ihember review committee will

recommend to the psychology detriment

whether to continue teaching Psychology 101

on the Keller plaa Student reaction to the

course as it was, taught this fall was mixed,

and course coordinator Linda Warren
reported that the psychology department is

split on the issue.

She said that "everybody thinks a little

something is lost" when the introductory

course follows the self-pacing system known

as the Keller plaa In Psych 101, which this

fall had one section of about 200 students, the

course is divided into 10 units, each consisting

of one lecture unit (three classes) and a

reading unit. Students mustscore 100 per cent

on quizzes on all of the main units; they work

'at their own pace, but must have completed

Fall break to be sooner,

freshrpan days shorter

Freshman Days will be a day shorter than

they were this year and fall recess will be a

week earlier if the Board of Trustees ap-

proves the 1975-76 calendar which was ap-

proved by theYaculty at its Dec. U meeting.

If the calendar is approved, Freshman
Days will begin on Sunday, SepL 7, rather

than on a Saturday as they have in the past.

The Calendar and Schedule Committee, a

student-faculty committee responsible for

proposing a calendar, recommended the

Sunday start to the faculty because Saturday,

Sept. 6, is the first day of the Jewish holy day
of Rosh Hashanah.
Dean of Freshman Lauren R. Stevens told

the faculty he anticipated no problems with

shortened Freshman Days. Classes will begin

on a Wednesday as usual.

One reason why the Calendar and Schedule
- Committee recommended an earlier fall

recess was to avoid interference with a home
football game. Members of the committee
also said they thought that studl^ts and
members of the faculty felt this year's recess

was too close to the Thanksgiving break.

The faculty approved Steven's recom-

mendation that a decision on the date of

Freshman Parents' Day be postponed. The
Calendar and Schedule Committee had

proposed Oct 11, but Stevens suggested that

date may be too early for the dramatic

productions normally presented for parents.

The Calendar and Schedule Committee was
instructed to consult with members of Cap 'n

Bells and Stevens, then reconsider its

recommendatioa
After some questions concerning the suc-

cess of fall recess and its result on the timing

and length of the reading and examination

period, the faculty approved the proposed

calendar by voice vote.

The Board of Trustees will vote on the

proposal during their Jaa 22-24 meeting.

, all 10 quizzes before the final exam. The exam
grade becomes the grade for the course.

According to Lonnie Farmer '78, who took

,

the course this fall, "If you do the work, it's

easy." He added, however, that he took eight

of the quizzes in the last week of classes.

"I liked it," said Casey Kiernan '78,

"because I can pace myself. But I think a lot

of pe<9le here don't have the motivation."

Despite a generally positive reaction by
many students and high course evaluation

ratings the Psych 101 proctors (student

assistants) and staff are "increasingly
unhappy" with the way the course is taught,

Warren said. "It's not a very intellectual

experience, and we're all uneasy about it."

Some students share her objection. Andrea
Johnson declared "It was okay—I didn't

particularly care for it It was too impersonal.

There should have been more discussions.

The lectures were pretty good but they were
too typical of a freshman course; here's the

material, and when you learn it you can do
something interesting. It wasn't as in-

teresting as it could have been."

Department members say that limitations

on faculty time limit the alternatives to the

present Keller system. Last semester, five

teachers taught two units each to the class of

200. If the class were broken up into smaller

groups, the same five teachers would be

necessary for each section. "Most of us don't

feel competent to teach all of Psych 101,"

Warren explained, "and we teach the units in

which we specialize."

Jerry Downing, chairman of the Keller plan

review committee, agrees that "it is difficult

to think of a better educational experience"

Working with a limited number of faculty

members'. One possibility that was presented

was for upperclassmen to lead small

discussion groups after lectures, as is done at

Princeton. Dennis Klos, one of the 101 in-

structors this fall, tried such groups in one of

his units, but Downing said "It didn't go over

too big; students have doubts about other

students as teachers."

The educational advantage ot the Keller

plan is that it provides for a general

knowledge of a subject "It's hard to argue
with the fact that it seems to do the job,"

Wlarren pointed out. "What we wanted was a

more general knowledge ai psychology. I

havea positive view of the bourse; the Mickey
Mouse aspects don't bother me that much."
She said that the course could do the same job

without all the quizzes.

Warren declared that it is difficult to tell

whether the Keller plan has been good for

Psych 101 students. It was adopted three

years ago, in part because the department
felt that students were deficient in general

knowledge of [sychology. "In terms of what
we can judge from 200-level courses," she
said, "they know what they learned in 101 in

that area."

committee are Dennis Klos, Arlene Amidon
and Richard Rouse.
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Editorial
Job Jots

(Notes from the Office of Career Coun>

seling)

The PURPLE PARACHUTE will be
distributed in the following centers during

the week of Jan. 13th: Baxter Snack Bar,

Bronfman, Hopkins, Stetson and The Log.

Since this issue has the instructions for

seniors planning to take interviews second

semester, it is essential that they all pick

up a copy.

CAREER DISCOVERY PROGRAMS
Careers In Communications
PANEL DISCUSSION—
Dodd House, Jan. 15, 8:00 p.m.

Individual Conferences

Mears House, Jan. 16, 9-noon (Please

sign up at Mears House)

the

Honors - a misnomer
By approving the programmatic honors proposal, the faculty has all but

in name abolished an honors program and replaced it with an independent

special concentration program. To receive a degree with honors under the

new program, a student must take a pattern of study of three clearly related

"courses," two of which must be in addition to his regular major

requirement.
. , j ...^ i.

•nie program tells a student that to graduate with a degree with honors

he must specialize. If John Doe majors in economics with special emphasis

in economic methodology, he may graduate with honors in economics. The

program seems to subvert the purpose of an undergraduate hberal arts

education by encouraging unnecessary concentration.^

More important, the new program seems to encourage additional work

rather than excellence in work performed. It is difficult to see why one

should be "honored" for taking additional courses, as intense as they may
be, when there is no "honor" for outstanding performance on aspects of

regular work.
,

If the faculty sees this type program as a necessary part of the Williams

curriculum, it should be given a different name which better expresses the

significance of the extra work performed by the student, Joan Doe could

graduate "cum laude with specialization in uie internal politics of India" or

simply "cum laude with specialization."

Hopefully, this is not what the faculty desires. It seems as if the decision

was motivated by the following goals : decreasing the numbers of students

graduating with honors, decreasing the disparity between honors
requirements in various departments, insuring that students would con-

tinue to write theses and do some advanced work, ending a very lengthy

debate on honors as Christmas was approachingv and^hot^voting^ down
| f

°"j"°t
,"^,^5f"°

° '

,
°" °t Jhc Adams^

another CEP proposal. The merits of all but the second of these goals are
questionable.

Even if the honors program does satisfy these goals, the program is

likely to create problems of its own such as departments only offering the

tiiesis route to "honors" because of a staff shortage in that department.
The faculty should reconsider its decision in May when the departments

present their proposed honors plans. Debate can then focus on the effects of

the proposal rather than the politics of defeating or watering down a
proposal which seemed to be a chief source of.discussion at a recent faculty

meeting. :
' "

RegardlessoFthe faeulty^decision, students^have final veto power because
they can choose not to seek the new clegree with "honors."

Careers In Arte Management7—t:

Afternoon programs will incluote

following events:

Louise Tate, Director of the Mass.
Council on the Arts, and Peter Marlow '6i,

Curator of Wadsworth Atheneum, will

conduct a discussion at Tlie Clark Art

Institute, Jan. 22, 2-3:30 p.m.

Patrick McGinnis '57, Deputy Com-
missioner forCultural Affairs in New York
City, (former Director of Lincoln Center)

and Jon Stone '52, Producer of the

Children's Television Workshop will

Memorial Theatre, Jan. 22, 2-3:30 p.m.

PANEL DISCUSSION—
Dodd House, Jan. 22, 8:00 p.m.

Individual Conferences

Mears House, Jaa 23, 9-noon

Rugby-Hawkins

fund on rise

byNickCrtoUano
' The Williams Rugby Football Club has
raised a litUe over M,000 for Hugh Hawkins
'71 since Uiat alumnus suffered a paralyzing
spinal injury in an October alumni game
according to WRFC president Chris Alberti'
The donations include $950 from the Chidi

Corea concert and $800 from advertisements
in the Club's Homecoming Weekend
Program. Other contributions have come
from alumni and students.

The total does not include |300 which the
Freshman Council collected in a bicycle
raffle held before the Christmas break. Ac-
cording toCouncilChairmanJoeCerbone, the
donation is in the process of being handed
over to Alberti for the Hawkins savings fund.

Alberti said tliat a team meeting has been
scheduled for Jaa 15 to discuss further plans
for raising more money for Hawkins.
3—Hawkins is now in the Craig Rehabiliiationr;

Institute in Denver, Colorado. According to

Alberti, who recently heard from the alum-
nus' wife, Hawkins is paralyzed from the

chest down, but is wearing a brace and is able

to sit up and balance himself. The doctors

should know within a year whether he will be

able to move his hands again.

WALK IN PSYCHOLOGICAL
COUNSELING SERVICE

See l y House, Room 6

—

Dr. Eugenio Talbot, Wednesdays during

Jan., 1-2 p.m. Dr. Susan Welnstocked,

Thursdays during Jan., 1-2 p.m. No ap-

pointment necessary, come as you are.

For regular appointments, please call Ms.

Drlscoll at 2393.

Help Line expands services

Letters to the Editor

Foodfor thought

To the editor:

I would like to comment on remarks made
by David R. Woodruff, Director of Food
Services in last week's RecordAdvocate.

Mr. Woodruff, while admitting that there

were foods students generally dislike, said,

".
. . we have to take into account that

spaghetti is 40 per cent (the cost) of roast

beef. We're trying to make a harmonious
balance." If this is the aim of the Food Ser-

vices, they are failing miserably.

It is not merely that roast beef is delicious;

after eating fresh roast beef one feels better;

one has had an adequate protein intake.

Students often groan at the head of the

cafeteria lines both because the food has been
sitting getting limp for untold hours and
because they know that after their dinner-

time binge of starch and carbohydrates, they
will in a few hours have run out of gas and
need to tank up again. To be on board at
Williams is to require a supplemental income
for all the times the gnawing, stoma«;h
grumbling hunger attacks.

One wonders if there is a full-time, or even .

an advisory, nutritionist on the staff of the
Food Services. If there is, how can such meals
as "grey" meat, potatoes, corn, bread, cake,
and, luckily, the salad bar, exist We need
protein and we need green vegetables.
Everyone realizes the incredible bind that

the present state of the economy places on the
Food Services, and will, without too much
grumbling, go along with cutbacks
(especially of such essentially un-nutritious

stuffs as flavored refined sugar and car-
bonated water).

Indeed, the Food Services could at this time
save a considerable amount of money, and
give us better food, by drastically cutting

down on the meat they feed us. Fii^t, they
could serve more chicken and fish. More
importantly, they could look into the many
vegetable and grain dishes that actually

provide more efficient proteins for the human

body. I would recommend to Mr. Woodruff
the book, Diet for a Small Planet, (How to

enjoy a I'ich protein harvest by getting off the

top of the food chain), by Francis Moore
Lappe. As the title of this book suggests, it

requires seven times the grain to produce an
ounce of meat as it does to achieve an equal

amount of protein through direct grain in-

take. To follow such a program would free up
valuable grain, cost less, and give us more
nutritious and generally better tasting food

than at present.

A few other suggestions. To bake regular
New England or Long Island potatoes is an
easy way to increase the mineral intake of the

students; the skins of potatoes are rich in

potassium and iron as well as oUier minerals.

Don't beat those poor vegetables to death;

even if they're frozen don't let them sit

around in hot water for so long, rather keep
them warm by steam—they both taste better

and keep what vitamins they still possess

longer. If peanut butter is put out, use peanut
butter that consists of nothing but peanuts, a
great deal of peanut butter's protein comes
from—the unhydrogenated oil of the peanuts
themselves. And finally for taste's sake alone,

employ different sorts of lettuce: romaine,
boston, butter, big, fresh spinach.

It is not doubted that the kitchen staffs work
very hard indeed. But if they, perhaps, began
to see themselves as cooks and chefs instead

of food preperationists, as indeed Mr. Clark
clearly does, both the quality would rise and
the cost fall, of food at Williams.

John Ellis.

P.S. The waste problem is a pernicious one.

The Food Services should consult with the

student body how such waste might be
avoided (what sacrifices might be easily

made), instead of issuing anonymous
bureaucratic directives. Often, for example,
one takes too many butter pats. If there were
a system to retrieve unused butter pats there

might be a savings gained. Certainly students

would be glad to eat one of Mr. Clark's lobster

dirinei^. There should bfe far" mot* Severe

action taken against anyone involved in the

stupidity of a food fight The food, grain

especially, is needed, if not by us, by others

who do not have it J.E.

by Andrea Mintz

Help Line, northern Berkshire 24-hour

telephone information, referral, and crisis

counseling service, is now able to expand its

services with the help of a recently acquired

$4960 contract from the State Department of

Mental Health Division of Drug
Rehabilitation. According to Director Gil

Salk, Help Line's unique position within the

northern Berkshire community is the reason
for the granting of the contract.

Help Line maintains a working relationship

with most of the existing human service

agencies in the area, it is available to any
person at any time of the day or" night it-

serves a wide spectrum of the community,
and it has the resources to deal with a variety

of personal problems.

Drugs, sex, legal problems, marital and
family conflict, and loneliness are a few of the

major areas of concern on which the Help
Line Workers answer questions and make
referrals.

The referral se{;vice is extensive and in-

cludes such organizations as Birth Control

Information Center, Northern Berkshire
Mental Health, Family Service, Welfare,

Manpower, and Legal Services. The contract

enables Help Line to develop a Rent-a-Kid

program and a volunteer job bank.

For the Rent-a-Kid program, HelpLine will

compile a list of young people who are looking

for jobs. Then when area residents call in

requesting assistance with work around their

home or place of business. Help Line can

refer them directly to a young person willing

to do that specific job. A further advantage is

that the young people will earn some money
while doing useful work.

Through the volunteer job l>ank, which is

organized similarly to the Rent-a-Kid

program. Help Line will attempt. to recruit

volunteers to fill needs within the northern

Berkshire area. Help Line urges all service

agencies, hospitals, church groups, clubs, etc.

and people interested in volunteering to call

664-6391 and submit their needs or names to

the bank. This is also the number to call for

help with or discussion of a problem.
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* 'Going to be a vef^ rough eighteen months
1

1

Tbe'ReAd printed a series of articles earlier this year CoHeerning then

Massachusetts gubernatorial candidate Michael S. Dukakis. As a /olloiv-up, Steve

Rotbstein '78, last week interviewed the governor. The following article, includes

portions of the session that dealt with officialpositions affecting the people of this

state. Next week's paper will include another article, which will highlight the

Governor's personality; his days at Swarthmore and Harvtsrd Law School; and his

family.

' Gov. Dukakis, although he has only been in

office less than three weeks, already has a

clear indication of what his legislative

priorities will be for this legislative session.

"The legislative packet will be fairly lean. It

will consist of the Constitutional amendment
abolishing the (Governor's) Council and

substituting a Judicial screening system;

three reorganization bills dealing with layers

(of administration) that are no lonjger

necessary; a pay-as-you-go mortgage plan

., . ; a neighborhood crime prevention

program where we're going to try to provide

state aid for crime-fighting programs in high-

crime neighborhoods on the municipal level

... Those are some of the principle features

cf the thing. No question the budget will be a

major preoccupation. We are just so out of

balance and getting worse, it's going to be a

very rough eighteen months

U. Mass - Budget
Despite the recent press statements which

imply that the 41-year old Governor has

singled out the University of Massachusetts In

terms of budget cuts, nelnsls ls llils is not the

case. "I think the administration of U. Mass.,

for some reason, decided to single itself out.

We're not going to solve this very serious

budget problem with press conferences and

that kind of thing. I've got about as strong

commitment to public higher education as

anybody that's ever walked into this office

"There is only one problem. We're at least

350 million dollars in the hole this fiscal year.

We're going to be more in the hole next year,

even if we level funds, which means giving

people nothing more than they got last year,

and forcing them to swallow the inflation.

We're going to be in debt, if you can believe it,

by hundreds of millions of dollars. That

doesn't even take into account projected

increases in welfare loads result of

widespread unemployment We're in the

middle of a depression. And, under the cir-

cumstances every area of state government

is going to have to feel it . .

.

"What I'm going to be asking everyone to

do, including students and faculty, is to work

with us to identify those expenditures that

directly relate to the instruction of students

and those expenditures that don't . . We'll

try to leave the instructional services alone

but look to those areas that did not directly

impact on the instruction in the classroom.
' "When you've got an unemployment rate

that now is in excess of nine per cent and

people being thrown out of work and people

posing unemployment benefits and all the

rest of it Everyone has to understand that

this is a time when not only can't you grow,

you may have to contract somewhat if you're

going to stay afloat financially . . .

"Our information right now is that there

are thousands of spaces empty in existing

institutions of pubUc higher education in the

state ... If that figure (10,000) is accurate

than it's hard for me to see how we can justify

growth. Particularly when in the early 1980's

it looks as if we're going to have about 30 per

cent fewer kids coming out of high schools.

One of the things we have to start doing in this

state, that we've never done before, is to take

those kinds of trends and translate them into

our plans so we don't find ourselves with

twice as many species as we possibly need.

Student Trustees

U. Mass., as well as all other Massachusetts

public institutions of higher education, some
private colleges, and our State Board of

Education has a voting student member on

their boards of directors. Dukakis believes

this is a good practice and should be en-

couraged. "Although I'm not sure we can tell

private institutions what to do ... it's im-

portant that students participate actively in

the governance of these institutions."

School Records - Privacy

There have been a number of discussions on

campus, on both sides, of the Buckley

amendment recently enacted by Congress.

Thif controversial law allows students (and

their parents) the right to see their school

records, and the similar right to restrict who
else has access to the record. The American
Civil Lil>erties Union (ACLU) was active in

the passage of this legislation

The Governor indicated his full support for

the concept and goals of this amendment "I

may be the first Governor in a long time to be
a memtier of the Civil Liberties Unioa My
concerns are rather strong . .

."

On the larger, more general issue, the chief

executive believes that the "federal govern-

ment is going tocomputerize us to death. This

is an open society, a free society and there

comes a point where wire-tapping, electronic

eavesdropping, computer banks loaded with

names, dossiers and all these things is very

pernicious. I don't think we need it . . . It's

not just privacy, although that's terribly

important. It's all of these invasions of

Cows, Chandler and 'Candy'
Mayl>e it was because next-to-nothing was

happening Saturday night. Maybe the base
inat inxtr. tn whir-h thp trivia pnntAst appeals

are unquenchable. Perhaps Williani^ College

student^ are indeed as ingenious, ballsy, and
responsive to challenge as we would like to

claim. But Whateli^r the reason, the First

Annual Spencer-Brooks All-College In-

vitational Scavenger Hunt and Three-

Dimensional Trivia Contest, held last

Saturday, was certainly a success.

Within moments after the item list was
distributed, the Spencer House living room
was a mob scene. The first item duly recorded

by the judges was a Skidmore woman riding

on Kevin O'Neil's back, followed shortly

thereafter by President Chandler in his

nightshirt Other, more accessible, items-
umbrellas, retainers, and pairs of rubbers-^

came in at a fast and furious pace for about

two hours, with all the teams in a logjam. But
by.S'p.m. most of the more challenging items

were still out, and it was clear that only the

gutsiest, most enthusiastic and craziest

teams would be able to stay ip the thick of it

An apparent breakthrough came around

9:30 p.m. when the team of "Kamana Wana
Leia" from Morgan West arrived with the

much sought after lOO-point item—a cow.

(Note that Chandler was only worth 50

points.) But this spunky, scrappy, up-and-

coming freshman team eventually faltered in

the stretch as the more experienced up-

perclassmen began to accumulate the more
obscure ten and twenty point items.

The "House of Gee," the pre-contest

favorite of the oddsmakers, launched an

impressive team effort Led by the now-

legendary Bob Kittredge, they demonstrated

the desire and hustle that enabled them to win

last month's trivia contest. But this time they

came up a little short. A surprising effort was
also made by, "It's Free at Williams E." But

they too were to>4>e denied.

"Purple Sutherland," a team composed of

mostly trivia freaks from Dennett and Arm-
strong Houses, was the contest ninnerup.

Their success was primarily-attributable to

their procurement of the bovine item.
'

CO-OP WINTER SALE
BEQINS THIS WEEK

" 20% to 50% OFF

***• CASH ONLY, SORRY NO CHARGES 1

Williams Co-op

^THTCOAAPLETr^^EFSHOP

s

n ^i

25 Spring Str««t Williamstpwn, Mass.

Op«n Thursday. NI«M 'Til 8t30 PM

The winning team was "Ralph," from
Morgan Mid-West, who managed to collect all

txit eight of 100 items. The resourcefulness of

the winners was epitomized by the decision t5y~

one of its members to look for a stag film in

the faculty house. Alsot> found on these

premises was a copy of Candy, another item.

Several of the more difficult to find items on

the list, besides the cow, were a vegematic, a

WFL ticketstub, a whole watermelon, a jar of

Bosco, and a copy of Playgirl. The most
controversial item, however, was an object

found primarily on town police cars, which
was for some reason frowned upon by the

local authorities. This item was eventually

retracted in order to minimize arrests and
convictions resulting from the scavenger

hunt All edible items were retained by the

judges for consumption, including a can of

Coors beer, a Big Mac and a pizza ( personally

delivered by Constantine.)

By thenextday the campus had returned to

a sem1:^ance of normalcy, give or take a few

scattereilshopping carts, size 38D bras, arid

cow droppings. But work has already begun
on next year's contest. And because of the

unexpected ingehuity demonstrated by this

year's teams, next year's items will

assuredly be tougher to find.

Can you find a chimp^zee? A Gutenberg
bible? How about Jeb Magruder on a

Saturday night? If the answer is yes, you may
have already won the Second Annual . . .

people's individual freedoms. Once accepted

it tends to lead on to the next and the next

... The best way to stop crime is first-rate

law enforcement and not short cuts that play

fast and loose . .

."

VuU-r KegislruUon

"We have to be pretty careful here . .
.,"

the former State Representative from

Brookline said of new voter registration' laws.

"There is a point beyond which you begin to

court risks and problems in terms of voter

fraud ... All the reasons for imposing

certain requirements . . . were designed, in

the first place, to make sure that tomb stones,

and dead people, and follcs who'd gone to -

Florida ten years ago were not on the rolls

But, deputy registrars, on-site

registrations, liberal standards so that a

student can vote in the community where he

or she is going to school. That kind of thing is

perfectly fine." ..;

Knvironment - Energy Use
Although there seems to be a trend to move

away fromstrictenvironmental laws because

of the oil crisis and other energy related

problems, Mike Dukakis does not see aqy

necessary inconsistency in these two goals '.'..

We're going to set up an Office of Com-
prehensive Planning, something we've never

had in this state. There is no state land use

planning capability, at all . . . We're going to

develop a master plan for the physical and

economic development of the state that will

Jrxtoresolye these differences ahead of time

by determining w^erewewantto"develop and

where we want open space. „

"Second thing, of course, is a matter of

judgmen* I'm for clean air, clean water. I

think you can have thatand economic activity

at the same time and a healthy economy. In

fact, everytime you build a pollution control

facility you are employing people and

creating employment So there is em-

ployment in the environment."

For Sound Advice

Electrcrnic

—

Supply Center
stereo Systerfis By

KLH Panasonic Sony

Tapes

Cassette Reel 8 Track t>y

Memorex, BASF, 3/\A, RCA

32 River St. 413 663-<̂ 828 N. Adams

Wrangler and Salvatores

looMKh fcroollMt

COTTON
TURTLENECKS

- $5.50

Two lor $10.00

Baltic Blue
Lemon
Dark Green
Cranberry
Navy
Pink
Jockey
Rust
White
Black ^ .

Silver

Coral
Mint Green
"Fushia

Midwinter Clearance Sale

In Progress

Open Thursday 'til 8:30

SPRING ST. WILLIAMSTOWN

COUNTJ(Y CLOTHES
of

^WilliamstoWQ
January Sale ^ ... ,^

20 - 40 per cent off

On separates from Herman Geist, Mountain Artisans, Adelaar,
Pringle Sportwhirl, Craig Craely, Mister Pants, and Crazy Horse
10:00-5:30 ^^^ 71 Water Street

Monday - Saturday •"? ^f ".-iii^ffcA^^iff^i % (Rt^ 43)

"SUNDAY SUPPER AT THE SIX HOUSE'
PRICES TO FIT YOUR BUOOET

• ''"'
Like Autumn Leaves - "Nothing to be desired"

In Dining Pleasure

^our Hour Oalty^xcvptSatordoy - 4:30-6:00 p.m.

( Prices o< all Liquor Orinkt 7Sc - Mug of Beer 2Sc

)
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'Kquush

Junior Frank Giammattei made a strong

bid to improve on his no. 9 ranking in

Qollegiate squash last week by trouncing

Harvard's best in four games at the Cam-
bridge courts. Despite the squad's 8-1 loss to

the Crimson, coach Sean Sloane was en-

couraged that each of his charges battled his

opponent right to the end.

Coming off an impressive win over Dart-

mouth and a shellacking at the hands of Navy,

Williams lost not to a more talented Harvard

squad, but to a more experienced one. Seniors

Bob Beck, Lindsay Fowler, and captain Mike
Watkins all succumbed in close matches, as

did juniors Dave Hillman, Gerry McNamara,
and Mike Werner. Sophomores Marc
Keinhardt and Tom White, playing at no. 2

and no. 7 respectively, also were in their

matches iSlI the way intheir-first varsity

encounter with Harvard.

The dominant feeling expressed after the

match was that the "great" Harvard team
couUI be beaten—by a more experienced

Williams team next year.

The freshman squash team also bowed to

Harvard, 6-3, with Bruce Giammattei (no. 1 )

,

Arnold Cogswell (no. 2), and Peter Thayer
(no. 3) all winning convincingly.

^Jn Saturday, the unbeaten Williams alumni

leaw, fp<rluring such former greats as Tyler

(iriffhV Bill Simon, and "Beef" Eyre, con-

tinued its mastery over a depleted Williams

varsity (minus nos. 1 and 2), 8-2 in a match
-played hefore_a_yocal_crowd_at the Lasell

Gym courts.

The varsity and freshman squads host

Bowdoin this Saturday, the former at 10:30

a.m., the latter at 1 p.m.

lnd(K)rtrack

The Williams indoor track 'team made its

1975 debut Saturday hosting and winning a

quadrangular meet in Towne Field House.

Domination of the field events won it for the

Ephs as they tallied 74 points to 49 for

Westfield State, Hamilton 15 and Fitchburg
State 12.

ART &
PRINTS

7<, Fit \ mi: shop

.'<.','»','/^v *^ * * "
•.'.'.'.'.'.'

Carmen Palladino opened the scoring by
winning the 35 lb. weight throw with a toss of
42' 11". On loan from the basketball team.
Rich Hemmer won the shot put, Palladino
adding a third. Freshmen Larry Tanner and
Mike Bernay took fourths in the two events.
The return of Peter Mertz was the story in

the jumps as the junior captured the high and
triple aiid placed second in the long jump.
Dave Parker and Bob Ashley went two-three
in the high jump for a near sweep and Mike
Schiffmiller added another point in the triple.

Dave McLaughry chimed in with a con-

fident win in the pole vault with Marshall
Partington taking a less expected third. The
Purple rolled up forty points in the field,

opening up a 26 point lead on Westfield.

The track events began pleasantly as John
Kathgeber turned in a beautifully executed
tactical mile, breaking away from the pack
with three plus laps to go and holding that

lead. all the way through the tape in 4:30.

Freshman Frank Carr was edged out of third

in 4:34. Another burger, Terry O'Reilly, ran
1:15.8 for second in the 600, but co-captain
Stan Fri showed the dehabilitating effects of

his vacation activity (getting sick) by failing

to place.

Co-captain Mike Reed led a near sweep in

the 60-yard high hurdles as he was closely

pursued only by Ron White and Peter
Johnson. Trying to alleviate a weakness in the

squad, Mike ran his first open 60 at Williams
and took third; Ramsey Chew fourth.

In a hard fought race, Ken Leinbach was
-naccnwly niitkirkpfl in the 1000. despite

running well. The two-mile run was won in an
incredibly slbw time, freshman Joe Kolb
running even slower to finish fourth, and the

Ephs taking 5th and 6th. both non-scoring

places.
;

Leading off with a pair of slow legs, the mile
relay team fell promptly behind and quick

quarters by Parker and Reed only served to

finish a not-too-bad second. An even slower
two-mile relay quartet could at least claim
lack of competition as an excuse. Rathgeber,
Carr, and Leinbach opened up a half-lap lead

for Scott Lutrey who hobbled in on an injured

foot, much thankful for the cushion.

In the absence of coach Dick P'arley, Jeff

Elliott '74 turned in a superb job running the

meet, with a crew of officials rich in injured

runners. The squad travels to M.I.T. on

Saturday for an expected tough triangular

meet with M.I.T. and Tufts, never beaten by
the Ephs indoors. Much improvement and
rapid recovery will be needed to pull a victory

out.

Sports and higher learning

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE

Welcome back to a new Inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

and entertainment at the

Williams Inn

by Mk'haeljtosten

It is clear that very little serious study has
been done concerning the area of sports. The
bulk of the relevant materials is extremely
difficult to locate. How does one account for

what appears to be a lack of interest in such
an integral part of American society? One
explanation is that we have pushed the issue

of sports out of oUr consciousness; we
Americans are embarrassed over the in-

tensity of our feelings towards this institution.

Indeed, at times we should be embarrassed!
This embarrassment must be overcome.

We can no longer live in the bliss of ignorance
concerning one of our most frequent ac-

tivities. The time has come to eliminate all

guilt feelings and reservations. Sports are a

vital part of our society. Accordingly, they

are as appropriate for serious academic
consideration as the traditional areas. The
only difference is th^t the latter possesses a

systematic, established body of knowledge
and mode of inquiry on which to build. In

order to establish such a paradigm for the

study of sport, more and more research must
be initiated by increasingly competent
people.

The concept of a liberal arts education must
be altered to include this important area of

study. Such a view has drastic implications

lor Williams College and the many in-

stitutions like it. The nature of the physical

educat ion departtnent- ^vtthtn the-- coHege
setting must be altered. The time has come
for these people to be intricately involved in

the educational process; to be full-fledged

members of the college faculty. The ex-

perience and expertise required to teach the

fundamentals of sports, such as tennis or

basketball, is minimal.

I am not stating that these functions are not

important. Indeed, physical activities are a

vital component of any education. My point is

that little skill or training is necessaryto be
today's physical education instructor. Many
of us with work experience in the camp area
would feel at ease instructing these courses.

It should be emphasized that I am
distinguishing this role from the far more
elaborate and complex role of the coach,

although the dichotomy of coach and teacher
must also be erased.

Accordingly, the function of the physical

education department should evolve into two
parts of ciiiial value. The initial section would
remain unchanged from the present. The new
second portion will be an active teaching role.

With advances in the field of research and
scholarship, courses such as the philosophy of

athletics, the history of sport, the physiology
of exercise, a look at the American sports fan,

etc., will appear with regularity on the liberal

arts campus. They will become an
established part of the curriculum.

The implementation of such ideas will be
extremely slow in coming. The concept of a

physical educator must be radically altered.

The fact that a large portion of the physical

education staff here at Williams, not to

mention the faculty at large, would be

Levi's

15,000 - 20,000 pr. Levis in stock

5,000 - 8,000 pr. Lees in stock
Wool Rich Shirts & Coats

Levi's

Dunham's Boots

rJiJ Mountain Products Goose Down outerwear

Men's and Women's Leather and Suede Coats

Special to all Williams students

10 per cent off with this ad on any item anytime

It pays to shop in Vermont
Open 7 days a week

Benn - Burry Shop
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Shaftsbury, Vermont
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Colonial Pizza
The Best in America
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Hot Oven (irinders
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We make our own pizza dough daily
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In the Continental Tradition

Open for Luncli A Dinner

Closed Monday

Across from Williams Campus

shocked and horrified at such proposals

clearly indicates the vast span of time

required for such a change. Yet, I am con-

fident that these changes will come. Such
experinjenlal programs as freshmen
seminars and winter study provide excellent

opportunities for initial efforts in im-

-plementation.

One note of caution should be interjected

here. It is imperative that these courses avoid

the classification as "guts". They must be
comparable to the traditional courses of in-

struction. Only then will serious students of

area of inquiry emerge. And only then will we
be able to fully understand the plight of

modern Americans and their society.

Records, mermen

fall at Hamilton
by Tom McKvoy

Hamilton College has been a thorn in the

side of Williams winter sports teams this

season and last Saturday's exciting swim
meet proved to be no different as the Con-
tinental swimmers upended the Ephmen 60-53

at the Alumni Pool in Clinton, N.Y. Williams
gallantly rallied from a large deficit to take

tTie lead wifR tRfee"evefirsTSini'aTmng, only tcT

fall into a lie by the final relay and ultimately

lose in a very close finish.

The meet started poorly for Williams as the

Ephs put four of their strongest swimmers
against an excellent Hamilton medlay rleay

which included national champion breast-

stroker Jeff Carlberg. The Williams quartet

of Tim Jones, Paul Vom Eigen, John Far-

makis, and Bruce Barclay gave its best

showing of the season but lost by a body

length as the Continentals posted a record-

breaking time.

Hamilton did not let up, sandwiching a 1-3

finish around freshman Stu Deans in the 100

freestyle. Deans lowered his own freshman
record in the event, but could not surpass
another record-breaking performance by
Hamilton.

Williams got into the win column as fresh-

man Phil Wild remained unbeaten in the 200

freestyle with Duff "Tough Stuff" Anderson
finishing a strong third. The Ephman con-

tinued their comeback in the 200 IM when
John Farmakis and Paul Reilly swept to a 1-2

finish to draw Williams into a tie with the

Clintonites.

Hamilton moved back into a one-point lead
in the next event as Bruce Barclay and Tom
Detmer finished 2-3, behind another sur-

prising performance by Hamilton.

Hamilton continued to lengthen its lead
despite the excellent diving of Dick Pregent,
competing with a torn shoulder muscle, and
Jeff Erickson. In the 200 butterfly, John
Farmakis outclassed all challengers for his

second victory of the day.

The score shifted back to a tie in the 100-yd.

freestyle, as Phil Wild became the second
freshman to register two wins. Williams
continued to build up momentum as Scott
Shumackerand Paul Reilly finished 1-2 in the

200 backstroke giving the Ephmen a 7-point
lead.

Hamilton then began its comeback charge
to the delight of the loud, partisan crowd. Stu
Deans was again sandwiched between two
Hamilton men in the 500 freestyle, and Paul
Vom Eigen and captain Kirk Greer could not
handle the All-American performance of

Carlberg in the breaststroke.

Hamilton tied the meet in the final in-

dividual event when diver Jeff Erickson had
to dive alone (Pregent's injury had benched
him), and settled for second place.

There was utter silence for the showdown
relay, as the team of Preiss, Detmer, Bar-
clay, and Wild tried to avenge last year's one-
point loss. The Ephs lost, however, as Phil
Wise failed by just one stroke to overcome a
10 yd. lead, which the Continentals had
opened up going into the final leg.

There are no soft meets ahead on the
schedule, so no one is looking back to

Hamilton. This Saturday, Williams hosts the
nationally ranked Bowdoin Polar Bears at
Muir Pool at 1:00 p.m.

Last call for Winter Study Books
We need the space for Second Semester Books

lUlillWOWH »«« >
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Bates drags Eph basketball losing streak to three
by Andy O'Donnell

There used to be a time when a basketball

game against Hamilton or Bates would be
over within the first five minutes and spec-

tators could finish their homework or read the

evening paper while watching the reserves

play.

Those days are long gone, however, as the

Williams squad quickly found out this past

week. Fresh on the heels of a 61-49 loss to

powerful (8-1) Washington & Lee in the finals

ofW & L's holiday tournament, the Ephs were
sent reeling to their second and third straight

losses of the season.

A vastly improved Hamilton squad was the

first culprit, handing the Ephs a 75-69 defeat,

while an upstart Bates five disappointed a

capacity crowd at Lasell Gymnasium Friday
night and tagged Williams with a 71-61 loss.

iThe^featwas thefirstathome for Williams

this season, which saw its record drop to 4-4.

Trying to find a weak opponent on the

Williams schedule is worse than trying to

locate the proverbial needle in the haystack.

"Most of the teams have improved in our

league," explained coach Curt Tong. "A lot of

the teams traditionally weaker in the past

have honed up their programs with the ad-

dition of two or three players and, unlike

football, two or three good players can turn a

basketball program around."

Then there's a tendency to play a team
based on past reputation rather than actual

"We We a better shooting team than we *ve

shown lately. . . we 'II get back on the track
'

ability. "You~canT piay a name^and riot a~

team," said Tong. "You miist play their

players." And both Hamilton and Bates

proved that they have the horses to give

anyone a run for their money this year.

Hamilton much improved
When the word got out that Hamilton's

talented Mark Badger, who burned Williams

for 37 points last January in Lasell Gym, had
been ousted from the starting line-up by a

freshman, the Ephs knew they had a fight on
their hands. The first half of basketball only

further fueled these fears.

In eighteen previous meetings, Williams

had never lost to a Hamilton quintet, but at

balftime the Ephs found themselves down 41-

34. Once again, Tong's charges had trouble

finding the basket ( they were 28 for 70 on the

night) and were decisively outrebounded. The
Continentals were playing their game, and if

Williams' shooting woes continued, a

Hamilton rout was a disturbing possibility.

• But in the second half the Continentals were
unable to pull away, and with a little more
than three minutes remaining, Williams drew
to within three, 65-62. Here, Hamilton coach
Tom Murphy inserted Badger, an adroit

ballhandler, to stall away the final minutes.

The diminutive senior, cool as a cucumber
under pressure, did his thing and soon the

Ephs were forced to scramble on defense to-

get their hands on the ball. Fouls, not steals,

resulted, and Badger calmly dropped in eight

straight free throws to put the game out of

reach.

Fred Dittman and Harry Sheehy led the

Purple with 21 and 20 points, respectively.

Sophomore Mike Tanner came off the bench
to lend support, netting 10 points and picking

off 8 rebounds.

Bates burns nets
~ Coach Tong should be in full support of gun

control legislation after watching Bates pick

apart his defenses and can 31 of 52 attempts

for an astronomical 60 per cent shooting effort

from the floor. The Bobcats had entered the

game shooting 55 per cent as a team and
proved to be as deadly as their pre-game
credentials warned, giving the Ephs a lesson

in tx)th shot selection and shot making as they

coasted to a surprisingly easy triumph that

upped their season mark to 3-1.

Chief marksman for Bates was Glenn
Bacheller, a 6-1 junior who pumped in 25

points, pulled down 6 rebounds, and converted

11 of 14 field goal attempts (all from at least

15 feet) for an unbelievable 79 per cent. It was
all in a night's work for Bacheller, who
brought a 21.3 scoring average and a 62 per

cent shooting mark into the game. Jim
Marois, a 6-1 sophomore, was the only other

Bobcat in double figures, finishing with 12

points but playing a more important role as

floor general for the Bates attack.

The game itself was about as exciting as a

Gerry Ford speech. Bates went into the locker

ropm at halftime with a 36-30 lead although*

Williams had outrebounded them 20-12. The

way coach George Wigton figured things, who
needed rebounds when all your shots kept

going in?

The Bobcats put the game out of reach

during a five-minute stretch at the beginning

of the second half when they outscored the

Ephs 12-2 and ran a four-point lead to 14, 48-34.

Three boopsby Bacheller, two by Marois, and

another by 6-2 jumping-jack Mike Edwards
sealed the Eph's fate. Edwards also
proceeded to give Harry Sheehy breakfast,

lunch, and dinner in the form of three stuffs

during the course of the contest, something
that just doesn't happen to Harry. It was that
sort of game.

Ephs make late bid
,•^"•

Williams did make one last run at the

Bobcats with 9 minutes left in the game. A
three-point play by Mike Rosten, two free

throws by Fred Dittman, and a Sheehy

jumper cut a 15 point lead to 9, 57-49, with 7:03

remaining, but they could draw no closer. As
a team, Williams shot a paltry 35 per cent (25-

72) from the floor, and was Tittle better at the

foul line, canning just 11 of 19 for 58 per cent.

Sheehy finished as high man for the Ephs with

19 points (8-25), while Mark Carter had 14

markers (6-13), and Dittman chipped in with

12 points (4-9) and 8 rebounds.

Looking on the bright side, Sheehy hit the

boards extremely well, pulling down 8

caroms, while Regan Miller's shooting eye

continues to improve. The 5-10 senior con-

nected on 4 of 5 attempts from the floor and

wound up with 9 points for his efforts. The

concerns me most is our lack of ability to

score. Our shooting percentage hasn't ex-

ceeded 35 per cent in the last three games,

and you're not going to win many games
shooting that percentage. We've also got to

hone up our shot selection. We're a better

shooting team than we've shown lately, and
I'm confident it will improve and we'll get

back on the track."

They couldn't ask for a better team to

bounce back against than Union, which brings

another excellent squad to the Lasell Gym-
nasium thisSaturday night at 8:00, prece«ied .

by the JFOsh at 6: 0, In^ the pas t Jew years,

William's biggest rival in basketball has

become Union, whose students tend to exhibit

quite a bit of animosity towards Williams

men.

This year's team is again riding high,

having defeated Georgetown University

among others, and would like nothing better

than to defeat Williams on its home court.

Two years ago they brought such a large

crowd from Schepectady to Williamstown
that there was little room for any Williams
fans. Last year they held up dedication of

their new athletic center until Williams came
Williams defense played well in spurts and

did a good job containing 6-8 George Anders,

who entered the game averaging 19.7 ppg and

shooting 67 per cent. The senior captain

finished with only 8 points and 7 rebounds in

the contest, and had to play the last 9 minutes

with 4 fouls.

"They shot extremely well," said Tong
after the game. "We didn't contest all those

shots as well as we should have, though. What

to town, then proceeded to blow the Ephs out

before a very vocal, sell-out crowd.

Not only would a victory this year wrap up
the bragging rights for Peter Hillman in the

bars of Saratoga Springs, but more im-

portantly, would get Williams back on the

track and headed towards a tournament
birth.

So get you and yours to the gym EARLY
Saturday night and make some noise.

Hockey extends streak by c
„ by Nick Cristiano

Williams' recent football dominance of

Amherst is matched only by the hockey
team's mastery of the Lord Jeff icemen. The
Ephs, who hold a 58-21-2 edge in the 82-game
series dating back to 1909, have not lost to the

Lord Jeffs since 1971, when they dropped an 8-

7 decision in Amherst. On Saturday evening,

the Ephs extended the recent streak with an
11-2 rout of the Jeffs at Orr Rink.

According to Williams coach Bill Mc-
Cormick, the Lord Jeffs have not had success
with their hockey program in recent years.

(2-15 last season). For that reason, Amherst
two years ago decided to drop from Division

II to Division 111 of the ECAC, where the

caliber of competition is weaker than in the

first two.

"We weren't pleased with that decision,"

said McCormick. We've still got to play them
twice a year because of the Little Three
arrangement, and it prevents us from
building a stronger record by scheduling
stronger Division II teams." Amherst comes
to Chapman Rink for the return match on
March 1.

Wesleyan is also a Division IIMeam, and
the Ephs play them twice^ too (Jan. 25, here,

Feb. 19,'Middletown,'<^nn.). But the Car-
dinals only instituted their hockey program
two years ago. Wilhams has won all four

contests between the two schools.

o o ,1

Saturday night's romp at Amherst marked
the first entry into the scoring book for three
Ephs: Pete Elkind, Chris Vogelsang, and
Chris Grant.

A rundown of the scoring:

FIRST PERIOD: Spencer from Yeadon
and Crocker; Harkins from Mike Elkind;
Yeadon from Vogelsang.

SECOND PERIOD: M. Elkind from
Harkins and Hameline; P. Elkind from
Norris and Grant; Zeller from Hield; Hield
from Zeller.

THIRD PERIOD: McCormick from
Zeller; McCormick from Zeller and Hield;
Hameline from Vogelsang; Zeller from Hield
and P. Elkind.

Williams had 48 shots on Jeff Fine;
Amherst could fire only two of 25 shots past
Chuck Cremens.

(photo by McClellan)

Freshman Hal Zendel {above\ appears to have the upper hand on senior Charlie
Setter \belnw\ as the two prepare for today's match at Union. Coach Joe Dailey's
grapplers host W.P.I, and R.P.I: Saturday at noon.

(photo by McPelli
Harry Sheehy and Regan Milter battle

for the hall in Friday ttig^hj loss to Bates

at l.uscll Gymnasiiiitf,

Amherst
The Ephs now have 51 goals in eight games

for an average of just over six per game. They
have given up 33, slightly over four per.

Joe Hameline was named to the first ECAC
Division li weekly All-star team for his ef-

forts against Boston State and Amherst last

week. The senior defenseman and co-captain

is also the team's leading scorer with four

goals and 14 assists for 18 points.

Soph center Rick Zeller was named
Division II Rookie of the Week. He had seven

points during the two games, including two

goals and three assists against Amherst.
Mike Capone is the second leading

goaltender in the division with a 3.50 average
for four games.

The Ephs are 6-2 overall and 5-2 in Division

II for a fifth-place ranking. Merrimack,
Bowdoin, Hamilton, and Salem State are

ahead of them.

The Ephs take their four-game winning

streak to Vermont for a game with Division II

rival Norwich tonight (WCFM 91.9, 7 p.m.),

then host another division foe, Colby,

Saturday afternoon at 4:00 p.m. The Colby

Mules, 2-3 prior to a Monday night game with

Wesleyan, have been relying heavily on

youth; freshmen account for half the team's

total of 26 goals. The defense is porous,

however, allowing 6.2 goals per game.

Wrestling looks ahead

after weekend defeat

The Williams College wrestling team will

be looking to get back into the win column this

week as the season moves into full swing. On

Wednesday, the Ephs travel to Schenectady,

N.Y. for a 4 p.m. battle with always tough

Union. Saturday. W.P.I, and R.P.I, visit

Lasell Gymnasium for a noon triangular

meet.

The Ephs have not faced Union since 1973,

when they edged the Dutchmen, 26-21. In dual

meet competition last year, Williams

defeated both W.P.Jf (25-19) and R.P.I. (47-8).

At New London, Conn. Saturday, the Purple

fell to perennial power Coast Guard, 37-7. The
Cadets, third in the New Englands last spring,

took control of the match from the outset, and
only tri-captains Gene Frogale and Harry
Jackson and junior Carl Hubbard were able to

put points on the board for Williams.

Frogale, a two-time New England cham-
pion, won impressively at 134 pounds while

Hubbard and Jackson managed hard-fought
draws at 190 and heavyweight, respectively.

"Our conditioning hurt us," admitted coach
Joe Dailey. "We weren't in great shape after

only five days back and the guys jjuickly

found that out" ^'^r:^ ;
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Roper Center

may lose,

college funds

-•^.T^
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(photo by McClellan)

'Vhe frozen fields of Mt. Hope Parni will soon be available for development,
h'aculty and staffare to be given the first chance to purchase the acreage.

^i/It. Hope land on sale
^Xty David Koenigsberg >

With fifty acres of Mount Hope about to be
officially put on the selling block, Williams

College has outlined a three-stage program to

carry out the sale.

Faculty, staff, and employees on the

current College payroll will have the first

opportunity to purchase the land. If any
remains unsold, Williams alumni will be
notified of its availability by general mail. If

'Heat ' puts

beer on ice
by Joe Hurley

Incidents of throwing beer cans on the ice

late last season and recent complaints from
Buildings & Grounds of empty cans and
bottles left under the bleachers have promp-
ted Security to crack down on students

bringing alcoholic beverages into hockey

games this year, according to Walter

O'Brien, Director of Security.

"We've always resisted it (alcohol),"

commented O'Brien, 'but the problem has

become(more acute this year . . . We're

being very watchful." Security officers at the

games usually number around four, plus

O'Brien.

He noted that while there have been no

particular incidents this year, last year

"things were beginning to get out of hand
towards the end of the season" when beer

cans were thrown onto the ice, endangering

the safety of the players.

Students bringing alcohol into the game will

have the alcohol confiscated and, if caught

drinking during the game, will have their I.D.

please turn to page five

land still remains unsold, it will be offered to

the general public.

The fifty acre parcel is a tract of unim-

proved land on the north side of the Green
River and is adjacent to a plot where the

College has constructed four buildings con-

taining ten faculty apartments.

The tract will be divided into no more than

five lots of approximately 3'/i to 5'/4 acres

each plus one large plot cf roughly 25 acres.

The College intends to seek the highest

possible price, which figures to be $3000 per
acre for the small plots and $2000 per acre for

the large plot. A College release stated that if

any land remains unsold through the first two
stages, it is possible that the final selUng price

will be lower than the original selling price.

Neither Francis H. Dewey, College
Treasurer, nor Peter P. Welanetz, Director of

Buildings and Grounds, were disappointed at

the present faculty response, numbering
about eightcontracts.They attributed the size

to several factors—most notably the economy
and the tight money and high interest rates

situation.

please turn to page six

/"

by David K. Koss
The College has decided to substantially

reduce its financial support of the Roper
Public Opinion Research Center, leading to

the possibility that the center may be

relocated at another college, according to

Provost Stephen R. Lewis.

"The center has always been un-

derfunded," said Lewis. Ftmding^comes fr

, a_ number of sources: grants, member sub-

scnFerK aiiiff speclarcohtracts. '"The College

acts as a kind of residual funder. We've spent

over a quarter of a million over the past

decade," he added.

The Roper Center was founded in 1946 as a

result, according to Lewis, of the "close

personal relationship" between (James)

Phinney Baxter (Williams' Uth President)

and Elmo Roper, whose collection of public

opinion research studies formed the basis for

the center.

Philip K. Hastings, Director of the Center,

pointed out that in 1957, when the ^center

expanded into a repository for studies from
throughout the world, the operating budget

was under $15,000 a year. Today, the center is

the largest such archive in the world, housing

studies from 86 countries and receiving

studies from 937 research organizations. The
yearly budget is now upwards of $250,000.

"In reviewing pressures on the budget,"

declared Lewis, "we've considered that since

the center is a national—really an in-

ternational organization—shouldn't
somebody else be funding it? The Executive

Board (of the center) might want to consider

whether it should be at Williams. Above all,

it's got to get out from the present hand to

mouth basis."

need fur center

On the other hand, Lewis was quick to add
"we'd hke to have it hJffe." It is a "unique

resource. There's no way a student body this

size could have the kind of hands—on access

to a facility like this."

According to Hastings, the center handles

an average of 80 to 100 student projects a

year. "We tend to give preference to Williams

projects, unless they're really long." Four to

six faculty members use the center. This is

"mainly Political Science and the soft side of

yz- >f,^';?v;

Provdir Stephen R . Lewjs diicugses

future of Rop^r Center. ~
psychology—some economics and history.

Lewis and Hastings indicated a phase
-'

down in College financing over the next three

years.

Said Hastings, "College funding comes in

four areas." Presently, there's a $12,500

subsidy and $2,500 contingency fund in direct

financing. The College picks up the tab for

utilities and janitorial services (estimated by

Lewis at around $10,000 yearly). In addition,

paperwork for the center (payrolls, etc.) is

handled by the Business Office, a service

estimated at as high as $10,000 yearly.

"Starting July 1, the College will reduce its

direct funding to $10,000," said-Hastings. The
next year this will j^lKfo $2,500 a year.

Thereafter, the center will pay the College

$7,500 for heat, light, and cleaning," he

declared.

The question of Business Office services is

still unsettled, according to Hastings. "We
have no problem with it so long as it stays on

the present level," declared Lewis. "If they

started getting $500,000 government contracts

(with all the ensuing paperwork) we'd have

to rethink it." ,;

As for the future, "the likelihood increases

that the center will have to cut the umbilical

cord from the College," said Hastings. "It

might be set up as a foundation with close ties

to the college like the Clark Art Institute. The
Executive Board would then become a board

of trustees".

"It is possible that the center might find a

new home," he said. "There have been

several inquiries from other institutions. Of
course, this is all in the discussion stage.

Nothing is likely to happen for the moment."
When the addition to the Library was built

in 1962, the center raised $150,000 for the first

floor. Thus, College funding does not include

"rent" on the building.

Apartheid is rule in Mission Hospital

(photo by McClellan)
DiH<e keepa puckster fanatics under
watchful eye

by cnrrord S. Mitchell

When someone asks Mitch Besser, his

views on apartheid, the answer given by the

Williams E J.A. is based on personal ex-

perience as both an observer and ultimately a

victim of the segregational policy and at-

titudes prevalent in South Africa.

This past summer Mitch travelled to South

Africa for the second time in his life, and

worked as a volunteer in the Kwamagwaza
Hospital, an Anglican mission hospital in

Zululand. His visit was short-lived, however,

after he became embroiled in a debate over

the segregationalist policies of the hospital

and was asked to leave the hospital.

Mitch, who comes from Princeton, New
Jersey, was a volunteer in a group of nearly a

dozen white doctors in the hospital. The rest

of the staff consisted of approximately 200

Zulus plus the white hospital administration.

According to Mitch, the problems of the

Zulus became apparent when the hospital

opened its new staff cafeteria, where, for the

first time, all of the staff would eat together.

"The cafeteria opened on Saturday, August

24. 1 arrived at the hospital on July 27. It was

obvious from the day the cafeteria opened the

Zulus were being treated differently. The

whites were served a sit-down dinner at pre-

set places, while the Zulus were forced to go

through a cafeteria line to get their food.

"I had never seen anything like it ... It

was shocking to find these things in a

religious institution ... It was blatant

hypocrisy."

Mitch did not eat dinner, either on Saturday

or on Sunday. On Monday, when he went

back, he and three friends went to eat with the

Zulus. After the meal, the four were called

down to the administration offices where they

were warned about their actions. "Two of the

four were scared off after we were talked to

Zulu children in large playpens were part of the apartheid scene encountered by
Mitch Besser in a South African hospital last summer.

for the first time on Monday."
So, Oft 4he following dayr Mitch, and his

friend, a young English doctor, were the only

two to eat with the Zulus. Because of his

action, he was called to the administration

office on Wednesday for a warning. On
'Thursday, he was asked to leave the hospital

by the chief.

"I went in, and said to him, 'You know, we
are not children. I'm going to eat the Zulu

food, and you can do as you please.' So he
said, 'I'm sorry to hear that I'm going to

have to ask you to leave.'
"

"It's important to note here that I didn't dO''

this for the political reasons. The Zulus were
my friends."

Looking back at the incident, Mitch

acknowledged that he learned things from the

incident, but when asked what he thought of

the incident in retrospect, he replied, "I'm
bitter. The Zulus were good to me, and to be
thrown out for something as pointless as that,

really blows me away. I'm not ever going

back to South Africa. Going to a mission

hospital, I never expected to find the whole
apartheid thing there. I'm never going beck."
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Editorial Shoot the dog

Is Roper in danger? j^ ^^^^ ^j j^^ G^„
In an effort to keep the bud^t within bounds, the College has decided to

reduce its subsidization of the Roper Public Opinion Research Center. The
reasoning of those involved in the decision makes a good deal of sense. As an
organization with roots throughout the world, indeed a national asset, the

Roper Center deserves a more national funding base. Williams should not

be required to support the use of the Center on a national level.

On the other hand, the reduction of support over the next three years,

mounting to a final cut of some $22,500, raises the possibility of the Center
relocating at some other institution. This is a loss we would be hard pressed
to accept. Certainly the College did without the Center for some 150 years.

But, times, to be original, have changed.
In 1957, when the Center expanded into an international repository of

public opinion studies, only a handful of students used t|ie Center. Today,
the Center handles 80-100 student projects a year.

^Although some members of the faculty are slow to admit it, empirical
research is gaining increasing importance in the social sciences. A review
d academic journals provides quick confirmation. Use of mass public

(pinion data and coordinate computer methodologies is already squarely
present in political science, sociology and psychology curriculums.

Williams is privileged to have the facilities of the Roper Center. Where
else could students from a college this size have access to this type of data
repository?

The Executive Board of the Center is really ai nformation archive in

itself with people the likes of Rhett Austell, of Tii.ie Magazine; Senators
Qifford P. Case and Frank Church; George Gallup; Kermit Gordon,
President of the Brookings Institute; and Frank Stanton, former chairman
of the Columbia Broadcasting System. At least once a year, members of this

board participate in some on-campus event. Last year, it was a discussion
on Impeachment. This fall, the Center sponsored a discussion of career
possibilities. How many of these men would come to Williamstown if it

weren't for the Center?
Without the Center, our geographical isolation would become acute.

While the College Computer Center can handle some empirical studies, its

efforts are limited to small 'studies and programs involving simple
statistical analysis. To attempt to continue the level of present empirical
research at Williams would require sending student projects to some other
center. Even assuming we could get access to a center containing anywhere
near the amount of data at the Roper Center, the time required to ac-

complish this would be costly.

Given the present requirements and pressures at Williams, the tjme lag
(not to mention the cost) involved in conducting an empirical study would
just about prohibit their use in a normal course setting. ^-

""

The Roper Center is an asset Williams cannot afford to lose. While a cut-

back in College support makes sense economically, let's be careful that it is

not false economy—another example of penny wise, pound foolish.

Career Counseling Job Jots
BUSINESS INTERVIEWS
INFORMATION: -^

On January 27 at 7:30 p.'m. at Weston
Language Center, there will be an open
discussion by a group of recent graduates
about their experiences in interviewing for

jobs and job entry. Visiting alumni will be:

Chuck Zellerbach '74

Dan Odre '74

Banker's Trust

Morris Goodwin '73

Dede Gotthelf '73

Chase Manhattan Bank

Mary Lou Schleck '74

Ray Henze '74

First National City BanJt
Dodie Preston '73

General Electric Financial Mgmt.

On January 2X at 3:00 p.m. at Mears
House, there will be an interview orien-

tation session for seniors.

Additions and cancellations in the

recruiting schedule:

Additions:

Proctor & Gamble, Wed. and Thurs.
Keb. 26 & 27 Anaconda American Brass,

Tues. March 1«

Cancelled:

Union Dime Savings Bank, Tues. March
4

CAMP JOBS:

A representative from MONDAMIN, a

summer camp in Western, North Carolina
will be on campus to conduct interviews on
February 17th. If you are interested,

please sign up for interviews at the Office
of Career Counseling.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
HELP ! HELP!
We need help in locating our Directory of

Washington Internships, a most valuable
resource, which has been missing for the
past week ! Please let us know if you filed it

for us in a place we haven't looked or if you
picked it up by accident.
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by Peter Hlllman

From the front of Uie hall Machito and his.

big band blasted the insides of Chapin while

Tom Piazza went crazy in the front row and

Cordes nearly toppled from the balcony.

Machito brought a big Latin sound to

Williams that we have never heard befor*,

thanks to the entrepreneurial talents of

Piazza and the ACEC. They gave us Roy

Eldredge last year, Milt Hinton and Thad

Jones two weeks ago, and this Thursday night

it will be Count Basic, In Downbeat Magazine,

Williams is now recognized as the Wintertime

Jazz Capitol of the Berkshires, for Jazz is a

part of Winter Study, like skiing, partying,

road-tripping, athletics, and, of course, study.

A lot of people have worked very hard to

make this year's varsity hockey quite

respectable, although Colby came to town

Saturday afternoon with some of their own
ideas. After embarrassing Amherst and

running into some near-litigation at Norwich,

the Eph skaters see-sawed with Colby for

three periods and then Denny Cahill slipped

one through the nets and the stage was set for

Saturday night.

I don't really know how all this Williams-

Union business got started. I do know it was
not so much of a rivalry when I was a fresh-

man, but over the years something has

happened over at Schenectady andHniOn now
considers Williams its big game. Maybe it has

something to do with the bragging rights in

Saratoga Springs; nibre likely, the roots of

this year's intense feelings were born the

autumn afternoon the football squad won a

lop-sided victory. Whatever the reasons, the

bo(ikies in Albany posted Union as fourteen

point favorites; car pools were organized,

impromptu groups ganged together, and the

Union forces arrived early Saturday evening.

They reached the gym early and in high,

confident spirits. They entered sporting

construction helmets and kazoos, with
cheerleaders and scorecards. Now when you
see fans entering a Williams contest with
their own scorecards, you know they mean
serious business. When they scatter them-

selves strategically to bolster the impact of

their cheering, they are even more serious. In

the beginning of the game it was almost like

being in the stands in Schenectady, which is

almost like being at a South Boston High
School parents' meeting. —i--i=^-i;

But Harry Sheehy and group meant
business Saturday night, (oo, and it was the

mark of a good coach like Curt Tong, and a

good captain like Sheehy, that they held the

team's composure and poise together after a

rough start to a season, and after an opening

tap-off on a seemingly-hostile home court.

With Harry controlling the ball and Dittman
hot from the outside, Williams roughed out a

nice lead at the half and then it was time for

the Goon.

Mike Rpst^n, small at center even in this

league, came back from some bumps and
bruises and contributed as much as anybody
to the Williams win In his finest varsity game.
The Fabulous Goon commanded the defen-

sive boards in the second half and added six

points of his own at timely spots. When it was
over and the four point victory was Williams,

the win was as sweet as the Hartford game. I

looked over at some of the Union people and
there were tears, but not much rough stuff,

because everyone's energy was drowned in

the action on the court. For those of us to

whom it means anything, the bragging rights

in the Saratoga saloons are secure for another

year, and, for all of us, it was a terrific start to

a second season of Purple basketball.

' 7 practically flunked

Physics. . . I had a pretty

good idea I wanted\^
to get into politics.

'

'

Dukakis discusses lifestyles

List week the RecordAdvocate printed the first of two articles dealing with the new
Gnrcnior of Massachusetts, Michael S. Dukakis. That article outlined some of his

p<isili(iris (in issues ranging from budget cuts to student trustees. This article highlights a

more personal side of our new Chief Executive.

by Steve Rothstein

Swarthmore College ^' '

"After I practically flunked Physics," Mike
Dukakis knew he was heading towards a life

of government and politics. As an un-

dergraduate at Swarthmore College during
the 50's our new Governor remembers being
"in the student government thing. I also got

involved in the Stevenson campaign in '52
ti

"Almost from the moment I got there
(Swarthmore) I had an interest in local

politics. The 41-year old Governor also
remembers "a professor or two that ran for

county conunissioner against another
machine ..."

Mike Dukakis' political activities in school
were not limited to specific candidates. He
was head "of the SKA, which was then the
student wing of the ADA (Americans for

Democratic Action) ... By the time I got out
of there I knew that ... I had a pretty good
idea I wanted to get into politics in some
capacity, after the army and law school."
Many people, as they complete their un-

dergraduate work have secondL^^houghts
about their degree. Dukakis is no dmmnt, he

too had some qiiestions about his degree and

specifically his political science major. "I

think my going to law school had at least

something to do with that feeling that that

(political science major) was probably a

right decision."

\iMi i^- Harvard Law School

He remembers, with high regard, his days

at Harvard Law. The Governor said, he

thinks ".
. . going through a law school

education is a helpful thing when it comes to

analyzing, drafting—dealings, problems, and

so on .1 suppose it depends to some extent,

on what happens when you get out"
"There is no question that my having

practiced at least some tort law had a lot to do

with my understanding of the ins and outs of

the whole auto insurance problem. Being able

to cope, on a pretty equal basis with the other

... the Trial lawyers Association . .
."

(Our Governor was the author and prime
organizer of the Massachusetts No-Fault Auto
/Tnsurance Law which is presently being
modeled throughout the nation.)

"I think trfy concern for judges" Dukakis
said, "the judiciary, and the court system has

please turn to page seven
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Gallo Wine Boycott : the Debate Continues
"In 1973, two UFW strikers were killed, hundreds were
beaten, and 4,000 picketing; farm workers were arrested

during ^rikes at California lettuce fields."

"With the signing of the contract with UFW on Sept. 21,

1967, there were no substantial changes for Gallo

workers." .^

Earlier this year in the 11/14/74 ReAd, we printed opposing opinions on the
dispute between Gallo Winery and the United Farm Workers ofAmerica. Both E.

and J. Gallo Winery and the Williantstown Friends of Farmworkers presented
strong arguments of their positions.

At that time we offered each group an opportunity to reply to the other's
statement. After numerousprinting delays, we now puplisb those replies.

mmm

says
Quite frankly this has been a saddening and

disillusioning dfxperience for the Gallo

Winery. Because we have honored and

respected the wishes of our farm workers to

change unions, we have been caught in the

middle of a jurisdictional dispute t>etween two

unions. This in turn has subjected us to

vilification and character assassination. If

there is any moral justification for this we are

at a loss to find it.

Our company made every attempt to renew

its contract with the United Farm Workers of

America. Beginning February 1, 1973, we
repeatedly request^ meetings with the

United Farm Workers in order to negotiate

their contract which was due to expire April

18, 1973. The Umted Farm Workers, for

reasons known only to itself, refused to hold a

negotiating meeting with us until April 25,

1973. Subsequently, we held 12 negotiating

meetings with the United Farm Workers, the

last one on June 20, 1973. The negotiations

were paralyzed by the United Farm Workers'

implacable stand on union discipline and

hiring hall practices which are outlawed by

the National Labor Relations Act. The clauses

which the United Farm Workers wanted in

their contract on these two items would not be

legal under the National Labor Relations Act

and are an examfde of a number of other

protections farm workers would have under

the National Labor Relations Act
The United Farm Workers philosophy is

one of complete power over the workers, and

the clauses in question would have benefited

and strengthened the union (in their view),

but would have weakened the rights of the

workers. We attempted to rectify the contract

in the interest of the workers, whose ob-

jections included: Favoritism and cronyism

by United Farm Workers officials. Having to

pay three months' to one year's dues in ad-

vance before being dispatched to a job.

United Farm Workers hiring hall refusing to

let a family work together at the same ranch.

United Farm Workers not paying them

medical insurance they were entitled to.

Being forced to picket in major metropolitan

areas and to attend United Farm Workers

rallies, sometimes one hundred miles away,

at a loss of a day's pay. (If workers did not

wish to participate in such activities, we were

told by United Farm Workers that they were
in "bad standing" and to dock these workers

several days' ($ay.) Depriving workers of

ranch seniority, which under United Farm
Workers was superseeded by union seniority.

(A five-year Gallo worker with five years'

membership in the United Farm Workers

might lose a higher-paying promotion or even

his job to a new employee from another

grower, assigned to it by the United Farm
Workers on the basis of six years' mem-
bership in the unioa)
We agreed with our employees that the

contract clauses at issue were offensive

morally and ethically. While we were
engaged in protracted negotiations with the

United Farm Workers on these clauses, we
received a claim for recognition from the

Teamsters Union.

switch to Teamsters

On June 25, 1973, we received our first

communication from the Teamsters claiming

to represent the majority of Gallo farm
workers. Note that this contract expired on

April 18, 1973—that we had requested

negotiations to start on February 1, 1973—that

negotiations continued beyond the ter-

mination of the contract and were still con-

tinuing when we rectived word from the

Teamsters on June 25, 1973, that they

represented the majority of Gallo farm

'

workers.

There was no secret ballot election held

because there was then, as there is now, no

ntachinery for nJclTairelection. In the
sence of laws governing farm union election

procedures, the employer is vulnerable to

lawsuits and boycotts by the losing union. In

the one election of record, conducted by the

Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service

on April 1, 1973, the vote was 43 against United
Farm Workers and 27 for United Farm
Workers, with one void ballot. United Farm
Workers then threatened a boycott. Instead of

meeting with us to dispute the Teamsters'

claim on June 25, -Chavez simply called a

strike. He could hav^e presented us with

workers' signature cards, if he actually had
them, at this time. He obviously did not have
them and could not do so.

Since there are no laws governing free

election for farm workers, we recognized the

Teamsters as their bargaining agent in 1973 in

the same manner we recognized the United

Farm Workers in 1967—by determining, on

the basis of their verified signatures, that a

majority of our farm workers wanted to be
represented by the Teamsters. We acted

democratically and fairly in abiding by our
farm workers' choice of unions. The United
Farm Workers boycott of Gallo wines will not

persuade us to pitt our farm workers into a
union that is not of theur own choosing.

under the new contract

We had no basic difficulty in ddministering

the contract with the United Farm Workers in

the six years we had contracts with them.

Misunderstandings did arise from time to

time, probably more often than would have

been the case if the UnitedFarm Workers had

had any experience in contract ad-

ministration. What did bother us very much

please turn to page seven

rTFarmworkers
In February of 1974 a group of individuals

within the Williams community dedicated
themselves to support and further the cause
of the United Farmworkers Union, acting
upon a conviction that the growth of a union of

their own making promised an end to a long
history of injustice and exploitation. That the

UFWU has t)een since its inception a "grass-

roots" organization, controlled by the
workers and thus centrally concerned with
their contest for self-determination and
economic justice, has moved us, to share with
religious groups, the AFL-ClO, and other
groups of concerned citizens in the farm-
workers struggle for a union of their own.

The principle manifestation of our support
for the UFWU is our attempt to spread the

boycott of non-UFW California lettuce, table

grapes, and wines produced and marketed by
E. & J. Gallo wineries. The UFW boycott

against Gallo wines has reduced the sales of

this largest producer of domestic wines by 17

per cent, prompting the firm to launch a
million dollar public relations campaign
attempting to discredit the UFWU. The thrust

of the Gallo information campaign is aimed at

a presentation (rf their version of the cir-

cumstances surrounding the expiration of a
UFW contract at Gallo ranches in April of

1973, and the signing of a contract with the

International Brotherhood of Teamsters
three months later. Central to Gallo's

argument is its insistence that clear evidence
that the workers desired teamsters
representation existed, and thus entirely

justified Gallo's contract with the teamsters
union. This Gallo version, along with a rather
sharply dissenting UFW account of the

process which led to the Teamsters takeover
appeared in the ReAd on November 14, 1974.

Gallo's "family" winery is one of the worse
abusers of farmworkers that has ever existed
in Agribusiness. Here are some examples of

life on a Gallo farm.
1) Gallo has used prison labor to depress
wages (they paid 75 cents a day) and break
strikes.

2) Gallo does not allow talking in the fields.

For a small number of violations you are
fired.

3) Gallo practised racial segregation in the

fields. Workers are placed next to workers
who do not speak the same language.

4) A foreman would choose the fastest and
most able workers and speed him up even
more, then he would force the rest of the

workers to work overtime without pay to

produce as much as him.

5) Gallo has blantantly disregarded laws

regarding pesticides, creating needless

hazards to farmworkers health. For
example at Gallo's ranch in their rush to get

the crop ready a worker who entered a
newly sprayed field left coughing blood
because he didn't have proper protection
from the pesticides.

80 per cent of all farmworkers tested in

California showed at least one symptom of

pesticide posining. (Fresno Bee)
6) Under Teamster contract Gallo has con-

tinued to abuse and rip off their workers.
For instance, below is a typical Gallo pay
check.

7) During the strike against Gallo in 1973,

etfter Gallo was blocked by the courts from
illegally evicting farmworkers from their
housing, Gallo deliberately backed up the
sewage water into the drinking water of

seventy farmworker homes.

This was discovered when a nurse visiting a
farmworker home noticed the discoloration of

the water a mother was using to steriUze a
baby's bottle. Test showed the water was
contaminated by human feces.
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This is a copy ofthe check stub for SI. 10, the net earnings paid to Ismael Gonzalez

by Gallofor 27 hours ofwork. Gallo itemized the deductions as fallows:

Butane[for seven days] ,
$25.3i

Rent \forfour days] •;'.() 16^00

Deposit \for housing] . i
J''

12,50
' " Electricity [forfour days] i -|

''"'''
'"

,
3.16

!-V4 *56.$«

The Teamsters said housing would be free."

^The most cursory_rMdingi>fJtfaeJwQ Vjf;

sions "conflicting facts cloud-truth" reveals

obvious and significant conflicts even in the

sphere of "factual" data. For example, the

UFW account stresses that on June 27 in

reaction to Gallo recognition of the Teamsters
Union as sole targaining representative of

the workers, 127 out of some 200 Gallo
workers walked out on strike in protest
Contrastingly, Gallo claims that only 69 of its

workers walked out that day. Similarly Gallo
asserts that the Teamsters on July 6 sub-

mitted evidence in the form of petition

signatures of workers that a majority of the
workers desired teamster representatioa
Yet, in the same early days erf July 1973, a
religious group composed of six Catholic

priests and nuns led by a Sister Joyce Higgins
secured a promise from Gallo that a count of

worker signed authorization cards requesting

a particular union would be honored by Gallo;

the religious group's poll discovered that 173

of 222 Gallo workejrs on the payroll April 18

when theUFW contract expirfed desired UFW
representatioa If all of this seems a bit

confusing -knd more than a little complex,
please do not be discouraged, for more
profound differences exist between Gallo and
UFW accounts.

••GalloAttemptstoDiscreditUFWU"

Perhaps sensing the threat to their

justifications presented by a plethora of

conflicting evidence, Gallo has attempted to

bolster its claims by discrediting Cesar
Chavez and the UFW through attacks on UFW
inefficiency, the UFW hiring hall, UFW in-

transigency in negotiations, and through
insistence on Gallo's belief in free, secret,

supervised elections. The view from the

UFW's standpoint involves substantially

different considerations and interpretations.

A suggestive example is the Gallo^laim that

they iJelieve in a free, secret uniota elections,

coupled with the observation that Cesar
Chavez and the UFW have opposed any and
all attempts to include agricultural labor

under the National Labor Relations Act The
inference Gallo draws is that the UFW's
resistance to NLRA inclusion undermines the

credibility and integrity of the UFW's
(stated?) alleged desire for free, secret
stipervised elections. Yet this ignores the

UFW contention that the disadvantages to

their union movement of NLRA inclusion are
profound and numerous, principle among
which are strict sanctions incorporated into

the NLRA by the Taft-Hartly amendments of

1946 against the use of the boycott

"Why UFWU opposes NLRA"
In an article entitled "Remedies for and an

aging against NLRA" Thomas Harris pmnts
out that the aim of the original NLRA:
(Without amendments of 1947) was to

promote reorganization of the unskilled and
semi-skilled workers in mass production
industry. Its aim was to quiet wides{H«ad
industrial unrest and to meet the social and
economic challenges of the Great Depression.

Senators will recall that when the 90'th

Congress passed the Taft-Hartly amend-
ments . . . labor leaders called it a "slave
labor act". They were ridiculed later when
their union survived. But what survived?
Large, well-established unions which had on-

going collective bargaining relationships with
employers who were by that time accustomed
to dealing with labor unions.

The article proceeds to explain that the
amendments to the original National Labor
Relations Act accomplished "the purpose of

its sponsors in that it effectively decelerated
the pace of union organizing ..."

Indeed, Taft-Hartly signaled a change from
a public policy favorable to union
organization and growth to one hostile to such
development In opposing, therefore, NLRA
inclusion, Chavez and the UFW recognize
practical realities such as the fact that Vffy/
contracts have nearly all come under the
pressure of the boycott and that it is the
boycott that has the power to equalize and
persuade in a wealthy industry that is hostile

to unions. In addition the NLRA would ef-

fectively deny the farmworkers their on^
bargaining tools since it requires a 90 day
"cooling off period" which would be imposed
during the short harvest season which is the
oitly time migrant farmworkers cmiM strike.

please turn to pag« six
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Chapin^sways to jazz, more coming

Machito s

a moyer
hy John Ellis "" v

You don't analyze it; you move to it And
move to Machito they did last Thursday night,

as the big Latin jazz band moved Chapin Hall

slightly south of the border.

How can one adequately describe the rhyth-

mic precision of this band? They cut con-

centric circles of rhythm, beats within beats.

And each beat had a bodily correspondence.

It was excruciating to si t in the puritanical

stiffness of the Chapin seats.

This was ensemble playing at its best

There was a crispness of unison delivery, a

subtlety of solo backup, that in itself was

exhilarating. Also the tonality produced by

four trumpets, four saxophones, and three

percussionists was clean and brassy.

They played songs, pieces with explosive

beginnings, modulating centers, and

flourishes for endings. There was a sense of

arrangement that allowed the soloists to

improvise with ease. And the soloists were

uniformly good. The foremost trumpet soloist

was Manny Duran, but perhaps the most

exciting trumpet playing came when all four

trumpeters came forward and with nothing

but the cadencing rhythm behind them,

wailed! "

Without doubt, though, the finest musical

moment of the evening was the prolonged.and

seemingly breathless solo of the flutist

Mauricio Smith, shortly before the in-

termission. This was breathtaking

musicianship—incredible Burning arpeggios,

balanced with soft passages of sweet ten-

derness. This solo alone received a standing

ovation. And it was deserved.

A large part of the impetus for this music

was sexual. That Machito was a naughty boy.

He would make jokes and bow his head in

mock shame until the inevitable roars of

laughter would flow up to the stage. As he

himself said, "We dance from the hips down."

This was not only a group of musicians but

also a group of entertainers; and as one saw
the wash of red and blue spotlights on the

stage, one inevitably thought of nightclubs.

When Graciela came onto the stage with her

ample frame and big voice, she proceeded to

seduce the entire audience, which went crazy

with delight In the song "Follow Me", the

audience did so willingly, being roused or

quieted at her command. We were all in the

palm of her supple hand.

It was a music with which many of us had
had little experience. And for this reason, it

was a superb choice by TcmPiazza.and all of

the ACEC, to bring Machito up here for the

Jazz Festival. As the audience left the hall,

many seemed to walk with a freer sway; and
this is good.

(photo by S. Read)

Distilling fire from air, Mauricio

Smith, flutist with the Machito band.

(photo by S. Read)

Machito, the small, active one, out front exhorting Chapin Hall audience to high
spirits. The 2nd concert of the Williams Jazz Festival.

fsWinterBri
On Kebruary 6th, 7th, and 8th "Inherit

the Wind", the play about the famous
Scopes "monkey" trial in which Clarence
Darrow confronted William JenningK
Bryan, will be presented at the Studio
Theatre, downstairs at the AMT. The play
Is directed by Debba Curtis.

Tom l.ockhart and friends introduce

dinner-theatre to the area on February
(ith, 7th, and 8th, when they present a
revue of Dietz and Scwartz skits and
songs at the 1896 House. There will be a
special discount for pairs of students.

Dinner at 6::i0. Call for reservations.

Alec Wilder is one of the few
"academic" composers to create in the

jazz Miom. Writing ni^n-improvisatory

music mainly for woodwinds, his music is

admired by such diverse musicians as

Kenny Goodman and Peck Kelley.
Wilder's haunting melodies are a cross

between Debussy and Duke Ellington.

A series of Wilder's early pieces on 78

rpni records are available in Stetson

library for in-library listening. (Alec

Wilder Octet. C:60.) They feature such

nonsensical titles as "Ills First Long
Pants." "Dance Man Buys a Farm." and
"Kindergarten Flower Pageant"

The Joy
of cooking

by Tom Piazza

The 1975 Jazz series got off to an auspicious

start on January 9 with a jam session which

truly deserved the description "all-star".

Everyone in the band was a giant; together

they produced a wonderful group sound which

transcended both the individuals involved and

the categories to which they are usually

assigned.

Milt Hinton, one of the premiere bassists of

jazz (and all music, for that matter) presided

with humor and aplomb, as well as laying

down a beat as steady and natural as blood

coursing through the veins. Thad Jones

handled the brass chores on his four-valve

trumpet with all the strength, musicality and

inventiveness that has made him world-

famous. His solos were gems, weaving

together fragmented lines with long, skit-

tering flights, and were seasoned liberally

with quotes from nursery songs, folk tunes

and jazz standards. "Deep Purple", his

ballad feature, was perhaps the standout of

the evening. Al Cohn and Zoot Sims, the twin

tenors who were introduced by Milt as the

"Bobsey twins of jazz" have been very close

musically and personally for over twenty

years. Both swung out of their minds all night

and did a particularly mind-boggling duet on

Lester Young's "Tickle Toe", which was also

done at last year's jam by Zoot and Budd
Johnson. All three horn players contributed to

the music by playing riffs during others'

sci^os; Thad's arranging talent came to the

fore here. Bernie Leighton, a fine pianist who
doesn't get to play out-and-out jazz too often,

made the most of his surroundings and in-

spired the group with his strong, buoyant
accompaniment and his agile, joyous solos.

On "Groovin' High", he played chorus after

chorus of pure musical soul food, and
everyone could sense how good he felt His

solo version of Duke Ellington's exquisite

"Black Butterfly" was a feast also. Oliver

Jackson handled the drums with a relentless,

driving beat, as well as playing several ef-

fervescent solos.

The Williams audience, as usual, repaid the

musicians with applause, much jvocal en-

thusiasm and generally good vibes. AI Cohn
said after the concert that the response really

made them feel as if they were "doing

something up there".

Don'tForget: Count Basic tomorrow night;

and next Thursday, Joe Farrell, one of the

most creative contemporary jazz

saxophonists.

(photo by McClellan

)

. l,v this photograph suggests, the ReAd is interested in publishing each week a

photograph of people and places, in and around Williamstown. Campus
photographers may leave their photographs in the red box at the ReAd's Baxter
Hall office. A prize for the year's finestphotograph will be awarded.

Reflections

Editor's Note:

In last week's article, "Clark Art, Part

II," one of the contemporary artists

mentioned should have been Morris Lewis

and not Mom's Lovis (!).

Non-Relational
Recently, as we stood in the Dodd House

Gallery looking at the constructs of Marilyn

Giersbach, we were struck by the fact that

much of contemporary art is, in a curious

way, like the art of Medieval Europe.
Real communication being impossible,

after the Fall of Man, Medieval art was ah-

stract partly because the only distance

thought worthy of depiction, the distance

between Man and God, was infinite and
therefore not subject to representation.

Real communication being impossible,

after the modern alienation of each individual

consciousness (or, as Pater says, "the im-

pressions of the individual in his isolation

(dictates that) each mind keep as a solitary

prisoner its own dream of a world"), con-

temporary art becomes abstract partly

t>ecause the distance from one consciousness
to another is infinite and therefore not subject

to representation.

If there can be no consensus as to the
essence of dny single object in nature, or if

there can be no agreement as to conventions
of representation (Raphael was surely aware
that his art was illusion), then art must deal
with the reasons for its own existence, its

purpose (or the irrelevancy of purpose), the
impossibility of representation. As Gierslwch
said in March of 1973, "The visual nature of

painting and its process is the subject matter
of (my) painting."

In another way, however, contemporary art

is the reverse image of Medieval art. When

God is the center of the universe, each object

in the universe by necessity falls into a

hierarchy of value. When there are as many
centers to the universe as the^e are individual

consciousness, all value is relative and only

sheer arrogance -can assert system. Thus,

composition in art becomes indefensible

artifice. (The "neo-realists" are exceptions to

this because no matter how arbitrary their

field of vision is in any one canvas, objects

within the canvas are related to one another,

if only by the chaos of reality.)

There is neither composition nor a

hierarchy of objects in the art of Marilyn

Giersbach. She writes, "Traditional com-

position is abandoned in favor of a non-

relational distribution of forms." And, "Each

configuration or depiction of a single object or

visual image occupies its own territory, with

none more important than any other."

We confess to finding much of this

distressing. We had thought art to be selection

and order. If, however, all visual images are

"non-relational," all "distritxition" upon the

canvas is the result of a chance or whim.

"Non-relational," the very term makes us

shiver. There is no comfort in it: not the

comfort of the simply pleasurable, but the

essential comfort that the human mind seeks

and finds in order. Even the images of a

nightmare, images of the sleeping mind, have
psychic inter-relationships.

While we stood in the small white room, all

comments we heard were negative. Some
said they rushed through the room to avoid
the' art Some others even said, "But is it

art?" m
i:Jb
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An evening ofBlack Poetry
by Donald Josephson

Black poetry came to Williams on January

13; a mixture of very old and very new black-

oriented verse was performed by Ashley

Bryan and Larry Neal. Neal's introductory

remarks promised that "the way various

poems sounded" would be emphasized during

the course of the reading. The resultant

"sounds," however, varied greatly, and the

evening became a series of very interesting

gaps between several nbments of genuine

"magic."

The poetry itself was chosen with an eye

towards diversity, and the mixture of old

country hymns with hard city life gave the

reading an air of informality and emphasized

the eomplex nature of the black experience

bdng portrayed. Some of the poets were

f/miUar; Langston Hughes and Paul

Laurence Dunbar, Margaret Walker and

Hames Weldon Johnson served to balance

more contemporaiy works by Henry Dumas
and Larry Neal himself. The first highlight of

the evening came with the reading of

Margaret Walker's "Kissie Lee," "For My
People" and "We Have Been Believers,"

three of the best poems in her book Kor My
People. The poems amused yet also moved
the audience through Walker's acute sense of

language and sound, but—more than this—

they demonstrated how rhetoric and passion

may be successfully balanced and controlled.

Walker achieves her effect through a cool,

prosaic statement:

We have been believers believing in our

burdens and our demigods too long. Now
the needy no longer weep and pray; the

long-suffering arise, and our fists bleed

against the bars with a strange insistency.

Gwendolyn Brooks, however, combines sound
with a very special brand of imagery to

create a visual as well as an audible poetic

experience:

A cry of bitter dead men who will never

Attend a gentle maker of musical joy.

They my thawed eye will go again to ice.

And stone will shove the softness from my
face.

Bryan read this sonnet, "Piano After War,"
from her series (iay Chaps at the Bar.

Many other works, however, failed to

achieve the balance and control necessary to

sustain difficult and poetically dangerous

topics. A few poems (such as Dumas' "The
Coming of the Eagles") seemed strained,

while others suffered from too much
repetition. Despite such repetition-, however,

a "high point" was reached with the reading

of Henry Dumas' "Play Ebony, Play Ivory."

Neal turned to several of Dumas' poems
during the reading, although some—such as

"Kef 45"—proved to be disappointing. Dumas
was a promising poet killed by a policeman in

1968; at 34 he had just begun to realize his full

Country Restaurant

In the Continental Tradition

Open (or Lunch & Dinner

Closed Monday

Across from Williams Campus

poetic potential, yet his works remain a
lopsided legacy and the selections read
reflected this inconsistency. Neal's own
works displayed considerable talent: he read,

"My Lord He Calls Me by the Thunder,"
"Ghost Poem No. 1," "The Summer After
Malcolm," and others. Of these, "The
Summer After Malcolm" was undoubtedly
the best. His poetry, he told us, focuses on life

in the city, especially the lives of those blacks
who made the journey from South to North.

The verses are filled with city sights and
sounds, but his use fA slang and background
material is slightly overplayed, and therefore

not truly effective.

Some of the difficulty with Neal's poems
resulted from the presentation itself. In

contrast to Ashley Bryan's vibrant, flexible

performances, Larry Neal seemed ill

prepared for the reading. -Hfe stumbled
repeatedly and often interrupted himself to

explain a phrase or word. Bryan's presen-

tations, however, were hard competition; his

accent, his carriage and his diction were
perfect. He knew many poems by heart, and
moreover he communicated the sense of

excitement he felt to the audience. With a

minimum of gesture, he used the natural rise

and fall of his voice to good effect, varying the

intensity of his reading so subtly that a

crescendo would suddenly materialize
without an obvious change in volume. The
undoubted climax of the reading came with

his rendition of James Weldon Johnson's

"The Creation." This verse interpretation of

a negro sermon combines humor and sen-

timent, force and belief; manifest through

Bryan's incredible performance, it capped an
enjoyable and interesting evening.

Birds, bees and you
SludenlN who liave not received (heir copies

III' the "Williams Student Guide to Health and

Sex" may pick them up at the Women's
CeiiU-r on Park Street. The Center is open (he

Name hours as (he Center for Environmental

Science.

The Women's Cen(er will sponsor a

discussion wi(h Koberla Periin and Kose

Harris ol N4ir(h Adams Family Planning next

.MiMiday a( 7::(0 p.m. in (he Dodd House living

I'lMtni. Kreshmen are especially encouraged
III a((«>nd the meeting a( which all«rna(ive

ciinliaception methods and other health and
sex issues will be discussed.

StudenLs wishing to discuss or criticize the

health pamphlet, ace also encouraged

The compleat interviewee
by Joe Hurley ^-^

Aggressiveness, confidence, aildability are
the most sought after qualities in the

prospective employee, according to two
company, recruiters who conducted mock
interviews of two Williams seniors at the Log
on Monday, January 13.

Alfred B. Caine, recruiter for General
felectric of Schenectady, N.Y., interviewed

Chuck Chokel for a position in the G.E.
financial manager program. Robert W.
Brocksbank (rf the Mobil Oil Corp. in-

terviewed Mark MacLennan in "How to Take
an Interview", the second segment of the

four-part Winter Study Career Discoveries

program organized by the Office of Career
Counseling"(0e€^

In discussing what he looks for in an in-

terview, Brocksbank said, "I ask myself two
questions, 'Is this man interested in the job?'

and 'Can he do the job?' " He added that an
interview "is a selling situation, the product
being you . . . Ask yourself, 'Would you hire

you?' If you wouldn't, nobody will."

Both visitors stressed the importance of the

interview. Caine noted that "you should make
certain you tell the interviewer why you're

good and why you should get the job." He
added that "most of you haven't verbalized

about yourselves . . . with the interview you
usually have only one shot at that op-

portunity."

Although theSO-minute interviews varied in

some aspects, both Chokel and MacLennan
were asked about their schooling, majors,

extracurricular activities and interests, work
experience, leadership, and experiences that

helped to develop their personalities. They
were also asked about the kind of job they

wanted and' what they expected of the job.

Both recruiters said they respected honesty

in the applicant but added that in some cases

"honesty can kill you," as in the case of an

applicant who reveals his plans to take a

leave of absence after a couple of years of

work to go back to school. Doing this costs a

company thousands of dollars and the em-
ployee return rate is low.

Caine, Brocksbank, and Hope Brothers-

director of OCC—all expressed their pleasure

at the large turnout, which necessitated

moving the session out of the side room and

into the main section of the Log. Caine con-

cluded by saying that all those attending had

prot)ably benefited a great deal and that "this

session puts you up on your friends who didn't

make it."

Glier creates a total environment at Dodd
by Bland Goddin

Michael Glier's show in the Student Gallery

at Dodd House consists of six canvases which
should be viewed both as individual pieces

and as parts of a total environment his in-

stallation creates.

Though each circle of color is a separate
entity, it is the room that Glier uses as his

canvas, upon which he places these patches of

color. In fact, the exhibit was conceived with

this particular room in mind. The clarity

which results is unprecedented at Dodd
House. The number of canvases was kept to a

manageable number, and the room is left

uncluttered by any cleverness of hanging.

It is the atmosphere of the show which is

most striking upon entering the gallery. The
circular canvases which droop down give a

feeling of weight and gravity. Though the fall

of the canvas is carefully controlled, a very

organic shape results. The earthy tones of the

paint reinforce this sense of the organic. Even
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Without Glier's suggestion that these pieces

be thought of as hanging trophies, one gets the

feeling that these are animal forms, tough

hides nailed to a wall.

The unity of the show is immediately ap-

parent in the texture, size, and shape of the

canvases and the way in which they work as a

whole However, with a closer look*at the

individual pieces, a tension arises from the

possibility that this unity is simultaneously

being broken down. The green and orange
canvas stands out from the rest; the bright

yellow one commands a wall of its own; two
pieces are burlap rather than canvas. These
disparate elements are important aspects of

the environment the artist has created. The
green and orange canvas successfully breaks

the near dullness and monotony of the color

scheme, the yellow canvas counteracts the

'

strict order of the other five canvases with the

force of its bright color; and the burlap pieces

add a subtle textural change. The unity of the

exhibit is thus maintained and enriched

through the tension of its elements.

Each canvas attempts to tie individually

forceful. The shape of the circle encloses

itself so that a piece is not lost on the wall. The
textures of the works are also important in

continuing the theme. Some have collage

elements of string and large impastos of

paint, others are forceful in the thickness of

paint alone. The subtle differences in the way
the pieces are hung also give individual

character to each piece.

This show successfully creates an en-

vironment; if not that of a trophy room, then

at least one of organic imagery. Glier

manages to convey a sense both of spon-

taneity and casualness in the painting and
hanging of his canvases and in the subtle

manipulation of the space. The very per-

ceptive catalogue by Ann Luce contributes to

make this a very successful show.

more 'Heat'
from page one

cards taken and turned into the Dean's office.

O'Brien noted that the situation has improved
steadily this year with fewer students turned
in and less debris found under the bleachers.

O'Brien indicated that there is probably a
correlation between the size of the event and
the incidence of alcohol. He said that at
football games he would need a group of 20
officers to effectively control student
drinking, while at basketball games there is

little need for security control.

JIMINYPEAK
I nvites you to take advantage of our

Williams College Specials

ski ^

Monday thru Friday

Day

Twilight

Night

ik

9a.m. to 6 p.m. tor only

3p.m.to10:30p.m.

6p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

I.D. Cards required

SAVE
Twilight Season Pass $48

(good Monday thru Saturday

3to 10:30 p.m.)

$5

S5

$4

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRUNG STREET

Dunham hiking boots

CLOSE OUT SALE
For Men and Women

List 46.00 and 32.00, now 30.00 and 21.00

Salvatores
Tel. 458-3625

Open Thursday 'til 8:30

SPRING ST WILLIAMSTOWN

The Kronick

Insurance Agency

57 Main St., North Adams

663-5341

1. We are now accepting 1975 aulo in
surance applications and renewals.

2. Time Payments. 3. Immediate plates
and insurance.

4. Leading companies Fast Claim Ser
vice

5. All Ages. 6. Compare our rates with
those you are now paying.

Insurers to Williams Students

lor over 40 years

KING'S LIQUOR
STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

PLfcNTY OF ALL TYPES BEER

SpiniqSltpet Wilhamslown
Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458 5948
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Winery debate: the case for the farm worker
from page three

As Chavez has slated, "We (the UFW) too need
Our decent per lod ol t Ime to develop and grow strong
under the lite-giving sun of a favorable public policy
which attirmatively favors the growth of farm
unionism." To simply assume that the UFW does not
favor elections because of Its opposition to NLRA
Inclusion seems yet more unfair in light of Cesar
Chavez's demand of May IB, 1973, telegramed to the
Gallo Bros, for immediate free, independently
supervised elections in the face of evidence of
growing teamster involvement In the Gallo
situation. That Gallo outof hand reiected Chavez's
request for elections at the very least casts suspicion
on ttieir supposed support for free union elections
among the workers—it must also help somehwat to
discredit the Gallo inference that Chavez really is

not interested in free elections.

"Gallo^nd UFW split over
Hiring Hall"

The preceding analysis Of Gallo claims that they
indeed favor free-supervised elections Is almost
paradigmatic of the types of considerations which
can and should be investigated in an attempt to

evaluate the relative merit of Gallo contentions and
"facts."
Several Gallo contentions focus upon the UFW

hiring halt: Gallo argues that the hiring hall Is

Inefficient, unfairly operated^ and displeasing to

worRers due to certain flaws involved in the
seniority system of assigning jobs to vyorkers. But
Gallodidnot wish to include in any new contract the
contlnuatjon of the hiring hall. According to Gallo,

the UFW insistence upon the preservation of the
hiring hall played a major role in the workers'
rejection of the UFW in July in favor of the Team-
sters. But Ramparts magazine in its January 1975

issue offers a different perspective:

(Gallo) wanted any new contract to do away with
the unions hiring hall and to diminish control that

the union exercised over who Gallo could hire.

This issue is at the heart of the Grower-UFW
struggle. The hiring hall is an integral part of the

UFW operation, and one of the chief differences

between if and the Teamsters. The power to

allocate jobs and determine seniority, once left

solely in the hands of farm supervisors or con-
tractors, now rested in the hand of the farm-
workers themselves . . . Instead of the groWer
controlling the farm labor foree through his hiring

and firing power, theunion controlled it, supplying
workers through the hiring hall and protecting
them via the local ranch committee while this

tended to stabilize the work force, it also removed
the growers from the daily, control of workers'
lives and lessened their power to intimidate and
dominate . .

."

"Gallo selects evidence unfairly"

The flaws of the hiring hall and the accompanying
ranch committee of workers have been well-
publicized in Gallo public relations publications and
in the national media. However, concentrating upon
disfunctions in the seniority system at the hiring
hall, or the measure of inefficiency involved in

worker-directed halls and ranch committees
reflects, unfairly upon the UFW, in light of several
factors: Gallo has consistently sabotaged their
cbntracts with the UFW. This has particularly been
done in relation to the hiring halls. For instance,
Gallo would order many more workers than were
needed for a particular project and then unjustly
blame the resulting comfusion UFW's inefficiency.

It is important in any evaluation of the alleged
weaknesses in and worker hardships Imposed by the
hiring hall to consider abuses at least equally
inherent in alternative systems of labor allocation
and assignment—for instance that system employed
under teamster contract known in general as^he
labor contract system.

In expert testimony in 1971 before a house sub-
committee on Agricultural Labor of the House
Committee on Education and Labor (cite, for
reference, 92nd Cong., 1st. Sess. on MR 5010 and
Related Bills hearings). Gary Stephen Goodpastor,
professor of Law at University of California at
Davis, comments on the labor-contracts abuses, and
legal restraints attempting to curb those abuses.

"The Federal Government and nine states (in-

cluding California) have laws on regulations
relating to farm labor contractors. In general,
these laws of regulation call for licensing or
regulation, and create certain duties for a crew

_ leader relating to payment of monies and main-
tenance of wage and hour records . . . There is

little evidence of the effectiveness of the state
statutes '. .

."

"Negotiations impaired by Gallo's violations"

That the pattern of non-compliance, non-
enforcement, and egregious violation of standards
with regard to labor contractors persists is S' tragic

reality. For example, lait January 15, nineteen of SI

farmworkers aboard a labor contractors bus

traveling from Mexican to a lettuce field near

BIythe under teamster contract died when the bus

careened around a corner and crashed into a ditch.

This incident would not have occurred had the bus

met the California legal standards for tran-

sportation. Such flagrant violation of safety stan-

dards are symptomatic of the callous Indifference of

labor contractors to the welfare of farm laborers.

These labor contractors have the power to be

totally arbitrary when hiring and firing workers.

This system under the UFW Is much fairer because

if works on the basis of seniority. Under the labor

contractor system 22 per cent of the gross pay

earned by farmworkers Is taken by the labor con-

tractors. (L.A. Times 117-73) The UFW hiring hall

is free. In light of such evidence, the UFW has

cogent and compelling reason for insisting upon the

hiring hall.

Moreovet% we believe that the proceeding

discussion Is highly relevant to any evaluation of

Gallo's allegations about UFW unreasonableness In

negotiations. Gallo maintains that the UFW refused

to even discuss economic Issues, and It cites this to

suggest the unreasonable Intransigence of Chavez's

But if the issue is intransigence, again theunion. __
Gallo analysis should be opened to scrutiny. Gallo s

difficulty collectino dues "
insistence that the hiring hall, a central concern ot JiitTicuiiy couecnns,. aues,

competently and represent its workers faithfully. In

fa<;t, a prime weapon In Gallo's and ether growers'

defense of signing with the Teamsters is the

argument that farmworkers "naturally and
logically" prefer the powerful and effective

representation Teamsters provide to the "stum-
bling" and"often inefficient" representation of the

UFW. Yet a rather substantial body of evidence is

accumulating that casts suspicion upon grower and
Teamster claims that the Teamsters can and do
most effectively and faithfully represent the farm-
workers. A November 1, 1974 New York Times ar

tjcle entitled "Teamster Local Termed In Chaos" Is

suggestive:

"The teamster union first farmworkers local,

chartered here amid considerable ballyhoo In

June, has fallen Into 'chaos' according to one of Its

charter members and principal organizers, who
was dismissed by the union last week. Conl
Macler, 46 years old, who was In charge of ad-
ministering the local's group contracts, says the
Teamsters plans to disband the local and in-

corporate It within another unit of the In-

ternational Brotherhood of Teamsters. He also
charged that some of the local's contracts were
not being services, and said that Independent
investigation Indicated that the local was having

laroer group with divargenl Interatts. ,„ ,„,
worker strike may hurl warehousers and oroce^

<A farm

workers). Moreover,. Aalph Cotner," named°lo*hMS
<h« nsu/ jmrlriillural unit, haa K>» . '^ 'u neao

the UFW, wouldnot be Included In the new contra

stalled negotiations, making discussion about

"economic Issues nearly Irrelevant for UFW
negotialdrs,"

"Effectivehessof Teamster Rep. Questioned"

The Gallo public relations campaign aimed at

discrediting the UFW has a ready ally on the

popular, well-publicized, image of a competent and
effective Teamster union as a powerful, experienced
labor organization which can service its contracts

more Mt. Hope
from page one

It is expected, as a result, that when it

comes down to the actual sale of the land,

alumni will probably be the new owners due
to their higher incomes and the strong at-

traction the area holds for Williams

graduates.

The exact size and number of the plots has
not been determined yet due to a change Jri

the zoning requirements concerning
minimum plot sizes. The large 25-acre plot is,

according to Welanetz, due to the peculiar

nature of the land and the zoning regulations.

All plots are required to have at least 150 feet

of frontage. Due to this rule, a road would
hav^ to be constijucted to further divide the

land. The cost of constructing the road would
exceed the value of the land.

Both Dewey and Welanetz said the reasons

for the sale could be attri^ute3hto several

factors. The first is that the Ddllege is losing

money on Mount Hope Farm and is.being

affected by the present economic difficulties,.^^

The sale would reduce costs for Mount Hope,
^~^

nnostly real estate taxes, and give theCoUege
more capital to invest in other areas.

This particular site was chosen for its

isolation from the rest of the farm and the fact

that its removal wouldn't affect the nature of

the remaining land.

Due to zoning regulations, the land can only

be used for residential construction so the

land and the immediate vicinity will most
likely retain their present character.

I'Jaamsters dlsgUy anJI-wjnorlty prejudice" Taamster oHIclals admit me collusion in the
Maciar's charge that Teamster plans to disband

thelocatand incorporate its membership Into a sort
of agricultural tradedlvlslon Is quite consistent with
what some observers say has been a struggle over
Mexican American power in the Teamster
organization.
. The trend of Teamster higher-level official actions

and the spirit of their comments Indicates that the

Teamsters are seeking to limit the Mexican's power.
Inclusion of farmworkers Into a local with
warehousing and processing workers must lessen

the control of farmworkers—i.e. the impact of their

sentiments would logically be lessened amidst a

the new agricultural unit, ha* been accused of hPin^
antl Mexican American by Mr. Maclar and othenTAnd with regard to substantive Chlcano Mr
ticlpaflon In the Teamster locals. Teamster olficl.k
sentiment Is embodied In the words of Eimar Mohn
last year the Director of the Western Conference ni
Teamsters: "'

I'm f»t sure how effactive a union can be when ii k
composed of MeKican-Americans and Mexir.n
nationals with temporary visas. MaTbe «
agriculture becomes more sophisticated and mart
mechanized, with fewer transients, fewer oreen
carders, and as jobs become more altractive tn
whites, then we can build a union that'can have a
structure and that can negotiate from strenath
and have union participation" (Ramparts j«n
1975) ',.•'*"

"Principle of salf-delarmination
threatened"

We must conclude by stressing the absolute
necessity of settling the Issue by having free elec
tions so that the farmworkers can choose their own
union. This Is the only way to demonstrate which
union shootd

.
r^r«Mn»; the rarmworkers. Even

agreements with the growers, (New York' Times
magazine, 9-15-74) and this Is not the democratic
way ot resolving the issue. In addition, we have also
shown in this article that the Gallo contentions about
the UFW hiring halls, UFW efficiency and farm
worker support for the UFW are misleading at best

Finally, when one looks beyond the specific details
one sees that a most Important principle is at stake
This principle is the right of the farmworkers to sell
determination, the right to participate In a
democratic and responsive union. Gallo refuses the
farmworker this right.
This Is why we boycott. "

— NOTICE -^
_

;..
' ^^KlJ(.^n•il,l';

Drummond Linen Rentat

Please >4^» »

Have your linen in the entry by

9 AM each Wednesday. We can no

.^ngeir exchange in the Spring Street

office, due to lack of space. . .

.

en is not out in time, you will

have to wait^^until the next exchange.

*, ,,<

ffl^i

T^AAB SONNET—
2 Passenger
4 Spee6

Over 30 miles per gallon

663-5409

Don't Stand in Line— Leave your

list for 2nd semester books for our package deal

tnuci aooK trou DC.
umarmni, turn tarn

THE COOP'S

MID-WINTER SALE
YOU MUST SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

50%C OFF
Loden Coats Hockey Equipment
Levi's Knit Slacks Sport Jackets
Flannel Shirts Ship & Shore Blouses

30 to 40% OFF
Gant Shirts Flannel Shirts Ice Skates
Rugby Shirts Dunham Boots Sweaters

Plus AAany AAore Unadvertised Specials!

CASH ONLY, SORRY NO CHARGES I

Williams Co-op
"THE COMPLETE TTWBfsHOP"
25 Spring Strait Wllllamatown, Mjms.

Opmn Thursday. Nlt*t Til 8t30 ^H*

^—^TODY ABROAD n7r7tr~=

SUMMER, SEMESTER, YEAR iV

SUMMER PROGRAMS FALL PROGRAMS

East African Studies

(East Africa)

ITALIAN LANGUAGE
LITERATURE;
STUDIO ART AND ART HISTQRY

(Italy)

'^usic " "'• *_:":"
(Switzerland)

AND

SPANISH
LANGUAGE
(Spain)

INTERMEDIATE

vi

IN MEXICO
Sciences; Latin American

><

Write or call for information:

Abroad, 335 Comstock Avenue

APPLICATION

SEMESTER
(Arts and

Studies)

SEMESTER IN ITALY
(Arts and Sciences)

SEMESTER TN THE^NETHERLANDS
(Human Development; Social Work;

Management; Arts and Sciences)

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
(Arts and Sciences)

SEMESTER IN FRANCE
(Arts and Sciences)

SEMESTER IN ENGLAND
(Advertising, Communications, News

Writing, Photography; Drama; Art;

Teacher Education)

YEAR IN ENGLAND
(Art; Architecture)

Syracuse University, Division of International Programs

N.Y. 13210 (315) 423-3471

DEADLINE FOR ALL PROGRAMS: MARCH 1, 1975

.<(!•,<

Welcome back to a new Inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

and entertainment at the

Ommai Williams Inn
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more Dukakis discussion
from paga two

a great deal to do with the fact I've tried a lot

d cases and maybe have an extra aeniitivity

to what happens when politics l>egin to get

into the court system both administratively

and in terms of the appointment of judges. So

in that sense, behig a lawyer, having a law

background is helpful ..."

"One of the things lawyers can do to you, if

you are not a lawyer is to toss a lot of "that's

unconstitutional" as being the ^reat

argument against anything, right? And if you

have real training in the law, this becomes

more academic, I think, than practice ..."

Private Life -Family

The Brookline born Chief Executive has

found that his new job hasn't altered his

family life significantly. "I'm home for

^nner most nights and trying to keep night

appearances to a minimum. And Sunday, of

^^course, is the day with Kitfy <Mrs. Katherine

Dukakis) and the kids." After the initial rush

is over Dukakis twlievai "our lives will be

normalized, especially compared to the

campaign."
Despite the heavy pressures of the office,

Mike Dukakis retains his strong commitment
to his kids. He walks his two daughters,

Andrea and Kara, to their school daily. John
Dukakis, the Governor's son, is presently a

junior at Brookhne High School. (John's

father went to Brookline High also and was
President of the Student Council.) John's

wide range of activities includes everything

from the school's musical and vocal

organizations, to the school newspaper, to the

school government. The Governor has a

strong, fatherly pride of John, Andrea and
Kara, their accomplishments, and their

personalities.

, r^.' Palace Mentality .....i.^^t

Dukakis very upset with the "palace

mentality" that ofteii surrounds high

government officials. Not only in the case of

Nixon's White House, but also with senators

and governors and big-city mayors
throughout this nation. He is determined,

while Governor of the Commonwealth to

lessen the degree of pomp and circumstance

that usually accompanies that office. He rides

the streetcar to and from work daily, and has

significantly reduced (and in some areas

eliminated) security measures a Governor is

allowed.

Instead of one high priced inaugural l>all,

the Governor had one low-cost galas and four

inaugural parties throughout the state. After

meeting with thousands of people during that

period he was reconvinced of the importance

of individual contact with the people of the

state. This series of "people's galas" didn't

cost the taxpayer a cent, as many of these

similar functions have in the past."

These are but a few, of the many examples
of Mike Dukakis' feeling that it is essential for

him to stay in close contact with the people.

College Campalgoers

College students played a "very heavy
role" in his recent campaigp, satd Mr.
Dukakis. "... Our network of full-time

organization people was entirely college

students and graduate student staff. And they
were the most important single factor in the

decisiveness of the primary ... We had
about twenty to twenty-five people in the field

who were working for paltry sums, who really

were the backbone of the whole field

organization. And they were all college kids."

Dukakis didn't find the wide spread apathy
that people say exists. "We found all kinds of

great college kids ... who were willing to

w6rk for fifty bucks a week, which is about all

we could pay them. They worked enormously
long hours . . . Certainly compared to the

time I was an undergraduate, the degree of

political interest among college kids is vastly

greater. Now it may not be as great as during
the whole Viet Nam thing, but it's much
higher than the early 50's. No question about
it"

Governor Dukakis is scheduled to be in

Pittsfield next Friday, January 24 to hold
the first ofhis Governor's Town Meetings.

If you are interested, please contact the
author of this article.

Chandler on

committee
The New England Association of Schools

and Colleges has announced the election of

President John W. Chandler as a member of

its Executive Committee for a four year term.

NEASC is the principal accreditation

organization for schools and colleges in New
England.

According to Chandler, the Executive
Council is a policy setting body. The actual

work is done by a professional staff.

"Colleges and universities are being pushed
by increasing involvement of federal and
state government," said Chandler. "Therg
are more and more requirements."

He added that private accreditation helps

preserve the "autonomy of private colleges."

NEASC "serves the purpose of balance"

between government and the colleges.

Colleges come up for accreditation every

ten years (Williams was last accredited in

1967). A team of faculty, presidents, and
deans of other colleges go to a campus for

three days. Beyond academic excellence,

they look at business records, library

holdings, the physical plant and hold ex-

tensive interviews with students and faculty.

GIMBELS

Representatives from the New York Division

will be available for informal discussion

' of career opportunities in retailing

\
on Thursday, Feb. 6, 1975,

at 9:00 p.m. in THE LOG.

%?^^

^

GOUlHTFy CLOTHES
of r

^Williuastavm
January Sale

20 - 40 per cent off

On separates from Herman Geist, Mountain Artisans, Adelaar,

Pringle Sportwhirl, Craig Craely, Mister Pants, and Crazy Horse

10:00-5:30 71 Water Street

Monday - Saturday (Rte.43)

Winery debate^^llo
from page three

were the complaints we kept getting from our

f^rm workers covered by the United Farm
Workers. We took these workers' complaints

up with the United Fam Workers leaders but

they never seemed very interested in doing

anything about them. We attempted to

negotiate the changes desiired by our em-
ployees into the 1073 United Farm Workers'

contract.

There was no economic advantages to us in

signing with the Teamsters, since the

economic provisions of the new contract far

exceeded those contained in contracts
previously negotiated with the United Farm
Workers.

We think the principal advantage we have
through signing with the Teamsters is that

our work force seems happier, not only

beicause of their higher wages, but also

because of the other things they're getting

under the Teamster contract. For jnstancel

our farm workers now have unemployment
compensation and a pension plan, benefits

they never had with the United Farm
Workers. And the medical program covering

them now is much better, and Ixtter ad-

ministered, than the one the United Farm
Workers had. The Teamsters are more
professional and experienced in ad-

ministering contracts in their workers'

behalf. They have their own social service

workers who come to our ranches regularly to

assist the farm workers with their personal

problems. All told, I think we are seeing two
advantages under Teamster contract: first,

happier workers and therefore, second, a

more stable and productive work force.

helping the workers
*"

It is regrettable that in the last 18 months
since this dispute started, no further

organization of farm workers has taken

place, although there are over two million

unorganized farm workers in the United

States who receive substandard income, and
Utile or no fringe benefits. It is regrettable

that the United Farm Workers has spent so

much lime, money and effort fighting over 2(X)

permanent farm workers and 300 seasonal

workers who are among the best paid in the

United States with the best package of fringe

benefits: paid pension plan, paid vacation,

paid holidays, premium paid overtime, paid

health insurance, paid life insurance, and
paid unemployment insurance. It is regret-

table that the same time, effort, and expense
were not directed toward the unionization of

the over two million unorganized farm
workers. The United Farm Workers has had
an open field and free hand to organize so that

the many farm workers throughout the

United States could now be enjoying sub-

stantially higher standards of living.

The legislation we favor the most is in-

cluding farm workers under the National

Labor Relations Act. We fully support the

summer
neurope
CHARTERS
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bills introduced by "SaMtor Tunney and

Congressman Sisk which wokM achieve this

purpose. The advantages ofmckiding the

farm workers under the NationMvLabor
Relations Act are ot>vious. That actsl^at

covered the vast majority of other America
workers for about 40 years now, and it hai

worked very well. Amending that act to in-

clude farm workers will mean that their labor

problems will be handled by an agency with

vast experience in the field. You might say

the National Labor Relations Board made its

mistakes in administration years ago and

now could easily give farm labor maxiauim
protection.

legislation now

The solution is not new, unproven

legislation. By including farm labor under the'

National Labor Relations Act, the jurisdic^

tional dispute between the Teamsters and the

United Farm Workers, which has brought the

organization of farm labor to a halt, would be
resolved.

We understand that the United Fardii'

Workers opposes the National Labor'x^
Relations Act because it would specifically

'

deprive them of the secondary boycott—a tool

they value highly. This puzzles us. If the

United Farm Workers is genuinely interested

in organizing those workers who l)elieve in the

United Farm Workers, the National Labor
Relations Act is an excellent vehicle to

achieve this purpose. It requires a petition by
only 30 per cent of any group of workers to

secure a free, secret, legally supervised

election, binding on all parties. If the United
• Farm Workers, nevertheless, continues to

oppose National Labor Relations Act, their

position can only be viewed as unreasonable

to an irresponsible degree, perpetuating the

injustice and misery the absence of National

Labor Relations Act and the resulting

stalemate have caused, and will continue to

cause, the over two million non-unionized

American farm workers.

We urge you to help influence otliers to

bring to the American farm workers first

class citizenship status and to offer them the

opportunity of federally supervised free and
secret ballot elections approved under the

National Labor Relations Act. This act will

insure that America's farm workers are
represented by the union of their choice.

Much remains to be done for the farm
workers throughout the country. Let's get on
with it!

Mead Interns

The Mead Fund Committee recently
Kclci'led the following sophomores and
jiiniitrs to participate in its 1975 Summer
Program in Government. Bruce M. Berman
7ii. Kllen S. Causey '76, Carta E. Craig '76,

Colin Kwing '76, James Gilliland, Jr. '76,

William D. Greiter '76, Grant P. Guyer '77,

Sydney J. Kase '76, Diane R. Krieger '7V_
Ronald A.J>anoue '76, Anne L. McGovern •7«.,

Clarence Otis. Jr. '77. Susan C. Schwab '7»,|

Paul T. Shells '76, Joseph W. Singer '76,1

William K. Wallace '76. ' ' ^J^

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
-^-^r—-—-7-|orDEWEV ^-^---^-~

House of Walsh

,f!i v/' «^Y;.(i;

House of Walsh

Spring St.

«• .'.".•(1....

^t-iFr~^:^-AJmjAL WINTER SALE_

Suits— Sport Coats— Trousers

Shirts — Car Coats— Parkas

Sweaters — And More

All at prices 20% to 50%

House of Walsh House of Walsh
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Grapplers pinned by Union,

later devastate dual bout

more Union B-ball
from page tan

by Tim Layden

It can be fairly safely said that after, last

Wednesday's heartbreaking loss at Union,

there were very few people raving about the

Williams College wrestling team. Perhaps
that will change slightly after Saturday's

double victory in Lasell gymnasium. Coach
JoeDailey's grapplers won impressively over

both R.P.I. (27-12) and W.P.I. (4M), roUing

up their highest point total ever under Dailey
in the latter. v

The most impressive performances were
turned in by freshman Hal Zendle, junior

Dick Rhodes, and senior tri-captain Gene
Frogale. Zendle, wrestling at 118 lbs., toyed

with both his opponents on Saturday, then

pinned them in the second period. This,

coupled with a lopsided decision against

Union, brings Zendle's overall record to 4-1.

Rhodes extended iiis own personal winning
streak at 150 lbs. to three with a hard-fought

decision at Union and two pins at home,
again, both in the second period.

Frogale (134 lbs.), undefeated this year and
a two-time New Englahd champ, posted the

day's fastest pin on Saturday with a l :58 rout

of Jeff Northridge of W.P.I, after winning his

first bout easily, 8-3. Earlier in the week,

Frogale had given the Ephs one of their two
pins against Union.

At 190 pounds, Karl Hubbard, a rugged
junior, won three times to remain undefeated

.^on the year. Hubbard's first two wins were
tough, close decisions (11-7 over Union and 7-3

overR.P.I.), but his third was an impressive

- pinat2: 10 of the second period againstW.P.I.

Senior tri-captain Hardy Coleman won
easily at Union ( 17-8) , but provided the Lasell

crowd with a good deal of excitement on

Saturday, winning both of his matches in the

closing seconds. His win over W.P.I, came on

a takedown at 2:46 of the final period after he
had won earlier in the day on one point of

riding time, 5-4.

' Senior Marc Mitchell bounced back from a

loss at Union to win twice on Saturday at 158,

including a pin at 4:12 against W.P.I. Soph
Scott Conant and freshman Jesse Sanders
were both winners in the only match which
they wrestled.

Harry Jackson, the third tri-captain, lost the

decisive final bout at Union to freshman Mark
Bennett, 7-6 (by virtue of two points charged

against Jackson for stalling), but came back
on Saturday to sfdit two matches.

Saturday's two wins leaves the Ephs with

an overall mark of 3-2 heading into Wed-
nesday's confrontation with Albany St. and
Farlei^h-Dickinson at Albany. Saturday at 2

p.m.. Coach Dailey brings his sqtiad back

home to host powerful Dartmouth. The Big

Green is expected to bring a tough squad from
Hanover, and a large, vocal crowd may be

just what is needed to spur the Purple to

another whi.

But, if the Dutchmen thought it was going to

be easy, they were wrong. Before the game
was three minutes old, Tanner, Dittman, and
Sheehy had connected and Williams led, 5-0.

Union regrouped and even went ahead, 104,

but it was the first and only time they led all

evening. ^
Fouls plagued both teams. Dutchman

center Charlie Gugliotta, who always gives

the Ephs fits, went to the bench with three

fouls after only 6:38 had elapsed and
Williams' Regan Miller followed suit a few
minutes later. Alex Rosten's solid play

enabled the Purple to weather the loss of

Miller, however, while Gugliotta's departure
crippled Union's inside game and Carter,

Dittman, and Tanner were able to dominate
both boards.

Sports Round-up
K '^i--r^' -Swimming ^^^^©STTJ'TSirmir-

Once again the final score was 60-53, but

unlike the Hamilton meet two Saturdays ago,

this one goes in the win column for the varsity

swimming team. The Polar Bears of

Bowdoin, a small but very talented squad,

started off last Week's home sports ex-

travaganza by giving Williams a great fight

before Paul vom Eigen and Kirk Greer
clinched the meet with a 1-3 finish in the 200

breaststroke.

The meet's most crucial eveiit was un-

doubtedly the first, the 400 medley relay. The
Purple poolsters were previously winfes in

that event, a weakness that had cost them
victory in at least one meet. In a strategic

move necessitated by the loss ailing Tim
Jones, coach Carl Samuelson shifted junior

Scott Schumacker from his usual slot in the

1000 to the backstroke leg .of the relay.

Schumacker and teammates "Captain Kirk"
Greer, John Farmakis and Bruce Barclay
beat out a stacked. Bowdoin foursome by .2

second.

The natators take to the road for meets with

MIT and Wesleyan the next two weekends,
btit return to Muir Pool Feb. 8 for a showdown
with defending NEISA champion Springfield

College. \^
'„.

. .:.:.^,;^Vs^Squash

Jeff May (177) won his match at Union and
then spUt two bouts at home. Heavyweight
;V'''''»'»'»'»'»'»'*'»'»'»'»''»'»'V''»'»'»'»v

LUCITE
FRAMES

^'f'^'f',','

Coming off an impressive showing against

Bowdoin, the varsity squash team travels to

New Haven, Conn, this Friday for a 4 p.m.

match with Yale. The natibnally-ranked

Bulldogs captured four 5-set matches last

1v
7^ FR.4!IIE SHOP

WILLIAMSTQVWN MAS

'V**.',',','*',','^',',"'''''''''''''''''*'''*'''''*'*'*''*

POLAR BEAR AND
MANTRA CLUB

Cut hole ice, jump in, be pulled out by
naked (fig.) friends (lit.) chanting Hare
Krishua. Call 6045

EUROPE
BOUND
IN '75?

wouldn't you rathercome with us?

Last year over 20(}f00O students summered In Europe. And the travelwise
flew on charters t)ecause It costs atjout HALF ! This year a 3-6 week ticket to
London is $512.; 2-3 weeker $597. And Its $767. for over six weeks from New
York. (That's what the airlines say now. Last year there were two un-
forecast increases!)

Not only do you fly with us at half, but you can just about have your choice of
dates for 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, lOweek duration during the summer. And all you have
to do to qualify is reserve your seat now by sending $100. deposit, plus $10.
registration fee. Under recently new U.S. Government regulations we must
submit ail illght participants names and full payment sixty days before each
flight. If you take the June 21 - August 19 flight to London for example,
deposit reserves yoor seat and April 15 you send the $199. tjalance. Just one
price for all flights whether you pick a weekend departure ($15. extra on the
regular fare airlines) or peak season surcharge date.

So send for our complete schedule, or to be sure of your reservation now,
mail your deposit for one of our 3 to 5 weekly departures from June through
September. Just specify the week you want to travel and for how long. You
will receive your exact date confirmation and receipt by return mail. All our
flights are via fully certificated, U. S. Government standard jet and all first
class service. From London there are many student flights to all parts of the
Continent, frequent departures and many at two-thirds off the regular fare.

Republic Air Systems international

663 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10022

800-223-5389
(TOLL FREE) y

Giarter flying is

the biggest bargain
in air travel today

year to overturn the Ephs, 7-2 in William-

stown.

Williams dropped just four sets Saturday

afternoon in disposing of Bowdoin, 8-1. Frank
Giammattei, no. 9 in the nation, started the

Ephs off with a straight-set victory and the

Purple never looked t»ck, dropping only a

five-setter at no. 4. Marc Reinhardt, Bob
Beck, Tom White, and Gerry McNamara
(Saddle River, N.J.) also breezed to three-set

wins.

^''-
'

Skiing -'>' '';- ^ > '^

'

The WilUams College Alpine ski team
finished fourth and sbcth in the Williams

slalom and giant slalom, respectively, as the

host team in.a meet held at Berlin Mountain

this past weekend. Skiing without senior Toby
Hubner, who has earned a berth in the

Easteiw Cup race series, the Ephmen were
led by junior Tom Gunn, freshman Ted
Rouse, and sophomore Chris Wolch.

Rouse took 12th in the slalom aftd 21st in the

giant slalom, Gunn was 29th in the slalom and
17th in the GS, while Welch was 21st in the GS.

In cross-country action, the WilliJms relay

team of sophs Gary Jaifies and Alan Eusden,
and junior Doug Hollet placed 8th in the

Putney relays, finishing behind two strong

teams composed of members of the U.S. ski

team and such college powers as'Partmouth,
Middlebury, and UVM. '^;^

^CoachBud Fisher's team will next travel to-

Laconia, N.H. for the U.S.S.A Nordic^'com-

bined championships early this week and th^n

move on to Middlebury this Saturday and
Sunday. -

"

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America
.Small and Large Pizzas

)
Hot Oven Grinders

' Spaghetti

.5<l Spring SIrwl - 458-9009 and 458-8() 14

op<'ndaily9a m lo2a m
Bri'uktu.Kl daily 9a. m toll am

Donuts, Coffee

We make our own pizza dough daily

STUDENTS WELCOME

More importantly, Williams was out-
defensing Union, keeping the vlBltors off
balance with a variety of sticky zones, "We
mixed our zones a little," Tong said later
"hoping we could alow them up a bit. When
they started getting used to the 1-2-2, we
switched toa 2-3 und.tfaen toa 1-3-1.

On offense, the Ephs were enjoying one of
their best shooting nights (51 per cent) of the
season. Despite the hounding of guards John
Denio and Bill Carmody, Sheehy (23 points)
was able to break free for a couple at big

hoops, and with Tanner (20) and Dittman (20)

combining for 18 points, WtUiams raced to a
43-34 halftime lead.

The second half was every bit as nerve
wracking as the first Twice the Purple built

13-point leads, only to see the Dutchmen
storm back and make things a little too in-

teresting. Some inspired inside work by Mike
Rosten, who played his best game to date,

kept Union from coming any t^oper than three

points.
=^^j=.=_

Sheehy 3-pointer ices win

Two and a half minutes remained when
Sheehy sneaked away for a pretty 3-point play
that clinched it Union rallied for a couple of

late baskets, but it was hardly enough and the

Ephs ran off with their second nuijor upset of

the 1974-75 campaign.

Vastly improved Amherst comes to town
Saturday night looking for their first win over
Williams in three years and both squads are
sure to be appropriately psyched. Now, if the

hometown crowd will cooperate ..^^.

u ^t» public policy notes

students interested in a career in public

administration at the national, state, or local

level are offered an opportunity to apply for a

fellowship to study at two state universities.

Fellowships for single fellows have a total

value of 14600 of which $3300 is a cash stipend

and |i:iOO the value of remission of fees and
tuition. Married students receive an ad-

ditional cash grant of $400. Candidates must
be American citizens who have completed a

bachelor's degree with any recognized major
by June of 1975.

Beginning about mid-June the Fellows will

serve a ten-weeks internship in a stale, local,

or^ederal agency in the South. During the

1973-76 academic year the Fellows will spend

the Fall semester at The University of

Alabama and the Winter and Spring quarters

at the University of Tennessee or the Spring

semester at the University of Kentucky.

rFellows who complete the Program
satisfactorily will receive a Certificate in

Public Administration.

(due Marchi, 1975)

For information and applications write to:

Coleman B. Ransone, Jr., Educational
Director, Southern Regional Training
Program in Public Administration, Drawer I.

University, Alabama, 3548(.

For Sound Advice

Electronic

Supply Center
stereo Systems By

KLH Panasonic Sony

Tapes

Cassette Reel 8 Track by

Memprex, BASF, 3M, RCA

32 River St. 413 663 6828 N.Adams

THE
SPIRIT
SHOP

LIQUORS —WINES— BEER

LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

134 Cole Av<nue |,%.«

Phont4H-3704

Willlamitown

WINTER
SPORTS

>x

SALE r

HOCl^^lCKS^KI «KAS^MkTERS

GOFF'S Sf*RiNG ST., WILUAMSTOWN
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LDOrs

probably have told them. He takes what you have, not what you haven't (I

don't know M that's what Armigeri and Liberalitate means—but gosh, his

kind is getting rare these days and I won't be able to read the^books il they
write any about him).

B/\CK

ROCK aiMBIN6TA*CES !^l

I've heard folks wondering about tlie use of the sort of stuff Otiting Club
people do. You know they don't always seem to make sense and they can get

you into bad habits of looking out the window land watching sunsets. I hope
you saw that sunset the other night—it was kind of light pinK-purple with a
new moon thrown right in the middle. Nothing flashy, sort of an af-

terthought, just left behind. Yet you can really read a lot into something like

purple haze ... I remember the noodleman watching sparks as he
stumbled over rocks in the dark. As he scrambled out onto the edge of Pine

^'

Mountain Day. Could you imagine just bagging classes one fine fall day Cobble, he lust sort of gasped at the stars, sat down and let it afi come to

and hiking off into the hills? All you had to do was listen every night for the him—he belonged up there, not in Mission. Maybe they'll name a mountain
Chapel bells to ring out The Mountains, and you were free the next day. The after him like the Indian Chief Gray Lock who had only one foot (losing the

way I remember it, the Faculty once upon a time picked out this day once a other in a beartrap) but was the terror of this region, and so sly and crafty

year for you guys to "become better acquainted with the mountains in the that he was never captured. He still hides out up there. The noodleman is a
llory of the autumn foliage" or something like that. Can't complain though, philosopher—I love to hear hinti wonder about how human humans think

ell, this might not be whiat you'd call megatons of nostalgia, but it reminds
me of 1863. Good year for the grizzlies (up to Montana anddown to Mexico)

.

Not as important, but the first

mountain club in America was
started at Williams that year. This
"Alpine Club" bounced along; joined

by the "Sunrise", "Hare and
Hounds", "Bicycle" and
"Toboggan" clubs. I guess they
startedthe present WOC about 1915.

Nothing too exciting since then—just
carnivals and clearing hiking trails.

Well, Amherst did win the '49

^Williams Carnival (but Williams did
okay in the AOC Trout Derby). And
they made you work 10 hours on the

ski slope to join the club (probably
better than forking over the dues)
and they had to go hunt up carnival
queens every year until all you gals

showed up.

m%-JH-- ts

Williams outinq dub

' y

is » mambe'" <rf *^

^^ ^ <^ ^- 'fegyt, CIMMC

Right about now the Outing Club's

run by an executive board that

knows nothing about politics. They
like what they do, but since Williams

has got some interesting characters,

they could have a lot more fun

meeting them at the end of a rappel

rope or out at Sunset Rocks. That's

what the Outing Club is, would-be

scholars wearing vibrams. All are

offering what they know and hoping
td learn what they don't. Like Bart is

running an Outdoor Education
program—no one makes rules out in

the hills, but it's hopeful for us

critters if people get out of the

wheelchair ethos. So far he's run a

Tarzan brand obstacle course,

discussions and even got Pete Mertz
to lead a spelunking trip (that's

they are. When a group of people walk out to Stony Ledge, some try to s{

into the bottom of the Hopper, others keep the peanut butter off their

fingers, others watch all the dif-

ferent colored trees start to niove as

the Hopper yawns, sags into the

Grand Canyon and drifts away to

someplace they can't quite see to,

cause it's right in the middle of all

their brains. Well, very few people
follow the call of the wild, but some
still sort their heads out up there and
come back a lot happier because
they've found value in those small
things like the feathers your breath
makes on a really cold window.
Maybe that's why the noodleman is

too mellow—it's a lot easier to get

along with people when they all run
smack into something beyond each
of them—they kind of see how
similar they are but don't worry
about it. You all might think this

Grizzly scrounged too many boxes of

Corn Flakes, but being a dumb
animal you learn to sit and watch
and go do something at the moment,
never later because nothing
miraculous follows your schedule.

^r -
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Hoopsters rebound against Union ; Amherst next
by Dan Daly & Steve Piltch

the scoreboard told the story: Williams 81,

Union 77. Yet, of the 900 noisy fans that filled

every nook and cranny of Lasell Gym last

Saturday night, few could have been less

surprised at the outcome than Curt Tong &
Co.

"We can play with anybody," forward

Mark Carter said afterward. "But, it was the

crowd that made the difference. We haven't

played as well as we can at times this year

and we need a crowd to make a lot of noise

and get us up for the game."

The 1974-75 cagers will probably go down in

history as a talented team that couldn't win

the Httle ones. True, the Ephs have had their

ups and downs this winter, but Hamilton and

Bates, a couple of tough customers, are no

longer the creampuffs of the '50s and '60s. In

fact, if you look at Williams' schedule, there

isn't a pushover in the bunch, and on any

given day . . .

The Ephs have had their share of given

days this season, and a lot of fans sold out

early. Remedies for the team's ills are a dime

a dozen. According to who you talk to,

Williams needs: (a) a more dominating

center; (2) a second guard who can score and

take some of the pressure off Harry Sheehy;

or (3) Art Heyman.

It has been a trying time for all. An ac-

cusing finger has been pointed at everybody

but manager Fred Stueber and he may be

next. Curt Tong had never lost four straight in

12 years of college coaching. "All I can say,"

he offered philosophically, "is that it's one

worse than three in a row."

Sheehy and the boys were pressing. En-

tering Wednesday night's game against

Springfield, the Ephs hadn't shot better than

35 per cent from the floor since the first round

of the Washington & Lee tournament and the

natives were getting restless. When would the

nightmare end?

Not at Springfield, the Chiefs, off to a 4-8

start, hadn't forgotten last January's 85-80

overtime loss and were probably still

brooding over Williams' upset win (63-56) in

the E.C.A.C. playoffs the year before. At any

rate, SC was ready, and when it was all over

Williams had gone down for the fourth

straight time, 84-77.

Springfield controls boards

The game was won on the boards. Will

Frazier (6-6), Bill Gregory (6-8), and John

Bingley (6-4) had things pretty much under

control most of the night and Springfield

frequently got two or three shots at the hoop.

Gregory, a Little AU-American candidate, did

the most damage, netting 15 of 22 field goals

and a game-high 34 points.

The Ephs made a game of it, however,

emerging from the Ice Age to shoot 52 per

cent from the floor and somehow managing to

scramble back into the contest every time

Springfield seemed about to put them away.

Mark Carter's hot hand (4 in a row) kept

Williams in it in the early going, but soon SG's

Big Three began to make their presence felt.

With 8 minutes remaining in the half, Fred

Dittman (16 points), Mike Rosten, and Carter

were saddled with three fouls and the Chiefs

had pulled oufto a 26-16 lead.

The Springfield lead see-sawed after that

When the Ephs rallied behind the shooting of

Harry Sheehy (29 points) and soph swing man
Mike Tanner ( 16) to draw to within two, 26-24,

SC responded with 10 unanswered points and

went into the locker room at halftime on top,

40-32.

After Springfield sank three quick hoops

after the intermission to open a 14-point lead,

Williams stormed back once again, and with

10 minutes left, a Tanner jumper cut the lead

to three, 56-53. The best was yet to come.

When play resumed after a timeout,

Gregory canned six quick hoops to give SC its

biggest lead of the night, 70-54. But, the Ephs
came right back. A couple of bombs by Ditt-

man and timely defense by Sheehy got

Williams in the thick of things again and, with

1:38 remaining, only four points separated the

two teams.

But 'twas not to be. The Chiefs, who had it

Williams' Mike Tanner[77\ lays in two
81-77 upset win over Union.

when they needed it, fought off a last gasp
Purple effort to win comfortably, 84-77, and
send the Ephs home dragging their tails

behind them.

I'niun boasts rugged defense

Then along came Union (7-1), a team with

everything—size, speed, shooting, reboun-

ding, depth, and the most vocal following this

side of the Mason-Dixon Line.

Oh yes, they play good defense, too (9th

ranked nationally in Division III). In fact,

they swarm all over you—diving for loose

balls, forcing turnovers, and risking life and
limb to draw an offensive foul. Word has it

that if a Dutchman can't show coach Bill

Scanlon a bruise or at least a good floor burn

Eph icemen edge Colby checked by Norwich
by Steve Christakos

Hockey games are sut)posed to last only

sixty minutes but the Williams College

icemen do not seem to be content with playing

traditional hockey. Scoring at the explosive

rate of 6.2 goals per game through the first ten

games of the season. Coach Bill McCormick's
pucksters want all the icetime they can get.

The squad split back-to-back overtime games
last week—losing to Norwich, 8-7, and edging

Colby, 3-2.

On Wednesday the team travelled to North-

field, Vermont, looking for the first victory

there since 1962. In a seesaw game, Norwich

came out on top, scoring a disputed goal just

51 seconds into the sudden death overtime

period. It was a rough game from the start,

with Williams getting the worst of the two

officials' calls. Norwich came out as if they

were already in the middle of World War III,

however, and did out shoot Williams 44-28 for

the game. The Cadets were paced by Tom
McGregor's four goals and two assists—a feat

that earned him E.C.A.C. recognition in

Sunday's weekly release.

In the first period, Dan Yeadon flipped a

rebound of a shot by Ted Walsh past Kevin

Becker in the Norwich goal to open the

scoring. Norwich tied the score at one before

Walsh scored on a nice shot with assists going

to linemates Ed Spencer and Yeadon at the

halfway mark of the stanza. But Norwich

came right back and scored the first of six

consecutive power play goals to knot the

score at two a t the close of the period.

McGregor scored his first goal of the game
for Norwich early in the second period before

Dennis Cahill evened the score at 4 : 16. Cahill

took a pass from Mike Elkind and skated in

alone on Becker—undressing the helpless

goaltender in the crease with some good

dekes before flipping the puck over his pads.

McGregor then rammed another short shot

past senior goaltender Mike Capone (who has

drawn some tough assignments in Coach

McCormick's two-goalie rotation) before Joe

Hameline drilled a point shot past a surprised

Becker to even the count at four. Norwich

scored the next two power play goals ( one by

^^ McGregor) to take a 6-4 lead at the end of the

period.

r~ Early in the third period, Norwich scored
~ the last power play goal of the game to make

"™-"-~ the score 7-4, but Williams came on strong to

tie the game. First, Spencer scored with

assists going to Peter Crocker and Yeadon.

Then Dennis Cahill brought Williams within

one with a goal, aided in the effort by Jim

Harkins.

-*.-

Finally, with 4:46 remaining in the period,

Spencer scored again on a 15-foot slapshot
that beat Becker cleanly. Rick Zeller and
Yeadon set up the play which led to Williams'

first overtime of the season—only to be
spoiled by McGregor's fourth goal of the

game.
The "goal", which came on the first shot by

either team in the overtime, was disputed by
the Ephs. It was contended that the puck hit

the post and bounced back into play. But, the

officials awarded the goal, and thus the game,
to Norwich despite the Williams' protests.

After the tough loss to Norwich, the squad
entertained Colby on Saturday at Lansing
Chapman Rink. The Mules entered the game
with a lowly record of . two wins and four
losses in E.C.A.C. Division II competition.
The Ephs had trouble getting untracked in the

game, however, and were not able to wrap up
the predicted "easy" victory until Dennis
Cahill scored a power play goal at 8:15 of the
overtime session. Williams out shot Colby 46-

37 for the game with the biggest margin not
coming until the team woke up in the extra
stanza, outshooting the Mules 10-4.

The first period was scoreless as both

goaltenders sparkled in the nets. Sophomore
Chuck Cremens had ten saves for Williams
while Frank Evans kicked out twelve shots
for the Mules.

Colby tied the score at 18:29 of the third

period with a bad angle shot by Tom Jackson
which skipped into the goal off of Cremens'
skate,

Mike Elkind gave Williams the lead again

when he scored with 7:50 left on the clock-
capping a Williams power play. Jim Harkins
skated the puck out of the home zone and
made a two-on-one feed to Cahill, who left a

drop pass forElkind to'convert. But, with 1 :47

remaining in regulation time, Colby's John
O'Neil scored to send the game into overtime.

Williams finally came alive in overtime.

With 38 seconds left in an interference penalty

to Colby's O'Neil, "Clutch" Cahill rifled a

fifteen foot wrist shot past Evans for the

winning goal. Rick Zeller and Jim Harkins
assisted on the play.

Williams has two home games scheduled

for this week. The icemen face Army on

Friday night at 7:30 in Division II play and
then host Wesleyan on Saturday afternoon at

4:00 in Little Three competition.

(photo by McClellan)
Jim McCormich battles tido Colby defendersfor a loose puck in 3-2 overtime win.

'—-
(photo by McClellan)

of his season high 20 points in Saturday's

the day after t))e game, the guilty hoopster is

locked in a dark rooni and tortured with

filmed highlights of the 1974 Williams-Union

football game.

please turn to page eight

Eph trackmen

dominate in

Tech tri-meet
Williams displayed unexpected depth on the

track in upending Tufts and host M.I.T. 63-47

38 on Saturday. The Ephs led the scoring in

both track and field, then capped the meet by

sweeping the relays. This was the first

^''Williams win over either opponent in their

short four-year history of indoor meets.

The long and triple jumps were the big

early producers for the Ephs. Scott Perry lept

21' 5" to win the long jump—and a clutch

jump of 21' y'i" by Pete Mertz snagged second

by a fraction of an inch. Another big effort

saw Mertz soar 44' Va" in the triple jump,

lengthening his indoor school record with the

win. Steve Horton and Mike Schiffmiller

chimed in with third and fourth—a fourth of

the Williams points were scored in these

events.

Crucial absences hurt the Ephs in the

weights, but Mike Bernay and Larry Tanner

took fourths in the shot and weight throws,

respectively. Clearing 12' 6" easily but

knocking the bar down anyway, Dave

McLaughry settled for a frustrating 12' and a

solid second in the pole vault. With little

opposition, Mertz won the high jump at 6' 2",

with Bob Ashley taking fourth.

The track events opened with the biggest

upset of the day as John Rathgeber kicked it

in from three laps out to win the mile in 4 : 36.6.

(TheMf^.T. track is square and no faster than

running on the beach. ) The surprise though,

was Frank Carr and Ed.Bacher following the

Geeber's example, blowing past the op-

position to give Williams 1-2-3.

Co-capt. Stan Fri began his comeback with

a gutty sprint to grab second in the 600 in

1 : 19.6. The Ephs were shut out in the 60, while

Mike Reed and Ron White could do no better

than 2-4 in the hurdles.

Ken Leinbach was hopelessly overmatched

in the 1000 and concentrated on assuring

second with minimum effort Frosh Dave
Carroll contributed to the surprise list by

taking third. Joe Kolb was outkicked in the

two mile, finishing second in 9:58.4, with Pete

Hyde adding another point with fourth.

Perry and Ashley kept the Ephs close in the

mile relay before Stan Fri brought them even

and Mike Reed put it away, winning in 3:41,4.

Rathgeber, Scott Lutrey, and Leinbach

concentrated on building up a safe margin in

the 2-mile relay^ giving Dan Sullivan a half

lap bulge and an impressive victory in 8:42.7.

The competition continues to get tougher

and Saturday brings Holy Cross, Worcester

State and R.P.I, to Towne Field House. The

visitors bring three strong teams plus such

marks as a 6' 10" high jump, a 1:12.9 600, a

4:17 mile and a 55' shot put. From the stat

sheets, the Ephs will be scrapping to second

and third their way to victory. Their 5-0 mark
looks in imminent danger of being tarnished,^

but that's what people were saying last week. '
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In the midst ofsnow and new courses, students find a leisure interlude in Baxter

Hall's north dining room for Continental Breakfast service begun this morning.

Breakfasts-experiment" begins

by Scott Fenn

Starting today, students will be able to get a

"continental-style breakfast" in Baxter

dining hall from 8:45 to 10:00 a.m. The con-

tinental breakfast will be served Monday
through Friday on the north line and will

consist of juice, coffee, milk, toast, and cold

cereal. Regular breakfasts will continue to be

served from 7:30 a.m. to 8:45 a.m., Mmiday
through Saturday, on the south line.

The new breakfast service came in

response to student pressure for some
alternative to the present breakfast plan.

Currently, only 45 to 50 per cent of the student

body attend breakfast on any given morning.

Shane Riorden, the College Business

Manager,, called the continental breakfast

idea "an experiment" in attempting to better

meet the desires of the student body.

Earlier this year, the College Council ap-

pointed a student committee, composed of

Jack Hiler '75 and Michael Pucillo '75, to

"study alternatives to the present meal

plan." According to Hiler, they met with

Riorden and discussed the feasibility of

various meal plan options. Among the options

discussed were: an optional breakfast plan-

where a student would have the option to buy

either 14 or the full 20 meals per week on his

board plan, a cash and carry breakfast plan-

where students would receive a small cut in

board costs and would then pay for breakfast

in cash, a meal ticket approach and a con-

tinental breakfast.

Hiler said that aside from the continental

breakfast plan, he felt that "the only other

option being given serious consideration by

Berek named

Dean, Grabois
*

faculty dean
Dean Neil R. Grabois has been appointed

Dean of the Faculty succeeding history

professor Dudley W. R. Bahlman, who plans

to return to fuUtime teaching. Peter BerA,

associate professor of English, will become

Dean of the College when the appointments

become effective July 1.

Williams president John W. Chandler an-

nounced both appointments at this af-

ternoon's faculty meeting.

-.Grabois, professor of mathematics, taught

at Lafayette and the University of Penn-

sylvania before joining the Williams faculty

in 1963. A 1957 graduate of Swarthmore

College, he received his M.A. and Ph.D. at the

University of Pennsylvania.

Berek graduated from Amherst College in

1961 and earned his Ph.D. from Harvard in

1967, the same year he joined the Williams

faculty. A former Woodrow Wilson Fellow,

Berek taught at Hamilton for two and one half

years before coming to Williams.

Bahlman has been serving as Dean of the

Faculty since 1968. He has been a member of

the faculty since 1959, coming to Williams

after eight years as a teacher at Yale, where
he graduated in 1946 and received hia Ph.D. in

the administration is the 14 or 20 meal plan

option." He added that Riorden made some
"very convincing arguments" why it was
economically unfeasible for the College to use

a meal ticket plan like that found at Amherst
and Wheaton. Among these, Hiler listed the

fact that "this college has so many dining

please turn to page six

by Anne Wagley and
John Barker

Freshman inclusion into upperclass houses

begins today with the distribution to all fresh-

men of a pamphlet outlining the possibilities

and procedure for housing next year. This

weekend each house will sponsor an open

house during which time their representative

on the Student Housing Cmnmittee will

conduct tours. The committee's chairman,

Jim Baker '75 stressed the informality of

these open houses and said that the tours

would be determined by what the tourists

wanted. He emphasized the importance of

this weekend as the one time specifically

designated for viewing the possibilitira.

On April 7, the freshmen will be notified

with what house they are to be associated.

The four categories of selection, each having

approximately 300 rooms, are the Row
Houses, the Greylock quad. Mission Park,

and Fitch-Prospect-Dodd. Originally, the

trustees evidently wanted freshmen to be

allowed one choice, but the College Council

proposed the present system of applying to all

four in order of prefereiice. When house

association is finalized, room draw occurs. It

used to be that seniors could "bump off

sophomores in room draw, but now the

process is completely random, according to

Jim Baker.

92 per cent of last year's freshman class

(photo by Read)

Signs and faces tell the story of Count Basic's drawing power as highlight of the

Third Annual Jazz Festival. Story on Pg. 14.

busitie choices ^^

received either their first or second choice.

Baker predicts similar or even greater

success this year, on account of more balance

between choices, as "the student body is more
diverse." Dean Chris Roosenraad, who
described himself and Charles Jankey, the

two faculty supervisors <rf the Student

Housing Committee, as the "continuity" of

the committee, was less optimistic; he said

the statistics "won't look so good" this year,

and predicted that between 10 and 15 per cent

would end up in Mission as third or fourth

choice, as opposed to 8 per cent this year

.

Dean Roosenraad described the program

as "the best compromise between ran-

domness and choice." One aim is to limit the

freshman's opportunity to pick with whom he-

she rooms to four people. Jim Baker ex-

pressed the intention of this rule of the

committee to prevent "going back to the

fraternity ideal." About the specific demand
for a black students' house. Baker said,

"clustering blacks takes away part of their

college experience."

One of, the most frequently suggested

alterations in the inclusion process is either

setting an earlier date for final notification or

establishing temporary association with

different houses for freshmen in fall

semester, as a trial period. Dean Roosenraad

pointed out that "the houses oppose it on

financial grounds" and that they are too busy

organizing and integrating new sophomores

into their respective houses. Baker main-

tained that "the best thing about freshman

year is Ijeing together . . ., a group identity,"

and reasoned that "all they would gain is a

couple of parties," and no real experience of

living in the house with which they were

associated. An earlier notification date is

impossible because decisions concerning

Junior Advisers and transfers must be made
prior to freshman inclusion.

There is a minor demand for single sex

housing, and the Row Houses retain this

feature to fulfill it. As Jim Baker put it, there

is a "certain dignity" about single sex

housing, but according to Dean Romenraad
this pertains only to a small percentage of the

male students. The Dean asserted that ac-

tually "every house wants as many women as

it can get . . . and they're not enough to go
around," and he did not think "that more (s.s.

housing) is' needed."

Two other suggested modifications of the

program were application to specific houses

and different rents for houses. The first was
rejected to suppress the possibility of

reviving fraternities, and the latter because

"you would start getting ghettos at

Williams," Jim Baker soeculated.

IK .iaRafr?.vv-^

Tenure decisions elicit protest

Professor Berek

^^'-hr-
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by George Schutzer

A group of students met with the Committee

on Instruction, the Board of Trustees sub-

committee which deals with appointments

and promotions, to discuss the decision not to

grant tenure to two assistant professors, the

ReAd learned.

Students who attended the meeting refused

to discuss the meeting with the ReAd, but

prior to the meeting. Dean of the Faculty

Dudley W. R. Bahlman indicated that it was
not likely to lead to a reversal of the

recommendation of the Committee on Ap-

pointments and Promotions (CAP) that the

two individuals should not be awarded tenure.

"The board thinks day to day decisions

should be made here; the board does not feel

it should intervene," Bahlman said. "But it

does hear from people."

Prior to the meeting, some of the students

involved told the ReAd the meeting would be

a "gesture of support." We are "not trying to

overturn" the decision, they said. We "hope

to clarify tenure."

According to an informed source, the

meeting centered on the two individuals and

not on the issue of tenure.

Normally, a tenure decision is made during

H professor's fifth year. Senior (tenured)

members of the candidate's department

evaluate the candidate on standard college

and departmental criteria. Every year in the

fall, each department submits a report in-

cluding recommendations for promotions to

the CAP.
The CAP, which consists of one

representativfe from each division, the Dean

of the Faculty, the Provost and the President,

makes its judgments based on the depart-

mental report.

According to sources close to CAP
proceedings, it is not unusual for the CAP to

reverse a department's reconunendation. At

least one of the two professors on which the

controversy centers was recommended for

tenure by his department.

According to Bahlman, about one-fifth of

the professors who enter the faculty on the

junior level receive tenure. A professor not

granted tenure can normally remain through

the completion of his sixth year.

Faculty promotions,

see page 3

Bahlman said that following the CAP's
decision three students came to him to

discuss the decision on one of the professors

including a student who brought 'a petition

from Tyler House.

Both the students contacted and the

professor who spoke with the ReAd said that

the students were taking action on their own
and not in consultation with those faculty

members involved.

Faculty members have also expressed

concern with the decision on one of the

professors. At least one senior member of the

faculty wrote a letter of protest and another
^le8crit>ed the decision as "bad" and "un-
fortunate."
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Editorials: ."^ '•WifV#

Cross and Switch Letters to the Editor

It's that time of the year again, time to play "cross and switch" or as RopCf IflUSt TelTUlin
Prof. Gordon Winston says, time to "vote with your feet." But "cross and
switch," or the simple process of crossing out your old course on a

r^istration form and replacing it with a new one, is not a game.
The process of change is easy, quick, non-bureaucratic, and free—at

least for those making the switch. It provides a student with an opportunity

to get out of a course after he has sat through a few classes and seen the

work is too difficult, the professor is poor, the class is boring or the workload

is too great, a process which Winston calls voting with one's feet. The pre-

med who flunks "his organic chemistry final examination and decides

English is his major also finds the process of course switching helpful.

At its best, when used properly, "cross and switch" is an important

aspect of a small liberal arts college; it helps make Williams what it is. But

if abused, "cross and switch" can be costly. ^^^=.=_-

Accurate preregistration allows for balancing of class size within

-multisection courses and^r the addition and subtraction of sections of a
course depending upon student demand. At Williams where the student-

-toculty ratio is not as outstanding as it once was, these devices are essential.

Almost all students should be able to pick their courses somewhat ac-

curately during the semiannual preregistration periods. Unfortunately,

some students preregister haphazardly knowing they will have an op-

portunity to change. Others change their coui-ses during the first week of the

semester without real reason.

Such haphazard actions put an unfair burden on students who end up in

overloaded courses and who help pay for the administrative costs related to

such changes. In addition, such actions may jeopardize the continuation of

"cross and switch" as we know it. •,,

rT:<

Balance of Demo
The demo weekend, party, event has become as much a part of

Williams as the "famous" grueling workload, which some believe cause it.

Demo, for those unfamiliar with today's permutations in what is

laughingly called the English language, is the latest adjective in the series

"boisterous, hell raising, rowdy." It ranges from impromptu wrestling

matches to opening new doorways in Carter House.
Inevitably a satisfying enjoyable experience for the demo initiate, demo

events are equally inevitably frowned upon by society i.e. those being
romped on (those on the receiving end). Still, such frowning is usually in-

dulgent in the "boys will be boys" or "gee, I wish I could get away with
that" tradition.

To an extent, society (and in this case the College) actually promotes
demo events. Winter Carnival's Trike Race and most of Spring Weekend
constitute demo activities, albeit somewhat restricted. Rugby, lacrosse,

hockey,and football strike us as being demo with varying degrees of

regulation.

Needless to say, we will make no attempt to speak against activities so
entrenched in the hearts and minds of Williams men and women—nurtured
by the disapproving acceptance of their elders. After all, these become the
basis for all those tall anecdotes told at alumni reunions.

On the other hand, one admissions officer, a Williams alumnus, at a
"prestigious college on the Hudson" has been dissuading students from
applying to Williams on the grounds that there is too much pressure to

partake in demo events, that the demo revelers tend to inflict themselves on
those not wishing to be inflicted upon.

Poppycock, we say! Or is it. Certainly, it is important that demo ac-
tivities not threaten the rights of the "innocent." What we need is a balance
of demo, where the "marginal increment of demo equals the marginal in-

fringement on other's ri^ts," to bastardize economics.
Demo becomes most unacceptable when it forces the restrictions of

milder forms of revelry. For example, alcohol at football and hockey games
has long been the norm. In recent years, demo extravagance has included
playing pin - the - beer - can - on - the - ref. The result has been Security's
more stringent enforcement of heretofore neglected regulations prohibiting
alcohol at "sporting events." Highly unacceptable.

Consideration of others is probably no more than a rhetorical concept
today, but it is a more desirable and workable preserver of the balance than
regulation from on high.
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To the editor:

I have just learned of the decision of the

College to withdraw funding from the Roper

Center and wish to express my appall at this

unconscionable action.

Speaking for the Supreme Court in 1950,

Chief Justice Vinson spoke of "those qualities

which are incapable of objective

measurement but which make for greatness

in a school. Such qualities, to name but a few,

include reputation of the faculty, experience

dt the administration, position and influence

oTihe alumni, standing in the community,

traditions, and prestige.". (Sweatljy. Pain-

ter).

The reduction in funding of the Roper
Center with the increased likelihood of its

abandoning the \yilliams campus is a^tep in

the direction of lowering the prestige of

Williams. And, I submit, this is exactly the

opposite direction I want to see Williams take.

The Williams contribution to Roper, after

all is said and done, amounts to a mere
fraction of ttie total operating budget of the

College. This is a small price to pay when the

result is an enhancement in national repute

and an offering to its students of a truly

unique resource facility. The Roper Center is

not a luxury to the Williani's campus—in an

era of increasing dependence on quantifiable

social science data, the presence of an in-

ternational data bank serves an important

functional purpose.

From a strict economic viewpoint the

decision to phase-out Roper funding may
seem to make sense, but, in a larger sense,

the move is an affront to those interested in

seeing Williams remain a leader in liberal

arts education.

As Benjamin Franklin once said,

"Reward of little expenses;

a small leak will sink

a great ship."

Sincerely,

Charles E. Dropkin '74

Harvard Law School

Faculty loss

To the editor:

Although physically distant, I feel strong

intellectual, spiritual, and emotional ties to

the Williams community. Having taken the

opportunity to remove myself from the im-

mediacy of our situation, I find I am able to

reflect more objectively upon the worth of the

past two years. By and large, these reflec-

tions are positively stimulating, exciting

memories of a warmth, concern, intellectual

stimulation, and sincerity that I associate
uniquely with Williams.

After my high school experience, I came to

Williams disillusioned and unfulfilled. There
was an inner hunger growing in me, a longing
for satisfaction. Williams quelled this

gnawing admirably. I found myself in the

midst of a rich, living, intellectual com-
munity; one in which the formal distinction

between professor and student gave way to a

dialectical search for greater knowledge. I

wasn't taught by professors; rather, we at-

tempted to arrive at solutions together.

Socrates would have been pleased.

However, Williams is not only an in-

tellectual community. It is also, and probably
more importantly, simply a community. For
an academic institution to succeed it must
have professors who are intellectually

competent and able to convey their

knowledge to students. But for a community
to succeed, it must have people who care; and
not only care, but also have the ability to

communicate their concern to others.

Maybe I was just lucky, because Williams
succeeded for me on this level too. I was able
to find people in the Williams community who
really did care about students; people who
were not only sensitive to the needs and
difficulties one was experiencing, but also
had the wisdom and courage to discard for- .,

mal barriers and extend the warmth of their
friendship openly and without reservation.
For me, these men are teachers in the most
exhalted sense of the word. Their en-
couragement, assistance, and concern gave
me the opporhmity to discover myself on
many levels. To say that I am, and will
always be, grateful to Terry Perlin, Joe
Beatty, and Peter Grudin only demonstrates
the gross inadequacy of language.

Now I am told that these people were not
asked to remain at Williams. This puzzles me
^as my experience been so unique and
contrary to that of other Williams'students'
Or is the institution such that in order to foster
intellectual growth, sensitivity, and concern
it must dismiss men who are so rich in these
attributes? lam truly at a loss. But my loss it
minimal compared with Williams'. ;n.

Sincerely,

Warren H. Feder '76

Job Jots
Recruiting Inrormation;

Reminder: Only seniors who have
registered with career counseling may
take interviews.

If you missed the orientation session on
January 28th, check with the career
counseling office about the breakfast

meetings with company recruiters.

Schedule Changes:

Cancellations: The Andover Com-
panies—Wednesday, March 12; J. P.

Stevens Company—Monday, Feb. 10.

Additions: Procter and Gamble—Sales
Management Training Program, Wed-
nesday, February 26 and Thursday,
February 27.

.. ..-'''

Breakfast and LiAch Meetings:

Breakfast meetings will be held at

Gladden House at 8:00 A.M. The first

breakfast meeting will be held on Feb. 6th

with the recruiter from First National

Bank of Chicago.

All undergraduates interested in

business—we plan to visit the various

dining halls for lunch on the days the

company representaUves are with us.

Seniors: Attendance at the breakfast

meetings is required for (hose who are

signed up for an interview on that day
UNLESS this meeting conflicts with a

class.

The following is a list of breakfast

meetings scheduled to date:

Company
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Peter and the Bear

Alternative radio experience

.,^1, BilhvHle's dynamic dup; boohs, bears, and Boogie. -^''^^.^i^

bySuianZotkow

Prom the moment David slung the stone

that toppled Goliath, history books have
become full of famous duos, ranging from
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid of wild

west fame to Nixon and Agnew and
McGovern and Eagleton of recent times.

Not to be outdone, WCFM has formed its

own tandem, known over the airwaves as
Peter and the Bear. Broadcast every Friday
morning from 10-1 during Winter Study, their

program has become the haven for frustrated

actors, aspiring DJ's and plain old hanus, all

of whom participate in the weekly installment

of the highly popular "Winnie the Pooh 15

Minute Reading Hour."
Juniors Peter Nelson and Dave Blair, the

announcers of the Peter and the Bear Show"
contend that they "strive for spontaneity."

"The show serves as an alternative to the

normal format of most WCFM shows,"
Nelson remarked. "We try to be different."

How riiudh regulation is too much
by Howard Martin ~ '

In a recent winter study class the problems

encountered by a company trying to import

LNG (liquified natural gas) to ease the

energy crisis were presented. The lively

discussion which followed suggests that the

entire Williams community, as concerned

citizens, energy consumers and beneficiaries

of the free enterprise system, should be in-

terested in the problenu of energyregulation

in our country. *

Unconscionable delays

New energy supplies take many years to

implement; regulation often adds 2-3 years to

this long timetable. Our nation not only

suffers shortages due to such delays, but pays

more money as well. In a particularly painful

case affecting our company, four supply

contracts for LNG which had been negotiated

at pre-embargo prices were lost because the

FPC did not process them in the 9 to 16

months' available before the contract

deadlines. This failure, assuming successful

renegotiation of these contracts and ultimate

approval by the FPC, will cost the U.S. pubUc

an extra $0.5 billion or more per year in

higher prices.

For three winters our company used the

FPC's rules covering emergencies to serve

the interstate half of our customers while

awaiting FPC action on our proposed tariffs.

We relied on FPC staff advice in these

transactions. The commission a year ago,

however, denied us this route, overruling

their subordinates' position and leaving half

our customers stranded. Incidentally, it is

now five years since our original filing, and

the FPC has still not ruled on our interstate

sales contract proposals.

Seventeen agencies (federal, state and

city) reviewed and okayed our New York

terminal in 1970-71. Then, in 1973, a fatal

accident occurred in an LNG tank five miles

away. While no agency has argued that a

similar accident could happen in our facility,

an exhaustive new safety review of our tanks

and the ships serving us has been going on

ever since. Our cost to answer these questions

has been about $1 million, but no material

change in our facilities or proposed

operations has resulted. Nevertheless, the

city is now apparently planning retroactive

legislation to examine us again, once all other

agencies having jurisdiction are through.

Understand, we are not opposed to safe

operation and careful review. Nor do we
challenge the use of taxpayers' money or

resist unduly the added investment we may
have to make to comply with continually

changing requirements. But we do strongly

History for profit
Mi'

ANNOUNCING THE 1974-1975 PERCIVAL
W(H)D CLKMKNT COMPETITION for the

best essay submitted in support of the prin-

ciples of the United States Constitution and

Hill of Kighls. The contest is open to un-

dergraduate Juniors and seniors at the New
England colleges mentioned in this an-

nouncement and was. established by the will

at the late Perclval Wood Clement, former

governor of the SUte ol Vermont TJie prixes

to be awarded this year are as follows: first

prize tl,000. second prize t700. third prise

t!MW. fourth prize t400.

TOnC: The topic of this year's competition

Is: Affirmative Action: The ConsUlutional

and Social Issues. See Dean Grabois for

detailK.

object to the constant threat of revoking our

permits when we have consistently met all

regidations.

A Fear-mongering press

One local newspaper on Staten Island has

made a crusade of attacking us. In one recent

story it publicized a ship-safety analysis

which, due toerrmv and omissions, concludes

the danger from a ship accident is 1,000 times

as great as a more careful study of our

project indicates. The reporter does not even
mention the latter study, although it was
entered as testimony monfJhs before in our

case before the FPC.
In another instance, the January 20 New

York Sunday News carried what it labeled an
"in-depth background report" called "The
Fire Next Time? LNG." This sensationalist

presentation recalled a 1944 disaster (when
LNG storage was in its infancy) and quoted

uninformed citizens and college professors as

thqugh their nightmarish concoctions of

possible dangers bore some relation to

reality. The editors cleared this and sub-

sequent stories for publication in New York's

largest circulation paper without even a

cursory check of industry sources to confirm

their accuracy.

Too much?

LNG is suffering from too much regulation,

in my opinion. And such over-regulation is

aided and abetted by biased news reporting

which makes the pubUc's representatives

slower and more fearful than ever of making
a clear decision. "Establishment types"—
like me— despair of reforming those

regulators who only attempt to do what will

soothe the public in the short-run.

Nevertheless, there are two thoughts I

would like to leave with you to ponder.

1. A fatal weakness of all regulation is that

the world is too complicated for any single

mind to grasp. Much better solutions come
from the cumulative results ot consumer and
investor decisions in a relatively free

marketplace.

2. Efforts to achieve absolute safety are
doomed to failure. Properly anaTyzed and
adequately insured risks will do more to

protect the public's safety, environment and
standard of living than any set of regulations

ever could.

Think twide before cheering for every
environmentalist band-wagon or anti-"free

market'-' proposal. The pocket that pays for

irresponsible interference with individual

consumer and investor decisions'may be your
own!

*
t

TJje above remarks represent the

opinions of the author, Howard Martin,
'52, Vice President of Marketing and
Supply for the LNG importer, Distrigas

Corporation, and are not necessarily those

of the company.

Each show includes extra attractions which

are designed \g complement the music played

by the pair. Blair and Nelson conceive of the

show as a talk show and consequently sponsor

live concerts, interviews, and mystery
guesta. Some shows have themes such as

"The Letfer H" day, in which many of the

songs played will b^in with that letter, while

others feature special guests such as the all-

knowing Answer Man. Two other staples of

the show are its theme song, "The P and B
Boogie" and ite mascot, "PC" (Purple Cow),

who makes frequent vocal appearances.

However, the trademark of the show remains
the reading hour.

Nelson first conceived the idea while

cleaning out closets at home, where he came
upon a copy A. A. Milne's Uncle Wiggly lef-

tover from his childhood days. Although Blair

was unsure at first whether -Williams College

was ready for a reading hour, the two began
reading Uncle Wiggly, the story of a

rheumatic rabbit with "insight into lif#,"

during their 1st semester show.

Once the copy of Uncle Wiggly was
misptaced, the duo had to switch to Winnie the

Pooh, also by Milne. Dave thinks that Pooh is

more fun, since the audience's familiarity

with the various stories enables both reader
and listener to better assimilate the

characters. Also, as Peter says, "Winnie the

Pooh is a story about a 'Bear Of Little

Brain', and we can easily identify with it."

Initially, Blair and Nelson switched on and
off with parts. However, since there was
always a cast of thousands wandering about

the studios during their show, the acting crew
soon began to grow and Peter and Dave began
encouraging audience participation.

Presently, they extend an open invitation to

anyone who wants to come down to WCFM
and take part in the reading.

The participants seem to enjoy the reading

a great deal, for it provides the opportunity to

huddle around a microphone with friends and
get into their favorite Pooh character. Par-

ticularly outstanding character portrayals

are turned in each week by Jim FoUett '76 as

Piglet, a squirmy runt, Willie Parish '75 as

Eeyore, a neurotic donkey, and Kevin O'Neil
'76 as Pooh himself, a friendly bear.

Peter and the Bear intend to continue as a

team during the second semester and to

continue their contribution to "alternative

radio" as well with the much talked about
reading hour.

Apply now for

Faculty: ^promoted, 1 tenured ^^^ housing

Five members of the faculty at Williams

College have been promoted to Uie rank of full

professor and one has been promoted to

associate professor with tenure. The
promotions, made by the Williams Board of

Trustees, are effective July 1, 1975.

Promoted to full professor were MacAlister

Brown, associate professor of political

science; Stuart J. B. Crampton, associate

professor of physics; Robert F. Dalzell, Jr.,

associate professor of history; Kenneth C.

Roberts, Jr., associate professor of music;

and G. Lawrence Vankin, associate professor

of biology. Earl L. McFarland, Jr., assistant

professor of economics, was promoted to

associate professor with tenure.

Brown, a 1947 graduate of Wesleyan, also

studied at the University of Geneva in

Switzerland and received his M.A. in 1949 and

his PhD. in 1953, both from Harvard. He
taught at Dartmouth for two years and during

1955-56 was a Congressional Fellow with the

American Political Science Association in

Washington, D.C. Prof. Brown came to

Williams in 1956 and spejit 1968-69 as a

Fulbright Lecturer at Tribhuvan University

in Nepal and during 1972-73 was a visiting

professor at the University of Geneva in

Switzerland. He is chairman of the political

economy program at Williams.

Crampton graduated from Williams in 1958

and holds a master's degree from Oxford and

a Ph.D. from Harvard. He joined the

Williams faculty In 1965 and was appointed

chairman of the physics department in 1970. A

former Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Research

Fellow, Crampton has received nine grants

since 1966 for his research with the hydrogen

maser. This year he is on sabbatical leave,

continuing his research at M.I.T., Harvard,

and the University of Paris.

Dalzell graduated from Amherst College in

1959 and received his M.A. in 1962 and his Ph.-

D. in 1966, both from Yale. He taught at Yale
from 1966 to 1970 and joined the Williams
faculty in 1970. He is the author of a book,

"Daniel Webster and the Trial of American
NationaUsm, 1843-52," and during 1973-74 was
a Guggenheim Fellow at Harvard University.

Roberts holds bachelor's, master's and
Ph.D. degrees from the University of

Michigan, and joined the Williams faculty in

1962. He is director of the Williams Choral
Society, the Chamber Singers and is organist

and choirmaster of the college chapel. He was
the first pianist in the resident Williams trio

and continues to appear in the Music in the

Round chamber music series at the college.

Prof. Roberts has published a book on choral
music, has worked on the preparation and
publication of performing eiditions and has
made several contributions to publications

within his field. He is currently on sabbatical

doing research in eastern Eur<^ and Russia.

Vankin is a 1954 graduate of New York
University. He received his M.A. from
Wesleyan in 1956 and his Ph.D. from New
York University in 1962. Prof. Vankin joined

the Williams faculty in 1962 and in 1968 was a
visiting assistant professor at Cornell
University Medical College. He has made
numerous contributions to scientific

periodicals.

McFarland received his B.A. from
Columbia University in 1968 and his Ph.D.
there in 1974. From 1961 to 1964 he was a

student affairs grantee for the U.S. In-

formation Agency in El Salvador and joined

the Williams faculty in 1988. During 1972-73 he
did research and taught at el Colegio de

Mexico in that country. This year McFarland
is th6 acting director of the Center for

Development Economics at Williams.

by Annie Wagley

As the school year 1974-1975 progresses,

increasing thought is being given to the

housing situation for next year. The Student
Housing Committee recommends that those

students contemplating a house affiliation

transfer or off-campus living pick up ap-

plications at Charles Jankey's office in

Buildings and Grounds. These applications

are due Friday, March 7.

The procedure for a House Affiliation

Transfer is relatively simple. The application
is self-explanatory, basically wanting to know
your reasons for requesting to switch houses.
In judging these applications, priority is

given to the Junior Advisors who have been
living in Freshman Dormitories. Priority is

also given to those who have been off campus
for personal reasons.

Jim Baker, a junior, head of the Student
Housing Committee stressed that the criteria

in off-campus housing applications will be
very strict, with priority given to seniors and
those studente with "extenuating cir-

cumstances". The Student Housing Com-
mittee expects a maximimi of 70 students
hving off-campus for the year 1975-1976; but
those applying should realize that there are
always more than 70 applications. The
number of students living off campus is

restricted, because economically it is not
advantageous to have empty t)eds on campus.
The demand for houses and apartments in

Williamstown by studente puts pressure on
the townspeople, espectally lower-income
inhabitants who may be competing for
housing with a more financially stable
student.

It shoultf be considered by those applying
for off-campus housing that if they are ac-
cepted and instead decide to live on campus,
they are placed last on the room-draw, and
may not get back into their old house.

r
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Works decorate, create
by Amy Gohlany

Leslie Schutzer's exhibition in Dodd House,

V on view until February Uth, consists of nine

works. All originating as squares of 6' by 6'

linen, they fall naturally into two groups.

The earlier six canvasses, consisting of thin

washes applied to raw linen with the oc-

casional addition of a charcoal-drawn grid,

and hung unstretched flat against the wall,

are in the spacious Dodd House living toom
and are . illuminated by soft incandescent

lamps. In this subdued light, these com-
positions . appear more mysterious and ex-

citing than they otherwise might.

As serial images, they provide us with

subtle surface patterns of paint (oil) wash
upon linen. Crease-marks, made while the

— wash was still wet upon the linen, are the

dominant structural factor in each work.

Each canvas becomes a compositional

exercise within the formalist tradition by

means of these folds; Only the minimum of

color is used. In fact, as tapestry-like wall

hangings these six furnish pleasant

decoration. Were they to assert themselves as

something more they would become
somewhat boring for the viewer. Unobtrusive

and quiet, they do not assert their presences

as the three later pieces do so strongly.

These later pieces, hung in the well-lit

Gallery space, are, by virtue of their

materials, a delight.

Each work began as a 6' square canvas, but

by cutting out pieces to allow flaps of linen to

hang out of the canvas and expose the bare

wall beneath, Schutzer has, in her own words,

"violated" the formal integrity of the earlier

paintings. Cut-out pieces of linen are attached

to the original canvas by safety-pins and
clothes-pins; sequins are glued to edges of the

cut canvas, to hanging threads, and to the

pins.

These three works may be seen as spoofs on

the earlier ««anvases, which maintained the

traditional concept of a painting as a flat

surface upon which paint is applied. These
late works are no longer paintings, but ap-

proach relief sculpture in their use of three-

dimensional forms and applied local flat

color. The ninth, and latest, work is perhaps

\^ the most inventive. It is concerned with

"process" and successfully conveys this

preoccupation to the viewer. In this piece,

twine, glued to several tear-edges of the

canvas, continues off the linen into its raw
"ball" state on the floor in the corner of the

room. Clothes-pins attach linen pieces to the

whole; they are far mofe effective than

safety-pins in communicating the idea of a

short life-span.

There is no need to question the first six

compositions as valid, if slightly repetitious

and dull, statements about superficial

washes, tonal gradations, and the in-

separability of pigment with its support.

These works also contribute to the viewer's

comprehension of superficial visual effects.

Yet perhaps we would expect too much if we
asked them to do more, as for example, if we
expected them to enlarge our knowledge of

human perceptions and emotions.

The humorous quality of the last three

canvases is their most engaging aspect.

Presumably, with these last three pieces

Schutzer has broken with the "formahst"
tradition as it has been expressed in the works
of, for example,Kenneth Noland. It is in these

^ ' works that Schutzer exploits the most

charming and sophisticated elements of Her

artistic character.

Amy Gohlany will receive her M.F.A. from

Williams College-Clark Art Institute in June.

Stage debut of

Scopes trial

This Thursday, Friday, and Saturday night

at 8 p.m. in the Studio Theatre of the AMT
there will be a production of Inherit the Wind,

directed by Debba Curtis and featuring Tony

Brown as Clarence Darrow, Kevin O'Rourke

as Williams Jenning Bryan, and Earl Childs

as H. L. Mencken.

Director Curtis describes the genre of the

play by saying that it is "mainly a courtroom

drama. It follows the Scopes trial almost

exactly. And yet the trial itself is nearly in-

cidental; it is really a clash between giants.

Darrow and Bryan are like gladiators that

seek the thumbs up approval of the audience,

an audience that includes not only the jury but

also the audience in the theatre, and, through

the journalist Mencken, all of America as

well. In the hot July weather in Dayton,

Tennessee they sweat themselves to death.

And indeed Bryan died a broken man on

account of his exertion during the trial. Bryan
entered the town as a god, and Darrow left as
one; in the meantime the town, in an im-

portant way, had grown up.

"There was at the time a law on the books

that stated that it was illegal to teach

anything contrary to the Bible. When Darrow
first planned to defend this school teacher

who refused not to teach Darwin's theory of

evolution, he thought that he would bring in

experts to defend the theory. When this was
disallowed by the judge, he developed a new
and ultimately devastating strategy. He
called Bryan to the stand. When Bryan was
forced to admit that the days described in

Genesis were metaphorical, Bryan's case

collapsed. It is interesting, however, that

Scopes was convicted.

"Mencken's role in the play is pivotal. He is

in effect the ringmaster, relating the town-

speople to the unseen audience of the

American pubire: He is also the only

character that speaks directly to the audience
in the theatre."

Admission is free. Seating will be done on a

first come, first seated basis.
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Diverse talents pep up concert
by Deborah Grose

The second in the 1974-1975 Music From
Marlboro series was presented on Tuesday,
Jan. 28 in the auditorium at the Clark Art
Institute. Nine artists participated.

The aim of the series is to offer to a wider
audience a sample of the unusually varied

programs associated with the Marlboro
Music Festival. Held each summer in

Marlboro, Vermont, under the artistic

direction of Rudolph Serkin, the festival

allows both the young virtuoso and the

(photos by Read)
Moving at fullstride, the Basie Band drives cobwebs out ofChapin.

Precision swing

Basie honored by sellout
by John Ellis

Thursday before last, on a clear, cold night,

the greater number of the Williams student

body, along with a sizable contingent of

townspeople, gathered outside of Chapin Hail

for the much awaited Count Basie jazz con-

cert.

It was worth the wait. The audience was
treated to a show of professionalism and
group and solo virtuosity.

The concert was a blend of spontaneity and
carefully planned arrangements. Count Basie

would begin to„play at the piano whatever
might be in his head thereby signalling the

group the next number to be played. At this

point each player would find the proper

"chart" (the written arrangement of har-

monic direction) and the number would then

proceed in full swing.

Swing is the proper word, for while this wa.s

not a nostalgic journey back to the era of

swing, the swinging Basie rhythmic drive

was always and everywhere apparent.

The professionalism and the well rehearsed

nature of the group was an asset and not a

liability for while some may have noted that

enthusiasm of the audience did not overly

sway the group (or prompt repeated or ex-

tended encores) the band was able to execute

split second shifts in modulation and rhythm

and were, what is more outstanding, alile to

phraseasoneman.

There was as well some fine solo im-

provisations: Jimmy Forest's tenor sax solo

on "Body and Soul", Al Grey's trombone solo

on "The Spirit is Willing," and the incredible

solo trade-offs of Forest and tenor

saxophonist Eric Dixon on the encore number
"Jumpin' at the Woodside."
There was one especially notable, and

especially excellent, element of spontaneity

in the concert which attested to Basic's

receptiveness to the audience's enthusiasm.

Basie rarely plays solo piano numbers, ac-

companied only by bass and drums, but he did

this night with what was perhaps the finest

musical moment of the concert. He played

what he can play best, the blues. Of special

mention here is the fine bass playing of John

Heard, both rhythmically and harmonically

complex.

The suave piano playing of Basie and the

precision swing of the entire band made this

one of the most compelling musical evenings

at Williams this year.

The Count graciously accepting the
applause ofan enthusiastic Chapin Hall
during his band's concert there in

January.

The Photo of the Week. Stew Read captures the multifarious nature of the Joe

Farrell concert through the use ofa triple exposure. Parrell, guitarist, bassist, and

drum. "^^r .-• -

mature artist a chance to 'explore a new
repertoire, exchange ideas, and cultivate the

art of chamber music.

The program opened with Haydn's Piano
Trio in E flat Major (Hob. XV: 29) (1797). The
three movement composition was performed
by Eugene Drucker, violinist, and Denis
Brott, cellist, with Miczyslaw Horszowski at

the piano. Unlike many. of Haydn's trios this

one was more than just a piano sonata with
the strings doubling either hand.

Following the Haydn was the Trio in D
minor for piano, violin, and english horn Op.

14 ( 1903) by Sir Donald Francis Tovey , chosen
to commemorate the 100th anniversary of his

birth. This time Horszowski was joined by
violinist Isidore Cohen, while Randall Cook
played the English horn. Though renowned as
a musicologist Tovey was also a distinguished
composer. His Trio was written in what might
be called a neo-baroque style.

Its use of both homophonic and polyphonic
textures, its emphasis on harmony rather
than melody, it^ rhythmic banality, and its

long seamless phrases were all reminiscent of

Bach and his contemporaries. Even its

scherzo, a typically romantic form, was
baroque in nature. It's too bad most people
had to wait till the anniversary of his birth to

hear a composition by Tovey.

After intermission Cohen and six others (a

string quartet plus double bass and two
french horns) played Mozart's Divertimento
no. 15 in B flat Major K. 287 (1777). The
Divettimento, a rather amorphous form, can
be for almost any combination of instruments
in a variety of movements. After the ethereal
strains of the Tovey it was almost a shock to
return to the classical Mozart with his crisp
eight bar phrases. ft.

Some in the audience may have been
disturbed by the'wide disparity between in-

please turn to page six '
:'<-''

Jimmy Forrest, tenor saxophonist with

the Count Basic hand, wails on "Body

and Soul." *'
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'Show biz'

comes to 1896
Ditoer Theatre will come to the Berkshires

for the first time when Cap and Bells present

Tom Loclchart and Friends (SIcip Adanu,

Peter Bergetfaon, George Bliss, Sue Ehren-

berg, Nancy Gray, James Nail, Jamie
Murray, Lisa Williams, and Martha
Williamson) in "The Night, The Music, and

You" at the 1896 on February 6th, 7th, 8th, and

9th.

The show will begin each night at eight

after a dinner which will begin at 6:30 (come
earlier for pre-dinner cocktails.) There will

be a special rate for Williams students. Any
couple (or merely pair) of students may get a

full dinner for $5.00; there will also be a

hamburger platter, with beer, for $2.00. One
must eat dinner to see the show.

The show, which according to director

Lockhart contains "absolutely no social

relevance, except that it puts a smile on your

face," is an evening of skits and songs by the

team Dietz and Schwartz.

Dietz and Schwartz's greatest musical was
Bandwagon, which played on Broadway in

1932, starr'ihg, among others, Clifton Webb
and Fred Astaire. The team's most popular

songs are: "That's Entertainnient," You and
the Night and the Music," Shine on your

Shoes,^' Dancing in the Dark," and "1 Guess
I'll Have To Change My Plans."

The names of Dietz and Schwartz will not t>e

as recognizable to many as the names of such

songwriters as Porter, Gershwin, or Berlin;

Lockhart explained the reasims for this. The
team wrote, instead of "book" shows, "in-

timate revues" which while they played on

Broadway were not of Ziegfield magnitude.

Also, by being revues, they were never

published, with only the songs t>eing printed

as sheet music. Dietz and Schwartz often

wrote for particular stars of the time and
therefore much of the material has the feel of

being tailor-made. For example, one of the

FOR SALE

Comfortable, Modernized S-Room House,

^4 hour 3 major ski areas, 57 acres

Southern Vt. 3 mi. Bennington

(413) 458-3854
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ART &
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The British Maid

Sunday Morning Open til 1 P.M.

Nice Bar! Closed Mondays

State Road 458-4961

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

For Sound Advice

*• Electronic

; Supply Center
"^^ Stereo Systems By

KLH Panasonic Sony

'- Tapes

Cassette Reel 8 Track by

Memorex, BASF, 3M, RCA

3} River St. 4I3-M3 M2a N. Adams

(photo by Read)

After being cited by Count Basie as

"that fine young saxophone player,"

Buddy Tate takes a bow. He played the

following night with the Williams Jazz
Ensemble. See REFLECTIONS.

most famous skits, "The Harvey Woofter

Five-Point Plan" (to be done t>y Skip Adams,)
was originally written for Fred Allen, later of

radio fame.

As individuals both Schwartz, the lawyer

who wrote the melodies, and "Freckles"

Dietz, a publicist in New York (he eventually

was a chief publicist for A^GM and went to

Hollywood,) cut a low profile. Both, oddly

enough, loathed publicity. Schwartz now lives

please turn to page seven

Tate's Sojourn
As we listened to Buddy Tate play with the

WilUams Jazz Ensemble we wondered how it

was that he was here and how he had passed

his time in the Purple Valley. So we talked

recently to Tom Piazza of the Jazz Ensemble
to find out.

"It was in November: I went to a small club

in Albany where Buddy was playing. As we
were talking after the set I told Buddy about

the Jazz Ensemble and we both got the

spontaneous notion that it would be crazy if he

came up and played with the group. It was as

much his idea as mine. He was very en-

thusiastic. He's never forgotten the reception

he got at that very first Jazz Festival concert.

"Buddy tours to many exotic places:

Ireland, Syracuse. But he was taking the

month of January off and tliought it would be

a nice way to spend a week-end."

We asked how he spent his time while here

and found out that Tate stayed at the Faculty

Club. After arriving Thursday afternoon, he

rehearsed with the Ensemble down in the

basement of Baxter. The first session was a

getting acquainted time. At first people ad-

dressed him as Mr. Tate but he asked

everyone to "just call me Buddy." In fact, one

of the things he stressed all during his stay, on

both a musical and personal plane, was the

importance of group camaraderie, and

general band courtesy to soloists.

During that first rehearsal he conceived

what are known as "head arrangements,"

that is, singing a riff for the sections to follow.

In addition, he gave many valuable technical

suggestions to the various sections on such

things as phrasing and dynamics. For in-

stance, during Clyde Criner's solo on "Pick a

Rib," when the band would on every fourth

bar throw in a ba doo dow. Buddy suggested

the use of "slurring", or in other words, t>a

doo daaooww.
Later in the day Buddy attended guest meal

at Bryant House, at which he told some
anecdotes about various figures in Jazz. One
of the things Buddy most enjoyed about his

visit was the chance to once again blow

charts, as in his days with Basie. And he told

the story of meeting CharUe Parker on the

street after he (Buddy) had been in a

recording session that emphasized charts.

Parker, who was mainly required to do the

heavy improvisation of whatever group he
was with, expressed his envy, saying that he

too would really like to sit down and just blow
some charts. Parker, in fact, said he would do ^

it for nothing. Buddy then arranged to set up
such a recording date. But by the time it was
arranged Charlie Parker had died.

After attending the Basie concert and
talking both to Basie and Freddie Green, the

guitarist who is the only member of the band ,

with whom Buddy had played, Buddy then

went to a party which was being thrown in

Morgan East. Buddy Tate, apparently, is

quite a good dancer, even in his late fifties,

and is quite a smooth talker as well.

On Friday, Buddy and the Jazz Ensemble
played all day. As Piazza put it, "just by
playing as much as we did, we extended
ourselves." These were the substantive

rehearsals. There was also a great deal of

spontaneity. One of the finest numbers of the

evening's performance was the saxophone
trio of "Topsy" with Buddy, John Cordes, and
Tim Howson. This was the result of Piazza's

playing a few bars of it between rehearsal

numbers, Buddy picking up on it, singing a

please turn to page six

Procter&Gamble
Brand Management
It's One of the Finest Career

Opportunities Available Anywhere

Procter & Gamble manufactures more than 50 consumer products,

including Crest toothpaste, Duncan Mines cake mixes, Tide detergent,

Pampers disposable diapers. Scope mouthwash and many others

whose names you would recognize just as easily.

For each product, there is a small group, usually just 3 people, who
plan, create, and supervise the total consumer marketing effort—
including TV advertising— for that brand. It's called Brand Manage-
ment, and it is one of the most challenging and personally rewarding

jobs in our company.

Right now we're looking for a few highly qualified college seniors to

join us at the beginning level in brand management. "Innovative",

"proven record of leadership and being able to get things done",

"superior academic achievement", and "good oral and written com-
munications skills" are some of the words we use to describe the

people we want.

Wo want a "take charge" person who can assume immediate respon-

sibility, learn quickly, contribute good ideas, and cope with (and even
enjoy) constantly changing situations. To such a person we offer a

very bright future. We promote only from within, and only on merit,

and you'll move ahead in marketing management as fast as you show
by your work that you're ready for more responsibility.

If this interests you, and you think you qualify, read the folder on P&G
Brand Management that's in your Placement Office. Then, If you're

still interested, fill out the Personal Data Sheet that's also In your

Placement Office and send it to:

Ms. Sandy Mo«rsdorf

Th* Proctor A Qambl* Co.

P.O. Box599-D«pt.M
Cincinnati, Ohio 4S201

Include both your school and home address and phone numbers. If the

Placement Office Is out of Data Sheets, just send us a letter and your

resume. .,

Wt ftr* an Equal Opportunity Employvr .
-'
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head arrangement, and a couple of run-

throughi.

After playing late Friday night, and talking

later, Piazza had to pick Buddy up to go to the

bus-stop at 6:30 Saturday morning. Saturday
morning it rained. And as Piazza said, "We
were fagged ouL" As they were standing

there who should appear at the top of the hiU

but John Cordes. Craves had brought an
album for Buddy to autograph. Buddy said

tiiat was "a beautiful thing."

We asked Piazza what the origins of Bud-
(i^'s music were. "He is," Piazza said,

"what's known as a Texas Tenor. If you
noticed, he (days from a Texas stance: feet

wide apart. It is a very visceral style and
blues rooted. Also, he is very much influenced

by Basie, with whom he played. Buddy is

dance oriented; he uses repeated figures that

move you physically."

What was the significance of Buddy's visit?

"Friday morning, when Buddy took his first

solo on "The Blues," the very first four bars

were like a lesson. We all laughed with

illumination. For a minute we coul^'t go on;

it was an inspiration just to tiear him blow—to
be in his proximity.

Auditions for "Trial by Jury," Gilbert and
Sullivan's first work, which is celebrating

its centenary, will be held Tuesday,
February 11th at Jesup Auditorium from 7

to 8:30 P.M. The show will be directed by
Chris Wolfe. Performances in early
March.

Williams College Music Department
Thompson Concert Committee
Starr-Danforth Fund .-

35»^-
.
>. • -iVili^T 1 tW:*- 'WJS^
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r-Present—

THE CAMBRIDGE BRASS QUINTEt
Tuesday, February 11th, 8:30 P.M., Thompson Memorial Chapel

Admission$2.00atthedoor; Williams students free;

other students, with I.D.'s, $1.00

EDITORIAL NOTE:
The ReAd would like to

publish your photographs

and drawings. Each week
we will print a photograph

or drawing of people, places

and events in and around
Wllllamstown. Prizes for the

best photograph and
drawing will be awarded at

the end of the year. Con-

tributions should be left 1h

the red box In the ReAd's
Baxter Hall office.

Food experiment
from page one

Hiler a^ noted, "right now the food ser-

vice is having a great deal of trouble with food

costs and probably sees breakfast as a way of

helping pay for the other meals."

Riorden, in commenting in the cash and
carry breakfast plan said that while this

would probably probably be acceptable

economically, he did not think that it had

much support from students. He added that if

breakfast were made optional "the savings to

students would be peanuts—probably on the

order of $50."

According to David R. Woodruff, Directw
of Food Services, the new continental break-

fast will cost the College about $.55 to $.60 per

person per day, for those who use it. He said

that a regular t»«akfast now coats the College

about $.65 per day.

Williamstown still off track

but Amtrak finds Pittsfield
Althoiigk Amtrak "lias « ptou to Initiate

lervice to Williamstown or Nortli Adams," it

will be posflUrie nest fall to travel by train
from PittsfleM to Albany, BuHalo and
Chicago.

In a letter to Congreuman Clair w.
Burgener. Amtrak Vice President Jerry
Friedhelm sakl "Amtrak does Dot operate
any passenger trains through WUliamstown
or North Adams . . . Amtrak does, however,
plan to initiate service between Boston and
Chicago via Albany and Buffalo in the fall of

1975. In Massachusetts, the train will operate
over the Penn Central line through Pittsfield

. . . Pittsfield is only U miles from
Williamstown." -

Marlboro music
from page four

dividual performances. Cohen so obviously

outshone Drucker and nobody could hold a

candle to Horszowski. And yet this ia, in part,

accounted for by the wide disparity in ages
and experience of the various performances.
One of the nicest aspects of the evening was
watching long-haired, wire-rimmeii Randall
Cook, a recent college graduate, making
music with the nearly 85 year old, Polish born
Horszowski (a dear friend and frequent

musical partner of the late Pablo Casals).

It was clear that several stages in the

evolution of a performer's career were
represented. The conclusion to be drawn is

that it takes time for the "young virtuoso" to

become the "mature artist".

TAKE COAAMAND OF YOUR FUTURE
The Opportunity to be a COMMISSIONED OFFICER is available to all qualitied
students. The Navy is currently accepting applications for a variety ot in- j,,*.^.

teresting and challenging OFFICER positions for COLLEGE STUDENTS with^
ilfterent academic backgrounds. YOU may have what it takes to qualify for;

NUCLEAR POWER
NAVAL AVIATION

NAVY LINE OFFICER
NAVY NURSE CORPS

SEE YOUR.NAVY INFORAAATION TEAM
ON CAMPUS

Date: 11 a 12 Feb. 1975 Location: Student Center

or call 518 472-4424loday

' V

Valentine's

Friday, FM). 14

McClelland
Prels

W
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WCFM news changes times
Despite results of « recent survey in-

dicating that over three-fourths of the College

„ltudehts believe that WCFM should keep its

^
urrent news format, the radio station

eplaced its Eleven O'clock Report with a

five o'clock report today.

Station president David R. Studenmund '77

said that 11:00 is prime time for listening to

music, and that the 26 minute, 11:00 news

may be too interruptive. By moving the news

to late afternoon, the station will be able to

present its own half hour news show rather

than a 20 minute one, he added.

By placing the news right after dinner, it

might be more appreciated than in the

evening when a stuflent desires music to

^l«lieve himself from a day of studying,

'Studenmund suggested

The survey taken byWCFM in mid-January

included responses from one-fourth of the

"College. Studenmund said the question on

-aews format may have been improperly

written because the only alternative it offered

to the present format was to eliminate the

"Eleven O'Clock Report

The survey indicated late afternoon is the

preferred time for such WCFM program as

Sports Extra, a half-hour local sports show,

and Spotlight, a news feature show. Since the
'

daily news report is also a College produced

half hour show, these results may have in-

fluenced the station.

Studenmund said only two members
dissented when station members voted

support for the change.

WCFM will continue to air news from the

ABC FM network at quarter after every hour,

but the 11:15 p.m. rather than the 5:15 news

will be followed by some local news and

Studenmund said that almost all shows will

be two hours next semester because of the
abundance of students who want to be disk
jockeys. Students who expressed a preference
favored two hour shows over three hour
shows by greater than a 2 to 1 margin.
Studenmund noted some interesting results

from the survey. The Beautiful Bob Sark
show, he said, was much more popular with
women than with men. Only 28 per cent of

those surveyed like the Grand Old Opera, but
92 per cent like the Music of . . . with a
featured artist every week.

Strong support was shown for folk music,

but Studenmund said the station is un-

^derstaffed with persons capable of presenting

good folk music programs. "We will do
something," he asserted.

One student urged that there be more~r~
women disk jockeys; another wroter -

"Machine gun BobSark." One told the station-
to get Howard Cosell sports, which the station

is capable of doing according to Studenmund.

Showbizf^

HOLY CROSS
FATHERS

F/ntAmrfean Ulmlon 1842 Unhmrlty ofNotmDmnu

a community of ittCH

semng

the community of man

Big Listening Audience

(ports.

lihe survey also showed that almost two-

thirds of the student body listen to WCFM for

at least one hour daily. Almost all listen on

91.9 FM although the station can also be

received as 650 AM in some campus dor-

mitories.

Acconling to the survey, a typical student

listens most in the late evening (9-12), most
enjoys hearing rock music and believes the

station should keep a combination of two and
three hour shows.

from page five

in London, and Dietz lives quietly in New
York.

When asked why he had decided to do the

show, Lockhart replied that he had seen a
Dietz and Schwartz revue when he was
seventeen and had fallen in love with the

songs. Also, while at Williams he has always
had "this perverse desire to do dinner

theatre. Why? Well, I guess because I cherish

the night club atmosphere, because it creates

a different theatrical experience than sitting

in a theatre, because it's "show biz," and
mainly because it's fun."

Many of the songs and much of the skit

material is hard to come by, a great deal of it

is difficult to get to archives, and Locldiart

has been fortunate in receiving the very kind

assistance of Mr. and Mrs. Dietz in the ob-

taining of much of the show's material.

The show contains a scattering of "torch"

songs, "lotsa dancing, four full production

numt)ers, and for "A Shine on your Shoes," a
full-cast tap dance." ,'

—. —. ^ /'AM\3('i

'^L

"When wcark really honest with ourselvei we must admit that
our lives are all that really belong to us. So It Is how we use
our lives that determines what kind of men we are. It Is my
deepest belief that only by giving our lives do we find life.'*

Cesar Chavez

For informdtion write

Father Leo Polselli, CSC
BoK T

o35 CImton Ave
Bridgeport, Conn 06604

"f^f-.-l.

NOTICE—

Drummond Linen Rental

Please

Hq^^ your linen in the entry by ^ AM

iX-.-W*"^,..

each Wednesday.

, ,^4, We can no longer exchange in fhe
£JJi;..

., ,. :.Vv ,.. ,^i^, ,.^, ,_ ,^

f

"•

r

Spring- Street office, due to lack of space.

If linen is riot out in time,

you will have to wait V ?::%<i*>/ vH
^-^' "'"

.; * .-

e PifA ? f-

Have TheNew York Times deliveredon campus
^^ ,-^ .

~)

Contact

Mark Mac Lennan

, . .. •
° \^ P.O. Box 408

^ Williams College

or mail this coupon

Second Term D Sundays

($11.00)

I D Weekdays D Weekdays D Weekdays and Sundays
I {MoruFri $9,450 (M»j.-5a/.$10.95) ($21.95)

I

Daily subscription rates on campus are 25% below the newsstand price.

i
Name Phone

•
\

""""" ~

I SchoolAddress

•Vi\tH\
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^rapplers, women cagers put streaks on line this weekend
i

-^ Sports Round-up
Wrestling

Unbeaten in seven matches, the wrestling

^ team travels to Cambridge, Mass. this

Saturday to square off against Bowdoin and

host M.I.T. Owners of fine 6-2-2 record, coach

Joe Dfiiley's grapplers are ranked 6th in New
England.

"It's like kissing your sister," Dailey said

after Jan. 2Sth's 24-24 tie with powerful

Dartmouth. But, even in the use of such a

statement as that, he was unable to totally

hide his pleasure in leading his ^applers to

what has to be considered a major surprise.

The Ephs had kept alive a 4-match un-
^"
Beaten streak earlier In thewe* by trouncing

Fairleigh-Dickinson (24-16), then managing

only a disappointing tie with Albany St

Frosh Hal Zendel (118 lbs.), senior tri -

.r:^ captain Gene Frogale (134), and junior Dick

;r— Rhodes (150) all won three matches during

the week to keep winning skeins of various
*

lengths alive. Frosh Paul Shorb (150) posted

two wins in his first two varsity matches to

:__ help the Eph cause.

' Big Karl Hubbard (190) and tri-captain

Hardy Coleman (142) ran into troubles during

the week. Hubbard woa easily in his match

with Albany St, but was upset by Ray

Sapienza of FDD. On Saturday, Hubbard ran

into Mike Conerato of Dartmouth, the

defending New England champ, and dropped

a heartbreaking 5-4 decision. Coleman, loser

of only one previous match this year, lost two

at Albany, but came back strongly against

Dartmouth to post an impressive 7-0 win.

Heavyweight Harry Jackson split his two

matches at Albany, then was pitted In the

deciding match against big Reggie Williams

of Dartmouth. It was a classic battle of

lightning-fast big men, both outstanding

footballers, with Williams coming out on top,

7-2.

Williams had it pretty much its own way
last Saturday against Wesleyan and Brown,

trouncing the Cardinals 46-0 and easing past

the Bruins, 29-11. Once again, diminutive Hal

Zendel led the way with a pair of first:£eriod

pins. Gene FrogiBle ran h|8 record to ICMI

.

~ ^Women's basketba II

Sporting the best record on campus, the

women's basketl>all team hosts powerful

Smith this Thursday at 7:30 in what could be

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTOR
JOE DEWEY -^

Welcome back to a new Inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

7^
:/

and entertainment at ttte/

III.-,

Cjmdmi Williams Inn

the biggest game of the year for both teams.

On Monday, the Ephwomen travel to So.

Hadley to battle Mt Holyoke. A summary of

the squad's season follows.

Williams 61, Union 19: Paced by the skilled

drives of Anne Youngling and the sharp

shooting of Becky Kano and Lisa "Deadeye"

Capaldini, Williams raced out to a 31-S lead

and was never headed. Kano led all scorers

with 12 points followed by Capaldini and

O'Brien with 10.

Williams 48, Dartmouth 90: Avenging last

year's 40-pdnt loss, the Ephwomen ef-

fectively contained Dartmouth's two 6'

centers and ran away from the Indians. Ms.
Capaldini and Ms. O'Brien led Williams with

14 points each. Anne Youngling chipped in

with 12.

Williams 39, Holy Cross 4: Everybody got

into the act as the Ephwomen outclassed the

Crusaders with smooth passing and solid

rebounding.

Williams 57, Vassar 37: After learning to

cope with the board-sweeping abilities of

Vassar's strong center, Williams soon ran

their hosts right out of the gym. Maggie
O'Brien's 20 points and the all-around play of

Youngling were the keys to victory.

Skiing
.

The ski team got off to one of its best starts

in recent years last weekend with a sixth

place finish in the Vermont Winter Carnival.

Vermont captured the title with 337 points

followed by UNH (304), Dartmouth (301),

Middlebury (295), and New England College

(197).

SophoiAore Gary James' 16th-place finish

helped the Ephs take 6th in the cross-country

competition. Will Parish, Will Schmidt and

Alan Eusden finished 21, 23, and 24, respec-

tively.

On Friday, Toby Hubner placed 12th in the

slalom and 9th in the giant slalom as Williams

moved up to fifth in the team standings. Tom
Gunn (21) and Ted Rouse (28) scored in the

slalom whileChris Welch posted a strong Uth
in the giant slalom.

A 9th-place finish in Saturday's jumping
competition left Williams in 6th overall. Only

Will Parish (23) cracked the top 25.

Squash
The squash team dropped a pair of matches

last week and saw its record fall to 2-5. The
squad hosts intercollegiate champion Penn-
sylvania Friday at 4 and Fordham Sunday at

On Tuesday (Jan. 28), the Univ. of Toronto
paid a visit to Williamstown and handed the
Ephs a heartbreaking 5-4 setback. Playing at
no. 3, Mike Watklns had three match points in

the fifth game, only to lose in overset.

Against Princeton, Frank Giammattei (no.

1) rebounded from a tough 5-game loss

against Toronto to whip Arif Sarfraz (no. 6 in

the nation) 1S4, lS-10, 15-11, but his team-
mates didn't fare so well as Williams lost 8-1.

Dave Hillman bowed in a tough five-game

matfihaino. 6 while JBob Beck (no. 7) and
Watkins also succumbed in well-played

matches.

Women's squash

The women's squash team opened its

season Jan. 24 with a hard-earned 5-2 victory

over Yale. The Ephwomen's next opponents
are Radcliffe and Wellesley, at Radcliffe,

next Tuesday (Feb. U).
Yale gave the Purple plenty of trouble at

the top of the ladder. Co-captain Martha Cook
( no. 1 ) never got untracked and dropped three

straight games while Laura Carson (no. 2)

had similar problems with the Yale captain

and fell in four games.

But the well-balanced Ephwomen captured

the remaining five matches. After Beth
Brownell emerged victorious in five tough

games at no. 3, Linda MiUer (no. 5) and
Annalee Saxenian (na 6) trounced their

opponents in straight games. Suzanne Day
clinched the match with a 3-1 win at no. 7 and
co-captain Katrina Voorhees (no. 4) provided

the finishing touches with an impressive

victory.

Coach Ned Reade praised his squad's

"determination and poise in competition,"

and added, "I hope we can build up our

strength for the upcoming matches in

February."
On Jan. 2S, the B squad defeated Millbrook

Academy, 3-2. Janet Costikyan, Roz Smith,

and Meg Toland posted wins for Williams.

J-

We have just added
r^y...

/^

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY ^^-'^ilLtXrlajii'i^tX^iii^tt.lli.--

\

SKIS to our

Winter Sports Sale

Save 20 per cent and 30 per cent on all models of K2 skis

Down Parkas Now

30 per cent off
*"5fc:'

GOFF'S SPORTS. INC.

HIATT INSTITUTE • ISRAEL
Year Program or Fall Term only - Also open to

qualified students for the Spring Term only

Juniors and Seniors eligible

Earn 16 credits per semester

Financial Aid Available

Application Deadlines: March 15 for Fall and Year;t

'" Novemi>er 1st for Spring

""fiar Information Write:

.
:' ,.'^:^. The Jacob Hlatt institute

*

Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

JJ:S%:l1

ATTENTION: You could earn over $500.00 per<

month during your senior year, Awith

GUARANTEED Nuclear Power Training.

Be a commissioned Officer aboard a Nuclear

Sub or a Nuclear Surface Craft. .

"

NAm^
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Track hosts Little 3 Championships Saturday
\
Swimmers haul

by Prank Carr

Williams has wittjitood the force of the

competition in style and in the last six con-

tests has only bowed to powerhouses Holy

Cross and Springfield. Excellent times and

distances have highlighted thc»e two recent

quadrangle meets.

On Saturday, January 25, four Towne

Fieldhouse records fell as the final score in

the meet was: Holy Croas - 65, Williams - 44,

Worcester State - 23, R.P.I. 20. The first

rteord to go was in the 35 lb. weight throw.

Dave Morrison of Holy Cross broke the mark

set by John Pierson of M.I.T. with a throw of

60' 1". The shot put record was set by Tom
Lester 72, but John Dupuis of Worcester

State erased that mark with a toes (rf: 52' 9"i

Williams was shut-out in the weights but

came right back in the long and triple jumps

as Pete Mertz sailed to a pair of big wins (L.J.

^^' Wt"; T.J.-' 43' Xl%"). Scott Perry took-,

second in the long jump and Mertz showed his

versatility by placing a third in the high jump.

The home team milers posted their fastest

times this season, but could only muster one

point in the race. John Rathgeber was fourth

in 4:25.4 followed by Frank Carr in 4:26.4.

Facing high quality competition, Williams

placed third in both the 600 and 1000-yard runs

with Terry O'Reilly (1:15.9) and Ken Lein-

bach (2:18.6). Rich Riley of Worcester State

set a fast pace for Leinbach as he broke the

fieldhouse 1000-yard record (formerly held by

Jay Haug of Williams) with a time of 2:15.0.

The final fieldhouse record fell in the two-

mile relay. Holy Cross erased Springfield's

record with a well-balanced team^*4thVtirae

of 8:06.2. Highlighting Williams' first place

mile relay team was captain Mike Reed's
anchor split of 40.2 seconds.

Williams again showed power and depth in

placing second behind Springfield last

Saturday. The score in this fourth quadrangle
meet of the season was: Springfield 50,

Williams 52, Lowell Tech 35, and Albany SUte
5.

Scott Perry soared 21' IVa" for a second in

the long jump while Pete Mertz could only

manage fourth in this event while placing

third in the triple jump. Dave McLaughry
showed excellent form as he vaulted to his

college best of 13' 6". Mertz came back strong

in the high jump, in taking away first place

from Abe Davis of Springfield. Mertz leaped

m i)Utstanding 6' 6".

The mile showed Williams finishing 1, 3,

and 4. Again it was John "Golden Gccb"
Rathgeber winning his third mile in four

races. Ed Bacher ran to a third place finish

and Frank Carr was fourth. In the hurdles it

was all Mike Reed as the senior captain

blazed to a college record of 7.3.

Stan Fri powered his way to a second place

in the 600, while freshman Terry O'Reilly was
a narrow second in the lOOO-yard run. The
two-mile showed Ken Leinbach's first at-

tempt at this distance after moving up from
the 1000. The fleet sophomore showed his

versatility in cruising to a close second behind

Len Peltz of Springfield. Leinbach's 9:34.2

tops the list for this season's Eph two milers.

Paul Skudder showed his own season best as

he strided to a 9:48.6.

The Ephmen closed out the meet in superb

style by winning both relays.

This Saturday Williams will host the Little

Three championships, starting at 1 rW P. M.~ai^

Towne Fieldhouse.

from |Mge Iem

Williams faltered slighUy in the first diving

event as Dick Pregent could muster only a

second place. Undaunted, the Ephmen got a

sweep in the 200-yd. fly with Bruce Barclay

and Tom McEvoy leading the way. Phil Wild,

refusing to give up his honored position as the

best in his event, won the 100-yd. freestyle

with Tom Detmer finishing third. Scott

Schumacker and Tim Jones also placed 1-2 in

the 200-yd. backstroke, further crushing the

reeling Wesleyan team.

In the 500-yd. freestyle, Stu Deans made a

repeat performance in the record books,

lowering the Wesleyan pool and Williams

school record to 5:00.2. Duff Anderson again

came in with an impressive second place. Jeff

Erikson got revenge in the diving with a first

pSce, Dick PregenTwasthtrd: ^^—^

Hoopsters on win streak
from page ten

faculty talks

Seven Williams College faculty members
will participate in the annual faculty lecture

series which begins tomorrow.

The lectures will be given on consecutive

Thursday afternobn at4:30 p.m., in Room 111

of the Thompson Biological Laboratory,

except as noted below. There is no charge for

admission and the public is invited to attend.

over the court. Carter erupted for a career-

high 31 points and 11 rebounds in a crucial

(they all are now) 84-72 win.

"Mark hadn't really rounded into top shape

until just recently," "Tong explained. "He was
bothered early in the season with a leg injury.

He should be real strong in the second half of

the season." " \^
Williams took the lead for good, 31-30 on

Mike Rosten's tip-in at the first half buzzer.

After the intermission. Carter and Dittman

(18 pts.) combined for 35 points, and with

Sheehy handing out bushel of assists, the

Ephs pulled away to a comfortable 15-point

lead.

The Bantams' Wayne Sokolowski (24, 12

rebounds) battled to keep his mates in it, but

in the end, it was just a case of too much
Carter. "Trinity is a good team on paper,"

Curt Tong said afterward. "They just tiaven't

put it together yet."

Sheehy destroys Wesleyan

Williams has put it together, however, and
on Saturday night the E[riis toyed witW a

spunky Wesleyan quintet, 73-59. Sheehy was
the story this time around, netting 34 points,

grabbing 9 rebounds, and chalking up 7

assists in what may have been the finest

game as a collegian. "There was no question

who was running the show out there," Tong
marveled.

Shooting 62 per cent in the first half,

Williams overcame an early eight-point

deficit to take a 37-28 halftime lead. When the

Cardinals threatened to turn it around in the

second half, Dittman (10 pts.) responded with

five quick hops to keep the Ephs safely in

front.

"The big .thing about the Trinity and
Wesleyan games," Tong said, "was that W£
shot well in both games and led most of the

way. It's h^rd to play catch-up oh the road,

especially so far from home."

Williams hosts rugged Middlebury' (10-3)

tonight at B. On Saturday, much-improved
Bowdoin comes to town looking for its first

win over the Purple in nearly a decade.

'•fj.i.'.
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I nvites you to take advantage of ourf-*?' •;

Williams College Specials

ski
"

Monday thru Friday

9 a.m. to 6 p.m. for only

3 p.m. to 10:30 p.iff."
'

"

6 p.m. to 10: 30 p.m.

I.D. Cards required .

~ SAVE
'

'

Tw/ilight Season Pass $48

lood Monday thru Saturday

3 to 10: 30 p.m.) 1 —

«.v v/'*

''^^:

Day

Twilight

Night

.f. ^c

$4

Country Restaurant

In the Continental Tradition

,

" Open lor Lunch & Dinner

'.^'^, Qosed Monday

•;j Across from Williams Campus

SAVE YOUR VISION
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES

®
UNIFOCALS -jT'-yrffK^ I

'.«

Patent Pending

®
New Unifocals prevent nearsightedness

and fatigue caused by the eyestrain of

studying.

Only $7.9Spp - Satisfaction Guaranteed

Ptiysiology of Myopia Information in-

cluded witti order (or send 50c)

PREVENTATIVE - NOT FOR EYE
DISEASE

SEND • -A

TO
—OPTICAL RESEARCH

Box SSI - Manchester Or., Vt. 052S5

/

Name .

Address .

Zip

: ,*>>H I'

Do you wear glasses for Driving

yes no
X
X

Enclosed for pairs

Unifocals

$7.95 each

COUPfJKy CLOTHES
- of

^WlUiamstowS
FEBRUARY ICELANDIC SPECIAL

20% - 40% Off

.SH

.'*•:
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10:00-5:30

Monday - Saturday

On Coats, Handknit Sweaters,

Scarves, Mittens, Socks and Hats

—rMai'* *''>•'' •••* Ligtit, Warm
Wool of Arctic Sheep. -

^ Water Street
- (Rte.43)

*5 *'
'*l^y*:^'^ ;-'
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GIMBELS

Representatives from the New York Division

will be available for informal discussion

of career opportunitieis in retailing

on Thursday, Feb. 6, 1975,

at 9r00 p.m. in THE LOG.

_v

Levis
:5 1..

Levis

_ . , . ^^ 15,000 - 20,000 pr. Levis In stodt
rum^i-n ^^'

5 QQQ . 8,000 pr . \.ees in stock
Wool Rich Shirts 8. Coats , Mw-i Dunham's Boots .

• .
*..-.

Mountain Products Goose Down outerwear

Men's and Woman's Leather and Suede Coats

Specia I to a 1 1 Wi Iliams students

i^,% .w««fH»*'
10 per cent off with ttiis ad on any item anytime

It pays to shop in Vermont
Open 7 days a week

Benn - Burry Shop
Rte. 7 - 4 mi. north ot Bennington

Shaftsbury, Vermont
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Basketball streaks to 9 - 5

;

faces Middlebury, Bowdoin
by Dan Daly ft Steve PUIch

Reports of the death of the WilliamB College

basketball team have been greatly

exaggerated. Seemingly out of the playoff

picture after four stri^ight losses, theEphs (9-

5) have hustled their way to five wins in a row
and, to borrow the immortal words of Al

Jolson, you ain't seen nothin' yet.

"You can attribute the change to a few

things," offered coach Curt Tong. "We
started moving the ball better against

Springfield and that opened up better shots

for us. When we hit those shots it gave us

some confidence.

"Then there was the Union game. Winning

that one showed us what we were capable of.

And the insertion of Mike Tanner into the

starting line-up has helped, too. It makes us a

little quicker than we were and gives us some
offensive punch."

Tong left out one thing in his analysis;

defense. In the last two weeks, his charges

have played solid, if not outstanding defense,

the kind that keeps you in the game even

when you're having trouble putting the ball in

the t)asket.

: Ephs snap Albany streak

At Albany St. (Jan. 21), it was the scoring

tandem of Fred Dittman and Harry Sheehy,

Big Poison and Bigger Poison, that led the

assault, snapping the Great Danes' 12-game

home court victory streak, 74-71.

But, it wasn't until guard Alex Rosten

entered midway through the first half and

netted three of four from Rte. 90 that Williams

took charge of the game. Ahead 37-30 at the

Swim team
closes in on
championship

Cruising along after a stunning upset over

nationally ranked, AU-American studded

.Bowdoin in mid-January, the Williams swim
team crushed M.I.T. and Wesleyan in their

last two encounters, by the scores of 89-24 and
77-36, respectively.

The Ephmen got going quickly against

M.I.T. as the squad of Paul Reilly, Paul Von
Eigen, Bruce Barclay and Duff Anderson
captured the opening medley relay. The
onslaught was now under way, with Stu Deans
and Mike Murphy gaining a one-two finish in

the 1000-yd. freestyle.

Williams swept the next five events,

making it seven sweeps in a row. Scott

Schumacker and R. J. Connally took the 200-

yd. freestyle, Phil Wild and Tom Detmer won
the 50-yd. free, John Farmakis and Tom
McEvoy took the 200-yd. IM, Dick Pregent
and Jeff Erikson won the required diving

event, and Barclay and Schumacker swept
the 200-yd. butterfly.

M.I.T. tried to make a better showing in the

second half of the meet, but Tom Detmer and
Duff Anderson still managed a 1-3 finish in the

100-yd. freestyle. Phil Wild remained un-

defeated in his college career with a very
impressive showing in the 20O-yd. backstroke,
nosing out teammate Paul Reilly. Stu Deans
and Tom McEvoy came up with a 1-3 finish in

the 500-yd. free, and Paul Vom Eigen and
Kirk Greet took 1-2 in the 200 breaststroke.

The only M.I.T. victories came in the last

two events, as Jeff Erikson and Dick Pregent
only managed a 2-3 finish in the optional

diving, and the final relay had its victory
taken away due 4o a misunderstanding with
the M.I.T. electronic timing system.
Last Saturday at Wesleyan the Ephmen did

justice to their title as two-time Little Three
Champions. The quartet of Tim Jones, Kirk
Greer, John Farmakis and Dave Preiss easily

defeated the Cardinals line-up in the 400-yd.

medley relay. Williams continued its

dominance as Stuart Deans became the proud
owner of the. school record in the 1000-yd.

freestyle, breaking Mike Stevens' record in

an impressive 10:28.4. Duff Anderson finished

second in a close race.

The winning streak continued in the 200-yd.

freestyle with Bruce Barclay leading the way.
In the 200-yd. IM John Farmakis outdistanced

the field by over half a pool length,

establishing a new freshman record in the

process. In the 50-yd. free, Phil Wild
remained undefeated in intercollegiate

competition, with Tom Detmer finishing a

very close second.

"^
-. please turn to p«g« nin«

half, the Ephs hung tough, and after the

Danes' Bob Audi (16 pts.) and Ed Johnson

(17) had cut the deficit to three, Sheehy (28)

and Dittman (26, 15 rebounds) put the game
away with a pair of big hoops.

Williams found the going a bit tougher

against upstart Amherst (Jaa 25). The Lord

Jeffs, no longer the doormats of the Little

Three, matched the Ephs basket for basket

every step of the way, and it took some late-

game heroics by Sheehy to put Williams over

the top, 80-74.

The seniorless Jeffs, with blue-chip

sophomore Jim Rehnquist going over,

around, and ghrough the Ephs for 14 of the

prettiest garbage points you've ever seen,

took a 40-39 halftime lead on Art Adams' 22-

footer at the buzzer. It was a fitting ending to

a superbly played half of basketball.

Things got even hotter in the second half.

Mike Tanner picked up his fourth foul with

just 10 seconds gone and Dittman followed

suit a few minutes later. But, the Ephs per-

severed, despite the worst officiating since

the Madden-O'Donnell Show in the 1973 NBA
playoffs, and finally pulled it out.

Williams freeze almost backfires

It wasn'teasy. With 2:04 remaining and tike

score knotted at 72, Williams held for the last

shot—and didn't get it. Four seconds showed

on the clock when Tanner and Dittman lost

the ball out of bounds, giving Amherst a

chance to win it in regulation. Sheehy's

midcourt steal sent the game into overtime,

however.

After sinking two free throws to give

Williams a 74-72 lead, Dittman was whistled

for his fifth foul, and the Ephs played catch

once again. With just 34 seconds remaining,

the Jeffs were forced to foul and the benef-

cator was center Mike Rosten, who swished

two free throws to make it 76-72.

Amherst got two of the points back when
Sheehy was called for goaltending, but the 6-3

senior wrapped up the game seconds later

with a pair of charity tosses and a lay-up at

the buzzer that gave him a career high 31

points. -»

Then it was Mark Carter's turn. With
Trinity (Jan. 29) chasing Harry Sheehy all

please tu/'n to page nine

byNickCrlsUaho

The playoff aspirations of the Williams
hockey team were dealt a rough setback last

evening as out-played but opportunistic

division rival Connecticut, led by the clutch

goaltending of Lou Parker, defeated the

Ephs, 2-1, in the bitter cold and ill-lit UConn
Hockey Rink. It was the second loss in a row
for the Purple, whose overall record dropped
to 9-6, and iritradivision record to 7-6.

The loss, was crucial to the team's standing

in the intense fight for a playoff position at the

bottlenecked top of Division II, where more
than a dozen teams are vying for the eight

playoff slots. Ranked tenth l>efore the game,
although only .030 percentage points out of

eighth, the loss dropped the Ephs to 13th,

pending action by the other division teams
this week. A win would have moved them up

-4^, seventh. . ,

,

(photo by McClellan)

Captain Fran Calafiore lets fly with a 1 5footer in Jan. 21 victory over Union. The
women's basketball team, now 4-0, hosts Smith Thursday. Article on Pg. 8.

Jackson signs contract with Pats

Harry Jackson, standout defensive tackle

and heavyweight wrestler at Williams, has

been signed as a free agent by the New
England Patriots of the National Football

League.

"The contract is for three years, but it's

contingent upon my making the team,"

Jackson said. "They sounded pretty op-

timistic about my chances and I'm really

psyched." He added that the Patriots hope to

use him at offensive guard, but are "keeping

their options open."

A versatile performer, Jackson started at

offensive tackle as a sophomore, but was
moved to defense the following year to fill one

of several holes made by gradudtion, "I think

he'll make a good prospect," said head

football coach Bob Odell. "He's very quick

and very itrong."

(photo by McClellan)

Joe Hameline, Williams co-captain and leading scorer, unleashes a slap, shot

during the Ephs 3-2 victory over Colby. The puchsttrt bav0 only managed one

win in their last 3 outings since that contest, thougbi > :'«X'i(; - .>s>r

Skiaterl drop two, lose gfblind
"" "'"' ''

Based on their up and down performance
this season, Coach Bill McCormick's squad
was due for a superb effort last evening

following a 9-4 letdown at Lowell Tech on
Saturday evening. Prior to that outing, the

Ephs had been at their best in defeating

Middlebury for the second time this season, 4-

3, but had preceded that victory with two

lackluster performances in a loss to Army
and a victory over Wesleyan.

Coach Bill McCormick's skaters bounced

back with one of their best efforts of the

season in defeating a 10-3 Middlebury team, 4-

3, on January 29. After the Ephs had opened a

4-1 lead early in the third period, Middlebury

got two goals to cut the Eph lead to one. But

goaltender Chuck Cremens, who's getting

better with every game, was at his best in

staving off the Panther attack. The soph

netminder, who now has a 3,50 goals against

average for eight games, kicked out a total of

35 shots, including several in the final,

frenetic moments when the Panthers had a

powerplay opportunity to tie it up.

Then, almost predictably, came the let-

down against Lowell Tech on Saturday

evening. Despite the long bus ride and a delay

which held up the game for a half hour, the

Ephs were only trailing the 7-5 Terriers 5-4

after two periods, maintaining their high

scoring pace despite the presence of Terrier

goaltender Mike Gerogoeian, one of the

division leaders with a 3.50 average. The

collapse came in the third period though as

the Terriers blew the Ephs off the ice pouring

four goals past Mike Capone.

So the Ephs were due to bounce back last

night And they did, outshooting the Huskies

45-24;, they just did not reckon with the pony-

tailed Parker, who kicked out 45 shots in

holding the Ephs to their lowest scoring total

of the season, and the goalpost, which the

Ephs managed to hit twice within the last

thirty seconds, including once at the buzzer.

UConn, unbeaten in nine of its last ten

outings went ahead 2-0 early in the third

period, capitalizing on one of only 24 shots;

when an uncovered Steve Balaban lifted the

puck over Cremens. Ed Spencer got it back a

minute later when he intercepted a Huskie

pass and fired the Puck off Parker's glove to

cut the deficit to 2-1 with 14 minutes

remaining.

From then on, it was all Purple as they

applied even more pressure on the junior

netminder, who had to be the warmest per-

son, both Uterally and figuratively, in the

frigid rink. He did nof, however, make the two

most crucial saves of the night; that honor

went to the right goalpost. With 25 seconds to

go, Joe Hameline's screened, dead-on slapper

from the point carooned off the post, and then,

with seconds left, Mike Elkind swept across

the crease and fired a wrister that bounced off

the post at the buzzer.

The loss, simply means that the six

remaining games are almost all "must"

games, no matter what the other dozen

playoff contenders do. The first of those

crucial games is on Friday afternoon against

Bowdoin, 4:00 p.m. at Chapman rink. The
Polar Bears, ranked third in the division with

an intradivisional record of 7-3, will be out to

avenge the 7-2 loss to the Ephs in the finals of

the Nichols Christmas Tournament
They are a young team, with only four

Bailors and IS vophomoras.
,

This fall, the 6-3, 240-lb. Jackson averaged
over five tackles per game as Williams
limited opponents to just 88 yards rushing per
contest. He was accorded the following post-

season honors:

—honorable mention, AP Little All-America
team (

—honorable mention, E.C.A.C. Division III

All-East team

—starter, UPI AU-New England College
Division team

—honorable mention, AP AU-New England
team

The only Williams graduate to play in the

NFL was tailback Jack Maitland '70, who was
with the Super Bowl champion Baltimore
Colts in 1971 and later played for the Patriots

before retiring in 1S72.
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Students protest Trustee's

Grudin tenure decision

Chris SatuUo '75,\a student who met with

two members of tlve Board of Trustees to

discuss the negative xlecision on tenure for

English Prof. Peter Gnidin, said the group

was "exceedingly disappointed with the

response."

Satullo, who along with Gene Falk '75,

Nancy Schluter '76 and Wick Sloane '76 met
with Trustees Harding A. Bancroft III '33 and
Alexander L. Felter '58, indicated the group

had hoped to gain a year's extension for

Grudin so that the decision on tenure could be

reconsidered.

Grudin was recommended for tenure by the

English department, but the recommendation
was reversed by the Committee on Ap-

pointments and Promotions (CAP). Ac-

cording to faculty members close to the

decision, Grudin was not recommended for

tenure by the CAP because there was some
question as to his "scholarly promise."

TheCAP consists of fapulty representatives

from each Division, the President, the

Provost and the Dean of the Faculty.

A source close to the decision said that

Grudin showed exceptional strength in two of

the three categories on which tenure

decisions are based. These were teaching

ability and value to the college community.

The third category relates to scholarship and
publication, (see box, page 7)

The same source said the CAP '

' is relucta nt

to promote if there is any real doubt ex-

pressed" in a recommendation. The depart-

mental recommendation reflects the opinions

of department members, some of whom, in

this case, did not think Grudin should receive

tenure

Dean of the Faculty Dudley W. R. Bahlman
said the CAP knew how students perceived

Grudin and recognized that he was a good

teacher. He said, "We did not enter into the

decision hastily. The matter was fully

discussed."

In the two weeks preceding the discussion

with the Trustees, the student group had

recommended people write to Bancroft or

other Trustees. Satullo estimated that 20-25

letters of protest had been mailed.

Prior to the meeting the students spoke with

seven senior members of the English

department, some of whom strongly sup-

ported Grudin, Satullo said. They also got the

results of the evaluation questionnaires
released, which Satullo said, showed Grudin
had among the highest ratings in the
department.

According to Satullo, the students printed
copies of their presentation, which was based
on the questionnaires, interviews and other
information, and distributed them to the
Trustees. Satullo said the group had prepared
a half hour presentation, but were only
allowed 15 minutes.

At a meeting prior to the Trustees meeting,
the students had decided to keep politics out
of the discussion and deal with personal ex-

periences.

Sloane and Jay Sullivan arranged the

meeting by first contacting Bancroft and then
talking with Provost Stephen Lewis. Another
group representing assistant Prof. Perry
Perlin also met with the two Tcustees.

The two Trustees "did not give us en-

thusiastic attention," Satullo asserted. "We
all came out of the meeting angry."

"It was a matter of them telling us they

were not prepared to discuss the merits of

individual cases," Satullo said, while not

putting total blame on the Trustees. Bancroft
tried and asked us questions, he said.

Bancroft was on vacation and not available

for comment.
The Monday following the meeting.

President Chandler called the group in to

meet with Bahlman and him to inform the

group that the Trustees had made a negative
decision on tenure for Grudin.

^pleiise turn to page seven

College heating plant converted

crutfch. .'-^

(photo by McClellan)
'oilfor environmental reasons, just in time to feelprice

Energy us^dfops .,
/

Conservation policy works
by David Koenigsberg

An energy conservation program'instituted

by the College as a result of dramatic price

increases is beginning to show results thanks

to student, faculty and administration

cooperation, according to College officials.

Lecture covers JA selection
- by Susan J. Ornstein

Almost one-half the Class of '77 turned out

for a lecture at Jesup Hall Thursday night oh

the selection of next year's Junior Advisors.

One former JA of '75 suggested that one of

three reasons usually motivates possible

future JA's to seek the honor of being the first

and potentially one of the most important

contacts the entering freshman has at

Williams: 1) the student's own JA's were
helpful to him and he hopes to be able to do the

same for others, 2) the JA's were very

disappointing and the student desires the

chance to become what he believes a JA
really can and should be to his freshmen, or 3)

after having suffered the trials of being a

freshman at Williams, the student wants to

work out his revenge.

The committee decided to add to the

selection process a personal essay of self-

recommendation by the aspiring student to

assess his motivations.

The over-all character of the selection

process is more flexible this year. The
required recommendation from a JA of '75

may be from one other than the student's own
if he feels that his former JA did not know him
well. In addition, the selection conimittee has

expanded in size and divided in two separate

groups for screening applicants. If rejected in

one group, the applicant's case is reviewed by

the other group who may then i*everse the

decision.

According to Dean of Freshman Lauren R.

Stevensf31 men and 19 women will be chosen.

Some changes in freshman housing will oc-

cur. While Morgan and Lehman will remain
the same. Sage and Williams will each con-

tain two women's entries. For the first time, .

East and Fayerweather will be coed by floors.

The energy crisis has been with us since

October of 1973 when the Arabs first instituted

their oil embargo. Since that time, the price of

number 6 fuel oil, the main source of heating

energy for Williams College, has risen from
11 cents per gallon in September of 1973 to 22

cents per gallon in January of 1974 and is

presently 28 cents per galloa It reached a

high of 30 cents per gallon in June of 1974.

With the newly imposed tariff on imported oil,

overall heating costs are expected to rise 24

pef- cent, with expenditures on fuel oils (No. 2

and No. 6) rising from approximately $500,000

per year this year to well over $600,000 per

year for next year, depending on the Arabs
and the situation in the Middle East, ac-

cording to John C. Holden, Mechanical
-Engineer for the College.

In terms of actual consumption, the collie
has consumed 470,000 gallons of heating oil in

the heating period from September to

December 1974, down 2,000 gallons from the

same period in 1973, despite a colder season.

On a typical winter da^ (January 23) for

example, the College consumed 8500 gallons

of No. 6 oil alone.

The College is also a big consumer of

'-electricity, spending $400,000 per year on that

form of energy. It is expected that the tariff

will ^d $40,000 to costs for electricity in the

nextye^r, since utilities are nowf>ermitted to

please turn to page six

College struggles with Buckley Amendment
by Jim Cohen

Congressional and Department of Health,

Education and Welfare clarifications t)f the

Buckley Amendment deny students and

parents access to confidential letters and

recommendations placed in school records

before January 1, 1975. Non-confidential

documents held by the Registrar have been

BiUy

Cobham

Songwriter, hand-

le ade r , and
drummer Billy

Cobham will bring

his 7 piece R & B
band to Chapin

tomorrow night at

eight. Included in

the group are

homplayers

Michael and Randy

Brecker and
guitarist John
Abacrombie.

Tickets are $350
for Williams
students.

-
'

available to Williams students since

November 19 and can be inspected through

the Dean's Office.

Effective November 18, the Buckley
Amendment gave , educational institutions

receiving federal money 45 days to establish

procedures making all official data on a

student available to his parents or the student

himself if he is 18 or older. Several days later,

Dean Neil R. Grabois said Williams would
withhold confidential information until ad-

vised by legal counsel.

"Certain records remain confidential," he
said recently. "The policy we used then was
in keeping with regulations now." Inac-

cessable documents include teacher and peer

recommendations.

The original amendment, which also

prohibited release of information from files to

outside agencies without the parents' or

student's consent and gave parents and
students the right to challenge the accuracy
of any information, was clarified by Senators

James Buckley and Clairborne Pell on

December 13. President Ford approved these

provisions on December 31.

According to a letter from Buckley printed

in the Educational Records Bureau
Newsletter, other clarifications include

allowing students to waive access rights,

prohibiting student inspection of parents'

confidential financial statements, and letting

colleges send grades to parents of dependent

students. In addition, "College students are

not able directly to see sensitive psychiatric

and related records, but will be able to have a

doctor of their choice review such records for

them." (According ti^rabcis, medical and
psychiatric files are Mailable t6^ students as

long as the records are inspected Mpng with

medical or psychiatric personnel). V
Rules for incorporating the statute into the

Code of Federal Regulations were propose
January 6 by HEW Secretary Caspar
Weinberger. These provisions further clarify

definitions and responsibilities. These rules:

1. Make records that are in the sole

possession of the maker and are not ac-

cessible to others unavailable;

2. Exclude a person who was not accepted

by an institution from inspecting files there;

3. Require schools to notify students and
parents annually of types of records kept,

names of officials responsible for records,

procedures for inspecting and challenging

information and categories designated
Directory Information (name, address, birth,

rtiajor, degrees, etc.;)

4. Permit schools to destroy records

unless previously requested by a student or

parent; and
5. Allow institutions to establish their

procedures for making records available.

Noncompliance with regulations will result in

the termination of federal funding.

Grabois pointed out "These are
preliminary regulations. We have no miy of

knowing how the academic commurini in

general will react." Secretary Weinb^l^
will accept written comments until March '^
According to Grabois, his reaction to the

guidelines is "substantially different" than
his response to the original amendment

please turn to pa^e six
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JA's: a New Era
Year after year, one of the most sought-after undergraduate positions is

that of Junior Advisor. Because of the numerous and sometimes complex
demands placed upon JAs, it is impossible to measure and choose ap-

plicants through an objective, quantitative process. Thus it is a sum.total of

subjective judgments from professors and peers which has traditionally

formed the core of JA selection. The overall high quality of past groups
testifies to the effectiveness of this method.

Unfortunately, the subjective nature of the screening and eventual

selection has also prompted many disgruntled attacks against the system,
particularly by those rejected, llie most frequent gripes center upon the

clannish nature of the selection board and their propensity to choose their

friends rather than a candidate they've never met—even to choose a less

qualified friend over a better unknown. By pointing to a JA group top-heavy
with jocks or art majors or left-handers, these rejectees smugly point their

fingers and play "I told you so."

Such charges of blatant favoritism ignore the complexity of JA selec-

tion and the pressures upon those involved in it. Yet such comments do have
a grain of truth. In any subjective judgment it is impossible to screen
personal feelings and favoritism from the final outcome. The two recom-
mendations asked for from applicants over the past years have tended, if

anything, to open the door for such favoritism. With little to go on, more
intangible and unwritten judgments enter in. While this hasn't stopped the

acceptance of good JAs, it has tainted the fairness of those acceptances.
Aware of this, Brad Hearsh has instituted several revolutionary

changes in the application process and eventual selection of JAs which will

not only make JA selection fairer, but we feel even better.

Briefly: he has expanded the number of possible recommendations to

four (one is optional). For the first time every applicant must write a
personal recommendation, letting everyone sell themselves and not leaving
them silently to the mercy of other people. In addition Brad has expanded
the screening and selection boards, assuring geographical distribution of

the board members from all parts of the campus and ttiat everyone will get
two "looks" before a final decision is made.

Under this neW process, the only people not getting a fair shake are the

JAs themselves. The College feels free to put a number of demarids and
duties, let alone expectations, upon each JA with what amounts to a

"thanks" and a pat on the back. The unselfishness of JAs notwithstanding,
they give up a close social interaction with their own class for their fresh-

men (It is indicative of the closeness between JA and Frosh that almost
every JA refers to his entry as MY freshmen), as well as a physical
separation. To be fair, the College should also give up something to express
its gratitude and support of the JAs—the most logical being a room rebate.

Yes, these are hard times, and yes, JA applicants do everything but tear
down doors to get chosen, but this small gesture from the College can signify

its appreciation of the importance and the quality of the Junior Advisor.

The ReAd would like to publish your photographs and
drawings. Each week we will print a photograph or drawing
of people, places and events in and around Williamstown.
Prizes for the best photograph and drawing will be awarded
at the end of the year. Contributions should be left in the red.
box in the ReAd's Baxter Hall office.
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Shoot the dog

Lincoln Gets Hose
:<*;

by Peter Hlllman

Most prominent among the visitors to

Williams this Winter Carnival Weekend will

not be Weasel McCarthy and the Bear from

Buffalo, although it will be good to see them

again; Skidmore, Smith, and many other fine

schools will be well-represented, but those

visitors will just not receive the same center

spotUght. Our most prominent guest will be

our most distant and she must certainly reign

as the unofficial Winter Carnival Queen-
Miss Patti Clancy, of the University of

Nebraska.

Now Miss Patti Clancy has never seen New
England. The University of Nebraska is in

Lincoln and this is not very far from her home

town of Beatrice, Nebraska. But that she has

never seen New England is not so interesting

as the fact that she has never met her date for

this colorful weekend, Charlie Selcer, af-

fectionately known as Hose, a senior in Carter

House.

This all began two weeks ago, before the

break, when a salesman from the composite

photo company came around to show proofs

to various house officers. The fellow went to

Carter and showed them some pictures and

they started talking and before very long the

salesman said, hey, 1 got these other proofs

you guys might be interested in. He reached

in his sample case and pulled out a color

X

Reginald Gilliam Jr.

Dean Gilliam

to join Glenn
Reginald E. Gilliam Jr., assistant dean and

lecturer in poUtical science and law at

Williams College, will join the staff of John
Glenn, newly elected Democratic Senator

from Ohio.

Beginning approximately March 15,

Gilliam will serve as legislative counsel to

Senator Glenn in Washington. His duties will

include monitoring and preparation of

legislation, the developing of policy options,

and the participation in senate committee
activity.

Gilliam has been a member of the Williams

faculty since 1972. His duties included ad-

vising black freshmen.

During 1968-69 he was an attorney with the

Legal Aid Society of the Office of Economic
Opportunity in Utica, N.Y. He also served as

a management consultant in conjunction'With

Federal Small Business Administration and
taught courses at Syracuse University at

utica.

Dean Neil Grabois said he had nothing to

say at this time about a replacement for

Gilliam.
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picture of Alpha Chi Omega Sorority at the

University of Nebraska.

Carter House was terribly excited with this

picture. There was something exotic about
the looks of the women, as if sixty

cheerleaders had been yanked off ABC's
major college football schedule and lined up
for a team photo. One Carter senior was so

overwhelmed that he called. the sorority at

once and invited the whole house out for

Winter Carnival. This proved quite a source
of amusement to the sisters of Alpha Chi

Omega, as it was to the brothers of Carter,

who listened to the conversation over an

amplifier hook-up.

"That wasn't the way to do it at all, inviting

them all out like that," Hose remembers.
He made a selection from the sorority

picture and retreated to the privacy of his

own room. He called American Airlines and
learned that one can fly from Lincoln to

Albany via Chicago. He was given prices and
a timetable. Then he called Lincoln. Miss

Patti Clancy could not believe he was calling

from some place called Williamstown.
Nebraska fraternities, we are told, are expert

pranksters. Hose gave her his telephone

number.

"Hang up and call me back collect," he

asked her.

When she realized—with the help of a friend

from Brattelboro—that Hose was on the level

and really inviting her out to New England,

she had to make some delicate decisions.

"I really gave her the sales pitch on

Williams and Winter Carnival," Hose
acknowledges. "When I called there was no
snow on the ground and that would spoil a lot

of the activities I told her were coming off."

Hose gave her the travel arrangements and
said that if she could come he would be glad to

pay her way. She said that she would let him
know and she would like to come.
"Her Mom thought it would be all right,

'

Hose notes. "Her Dad thought it would be a

great idea."

And so Miss Patti Clancy is coming for

Winter Carnival. It will be a beautiful way to

see New England. As the unofficial Winter

Carnival Queen, she is already a celebrity in

Carter, and Selceris not exactly an unknown
in Lincoln. "You're famous out here," Patti

told him on the phone.

For now. Hose is making plans to be at

Albany Airport Thursday for the arrival of

Patti's flight. He looks at the whole story with

a romantic's vision. "What the hell, it's senior

year, and neither of us have ever done
anything like this before. It should be a lot of

fua"
As always, Bryan Smith has summed it all

up better than the rest of us.

"Both of them," Bryan said, shaking his

head, "have got a lot of balls."

Job Jots
Recruiting Schedule: February 13-20.

Date
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At Kilimanjaro: Thoughts of Gaudino
News of Mr. Gaudino's death reached me

here in Moehe, Tan;unia at the foot of Mt.

Kilimanjaro. For 19,000 feet the mountain

stretches akwve the coast, culminating in a

glistening white peak called "Kibo" or

"spotted" for the patches of grey-black rock

that dot its jagged surface. The Swahili

people who have lived for centuries in its

shadow call it "Mountain of Greatness" while

the neighboring Masai refer to the mountain

as
''The Source''—the source of the water that

descends in streams to irrigate the land

below.

I am struck that both names seem fitting

epitaphs for Mr. Gaudino though I can well

imagine the ironical smile with which he

could greet either appellation. He might reply

that the comparison between his slight frame

and the hulking mass of rock and ice that lies

outside of my window is a distortion worthy of

one of Socrates' beleaguered poets, or at best,

the tarnished recollection of a former student

turned mountain climber which, like the

memory of the climb of the day before, looms

larger in retrospect.

But I am confident that he would encourage

a discussion of his contribution to education at

Williams in particular and to the field of

education in general—not as an eulogy

delivered in glittering terms designed to

lighten the moment and of a moment's
notice—rather, as an attempt to examine his

unique mode of teaching and to assess the

implications of his example foi* the future of

educational policy at Williams. For indeath,

as in life, Mr. Gaudino has left is with

questions with which we must come to terms.

« 4> ft

Where did Professor Gaudino's greatness

lay? Undoubtedly, the question would elicit as

many different responses as students who had

the privilege of studying with him. But for

me, Mr. Gaudino's brilliance as a educator

lay in his ability to enable students to see

themselves and to see others; to become
aware of the values which dictate our

judgments, the sources of those values, and

the inevitable conflicts" between them; and,

perhaps most important, to undertake the

hard critical thinking which gives education

the power to affect our attitudes and actions.

He began by making distinctions. In his last

full year of teaching (a year that ended as it

began—with Plato) we distinguished dif-

ferent modes of conflict resolution: the truth

force of Gandhi; the forcible resolution of

contradictions of Mao; and the competitive

bargaining of a western industrial society. In

dealing with the "sad young men of

Watergate" we compared John Ehrlichmann

with Rev. Daniel Berrigan and asked when
morality, however perceived, could be

allowed to supersede the law. In reading

Michael Young's, The Rise of the

Meritocracy, we confronted the implications

of the equality of opportunity principle that is

the dominant ethic of our society, and com-

pared it with alternative principles along a

freedom-equality continuum.

The intent, I believe, was to clarify the

assumptions underlying various political-

ethical systems, and to assess the im-

plications of the various alternatives. But the

making of the distinction was only the first

step. The second proved far more difficult

and challenging: the passing of judgment.

It is not a step that comes naturally. A
Williams professor once remarked that most

of the knowledge we gain at Williams remains

"inert "; i.e. well mastered and understood

but of little consequence for future attitudes

•and actions. The passing of judgment often

demands painful reconciliation of conflicting

values or reordering of priorities; it requires

first a knowledge of those values, and,

second, a willingness to take the plunge.

That Bob Gaudino was able to induce so

many of his students to ask the hard question

reflected both his masterful use of the

dialectic and the enormous appeal of the man
himself. Bob Gaudino taught to the individual

student. Both inside and outside of the

classroom he sought the details about each

student which are generally regarded as

Licenses

Massachusetts 197S hunting, fishing and

trapping licenses have been shipped as of

January 24, and are expected at all city and

town clerks by the end of January or first

week in February, according to Director

James M. Shepard.They have been shipped to

all points alphabetically. Those cities and

towns high in the alphabet have already

received their supply.

by Bart Broum
irrelevant: ethnic and religious background,
past individual experiences, etc. Like
Socrates, he distinguished between the

Glaucons and the Thrasymachus and tailored

his arguments and questions to meet the

different perspectives of each.

It was this awareness of the pafUcular that

enabled Mr. Gaudino to guide his students

through the dense fog of confusion that he
deliberately created in his classroom, and, at

the same time, made the students willing to

undertake the journey. Papers could be
written and comments put forth in confidence

that Mr. Gaudino could perceive the in-

dividual development that was taking place
and, perhaps, ease the pain and confusion at

each step of the way. The students had the

feeling that their resolution of the particular

ethical or moral dilemma inevitably posed in

his classroom or in his written assignments
would have lasting effect on their basic at-

titudes. It was this knowledge—combined
with reverence for the man himself—that
made writing papers for Mr. Gaudino such
exquisite torture.

ft ft tt

The process described above was designed

not only to improve the student's perception

of self but also the student's understanding of

difference in others. Indeed, in Mr. Gaudino's

classroom, the two processes were inex-

tricably intertwined.

An oft heard criticism at Williams is that

the student body lacks diversity, diversity

measured in terms of family income, social

status, religion, race, etc. Mr. Guadino
contended that the apparent lack of diversity

was more a function of the traditional mode of

teaching than the actual homogeneity of the

student body. When the students enter the

classroom, he argued, they are encouraged to

abandon the values derived from the home
environment. The statement of a particular

student is assessed in terms of the light it

throws on the idea or theory under discussion,

not as it reflects the student's distinct

background and perspective. Outside the

classroom, Mr. Gaudino contended, students

associate with others like themselves who
reinforce, not challenge, "at home" opinions

and bias. As a result, they see neither

themselves nor others.

Mr. Gaudino designed the opinion group (or

level 2 on the hallowed "Divided Line") to

enable students to perceive difference in

others and through others to better un-

derstand themselves. He brought "at home"
values into the classroom without letting

those values overwhelm the essential making
of distinctions between political and ethical

systems and alternatives. Indeed, he viewed

his classroom as midway between the college,

where at-home values are suppressed, and

the home, where such values are reinforced.

He used the college to make distinctions

between different sets of values and per-

spectives and the home to show the

limitations of the application of atKtract

principles.

It is in the development of the opinion group

that, I believe, Mr. Gaudino made his

primary contribution to education at

Williams and to the field of education in

general. A question which now confronts us

all is whether the opinion group as expressed

in the Williams-in-India and Williams-at-

Home program will outlive the man.

But, in any case, Mr. Gaudino's legacy

exists quite apart from the fate of his ex-

perimental programs. It lies in the minds

those students and faculty (for he taught the

Write up a fortune

The English Department announces that

I May 1975 will be the deadline for three

creative writing contests. Material should

be submitted to the English Department

office. Stetson Library.

—The Benjamin Wainwright Award, of

approximately $50, for the best short story

submitted.

—The Conger Prize of $100 for the best

journalist work published by Williams

studenU in the last year. Authors and

editors of undergraduate publications are

asked to submit entries. The Prize may be

awarded to an individual article or an

entire issue.

—The Academy of America Poets Prize

of $100 for the best poetry submitted.

Winners will be announced at Com-

mencement.

faculty as well) who had the privilege of

participating in his seminars and in those

endless sessions of donuts and dialectics at

his house on Whitman Street I have met a few
people as brilliant as Mr. Gaudino, but none
as immensely human. He approached life—

and death—with an abiding love for all of its

peculiarities, its pitfalls, and even its

tragedies. ("The old and the sick have no
rights," he proclaimed a year before his

death, couching a serious concept in

humorous terms which made it bearable for

those less able to separate the general ab-

straction from the particular illness of the

man who offered it.) It is this love for

humanity and the human condition in all of its

diversity for its own sake and on its own
terms, quite apart from any desire to alter or

change it—that Mr. Gaudino imparted to his

students. And, for me, it is a love that makes
his memory a permanent source of warmth
and inspiration.

Bart Brown '74

Moshe, Tanzania

January, 1975

Brown is in Tanzania through a Watson

Ivllowship.

Committee Report

Photo of the week

Winter Carnival is coming and the

weatherman knows it. Photography editor

Cammie McClellan captures some of the

beauty of snow in the photo of the week.

JAs - Model for the Future
For the first few days of an academic year,

the Junior Advisor is all of Williams College

that a freshman knows. As the only up-

perclassman with whom the freshman has

immediate contact, theJ.A. stands out from a

blur of undifferentiated classmates. This

initial charisma is not a function of per-

sonality; it exists because the J.A. transmits

the attitudes and values of Williams to per-

sons who are eager to become members of the

college community. Viewed in this light, there

are essentially two kinds of advising involved

being a J.A. One kind, which might be termed
Explicit, entails the J.A.'s responsibility as a

resident counsellor in the freshnifen entry. We
would like to place special emphasis on a

second kind of advising, which we describe as

implicit advising. The J.A. implicitly advises

in that he conveys to the freshmen the in-

tellectual and social attitudes of Williams

through the example of his own life style.

The problems that a J.A. mUst deal with as

a "resident counselor" may be considered on

a broad spectrum. Some of this aspect of

J.A.— ing is simply informational and
organizational: during freshmen days, the

J.A.'s are delegated certain administrative

responsibilities, and they usually assume the

initiative in organizing social activities for

the freshmen. The J.A, must educate the

freshmen on matters of safety and college

regulations, and is to a degree responsible for

instances of vandalism or injury. The J.A.

can make himself helpful by being able to

offer advice on courses and professors, or by

recommending others to whom the freshmen
can go for more specific advice.

The J.A.'s ability to introduce freshmen to

upperclassmen and faculty should extend

beyond the academic sphere. In this way the

J.A. can do much to break down the

dichotomy between freshmen and up-

perclassmen. TheJ.A. can also help to create

constructive relationships between the fresh-

men and the freshmen faculty advisors, and
the freshmen and the Dean of Freshmen.

JA's must counsel

Perhaps the most well known and least

defined aspe<!t of J.A.-ing is the J.A.'s con-

tinuing responsibility as a "counsellor" for

the freshmen in his entry. In order to be ef-

fective in this role, the J.A. must establish a

reciprocal relationship with the freshmen. He
must be approachable, available, and willing

to listen to the problems that the freshmen
bring to him. At the same time he must be

sensitive, interested and responsible enough

to perceive and take action on problems that

are not brought directly to his attention. The
problems that freshmen present to the J.A.

are many and varied—the J.A. should be

prepared to deal . with complaints about

workload, social life, living situations, and
loud stereos. Yet in many ways it is the less

apparent problems that are the more serious.

The freshman who appears lonely or

alienated, who never seems to study or who
studies all the time, should be sought out

especially by the J.A.

in some cases, the J.A. may feel that a

particular problem is beyond the scope of his

ability 'and responsibility as an advisor. Such

cases are in many ways the most deli^te

problems that a J.A. must deal with, as it

becomes partly his responsibility to steer the

problem and its principals to an appropriate

counselling service or authority. The J.A.

must recognize his own sphere of respon-

sibility as an advisor, but be aware and able

to bring problems to the various professional

counselling services on campus.

The 'implicit" element of J. A. -ing is to be

seen in the fact that a J.A. is a model for the

freshmen in the entry, a point which is rarely

recognized until after the fact. Yet it is

inevitable that the J.A.'s attitude toward

Williams, his interest in his academic work,

and his orientation toward the social side of

college symbolizes to the freshmen the values

of the institution. The J.A. in simply being

himself, is implicitly advising. The freshmen

eagerly pick up unintentional cues about

study habits, social life, and types of ex-

tracurricular interests that the J.A. transmits

through the life style he maintains.

affect attitudes

Because the freshmen perceive the J.A. to

be a symbol of the values of the college, the

J.A. can affect those attitudes the freshmen

form about their goal and purpose in being at

Williams. One assumes that Williams, as a

college, places a high value on intellectual

exchange. The J.A. should therefore have a

sincere and personal interest and excitement

about his academic work, although this in-

terest is not one that can be quantitatively

measured by examining grade point

averages. We would hope to select individuals

who are enthusiastic and have a desire to

commilnicate about their academic interests.

In choosing such persons to be J.A.'s we feel

the J.A.'s could help to break down another

dichotomy at Williams—the dichotomy of the

"academic" and the "social."

A second "value" which one might expect

the J.A. to transmit is that of exploration and
involvement outside of the academic sphere.

Individuals who are committed to an extra-

curricular interest, be it a campus
organization or a more private interest, can
make freshmen aware of certain possibilities

for exploration and growth that Williams

affords.

The criteria for selection of Junior Advisors

that emerge from this definition are intended

to include individuals who embody a broad
spectrum of interests and attitudes, and who-
would interpret the role of J.A. -ing in their

own unique manner. Yet it is clear that we are
looking for certain essential characteristics

in all the candidates to be chosen. All

sophomores who wish to become J.A.s are
asked to write a short self-recommendation.

In this statement, the candidate hopefully will

use the guidelines laid down in this definition

to explain why he feels he would be effective

as a Junior Advisor.

This is a statement by the Committee on
Junior Advising which was composed of
fifteen Juniors and Seniors which met first

semester. The Committer will remain in

existence as a critical foody, continually
updating and ex^ining junior advising.
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Off the Beaten Track

The new managers of the 1896 House
beUeve in the dinner theatre concept and Cap
and Bells believes that if Tom Loclchart

believes in the concept, he shouldn't try to

bring theatre into the AMT. After all, the

AMT has fire laws, Greylock nearby, and
supposedly discriminating taste in both food

and art. So C&B's grand entertainer brought

entertainment to the 1896 House where it

seems Uiat dinner has not been served in

years.
- - -^— 4f^^-.^__

Last weekend Lockhart and nine friends

presented a pleasant "The Night, the MusiQ
and You," a revue with words and music by
Howard Dietz and Arthur Schwartz, the team
that wrote the memorable flamer rearranged

in the revue title. Most of their other hit songs
fit between parentheses on the audition

poster, even though Dietz went in for long

titles: "Shine on Your Shoes," "I Guess I'll

Have to Change My Plans," "Dancing in the

Dark." People are going back to their songs

now that their "That's Entertainment" is the

title track of the MGM movie musical

retrospective; Dietz, former publicity chief

for MGM, has also published an
autobiography that makes a reader want to

see if his preposterous egotism is warranted.

With the exception of the songs that made
the audition chart—the songs in the overture

that made us say, "I knew they wrote that"—
there was only one song in the revue that was
new to us and worth the introduction. Perhaps
''Ms success of "Rhode Island Is Famous for

You"—a catalogue song that notes the fame
of pencils in Pencilvania, coats in N. Dacoata,

minnows in Minnowsota, and "you's" in

R.I.—was due to Skip Adams, the ingenuous

tenor who stole the show out frorn under

Booby Lockhart's skillfully tapping feet.

Both in this song and in the only good Dietz

'

'That 's Entertainment.' '/ The cast of ' 'The Night , theMusiCj^ and You '

' take their bow

at the 1896 House. See RefiectioHS. ""
;
—~ ^(photo by Read)

sketch in the revue, "The Harvey Woofter

Five Point Plan," Adams had the audience in

the pocket of his hysterically misfitting forest

green (with giant white boxes) suit. "Take for

existence," said Woofter, and the joke

seemed new. The sketches, written in the 3d's,

seemed frighteningly like the routines that

might now be told in bars outside Detroit's

Chrysler plants. Adams, however, let us into

the comic, not the frightful aspects, and was
absolutely endearing while the other players

were incriminating with their pieces that

dealt with such a comic situation as suicide.

Funny thing how Dietz always supplied his

sketches with punchlines that described our

reaction. Witness, "Mrs. McVittie, you won't

be satisfied" and "Let's call the whole god-

dam thing off."

The musical numbers fared far l)etter than

the comic, although the acoustics were poor

and the stage could have used a few platforms

in front in addition to the steps which the

gowned women had difficulty walking down.

Martha Williamson did justice to "Magic
Moment" and "Alone Together" and, despite

her complaint that hairspray used in the

crowded dressingroom had clowded her

voice, she masked her trouble with the high

notes by showing, musically and lyrically, she

knew what she was-sifTging about.

That was no small accomplishment,
because the lyrics were frequently highly

immemorable. There was also the problem of

the cast's playing grown-up. My goodness, we
felt grown up as we went to the 1896 House
(forgetting it was for a $2 cheeseburg special)

for dinner theatre. (But isn't this the age
when we start becoming what we resented

our parents for? ) We weren't even in tuxedos

and gowns and we felt grown up.

The cast was in tux and gowns and they

looked like they were playing dress-up.

Besides, Dietz is not Juvenile, and the

energetic players came out looking juvenile.

As Dietz and Schwartz said in a song we
missed in the revue, "They're either too

young or too old ..."

Sometimes we found ourselves asking

"That's entertainment?" For all intensive

purposes, no, but when we take for existence

Dietz and Schwartz and Lockhart and an
option on a $5.50 spaghetti and meatball

dinner, that's not a question. It's an escape to

nowhere.

Inherit Wind gets crowds , mixed reviews

(photo by Read

After Bryan 's collapse, Clarence Darrow
[Tony Brown]ponders the relative value of

Darwin 's Science and the Bible 's Faith.

From the play "Inherit the Wind.
"

So much went so wrong
by Theonaris C. Theoharis

"Inherit the Wind" is a stupid play. In their

attempt to dramatically represent the

struggle of reason against faith, the

playwrights Jerome Lawrence and Rotiert E.

Lee only succeed in writing a simple minded,
didactic endorsement of rationality, which by

virtue of ubiquitous preaching and moralizing

is, ironically enough, very religious. Aside

from this confusion of thought, the

dramatists, and in the case of this production,

the director, are intent on violating the

audience's willing suspension of disbelief by

including them in the action of the play,

having the jury seated in the orchestra, and
Jramping actors in and out througti the house.

The only dramatic worth of this play lies in

those dynamic, sometimes comic exchanges

between Clarence Darrow and William

Jennings Bryan, the attorneys in the famous

1925 Scopes "monkey trial" in Tennessee,

which Lawrence and Lee seek to recreate.

Unfortunately that worth was denied the

audience by poor direction and poor acting.

Those students who acted the townspeople

often broke character, laughed at their own

jokes, anticipated cues, and instead of

playing the courtroom scenes dramatically,

accomplished cacophony. Welcome ex-

ceptions were Hamilton Throckmorton, who
played a credibly ignorant shopkeeper, and
Stephen Bernheim, who offered an amusing
bailiff.

Adam Versenyi's portrayal of Reverend
Brown, the culminating fundamentalist
minister, was ludicrous. Instead of the

prophetic, ecstatic characterization the part
demands, Versenyi locked his voice and face
into a monotonous sneer which robbed his

performance of any credibility, and which
turned what should have been a rousing,

frightening prayer meeting into a simian
romp.

Brown's daughter Rachel, was almost
persuasively created by Judy Deutsch, whose
acting was good, but whose characterization
was too simple to suggest the doubt tor-

menting Rachel, whose loyalties hover
throughput the play around her religious

father and her agnostic beau, John Scopes,
who finally wins them.

Scopes, the young biology teacher who
instigated the whole legal furor, was sen-
sitively, intelligently rendered by James
Spragins. All the tension and quiet rage and
fear John Scopes suffers were directly and
sympathetically communicated in Spragins'
careful, detailed characterization.

Earl Childs gave a consummately
theatrical, and entirely inappropriate per-
formance as H. L. Mencken, the journalist
who reported on the trial for a Baltimore
newspaper, Childs was wonderfully cynical
and superior, but played Mencken like a
ringmaster in a circus, with sweeping vocal
and physical gestures that transformed
Lawrence and Lee's aloof, critical journalist
into a complaining, flamboyant comedian.
The stony irony, and most importantly the

unhappiness of Mencken were completely lost

to Childs, and apparently to his director.

The most disappointing failure of the a
evening was Kevin O'Rourke's portrayal of

William Jennings Bryan. O'Rourke has a

mellifluous, powerful voice Which gained him
some stage presence, but could not salvage a

performance that was unintelligent and
uninspired He had no intuition of the comedy,
dignity, or tragedy of Bryant When O'Rourke
needed to t>e rhetorical, he was stentorian,

when the part begged pompousness, he

played the buffoon. Someone should have

helped him.

Tony Brown gave plausible, sometimes ,

engaging life to Clarence D^r^my. always

playing him intelligently, with closflBt^^ntion

to details of characterization. The !»<- - . ,
_ _

formance was weakest when that attentlon^^J^*'*'^'

became a predictable pattern of glances and
gestures. Brown also suffered conspicuously
from the sententious language of the script,

but despite it, achieved some moments of

delightful humor. He was finest in the last

scene, as he explained with perfect, tender
weariness, the despair and hope thinking men
must feel in an ignorant world

Finally, as for Debba Curtis' direction,

nothing was right. The damage caused by her
misconceptions about the play was matched
by laborious pacing and blocking. Employing
that spirit of journalism which the
playwrights specifically refute in the play's

program notes, the director changed the

fictional names in the script to historical

ones. Tactics like this are the ultimate ex-

planation for why so much of this production
went so wrong.

Response to Mr. Theoharris'
review

by John Ellis

Inherit the Wind is a difficult play, not to

comprehend but to stage. The didactic
element is undoubtedly there. And yet
beneath this there is a very real drama which
deals with the difficulty of foresaking old

ideals, no longer functional but which still

gave comfort. This is the tragedy of Bryan,
not that he was a bigoted bombast but that he
passionately clung to the safety of the old
Faith even in the face of the relentless light of
reason. (It is ironic that the authors of this

please turn to page five

(photo by Read)

A broken man, William Jennings Bryan
[Kevin O 'Rourke] is comforted by his wife
[Cyndie Sp*nser]at the end of ' 'Inherit the

urtain rises

at A.M.T.' for

spring drama
The Adams Memorial Theatre has an-

nounced its schedule for the Spring of 1975.

The Williams College Theatre, Department
of Drama, will present two main-stage
productions.

Nikolai Gogol's farcical comedy. The
Government Inspector will be the Spring's

first main-stage show. Gogol wrote this comic
masterpiece in less than two months in the

year 1835; Nicholas Fersen's new translation

captures this pace of spontaneity with

language that is both brisk and colloquial

The show has just recently been cast and will

feature Tom Lockhart as the clever imposter,

Ben Strout as the duped Mayor of the

provincial Russian village, Bill Driscoll as the

village's Judge, as well as Fersen, Michael
Katz, and Bdwina Blumberg of the Russian
Department. Directed by Steve Travis the

show will appear on the 13th, 14th, 15th, and
16th of March.
The Beggar's Opera has been the subject of

unexampled popularity and sustained con-

troversy ever since its first spectacular

season in 1728. A satire both of the Italianized

English opera of its day and of the venal and

vastly efficient corruption of Robert
Walpole's regime. The Beggar's Opera has

lost none of its humor or pertinence with this

particular topicality.

The main-stage production of May 2nd, 3rd,

4th, and 9th and 10th, to be co-produced by the

Williams College Theatre and Cap and Bells,

and to be directed by Jean-Bernard Bucky,

will be an across the arts collaboration. The
musical direction of the original English airs

and folk ballads (with a small chamber en-

semble) will be by Claudia Stevens; and the

dances which frame the play will be

choreographed by Joy Dewey.

—The Studio Theatre—

The Williams College Theatre will present

five Studio Theatre shows in the course of the

Spring. On February 21st and 22nd there will

' be a double-bDI of Genet's The Maids, and

Leonard Melfi's Birdbath.

The Maids, directed by Peter Kozik, is a

terrifying play. In essence, it is an ex-

ploration of the bizarre encounters of two

cloistered and frustrated maids when their

mistress is away. Says its director, "It is not a

musical comedy; it is more like life."

Human relationships develop out of a

greater need in man for self-survival. Thus,

Birdbath, directed by Michael Knight, con-

cerns itself with the self-survival of two very

ordinary people lost in a world of self-imposed

isolation, while vainly struggling for freedom.

One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, by Ken
Kesey, and directed by Gene Falk, will ap-

pear Thursday, February 27th through
Saturday, March 1st. The play is a

melodrama in which McMurphy, a western

roustabout type, fights to recapture the sanity

of his fellow "mental ward" patients from the

iron grasp of Nurse Ratched. On April 18th

and 19th, Dana Perlstein will direct To Watch
a Beautiful Sunrise, by Tupper Saussy, a

black farce in which a young revolutionary
draws an unusual assignment: to kill his own
step-father. The result: a fast and funny
game of "who's got the bomb?"

Bill Driscoll will direct the absurdist
playwright Arthur Adamov's Professor
Taranne, on April 25th and 26th. The plot,

'

stemming fr«m a nightmare of the author's,

concerns a university professor who is ac-

cused of exposing himself to little girls.

Conceptually, the play deals with the
presence of the affirmative and the
destructive within a single character.

J.*:

please turn to page fivt
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homeward
by William Spriggs

Looking Homeward was this year's

presentation by Blade Movements, a dance

troupe sponsored by tite Williams' Black

^Student Union. In a slightly jumbled fashion,

the theme offered different experiences of

Afro-americans, with envphasis on their

"African^roDtsJ'„Thsj;H-ese»tation itsellmade

use of a combination of dance, song, and
poetry.

Lighting such a show is extremely difficult,

and in a few places the design of Steve Kelly

and Floyd Joseph did not fully compliment
the excitement on stage. Perhaps, the

problem was one of having too many areas to

light on stage but, during the poem "Lool(

Homeward," the lighting acted as a retardant

to the changing explosions of movement on

stage. Another problem might have been that

several dancers sometime lacked stage

sense, missing the focus of the light, and were
defeating the light design. Dreams, River,

and Summer Madness do not totally fit into

this mold however, and Dreams was an ex-

cellent case of good "dramatic" lighting;

while the exciting electric quality oi Future

Children. Future Hopes was, in large

measure, the result of lighting.

The costumes, designed by Linda Dorsey,

added greatly to the aura of the various

dances. Ms. Dorsey employed a striking use
of white in designing Ain't That Good News;
the rainbow mural she painted on stage with

the costumes in River, and the improvisations

performed during "Look Homeward" ac-

cented the diversity of motion on stage.

"Look Homeward", a stirring and
imaginative poem by Lezli White, opened the

evening. Ms. White is a very capable per-

former, and her energetic approach delivered

the show a loving slap to get it breathing. It is

unfortunate , however, that while her talents

as performer were used, her talents as poet

were not. Later in the show, Ms. White gave a

brilliant rendition of Nikki Giovanni's "Great
Pax Whitey," but Ms. Giovanni's poetry was
used too often in the show, to the exclusion of

other excellent Afro-americans poets. Also'

Ms. Giovanni's poetry is becoming worn and
commercialized. Ms! White's talent as a poet

and performer do not hinge on Ms. Giovanni's

poetry, niehter can a show wishing to present

the diversity of the Afro-american experience

afford its over use.

A song solo by Linda Tucker followed "Look
Homeward." The singing, in particular, of

Delbert Wigfall, Laurie Glenn, Judith Harley

and Ms. Tucker highlighted the show with its

superior quality. Though I felt the song should

have come earlier in the program, of special

note was, "American Fruit, African Roots,"

sung by the above mentioned trio. Wigfall and

Tucker were also excellent in their solos in

"Peace Be Still".

Dreams, a very seductive dance
choreographed by Ms. Dorsey, followed

Miriam Hardin's reading of an untitled

Giovanni poem. This dance made use of the

entire stage. This dance; River,

choreographed by Darrilynne Arnelle; and

Ain't That Good News, choreographed by,

Beverly Clayton, all kept the stage movirlg

and balanced without competing with the

Dance
'> » Vl ••>

- fLlf »»f;. .' >1^ >

Cunningham in residence

^'^^^CKM^y^'^

light design. The favorite of the crowd though
was Future Children, Future Hopes,
choreographed by Ralph Breedlove. Larry
Jennings, Greg Formey, Derrick Robinson,
and Breedlove performed with a subtle hint of

street dance, power, and pulsating precision.

Several individual performances should be
mentioned. The dance by Ms. Clayton of

American Fruit, African Roots was a sen-

sitive interpretation showing her power,

grace and the total control she can command.
David Uzzell's solo. My Blackness is the

Beauty of This Land, though deficient in

power, was royally performed with the

dignity required of the poem recited by

Breedlove. The audience was treated to an
exciting performance of J. W. Johnson's "Go
Down Death." Capturing the rhythm and
motion of a Black minister, Benjamin
Blakney was able to captivate the audience
with his relentless approach. Blakney made
good use of his deep commanding voice, and
was only lacking in mastering the tempo.
Though I have registered my complaints

with the show, I feel that the show was cer-

tainly a memorable evening. The minor
difficulties were only mild disturbances in

this Otherwise professional production. My
largest complaint with the show will remain,

therefore, that it was too short and that it was
so good that I wanted more! I think that it is a

shame that more people did not get a chance
to enjoy this performance.

The Williams Dance Society has announced
that Merce Cunningham and Dance Company
will be in residence at the college from March

. 3rd through 5th.

Cunningham has consistently been one of

the most innovative and challenging modern
choreographers.

While here Cunningham will hold a

workshop and an open rehearsal, and will

stage two "events." "Events," as was
recently outlined in the Sunday Times, is a

new concept for Cunningham. A full analysis

of this and other aspects of Cunningham's
work will appear in next week's ReAd.
The schedule for the residency is as

follows: Monday, March 3—Composition
Workshop (Mr. Cunningham) 3:30-5:30,

Lasell Gym, $2.50 ; Tuesday, March 4—
Event No. 122 (I) 8:30 P.M., Lasell Gym,
$4.50 ; Wednesday, March 5—Open
Rehearsal 1:00-4:00, Lasell Gym, $1.50 ;

Curtain rises

on spring drama
^ from page four

—Cap and Bells. B.S.U.,

and Dance

—

Cap and Bells will present, for the first time
in recent memory, a production of Gilbert and
Sullivan. Christopher Wolfe will direct Trial

by Jury, G & S's first collaboration. It is the

only G & S with no dialogue and yet it is not an
operatta but instead is a series of closely

interrelated songs. Trial by Jury will be

presented on the 8th and 9th of March.
Later in theSpring the B.S.U. will present a

production in the Studio Theatre. The play to

be performed has not yet been decided upon.

Whatever play is produced will, says director

Michael Knight, relate and develop Black
themes.

Finally, the Williams College Dance Society

will present at the AMT The Ballet Repertory
Company, as part of their residency at the

college from April 10th through the 12th. The
company was formed in the Fall of 1972 under
the auspices of the American Ballet Theatre
to fill a real and vital need for American
dance.

Inherit the wind response

play wrote it from within the safety of a^ew
belief, Darwinism. Doubly ironic is the fact

that many of Darwin's hypothesis are now
questioned.) ,

It was an admirable attempt by both

designer and director to place us in the court

room, to make us merpbers of the jury, for it

made it incumbenj/on each protagonist to

persuade us of tl)erightness of his own cause.

Indeed, to haye' the audience included in the

action by ^ving action take place in the

audience^ by now such standard practice in

contepiporary theatre that I wonder why
Theoharis takes exception to it. And as for the

'

Coleridgean concept of the willing suspension

of disbelief, the work of Brecht has shown that

this is often an irrelevant consideration.

Especially in a situation as inherently

dramatic as a courtroom trial, our awareness

that this is theatre adds another dimension to

the experience.

In terms of acting the most arduous task

fell to those who were required to portray a

belief tliat seems to us today to have been
unthinking and naive. Unfortunately, in a

large number of cases, including that of

Bryan, the actors seemed to condescend to

the characters both through smirks and
feigned vehemence. A first rule of acting is to

never be afraid to seem foolish. If a cast is not

willing to abide by this no matter how earnest

the effort of the director the total endeavor
will not be able to fulfill its potential.

It should also be mentioned, whatever the

play's shortcomings, that it was very warmly
received and that at each performance many,
many people were turned away (on Saturday
night alone, two hundred people.)

Welcome back to a new Inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

and entertainment at the

Cjmdmj[ Williams Inn

Event No. 123 (II) 8:30 P.M., Usell Gym,
$4.50 . (Students admitted free of
charge; Students have 200 tickets set

aside for them at $2.00 each). Event No. 122

will consist of excerpts from Canfield, Loops.
Landruver, and Scramble. Event No. 123 will

consist of excerpts from Changing Steps,

Cross-Currents, Loops, and TV Rerun.
Tickets for all activities are now available

at the AMT Box Office (?r3023) from noon to
five. J -

WILLIAMS COLLEGE MUSIC DEPARTMENT
Presents

An Evening of Compositions by

Stephen Dankner

Performed by Laura Rosenthal, Soprano; Penelope Malk, Linda Ellison,

and Stephen Dankner, piano; Susan St. Amour, viola; James Mark, bass

clarinet; Julius Hegyj, violin; Douglas Moore, cello; and Joseph Celli,

English horn.

Tuesday, February 18th at 8:30 P.M., Tefft Rotunda, Lawrence Hall.

There will be no charge. •

Valentine's

Day-
Friday, Feb. 14

McClelland
Press

Dan V mhs ' 'Under the Kitchen Sink : The
Ballet of the Bugs", an insectus delectus

sfxioj uj the timeless Tchaikovsky ballet,

"Swan Lake." Directed and
cliore^graphed by Renee Meyer, this

original work depicts what really goes on
under the kitchen sink. From the begin-

ning, the forty two minute piece develops

into the Grans Pas [with a Grand Mas
thrown in for good measure], Raidy or
Not, and a brilliant final Consummation.
Performances will be in the studio theatre

of the AMT Winter Carnival Weekend.
' 'Swan Lake

'

' was never like this!

.StiulciUs who would like to exhibit in or

writf for the .Studoiit Art (iallery at Dodd
House need to sifjn up immediately. There is a

sign-up sheet on the gallery's desk. First

come, first serve. .Adequate care and thought
are the only requirements. F"urther in-

formation call Leslie .Schutzer.

CASH AND CARRY
Special of the Week - Every Week

Mixed Flowers - $1.9S

Cash and Carry Valentine Special

$3 98 or $5.98

VILLAGE FLOWER SHOP
458-5035

Colonial Shopping Center Williamstown

QUALITY MEN'S
LEATHER CLOTHING

Men's Jackets $77.00

others at $99.00

•1%, UMkn- Sk«r mfTtf •r*j*ir«-,"

The NOBBY HORSE SHOP
•.7

OPEN 7 DAYS
TILL S P.M.
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Energy conservation
^
succeeds

from pag« one

pass on to the consumer any increased fuel

costs they incur. The cost qf electricity in

terms of Kilowatt-hours (KWH) has risen

from two cents per KWH last year to three

cents per KWH this year ('74-'75). In that

time, though, the college has managed to cut

down consumption by 100,000 KWH.

The College began an energy conservation

program for environmental reasons about six

months prior to its necessity from an

economic standpoint. The most notable

aspect of this program was the conversion of

the main heating plant from coal to oil.

> Despite the great rise in oil costs, the college

spends about the same for a unit of heat and is

better pff environmentally, Holden said.

The program the College instituted to off-

- set the increased costs has mostly been a

reduction of room temperatures in student

residences and administrative offices to 68

degrees and in classrooms to 65 degrees. The
College has 75 buildings to heat. Some
buildings, such as Thompson Memorial

Chapel and Chapin Hall are itept at 55 degrees

when they are not in use. The newer buildings

on campus, Bronfman Science Center, the

Greylocit Quad, and Mission Parle, consuBie

more energy than the older College buildings.

But, both Greylock and Bronfman have

automatic set-bacic systems whereby the

temperature is lowered to 60 degrees from 11

p.m. to 6 a.m. Lowering the temperature one

degree results in a three per cent saving in

costs. *

In the event the energy situation

deteriorates further, there is a contingency

plan to close down seldom used buildings.

Further reductions in building temperatures

and suspension of the Winter Study program
are other possible steps.

Big users of electricity aj» Stetson Library,

Lansing-Chapman Rink, Bronfman, and
Mission Park, mostly due to lighting, though

Mission Park has an electrical heating

system as opposed to the hot water system

used throughout the rest of the College. Some
of the measures being taken to reduce elec-

trical costs include disconnecting some light

fixtures (the squash courts being a good

example) and reducing overall wattage of

fluorescent tubes.

The College's effort to save on energy has

run into some difficulty, mostly due to

tampering with the thermostats in student

residences and malfunctioning radiator

valves.

Many students have noticed that rooms are
warmer than the designated 68 degrees at

times. Welanetz said this was due to either a
minor malfunction in the individual radiator

or to how a thermostat operates.

A comparative study, carried out by

Holden, of energy costs among several other

New England schools (Wellesley, Mt.

Holyoke, Smith, Wesleyan, Bowdoin, and

Williams) shows they all face pretty much the

same costs for electricity and oil. The figures

show that Bowdoin has noticeably lower

prices for both sources of energy, but this

may be due to differences between the

economies of Maine and Massachusetts.

Holden noted that Williams faces slightly

higher electrical costs and that this is at-

tributable to the lack of a central metering

system, with some buildings—Dodd House for

example—not hooked into the central meter.

These buildings are charged the residential

rate, slightly higher than'the special rate the

remainder of the College gets. •

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America

"' .Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven (Jrinders

Spaxhelti

,^(l Spring .SIrecl ^sH-WKW and 458-8(«4

open daily 9 a m to2 am
.Urt'akla.>itdaily9a m to 11 am

Donuts, Coffee

We make our own pizza dough daily

STUDENTS WELCOME

Both Holden and Welanetz said that for the

conservation program to succeed they need
the cooperation of the entire Williams com-
munity. This entails reporting any malfunc-

tions, turning off all hot water taps when not

in use, the heating of water being a large

consumer of energy, and patience with them
in carrying out the required reductions.

The program instituted last year througli

the announcements in the Register has, ac-

cording to Welanetz, been noticed outside the

Williams community. Other schools in the

area and even some officials in Washington,

D.C. have contacted Williams for further

information concerning the program.

^

BERKSHIRE AUTO HAUS, INC.

. Route 20 at Holmes Rd.

Lenox, Moss.

(413) 499-4360

NEW PORSCHE

914

911
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IN STOCK
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25 minutes from Williams

Struggle with Buckley Amendment
Irom page one

"There is a series of clarifications and

exclusions in the new amendment / that

weren't in the old amendment. When the

original law came out, it said we weren't

allowed to send out grades to parents. Now we
caa"
"As a matter of course," he continued, "we

won't send them out unless requested by

parents.

"In the old amendment. Directory In-

formation was a difficulty. It was absurd,

anythfng could be challenged. We could have

been taken to HEW for putting an athlete's

weight on a program."

Grabois contended the laws are still am-
biguous. "They're not sufficiently clarified to

satisfy us. The waiver isn't clear. It (a

waiver) can't be coerced; but what exactly is

coercion? There will be recommendations'of

two kinds: one with.a.waiver and one without^

a waiver."

For example, he said, is it coercion for a

professor to tell a student that if he waives his

access rights, the recommendation will be

more open a judgment than if the rights are

not waived?

"Our counsel says it's not clear enough.

We're trying to create a policy that protects

both faculty and students."

Williams College hasn't released hew
policies relating to the act. "When we've had

approval from the college counsel," Grabois

said, "I will make a statement tying together

all procedures of the college in a tight

package." Notifications required by law will

be printed in next year's "Rules and
Regulations" booklet.

Grabois indicated that the College's policy

on releasing information to parties without

the student's consent "may be more stringent

about to whom the recor<^ will be available.

Law permits faculty members to see records.

We will be very careful allowing access to

other than the student."

Procedures for inspecting records at

Williams won't change. Students can request

their folders in the Dean's Office. A secretary

retrieves the information from the Registrar,

then takes it to the Dean, who removes
confidential material. The data presented to

students include test reports, the admission
application, high school transcripts, ac-

ceptance letters and Winter Study
registrations.

According to the law, students may X^x
any of these documents. In compliance'with
Federal guidelines, students are a^ked to

write statements verifying that- they have
inspected their records, this statement
becoming part of the file.

/

Mrs. Hilda Haig, secretary to the Dean,
estimated that at moatVsb people have
requested records since the amendment was
passed. She is usually able to get the files

within an hour, but sometimes asks students

to come back later if she's too busy or Dean
Grabois isn't in.

Grabois said he believes most students

want to see their files out of curiosity. Of u
people contacted, 10 said they were simply
interested in seeing what their folders con-

tained. Senior Mike Rosten went "As a
cautionary measure to see if there was
something there I didn't want there or

mistaken." Steve Rothstein '78, wanted "to

see if they were adhering to the Buckley law."

Half the students learned their IQ scores

from high school transcripts. Only two found

errors. Rothstein observed a medical report

was missing; Kim Shorb '78, found misfiled

reports and an incorrect social security

number.
Senior Roger Nugent was disappointed

because "They wouldn't let me see anything I

really wanted to see ... the real reason I

went down there was to see personal stuff. It

will be extraordinarily dull until you can see

the material yoif want."

According to Grabois, no students have
Xeroxed material. He also said that although

parents have the same access rights as

students, none have asked to see the files yel.

CES plans week

ofenvironment \
talks and luncms
A sort of 99-free university-alternate

education session has been planned by the

Center for Environmental Studies (CES) and

the Chapel Board for the week following

carnival weekend. The focus of the week will

be on the nature and current context of our

spirit, our environment and our values. A
number of^ discussions will deal with the

relationship of these three concerns.

Students and faculty will be able to meet on

about a dozen occasions during the week to

hear a presentation and to join in discussion

over its theme.

There will be five luncheons held at Spencer

House on Monday thru Friday, each one

designed around a partiqilar theme.

See the Register for the precise times

and places.

/

THE
NICKELODEON

55 Spring St.-Williamstown, U^ss.

/ '

SUNDAY BLOODY SUNDAY
February 12-13 Wednesday-Thursday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
A dignified and remarkably modulated study of human emotional hunger. A young woman and

a successful British doctor compete for the love of the same young man. An unusual film,

perhaps even a classic. With Glenda Jackson, Peter Finch and Murray Head. Directed by John
Schiesinger {Bitty Liar, Far From the Madding Crowd). One of the Times 10 Best Films of 1971.

Rated R.

AND NOW FOR SOMETHING cdMPLETELY DIFFERENT
February 14-15 Friday-Sahitday 7:00 I'M A 9:00 PM
The very latest from Monty Python who is (or which is, or who are ... 7) six talented British

comedians. The New York Times says: "Truly funny, funnier than Woody Allen, ingenious,

devastating ... it IS!" Boston's Real Paper calls it (among other things)" . . . very satiric, very

lunatic, hilariously nasty." It has also been favorably compared to Ernie Kovacs, Laugh In, the

Firesign Theatre, jazzier aspects of the Watergate Tapes and to the brothers Marx - Karl and

Groucho, that is. An unbelievable collection of live skits and crazy visuals. Incited and

directed by Ian Macnaughton.(1972)

X
CABARET
February 16-17-18 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday NOTE: 7:00 PM & 9:15 PM
A serious, diamond hard musical with much to say about life and love, not only in pre-war

Berlin but for all time. Winner of 10 Oscars count 'em, 10! including Best Actress for Liza

Minelli, Best Supporting Actor for Joel Gray, and Best Director for Bob Fosse who, eons ago,

in a more innocent age, brought us Kiss Me Kate. (1972)

A VERY CURIOUS GIRL
February 19-20 Wedncaday-Thursday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
Pablo Picasso described Ms. Nelly Kaplan's A Very Curious Girl as "Insolence raised to the level

of art", which may have been his gallant way of agreeing that it's probably one of the best

feminist fables on film not to mention a gay, preposterously funny and thoroughly enter-

taining examination of the impact of rampant individuality on a closely ordered society. The
film's strength lies in its commitment to its simple tale, the story of a Gypsy slut in a small

French village who, treated as a whore, decides to charge accordingly. During the course of the

movie she grows rich, virtually destroys the local economy, comes to know herself for what
she is and emerges, in the end, a whole and free spirit. In French with subtitles. ( 1 969 - released
in this country In 1974)

;i
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^ Grudin tenure decision

from page on*

According to SatuUo, the group was told

that the Trustees said that they were not

competent to Judge anything but procedural

irregularities. The Trustees felt the CAP
should judge merits involved in every day

acUviUes, the group was told.

SatuUo said the meeting had focused on

Grudin's qualities rather than procedural

irregularities because they were advised fo

do so by several professors they contacted for

advice. "After the fact, we were told the

approach was useless."

Bahlman told the ReAd, "The area where

Trustees would be concerned would be the

area of procedure." If a case could be

presented that the CAP left out something,

"then they could come back to us and say do it

linr" Bahlman said,

But Satullo said "The ihatler^wlttch^

disturbs Us tnost about the whole case and one

to which we feel we haven't receivi

satisfactory answer" is the role of »

ship and its relative weight. /'
Satullo said the group asked B^lman if the

decision indicated a change in^Coliege policy

on the weight given to scMarship. Bahlman

told the ReAd, "The CAP is giving every

aspect (of a tenure^ecision) greater scrutiny

and is more cautious in general."

Noting tl)at~ there was "significant and

vociferous support for Grudin" within the

EngUsh' department, Satullo said he felt the

argmnents on scholarly potential "were a

latter <rf unfocused apprehension."

Scholarly potential, which Satullo said had

been defined to the group as the potential to

stimulate colleagues, the potential to be good

15 years from now, is difficult to define and

determine, asserted Satullo.

Grudin said it was his policy to remain

uninvolved with the protest movement and

that he has done nothing to encourage/Or

discourage it.
--^

Grudin said that compared to other persons

who have been granted tenure in recent

years, he has published an "average"

amount.
"English professors frequently disagree

about the quality of work done by their

colleagues, he asserted. "If a piece is

r^

Country Restaurant

Ip the Continental Tradition

Open for Luncti & Dinner

Closed Monday

Across from Williams Campus

'ru •'

THE
SPIRIT
SHOP

i LIQUORS— WINES— BEER

LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
^ QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

n4Col*Avenu* Willtamttown

Phone 451-3704

The Kronick

Insurance Agency

57 Main St., North Adams

663-5341

1. We are now accepting 1975 aulo in-

surance applications and renewals.

2. Time Payments. 3. Immediate plates

and insurance.

4. Leading companies Fast Claim Ser

vice 1

5. All Ages. 6. Compare our rates with

those you are now paying.

Insurers to Williams Students

tar over 40 years

published somebody had to have thought it

was good."

Grudin claimed, "My writings have been
read by people here and elsewhere who think

highly of them." •

He said he has not filed an appeal. "Therejs
no procedure or machinery for appeitl,"

Grudin asserted. \-^'

Bahlman said the only method joTappeal is

an appeal to the Board of Tru0^. But Prof.

Fred Greene announced, at the faculty

meeting last week that the Steering Com-
mittee is planning tb develop an appeals

procedure.

According to Bahlman and Graver only

about one of five persons who join the faculty

on a junior level eventually gain tenure. Only

one,^ the approximately half dozen faculty

eligible for tenure this^yeat-
received a poBltlverRomtnendsflws from
the CAR „„„_
Graver said the department is trying, to

develop a mechanism by which regular in-

terviews with students are included in

decisions on appointments and promotions.

The history and economics departments

presently use formal interviews as part of

their decision process. Graver said. ' ^
'

Graver said he does not attribute the

development of the mechanism to protest

related to the Grudin concern, Graver said in

admitting that there might be "kome con-

nection" in the timing of the development of a

mechanism.

Accor^thg to Lawrence S. Graver, chair-

man of the English department, the following

are some of the most important methods by

which senior professors gain information to

make judgments about tenure decisions:

(1) Class visits. Tenured and non-tenured

professors normally exchange visits of

classes tWo or three times a semester after

the junior professor's first year.

(2) Results of the course evaluation

questionnaire.

(3) Occasional interviews with students.

(4) Impressions gained from staff

meetings, colloquia, and the presentation of

papers, ete.

(5) Research and scholarship. Senior

members of the department usually read

what the junior professors write, and the

chairman asks for an account of work in

progress in the year that decisions about

rea(^intment are made.

This is an ongoing process.

BASS BOOTS
HIKING & CLIMBING

Lightweight Hiking Boots for men ond

women. Uppers of top grain, chrome-

tanned rough-out cowhide impreg-

nated with silicone lor maximum water

repellency. Superbly constructed ond

fully leather lined. "Hinged" heel, pod-

ded ankles and tongue and foam elostic

scree collar.

'40.00

Op«n Thurs. 'Til StSO PM

458-362S
SPRINO ST. WIUIAMSTOWW

. n. FACULTY POLICIES AND PROGRAMS
' A.Pr«c*durM on A^pojjifmwitt, Prometiont,
and Salariei y-

Initial recontjnendatlant concerning ap-
pointments or, promotions normally come from
the deparfnients. The CommlttM on Ap-
pointmenii and Promotions (CAP) then con-
siders^me recommendations of the departments
and, alto Interviews candidates; the recom-
n>endations of the CAP are in turn transmitted to

the Board of Trustees for final action. The role of
the CAP is an active one; It does not simply
"register" departmental recommendations.
The criteria by which the CAP judges a can-

didate foe appointment or promotion are the
following: (1) above all an interest and a talent
for sound and effective teaching of un-
dergraduates and pron}lse of continuing growth
in ability to do so; (2) demonstrated capacity to

contribute to scholarship in the appropriate field

of study and perception of its relation to liberal

learning; (3) significant usefulness and con-
tribution to the college community. Of these
three areas the first two are of central Im-
portance and exceptional strength In both Is

usualjy a requirement for appointment to tenure.
But quite apart from the merits of individual'

candidates, decisions affecting tenure are
sublect to budgetary considerations, the number
and age of tenured professors already in a
department, the requirements ,pf special
strengths witftin a field, shifts in student needs,
and the overall demand for staff in the College's
total program. Given the limited sire of the
faculty and the infrequency of departure or
retirements from the senior ranks, tenured
openings are few. For these reasons a decision
that a tenured position is not available should not
necessarily be taken to reflect a negative
iudgment of an individual's competence. For
these reasons, too, j unlor members of the faculty
are advised^oavoid any unrea itst ie expectations^
of appointment to tenure.
Normally, appointments carrying the title

Instructor or Lecturer are for one year and the
CAP attempts to notify those holding these ap-
pointments concerning its decision-for the
following year in December, Usually Assistant
Professor appointments are made for a three-

year period and an individual may after one such
three year appointment be recommended for a

second appointment of one, two or three years.
The College undertakes to notify an Assistant

Professor in his first term of its decision on
reappointment by December of the third year of

his term. The College will notify an Assistant
Professor in his second term of its decision as to

his future a year prior to termination except in

the case of a one-year appointment which should

be regarded as terminal unless otherwise
specified.

Coffin talks

about famine
by Andy Hogeland

A challenge was offered toan audience of 8C

people (mostly Williams students) last

Friday evening at St. John's Church on Park

Street. The challenger was William Sloane

Coffin, Jr., Chaplain of Yale University.

Coffin tau^t in the Religion Department at

Williams. Coffin spoke on the world food

shortoge, and on the need for members of the

'world community' to feed their -starving

members.

More reports oTfooffernes and famine are

being heard each day, and Coffin asked those^

present to respond to the needs of the hungry.^

"We've got the technology, but do we have the^

moral commitment?" he asked.

The response was enthusiastic. Thirty-five

students remained after the meeting to

discuss ways of alerting people to the

problem, and more importantly, to take

action to efficiently combar^world
from a campus base. The Williams Hunger
Action Project (WHAP) will hold an open

organizational meeting in^ the ©odd^House
living room on Wednesday, February 12 at

10:00 p.m. All interested persons are strongly

urged to attend.

The WHAP's preliminary aim is to inform

Williams and Williamstown about the hunger

problem, but it is essentially designed for

action. WHAP hopes to raise money which

will be used for immediate and long term

solutions, both in the Williamstown area and

overseas.

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

For Sound Advice

Electronic

Supply Center

stereo Systems By

KLH Panasonic Sony

Tapes

Cassette Reel 8 Track' by
AAemorex, BASF, 3M, RCA

32 River St. 413-663-6828 N.&dams

Alk 111 iqiHitlon about Kifl. Anyqutttion. Youll

alvMyi 9it a tlrmi^htfortnid Aniwvr at Tech Hifl. With-

out a lot of uniMcawary lachnical ttrim thrown in to

imprMt you. If you want to talk technical Ihou^, you
won't find mora knowttdgMbla tal«iptopl« anyvrfMra.

And w« don't girt you any "buD" wh«n ft comai to
putting tOQHhar component music fyitcrmaithar. Tacti

Htfl oarriai over 140 Unas of quality hi^ fidelity equip^

nwnt. So our nleipaoplt don't have to puth any one oc
two fmnd Unas. Our primary conoere li Mpfng you

puttOQMhar tbamuiictyitMn ihM*iinM right ftir yov
tbttning raqulrvments. And to do h at th* price Uut^ ^.
Jut ri^^t for you.

"*

Tba combinod putcharing pow*r of Tech (flfi'i 46

storMaflowius to offer raaDy low prion, anditillba

able to prt>vi(la our curtonwn with 17 customar aitii-

faction pcUdn. Potlctei that guarantM your latiiteaMo^"'
In writing. ^

**° *~"
<»t^

^

lii

[techhifi]
Main StTMt, North Bmnington, Vannont (802) 447-03SO

Sennhelser Headphone Sale

Sennhelser HD-414stereoheadphonesnormally$49.7Snow only $35.00 until Valentine's Day
Give your Valentine a gift that will keep on giving car after ear after ear.

EXPERT SERVICING AVAILABLE FOR ALL AUDIO GEAR.
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Pueksters drop 3 straight
byNickCrlatiano

As they say in the advertisements for Tht
Ggdratlier, Part II, the sequel proved^tter
than the original. That was the c^K en-

tertainment-wise, when the Bowdoin hockey

team avenged an earlier 7-2 loss by fighting

back from an 0-2 deficit to defeat theEphs in a
4-3 overtime thriller Bt Chapman Rink on
Friday afternoon.

For Coach Bill McCormick's skaters,

however, their second consecutive excellent

team performance proved to be a flop, as they

dropped their third game in a row. The loss

lowered Williams record to 9-7 .

The game-winning goal, at 3:13 of the

overtime period, was a culmination of a

^aeries of t>ad breaks which haunted the Eph-

men in their two tough losses last week. Eph
goalie Chuck Cremens momentarily lost sight

of a Jeff McCallum shot from the left face-off

circle which hit the side of the net to the

goaltender's right. Thinking the disc had gone

around behind the net to his left, the soph

netminder was out of position when Dana
Laliberte slipped the rebound past his right.

Cremens, who stopped 35 shots in giving his

Istraight superb performance Hie isss"

also excelled in the 2-1 loss at UConn on

\Tuesday), and Polar Bear goalie Bob White

id provided most of the entertainment for

the Friday afternoon crowd up to that point,

keying the high-flying offenses of both teams
in Check with clutch goaltending (White

stq;>p^ 39 Purple shots).

As at UConn, though, the Ephs were vic-

timized by their own misfortune, (twice they

hit the pqst, once on a breakaway by Dan
Yeadon) akd an opportunistic opponent which

-managed to take advantage of almost every

me of the few Purple lapses.

Soi^omore linemates Rick Zeller and Jim
Hield gave the Ephs a 2-0 lead by the 12

minute mark of the second period. Zeller

rifled a Hield pass past White in the first

period, and Hield scored off a face-off in the

Polar Bear zone in the second, with Zeller and
Jim McCormick assisting.

After Yeadon hit the post on his breakaway,

Bowdoin managed to convert one of the few

Eph mistakes into a goal. With only 12

\ als<

\Tuc
bad

seconds remaining in the second period, eight

seconds after the Ephs had shut off a Bowdoin

power play, a defensive lapse left Dave

Regan alone to Cremens's right, and he easily

pushed in a Bob Owens pass for the goal that

cut the deficit to 2-1.

Bowdoin went ahead in the middle of the

third period wiUi two goals within sixty

seconds. With Ed Spencer off for tripping,

Laliberte tipped in a John Vigneron slapper

from the right point at 11:34, then Allan

Quinlan ripped a wrister from the left face-off

circle.

Rick Zeller sent it into sudden death a

minute and 13 seconds later when he took a

drop pass from Dennis Cahill and fired his

eighth goal of the season past White.

Although the playoff picture is dim, there is

still plenty of entertaining hockey coming to

Chapman Rink this week. Tonight, the Ephs

face division leader Merrimack, and on

Saturday afternoon at 4:00 p.m„ Middlebury

invades Chapman Rink for their third joust of

the year with the Purple, who have already

beaten them twice,^ and 4-3.

' Crerheri's performance against Bowdoin

gives him a 3.55 goals against average for

nine games.
Senior defenseman Angus Morrison, who's

beeit out since January 8 with torn knee

ligaments, said he hoped to return to the Une-

up for the last few games, but indicated there

was a "strong possibility" that he would not.

"I wish I could be more specific, but I can't

really tell at this point," he said. He said he

may try some li^t skating next week.

in Morrison's absence, coach McCormick
has been using sophomore Chj|;is Vogelsang

and freshman Jim Norton to team with Joe

Hameline. Norton, aloiig with Bob Daffy and

Peter Gonye, are the first freshmen to suit up

for the varsity since Hameline and Harkins

four years ago.

The leading scorers through 16 games:

Hameline, 6 goals, 21 assists, 27 points;

Zeller, 8-18-26; Harkins, 14-9-23; Yeadon, 11-

11-22; M. Elkind, 5-13-18; Spencer, B-7-15;

CahUl, 9-6-15; Walsh, 3-11-14; Hield, 5-9-14;

McCormick, 8-4-12.
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Friday, February 14th"
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I : SALAD HOURS 4:30-7:00 PM.

Buftet every Sunday 1-8 pm
Delicious food for the low price of $3.75

Williams College students- Pitcher of beer -$1.75

Catering- Receptions- Banquets- Parties
,'<'''.-

|HE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
JOE DEWEY

THE CO-OP'S

MID-WINTER SALE
YOU MUST SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

50%to OFF
Loden Coals HAckey Equipment
Levi's Knil Slacks Sport Jackets
Flannel Shirts Ship & Shore Blouses

30 to 40% OFF
Gam Shins FJannel Shirts Ice Skates

Rugby Shirts Dunham Boots Sweaters

Plus Many More Unadvertised Specials I

Willi
A r

[iams Co-op «

"THE COMPLETE fSSBFsHOP'
2S Spring Str««t Wllllomstown. M«m.

6p«n Thursday NItM 'Til 8t30 PM

Frustration. With Bowdoin goalie Bob White out ofposition, Dan Yeadon 's hackbandcr

hits the post in a second period of 4-3 overtime loss to the Polar Bears. The Ephs have

now dropped three in a row.
m< if. "ira'ii

Purple matmen aim for title

sports Round-up

"WrestUng"

The Williams College wrestling team

primed for its Little Three championship

showdown with powerful rival Amherst this

Saturday by splitting two matches at MIT last

weekend. Coach Joe Dalley's grapplers

looked very impressive in a 39-6 rout of

Bowdoin, and then suffered a disappointing

loss to the host school. -?--k

The Purple matmen now show a strong

overall record of 7-3-2. The Lord Jeffs of

Amherst, Saturday's opponent in the clash for

the "Purple Pail," have posted an 11-2 mark.

That record indues a tough 22-19 win over

Union, to whom the Ephs suffered a heart-

breaking upset loss.

Despite the one team loss on Saturday,

senior tri-captain Gene Frogale moved even

closer to his third consecutive New England

championship by posting two impressive

victories and running his overall record to 12-

0. Another tri-captain, Hardy Coleman (142

lbs. ) , got back on the winning track by posting

two decisions and upping his record to 9-3.

At 190, senior Pete Gerra, wrestling in his

first two matches of the year, posted two
wins, while frosh Hal Zendle saw a nine-

match winning streak ended by Mosinger of

MIT, whowas the runner-up at 118 lbs. in New
England a year ago. The diminutive Eph
nevertheless upped his season mark to 10-2

with an easy win over his Bowdoin op-

ponent. Tri-captain Harry Jackson (hwt),

rugged Karl Hubbard (177), and tough Dick

Rhodes (150) ea(?h split their matches for the

day. These three have all registered winning

records for the year, led by Rhodes' 9-3 mark.

All of this brings the Efrfimen to Saturday's

crucial match, against one of their toughest

opponents to date. The Jeffs are led by big

John Fucci at 190 and Sheldon Hirsch at 142,

but show tou^ men in every weight class.

INDIAN

AND MEXICAN

The

CLOTHING, BASKETS
AND PLANT ACCESSORIES

Sale this week - Jean for $9.00

63 MMm ST.

WIUIAMSroWN.MASS

Boatique

The British Maid
Serves Breakfast,

Luncti,

Supper

in I

t'efreshingly different manner

Nice bar, too!

Stale Rd.

Closed Mondays

458-4961

rn-fk'.-'.'ii ii'f:-'t9*fiJi^j^^jj^>: n) >.

The squash team wiU'te looking to make it

two in a row this week after snapping a three-

match losing streak. On Friday, the squad

travels to Cambridge for a 4 p.m. match with

M.I.T. Saturday at 2, Army invades Lasell

Gym in the 30th of a series that dates back to

1944.

Last week, Williams bowed to powerful

Pennsylvania, 8-1 ; then crushed Fordham, 8-

1; to up its record to 3-5. Against Penn-

sylvania, only no. 9 Gerry McNamara broke

into the victory column. At no. 1, Frank

Giammattei dropped a tough 4-game match
to nationally ranked Joe Swain. Williams lost

another heartbreaker at no. 6, where Bob
Beck had a match point but fell in five games.

Against Fordham, only Giammattei's
three-game loss to Bill Andruss, the nation's

top-ranked college player, prevented a

sweep. McNamara was most impressive,

taking his first game, 15-1 and going on to win

in straight games.

"Men's Skiing"

Coming off two strong showings in the

Vermont and Dartmouth winter carnivals,

the Williams men's ski team hosts its own
carnival this weekend at Berlin Mt.

Last weekend at Darmouth,- Williams

finished a respectable 7th, trailing 6th place

Maine by only five points. The squad got off to

a fast start in Friday's slalom, trying New
Hampshire for third. Toby Hunter placed 10th

for the Ephs followed by Tom Gunn in 15th

and John Harris (Salisbury, Ct.) in 23rd.

In Friday evening's cross-country com-

petition, timing and lap counting problems

forced cancellation of the event Williams

finished an unofficial 6th with Gary James

placing 17th and Will Palish 21sl

Binding problems and falls hurt Williams in

Saturday's giant slalom as the Ephs finished

a disappointing 9th. But the squad rebounded

in the jumping competition and captured 7th

place, two notches above its finish at the

Vermont carnival, to grab 7th in the overall

team standings. Parish and Hubner placed

19th and 21st, respectively. -

V'»'»'»'.'»'»'»'»'»'»'»V»V*"'»'»'»'»*»"'»'»''''''»''''''*.»

f'HINIS BY
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7^ FKAMK .SHOP
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THE

CUP
SHOP

~At» .J4airaJtUt^ puut for Mh tf <f<x*

S4 S|<ring Street

Williamstown.Ma.

For Appointment
Call 4SI-9U7

From V:00A.M.tot:30P.M.
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Women 's basketball overpowers S^ith, stays undefeated

freshwoman Anne Youngling, who paced Ephs with 14 poind, firet a jumper in last

Thursday 's 52-43 victory over Smith. Other Ephwomen viewing the action, from left to

right, are Lisa Capaldini, Leslie Ferguson, and Becky Kano. .^ ^ i,

byNickCrlstlano

President Chandler was there. The
Williams marching band (well, three

members of it) were present. Spectators

filtered in quietly, many seemingly not sure

of what to expect, and filled the grandstands

along the sidelines of the main basketball

court at Lasell Gymnasium.
At 7:30 p. m., the opposition sauntered onto

the court, decked out in bright yellow

uniforms, and there was a smattering of boos

as they went through their pre-game layup

driUs.

Then the Purple appeared, racing in single

file down the sideline, past the scorer's table,

under the hoop, around to the other sideline,

up to half court, then down the lane for a tap

drill off the boards. All the while, the mini-

band belted out "Yard-by-Yard" and the

partisan Williams crowd, except for a few

hecklers in the end-zone seats, found itself

bursting into unreserved cheers.

And so, even before the opening tap-off on

Thursday evening against one of their

toughest opponents of the year, Smith, the

undefeated women's basketball team had

recorded what guard Becky Kano called "a

major^^ victory."

"Ttat was by far the biggest crowd I've

ever seen at any women's sports event here,"

said the diminutive junior, who contributed

four points in the Ephwomen's eventual 52-43

victory. "We were really pleased with it. I

think it was a major victory for women's

athletics at Williams."

The Williams women's basketball team,

now in its third year of existence after suf-

fering through 3-5 and 2-8 seasons, is

currently the only undefeated team on

campus with a 5-0 record following the victory

over Smith's B team. Much of the team's

success is due to its four freshwomen star-

ters, Anae Youngling, Lisa Capaldini, Maggie

O'Brien, and Leslie Ferguson, who con-

tributed 36 points in the Smith win, and who
have provided much of the firepower in the

other four victories, none of which was by less

than 18 points. Many of the players, however,

give most of Ihe credit to first-year coach

Bonny Crawford, who has managed to instill a

strong spirit of team unity with a determined

drive to win in her young, talented team.

"We have a better team spirit because of

Bonny", said Ms. Kano. "Last year was

frustrating; there was a lot of tension because

we kept losing and didn't do anything about it.

This year Bonny told us, 'Listen, the least

we're going to do this year is be a team.' But

she didn't stop there. Bonny doesn't entertain

the possibility of losing. She went down to

scout Smith last week (the Ephwomen were

supposed to play Smith's A team, which had

defeated Dartmouth 80-35 in the game Coach

Crawford scouted) and she came back and

told us that they were good, but that we were

good too."

"She's an excellent coach, both technically

and personally," said Anne Youngling, who
paced the team with 14 points. "She really

makes you enjoy playing the game."

"There's a lot of talent on this team, and

just to see everyone working together, and

tieing able to contribute to it, is a lot of fun,"

said Maggie O'Brien, who chipped in 12

points.

Coach Crawford looks at her role more

modestly. "I can'treally say it's anything I'm

doing," said the former high school and

college star. "I just think the girls' attitude is

more positive this year. I feel you can only

win by having a team, a unit that can work

together no matter what. On this team,

everyone contributes, not necessarily skill-

wise, but everyone makes a contribution. We
try to act as one both on and off the court,

having parties, and things like that. That's

perhaps otie reason for the good start"

The togetherness is evident in the game
against Smith, even though most of the Ephs
thought it was the team's poorest showing of

the season. Although only eight of the thirteen

players contributed skill-wise, but no one

player dominated the action. The Ephwomen
moved the ball, skillfully around the

perimeter of the Smith zone, and as a result

were able to get off better shots (the Purple

hit on 27 per cent of their shots, which is a bit

under normal), and opened .up a 24-10 lead.

When the Smith women began to press in the

second half and narrowed the margin to five,

theEphwomen, with their fans lending honest

support, resorted to hustling and persistence

under the boards, and pressure that caused

several key Smith turnovers.

Senior captain Fran Calafiore, a substitute

guard, offered another explanation for the

team's success.

"I think the youthfulness of the team is a

major factor in its unity. (6 freshmen, 2

sophs, 3 juniors, and 2 seniors.) When you're

younger, you're more enthusiastic about it,

but you're also more patient. If you're not

playing now, there'll be plenty of time in the

years ahead. The game takes up a lot of time,

and it's a big commitment. But when you're

an underclassman, you don't worry as much
about missing the other things going on

around campus as you do when you're a

senior."

The commitment is also much bigger this

year than it has t)een in the past Whereas the

team used to practice only four days a week,

Coiich Crawford now drills the team six days

a week, and ran such a tough preseason

training schedule that only 13 of 28 candidates

Wished to stick it out Only fiVe of those 13 are

returnees from last year's team.

"Last year, we wouldn't have practice on

Friday afternoons, and even though we were
doing badly, no one would complain," said

Ms. Kano. "This year. Bonny will haveus out

on Sunday morning before brunch
sometimes, and no one complains."

"There was a more club-like atmosphere in

the past" said Ms. Calafiore. "Janis (former

coach Janis Wertz) was too amenable,

trying to get everyone in on all the decisions.

We used to have a team vote on whether to let

everyone play, or to try to win. That just led to

too much of a hassle. This year. Bonny makes
all the decisions. She didn't hold any team
vote. So when someone makes the decisions

for you, you either stay on, or you quit"

"Benny's nice and understanding, but she

wants us to know that we're her team, and

we're going out there to play good basket-

ball," said Kano.

Although most of the players tried to put

down the affect of the crowd on their game,

most indicated they were pleasantly aur-

!
prised at Thursday evening's turnout and that

they do try to encourage people to attend.

"I'm out there playing for myself, not the

crowd," said Ms. Youngling. "But it's a good ••

feeling that people come because they feel

they're going to see good basketball."

"I've got too many things to do when I'm on

the court to hear the crowd," said Kano. "No,

I didn't hear any razzing," she said, referring

to a potential crowd problem at a

predominately male school. "In the past, we_
had that problem a little, but now I don't

really feel we're laughable."

Calafiore hasn't noticed any change in the

attitude of the crowd. "If I felt that there had
lieen any jeering and heckling at my own
school, I would have quit," said the three-

year veteran. "We've alyays had some loyal

fans, but now there are more. I'm surprised

that there are more women coming out to

watch us. Sure, we plan to put up signs, and
get each player to tell five or ten people to

come out. I think most of the people are

pleasantly surprised when they come, so you
don't have to ask them the next time."

So where does it all go from here?

"The Williams women's sports program is

one of the tops that I've seen for a college this

size," said Crawford. "At my school, (North

Carolina A & T University) we had only one

varsity sport; Here there are five. And I think

it will continue to grow (in numbers and

popularity)."

"I don't think it's necessary for women to

have athletic funds equal to the men's share,"

she went on. "I don't think the women want
that anyway. They just want adequate

facilities and adequate equipment Just

because Curt Tong gets ten basketballs, I

don't feel I should get ten also, because we
don't need that many. Besides, 1 wouldn't

want to get involved in all the recruiting and

other activities which occupy the male

coaches. I don't think women's sports will

ever reach the recruiting stage here."

Crawford's ability to combine both

discipline and a strong spirit of team unity

among her talented young team has already

helped women's sports at Williams reach a^
new level of respectability and public ac-

ceptance. Regardless of what happens on the

courit in the sevwi remaining games, the

victories in the stands should continue to

mount.

Purple track andfield domination
from page ten

Williams should be favored to repeat. On
Saturday the Ephs send a contingent to the

Easterns at Southern Connecticut where

some fine performances are expected. Pete

Mertz in the high jump and Mike Reed in the

hurdles both have excellent shots at victory

while Scott Perry, Dave McLau^ry, and
both relays figure to score.
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Stuffed Panthers and Bears

Ephs swish to 7 in a row
by Dan Daly

It was the kind of calculatedly noncommital

remark you'd expect from one who has^pent

a quarter of his life as a college basketball

coach. "We're still taking it one game at a

time," said Curt Tong after his charges had

demolished outclassed Bowdoin, 87-56. "If we
get into the playoffs, fine. If not . . .^
A lot can happen in six games, but it's hard

to imagine anybody playing better than

Williams has in winning its last seven con-

tests. The Ephs have shot, rebounded,

hustled, played defense, and done everything

else asked of them in the past month. When
the E.C.A.C. starts mailing out playoff in-

vitations in March, don't be surprised if one is

postmarked Williamstown.

Last Wednesday, the Ephs accomplished

what no other team has done all season: they

blew powerful Middlebury right out of Lasell

Gym, 68-53. Confronted with the problem of

containing a couple of trees named Zenon

Smotrycz (6-9) and Dave Davidson (6-8),

Tong devised a sticky 2-1-2 defense that took

away the Panthers' inside game and forced
'
the visitors to settle for 15 and 20-footers.

Guards Dave Pentkowski and Kevin Cum-
mings did little damage from that range.

Middlebury's defense proved no less for-

midable in the first 20 minutes. The Panthers'

strategy was simple: stop Harry Sheehy and
you stop Williams. It almost worked. With
Pentkowski chasing Sheehy all over the court

and Smotrycz and Davidson helping out when
needed, the 6-3 captain had to work hard for

every shot. Seven minutes had elapsed before

Hank got off his first shot and only 9:48

remained in the first half when he registered

his first points.

All the attention being paid Sheehy gave
Fred Dittman (24 pts., 14 rebounds) a lot of

elbow room, however, and midway through

the first half, the 6-4 senior netted four 20-

footers in a row to give Williams a short-lived

20-16 lead.

Middlebury came right back. Patiently

working the ball and controlling the tempo of

the game, the Panthers maneuvered for a

couple of easy buckets and went into the

locker room on top, 26-25.

Earty second half baskets by Alex Rosten,

Mark Carter (16), and Dittman put the Ephs
in front, 31-28 and it was all Williams after

that. Soon, Sheehy began to go to work un-

derneath and, with a variety of lay-ups,

turnaround jumpers, and bank shots, poured
in 13 points after the intermission.

The key to the game, however, was the

effectiveness of Williams' zone, which
frequently pressured the visitors into taking

bad shots. "Middlebury lost their composure
a little in the second half," Tong admitted.

"They weren't used to playing behind."

In truth, the Panthers were as much out-

coached as outplayed. Never was this more
evident than midway through the second half,

when Tong isolated Carter on the right side of

the Middlebury zone to go one-on-one with the

lumbering Smotrycz. The 6-2 junior blew past

Smotrycz for two straight lay-ups to give

Williams a comfortable U-point cushion (53-

42). Middlebury was a beaten ballclub after

that.

Bowdoin was a cakewalk as the Ephs
jumped out to an early 8-1 lead and never
looked back, winning 87-56. The Polar Bears
were absolutely frigid from the outside and
when Curt tong cleared his bench late in the

first half, the only question that remained
unanswered was what Williams' margin of

victory would be. The score was 70-38 when
Sheehy, Dittman & Co. departed with 10:17

left.

"Bowdoin doesn't have a great record,"

Tong said afterward, "but they've beaten
some good teams. It was kind of nice to have a

breather for a change."

The Polar Bears' switching defenses didn't

seem to bother Williams any. With Alex

Sports Round-Up

\ "Women's Skiing"

After a strong sixth place finish in the

Dartmouth Winter Carnival, the women's ski

team hosts its own carnival this weekend with

hopes of improving its position in Division 1.

Last wedcend at Dartmouth, Williams

placed 6th for the second straight week, the

highest finish in the brief history of the

women's ski team. Top finishers for the Eph-

women were Martha Epstein, 3rd in the

slalom, Karen Ham, 17th in the giant slalom,

Marion Sherman, 20th in the giant slalom,

and Ellen Toll, ISth in the cross-country.

Rosten (12 pts.) playing perhaps his best all-

around game to date, the Ephs did pretty

much what they wanted to on offense. "Alex

has fallen into the groove, now," Tong of-

fered. "He knows how to establish the tiempo

of the game and follows the game plan very

well. He's been a help on the defensive

boards, too."

Equally encouraging was the play of senior

forward Dave Fainer, who came off the bench

and threw in eight points, six in the first half.

"I was real pleased with the way he played,"

Tong said later. "I had hoped to use him more
this year but the opportunities weren't that

plentiful: I ^vas glad we were able to get

everybody in there."

Sheehy 's 20 points (in 27 minutes of play)

gives him 1248 for three years. He now needs

just 26 to break Bob Mahland's ('62) 13-year=

old record of 1273. Fred Dittman chipped in 13

while soph Tim Hester (5) and senior Eric

Pookrum (2) broke into the scoring column
for the first time this season.

Junior forward Mark Carter attempts to

block shot by Bowdoin 's Greg FasuUo.

Fasuilo was the only Polar Bear to hit

douBle figures as the Ephs routed the

Bears.

Williams embarrasses rivals

in Little Three plus One

Co-Captain Stan Fri closes out a 12-2 season for the Ephs,

relay ofthe final meet oftheyearatTowne Field House.

(photo by Read)
breaking the tape in the final

Dick Farley's squad, 12-2 on the season,

hammered a trio of decidedly less than

powerful indoor track opponents in the Little

Three plus One meet Saturday. The Ephs
rolled to 83 jAnts while Amherst, 30, Trinity,

17 and Wesleyan, 11 were just submerged in a

wave of Purple athletes. The lack of emphasis
placed by the other three schools on the in-

door season was reflected in every possible

way—the Ephs generally supplying half the

field for each race.

The meet started off with a thud when the

sole, remaining 35 lb. weight became the last

to break early in the competition, and the

event was cancelled. Rich Remmer's 43' put-

of-the-shot netted the Ephs only second and
Williams trailed—for the last time.

Scott Perry lept 21' 8", Pete Mertz added
second, Mike Schiffmiller fourth, and the
Ephs were off and flying. Mertz then won the
triple jump, trailed by Steve Horton and
Schiffmiller. Dave McLaughry vaulted a
disappointing 13' for second, managing to tie

the meet record anyway. Mertz won the high
jump at 6' 4" and Bob Ashley took third, Pete
just scraping the bar off at 6' 7>/i".

Following the fleet pace of Amherst's Peter
Milliard in the mile, Frank Carr turned in a
season best of 4^21.1 for second, Scott Lutrey
taking a distant and hurtin' fourth.

Mike Reed banished a Williams record of

twenty years' standing by winning the 600 in

1 : 13.6, his co-captain Stan Fri being edged out

for second twenty yards back. With Reed out

of the way, Ron White won the hurdles in 7.9,

Bob Ashley a stride back. Joe Newsome made
a grand entrance in winning the dash, with

Perry taking second and Doug Ellis fourth.

Dave Carroll finished third in a sparse lOOO

field. Milliard winnmg again.

The two mile provided a Williams indoor

first as Paul Skudder led three Ephs through

the mile in 4:49 with no one else near. Senior

Pete Hyde blew out with a half mile to go and

won impressively in 9:38.2, holding off the

belated charge of John Rathgebcr. Tim
Pritchard broke ten for the first time and

outkicked Skudder, providing a clean sweep
for the Ephs.

Newsome, Kip Chew, Reed and Perry won
by sixty 'yards in the mile relay, tieing the
meet record of 3:29.3. Terry O'Reilly burst

out to a huge lead in the two mile relay, then
Carr, Lutrey and Fri conspired to hold on,

snapping the tape at 8:20.6, closing out the

meet.

The outdoor Little Three meet will bear
little resemblances to this debacle, though

please turn lo page nine

Springfield

drowns in

Purple tide

For the first tlnte in eight years, the
Williams varsity swimming team defeated
perennial powerhouse Springfield College last
Saturday. A packed house at Muir Pool went
wild as Col. Ephraim's nautical namesakes
handed a 65-48 upset to a Springfield squad
which placed lOth in the Div. II nationals last

year and which is currently defending iu
seventh straight New England championship.
Less than two hours before, it had seemed

''that the visitors would be doing all the

dunking, having opened up a quick 13-3 lead

after only two events. The Williams Medley
Relay of Tim Jones, Kirk Greer, John Far
makis and Phil Wild beat their own best time,

beat the year's best time in the NEISA, beat

the Div. Ill nationals' qualifying time. In

short, they beat everything but the

Springfield foursome, who set a new pool

record. Distance specialist Stuart Deans'

college record performance in the 1000 yard
freestyle was just not enough to defeat

Springfield star Paul Van Ryn.
But then, with Bruce Barclay and R. J

Connelly's 1-3 finish in the 200 yard freestyle,

the Purple natators began their determined
comeback. Three consecutive first place

finishes put the Ephs briefly on top, and after

divers Jeff Erickson and Dick Pregent

salvaged a 2-3 finish behind Yellowjacket ace

"Joe Gallagher, the score was knotted at 26

From then on, the Ephmen dominated, until

Erickson clinched the victory with a second in

Ihe optional diving.

Three 1-2 sweeps, two led by freshman John
Farmakis, netted most of the crucial points

for the paddlers. Farmakis, who qualified for

the nationals and set a first year record in the

200 yard individual medley, was backed up in

that event by junior Scott Schumacker, and in

the 200 yard butterfly by fellow frosh Guy
Hoelzer, who lopped better than eight seconds

of his best time in one of the most impressive

performances of the day. In the 200 yard

breaststroke, Greer finished second only to

Paul vom Eigen's college record time of

2:22.9.

Phil Wild, still undefeated in individual

intercollegiate competition, took yet another

first in the 50 yard freestyle, and Stuart

Deans, Out to avenge his defeat in the 1000,

swam to a strategically brilliant 500 victory.

Taking Van Ryn out very quickly and building

a tenuous lead through the middle hundreds,

the rookie kept just enough in reserve to fight

off his opponent's final sprint.

j^chumacker came back from the individual

medley to record a victory in the backstroke

clocked in 2:03.3, second best in New England

this year.

The swimmers wrap up their dual meet

season with a Winter Carnival trip to

Southern Connecticut on Saturday and the

Little Three championship meet with

Amherst at home on February 22. But you can

be sure that a showdown with Brown at the

conference championships on March 7-9 will

be in the back of their minds as they swim
through these next two weeks.

P.E. department reorganized
An administrative reorganization of the

Department of Physical Education,
Athletics and Recreation at Williams
College has been approved by the trustees

and announced by Robert R. Peck,

chairman of the department. Under the

plan, effective next July 1, four coor-

dinators will report to Mr. Peck.

William E. McCormick,a member of the

staff since 1953 and director of intramural
sports since 1959, will become Coordinator
of Intramural Programs. He will have
overall responsibility for intramural
athletics, including the developing
programs for women. McCormick will also
continue to coach varsity hockey and to

manage the Lansing Chapman Rink.
>Carl R. Samuelson, head «oach of

swimming since 1986 and director of

physical education since 1970, will become
Coordinator of Aquatics. In addition to

coaching men's and women's varsity and
junior varsity swimming, he will also
assume responsibility for programs in

aquatic activities, including water polo,

skin and scuba diving and for community
use of the Robert B. Muir Pool.

Curtis W. Tong, a member of the staff

since 1973, will become Coordinator of

Physical Education, while continuing as

coach of varsity basketball and women's
varsity tennis. In the new role, he will

coordinate all men's and women's
physical education program. Tong, who is

a graduate of Otterbein College, holds

M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from Ohio State

University, and for nine years was
chairman of the Department of Health and

Physical Education at Otterbein.

Ralph J. Townsend, a member of the

staff since 1950, continues as the Coor-

dinator of Recreation to which post he was
named in 1972. His duties include super-

vision of all the recreational uses of

Williams facilities, and he will continue to

direct the Williams Outing Club, conduct

the Winter Carnival, and manage the Ski

Area on Berlin Mountain. Townsend
served as varsity ski coach for 22 years

before stepping down in 1970, and has been
supervising recreational programs since

that time. He was the National Nordic and
Eastern Alpine champion in 1947, com-
peted in the 1948 Olympics in both cross
country and jumping and won the national
Nordic title again in 1949.
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Institute hires

Labaree as

-^i€W director
JtyHarryJ.KelljL,

Benjamin W. Labaree, Ephralm Williams

Professor of American History, has been

{Tppointed director of the Franlc C. Munson
Memorial Institute of American Maritime

Studies at Mystic Seaport, in Mystic, Conn.

Tlie Munson Institute offers an accredited

course of study for students during a six-week

summer course. The student body consists

-—largely of graduate history students, in-

cluding high school teachers and doctoral

candidates, and includes also amateur
maritime historians. Mystic Seaport staff,

and some retired Navy personnel. The In-

stitute is affiliated with the University of

Connecticut.

Labaree has served as a member of the

Williams College faculty since 1963. Labaree

had served as Dean of the College for a

number of years until 1967, and was appointed

to his present position in 1972. He has been a

member of the Munson faculty since 1966.

His appointment as the director of the

Munson Institute is only the latest in a line of

Labaree's connections with the sea and
maritime studies. In an interview, he men-
tioned that as a child, he spent many sum-
mers on Nantucket, where he first t>ecame

interested and fascinated \jj/ the sea. His work
in the early history of America led him
inevitably to regard the sea and mercantile

commerce as crucial to the economic
development of the country. Maritime
history, previously his area of specialty at the

Institute, deals with more tlian it appears to.

For him, maritime history is crucial to un-

derstanding the economic history of the

country, which in itself is crucial to un-

derstanding the growth of the United States.

Labaree argued that economics and history

have isolated themselves from one another,

GPA still on rise:

Is harder grading the answer?^

(photo by Stets, Mystic Seaport)

Pro/. Benjamin Labaree -

and that this isolation has hindered students

of history from seeing the effect of economics
on the development of America from a small,

agricultural nation into a major world power.

"American commerce was what made
possible the break from subsistence
agriculture to economic power," said

please turn to page five

by Andrea Mintz

The mean grade point average at Williams
is now at 8.22 in contrast to 8.00 in the fall of

1973-the largest annual rise in five years.

WiUiams' position in regard to grade inflation

is not unique however. According to Associate

Provost Booth, colleges and universities

throughout the country are witnessing a

similar rise.

The grade statistics reveal some surprising

trends. As in past years, the mean grade point

average is lowest for Division nr courses.

However, even this distinction becomes less

significant when one examines the averages

according to course level. While in 100 level

courses it is still the lowest, in 200 and 300

level courses, it exceeds both other divisions.

In 400 level courses, the Division III mean
average of 8.98 ranks below that of Division I

(9.61) but above that of Division II (8.78).

Division III also exhibits the greatest

disparity among its departmental averages

claiming both the highest (Astro-Physics at
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Alumni fund gets record-breaking sum
The Alumni Fund of Williams College has

broken all previous records and raised

$923,143 in its latest annual campaign that

ended Jan. 31. Announcing this new high,

James R. Briggs, director of annual giving,

termed it "remarkable for a recession year."

Not only alumni, but aiso parents of

Williams students and other friends of the

college contributed to the record-breaking

total. All their gifts are unrestricted and will

go to meet current operating expenses of the

college.

More than half of all living Williams alumni

contributed during the four-month campaign,

with 6,735 participating in all, or 53 per cent.

Their contributions totaled $819,640, including

corporate matching gifts. Parents of

Williams students contributed $77,604. Other

friends Of the college, including many in

Williamstown, gave $21,191, an increase of

$5,636 over the previous year. There were

additional gifts of $4,708 in memoriam.

National chairman of the campaign just

ended was James A. Edgar, Jr., of Rye, N.Y.

Assisting him as vice chairmen were Edward

C. Eaton, III of Hartford, Conn.; Andrew D.

Heineman of New York, N.Y.; and Thomas

H. Pierce of Chicago, 111. Mrs. Rosemary F.

Byron of Catskill, NY., headed the Parents

Fund.

Key men in the Alumni Fund campaign

were 66 class agents who competed for the six

trophies honoring outstanding clasS' per-

formance. Winners of the Webster Atwell

Trophy for the largest amount contributed by

a single class were John T. Snyder, Jr., of

Winnetka, 111.; and the Class of 1940, with

contributions totaling $54,362. Helping them

achieve this trophy-winning total was a

challenge gift by one member of the class who
offered to match all his classmates'gifts

above last year's level on a doUar-for dollar

basis. Spurred by this challenge, the Class of

1940 contributed $19,428 more than the year

before-an increase th^t won another trophy

for the class, the John P. English Trophy,

which goes to the reunion class with the

largest dollar increase over the previous

year.

For the 12th consecutive year, Henry W.

Comstock of Buffalo, N.Y., and the Class of

1925 won the Meredith Wood Trophy for the

highest percentage of participation. Despite

being hospitalized during the campaign, Mr.

Comstock secured contributions from 93 of

the 96 living members of his class, which

celebrates its 50th Reunion at Williams this

coming June. His winning percentage was

96.87 per cent.

Among the classes graduated more than 50

years ago, the Class of 1921 won the John E.

Sawyer Trophy for best performance on the

basis of both amount and participation. The

class agent, Charles M. Cutler of West

Newton, Mass., obtained contributions

(photo by Read)

Freshman Quad gels into spirit of Winter Carnival. However, snow sculpture was

won hy Armstrong with Morgan and East-Payerweatber as runners up.

totaling $12,749 from 35 of his classmates-

58.33 per cent of all those on his class rolls.

Among the younger classes, graduated

within the last 10 years, contributions con-

tinued to set new hi^s, as they have

throughout recent campaigns. Timothy D.

Dorman of Bennington, Vt. and the Class of

1970 wound up with the largest total con-

tributions in this age group-$8,854-which won
them the Class of 1926 Trophy. Their total this

year was an impressive $5,850 higher than the

amount the same class contributed the year

before. *,

Another trophy earmarked for the age
group graduated within the last 10 years went
for the third straight time to John H.F. En-

teman of Cambridge, Mass., and the Class of

1972. Their participation percentage was the

best-55.66 per cent. This won them the Baxter-

1914 Trophy.

Widespread enthusiasm among the younger

classes has a lot to do with the setting of a new
record for the Alumni Fund as a whole in this

recession year. Fully 16 of the 20 youngest

classes to have graduated from Williams

gave more than they had given the year

before. Their contributions more than offset

some recession effects that were visible

among the major individual contributors in

older classes. Many of those who gave $500 or

more last year and gave again this year had

to decrease their gifts. Excluding all last

year's reunion classes, this group gave
$53,000 less than during the previous cam-
paign. Apparently this range of givers were
hurt most by the adverse economic conditions

of 1974.

Even so, a few very large contributions

were received. One was the largest in the

history of the Alumni Fund-$25,O0O- and
altogether there were 17 gifts of $5,000 or

more.

The aim of the Williams Alumni Fund is to

meet through voluntary contributions ap-

proximately 10 per cent of the costs the

college incurs every year for faculty salaries,

financial aid to students, library operations,

maintenance of campus facilities, and other

operating costs connected with the education

of the entire student body.

Since 1917. when the Alumni Fund began, it

has provided more than $12 million in

unrestricted gifts that have been used for

these purposes.

U.OP) and the lowest (MaU) at 7.27). 1 _
Booth suggested that the lower math

average may be partially attributed to the

math professors' use of departmental exams
which test the students' comprehensive

mastery of the material and only those

students who are able to demonstrate this

mastery receive the highest grade. In con-

trast, professors in other departments often

require papers or give students the option of

choosinga paperor<frexam. This, according

to Dean Grabois enables the student to

"choose his own weapon" since a paper more
often illustrates a selective radier than a

comprehensive mastery of a topic which the

student often chooses himself.

Booth believes that the lack of a college-

wide policy on grading standards has con-

tributed to the development of two schools of

thought among the faculty on the grading

process. One group believes that if a majority

of the students are working harder and
receiving better grades, it is essential for the

professors to begin to grade harder and to

escalate standards. Dean Grabois, a

representative member of this group,

asserted that it is the "obligation of teachers

to discriminate among papers." The student,

he explained, is entitled to "the maximum
benefit of my judgment" which includes

critically evaluating each student's work on

its own strengths and weaknesses and in

relation to the work of other students.

Teachers, he feels, are also subject to social

and academic pressure to avoid giving out

grades below a B-.

Both Grabois and Booth contend that the

cramping of grades in the B range can be

detrimental to students applying to graduate

and professional schools that rely on class

rank as part of the selection criteria. The less

spread out the grades are, the more difficult it

is to differentiate among students and con-

sequently even the slightest point difference

among student grade averages could con-

siderably alter an individual's standing in his

class.

The opposing group believes that an overall

improvement in mean averages is good and
does not categorically necessitate a raising of

standards. Perhaps the grade inflation is due
not to a debasement of academic standards

but to increased motivation and hard work on

the part of many students. Other explanations

for the inflation include: Increased concern

over the competition for graduate schools, a

subtle shift in student attitude away from

being academically independent and
resisting total conformity to Williams'

standards, and finally perhaps a growing

insecurity among students about their own
personal worth which is revealed in their

desire for some kind of tangible evaluation,

booth, after suggesting these explanations,

stressed that changes in student attitude are

difficult if not impossible to document con-

clusively.

Both Booth and Grabois, who is presently

working on the formulation of some viable

methods to curb the grade inflation, stressed

the difficulty of deriving and implementing
any solutions. The imposition of a college-side

standard of grading has been considered but

Grabois, for one, believes that this may
constitute an infraction of a professor's

academic freedom.

New committees
need students

Students many nominate themselves for

two ad hoc committees, the Committee to

Investigate the Problems of Financial Aid
and the Consumer Advocacy Committee,
College Council vice president Paul Council

announced.

The latter committee, which will be limited

to four members, will investigate and report

on the College's policy on licensing vendors,

linen services and similar non-campus
agencies and will discuss consumer problems
associated with these and other agencies.

A self-nomination consists of a one page
statement of interests and qualifications and
should be submitted to Dean Cris
Roosenraad's office no later than noon,
Tuesday, Feb. 25. Applicants must include
their college address and phone number.
Council can be reached at telephone

number 458-5624 in case one has questions
concerning the functions of these committees.
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Probably the biggest difference between teaching at the s^Qndary
school level and at the collegiate level (aside from tiie difficulty dfthe
material) is that a college professor must be a scholar in addition to being a

teacher. While big universities tend to stable large numbers of scholarly

geniuses who teach only little and hardly ever to the undergraduate,
Williams has the advantages of a small, liberal arts college, namely the

opportunity to assemble a fine teaching faculty who are also fine scholars.

Perhaps teaching should be underlined in that last sentence, since itis-

the close association both in class and out with professors which makes
Williams such an important force in most of its students' lives. Few students

see the scholarly side of their professors, yet each is aware of their

teaching.

The institution—the College—on the other hand, tends to concentrate on
a professor's scholastic output. How much has X published? How well was it

received? As one of the more subtle but carefully noted public faces of the

College, faculty publications can eloquently brighten or tarnish Williams'
reputation by their quality or lack of it. ^

The clash between student needs and institutional demands surfaced in

the recent student appeals of certain tenure decisions. It is hoped that the
obvious tribute of such student support has lessened the ordeal for the

professors involved. But even more importantly, it is hoped that the ad-
ministration has learned soniething.

First, that something is lacking. The study looking into the establish-

ment of an appeals process for tenure decisions is to be applauded and
hastened into operation.

Second, it is obvious the tenure process is still complex, sometimes
confusing, and still is not perfect. Like all subjective methods it creates
detractors no matter what it does. Yet perhaps the mix of judgments and
observations needs some overhauling.

Third, tenure decisions should weigh even more carefully the needs of

the students and the needs of the institution. While there is a definite

overlap, fine teachers should be cultivated. Certainly with the job market as
it is, the College can pick and choose. Yet how often do really fine teachers
come along? Perhaps if scholarship, and not teaching, is the more difficult

of the two, then Williams' teaching is not so unique. But if it is the other way
around, then the College should be willing to give up a little to protect it.

«

- Happy Inflation

It is a credit not only to the alumni and friends of Williams, but to the
desirability of the ideals and goals of the institution itself, that the recent
Alumni Fund totals should show a record increase for an economically
dismal year. Especially interesting is the increased giving from the twenty
most recently graduated classes. As times worsen, the view of the Purple
Valley becomes rosier and the determination to perpetuate the Williams
experience and all it has meant for the individual strengthens. Let us hope
the tools with which Williams is presently equipping its new generation of
alumni will be able to weather the outside world as well.
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by Michael Rosenblum

Williams College is too easy. Now, I don't

mean too easy in the conventional sense, that

is the amount of work we all have to do. No one

knows better than 1 do about work load.

(Between Chem 200 and Greek History,

(barely have time to watch Bonanza 3 times a

day) . What I mean is that at Williams it is too

easy to fall into the deadly liberal arts trap

which the college seems to encourage so

much. We spend four yeiirs within the—Williams womb, caught in the confines of

Bronfman and Baxter. . .and whilethis liUle

village may have its day to day challenges,

exams, papers, and the like, its contact with

the real world is nil. Then after receiving

your degree, you are pushed into a place you

have no real knowledge of. . .and sometimes,

if you're really smart, you can escape seeing

that real world all-together. Prep. School-

Williams-Bankers trust-country club syn-

drome. iPoverty.-surerl^e^een pover^^4^t^

Job Jots
__V ,^^

Krti'uitiiig Schedule:

Please note: URGENT—all seniors on the

P&G schedule and waiting list, please

check with Kitie immediately.

Armstrong Cork has changed dates.

Please check with'Katie.

Manuf. Hapover Trust cancelled onThurs.

243 and^ rescheduled for Thurs. 2^.
Addition: Cook Industries - agriproducts

commodity merchandising Management

Trainee Prog. ^ \
Date: March 6, 1975. . ^
Cancelled: Conn. Gen, Life Ins. Co. ^

Sclioduie for the Week of 2-20 - 2-27: \

Dulf
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Viewpoint

State constituencies upset
by Michael R. Beschloti

"Uit'iNich of us ask," intoned Richard

Nixon at his now-forgotten 1973 inaugural,

'"'not just what government will do for me but

what lean do for myself."

Two years later, the twin legacies of the

final Nixon year-Watergate and the economic

crisis-have unwittingly done more to curtail

' the expansion of big government than the

former President could have dreamed.

Nowhere is this fact more evident than at

the state level. Smaller scale and closer

constituent contact than Washington achieves

reduces lead time between private wants and

public action. In a nation where government's

sensitivity rises in relation to its proximity to

the people, state government becomes a

bellwether. It reveals an immediate
dimension of the national temperament.

Watergate and the overloolted-but-

surprising number of recent state scandals

have massively disenchanted the body politic.

This disenchantment translates into im-

patience with corrupti9n and wasteful

—bureaucracy^ and4nto4inger with those^vho^

ask for increased tax rates to finance the

rising costs of state administration. Faith in

government's effectiveness and even its

disposition to solve problems is at rock bot-

tom.

More crucial is the economic squeeze. At a

time when inflation grips the majority of

lower and middle income earners, the en-

thusiasm for tax increases (never high in

ordinary circumstances) decidely ebbs.

Governors across the nation are faced with

holding the line on taxes or risking defeat.

Most attempt so stabilize taxes by slashing

the state's social programs and cutting back

-4iurea«cracy,

CC offers

to fund third

ion
'W

by John Barker

In the most recent College Council meeting,

a proposal was passed announcing that the CC
would encourage a third publication on

campus supplementing the Record Advocate
and Knockabout. The announcement, "that

the CC is willing to consider funding an
organization which would offer a monthly or

bi-monthly publication," in the words of CC
President Steve Phillips 75, was passed by

Phillips' deciding vote after a 9-9 tie.

The original suggestion to encourage a

third publication was made by CC member
Bill Keenan'76, who reasserted the im-

portance of selectivity by the CC, which, he

emphasized, "will not necessarily accept any
proposal" by any student or group of

students.

The kind of "journal" the CC is looking for

was depicted by Phillips as "a publication

which Would deal with literary subjects,

opinion on campus, and in-depth articles on

the college and the surrounding area." He
compared his expectations for the new
publication to the defunct The Williams

IJIrrary Monthly.
*

Phillips conceived of a journal with a

"considerably different orientation" from the

KoAd and said the announcement was "not an

implicit attack on the ReAd," which he said

he believes is valuable to the college.

Knockabout is published about twice a year,

and Phillips said that he tho^ght a more
'regular journal is needed." "*

"If the CC says it's willing to listen, it (the

new publication) would have a better chance

of getting off the ground," maintained

Keenan. He generalized some of the oto-

jections, saying "it barely passed cause it's a

bit convoluted; it's a form of solicitation and
it's a bit awkward." "Some might feel it's

useless" with the ReAd and Knockabout
already there, Keenan anticipated. He also

pointed out that "money is tight."

It was suggested that an offer of funding

might be construed as a "slap" to those

organizations whose budgets were cut.

However, the CC retains a portion of their

budget allocated by the college for just such

purposes which pop up in the middle of the

year.

Phillips stated, "Individuals or groups

interested in establishing such a journal

should contact me at 458-3415 or their house

representative."

Thus, the view from the state level is one of
little tolerance for big government and
reduced government services for the people.
It mirrors precisely the cause-and-effect
relationship which Richard Nixon spoke of in

that long-ago inaugural.

And it is not too fanciful to suggest that as
the former President dwells upon the
.miseries of his final catastrophic year in

office, he might derive a peculiar pleasure
from it

Michael Beschloss worked in the

office of Governor Daniel Walker of
Illinois during Winter Stud'

ptrg notes

Photo of the Week (photo by Stew Ready:

Beer chugging was one of many talents displayed in Winter Games '75, the acr_
iivfties on Cole Field sponsored by.the WHEW. Toboggan races, trike races and iT
tug of war on ice were also part of the excitement. Tom Cummings of Dodd
House ivas the best of the chuggers.

Uranium cartel fuelsMassEIRG!s fight
by Vincent Prada

A cartel of uranium exporting nations has
begun to threaten nations dependent on

nuclear power through the control of nuclear

reactor fuel prices. The United States is

particularly affected by this threat, because

of its increasing reliance on nuclear power as

a major source of energy. The emergence of

this uranium cartel, and the continued

controversy over the safety of nuclear

reactors forms the basis for the position of

MassPIRG in opposition to tl^ further

development of nuclear power in this country.

In response to these issues of plant safety, the

Williams chapter of MassPIRG in the next

week will se^ support in a petition drive to

phase out nuclear power, and develop

alternative sources of energy such as solar

power.

The uranium cartel, called the Uranium
Producers Fonmi, held its first meeting in_

South Africa in 1972 in an attempt to seek the

fulfillment of mutual interests among
producers of uranium. As described Forbes

magazine, the cartel's objective was to in-

crease profits in the uranium industry by
raising prices. With the cutbacks in world oil

production, uranium producers expected an

increase in demand for uranium, as
developed nations shifted to uranium-fueled
nuclear electric power. This increased
demand offered a great opportunity for the

uranium cartel to raise prices. Uranium
prices immediately began to skyrocket. At
present, Uranium-fueled reactors continue to

be cheaper in cost than oil-fueled energy, but
as demand increases, and prices rise, nations

dependent on nuclear power may begin to feel

the crunch. Given this prospect, many are

advocating a movement away from the

United States' rapidly increasing dependence
on nuclear power.

The opposition to nuclear power "Tiy

MassPIRG is based on three major issues,

along with the threat of the uranium cartel.

These issues are plant safety, terrorism and
sabotage, and waste disposal.

Carl Hocevar, who recently resigned from
the Atomic Energy Commission to join^an

anti-nuclear organization states, "The AEC is

using shaky and unproven computer
predictions as a basis for answering such
vital questions as effectiveness of reactor

safety systems." A single nuclear accident is

capable of inflicting thousands of deaths,

billions of dollars worth of damage, and

ReflectionsznoitDsIisH
A CarniVal Hero

There are super chefs and college chefs,

and there are college super chefs. The latter

perform amazing feats with meats and fat

and parboiled vegetables to assure high

quaUty and quantity in defiance of the

commissary. For good measure, a few tell

inoffensively raunchy jokes when applauded

weekly for their efforts. On special college

weekends, college super chefs outdo them-

selves.

Peter Brazeau, the Dodd House chef, is big.

He has a big tatoo on his arm, never appears

in the kitchen without his chef's hat, never

uses a measuring cup, and smokes
Chesterfields as soon as he leaves his clean

kitchen. He has hands that could frighten a

side of t>eef into docility and pommel a tomato

into V-8. He also tells very raunchy, much
awaited jokes. When students from Bascom

House moved down to the old Williams Inn,

they demanded that their chef, Pete, come

down with them. Pete, who used to cook in the

Merchant Marines, North Adams
restaurants, and an Italian restaurant on Cole

Avenue that he owned, was delighted. He was

back in a large, well-equipped kitchen after

three years in the restricted space of Bascom.

Last Saturday Pete prepared for a brunch

much the way he does every Sunday.

Sausages, fried potatoes, juice, English

muffins, and donuts went with eggs and

french toast. Eggs. Pete poured beaten eggs

out of a milk pitcher onto the hot, slicked grill.

His spatula caught the spreading mass before

it went over the side of the grill, and he

reorganized the yellow blobs into more

compacted contours. Winter Carnival

weekend Pete used approximately 950 eggs.

They broke down like this:

Saturday brunch: 360 for scrambled eggs,

French toast, and cheese omelettes; 40 for

custom fried.

Saturday night buffet: 120 eggs, devilled; 30

yolks used in seafood newburg (30 whites

added to Saturday brunch batter).

Sunday brunch: Substitute blueberry

pancakes for Ff^h toast.

Pete and his wife Alma began cooking the

Monday l)efore Carnival for the Saturday
buffet some 185 people gorged themselves
over. Thirty pounds of pork went into the

French meat pie, 45 eggplants went into the

Parmesan, 25 chickens (cut in eighths) went
into the Provencal, and 5 pounds of

margarine were used for the Newburg alone.

The 28 pounds of roast beef that Pete had
cooked "just right" were mistakenly used by
the Friday cook for hot roast beef sandwiches
at lunch.

"You want to hear a funny story?" asked
Pete, wiping the " three-inch blade of his

carving knife against his apron. "Evelyn said

she couldn't find the fish sticks we were
supposed to have and the beef looked 'ready

and available'."

Still there was no shortage of food

Saturday night. There was rolled ham and
chicken, macaroni and jello salads, and
cheese. The cook had also made frozen

mashed potato replicas of previous Bascom
House snow sculptures; Moby Dick was
landed on blue gelatin and Snoopy lay

dreaming of a feast similar to that

surrounding him. (Bascom alumni recall

Pete's American flag from a bar-b-q; it was
made of red and blue jello. with whipped
cream stars and stripes.)

Brazeau is as adventurous with his desserts

as with his centerpieces. He usually alter-

nates between Baked Alaska (Fall), Cherries

Jubilee (Carnival) and Almond Mousse
(spring). Accustomed as people are to sorting

the matches from the cherries, Pete's

flaming cherry sauce flamed first stroke

around.

House president Paul Shells announced that

Pete and "Mrs. Pete" were to be the guests of

Dodd House at a candlelight, champagne
dinner at the Mill on the Floss, whenever they

chose to.

Pete was back early Sunday morning,

cutting 80 grapefruits and singing "Hot cross

buns" to brunch enthusiasts who just the

night before had thought it impassible to eat

another thing for "days." Super-chefs make
you break all sorts of resolutions.

widespread contamination. Walter H. Jordan,

former assistant director of Oak Ridge
National Laboratory: "In my opinion, there

are no measures we can take that will

eliminate the possibility of a major nuclear

accident."

A second issue is the possibility of acts of

terrorism or sabotage. Should the United
States come to rely heavily on nuclear power,

any acts of sabotage could cause great

destruction while at the same time crippling

the nation's energy production. Acts of

terrorism using nuclear materials would be
devastating. As Nuclear Power magazine
^BlesTThe potential harmto the public from
the explosion of a illicitly made nuclear

weapon is greater than from any plausible

power plant accident. . .We feel that they the

relevant regulations are entirely inadequate

to meet the threat."

The third major problem is waste disposal

Radioactive wastes remain toxic for hun-

dreds of thousands of years. Yet as Nobel
laureate Hannes Alfven points out, "At
present there does not seem to be any
existing, realistic project on how to deposit

radioactive wastes."

In light of these serious and unresolved
questions about nuclear safety, MassPIRG
has joined a growing and diverse group of

scientists, businessmen (notably including

Korbes in their February 1 issue), and public

officials who believe this nation must turn to

energy sources other than nuclear power.

MassPIRG has taken the position that the

construction of new reactors should not be\
undertaken and that alternative sources of

energy should intensively investigated.

MassPIRG will participate in a nation-wide

petition drive coordiliated by the Task Force
Against Nuclear Pollution. In the major
dining halls at dinner on Tuesday, February
25, students will be asked to sign a petition

which requests their governmental
representatives to support legislation to

develop solar energy, and to phase out

nuclear power plants. Volunteers are needed
to aid in this petition drive. Persons wishing
to volunteer, or those who have questions

regarding nuclear power and the position of

MassPIRG, should contact Marty Weinstock
at 6820, Maria Sarath at 6392, or Vincent
Prada at 6314.

Some good news about

teaching jobs ...

Almost all of our 73 and '74 graduates
have secured desirable high school

teaching positions.

Master of Arts in Teaching

Brown

University
A one-year program of realistic training

leading to certification in English and the

social sciences

Financial Assistance Available

Late applications accepted
Write to

:

MAT PROGRAM
Box 1»3« Brown University

Providence. R.I. 0Jfl2

Telephone 401 M3-2407
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'Events' at Lasell
Recently, an accident of fate that occured in Vienna prompted

Merce Cunningham to devise a new format for his dances wl)ich in

many ways is the perfect structure for the elements of dance that he
has long been developing. The format is called Events. As Cun-

ningham says,

"The Event idea was originally prompted by our being presented

with an unusual performing area. An open room with the audience on

three sides (space); a situation where an intermission would have

been awkward and uncomfortable (time); and a "stage" not

equipped for conventional arrangements of musicians, lighting,

exits and entrances, curtains, etc.

"Presented without intermissions, these Events consist of com-
plete dances, excerpts of dances from the repertory, and often new
sequences arranged for the particular performance and place, with

the possibility of several separate activities happening at the same
time, to aUow for, not so much an evening of dances, as the ex-

perience of dance."

The numbering of the Events is serial, and serves rather like a
logbook. Thus, Event no. 1 occured in Vienna, and On March 4th and
5th we at Williams will be seeing Events no. 122 and no. 123.

As Dale Harris recently pointed out in the New York Times, "The
content of an 'event' can be adjusted to any kind of available dance
space, whether opera house, museum, basketball court. .

."

The Lasell basketball court will be the cite of both Cunningham
performances. When the^ company's representatives visited the

campus earlier this year they foiihd thFs flie most intrigufhg space,

with its overhead track "gallery," its varied textures of stone and
wood and metal, and with its, as one member put it, "un-antiseptic

reality."

These comments suggest some of the areas in which Cunningham
has made his greatest innovations.

Through contact with his close friend John

Cage., Cunningham has often introduced

aleatory elements into his choreography. The
matrix of indeterminacy, he has said, "frees

the imagination from its own cliches." As a

part of this, Cunningham often stages several

dances simultaneously. The dances are

related to each other only in so far as each is

exploration into movement; for this is

Cunningham's greatest concern. His dance is

independent of story-telling elements and

evolves from the assumption, a truly

modernist one, that dance is its own self-

sufficient subject.

While Cunningham has worked in close

collaboration with suchArtists as Marcel
Duchamp (on a dance growing out of

Duchamp's "The Big Glass"), Frank Stella,

Andy Warhol, Jasper Johns, and Robert

Rauschenberg, as well as such composers as

itjohn Cage, Gordon Mumma, .Toschi

Ichiyanagi, and Pauline Oliveros, neither

scenic design nor music has played a

determinative role in his dance. Cunningham,
as Dale Harris sai^, does not seek the

"collaborative fusion sought by Diaghilev."

Concerning music, Cunningham has said,

"The result is that the dance is free to act as it

chooses, as is the music."

Calvin Tompkins, in the January, 1972

Suiurday Review of the Arts, summed up

many of the aspects of experiencing a Merce
Cunningham dance-work,

"One of the pleasures of watching this

remarkable company is that each member is

to some degree a soloist, a dancer whose

At the Paris Opera in 1973, Merce Cunningham looks on at a

rehearsal of his "Un Jour ou Deux" as it prepared for its

debut. Merce Cunningham and Company will be in residence

at Williams March 3rd, 4th, and 5th.

training and development is concentrated on
the projection of a unique personal style.

Watching these supremely concentrated
dancers is an experience unlike anything else

in the field of dance. The effect, as John Cage
once wrote, is 'to introduce an audience, not

to a speciaUzed world of art, but to th^ open,

unpredictably changing world of everyday
living,' and it is this world that all the Cun-
ningham dances, in all their astonishing

variousness, have always inhabited ... A
Cunningham dance has nothing to 'say'; it

presents dancers, individuals, moving in

patterns that do not transpose them into

anything less, or more, than human beings

whose means of expression are the body."

"It's a kind of anarchy," Cunningham has
said, "where people—may wort fredy
together."

Note: Students who wish to participate in

the Composition Workshop on Monday,
March 3rd must sign up with Joy Dewey.

There is a limit of 40 people. Ms. Dewey's
phone number is 2410.

Auditions set

for Gay's
ballad-opera •

Auditions for John Gay's ballad-opera. The
Beggar's Opera, will be held on the 25th, 26th,

and 27th of February.

With production dates of May 2nd, 3rd and
4th, and the 9th and 10th, auditions ar^ being

held early both because of the two-and-a-half

week hiatus of Spring vacation, and because,
says director Bucky, musical and dance
coaching, especially for the principals, will

proceed at a "thoughtful pace."

There will be both vocal and acting
auditionsi

Vocal auditions will be held by Claudia

Stevens in the Thompson Chapel basement
Studio on Tuesday, February 25th (7-11 PM),
and on Wednesday, the 26th (2-5PM). You
may either bring a song of your own selection

or there will be available at the AMT Box
(Mfice copies iMth of a man's and woman's
song from the show. Some parts are more
vocally demanding than others but both Mr.

Bucky and Ms. Stevens are interested in

hearing everybody. The Beggar's Opera is

not an "opera" as such but consists, rather of

old English airs and folk ballads. As Samuel
Johnson predicted it would. The Beggar's

Opera made popular the genre of the musical

comedy.
The acting auditions will be held at the AMT

on Wednesday the 26th (7-U PM), and on
Thursday the 27th (3:3^6 PM).
Sign-up sheets for the auditions, available

only before the audition dates, are at the AMT
Box Office, as are scripts for a 24-hour loan.

Auditions are open to all members of the

Williams College community.
As theDukeof Queensbury drily said, "This

is a very odd thing. Gay; I am satisfied that it

is either a very good thing, or a very bad
thing."

./
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Dodd House
'Robin Hood

'

by John Hunt

This week's exhibit at the Williams Student

Art Gallery in Dodd House, a collection en-

titled "Robin Hood" by visiting artist Jenny
Holzer, is a highly entertaining experiment in

art as environment. It consists of eight rec-

tangular canvases, two for each wall of the

small gallery. Each is painted in brown and
green vertical stripes to suggest trees and
woodland greenery, and then torn in

numerous horizontal strips and reassembled,

stapled to the wall in the fashion of Venetian
blinds or the siding ofa clapboard house. The
paintings are designed specifically to ac-

comodate the architecture of the room: all

begin (unconventionally) at the woodwork,
two continuing up to the ceiling, and their

various shapes deftly avoid troublesome
pipes and a heating vent. Ms. Holzer's exhibit

abstracts Sherwood Forest and plants it in-

doors.

The stark, artificial design of these works is

rendered more natural by expressio'nistic,

please turn to page five

To Hang-Up
Students who would like to exhibit in or

write for the Student Art Gallery at Dodd
House need to sign up immediately. There
is a sign-up sheet on the gallery's desk.

First come, first serve. Adequate care and
thought are the only requirements. Fur-

ther information, call Leslie Schutzer.

by David Rollert

Surrounded by his enormous, transparent

drum set, Billy Cobham demonstrated to a

Chapin Hall audience last Thursday night

that he fully deserves his reputation as the

drumming sensation of the decade. In three

separate solos, he coaxed both whispers and
roars from his drums, juxtaposing impossibly

difficult rhythms with a nonchalance born of

consummate skill.

Yet
[
the concert was a major disap-

pointment. The six studio musicians that

comprised the band played without en-

thusiasm. Instead of the smooth and melodic

sounds that characterize Cobham's records, a

cacophony of electronic noises resulted. The
two-hour length of the concert-which would
normally have been a welcome bonus-instead

made it seem repetitive and monotonous.

The reasons for the disappointment are
found, perhaps, in the origins of the band.

Drummers rarely succeed in forming Jbands,

either in jazz or in rock. A bandleader must
literally bea jack-or-all-trades, and few great

percussionists have the time or skill to

develop their talents as songwriters and
arrangers.—Cobhanr proved tm-^hree^ exceptional
records that he can write beautiful songs, and
has the potential to become a very

distinguished arranger. His problem lies in

perceiving his relationship to the band.He
obviously desires to dominate it. Cobham's
highly melodic drumming makes it con-

ceivable that he might overpower the other

musicians in his band without sacrificing the

musicality of the material. Indeed, on his

recordings, he does exactly this: his drums
sing and hum, weaving patterns in and out of

the other instruments.

But this subtle weaving is perceptible only

because, on records, sound engineers can
coaxe the fullest possible sound out of each
instrument and then painstakingly balance
the relative loudness of each. In concert, this

balancing becomes impossible. Not that all

care was not taken: Cobham is a per-

fectionist, and insisted that Chapin be out-

fitted with the most sophisticated and

elaborate sounds system it has ever held But
electronics was not enough.

In concert, the heavily-miked drums simply

drowned out everything else: bass, horns,

guitar, keyboards. The slick, subtle

arrangements were lost in a percussive

spray. And the effects of this overkill

destroyed the rest of the concert.

The problem was especially upsetting in

view of the fact that the other musicians on

the stage were, by and large, distinguished in

their own fields.

—(photo by Read)
Billy Cobham amid the drums pulsing out the rhj/tbm during bit group 's concert
in Chapin last week. See the Review by David Rollert.

Randy and Michael Brecker, on trumpet
and saxophone, have earned enormous
respect in recent years, largely for their work
on Cobham's albums. But on Thursday night

they played disinterestedly, perhaps realizing

that they couldn't possibly cut through all the

noise no matter how hard they tried. They
would begin a solo quietly; and just as their

playing would develop power, the entire

ensemble would come crashing in and drown
them out.

Trombonist Glenn Ferris was faced with a

similar plight, but kept heroically fighting

back. His smboth but powerful playing

provided some of the best musical moments
of the evening.

Guitarist John Scofield, who was new to the

band, was another frustrating figure. His
playingwassensitiveandlyrical, but failed to

provide a cohesive force for the band. His
guitar was tuned for a soft, open jazz voice,

rather than for the biting rock tone which
might have cut through the chaos.
The role of keyboard man Milcho Leviev

was curious: though a very competent
pianist, he seemed to perceive his role to be
that of sound effects man. He bustled around,
making his array of electronic keyboards
bubble and hiss and fart, never getting down
to business and just playing. Leviev's failure

to play along with the group only added to the

musical confusion.

Bass player Alex Blake was inaudible for

almost the entire concert During the very

long solo which was ceded to him toward thcf

end of the concert, he proved himself to be

able and imaginative. He appears to be in-

fluenced almost entirely by rock musicians,

especially guitarists. In particular, the solo

included many quotes from Hendrix.

It is impossible not to compare this concert

to the Mahavishnu Orchestra concert held in

Chapin in December 1972. Cobham was an

overnight sensation on campus as a result of

that concert. His playing has actually im-

proved since then. The fact that the

Mahavishnu Concert was more successful

might be attributed to the possibility that

John McLaughlin is simply a better ban-

dleader than Billy Cobham. One thing is for

sure: unless Cobham trims his groilp and
turns down his own volume, his concerts will

continue to be disappointments.

Of course, Cobham - who is under 30 - is still

something of a twy wonder. For him to have

become such a skilled and versatile drum-
mer, and to have earned so much respect

among jazz and rock aficionados so ()uickly

are not small achievements. We can continue

to expect great things of him.
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Labaree, "Alao, it made possible massive
immigratioa"

Recently, the Institute has changed its

subject from maritime history to a wider,

more inclusive maritime studies program,

dealing also with oceanography and en-

vironmental research. Labaree declared

himself more concerned with the ocean than

as solely a method to documenting the

nation's economic growth: "The ocean is the

world's last wilderness. We've got a chance

not to ruin it. We have a chance to study it in a

systematic, liberal-arts way."

On present demands to develop the off-

shore oil deposits off the New England coast,

he said, "I see do need to despoil one of the

few natural areas of unspoiled coastline we
have left . .and not from just an aesthetic, but

a food-production view. Development would

endanger George's Bank and the Gulf of

Maine, which are very abundant with fish. I

think food is, in the long-run, going to be more
important than energy."

On a less-than optimistic note, Labaree

said, "If Americans continue wasting as they

do now, the seacoast will have to be traded-

off. . .as will everything else. It can be

postponed. Unless we cut back our con-

sumption, the sea will be on the list of things

to go, but I don't know if we'll be starved to

death before that. .
."

The study of maritime history should not l>e

the interest of doctoral candidates alone,

according to Labaree. To every American,
"The Atlantic has always been a paradox; it

has heen a moat t>etween America and
Europe. . .a bastion and sanctuary from the

evils of the Old World. It has also been a

bridge, which made possible the sale of cotton

and all the national turbulence that has ac-

companied that commerce. He continued,

"With that moat on their baclcs, Americans
could turn west to develop their lands. Had it

not been there, there would be a considerable

difference."

Correction

:

There was an error in the first

paragraph of last week's REFLECTIONS,
"Off the Beaten Track. " While questioning
the desirability of Mr. Lockhart's bringing
dinner into the AMT, the writer never
doubted his contribution to theatre at
Williams, which has always ienjoyed his

personal talents and energy. Also,
however juvenile Dietz might be, it was
intended that tie be unfavorably compared
to Juvenal.

same. It is one of the most hostile and
mysterious places. Also, man has a great
feeling for coming out of the sea. In a
humanistic sense, it enriches mylife to know,
love and fear the sea."

Dodd House
from page four

paintei^iy coloring. Greens are shaded with

smears and drippings of yellow, browns
streaked with orange, inpatterns that produce
dappled light effects, suggestive of depth and
texture and precluding any need for draft-

smanship. Likewise, the process of ripping
the muslin canvases serves a distinct and
valid purpose. It is done not to meta-artistically

"violate" the paintings' assertiveness and
reduce them to pathetic objects, but to

enhance the impression of a third dimension
in them and add rippled texture. These
methods are probably as effective as any
could be in approximating the sensation of

being in a forest by means of regimented,
abstract art.

In contrast to, and creating tension with
these^echniques, Ms. Holzer sensibly
maintains the integrity rfthe individual work
of art an^thereby keeps the room as much a

gallery as a slice of the great sprawling out-

doors. Artificiality and abstractness. are

enhanced by the crosshatched, tic-tac-toe

design created by the strictly drawn vertical

stripes and narrow horizontal strips. Fur-

thermore, the eight paintings are separate

works, not sections of a running frieze of

moootonous flora. Each is an essay in pure

color different from its neighbors. Tones

range from a deep forest green with chocolate

brown to a lush jungle green with hazel; from

a vibrant chartreuse and orangeish

mahogany that stand shockingly apart from

each other to a non-descript green and brown
that vie for greater dullness and blend

together in the eye. In fact, the most im-

mediate fault of the extiibit is that it does not

display quite enough of the usual singularity

of a work: paintings touch in three of the

room's four corners, resulting in at least one

case of glaring incompatibility.

The idea of tearing the canvases and fitting

them back together yields results that are

visually interesting, but one of the pictures

suffered in translation. The strips were
somehow put togetiier in the wrong order, and
colors and shadings thus made discontinuginr~

The result is a spotty, disjointed painting.

As might be expected of abstract art that

pretends to make a room into something it is

not, close scrutiny of surfaces is not very

rewarding. The total effect received from
viewing the works at a distance is what is

aimed for, not virtuosity of detail. They ac-

complish their aim, creating a rich and
strange fantasy forest. This is amusing art,

playful and intelligent in conception and
execution, though neither profound nor

powerfully moving. It adds a touch of ex-

citement, inventive color, and controlled

fantasy to an art gallery that has often lacked

all three in recent weeks.

Finishing on a personal note, Labaree
summed up his abiding interest in the sea and
its study: "The uea is unlike any other

wildemess-always s:hanging, but always the

' - 7'-^, — (photo by Gerrd)

In front of a Pop-Art world of kitchen detergent boxes, the above assembled
delinbtedfull-houses at theAMT's Studio Theatre last^oeekendin Renee Meyer's^

spoofof"Swan Lake, " "The Ballet of the Bugs.
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'Events' at Lasell
Recently, an accident of fate that occured in Vienna prompted

Merce Cunningham to devise a new format for his dances which in

many ways is the perfect structure for the elements of dance that he
has long l)een developing. The format is called Events. As Cun-

ningham says,

"The Event idea was originally prompted by our being presented

with an unusual performing area. An open room with the audience on
three sides (space) ; a situation where an intermission would have
been awkward and uncomfortable (time); and a "stage" not

equipped for conventional arrangements of musicians, lighting

exits and entrances, curtains, etc.

"Presented without intermissions, these Events consist of com-
plete dances, excerpts of dances from the repertory, and often new
sequences arranged for the particular performance and place, with

the possibility of several separate activities happening at the same
time, to allow for, not so much an evening of dances, as the ex-

perience of dance." »

The numbering of the Events is serial, and serves rather like a

logbook. Thus, Event no. 1 occured in Vienna, and on March 4th and
5th we at Williams will be seeing Events no. 122 and no. 123.

As Dale Harris recently pointed out in the New York Times, "The
content of an 'event' can be adjusted to any kind of available dance
space, whether opera house, museum, basketball court. .

."

The Lasell basketball court will be the cite of both Cunningham
performances. When the company's representatives visited the

campus earlier this year they found this the most intriguing space,

with its overhead track "gallery," its varied textures of stone and
wood and metal, and with its, as one meml)er put it, "un-antiseptic

reality."

These comments suggest some of the areas in which Cunningham
has made his greatest innovations.

Through contact with his close friend John

Cage, Cunningham has often introduced

aleatory elements into his choreography. The
matrix of indeterminacy, he has said, "frees

the imagination from its own cliches." As a

part of this, Cunningham often stages several

dances simultaneously. The dances are

related to each other only in so far as each is

an exploration into movement ; for this is

Cunningham's greatest concern. His dance is

independent of story-telling elements and

evolves from the assumption, a truly

modernist one, that dance is its own self-

sufficient subject.

While Cunningham has worked in close

collaboration with such artists as Marcel

Duchamp (on a dance growing out of

Duchamp's "The Big Glass"), Frank Stella,

Andy Warhol, Jasper Johns, and ftobert

Rauschenberg, as well as such composers as

John Cage, Gordon Mumma, Toschi

Ichiyanagi, and Pauline Oliveros, neither

scenic design nor music has played a

determinative role in his dance. Cunningham,

as Dale Harris said, does not seek the

"collaborative fusion sought by Diaghilev."

Concerning music, Cunningham has said,

"The result is that the dance is free to act as it

chooses, as is the music."

Calvin Tompkins, in the January, 1972

S;ilui(l;i,v Kcview of the .Arts, summed up

many of the aspects of experiencing a Merce
Cunningham dance-work,

"One of the pleasures of watching this

remarkable company is that each member is

to some degree a soloist, a dancer whose

At the Paris Opera in 1973, Merce Cunningham looks on at Oy

rehearsal of his "Un Jour ou Deux" as it prepared for its

dehut. Merce Cunningham and Company will be in residence

at Williams March 3rd, 4th, and 5th.

training and development is concentrated on

the projection of a unique personal style.

Watching these supremely concentrated
dancers is an experience unlike anything else

in the field of dance. The effect, as John Cage
once wrote, is 'to introduce an audience, not

to a specialized world of art, but to the open,

unpredictably changing world of everyday
living,' and it is this world that all the Cun-

ningham dances, in all their astonishing

variousness, have always inhabited ... A
Cunningham dance lias nothing to 'say'; it

presents dancers, individuals, moving in

patterns that do not transpose them into

anything less, or more, than human things

whose means of expression are the body."

"It's a kind of anarchy," Cunningham has

said, "where people may work freely

together."

Note: Students who wish to participate in

the Composition Workshop on Monday,
March 3rd must sign up with Joy Dewey.
There is a limit of 40 people. Ms. Dewey's

phone number is 2410.

Auditions set

for Gay's
ballad-opera
Auditions for John Gay's ballad-opera, I'hc

Koggar's Opera, will be held on the 25th, 26tii

and 27th of February.

With production dates of May 2nd, 3rd and
4th, and the 9th and 10th, auditions arb being

held early both because of the two-and-a-half

week hiatus of Spring vacation, and because,

says director Bucky, musical and dance
coaching, especially for the principals, will

proceed at a "thoughtful pace."

There will be both vocal and actint;

auditions.

Vocal auditions will be held by Claudia

Stevens in the Thompson Chapel basemeni
Studio on Tuesday, February 25th (7-11 PM),
and on Wednesday, the 26th (2-5PM). Y(]u

may either bring a song of your own selection

or there will be available at the AMT Box
Office copies both of a man's and woman s

song from the show. Some parts are more
vocally demanding than others but both Mr
Bucky and Ms. Stevens are interested in

^hearing everybody. The Beggar's Opera is

not an "opera" as such but consists, rather <U

old English airs and folk ballads. As Samuel
Johnson predicted it would. The Beggars
Opera made popular the genre of the musical

comedy.

The acting auditions will be held at the AMT
on Wednesday the 26th (7-U PM), and on

Thursday the 27th (3:30-6 PM).
Sign-up sheets for the auditions, available

only iM'fore the audition dates, are at the AMT
Box Office, as are scripts for a 24-hour loan.

Auditions are open to all members of the

Williams College community.
As theDukeofQueensbury drily said, "This

is a very odd thing. Gay ; I am satisfied that it

is either a very good thing, or a very bad

thing."

Cobham concert: borine ecstacy

Dodd House
'Robin Hood

'

by John Hunt

This week's exhibit at the Williams Student

Art Gallery in Dodd House, a collection en-

tilled "Robin Hood " by visiting artist Jenny
Holzer, is a highly entertaining experiment in

art as environment It consists of eight rec-

tangular canvases, two for each wall of the

small gallery. Each is painted in brown and
green vertical stripes to suggest trees and
woodland greenery, and then torn in

numerous horizontal strips and reassembled,
stapled to the wall in the fashion of Venetian
blinds or the siding of a clapboard house. The
paintings are designed specifically to ac-

comodate the architecture of the room: all

begin (unconventionally) at the woodwork,
two continuing up to the ceiling, and their

various shapes deftly avoid troublesome
pipes and a heating vent. Ms. Holzer's exhibit

abstracts Sherwood Poorest and plants it in-

doors.

The stark, artificial design of these works is

rendered more natural by expressionistic,

please turn to page five

To Hang-Up
students who would like to exhibit in or

write for the Student Art Gallery at Dodd
House need to sign up immediately. There
Is a sign-up sheet on the gallery's desk.

First come, first serve. Adequate care and
though^are the only requirements. F'ur

ther information, call Leslie Schutzer.

by David Kollert

Surrounded by his enormous, transparent

drum set, Billy Cobham demonstrated to a

Chapin Hall audience last Thursday night

that he fully deserves his reputation as the

drumming sensation of the decade. In three

separate solos, he coaxed both whispers and
roars from his drums, juxtaposing impossibly

difficult rhythms with a nonchalance born of

consummate skill.

Yet the concert was a major disap-

pointment. The six studio musicians that

comprised the band played without en-

thusiasm. Instead of the smooth and melodic

sounds thai characterize Cobham's records, a

cacophony of electronic noises resulted. The
two-hour length of the concert-which would
normally have been a welcome bonus-instead

made it seem repetitive and monotonous.

The reasons for the disappointment are
found, perhaps, in the origins of the band.

Drummers rarely succeed in forming bands,

either in jazz or in rock. A bandleader must
literally boa jaek-or-all-trades, and few great

percussionists have the time or skill to

develop their talents as songwriters and
arrangers.

Cobham proved on three exceptional
records that he can write beautiful songs, and
has the potential to become a very

distinguished arranger. His problem lies in

perceiving his relationship to the band.He
obviously desires to dominate it. Cobham's
highly melodic drumming makes it con-

ceivable that he might overpower the other

musicians in his band without sacrificing the

musicality of the material. Indeed, on his

recordings, he does exactly this: his drums
sing and hum, weaving patterns in and out of

the other instruments.

But this subtle weaving is perceptible only

because, on records, sound engineers can
coaxe the fullest possible sound out of each
instrument and then painstakingly balance
the relative loudness of each. In concert, this

balancing becomes impossible. Not that all

care was not taken: Cobham is a per-

fectionist, and insisted that Chapin be out-

fitted with the most sophisticated and

elaborate sounds system it has ever held. But
electronics was not enough.

In concert, the heavily-miked drums simply

drowned out everything else: bass, horns,

guitar, keyboards. The slick, subtle

arrangements were lost in a percussive

spray. And the effects of this overkill

destroyed the rest of the concert.

The problem was especially upsetting in

view of the fact that the other musicians on

the stage were, by and large, distinguished in

their own fields.

(photo by Reach

Hilly Cohham amid the drums pulsing out the rhythm during his group's concert
ill Chapin last week. See the review by David Rollert.

Randy and Michael Brecker, on trumpet
and saxophone, have earned enormous
respect in recent years, largely for their work
on Cobham's albums. But on Thursday night

they played disinterestedly, perhaps realizing

that they couldn't possibly cut through all the

noise no matter how hard they tried. They
would begin a solo quietly; and just as their

playing would develop power, the entire

ensemble would come crashing in and drown
them out.

Trombonist Glenn Ferris was faced with a

similar plight, but kept heroically fighting

back. His smboth but powerful playing

provided some of the best musical moments
of the evening.

Guitarist John Scofield, who was new to the

band, was another frustrating figure. His

playing was sensitive and lyrical, but failed to

provide a cohesive force for the band. His
guitar was tuned for a soft, open jazz voice,

rather than for the biting rock tone which
might have cut through the chaos.
The role of keyboard man Milcho Leviev

was curious: though a very competent
pianist, he seemed to perceive his role to be
that of sound effects man. He bustled around,
making his array of electronic keyboards
bubble and hiss and fart, never getting down
to business and just playing. Leviev's failure

to play along with the group only added to the

musical confusion.

Bass player Alex Blake was inaudible for

almost the entire concert. During the very

long solo which was ceded to him toward the

end of the concert, he proved himself to be

able and imaginative. He appears to be in

fluenced almost entirely by rock musicians,

especially guitarists. In particular, the solo

included many quotes from Hendrix.

It is impossible not to compare this concert

to the Mahavishnu Orchestra concert held in

('hapin in December 1972. Cobham was an

overnight sensation on campus as a result ol

that concert. His playing has actually ini

proved since then. The fact that the

Mahavishnu Concert was more successful

might be attributed to the possibility thai

J6hn McLaughlin is simply a better ban-

dleader than Billy Cobham. One thing is for

sure: unless Cobham trims his group and

turns down his own volume, his concerts will

continue to be disappointments.

Of course, Cobham - who Is under 30 - is still

something of a boy wonder. For him to have

become such a skilled and versatile drum-

mer, and to have earned so much respect

among jazz and rock aficionados so quickly

are not small achievements. We can continue

to expect great things of him.
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Labaree

from page one

Labaree, "Also, it made possible massive

immigration."

Recently, the Institute has changed its

subject from maritime history to a wider,

more inclusive maritime studies program,

dealing also with oceanography and en-

vironmental research. Labaree declared

himself more concerned with the ocean than

as solely a method to documenting the

nation's economic growth: "The ocean is the

world's last wilderness. We've got a chance

not to ruin it. We have a chance to study it in a

systematic, liberal-arts way."

On present demands to develop the off-

shore oil deposits off the New England coast,

he said, "1 see no need to despoil one of the

few natural areas of unspoiled coastline we
have left. . .and not from just an aesthetic, but

a food-production view. Development would

endanger George's Bank and the Gulf of

Maine, which are very abundant with fish. 1

think food is, in the long-run, going to be more
important than energy."

On a less-than optimistic note, Labaree

said, "If Americans continue wasting as they

do now, the seacoast will have to be traded-

off. . .as will everything else. It can be

postponed. Unless we cut back our con-

sumption, the sea will be on the list of things

to go, but I don't know if we'll be starved to

death before that. .

."

The study of maritime history should not be

the interest of doctoral candidates alone,

according to Labaree. To every American,

"The Atlantic has always been a paradox; it

has been a moat between America and

Europe. . .a bastion and sanctuary from the

evils of the Old World. It has also t)een a

bridge, which made possible the sale of cotton

and ail the national turbulence that has ac-

companied that commerce. He continued,

"With that moat on their backs, Americans

could turn west to develop their lands. Had it

not been there, there would be a considerable

difference."

Finishing on a personal note, Labaree

summed up his abiding interest in the sea and

its study: "The sea is unlike any other

wilderness-always changing, but always the
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Correction

:

There was an error in the first

paragraph of last week's REFLECTIONS,
"Off the Beaten Track." While questioning
the desirability of Mr. Lockhart's bringing
dinner into the AMT, the writer never
doubted his contribution to theatre at
Williams, which has always enjoyed his

personal talents and energy. Also,
however juvenile Dietz might be, it was
intended that he be unfavorably compared
to Juvenal.

same. It is one of the most hostile and
mysterious places. Also, man has a great
feeling for coming out of the sea. In a

humanistic sense, it enriches my life to know,
love and fear the sea."

Dodd House
from page four

painterly coloring. Greens are shaded with

smears and drippings of yellow, browns
streaked with orange, inpatterns that produce
dappled light effects, suggestive of depth and
texture and precluding any need for draft-

smanship. Likewise, the process of ripping

the muslin canvases serves a distinct and
valid purpose. It is done not to meta-artistically

"violate" the paintings' assertiveness and
reduce them to pathetic objects, but to

enhance the impression of a third dimension
in them and add rippled texture. These
methods are probably as effective as any
could be in approximating the sensation of

being in a forest by means of regimented,

abstract art.

In contrast to, and creating tension with

these techniques, Ms. Holzer sensibly

maintains the integrity of the individual work
of art and thereby keeps the room as much a
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gallery as a shce of the great sprawling out-

doors. Artificiality and abstractness are

enhanced by the crosshatched, tic-tac-toe

design created by the strictly drawn vertical

stripes and narrow horizontal strips. Fur-

thermore^ the eight paintings are separate

works, not sections of a running frieze of

monotonous flora. Each is an essay in pure

color different from its neighbors. Tones

range from a deep forest green with chocolate

brown to a lush jungle'green with hazel; from

a vibrant chartreuse and orangeish

mahogany that stand shockingly apart from

each other to a nondescript green and bro^yn

that vie for greater dullness and blend

together in the eye. In fact, the most im-

mediate fault of the exhibit is that it does not

display quite enough of the usual singularity

of a work: paintings touch in three of the

room's four corners, resulting in at least one

case of glaring incompatibility.

The idea of tearing the canvases and fitting

them back together yields results that are

visually interesting, but one of the pictures

suffered in translation. The strips were
somehow put together in the wrong order, and

colors and shadings thus made discontinuous.

The result is a spotty, disjointed painting.

As might be expected of abstract art that

pretends to make a room into something it is

not, close scrutiny of surfaces is not very

rewarding. The total effect received from

viewing the works at a distance is what is

aimed for, not virtuosity of detail. They ac-

complish their aim, creating a rich and

strange fantasy forest. This is amusing art,

playful and intelligent in conception and'

execution, though neither profound nor

powerfully moving. It adds a touch of ex-

citement, inventive color, and controlled

fantasy to an art gallery that has often lacked

all three in recent weeks.

(photo by Gerrd)

In front of a Pop-Art world of kitchen detergent boxes, the above assembled

delighted full-bouses at the AMT's Studio Theatre last weekend in Renee Meyer's

sftiiofof'Swan Lake," "The Ballet of the Bugs."
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Albert Bachand reflection 60 years of Purple history a
byChrkSatullo

"Be ye of kind heart, gentle mind, and
neighbourly spirit, then through these portals

pass, friends, for thou art welcome." This

inscription, painted in a rough approximation

of Old English scriptupon a latticed archway,

greets visitors at the entrance to The Spruces,

the trailer park located on Route Two ap-

proximately a mile and a half from Williams

[lege.

; Its author is Albert M. Bachand, who
founded the park in 1954 and who still lives

there in a cottage on Champagne Avenue.

bike the two large, plaster lions perched atop

pedestals which guard the entrance to his

park, Albert Bachand has weathered many a
storm to become one of Williamstown's more
eccentric institutions.

A small notice underneath the doorbell to

Bachand's cottage speaks well for both the

occupant's hospitality and his blunt sense of

humor, if not his grammar: "Al Bachand's
! !&&&??? doorbell sometimes don't work so

hot, if at all. If no answer, walk in and- rap on

the door like hell." Responding to a successful

ring, Albert Bachand invites his visitor in

with little hesitation or ceremony.
Bachand is sixty years old, a short man

tending to corpulence who nonetheless has

retained his friendly good looks and most of

his hair, although it is now flecked with gray
around the temples. His office is lined with a

remarkable number of file cabinets, each of

them labelled with the name of one of the

many countries he has visited in his extended

travels around the world.

The wall behind them is covered with

framed photographs, citations, and several

engraved plaques. Bachand says, "That's

what I.call my 'braggin wall'; it isn't half so

cluttered as it used to be. I took a lot of stuff

down." Still hanging on the wall, among other

things, are a diploma from the Dale Carnegie

Course, a letter from then governor of

Massachusetts, John Volpe, and a eertificate"

from the Academy of Scientific Hypnosis.

Bachand says that by conservative estimate

he has hypnotized over ten thousand people

in the northern Berkshires over the past forty
,

years.

One plaque offers what might be called the

motto of Al Bachand's industrious and

resourceful life-"Most people are about as

happy as they m£ike up their minds to be."

His 'braggin wall' provides a sort of index to a

lifetime of daring, hustling, and achieving.

Bachand claims to have invented at least

four machines and to have taken part in at
least far record-breaking endeavors, in-

cluding the only trip ever made down the

Hoosac River from North Adams to die

Hudson River (1941)./^e has founded coun-

tless businesses and organizations. Among
his brainchilds are the Berkshire Hills

Motorcycle Clifb, once New England's
largest, and something called the Courtesy

Club of America, which, we are informed, is

still operating.

Perhaps Al Bachand's proudest business

achievement, and one of his most lucrative, is

TheSpruces. The park is located on what was
once the Chenaille farm, the largest in the

areat which he bought in 1951. With money
earned from another business venture
Bachand began work on the park in 1953 and

opened it on June 19, 1954. Bachand nursed his

venture along until it achieved financial in-

dependence in 1964. Soon thereafter he sold

the park for $625,000. It has since been sold

again, but Bachand continues to live there

and to collect thej^nt for the present owners.

Market Trends, ln6.

Under his strict supervision, Bachand
proudly remembers, The Spruces was once

the first park in the Northeast to obtain the

five-star rating from Woodall's Directory. It

has now slipped to the three-star lev^l, due to

the less zealous maintenance provided by the

profit-minded absentee owners. When
Bachand sold The Spruces it included a little

over one hundred trailers. It now contains 239

units. These are spaced along the park's six

attractive, if aggressively quaint, streets,

most of which are named after relatives and
friends of Bachand.

By design, The Spruces is populated by the

elderly and the retired, with an equal mixture

of natives of the area and those from other

states who chose the Village Beautiful as

home for their years of retirement. No one

under the age of sixteen is allowed to reside

there, Bachand explains, with the unlikely

exception of a child born there.

The park's two hundred odd trailers

comprise an insular communitywhich is quite

distinct from the toWn around it. The
management of The Spruces provides its own
maintenance and sewer system, ^hile the

inhabitants elect their own mayor and
council, and employ their own disciplinary

system of merits and demerits (another

brainchild of Bachand's). There have been

several angry brushes with the town proper,

including a half-serious attempt in 1961 to

secede from Williamstown, a movement that

soon disintegrated.

As he speaks of his resentment of

Williamstown and the college, Albert
Bachand's whole body becomes animated,
and his hard-won facility with the language is

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
We have a special reward for the fellow who returns the sign—they're too
expensive to replace these days.

*

THE
NICKELODEON

55 Spring St. -Williamstown, Mass.

THE GROOVE TUBE
February 21-22 . Friday-Saturday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
A generally very tunny little collection ol' skits lampooning TV Irom kiddy shows to commer-
cials. Produced, directed and more or less starring Ken .Shapiro, who also wrote much ol the
material. And of whom Pauline Kael says, to my immense surprise; "There's an entrancingly
silly purity in his madness." Wow. Rated R. ( 1974)

a
FANTASIA
February 23-24-25 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday NOTE: 7:00 PM & 9:30 PM
We'll probably never know what Wall Disney smoked as he created this da/./ling bit of whiinsey
in which, among other things strange and bi/.arre. hippopotamuses dhnce ballet to the strains
of Stravinsky, Schubert and Tschaikovsky. Not that it matters. The result is (me of the most
enchanting cartoon features of all time and a wonderful experience lor straights, freaks and just
plain lolks. Far and away the Nickelodeon's most requested feature ... so come early! ( l')40)

Roman Polanski's MACBETH
February 26-27 Wednesday-Thursday NOTE: 7:00 PM & 9:30 PM.
In Polanski's hands, Shakespeare's great cautionary tale becomes a wonderfully colorful,
fairly brutal outline ol a run-of-the-mill royal squabble over the succession of power. Yet it

works, the play's brilliance remains and this, the 16th film version, proves to be far and away
the most spectacular, exciting and visually rewarding of them all. Starring Jon Finch and
Francesca Annis. Rated R. (1972)

THE HARDER THEY COME
February 28 - March 1 Friday-Saturday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
Back by popular request. The Harder They Come Is an exotic and violent tale of life and death
in Jamaica's black, urban slums. Jimmy Cliff stars as Ivan, a poor country boy who comes to

the city to seek his fortune as a singing star and finds it, instead, as a renegade killer. So much
for the story. The soul and substance of the film is its sizzling reggae music, the jlimpy. twice

syncopated, bass-beaten pop music of urban Jamaica that fills the sound track, the result is

one of the most vibrant and unusual films to come our way in some time. Rated R. (197.1)

severely tested in the attempt to express his

bitter emotion. "This is a college town. Some
people felt that a trailer park was beneath

their dignity, that it would bring in a lot of

trash. So we were subjected to a lot of

harassment. Oh, I've got my pet peeves.

You'd better have a lot of time if you want me
to talk about them."

< One of the banes of Bachand's existence

has been the Williamstown zoning laws-

"They call them 'protective zoning laws'. You
want to know who they protect? The big

shots, not the little man or the man in the

middle. I'm against any law that keeps the

little man down. I believe in rule by

regulation, not prohibition."

Contemplating the indignities forced upon

him and his park, Bachand voices the time-

worn lament of the believer in the free en-

terpirise system- that opportunity is no longer

available to any but the rich and powerful,

that no longer can the little fellow, by dint of

perseverance aAd perspiration, lift himself up
in society. Bachand's experience lends a

certain validity to his complaint: "It took me
seven years before I got into the William-

stown banks. They didn't think I was good

enough. Nowadays, who can stand that guff

for seven years. It's hopeless to expect

anyone to start like I did and succeed."

Partially because he could no longer stand

the guff, and largely because of a promise he
had made to himself, at age fifty Albert

Bachand sold The Spruces and, as he puts it,

'retired from active business'. His retirement

was far from a descent into inaction. He now
devotes his time to several avocations as
exhausting as any business venture.

Bachand began in the early sixties to

compile an eclectic set of predictions. He set

(hem down in manuscript, and saved them to

see which would be verified. These sheafs of

paper, some now yellowing, contain

predictions on subjects ranging from the

common practice for men to be able to empty
their stomachs at will through the use of a
valve installed In the abdomen."
Bachand can claim a fifty per cent ac-

curacy for his propheciee. In the area of
predicting the imminent bankruptcies of local
firms and the reasons for them, Bachand has
closer to a remarkable eighty per cent score.
With larger affairs he has been less fortunate
although his 'braggin wall' does include a
framed nickle he won betting on John Volpe in

a gubernatorial election.

When he retired from business, Bachand
set for himself a typically imposing goal in a
new activity. He resolved to visit at least 150
countries around the world. Furthermore, he
wished to put together a travelogue on each
land consisting of numerous slides and a
commentary on tape cassettes. Since
Bachand began in 1965, he has visited 90
countries and the count of his travelogues is

approaching two hundred.

Indeed, Bachand has become professional

traveller. "I'm not your average starry-eyed
tourist," he comments. "I have a goal to

achieve, sixty more countries, and it's a job, a

hell of a job." Each journey has its strategy
mapped out in detail worthy of a military

campaign. Bachand calculates that his usual
routine is three months for preparation of a
trip, three for the actual travel, and three
more to complete the travelogue. He works
with his slid^ and tapes as often as he can
while at The Spruces, as much as ten hours a

day.

He performs this labor for no monetary
gain. In fact, he has given talks to almost two
hundred organizations in the Berkshire area,

including Williams College, but has never
charged a penny. (Always the good
businessman, Bachand leaves open the

possibility of voluntary contributions in the

brochure he has written on his travelogues.

)

Bachand does think his Idbors could be
Tortunes Oftocafmarriages and businesses to—converted into luerativeTewards, however, if

the most significant of international affairs.

Some examples of his brasher long-range

predictions include : "By 1985 hypnotism will

be in widespread use and will be taught in

college. . . By 1985 the homosexual act bet-

ween consenting adults will be legal and even
approved of. . . By the year 2000 it will be

^ LEVI'S ® JUNIORS
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No playoffs for icemen

shorts Round Up

Varsity Hockay

The varsity hockey team dropped two

games last week to extend Ita losing streak to

five straight games. On Wednesday they lost

to top ranked Merrimack, 6-5, in overtime. On
Saturday afternoon the icemen were bombed

by MidiUebury, 7-1. Both games were played

at Lansing Chapman Rink.

It was another case of bad luck in the

Merrimack game, as the Ephs have now lost

three of the four overtime contests this

season. It was an exciting, close checking

game from the start, with Williams taking the

initial lead on a power play goal by Dan
Yead5n, assisted by Jim Harkins. After

Merrimack went ahead, 2-1, Harkins tied the

-^«eore with another power play goal to end the

period. Rick Zeller and Joe Hamelioe assisted

on the play.

Ted Walsh put Williai:|2.B on top early in the

second period when he ^red on a pass from

Yeadon. Merrimack took a 4-3 lead to the

locker room, however, as they scored two

goals with less than two minutes remaining in

the second stanza.

Yeadon evened the count halfway through

the third period with Zeller drawing the

assist. Harkins then put Williams on top, 5-4,

scoring with less than five minutes remaining

in the game. With 1:38 showing on the clock

Merrimack however knotted the score to send

the game into overtime. Just six minutes into

the extra session, Mike Reynolds beat Eph
goaltender Chuck Cremens for the game
winning tally. Williams had outshot

Merrimack for the game, but nevertheless

dropped their second home overtime contest

in five days.

On Saturday, Williams disappointed a large

Winter -X^nival-crowdJay kising^-to-Mid—

dlebury, 7-1. Having beaten Middlebury twice

this season by a total margin of four goals

(three at the Buffalo tournament and one in

Vermont), another exciting game was ex-

pected.

But this game belonged to Middlebury from

the opening faceoffj^he Panthers extended

their two goal first period lead to five goals

less than halfway through the second period,

before Ed Spencer put Williams on the boai^d

late in the stanza for the Ephs' only score of

the game. "^ ^
Goaltender Chuck Cremens was beaten

twice more in the third period as Middlebury

never let up in their revenge-packed romp
over Coach Bill McCormick's outplayed

pucksters.

The Ephs' record now stands at 9-9 overall a

d 7-9 in ECAC Division II. A playoff birth was

not awarded to Williams at the voting com-

mittee's meeting on February 16.

Squash

Winners of three straight, the squash team

wraps up its season this week against Trinity

and Amherst, both of whom edged Williams 5-

4 last year. The Bantams visit Lasell Gym
this afternoon at 4. Saturday at 2, the Ephs

square off with the Lord Jeffs for the Little

Three title.

Last week, Williams trounced M.I.T. (9-0)

and Army (6-3) to improve its record to 5-5.

Frank Giammattei, Mike Werner, Bob Beck,

Gerry McNamara, Tom White, and Dave

Hillman all won twice for the Ephs, who stand

FOR SALE

Comfortable, Modernized S-Room House,

^4 hour 3 major ski areas, 57 acres

Southern Vt. 3 mi. Bennington

(413) 458-3864

The Kronick

Insurance Agency

57 Main St., North Adams

663-5341

1. We are now accepting 1975 auto in

surance applications and renewals.

J. Time Payments. 3. Immediate plates
' and insurance.

4. Leading companies Fast Claim Ser
vice

5. All Ages. 6. Compare our rates witti

those you are now paying.

Insurers to Williams Students

for over 40 years

a chance of being rated as high as 6tb in the

national rankings this year. -

Women's squash

Sporting a spotless 6^) record, the women's
squash team journeys to Wesleyan this

Friday for a 4 p.m. match that will decide the
winner of th|? "Tiny Two," Next Tuesday, the

Ephwomen visit Trinity seeking to avenge the

only defeat they suffered last year.

The squad swept matches against Dart-
mouth (8-1), Vassar (7-2), Radcliffe (5-2),

Wellesley (7-0), and Smith (7-0) last week to

up its record to M. Beth Brownell, Katrina

Voorhees, Anno Saxenian, and Jarie Garvey
all won five matches to remain unbeaten this

year.

j.
- ^'V

Surprising^ hot J^ few onlookers, ttie

WUliams b-adc team scrambled to an un-

steady third in the Easterns (for which read

'small college New Englands') at Southern

Connecticut on SattHrday. Highlighted by co-

captain Mike Reed's victory in the hurdles,

the Eph point total involved each member of

the eleven-man team. Williams trailed

Springfield and Coast Guard in the eighteen

college field and held off Bowdoin by half a

point.

Reed won his heat in the trials and semis of

the 60 yard high hurdles, then, in the final,

powered away to a decisive win in 7.4

seconds, setting a meet record.

Long jumper Scott Perry set a Williams

indoor record when he sailed 22' 8-1-2" on his

last jump to snare second.

Vmib hockey coach Jim Rodgers^^ounseh his chargefdurin/i an 8-7 overtime 4gs
tii Northwood^tt^€hapm^n~'Rink~on Saturday. ._!.!, — •

Foryoung coach

Winning balances with fun
by Nick Cristiano

At this time last year, Jimmy Rodgers was
an All-Division II defenseman and one of the

keys to the Williams drive for a play-off berth.

Now, the former star is serving as coach of

the Junior Varsity hockey team. Other than

work as a counselor at a hockey school for two

summers, it is his first regular coaching job.

"Let's put it this way, Iknow I can do a

better job next year," said the first year

Swimming beats So. Conn.
by Tom McEnvoy

The amethyst tidal wave of the Williams
swim team continues to create havoc in New
England swimming circles. On Saturday, the

Ephs overpowered Southern Connecticut

State College, 65-48. With a 6-1 record against
New England opposition, the Efrfimen are

now co-holders of the no. 1 position in dual

meet competition.

Southern

Williams broke it open against a tough

Southern Conn, team when John Farmakis
and Guy Hoelzer swept to victory in the 200

yard butterfly. Phil Wild remained unbeaten

in collegiate competition with a record-

breaking performance in the 100-yard free-

style, and Scott Schumaker remained
supreme among New England backstrokers

with a strategic back-to-back race. Stu Deans
outdistanced the field in the 500 yard

freestyle, increasing the Williams lead to 47-

34. ^
In the 200-yard breastroke, Paul Vom Eigen

assured Williams of victory in the meet with a

INDIAN

AND MEXICAN
CLOTHING, BASKETS

AND PLANT ACCESSORIES

63 vwrat ST

WIUIAMSTOWN.MASS

BouliqUf

record-breaking upset-win. Jeff Erickson
" cIosedoOtThe individuai scoring iyith-aihird
place in diving. Finishing up, the 400-yard

freestyle relay team of Jolin Farmakis, R.J.

Connelly, Bruce Barclay and Phil Wild beat

the New Haven foursome by a fraction of a

second.

The finale for the dual meet season is set for

this Saturday, as the Epimien attempt to

capture their third straight Little 'Tiiree

Championship against Amherst, at 2:00 in the

Muir Pool.

Fellowships '75

Al yesterday's meeting of the Faculty

Conimitlee on Graduate Fellowships the

folhtwiiig seniors were named to the

Fellowships indicated.

Horace K. Clark

David W. Grogan
David K. McC'une

First Alternate: Prem J. Thapa
Second Alternate: David G. Terkia

Third Alternate: William W. Rich

Hubbard Hutchinson

Andrea G. Axelrod

.lesse B. T. Marsh

.lohn K. Moody
Frederick G. Stueber, II

First Alternate: William W. Rich

Second Alternate: Roliert F. BrantI

Carroll A. Wilson

Hobert C. Slacey

First Alternate: William W. Rich
Second Alternate: Hobert F. BrantI

Roper Survey

f^
THE

SPIRIT
SHOP

tlQUORS — WINES— BEER

LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

134 Cole Aveniw wniiamstown

Phone 4M-]y04

lUider th^ editorial direction of Prof. Philip

K. Hastings, SURVEY DATA FOR TReSiD
.ANALYSIS was published this month.
Compilation and publication of the volume
was sponsored by The Social Science

Kesearch Council Center^or the Coordination

of Kesearch on Social Indicators. Mrs. Jessie

C. Southwick, formerly of Pittsfield. Mass.,

served as Senior Editor.

The volume contains an index of all

((uestions repeated verbatim in the American
national surveys held by the Roper Public

Opinion Kesearch Center.

mentor, whose team has a 6-5-1 record with

three games remaining.

"I really haven't had any major problems

in adjusting, " lie continued. "It's just a lot of

little things. Like organizing practices. You
really have to put a lot of thought and
preparation into it. We also have to work on

fundamentals a lot more than I thought we
would have to. You know, more basic skating

and stickhandling drills, before moving up to

three-and four-man exercises."

,-. Rodgers, who is also a junior P.E. in-

structor and will coach J.V. lacrosse, realizes

the problems in stepping down from the

competitive varsity fields (he played varsity

soccer for three years, as well as hockey), to

'
tlie fresiiman coaciiing^b<Mt=atr-WiHiamSr^

where the emphasis seems to be on par-

ticipation by all rather than an all-out winning

effort.

"Winning has to be balanced with having

fiih," conceded the soft-spoken coach. "You
can't drill the guys into the ground, but on the

other hand, most of them really want to

improve themselves. So I guess I try to

balance it in practice, experimenting with

different drills, to make them more fun."

"Next year, I'll probably have everybody

write down before the season what they want

'

to get out of hockey, whether to go out towin
or just to have a good time and let everybody

play, and then I'll work my approach around

their responses.

"Right now, though,'" he concluded, "in a

tight game, Iput my best players on the ice."

Rodgers adhered to this dictum on Satur-

day afternoon, when the Ephs lost an 8-7

overtime thriller to Northwood at Chapman
Kink. Down 5-7 early in the third period,

Rodgers when the rest of the way with only

the first two of his three lines: Peter Goyne-

Roger McEniry-Todd Jebb, and John
Bessone-Robert Caruso-Barney Walsh.

The strategy paid off when Gonye, scoring

his fourth goal of the game, and Bessone, his

second, knotted the score at seven before a

defensive lapse (of all things for a Rodgers-

coached team) led to a breakway Northwood

goal in the overtime session.

—"We did make nrore defensive mistakes

than usual," said Rodgers of the high-scoring

affair. You can be sure it will tie back to

fundamentals in practice this week.

Saturday's one-goal loss was the fifth one-

goal game the Ephs have been involved in this

season. They have won three (Kent, 5t4;

Thayer, 5-4; Trinity-Pawling, 6-5) and have

lost two (Exeter, 4-5, and Northwood). Their

biggest win thus far was a 9-4 rout of the

Berkshire School on January 28, and their

worst loss an 11-4 beating at the hands of

Middlebury on January 30.

Overall, the team has scored 60 goals in 12

games, and given up 55.

In an unofficial tally, Gonye is the team's

leading goal-getter wiUi 16, followed by Walsh
with 12 and Bessone with ten.

4
W«lconle back to a new Inn

and a new era of fiiie hospitality

and enterfhinment at the

V
X;.

'%.

CtmaMM Williams Inn



Sheehy breaks scoring record; cagers win two
' by Dan Daly

'All it means," joked a weary Harry
Sheehy, "is that in three years here I've talien

more shots than anybody else in Williams
College history."

"It," of course, is the Williams career
scoring record, which now belt«^ to reliable

no. 31. The clock read 1:46 last Saturday night

when Sheehy netted nos. 1272 and 1273 on a
fast break lay-up to draw even with Bob
Mahland'9 13-year old standard. No. 1274 was
easy. Referee Ed Morrison had whistled a
foul on the play and as a packed Lasell Gym
went absolutely beserk, Hank calmly stepped
to the line and dropped through the record-
breaker.

Amidst the post-game delirium, Sheehy
shrugged off inquiries about "the pressure."

-"I didn't really feel any," he insisted. "We
^had fivegames left and I was boui^ to break

it sometime." Was it the most thrilling

moment Of his life? "No," the M captain
deadpanned, "that happened on the road trip

to Tufts last year when Goon (Mike Rosten)
slipped under my covers."

If 1000 Williams fans hadn't come to see
Sheehy break the record against*Wesleyan,

-Lasell Gym would have been empty before
the second half was very old. The "game," if

you want to call it that, was so downright
boring it attracted a couple members of the

American Association of Insomniacs.
The Cardinals opened with a stall, a

"prevent offense" if you like, and at the

halfway point of the first half, Williams led by
the Midget League score of 11-10. But, the
Ephs were patient, and soon their Little Three

foe started throwing the ball «way.
Sheehy, Dittman, & Co. hit a remarkable 78

per cent from the floor in the first half (14 of

18) and when they ran off 12 unanswered

points Just before the intermission to make it

25-10, it was time to bring on the subs.

Wesleyan was through.

"Had we fallen behind at any point," coach

C^rt Tong said afterwards, "Wesleyan's stall

would have forced us into a man-to-man. But,

when you've got the lead, eventually they're

going to have to put it up."

The countdown began in the second half and

for a while it didn't look like Hank was going

to make it. With 2:30 left, he was five points

away from the record. It was going to be

close. Nine seconds later, Sheehy slipped

underneath and shoveled up a five-footer that

miraculously fell through. After such divine

interventionr -the 3-pointer- that- broke-

record was a cinch. _.

Oh yes, the final score was an anticlimatic

85-51 . Fred Dittman and Mike Tanner chipped

in 13 points apiece to complement Sheehy 'si

game-high 26. Alex Hasten (10 points) turned

in another superb job directing traffic and the

defense would have given Simon Legree a run

for his money.
"Defensively, we seem to have jelled a little

bit," Tongsaid later. "It's been pretty sticky

when the guys have decided to work at it and
teams have had a lot of trouble with it.

"

The Ephs made it nine in a row against

W.P.I. Tuesday night. After a sluggish start,

Williams went on a 21-4 tear and coasted the

rest of the way. W.P.I, played with about as

much inspiration as a team that has just been

(photo by Read)
Harry Jackson tries to pin unco-operative Steve Conway of Amherst in the final
hout of the showdown match for the "Purple Pail" at Lasell Gym on Saturday,
afternoon.

Jeffs slip past Eph matmen
only two bouts all year and one of the most
unheralded wrestlers on the team, brought
the Eph supporters to their feet with a pin at

3:55 and put the Ephs on top 12-9. Rhodes
must certainly be recognized as one of the
men to beat at 15(f*lbs. in the New England
Championships this weekend.
Marc Mitchell of Williams was beaten in the

158 lb. match, a bout in which 6 total points
were awarded for stalling ; this evened the
match at 12.

In the 167 lb. contest, Jeff May wrestled one
of his best matches of the year, and twice
appeared to have Kevin Clark of Amherst
pinned. Yet May was outscored in the final

three minutes and dropped a heartbreaking 9-

8 decision which put the Lord Jeffs in the lead.
Karl Hubbard, one of the most consistent

wrestlers on (he Eph squad this winter, kept
his fine 9-3-1 mark intact with a crucial 7-2

decision^at 177 lbs. Hubbard's win again tied
the match 15-15.

Pete Gerra was out with an injury, and
inexperienced frosh Charlie Davis was forced
to wrestle his first match of the year against
once-beaten John Fucci of Amherst in the 190
lb. class. Davis fought a tough bout to avoid a
pin, but succombed at l :54, giving Amherst a
six-point lead and assuring thenfi of at least a
tie.

Williams' heavyweight Harry Jackson was
now burdened with the outcome of the entire
match. Harry wrestled one of his finest
matches of the year, met Steve Conway,
content to take a loss while avoiding a pin
which would have given the Ephs a tie,

sprawled on his stomach and willingly al>-

sorbed a 13-2 loss. Jackson's victory gave the
Ephs four points, not enough to win
possession of "The Purple Pail" for the next
12 months.

Coach Daily was noticeably upset at the

close of the match. "Not having Gerra made
the difference in the match," said the Eph
mentor, who was also looking for his first

Little Three title in seven years as coach.

The Purple matmen thus conclude their

regular season with an 8-4-1 record, this

weekend. Coach Daily will take his squad to

the New England Championships.

by Tim 1-ayden

Coach Joe Daily's wrestling team saw
dreams of its first Little Three championship
in 13 years shattered in a 21-19 defeat to

powerful Amherst on Saturday afternoon at
Lasell Gymnasium.
The Purple matmen came, into the match

with an 8-3-1 record, and seemed ap-
propriately psyched to regain the coveted
"Purple Pail" which the Lord Jeffs had
owned for the past 12 months. But it was not to
be, as the rugged invaders from the east
increased their overall mark to 13-2 with a
two-point win that was not decided until the
final match.

The match itself began with one of the most
exciting individual contests of the year,
between 118-pounders Hal Zendle of Williams
and Amherst's Mike Loeb. Zendle, suf-

fering from a knee injury, nonetheless looked
like his usual whirling dervish self in turning
two first period reversals en route to a tense
and hard-fought 15-13*>4feqision.

At 126 lbs,, the Jeffs ca^^e right back with a
pin as Freshman Jeff To^bman, a former
New York State champ, had little trouble with
Eph Charlie Selcer; pinning him in 3:25 to
give the Lord Jeffs a 6-3 lead.

Gene Frogale won as expected at 134,
keeping his record unblemished through 13
matches, Frogale, looking for his third
consecuive New England championship,
trounced Glenn Winkel (5th in the New
Englands a year ago himself) by a 13-9 count.

The next two matches were as exciting and
well-wrestled as the match at 118. At 142 lbs.,

tri-capt. Hardy Coleman was pitted against
soph Sheldon Hirsch, who last year stunned
Gene Frogale in this same weight class.
Coleman wrestled extremely well against the
tough Hirsch only to see a gutty third-period
comeback fall short, Hirsch winning this
time, 8-6.

A year ago at Amherst, Dick Rhodes pulled
off a big upset over Amherst's John Mid-
dleton. According to the Amherst supporters,
who had entered the gym singing "Come Fill

YourToilets Up, " Middleton was going to pay
Rhodes back this year. But Rhodes, loser of

(photo by Tague)
President John Chandler presents
Harry Sheehy with the game ball
moments after Sheehy broke Bob
Mahland's career scoring recqrd. The 6-

^^A7t-7\Merfca 'candidate scdred^~2S
points in an 85-^1 Williams romp.

told it's going to have to walk home.
Sheehy and Dittman were their dominating

selves in their final home appearance,
combining for 42 points (24 and 18) and 20
rebounds in 30 minutes of play. Un-
fortunately, less than a full house was on
hand. "Yeah it was a measly crowd," Hank
said afterwards. "But it was a measly game,
too,"

It was 51-28 at the half and if the Engineers'

Rick Wheeler had thrown In five In a row fmm
Spring St it could have been worse tHp
visitors seemed'to prefer bombing awav from
25 feet instead of five and that's about aH
Williams' zone was giving them anyway
The Engineers kept it respectable in the

second half (it was 76-58 with 8:44 left) only
because they got some producUon put of
someone other than Wheeler, Playing against
Williams' second string didn't hurt, either
But, while the second half was not one of the

best you'll ever see. it did have its moments
Sheldon Woodbury fired in a career-high e
points. Tim "The Hammer" Hester fouled outm 6:39 of playing Ume. Even Jeff Lockhart
got into the act, breaking into the scoring
column for the first time this year with a pair
of hoops. -

But, those on^und majrneverTOTgenhe^
last 1:30,. when Tonft inserted an all-senior^
five of Sheehy, Dittman, Mike Rosten_
Woodbury, and Dave Fainer to take a shot at
the century mark. Needing a quick eight
points, the seniors pulled everything out of the
bag and very nearly made it. A traveling call
took away points nos. 99 and 100.

Sheehy even upstaged Sheldon Woodbury in
the fun-filled final moments, uncorking a
behind-the-back pass that would have made
Meadowlark Lemon proud. "I threw one
when I was a freshman," Hank recalled, "and
Coach Shaw saw me. I haven't thrown one
since."

The final was 98-72 as Sheehy, Dittman,
Alex Roeten (11), Mark Carter (10), and
Fainer (10) all broke into double figures.

The Ephs, now 13-5, are on the road this

weekend, facing Tufts Friday at 7:30 and
Colby Saturday at 3. A pair of wins would
virtually assure Williams ^n E.C.A.C. playoff
spot.

Skiers 6th in Carnival
strong individual performances by Gary

James in the cross country (6th) and Toby
Hubner in the slalom (8th) paced the ski team
to a sixth-place finish in last weekend's
Winter Carnival.

Defending champion Middlebury (297) took
the team title for the third straight year,
closely followed by Vermont (293.5). New
Hampshire (268), Dartmouth (204.5). New
England (174), Williams (158), St. LaWi-ence
(150), Maine (123). Harvard (116). and Bates
(71).

Williams came on strong after managing
only a 20th by Tom Gunn in the men's opening
event, the giant slalom. A summary of the top
Purple fii)ishers in each event follows.

After finishing sixth two weeks in a row, the

women's ski team could manage only a

seventh-place finish last weekend. Freshman
Marty Epstein got the Ephwomen off to a

flying start on Thursday night by placing

third in the slalom, but she fell during

Saturday's giant slalom competition, dashing

Williams' hopes of a fifth-or-better finish, A
summaryiipllows

.

Middlebury garnered 295 points in the
three-day competition to edge second place
Dartmouth (281.1). Vermont was close behind
in third with 275 points, followed by Johnson
State (256.8), St. Lawrence (247.9), New
England (245.6), Williams (245.5), New
Hampshire (239), and Plymouth State (223,4)

giant slalom

Tom Gunn, 20th

top finishers

1, Pete Anderson, Dartmouth
2, Dick Andross, New Hampshire
3, John Jacobs, Middlebury

cross country

Gary James, «th
Will Parish, 20th
Alan Eusden, 21sf
Will Schmidt, 23rd
Doug Hoi let, 28th

1, Stan Dunklee, Vermont
2, Bob Treadwell, New Hampshire
3, Craig Ward, MIddlebOry

slalom

Toby Hubner, 8th
Tom Gunn, 1 \Vn
John Harris, 21st

\. Bill Rathbone, Vermont
2, Pete Kenney, Middlebury
3, John Jacobs, Middlebury

lumping

Will Parish, 13th

Will Schmidt, 24th
Toby Hunter, 2«th

1, Roy Weaver, New Hampshire
2, Tom Fulton, Middlebury
3, Joe Lamb, Vermont

slalom

giant slalom

Marlon Sherman, 15th
Anne McLaughlin, 23rd
Linda Fano, 33rd

1, Lesley Orton, Middlebury
2, Betty Stroock, Dartmouth
3, Gayle Ricketsoit,

New Hampshire

cross country

Ellen Toll, 10th
1, Ann Thomas, Dartmouth
2, Cathy Anderson, Middlebury
3, Pam Richardson, Middlebury

Marty Epstein, 3rd
Marion Sherman, 20th
Anne McLaughlin, 24th
Linda Fano, 34th

top finishers

1. Lesley Orton, Middlebury
2, Betty Stroock, Dartmouth

win D • L • .
(photo by McCIellan)

Will Partsh in action during Winter Carnival cross-country
Nordic captain

competition. Parish finished 20th
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Philip SmithDirector of Admissions

shifts through applicants' files.

Major offer^

in Sociology
—-—byJJm Cohen

A sociology major will be offered to

Williams students beginning with the Class of

78. The program, which requires ten courses,

was approved by the faculty February 19.

Faculty members also voted to reduce the

number of chemistry requirements for pre-

meds from nine to eight, continue the History
of Ideas program five years, and allow un-

dergraduates to take Quantitative Economics
(513) and Econometrics (504) offered by the
Center for Developmental Economics.
According to a memo submitted to the

Conmiittee on Educational Policy (C.E.P.),

sociology majors would choose between the

-Contemporary Social Thought and Con-
-temporary Institutional Analysis iracks
junior year. The preceding sequence would be
Sociology 102 and Philosophy 101, or History

(rf Ideas 101 or 102 freshman year and
Sociology 201 or 202 sophomore year.

Seniors must do an independent project

during the fall term, then write and defend a
major paper "intended to demonstrate the

implications his or her Independent Project

has upon relevant materials within the other
track to the major as well as to the track

chosen."

Sociology Department Chairman Robert W.
Friedrichs added "The character of an
honors program and a major examination is

yet to be decided."

To accommodate the major curriculum,

Sociology 203S, 218, 220, 303 and 304 will be
discontinued Sociology 218—Sociology of Sex
Roles—will be added this fall.

Voting, Faculty Secretary John E. Stam-
baugh said was "overwhelmingly in favor.

The only problems brought up were staffing

implications."

Applications

hold steady

at 74 levels
by Jed Seder

The number of applications filed for places
in the Class of 1979 is almost identical to the
number of applicants for freshman places
last year, according to Philip Smith, Director
of Admissions at Williams. Smith says the
number of prospective freshmen has ".

.

increased every year over 4he past five

years," but the very slight change this year
doesn't Indicate any noticeable trend ^

"We've been expecting a levelling off for
the past two or three years, following the
pattern set by comparable institutions,"

commented Smith. This is contrary to the

national trend, applications to private schools
having fallen off sharply due to the financial

situation.

Smith says he has noticed no change in the

^regional make up of this year's prospective

freshmen as a result of financial con-

siderations: "Kids from the more distant

states are still af^lying despite the rise in

tuition and increasing travel costs."

This year about 2700 men filed applications,

down about 2 percent from last year's total of

2795, while approximately 1730 women
completed applications, up from 1706 women
applicants for places in the Class of 1978.

"This is a net drop of 71 a|q}Iicants. About
900 applicants are accepted each year, and
this year Smith expects a class of around 480

entering freshmen, 188 women, and 292 men.
Under the Early Decision plan, 89 men and 66

women have been accepted for next year's

entering^class, down slightly from last year,
when 91 men and 76 women were admitted in

the fall.

The Early Decision agreement is not the

only method of admitting students before the

final notification letters are sent out Each
winter anywhere from 175 to 200 letters of

early acceptance are mailed to "clearly

superior students" with "distinct strengths"

in one or more areas. These top candidates

don't have to respond to the college until the

normal deadline in the spring.

From this group, atwut 55 students are
invited to a three day Scholar Visit to help

them learn what Williams is like! February
26, 27 and 28 are the days for this special visit

this yiear, when prospective freshmen will

attend classes and stay with students. In past

years approximately 30 percent of those in-

vited to the Scholar Visit eventually decided

to attend Williams. According to Smith, the

students admitted under this program have
continued to distinguish themselves as
scholars at Williams.

(photo by Read)
Economics department hopes to move from cramped offices in Fernald to new
offices in renovated Stetson.

$190,000 must go:

Stetson plans face cuts
by Joe Hurley

Plans for the renovation of Stetson Hall are
nearing completion. At present, the only
major obstacle is deciding how to shave down
costs to meet the restrictions of the allotted

budget It is hoped that theactuaLr^
will begin as soon as Sawyer Library is put
into operation next year.

Present plans call for renovation in three
major areas—the construction and
enlargement of new and existing faculty
offices in the 1957 addition, the construction of
a link or bridge between the front part of
Stetson and the '57 addition (including a new
staircase), and the construction of a
passenger elevator in the '57 additioa
At an open meeting on Monday, January 27,

Prof. Charles Fuqua, chairman of the Stetson
Renovation Committee, stated that the
primary consideration in the reinodeling of

Stetson is that of "relating the two buildings
(Stetson and Sawyer) in both function and
physical structure—to be in a single unit
housing the majority of both the faculty and
the library collection at Williams." The same
architect that planned Sawyer is now working
on the Stetson renovation.

The original Stetson Renovation Committee
began in l%7. At that time there were three

Course evaluation use rises, scores drop
Williams will probably continue to use the

Student Course Evaluation Surveys for the

present, according to Associate Provost
David Booth. The percentage of teachers

using the survey had declined considerably in

spring 1974, but last semester's reports shows
it back at its previous /level.

The cause for the concern in the percentage
of faculty participation rests in the nature of

One of the most consistently in-

novative dance ensembles will be in

residence at Williams from the 3rd
through the 3th of March. For further
details see page 4.

by Paul Gism.ondi

the surveys themselves. The scores have
"almost no intrinsic meaning" said David
Booth; "their utility is the ability to compare
them with groups significant to the individual

instructor". These groups range from
members of the instructor's department,
members of his division, other instructors

who teach the same level of courses, and
junior or senior faculty members. When

x^.t- •*^»r;tr^

faculty participation declines as markedly as
it had, the value of these other groups as a
source of comparison becomes negligible. If

an instructor receives a score of five in the

overall quality of his teaching, the score is

somewhat meaningless if there is nothing to

compare it with. Furthermore, if the score is

compared to the average score of the
department but only half of the department
uses the questionnaire: the score remains
rather meaningless.

Since last semester's usage rose to the level

it had in fall 1973, it can still be used as a valid

measure of student opinion, declared Booth.
He emphasized that the survey is a measure
of student opinion and that there exist other
ways of evaluating faculty performance.
The decline which occurred last spring is a

cause for some speculation. "Can we expect a
decline every spring?" Booth asked without
postulating any answer. The survey is of-

ficially only three years old and it may be too
early to look for cfny trends in patterns of

usage.

There was some intervention by the
Evaluation Study Committee through the

department chairmen urging members to use
the survey, but ultimately the decision was
and still is up to the instructors.

Overall mean scores on the surveys have
fallen. Question 32 which rates "overall
teaching" averaged 5.42 in fall 1973, rose to

5.49 last spring, and dropped to 5.34 last

semester. The same pattern of rising laSt

spring and falling last fall occurred in at least

seven other categories. Again the reason for

the drop cannot be easily infemed. Has the

quality of instruction dropped, or are students

just grading harder? ,

areas which the College noted as deficient—
the athletic facilities, the library, and faculty

offices. Situations in the first two areas were
improved with the construction of Chapman
Rinkj Tpwne Field House , and Sawyer
Library, the renovation of Stetson willtake
^care of the "last major area that was noted

deficient in 1967."

"The Trustees gave their O.K. for Sawyer
in 1969 with the proviso that a suitable use be
found for Stetson," said Fuqua, "and the need
for offices made clear that this could be a

good use."

He emphasized that the faculty has grown
substantially in the last five years. Present
plans call for an increase in the number of

offices (approximately 20 more), and also a
60 percent increase in size in many of the

existing offices. On the fifth tier there is a
demonstration office set up in the manner of

future offices.

Study groups over the past few years have
looked into the possibilities for Stetson and
last October the Trustees set a limit of

$750,000 for the renovation project.

Recent estimates, put the cost of the project
as presently planned at $940,000, $190,000 over
the limit, and so with a requirement for "bold
action," it is now up to the committee to find a
way to cut out the extra expense.

The committee feels that there are three
areas in which they are most likely to cut

down—the elevator, the link, and the
renovation of the sixth and seventh tiers.

The elevator is estimated to cost $90,000 and
the link is estimated at approximately
$200,000. "Some feel that this is a lot of money
just for traffic problems," stated Fuqua, but
you have to consider that when this is done
there will be a total of over 100 people working
here. It's going to be a busy place."

There is direct communication from the

please turn to page five

Associate Provost David Booth
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]Ain^ot for honey

To the Editor: \
In response to youfSpioughtful editorial 6n

JAs, it is true that at a^ number of colleges,

students acting on residential advisers

receive a rebate on room charges. In fact,

they are often chosen by the Dean's Office, in

some cases on the basis of financial need.

I don't feel overly idealist in saying I'm

glad Williams Junior Advisers do not serve

for economic motives, and that they maintain

a great measure of independence that would

disappear if they were being paid for their

services.

Junior Advisers make my job bearable —
even fun. Beyond that, in spite of some

unevenness, they make freshman year at

Williams a distinctly pOBitive experi^oB for

most students.
--'^

need the kind of issuVoriented leadership that
young people can provide^ This is a way for
concerned students to become involved In
influencing the direction of the pprty and the
State. \^

I graduated from U-Mass in June ~6fo972 I

and was elected in November of the saitia
year. I would hope that many students would^
consider running for office in both parties in

1976. Now is the time to get organized. I would
be glad to talk to any students interested in
running. You can call me at 345-2888 or 727-

8830 or write to meat theStale House.

Sincerely,

""^^^HobertA.IIall

Senator
.^. i^*lr'.^ M''.' ;i

1 J JllU t.„J^lL' LlU.L

z=^omen profs-

Lauren R.Stevens
/ Dean of Freshmen

The Art of Eating 1 GOP seeking students

'"Those things are as annoying as hell !

!

" said^ne freshman

.

"This is the biggest insult to our intelligence since Euwell Gibbons,"
said a sophomore. "It reminds me of those Romper Room "Do Bee"
posters. I'm almost tempted to waste food iu^t to spite this sugar-coated Big
Brotherism!" /

"Art is reality . Food is reality . Is itjiot so? " said a senior. ^
Indignation grappled with indifference in student reactions to the

proliferation of anti-waste signs in major dining halls. "Be a Food
Ecologist." "Take what you want, but eat what you take." "Don't waste
food." Food Services has entej?^ the public relations market as one more
step to end waste in the dining halls, which some chefs have put at 20 per
cent of their budgets. /

-We agree that-thesi^-posters-^re-insultin&.-But, it seems-toHbe^-

Dear Editor,

The current poor health of the

Massachusetts Republican Party offers a

great danger to the public, but a great op-

portunity to students interested in public

service.

The danger, of course, is the threat of one

party rule. The four to one majority in the

Legislature has led to less debate and roll

calls and the concentration of power in. the

hands of the leadership. The only efffctive

opposition occurs when dissident liberal

Democrats unite with Republicans on an

issue, as happened on creation of the so-called

justifiable insult. On tl^eir own, "mature" Williams students have achieved
little in curtailing waste. Food fights, which many indulgently dismiss as
"high spirits," do little to prove that students are far removed from the
Romper Room e^e group.

Yet, the inatjority of food waste does not result from food fights, but
rather from students deciding after they've begun eating that they don't
want part o/ the menu. The untouched roll and half eaten stew then find

their way,/6nto the conveyor belt.

Many students argue that the food is so bad that after a few bites, all one
wants |o do is throw it away.Certainly, college food is not always the most
palatable. However, we question the inability of students to determine at the
tinoe they get their meals, what foods they will eat. The key is to get students
to think about dinner as they receive it rather than as they begin eating it.

The present poster campaign has the intention of doing this. If it can
succeed m getting students to consider and select a meal they will eat, then
no matter how simplistic it must be considered a plus.

\Ai\mi amfl^ m^mmm

"Black Senate Seat". One has only to look at

Chicago or the "solid South" to see where one

party rule leads.

The current weakness of the Republican

Party offers the opportunity to young, issue-

oriented candidates to assume a leadership

role in the party. A student who seeks public

office as a Democrat must plan on. spending

years waiting his turn oj' on facing an en-

trenched incumbent in a primary where only

15 percent of the electorate votes. .

,

In many areas, a student can have the

Republican nomination for the asking. This

gets him to the final election where everyone
votes, not just party regulars. A student

elected as a Republican is free to vote his

conscience in the Legislature. In many towns
and cities, students who choose to run slates

for the Republican Committees in next

spring's Presidential Primary could be
elected and control the party locally.

The Republican party, and the state, badly

NOW <HAf -fH£l CoufcLf?^

jr INfLAllOM.

.. I HAVC S6M£-
fVliHa- W»«CM I'M
sunt WILL makC

vou ALL <«:>jv

To the Editor:

It has come to my attention that the women
faculty meml>ers at Williams are being

criticized, not singly but en mass, for being of

low quality. I can not rest without speaking a

word in their defense. Without these women 1

would probably not be where I am (a

graduate student at Columbia University).

Their constant example, companionship and
presence stood before me during my time at

Williams as both a challenge and a
reassurance. The counsels of many of these

women who took their time to share their

experiences with me helped prepare me to

endure and, Bopefully, to overcome the quiet

creeping sexism of academia. And it is

sexism of which I speak now.

When women first integrate a faculty they

are a novelty, sure to ruffle some feathers and
displace some customs, to meet some overt

sexism but with almost everyone being oh-so-

careful to refrain from displaying sexual

biases. Let a few years pass. Women faculty

members are now a commonality; the furor

has died down; and a very subtle form of

sexism rears its ugly head. It springs from

the still basic tenet of American life that

women are inferior, andi^uietly whispers that

these women professors are inferior, that

they don't know how to teach, that it is far

more preferable to take a class from a male

professor than from .a female professor.

Slowly the number of women on the faculty

shrinks as these particular women don't find

favor and qualified female applicants just

somehow seem to be lacking. This is a

familiar pattern, repeated in university after

university, and one which I hope Williams

College will have the wisdom to avoid. Con-

structive criticism yes, group sexism, no.

I owe a debt of gratitude to many of the

women faculty at Williams (and some of the

men, too, of course!), particularly among
them Lynda Bundtzen, with whom I worked

on Committee W; Marcella MazzareUi, who
gave me the only Work Study job I had which

was thoroughly exciting and challenging:

Regina Solzbacher-Rouse, who is doing what I

someday hope to do; Linda Warren and

Phoebe Cramer, with whom I worked in the

Psychology Department; and Hope Brothers

of Career Counseling, along with others too

numerous to name. These women formed an

integral part of my experience at Williams

and provided me with invaluable role models.

I should only hope that they keep on serving

the Williams community as well as they

already have. jano lloidren. '71

Career Counseling Job Jots
Itecniiling .Schedule: Feb. 27 - March 6

Dale Company
2-27 Manuf. Hanover

Bank of N.Y.

US Air Force
2-28 Chemical Bank

3-4 Armstrong Cork

p.m. only

3-5 Armstrong Cork

a.m.

National Commercial
Bank & Trust

Chase Manhattan

I. II lull Klilst

Hopkins no
Hopkins yes

Mission yes

Dodd no

Dodd yes

3-6 Price Waterhouse Bryant yes

Pock Industries Bryant yes

\ III ices:

Armstrong Cork will hold a 12 noon

orientation meeting at OCC for students

signed up for interviews on Tues. March

till

S.D. Warren has a 2nd sign up schedule

available for those on the waiting list.

The Brown MAT program is still accepting
applications.

iiilcnislii|is Nolices:

March 1 deadlines:

—Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute

—Assn. for Education in Journalism
Summer Program for Minorities

—Oak Ridge National Lab Summer
Research Program

—Summer Actuarial Program - Equitable
Life Ins.

March 10 deadhnes:
Dept. of State summer intern program for

those interested in the field of foreign

affairs. Special attention for junior and
senior minority students.

March 6
l'i-i'-l,uw Orientation Session Bronfman
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
TisuiiinK Associate Program - Institute

for International Studies and Training,

.liipiiii Appointees will serve as associates

in the intensive English language
program. Apply early. Appointment: Oct
- Nov. "75.

(photo by Read)

FOUND: the GUL staff is active and well. Editor Sue Kay retorts that after
overcoming some snags at the printer, last year's yearbooks should finally be
distributed just before spring vacation.
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Free choice denied:

Phys. ed. requirement
byBillDriscoll

Upon returning to campus on February 4,

1

was denied my course registration cards as a

result of a deficiency inPliysical Education. I

went to Mr. Samuelson and explained that I

did not intend to takeP.E., asl did not thinli it

benefited me in any way, a position I had

\ explained to Mr. Sloane of the department

last October. I pointed out that my only

possible reason for taking P.E. would be to

avoid penalty; I had been told informally by a

C.A.S. mfeflober, however, that the standard

penalty was tt)e inclusion of a letter in the

'transcript stating the deficiency, and such a

punishment I would more than wiUingly

accept. Mr. Samuelson told me that not-

withstanding he could not sign the release for

~, ^my re^fratloo cards \Vithout prior
"^ registration for P.E. He advised meio talk to

Dean Grabois.

I repeated my explanation to Mr. Grabois,

who confirmed that although the letter in the

transcript had been the usual procedure, the

college had recently revalued it as
"hypocritical," in light of the statements in

the catalog relative to P.E. The dean ex-

plained that the only exemptions from the

-' requirement were physical disability and
military service. Furthermore, he pointed out

that the regulation had been in the catalog

when I entered, and that if I did not intend to

follow it, there was no need for me to attend

Williams. Mr. Grabois finally suggested I go

to theC.E.P. and take the issue up with them.

In the meantime, I would not be able to

register for the second semester, unless I first

registered for P.E. I returned to Mr.
Samuelson, told him what Dean Grabois had
(old me, and said that I was consequently

registering for P.E. , but did not intend to take

the courses, and would try to have the coU^e
re-examine the policy. I am currently

registered for weight-lifting and yoga.

My first, petulant objection to P.E. is that it

simply takes too much time. With a load of

five courses, plus active participation in an
extracurricular activity, I do not have
another three hours a wedc for. P.E.—what
time I have, I choose to spend more
profitably. The P.E. attendance requirement

is, after all, somewhat tyrannical—I have yet

to find an academic course in which taking

more than two cuts results in failure. My
opposition to the requirement, however, runs

far deeper than this: I find the program to be

in direct o[^)osition to what I would hope to

find in a liberal arts education.

What is the purpose of the program, as

stated in the catalog? There are eight reasons

given—I would like to discuss the last five

first, as they are the most easily dismissed.

4. "To encourage and maintain the student's

effective use of the Physical Education

facilities and equipment available."

5. "To enhance the participation and quality

of the Intramural Program."
In reply to these points I would simply ask,

has the college established mandatory
requirements to encourage use of the art

studios? Is there a regulation to enhance

participation in the Choral Society? What,

then, is the implication of the gym
requirement?

6. "To provide opportunities for active par-

ticipation by handicapped students."

According to Dean Grabois, physical

disability excuses the student from P.E.

7. "To expose students to activities which

have survival implications, such as swim-

ming, life-saving, and water safety."

Currently there is a very sensible

requirement that incoming freshmen
demonstrate an ability to swim. Passing the

test, however, doesn't excuse one from two

years of P.E.
8. "To provide students, with the skill and

interest, with the opportunity to teach

selected activities."

Great for them. Leave me alone.

The first three reasons given in the catalog

have much more subtle ramifications.

Reason number three states that the

program's purpose is

summer
ineurope
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3. "To enhance a student's social-recreational
experiences as an undergraduate and at^er

graduatioa"
I find this prep^terous enough—from tl^

same grounds one could argue that the\

college should teach students how to drink

well and party intelligently. I suppose lessons

are unnecessary.

Reason number two confuses me:
2. "To achieve a level of proficiency in

selected life-long activities."

If these activities are professional, one
assumes that the student is playing organized

sports at Williams and is therefore exempt
from P.E. If they are amateur, I don't see
how this reason differs essentially from
number three. My basic objection to these two
reasons, however, is thattheybetray^akind of
rampant paternalism, which I will discuss

more fully later. I also object to the primary
reason of the program on the same grounds.

1. "To encourage a student's interest and
understanding in establishing and main-

taining a level of physical fitness or general

well-beliig."

Note that the program itself does not claim

to establish physical fitness, which makes
sense, because it doesn't. But I seriously

question whether it takes three hours a week
for two years to establish an interest.

The fallacy is that physical education is an

integral part of a liberal arts education, that

intellectual smorgasbord to which we are all

invited. The paternalistic notion is that if I'm
hungry for P.E., I should be force-fed for my-^

own good The collie is concerned about my-
body, supposedly, so that I am required to

take P.E. Why don't they come to the dining

hall and make sure I eat my vegetables? It

may seem that I am arguing against

distribution requirenaents as well. I am not—

I

am protesting that P.E. is given quasi-

academic status and is lumped together with

distribution requirements.

Etymylogically, education implies that

something is going to be drawn out of me, not

crammed in. The College is out to establish

the optimum conditions under which the

educative process can take place, not to

impose values on me, not to force me to an
understanding. The college-age student is too

old for that, anyway; no one made me come
here—now that I am here I don't expect to be

told what to think or do. The divisional

requirement insures my exposure to general

areas of which I may be ignorant, and forces

me to make an evaluation. The P.E. program
however, is not one of exposure and

evaluation— it is product-oriented. It does not

seek to communicate ideas; it operates on the

assumption that physical training is in-

dispensable, a value which it seeks to impose

upon the student. I do not want the P.E.

department force-feeding me doses of

physical fitness, any more than I would want
the college herding me into the chapel once a

week. Furthermore, I am not ignorant of

physical training—I led a relatively normal

childhood and adolescence, I know what

sports are like, and if I wanted to participate,

I certainly would. Essentially, the P.E.

department is trying to bring me to a

viewpoint I've already had more than ample

opportunity to evaluate. It in no way takes

into account training I had before coming to

Williams, or activity I've engaged in since my
arrival. I'm too old to be told what is good for

me; if I choose to pursue a course of physical

training, it's my business.

Is it heresy to suggest tat the real reason for

the requirement is to find justification for the

size of the department and the department

budget? Here the roots really go deep—to

diihinish the department would hurt the

teams, which breaks into the whole athletic

success-alumni donation cycle. If this is the

truth, fine—I'm not here to ruin college

finances, but just don't drag me into the gym
and waste my time.

In conclusion, then, I am asking two things

of the C.E.P. and the college community.

First, a re-evaluation of the validity and the

Occult Books and Crafts

To understanding - AncientWisdom

—FREE—
Guidance - Workshop - 'Raps'

Open 11-5

Daily li Sundays

IIOMainSt. ^ Williamstown, Mass

necessity of the physical education
requirement Secondly, a clearly

consistent policy with regard to deficienciesit^

the requirement is maintained—i.e. would the
'

college actually refuse a diploma for P.E.

recalcitrance? I am presenting my opinions

\^to theC.E.P., and I would urge other students

nd faculty to do so.

close on the gratifying note that Jefo

M^ruder took to running for exercise when
he was in prison.

WINiam Driscoll '76, a self-proclaimed

physical wreck, is an English major with no

Army wperience.

Hunger conference:

SecKS means
for alleviation

by the Williams Hunger Action Project

The birth of anewystudent movement oc-

cured at Harvard oii Saturday, February

15th. A conference of students from 20

universities and colleges was convened to

investigate coordinateil action towards

alleviating hunger in the world. A spirit of

cooperation was evidenced ny agreements to

maintain contact by meansV a newsletter

and to meet again on MarcK^15th at New
Haven.
Each school's representative discussed

activities to date. Yale is the leader. Under
Chaplin William S. Ctrffin the Yalfe^ Hunger

Action Project is researching areas r^ted to

the world food crisis and has establis|ied a

Yale Corporation committee to study an

institutional response. Brown, Dartmouth,

and Wesleyan hav& held days of concern and

several schools have an optional one-meal

fast each week.

Discussed and placed on the agenda for the

following meeting were the topics of activities

for Food Day (April 17), political action to

urge President Ford to release all of the five

million tons of grain allocated for immediate

relief aid by Congress, and abolition of the

Third World debt. In the final hour the

assemblage reached a concensus upon the

name Northeast Hunger Action Alliance.

There will be a weekly column in the ReAd
on nutrition and (he world food crisis spon-

sored by the Williams Hunger AcUon Project

BRIEFS /
Suggested vegetables

Williams Food Service provides a

vege(arian line at Baxter Dining Hall for all

of you who do rto( eat meat. Donna Psiaki is

the person that plans and prepares the food

for that line. All (hose in(eres(ed in

yege(arian meals should come sign up a(

Bax(er Dining Hall so (hat Donna will know
how much (o prepare.

LEVI'S ® JUNIORS

LcviyforGal/

LEV»'S9 JEAN DRESS 92061 26.00

LEVI'SS JUMPER 1 5.00

lEVI'S® SHIRT 13.00

SUPER LOW 16.00

WlllkwM CO"oy
THE COMPLETE ^^^SHOP
M Ifrlnc «<rMl WWHwmn mtm. Maw.

OfM Tk«n4«r nhm -ni td*n*

Campaign

to stop aid

initiated
Inttae middle of March the Mth Congress

will haVe to act on the Ford Ad-
ministratioct^^request for $622 million in

supplementary^ for South Vietnam and
Camtwdia. This sitpi^lemental is an at-

tempt to restore fund^~4)iat were cut by
Congress in December la^t-.](ear.

In addition the Ford AdmukuiU'ation is

requesting $1.3 billion in militatTNlid for

South Vietnam in Fiscal Year 1976. Tl^is

would be an 86 per cent increase over th

year's ^00 million. The Congressional

rejection of the supplemental would be the

^Initiating step of a movement to cut off all-^

military aid to South Vietnam in the next

fiscal year.

In response to these facts a group of

Williams College Students are initiating a
letter writing campaign in order to bring

pressure on Congressmen to vote against

the supplemental. These students, a group
from the Northern Berkshire Community
for Non-Violent Alternatives, hope to

encourage people to write a brief letter to

their Senators and Representative urging
them to veto Ford's request for more
money.

The project will be initiated by a film,

"Vietnam: Still America's War", to i>e

shown at Bronfman early next week. The
group also will provide fact sheets on the

supplemental and information on in-

dividual Congressmen at the different

dorms and houses. They hope that with

enough pressure on Congress the sup-

plemental will be defeated by a significant

enough margin to build momentum to

decrease aid to South Vietnam for the next

fiscal year. /

houi^felay

to^d charity
It's S^tiirdaVmorning on the Ides of March.

As is customary^ the entire student body has

missed breakfast^but now gathers in fevered

anticipatioa Logeyvdouds are stained dun
like Cool Whip in a cUmiI mine, but it doesn't

matter; the event is imloors. Ten a.m. the

shot is fired. They're oil

On March 15 the Towne\Field House will

come alive with the running of the fourth

annual 24 hour relay for chatty. Proceeds
from the marathon will be contributed to Aid
Children Today and the campus Chest Fund,
supporting any worthy causes in the com-
munity such as the Boy's Club, Y.M.C.A., Day
Care, Help Line, and the A.B.C. proig^am

There will be four, approximately

member, teams participating: a faculty

team, the Roadrunners (members of the'

Williams track team), a women's team
(comprised largely of the women skiers), and
team entering from ML Greylock High
School. Each team will be sponsored on a

"per-mile" basis by members of the

Williamstown community. Last year, five

teams ran a cumulative total of 1,172 miles in

the twenty-four hour period and raised an
impressive $2,200, fully $1,000 above the

previous year's total. As the relay is the

maj,or benefit fund-raising event at the

college, even greater success is hoped for this

year.

The relay constitutes a day and night of

madness with good cheer, the true spirit of

WiUiams outside the Science Quad. The evpnt

last year was complete with music, food,

sleeping bags, two one mile streaks, and a
single lap streak by a leg of the women's
team.

This year's women's team is being
organized by Ellen Toll '77; the Roadrunners
are being organized by two fourth year
veterans of the marathon, Paul Skudder and
Scott Lutrey. Led by Robert Peck, the faculty

team is star-studded.Carrying the baton with
Peck will be J. Hodge Marfgraf, Lee
Drickamer, John Eusden, Richard Farley,

Jeffrey Vennell, Neil Grabois, Rot>ert Bell,

Sean Sloane, George Goethals, Brian Dawe,
Pat Diamond, Bud Fisher, and Dan Geer '42.

Several "guest miles" will be run by other
professors, celebrities, and folk heroes on
campus.
Campus Chest Solicitors will be acceptii^

sponsorship pledges in early March.
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o dramas portray alienadpn, self-realization

(photo by Read)

Velma [Martba Williamson] gets nervous as Franhie [Tbeobaris Theoharis]gets
drunk in "Birdbath", last weekend at tbe Studio Theatre.

Birdbath is real
^'''

by William Spriggs £

Birdbath, by Leonard Melfi, is a tale of

alienation and loneliness. The black humor
which runs through the play provides an
ironic twist that grows out of the sadness and
lost feeling of the characters. It is this irony,

and the existentiaUst undertones, which gives

the play its dramatic and surprise climax.

Because of the limited space in the ex-

perimental theatre, Birdbath, which involves

three different scenes, certainly gives the set

designer a problem. Much of the play takes

place in an apartment, and the fact that Floyd

Joseph's design placed the apartment off-

center confliied~tlie~actors'^ movements for

most of the play. But, with his use of depth, I

think that Joseph's design adequately ap-

proached the problem. His set was able to

take advantage of the bleak stage, and bor-

dered on surrealism. This certainly, was in

keeping with theme of the play, as was the

light design; which also added a naked
quality to the production.

Theoharis Theoharis, playing the role of

Frankie Basta, suffered from three faults.

First, he had the flu, and this certainly hurt

his energy level. Many of his lines were lost

because of poor projection. Second, Frankie
is a very bitter character, and yet he is also

compassionate. The role is parsimoniously

defined. Theoharis needed to give more
^-difection to his acting so that the audience

coutd understand Frankie. Thus, his per-

form&qc^appeared sporadic. It was not until

toward the end of the play that Theoharis took

control of hie^ character, and then his per-

formance was good.

Martha Williamson was Theoharis' third

ivoblem. Ms. Williamson's performance was
so dynamic and convincing, that anyone else

on tiie stage was certain to look worse.

Though she also had problems with projec-

tion, there was no doubt as to who was Velma
Sparrow, the character she portrayed. Velma
kills her mother in an effort to define herself.

Up to that point she had been totally alienated

from others as well as herself. Ms.
Williamson masterfully played her character

with all the apologies, and loneliness, that

come from ahenation. And, her performance
was noticeable for her high level of con-

centration and deliberateness. Her pacing
and her characterization were clearly even
throughout Modestly put, Ms. Williamson
carried the performance.

Michael Knight's direction made excellent

use of the entire stage, but was overly con-

trived in some parts. The "busy" work in the

restaurant scene was carried on too much.
There also was a small difficulty in the

transition scene from the street to the

apartment. However, the apartment scene
was a success because, despite the limiting

confines of the space. Knight did not allow the

motion to become laborious. His in-

terpretation of the play was clear, and, I

certainly think, successful.

The performance coiTtained^thS rawnes^^f
the play, but did not over do it; it allowed the

black humor to confuse the audience's

emotions. By keeping the play low key
throughout. Knight was able to extract the

full dramatic impact of the play. This made
for an excellent and sensitive production that

did not rob the play of its meaning or ef-

fectiveness.

Danknerx's music: innovative
by Deborah Grose

On Tuesday, February 18 the Williams

Music Department presented a concert of

music by Assistant Professor, Stepheni
Dankner. The concert, held in the Tefft

Rotunda in Lawrence Hall, included works
for voice, viola, English horn, bass clarinet,

piano, and piano trio. The diverse in-

strumentation was matched by the diversity

in mood, color, form, and technique of the

compositions. The only constant, aside from
the composer, was the uniquely high quality

of the performances. Participating were
Joseph Celli; english horn, Susan St Amour;
viola, Laura Rosenthal; soprano, Julius

Hegyi; violin, Douglas Moore; cello, James
Mark; bass clarinet, Penelope Mark and

Stephen Dankner; piano.

The printed program was supplemented by

a page of program notes written by Dankner,

which offered a brief statement of what each

piece was meant to convey. It was clear from

these notes that each piece was intended as an

exercise in one main aspect of musical

bonstniction. Taken together the works

played at the concert represented a com-

pendium of compositional technique.

The "Three Pieces for Bass Clarinet and

Pinao", for instance were essentially an

exploration of the possibilities of one in-

strument, while the "Rhapsody" for viola and

piano examined some of the new possibilities

for traditional sonata form. The "Soliloquy"

for English horn, however, described in the

notes as "A brief excursion into varied moods

and forms by means of a two-note motive

which is used throughout," was an entire

composition based on the barest possible

germ of melodic material.

The two works for voice and piano, "Words
for the Wind" and "The Fields of Sorrow"
were settings of poems by Theodore Roethke
and Ausonius, respectively. The former was
especially successful in capturing in music
the mood conveyed by the texts. "Bird in

Space," a work for solo piano, was more than
the others an example of tone painting; it

attempted to recreate with sound the image of

a Brancusi sculpture.

Finally the "Fantasy for vioUn, cello, and
piano" was an attempted redefinition of the

roles played by these instruments in a
standard chamber ensemble, here a piano
trio. Whether it was the abstractness of the

stated goal which got in the wJy or the

limitation of a single hearing it's hard to say,

but engaging though the piece was, it was not
obvious how it made the hoped-for in-'

novations.

Atonal, (which some of its detractors
equate with "random") and contemporary as
Dankner's compositions may sound, one need
only speak briefly with the composer about
his works before one realizes that they are
painstakingly conceived. The fact that one
ten-minute piece «toak him four months to
write attests to this facL He, no less than
Beethoven, is always in search of the

proverbial "right note" which will bring to a
piece a sense of inevitability. He brings to hi£

art a strong foundation in and respect for the

past. One can see this in the vocabulary with

which he speaks of his works. He describes

one movement as "pointalistic," a term
which was borrowed for impressionistic

music from painting. Similarly, he described

on&song as "highly melissmatic," a term

please turn to pagt fivs

Fierce yet flawed

The Maids
\

byBIIIDriscoll

Jeah Genet is certainly one of the least

appetizing literary figures to emerge ta the

past half century. An illegitimate orphan and

pederast. Genet has spent most of his life as a

thief and, a .pimp; he did not even begin

writing poetry until he was thirty. Years

later, having shown himself to be an artist of

considerable merit and unique talents, Genet

still Infuses his work with the consciousness of

belonging to "the world of outcasts, the world

you touch only with tongs."

His second play, The Ma ldi, dividefc the

world between Madame and her servants, the

exclusive spheres of master and slave.

Genefs writing branscends mere social

criticism, however-it is a fierce attempt at

self-realization. Each maid wants to see

herself as Madame sees her, as other maids

see her, as she sees herself. Genet^trapped the

outcast seeking his jdehtity^h wbarMarfln

Esslin called a "Hall of Mirrors", an in-

finitely receding set of relexlve images.

In his play The Blacks, we see black actors

playing black actors playing blacks as blacks

think whites see blacks. Similarly, The Maids

opens with a negligee-clad mistress arguing

with her maid; an alarm clock rings and the

two cower in terror—they are both maids, and

the clock signals that their mistress will soon

return. The stage illusion is not dispelled,

however: we remember that these are only

actresses playing maids, who are not really

maids at all, but two women playing at the

roles of maids for life. Genet dramatizes that

the apparent is only the apparent, and

challenges us to find an objective reaUty if we
dare.

Conceptually, the play is fascinating, but

artistically it is immature. In his later work.

Genet was able to create comprehensive

rituals, which gave his plays power and form.

There are hints of this in The Maids and
director Peter Kozik staged the culminating

Black Mass funeral very effectively, but the

play as a whole remains essentially formless

on stage.

If) parts, however, Kozik provided excellent

direction, indeed. The use of twin mirrors

gave rise to some powerful moments, par-

ticularly Sdange's line, "I hate you, Claire,"

spoken directly into the mirror. Kozik's

blocking was usually very good—within the

confines of the crampedyttaustrophobic set,

the actresses bounded off each other and the

furniture like choreographed pinballs. There
were weak points as well—the opening

charade lacked the all important emphasis on
ritual, and the intermittent addresses to the

audience would have made Genet himself

uneasy.

I can imagine few things more difficult than

acting in one of Genet's plays. As Sartre
pointed out. Genet betrays the actor, whose
job it is to deceive, by constantly admitting
that the play is an illusion. To perform within

this set of Chinese boxes, Kozik selected three

quite talented actresses, who nonetheless did

not always succeed. As the maid Claire, Gwen
Seliger delivered many fine moments of

considerable intensity and power. Ms. Seliger

is a very polished actress, an attribut&whlch
did not work to her advantage here, however.
When playing at Madame at the play's

openings, she was quite good in her

Dance Caged

John Cage, one of the foremost com-
posers of contemporary music, who
utiliies 'chance' elementa and electronic
e<|idpmenl, will come to Williams, along
with David Tudor, to perform the music
for his cIbm friend Merce Cunningham's
dances on (h< 4lh and Sth of March, In

Laseil Gym. \
Cage will be uShiE sophisticated elec-

tronic equipment. ThW students who are
interested In the possibility of observing its

setting up should contact Mrs. Donati,
Music Uep(. secretary for details.

TTiere are ipeclaiiy priced student
tickets available igr_ the performance
(|2.00 per ticket instead of M-SO), ob-

Ulnable at the AMT Box Office, weekdays
noon to five.

Dances to be performed: Canfield,

Loops, Landrover, and Scramble oii

Tuesday and Changing Steps, Cross-

Currenta. Loops, and TV Rerun on Wed-
liesday.

'

The Cunningham residency Is made
possible, in part, by grants from The Mass.
Arts Council and The Nat'l Endowment for

the Arts, Co-ordinated Touring Program.

posturing—as Genet indicated, she was and
should have been "exaggeratedly tragic

'

After the alarm clock ring, however, there
was not enough change in her mannerisms;
her style became more natural, but this was
nevertheless a Claire of almost regal

bravado, not one to feel the despairing in-

tensity of Genet's self-hatred, not one to

admit that the "bad smell" reflected was her
own.

In contrast, Lisa WiUidms' Solange was
brooding and defeated. This was a maid who
reveled in the insults and self-laceration,

wide-eyed and strident—hunched and broken,

yet somehow feUne in her solitude. Un-
fortunately, Ms. Williams never quite caught
and maintained the emphasis she should have
had in her scenes with Ms. Seliger. With more
intensity and presence, and a better com-
mand of technique, her performance might
have been extraordinary.

Nancy Sailor's breathy, effervescent

Madame was flawlessly executed, but

curiously lacking In weight Her pace was
invigorating, but Ms. Sailor tended to cruise

over key moments in the plot without suf-

ficient emphasis—such as the recognition of

the strange alarm clock, the misplaced
phone, and Claire's uncharacteristic make-
up. This mistress flew into the close, op-

presisive room on a gust ^ wind and flew out

the same way. It was in many ways a

remarkable performance, but her Madame
was not the sort on which to spit the op-

pressor (rf Genet's vision—she was not evil,

just kind of obnoxious. Likewise, director

Kozik should have achieved some minimal

consistency between Ms. Seliger's opening

mimicry of Madame, and Madame's actual

appearance.

In conclusion, while there were many
commendable aspects of The Maids, the

shortcomings of the play and the production

resulted in a disappointing whole. I would not

insult Mr. Kozik by requesting he try "sim-

pler material," however. Rather I am
grateful for what proved to be a flawed, but

intriguing evening of theatre.

Solange [Lisa Williams] says, "/ bate you, Claire," directly into the mirror as
Gwen Seliger, as Claire, looks away. Prom tbe "Maids" at tbe Studio Theatre last
weekend.
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ReflectionsznoiJDsllsH
Nikolai Gogol's farcical comedy The

(iovernment Inspector, which is coining to

theAMT early in March, will appear in a new
translation by Williams College Professor of

Russian, Nicholas Fersen.

Having read the fast-moving and won-

derfully colloquial translation, we wondered

how the project had begun and what its dif-

ficulties and rewards had been. So, we
recently talked with Mr. Fersen in his office

at Stetson, interrupting him at work on yet

another translation.

"In December, Steve Travis (who is

directing the play) told me of the project. At

first we consulted over a previous translation,

but this was hard as it was very dry, like dust.

I am sensitive about exposing the public to

bad tr^nsIaUons, and so with WSP coming up

I asked Steve if I might have a crack at It I

worked upiLlittleJ)iUndSt|vesaidjjje8_go on

and finish it. It was ffit atall onerous; it was
very exciting." We asked how long the

translation had taken, and found out that it

had been done in only three weeks.

"Now my translation is not good but it is

better. The problem with the previous

translations has been that they^attempt to

transform Gogol's Russian into the King's

English, sensible and grammatically correct.

But Gogol writes irrationally by using non-

sequesters, syntactic mistakes, con-

tradictions, the whole fireworks. He uses

purely atourd expressions, often lost in

translation, to make >eal the absurd

terrified of the Devil and the retribution of

God. He died a religious madman, fasting
himself to death. When the gendarme appears
at theend of the play announcing that the real

inspector has at last come, he represents the
angel of God's Last Judgment The satire,

however, is not only for the Russia of 1835; it

is for all humanity and for all time."
Gogol once said that the most positive

character in his play was Laughter, recalling

the saying about old Russian literature,

Laughter through tears.

"But" said Fersen, "it is really tears

through laughter, for gradually through the
play we get the sense behind the laughter.

Humor in Russia is always laced with acid.

While we're watching the play it's hilarious

and we're rolling in the aisles. Then at the

eiid, in themost^mous line in all of RussIaiT
drama, the Mayor asks his Cronies, 'What are
you laughing^-att-YouU«^-iaughing^at^our-
selves.^ This is wh«t the goose bumps begin,

as we realize that we too have been laughing
at oureelves. It is like a 'Candid Camera' that

has come back to haunt us.

ARTSBRIEFS

^ Tu Whit, Tu Whoo

Murphy will Khake up the loony hatch this

weekend as "One Flew Over The Cuckoo's

\<>Kt" appears ttt the Studio Theatre,

basement of the AMT.
Directed by Gene Kalk, the play, adapted

rroin a book by Ken Kesey, will be presented

Thui-Kduy, Friday, and Saturday ((lights. The
plu.v features Kevin O'Kourke, Raquel
Shapirn, and John IJoyd. ,.

Stetson

Tequila?

Open auditions for the Williams, College

Theatre Studio production of Tupper Saussy 's

"To Watch a BeautifulSunrise" will be held

Sunday, March 2nd at 7 P.M. and on Monday
~t1ie"3rd^^^ and^1^-PM,-at^-the~Makepeace

ItiMtm. Ureylock.

LJ^he playlStrected 1b!y_Dana Perlsteinrwiit

|ilay-uii^ ihe4Mb -and I9th of Aftrlt There are
parts fur all. including one, black and two
middle-aged characters. Staff and faculty

ur(>ed to try out

characters. For instance, near the end of the

play Bobchinsky and Dobchinsky, the two

idiot squires of the provincial RussiaHsyillage,

are called "short-bellied weasels." Even in

Russian this means absolutely nothing! U is

merely wonderfully vulgar invective. It is

flamboyant, like Yiddish forms of invective:

'May your father . . . and may your great-

aunt . . . etc."

JEqua%difficult to maintain in transla tion, _

Fersen explained, is the descriptive quality of

the Russian names. The name of the hero,

though he is hardly that is Khlestakov. Now
both through sound and connotative meaning
a Russian audience would immediately

conjure up a notion of a whip-like, thin, and

foppish cane, an object flexible and not at all

solid. This is exactly the personality of

Khlestakov. As Fersen said, "There is a poem
in U>e very word; a single word captures an

entire maa"
We then discussed an essay of Vladimir

Nabakov's in which he asserts that as with the

finest Shakespearean comedy, where the

characters are both "real"' and highly in-

dividualized. The Government Inspector can

be regarded only as pure fancy and not as

social or moral satire.

"The characters are pure fancy," said

Fersen, they are always undeniably there

because of their vivacity. They are real via

repulsion, for they really are despicable

characters, they are repulsively captivating.

We believe in their actual existence.

"And yet there is no way to deny it the play

is a moral satire. We can't forget who Gogol

was, a reactionary conservative who believed

in the status quo and who felt that man's only

hope lay in divine transformation. Gogol was

This collage ofphotographs by Ben Strout is part of a highly interesting student

photo exhibit now in Lawrence Hall, Gallery 9.
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INDIAN

AND MEXICAN
CLOTHING, BASKETS

AND PLANT ACCESSORIES

63 vMrat SI.

WIUIAMSrOWN. MASS

Boutique

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
JOE DEWEY

March 2-3-4

THE
NICKELODEON

55 Spring St.-Williamstowrn, Mass.

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday 7:00 P.M. & 9:00 P.M.

Max von Sydow and Dominique Sanda star in screenwriter-director Fred Haines' adap-

tation of Nobel Oaureate Hermann Hesse's exploration of the mystical and sensual

elements of the human personality. As with Haines' earlier adaption of Ulysses, many will

find his strength as well as his weakness in the literary quality of his screen translation. Yet

with St<!ppenwoir he's transcended his purely literary origins and created what can only be

described as a "head trip" of colorful collages, surreal animation and superimposed images

that match and counterpoint Mr. von Sydow's and Miss Sanda's enigmatic performances.

Rated R. (1074)

DEATH IN VENICE
March5-6 Wednesday-Thursday NOTE: 7:00 P.M. & 9:15 P.M.

Luchino Visconti directs Dirk Bogard in Thomas Mann's DeaUi In Venice, a tale of such

depth and splendor that even Mann professed himself dazzled by iU many facets. This year

is 1911. Venice is ravaged by the Plague. Bogard. as von Aschenbach, a composer based on

Mahler, falls madly in love with a young boy, the symbol of all that he and Venice seem to

have lost: beauty, purity and innocence. Highly Recommended. ( 1970)

.
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front of the building to the rear of the '97

addition only on the second and fourth tiers.

According to Fuqua, the proposed link would

help considerably with the problem by
- providing direct passage between both parts

of the building on every level. "We also have

to watch out for the DepL of Public Safety,"

he noted, referring to safety regulations

which wiir protiably necessitate the con-

struction of another fire escape.

Fuqua noted that if renovation of the sixth

and seventh tiers was held off, perhaps 60 or

70 thousand would be saved and it would be

possible to do these tiers at a later date.

Some renovation plans were cut out soon

after the $750,000 Umit was set by the

Trustees, including a planned cinema in the

present reserve room and other modifications

planned for the front part of the building.

Once books from Stetson Library are

moved to Sawyer, special collections such as

—the-Chapin collection and Williamsiana wiO^
^^^moved into the stacks7whfch will allo~

provide extensive storage for many little-

used books and collections.

Asked what the long-term considerations of

the project involved, Fuqua repUed, "if these

renovations are done. Stetson can ^ntinue to
" servethcTieeds of the^ollege exceptiona

well." •

-Another point brought up concerned Seeley

House, which contains seven faculty offices.

These faculty would be moved into Stetson

and unless a suitable use could be found,

Seeley would probably be closed up. "I think

it would be to the College's benefit if we can
cut out the heating bill there," says Fuqua.

Elaine M. Miller '75, who has been working

at Stetson since 1972 and is only the student on

the renovation committee, feels that the

committee has "come up with the most viable

uses for Stetson." In regard to the excess

costs, she would prefer to "hold off on the

sixth and seventh tiers, since these can be

done later."

When asked about tlie decision to forego tlie

cinema room and other more student-

oriented renovations in the front part of the

building, Miller replied, "About the cinema
room, I personally felt bad, but we had to cut

out what was least essential."

If the actual renovation begins as soon as

Sawyer becomes occupied, Fuqua feels that

the project can be completed by^all '76.

Some parts of Stetson, including some faculty

office, will still be in use during the con-

struction t>ecause it "can't afford to be ren-
^-

dered completely useless."

As suggested earlier, ^the Stetson-
Renovation Committee still has much work
ahead of them. "We're certainly not slowing

down," declared Fuqua, "and we're still very

much open to any possible suggestions"

(evidenced at the open meeting on the 27th).

"We've all been working pretty hard," he

said, "and the tiiree-quarter million shows
that the Trustees are certainly committed."
Fuqua singled out committee member Prof.

Don C. Gifford as one of the major forces in

the planning of the project. Gifford was on the

original committee and also chaired a study

group along the way.

Dankner
from page four

which derives from a particularly florid

species of medieval chant.

Dankner, who holds a Doctorate of Musical

Arts from Juillard, descrit>es his approach to

"composition as "intuitive." That is, he never

knows when he begins a given piece how it

might develop but, rather, follows his musical

instincts. What emerges is an artist who is

both constantly experimenting and in search

of a style. The results are musical com-
positions which try to do something new but in

the context of something traditional, ad-

venturous yet retentive, spontaneous yet

cerebral.

:^ "Check out our new prints and

corresponding art cards in the second room"

>*.i'
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Two dramas portray alien^on, self-realization
n

(photo by Read)

Veima [Martha Williamson] gets nervous as Frankie [Theoharis Theoharis] gets

drunk in "Birdbath", last weekend at the Studio Theatre.

Fierde yet flawed

The Maids

by BUI Driscotl

Jean Genet is certainly one of the l««»t

appetizing literary figures to emerge In the

past half century. An illegitimate orphan and

pederast Genet has spent most of his life as a

thief and a pimp; he did not even begin

writing poetry until he was thirty. Years

later, having shown himself to be an artist of

considerable merit and unique talents, Genet

still infuses his work with the consciousness of

belonging to "the world of outcasts, the world

you touch only with tongs."

His second play, The Maids, divides the

world between Madame and her servants, the

delusive spheres of master and slave.

Genefs writing transcends mere social

criticism, howevei^it is a fierce attempt at

self-realization. Each maid wants to see

herself as Madame sees her, as other maids

see her, as she sees herself. Genet trapped the

birdbath is real
by William Spriggs

BirdftaUi. &y Leonard Melfi, is a tale of

alienationSmd loneliness. The black humor
which runs mrough the play provides an
ironic twist thai^w" out of the sadness and
lost feeling of the ch^acters. It is this irony,

and the existentialist undertones, which gives

the play its dramatic andsurprise climax.

Because of the limited space in the ex-

perimental theatre, Birdbath, wMch involves

three different scenes, certainly gi^ the set

designer a problem. Much of the plavtakes

place in an apartment, and the fact thatXIoyd

Joseph's design placed the apartment
center confined the actors' movements foi*

most of the play. But, with his use of depth, I

think that Joseph's design adequately ap-

proached the problem. His set was able to

take advantage of the bleak stage, and bor-

dered on surrealism. Ttiis certainly, was in

keeping with theme of the play, as was the

light design; which also added a naked

quality to the production.

Theoharis Theoharis, playing the role of

Frankie Basta, suffered from three faults.

First, he had the flu, and this certainly hurt

his energy level. Many of his lines were lost

because of poor projection. Second, Frankie

is a very bitter character, and yet he is also

compassionate. The role is parsimoniously

defined. Theoharis needed to give more
direction to his acting so that the audience

could understand Frankie. Thus, his per-

formance appeared sporadic. It was not until

toward the end of the play that Theoharis took

control of his character, and then his per-

formance was good.

' Martha Williamson was Theoharis' third

problem. Ms. Williamson's performance was
so dynamic and convincing, that anyone else

on the stage was certain to look worse.

Though she also had problems with projec-

tion, there was no doubt as to who was Velma
Sparrow, the character she portrayed. Velma
kills her mother in an effort to define herself.

Up to that point she had been totally aUenated

from others as well as herself. Ms.

Williamson masterfully played her character

with all the apologies, and loneliness, that

come from alienation. And, her performance
was noticeable for her iiigh level of con-

centration and delit)erateness. Her pacing

and her characterization were clearly even

throughout. Modestly put, Ms. Williamson

rried the performance,

ichael Knight's direction made excellent

use^the entire stage, but was overly con-

trived m^ome parts. The "busy" work in the

restaurantsscene was carried on too much.
There also V(as a small difficulty in the

transition sceite from the street to the

apartment. HoweVer, the apartment scene

was a success l)ecause, despite the limiting

confines of the space, Kni^t did not allow the

motion to become laborious. His in-

terpretation of the play wa^clear, gndi^I
certainly think, successful.

The performance contained the Hwness of

the play, but did not over do it; it allowed the

black humor to confuse the audielice's

emotions. By keeping the play low m
throughout, Knight was able to extract the"

full dramatic impact of the play. This made
for an excellent and sensitive production that

did not rob the play of its meaning or ef-

fectiveness.

Dankner's music: innovative
by Deborah Grose

On Tuesday, February 18 the Williams

Music Department presented a concert of

music by Assistant Professor, Stephen
Dankner. The concert, held in the Tefft

Rotunda in Lawrence Hall, included works

for voice, viola, English horn, bass clarinet,

piano, and piano trio. The diverse in-

strumentation was matched by the diversity

in mood, color, form, and technique of the

compositions. The only constant, aside from

the composer, was the uniquely high quality

of the performances. Participating were

Joseph Celli; english horn, Susan St Amour;
viola, Laura Rosenthal; soprano, Julius

Hegyi; vioUn, Douglas Moore; cello, James
Mark; bass clarinet Penelope Mark and

Stephen Dankner; piano.

The printed program was supplemented by

a page of program notes written by Dankner,

which offered a brief statement of what each

piece was meant to convey. It was clear from

these notes that each piecewas intended as an

exercise in one main aspect of musical

construction. Taken together the works

played at the concert represented a com-

pendium of compositional technique.

The "Three Pieces for Bass Clarinet and

-Pinao", for instance were essentially an

exploration of the possibilities of one in-

strument while the "Rhapsody" for viola and

piano examined some of the new possibilities

for traditional sonata form. The "Soliloquy"

for English horn, however, described in the

notes as "A brief excursion into varied moods

and forms by means of a two-note motive

which is used throughout," was an entire

composition based on the barest passible

germ of melodic material.

The two works for voice and piano, "Words
for the Wind" and "The Fields of Sorrow"
were settings of poems by Theodore Roethke
and Ausonius, respectively. The former was
especially successful in capturing in music
the mood conveyed by the texts. "Bird in

Space," a work for solo piano, was more than

the others an example of tone painting; it

attempted to recreate with sound the image of

a Brancusi sculpture.

Finally the "Fantasy for violin, cello, and
piano" was an attempted redefinition of the

roles played by these instruments in a
standard chamber ensemble, here a piano
trio. Whether it was the abstractness of the

stated goal which got in the way or the

limitation of a single hearing it's hard to say,

but engaging though the piece was, it was not
obvious how it made the hoped-for in-

novations.

Atonal, (which some of its detractors
equate with ^'random") and contemporary as
Dankner's compositions may sound, one need
only speak briefly with the composer about
his works before one realizes that they are
painstakingly conceived. The fact that one
ten-minute piece took him four months to

write attests to this fact He, no less than
Beethoven, is always in search of the

proverbial "right note" which will bring to a
piece a sense of inevitability. He brings to hi£

art a strong foundation in and respect for the

past One can see this in the vocabulary with

which he speaks of his works. He describes

one movement as "pointallstic," a term
which was borrowed for impressionistic

music from painting. Similarly, he described

one song as "highly melissmatic," a term

please turn to pagt five

outcast seeking his identity in what Martin

EssUn called a "Hall of Mirrors", an in-

finitely receding set of relexlve images.

In his play The Blacks, we see black actors

playing black actors playing blacks as blacks

think whites see blacks. Similarly, The Maids

opens with a negligee-clad mistress arguing

with her maid; an alarm clock rings and the

two cower in terror—they are both maids, and

the clock signals that their mistress will soon

return. The stage illusion is not dispelled,

however: we remember that these are only

actresses playing maids, who are not really

maids at all, but two women playing at the

roles of maids for life. Genet dramatizes that

the apparent is only the apparent, and

dare.

Conceptually, the play is fascinating, but

artistically it is immature. In his later work,

Genet was able to create comprehensive

rituals, which gave his plays power and form.

There are hints of this in The Maids and

director Peter Kozik staged the culminating

Black Mass funeral very effectively, but the

play as a whole remains essentially formless

on stage.

Ih parts, however, Kozik provided excellent

direction, indeed. The use of twin mirrors

gave rise to some powerful moments) par-

ticuliTrly Solange's hne, "I hate you, Claire,"

spoken directly into the mirror. Kozik's

blocking was usually very good—within the

confines of the cramped, claustrophobic set
the actresses bounded (tff 6ach other and the

sfurniture like choreographed pinballs. There
»'e weak points as well—the opening

cha^de lacked the all important emphasis on

ritual^^and the intermittent addresses to the

audienceX^ould have made Genet himself

uneasy.

I can imagiiiafew things more difficult than

acting in one ^\Genet's plays. As Sartre

pointed out, Genetiwtrays the actor, whose
job it is to deceive, dy constantly admitting

that the play is an illusion. To perform within

this set oi Chinese boxes, Kbuk selected three

quite talented actresses, who^netheless did

not always succeed. As themaicTQIaire, Gwen
Seliger delivered many fine nibrpents of

considerable intensity and power. Ms.^liger
is a very polished actress, an attribute which
did not work to her advantage here, however.
When playing at Madame at the play's

openings, she was quite good in her

Dance Caged

John Cage, one of the foremost com-
posers of contemporary music, who
utilizes 'chance' elements and electronic
equipment will come (o Willianu, along
with David Tudor, to perform the music
for his close friend Merce Cunningham's
dances on the 4th and Slh of March, in

Laiell Gym.
Cage will be using sophisUcated elec-

tronic equipment Those students who are
interested in the possibility of observing its

setting up should conUct Mrs. Donati,
Music Dep(. secretary .for details.

There are specially priced student
tickets available for the performances
«M.«0 per ticket^lnstead of-IOOTT^St
Ulnable at the AMT Box Office, weekdays
noon to five.

Dances to be performed: Canfield,

Loops, Landrover, and Scramble on
Tuesday and Changing Steps. Cross-

Currents. Loops, and TV Rerun on Wed-
nesday.

The Cunningham residency is madr
possible, in part, by grante from The Mass.
Arts Council and The Nat'i Endowment for

the Arts. Co-ordinated Touring Program.

posbiring—as Genet indicated, she was and
should have been "exaggeratedly tragic."

After the alarm clock ring, however, there

was not enough change in her mannerisms;
her style became more natural, but this was
nevertheless a Claire of almost regal

bravado, not one to feel the despairing in-

tensity of Genet's self-hatred, not one to

admit that the "bad smell" reflected was her

own .

^
In contrast, Lisa Williams' Solange was

brooding and defeated. This was a maid who
reveled in the insults and self-laceration,

wide-eyed and strident—hunched and broken,

yet somehow feline in her solitude. Un-

fortunately, Ms. Williams never quite cauglit

and maintained the emphasis she should have
had in her scenes with Ms. Seliger. With more
intensity and presence, and a better com-
mand of technique, her performance migtit

have been extraordinary.

Nancy Sailor's breathy, effervescent
' Madame was flawlessly 'executed, but

curiously lacking in weight Her pace was
invigorating, but Ms. Sailor tended to cruise

over key moments in the plot without suf-

ficient emphasis—such as the recognition of

the strange alarm clock, the misplaced

phone, and Claire's uncharacteristic make-
up. This mistress flew into the close, op-

pressive room on a gust of wind and flew out

the same way. It was ii

remarkable performance,
was not the sort on
pressor of Genet's visii

just kind of obnoxious.

Kozik should have ach;

consistency between
mimicry of Madame,
appearance.

In conclusion, whili

commendable aspects]

shortcomings of the pi

resulted in a disappoini

insult Mr. Kozik by
pier material," he

grateful for what provi

ilitriguing evening of

'Hg

^^

photogrop
imog* opf

Solange [Lisa Williams] says, "l hate you, Claire," directly into the mirror^as
Gwen Seliger, as Claire, looks away. From the "Maids" at the Studio Theatre last
weekend. §
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Reflections2noi:rD9n9H
Nikolai Gogol's farcical comedy Tlie

(iuvernment Inipector. whic^^ coining to

UieAMT early in March, wiUifppear in a new
translation by Williams c4ege Professor of

Russian, Niciiolas Person.

Having read the fast-moving and won-

derfully colloquial translation, we wondered

how the project had l>egun and what its dif-

ficulties and rewards had been. So, we
recently talked with Mr. Fersen in his office

at Stetson, interrupting him at work on yet

another translation.

"In December, Steve Travis (who is

directing the play) told me of the project. At

first we consulted over a previous translation,

but this was hard as it was very dry, like dust.

I am sensitive about exposing the public to

bad translations, and so with WSP coming up

I asked Steve if I might have a crack at it. I

wftrkHMp"''"!*^ bitand Stave 8aid,~yes.go on

and finish it. It was not at all onerous; it was
very exciting." We asked how long the

translation had taken, and found out that it

had been done in only three weeks.

"Now my translation is not good but it is

better. The problem with the previous

translations has boon that they 4Utempt to

transform Gogol's Russian into the King's

English, sensible and grammatically correct.

But Gogol writes irrationally by using non-

sequesters, syntactic mistakes, con-

tradictions, the whole fireworks. He uses

purely ateurd expressions, often lost in

translation, to make real the absurd

characters. For instance, near the end of the

play Bobchinsky and Dobchinsky, the two

idiot squires of the provincial Russian village,

are called "short-bellied weasels." Even in

Russian this means absolutely nothing! It is

merely wonderfully vulgar invective. It is

flamboyant, like Yiddish forms of invective:

'May your father . . . and may your great-

aunt ,^^etc." J

Equally difficult to maintain in translation,

Fersen explained, is the descriptive quality of

the Russian names. The name of the hero,

though he is hardly that, is Khlestakov. Now
both through sound and connotative meaning

a Russian audience would immediately

conjure up a notion of a whip-like, thin, and

. foppish cane, an object flexible and not at all

solid. This is exactly the personality of

Khlestakov. As Fersen said, "There is a poem
in the very word; a single word captures an

entire man."
We then discussed an essay of Vladimir

' Nabakov'sin which he asserts thattiswtth the

finest Shakespearean comedy, where the

characters are both "real" and highly in-

dividualized. The Government Inspector can

be regarded only as pure fancy and not as

social or moral satire.

"The characters are pure fancy," said

Fersen, they are always undeniably there

liecause of their vivacity. They are real via

3^^ repulsion, for they really are despicable

terrified of the Devil and the retribution of
God. He died a religious madman, fasting
himself todeath. When the gendarme appears
at the end of the play announcing that the real
inspector has at last come, he represents the
angel of God's Last Judgment. The satire,

however, is not only for the Russia of 1835; it

is for all humanity and for all time."
Gogol once said that the most positive

character in his play was Laughter, recalling
the saying about old Russian literature,

Laughter through tears.

"But," said Fersen, "it is really tears
through laughter, for gradually through the
play we get the sense behind the laughter.
Humor in Russia is always laced with acid.

While we're, watching .the play it's hilarious

and we're rolling in the aisles. Then at the
end, in the most famous line in all of Russian
drama, the Mayor asks his-cronies, 'What are^
you laughing at? You're laughing at your-
selves.' This is when the goose bumps begin,

as we realize that we too have been laughing
at ourselves. It is like a "Candid Camera' that

has come back to haunt us.

ARTSBRIEFS

TuWhit, Tu Whoo

.Murphy will shake up the loony hatch this

weekend as "One Flew Over The Cuckoo's

.N(>Nl" appears at the Studio Theatre,
basement of the AMT.
Directed by Gene Kalk, the play, adapted

ri'<ini a book by Ken Kesey, will be presented
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights. The
play features Kevin O'Kourke, Kaquel
Shapiro, and John Lloyd.-

Stetson

Tequila?

Open auditions for the Williams- College

Theatre Studio production of Tupper Saussy's

"To Watch a Beautiful Sunrise" will be held

Sunday, March 2nd at 7 P.M. and on Monday
the :(rd at 4 and 7 PM, at the Makepeace
Hoom. Greylock. ^_

The play, directed by Dana Peristein, will

play <Mi the 18th and I9th of April. There are

parts for all, including one black and two
middle-aged characters. Staff and faculty

ui-gi*d to try out.

This collage ofphotographs by Ben Strout is part of a highly interesting student

photo exhibit now in Lawrence Hall, Gallery 9.
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reenwriter-director Fred Haines' adap-

ploration of the mystical and sensual

3* earlier adaption of Ulysses, many will

•ary quality of his screen translation. Yet

•ary origins and created what can only be

1 animation and superimposed images

iss Sanda's enigmatic performances.

^^^DEATH IN VENICE
March 5-6 Wednesday-Thursday NOTE: 7:00 P.IW. & 9: 15 P.M.

Luchino Visconti directs Dirk Bogard in Thomas Mann's Death In Venice, a tale of such

depth and splendor that even Mann professed himself dazzled by its many facets. This year

is 1911. Venice is ravaged by the Plague. Bogard, as von Aschenbach, a composer based on

Mahler, falls madly in love with a young boy, the symbol of all that he and Venice seem to

have lost: beauty, purity and innocence. Highly Recommended. ( 1970).
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front of the building to the rear of the '57

addition only on the second and fourth tiers.

According to Fuqua, the proposed link would

help considerably with the pfoblem by

providing direct passage between both parts

of the building on every level. "We also have

to watch out for the Dept of Public Safety,"

he noted, referring to safety regulations

which will probably necessitate the con-

struction of another fire escape.

Fuqua noted that if renovation of the sixth

and seventh tiers was held off, perhaps 60 or

70 thousand would be saved and it would be

possible to do these tiers at a later date.

Some renovation plans were cut out soon

after the $750,000 limit was set by the

Trustees, including a planned cinema in the

present reserve room and other modifications

planned for the front part <A the building.

Once books from Stetson Library are

moved to Sawyer, special collections such as

-the^hapin collection and WllUamsiana wiB '^

be moved into the stacks, which will also

provide extensive storage for many little-

used books and collections.

Asked what the long-term considerations of

the project involved, Fuqua replied, "if these

renovations are done. Stetson can continue to

serve fheneeds of the College exceptionally^

well."

Another point brought up concerned Seeley

House, which contains seven faculty offices.

These faculty would be moved into Stetson

and unless a suitable use could be found,

Seeley would probably be closed up. "I think

it would be to the College's benefit if we can
cut out the heating bill there," says Fuqua.
Elaine M. Miller '75, who has been working

at Stetson since 1972 and is only the student on

the renovation committee, feels that the

committee has "come up with the most viable

uses for Stetson." In regard to the excess

costs, she would prefer to "hold off on the

sixth and seventh tiers, since these can be_

done later."

When asked about the decision to forego the

cinema room and other more student-

oriented renovations in the front part of the

building, Miller replied, "About the cinema
room, I personally felt bad, but we had to cut

out what was least essential."

If the actual renovation begins as soon as

Sawyer becomes occupied, Fuqua feels that

the project can be completed by Fall '76.

Some parts of Stetson, including some faculty

office, will still be in use during the Con-

struction because it "can't afford to be ren-

dered completely useless."

As suggested earlier, the Stetson

Renovation Committee still has much work
ahead of them. "We're certainly not slowing

down," declared Fuqua, "and we're still very

much open to any possible suggestions"

(evidenced at the open meeting on the 27th).

"We've all been working pretty hard," he

said, "and the three-quarter million shows
that thcTrustees are certainly committed."

Fuqua singled, out committee member Prof.

Don C. Gifford as one of the major forces in

the planning of the project. Gifford was on the

original committee and also chaired a study

group along the way.

Dankner
from page (our

which derives from a particularly florid

species of medieval chant
Dankner, who holds a Doctorate of Musical

Arts from Juillard, describes his approach to

composition as "intuitive." That is, he never

knows when he begins a given piece how it

might develop but, rather, follows his musical

instincts. What emerges is an artist who is

both constanUy experimenting and in search

of a style. The results are musical com-
positions which try to do something new but in

the context of something traditional, ad-

venturous yet retentive, spontaneous yet

cerebral.
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Two dramas portray alienation, self-realization

(photo by Read)

Velma {Martha Williamson} gets nervous as Frankie [Theoharis Theobaris]jgets

drunk in "Birdbath", last weekend at the Studio Theatre.

Birdbath is real
.byWiUlamSpriggs

Birdbath, by Leonard Melfi, is a tale of

alienation and loneliness. The black humor
which runs through the play provides an
ironic twist that grows out of the sadness and
lost feeling of the characters. It is this irony,

and the existentialist undertones, which gives

the play its drai]natic and surprise climax.

Because of the limited space in the ex-

perimental theatre, Birdbath, which involves

three different scenes, certainly gives the set

designer a problem. Much of the play takes

place in an apartment, and the fact that Floyd

Joseph's design placed the apartment off-

center confined tiie actors' movements for

most d the play. But, with his use of depth, I

think that Joseph's design adequately ap-

proached the problem. His set was able to

take advantage of the bleak stage, and bor-

dered on surrealism. This certainly, was in

keeping with theme of the play, as was the

light design; which also added a naked

quality to the production.

Theoharis Theoharis, playing the role of

Frankie Basta, suffered from three faults.

First, he had the flu, and this certainly hurt

his energy level. Many of lus lines were lost

because of poor projection. Second, Frankie

is a very bitter character, and yet he is also

compassionate. The role is parsiftioniously

defined. Theoharis needed to give more
direction to his acting so that the audience

could understand Frankie. Thus, his per-

formance appeared sporadic. It was not until

toward the end of the play that Theoharis took

control of his character, and then his per-

formance was good.

Martha Williamson was Theoharis' third

problem. Ms. Williamson's performance was
so dynamic and convincing, that anyone else

on ttie stage was certain to look worse.

Though she also had problems with projec-

tion, there was no doubt as to who was Velma
Sparrow, the character she portrayed. Velma
kills her mother in an effort to define herself.

Up to that point she had been totally alienated

from others as well as herself. Ms.

Williamson masterfully played her character

with all the apologies, and loneliness, that

come from alienation. And, her perforniance

was noticeable for her high level of con-

centration and deliberateness. Her pacing

and her characterization were clearly eiven

throughout. Modestly put, Ms. Williamson

carried the performance.

Michael Knight's direction made excellent

use of the entire stage, but was overly con-

trived in some parts. The "busy" work in the

restaurant scene was carried on too much.
There also was a small difficulty in the

transition scene from the street to the

apartment However, the apartment 'Scene

was a success because, despite the limiting

confines of the space. Knight did not allow the

motion to become laborious. His in-

terpretation of the play was clear, and, I

certainly think, successful.

The performance contained,the rawness of

the play, but did not over do it; it allowed the

black humor to confuse the audience's

emotions. By keeping the play low key
throughout. Knight was able to extract the

full dramatic impact of the play. This made
for an excellent and sensitive production that

did not rob the play of its meaning or ef-

fectiveness.

Dankner's music: innovative
by Delmrah Grose

On Tuesday, February 18 the Williams

Music Department presented a concert of

music by Assistant Professor, Stephen
Dankner. The concert, held in the Tefft

Rotunda in Lawrence Hall, included works

for voice, viola, English horn, bass clarinet,

piano, and piano trio. The diverse in-

strumentation was matched by the diversity

in mood, color, form, and technique of the

compositions. "The only constant, aside from

the composer, was the uniquely high quality

of the performances. Participating were

Joseph Celli; english horn, Susan St Amour;
viola, Laura Rosenthal; soprano, Julius

Hegyi; violin, Douglas Moore; cello, James
Mark; bass clarinet Penelope Mark and

Stephen Dankner; piano.

The printed program was supplemented*by

a page of program notes written by Dankner,

which offered a brief statement of what each

piece was meant to convey. It was clear from

these notes that each piece was intended as an

exercise in one main aspect of musical
'
construction. Taken together the works

played ^t the concert represented a cora-

pendiuiBLj>f compositional technique.

The "Three Pieces for Bass Clarinet and

Finao", for instance were essentially an

exploration of the possibilities of one in-

strument while the "Rhapsody" for viola and

piano examined some of the new possibilities

for traditional sonata form. The "Soliloquy"

for English horn, however, described in the

notes as "A brief excursion into varied moods

and forms by means of a two-note motive

which is ased throughout, " was an entire

composition based on the barest poBSible

genn of melodic material.

The two works for voice and piano, "Words
for the Wind" and "The Fields of Sorrow"
were settings of poems by Theodore Roethke
and Ausonius, respectively. The former was
especially successful in capturing in music
the mood conveyed by the texts. "Bird in

Space," a work for solo piano, was more than

the others an example of tone painting; it

attempted to recreate with sound the image of

a Brancusi sculpture.

Finally the "Fantasy for violin, cello, and
piano" was an attempted redefinition of the

roles played by these instruments in a
standard chamber ensemble, here a piano
trio. Whether it was the abstractness of the

stated goal which got in the way or the

limitation of a single hearing it's hard to say,

but engaging though the piece was, it was not

obvious how it made the hoped-for in-

novations.

Atonal, (which some d its detractors
equate with "random") and contemporary as
Dankner's compositions may sound, one need
only speak briefly with the composer about
his works before one realizes ttiat they are
painstakingly conceived. The fact that one
ten-minute piece took him four months to

write attests to this fact He, no less than
Beethoven, is always in search of the

proverbial "right note" which will bring to a
piece a sense of inevitability. He brings to hiE

art a strong foundation in and respect for the

past One can see this in the vocabulary with

which he speaks of his works. He describes

one movement as "pointalistic," a term
which was borrowed for impressionistic

music from painting. Similarly, he described

one song as "higlily melissmatic," a term

please turn to page five

Fierce yet flawed

The Maids

by BU^rlscoll

Jean GeneUj^c«rtainly one of the least

appetizing 1%'Wy figures to einerge in the

past half c^iftiry. An illegitimate orphan and

pederast, Genethas spent most of his life as a

thief and a pihtp; he did not even begin

writing poetry until he was thirty. Years

later, having shown Miriself to be an artist of

,
considerable merit and tmique talents. Genet

still infuses his work with the consciousness of

belonging to "the world of outcasts, the world

you touch only with tongs."

His second play. The Maids, dividea tte

world between Madame and her servants, the

exclusive spheres of master and slave.

Genet's writing transcends mere social

criticism, however— it is a fierce attempt at

self-reaUzatioa Each maid wants to see

herself as Madame sees her, as other maids

see her, as she sees herself. Genet trapped the

-outcast-seeking his identity in what Martin

Esslin called a "Hall of Mirrors", an in-

finitely receding set of relexlve images.

In his play The Blacks, we see black actors

playing black actors playing blacks as blacks

think whites see blacks. Similarly, The Maids

opens with a negligee-clad mistress arguing

with her maid; an alarm clock rings and the

two cower in terror—they are both maids, and

the clock signals that their mistress will soon

return. The stage illusion is not dispelled,

however: we remember that these are only

actresses playing maids, who are not really

maids at all, but two women playing at the

roles of maids for life. Genet dramatizes that

the apjMirent is only the apparent, and

challenges us to findah objective reality if we
dare.

Conceptually, the play is fascinating, but

artistically it is immature. In his later work.

Genet was able to create comprehensive

rituals, which gave his plays power and form.

There are hints of this in The Maids and
director Peter Kozik staged the culminating

Black Mass funeral very effectively, but the

play as a whole remains essentially formless

on stage.

Ih parts, however, Kozik provided excellent

direction, indeed. The use of twin mirrcM^

gave rise to some powerful moments, par-

ticularly Solange's line, "I hate you, Claire,"

spoken directly into the mirror. Kozik's

blocking was usually very good—within the

confines of the cramped, claustrophobic set
the actresses bounded off each other and the

furniture like choreographed pinballs. There
were weak points as well—the opening

charade lacked the all important emphasis on
ritual, and the intermittent addresses to the

audience would have made Genet himself

uneasy.

I can imagine few things more difficult than

acting in one of Genet's plays. As Sartre

pointed out. Genet l)etrays the actor, whose
job it is to deceive, by constantly admitting

that the play is an illusion. To perform within

this set of Chinese boxes, Kozik selected three

quite talented actresses, who nonetheless did

not always succeed. As the maid Claire, Gwen
Seliger deUvered many fine moments of

considerable intensity and power. Ms. Seliger

is a very polished actress, an attribute which
did not work to her advantage here, however.
When playing at Madame at the play's

openings, she was quite good in her

Dance Caged

John Cage, one of Uie roremosi com-
posers of contemporary music, who
ullllzes 'chance' elements and electronic
equipment, will come (o Williamg. along
with David Tudor, to perform the music
for his cliMie friend Merce Cunningham's
dances on the 4lh and Slh of March, in

Lasell Gym.
Cage will be using sophisUCkted elec-

tronic equipment Those students who are
interested in (he possibility of observing its

setting up should contact Mrs. Donati,
Music Dep(. secretary for details.

There are specially priced studpnt
Ucketi available for the performances
(|2.oe per ticket Instead ol-f«;50). ob-

tainable at the AMT Box Office, weekdays
noon to five.

Dances to be performed: Canfield,

Loops. Landrover. and Scramble on
^uesday and Changing Steps. Cross-

^uri^nU. Loops, and TV Rerun on Wed-
iieBday.

the Cunningham residency is made
possible, in part, by grants from The Mass.
Arts Ceuncil and The NaCi Endowment for

the Arts. Co-ordinated Touring Program.

posturing—as Genet indicated, she was and
should have been "exaggeratedly tragic."

After the alarm clock ring, however, there
was not enough change in her mannerisms;
her style became more natural, iHit this was
nevertheless a Claire '^ of lilmost regal

bravado, not one to feel \he disDairing in- _
tensity of Genet's self-hatred,'w one to

.^admitihatthe^'Jbad smell" reflec^j^as her

own. Y^^
In contrast, Lisa Williams' Solan^^^s

brooding and defeated. This was a maias'^^,v
reveled in the insults and self-laceratiOK*

wide-eyed and strident—hunched and broken,

yet somehow feline in her solitude. Un
fortunately, Ms. Williams never quite caught

and maintained the emphasis she should have
had in her scenes with Ms. Seliger. With more
intensity and presence, and a better com-
mand oiF technique, her performance might

have been extraordinary.

Nancy Sailor's breathy, effervescent

Madame was flawlessly executed, but

curiously lacking in weight Her pace was
invigorating, but Ms. Sailor tended to cruise

over key moments in the plot without suf-

ficient emphasis—such as the recognition of

the strange alarm clock, the misplaced

phone, and Claire's imcharacteristic make-
up. This mistress flew into the close, op-

pressive room on a gust of wind and flew out

the same way. It was in many ways a

remarkable performance, but her Madame
was not the sort on which to spit, the op-

pressor of Genet's vision—she was not evil,

just kind of obnoxious. Likewise, director

Kozik should have achieved some minimal

consistency between Ms. Seliger's opening

mimicry of Madame, and Madame's actual

appearance.

In conclusion, while there were many
commendable aspects of The Maids, the

shortcomings of the play and the production

resulted in a disappointing whole. I would not

insult Mr. Kozik by requesting he try "sim-

pler material," however. Rather 1 am
grateful for what proved to be a flawed, but

intriguing evening of theatre.

L^

Solange [Lisa Williams] says, "I hate you, Claire," directly into the mirror as
Gwen Seliger, as Claire, looks away. From the "Maids" at the Studio Theatre Uut
weekend. ^ '

'
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ReflectionsznoitDslisH
Nikolai Gogol's farcical comedy The

(iuvernmenl IiMpector. which is coining to

theAMT early in March, will appear in a new

translation by Williams College Professor of

Russian, Nicholas Fersen.

Having read the fast-moving and won-

derfully colloquial translation, we wondered

how the project had begun and what its dif-

ficulties and rewards had been. So, we
recently talked with Mr. Fersen in his office

at Stetson, interrupting him at work on yet

another translaUon.

"In December, Steve Travis (who is

directing the play) told me of the project. At

first we consulted over a previous translation,

but this was hard as it was very dry, like dust.

I am sensitive about exposing the public to

bad translations, and so with WSP coming up

I asked Steve if I might have a crack at it. I

worked up a little bit and Steve said, yes go on

and finish it It was not at all onerous; it was
very exciting." .

We asked how long the

translation had taken, and found out that it

had been done in only three weeks.

"Now my translation is not good but it is

better. The problem with the previous

translations has been that they attempt to

transform Gogol's Russian into the King's

English, sensible and grammatically correct.

But Gogol writes irrationally by using non-

sequesters, syntactic mistakes, con-

tradictions, the whole fireworks. He uses

purely atourd expressions, often lost in

translation, to make real the absurd

characters. For instance, near the end of the

play Bobchinsky and Dobchinsky, the two

idiot squires of the provincial Russian village,

are called "short-bellied weasels." Even in

Russian this means absolutely nothing! It is

merely wonderfully vulgar invective. It is

flamboyant, like Yiddish forms of invective:

'May your father . . . and may your great-

aunt . . . etc."

Equally difficult to maintain in translation,

Fersen explained, is the descriptive quality of

the Russian names. The name of the hero,

though he is hardly that, is^ Khlestakov. Now
both through sound and connotative meaning

a Russian audience would immediately

conjure up a notion of a whip-like, thin, and

foppish cane, an object flexible and not at all

solid. This is exactly the personality of

Khlestakov. As Fersen said, "There is a poem
in the very word; a single word captures an

entire man"
We then discussed an essay of Vladimir

Nabakov's in wluch he asserts that as with the

finest Shakespearean comedy. Where the

characters are both "real" and highly in-

dividualized. The Government Inspector can

be regarded only as pure fancy and not as

social or moral satire.

"The characters are pure fancy," said

Fersen, they are always undeniably there

because of their vivacity. They are real via

repulsion, for they really are despicable

characters, they are repulsively captivating.

We believe in their actual existence.

"And yet there is no way to deny it, the play

is a moral satire. We can't forget who Gogol

was, a reactionary conservative who believed

in the status quo and who felt that man's only

hope lay in divine transformation. Gogol was

terrified of the Devil and the retribution of
God. He died a reUgious madman, fasting
himself to death. When the gendarme appears
at the end of the play announcing that the real

inspector has at last come, he represents the
angel of God's Last Judgment. The satire,

however, is not only for the Russia of 1835; it

is for all humanity and for all time."

Gogol once said that the most positive

character in his play was Laughter, recalling

the. saying about old Russian literature.

Laughter through tears.

"But," said Fereen, "it is really tears

through laughter, for gradually through the

play we get the sense behind the laughter.

Humor in Russia is always laced with acid.

While we're watching the play it's hilarious

and we're rolling in the aisles. Then at the
end, in the most famous line in all of Russian
drama, the Mayor asks his cronies, 'What are
you laughing at? You're laughing at your-
selves.' This is when the goose bumps biegin,

as we realize that we too have been laughing
at ourselves. It is like a 'Candid Camera' that

has come back to haunt us.

ARTSBRIEFS

Tu Whit, Tu Whoo

Stetson

.Murphy will Khake up the loony hatch this

weekend as "One Flew Over The Cuckoo's

\('sl" appears at the Studio Theatre,

basement of the AMT.
Directed by Gene Kalk, the play, adapted

fntin a book by Ken Kesey, will be presented
'I'hurhday, Friday, and Saturday nights. The
play features Kevin O'Kourke, Raquel
j^hapiro, and John Lloyd.

r TequUa?
Open auditions for the Williams College

Theatre Studio production of Tupper Saussy's

"To Watch a Beautiful Sunrise" will be held

Sunday, March 2nd at 7 P.M. and on Monday
(he :ird at 4 and 7 PM, at the Makepeace
itiMim, Greyluck
The play, directed by Dana Perlstein, will

play on the I8th and 19th of April. There are

parts fur all, including one black and two
micldlr-aged characters. Staff and faculty

urged to try out.

This collage ofphotographs by Ben Strout is part of a highly interesting student

photo exhibit now in Lawrence Hall, Gallery 9.

The

INDIAN

AND MEXICAN
CLOTHING, BASKETS

AND PLANT ACCESSORIES

63 VMra ST.

WIUIAMSTOWN, MASS

Boutique

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
^ JOE DEWEY

March 2-3-4

THE
NICKELODEON

55 Spring St.-Williamstown, Mass.

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday 7:00 P.M. & 9:00 P.M.

Max von Sydow and Dominique Sanda ster in screenwriter-director Fred Haines' adap-

tation of Nobel Oaureate Hermann Hesse's exploration of the mystical and sensual

elements of the human personality. As with Haines' earlier adaption of Ulysses, many will

find his strength as well as his weakness in the literary quality of his screen translation. Yet

with Steppenwoir he's transcended his purely literary origins and created what can only be

described as a "head trip" of colorful collages, surreal animation and superimposed images

that match and counterpoint Mr. von Sydow's and Miss Sanda's enigmatic performances.

Rated R. (1074) ^'f'f'K . „5Jf. .. j^. , ^
-t.)

NOTE: 7:00 P.M. & 9: 15 P.M.
DEATH IN VENICE
March 5-6 Wednesday-Hiursday

Luchino Visconti directs Dirk Bogard in Thomas Mann's Death in Venice, a (ale of such

depth and splendor that even Mann professed himself dazzled by ite many facets. This year

is 1911. Venice is ravaged by the Plague, Bogard, as von Aschenbach, a composer based on

Mahler, falls madly in love with a young boy, the symbol of all that he and Venice seem to

have lost: beauty, purity and innocence. Highly Recommended. (1970).
,;

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America

.Small and Large Pizzas

'' Hot Gven Grinders'';^'

Spaghetti •^- -

idSprinnSlret'l -458-9(K)9 and 458-8014

opcndailv 9a m to2a m
Breakliist daily »am to 11 am.'"'

Donuts, Coffee

We make our own pizza dough daily

STUDENTS WELCOME

THE
SPIRIT
SHOP

LIQUORS—WINES— BEER

LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

134 Cole Avenue Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

from paflt one

front of the building to the rear of the '57

addition only on the second and fourth tiers.

According to Fuqua, the proposed link would

help considerably with the problem by

providing direct passage between both parts

of the building on every level. "We also have

to wateh out for the Dept of Public Safety,"

he noted, referring to safety regulations

which will probably necessitate the con-

struction of another fire escape.

Fuqua noted that if renovation of the sixth

and seventh tiers was held off, perhaps 60 or

70 thousand would l>e saved and it would be

possible to do these tiers at a later date.

Some renovation plans were cut out soon

after the $750,000 limit was set by the

Trustees, including a planned cinema in the

present reserve room and other modifications

planned for the front part Of the building. ^
Once books from Steteon Library ar%

moved to Sawyer, special collections such as

the Chapin collection and Williamsiana will

be moved into the stacks, which will also

provide extensive storage for many Uttle-

used books and collections.

Asked what the long-term considerations of

the project involved, Fuqua repUed, "if these

renovations are done, Stetson can continue to

serve the needs of the College exceptionally

well."

Another point brought up concerned Seeley

House, which contains seven faculty offices.

These faculty would-be moved into Stetson

and unless a suitable use could be found,

Seeley would probably be closed up. "I think

it would be to the College's benefit if we can
cut out the heating bill there," says Fuqua.

Elaine M. Miller '75, who has been working

at Stetson since 1972 and is only the student on

the renovation committee, feels that the

committee has ^'come up with the most viable

uses for Stetson." In regard to the excess

costs, she would prefer to "hold off on the

sixth and seventh tiers, since these can be

done later."

When asked about the decision to forego the

cinema room and other more student-

oriented renovations in the front part of the

building. Miller replied, "About the cinema
room, I personally felt bad, but we had to cut

out what was least essential."

If the actual renovation begins as soon as

Sawyer becomes occupied, Fuqua feels that

the project can be completed by Fall '76.

Some parts of Stetson, including some faculty

office, will still be in use during the con-

struction because it "can't afford- to be ren-

dered completely useless."

As suggested earlier, the Stetson

Renovation Committee still has much work
ahead of them. "We're certainly not slowing

down," declared Fuqua, "and we're still very

much open to any possible suggestions"

(evidenced at the open meeting on the 27th).

"We've all been working pretty hard," he

said, "and the three-quarter million shows

that the Trustees are certainly committed."

Fuqua singled out committee member Prof.

Don C. Gifford as one of the major forces in

the planning of the project. Gifford was on the

original committee and also chaired a study

group along the way.

Dankner
from page four

which derives from a particularly florid

species of medieval chant
Dankner, who holds a Doctorate of Musical

Arts from Juillard, describes his approach to

composition as "intuitive." That is, he never

knows when he begins a given piece how it

might develop but, rather, follows his musical

instincts. What emerges is an artist who is

both constantly experimenting and in search

of a style. The results are musical com-

positions which try to do something new but in

the context of something traditional, ad-

venturous yet retentive, spontaneous yet

cerebral.
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OOKROUMb

"Check out our new prints and

corresponding art cards in the second room"
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Samuel C. Armstrong House

President - Michael P. Ryan '76 (2817)

Vice-President - Stephen S. Jones '?•

Sec-Treasurer - John W. Atteridg '78

Social Com. - William D. Temko
Leigh McCobb '76

Jerome F. Tone '77

Timothy P. Dunn'77

Cultural Chairman - John M. Holmberg '78

CC Rep - John W. Atteridg '7«

William Cullen Bryant House

President - Ste))hen J. Clarke (2874) „^
Social Chairmen - John F. Sheehan '7t

E. Jay Lumbert '76

House Mgr - John J. Fletcher '76

CC Rep.-Secretary - Lawrence E. Sanders
•77

Treasurer - Scott S. Davis '77

Cultural Chairman - Stephen R. Saunders
'77

Franklin Carter House

President - Richard J. O'Hara '76 (6692)

Vice-Preap-'faMsiirpr - DavidJ^LHUlmaiL-
'76 ^

Directory of Housie Officers '76

•:r,is&F:i-liii-

Discoveries
T-n '( -L',:-

Social Chairmen - Jay B. Mclnerney '76

David A. Koenigsberg '77

CC Rep - Steven H. Moore '76

Tyler Dennett House

President - Margaret D. Lowman '76

(2980)

Vice-President - Derrick A. Robinson '76

Treasurer - R. Perry Neilsoh, Jr. '77

House Mgr - Stephen S. Marino '76

CC Rep - Michael Opong-Kusi, Sp.

Social Chairpeople - James C. Dates '76

Jill E. Stephens '77

Robert L. Eckelman '77

Cyrus M. Dodd House

President - Paul T. Shiels '76 (6279)

"Vice-President - John S, Hunt '76

CC Rep - Janice L. Goldman '76

Housing Committee - Marissa C. Weseley
-"76 —
Social Chairpeople - Allison S. Young '76

William A. Moehle '76 tf - ,

Treasurer - Michelle J. Aubert '77 .

Cultural Chairperson - Shirley F. Y. Be '77
.

Ebenezer Filch House

President - Michael W. Powers '77 (6725)

Vice-Pres-<X Rep - Donald C. Clarke '76

Treasurer - Wayne G. Roberge '76

Secretary - Stephen B. Nelson '76

Social Chairmen - H. Thomas Blake '76

Thomas D. t;bllng '77

Robert C. Fox, Jr. '77

House Mgr - Mark S. Ibsen '77

House Philosopher - Robert M. Winn'76

Cultural Chairman- Mark D. Meachem '76

Sergeant-At-Arms - Jonathan B. Lurie '76

Intrajnjuil Mgr - Steven J. Weintraub '77

Fort Hoosac House

President - Thomas A. Mailey '76 (6022)

Vice-Pres-CC Rep - W. Lee Richardson '76

Weasurer -TirCfiris Woodring '76

Social Chairpeople • Susan L. Wood '76

—Warren W. Pierce -77- -—:___^

Mark Hopkins House

President - Christopher Grant Jr
(2931)

Vice-President - Carmen M. Palladino '76

CC Rep - Mairk S. Morrow '76

Treasurer - Stuart Carothers, Jr. '76 .:{%

Social Chairpeople - Andrew S. Petersons

Susan L. Buck '76 ...A

House Mgrs - Peter E. Barra '77 Vt;,- «;

Jervis B. Perkins '77

Intramural Mgrs - Albert J. Vaccaro '77

Patrick J. Landers '77

Perry-Bascom House

President - Vernon M. Endo '76 (6485)
Vice-President - Susan K. Montgomery '76

Treasurer - Paul A. Schuster '76

Social Chairman - James H. Whitcomb '76

Cultural Chairman r Addison Lanier, II '76

Steward (Spring 'TS) - Mark A
MacLennan '75 1_

House Manager - Joseph O. Krebs '76

CX: Rep - Scott E. Petty

House Mgr (Fort) - George J. Schutzer '77

(Agard) - Robert X. Murphy, Jr. '76

Steward (Spring '75) - Warren K. Barker

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

MAIL THIS 4Zl
COUPON FOR j^

FOLDERS ON
LOWEST-COST
FARES&TOURS
TOEUROPE
of any scheduled airline

TO: ICELANDIC AIRLINES
6305th Ave., N.Y„N.Y.10002
Phone:(212)757-8585
FofTon Free Number outside
N . Y. , dial Wats Information
(800)555-1212

Name.

Street.

City_

State Zip

Please send folders on:

:] LOWESTYOUTH FARES
Save money no matter when
you leave, how long you stay!

G CAMPING TOURS
Deluxe camping for 1 8-30

age group. Big choice of

tours including Eestern
Europe.

nSKITHEALPS
Thur mid-April. Low prices
fori & 2 week tours.

Tl CAR&RAILTOURS
Choiceofi ,2&3weektour$.
Gowhereyouwant. Campers,
too!

n ICELANDIC TOURS
Expeditions for naturalists,

geologists. Viking history

tours.

IJ AFFINITY GROUP TOURS
Form your own school club
group of at least 25 members
traveling together. Save
money. Have fun with friends.

Icelandic offers daily scheduled
jets from New York, and several

jets weekly from Chicago, to

Luxembourg in the heart of

Europe. At lower fares than any
other scheduled airline

since 1952!

SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT

ICEUkNDIC
MRUNES
Your Best Buy In The Sky

St Patrick^
Dayr
Cards

Monday, March 17

McClelland

Press, Inc.

.

I

CUSTOM
FRAMING
7i< FKA.nE SHOP

*»<'»v»'»'»'»'»v»'»'»'»'»'-'»'»'»'»'''»'*'»^^v*'»','/

Garfield-Wood House ''z!2~^MsSi^s^s^

^President - Martin J. Scanlon '76 (6371)

Vice-President - J. William Widing '76

Treasurer - Sarali L. Hastings, '76 ,X

Social Com - John R. D. Stalvey '77 %
J. William Widing '76 "s

Timothy J. Pritchard''77 ,|,

Rachel Robb '76
;, .{

Rhonda M. Ziter '76
'^

House Mgr - William D. Greiter '76

CC Rep - Kathryn A. Saterson '77 '%.

Washington Gladden House

President - Peter A. Peyser '76 (6653) ^

Vice-President - William R. Goodell '77

Treasurer - R. Kirit Kramer '77

James Pratt House

President Mary S. Burton '77 (2838)

Vice-Pres-Secretary - Elizabeth G. Kirk
'77

Treasurer - Stephen M. M. Christakos '77

-SeeiafChairpeopte- JaneM. Ho
James R. Caldwell '77

CC Rep - Janet F. Costikyan '77

Prospect House

'

Pres-Hcusing Rep - Mark W. Carter '76

(6326)

Vice-Pres-CC Rep- William P. Keenan '76

Secretary - Mary J. Talbott '76

Treasurer - Gary A. Pete '76 '

'

Social Chairpeople - Steven V. Castraberti
'76

Annalee Saxenian '76

Robert B. Wilson '76

Cultural Chairman - John H. Costello '76

House Mgr - Deane C. Foss '76

Mail Person - Hardin L. Coleman '7&

Social Chairpeople - dohn E. Hoev»-^7» Intramural Mgr -DufH*. Anderson '77

Richard R. Rhodes '76

Daiva K.. Garbus '77
v'

Mascot - Puffin
"

House Adviser - Mr. Rice

President Emeritus - David J. Blair '76

Environmental
Altman '77

Coordinator James L

The British Maid
Serves Breakfast,\

Lunch,

Supper

refreshingly different manner

Nice bar, loo!

Slate Rd.

Closed Mondays

458 4961

Spencer-Brooks House

President - James G. Gilliland, Jr. '76

(6086)

Vice-President - George J. Yamin, Jr. '76

Social Chairman - David R. Trawick '76

^Sec-Treasurer - Brett W. Dixon '77 —
CC Rep - Anne C. Hpycs '76

John C*. Tyler House

President - William E. Wallace '76 (6567)

Vice-President - Jeanne E. Mullen '76

Treasurer - Richard H. Otto '76

Social Committee - Steven J. Westerholm
'76

Sarah C. Murphy '77

Denise L. Johiison '77

WeIcome bade to a new Inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

and entertainment at the

Omm^ Williams Inn

LOG HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 8 p.m. - I2:30a.m.

FrI.-Sat. 8p.m. -1:00a.m.

Sunday Ap.m. -lOp.m.

Dinner Special every Sunday $.99

COMING ATTRACnONS:
Monday Nite Flicks

Tuesday Nite Specials
Wednesday Nite Entertainment

The Log

^»j»
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Matmen 7th in New England
sports Round tJp

Wrestling

The Williams College wrestling team,

under coach Joe Dailey, completed their 1974-

75 season by finishing seventh in the New
England Championships held this past

weekend at Mass. Maritime. The twenty-two

team field was topped by defending champion

Springfield.

The Ephs saw their trip to the east

highlighted by diminutive Frosh Hal Zendle,

who finished off a 12-3 season with a second

place finish in the 118 lb. divisioa

The other major successes posted by purple

wrestlers were on the opposite end erf the

scale from Zendle. 177 pounder Karl Hub-
bard, one of the steadiest grapplers on the

s^uad aJLyearlongj fought his way toajhiri
place finish. Hubbard closes out his junior

year with a 12-4-1 record.

In the heavyweight division, big Harry
Jackson, who has had a disappointing season,

wrestled well enough to gain a third-place

finish and close out his final season as a

Purple matman with a 9-7 miark.

Marc Mitchell also wrestled as well as he
has all year in bringing his overall mark over

the .500 plateau and posting a fine sixth-place

finish.

In the Junior Varsity division, Jim Tolles

finished third in the 167 lb. classificatioa

In addition to these successes the team's
three seeded wrestlers suffered upset losses.

The most shocking of these upsets was
recorded at 134 lbs., where tri-captain Gene
Frogale, the overall champion for the past

two years at 142 lbs., was beaten by a pin

while leading 7-5 in the third period. Frogale
thus finishes his senior year with an overall

mark of 14-1.

Another of the team's tri-captaiiis, senior

^lafdy Cdlemah, was eliminat«iby an early

first-round loss; while Dick Rhodes, at 150

ll}6., saw a nine-match winning streak ended
by virtue of a second round loss.

The team's overall seventh-place finish was
a season-ending disappointment in that the

Ephs had finished fifth in each of the past two
years and had hoped to improve on that

standing this year.

finale at Chapman Rink. Face-off time is 7:30
p.m.

The Bphmen, who annihilated Amherst
earlier this season, 11-2, have not lost to the

Lord Jeffs in seven straight contests dating
back to February of 1971. Coach Bill Mc-
Cormick's skaters have already defeated
Wesleyan twice this year.

Last week, Williams halted a five-game
losing streak with two road victories.

On Wednesday, the Ephs defeated
Wesleyan, 6-4, in Middletown, Conn., as
centermen Rick Zeller and^Den Yeadon each
had two goals. Zeller, who received
Honorable Mention to the weekly Division 11

All-Star team, also had two assists.

On Saturday, the Ephs avenged an earlier

loss with a 4-3 defeat of Hamilton in Clinton,

N.Y. Zeller got one assistrmaking him the
team's leading scorer with 10 goals and 23

assists for 33 points. Joe Hameline, who had
onegoal and three assists in the two gameSj »;
second with 7 goals and 25 assists for 32

points.

Chuck Cremens made the weekly All-Star

team for his performance against Hamilton,
as he kicked out 44 shots.

WntneiL's Squash-(m)

^hoto by Read)-

Lisa Capaldini ready to go up forjump ball in 61-28 victory over North Adams
State last week. Other Ephwomen are, clockwise from bottom, Anne Youngling,
BeckyKunvand Muggie~^yBrien~.

A perfect record ?

Varsity Hockey (11-9)

Hiding to make a clean sweep of Little

Three competition for the third year in a row,

the Williams hockey team, 11-9, hosts

Amherst on Satdrday evening in the season

A busy week lies in store for the unbeaten

women's squash team. On Wednesday, the

squad faces its toughest challenge of the year

when it travels to Hartford, Conn, for a 4 p.m.

battle with undefeated Trinity. Over the

weekend, the team will be out to better last

year's fourth place finish in the Nationals,

held this year at Radcliffe.

The squad trounced Little Three rival

Wesleyan 9-0 last week to chalk up its second

strai^t shutout and seventh win in a row.

Martha Cook, Laura Carson, and Beth

Brownell paced the EjAwomen with 3-0

victories.

Women's skiing^ —
The women's ski team will be vying for a

fifth-or-better finish this weekend in the

Division I championships at Stowe, Vt.

Competition begins Thursday.

Williams placed 7th last weekend in the ten-

team Middlebury Carnival. The Ephwomen
were led by freshman Martha Epstein, who
finished 3rd in the slalom (.2 seconds out of

1st), 4th in the giant slalom, and 3rd in the

alpine combined.

Also putting points ^)n^4he board^or

Women eagers net40th wii

Williams were Marion Sherman, who placed

20th in the slalom, and Linda Fano, who
finished 28th in the giant slalom. In the cross

country competition, Ellen Toll captured 12th

place and Sally Newton 24th.

Country Restaurant

In the Conl^ental Tradition

Open (or Lunch & Dinner

Closed Monday

Across from Williams Campus

For Sound Advice

Electronic

Supply Center
stereo Systems By

KLH Panasonic Sony

Tapes

Cassette Reel 8 Track by

Memorex, BASF, 3M, RCA

32 River St. 413-663-6828 N. Adams

Wrangler

ond Salvatores

thmkAmerkons
spend too

muchfor

clothes.

And we're doing

tomethins etiout it.

The Western look

by Wrongler

4S«-3*aS
«f»moiT. vnuiAMiTOww

Who elte but Wrangler

can gtva you so much
style and value for your

nwnev?A perfect

example it thts clastic

cowboy cut jean and

wrtttern shirt combo.

The rugged, heavy

weight jean ot Wrangler

WrarMom 350" blue

denim is designed to fit

easily over your boots.

Shirt IS yoked, tapered

and with long tails.

Available in solids, plaidt

chedts. florals.

Wiitern Cowlxiv Cut

Sliirt Jean

t«.»5 tlOK

by Lisa Capaldini

The women's basketball team has upped its

record to 10-0 with five wins ranging from lop-

sided demolitions of North Adams State and
RPI to a nip-and-tuck 39-30 win over Wesleyan
last Friday. By alternating between shooting

12-20 foot shots over zones, penetrating

the middle of zone defenses, and spreading to

an open four-corner offense against man-t9;
man defenses, the Ephwomen have^roVen
that they can scqis against any defense.

This scoring flexibility allowed the Eph-
women to dominate a taller and stronger

Wesleyan squad and resulted in the 39-30 win
over the Cardinals last Friday. Entering the

second half with a 14-22 deficit, the Eph-
women, paced on offense by Anne
Youngling's drives and jump shots from the

open middle of the Cardinal zone, chipped
away at the Wesleyan lead and emerged with

a one point lead with five minutes left in the

game. Youngling led all scorers with 18

points, followed by Maggie O'Brien and Lisa

Capaldini with 8 apiece, while the entire -

squad had an exceUent second half defen-

sively and on the boards, limiting the Car-
dinals to only 4 hoops in the second half.

Against Clark College, the Ephwomen
totally dominated the second half offensively^

with consistent outside shooting and a tur-

nover-producing defense. Younglirig'^ored
21, O'Brien and Capaldini had42 each, and
Leslie Ferguson chipped in six.

The Ephwomen contipuM their domination
over the Seven Sistef schools by following

their victory oveJ^Smith with a 47-43 victory

over Mt-^Hblyoke. The Dynamic Duo of

Youngling and O'Brien, scored 30 of the

Williams points.

Returning to Lasell gym, the Ephwomen
demolished North Adams State in a 61-28 win.

Pacing the Ephwomen was Becky "The
Hustler" Kano with 12 points and her
patented one-man press, Youngling with 18

points, Ferguson and Dede Foreman with six

each, and Debbie Williams with three.

Against R.P.I., the squad enjoyed another

scoring holiday, winning 65-33. The entire

team entered the stat books in terms of

rebounds and scoring, including a season-

high 22 point performance by O'Brien,

domination of the boards by Robin Ellett and
Debbie Gould, timely 1-and-l foul shooting by
Chris Cuthbertson, and good defensive play

by Ginny Doherty.

The Ephwomen conclude their season this

Saturday at 2:30 in Lasell gym, placing their

perfect record on the line against a for-

midable Radcliffe team.
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Hoop loses to Colby, Tufts

Consecutive setbacks for Ephs
by Steve Piltch

With a nine game winning streal( and a

possible E.C.A.C. tournament bid on the line,

the Williams cagers took to the road last

weekend on their annual Boston to Maine

isunt to play arch rival Tufts and Colby.

Sandwiched between their fourteen hours on a

Dufour bus, however, were back to back

losses by the near identical scores of 75-64 and

77-65. Although the final scores were not

close, neither game was decided until the last

few minutes.

At Tufts on Friday evening, the Ephs ran

into a very talented Jumbo team looking to

avenge last year's 108-93 humiliation. Behind

the shooting of Ed Tapscott and John Fedell,

the Jumbos were able to open up a twelve

point lead. The Ephs edged back, and at the

half, the scoreboard read: Tufts, 41,

Williams, 33.

As the second half opened, the Ephs came
to life. With Al Rosten directing the offense

and Fred Dittman coming to life on the

boards, the hoopsters cut the Tufts lead iQ

two, 45-43. Behind sub Jamie Doherty's three

hoops, and two by Fedell, the Jumbos
nevertheless climbed back to an eight-point

lead with six minutes to go.

The Ephs tried to fight back in the final five

minutes, but, received two technical fouls

(both for violations, not unsportsmanlike

conduct), and, with only Harry Sheehy

scoring {13 for 21 from the field, 30 points),

the Ephs fell, 74-63.

Against Colby, the Ephs were facing one of

the most highly touted teams in New
England. The Mules had a 13-4 record, were
almost virtually assured of a tournament
bid, and, to make matters worse, had not lost

in Wadsworth Gymnasium all year.

The game was played just as it was billed:

"the biggest game of the year." It was to be a

matchup between Colby's Little AU-American

candidate, Brad Moore, and Williams' own

candidate Harry Sheehy. For the first half,

this was just as it went. While Moore made his

five to seven footers from every possible

position, Sheehy dazzled the crowd with some
incredible, herky-jerky, three-fake layups

and jumpers. (Sheehy made the Division III

weekly All-Star team for his two per-

formances). At halftime, the individual score

read: Moore, 14, Sheehy, 12; but more im-

portantly, Colby led, 36-30.

In the second half, both Sheehy and Moore
took backseat roles, although tMth continued

to play well. For Williams, Fred Dittman and
Mike Tanner began toM, while Paul Harvey
was the Colby sparkplug, going 8 for 9 from
the field.

Outplaying the Mules rather decisively, the

Ephs totally recovered /rom their six point

halftime deficit to lead by four, 60-56, with

5 : 38 to go.^xhaustion seeihellb felf the team
in the final five minutes, however, as Colby

outscored the Ephs, 21-5, and won, 77-65.

Clearly, the team enters its games this

week a little disheartened. The Ephs can't

afford to sulk, however, with the likes of

R.P.I. (Tuesday) and Amherst (Saturday)

still to play on the road. A victory against

R.P.I, would also brighten the Ephs' chances

for a tournament bid (invitations will come
out Thursday.

)

The team's state of mind had to improve,

though, when they learned of Wesleyan's

upset victory against Amherst. This shocker

enabled Williams to clinch its third con-

secutive Little Three crown.

Honor for ski coach

Townsend elected to ball offame
WILLIAMSTOWN — Ralph J. Townsend,

ski coach at Williams College since 1950 and
former Olympic competitor, was named to

the National Ski Hall of Fame .

The U.S. Ski Anns, meeting in Ishpeming,
Mich., elected the Williams athletic leader
along with nine others to the Ski Hall of Fame.
They will be guests of honor at induction

ceremonies March 15 in Ispheming.
Mr. Townsend, who is now the college's

coordinator of recreation programs, led the

Williams ski team to many championships
during his tenure as coach for over 20 years.

The college's own downhill trail, slalom
slope and ski jump on Berlin Mountain were
named in his honor when the development
was completed in 1960.

A former national Nordic combined
champion, Mr. Townsend competed in

Switzerland and Norway with the U.S. team
in the 1948 Winter Olympics. He also was a

member of the national team in the 1950 world
championships in this country.

He served on the Olympic games com-
mittee on skiing for the 1960 Olympics and
officiated in several national and eastern
championship competitions.

The former cross-country and jumping star
has also been director of the Williams Outing
Club Since the 1950s.

Mr. Townsend formerly taught biology and
coached football and lacrosse at Williams.
He received both his bachelor's and

master's degrees from the University of New
Hampshire.

Daggett, Hone
soccer captains
WILLIAMSTOWN, Mass.-Halfback Brian

Dagget of West Dennis, Mass., and fullback

Graham Hone of Far Hills, N.J., have been
elected co-captains of the 1975 Wilhams
College varsity soccer team.

According to Williams coach Jeff Vennell,

Hone was the steadiest performer on a solid

defensive unit that allowed just 17 goals in 11

games. Daggett, Vennell said, keyed the Eph
offense with his accurate throw-ins from the

sidelines, while breaking up enemy thrusts at

midfield with his agigressive play.

Williams, with six sophomore starters

returning to form an experienced junior

nucleus under seniors Hone and Daggett, will

be out to improve its 4-5-2 record of last fall.

(photo by Rf,ul|

lorn McF.voy [rear] and co-captain Kirk Greer [second front right] about tn hit

wulcr at start of the 200 yd. breaststroke against Amherst at Muir Pool Snturduy.
Greer and McEvoy finished 1-2 as the swimmers annihilated the Lord Jeffs, H'J-2i.

Swimmers inundate Amherst

Ralph J. Townsend

by Dennis Kick O'Shea

Following up on an earlier 77-36 devastation

of Wesleyan, the Williams varsity swimming
team waltzed to its third consecutive Little

Three championship Saturday, totaling

Amherst 89-24, After the meet, the Lasell

shower room echoed with the victory call of

the Purple Cow and the explosion of cham-
pagne corks as the Ephs celebrated their

sixth straight win and the end of their most

successful dual meet season in years.

The Lord Jeffs, seemingly able to score

only when All-American Jesse de la Rama
was in the water, managed to scrape together

only 13 points more than the 11 a team earns

for showing up. De la Rama, who won the 100

yard butterfly at last year's New.Englands
and missed a 50 freestyle second place finish

at the Nationals by only .004 second, tied the

Muir Pool record in taking the 50 and
becoming the first to defeat freshman Phil

Wild in intercollegiate competition (Wild's

second place time of 22.3 was good enough to

smash a frosh record that has stood tor seven

years). Amherst's de la Rama-paced 400

freestyle relay netted the Jeffs' only other

first place finish all day.

Scott Schumacker, a double winner in the 200

ind. medley and the 200 backstroke, set a

college record of 2:01.6 in the latter event, the

fastest time reported m NCAA Divisions II

and 111 this year. Other double winners were
Stuart Deans, who cruised to easy triumphs in

the 1,000 and 500 yd. freestyle events, and
soph Jeff Erickson, who beat out junior Dick
Pregent in two hard-fought diving contests.

The Ephmen racked up nine 1-2 sweeps in

the course of the meet's eleven individual

events, including the diving doubles. Wild
came back from the 50 to take the 100 free

with Mike Murphy, and Schumacker was
backed up by Paul vom Eigen and Tim Jones
in his two wins. Bruce Barclay followed Guy

Hoelzer to the finish of the 200 butterfly after

leading Duff Anderson in the 200 free. Deari.s

and fellow frosh John Farmakis provided ihe

1-2 punch in the 500, while Kirk Greer and the

ever-improving Tom McEvjgy swept the 2i)i)

breastroke.

The freshman record breaking medley
relay foursome of Farmakis, vom Eigcn,

Hoelzer and R. J. Connelly, and third place

finishes by Tom Detmer and Bob Martin

closed out the Purple scoring.

This final season of dual meet competition

for seniors Detmer, Rudy Conklin, Andy
Howard, Steve "Prince Namor" Murphy and

captain Kirk Greer saw the upset of Bowdntn
and seven-time defending NEISA champinn

Springfield, and only one conference loss, to

UConn early in the season. But the best may
be yet to come: the nalators challenge Broun

for New England supremacy at the NEISA
championships, March 6-8, and two weeks

later travel to Allegheny College in Mead-

ville. Pa. for the Div. Ill Nationals, where

they figure to place very high.

(photo by Read

Diik Pregent displays diving fiiriti

iigiiinst Amherst Saturday.

Squash wins Little 3 ranks 6th nationally
Climaxing a late-season surge with a 7-2

demolition of Amherst on Saturday for the
Little Three title, the Eph racketmen posted a
final 7-6 record to earn a No. 6 National In-

tercollegiate ranking behind perennial
powers Princeton, Penn, Harvard, Yale, and
Navy.

Captain Mike Watkins '75 and No. 1 Frank
Giammattei '76 led the Ephs down the stretch
to 5 straight victories over Fordham, MIT,
Army, Trinity, and Amherst. Giammattei,
ranked No. 9 nationally last season, posted a
9-4 record for the year and could easily im-
prove his ranking this year with a good
showing at the Intercollegiates.

Mike Werner '76, Dave Hillman '76, Bob
Beck '75, Lindsay Fowler '75, and Gerry
MacNamara '76 all earned undefeated
records over the final 5 matches as team
depth marked the difficult wins over Army (6-

3), Trinity (8-1), and Amherst.
Sophomore Marc Reinhardt opened the

Amherst match on a positive note for

Williams as he pounded Bob Gibraltar in four

games The Amherst coach later revealeO

that his team had counted on Gibraltar for a

"sure" win, as he had compiled the best

record on their team over the season. Bert

Saul '76 was next out with a 3-1 win as his

marathon training regiment enabled him to

run his exhausted opponent into the ground in

the final game. The clinching matches

quickly followed as Werner, Beck, Giam-
mattei, and Hillman all cashed in wins. The
Amherst fans, disappointed over their first

Little Three loss in 4 years, drifted off to other
events, leaving their No. 9 player, George
McGovern, to contend with Lindsay Fowler
and a gallery of 20 Williams players and fans.

Dismayed by the vocal Williams gallery on
his home courts and Fowler's tenacity,

McGovern emulated his namesake's effort as

Fowler scored the final Williams point.

Almost simultaneously Gerald MacNamara

pounded out a 3-2 victory at the No. 10 spot

Buoyed by the super-spectating Soylx-an

Sheehan, spiritual advisor for this years

team, the Mac hit his opponent 6 times with

his tiard serve, causing the "Bean " to

remark, "that guy was really dancing in

there."

Ready to improve on last year's twelfth

place tournament showing the top 6 racket

men travel to Princeton this weekend to face

the nation's best players in the National In

tercollegiate Tournament.

Eph skiers sixth in Easterns
Williams raced its way to a 6th place finish

in the Eastern Intercollegiate championships
at Middlebury last weekend. The finish was
Williams' best in recent years and was only
two places below qualification for the national
championships in Durango, Colorado.
The Ephs placed a disappointing lOth in the

slalom on Friday as only Tom Gunn, ir^21st,
scored for Williams. In the giant slalom]
however, the team finished 6th as captain
Toby Hubner led the charge in 17th place,
followed by Gunn and co-captain John Harris
in 41st and 42nd places, respectively.
Williams was strongest in the cross-country

races. Sophomore Gary James finished
fourth, skiing the 9-mile course in 52 minutes

and 27 seconds, less than two minutes behind

winner Stan Dunklee of UVM and the US, ski

team. The fourth place finish qualified James

for the NCAA, championships. Willn'

Parish and Will Schmidt placed 14th and 20th,

respectively.

In the jumping events, lack of depth and

inexperience hurt Williams, which finished

8th overall Parish placed 24th for the Ephs

with Schmidt close behind in 30th.

In the final standings, Williams placed

behind winner Dartmouth, Middlebury,
UVM, New Hampshire, and Northeastern.
The team concludes its season this weekend

when it travels to the St. Lawrence Carnival

^
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JA selection

another two

weeks' wait
by Scott Fenii

The process of selecting next year's Junior

Advisors is nearing completion, according to

Brad Hearsh '75, president of the JAs for the

class of 1975. Hearsh said that the an-

nouncement of the new JA's would be made
as soon as the final list was drawn up and that

this "would probably come within the next

week or two".

According to Hearsh, the process of

selecting next year's JA's started about three

weeks ago. At that time, two subcommittees,

composed of volunteer former and present

JA's, were formed to screen JA applications.

After each subcommittee had screened its

group of applications, it reviewed the list of

individuals which had been rejected by the

other subcommittee. If an application was not

rejected by both subcommittees it was put on

the final selection list. Hearsh commented
that this gave each applicant two chances to

make the final selection list.

A final selection committee composed of an

equal number of members from each sub-

committee and with an equal representation

of minority groups was chosen last week,

according to Hearsh. He added that the

members of this final committee were chosen

"by a vote within each subcommittee".

"The committees evaluated JA candidates

primarily by their applications," said

Hearsh. He noted that an application consists

of four recommendations: one from the

Law hurts admissions

Brad Hearsh 75
candidate's former JA, one frcm a peer, one
self-essay written by the candidate, and one
optional recommendation written by a' JA
other than the candidate's own.

Hearsh described the JA selection process
as being "more effective this year than it has
been in the past". He said that there wire two
primary reasons for this—"a more com-
prehensive and extensive application" than

has been used in the past and "an expanded
selection committee with many more inputs

and better organization".

According to Lauren Stevens, Dean of

Freshmen, there were 157 applications for the

position of Junior Advisor this year— 106 men
and 51 women. He said that this was about 25

more applicants than last year but noted that

the entire increase was due to a rise in the

number of women applicants.

Both Stevens and Hearsh felt that the

doubling of the number of women apphcants
was due to the fact that this year's women
applicants were the first to have had JA's who
entered Williams as freshmpn.

Jim Cohen

High school guidance counselors' refusal to

complete college admission forms has made
selecting next year's freshmen a harder task,

according to two Williams College admissions

officials.

The reluctance. Admissions Director Philip

Smith and Assistant Director Mary Mac-
Millen explained, stems from the Buckley

Amendment which required educational

institutions to establish procedures making
all official data on a student available to his

parents or to the student himself if he is 18 or

older.

"We operate on the assumption that the

more information we have, the better the

.decision we can make," Smith said. "The
Buckley Amendment is restricting the flow of

information. That's hurting our ability to do

the job." Usually the secondary school

recommendation is withheld, although class

rank and other "hard data" are occasionally

omitted.

MacMillen observed, "More often than not,

counselors will rale students academically,

but they are refusing to lake a stand on

personal qualities like leadership and
maturity. We're finding it more difficult to

assess personal characteristics."

When the amendment became effective

November 18, Smith predicted schools would

"clean up." He said he believes this has oc-

curred nationwide.

"Schools will now say 'because of the

Buckley Amendment we no longer submit

subjective data unless it is to the student's

advantage.' We simply get a record of grades.

That acts to a student's disadvantage."

Both officials emphasized that the guidance

counselors, not the teachers, were holding

back. MacMillen said they would be forced to

rely more heavily on teacher recom-

mendations if other data remains

(photo by Read)
Buckley Amendment's desire to open
fast ^ quantities of student files has
caused headaches for college ad-
ministrators.

unavailable.

Maurice Filler, Mt. Greylock Regional

High School Guidance Director, explained the

guidance counselor's perspective. "People in

schools and counseling are extremely
vulnerable. TJiey will Lake steps to protect

themselves. Counselors get blamed for many
things they have no control over. They don't

want to stick their necks out any more than

anyone else
"

F'iller has continued .supplying all in-

formation requested by colleges. "I haven't

please turn to page seven

Activity funding may change

Prosfyectife

Jurini> last

iin-ay as Ore
and meet f>r

here next v

freshman Etta Pisaito tvith Prof. Peter Berek at a cocktail party

week's Scholar \'isit. thirty three exceptional students from as far

i;on staved with students on campus and had a chance to attend classes

>fessors in an .'\dmissions Office attempt to convince them to come
ear. (photo by Brewer)

by David R. Ross

Reforms in the funding of student activities

are being considered by the College Council's

Finance Committee, indicated committee
chairman Michael C. Durst '75.

"This may sound trite, but we're really

depending on input from students," he said.

In an open meeting last Wednesday (Feb.

261, discussion centered on changing the

timing of budgetary allocations.

"Nothing was decided," said Durst, "but

the idea was to smooth out the transition

between budgets. It's safe to say that any
large change in timing will take account of

the different needs of organizati6tis."

Some organizations, such as the Rc.Ad and
W( I'M require income from the beginning of

September, while many don't touch their

allocations until after Christmas, according to

ftita A. Gardner, Accounts Receivable
Cashier for the Business Office.

Daytime television discovers

the Duchess of Williamstown
bv Chris Satullo

.Several Sundays ago Eva Grudin, lecturer in art history at the

College, ventured into the wonderland of daytime TV as a contestant on

the show ,liukpotl (Theexclamation point is not optional. ) She returned

from her day of stardom at NBC studios in New '\'ork richer by $8()2..')()

and by a new nickname. The Duchess.

.liu-kpoC. for the uninitiated, is a game show Ijased upon the asking

and answering of riddles. It ranks among the more gargantuan of its

kind. Ixiasting 16 contestants and potential cash prizes mounting up to

$5().(KH) Its format is of almast Byzantine complexity.

Suffice it to say that when one of the contestants is called upon to

ask the Jackpot riddle, an occasion he announces by leaping up and

shnekmg 'Jackpot'." " at the top of his lungs, a great deal of money is

on the line. If the contesUnI in the position of expert' solves the riddle,

he splits with the player who asked it a sum generally in the neigh

ixirhood of $1,000-$2.()00.

Grudin decided to try out for the show one day last December when

she found herself in New York on other business She was inspired by

the example of several members of Armstrong House ( for which she Is

faculty associate) who had previously competed on the show.

Milch Besscr '76 won $600; Bill Oberndorf '75 returned home with

$550; and Gene Falk '75 claimed that he had a good time and would find

some use for all the Air Wick he won as a consolation prize Also

dancing in her head were visions of Kalhy Sf^muels. formerly a

reference librarian at Stetson, who wort $5,000 and a vacation trip on the

show last year.

please turn to page six

The recent College Council resolution in-

dicating potential support for another student

literary publication has caused some students

to wonder to what extent the Finance Com-
mittee will begin setting policy.

Please turn to page 3

for background on the

Student Activites Tax

"The Finance Committee does have a

policy role in a way. " said Durst. "We look at

each organization's budget line by line and
approve sections of the budget on that basis."

He added that a policymaking function

would best be served by people "not directly

involved in allocating funds. They should

remain objective" in acting as the arbiter.

With specific reference to the literary

magazine resolution. Durst pointed out that

the resolution came not from the Finance
Committee, but from an individual CC
member (Bill Keenan '76).

Durst estimated that there was between
150() and $2000 left from the Student Activities

Tax "We won't know exactly how much was
taken in until the summer. The tax for some
exchanges still hasn't Ix'en processed yet "

Time set for

commencement
A Sunday afternoon fixture for many

years, the Williams College Com-
mencement will be held at 10 am, Sun-
day, Junes, this year, outdoors in Mission
Park The change in time is meant to spare
pjirticipants the hottest part of the day and
to free them for driving home before

nightfall if they wish.

On Saturday. June 7. the grounds of

Mount Hope Farm will be open to seniors,

their parents, and guests from 10:,30 a.m.,

to 12:30 p m The Ivy Exercises will begin
at 1 :30 p.m.. inChapin Hall and move on to

Thompson Memorial Chapel. The
President's reception is scheduled for 3-

4:30 pm on the lawn of the President's
House, while at 5:15 pm , the Bac-
calaureate Service will liegin in Thompson
Memorial Chapel
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Fasting is Not Enough
Reluctant participation in a very occasional fast hasgenerally been the

only response of the WiUiams student to the disastrous world food crisis.

Unfortunately, the fast has been largely symbolic to most, a meaningless
exercise which frees a few immediate dollars for food for others while

^freeing the student to eat at MacDonald's. Regular fasts are wonderful in

tfiat they can and do serve to free those dollars right now. The only final

solution to the food crisis, however, calls for a personal commitment by
each Of us to examine our present diet and make appropriate changes in a

meatless direction.

Frances Moore Lappe in her Diet for a Small Planet has called the

American ste^r a "protein factory in reverse". Specifically, it takes 21

pounds of grain protein to produce 1 pound of animal protein. Ms. Lappe has
pointed out that there is simply not enough land or water to sustain a meat-
based diet for the present population of the world. In this seiise, it is not so

much a food shortage that the world is facing, but, rather, a misuse of the

present supply of food, mainly by North Americans.
The general response tb this call for individual commitment to a more

economical, food-saving diet has been the misconception that dne needs all

the protein one can get, and that meat can only provide the "right kind" of

protein. In answer to this, it need only be said that thirty years ago the in-

dividual American consumed less than half the meat per-capita that he or

she consumes today. Furthermore, whjle any particular plant-source is

lower in protein usability than meat, combinations of the right plant-sources
can be and are as effective as meat in providing human protein needs. In

any case, most Americans consume more protein than they need, more
protein through meat than is good for them. For no reason related to the

present food crisis, but for health reasons alone, the American Heart
Association has recommended that Americans cut their per-capita meat
consumption by one-third. It has been estimated that if Americans decrease
their meat consumption by only ten per cent they will be healthier and 12

million tons of grain will be freed, enough to feed 60 million people.
Individual action is called for on a number of fronts. First, to help

satisfy short-term needs, Williams students should stop wasting food and
shoiild consistently participate in fasts in order to provide dollars for food.

Long-term solutions, however, require an individual commitment towards a
more economic and, indeed, a more interesting diet.

From time to time the ReAd will be presenting articles by the Williams Hunger Act
Project to inform the campus community and to provide some new insights into the world
food crisis.

Cut costs, reduce waste

Food conservaftion program
Williams Food Service is concerned

about-food conservation mainly because of

two basic problems and is trying, in

various ways, to cope with both of them.
The two problems are: first, the cost of

food to Williams Food Service, then
ultimately to the Williams student;
second, the dwindling supply of food in the

world because of grains used to feed

livestock.

Williams Food Service has met with

several other college food services in the

northeast that are concerned about the

same two problems. As a group, they felt

that they could, in some ways, alleviate

tx)th problems. It was generally agreed
that if, as a group of institutional food

services, they included more meatless

meals in their menus it would:

1. Help keep their cost of food within

reasonable limits.

2. Significantly reduce the demand for

meat and by doing so reduce the cost, then

ultimately the supply, thereby increasing

the supply of grain for direct human
consumption.

3. Introdice to their students new and

nutritious foods not formerly as available.

The Williams program, at the moment,
is as follows:

1. Make at least one dinner per week,
usually on Friday, a meatless meal, with
fish as an alternative to the vegetarian
item.

2. Makfe a full vegetarian menu
available at Baxter Hall for those who
wish to avoid eating meat.

3. Try to make students aware of the
food that they, most often, are responsible
for wasting and thereby significantly

reduce the waste. To this end they are
presently using the Coca' Cola "Food
Ecology' promotion which employs
posters and signs, etc.

4. Make every effort to purchase,

prepare, and serve food with a concern for

conservation.

In order for this program to be suc-

cessful, the food service needs the

cooperation of the studenU and certainly

would like to hear any questions or com-

ments students might have about food

conservation.
James W. Hodgklns

Asst Director of Food Services

Letters to the Editor
* 'Intimate

'

' theatre

To the editor:

Productions in the Experimental theatre of

the AMT have enjoyed unprecedented

popularity this year. It is exciting to watch

ttie growth of campus interest in the concept

of intimate theatre. May I suggest, thou^,

at "intimate" theatre does not presume

rmal theatre, as some recent

theatrMoers have mistakenly assumed.

Howler hectic the pre-show race for

tickets and seats may be, when the lights go

down, the same rules of theatre courtesy we
recognize during mainstage productions must

apply equally in the Ex, if not more so.

Ideally, the close atmosphere of the Ex
creates a more intimate relationship between

actors and audience than is often possible on

mainstage. As a patron and a performer, I

have seen this relationship violated too many
times by front row audience members who
have placed their feet, their programs, and

their coats on the stage. God knows the actor

has enough to concentrate on without the

added distraction of a pair of feet blocking his

next cross'.

Instinctively, an actor is acutely aware of

audience reaction. The intimacy of the Ex
intensifies this awareness and often works

favorably to enhance audience involvement

and create a more powerful production.

However, actors are sensitive to the

whispering, giggling and seemingly endless

wriggling of the audience as well. In-

consideratipn such as this creates tension on

both sides of the stage and prevents the actors

and other audience members from fully

concentrating and enjoying the show.

Someone actually arrived at the theatre

drunk from guest meal last week and ad-

dressed the actors themselves from his seat. I

suspect that any one of the hundred people

turned away from "Cuckoo's Nest" that night

would have gladly kept his mouth shut, his

coat in hand, and feet on the floor to have had

that seat.

Sincerely,

Martha Williamson '77

Poster Improvement
To the editor:

I share fully the mixed feelings of the

RecordAdvocate and, evidently, many
students about the food conservation posters

provided by the Coca-Cola Company. The
intention is good but the posters leave a lot to

be desired. My own objection has to do with
the buzz word misuse of the word "ecology."

I have however a suggestion that would
improve matters and provide some fun and
profit for all concerned. I think I can scare up
$50.00 for a prize for the best student art

poster design, susceptible of being
reproduced through the silk screen process in

several colors. Wit as well as artistic merit
would certainly be desirable.

Entries should be submitted by spring
vacation at the Dining Halls office. I will find

a reputable panel of judges and perhaps we
can have something better by April.

Sincerely,

.Shane Kiorden j
Business Manager

Chapin Ubrary

To the editor:

Readers of Joe Hurley's article on the

Stetson renovation may have been misled by
a statement in the RecordAdvocate of Feb. 26,

regarding one of the uses planned for the

vaca^ted stacks in Stetson Hall.

The Chapin Library collections are not (o be
transferred to the old stacks, but we are
planning on additional space for our ex-

panding reference collection and various unit

collections acquired in recent years. With this

much needed space we hope to have a reading
room and a seminar room, as well as more
appropriate quarters for processing and
preparing exhibitions, so that visitors and
readers will not be inc^venienced due to
crowded conditions, as they have been during
the pofil 25 years.

II. Richard Archer, (Librarian)
Chapin Library

Advice on majors

An Open Letter to the Sophomore Class:
This year the Committee on Undergraduate

Life has attempted to activate student-faculty
interest in advising sophomores concerning
their intended major programs. House

presidento have been notified to designate
specific house associates to serve as
sophomore advisors. While most faculty
members may normally be accessible we
feel it is essential to make you aware that
additional advising is available for those wh»
feel the need for it.

°

As for those who have made up their minds
already, we hope that you wtlfget to know
your advisor anyway. Nonetheless it is im-
portant that every sophomore have access to
as many opinions as possible. We would like
to emphasize that these faculty members are
basically available as "sounding boards" in
order to aid you in your decisions. The C.U L
urges everyone to talk with at least one, if not
more, of the people available before making
any definitive plans. Please keep in mind that
any "commitment" made now is easily
subject to changes in the future.

House associates have been notified by
C.U.L. chairman, Professor Daniel O'CorihoT
They should be getting in touch with you soon!

We hope that this process will provide
valuable assistance for you in making plans,

as well as making the faculty more aware of

individual concerns.

Sincerely,
,

Lynne T. McConnell '7t

Steve S. Piltch '77

for the C.U.L.

Job Jots
Recruiting Schedule: March 6-13

Date Company Lunch
3-6 Price Waterhouse Bryant

Cook Industries Bryant

3-7 Marsh & McLennan Tyler

Kkfsi

Yes

Yes

3-11 SD Warren sj'i Mission Yes

JOH OPENING '"

Pre-Law Orientatioa Meeting - March 6,

Bronfman Auditorium

The meeting is open to all those interested

in law school. Participants include:

Hope Richards Brothers, Director, Office

of Career Counseling

Marianne Radziewicx, Director, Ad-
missions Northeastern Law School

Frank Motley, Asst Dean, Amherst
College

Dinny Taylor, Test Administrator

Peter Hillman, Williams College senior

Gwen Rankin, Williams College senior

Employer: The News, Millerton, N.Y.

Position: AssL Editor and reporter on

small weekly newspaper. Starts im-

mediately.

Salary: $120-wk. plus 10 cents-mile.

Society gives

pre-law data
A pre-law society has been formed by about

twenty-five Williams students. The society

will be dedicated to improv ing the climate of

discussion in the field of law. The pre-law

society hopes to assist in the development of a

greater awareness of information concerning

law schools and law careers.

Although a small part of the function of the

society will be socially oriented, e.g., en

tertaining law school deans, the main thrust

will be to invite speakers representing

various branches oif law. Many students have

expressed a strong interest in alternatives to

corporate law, such as poverty law and

consumer protection. With this in mind, the

first official event (banned will be a panel

discussion entiUed "Possibilities in Law".

Participants in the panel will be Dorian

Bowman '61, Janice Jacobsohn, and Andrew

Campoli '46.

Bowman was formerly involved in con-

stitutional law but in recent months has been

working in the field of environmental law. He

is currently teaching the American Judicial

System course in the Political Science

Department Jacobsohn is a 1973 graduate of

Columbia Law School and will speak on her

experiences as a law student. Mr. Campoli is

presenUy serving as Public Defender in

Berkshire County. This discussion will bej held

on Monday, March 10 at 7:30 p.m. -in the

Weston Language Center. Anyone wishing

further information is asked to contact Nancy
Goid (6179), Joe Sena (6126), or Jim Fieber

(6321).
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he phone as the centrex of existence

Photo ofthe Week
Photographer Stewart Read claims that
that is Admissions Director Philip
Smith in the mirror. -ff;).'

The ReAd would like to publish your
photographs. Prizes for the best
photograph will be awarded at the end
of the year. Contributions should be

left in the ReAd Baxter Hall office.

byBillDahling

The Centrex telephone system, in its third

year of service to the College community,
includes over 1,000 student phones and 350

business phones. The network is similar to the

ones used by Holyoke and the University of

Massachusetts.

The need for a change in the college-wide

communications system, Business Manager,

Shane Riorden explained, became
apparent at a faculty meeting several years

ago. A professor stated that the only way to

get hold of a student was to write him or her a

personal letter.

Under the old system, payphones were
scattered across the campus. Also, according

to Mr. Riorden, "all business calls came

by Kurt Von Steemburg

To those who were fortunate enough to have
known him. Bob Gaudino—the intellectual,

the educator, the person—will forever be a

source of inspiration.

His death in November of 1974 was not only

a tremendous blow to his colleagues and
friends, but a loss to all who sought to un-

derstand the meaning of a liberal arts

education.

As an educator, his valuable qualities were
enumerous. As Bart Brown, in his letter from
Tanzania aptly stated,

"His brilliance as an educator lay in his

ability to enable students to see themselves

and to see others; to become aware of the

values that dictate our judgments; to un-

derstand the hard cultural thinking that gives

education the power to affect our attitudes."

Those who have experienced the "Gaudino
method" can verify his ability to direct his

students on the path of self-enlightenment.

As the 'father' of the Williams-in-India and
Williams-at-home projects, Gaudino
developed the concept of the "opinion group"

at Williams. Perhaps as Bart Brown has

stated, this has been his greatest contribution

to experiential education. But only time will

tell if this concept will survive at Williams.

The college has recently received a gift of

$10,000 for the Robert L. Gaudino Fund from

Prof. Gaudino's father, Dr. John J. Gaudino
of Los Angeles. A use for the Fund has not yet

been determined. Future dispersal of the

Fund will be decided by the Board of Trustees

in consultation with the Gaudino family.

Recently a group oj alumni, faculty, and

students, interested inlSaudino's philosophies

of life and education ha>ie joined in an effort

to increase the contributions to the Fund.

Hopefully, it will provide a source of capital

that might be used to promote a variety of

projects, such as innovative educational

experiences in the Gaudino spirit. Others

have suggested using the Fund for un-

dergraduate and graduate scholarships, or a
rare book collection. Since a decision on its

use, or uses, is pending, any helpful

suggestions would be greatly appreciated.

Obviously the variety of ways in which the

money could be used depends solely on the

amount that can be raised.

Bob Gaudino gave a great deal to Williams,,

and we'd like to give something back to him,

by keeping his ideas alive. The Joint Student

Faculty Committee is seeking donations from

the campus community, and will be

organizing a mass fund raising campaign on

March 17, 18, 19. Your help is greatly needed

and will be appreciated. Check the Register

and the ReAd for further announcements.

Also stay tuned to WCFM on Monday, March
10 between 8-9 p.m. for an open discussion on

the Fund committee with representative

faculty and students.

If you are interested in helping to organize

the drive please contact Kurt Van Steemburg,

27 Bryant House, 2846.

LEVI'S ® JUNIORS

Scapegoat
I

llabbi Hrrnard Bloom of Temple Beth

Kmeth of Albany. N.V., will talk on

. , "ZioniNm: Scapegoat or Salvation?" at 7:30

p.m., Thursday (March g) in FItch-Prospect

Lounge at Williams College. The talk is

sponsored by the Williams College Jewish

AKNociation and is open to all.

Kabbi Bloom will be on the Williams
', campus during the day ami anyone wishing to

meet with him may M so from 4 to 5:.10 p.m.

in the Kuskin Room of the Thompson
Memorial Chapel. I

'

lEVI S® JtAN DRESS 92061 26.00

lEVrS® JUMPER 1 5.00

lEVIS® SHIRT 13.00

SUPER LOW 16.00

-Wiili«ntCo-op
THE COMPLETE ^^0SHOP

through a main switch board resulting in

general confusioa"

The College tried switching to a "sub-

scription" system for student needs. If a

student wanted a phone, he or she would have
to personally contact New England Bell for

the service. "The compilation of a College

Directory was impossible under this system"
Mr. Riorden stated.

Riorden said that the new system is

"working more smoothly this year, although

some problems remain." There is still the

inequity that students who share a phone pay
the same rate as a student who has a private

Gaudino memorialfund seeks

contributions and suggestions

Switchboard operator controls the
switchboard in the basement of
Hopkins Hall.

phone. Riorden stated that "since most up-

perclassmen have single rooms, the problem
is not critical."

End of the year billing is another major
problem that appears unescapable. The
phones are left "open" as late into May as

possible, even later for seniors. Most students

have left the campus by the time the May
phone bill is delivered.

Because New England Bell forwards

duplicate copies of this last bill to students at

their home addresses, the result is often

double payment.
Last year, many students overpaid their

bills and were due credit from the phone
company. New England Bell sent out a large

number of refund checks in July to student

home addresses.

Two complications arose from these

refunds. Many students did not know they had

received the checks because they were not

home over the summer. Also, the person who
was sent the check, if he shared a phone the

previous year, may not have been due the full

rebate.

The July reimbursement checks did not

cover all the overpayments, as some students

paid th^ last phone bill later into the sum-
mer than others.

The list was pared when students

discovered that checks had been mailed to

their home addresses over the summer.
Parent confirmations of receiving the checks

as well as bank statements helped straightea.

out the problem for most of the students.

Students not covered by the July maiUng of

refund checks had to wait longer for their

reimbursements. Underclassmen can pay
their final phone bills the following Sep-

tember, "after the College has held off the

phone company all summer," said Riorden.

For seniors, however, the problem remains.

THE
NICKELODEON

March 7-«

£)5 Spring St.-Williamstown, Mass.

Friday-Saturday NOTE: 7:00 P.M. & 9:30 P.M.

Often rated his best, S'/j is the film into which Fellini poured it all in grand style: dreams of

glory past and future, whimsical parades, bits of the earthy and of the bizarre. Vet the

characters remain real and human and the result is a wonderful mixture of the Old Fellini

and the New. Starring Marcello Mastroianni (as the Fellini figure), Anouk Aimee and
Claildia Cardinale. In Italian with subtitles. Recommended. (1963)

L\W AND DISORDER
.March 9-10-1

1

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday 7:00 P.M.* 9:00 P.M.

A funny and consistently intelligent movie about ignorance, prejudice, larceny, rape and
other civil disorders real and imagined . . . and about how a couple of Archie Bunker types

set about making their neighborhood safe for democracy. The single most important factor

that places Law and Disorder so far above exploitation films like Death Wish is the direc-

tor's knowledge that there are no easy solutions to urban problems, that his hero's worst
enemies are not muggers, rapists and what have you, but their own incompetence and their

own painful but inevitable drift toward middle age. Starring Carroll O'Connor and Ernest
Borgnihe, Ann Wedgeworth and Karen Black. Directed by Ivan Passer whose Intimate

Lightening was one of the bright stars of the Czechoslovak film renaissance of the 1960's.

Rated R. (I97'4)

PLAYTIME
March 12-13 Wednesday-Thursday 7:00 P.M. &9:M P.M.

Jacques Tati produced, directed and stars in a charming film that stands somewhere
between ilulot's Holiday and Traffic in terms of quality and wit. It's all about the cities and
the gadgets of the future, the things that ease, clutter and crowd the humanity right out of

our lives. Hulot himself appears, and the finale includes a wonderful scene in which
everything imaginable (and much that isn't) goes wrong at the opening of a new, super-
efficient night club. In the ensuing bedlam everyone's soul is restored. A smooth, graceful

movie in which HulOt plays second fiddle to the comedy of life. One of the New York Times
Ten Best Films of 1973.



Ann
New with familiar in round

by Deborah Grose

i fourth concert in this season's Music in

the K^und series was presented last Friday in

Thompson Chapel. The familiar Williams

Trio wa^ joined by some oew faces in per-

formances of music by some familiar and
some new it^mes. The program consisted of

works by Martinu, Penderecki, Prokofieff,

and Brahms composed in 1963, 1959, 1924, and

1890 respectively.

The evening opened with the Williams Trio

playing "Five Bergerettes" for violin, cello

and piano by Martinu. Though the most

recently composed piece on the program, it

sounded, in many ways, like the most

traditional. If anything it was romantic in

character, with hints of impressionism. It

was romantic in its u^e of harmonies, its

dramatic changes in mood within movements

and in the brand of virtuoso playing it

demanded. It had impressionistic elements in

tsArtsbriefsArtsb
Promethean Serenity

The Berkshire Symphony, conducted by

Julius llegyi, will present pianist Andrew
Wolf as soloist for its third concert of the

season, F'riday, March 7th at 8:30 p.m. in

Chapin Mall.

Wolf will play Brahms's "Piano Concerto

.No. Z in B-Flat Major". The orchestra alone

will play Hindemith's "Symphony Serena"
and Beethoven's "Overture" to

"Prometheus." Thus the music spans nearly

150 years, with the "Prometheus" dated 1800

and the llindemith composed in 194^. Free for

Williams students.

Tokyo String Quartet

The internationally acclaimed "Tokyo
String Quartet" will give a concert at Chapin
Hall on Tuesday. March llth. at 8:30 p.m.
They will play Haydn's "Quartet in D Major,
Opus 50, No. 6," Bartok's "Quartet No. 5,"

and Debussy's "Quartet in G Minor, Opus
10."

The group will play on 17th century in-

struments lent them by the Corcoran Gallery

in Washington. For example, the first violin

was made by the Amati family in 1656 for the

Court of France under Louis XIV. The violin

has double purfling, and tiny rubies and
emeralds are inlaid in the wood. Its sound has

been called "sweet and lovely." Free for

Williams students.

Monster, Dread Our Fury

Kdwin is a cad. He has jilted his innocent

lover, Angelina, who now sues him for breach

of promise. The slyly mischievious judge

takes a fancy for the pure heroine, and
despite the objections of the pompous
prosector . . . you can guess the ending.

"Trial by Jury," the first Gilbert and
Sullivan musical comedy will be presented by

"Cap and Bells" this Friday at 8 p.m. and
Saturday at 8 and !)::IU p.m. at Jesup Hall. No
tickets, doors open fifteen minutes before

curtain. Directed by Chris Wolfe, the play

features John Lloyd, Ann Cramer, Tad
Cavouti. (ieorge Bliss, and John Ellis. Piano
accompaniment will be by Stephen Dankner.

its use of parallelism and its suggestive,

though not quite programmatic, title. Labels

aside, the piece definitely represented a

return to the stylistic past, a fact which

became Increasingly clear with the contrast

between this and the following piece.

Next on the program was a piece by the

avant garde Polish composer, Pendercki,

called "Three Miniatures" for violin and

piano. Though composed four years prior to

the Martinu, this piece conformed more

closely to people's conception of "con-

temporary" music. It had nothing, for

example, one could reasonably call melody.

The reason for this was that the work was

essentially about the potential varieties of

tone colors that can be achieved by these two

instruinents. The work wasn't as concerned

with mitsic as it was with timbre and so the

former was; Used as a vehicle for the latter.

The effectsSaf vibrato, tremelo, pizzacato,

-glissando, harmonics^ and mutes were
methodically explbted, as were the secondary

effects of dynamics, rhythm, and range. For

example, the composition even called for

manual plucking of the piano strings. The

. work held together largely due to its brevity.

It would seem that such a degree of musical

randomness is most effective in small doses.

The Prokofieff "Quintet" for oboe, clarinet,

violin, viola, and bass was composed 35 years

prior to the Pendercki. It contained musical

elements of both the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries, though not so much in a synthetic

as a prophetic way. The opening movement,
for instance, sounds adventurous until one

realizes that Prokofieff is using an old form;

theme and variations, in the prescribed way.

That is he makes use of change of ac-

compianiment, change of mode, augmen-
tation, and other conventional devices to vary

his theme:

Prokofieff experiments with dissonance

and chromaticism but only tentatively. He
always ends in major, minor or unison, that

is; he always resolves the tension he creates.

Prokofieff also has a sense of humor. The
violin solo in the last movement was so ironic

as to be a parody of chamber music writing.

Continuing the reverse chronological

progression, the program ended in the

nineteenth century with a Brahms string

quintet. For the first time all evening, in-

tonation became a problem and the balance

left something to be desired, the middle parts

tending to get lost. It was clear that Julius

Hegyi was struggling with an unfamiliar

instrument (his "Strad" is in the shop for

repairs). Perhaps in the distant future it will

* become as hard to pull off a convincing

performance of Pendercki as it is today to

give a truly moving performance of Brahms
but that day is still way off.

?. (phi)tu hyRciid)

McMurphy, in the foreground[Kevin O'Rourke], ponders the situation being told
him hy the other inmates of the asylum in "Cuckoo's Nest," I. to r, Andy Gerra,
Peter Mertz, John Stulvey, and Tony Brown. ^:

Strong exploration of sanity

becomes good entertainment
by William Spriggs

The popularity of the play. One Flew Over
the Cuckoo's Nest, is due greatly to the

success enjoyed by Ken Kesey's novel.

Beyond that however, there is a marked
timeliness about the play. Current sentiment

toward mental institutions, has raised the

relevancy of the probing nature of the story.

Cuckooes Nest relates the experiences of a

sane man, Handle P. McMurphy, struggling

against the bur^ucratic system of a mental
hospital. However, the audience is challenged

to define "sanity." Is the sadistic nurse really

sane? Or, is the doctor really a patient from
another ward? This condition, of course,

though not obviously, serves as metaphor to

our own insane organization of bureaucratic
overlords, whose job it is to "acculturate" us.

The set and light design, by Jan Roberts
and Steve Kelley respectively, were both

effective and dramatic. Their talents lent a

different kind of creative excitement to the

production, and some of the affects might
even have appeared novel to those who do not

frequent the theatre. In all, however, the

ambitious undertaking of the design should

have been greatly appreciated.

John Lloyd was successful in aiding the

dichotomy of the play's theme. In his role, as

Chief Bromden, we are able to see the

metaphorical relationship between the

asylum 9nd society. And, it is primarily

through him that we question our definition uf

sanity. This^s a difficult character to portray,

txit I think that Lloyd's performance con

tained quite admirable insights. He was both

powerful and convincingly sensitive. At no

time are we led to believe that the Chief acts

out of pusillanimity, and this is as it should be.

John Stulvey, as Billy Bibbit, was also very

noteworthy. His performance was
distinguished by a naive sincerity and a

rounded representation of his character.

Kevin O'Rourke only occasionally allowed

hiniself to become a stereo-type tough guy

When he played McMurphy during passionate

scenes, he sometimes appeared lost But, far

more often he was good. The problem is

however, that the demanding nature of his

role dictated that he always be good.

Debba Curtis, Peter Mertz, and David

Simpson also managed to . save their

characters from "meaninglessness ". Un-

fortunately niany others did not Most

noticeably, Tony Brown and Raquel Shapiro

please turn to page five

500 years of illustration at Chapin

Punchy
(>n Friday and Saturday, March 7th and 8lh

TIIF WBSU Theatre Workshop will present

"Being Hit" by Clay Goss. It is the story of a

middle-aged boxer and his friend. In the

Studio Theatre at 8::i0 & <):30 on Friday and 8

& !)::MI on Saturday. Admission is free.

Directed by Michael Knight.

by Andrea Axelrod '"'

You can't tell a book by its cover, yet there
are many books that offer more pleasure and
importance in the handling of their print and
illustrations than in their reading.

Many of the most important and beautiful
books during 500 years of book illustration are
on display through March 31 at the Chapin
Library. They form the exhibit "From Block
Book to Leonard Baskin", first organized by
Jolin Powell, '66 during his senior year and
now reassembled from the Chapin collection
by its curator, H. Richard Archer.
The exhibit includes first editions, special

editions, and books that introduced new
technical processes to book illustration.

Although the emphasis is on illustrators,
the handlist accompanying the exhibit
strangely Ojpiits the names of illustrators and

cites works by their publisher, and date and
place of publication. Mr. Archer regrets the

ommission and would have rectified it had a

new handlist been issued instead of using
leftovers from 1966. Nevertheless, Mr. Powell
includes remarks about the books on display,

and the notes are informative without being
overbearing. They let the novice viewer know
why the books are important while assuming
that he recognizes their obvious beauty.

Students accustomed to an attractively

graphic paperback cover or an occasional
quaint novel from the Smith College j^ook sale

might forget that some of the greatest artists

have illustrated the works of some of the

greatest waiters.

There are art books and there are books
that include great art These are on display at

Chapin. Artists represented include Holbein,

Ih-urJsIvy, Bu mcrJones,
and Blake, part of a

i<>mpvllin/(ly • • •

tiiij show at the < lui/ii,,

library on hook
illustration throujfh 500
years. Throuffb March
ilst. Side photos hy Read,
liurne-Jones courtesy of
(Chapin Library,

Durer (in the remarkable Apocalipsis cum

Figuris of 1511, Nuremberg), Bewick.

Hogarth, Shahn, and Picasso. One of the

masterpieces of the early Venetian printer

and publisher Aldus Manutius, the liyp-

m-ru(omachia Poliphili (1499), sits beside an

early Book of Hours and Geoffroy Tory's

Champ Fleury (1529) which established

principles of letter design and proportion for

generations of French printers.

In case 21, English nineteenth century

illustration is well represented by a first

edition of John Tenniel's illustrated Alice in

Wonderland, William Blake's illustrations for

the "Book of Job, J.M.W. Turner's unlikely

engraving for Thomas Moore's The

Kpicurran. and George Cruikshank's

amusing and politically searing My Sketch

Hook.
The beauty of the exhibit is that text

illustration is neither inhibited nor deadened

by alliance to text The first block book is an

ancestor of the comic book, but words have

earned more prominent places in twoks in

which more respectable illustrations have

shared attention. Each reflects on the sen

sitivity of the other and on the sensibility of iUs

audience.

The greater Chapin story—who read these

books and for whom were they made-couid

not be told in this exhibit, but it would be a

shame were Williams students not to avail

themselves of the opportunity to see Ihe 57

volumes of the show.
The Chapin Library is located on the second

floor of Stetson Library and is open Monday
through Friday, 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. and 1-4:30

p.m. Chapin's next exhibit, "Backgrounds of

the American Revoluljon, 1764-1776: In

Pamphlets. Books. Broadsides, and Maps",
launches the library's celebration of The

Bicentennial on April 18th.

N
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Dramatic growth in student activities budget
-^rBw'M R.Rom

•The Student Activities Tax was seen af a

way to free student organizations from tlie

problems of fund raising, it had gotten to the

point where most organizations spent more

time raising funds than participating in their

siitlvities."—Business Manager Shaite

Kiorden.

BACKGROUIVD
still, the tax lias created headaches for the

various governing i>odies that have been

charged with allocating it over the years.

Before the tax, the question of how much
money organizations, should receive was
answered by each student individually.

Replacement of the market allocation

mechanism has forced arbitcary_i>lanning

"decisions on a relatively smalt groupT--

As the Report of the 1973-74 Student Ac-

tivities Committee on Procedures, Con-

siderations and Guidelines for funding

student Organizations describes it,

"Economists tell us that an economic system
should optimally allocate money to the

competing interests. What is optimal, of

course, is a subjective judgment.

Through the '60's, two cdhimittees

distributed receipts from the tax which
gradually rose to $30. A faculty-student

committee used slightly more than half the

receipts to fund "organizations the faculty

felt might be lost in the shuffle of student

financing," according to Riorden. By com-
parison with recent years, a remaricabiy

small number of organizations were funded
by the Finance Committee and student

governing body of the time.

More organizations -—-^-^
.

tlie role of the fraternities in the social life

of the College and as individual sources of

revenue of student activities helped keep
demands on the tax down. The decline of

fraternities came as new organizations

sought student funding. The Record (which

merged with the Advocate in 1971) became
regularly funded in the late 60's. In 1965, the

All College Entertainment Committee started

receiving funds from the tax as the only way
it could guarantee the large advances
required by major concert groups. By 1970,

the Activities Tax had been raised to $50 a

year.

The increased tax and new funding patterns

]were not received without grumblings. Many
fatnilty and administrators objected to the

large chunk of funds going to the ACEC (in

1968, nearly 20 per cent of the activities

budget).

"It always bothered me to see $5,000 or

$10,000 going to singers, when the Williams

Chest Fund had trouble making its budget,"

said Riorden. "But, that's tli&decision they

made." \
As student activism spread on campus,

strong pressure was put on the College

Council to fund clearly political activities:

"Some of these students were pretty

idealistic," said Riorden. "They'd say, 'How

The British Maid
SiTves Breakfast,

Lunch,

Supper

in a

refreshingly differoni manner

Nirn bar, too'

Siaie Rd

Closed Mondays

J58 496

t

•

i. -i-t

THE
SPIRIT
SHOP

LIQUORS—WINES— BEER

LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

134 Cole Avvnue Williamstown

Phone 4S«-J7M

The tax is set solely by>the College Council

and sent on to the Business Manager to be
added to term bills.

College's role

No matter how independent of the College

student organizations may appear to tie in

theory, the College is forced to take

responsibility for their actions. There have
l>een a number of cases where student

organizations have overrun their budgets in

the past without backing from the College

Council. While the College has no legal

responsibility to honor these'debts, on several

occasions the College lias split the difference.

"When small bills come in from local

businesses, I'll pay it even if the College

Council hasn't allocated budgets yet," said

Rita A. Gardner, Accounts Receivable
Casiiier in the Business Office. "We can'^

afford to have local businesses defaulted.

Over the years many businesses have taken
to giving organizations- discounts- and
wouldn't want to jeopardize this for the

future." ...please turn to page six

Cuckoo

dare the College Council not fund my cause!

'

Some students began to wonder why they

should- pay to support political views they

didn't support. This resulted in an amend-
ment to the College Council Constitution:

'I'he Council may concern itself with any

matter or importance to the entire campus,

with the exception of funding political ac-

tivitieK with student activity funds. Political

is defined as "primarily organized to directly

influence local, state, and federal govern-

ments ....

Still, Riorden was unable to recall any
students asking for the return of their tax

payments. "What you can't have is people

picking and choosing how much they'll pay.

The system would fall apart," he said.

Increase in the tax (The last jump, to $56,

came in 1971) brought more %omplaints.

"I've iiad some nasty letters from par-

ents," said Riordea "especially when the

College Council raised the tax in mid-year

( 1968-69, from $32 to $50). One or two parents

said, 'What's going on? You let students set

bills, tell me how much I'm going to pay? !
"

from page four

were major disappointments. Brown's per-

formance, while entertaining, was of little

help to the play. Many of his stage antics,

while amusing, were more often disturbances

to the action on stage.

I enjoyed Gene Falk's direction. It was very

well choreographed with great fluidity that

made the production smooth and even. Also,

anxiety was allowed to build in the audience;

while dramatic flair was not overlooked.

However, I felt that his interpretation of the

play was hidden by the often flat, caricatures

performed by his actors. Thus, this

production was, not among otlier things,

purely entertainment, period.

Procter&Gamble
Brand Management

~
It's One of the Finest Career

Opportunities Available Anywhere

Procter & Gamble manufactures more than 50 consumer products,

including Grest toothpaste, Duncan Mines cake mixes. Tide detergent,

Pampers disposable diapers, Scope mouthwash and many others

whose names you would recognize just as easily.

For each product, there is a small group, usually just 3 people, who
plan, create, and supervise the total consumer marketing effort —
including TV advertising— for that brand. It's called Brand Manage-
ment, and it is one of the most challenging and personally rewarding

jobs in our company.

Right now we're looking for a few highly qualified college seniors to

'M\

^^S\

join us at the beginning level in brand management. "Innovative",

"proven record of leadership and t>eing able to get things done",

"superior academic achievement", and "good oral and written com-
munications skills" are some of the words we use to describe the

people we want.

We want a "take charge" person who can assume immediate respon-

sibility, learn quickly, contribute good ideas, and cope with (and even
en^oy) constantly changing situations. To such a person we offer a

very bright future. We promote only from within, and only on merit,

and you'll move ahead in marketing management as fast as you show
by your work that you're ready for more responsibility.

If this Interests you, and you think you qualify, read the folder on P&G
Brand Management that's In your Placement Office, then, if you're

still interested, fill out the Personal Data Sheet that's alsoMn your

. Placement Office and send it to:

I Ms. Sandy MMradorf
#, TtM Proctsr A QarnM* Co.

' ^'
,• P. O. Box599-D«|»t.M

rM I
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201 ; v. m>?^ jj

Include both your school and home address and phone numbers. If the

Placement Office i« out of Data Sheets, just send us a tetter and your

resume. - -i -'lifc- *-n*<j Wt^^*^^-,

W* M* an Equal Opportunity Employer

^f-M.
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Eva Grudin hits the television jackpot
irom p«9e on*

Having sparkled brightly enough for her

Interviewers to convince them that she had
the quick wit and vivacious personality

required of a Jackpot! contestant, Grudin
was invited by telephone early this month to

come to the big city for a taping session

February 16. Jackpot! tapes a week of shows,

using one group of contestants, in a single

day. Ms. Grudin's shows will be telecast the

week of March 17. ^^
Tacky and Depressing

Her thoughts were positive entering the

studio early that morning, but by the end of

th'e arduous all day session they were less

sanguine. "I decided to go on the show for a

change of pace," she said. "I thought it would

be a lark, but it was just tacky and
depressing. The producers keprassufing lis

that by Tuesday's show we'd be thanking

-^—ihenvfor such a good time. I kept waiting f«r

something worth thanking them for."

Although she was not fond of the show's

slick host, Jeff Edwards, nor of the immortal

Don Pardoe ("most obnoxious"), Eva's main
complaint was with her fellow contestants,

r> who failed to live up to the show's friendly

- one-for-all, all-for-one image. She found her

15 cohorts to be not effervescent, but vain and
- greedy.

"For example," she explained, "all the

times I had watched the show before, only one
* or two slick types ever changed clothes
-^ between shows. My week everyone did except'

me. You see, most of the contestants were

^ out-of-work actors who pretended to be

fencing instructors or some such thing to get

on the show."

Ms. Grudin never mentioned Williams to

anyone connected with the show and believes

she left the impression that she was an
— elementary school teacher. ^: " t

Although she had to wait through two shows

to be called upon, Eva's efforts were finally

rewarded on Wednesday when a private eye

from New York blurted forth the answer to a

riddle she had read: "I am the cave man
invention that could be called rock and roll.

What am I?" The answer (the wheel, for the

less insightful) was worth $802.50 to each of

them.

Grudin finally made it to the expert's seat

on Wednesday as well. However, she missed

the first Jackpot riddle, worth $3,000, asked

her. Her error was far from culpable,

through, since the riddle was difficult: "I am
the kind of telephone line you would like to get

on your birthday. What am I?" (Party hne.)

Insult was added to monetary injury for

Eva when she told the woman who had posed

the riddle how sorry she was to have lost the

-money for hervThe womanrWho had thready

won several thousand, replied through the

clenchedJeetlL sl_a,jeftjnera-C0Dl«i0US_»Mk-

"So ... am ... I."
—

A Second Chance

On Friday Grudin got a second chance at a

Jackpot riddle, and it became the dramatic

moment of her TV career. The following

conundrum, if solved, would have been worth

$1010 to her and a fellow nam6d Barry: "I am
the member of the nobihty who could also be

John Wayne's wife. Who am I?"

"As Jeff Edwards repeated the question,"

she recalled, "I began nodding my head ari%

beaming because I knew the answer. I could

see Don Pardoe raising his arms to lead the

audience in a cheer. Then a voice came to

me—John Wayne's—and in his slow drawl it

said, 'King.' So I said, 'Queen." Everybody

groaned, and I think 1 shouted, 'Oh no!

Duchess, duchess!'
"

It was too late. She returned to her seat in a

state of near catatonic disbelief. Her main

feeling, she remembers, was not em-

barrassment, but guilt. "I felt guilty because

I'd blown it for Barry, whom I liked and who
hadn't won anything. If you have any sense of

social responsibility, being on Jackpot! can

be very painful." s

One consolation Grudin received for her

experience was iif the recognition accorded

St. Patrick^
par
Cards

Monday, March 17

McClelland

PresS; inc.

Spring St.

KING'S LIQUOR

STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors.

PLENTY OF ALL TYPES BEER

Spi inq Sti ci'l Willi.imslowii

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone '158 5948 ,

SKI MID-WEEK

AT

WATERVILLE VALLEY, N.H.

Special Spring Skiing Rates for students from now until April 11 (or later)

at N.H.'s biggest, most complete ski resort

.}trt^>.V

t

-^ Student
" withl.D. R«fl«»l«rlV

All day lift ticket any mid-week day

(Complete Ski Rental Equipment

any mid-weekday

1% hour ski lesson any

mid-weekday

Regular rates apply on weekends.

:'(.:f(,/^".':,f:;i-. .« •
;

S5.S0 $8.50

($10.00 weekends)

$4.50 ^ $9J

$3.00

00

$6.00

Current College I.D. required.

In addition, the Campton Lodge, near Waterville Valley, offers bunk-stylt lodging with

sleeping bags for only $5.00 per night, and only $5.00 (or dinner and breakfast.

Call the Campton Lodge 603-726-3421 for bonk-style accommodations or call 603-236-8371 for

snow conditions, regular package plans and other overnight accommodations available.

her by members of the audience after the

show was over and the contestants were

released from their jury-like sequestration.

"Several came up to me and said, 'You're

Eva, aren't you? You were really great, Eva.

Way to go, Eva. How can 1 get on the show,

Eva?'
"

(Incidentally, Grudin was encouraged to

recommend people for the show by an official

who told her, "Don't just send us nice people.

Send us good people.")

Jackpot! 's official consolation prizes were
less consoling. Indeed, Grudin, showing her

generosity, said that she would be willing to

donate to the College, or any private party,

the life-time supplies of Golden-Dipt Food
Mix and Dentene chewine gum (rou^ly 1800

sticks) which she has recently acquired.

When asked whether the monetary rewards

of her TV experience outweighed its more
distasteful aspects, Grudin shook her head

vigorously. Questioned further as to the ef-

fects her television exposure have had on her

self-image. Grudin removed her new pair of

Foster Grant sun-glasses and replied, "None
whatsoever." She then swept out of the room
singing in a clear soprano, "There's No
Business Like Show Business."

The

•iT

INDIAN

AND MEXICAN
CLOTHING, BASKETS

AND PLANT ACCESSORIES

63 WMrai ST

WIUIAMSTOWNMASS

Activities Tax
from page five

But, College responsibility goes further.

"The College has an interest in preserving

organizations like the ReAd'and WCFM,"
.

saidAssistantDeanChrisBoosenraad. "If for

some momentary pk]ue the College Council

were to cut off funds, the College would
probably step in with support. On the other

hand, we'd want to stay away from the

question of whether a given set of allocations

was fair."

A fair or "optimal" allocation of the tax is

recognized as the prime legislative function

of the College Council. Actifilly, in recent

years, the Council has tenlted to follow

allocation patterns set by B^> Finance

Committee. "Given the amount oikwork in-

volved-(checking each budget line .Inline),

"^e Council will have to assume to So^^^ ex-

tentwe've done our job," said Michael D^i;^st

'75, College Council Treasurer and chairrnk^

of the Finance Committee, "But, this stUl-i^

TBllows room for, the Council to correct our \
mistakes."

Guidelines

"(P)rimary prerequisites for funding an

organization is the general interest in such an

organization. In assessing this the (Finance

Committee) looks at the number of students

in the organization, the time input by the

students, and also assesses any service

rendered to the campus as a whole, a sector of

the campus, and the surrounding com-

munity," states the 1973-74 Student Activities

Committee. "The use of Student Activities

Tax monies for profit or investment is strictly

forbidden."

"My advice has always been, don't fund

food and drink," said Riordea "It's

ridiculous for one group of students to fund

the partying of another."

The Finance Committee has recently

placed a lot of emphasis on avoiding

duplication of academic activities. Depart-

mentally related activities have been advised

to seek funds from those departments.

Financing questions are if anything

becoming more difficult. Over the past four

years, as the College has expanded from 1250

to 1800 students,, funds have increased

dramatically with no change in the tax. But,

as Riorden puts it, "the growth years are

over."

Even as aclfvities funds level off, there

seems to be no decrease in the proliferation of

organizations. (Four new organizations have

been funded this year. ) Council members and

College officials recognize that the demands

of these spreading organizations on the

Student Activities Tax and present allocation

system will continue to increase.

Boutique

ART &
PRINTS

*»'*V»'»'.'»"V'»'»'»'»'#'»'#'#*»''»'-'-'»'»'»'*'»'»'»'»'»''*

^ALAD HOURS 4T30^:t»rPM7

Buffet every Sunday 1-8 pm
Delicious food for the low price of $3.75

Williams College students - Pitcher of beer - $1 .75

Catering- Receptions- Banquets- Parties

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
JOE DEWEV

-V^v-Ct**6

flj!l|l%»>i»i«Pfe(pr,.

Welcome back to a new Inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

and entertainment at the

&^^ Williams Inn
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End ofan era

Sheehy leads last Amherst romp
by Steve PUtch

All the ifs, ands. and buts of the baiketball

season came to a close thia past Saturday

night when the cagera totally outhustled and

outplayed the Lord Jeffa o( Amherst en route

to a 7340 triumph. The victory brought the

overall record to 144 and put a satisfying

ending to the long season.

As has happened so many times in the last

few years in the Amherst-WUliams rivalry,the

Ephs were able to stare in the face of ad-

versity and put forth one of their finest efforts

cf the year to capture capture their 3rd

straight Little-Three Title Coming off of three

straight losses and being without the services

of Mark Carter (who was suffering from a

staph infection), the tram's chances looked

somewhat dismal before gametime. But for

seniors Harry Sheehy, Fred Dittman, Dave



Women's winter sports finish year undefeated

Hoopsters beat

Radpliffe with

rritnute stall
The Williams women's basketball squad
emphatically proved that they don't mess

I by culminating their 12-0 season with

an exciting 48-45 victory over Radcliffe last

Saturday. Exhorted by the enthusiastically

rowdy fans that paclced Lasell gym, the Eph-
women, from the opening jump ball to the last

seconds of the game showed that they were
prepared to hustle for every loose ball and to

—compensate for Radcliffe's height advantage
with aggressive play under the boards.

It was this critical, hustling superiority that

held the Radcliffe offense in check during the
first half while the Williams' squad, blessed

with hot outside shooting, took advantage of

Radcliffe's 1-3-1 zone, scoring primarily from
the corners of the key. The Ephwomen en-

tered the second half with a 33-24 lead that

dwindled to 47-45 with 38 seconds to go, but

they kept control of the ball by stalling, drew
a foul, and ran off the last eight seconds of the

clock.

That wasn't to be the end of the season,

however, nor was the traditional cutting of

the net at the game's end. Rather, the

culminating dramatic event of the season was
the baptism of Coach Bonnie Crawford,
trainer Lucy Singer, and the entire squad in

the Myir Pool, accompanied by tfttampagne

chugging.

Maggie O'Brien, dazzling the crowd with

her mile-high, arching shot, scored 16 points,

Lisa Capaldini 11, and Becky Kano 10 in

leading the scoring, while Debbie Gould,

Robin Ellett, and Anne Youngling had
memorable shoving matches under the

boards with Radcliffe's 6 foot plus center.

Throughout the season the team's scoring

was balanced, with O'Brien leading the team
with a 13.0 average. Youngling second with

12.5 per game, Capaldini, 9.5, Leslie

Ferguson, 5.0, and Kano, 6.9. Dede Forman,
Gould, and Ellett provided consistent

rebounding power while Genny Doherty,
Chris Cuthbertson, Debbie Williams, and the

only parting Ephwoman, senior Jean Tib-

betts, all contributed to a team that averaged
54.1 points per game and limited opponents to

34.9.

Squash may be 2ndnationally^^^

(photo by Brewer)
Robin Ellett shoots a jumper over
Radcliffe opponent during Eph-
women's 48-45 victory on Saturday
afternoon.

The Women's squash team followed up an 8-

regular season with a strong showing in the

Women's Intercollegiate Squash Cham-
pionships held at Radcliffe over the weekend.

Although the Ephwomen had to face the top-

ranked players from five different schools,

they nevertheless finished as one of the four

strongest teams in the tourney, and can be

regarded as the second-ranked women's
collegiate squash t^m in the nation.

Co-capt. and i)o. 1 Martha Cook advanced

the furthest in the tourney with three victories

over Yale, Trinity, and Franklin & Marshall.

The sophomore then lost in the quarterfinals

to Wendy Zaharko of Princeton, who even-

tually won the tournament to become the top-

ranked player in the nation.

Laura Carson, the second-ranked Eph-
women, had two victories before losing to

Bowdoin's no. 2 player. She then won her first

consolation match before losing to Yale's no.

2. Beth Brownell, at no. 3, had an impressive
3-1 win over Smith's top-ranked competitor,

but dropped into the consolation matches
after losing to Bowdoin's no. 1.

Fourth-ranked Linda Miller split two
games, losing her first match to an opponent

from tourney champ Princeton, then beat

Brownell in her second consolation match.

Ann Saxenian, who had played at no. 6 most
of the year but made the trip when co-capt
Katrina Voorhees suffered a late season in-

jury, almost pulled off the biggest upset of the
day when, after going 1-1, she came within
one point of defeating Trinity's aecond-ranked
player. /^ ;

'

'

Although the tournament was not scored on
a team basis, the Ephwomen, along with
Yale, Trinity, and champion Princeton were
the strongest finishers in the 14-team com-
petition. (The Ephwomen had defeated Yale
and Triility in regular season matches which
should give them theTio. 2 radting).

Coach Ned Reade's squad had closed out
their regular season with a comfortable 6-3

victory over Trinity, their toughest opponent.
Down 3-2 at the halfway point, the,women got
victories from Holly Boyer,v Suzanne Day,
Miller, and Janet Costikyan to tie the match'
and then Jane Garvey clinched the Williams
victory with a 3-0 win, giving her an un-

defeated season record.

On the season, the team won 56 games and
dropped only ten. Strongest individual
records were turned in by Garvey (8-0),

Voorhees (7-0), Brownell (7-1), Saxenian (6-

1), and Laura Carson (6-2).

Ephs gain 7th hockey victory over Jeffs
The Williams hockey team closed out its

season on Saturday evening with a 4-1 victory

over Amherst at Chapman Rink. It was the

sevMth consecutive Williams victory over
the Wf^ Jeffs, and gave coach Bill Mc-
CormiM'i skaters a clean sweep of Little

Three competition for the third year in a row.

The game was nevertheless anticlimactic,

since the Ephsjfeid already clinched the Little

Three title, andnioth teams were just dying to

get the season o^g with.

After Amherst (v%ich concluded the season
with a 6-15 record) fC^d itself giddily in front

with just two minute^,\^ne, the contest was
all Williams. ThePurpl§\^red at will at goalie
Jeff Fine, who stopped 41^hots, while Eph
netminder Mike Capone hafl^ make only 16

saves the whole night. '^\

Co-captain Joe Hameline (froi^Jlick Zeller
and Ed Spencer) and Dennis (imill (from
Pete Crocker and Jim Harkins)^ve the

Purple a 2-1 lead after one period. Following a

scoreless middle session, Dan Yeadoh beat

the beleaguered Fine twice in the third period

to put an end to the tedium. Yeadon's two

goals gave the junior centerman 17 for the

season, moving him into a tie for the team
lead in that department with Harkins.

Zeller and Hameline, who collaborated on

the first Eph goal, finished in a tie for the

team scoring lead with 33 points apiece.

Seniors Capone, Hameline, Harkins, Cahill,

and MikeElkind thus conclude their Williams

careers with a three game winning streak and
a final season record of 12-9. The winning
streak was the Purple's second longest of the

year; they had a four-gamer (Middlebury,

Bowdoin, Boston State, and Amherst) during

Christmas and early January.

A five game losing streak against playoff-

bound division opponents in early February,
however, knocked the Ephs out of the
E.C.A.C. Division II playoffs for the first time
in three years, and in that respect, the season
was a disappointment. The Purple did not go
down without a fight, however, as three of

those games were lost by a margin of one goal
apiece, and two of those (Bowdoin and
Merrimack) went into overtime. (The Purple
had four overtime contests this season,
winning one and dropping three).

While the team reached its performance
peak in the 7-2 victory over Bowdoin in the

Nichols Christmas Tournament in Buffalo,
the high point of the home season was the
Purple's stunning 6-5 victory over U Mass on
Dec. 3. Down 5-3 with only l : 24 remaining, the
Ephs astounded everyone in Chapman Rink
by pouring in three goals to win it.

j^ y • v-n. x..iuv.i»vi aiiu uiiii iioiniua; yMvc ill

Frosh B-ball: strong futui\
sports Round Up

Frosh Basketball

The Frosh hoopsters ended what coach Bob
Peck called "a most gratifying year" with a

superb performance against Amherst. The 74-

53 victory raised the team's record to 9-6 and
gave the squad a 4-0 record in Little Three
action.

"Although the team lost six games, it was
'in' allbut one of those games," said Peck.

Without question, the highlights of the

season were victories over Springfield,

Union, Wesleyan (twice), and Amherst
(twice).

Throughout the year the team was led by

many different people. On offense, Bob
LaBombard, Bill Whelan, Captain Tom
Balderston, and Brian Harrison all averaged
in double figures. LaBombard was the

leading scorer, averaging better than 18

points a game. Defensively, Will Noel, Dan
O'Connel, and Brad Wolk supplied the

necessary quickness to stop the other teams'

leading sdorers. Off the boards, it was Wolk,

Balderston, Harrison, Kelly Warner, Bob
Ditraglia, and Tony Lawrence who did the

dirty work. Wolk and Balderston were the

team leaders, averaging better than 10

rebounds a game.
Volleyball

In its first intercollegiate competition, the

Williams Volleyball Club finished a sur-

prising sixth in the 15-team New England

Volleyball Championships held at Wentworth

Institute in Boston last weekend.

The Williams team of Chuck Hummel,
Dave Nichols, Don Schussler, Pete Barra,

Jack Jones, Paul Shells, and Ducson Lau,

finished with a 2-1-1 record, behind Yale,

Springfield, Harvard, Lindon State, and MIT.

The Eph septet opened its competition with

an 11-5, 6-11 victory over Westfield State

(Williams wins because of greater point

total), then tied Lindon State, 11-9, 11-13, and

defeated New Hampshire in straight sete, 11-

7, 11-8. In their final match, the Ephmen wei^
pummeled by Yale, the eventual tourney
winner, 11-2, 11-4.

"We were all surprised at how well we did,"

said Williams coach*Jeff Vennell, "especially

since we've only been practicing about twice

a week for the past five weeks, and teams like

Springfield have been playing competitively

since October."
Track

Senior co-captain Mike Reed made the
wrap-up of the indoor track season a solo
effort with a first and a second at the New
Englands last weekend. An illness to Scott
Perry scratched the Eph mile relay as well
as the long jump.

Mike won the 440 dash in 49.9 tying the
meet record, the event being introduced last

year. Handicapped by the shorter distance,

Mike was outleaned in the 50 yard high
hurdles (the standard distance being 60
yards), equaling the winning time of 6.3

seconds.

(photo by IVlcClellan)

Jimmy Hie Id fires one of 45 Eph shots at Amherst goalie Jeff Fine during 4-1
Williams victory in season finale on Saturday evening.

Racketmen are 5th in nation

) 9^
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The College plans to phase out its support of the Roper Center over a three year
period. This gradual phasitifg-out of said gives the Center time to investigate

options for the future.

Future for Roper uncertain
by Paul Gismondi

The future of the Roper Public Opinion

Research Center and its relationship to

Williams CoUege are basically still uncertain,

according to Philip K. Hastings, the Center's

director. "The only firm decision is that the

College will phase out its clirect and indirect

support", says Hastings, but plans are ^1
being made as to how this decision will be

implemented.

Hastings commented that basically the

plans revolve around a three-fold effort. First

the Center would establish itself as an in-

dependent, non-profit institute; second, the

Center would mobilize its constituency; third,

the new institute would draw on the support of

its constituency in attempting to raise

financial support

Presently the Center is legally a pai^'of

Williams College and receives financial

support from the College. In 1962, the Center

received a grant of $152,000.00 to "purchase"

the floor of the library which it now occupies.

In the mid-sixties, RCA donated the coniputer

which the Center uses. Under the plan these

assets would legally become the property of

the new Institute. The proposed name of the

reorganized Center would be The In-

ternational Social Science Institute.

The plan to phase out Williams support

proceeds in a three year pattern. "For the

present fiscal year terminating June 30, 1975,

there would be no change in the College's

financial support," according to Hastings.

Beginning fiscal year 1975-1976 the college

would reduce its support from the present

level of $15,000.00 to $10,000.00 while main-

taining its indirect support (i.e. electricity,

heat, janitorial service, etc.). In fiscal 1976-

1977, the level of direct support would be

reduced to 2,500.00 while the new Institute

would pay the college $10,000.00 for the in-

direct support mentioned above. Hastings

said that the advantage of this gradual phase

out is that it provides a "time cushion" during

which the Center can be "thoughtfully and

carefully" restructured During the entire

period it will remain "an integral part of

Williams College" with only the structure

changed, but Hastings said that he believes

that by 1977 it will be in a position to decide

whether or not to remain at Williams. The

center has several other options: it has

received requests from other institutions,

most notably Georgetown and Columbia, to

move to their campuses, but Hastings

stresses that these institutions v ould have to

make it "very attractive" for liie center to

move.

According to Hastings, the Center is now

attempting to take an inventory of its con-

stituency in its search for "substantial

financial input" to compensate for the with-

drawal of Williams support. In a letter dated

February 3, 1975, the Consortium of Social

Science Associations has already voiced its

support. Hastings said that the Consortium

represents "more than 100,000 members"

many of whom "rely directly or indirectly on

the resources and services of your Center".

He added that the Consortium voiced its

"unanimous support for any efforts, .to save

and strengthen the Roper Public Opinion

Research Center as it confronts its current

financial crisis". The Center,,sfiid Hastings,

is sedcing more of this kind of backing and

will then attempt to find sources of funding in

the form of contracts, grants and endowment
He added that as a reorganized institute, it

could retain its non-operational income for its

own benefit

(photo by Read)

Director of Financial Aid Henry N.
Flynt Jr.

Grade inflation
i

;
*-> ._

Solutions are not clear
by Andrea Mintz

Interviews with the chairmen of the

departments of math, psychology, English,
history, art, religion, economics, and biology
reveal a growing concern, but no clear-cut

solution, to the problem of grade inflation.

The professors advanced different reasons
for the inflationary trend. Prof. Guilford L.

Spencer II (mathematics) attributed inflation

partly to the faculty's interest in helping their

students get into graduate schools. He said he
feels that faculty members are becoming
increasingly aware that since graduate
schools compare Williams students to

students from schools throughout the country,

the grades they give should reflect the

generally superior intellectual capabilities of

Williams' graduates.
~"

Veterans add
more variety

by David Koenigsberg

According to figures recently released by

the Veterans Administration Information

Service in Boston, G.I. Bill college

enrollments have shown a marked rise over

the past year, with a 15 per cent rise from
October 1973 to 1974. The G.I. Bill covers

benefits for veterans and the dependents of

disabled or deceased veterans.

Despite the rise in enrollments on the

national level over the past year, the situation

at Williams College has been just the op-

posite. According to Henry N. Flynt, Director

of Financial Aid, the "number has been going

down every year." Presently there are five

veterans officially enrolled at the College,

three members of the class of 1975, and one

each in the classes of 1976 and 1978. Each of

these students receives a monthly allotment

of $270 under the Bill. Children of injured or

deceased vets receive allowances according

to the degree of disability incurred by the

parent There are 27 students at Williams

whose use of the G.I. Bill benefits falls under

this category.

The reasons for the small number of

veterans currently at Williams, despite

several incentive programs run by the

government, can be attributed to two

causes—a low attrition rate among the

student body and a low number of transfers.

In short, there isn't enough room. Since

Williams accepts the overwhelming majority

of its students straight out of secondary

schools, there isn't much opportunity for the

applicant who has spent two to four years in

the service, without any college experience.

Most of the vets who are admitted, as

please turn to page six

This feeling in conjunction with the in-

creasingly prevalent belief among students

that a C grade constitutes a sign of failure or

rejection are the "hidden persuaders," ac-

cording to Prof. H. Ganse Little Jr.,

(religion), which prompt faculty to grade
more generously.

Prof. Roger Bolton (economics) indicated

that a different problem is plagueing the

economics department. There, the professors

are concerned that their comparatively high

use of grades below C- (out of 16 grades t>elow

C- earned in Div. II first semester, nine were
in Economics 101) may not only discourage
students from enrolling in the course, but
may also penalize them because a low grade
could lower their GPA.

""Although there is not a department-wide

—

policy on the use of A 's, the statistics reveal

that none were given first semester. Boston

postulated that this tendency may hurt

economics majors who are applying to

graduate schools.

Prof. William C.Grant Jr. (biology) said he
does not believe grade inflation is a serious

problem. While recognizing that student ex-

pectations affect the grading process, he
considers the inflation to be a product of

external pressures, primarily those exerted
by graduate schools and does not believe that

Williams can alleviate them. The issue, he
asserted, will "resolve itself" eventually.

Reduced load

The professors suggested a number of

theories to help explain the inflationary trend.

Both Professors Grant and Phebe Cramer
(psychology) suggested that reducing the

required number of courses per semester

from five to four (a change that went into

effect Sept. 1967) has enabled students to put

more effort into each of their courses which

often results in higher quality work and

hence, higher grades. The move away from

examinations and toward paper-writing

(final exams were made optional first

semester 1971-1972) is considered to be an

influential factor by Professors Whitney S.

Stoddard (art), Lawrence S. Graver
(English) and Russell H. Bostert (history).

Better prepared

Several of the professors suggested that

many students are better prepared for college

courses although not necessarily in-

tellectually superior to their predecessors.

There was unanimous agreement that the

pressure to get into graduate school is also a

major contributing factor to grade inflation

because it often motivates students to work
harder and prompts teachers to give students

the benefit of the doubt as a way of helping

them "get past the hurdles", in Spencer's

words, (i.e. the initial screening processes)

established by graduate schools.

please turn to page six ^i

Area unemployment figures grim
by Ted Stroll

Unemployment in the Berkshire area

continues to be above the state and national

norm, according to recent figures. In North

Adams, the unemployment rate as of

December was 9.8 percent, while figures for

Pittsfield and Great Harrington fall not far

behind. In addition, some sources indicate

that the figure of 9.8 percent may be ar-

tificially low.

"You can twist figures the way you want,"

admitted Bernard Shea, manager of the

Massachusetts Unemployment Office,

located amid the chic mall shops in North

Adams. "Those workers whose unem-

ployment benefits have expired are no longer

counted by the office as unemployed. We
measure employment by the number of

checks we give out. If the worker stops

coming, officially he's no longer unem-

ployed." Most of those who stop coming are

still unemployed, however, "and as the

number of laid-off workers losing their

benefiU increases, the gap between the

percentage of "officially" unemployed and

actually unemployed grows.

Applications for unemployment benefits in

December, 1974 were treble those of the same

month in 1973. Whereas 1,110 workers were

unemployed in December, 1973, the figure

grew to 3,233 last December. Yet the official

percentages which have been "seasonally

adjusted," show only a rise from 7.2 percent

to 9.8 percent

Despite the trend, Shea remains optimistic,

ciUng the fact that "in the Berkshires there's

lots of manufacturing industry. Sprague

Electric, Florsheim Shoes, and so on all have

rather cyclical employment. During the

winter, Uie construction industry, which

employs many, is running at 40 percent right

now; but it'll pick up by spring."

"Unemployment (here) will go down,"

Shea predicted. "There are two signs of this :

A month ago, Arnold Printworks, which

employs 300, was going to have one-week-on,

one-week-off work periods. But one week
after starting the program they scrapped it

since business was starting to pick up.

Sprague Electric, too, is straightening out; it

was in a much rockier position some weeks

ago than it is now. Within the last two weeks
things have brightened a lot."

Those areas which are less industrialized

and which have less manufacturing industry

and more service industry—such as Vail,

Colorado (skiing) or Northampton,
Massachusetts (five colleges)—are much less

affected in any recession. But Berkshire

County, Mr. Shea observed, is heavily in-

dustrialized, and always reacts more sharply

to a recession. In the past ten years, the North

Adams unemployment rate has consistently

been above the official norm for

Massachusetts and once hit 14 percent

The All Atherican City! North Adams' economic rebirth has been bit by
recession bringing rising unemployment.
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Where the Student Dollar Goes

We applaud the College Council and especially the Finance Committee
under Treasurer Mike Durst 75 for their current reevaluation of student
activity funding. This reevaluation should go beyond merely changing the
timing of budgetary allocations (as reported in last week's ReAd). More
fundamental questions must be answered. How efficiently are student funds
being allocated? Where is the proliferation of organizations leading us? To
what extent should the majority support minority interests?

This year, the College Council has distributed over $102,000 among some
40 organizations. In the recent past, an increasing enrollment has brought
substantial rises in activity funds with no change in the Student Activities

Tax. The achievement of the College's expansion goal means that the in-

creasin^y voracious requests of organizations can only be met by hikes in

the tax. Can we justify the prospect of a steadily increasing tax in light of a
certain major increase in tuition for next year?

Somewhere a limit must be put on the responsibility of the student body
(and parents) to support the activities of small groups of students. We
question whether the interests of the greatest number of students is best

served under the present allocation of funds.

Listed in the accompanying charUs an admittedly arbitrary breakdown
of the activities budget in terms of 'the type of organization funded. The
Finance Committee is charged with finding the "optimal" allocation of

funds. Is Uiis optimal? It is the responsibility of each student to ^peak up if

his answer is no.

Is there too much emphasis on rock concerts? Should we spend one-

third of the funds on publications and radio? Is enough being done to

promote service to the community? How many organizations are reallv

necessary in a particular area? How much waste, through duplication will

be tolerated?
Why, for example, do major portions of organization budgets go toward

publicizing events (posters etc.) when 25 per cent of the activity funds go to

WCFM and the ReAd, organizations which in part justify their existence as
informational voices for the campus?

It is not our place to dictate how funds should be allocated. That duty
must of necessity lie with the Finance Committee and College Council.
Allocations should be made in the light of comments from the student body
and with an eye to best serving the interests of the greatest number of

students. Too often over the years, allocations have seemingly been made
among the organizations in proportion to the vocalness of their demands.

-^The Cost of Staying

—

Spring vacation annually produces a mass exodus from the campus
which leaves but few students in its wake. This year those few wiU be faced
for the first time with a campus totally shutdown. The reasons for this ad-
ministrative decision can be traced largely to the exhorbitant cost of fuel
oil. The more buildings the College shuts down to temperatures sufficient
only to keep plumbing from freezing, the more money it can save.

Such efficiency is laudable in light of the present energy crisis, though
dollars do speak louder than idealogy since there was no shutdown during
last year's troubles. At worst the move is long overdue.

What of the students who must stay on campus? Despite the preemptory
quality of the decision, the Administration is taking steps to assure that
those who must remain will be able to. Before it will make any changes in

the closure however, it needs a definitive list of those planning to stay and
why. That list closes Friday.

Presently the Administration plans to housepeople in the Infirmary and
on cots in Lasell Gym. According to Dean Grabois only if a substantial
number (10-20 per cent) were staying would the campus be reopened.

A second possibility has been proposed through petitions to the Dean's
Office by the Garfield and Goodrich nouses. Each has agreed Id let their

rooms be used during the break by students staying behind. The un-
selfishness of these proposals deserves commendation even if the practical

details need closer scrutiny. The question remains, will the need justify

this?

With the decision to close down, space is at a premium. Ski vacationers

may be chopped as priority will be given to thesis writers and those who just

can't afford to go home. Perhaps the former should be put in Lasell and the

latter be given Infirmarv space. As long as the Administration continues in

its concern and thougntfulness, everyone should have a comfortable

vacation.

Letters to the Editor

Food service change

To the editor: v
Having recentiy written a letter to the

editor of the ReAd on possible improvements

that might be made by the Williams Food

Service, I am heartened by two developments

that signal a change in orientaUon by the

Food Service, and the implementation of that

change.

First, the statement made in last, week's

ReAd by Mr. James Hodgkins, Asst. Director

of the Food Service, was admirable. That a

statement was made itself indicates an in-

terest in improved communications with the

student body, and the substance of the letter

indicated a firm grasp of the proper concerns

of the Food Service and ouUined several of the

steps that are being taken to address tlwse

concerns. Especially laudable is the ex-

perimentation at all of the dining halls with

one meatless meal a week.

Secondly, I wish to complement Ms. Donna

Fsiaki for her effort and growing skill in

preparing the vegetarian meals at Baxter

Hall. It seems as if each week the meals

become more varied and more tasteful. One
thing which vegetarian cooking demands is

the adroit blending of different grain and
vegetable tastes. It is far more difficult than

throwing a roast in the oven. These meats are
becoming increasingly popular; at a meal's

end the bins are invariably empty.

One last observation. It seems as if

Williams students are throwing away less,

are becoming more aware of conservation.

This indicates a level of conscious effort that

is encouraging.

John Ellis

CCfunds misplaced

To the editor:

The College Council, of which I am a

memt)er, has made a serious error. At the

Council's March 5 meeting, a student asked

the Council's financial help in publicizing a

series of meetings to he held this spring, at

which students would advise other students of

the relative merits of the different courses
and, perhaps, professors within the various

academic departments. The student making
the proposal was asked if faculty members
were going to be explicitly invited (through,

perhaps, an announcement at a faculty

meeting) to attend the proposed sessions, A
negative answer was given, with the ex-

planation that an invitation to faculty

members could lead to inhibition of students'

comments at the meetings. After this ex-

change, the Council voted 11-5 to give

financial support to the meetings in question,

without requiring a special invitation to -

faculty members.
Although the Council was well-meaning in

its desire to increase the information

available to students, the Council's position is

unacceptable on the basis of common cour-

tesy. While most students would not abuse the

proposed meetings, these sessions could

provide a public forum for the kind of chance

remarks and unfounded innuendo which could

affect a profeuor's repuUtion, as well as his

professional career. Faculty members should
be able to respond direcUy to such comments,
and they are therefore entitled to an in-

vitation considerably more explicit than the
words "Everyone Welcome" at the bottom of

a poster, as is now planned. Furthermore, if

the presence of faculty memt>er8 does, in fact,

inhibit a student from speaking his mind, then
that student should take a moment to question
his commitment to his views.

Surely, a better way to hold the proposed
sessions would be to invite both students and
faculty members to take part in discussion

groups. Such a procedure would have ad-

vantages even beyond Out of following the

rules of courtesy. First, the presence of

faculty members as well as students would
provide those seeking information with a full

range of perspectives on a department's
course offerings. Also, joint student-faculty

sessions would help to maintain the friendly

spirit of intellectual conmumity which is

Williams' only really important asset. After

all, faculty members perhaps even more than

students, could benefit from students' con-

structive criticisms. ,

I am confident that the College Council,

having had time to reflect upon its actions,

will reconsider its decision, and that the

Council will use its influence to see that the

proposed sessions are held in a manner which

will further those ends which all Council

members certainly support.

y . T Sincerely,

Michael C. Durst '75

ZPG and WHAP
Dear Sir:

I was surprised to And in your editorial

"Fasting is not Enough" no mention of the

increasing world population as a major cause
behind dwindling food supplies. Though it

may be true tiiat there is not enough land and
water to sustain a meat-based diet for the

present population of the world, this must
prompt one to think of more than becoming a

vegetarian.

Increasing population is the most serious

problem facing the wot-ld. Though millions

are starving today, millions more will be
starving tomorrow unless steps are taken to

curb this growth.

Perhaps regular fasts on campus and more
vegetarian meals will make a contribution

toward saving starving human beings from
death. But this action makes absolutely no
contribution to saving future, more numerous
human beings from a similar fate.

For this reason I ask that the Williams

Hunger Action Project consider the

possibilities of integrating their program with

an expressed concern for Zero Population

Growth, world-wide education about birth-

control, or something of this sort Though 1

believe in the aim of WHAP, I am unable to

lend it my support because what I consider to

be its eagerness to solve the short-term

problem seems to override their con-

sideration of the overall, long-term picture.

Sincerely,

Stephen A^enihelm '77
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Job Jots
Recruiting Schedule: Mar. 13 - Mar. 21

Mar, 19 Anaconda Amer. Braas, Lunch-

lyiar.

Mar. ao First Nat'I. Bank of Boaton, Lunch-
Carter

Mar. 21 IBM Corporation

nme-Out: Intern Program at the Center for

National Security Studiea—an opportunity

for college students to work in Washington,

D.C. for a semester with the Center. The
Center for National Security Studies is

devoted to "the investigation of national

security institutions and policies". Students
' will work on specific projects and will

participate in the Center's seminars and
conferences as well. Further information

available at OCC.
Journalism: National Historic Preservation

Journalism Award—fen- an unpublished

article on historic preservation and its

meaning for today. De^dUne: April 1.

Award: |2S0.

FEDERAL CARieER DAY: Hu^lS, 10 AM
toSHU-—--^^-- --^-

-

North Adams State College

Representatives from various Federal
agencies will be present to talk with students

about career opportunities in the U.S.

Government
The March issue of the Purple Parachute

was distributed on Friday, March 7th. If you
do not have a copy, pick one up at the Log,

Stetson, Bronfman, Hopkirfi, Baxter or OCC.
Student Employment; There may be

some temporary employment around campus
during the spring recess. Interested persons

should notify OCC.
y-'x

pirg notes

RecordAdvocate/y12/19753

Masspirg at midsemester : progress
by Ron Lanoue

The Massachusetts Public Interest
Research Group and the local organization at
Williams have finished the first part of the
school year with a number of 'successes. The
projects carried out so far this year with the
aid of Williams students have mcluded the
following:

- a survey of agency compliance with the
state Freedom of Information Act which
found numerous violations; as a direct result

regulations implementhig the law were
«vlsed.

- a follow-up survey of banks found violating

stated Truth-In-Lending laws in an earUer
PIRG project Thirteen repeat violators face
proceedings by the Attorney General's office.

- a favorable Court of Appeals ruling in the
fight against a prc^xised western New_
England superhighway following the Router-
corridor.

- aid in gathering signatures on a petition

drive by state consumer groups whieh would
place a proposal to create a Public Power
Authority on the ballot.

- continuation of research and education on
the dangers of nuclear power, concentrating
on the proposed Northeast Utilities plant in

Montague.

Elsewhere in Massachusetts a survey of

fraudulent practices by furniture retailers

lias lead to prosecutions of several stores in

the Boston area. Also, small claims court

counseling centers have continued successful

operation, and research on ways to improve
the small claims system led to several bills

presently being considered by the legislature.

Several ongohig and future projects need
student input at Williams over the final
months of the semester. They include:

- gatttering signatures for the anti-nuclear
and pro-solar energy petition drive by the
Task ^orce on Nuclear Pollution; also
severaltrther related nuclear projects in-

cluding lobhyhig and public education;
- a surveyN^f compliance by hospitals with

state laws guaranteeing patient's access to
tiieir medical records;

- woiklng on behalf of a number of laws co-

sponsored by Mas^IRG on small claims

courts, hearing aids, utiUties, 'and a ban on
non-returnable bottles and cans;

- a study of sex discrimination by em-
ployment agencies of job applicants;

- research on a wide variety of consumer
and environmental issues for present and
future projects. The subjects are designed to

be integrated into numerous science and
social science courses.

Finally, paid summer mtem positionB are
available in both the Amherst and Boston
offices of MassPIRG.
To volunteer some of your time for any of

these projects, or for more information, call

Marjo Talbot at 6817 or Ron Lanoue at 2819.

Sign up^|or vacation housing

Doelger named Keasbey Scholar
President John W. Chandler announced

that the Keasbey Memorial Foundation has
nominated Frank G. Doelger, III '76, as a
Keasbey Scholar for study at Trinity College,

Oxford University, and his admission has
been accepted.

American Keasbey Scholars are suggested

to the Foundation Trustees by their respec-

tive colleges on the invitation of the Foun-

dation, are interviewed by the Trustees, and
are selected on the basis of outstanding

academic achievement, qualities of

leadership and the desire to take an active

part in the student life of the British in-

stitution, thus helping to promote British-

American relations. The scholarship is for

two years with a third year possible if the

circumstances Justify it

At Williams, Doelger is vice president of the

college dance society, a member of Cap and
Bells, and a member of Phi Beta Kappa. He
has danced in several college productions

Including "The Tempest", "Four Pieces",

and "The Ballet of the Bugs", and will be the

leading male dancer in "The Beggar's

Opera." In addition, Doelger has acted in

several college drama productions, studied

ixano for four years, and was on the crew
team his freshman year.

Doelger's summer activities since coming
to WiUiams have included: two months in

Ghana with the Peace Corps; two months at

Trinity College, Oxford, England, studying

English; a one month internship with Com-
mon Cause; and working in Wasliington,
D.C, for the Justice Department as

assistant to the director of the Law En-
forcement Assistance Administration.

PRINTS BY
GUSTAV Klimt

lit FKAMK KHOP
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PLANT SALE !

!

Everything must go to make room for the spring plants! Largest selection of Green Tropical

Plants in the Area

Check out these unbelievable prices:

Plants for 50 cents

Hanging Pots (7" diameter) for $5.00

!' Ferns for $6.00
"

Royal Palm Trees for $50.00 (regularly $125.00)
"'

'"
Many, niany other great buys!

J!l,.;-
„":'''..'"

1.EVERYTHING IS ON SALE!!

.

'" " Don't forget about this year's early Easter (March 30th) ui

A plant is a gift which can last a lifetime!

Come visit friendly Tom English at

ENGLISH COUNTRY GARDENS FLORIST

MASS. AVE. (The back road to North Adams)

A note from the Administration: \
Student dormitories will be closed over

spring vacation. Any students who ne^ to

remain on campus over that period slK^d
sign up m the Dean's Office by Friday.

Fuiids for activities

The College Council's Finance Committee
is now preparing a report on the Council's

procedures for allocating Student Activities

funds. The Finance Committee JKouldi)e
grateful for any comments or suggestions

members of the Williams community might
wish to offer. Interested persons should
contact the Committee via Mike Durst '75, in

Spencer House at 597-6082.

Aid applications ready

FINANCIAL AID 1975-76. AU students,

including those currently receiving financial

aid from Williams, who wish to l)e considered

for scholarship and loan assistance for the

coming college year should pick up forms
before spring vacation. Applications and
further infoi^mation available in Mr. Flynt's

office in Hofridns Hall. Filing deadlines: April

IS for Parents' form. May 16 for student's

form.

Brain for earth

Professor Michael Arbib of the University

of Massachusetts will present two lectures at
Williams College next week. On Thursday
(March 13) at 8 p.m., in Room 111 of the

Thompson Biology Laboratory, he will give a
lecture entitled, "A Brain for Planet Earth:

\

iters and Gldul Managonent." and on _
-Friday, (March 14) atll a;m., in Room^9^oF^

the Thompson Chemistry Laboratory be wUI
lecture on "Artificial Intelligence and Brain
Thtery: Utilities and Diversities." Both
lectures are sponsored by the IBM Lecture
Grant in conjunction with the department of

biology, and are open to the pubUc.

Regs control

financial aid

for Indians
Proposed regulations that would coordinate

Federal financial aid programs for American
Indians attending; institiitions of higher

education have been announced by HEW
Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger.

The new regulations would coordinate the

College Work-Study! (CWS), the National

Direct Student Loan' (NDSL), and the Sup-

plemental Educational Opportunity Grant
(SEOG) with grants from the Bureau of In-

dian Affairs (BIA) for those Native
Americans eligible for both Nypes of

assistance. ^

According to College officials, Williams

hasn' t had Native American students on oi^ off

financial aid for many years. Over the p^t
decade, "We've had about five or six ap^^^

plications from Indians," said Philip G. Wick,

Assistant Director of Admissions and
Financial Aid. "While we've accepted a few,

they've chosen to go to other colleges." _2

Advertisement

THE
, NICKELODEON

55 Spriag'Stf-Williamstown, Mass.
'

^

SKKPICO
'

March 14-I.V Friday-Saturday NOTE: 7:00 PM & 9:30 PM
Sidney Lumet's intense, disquieting and very funny film atMXit one New York policeman's

obsession with honesty in a world that tends to cast such concerns in the light of lunacy. Al

Pacino's superb as the fuming, frustrated HippieCop whp carries reports of corruption ever

higher through his chain of command, only to discover a Kafkaesque bureaucracy in which

his departmental superiors turn out to be the source of the very corruption he's trying to

report. Pauline Kael writes: "It's a hit, no question about it—a big, big hit— I can't imagine
ahyohe, except some thousands of cops, not enjoyiiig it, ahdlPs so energetic and funny it

might even carry them to laughter." Rated B. (1973)

IIAKKY & TONTO
Marchl6-I7-I8 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday

'

7:00PM&9:0OPM
Paul Mazursky (Alex lii Wonderland, Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice, Blume in Love) directs a

gently updated version of a medieval quest undertaken by Harry, an old maa and his

companion, Tonto, a large orange cat. In the original folktale form, from which Harry and
Tonto takes its mood if not its substance, Harry would have wandered through enchanted

woods peopled with witches, goblins and what have you. In Twentieth Century America
Harry's undefined quest still leads him through a forest, but it's a forest of bizarre attitudes

in which Uie witches and goblins all turn out to be his own grown children, each of whom he

visits on a last great hitchhiking trip into the West A strange, gentle and many faceted film

starring Art Carney, Elen Bumstyn (King of Marvin Gardens, Alice Doesn't Live Here Any
More . . .) and of course, Tonto. One of the New York Times Ten Best Films of 1974.

Recommended.

TilK LITTLE THEATRE OF JEAN RENOIR
March I9-20 Wednesday-Thursday 7:00PM&9:00 PM
Renoir's Little Theater is a last funny, precise and gentle three part comedy produced,,

directed and personally introduced by Mr. Renoir. The entire wonderful contraption is

strung together by a between-the-acts, tum-of-the Century Music Hall routine simg by an
absolutely deadpan Jeanne Moreau^s if to demonstrate Renoir's life long concern with the

relationship between theatre and lite, all three vignettes appear to take place within a
child's elaborate miniature theatre that stands upon the stage with Miss Moreau and the 75

year old Mr. Renoir. As each sketch l>egins we are drawn down into this tiny—yet larger

than life—world wherein Renoir adapts Hans Christian Andersen's I^ Petite Marchande
d'Allumelles, creates his own comic opera, The Electric Waxer, concerning a housewife's

fatal obsession with the shine on her parquet floor, and tops it all with La Belle Epoque. a

tale set in the Midi of his own youth in which an older land owner, his wife and her lover find

that they're all quite happy living within their middle class conventions. One of the New
York Times 10 Best films of 1974, in French with subtiUes, and Highly Recommended.

/^
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Criticism, Boredom, Ovations

(photo by Herlitz)

The Town Idiots! Williams College Professors of Russian Edwind Blumberg and
MichaelJCatz play Dobchinskx-And ftnhrhititby im thi>~rfntrrff^—fnitfa/ly "The
-Guverhment Insf^fitoF^attbe WUHams CoUegitTbaatrt, March 13, 14, 1% 16.

At AMT ^g.M:

Russia's

^«„*^; ;'Kus.3j„ --

'!».«<>V- 0mS>

The Williams College Theatre will present

Nikolai Gogol's The Government Inspector,

directed by Steve Travis, as its first

production of the Spring on the 13th, 14th,

15th, and 16th of March at the AMT. Curtain
will be a 1 8 : 30 p.m. The Box Office is now open
weekdays from noon to 5:00 p.m. (458-3023).

Tickets are now available to students for a 50

cents service charge, with I.D.

It took Gogol less than two months, in the

year 1835, to write what the Russians consider

their greatest comedy and what is generally

considered to be a comic masterpiece of

world literature.

The comedy is based on an anecdote given
to Gogol by the famous author Pushkin: In a

remote (H'ovincial town, a vain fop who
happens to be passing through is mistaken for

the incognito government inspector, whose
imminent arrival has been announced. The

Authorities, especially the town's flam-

"bbyantly pompous mayor, overwhelm the fop,

whose name is Khlestalcov, with servility and
displays of respect which he tolerates with

thoughtless audacity. Only after his depar-

ture is the mistake revealed, to the hilarious

mortification of all involved.

As in the best Shakespearean comedies, the
characters in The Government Inspector are
both "real" and highly individualized. The
laughter comes from the ardor of nonsense
that sweeps these characters along in its

wake. Fear and greed drive them into

.ricfi^llliMtssituations. The play begins with a
blinding n&sh of lightning, ends in a thun-

derclap, and the entire action flickers quickly

alonglike heat-lightning on a summer's night.

The play is an intimate one in which the

characters talk among themselves with both

the unguardedness and the self-inflation of

old, if not quite trusted, friends. Nearness of^

est Comedy
the actors to the audience is important in The
Government Inspector, and to achieve this

designer Richard W. Jester has constructed a

thrust stage which brings the action close to

the spectators. The furnishings, especially of

the major's salon are fussily, and amusingly,

vulgar in their pretension; -T^—T^vM/Ki
;

;

by Frank Doelger

Merce Cunningham and Dance Company,

in residence last week, engendered some very

strong and vastly disparate reactions from its

audiences—which in itself would seem to

speak of the success of the residency. Among
the more profound dissenters, there was a

general and rather indignant consensus that

Cunningham's work was simply "not art;"

critics of a less cosmic bent confessed to

being rather bored and frequently confused.

The more appreciative of Cunningham's

critics—clearly the more numerous, the

performances on both evenings receiving

rather extraordinary ovations—declared his

work to be everything from "a monumental

experience, divinely inspired," to simply "a

great deal of fun."

Behind most of the criticism of Cun-

ningham's work, both favorable and adverse,

there was a definite sense of a reaction to the

unique. Clearly, Cunningham's work is very

different from the dance with which most

audiences are familiar. In his choreography,

Cunningham rethinks or explores in a dif-

ferent way many of the traditional premises

of dance; the several aspects of the part-

nership of dance and music, the use and

^fansformation of space , the manifold

relationships between individual and group

movements. „ , .Dance Autonomous
Working on the theory that music and dance

coexist in a given performance, Cunningham
incorporates music into his work not as ac-

companiment but as an independent' art. The
movements are not choreographed to the

music nor is the music composed for the

dance. The independence of the dance-music

partnership with which Cunningham is

concerned was further emphasized in that

John Cage and the two musicians under his

direction played independently of each other

throughout the performance, each musician
following a sc6re of his own composition.

-- tn
(photo by Bleezarde)

What to watch? During a Merce Cunningham and Dance Company rehearsal as
during a performance, the spectator creates his own dance by what he selects to
view. Sej Prank Doelger's article on last week 's Cunningham residency, r

' "(photo by McClellan)

A Nice Dilemma! Don Josepbson, George Bliss, Ann Cramer, John Lloyd, and

John Ellis, along with the rest of the cast of "Trial by Jury" filled Jesup Hall with

the infectiously witt\ andjoyous sound of Gilbert and Sullivan last weekend. The

show was directed by Christopher Wolfe, Stephen Danhner accompanied on the
*piano, and a good time was bad by all.

Pianoforte
Claudia Stevens, who is standing in this

semester for Kenneth Roberts, will give a
concert of piano sonatas on "Tuesday, 18

March at 8:30 P.M. at Thompson
Memorial Chapel. The concert is spon-

sored by the Music Department
Ms. Stevens will play Beethoven's

Sonata in A Major, Opus 2, Na 2, Roger
Session's Sonata No. I, Schubert's Sonata

in C. Minor. Opus Posthumus, and Richard
Becker's Sonata for Two Pianos.

Besides teaching a course on
"Masterpieces of Keyboard Literature,"

Ms: Stevens is conducting the Choral
Society and is the hiusical director of the

May production of The Beggar's Opera at

theAMT.

The Open Raincoat
Auditions will be held next Monday at 7

and Tuesday at 4 for the Studio Theatre
production of Professor Taranne, by ab-
surdist playwright Arthur Adamov, to be
directed by Bill Driscoll. The play con-
cerns a university professor accused of
indecent exposure, 7 male and 4 female
parts available for actors with
imagination and frequent nightmares
ScripU available at AMT box office

,»

The end result of the independent
collaboration of Cunningham and his
musicians was certainly effective, though not
without problems. The independence of
movement and music lent a certain freedom
and spontaneity to the performance. Free
from the metrical strictures of set music, the
dancers could set their own pace both within
and between the individual pieces. In so
doing, the timing of the movements seemed
less rigid, the rhythm of the dance being
determined by the movements themselves
rather than by the demands of an imposed
tempo.

Collaboration?

But there is more to successful
collaboration than the independence of the
collaborators; there is the very great
question of unity and interdependence.
Although movement and music may work
ijidependently in Cunningham's
choreograjp^jy,^ _Jh«y dp not exist In-
dependehtfyi Presented togetho:, they are not

separable concerns; we experience them
simultaneously as a whole—a fact to which
Cunningham perhaps pays too little attention.

At times, the collaboration l>etween Cun-
ningham and Cage seemed quite pointless. As

Cunningham depends upon his audi^ce~to~
draw connections or discern some relation-

ship between movement and music out of

wlut happens to occur by chance during a

performance, he takes a great risk with each
show. When that risk pays off, as it most
certainly did during several ractraordinary

moments of Performance Event No. 123 when
the movements of the dancers and the music
complimented and enriched each other, the

effect is dazzling and extremely moving;
when it fails , (the music and movement in

complete disharmony,) the effect is rather

grating—the separate aspects of the per-

formance detracting from rather than
gracing each other.

Audience Creates Dance " '^''''^
'

'

Cunningham allows (or perhaps forces) his

audience to make decisions other than those

concerning the relationship between
movement and music as well. By choosing to

present his work in a space such as the Lasell

Gymnasium basketball court, Cunningham
not only breaks down the division between

audience and performance space
(established by a proscenium stage), but

intensifies the traditional audience problem
of what to watch. We are pressed so closely to

the performance space that we cannot

possibly see everything before us—a con-

dition that Cunningham emf^asizes by

spreading his dancers in any number of

combinations all over the floor. The effect is

very much like that of a three ring circus; the

audience must choose what to watch and what
to ignore at any given moment.
Despite the frustration and confusion often

generated by such a design, Cunningham's
spatial strategy does ntanage to engage his

audience more completely in the per-

formance. By making repeated decisions as

to where we will direct our attention, we have
a very active part in shaping the dance before

us; what each member of the audience ex-

periences is very much dependent on the

particular decisions he makes.

Cunningham makes further demands on his

audience, in that the relationships between

the movements of the individual or groups of

dancers are hot readily discerned. While

many of the individual pieces employed

rather stock choreographic techniques—fugal

procedures, mirrored images, question and

answer exchanges—several pieces evidenced

a more subtle and involved structure, as was
the case with the lovely pas de deux and pas

dp trois sequence of Performance Event No.

123, the movements of the individual groups

of dancers were delicately linked by a series

of repeated half-gestures, variations on a

particular movement exchange, or a similar

use of s0ace.

The Result

Wherever one did decide to focus one's

attention, one was certain to encounter

beautifully executed movements. The dan-

cera in the Cunningham Company are clearly

among the most expert and brilliantly trained

in the modem-danCe field. While one could

object to the particular type of movement
Cunningham explore*—movements that

seem primarily concerned with the in-

tricacies of balance and resilient cleavages of

space—few cofuld find fault with their

executioa Every one of the small gestures

and subtle contractions and expansions so

characteristic of Cunningham's
choreography read clearlv. The dancers'

abundant energy was vtblj-reined and con-

trolled, and rarely, if at all, did the display of

physical prowMs interfere wiUi the ex-

pressive qualities of the movements.

/
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Relationships are special with Coach Townsend

by Eric Pyenun

Matt of the itudenti who have worked

closely with Coach Townsend during their

years at Williams have many special

reflections and memories in regard to their

relationship with the "Coach," who will be

inducted into the National Ski Hall of Fame
this Saturday,

Mike Wibjon, remembers a time when he

was sitting in Coach's office "shooting the

breeze" and pouring thrbugh the daily deluge

of mail that the Outhig Club coUecU. A single

letter fell out of the pile and the Coach ab-

sentmindedly read it. Wilson recalls that a

smile appeared on Townsend's face, while an
expression of reflection on past years was
evident. The letter read something like this:

Dear Coach—I saw the article about you in

the last issue of skiing magazine and I Just

want to send you a note of thanks. I'm sure

you dont remember me, but about five years
ago you lentmeyour cross-country skis at

'

N.H.-Vt. nordic race because I'd broken one

of mine the day betfOe. I was just a hacker

and didn't even go to Williams ... I ski a bit

better now ... I Just want to say thanks for

helping me along.

Steve Pomeroy thinks that one of Town-
send's prime attributes is his ability to "cut

through red tape." He also believes that the

Coach gets to know people well and is a good
judge of character. "I've always enjoyed

working with him—it's hard to explaia He
always presents you with the challenge. He
gives yotf a reasonable amount of guidance
but he allows the individual to experience the

thing itself." Pomeroy went on to say that the

Cffiich Ralph Townsend Is the Pepsodent ad in the center. PlankiAg him are
1957 skiing co-captains Peter Elbow and Hugh Clark.

Coach cares a great deal about people even beHnd^big desks 77.'^
^^"^''"

though he can tend to be "a bit stubborn" at Dave Terkla believes that "Coachie is a
certain times. true man of the world whose overall expertise

Mrt Nojgse rgnembers a 8upper_meetiiig transcends^his position of advisor to the
wtien Coach was talking with six txtard

members of the Outing Club about serving on

the board "He was discussing our respon-

sibilities and our participation in club ac-

tivities as being a valuable learning ex-

perience. He was talking about leadership

wiien he paused and looked around at us. He
then said, in typical Coachie s^le, "Big

decisions can't be made in warm rooms

Williams Outing Club." Terkla recalled a

particular incident which stands out in his

mind. "I remember jawing with him in his

office last year just t>efore I left for London.

Out of tlie blue he said with a smile, "I'll give

you one piece of advice—stay out of Soho." I

didn't know where that was and further

probing elicited some old Army stories about
this area of London, which is equivalent to

New York City's 42nd Street Anyway, when I

saw him for the first time upon returning, he
immediately looked at my hair and said,

"Where'd you get all of those curls? You
didn't take my advice. Those Soho women will

do it every time."

fa vorite expressions

Dave McKenzie filled in some of the

Coaches favorite expressions, such as "With
my brains and your money we could go to

Peru for three years." He also recalls

Townsend's advice to him during a par-

ticularly heavy working period. "I came up to

the Coach and started telling him about all the

hour tests and papers I had todo and how they

were bothering me. He just said "Do
whatever you can. You can die on the vine

thinking about what you might have done."

After watching the Coach tell a freshman girl

( wtio had a cold) not to worry about being too

sick to attend PE skiing. MacKenzie relatiail

that the Coach leaned over to him arST

whispered "You got to kid them along, you
can't let them-take themselves too seriously.'^

The Coaches' office is usually a busy place

with the phone ringing constantly and many
people always waiting to talk to him. As an
mating—club--member—stated; "He --treats-

:._,;:/: ..,'.'.;. university of paris-sorbonne ___
(^4;; /SUNY-NewPaltz Philosophy Year .

Qualified undergraduates in philosophy and related majors can earn 32 credits; regular

courses at Paris-Sortxmne. The SUNY Program Director will help students secure housing,

arrange programs and assist them in studies throtjghout the year. September IS to June 15.

Estimated living expenses, transportation, tuition and fees $3200 New York residents, $3700

out-of-state. DEADLINE: April 1, 1975. For Information, applications, write Professor

Ljirry Holmes, Department of Philosophy, FT 1000, State University of New York, New
Paltz, New York 12541. Tel. (914) 257-2696
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Veterans improve diversity of student body

from p«g« on*

evidenced by the figujces above, are students

„ who were awarded degrees from two year

junior or community colleges. Ten years ago

and during the Korean War, most vets at

Williams were persons who had taken leaves

of at>sence to join the Army and came t>ack

upon completion of their hitch.

The reason for the high incidence of vets

who went to junior college, then Williams,

according to William R. Mason, Assistant

Director of Admissions and head of the

Committee dealing with transfer ap-

plications, is that it is difficult to predict an
applicant's performance based upon high

school records from four years prior to ap-

plication, particularly since standards have
changed. He also cited an adjustment

problem, which often arises as a result of

coming from a military environment to the

rather high intensity acadeiidc^nyirminfiiit

ofWmiaihsr^ —
Mason also said that the College doesn't go

out of its way for G.I.'s but that a bias against

them doesn't exist either. He added that if

vets have successfully completed two years

at a community college, especially Berkshir8><

Community College, and have proven their

academic competence, they stand a good
chance of being admitted:

'"~
"

"

Further, Mason declared, vets are usually

older, have a better idea of where they are

going, and consequently have a higher rating

then regular transfer applicants.

Mason said that more veterans would
improve the diversity of the student body and

IviAILTmS
^

COUPON FOR
FOLDERSON
LOWEST-COST
IFARES&TOURS
TO EUROPE
of any scheduled airline

TO: ICELANDIC AIRLINES
6305th Ave., N.Y.,N.Y.10002
Phone:(212)757-8585
For Toll Free Number outside
N.Y., dial Wats Information
(800)555-1212

Name_l__J __^

their wider experience, would benefit the

students with whom they associate. He added
that although the college is reluctant to go
after vets on i^ wholesale basis, there is a

"pro-veteran feeling" for transfer applicants.

All additional point in favor of veterans in-

volves financial aid. With their monthly
allowance and special loans, the overall

expense in aid to them is lower, leaving more
financial aid money for regular students. The
net effect is to allow the College to admit
more students on financial aid.

Edward Zembatty '78, a resident of entry D
in Williams Hall, spent one year in Vietnam
as part of his four years in the Army. A
graduate of Mount Greylock Regional High
School, he was accepted at several schools,

but didn't see any point in going to college at

the time and enlisted in the Army instead. He
was admitted as a special student for spring

semester in 1974, enrolling in two courses

while holding down a full time job. Through

the efforts of Philip Smith, Director of Ad-

missions, and others behind the scenes,

Zembatty was admitted as a full time student

for Qxp iyi^-K acad^c year.

According to Zembatty, he wasn't prepared

for college at first but has been able to

gradually assimilate himself to Williams

socially and academically. He feels that his

wider perspective of the real world has made
his college experience more worthwhile and

he's glad he made the effort. Zembatty

believes that "G.I. Bill helps alot" and

without it he wouldn't be at Williams but

added that if he had gone to a state school iij

Massachusetts, he would have had ft;

tuition and the G.I. BUI to live on. Still, HKe

those Williams students in a similar situation

he said that he finds the CoUege offers

"something extra" and feels th^ added ex-

peiise is worth it. "It's a better community

than a larger school" he remarked, echoing

the sentiments of m^ny other Williams

students.

Spring cleaninjg^lans
In an effort to cleanil' "!ifice and update

its files, the Recorplfuvocaie intends to
recycle old Recr^s. Advocates, and
RecordAdvoMOir Students, faculty
alumni or j^fifr interested persons who
may wanUMG copies of the paper should
contact4fte ol the managirtg editors before
the.K^rs are disposed of in early April.

X-rfpies of old Records and Advocates
^n also be found in bound volumes on the

r' first tier on Stetson and in the Record-
Advocate office in Baxter Hall.

The second and third volumes of the
RecordAdvocate have not been bound, and
presently there are no complete sets of
either volume and those who are wilUng to

donate them to the ReAd or the library

should also contact one of the managing
editors; David Ross or George Schutzer.

I^SFfiiflaSon answer not clear

^fe^

wQ^ants-
Williams College has received grants

totaling $135,000 from two foundations. The
Booth-Ferris Foundation of New York City

has given $100,000 to Williams for the

assistant professor leaves program and to

provide additional research support for young
faculty. Also, the Surdna Foundation of New
York City has given a $35,000 grant to

Williams for the same program. -
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Littl^r>/d he believes the^'socioiogy of"

ViiOijJK'' influences the choice of grades by

proflRors. -He described Williams as a

"lltUation of intimacy" where the "faculty

have a sense of concern and interest in the

students as human teings."eoTisBquently,

the anonymity and objectivity of the grading

process, which letter grades are designed to

promote, is broken. The personal relation-

ships which develop here and the close con-

tact between faculty and students increase

the amount of subjective input behind each

grade. Graver, referring to the same
phenomenon, described it as a "convivial

atmosphere" which contributes to a "break-

down of old barriers" l)etween students and

faculty.

Bostert suggested that grade inflation may
be a means of expressing an "anti-grading

instinct" on the part of some professors.

Perhqps they feel that "making distinctions is

insulting" and therefore give all their

students high grades. Bostert also cited

"comparative grading" as a cause for the

inflation. Grades, he feels, should be based on

an absolute standard and not solely on

comparisons among students.

Guts and popularity

Cramer offered the suggestion that
pressure on professors to enhance their

popularity with students may prompt some to

offer "gut" courses that will not only please

many students, but also attract large

enrollments. "Body count" is one method of

criterion by which the college determines a

professor's popularity.

Several proposals to curb the upward trend

were offered, although all the professors

agreed that there is not one comprehensive
panacerA^ return" ttf mttre exaihs was
suggested by Bostert, Graver, and Stoddard.

Cramer cited the policy of some univer-

sities to establish a college-wide standard

(which does not allow for scaling) for in-

troductory courses. But after noting that the

present trend is not unique to Williams, she

suggested that a nationwide policy would be
necessary to avoid penalizing Williams

students by giving them lower grades than

those received by students at other com-
parable schools.

Stoddard described two procedures used in

Art 101-102 which he felt could be adopted in

other 100 level courses. Joint grading allows

teachers to share ideas on the grading

process and may contribute to the develop-

ment of a more uniform standard. The
chairman of every department, he feels,

could review the grades of 100 level courses to

make sure that there is not an overabundance
of any grade.

-Finally, in Little's opinion, the most change
will occur as a result of the faculty becoming
"sensitized" to the problem which, in turn,

should increase their cautiousness in grading

and make them more willing to give lower

grades.
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Gifts swell

Hawkins fund
The WUllanu Rugby FooOmU Club has

raised over $4,900 (or Hugh Hawkins '71 since

that alumnus suffered a paralyzing injury in

an October student-alunuii pme, according

to WRFC pcvsident Chris Alberti '75.

The donations include 1060 from a benefit

concert in December, $800 from the ad-

vertisements in the Chib's Homecoming
'Weekend program, $300 from a freshman

bicycle raffle held in December, and a $1,000

anonymous donation.

Hawkins, who has been at the Craig

Rehabilitation Institute in Denver, Cd., for

the past three months, is permanently

paralyzed from the shoulders down since his

spinal cord was snapped in the October 13

game at WiUiamstown. Out of traction for a

few weeks now and in the process of learning

how to q^terate an electric wheelchair, the

Williams vhrnmus has left Craig Tw a trial

run at living independently.

If he passes the test, Hawkins will join his

wife and her family in Cincinnati, where

arrangements have been made for him to

start his medical internship in July.

Sheehy gains berth on

college all-star squad
Captain Harry Sheehy of the Williams

College basketball team has been named to

theCollege Division squad for the annual Hall

of Fame All-Star game to be played March 18

at 8 p.m., at the University of Hartford.

The game will match the top New England
college division idayers against stars from

the university division. The players on both

teams were selected by a panel of coaches in

New England.

Sheehy who established a new Williams

career marks in scoring (1301) and average

(21.2), also received honorable mention

recognition from the ECAC for his per-

formancemtheEphmen'sIasttwogames. He
scored game highs of 22 points in each of two

contests, a 69-57 loss to R.P.I, and a 73-60 win

over Amherst, totaling 44 points.

FINE FABRICS— BRUNSWICK YARNS
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Skier James in National Championships
by Roger WUson

"BruUl," was sophomore Gary James'
assessment of his two days of cross-country
ski racing in the NCAA championships at
Durango, Colorado. Racing against 60 of the

nation's top cdlegiate skiers, James turned in

a slow 30th in the 15 kilometer and finished

16th in the 30 K (18 mile) race. According to

coach Bud Fisher, James was sixth among
the easterners, all of whom were devastated
by the lack of oxygen at the 9,000 foot altitude.

James qualified for the championships with
his fourth place showing in the 15 K Eastern
Division (Championships at Middlelxiry on
February 21st He left for the 13 hour plane

flight to western Colorado on March 1st and
he returned on Monday of this weeii. Coach
Fisher went along to work his wax magic.
Nordic captain IHrniy Parish qualified^Tnr

the NCAA's as a Nordic combined (cross-

country and jumping) competitor for the

third year in a row but decided not to attend.

"I realized that I didn't have the motivation

that you need to race with the best," he ex-

plained. "Gary ended up in Durango this year

because he had the will and the perseverence

backed by extraordinary strength and
ability."

James generally finished in the middle of

the field in last year's carnivals. This year he

attacked fall and early season training with a

determination that earned him the reputation

of being an "animal." He attended a ski cUnic

at the Lyndon Nordic Training Center in

Vermont over Thanksgiving break. When the

team returned to campus the day after

Christmas for the vacation training camp,

James found himself leading the pack for 40 K
workouts. According to the Nordic captain,

"Gary probably trained for twice as many
kilometers as the other guys on the team."

James, however, did not feel a "big change"

until he was able to finish (6th) in the

Discoveries
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The subtle differences between average
and good technique can easily make many
minutes difference in a race. Coach Fisher
assessed James' technical progress this

season. "Gary has made tremendous gains

for a sq>homore. He has improved his ef-

ficiency. He learned to get out over his skis

and has been able to hold his technique up
tiills. He has learned to race."

"What I learned in Colorado," James said

Monday night, "is that the meaning of this

season has not been just skiing but also

building friendships, tn the super-competitive

atmosphere out there, I really felt a closeness

among the eastern skiers. I know now how

important the competitive but friendly at-

titude of eastern skiers is."

All the eastern skiers suffered from
"oxygen debt" because of the altitude. The
agonies of the IS K race were compounded by

freshly fallen wet snow and a poor track

which made it "hell" according to James. He
described the oxygen debt as a feeling of

"trying your hardest without any fuel." He
said that in both races he tired himself out

quickly and had to ski at a slow tempo for

most of the distance. He termed the whole
experience "very humbling," but added, "1

hope I can race these people a tittle closer to

sea level when the NCAA's are held at Bates

next seasoa"

Wi^rfine records^, memories
from pagceifM

llieiSid'df'ttat gathie maAM hot (Hily the

end of a season, but the end of an era. Over
the past four years, the seniors have compiled
an incredible 57-22 record with 16 consecutive

Little Three victories and four Little Three
titles. But now it is history. Whether it was the

gleam in Goon's eye, iYtt excitement in Big

D's voice, or the look of disbelief on Hank'ir~

face, everyone realized it was over.

The memory of these seniors will linger on

for years to come. Go you Goon!

Steve Piltch, a sophomore, served as a

manager for the varsity basketball team this

season.
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One out.of every three Marine Corps officers is in aviation, and we're looking for more good
men to join them. AAen who will fly some of the World's most exciting aircraft, as members
of the world's finest air-ground team. If you are interested in determining your
qualifications, sign up for an Aviation Aptitude Test at the Placement Director's Office. The
Marines will be at Williams College on Wednesday, AAarch 19th to administer tests to those

interested.

Also, if you don't want to fly but still want to t>ecome a Marine officer, sign up for the Grand

Officer Test. In addition to the combat areas, Ground Officers may work in com-
munications, engineers, data processing and air control, to name a few.

Marine Corps Officer Programs are open to all college year groups from Freshmen to

Graduate. Put your name down for the test no later than March tSth.
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Mermen batter school marks

;

grab third in New Englands
by Tom McEvoy

Shaved down, psyched up, and determined

to defeat many of the larger, recruiting

colleges in New England, the Williams swim
team broke almost every school record in

finishing third last weekend in the fastest

New England Championships in history.

Brown University dJaimed victory, with

Springfield, Williams, and the University of

Connecticut following.

Twelve Ephmen gained All-New England
status, and the records began falling at the

very outset of the meet. Stu Deans lowered

the school record in the 1650 yd. and SOO yd.

freestyle, taking fourth and fifth respectivdy.

He also managed to fracture a freshman
record in the 200 yd. freestyle, as well as

being a member of the varsity record

breaking, third place, 800 yd. freestyle relay.

Matching the performance of Deans was that

of John Farmakis, who broke a record while

taking fourth in the 400 yd. individual medley,

and knocked off t\¥o freshman records in the

200 and 100 yd, butterfly, grabbing sixth and
third plac^^ohn completed the sweep of his

four events with a strong iNitterfly leg in the

recor<U)reaking, third place, medley relay.

Bruce Barclay had an exceptionally good
meet, upsetting Farmaids' old record with a

fifth place finish in the 200 yd. butterfly, and
stealing eighth place in the 100 yd. fly. His

true value to the team was demonstrated in

leading off the 800 yd. and 406 yd. freestyle

relays (seventh place). Captain Kirk "I am
standing" Greer flashed to a record-breaking

fourth place finish in the 100 yd. breaststrdce,

a strong leg in the 400 yd. medley relay, and a
sixth place finish in the 200 yd. breaststroke.

Rounding out the list of veterans was Scott

Schumacker, who posted a third in the 100

yard backstroke, fifth in the 200, and seventh
in the 400 yd. individual medley.

Returning to the results compiled by the

frosh swimmers, Phil Wild managed a fresh-

man record breaking time in the 100 yd.

freestyle (fourth place) and finistied ninth in

the 200 yd. free. More importantly, he posted

impressive swims in anchoring both the BOO

free and 400 medley relay teams. Freshman
Paul Vom Eigen came close to pulling the

upset of the meet with a fantastic, record

shattering swim in the 200 yd. breaststroke.

Vom Eigen allowed the rest of the field to get

ahead for the first half of the race, then

mechanically passed the opposition one by
one in the final laps, narrowly losing to the

heavily favored Rick Weaver of UConn. Paul
also recorded an eight in the 100 yd breast-

stroke and a twelvth in the 400 yd. individual

medley. Sophomore Tim Jones, competing
after a year's absence from swimming,
almost followed Vtun Eigen's lead by

finishing a close second in the 100 yd.

backstroke. Another surprise performer, and
an instrumental element to the spirit of the

team, was Guy Hoelzer, who placed seventh

in the 100 yd. butterfly, and finished with the

second best time in the 400 yd. freestyle relay.

Another success was achieved by Duff

Anderson, who posted an eleventh place finish

in the 200 yd. individual medley and a strong

leg in the 800 free relay. Senior Tom Detmer,
and R.J. Connelly l>oth had clutch swims in

the final 400 yd. freestyle relay.

With a school 'record high thirteen men
qualifying for the Nationals in two weeks,

coach Carl Samuelson's squad is in a strong

position for finishing high in the competitive

national rankings. \^

(photo by Read)

Scott Lutrey, left, and Prank Carr, right, during indoor season. Both trackmen are

running in this weekend's 24 Hour Relay at Towne Field Hotut.

Eight teams point toward 24-hour marathon
byPaulSkudder

Needy persons and children from
Williamstown to Saigon will benefit from
Williams sports Saturday. Between
regulation 26 mile marathons at Connecticut

and Boston, the Williams Road Runners team
will raise money for Aid Children Today and

Campus Chest with its fourth 24 Hour Relay,

while at the same time accomplishing its goal

of promoting distance running at Williams.

Last year, the club's relay raised $2200,

sjdit by Campus Chest and A.C.T., and

established world and college indoor records

with a 278 mile performance. The runners

completed 28 one mile legs, each averaging

5:10. They were followed by their o\«(n 'B'

team (252 miles), which deliberately paced

the faster team during sunrise hours. A
second year GreylocJi H.S. team (240), a

faculty squad (225), and a women's team

(192) entered, lasted, and collected pledges.

The first relay (1972) was not associated

with charity. Peter Farwell '73 suggested it to

the newly formed Road Runners as a real

challenge. Such it proved to be, as eight of the

ten runners succumbed to mistakes of sleep

and pacing and ran just 202 miles. 1973 saw
257 miles run (by the first Mt. Greylock
team), and $1100 raised for A.C.T. ^,

Seniors Scott Lutrey, Peter Hyde, and Paul
Skudder will start their fourth ^ Williams
relays Saturday, hired by the special blend of

speed and endurance required. The team
boasts five veterans of both relays and
marathons. Nine meml>ers have mastered at

least one of these two distance standards, but

most are reluctant to press the pace toward
5:00 per mile in another record hunt. Ex-
perienced relay and marathon runners on the

'B' team are complemented by varsity skiers,

and Stan Fri, a two year relay veteran, is

organizing a 'C' unit.

Other teams are primarily interested in

fund raising, and ignore the ten runner, no
sul>stitute rules of the event's national

organizer. A women's team is built around ski

conditioning and a year's experience,

organized by Ellen Toll. Mr. Peck's faculty

squad, sharing family of Mr. John Eusden
with the 'B' team, is bigger and has also

gained experience. Mt. Greylock's third team
is organized by Pete Chenaille. Two house

teams have been bom of brave bodies

dedicated to raising funds. Will Parish leads

the coeducational "Wrappers" of Armstrong,
while the "Dodd Squad" is hispired by Tim
Reny. Competition could be close in both

mileage and pledges among these sue teams
by Sunday morning.

A 24 hour circus tent will be made of Towne
Field House by 100 runners, Coptinuous tunes,

and movies and cartoons. The "carit)ou mile"

is traditional, (the record for this ihile-long

streak is 4:58) and an academic version is

rumored to be developing in the chemistrj^^

department.

Vieiupoint

Super Seniors leave Lasell

(photo by McClellan)

Junior Mark Carter, newly elected co-captain along with Al Rosten, leaps for

jump hall in early season home game against Bates.

by Steve Piltch

It seems hard to believe that almost five

months have passed since the basketball

season began. Although the two weeks in

October were officially for conditioning, they

instilled a sense of pride in the team. In the

months that followed, the team experienced

many high points, a few low ones, and a lot of

togetherness.

Record-\yise, the year was one of streaks,

both good and l>ad. The team started quickly

with consecutive victories against Kings
Point and highly touted Hartford. Then, after

taking two out of the next three contests, the

Ephs fell into a dismal slump, losing four

straight to drop the record to 4-5.

Seemingly doomed to a 4-18 season, the

Ephs rebounded against a powerful Union
squad to earn one of its biggest wins of the

year. On the strength of this emotional

triumph, the Purple went on to play five

weeks of superb ball that found them winning

nine straight games. Included in the streak

were victories against Albany State,

Wesleyan (twice), Middlebury, and Amherst.

Unfortunately, the Purple bubble burst when
the team fell to a very tough Tufts team. The
team then went on to lose two more games
before rebounding against the Lord Jeffs in

the season finale, giving it a very impressive

record of 14-8.

Naturally, in the course of the 22-game
season, there were many personal highlights.

While it is difficult to know which individual

efforts stand out in the minds of particular
players, there are efforts which stick out in

my mind: Mark Carter and his 31 points, 11

rebound effort against Trinity. . .Alex Rosten,
23 poinU and 10 for 14 shooting at Clark. .

Mike Tanner, 18 points, 7 rebounds against

Amherst. . .Sheldon Woodbury, who dazzled

the crowd often, especially with that behind

the back pass against Bowdoin!. . .Dave

Fainer, 10 pobits, 9 rebounds against

Bowdoin. . .Mike "Goon" Rosten, eight super

minutes against Union, and oh yes, that one

and one against Amherst
For Fred Dittmann, picking just one in-

stance would not do justice to this unsung

senior, but his 24 point, 11 rebound effort

against Middlebury and his 23 point, 12

relKNind performance against Hartford do

stick out
Harry Sheehy. Which one would you like?

Hartford? Union? Albany State?

Springfield? Tufts? Amherst? Any of these

and many others could fit the bill for the guy

who may well be the best player in Williams

College history. Nonetheless, in picking one,

who can forget his 26 point performance
against Wesleyan when he broke Bob
Mahland's career scoring record? (Hank
finished his career with 1391 points).

While these victories and highlights may
have made the season successful, it was
everyone from Coach Tong, the managers,
and the players, down to trainer Rich Dooley

(most of all!) who helped keep this team
together regardless of the successes or

failures on the couipt. and tjiis is what made it

so gratifying. The best representation of this

feeling came in the season finale against

Amherst. Having lost three in a row in ad-

dition to an ECAC tournament bid, and
weakened by Illness, the Ephs regrouped to

play one of their finest games of the year in

knocking off the Lord Jeffs, 73-flO.

please turn to page seven
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Tuition rises

Students will

pay$55 5 more
to learn here
College officials have announced an 11.8 per

cent hU(e in the comprehensive fee for next

year. A letter detailing the rise in charges will

be sent to students and parents later this or

early next week, according to administration

sources.

Tuition will rise from $3000 to $3400, the

room fee from $770 to $82S, and board from

$800 to $900. Adding the Student Activities Tax
($56), Residential House Tax ($30) and the

optional Health and Accident Insurance ($50>,

among which no increase is expected, puts

the new comprehensive fee at $5261 for 1975>

76. This is an increase of $555 over this year's

$4706 fee, and represents the "largest jump in

memory," according to Business Manager
Shane Riordea
At their January meeting the Board of

Trustees had approved a fee hike in a range

around ten per cent. This year's com-
prehensive fee is 5.8 per cent greater than last

year's.

The letter States, "We inform you of this

new schedule of fees with regret Ixit without

apology because, in a period when the cost of

simply heating and lighting the buildings has

risen from $455,000 last year to $855,000 this

year, our over-all increase in expenditures

(photo by McClellan)

fiusiniss Manager^ Sbflne Riorden

has been held to 3.5 per cent And we believe

we have accomplished this without
significant sacrifice to the quality of our
programs or our services to students:"^

The deposit for returning students (due by
July 15) has also been increased from $100 to

$200.

"$200 today is worth what $100 was when the

deposit was originally set," declared Rior-

dea "We're trying to get the students who
will be coming back next year committed
early. L^st year we ended up with 26 empty
beds because we weren't sure until the fall

please turn to page seven

No policy change

College shifts some
to fixed income securities

In reaction to the faltering stock market,

the College has decided to set aside a small
percentage of the total endowment for in-

vestment in short term, fixed' income
securities, Francis H. Dewey III, Treasurer
and Vice-president for Administration said.

Such fixed income securities can be
alternated between stock investments and
bond investments, both of which, according to

DewQ', often return a good yield.

Dewey indicated that the shift in no way
indicates a change in the long term College

policy which he said is to concentrate in-

vestment in the stock market.

Normally, the total amount invested in the

stock market varies with the attractiveness of

the market situatioa Dewey said.

While the stock market has been faltering

in recent years, dividend income has been
remaining constant or rising according to

Dewey. Hence the College's income from the

endowment has not been fallitig.

The College endowment, broadly defined, is

its supply of liquid assets invested in various

stocks and bonds to provide funds for the

College. It is used, among other things, for the

funding of scholarships and construction of

new facilities, such as Mission Park and the

Sawyer Library. Since 1B60 John W. Brisetol

and Co. have been in charge of the investment

of this fund. During this time it has con-

sistently maintained a policy of emphasizing
stock investment as opposed to bonds.

Coed applicants

low at Amherst
Amherst College is not receiving the in-

creased number of applications ttiat it ex-

pected following the announcement of its

decision to admit women, according to

Amherst Dean of Admissions Edward Wall.

Wall, who had once predicted an immediate

increase, does expect a significant increase in

the number of both male and female ap-

plicants in the near future. The ratio of

female applicants to vacancies is now 2 to 1 in

contrast to the male ratio which fluctuates

from 4-8 to 1. Wall emphasized, however, that

despite this discrepancy, ttie same academic

standards will be applied to both groups.

A combination of several factors is most

likely to have caused the application

deficiency. According to the Amherst

._ ^^ please turn to page six

Mission cracks

are not seridus,

Jankey declares

by bavM KoeiilgBberg

The unsightly cracks and fissures which
have become a noticeable eyesore for some
residents of Mission Park are really nothi^
to worry about according to Charles M.
Jankey, Director of Student Housing. The
cracks occur around one stairwell in each
house in Mission and run the entire height of

the building, separating walls, ceiling, and
floors, as if someone cut the building with a
huge knife, separating the building into

several separate sections. —™ - ^ r- -

The cracks are, according to Jankey,
"expansion joints" and he said he expects
them to t>e recaulked. They are caused by
changes in weather as the building expands
and contracts in response to changing
climatic conditions. Settling of the building on

- its-founda tion can also-create"sufficient stress
^

to form the cracks. It isn't a serious problem,
Jankey said.

~ Theodore Sande, professional architect

and a Lecturer in Art, said that it is not un-

common for cracks to occur in reinforced

concrete slabs, of the style Mission Park is

constructed. The cracks, he said, can be

caused by settling and changing weather

(photo by Brewer)

Grant Guyer examines crack in a

Dennett House wall. The College says

cracks are not caused by structural

deficiencies,

conditions, and do not necessarily indicate

any structural deficiency in the building's

structure.

(photo by McClellan)

Dodd House appears chilled in the snow. Yet, thermostats indicate balmy climate
indoors.

Temperatures high on campus
by Ted Stroll

Although the College has ostensibly lowered

temperatures in college buildings to 68

degrees to save heat, ReAd survey of ten

public locations and dormitories showed an

average temperature of 71.5 degrees.

Specifically, the following temperatures
were recorded, on a Taylor thermometer
accurate to -f-1 degree F:

degrees

72

72

*
President John W. Chandler runsamiU in the 24 hour charity relay sponsored by

the Williams Roadrunners. He is flanked by Josh Raymond and Willte Partsh.

The woman in the background is part of the women's team that set a new indoor

24 hour relay record. See story on page 8. (photo by Read)

Hopkins basement
Stetson Foyer
Stetson Periodical

Room 72

Secretary's Office,

Femald Hall 74

2nd Floor, Lehman 74

Williams 'A', 3rd Floor 66

Office of Career
Counselling, L6bby .

' "' 70

Baxter Hall, Foyer 70

WCFM 72

Entrance to Lasell Gym 71

Muir Pool air temperature '>" 82

According to some persons living on the

second floor of Lehman East, "it's so hot for

some people that they have to leave their

windows ajar at night to sleep." However,

"the building is really poorly heated, so some
on the third floor are too cold."

According to Charles Jankey, Dh-ector of

Student Housing, "rooms are maintained at

68 degrees from 6 a.m. until midnight, and

then lowered to 62 degrees." However, one

student noted that, "by turning on both

radiators in my room in East College, the

temperature can be maintained at a 'com-

fortable' 72-74 degrees indefinitely. " The
middle entry of Fitch, parts of Dewey House

and other residential buildings were also well

over the 68 degrees limit. Another student

reported seeing a tag under the main Dodd
House thermostat which said "PLEASE!
DON'T TURN DOWN BELOW 75

degrees!"

Williams Outing Club

chooses new officers

for Executive Board
The 1975-76 Williams Outing Club Executive

Board was elected March 10, from an all-time

high record of 39 applicants for 17 positions.

Following a week of interviews conducted by

the retiring members of this year's Board, the

1974-75 Board received the Nomination
Committee's recommendations and
deliberated for two and one half hours

Monday flight twfore electing the following

Officers and Department Directors:

Secretary, Jane Lester '77; Treasurer,

Dave Forrester, '78; Membership, Steve

Weintraub '77; Activities, Leslie Fritz '78;

Publicity, Cindy Harvey '78; Equipment,
Henry Whittemore '78; Cabins and Trails,

Peter Hanson '76; Winter Carnival, Buzz
IntKiden '77; Environment, Nick Spiliotes '77;

Kayaking, Candy Cox '76; Bicycling, Doug
HoUett '76; P. E. Skiing, James CaldweU '77;

Mountaineering, Reed Zars '77; and At-

Large; Peter Johnson '76, John Kinney '77,

Paul Alexander '78, and Roger Wilson "77.

The new WOC president will be elected

from and by the 1975-76 Executive Board in

early April, while Coach Townsend remains
the well-loved Director of the Outing Club,

natch.
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' Bettering Perfection
Yes, Grade Inflation is here. But is it here to stay? While many methods

have been and will be proposed to combat it, probably the least effective

plan of attack is that currently espoused by several self-styled Horatios

among tiie faculty. They are determined that the inflationary pressures

shall not pass through their academic bridgehead to afflict their students,

now that these forces have been uncovered. Unfortunately, this reaction to

the problem does least for those it hopes to protect-namely the students.

Grade Inflation can be charted statistically, but its causes seem more
elusive. Better secondary school education, a harder working generation of

students, more sympathetic faculty, less exams and more papers, and the

drop from five courses to four; have all been cited as possible explanations

for the fattened GPAs.
Whatever the explanation (s), colleges across the country have been hit

in large numbers. Due to the nationwide character of the effect, a decision

on the part of any faculty member to cut back the number of high grades
dispensed as a brake on Grade Inflation can not only put students on
unequal footing with their peers in graduate school and job competition, but

it attempts to solve a large-scale effect through small-scale means.
There have always been teachers naturally reluctant to throw clumps of

high grades to their students. We do not advocate that such faculty mem-
bers alter their grading styles to keep, in step with Grade Inflation. By the

same token, professors heretofore liberal in their grading^hould not feel

pressured to revamp their methods either. Students would not benefit in

either case.

The College as a whole could clamp down on liberal grading, but

graduates would still be at the mercy of how such a policy would be
evaluated by the rest of the world. If an in-depth study seeking the root

causes of overweight grades fails to provide any answers, perhaps it is time
to accept the trend and attempt to offset it by creating a new grade above
'A'. Just as the PhD was created largely in response to a 'Masters Inflation',

colleges and universities should consider going on beyond 'A' as the sim-
plest and most direct solution to a thorny problem.

Letters to the Editor
WHAP - the long run

To the Editor:

Stephen A. Bernheim's charge that the

Williams Hunger Action Project has ignored

the long-term problem of population control

as it relates to the world food crisis is" un-

founded.

We believe that population growth is a

major cause of current food problems and

that reductions in rates of population growth

are absolutely essential if these problems are

to be solved. However, mounting evidence of

the failure of family planning programs in

many developing countries forces recon-

sideration of the simplistic notion that

education about birth control and a ready

supply of contraceptive, devices are sufficient

to bring about significant decreases in birth

rates. To be successful, such programs must

operate within a context of health and

education programs structured to fit the

needs of the mass of the population, labor-

intensive employment strategies in

agriculture and industry, economic and social

security, agrarian reform and changes in the

traditional, oppressive means by which status

is assigned to women.

There is no contradiction between short-

term food aidind a long-term effort to reduce

population growth. Immediate food relief in

order to alleviate the horrors of death by

starvation is justified on humanitarian
grounds alone. But we further believe that

such aid, in combination with basic economic
and social progress, will create a social

climate in which a fertility decline can occur.

During the past three decades a slow process

of education within families has been taking

place in the underdeveloped countries as

death rates and especially infant mortality

rates declined precipitously. Couples having

a large number of babies to assure survival of

a son to provide economic security for their

old age now find themselves burdened with

large families. Before the introduction of

advanced medical techniques, close to 30 per

cent of all infants died tiefore reaching the

age of one.

Once families become firmly aware that

more children are living to maturity, the

expected result is a decline in the number of

children wanted. This change in a cultural,

norm with strong historical roots is a gradual
process, requiring the experience of at least a

generation. We are approaching that time
when this change will be realized through
rational fertility decisions. Declines in the

birth rate have already occurred in numerous
countries—Taiwan, South Korea, China,
Costa Rica, Chile, Egypt, Cube, to mention
just a few.

But rationality does not exist in the ab;

stract; it is the product of a particular social

context. It is absolutely necessary that we

oooUnue to support, in the underdeveloped

world, those low mortality conditions that

motivate families to have fewer children. A
cessation or cut in food aid (as the U.S. has

done, dropping 100 million people from relief

programs in 1974) will raise death rates and

can only destroy three decades of social

progress towards the goal of ZPG for the

world.

Domestic population growth is also part of

the problem. The average American con-

sumes (in terms of grain) about five times as

much as the average person ,in the un-

derdeveloped world and two-and-a-half times

as much protein as is needed for adequate

nutrition. Our own population growth is

magnified in terms of its effect on overall food

consumption. We should strive both to reduce

our population growth (an increase of 1.6

million persons last year) and to reduce the

waste in the American diet.

The long term solution to the food crisis

includes zero population growth. We condemn

those who use the population question as an

excuse for their own inaction in the face of

this crisis.

"'Mark W^deFgangTWHAP; Paul R. Voss,

Demographer: Wendy Gradison, N. Adams
Family Planning Counselor; Martin A.

Weinstock. Member ZPG

StacM cbauvtntsltc

To the Editors of the ReAd:
Having read the ReAd for the past three

years, I have come to tolerate shoddy writing,

careless proofreading, tasteless handling of

certain vital news articles that borders on

editorial comment, and even Shoot the Dog.

(This can all be documented, I await your

enquiries). I cannot tolerate, however, the

type of pre-pubescent Chauvinism that ap^

peared in your issue of March 5, 1975 under

the title of Slack and the Gutbuster.

In case you missed it, Slack is having

trouble making it with the women on campus.

He just doesn't seem to have any interest. A
Williams woman walks by in overalls and
trail boots and says "I certainly hope your'e

(sic) not trying to insinuate that an imported

date has a more feminine appearance, by

any chance?" Clever? Hardly. Silly? Not
really. Inane, insulting, and infantile? Most
certainly.

Since when are imports feminine? Literally

ounces, if not pounds, of make-up, haughty

airs, and skirts too short to sit down in do not a
"feminine" woman make—unless, of course,

you're still into dropping your pencil and
taking a look around under the table. Perhaps
the affable cartoonist and the editors of the

ReAd prefer the "femininity" of Hollywood
and Broadway to that of the Purple Valley. If

this is the case, let them be like Slack, for

surely he's no slouch, let them date all the

imports they want. They deserve them.

(3f course, the most distressing fact of this

matter is that the cartoonist and the editors

fail to apply the same criteria to themselves
as they do to the college women. I personally

find nothing wrong with a woman who dresses

practically, whatever at>andonment of the

"feminine" accoutrements that might entail.

Those that do object to practical apparel had
better look to themselves, in a mirror
preferably, then write.

Martin McGowan '75

P.S. Of course, if this letter is printed, I'll

expect it to be a faithful reproduction of the

Xerox copy I have in my files.

Relay thanks

Dear Editor:

As one of the coordinators of'the Williams
College Road Runners annual 24-hour charity
relay held this past week-end in Towne Field
House, I should like to thank the many par-
ticipants and supporters of this most wor-
thwhile event.

I should particularly like to thank the many
solicitors who canvassed the campus for

pledges. Carl Alford in charge of freshman
solicitation and Beth Wieman in charge of

upperclass fund raising did a great job.

Additional thanks go to the Food Service for

their sustenance during a logg evening of

running, to Building and Grounds for set up
and clean up, and to WCFM and the Record
Advocate for publicity and the jazz band for

their contribution at midnight. Special thanks

are due Paul Skudder, and Scott Lutrey of the

"Road Runners" for their enthusiastic and
creative support.

Solicitors will be around collecting pledges
immediately and a statement on the financial

success of the event will t)e forth coming in

the near future. Again, thanks to all who
participated and supported this "happening."

Robert R. Peck

Ban faculty

To the editor:

It seems that in Mr. Durst's criticism of the
proposed evaluation sessions to be held the
we^ twfore spring registration, either his

understanding of the program is distorted or

his objections are unfounded. The program
would run as follows: on three evenings, one
for each division, junior and senior majors
(probably 3-«) would be available for an-

swering questions and offering their per-

ceptions of their majors, the individual

courses comprising the majors, and the

professors of the department. Students

certainly will not be in the position of "ad-

vising" others; faculty and major advisors

fill that role.

Lynn McConnell, CUL, 77 originally ap-

proached Gargoyle with the idea of some sort

of student evaluation procedure, probably-a^

short publication. We discussed the merits

and dis«dvantag«s of a puUished evaluation

of courses and it was thought that an informal

information session would make easier that

process by which students essentially find out

about and choose many courses: by speaking

with other students.

—Durst—4fr^eon^rned about "common
courtesy". I see nothing discourteous about

students critically analyzing their own
education processes, regardless of the

presence of faculty members. At a school

where there is no official input by students

into the hiring and promotion of faculty (with

the exception of advisory boards in some
departments), where course evaluations of

professors are kept unpublished, and where

students do have the opportunity to discuss

issues with faculty at various times (from the

open house for freshman begun last year to

the individual conferences of student and
faculty), is it unreasonable that students

should informally discuss with other students

their own experiences? Neither the College

Council nor Gargoyle is sanctioning as

correct and objective the perspective of any

individual students, but we do not see the

appropriation of the Council for publicity for a

publi^ forum as a "serious error".

Contrary to Durst's contention, the forum

could serve to correct some of the "chance

remarks and unfounded innuendo" which

filters through the campus. There is no reason

to believe that any junior or senior majors

will use this as an /opportunity to vindicate a

low grade or other personal gripe. The fact

remains that some professors are boring and

there are also reasons why a student finds a

professor boring (or interesting, brilliant,

biased, etc.) There are courses in the same
categories, and reasons why individuals place

them thus. We do not intend to say a professor

is boring; we may say why we think he is. And ,,

frankly a candid exchange of views may be

more so without the faculty present. We
greatly doubt that we can ruin reputations or

careers in a two hour sessioa (For instance,

how much does student opinion count here in

deciding a professor's career?)

We may be able to answer some honest

questions of students choosing majors or

electives so that they may decide the best

program for themselves while at Williams.

Martha Coakley '75

Not a stand-in

To the Editor:

I would like to take mild exception to your

reference to Miss Claudia Stevens, a member
of the music department this semester, as a

"stand-in" for Prof. Roberts, who is on leave

(pg. 4, vol. 4, n. 22). While it is, of course, true

that she is here during another faculty

member's leave, she is much more than a

substitute. Miss Stevens is a fine conductor

and pianist, has studied at three leading in-

stitutions of learning, and earned a

distinguished record, even before the so-

called grade inflation.

I assure you that Miss Stevens doesn't need

me as her spokesman, nor do I intend any

disrespect toward Mr. Roberts, but I hasten

to add that she is making a significant impact

on this campus, not as a replacement, but as

her own self.

Irwin Shalnman

Chairman. Music Department

Ed:

Rrsides mentioning Ms. Stevens's various

activities this term, we mentioned that she

was Prof. Roberts "sUnd In" only because to

be such is distinction in lUelf.

)
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Viewpoint:

Reform would improve activity funding
by Addlion Lanier

The Student Finance Committee, of which I

am a member, has been faced with a number

of serious problems this year. Rising costs in

many areas have brought each student group

asking for more money tHhn in the past.

Existing organizations have successfully

requested funding of expanded activities and

new groups have been funded as well. The

Committee and members of the College

Council have differed in their interpretation

of the Procedures, Considerations and
Guidelines drawn up by the 1973-1974 Com-

mittee. This difficulty has been most ap-

parent in questions of funding politically

oriented groups and organizations closely

related to academic activities. The Student

Activities Tax has remained at $56 for the

past four years while the number of groups

jeflueBting^^unding has risen steadily.

Throughout the year, we have faced "the

question erf whether Uie present method of

funding is the one which comes closest to

facilitating "optimal allocatioa"

The ReAd editorial, Advice on Funding,

-jwhich appeared QnJliIarchl2,^poseda number

of questions related to the process and future

approach to allocating what amounts to over

$100,000 of the students' money. I suggest a

number of changes which would ease many of

the problems with the present financing

method.

Raising the Student Activities Tax is not the

answer. Numerous improvements can be

made without expanding the amount of

money allocated. A structural change in the

Finance Committer, a broadening of its

responsibilities and a more direct form of

student input would do far more to increase

effective financing than an increase in the tax

would.

At present, the Committee consists of six

student members and three faculty members.

Student members are elected by the College

Council from those students who present self-

nominations. The Committ(e^ suffers from its

small size. A quorum oJF six can make
recommendations to the Council. The size of

the Committee drastically limits the

possibility of having a diverse representation

of student ideas. A lack of diverse represen-

tation has reduced committee effectiveness

this year. An expansion of the Committee to

ten voting student members would solve some

of the present problems. If five of the

members were elected in general elections

and five elected by the Council, the student

WANTED

Subsription Editor for the

RecordAdvocate for next year.

Good Salary.

Contact Ron Adams at 6905
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body would have the opportunity to send
represenUtives directly to the Committee
while the Committee on Nominations and
Elections would have a means of insuring
diversity in the Committee through its

recommendations to the Council.

In addition to its present responsibilities,

the Committee should be required to do twice
annual checks of the use of allocated funds.
This would give the Committee member
assigned to monitor a specific student group
an opportunity to closely judge the needs and
uses of funds in that organization. A year end
report of expenditures would prove in-

valuable to the Committee in handling the
groups future requests. Too often, groups are
funded according to their past levels of

funding. A serious reevaluation should be
made tomcnqrlarge budgets presentedlo the
Council.

liTreviewing budgets, 'the"CommitTee Tias

seen a costly overlap in the activities of

funded student groups." Many of the

organizations^which received funds this year
intend to devote large parts of their allocation

to ilpeakers and lecture series. Almost all

groups have requested money to advertise

their activities. These "Overlaps" exist in

many other areas as well. While not

suggesting a ceiling to what the ReAd called a
"proliferation of organizations," I believe

that closer scrutiny of budgets and fund use
would uncover significant possibilities for

future economies of scale.

A slightly larger, restructured Finance
Committee with clearly defined added
responsibilities would be able to avoid many
of the problems faced in the present system.
The need for greater student input, would
remain. This years' Committee is in the
[H'ocess of putting together'a questionnaire

which will be presented to the student body in

the Spring. The Committee hopes that from
this effort next year's Committee will have a
more accurate concensus of student feeling as
it concerns funding priorities. With such
Jnformation, the Committees will be in a better_
position to make recommendations to the

Council anddthe Couacil wjJl be better ahleM^
allocate funds. Responsibility for the success
of such a poll lies with those willing to par-

ticipate and contribute. ^
Through concerted effort and weQ planned

reform, the College Council should be able to

greatly improve the funding-proeess^ ^^

Lanier is a junior and a member of the

Student Finance Committee

Job Jots
Itecruiting Schedule: March 19-21

Mar. 19 - Anaconda Amer. Brass - Lunch at
Tyler

Mar. 20 - First Nat'l. Bank of Boston
Breakfast Meeting will be held

Lunch at Carter House
Mar. 21 - IBM - Lunch at Mission Park
RKCKIPT OF IMPORTANT MAIL
DURING SPRING RECESS

Seniors who are expecting employment or

grad school mail during spring recess

and would like to have the OCC handle
this, please stop in before you leave

campus and sign a release.

suiWmkr jobs
Summer Program in merchandising -

Kaufman's in Pittsburgh, Pa.
Putney Summer Building Program -

Putney School: A male or female
foreman^rreeded for ^he program^
construction experience necessary!

TTillaway Camp, Hadkensack, Minnesota]^
Instructors in sailing, swimming, tennis,

acrobatics, archery and outdoor living

needed.

Special Notice: BORTHWICK Five Year
International Management "Training

Program—Interested seniors should
contact Mrs. Brothers

J^^^Q /6

history/humanities/langiiages

british literature-poetry-marxism-
creative writing-lpgic-portuguese-

german-chinese-japanese-spanish-

religious studies-french-italian '

:"

social sciences/education

political science-cultural pluralism—

counseling-public policy-economics-

anthropology- psychology-education

special programs and institutes

^^ program in environmental earth sci-

ences and city and regional planning-

«^ marine geology-the samuel beckett

V workshop-hopkins marine station

wn'ff or call for summer visitor

information^

sciences/mathematics/technology

aeronautics & astronautics—physicl—

geology-biology—computer science-

industrial engineering-statistics-

electrical en^neering-chemistry

practica

art history-self defense—directing-

computer-generated music-studio art-

baroque music—modern dance-acting

and

you can live on the campus and enjoy

the cultural and recreational benefits

of the san francisco bay area <« .^'.\,

Stanford summer visitor program

Stanford, California 94305

(415)497-2872
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The Inspector General

Energy but no cohesion

Members of the Ballet Repertory Theatre as they dance Higginbotham's "Trio"
[muac by Aaron Copeland], This company comes to Williams soon after Spring
break; see announcement.

byJohnElllB

In Nikolai Gogol's The Government In-

speciiir, which played on the mainsUge of the

AMT last weekend, the plot is unimportant. It

is, asVladimirNabokovhassaid, merely aquid

pro quo from which Gogol squeezes the last

drop of humor. Between the first Une and the

last, as Nicholas Fersen states in the play's

program notes, "there crackles a field of

supercharged Gogolian madness activating

the flesh-and-blood characters on the stage".

"In the play it is the characters that are

important, each one unique. And not only

those on stage but also those who inhabit their

stories and dreams, like the clerk forever

doomed to smell of vodka and the fanatical

history teacher."

A great comedy was continually apparent

below the surface of the WCT production, but

was-eontifluaUy frustrated ^rom^emerging^
There were two reasons for this: an implicit

concern with the forward movement of the

plot which resulted in a ciu-ious paradox, the

more the actors rushed the slower the play

seemed to move; and more importantly, a

mistaken conception about the nature of

parody on the part of the actors that went

uncorrectediiy^ the director.jSteve Travis,

Without exception the actors displayed a

high level of energy, but alf of the individual

energies collided, negating their effect in a

confusion which was often boring for the

audience. Despite the energy, the actors did

not create characters made of "flesh and

blood."

An author may parody his charactera,

occasionally a character may parody other

Ballet theatre
Soon after Spring vacation the Ballet

Repertory Company, an offshoot of the

American Ballet Theatre and a company
which takes a wide variety of dances to

small communities throughout the

country, will be in residence at Willj^ms.

Thursday April 10

Master classes 3:30-5:00 p.m.

Lasell.Gymnasium " $2.50

Thursday April 10

Lecture-Demonstration
8:30 p.m.
"2.50

April 11

12-2 p.m.
*1.50

April 11

8:30 pm
"*4.50

April 12

12-2 pm.
'1.50

April 12

8:30 p.m.
••4.50

free of

Adams Memorial Theatre

Friday

Open Rehearsal

Adams Memorial Theatre

Friday

PERFORMANCE I

Adams Memorial Theatre

Saturday

Open Rehearsal
Adams Memorial Theatre

Saturday
PERFORMANCE II

Adams Memorial Theatre
" Williams students admitted

charge
OO200 Williams students admitted for $2.00.

Tickets for all activities are now on sale

at the AMT box office (458-3023), week-
days noon to five.

Khlestakov [Tom Lockhart] amazes the provincials, including the major [Ben-
jamin Strout], with tales of life in St. Petersburg. See the review of "The Inspector
General." (photo by Read)

Elegant Tokyo Quartet
Yet, when the performance is a fine one, there

is nothing more thrilling, and the simpUcity is

never more elegant. Williams students had a

chance to sample this elegant simplicity on
Tuesday night, March 11, when the Tokyo
String Quartet made an appearance at

Chapin Hall.

It is hard to talk about the Tokyo String

Quartet without using cliches. This is not

because the quartet merits banal descrip-

.tions, but because for a change, such ex-

pressions as "casting a spell" and "sheer
magic" can truthfully be applied to the

performance.

please turn to p<ige ffvi

by Ellen Oxfeld

There is nothing more daring than a strong

quartet. One is struck by the simplicity of the

whole affair—no speakers, no equipment,
nothing massive. All that is needed is four

chairs and four slender music stands. The
string quartet is tnusic stripped and naked.

characters or himset, but an actor may
never parody his character; he must be his
character, he must justify his character.
Instead of unique human beings, absolutely
real although they inhabit a mad world of
nightmare, the characters in the WCT
production seemed curiously alike in their-

quaUty of caricature (the greater number of

the actors performed as if all Russians talk

with gravel in their mouths and walk only
with stiff difficulty).

It is not to the point to single out those ac-

tors who placed themselves in this box, since

to a greater or lesser extent nearly all did so,

but to observe that the result was an im-
plausibility, which, added to the im-
plausibility of the plot, failed to engage the
imagination of the audience and which
subverted most of the play's humor.—^There were, however, exceptions ^ Nicholas
Fersen, Dick Bradford (to some extent),

Renee Meyer, and Ann Cramer. The example
of Meyer's performance is illuminating. She
had only a small part, an irate peasant
woman who wants to get money from
Khlestakov (the phoney inspector). Even
though she employed a thick Russian ac-

cent, there was no indication of a divorce of

sensibility"Belweeii actor and chiaracter,~iiio

implied put down of the latter by the former.

She simply wanted her money and went after

it with a dogged determination, that was
hilarious. The reason she wanted the money
was unimportant and was soon forgotten; her

character, however, was flesh and blood and
remains still in the memory.
The set, designed by Richard Jeter, was

effective in its scarlet vulgarity. In times of

tight money it was a clever stroke of invention

to use the velour show curtain as the back-

drop. The men's costumes were well done, the

women's, however, seemed often not to fit

their descriptions in the dialogue and to be
minus certain essential elements, such as

petticoats for the hoop skirts. The officers'

uniforms seemed unappropriately clownish.

Both of the actors who played the main
characters (Bei\)amin Strout as the mayor,

and TookLockhart as Khlestakov) worked
very hara to give their characters life but

were often prevented by elements that

seemed beyond their control.

Strout captured the frenetic energy of the

mayor but by exploding too soon into the play

made it difficult for the audience to sustain

his performance. Likewise, he worked hard to

evoke the pathos of the broken mayor at the

(day's end, yet because the mayor had been

allowed to remain a buffoon, had not been

shown to be a moderately clever politician,

his lament that he could have "broken" the

imposter in the palm of his hand was not

cr«lible.

Lockhart was able to make Khlestakov the

epitome of a fop. Yet, he did not make the

character despairingly hungry enough in the

"soup scene" to make his fantasizing at the

mayor's party fully plausible.

This famous party scene well illustrates

both the production's strengths and

weaknesses. There was great energy and

jocularity yet the scene had an improper

focus which robbed it of rieal cohesion. The

focus was on Khlestakov's drunkeness, not on

the evr mounting flights of fancy he spouted

nor, just as importantly, on the reactions of

men and women not without reason who are

gradually sucked into this world fantasy.

Here they were merely straw men for

Khlestakov to tumble not men whom God had

roBbed of their reaaoa

Look closely. Which The Virgin and Child Crowned by Two Angels is the Durer
and which is the copy. Copies after Durer are the subject of a new andfascinating
exhibit now on vietD at the Clark Art Institute. In addition, the Clark has hung up
a roomful of theirfinest Durer graphics, a formidable collection. The shows will

be on view until the summer. The Clark is open every day but Monday, 10 AM tg

5 PM.

If you look at the tablet at the Virgin's feet you can see in the engraving on the

right "AE 14". indicating that it is a copy done by one of the Wierix brothers at

the age of 1 4. The one en the left is the Durer, done in 1518.

_,_.„. ^ (photo by Brewer)
I he Tokyo Strtng Quartet as they brought their incredible talent to Chapin Hall
last week. See story.
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Year of Study, travel

Oxfeld, Smith win Watsons
Elegance marks quartet

from PH* four

EUen Oxfeld '75 and Polly Smith '75 have

been named recipients of Watson Fellowships

for 1975-76. WlUiama is one of 35 colleges to

nominate four seniors to be considered for

this fellowship. 71 fellowships were awarded
from a final list of 140 final applicants.

Oxfeld said that she will be spending a year

in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore

"studying the attitudes and perceptions of

these people toward Mainland China." She

added that she hopes to get a visa which will

enable her to visit the Mainland but isn't too

optimistic about her chances.

Oxfeld called the year abroad "the biggest

challenge of my life, I'm sure I'll be learning

a great deal." She added, "Most ol my
learning thus far has been book learning—this

willbe a totally different kind of experience,"

Oxfeld continued, "I'm sure I don't know
what I'm getting into. . .but it will give me a

TO ALL STUDENTS

Please pay telephone bills as soon as you
return from Spring Vacation.

__ Student Telephone OHIce
'"

~MiirC3Mrloffe^Aartsw

You can still acquire Public Land FREEI

It.- Government Land Digest

. ^ Box 2217

NOrman, Oklahoma 73069

chance to put some Chinese I've learned to

use/'

Smith will be comparing systems of

criminal justice, including alternative penal
institutions in England, Sweden, Canada, and
New Zealand. She said that she will travel
first to England and Sweden to study
"alternatives to prison and prison reform"
and then to Canada and New Zealand to study
"the relations between minority groups and
prisons." Smith said that England and
Sweden have done a great deal in the way of

prison reform and that she hopes to explore
the pressures behind the reforms and to see
how these countries are evaluating their

successes.

Regarding New Zealand and Canada, Smith
said that she hopes to visit penal institutions

and talk with individuals from minori^
groups both in and outside of these in-

stitutions. She added that she hopes "to live

near or with a group of Mauri people in New
Zealand" while studying their problems and
commented that stie thought their situation

was "pretty comparable with the situation of

blacks in the U.S."

"I'm both excited and terrified," exclaimed
Smith, "and I need to prepare myself for the

experience of travelling alone for a year in a

foreign culture."

This quartet was formed only five years ago
by four young music studenU at the Toho
Academy of Music in Tokyo, and it has
already achieved international prominence,
winning the Munich competition and con-
certizing widely.

Beginning their Tuesday night program
with the Hadyn Quartet in D Major, Opus 50
No. 6, a relatively late work, the quartet
immediately revealed the characteristics

that would make their concert a memorable
musical evening—perfect timing, the
"togetherness" of their bowings and
dynamics, a non-flamboyant faith to the style

of the composer, and a lush sound. The per-

formance of the Hadyn proved that a string

quartet can only be appreciated in a live

performance. Hearing the first and second
violins play two short notes together won't
raisean eyebrow when heard oji a recording,

but even two punctuated short notes bowed
simultaneously in Tuesday nights' per-

formance sent a shot of excitement through
the listener.

The second piece on the quartet's program,
Bartok's Quartet No. 5, contrasted in-

terestingly with the Hadyn. Bartok was to the

twentieth century string quartet what Hadyn
was for the classical string quartet of the

eighteenth century. Both composers made
significant contributions to the development

of the quartet as a form.This fifth quartet of

Bartok's makes significant demands upon the

performers as individual musicians and upon

theqdartet as an ensemble as well. The Tokyo
Quartet's performance brought out the in-

tricacies subtleties of the work. One nice

moment was a little "joke" which Bartiok

inserts in the finale. In the midst of dissonace

and tension he inserts a mundane melody.

The quartet did not let this be lost due to a
muddied performance, and the audience

laughed at this musical humor.

The choice of Debussy's string quartet in G
minor as a last selection for the evening was
apt. This rather early piece is in an extremely
Romantic style when compared to his later

more misty works. The second movement, in

Debussy's "Spanish" style, is a musical

gem.The use of pizzicato to bring in the main
theme of the movement contrasts beautifully_„

with the long held notes of the previous

movement.
What can one say in criticism of such a

performance? If the turnout was poor or the

.

audience unresponsive at least they could be/
criticized. But this concert was well attended
and each piece ended to the sound of an en-

thusiastic ovation. And why not? This was a

fine concert, and at that, thirty-fi^e cents

cheaper than the subway fare^to Carnegie
Hail. -^

CALTECH AND HOWARD EXCHANGE

Applications are now being accepted for

the CALTECH and HOWARD exchange
n-ograms for the academic year 1975-76.

Tt)e same procedure and deadlines apply
for exchange for the entire year or for

either first or second semester. Forms nrt
available In the Dean's Office and should
be returned there by:

DEADLINE FOR 1975-76: April 18, 1975

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT
DEAN NANCY J. MCINTIRE

Occult Books and Crafts

To understanding - Ancient Wisdom

—FREE—
Guidance - Workshop - 'Raps'

Open 11-5

Daily & Sundays

I lU Main St WUIiamstown, Mass

smoi groups* "1

INDIAN

AND MEXICAN
CLOTHING, BASKETS

AND PLANT ACCESSORIES

The

«i wMrat sr

WIUIAMSrOWN, MASS

Boutiqur

^¥-'
V&S^:^

r"
^:'^^

THE
SPIRIT
SHOP

t«»00«S—WINES— BEKR '^ .

LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

134 Cole Avcniw WHIIamttown

Phone 4SI-3704

Oir new 4 to 9 Plan -

cuts roundtrip air fares

up to 20%.
Allegheny's new savings plan

is great for any kind of small

group. Because it can save you

money. Here's how it works.

Just put together a group

of 4 to 9 people. Then make
reservations and purchase tickets

at least 48 hours ahead of time.

Fly together to and from selected

cities and stay at least 3 days—

but no more than thirty. Leave

before noon on Monday through

Friday—anytime on weekends.— It's ideal for g*bing home, to

that big game or concert. Or to

get away over semester break.

Andwhen your familycomes
to see you, they can save. Up
to 20% for adults. Op to 50%
for children under 12 when
accompanied by at least one

passenger 12 or older.

That's all there is to it.

— So, see your Travel Agent

or call Allegheny for informa-

tion and reservations. You'll

see how big a break your little

group can get dn Allegheny.

J-^-iJ tA'-^tO- ALLEEHENY.
'.^ji^..J ,^it '.r ' jHoi Americii's6th largest passenger-carrying airline;
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Food : a lever for foreign policy
by Joseph Drosdick

"Agriculture may turn out to be America's
ace in the hole," says Secretary of

Agriculture Earl Butz.

While ten thousand people are dying daily

on the continent ofAfrica and between 400 and
500 million human beings die by starvation or

malnutrition-related diseases globally, Rep.
W. R. Poage calls Food for Peace "a drain on

American dollars, and says it should be
treated as just another kind of foreign aid like

medicine or printing presses." Poage heads
the House Agriculture Committee.
While the Food and Agriculture

Organization projects that the number of

chronically malnourished people will climb to

800 million by 1980 if present trends continue,

one State Department official says, "our
thlnklhgls ThaT feediiig the world IsTmTn^
ternational problem, maybe one for the

United Nations . .

."

- These quotations throw some light on the

attitude of US policy makers toward food aid.

Back in 1954 the United States found itself

with tremendous food surpluses that

threatened to flood the domestic market and
depress food prices. Rather than invite

bankruptcy for domestic farmers, America
became the world's residual supplier of

agricultural commodities. The result was
Public Law 480, commonly called "Food for

Peace".
Says Butz, "(PL 480) is no longer primarily

a surplus disposal program. It's for

humanitarian purposes and for national

security—to help infuse purchasing power
into countries on our defense perimeter.

South Vietnam is a case in point."

Persons actually receiving free US food aid

world wide declined in 1974 to 55 million

people, down from the 74 miUion in 1973. The
1974 food aid program was equivalent to only

one te«ith of the 1964 program.

Meanwhile, agricultural exports in the US
soared to an unprecedented $21.5 billion in

1974—two-thirds more than the previous year.

In 1975, if all goes well, we wiU see a record

crop of 1.6 billion bushels of winter wheat, up
15 per cent from the 1974 peak, most of it

going to market sales.

So while agricultural exports have climbed
beyond the 20 billion dollar mark, food aid has

dropped below one billion. The United States

military spends 60 times what the U.S. spends
in total for foreign aid.

There are other ways in which the politics

of food have improved the United States

position. Gelb and Lake report in Foreign

Affairs that in February, 1974 Kissinger met
with Treasury Secretary George Schultz:

They quickly reached agreement on the

American position: to drive down the price of

oil. The food problem, particularly for the

developing nations, was largely ignored. The
focus on oil ignored the fact that wheat prices

had doubled, that American soybean exports

had been embargoed before the oil crisis, and

that the food and fertilizer bill for some less-

developed countries (LDC's) was almost as

high as their oil bill ... Schultz and

Kissinger spoke of rising food costs for the

LDC's as a lever on OPEC. The more
pressure the LDC's would feel from the food

and fuel squeeze, the more likely they would

be to put pressure onOPEC to roll back pricCT^

... The idea seemed to be: lot the poor

countries feel the pinch, so the Arabs could

hear the yell.

In Chile, three days before President

AUende was overthrown, his government

reported that the United States had refused to

sell it—for cash—vitally needed supphes of

wheat, because of a "political decision of the

White House." Less then a month after the

coup, the United States approved a credit sale

'of wheat to the new Chilean government in an

amount eight times the total commodity

credit offered to Chile in the Allende yean.

This is the first article of a series on the

world food crisis written by various

members of WHAP which will appear

from time to time. . m^

CollectorsJake note
The $100 Carl T. Naumburg Student

Book Collection Prize for 1976 will b«
awarded in April. The contest is open to all

undergraduates regularly enrolled who
are degree candidates at Williams. The
winning collection will be exhibited in the
Chapin Library during the later half of

that month.
Students with personal book collections

who would like more information may stop
in at the Chapin Library, daily 9 to 12 and \

to S. Entrance forms may be submitted
anytime before Friday, March 21 at 5:00.

PE registration

Physical Education registration for the

Fourth Quarter ends Friday, March 21 at

4:30. The list of activities offered is posted

by the P.E. Office in Lasell Gymnasium.
Classes start April 7.

Mom now maiars in ironing and

(photo by McClellan)

And you thought your workload was
heavy. Mrs. Ellen Placeman 76 is both
a full-time student and mother.

by Karen O'Donnell

Ellen Plageman '76 isn't your ordinary

Williams junior. While most students have
their hands full just coping with college life,

she manages to combine two careers, both of

which are usually considered full time jobs.

For not only is Mrs. Plageman a full time

student at Williams, but she is also a

housewife from Lenox, Mass. with three

children.

Mrs. Plageman began work towards her

college degree at Berkshire Community
College, where she was enrolled as a part-

time student. After she had accumulated

enough credits, she entered Williams last fall

as a junior, majoring in English. She chose

Williams because "I wanted a demanding

school. It's also close to home." Her reaction

thus far has been very enthusiastic. "I find it

worthwhile and very exciting," she said. "It

has a lot to offer, and it's very challenging."

Her main difficulty last semester was tliit "I

had to learn to pick out the important things

to learn," a problem which she now finds

easier to resolve.

Mrs. Plageman commutes to classes at

Williams from her home in Lenox. With her

different responsibilities, her schedule can

get very complicated.

"My life is very busy," she remarked. "It

takes a lot of planning to be able to do
housework and classwork. It means a long

day at funny hours. I'm often up at five, to

work before going to classes. Sometimes I'll

be ironing at ten at night. I'd never be able to

do it without the cooperation of my family.

They aren't able to see very much of me. The
children are very helpful." All three are of

college age.

The enthusiasm she has for her life at

enzis
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"CHECK YOUR TEXTS BEFORE LEAVING;

MOST OVERSTOCKS WILL BEGONE
WHEN YOU RETURN." "N?,
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55 Spring St.-Williamstown, Mass.
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PHANTOM OF THE PARADISE
March 21-22 Friday-Saturday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
Brian De Palma (Greetings! Get To Know Your Rabbit) brings us another Very Strange
Movie (and a pretty funny one at that) , this time about an evil rock music impresario who's
sold his soul to the Devil for a franchise to buy souls in the rock music industry. The title's

Paradise is this delightful little chap's new rock palace, while the Phantom appears to be
the ghost of an innocent young composer who got his head caught in a record pressing

machine. A broad and colorful parody of the rock music industry, of rock music as art, of

Devils, of souls and, of course, of movies which are parodies of. . .well, anyway, you get the

point. Starring Paul Williams and William Fi^ey. Bizarre and entertaining. (1974)

THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT -•'';

March 23-24-25 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday NOTE: 7:00 PMft9:15PM
A melodic and rather successful tour of American musicals from 1929 through 1958 that

' turns out to be less nostalgia than genuine entertainment in the form of a history of en-

tertainment. Jack Haley produced and directed and the high points include Gene Kelly in

Singing In The Rain, Judy Garland singing "Get Happy", Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers

in The Barkleys of Broadway. Elizabeth Taylor, James Stewart, Mickey Rooney and Liza

MineUi tie it all together with narration that is a bit nostalgic—and has a right to be. (1974)

KES
March 26-27 Wednesday-Thursday 7:MPMA9:00PM
Ken Loach (Wednesday's Child) directs a lovely, misty film about a lonely young Yorkshire

lad of IS who finds and trains a wild Kestral Hawk. Shot almost entirely on location in the

North of England, using a semi- and unprofessional cast (which The Times' Vincent Canl^
finds excellent without exception). Loach has produced a moving, often delightfully funny,

always marvelously natural film about growing— and about the vast differences between

creatures of the earth and creatures of the air. All the more memorable for its simple and

unpretentious beauty, including some particularly fine scenes of Billy training his hawk.

Recommended. (1970)

The British Maid
Serves Breakfast,

Lunch,

Supper

refreshingly different manner

Nice bar, too!

Slate Rd.

Closed Mondays

458 4961

Williams surfaces very quickly in her con-

versations, whieh are filled with phrases such

as "fantastic" and "very exciting." Despite

the complications it poses for her, Mrs.

Plageman really seems to enjoy her new role

as a student, and her attitude is a welcome
change from the "I can't wait to get out of

here" view loften found among students.

Although Mrs. Plageman said she was a
little nervous at first about going back to

school, she's glad she did.

Amherst Coed

Applicants
from page one

Student, the trustees did not announce the co-

education plan until last November and the

decision may not have been effectively

disseminated to potential students at colleges

throughout thecountry. In addition, the North

Adams Transcript noted that most of the

recruiting efforts have been directed at junior

colleges and this specificity necessarily limits

the number of applicants. It is also possible

that the knowledge that only 50-70 females (of

sophomore and junior standing) are to be

accepted may have discouraged some women
from applying. Some may have felt that the

competition would be too intense while others

may not have wanted to be so over-

whelmingly outnumbered.

This is only a transitional procedure,

however, as Amherst plans to admit 125

women for the 1976 entering freshman class.

LUCITE
FRAMES

7<< FR AWF .SHOP

\

Welcome back to a new Inn

and a new era of fine tiospitality^

and entertainment at ttie

Ommmj{ Williams Inn

t i ^ «:>^
I CAN FOR $2.75 2 CANS FOR $5.25

3 CANS FOR $7.35
(white and y«llow)

ALL TENNIS RAQUETS 20% OFF

Williams Co-op
Spring Street

exclusive dealer for

ADIDAS TENNIS SHOES
Professional 24 hour Raquet Stringing Service

The Established Tenhis Store

Come and see why everyone is trying to keep up with us.
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Towne confines baseball spring training Tuition hike
from page tight

•bead of tho hittara at this stage. That la a*
established a fact in spring training as sore

arms. But the hurlers, who work from a

wooden mound with a thin rubber pad over it,

also have their difficulties.

"It's great practice as far as regaining your

perspective of batter and catcher, but you

can't get completely comfortable," said

senior reliever Tommy Viilanova. "A lot of

pitchers like to dig a little hole in front <A the

rubber to push off of when they follow

through, but you can't do that on the wood."
Always On Tlie Go

One thing you won't find in Towne Field

House on weekday afternoons is tlie leisurely

pace that marks most outdoor camps,
because the whole team cannot practice at

once and other teams must use the facility,

coach Jim Briggs has established a football-

like regiment ("anyone who can figure it out

makes the team," he dead-panned) to divide

the 23-man squad into three groups, each of

wtiich practices for one to one and a half

hours each day.

The schedule keeps every one constantly on
the go, whetlier in exercising, working on
drills with Briggs, or taking batting practice.

Each unit does the maximum number of

game drills that the physical constrictions

allow.

But the real difficulties lie ahead, when the

Ephs finally make the transition to God's
grass. Because ti>e sun does not hit their grey
flannels until ttiey take the field against their

first opponent in North Carolina, the Ephs,
like a man stuck in a cave for five weeks, are
given no chance to adapt to the new
surroundings. Small wonder that the Purple
have not won a game down tiiere in several

years. *

"The first fly bail I'll see is the first one that

one of their guys hits down there," said

Gibbons. "That's why you can always kiss the

first few games goodbye. We've got to learn to

survive each ottier and tiie raining baselnlls

first"

"I was really wild my first time out last

year because it was the first time I had worn
cleats all year, and I kept catching tliem in

the dirt," said Viilanova.

(photo by Read)

Now yoti see it, now you don't. For one brief instant, white baseball is visible
against dark background in Towne Field House. Lighting and glare make it

difficultfor batters to pick up the ball, however.

So is there any worth to all the indoor
training?

"You can tell talent," said Briggs, wtio used
to scout for the Detroit Tigers, and who must
decide on his travelling squad from the

workouts. "You can tell whether a kid can
run, throw, and swing ttie l>at. It's tougher to

judge skills, like how well they can make the

doubleplay, or how they'll react in a tight

situation, but you can get some ideas."

Although "you don't feel really good until

The Magic Bus

$5.00 a head

March 21 — 12 noon

#

Chapin steps to Albany Airport

Call Dave Rogers at 6894

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

For Sound Advice

^-Electronier

Supply Center
stereo Systems By

KLH Panasonic Sony

Tapes

Cassette Reel 8 Track by

Memorex, BASF, 3M, RCA

32 River SI 413 663 6828 N. Adams

SALAD HOURS 4:30-7:00 PM.

Buffet every Sunday 1-8 pm
Delicious food for the low price of $3.75

Williams College students - Pitcher of beer - $1.75

Catering - Receptions- Banquets - Parties

h!ri%

you get outdoors," as Tom Redden noted, he

and several others believed tlie training was
necessary to get into shape. Gibbons added
another perspective.

No matter how much work they put in now,

though, that first fly ball that rises lazily into

the Carolina sky will probably fall somewhere
between two Eph fielders, and the Eptis will

no doubt get pasted a few times before they

put it all together. But when you're playing

real baseball, who's in a hurry?

from page one

exactly how many students would be retur-

ning."

The letter warns that a further minor rise in

board may \x necessary: "The Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts intends to

impose its 5 per cent restaurant-meals tax on
our board fee unless ttie legislature in-

tervenes. The colleges and universities in

Massachusetts are vigorously protesting the

application of this tax, but tlie outcome is in

doubt. The added cost may be between $30

and $45 a year for each student."

Riorden indicated that it was very unlikely

that there would be a major hike in fees

between semesters next year.

He added, "Look, we're not asking parents
to make any more sacrifices than tiave

already hit our faculty and staff." H^ noted

that despite salary increases, inflation has
mea^nt that College employees are taking real

income pay cuts.
" —^-

Treasurer Francis H. Dewey, 3rd, com-=

menting on the rise, pointed out that Williams
is still "some $600 to $700 below those in-

stitutions we k»e most of our accepted ap-

plicants to, particularly the Ivy's." ''i

Following are decisions announced by other

colleges:

V



Women *lose' relay but set record
by ScoU Lutrey

If the laps run in Towne Field House this

weekend had been straightened but and

headed west, the baton would have been

carried not quite to Salt Lake City. The
Fourth Annual Williams Road Runners Club

24 Hour Relay was replete with mileage (1867

of them), aching runners, off-track en-

tertainment, and the annual quota oi one

indoor world record. Though the RRC A team
'won' the Relay with 269 plus milra, they

failed to equal their own year old mark; the

record-smashing honors went to the women,
who set a new indoor standard of 204 miles,

1201 yards—over 70 miles better than the

listed distance.

The women spent the affair running a

nReady, even pace as speed-merchants from

the A and B teams flashed by, but they just

hung on forever, or 24 hours (whichever came
^fi^t). Builtabout a nucleus of cross-country

nflders and boasting severah veterans of last

year's Relay, the women averaged 7:02.1 per

mile, a much brisker pace than it sounds,

especially over the last half-dozen hours.

With full stats as yet uncomputed, the ten

new record holders are Ellen Toll, Gina

Campoli, Jenni Berg, Shailah Stewart, Didl

Royce, Michelle Cutsforth, Becky Kan<^

Gretchen Paxson, Sally Newton and Becky
Lear; Colleen Lyons was credited with an

assist for taking times and counting laps for

24 hours.

Six other teams also mended their way
around basketball and tennis players, a

midnight performance by the Jazz Ensemble,
at 4 a.m. showing of The Great Race, assorted

Roadrunner cartoons, and a constantly

changing crowd of friends and the curious.

TheWRRC B team was most impressive with

2SS miles, followed by Mount Greylock H.S.

with 240, Dodd House with 234%, the WRRC C
team with 231, the Faculty with 221 two-

thirds, and the Wrappers (of Armstrong

House), 210. Only the women. A, and B teams

stayed legit (using only ten runners).

Though the A team failed to match last

year's incredible pace, they did manage to

average 5:20.8 for the period, quicker than

most KeAd readers could go for a single mile.

Pete Hyde, Paul Skudder, Scott Lutrey, John

Rathgeber, Dave Trawick, Frank Carr, Bob
Clifford, Gary James, Bruce Ferguson, and
Chris Flavin went the distance; Flavin

carrying the baton when the final gun went off

for the second year running.

James won the "Tom Cleaver Idiot Award"
with a 4:47 second mile and '74 cross country

captain Lutrey edged his successor Beit _

Clifford, 5:05.4 to 5:07.6, for the quickest pace
for the full 24 hour stint. Hyde and Lutrey

each finished up with four year relay totals of

over100 miles, with Skudder falling just short

with 98.

The B team ran into early trouble when
Andy Chapman was forced to drop-out"after'

only six miles. However, they persevered

and, despite being short a man, went further

than the A teamers individually. Tim Prit-

chard, Tim Buto, Reed Zars, Alan Eusden,

Doug Hollett, Rob Comer, Stew Read, Dan
Sullivan and Joe Kolb went all the way,

averaging 5:38.6 as a team.

Track captain Stan Fri raised the C team to

run the Relay the way he thought propei^
comfortably, with an eye towards survival.

(photo by Read)
A journey of a thousand miles b^ins with one step. Runners are cheered on
during inaugural mile of last weekend's Twenty-four Hour Relay at Towne Field
House.

Baseball confined to Towne
by Nick Cristiano

For one brief interlude three weeks ago, the

. sporting press set aside th^^frenzied stretch

(bives of the hockey and basketball seasons to

celebrate unabashedly the opening of that

most anachronistic yet alluring ritual of all

sport: major league baseball spring training;

For baseball more than any other sport, the

training season marks a return to the game's
grass roots. EstabUshed where the large

populations of retired can pay homage to the

national sport of their youth, and played on

sun-drenched fields where the kids, the

game's future, can virtually intermingle with

their heroes, spring training brings baseball

on a nostalgic trip back to the people who
appreciate it most, almost as if to gird the

game for the long season ahead in turbulent

cities where the meandering pace of the

diamond sport is becoming increasingly

anomalous.

Spring training holds the most allure,

however, for the baseball fan stranded t>ack

north in the snow, and in this respect, the

appeal of the ritual transcends the sport. For
spring training is a vicarious foreshadowing

of the approaching spring, the long-awaited

emergence from the gloom of winter into the

optimism of a whole new stert which the thaw

engenders. The press is well aware of this

("Baseball's Back—With Touch of Spring,"

was the Sporting News headline).

Sucli sentiments do not accompany the

sport, however, when it too ia forced to

remain stranded in the north and somehow
constrict its inherent spaciousness and
Umelessness to an indoor facility constructed

for that ultimate of time-dependent sports,

track. This is the case with the Williams
baseball team, which finds itself imprisoned

in Towne Field House for five weeks before

making its own pilgrimage to the Carolinas to

play ten games during spring vacation.

Poor Lighting

Although Towne is an improvement over
the 100 X 35 foot bam used before 1970, the

playing accommodations are still not exactly
what Alexander Cartwright had in mind when
he designed the game in 1845. The rectangular
infield of the track is just large enough to

contain a diamond, while the lighting fi)(tures

and upturned basketball hoops suspended
from the ceiling, and the protective netting

surrounding the rectangle make the "field"

look more like a circus tent The sunlight
streaming through the translucent windows
casts uneven glares on the Tartan Surface
and pale green net, making the white ball

difficult to distinguish.

"Because of the net and the lighting, it's

difficult to judge the spin of the ball when
you're at bat against live pitohing," said
junior outfielder Mike Gibbons. "Working
against the pitching machine is good for

developing your swing, but since it tends to

throw only one kind of piteh, you can get into

bad habits."

Senior outfielder Bryan Smith found the
most trouble in fielding, however. Ground
balls hop too high and spin erratically on the
resilient rubber surface, be said, while flys
are impossible to hit or field because of the
restrictions.

So it is no surprise that the pitehers are

please turn to page seven

His motley crew lacked the distance

background of their RRC compatriote but

held on until the finish as the nine man squad

was supported by a rotating cast in the tenth

slot. Fri, Dave Breuer, Karl Hubbard, Mike

Hellings, Lisa Capaldini, Anne Youngling,

Lee Drickamer, Tom Klumpp. and Dave

Carroll raised the number to 45 of those

running the Relay under the RRC aegis on

seven teams in four years. (Two years ago,

Pete Farwell '73 worked until the last minute

trying to sign up a tenth man for a single RRC
team, and Mt. Greylock was the only other

team on the track. How times have changed).

With fact-gathering ability limited by

exhaustion (the A team preliminary slats

were done on Sunday night), the exploits of

the other four teams will remain a mystery

(jntil a further deadline, The results of thA

RRC and the women will be sent off to Run-

ner'K World, Pete Farwell will get a lurl*

account of the continuing results of his crazy

idea, and Bob Clifford can begin to wonder

who he can con into running the Relay next

year—fifteen minutes after the final gun was
fired, Towne Field House was deserted.

Sports Shorts
Unseeded freshman wrestler Hal Zendle

managed to score one upset in his only
victory at the Division III National
Wrestling Championships held this past
weekend at Cleveland State. Zendle
wrestling at 118 lbs., defeated the tour-

nament's second-seeded wrestler, 5-2, in
his second bout. He lost his first and third
matches, however, and was eliminated.

• *

Woman squash player Martha Cook wag
named one of the nation's top 14 female
Kquash players by a vote of the coache«.
Cook, who was the lop-ranked Williams

woman, was one of five to receive
Honorable Mention, ranking just below (he
nine top players. '

• * •

Goals by Peter Kieman and Mark
MacLennan and clutch gosltending by Jeff
JLawson led Fort Hoosac-Perry tea 2-1

victory over Hopkins House for the in

tramural hockey championship.

In intramural hoop, Tyler House
swamped Dodd by 18 jMsints to take the
crown.' '; -"' "\' '

'
,.' '-'

'
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Lacrosse seeks better record
by Dennis O'Shea m --.

After a month and a half of trudging

through the rain and snow up Ide Road and

scrimmaging under the less than ideal con-

ditions prevailing in Towne Field House, the

Williams varsity stickers head to Florida next

week for some real live lacrosse.

For the third consecutive year, the Ephmen
will spend their spring break at the Suncoast

Tournament sponsored by the Tampa Bay
Lacrosse Association. CapUin Bob Pinkard

and his squad will have to adjust quickly to

th^ warm weather and organic playing field,

however, since they'll be facing opponents

such as Army, perenially one of the nation's

top ten or twenty teams, always powerful St.

Lawrence, local rival RPI, and Kenyon, who
went 3-6 last year against powerful mid-west
competition.

The Purple were hit hard by graduation this

year, as they have been for the last several

seasons. The seven departing seniors, five of

whom are coaching on the high school level

this year, included two-time Little Ail-

American goalie Matt Levine and his bo-

captain Dan Entwisle. They left a lot of ability

behind, and this year's varsity is out to prove
it by bettering last season's disappointing 6-5

record.

The attack, led by senior Pinkard, is ex-

pected to score a lot of goals. Joining Pinkard
behind the net is Steve Dietrick, moved from
the midfield because of his size and ex-

perience and to relieve Pinkard of some of the

latter's ball control chores. On the crease is

Phil Hartigan, one of the top ground ball

artists in New England. Charlie Carroll, Dave
Moffitt and frosh Dick Goodbody back up the
first string, and Eph coach and spiritual

leader Renzie Lamb, "wouldn't hesitate to

put any of them on the field."

Midfielders are the workhorses of any
lacrosse team, combining offensive and
defensive skills with an heroic contempt of

pain to provide that sudden spark that can
turn any mismatch completely around This
year„All-New England middle Scott Supplee

will team up with Bruce Entwisle and Collie

Nelson, while Cam McKee and freshman
Todd Eckerson run with the "tremendously
improved" Jamie Taylor. Barry McCarthy,
Tom Beldon, and Hervey Mclver form an
especially tough defensive combination. Jim
McCormick, John Agostini and freshmen
Mark Murray and Lew Kitchin all figure to

rotate into the lineup as ii\iuries occur.

Coach Lamb describes his defense as

"Young and aggressive." They are and
they'll have to be. Steve Hein has transferred

and Mark Fishman is no longer playing, so

Lamb has none of his defensive starters back.

What he does have are two sophomore vets,

Scott MacLachlan and Pateh Mason; three

sophs instrumental in the efforts of last year's

undefeated JV team. Bob Marquess, Emmett
Creahan, and Carlton Tucker; and a fresh-

man, Pete linger.

)Vhat he also has are two fine goalies with

the ability to organize and direct these

relativ.^y inexperienced pbQrers bito a first

rate defensive unit

Harland Chun and Bobby Harryman play

very different styles; Chun, for instence, is a

terror with his spectacular, explosive clears,

while Harryman prefers a more methodical,

deliberate approach. Both are quick in the

cage, reliable, and intelligent netminders.

Which of the two will play on any particular

day may well be decided by the kinds of rides

used by the opposing team.

This spring's post-vacation schedule is even

tougher than last year's. The Ephmen face off

against UMass, a sure bet for the pre-season

no. 1 ranking in New England and a potential

top ten candidate in the national polls, and

three Ivies, Yale, Dartmouth and Harvard.

The Ephs will also face talent-laden Division

II and III opponents like Bowdoin,
Springfield, Wesleyan and C.W. Post.

The 1975 NCAA guidebook says, "Williams

may not be as strong, but Renzie Lamb could

pull a surprise or two." If there's any one

coach at Williams who's known for his sur-

prises, it's Renzie Lamb.

r . ,t „ (photo by McClellan)
Sophomore defememan Emmett Crehan guards CastUton [Vt.A Stat, opponent in
last week s scrtmm^e win far Ephs.
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Personal essays used , 'P

Committee chooses 50 JAs

The haul from Security's vacation "search and seizure" would make
garage sale proud. Confiscated appliances may be claimed at semester's

endv^road^^tgHs^wiH-he-retum^d^^o-tbe^sta hotcrbyMcCtellanJ

Spring clean up : cops mop up
by Scott Fenn

Eleven large boxes of unauthorized elec-

trical appliances and several traffic signs

were the amount of contraband confiscated

by College security on their annual spring

check of student rooms, according to Walter
C. O'Brien, Director of Security. O'Brien said

that he did not wish to malce a guess as to the

total value of the confiscated items but

commented that the figure was "quite high."

O'Brien said that "toasters, toaster-ovens,

popcorn poppers, hot plates, and especially

hot pots biecause they are so dangerous" were
among the appliances confiscated. He added
that the traffic signs were taken because "if a

police officer walked into a room in. which
there was a stolen traffic sign a student dould

be subject to pr68ecution."

According to O'Brien, all of the confiscated

items were left out in the open by students

because "we don't search a room. We don't go

into closets or drawers but I venture that if we
did we would probably get twice as much."
Asked if the college itself could be subject to

prosecution for receiving stolen property,

O'Brien replied that it could not because he

was a registered and sworn police officer.

O'Brien commented that the signs will be

returned lo the traffic departments which are

listed on them. He added that all confiscated

appliances will be tagged and turned over to

the Buildings and Grounds department where

students may pick them up just before the end

Leakey gives

a warning to

western man
by Thomas White

"Western man has lost the power of

adat)tatton ... in order to survive as a

species, he must learn to cooperate,"

declared Richard E. Leakey in a lecture and

film presentation sponsored by the Williams

College Department of Anthropology in

conjunction with the National Geographic

Society on Tuesday, March 18. Leakey an-

nually departs from his work in Kenya for

about one month and engages in a lecture tour

please turn to page five

(photo by Read)

Richard E. Leakey uses "stuffy" ar-

cheology to discuss nature of the

human species past, present andfuture.

of the school year. According to O'Brien,

items which have not been claimed within one

year are turned over to local charity

organizations.

by George J. Schutzer

After meeting for a total of more than forty-

five hours, the JA final selection committee
chose 50 Junior Advisers to the Class of 1979

from a pool of 167 appUcants, the selection

committee announced in a letter to President

Chandler.

Three students selected as J.A.s have
turned down the appointments because they

will be studying abroad next year.

Replacements were selected from the

alternate list.

Lauren R. Stevens, Dean of Freshmen, said

this year's selection procedure was more
effective than procedures used in other years.

The committee received a total of 558

recommendations and personal essays
written 4>y jnore than 250 members of the

Williams community, according to Stevens.

He described the requirement of a personal

essay as a major improvement in the

selection process. "All applications were read

out Joud and.Tead_ individually," he said.

When in doubt members of the selection

committee turned to the individual's essay,

and weak essays often led to rejection of

candidates, he indicated.

One problem with the selection process was
the transition from two committees to one

committee, Stevens said. Two separate

committees of former JAs initially reviewed

the applications. Those applicants approved
were sent to the final committee and those

rejected were sent to the other committee for

a second review. *?

The final selection committee, which

consisted of Stevens, a representative from
the Committee on Undergraduate Life and 14

former JAs, seven elected from eachJiLihe
original committees, chose the fifty JAs and
alternates.

Some students criticized the selection

process because it appeared as if a large

number of the newly selected JAs came from
freshman entries whose JAs were serving on

the selection committee. ^^

While admitting this may have been a
problem, Stevens pointed out that JAs as a
Whole and those who served on the selection

-

committee were not a homogeneous group.

Participation on the selection committee

was totally voluntary and any JA who wanted

to serve could have, Stevens said. Thirty-five

JAadid serve. ,,

Stevens said he would like to see a single^

selection committee; "\Ve're probably

headed in that direction" But he said there

would still be the problem of selecting the

people to select the selection committee.

The new JAs will meet next week to elect

officers and draw for entries.Stevens said. If

please turn to page five

Housing choices exhibit new trends
by Andrea Mintz

Ninety-six |J6r cent of the freshman class

( in contrast to about 90 per cent in 1974 and 92

percent in 1973) received either their first or

second choice in the room draw this year.

This marked rise is partially explained by
the appearance of several new trends in

housing choices. While theGreylock Quad has

retained its position of past years as the

overwhelmingly popular first choice (over

half the freshman class requested it), the

Row Houses (which now include Tyler),

although still in second place for first choice,

did not demonstrate this year the same
drawing power they had in past years.

Specifically, the requests for a Row House
as first choice plummeted from 156 in both

1973 and 1974 to 86 in 1975.

Dean Cris Roosenraad suggested that this

decline in popularity may be due to such

factors as: the lack of uniformity among
rooms in Row Houses (unlike Greylock rooms
which are all fairly similar) ; the fact that as

sophomores many-of the men would live in

West College or Currier; and a decrease in

interest in and demand for single-sex living

conditions by women.
There are now 41 students (in comparison

to one in 1973 and zero in 1974) who requested

1973 Choices
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Sin of Omission
What isn't in a letter can frequently overshadow the effectiveness of

what is. The Administration's recent letter notifying parents of next year's
tuition and rooming cost increases did a disservice to parents and College
alike. By not discussing the extent of College economies, it presented the

Administration as a rather impotent structure. Such a structure cannot
inspire coMdence.

What it did say started off well. The letter presented very straight-

forwardly the financial pressures pushing costs up. But it went on to "in-

form you of this new schedule of fees with regret but without apology ..."

Apologies usually occur when something could have been avoided. It is only
when the pressures from consequences make^an occurrence inevitable that

apologies seem out of place. Roman gladiators must have been brimming
with regrets but empty of apology when forced, to axe their gladiatorial

bretheren. They had nothing to do with it really, as the emperor had given
the thumbs down. There was no other choice so why say "sori-y"?

^^ Many businesses, college education among them, react like the
regretful gladiator, chopping down their customers becsluse of the
unquestionable decrees from their emperor, Inflation. Prices went up, so
what could they do? What's important here is not the apology as such
(thoughtful as it may be in all its useless glory), but the refusal to give it.

Without further explanation such businesses are implying that they can
take no active role against inflationary demands. Gooa businessmen are not
helpless.

As a business, Williams is forced to swallow increases in fuel, light and
food costs. Questions remain: Is it justifiable to pass increase;^ directly to

the consumer? Will the College price its product out of the market? Should it

cut back in areas where it does have control—number of faculty, sab-
baticals, fringe benefits, salaries?

Obviously, in applying economic countermeasures to inflation, in-

tangible quantities such as the quality of a Williams education must be
considered. But instead of spelling out what cuts (if any) have been or will

be made, where these cuts will appear, and the relationship between certain
sums and the quality of WiUiams as an institution for higher learning, the
College points to inflation as a force which sweeps these countermeasures
before it. The College is not a helpless organization. Hard times demand
hard actions. The caliber of this coUege's administration suggests that such
decisions are being met thoughtfully and decisively. It's time to let the
paying half of the College community know for sure by presenting a more
detailed appraisal than the most recent letter contained. If the College
continues to present itself as only a victim of winds from the outside world,
it may very possible lose the confidence of the people who support it and
simply blow away.

Toughen up on grading

To the editor:

I am writing in regards to the present

system of grading here at Williams,

specifically the problem of grade inflation. It

seems to me that the present method of

grading students, in which professors are

hesitant to render grades below a C, is unfair.

By confining the grades to the A-B-C range,

less ^ differentiation ' between individual

student performances is possible than with

the full A-B-C-D-f range. This will hurt the

exceptional student by lessening the value of

his A in its familiarity, and help the ailing

student tqr placing him in a general grade

classification which will tend to obscure his

lack of performance. It seems to me that the

grades of students taken over a period of

several years—to account for slight variances

which occur between individual classes-

should follow the general pattern of a bell

curve with a grade of C as its center. An A

•twuid be an indication of really exceptional

work, and the student who achieves one
should be^mn proud. WiUiams College has a
reputation for academic excellence, and only
by maintaining a tough yet equitable grading
system will it continue to do so in the future.

Sincerely,

Stanley J. IVliller '78

Maharishi Enlightenment

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, founder of the

Students' International Meditation
Society, held a press conference in New
York on March 24 at which he announced
the Dawning of the Age of Enlightenment,
as part of a brief world tour. Those in-

terested in hearing more about this and
about the technique of Transcendental
Meditation are urged to attend one of the
two Introductory Lectures on Wednesday,
April 16 in Room 103 Bronfman at 4:00

p.m. and 8:00 p.m. This is the last coarse

(hat will be offered this semester,

Letters to the Editor

Criticizes critic

To^e Editor:

A critique was apparent below the surface

of John ^s' article, but was constantly

frustrated by the author. There were two

reasons for thlB:^an implicit concern with

trying to sound inteUigoit which resulted in a

curious paradox, the mbce the author wrote,

the less he seemed to say; and more im-

portantly, a mistaken conc^tion about the

nature of a paragraph that went uqcorrected

by the editor(s), whatever their naines are.

^With few exceptions one wades his^ay
through single sentences that could easily be^

rhade five, misplaced, commas, incorrectly

used semi; colons and never finds out just

what point is being so poorly pressed by . . •

well, it is not to the point to single out him

whose actions placed himself in this box,

since to a greater or lesser extent we all

"Should,"but4o^ob6ervethat4he result i»-an

implausibility, which, added to the im-

plausibility of the critique, failed to engage

the intellect of the reader, subverted most of

my morals, but fortunately gave me a great

laugh as I read the implausible implausibility

of implausibleness, to which henceforth I will

never travel jgaiii-^the by-line being suf-

ficient warning.

The "better" part of the article was ef-

fective in its scarlet vulgarity. For a man who
is supposed to have taste Ellis' mention of

"tight money" is rather tasteless. Adding
insult to invective, his pedantry becomes
more than oppressive, it breaks down and
becomes ludicrous. Slipping into redundancy
he presents the reader with the following

sente-graph: "Both of the actors who played

the main characters (Benjamin Strout as the

mayor, and Tom Lockhart as Khlestakov)

worked very hard to give tlieir characters life

but were often prevented by elements that

seemed beyond their control."

Why not just say, "Benjamin Strout as the

mayor and Tom Lockhart as Khlestakov
worked very hard", etc? Newsprint has never
been sacred.

The conclusion is inescapable: critics must
inhabit a mad world of nightmare, or at least

type with the lights off ( the greater number of

them think as if they had gravel in their heads
and write only with stiff difficulty) . There are
exceptions. ^" \

^Andrew Gerra

Exposure is important

To the editor:

Contrary to the opinion of Mike Durst,
College Council has not made a grave error in

providing publicity funds for an Open Student
Forum. I think further clarification of the
background and nature of the program would
dispell any doubts anyone might have con-

cerning the motivation behind this effort.

Earlier this fall several open meetings were
held to determine whether there was enough
interestln surveying the student body about
course evaluation and selection, and
publishing the results. The response seemed
to be favorable, but not enough students were
willing to invest the time and effort that such
a project would demand. So rattier than
publish a poorly developed survey, we felt

that developing another method would be
better.

The present proposal involves three
evenings of open meetings at Dodd House, one
night each for Divisions I, II, and III. The
format is basically informal, with coffee and
doughnuts available.Junior and Senior majors'
from each department will be there to answer
any questions or provide any hiformation
they can. The key to the whole idea is that
each person will have to seek out another
individual to solicit advice. No one opinion is

going to be compiled and made public. An
element of diversity is very important in

giving and receiving this kind of information,
and I hope those people who attend the

meetings will talk to as many different people
as possible. The whole purpose of the forums
is to provide the maximum amount of ex-

posure too as many different opinions as
possible so students may make their course
selections with more assurance than they
presently do. The "grapevine" now available
to most students extends to Junior Advisors
and a few friends. This project was organixed

with the idea of expanding that spectrum.
Mr. Durst seems concerned that the thnitt

of remarks made at a meeting of this type
would be that of innuendo and personal abuse
I feel, first of all, that he is entirely
misjudging the focus of the project, as well as
the type of information now available among
students, which is not usually aimed at
personally criticizing an instructor. Secondly
professors do have office hours and students
have ample opportunity to discuss any

~

feelings about their courses or work at any
time during the semester. Furthermore
students have the chance to comment on a
standardized questionnaire (which they may'
request directly if their professor does not
freely distribute them), as well as a pink
sheet to express any comments or criticism

"

they may have. Any one can even sign the^^
pink sheets if they«o desire. The point I am
tryijjg to make is: Why would any one make
remaH^ about an instructor or a course to

anyone els|;Uiat he or she would nob-be willing

to make oh a pink sheet. So Mr. Durst's

comments thatM^ lack of direct invitation to

"thfr faculty will dei^ive them of replytng^to

comments similar to those that they receive

on a pink sheet are unfbuqded
In addition, Mr. Durst'sSuggestion con-

cerning student-faculty discussioQ groups to

provide this type of advice is precluded by the

fact that this dialogue already takes place in

individual conferences with instructors, pink
sheets, student-faculty departmental com-

X

mittee meetings, etc. A good idea in theory,

but one which already exists in different

segments on campus.
However, in fairness to Mr. Durst, I would

like to point out that this project is being

organized on a trial basis. If the demand for

this type of cooperative information exchange
is not great, then the forums will be discon-

tinued We do strongly feel, however, that

each student is entiUed to as much help and as

many thoughtful comments as can be

provided. Students take at least 32 expensive

courses at Williams College; they are entitled

to as many avenues of information as possible

in making the most profitable selections.

Lynn T. McConnell, '77

-s

—

Co-ordinator

Open Student Forum

Refugee fund drive

Dear editor:

I should like to communicate to the many
AC^T supporters at WiUiams tha^^the tragic

crash of Uie CSA transport last Thursday took

the lives of some 200 of our TO AM children

and staff personnel, "rhe Williams community
has actively supported TOAM for the last two

years in a humanitarian effort to bind up the

wounds of the long and devisiye war in

Vietoam. It now appears that the cfash and

the subsequent airlift have effectively closed

TO AM. Rosemary Taylor, her 8 years of

heroic service in Vietnam ended, is on her

way to this country to expedite the placement

of hundreds of TO AM children recently

arrived on the West Coast
There still is an urgent need for money: for

the transportation and placement of the or-

phans in the United States ; for the airlift from

Vietnam (much of it on private carriers) ; for

temporary foster care prior to adoption; and

for supplies that can still be sent and are

urgently needed for child care in Vietnam.

For these reasons ACT is conducting a fund

drive to raise money to support the

humanitarian efforts that are unfolding on the

West Coast and those that hopefully will

continue in Vietnam". ACT earnestly requests

that all persons pledging to the 24-hour

charity relay forward their contributions

immediately to the solicitors and that ad-

ditional contributions for this latest crisis be

sent direcUy to me in the Athletic Office.

We in ACT greatly appreciate the continued

and sustaining support of the Williams

community.

Sincerely yours,

Robert R. Peck

Job lot
Bankers Trust will be recruiting for

money market trainees on Wednesday,
April 16. A breakfast meeting may be

scheduled. Check the Office of Career
Counseling for further details.
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Date set on course forum

„ . - , ,. . ^.... (photo by New Hampshire Times)
Head ofthe effort to save the Old Man of the Mountain is Lindsay Fowler 75, His
forces won the first step of the battle two weeks ago when they were granted a
Jfiexmanentfniuif£tion^ the 1st Paderal District Court.

The Man and the Mountain
Department has gotten to do what it wants-
building their roads regardless of law. The
erdinary msn^ thinks be €an' t do anythLig, -

and perhaps individually, he can't. So with
Save the Old Man, The, I've tried to let the
little guy influence government in making an
intelligent decision."

"If I can help dissipate people's feeling of
helplessness," he concluded, "I've done a
lot."

(rem page one

... It took the inltlative^of a Williams student

and the ingenuity of a Behhrhglotnawyer 1o

halt, at least for the moment, the siege on the

Old Man and his Notch.

Lindsay Fowler is a bright, polished, and
lucid Williams senior who initially, at least,

doesn't appear to be the sort of person one
would imagine as eager to tilt at windmills. It

doesn't take long, though, to discover that his

years spent in the White Mountains area have
imbued him with the stubbornness and single-

^ mindedness of the natives of that region.
~\ Lindsay has spent much time there, both as a

^mper and as a guide and ridge runner for

the Appalachian Mountain Club (AMC).
In the summer and fall of 1972, he

discovered that though the federal govern-

ment had promised not to trespass the Noteh
area, construction of Interstate 93 was being

pursued both to the north and to the south in

violation of a 1966 law forbidding construction

. of public highways through reserved public

lands where an alternative route exists. The
alternative route—Interstates 91 and 89—
connects the same terminals of the proposed
Interstate 93 route (St. Johnsbury, Vt. and
Concord, N.H.). The alternative route is 10

miles longer than the proposed route through

the Noteh.

Unable to secure the Noteh's protection

through the AMC, Fowler took matters into

his own hands. Retaining the services of

Harvey Carter, a Bennington lawyer and
Williams grad who participated in the action

which kept Route 7 from being made into an

interestate highway. Fowler took last year off

from Williams and during that time organized

Save The Old Man, Inc., a group designed to

halt the highway's construction by means of a

legal suit.

The litigation, currently awaiting decision,

revolves around the 'alternate route' idea.

"The alternate route is a major point," said

Lindsay. "It's one of the larger boondoggles
of federal spending—between $70-100 million.

We're being a lot more sensible than the

people responsible for Itxiilding the roads."

Questioned on the suit's chance in court,

«- Lindsay simply stated that "we're waiting tc

hear how the judge is going to decide in our

favor."

As a student taking on the established

powers, Lindsay is not intimidated. "I had to

get the word out," he said. "Since then, we've

gotten a lot of coverage in the press. If you

know what you're talking about, people will

listen to you."

Regarding the perspective of government
the experience gave him, he commented that

"government has gotten out of the hands of

the people. It's incredible how the Highway

Panel on jobs
"Liberal Education anu the Job Market"

will be the topic of a faculty panel sponsored

by the Committee on Undergraduate Life,

Wednesday, April 16 at 8 p.m. in Jesup Hall.

The panel, composed of John W. Chandler,

William Gates, and Frederick Rudolph, was
chosen to represent a diversity of per-

spectives.

Prof. Rudolph will approach the topic

historically by describing what happened in

small colleges during and after past

recessions. Prof. Gates, who has been leading

.. a two-year investigation of the Williams

curriculum as Chairman of the Committee on

Educational Policy, will speak about the

influence on the curriculum of parent and

student financial worries. The President will

comment on the present policies of the

College.

by David Koenigsberg

Dodd House living room wjill be the site of

open meetings held April 20, 21 and 22 at
which students' particularly freshmen and
sophomores, will have the opportunity to

discuss with Junior and Senior majors the
courses and instructors in their respective
major departments.
The meeting is the result of the efforts of

Lynn McConnell '77 to make available to

Willianu students a formal publication of-

fering student opinions on courses and
professors. McConnell began her ^forts by
trying to coordinate a student authored
booklet with more in-depth explanations of

course content and evaluations of the in-

structors than are offered in the College's
course catelogue. She noted that Amherst and
Middlebury have similar publications. After
failing to get sufficient student volunteers to

put one out this spring, McConnell decided to

organize a series of student meetings dealing
with the same subject. She has received
support and funding' from the Gargoyle
Society and the College Council, while the
Freshmen Council has tentatively offered its

support.

The students available for questioning will

be Junior and ^nlof majors "randomly
selected" by Gargoyle, McConnell said. The
meeting will be informal and students will be
able to seek information on a one-to-one basis

with the designated students.

In a letter to the editor in the March 12 issue

(rf the RecordAdvocate, Michael Durst '75,

College Council Treasurer, objected to the

Council offering financial support for the

meeting because there would not be a formal
invitation extended to faculty members to

attend the meeting.

According to Durst, without an opportunity

to respond, faculty would possibly be subject'

to "the kind of remarks and unfounded in-

nuendo which could affect a professor's

reputation." Students might better evaluate

their own feelings concerning their opinion of

courses and faculty and the faculty, in turn,

will have the chance to respond to negative

comments.
McConnell, disagreeing with Durst's view,

said that students have ample opportunity to

question professors about their views on the

courses they teach. Also, the course
evaluation forms offer an instructor the

chance to see what students think of the

course and his teaching methods and to

respond or react by changing ihe course
accordingly.

While Durst contends that no one has the

right to determine how much an opinion can
hurt someone, McConnell stressed, "no one
policy is being presented on courses and
professors". She also felt that "professors are
more apt to listen to criticism from other

faculty" and that student evaluation of

faculty is limited by lack of power. The
meetings are merely an effort to "make more
sources of information available to freshmen
and sophotnores so they can "make their

choices (of courses) with more a$^urance
than before."

Experience in Japan

AKP is 'experimental education
'

byJohn Ware'76

Sitting in the Snack Bar during Winter
Study last year, I overheard someone in the

next booth. He was talking about the

Associated Kyoto Program (A.K.P.), a one-

year academic program in Japan which
Williams students can joia I had never heard
of it. I was, however, curious. Soon I spoke
with Williams History Professor Peter Frost,

founder of the program. Although I'd had no
previous interest in Japan (all I knew was
that raw fish, seaweed and lots of rice were
eaten there—none of which sounded very
appetizing), I applied. Today, I sit in my 8-

foot square apartment in the mountains north

of Kyoto,' 10,000 miles away from William-

stown.

Two years of Williams-izing makes me
hesitant to use superlatives, but nonetheless

they are required here. This year has been,

and continues to be the most exciting,

thought-provoking, and rewarding year of my
life. I want to tell you why and encourage you
to seriously consider a year in Japan for

'yourself.

Academically, this program rates high- I

have often been amazed at the high quality of

both students (this year Williams, Amherst,
Colby, Connecticut College, Wesleyan,
Princeton, Oberlin, Carlton, and U. of

California are represented) and the faculty of

A.K.P. We had, for example, barely been in

Japan 24 hours when Mr. Nogami of the

Foreign Ministry led iJ^sin a discussion of

Japanese-American relations. He was im-

mediately followed by Richard Halloran,

author and Tokyo Bureau Chief of the New
York Times. This year over 20 guest speakers

will have spoken to A.K.P. on all aspects of

Japanese culture as well as on the important

Korean problem.

The program's location in Kyoto, the

capital (of government, religion, and the

arts) for over 1000 years, provides a

stimulating learning environment. This

allows for a rather unique history seminar-
each lecture is followed by a short streetcar

ride to the area just discussed.

All AKP students, in addition to the core

history seminar required of all, study

Japanese 10 hours a week and choose a

second seminar (first semester—modem
Japanese literature or Japanese Religion,

second seminar—history of Japanese art or

participatory art) . The Japanese language is

difficult but not impossible. After only a

summer tutorial, I found the language barrier

less threatening than I'd expected.

As a religion major, I chose the religion

seminar in the fall and am continuing my
study currently on an independent—in lieu of

a second seminar. Through contacts of AKP..

I've beeiT'able to talk with the scholars at

.

Hobo Girin—a French-sponsored study which

is creating a complete Buddhist encyclopedia

based on Chinese and Japanese texts. They

have been very accessible and helpful to me. I

also have joined a weekly seminar on Zen

philosophy led by Abe Masao, a respected Zen
Buddhist scholar and professor. I shouldn't

fail to mention that there are over 1000

temples in Kyoto. At one of them, I spend two
nights a week helping (H-epare meals, eating,

sitting, and sleeping with the monks. The
experiential knowledge I've gained from my
time there has been invaluable in increasing

my understanding of Japan's most famous
religion.

Other students have been at least as for-

tunate in pursuing their particular interests

in traditional pottery, weaving, dyeing,

theater, flower arranging, calligraphy, and
music.

AKP is more than an academic program.
Each student must spend the first semester
with a Japanese family. This aspect, though
frustrating because of language and different

backgrounds, is the backbone of the program.
Living with a family allows the student to

become a part of the daily life of the modern
Japanese society. The problems of living in a

very different cultural setting—where the

conception of man, woman, family, and in-

dividual are basically different—become
apparent and must be adjusted to. There is

also no better way to sense what life means to

today's Japanese than to learn of his dreams,
disappointments, and goals. At the end of the

first semester students are free to move to

apartments or student dorms to live in a

different setting, do their own cooking and be
a bit more independent, or continue on with

their family. This year about half chose to do
the latter.

AKP also beheves strongly in the value of

travel. This means each semester is designed

to incorporate two one-week vacations and
the Christmas-Winter Study break is without

structure to encourage independent ex-

plorations. There is nothing like riding with

Japanese truck drivers, or on the back of a

farmer's flat-bed truck, or sleeping in rural

temples to get to know a country's people.

Hitehing here, by the way, is easier than

Route No. 2, California, or Boston, and is

much safer. This entire country, in fact, is

remarkably safe. Out of a population of 110

million, there were last year approximately
15 rapes.

Based on the above, I hope you agree that

AKP, by virtue of its academics, living set-up

location, and the freedom it allows to pursue

individual interests, is a rewarding ex-

perience. There are, however, two other

major reasons that -Qiake Uie AKP year
outstanding. ^\

First of all, Japan is a member of the

Eastern World, and particularly is extremely
close to the volatile and increasingly im-

portant Southeast Asian world. Japan is also

second to only Russia and the U.S. in the size

of her G.N.P. Japan is a modem, highly

technological, thriving country. McDonalds,
Dunkin' Donuts, Col. Sanders, and Coca Cola

are everywhere. Yet Japan's roots are not in

Ancient Greece, in Plato, or in the Judaeo-

Christian tradition. Her historic allegiance is

to an indigenous religion, Taoism, Con-

fucianism, especially Buddhism, and the

highly developed culture of the mainland-
China.

As I hinted earlier, in this society one is

defined differently than in America—social
relationships have different rules, and birth

and death are seen from a different per-

spective. Living in Japan as a "Westerner"
means daily confrontations with these dif-

ferences. It means constant examination of

one's own background and outlook. It means
seeing America from afar and reading
Japanese opinions of it. Like it or not, it

means representing America to Japan-
explaining its culture, its policies, its power to

inquisitive Japanese.

Living in Japan also offers the "Westerner"
a special kind of psychological freedom.
Outside the influence of American tradition

and, importantly, the western way of

thinking. Suffice it to say, I believe invaluable

lessons in self-awareness necessarily take

place.

Finally, the AKP year offers an alternative

form of education to the Williams grind. I

guess AKP,"to some degree, falls into that

controversial category of "experimental
education." I presume that too means that the

value of experiences is rated higher than the

booking and paper-writing style we know so

well in the Berkshires. However, I question

those who would argue that their "ex-

perience" at Williams was rewarding mainly
because of their paperwork. I have yet to

meet a Williams student who hasn't em-
phasized his relationships with fellpw

students and faculty as well as his growing
self-awareness as at least as important as his

courses. Nor would I consider AKP as

valuable solely for the "soul-searching" it

causes. Yet I submit it provides ~ Williams

students with opportunities and the freedom
to take advantage of that far exceeds those

Williams can offer. Even more importantly,

the experience is one that coming to Japan on
one's own cau|d not duplicate. In short, it is an
option a WilUtms student would be in error

not to consider, Rfid Williams College in error

if it chose to withdraw its support from AKP
and other forms of "experimental
education."

John Ware 76 is living in Kyoto,
Japan, as part of the Associated
Kyoto Program [AKP] which was
originated by Williams Professor
Peter Frost.

Under the program. 20-25
studentsfrom ei/fht colleges study in
Japan.

Frost,^ at whose request Ware
wrote this piece, said, John's essay
is so fantasticallypositive that it may
seem unbelievable, but I do want to
open Williams's windows to the
wider world."



Am
Ught entertainment

Ballet at it's best at AMT

sichord builders, who worked in Antwerp in

the 17th century.

Mr. Hill is associate professor of

mathematics at Williams,
'

Ellen English of the Ballet Repertory Company exhibits the classical ballet style

which this company will bring to Williams this weekend. See story.

IfMusic be the Food ofLove
Music from Marlt>oro will present its third

and final concert of the year at the Clark Art

Institute this Wednesday, April 9th, at 8:30.

The program features two works: Mp^rt's
"Divertimento, in E-flat Major, foi*' String

Trio, K. S63," and Beethoven's "Serenade for

Flute, Violin, and Viola, Opus 25." The per-

formers will be Lucy Chapman, violin, Bruno
Giuranna, viola, Paul Tobias, cello, and Paul
Dunkel, flute. Admission is $3.50.

Victor Hill will inaugurate his new harp-

sichord on the Griffin Hall Concerts of

Saturday and Sunday, April 12 and 13, at 8

p.m. at Williams College. The all-French

program will be divided, with the earlier

works on the new instrument and the later

ones played on Hill's familiar Schuetze.

The harpsichord to be heard for the first

time in this area was built in 1970 by William

Post Ross of Boston and Was formerly owned
bythe New York Pro Musica. The instrument
is a copy of Ross's 1646 Andreas Ruckers II,

with certain modifications taken from other

work of the famous Ruckers family of harp-

WILUAMSTOWN. M«B«.—The WilUami

CollegeDance Society has announced that the

BaUet Toaitn FoundaUon'i BaUet Repertory

Coiqpifny will be in residence at WUlianu thia

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. The three-

day residency will be the third event in the

Williams Dance Society Concert Series, 1974-

75.

Both Friday and Saturday evenings' per-

formances promise to be, says Joy Anne
Dewey, Director of the Dance Society,

"delightful . . . The dancers are young,

good, and attractive; and the company has

selected a program that will be light, gay, and

extremely entertaining. It will be an op-

portunity for Williams to see examples of the

classical ballet, after the dance experiments

of Merce Cunningham."
The group will perform Spring Waters, a

short in dui-ation, huge in effect, ex-

travaganza which was originated by Russia's

Bolshoi BaUet. The music by Rachmaninoff is

wildly Romantic and the choreography by

Messerer is acrobatic. When the Bolshoi first

performed this piece at London's Covent

Garden they were called back for 18 ( ! ) en-

cores. Songs of the Auvergne is a ballet put

together by choreographer Lois Bewley from

traditional folk-songs of Brittany, songs

renowned for their beautiful melodies. The
group will present two contemporary pieces

as well: Impressions, with music by Gunther

SchuUer based on the art work of Paul Klee;

and choreographer Tony Perez's 1971 work,

Annual.

Perhaps the treat of both evenings,

however, will be the BaUet Repertory

Company's rendering of the Boumonville

Divertissements, which consists of selections

fronts Bournonville's dance's. They are

Durer 's Personality

Next Thursday, the 17th of April,

Professor Julius S. Held will give a lecture

on "Durer's Personality." The lecture will

be given to further illustrate the Clark's

present exhibits both of Durer graphics

and of the copies after Durer. 4:30 in the

afternoon.

One of the more ghoulish illustrations from the Chapin, Library's exhibit: "Prom
Block Book to Leonard Baskin," which traces 300 years of book illustration.
Because of the popularity of this show it is being held over until their next show
"Backgrounds of the American Revolution, 1764-1776: in Pamphlets, Books,
Broadsides, and Ma^s," which will open on April 18th. The Chapin is open week-
daysfrom nine until noon andfrom one until halfpastfour.

The British Maid
Serves Breakfast,

Lunch,

Supper

refreshingly different-manner

Nice bar, too!

Stale Rd.

Closed AAondays

458-4961
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Richard Leakey's research

prompts warning to West

%

iTQinpagaona

of Europe and the United States. Although

designed primarily to appropriate funds for

his extensive archeological excavations, the

lecture tour also serves to acquaint the

general public with archeology, discussion

of which has long been confined to intellectual

circles.

To an overflow crowd of all ages at the

Adams Memorial Theater, Leakey gave a

well-received lecture and film presentation

on his woric in the east Lake Rudolf area of

Kenya. As the general director of operations,

he coordinates the research activities by the

various paleo-geologists, organic chemists
and archeologists who are individually in-

volvied in investigations around the lake.

The actual film presentation depicted the
general environment of Lake Rudolf and
explained the various archeological in-

vestigations that are presently being con-
ducted by the individual scientists and their

teams. Leakey's warning to western man
came in a comparison of the modern
inhabitants of Lake Rudolf with western man.
Adopting a critical position on the amount of

antagonism in western society, he stressed
the adaptive benefits of the cooperation found
among the inhabitants of the lake.

An extremely well respected and in-

fluential, albeit controversial archeologist,

Leakey conveyed the impression of having
mellowed somewhat in recent years, ac-

cording to long time observers. Some of the
rather radical positions that he had adopted
earlier concerning the path of human
evolution have been reconsidered

Although visibly fatigued from the recent
weeks of non-stop lecturing and travelling,

Leakey nonetheless conveyed the same en-

thusiasm in, his film and description of his

projects as he possesses towards his ar-

cheological work itself. This enthusiasm for

his work manifests itself most vividly in the

painstaking patience and dedication required

to piece together minute fragments of bone
into a final shape (nothing for frustrated jig

saw puzzlers).

Throughout the film and lecture, Leakey
concentrated on putting a perspective on his

archeological research. In the past not

concerned with making discoveries
"relevant," Leakey stated that currently

"science for science's sake is no good. There
must be other reasons for research". Taking
a cue from the pessimistic situation in the

world, Leakey emphasized the rol6 of ar-

cheology in helping to redirect some of man's
destructive practices by providing a per-

spective of the past path of evolution and the

role of adaptation.

As the Administrative Director of the

National Museum of Kenya, Leakey directo
and participates in archeological research as
a self-confessed "hobby". The son of Louis B.
Liakey, renowned archeologist who made the
monumental discoveries of human ancestors
at Olduvai Gorge, Richard ironically received
no formal university educatioa His field

training was comprehensive, however, as he
remembers having been brought up through
childhood "with a trowel in my hand'' helping
his parents with their projects.

Senior Women!
The North Adams Area Branch of the

American Association of University Women
invites all women of the Class of 1975 to attend
an informational meeting on Wednesday
evening April 16 at 8 p.m. at North Adams
State College Campus Center, Room 324B.

AAUW is a nationwide organization of over
182,000 college graduates with a program that

enables members to assume a responsible

role in meeting such concerns Tis^ equal
opportunities for women in education,
government, and the professions; the future

of higher education; individual and group
involvement in achieving a unified society.

Some fringe ben^its are fellowships for

graduate study, book discounts, group in-

surance, even low cost travel tours.

For more infohnation, leave your name,
address, and telephone nunhber with Dean
Nancy Mclntire before April 11. .

1 X
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O'Brien warns SDifflE affiD lb (BODMOJSmE
of new gun law

Director of Security Walter O'Brien issued

a statement Monday warning students of the

potential consequences of being caught with a

gun.

"The new Massachusetts Gun Law, became
effective on April 1, 1975, find is known as the

*'Bartley-Fox Fun Law", as amending
Chapter 649 of the Massachusetts annotated

Laws of 1974.
'

' The new amendment dictates a mandatory
jail sentence for violation of any of the

Massachusetts gun laws, after conviction.

Basically, one of the following three con-

ditions must be met before a person can be

legally in possession of a firearm in

Massachusetts under specific conditions:

1. May carry an unloaded shot gun during

the Mass. hunting season, and In possession of

Ik valid Massachusetts Hunting license.

Il 2, May carry a hapdgun after obtaining a

^temporary license from Commissioner of

Public Safety. ^

3. May carry an unloaded firearnrafter

obtaining a firearms identification card froni

the local PoUce Department.

. Of course, the overriding restriction on

College students is contained4nXhapter 441,

Acts of 1969 amending Chapter 269, Section 10,

prohibiting the possession of firearms on
College or University campuses." "^

The Body Discovered ... ^

The Williams Student Art Gallery presents

a new exhibit this Thursday, April 10th: "Life

Drawings: Nancy Greenhouse and Kathy
Began."

LOWESTJET
FARES TO
tUROPE
of any scheduled airline

See how much you save via
Icelandic Airlines' dally jets from
New York to Luxembourg, June
thru August, against lowest
comparable round-trip fares of
any other scheduled airline:

Under 21?
THEIR FARE OUR FARE

$476 $410
YOUTH FARE, ages 12 to 21 , for
stays of up to 365 days. Show
proof of age. Confirm within 5
days of flight. Save $66 via

Icelandic!

Over 21?
THEIR FARE

$846
OUR FARE

$600
NORMAL FARE for stays of 46
to 365 days. Save $246 via

Icelandic!

Sirrfllar savings^.1rom Chicago

!

Enjoy lowest jet fares to Europe
no matter when you go or how
long you stay. Get details about
all of Icelandic's fares & tours.

SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT.
Fares subject to change and
gov't, approval.

Ito.- Icelandic Airlines • (21 2) 757-8585 |

I

1

I

I

I

I

630 Fifth Ave., NY., NY. 10020

For local toll free number
dial (800) 555-1 21

2

Send folders on
over/under 21 fares.

Name.

Street.

City-

I State.

! ICEUkMDIC
ljmUHES_

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Alumnus awarded highest engineering honor
John W. Townsend, Jr., '47, Associate

Administrator of the Commerce Depart-

ment's National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration, has been elected a member

of the National Academy of Engineering.—^According to the U.S. Department of

Commerce, election to the Academy is the

highest professional distinction that can be

conferred on an American engineer and

honors those who have made important

contributions to engineering theory and

practice or who have demonstrated unusual

accomplishments in the pioneering of new

and developing fields of technology."

Townsend was honored for his leadership in

You can still acquire Public Land FREE!

Government Land Digest

Box 2217

Norman, Oklahoma 73069

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America
Small and Large Pizza.s

) Hot Oven (Jrinders

^. ' Spaghetti
")() Spring .Street 4.5H-9()<)9jand -JSB-BOH

"pendailyHani to2^a ni

Hreaklasl daily Ha ni toll am

Donuts, Coffee

VV'c make our own pizza dough daily

STUDENTS WELCOME

DIDYOU KNOW?
A YtAR or a SEMESTER abroad

may be chea[x?r"than a

YEAR or SEMESTER in the States.

Why n(jl live, study and learn in EUROPE '.

ACADEMIC YEAR ABROAD
221 East 5l)lh Street New York. NY 101)22

WANTED
Subscription Editor for the
RecordAdvocate for next year.

Good Salary.

Contact Ron Adams at 6905

Discoveries

Records & Tdpes

SPRING STREET

THERE'LL SE NO
FRETTINO

IF I'M AT YOUR
WEODINOI

*»

Campus notes
TTfffit**-^-

developing sounding rockets and earth en-

vironmental satellites and advanced-

technology environmental studirar

He was graduated from Williams College in

1947, cum laude, and with highest honocs-in.

physics. He received his master's degree in

physics from Williams in 1949, and an

honorary degree from here in 1961.

Blood
The American Red Cross Blqpdmobile will

be at the Congregational Church in

Willianfistown on Thursday, April 10, between

10:30 and 4:30. Students, faculty staff and
members of the community are asked to

respond. Donors must l>e in good health,

between the ages of 18 and 66 (17 with

parental approval) and not have donated

blood within 56 days.

Parsons honored
Susan D. Parsons, Assistant Professor of

French, has been awarded a Fellowship in

Residence from the National Endowment for

the Humanities, announced U.S. Rep. Silvio

0. Conte and Sen. Edward W. Brooke.

Fellowships in Residence for College

Teachers are intended for teachers in un-

dergraduate private and state colleges and in

two-year colleges who are concerned
primarily with improving their own
knowledge and in two-year coUeges-who are

concerned primarily with improving their

own knowledge and understanding of the

subjects they teach in order to improve their

teaching. Fellows will attend one of 15

seminars held at 12 colleges and universities

throughout the country and directed by
distinguished scholars in the principle

disciplines of the humanities and the

humanistic social sciences. They will also

engage in personal study and research

beyond the work of the seminar. Professor

Parsons will attend a seminar entitled

"Forms, Themes and Concepts in French
Fiction."

New trends

in housing
from page one

At the same time, however, the number of

students who placed this complex fourth on
their list also rose. The wide disparity in

rooms among these dorms may, suggested
Roosenraad, discourage freshmen from
applying there.

'The Student Housing Committee, in ad-

dition to calculating the number of incoming
students that each house can accommodate,
also conducts interviews with every house
president so he-she can express the dorm's
preferences for housing applicants. As a

result of these interviews, more women were
assigned to Bryant and Carter, several

Currier ^ms formerly occupied by Row
House affulates were transferred to Fitch

House, and Dennett House was increased by

the addition of ten rooms forfeited by Arm-
strong.

BERKSHIRE AUTO HAUS, INC.

Route 20 at Holmes Rd.

Lenox, Moss.

(413) 499-4360

__ NEW EORSCiffi

914 _

911

AUDI 100 L S

- .*>;•

FOX
INSTOCK

-. * c .1 •*'

tl-' -''ji '.. > >

'4- ^ V- ;

23 minutes from Willia
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Trip best in 4 years

Baseball wins 3 down south

Lacrosse captain Bob Pinhardflanked by Coach Renzi Lamb and Jsistan/cbarUs
Jankey. Laxmen bad impresswe 4-1 record in Florida tournament during sttrinjr
vacation. a r a

Xaerosse team is impressive-
by Dennis O'Shea

The Williams varsity lacrosse team
chalked up a 4-1 record on a highly successful
spring vacation trip to the Suncoast Lacrosse
Tournament in Tampa, Florida. Victories

over Kenyon (13^), Tampa Bay Lacrosse
Club (14-6), RPI (13-5), and St. Lawrence (10-

8) were offset only by an 11-3 loss at the hands
of traditionally powerful Army. The Ephs'
trailed the Cadets by only 2-1 at the half and 5-

3 after three quarters, but in the final period
"We just weren't able to keep running with
them," according to captain Bob Pinkard.
"We played five games in seven days and

playied them exceedingly well. I couldn't have
asked for more," said enthusiastic head
coach Renzie Lamb. The starting attack of
Pinkard, Steve Dietrick and Phil Hartigans
supplied most of the points in this year's

southern junket, with All-New England
midfielder Scott Supplee providing the hot
hand in front of the goal.

The Ephs' fearless leader had particular

praise for his youthful defensive unit of Scott

MacLachlan, Patch Mason,. Bob Marques,
Emmett Creakan, Carlton Tucker, and
Peter Unger. "They were excellent. They
played good, close defense and performed far

above my expectations."

The Ephmen will have to readjust quickly

to the New England weather they suffered

through for weeks prior to vacation, since this

month's games will be crucial to their hopes of

gaining a berth in the ECAC Divisions Il-III

regional tournament they won two years ago.

During April they face three of the five teams
that defeated them in last year's regular
season, and three teams listed in the major
college rankings released last week by the
USILA: U. Mass (13th); Yale (19th); and U.
Conn. (20th).

Things won't get too much easier in May.
Harvard is a drastically improved team and
played impressive lacrosse against an am-
bitious schedule of opponents on a swing
through Maryland last week. Wesleyan lost to

Yale by only one goal, and Dartmouth goalie

Geoff Bennett is a candidate for Ail-

American.
Williams opens the regular season on the

road this Saturday at Springfield College. The
Yellowjackets got the better of last year's

encounter, the first ever between the two
schools in lacrosse, edging out the Ephs 10-9.

Once again, the teams will meet on
Springfield's tricky Astroturf field.

Yale is the visitor when the Ephs open their

home campaign Wednesday, April 16. As of

this writing, the Ells have compiled an im-

pressive 5-1 record, the only loss coming at

the hands of defending NCAA champion
Johns Hopkins. In that game, however, Yale
did not look like an aggressive ball club. Only
one attackman, Paul Catterton, seemed
willing to drive the comers, and Bob
Eberhart was the sole middle trying to go one-

on-one. A hustling squad willing to break

clear and fight for ground balls and able to

contain All-American prospect Bruce Smith
can definitely beat this team.

STOP LOOKING
for a good part-time job!!

•Good Pay ANew Opportunities

• Career Training- •Regular Promotions

•Men and Women Eligible ^T^~~

EARN $45 FOR ONE WEEKEND PER MONTH, AND TRAIN FOR
A REWARDING CAREER IN THE TECHNICAL
SKILL OF YOUR CHOICE.

GETTING INVOLVED BECAUSE

AMERICA NEEDS US

i^-^
I

FOR MORE INFORMATION (No Obligation) CLIP AND MAIL TO:

j^-ARMY RESERVE OPPORTUNITIES, 4001 WEST DEVON AVE.
TT'RM. lOe. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60646

I

NAME —-—»ii AGE^

I ADDRESS

CITY.

ZIP_

STATE.

PHONE.

byNlckCristiano

Poor SDrine weather that invariably delays
the opening of the season has always been an
unavoidable plague for Williams baseball
teams, but no Eph team has probably been as
eager to start thie season as this year's squad.
For the first time in four years, the Purple
won a ballgame on their southern trip. They
won three, in fact, while losing five, for their

most impressive showing since players
started wearing numbers on their uniforms.

(That victory four years ago , by the way, was
a rain-shortened gift).

Improved pitching (the Ephs cut their walk
total in half from last spring), speed (11 for 11

in steals), and excellent defense were the

keys to the victories, said second year coach
Jim Briggs, who last year led the Ephs to a 9-8

record and their first winning campaign in

ten seasons.

=^;-iriggs is 'Counting ,j)n these jame
ingredients to get the Ephs throu^ their 1»=

game regular season schedule. The Ephs lost

five starters from last year's team, including

a .312 combined average and half their RBI
total in tri-captains Dan Odre, Mike Bangser,
and Don Allison.

Williams will be a youthful .team, with only

two seniors, captain Bryan Smith and Maury
Matteodo, starting the opening game. Left

fielder Smith was last season's MVP with a

.327 average, and had the key hit in six of the

nine Williams wins. Center fielder Matteodo,
who appears fully recovered from a knee
injury that limited him toDH duty last spring,

blistered the ball at a .303 clip in the

Carolinas.

Junior third baseman Jim Trapp is the only

returning infield starter, but Briggs said he
was happy with the play of the rest of the

diamond. Speedy freshman Scott Harrington

won the shortstop job, junior Derrick

Robinson, who batted .242 and played short in

14 games last year, is at second, and junior

Tom Chizmadia will man first. Junior Jim
Baldwin will back up the DP combination.

Sophomore Tom Redden will be behind the

plate to round out the team. Right field is the

only uncertain position, with juniors Mike
Gibbons and Kevin O'Neill, and sophomore
Sam Hanchett, a converted infielder, vying

for the job.

Last year's two most effective hurlers,

senior right-handers Tom Villanova (2-0) , and
Rick Mahoney (2-1, team-leading 2.06 ERA)
return to lead the much-improved hill staff

that includes two freshmen, Pete Kastrinelis

and Steve Maier, each of whom notched a
victory down south. Firebailing junior south-

paw Pete Eshelman, who struck out 9 of 18

batters in one appearance, and soph Don
Wallace complete the staff. Eshelman, who
will be DH wh^ not pitching, was the leading
hitter at .333.

The Purple's historic first victory came
early, a 4-2 win over Lewisburg J.C. in the
team's second game, the nightcap of a
doubleheader. Kastrinelis pitched four
scoreless innings in relief of Mahoney to get
the victory. With the pitching staff hurting
because of the unexpected doubleheader,
(necessitated by rain)j the Ephs were then
bombed by Pfeiffer (twice) and Davidson to

end the first week at 1-4.

The Purple opened the second week with a
10-7 victory over the University of South
Carolina, Coastal Campus, as Maier allowed
only one single in six innings in relief of

£sfaelman.~Alter ^«pping a 7-2 rematch to

use, CC, the Ephs put it aU together in the

final game, a 12-inning, 7-6 victory over
Campbell College. The Ephs got excellent

pitching from Mahoney, who gave up five

runs in 7 2/3 innings, and Eshelman, who
allowed only one run in the final four innings,

while the offense produced fifteen hits,

against Campbell's best pitchers, including

two homers by Trapp and one by Matteodo.

Wednesday's scheduled opener at R.P.I,

was shifted to April 20, and Saturday's home
doubleheader has l>een shifted to Springfield

because of the weather. Briggs said that

Mahoney and Eshelman would probably start

on Saturday.

The opening day lineup will look like this.

Harrington, ss; Trapp 3b; Smith, If;

Matteodo, cf; Eshelman, dh; Redden, c;

Chizmadia, lb; Robinson, 2b(rightfielder.

FINE FABRICS — BRUNSWICK YARNS
CREWER&

NEEDLEPOINT SUPPLIES

Sewing Nook

COLONIAL RTE 2 SHOPPING CENTER
MON. - SAT. 9:30-5:30

TELEPHONE 458-3540

COLLEGE CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
Needed to sell Brand Name Stereo Components to Students at lowest
prices. Hi Commission, NO Investment required. Serious Inquiries

ONLY! FAD COMPONENTS, INC. 20 Passaic Ave., Fairfield, New
Jersey 07006. JERRY DIAMOND 201-227-6814

WELCOME BACK— SELECTED
QUALITY PAPERBACK TITLES IN
SUN ROOM, REDUCED TO 50c EACH

DOUaCI lOaK fTOU D

Welcome back to a new Inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

and entertainment at the

CJmduM Williams Inn

[
" IT PAYS TO GO TO MEETINGS^'^ J

WHILE THEY LAST:

Tennis BaHs $225/can

All Tennis Raquets 25% off

Williams Co-op
Spring Street

exclusive dealer for

ADIDAS TENNIS SHOES

Professional 24 hour Raquet Stringing Ser^e

The llstiihlisbcJ Tennis Storc^

• * .. • ^^

/?

Come and see why everyone is trying to keep up with us.
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College athletic policyxmiplies

i*^

with Title IX

According to members ofthe athletic department, women have been given equal
opportunity here. The women pictured above rowed with the crew team two
years ago. Facing the camera are Heather Neal, Dixie Rhodes, Gay Symington,
and Nancy Storrs,

by Nick Cristiano

Controversial federal regulations banning
sex discrimination which could revolutionize

collegiate and high school athletic programs
will have little effect on WiUiams College

sports, according to Athletic Director Robert
Peck.and women's coach Linda Wilkins.

While the regulations, known as "Title IX"
of the Education Amendments Act of 1972,

prohibit sex discrimination in any federally

funded educational institutions, the major
debate has centered on collegiate athletics,

where some college administrators see the

rulings as marking the end of big-time college

athletics. Institutions failing to comply with

the regulations could lose all federal funding.

Under the proposed guidelines for the

regulations drawn up by H.E.W. and sent to

President Ford for approval five weeks'flgo,

colleges and secondary schools would be
permitted to have separate teams for men
and women, or a single team for both sexes. If

separate teams are offered, however, the

school may not discriminate on the basis of

sex in providing the equipment and supplies,

"or in any oth^ way, hut equal aggregate
expenditures are not required"
Williams, said Peck is "way ahead" in

compliance with the regulations. The
women's intercollegiate program has grown
to six sports (seven next year) in four years,

the phys. ed. curriculum is expanding to

include female-oriented activities, and
women's and integrated intramurals are in

the developmental stage. With no athletic

scholarships or direct revenue-producing

sports, Williams will also be free from the

sweeping administrative and personnel

changes that many schools will be forced to

undertake.

"We're way ahead in complying with Title

Nine," said Peck, "because we've been

working on developing women's sports long

before the present regulations were
proposed." (H.E.W. released only a sum-
mary of the guidelines last spring). He
pointed out the construction of a new women's
lacrosse field last year before the women
asked for it, and before the regulations were
made public, as an «xample of the school's

policy.

Wilkins concurred with his assessment.

"Williams seems to have had a very healthy

attitude toward women's sports even before

the Title Nine proposals," said the first-year

field hockey and lacrosse coach. "As long as

we believe in purely educational athletics,

though, I don't think Title Nine will ever

become a problem here."

The six women's intercollegiate sports

(field hockey, basketball, skiing, squash,

lacrosse, and tennis) are the only ones thus

far which meet the four requirements for

varsity status: adequate funding; approved

Swimmers shine in nationals
by Dennis O'Shea

Eleven Ephmen received AU-American
honors in as many events as the largest

Williams swimming contingent to participate

in national competition in recent years swept

to a fifth place finish at the first annual NCAA
Div. Ill championships just before spring

break.

Packed closely together in the team
standings, well behind the devastatingly

powerful Chico State (465 points) and Johns

Hopkins (209), Williams, Monmouth and
Bowdoin contended for third until well into

the final night's events. However, Monmouth,
with sophomore freestyle phenom Bill

Kiss eventually proving himself too much for

the Ei^s, and Bowdoin, defeated by Williams

in both dual meet competition and at the New
Englands this year, were able to edge Coach
Carl Samuelson's squad out of fourth by one

point.

"It was a meet decided by hundredths of a

second," commented Samuelson, and indeed,

except for a few spectacular Chico per-

formances, it would have been totally im-

possible to judge finishes without Allegheny

College's electronic "timing system. Kirk

Greer, for example, qualified I3th in the 200

yd. breastroke and missed scoring at least

one point in the consolation finals by only 28-

lOOO's of a second.

Phil Wild finished 13th in both the 100 and

200 yd. freestyles by similar margins. Paul

vom Eigen and Scott Schumacker qualified

seventh in the 200 yd. breaststroke and 100 yd.

backstroke respectively, and so were

narrowly excluded from a shot at the big

points in the championship finals.

Many of the individual performances by

Williams natators were not up to the seed-

times submitted for the meet because of the

difficult necessity of peaking again just two

weeks after the New Englands. Many teams

of national caliber, notably Chico and

Hopkins, swim in relatively weak conferences

and don't need to take their conference

championships seriously. Williams, a

member of the highly competitive NEISA
(which includes several Div. I and II teams),

is forced to shave down for the conference
meet and then attempt to regain their

physiological and psychological high less

than two weeks later-a nearly impossible

task.

Considering this, a 122 point fifth place is all

the more impressive for a team that failed to

score one point at last year's college division

meet. Of more than 200 schools in Div. Ill,

only a few dozen qualified even one swimmer
for this year's Nationals. Williams had
twelve representatives.

John Farmakis took second in the 100 yd.

butterfly, the highest Purple finish of the four-

day meet. Farmakis also placed 10th in the

200 yd. fly and joined Tim Jones, Kirk Greer,
and Phil Wild on the third place medley relay.

Wild achieved All-American status in four

events, more than any other Ephman, and
finished no lower than 13th in any of his six

events. In addition to the medley, he posted a
12th in the 50 yd. free, swam with Duff An-
derson, Stuart Deans and Bruce Barclay on
the fourth place 800 yd. free relay, and an-

chored the fifth place 400 yd. free relay of

Barclay, Tom Detmer, and Guy Hoelzer.

Deans had an outstanding meet He took
tenth in the 500 yd. free before his relay swim,
then came back with a fifth place in the
grueling 1650 to knock off two of his own
college records (1000 and 1650 yards, the
latter by 16 seconds) as well as three swim-
mers seeded ahead of him. Barclay added an
eleventh in the 200 yd. fly to his relay swims,
while Tim Jones returned from the medley to
place ninth in the 100 yd. backstroke. Scott
Schumacker took seventh in that event, and
the next day grabbed fourth in the 200 yd',

backstroke. Paul vom Eigen netted ninth In

the 200 yd. breaststroke

departmental coaching: and the estabUsb-

iment and fulfillment of regular practice and

game schedules.

Adequate Funding Provided

"As for funding, the women get everything

the men get: equipment; travel ac-

commodations; and practice facilities," Mid

Peck, who draws up the budgets for the

various teams.

The aggregate expenditures for men's and

women's sports are not equal, bUt Peck,

Wilkins, and Business Manager Shane

Riorden indicated that such a comparison

was hijtfily irrelevant, and was not required

by the regulations due to the greater number

of men's sports (14), and the differences in

costs (varsity football, for example, requires

more fundstban theentirewomen's program)

.

The athletic department applied for, and

received, a 6.5 percent increase in its budget

for next fiscal year to cover the growth of

womenVsports and the increase in equip-

ment costs. Rioden said that this was a

normal growth increase and in no way had to

do with pressure to comply with Title IX.

While many college administrators are

seeking exemptions from the regulations for

revenue-producing sports, none of Williams'

three admission-charging sports (football,

basketball, and hockey) come near to

meeting their operating costs in gate receipts.

All gate receipts, said Peck, go directly to the

general college fund.

Three women's sports are presently

coached by men: tennis with basketball coach

Curt Tong; squash with Ned Reade '75; and

swimming (next season) with swimming

coach Carl Samuelson. Peck defended the

doubling up on an economic basis, adding,

"they're highly qualified, very enthusiastic

about their jobs, and I think you'll find the

girls feel the same way."

Wilkins said she was satisfied that the

women were receiving the best coaching

available at the moment, but that she would

like to see more women coaches in the future.

There are presently three for the four other

sports: Wilkins, basketball coach Bonny
Crawford, and part time ski coach Karen
Fisher.

Legal Obligations _-
-^

Both Peck and Wilkins indicated "that

Williams is under no obligation to increase

the number of women's sports merely for the

sake of numbers if there is no interest shown
by the students. If some students express

interest in developing a sport, they said, the

procedure for both males and females is first

to introduce it in P.E. (as was the case with

women's lacrosse two years ago, and soccer
this spring) and then, if enough interest is

Blwwn, to make It • vanity ipori
WUllanu would have a direct legal

reeponaibUlty, however, If, for intance, the
women's lacroaae team dadded it wanted to
go CD a iouthem trip during apri^ vacation
like the mea
"We would than have to treat them like the

men," aaid Peck. "They would get a stipend
from the athletic budget, and then they'd
have to do fUnd-raiaing for the rest, just like

themen." WUkina doubted, however, that the
women would aver want to reach such a
stage. __
Under the guldellnaa, Pedi aaid he has the

legal right to prohibit members of one sex
from integrating a team if the school already
provides two segregated teanu hi that par
ticular sport. The Aaaociation for In-

tercollegiate Athletica for Women (AIAW)
has thus far favored this poaition, since it

protects women's sports from male
domination. There are no provisions in the

guidelines, however, to prevent male
domination of an exchisivdy female sport,

such as field hockey, unless the school can
field an all-male team.

Williams has also been well within the

regulations in physical education and in-

tramurals.

In physical education, there have been
integrated classes for four years. Recent
additions to the curriculum, such as fencing

and hockey skills, were introduced mainly
with women in mind, although they do not

predominate in those classes. Archery will be

introduced next year with the same focus.

Soccer, on the other hand, will be offered in

segregated classes this spring.

Women's intramurals is Just beginning to

articulate a program. According to Wilkins,

the program's organizer, the women are

"very interested and eager" to establish an

IM program, but they are presently more
interested in having recreational activity

rather than intrahouse competition. This past

winter the women had the use of Chapman
Rink for hockey two eveninp each week, and

the Lasell Gymnasium for vdleyball.

Wilkins also sees great possibilities for

integrated intramurals, pointing out that

volleyball was very popular during Winter

Study.

The comfdete set of H.E.W. regulations

which have not yet been made public, are now
on Ford's desk awaiting his signature. If they

meet his approval, they will be passed on to

Congress for a 45-day examination period,

and, if there are no major legislative changes,

should be in effect for the next academic

year.

Tom McEvoy, who was named co-
captain of the swimming team for next
year.

Scott Schumacher, the other co-captain

for the Epb swimmers and an All-

American, M .* j*.i'

Jock notes: Hameline hockey MVP
Senior co-captain Joe Hameline was named

team MVP, and junior forward Ed Spencer
was named captain for 1975-76 at the Williams
hockey team's annual awards banquet at

Taconic Park Restaura t just before the

spring break.

Hameline, with 33 points (8 goals, 25

assists), was tied for the team scoring lead

with Rick Zeller. Spencer had 11 goals and 12

assists, fifth on the team.

In other award*, junior centerman Dan
Yeadon was named Most Improved Player,

and senior goalie Mike Capone receivied the

Team Spirit award for the second year in a

row. Yeadon, who had only one goal and

seven assists in spot duty last year, scored 17

goals and 15 assists for 32 points, the second

highest toUl on the team.
Guard Harry Sheehy, WlllUmsr all-time

leading point scorer, was voted by the

coaches to the UPI-New England Sports

Inrormation Directors Association six-

member All-New E^nglandDlv. HI first-team,

and was ene d six guard* and 18 ptayeri

elected- to the ECAC Div. HI AU-Slar team.

"\
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3/2 ratio

established in

Class of 1979
by David R.Rmi

r.. Over 950 applicants have been accepted to

the Class of 1979, according to Director of

Admissions Philip F. Smith. Final letters

were mailed Friday to meet the April 15

notification deadline.

Of 1730 women applying, 357 were accepteid,

while 607 of 2707 male applicants have been
admitted.

Application from men fell approximately
90 while about the same number of women
applied as last- year.

"By shuffling housing around, we've been
able to accept more women (16) than last

year," said Smith. "Our policy is to try to

admit men and women in proportion to the

number of applicants."

Women accepted make up about 21 per cent

of applicants. The ratio for men is 22 per cent.

After accounting for students deciding to

attend other colleges. Smith expects 480

freshmen (292 men, 188 women,) a3 to2 ratio

next fall.

"It's difficult to predict what kind of

freshman class the Class of '79,will t>e," said

Smith, since there is no way to determine
what part of the 964 students accepted will

come.
Smith indicated that the interests of ap-

plicant pools seem to move in cycles. "For
example, this year we have several bee
keepers who wanted to know what op-

portunities exist to ke^ bees at Williams.

Many students are science oriented,"
although not as interested in environmental
sciences as last year.

Please turn to page 5

for background
on admissions

In the area of sports, Smith said, "There
are a lot of good swimmers. You can't say

they were attracted by the success of this

year's team, since their applications were
filed by early January. We've got a number of

good women tennis players. If they all decide

to attend, we'll be strong there."

Some five hundred applicants were placed

on a waiting list. 'Wh|le the number varies,

less than 20 students from the waiting list will

prot>ably be admitted.

Contract major adopted

Director of Admissions Phillip P.

Smith disbelievingly surveys piles of
applications from over 4430 men and
women. Pinat acceptances were mailed
Priday. (photo by Read)

by Jim Cohen
The Williams College faculty voted last

week to make senior major exams optional,

establish a contract major, and begin a
comprehensive study of freshman year.

Approved April 9, these motions were a part
of the Committee on Educational Pohcy
(CEP) final report, Initiated in May 1973 and
submitted last November.
The major examination proposal, passed

53-20, allows departments to use a senior

major course in place of an exam in deter-

mining a student's major grade. CEP
Chairman William B. Gates, Jr. said "Now
departments are in a position where they can
choose. 'Attaining mastery' has to be. tested,

but- it can be done in the framework of the

senior major course or separate exam."
The course or exam would count one-fifth of

the major grade.

Other sections of the motion asked
departments and programs offering a major
to have an advisory system for majors and to

publish a detailed course guide. Previously
limited to nine courses, departments can now
construct ten-course majors, with one op-

tional Winter Study project

Contract majors will be offered starting

with the Class of 1977 and are limited to ten

students in each of the first two years. Before
sophomore registration, a student must
submit a detailed plan for the last two years
of study and a written statement "explaining

why the contract major is necessary to his or

her educational objectives." Two faculty

members from different departments must
endorse ttie plan, which will be reviewed by
the Dean of the College and the CEP.
Dean Neil Grabois, who spoke in support of

the proposal, said, "A contract major would
open possibilities of new combinations of

existing courses to meet specialized interests

without implying a staffing commitment."
According to Faculty Secretary John
Stambaugh, only one faculty member voted

against this molidn.
~

The last CEP motion commissioned a study

of the freslmian year experience to be sub-

mitted by December 1975. Gates said this

inquiry would "take a look at where freshman
live, where they eat, how they are introduced

to the college, whether they are too risk-

averting in selecting first semester courses
and whether experiments with freshman
seminars are a good idea." The motion
passed with a voice vote.

Debate centered on the major exam issue,

please turn to page three

Crime on campus up significantly this year

Increased campus crime this year was symbolized by the biggest heist of all: Who
stole a month from spring? (photo by Read)

Stone lecture : Lessons from the Past
by John Sheehan

For a while last Wednesday night, the scene

in front of Baxter Hall seemed a little strange,

and perhaps a bit out of place. A chaotic line

of well dressed refugees stretched from Jesup

to the doors of Chapin Hall. Inquiries made at

the scene revealed that I. F. Stone, a con-

tributor to the "New York Review of Books",

was to deliver a talk entitled "The Indochina

Collapse and the Middle East Crisis". Jesup

auditorium was unable to provide seats for all

those who turned out, and had to be aban-

Speahing before a large Chapin Hall
audience last Wednesday, I. P. Stone
stressed the importance of learning

from the past in a talk entitled "The
Indochina Collapse and the Middle East

Crista ". (photo by McClellan)

doned. Chapin's larger interior easily ac-

commodated the relocated audience, who
found their seats as the Jazz Ensemble
concluded an interrupted rehearsal with

Glenn Miller's "In the Mood".
Those who came to hear Stone disclose

some startling revelations about the situation

in the Middle East and Indochina were
probably disappointed. Stone has a reputation

for perceptive investigative reporting, and
was introduced by Professor MacAlister

Brown as a "man of phenomenal in-

dependence and foresight", but the un-

derlying thrust of his talk was concerned with

what we could learn from the past Stone

asserted that our "present and our future are

molded by the past" and that we, as a nation

must be able to understand our history in

order to liberate ourselves from it. The
French imperialistic experience in Indochina

ought to have shown Americans the danger of

trying to impose a military solution upon

social and economic problems.

Stone indicted American political and

military leaders not so much for insincerity

as for ignorance. "Americans," Stone

related, "have never been led by a more
vapid bunch of idiots", including Gerald

Ford, "our stalwart proletarian President".

The militory, in Stone's eyes was guilty of

carrying on an "imaginary war", while the

Washington bureaucracy stifled those in-

dividuals who were in possession of the facts.

Reiterating the need for Americans to get

out of Viet Nam militarily, Stone likened the

military estimates of arms and related aid to

"a bunch of alcoholics asking for one more

bottle of scotch". A reluctance on the part of

administration officials to be branded as

those "who lost Viet Nam" has resulted in

ongoing participation in Southeast Asia. Stone

expressed the desire to see America par-

ticipate in Indochina only through worldwide

charitable organizations that would distribute

the financial aid efficiently, while the people
of Southeast Asia acquire experience learning

to govern themselves.

Stone moved on to comment on the present

crisis in the Middle East, and seemed to be

more at ease discussing its problems,
perhaps as a result of his reporting ex-

perience there in the 1940' s. An equally

complex problem, the situation in the Middle
East presents "quite a bag of worms", though
he simplified the predicament to a three-level

crisis. The first level concerns the clash of

reviving nationalism between Arabs and
Israelis, the second is a conflict among
younger and dlder (more wealthy) generation

Arabs, while the third level involves a

struggle between the United States and the

Soviet Uhioa
Stone advocated the creation of a

Palestinian state in the occupied territory, or

the formation of a United Nations trusteeship

for a period of five years, during which time
the oi^>osing sides might settle their dif-

ferences more amicably. Stone insisted on the

need for a "modicum of justice" in dealing

with the (x-oblems in the Middle East and a

flexibility on all sides in approaching

negotiations.

In closing. Stone stressed the need for the

powerful nations of the world to recognize

that problems on our platiet are becoming
increasingly more comfdex, such that no

nation can strive them alone. The impersonal
forces which we have created must be

mastered before they become uncontrollable.

With this in mind, Stone pleaded for keeping

one eye on the past while approaching present

and future problems with flexibility and a

willingness to swallow an unpalatable
decision if it serves the common good. Stone

referred to these statements "not as

predictions, but hopes", hopes which seem to

hinge upon the answer to his question, "Is

rigidity a sign of strength or stupidity?"

by Joe Hurley
Although some students may jokingly refer

to the recent panty-raid on the freshman
women's dorms as the biggest ripoff of the

year, the incidence of thefts from student

rooms this year actually has increased over

past years, according to Director of Security

Walter O'Brien. He also noted a significant

increase in the number of thefts in Lasell

Gymnasium locker rooms and squash courts.

There were thirty reported incidents of

room thefts up to March 20, according to

O'Brien. It is difficult to compare this total to

previous years because this is the first year
that Security has kept records. O'Brien noted

that during vacations most of the thefts in-

volve electronic equipment whereas while

college is in session, there are more reports of

money t>eing taken from rooms. January was
the busiest month with nine reported room
thefts.

O'Brien stated that the quads have been hit

the hardest with Row Houses being spared for

the most part "mainly because of Uie home-
type living in Row Houses." The William-

stown police conduct investigations on many
of the reported thefts but still "the percentage

of recovery is too small, around 20 per cent,"

commented O'Brien. Shortly before spring

vacation, however, $230 worth of stolen goods
from Sage E and F were recovered.

The College has suffered considerably more
in vandalism than in thefts of property.

During the winter, hockey rink windows were
broken ("definitely the work of townies," said

O'Brien), costing $700 or $800 to replace.

There was also some vandaUsm following

several basketball games.

O'Brien noted that the location of Williams
College in a small town helps keep the

campus crime level low compared to many
other colleges in more urban settings. But
there is still a problem of outsiders coming on
an open campus such as Wii;L<«ms'. In the

buildings, trespass laws can be used If there

is an offender in town, security sends him a

notice—it is called being "posted"—telling

him to stay off the campus. If he is caught
again on campus, legal action would be used
in most cases. "We ask students to let us know
if strangers are in the buildings," emphasized
O'Brien.

CC Elections
College elections will be conducted on

April 28 and 29. Applications to run for the

following offices must be turned into Dean
Roosenraad by noon, April 23:

1. College Council president, vice-

president and 6 at-large representatives

2. Committee on Educational Policy-
one student from each division for classes

of '76 and '77 and one student from the

class of '78

3. Comnriittee on Undergraduate Life-
one student from each of the three classies

4. Discipline Committee—two students
from each of the three classes.
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A New Tomorrow
student reaction to the announcement of tomorrow's Williams Hunger

Action Program (WHAP) sponsored meatless day is surprisingly negative.

Instead of sowing an increased consciousness about world food problems,

WHAP is harvesting a widespread and increasing animosity.

In short, many students are indignant to find that a meatless day had
been proclaimed with seeming r^al disregard for the College population,

Even if WHAP's principles are good, students don't like to be told what to

do, they want to be asked. As a result, misguided democratic instincts are

fueling bitter feelings toward both WHAP and its goals. Tomorrow looms
not as a day of learning, but of grumbling. *

WHAP and its goals don't deserve this reaction. Instead, students

should be directing their dissatisfaction against the blatant lack of com-
munication on this campus. The first and most crucial break in the chdin of

communication which should bind the College together is the College

Council. WHAP proposed, and the CC adopted, the plan to institute a

meatless Thursday. Both parties hoped that this move would underline the

nature of the food problem and a possible solution. Only some, if any, of the

CC house representatives reported the decision back to their houses. If CC
house representatives continue to treat CC business as privil^ed in-

formation, the most direct link between government and governed will be

broken.

The second conmnunication breakdown is with the ReAd. Had a reporter

been at this meeting, the decision could still haye been widely circulated

across campus.
Students should be upset, but at the organizations serving them, not at

WHAP. The present misunderstanding underlines a snafu which oc-

casionally plagues every organization. It should also spur on the groups at

fault to assure that it doesn't happen again. Heresay is not an accurate
messenger.

Communication
Administration solicitation of student input into important College

decisions has long been spotty and unequal. Students have served on
committees finding a new president, recommending crucial changes in the
curriculum, designing new buildings. But there is still no formalized way
students can argue directly about tenure decisions. There is still no con-
sistent program which gets student opinion and trustee concern together.
Are these failings due to some iudgment that student opinion can only be
trusted in certain areas? While his is probably true of technical and
financial matters, students have an important perspective on professors
and school issues which should be heeded.

College Council recommendations are calling for a Student Tenure
Committee and a three-point revamping and expansion of student-trustee
relations (see page 3). Administration acceptance of these measures is

overdue. Students see with different, even if less experienced, eyes. Yet
their opinions have nevertheless been sought before on prtigrams with long-
range implications—i.e. the President and the library. Four years is not a
lifetime, out the commitment most students make to the school and its

people should be reason enough to entertain their ideas. The future of
Williams will be brighter for it.

Seasons
x

Spring doesn't come once to Williamstown, it ebbs and flows through the
Berkshire Valley in waves attacking the tired snow of a too-long vwnter.

; Shirt sleeves on Monday are followed by parkas on Tuesday. Grass greens
on a hillside while snow waits in the shadows. Baseball snows-out. Beer

; stays cold on the windowsill. While wo watch prime-time re-nms inside,

J December gets a renewal outside.

I Just about the time papers and exams become insistent, the weather
mellows. Trees sport a new color other than dead. Dogs appear. More dogs

appear. Chapin steps outdraw the snack bar. There aren't any more excuses

BDout not going to a ballgame at Weston. Beer won't stay cold even in a

cooler. The back row of Astro smells like suntan oil. What seemed tentative

and elusive weeks ago now settles comfortably and belatedly across Rt. 2:

Then people leave.
'

Gdudino and otherness

Dear ecfitor:

Sea-mail delays our ReAds by about two

months here in Japan, so I have just received

the issue with Bart Brown's muaings from

Kilimanjaro. That his article begins with a

plea that we "come to terms" with some of

the "questions" raised by Mr. Gaudino, and

then turns into a eulogy, points out an im-

portant paradox—and an important failure-

in Mr. G.'s efforts at Williams. Mr.

Gaudino's educational method, as developed

in a course he designed for Peace Cfsv*

volunteers in India and later expanded upon

for his "experiential education" programs at

Williams, involves a confrontation with

"otherness" followed by an "uncomfortal)le"

and hard-nosed evaluation of this otherness.

If either element in the equation is missing,

the method is undermined.

In the Williams-in-India and Williams-at-

Home programs, an environment outside of

Williams College provided "otherness." Mr.

Gaudino provided the second part of the

equation. He forced students to go beyond

cliche, and beyond their first reactions. When
one of them mumbled, "Wow, India is in-

credible!" Mr. G. would smile and ask what

the words "wow" and "incredible" really

meant.

When Mr. Gaudino's health kept him from

running a second Williams-at-Home

Program, he was forced to find otherness

within the college community. He had

maintained from the start that, though

otherness was more easily found outside of

Williams, a really good teacher could create

it in the classroom. I still resist this claim.

But when healthy, Mr. Gaudino—machine-
gunning questions in all directions—came as

close to making good on it as anyone ever will.

As Mr. G.'s health failed, his classroom

questioning slowed. Meanwhile, WiUiams-in-

India and Williams-at-Home alumni had built

their mentor into a God. They screamed that

Mr. G. was the greatest educational resource

Williams had offered them. They meant, of

course, that Mr. G. and his programs were
the greatest single resource, but those who
were listening missed the distinction; and
they listened to everything Mr. G. said,

memorized his vocabulary, and ran off to fit

everything from Watergate to cheeselxirgers

into "levels of discussion" and "conflicts

between values."

To say that education, as Mr. G. envisioned

it, must be uncomfortable is to fall back on

what has become a Williams College cliche.

But it is also true. India or Detroit or Ap-

palachia provided discomfort automatically.

For a while, Mr. G. almost provided it in the

classroom. But most teachers cannot.

Tenure
committee to

be formed
The College Council has provided for the

estalilishment of a permaDent ilandlhg
student tenure committee This committee
will be composed of five students, in the

following manner: one student representing
each of the three divisions, one un-

derclassman, and one member of the College
Council. The three divisional representatives
and the underclassman should apply by self

nomination for appointment by the College
Council elections committee. The College
Council represenUtlve will be elected by the
Council.

This committee will inMialty tmpn^ht the
establishment of sabcommittec* of sladent
majors of each department In the college.
The departmental inbcommitteei will

conduct student evaluation* of junior faculty
department members. The subcommittees
will be responsible for writing yearly reporU
on each Junior faculty department member,
beginning with the second teaching year of
each member. These reporU will be kept on
file In each academic department Access to
these files will be limited to sul>committee
members and to those senior faculty mem-
bers directly involved in the tenure decision
process. Each junior faculty department
member will have access to his ar her own
file. The files will be destroyed upon com-
pletion of, the final tenure decision.
Nomlnatii^ are open.

It would be nice to suppose that, in Bart
Brown's words, Mr. Gaudino's educational

method will "outlive the nua" It Is more
likely, though, that the method will drown in

vocabulary. Alumni will recite Gaudinesque
formulae for younger students. Words like

"levels of discussion" and "ophiion group"
and "passing of judgment" will draw dining-

hall nods of agreement, and what will be lost

is the nucleus of Mr. G's method: un-

comfortableness.

Ned Temko '74

liumlsano, Japan

Tough Grading
.J,!"U(l!'-'l.,l|I L.., Hi :

!.""" ''

To the editor:
—^"=^7^^^^

re: Toughening up on grading.

People tend to ov«: generalize from their
own particular experience ... I haven't
noticed that professors are reluctant to give
grades below a C. Perhaps Stanley's problem
is that he hasn't earned any marks below a C.

He should slack off and test his thesis before
he worries too much more about the declining
academic standards at this litUe school.

Roger B. Wilson Jr. '77

Job Jots
Up With People, an independent, non-

profit, educational organization, will l>e

recruiting for positions in publicity,

community relations, and production on
FRIDAY, APRIL 18 from 11:00 a.m.Mp
4:00 p.m. Sign up at OCX:.

Actuarial positions: Phoenix Mutual Life

Ins. Co., Hartford, Conn, has a position

open in the actuarial dept Applicant must
have passed at least one actuarial exam.

INA Corporation, Phila., Pa. expects to

have several positions open for full-time

actuaries. Applicants must have com-
pleted at least one actuarial exam.

AT&T Ca Long Lines Dept. is seeking

college grads for its management
development program.

Oberlin College is looking for an
educational writer and asst. to the

Director of College Information-Public

Relations. Requirements: Proven writing

ability, ability to deal with people in a

college community in a mature, intelligent

manner.

AVCO Everett Research Lab., Inc. has

announced an entry level position in the

Personnel Dept.

Neelon Management Company has

openings for industrial and commercial
real estate brokers in the greater Boston

Area. Brokers must be licensed by the

State of Mass. before working with Neelon.

TIME OUT

U.S. Committee for UNICEF offers a

semester work-study training and field

experience. Deadline for application:

ApHT 15, i97S.~T'or more irrformation,

check with OCC.

SUMMER
Putney Work Camp representative will be

on campus to interview students for

summer camp positions on TUES. APRIL
22. Sign up at OCC.

ATAT Long Lines Dept - Summer
Management Program - for Juniors in the

physical sciences. Check with OCC.

Canadian Osteopathic Scholarship- award

made to candidate on t>asis of academic

achievement, motivation and general

recommendation. Candidate must have

made formal application to an osteopathic

college recognized by the Canadian and

American Osteopathic Assns. Award -

f4,000. Apply by April 15.

American School of Switzerland is in-

terviewing for teaching positions on April

23. Positions are available in math-biology
and languages (fluency in two of the

following is required: French, German,
Italian, or Spanish). Applicants must also

demonstrate skills in coaching, dance,

gymnastics, or music. Sign up for in-

terviews with Sue LitUe.

\.
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Viewpoint

Getting things done at Williams
'-»V

by AddtMm Lanier

Because each of ua haa commitments to

course loads and special interests, we at

Williams tend to overlook those problems

which do not affect us directly. As a result,

change at WUliams is usually brought about

only through the efforts of a few dedicated

individuals. This is a costly waste of the

existing energy which is badly needed now.

Dtu4ng the course of four years, problems

and the issues which confront us ^'change.

Freshman year criticisms of the advising

system or the J.A.'s roles later give way to

concern with the Office of Career Counseling

or the value of senior comprdtensives. It

takes a lot of effort and time to change p<dicy

at Williams. Sustained efforts to reform are

rare because advocates of specific im-

provements tend to outgrow present
problems and pass responsibility on to others

who are just beginning to recognize the

issues.

Time is not the only deterrent to change.

Despite the fact that it often goes unnoticed,

the degree of diversity in the Williams

community is surprisingly great. We
frequently count this quality as an asset It

tends, however, to weaken many attempts at

innovation. Wtiat may concern one group of

people may not interest others. People with

definite ideas for positive action still need the

support of others. Because of our diversity we
tend naturally to diffuse a great deal of the

collective power which we might otherwise be
able to direct

Nothing will alter the fact that during four
years here, our outlook and concerns change.
Surely, no one would suggest making
Williams any less diverse. Just as certain,

however, is the fact that something must be
done to facilitate the process of involvement
There are several ways for a concerned

student to express a desire for reform and call

for support A letter to the ReAd is one such
vehicle. The new student magazine Pique is

another, A third alternative is to approach
individuals asking for their support While
these can be effective, none guarantees that
the student concerned will obtain the
necessary backing. The best vehicle for ex-

pressing student feeling, and the strongest
resource of effective support should be the

student government If more faith were put in

the potential effectiveness of the student
government, it would acquire the power
needed to activate real participation on this

campus. The College Council should bea body
which sees one of its major responsibilities as
supporting student advocacy from any
source.

If it were recognized as achieving this aim,
we would see more outspoken expression of

student needs. As the student government
becomes a more open and responsive

channel, we could take a more effective stand

on such issues as the reevaluation of

coeducation, publication of student course
evaluations, effectiveness of the Honor Code
and faculty appointments.

T)ie future of the Council will rely heavily

Faculty

Senior major exams optional
from

The motion had been revised since the final

report deleting a section asking that "the

ijor examination t>e abolished as a college

wide requirement" Chairman Gates ex-

plained,^*When we first came to the faculty

with the repoH; they said we'd gone too far.

Now we're more^wrotective of departments

that want to continue major exams, but our

main point was accomplished."

At the April 9 nieenng, Professor Peter

Berek moved to abolish the exam ^ith an
amendment deleting any reference td^t^e

test. The amendment was defeated 43-27. ^
Discussion of the contract major, Stam-

baugh said, raised questions about senior

major courses and honors degrees for con-

tract majors. The faculty decided no major

course would \m required; the honors

question was deferred until next year.

Dean Grabois said there had been op-

position at previous meetings that argued a

student could design a contract major that

would be a regular major but avoiding dif-

ficult courses. "We incorporated a layering of

reviews to make sure this wouldn't ha|q;>en."

This three-motion package was the last set

of CEP recommendations to be acted upon

this year. Speaking of the total report Gates

commented, "the whole approach is con-

servative ... I don't feel we've made major

reforms, but we've corrected some mistakes

and taken some steps forward."

A CEP proposal changing distribution

requirements was withdrawn and will be

considered next year. "The final feeling was

that we'd unearthed a real problem," the

CEP chairman said "Students are un-

derexposed in areas like music, art and

philosophy."

The proposed categories were Language

and Literature, The Arts, Social Sciences,

Mathematics and the Natural Sciences, and
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History and Patterns of Thought and Belief.

Students would be required to take at least

one course in each category and at least two
from the math and science group.

"The five categories were a better ex-

pression of the College's purpose, but we
couldn't sell it," Gates said.

The text of the major and major
examination proposal follows:

1. The Motion: The Major and Major Examination

(1) The present requirement for a major (nine
semester courses plus an optional WSP) be
changed to nine or ten semester courses plus an
optional WSP at the discretion of departments or
programs, and that this requirement be con-
sidered as the College norm except for certain
Interdrscipllnary programs which have valid
reasons tor requiring more than ten courses; as
at present, departments coufd, at their
discretion, substitute two parallel courses; (I.e.

eiectives from other departments) for one of the
required courses; to become effective with the
Class of 1976;

(2) departments and programs oaring a major
require of all majors a senior major course or
seminar (401 or 402) and a senior major exercise
which enable each student to experience—and
require each student to demonstrate—ttie

masteryof his subject that the major is meant to

develop; the senior exercise may be In-

corporated in or distinct from the senior major
course or seminar; together the course and the
exercise will be given a single grade which wlli

constitute one-fifth of the student's major grade;
to beconje effective with the Class of 1974;

(3) as at* present, students who have a strong in-

terest In two regular majors may double major
with the permission of the major departments or
programs Involved and with approval by the
Committee on Academic Standing;

(4) each department and program publish a guide to

Its offerings which goes beyond the space
limitations of the college Catalog in clarifying its

requirements and the Interrelationships among
its courses ; to become effective with the Class of

1977;

(5) each department and program offering a major
have an advisory system for its majors, an-
nounced in the Catalog and described In the
department or program guide.
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CALTECH AND HOWARD EXCHANGE

Applications are now being accepted for

the CALTECH and HOWARD exchange
Programs for the academic year 1975-76.

The same procedure and deadlines apply

for exchange for the entire year or for

either first or second semester. Forms are

available In the Dean's Office and should

be returned there by:

DEADLINR FOR 1975-76: April 18, 1975

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT
DEAN NANCY J. MCINTIRE

DID YOU KNOW?
A YEAR or a SEMESTER abroacJ

may be cheaper than a

YEAR or SEMESTER in the States.

Why not live, study and learn in EUROPE ?

ACADEMIC YEAR ABROAD
niEastSOthStrcst New York. NY 10022

You can still acquire Public tand FREEI

Government Land Digest

Box 2217

Norman, Oklahoma 73069

v.. iti ir«

"For $10.00 worth of bool^, yoo can choose any 5 cover-less

mass-markets in the sun room—Periodically, covers are

returned for credit, and the "guts" are given to Goodwill.

This year you can have them.

aimwwwiiiMs—

on the active support of individuals willing to
voice concern. The sooner we recognize its

potential for active contribution, the sooner it

will earn the credibility which it desperately
needs.

Addison Lanier '76 is a member of the
College Council Finance Committee and
co-chairman of the Housing Committee.

C.C. urges

participation

with Board-;
by Steven Rothstein

The College Council has called for more
«student input in the Board of Trustees. At
their March 19 meeting, CC members voted
15-1 for a series of recommendations for

l)etter student-Trustee communication.
The resolution calls for the Vice President

to furnish copies of the agenda for Board
meetings to interested members of the

college community one week before the

meeting.

The CC asks that meetings of students and
Trustee committees be expanded, given

formal agenda and that a greater effort be
made to incorporate different student view-

points.

Further, the Trustees "shall appoint one

Trustee who . . . will have graduated within

two years of this student's appointment, and
will serve a three-year term," the resolution

declares and goes on to commend the Board
and President John W. Chandler "for their

recent efforts to seek student opinions."

This resolution comes at a time when
students play more of an active role in the

decisions that affect the college.

At Williams, there are a variety of struc-

tures for student participation. First and
foremost is the official representative body of

the undergraduates: the College Council.

There also exists a series of student-faculty

committees, each designed to address a

specific set of concerns. They include the

Committee on Educational Policy, the

Committee on Undergraduate Life, the

Discipline Committee, and Provost's Ad-

visory Committee. This list does not include

such student committees as the Freshman
Council.

The Trustees presently have two
mechanisms for seeking out student opinions.

First, they appointed Bill Cunningham, '73,

active in college affairs as an undergraduate,

to the Board. Second, through their com-
mittees, the Trustees often meet with

students on student-faculty committees. The
Trustees do not rely solely on the College's

official committees for imput They attend

House guest meals and talk informally in the

snack bar with students.

Despite these efforts, many students have
not always been fully represented in the

decision-making process. The students liave

been in the position m either reacting to

decisions, or having to niake considerable

efforts simply to meet with the )>arties in-

volved These shortcomings have been at-

tributed mainly to structural problems.
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PLANT SALE!
This week-end's unbelievable

1 dozen freshly-cut long

special for Williams students

stem roses - $5.95!

!

Check out these other fantastic prices:

. Hanging Pots for $5.00

1 bunch of freshly-cut flowers for $1.95

Carnations for $3.00 a dozen
and

A Clearance Sale- House Plants for 35cl

Parents' Day will be here before you know It -

^ I Surprise your parents with a plant!

LARGEST SELECTION OF GREEN TROPICAL PLANTS IN ^HE AREA

Come visit friendly Tom English at

ENGLISH COUNTRY GARDEN'S FLORIST

Mass Ave. ( The back road to North Adams)

X
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Repertory performance inconsistent

A ivinter that refused to leave sets the
stormy mood far this photo by Read.

ArtsbriefsArtsbri
19th C. American Antics ^"^ •' -^

The Northern Berkshire Council of the Arts
will present a three lecture series on 19th

century American antiques on three suc-

cessive Tuesdays at 11 A.M.
On April 29th Mr. RobertKoch will speak on

"Tiffany Glass and Art Nouveau." On May
6th Mr. Henry Heydenryk will talk on the
subject of frame making in the 19th century.
To end the series, Ms. Martha Gandy Faies
will cover the topic "19tli-Century American
Silver: From Revere to Tiffany."

Tickets are available for single lectures as
well as for the series, call 663-3651.

Eye Feast

There are two new exhibits on campus.^

At Lawrence the show of Don Eddy's art is

now on view; Eddy is the college's artist-in-

residence; he may be classified as a

superrealist.

At Dodd House, Leslie Schutzer is

presenting an exhibit entitled "Wallpaper."

From Bach to Schoenberg . . .

Linda Ellison, pianist, will perform an

evening of keyboard works on Thursday,

April 17th at 7:30 p.m. in Thompson Memorial
Chapel on the Williams College campus,
Williamstown. The recital is sponsored by

Spencer-Brooks House at Williams, and
admission is free.

The program will include Bach's "Fan-
tasia, C Minor, BWV 906"; Schubert's

"Sonata, A Major, Opus Posthumous, D.

959"; Chopin's "Polonaise Fantasie, Ab
Major, Opus 61"; Schoenberg's "Six Kleine

Klavierstucke, Opus 19"; and Rach-
maninoff's "2 Etudes-Tableaux: Opus 33, No.

2 in C Major" and "Opus 39, No. 5 in Eb
Major."

by Ren«e Meyer
There are certain things audiences should

know about before seeing a performing

group. In the case of the Ballet Repertory

Company, which was in residency last

weekend, some important facts should be

exposed before a critical judgment is passed.

Although these factors may seem trivial and

out of place in regard to a professional

company, they explain to a large degree the

many problems the dancers seemed to be

having both in the open rehearsals and actual

performances.

There are thirteen members of the BaUiet

Repertory Company, the "second company"
of the American Ballet Theatre. The average

age of the dancers is 21.7. They boast an

impressive and varied repertory. Why, then,

did tliey seem weak, lifeless, a^nd uncertain in

performance? >

YouQi always pnrfnises audiences more
polish in the future. Also, since the members
of BRC had been on vacation for one month

prior to their residency at Williams, the two-

hour rehearsal at their New York
headquarters could not be adequate
preparation for any tour, especially when the

dancers are accustomed to eight tiours of

class and rehearsals daily. ,

The women in the company, with the ex-

ception of Linda Marx, seemed extremely

weak, tired, and bored Their ensemble work,

typified in "Bournonville Divertissement",

was shaky and disjointed. Their artificial

smiles could not cover up their discomfort at

executing choreography which was obviously

too difficult for their level of technique. Their

toe work was as weak and tired as they were,

perhaps owing to the fact that they receive

only four pairs of toe shoes per season. (An
average professional dancer requires six or

seven pairs of toe shoes per wedc.) Once the

women had removed the offending toe shoes,

their performance improved. "Impressions"

(danced barefoot) was a relief to the

audience, and, unfortunately, to the dancers
as well. It is a pity when a professional ballet

dancer is uncomfortable in her toe shoes.

The men without exception gave excellent

performances. They were enthusiastic,

charming, and technically proficient. Their

pirouettes, leaps, and partner work were
consistent with their sparkling smiles an3'

sincere enjoyment of their dancing. Three
men deserve special recognition. Gregory
Osborne, who danced Roman Jasinski's roles

in "Bournonville", was refreshing and ex-

citing. Raymond Serrano, whose balance on
stage is exceptional, was also noteworthy.

Perhaps the most outstanding dancer,
however, was Richard Prewitt, whose per-

formance in Asaf Messerer's "Spring
Waters" was professional, strong, and
captivating. His magnetic st^ge presence,

marvellous muscle control and power, and his

Villela-type smile assure him of a successful

fu&re in dance.

"Spring Waters" was by far the best work

(photo by Gerra)
Jamie [Dave Greenherg] and City Dog [Carol Soybe!\ frolic as theyplan a bomh-
ng in Tupper Saussy'x "To Watch a Beautiful Sunrise" showing Friday and
'utttrAav mimhtt at fi.'OO it^ha Studio Thaatra nfiha A UT

(photo by Read)
Youthful Ballet Repertory Company lights up stage ofAdams Memorial Theatre.

danced by BRC. An intricately

choreographed pas de deux, it lived Up to

Richard Englund's (director of BRC)
promise of a "torrent of dance". The two-

minute piece held the audience in spellbound

delight which was followed by genuine

dismay when it became clear that the work
was over. It is a shame that "Spring Waters"

did not follow the general pas de deux form,

that is, a pas de deux, a variation by each of

the two dancers, and a final duet of

movement.
In direct contradiction to "Spring Waters",

Rudy Perez's "Annual" was an interminable

modem piece representing according to Mr.
Englund, "a scrapbook of common, everyday
movements". It was a waste of dancers. A
sufficient critique of the piece could be
gleaned from the dancers themselves, who,
when asked about the work, threw back thejr

heads, laughed, and quickly explained, "We
were specifically asked to perform 'Annual'

here at Williams". Saturday night's audience
certainly did not reflect any avid enthusiasm
for the piece; in fact, after a diverting five

minutes, the aydience began to fidget in polite

silence.

BRC was asked not to perform any com-
pletely classical or modern work, except for

"Annual". As a result, the program presented
was of a halfway, neither-nor nature. The
audience, as well as the dancers, suffered
from this restrictive mediocrity. With more
rehearsal time and a more consistent

program, BRC would have made an infinitely

better impression on its WiUiamstown public.

There were, therefore, many cir-

cumstances which provided for a poor

reflection of the Ballet Repertory Company.
These considerations explain the faults of the

group to some degree, but a professional

company by definition should not be so in-

fluenced by circumstance that its per-

formance is affected. An amateur company
may be pardoned for lack of unity, weakness,
and mediocre program; a professional
company cannot On the whole, despite its few
outstanding dancers, BRC reflected a young
group of still ine;q>aienced performers who
have a long way to leap

Renee Meyer, whose "Ballet ofthe Bugs
"

was seen here earlier this year, is a

Williams senior who has been involved

with dance for many years.

Ephlats present Son^fest

The Harvard Krokodiloes? The Mount
Hdyoke V-8's? The Tufte Beelzebubs?

They'll all be here this Saturday night (the

19th) at Chapin Hall at 8 PM as the

Williams Ephlats host one of the largest

concerts of the college singing season.

The Eplilats are the only co-ed group of

the concert Tliey consist of nine men and

seven women, sing to the accompaniment
of two acoustic guitars, a string bass, and

a flute, and they sing folk, rock, show

tunes, and traditional barbershop num-

bers. (Their version of "Classical Gas" is

astonishing.)

Tickets are now available at the major

dining halls and at Discoveries. Advance

tickets are $1.00, at the door $1.25.

Musicfrom Marlboro

Last concert enjoyable

"•^
Saturday nights at 8:00it^e Studio Theatre ofthe AMT.

V

by Deborah Grose
"The late Classical Trio" was the apparent

theme of the final concert in the "Music from
Marlboro" series held April 9th in the Clark
Institute Auditorium. The program consisted
of two pieces for three instruments. Par-
ticipating artists were Lucy Chapman, violin;

Bruno Giuranna, viola; Paul Tobias, cello;

and Paul Dunkel, flute.

The program opened with Divertimento in

E Flat Major for String Trio K. S63 (1788) by
Mozart Though written for three strings this
piece is not technically a trio. A divertimento
is, rather, an instrumental composition for
entertainment purposes and tends to be quite
light It. consists of several short movements
which may represent a mixture of forms,
such as sonata, dance, march or theme and
variations. Mozart's composition is con-
siderably more profound than most pieces of
this derivation although it punctuates its deep
seriousness with passages of infectious gaity.
As usual Mozart's divine happiness is, here,
accompanied by undertones of melancholy.
The balance of the three instruments was

near perfect Of special beauty were the
fluidly resonant sounds of Bruno Guiranna's
viola and the mindl>oggllngly rich tones of
Paul Tobias' cello. Tobias has use of the Piatti

Stradivarius, one of the world's great in-

struments. It seemed at times to almost play
its^. Lucy Chapman played gracefully and
accurately throughout though at times one

might have wished for more volume.

The second half of the program was in

numerable ways akin to the first. For it

Chapman and Guiranna were joined t>y Paul

Dunkel for Beethoven's Serenade for Flute,

Violin, and Viola Op. 25 (1796). This piece was

written only eight years after the Mozart and

entices the listener to make comparisons

between the mature Mozart and the early

Beethoven.

A Serenade, like a Divertimento, is really a

fnuced form, borrowing from suite, march,

minuet, and sonata forms. Like Mozart

Beethoven makes his composition more

profound than moat of its gfenre and yet does

not'pass uiythe chance to light, even flippant

passages as in the opening Entrata. His

treatment of meloilies and his use of theme
and variation technique show clear Mozartian

influences as well.

The addition of the flute to the two high

strings offered the largest contrast to the

Mozart. Beethoven capiUlized on the obvious

coloristic differences between the in-

struments by using them frequently for a

"concertato" effect or employing them In

different and opposing combinatioos.

All told the concert provided a pleasant

finale to what has been an outstanding series.

It would be a definite asset to the community
if this year's series were but a prelude to

many more seasons to come. -^
\..
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P„r, um> ««s, ug WiUiams admissions competitive
Perry-B«ic«n HouM woo i keg of bwr u XPeny-Baicoin Houm won i keg of beer u

the flnt winner of the College energy con-

,aerv«tloa cooteet, De«a X3i;^ RooMonid
•nnouDCfld.

Improvement in energy u«e ia determined

by oompering tMe year's consumpticn with

the codnimption leet year by theume bouse.

According to Rooeenraad, Perry-Bascom

beat out several otlier houses by a large

margin.

A second keg will be awarded on the 2Sth of

April as part of the monthly contest

House for sale
' Willlanu Cdlege eiqpects to purchase the

Gaudlno house on Whitman Street directly

from the estate for tSO,000 and then plan to

property to Faculty, Administration,

^3^ or other eniptoyeeadTlBrca^r ABSrdlf.

ferencebetween Oie^Cidleg^a pur^ase^price

. and the sale price will be added to the newly

-^taUished Robert L. Gaudino Memm-ial

Fund. This arrangement has been made with

die cooperation and support of the Gaudino

family.
"~

Those interested .in viewing the property or

in submitting sealed bids at a di^te to be

determined later in the spring, should

register with Mildred Smith or Winthrop

Wassenar at the Buildings and Grounds

Department The minimum price for bids has

been set at $65,000. The Cdlege will require a

right of first refusal

by David R. Ross
WhUe many colleges find it difficult to fill

their classes, Williams turns away 80 per cent
of those who apply^ In an earlierReAd article.

Director of Admissions Philip F. Smith
declared, "The Williams .combination of

quality undergraduate teaching and
demanding academic program, co-education

and a sense of campus conununity, plus the

clean air and beauty of a non-urban setting in

New England continues to attract an in-

creaajipg number of secondary school
seniors.^'

Coeducation can probably be considered

the biggest factor today. Since 1971, when
Williams admitted its first coed freshman
class, applications from women have in-

creased by 93 per cent male applications by
15 per cent Before coeducation at Williams,

Aniherst regularly attracted more applicants

than Willianis. This year, Amherst received

about 2S00 apidicatioiBr Williams received
over 2700' from men alone^—

^^^^ "^^

Of course, not all of those who apply choose

Williams as their first choice. SligbUy less

than one-half of those accepted decide not to

attend Williams (a ratio far better ttian at

most C(dleges). Williams shares its applicant

pool with other top colleges, particularly the

Ivys. However, acc<»ding to Smith, Williams

does not consider this applicant overlap in the

BACKOROUNQ
admissions process other than by accepting

more students than are expected to attend.

"We don't play games trying to guess

where a student really wants to go and what
other colleges are iiliely to accept him," he

said. He pointed out tiiat most of the overlap

with Amherst with which Williams is most
often typed by iiigh school advisors, is

eliminated before the admissions process

begins. Students torn l>etween the two often

make up their minds early and apply to one

Early Decisioa Williams admits 30 per cent

of its freshman class Early Decision and

Amherst 60 percent further limiting overlap.

Competitioa ^.

According to Smith, every effort is made to

_^w^ competition for 4op-andicants among^
"cdteges toa minimum. Athletic coaches are
restricted to encouraging prospects to visit

the campus.
Much of ttie recruiting dme by colleges

such as Williams is done by alunrni, who
extoll the virtues d the college to scholar

athletes and encourage them to apply. Even
here, declared Smith, competition is at a

minimum.

About a week before final notifications of

admission are sent out, the admissions of-

ficers of the top New England colleges get

together and agree on the financial base

(what resources the family a expected to

supply) for students accepted by more than

one college. The idea is to avoid a "bidding

war" over certain students who could

otherwise wait for the "best offer."

In keeping with the dramatic rise in ap-

plications from women, the number of women
admitted has also increased. The college now
admits men and women in proportion to the

numlters wtw applied

Women accepted by both Williams and Ivy

colleges are more likely tlian men to choose

Williams. "It appears we've handled
coeducation as well as most other colleges,"

said Smith.

This year, 500 applicants tiave been plac^'^

on a waiting list from which some students

will be admitted should less than the target

4B0 (rf^ose accepted decide to attend. "We;i

don't have any order of preference on the

waiting list," said Smith "Usually, about half

of those on the list get in touch with us, saying

they're still interested. First off, we try to

correct any major mistakes 'we've made—
and we make them! Then as places open up,

we admit students with interests that are

under-represented in the class.

//

Coloniol Pizza
The Best in America

Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven Grinders

L y Spaghetti

M SpringSlreet - 458-9009 and 458-8014

opendaily9a m lo2a.m

Breakfastdaily9am tolls m

Donuts, Coffee

We make our own pizza dough daily

STUDENTS WELCOME

For Sound Advice

Electronic

Supply Center

stereo Systems By

KLH Panasonic Sony

-, Tapes

^^-JCassette Reel 8 Track by

Wlemorex, BASF, 3M, RCA

32 River SI. 4I3-M3-6828 N.Adams

L̂IQUORS—WINES— BEER

LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

134 Cell Avtnut Wllliamstown

Phont4S«-3704

THIHrLL BE NO
FRETTINO

IP I'M AT YOUR
WIOOINOI

...>r, "• h:

9.

history/humanities/languages

british literature-poetry-marxism-

creative writing-logic-pertuguese-

german-chinese-japanese-spanish-

religious studies-french-italian

social sciences/education

political science-cultural pluralism-

counseling-public policy-economics-

anthropology- psychology-education

special programs and institutes

program in environmental earth sci-

ences and city and regional plarining-

marine geology-the samuel beckett

workshop-hopkins marine station

write or call for summer visitor

mim^ information

sciences/mathematics/technology

aeronautics & astronautics-physics-

geology—biology—computer science-

industrial engineering-statistics-

electrical engineering-chemistry

practica

art history-self defense-directing-

computer-generated music-studio art-

baroque music-modern dance-acting

and

you can live on the campus and enjoy

the cultural and recreational benefits

of the san francis'co bay area ;

/

i.i'i

Stanford summer visitor program

Stanford, California 9430S

(415)497.2872

'̂T-
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Foreign texts in translation

Peter McCbesney '7$'^^eks funds to resfore baybam as parPof Bicentennial
museum in Hopkini Forest, - • .^. ^/ -

Senior project lacks dollars
-' hy Caesar Rodney

P^ter McChesney, a Senior preparing a
history thesis on the American Revolution

. Bicentennial, is trying to gain support lor a
proposed Bicentennial farm museum to be
located in Hopkins Forest.

The project involves reconstructing a
nineteenth century hand- framed haybam at
the entrance of the Forest as a farm museum
serving the College and the community.
Exhibits would present local agricultural life

about the turn of the century, before the

impact of electricity and the gasoline engine
transformed it.

The museumwould house farm implements
and tools, photographs, census schedules;

maps, and eventually taped interviews with

old-time farmers.

The Center for Environmental Studies

plans'to include McChesney's museum in an
educational complex. It will include nature
trails, and a restoration of the Buxton Farms
garden, pond and carriage house.

At present McChesney has the interest but

not the money to further his project. The
Williamstown Bicentennial Commission, Mt.

Greylock School, Lions Club and Children's

Museui^ have all endorsed his efforts. Still,

he is $2500 short of his $5000 goal, a target he
must reach to qualify for matching state

funds. Any and all contributions from thie

College community are welcomed. Tax-
deductible gifts should be earmarked for the

Hopkins Forest Farm Museum Fund, and
sent to the Ceiiter for Environmental Studies

care of Peter McChesney.

JA officers
The Junior Advisors for the freshman class

of next fall have elected Duff P. Anderson
President and Raymond D. Powell, Vice

President. They will succeed James H. Trapp

.

and Gregory J. Etter, this year's President

and Vice President.

Would the persons, involved in ripping

out the two way radio microphone from
Security's car after the All New Stuff party

Saturday night please return it to John
Myers or Peter Kierrtan as soon as

jwssible? We don't care who did it.-\ye just

don't want to buy another.

byNickCrUUano
In an effort to increase its declining

enrollment and to provide a basic suryej*

curriculum of Western literature, the n^idern

language departments will offer six new
literature-in-translation coijrses during the

next academic year.

The six courses—two ln,Russian literature,

one each in French, Splinish, and German
literature, and one interdepartmenial

course—will carry no credit toward a major

in a particular language, and will not be given

credit by the English department.

All six courses; aimed at the monolingual

studeiit, will be offered in addition to the

present modem language curriculun\; no

language courses will b^ sacrificed.

"We are trying to fill a gap at the college,"

said Edson Chick, chairman of the Russian

and German departments. He said that the

courses will be similar in_JE!!yB??®J9.1*!5.i""

broductoi7 courses inTft aniacrasslcsTaiKr

will provide a much-needed expansion aT
Williams of basic survey courses on Western

civilization. «» ,

"We also hope that, once a student begins

reading the literature of a particular
' language, he or she may take an interest in

pjjrsuing the language itself," said Russian

Professor Edwina Blumberg.

Chick, Blumberg, and George Pistorius,

chairman of Romance languages, admitted

that a provost's report on allocation of faculty

to departments and programs indicating that

the 13'member department was overstaffed

was also a factor in the decisioh to acid the

courses.

The report, prepared in November 1974 and

based oh 73-74 enrollment figures, attempts to

arrive at a" hypothetically ideal student-

faculty ratio in each department, taking into

consideration such factors as number of

majors in a department and amount of lab

work. Pistorius emphasized, however, that

no faculty changes would take place for three

years, and that the new courses will all be

additions to the faculty's workload The
courses will be offered for two years before.a

decision is made whether to continue and
expand the program or discontinue it.

The six new courses are:

—German and Russian 230-r-Buropean
Literature in English: Seven Major
European Novels In Translation (taught by
seven members of the modern language
department)

—Spanish 210-PostOivil War Spain Through
Its Novels

—French 330—(offered this spring but not
listed in the catalogue) From Lados to

Sartre: The Modern French Novel in

Translation

—German 210—Modem German Literature
in Translation

—Russian 20ft—Dissident Voices in Soviet
Literature

—Russian 307—Dostoevsky in Translation
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Middle East
The crux of the conflict in the Middle East is

the unwillingness of the Arabs to recognize

the sovereignty of the Israeli state, Arieh
Bilar, Israeli vice-consul in Boston, told an
audience of 60 persons at a Jewish association

bagel and lox brunch Sunday.

Asserting the issue of Palestinians was
secondary, Bilar argued the nations must
first settle the inter-state conflict.

"Geography and demography should give the

answer." The solution, he said, is one state to

the east of Israel, a state where Palestinians

can find refuge.

According to Bilar, Egyptian intransigence

broke down the Kissinger shuttle. There are
two alternatives now, he said, more war or a

generalized peace conference in Geneva.
The Geneva talks may fail for three

reasons, Bilar said: (1) When Arab states get

together they tend to adapt the most extreme
position (in this case Syria's). (2) The
presence of the Soviet Union in an active role.

(3) The presence of the Palestinian

Liberation Organization (PLO) which he

asserts does not represent the Palestinian

interests.

Bilar predicted a solution to the Middle

East crisis may occur when "Arab govern-

ments, seeing their impotence, will turn to

Hussein and make him an actor." Hussein

has said the same thing, Bilar asserted.

ART &
PRINTS

^ FK\>1F SHOP
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I Sen(d for your .

I
Stu(dent I.D.Card

and enjoy
I special rates at

I Hilton Hotels

and Inns coast
i to coast. (Grad

I and faculty, too.; jusi man inis coupo
_ to Hilton Hotels Fulfillment Dept., Suite 200,

205 So. Beverly Drive.,Beverlv Hills, CA 90212.

CABARET ENTERTAINMENT
.

Featuring Booby Lockhart
and the

'6 House Seven

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT AT 9:30

Name.

I

I

I

I

I

AdciressL

City. .State. ^ip-

College. .Class of .19.

XHIllOn HOIELS

I

I
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WHILE THEY LAST:

Tennis"^ Balls $2^5/can

All Tennis Raquets 25% off

Williams Co-op
Spring Street

exclusive dealer for
ADIDAS TENNIS SHOES

Prolessiofial 24 hour Raquet Stringing Servics

The Established Tennis Store

Com0 and see why everyone h trying to keep up with us.

.\
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Scott Ptrry 76 wins tb^ 220 in Saturday's Epb lots at Brandeis. Dave Parker 16
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Ffosh nine splits twinbill

Sports Round Up

, The freshman baieball team qplit their

opening doubleheader at Springfield Satur-

day, winning the first game 10-7, and drop-

ping the nightcap 5-4. Strong pitching by

Charlie Weber and Mike Martineau paced the

Ephs in the opener, and they were ably

badced by the timely hitting of Gary
Petrosino, Roger McEn^, and Tom Kondel.

The second game was a different story, as
seven Eph errors led to their dowfffall. One
bright spot for the Purple in this game was
the performance of big first baseman Peter

Tuttle, who lashed a double and triple.

Frosh Tennis

The Freshman tennis team opened their

season with two impressive wins over Vassar

and the Kent school. Three experienced

tournament players. Dean Gianakos, Dan
O'Connell, and Jim Parsons form the nucleus

of the squad. They are ably backed by Bill

Wbelan, Andy Rinzler, and Kenner Swain.

WRRC
The Boston Marathon is the mecca of

distance runners, and nine Williams athletes

will be there to start the 26 mile, 385 yard

course on Patriots' Day, April 21. While none

of the Ephs even dreams of winning there

should be a trio finishing well up in the group

of more than two thousand starters.

Senior Pete Hyde, who won the Champlain

Valley Marathon last May in the excellent

time of 2:32:45, and had a 2:38 race at the

Connecticut AAU Marathon last month, has

been working hard towards this one. Bob
Clifford, third at Connecticut in 2:36:19, and
Scott Lutrey, who ran 2:42 on the difificult

Maryland course, have led the Williams Road
Runners in distance covered in training for

Boston.

Senior Paul Skudder will be running the

Marathon for the fourth time, while Bert Saul,

Gary James, Frank Carr, Dave Trawick and
Rich Abrams will challenge Boston for the

first time, though all are veteran distance

runners.

J Track
The track team opened the spring season by

getting hammered at Brandeis on Saturday,
95-59. The Ephs won only five of 18 events and
scored just two points on the track from the

440 event up.

Wins by Scott Perry in the long jump and
Dave McLaughry in the pole vault, and a

second by Marshall Partington in the vault

were the bright spots of the field events.

Newsome and Perry finished 1-2 in the 100,

at 10.3 and 10.4 respectively. With Mike Reed
sidelined by a pulled hamstring. Bob Ashley
took over in the hurdles and finished second

over both 120 and 440 yards. Ken Leinbach
finished third in the 880 and Brandeis swept
the three-mile.

Perry and Parker provided a last chance to

cheer by going 1-2 in the 220.

Wanted: Au Pair Person

for the summer
Duties: help with one Infant and with

the household of a Williams professor

Location: Williamstown and some travelling

Provided : room , board and stipend

Call: 458-8344

The British Maid
Serves Breakfast,

Lunchi

Suppel*

refreshingly different manner

Nice t>ar, too!

Slate l^d.

Closed Mondays

458-4961

Country Restaurant

In the Continental Tradition

Open for Lunch & Dinner

Closed Monday

Across from Williams Campus

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

College honor codes vary

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
JOE DEWEY

Welcome back to a new Inn

t^ and a new era of fine hospitality

and entertainment at the

CjBm^ Williams Inn

by Kirk Renaud
Williams participated in a national forum

on "student conduct in the nation's colleges

and universities today" at University of

Virginia, recently. The conference, the first of

its kind, was organized in response to a
perceived "honor crisis."

Kirk Renaud, the student chairman of the

Honor Committee, and Jim Maxwell, a fresh-

man representative on the committee
traveled to Virginia in hopes of finding some
ways of improving our system.

The institutions represented at the con-

ference differed greatly in student lx>dy size

and composition. Extremes were set by tiny

Agnes Scott College of Decatur, Georgia with

only 600 women, and the University of

Michigan with close to 40,000 students. The
various conduct systems ranged from the

very rigid, strictly enforced codes of honor of

_ttie military academies, to very lenient or

~^n-existent systems of more liberal schools.

For example, a delegate of Virginia

Military Institute explained that a cadet

found guilty of violating their honor code in

the slightest way would be "drummed outnd

the corps." That means that the entffe

academy would be roused at3 or 4 a.m. by the

sound of drums and assembled in full dress

uniform. The offender would be called forth

and his crime explained by the commanding
(tfficer. The cadet would be ordered to leave

the academy and the rest of the company
would be commanded "never to mention his

name again."

Goddard College of Vermont on the other

hand has no expUcit Honor Code. They have

no graded courses and teve therefore almost

eliminated cheating by removing its primary

cause. Williams was definitely one of the

smaller schools with an honor system

somewhat left of center in comparison with

the other institutions represented.

The purpose of the conference was to

provide an opportunity for'general discussion

of the concept of honor, to reach a concensus

on acceptable standards of conduct, and to

consider various methods of implementing

those standards. /
Initially, discussion centered^around basic

issues such as "Are standards of conduct

desirable at all?" Later the groups addressed

themselves to more controversial questions:

to what degree should an institution attempt

to encourage or enforce a code of ethics, and
what mechanisms and systems of penalties

are reasonable methods of creating an at-

mosptiere of honor? As tiie scope of the

conference narrowed, total group concensus

became less frequenL As each delegate

gained respect and appreciation of the unique

characteristics of the individual schools, it

became apparent tiiat no single hmor system
could be appropriate for all institutions.

The impact of the conference is difficult to

guage at this point Certainly it was suc-

cessful in enlightening the delegates as to the

possibilities of strengthening their individual

codes. A formal report on the conference

which will be prepared by U. Va. represen-

tatives may have a more far reaching effect

Meanwhile, the two Williams delegates

brought home a number of ideas to l>e con-

sidered by the honor code committee in an

open meeting tomorrow at 4 p.m. in Hopkins
Conference room. Eventually, the com-
mittee's proposals will be subject to Student

ratification.

admissions talk
The StudentrFaculty Admissions Com-

mittee will sponsor a forum on admissions
policy in Dodd House at8:00 p.m. on Monday.
There will l>e brief opening remarks by
William Mason of the Williams admissions
staff, Richard Moll, Director of Admissions at
Bowdoin, and Father Gerard Lair of the

Delbarton SchooL
Moll is the person primarily responsible for

the elimination of College Board scores as

admissions criteria at Bowdoin. Father Lair
has had extensive experience as a college

guidance counsellor, and is famUiar with

admissions practices at a large number of

colleges throughout the country.

Ephs lose pair
from page eight

Coach Jim Briggs cited the Ephs failure to

steal (0-4), an essential part of their game, as

another factor in the Purple defeats. Also,

Springfield already had a 6-1 record prior to

the doubleheader, while Williams had been
confined to Towne Field House because of the

unexpected snowstorm.

With spring finally here though, the Ephs
face a major league schedule this week with

five games in six days. After traveling to

Trinity on Tuesday, the Ephs make their

home premier against Colby on Friday
(Weston Field, 3 p.m.), and Bowdoin on
Saturday (a doubleheader, ip.m.).

THE
NICKELODEON

55 Spring St. -Williamstown, Mass.

HEAVY TRAFFIC & Lenny Bruce's THANK YOU MASKED MAN
April 18-19 Friday-Saturday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
Ralph Bakshi has conceived and created one of the most technically exciting animated features

I've ever seen. Part animation against real city-scapes, part pure animation, always counter-

pointed by a crazy sound track oflaughter, music, tears, screams and occasional curses, it looks

and feels like a city . . . and has much to say about what cities do to one's soul. Bakshi includes

nearly every form of humanity - Jews, lovers, bankers, homosexuals, blacks, whores, geriatric

patients and mothers - offending each in his or her turn. Even if this isn't a film that gets

anyi where in the end, it's pure genius and absolute fascination every step of the way. One of

the New York Times 10 Best Films of 1973. Originally rated X, now rated R . . . BUT BE
WARNED: potentially offensive lo many sensibilities and therefore best treated as though it

were still rated X. Recommended nevertheless.

BLAZING SADDLES
April 20-21-22 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday 7:00PM & 9:00 PM
This is one of those movies that's as silly as sin . . . and almost as much fun. Uke director Mel

Brooks' most recent epic. Young Frankenstein (which will be at the Nickelodeon as soon as we
can lay hands upon it), it's the sort of film you can laugh d^aight through - probably will

laugh straight through - and come away from wondering whaN^as so funny. Cleavon Little

stars as a black sheriif. Gene Wilder as his sidekick. Between them they save the town of Ridge

Rock from evil land speculators (" . . . our people are scattered, our cattle raped ..." the local

preacher laments) and from Mr. Brooks himself, who appears as a lecherous and nearsighted

Governor for the purposes of this pure and unpretentious bit of entertainment. Rated R. (1974)

THE WILD CHILD
April 23-24 Wednesday-Thufsday 7:00 PM A 9:00 PM
In 1731 Dr. Jean Itard of the National Institute for the Deaf in Paris took custody of a pre-

adolescent boy who had been discovered living wild in the forest of Aveyron in southern

France. For the next five years Itard worked with Victor, as he called his Wild Child, attempting

to prove Locke's concept of the human mind as a blailk slate upon which man records the total

suiit of his experiences. His experiment failed, leaving Victor neither happily savage nor wholly

civilized) yet the teaching methods he developed survived as the 6a$is of the modem Montessori

method. Itlsltard's precise and clinical notes of his work that provide the substance of Francois

Truffaut's ninth feature, a film which explores and illuminates the virtues of savage innocence

versus graceless civilization. Starring Jean-Pierre Cargol and Jean Daste. One of the New York
Times 10 Best Films of 1970. French with subtitles.

_^,^,^„^____^
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Lacrosse fells Springfield

byDennhO'Shea
The varsity lacrosse team exploded for six

goals in the third quarter on their way to

edging host Sprli^eld College in last

Saturday's regular season debut Down 4-0 in

the first half, the Purple fought back to a M
intermission deficit before the third period
splurge put the game nearly out of reach.

Senior Steve Dietrick and freshman Todd
Edcerspn each scored in the opening

Eph

drop

\

hasehall

s a pair

'Springfield
The Williams baseball team dropped 7-0

and 4-3 contests to Springfield College on
Saturday in the season debut for the Purple.

The Ephs got excellent pitcliing from five

hurlers, who allowed only 13 Yellow Jacket
hits in nineteen innings, and played excellent

defensive l>all. A disastrous fifth inning in the

first game and a crucial error in the second,

however, did the Efdis in.

In the first game, Williams was trailing

only 1-0 in the fifth when Springfield scored

six runs on only two hits after two men were
out An error by catcher Tom Redden with

runners on first and third and five walks

. issued by starting pitcher Pete Eshelman
accounted for the Springfield barrage.
Tommy Villanova and Don Wallace finished

up the seven inning contest All told, the Eph
pitchers held the Yellow Jackets to five hits,

but could only manage four themselves.

The Ephs outhit Springfield ten to eight in

the second game, but lost in the bottom of the

twelfth when second baseman Derrick
Robinson misplayed a ground ball that

allowed the winning run to score. The defeat

spoiled an impressive debut by freshman
righthander Steve Maier, who had hurled

three innings of hitless l>all before Robinson's

miscue. Starter Rick Mahoney had also

looked strong in allowing only three runs in 7

and two-thirds innings l)efore tiring. x_ _

please turn to page seven

nooments of the third stenza to get the Eph
deluge underway. In the next fifteen minutes

Diftrick netted three goals and- had two
assists, while fellow attackman Bob Pinkard

chipped in a goal and two feeds. Midfielder

Jamie Taylor also dented the nets diuring the

quarter.

The Yellow Jackets, putting on their own
sewing show in the fourth quarter, knotted

the score at 10-10 with a three goal spree

before Eph middle Collie Nelson took a

Dietrick pass and tallied the winning score

with five minutes remaining. The Ephmen
then thwarted several Springfield scoring

attempts and put the game on ice by con-

trolling the t>all for the final minute and a

half.

"We were tighter than ticks when we got

down there, and the (astro turf) surface hurt

us too," noted Williams coach Renzie Lamb,
"but by the third quarter we knew we were
good, we knew what we had to do." What they

did was hustle, control face-offs and ground

balls, and pepper the talented Yellow Jacket

goalie with shots.

"One of the reasons our extra-man play was
so disgraceful," continued Lamb, "was that

we had plenty of chances, but made
mistekes—we missed passes and took poor

percentage shots, and jthen the Springfield

clear used up all our time." The Ephs con-

verted only one of nineteen man-advantage
situations in the penalty-ridden contest

Springfield's astroturf playing surface

stymied Williams' defensive efforts in the

early going, as three attack goals were
allowed in the first quarter. After slipping and
sliding all over the field, however, sophs Scott

MacLachlan, Bob Marquess, Patch Mason,

and frosh Peter Unger made the switch from
cleats to tennis shoes, stiffened their

resistance, and let in only three more goals

the rest of the way. They were ably backed by

goalie Harland Chun, whose key saves in the

third period kept the Eph momentum going.

The Eph target totaled eleven stops for the

day.

This week, the Ephs have two tough home
matches against Yale on Wednesday and
UConn on Saturday. Yale was listed 18th in

last week's USILA poll and third in the New
England ratings. UConn. was tabbed two slots

above the eighth-ranked Ephs in the regional

poll. The Huskies played well in narrow losses

to Yale and Washington and Lee.

, j^ . ^. (photo by MtClellan)
Tenntsco-capiatk SmMhw9*^tttyietiiri(l09 miintti Colgate opponent last week.

Purple tennis record ar 1 -

1

Led by co-capteins Stuart Browne and

Charlie Einsiedler, the Williams tennis team

opened its spring season on April 3 wittv a

solid 7-2 win over Yankee Conferehce

champion Vermont
Browne, Brad Hearsh, and Davte Hillman

all scored routine victories in singles while

Einsiedler and Jim Ware were forced into

close third sets before winning. Browne and

Einsiedler, who figure to be one of the top

doubles teams in New England this year, won
easily at number one doubles, as did Sam
Bronfman and Mayo Shattuck at number
three doubles.

Encouraged by their play against Vermont
the racketmen were ready to take on Colgate

at Chapman Rink on April 8, but dropped a

close match.

Despite losing the first set in four of the six

singles matches, Williams managed to sur-

vive a total of 11 match points in three
separate matches and emerge from the

singles tied 3-3 in team points. Top player

Stuart Browne, facing the same player who
had defeated him last year, survived two
match points when serving at 4-5, 15-40 in the"

third set and pulled out the set and matoh, 7-5.

Similarly, number six Alan Wall lost the

first set and fell behind 4-2 in the second set

tiebreaker 1>efore winning three straight

points for the set and holding on for a 6-4 win
in tho third.

Ai number four, Brad Hearsh survived an
ificredible 6 matoh points, once by hitting a

ball resting in his opponent's court and once

with an amazing volley off the handle of his

racket to win, 7-5, in the third. Einsiedler

then squandered a matoh point of his own
before falling to Colgate's number two. 7-5. in

the third.

Colgate's experience in the doubles was too

much and they cUnched the matoh with

straight set wins at second and third doubles,

whereupon their team immediately retired

from the number one doubles match with the

score 4-5, 30-40 in Williams' faVor.

Despite the close Colgate loss, team spirits

are high and the next two matohes. Tufts

home on April 15 and MIT away on April 19,

should t>e easier for a strong Williams team.

_^ 24 Hour Relay

White water champ works to defend title

by Nick Oristiano

In an athletics-mad school with over twenty

varsity teams and countless club and in-

tramural sports, Williams senior Angus
Morrison is happy for any pubUcity he can get

for Ills sport white water canoeing. As the

defending national champ and an Olympic

veteran in a sport dominated by compact 160

pounders, the 6-3, 205 pound Morrison at least

merits personal attention as one of the

world's best in a backwoods pastime that had

its only brief fling at wide-spread acclaim in

its Olympic debut in 1972.

"The Olympics gave the sport a new
legitimacy and respectability," said

Morrison, who took a year's sabbatical to

train for the games and finished tenth overall

(the second American) in a field of about

fOTty. White water canoeing has been dropped

frbm the Montreal Games in '76, however,

apparently because the Canadians do not

want to shoulder the expense of building the

necessary artificial course. And so Morrison

and his fellow aficianados have resigned

themselves once again to an obscure and

humble pursuit of their demanding sport

"The Olympics had been kind of a culture

shock for canoers," admitted the redheaded

senior. "Canoeing had always been sort of a

low class, poverty-stricken sport; guys were
used to paying their own way and camping
out at the sight of the races. Then we got to

Munich and had everything we needed just

thrown at us."

The Minnesota native really has little time

to think about puWicity, however. He is

currently working out twice daily in

preparing to defend his national cham-
pionship on May 17-18 on the Yougihany River
in Pennsylvania, and will follow that up in

late June with a trip to the world cham-
pionships in Skopje, Yugoslavia. If past

performances are any indication, he should

do just that. In four trips to the nationals he
has finished successively fifth, second,
second, and first and has moved from 21st to

7th in three appearances in the biennial

worlds. \o

Morrison pointed out that he is a canoer,
and not a kayaker. While the differences in

craft are minimal (both are 13 feet long and
made of fiberglass; a canoe is merely four
inches wider), the differences in handling
each craft are great In a kayak, the paddler
sits down and uses a double-bladed paddle. In
a canoe, he kneels and uses a single-bladed
paddle, which makes it tougher to perform
the required maneuvers through the twenty

An^us Morrison 7.5, defending national white wat€r eanoe champ, insists that be

is in complete controlas he prepares to turn downstream-in this competition held

last year in Vermont.

or so slalom gates that mark the turbulent

course. While the Melvillian terror evoked by

the rushing white water makes the sport look

more dangerous that it is, Morrison insists

that it is no more perilous than skiing. "Ac-
tually, it's remarkably safe, if you take all the

safefy precautions such as wearing a helmet

and life jacket and don't try to handle

anything above your level of expertise," he
added.

The lack of white water in the Williamstown
area does not hinder Morrison's training

regimen. "Once you reach the upper levels of

expertise, conditioning becomes most im-

portant," said the former Olympian, who has

been racing competitively since he came east

nearly five years ago. To stoy in shape he
runs, lifts weights, and played varsity hockey

until torn knee ligaments shelved him in

January. When the spring thaw arrives, he

does short sprints on the flat waters of the

Hoosic River, and, occasionally, he'll even

pilot his craft in Muir Pool, where he's been

giving some fundamental lessons to in-

terested students.

On a handful of weekends in the spring,

Morrison mounts his three home made canoes

on the top of his car (he claims to own the

lightest racing canoe in the world, 15 pounds),

and travels to The Gorge in Granby, Conn.,

where he competes in white water races.

Despite the lack of acclaim and the burdens of

traveling, the journeys are usually produc-
tive—he invariably wins.

Without the luxuries and attention of the

Olympics to look forward to, Morrison
nevertheless will willingly pay his own way to

the national championships and, except for a
small subsidy from the American Canoeing
Association, to the world title contest. No
matter how he does in either, petfooal
satisfaction will probably still remain his only
reward. Perhaps now though, when one of
those Williams phys. ed. buffs tries to get in a
swim in Muir Pool and discovers a 6-3

redhead furiously churning up the chlorine
water in a yellow canoe, the defending
nationar champion will not have to undergo
the indignity of ex|^ining what he's doing.

The fourth annual Williams College 24-Hour

charity relay hat resulted in over |2,000 worth

of contributions to charities. Pledges

collected from the relay effort will benefit the

Campus Chest organizations, including the

VMCA. Boys' Club, Help Line, Day Care

Center, and the A Better Chance Program,

and the Aid Children Today Program, which

aids Vietnamese orphans in the To Am
Nurseries in Saigon.

Golfers aim
for consistency

by Tom Layden
~

The Williams College golf team returns

from its annual southern trip with hopes of

repeating as New England champions this

spring, but will have to accomplish that feat

without the services of John Sutter '74, a

three-time individual champion and last

year's captain.

Rudy Goff, now beginning his twelfth year

as mentor of the varsity golf team and a

professional at the Taconic Golf Club, feels

that "we're going to have to work very hard to

equal last year's mark; the graduation of

John Sutter has left a void which will be

difficult to fill. Dedication on the part of this

year's group will produce, as there is not as

much natural talent as there has been in the

past".

With the absence of such an individual star

as Sutter, Goff will be relying this spring on

the performance of senior co-captains Rick

Oleson and DaveFox to lead the team. Oleson

is presently the number one man on the team,

and his game, according to Goff, is consistent

in all areas. Oleson will be challenged for the

top spot by Fox, a great distance hitter.

Behind these two, Goff is looking for con-

sistency, hopefully provided by John Hoover
'76, and the two Vogelsang brothers, Greg '75

and Chris '77. Jim Hield. who missed the fall

season while playing soccer will add great

strength to the team and should push those

ahead of him before the end of the season.

Williams this May will be the host school for

the first New England Small College Athletic

Conference championship. Goff hopes that his

squad will certainly be In top form for this

match, along with the Little Three and, of

course, the New England championships.
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Committee pQ
release Tepbrt

on expansion
Conmiittee on

Barker
The Copifnittee on College Expansion,

compos^ of faculty members Joseph Ker-

shavyr JoAnne Stubbe, Frederick Rudolph,

Nancy Mclntire, and George Goethals, senior

/Kathy Bogan, and Junior Jay Sullivan, is

-^ studying the effect that the size change and
women on campus have had on the college

and on college life.

Kathy fiogan expanded this description,

saying "everyone knows we need a new music
-_and art center, but " the comm'ilCee is at-

tempting to present "recommendations less

concrete and well known than (those in-

volving) the physical plant."

Among the areas under consideration are:

whether students "feel a fully integrated part

of the community," competition ,and friend-

ship between men. women and men and
women, the Women's Center, privacy, the

faculty response to women students and the

student response to women faculty members,
GPA's, athletics, women's career ambitions,

Med~and^^ single-sex houaiug, and female
house officers.

The committee's final report, Bogan em-
phasized, "will be presented to the trustees,"

and is for the college "in the sense that the

college acts upon the recommendations of the

trustees" arrived at the report.

The results (rfjhe report may influence
class size, use of housing space, and^ ad^
mission policies and sex ratios in classes.

When asked what the students think

about...,' Bogan complained, "I certainly

can't tell them what the entire student body
thinks" from my own opinions. Consequently,
"in order to make my own opinion

representative and get a few
generalizations," she continued, "discussions

with a random sampling of students" were
organized. Letters were given to arbitrarily

selected students, encouraging participants

to "give your own individual experiences and
impressions priority." The turnout was about
15 out of 30 or40 asked, but still represented "a

pretty broad cross-section," Bogan main-

tained.

Bogan declined to comment on any of the

tentative results from the discussion groups

or the preliminary material for the report, as

it might "wreck my credibility" and could be

"easily misinterpreted." Sullivan was not

available for comment.

Contest nears deadline
May 1, 1975 is the deadline for three

creative writing contests. Material should be

submitted to the English Department office,

Stetson Library.

—The Benjamin Wainwright Award, of

approximately $50, for the best short story

submitted.

—The Conger Prize of $100 for the best

journalist work published by Williams
students in the last year.

—The Academy (rf America Poets Prize of

$100 for the best poetry submitted.

Fuel consumption drops

Jnhn.Hnlden, College mechanical
^pnximvTr- mho claims College has
reduced building temperatures.

by Scott Fenn
"The College has not ostensibly lowered

temperatures on campus, it has reduced
average building temperatures by 5 degrees
F or more. This fact is well documented, not
by a logging of ten space teraperatures, but
through a solid 20 per cent reduction\(n fuel

consumption as comparea with previous
years. Such a reduction is a positi^' in-

dication that the average temperatui'e on
campus has been lowered."

This was the initial reaction of John Holden,
mechanical engineer for the department of

Buildings and Grounds, to a survey of ten

temperatures in public locations pijtlisfied in

the March 19 issue of the ReAd. Holden said
that while he did not disbeheve the published
temj)erature figures, he thought they did not

Amherst is the most selective
SURVEY OF COLLEGE ADMISSIONS

Class oft979SUtistics

College

Amherst
r-Harvar
Bowdoin
Williams

Dartmouth
Princeton

Yale
Swarthmore
Wesleyan
Hampshire
UMass
Smith
Mount Holyoke

Survey by the Amherst Student, 4-17-75, reprinted with permission.
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VOTE!
Letters to the Editor

Hearsay and WHAP^ :
r—-. w^

To the editor: - '

I would like to thank ttie ReAd for its sup-
port of the Williams Hunger Action Project. A
gutsy newspaper is a crucial ingredient in

any social change
Unfortunately, the ReAd goofed last week.

Although the ReAd urged increased com-
munication and stated that "Hearsay is not
an accurate messenger" in its editorial en-

titled "A New Tomorrow," the contents of the

very same editorial demonstrate a failure to

heed that' advice. The facts concerning
meatless days at Williams and WHAP's role
in them were atrociously incorrect. You even
got our name wrong! The ReAd did not check
its 'facts' with a WHAP representative but
relied upon hearsay. Let me start at the
beginning and straighteh the fantasy-filled

record of vegetarian meals at Williams:
Before WHAP even existed the college Food

Services instituted meatless dinners on
Friday nights and the vegetarian line in

Baxter Hall. WHAP would love to claim
credit for this, but students overestimate our
abilities and power. Thanks for the com-
pliment, though.

WHAP then approached the College Council
with a motion that a meatless and a beefless

(i.e. non-red meat) day be proclaimed official— college policy. This motion passed over-

whelmingly because it was ex-post facto—
Food Services needed only to rearrange the

menu, not change the total quantity of meat
served. The value of the motion to WHAP was
publicity, to make students understand that

survival without meat is possible, at least for

a day.

Friday is the meatless day. Seeing as how
Food Day was Thursday, April 17th, WHAP
asked Food Services to switch the meatless

day from Friday to Thursday for that week in

keeping with the spirit of the occasion.

Misunderstanding about the Williams
Hunger Action Project is prevalent on

campus. This is because many students are

closing their minds without listening to

WHAP's whole rap. WHAP attempted to hand

__ out a leaflet last Thursday explaining its

Some may not get aid

l»7.5-76 Financial Aid: All students wishing

financial aid consideration from Williams for

1W5-76, including those presently receiving

aid, must turn in applications as soon as

possible in Mr. Flynt's office (Hopkins Hail).

All freshmen, as well as new applicants, are

reminded of required meetings Tuesday and

Friday afternoons per written instructions.

Final deadline May l(.

position and goals in respect to Williams
College. Very few students even looked at it.

This leaflet will be left in public places for

anyone who cares to spend ten minutes
reading something which might affect the
way she-he eats and thinks about hunger. I

urge students to check it out and discuss
disagreements with any member of WHAP._-___-_

Sihcei^ely^

Mark Niedergang

WHAP

Election Opportunities

To the editor:

Student government is alive and well at

Williams. Well, at least it's alive. On Monday
and Tuesday, you will have the chance to

make it better through the College wide
elections. Among the offices being contested
are the six at-large representatives to the
College Council. It should be noted that these
positions offer a valuable opportunity to

round out the Council in terms of its

representativeness. Traditionally, the
Council is largely white, senior men. I would
urge the election of a diverse group of people.

Sophomores ( members of the Class of '78) are
desperately needed. Of course the most
qualified people should be elected. However
these factors should be considered when
assessing a candidate's credentials.

I would like to publicly endorse two can-
didates. One, Steve Piltch '77, is running for

one of the at-large positions. Steve is an ex-
treniely active and dedicated individual. He
has had very good experience on the Fresh-
man Council. This year he has been the
Sophomore representative to the Committee
on ^Undergraduate Life. His concern and
interest in Williams College would make him
an excellent C.C. representative,

I would also like to endorse the candidacy of
Addison Lanier '76 for College Council
President. Addison has done an excellent job
while serving as co-chairman of the Student
Housing Committee and as a member of the
Council Finance Committee. Throughout this
past year, he has been one of the very few
non-Council members to regularly attend the
weekly meeUngs of the College Council. I am
sure that this previous experience and his
high level of concern will serve him well if

elected president of the C.C.

My endorsement of these two people is not
meant to imply any connection between the
two. I believe that they are both excellent

choices and deserve your most serious con-
sideration.

Michael RMten'TS
At-Large Council Member

Member ofCUL

Viewpoint

Constitutions
by Steve PMIIIps

What makes this proposed constitution (see

pg. S) different from the present one and
why should it be adopted?

First, Article II, Section I changes the basis

of the College's deliberative bo^ from one

iMsed on houses to one based on classes.

Presently, classes as an entity at Williams

are nearly non-existent. Moreover, the un-

derclassmen, efl^ially the sophomores, are

dramatically underrepresented on the

College Council. Houses are still maintained

as an effective unit through the proposed

Committee of House Presidents which would

meet regularly to discuss problems pertinent

to the house structure. The present Housing

Committee would also serve to keep com-
munications open among the houses.

Second, the same section provides for.

appointed rather than elected at-large

representatives. One of the greatest problems
with representative democracy is its ten-

dency to underrepresent minorities.

Establishing appointed rather than elected

at-large representatives is an attempt to

include in the student government those^

segments of the campus which woultil

otherwise be poorly represented.

Third, Article II, Section II establishes the

Student Body meeting in order to strengthen

the connection between the students and their

government. These meetings would provide

the student government with a clear

assessment of student opinion on basic issues

and would present student opinion directly.

The meetings would be a novel and highly

effective means of communication, both

within the student body, and t)etween students

and the faculty and administration, and
would lend an increased sense of legitimacy

to' student proposals. The formal en-

dorsement of ^he student body would
strengthen the position of the Steering

Committee and the officers in dealing with

the administration and faculty. It would get

the issues out in the open.

Fourth, this constitution will coordinate the

activity of the various student-meniber

committees through which decisions are
made at Williams. The Steering Committee
Would be a clearing house for information and
student involvement in the decision-making
procfeses would become more integrated aiSf

pointed.

Fifth, Implementation would be largely

painless. The Constitution would as a whole
go into effect with next spring's elections, but
the Student Body meetings would begin next
year as an official part of student govern-
ment. The College Council for next year
should be particularly cognizant of the need to

include all segments of the campus in the
student government, and should implement
the plan of increasing the coordination among
the various committees by insuring that all

committees report regularly to the College
Council.

Copies of the proposed constitution will be
posted in all houses, dining halls, and mail
areas. The College Council will be debating
this proposal in itf next two meetings to which
all interested students are invited to attend.
The student body will be able to vote on the
proposal itself in a College-wide referendum
May 1 and 2. "

Many people have commented recently
upon the breakdown of student government
and communication on the caippus. It did not
happen overnight. A new constitution alone
will not put things together. Thp structure of
student government merely facilitates
student initiation. Although I believe this

constitution would be more effective than the
present one, whether or not it passes is in one
sense superfluous. What is primarily needed
is a recognition that we as students can im-
plement many desirable changes if we are
willing to commit the time and energy.

Steve Phillips is the out-going president
of the College Council and a proponent of
the proposed constitutional changes.

Job Jots

Williams Kntrepreneurs—Continental
HraBi Company will be recruiting on
Thursday, May l at OCC, Special
requirements: Strong entrepreneurial
interests—independent quick decision
making— interest in finance, tran-
sporUUon marketing research, economics
risk management.

Purpip Parachuir—a new issue will be
distributed soon. Please pick one up at one
of the distribution centers.

^M

I-®

rc^
Draft Dodgers

Clttxn of i»7H Registration: for Selective

Service li'mporarily suspended as of April 1st

until late 1»75. This does not relieve one from
responsibility of eventually registering once
registration procedures are resumed.
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Raqueteers top Tufts, smashed by MIT
Sporting • M record going into the week,

the tennii team s{>llt two cardiac arrest

matchea to maintain a winning record,

•quealting t>y Tufta, M. in WiUianutown on

Tuesday and losing by the same score to MIT

on Saturday in Boston.
The Tufts match, played outside on the

Cliaffee courte, marked the team's second
day away from cozy Chapman Rink, and
Tufts was quick to expoee the difficulty in-

Ephs make marathon run
\....

A cool spring day with a tail wind and 2,041

starters added up to the fastest ever running

of the BoBton Marathon on Monday and the

Williams Road Runners Club was there.

Wesleyan grad Will Rodgera won the event in

course record. time of 2:09:55 for the 28 mile,

385 yard grind; 1,914 more came in by the 3

and a half hour cut off mark.

Pete Farwell '73 was the first Purple shirt

to reach the Prudential Center, turning in a
—^-^rsooal best of 2:20:09, good for ^rd place.

^The Little Deacon picked up 36 places in the

:<<last ten miles, passing former winner Amhy
^Burfoot (Wesleyan '68) on the way.

^ Psyched by a visit to Fenway Park and a

Red Sox 10, Orioles 2 result the day before,

Bob Clifford '76 pulled away from
^-^Baltimorean Scott Lutrey '75 just past

::. Wdlesley and ran oh to a new Williams

record The Hartford Heaver cruised to 139th
in 2:31:50 while Lutrey finished 155th in

2:33:06. Previous Eph bests were 2:32:45 by
Pete Hyde '75 and 2:33:05 by Farwell, neither
at Boston.

Hyde and Amherst miler Peter Milliard
flew the first ten miles before reality caught
up tothem. Milliard died in the stretch, taking
169th in 2:34; Hyde faded somewhat earlier

and Just broke 2i40.

Freshman Frank Can—finished 427th in"

2:45, just two places behind John Babington
'67. Bert Saul turned a 2:48 performance and
senior Paul Skudder went in 2 :53 on his fourth
tour of the course. Chris Potter '74 eased to

the Pru in 3:07 after a less than strenuous
training regimen and freshman Rich Abrah-
ms trailed by not much.

Sports Scoreboard

Col.

WiU.

Bow.
Will.

BASEBALli

Trin. 13

Will 7

volved in the transition from indoor to outdoor
play.

Victories by Charlie Einsiedler, Jim Ware,
andSam Bronfman, representing the second,
fourth, and sucth positions, balanced losses by
Stu Browne, Brad Hearsh, and Alan Wall.

Sam Bronfman's victory was particularly

noteworthy because his opponent had been
undefeated in two previous seasons for Tufts,

and because Sam bounced back from losing a

tiebreaker second set to record a bagel (6-0)

in the crucial third

Einsiedler and Browne's quick loss at no. 1

doubles was balanced by an equally decisive

win at ho. 3 doubles for Bronfman and Mayo
Shattuck, leaving the fate of the match in the

hands of Dave Hillman and Hearsh at no. 2

doubles. When their match came down to a
tiebreaker in the third set, Williams fans

sensed an advantage, since Hillman and
Hearsh had survived four consecutive
tiebreakers during challenge matches the

previous week in order to hold their position

on the team^
However, they quickly found themselves

facing a 4-1 deficit with Tufts needing only one
of the last four points to win the match. Aided
by a lucky netcord and strong clutch serving

1^ Hillman, Williams swept the last 4 points

to win the tiebreaker and the match. 5-4.

On Saturday, in Boston, the script was the

same but the roles were reverseid as MIT
captured a crucial Uekn-eaker for a 5-4 win.

Following straight set wins by Browne, Ware,
Wall, and Bronfman, the Ephs held a 4-2 lead

going into the doubles.

The doubles pairings were weakened by the

absence of Hearsh, however, so Bronfman
and Shattuck were forced to move up to no. 2

doubles. Although they held a 5-2 lead in the

final set, MIT forced them to.a tiebreaker and
won it handily.

When Browne and Einsiedler went under to

a strong team at no. 1 doubles, the outcome
was in the hands of Wall and Ware, who were
playing their first varsity doubles match of

the season. MIT moved to a 4-1 lead in the

third set, Wall and Ware came back to tie at 4-

4, but MIT played a strong final four games
for the set and match.

The racketmen travel to Boston again to

^CC powerful Harvard on Tuesday, then play

a hdme match with Union on Saturday.

JV's Lose
.'The University of Connecticut spoiled

Jimmy Rodger's JV lacrosse coaching debut,

handing the junior Ephs a 10-4 defeat at Cole
Field last Saturday. ^

"It was a learning experience for us; we
knew we weren't fully prepared," said

Rodgers. He'd been unable to get the squad
outside until a few days before the game due
to the unexpected snowfall, and many of his

new players were still unfamiliar with the

basics of full field play.

Sophomore attackman Jeff Boscamp ted

the Ephs' offense with a goal and two assists,

while frosh Bill Huckle had one of each.

Senior Jack Hiler and soph Matt Rowe
chipped in a goal apiece, and goalie Jim Ford
made nine stops.

"For now we have to stress defense," says
Rodgers. "The offense will come by itself."

Hopefully it'll come quickly, as the Ephmen
are scheduled for five (^mes in the next two,^

weeks. - =y^

siloitbats
from page eight

runners oh first and third on a single,

sacrifice, steal, and walk, catcher Tom
Redden's throwing error on a double steal

attempt allowed the tying run to score and put

the winner on third An infield out scored it.

Mahoney ahd his replacement Kastrinelis,

(who took the loss), allowed only six hits but

walked seven.

Williams had seven hits in the defeat.

Matteodo had an RBI single in the first, and
Smith drove in four runs with a bases loaded

double in the second. Trapp, the runner

preceding Smith, paved the way for the latter

to barrel home when he knocked the ball out

of the Bowdoin catcher's mitt at the plate.

Through five games. Smith (.278, 3 RBI)
and Eshleman (.264, 6 RBI) are the only

regulars above .250. The Ephs have scored 24

runs and given up 34. Pitching stats have not

yet been compiled.

The Ephs are at home for three games this

week. On Wednesday they face Wesleyan

(Weston Field, 3 p.m.) and on Saturday host

Bates in a doubleheader (1 p.m.)

Sunday's scheduled game at R.P.I, was
cancelled due to rain and will be replayed at

R.P.I, on May 6.
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NICKELODEON

55 Spring St.-Williamstown, Mass.

WOMEN IN LOVE
April25-2« Friday-Saturday NOTE: 7:00PM & 9:30PM

Ken Russell weaves a nostalgic, romantic and powerfully sensual film adaptation of D. H.

Lawrence's tale of one man's exploration of the frontiers of human love. Starring Alan

Bates (King of HearU) and Glenda Jackson. Rated R. ( 1970)

THE LAST DETAIL

April 27-2H-29 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday 7:00 PM& 9:00 PM
A gritty little comedy in which Academy Award winning Jack Nicholson and Otis Young

play two middle aged sailors escorting a younger ship mate, played by Randy Quid, north to

Portsmouth Naval Prison. Along the way they tarry, drink, brawland whore as Nicholson

does his level best to impress the young man with the wisdom of his own bleaky limited

fo'castle vision of life. A tou^ and funny movie. Directed by Hal Ashby. ( 1974)

THE. PHANTOM OF LIBERTY

April :I0- May I Wednesday-Thursday 7:OCPM&9:00 PM

Luis Bunuel's Phantom of Liberty is neither more nor less than a wonderful glimpse of one

8f the finest and surest of Europe's Uving directors at play with cast, camera and an

imagination that makes a mockery of our linear and rather humdrum lives. In form and

style it is very much like his earlier Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie. A little more fun,

perhaps, in that it carries us further down the same utterly lucid road toward madness. A

shade less fresh in that he's done it before. It's a charming wildflower of a movie, to be

enjoyed in its natural sUte. Those who pluck and analyze it run the risk of destroying it. One

of the New York Times 10 Best Films of 1974. Rated R. In French with subtitles. Highly

Recommended.

WftliE^THEY LAST: 'v

tennis Balls $225/can

^ All TenW^R^quets 25% off

Williamis Co-op
Spring Streets

exclusive dealer for

ADIDAS TENNIS SHOES

Professional 24 hour Raquet Stringing Service

\ « ilii-' li^tiihlislhil I'tnnisSliirc ' \
Come and see why everyone is trying to keep up with us.

CABARET ENTERTAINMENT

Featuring Booby Lockhart

and the

'A House Seven

EVERY fJI^AY NIGHT AT 930
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Pole vauUer^sets record
Bob Ashley was the high scorer with seconds
in the 120 and 440 hurdles and a third in the
high lump.

.
„--' - .fts^<"r.

(photo.by McClellan)
Purple hurler Pete ^shelman 76 during his eight-inning, 12 strikeout per-
formance in the Efih$*^3-4 loss to Colby at Weston field on Friday^ : ^

Albany State edged the EpWT 74h8», last

Tuesday with the meet coming down to the

last event. David McLaughry set a Williams

record in the pole vault, winning at 13 feet 8

inches, breaking the previous mark of 13 feet

6 inches held jointly by Ron Eastman 74 and

McLaughry. Joe Newsome took firsts in the

100 and 220 yard dashes and contributed to

wins in both the mile and 440 yard relays.

In the hurdles, frosh Bob Ashley had to fill

the shoes of co-captain Mike Reed, whose

irijury limited him to the quarter mile. Ashley

came through for the Ephs, however, winning

the440 intermediates and taking second in the

120 yard highs. The distance events showed

frosh power prevailing again as Dan Sullivan

and Frank Carr were the only Williams

scorers, taking thirdjn^the niile and the two- _ ^
mile, respectively "

"" ~ "
DtehltWo each. ararBScky TCaho and Dale

T?eh LeihbacKlvas a close^secoifilTirthe 880^^ Merow one eacfr. Can* ttnda Wilkiris used

Women peak
in lacrosse
After three weeks of indoor practice but

only three days outdoors, the women's
lacrosse team soundly defeated Berkshire
vSchool, 17-4, in a home scrimmage last.week.

Freshman Maggie O'Brien had five
Williams goate, Jessie Kingston and Macy^
Fish three each, Martha Tucker and Andrea

with a time of 1:59.7, but the real show of the

day was in the mile relay. Dave Parker

almost became the hero of the meet whenhis

blazing stretch drive captured the mile relay.

The Williams team thought the meet was

by Nick Cristiano '^-^^f^
An abysmal .192 team batting average,

some untimely errors, and a pitching staff

that has issued kn average of nearly eight

walks per game were mainly responsible for

the Williams baseball team's three losses in

four contests last week. The one victory was a

nearly flawless 7-0 rout of Bowdoin in the final

game, however, and on that performance
rests the 1-5 Ephs' hopes for the final 14

games.
In the Williams victory, senior righthander

Tom Villanova allowed just two hits, struck

out five, and walked only four in going the

seven inning distance. The Ephs also played

errorless ball behind him while parlaying

only six hits, eight walks, and three Bowdoin
wild pitches into their highest run production

of ttie young season.

The Ephs were never in troiible after racing

to a 3-0 lead in the first inning on a two-run

double by Pete Eshelman and a wild pitch

that allowed Maury Matteodo to score fr«m
third. Williams added two^runs in the third on

a single by Jim Trapp, and one run each in the

fourth and sixth on RBI sacrifices by Mat-
teodo and freshman shortstop Scott

Harrington.

Things didn't go so smoothly in the three

preceding games, however. In a 12-5i troun-

cing at Trinity on Tuesday, Eph hurlers

Villanova, Pete Kastrinelis, Steve Maier, and
Eshelman allowed just nine hits, but issued

eight walks to the Bantams and saw the

defense commit four miscues. Williams had
taken a 4-3 lead into the fourth when Dave
Kuncid hit a grandslam home run off

Villanova to ignite the Bantam barrage.

The Ephs fell victim to the same maladies
in Friday's chilly home opener at Weston
Field as Colby scored four runs in the ninth to

win, 5-4.

Purple starter Eshelman had struck out

twelve and given up just four hits in over-

powering the Mules for eight and one third

innings, but three straight walks that loaded

the bases in the ninth forced him to the bench.

After Maier fanned the first batter he faced

for the second out, Rick Mayo hit a low line

drive to left that eluded^Bryan Smith and
rolled all the way to "the football stands,

allowing all four runs to score. The play was

scored as a single and a three-lj|ase error on
Smith.

Proving that they can blow leads at both

ends of the campus, the Ephs squandered a 5-

lead in the fourth inning and lost, 6-5, in the

opener of the Saturday doubleheader against

Bowdoin at Cole Field. Bowdoin scored four

runs in the fourth and two in the fifth of the

seven inning game to notch the victory.

Three walks and a costly two-run error by
Harrington were instrumental in a four-run

Polar Bear fourth (on only two singles) that

knocked starter Rick Mahoney out of the box.

Bowdoin got the go-ahead runs in the fifth on
another single and a Williams error. With

please turn to page seven

won, but Parker's effort was not good

enough; in the last event (triple jump),

Albany State took 1-2 and pulled away by five

points.

pounding

The team absorbed its Worst pounding in

four years at the hands of Southern Con-,

necticut on Saturday. The Ephs managed
only one first place in losing, 115-30, on a

cinder track well soaked by a morning rain.""

The team's ranks were much thinned by

injuries, the law i)oards, and the Boston

Marathon.

Regan Miller won the long jump at 20 feet 6

inches on a very slick runway. Rich Remmer
was the most encouraging Eph performer,

adding seconds in the shot put, 44 feet 10 in-

ches.'and discus. 141 feet 4 inches. Freshman

the scrimmage to test out the best com-
binations ofplayers in order to choose varsity
and J.V. teams for the upcoming regular
season.

The season opens this week with a J V
gaxne vs. Russell Sage and a varsity match
vs. UMass. For the game at UMass. nine
returning varsity players will start for the

team: attackers Tucker, Kingston, Kano,
Chris Woodring, Polly Smith, Sue Hyndman;
and defenders Marty La Freniere, Vivian
Patterson, and goalie Claudia Lindsey.

Filling in the remaining positions are new
'and skilled varsity players from all (itiisses:

upperclassmen Kathy Bogan, Meg Toland
and Liz Alton; and freshmen Marcie Holmes,
Mary Fish, and Betsy Lyman.
The first home varsity game will be against

Smith on May 1. The schedule this season
features tough competition from Mt. Holyoke,
Trinity, Dartmouth, and Middlebury. The
highlight of the season should be the round
robin tournament at Williams on the weekend
of May 10.

UConn wins

Laxmen upset Strong Yale
by Dennis O'Shea

"Che varsity lacrosse team opened last week
with a tremendous come-from-behind upset of

the 19th ranked team in the nation, but

Saturday the Ephs failed to follow through on

their 10-9 victory over Yale and were tripped

up in their attempt to crack New England's

top five. The University of Connecticut, listed

as fifth in the region, knocked off the ninth

place Ephmen 12-7.

The Yale game began disastrously for

Williams as the Bulldogs rolled up five

unanswered goals before attackman Steve

Dietrick scored with three minutes left in the

first quarter. After the first fifteen minutes
the Ephs were down, 7-2, and things looked

hopeless.

But a midfield-led offensive resurgence and
th^ aggressive defensive play that had been
noticeably lacking in the first quarter brought
the Ephs back into the game in the second
period. As Wednesday afternoon classes let

out and the enthusiastic crowd swelled, so did

the Williams momentum, until freshman
midfielders Todd Eckerson and Mark Murray
finally took advantage of Yale's relatively

vulnerable middle defense to score unassisted
goals just 25 seconds apart and bring the

Purple within one at halftime.

Each squad scored only once in the third
stanza, but the Williams attack took over in

the final period, with Dietrick and Bob
Pinkard each finding the mark and Pinkard
assisting middle Jamie Taylor's winner with
1:36 remaining.

The defense played superbly after the first

quarter rout, allowing but two goals in the
next three periods and limiting Ivy League
assist leader Bruce Smith to just one suc-
cessful feed. Goalie Bob Harryman, who
replaced Harland Chun early in the game,
totaled sixteen stops, six of them in the
crucial, tension-ciammed fourth period.

"I hated to switch goalies," said Williams
coach Renzie Lamb, "but Yale's first five

shots all went in. It wasn't tactical gjenius, it

was panic."

Lamb predicted that the upset victory
might "cause problems down the road," and
his prophecy came to painful fruition against
UConn. The great emotion of the Yale game
left the Ephmen flat, and the Huskies led all
the way, dominating the all-important

possesion statistics: ground balls and face

offs.

Harrymtm was "outstanding" in the nets,

but the defense couldn't control UConn at-

tackmen Mike Hogan and Gary Harris, who
combined for six goals and five assists.

Particularly disappointing was the Eph at-

tack. Virtually a scoring machine in previous

contests, the starting unit was able to scrape

together only one goal and an assist all day.

Despite all this, Williams was in the game
until mid-third quarter when a broken clear

and lost face off led to two UConn goals in

eight seconds and widened the Huskies' 1^
to 8-4.

This week's game is in Schenectady, where
undefeated Union is no dpubt peaking Tor a

full scale showdown with the only t^m to

defeat them last year. The Ephs return to

Cole Field on Spring Weekend to cross sticks

with UMass. The Minutemen are ranked

second in New England and ISth in the nation,

but a Williams team that added consistency to

the brilliance it showed against Yale would

give them a run for their rating.

Bbb Harryman : athlete of week

Athlete ofthe Week is a new sports feature

which each week will choose one out-

slttndinf; athlete on the basis ofthe previous

week's performances in men's and
women 's varsity spTirts.

For his performances in last week's games
against Yale and Connecticut, sophomore
lacrosse goaltender »^b Harryman) has
been selected as the ReAd's first Athlete of
the Week.
Harryman was inserted into the Yale game

with the Ephs trailing 7-2, and held the
visitors to only two goals in just less than
three quarters of play while making sixteen
saves, including six in the crucial fourth
period.

This merited Harryman his first start of the
spring season in Saturday's game against
UConn. He responded with an outstanding
game, making fifteen saves behind a porous
defense in the Ephs 12-7 loss.

HONORABLE MENTION: Senior pitcher

(Tom^VUIanova), who hurled a two-hit, 7-0

shutout in Saturday's nightcap against
"bowdoin, giving the Eph nine their first win of

the year.

Junior pole vaulter (Dave McLaaghry),

who broke his own college record in that event

with .a vault of 13'8" at Albany St
Eph attackman Bob Pinkard 75 lookin'g to pass from behind Yale net during
sccond,^uarter of 10-9 Eph upset.

^p^^^^ ^y McClellan)
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Recent gradon hoard feasible

Lanier, Shattuck in runoff
Carlton is vice president

Shattuck outpoUs Lanier
by Andrea Mintz

There will be a runoff election for College
Council president between Addison Lanier
and Mayo Shattuck. To be declared a winner,
a candidate must have received a majority of

the votes cast for that position. The
presidential candidate needed 610 votes to

win; Shattuck received 468 and Lanier
received 385.

Run-offs will be held for six other positions

as well on Thursday and Friday of this week.
Unlike the initialelection, wHTch requires that

at least two-thirds of the student body vote
(thir year's participation exceeded the
requirement by 18 votes), a runoff does not
require any specific percentage.

President—RUNOFF
Addison Lanier
Mayo Shattucl(

At-Large Representatives
Ellen Causey
Richard DISalvo
David Parlier

M<iyo Shattuck Addison Lanier

Vice-President
Pamela Carlton

Honor Code - Discipline Committee —
Class of 76 Class of '7B

Jolin Agostini James Maxwell
David W. Parker RUNOFF:

Class of 77 Junetta Denise Dyson
Donald MacDonald Linda Smith
Scott Davis

Steven Pi Itch

Stephen Wertimer
Cath Carpenter

Committee on Educational Policy

byJimCohcB '
-

The Williams College Board of Trustees

stated Tuesday it would appoint^ a recent

graduate to the board "wherever feasible."

The trustees were responding to College

Council recommendations but didn't codify

their decisions.

Trustee Campus Life Committee Chairman
E. Wayne Wilkins' statement was "It is the

sense of the Board 'that wherever feasible the

Board of Trustees of Williams College desires

representation by a recent graduate whose
undergraduate days ovfi'lap those of present
studenU.'

"

The College Council proposal also called for

providing the college community with trustee

meeting agendas and expanding contact with

students through committee^. Williams
College President John W. Chandler said the

trustees agreed with these principles.

Council President Steve Phillips said he
would have liked more specific action. "This

isn't everything we wanted, but it's a good
step. Communications with the trustees has

been opened up."
-^

Chandler said, "The Board really didn't

approve them (recommendations) in their

form. The Board has to retain some latitude. I

think that's absolutely correct." He called

codifying the requirement of a recent

graduate trustee "a big mistake."

The three recommendations were approved
by the Council 15-1 on March 19 and submitted

to the trustees at quarterly meeting of the

beard. CC member Steve Rothstein '78 who
drafted the bill said, "This is an attempt to

foninaUze what they already have."

Rothstein presented the recomm^ndatiohs

to the trustee's Campus Life Committee April

24. He commended them for efforts to seek

student opinions and stressed taking a step

further with a "minimal change, nothing

revolutionary."

Trustee comments centered on the need for

codifying the concepts. Trustee Francis T.

Vincent, Jr.,'4aid "The Committee feels these

are already policy. It's not clear that further

action is appropriate." Several objected to

the section on appointing a trustee who has

graduated within two years of selection.

Edward W. Stanley pointed out "to make this

legislative would be anomolous to other

trustee appointments since trustees are not

appointed to represent specific groups."

Vincent, claimed this requirement was too

rigid and trustees Joan K. Barber and

Preston S. Parish said they didn't think the

appointee could represent the student con-

sensus.

College Council President Steve Phillips

'75, explained the two year limit "was to have

a recent graduate who would still know people

on campus and what is going on."

Rothstein and Phillips repeatedly told the

committee that the College Council sought

general support on sections two and three, not

a formal vote.

Rothstein's original proposal asked for the

appointment of an undergraduate trustee.

Bowdoin, Cornell, Springfield, Smith,

University of Massachusetts, TufU and

several other New England colleges have

student trustees with fUU voting rights, he

said.

This secUon was killed by the council

without a formal vote."We thought it was a

good idea," PhilHps said, "but it was too

strong a sUnd. Some council members

legitimately felt that a student shouldn't be on
the Board of Trustees. Others felt it wouldn't
be politically feasible."

Committee on Undergraduate Life
Class of 76 ' Ed Partridge
Class of 77 . Michael C. Knight
Class of 7S - RUNOFF:

Michael Crowley
Jane Garvey

Division I

RUNOFF:
Caria Craig
Susan Buck

Division II

RUNOFF:
John Berringer
Charles V. Senatore

Division III

RUNOFF:
Mitch Besser
TomEbling

Class of 78
RUNOFF:

Mark Roche
Steve Rothstein

Electrifying debate over death penalty
by Andrea Mintz

The overcrowded Dodd House living room
testified to the popular appeal of the issue of

the death penalty. The debate, sponiored by
the Black Students Union, featured Chaplain
John D. Eusden, Vincent Barnett, Jr.

(political science), George Goethals
(psychology), William Exum (sociology),

Gary Jacobsohn (poUtical science), and
Laszlo Versenyi (philosophy). Eusden,
Barnett, and Exum spoke in opposition to the

death penalty while Versenyi, Jacobsohn, and
Goethals defended it.

Versenyi, speaking first; addressed the

question of the morality of the<death penalty.

His major premise was that killing a human
being is morally justifiable in some
situations, such as when a person must defend

himself against a possible life-endangering

attack.

While admitting that the t>asic function of

our penal system is to reform the criminal's

behavior, Versenyi qualified this goal by

proposing that not all criminals are

corrigible. Most people would agree that in

these cases life imprisonment is necessary to

protect society but he argued that the death

penalty may actually be a preferable alter-

native for the criminal and for society.

Assuming that society's goals are not purely

retributive, Versenyi contended that im-

posing capital punishment on a criminal

whose only pleasure in life comes from

executing capital crimes is a decent and

humane way of preserving the offender's

dignity-and still protect society. However, if

the society seeks vengeance, forcing the

offender to live a life deprived of any pleasure

would be the preferred method.

Jacobsohn addressed the question of the

constitutionality and legal basis of the death

penalty. He claimed that the Constitution's

definition of an unacceptable punishment as

College hosts

parents
Parents from 17 states are planning to

attend Parents' Weekend, May 2, 3, and 4,

according to a release from the Conference

Office. Some 1350 invitations were mailed by.

the College. As of Monday, 326 had indicated

they were planning to attend.

The weekend centers around the Annual

Parents' Day Meeting to be held Saturday at

11:45 a.m. in Chapin Hall. President John W.

Chandler will greet visiting families and

introduce a talk on "Bright Illiterates" by

Professor of Art S. Lane Faison, Jr. The

Ephlate will close the meeting with a ren-

dition on "The Mountains."

Other highlights of the weekend will include

a Berkshire Symphony concert, "The

Beggar's Opera" at the AMT (see page 4),

several athletic events on Saturday and a

Chapel Service at the Thompsen^emorial

Chapel, Sun«tay at 10:30 a.m.

cruel and unusual is not cemented in history.

Rather, its meaning depends on "evolving

standards of decency. " The fact that 32 states

now have mandatory death sentences for

certain crimes is proof, he asserted, that it is

presently not considered an "offense to the

standards of decency."

While acknowledging that evidence for

deterrence is inconclusive, Jacobsohn
presented other reasons to justify the

legaliza tion of capital punishment.

Vehemently arguing against the death

penalty, Barnett first attacked its con-

stitutionality, which, he contended, is not

determined by what legislators do. Its un-

constitutionality rests on three major

premises. First, it constitutes cruel and
unusual punishment because^ 1. "violates

the modern, civilized definition of cruelty, 2.

is "excessive for any legitim,ate purpose"

including retribution and deterrence, 3. is

unusual in that it is "rarely and capriciously

applied" and "operates as an unpredictable

departure from normal practices", and 4. is

"uniquely susceptible to an outcome of

irremediable injustice." Secondly, its ar-

bitrary application violates the equal

protection rights guaranteed by the Four-

teenth Amendment. Adopting mandatory
death sentences for certain crimes in an ef-

fort to equalize application is "nonsense",

please turn to page six

Room draw Russian roulette
by Randy Sturges

Each year all of Williams goes through a

ritual of hectic urgency known as room draw,

lasting half an h^r for some people and all of

the next year for others. It is at best a com-

, bination of the wheeling and dealing of Monty
Hall and the cynicism <rf Divorce Court At its

worst, it is World War III.

The initial problem is that of choosing

roommates. It requires great tact to tell an
old roommate that the following year he. will

be just that~an old roommate-as often as not

saving him the trouble of saying the same
thing.

For freshmen it begins after housing itself

has been settled and a great many are con-

vinced they might just as well have ended up
in Sit>eria. Regardless of one's final

destination on campus or within a house, most
can still manage to keep up with old friends.

Nevertheless, to some it is a matter of great

consequence whose toothpaste they t>orrow or

more importantly who borrows theirs. Then
again, that room on the third floor might not

get as much sun as the one upstairs. Or it may
tie in the unenviable position of catching

dining room scents. In any case, here are

some of the rumblings around campus this

year.

In Currier there was not much of an issue

since there were no good rooms to t>e had.

Trouble arose only when it was decided that

bad was better than worse and an effort had

to be made.
Mr. Jankey, head of student housing,

discounted rumors about intentions to use the

infirmary as only a remote possibility.

Nevertheless, the idea does prompt some
interesting prospects such as resident

students acting as case histories of the year's

ailments or the thought of an all-college

mixer on the second floor with Nurse Ouelette

tapping beer.

Jankey also doubted that livingrooms in

Mission Park would be used to accomodate

extra iltudents. The det>ate there centered

more on squatter's rights and whether anyone

in Armstrong House would have to live under

Dunnzo and Hut
In Carter House an unusual exodus of

females during the year gave greater leeway

to upperclassmen in making their choices,

but an increase in the number of girls makes
that house no longer the last stronghold of

male chauviiflftm.

To alleviate the tension, various alternative

methods have been suggested for next year.

In Bryant House, for example, the possibility

exists that lx>th rooms and mates may be

chosen by a gigantic game of musical rooms.

-

A spokesman in Pratt wanted to give first

choice to whoever came back earliest in the

fall. Perhaps the best solution to date was
Prospect's issuance last spring of 32 number
ones in its lottery, leaving the final decision to

"survival of the fittest" (a system quite likely

to be less violent than the one currently in

use).

Ultimately it is the freshmen who get the

worst of it, scrounging through the slim

pickings left by the upperclassmen. And
undoubtedly they will make sure that next

year's freshmen get an equally raw deal.

Until then at'least those raised voices bor-

dering on the malicious will be replaced by

the more noble William's instihtts of

amiabihty.

Piazza leads the pack in the Beer Relay.
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Now Is the time
The last month of school is no time for a lame-duck president and

College Council. Before the summer break some hard decisions must be

made about the form of next year's government. Several serious proposals

have suggested reforms in student government representation. The plat-

forms of all presidential candidates have called for a change. Vigorous

leadership can prove itself in the final month, clearing the decks for full-

scale actioji in the fall.

We do not need a revolution. The College Council can work as a system
if the people in it are imaginative and dedicated—qualities which have
become increasingly scarce in the last few years. Instead of chucking the

Council out the window as outmoded, let coi^structive reform heighten its

proven strengths and effect necessary innovations.

Houses are the basic unit of representation in the CC and should remain
so. With computerized inclusion each house stands as a diversified body
under an overarching umbrella of a common eating area and social ac-

tivities. The house representatives know their constituents and vice versa—
they see each other every day. Such contact facilitates a smooth exchange
of information and comment, if students will only take advantage of it.

Representation by class would gain little in diversity, and merely separate

a representative from close contacts with his constituents, or force him to

know a lot of people superficially. Quality of representation and interest in

student government would both suffer. vf

Though the proposed change from elected to selected at-large memberg
smacks of a quota system, if used thoughtfully it might very well open up
the CC to a set of new perspectives. The quality of such at-large members
would be in direct proportion to the efforts by the president to expand the

Council's base. Again, a system is only as good as the individuals in it.

The crucial proposal before the College is one designed to get everybody
into student government. By adding a student body meeting to the present

system, various versions of this idea hope to resurrect campus interest in

student government and allow the student body to enunciate its position to

the Administration on major issues. Policy decisions should remain with the

Council, but student reaction to the issues should be cultivated. Such a

change is long overdue and could form the basis of a united CC and student

body next year. In instituting this town meeting approach, great care should

be taken.

Realistically, turning the student body meeting into anything more than

an infrequent addition to studenJv.government at Williams is inviting

disaster. Regular, productive, representative town meetings would require

faithful attendance by at least fifteen,to twenty per cent of the student body.

That alone is a large hurdle to clear/More importantly, such large meetings
would often have only business as usual to discuss, rather than the large

issues which make a student body meeting effective. Enthusiasm would
understandably wane as the caliber of the issues lessened. Apathy would
grow. Too frequent town meetings carry the seeds of their own destruction,

and that of Williams student government, if they are allowed to become
vehicles for" policy decisions.

One meeting each semester, however, would h^ve enough important
business too consider and comment on to warrant its existence. In addition,

it would allow students a good glimpse into the government they have
elected, a government which has been almost invisible in the past.

It is Important that the at-large member and student body meeting
issues be acted upon before summer vacation. With organizational issues

out of the way, the CC can return in the fall to face the larger, more im-

portant issue of how to run the College instead of itself. -^— -

—

Bravo
•<. 1.;.

The Administration's track record for responding to student concerns

has been excellent this year. Its recent acceptance of the College Council's

proposal to improve student-trustee relations betters an already laudable

standard. <

We hope that the current uproar over student-to-student relations can

be handled with the same dispatch and intelligence exhibited in the

College's handling of student-to-Administration contacts.

Hunger Action

The costs of commitment
by Joseph Drondick

April 17 marked the national observance of

Food Day. In honor of the occasion, the

Williams Hunger Action Project 1) sponsored

a series of lectures and luncheons on the

topics of world hunger and development in the

Third World; 2) switched the.|neatle«s day

from Friday to Thursday;' 3) distributed

literature at major dining halls; 4) organized

a college mixer whose profits would go to

local Food program in North Adams and a

small self-development project in Africa; and

5) sent a set of policy recommendations to

Congressman Silvio Conte, who is currenUy

formulating legislation regarding United

States food policy.

But the lectures and luncheons were poorly

attended, the literature was largely unread,

the meatless meals were viewed with

distaste, and the mixer barely cleared costs.

But this is beside the point. Poor student

support has been consistently the case for the

two years that I have been at Williams. The
anti-war campaign to stop Ford's requests for

Vietnam funding has been greeted with a

pathetically small response in terms of letters

written to Congress. Last year during the

lettuce boycott, lettuce consumption
decreased only thirty percent. Last fall's fast

found most people still sitting in th^ dining

hails.

In short, despite whatever reasons people-,

find to avoid commitment to these activities, I

sense an unspoken moratorium on social

activism.

It is true that we have achieved a level of

social consciousness. But it is lived

vicariously throught textbooks and xeroxes

for courses like Econ Poverty and Econ
Development. The very farthest that it has

carried us is to the level of awareness, of

enlightenment. The course~the commitment-

-ends as soon as we turn in the bluebooks after

the final examination. Some people argue

that it is a time of preparation, an investment <

for the future. They claim that what we don't

do now,'we'll do later. But realistically, it will

not be any easier sitting behind a desk in the

executive suite for General Motors.

At some point, however, both now and later,

a commitment is required. Comnjitments
imply costs, perhaps a lower GPA, a less

affluent lifestyle. And that is what makes it so

tough.

And therein is the reason why the WHAP
mixer made only thirty dollars, why the

CARE representative spoke to an audience of

six.

It is also the reason why President Chan-
dler refused to take a stance on the Vietnam
War, and why he still refuses to make an
official statement on the problem of world
hunger.

Costs are also the topic of economics. The
undying wisdom of Economics 101 is that we
must equate costs and returns. When we

consider giving blood to the blodliMnobile, the
cost is a temporary fatigue, perhi^ps a half
hour less to write a paper. The return to us?
Nothing but a free sandwich and a cup of tea.
Economics 101 teaches us that we are not
rational if we give blood, that we have not
equated coetii and return. \

Williams also offers a course known as the
Economics of Poverty. It attempts to point
out the weaknesses in the market structure,

the points where capitalism might generate a
class of poor and a class of the affluent.

But we should also offer a course in the
Poverty of Economics. Two hundred years
ago, when Adam Smith devised his concept of

the inexorable Invisible Hand, he also opened
the door to utilitarian liberalism. If everyone
followed his own self-interest, Smitii said,

^en the sociefy would move to the point of

maximum welfare. But the Poverty of this

Economics is precisely Smith's vision of the

Omnipotent Rational Self-Interest. It is a
poverty because in the process we have lost'

our responsibility to remainder of man-kind.

Now let's put it on a personal level. When it

comes down to a choice between a 10.00 GPA
ar\d a couple hours every week with a little kid

from town without a father, what's the

decision? When it comes down to par-

ticipating in some "bleeding heart liberal"

fast for some bloated Biafran or a full

stomach in the dining hall, what do you
choose? It's quite obvious what the rational

self-interest diictates. And that's the Poverty
of Economics.

It's tough for the United States as well.

Food aid and development aid to the Fourtii

World aggravates domestic inflation and the

balance of payments deficit. For the sake of

national security we bombed the largest

hospital in Vietnam. In real terms we stand to

lose a hell of a lot of status, power, prestige,

and affluence if we don't follow our "best

interests."

The change, however, has already begun-
whether we like it or not. OPEC is only the

first sign of the redistribution of wealth and
power glottally.

Whether or not this redistribution of power
and wealth takes place depends largely upon
the attitude of the United States. If we con-

tinue to abide by the Smithian axiom, it can
take place only with a terrific loss of life.

It also depends upon the atUtude of the

individuals at this institution. As Professor

Bartlett has said, doing nothing is in itself the

ratification of the status quo. It would be

great if we could just read about poverty and

hunger in our textbooks and then discover

that it goes away when we are conscious of it.

But unfortunately, awareness does not solve

the problem. It is a question of commitment
as well, and commitment means high costs

for a very few retyms. And that's the

problem.

Letters to the Editor

Slop CC elitism

To the editor:

As a former member of the College Council,
I am disgusted but not surprised by its recent
rejection of the constitutional reform
referendum (published in last week's ReAd).
The move was ill-considered and inspired by
elitist attitudes on the part of Council
members.
The constitutional reform is not even a

major issue in this debate. Rather it is the
ridiculous notion of 20 students stating that
the 1780 other students who elect the Council
are not intelligent enough to consider a
pro^sal to restructure that very Council. The
arguments against, set to print, seem absurd:

1. "Students vote 'yes' to any proposal."
2. "No one will attend the (twice-yearly)

meetings."

3. " It is too late in the year to consider the
question."

These do not seem to merit a response.

Some of the most impressive advantages of

the proposed arrangement, as I see them, are
as follows:

1. Students receive a veto power over the

actions of the Council which is not now
possessed.

2. The power of suggestion and coercion is

applied much more directly-any one may
propose and lobby for changes in committee
woriijor Council policy.

3. Broader representation is provided for

those underrepresented by the new steering

committee.

I think the most convincing rebuttal to those

who argue for retention of the present system

of representation by house is twofold: the

sterile issues under discussion week after

week in Room 3 Griffin; and the absence of

genuine student-College Council com-

munication. The reform plan would hopefully

alter the first by giving students more input

into committee work and would undoubtedly

improve communications with the student

body.

There is still a chance that this reform may
be placed on a referendum this year- Only 180

signatures are needed to by-pass the action

taken by the Council last week. I would urge

that you sign the petition when approached

and vote "yes" on the forthcoming
referendum.

EdCahUI'TS

Exercise required

Dear Sir:

I wish to call attention to the inaccuracy of

Jim Cohen's report, in your issue of 16 April,

that the faculty has voted "to make senior

major exams optional". On the contrary, the

faculty voted to require all departmenU and
programs offering a major to conduct a

senior major ex«x:i8c. Qply the form of the

exercise is optional.

Fred H. Stocking
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Change in government proposed
7 '~^. .

^^ by Peter Peyser ^___^
During the past two weeks we have all been

exposed to several candidates for the offices

of the College Council and to their various

platforms. As always, personalities were
more important than ideas and ideals. But
perhaps the most distinctive thing about this

year's campaign was that more and more
people became actively disinterested in the

outcome of the election.

The Problem --"•'

'Active disinterest' may seem like a con-

tradiction in terms but in fact it is not. There
are students, and I think a sulstantial

number of them, who responded to this year's

campaign with an attitude that says: "I don't

think the CC can do anything so why should I

worry about it?"

This is vastly different from the apathetic

point of view which simply says: "Why
worry?". There are people who have interest

in what is going on but don't see the present

system as making active interest worthwhile.

This type of person has definite potential for

being active in student government but our

present system does not actively encourage
them to participate.

Unfortunately we have seen that the CC is

both unwilling and unable to institute any
kind of reforms to ameliorate the situation, so

that more and more students are becoming
alienated from the government of the college.

Exemplary of the ineffectuality of the

College Council was its action last week to

table the proposal for a new Student

Government constitution put forward by CC.
President Steve Phillips. Even though I, for

one, wasn't completely satisfied with Steve's

proposal, it was a chance- for the College

Council to reform itself without a radical
change in structure.

The tabling of the proposal makes evident
the political maneuvering that characterizes
so much of the Council's attempts at action.

Through their action, or lack thereof, the CC
defaulted on the opportunity to be a viable

force for advocating student concerns. They
have dug a whole so deep for themselves that

they can't see out to get an idea of what the

people they claim to represent feel and think.

What to Do About it

I do not believe that the problem with the

College Council is l>ased on the people in it.

The basis of the problem is in the structure of

the council. Representative democracy may
be desirable for a large body politic but in a

community of 1850 it is too cumbersome to be
able to deal with issues of major importance.

What I am proposing is a significant change
from what we have now. There are risks

involved but I believe they are worth taking.

The proposal is that we experiment with an
exercise in pure democracy—the 'Town'

Meeting form of government.

Board of Selectmen

At the head of this governmental structure

would be, for lack of a better term, a Board of

Selectmen type <rf body. The board would
consist of twelve students, three elected at

large from each class. Of the nine upperclass

members, one would be elected chairman of

the Board by his fellow members. The term
for the chairman would be one semester.

The other eight upperclassmen would each

be responsible to twoof the sixteen residential

houses. They would be expected to keep in

touch with the presidents and members of

those4iouses as the-time«)mes to decide on
topics for the next "Town" Meeting. The
three freshman members would be appointed
by the Freshman Council in the fall and then
elected at large from their class for the spring

term.

The major responsibilities of the Board
would be to decide on topics for the 'Town'
Meetings, run the meetings themselves, and
act as the Students' advocate with the ad-

ministration when the student body expresses
its opinion on a specific issue at a meeting.
Board members would also act as chairmen
of student committees.

Committee Structure

The important student committees (both

standing and ad hoc) would be formed by
volunteers from 'Town' Meetings. For
example, at the first 'Town' Meeting of the

school year the Board would ask for volun-

teers for the Student Finance Committee. The
volunteers would then fill out self nomination
forms similar to the ones used now. The
Board would act to screen applications with a

view of keeping the size of the committee to

approximately ten members. Through this

system I think many more students could be
brought into the college government and
become actively interested.

The 'Town' Meetings

'Town' Meetings would be held once every
three weeks in Chapin or Jesup. That would
mean four meetings in each term and one
during Winter Study. The Board of Selectmen
would have to select a major topic for

discussion and put business items on the

agenda as necessary, at least ten days before

the scheduled Meeting. Publicity would run

for at least a week prior to the Meeting.
Avenues of publicity would be the ReAd,
WCFM, and posters around the campus.
Even thou^ on most business matters, (ike

voting on committee recommendations, the
Meetings would be merely plebisciticaj, on
matters of major importance concerning
Educational Policy or Undergraduate Life

there would be room for discussion and then
voting to express the Student Body's opinion.

The role of regulating discussion and main-
taining order would fall to the Chairman of

the Board of Selectmen and two other
members of the Board.

The Importance of Risk Taking
Needless to say, there are certain risks

involved in attempting a change such as the

one proposed above. Many people have
doubts that enough people would show up at

the Meetings so as to make them a valid way
of determining the opinion of the Student
Body as a whole. I will admit to sharing the

same reservations to some degree. But I

would rather act on those reservations than

stick with a system that is non-functional as a

force for change in the college. The operative

word here is force. Our present system
exercises no force on issues of real im-

portance—like student input into tenure

decisions, major structure, the P.E.
requirement, etc.

Calculated risk is a necessary part of any
attempt at change. If we don't take the risk

we will be allowing our College Government
to fall farther out of our hand due to our

inaction. During the next few days a petition

will be circulating asking for your support in

obtaining a referendum to install this new
system ofStudent Government. Please give it

your consideration. It is an opportunity for

change that we may not have again for some
time.

Pete is presidgyit of Gladden House and
the student housing committee

Women faculty make several recommendations
by Jan Brodie

Since 1972, the number of women faculty

members at Williams has tripled. Women still

comprise a clear minority, but it is t>ecoming

less common for students to graduate from
Williams without ever having had a female

professor. About half of the female faculty

members were interviewed by the ReAd
(including at least one from each depart-

ment) regarding their position at and their

feelings toward Williams.

In order to better understand their par-

ticular responses, the attitudes of women
faculty toward the Women's Movement in

general were elicited. Over 90 per cent said

they are either active in or enthusiastic about

its ideals and activities; the remainder said

that the Movement ^s little relevancy to

their lives.

All of the women interviewed said that they

did not feel that they had encountered any

overt sex discrimination at Williams. As one

professor phrased it, Williams is too smart for

that. Most credit Williams with treating its

women faculty with good will and sincerely

desiring .^to see them succeed. A couple

believe that Williams has succeeded in

overcoming sexism more than society at

large has. One said her womanhood is simply
not a factor—she is a professor first and
foremost, who happens to be female. Even
more importantly however, she said, is that

she feels Williams treats her in this way.
A((i(udes

Despite «ome professional gains (i.e. more
female faculty, equal pay fot equal work),

over 75 per cent of those interviewed spoke of

the presence of unconscious prejudices

working against women. here. Several said

that they suspected that their opinions are not

listened to or respected as much as those of

male professors. They gave the example of

stating a point at a meeting; getting no
reaction; hearing a man express the same
thing a few minutes later; and observing the

group then listen and comment.
Other evidence for the existence of these

unconscious attitudes comes from a study

that was conducted last year in one of the

psychology courses. Each student was asked
to read and evaluate the same poem, the only

difference being whether it was attributed to

a male or a female author. The results

revealed that the students felt that the male-

written poem was superior.

Changing these attitudes is one goal of

many of the female faculty members. One
professor proposed that after certain movies
and lectures, and in some classes, groups

might organize to consider the role of the

sexes in the particular situation. Others said

that increasing the number of female faculty

members (which would enable students to

take more courses taught by female

professors) might also help to eliminate some
of the prejudices held by students.

Several women feel that a more equal

distribution of power among the faculty is

necessary. To effectuate this change they

suggest that the College must draw up a

specific policy enumerating goals (i.e. hiring

quotas) and the rate at which Williams will

move towards these goals. Thereafter, open

hiring procedures can dominate. Some ex-

pressed the desire simply to see a

redistribution of power within the existing

structure, i.e. giving more weight to junior

faculty members.
Several women said that with more power

their needs could be more readily acted upon.

One such need that several women mentioned
is for a greater flexibility in job definition.

Most of those interviewed said that they

have found that they are treated with the

same respect that is paid to the male
professors. Many noted that initially they

sensed an atmosphere of curiosity. A couple
of other professors felt that in the wake of the

1972 "affirmative action" program, when the

government established standards requiring

that a greater number of women be hired on
college campuses, they were viewed with

skepticism by students. The feeling among
some students was that the womeif were hired

not for their quality of teaching, but because
Williams had been forced to fulfill a quota.

On one point there was unanimous
agreement: there should be a more equal

ratio between the sexes among the student

body. One woman pointed out that there is no
justification for maintaining a 2:1 ratio,

when the school says it values a woman's
education equally with a man's, that women
are as qualified as men, and that both can
profit equally from a Williams education.

'

None wanted to see a quota system in-

troduced, however. Several others not only
favored a more balanced ratio but also a
more diverse student body.

Teaching at Williams was clearly a choice
of all those interviewed. Some did express a
desire to try teaching at an all-women's
college; others feel a more co-educational
school would be their choice. All in all, 14 pa-
cent want to leave Williams if the opportunity
arises, 16 per cent are completely happy, and
the rest a re content but would like to see some
definite changes.
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Symphony to

perform last

annual concert
The Berkshire Symphony will give Its final

concert of the year this Friday night in

Chapin Haii at 8:3^0. The program wiii in-

clude: Haydn's "Symphony No. 98. B Fiat

Major"; Waitpn's "Concerto for Vioia and
Orchestra" (Susan St Amor, soloist); and
Mendelssohn's "Symphony No. 4, the
'Itaiiani' ". The concert will be free for

Williams students.

Franz Joseph Haydn's "Symphony Na 98 in

Bb Major" was written when the composer
was 60 years old in 1792. It is one of the

composer's final twelve symphonies com-
monly known as the "London" symphonies.
The second movement of this symphony,
"adagio cantabile", is sometimes interpreted

as a lament for the death of Mozart in

December, 1791; in the final "presto",

Haydn's humor shines through, and there are

brief solo passages for violin and piano.

Felix Mendelssohn fell in love with Italy

when he was sent there as a young man as

part of his education, inspired by this feeling

he wrote his "Symphony Na 4 in A Major,
Opus 90". Although only the final movement,
a "saltarello" (which like the peasant dance
is fast and violent) can be truly called Italian,

Mendelssohn himself called the entire

symphony "merry." Mendelssohn started

writing this symphony in 1831, finishing it and
conducting its premiere in London in 1833,

when he was 24 years old.———,

—
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The corruptors of public morals! The leading characters of
"The Beggar's Opera" get acquainted on the steps of the
AMT. The show opens at the AMT this Friday and Saturday
nights. ^^-'". .s,-,f^i!SAt -"••-,•;-' :,.. -

Beggar's Opera opens

this weekend
—A Shocking story—

The bawdiest, lustiesi entertainment on campus this Parents'
Weekend will be The Beggar's Opera at the AMT this Friday and
Saturday nights at 8:30. Tickets for Williams students are,SO cents. The
Box Office is open weekdays from noon till five, 458-30231 The ptay is

being co-produced by the Williams College Theatre and Cap & Eieilg

Inc., the student theatre organizatioa

The play has been, since it opened in 1729, a pernicious influence on
the morals of minors, not only through its explicit depiction of vigorous
petting by Captain Macheath and the many "wanton hussies," but also
by the incredibly beautiful music which accompanies these exhibitions,

making them thus palatable to youths of a receptive nature.

Indeed, as early as 1730, articles such as the one below proliferated
the journals of England:

—A MENACE—
"Two boys, under nineteen years of age, children of worthy and

respectable parents, fled from their friends, and pursued courees that-
threatened an ignominious termination to their lives. After much
search, they were found engaged' in midnight depredations, and in each
of their pockets was THE BEGGAR'S OPERA!" (What was meant by
"midnight depredations" we can only guess.)

What kind of perverse moral object lesson is being perpetrated by the
production of this frolicking smut cannot be ascertained, yet it has been
learned that an excessively large number of Williams students

("children of worthy and respectable parents") are engaged in the

activity. Not only is there a student lighting designer and student
technical director (Steve Kelley and Jan Roberts) but there hoards of

students portraying the ruthless thieves and lusty whores of 18th cen-

tury London's underworld.

Due to the highly disreputable nature of The Beggar's Opera tickets

are selling like chips on Casino Night. By demand, however, the show
will be repeated next weekend the8th, 9th, and 10th of May.

asserts flatness of canvas

IXas Marienlebeli at Clark

Soprano Helen Boatwright will sing

Hindeipith's song cycle "Das
Marienleben" (The Life of the Virgin) at

the Clark Art Institute this Sunday, May
4th, at 8:30. The song cycle is based on a

work of poet Rainer Maria Rilke. Tickets

for students will be |2.50.

AmyGolahny
Were the history of painting an unswerving

path, along which the accumulated con-

tributions of individual artists presented a

continuous development, we would never

again after the 1950's expect the picture

surface to attempt to show our eyes an

illusiomstic space. Fortunately, however, the

history of painting does not progress soi" for

npt only would we l>e deprived of a great

variety of visual stimuli, but it would also

imply that the pictorial problems which had

occupied artists for centuries had finally been

solved and were no longer worth confronting

in the 1970's.

Don Eddy demonstrates that, by asserting

the flatness of the canvas, beautiful paintings

are still possible. His works, some of which

are now in Lawrence Hall, are themselves a

refutation of a recent article by Tom Wolfe in

"Harpers", for whom theories have l)ecome

more valuable than pictorial images. The
danger lies in confusing the vulgar product of

American pop culture with a serious artist

like Don Eddy, who deals with certain images*

associated with the pop culture only in order

to grapple with painterly problems. Each of

the seven canvases on view in Lawrence
presents an exciting array of colors and
shapes in a complex spatial arrangement
Since ultimately we remember images which
/ielight and provoke our eyes, we will

remember these paintings for some time.

The Williamstown community owes thanks

to Professor S. Lane Faison, Director of the

College Museum, to Mr. Tom Hut, Assistant

to the Director, and to John Hallmark Neff,

Curator of Modern Art at the Detroit Institute

of Arts; these three persons Avere in-

strumental in organizing the exhibition. The
elegant catalogue contains an eloquent essay
by Mr. Neff which places the current selec-

tion of Eddy's work in the context of his ar-

tistic development and explains his working
procedures. While only the most recent work,
7t'i Lexington Avenue, is reproduced in color

in the catalogue, the black-and-white
illustrations of the other paintings reveal how
well these compositions hold up in

monochrome. The exhibition, consisting of

seven paintings and three drawings, con-

tinues through May 7. During this period

Eddy is the Williams artist-in-residence.

It may appear paradoxical that Eddy has

come to specialize in shop fronts while

denying that those windows open into a

believable space. Yet the store window
provides a situation which allows him to

create a momentarily tangible illusory space

and to then destroy this illusion. By causing

the outlines of the displayed objects to con-

form to our anticipations of how those objects

ought to look if projected by the tools of

perspective onto a flat surface, and by

simulating the effects of light upon those

objects, the illusion of three-dimensionality is

created. Yet, because equal emphasis is

given to each of the vast number of objects in

terms of the intensity of color and light with

which these objects are described, each'

object and each part of the canvas commands
as much of our attention as every other.

There is no order in the placement or

rendering of objects which informs us what is

more important than what The shallow stage

of the shop-window further allows us to locate

all objects equi-distantly from our eyes. By

draining the atmosphere of all aerial effects

which might establish these objects in depth,

Eddy presents us with a vacuum, full of

heightened colors and sharpened contours.

. (photo by Herlitz)

of the Week^juptures, the nightmarish fragmentation of image from^ last
Theatre productiort. of Adamov's "Professor Taranne."weekend's Studio

Theatrical experiment
' by John Ellis

I "Since I do not believe that the things I

~
,
seem to perceive when asleep proceedfrom

\. objects outside myself, I did not see any
'- better reason why I ought to believe this

about what I seem to perceive when
awake.

'

'

—Rene Descartes

The Studio (Experimental) Theatre was

put to its proper function this last weekend

with the production of Arthur Adamov's

"Professor Taranne:" experiment The
direction, the acting, and the set all conveyed

>>%at vigorous, nearly muscular exertion

which comes with innovation, with the con-

scious attempt to expand.

The seed of the play's idea is articulated in

- the above quote by Descartes (tbp program's

epigraph) : perceptions by the self come only

from within the self; the perceptions <rf each

individual are idiosyncratically subjective;

there is no objective reality, only the sub-

jective reality which the self creates. This is

the modern idea. It began with the late 17th

and 18th century empiricists in France and

mainly in England and was given its first real

artistic embodiment by the Romantics. The
quest of the Romantic heroes, and of their

creators, was the ongoing recreation of the

world, of reality—a heroic quest for the im-
position of order on "nature" by self-willed

imagination.

The heroes (if the term can any longer be
used) of the modern Absurdist playwrights
are maniacs (often comic, as Vladimir,
Hamm, or Krapp in the plays of Samuel
Beckett), failed idealists who can impose no
order on the chaos. The idea, as has been said
of Beckett, is high but narrow. The power of

"Professor Taranne" comes not through a
complexity of idea but through a complex
series of emotional effects. Director Bill

Driscoll was able in this production to give the
play force through the cohesiveness of these
effects. The production was superbly or-

chestrated.

The play is the transcription of a night-

mare. Professor Taranne is tormented by
accusations and cliafges by a host of people
who refuse to acknOwt.edge his identity: he
struggles to retain his grasp of self by insisting

please turn to page five

~, . . (photo by Read)
The male component of the Williams Choral Society is conducted by Claudia
Stevens in the Prisoners' Chorus of Beethoven's Pidelio. The concert, held last
week inChapm Hall, was climaxed by three works of Verdi, all of interest and all
well and enthustast,cally performed. The high point of the concert was saved for
last as the Choral Soctety. accompanied 6y orchestra and conducted by Ms.
Stevens, performed Verdi s Te Deum. '

^



Emotional eiiects liven plav
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over and over that he is the famous and

respected Professor Taranne. He flails

against a "them" who insist that he is a poor,

imitative copy of the mysterious Professor

Maynard.

The stage for "Professor Taranne" was
placed in the middle of the Studio Theatre

floor. The audience rose on two sides above it

and was separated from the action by a rope

net. Only a few pieces of furniture were

employed, and the stage was lit only by two

overhead fixtures (there were no t^ieap-e

lights). In essence, the playing area bec^e
Taranne's own tormented mind, into which

the audience peered. It was the first time this

year that the Studio Theatre audience had
surrounded the action, and designer Richard

Jeter made starkly effective use of the new
space.

Peter Kozik embodied Taranne with
finesse. Resisting the obvious impulse to

rrCxplode, Kozik^vfi a finely detailed^rtrait

of a man struggling to bottle the inner-

contradictions that rise into consciousness, a

-man battling to cope with successive waves

The Medium

is the Message

The Student Art Gallery, Dodd House,

will feature a show of works in various

media from May Ist through May 7lh. The
artists are Polly Wood (prints and
drawings) and Mark Austin (sculpture).

-^Also. on Sunday. May 4th. Jane Walsh,

a visiting artist, will present her "Egg Art

Heirlooms" from II A.M. until 5 P.M.

on irrational stimuli. Only at the play's end,
when the stimuli had become unbearable, did
Kozik burst with a frenzy which was climatic.
But the nightmare would not have come to

life without the fine ensemble playing of the
characters who peopled it. The ensemble
displayed an impressive unity of attack and
discipline. They were Richard Macsherry,
Carolyn Lazanis, Raquel Shapiro, Peter
Bergethon, Earl Childs, and Nina GirveU.
They would, as by a quantum leap, flash from
a seeming normality into creatures of
nightmarish grotesquery.

Some of the most effective moments of the
production came when the ensemble, placed
in the darkened corners of the Studio Theatre,
surrounded both the audience and Taranne
with accusatory chants: exterior voices were
given to the professor's torments. Yet the
effect was more theatrical than purely
dramatic. That is, director Driscoil seemed to
be compensating with the real experience of
the theatre for Adamov's failure to delineate
the psychological motivations of Taranne's
terror. This was the weakness of the play. In a
play of this kind, in which the terror arises

from within the subjectivity of the main
character's own mind, the playwright must,
through a series of emotional effects, make
that terror manifest to the audience.

"Professor Taranne" seemed too often to be
bloodless, as opposed to a play such as
Beckett's "Endgame" where the terror is

absolute^ palpable. Thus, while the direc-

ting, acting, and design of the production
were impressive and cohesive, Adamov's
play was without the ultimate emotional
impact that should justify it.

Welcome back to a new Inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

and entertainment at the

CPmimi Williams Inn

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
JOE DEWEY

Your Williams College CHAIRS
mil ccmjofrm tfitfi any Vta\di

Order from

WILUAMS COOP, 25 Spring Si, Willioimtown, Masi.

WIUUUU ROCKIR • - S$7.M WIUMMS ARM CHAIR - - wHh Chcny Arms • - $77.00

• wMi Mock Annt . $72.00

Wh«lfwr your henw, offic*, or itudto fellowt th* to-colUd convnHonol or modem trend, these beautiful drain will lend

Ihemielvet in perfect honnony. For Hiese chain, which come in block, with gold trim, have a proper place in the conventional or

modem lelMng.

You hove olwayt admired Iheie chain far Ihetr bwMy In detlgn wmI CMifett . . . omi now ... you may own one wHh

that added "fertonal Touch" . . . The College Seal hot been ottroctiveiy screened, in gold, to Ifw front of these choirs.
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Williams. Co-op
ESTABLISHED 1901

SPRING STREET WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

(photo by Read)
"Rosen Brothers: Strictly Kosher Meats and Poultry" is the work of this month's
Williams "artist-in-residence," Don Eddy. A show of Eddy's works is currently in
Lawrence Hall. It is described in an article by Amy Golahny. .

CABARET ENTERTAINMENT
Featuring Booby Lockhart

and the \^
'6 House Seven

MAY 2 aiid 9 at 11:00 p.m.

458-3625
. Spring Street

Williainstown, Mass.
Open n>„n. Til 8:30 PM

Claries

SunTreks

Support your local feet.
SarTdals are sunny and fun. Ttiey're delightfully skimpy and free. But sometimes
sandals don't give your foot enough protection or support. Too often you can feel the

tiniest pebble through the sole.

That's why Sun Treks are better. They're sunny and secure. Made with a sole of

plantation crepe that keeps you sure-footed even on steep paths or slippery rocks.

They have wide sturdy straps that are made of the finest leather to support your foot

and prevent slipping or rubbing.

Sunny sandals, from Clarks. Your feet will thank you for your support.

-1 -1 cTT Ht'-A' x" • -
••* •' jf* :fe-.-:

(JKKNCI.ANI)
Miiilo liy skillt'tl liiiiuls ihi' world over.

Available In brown, tan, navy or white S22.00

Forthestorenearest you write to CIarks. Box 161, FDR Station, N.Y., N.Y. 10022.

Dept.SP-17-3

. ) -i:^
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Views from Poker Flats: Ben "Chip-
munk" Duke clumps home; in stilts

race visiting professor samples grass;

Eric von Bucher chills his beer the hard
-w<»yi7ri:_ . ~1_ ^ —^hotosby McClellan)
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Tennis aces

Union; faults

to Harvard
It was a week of ups and downs for the

tennU team as they were whitewashed, »«, by

a strong Harvard team on Tuesday in

Cambridge, and then returned the favor with

a shutout over Union at Chapman Rinlc on

Saturday.

Charlie Einsiedler and Alan Wall were the

only players to capture a set against a Har-

vard team that had last year's New England

Intercollegiate champion, John Ingard,

playing no. 3. Einsiedler's effort was a costly

one because the senior co-captain injured his

t»clc and was unable to play against Union.

Despite Einsiedler's absence, the rest of the

team came through with strong per-

formances to erase Unioa M. Brad Hearsh

and Jim Ware each dropped a set but both

retaliated with e-l final sets to ensurr-ft-

singles sweep.

Alan Wall teamed well with co-captain Stu

Browne for a quick win at no. 1 doubles, while

Bert Saul and Mike Werner eased to a 4-6, 6-4,

7-5 triumph at third doubles in their season's

debut.

The premier performance of the day,

however, belonged to Sam Bronfman and

Mayo Shattuck. Playing no. 2 doubles on the

gallery court, Sam and Mayo blasted their

way to a 6-0, 5-0 lead before two aces saved

the hapless Union combine from a double

bagel debacle.

Bronfman, Shattuck, and colleagues will be

heading to the New England IntercoUegiates

this weekend at Middlebury, where the Ephs
hope to match last year's fourth place finish.

LUCITE
FRAMES

7^ FKAMt: SHOP
iif. '. ! k( ( ' An I t AW '(JAN MAS'.

,. , . . ,„ „ . „^ _ . - .
Cpfioto by McCleilan)

Wasfced marauder WarrenTfai^Tier TTWeepThKUamaged nose out of harm's way
whtle halttng a Concord ballcarrier during Eph victory on Saturday. Meanwhile,
two unidentified teammates grapple with wrong opponent behind him.

Scoreboard
VARSITY BASEBALL



OPORR
Fine pitching, Matteodo's

hitting Hft Ephs to 2 wins
byNickCristiano

Bolstered by some fine pitching per
formances, the Williams baseball team won
two of three games last week, giving the Ephs
three victories in their last four games, anij^ a

3-6 record.

Last Wednesday at Weston Field, the Ephs
blanked Wesleyan, 4-0, behind the two-hit

pitching of Pete Eshelman and Rick

Mahoney. Eshelman, who also drove in two
runs with a single and a double, went eight

innings, gave up the two hits, and struck out

six in registering his first victory of the

season. Mahoney came in in the ninth to

quash a Cardinal rally and save the Purple's

second consecutive two-hit shutout (they had
beaten Bowdoin, 7-0, on April 19)

.

The major hitting star for the Ephmen was
senior centerfielder Maury Matteodo, who
went 3 for 3, knocked in his fifth and sixth runs

of the season, and scored two himself. As in

the whitewash of Bowdoin, the Ephs played

errorless ball in the field.

In the first game of Saturday's
doubleheader against Bates, a fatal com-
bination of errors and walks (a familiar

story) led to a 5-4 defeat, the Ephs' fourth one-

run loss this season.

Williams starter Tom Villanova, loser Rick

Mahoney, and finisher Don Wallace allowed

only four hits, but walked five, while the

defense committed three errors. Four stolen

bases by Bates were also instrumental in the

visitors' victory.

Eshelman and Matteodo were again the

Williams hitting stars in the seven inning

game. Eshelman had three of the five

Williams hits while driving in his 9th, 10th,

and nth runs of the season, and Matteodo got

the other ribby by rocketing a triple to the

football stands in left field in the seventh

inning.

Parlaying just five hits, five Bates errors,

and a complete game by frosh righthander

Steve Maier, the Ephmen took the nightcap,

4-3, in eight innings. Behind 3-1 in the fifth,

Williams got unearned runs in the fifth and
seventh to send it into extra innings, then won
the game in the eighth when a wild pitch

allowed Scott Harrington to score from third.

Maier allowed seven hits, struck out four,

and walked four in registering the Ephmen's
second complete game of the season.

This past Tuesday, coach Jim Briggs's

squad travelled to Amherst for its second

Little Three contest of the season. The Lord

Jeffs, defending Little Three champions,

swept three games from Williams last season

by scores of 12-0, 1-0, and 9-1.

On Saturday, Williams hosts North Adams
at Weston Field at 1 p.m. and on Sunday
travels to A.I.C.

(photo by McClellan)

Eph midfielder Jamie Taylor '77 sends UMass opponent sprawling 'in action at

Cole Field on Saturday. Minutemen did most of the bullying however, defeatinn
the Ephs, 15-6.

Track kills Middlebury

Improved attack helps Ephs
by Dennis O'Shea

There's nothing in lacrosse more beautiful

than a well-executed attack scoring play, and
that species abounded during last week's

varsity triumph over Union and 15-6 loss at

the hands of the 14th ranked team in the

nation, the University of Massachusetts.

The attack unit, twuncing back from a poor

showing against UConn the previous Satur-

day, accounted for 17 of the 26 Williams points

in the midweek conquest of the Union Dut-

chmen at Schenectady. Captain Bob Pinkard
racked up five goals and three assists and
creaseman Phil Hartigan tallied four of each.

Dave Moffitt, subbing for the injured Steve

Dietrick at the third attack slot, also put one
by Union goalie Al Ritchie.

Pinkard and Hartigan totaled three goals

and two assists in the shellacking by that

other school from Amherst, Mass. on
Saturday.

Union's Dutchmen were a stubborn lot,

repeatedly coming back from two and three

goal deficits to tie the game. When at-

tackman Don Ward knotted it for the final

time with but 5:20 left in the fourth quarter,

the momentum appeared to be going all

Union's way; they had scored twice in the

period and turned aside every Williams

threat.

But then Pinkard and Hartigan went to

work, teaming with frosh midfielder Mark
Murray to explode for four goals and three

feeds in just over two minutes to sew things

up for the Ephs.

Saturday's UMass game at Cole Field was
about as variable as the Spring Weekend
weather. The Ephmen held the highly

regarded downstaters to four goals in the first

30 minutes while scoring twice themselves,

and the possibility of an upset crept into the

consciousness of those hardy souls present.

Such hopes were shattered in the third

quarter, however, when the Purple lost

control and were outscored, 7-3. By the

game's final whistle the Minutemen had
worked up a nine goal advantage.

The final score notwithstanding, the

defense played one of its-best games of the

year, breaking up passes and clearing ef-

fectively. The, virtually unstoppable Jeff

Spoonei- (4 goals, 4 assists) was the only

UMass attackman to score all day. Bob
Harryman looked good in the goal, making 17

stops and hustling after errant shots to earn

Williams possession several times.

"We held them until they made an ad-

justment to a more midfield-oriented of-

fense,"commented coach Renzie Lamb. "We
didn't expect that and we didn't know quite

how to handle it." Meanwhile, at the other end

of the field, the defense that is the pride and

joy of Dick Garber's squad contained

Williams' hard-shooting attack and middies.

It's not bad actually, to lose by nine goals

to a team rated second in New England and

accustomed to winning by scores such as 21-1^

(last year's score) or 24:4 (last week against

Boston College).

"The whole team played well," said Lamb.

"In the third period we just let a set of bad

calls interrupt our train of thought. You can't

have a mental letdown against a team like

that."

Local bus company officials are smiling,

and no wonder-they'll be carrying the varsity

all over the Northeast this week. Tuesday's

opponent, CW.Post, is an excellent small

college team from one of the nation's lacrosse

hotbeds, Long Island. Post is a new addition

to the Williams schedule this year. Thursday
the Ephs travel north to meet the second of

three Ivy League opponents this season, the

tough, physical Big Green from Dartmouth.
Assuming they survive the saddlesores

they'll collect on those two trips, the Purple
will open their Little Three activities for the

year at Wesleyan on Saturday. One of coach
Terry Jackson's b,est teams in years, the

Cardinals defeated defending New England
small college champ Bowdoin, and lost to

Yale in overtime by only one goal.

The track team ran away with nearly

everything Saturday at Middlebury, winning

16 of the 18 events in trouncing the Panthers,

107-46. A cold blustery day and the quickly

decided result of the meet dimmed Purple

enthusiasm and slowed times, but not enough

to be caught.

Lack of Panther competition led to an early

Eph lead via the jumps. Bob Ashley and Dave
Parker needed to clear only 5' 6" to go 1-2 in

the high jump, while Scott Perry popped out

to 22' 3'4" to win the long jump. Perry and

Mike Schiffmiller garnered another 1-2 for

Williams in the triple jump.

Deploring both weather and Middlebury's

pit, the pole vaulters moved indoors where

Dave McLaughry won at 13' and Marshall

Partington tied for second.

Rich Remmer won the hammer, shot, and

discus commandingly. Larry Tanner added

second in the hammer, while Tom Detmer
garnered second in the discus-

Paul Untch, Joe Newsome', Perry, and
Parker stayed comfortably ahead in the 440

relay to start the running events. Dan
Sullivan and Scott Lutrey finished 2-3 in the

mile, and Ashley won the high hurdles against

a strong wind. •»

In the 440, Parker snapped the tape with

Kevin Cramer struggling into third.

Newsome and Perry blew out their light

competition in the 100. After a slow first lap

Ken Leinbach kicked hard to win in the 880,

with Terry O'Reilly outlasting a pair of Ephs
for third.

With a 2-3 record, the team, which last year

.

won the Little Three title for the first time in
,

11 years, heads down to Wesleyan for the

Little Three meet.

(photo by McClellan)

Athlete nf the Week—Pete Eshelman

Golfers, J. V. laxmen open seasons with losses
J. V. lacrossf:

The J.V. lacrosse team dropped two games
last week, falling to Union, 8-5, and to Hot-

chkiss, 15-3. The Dutchmen were able to

outscore the Ephs only in the third period, but

that was more than enough to offset goals by

captain Jack Hiler, Jim Follet, Malcolm
Frisbie, Jim Bowe, and Chuck Carrier.

Carrier and Matt Rowe also had assists.

Penalty problems led to a first quarter 7-0

deficit that the Ephs were never able to

surmount in the Hotchkiss game. Duff An-

derson, Jeff Knisely, and David O'Connell

tallied for Williams.

FRKSIIMAN TENNIS

The Freshman tennis team defeated

Sports Round-up

Harvard and Hotchkiss but dropped a third

match to a strong Deerfield team during a

busy week, giving the Eph novices a 4-1

overall record.

Sweeping the doubles, the Ephs defeated
Harvard, 6-3, but were surprised by an all-

senior Deerfield team the next day, 6.5-2.5.

Dan O'Connell nevertheless continued un-

defeated at no. 2 singles.

Bouncing back on Saturday, the Purple
manhandled Hotchkiss, 7-2, setting the stage
for the Little Three matches with Wesleyan
and Amherst next week.

ATIILKTE OF THE WEEK
Junior southpaw Pete Eshelman of the

varsity baseball team has earned recognition

as the HeAd's Athlete of the Week for his

performances in contests with Wesleyan and

Bates.

Against Wesleyan, Eshelman hurled eight

innings of two-hit ball before being lifted, and

also sparked his own win with a double,

single, and a pair of RBI's.

In the first game of Saturday's twinbill on

Weston Field against Bates, Eshelman, the

designated hitter, garnered three of the Ephs'

five hits and had three RBI's in a 5-4 loss He

is currently leading the Ephmen in the RBI

department with 11.

VARSITY GOLF
The varsity golf team opening its 1975

Jim Trapp 7<i tees off on pitch by Wesleyan's Dave Durian during Epbmel's To
victory at Weston Field last Wednesday,

spring season three days late due to poor

weather conditions, lost to Colgate at

Hamiltonr,New York on Saturday by a 438-450

score.

Coach Rudy Goff's Ephmen were playing

their first match since spring vacation, and

were on a course for only the second time

since their southern swing a month ago. The

Eph golfers, who, according to Goff weren't

ready for the match, were paced by senior co-

captain Rick Oleson, who fired an 87 in the

poor conditions.

One hope for the Purple is that Saturday's

disappointment will serve as ample
preparation for what promises to be a very

busy week. The team begins the week by

travelling to Worcester on Wednesday for a

match with rival Harvard and host Holy

Cross. On Saturday, Williams will entertain

Bates and Trinity in the makeup of the

originally scheduled season-opener at

Taconic.

On Sunday and Monday, the Taconic Golf

Club and Williams will be the hosts for the

first New England Small College Atljletic

Conference Championships. .
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Shattuck triumphs in runoff

College Council president Mayo
Shattuck (photo by McClellan)

Problems studied

Durst pushes

C.C. reforms
bv Karen O'DonneJI

The Finance Committee of the College

Council has presented a report to the Council

proposing that several reforms be made in

the committee's operating procedures.

College Council Treasurer Michael Durst
'75, in presenting the final report of the

Finance Committee at a meeting on April 30,

said that there was a problem concerning the

continuity of the committee. He commented
that next year it will probably be composed
that next year it will probably be composed of

people who have never been associated with

the committee before. Durst added, "I'm sure
it would be a competent committee; it would
just take them a while to get that way." He
noted however, that this problem could be
avoided in the future by having some
members elected for two year terms.

Other suggested reforms involved the

committee's definition of budget reforms.

According to Durst, the committee has had
some difficulty in determining which areas of

expenditures have the highest priority among
students. The committee report proposed that

the Finance Committee set the categories of

expenditures and that the entire CC deter-

mine spending priorities. It was also proposed
that the Council poll student sentiments

regarding priorities before they make any
budgeting decisions.

Some of the funding that has in the past

t)een done by the College Council is being

taken on by the College. The exact areas

where this will take place has not yet been

determined but it is reported that this will

free up several thousand dollars for the CC to

allocate to other activities.

At the same meeting, the Council ratified

the results of the CC elections held last week.

The validity of the election was brfefly

questioned on the grounds that not enough

students had voted to meet the election

requirement of two-thirds of the student body.

It was found however, that the election did

fulfill this requirement.

(photo by Brewer)

Ron Long '77 relaxes after breaking the

wiirlj ice cream eating record at

I'rivndly's on May 2. Ron downed 50
xcoo/ya in I2min. You scream, I scream,
we all scream . . .

Cites platform, hard work
Mayo Shattuck, the new College Council

president, said t\|rwa8 pleased that the
election was charadterized by high student
interest and participation. The increase of

votes in the run-off election is evidence of the
high degree of student concern.

Shattuck could not attribute his victory to

any one factor but cited the positive nature of

his platform which advocated viable changes
in the College Council He said he would like

to see the Council become a more active force
in student affairs and would like to establish

an improved system' of communication
through which student opinion and CC
decisions can be relayed. However, he did
stress that he avoided making extravagant
promises in his platform because he could not

be sure that the Council would approve his

proposals.

Shattuck concluded by saying that the

closeness of the election testified to the hard
work put invested in the campaign by both

presidential candidates.

The results of the other run-off elections

are:
Committee on Undergraduate Life:

Class of 78: Jane Garvey
Honor Code

—

Disciplinary Committee:
Class of '78: Junetta Dyson

Committee on Educational Policy:
Division I: Carla Craig 76
Division II: John Berringer 76

Division III: Mitch Hesser 77
Class of 78: Steve Rothstein

(photo by Read)
Williams admissions officer William Mason joinsX^erard Lair of the Delharton
School and Richard Moll of Bowdoin in a panel disCussion on admissions policy.

Forum \
Admissions must fac& facts

by Andrea Mintz

A forum on Admissions held Monday, April

21, in the Dodd House living room quickly

revealed that the subject of undergraduate

Janes looks at Williamstown
bv Clifford M. .Mitchell

Robert M. Janes, the Town Manager of

Williamstown, is a man who takes his job

seriously. One of his favorite mottos is! "You
don't get ulcers, you give them." He cares a

great deal for the town, and is well satisfied

with his position as Town Manager, which he

has held since June, 1971.

In that time, he has become very familiar

witti town affairs and his views, while not

extreme in any sense, are flavored with his

experiences from his other jobs ( including

town, then city, manager of South Burlington,

Vermont, which was for a while the fastest

growing town in the U.S.A.). This has given

him a healthy perspective for a job which, in

his view, includes more res'ponsibilities and
duties than any other town manager's

position which he has ever known.

Discussing the Mt. Hope Farm acquisition,

Janes said that he felt the town "should

definitely buy the water rights to the Indian

Springs water system. It will have a great

impact on the growth of the town. I'm

referring particularly to the farmers in South

Williamstown—and it is imperative that the

town get involved in that deal. How the

college deals with that huge piece of land will

greatly affect the future of Williamstown."

Regarding the growth of Williamstown,

Janes commented that, "while there cer-

tainly is change in Williamstown, which for

many is more startling and extreme change

than there has ever tieen, there is not the

growth problem the residents think there is,

and I don't think there will he, because the

kind of growth that they are talking about

would only come about if there were a major

road, something like a turnpike or an in-

terstate, going through, and I don't see tliat

happening."

Robert Janes,
Williiimslown

(photo by McClellan)
I own Manager of

Finally, concerning the relationship of the

college and the town, Janes observed that,

".
. . In Williamstown there is a triangle of

power: Williamstown, Sprague (Sprague
Electric), and the College. The College is the

number one industry." He went on to

remark: "sure, 1 notice a strain between
Spring Street and the College every now and
then, but it's like a pot of twiling water into

which you put spaghetti— initially it boils up
almost over the top, but if you react quickly

enough and turn down the flame, it never
spills over. I've seen it come close several

times, but I've yet to see it boil over."

Although he downplays his own
achievements, it is clear that a significant

factor in keeping the town going and the

water calm is Bob Janes

Concert opens Hoosic campaign
by Sally Coney

The Hoosic River Basin Citizens En-

vironmental Protection Association, a two

year old environmental action organization

l)ased in Williamstown, is presently finalizing

plans for a "River Revival" campaign to be

sponsored in August of 1975. The HRBCEPA
describes their program as a "massive
physical clean-up" of the Hoosic River which

will involve communities in Massachusetts,

Vermont, and New York, including both

North Adams and Williamstown.

Since attempts to secure the $10,000 needed

to cover project expenses through a Federal

grant have proved unsuccessful, HRBCEPA
is now confronted with the task of personally

funding the program. As part of their fun-

draising campaign, the group has announced

a benefit folk and country music concert rain

or shine, to be held outdoors on Friday May

9th at 7 p.m The concert cite will be the

Mitchell School Field which is located on

Southwortli Street off Hoi'te 2 in William-

stown.

Music will be provided by internationally

famous folk singer Evelyne Beers and
numerous other area musicians, including

Frank Davis, Marc Goldstein, Ellen Wash-
burn and the Invisible Band, who played at

the recent WHAP sponsored college dance
under the name the Free Tumblers. Tickets

for the concert are available at both

Discoveries and Renzi's and as contributions

to HRBCEPA are tax deductible.

According to a recent press release of

HRBCEPA, the goals of their campaign are

not limited to the physical revival of the

river; they hope the program will have

significant educational impact on the various

communities involved by instilling new-

respect for the nation's waterways.

Plans for nationwide coverage of the River

Revival are underway and, in addition.

HRBCEPA intends to publish an illustrated

brochure at the completion of the project.

Through such extensive publicity, HRB-
CEPA hopes their "River Revival" will have

national impact and will set a precedent for

future clean-up and re-educating campaigns

as well.

admissions appeals more strbqgly to faculty

and administrators than to students.

Bill Mason, Assistant Directbr of Ad-

missions at Williams, opened the dis,cussion

by enumerating what he feels are the'xthree

major challenges facing high schools \nd
colleges today: spiraling costs, declinirtg

applicant pool, and confidentiality of recordsX.

Tuition alone has risen from 800 dollars in
^

1955 to 1600 dollars in 1965 to 3400 dollars in

1975. The overall 8 per cent increase from this

year to next year will seriously affect the

College in general, in long-term planning, and
in admissions.

Mason fears a possible decline in applicant

diversity if financial aid is reduced. In sup-

port of his claim that colleges like Williams

have passed their "heyday" in recruiting

applicants, he cited statistics on the com-
porative attendance at public and private

colleges. In 1950, both types of colleges

received 50 per cent of the college-bound

seniors; in 1960, public attendance rose to 56

percent while private declined by 44 per cent;

and in 1970, the figures are 70 per cent and 30

per cent, respectively.

Gerard Lair, a guidance counselor at

Delbarlon School, discussed "assumptions
that are so obvious people don't know they're

assumptions, " such as a college's public

image, its applicant diversity, and the

unquestioned deference paid to Harvard,
Yale, and Princeton. Williams, which he
described as possessing a "retirement
community mentality" and appealing to the

"Thoreauvian woodchopper type", is a prime
example of a college which has allowed its

image to be distorted. Williams should

assume the responsibility for correcting these

misperceptions and for conveying the reality

that it is populated by "pre-professional types
who are using college for utilitarian pur-

poses
"

Lain challenged the premise that

geographical diversity will necessarily in-

crease student diversity and suggested that

admissions officers classify applicants along
a personality continuum ranging from anals

(those who are syllabus-bound and prefer

obvious solutions and memorization) to orals

( those who are syllabus-free, are interested in.

theoretical and aesthetic meanings and
implications).

Bill Moll, Director of Admissions at

Bowdoin, focused on the responsibility of

schools to be more "honest in telling ap-

plicants what the college wants." He
described the five categories which must be
represented in each freshman class at

Bowdoin: 1. sheer academic excellence, 2.'

special talent, usually athletic, 3. family
(which includes children of alumni and
residents of Maine), 4. the "Ail-American
kid", and 5. social conscience. Adherence to

these requirements is largely due to

pressures created and maintained by the
faculty, alumni, and students.

Noting that 92 per cent of the colleges in the
United States could not fill their freshman
class last year. Moll expressed some concern
in Bowdoin's capacity to continue to justify its

existence (and costly tuition) when many of
its attractions (i.e. small classes, a liberal

arts education) have either diminished or are
being seriously questioned. He anticipates the
possibility, which is becoming increasingly
more likely, that private colleges may be
forced into going public.
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_ -Bright Illiterates
"Yeah, is this like, you know, where you get pictures made?" Thus did a

Williams coed, an example of the elite of American college students, ask if

she could get photos taken by the College Museum of Art

.

Professor of Art S. Lane Faison, Jr. used this and other illustrations for

his Parents' Day address "Bright Illiterates." His point centered on the

steady deoAne in the quality of student writing at Williams. This ob-

servation is shared by many other members of the faculty and, indeed, a
comparison of student publications over the years would tend to indicate a
recent qualitative drop.

We hasten to add that this trend is in no way restricted to Williams. A
recent Amherst Student survey found the same situation there. Director of

Admissions Philip F. Smith has said, "We are admitting very intelligent,

verbal people whose written work is not what once would have been ex-

pected."

"Yet," he said, "many parents are confused when we tell them these

are the brightest students ever, and then they receive illiterate letters from
their sons and daughters."

Faison does not offer any cure for the situation. Smith puts the blame on

high schools being more concerned with creativity than teaching the dif-

ference between participles and gerunds. Yet, the College cannot so easily

relinquish its responsibilities.

Some would argue we have no problem. The professions still welcome
Williams grads with open arms. Whatever the writing quality at Williams,

we dre regressing less quickly than other colleges. But, isn't educational

progress the goal? -;

Faison ended with the plea, "if only students would learn to write and
speak!" Agreed! Still, the complement to learning is teaching. The present

grade inflation means that loose, unevenly written papers receive high

grades.

Williams has every reason to be proud of the innovative programs and
courses it offers. Yet, these innovations become pointless if the basic skills

of communication suffer. The most creative theorist is useless if he cannot
transmit his concepts to others.-

Letters to the Editor

Chandler committed

To the editor of the RecordAdvocate:

A paragraph in the article in your issue of

April 30 under the heading "The Costs of

Commitment" does such injustice to

President Chandler that I am puzzled as to

how it could have appeared in print. The
paragraph indicates that President Chandler

has never talien a stance on the Vietnam War
or on the problem of world hunger.

Most of his statements on tiie Vietnam War
came during the height of American in-

volvement and while he was president of

Hamilton College,

s,^ I clearly recall the attention he and some 35

\. other college and university presidents drew

N^hen their names appeared under a

shitement in the New York Times on May 5,

1970,«<^nouncing the Vietnam War.

Therfeswere, I am sure, many other sucH

statemernvO'^ °^ these is easily accessible

in the Presiaeptls Office here. It formed part

of an address^^ a student assembly at

Hamilton in Septfeqiber, 1968, and reads in

part: "No matter hiSw far from the present

our memories^magin^tion and speculations

may carry us/* the forefront of our con-

- sciousness is hKKind to beWtcupied by the

distracting and depressing awareness of a

brutal and foolish war, the threats of an

inequitable and capricious draft . .

.^'

With respect to his stance on world hiitiger,

I would only draw your attention to "A Li
"

from President John Chandler and the Ad Hoc
Committee on Drought Relief to the Williams

Community" dated May 7, 1974i and to "A
Letter from President John Chandler to the

Williams Community" dated Nov. 15, 1974.

The commitments he has made on these

and other occasions in reference to both the

Vietnam War and world hunger have been
fortliright. I believe most of your readers

already know this.

Sincerely,

John P. English

Kd. note: The paragraph mentioned above
appeared in an article researched and written

by WUAP for their column which appears
from lime to time in the RecordAdvocate.

Lanier: Thank You

To the editor:

I would like to thank ail of the people who
helped me in my effort to be elected in the

recent election. Their ideas, criticism and
support were invaluable. In losing, I believe
that we learned some interesting tMngs about
the ways that many people seem to make
their political decisions.

I look forward to continuing to work with
the College Council and urge others to par-
ticipate as well. There is much to be gained
through individual effort and constructive

criticism.

Thank you, very much:
Addison Lanier II

CC Substance
over Form

by David R.Rms
If an outsider were to ch^k posters around

campus, College Council debates and articles

in the ReAd, he would go a\yay convinced that

the student body was aflame with debate over

the future of student government. My im-

pression is that this debate Is being carried on

by those few already much involved in the CC
(notably candidates looking for issues) or

serving on connected committees. The nature

and operations of student government have

had and continue to have very little impact on

most students.

Of course, this is precisely the center of the

current debate. Participants seem to agree

that lack of student involvement in the

goveiinment can somehow be traced to the

present College Council system.

Peter Peyser (in last week's ReAd,

"Change in government proposed" ) speaks of

an "active disinterest," some great pent-up

student activism imprisoned by the present

system. All proposed constitutional changes

have as their goal easing the channels for

student expressions and participation.

To suggest that the CC is repressing the

student body is an insult to the presumed

intelligence and ability of Williams students.

As the editorial in the last ReAd ("Now is the

time") suggests, the CC is a valid, if im-

perfect, structure for dealing with issues. The
truth of the matter is that there are no current

issues that would motivate students to

become involved with any type of govern-

ment.

Peyser writes, "Our present system
exercises no force on issues of real im-

portance—like student input into the tenure

Helf> Wanted

Help Line is issuing a special plea to

studentk staff & faculty who will remain in

the area during the summer.
The 24-hour telephone information,

referral, and crisis counseling service has

an urgent need for summer volunteers to

replace students who will be going home.
A special training session for new

volunteers will begin Thursday, May 8.

Those interested slioMld call Help Line at

664-6391.

Reflections
KGUGchou?

FREK FROM FRESHMAN TEN
The scene is a paisley-patterned bedroom;

it is around midnight. In the canopy-covered

bed lies a lovely young 17-year old. The date is

April 25th and the girl cannot sleep. Since the

sugar-piums-dancing stage officially ends at

puberty, what visions could be keeping this

young woman from her sleep? Answer: she
was accepted at college a few weeks ago.

What will college be like? She walks into the

college gym surrounded by cardboard cut-

outs of palm trees. It is the fall freshman
dance. She meets a handsome freshman from
Colorado— a skier —and he asks her to dance.
They go back to his room and fall in love. She
lives with him the rest of the year . . .

She waltzes into English class, piles of

books under her arm. Her eyes meet those of

a senior pre-med who teiis her after class,

"I'm taking English because. I just LOVE
romantic poetry, especially Shakespeare!"
They go to a movie that weekend ("The
Seventh Seai"-'he likes it, she doesn't) and
fall in love. They live together for the rest of
the year, and when he goes off to med school
the following fall he promises to visit her
every weekend . . .

She is sitting at a football game next to a
handsome felloMf in a camel's hair coat. She
asks, "What just happened?" and he explains
slowly but clearly. He invites her to an after-
party, she falls in love, and lives with him for
the rest of the year.

The scene is a green single in a freshman
do|fnitory. It is around midnight. She lies in

the dark unable to sleep because of constant
noise in the hallway. The date is April 25 and
she is ten pounds heavier than when she
entered in the fall; her last date was
sometime in October. She contemplates her
future. She will go abroad next yMr and fall

madly in love with a Frenchman, refusing to

return to College of the United States . .

.

She will meet an Amherst man while on ex-

change to Wellesley—they wilj fall in love and
he will visit every weekend . . . She wfll lose

ten pounds in June and fall in love with a
lifeguard at her Long Island beach club.

She never thinks l>ack on what college was
"going to be" without a grimace.

deciaions, major structure,

requirement, etc."

While I will grant that most students have
some opinion on these issues, few students are
Interested enough to do anything about it,

even to the point of talking to their House
Representative on the CC. For example, last
spring the Committee on Educational Policy
released a report calling for massive changes
in the curriculum (including the major
structure) and called for open student-faculty

meetings to discuss their proposals. Less than
one per cent of the student body attended on
average (only six or seven attended the
meeting on the Major).

Whether reformers like it or not, students
are concerned with 1.) studies, 2.) partying,
3.) not being interferred with. The one time
students actively participate in the govern-
ment is when a group to which they belong
wants something (usually money) from the
CC. It's amazing how crowded Room 3 of
Griffin Hall becomes when the Student ac-
tivities Fund is allocated, and how empty it is

the rest) of the year.

— -Minority representatives —'

—

The ReAd has cautiously endorsed the
proposal that minority representatives be
appointed to the Council to expand the base
for CC actions. I'd like to disassociate myself
from that endorsement.

First, the proposal is unnecessary. CC
meetings are completely open. Any student is

welcome and encouraged to attend and speak
at meetings. Any minority group, from the
Black Student Union to students from Penn-
sylvania, can send non-voting "represen-
tatives." CC committees are structured to

ensure a wide representation of interests

(class representatives on the Committee on
Undergraduate Life, Division representatives

on the CEP, for example). Committees
normally hold special open mitetings to which
students are all but begged to come. (It is a
kindness to call attendance "sparse.")

Second, no system of appointing people to

the CC can be equitable. Who chooses which
groups are worthy of having representatives?

It is easy to see how this system could allow

losing candidate to still be appointed to the

CC. Further, this installs a bias in the

government against the majority of students

who are not active members of any campus
organization.

\

Third, this really does not serve (o expand
student involvement. Appointees witl^ve to

be chosen from students already involved in

organizations or the government. The goal

should logically be to Involve those currently

having nothing to do with running tilings.

Concern with the structure of the govern-

ment wastes time and energy and helps

alienate students who begin to see the issue as

a farcical Catch-22. Presently, most students

view the political scene at Williams as not

warranting thejr involvement. If this does not

indicate an apathy twrn of contentment, it at

least indicates that discontent is of a very

impotent form.

Assuming this state of the, student body is

undesirable (an arguable point), those

concerned would do well to bend their

energies to moving individual students from

their "lethargy" rather than wasting their

time on technicalities.

David Ross '77 is a Managing Editor of
the ReAd and spent a semester covering

the College Council as a reporter.

Job Jots
Design-Plys. a contemporary furnishings

store in Scarsdale, N.Y. has positions in

sales, bookkeeping, display set-up and

moving of furniture. Students interested in

taking a year off would be considered.

The New York Library Assn. is offering

scholarships for full-time graduate study

in library science. Scholarships range

from $500 - $1,000. Deadline for ap-

plication: June 2, 1975.

The April-May issue of the Purple

Parachute is available in Stetson, The Log,

Baxter, Bronfman, Hopkins and the OCC.

Please pick one up.

Bennington College; Possible openings in

the Admissions Office and student ser-

vices, (financial aid and housing) Contact
OCC

Sophomores: Any of you who are planning

to take your junior year abroad and are

(even remotely) considering application to

law school should discuss this with the

OCC pre-law advisor before leaving
campus. It is virtually impossible for us to

convey detailed information by overseas

corresjpondence. Thanks.
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Ed. requirement
.--^ by David Durrell

This viewpoint has been written with a

twofold purpose: to satisfy present ad-

ministration demands for an explanation as

to why I refuse to complete the Phys Ed
requirement and to speak to the issue of

"l>ack-to-the-fifties" conservatism which has

been spreading on the Williams campus in the

last few years. Conservatism, staying in line,

doing what you are told and not asking why
are all part of the Williams students' solution

to the problem of "How to stay affluent in the

face of a recession". The repercussions of this

attitude leaves its mark on the gamut of

college life—from schoolwork (competent but

not creative, correct but not original) to

social activity (peer pressure in, in-

dividualism out) ; from the subtle to the ol)-

vious. The obvious which I will discuss is a

particularly bad piece of maladministration,

mandatory gym.
Do not misunderstand. I vigorously support

physical education and sports in general. But
I am violently opposed to compulsory Phys
Ed. Any person of majority age should have
the right to decide when and how he or she

should exercise his or her body. This is ob-

viously a personal matter, one not properly

regulated by the college even under the guise

of educational value. The prevailing ad-

ministrative attitude goes something like

this; "Phys Ed is good for you. Do it." Had I

been a student here just fifteen years ago, I

could have heard a dean say: "Religion is

good for you. Therefore you must attend

compulsory chapel once a week." Sounds a

bit absurd now, doesn't it? But would you go

to compulsory chapel if the rule were en-

forced today? You bet your B.A. you would.

(As a matter of fact, that's exactly how that

abysmal rule was abolished. The students bet

their B.A.'s.) Even less than ten years ago,

parietal rules still regulated the students'

sexual conduct Although I can see possible

educational value in chapel, virginity and

gym, this justifies neither mandatory par-

ticipation in these activities nor the gross

violation by the institution into matters which

should be properly left up to individual choice

and conscience.

The case of Phys Ed at Williams is par-

ticularly peculiar. When I was a Freshman,

there was a test administered during Fresh-
man Days which purported to measure your
physical ability. If you attained a high enough
score, you did not have to take Phys Ed—sort

of like quizzing out ti Chem 101. It was an
outrageously discriminatory and arbitrary

test representing an extreme rationalization

for the somewhat spurious connection bet-

ween education and compulsory gym. (i.e.,

"All students must take Phys Ed) unless, of

course, they are already good at it in which
case they need no further instruction.") Mind
you, this was policy for years—which says as

much about the Williams students' blind

acceptance of authority as it does about the

Williams administration. When somelx>dy

finally got the guts to complaia the same
myopic thinking which originated the

problem came up with a "solution". Instead

of throwing out the requirement which should

have been don6 in the first place, they threw,

out the test thus leaving the basic issue un-

touched.

This leads right into the question of why we
still have a Phys Ed requirement The main
answer is simply the same reason why we
have and don't have everything else at

Williams College: money. The trustees and
alumni raise the money for this school and
they don't want Williams going "soft on

sports". Williams is a conservative school

with conservative trustees, alumnf, and
administration. They don't like change of any
kind much less onewhich tampers with such a

sacred purple cow as sports. There is no

principle involved here, no right or wrong,

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America
.Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

.S(l .Spring SI reel ^.Sa-iMKW and 458-80U

opendaily 9a m lo2am
BroaklasI daiK 9a m to 11 am

Donuts, Coffee

We make our own pizza dougli daily

STUDENTS' WELCOME

The British Maid
Serves Breakfast,

Lunch,

Supper

refreshingly different manner

Nice bar, too!"

State Rd.

Closed AAondays

458 4961

^
For Sound Advice

Electronic

Supply Center

stereo Syslerns By

KLH.J'anasonic Sony

Tapes

Cassette Reel 8 Track by

Memorex, BASF, 3M, RCA

32 River St. 413 663 6828 N.Adams

WHILE THEY LAST:
-•.'-aJL39

Tennis Balls $2^5/can

All Tennis Raquets 25% off

Williams Co-op
\,.r _ .. Spring Street

exclusive dealer ^or

ADIDAS TENNIS SHOES

Professional 24 hour Raquet Stringing Service

the Established Ten nis Store

Come and see why everyone is trying to keep up with us.

just plain old fear. The alumni fearlosing the

"tough" reputation and the old ways of

campus life; the administration fears change
in the status quo l)ecause it is the status quo;

the Phys Ed bureaucracy fears losing its

reason for l)eing;- and the students fear

challenging any rule lest they endanger their

degrees.

This college has dealt with the rationale for

mandatory gym by ignoring it entirely.

Exercise is not something you force on
someone. It is something one decides to do for

personal benefit and enjoyment. I now ask the

Williams administration point blank: "When
are you going to stop treating your students

like children?" You only cheapen the concept

of educational value by paternalistically

positing it as the reason for compulsory
programs which perhaps are well-meaning

but nevertheless interiere in matters that

(again) should properly be left up to in-

dividual choice and conscience. A Phys Ed
program is worthwhile (as are many other

activities) but it is not an intellectual

discipline. A decision not to exercise might be
a poor choice for a student to make. However,
I would defend the right of any person of

majority age to make a poor choice over an
institution's right to take away the choice.

Certainly all this is not foreign to the

Williams administration. Did you ever
wonder why the Phys Ed requirement w£is to

be completed by the end of Sophomore year?

Majority age used to be twenty-one and
students started turning twenty-one in their

Junior year. The administration used to have

a narrow base upon which to Ixiild the com-
pulsory program in the case o^ Freshmen and
Sophomores ("Legally, you are minors, etc_

.
.") but absolutely none in the case of its

adult students. Hence there was no
-requirement for Juniors and Seniors. Ob-
viously, even from a conservative point of

view, the present requirement is just another
example of the failure of a bureaucracy to

modernize itself. It does seem a bit shameful
when you consider that Williams College

presents itself as an enlightened institution of

higher learning.

It is not fashionable these days to protest
Among students conformity is already a

virtue finding its fallacious quintessence in

mindless acceptance of authority. Students
are replacing world and self-understanding

with utilitarian value as the primary goal of

education. And inherent in the latter is a

conservatism which abandons the re-

examin^on of "accepted" ideals and at-

titudes lest it be upsetting to the material

order. The case of Phys Ed is just a small

manifestation of the alarming complacency
which has pervaded this campus in the past

few years and which is fosto-ed by an

educational system that discourages students

from thinking for themselves and by students

who accept this as a successful and easy

formula for "getting ahead". As long as

Williams remains in this syndrome, it will

continue to be a backward-looking institution

with its shackles of tradition reigning over

progress.

David Durrell is a senior political science

ma/or. who has not fulfilled his physical

education requirement.

"Find out if your professors are going to re-use any of this

year's textbooks next year. If they are, we can give you SO

per cent on buybacks."

enzis
Doiust noc tnuiHC
lUiAMSTOWM, HiUIL •»

THE
NICKELODEON

55 Spring St.-Williamstown, Mass.

CARNAL KNOWLEDGE
May 9-10 Friday-Saturday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
Mike Nichols (

The Graduate, Who 's Afraid of Virginia Woo//] directs a script by that

rascally old observer of our sexual insecurities, Jules Feiffer. The result is a merciless

comedy, a ring side seat for a no-quarter-given two hour engagement in the battle of

the sexes. Jack Nicholson an4 Arthur Garfunkle play male perpetrators of great moral
violence against the women in their lives, Ann-Margret and Candice Bergen. One of

the New York Times 10 Best Films of 1971. Recommended. Rated R.

STAVISKY
May 11-12-13 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday 7:00 PM& 9:15 PM
Alain Resnais {Hiroshima, Mon Amout) directs Jean-Paul Belmondo in a lush,

complex study of the rite and fall of Alexandre Stavisky, a minor French underworld
figure whose talent for the Big Swindle rocketed him into the inner circles of French
power and wealth in the early 1930 's and made him, as one contemporary journalist

wrote, "A gentleman among gangsters and a gangster among gentlemen".
Belmondo's at his.charming best as the vaguely schizopju'enic megalomaniac whose
financial manipulations ultimately led to a rash of civil disorder and the fall of Edouard
Daldier's government. Nora Sayre of the Times writes: "... despite its

mystifications, Stavisky is one ofthe most rewarding films Ive seen this year—and one
of the most intelligent." (1974)

THE GARDEN OF THE FINZI-CONTINIS
May 14-15 Wednesday-Thursday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
The gentlest and finest film in many a year from Italian director Vittorio De Sica
{Bicycle Thief). Lino Capohcchio plays Giorgio, a middle aged gentile charmed by the
lovely, spoiled Micol Finzi-Contini, an aristocratic Jewess living out the last days of a

vanishing era within the walls of her decaying and enchanted garden while the storm of

the Second World War gathers over the scarcely acknowledged world without. Starring
Dominique Sanda (

Tl>e Conformist) as Micol. Rated R. In Italian with subtitles.
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Beggar 's Opera is Elegctnt and Splendid
by Chris SatuUo

John Gay's immensely popular Beggar's
0|)era has long served as a prototype for

musical comedy in English. In his innovative

creation, the playwright combines social and
political satire, mockery of contemporary
theatrical conventions, and a large helping of

bawdy good humor. Riecalling the formula of

Gay's own time, the aim of his ballad opera is

not so .much to instruct as to delight. High-

spirited fun is the essence of the opera, which
makes it a welcome choice as Cap and Bells'

and the Williams College Theatre's spring

production.

An Ambitious Project

Also an ambitious one. Despite its modest
philosophical pretensions, the play offers

numerous pitfalls to the director who ap-

proaches it. The scope of the play is imposing,

with well over twenty speaking parts, and its

P9ce is frenetic, with as many as seventeen

scenes, employing four locales in one act. The
form of the ballad opera requires that the

^liverse elements ofdancer^aloguei-and«Mfjg
be integrated into a lively whole. Some of the

play's best humor is topical, thus not readily

accessible to a modem audience. Thus, the

director must find means to make clear to his

audience the animating principles of Gay's
satire, which are grounded in the peculiar

rules of Georgian London's criminal world
and of its sentimental theatre.

Director Jean-Bernard Bucky's approach
to these problems is intelligent and resour-

ceful. Unfortunately, in Friday night's

opening performance, his elegantly con-

ceived staging of the play was executed with

less than unalloyed success. The cast's

performance simply did not realize the

Chapin houses

Bicentennial

Exhibitions
The first major Bicentennial Exhibition

arranged by the Chapin Librar/has ppened in

Stetson HaU. ,*

Entitled "Backgrounds of the A|merican

Revolution: 1764-1776", the exhibition in-

cludes over seventy-six items displayed to

illustrate the ideas and actions of the many
famous and infamous loyalists and radicals in

the colonies during the twelve years prior to

the signing of the Declaration of In-

dependence on July 4, 1776.

Among the topics featured are the Stamp
Act, the Boston Tea Party, the Boston
Massacre, the Battles of Concord and
Lexington, the Battles of Bunker's Hill and

.
possibilitiea inherent in the framework which
Budcy , along with choreographer Joy Dewey,
musical director Claudia Stevens, and stage

designer Marjorie Kellogg provided for the

play.

: « SetaTrumph

The set is a triumph of economy and

suggestiveness, and serves as a major
weapon in Bucky's effort to keep the scope

and the pace of the play firmly under control.

Tavern is deftly converted into prison by the

simple expedient of introducing a grill at the

back of the stage. Macheath's cell,

represented on a platform to the left of the

stage, with the hangman's noose looming

ominously al>ove it, is a presence from the

beginning of the play, which reminds us of the

climax to which the action is ostensibly

leading.

The division of the stage into three basit:

spaces, all on different levels, opens up
possibilities for intricate movement which

Joy Dewey exploits flilly. The dance number
wMch so enthusiastically opens the play is

especially engaging, so much so that one

wishes that the final revel scene were longer

and more rambunctious.

Bucky uses these spaces to play off

foregroundTigainst ba(*ground. Perhaps the

most striking moment in the play is achieved

at the end of Act One when Polly, at the front

of the stage, imagines MacHeath'S execution

while, at the baek of the stage, that scene is

given nightmarish enactment in an eerie half-

light. Steve Kelly's lighting, in Uiat instance

so effective, is^ throughout both aAnbitious and
intricate.

The Spotlit Songs

Bucky wisely does not attempt to nutk^ the

songs flow smoothly out' of the dialogue. (3ay

makes it clear in the prologue that he wishes

to mock the artificiality of the Italian opera so

much in vogue in his day, with its arias and
recitative inserted willy-nilly into the action.

Thus Gay often wishes his ballads to seem
comic intrusions without any illusion of

verisimilitude.

Bucky captures this effect nicely by having

his actors stride forward into a spotlight as

they begin a song while all others on stage

become immobile, often with their l>acks

turned to the audience. As a general rule the

actors play broadly to the audience and
communicate an awareness that they are
taking part in an artifice, e.g. Polly gaily

giving the orchestra their cue for the ^ng of

anguish and woe she is about to sing. Bucky's

most significant effort to underline this

mockery of convention is to have George Bliss

(Macheath) also teike the part of the player

who badgers the Beggar into concocting a

happy ending for the play. This is an in-

teresting idea which goes sour for reasons to

be explored later.

Occasionally the now-archaic diction of

much of the play's dialogue erected a barrier

(photo by Read)
Photo of the Week: Dean Stevens and student chat as the warm Spring sun sets
over West College.

Breed's Hill, as well as several other im-

portant historical events.

In addition to the txxAs and pamphlets,

. numerous prints, broadsides, maps, and

manuscripts are shown, including one of the

rare hand-colored engravings of the Boston

Massacre, produced by Paul Revere in March

1770, an engraved plan of the Battle of

Bunker's Hill, June 17, 1775, a rare broadside

^dealing with the Boston Tea Party, dated

December 1773, and four authentic and ac-

s. curate color reproductions of the famous

^"Amos Doolittle engravings of the Concord and

Lexington battles which took place on the 19th

of April, 1775. All of the items in the display

are the property of the Chapin Library.

Perhaps the most exciting manuscript aa

display is an original handwritten volume of

Thomas Hutchinson's "History of the Colony
of Massachusetts Bay" which was un-

published until many years after the former
provincial Governor had died in England
The exhibition is open 9 a.m. to noon and I

to 5 p.m. daily, except Saturdays and Sun-

days. The Chapin Library is on 2nd floor

Stetson Hall.

Correction:

Last week's Photo of the Week, a

nightmarish triple exposure of the cast

and crew of "Professor Taranne," was not

by Clyde HerliU but by Stew Read.

between the audience and Gay's wit. We may
be grateful that the cast did not-devote great

energy to concocting 'appropriate' accents

which would have" further obscured the

dialogue. Nevertheless, there \yere occasions

when lines of some importance were not

articulated clearly enough to be understood,

especially in the tavern scenes when Bucky

seemed content to sacrifice clarity to the

evocation of a rowdy ambience.

The Cast

Most members of the cast acquit them-

selves respectably in their, formidable task of

combining dancing, singing, and acting.

Some, hdwever, succumb to a tentativeness,

an uncomfortable laboring that wars with the

verve that their roles demand. Despite in-

dividual highlights, the cast lacked that

collective spark of unshakable high spirits

needed to buoy the Opera through three

rollicking acts.

.Individually, Robert Gregory is solid as

Peachum,- the philosophical scoundrel whose

plotting gets the action rolling. As his coun-

terpart, the turnkey Lockit, Kevin O'Rourke

manages to keep his head above water

largely by virtue of one verbal mannerism—

a

raucous, scheming chortle. Andrea Axelrod,

perfectly cast as Peachum' s wife,

nonetheless seems curiously subdued Friday

night a few of the play's best witticisms

passed unnoticed through her lips as she

injected an unwonted note of melancholy into

what should be the purely farcical hysteria of

a mother lamenting her 'wayward' daughter.

Martha Williamson, Earl Childs, and Chris

Wolfe all perform ably in smaller roles, as do

the members of those two groups of eight:

Macheath's gang and the bevy of ladies of the

evening who betray him. Worthy of special

praise is Shelli DuBoff, who gave Uie women's
xscene direction and energy with a won-

aferfuUy raunchy rendition of "Before the

Barildoor Crowing." One task they all per-

form gracefully is to display the splendid

costumes designed by Rita Watson for the

occasion.
Polly &l<ucy Outstanding

Highest accolades^imist go to Polly Wood
and Patricia Brown as^^acheath's pair of

importunate lovers, Polly F*eachum and Lucy
Lockit. They give a complementary pair of

stellar performances. Polly's character is

perfectly established the first monteiit we
hear Ms. Wood's lilting, saccharinesW^t
voice, although she gives an unexpected ting^

of slyness to the naive Polly with her winks

and asides to the audience. Ms. Brown
modulates admirably between comic rage
and the evolation of honest emotion in the

play's finest performance. She engages our

sympathy so totally that we must applaud

Bucky's decision to alter the original and not

have Macheath ultimately choose Polly over

the turnkey's daughter.

Werther or Tom Jones?

Unfortunately, the performance farthest

below the requisite energy level is that of

George Bliss as the swashbuckling hero,

Macheath. William Hazhttsaid of Macheath's
character, "It is something between gusto
and slang, like port wine and brandy mixed
... not the mere gentleman but the
blackguard sublimated into the gentleman."
The Macheath weget in this performance is

neither blackguard nor gentleman, but
pusillanimous fop. Rather than reacting to his

dilemma with indomitable jauntiness and
good nature this Macheath lolls about so

John Gay, author of Beggar's Opera.

languidly bemoaning his fate that one won-
ders what two such spirited girls as Polly and
Lucy possibly could see in him.

The new ending in which Macheath stops

the play in^rder to convince the Beggar to

save his n«:k seems not, as it is meant to be,

the welcome salvation of a cad we have come
to love but a typically cowardly refusal by
Bliss's Macheath to face the music. Bliss's

main asset is a supple tenor voice which he
uses well. If he could be persuaded to inject a

little less 'Young Werther' and a httle more^^ Jones' into his performance, the play

woiiWimprove immeasurably.
This prpduction of The Beggar's Ojwra is,

in its general lineaments, a splendid in-

terpretation of^n animated classic. If with

several performances under their belt, the

members of the cast^r^w more comfortable

in their roles, and especiaUy if the leading

man discovers some dash, "the AMT stage

should witness some truly fine^ttieatre this

coming weekend. \^

ArtsbriefsArtsl^H^
Full throated song

The last Grifrin Hall concert of the year will

feature Hugo Wolfs "Italian Songbook"

(sung In the original German In its entirety).

The performers will be Judith Relchert,

soprana Daniel O'Conner, baritone, and

Victor Hill, pianist, Saturday and Sunday,

May lOlh and 11th, at 8:00 P.M. Admission is

free.

f /. u . J .. . t ^ (photo by Read)
JuhusHegyt. conducting wtth Susan St. Amor viola soloist, as the Berkshire
Symphony performed Walton s "Concerto for Viola and orchestra" at Chapin Hall
last Friday ntgbt tn a well-attended, well-received concert
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March on Albany . . . attempt at activism
cirtv Williamm itudanta and fapultv mat^. '

by Andy Hogeland
Fifty Williams itudenU and faculty mar-

ched down Albany's Central Avenue last

Monday, demanding amnesty for the

defendants in the Attica trials concerning the

prison takeover of 1971, For most of us it was

our first demonstration, and considering the

recent record of Williams activism, fifty

people was a good showing. We became part

of a crowd of 700 which marched to the capitol

steps that challenged the state of New York to

justify itself.

The Albany demonstration represented

more than the specific case of Attica.

Prisoners had been sho^ with internationally

banned 'dum^dum' exfiloding bullets, and

then were allowed to bleed to death for want

of medical attention. We were calling at-

tention to a particular instance, but even

more, we were challenging an authority to

recognize and amend its misconduct We
were asking a government to be responsible.

The people were telling their represen-

tatives that they were angry with the ac-

tWities-of^ the elected authority. Such in-

Jusdces performed by the dispensers of

justice were intolerable, and at least 700

people felt strongly enough about it to speak

out against them.

For those of us from Williams it meant a

direct and non-theoretical opportunity to get

involved. We were not out to bring speakers to
campus and raise the consciousness of the
student body. In terms of Joe Droedick's
accurate article of last week's ReAd, we were
willing to pay the opportunity cost of a day's
classes in order to join in the protest A day's
time is a very small price to pay in support of
an issue, but it is a price which is not paid
often enough. \r

The reactions were varied. Several gave us
the finger, some gave power salutes, but most
just watched bemusedly. By the time we
reached the capitol steps it had become clear
that there are more efficient and effective

ways of amending an injustice. The capitol

building is designed to be imposing, and it

looms immovably above the pedestrian.

Government agencies do not respond im-
mediately to the shouts of a crowd. True
change would have to go through the

bureaucrats who came to the windows.
Governor Carey's 'unavailability' and the
lack of official response could make such
street tactics seem futile but as many people
said, 'Wtiat else can you do? If you keep
pushing, something has got to move:"
Demonstrating can be an immediately

JOBS in
SOCIAL
CHANGE

For Summer or School Year

Nrw 370 paqr mdopth quidc to 175 maior
Wiish, OC public intcrpst uroups & their

internship programs Also live proposed
innovtitivr' sociiil proiects including a
F evolutionary now town plan immediate
shipmini SrndSt SOioSER Foundation, 34)6

S.insom SI . Phita . Pa 19104 Attn Ra/
Lhok.i i?I^) 38? ?9flA

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

satisfying mode of expression when more
orthodox or established modes of expression
are not readily available.

P«Dple voiced their concerns, and they
came together to do it. Both the revolt at

Attica and the demonstration in Albany were
trans-racial events. The issues brought us

together and exposed us to each other.

Associations that might have been restricted

to classes, meals, and parties were tran-

sformed by the interaction over a socio-

political issue.

One of the slogans was "Attica means you
too." Attica is a particular issue that is

representative of a wide complex of social

activity in which we all live. The never-dying
plea of workload is an insufficient excuse for

missing out on the type of education and in-

teraction that can be generated through
common effort on social problems. Ignorance
of the situation is a blatant form of

irresponsibility, and is often a case of con-

veniently self-incurred^hort-sightedness.

Resources, both political and intellectual,

are being wasted at Williams. Self-oriented

activities which exclude public works are
nibbling away at an immense sphere ' of

creative potentials, and such a one-sided

allocation of energies is tragic. Con-

sciousness-raising does have an essential

r"
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importance, but studies and speakers are

only one method of accomplishing this.

Vicarious recapitulation is no substitute for

direct confrontation.

Talking about women
Williams Women will sponsor a series of

lecture discussions by students on topics

which relate to the role of women. The
discussions will be held every afternoon at

4:00 at Dodd House. All members of the

Williams community are urged to attend
these student presentation's.

Tuesday, May 13

Marissa Wesely, "Conformity or Sub-
version? : The Role ofWomen In the Domestic
Sentimental Novel of Nineteenth Century
America"

Wednesday, May 14

Guy Creese, "The Williams Gentleman and
His Girl During the 1930s"

Thursday, May 15

Gwen Rankin, "The Image of Women as
Presented by Periodical Advertising During
the 1920s"

Jij-iday. May 16

Bonnie Harrisjand Sleve"^oineroyi/''SmcIl
Role Stereotyping Among Pre-School
Children"

\

'j«'»','»'»'»''»'»'»''»'»'<-'<'V»'»'»'»'»'»'*'*'»'»'»«'»',
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Ifyou're over 21 you can stop reading

here. But ifyou're 21 or underyou can start

packing. Because TVW\'sYouth Fare is ^

back. And it can save you lots ofmoney
on a flight to Europe. ^ _ :
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your resofvations five days (or less) before
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You can stay in Europe for as long as
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your trip on TWA's
Getaway* Card.and
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time.

So if you're between 12 and 21 call

yourTravel Agent orTW\.
But better hurry. Before you know it

you'll be 22.

Boston to:
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Eph golfers sink Trinity ; take 4th in tourney
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(photo by McCleilah)
4aggie O'Brien '78 takes in a pass
'uring the women's 9-8 victory over
he Hampshire Lax Club on Saturday
t Cole Field.

by Tim Layden

The Willianu College variaty golf aquad
rebounded from loeaes in their first three
matches of the year to defeat an overmatched
Trinity team on Saturday, and used Uiat ag-a

steppingstone to a fourth-place finish in the
U-team NESCAC tourney -on Sunday and
"ooday at Taconic Golf course.

Coach Rudy Goff's orew travelled to

Worcester, Mass. last Wednesday for an
encounter with Holy Cross and always tough
Harvard. The Ephs displayed the consistency
which Goff spoke of in the preseason as each
player in the Williams' top seven shot bet-

ween 80 and 85. It wasn't enough, though, as
the Purple were eked out by the Crusaders,
40M10, and fell to the Ulented Crimson, 395-

410.

The balanced attack was a good sign of

things to come, though, as Williams returned
to the friendly confines of the Taconic Golf
Club for the make up of their season opener
with Bates and Trinity.

Bates never did make the trip south from
Mahie on Saturday, leaving the Ephmen with
only Trinity (a team it had lost only three of

its previous21 meetings with) as an opponent.

Soph Chris Vogelsang led the Ephs to a
relatively easy 409-459 win over the Bantams
by firing a team-low 80. Sophs Steve Saunders
and John Hoover shot twin 81 's over the

Taconic course.

This win set the stage for the first annual

New England Small College Athletic Con-

ference Tourney on Sunday and Monday.

Sports Round-up

Williams battles Engineers
Waterpolo

Playing the same R.P.I, team that

emolished them, 20-11, hi the fall, the

I'illiams waterpolo club displayed their ever-

nproving teamwork in a 16-12 loss to the

Ingineers on Friday evening at Muir Pool.

Freshman forward R. J. Connelly was the

coring star for Williams, netting four goals

hile providing the Ephmen with much-
eeded speed. Chuck Chokel and John Fai^

lakis added two goals apiece, and Dave
reiss, Stu Deans, Paul vom Eigen, and Steve

[urphy each had one. y
After Connelly opened the scoring, R.P.I,

ame back with three goals, and led, 4-3, at

le quarter. Then, with Williams continually

irowing the ball away, the Engineers added
>ur goals in the last thr^e minutes of the first

Blf toJead, 9-4.

R.P.I, outscored the Ephs in the third

eriod, 6-3, as some timely steals by Connelly

nd Tom McEvoy made up for the mediocre
Iph play. After R.P.I, upped the lead to 16-9

arly in the fourth quarter, the Ephmen
Bsponded with their best performance of the

;ason. Sparked by some excellent saves by

oalie Ed Call, the Ephmen put on a great

eal of pressure and came up with three

oals. Lack of experience, and the poise of the

Engineers prevented Williams from adding to

leir goal total, however.

Although encouraged by its performance,

le club must wait until its game with

iamilton on May 16, the last day of classes, to

et another chance at notching their first

ictory ever.

Sunday morning in Williamstown brought
steady rains and bone-chilling winds to the
golfers, but did not deter them. Fifty-five

brave souls from eleven schools withstood the
Weather and completed a full round of
eighteen holes by early in the evening.

Amherst senior Mike Fitzgerald (who Hph
(football rooters will remember as flie

defensive captain and linebacker for the Lord
Jeffs 1974 squad) led the field through the first

round by a stroke, shooting a mediocre 41 on
the front nhie, and then blistering the back
nine (playing tougher than usual as a result of
the rain) with a 38 for a toUl of 79. A pack of
golfers including Chris Vogelsang and
Hoover, was bunched within three strokes of
the leader.

Although this tournament was not billed as
a team championship, team scores were
compiled, and the strong contingent from
Amherst was found sitting on top of the peck
after one round, with the Ephs in fourth
Monday's final round was accompanied by

beautiful weather, but by scores surprisingly

comparable to the rain-marred first round.
Vogelsang continued to play excellent golf,

firing a 79 for one of the day's best rounds,
while Hoover dropped off the pace with an 85.

Track

A solid team effort led tlie track team to an

'-67 win over R.P.I, at Weston Field last

iiesday.

Mike Reed won both hurdles races with Bob
shley finishing second both times. Dave
arker won the 440 and Stan Fri made his

«son debut with a third. Scott Perry won the

!0, and the 440 relay team also won.

Rich Remmer won the discus and added a

lir of seconds. Dave McLaughry won the

)le vault, Perry the long jump, and Parker

le high jump.

The Ephs took eleven second places in

rteen events and Joe Newsome added a tie

r second in the 220.

J.V. Lacrosse

The JV lacrosse team chalked up its first

ctory in six games last Saturday, downing

PI, 9-5. at Cole Field. Duff Andersori lopped

II Eph scorers witli four goals and an assist

ellow attackman Jeff Boscamp was close

eliind with two of each, while captain Jack

iler put two by the Engineer goalie. Jeff

nisely closed out tlie Williams scoring, and

[ark Ibsen added a successful feed,

oaltender Jim Ford totaled 11 saves.

In two previous games last week the junior

Ephs fell to Mount Hermon, 8-3, and Dart-

mouth, 15-3.

Tennis is 8th in

New England
The varsity and freshman tennis teams

traveled to Hartford, Conn., on Monday and
recorded a double shutout over the Trinity

Bantams.
Worried by the absence of Charlie Ein-

siedler (bad back) and Alan Wall (class), the

varsity put together their best team pei^

formance of the season to rub out any hopes of

a Bantam upset. Trinity managed to win only

one set during the afternoon.

Inspired by the varsity performance, the

freshman team almost managed a

duplication, but yielded one set in singles and

one in doubles.

Over 30 teams ffom all over New England

participated in the Intercollegiates at Mid-

dlebury this past weekend, with Williams

finishing eighth. Sam Bronfman was the top

performer for the E(^s as he reached the

semifinals in his singles division before

dropping a close match to Harvard's no. 6

player, Danny Waldman.
Bronfman and Mayo Shattuck justified

their no. 4 seeding in the C Doubles division by

advancing easily to the semifinals where they

lost to the top-seeded Harvard duo, 7-6, 7-6.

With all players apparently recovered from

the various ailments that have plagued the

team since the beginning of the season and

which have forced Imeup changes in the last

four matches, the racketmen are determined

to capture a third straight Little Three tennis

title this week by defeating Wesleyan at home
on Wednesday and Amherst away on

Saturday.

-\

THERE'LL BE NO
FRETTINO

IF I'M AT YOUR
WEDOINOI 9

Fitzgerald, meanwhile, chose the front-nine

for his own personal type of punishment—

a

one-under par 34. Despite soaring to a 44 on
the final nine holes of the day, Fitzgerald was
the eventual winner by three strokes with a
157 total. Vogelsang cariie out of the pack to

finish third with 161.

The Lord Jeffs were able to withstand a
strong surge by Colby to emerge as the top
tedm, whije Williams finished fourth,
creating a strong motive for knocking off the
tough Jeffs in the Little Three championshipe
on May 13.

Goff took his squad to Hanover, N.H. this

afternoon for an encounter with the Big Green
of Dartmouth. The Ephs will return home on
Sunday to do battle with Sprmgfield and AIC
in prearation for the Little Three.

Self-nominations for the positions of

.-and Treasurer of the C^IIeie^
Council should be submitted to Dean
Roosenraad's office by 4:00, Wednesday
May 14. Both positions have voting power
on the Council; the Treasurer is

traditionally the Chairman of the Finance
Committee.
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Ephs frustrated by one-run losses
byNickCrUUano

Despite a total of 21 hits, another fine pit-

ching exhibition by Pete Eshelman in one

game, and an errorless team performance in

the other, the Williams baseball team
dropped two more one-run games last weeli,

both by identical 5-4 scores.

The losses, to Amherst and North Adams,
were the Purple's fifth and sixth one-run

defeats of the season and dropped their

record to a dismal and frustrating 3-8.

At Amherst on Tuesday, the Lord Jeffs

scored their five in the first two innings on

only four hits and two Williams miscues in the

field. (Does that sound vaguely familiar?)

The five-run outburst spoiled what turned out

to be another impressive hurling stint by

Eshelman, who struck out 11,- walked only

four, and allowed just one hit the rest of the

way. , The ,

jugior southpaw now has 53

strikeouts in 44 innings this season.

Forced to play catchup, the Ephs tagged

Lord Jeff winner Paul Vata for 10 hits, and"

.managed one run each in the first and seventh

and a pair in the fourth. RBI's by Bryan

Smith and Jim Baldwin, a home run by Jim
Trapp, and a wild pitch by Vata accounted for

the Williams scoring.

At Weston Field on Saturday, North Adams
got two runs in both the seventli

and eighth innings to twice overcome

WiUiams leads. The key hit in both innings f<»-

the Mohawks was a triple. In tlie seventh it

was a two-run drive down tlie right field line

ttiat knocked out starter Rick Mahoney, and

in ttie eighth it was a one-run shot to left off

loser Steve Maier. The winning run then came
in on a single.

Failure tocome up with the big inning when
the opportunity presents itself has been the

biggest frustration for the Ephs this season

(only once tliis season Itave they scored

more than four runs in an inning), and this

frustration was capsulized in the seventh

inning against North Adams.
With the bases loaded, only one out, two

runs already in, and the Ej^s leading 4-3,

Maury Matteodo had the perfect opportunity

to put the game away for the Purple. He had

already driven in two runs in the game (his

eighth and ninth of the season), was batting

.315, and had consistently been the Ephs'

hardest hitter all year long.
'

Well, the Eph centerfielder did hit the ball

hard—right back at the Mohawk pitcher. His

return toss to the catcher got one out, and the

latter's peg to first nailed Matteodo to

kill the Williams rally.

Both teams had 11 hits, and neither team

ever led by more than a run. Williams had no

(photo by Read)

Scott Perry '76 winning the 220 in 22.6 during Ephs' Little Three victory at

Wesleyan on Saturday.

Lacrosse upsets Wesleyan
by Dennis O'Shea

Salvaging a previously winless week, the

varsity lacrosse team, ranked eighth in New
England, knocked off fifth-rated Wesleyan

last Saturday in Middletown to even the Eph-

men's record at 4-4. Earlier in the week
Williams had dropped two other road en-

counters, to Long Island power C.W. Post, 11-

8, and to unranked Dartmouth, 9-8, in over-

time.

Wesleyan's field was about as spacious as a

Mission Park bedroom, and the close quar-

ters resulted in a level of violence more
usually associated with box lacrosse, with 27

servable penalties recorded during the 60

minute contest. The man-down defensive unit

shone despite the continual pressure,

allowing the Cardinals satisfaction on only

two of 17 disadvantage situations while the

extra-man squad converted three of their ten

opportunities.

Soph midfielder Jamie Taylor scored 12

seconds after the opening face-off and was hot

all day, totaling four goals, three of them

unassisted. Phil Hartigan capped a hat trick

with his team high ninteenth goal of the

season.

The fine defensive effort at Wesleyan was

not foreshadowed Tuesday against Post, who
depended on ten attack goals and seven

assists, scored mostly on broken situations, to

get by the Ephs. A lack of consistency marred

the occasional brilliance that kept Williams in

the game. Taylor headed the Purple's stat

sheets with two goals and an assist, but the

starting attack, which has accounted for 67 of

121 Eph points this year, managed only two

goals and three feeds all aftemooa

On the strength of a strong midfield offense

Dartmouth cruised to a 4-1 first period lead in

Thursday's game. But the Ephs, sparked by

Hartigan'sfour goal performance, eventually

tied things up and forced the Big Green into

an overtime showdown. The Ephmen went
ahead in the first four minutes, but after

intermission two Dartmouth goals, including

a garbage goal off a defenseman's back, won
it for the Hanoverians.

Consistent performers over the week in-

cluded junior middle Scott Supplee, who
dented the nets four times, and feeders Bob
Pinkard and Steve Dietrick, who each sup-

plied five assists. Goalie Bob Harryman had a

tmsy week, averaging 14 saves a game, while

co-netminder Harland Chun finished out the

Post game and preserved the Wesleyan win,

making seven stops each time. Defensively

the Ephs played poorly only at Post. Bob
Marquess, Scott MacLachlan, and Peter
linger, with Patch Mason, Carlton Tucker
and Emmet Creahan rotating in, allowed only

five attack goals and an assist in the week's
other games.
Two games, against Middlebury and

Amherst, close out the varsity's home
schedule this week. Both games are crucial to

the Ephmen's chances for a berth in the

ECAC College Division New England
Tournament, and Saturday's tilt with the

Lord Jeffs will determine the Little Tiiree

.championship. It's especially tempting to

play the comparative scores game this week,
its obvious unreliability notwithstanding.

Wesleyan has played and beaten tmth of this

week's opponents, topping Amherst, 7-4, on a

three goal fourth period splurge, and edging

Middlebury, 9-8, in overtime

errors, while the Mohawks committed two,

one of which led direcUy to a WiUiams run.

This week, the Ephs travel to R.F.I, on

Tuesday, Middlebury on Wednesday, and

then host defending Little Three ch«tmp

Amherst in a doubleheader on Saturday at

Weston Field, 1 p.m. Last Sunday's game at

A.I.C. was cancelled due to rain and will be

replayed either Sunday or Monday.

Track captures

Little Three title

by Scott A. Lutrey

Finally getting their act together, the

Williams track team finished up the dual

meet season with a bang. After disposing of a

strong RPI squad 87-67 during the week, the

Ephs went down to Wesleyan on Saturday and

when the smoke cleared, came back with the

Little Three championship. In a meet where

the tout sheets were frequently off, the

favored Purple found a winning 85 points to 63

for Amherst and 44 for Wesleyan.

From the track it looked as though Dick

Farley's crew would chuck away the whole

affair, winning only one of the fu-st five

running events. Williams depth, which won

the meet, was evident nonetheless, as the

Purple went on to score two men in every

track event, bar one. When the news of triple

victories by Rich Remmer in the weights and

a sweep in the discus reached the track, the

Ephs started breaking tapes, and quickly it

was all over but the shouting.

The first event to go into the scorebook was

the long jump, with Scott Perry and Regan

Miller going two-four behind a pair of

Amherst jumpers. Dave Parker and Bob
Ashley checked in with three-four in the high

jump beneath two competitors from
Wesleyan.

A misplayed hand-off negated some quick

running and the Purple 440 relay finished last.

Amherst marathoner Peter Milliard fought

his way clear of a fast field to win the mile,

tieing Jay Haug's (Williams '73) meet record

of 4:21.5. Ten yards back was defending

champion Ken Leinbach in 4:22.9, with Dan
Sullivan fourth in 4:23.8.

For the fourth straight year Mike Reed won
the high hurdles, lowering his own meet
record to 14.8 secorids; Ashley finished third.

Wesleyan's Carlton Odim outleaded Reed at

the tape to win the 440 in 50.8, while Parker's

time from another heat was good for third.

The Cardinals added the 100 and 880 to their

victory list, but were closely followed by Eph-
men. Perry and Joe Newsome finished three-

four in the former event, while Leinbach
came back for another second in the latter

event in 1:59.6, and marathoner Scott Lutrey
repeated his Boston performance by passing

Milliard in the home straight, finishing third

in 2jf00.8.

In the weight events, Remmer won the shot
at 47' 3", surpassing the meet record set by
Tom Lester, Williams '72. After a win in the

hammer, Remmer threw the discus over 150',

Tom Detmer, Steve Kelley, and Bob Duffy
were all over 130', and the Ephs swept.
Detmer also contributed a fourth in the

javelin.

There was also disappointment played out
at the track. In the 440 hurdles Mike Reed fell

over the eighth hurdle and did not finish. Bob
Ashley had tripped on the seventh hurdle but
managed to keep his feet and his time of 57.0

held up for the win. Perry and Mike Schiff-

miller scored three-four in the triple jump.
Off a good start Perry blazed through the

220 tape in 22.6; Newsome, who began
quicker, finished third. Having an off-day,

Dave McLaughry cleared only 13' in the pole
vault and settled for a first place tie.

Following the early pace Frank Carr took
off with a mile to go and won the three mile by
sixty yards in 15:05, inside John Huggin's
(Amherst 1974) meet record. Gary James did

his hustling in the last 880 and kicked into

second in 15:16.1; senior Paul Skudder
finished out of the scoring in 15:28.

The mile relay was a showcase of Williams
talent as the outcome was never in doubt. Co
captain Reed led off, co-captain Stan Fri

doubled the lead, and Perry and Parker just

flew; the quartet lowered Wesleyan's 1972

meet record to 3:26.3, and that was it.

Coach Farley now has two consecutive
Little Three victories for his mantlepiece.
Before '74, Williams had last won in 1963,

during the Tony Plansky era. The young Ephs
that finish the season with a 5-3 record, and
individuals now go on to championship meets,
beginning with the Easterns at Bowdoin on
Saturday. »

,

(photo by Brewer)
Athlete of the Week—Rich Remmer.

Athlete of Week
Sophomore Rich Remmer won the shot put,

the hammer throw, and the discus throw as
Williams swept to the Little Three track and
field championship at Wesleyan on Saturday.

Remmer's shot put al47'3" set a new meet
record.

Honorable Mention: varsity lacrosse at-

tackman Phi! Hartigan, who had eight goals

and one assist in three games last week. The
performance gave the junior a team high 19

goals.

Honorable Mention: freshman golfer

Colleen Lyons, who led the all-male Williams

freshman golf team with a low score of 88 in

the team's loss to Hotchkiss last Thursday.

She became the first female medalist ever for

a Williams golf team.

Womens crew
looking strong

by Sue Blake

The spring crew season had a slow start at

Williams, thanks to the uncooperative
Berkshire weather. Spring vacation in

Washington and Philadelphia saw Coach

Marcus' Ephwomen developing into an ex

tremely strong and talented squad. In

scrimmages against George Washington

University and the University of Virginia, the

Williams varsity eight clearly dominated
The real test was to come in Philadelphia,

against Vesper Boat Club, the current

National Champions. Highwinds made
rowing on the Schulkyll impossible and the

Williams squad headed north without the

important test. The squad returned to

Williamstown only to be greeted by six inches

of snow and a frozen lake.

The thawing snow and ice made practices

difficult and the crew lost valuable water

time. The first race on April twelfth was

against B.U., Syracuse, and U. Penn. on the

Charles River in Boston. The Williams crew

rowed a strong race under bad conditions and

finished a close third (0.9 seconds off the

winning time). The varsity four had an im-

pressive showing, coming in second to a

strong B.U. team.

April nineteenth was to t)e a home race, but

with Lake Onota still frozen, the crew jour-

neyed to Amherst to meet MIT and the

University (rf Rhode Island. Once again, the

lack of practice experience showed and the

crew finished Second to the MIT team over

the 1500 meter course.

Lake Onota finally opened and the next

week was spent in intensive long practices in

preparation for Saturday's race against

Wesleyan and Princeton at Middletown; and

the results were finally favorable.

In the varsity fours race, Williams rowed to

an easy first place win over two Wesleyan

boats. Encouraged by the four's victory, the

eight was ready for its first win of the season.

The race was close, with the Ephs pulling

ahead in the final few strokes to beat the

Tigers by two seats (about four feet), with

Wesleyan a distant third. The victory won the

Williams crew the Elizabeth R. Neal trophy

and much confidence for the races ahead.

Members of the women's crew are, in the

varsity four: Lisa Kimbrough '78, cox, Patty

Mullen '78, stroke, Ginny Senear '77, Julie

Rand '78, and Anne Youngling '78, bow, and in

tlie varsity eight: Leigh McCobb '76, cox,

Susan Blake '76, stroke, Lee Nash '75, Sue

Tuttle '78, Anne Eisenmenger '76, Laurie

Abbott '77, Beth Hardesty '76, Barbara

Jackson '78, and Suzie Case '78, bow.

The Williams women took that confidence

with them this past weekend when they met

Radcliffe in Bostoa The four once again

showed its strong and aggressive form by

rowing a hard race that remained in the

balance until the last few seconds. They were

finally able to hold off the opponents and

crossed the finish line 1.3 seconds ahead of

Radcliffe. The eight was not so fortunate and

came in second to the Radcliffe varsity. It

was a disappointing loss, but there is still a

week to improve and the Williams women
should turn in an impressive showing at the

Eastern SprinU in Connecticut this weekend.
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As prospective applicants tour the camp
AdmisstdMLO/fice.

us/the Class of '79 takes shape in the

by David R. Ross

Two hundred ninety three tp^n and 190

women have agreed to enter Vt^illiams as the

Class of '79 next fall, accorditigto Director of

"Admissions Philip F. Smith.

At the moment, 292 rcxmis are allocated for

freshman men and^ISS for women. Smith

declared that in the past few years "about 10

students" have withdrawn from the freshman

class after May 15. He saw no difficulty in

matching freshmen with available rooms.

Of 609 men accepted, 292 declared their

intention to come; 190 of 357 accepted women
plan to join the class.

Of 500 students initially placed on the

waiting list, four men have been offered

admission. At press time, one had agreed to

come. The waiting list has now been reduced

to 30 men and 20 women.
Of those students accepted, but who did not

choose to attend Williams, 72 per cent of the

men and 60 per cent of the women will attend

Ivy League colleges.

According to Smith, Williams lost "about

ten students to Amherst and slightly less to

Wesleyan."

toughen
He noted, "We were a good deal tougher on

who we accepted this year," mentioning that

many students on the waiting list here were
accepted by top Ivy League colleges.

Impeachment

Rep Jordan
to speak at ;

commencement
The Honorable Barbara, C. Jordan,

Democratic Representative from Texas, will

be the speaker at Williams' I86th Com-
mencement, President John W. Chandler
announced at the annual Senior Dinner last

Monday night.

Chandler also revealed that Vincent Bar-
nett, Jr., James Phinney Baxter, 3rd
Professor of History and Public Affairs, will

de liver the Bacca laureate address,
Jordan has represented the 18th

Congressional District since January of ,1973

and last year received national attention as a
member of the House Judiciary Committee
investigating articles of impeachment
against President Richard M. Nixon.

She graduated magna cum laude from
Texas Southern University and in 1959

received her J.D. from Boston University
Law School. Jordan served as Administrative
Assistant to the County Judge of Harris
County, Texas until her election in 1%6 to the

Tpxas Senate. She was the first black elected

to that body since 1883, and was elected

President Pro Tempore in 1972.

In addition to her membership on the House
Judiciary Committee, she is serving on the

will

Federal regulations create problems

Representative Barbara Jordan
speak at Commencement.
House Committee on Government Operations

and the Steering and Policy Committee of the

House Democratic Caucus. The Speaker of

the House has given her a special ap-

pointment to a task force developing an action

agenda for the 94th Congress.

Jordan, 39, is a member of the State Bar of

Texas, the Massachusetts Bar, The American
Bar Association, the Texas Trial Lawyer's
Association, the N.A.A.C.P. and the SouUiern
Regional Council. She is serving as a member

please turn to page three

President John W. Chandler

Survey showsWHAP support
by Joseph Drosdick

A short while ago the Williams Hunger

Action Project conducted a survey of

Williams students and their reactions to

WHAP goals and activities. Questionnaires

were distributed in major dining halls and

completed by 462 students, or approximately

a quarter of the student body.

The questionnaires revealed that fully two-

thirds of those students responding affirmed

the present policy of one meatless and one

beefless day each week. Another 29 per cent

favored extension of that policy to three or

four days per week.

However, most students reacted less

favorably to the quality of the vegetarian

meals served in major dining halls. Only 6 per

cent rated vegetarian meals as excellent,

while another 29 per cent rated the meals as

good. The remainder—nearly two-thirds of all

students responding—rated the meals

mediocre to poor. Many students commented

that support of the vegetarian policy would

probably increase if meal quality improved.

The observation was also made that food

waste would diminish as well.

A substantial portion of the student body is

also turning to the Baxter vegetarian line as a

foodfare alternative. Fourteen per cent of the

students used the Baxter Vegetarian line

often, and five per cent reported that they

used it always. ^..

So while 68 per cent of the students survey

supported the college policy of one meatless

and one beefless day each week, 65 per cent of

the students rated vegetarian meals from

mediocre to poor. When questioned whether

voluntary once-a-week lunch fasts should be

adopted as college policy, the student cross-

section was more evenly split, with 57 per

cent favoring a voluntary fast policy and 43

per cent opposing it.

The WHAP questionnaire also asked

students to respond to its activities and

proposals. 94 per cent of the students said that

they attended activities sponsored by WHAP
infrequently or never. Despite the lack of

support for extra-curricular activities,

however, 244 students indicated that they

would be interested in courses or winter study

programs dealing with global hunger,

nutrition, and related issues.

by Jim Cohen

^ "We're having more and more
requirements put on by Federal agencies. If

this trend continues, we'll be regulated like

public utilities,"

This warning was Williams College
President John W. Chandler's reaction to

three recent government actions that affect

the autonomy of private colleges. The
Buckley Amendment to the 1974 General
Education Provisions Acts and proposed
Internal Revenue Service and Office of

Education regulations, he predicted, will

increase college paperwork and infringe on
policy making.
Since November, the Buckley Amendment

has required educational institutions to make
all official data on a student available to his

parents of the student if he is 18 years old.

Admissions Director Phihp Smith said it

hinders the admissions process by reducing
the flow and credibility of information from
the secondary schools.

Proposed regulations from the IRS would
require colleges to keep records on ad-

missions, employment and financial aid

applications and include reasons for rejec-

tion. A college failing to comply will endanger
its tax-exempt status.

"The biggest problem is created for

department chairmen," Chandler said.

"Some get hundreds of applications for jobs."

Admissions already keeps files, but the

emphasis is on reasons for acceptance, not

rejection, the President said.

The Office of Education regulations would
set formulas for determining financial need in

cases involving Federal money. In the past,

Williams could use the College Scholarship

Service or American College Testing
program formulas in determining the size of

Federal grants to students. "The Federal
government jwould be determining what we
would have to budget (for financial aid) . We'd
also worry about changing formulas from
year to year. Federal agencies are notorious

for changing their minds and making up their

minds very late."

Implementation of the rule has been
postponed until fall 1976.

According to Chandler, these acts represent
efforts to increase accountability and to

prevent discrimination in hiring and ad-

missions policies.

"Their justification is that Federal money
is going to Williams so agencies feel the

money must be accounted for." The financial

please turn to page three

Trivia contest this Friday night
by Chris Satullo

Trivia time approaches and the cry of

"Megatons!" will soon be heard again in the

land. The eighteenth edition of the Semi-

annual Williams College Trivia Contest will

begin at the stroke of midnight Friday night

and run its antic course through the wee hours

of Saturday morning until its 8 A.M. climax.

Running this semester's contest, to be aired

as usual by WCFM, will be those diabolical

trivia masterminds from Carter House who

call themselves The House of Gee. They

earned this honor by virtue of their handy

victory (with a record point total) in the

contest run last December by General

Bumble.

Team spokesman Peter Zaccagnino '75

says team members have been working hard

for months selecting the 100 odd questioni?

which will furnish the evening's principal

challenge. He warns that The House of Gee

has several innovations planned, such as a

possibility for a 'three-point play' on

especially difficult questions and an ex-

pansion of the trivia action category begun so

memorably by General Bumble with the

Teaberry Shuffle.

The contest's organizers are hopeful that

they will not encounter the same harassment

from New England Telephone which

threatened (,to cancel last semester's

festivities. Ma Bell willing, the contest should

feature a tight battle between several highly-

pysched and tradition-laden teams.

The favorite is Bomo, which will be

bolstered by the return of its spiritual leaders,

Vic Abnee '74 and Peter Gundlach '74. Ready

Ifyou can supply the names that go with these regal faces, you might have a shot
at Friday night's 18th Semi-Annual Trivia Contest. Answer below.

to challenge Pimo and friends is another long-

time power, Whammo, rumored to be led by

well-known stars Bob Kittredge '75 and Dick

Weinberg '74. And one of the contest's

proudest names, the Grand Duchy of Fen-

wick, is in possession of an awesome secret

weapon which it will unveil Friday night.

Continued strong performances might also be
expected from last contest's surprising fresh-

man entries, Buda Bear and Sage Seven.

In order to help you prepare for this titenic

struggle, The House of Gee offers these

sample questions: 1. On the Bowery Boys,

what were Slip and Satch's real names? 2. On
Ballwinkle, what two government

organizations did Captain Peter PeacKftizz
work for? 3. Who was the only player to win
an AL batting title witbotft hitting a home
run? 4. Who did th&Voise of the Jolly Green
Giant? 5. In Thelast Picture Show, what four
movies are either seen on the screen or
named on the marquee?
Answers— 1. Horace Debussy Jones,

Terence Aloysius Mahoney; 2. G II, Weather
Bureau; 3. Rod Carew; 4. Herschel Bemardi
5. Iwo Jima, Father of the Bride, She Wore a
Yellow Ribbon, and Red River. The photo is of
King Crimson, which performed at Williams
in the fall of '73. From the left David Cross,
Bill Bruford, John Wetton and Robert Fripp!
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Behind the Scenes
Journalism is a collective effort anU the RecordAdvocate is no exception.
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are singled out either in by-lines or on the masthead, certain individuals
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put the whole thing together.

Miss Smith—she puts the ReAd staff on wheels at B&G for their pilgrimages
to the printers, sometimes creating cars out of thin air and paperwork.
John English and the Alumni Office—for giving us a good public image by
getting our issues mailed to subscribers like clockwork every week.
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both named and anonymous which combine to make journalism at Williams
so warm.
Finally, we thank the campus as a whole for being there when this all comes
together. Now, it's summer . . . ^

Shaky Russian dissident lives
by Bill Dahling

Soviet dissident PaVel Litvinov— said that

"the purpose of persecution was to atomize

society," in a speech on April 29. He spoke

and answered questions for over an hour,

giving a general overview of the Russian

struggle for human rights.

Litvinov's grandfather, Maxim, was a

foreign minister under Stalin. Maxim
proposed total disarmament at the

Preparatory Commission of the League of

Nations Disarmament Conference in 1928,

and was known for his pro-Western orien-

tation.

Pavel had his major scrape with the KGB in

1968. He and several other protestors were

demonstrating in Red Square against the

Russian policy towards the Dubcek regime in

Czechoslovakia. According to Litvinov, "we
were arrested for blocking traffic in Red
Square. If you have been in Red Square, you

would know that there are no cars allowed

(there)."

Oppression under Stalin was ruthless,

according toLitvinbv: The State's method for

throttling dissension was effected by "sen-

ding considerable parts of minority groups to

labor camps. The leader was shot. It was

hoped that the rest would forget their gripes

and become silent."

Now, persecution is cirried on in a slightly

different fashion. Litvinov said that "most

often, jobs are taken away. That is

everything. They (the jobless) are called

'parasites,' and are sent to labor camps."

Litvinov described the complex process by

which Soviets avoid government censorship

of published documenU. The method is called

"samizdat," he said, which roughly tran-

slates into "self publishing house." "A chain

reaction starts," Litvinov said, "when

manuscripts are individually typed up."

Copies gradually begin to circulate and dif-

fuse into society. All manuscripts had to be

individually hand-typed as a means of

publishing, "since only the State can use

Xerox machines," Litvinov commented.
Gradually, a manuscript would filter its

way outside of Russia, and the process called

"tamizdat" ("'there' publishing house")

would take over. 'There' means outside

Russia, and a manuscript that is mass
produced and published outside Russia "is

given new life," Litvinov said.

In the question and answer period, Litvinov

stressed the importance of the Jackson

Amendment to the USA-USSR Trade Bill.

"Just the threat of the amendment was im-

portant," he said. "The Soviet Union wanted
the most favored nation status, and had to try

to show how easy it was (for Jews) to

emigrate." Litvinov admitted that "I know
Jackson does not think about Jews all that

much. It helps him in poUtics, but that makes
no difference." He also noted, "The resultant

focus of world-wide opinion is important."

On the subject of normalized USA USSR
relations Litvinov commented that "without

detente, no human rights movement could

exist in the Soviet union".

The overall need for human rights in the

USSR was best summed up by Litvinov's, "I

am sure that the very possibility of freedom is

necessary and free discussion, nothing can be

solved."

Litvinov is a eoeditor of the "Chronicle of

Human Events in the USSR."

CORRECTION
The average grade for the Astonomy

Department during the 1973%J4 was ap-

proximately 8.5, in line with other Depart-

ments. Since all courses in the joint

Astronomy and Physics major except senior

thesis are listed in either the Astronomy or in

the Physics Department, the "average
grade" of 11.0 given in the ReAd article a few
weeks ago for Astronomy-Physics referred

only to the single A received on his thesis by

the single senior major in Astronomy and

Physics last year.

Letters to the Editor

Sex Role Study

To the editor:

In your article on women faculty at

Williams (ReAd, 4-30-75), you refer to a

research study which we conducted to In-

vestigate the attitude of men and women
students toward men and women poets. Since

neither of us was asked about this study

(although one of us was interviewed by the

ReAd reporter), and since there are several

inaccuracies in your report, we are writing to

clarify the nature of the investigation.

First, the study was not conducted in a

Psychology class, nor was it conducted last

year, as reported. Rather, every fr^hman of

the class of 1976 was given the opportunity to

ilimteer to participate in the investigation .

(310 students did so, representing about 70 per

cent of the class.)

Second, we did not find that Williams

students were biased against women poets.

The results were much more complex, and

depended on life history factors of the alleged

poets (such as where they went to school,

where they had worked and published

previously, etc.), rather than on sex alone. It

would seem that Williams students are too

sophisticated to base judgments on a simple

male-female dichotomy.

Phebe Cramer
George Geothals

PE and Liberal Arts

In conclusion to an ordeal; P. E.

requirement: face to face with contradiction?

It is hard to believe that an institution, at

least ostensibly interested in higher

education, would at graduation time withhold

the diploma from a person whose only

deficiency relative to a degree is the lack of a

P.E. credit.'That is to say that roughly twenty

thousand dollars and 32 satisfactorily com-
pleted academic courses later, a college

degree is denied for the lack of P.E. Vet, to

date, Williams College threatens to support

such a policy; a policy which in several ways
seems contradictory to a liberal arts

education.

A definition of liberal arts provides two
meanings. (1) "medieval studies comprising
the trivium and-or the quadrivium." Physical
Education appears in neither of these for-

mations. (2) "to provide a chiefly general
knowledge and to develop general intellectual

capacities." It seems fair to assume that the

majority of college students might already
have a general awareness of physicality, by
way of a certain association and familiarity

with their own bodies that since birth has
been accruing, without the help of P.E. It also

seems fair to say that P.E. develops general
intellectual capacities in a very minor way.
A little over a decade ago, there reigned a

requirement that students here at Williams
College attend chapel. When that
requirement was abolished, Williams
relinquished its hold, as it were, over the
student's soul. The question remains, how
then can Williams College rightly claim
jurisdiction over the student's body? If the
human being is a structure or configuration of

physical, biological, psychological, and
spiritual phenomena so integrated as to

constitute a living entity with properties not
derivable from its parts in summation, then
the P.E. requirement is indeed problematic;
that is to say, an institution cannot respond
with integrity one way to the soul and mind of
an individual and another way to his body.
Perhaps the College might consider the
alternatives: bringing back chapel
requirement or geUing rid of, the P.E.
requirement?

Richard Macsherry

A senior English major
lacking P.E. credit

with hopes of graduating

in spite of.

Author favors PE
To the editors:

Dear Sirs:

Such is the constitution of man, that labor
may be styled its own reward; nor will any
external incitements be requisite, if it be
considered how much happiness is gained,
and how much misery escaped by frequent
and violent agitation of the body.
Ease is the utmost that can be hoped From a

sedenUry and unactive habit; ease, a neutral
state between pain and pleasure The dance of
spirits, the bound of vigor, readiness of en-

terprise, and defiance of fatigue, are reserved
.
for him that braces his nerves, and hardens
his fibres, that keeps his limbs pliant with
motion, and by frequent exposure forUfies his
frame against the common accidents of cold
and heat.

Exercise cannot wcure us from that
dissolution to which we are decreed; but
while the soul and body continue united, it can"^
make the association pleasing, and give >
probable hopes that they shall be disjoined by

"^

an easy separation.

It is necessary to that perfection of which
our present state is capable, that the mind
and body should both be kept in action; that
neither the faculties of the one nor of the other
be suffered to grow lax or torpid for want of
use; that neither health be purchased by
voluntary submi^ion to ignorance, nor
knowledge cultivated at the expense of that
health, which must enable it either to give
pleasure to its possessor or assistance to •
others. It is too frequently the pride of
Tstudents to despise those amusements and
recreations which give to the rest of mankind
strength of limbs and cheerfulness of heart.

Solitude and contemplation are indeed
seldom consistent with such skill in common
exercises or sports as is necessary to make
them practised with delight, and no man is

willing to do that of which the necessity is not

pressing and immediate, when he knows that

his awkwardness must make him ridiculous,

I am, sirs, your
Humble & Obed.

Srvnt,

Samuel Johnson

Get Involved!

To the editor:

Despite the fact that we are all closing in on
final papers and exams, I hope that everyone
will take the time to seriously consider

nominating themselves to ope of the many
committees open for appointments (see ar-

ticle in this issue). A position on any one of

these committees provides the chance to

influence college policy decisions. We hope to

have a very active committee structure next

year and it requires your support and in-

terest. Please drop off your nominations at

the Deans Office before the end of the year.

An indication of your qualifications and in-

terest should be included in each nomination.

Mayo Shattuck

Williams Reality

Dear editor:

A response to "Free From Freshman Ten"

The scene is a green single in a freshman
dormitory. A young man lies in the dark

unable to sleep. The date is April 25 and his

bloated beer belly protrudes perturbingly.

The last girl that went out with him insisted

that she pay her own way, and that was in

October. Since then only liquor has kept him
warm at night.

Welcome to Williams Reality.

Karen Leaf

Jeanne Mullen

Job Jots
U.S. Coast Guard

Auditions are being held (5-27, 5-28, 5-29, 5-

31) for openings in the Band. Enlistment in

the band requires no basic training.

Salary: $572 - $650 a month.

t'amp Opening

Postilions are available at the ALOHA
HIVE CAMP in Ely, Vermont. Season

runs from July 1st to August 19th.

(Located 20 miles north of Hanover, N.H.)

Contact OCC for details.

JUNIORS: If you took the April LSAT,
please report your scores to the OCC
before leaving campus for the summer. If

you would like to discuss application

process or anything else related to law

school with the (XIC prelaw adviser with

whom you will be working next year, you

should make an appointment with him-her

sometime during the next three weeks.

Call Katie at 2311 and she will take care of

appt. times.

Wells College:

The Office of Admissions at the Aurora,

N.V. college anticipates an opening on its

staff for an Assistant Director of Ad-

missions. This is an entry-level position.

Starting date—July l. For further in-

formation, contact OCC.
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Council solicits committee self-nominations
Self-nominations are now being accepted

for student and student-faculty committees.

Due to the fact that the semester is now en-

ding, the College Council will not announce

the appointments until the second or ttiird

week of the 197&-76 school year. The ap-

plications will be available outside of the

Student Affairs Office in Baxter Hail. Com-
pleted forms ar6 to be submitted to the Dean's

Office no latei' than the end of finals week.

When completing the application form,

please indicate your qualifications for the

committee to which you are applying. The
following is a list of the committees affecting

College policies, and a short summary of their

functions:

Admissions—reviews operations of present

admissions policies, organizes campus visits

for applicants in the late winter and early

spring. Does not make recommendations

about applicants.

Afro-American Stjudies—attempts to

Food for thought

If, as Ludvyig Feuerbach said, we are what
we eat, then according to the latest figures

under the "Golden Arciies" Americans must
surely resemble some variant of the tiam-

burg. This is not to say that we are all simply

burgers; some of us, after all, may well be

"Big Macs" or even "Quarter Pounders."

Nonetheless, it seems clear that we have on

the whole been sold on the hamburger-milk

shake mentality, a perverse ideology whose
immense propaganda machine depicts

images of an idiotic clown dancing through

"Hamburgerland," hand-in-hand with an

apple turnover and a side order of fries. It is a

system where so-called managers police the

premise, blowing whistles at unsuspecting

patrons, forcing them to recite verbatim the

magical ingredients they just devoured.

I speak of an international network with

present branches in Paris, London, New York
and other foreign cities. It is not difficult to

imagine the tremendous political power such

a vast empire might wield. Inconceivable,

you say, to have a Ronald McDonald or a

strawt)erry shake in Congress or even the

highest office of th^ land? I suggest we
seriously re-examine the record of the past

few years.

World-wide this leviathan boasts sales in

the vicinity of fifteen billion burgers, give or

take the three or four billion discrepancy

between various franchises. Nevertheless,

ten billion-plus is a sizeable amount by

anyone's count and given their ability to sell

anything between sesame-seed buns (a

package which already includes eggs, fish,

and their version of meat), one might well

envision annual sales approaching infinity.

With expansion to round-the-clock service,

one is now offered a breakfast of, amongst

other things, an "EggMcMuffin," toast, and

a morning issue of the local journal, more
commonly referred to as "Mc News."

It seems that nothing is sacred in the in-

nermost circles of this organization, where

last McFebruary, the political sick-joke

reached new depths with the inception of the

"Hearst-burger," the one with no patty. Yet

undoubtedly. Big Mac, with all his fries and

shakes, is destined to t)ecome an indelible

feature of the American scene. Alas, this

bastion of txirgers is but one of many in a long

line of fast service, eat-it-and-beat-it stands

which include Burger King, Jack of the Box,

and Queen Dairy. Surely "we all deserve a

break today" as never before, but next time

you feel those pangs of hunger, smile and say

. . . chicken chou mein, hot tamale, Boston

cream pie—anything but "cheeseburger."

lntnMUiUit^

THE

CLIP
SHOP
.^ ^ainuUUtf piact for both 1^1

Si Spring Street

Willtamstown.Ma.

For Appointment

Call4SB-9li7

From 9:00 A.M. to 6:30 P.M.

develop a full program: course sequences,
lecture series, WSP's, studies abroad, ex-
changes with black schools, etc. which relate
to the black experience.

Area Studies—Recommends desired
courses, changes in the requirements.
Athletics—Advises and consults with the

Director of Athletics on matters involving
athletics, physical education, and recreation.

By-Laws (New)—will compile all of the

College Council rules and regulations; update
the constitution; and evaluate the present
structure as to its effectiveness and make
recommendations for reform.

Calendar and Schedule— makes recom-
mendations to the faculty concerning the

academic calendar and the scheduling of

classes.

Computer Services—concerned with their

operation at the College. Makes recom-
mendations to the Faculty or appropriate

administrative officers.

EvaluatlonStudy-^concerned with ways of

improving the evaluation of Tnstruction;

provides each semester with a standard
course evaluation questionnaire.

Financial Aid (new)—will evaluate the

College policy concerning financial aid,

particularly in light of inci>easing costs for the

College. Will also look into employment op-

portunities for financial aid students.

Library—consult with and advise the

College Librarian on matters of library

policy, including the allocation of the pur-

chases budget among departments.

Lecture—schedules and arranges for

visiting lectures, often in cooperation with

departments and campus organizations.

Physical Plant—concerned with the

physical expansion plans of the College; will

Sawyer to lead

Mellon in June
Former President John E. Sawyer has been

elected by the Trustees of The Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation to succeed Nathan M.
Pusey as the Foundation's President when
Mr. Pusey, who will have reached the age of

68, retires in June this year.

Sawyer joined the Foundation as Vice-

President in 1974 following his retirement as

President of Williams College where he
served for twelve years.

The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation came
into tteing in 1969 when Old Dominion
Foundation, established by Paul Mellon in

1941, was consohdated into Avalon Foun-

dation, established by his sister the late Ailsa

Mellon Bruce in 1940. The consolidated

foundation was named for their father. It

primarily assists institutions of higher

education, scholarly activity in the

humanities, cultural projects, the performing

arts and selected environmental programs. It

made awards in 1974 in the amount of $45

million. Its assets as of March 24 were valued

at approximately $550 million.

Sawyer graduated from Williams College in

1939. He did graduate work at Harvard where
he was a member of the Society of Fellows, an

organization of exceptionally promising
younger scholars and senior members chosen

chiefly from Harvard faculties. He later

taught economic history at Harvard and for

eight years at Yale before becoming

President of Williams College in 1961. Sawyer
served in the U.S. Navy^in World War II and

in the Office of Strategic Services both in

Washington and overseas and thereafter

worked for a brief time in the Department of

State. He married Anne W. Swift in 1941. They
have four children. ^

Budget forms mailed
The Finance Committee has announced

that budget forms and Student Activities

Funding guidelines have been mailed to the

presidents of campus organizations funded

this year. All other organizations desiring

funding for 1975-76 should get in touch with

members of the Committee.

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America

Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven CJrinders

Spaghetti

.so Spring Street • 45R-90<»9 and 458 8(tl-)

opt-ndailN 9 a m lo2a m
Urcakliisl daily Ha m loll a m

Donuts, Coffee

We make our own pizza dough daily

STUDENTS WELCOME

make recommendations as to the need of

certahi unprovements in buildings and
grounds.

Standing Committee—concerned with the

evaluation of faculty, cainpus consumerism
and the election committee.

• Student Activities—makes recom-
mendations to the College Council on the

allocation of the Student Activities Tax
among more than 40 student organizations.

Also makes recommendations concerning the

level of the tax.

Winter Study—organizes the Winter Study
Program, reviews' 99 projects and funding,

and formulates educational and budgetary
policy.

ReAd announces staff

awards for 1974-75
Editor Bill Widing '76 announced the

following awards for 1974-5 at the annual
RecordAdvocate banquet, held Sunday,
May 4 at The Country Restaurant:

Best Arts Writer: John Ellis '75

Best Feature Writer: Eric Pyenson '78

Best News Writer: David Ross '77

Best Photographer: Stew Read '78

Best Sports Writer: Dan Daly '76

In addition, Widing cited the effective

but unsung work of the entire staff as "the
key to the dramatic improvement in the

quaUty of the paper."

Chandler derides fed regs
from page one

aid bill allows Washington to participate in

^(warding Federal money to students;
^

"The IRS regulations are designed to guard
against discrimination. Tax exempt in-

stitutions must prove that they are not
discriminating."

The President said he agreed that a school

: should be accountable for government
money, but contended that the amount of

regulation should be proportional to the

amount of money received. ("Less than one-

half of one per cent of the Williams budget
comes from Federal sources.")

He also objected to duplication of efforts

among government agencies. "It is

altogether reasonable for colleges to be asked
to be ready to justify their admissions and
hiring practices and to demonstrate that they

are not discriminating. The point is that other

government agencies are already enforcing

such requirements."

"It becomes costly, especially for large

colleges. Here we're able to absorb most of

these costs by throwing additional tasks on

existing personnel, but it costs us money for

paper, filing cabinets and legal fees. Of
greater importance, Federal requirements
determine how a large number of faculty and

More gargoyles

The Gargoyle Society has elected eleven

new members to next year's organization.

Chosen from the junior and sophomore
classes, the new gargoyles bring the total

membership to sixteen. They are:

Class of '76

Ellen Causey
Bill Driscoll
Jan Goldman
Keith Harvest
Cynthia Kirkwood
Ann McGovern

Joe Singer
Wick Sloane

Class of 77
Mictvael Knight
Lynn McConnell
Clarence Otis

administrators spend an increasing amount
of their time and energy."

Williams College is still autonomous—i^Ve^
determine curriculum, whom we hire, whom
to admit, the budget"—but Chandler is

concerned about the trend.

"Federal and state authorities could gain a
voice in determining pricing policies of
colleges, such as setting ranges for tuition

rates. It is conceivable that agencies—
probably in the states—could impose student-
faculty ratios, square footage of educational
space or other requirements for aid."

The American Council on Education and
eight other associattong of higher education
institutions have protested the IRS and Office
of Education codes.

Texas Rep. to speak
from page one

of the Compliance and Review Commission
and the Charter Commission of the
Democratic Party and is a member of the

Democratic National Committee. Jordan has
been awarded honorary Doctor of Laws
degrees from Tufts, Howard, and Boston
Universities.

Barnett joined the faculty in 1940, but had
several interruptions for government service

during and after World War II. He was ap-

pointed full professor in 1948, and during 1963-

69 served as president of Colgate University

before returning to Williams. Barnett holds a
B.A. from U.C.L.A. and a Ph.D. from Har-
vard, and has taught courses on American
politics, civil liberties, criminal justice, and
American constitutional law.

Baccalaureate will take place at 5:00 p.m.,

Saturday, June 7 in the Thompson Memorial
Chapel. Commencement this year will be held

at 10:00 a.m., the following day outdoors in

Mission Park. In case of rain the exercises

will be held in the Lansing Chapman Hockey
Rink.

THE
NICKELODEON

55 Spring St.-Williamstown, Mass.

THE PRODUCERS & QUAKSER FORTUNE HAS A COUSIN IN THE
BRONX
May 16-17 Friday-Saturday Producers— 7:00 PM

Quakser— 8:40 PM
Produced— 10:10PM

Brace yourselves! Mel Brooks {Blazing Saddles, Young Frankenstein) directs Gene
Wilder and Zero Mostel in a slapstick comedy about a pair of crooked Broadway
producers with an idiotic get rich scheme^to wit: raise bundles of cash, stage a musical
disaster (in this case, Springtime for HI0P^arring,'\. . the Hitler you loved, the
Hitler with a song inji^s heart."), have the show foTd a'fter the first night . . . and fly

off to Rio with the<est pf the doueh. The original and still one of the wildest Mel
Brooks Gene Wilder collaborations. (1968) \
In Quakser Fortune: Gene Wilder stars again, this tirrfe, in a gentle and endearing
comedy about an eccentric Irish horse manure peddler who~ialls in love with a youn_g
American student and finds. cultiye—though not happine^ Directed by WariS.
Hussein, a young Ihdian director whose previous credits indludeXO'as/fe You All Very
Much. Rated R. (1970)

,"

THE NIGHT PORTER
May 18-19-20 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday 7:00 PM & 9:15 PM
Italian directress Lilliana Cavani guides Dirk Bo^ard and Charlotte Rampling through
a dark aod rather handsome tale of love and cruelty that's been damned and praised by
reviewers on both shores of the Atlantic. A strange and in te resting iilm that makes no
pretentions of appealing to all tastes and sensibilities, yet oneihat the Nickelodeon
presents on the strength of fine performance by Bogard and Rampling—and in the
interest of variety. Rated R. (1974)

THE DECAMERON
May 2 1 -22 Wednesday-Thursday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
Pier Paolo Pasolini brings ten of Boccaccio's lustiest tales to the screen, plunging us,
in the process, into the turbulent and bawdy world of early Renaissance Neopohtaii
life, a time and a place that's as strange and bizarre as anything in Fellini s pre-
Christian Satyricon. Pasolini himself appears, rather immodestly, as Giotto, one ofthe
founding J^thers of the Renaissance. AH in all, a film to deUght—and occasionally
offend—one's sensibilities. Italian with subtitles. Rated R. (1972)

•v
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2noiJD9ll9^ Reflections

(photo by Read)
Photo of the week: This is a photograph from the future. Next Monday morning
at 8:00 A.M., this lonely student will sit dazed and confused in Bronfman
auditorium, waiting for the word.

Government sources bolster financial aid

We have managed over the course of the

school year now ending to coerce a

gratlfyingly large and various group of people

to become critics in print, to take up the pen in

judgment upon the creative endeavors of

artists and entertainers, bibliophiles and

painters, practitioners of the ballet and the ol'

soft shoe.

Indeed, the success of our recruitment was

such as to cause us some small consternation.

How was it, we wondered, that so many were

willing to assume a task which we have

continually perceived as onerous, the

drudgery of the Muses' drones? We were, in

short, perplexed.

When in doubt on matters critical, it is often

,

best to consult with Dr. Johnson, whose

'common sense' (born of the creative ob-

servation of himself and mankind) has the

habit of returning to light the darker quarters

of the mind.

In The Idler, No. 60, Johnson, with painful,

nearly ungracious, accuracy, reveals the

motives behind our continued sufferance of,

and even enthusiasm for, the 'art' of

criticism:

"Criticism is a study by which men grow

important and formidable at very small

by JohnSheehan

Financial aid is alive and well at Williams.

According toDirectorof Financial Aid, Henry
Flynt, the administration has not cut 'back on

aid to students who require financial

assistance. Presently, 28 per cent of current

students are receiving some degree of aid.

Flynt commented that private sources

outside of the college still contribute an
essential portion of the money expended on
student loans and grants.

Aid from the Federal government last year

resulted in the dist)ursement of over $50,000 to

incoming freshmen as well as present un-

dergraduates. In the coming year, the

government has allocated $36,000 to Williams

through the National Direct Student Loan

Program. Under this program, Williams

provides up to the first $800 of the educational

costs of students who require aid. Flynt

revealed that next year, the college has made
plans to increase this figure to the first $1,000.

In addition, the government has promised

$17,000 to the college next year under the

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant

Program. As distinguished from the Student

Loan Program, this money will be divided

into much smaller parcels, and is money the

student receives as a grant, not a loan. The

Perlin resigns;

follows Harris
Assistant Professor of History Terry M.

Perlin has resigned to accept a teaching
position at Miami of Ohio.

Perlin was the source of a recent con-

troversy when the Committee on Ap-

pointments and Promotions refused to

recommend him for. tenure. Students

protested to the Board of Trustees the

decision as well as a negative one on Peter

Grudin, Assistant Professor of English.

Perlin is the second member of the history

department to resign since March. Joseph

Harris, Professor of History and chairman of

the Department of Afro American? Studies, is

leaving to accept the chairmanship of the

histpry department of Howard University.

I*erlin joined the faculty in 1969 and has

been teaching courses in the history and

history of ideas departments. His specialty is

anarchism. He could have remained at

Williams another y«ar before being required

to leave.

Harris will be i-eturning to the college from
which he graduated in 1952. He received his

PhD from Northwestern in 1965 and joined the

Williams faculty four years later.

Harris is the second black to resign from

the faculty this year. Dean Reginald Gilliam

left in March to join Senator John Glenn's

staff in Washington.

college administration disburses this money
under a matching grant system.

The Higher Education Act also provides a

Basic Educational Opportunity Grant
Program. Flynt stressed the fact that this

program existed outside of the college. A
student is given up to $1050 by the government
which he then brings with him to whatever

institution he chooses. This program was first

instituted with the class of 1977.

Despite rising economic pressure in all

areas of the economy, Flynt was confident

that money received from outside sources,

combined with funds from their own budget,

would preserve the diversity in the college

student body. The aid provided to middle and
lower income groups has been increasingly

dependent on funds from the budget of the

Financial Aid office, yet Flynt commented
that the budget level provided to the Office by

the college has crept up in past years. So far,

the Financial Aid office has restrained itself

from stretching its funds by loaning money to

those students from higher income groups

who require less aid, though Flynt conceded

that this "is a great danger, and a great

temptation".

Flynt expressed some concern over a

feeling on the part of the families of blue

collar applicants that "Williams is either a

place for the very rich or the very poor".

Statistics provided by the Office of Financial

Aid reveal that the college still allocates a

majority of its funds to applicants in the

middle and lower income areas.

One potential bright spot on the financial

horizon is the succession of former president

Sawyer to the presidency of the Andrew
Mellon Foundation, which has consistently

funded higher education in past years.

"Nemesis" or The Great Fortune, one
of the many excellent examples of the
ffrapbic work of Alhrecht Durer still on
view at the Clark Art Institute, South
Street.

College dedicates Museum

The Arts editor thanks all those who in

the past year have submitted articles ta

the Arts page, (the assumption of thia^

extra-academic burden is appreciated),

those who have had to suffer their article's

nearly inevitable journalistic desecration,

those whose ArtsBriefs have been too often

ommitted, and, finally, those who have

read the Arts page and who have

responded to it either viva voce or in cold

print.

The Mehlin Museum in the Old Hopkins
Observatory was dedicated Monday, May 12.

In the photo above by Read Professor Jay M.
Pasachoff, Director' of the Observatory, is

shown with Mrs. Theodore G. Mehlin, wife of
the former Chairman of the Astronomy
Department, for whom the museum was
dedicated. According to Pasachoff, Mehlin,
who died in 1971, single-handedly kept
Astronomy alive at Williams since 1942.

Starting tonight the Observatory begins a

series of open nights. Tonight the telescopes

are open to the public to view the moon,
Saturn, Venus, and other astronomical ob-

jects in the sky.

The open night was to begin at 8: 30 p.m., in
Room 305 of the Thompson Physical
Laboratory on the Williams campus with
brief remarks about observing the sky by
Pasachoff. It will be followed by observing
through the telescopes, which are located on
an observing deck on the top of that building
The telescopes will be open until lo p.m
The telescopes are now located at the

Thompson Physical Uboratory rather than
at the Old Hopkins Observatory, the historic
building that now contains the Milham
Planetarium and the Mehlin Museum

expense. The power of invention has been
conferred by nature upon few, and the labour
of learning those sciences which may, b«
mere labour, be obtained, is too great to be
willingly endured; but every man can exert
such judgment as he has upon the works of
others; and he whom nature has made weak
and idleness keeps ignorant, may yet support
his vanity by the name of a critic.

"I hope it will give comfort to great num-
bers who are passing thro' the world in ob-

scurity, when I inform them How~easiPr
distinction may be obtained. All the other
powers of literature are coy and haughty,
they must be long courted, and at last are not
always gained; but criticism is a goddess
easy of access and forward of advance, who
will meet the slow and encourage the
timorous; the want of meaning she supplies ^^
with words, and the want of spirit she ,

recompenses with malignity.

"This profession has one recommendation
peculiar to itself, that it gives vent to

malignity without-real mischief. No genius
was ever blasted by the breath of critics. The
poison which, if confined, would have burst

the heart, fumes away in epty hisses, and
malice is set at ease with very little danger to

merit. The critic is the only man whose
triumph is without another's pain, and whose
greatness does not rise upon another's ruin.

"To a study at once so easy and so
reputable, so malicious and so harmless, it

cannot be necessary to invite my readers by a
long or labored exhortation."

Thus chidden, the year is brought to a sober
close.

ArtsbriefsAftsbri
\^

Photogs and Projects

The final two shows at the Student Art
Gallery, Dodd House, will be: Photographs by
Jon Myers and Mark Meachum (Andy
Williams, of the Economics Department will

write the catalogue) from May 15 until the

22nd; and a Project by David RoUert (with

catalogue by Nancy Greenhouse), from the

22nd on.

Coda
Music in the Round will complete its 1974-

1975 season this Friday. May 16th, with a

concert at Thompson Chapel at 8:30 P.M.
Featured: Fiorillo's Duo, Opus 31, No. 1;

Schubert*S Duo, Opus 162, A Major; Tufina's

Trio, Opus 76; and Dvorak's Quintet, Opus 97,

E Flat. Admission for Williams students is

free.

Oriental Rarities

Although belatedly, it should be announced
that Glenn Lowry, a junior Art History major,

has been awarded this year's Carl T.

Naumburg Student Book Collection prize of

$100.

Lowry's collection of 39 volumes in the field

of Indian and Persian Art Books was chosen

by the jury of Henry N. Flynt, Jr., Ralph R.

Renzi, and Frederick Rudolph.

Last Shot Art
Senior Studio Arts majors willexhibit their

works in Lawrence Hall for the^ext three

weeks, there being a different show eacf

week. This work represents the culmination'

of each artiste' work while at Williams.

Foundatioi>tfellowshi

for Williams nominees
by Sally Coney

Two Williams nominees were recently

awarded fellowships from the Henry Luce
Foundation in New York City. David W.
Grogan, who will graduate this spring, and
John A. Mathieson, a 1971 ahimnus, will

spend a year of work and study in Asia,

funded by this foundation. .

The fellowships are awarded to college

students and recent graduates who have
shown no previous interest in Asian studies

but have exhibited great professional

promise. Some thirty institutions con-

tributed nominees to a pool of 120 can-

didates from which the 15 winners were
finally selected. Of these institutions,

Williams alone had more than one winner.

Grogan, a political science major, in-

tends to become involved in journalism
during his year in Asia. He hopes
specifically to work in the fields of radio
and television. While at Williams, Grogan
was elected to Phi Beta Kappa, served as a

Junior Advisor, and worked for WCFM.
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Student input on tenure to rise Renzi ' s wants early orders
The College Council recently established

the Student Tenure Cotiimittee to provide

for a more representative student input in

the tenure process, CC members sup-

porting the measure declared^^

In the past, student input has been

selectively sought by tenured faculty

members. The Student Tenure Committee
becomes a student controlled mechanism
to compile student impressions of junior

faculty members.
The Committee will consist of five

members, one major from each Division,

and underclassman, and one CC member.
Departmental subscommittees of

majors will conduct student evaluations of

junior faculty members and write yearly

reports on each junior faculty member.
These confidential reports will be kept on

file in each department. Thus, documented

student assessments, covering several

years will be presented to the faculty when
the tenure decisions are being considered.

Kenneth HeUnan,~of the Peabody
Conservatory in Baltimore, will give a

piano recital on Sunday May 19th at 4 :00 in

Thompson Chapel. Works will be by Bach,

Brahms, Ravel Chopin, Scriabin, and
Katchaturian. Admission is free.

CUSTOM
FRAMING
Ht FK \>l(: SHOP

§
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For Sound Advice

Electronie -

Supply Center
stereo Systems By

> KLH Panasonic Sony

Tapes

Cassette Reel 8 Track by

Memorex, BjASF, 3M, RCA

32 River St. 413 663 6828 N.Adams

L . 'It
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The British Maid
Serves Breakfast,

Luncti,

Supper

in a

refreshingly different manner

\

Nice bar, too!

Stale Rd

Closed Mondays

458 4961

N
THERE'LL BE NO

FRETTING
IF I'M AT YOUR

WEDDINGt

CABARET ENTERTAINMENT
X

Featuring Booby Lockhart \
and the

v 3
'6 House Seven

MAY 16 AT 9:30 PA4.

THE LOG

In Their Farewell Performance:

THE BLACK COMPLEXITIES

FRIDAY NIGHT- 10:00

Andrea Mintz

To insure that textboolcs will lie in on time
for classes next Fall and will be as inex-

pensive as possible, Ralph Renzi has

requested that faculty members submit their

orders for next semester by May 15. This

policy request does not apply to hock lists for

new courses or courses in the process of

revision.

Submitting book orders now will have
several benefits, according to Renzi. First, it

will provide Renzi's with extra time to follow

up those faculty members whose orders are

late and thus prevent this tardiness from
delaying the actual ordering process.

Secondly, for control purposes, sending fewer

large orders is preferable to sending a

number of small requests.

Since publishers are working especially

hard these days to avoid being left with many

unsold books, they are likely to underestimate

the demand. Consequently, a late order may
remain unfilled. Shipping textbooks earlier

relieves some of the end-of-summer-
pressures on publishers and increases the

likelihood that the books will be here early

enough for faculty to order additions or

substitutions, if necessary.

To help reduce textbook costs to students,

Renzi's is planning to institute a 50 per cent

rebate system on used textbooks. The only

stipulation is that the books be ones that are to

be re-adopted next year. Exceptions to this

buy-back system will be books with fill-in

pages which can't be used again and books
that are too badly marked or abused for use
again. Although the 50 per cent rebate will not

apply to paperl)acks that are pre-priced on the

front or back, Barnes and Noble will- pay
between 10 and 20 per cent for these books and
Renzi's may supplement that percentage.

Discoveries

Records & Tap4s

SPRUNG STREET

Country Restaurant

In ttie Continental Tradition

Open for Luncti & Dinner

Closed Monday

Across from Williams Campus

BERKSHIRE AUTO HAUS, INC.

Route 20 at Holmes Rd.

Lenox, Mass.

(413) 499-4360

NEW PORSCHE

914

911

AUDI 100 L S

FOX

INSTOCK

25 minutes from Willidths
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If you're over 21 you can stop reading
here. But ifyou're 2 1 or underyou can start

packing; Because TWA's Youth Fare is

back. And it can save you lots ofmoney
on a flight to Europe.

To qualify, all you have to do is make
your reservations five days (or less) before
you want to leave.Then leave.

You can stay in Europe for as long as
you want Up to a year.

You can even charge
your trip on TWA's
Getaway* Card and
extend payments over
time.

So if you're between 12 and 21 call

your Travel Agent or TWA.
But better hurry. Before you know it

you'll be 22.

Boston to:
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Women 2nd in lax tourney

^
"- (photo by McClellan)

Marty LaFreniere 75 cuts between two Mt. Holyoke defenders last Saturday
during 10-5 Williams victory.

Reed ties meet record v

Trackmen sixth at Easterns
A contingent of ten Williams track and field

A, men managed to earn Williams a sixth place

} jfinish in the very fast Eastern Championships

at Bowdoin on Saturday.

Scott Perry got the Purple onto the

scoreboard first, bettering 22 feet in the long

jump for a third place. Rich Remmer nabbed

sevenths in both the shot and discus, but D. W.

McLaughry came away empty-handed
despite clearing 13' 6" in the pole vault.

In the slow section of the mile, Ken Lein-

bach failed to score, but shattered his pei^

sonal record by sprinting to a 4:17.9 finish.

Finishing his first six mile run at Williams,

Scott Lutrey struggled to ninth in 32:05.

For the second straight year, Mike Reed

won the 120 high hurdles, this time tying the

meet record of 14.5 seconds. Dave Parker

added a fourth in the 440 with 50.8 seconds.

Reed was edged in the 440 intermediate

hurdles, finishing second in 53.4. Scott Perry

picked up two places in the last twenty yards

to grab second in the 220, being clocked in

22.L

Condemned by unimpressive dual meet

times to the slow heat of the mile relay, the

Ef^s easily won their heat and finished third

overall. Perry led off in 50.1; Stan Fri,

starting with a ten yard lead, ran a 51.6;

Parker chimed in with a 50.4; and Reed

finished in 49.0 for a team total of 3:21.1

.

by DennU O'Shea

A 10-5 victory over the Mount Holyoke team
that beat them, 8-7, earlier in the season and a
forfeit by U.Mass. gave the women's varsity

lacrosse team the second best record in the

tournament they hosted on Cole Field last

weekend. A powerful partmouth squad led by
an exchange from Williams, Heather Neal,

compiled a 3-0 record in the round-robin

tournament, downing the Ephwomen, 13-11.

In the first half of the touriiey opener the

Purple poured shot after shot «t the Mount
Holyoke goalie—unfortunately right at her, so

that at halftime the Purple stickers were
leading only 4-2 in a game they clearly

dominated.

After intermission though, the Ephs put

more of their shots on the ground and ^ the

Holyoke netminder to work up a five goal

final margin. Maiy Fishwas th&tc^WilUaniis

scorer with three goals. Fellow irosYi Maggie
O'Brien tossed in two, as did senior Jesse

Kingston and junior Becky Kano. Senior

Martha Tucker also scored.

Dartmouth opened a 9-6 halftime advantage
that proved insurmountable despite a fine

Eph effort in the second half. Rookie coach
Linda Wilkins had particular praise for her

defensive unit which, despite the Big Green's

superior one-on-one strength, "showed lots of

hustle and played good team defense." At the

other end of the field, Kano netted a hat trick

. while Tucker; Kingston, Fish, and O'Brien

each tallied twice.

(photo by Read)
Track co-captains Stan Fri and Mike Reed, two members of Williams' mile-relay

team. The Ephs finished sixth in the Eastern championships at Bowdoin on
Saturday

INDIAN

AND MEXICAN
CLOTHING, BASKETS

AND PLANT ACCESSORIES

63 Mikrai ST.

WIUIAMSTOWN, MASS

Boutique

THE
SPIRIT
SHOP

LIQUORS—WINES— BEER

LOWEST PRICES^ IN TOWN
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

134 Cole Avenue Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

In B squad action last week. Union avenged
a 14-11 men's varsity loss, clipping the Eph-
women, 5-4. Sarah Baldwin, Sue Buck, An-
drea Diehle, and Chris Woodring all scored
for the losers.

The Purple closed out their second varsity

level season at Middlebury today (the Pan-
thers edged Dartmouth early in the season).

Crew flounders

in Philadelphia
The men's contingent of the Williams crew
team, plagued by a lack of water time, ex-

perience, and money, failed to place any of its

boots in the top three of their event at the Dad
Vail Rowing Championships in Philadelphia

last weekend.
The best Williams showing was tunjed in by

the freshman eight-man boat, which managed
a seventh place finish in the finals of its event
In what was probably the high point of the

meet for Williams, this boat shocked eventual

regatta winnei- Coast Guard in a qualifying

heat by holding off the Coasties' closing

sprint and winning in 6:41. Members of this

boat were cox Witt McKay, stroke Gavin
Watson, John Reynolds, Dave Hitchcock,

Peter Nelsen, Jon Snyder, Tom Klumpp, Pete

Gunther, and Tom Hardie.

A harsher fate awaited the Williams varsi^
boats. The lightweights, placed in a tough
qualifying heat which included the event's

subsequent winner and second-place finisher,

finished fifth and were eliminated. This boat

consisted of cox Mark Sinclair, stroke

Ramsay Stabler, Ken Leghorn, Dan Fox, Bob
Brantl, Jim Holmes, Scott Stevenson, Mark
Pogue and Pete Keller.

A heavyweight four, propelled by Steve

Pagnotta, Bill Hutwelker, Mike Austin, and
Bart Nourse, and coxed by Andy Sisson, also

was eliminated in an early heat.

Hillman wins Prize
Peter N. Hillman's short story, THE
LEGEND OF JAY FOUNTAIN BRAD-
SHAW, has won the Wainwright Short Story

Prize for 1974-75.

Mr, Hillman's story was considered best

fromT among two dozen entries; other ex-

ceptionally good stories included those by

Susan Read, Colin Nelson, Carole-Anne Tyler,

John Ellis, Barry Kenyon, Maryett Malchak

and Sheldon Woodbury.
Of Mr. Hillman's story, H. Richard Archer,

of the Chapin Library, the judge, said: "it had

style, organization and originality, and
demonstrated an understanding of short story

technique; it was presented intelligently and
in an unpretentious manner." \
The prize of $50 will be awarded at Com-

mencement. \

J-^

"Find out if yoor professors are going to re-use any of this

year's textbooks next year. If they are, we can give you 50

per cent on buybacks" & "Good Luck on your exams."

cnzis
DOIUOI KMK ITOU MC.
lUluaTOVM. MMi- M*

Welcome back to a new Inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

and entertainment at the

Cjmm^ Williams Inn

Scoreboard

VARSITY BASEBALL VARSITY LACROSSE

Williams
R.P.I.

Williams
Midd.

Amherst
Williams

AmherSt
Williams

Williams
A. I.e.

R. H. E.
3 8

1

WP. Eshelman

10 9

18 1C

LP—Vlllanova

(7 inns.)

LP—Eshelman

Middlebury
Williams

Amherst
Williams

3 10
14 2 2

2 3 2-7
S 7 4 1 17

J. V. LACROSSE

Middlebury 8

Williams 6

Amherst 2
' Williams 12

VARSITY TENNIS

(10 inns.)

LP—Mahoney

(5 inns.)

LP—Villanova

WOMEN'S LACROSSE

1

2 ^

Wesleyan 2

Williams 7

Williams6
Amherst 3

FRESHMAN TENNIS

Wesleyan 2

Williams 7

Williams S

Amherst 1

FRESHMAN BASEBALL

Mt. Holyoke

S

Williams 10

Dart. 13

Williams 11

HUGBY

Westchester 11 Williams 25 Albany Law?
Williams 10 SienaO WilliamsO

So. Vermont 1

Williams 10

Williams 412
Brown 404

Dart. 398

GOLF

So. Vermont 1

WilliamsJI

A. I.e. 438
Spring. 41S
Wms. 395

THE WILLIAMS BOOKSTORE
JOE DEWEY
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Lacrosse thumps Jeffs, Panthers
by Dennis Q'Shea

The varsity lacrosse team celebrated its

ascent intp the Nirvana of the nationally

ranked by trouncing two talented teams in

action last week at Cole Field. The Ephmen,
listed 14th in the latest USILA college division

ratings and sixth in the New England poll,

knocked off Middlebury, 9-4, on Tuesday
before clobbering Amherst, 17-7, on Saturday.
The wins gave the Ephs their sixth victory

against four losses, their third Little Three
title in four years, and the first seed in the

Div. II-III New England tournament to be
held here next weekend. The Ephs' top

seeding in the four team fracas gives them

the right to act as tourney hosts for the second

time in three years.

Avenging last year's 8-2 loss, the Purple

held Middlebury to just one score after a

three goal first period splurge. Off-goal shots

hurt the Ephs early in the game, but

aggressive loose ball play (they out-ground

balled the Panthers, 69-37) assured Williams

possession until the errant bullets began

hitting the mark.
Junior goalie Harland Chun played ex-

cellently for the Ephmen, nabbing 17 Panther

shots and provoking the requisite number of

cardiac arrests with his. spectacular out-of-

goal play.
^ -

(photo by McClellan)
Eph attack unit of Steve Dietrich [44], Bob Pinkard, and Phil Hartigan move
upficld during 12-2 rout of Amherst last Saturday. Ephs will host four-team
tournament this weekend.

JV Lacrosse beats Amherst

sports Round Up

J. V. Lacrosse

A plethora of penalties, including three in

one play in the game's closing minutes, kept

the JV lacrosse team from upsetting Mid-
dlebury last Tuesday, but on Saturday the

mini-Ephs made like their varsity coun-

terparts and squelched Amherst's Lord Jeffs,

12-2.

Ail-American swimmer Duff Anderson
proved he can perform as well out of water,

pacing the Purple scoring in both the Little

Three victory and the 8-6 loss to the Panthers,

notching two goals and two assists each time.

Soph Jeff Knisely threw in a hat trick against

Amherst, while Jeff Boscamp had two goals

against the down-staters and a goal and a feed

against Middlebury. Jim Bowe and captain

Jack Hiler each totaled two goals and a set-up

on the week.

GoalieJim Ford racked up a phenomenal 32

saves to keep the Ephs within striking

distance of the Panthers, and also stopped 20

Lord Jeff shots.

The JV's travel to Cambridge this week for

their season finale. They'll be facing the last-

ever Harvard frosh team, as the Ivy Leaglie

prepares to implement its freshman
eligibility policy next year.

Varsity Golf

Rudy Gof f's varsity golf squaff'finally came
through with the type of strong effort that

could win the team its eleventh consecutive

Little Three title—a convincing romp over

Sprinrfield and AlC. The win came on the

heel%»f a disappointing double loss at Dart-

rnouth.

The Ephmen faced weak opposition on

Sunday, and had very little trouble trouncing

their opponents from the city of Springfield,

winning by a margin of 20 over Springfield

and 43 over AlC.

What was more important to Goff, who
earlier in the week had said, "You don't win

anything by shooting eighties, and all we've

been shooting are eighties," was .the fact that

the Ephs placed three men under the 80-

stroke mark and dipped into the 3O0's as a

team for the first time this season.

Leading Williams in the match at Taconic

were sophomore Dave Tomaszek, who fired a

76, junior Doug Brockway, with a 78, and

senior co-captain Rick Oleson, with a 79.

In last Wednesday's match at Hanover,

N.H., the Ephs ran into two powerful Ivy

League schools and finished last with a 412

total, and no individual under 80.

Goff took his squad to Amherst on Tuesday
for the Little Three championship, where the

Ephs, afterSunday's strong showing at home,
must be rated as favorites to retain their

crown.

Frosh Tennis

The freshman tennis team wrapped up the

Little Three crown last week with 7-2 and 8-1

wins over rivals Wesleyan and Amherst,
respectively.

Playing in Williamstown, and sparked by

the pressure performances of Jim Little, Tom
Balderston, Jacques Emler, and Rob Craig,

all making their initial appearances of the

season, the fledgling Ephs dumped their

Wesleyan counterparts easily.

Balderston and Emler were particularly

impressive with crucial third wins, while

doubles specialist Arnold Cogswell added a

win there.

On Saturday in Amherst, the Ephlets ran

their season mark to 8-1 with a decisive

thrashing of the young Lord Jeffs. Co-

captains Dean Gianakos and Dan O'Connel
both won in doubles, with Gianakos suffering

the day's only defeat at no. 1 singles.

The visiting Lord Jeffs were in Saturday's

game for only about 14 minutes, at which

point the Ephmen embarked on a tear of ten

unanswered goals that extended until early in

the third period and put the contest well out of

reach. The whole team played and just about

everybody wanted to get in on the scoring.

Frosh Dick Goodbody, a reserve at-

tackman, wrinkled the cords for the first time

in liis Williams career, defenseman Scott

MacLachlan assisted a fast break goal, and

Chun, who split the day's net tending chores

with Bob Harryman, carried one of his eight

saves to the other end of the field and bounced

a shot just inches over the Jeffs' cage,

The amazing thing about the week is that

neither opponent is as bad as Williams made
them look. Amherst came to Williamstown

sporting a 7-1 record, and the Panthers have

beaten or played well against some for-

midable opposition.

In the tournament openers on Friday, no. 1

seed Williams will meet no. 4 Boston State

(11-4), and no. 2 Wesleyan will face no. 3

Middlebury. Both games will be at Cole Field

at 3 p.m. The championship game will be

played on Saturday at 1 p.m. There will be no

consolation match.

All those looking to upset the Ephs will have
to wait their turn though, for the laxmen first

must travel to Cambridge to contend with the

drastically improved Harvard Crimson. First

year coach Bob Scalise has turned the Cantab
team that Williams defeated 12-3 last spring

into an Ivy League contender and New
England major college power.

Athlete of the Week
Junior southpaw Pete Kshelman of the

varsity baseball team, honored as the ReAd's
Athlete of the Week only two weeks ago, has

merited that distinction once again this week
by authoring the first no-hitter for a Williams

team in 18 years.

Eshelman mowed down the Engineers of

R.P.I. , facing only 29 batters, walking two

and striking out 14 en route to a 3-0 Eph win.

He also drove in one of the Williams runs.

Honorable Mention; Junior Scott Perry, a

stellar performer for the varsity track team
and one of its most consistent scorers all

season. Perry finished second in the 220 with

an impressive time of 22.2, took a third in the

long jump, and led off the heat-winning mile

relay team with a 50.1 split.

Athlete of Ihe
(photo by McClellan)

Week—Pete Eshelman

(photo by McClellan)
Williams co-captain Charles Einsiedlcr
'75 ready to return, backhand during his
singles victory against Wesleyan last

Wednesday. P^phs defeated Wesleyan, 7-

2, then defeated Amherst oft Saturday
to. take the Little Three title.

Tennis sweeps

to Little Three
Championship
Led by four seniors who have never lost a

Little Three tennis title, the Eph tennis team
charged to a third consecutive Little Three
championship by toppling Wesleyan, 7-2, and
Amherst, 6-3, last week.

Against Wesleyan in Williamstown on

Wednesday, senior co-captains Stu Browne
and Charlie Einsiedler, aided by Sam-
Bronfman and Brad Hearsh, spearheaded a

singles sweep over the Cardinals. No. 1

Browne edged Wesleyan captain Wynne
Bohonnon, 7-6, in the third to cement the win.

On a sunny afternoon in Amherst, Ein-

siedler fell behind, 4-1, to the Lord Jeffs' no. 2,

George McGovern, but fought back with a

relentless ground shot attack to record a

decisive 6-4, 6-1 victory.

Bronfman and Hearsh duplicated their

Wesleyan wins, but Stu Browne ran afoul of

one of New England's finest players in Jon
Bates and fell in straight sets, as did Jim
Ware, who was out-junked in a match played

almost entirely inside the service lines.

Alan Wall gained a crucial singles win for

the Ephs, sending off a heavy attack by his

opponent to hold on for the victory.

Nursing a 4-2 lead into the doubles, the team
of Bronfman and Mayo Shattuck iced the

match with a 6-2, 7-6 decision. After capturing

the first set easily, the duo slumped to a 5-2

deficit before reeling off three consecutive

service breaks to force the tie-breaker.

Dave Hillman played spectacularly to

complement a steady performance by

Hearsh, as the pair carved out a 6-1, 6-3 win at

second doubles. Browne and Einsiedler

finally played back to their form of the past

two years, but still fell before Bates and
McGovern in three close sets.

This week, the Ephmen will, be looking to

improve their 6-4 record when they face Army
in West Point on Wednesday, then host

Dartmouth in the season finale on Saturday.

Ephs drop four more despite no-hit victory
by Nick Cristiano

Pete Eshelman threw a no-hitter at R.P.I,

last Tuesi^ay in what was the only highlight of

a 1-4 week, and what will probably be the only
thing worth remembering about a disastrous
4-12 season. Just to give an idea as to how bad
things are going, Eshelman, who is also the
Ephs' RBI leader, broke his ankle trying to

score in the nightcap of Saturday's double
header against Amherst and is through for

the season.

Too many walks, too many untimely errors,

and the failure to put together the big inning

were the all too familiar causes for the Eph
losses to Middlebury, Amherst (twice), and
A. I.e.

At R.P.I, on Tuesday, however, Eshelnmn
was nearly flawless. He faced only 29 batters,

walking two while striking out 14. Only one

Engineer managed to get the ball out of the

infield, as the Williams southpaw hurled the

first no-hitter by a Williams pitcher since

1957.

Eshelman's teammates continued to leave

runners stranded, however, and the game
was scoreless going into the seventh inning,

when Mike Gibbons tripled home the game's

deciding run. Maury Matteodo and Eshelman

added RBI hits in the eighth to clinch a 3-0

Eph win.

A total of 14 walks and six Williams errors

led to an 18-10 swamping at Middlebury on
Wednesday. The Panthers had only ten hits

off Purple hurlers Villanova, Kastrinelis,

Maier, and Wallace, but two of those hits were
monstrous home runs by catcher Rick Nelson
which accounted for seven RBl's.

Panther pitchers also walked 14 Eph bat-
ters and allowed nine hits, while their defense
committed two errors, but the Ephs despite
their ten runs, consistently failed to take-
advantage of all the numerous opportunities
offered by the Panthers.

On Saturday, Amherst knocked the Ephs
out of contention for the Little Three title with
a 6-1, 5-4 doubleheader sweep at Weston
Field. The Ephs are now 1-3 in Little Three
competition. Amherst is 4-0.

In the seven inning first game, the Lord
Jeffs got to Eshelman for nine hits and six
runs in the first five innings, while Eph
nemesis Paul Vater limited the Purple to
seven hits and one run.

In the ten inning, 5-4 loss in the nightcap,
the Ephs outhit the Lord Jeffs, 8-4, marking
the fifth time they've outhit the opposiUon in

their seven one-run losses.

Two more RBI's by Matteodo, an Amherst
error that allowed Jim Trapp to score from
third, and a bases loaded walk accounted for

the Williams scoring. Amherst got one in the

third on an infield out, then added three in the

eight on singles by Bill Nardi and Bill Swiacki

off a starter and loser Rick Mahoney.
That set the stage for the tenth. After

Mahoney walked leadoff batter and Ail-

American Mark Woodbrey, coach Jim Briggs
,

lifted the senior righthander for Steve Maier.

Woodbrey then promptly stole second. After

Maier coaxed two batters to pop up, and was
facing the potential third out, Woodbrey
broke for third. Catcher Tom Reddens throw
sailed into left field, however, and the Ephs
went down to their fifteenth consecutive

defeat against the Jeffs.

On Sunday, the Ephs lost, 3-2, in a five in-

ning, rain-shortened game at A.I.C. Tom
Villanova took the loss, although he allowed
only four hits. Jim Trapp knocked in both

Williams runs with a double, one of four

Williams hits.

The Purple closed out their home season
yesterday against Union. On Saturday, the

team travels to Wesleyan for a season-ending
twin bill.
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Registration

alternatives
by George Schutzer

Students attempting to register

Monday had an excellent opportunity

to learn about the laws of supply and

demand. At Monday morning's pace,

students would have needed U hours

to all register, but only ten hoiirS of

registration time were scheduled,

resulting in a "shortage.*'

As a r^ult^^ this' and students'

-dewe-to-registgrSaFJis-ttaes-^iif-avw:-

190 persdn^^-^isted throughout , the

day. /
Qiriy 215 persons had registered by

n6bn, and most of those had waited on

line for over an hour and a half. One
student, who was shut out when the

doors were closed at noon, spent

almost four hours total in line Monday
to register.

Observers and Registrar George C.

Howard agreed the first stop on the

registration lines, that for filling out a

checklist form and verifying address

and telephone listings, was the bot-

tleneck.

Only one person was working the

first step, and Howard's effort to add
help were fruitless, leading to delays

throughout the afternoon.

Howard said long lines on the first

day of registration are not unusijal,

but in the past the cause was students

who were anxious to register early.

Students waiting on long lines did

not seem to be unusually annoyed with

the length of the line. Some told the

Record, there was nothing else to do
anyway. One said he was waiting

because the line was shorter than last

year's. A few said sarcastically, "This
is a great way to meet people."

Students who were shut out when
the door closed for lunch at ijoon were
annoyed and used four-letter words to

describe the procedure.

Critics of the procedure offered

some suggestions for changes most of

which Howard considered valid and
worth considering.

Howard said one suggestion, a

separate line for students who had not

fulfilled their financial obligations,

tedious; ^ ig

suggested ll
would speed the . procedure sub-

stantially. It would require some work
in advance to determine who owes the

College or the telephone company
money.
Howard said he had "tried to talk

them into" such a system, but

Business Manager Shane Riorden
thought it was not necessary.

Howard also reacted positivel^_to_

sttlileht'su^es£ions'1Iiat registration

lines be divided by classes. More
personnel would be required, he said,

but that would pose no real problem.
All four lines would have to share the

same ID photo machine.

Howard seemed anxious to hear
other suggestions for change. He was
particularly interested in the

students' attitude toward scheduled

registration which could be divided up
a number of ways including

scheduling by class and alphabet.

The Calendar and Schedule Com-
mittee, chaired by Prof. Paul G.

Clark, will probably be considering

changes in procedure later this year.

Line stretches across the Baxter lawn on
Monday as upperclasstnen wait to register.

Average wait was almost two hours, (photo by
McClellan)ivionaay as upperciasstnen watt to register. ivici^ieiianj

Wine, wisdom greet frosh at annual banquet
bvJimCohen Sneaking to freshmen dinine at the vear "by Jim Cohen

Though you are on your own at

Williams, said Dean of Freshmen
Lauren R. Stevens at the annual frosh

banquet, your freedoms include the

freedom to ask for help.

Speaking to freshmen dining at the

hockey rink Sunday night, Stevens,

Williams College President John W.

Chandler and Junior Advisor
President Duff Anderson ('77) em-
phasized the challenge of Williams

and the importance of counseling.

"The accessibility of faculty and

administration at Williams College,

from the President on down, is

probably one of the reasons why you

decided to come to Williams," Stevens

said. "Everyone you see around you

tonight is somebody to talk to."

According to Chandler, adjusting to

dorm life was the main challenge to

new students. "The collective life of

dorm residence makes self-discipline

imperative and difficult." He also

stressed the importance of the honor

code, declaring "Williams will not

acquiesce to academic dishonesty."

Anderson encouraged freshmen to

go to junior advisers for counseling'

and help solving problems. "We're

your friends and will do our best to

alleviate pressures of freshman

year.

Stevens, master of ceremonies at

the banquet, centered his speech
around three hypothetical Williams

students facing problems.

"All three, if they had come to

understand their situation, would see

that they had been challenged and
that they must expand their own
selves to meet the new situation . . .

here they do not have to struggle by
themselves."

To meet the challenges of group
living, Chandler suggested that

students design their schedules with

time for study, rest and fun and "live

a life based on our convictions and
sensitivity to neighbors."

He observed that, "The intellectual

environment in residence halls and
dorms complements what goes on in

classes. Halls serve as intellectual

jousting grounds."

Following Chandler's address,

athletic department member Curt

Tong briefly outlined the fall inter-

collegiate sports program.

While Stevens e.vtols accessibility of stafffrom "President on down,
Chandler keeps tennis court and a half distance from freshmen
enjnying candlelight banquet Sunday. (photo by Read)

Press kidnaps college

Trustees appoint 10 new professors
A total of ten men and women have

been appointed to one- and two-year

terms on the Williams College faculty

by the Board of Trustees. The ap-

pointments became effective on July

1.

Sandra L. Jewett was appointed

assistant professor of chemistry for

two years. She received her B.A. in

1967 and her Ph. D. in 1971, both from
the University of California at Santa

Barbara.

Six men and three women received

appointments for one year. They will

each in six departments and include:

Bonnie B. Crawford, who graduated

with a B.S. from North Carolina A & T
State University in 1974 and served as

a teaching intern in physical

education at Williams this past year,

was named instructor in physical

education.

Jean M. D'Amato, lecturer in

classics, took her B.A. from Tufts in

1967 and her Ph.D. from Middlebury

in 1969.

Donald J. Dragt, lecturer in

Russian, received his B.A. in 1966, his

M.A. in 1970 and Ph.D. this year, all

from Michigan State University.

Rafael A. Fernandez, the new
Curator of Prints at the Clark Art

.eshmen from Entry C, Williams Hall, sing their, way to victory in

'}e Purple KeyNight freshman singing contest last night. Campus
irganizations described their activities to freshman during t,he

lourse of the evening. [photo by McClellan]

Institute, was named part-time lec-

turer in art. He is a 1949 graduate of

the University of Havana and was
awarded a law degree from the

University of Miami in 1953 and an

M.A. from the University of Chicago

in 1969.

see FACULTY page 2

Visiting professors

among new College

faculty appointees
Several visiting professors are among
the five men and four women ap-

pointed to the Williams College

faculty for one or more semesters

during the coming academic year.

The new appointments, made by the

Williams Board oJ[^rustees, became

effective on July 1.

Three persons have been appointed

for the first semester of the 1975-76

academic year.

Edgar Munhall, Robert Sterling

Clark Visiting Professor of Art,

received his B.A. from Yale in 1955,

his M.A. from New York University in

1957, andhisPh. D. from Yale in 1959.

Since 1965 he has served as Curator of

the Frick Collection in New York City.

John F. Nims, Margaret Bundy

Scott Visiting Professor of Literature,

is professor of English at the

University of Florida, holds B.A. and

M.A. degrees from Notre Dame, and

received his Ph. D. from the

University of Chicago in 1945.

Ursula K. Lopenzina, part-time

see VISITING page 4 . ,,.

bv AndvO'Donnell

It was towards the middle of the

week, and the Bronfman kidnapping

had been on the front pages of

newspapers throughout the country

for several days. Bob Spurrier, News
Director of the College, had been

flooded with calls from all the major

newspapers and magazines since

Monday, so nothing seemed unusual

when he was told that CBS was on the

other line.

"We were wondering if we could fly

a plane up to North Adams" inquired

the network.

"Whatever for?" Spurrier replied.

"We want to take some pictures, of

Bryant House and also of Bronfman's

friends, if they're still around," an-

swered CBS.
To Spurrier, the incident was a

rather outlandish illustration of the

manner in which many portions of the

press conducted their coverage of the

Bronfman case, which he charac-

terized as "a pursuit of one-

upmanship." '

"It really seemed to be getting to

the point where what would sell

papers became the most important

consideration," commented Spurrier.

As a result, each paper became intent

on scooping the others and producing

headline grabbing stories.

Frederick Rudolph, chairman of the

American Civilization department,

echoed Spurrier's belief. Rudolph said

he was "disgusted" at the way the

press conducted their coverage and

said it would be a long time again

before he would deal with the press.

Both Spurrier and Thomas
Bleezarde, Editor of Alumni
PUbiicdtions, initially learned of the

kidnapping on Sunday, August 10. The
New York Times broke the story with

News Director Robert Spurrier

a small, three inch article on page one

of its Sunday edition. Soon thereafter,

the phones started ringing in the News
Roop. (No reporters ever came to the

,

campus, though.)

The first requests from reporters

were for raw facts and verification of

information already available, which

was all that Spurrier intended to give

out.

"We really had a very limited

amount of information to give out or

which we wanted to give out,"

Spurrier said. "In essence, we gave

out yearbook information, which told

what Sam had majored in and what

sports he had played, but as far as

who his teammates were and what his

GPA was, it was not our job to supply

that."

Bleezarde's first task was getting «<-

photo on the wire for the major wire

services. After the story had appeared

see PR ESS page 2
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rates Ephmen Yaggots'
As part of it£ freshman issue, the Record (H-inted a guide to roadtripping

which sppke highly of our neighbors frona Slcidmore. However, our Icind neigh-

bors were hardly as generous in their appraisal of us, rating us as faggots. We
print b61ow sections of the guide to roadtripping printed in the Slcidmore Snews

(sidand corresponding entries from the Record for your amusement.
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For the Record
Journalism must be receptive to new styles and ideas if it is

to be successful. When The Williams Record and the Williams
Advocate were merged three and one-half years ago, a
dramatic effort was made to combine two different styles of

journalism into a dynamic union, a move symbolized by the
merger of the two names. What this merger ignored however,
was the value of maintaining a tradition and the even more
difficult task of establishing a new one.

By returning the name of the paper to The Willia
Record, we are in no way ignoring the beneficial elements of the
Advocate style, merely eliminating the negative ones. The
Record shall continue to solicit faculty and student response on
campus issues, present articles often more literary than
journalistic in an effort to capture a different perspective of the
campus, and experiment with different layout styles in an effort

to improve the aesthetic impact of the paper. In general, the
fresh perspective which the Advocate staff brought to the
Record tradition will be maintained.

All the effects of the merger were not positive though, for in

attempting to reform what was then perceived as stale com-
petitiveness in Record personnel organization, the ReAd staff

neglected to define a new organizational system for them-
selves. As the members of the original staff graduated, new
people were brought in only to be told less, and as a result, spent
entirely too nfitich time in trial-and-error experimentation in

which fewer people ended up doing more and more work. The
effects of such organizational weakness were clearly evident in

the reduced quality of ReAds in subsequent years. What had
begun as an effort to improve journalism at Williams, began to

cripple it.

What the Record represents is continuity, something which
is hard to maintain in an organization which experiences a
complete turnover every four years. But such continuity should
never imply a barrier to change. Instead it should provide a
framework within which editors can explore their own ideas,

without crippling the structure for their successors. The Record
system of definite training programs, well-defined personnel
organization, and the continuous staff evaluation provides such
a framework ; a framework constructed with blueprints from
the past, but useful for the future.

More than the name has been changed. The style of the
paper is once again five column to allow more flexibility in

layout and to improve its visual qualities. It also reflects a
desire on tJie part of the editors to return to a more conservative
journalistic style based on objective news reporting, rather
than highly subjective and impressionistic interpretation. The
Record returns to twice weekly publication this fall in order to

allow timely distribution of all campus issues and happenings.
Again, it should be emphasized that we are not becoming a
glorified Register, but a newspaper in the classical sense—that
of a publication which disseminates reporting, opinion, and
comment as quickly and efficiefttly as possible.

Thomas G. Hardie III, 78, dies
ThomasG. Hardie III, 19, was found

dead in a sleeping bag in a wooded
tract near Alger, Michigan on August
15. Hardie, who would have been a

sophomore at Williams, left Madison,

Wisconsin on July 27 and was hit;

chhiking to meet his family at their

home on Nantucket.

According to state police, a post-

mortem showed no evidence of foul

play or violence. They speculated that

death may have been due to some type

of cardiac failure or to ^me kind of

poisonous berry that Hardie may have

eatien along his trip.

Police noted that Hardie was born

with a pinched aorta and had major

surgery six years ago to correct the

problem. Officers said that Hardie's

body was found by railroad workers
and that he had apparently been dead
for about two weeks.

At Williams, Hardie rowed on the

freshman heavyweight crew, was
concentrating on pre-medicine and
environmental studies, and made the

Dean's list. He spent the early part of

the summer working on campus for

the Center for Environmental Studies.

Hardie graduated in 1974 from

Gilman School, Baltimore, where he

won the school's Fisher Medallion for

general scholarship and leadership,

the highest honor the school can

bestow.

Record; 'partiers'

Skidmore: Chances are your initial

venture away from the cozy confines

of the Purple Valley will be in the

direction of Skidmore College, located

just down the rgad from thejracetrack

in Saratoga Springs, N.Y., about an
hour's ride northwest of Wllliam-

stown.

In general. Skids women are more
apt to put their books aside in favor of

partying than their counterparts from

Smith and Mt. Holyoke. Consequently,

mixers, whether on campus or at

D'Andrea's, can be a lot of fun and
provide ample amounts of both

"iiiinales "a'ria^er.

'

One mixer in particular that

shouldn't be missed is the Mixer on

the Green, ostensibly billed as ^n
introduction to the social morays of

the college for Skids frosh.,./ •

Skidmore is most renowned,
however, for the incredible amount of

bars which surround the campus and
highlight downtown Saratoga Springs.

Thus, very little time is spent partying

on-campus and roadtrip agendas
alwa.v include at least a token stop at

sg'/..&l of these establishments,

erhaps the most famous is

Andrea's, usually referred to as

D'A's. Featuring mixers, fooseball

contests, and a number of specials on

drinks and food, it's a good spot to

visit at spme point during your stay,

since you'Ye, bound to run into some
people you kiiow. Most of the action is

in the downstairs bar, since the

ground level one is usually full of

townies and Union or Colgate men on
the hustle.

Fast becoming the most popular

spot in town is the Tin and Lint, which
mixes the quaint furnishings of a

coffee house with the atmosphere of

your favorite neighborhood tavern.

If you're into the disco scene, then

The Rafters is the place to go. Replete

with strobe lights of every shape and
form and the best dance tunes around,

it exudes an atmosphere totally dif-

ferent than any other in town.

Consequently, many Williams men
are heading to the Skids on Thursdays
after getting primed at guest meals,

which, by chance, also fall on Thurs-

days.

I).\RT.M(H'TII: Nestled away in the

beautifu] hills of Hanover, N.H. (and
you thought we were going to say
Wllliamstown), Dartmouth resembles
Williams in many ways, only bigger.

This applies to its physical plant, its

athletic stress, and its male
population. The L.L. Bean look

predominates throughout the campus
and Dartmouth men in general ap-

pear to be less intellectually oniented

and more rowdy than their Williams
counterparts.

Roadtrips to Hanover, although
lengthy, are usually well worth the

ride, and their Winter Carnival in

February is a must. As far as girls go,

there's a nursing school on campus
(not affiliated with the college,

though) whose students are on par
with Green Mountains but who'll

always tell visitors that they attend
Dartmouth College.

I'NION: Why, you might ask, would
anyone want to roadtrip to Union in

the first place?

Possessing little of the beauty and
virutally none of the charm inherent

in most colleges. Union has n^er-
theless become one of the best

roadtrips Eph sports fans can un-

dertake.

This is due to the fact that Union
now considers the Williams game in

any sport (especially football and
basketball) to be the biggest game on

their schedule.

Furthermore, Union men are

renowned for their pus towards

anyone from Williams and always
bring a large, extremely vocal con-

tingent with them to a Williams game
(witness last year's basketball

game).

Snews;.'faggots'

Broadly generalizing, Williams

guys are non athletically oriented

(that is compared to the guys at the

other three schools who are generally

a bunch of . jocks). They are-in-

tellectual (though not quite up to par

with the Dartmouth boys) agd
sociable. They are rated by our ob-

jective scoring methods: faggots.

Generalizing once agifim. Union

fellows are jolly aiK^lftways up for

beer guzzling aiif*^ party. Though

they come inJa^i in the intellectual

rating, Urtwifls only 45 minutes away

J&y.caL§B.d rejD?.n)ter,,yjaM don;t hftye„

to marry him. Our objective rating

jjei'vice scores Union-nosepickers.^

Returning to generalization again,

Dartmouth is an Ivy League school.

The word Ivy is classy. Unfortunately

the people who attend the classy

schools need not be classy. Dartmouth

men are intelligent being alone up in

Hanover effects not their brains but

leads, instead to mad carvings. Ob-

jective ratings—jerkoffs.

Sensationalism

Getting the Record

Today's Record marks a return

to the traditional layout and
banner of Williams' oldest con-

tinually published newspaper. (.See

tlir ediloriai "For (he Record" for

un in-depth look at the reaBoni

behind the change.)

The. issue also marks the

beginning of a new distribution

system of the paper, according to

editor-in-chief Bill \Viding. Issues

will no longer be dropped into each
dorm in the late evening, instead

quantities of the paper will be

strategically placed in every
campus dining hall to be picked up
by the students.

In a continuation of last year's

publication policy, there will be

slightly fewer issues of the paper in

each dining hall than there are

students. This, says Widing, is to

keep printing costs down, and he

hopes that room- and suitemates

will share copies of the paper to

•make-thia^pdiiey'a suecess -̂^^

Off-campus students can pick up
copies of the paper from Mrs.

Marlowe in the Baxter Hall

mailroom.

Beginning next week the Record
will publish twic^ weekly, on

Tuesday and Friday afternoons.

Deadlines for these issues are

Sunday and Wednesday respec-

tively at 2.00 p.m.

Kidnopping coverage
PRESSfrompage 1

in the Times Sunday mornmg, he

pulled Bronfman's basketball photo

from the files and gave it to a friend on

The North Adams Transcript, which
put it out on the AP wire that night.

Monday morning UPI received the

same photo via Bleezarde and The
Berkshire Eagle.

By Wednesday, many editors had
determined that the facts had become
staid and overworked and instructed

reporters to begin looking for new
approaches to the storv. Spurrier was
asked to supply more opinionated
background information— in essence,

to "conduct a psychoanalysis of Sam
over the phone.

"If those guys wanted a

psychoanalysis, they should have
called the Doctor's office, not the

News Office," Spurrier said. He
politely refused.

Meanwhile, Time, and Newsweeli
began inquiring if the News Office had
any color photographs, a round-about

way of indicating that they were
strongly considering the story for

their covers.

"The media was both disappointed

and frustrated, firstsjfeecause Sam's
yearbook hadn't cpme out yet, and

secondly because past yearbooks

weren't like the old ones and didn't

supply that many group pictures or

much individual information,
"

Spurrier said.

To get pictures, they acquired old

yearbooks from the publishers and

asked Spurrier for proofs from this

year's book.

Summing up ^e entije incident.

Spurrier termed press freatment as

"celebrity journalism rather than

investigative journalism. The em-

phasis was on scoring your beat,

getting the scoop, and producing

action news."

He also thought that the Bronfman

family's handling of the case was
"terrific".

"They didn't bend to the pressure

and give juicy tidbits about Sam to the

press, hold tearful press conferencespre

Help Wanted
Anyone interested in working for

the Record, whether freshman or

upperclass, should come to the

Record office in Baxter Hall on
Thursday, September 11 at the

appropriate time:

Photographers 6:30

News writers 7:00

Features 7:30

Sports , 8:00

Arts
. 8:30

Layout 9:00

or play the tapes for the press," he

said.

In the case of Rudolph, the

professor was first contacted by a

reporter for a small, Westchester

CountyTiewspaper some time after

midnight, Sunday evening.

After identifying himself, the

reporter simply stated that "Sam
Bronfman, a student of yours, has

been kidnapped. Would you like to

comment?"
Rudolph promptly blasted the

reporter.

On Wednesday, the College asked

him to speak with the press about

Bronfman. Rudolph complied,

primarily to refute some of the

"facts" which reporters were trying

to verify and also to get them off his

back.

In most cases, the press asked

"very bated questions" and were

looking for answers to fit the story

that they wanted to print, Rudolph

said.

^^^'^hen he»go^ut^
Williams College, where hfe^ >ad

majored in American Civilizaticri,-^

young Bronfman discovered at first

hand what American civilization is

like".

Max Lerner in The New York Tost.

New faculty
FACULTY from page 1

Bruce W. Godfrey, assistant

professor of psychology, received his

B.S. from the University of Kentucky
in 1970 and his Ph.D. from the

University of Connecticut this year.

David C. Johnson, who graduated
from Williams with a B.A. in 1971, was
named visiting instructor in physical

education.

Richard W. Krouse, lecturer in

political science, took his B.A. from
Franklin and Marshall College in 1968,

earned M.A. degrees from the

University of Chicago in 1971 and
Princeton in 1973, and expects to

receive his Ph.D. from Princeton this

fall.

David M. Quadagno, visiting

associate professor of psychology,

received his B.S. from Pennsylvania
State University in 1963, his MA. from
San Francisco State in 1966, and his

Ph.D. from the University of Illinois

in 1969, and has been teaching at the

University of Kansas.

Sharon T. Shepela, assistant

professor of psychology, received her

B.A. in 1964 and her master's in 1966,

both from Pennsylvania State

University, took her PhD. in 1971

from Cornell, and has been teaching

at Bennington College.

*
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ibelievably, the Sawyer
open to greet returning

this week. Although official

ipening ceremonies await Saturday's

Convocation, the litirary is already

serving students and faculty with ttie

start of classes today.

A stepped up capital fund drive and
a rush construction schedule (Often

work was done over weekei^ and at

night) presented the College with an

ail but completed library in July.

Some minor problems still remain. A
few couches and chairs have yet to be

shipped. Half of the card catalogs are

still missing. Lamps for certain tables

had to be returned for replacements.

Some 42,000 wire book-ends, received

covered with grease, were sent back.

At press time, minor work was still in

progress in the Reserve Room and
student lounge.

The facade and basic plan received

some criticism when first^ropiMjgflia

TS'iV'SIthoul^ ciiarigli were made7
critics still look askance at the wide

expances of brick and "crazy"
fenestfatipn.

Professor Whitney S. Stoddard in

liis traditional Freshman Day lecture,

"A Sense of Where You Are,"declared,

"They may of had some trouble with

the front elevation," adding, "The
east and west are rather interesting

and work well."

College officials note that the

library is "environmentally design^
with minimum exposure to the sun
sides, heavy insulation, operable
double windows, an attic ventilation

system, light courts, and low level

high quality lighting."

A 1972 brochure describes the

building, "In its external setting, the

(Sawyer Library) forms a mall or

common to the south which is its

principle facade . . . the building (is)

not unlike Stetson in over-all mass and
exterior material. Clad in a sym-
pathetic reddish brick it also should

relate in basic material to the rest of

the campus. (It) sits squarely on an
east-west campus circulation pattern

... an east-west concourse per-

mitting circulation . . ., from which

one can rise by a short night of stairs

to the main level and control desk of

the library."

This concourse will be open all the

time to preclude cutting the campus in

half by the otherwise monohthic
structure.

The main level (middle plan)

contains, to the north, the ad-

ministrative facilities for the library.

Turning from the circulation desk,

one finds card catalogs to the left,

periodic literature indexes to the

right. Reference works, current

periodicals, and plenty of lounge and
informal study space are along the

«outh - wall. The copier has been

mo^-ed to an enclosed alcove in the

southwest corner.

The lower level (bottom plan), two

flights down the central stairwell, has

the Reserve Room to the southeast.

Reserve books and zeroxed articles

Jong with phonograph records and
apes are obtained at the counter to

he left as you enter. Turntables,

:asette players and reel to reel tape

leeks are near by.

To the right, protected by a wall of

louble-decker carrels are the

nicrofilm and microfiche collections,

lidden in the catecombs beyond is the

learly completed student lounge, the

inly area in the library open for

itudent smokers.'

In the center and to the north are

tacks. Williams is a depository for

overnment documents and these are

Dused in the northwest corner. The
innel to Stetson (the old library) is

pposite.

The third and fourth levels house

le bulk of the library's collection. On
le fourth level (not shown) one can

nd the religion, technical, an-

iropology, economics, and history

}llection8.

Each floor contains typing rooms
nd group study rooms, including

veral with facilities for showing

1ms. There are 128 reserved carrels

located around the central light

ells) on the third and fourth levels,

nreserved carrels line the south

alls and are scattered in various

trms throughout the floors.

-oriented Sawyer Library opens on time

Third Level

Middle Level

.»)> *. 1
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Tryout for Brecht's Boal

September 10,

The WUliams College Theater will

hold auditions for Bertolt Brecht's
Baal, the first production of its 1974-75

season, on September 15, 16, and 17

from 7 to 11 p.m. on the mainstage of

the AMT. Directed by Greg Boyd,
assistant director of AMT, Baal', will

open Nov. 14. Audition slots can be
obtained by signing up in the EU-ama
pepartment office.

The play, a loosely constructed
sequence of twenty-two scenes, tells

the story of an ugly, asocial, vagabond
poet who blindly follows his primal
instincts. He spends his life in a
variety of Bohemian occupations, but
mpstly in-taverns where he sings Ws
songs and poetry. The plot, however,
is of lesser importance in a play of this

sort, and the production will focus on

the individual momerits in Baal's life

which are exposed in the different

scenes.

Boyd described the play as "a story

of a journey—Baal's journey to

death." He continued "Where others

write of love, Brecht writes of sex;

when others write of poetry, Brecht

writes of obscenity."

Written in 1918, Baal was Brecht's

first p\»y, and a chaotically brilliant

work lit the l>est tradition of the best

German Expressionist drama.

Its exuberant language and style

expresses a passionate acceptahceof

the world in all its sordidgrandeur,and

speaks of the fall of civilized man.

Auditions for the Freshman
Revue will be held at 7:30 pm, on

Wednesday, September 10 and

Thursday, September 11 on the

mainstage of the Adams Memorial

Theater. The revue, which is a

tribute to America's Bicen-

tennial—and even its future

Tricentennial, will be presented on

Parents' Weekend in October.

The auditions are open to all

freshmen, talented or not,—actors,

dancers, singers, "techies",

bartenders, paramedicals, and
anyone else with a talent not

banned under Massachusetts law.

Especially desired is someone with

folk-singing talent. Join the fun,

and m'alc^ MorhanfDad proud oT
you.

WCFM seeks donations

J/isiting professors among new appointees
VISITINGfrompagel

instructor in German, graduated front coming academic year was Eileen. J.

Williams with a B.A. in June. Over, part-time instructor in English.

Joining the faculty for the: Winter:-:::Sfie took he^*TAv^rtXavier Univer-
Study Period will be Lucy R. Lippard,

an art critic and historiiah, named
Robert Sterling Clark Lecturer in Art.

She (received her B.A. fronj Smith in

1958 and her M.A. from New,.^York

JJniyetsity in 1%2.

Appointed for the Winter Study
Period and second semester of the

sity of filew Orleans in 1%9, and was
awarded her MtA; in 1970 from tte
University of Wisconsin at Madison
where she expects to receive her Ph.
D. later this year.

Three persons were appointed for

the second semester of the coming
academic year.

CLASSIFIEDS! AT LAST!!

Yes, there is finally a way to sell ttiat extra Triumph or find a second-

hand Rose—the Record classifieds. Not only are they inexpensive, but your
ads will be seen by over 2000 people on campus. The rate is 30 cents for the

first line of up to eight words (a telephone number equals one word), and 25

cents for each additional line, or part of a line.

EXAMPLE: TO words equals 55 cents for one issue, $1.10 for two issues,

$1.65 for three issues, etc.

Enclose total payment for the number of issues you want your ad to run

IN CASH along with youi ad copy in an envelope addressed to the Record
and leave it with Mrs. Marlowe In the Baxter Hail maiiroom. Ads will be
published as soon as possible—see the masthead for deadline information.

Remember—CASH ONLY PLEASE!!.

FOR RENT

Apartmenf for Rent. 3

needed. 30 Hoxsey St..

Evenings.

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
Needed to sell Brand Name Stereo
Components to Students at lowest
prices. Hi Commission, NO In-

students vestment required. Serious
458-5627, inquiries ONLY! FAD COM-

PONENTS, INC. 20 Passaic Ave.,
Fairfield, New Jersey 07006.

JERRY DIAMOND 201-227-6814

THE WILLIAMS FILM SOCIETY
PRESENTS

Friday, September 12th
Meet Henry 8t Henriella .

,

, the laugh riol

Ffij Mo' iheyear.

Paramounl Pictures ptespnis

A HOWARD W. KOCH-

HILLARO ELKINS PRODUCTION

iilterHatthdu

EldneHoy.

JjJ Color by MOVIELAB

A New Leaf 11:30 P.M.

The Paper Chase 7 & 9 : 30 P.M.

.

Extra! Flash Gordon Special
We open our first semester double feature program with "THE PAPER
CHASE", a story of one young man's battle agalrfst the competlve grind of

academia. Timothy Bottoms plays the first year Harvard Law student
striving for approval, while Oscar Award winning John Houseman is the
iconoclastic law professor—God who embodies every nuance of the quin-

tessence of scholarly teaching.

Our second feature Is "A NEW LEAF", # screwbaM comedy where
[Walter Matthau plays a fastidious bachelor playboy who is running low on
cash. To solve his problems, he acquires rich yet homely wife, Elaine May,
who he plans to do in. Watch what happens when Elaine attempts to get Into

her new Grecian nightgown.

EXTRA BONUS ... The first chapter of the serial "FLASH GOR-
DON'S TRIP TO MARS" featuring Buster Crabble confronting Ming and
the Clay People.

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction
A Streetcar Named Desire

and The Third Man

Sam Hunter, who graduated frpm

Williams in 1W3, ^as namigd Roberl

Sterling Clark Visiting Professor d
Art. He is professor of art at Princeton

andis^an^rHWstorian and critic^

R. Bruce Barrus, visiting lecturer in

geology, received his B.A. from

Hamilton in 1966, and his master's in

1968 and his Ph. D. in 1970, both from

the University of Washington.

Deborah D. Beardsley, part-time

visiting lecturer in music, is a 1970

graduate of Indiana University,

where she received her master's

degree in 1974.

One person was appointed for the

second semesters of both the 1975-76

and 1976-77 academiq years. J^mes A.

Oglivy, visiting associate professor of

philosophy, is a 1964 Williams

graduate, and received his M.A. in

1966 and his Ph. D. in 1968, both from

Yale.

"Dashing Dave"Studenmund, WCFM president, fiddles with console

he deserihesas^a "lemon.-— —-——-—

WCFM, the^ollege radio^stationris

seeking $3000 to purchase a new

console ior its ^jroduction studio,

David R. Studenmund, station

president, announced.

The fund drive began in late August

when the station sent letters to station

members-and parents. The response

is light so far, Studenmund reported.

The station will soon be contacting

alumni and .foundations for con-

tributions, he said. t'

During a fund drive in 1971, the

'Cphoto by Janson)

station raised $30,000 foria^aT eit

penditures. A console for the

prodactton studto was purchased at

that time, but Studenmund described

it as a "lemon" which must be

replaced.

The console will be used for promos,

interviews and special taped

programs, Studenmund said.

Contributions can be sent to: WCFM
Fund Drive, Williams Development
Office, P. 0. Box 231, Williamstown,

Mass. 01267.

R

R
R cnzis

(XHUCI loaK nOM DC
UUAIOTOWN, MAS. «•

DON'T WRITE IN YOUR BOOKS!

You may exchange books unti I the last day
that you can change courses ( Friday, September 19)

Levi's
adidas

The College Shop

Establislu'd 1901

S!M{I\<; SIKKKI NMI.IJAMSTOWN, M \SS.

THE
NICKELODEON

- 55 Spring Str-W411iamstown, Mass.- -t-

IF . . .

September 1 0-11 Wednesday-Thursday 7:00PM & 9:00 PM
Pistinctions between truth, illusion and homicidal fantasy blur in Lindsay Anderson's eerie

tale of life and revolution in an English boarding school for boys. Guerilla warfare bloodies the

hallowed playing fields in an ending calculated to avenge all childhood's frustrations . . . and
to warn all societies of the dangers of suppression. Starring Malcolm McDowell (A Clock-

work Orange), David Wood, Richard Warwick, Christine Noonan. One of the New York
Times 10 Best Films of 1971. Rated R.

.**>•

BLAZING SADDLES
September 12-13 Friday-Saturday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
This is one of those movies that'sas silly as sin ... and ahnost as much fun. Like director Mel
Brooks' most recent epic, Young Frankenstein, it's the sort of film you can laugh straight

through—probably wiUlaagh straight through—and come away from wondering what was so

funny. Cleavon Little stars as a black sheriff. Gene Wilder as his sidekick. Between them they

save the town of Ridge Rock from evil land speculators ("
. . . our people are scattered, our

cattle raped ..." the local preacher laments) and from Mr. Brooks himself, who appears as a

lecherous and nearsighted Governor for the purposes of this pure and unpretentious bit of

entertainment. Rated R. (1974)
'"

THE GODFATHER II • " , -
.

September 14-15-16 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday 7:00 PM ONLY!
In a superb sequel to his earlier Godfather, Francis Ford Coppola expands the scope of the
original film forward and backward in time, weaving both works into a major exploration of the
roots and conseauences of that vast and shadowy sea of corruption we call Orsanized Crime.
Coppola traces tne Corleone family from Sicily to Ellis Island and then proceeds to detail the
first generation's growing influence in New York's Little Italy. He records the passage of that
generation's power to the next, to the Don Corleone of the original Godfather. Then, skippin*^
Forward to pick up the narrative thread at the end of Don Cgrleone's fer]^n-as his son Micna^l
(Al Pacino) murders to consolidate his father's power—he explores Michael's pursuit of yet
more power in Miami, New York and Havana in the l950's and 1960's. Co-starring Robert
De Niro of Mean Streets. A powerful and Highly Recommended film. Winner of 6 Academy
Awards in 1974, including Best Picture and Best Director.

\.
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llliams profits from summer visitors
lie participation of over 2,600 in-

iduals in the various conferences

programs offered this summer on

Williams campus made the

amer season both active and
ifitable. Although actual figures

as yet unavailable, Shane Rior-

i. Business Manager of the College,

optimistic about the financial

come of ttiis summer's programs,

he college offers its facilities to

nerous groups during June, July

August primarily for Financial

"THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
ilQUORSWINES^BEER^

4.Gwest^Pfiees-ifr Towfl

— Quantity^iseouflts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

reasons. According to Riorden,.
continued usage of the physical plant

enables the college to maintain much
of its staff, including many employed
by Food Service and Buildings and
Grounds, on a twelve month t>asis.

This eliminates the financial burden

of covering unemployment com-
pensations for those temporarily laid

off during the summer months.

Programs this summer ranged in

size from the fifteen member
American Studies for Executives

Program to the annual session of the

Massachusetts Teachers Association

whTchliivolved more than 800 people.

Most of the college dormitories were
utilized at some point during the

summer to house the various groups.

Dining facilities were profvidedmostly.

in Greylock.

In addition to the approximatdy
fifteen convehtions and conferences
held on the campus, the Van Der
Mear-Williams Tennis Camp offered
an instructional tennis program to a
coeducational group of 10 to 17 year
olds. Beginning on June 22 and con.
tinuing through August 23, ,the camp

MlAMrm^
ffW,.. Sim

One Stop Headquarters
for all your stationery

and school supplies

/

Welcome back to a new Inn

and a^new era of fine hospitality

/,' and entertainment at the

Omamj[ Williams Inn

€oHftlyCasMk
iPORTSWEAR DRESSES

SPRING STREET
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

ACCESSORIES

415 MAIN STREET
ENNINGTON, VERMONT

MONUMENT PLAZA
BENNINGTON, VERMONT

Welcome Back Williams Students

/

Wi 64 Static

' Reliable Car Care"

Spring St.

iiiiamslown

TUNE UP
ACCESSORIES - ROM) SERVICE

WHEEL BALANCING
MUFFLERS INSTALLED

BRAKE SERVICE ^
TIRES - BATTERIES

WE ARE AS NEAR
AS YOUR (^9[8t PHONE

Phone 458-9233 or 4584269

TAG SALE

Saturday, September 13

' lOAM-SPM
Some furnishings for your

room or apartments
and memorabilia

30 Hoxsey Street

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRUNG STREET

offered a series of one and tvyo week
sessions to a pool of some 100 par-

ticipants. Clarence C. Chaffee, coach
of the Williams tennis team for 33

years before his retirement in 1970,

acted as resident tennis co-ordinator

for the program.
Returning for its twenty-first

season, the Williamstown Summet-
Theatre brought a staff of ISO per-

formers, technicians, apprentices,
and other theater personnel to the
Adams Memorial Theater. The group
remained on campus from June 15

through September 1 during which
f^me they produced such works as
"Ring Round the Moon," "Savages,"
"Summer and Smoke," and "Abe
Lincoln in Illinois." Unfortunately,

the season finished as the worst in the
history of the summer theatre, ac-

cording to director of the summer
theatre festival, Nikolas
Psacharopo^las. The difficulties

encountered by the theater this season
have caused the development of

considerable concern over the future

of this program.

Alteration of the theater program
could have a significant effect on the

summer season in Williamstown but

as long as participation in the diverse

conferences and conventions held

here remains high, the college

summer program is predicted to

remain a success.

Course Chonges
Registrar George C. Howard

reported no chaises in course

registration and course change
propedures this fall.

Students will have ten days in

which to change courses'tind turn

in course registration cards.

Students can change courses by
crossing out the course they ai^

dropping and writing in the name
of the new course. Instructors must
accept the registration card in

orcter to make the change official.

Freshmen must have their faculty

advisers' signature in order to-

change courses.

INDIAN BEDSPREADS, lOO'otoMon ir hruihl

haiu) hlock pnnipd Moral desiqris .tnd colon

also grpai ds lablfclolhes, curtami, wall hany

ings ot as vardqonds lof fashion paUi't'is

NAMDHA RUG, a taw Ipit rug Ironi

Kashmtt, composed of 77% coilon and 23^.

wool, thev afe 'ugged enough tost and up under

the hoavrest traffic, Vatred multrcolored

crewel embrorderv patterns.

the

boutique

63 VtHAFER ST

open every day -

- -\-i^.,''-.-.'V-.r-:
t-.7<

®«l

thursda/s til 8:30

KING'S LIQUOR

STORE

Fine Wines

and .

'

Liquors

Plenty of All Types Beer

Spring Street Wllliamsfown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458-5948

^Welcome Students —
e have all your pports equipment heeds

',*,;!«..

gym dothlng
• sport shoes

• day hikers

• squash rackets

• tennis equipment

-^'^

« htklifig boots

• down jackets & vests

• college T-shirts

See us first * ^^
GOFF'S SPORTS, INC.

Chamber recital
The first Music in the Round

concert of the year will be given as

part of the Convocation Weelcend at

Williams on Friday evening, Sep-
tember 12, at 8:30 p.m. ip tlie

Thompson Memorial Chapel.

The program will consist of
Dvorak s Trio, Beethoven's Trio in E
Flat Major, tipus 3, Benjamin Brit-

ten's as yet unrecorded Suite for violin

and piano, and Ginastera's unusual
Quintet for piano, two violins, viola,

and 'cello.

Featured in the program will be the

Williams Trio, Julius Hegyi, violin;

Douglas Moore, 'cello: and Stephen
Dankner, piano.

COLONIAL PIZZA

^OfJ

^ck,^® Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven Grinders and Spaghetti

WE MAKE FRESH DOUGH DAILY

2 LOCATIONS

CORNER EAGLE & CENTER STS.

NORTH ADAMS, MASS,
Tel (664-4134
or 664-6889

50 SPRING STREET
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

TeL 458-9009
or 458-8014

Call 10 Minutes Before Leaving Home— Thank You.

1 days a week
Sun.-Thurs. ; 9 AM - 2 AM Fri. & Sat. ; 9 AM - 3 AM

!

PrudGnt
SlUllBIlt

Dis
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Send for your
Student LD.Card

and enjoy

special rates at

Hilton Hotels

and Inns coast

to coast. (Grad students
and faculty, too.) Just mail this coupon
to Hilton Hotels Fulfillment Dept., Suite 200,

205 So, Beverly Drive. Beverly Hills. CA 90212,

Name ':

Address.

City

College

.Slate. _Zip.

I

I

t

I 1

X

.Class of 1 9_

XHinon HOTEIS
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Purple gridders tough on offense;
: t, iyr i> ii

young defense a potential weakness
i :...^sfSi'..r byTlmLayden
Perhaps the 1975 Associated Press

college football guide put it best when
it described the Williams College
football team as "Coach Bob Odell's

smooth-operating football vehicle."

Looking baclt on Odell's record of 27

wins and only five losses over the past

four years since coming to Williams,
and at the four consecutive Little

Three titles which the Ephs have
coUaredi the description seems quite

accurate. i

Some of Coach Odell's more per-

sistent detractors might look upon the

loss of some fine first-line players
from last year's 7-1 squad, as well as
the relative inexperience of the

defensive unit as reasons for cooling

the optimism which already- -seems
apparent with regard to a possible

fifth straight title.

Missing from the 1974 squad will be
AU-American and All-East mid-
dleguard J. C. Chandler and All-New
England defensive tackle Harry
Jackson, two of the finest defensive
linemen in the history of the school.

Returning to the "pit" for coach Andy
Dzurinko will be tackle Mike Powers.
Replacing Jackson and Chandler will

be senior Dave Kurfess, who saw
limited action in the past, and con-

verted fullback Mike Bernay, a tough
soph. The unit is short on depth and
experience, but with the help of two
outstanding linebackers, should be
strong.

The aforementioned linebackers
are senior Carm Palladino, a starter

for the past two years; and Emmett
Creahan, the jack-of-all-trades of the

1974 squad. These two combine with
senior defensive ends Jack Costello

and co-captain Tim Mages; two
tough, agile veterans, to give the Ephs
a good enough unit to make up for the

inexperience of the front line early in

the season.

Despite the loss of Joe Twining, the

defensive backfield, under coach Dick

Farley, is one of the most experienced

around, and as has been the case in

past seasons under Farley, should be

one of the most reliable.

All-New England cornerback Scott

Perry returns to lead the unit; he is

described by coach Odell as "as fine a

defender as I've every seen." Mike
Gibbons and John Agostini, two
seniors who also started in '74 will

return, while junior Todd Nelp, the

fifth man last year, will vie for the

final spot.

Any questions which may ^rise

from examining the partially

rebuilding defense will be solved by
reviewing an offense which seems
capable "of being one of the most
potent in New England again this

year. —
The talent begins right at the

quarterback spot, where three
talented throwers give Odell the

pleasant task of choosing among
them. Senior co-captain Jim Baldwin
leads the parade. Baldwin is a two-

year starter who has proven himself a

valuable team leader, highly adept at

maintaining a drive and almost in-

capable of losing a lead once he's

gotten one. Williams also has its own
version of ex-Oakland Raider "mad
bomber" Daryle Lamonica, to be
found in the person of junior Don
Wallace, described by Odell as "one of

the finest passers I've ever been
connected with." Wallace specializes

in 40-50 yard bombs and late come-
from-behind antics. He is an exciting

passer who may or may not be ready
to take a team by himself yet.

Lost somewhere in the maze, of

quarterbacks is sophomore Bill

Whelan, who may be a better rookie

than Fred Lynn OR Jim Rice, but has
far too much ahead of him to prove it

yet.

The rest of the backfield is led by

returning starter Tom Redden, a

bruising fullback. Halfbacks Rod
Geier and Dave Reimann both

graduated and senior Bill Null, junior

Charlie Carrier, and soph Scott

Harrington will battle for the two

halfback spots.

Senior Dave Parker is a slippery

receiver, and as a result of an injury

to Pete Eshelman, could have the

position all to himself. Parker
snagged seven scoring tosses last

year. Senior Bob Murphy and
sophomore Herb McCormick, leading

receiver on last year's frosh team are

vying for the tight end spot vacated by

Tony Kroker.

The offensive line, under Jfche

tutelage of coach Joe Dailey, lost

three starters, but could possibly be

even strorijger than last year's unit.

Seniors Rich DiSalvo and John Solar

return to man the guard slots, with

competition from soph Ken Schoetz.

Junior Tim Dunn returns from a

broken leg to the left tackle spot, while

soph Paul Zaboske is bidding for a

starting tackle berth on the right side.

Junior Bill Hutwelker and senior Tom
Breen are battling with soph Lew
Kitchin for the vacated center

position.

Junior Kevin Cramer will return to

handle the placekicking duties, while

Eshelman, despite his injury, is ex-

pected to do the punting. The Ephs
appear solid here.

It seems highly unlikely that the

offense will have any trouble at all

putting points on the board, and
should make each game of the fall an
exciting one. The key to the season

appears to lie in the second and third

games of the season, against Mid-

dlebury and Rochester. In none of

Coach Odell's seasons here have the

Ephmen managed to knock off' both of

these foes, perhaps this is the year.

The First Linen Exchange

will take place on

Wednesday, September 17

Please have your linen

in your ENTRY by 9:00 A.M.

It will be exchanged by 2:00 P.M.

Thanks

DRUMMOND LINEN RENTAL

15 Spring Street

Co captains Jim Baldwin {shown conferring with coach Odell] and Tim
Max'c's [64],' two seniors who will he counted on to lead the '75 edition of
I lie Epb squad. (photos by Tague)

Find out about the

Iranscendenial Medifafion Program

INTRODUCTORY talk 7:00 Thursday 11th

at the Environmental Center

discussion of scientific research on this technique to:

INCREASE LEARNING ABILITY
IMPROVE ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE
DECREASE ANXIETY, ETC.

for further information call 458-4269
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Convocation mqjj^s opening of Sawyer Library

-jBj'l

Richard
taken sont

delivered
address.

Scwall
months

in photo
before he

the Convocation

Donald S. Klop/er '22, Trustee Emerittis Ferdinand K. Thun 30,

former President John E. Sawyer and President John W. Chandler
react to openinji! harbs in Richard B. Sewall's Convocation address.

Address shatters image
by JohnSheehan

If you happen to know what Con-

vocation is, or are able to use it

correctly in a sentence, you are in

shorter supply in the College com-
munity than a copy of the Record
Ailvoc'iiif. Questionnaires distributed

to and filled out by the class of 76
proved revealing in the extreme.

Popular responses ranged from
Convocation as a clever conspiracy to

discourage participation in Skid-

more's Mixer on the Green to "a
chance to hold-up traffic on Route 2".

Needless to say, most missed the point

about Convocation, which annually is

intended as a sort of opening day on

the new season for seniors where the

President of the College throws out

the first ball and all the games are

played at home, with an occasional

road trip.

The march of seniors and faculty to

Chapin Hall, of course, put everyone
in a proper, though not particularly

serious, mood. The main deterrent on
the horizon to our new-found im-

portance lay in the expectation of a
dry and lifeless ceremony, used in

passed years as a cure for insomnia.
Once we were inside the Hall and

the ceremonies had gotten under way,
it became obvious that we had a brand
new ball game. First, Reverend
Eusden gave an optimistic Prayer
describing the newly dedicated
Sawyer Library as the "heartbeat of

Ihe campus". Peter Berek, Dean of

;he Faculty then announced the newly
sleeted members of Phi Beta Kappa,
A-ho bore silent testimony to what a lot

)f "heart" could in fact, do. This part
)f the ceremony served a two-fold
wrpose; primarily to recognize those
ndividuals who had managed to

igure out a successful system for

Williams academian arcana, and also
I chance for the rest of us to see them
or the first time.

Notions of boredom quickly
lissipated as President Chandler's
t'ell composed and received remarks
i-ere equally well delivered. The
•resident encapsulated the
I'illiamstown summer, and also
iture College plans. The ceremony
roceeded quickly and humorously
ilo the conferring of the Honorary
'egrees, which demonstrated that
ords as well as music could enliven
IP interior of Chapin without sub-
pquenl property damage.
Whatever expectations or pre-
onceptions any of us had left

Bgarding a dry and lifeless ceremony
ere completely and beautifully
Tattered by the address of Professor
ichard Sewall,of Yale University.
octor Sewall announced that his
»lk, "A Sense of the Ending", would
p a "strange address" and that we
|iould prepare ourselves accordingly.
is advice proved to be as worthwhile
5 the speech he then' delivered.
Selective quotation of the remarks

f Dr. Sewall cannot remotely ap-
rnach the actual content, sensitivity,

see ADDRESS pag«)

Five earn
^doctorates'
"The Sawyer Library" was the

theme of the Williams College fall

convocation, which formally opened
the 1975-76 academic year on Satur-

day, in Chapin Hall. Along with a

morning panel discussion on the

evolution of books, the convocation

marked the official opening of the .

Sawyer Library, a new $4.8 million

structure named in honor of former
Williams president John E. Sawyer.
Sawyer was one of five persons

receiving honorary degrees during

the convocation. Williams president

John W. Chandler presented an
honorary Doctor of Letters degree to

the convocation speaker, Richard B.

Sewall; honorary Doctor of Laws
degrees to Sawyer and Donald S.

Klopfer; and honorary Doctor of

Humane Letters degrees to William S.

Budington and Leonard B. Schlosser.

Richard B. Sewall, a 1929 Williams

graduate, is Professor of English at

Yale, where he received his Ph.D. in

1933 and has taught since 1934. His

published works include "The Life of

The ivy-covered walls of old

Stetson Library is framed by the

south colonnade of Sawyer
Library, dedicated at Saturday's

Convocation, (photo by Everett)

Emily Dickinson," which received the

National Book Award for 1974.

John E. Sawyer served as president

of Williams from 1961 to 1973, over-

see DEGREES page 5

$4.8 million,

5 story; brick

library opens
The Williams College fall con-

vocation on Saturday, Sept. 13 marked
the dedication of the Sawyer Library.

The new structure is named in honor
of John E. Sawyer, who served as
president of Williams from 1%1 to 1973

and was a driving force in obtaining a
much-needed new library for the

college.

An open house for the public will be
announced at a later date, as a con-

siderable amount of equipment for the

new hbrary has not yet been installed.

The Sawyer Library was designed

by Ben Weese of Harry Weese &
Associates, Chicago, with the Dwight
Building Co., of Hamden, Conn., as

general contractor. Ground for the

building was broken in June 1973, and
the total project is budgeted at $4.8

million.

Within its gross area of 97,250

square feet the new library will house

see LIBRARY pages

'Title IX won't affect College'
by Jim Cohen

Federal regulations under Title IX
of the 1972 education amendments
banning sex discrimination in

education require changes in

athletics, employment, housing and

Meal tax at fault

Board bill
by Nicholas Cristiano

On-campus Williams students can

expect to pay an additional $45 to $72

on their second semester term bills if

the Massachusetts meal tax is ex-

tended to colleges and schools as

expected, according to Business

Manager Shane Riorden.

"Sometime this fall, some light will

be shed on the matter, but it

(avoidance of the tax) doesn't look

like it's in the cards," Riorden said

last Monday.

A bill in the General Legislature to

exempt colleges and schools using the

contract meal system is still in

committee after two years, and has

not been moving too well, he added.

The food tax, which levies a charge

against all food purchases in excess of

one dollar, was raised last July 1 from

five to eight per cent.

Working strongly against the

exemption bill is the large state deficit

and the subsequent reluctance of state

legislators to give up the additional

revenue.

Extension of the tax has stalled due

to controversy over how schools on the

contract system should pay the tax,

since it is more difficult to determine

what constitutes a dollar purchase,

and meal prices vary at different

schools. The tax is based on meal

prices, and not food costs.

Some schools, Riorden said, use

meal revenues to pay off dining hall

building costs and thus charge higher

prices. Williams attempts only tb

break even between food costs and

meal revenue.

Riorden said he has heard that

Governor Dukakis is considering

levying a flat five per cent tax on the

full year term bill in order to solve the

controversy.

Riorden said he had been prepared

to put the eight per cent tax fee on the

first semester bill but was advised

against it in consultation with two

state private school lobby groups and

other Massachusetts schools, in-

cluding Amherst and Tufts.

may rise
The eight per cent tax, which is

presently levied on all direct meal

purchases, is already in effect at the

snack bar and the Log, and is one

reason for the latter's price increases.

Senate considers

bill to raise state

drinking age to 19

The Massachusetts Senate is con-

sidering a bill that, if enacted, would
raise the drinking age from 18 to 19.

The legislation, introduced by Rep. C.

Vincent Shea of Worcester, will

probably be voted on by the Senate in

the next few days.

In the Bay State, an individual is

considered a legal adult at age 18. He
is allowed to smoke at sixteen, drive

at 16'.^, and vote, sign legal contracts,

register for the armed service, pur-

chase a house and go to jail at 18. The
policeman's association is actively

supporting house Bill 6629

.

If the 40-member Senate votes

favorably on the bill, it will be sent to

Gov. Michael H. Dukakis, who hasn't

taken a public stand on the bill yet.

House—6629 "would be divisive to

the campus," according to Log
manager. Gene Falk. "You'd be

setting aside almost all the freshman

class as a separate entity that couldn't

associate with the rest of the school on

a social level." Right now there are

approximately 100 people that can't

legally drink. As of January 1st, that

number will be reduced to 25, ac-

cordingW official college statistics. If

theminimUo) drinking age was raised

to nineteen t^je would be 600

"Most collegSSave a place like the

Log, a student ba)." Gene Falk Said,

"to say one quarte* of the college

couldn't attend undermines the

purpose of the place ... It could be

the death of college run put^."

admissions procedures at some
schools, but Williams will be unaf-

fected, claim two college officials.

Atiiletic and Physical Education
Chairman Robert R. Peck and Dean
Peter Berek said Williams has sought

sexual equality since women were
first admitted, before it was an issue

in Congress.

According to Peck, "This doesn't

say that programs must have dollar

for dollar parity. However, we may
not, say, give the men's basketball

players a $5 dinner and the women's
team a $2.50 dinner. Coaching,
training travel and facilities must be

equal."

At Williams, the athletic chairman
said, sports and physical education

programs were gradually expanded to

offer equal opportunity. "Since we
started before there was (legislative)

pressure, it was an orderly process.

It's a mistake to try instant parity and
build a program immediately." (For

more of Title IX's impact on Williams

athletics, see page 6.)

Berek said that changes at Williams

evolved independent of Title IX

pressure. "We already had in

progress affirmative action programs

among employees to remove all

vestiges of sex discrimination.

"In recent years the school has tried

to increase the numbers of women and
minority faculty. Sex-blind hiring

(required by Title IX) isn't enough
. . . Now this is the most natural

thing in the world, not because of

legislation, but because of social

changes."

Problems created by sex-blind

admissions at state and graduate

schools, Berek maintained, "would tie

smaller than you'd expect. The only

difficulty would be single-sex dorms."

Graduate fellowships, however,
pose more complex problems. "The
Rhodes scholarship, for example, is

restricted to men and the college is

aske<f to endorse a candidate. Some
schools felt that endorsement of

students of one sex and not another

was discrimination.

"Trustees of the Rhodes program
agreed and eliminated the need for

endorsement." Legislation that is

pending in Parliament allows women
to apply for the fellowship, Berek
noted.

Both Peck and Berek observed that

university athletic associations op-

pose Title IX and support an amend-
ment that would exempt income made
from a sport that does not exceed cost,

see TITLE IX page 3

Apply for committees
Self-nominations are now being

accepted for student and student-

faculty committees. Applications are

available outside of the Student Af-

fairs Office in Baxter Hall and must
be submitted to the Dean's Office no

later than 4 p.m. Friday, Sept. 19.

The following is a list of the com-
mittees affecting College policies and
a short summary of their functions:

ACEC—plans and arranges all-

college entertainment.
^

Admissions—reviews present ad-

missions policies, organizes campus
visits for applicants.

Afro-American Studies—attempts

to develop a full program which
relate to the black experience.

Area Studies—recommends desired

courses, changes in the requirements.

.Vthleiics— advises and consults

with the Director of Athletics on

matters involving athletics, P.E., and

recreation.

By-Laws-compiles all College

Council rules and regulations, update-;

its constitution, and evaluates the

effectiveness of the structure of the

CC.

Calendar and Schedule—makes
recommendations to the faculty

concerning the academic calendar

and the scheduling of classes.

Computer Services—concerned
with the operation of computers at the

College.

Evaluation Study—concerned with

ways of improving the evaluation of

instruction.

Faculty Meeting—monitors and
reports on faculty meetings to the CC
and the student body.

Financial Aid—evaluates the

College policy concerning financial

aid and looks into employment op-

portunities for financial aid students.

Library—consults and advises the

College Librarian on matters of

library policy.

Review of the Freshman Year—,
concerned with the campus life

academics and housing of the fresh-

man class.

see COMMITTE E S |Mfl« S
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- -^- Keep it at 18
If Massachusetts House Bill 6629 becomes a law later this

year, almost the entire freshman class will be unable to legally
purchase or consume alcohol. Aside from the fact that this bill

would raise numerous annoyances for the social scene, the
Massachusetts legislature is now second-guessing its 1973
decision to lower the drinking age from 21 to 18. No longer
should the public worry about a white-wash in government
circles, but rather a 'wish-wash'.

Ostensibly the state is concerned, quite rightly, with the
rise in traffic deaths in which alcohol was judged a contributing
factor. A one year increase in the drinking age is not only a
questionable solution to this gory statistic, bUt may
paradoxically spur an additional increase. First, the teenage
ability to circumvent restrictions, especially those on alcohol,

would hardly be dented by a higher drinking age. Second, there
have always been stores with few qualms about selling to

minors, whether the drinking age is 21 or 18. Third, and finally,

most, if not all of the states surrounding Massachusetts have
lowered their drinking ages to 18 as well. The danger in driving
across state lines to drink are well known to Williams' old
guard.

Rather than attempting to lower the accident rate through
a new law which will require time better spent on more worth-
while issues and whose effectiveness is open to question, the
Massachusetts legislature could achieve a lower accident toll

by directing stricter enforcement of existing laws. Larger
penalties on stores selling to minors would go a long way
towards limiting illegal drinking, while tougher enforcement of
the 55 mph speed limit would curtail excessive speed on the
roads, which is usually the major factor in traffic accidents.

The ramifications of a 19 year-old drinking age on the
campus are extensive. It is no secret that alcohol is a very
prevalent commodity on the campus. Most likely a 'prohibition'

attitude would develop on the campus in which violating a law
would become a personal right.

A Special Moment
Most likely one of the best Convocation speeches in years

was delivered by Doctor Richard Sewall. Last year when the
Convocation theme was the economy, the senior class listened

to an appraisal of the future of the American economy-
informative but unengaging. With this year's topic the Sawyer
Library most seniors entered expecting oratory somewhere
between a eulogy and a Librarian Convention. Neither the

seniors nor the new library deserved such torture. Some
thought ahead and brought radios to follow the Red Sox game.
What they missed was a very special moment in which all the

robes came off, the distinctions of age blurred, and a work of art

enthralled a united body.

To call Doctor Sewall 's speech anything but a work of art is

to deny its transcendent ability to overlook the differences in

the audience and unite them by addressing their common
humanity. The senior class never felt more like a class, the

College never more a true community. For here in front of us

was a man sharing nothing less than what he considered the

consummate insights of his lifetime. The goal of education

seemed much clearer as Sewall spoke with us. Only fifty years

after his graduation had Sewall felt tremors of an un-

derstanding which had touched a timeless part of his being.

Fifty years of education placed four in a much more realistic

light.

Perhaps the most stirring strains of the address were the

most disturbing as well. At issue was the concept of sensitivity,

the ability to immerse oneself into the stuff of life, to always see

it with new eyes. Curiously, ours is the TV generation born and

bred on the concept of objectivity, the quick, insensitive

ingestion of material emasculated by a medium designed not to

stimulate thought, only satisfaction. We prove that there can be

too much of a good thing.

i^

by Tim Laydei

. In the spring of 1974, Mik Tawny

Elaine Godin of Yonkers, NeV Yorit

received a letter whlcii represented

tlie culmination of five months

anxious anticipation; in that letter

was the notification from Williams on

her application for admission. She

was not accepted.

Sixteen months later, Miss Tawny

Godin was selected in front of 17,000

people and a national television

audience as -the new Miss America.

Men of Williams—chalk one up for the

admissions department. Miss Godin is

now enrolled at that infamous in-

stitution of higher learning, Skidmore

College.

At the traditional Sunday morning

news conf^ence following her

selection as Miss America, Mi^s

Godin was asked if she had ever

received any setbacks in life. She

laughed and replied "Have I got a

story for you."
"1 wanted to go to Williams very

ybad. It was a traditional school. They

n't accept me at Williams. I made
tit up to the last cut and I was

very "Unset."

SHE was very upset? ! Imagine how
we feel ovW here when we think of the

countless Mt(n and miles of road

tripping that aK)ld have been saved if

a few Miss Amet<(cas could get into

Williams. We'd be\ll set!

!

Miss Godin has spent seven years of

her life living in Canada and has

visited seven European countries. She

has travelled all over the United

Wc wixb we coultl say, "Crowds rush to pick up hot RECORDS.
Insult ofinsults, these sittd^nts are actually waitingfor Baxter food.

(photo by McClel Ian)

Letters to th

Purple payola

The ballots were in, the decision

final. The Chapin Hall audience sat in

shock and disbelief at what they had
just heard. Williams Hall, Entry C
won the Freshman singing contest.

The same question was in every mind.
How could that crude vulgar display,

that exercise in bad taste, that pitiful

excuse for a performance, ever, ever
win anything? "It wasn't worth the

breath it took to boo it," one disgusted
observer remarked. Another offended
Frestiman commented smugly, "It

was beneath contempt."
Vet the Entry C travesty won. If

only unwillingly, we must suspend our
disbelief.

Entry C began its trek to notoriety

Monday, September 8, the day before
Purple Key Night. The entry's JA's,
whose names are withheld by request,
called a meeting in order to trash out
a routine. One of the two JA's, whose
name shall remain mud for some
time, takes full responsibility for the

routine's conception. Mudd said that

the first bad joke led to another and
the piece de la mal nalsance took its

final form.

The next step was the Tuesday
afternoon audition in front of a panel
of four judges (who all wish they could

remain nameless). The Entry per-

formed admirably. The judges, two
male and two female, laughed
throughout and advanced Entry C to

the Purple Key Night "finals".

The infamous Purple Key program
dragged on and on and on. Perhaps
the greatest service the Purple Key
could provide would be a limit on the

amount of abuse heaped upon its

audiences—which brings us back to

Entry C's performance. The Williams
Hall Freshmen, no longer admirable,

fell flat on their phallic symbols. The
singing was bad, the timing worse,

and the tired audience, suffering from
a rampant social disease (t)oredom).

sat in shock and disgust at">vliat they

were hearing. "Itwasbadenoughht)iat

we had to sit through the Youi^
Republicans, but Entry C!"
The road to notoriety has been

traveled. As of this writing (im-

mediately after Purple Key Night) no

one's questions have been answered.

How did Entry C manage to win the

traditional prize? Could it be that the

four audition judges picked the winner

on the basis of Entry C's "admirable

performance" which the fudges en-

joyed and no one but no one else got to

see? Or did Mudd bribe the judges,

since some claim there is no way that

such an obscene rendition of the oldest

college songjin America ever, ever

win . . . anything?

Even as this report is typed the

word is spreading that the judges

misjudged. Someone fouled up the

scoring system and the vile per-

formance mustered enough points to

take an undeserved first place. How
else could my Entry have won?

Andrew L. Gerra

Recount held

To the Editor:

On behalf of the Purple Key Society

I would like to thank all those who
participated in or viewed last

Tuesday's Purple Key Night. I hope

that all involved enjoyed the occasion

as much as I did.

I would like to take note of an error

which occurred in the tabulation of the

judges' ballots in connection with the

Freshman Singing Contest. Through
an oversight on my part, Williams C,

instead of Williams E, was declared

the winner. Needless to say, this

mistake has been explained to both

entries aqd they have been rewarded
for their efforts.

Once again, my apologies to all for

this unfortunate misunderstanding.

Sincerely,

Bill Greiter '78

States and is fluent intwo language
and knowledgeable in four others. She
was in the top two per cent of high
school graduating class, and wa> the

only female commentator on her high

school radio station. But, she's go
to the Skids and not Williams.

It is fairly safe to say that the ad-

missions office no doubt had good
reason for not accepting Miss Godiii,

and how could they have known that

she was going to be Miss America
right?

But it is also fairly safe to say that

there are few normal males at

Williams who won't sit back now and
then, wondering through gritted teeth

what it would have been like to have
Miss America in the class of '78 at

their school.

Record reveals

modus operandi

The Williams Record, the official

college newspaper, is published

twice a week during the school

year. The circulation staff delivers

copies to all campus dining halls on

Tuesday and Friday evenings.

Persons eating off campus may
pick up copies from Mrs. Marlowe
in the mailroom in Baxter Hall.

Deadlines are Sundays and
Wednesdays at 2:00 p.m. Letters to

the Editor should be submitted to

the Record office in Baxter Hail.

We reserve the right to edit any

letters of more than 300 words.

Viewpoints and other unsolicited

material will be considered for

publication.

News leads and information

concerning campus activities

should be submitted to the ne^^'s

editor or one of the managing
eidtors. Ideas for the weeklyen-

tertainment review should be

addressed to the arts editor.

Regular office hours are posted

on the door of the Record office in

Baxter Hall. The mailing address

is The Williams Record, Baxter

Hall, Williams College, William-

stown, MA 01267.

Representatives from-^he following

law schools will be on^eampus
September:

THE NEW YORK Law School—will

hold a "mock class" on Sept. 23 at

7:30 p.m. in Room 206, physics bldg.

Univ. of Virginia Law School will hold

interviews at OCC from 10 a.m. to4:30

p.m. on Sept. 25. Sign up at OCC.

LSAT: Test date: October 11 Regular

registration is closed but one can still

register with a late registration fee of

$4.00. The late registration deadline Is

.September 18th.

L.SAT WORKSHOP: Ms. Dinny
Taylor will be offering a 9 hour, 3

evening, workshop Sept. 25th and 29tli

and October 2nd to help students

prepare for the October 11 LSAT. The

purpose of the course will be to

familiarize students with the LSAT by

analyzing the different types of

questions and time pressures one

encounters when taking the test. After

the workshop, one should feel more

comfortable during the actual test and

consequently be able to perform more

to one's full potential. A fee of $10 plus

materials will be charged. To register

for the course or for further in-

formation call Ms. Taylor at 458-8268

or the Office of Career Counseling at

597-2311.

PLEASE NOTE: The GRE TEST
DATE IS OCTOBER 18. The deadline

for registering is Sept. 22.

Volunteer Position: A first grade

teacher in Pownal, Vermont Is looking

for a student volunteer teaching asst

Anyone interested should contact Sue

Little in the OCC for further Info.
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\dministrators

ibnorWelanetz

A/ith presidency
Peter P. Welanetz, Director of

Physical PUnt at Williams College,

vas elected president of the

VssociaUon of Physical Plant Ad-

Tiinistrators of Universities and

;;ollege8 over the summer.

Mr. Welaneti became president at

iie 62nd annual meeting of the

jssociation, held at Salt Uke City,

UUh last month, and he will serve for

me year. The association, established

in 1914, has over 1000 members from

both American and foreign in-

stitutions. Mr. Welanetz's selection

marks only the second time a

president has been chosen from a

temall college. He is a past president of

Uie Eastern Regional District.

i Mr. Welanetz holds a degree in civil

engineering from Lehigh University

and is a registered professional

engineer in Massachusetts. He has

been Director of Physical Plant at

Williams since 1951.

Shooting the ddg , .^j- y r ^,^ ^

Daly on being a faggot
\

Peter P. Welanetz,

Physical Plant.

Director of

\",:r i, by Dan Daly ,_ , "s

My first reaction was one of in-

dignation, quickly giving way to

amusement. Oh, the obscenities
continued to flow—all those four-letter

beauties used interchangeably with
the word "female"—but my laughter

deprived them of all their punch.
Being a Williams College faggot takes
a little getting used to; one cannot
develop a lisp overnight.

And so I sat somewhat un-

comfortably at the foot of my bed
trying to psychoanalyze the

Enrollment up to >663
For the fifth consecutive year,

enrollment at Williams College is

greater than the previous year's

figure. Eighteen hundred sixty-three

students began classes on September
tenth, up from 1834 last fall. Of thii|

year's students, 1226 are men and^
are women.

College postpones me
in cor registrotipn fees

by David R. Ross
Registration fees for cars remain

unchanged, despite rising costs,

according to Provost Stephen R.

Lewis.

Even so, a study by the Directpr^of

Security indicates that W^liams
charges the highest f^' among
comparable college.

Students must pay^^K)-semester or

$SO-year for the privilege of keeping a

car here. The fee grants students the

use of an assigned parking lot and

limited access to lots near Baxter and

Hopkins Halls.

In a memo issued last fall, Liewis

estaimated actual parking costs at

between $73 and $83 at a minimum.
"Since our costs are rising at

something in excess of 10 per cent per

year," he said, "... we should be

thinking about a car registration fee

(for '75-'76) that is something in the

range of $80 to $90 per school year
..."

He indicated that he formed this

[estimate by combining "(1) the

4S8-363S
Spring Sfrool

Williomilown. Matt.

OponThurt Til 8;30 PM

capital co6ts of installing a parking

lot, (2) the cost associated with

resurfacing parking lots every 7 to 10

years, (3) the maintenance costs for

annual operation of the parking lots

and (4) the costs of the Security Office

that are directly associated with the

registration and control of student

automobiles."

Lewis weighed total costs to reflect

students not being here for the full

year and divided them on a per-car

basis.

College officials reviewed this

report over the summer, deciding not

to raise the fees.

"Since everything else went up, we
thought we'd give everyone a rest,"

Lewis said.

Of colleges surveyed in a routinely

updated Security report, only Dart-

mouth has a policy of fully covering

costs with registration fees. They
charge $23 for residential students,

$41 for commuters.
Lewis noted that the College is

attempting to cut costs by resurfacing

lots in tar and gravel rather than with

black top.

Fees for next year will be reviewed

in the spring.

The following list compares fees

and numbers of registered drivers at

the surveyed colleges.

College

Amherst

Bucknell

Colgate

Dartmouth

Lafayette

Lehigh

Montclair

^"^Rnnceton

SwSrthmore
Tufts

Williams

The increa^m enrollment is due to

theBoard of Trustees' decision of 1%7
to expand the College by six hundred

students and admit women, according

to Director of Admissions Philip F.

Smith. He said that enrollment

levelled off last fall near the 1850-

student m^rl^, and that no further

significant increases are expected.

Four hundred eighty-three fresh-

men were admitted, although there is

housing for only 480. The extra

students were admitted as an
allowance for the usual two or three

students who change plans during the

summer, explained Smith. The ex-

pected attrition did not occur,

resulting in an overflow of three

students.

The freshman class, with "2695; ipen

and 188 women, has the highest

proportion of females of the four

classes. The lowest female-to-raale

ratio' belongs to the senior class of 318

men and 132 women. Second highest is

the .sophomore class, with 309 men
and 169 women, and second Iqwest is

the junior class of 304 men and 148

women.

mischievous minds in Saratoga
Springs that had so unconscionably

stripped Williams College of its

manhood. "Non-athletically orien-

ted"? "Faggots"? Surely you jest.

Never before had I so despearately

wanted to be a nosepicker—or even a

jerkoff.

But the rational mind must seek

understanding. One must not strike

out bUndly at the enemy. So a return

to the scene of the crime would seem
to be in order here. Perhaps then we
can make something out of the

Skidmore News' affair with yellow

journalism.

First off, Skidmore College is

practically all female. Eighteen
hundred of them to be exact. And
since only 200 men live on campus,

obvious social problems exist. Thus,

Skidmore and the countless bars of

Saratoga Springs have become a

haven for the roadtripping collegian.

Many have found the college and its

cozy environs decidedly better than a

North Adams massage parlor, which

does wonders for the flesh, but little

for the ego.

Skidmore has other advantages,

too. By car, it's only an hour and 15

minutes away. That is, unless you

follow the bump-and-run route of ex-

footballer Jack "the Keed" Maitland

'69, who broke Craig Breedlove's land

speed record when he made it to the

Skids in a shade under 55 minutes.

How'd he do it? "Don't brake for

animals," Maitland coolly replied at a

testimonial dinner. "Even if they're

human."
In case you ever get up the nerve

and feel like challenging "the record

that will never be broken," Jack has

forwarded (at his- own expense) this

helpful checklist:

—$100 in' rubles

Changes hit College
TITLE IX from page 1

Peck explained, "Title IX says all

income must be divided up. this also

applies to athletic scholarships—there

must beas many men as women." If it

takes $1 million to run a football team,

then even if TV and gate receipts fall

below that amount the money must

still be divided with women's sports

programs, he said, and the football

program would soon die.

"At Williams, no money is taken

from men's athletics. The school

makes additional allocations for

Drivers
486
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CC Funding
Student organizations wishing to

receive College Council funding

are reminded that budget request

forms are due in the Dean's office

no later than 4 p.m. September 23.

Forms have been circulated.

Additional forms are available in

the Dean's office. Additional in-

formation may be obtained from

Addison Lanier (2963).

Ilic look IS oulh^ntic wpilefn ond
tlipy rp priced to qivff you o dollor s

worth (ot every doMor you sper^d

Jpnn ond |acke> Ihe eosy living

(ombo with every cotuol weslern
fashion feature

KNMimiV
tmmitm

*9.95
PRE WASHED DENIM JEANS

$11.95

Hie Inimitable

Wrangler ® Jportswear look.

French Fries

LEO'S LURCHEONETTE
Fabulous Pizzas dYKi Grinders!

Soda Dairy Products

122 Cole Avenue
458-3238

Open 7

5 A.M.

Candy

days a v^^k
12 Midnighf -^

women. And any money we take in

goes to the college."

The Federal regulations ask schools

to assign officers to handle allegations

of sex-discrimination. These officers

are Berek, Dean of Faculty Neil

Grabois, Provost Stephen Lewis, Jr.,

and Business Manager Shane Rior-

den.

According to the "Capitol Hill

Forum" the Title IX guidelines were

hotly debated in Washington, D.C.

Many sections were rewritten several

times and the original regulations

received "an unprecidented 10,000

public comments."

Address
surprises

ADDRESS from page 1

or power of the address, and those

present in the auditorium will attest to

this. The subject of the speech con-

cerned the personal experiences of

Dr. Sewall during his wife's fatal

cancer illness and his brother's death

by a car accident.

There were a lot of preconceptions

about Convocation; the boring

speeches, the ridiculous march in ill-

fitting gowns, and all the rest. But the

actual ceremony changed all of that

and gave it a new focus and emphasis,

and we had indeed been "jolted out of

our numbness". Marching about in

the unfamiliar cap and gown gave us

all the vague feeling that we were

somehow special. Later, when the

ceremony was over and we filed out of

Chapin, we knew it for certain, for

rselves.

VILLAGE FLOWER SHOP

^ PLANTS and FLOWERS

FOR ANY OCCASION!

lOS discount given to Williams students

with any plant purchase over $5.00

Colonial Shopping Center

Route2,William8town

OpcifMon. - Sat.

45B-S035

9-5

sjun
^^

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

—$100 in gold

—one combination Russian

phrasebook and Holy Bible,

etc., etc.

"One other thing," Maitland writes.

"Be sure to bring along a few coloring

books. It gives them something to do

between dances.

P.S. Don't forget to turn in early. If

you were lucky enough to make it to

Saratoga Springs alive^ you'll

probably be facing a couple of

manslaughter charges in district

court the next morning."

Williams men have always had
nothing but the highest record for

their New York neighbors. And they

are unique. The current campus craze

is a mystic religious cult imported
from the mountains of Tibet which
teaches that prostitution is not evil,

"

but merely a means of coping with

spiraling college costs.

The girls are innovative, too. One of

their more noteworthy creations is the

"Skidmore Stagger" (a curious dance
that has somehow never made its way
out of the bars of Saratoga Springs),

in which a Skiddie downs two beers

and spends the rest of the evening

Shaking, Rattling and Rolling all over

the floor.

But the Williams man has never

stooped so low as to hold these

idiosyncracies up to public ridicule.

He hardly flinched when a Skiddie

blamed the problem of growing

campus lesbianism on Women's Lib.

("It's the only way a girl can get to

pay for her own meal around here,"

she explained) . Nor did he succumb to

idle rumors that textbooks at Skid-

more are worded phonetically, or that

a Skiddie thinks a "brain" is

somebody who knows the middle

initial of the secretary of Agriculture.

We should probably all pretend we
didn't see that excerpt in the Record,

that it was all a joke designed to test

the vulnerability of the not in-

considerable Williams machismo. If it

turns out that the appraisal of Eph-
men was sincere, well, all roads do not

lead to Saratoga Springs.

Here's to Skidmore! Would that we
could fall into her arms without falling

into her hands.

NON-DISCRIMINATION AT
WILLIAMS COLLEGE—Williams
College does not discriminate on

the basis of sex, race, creed, color,

or national origin in admission of

students, educational policies,

scholarships and loans, housing,

athletics, employment and other

activities; however, the College

makes such distinctions on the

basis of sex in admissions as are

consistent with its educational

policy and with applicable

government legislation. Title IX of

the Education Amendments of 1972

(20 U.S.C. sections 1681 et. seq.)

requires educational institutions

receiving Federal financial

assistance not to discriminate on

thiotisis of sex in their educational

programs or activities or in em-
ployment. Private, undergraduate

colleges such as Williams may
consider the sex of applicants in

making admissions decisions.

Williams College intends fully to

comply with this legislation and

the regulations implementing it,

and expects all officers and em-

ployees of the College to do so in

the performance of their duties.

Students, faculty, professional

staff and other employees of the

College are hereby informed that

the College officers listed below

are responsible for assuring

compliance with non-

discriminatory policies, and that

any allegations of discrimination

should be brought to their attention

for investigation. For students:

Peter Berek, Dean of the College

(Hopkins Hall, Tel.: 597-2171); for

Faculty: Neil R. Grabois, Dean of

the Faculty (Hopkins Hall, Tel.:

-2351); for professional staff:

Ste^n- R. Lewis, Jr., Provoet

(Hopkin^Hall, Tel.: 597-2351); for

all other employees: Shane
Riorden, Busifi^s Manager
(Hopkins Hall, Tel: 59!»;t^l).
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Godfather II: Sequel Cinema
by John Phelan

The film Industry, while still in its

infancy, decided that their audiences
could never get enough of a good
thing. In this spirit the sequel was
conceived. Since that time movie-
goers have been bombarded by an
endless number of generally un-
successfully sequels. They have
tended to be quick, profit oriented,
unoriginal productions. The God-
father II, at the Nickelodeon tonight,

is a refreshing exception.

This film complements the ortginal,

first by relating the young Don's rise
and also the disintegration pf his
family and underworld empire after
his death. The two stories are com-
bined to provide a brilliant character
study of the generations.

The sequences relating the trials of

the young emigrant, centering around

bis homes in Sicily and New York's

"Little Italy" district, are par-

ticularly successful. The film

illustrates the importance of the

Sicilian heritage and the ties which
are to remain important in the future.

It beautifully recreates the mood,
climate, and setting which gave birth

to a criminal empire. Robert De Niro

gives a fine portrayal of an individual

who is determined and ruthless and
yet retains his warmth and ten-

derness. Thejoung Don cares for his

associate as a family. They in turn

christen him The Godfather.

The bulk of the film is devoted to the

development of the second generation

which is equally important to the saga
of the family. Al Pacino returns to

play Michael Carleane a Don who has
been hardened by his criminal
profession.

Prints on view at Clark
The variety and compactness of

"Portraits in Print," one of the Clark
Art Institute's temporary summer
exhibits, now showing, makes for a
display easily enjoyed and <^p-

preciated by dilettantes and art

historians alike.

The exhibit consists of 43 etchings,

engravings, drypoints and lithographs
ranging from the 16th to the 20th

Events
Orleans in concert

The Student Association of North
Adams State College is sponsoring
Orleans in concert along with The
Pausette-Dart String Band on
September 19 at 8:00 p.m. in the

Campus Center Gymnasium at

NASC.
Tickets will be on sale at the

Student Affairs Office in Baxter
Hall during dinner this week and
are $4.00 for Williams students.

Mixing at fiPI

The Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute Independent Council is

sponsoring a mixer on Saturday
September 20 starting at 8:00 p.m.
They're sending a bus down to pick
up interested students, free of

charge. Admission to the mixer is

$1.00. A sign up sheet is posted
outside the Record office in

Baxter.

centuries. It features no one artist in

particular, but rather concentrates on
creating a visible time line of man's
development in self-conception and
expression.

The showing was organized by Jay
Fisher, a recent graduate of the

Williams College Graduate Program
in the History of Art. It consists of

portraits from the Institute's own
collection, the Williams College
Museum of Art, and from a local

private collection.

The show is particularly exciting in

its scope of style and time. Portraits

range from the fine-lined accuracy of

a Durer to the incredible economy of

line of a Matisse. The difference in

temperament, mood and purpose
these styles display makes for a

fascinating study of man's changing
perception of self as he would have
others see him.

Director Cappola once again shows
his mastery of the art of plot and

character development. His crucially

placed close-ups are among the most

revealing and rewarding in con-

temporary film. Moreover, the level

of suspense and audience Involvement

generated by many scenes, par?

ticularly the festival sequence, are on

a par with Hitchcock's classics.

Despite these strengths, the film

retains many of the familiar sequel

drawbacks. It is commercial in nature

relying on the incredible popularity of

its predecessor. For this reason. The
Godfather II should prove con-

siderably more satisfying to those

who enjoyed the original and possess

the background it provided.

References are frequently made to

incidents "which occurred in the first

part; without the background it

provided, viewers may find them-
selver^confused and disappointed.

This failure brings to question the

nature of the sequel and what its aims
should be.

Nonetheless, the film^ remains a
powerful study of a family and a way
of life. It is a thoughtful story,

brilliantly directed and beautifully

played. Such qualities are rare in

contemporary commercial film.

luich week the Photo Editor will choose from unsolicited work the

f>hot<)^ra[>h which best captures the mood and spirit of the campus
and its surroundings. Photographs may be submitted to Mrs.

Marlowe in the Baxter Hall mailroom. Stew Read's view, of the

coming ofAutumn is this year's first Photo of the Week.

Dance Society announces concerts
The Williams College Dance Society

has announced its concert series for

1975-76. The series, now in its fourth

year, will feature the residencies of

the 5 by 2 Dance Company and the

Pilobolus Dance Company, as well as
full evening dance work entitled,

"Domenico Scarlatti, Your Time is

My Time. Joy Anne Dewey."
The series will open with the

residency Thursday, Sept. 25 through

Recifal honors Bicentennial
A Bicentennial recital featuring

pianist Kenneth Roberts and mezzo-
soprano Carol Randies will be
presented at the Clark Art Institute on
Thursday, September 18 at 8:30 p.m.
Entitled An American Sampler, the

program will explore some of the

seldom heard music from several
stages of this nation's development.
The program includes two major

song cycles by 20th century com-
posers: "Hermit Songs" by Samuel
Barber and the "Emily Dickinson
Songs" by Aaron Copland, a selection

of 19th century piano music by
Stephen C. Foster, John Knowles
Paine and Anthony Philip Heinrich,

who modestly called himself the

"Beethoven of Kentucky" and the

American premiere of "Fairy Tales"

by Vincent Frohne for piano and
synthesized tape accompaniment.
Miss Randies is well known in the

area, having appeared with Prof.

Roberts several times in the past in

joint recitals and also as soloist with

the Williams Choral Society where^he
is remembered for last season's

successful "Music Makers'!

Kenneth Roberts is a Professor of

Music at Williams and conductor of

the Choral Society. We delight in Mr,
Roberts' return from his sabbatical

year, and look forward to this concert
and other appearances by him in the

future.

Saturday, Sept. 27 of the 5 by 2 Dance
Company. The company consists of

two dancers, Jane Kosminsky and
Bruce Becker, dancing five works by
such well known choreographers as

Paul Taylor, Twyla Tharp, Cliff

Keuter and Anna Sokolow.

On Thursday, Sept. 25 the 5 by 2.

Dance Company will conduct master
classes at 3:30 p.m., in Lasell Gym-
nasium, and present a lecture-

demonstration at 8:30 p.m. in the

Adams Memorial Theatre. On Friday,

Sept. 26 there will be an open
rehearsal at a time to be announced
and an 8: 30 p.m. performance, both at

the Adams Memorial Theatre. On
Saturday, Sept 27 there will be a

technical stage seminar at 3:30 p.m.

and a second performance at 8:30

p.m., both at the Adams Memorial
Theatre.

Domenico Scarlatti, Your Time is

.My Time. Joy Ann Dewey will be

presented sometime in February 1976,

with the exact date and place to be

announced. The dance work is

choreographed by Ms. Dewey and will

be performed by Williams students

and faculty as well as performers

from the local area.

The series will conclude with the

residency Thursday, March U
through Saturday, March 13 of the

Pilobolus Dance Company. The
company consists of four former

Dartmouth students who primarily

work with the technique of "Unkage.

"

Tickets for the 5 by 2 Dance Com-
pany activities are now available at

the Adams Memorial Theater box

office. 200 tickets at $2.00 apiece are

reserved for Williams students for the

Friday and Saturday evening per-

formances. The master classes are

free and no tickets are necessary. All

other functions are free to students,

but tickets are required.

THE
NICKELODEON

55 Spring St.-Williamstown, Mass.

THE STRANGER
September 17-18 Wednesday-Thursday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
Lucino Visconti [Death in Venice, The Damned . . . ] directs his own fanatically accurate
screen treatment of Albert Camus' classic existential novel about IVIan trapped by Society and
molded by forces beyond his control. Visconti's fealty to his literary inspiration turns out to be
the film's strength as well as its weakness, yet the look and. feel of^ the sunbaked Algerian
landscapes are genuine, as are first rate performances by Marcello Mastroiani and Anna
Karina. Recommended. Subtitles (1967).

YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN
September 19-20 Friday-Saturday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
Mel Brooks {Blazing Saddles) spins a loony Transylvanian fairy tale featuring the adventures of

the late and famous Dr. Frankenstein, creator of that legendary patchwork monster with a

madman's brain. Gene Wilder plays the frizzy haired prodigy who returns to the family castle

upon the old man's death, sets out to create a new and more perfect monster, and ends up

making all the same mistakes . . . plus a few lulus of his own. Co-starring Marty Feldman,

Madeline Kahn, Cloris Leachman . . . and many of the original sets from ^mes Wales 1931

Classic. I thoroughly enioyed Young Frankensteinand I'm only slightly ashamed to report that

I laughed straight through the whole dumb thing. Rated R. 1974.

THE WILLIAMS FILM SOCIETY
PRESENTS

Friday, September 19th

' »

WILD STRAWBERRIES
September 21-22-23 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday .^ 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
Ingmar Bergman directs a gentle, charming and compassionate film about old age, wisdom and

man's startling capacity for moral and emotional 'growth. Victor Siostrom plays an elderly

country physician who sets out upon a morning's journey to accept an honorary award. During

the course of his passage a series of real and imagined events precipitate a deep personal

reexamination. By film's end he has begun to shed the brittle scales which have encrusted his

soul like barnacles during the course of a long and lonely life. Also starring Bibi Andersson,

Ingrid Thulin and Gunnar Bjornstrand. S^vedisn with subtitles. Highly Recommended. (1957).

Women
are drawn
to him ,

.

driven

by him '>

in ways
they

never ^^
dreamed ^

of I

An ELIA KAMN Ptcduclion

p.ofluced by CHARLES K. FELDMAN

btreetcar
^med
Desire

VIVIEN LEIGH..MARION BRANDO
Screen n,, b) UNNfSSEE WILLIAMS . >„«.p..ih,o.i.,'F>.. >!.,;.lv-,

II friiLifd 5. 1M stigi b, ''».! Ml,.' Sfii..(k . Directed by ELI A KAZAN

— 7 & 9:30 P.M.

C" FROM THE
KfPULITZER PRIZE

VA AND CRITICS
/^^A\ AWARD iim

KIM HUNItR

KARL MALDLN

jci , r., uri'.f'i'.tl *.itiii*s

Re-rcleascd thru

United ArtiHtB

The Third Man 11:30 P.M.
This week's main presentation Is "A Streetcar Named Desire", winner of
five Academy Awards. Vivien Leigh plays Blanche DuBols, a faded relic
of the once proud South, who comes to live with her sister Stella ki NeW
Orleans only to have her lllus ions shattered by her brutish brotherin ,,

law, Stanley (Marlon Brando). William's own Ella Kazan directed this
adaptation of Tennessee Williams' well known play.

Our second feature Is "The Third Man", set in sinister post-war
Vienna. Orson Welles plays the uttimatp criminal In one of the finest
mysteries ever devised. Remember the cat and what it finds in the
shadows?

EXTRA BONUS ... The (second) chapter of the serial "FLASH
GORDON'S TRIP TO MARS" featuring Buster Crabbe confronting Ming
and the Clay Peopie.\ ^

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00
Next Attraction paper moon and

THERE'S NO BUSINESS LIKE SHOW BUSINESS
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Society rule-change
The Williams chapter of Phi Beta

.appa, during Its meeting last June

*oted to change the rules for election

J the honorary fraternity, making it

nore difficult for students to become

nembers.

qnder the new procedure, the

>oi)orary society can elect more

unlors and fewer seniors. Juniors

anklng In the top ten per cent of their

;las8 and with GPA's above 9.0 (on a

(cale of 12)'are eUgible for election at

he end of their junior year.

Seniors ranking in the top 25 per

:ent of their class with GPAs above

.0 can be elected to the chapter at the

nd of their senior year.

Previously, juniors ranking In the

top seven per cent could be elected,

and any senior with a GPA of>.0 or

above was eligible. -;

The chapter also voted to eliminate

elections in the middle of senior year

and,tacount_freshman grades for all

elections. Previously, freshman

grades did not count for the elections

at the end of senior year.

Psychology professor Andrew B.

Crider, president of the local chapter,

announced the changes.

Crider said Phi Bet« Kappa is

primarily an "honorific" society, but

that in some years the chapter may be

active.

An active chapter can sponsor

colloquia and guest speakers in-

Check your I

D

Take your I.D card out of the

back pocket of your Levi-Strauss

originals and read the legend, to

wit'

WILLIAMS COLLEGE
Williamstown Massachusetts 01267

STUDENT
Indentlficatlon Card

There is a clear misspelling. See if

you have the same trouble spotting

the mistake as did the proofreader.

Future spellers of America stand

up and be indentified.

eluding persons chosen Phi Beta
Kappa scholars by the hational
organization.

Senior members of Phi Beta Kappa
are elected by persons In their class
elected In their junior year as well as
by faculty members.

The chapter will elect officers from
the junior class later in the fall, Crider
said.

Foundation grants

allow purchase of

science equipment
The scientific studies of students in

both the astronomy and biology

departments at Williams College will

be expanded next year through the

"use of equipment to be purchased with

grants from National Science
Fgundalioii.

The coile^is to receive $7,400 for

astronomy and^^SOO for biology, in

matching fund grants,^ through the

NSF Instructional Science^uipment
Program. ^\
Jay M. Pasachoff, Assistant

Professor of Astronomy, has ari^

nounced that the major item to be

purchased for his students will be a 14-

inch telescope, considerably larger

than any now in use at Williams. At a

later stage in the two-year grant some
radio astronomy equipment will be

built. Improved photographic and
darkroom facilities to be used on the

observing projects ,oi the Hopkins

Observatory, and auxiliary equip-

ment for the Milham Planetarium,

will also be purchased, hfe added.

Professor A. E. R. Woodcock of the

biology department reported that his

$4,500 grant with its non-federal

matching funds will aid in the re-

equipment of the physiology

laboratory which, when completed,

will provide sophisticated apparatus

for the extra-cellular and in-

tracellular investigation of the

electro-physiological properties of

nerve cells.

[KSWOB"
AUTHENTIC

LOOK OF

FASHION

Take a pair of

Levis XX blue

denims- cow-

hand style or

bush leans or

bell boltoms

Add a malching

Levi 5 lackel tor a

'^greal fashion look

at small money

Right on'

tevis

Pre-washed
Jackets and Jeans

Never A Shortage At

Willfams Co-op
25 Spring St., Wllllamstovi/n, Mats.

open Thursday nights until 8:30

SALE ON DUNHAM BOOTS

Sawyer Library bpens

Richard B. Sewall holds Con-
vocation spellbound with
moving address on "A Sense of
the Ending. " (photo by McClellan)

LIBRARY from page 1

over 275,000 volumes, with a capacity

of 489,500. Over 125,000 books are

stored elsewhere on the campus, and
Williams will now have a total storage

capacity of 850,000 volumes
throughout the campus.
A wide variety of seating and study

environments exist for students ^sing

,
the library, individual studying
spaces, or carrels, range from desks
sunk Into the floor next to windows to

innovative booth-like enclosures with

built-in desks and lighting. The 308

carrels may be reserved by students

working on theses, papers or other

long-term projects, and constitute a
part of the total seating capacity of

836, :

Otherseating spaces may be found
in 207 chairs at tables, 200 lounge

seats, 74 swivel chairs, 22 typing

carrels, 13 listening stations, and 12

microform viewing stations. The
ample facilities for microform
viewing, tape and phonograph
listening, and audio-visual channels to

Five earn honorary degrees
DEGREES from page 1

seeing changes in the residential

system, admissions policy,

curriculum, and the introduction of

coeducatiM. A 1939 Williams
graduate wno-did his graduate work
at Harvard, he was a prime mover in

the drive to obtain a much needed new
library for Williams.

Donald S. Klopfer helped found

Random House, Inc., publishere in

1925 and recently retired as ^(^s

Chairman of the Board.

William S. Budington is Executive^

Director and Librarian of the John
Crerar Library in Chicago, the

nation's preeminent collection of

scientific books and manuscripts.

Leonard B. Schlosser, a 1946

graduate of Williams, is president of

the Lindenmeyr Paper Corporation in

Long Island City, N.Y. Schlosser's 28-

year career in the paper industry has

been marked by service in various

local and national trade groups, in-

cluding the National Paper Trade

Association and the Paper Merchants

Association, of which he is a present

director and a former two-term

president.

Budington, Klopfer and Schlosser

appeared with Prof. Frederick

Rudolph of Williams in a panel

discussion, "The Book: Persistence

and Change" at 10:30 a.m. Saturday
in JesupHall. Lawrence E. Wikander,
Williams College Librarian,

moderated the panel.

Apply for a
committee
COMMITTE ES from page 1

-Lecture—schedules and arranges
for xisiting lecturers

Physiciil Plant—concerned with the

physical expansion plans of the

College.

Standing Committee—concerned
with the evaluation of faculty, campus

consumerism and the election com-

mittee.

Student Ac ti v ities—rilakes

recommendations to the CC as to the

level and allocation of the Student

Activities Tax.

Winter Study—organizes the Winter

Study Program, reviews 99 projects

and funding, and formulates

educational and budgetary policy.

Committee appointments will be

announced no later than Sept. 30, 1975.

many parts of the building for various

aspects of new technology support the

arrangements for traditional library

materials.

The need for major new Ubrary

facilities at Williams was revealed by

surveys begun in the fall of 1B66;

during the presidency of John E.

Sawyer. The surveys recorded the

increasing size of the student l>ody,

library collections, and the library

staff. They also took note of changing

educational emphases which required

many more research papers.

Additional studies were made by

student-faculty committees In later

years. Work habits were examined by

the Physical Facilities committee of

_the^oHege€ouncll. DevelopmentsTrtr

other colleges and universities were

probed by the Library Planning

Committee, and, on-campus struc-

tures and planni|ig were reviewed by
Harry Weese & Associates. The
studies finally settled oh the

desirability of new building to the

west of Stetson Hall, which will

continue to provide closely related

library functions.

The history of libraries at Williams

dates to the year of its founding, 1793,

when the Trustees announced that "a

decent library and apparatus would

immediately be procured." The
following year, space for the Ubrary

'was found in an alcove at the end of

the third floor hall in the only college

building. West College, and a catalog

of its 360 volumes was published.

In 1828 the library was moved to

quarters on the third floor of newly

constructed Griffin Hall. By 1846 the

collection had become large enough to

require a building by itself in

Lawrence Hall, an octagonal struc-

ture with eight alcoves radiating from
a 24-foot center. In 1922 the library

moved again to Stetson Hall, which

had a capacity for 200,000 volumes

and was added to in 1957.

The former library facility In

Stetson will follow the examples of

West College, Griffin Hall, and
Lawrence Hall in continuing

usefulness. The 1957 addition is now
being renovated into a faculty office

builcling. The original structure will

house the Chapin Library of rare

books, expanded quarters for it, the

Williamsiana "and other special

collections, and storage for seldom
used materials. \

Why write home ?

It's easier to send Mom and Dad

\
Maybe your high school newspaper, Grandma Gertrude, your friend

at Skidmore or Yale, Aunt Agatha, a high school teacher. Cousin

Caroline, your man/woman. Uncle Eugene, your friend who intends

to apply at Williams, Richard Helms, your summer boss, Richard

Nixon, or even your friend (?) who thinks Amherst is the place to be

would like to read the Williams Record.

Name.

Send them this ad,

or even better,

buy them a subscription

Only $10 for a year

Address.

City .State. -Zip.

I'm: Name.

Address

Bill Me

Bill addressee

$10 is enclosed

Send to: Subscription Manager

The Williams Record "Baxter Hall

Williamstown, MA 01267
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A /C overwhelm^ Purple Gridders;

scrimmage loss no cause for panic
by Tlnn Layden

"We aren't ready to hit the panic
button yet, but we are concerned,"
remarked coach Bob Odell after the

1975 ediUon of the WUllams CoUege
football team had absorbed a con-
vincing defeat at the hands of a big,

strong invading team from American
International College.

No official score was kept in the
contest, since it was just a preseason
scrinnmage, but the fact that there
was no score posted on the board does
not alter the fact that AIC scored five

times to the Ephs twice.

Saturday's skirmish started out as a

^battle of interior lines, with neither
squad able to move the ball sub-
stantially. The visiting Yellow
Jackets scored first on a sustained
drive that^covered 58 yards. The score
was indicative of what the invaders
were able to do at will all day long-
move the ball steadily on the ground,
while yielding thei Ephmen almost
nothing in that same category.

Some nifty passing by junior
quarterback Don Wallace brought the
Ephs to a tie at intermission which
gave the hearty spectators who turned
out to witness the scrimmage the

fiken
impression that the Purple

i be able to hold out for another
' minutes against the bigger,

ger AIC squad,

make a very long story very
short and simple, AIC had little

trouble capitalizing on three major
Williams errors in the second half,

pushing across a total of four scores in

the final thirty minutes.

Now, AIC is a school which, unlike

Williams, holds spring football

practice each year, and had been
practicing for a full week longer than

Williams prior to Saturday's
scrimmage. The Yellow Jackets had,

in fact, scrimmaged a strong New
Hampshire team the week before.

AIC has a front offensive line which
averages well over 200 pounds per

man, "We were just outsized, they

just pushed us all over the field, which
is wtiy they were able to move the ball

so easily. We are going to have to

juggle some players around, and try

to find the right.combination. Judging
from the size of the AIC team, and
their previous experience, Saturday's

scrimmage went about as expected."

Well, enough of eulogizing the squad
after only one preseasdh scrimmage,
there were several bright spots
Saturday on a team which is known
for being a slow starter. "I know we
can throw the ball against anybody,"
said coach Odell; the team's 240 yards
through the air on Saturday bears this

fact out well, with Jini Baldwin, Don
Wallace, and Bill Whelan all throwing
well. Whelan, though, will be out for

several weeks with a separated

shoulder.

Dave Parker continues to look

impressive, as he has for the past two
seasons, by catching four passes for 51

yards and one touchdown. Sophomore
Herb McCormick was one of the day's

most impressive performers,
snagging three aerials (including one
circus catch on the sideline for a first

down) from his tight end spot.

Sophomore Scott Harrington
grabbed a 23 yard TD toss from
Wallace after turning two defenders

completely around en route to the end
zone.

Senior defensive ends Jack Costello

and Tim Mages continued to be two of

the team's steadiest performers,

making numerous saving tackles

after AIC running backs had read trap

blocks and broken free.

Although Saturday's scrimmage
does not provide the coaching staff

with any great reason for optimism,

and coach. Odell agrees that "We're

going to have to make some changes,
'

'

it is definitely a bit early to throw in

the towel. Odell's teams have never

been known for getting off to very fast

starts (the '73 squad lost two of its

first three and finished 5-2), and the

regular season opener is still fourteen

days and a scrimmage with the Big

Greenjf Dartmouth
As Odell put it "We tried to play

everybody on Saturday; thaTwon t be

the case all season long, we'll get

better." You can rest assured they

wiU.
Juniorfullhack Tom Redden [22]snagspass in Saturday's scrimmage
loss AIC on Weston Field

^
(photo by Kislik)

College to press for change

NCAA restricts squad size
by Dennis O'Shea

The^WnHams College Athletic

. Department will abide by regulations

adopted at the NCAA special con-

Sport Travel squad



Faculty accepts report

Panel seeks fo end sex bias ^m
The College faculty received

without dissent th& report of the

Committee on College Expansion at

its first fall meeting Wednesday,

according to Secretary of the Faculty

John M. Hyde. The committee,

headed by Prof. J^jseph A.JCetshaw,

found that the expansion was a suc-

cess, but pointed out three problems.

The committee's report calls for a

change in the sex ratio to allow

greater numbers of women students,

the hiring of additional women faculty

members, and a reduction in the

number of classes with as many as 30

to 45 students in them.

The Kershaw committee, which

included two students among its eight

members, presented its report

Wednesday afternoon at the first fall

meeting of the Williams faculty in

Griffin Hall.

Williams currently has an un-

dergraduate enrollment of 1,863,

including 1,226 men and 637 women.
While the student body as a whole has

over 34 per cent women, this year's

freshman class of 483 includes 188

women or 39 per cent of the class total.

The Kershaw cdihmittee reached

the general conclusion that "the

transition went well." Its report ob-

serves that the size and location of

Williams and its commitment to

undergraduate education have helped

to maintain "the tradition of easy and
frequent student-faculty contact and
an ease with which students come to

meet and know one another." It's also

noted that Williams has attracted a

large pool of well-qualified women
applicants and has continued to at-

tract a highly qualified pool of men.
In the course of canvassing all

administrative officers, every
academic department chairman, and
about 100 randomly selected students,

the committee also uncovered
problem areas. According to its

report, "the committee's strongest

view is that the present sex ratio at

the college is not satisfactory." The
present ratio relegates women to

"minority status" in which no

residential house on campus has a

majority of women. The committee
found that in general "both men and
women students feel that the social

situation on the campus would be

noticeably improved if the ratio of

women to men were higher than it

now is»"

^ew vehicles force

College to install

ead^ree gas tank
In a few weeks the College will

begin the installation of a gas tank

capable of pumping non-leaded gas,

according to Peter Welanetz, director

of the Physical Plant.

The installation of the one thousand
gallon tank was made necessary by
the College's growing fleet of vehicles

vhich require lead-free gasoline. The
!^ollege maintains twenty vehicles,

iaid Welanetz with a turn-over rate of

wo to three per year. The College's

>resent one thousand gallon gas tank

:annot pump lead-free gas.

The new tank will be installed in a

lole adjacent to the old tank near the

College garage behind the Buildings

ind Grounds building. The old tank

k^ill continue to be used for the cars it

an still service and for all gas-

«wered machines.

Welanetz said installation would
ost less than $1,500 but could not give

more accurate estimate because, he

aid, the job will be done by hired

ibor paid hourly, rather than by

ontract. The College already
ossesses the tank and pump.
The project has been approved by
le Williamstown Board of Selectmen.

"Williams would be a better in-

stitution with more women enrolled
relative to men," the committee
concluded. It rejected any specific
ratio as goal, calling instead for a

gradual increase in the number of

women in each class. The change
would come about as the result of a
"sex-blind" admissions policy, which
would enable the Admissions Office to

accept "the best possible class"

regardless of sex.

The committee also found strong

campus feelings in favor of more
senior women faculty members on the

campus. Williams currently has 27

full-time women faculty members,
two«of whom are tenured, out of 150

teaching in its classrooms. The
see EXPANSION page 4

Prof finds Soviet bias
An article in the Slavic Review by

Asst. Prof, of History Romuald
Misiunas is the source of a con-

troversy concerning articles in the

Encyclopedia^-Britannica about the

Soviet Union.

Soviet authors provided through

Novosti, a Soviet press agency, wrote

the articles about the 25 Soviet

republics for the encyclopedia's 14th

edition.

In a New York Times article

Wednesday, Misiunas was quoted as

stating in the Slavic Review that the

Britaniiica articles are "a rehash of

Assistant Professor of History
RomualJ J. Misiunas.

the current at the moment, which in

many cases enjoys only a tenuous

connection with what we in the West
consider objective fact." Misiunas

also argued that "unqualified

statements about elections to organs

of political representation, or about

the size and activity of trade unions

invariably produce a distorted picture

of the true state of affairs".

Misiunas pointed out that the

Kritahnica lists "objectivity and
neutrahty" as their guidelines, but in

iiis view, all 15 articles "demonstrate

a clear disregard by the editors of the

Britannica of their own guidehnes."

The Britannica conceded that some
of its accounts are misleading.

"We've got them all out for review,

and as they come in we are putting in

the changes," Warren E. Pearce,

editor of last year's publication, fold

the Times.

Misiunas was appointed to Williams
'

College, July 1, 1972. A native of

Vetlanda, Sweden, he grew up in

Chicago attending Loyola University

and later Yale. In addition to serving

two terms as vice-president of the

Association for the Advancement of

Baltic Studies, Misiunas is known for

his papers and lectures on current

topics of Swedish, Baltic, and Soviet

History. He is currently on leave

studying in Poland.

Crou'd^ at the Freshman Picnic would appear to agree with the
Kershaw committee that "the presence of women has had a
siiinificant positive impact on our academic life as was to he ex-
/>cclcd." '

^

[photo hy McClelkn]

Amherst attempts coed move
Seventy-nine women have enrolled

at Amherst College this fall, ac-

cording to The Amherst Student.

Other "Five College" newspapers
reported that Amherst's first lot of

flill-time women degree candidates

were chosen from 309 transfer ap-

plicants. They are joined by 15

Twelve-College Exchange women in

balancing approximately 1275 men,

The Amherst Board of Trustees,

voted last November to go coed,

bowing to pressure from students and
faculty.

The trustees approved a gradual

change, expanding enrollment to 1500

over the next few years. Freshwomen
will be admitted starting next year

with the Class of '80.

Early problems seem to be
restricted to inadequate facilities.

Some women have criticized

bathroom facilities. An old chemistry

building is being converted into dorm
space. The college is permitting a rise

in off-campus housing. Renovation of

Gym locker rooms is going ahead.

The coeducation issue first came to

a head atAmherst in 1971 when a long-

range planning committee recom-
mended the move. A presidential

study and faculty polls, all favorable,

followed. However, in the face of

generally unfavorable alumni
reactions, the trustees voted essen-

tially to table the motion.

Campus dissatisfaction with the

decision and an active editorial

campaign by the Student led to the

trustees' about-face last fall.

Although alumni reaction appears
less than positive, the Student quotes

Alumni Council Secretary Fred
Gardner as describing the 1975

Alumni Fund Drive as the "most
successful in the history of Amherst
College."

Political needles in a campus haystack
by Steven Rothstein

Despite the generally apathetic nature of students at

Williams, there are a few niches of political activity on cam-
pus—the trick is to find them.

On different parts of the campus small groups of students

come together to discuss, plan and implement various political

programs. These clubs and organizations cover a wide spec-

trum of political and philosophical thought.

Americans for Democratic Action

Clifford Mitchell, president of the Williams Chapter of the

ADA, cited " a definite lack of political activity on this campus"
as the primary reason which led to the formation of the

organization on campus. According to Mitchell, ADA "provides

an effective means for students to become involved in practical

politics (and) a strong lobbying force in the WiHiamstown-
North Adams area."

Last year the non-partisan organization involved a core

group of students, faculty and townspeople. Its activities in-

cluded a lobbying effort against dum-dum bullet legislation, a

censor of President Ford's action on the Mayaquez affair,

support of various prison reform activities (including a trip to

the Pittsfield prison), and a trip to the National ADA Con-

vention in Washington, D.C.

Slightly over two dozen people joined the Williams ADA last

year. Mitchell said he looks for a "substantial increase this

year," citing "a greater interest and knowledge in politics and
political activity" in the freshman class.

Plans for this year include the establishment a regional

speaking tour with other colleges in ADA will "probably ask members
the area, lobbying against the to give a few bucks" to offset some
Massachusetts legislature's attempt

to raise the drinking age to 19 and

participation in the Democratic
Conference in Springfield (Mass.), in

which all Democratic candidates for

President will speak and answer

questions. Other plans and programs
will be decided after a general

.membership meeting.

"Unless we want to have Gerry

Ford for the next four years," Mit-

chell concluded, "there has to be an

upsurge in student involvement and

student voting."

costs, said Mitchell. They also plan to

ask the College Council for funds for

speakers and will seek support from
off campus."

Williams Hunger Action Project

The Williams Hunger Action

Project has become involved in a

grass roots effort at altering certain

Hfe styles on campus because "the

world scene relates back to individual

consumption habits," according to

Tony Allison, Co-chairman of WHAP.
The idea tor WHAP developed from

a lecture delivered last year by for-

mer Yale professor Hugh Sloan ,

Cofflin which stressed the urgent need

for a radical change in the food

consumption practices around the

world.

From that lecture developed a

group of twenty to thirty people who
attended meetings through the year.

"No one knew anything," remembers
CcKchairman Mary McCord, "except

we were interested." These WHAP
sponsored meetings included a lun-

cheon-speakers series involving

Williams' professors, CARE
representatives, and townspeople who
had been in the Peace Corps. WHAP

^Ttll^

also distributed an information packet
for interested students, organized the
National Food Day activities at

Williams, and helda benefit dance for

Bangladesh.

"We were faced wftlT a lot of

hostility last year, because of

misconceptions," Allison said. Mc-
Cord added that "vegetarism isn't the
only question (we were dealing with.)

It is also cutting down on overall meat
consumption."

Food co-ops, a college-town garden,
and educational forums are some of

the ideasWHAP hopes to institute this
se« NEEDLES page 3
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by Steven Rotlistein

Senator John Durkin (D«!Kn.-N.H.)

beat Louis Wyman, Gov. Meldrim

Thompson, Ronald Reagon, Gerry
^ Ford and the Manchester Union in last

^Tuesday's special senate election.

Durkin didn't invite any prominent

Democratic personalities because it

was a senatorial election and he didn't

want to cloud the issues. Durkin

correctly felt the voters of New
Hampshire were not voting for

President so the various Presidential

aspirants shouldn't barnstorm the

state.

His opponent, Louis Wyman, ob-

viously didn't share his opinion

because he invited every Republican

Tom, Dick and Harry to shake the

~votei^~hands^^iRlTlroAwn"1:l

speeches. (Wyman is presentl^under

investigation for selling an am-
bassadorship for the juicy sum of

$300,000 while still in Congress.) .

Money -Minded
"The task of equitably distributing the monies of the

Student Activities Tax is by no means an easy one. Moreover,
this distribution of money, probably the single most important
function of the College Council, is an intricate and complex
procedure owing to the variety of the interests and, thus,
organizations found on the Williams campus."—Report of the
1973-74 Student Activities Committee on Procedures, con-
siderations, and Guidelines for Funding Student Organizations.

The College Council has reason to be proud of its fidelity to
the above philosophy in distributing the Student Activities Tax
over the past few years. Not only are the budgetary decisions
their most time consuming, but they are the most hotly debated
as well. Nevertheless, most organizations leave the final
budgetary hearings impressed with the fairness of the CC and
the Finance Committee, the Record included.

Yet there are at least two ways that the full value which the
Williams student community receives from its money has been
watered down.

First and foremost is the double payment students are
making for organizational publicity. As file above graph shows,
more than a third of a student's tax dollar is funneled into

campus media. Close to a quarter goes to both the Record or
WCFM, which concentrate on disseminating campus news.
Most organizations completely ignore these two publicity
vehicles, opting for the more costly and time consuming
method of printing posters. In addition to being overused and
ecologically wasteful, the poster proliferation flushes money
into publicity after large sums have already been earmarked
for effective publicity vehicles.

The Record opens its pages for any student organization
notice free of charge. Should further puWicity be desired in the
form of a large ad, we will chop 50 per cent from our normal
advertising rates. It is our hope that the campus will then
realize a clearer perception of what it has to offer.

Second, and just as important, the Finance Committee
must be especially vigilant that unnecessary duplication in

speakers and related programs doe^^not occur. As the only body
with an overview of the entire student budget, it is best suited to

plav the disinterested critic and assure the most imaginative
and productive use of student money.

President Ford spent ten hours in

the Granite state to muster votes for

his former House colleague—Louis

Wyman. During this long day of

campaigning, Ford rode in a

motorcade, stopping over a dozen

times along the l>eautiful countryside

of southern New Hampshire.

One day in the President's life, as

John Hersey's new book portrays, is

filled with problems from the Middle

East to gun control and meeting with

individuals from George Harrison to

Henry Kissinger. In this perspective,

Gerry Ford's entire day in New
Hampshire last week was ex-

traordinary . . but to little avail.

CongratiUations on your victory

Senator Durkin. If you're previous

srdasanatlmlntstrator is any in^
dication, the U.S. Senate will be

greatly enhanced with your presence.

Our only hope now is that Gerry
Ford and Ronald Reagon will both

lose again next year
for the presidency.

in their bidg

Forty-eight seniors honored
by election to Phi l^ta Kappa
Forty-eight members of the Class of

1976 have been elected to Phi Beta
Kappa Society. Membership in Phi
Beta Kappa at Williams is based
solely on academic achievement and
is one of the highest academic honors
that an undergraduate can receive.

Springfield hosts

seven Democrats
seeldng presidency
Seven Democratic presidential

hopefuls will participate in the Nor-
theast Democratic Conference,
September 27 and 28, at the
Springfield Civic Center, Springfield,

Massachusetts. Attending will be
Senator Birch Bayh, Indiana; Former
Governor Jimmy Carter, Georgia;
Former Senator Fred Harris,
Oklahoma; Former Governor Terry
Sanford, North CaroMna; Governor
Milton Shapp, Pennsylvania; 1972

Vice-Presidential candidate Sargent
Shriver; and Congressman Morris
Udall of Arizona.

Governor^ Michael Dukakis of

Massachusetts and Lieutenant
Governor Mary Anne Krupsak of New
York are hosting this, the second in a
series of five, national regional
Democratic Conferences being held
by a coalition of labor unions,

Americans for Democratic Action,

and other Democratic organizations,

in an effort towards re-defining and
re-affirming to each presidential
candidate the needs and concerns of

the Northeast region.

The conference is open to all

citizens of New England and New
York. Each candidate and nationally

known journalists, political leaders,

economists, academicians, labor
representatives and members of the

business community will take part in

a "Meet The Press" format and in

individual candidate panel sessions

throughout Saturday, along with press
conferences and candidate hospitality

suites.

Delegate selection and affirmative

action workshops will take place
Sunday.

Regional co-ordinators for the
conference are Peter diCicco,
Regional Director of the International

Union of Electrical Workers, and
Steven P. Cohen, President of the
Massachusetts Chapter of ADA.
Registration will take place at the

Springfield Civic Center at 9:00 am
Saturday, September 27 followed by
remarks by Governor Dukakis, Lt.

Governor Krupsak, and Minnesota
Congressman Donald Eraser.

K-- I

The Williams Record, the official

college newspapei*, is published

twice a week during the school

year. The circulation staff delivers

copies to all campus dining halls on
Tuesday and Friday evenings.

Persons eating off campus may
pick up copies from Mrs. Marlowe
in the mailroom in Baxter Hall.

The following students were elec-

ted:

Bruce Berman
Peter Brennan
Marsha Brandes
Kristi Beyer
Ann Borst

Pam Carlton

Martin Carmichael
William Driscoll

David Dugdale
Paul Eklund
James Ferrell

Stephen Forrest - ,'''

Donald Firke s z''
William Greiter

'

David Greenbejg -

John Holmberg '^

Susan HickQit
,^

John Hunt
Donald Josephson
Norman Jenssen
Joseph Krebs
Beth Kano
Sidney Kase
Ronald Lanoue
Diane Loomis
David McLaughry r

Linnea McPherson
Nancy Marks .- -.

Linda Miller

Keither Parker
Tacey Phillips

Wayne Roberge
Peter Remec
Hugh Regan
Scott Shane

see HONORED page 4

Sonde resigns
to join trust
Theodore A. Sande, lecturer in art,

resigned to become the Director of

Professional Services in the Office of

Properties for the National Trust for

Historic Preservation in Washington,
D.C.

Sande will be responsible for all of

the architectural, art historical, and
curatorial services in the Office of

Properties, as well as developing new
professional service programs.
The National Trust for Historic

Preservation was chartered by
Congress in 1949 and is a private
corporation that receives federal

appropriations and seeks to en-
courage the preservation of

significant sites and structures in the

United States. The Trust maintains
approximately 13 properties
throughout the country, including

Chesterwood in Stockbridge, Mass.,
and has three regional offices.

Sande graduated from the Rhode
Island School of Design in 1956 with a
bachelor's degree in architecture,

received his master's from Yale in

1961 and his Ph.D. from the University

of Pennsylvania in 1972. A practicing

arqhitect and historian, Sande has
served on the American Institute of

Architects' Committee on Historic
Resources and is currently book
review editor of I. A. Journal,
published by the Society for Industrial
Archeology. He was a member of the
Williams faculty since the fall of 1972.

There is a bright political star in

John Durkin's staff that is wortli

noting: Cannipaign Manager Joe
Crandmaisoni

f

While his political career began
long before 1972, his first major

.
political effort in this area was as Uk
New Hampshire campaign manager
for presidential candidate Geo
McGovern. Grandmaison suc-

cessfully attracted hundreds of young

people and party regulars into

McGovern's first prirhary election.

Massachusetts gubernatorlai
candidate Michael Dukakis appointed

Grandmaison to aid in his upcoming

election. Putting in lOO hours a week^
working effectively with local

organizers and having a good can-

didate led to Dukakis' sweeping

victory last November.
After a brief vacation, Grand-

maison went to Washington, to lead

the revived effort to attract federal

funds to the Bay State. Many political
'

observers viewed this move as an

opportunity for Grandmaison to lie

around the capital, so he could further

his contacts for next year's national .

election.

If the regional primary bill

(legislation that would institute the

presidential primaries in New
England all on the same day) is

signed into law Grandmaison will be

in a unique position: the only person to

have organized successful campaigns

in both New Hampshire and
;,

Massachusetts in recent years.

This could make Joe Grandmaison
\

an invaluable asset for any candidate
j

entering this first primary.
j

Job Jots
Job Jots is a regular column in

<<the Record produced by the Office

of Career CounseUng (OCC) and
printed as a public service.

Although listings are often

repeated, juniors and seniors are

advised to che^k for new listings.

Representatives from the

following law schools will be on

campus in September:
The New York Law School will

hold a "mock class" on Sept 23 at

7:30 p.m. in Room 206, physics

bldg.

University of Virginia Law
School will hold interviews at OCC
from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Sept.

25. Sign up at OCC.

George Washington Law School

will hold interviews at OCC on

Tuesday, Sept. 30 beginning at 9: 00

a.m.

LSAT WORKSHOP: Ms. Dinny
Taylor will be offering a 9 hour, 3

evening, workshop Sept. 25th and
29th and October 2nd to help

students prepare for the October 11

LSAT. The purpose of the course

will be to familiarize stodents with

the LSAT by analyzing the dif-

ferent types of questions and time

pressures one encounters when
taking the test. After the workshop,

one should feel more comfortable

during the actual test and con

sequently be able to perform more
to one's full potential. A fee of $10

plus materials will be charged. A
fee of $10 plus materials vtrlll be

charged. To register for the course
or for further information call Ms.

Taylor at 458-8268 or the Office of

Career Counseling at 597-2311.

PLEASE NOTE: The GRE
TEST DATE IS OCTOBER 18. The
deadline for registering is Sept. 22.

Volunteer Position: A first grade
teacher in Pownal, Vermont is

looking for a student volunteer
teaching asst. Anyone interested

should contact Sue Little in the

OCC for further info.

Foreign Study Grants: Students
interested In applying for the

Fulbright Grants and grants of-

fered by 40 different countries,

please contact Dean Julian.

y
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5 donees by 2 masters
One hot Summer afternoon, two

oung dancers met to form a new

lance company. A company of just

wo. Such a tiny company, they felt,

vould narrow the focus so that the

ludiences could see exactly what each

lancer did. And how. And why. Two
lancers could reach back to forty

ears of modern dance masterpieces,

ind reach forward to the master-

tieces of the future. Two dancers

ould create a repertory that touches

he essence of modem dance. Two
lancers could be a company small

:nough in number to be available and

tffordable so that college and com-

nunity groups would be able to ex-

)erience a broad spectrum of modem
lance works.

The two ddncers are JJhe
Cosminsky and Bruce Becker,

>rilliant soloists in their own right.

The company they created they called

he 5 by 2 dance company—five
lances, five well chosen dances in

sach program. Within two weeks this

inheard of, untried, unrehearsed new

(roup had been given performance

ghts by Jose Limpn. And Norman
Valker. And Cliff Keuter. Then Mario

)elamo gave Jane "Sola" which he

horeographed especially for her. And
he Helen Tamiris Foundation gave

iruce a special grant so that he could

ecreate and dance all six solos in

'Negro Spirituals" a feat no one had

ittempted since Tamiris herself.

The new group appeared for the

irst time in a Choreo Concert at the

Jew School, New York on October 17,

972, performing only the last dance in

four-part choreographer's

howcase. The New York Times
leadlined its review: "5 by 2 Makes
)ebut As Dance Series Duo." The
eviewer described the group as "A
iny but energetic new company." He
idded, "Jane Kosminsky and Bruce
Jecker are the '2' and one of the five

lances they do is Cliff Keuter's "A
old Sunday Afternoon, a Little

^ater." The piece is a slightly loony

antasy about a couple huddled in

tlankets playing at romantic games
vith each other, and they presented it

vith a bright combination of

alculation and comedy. It whetted

he appetite for their full evening

irogram."

Performances all over the East
ollowed with triumphant ap-

learances at Jacob's Pillow and the

imerican Dance Festival at Con-

tecticut College. One reviewer
^marked, "Jane Kosminsky and
race Becker are marvelous dancers,

ith an inner essence of their own.

heir presentation of selected modem
nee repertory is in good hands,

eep up with them. They are tuned

into something special. Their
repertoire is frankly dramatic and
their presentation eminently
theatrical." Dance Magazine hailed
the company as "masters of the
modern dramatic form." '

The two dancers are intent upon
preserving substantial modern dance
repertory works as well as per-
forming the work of new
choreographers. Their goal is to

provide audiences with a panoramic
view of modern dance from the 1920's

to the present and to demonstrate the
varied styles of different
choreographers through their
programs.

Jane Kosminsky was a dance award
winner at New York's High School of

Performing Arts. She appeared with
the companies of May O'Donnell and
Tamiris-Nagrin early in her career
and went on to perform as a soloist

with the Norman Walker Company.
Important roles in the Paul Taylor
Dance Company led to tours
throughout Europe and Asia and a
feature article in Dance Magazine as
"Dancer of the Month" in May, 1969.

More recently Ms. Kosminsky has
appeared with the Martha Graham
Repertory Company and as a guest

artist with the Washington Dancers in

Repertory,
j
The spring of 1974 found

Ms. Kosminsky in Paris recon-

structing Paul Taylor's ballet

"Aureole" for Rudolf Nureyev, Merle
Park and the Paris Opera Ballet

Company.
In addition to her performing ar-

tistry, Ms. Kosminsky is a noted

dance teacher. She has been on the

faculty of the Drama Division of the

Juilliard School since 1971 and has
.been a guest teacher at Sarah
Lawrence College and other schools.

Bruce Becker was a dance award
winner at New York's High School of

Performing Arts, after early training

with Donald McKayle at the New
Dance Group. The nephew of

choreographic pioneer Helen Tamiris,

Mr. Becker's career beginnings
revolved around his work as soloist

with the companies of May O'Donnell,

Tamiris-Nagrin and Norman Walker.

As resident soloist with the Batsheva

Dance Company of Israel, Mr, Becker
mastered a multitude of important

dance roles.

Mr. Becker has had extensive

teaching experience at the High
School of Performing Arts and Utah

State University. Last year he
received ^ grant from the National

Endowment for the Arts to

choreograph the new work. Suite

Richard, which will be performed

here next week.

The two form an exciting troup

which is especially interesting
because it has opened up new vistas

for modern dance companies. Of
course, there is the obvious novelty of

a company of two people and the

'

clarity and versatility it creates. But
the company is also experimenting
with the idea of a modern dance
repertory company—one which is not
simply performing the work of a
single choreographer, but rather a
whole range of varied works and
styles.

The idea has been readily accepted
as can be seen from the reactions of

critics and audiences and of

choreographers who have been
delighted to supply the two dancers
with new and exciting material.

But^mostly audiences and critics

are applauding the 5 by 2 Dance
Company because of the dancers'

technical dexterity, creative
capacity, and the dazzUng energy
they put into their performances.
Jane Kosminsliy and Bruce Becker
are two young dancers you really

won't want to miss.

5 by 2 Dance Company will be in

residence at Williams Thursday
September 25 through Saturday
September 27. Tickets available at the

AMT box office.

Jane Kosmi.nsky and Bruce Becke
performing Jose Linton's "There is

in residence here next week.

r—the 5 by 2 Dance Company—
a Time." The two dancers will be

Series marks 8th season
The eighth annual series of Griffin

Hall Concerts, under the direction of

Victor E. Hill, Assoc. Prof, of

Mathematics, will begin this week,

constituting eight performances of

five programs. Instituted in 1968 by
Hill, the series features non-choral

Baroque works and German and
French classical song. "A small town
must generate much of its own
culture," explained Hill, and this

program tries to serve that purpose.

According to Hill, the program was
originally financed by the cultural

funds of eight residential houses, but

now receives an appropriation from
the College. With few exceptions, the

artists are unpaid; this allows the

performances to be presented free of

charge, not only to Williams students,

but to the general public as well, noted

Hill.

"The College gives me a free hand
in planning the series," said Hill. "If I

think I would enjoy working with a

person, I'll invite him or her to par-

ticipate in the series." All of the

performers are or have been
associated with Williams, and
selection is done by Hill almost ex-

clusively by invitation.

According to Hill, when the Griffin

Hall Concerts were begun, qualified

students were encouraged to par-

ticipate, but so few were capable of a

solo performance of this music that

students are no longer actively

sought.

Hill, a professor of mathematit:s at

Williams, studied in New York and
Amsterdam with Gustav Leonhardt.

He has two hundred concerts to his

credit, and will spend his sabbatical

leave in the spring touring Europe.

The season opens on Saturday and
Sunday, Sept. 20 and 21 at 8:00 p.m.

with a program presented by Edward
Gale,' bassoon, Janet Geroulo, flute,

Judith Reichert, soprano, and Hill at

the harpsichord. Performed will be

six harpsichord sonatas of Scarlatti,

vocal works of Purcell, Handel, and

Telemann, and instrumental sonatas

by Bach and Galliard.

George Damp will join Hill in a

recital of music for two harpsichbrds

on Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 18 and
19,

Baritone Daniel O'Connor, with Hill

at the piano, will present Schubert's

"Die schoene Muellerin" on Sunday,

Nov. 9. A harpsichord recital by Hill

on January 10 and 11, and a per-

formance by soprano Reichert on

April 11 will constitute the remainder

of the 1975-76 season.

nitials abound in campus organizations
N EEDLES from page 1

2ar. Allison said that he sees the

oup "moving away from fund-

ising and towards local actions."

e group also hopes to work within

classroom structure by
tablishing either a course or a

inter Study project related to the

orld hunger crisis.

'I think it is the important issue

)w—politically, economically and
ially," McCord said. "It attacks

e root of our system . . . Why some
ople are poor and others wealthy

Public Interest Research Groap

PIRG (Public Interest Research
oups) has traditionally been an
ganization where students who
ven't been active before can take an
tive role," according to Marty
instock, Williams PIRG president,

is student group, inspired by Ralph
der, has twenty-three chapters in

rious states. The Mass PIRG has
^tions on eighteen colleges and
iversities in the state.

St year some of the issues in

ich Williams PIRG involved itself

luded enforcing the freedom of

ormation act, supporting local

orts of patients to see their medical
:ords, opposing sex discrimination

employment agencies, and
mitoring small claims courta in the
rthera Berkshire area. It^^. ;>

Although PIRG has many ideas for

this year, the priorities will "depend

on the interests of those who show up

at meetings," Weinstock stressed.

Possible issues include the "bottle

bill", which would provide recycling

through deposit legislation, alter-

natives to nuclear power, (i.e., solar

energy), reducing energy waste in

municipal and state buildings, and

continuation of last year's projects.

Williams Action Coalition

The Williams Action Coalition has

"tryed to provide a forum for political

discussion on campus," said Ray
Bliss, WAC president. The group,

which began as an off-shoot of the

student movement in the late sixties,

serves as more of an educational

forum then as an action organization.

"We are open to anyone who wants to

bring alternative viewpoints to

Williams," said Bliss.

Last yearWAC brought a number of

speakers to campus, including a

radical economist from U.Mass.—
Amherst, Francis Fitzgerald, author

of Fire on the Lake (cosponsored by

the lecture committee) ; and a series

of speakers on prison reform. It has

also published "Counterpoint", an

alternative journal with articles of

political, economic and social

relevance, and "Berkshire Alter-

native", a newspaper that offers

information, concerning various

projects in the area. With the addition

of "Pique" to Williams literary scene,

however, the WAC focus has changed

towards speakers for the coming
year.

United Farm Workers

Last year the United Farm Workers

had a small but active coalition of

students on campus. Since that time,

California, the center of union

disputes, has enacted a law providing

workers with the right to vote on who
they want to represent them—the

U.F.W., the Teamsters or no union.

So far only a few elections have

been held in some of the smaller fields

and neither side has a decisive lead.

This new law will be monitored by

some individuals on campus, said

Karen Leaf. Specific plans will not be

formulated until more elections are

held and some indication is given

regarding whether or not the law has

been strictly enforced,

Williams Republican Club

The Williams Republican Club is

trying to remind their felloV students

that Republicans are people too,

according to club president Linda

Smith.

The club, presently with about

twenty five members, had a three-

year regime of leadership broken last

April and began an effort to reactivate^

itself this year. Some of its ideas for

this year include a speakers' series

featuring prominent state and

national Republicans, a voter

registration drive, a canvas of the

college to gauge Republican support,

and various fund raising-publicity

activities.

The WRC doesn't have a tentative

budget or any concrete plans yet,

however, because it wants to allow

freshmen and new students an op-

portunity to have a voice. Smith said.

It hopes to raise funds through the

College Council and outside private

solicitations.

Young Americans for Freedom
Rumor has it that Don Toumey and

a few other Williams students want to

start a Young Americans for Freedom
group on campus, but as yet, ho

formal organizational apparatus has

been formed. YAF is an ultra con-

servative political organization

presently supporting actor-turned-

politician Ronald Reagan, for

president.
• • *

The highly acclaimed and highly

controversies film about U.S. in-

volvement in South East Asia,

"Hearts and Minds" will beshown on

Wednesday, September 24th in

Bronfman Auditorium. Following the

film, which is sponsored by WAC,
there will be a discussion of the film

>and of the various political

organizations at Williams.

Saturday film switch

This week's scheduled Saturday

night film Shanghai Express will

not be shown this weekend due to

teciinical mixups; the film has

been rescheduled for Saturday,

September 27. Playing instead will

tie Alain Tanner's La Salamandre.

Tanner's film was called the most
interesting film of 1972 and
established the reputation of the 46

year old Swiss director. BuUe
Ogier plays a young working class

girl whose bohemian ideals and
practices drastically change her

life and the lives of her two lovers.

Donforth fund

offers stipends

for graduate study
Inquiries about the Danforth

Fellowships, to be awarded by the

Danforth Foundation of St. Louis,

Missouri in March 1976, should be

directed to the campus represen-

tative, Assoc. Prof. Victor E. Hill, in

205 Bronfman.
The Fellowships are open to all

qualified persons of any tftce, creed or

citizenship, single or married, who
have serious interest in careers of

teaching and-or administration in

colleges and universities, and who
plan to study for a Ph.D. in any field of

"^

study common to the undergraduate

Uberal arts curriculum in the United

States. Applicants must be under 35

years of age at the time application

papers are filed, and may not have

undertaken any graduate or

professional study beyond the bac-

calaureate. Persons at Williams must
be named" by their major Depart-

ments to the Williams selection

committee, which nominates two

students for the national competition.

The Danforth Foundation does not

accept direct applications for the

Fellowships. Approximately 65

Fellowships will be awarded in March
1976.

The award is made for one year,

and it is normally reaewable until

completion of the degree or for a u
maximum of four years of graduate

study. Fellowship stipends are based
on individual need, tiut they may riot

exceed $2275 for single Fellows and
$2450 for married Fellows for the

academic year, plu^ dependency
allowances for children and required

tuition and fees.

The Danforth Foundation, created

by the late Mr. and Mrs. WilUam H.

Danforth in 1927, is a national,

,

educational philanthropic
organization, dedicated to enhancing
the humane dimension of life. The
major thmst of the Foundation em-
l)races the theme ct improving the

quality of the teaching-learning ea-

vironment. -rr- --

_.
. _ '
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Ephs face Dartmouth
by Tim Layden

"We'll be a week better, but we'll
also be facing much better com-
petition than last week. They're a big,

strong team, and they'll show us a lot

of different sets and options on of-

fense. It is a scrimmage which should
help us a great deal." The words
above are those spoken by head coach
Bob Odell in preparation for Satur-
day's final pre-season tune-up with
Dartmouth College in Hanover, New
Hampshire.
Dartmouth is a team which,

been near the top of the pack iniiie Ivy
League for several years bMore ex-

periencing an off-year in 1974. The
word on the squftd thjs^ar is that the
Big Green is rea^Tw) get back into

contention; perhaps challenging
Harvard amj -Yale for the crown.
Williams^illbe facing Dartmouth's

ine offensive uiilt7but before
pujtilig aside all talk of a "Christians

Lions" matchup, consider that.

Odell's offensive squad will be facing
the first team, featuring two of the

meanest linebackers north of Jack
Ham and Andy Russell.

A busy weekend is in store for

Dartmouth head coach Jake
Crouthamel's forces as they face
Bowdoin with their first offense and
second defense on Friday, and then
tangle with the Ephs on Saturday,
Some changes have been made in

Andy Dzurinko's defensive line;

namely, Emmett Creahan has 'been
shifted from linebacker to mid-
dleguard, displacing sophomore Mike
Bernay. Jim Spaulding will get the

starting nod at the vacated left

linebacker spot, though Creahan is

expected to see some playing time
there also. During the past week,
some freshman prospects have been
working with Odell's offense back-

48 earn honors
HONOREDfrompage2

Joseph Singer

Nancy Sailor

Suzanne Stone

Steven Taft

Pakorn Vichyanond
Thomas Wilson

Daniel Walker
Norman Wikner
Marissa Wesely

^
Allison Young
Alexander Black

Michael Bailey '

Arnold Aronoff

The requirements for election to

membership in Phi Beta Kappa is a

grade average of 9.0 and a "pass" in

all required Winter Study Projects. At

the end of junior year, the highest 10

per cent of the junior class, ranked by

cumulative grade average, are

elected to membership provided that

they have attained the required

average.

I

laconic Package Store

BEER BY THE

BARREL OR BOTTLE

79 Water Street 458-5634

field, which has been thinned oi^t^^y

iiXJuries. /
The Ephmen will make^turday's

trip with only two Ijealthy quar-

terbacks, as a result 6l the shoulder

separation suffer^ by soph Bill

Whelan in U^TiMC contest. Odell

termed Whelan's injury "a shame,

he's a flne young quarterback who is

certairily going to help us in the

futilre.

The Dartmouth scrimmage will be

slightly different from last week's in

that it will be played entirely under

game conditions, with kickoffs, a

quantity that was missing from the

AIC scrimmage, included.

Odell's squad will get ample op-

portunity to improve on those areas in

which they were lacking last week,

namely, the running game, which

netted only seventeen total yards.

Dartmouth has a defensive line that

outsizes that of AIC and is anchored

by returning veterans- at both ends.

This interior unit is backed by two all-

Ivy League linebackers, Skip Cum-*

mins, and the inimitable Reggie

Williams, whom Odell calls ".
. . as

fine a linebacker as we'll ever see." If

the Ephs are able to move the ball

steadily on the ground against this

unit, it will be a very positive omen for

next week's season opener with

Trinity.

As far as the passing game is

concerned, it was proven last week
that Jim Baldwin and Don Wallace

are capable of filling the air with

completions and yardage against

anyone. Given a minimal amount of

time, the duo should be able to find

Messrs. Parker, Redden, and Mc-
Cormick for good gains. This phase of

the offense appears tough, if only the

running game comes around . . .

As mentioned earlier, the defense is

the big question mark, they yielded

231 yards on the ground to AIC, which

is about 100 too many to be effective.

Moving Creahan to middleguard will

help, but won't turn the unit into a

doomsday defense overnight; better

all around play is necessary.

Saturday's contest will tell a great

deal about the 1975 edition of the

squad, if they are able to improve at

all on the AIC loss against such a

strong team as Dartmouth, things will

definitely be looking up.

JLR^T^:
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Colonial Pizza
The Best in America

Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven Grinders

Spa>{hetti
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One Stop Headquarters

for a II your stationery

and school supplies

"$23.45 - My contribution to the

redistribution of income"

—A student whose

books were stolen
enzis
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Hill Kistcr 78 and Bill Roper 11 struggle for the ball in drill

designed to strengthen o-ffense which "letdown" against RPI. [photo
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Panel wants more women
EXPANSION from page 1

Kershaw report notes that the college

has "tried very hard through af-

firmative action to find competent

women faculty members and has

generally succeeded." Its recom-

mendation is that a small number of

senior women be appointed over the

next few years and that the college

hire senior women where possible as

visiting professors to replace people

taking sabbatical leaves.

It's also noted that the number of

classes with 30 to 45 students has

"grown substantially" between 1969

and 1974 as a result of increased

enrollment. "These are classes," the

report states, "that Williams students

regard as too big and as not in the

tradition of a small institution." It

urges that the distribution of students

among classes of -various sizes be

improved, and thenumber of classes

in the 30-45 range be reduced.

Overall, the committee concluded

that "the presence of women has had

a significant positive impact on our

INDIAN BEDSPREADS, lOO'bCollon in hr«]hl

hand block-pnnlcrl floral designs and colois

aKo grpal as labliiclothes, curiams, wall h.iny

ings or as va'dqodds fo' fashion pattnins.

NAMOHA RUG, a raw felt lug fiom

Kasfimir, composed of 77% cotton and 23%
wool, Itiev are rugged enougfi to stand up under

the heaviest traffic. Varied mulli colored

crewel embroiderv patterns.

boutique

63 VMATBt ST

open every ^day

thursdays til 8:30

Cool Weather

.

Famous Duxbak shirts, too!

$16.95

Get your levi style shirts

denim & chambray - lon^ sleeve

from $5.95

GOFF'S SPORTS, Inc.

academic life as was to be expected,"

Faculty members have told us in

almost one voice that their classes are

'better' because we now have women.
This report cites this example:

"Men and women students

discussing Erica Jong's Fear of

Klviiig in a senior American
Civilization class in 1975 is a far better

experience than a class of men
choking on Betty Friedan's The
Feminine Mystique in the same
course in 1966,"

The committee also concluded that

"increased numbers and the addition

of women have contributed diversity

and vitality to human relationships

and to the classroom experience at

Williams and have thereby enhanced

the quality of life here,"

Purple soccer

duels RPI fo

a scoreless tie

by Mark Pogue

One hundred-twenty minutes of

soccer against Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute Wednesday
night netted the Williams Ephmen
only a 0-0 tie. Staged in Troy, New
York, the preseason match gave head

coach Jeff Vennell a chance to get n
players into action as the process of

finalizing a first and second string

nears an end.

Throughout the first half the Purple

dominated the action, but failed to

capitalize on several scoring op-

portunities. The defense worked well

during this period and goalie Skip

Grossman had few tough saves to

make.
At the opening of the second half,

however, what Vennell described as a

"mental letdown" struck the Ephs,

causing them to lose their hold on the

game, "We slowed down the pace too

much, didn't set up fast enough, andg^

tried to dribble too much," was

Vennell's succinct analysis, A shot by

John Friborg that struck the goal post

was about the closest Williams came
to scoring, as second-half goalie Jay

Loeffler continued to thwart RPI,

Final preseason tune-ups for the

team will come on Thursday against a

strong UMass club and on Saturday

against a lovable alumni squad (one
i

o'clock, Cole Field), The regular'

season commences on September 27
\

when Williams entertains Trinity.

Learn paddle tennis

Renzie Lamb urges anyone
interested in playing, or

learning to play paddle

tennis to contact him at

2345.

I

Welcome back to a new Inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

and entertainment at the

Omhai Williams Inn
V

Down Vests

and

Parkas

Cotton Flannel

Shirts

Bass HOUSE OF WALSH Levis

Wejuns
Spring Street Williamstown

Ski: Gloves & Mittens Shetland Sweaters

CLASSIFIEDS

Yes, there is finally a way to sell that extra Triumph or find a second
hand Rose—the Record classifieds, Not only are they Inexpensive, but your
ads will be seen by over 2000 people on campus. The rate is30 cents for the

first line of up to eight words (a telephone number equals one word), and 25

cents for each additional line, or part of a line,

EXAMPLE; 10 words equals 55 cents for one Issue, $1.10 for two Issues,

$1.65 for three issues, etc.

Enclose total payment for the number of issues you want your ad to run

IN CASH along with your ad copy in an envelope addressed to the Record
and leave it with Mrs, Marlowe in the Baxter Hall mallroom. Ads will be

published as soon as possible—see the masthead for deadline Information,

Remember—CASH ONLY PLEASE'ii.
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:EP discusses

anguage, PE;

(eeps closed

Tieeting policy
by Diane Krieger

From a host of possible issues

anging from a review of the Winter

itiidy Program to the "end of the

aper crunch", the Committee on

Education Policy (CEP) has chosen to

ocus primarily on the role of the

anguage program, the physical

Kiucation requirement, a maritime-

iludies program and a new drama.,

najor, CEP chairman Prof. William

r. Fox said.

The CEP began its 1975-76

ieliljerations Sept. 15 under the

eadershipof its new Chairman Fox, a

)rofessor of Geology, replaced Prof.

Villiam B..Gates Jr. as chairman.

"In the beginning the committee is

ilways very idealistic" said Fox

Kfore the Sept. 15 meeting, "but

vhen it realizes the difficulties in

jetting change instituted, it moves at

1 slower pace, agreeing to select a few

easible projects and do them well."

Language classes at Williams

isually have low enrollments of 10-15

itudents. This has contributed to

)ressure on courses in other areas,

iften burdening them with

mrollments of over thirty students,

["he language program will be

ixamined and defined by the CEP in

ight of this problem, but Fox did not

ay whether abolition of a language
iffering, increased admissions
ecruiting for language students of

See C"KP page .5

WILLIAMS

Roper severs ties with

College; may relocate

Rdpcr Center computers handle studies for researchers from
throujiihout tlye world. This resource may soon be lost to students
here.

rfy Jim Cohen
The Roper Public Opinion Research

Center, part of Williams College since

1946, became an independent non-

profit institute this summer. Director

Philip K. Hastings said' that the

growth of the center made in-

dependence necessary and indicated

that it.4night leave Williamstown if it

receives sufficient funds.

Plans to separate from Williams
were initiated after the College an-

nounced last November it was
phasing out financial support for the

center.

According to an open letter from
Hastings, this decision made
"problematic the very survival of the

hAany options possible for year off
by Jeb Seder

Predictably, most students electing

to take time off from college do so

following their sophomore year,

according to figures released by the

Office of the Registrar.

Over the past few years, ap-

proximately five per cent of those

enrolled have opted not to return.

This fail, 98 students chose not to

return. Forty-four are studying at

other schools in the United States and

abroad. This includes ten students on

the Twelve College Exchange
Program.
An additional 54 students have with-

drawn for what Registrar George C.

Howard classified as "personal

reasons.
'

'

Last year, 104 students chose not to

return; 67 for "personal reasons," 15

transfers, and the rest on exchange or

separated for academic reasons.

The number of students taking a

year off has remained fairly steady

for the past five years, Howard noted.

Fewer students look advantage of this

option before the I970's. The year off

has become much more "the thing to

do" in the last few years, according to

Howard.

The usual procedure for a student

who is considering taking time off

begins with a conversation with one of

the deans. A petition must be sub-

mitted requesting official permission

for a leave of absence. The college has

no record of what students are doing

during their time off and no reasons

are required from students. However,

3rooks' dark past revealed
by Chuck Schlosser

Brooks House, which is known
illernately as "the garage" and "the
!as station" (for reasons that fairly

eapto the mind), was not always the

)land, tasteless, building it is now.
Jefore 1960 it was the William's
chapter of DKE, (Delta Kappa Ep-
Hon), and one of the most beautiful

louses on campus. Here, a small
[roup of Williams men carried on the
lot too serious business of studying
ind relaxing behind the white-pillared
acade of the Georgian style building.

Things were going well for the
Jckes until 1959 when at 5 AM on a
reezing January morning the house
aught fire and burned. By the time
veary firemen got the blaze under
ontrol only the burned out outer walls
if the house remained. No one was
billed, but six persons were injured
ind one, who had been trapped on the
oof, was hospitalized for shock and
xposure.

The fire, which evidently started in
I small room below the house's open
taircase, was one of the worst in the
"Story of the College. The Deke's
onsequently moved into the par-
wage, then located behind the
'Ongregational Church, and learned

forget the disaster.
They might have succeeded had it

lot been revealed a few days later
hat John Struthers '59, then house
reasurer, had been embezzling
"ousefunds and altering official
ecords to hide his actions.
The history of these records is ....

onfusing part of the story, however,
or they seem to have had at least four
I'fferent destinies.

It was reported at the time that
'.'though the house was almost en-
'rely destroyed, the records, crucial
;yidence for the larceriy of which
'iruthers was accused, were
iiraculously saved. A week later.
owever, Struthers called the
^""^•"stown police to repbrt the

the students. However, the student's

general dissatisfaction and plans (or

lack of them) for the following year

frequently are voiced during

discussions with the dean. The
petition is usually granted and the

student is then not readmitted for a

full academic year. Withdrawals for

only one term are rarely granted^ The
student may remain withdrawn for

one, two, or three years maxirrium.

Eligibility for return is dependent

upon whether or not there's room, but

according to Howard this is almost

never a problem.

Most students decide to come back

after only one year, and generally

their academic performance im-

proves upon their return, he said.

Fewer students decide not to come
back after the fall term, although a

January to January withdrawal is

equally acceptable to the college. Last

year, 3 seniors, 14 juniors, 11

sophomores, and two freshmen didn't

return for the second half of the

academic year.

A small number of students decide

over the summer not to return without

discussing their plans with anyone,

and simply don't show up in Sep-

tember.

The class of 1975 is fairly typical of

those in recent years in terms of the

number of students who took ad-

vantage of the option for a start and

stop academic experience.

Center, and thus creates a crisis for

social scientists . . . Without an in-

fusion of major financial support, it is

highly probable that this data will be

permanently lost."

Three social science organizations

and 137 scholars responded to the

letter and endorsed the proposed

incorporation.

"We'll be in a state of limbo fortwo

or three years," the director said.

Right now, if any basic decision had to

be made, it would be made between

the Williams College trustees and
trustees of the institute . . We always

want to maintain a kind of closeness."

Twenty universities have offered to

house the Roper Center. "If we can
raise $1 to $2 million, then we will

have to make a decision about leaving

Williamstown, " Hastings said.

Relocation would offer two ad-

vantages. "First, at a major
university with active graduate

programs, we would have on the scene

a corpus of users like we've never had

before. Second, most major univer-

sities have advanced computer
systems we could.- tie into. It is

unlikely that Williams could afford

that."

Yale and the University of Con-

necticut and the five Washington D.C.

universities,- among others, have

made this kind of offer.

Hastings admitted "there would be

a small hoi? left at Williams if we
moved. The existence of this center—

an international operation—has put

this college on the map in the social

science world. We've brought in

visiting lecturers, conducted

seminars and tried to have out board

members perform publicly for the

benefit of undergraduates in return

for the hospitality Williams College

has extended tous,"

Over 100 students relied on Roper

Center resources for projects last

year. "No matter where we're

located," Hastings, pointed out,

"Students would have access, it would

just be more inconvenient and more
expensive."

Even if the center remains in

Williamstown, more money is needed

for equipment and data processing.

Hastings said he was "in the process

see ROPER page 4

College to sell real estate

s the

stealing of his car in which, among

other things, were the house books.

Police found his abandoned car inUct

in North Adams but the needed

records, alas!, were not to be found.

It soon came out that Struthers had

in fact "stolen" his own car and left it

for police to find. As for the records,

he explained that he had left them on a

deserted Connecticut highway. Some

papers which appeared to be ac-

counting records were later found in

South Williamstown but the majority

are to this day unaccounted for.

Struthers was tried in Williamstown

and acquitted. The grounds, in

sufficientr^idence.

The theofy about all of this is, of

course, that the fire and the theft were

connected, Struthers starting the fire

in hopes of destroying, if not the whole

house, at least the desired (or un-

desired) records. It would have been

simple in theory to cause such

damage only to his room, thus

eliminating the records but not

damaging the house.

Those who put forth the arson

theory say that when the fire got out of

hand and destroyed the house,

Struthers got scared and cooked up

the stolen car alibi. When that didn't

hold up he came out with the im-

probable business involving the

Connecticut highway. His admitted

losing of the records might not be

See BROOKS page 2

bv Sally Coney

In a memorandum issued this

month to all Williams faculty and

staff, Francis H. Dewey, Vice

President and Treasurer of the

College, announced the availability

for sale of certain parcels of college

owned real estate.

Two houses formerly used as

faculty residences will be made

available for purchase in addition to

six lots, now part of the Mount Hope

Estate, which were placed on the

market last spring.

The Julian Sprague House on South Street. [photo by McCUIi.in

The Julian Sprague House and

approximately I'z acres of the

present 7 acre lot, located on South

Street, will become available on or

about November 1, 1975. The asking

price has been set at $150,000.

The second of the two houses, the

Smedly House, located on Fort

Hoosac Place, will be placed on the

market on July 1, 1976, at an asking

price of $50,000. Dewey asked that

anyone interested in viewing the real

estate make arrangements through

his office and that all offers should

likewise be submitted to him.

Notice of the availability of the six

unimproved lots across Green River

Road from the Mount Hope entrance,

was made to alumni and parents in a

summer mailing. Asking prices

remained unchanged from those

circulated earlier to faculty and staff.

Bids on these properties are to be

submitted no later than October 22,

1975. Although the College is in a

position to accept or reject any or all

bids, Dewey announced that bids

below the asking price may by ac-

cepted at this time.

The Board of Trustees voted on

June 8, 1974 to sell of tracts of Mount
Hope Farm as part of a multi-use plan

to lower the $100,000 per year drain

the estate was placing on the College

budget.
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Beaches: sale of the environment
by Steven Bosworth

September 23, 1975

The beaches of Connecticut may

keem far removed from the land-

^ed Purple VaUey, but they seem

removed from the residents of

"onnecticut, too. Plagued by an

i-onomy that Itept unemployment m
he state high, ConnecUcut Governor

riia Grasso began to trade off en-

^'ironmental protection for economic

•ecovery this summer. I served as a

egal researcher for the ConnecUcut

'SisUl Area Management Program

inder the auspices of the

Massachusetts Audobon Society this

ummer and I received a first hand

iccount of the governmental

ressures which are threatening to

everse whatever gains en-

ironmental protection has made in

he last three or four years.

Connecticut has very httle un-

leveloped coastline, and even fewer

aiblic beaches. The efforts of Ned

;ple to open up private tbwn beaches

the general public (he has imported

nner city youngsters to the private

beaches the past few summers) have
been widely publicized. His approach
may or may not pay off. The
American Civil Liberties Union is

currently litigating the issue. Even if

the town beaches are opened to the
general pubUc, the amount of publicly
owned land would still be minimal.
Dividing the total square footage pf

the public beaches by the population
of the state gives each person about
two square feet of beach space. While
not everyone in the state would choose
to go to the t>each at the same
moment, it looks that way on summer
weekends. Many Connecticut
residents drive to Rhode Island
beaches, eschewing the playgrounds
of their own state.

The Coastal Area Management
Program is attempting to devise a
plan of land management for the

coastal area in Connecticut under the

guidelines of the fedeVafigTiJ" CMi^taT
Zone Management Act. The Program
receives federal funds, which is one of

The Log
Special

Reduced Rafes

Every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
8-10 P.M.

and
FRIDAY AFTERNOONS

4 -6 P.M.
REGULAR HOURS:

\ AAon-Thurs 8-12 p.m.

Fri. 4 to 6 p.m.

8:30amto 12;30a.m.

Sat. 8p.m. to 12:30a.m.

FEATURING:
2-new beers - Watneys (imported tro4i London ) and Tuborg

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRirNG STREET

EARN YOUR TUITION. Money
hungry student to represent

manufacturer of personalized college

plaques. Necessary to methodically

contact entire student body. This is

probably the best paying job on the

campus today. Extremely liberal

commission arrangement will pay right

man-woman up to $18.00 per hour.

J. Casey, President,

1275 Bloomfield Ave.,

07006. List three
will attest to your

Write: William
Casey Hull Inc.,

Fairfield, N.J
references who
financial responsibility.

CAR TUNE UPS REPAIRS BODY
WORK . . .

specialize in DEAD rigs.

Domestic or foreign. Reed Zars 597

6143. Modest, accountable.

^^^

^^.VU^MSBO,^^

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

458-5717 01267

""
$33,500,000 "i

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS |

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and

fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of these

sources researched and compiled as of September 5, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
369 Allen Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103

D I am enclosing $12.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

(Check or money order — no cash, please.)
I' you with to ui* your charge cant,
pitat* fill out approprlat* bo«a« balow:

p-i PLEASE RUSH YOUR

Li) CURRENT LIST OF

1
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

SOURCES TO:

Enplratlofl Oil*
Menih/Vaar
MaaWr Charge
Inlarbank No.

Cradll I

Card No. '

Name

3

Address

City

l:
Stttit

Main* rMldanti pImm add 9% laM tax.

Zip

the few reasons it still exists in an
atmosphere of belt-tightening mania.
One of the major concerns of the

Program is to increase the amount of

public beach area in the state. Under
Connecticut common law the state

holds title to the beach area between
low and high water marks. The main
difficulty is obtaining access to the

beach. Private cottage owners, whose
edifices close off most of the access
ways, are generally opposed to per-

mitting public access. The state has
certain powers which might enable it

to condemn certain access routes
through private lands. In the face of

strong local opposition to such
thoughts, it would have been con-

venient if the Governor were on the

side of her Coastal Management
Program.
Governor Grasso, however, had her

own ideas about the state beaches.

"Clrooslng to make an on-site state

beach inspection one day in August,
she visited several state beaches

during the week. Since most Con-
necticut residents work during the

week, the beaches are not often filled

to their horrendous weekend
capacities. Observing a reasonable
amount of open beach space the

Governor declared that no new state

funds would be dedicated to beach
acquisition. She added, almost as an
aside, that she fully supported private

property rights and did not think the

state should condemn access ways to

beaches.

The Coastal Management Office

was caught in a bind by the governor's

remarks. As a part of the executive

branch of state government, the

Program could hardly contradict the

wisdom of the chief executive. A
sarcastic memo by several interns,

which recommended that the sta^^

regulate beach towel size in order to

insure adequate space, was quickly

silenced as long as possible. The job of

making , Connecticut's beaches more
available to the public which owns

them will now fall to the Ned Coles

and the ACLU lawyers. The state, by

executive whisper, had washed its

hands of that controversial topic.

The new generation of "austerity"

governors has threatened the goals of

environmental protection. Business

and lat>or union leaders have never

welcomed environmental protection

because it cost private industry

profits. The governors who want to cut

budgets and stimulate the economy
are dealing the environment a double

blow. First, the administrative

programs of environmental protec-

tion are being cut, which virtually

eliminates effective monitoring and
enforcement of anti-pollution laws.

Second, the new administrations are

actively pursuing a laissez faire

course in the' hopes of attracting in-

dustry to rejuvenate the economy.
This may entail the actual repeal of

laws viewed as too strict by the

companies. *
Public access to beaches is not one

of the most pressing environmental

issues. But in Connecticut, it 4s an
obvious example of the priorities

which the Grasso administration has
established.

Why write home ?

It's easier to send Mom and Dad

Maybe your high school newspaper, Grandma Gertrucie, your friend

at Skidmore or Yale, Aunt Agatha, a high school teacher, Cousin

Caroline, your man/woman. Uncle Eugene, your friend who intends

to apply at Williams, Richard Helms, your summer boss, Richard

Nixon, or even your friend (?) who thinks Amherst is the place to be

would like to read the Williams Record.

Name.

Send them this ad,

or even better,

buy them a subscription

Only $10 for a year

Address.

City .State. -Zip.

I'm: Name.

Address .

Bill Me

Q Bill addressee

n $10 is enclosed

Send to: Subscription Manager

The Williams Record Baxter Hall

Williamstown, MA 01267

Delicious Sandwiches French Fries

LEO'S LUNCHEONETTE
Fabulous Pizzas and Grinders!

Soda Dairy Products Candy

122 Cole Avenue
458-3238

Open 7 days a week
5 A.M.- 12 Midnight

Williams Action Coalition

presents

"Hearts and Minds"

Wednesday, September 24 .

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM

Admission is Free

CLASSIFIEDS

Yes, there is finally a way to sell that extra Triumph or find a second-

hand Rose—the Record classifieds. Not only are they inexpensive, but yoor

ads will be seen by over 2000 people on campus. The rate is 30 cents for the

first line of up to eight words (a telephone number equals one word), and 25

cents for each additional line, or part of a line.

EXAMPLE: 10 words equals 55 cents for one Issue, $1.10 for tw/o issues,

$1.65 for three issues, etc.

Enclose total payment for the number of Issues you want your ad to run

IN CASH along with your ad copy in an envelope addressed to the Record

and leave It with Mrs. Marlowe In the Baxter Hall mallroom. Ads will be

published as soon as possible—see the masthead for deadline Information.

ftemember-CASH ONLY PLEASEII.

KING'S LIQUOR
STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquorsx I

PlernyofAirrypesBeer

Spring Street Wllllamstown.

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 4S8-5948

1 ,
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Dance schedule announced
The performance schedule has been

announced for the 5 by 2 Dance
Company, appearing in residence at

Wilhams College Thursday, Sept. 25
through Saturday, Sept. 27.

The company will present two
different performances at 8:30 p.m.,
at the Adams Memorial Theatre, on
Friday, Sept. 26 and Saturday, Sept.

27.

Performance I, on Friday, will

begin with "Sola," first performed in

1972, with choreography by Mario

Delamo to music sung by Janis Joplin,

and "Duet," first performed in 1964

with music by Haydn and
choreography by Paul Taylor. Other

works to be performed include "In-

determinate Figure," with music by

Robert Starer and choreography by

Daniel Nagrin; "A Cold Sunday Af-

ternoon, A Little Later," first per-

formed in 1962 with choreography by
Cliff Keuter; and "Suite Richard,"

first performed this year with
traditional court and ceremonial

India lecture, photos
Ah exhibition of photographs by

Clemens Kalischer on "The People of

India" and a Jecture on Indian tribes

may be seen and heard at Lawrence
Hall this week.

Approximately 20 photographs by
Kalischer are qn view in the McNicol
Gallery of thei Williams Art Museum
in Lawrence Hall. The photographs,

taken in the 1960s, are mostly single

portraits, and seek to provide a
feeling for the life and atmosphere of

India. The exhibition will remain on
view through Tuesday, Sept. 30.

Kalischer, a well-known
photographer living in Stockbridge, is

a part-time lecturer in art at Williams

this semester, and is teaching a
course in photography. He attended

Cooper Union and the New School for

Social Research in New York City and
his photographs have appeared both

in magazines and in exhibitions

throughout the world.

Several other area artists will have

Roper status

in doubt
ROPER from page 1

of seeking substantial funding from
private and foundation sources."

The majority of its $200,000

operating budget comes from user

fees. Before Williams cut back sup-

port, college funds amounted to under
10 percent of the expenses. In fiscal

1976 the college will stop allocating

money for the cent^rf The following

year, Williams will receive $7,500

from the institute for house-keeping

costs.

Despite the uncertainty of the Roper
Center's future, Hastings encourages
students and faculty to use the

facilities. As in the past, no fees will

be charged.

works presented at the Williams Art

Museum in the near future. In Oc-

tober, the work of painter EUie

Thompson and Pittsfield

photographer Paul Klein will be

exhibited. Paintings by BenningtoiV

College artist Thelma Appel will

follow in November.
On Thursday, Sept. 25, there will be

a lecture, "Unknow'n India—The
Ritual Arts of Indian Tribes," at 4

p.m., in Lawrence Hall. Haku Shah,

curator of the Tribal Research and
Training Ihstitute in Ahmedabad,
India, will give the lecture, which is

open to the public.

A native of India, Shah has lectured

widely on the rural arts and crafts of

India and is the author of two books.

An artist himself, he has had one man
shows both in India and the United

States.

music of the 15th and 16th centuries

and choreography by Bruce Becker.

Performance II, on Saturday, will

begin with "Song," first performed

this year with choreography by Anna

Sokolow. Next will be "Negro
Spirituals," with choreography by

Helen Tamiris and traditional music,

including "Go Down, Moses," "Li'l

David, Play on Youf Harp,"

"Crucifixion," "Swing Low Sweet

Chariot," "Joshua Fit De Battle of

Jericho" and "Get on Board Li'l

Children." Completing the program,

are "Duet," "Suite Richard" and "A
Cold Sunday Afternoon, A Little

Later."

In addition to the two performances,

the 5 by 2 Dance Company will present

four other events duririg its three-day

residency at Williams. On Thursday,

Sept. 25, the company will conduct

master classes at 3:30 p.m., in Lasell

^Gymnasium, "and, present a lecture-

demonstration at 8:30 p.m., in the

Adams Memorial Theatre. On Friday,

Sept. 26 there will be an open

rehearsal at 1:30 p.m., at the Adams
Memorial Theatre, and on Saturday,

Sept. 27 there will be a technical stage

seminar at 3:30 p.m., at the Adams
Memorial Theatre,

Ticket information is available

from the box office at the Adams
Memorial Theatre (telephone 413-458-

3023).

Photi) of the Week hy KtcChllan reflects Fernald in Sawyer Library

window. ColliJ it he the long awaited addition of radical economist

to the department that is shaking the building to its foundations}

Orleans rocks in State gym
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Briefly noted
highly arbitrary guide of alternaUves to grindiii^/.' f-Pi-» •*• -tn, <• .7

niesday. Sept. 23

Stresemann at Weston Language Center at 7:30 p.m. Part of Weston's
foreign film series.

Tiie Life of Adolf Hitler on PBS at 10:00 p.m. Superb documentary tracing

the rise of Nazism and its leader.

Vednesday. Stpt. 24

Hearts and Minds Bronfman at 8:00 p.m. Peter Davis' Oscar-winning
documentary on the U.S. involvement in Vietnam. One of the most important
films this year.

Welfare-on PBS at 9:00 p.nl. Documentary dealing with the clients and ad-

ministrators of America's welfare system,

'hursday. Sept 2S

5 by 2 master classes in Lasell Gym at3:30 p.m.

Unknown India—the Ritual Arts of Indian Tribes Lawrence Hall at 4 p.m.
Haku Shah, the curator of the Tribal Research and Training Institute will

lecture.

Catch-22-Bronfman at? and9:15pm.AlanArkin in Mike Nichols' version of

Joseph Heller's best seller parody of WW II.

,') by 2 Lecture-Demonstration-A.M.t. at8:30 p.m. Lecturing about the dance
farm, demonstration of styles, and pieces of performance. A great way to

learn about dance, while having a good time doing it. ^
Conrack-CBS at 9:00 p.m. 1974 movie about a school teacher's struggle to

teach in a hostile environment. Superbly acted by Jon Voight, Paul Winfield

and Hume Cronyn.

riday, Sept. 26

5 by 2 Dance Company Open Rehearsal-Clark Art Institute. 4:15 p.m.

Opening and reception for this heavily impressionist exhibition. George
Hamilton, Director of the Clark, will lecture on the collection.

Paper Moon, Flash Gordon, and There's NoBusiness Like Show Business at

Bronfman.
5 by 2 DanceCompany "Performance I-AMT at8:30 p.m.

aturday Sept. 27

.5 by 2 Company Technical StageSeminar-AMT at 3: 30 p.m.

5 by 2 Company Performance II-AMT at 8:30 p.m.

Shanghai Express-Marlene Dietrich and Clive Brooks on a Chinese Train; 9t

Bronfman.
Macbeth-PBS at 9 p.m. Shakespeare's Classic about ambition.

4 4 « «

iims Around
Bennington: Katherine Hepburn in her award winning role in The Lion in

Winter at the Harte Theater.

Pittsfield: Classic Gone With the Wind, second run Exorcist, and first run
( but wish they hadn't) Walking Tall Part II and Bite the Bullet.

era's a list of some of the upcoming concerts in the Boston area:

airport Convention at Harvard Square Theater on Oct. 2.

)in Rush at Symphony Hall on Oct. 3.

^inyrd Skynyrd at Boston Garden on Oct. 3.

entle Giant at Orpheum on Oct. 4.

)ggins and Messina at Music Hall on Oct. 9.

ack Oak Arkansas and Foghat at the Orpheum on Oct. 10.

ick Wakeman at Music Hall on Oct. 11.

od Stewart and Faces at Boston Garden on Oct. 13.

3y Buchanan at Symphony Hall on Oct. 24.

Mbie Brothers at Boston Garden on Nov. 1.

I he Williams Film Society will present "Paper Moon", starring
Ryan O'Neal, Friday September 26th at 7:00 and 9:30 pm in
Bronfman Auditorium.
Our second feature is at 11:30 pm "There's No Business Like Show
Business", one of the most lavish and opulent musical spectaculars
ever produced.

• Daly says no

to naysayers
NAYSAYERS from page 6

vulnerable to the inside run. Lack of

size is another concern. But it is a

teahn of Ayinners—Bob Odell's string

of Little Three championships attesta

to that—and when the bell sounds for

round one this Saturday, the Bantams
will have a fight on their hands.

And the nay-sayers? Well, they'll be
joining the bandwagon a little late, as
always. That is, after Williams has
waded through its first six opponente
and established itself as a strong

contender for an unprecedented fifth

straight Little Three title. Then every
loyalist can say "I told you so," while

the nay-sayer, floundering for an
excuse, will simply nod and mutter:
"1 just had this feeling back in Sep-
tember that the team- couldn't win
without Pat Landers."

College grasps more Clark control
Williams College and the Sterling

and Francine Clark Institute have
moved closer in their relationship

with an amendment of the Institute's

charter to provide that five of its nine

trustees will be appointed by the

College.

Announcement of the amendment
was made jointly by John W. Chan-
dler, president of the College, and
Talcott M. ,Banks, president of the

Institute's board of trustees.

The two neighboring institutions in

Williamstown, Mass., were
separately organized and funded, the

College in 1793 and the Institute in

1950. Especially in the last few years,

the Institute has been actively pur-

suing the educational objectives

stipulated by its founders in its

original charter, and many of these

have developed in cooperation with

the College.

Conspicuous examples have been
the development of a major art

reference library, the construction of

a new wing for the library,

auditorium, and additional exhibition

galleries (all opened in 1973) and the

launching three years ago of a

graduate program in art history

leading to a master's degree from
Williams.

Courses conducted at the Institute

are open to qualified Williams un-

THE
NICKELODEON

55 Spring St. •Williamstown, Mass.

ONE DAY IN THE LIFE OF IVAN DENISOVICH
September 24-25 Wednesday-Thursday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
Casper Wrede directs an intensely faithful screen adaptation of Alexander Solzhenitsyn's Nobel
Prize-winning novel by the same name. Tom Courtenay plays Ivan, a pragmatic Russian

peasant who escaped from aWW II German prison camp only to be sentenced to 10 years (plus

3 days for leap year, there being neither laxity nor pity in the Soviet penal system) of hard

Siberian labor. The film deals simply and terribly with one day in the ninth year of Ivan's

imprisonment, a day which he greets, like every other, with a mixture of terror; loathing and

despair . . . and yet somehow survives. Shot on location in the Norgwegian Arctic and

featuring harsh and lovely photography by Bergman's veteran cinematographer, Sven Nykist.

Recommended. (1971).

LOVE AND DEATH .-"'

September 25-27 Friday-Saturday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
Woody Allen directs Woody Allen and Diane Keaton in a grand and silly micro epic of

unrequited love, quivering fear and sheer, bumbling incompetence. Allen plays a scrawny little

cossack with a penchant tor quoting Kierkegaard on the run as he flies across 19th century

Russia and France in pursuit of Miss Keaton ... in Miss Keaton's arms . . . and forever a

mere skip, a jump and a musket shot ahead of Napoleon's rampaging armies. The result is

Allen's most cohesive film to date . . . and a pure cartoon parody of all things pretentious and

noble in the affairs of man. And woman. (1975).

FLESH GORDON
September 28-29-30

& BARBARELLA—DOUBLE Feature

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday Flesh 7:00 PM
Barbarella 8:30 PM

Flesh 10:10PM

The Nickelodeon dedicates this rare brace ofgently bawdy interplanetary epics to the muses of

silly ; sexy, spaced-out entertainment. We've given all intellectual muses the night off.

Flesh Gordon: A colorful, idiaic and pretty amusing little parody of the old Flash Gordon
serials starring Jason Williams and Suzanne Fields as Flash and Dale, the dynamic duo who
journey into space to save the earth from a mysterious ray that produces uninhibited sexual

excitement. The earth is ultimately spared by Flash, Dale and the rest of the cast get pretty

worked up by the ray in the process. Wow. Now rated R.

Barbarella: A funny, swinging, sexy comic strip of a movie starring Jane Fonda as Barbarella,

a luscious cross between Wonder Woman and Playboy's Little Annie Fanny, a girl who
nonchalantly fights off strange dangers between sexual escapades in the year 40,000, surviving

them all through her ability to take misfortune lying down. A weird, opulent production in the

best sci-fi tradition. Much hin. Directed by Roger Vadim. Rated R. (1968)

dergraduates. On the teaching staff,

five individuals next year will hold
joint appointments from the Institute

and the College faculty. A variety of

other cultural programs are also

sponsored by the Institute in its new
auditorium and attended by College

faculty, staff and undergraduates.

The change in the Institute's

charter will give the College more
voice in policy diScisions concerning

educational programs of mutual
concern to the two institutions. In

financial affairs, however, each is and
will remain separately endowed.
The five trustees of the Institute

appointed by the College are: Talcott

M. Banks, Boston, Mass., John W.
Chandler, Williamstown, Mass.,
Casimirde Rham, Jr., Boston, Mass.,

Lawrence K. Miller, Pittsfield, Mass.,

and John E. Sawyer, New York, N.Y.

The four elected by the Institute are
Harding F. Bancroft, New York, N.Y.,

Robert J. Geniesse, New York, N.Y.,

Keith Highet, New York, NY., and
Miner D. Crary, Jr., New York, N.Y.
Banks, Chandler, Bancroft and
Geniesse also serve as trustees of the

College. Sawyer is former president.

When the late Robert Sterling Clark
and Francine Clark established the

Institute which bears their names, the

charter specifically obligated the

trustees to develop educational
programs in the fine arts. As recently

amended to reflect the Institute's

closer relationship with Williams

College, the charter lists among the

purposes of the institute: "to provide

in further support of the activities of

Williams College . . . facilities for

study and research in the fine arts, art

history and in literary matters."

Meetings remain closed
CEP from page 1

more stringent language
requirements were being considered.

The controversial P.E. requirement
will be discussed with particular

attention given to the possibility of

granting P.E. credit for work in the

performing arts. At present, this

credit is given only for participating

in the marching band and for some
dance work.

History professor Benjamin W.
Labaree has submitted to the CEP a

proposal for a maritime studies

program to be carried out in con-

junction with his new position with

Mystic Seaport in Connnecticut. The
plan as submitted is on the model of a

semester or year exchange and will

receive serious consideration this fall.

In addition to priority ordering the

committee approved two new
economics courses to be given second

semester.

Also, agreed upon at the Monday
session was the continuation of

Committee policy on closed meetings,

allowing some leaway for invited

observers. Fox claims that open

meetings are difficult to run and fears

unmanageable turnouts for con-

troversial issues such as the P.E.

requirement, especially'if the "p.e.

department decides to call out its

troops."

William T. Fox, newly appointed
head of the CEP. \photo by

Stein way]

Steve Rothstein '78, a returning

student representative, found that last

year student committee members did

have considerable input and that the

faculty members were open and
"willing to take a hard look at the

issues." He said he is optimistic that

the high level of student member
involvement will continue but finds a

lack of information exchange between
student representatives and their

constituents.

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY,
STITUTE IN ISRAEL

THE JACOB HIATT IN-

Year Program, Fall Term only, or Spring Term only

Earn 16 credits for the semester
Juniors and Seniors eligible

Applications now being accepted for Spring Term, 1975: due
November 15. (Beginning knowledge of Hebrew required).

Applications for Fall and Year programs due March 15.

language requirement.)

Financial aid available

(No

Obtail Information from:

The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Office of International fVograms
i^andeis University

Waltham, Mats. 021S4 '
il W,
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Dartmouth halts Eph attack

Senior captain Boh Clifford [far left] leads X-Country team on trial
run last week. The team opens against Trinity Friday, [photo hy Read]

Healthy harriers open
season against Trinity

by Frank Carr
The defending Little Three

Championship Cross-country team
starts off the 1975 season without one
prominent feature of last year's

team—injuries. Coach Tony Plan-

sky's squad is in superb shape and last

Thursday's time trial showed the top

six runners finishing within a span of

4<t seconds. A Williams victory in the

Little Three meet may be tougher this

year because of a strengthened
Amherst team. However, at this point

the Eph harriers are stronger than the

1974 team and will be looking to

reverse some of last year's losses as

well as retain their league crown.

Leading the charge is senior cap-

tain, . and three year veteran Bob
Clifford. Clifford ran hard -over the

summer and has been running equal
quality workouts this fall. Sophomore
Joe Kolb was injured for part of the

1974 season, but is now in good con-

dition and will be a key factor in

sparking the Ephs to victory.

Juniors Gary James and Ken
Leinbach, and sophs. Frank Carr and

Dan Sullivan will combine with
Clifford and Kolb to produce a fast

moving lead pack.

Providing the depth needed for a

winning season are juniors Chris

Flavin and Dave Seeger, as well as

soph. Doug Greeff.

This year's Freshman standout is

Tom Schreck from Portola Village,

California. After he adjusts to running
in the mountains of New England he is

expected to take a position in the top

five.

The Eph harriers open their season

this Friday with a home meet against

Trinity at 4: 00 p.m. The Ephs are very

confident in achieving victory over
Trinity but their legs will definitely be

tested this weekend as Saturday
marks the Third Annual Aluminum
Bowl. Purple harriers from years past

will return to take on the current

stars. Leading the Alumni squad this

year will be Jay Haug and Peter
Farwell. The alumni meet should be a

very close contest this year and as
usual the race will start at noon in the

science quad.

by Tim Layden

If such a seemingly absurd

statement as "the Williams College

varsity football team showed
noticeable improvement over the

previous week in a 31-7 scrimmage

loss to Ivy League power Dartmouth"

may be made, it would be an accurate

summary of Saturday's tussle in

Hanover, New Hampshire.

Playing a team composed of Dart-

mouth b first team offensive back-

field, second team offensive line, and

entire first defense, the Ephs showed

more strong points than in last week's

loss to AIC, but both offensive and

defensive units lacked the type of

consistency that will be necessary for

Saturday's home opener with always

tough Trinity.

"The scrimmage was good for us,"

remarked Coach Bob Odell, "they are

a very fine defensive football team,

one of the best in the Ivy League.
'

' For
the second consecutive week, coach

Odell gave everyone a chance to play,

but the regular season begins this

week, and that will no doubt put an
end to that practice for another year.

The Big Green scored first on

Saturday, capitalizing on an early

fumble and driving 23 yards in six

plays to paydirt. Later in the first

quarter, the Ivy Leaguers scored

again on a 28 yard toss to fleet split

end Tom Fleming.

This was all the points the Dart-

mouth defense would need to work
with, as they effectively bottled up the

Williams running game, yielding only

three harmless sideline completions

to split end Dave Parker. Save for a

drive engineered by Don Wallace in

the waning seconds of the first half,

resulting in a Tom Redden fumble on

the Dartmouth 18, the Big Green
defense never allowed Williams inside

its thirty yard line.

"Defensively, we looked good,

much better than last week; they just

broke some big plays on us," said

Odell, a statement that is well-

supported by the fact that both teams
piled up 19 first downs, yet the hosts

outgained the Ephs by over 150 yards.

Daly says nay to the nay-sayers
by Dan Daly

If you put your ear to the ground and
listen carefuRy, you can hear them
coming. Who, you aslj? The nay-

sayers. That always-say-die
delegation of doubting Thomases that

has all but written off the 1975

Williams College football team. You
know, the fair-weather fan who leaves

the stadium in the seventh inning if his

team is behind by more than three

runs.

The rumblings began last fall, when
Williams fans, still hung-over from a

victorious Amherst weekend, came to

the very sobering realization that J.C.

Chandler and Harry Jackson would no

longer be around to terrorize opposing

quarterbacks. Nor would Twining and

Geier and Morin and Smith, the back-

bone of last year's 7-1 squad that was
ranked no. 1 among New England
small colleges. Who, the nay-sayers

wondered, is going to fill their shoes?

Then came A.I.C., who pushed the

Purple all over Weston Field for four

quarters, and the rumblings grew
louder. There were fumbles, blown

assignments, missed tackles,

penalties, 12-yard punt5—more errors

than the immortal Dick Stuart could

have made in a season.

"Not enough speed in the back-

field," was one diagnosis. "No size.

We're getting killed along the line of

scrimmage," offered another. The
football season was scarcely 60

minutes old and the nay-sayers were

already discussing whether to send

chrysanthemums or daffodils to the

wake.

Even head coacTh Bob Odell was
talking about pushing the panic

button. "We're not ready to yet, " he

assured the Record's Tim Layden.

"But we are concerned." Odell, who
took crying lessons from Joe Paterno,

has never been one to over-inflate his

squad's ego. To him, a "rebuilding

year" usually means the team will

lose a game or two. A number of

students were concerned about

Williams' football fortunes this fall,

however, when Odell passed them on

the front steps of Jesup Hall humming
"I Got Plenty of Nothin'."

So the Ephs headed for Hanover,

N.H. determined to silence their

critics. Unfortunately, they ran into a

Dartmouth eleven that had similar

aims. Last September, amid the mud
and the monsoon rains, Williams had
fought the Big Green to a virtual

standoff (Dartmouth won, 14-7) in a

game that served as a prelude to

Dartmouth's tumble from the top of

the Ivies. After having won or tied for

the title every year since 1969, the Big

Green fell to 3-6, their first losing

season since 47 B.C.

On Saturday, Williams was never in

the game, falling behind 14-0 after one

period and limping home a 31-7 loser.

In sum, the Ephs just got an overdose

of All-East linebacker Reggie
Williams, Dartmouth's one-man
wrecking crew, and failed to establish

anything resembling a running at-

tack.

As for the defense, fleet Tom
Fleming ran away from the Purple

secondary on a number of occasions,

beating all-New England cornerback

Scott Perry for one six-pointer. And
the middle, despite the presence of

Emmett Creahan, was repeatedly

cleaned out by the Dartmouth line for

big gains.

It was hardly an impressive per-

formance, To make matters worse,

highly regarded Trinity (no. 2 in New
England last fall) invades Weston
Field this Saturday. The nay-sayers,

you can be sure, are predicting that

not all will end happily ever after for

Odell & Co., that the Bantams' rugged

fullback, Pat Heffernan, will run

Williams into the ground.

It won't happen. Granted Williams

hasn't exactly awed its preseason

opponents. Granted Bob Odell will

miss Pete Eshelman (out for the

season with bone spurs), one of the

finest athletes on campus and a

punter of pro calibrq. Granted the

"Bernay Experiment". has failed and
Emmett Creahan haS been moved to

nose guard. The fact remains that this

team has a lot of talent. Not as much
as last year's juggernaut, perhaps,

but enough to handle just about

anything. Trinity, Middlebury,

Amherst or anybody else will throw at

them.

First of all, the Purple have not one,

but two exceptional quarterbacks in

co-captain Jim Balbwin and Don
Wallace. A study in contrast, the two

are an effective team. Baldwin likes

to get everybody into the act on of-

fense, using the run to set up the pass

and controlling the football. Wallace

is the mad bomber who can get you a

touchdown quicker than you can say

Ebeneezer Fitch.

Then there is the elusive Dave
Parker at split end, the Ephs' scoring

leader in 1974 with seven touchdowns,

and fullback Tom Redden, a run-over-

'em-not-around-'em type with
flypaper hands. If you need two yards

he'll get you three.

On defense, Scott Perry is so

dangerous that opposing teams don't

throw anywhere near him. Indeed, he

may be the only all-New England
cornerback in history who didn't

intercept a pass the entire season.

Manning the ends are co-captain Tim
Mages and Jack Costello, two of the

best in New England small college

football, who have been passed over

by all-star selection committees only

because they weigh about as much as

an Ohio St. cheerleader.

Some rookies will also help. Half-

back Scott Harrington has established

himself as a strong receiving threat-

long and short—and if his 165-lb.

frame can withstand the punishment

of returning kickoffs, he should give

Williams fans something to cheer

about. As should Herb McCormick, an

agile tight end who, at 6-1, 190 lbs.,

makes a sizable target for Messrs.

Baldwin and Wallace. Offensive

tackle Paul Zabroske is another

outstanding prospect.

Sure there are weaknesses. The
offensive lirte has yet to jell (shades of

'73) and the defense has proven

See NAYSAYERS page 5.

On Saturday, it was simply a case of

one team having more overall talent

than another, the Ephs will not face a

team the caliber of Dartmouth all

season. And, in a positive vein, there

were times when the Eph defense

stiffened up quite well and held the

hosts to nothing. This unit was again

sparked by the ever-consistent play of

Tim Mages and Jack Costello and

received better nose guard play from

Emmett Creahan. It was three long

passes and two long runs which made
the difference.

Offensively, the running game still

looks about as awesome as Woody
Hayes' aerial attack. Williams gained

only 88 yards on the ground. This

distinct lack of a ground attack gave

Baldwin and Wallace nothing to set up
what should be a. devastating passing

game. Once the Dartmouth defense

shut off the running game, they turned

the pass rush loose on nearly every

down, forcing Baldwin and Wallace to

scramble more than usual—the two

still managed to hit 18 of 38 for 179

yards. This part of the offense is still

quite sound, and will be even tougher

if the running game comes around.

Sophomore halfback Scott
Harrinton appears to be the

runiungquickest of ail

tiacks and is pushing Bill Ny'i'

and Charlie Carrier for a starting job

Harrington snagged two passes in the

fourth quarter for a total of 42 yards
following up one of the catches with a

fine twisting run with two nice Gale

Sayers-like cuts.

Several freshmen accompanied the

varsity squad to Hanover, only one of

them t)eing an offensive player, and

guess what? That's right, frosh Mark
Gerry, from Northfield-Mt Hermon
scored the Eph's only touchdown on a

thirteen yard pass from Wallace.

Odell says of the freshman "He's only

been out here a week now, but Mark
Gerry is a youngster who could

eventually help us." However, Odell

stressed that freshmen will be used

only at positions where they are

needed, and that freshman football

will remain an essential part of the

program at Williams.

"Now it's time for us to roll up our

sleeves and find out who's ready to

play," remarked Odell after Satur-

day's loss; and considering that

beginning with this Saturday's tussle

on Weston Field against Trinity, the

games are for real—who could argue

with him?

F\e\6 Hockey

Women shutout foes
by Ray Porfilio

Women's Field Hockey reached a

new plateau this fall. With almost 60

women reporting to the first practice,

coaches Linda Wilkens and Bonnie

Crawford were faced with having to

cut players for "the first time on such

a scale."

According to Wilkens, "we cut

almost as many as we kept." Twenty-

seven players were kept, forming two

squads—A and B, or varsity and

junior varsity.

The varsity has no faces new to

Williams' field hockey; all played

either A or B last year. Even so it is a

young team—with only three seniors

and two juniors—co-captained by

seniors Bland Goddin and Ginna
Remington.

Despite the experience of the

players, the practices have and will

continue to stress fundamentals and
teamwork. The skills of passing,

receiving, and heads-up play are the

objects of numerous drills.

Conditioning is also an important

aspect of the practices; the team is

running more than last year.

Assistant Coach Crawford noted how
she was disappointed in the team's

stamina last year. As to the effect of

the additional conditioning, she
remained apprehensive—"We'll see if

it's been enough."

The first test occurred Saturday in a

round-K^bin scrimmage with RPI and
North Adams State. And both the

coaches and the players were en-

thused with the results.

In the shortened contests (a half-

hour long instead of an hour),

Williams was clearly superior; the

varsity conquered RPI and North
Adams 6-0 and 3-0, respectively, while

the JV contributed a 2-0 defeat of

North Adams.
The ciritical appraisals after each

game stressed the fundamentals-
running and constant movement.

keeping the sticks down, remaining in

lanes, avoiding bunching up, and

using the width of the field. Overall

play, however, was encouraging.

The halfback line of Remington, and

sophomores Maggie O'Brien and
Betsy Lyman was particularly im-

pressive, controlling midfield play

throughout. This enabled Williams to

concentrate on offensive play and

made the defense's job easier.

The defense looked solid but it was

rarely tested. The fullbacks-

sophomores Priscilla Buckley
(normally a halfback), and Cammie
McClellan—were strong and

protected their goal. So much so, that

in the three games, or an hour and a

half of play, not a shot was taken at a

Williams' goalie.

Varsity goalie Nan Sehluter, unable

to make the scrimmage, did not miss

much. Her replacement Mary Fish,

was disappointed at not being tested,

while JV goalie Sharon Coyle ap-

peared rather bored.

Hopefully the games will remain as

one-sided when the season opens on

the road against Trinity September

23. Unfortunately a majority of the

regular season contests are away, a

situation Wilkens acknowledges as

"tough."

But perhaps even worse for the

team is that Mt. Holyoke and Mid-

dlebury are the second and third

games of the season; they are the only

schools which defeated last year's 7-2

varsity.

Coach Wilkens hopes that the team
will mesh in time for these important

contests. Saturday's scrimmage
showed signs of teamwork—most
notably Liza Olsen and Shailah

Stewart on the left side of the forward

line.

This sense of cohesion is necessary

for a successful season, one which

Wilkens hopes could provide "the best

field hockey Williams has seen yet."

Leigh Costtkgan, 1% battles North Adams St. opponent for loose
ball tn Saturday's round-robin tourney. Cordy Gould, 18, and jane
Adams, 19, move in to help. '

[photo by McClellan]
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Spring street noise

bothers police chief
by Ted Stroll

"We've had a real increase in noise

and disturbance on Spring St. since

tlie Log reopened," says Chief of

Police Joseph Zoito. The Chief made

lis remarks during a discussion of

jpring St. "problems" at the

Williamstown Selectmen's Meeting

last Monday.

The town placed the "Discussion of

>pring Street Vandalism" on the

meeting's agenda because it has

x'come a serious problem here. Most

)f the vandalism—breaking of wind-

iliields, windows and radio antennas,

mong other acts—has been caused

)> local townspeople, Zoito main-

ined. However, since the Log
eopened, "we've had to respond to

t'veral calls, all of them on Friday

nd Saturday nights, because of

ollege students making noise,

rowing cans and bottles around"

nd generally disturbing the peace.

Chief Zoito said that a lack of

nanpower is partly responsible for

he increase in vandalism; and that

rthermore, "the kids have nothing

do."

"We've had a tremendous increase

the incidence of serious crime in

illiamstown this last year," con-

nued Zoito. "Housebreaks especially

ave gone up—and we can't assign a

11 time patrolman to Spring St.

"We're going to have a curfew if

ime doesn't slow down (on Spring

t ) and we're going to need someone
) enforce that curfew. Right now our

udget is down to the bone," insisted

Olio at the meeting held in the

uiiicipal Building on Route 7. "This
v.n is going to iiave to face up to the

cl that it's going to have to do
jmething with the kids. Until then
iTc's going to be trouble: we can't

I keep moving them around." (The
ilice policy in the past consisted of

ikmg the townspeople off Spring St.,

liy to have them go to Stone Hill or
st'where and create additional
slurbances.)

A local citizen agreed. "When I was

(their age), if we sat on the steps of

Morgan Hall and had our feet in the
sidewalk, we would move them if

someone came along. Nowadays they
won't do that,"

Chief Zoito requests that Williams
students leaving the Log late at night

on the weekends "just keep the noise

down, please!" He claims that

"college kids sit on the steps of the

post office and create so much noise

that none of the residents of Spring St.

can get any sleep." The Spring St.

resident present at the meeting
agreed with this.

Mr. Zoito would like to assign a man
full-time to Spring St., to keep
Williams students quiet and local

townspeople from vandalism, but

"restrictions on manpower make this

impossible." In a request to the Town
to provide him with more manpower,
he pointed out that as early as 1950 a

nine-man force was recommended for

Williamstown, yet "it's still just nine

people.

^".-'^^
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Phyrric Surgery
In serving the Roper Public Research Center from College

financial support (see Tuesday's Record for details), Williams
has assured not only the relocation of the Center but the
resultant decline of the College's national and international
prestige its departure must effect.

During the 1920's Williams was known, to those who had
even heard of it, as a small, rich boy's country club in the
mountains. The College's academic programs coddled the
student body and its national reputation was non-existent. Due
to the revitalizing of the faculty begun by Tyler Dennett and
completed by Phinney Baxter in the 30's and 40's, the
curriculum began to attract more, than knowing snickers. Men
like Kermit Gordon, Max Lerner, and Fred Scnuman brought
Williams high academic standards and nationally recognized
talents.

Baxter himself arrived with his reputation as an historian
and successful Harvard professor when he came to assume the
presidency. Through his efforts in collaboration with Karl
Weston, the Clark Art Institute came to Williamstown. The
Economics Department offered an MA program. And Baxter's
close personal relationship with Elmo Roper brought Roper's
collection of public opinion research studies to the campus in

1946 to form tne foundation of the present Roper Center.

While the intangible values of prestige alone are' sufficient

to argue against the College's decision about the Center, the
practical benefits Roper has given to over 100 undergraduates
each year speak more clearly. Presently, Williams students
projects receive priority status, while the Center's facilities far

outstrip the capabilities of Bronfman equipment. Relocation
would not end student access to the Center, but would add
lengthy delays with the loss of priority status and the in-

troduction of mailing slowdo\yns. In addition, 4-6 faculty each
year make use of Roper facilities, while the entire campus
benefits from visits by Roper Center trustees such as George
Gallup, Clifford Case, and Frank Stanton.

Williams' high academic status will not be jeopardized by
the Roper Center's departure, nor would it probably be
irrevocably damaged by the departure of the Qark Art In-

" sStute or the Chapin Library collection. Yet a loss of any of

ttiese institutions would hamper the spectrum of student in-

terest, shrink Williams' name here ana abroad, and squander
educational resources of the highest order. With almost $10
ifiillion of unrestricted endowment available to the College,

some arrangement should be attempted to keep Roper here.

Williams stands to gain $10,000 per year it Roper leaves. It

also stands to lose a facility which serves the campus and the

world; a unique resource which can never be replaced and
which students to come will sorely miss.

Village Voice
Beyond our principal role as chronicler of events at

Williams, the Record should also offer the campus a forum for

debate and commentary. In addition to regular Editorials, we
publish on a semi-regular basis Op-Eds (solicited from non-

student members of the Williams community) and Opinions

(commentary by members of the staff not endorsed by the

editorial board). We welcome comments and criticism from
readers. The Letters to the Editor column is open to all. Longer
opinions will be run under the Viewpoint headlitie.

Unless you voice your reactions and ideas, they probably

will never be said. We are opening the Record to you.

Job Jots
IMPORTANT: The deadline for

applications for National

Science Foundation Scholar-

ships is Dec. 1, 1975. Students

interested in applying must

take the GRE in October or

December, 1975. Applications

may be obtained from the

National Research Council

.

2101 Constitution Ave., NW
Washington, D.C. 20418, Att:

Fellowshio Office.

FELLOWSHIP-TEACHING
PROGRAM IN ASIA. Any
student interested in the above

should contact Professor Frost

before Nov. 1, 1975.

A LAW RECRUITMENT
CONFERENCE FOR
MINORITIES AND WOMEN;-
Sponsored by Syracuse

University College of Law the

Black American Law Students'

Assn., and Women's Law
Caucus.

Date: October 4, 9:30 a.m. - 4:00

p.m.

Place; Syracuse University

College of Law

THE NEWSPAPER FUND
INTERNSHIP: for college

juniors - application (leadline:

DECEMBER 1, 1975. For
Summer '76.

LAW SCHOOL
RECRUITING: Sept. 30 -

George Washington U. Law
School

Oct. 2 - Georgetown U. Law
School

Sign up sheets available at OCC.
OCC hours: 9:00 - 4:30 Mon.

8:30-4:30 Tues.-Fri.

Log committee
seats are open

Self-nominations for the Log
Committee are being accepted until

Friday, Oct. 3, at the dean's office,

This committee is responsible for

overseeing functions of the Log and
selecting next year's manager.

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America

, Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

.id .Spring Street 458-9009 and 458-80N

()pendail> 9a m to2a m
Hreaklasldail\ 9 a m lo 1 1 a m

Donuts, Coffee

We malie our own pizza dougli daily

STUDENTS WELCOME

,..1.1.1 ,„.

Cotton Shirts and Scarfs

for Men and Women

the

boutique

«3 VUikTBI ST

open every day

thursdayt til 8:30

Letter to the Editor

Political money
To the editor:

Williams students should be aware

that they may be forced to financially

support certain partisan political

organizations on the Williams cam-

pus.

This fact has not, to our knowledge,

been given direct attention by any

campus publication. We learned of it

indirectly, through an article in the 19

Sept. Record entitled "Political

needles in a campus haystack." In the

article, mention was made that both

the Williams Chapter of the

Americans for Democratic Action and

the Williams Republican Club either

are, or will be seeking funds from the

College Council. The Council's source

of funds is the Student Activities Tax.

If these raids on the treasury are

permitted, it must be with a great

disregard on the Council's part for the

Bronfman will host

anthropology films
On Tuesday, September 30, three

anthropology films will be shown in

Bronfman Auditorium at 4 and 7 p.m.

in conjunction with Antiiropology 101.

These color films—The Feast,

Magical Death, and Children's

Magical Death—depict the

Yanomamo Indians of Southern
Venezuela in their various rituals and
occupations. The films, which last one
hour and twenty minutes, are vivid

and fascinating in their subject.

princlpji.e "No taxation wjtiiou

representatioa" If the membership
rolls of these two organizations

art

any indication, they lack even a

modicum of support from the student

body.

Aside from the potential injustict

involved, there is great irony in these

requests. ADA—for shame! How can

such a group, presumably dedicated

to consumer protection, instigate

plans for a backdoor rip-off of coiv

sumers of education at Williamt?

Equally, if not more ironic, than the

ADA'S request is that of the

Republicans. Imagine; a Republican

organization trying to put itself on the

dole!

We, and other students like us who

are concerned about both college

costs and injustices in the S.A.T., call

upon the College Council to reject

requests by any and all partisan

political organizations for funds. I^t

these groups obtain their resources

from willing victims. Let them stand

the test of popular democracy.

.

Name yt^ithheld by request

TAG SALE i i

Saturday, September 27

10AM-5 PM
Blair Road, Williamstown

Take Water Street (Rt. 43) to Blair

Road - Watch for sign 1

1

Sporting Equipment, Photo
Equipment, Children and Adult

Books, Clothing, Antique Purses,

Tintypes, Old Magazines, New
Girl's 5-Speed Bicycle, Household

Furnishingsietc.

.

R

R
w Ri-

DO

etuas

"Check our sales section in the

Sun Room for some good buys!"

ixxuci KxiK nou PC
UUAIOTOWH MAM. IMf

"Special Rate for Students
!"

DRUMMOND CLEANERS
458-4321 _r J

Spring Street

Williamstown

The Log
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Every Wednesday Evening

This week: TOM PIAZZA on the piano

/ Special Reduced Rates

Every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
8-10 P.M.

and
FRIDAY AFTERNOONS

4 -6 P.M.
REGULAR HOURS:

Mon-Thurs 8-12 p.m.

FrI. 4 to 6 p.m.

8:30pm to 12:30a.m.

Sat. ' 8 p.m. to 12:30a.m.

FEATURING:
2-new beers - Watneys (Imported from London) and Toborg

The Log will be closed this Saturday

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY, THE JACOB HIATT IN-

STITUTE IN ISRAEL

Year Program, Fall Term only, or Spring Term only

Earn 16 credits for the semester
Juniors and Seniors eligible ^- -^=^ •—

:

^

Applications now being accepted for Spring Term, 1976: doe
November 15. (Beginning l^nowledge of Hebrevir required)

Applications for Fall and Year programs due AAarch 15. (No
language requirement.)

r

Financial aid available

Obtain Information from:

The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Office of International Programs
Brandels University

Waltham, Mast. 02IS4

J
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Museum shows
early farming

. HOPKI>lifrom page 1

exhibits and giiWing touri. Mc-

Chesney has also thought about the

possibility for a Williams graduate

acting as director-curator of the

museum under a one-year internship,

which would provide the graduate,

with an excellent opportunity for

experience in museum work.

Presently, McChesney says that

worli on the 18' by 22' barn Is ap-

proaching its final stages. The frame

has been erected and the roof finished.

Workers have included professional

contractors, the Neighborhood Youth

Corps and various Williams students,

including Peter Jensen, '71, who was

hired to direct the summer's work.

To insure that the reconstruct,ed

barn, (actually a replica) would be as

authentic as possible, McChesney

hired Richard Babcock, a local

contractor who specializes in

salvaging and rebuilding bams.

Although the mUseum will be

completed and open for visitor^ this

November, McChesney does not plan

its official dedication until the spring

when the first exhibit will be ready.

The opening ceremony, McChesney

hopes, will include appropriate

Bicentennial trappings such as music

and dancing, hard cider and ole

fashioned eats.

Music series tf^gins

.

Soprdho to perform in Chopin

The 5 by 2 Dtunie Company in
their funn^t piece "Cold Sunday
Afternoon." Performances by
the two dancers are tonight and
tomovi-ow at 8:30 p.m. at the
Af'of.T. Technical Stage Seminar
.fttmorrow at 3:30 p.m.

Jan DeGaetani, mezzo-soprano,
with Gilbert Kalishat the piano, will

appear in the first Thompson Concert
of the year on Tuesday, September 30,

at 8: 30 p.m. in Chapih Hall. Williams
students are admitted free with I.D.

card.

DeGaetani's command of con-
temporary masterworks and her
sensitive virtuosity in the Baroque,
classical and romantic repertoire are
quickly making her one of America's
most active singers. In a single season
she appeared five times with the New
York Philharmonic, twice in Carnegie
Hall, with the American Symphony
Orchestra and the Contemporary
Chamber Ensemble, as well as in

recitals and chamber concerts
throughout the country. She also

appeared extensively in Europe that

season as well as the following season

which she ^concluded with a highly

successful trip to Japan with the BBC
Orchestra conducted by Pierre
Boulez. Each year she premieres

several works written especially for

her by leading American and
European composers. Ms. DeGaetani
is Professor of Voice at the East-
man School of Music in Rochester.

Gilbert Kalish studied piano with

Leon&rd Shure, Isabella Vengerova,
and Julius Herefdrd. ^e appears
regularly with the Boston Symphony
Chamber Players with whom he

Pearlman Collection opens at Clark

toured Europe in 1971, and has made
solo appearances with the Boston

Symphony Orchestra and the Buffalo

Philharmonic. He is Artist-in-

Residence at the State University of

New York at Stony Brook and has

been a member of the Berkshire

Music Center at Tanglewood since

1968. Well known for his work in

contemporary music, he has long

been the pianist for the Contemporary
Chamber Ensemble and has been

soloist in major twentieth century

concerti by Berg, Carter, Messiaen
and Stravmsky. The program spans
the centuries, opening with a group of

songs by Joseph Haydn and con-

cluding with music by Charles Ives.

Also included are selections by Ernest

Chausson and Vincenzo Bellini.

Masterpieces by Cezanne, Van
Gogh, Toulouse-Lautrec, Modigliani,

and other distinguished artists of the

late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries are on display in a major
exhibition which opened this af-

ternoon at the Clark Art Institute. The
private collection of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Pearlman and the Henry and
Rose Pearlman Foundation consists

of seventy paintings, watercolors,

drawings, sculpture and prints, and

THE WILLIAMS FILM SOCIETY
PRESENTS

Friday, September 26th

TKc Director! CcHnp«rty prctcnb l[
I|

A Paramount Release I

P
This week's main presentation is "Paper Moon" starring Ryan O'Neal. His

daughter latum O'Neal debuts in this tale of an unlikely alliance between a

small time con artist and a nine-year-old, who turns out to be better at the

game than he is. The film, set during the Depression, was directed by Peter

Bogdanovlch of "The Last Picture Show" and "What's Up Doc" fame.

Our second feature is "There's No Business Like Show Business", one of the

most lavish and opulent musical spectaculars ever produced with Marilyn

Monroe and the cream of Hollywood musical comedy stars along with

songs by Irving Berlin.

EXTRA BONUS .... The third chapter of the serial "Flash Gordon's Trip

to Mars" featuring Buster Grabble confronting Ming and the Clay People.

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM
ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction Dirty Harry and stagecoach

cloisonnf and sterling bracelet

by kraus and risner

of matsachuietts

THE POTTEiryWHEEL
61 water Mreet

williamNown, masiachuicttt

.«i

"T3P>

will be on view until mid-December.
Although the major focus of the

Pearlman exhibition is the ex-
traordinary collection of fine pain=

tings and watercolors by Cezanne, the

collection ranges over a period of

more than one hundred years: from
the strikingly different female heads
by Courbet and Daumier of circa 1850

to a number of bronze sculptures by
Jacques Lipchitz of the mid-twentieth

century. The Impressionist era is

represented by major artists: Degas,
with an impressive large pastel and a

richly-colored oil; Pissarro; Sisley;

and Renoir. There is also an im-

portant late work by Manet.
In the period of the Post-

Impri^sionists, Cezanne is the out-

standing example. He is represented

by numerous oil paintings and sixteen

watercolors, which document his

extraordinary later development
from strong outline forms (as in The
Three Pears) to near abstraction in a
number of examples dating from 1906,

the year of his death.

Tuesday's Photo of the Week
wrongly attributed to

Photography Editor Cammie
McClellan was actually taken

by Patricia Everett. Each week
a photo is selected from un-

solicited work which best cap-

tures the mood and spirit of the

campus and its surroundings.

Photographs should, be sub-

mitted to Mrs. Marlowe in the

Baxter Hall mailroom.

Council lists appointments
to student-faculty committees
The College Council approved Admissions: Wick Sloane, Steve

"Portrait of Jean Cocteau" by
Anteden Modigliani, part of the

Pearlman Collection now on
view at the Clark Art Institute.

student appointments to student-

faculty committees at its recent

meetings. Listed below are the ap-

pointments as submitted to the

Record by the CC. The CC will appoint

additional members to the com-
mittees from among its own mem-
bers:

Finance Committee: John
Mavricos, Lynn McConnell, Carrie

Redlick, Clarence Otis, Charles
Sanders, David Ross.

Lecture Committee: Karen Leaf,

David Farrell, Paul Gismondi, John
Sheehan, Jan Goldman.

ACEC: Glenn Harris, Ray Powell,

James Ferrel, Wayne Davis, Larry

Jennings, Tom Chizmadia, John
Dombrowski.

Vero CuoJo
(All genuine leather)

Intermediates

458-3625
Spring Street

Williamitown. Mots.

OpDnThurl Til a:30 I'M

Style no. 772 Cervino Vero Cuoio — Intermediate Hiking and

Climbing Boot. One piece reversed velva cromed tanning

cowhide. Heavy nylon double stitched full storm-welt con-

struction. Full leather lining. Velcoconture enclosed tongue.

Double action scree guards and hinge. Heavy steel shanks.

Recessed self-locking spe*d hooks. Montagna-Block soles.

Fahiano
MOUNTAIN MASTER

FABIANO BOOTS

$32.95 to $58.95
you CANT Bur A KJTtn 800r fon TWf sa«e «ONfy

Christakos, Scott Davis, Jenny
McGill, Anna Waring, Ellen Causey.

Calendar and Schedule: George

Schutzer, William Hoot, Craig

Hallsteen, Jim Riesner.

Computer Services: Timothy
Quinn, Henry Korth, Don Taylor,

Michael Opong Kusi.

Library: Sharon Hyde, Curtis

Johnson.

Afro-American Studies: Gloria

Mobley, Darrilynne Arnell, Cedrella

vJones, Clarence Otis.

Financial Aid: Mario Chiappetti,

Nancy Gold, Charles Sanders, Irving

Rowley, Susan Stred.

Physical Plant: Edward Johnson,

Leslie Fritz, Stephen Jones, Marty
Immerman.
Evaluation Study: Stephen Moore,

Richard Siegrist.Pakorn Vichyanond.

Tenure: Anne Eldridge, Larry
Sanders.

Career Counselling: Carole Tyler,

Stephen Jones, Nancy Gold.

By-Laws: Susan Wood, Curtis

Johnson, Mark Pogue, Don Clark.

Faculty Meeting: Harry Kelly,

Randy Sturges, David Booth.

Review of Freshman Year: Albert

Saul, Diane Krieger, Lynn Conant,

vacant.

Area Studies: Keith Wilson, Lucy
Gregg, Kirk Kramer, Anne Wagley.

Winter Study Committee: Eric
Pyenson, Barbara McClearn, Bill

Wallace, John Atteridg.

Athletic: Pete Hansbury, Art Wilk,

Ginna Remmington, Holly Boyer.

1000 watt 4-speed

Hair Dryer -$18.95

IV2 Inch Pure Bristle

Round Brushes - $3.25

St. Pierre's Barber Shop

SPRING STREET

Taconic Package Store

BEER BY THE

BARREL OR BOHLE

-•«"*•,
-a

79 Water Street 458-5634
J

T- ; •"
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Soccer opens at home
19;5

by MarkPogue
Coming off a 3-0 victory over an

alumni squad last Saturday, the

varisty soccer team is primed for the

opener against the strong,

trienced Trinity Bantams. The
game^arts at 11:00 Saturday mor-
ning oniSqle Field.

For the B{j(hmen, the opener will

mark the enoNof a rugged 25-day

preseason period^tiiat has left Coach
Jeff Vennell decideoK pleased. The
Purple hooters have managed to

avoid any significant injurie^nd will

field a healthy starting 11 ^r.. the

Trinity opener.
In its final two preseason skir-

mishes Williams lost to UMass, 4-1,

before beating a surprisingly good
alumni club. That 4-1 setback was a
little disheartening.

"I wasn't discouraged," said

Vennell. "Part of our problem was
that we had played a long game at

RPI two nights before and were a
little tired. Also, the field that we used
at UMass had extra-long grass, and
this slowed the ball and disrupted our

game a bit. But UMass is a hustling,

aggressive club to begin with, and I

think we learned something from
them."

Goals by Dave Napolitan, Pete
Uarra, and Kuss VVeis poWefecTthe Hea*€i
squad to a 3-0 win in the alumni 1975 squad

match, but this game brought to light

a minor problem. While the ball is now
being moved across the middle of the

field well, it is not moving forward
quickly enough.

The Trinity Bantams are a strong,

smooth team who clearly have an

edge on the Ephs in experience. Nine

of 11 starters for Trinity return, and

their four fullbacks alone total 11

years' starting experience. Players to

watch and worry about include the

dangerous Chris Jennings, Trinity's

fleet 6' 3" center-forward, and Duffy

Shea, a diminutive midfielder whom
Vennell says embodies the word
"tenacious."

For the fan who loves watching a

good. soccer game, Vennell predicts

that tomorrow's match-up "will be a

good one."

<irless golf team
clubs Albany State
The fall golf team opened its dual-

match season with an easy 408-431 win

over "Albany St. on the Taconic

Course. The win followed up a tenth-

place finish in the Toski Invitational

at UMass earlier in the week.

The squad was led in the Albany St.

by senior co-captain John Hoover and
junior Steve Saunders, both of whom
shared medalist honors, carding 79's.

Paul Schmidt topped the Albany State

fivesome with an 85.

Goff-terflfied -the^
far superior to last

year's. We have great depth," he went
on, "but no real individual stars. Also,

for the first time, we'll be able to use

freshmen. Our other opponents have
been using them for several years

now."
The value of the freshman rule has

already been demonstrated, as frosh

Mike Lynch fired an 80 against

Albany, only one stroke behind
Hoover and Saunders.

At the Toski Invitational, a tune-up

for most New England colleges and
universities, alternate Dave
Tomaszek led the way with a 78.

Saunders fired an 80, while soph Doug
Chumbley was close behind with an
81.

Soph Herb McCortnick [85] snags aerial in AIC srintmage. Juniors Pete Hansbury^l^}
and Bill Hutwelker are in foreground. (photo by Kislik)

Gridders host tough Bantams
by Tim Layden

Last fall, in the opening game of the

1974 football season, Trjnitj^Jiigted

Williams and dropped a hard-fought

17-14 decision to the Ephs. The Ban-

tams went on to knock off such powers

as Middlebury and Amherst later in

the year and finished up with a 7-1 log

and a number two ranking in New
England^behind Williams.

The first game on the schedule the

past four years, and traditionally one

of the toughest, has been Trinity. On
each of the past four occasions, the

Ephs have been victorious. But as

coach Bob Odell remarked, "They're

tough, and they're excited about

beating us this year."

The 1975 version of the Trinity

squad is typical, featuring strong

interior lines on both offense and
defense, a sound running game and a

yNomen's tennis strong ogain

Juniors Ray Powell [r.] and Pete
Barra move ball against Alumni
in scrimmage.

(photo by McClellan)

Renovations
cost college

RENOVATION from page 1

Contractors have begun work on a

$80,000 project to improve faculty

residences. Specifically, the job in-

volves the stripping of lead base

paints, insulation for energy con-

servation and the subdivision of

single-family dwellings to meet a

growing demand for smaller housing

units. The College is also engaged in

the movement of the Central Services

Department which houses printing

equipment of various types, from the

basement of Hopkins Hall to Stetson.

The cost of this project has been

estimated at $17,000.

Plans for future construction and

renovation center around the

proposed alteration of Chapin Hall for

the accommodation of a new music

facility, according to Welanetz. A
three phase project has been drawn

up as a result of studies conducted by

a college hired architecture firm, the

Cambridge Seven. The first of these

phases which Welanetz hopes will be

started "as early as possible in 1976",

involves the renovation of the Chapin

basement into listening rooms.

Subsequently, the auditorium will be

modified to serve as a concert hall

and, with the possible addition of a

"modest" extension on the existing

structure, music offices and practice

rooms will be accommodated.

The 1975 version of the women's
tennis team opened its season this

"Veek with matches against Radcliffe

(yesterday), and Green Mountain

(today) after having their season

opener with powerful Trinity post-

poned.

Coach Curt Tong's squad finds it-

self in the enviable position of being

the only fall squad with an undefeated

(10-0) record to defend.

This year's unit, with a schedule

expanded to 13 games, faces the task

of replacing Laura Carson, no. 1 as a

sophomore, who is taking a year off

from school. Junior Joninna Sadoff,

who was 10-0 in 1974, will move up to

the no. 1 spot.

Backing up Sadoff will be juniors

Dede Laird, Holly Prentice, and Babe
Kirk, sophs Sherri Wilcox, and Amy
Sterling, transfer Sue Guttman, and
an impressive freshman, Amy
Demorest.

In doubles, senior Rachel Robb, who
played at no. 1 last year, returns.

Tong feels that this squad has the

overall ability to match last year's

mark, but admits that it will be a little

tougher this time around. "We've
added Springfield, Radcliffe, and
Yale to our schedule this year, and
those three are as tough as any team
we've played."

CLASSIFIEDS

Yes, there is finally a way to sell that extra Triumpln or find a second-
hand Rose—the Record classifieds. Not only are they inexpensive, but your
ads will be seen by over 2000 people on campus. The rate is30 cents for the
first line of up to eight words (a telephone number equals one word), and 25

cents for each additional line, or partof a line.

EXAMPLE: 10 words equals 55 cents for one issue, $1.10 for two issues,

$1.65 for three issues, etc.

Enclose total payment for the number of issues you want your ad to run
IN CASH along with your ad copy in an envelope addressed to the Record
and leave it with Mrs. Marlowe in the Baxter Hall mailroom. Ads will be
published as soon as possible—see the masthead for deadline Information.

Remember—CASH ONLY PLEASEII.

Antique

$25. Tel.

FOR SALE

Sofa $50. HIde-A-Bed -

; 458-5449.

Electric Typewriter

Smith Corona office portable

typewriter CoronamatIc 7000, for

sale.

1 year old. like new, under

warranty . Call Linda 684-3577

Large Oil on Canvas by H. Red-

dicliffe, Wms. 1970. Semi-nude
subject $75. Tel.: 458-5449.

EARN MONEY

TRAVEL . . . EARN MONEYI
... Be a Campus Representative

for New England's largest travel

agency. Interested students write

GARSER TRAVEL 1406 Beacon

St., Brookllne MA 0214« or call

(417) 734-2100 collect to Peter

Johnson.

EARN YOUR TUITION

EARN YOUR TUITION. Money
hungry student to represent
manufacturer of personalized college
plaques. Necessary to methodically
contact entire student body. This is

probably the best-paylng lob on the
campus today. Extremely liberal
commission arrangement will pay right
man woman up to $18.00 per hour.
Write: William J. Casey, President,
Casey Hull Inc., 1275 Bloomfield Ave.,
Fairfield, N.J. 07001. List three
references who will attest to your
financial responsibility.

SfRVICES

CAR TUNE UPS REPAIRS -BODY
WOftK . . . specialize In DEAC^igs.
Domestic or foreign. Reed Zari - 597-

6143. Modest, accountable.

passing attack which can get a first

down when needed.

Leading the Bantams into

Williamstown is senior co-captain

George Rose, a quarterback who likes

to move his team with a variety of

options, dives, and counters while

keeping the ball on the ground as

much as possible. He passes well

under pressures, and converts third

downs through the air with great

efficiency.

Joining Rose in the backfield is a

Junior Pat Heffernan, a bruising

fullback who, according to Odell," is

the key to the Trinity offensive at-

tack." Last year, the Eph defense

held Heffernan to his lowest output^
the year.

Defensively, Trinity appears as

strong as ever against the run. Five of

the Bantams' seven front line men are

returning veterans, led by senior Vic

Novak at middleguard.

A weak spot on what appears to be

an otherwise powerful Trinity team is

the presence of three defensive backs

who have never started a varsity

game before. If quarterbacks Baldwin
and Wallace are given ample time

and can establish the semblance of a

running game the young secondary

could have a rough varsity initiation.

As for Williams, no major changes

are planned defensively.

Offensively, sophomore Lew Kit-

chin did "an outstanding job at

Dartmouth," according to Odell, and

may very well start against Trinity.

Odell will go with Baldwin at quar-

terback, but plans to use Wallace as

well, since the junior "is too valuable

a player not to have in there at times.

He puts touchdowns on the board," he

said.

The starting backfield of Tom
Redden, Billy Null, and Charlie

Carrier will remain intact, with Scotl

Harrington expected to see a lot of

playing time.

Receiver Dave Parker has a

slightly pulled muscle, but will start

on Saturday. The tight end slot is still

one of the most competitive on the

squad, with junior Dave Mielcarz, a

strong blocker, expected to start.

Herb McCormick, "an oustanding

receiver, but not quite the blocker

we'd like him to be yet," will certainly

see action.

The game begins at 1:30 on Weston

Field. WCFM will broadcast it. Ad-

mission is free to students (with ID)

and faculty.

HIKING
SPECIAL

Two of the most outstonding nomes in ootdoor

geor—Willioms CoOp & Dunham— have gotten

together ogain to offer you o great savings on
boots just in time for the hiking and climbin season.

Check their features;

^ Itoafr SiMl tkMk
»^ HtDOsMtrMtiw

'

^ SMvitr N«rti|Ri fihrwi aals

^ S/r>lMtb«ri>M-»*(>

^ 1/4"nM«rnM-t«l«
^ ItiMt itlttli*^

^ RivatW l-riMB

v^ LaatlMr l»Ml|urtf

^ fdsr* ttngM staMlltM-

^ FI^/fTMrt

^ S*rMt«tt«f(

Men sSuesb IJNattowh 14 MediufD

Womfn s Si;Kb 1 1 Medium

^ WHY ACCCPT LESS^AND PAY MOtU

Williams Co-op
"THE COMPLETE IB5S SHOP"

25 Spring Str»«t Wllllamitown, Ma«t.

OPEN THURS. NITES 'TIL 8:30
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Williams students hear
five candidates speak

SEPTEMBER 30, 1975

by Steve Rothstein

Twenty-five Williams students

attended the Northeast Regional

Presidential Democratic Conference

last Saturday in Springfield, Mass.

This weekend conference was the

second in a series of five being held in

strategic locations throughout the

nation. Many of the Democratic

presidential aspirants were present,

ncluding Senator Birch Bayh,

Congressman Morris Udall, former

Senator Fred Harris, Governor

Jimmy Carter, and Sargent Shriver.

This conference, similar to one held

in the rMidwest two weeks ago,

provided an'^opportunity to measure

and compare the candidates, clarify

the campaign issues and establish

better communication among the

onstituencies in the Party. Roughly

200 individuals from New York and

New England came to hear the

candidates. The National Chair-

person, Donald M. Fraser (D-Minn.)

said the conference "will not endorse

candidates or take positions on

issues."

While some of the Williams students

who participated were members of

he local ADA chapter, many were not

and went simply to hear the various

andidates.

James MacGregor Burns, Woodrow
Wilson Professor of Government, iind

a member of the National Organizing

ommittee for the conferences, said

18 considered the session "very

mpressive." He noted that this is the

last real party gathering before the

divisive effect of presidential

irimaries."

The format Saturday included a

orty-minute slot for each candidate to

ake a statement and answer
luestions from a pre-selected panel of

oted journalists and political

eaders.

Most candidates agreed on many
ssues including national health in-

urance, breaking up control of oil

ompanies, reducing the inflation

ate, full employment economy and
[reater controls on handguns. The
lifferences seemed to focus on per-

onal styles, campaign priorities and
pproaches to issues.

Harris is running a populist cam-
aign oriented towards the 'working
lan' and breaking up thie big

owerful monopolies. UdaH's
trength lies in his strong support of

•nvironmental legislation. Bayh is

elying on his union-labor support

ombined with his liberal senate
ecord. Carter is banking on his

Record as a progressive governor in

eorgia. Shriver's pitch is that he is

lated to the Kennedy's and has
lever held an elective office.
" I had no preferences when I went,

'

'

Carolyn Craven 79 said, "When I

came out I was leaning towards
Udall." The conference format is a
"good idea, so people can find out
what the candidates are actually
like."

Michael Beschloss '77, said he was
"very happy with the turnout. It will

strengthen the party in Western
Massachusetts."

Cliff Mitchell, president of the

Williams ADA, felt the conference
"was very productive because it gave
people a chance to see the can-

didates." He added, "I am looking

forward to some political activism
emerging on campus at Williams as a
result of the conference."

Presidential aspirants Sen. Birch Bayh, Rep. Morris Udall, and Gov.
Jimmy Carter at Saturday's regional Democratic Conference in
Sfringficld. (photo by Rothsfeinr

Williams women plan variety of programs
William's Women Executive

Committee members announced
plans for films, speakers, panel
discussions, and soccer games at the

organization's September 15 meeting.

Led by coordinators Valerie An-
derson, Ginny Long, Jeannie Mullen

WHAP redirects

aim at community,

politics, campus
The Williams Hunger Action

Project, headed by Anthony Allison

'76 and Mary McCord '78, has

reorganized this year into three

committees; a college committee to

handle campus projects and
speakers; a community committee to

work off campus: and a political

committee to serve as an information

and action group.

McCord defined hunger "as
basically a political problem." She

said, "How you approach hunger

internationally depends on how you

approach your own food habits. With

the amount of meat that people eat in

the United States there is not enough

land area to feed the world. A meat
eater needs V/^ acres of land to sup-

port him while a plant protein eater

needs only one-fifth of an acre."

According to McCord, WHAP plans

to promote vegetarianism on campus
and a general decrease in the con-

sumption of meat. They have hopes of

instituting courses on nutrition, food

biology, and the politics and

economics of poverty. Plans are also

being made to bring speakers to the

College. They would like to host

lecturers from the Agency for In-

ternational Development (AID), the

U.S. Senate and House, and people

who have worked in underdeveloped

countries. At this time WHAP is

hoping to host Alan Berg from the

see WHAP page 5

and Joy Silverstein, the dinner at-

tracted ten per cent of the female
population of Williams. According to

Long, the organization looks to

students to initiate further activities

not directly associated with Williams

Women.
If enough interest is shown, Mullen

said, self-defense and auto-mechanics

courses will be offered on a weekly

basis or during Winter Study. Possible

independent studies and volunteer

work in family planning can be done
under the direction of a North Adams
organization. Long said she hopes that

the counseling program begun last

January will be continued in the

college infirmary.

Mullen said that further expansion

into radio may include women's news
and programs on female vocalists.

Consciousness-raising groups may
be established. A group of five to eight

women would meet weekly to discuss

experiences, role-playing in family

and other situations and common
problems.

Williams Women will meet for

dinner at Baxter Hall on alternate

Mondays. To allow more time for

discussion during the meal, a

newsletter will be posted. Dessert

discussion will be conducted during

the other weeks.

Other social activities have been

planned by the coordinators. The first

was a women's soccer game and
barbecue September 28.

The Women's Center in Park Hall

offers magazines, books, research

material, tea and a chance to talk.

According to Dean Nancy Mclntire
,

Committee W, consisting of women
faculty and administration, will

discuss the college's affirmative

action policy and Title IX at its next

meeting. These topics involve non-

discriminatory hiring and equal
facilities for women.

Amtrak ^

to service

Pittsfield
by Dennis Doyon

Passenger rail service will soon be

available in the Berkshires, linking

Pittsfield with eastern Massachusetts
and upstate New York. Two Amtrak
trains will leave Pittsfield daily

beginning Oct. 31. .

"The eastbound train, will leave

Pittsfield at 12:07 p.m., arriving in

Springfield at 1:37, in Worcester at

3:10, in Framingham at 3:46, and
pulling into Boston's South Station at

4:30.

Tn the opptKite drreclTofi, ETlrain will

leave Boston at 2:45, hit the same
cities and arrive in Pittsfield at 6:32.

Its scheduled arrival in Albany is at

9:25, a time which an Amtrak official

admitted is "probably wrong."
The westbound train will continue

past Albany to Utica, Syracuse,

Rochester and Buffalo in New York. It

will stop in Cleveland and Toledo,

Ohio, and Elkhart and South Bend,
Indiana, before reaching its

destination, Chicago.

Although the trains are scheduled to

roll in a little over a month, many
problems have yet to be solved. The
city of Pittsfield, which at present has
no passenger rail service, lacks a

passenger terminal; railroad officials

reportedly have not decided where the

train will stop. Fares will not be an-

nounced until a few days before the

service begins, but Amtrak has said

that there will be no reduced student

fares.

No plans exist to extend passenger
service to Williamstown. Currently,

the closest Amtrak service runs from
Albany and Springfield.

Spring Street prices vary

fnd co-presidents Skip Adams and Richard Blatchly join President
handler /or the tossing-out of the first trumpet tti start what looks
> he the Moo-Cow Marching Band's 1 1th undefeated season. The
•oihall team strove to follow their example by tying Trinity J-3
>age 6). "(photo by McClellan) vare paying out large sums for rent,

by (iec^rge J. Schutzer

Tliis is the first part of a RECORD
series analyzing consumer alternatives

in the college area.

Students who are anxious to save

money should purchase their health

needs before arriving at school, or at a

supermarket rather than one on

Spring Street, a survey by the Record

reveals.

However, the survey of prices of

food and health goods at local

supermarkets and stores on Spring

Street reveals no effort by the Spring

Street merchants to take advantage of

the seeming monopoly they have on

the student market.

In fact food prices at Ken's Market

on Spring Street are in line with those

of larger supermarkets. For example.

Ken's sells a 12 oz. bottle of Lipton

iced tea mix for $1.10, nine cents less

than the Grand Union supermarket

located a mile east of the College on

Route 2. Price Chopper, also located

just east of Williamstown on Route 2,

sells the mix for $1.09.

On most other food prices surveyed.

Ken's prices were only pennies over

the two supermarkets already

mentioned and others located in

Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

Peanut butter is a notable exception.

Health items, however, sell a^Ken's

and at Hart's Pharmacists for as

much as 50 per cent over the super-

market price. For example. Hart's

sells a 7 oz. tube of Crest toothpaste

for $1.49, fifty cents more than the

Price Chopper price. One would have

to pay over $1.80 to buy seven ounces

of Crest at Ken's. For other items the

range was less.

The owner of Ken's Market said he

was not surprised at how close his

prices were to the chains! He said the

chains may be buying the products

cheaper on a wholesale basis, but they

I'nr most students, the convenience of Spring St. shopping may be
ti'orth it. For drivers, parking andfor the most part higher prices can
make other shopping areas a better deal. (photo by McClellan)

electricity and a large number of The
workers. items
As he cut meat for a patron, the

owner admitted his prices may be a

few pennies higher than the chains

because he claims he provides per-

sonalized service, allows charges, and
is buying less items on a wholesale

level.

X.

larger differential in health

he suggested, may exist
because supermarkets use health
items as "leaders" and may be
making only a small profit on them.
Edward N. Conroy, a part owner

and pharmacist at Hart's, agreed.
Since the volume of business at the

see PRICE page 5

X
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A Modest Proposal
The utilitarian values of knowledge are not to be denied, but

they are subordinate to the primary purpose of a liberal arts
college: to enable undergraduates to develop those en-
thusiasms and to accumulate those bodies of knowledge
which will help make their lives more interesting and
responsible—Williams College Bulletin, June '74.

liiis quotation implies that the College's goal is to help the
men and women it graduates become successful, fulfilled

members of society. Williams certainly hones one's mental
abilities toward this end, but it fails dramatically in

educating its students in practical methodology.
The College's slavish fidelity to the liberal arts ethic as

cited above his produced a vigorous academic atmosphere,
but each June it has sent its sons and daughters into a society
which is ready to milk their practical naivete (sustained, if

not increased by four years in the Berkshires) for all it is

worth. While no college or university has felt it had to teach
the ins and outs of buying insurance or renting an apartment,
the fact remains that the Williams 4-1-4 schedule provides a
one-month Winter Study Period which "is intended to give the

student a change of pace and open new horizons."

It is time that the flexibility 4-1-4 offers in educational style

and content was used to enlighten students in the basic

problems of life on the outside. Specifically, a one-month
course could usefully cover a range of 5-7 subjects which
would be easily taught, and whose tangible benefits to the

student would be immediately evident. In some way this

course should cover:
INSURANCE—what kind to buy and why. Cost-benefit

analysis of property, life, and health insurances.

FINANCING—dealing with banks. Unravelling financial

jargon and analyzing issues pertinent to getting a loan.

INVESTMENT—stocks and bonds versus banks. Why
one or the other? Why invest?

LEGAL BASICS—discussion of contracts, liabilities,

when to go and when not to go to a lawyer.

REAL ESTATE—buyers and leasers rights, how to spot

a shifty operator.

FIRST AID—how to handle emergency situations.

BASIC COOKING—how to shop economically,
nutritional requirements and meal planning, basic food

guide—its use and preparation.

Winter Study has offered a number of practical courses

from Auto Repair to Wood-burning. Instituting a 'practical

living' course will follow this trend, not institute a revolution.

In addition it would help to end student unrest, which today

takes place outside the campus after graduation.

Job Jots

Fellowship deadlines
LAW SCHOOL RECRUITING:
Sept. 30

George Washington U. Law School

Oct. 2 Georgetown U. Law School

Interview

Sign up sheets are available at

OCC.

E .A R L V DEADLINES —
FELLOWSHIPS
Fulbright Fellowships Deadline:

Ocit. 10 Contact: Dean Julien

Rhodes & Marshall Scholarships

Oct. 11 Contact: Prof. Victor Hill

Mombusho Scholarship for study in

Japan Oct 15 Contact: V.

Lathrop. OCC

Hertz Foundation Fellowship for

grad. study in applied sci. Nov. 1

Contact: V. Lathrop, OCC

A Law Recruitment Conference for

Minorities and Women:
Sponsored by Syracuse University

College of Law and the Black

American Law Students' Assn. and
Women's Law Caucus.

Date: Oct. 4, 9:30 - 4:00 p.m.

Place: Syracuse University
College of Law.

Urgent: Deadline for the Ac-

tuarial Exams in November is

tomorrow, Oct. 1. See Prof. Jordan

for details.

Letters: Funding Politics

CEP, Language Cufs

To the editor:

I was both interested and saddened

to read in the September 23 Record

that the CEP is studying the language

program. While 1 am glad that the

Committee is looking into class size, I

am less pleased with the possibility

that staffing may be reduced and

majors eliminated.

It would be bad enough to make a

large department smaller; it is more

serious to reduce a small department

into an even smaller one, as in this

case. To reduce a small department

below the minimum threshold of

permitting a major is to attack the

integrity and viability of the

discipline.

The most upsetting thing to me is

the assumption that there is

automatically something wrong with

a small class. Has enrollment in the

foreign language classes declined, or

are the small class sizes glaringly

obvious only because large sizes

elsewhere have become the norm?
While not a foreign language major,

I have found my Spanish classes more
pleasurable than many other classes

simply because of the refreshingly

small number of students. I am aware

of having been more relaxed, more
involved, more interested, and far

more apt to participate as well as risk

opinions. When students are learning

and practicing a foreign language,

participatory speech becomes
essential to success. In general, a

class with more than about fifteen

students creates discussion problems;

a class of more than thirty makes
discussion very difficult.

It is not surprising that foreign

languages are generally small at

Williams. The department is already

too small to attract many high school

applicants who intend to pursue a

language major. Some students
already here are drawn to the major
precisely because of the small class

sizes, opportunity to get to know
professors and classmates well, and
concern with non-Anglo-American
cultures. Publicizing these facts may
attract more students.

When it reaches its conclusions, I

hope that the CEP will not disappoint

the Williams community. The
language question has ramifications

beyond a single discipline. On the

whole, debate over the larger issue is

a sad commentary on how far we have
already drifted from the liberal arts

ideal of Mark Hopkins on one end of a

log and a student on the other.

• Joseph Sena '76

Funding:ADA
To the editor:

The Letter to the Editor in the last

issue of the Record accuses the ADA
and the Williams Republican Club of

trying to "steal" money from the

students of Williams College in the

most devious way in order to further

our own political ends. Let me state

first that I agree that it is patently

unfair for the Student Activities Tax
to be used for private political ac-

tivities of a few students. The College

Council policy in this regard is a very

fair one and should be rigorously

enforced.

The ADA has asked the College

Council for $190, of which $160 is to be

used for four speakers coming to the

campus in the coming year. Included

in this sum is publicity for each event,

a travel allowance for the speaker,

and money for refreshments. None of

the speakers is asking for a fee, and

all of the events are open to the public.

The other $30 is being requested to co-

sponsor a series of open panel-debates

on the nature of the two-party system

with the Williams Republican Club, to

IMPORTANT:
PLEASE RETURN ALL SUM-
MER JOB REPORT FORMS TO
OCC.

be held during Winter Study. None of

the requested funds from the College

Council are to be used for any lob-

bying efforts of the ADA or any ex-

penses, administrative or otherwise,

other than \;hat is detailed above. All

of our administrative budget will

come from private contributions. In

addition, any event funded in whole or

in part by College Council money will

be open to the Williams community.

Any money left over at the end of the

year will be returned to the College

Council.

Finally, I should point outyttlaTthe

ADA is not a pEU'tTsan organization.

Our meml)ership\isogep/and our

endorsements and loroying efforts

are based solely on the merits of the

candidate or the issue.

Cliffords. Mitchell

President, W^liams ADA

Library Lighting

To the editor:

A prompt reply to reader A.

Charlton who asks: "Why, in view of

the ongoing energy squeeze, are all

five floors of the Sawyer Library left

lighted at night?"

To the State authorities in Boston,

who always know best, the Sawyer
Library is a "schoolhouse". They
decide which lights must be on

"constant". These lights on stairways

and pathways to stairs are always on;

there are no switches to turn them off.

Your readers may have noticed that

the 1957 Addition to Stetson was

always lighted, but the original

building where the treacherous stairs

are, was not. The rules cover only new

construction.

According to surveys of student

opinion preceding library planning, a

close second to noisy faculty con-

versations, was the disturbance

caused by janitors cleaning the

building. The Sawyer Library is being

cleaned after closing at night to

minimize inconvenience and
maximize efficiency.

The support of everyone, staff and

readers, is enlisted in turning off

unneeded stack, desk, and carrel

lights.

L. E. WiK'ander

Librarian

Funding:WRC

To the editor:

It's very unfortunate that the

nameless author of last Friday's

Letter to the Editor is so misinformed
about the policies of the College

Council's financing of student political

organizations.

Williams students are not forced to

financially support partisan activities

of political organizations on the

Williams campus. In fact, an
amendment to Article VI, Section V of

the College Council Constitution
specifically prohibits this.

The Council may concern itself with

any matter of importance to the

entire campus, with the exception of

funding political activities with

student activity funds. Political is

defined as "primarily organized to

directly influence local, state, and
federal governments." The
foregoing shall in no way be con-

strued as applying to funding
speakers brought to the campus.

As a result of this amendment,
officers of campus political

organizations operate with two
budgets—one for "political" activities

(such as lobbying), and one for

nonpolitical, educational activities

(such as speakers of campus-wide
interest). Upon submission of this

nonpolitical budget to the Finance
Committee, political organizations

and the activities for which they have
requested CC financing undergo the

same scrutiny that is required of all

other campus organizations.

Our "political" budget is itemized

to include the costs of a membership
recruiting party, a canvass of the

freshman class, the printing of a letter

detailing the voting option.s of a

Williams student (absentee voting
or

Massachusetts registration), worlt

with local TAR groups,, and luhbying

activities. The printing uf ciub
newsletters, and the subsidizing

of

Club member's liansportatlon and

other WRC-related expenses are also

included in our "political" l)udgei

The CC has not, in any way, been

asked to fund any of these activities.

As of now, they have been paid lor by

the Club's officers. It is hoped tliai wt

may soon be able to obtain some

financial support for these activities

from individuals and private business

concerns in and around the

Williamstown area.

As the purposes of the WRC are not

solely partisan, and as one oi our

goals for the year is to promote

student interest and participation in

the political system, our political

budget isequaled in magnitude by our

nonpolitical, educational budget We

have definite commitments from six

speakers, and we expect topics of

these speeches will range from local

concerns such as the exemption of

colleges from the 8 per cent

Massachusetts meal tax (State

Senator Fitzpa trick, October 10th), to

the experiences of a nationally known

lobbyist, to national concerns such as

the plight of New 'Vork City and Hig

Mac (US Representative Peyser, -

October 14 th).

Besides funding for these speakers,

the WRC has also requested CC

financial support of two forums. The

first will be a two (or three) part

series on the evolution, current status,

and future of the two-party system to

be held during the month of January;

the second of these forums will be a

panel discussion spotlighting the 1976

New England primaries. All speeches

and both of the above-mentioned

forums will, of course, be advertised

campus-wide, and are open to all

members of the Williams community.

Linda S. Smith, President

Williams Republican Club

Hardies Death

1 hate to correct. I even squelch

when people write Time or News«i ek

and correct some trivial fact that they

have written in an article. But this

time I would not feel right if 1 let )t

pass. The medical examiners staled

that my brother Tommy died of

cardiac failure or an aneurysm and

not of a poisonous berry. Tommy
loved and knew a great deal atioui

nature, and he was too smart to have

eaten one. There is no doubt in my

mind.
BethHarrtie

Name "Withheld"

To the editor:

In reference to "name withheld by

request's" letter in the 9-26-75 issue,

just how long do you expect your

"popular democracy" to survive

when people do not have the courage

to attach their names to their own

principles?

Ellen CaiisP.v

Help a scout

Boy Scout organizations txith

locally and regionally are looking

for leadership assistance from

Williams students. Boy Scout

Troop 70 in Williamstown and Hip

Mohawk Area Scout Committee

both issued appeals recently.

Further information can I'C

obtained from Donald R. Gilbert,

scoutmaster, either at one of the

Thursday meetings or by calling

him at his home at 458-8631. You

need not have been a scout in order

to help the local program, ac

cording to Gilbert.
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The Children of Assassination
by Steve Rothsteln

College students in the late 60' s

were known as the children of

revolution. If strong gun control

leKislalion is not enacted swifUy, the

ollege students of the 70> will be

known as the children of

assassination.

Allhough the recent attempted

assassinations of President Ford has

focused attention on the violence in

our society, political murders are but

the tip of the problem. Hundreds of

people are unnecessarily strucli down

every year with handguns. Although

the (anfare ahd publicity that

surrounds our political leaders is not -

e same, the pain and anguish is.

Most human beings would assume

gun control measures would be the

answer. But we can't assume that

Lunt>ress would necessarily pass a bill

dial most people want. The gun lobby,

one of the strongest on Capitol Hill,

las time and time again effectively

blocked efforts to enact strong

egi.slation that will curb the use of

S^uns

While statistics don't tell the whole

story, they often put a situation into

some perspective. There are a few

important facts we should be aware of

in considering this argument. First,

last year 1000 police officers were
killed while on duty. Out of these, 70
per cent, or 700, were struck down
with handguns. Nearly three million
new handguns are produced each year
in this country and half a milllion are
stolen every year from homes, stores
and shops across the country.

People buy handguns supposedly to

protect themselves against robberies.
But 98 per cent of the robberies ac-

tually occur while a person is not at

home. For every robber who is

stopped by a handgun, four household
members are killed. Recent FBI
figures, to further illustrate this point,

stated that 73 per cent of the killers

know the people who they kill. These
figures tell us that a gun could only be
used 2 per cent of the time to stop
burglaries and out of that small
percentage, the gun owner is more
likely to shoot someone in the family
or have the gun stolen, then block a

would-be robber.

An informal poll of Spring Street

merchants shows a wide diversity of

opinion on this controversial subject.

"You're almost brought up with

THE WILLIAMS FILM SOCIETY
PRESENTS

Friday, October 3rd
Detective Harry Callatian.

You don't

assign

him to

murder

cases.

You just

turn him loose.

CKnt Eastvyood
DirtyHarry TECHNICOLOR-

7&9:30 P.M.

This week's main presentation is "Dirty Harry" at 7 and 9:30 pm. A girl is

shot, the killer demands $100,000, threatens and then kills a young black,

providing iust the right case for Detective Callahan, (Clint Eastw^ood) who

has earned the name Dirty Harry with his method of smashing murder

cases. Don Slegel directed this quintessential Eastwood flick.

Our second feature is John Ford's classic epic western, "Stagecoach" at

11:30 pm. John Wayne stars as the Ringo Kid, a notorious gunman who

joins seven passengers on the Overland stage, making a hazardous

lourney across hostile Indian territory.

EXTRA BONUS ... The fourth chapter of the serial "Flash Gordon's Trip

to Mars" featuring Buster Grabble confronting Ming and the Clay People.

ADMISSION $1.00BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM

Next Attraction: Stolen Kisses and

Then There Were None

CLASSIFIEDS

Yes, there Is finally a way to sell that extra Triumph or find a second-

tiand Rose—the Record classifieds. Not only are they inexpensive, but your

ads will be seen by over 2000 people on campus. The rate is 30 cents for the

'irst line of up to eight words (a telephone number equals one word), and 25

cents for each additional line, or part of a line.

EXAMPLE: 10 words equals 55 cents for one issue, $1.10 for two issues,

$1.65 for three issues, etc.

, Enclose total payment for the number of Issues you want your ad to run

IN CASH along with your ad copy In an envelope addressed to the Record

and leave It with Mrs. Marlowe in the Baxter Hall mailroom. Ads will be

published as soon as possible—see the masthead for deadline information.

Remember-CASH ONLY PLEASE!!.

EARN MONEY

TRAVEL ... EARN MONEY! ...
« a Campus Representative (or New
England's largest travel agency In
^rested students write GARBER
TRAVEL 140* Beacon St., Brookline
VIA 02146 or call (617) 734 2100 collect to
eter Jotinson

WANTED

Person with Fortran experience willing

to do a volunteer assignment for ttie

Record Program is written in Basic

and must be converted to Fortran.

Contact: George at 2400 or 2985

them in this area," said one store
owner. "I have guns in my house. I

have taken gun (traitiing) courses,
and so has my son."

Jimmy Anthony, of the Pizza House
said there should be "no limits on
guns . . (Hunting and Rifle) clubs
should have more to say in

authorizing licenses."

Referring to controls, Howard
Coulter of the Williamslown National
Bank said, "I am against it myself.

You have the right to protect yourself

in your home."
On the other side of the issue is

Blake MeCleflachan, ticket-taker at

the Nichelodeon. "It might be a good
idea to ban them (handguns)
altogether."

"1 don't like guns at all," said Karen
Goodman from the jewelry store. "It

should be harder to get guns . . .

maybe a test like the drivers test."

One employee of another store said

he "would support licensing, but

that's as far as I go."

The kids who hang around
"downtown" vary as widely as their

older counterparts on this issue. While

one supports "strict regulations," a

friend believes that "everyon^ should
have a gun for themselves." Another
guy who was across from the Pizza

House said he has a .38 special and
"when I'm hiking I carry it." (Ttie

interviewed individuals asked that

their name not be used.)

Bill Paradise from the News Room
said, "I don't think the President

should have to run."

But unless Congress enacts a tough

bill, and the President signs it, we will

all be running for our lives.

Of Hearts, Minds and Indignation
by Mac'Alister Brown

The noted documentary on the

French resistance— collaboration
experience in World War II bears the

compassionate title "The Sorrow and
the Pity." The American documen-
tary on our Vietnam involvement is

mockingly called "Hearts and Mind-
s''. The content and tone of the latter

film reflect this derisive approach and
regrettably fails to probe and
examine our national nightmare with

the thoroughness and understanding it

requires.

The producers cannot be faulted for

lacking a point of view; or for failing

to stir their audience; or for

neglecting the cultural roots of our

political-military policies; or for

overlooking the common citizen who
bears the burden of governmental
decisions and mistakes. The lengthy

footage on our national upbringing in

competition, our self-mobilization

rituals, our need to win, our

technological skills, our arrogance
toward other peoples— these cultural

roots of our Vietnam debacle are

vividly suggested at high school

football rallies, aircraft carrier decks,

or Saigon massage parlors. We are

further sobered, or should be, by the

boundless grief of a Vietnamese
soldier's widow at his gravesite or a

Isereft father at the bombed out ruins

of his home. Our sense of the ordinary

American victim in the drama is

highlighted by interviews with a

double amputee veteran (whose
condition is revealed only belatedly)

and a reflective pilot recalling his

technician's pride and detachment
oyer his targets, as well as gory

scenes from a medical battle station.

What is more, our indignation is

stirred by the retrospection of

spokesmen for the governmental
outlook on the experience. Thus W. W.
Rostow, comes across as a querulous

professor who seems to dismiss the

question of the originis of the U.S.

misadventure as "sophomoric." How
much more "sensitive" is Daniel

Ellsberg, fighting back his tears upon
reminiscing about Robert Kennedy?.
Then, General Westmoreland, in

retirement, is used as an immediate
counterpoint to the prostrate widow,

with his old Army saying about life

being cheap in the Orient. One of the

vivid lessons of the film is that the bad

guys can expect to come across as

nitwits under skilled editing, and they

are absurd to submit to interviews.

]~ $33,500,000 ~j

I
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

|

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and

fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of these

sources researched and compiled as of September 5, 1975.

UNCLAIIVIEO SCHOLARSHIPS
369 Allen Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103

n I am enclosing $12.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

(Check or money order — no cash, please.)

If you wish to use your charge card,

pleise (ill out appropriate bones below.

I—I ,
PLEASE RUSH YOUR

CURRENT LIST OF"

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

SOURCES TO:

I oi
Expiration Dale i

Monlh/Yaar I

Matter Charge i

Interbank No I

Credit
I

Card No I

Name

Address

City

L.
state

Maine residents please add 5% sales tax.

Zip

r %

c"*)

'V^(»,-ii,l ^'',^^.>» * '

Where Eagles Dare

Thurs. Oct. 2 8:00 PM BSC $1.00

A former POW from the Navy is

used in authentic scenes lecturing

moms and schoolchildren about
patriotism, but his experience was
rather special and has not produced

the final word on the subject—albeit

an annoying one. It is grimly

enlightening to see and hear him, and
to see Nixon's self-glorification over

tiis agonizing decision to plaster Hanoi

with B-52S in 1972. Yet it is too bad that

the group of decision- makers of the

1960s, some of whom may have
genuinely felt the tragedy of our

position but did not find a decent way
out of it, do not get interviewed in the

film.

It may seem carping of me to

complain ^bout the partiality of a film

from which I have retained such vivid

impressions. As a pictorial presen-

tation of the impulses in American life

that helped sustain the Vietnam War.

and of the human harm and tragedy

that this involved, the film is

memorable. As an explanation of how
we got into Vietnam and failed so

sadly, this film does not really enter

the lists. The anti-military, the

cultural critics, and the political

scoffers have spoken— but the door is

still wide open for the political

historian.

A complete documentation on why
we failed to win the "Hearts and

IVlinds" of Vietnam would look more
closely into the Cold War climate of

opinion of the 1950s, the fear of China,

the obsessions of John Foster Dulles,

the temporizing of John F. Kennedy,

the bureaucratic momentum in

Government, 'the conceits of LBJ and

his advisors, the distorting impact of

partisan politics on foreign pohcy, the

paucity of expertise for dealing with

Southeast Asia, the slippery opinion-

molding of Richard Nixon, and the

relentless discipline and deter-

mination of the North Vietnamese.

Perhaps a documentary film cannot

deal with these questions as ef-

fectively as Halberstam or James C.

Thomson, Jr. have done, but by

concentrating so heavily on the

cultural roots and the human tragedy

of our experience this film stirs our

hearts but does not do justice to our

minds.

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREKT

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORSWINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704
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'Phedre' opens US tour at AAAT
The Adams Memorial Theater will

host its first dramatic touring com-

pany of the season on Tuesday, Oc-

tober 7 at 8:30 p.m., when the Treteau

de Paris will present Jean Racine's

Phedre. The troupe, which will per-

form the work in French, has for

twenty years been performing works

of French drama both in New York

and on a circuit of university theaters

in this country.

Michel Hermon, the director of this

production of Phedre (which was
first offered in Paris in 1924 to

resounding critical acclaim) will

accompany the company on its tour of

the U.S. and will play the role of

Thesee in Racine's well-known
tragedy. On Tuesday afternoon at four

o'clock, before the performance, he

will take part in a colloquium at the

theatre on the problems of staging this

seventeenth century playj^tmoderii
audiences.

The performance at 8:30 p.m. will

be the first given by the troupe in the

United States this year. Tickets for

the show are $3.50 and are now

available at the box office of the

Adams Memorial Theatre.

Ranging in size from a company of

12 to a contingent of 26, the Treteau

has its pick of the top professionally

seasoned' actors of the French
Theatre. It's not the promise of career

advancement that tempts them. A
glowing critical notice and packed

houses in a university theatre

somewhere in the mid-West can

hardly affect the actor's professional

standing abroad. They come along for

the lark, for the fun of discovering the

American way, ice cream at a

Howard Johnson's on the Ohio Turn-

pike, an after performance party at a

local hangout, mingling with the

American youth in his natural habitat,

reacting to his not-so-natural en-

vironment.

It's a difficult chore, becoming

increasingly more so, to find play.s

which will satisfy the dual

requirements of the French producers

and the American audiences. With the

emphasis placed on language, the

script must be firmly secure in the

Briefly noted
A highly artibrary guide of alternatives to grinding.

Tuesday Sept. 30 Yanomamo Films—The Feast, Magical Death, and Chil-

dren's Magical Death— Bronfman at 4 and? p.m. Anthro films depicting

tribal rituals among South American Indians.

Phedre—Racine's classic directed by Pierre Jardan. In French at Weston,

7:30 p.m.

Jan DeGaetani—First Thompson Concert of the year. Renowned soprano

performing works by Haydn, Chausson, Bellini, and Ives. Chapin Hall at 8:30

p.m.

Wednesday Oct. 1

Phedre—Weston at 4 p.m. (repeat) \

Lecture^Marcel Roethlisberger, professor at the Univeristy of Geneva and

the authority on Lorrain, on Claude Lorrain as a Draughtsman. At the Clark

Art Institute at 5 p.m.

International Club Films—Living off the Land, The Vanishing Breed, The

Limits toGrowthatBronfmanat7:30p.m. FilmsontheThirdWorld. »

Thursday Oct. 2

Bend Of the Niger—Bronfman at4 p.m. Eliot Elisfan's view of the culture and

art of the Western Sudan.

. Where Eagles Dare—Bronfman at 8 p.m. Zoom through WWII with Richard

Burton and Clint Eastwood. Also, News Parade 1942. $1 charged.

Roy Bookbinder and Fats Kaplin— 9 to 12 in the Rathskellar. Country ragtime

music.

Fear on Trial— 9 p.m. on CBS. John Henry Faulk's account of his black-

listing in the 1950's when his successful career in broadcasting was cut off.

George C.Scott and William Devane star in the drama.

Friday Oct. 3

On Campus:
From Moon Barn to Museum— Peter McChesney, project director of the

Hopkins Forest Museum, speaking at lunch in Park Hall at 12 noon.

Dirty Harry and Stagecoach with Flash Gordon at Bronfman. Film Society

Photo Discussion with Neil Rappaport on his exhibition in Lawrence "Rogers

Farm, North Pawlet, Vt." and on documentary photography in general.

Gallery 9 Lawrence at 8 p.m.

Sleeper—Woody Allen's hilarious look into the future. On ABC at 9 p.m.

Around the Circuit:

Italian Songbook—Griffin Hall Concert moved across the border. Park

McCuIlough House N. Bennington at 8 p.m.

5 College Area:

Willy Wonka and the^Chocolate Factory at Holyoke

To Kill a Mockingbird at Smith

David Copperfield and Keeper of the Flame at Amherst

The Maltese Falcon at Amherst

Highwoods String Band in a coffee house at Holyoke

Soundsational Concert^Ephlats types get together at Holyoke

Saturday Oct. 4

On Campus:
International Club Films—"Living off the Land", "The Vanishing Breed",

"The Limits to Growth", "Power to the People", "Scars on the Surface",

"Norany Drop to Drink", and "Only one Earth." Bronfman at 2 p.m.

Pather Panchali (Song of the Road)—Satyajit Ray (India's greatest film-

maker) directs this 1954 film about one man's quest for the better life in the

city as he splits from his ancestral village. Bronfman at 7: 30 and 9: 30 p.m.

Edward II—Marlowe's classic on PBS at 9 p.m.

Around the Circuit:

Country and Contra Dancing— 8 P.M. At Fox Hollow Lodge Rt 2 in

Petersburg.

Albany Symphony-Julius Hegyi conducting works by MacDowell, Sibelius,

and Tchaikovsky. Palace Theater in Albany at 8 : 30 p. m.

S College Area
Children of Paradise— Marcel Game's powerful and gorgeous film at

Hampshire College. »

Manchurian Candidate at Holyoke.

Mean StreeU at Smith.

Casablanca—the Bogart classic at Amherst.

Tuesday, Oct 7

Phedre—at the AMT. The Treteau de Paris performing, (see article)

Dorian Woodwind Ensemble—at 8:30 at the Clark Auditorium. The famed

woodwind quintet willperform Beethoven's Quintet in E-flat and a number of

contemporary works. $3.00 admission.

category of contemporary classic. In

addition, however, it must be ac-

cessible to the American audiences.

While a familiar Moliere such as "The

Thiagihary Invalid" for example, may
please the largest number of

theatregoers, the French are

naturally eage"r to export some

samples of their contemporary

playwrights.

Le Treteau de Paris began as an off-

shoot of the Theatre du Vieux

Colombier in 1958 when Jean de

Rigault persuaded the French
Government to help subsidize when

Jean de Rigault persuaded the French

Government to help subsidize his first

tour of the United States. It was only a

token of support and de Rigault

promptly lost thousands of dollars,

but it proved nevertheless that it could

be done. A tour of French plays,

performed In Frenchjor largely non--

French speaking audiences, was
possible.

Two years later, Le Treteau de

Paris was formed with de Rigault at

the head, a position he continues to

hold today. Now a large share of the

tour expenses are met by an arm of

the government—L'Association
Francaise d'Action Artistique.

Roy Bookbinder and Fats Kaplan will bring their version oj rag-

time country blues into the Rathskeller Thursday night.

Bookbinder & Kaplan bring

ragtime blues to Rathskeller
Roy Bookbinder and Fats Kaplin

will present ragtime country blues

with guitar and fiddle on Thursday
October 2 at the Rathskellar, located

in the basement of Baxter Hall. The

Sylvia Plath' at NASC

Play portrays poet's life
The Fine Arts Cultural Affairs

Committee at North Adams State

College announces its opening show of

the fall season, the Daedalus
Production of "Sylvia Plath", a

dramatic portrait of the poet from

birth to suicide as adapted and

created by the Royal Shakespeare

Company.
"Sylvia Plath" is a biographical

dramatization of a uniquely gifted,

deatihobsessed* poet who destroyed

herself at age thirty, leaving behind

her one of the most profoundly

disturbing and powerful bodies of

poetry in American literature.

Part One projects Plath's life

through her most confessional,

autobiographical works, Ariel and

The Bell Jar. Balanced with con-

nective biographical detail, these

readings illuminate three personas of

Plath—the mother, the poet and the

cool but concerned observer, as well

as the deeply suicidal strain in her

work that led one critic to assert,

"Many of her poems were rehearsals

for death".

Part Two is a theatrical fleshing out

of Plath's 1962 BBC radio play Three

Women. Set in a maternity ward, the

play depicts three isolated women,
each fearfully awaiting the pain about

to begin and coping with an almost

overwhelming sense of future

responsibility.

The production, which is open to the

general public at no charge, will take

place tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the

Venable Hall Auditorium.

concert, sponsored by the Williams

College Coffee House, will also feature

Williams' own Michelle Cutsforth,

The program, which will last from 9

until 12, is free to Williams students.

Bookbinder has been playing all

over the country (as well as a verj-

successful tour of Europe) for the past

several years. He continues to win

favorable comments from audience

and critics alike as a superb

terpreter of the old-time blues. Muck

of his learning came as a student d

the late Rev. Gary Davis as well as

from southern bluesman Pink An

derson.

Kaplin, who is actually rather thin,

has been with Bookbinder for almost

year and a half. His fine fiddling and

ttanjo picking add a new dimension to

Bookbinder's guitar work.

One function of the Coffee House is

to provide an opportunity for students

to perform before a live audience. Any

students who are interested in playing

at one of the concerts should call Tim

Lang. All types of music-folk, blues,

classical, jazz, rock—are welcome

Lang is also looking for personnel to

help manage this year's concerts. The

Coffee House needs help arranging,

publicizing, and running the concerts.

THE
NICKELODEON

55 Spring St.-Williamstown, Mass.

ADALEN 31

Oct. 1-2 Wednesday - Thursday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
Swedish director Bo Widerberg {Elvira Madigan. Raven 's End, Joe Hilt) directs an amazingly

lyrical film about the protracted and ultimately violent strike at Adalen that led to the fall of

Sweden's Conservative government in 1931. Here, as in Joe Hill, Widerberg analyzes the
phenomena of a localized and relatively minor injustice that mysteriously ignites vast con
vulsions in an entire nation's social consciousness. We watch as the strike at Adalen draws to

its conclusion. Suddenly, understated violence flares amid the dreamlike pastoral beauty of

the Scandinavian countryside and, almost overnight, the power structure of an entire nation
changes so dramatically that within 40 years Sweden has become one of the most highly
socialized nations in the Western World. Historically accurate, mildly revolutionary and a

visually beautiful experience. Winner of the Grand Jury Prize at Cannes in 1969. Starring
Peter Schildt and Kerstin Tidelius. Subtitles. Rated R. Highly Recommended.

PERFORMANCE & THE JIMI HENDRIX STORY
October 3-4 Friday-Saturday

Double Feature

Performance 7:00 PM
Jimi8:45

Performance 9:45
In Per/>)rw(7«ce. Mike Jaggerand James Fox star in one of our most heavily requested films, of

which the New York Times Roger Greenspun writes: "... with it's sadism, masochism,
decorative decadence and languid omnisexuali|,y, Performance turns out to be the kind of all

round fun that in the movies oft is tried and rarely so well achieved." Wow. A film that

pleases some people very much. Now rated R. (1970)

About y\m{ Hendrix our trusted informant writes: Rolling Stone called it the best rock
documentary ever made; the London Observer's reviewer called it "The best film
about pop music I've ever seen." This feature length film is an exciting, non-ripoff
portrait of one of rockdom's superstars, including six previously unseen live per-
formances, among them Jimi at the Isle of Wright and Woodstock.

ANTONIA: A PORTRAIT OF A WOMAN
October 5-6-7 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
Judy CoUins and Jill Godmilow co direct a beautiful, surgically precise documentary ex-

,
ploration of the life, philosophy and work of Dr. Antonia Brico, one of the few members of

her sex ever to conduct the world's major symphony orchestras. Rather than describing
Antonia inadequately in this hmited space, I'm taking the hberty of reproducing Ms.
Godmilow's intriguing production notes. Copies are available in the lobby. Drop by and pick
one up. They're a fascinating series of footnotes to a fascinating and highly recommended
film. (1974)

ALSO : Two short films. One called Tell Me No Lies, about which I'll tell you no lies ... I

haven't the faintest idea what it's all about. The other, however, is a wonderful animated
collage called Frank Film, winner of an Academy Award for animation, a coveted Golden
Hugo, and other laurels too numerous to mention.
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Dodd gallery opens ^
Shainmari exhibits

Page S
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The Williams Student Art Gallery in

Dodd House will open iU 1976-75

season this Thursday, with an exhibit

of photographs by Music Professor

Irwin Shainman. Refreshments will

be served at 5:00 p.m. All interested

viewers are invited, as are all arUsts

and critics who wish to parUcipate in

later exhibits.

Shainman's work has been

exhibited before on the Williams

campus, but most of the current

photographs have never been shown.

AH are in color, and the majority are

portraits. They demonstrate Shain-

man's recent concern for what he

calls "Camera Photography," a

reliance on quickly catching the

correct image in the viewfinder, with

B minimum of darkroom artistry. The

^jhotographs arie lively and skillful,

and include many fine shots of

kVilliamstown faces and pieces.

This year's directors, Bland Goddin

A women's self-defense course

will be offered to all campus

women, starting Wednesday,

October 1 and continuing for 8

weeks. Tfie classes will b^ held

at 6: 30- 7:30 pm and 8:00-9:00

pm In the vi^restllng room In

Lasell Gymnaslunn. The course

Is sponsored by Williams

Women and will be taught by

Colleen Currie, of the North

Adams Wonrven's Center.

and' John Hunt, will be present
Thursday afternoon to answer
questions about the operation of the
Gallery. In addition, printed
guidelines and stgn-up lists will be
available. The Gallery is intended
primarily as an outlet for student
creative art work, and all well-

considered exhibits of any sort are
welcome. Shows will run one or two
weeks, and will be assigned on a first-

come, first-served basis.

WHAP wages
hunger fight

WHAP from page 1

Department of Population and
Nutrition at the World Bank and
Robert Coles, a sociaLpsychologist at

Harvard University, to speak at

Williams.

The possibility of outreach work in

the Williamstown community is being

investigated, noted McCord. WHAP
would like to work with the food stamp
program and the food Co-op that has
tteen established. Plans are to have all

WHAP informational activities on

campus open to the community at

large, and hopefully to have some
input from the community.

The political committee will be

dealing with Washington and getting

information on upcoming legislation

involving food stamps and food aid.
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HEALTH GOODS

Crest Toothpaste, 7 oz.

Edge Shave Cream, 7 oz.

Arrid Extra Dry, 14 oz.

Prell Cone, 3 oz.

Tissues (cheapest 100)

Ola! Soap, 5 oz.

FOOD STUFF

RItz Crackers, 12 oz.

Lipton Iced Tea, 12 oz.

Milk (qt.)

Butler (1/2 lb.)

Pringles Potato Chips
Skippy Peanut butter (12 oz.)

MISC.

SI. 49
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Turnovers nullify Eph performance

Baldwin throws . . .

Quarterback Jim Baldwin rolls
to his right, looking for a
receiver in Saturday's 3-3 tie

with Trinity on Weston Field.
Baldwin was successful in 16. of
19 passing attemptsfor 185 yards
and 2 interceptions (photo bv
Kislik)

by Tim Layden

The Williams College varsity

football team finally got itself un-

tracked on Saturday against a tough

Trinity squad, churning out 152 yards

on the ground and 186 through the air

while holding the Bantams to a grand

total of 138. The result was a 3-3 tie.

What happened?

TheEphs, as if hounded by a UCLA-
like full court press, turned the ball

over six times to the Bantams, three

times inside the visitors' ten yard-

line. The Ephs also ran into a young

man from Trinity named Mike Maus
whose long, hanging punts not only

continually kept the Bantams out of

trouble, but threatened to bring rain

all afternoon.

"I knew we were better than the

results of the scrimmages showed,

and I knew we'd be ready to play

against Trinity. You just can't afford

to fumble three times inside the ten

and. expect to put points on the

board," said a frustrated Bob Odell

after Saturday's tie, aptly sum-

marizing the entire game, "In that

respect we were fortunate to come
away with a tie."

The first time Trinity had
possession, it went immediately to its

vaunted running game, led by

bruising junior fullback Pat Hef-

fernan, who carriedior 26 yards in the

first quarter alone. But, on the other

side of the coin, the Williams running

Vorslfy soccer grabs
opener from Trinity

by Mark Pogue
Two goals by sophomore John

Friborg and some outstanding wing
fullback play gave the Williams
soccer team a 2-0 win over the Trinity

Bantams Saturday. The triumph left

the Ephs 1-0 on the season and marked
their sixth straight conquest of the

Bantams.
Conditions for this season opener

were not ideal. The turf of Cole Field
was soft and slippery, causing balls to

skid and accelerate when they came
to earth. Both teams adjusted their

passing game well to this situation,

although Trinity was a little slow in

doing so. On numerous occasions in

the first half Bantam players could
only lunge desperately as passes
skipped by them.

Another problem was that

periodically whistles from the nearby
freshmen game came through loud

and clear on the varsity field, bringing

the action to a halt while players and
referees looked at each other. These
difficulties and three missed scoring

opportunities by Williams added up to

a well-played but scoreless first half.

At halftime, Williams Coach Jeff

Vennell changed his strategy slightly.

He instructed his Ephs to feed center-

forward John Friborg with balls on
the ground and off to one side, rather

than looping them straight up the

middle and into the teeth of the Trinity

defense.

The tactic worked well. Several

times in the second half Williams was
able to spring Friborg loose, and with

15 minutes gone the speedy

The Williams Action Coalition

(WAC) will be holding its first

organizational session on

Thurs., Oct. 2 at 7:30 P.M. in

Griffin Hall No. 3. We will be

rapping about WAC and about

political activism at Williams

in general. We especially hope

that newcomers to the Williams

scene can make it.

Steve Smith '77, battles Trinity
defender in opening game 2-0
win over Bantams on Cole I'ield.

((ihoto by McClellan)

sophomore took a cross from forward

Jim Hield and headed it into the goal.

Then, minutes after just missing on a

spectacular swan-dive head attempt,

Friborg took another pass from Hield

and drilled a low line drive that

slithered through the arms of Trinity

goalie Clay Carley and into the goal.

This play marred an otherwise superb

showing by Carley.

Credit for the shutout victory must
also go to Purple goalie Skip

Grossman and his defensive corps,

especially wing fullbacks and co-

captains Brian Daggett and Graham
Hone. This pair threw a wrench into

several Trinity onrushes and did a

fine job in stopping the Bantam one-

two punch of T)uffy Shea and Chris

"Stork" Jennings.

In the freshman game, Williams

crushed a hapless Trinity JV squad, 6-

2. Williams' scoring was led by Perry

Nelson, Seth Johnson, and Greg
Hartman with 3, 2, and 1 goals,

respectively, but near the game's end

Hartman suffered a broken foot when
a Trinity player stepped on it. Coach
Vennell described the Trinity JV
squad as "not too talented."

attack also came to life, for the first

time in three weeks. On the Ephs' first

series of downs, Redden, Null, and

Carrier all moved for good gains,

taking the Ephs to a first down on the

Trinity 34. The running game proved

so strong that quarterback Jim
Baldwin didn't throw a pass until

midway through the second quarter.

At the close of the first quarter, the

Bantams were able to launch a suc-

cessful mini-drive after sophomore

Scott Harrington fumbled a Bantam
punt on the Eph 39. On the 6, the ad-

justed Eph defense, led by middle

guard Emmett Creahan and defensive

end Tim Mages, stopped Heffernan

for a two-yard loss. Trinity settled for

a 23 yard Maus field goal. It is very

doubtful that anyone at Weston Field

imagined that one three-pointer would

stand up.

While the Purple defense was
holding the visitors to only five first

downs after the first quarter, Baldwin

began to get his passing attack

moving, hitting spht end Bob Murphy
and tight end Dave Mielcarz for gains.

A pass interference call and a Tom
Redden gain moved the Ephs to the

Trinity ten. This is where the fun

began.

Bill Null fumbled the ball over to the

Bantams on second and seven—but
the Ephs were bacliLiin.pQSsessiQnLQn_

the Trinity 23 just three plays later

when Bantam co-captain MikeThoren
fumbled in Eph punt. Two plays later,

Redden returned the favor, coughing
it up on the Trinity five. The game was
beginning to look like a greased pig

contest as the first half ended.

In the second half, the tempo of the

game changed little. Williams moved
up and down the field very well, the

Purple defense shut off Trinity quar-

terback George Rose's attack—and
nobody put any points on the board.

A bad Trinity punt snap in the

middle of the third quarter put the

Ephs in good field position, but Kevin
Cramer's 25 yard field goal attempt
was wide to the right and Trinity's 3-0

lead still held.

The game then turned into a battle

of punters, with Maus consistently

keeping the Ephs in a hole. Not until

Heffernan fumbled on the Trinity 16,

with Emmett Creahan recovering, did

the Ephs threaten again. Here, the

Ephs had to settle for a 34 yard
Cramer field goal when Scott
Harrington's 15 yard scamper was
nullified by a motion call.

With the score knotted at 3-3, the

Bantams showed the first traces of an
offense which had been pronounced
dead in the second quarter. Yet, the

Delicious Sandwiches French Fries

LEO'S LUNCHEONETTE
Fabulous Pizzas and Grinders!

Soda Dairy Products Candy

122 Cole Avenue
458-3238

Open 7 days a week
5 A.M.- 12 Midnight

result was, only a missed field goal

attempt V^ Maus.

At this point, Williams's star split

end, Dave Parker,^ sidelined most of

the afternoon with a pulled muscle,

made his first appearance of the day
and promptly caught two Baldwin
aerials. But an interception ended
that threat, and gave the visitors

possession on the 18.

The ever-present Creahan sacked

Rose on first down, and two plays

later a clutch Maus punt gave the

Ephs their final chance from the

Trinity 40. Baldwin hi* Herb Mc-
Cormick over the middle for nine, and
Tom Redden, who ran well all day,

muscled his way inside the Trinity 20

for the first down. Two plays later,

disaster struck for the final time when
Charlie Carrier fumbled on the

Trinity nine, guaranteeing a tie.

Although a 3-3 tie is nothing to Be^

excited about, Eph fans should be

pleased with the play of the previously

suspect defensive line unit. And the

running game, behind a gelling of-

fensive' line that played an out-

standing game, is finally coming
around. And there's always the

passing attack. Don't worry— it's

going to be a good year.

McCormlck grabs
Soph tight end Herb McCormick
outbustlcs Trinity defender to

Baldwin pass on Saturday (photo
by Kislik)

Some of the first ten Williams runners who swept the top ten spots

against Trinity last Friday; [I. to r.\ Chris Flavin, Dan Sullivan,

Gary James, and Joe Kolh. Also finishing first were Frank Curr,

Dave Trawick, Dave Sceger, Bob Clifford, Ken Leinbach and Doug
Creef (photo by McClellan)

Runners trounce Bantams
by Chris Flavin

The varsity cross-country team
opened its season Friday with an
overly easy trouncing of Trinity. With
Williams' usual depth easily ap-

parent, eleven purple shirts managed
to cross the finish line in a massive tie,

a safe distance ahead of the first

Trinity runners. The score was 15-50.

The victory was assured from the

Williams' Rugby Club "outscrums" their Albany Law opponents
to the tune of a 9-3 win on Saturday. Most other Eph teams were
cc/ually successful.^ (photo by McClellan)

ocore
Varsity Football
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Houses again lose tax funds

This special exit from the reserve room allows Sawyer Library to extend
reserve room hours past the regular closing time of 11:00 pm. (photo by Mc-
Clellan)

Used more than expecfed

Reserve f^oom grants extra hou rs

by Handy Sturges
The controversy over the house

maintenance tax continued to rage
Wednesday when the College Council
again upheld its decision to delay
payment of part of these funds to

houses until the close of each
semester. The debate concerned not
just the allocation of money but the
whole issue of house autonomy and
fiscal integrity. In a decision which
can apparently be appealed «ach
week, the necessary vote of 15 was not
reached in a 14-10 decision denying the
motion to hand over the funds im-
mediately.

In speaking for the administration
and in defense of deferring the money,
Dean Cris T. Roosenraad stressed the

necessity of insuring that houses
maintain solvency and the ability to

pay bills.

by David R. Ross

As a result of the unexpectedly high

use of the new Sawyer Library,

ibrary officials are permitting
students to remain in the reserve

rtKjm from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m.

Formerly, students in the library at

the u p.m. closing time were asked to

leave or go to the student lounge,

where they could remain until 2 a.m.

According to College Librarian

Lawrence E. Wikander, it became
clear that a larger number of students

wanted to continue studying in the

library than could be accommodated
in the student lounge.

"I would guess we had about eighty

people In the library at closing time,"
he .said, "so, we decided to let students

Trustees to discuss

expansion report
The Board of Trustees and its

various committees will meet this

weekend to make major policy
decisions as well as handle routine

detail such as faculty appointments,
salaries, and financial details ac-

cording to Francis H. Dewey III

Treasurer of the College and
Secretary of the Board of Trustees.
Among the committees th^t will meet
are Campus Life, Buildings and
Grounds, Budget and Financial
Planning, the Instruction Committee
wilh the Committee on College Ex-
(jansion. Development, Instruction
ind Degree, and the Audit Com-
niiitee.

The general process these com-
miltees follow is to summarize
information, make specific recom-
fiiendations, and prepare reports to be
sent to the Executive Committee. The
Executive Committee then coor-
Jinates the information and screens
'ut information and recom-
Tiendations that it feels should not be
ncluded in the limited time agenda of
he board meeting. The Board of
rrustees then meets as a whole on
Saturday morning to make final

iecisions to be sent to the ad-
ninistration and faculty.

Among the items to be discussed
hat will receive considerable at-

ention this weekend is the Report on
-ollege Expansion of the student-
acuity committee expansion. Dewey
aid that he felt that the report
identified the problems of expansion
hat deserve attention," and would be
upported by the board. He stated,
owever, that this is the first time that
tiey will actually be seeing the report.
Among the items to be discussed by

tie Buildings and Grounds Committee
re the initial plans for .cew music
»cilities and Chapin Hall
^novations.

A great deal of the committee
iscussions will be financial ac-
)rding to Dewey.

stay in the reserve room as an ex-

periment." "This library is a student-

oriented facility," he added, noting

that no faculty offices are located in

the building. "We're trying to be
flexible and see just how the students

want to use the library."

Wikander mentioned that the only

difficulty involved in the longer

reserve room hours, which began
Sunday, was^ finding monitors to

check students leaving by the reserve

room exit. )

Several students informally con-

tacted by the Record complained that

the reserve room should have been

open later from the start.

"Christ, they had that staircase and
door built right in the room," com-
mented one junior, "What else was it

for?"

Wikander declared that the door

and staircase were designed as an
entrance to the reserve room. "We
found that (at the old Stetson

Library" about eighty per cent of the

students entering the library were
heading for the reserve room. We
didn't want people to have to walk up

to the main level just to go down to the

reserve room in the new library," he

said.

Nevertheless, students are expected

to leave the library from the main
level by the circulation desk.

By withholding one-third of the $15
tax, the College can subtract bills

throughout the term and turn over any
surplus to the houses at the end of a
semester. This would eliminate the

inequity involved of turning a house's
unpaid bills over to the incoming
students of the following year, he said.

Roosenraad insisted that the
College collected the tax to help
create a necessary social atmosphere
on campus, but he added it was also

implied that these funds be used for

physical maintenance.

The house presidents reiterated

their claims of a week ag5>'that the

earmarking of these funds should be
completely at their discretion. The
presidents said they were convinced
that promptness in billing by Building
and Grounds would eliminate unpaid
bills at the close of a semester.

The maintenance tax can be traced

indirectly to the days when frater-

nities were confronted with rising

costs and an inability to meet
payments. The College stepped in to

help in collection, but with the advent
of the housing system the residential

units were left more on their own,
aided only by a cultural grant ob-

tained from the Carnegie Foundation.

Two freshmen enjoy Prospect
Due to their late applications and

tight freshman housing, two fresh-

men, Ben Heintz and Vince Zinicola,

are currently living in Prospect

House, an upperclass dorm.

Both applied to Williams in the

summer and upon acceptance were
told they would not be housed in fresh-

man dorms as all were full.

Expecting the least desirable rooms
on campus, Heintz and Zinicola were

pleasantly surprised by their

placement in a large triple in

Prospect. "We're pretty lucky", says

Zinicola of the triple, which has been

split up into a bedroom, a lounge, and

a room for storing clothes.

Regarding their segregation from

other freshmen, both agree the

situation is not too bad. Each was

given their choice of freshmen dorms
to become affiliated with; Zinicola

chose Morgan MidEast and Heintz

Williams D. As Heintz also points out.

Prospect is quite close to both East

and Fayerweather, and the two often

eat in Baxter and share classes with

other freshmen.

Heintz commented on the unex-

pected advantage of being located

away from the center of freshmen

activities: the calm atmosphere. "It's

a lot quieter over here . . . you can be

left to yourself."

Of the upperclassmen in Prospect,

both seem to feel slightly

uneasy. Zinicola says "They're O.K.

Wejust don't see them much. It seems

they already have all the friends they

want."

Associate Dean Cris T. Roosenraad

When it soon became apparent that

houses could not collect with any
regularity a high percentage of their

dues, the College was sa~ddled with the

responsibility of mustering unpaid

dues. As this system became in-

creasingly complicated and inef-

fective, a committee was set up in the

late 1960's to solve the problem The
result of its efforts was a $15 per

capita house activities tax to be

turned over to the houses each term.

First assessed in 1971, this tax was
designated for residential main-
tenance for parties and drinking.

Two years ago a further change was
made in what was by then called the

maintenance tax, rather than house

activity tax. In order to help smaller

houses keep financial parity, it was
decided to pool one third of the tax

collected and to divide it equally

among the fifteen residential units. It

is this sum of approximately $435 that

is the center of the controversy.

Roosenraad asserted that the im-

plication in the original tax was that

the College might remit portions of it

should there by unpaid bills. Such
bills, including time payments on
T.V.'s, have become more frequent in

the past two years and the Council

voted at the end of last year to allow

this sum to be withheld.

Men of the night bake morning treats
by NickCristiano

Like the Tax Man. the Oil Man, or

the just plain Man, the Williams

College "Donut Man" is actually a

collective title, referring to the four

takers who labor anonymously during

the nocturnal hours to produce the

sweetened breakfast treats that are as

much a College institution as Thur-

sday night guest meals.

When Henry Vareschi, Al Tunkel,

George Bergendahl, and Jack Millett

convene in the early morning hours in

the cramped baking area of the

Baxter Hall kitchen, they bring

nearly a century of experience to the

dough-handling business. "Donut

Men," however, would still be a

misnomer, since doughnut making is

only a minor facet of their job. The

quartet also makes all the other baked

goods used by the College, except

packaged breads. Each week, their

skilled hands knead, mold, drop, and

roll the ingredients that will turn into

nearly 500 dozen doughnuts, 7,000

cookies, 3,800 pieces of cake, 400 pies,

and 700 dozen rolls.

With each of the four working a five-

day week, the bakers bake six days a

week for same-day consumption, and

thus are on a tight, inflexible

schedule. One of them arrives at

Baxter at 2:30 a.m. to warm the ovens

for the doughnuts, and when the

others arrive by 4 a.m., they bake

right through until 11 a.m., with a

break for breakfast. Once the finished

goods leave the baking area the

bakers no longer have control over

them, and are not responsible for the

Years of late night baking in the Baxter kitchens have earned Jack Millett,

Henry Vareschi, George Bergendahl and Al Tunkel the collective title, the

"Donut Man".

stale rolls that are sometimes served.

"Baking is a rough racket," said

Millett during his 6:30 a.m. breakfast

break one morning. "And the money's

not that good. You're always trying to

get out of this business, but you

always end up back in it."

Except for Tunkel, the Williams

bakers picked up their trade— and

still view it,—more from an op-

portunistic than an aesthetic

viewpoint, having found the skill a

marketable one during hard times.

While not providing a lucrative living,

their baking skills have nevertheless

made the four men increasingly

valuable individuals now that the art

of baking by hand is rapidly dying out

(photo by McClellan)

in the face of the frozen food assault

and low wages and hard work are

keeping young people from entering

the field.

Vareschi, 59, at Williams for 12

years now, has been in the baking and
restaurant business for over 30 years.

Bergendahl, also 59 and at the College

for 12 years, has been baking for 17

years and once owned his own shop in

North Adams. Millett, 53, whose
hobby is creative prose wi-iting (his

writings were psychoanalyzed by a

psychology major last year), has been
in and out of the business for a total of

nearly 15 years, the last three at

Williams.

Tunkel's history is a bit different.

He began baking as a 14 year old

apprentice in Germany, arid hasn't

stopped for the past 53 years. "During
World War 1 things were so bad I

decided 1 wanted to get into a trade

where 1 was sure I would eat," he said

only half-kiddingly. At Williams nine

years (he will retire in June), he had
owned a bakery in North Adams for

twenty years. He could have retired

long ago, but prefers to work the 2: so-

il shift "just to keep busy."

And busy the bakers certainly are.

According to Vareschi, the bakers'

output has more than doubled since

1%2, when food service was cen-

tralized with the abolition of the

fraternity system. The bakers are

forced to work even harder, he added,

because the present level of

production leaves the bakery in a
hectic twilight zone. "We're a htfle too

big for hand work, but not big enough
for machines," said the pipe-smoking

boss of the crew. Everything is made
by hand, and from scratch.

The four bakers have had too many
millions of pounds of yeast, sugar, and
batter pass through their hands to try

and give the> impression that they
have ever been thrilled by the simple
joy of baking. Yet, referring to those

sweetened circles of leavened dough
that have earned them the collective

"Donut Man" appellation, Bergen-
dahl tersely boasted, "They're better
than any on the market. We use more
sugar and more shortening. Wrap
them properly in cellophane and
they'll stay a week. Dunkin' DoDUts
don't last a day."
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Improvements on the science auad sidewailcs prompted by student complaint*—"The solution was
only a phone call away." See editorial (photos by Johnston and McClellan)

Guii control petrtidn to cifculate

- Oetting it Fixed
If you want to know what's wrong at Williams, just keep

your ears open at meals. Complaints seem to fill a sizable
percentage of dinner conversations, in fact of all student con-
versations. Student orators are able to speak eloquently on the
faults of a particular professor, the stupidity of a new Security
regulation, or the waste involved in a less than tasty food ser-
vice's delicacy.

It often does not occur to the complainer that he can do
something to remove his pet blemish on Williams' complexion.
Complaints should be directed not at the admiring ears of fellow
diners, but rather at those who can do something about it.

Library officials decided to open the reserve room from
11:00 pm to 2; 00 am after counts revealed that nearly eighty
people were still in the library at closing time. How much faster
would this change have been instituted if just a few of these
students had bothered to formally ask those in charge for the
extension.

There seems to be a latent feeling among students that
getting things done requires a huge expenditure of time and
energy. Not true! Often a phone call will do the trick.

Case-in-point: As long as we can remember there has been
mud under the Alumni Gate and on the sidewalk to the south of

West College, making the walks in the rain less than an idyllic

experience. Hard pressed for ideas for an editorial this issue,

we decided to be safe and attack the mud. Looking for am-
munition, we called Ralph N. lacuessa, General Foreman at

Buildings and Grounds.
"Why hasn't anything been done about the mud in the

science quad?" we asked.
"What mud?" he asked.
When we explained, he said, "We'll take care of it right

away."
Stupefyingly, the following day the mud disappeared.
So much for that editorial.

The point is that while we've griped about that mud for

some three years now, a partial solution was only a phone call

away.
Admittedly, most problems at Williams are not that simple.

But no one is going to raise a finger to solve them unless asked
to do so. In most cases dinner time orators would be more ef-

fective if they were to redirect their efforts toward the person
responsible.

If one doesn't know who that person is, it's still fairly easy
to get the message out to him. "The deans are paid to make
necessary changes or to find the person who can. College

Council representatives are supposed to take one's complaints
and desires before the Council, which in theory can do much.
Even a Letter to the Editor can be effective. Our readership

may not be numerous nor the most distinguished, but it includes

most faculty and members of the administration.

The biggest thing wrong at Williams is not the subject of

self-righteous student complaints. Rather it is the failure of

students in one of the most open campuses in the country to

bother communicating their complaints to those in position to

do something about it.

' by Steven Rothstein

Massachusetts citizens will have an
opportunity to vote on the issue of

handgun control if an initiative

petition, presently being circulated,

has 56,000 signatures by November 15,

1975. This petition, asking for the

-tjuestion to be placed oh the 1976

ballot, is being pushed by People vs.

Handguns and the League of Women
Voters (LWV).
The petition proposes that the

possession or ownership of handguns
shall be restricted to the police, the

Freshmen fo show
humor in oratory
The Williams College Adelphic

Union will sponsor the Freshman
Speaking Contest on Friday, October

io at 7 p.m. in the Jesup Hall

Auditorium. All members of the Class

of '79 are eligible to participate.

The Freshman Speaking Contest is

predicated upon humor. Each con-

testant will choose from a selection of

humorous topics and deliver an ex-

temporaneous address of ap-

proximately 3-5 minutes. Past topics

have included "Resolved: A red-light

district should be created in Morgan
West" and "Resolved: The Purple
Cow is Williams' greatest asset."

Logic of the absurd, however, is a

form of logic and it is expected that

the speaker will direct his-hejr wit to a

point other than the one at the top of

his-her head.

First prize for this year's contest

will be $25 and a keg of beer. Members
of the Adelphic Union will judge the

contest and their decision will be

arbitrary as usual.

1^ you are a quick wit and-or broke

and thirsty, enter the Freshman
Speaking Contest. Don Clark (6972) is

the person to contact for more
detailed ambiguities.

The Williams Outing Club

(WOC) is interested in organizing a

series of weekly hikes in the

Williamstown area. Day hikes or

weekend overnight trips can be

planned depending on interest.

These hikes will be led by Outing

Club directors, members and
naturalists. Nick Spiliotes, WOC
Environmental Director, can be

contacted at 2918 for further in-

formation.

military, historical societies and
museums. A handgun is defined as

any weapon with a barrel of less than

16 inches from which a bullet or shot

can be discharged.

A further clause of the petition

allows for a 6 month .grace : period

from the effective date of passage,

during which time handguns may be

turned into law enforcement of-

ficers—no questions asked.

Last year a bill was filed, House—
2340, with essentially the same
provisions as the petition. The
sponsors on this legislation included

the Mass. League of Women Voters,

People vs. Handguns, Mass.

Americans for Democratic Action and
Representative Laurence R. Bux-

baum (Williams '63). Despite the

strong backing the bill died in the

Committee on Public Safety. "The
only thing to do, " remembers the

Berkshire Coordinator, "was to get it

Three Republicans

practice technique

at Fieldman school
Several Williams college

students became campaign ad-

vancemen of mythical senate can-

didate John Robinson in Boston last

weekend, as part of a campaign
management seminar.

Steve Aspis '79, Cath Carpenter '78

and Don Tourney '78 attended the

"Fieldman School ," one of a series of

nationwide campaign management
seminars sponsored by the College

Republican National Committee. The
weekend session was held at Boston
College and attended by ap-

proximately thirty-five New England
area students.

Lecture-discussions were combined
with participation in a simuated
campaign to teach students a variety

of skills from writing press releases

and advancework to analysis of voter

statistics.

A similar school is slated for New
York this weekend and more Williams
Republican Club members plan to

attend. WRC president Linda Smith
commented, "We urge as many
members as possible to take ad-

vantage of the schools."

One participant noted; "It was
tough—but the best way outside of

working in an actual campaign to

learn to be effective in politics."

Inform Us
In making what may h^ve been one of its most con-

troversial decisions in recent years Wednesday night, the

College Council failed in one important respect, that of properly

informing students that an issue of controversy was to be

discussed. The Council has a number of avenues of publicity

open to itself, most significantly the Record, WCFM and

Council representatives in each housing unit. As has been

characteristic of the Council in the last few years, none of these

channels were used.

CLASSIFIEDS

Yes, there is finally a way to sell that extra Triumph or find a second-
hand Rose—the Record classifieds. Not only are they Inexpensive, but your
ads w^lll be seen by over 2000 people on campus. The rate is 30 cents for the
first line of up to eight words (a telephone number equals one word), and 25

cents for each additional line, or partof a line.

EXAMPLE: 10 words equals 55 cents for one issue, Jl.lOfor two issues,

$1.65 for three Issues, etc.

Enclose total payment for the number of issues you want your ad to run
IN CASH along with your ad copy In an envelope addressed to the Record
and leave \\ with Mrs. Marlowe In the Baxter Hall mailroom. Ads will be
published as soon as possible—see the masthead for deadline Inlormaifion.

Remambar—CASH ONLY PLEASEII.

on the ballot."

Massachusetts has an initiative

petition drive which allows citizens,

with the appropriate numbers of

signatures, to bypass the legislature

and take the issue directly before the

registered voters of the state.

Between September 26 and

November 15, 1975i 56,000 signatures ol

Mass. residents must be collected in

support of this issue. The registers in

the respective cities and towns musi

then certify the signatures and send

them on the Secretary of State, Paul

Guzzi.

The legislature, before May 5, 1976,

must vote one way or the other on this

bill, without any amendments. If they

pass the bill, it becomes law. If they

reject it, 9,300 additional signatures

will guarantee that the questions will

be placed on the ballot.

Unlike many political state ac-

tivities, the Berkshire area has

become active in this effort. The

Berkshire coordinator, Mrs. Sandra

Scheraga, considers the "Pittsfield,

North Adams and Williamstown

Leagues (of Women Voters) our

active ones in the area." The People

vs. Handguns organizations been

working through the LWV volunteers

because there are 100 chapters

throughout the state.

Mrs. Anne R. Skinner, a part-time

'

instructor in chemistry at Williams,

is the President of the local League of

Women Voters. With the assistance of

Mrs. Jane Cary Peck, who will be

collecting the petitions. The

'

Williamstown goal is between three

and four hundred signatures ac-

cording to Skinner,

Students who want to help can

contact Peck or Skinner to sign or

circulate a petition. Only registered

voters of Massachusetts will be

allowed to sign the petition. "Without

;

exerting that much effort, e^ch

person could probably get a few dozen

signatures," added Mrs. Scheraga

which would be a real boost."

Job Jots
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE:
OCTOBER
8 Dean of Admissions at Prin

ceton Seminary will be at OCC

to interview interested students

from 2:00 to 4:00 P.M. Sign up

sheet available at OCC.

14 NYU Law School

UVa. Business School

15 Stanford Business School

U. Chicago Business School

Tuck (Dartmouth) Business

U. Miami Law
16 Northwestern Law

Cornell Business

Vermont Law
17 Harvard Business
.SPECIAL PROGRAM:
OCTOBER
14 BUSINESS SCHOOL NIGHT

representatives from Stanford,

Chicago and Tuck will par

ticipate.

Time & place to be announced

STUDENTS; Please return

Sumgier Job Report Forms to

OCC. Thank you.
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/\Aastery of diverse dance techniques

5 by 2 interprets with emotion
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by Diana Stugger

The William4>Conege
Dance Society

roncert Series opened its 1975-1976

sMson last week with the 5 b/ 2 Dance

Company-a gem among dance

comiwnies. 5 by 2 is. quite literally,

two dancers. Jane Kosminsky and

Bruce Becker, performing five dance

nieces chosen from the choreographic

works of Paul Taylor, Helen Tamiris,

Bruce Becker, and other con-

temporary choreographers. The

nieces span the years 1928 to 1975.

As I read the program, before the

curtain even rose, I was aware of the

demands such varied styles and

techniques must place on the two

dancers. The majority of dance

companies represent a specific

technitiueand Btyle,-an4«ach4an€er-

may have a dance quality—lyric or

dramatic, evocative or electric, soft

or aggressive-for which they will be

used in any' given piece. The more

talented few—the actor-dancer—will

develop, in time, as they grow ar-

tistically, and even then their range

witii its varied subtleties will not be

totally challenged in a performance.

And, yet, this is the goal that Jane

Kosminsky and Bruce Becker have

set for themselves in their choice of a

program, I must admit that, as the

evening progressed, I was entranced,

excited, and awed by their success

and their ease in meeting the

challenge.

The Frida^jiight program opened

with Paul Taylor's beautiful Duet Set

to the music of Joseph Haydn, the

piece was a lyric blend of elegant and
gracious court steps, tender and in-

timate gestures and bodily interplay,

and flowing partnered movements
and lifts. Even George Tacit's

costumes of matching light leotards,

accented with flowing and in-

tertwining lines of color, were a

patterned definition of Duet.

Kosminsky and Becker seemed so

physically and technically matched
that I had the impression of watching
one dancer.

In sharp contrast to Duet was Sola

choreographed by Mario Delamo. The
curtain rose on Kosminsky seated
with her back to the audience. In

silence, her hands, clasped around her
torso, began to move agitatedly

against her Inxiy while her head
labored from side to side. With an
anguished "no!" she lurched to her
feet and cast down a letter. A beat,

and then to the raw and raspy singing
of Janis Joplin, the dancer, with
loosened hair whipping around her
head and shoulders, seemed propelled
into a series of tormented and twisted
movements and distorted, angular
leaps expressing the violent anguish,
the bitterness and despair rff the
rejected lover. The use of a diagonal
line floor pattern emphasized the

pulling away from and drawing back
to the source of pain. At the end,
slowly wrapping a shawl around her
shoulders, the dancer turns and in

battered defiance walked slowly down
the center of the stage. That
Kosminsky could make the complete
transition from the graceful, con-
trolled movements of Duet to the raw
emotions in the violent and abandoned
movements of Sola was proof of her
range and versatility.

My favorite work of the evening was
Bruce Becker's Suite Richard. Bas«d
on Shakespeare's Richard III, Becker
has chosen Richard's wooing and
wedding of Lady Anne to create a
subtle character study of Richard's
ambition. Too often portrayed as a
caricature trf^ twisted ambition~nn
drama, Becker's Richard is a con-
vincing portrayal of the politic lover,

the adroit schemer, whose cruel
determination is all the more sinister

because it hides behind a mask of

ingenuousness. And though I was
never fully convinced that
Shakespeare's Anne could be so easily

and quickly swayed by Richard's
words, Becker's choreography makes
her a helpless victim by the sheer
physical impact of unrelenting
movement.
The set by Mitchell Dana consisted

of three wire figures forming a

triangle whose apex was a red-robed

bird with outstretched wings and
beaked crown. Below—and flanking—
this image of Richard's ambition are

two other wire figures, seemingly
representing Anne and Richard.

To traditional court and ceremonial

music of the 15th and 16th centuries,

Richard and Anne begin a courtly and
ritual sparring with their robes
through mannered gestures and
sweeping forms in space. Richard

leads into a series of steps based on

period court dances—quick precise

feet movement accented with the

stamping out of rhythms. This is

Richard the perfect courtier, and yet,

for a moment, the upper body con-

torts, the hands clasp in a rubbing

motion, a sharp glance over his

shoulder, and we see Richard the

schemer. Becker accomplished this

revelation so instinctively that he was
not so much showing us Richard as

we, the onlookers, caught him in an
unguarded moment.
The rhythm, the movement, the

pleasure Richard has in dancing,

lures Anne to follow. Aloof and

cautious at first, her movements seem
measured. But gradually her body

relaxes and loses its wary tension. In

the wedding sequence, the tempo
accelerates, the movements seem
more abandoned. And as Richard

drives the dance on to a breathless

pace, Anne seems swept along with a

hypnotized joy that turns to stunned
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Come and see why everyone is trying to keep up with us.

amazement as Richard's powerful
and passionate movements become
deadly blows that throw her out of
control. Broken and exhausted, she
finally collapses to the floor. Richard
ascends the steps to don the royal robe
and crown. In a lift that seems to
pluck Anne from the floor, he hangs
her limp body over his shoulder and
covers her with his cape. It was
almost as if I had waited for this

moment. For though Becker had
suggested the deformed Richard
through isolated movements
throughout the dance, the hun-
chbacked villian of Shakespeare play
was fully revealed sinisterly limping
toward the audience as the^^jurtain

fell.

-WherrSiiUe Richard is a stunning
dance drama, Daniel Nagrin's In-

determinate Figure is more a mime
piece than a dance. Nevertheless, it is

a humorous, touching, pathetic, and
frightening statement of how we try to

delude ourselves only to find there is

no escape from the shattering effect of

reality. Bruce Becker's charac-
terizations are clearly defined and yet
seem spontaneously motivated as he
imagines from inconsequential man
the irresistible lover, the sissified

dandy, and the authoritative leader.

The final offering of the evening was

A Cold Sunday Arternoon, A LItUe
Later choreographed by Cliff Keuter.
Like Nagrin's work. Afternoon relies
more on mime than dance, but
through the charming presences of
Becker and Kosminsky, we have a
lighthearted look at a couple confined
mdoors on a Sunday with nothing in

particular to do except sleep or try to

entertain themselves. After the
drama of the other pieces, Arternoon
was a restful close to an exciting
evening. •

Ed. Note: Stugger was unable to
attend the Saturday night per-
formance and therefore missed Negro
Spirituals. The piece, which was
choreographed by Helen Tamaris, is

one which the 5 by 2.^aimpany_ij^

famous for—and therefore deserves
some comment. It was in this piece
that Bruce Becker's true talent
emerged. He danced the six spirituals

with amazing grace and incredible

emotion. From the swaying motions
of "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot" to the
stirring visual images he created in

"Crucifixion" he proved his true

ability. Tamaris tried in her
choreography to meld into a series of

motions the Biblical stories and
symbols of which the songs spoke and
the fervor and spirit of an old time
Negro prayer meeting.

Arts in brief
Woodwinds

A rare evening of exquisite

music is promised for Tuesday
October 7 when the Dorian
Woodwind Quintet performs at 8:30

at the Clark Art Institute

auditorium. Admission is $2.40 for

students. The quintet, which has

time and time again drawn rave

reviews, developed an ensemble
technique which caused one critic

to remark, "they almost breath the

music as one."

The program will consist of

several Bach organ works
specially arranged for woodwinds;

Beethoven's "Quintet in E flat

major," opus 2—an exhuberant
early work; three works by 20th

century composers—ArJiiiir

Berger's "Quintet in C major,"
Dar4us ^ilhtmd's "La Ghenranee-
du Roi Rene", and three short

pieces by Jacques Ibert.

AMI season
The Experimental Theater of the

Adams Memorial Theater will

open its new season next Friday
with a production of Loraine
Hainsbury's Raisin in the Sun.

Directed by Michael Knight, the

play, which gives an intimate view
of an inner city black fpmily's

struggle to break out of their op-

pressed situation, will play Friday
and Saturday night.

Photographs on exhibit at college
A North Pawlet, Vermont dairy

farm run by Howard and Freda
Rogers is tJie subject of a large

photography exhibition by Neil

Rappaport, on view at the Williams

Art Museum through Oct. 8.

Rappaport, who teaches
photography at Bennington College

and is a North Pawlet resident, will

discuss the exhibition and its

relationship to documentary
photography tonight at 8 p.m. at

Lawrence Hall.

The exhibition is comprised of 172

photographs, of which 73 are mounted
singly. The photographs were taken

from February through July of this

year and are part of a project to

record the Rogers farm through the

Choir prepares for

Vermont program
The Chamber Choir of

Williams College will sing on Satur-

day, October 4th at 7:30 p.m. in the

Newfane Church as part of the Fifth

Heritage Festival sponsored by the

Church October 4th and 5th in

Newfane, Vermont.

The 46-member Chamt)er Choir is

part of the Williams Choral Society

formed by Kenneth Roberts in 1967.

Dr. Roberts is Director of Choral

Music at Williams College.

entire year.

The Rogers farm project depicts a

54-year-old couple who are currently,

and without hired help, milking eighty

Holstein cows. Although they have no

children, considerable help is ren-

dered by their cowdog, Tippy, who
appears in almost half of the

photographs at Williams.

The photographs on exhibition in-

clude sequences on milking and other

activities inside the Rogers barn,

including the birth of a calf born back-

wards. Other sequences document
sugaring, plowing, fence mending,

haying, and the interior of the Rogers

home.
"I have been privileged to see and

record the personal details of a

culture on the verge of extinction,"

Rappaport recently wrote for

"Quadrille," a Bennington College

magazine.

"I have met men and women as

devoted to their processes and lives as

I am to mine, and that devotion

establishes the bond tsetween us; their

state of mind is the artist's."

From 1972-1974 Rappaport taught

and photographed at the Great
Meadows Correctional Facility,

Comstock, N.Y. A 1965 Williams

graduate where he starred in

basketball, Rappaport worked until

1969 for the Bennington-Rutland
Opportunity Council.
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Water polo opens

Soph wingback Scott Harrington carries betiind the fine

blocking of the tough Eph offensive line, (I. to r.) Rich

DiSalvo, Lew Kitchin, and offensive player of the week
John Solar. (photo by McClel Ian)

Unbeaten Rochester next

Football looks for a win
by Tim Layden

Eight years ago, in 1%7, Williams
posted its last victory over the

University of Rochester while playing

the Yellowjackets on their home
ground. That win followed a season-

opening tie with Trinity on Weston
Field the previous week. See any
similarities?

"We just have to go up there and
play a good, sound football game,"
remarked Bob Odell in preparation

for the first road clash of the 1975

season. A year ^o, the Ephs blanked
the Yellowjackets on Weston Field, 38-

0.. They will undoubtedly be looking

for revenge this weekend.
Rochester has opened its season

with back-to-back wins over
Washington UniV/ (21-7) and Canisius

College (18-17). Their unblemished
record will serve as an even greater

inspiration to knock off the hungry
Ephs.

Leading the Yellowjackets will be

Little All-American safety Ralph
Gebhardt, who led the nation in in-

terceptions two years ago with thir-

teen, and has already pilfered three

this year. Gebhardt is a jack-of-all-

trades who also returns punts and
kickoffs and will see spot^iuty at split

end.

Brian Pasley, a two-year veteran,

will get the nod at quarterback for the

hosts^ and his favorite receiver has

been the ever-present Mr. Gebhardt,

averaging over thirty-five yards per

grab, with two touchdowns.

Rochester likes to keep the ball on

the ground whenever possible, with

their top three runners all carrying

over ten times per outing. Leading the

three is fullback Gary Heagney, with

127 yards in two games.

The Ephs squad that travels to

Correction
Due to two typographical errors,

Jim Baldwin's passing statistics for

the Trinity game were listed in-

correctly. Baldwin actually com-

pleted 16 of 29 passes for 155 yards.

Last week's cross country photo was
taken by Stew Read , not Cammie
McClellan.

Rochester will sport a receiving corps
held together by the magical tape of

trainer Ron Slant. Bob Murphy (hip)

and Herb McCormick (illness) are

both in somewhat less than top form,

and may not be able to contribute.

Dave Parker (hamstring pull) is back
to nearly full speed, and should once
again present himself as a deep
threat.

The offensive line, led by Eph of-

fensive player of the week (as chosen

Senior Brian Dagget displays form in

last weekend's victory over Trinity.

The team is looking for another win in

Saturday's match with Union, (photo

by McClellan)

Halloween Cards

When you care enough
to send the very best

McClelland Press, Inc.

Spring St.

by the coaching staff) John Solar, will

be healthy. Odell is expected to go

with the same starting backfield, led

by junior fullback Tom Redden, who
received recognition as an ECAC All-

East honorable mention selection.

Fans might expect to see a little more
of Don Wallace this week if the Ephs
have any difficulty putting points on

the board.

Co-captain and defensive player of

the week Tim Mages will lead his unit

against the Yellowjackets. Noseguard
Emmett Creahan, who also received

ECAC recognition, will anchor the

front line. Dick Farley's tough
secondary, which held Trinity to only

five completions, can be expected to

provide Mr. Pasley with just as great

a difficulty.

The Ephs, embarking on the first of

three long trips of the year, will need
another strong performance to break
into the win column. With reference to

the events of eight years ago, it is safe

to say that nothing could make Coach
Odell happier than to have history

repeat itself by following up this

year's Trinity tie with a win at

Rochester.

Sports Round Up

Golf 14th;
Varsity Golf

The Varsity Golf Team travelled to

Simsbury Connecticut on Monday and
Tuesday for the New England In-

tercollegiate Golf championships. The
purple linksmen, after a layoff of over

a week, could manage no better than a

fourteenth place finish in the thirty

team field.

The squad, under coach Rudy Goff,

was led by senior co-captain Doug
Brockway, who fired a fine two-day

total of 156 over the Simsbury layout.

by Dennis O'Shea

The Williams Water Polo Club

journeys to Boston this weekend for a

single game at Boston College this

afternoon and the two-day MIT
tournament beginning tonight. The
BC game marks the opening of the

Ephmen's fall season and their debut

in the New England Intercollegiate

Water Polo Association. The tourney

opener, which pits Williams against

Bowdoin, will also be counted as a

league contest.

Williams will be competing this

year in Division II of the NEIWPA and
vying with BC, Bowdoin and two other

Northern Conference sevens,

Amherst and New Hampshire, for one
of two berths in the New England
Championships. Scheduled games
with Southern Conference opponents,

such as Trinity, Southern Conn., and
UConn., do not count towards
qualification for the New Englands,

but will be used in determining

seeding for that tournament.

The Williams club, who went
winless through last year's five game
inaugural schedule, figures to notch a

few victories during this year's twelve

Field hockey
nets tie, loss
A week of rain-soaked practices

preceded the delayed opening of the

1975 field hockey season. The original

opener at Trinity was rescheduled for

the end of October; the Mt. Holyoke

contest was set back four days.

At Holyoke, a potentially fast-

moving game was slowed to a tight,

defensive battle by the sloppy field

conditions. The final 2-2 final result

was encouraging, as Mt. Holyoke was
one of two teams to beat the Williams

varsity last year. Junior Shailah

Stewart and sophomore Edith
Thurber netted the goals, while goalie

Nan Scfiluter made some nice saves.

Schluter, after playing well against

Mt. Holyoke, had her problems at

Middlebury. Much of the latter half of

the game was in front of the Williams

goal; an early 1-0 lead, with Stewart

scoring, was erased and an in-

surmountable 3-1 Middlebury lead

was established by half-time. Mid-
dlebury added two goals in the second
half to make the final score 5-1.

Williams also lost to Middlebury last

year.

Whoop it up
The Williams Outing Club has an-

nounced that it is sponsoring a

"whoop it up type" square dance on

Friday October 10th. The dance will

feature "The Little Band" of Gill

Mass. with "Smitty" calling.

game fall season. Almost
fifte„

experienced players grace the Pum?
roster; at this time last year only 0!!
club member had even the vaeuJ!
knowledge, of the rules.

'

Water polo, a rather more viojem
cousin of such relatively

tranqni
pastimes as professional ice hockey
box lacrosse and submarine warfare
returned to campus last Friday

nighi

as Montezuma's Revenge edged
oui

the Aqua-studs, 13-12, in an intrasquad
match hastily organized when Trinity

cancelled a scheduled intercollegiate

contest. Junior Revenger Dave Preiss

netted a game-high total of six goals

while soph Paul vom Eigen's five tally

fourth quarter brought the Aqua-studs
back from far behind.

Athlete of Week
honors taFriborg
Sophomore center-forward John

Friborg of the varsity soccer team has

been named as the Record's initial

"Athlete of the Week" for the i975-7t

academic year.

Friborg scored both goals in the

Ephs"- season-opening win over

Trinity on Cole field. The six-foot one

speedster scored twice on assists fron

Jim Hield.

HONORABLE MENTION:
Emmett Creahan—starting mid

dleguard for the varsity football lean

whose strong play against Trinity c

one reason why the Bantams were

held to only 139 total yards.

Doug Brockway—senior co-captait

of the varsity golf team. Brockwai

posted an excellent ninthplaa
overall finish in the New Englanc

Championships on Monday and

Tuesday.

Athleteof the Week—John Friborg

(photo by Johnstoni

women's tennis wins 2
The score was good for a ninth place
overall finish. Junior Steve Saunders,
despite an opening-round 82, was able
to bounce back for a final round of 78,

and a finish in the top twenty.
Williams will face Middlebury and

Springfield in a triangular match on
the Taconic links Saturday.

Women's Tennis *

The Williams women's Tennis
team, one of only three undefeated
teams in the school a year ago, is off to

another fast start, posting victories in

its first two matches of the year over

Trinity and Springfield by scores of 6-|

3 and 8-1, respectively.

Leading the squad to its win over

Trinity were the sister combination of

Joninna ('77) and Rebecca 1791

Sadoff and Dede Laird, capturing ttK

top three singles matches. In the

Springfield match, the Ephwomec

lost only one match en route to easy

victory.

R
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College opposes meal tax

The Board of Trustees approved some recommendations of the "Kerstiaw"
Committee on Expansion. Here, Trustee William S. Sneath '47 is seen speaking

with Committee members George R. Goethals and Guilford L. Spencer at

working reception at Baxter . (photo by Milne)

by Jim Cohen
The state of Massachusetts began

taxing college students' meals Sep-
tember 1, but collection has been
delayed pending settlement of a court
injunction. When levied, the meal tax
will increase board contracts by as
much as $36 a semester.

The Association of Independent
Colleges and Uhivefslties of

Massachusetts (AICUM) wants the

General Court to delay the 8 per cent

assessment on meals costing over $1

until February 1976,

According to College Business
Manager Shane Riorden, the Com-
missioner of Taxation didn't inform

colleges until September 10 and hadn't

resolved some ambiguities in the law.

Trustees support addition to Chopin
byKimShorb

The Board of Trustees and its

commiUees met last weekend and
voted to increase the proportion of

women students and build an addition

to Chapin Hall.

According to College Treasurer and

Board of Trustees Secretary Francis

H. Dewey, III, the trustees endorsed

the recommendation of the Com-
mittee on College Expansion that the

college increase the proportion of

women students. The school would
seek a larger pool of applicants so that

Sawyer Library draws crowd
A surprisingly high number of

student users has been the only

unexpected aspect of the first few
weeks the Sawyer Library has been
open, according to Librarian
Lawrence E. Wikander.

"There has clearly been a very
large acceptance of the library by the

students," he said. "We counted 386
students in the middle of last Tuesday
evening and 346 Sunday afternoon at

4:00.

"I don't know if this is just a fad or if

it will continue. I guess that a lot of

people who studied in their rooms or
non-scientists who studied in Bronf-
man are now coming here," he said.

Students studying in the library at

the Bronfman Science Center last

Tuesday night agreed that it is less
crowded this year than in the past.
According to Wikander, even with

the heavy use of the library there have
been few complaints about students
making noise.

"We are hoping that students who
want to talk with their buddies will use
the group study rooms located at
either end of the library," he said.

"The only real noise complaint has
heen the sound the fire doors make
when they close," he added. "Some
students are propping them open,
which, of course, isn't what the
legislature had in mind when it

Office reopens for

Student Affairs,

inquiries welcome
The College Council decided at its

October
1 meeting to reactivate the

Student Affairs Office located op-
posite the Snack Bar in Baxter Hall.
The office will be open and staffed by
^ollege Council members
fnday from 7-8 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 6.

Students interested in viewing the
agenda or minutes of College Council
meetings, or in obtaining other in-
lormation about student government
»re urged to visit the office. Students
eJipressing concerns about college
iialters will also be directed to the
appropriate committee, college ad-
'^imstrator, or other college body.
The office will be open for more

lours on a regular basis as soon as a
Tiore complete workers' schedule can

^ organized. Any student, involved in
luclent government or not, interested
n staffing the office can conUct Ellen
ausey at (6280).

required them. The architect is

looking at ways to make the latches

less noisy."

Circulation within the library and
the nature of access to it were major
design considerations.

"At Stetson, we had seven doors all

over the place," said Wikander.

"Although Buildings and Grounds put

those battery operated alarms on

some of them, no one could hear them

see LIBRARY page 5

more women could be admitted
without lowering academic stan-

dards. This would result in a student

body that is diverse in aptitudes,

abilities, and interests.

The Buildings and Grounds Com-
mittee approved plans for an addition

onto Chapin Hall. The addition, as

presently designed, will consist of two
glass, one-story corridors leading east

from Chapin, joining a two-story

building that will serve as a new
music facility. Both the corridors and
the building will have a low profile in

order not to detract from Chapin it-

self.

One final item was noted with

particular pleasure by the Trustees—
the Williams' budget for the fiscal

year beginning July 1, 1975, is within

$20,000 of a balanced budget. For the

past several years, Williams has been

operating on a deficit.

Originally a luxury tax, the meals
tax has t)een a Massachusetts statute

since 1941. Hospitals and charities
were exempted, but not educational

institutions. Only restaurants
collected the tax until inflation

recently pushed college food expenses

over $1 a meal.

Riorden said that breakfast, lunch

and dinner in Williams dining halls

cost $.95, $1.50 and $2.15, respectively.

Both Riorden and College President

John W. Chandler oppose the tax.

"It's a large, unfair burden on college

students. Students on board contracts

do not have alternatives. Treating

Williams dining halls as restaurants is

the major flaw," Chandler said.

Earlier this year AICUM sought an
exemption for college students, but

the issue was never resolved.

Chandler testified before the Com-
mittee on Taxation January 28 in

favor of S.1384, the exemption bill.

"'Such an imposition of the tax after

thirty years of de facto exemption,"

he claimed, "is cruelly irrational, for

the burden will have to be borne by

those who by and large can afford it

the least ..."

State universities and colleges have

not collected the tax; the Director of

Fiscal Affairs at North Adams State

College confirmed that these schools

are seeking exclusion from the law.

"If the state students are exemp-

ted," Riorden said, "then it will be up

to the private colleges to pay. We'll

lose our political clout because most

Massachusetts state school students

are from Massachusetts. The state

couldn't care less if a resident of, say,

Pennsylvania (going to school here)

didn't want to pay the tax."

Two recent developments com-

plicate the situation. First, Governor

Michael Dukakis has proposed that

Governor Michael S. Dukakis has
proposed a sales tax as alternative to
the present meal tax. This would still

raise board fees, (photo by Rothstein)

the meal tax be eliminated completely

and a five per cent sales tax be ap-

plied to all food sales.

Second, the state House of

Representatives voted October 1 to

eliminate the exemption of meals

costing less than $1. If this is approved

by the Senate and the governor,

breakfasts would be taxable, raising

board costs $36 a semester. Exclusion

of the $.95 meal would reduce this

increase to $28.80.

Chandler pointed out that with the

current rate of inflation, the cost of

breakfast would exceed $1 within two

years.

Williams has been paying the tax on

retail food sales, such as snack bar

receipts, since July.

The Business Manager calculated

that the state would receive between

$98,000 and $122,000 a year from the

school when the meal tax begins.

Price rules govern liquor stores

Monday-
beginning

by Susan Gain

This is part two of a RECORD
scries analyzing consumer alternatives

in the college area.

A Record survey of liquor prices in

Williamstown and North Adams
shows little difference in price levels

among the five stores compared.

Despite the claims of many Williams

students that local merchants take

advantage of the college trade by

charging higher prices, the survey

revealed that price levels are largely

determined by wholesale rates, not by

proximity to the College.

According to the survey, beer prices

are highly standardized, while wine

prices vary somewhat from store to

store. Students wishing to economize,

especially on hard liquor, should seek

out lower Vermont prices, such as

those found at the state liquor store in

Pownal. A fifth of Smirnoff vodka

costs $4.45 in Pownal, as compared to

$5.95 at King's, $5.85 at the Taconic

Package store, and $5.55 at the Spirit

Shop.

Ray Smith, owner of King's Liquor

Store on Spring Street, said he

believed that most stores in the area

have similar rates. He said that

King's, like other local shops, "might

be a little more on one thing, a little

cheaper on another."

Smith explained that liquor prices

are based on a "Suggested Minimum
Consumer Resale Price List"

published bimonthly by the State of

Massachusetts. This publication gives

the current minimum price that a

store owner must charge.

According to Smith, most liquor

stores have their prices near this

baseline. He admitted that King's has

an advantage over other nearby

liquor stores because of its Spring

Street location. In general. King's

prices are somewhat higher than the

other stores'.

Dick Solomon, owner of the Taconic

Package Store on Water Street,

emphasized the high rate of change in

wholesale prices. He stressed that

these changes, which lead to retail

price hikes, occur so often as to make

the state's bimonthly minimum price

guideline outdated before the two

months are over. Solomon said that he

relies on the wholesalers' own
beverage index for current prices.

A third area liquor store, the Spirit

Shop on Cole Avenue, has apparently

kept its prices at the lowest level.

According to an employee there,

owner Bill LePage '"sits down with the

price list " and decides what would

constitute a reasonable mark-up on

liquor. His apparent concern is to stay

close to the suggested mark-up

rates—22 per cent on beer and 33 per

cent on wine—without overcharging

his customers.

The employee also mentioned that

different stores' policies for coping

with price changes make it difficult to

compare their prices at any one time.

For example, he said that the Spirit

Shop prices had not yet been raised to

accommodate the latest change in

costs, and this could be a partial

explanation of its seemingly lower

prices.

The Spirit Shop is the major sup-

plier of liquor to the various houses on

campus and offers ffll delivery

service.

An employee of the Colonial

Package Store on Route 2 in

Williamstown was disturbed by

Governor Dukakis's tax increases on

liquor. She said that such an increase

hurts businesses in this area because

of its proximity to Vermont.

In Vermont, liquor stores are state-

owned and prices are standardized.

The state does run specials of its own

for store operators, however. Those

who buy liquor during these sales can

i
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Student Power
A succession of campus organizations have been trying to

mobilize students over one political issue or another. Although
most students remain staunchly apolitical, a corps of tireless
organizers has waged campaigns for the rights of minorities,
environmental issues, world hunger, and, cojointly, for par-
ticular political candidates. We do not question the importance
of these issues nor of students taking an active role in their
resolution.

However, we do question whether the organizations on
campus have adequately represented or worked for student
interests. There are numerous political and social areas in
which the direct interests of students, "young people," etc. are
pitted against other interest groups. As a result of the con-
centration on more idealistic issues, campus organizations
have failed to adequately defend students in these struggles.

Over the summer and into this fall, the Massachusetts state
legislature has been moving to significantly raise board fees
through the application of the meal tax to colleges. (At
Williams, this could mean as much as $36 more per semester.

)

Given that most students have no alternative to the board plan
at Williams, this strikes us as discriminatory and a clear
example of an attack on the interests of students. Yet, while the
administration has joined with other colleges to fight the
measure, no student organization has come forward to channel
pressure against the legislature. Only the Williams Republican
Club has gone to the point of scheduling a speaker on the subject
(State Senator Fitzpatrick, on Friday).

Another bill, similarly bearing directly on students at
Williams has appeared before the legislature. This would raise
the drinking age to 19. Without debating the valid arguments on
both sides of this question, we do point out that it would have a
significant effect on the campus. If the bill is passed, the
number of students who could not legally drink on campus
would rise from 25 now to nearly six-hundred, one third of the
student body. As Gene Falk, manager of the Log, has said,
"You'd be setting aside almost all the freshman class as a
separate entity that couldn't associate with the rest of the
school on a social level."

We agree that campaigning for beer lacks the nobility of
fighting for starving children. Yet, here is an example of a
significant attempt to limit student rights not being fought by
the students themselves.

And what of the candidates we campaigned and voted for?
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis in a RecordAdvocate interview last

January noted that college students played a "very important
role" in his election. "Our network of full-time organization
people was entirely college students and graduate student staff.

And they were the most important single factor in the
decisiveness of the primary." The ReAd joined many other
college newspapers in endorsing Dukakis. What have we gotten
in return?

Since he became Governor, the state has significantly

raised fees in the state university system, notably cutting
educational services at UMass. Aid programs to colleges and
social services, many of which directly benefit students, have
been cut.

We believe that the campus organizations which seek to

claim the political allegiance and to represent the interests of

students should devote more of their time to the practical

concerns of students. Don't think there aren't enough issues to

keep any political activist busy. Without much concentration,

anyone can come up with a list of areas for attack.

Organizations should lobby for increased aid to colleges, less

discriminatory insurance rates for young people, improved
credit conditions for students and particularly women students,

and tax breaks and loan assistance for people just entering the

job market, to name just a few.

Indeed, let's fight for noble causes, but let's keep students

from becoming second class citizens in the process.

Viewpoint

Of rocks and things
by Reed Zars

I really don't know why so many
people want to rockclimb. The ac-

tivity is a very inefficient means of

gaining elevation, many times entails

bruises, burns, and cuts, and per-

petually brings one closer to the

precipice of death. It's big stuff, and it

hurts.

So this year at Williams the Outing

Club and the P.E. department are

running four classes a week in basic

instruction, and there still remain in

excess of 100 people who wish to

participate.

It is pleasing to find students now
interested in what is a very deman-
ding sport, and which in years past

has involved more words than
mountains. As we are incessantly

pulled from our own independence
(witness the maintainence tax and
house autonomy debate) climbing is

seen as an activity which is void of

supervision, lacking coaches and
deans, and leaves the responsibility to

the individual, where it belongs.

Several years ago there existed a

small clan of climbers who ate rocks

for breakfast and were viewed as

deviants, as indeed they were. These

characters have traditionally sup-

plied us with ample humor, and to

some brought home the vicarious

excitement and suspense of leaning

over 500 feet of air and spitting in the

wind of disaster.

Well, this year many people have
shown interest in supporting them-
selves but the numbers are so large

that no single director or organization

is able to cope with the logistics. This

Tuesday night at 7:00 p.m. at the base

of the climbing wall in Towne Field

.House a meeting has tieen called for

all interested cHmt)ers. It is my hope
that those of climbing interests will be

able to plot their own route, and be

responsible for their own direction.

Help Line trains volunteers
Help Line, Northern Berkshire's 24-

hour telephone information, referral

and crisis counseling service, has

eleven new volunteers as a result of its

latest training cycle. This brings the

total of active volunteers to 35.

According to Gil Salk, Help Line's

Director, the people in this training

group represent one of the more in-

teresting mixes he has seen. The age

range was from 17 to 60. People came
from Adams, North Adams, and

Pownal. Seven of the new volunteers

are students at North Adams State

College, the most volunteers Help

Line has ever had from the local

school.

Help Line trainees go through an 18-

hour training program consisting of

lectures, role-playing, and taking

actual shifts while accompanied by

more experienced volunteers. They
are thoroughly familiarized with Help

Line's extensive referral resources,

and introduced to Help Line's other

programs. These include the

Telephone Reassurance Service,

which makes daily calls to the elderly

to provide companionship and to tie

sure they are OK; Rent-A-Kid, a

listing of young people willing to do

odd-jobs such as babysitting,

housecleaning, yard work, etc.; and

the Ride Co-op, a list of people who
need rides or can offer rides.

In role-playing, the Help Line

trainees practice the skills they

learned during the lectures which

covered such topics as ways to handle

suicide calls, crisis intervention, drug

and alcohol problems, and sexuality.

Each trainee takes turns in the roles

of both Caller and volunteer.

Through this training, new volun-

teers learn to respond to the wide
range of calls received by Help Line

every day. Throughout their service

as Help Line volunteers, the training

continues in the form of on-going

supervision by Help Line's director

and volunteer co-ordinafor,

discussions with other volunteers, and
monthly meetings of volunteers.

Help Line conducts frequent

training sessions for people who wish

to become volunteers. Interested

people may call Help Line at 664-6391

for more information.

Two students with

Japanese leader
Two Williams students from Japan

are accompanying Japanese Em-
peror Hirohito on his state visit to the

United States.

Masahuru Kohno, a senior political

science major, and Yokiyushi
Sadaoka, a special student studying

economics, are assisting the Em-
peror's entourage in translating and
other duties. Emperor Hirohito's trip

to the United States is the first official

visit ever made by a Japanese ruler.

Kohno graduated from the faculty

of l^w at the University of Tokyo
before coming to Williams in 1974 as a

special student. Sadaoka, in his first

year at Williams, is a graduate of

Hitotsubashi University, where he
studied economics

Job Jots
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
BUSINKSS SCIIOOI, Nl(;|||

Date: Tues. Oct. I4lh

Time: 8:00 p.m.

Place: Physics Rm. 206

Participajits:

Stanford U. Bus. School
U. of Chicago Business School
Tuck School of Business
Dartmouth

All classes are welcome to join us
for the panel discussion and
question and answer period which
will follow.

ADVERTISING CAHKER
CONFERENCE
Date: Nov. 1st Fee: $5.00

Time: 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Place:

Fordham U., Lincoln Center
Campus, New York City

This conference is sponsored by

the Advertising Women of N.Y.
and Fordham U. College of

Business. It is designed to give

practical, in-depth information
about the Advertising & Com-
munications industry Conrirm
registration by Oct. 22.

RECRUITING SCHEDULE
October

7—Vanderbilt Law
8 Dean of Admissions at Prin-

ceton Seminary will be at OCC
to interview interested students

from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m. Sign up

sheet available at OCC.
14 NYU Law School

UVa. Business School

15 Stanford Business School

U. Chicago Business School

Tuck (Dartmouth) Business
U. Miami Law

THE PARACHUTE, the OCC
NEWSLETTER, will be delivered

to your box on October 7th. Please

let us know if there is a problem
with delivery. Additional copies

will be available at the OCC. We
thank Hal Masters, '79, for the new
logo.

ATTENTION:
Students returning from a year

or semester off—we would like to

have a report of your work and-

or study experience for use by

students planning time off.

Contact Sue Little, OCC, or

Nancy Mclntire Dean's Office.

PHILIP MORRIS MARKETING-
COMMUNICATIONS COM-
PETITION FOR COLLEGE
STUDENTS:
The program consists of a $1,000

grant for the development of a

marketing-communications
project about Philip Morris or its

non-tobacco products. Deadline for

proposals: DEC. 19, 1975.

Campus notes: Lord Robbins to visit
WOMEN'S CENTER

The Women's Center's Thursday
general meeting will be conducted at 8

p.m. at the Unitarian Universalist

Church, 81 Summer Street, North

Adams.
The program, presented by Can-

dace Julyan of Family Planning, is

entitled "Health Education in the

Home." There will be films and open
discussion concerning health issues.

Women of all ages are encouraged to

attend.

Women in need of transportation or

childcare should call the Center as

soon as possible to make
arrangements.

UDALL
A group of students have formed a

campus organization for promoting

the Presidential candidacy of

Congressman Morris K. Udall. An
organizational meeting has been set

for 7 p.m. on Wednesday, October 8 in

the Makepeace room in Greylock.
Students already interested in

working for Udall will be told of im-
pending projects. For those students
who are still undecided, Udall
literature will be available and any
questions will be welcome.
Anyone wishing further information

may contact Ken Bertsch or Scott
Hoot at 6716.

LORD ROBBINS

Lord Robbins, a distinguished
British economist, will give a lecture
entitled, "The Economics of the Arts:
Prices, Management, Public Sup-
port" at 4:,30 p.m., Thursday at the
Clark Art Institute in Williamstown.
The lecture is open to the public and is

sponsored by the Institute and the
Williams Department of Economics.
Lord Robbins of Clare Market,

formerly known as Lionel C. Robbins,

was professor of economics from 1929

to 1961 at the University of London and

previously had taught at Oxford and

the London School of Economics. He

has written numerous books on

economics and has also served in

government positions.

Since 1952 Lord Robbins has been a

member of the Board of Trustees of

the National Gallery and he has been

Director of the Royal Opera House,

Covent Garden, since 1956 and

chairman of the Court of Governors

from the London School o£ Economics

since 1968. He also served as a trustee

of the Tate Gallery and from 1961 to

1971 was chairman of "Financial

Times."

Delicious Sandwiches French Fries

LEO'S LUNCHEONETTE
Fabulous Pizzas and Grinders!

Soda Dairy Products Candy

122 Cole Avenue
458-3238

Open 7 days a week
5 A.M.- 12 Midnight

KING'S LIQUOR

STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

Plenty of All Types Beer

Spring Street Williamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458-5948
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Interest in religion rises \it ^iPM^ ' -» ijft-ii*'V ;•

by John Rlndlaub

Religion at Williams is alive and

thriving according to John D. Eusden,

college chaplain, and various heads of

student religious organizaUons.

Eusden, who is also advisor to the

Chapel Board, explained that

historically Williams has been a

church-oriented school. Although

mandatory bimonthly services were

abrogated in 1962, it was not until 1968

that services were abolished

altogether. According to Eusden,

there was something wrong with

preaching at Williams, a college

which claimed and still claims to be a

kind of living laboratory for American

pluralism."

A series of Chapel Board dessert-

discussions on Friday evenings have

taken the place of the old services.

Eusden said he feels that these lend a

give-and-ta^e quality not found in

more traditional . .secxices^ In these

discussions, Speakers from all

religious backgrounds are invited to

"come share recent thinking about a

problem he or she is working on that

provokes religious or moral

discussion in an informal setting,"

Eusden said.

Attendance at the first three
discussions this fall has been well

above previous norms. On September
26, 40 students listened to Ali

Allmaker, Professor of Philosophy at

North Adams State College, speak
about "Psychic Research and Sur-

vival". Last week, Norvon Hein from
the Yale Divinity School spoke to a

group of 50 students about his per-

sonal attraction to monotheism and
yoga.

Other religious organizations are

also flourishing at Williams. Charles

Hummel, '76, one of 5 chairmen of the

Christian Fellowship, described the

group as "providing an opportunity

for Christians to come together

weekly and to get to know each other

spiritually through singing, prayer,

and sharing. Unlike the Chapel Board,

we are not an openieRLun.for4deaB-but ~

we certainly support the Board, which

provides an opportunity for in-

teresting speakers and a melange of

religious backgrounds."

Hummel described the Wednesday

THE WILLIAMS FILM SOCIETY
PRESENTS

Friday, October 10th

A Film By FRANCOIS TRUFFAuf'STOLEN KISSES"
Otiju* Scnplm Oukigui B( fRMCOfi IRUfFWI-CmUOf iW;iyR»I-Bf RMDO REVON

Produad Bt Im Fihra do Cvnini - In ProdiicUon MiiUi Umcm - COLOR by Dcluie

DisliibulB) b» LOPERI PICIURfS CORPOMIION r^TIMSmiCtfO PtflM, iM4«> * Ml Idmitlld

7 & 9: 30 P.M.

This week's main presentation is "Stolen Kisses" at 7 & 9:30 p.m. French

director Francois Truffaut continues the misadventures of Antoine Doinel

as he follows his young here through a series of improvised episodes into his

education of the boudoir and a lovely little affair.

Our second feature is "And Then There Were None" at 11:30 p.m. Agatha

Christie's story "Ten Little Indians" has been made into several films but

the first was the tjest. Ten strangers are invited out to a remote island for a

party. One by one, they disappear ... Who done it?

EXTRA BONUS ... The Fifth-chapter of the serial "Flash Gordon's Trip

to Mars" featuring Buster Grabble confronting Ming and the Clay People.

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction: It Happened One Night and Ninotctika

Stanford MBA
REPRESENTATIVE
COMING TO CAMPUS

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15

A representative of the Stanford Graduate School of

Business will be on campus to discuss with interested

students the exceptional educational opportunity of

the Stanford MBA Program.

Appointments may be made through

The Office of Career Counseling

The Stanford MBA program Is a two-year general

management course of studies designed for highly

qualified men and women who have majored in

litteral arts, humanities, science, or engineering, and

wish to develop management skills to meet the br«ad

responsibilities which will be required In both the

private and public sectors In the future.

THE STANFORD UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Stanford, California 94305

evening turnouts as excellent, with
attendance, averaging about 40
people. The organization also plans to

break up into smaller meetings for

Bible study. "The Fellowship has
definitely grown since its beginnings
in 1968," Hummel said. "In fact, we
are now completely student run,

relying on small funds from neigh-

boring parishes".

The Christian Fellowship also plans

to make a concerted effort this year to

get to know the Christians from other

campuses, Hummel said. In addition,

they hope to sponsor speakers and
continue their wide array of social

activities.

The Newman Association provides

similar opportunities for Catholics at

Williams. A liturgy is held every

Sunday in the DriscoU Lounge,
followed by dinner. These liturgies

are written by a student sub-

commifteer William Greiter, one of

the organization's chairmen, com-
mented that "turnouts have averaged
around 100, the best in recent years."

The Association has also started

prayer groups and informal
discussion, song, and prayer meetings

known as agapes. It also features

many prominent speakers, including

Rev. Francis S. Winters, S.J., who will

speak tomorrow evening on the topic,

"Ethics and Nuclear Strategy."

According to Elliot Cowan, '77, the

Jewish Association is also ex-

periencing exceptional turnouts at

their activities, which include lox and
bagel brunches, informal Shabbat

Services with communal dinners,

speaker programs and social outings.

Eusden commented that "much of

the strength of the Chapel Board is

due to the representation of members
from each of the three student run

Formerly the site of mandatory chapel services, the Thompson Memorial
Chapel is felt by most students through the dally ringing of its chimes. Religious
activity on campus is, however, on the rise. (photoby Everett)

organizations." The Board, explained

Eusden, presently consists of 37

members from all religious

backgrounds, with at least 20 more
desiring membership. "We strive for

the power of ideas through the

diversity of membership," he said.

"Gone, too," Eusden continued, is

the day I recall in 1966 when the only

religion major was tested orally for

his final by the 4 professors in the

department. This year there are 22

majors, many of whom will become
doctors, lawyers, bankers, and
businessmen."

The department, according to

Eusden, is an inter-disciplinary, non-

moralizing approach to the meaning
of religion. "In fact," he added, "I

think I am the only church-goer in it."

Eusden cited the hiring of Barbara
Nadel, both the first woman and the

first Jew in the department, as

evidence of its diversity and depth.

The fever that wont break:
THE RISING COSTOFA MEDICAL EDUCATION.

Like most thing

attending medical scKiol

has risen shorply

over the lost

decade. To many
medical students

that cost repre-

sents a heavy
burden, a finoncia

problem that can
affect your con-
centration.

It needn't be
that way. The
Armed Forces

Health Professions

Scholarship Progrc

was originated to

free you from those

worries. Men and
women who qualit,

will have the costs of

their medical educa-
tion covered, and
will also receive a
substantial monthly

allowance.
The program offers

rTKjre than tuition and
salary: it offers you the

opportunity to begin

your practice under very

favorable conditions. As a health care officer in

the military branch of your choice, you'll find

yourself with responsibilities fully in keeping with

your training, and with the time and opportunity to

observe a full spectrum of medical specialties.

When you decide on the specialty you wish to

pursue, you may find yourself taking those

graduate nnedical studies at one of our many

large and modern medical centers. If so, you can

count on that training being second to none.

Both the clinical and research work being done

in them hove nnade Army, Navy and Air Force

hospitals o major new national medical resource

It's a long road, but the first step is simple Just

send in the coupon. The detoils we send you may

make the whole way a little smoother

AN INIPODUCTION TO THE STUDY Of DISFASE"

PUBLISHED BY LEA & fEBIGER - PHILADELPHIA

Armed Forces Health Core
DEDICATED TO HEALTH CARE AND
THE PEOPLE WHO PRACTICE IT

Aimed fo'ces Scholarsfiios • Z-CN-C5
PC BovAF
Peo'io IL ftVjVl

ve-^ ' om interested in Armed Forces HeaifH Professions

Sct^oiorship opportunities I understond there IS no obligation

I am especioHv interested in

Army [" Now 'Z An Tofce

:"Pt>v5ician C Dental l: Podiatry' D Optometrv

; : Veterinary' D Psychology (PhD)'
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ReflectionsenoitOOllofl Thompson series opens season ^

Recital held in Chapin
.*

It was about eight o'cleck on a

Thursday night and the large wooden
spools were being rolled down into

place—chairs set up in the

t>ackground and around the tables.

The microphones and speakers were
already wired up and waiting. The
RathskeUar was once again being

turned into the Williams Coffee
House.

At ten minutes past eight, two faces

appeared in the small windows of the

back doors and Roy Bookbinder and
"Pats" Kaplin walked in. It was Roy's

seventh time (in six years of

professional performing) in the

RathskeUar. Kaplan had been with

Bookbinder for three of those visits.

They were tired after their tiiree and a
half hour drive up from New York
City—they were slow moving and low
talking,._ __^ :

—

: z.—
Bookbinder and Kaplin play the

blues. But they- also live the blues.

We'd bet Bookbinder would give

almost anything to have been born in

Clyatville, Georgia on a farm—the son

uf a^migfaiil^arm worker. But he
wasn't. And he tries his best to

compensate for it, to justify his

singing of the blues. Now, at quarter
past eight, he was quietly sipping

Irish c(rffee, head hung low—yet alert.

Hestarted tatalk: Performers^offeii

like to do this before a performance. It

relaxes them. Bookbinder spoke of the

trip to England which began his

career. "The British audiences go
crazy over the blues—it's in their

blood." He went over there a nobody,
he said, and came back a nobody—but
he had gotten started in the business.

He was invited on a concert tour of

Sweden until they found out he was
white ("who wants a wiiite blues

singer"). He brought Kaplin into the

act about two and a half years ago.

The fiddle, he felt, added a new
quality (a whining one—just right for

the blues) to the music.

Kaplin was a real deadpan—almost
never said anything, played ab-

solutely straight as if the music never
effected him. "It's a tenor banjo,"

Kaplin said as he cuddled his new
baby. He noticed a broken string and
(in an attempt to find a new one) said,

"Does anyone around here play

guitar?" Bookbinder perked up and
said "yeah, I do!" "Oh, right,"

finished Kaplin—and he wasn't kid-

ding. He got his E string. Bookbinder

got his respect back, and the two went
off to shoot some pool.

By 8:50, the RathskeUar was

starting to fill up—the tables were
gone ahd people had begun standing in

the back. A glance around that room
always draws a series of mixed
thoughts and emotions. A converted

movie house, the screen area now acts

as a backdrop for the performers—the
projection booth (with its minute

glass window as ready as ever for

use) now serves as the "kitchen."

Though most of the room has been

repainted, the pillars, with their

combination pop-op art, still remind
the audience of the days when the

RathskeUar housed Common Blood—
the first Williams Coffee House. Back
in those days, in the late sixties, the

coffee house was an attempted im-

mitation of the Greenwich Village

underground coffee houses (it got the

underground part at least). It was a
haven—a congregation place—for the

"troubled youths of a troubled

generation; a mecca, a temple to the

revolutionary spirit of the counter-

culture." The music and audiences

reiterated this point Now the music is

smoother. The RathskeUar is wearing
a worn and overused surface.

Square dancing,

jazz te^hif^ampus
The Williams Outing Club (WOC)

will sponsor a "Whoop it up type

square dance on Friday, October 10.

The dance will feature "The Little

Band" of Gill, Massachusetts with

"Smitty" calling.

"Smitly" is a singing caller with an
extensive repertoire of dances.
"Smitty" reaUzes that people at

Williams have little if any square
dancing experience and plans to

provide as much instruction as is

needed to get people started.

The dance will run from 9 p.m. to I

a.m. at the Greylock Dining Hall.

Admission will be $1.50; $1.00 for WOC
members.

The Williams Coffee House will

present an evening of Jazz o}n Friday
Oct. 10. The featured performers will

be Endless Summer, a seven piece

band composed of Tom Piazza
(piano), Gary Miller (drums), Steve

Robinson (trumpet), Rob Comer
(t)aritone Sax), Bob Montero (guitar

and flute). Ken Inchalik (tenor sax)

and Don Harlow (bass). In the

RathskeUar from 9 to 12 pm, ad-

mission is free.

by Mark DeBellls

Jan De Gaetani, mezzo-soprano, and
Gilbert Kalish, pianist, presented a

program of songs for the year's first

Thompson Concert in Chapin Hall on

Tuesday, September 30. The program
consisted of groups of songs by
Haydn, Chausson, and Ives.

De Gaetani, well-known for her

versatility in performances of early

music with the New York Pro Musica
and her interpretations of the con-

temporary works of George Crumb,
presented a varied and interesting

recital which was dramatically for-

ceful, though it never sacrificed

musicianship merely for vocal
display. The mezzo-soprano sang with

a pleasant, clear, and even |one, not

especiaUy big or rich, but sensitively

controlled to produce expressive and
tasteful dramatic effects. Kalish was
sensitive in his accompaniment.
De Gaetani opened the recital With

seven English songs by Haydn,
selected from his Original Can-
zonettas of 1794-1795. While for the

most part, these songs adhered to the

traditional strophic or da capo set

formsM the time,Jn4hem De Gaetani
and Kalish projected a rich variety of

moods and feelings. The light,

graceful runs and triplet figures in the

piano of "The Mermaid's Song," for

example, contrasted expressively

with the starkly dramtic setting of

Shakespeare's "She Never Told Her
Love," which followed. The
mysterious chromatic lines of "The
Wanderer" were emphasized by its

juxtaposition with the harmonically

more innocent "Pastoral Song."
Throughout, the duo emphasized the

dramatic nature of each song;
however, their success relied more on
their approach to the music than to

the text, because De Gaetani's diction

tended to be somewhat inexact. But
her solid musical approach more than
compensated for the difficulty one had
understanding the words.

A romantic contrast was provided

with five songs by the French com-
poser Ernest Chausson (1855-1899). A
forerunner of impressionists such as

Ravel and Debussy, Chausson was at

his tjest in these short expressions of

mood rather than in long, complicated

formal works. De Gaetani sang with a
more sensuous sound in these pieces,

evoking a more lyrical, dreamlike
quality.

THE
NICKELODEON

55 Spring St.-Williamstown, Mass.

A BRIEF VACATION
October 8-9 Wednesday-Thursday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
Vittorio de Sica {Bicycle Thief, Shoeshine . . .) directs a warm and lovely film about a young
woman whose convalescent confinement at a mountain sanatorium becomes a brief vacation—
from the hopeless poverty of her everyday life as weU as from her nagging and selfish relatives.

Florinda Bolkan plays Clara, the tubercular girl who blooms in the mountain air, rejuvenated
by kindness, romance and by a new and sudden awareness of her own inner strength. This is de
Sica's last, posthumously released film. (1975) Italian with subtitles. Recommended.

f

AMERICAN GRAFFITI
October 10-11 Friday-Saturday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
George Lucas (THX 1138) directs a wonderful, vibrant film about the innocence of life in

California in the early 1960's. American Graffiti 's power and quality derive from its ability to

deal specifically with a time, a place, a style of life and a state of mind . . . and yet retain a

genuinely universal quality in its exploration of that wrenching period of decision-making that

separates the adolescent from the adult world. Framed between sunset and sunrise, Lucas'

young people rock through a neon-lit series of very funny yet absolutely serious adventures

which more or less determine the courses of the rest of their lives. Starring Richard Dreyfuss

{The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz), Ronny Howard, Paul Le Mat and Charlie Martin

Smith. One of the New York Times 10 Best of 1973 and a personal favorite of mine. Therefore

Highly Recommended. >

THE LAST TANGO IN PARIS
'

October 12-13-14 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday 7:00 PM & 9:15 PM
Now that most of the dust has settled, the Nickelodeon presents Bernardo Bertolucci's The

ImsI Tango in Paris, a desperately—even violently—romantic tale of love's loneliness and

yearning. This was one of those films that millions of people went to see for the wrong reasons

andcameaway disappointed. Though (justly) rated X, Last Tango is abso\\He\y »o<askin

flick. Marlon Brando turns in one of his best performances since A Streetcar Named Desire as a

middle aged expatriot who has lost his wife and, in his sorrow, embarks upon a purely physical

liaison with Maria Schneider, a young married woman of great beauty and mystery. An honest,

often amusing film about the darker faces of love. One of the New York Times 10 Best Films of

1973. Rated X.

A set of songs by the Italian opera

composer Vincenzo BeUini (1802-1835)

featured a more conservative har-

monic language and classical form. A
composer of the bel canto tradition,

Bellini demanded from his per-

formers a clear, not massive, but lyric

quality which was amply provided by
De Gaetani. Rather than choosing

"pot-boiler" arias from Bellini's

major operas such as Norma and
Somnambula, she devoted more to

lyricism and musicality and less to

drawing attention toward her
technique.

The most unusual items on the

program were a set of songs by

Charles lyes. Interesting, eyen biz-

zare, effects abounded in these works,

as in the rippUng water of "The
Housatonic at Stockb^idge," and the

shouting pianist in "The Circus
Band." A song like "The Indians,"

with its slow, Irregular rhythms and
ostinato-like chords, was com-
plemented by the moody, frenetic,

energetic setting from "Paracelsus"
of Browning. Especially interesting

was the mezzo-soprano's tedinioupi

Keats' "Like a Sick Eagle," whi!
nearly all the notes were conneciedb!
contijfuous slides, giving in iT

composers own words, a "weak and

dragging" effect. The piano
„;.

companiment was especially
involved

and complex in these pieces.

A concert like this illustrated
ho^

an enjoyable vocal recital can Ik

interestingly programmed
entirely

without recourse to old operatic

standbys, like the more popular ariai

of Verdi and Puccini. At the sanit

time, De Gaetani chose to strey

musical values over purely vocal

ones, although in her single encore-a

Charles Ives arrangement of \

spiritual—she demonstrated,
i

tn-illiance and freedom which she had

previously chosen not to overuse. Itii

only unfortunate that, especially
ai

this point in the semraiter,_the concert

was sparsely attended; the en-

thusiasm of those who were then

attested to their experience not only i

great singing but also of great

musicianship.

Briefly noted
A highly arbitrary guide of alternatives to grinding.

Tuesday, October 7

Rebel Without a Cause (American, 1955). James Dean, Natalie Wood, ai^

Sal Mineo star in story of troubled youth. Bronfman, 7 : 30 p. m.
The Green Wall (Spanish, 1970) . The trials of a Peruvian family that movet

to the jungle, directed by Armano Godoy. Weston, 7 : 30 p.m.
Phcdre presented by Le Treteau de Paris. In French. Tickets $3. Adam

Memwial Theatre, 8:30 p.m.

Dorian Woodwind Quintet performs works by contemporary composen
and Beethoven's Quintet in E flat, Opus 4, recently set for winds. Tickets $lj

Clark Art Institute, 8:30 p.m.

Tokyo String Quartet in Troy at Emma Willard School, performing woriu

by Haydn, Bartok, and Beethoven. Kiggins Auditorium. Tickets $3.50.

Arabesque on CBS (3) at 11:30 p.m., starring Gregory Peck and Sophia

Lorea

Wednesday, October 8

Poetry Reading by Jdhn Frederick Nims, Visiting Professor of Literatun^

and author of four books of poetry, -reading his own works. DriscoU (Fitdi

Prospect) Lounge, 8 p.m.

Jon Lucien and Joe Beck, with special guest Petris at the Palace Theatre^

CUnton Avenue, Albany. 8 p.m. Tickets, $5-$6. 445-1725.

Waiting for Godot atSUNY Albany Performing Arts Center. 8 p.m. 445-1725.

Thru Saturday.

Thursday, October 9

Lecture by British Economist Lord Robbins of Clare Market. "The

Economics of the Arte: Prices, Management, PubUc Support" Clark Art I*

stitute, 4:30 p.m.

On the Waterfront (American, 1954). Oscar-winner starring Marion

Brando, Lee J. Cobb, and Eva Marie Saint; directed by EUa Kazan. U- Bronf-

man at 7 and 9 p.m. 1

Lecture by Eloy R. Gonzalez, Asst. Professor of Spanish, Wheaton College

"Functionalidad y diversidad del discurso en el Amadis de Gaula: el lancet

eroticoy el lance beUico." Weston, 8p,m. (Probably In Spanish.)
Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid on CBS (3) at 9 p.m. Stars James Coburn and.

Kris Kristofferson. Pat goes after life-long friend BiUy.
Snows of Killmajaro on CBS at U:30 p.m. Stars Gregory Peck, Susan

Hayward, and Ava Gardener. Novelist searches for life's meaning.
Friday, October 10

Stolen Kisses (French, 1968) directed by Francois Truffaut at 7:20 and 9:30.

Account of youthful love. And Then There Were None, (American, 1945) at 11:30

p.m. Agatha Christie thriller directed by Rene Clair. Flash Gordon (chapters)
at 7:00 p.m. Bronfman, $1 each complete show.

Freshman Speakhig Contest at Jesup Hall Auditorium, 7 p.m.
A Raisin in the Sun by Lorraine Hansberry, directed by Michael Knight

'77. Studio Theatre of Adams Memorial Theatre. Admission free but tickets

r^uired (distributed downsteirs atAMT from 7 p.m. ) . Thru Saturday.
Williams Coffee House presents an evening of Jazz with Tom Piazza's

7-

"

piece group and others. 9-12 p.m. at the RathskeUar. Admission free.
Square Dance with "Smitty's Band" and singing caUer. Greylock Dininj

Hall from 9 p.m.-l a.m. Admission charged.
„ CoUege Area .

Mr. Deeds Goes to Town, 7:30 p.m.. Gamble Auditorium, Mount Holyoke

DDctorZhlvago,8p.m.,MerrillCenter,AmherstCollege. ThruSunday. i

p m^""®"
Symphony Orchestra, Concert Hall, Fine Arts Center, UMass. I

Stan Kenton appears at Student Unipn Ballroom, UMass, 10 p.m. $4.

Around the Ch*cuit

Blood, Sweat, and Tears in concert with The Stanky Brown Group at Th«
Palace Theatre, Clinton Ave., Albany. $5 in advance, $6 at the door.

r«-.,'*"o.^*J''''
'''"^ *"^ country singer-guitarist, 8:30 p.m.. Gaffe Una, «

Phila. St, Saratoga Springs. 584-9789.

Saturday, October 11 '

The Mouse that Roared (British 1959). Bronfman. 1 :30 p m., $ 75.
FelUnl Roma (Italian, 1972). Bronfman, 7:30 and9:30 p.m.
Some Like It Hot on ABC (8) atU:30p.m„ starring Jack Lemmon and Tony

Ipurtis.

Around the Circuit

li^

Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops Orchestra, Concert Hall, Fine Arts

Center, UMass. Admission charged.
Lollta, 8 pm., -nshman HaU, Bennington,

omlng up soon
Pat Webb, guitarist at the Clark Art Museum (October 12)

.

\ Master Gunfighler. The Return of the Pink Panther. The Towering InferK*

fM * a»ewell Mjj^ggjyy various and assorted PitUfield cinemas.

1
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Bookbinder, Kaplin perform

Coffee House gets underway

Sophefnore Dan Sullivan strides through the colorful Berkshire foliage in recent
'ross-country meet in this week's Photo of the Week. Stew Read was the

hotoqrapher.

by Tom Herwitz
The country blues of Bookbinder

and Kaplin kicked off the fall season
of the Williams Coffee House Thur-
sday night. A surprisingly large

crowd turned out to hear the virtuoso

guitar and fiddle of this fairly low-key

group.

Michele Cutsforth opened the

concert playing both modern and
traditional folk music. She played
Joni Mitchell on her dulcimer and a

group of classic folk songs on the

guitar. And she sang. Cutsforth has a

remarkable voice. And even though
she said that she was still suffering

from a long-time case of laryngitis,

she sang with absolute clarity and
resonance, and proved that she is one
of the finest performers on campus.
JBookbinder and Kaplin came on and
performed for almost two hours. The
music was quite good, and was per-

formed with amazing feeling (Book-

binder was carried away with every

song), but even so, at times it did not

seem to have the necessary feeling for

superior blues. The fiddle playing was
quite nicely done, but still it didn't

really move the audience. The two

went through a whole repertoire of

blues music—Mississippi John Hurt,

Pink Anderson, Rev. Gary Davis—
and before each group of songs Book-

binder told the stories of his meeting

and playing with these immortal

musicians. The music was slow and
quiet; a somt)er yet alive mood fell

over the crowd.

Then it all started to break down. As
had happened last year, the per-

formers got upset by the noise in the

coffee house. Though the 150 to 200

people that were there were actually

being relatively quiet, it nonetheless

must have shattered the performers'

confidences. They even went as far as

to offer two dollars to one member of

the audience if he would leave.

Tasteless and Rude. Then Kaplin

stopped playing in the middle of the

next song, and the concert ended.

Unprofessional. It was quarter to

twelve, so that only fifteen minutes of

the concert were cut out—but the real

problem was the bad taste it left after

an otherwise enjoyable evening.

The Coffee House is a great place to

go to hear high quality music. It is an
unusual place and one which is

rightfully gaining more recognition.

Its relaxed and relaxing atmosphere
permits a truly soothing, low-key

evening of entertainment.

Grudin proposes African trip
Eva Grudin, lecturer in Art, is

trying for the jackpot again. Before an
enthusiastic group of , students in

Bronfman auditorium she unfolded

zphs break into win column, 16-7
FOOTBALL from page 6

)unts blocked in the hosts two

irevious games. The Ephs exploited

his weakness all day by putting

trong pressure on Carragher.

The Jim Baldwin to Tom Redden

tassing combination highlighted the

est of the day for the Ephs. The duo

licked on six completions for 85

ards, mostly on short swing passes

ollowed by a jSruising run. Yet the

phs, despite moving the ball well in

he fourth quarter, were unable to put

,ny more points on the board.

With the exception of two long

passes resulting in nothing, the

Yellowjackets spent the rest of the

game trying to see how many carries

Corp could get. The sophomore ran
well, gaining 89 yards on 26 carries.

The nine-point victory was im-

portant basically because it got the

Ephs into the win column for the first

time, and not because it was anything

as statistically impressive as last

year's 38-zip rout. "We did a lot of

things well, but there are still some
thing we have to improve on,"

remarked Coach Odell after the win,

"We should have scored a couple

more touchdowns."

Scoreboard
VARSITY FOOTBALL (1-0-1)

Williams 7 7 2

WATER POLO (0-4)

Rochester 7

W) Null 3 run (Cramer kick)

W) Agostini 35 pass
interception (Cramer kick)

R) Corp 1 run (kick)

W) Safety blocked punt

VARSITY SOCCER (2-0)

Williams 2 1

Union 1

W) Hield 2, Rouse
U ) Jeffries

Williams -0

Bost. Coll. 22

Williams 6

MIT- 15

Williams-5
Bowdoin 22

Williams-2
South. Conn. 14

FRESHMAN FOOTBALL (0-1)

Williams 14

Trinity • 20

FRESHMAN X-COUNTRY
Mt.Hermon24 Albany St. 37

Williams35 Williams (JV) 20

VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY (5-0)

AlbanySt,32 Vermont32 JV FIELD HOCKEY (2-1)

Williams 23 Williams23 Wesleyan 1 Mt, HolyokeO

Williams4 Williams3

FIELD HOCKEY (1-1-1)

Wesleyan 1

Williams 2

WOMEN'S TENNIS (5-0)

Wesleyan
Williams - 9

FRESHMAN SOCCER
Williams 4 0- 4

Union 1 - 1

Williams
Middlebury 1

Offensively, the line of Paul
Zabroske, Rich DiSalvo, Lew Kitchin,

John Solar, and Tim Dunn opened up

good holes for leading rushers Null

and Charlie Carrier. Tom Redden
followed up his ECAC Honorable

Mention performance of a week ago

with a strong game, this week in the

role of blocker-receiver.

For the second week in a row the

Purple defense was tough, despite

having very few points to work with.

Ends Mages and Costello, at the risk

of sounding redundant, played tough

again, as did Scott Perry, who picked

off his first pass in two years. Tackle

Dave Kurfess played his strongest

game to date, also.

Eight years ago, the last time

Williams beat Rochester on the road,

it followed a tie with Trinity at home.

That Eph team went on to finish 7-0-1

and won the Little Three.

Students flock

to new facility

LIBRARY from page 1

go off in other parts of the library.

Anyone CDuId^usTwalk out."

Sawyer Library is equipped with a

series of exits which must open to

meet safety standards. However,
these are armed with loud alarms
which "we hope will deter people from
just walking out with books," noted

Wikander.

On the other hand, he added,

"There's no practical way to stop

thieving."

A reference librarian pointed out

that Stetson Library, with its open

stacks had about the same "rip-off"

rates as Harvard's Widener Library,

which has closed stacks.

"If we find that a lot of books are

disappearing, we'll have to take

stronger security measures as the

library at North Adams State has had
to do," said Wikander. "There are

outlets by the doors and in the pillars

by the circulation desk for electric

gadgets to sense if books are being

stolen."

Minor installation work is still going

on. In addition, some of the new
equipment has broken. "The swivel

chairs in the carrels have a tendency

to pull out the bolts holding them to

the floor. We're replacing them with

stronger bolts," Wikander said.

Wikander estimated that all interior

work will be completed by November.

There will be an organizational

meeting for people (all students)

interested in WSP in Spain Wed-

nesday, 8 October 1975 at 7:00 p.m.

at the Weston Language Center

Lounge.

CLASSIFIEDS

Yes, there Is finally a way to sell that extra Triumph or find a seconfl-

hand Rose—the Record classifieds. Not only are they Inexpensive, but your

ads will be seen by over 2000 people on campus. The rate is 30 cents for the

first line of up to eight words (a telephone number equals one word), and 25

cents for each additional I Ine, or part of a I Ine.

EXAMPLE: 10 words equals 55 cents for one Issue, $1.10 for two issues,

1.65 for three issues, etc.

Enclose total payment for the number of issues you want your ad to run

IN CASH along with your ad copy In an envelope addressed to the Record

and leave It with Mrs. Marlowe In the Baxter Hall mallroom. Ads will be

published as soon as possible—see the masthead for deadline information.

Remembcr-CASH ONLY PLEASEII.

WANTED
Itarto ampllfltr and-or speaKers In good condition. M4-«10S.

Unelaimed
Sieltolarsiltips
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and

fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of

these sources researched andcompiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handiinq

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Name.

Address.

City_ .State. .Zip.

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

#
.^.VVUMS Boo^^^

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

458-5717

WILIIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

plans for her three week study of

contemporary art of West Africa

which will take place during Winter

Study. Students interested in the

-venture should contact Grudin.

Grudin and the fourteen students

she selects to accompany her must
raise nearly ten thousand dollars to

cover expenses. At the meeting she

urged the group to come up with ideas

for a^eryice auction tobe held in the

near future. With connections she

made last spring, Grudin has made
arrangements for a number of

students to appear on "Ten Thousand

Dollar Pyramid". The proceeds will

be donated to the trip.

In support of her trip, the Art

Department will be sponsoring

Saturday matinees in Bronfman. The

films will include such classics as

"Top Hat", "Alice in Wonderland",

with W.C. Fields, "The Day the Earth

Stood Still", and "Red Balloon", plus

cartoons.

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

state Senator John Fitzpatrick will

speak this Friday, October tenth,

in Drtecoll Lounge at 2:30 p.m. His

topic will be "School Exemption to

the State Meal Tax." All members
of the college community are in-

vited. This is the first in a

Speakers' Series sponsored by the

Williams Republican Club.

POOH

PERPLEX

Distributing money to those who

sold books this semester

Check campus list I

r"
THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORSWINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Willlamstown

Phone 458-3704
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Ephs nudge Rochester, 1^-7
by Tim tayden

The varsity football-team broke into

the win column for the first time

Saturday with a 16-7 triumph over the

University of Rochester on the lasers'

-field. The Ephs improved somewhat
on last week's tie with Trinity, but still

turned the ball over four times,

keeping the final score much lower

than it could have beea
The key to the win was the

scrambling pressure defense em-
ployed by the Ephs, which forced

Rochester quarterback Brian PaSley

into his pre-Bud Grant Fran
Tarkenton impression repeatedly.

The Ephs, playing before a rather

passive homecoming cro/vd of 4,006,

moved the ball extremely well on the

ground all afternoon. Senior Billy Null

was the workhorse of the Eph back-

field, garnering 62 yards on 24 carries.

When both teams traded punts for

the first ten minutes of the contest,

visions of another long, dull Trinity

afternoon were sent dancing through

the heads of the Purple contingent in

Rochester. Quarterback Jim Baldwin

quickly put an end to any such

thoughts in a well-engineered 16-play,

80 yard drive at the close of the first

stanza. The result was a three-yard

Null plunge and the first touchdown of

the 1975 season.

With six minutes remaining in the

first half and Williams leading 7-0,

Pasley had not completed a single

pass, courtesy of the fierce pass rush.

His first completion of the day

resjilted in a 35 yard touchdown^for

Williams.

Three plays before the completion,

Pasley had attempted to hit split end

Ralph Gebhart with a quick toss in the

# M- 1^^'*^

W.'
if ,l"l

Ephwoman Shailah Stewart moves ball upfield in 2-1 win over Wesleyan. In

background are (I. to r.), Liza Olsen, Amy Kendwall, Val Corning, and Bland
Goddin. (photo by McClellan)

flat, but rover John Agostini stepped

in and broke the play up, only to be

called for interference. Despite the

call, it was apparent that Agostini had

something up his sleeve. When Pasley

displayed the patience of Hie Nastase

by repeating the play, Agostini

stepped in and returned the in-

terception 35 yards to paydirt. Kevin

Cramer's placement put the Ephs in

front 14-0.

At this point, it seemed feasible that

the Ephs would run away with the

game, but an entire half without

turnovers just didn't seem to suit the

Ephs.

Don Wallace, inserted into the game
just before halftime, spotted Dave
Parker deep down the middle, having

beaten AU-American Ralph Gebhart

badly. But Wallace underthrew
Parker, and Gebhart (whose greatest

talent among talents seems to be

luck) grabbed the toss ^fter two

deflections. ' ".

This led to the Yellowjackets only

score of the day on a one-yard dive by

tough tailback Mike Corp. Wallace

pumped up Gebharts interception

total with a pass attempted for Dave
Mielcarz just before the gun.

The Ephs managed to ignore the

brief charge of the now reborn hosts

by marching 61 yards in 14 plays to the

Rochester four, where Null gave the

Yellowjacket alums something to yell

about by fumbling, with U of R
recovering. The excitement was short

lived, however, as three plays later,

Scott Perry blocked a Bob Carragher

punt. The ball rolled through the end

zone and the Eph lead was now 16-7.

Carragher had seen three of his

see FOOTBALL page 5

Junior tight end Dave Mielcarz collars RochMtor dcfmsive back Mike Salil«r

after the latter had picked off a Jim Baldwin atrial. The hoiti recovered the

fumble. (photo by Coney)

Hield boots 2 goals
*mJiJ_\Adir^>vecLjJnLon_

Sports Round Up

Rocquetwomen notch 15th straight
Field Hockey

A crowd of approximately fifty

spectators—including rugby and
soccer players—watched the field

hockey team register its first victory

of the present campaign last Friday.

In a contest not as close as the score

indicated, Williams defeated
Wesleyan, 2-1.

Williams controlled the game
throughout, but numerous offensive

opportunities were foiled—including

shots hitting the post and a missed

penalty try. And while goalie Nan
Selhuter was making but one save,

her Wesleyan counterpart was tested

seventeen times.

Amy Kindwal, a junior, was the only

Williams player to score, netting both

goals in the first half.

Coach Linda WUkins was disturbed

with her team's general inability to

score, noting that the same malady
plagued the squad against Mt.

Holyoke and Middlebury earlier in the

week. As evidence she cited the 24

short-corners Williams had.

The 'B' team similarly dominated

play in their 4-1 win over Wesleyan.

Freshmen Lee Costkyan, Sally Kraft

(2) and Leslie Milne accounted for the

scoring, while the defense allowed

only two shots on goal.

The victory raised the JV record to

2-1, with the other win a 3-0 defeat of

Mt Holyoke, and the loss a 1-0 contest

at Middlebury.

Water Polo

The Williams water polo club

returned winless to Williamstown

Saturday night after a gruelling four-

game weekend in Boston. The club

suffered losses by embarassing

margins to one dual match opponent,

Boston College (22-0) and three

tournament foes, Bowdoin (25-5), MIT
(15-6) and Southern Connecticut (14-

2).

All weekend the Ephmen were

unable to capitalize on an obvious

speed advantage (last year the

varsity swim team defeated all three

tournament opponents in dual meet

competition) and were clearly out-

classed by their far mwe experienced

adversaries in every other major

phase of the game.

Lack of power shooting plagued the

Ephs: they averaged 18 shots «per

fame but scored on only 5 percent.

Other important weaknesses included

umecessary fouling, only somewhat

accurate passing and inability to

defend effectively against the clear.

There was definite improvement on

all these points, however, as the

weekend progressed and the Purple

showed flashes of potential brilliance

in quarters where they defeated

Bowdoin 4-3 and MIT 3-0.

Stuart Deans netted four of the Eph-
men's thirteen weekend goals, while

fellow sophom'ore Phil Wild tallied

three goals and two assists. Senior

captain Tom McEvoy and junior Dave
Preiss each scored twice. Net minder
Dick Pregent totaled 23 saves over the

four game stretch.

A rematch with Southern Conn and
games with UConn and Yale's B
squad are scheduled for a tourney this

Saturday in New Haven. The club will

draw on last week's game experience

in preparation as well as on tips from
referees and opposing coaches and
players. "The only way to learn this

game is by playing it," said McEvoy,
"and just about everyone on the team

felt the weekend was a success from

that standpoint."

Women's Tennis

Last Friday, the Women's Tennis

team posted their fifth consecutive

victory of the season, notching a 9-0

shutout of Wesleyan. The victory runs

the squad's two-season winning streak

to seventeen games.
The top four singles players, juniors

Joninna Sadoff and Dede Laird, and
freshmen Rebecca Sadoff and Amy
Demorest all posted easy wins, as did

singles newcomer Karen Mitchell.

The squad has demonstrated a

great deal of depth, as Tacey Phillips,

Babe Kirk, Holly Prentice, and the

doubles teams of Amy Sterling and
Sherry Wilcox, and Sally Kruse and
Rachel Robb have all been used

.

The team's potentially toughest

opponents, Yale and Radcliffe are

still yet to come, t)Ut Coach Tong
appears confident in light of victories

over Springfield and Middlebury.

by Mark Pogue
For reasons never clearly ex-

plained, the avid sports fans of Union

College have come to regard any

Williams-Union contest as a

showdown of arch-rivals which will

make or break the season for their

team. Unfortunately for Union soccer

players, their season was broken last

Saturday. Outhustling a fast and

aggressive Union club, the Williams

Ephmen notched a 3-1 victory at

Union to leave their season record a

perfect 2-0.

As expected, th^ Dutctmien took the

field in a 3-fullback, 3-halfback, 4-

forward alignment, as opposed to

Williams' 4-3-3. Although a fullback is

sacrificed for a forward in such a set-

up, Union felt tliat the unusual

narrowness of their field would permit

just three fullbacks to hold the fort. As
the result showed, three were not

enough.

The Purple jumped on top only two

minutes after the opening whistle

when a Union player was caught

shaving forward John Friborg on a

Williams corner kick. The referees

awarded a penalty kick to the Ephs,

which lineman Jim Hield calmly

converted. "They knew how
dangerous Friborg is and held him as

he went for the ball," Williams Coach
Jeff Vennell said. "But I still think

only a Williams indirect kick should

have been awarded." As a whole
Vennell described the officiating in

the game "weak;" players on both

sides were less restrained

.

Williams tallied again with 24:30

gone, and made the 2-0 lead stand up

until halftime. The second goal came

when the red-hot Hield took a long

clear from fullback Graham Hone, cut

back sharply to his left, and then

lofted the ball over Union goalie Craig

Huban's head as he came out to

challenge.

Action in the second half was

marked by some exciting, wide-open

play in wl^ch Union generally had the

more sustained threats. The rising

excitement of the crowd was fiiiallj

vented on the Union side when, with 12

minutes to play. Union lineman Craig

Jeffries hit a shot that deflected off

the hands of Purple goalie Sliip

Grossman, off the crossbar, and into

the net.- Things looked even better for

Dutchmen rooters five minutes later,

when Union was awarded a penalty

kick that' would have tied the game

Jeffries, though, hit a "quail" that

sailed over the goal.

Sophomore halfl>ack Ted Rouse.

whom Vennell praised for his all

around play, squelched any lingering

Union hopes when he scored with

three minutes left. Rouse took a nice

pass from Ray Powell and blasted a

shot which Huban never touched.

"Rouse, Grossman, Powell, Hield,

and Steve Smith all had standout i

games for us today," said Vennell, but

the hosts played very well also. "The

difference was that we were more

dangerous with the ball when we had

the opportunity to do so."

In the freshman contest, Williams

rolled to a 4-0 first half lead on goals

by Nelson, May, Kresse, and

Fukushima and held in the second half

to win, 4-11.

Kolb leads runners over Danes, Cats
by Chris Flavin

Coach Tony Plansky's varsity

cross-country team, in its first real

test of the season, came out victorious

Saturday with a double win over tough

Albany State and University of

Vermont teams. Led by a psyched and

hard driving Joe Kolb, the WiUiams
harriers, running on their home
course, beat both of their opponents

by identical 23-32 scores.

The win was one which had t)een

much hoped for. Over the past several

years, Albany and Vermont have

fielded very strong teams, and have

generally managed to grind the Ephs
into the course in the early going. The

strength of this year's Williams team
was apparent before Saturday, after

shutouts the previous week against

Trinity and Middlebury. Yet the meet

against Albany and Vermont, with

their always formidable depth, still

remained very much in doubt.

The Albany team managed to

challenge the Ephs from the start as

their lead man, Carlos Cherubino led

a large pack of runners through the

mile in 4: 38. A cloud of yellow Albany

and Vermont jersies seemed to

dominate the lead pack for the first

couple of miles. This served only to

obscure the fact that the Williams

harriers were handling the very fast

Eventual winner Joe Kolb (r.) and captain Bob Clifford lead the pack throuah
the science quad at the start of Saturday's meet. The Ephs knocked off Albany
St. and Vermont in key wins. (photo by Read)

second fastest time ever recorded for
the 4.8 mile course.

Back in the ranks, the Williams
runners were working hard, and
knocking off the Albany and Vermont
men. Two Albany and two Vermont
harriers managed to sneak in behind
Kolb, but after that it was all Williams
as the next four team members
claimed the sixth through ninth
finishing spots and cinch the Williams
victory. Bob Clifford, Dan SuUivan,
Ken Leinbach, and Frank Carr
finished in a twenty second period in
that order, to provide the incredible

pace, and slowly picking off their

opponents in the usual Williams style.

Cheers by many spectators on and
around the Taconic golf course
spurred the harriers on.

In the lead, Joe Kolb battled

Cherubino, recognized as one of the

Northeast's top distance runners for

the entire distance. On the final hill

leading to the finish in the science

quad, the already sprinting Kolb

confidently picked up the pace again,

and left Cherubino behind by a three

second margin, claiming the win in

25:03, a new Williams record and

depth needed to beat teams such as^

Saturday's opponents. An impromptu;
'

celebration was held at the finish line

j

as the ecstatic runners cheered eadi

other for the long sought victory

Further back, but still running strong,

.

another Williams group of four, Bert

Saul, Gary James, Chris Flavin,

Dave Trawick, finished in that order,

knocking off the stragglers.

After Saturday's win, the feeling

arises that cross-country at Wiiliai*

has finally come hito its own. While

the sport has always had a smal

devoted following here, the teams

have usually come up short in the win

column, and crowds at the meets have

been thin. Things had turned around

in both these areas Saturday as ><i

large crowd turned out for the double
j

upset. Proepects are good for a thini
j

consecutive Little Three title ^

possibly an undefeated dual me«l|]

season. The runners are also looking
]

forward to some big meets.

The feeling must be an especial!

good one for Tony Plansky who has J

coached cross-country here for downs 'i

of years, but believes his preser*

group of athletes to be the best he'

ever coached. His smile was readilj

;

evident Saturday as his boys

finaUy "knocked off" Albany

VermonL

^-.
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%er\Q\e passes drinking bill
The Massachusetts Senate voted

Monday to raise the legal age for
drinking in the state to 19, making it

likely that the bill will become law (It

still has to pass a third Senate
reading) and prohibit approximately
600 Williams students from legally
purchasing or consuming aleohol in

Massachusetts.

The bill was passed by the House by
a 2-1 margin a few weeks ago, and
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis has ex-

pressed approval for the measure.
Although the stiffest opposition was

expected in the Senate, the bill sur-

vived a diluting amendment at-

tempting to place the issue on the
ballot for a non-binding referendum
by a 17-17 tie vote. The vote on the bill

was 20-14.

In 1972 state referendum to lower
the drinking age from 21 to 18,

Massachusetts citizens narrowly
approved the proposal.

theLegislators representing
Williamslown area were split in

support of the bill, with Sen. John
Fitzpatrick voting for the measure
and Rep. Frank Matrango voting

against it. Rep. Tony McBride was
unavailable for comment.
According to Fitzpatrick's

legislative aid, Bill Hatch, the senator

Kershaw to retire, join Clark

Lower liquor prices in Vermont have attracted many state residents across the
border. A 19-year-old drinking age is likely to increase the trend. (photo by
Everett)

Liquor crosses state lines
Recent publicity over an apparent

increase in New Hampshire's at-

tempts to attract out-of-staters to

state owned liquor stores has resulted

in threats by some Massachusetts
state legislators to crack-down on
purchasers of liquor from outside the

state, according to several stories in

The Kdstun Globe.

Relatively high Massachusetts
taxes on liquor sales have for years
made liquor prices in New Hampshire
and Vermont more attractive. (An
article in Wednesday's Record in-

dicated an average price differential

of twenty-five per cent between
Williamslown and Pownal, Vt. liquor
prices.) State law presently allows

fighfi

Student hurt

Ing off

room burglars
Steven J. Weintraub, a junior, was

hospitalized Tuesday after attempting
to stop two juveniles from allegedly
burglarizing his room in Fitch House.
According to Weintraub, the

juveniles "jumped" him after he had
caught them apparently in the process
of stealing his stereo. Weintraub's
roommate, Michael Powers, told a
Hicdid reporter that Weintraub
suffered several blows to the face and
stomach in the ensuing struggle and
was taken to North Adams Regional
Hospital for treatment. He was
relea.sed the next morning.
Filch residents speculated that the

two alleged burglars had climbed into
the empty room through an open
wmdow around 10 p.m. Weintraub
apparently returned to his room
shortly thereafter and a fight started
when he attempted to call campus
security.

Several sources said that one of the
luveniles bolted out the door almost
mmediately, leaving the other to face
Vemtraub alone. They also said that
he deserter fled towards Route 2 but
'lopped to throw an empty half-gallon
^inp bottle in through the open room
Window,

Jonathan Hattenbach, a
.ophomore, said that he
Weintraub

residents to import up to three gallons

of liquor into the state.

The Globe articles indicate that this

law has been violated with impunity
as representatives of the Alcoholic

Beverage Control Commission are not

authorized to search persons retur-

ning to the state. Television reports

have quoted state legislators as

charging that this has resulted in an
annual loss to the state treasury of $20

million. They noted that the state

legislature's vote to raise the drinking

age to 19 is likely to exacerbate this

situation.

A representative of the State Police

Barracks in Pittsfield confirmed that

the state police is not now patroling

the Vermont border with an eye
toward catching residents returning

with illegal quantities of liquor.

Neither Ray Smith, proprietor of

King's Liquor, nor Richard Solomon,
of Taconic Package Store, indicated

that their proximity to Vermont had a

serious effect on their sales.

"Everybody knows the prices are

lower over there," said Smith, "But,

it's been that way ever since I've been
here."

Joseph A. Kershaw, professor of

economics, has been . appointed
Comptroller of the Sterling and
Francine Clark Art Institute in

WilliamsttTwn.- His appointment was
announced Monday by George Heard
Hamilton, director of the Institute.

Beginnning in January on a part-

time basis, Kershaw will take charge
of budgeting and financial
management of the Institute. In July,

he will take early retirement from the
Williams College faculty as the
Herbert H. Lehman Professor of

Economics Emeritus, according to an
announcement by the Williams
trustees, who met here this weekend
Kershaw joined the Williams

College faculty in 1962 after 14 years
with the Rand Corporation as
researcher, administrator and head of

its economics division. At Williams, in

addition to his teaching duties, he
served as Provost of the College and
supervised its financial planning for

seven and a half years.

While on leave from Williams,

Kershaw held such posts as assistant

director of the Office of Economic
Opportunity (1965-1966) and program
officer for higher education at the
Ford Foundation (1968-1970).

Kershaw graduated from Princeton
University in 1935 and received his

Ph.D. degree from Columbia
University in 1947. He has written

three books as well as numerous
articles and reviews in economics and
educational journals.

supported the bill because of "sub-
stantiated reports of alcohol use in the
high schools. It will take away the
absurdity of having high school
students drink", Hatch said.

"It is also not in the Senator's best
interest," Hatch said, "because he
owns the Red Lion Inn." The Red Lion
Inn is a restaurant-hotel in Stock-
bridge, Mass. serving liquor.

Rep. Matrango, D. -North Adams,
said he voted against the bill because
"I'm an 18 year old supporter".
Matrango, who is chairman of the

House education committee, com-
mented that "At 18 you can be a

See DRINKING, page

4
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Log future clouded
The Log stands dead center in a political crossfire thrown

up by state and local officials which will soon alter its operation
and may terminate its existence. Although the pressure from
Boston is^>general in nature, town sources have ominously ac-
cused the Log and its student patrons of disturbances to a point
which threatens the stability of town-gown relations.

Of most immediate consequence to the drinking members
of the College who patronize the Log is the immenent passage of
a state bill designed to raise the legal drinking age to 19 in

Massachusetts. (See the front page of the Record for details.)

Until the new age becomes law, Dean of the College Peter
j^erek indicated "the College doesn't know in any detail what it

will do" about campus parties, but Berek did indicate that the
19 drinking age would be scrupulously enforced at the Log.

'_ While campus parties may return to "traditional refresh-
ments" (which most people can't tell ftom beer) to remain open
to all students, the Log will be definitely closed to anyone under
19 years of age. What this loss of patrons may do to the future of

the Log is uncertain. Its effect on an operation already in the
red leads to a certain amount of pessimism.

A problem facing the College much closer to home is the
attitude of many town officials that the Log is the source of all

Spring Street noise. With the Log's liquor license up for renewal
this December and the entertainment license undergoing
consideration next week, such unfounded charges could provide
the evidence for a quick execution of the Log by taking away its

licenses. Perhaps the facts suggest an explanation that differs

from town officials':

* The Log is empty by midnite, except Saturdays.
^ « A campus security guard is on duty at the Log during

operating hours.
* Two bars remain open on Spring Street after 1 A.M.
« Sedentary non-Williams mdividuals can be seen on

Spring Street every night.

« Spring Street is not regularly patrolled by town police.

* Oiarges (Record, Sept. 26) that Williams Students are

"throwing cans and bottles around" after leaving the Log. The
Log does not use cans or bottles to serve beer.

The controversy which surrounded the original acquisition

of the Log's liquor license worried that carousing students

would disturb Spring Street residents. The College and the

students have taken, and will continue to take, steps to curb

noise. Town officials are well within their rights to demand such
action. They overstep their bounds however, when charges are

leveled that all Spring Street noise points to the Log.

* Williamstown and Williams College have co-existed suc-

cessfully and with mutual benefit for many years. Charges and
countercharges about town noise may heat the air but will

hardly forge a solution. Instead, continued self-policing by

Williams students and unbiased, accurate appraisals of Spring

Street cacophonies by police officials can help the town and the

College avoid antagonism injurious to both.

THE PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
-WILL HAVE ITS REGULAR
MONTHLY MEETING ON
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 14 AT 7

P.M. IN THE MEARS HOUSE
DARKROOM. PLANS FOR A
COURSE THAT WILL BE
OFFERED THIS FALL WILL
BE DISCUSSED AS WELL AS
PLANS FOR A SHOW OF
MEMBERS' WORK AT THE
STUDENT GALLERY IN

OODD HOUSE. NEW MEM-
BERS ARE ENCOURAGED TO
ATTEND. NO EXPERIENCE
IS NECESSARY.

POTTERY LTD.—For students or
faculty Interested in working with
clay this semester. Pottery LTD Is

still accepting new members.
Located In the basement of Baxter
Hall, Pottery LTD Is an Informal
student-run ceramics workshop
open seven days a week. In-

struction Is offered Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 3:00 to 5:30 by
John England of The Potters

Wheel. No experience is necessary.
If Interested- come down to the

studio and Sign up on Tuesday,
Wednesday, or Thursday af-

ternoons or call Dave Fowl* at 45S-

3112.

Student Acfivlsfs

To the editqr:

The editorial in Tuesday's Record
claimed '-'the practical concerns of

students" were being ignored by

student activist organizations. On
behalf of MassPIRG at Williams, I

dispute this notion. I also think that

the editorial is wrong in its view of

"second class" citizenship of

students.

The Record failed to mention ac-

tions student groups have actually

taken on issues it considers of par-

ticular concern to students. Contrary

to the editor's information, there is

indeed a student group, the

Massachusetts Student Lobby,
presently lobbying against the meal
tax. Moreover, MassPIRG has
spoiis6fea~projects in severarareas
the editors felt were being neglected.

For instance, credit ipractices exposed
by MassPIRG over the past two years

have resulted in actioh by the

Massachusetts District Attorney . Last

year, Williams students working with

other MassPIRG members across the

state exposed sex discrimination in

emplpyment agencies, a project that

proved very useful to the

Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination. Currently, many
MassPIRG chapters are in the

process of uncovering landlords .who
habitually rip-off security depositg.

At ' the moment, however,
MassPIRG at Williams is not actively

working agattistr the raising of the

drinking age or the meal tax. Without
addressing the crucial importance of

the Log to the social life of fresh-

people, one can safely say that the

reason for this is that the students do
not seem to see the drinking age as
equally pressing a problem as those of

environmental hazards, grave social

injustices and starvation. It appears

Stoddard to speak
on excavation site

Professor Whitney S. Stoddard,

chairman of the Williams College Aft

Department, will present an
illustrated lecture on the Williams

excavation at Psalmodi in Southern

France at 8 p.m., Monday in Room 10

of Lawrence Hall.

The French monestary of Psalmodi,

located three miles from Aigues-

Mortes on the delta of the Rhone
River, was chosen as an excavation

site by a small group of students from
Williams, Bowdoin and the University

of Indiana in the summer of 1970. This

past summer 32 persons, including

undergraduates and alumni from
Williams and Colgate, participated in

the sixth annual excavation.

The group has uncovered the

remains of three churches at the site,

a gothic church from the late twelfth

century, an eleventh or twelfth cen-

tury Romanesque church, and a

Carolingian church from about 790

A.D. In addition the group has un-

covered tombs, graves, pieces of

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America

^ Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven (irinders

Spaghetti

.lO.SpringSlrepI • 458-9009 and 458-8014

^ (ipfndail> 9a m lo2a m
Hrcakiusldailv 9a m (oil am

Donuts. Coffee

We make our own pizza dough daily

STUDENTS WELCOME

Halloween Cards

When yoir care enough
to send the weiy best

McCUIIand Pr«ti, Inc.

Spring St.

armor and objects such as a bronze

head of a lion.

that these topics are the real concerns

of the Williams students, and we at

MassPIRG are undertaking projects

in all of these areas.

If any students are interested in

working on the meal tax, or any other

problem, they can form a MassPIRG
to investigate it and work towards a

solution. MassPIRG has hired a

lobbyist in Boston who-^ devotes

himself full-time to issues chosen by

MassPIRG student members.
MassPIRG was formed precisely to

remove students from "second class

citizenship" by giving them real

power: the power of 40,000 students in

17 campuses across; the state, of

eleven full-time paid staff members,
including three attorneys, all hired by

The students and all working in issum~
public concern through research;"

education, lobbying, and litigation. No
longer is therea structural vacuum as

existed in the sixties which students

had to overcome in order to effect

meaningful change.

MassPIRG provides a structure for

student action.

Martin A, Weinstock

President

MassPIRG at vVllliams

Record Grammar
To the editor: -

In regard to the changes recentlv
effected by the Record staff for Z
purpose of revitalizing the aiijn.
Record Advocate. I must readily slate
that I have been pleased in a com
paraUve sense with the fesults

to
date. However, the Record being one
voice of this college community

whicli
indeed reverberates beyond "our
Berkshire valley", I am somewhat
dismayed to discover in one issue
iVol. 89, No. 8, 9-30) two blatant
grammatical errors; I quote in g
Schutzer's front page article
".

. . and is buying less items
,

.

.

"'

and in S. Rothstein's Page 3 article

tV.
. 73percent . . . know the people

who they^kill .^". Perhaps such an
Observation may seem rather

hypocritical, but I should hope thai

the Record, as an official Williams
news publication, would require of

itself that it convey the news not only

with proper style, clarity, and eon

sciousness, but also within the

guidelines of grammatical rectitude

.
Richard C. Spicer 71

(who is, in fact,

not an English major)

Job Jots

PANEL
WHICH

ANNOUNCEMENTS: r
BUSINESS SCHOOL NIGHT
Date: Tues. Oct. 14th

Time: 8:00 p.m.

Place: Physics Rm. 206

Participants:

Stanford U. Business School

U. of Chicago Business School

Tuck School of Business, Dartmouth

ALL CLASSES ARE WELCOME TO JOIN „ US FOR THE
DISCUSSION AND QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD
WILL FOLLOW.

ADVERTISING CAREER CONFERENCE
Date: Nov. 1st Fee: $5.00

Time: 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Place: Fordham U., Lincoln Center

Campus, NEW YORK CITY

This Conference is sponsored by the Advertising Women of N.Y. and Ford
ham U. College of Business. It is designed to give practical, in-depth in-

formation about the Advertising & Communications industry. Confirm
registration by Oct. 22.

RECRUITING SCHEDULE
(K'TOBER

14 NYU Law
UVa Business

Chicago Business

Miami Law ••

Amos Tuck - Business

Stanford Business

Northwestern Law
Vermont Law
Cornell Business & Public Administration
Harvard Business

Suffolk Law
Fletcher Law & Diplomacy

15

16

17

20

PLEASE NOTE: *

A number of the above business schools have programs in Hospital and
Health Services Administration. Students interested in this area may obtain
further information from OCC and discuss the program with the school
representatives.

I

SQUASH SALE!!

20% off on all Racquets

Free Squash Ball with Every Racquet
Australian Green unbreakable Squash Bails -$2.50

Authentic Rugby Shirts -$17.95
Gant Ruflby Shirts - $15.00

WILLIAMS CO-OP
Spring Street \ •

Open Thursday Nights
,*J.*

Come and sm why •Vfryone it trying to keep tip wNti oi

I

\ •
"t
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On stage & screen
Fellini's Boma—Itolian filmmaker Federico Fellini's 1972 masterpiece will be

shown in Bronfman at 7: 30 and 9: 30 on Saturday evening. Roma is "the story of

a city" It is superb proof of the statement that "Fellini finds the richness of life

in places where others cannot." From a neighborhood feast in the streets to

numerous brothels to a traffic Jam on a Roman expressway, Fellini brings out.

the marvelous
sensuousness and color of the life he sees. Fellini has developed a

method of visual metomorphosis which animates the whole film, whether the

subject is a team of subway builders coming upon a cavern of ancient frescos

which disappear before their eyes, or a fashion show which becomes a

grotesque parade of eccleaiastics on roller skates. This series of visual images

come together in a film which is really not to be missed.

The Mouse that Roared—Peter Sellers stars along with the bomb in this

typically hilarious satire. 1 : 30 and 3
: 15 on Sunday afternoon in Bronfman.

Phantom India: Indians and the Sacred—One in a series of films on India by

French filmmaker Louis Malle. Superbly made with the Cinema verite

technique, these documentaries have been highly acclaimed for their sen-

sitivity and perceptiveness. This onedeajs wHh the religions on the subcon-

tinent Showing along with the tiltn will be three others on Hindu rituals. In

Bronfman at? p.m. on Monday. _- — The misadventures of AntoiiieDoinel
^^^-^:=^^= .^.^.^^ '-—^t- . .-- -^ -

^-- —-.—!_:—(daude^Givrar) are chronlctedrtn-
Theaien - Francois Truffaut's education of the

Raisin in the Sun—Lorraine Hansberry's play directed by Michael Knight and

sponsored by theAViUiams Black Student Union. A classic piece of drama (and

particularly black drama), the play will run tonight and Saturday night at 8

pm in the Experimental Theater in the AMT. Tickets may be obtained free of

charge an hour before the show.

Music:

Pat Webb a well-known guitarist and humorist of renown, will perform at the

Clark Art Institute on Sunday afternoon at 4:00. Reviewers have called him "an

instrumentalist of virtuoso talent," "a most impressive guitarist and

humorist," "a man of sparkling wit." Webb will present a program that will

include folk songs, country music and Spanish-style guitar solos. Several of the

pieces will be his own compositions.

Dorian group at Clark
* ^ • . -

Quintet a rare treat

boudoir, "Stolen Kisses.'

"Is written with wit, style.

Irony and thematic

depth... through 258
pages of magnificent
prose, with a host of sup-
porting sub-themes and
dozens of perfectly real-

ized characters."

-Joseph McLellan,
W$shlngton Post

Book World

"This masterful first novel

will take its place in the
small but growing gallery

of adult fiction with a
sports connection ... it

is alive and moving, full

of action, and the fine

taste and texture of It.

linger In the mind."
—Charles H. Gold,

Chicago Dally News

"Mr. Sayles is a writer

with more talent Inthe
knuckle of his little finger

than we've met In many
a long season—full of

spit and humor and
affection. Let's hear it for

'im from the folks out

there."—KMus Reviews

rscggg raaji
ra^gll

"isacrackarjackfirst
novel . . . John Sayles'
extraordinary tatentit

create in his readers
thewlll to believe in

his vision."

-Shaun O'Connell;

Boston Globe

"is a gloriously funny
book... I think it's safe

to say that John Sayles

has written the definitive

novel on five-man soft-

ball teams that play in

drag. With midget short-

stops."—George Cantor,

Detroit Free Press

"is one of the funniest

books you will ever read.

And It establishes Sayles
immediately as not only

a satirist of consequence
but also a great trage-

dian."—Bruce Keldan,

Philadelphia Inquirer

Tscm [i

^jm [SGj^g
"is one of the best and
most unlikely novels to
appear this year... an
unforgettable work, full

of fire and force."

Chicago Sun-Times

"is a high-class book that

keeps a reader's mind
smoldering long after

the story's done."

—MIkeKlingaman,
Baltimore Sun

"is a strong, sad, funny

book which marks the

beginning of what will

surely be a remarkable
career."—Harry Crews

ANO/ELEY
JOHN SAYLES

Class of 1972

(Williams, that Is!)

ONSALEATRENZI'S

<r«5itillboolt(toiM

ATl^WlC-UTTLE.BROWN

State House
slashes funds
for art council
The Massachusetts House Com-

mittee on Ways and Means, in

following through with its various

budget cutbacks, slashed the

Massachusetts Councils on Art
budgets by 66 per cent. The move
would virtually eliminate all of the

arts and humanities programs now
serving Massachusetts residents.

The situation is particularly acute

in the Williamstown area. Most of the

arts money is used directly to provide

programming to students and citizens

in the Berkshires. Only a nominal

amount of money is used to support

administration.

Kathy Meister, director of the

Northern Berkshire Arts Council said

that a cutback of this sort would

virtually wipe out the council. Many of

the programs which he has already

scheduled for the year—including a

professional theater residency in

North Adams during the winter—will

necessarily be abandoned.

Meister urges, therefore, that

anyone interested in trying to save

the Arts council budget ( and in effect

the Arts Council itself) should contact

the Northern Berkshire Arts Council

in North Adams as well as the

Massachusetts state senator from

Williamstown, John Fitzpatrick.

by Neil Freeman
This past Tuesday evening,

chamber music enthusiasts in the

Williamstown area were given a treat

that is all too rare. A performance by
the Dorian Woodwind Quartet at the

Clark Art Institute provided an
exquisite blend of sounds that is

seldom heard outside of the realm of

the string quartet. The woodwind
quintet, as a chamber music en-

semble, is indeed a lonely group.

There aren't many on the professional

level and music fit for performance is

quite limited. Because of this, when a

group like the Dorian comes along, it

is a unique musical experience.

The Dorian Quintet was organized

at Tanglewood in 1961 under a grant

from the Fromm-Eoundation.^imje-
Ihen, they have performed to great

acclaim throughout North America
and Europe. Currently, the Quintet is

resident ensemble at Brooklyn
College and at" the entire State

University of New York. The group

consists of oboist Charles Kuskin,

bassoonist Jane Taylor, clarinetist

Jerry Kirkbridge, horn player Barry
Benjamin, and John Solum who
recently replaced Karl F. Kraber as

the group's flutist. All five have ex-

cellent credentials and the superior

sound they produce is not surprising.

Because of the great shortage of

woodwind quintet music, a program
of great quality and variety is difficult

to organize. Considering this, Tuesday
night's program was commendable.
The first piece, and probably the

weakest section of the concert, was an
arrangement by Mordechai Recht-

man, solo bassoonist of the Israel

Philharmonic, of three organ works
by J. S. Bach. Although these works
had some strong points, especially the

arrangement of Bach's "Fugue in G
minor," the result was basically

amorphous, something unusual for

Bach. The "Quartet in C Major" by
Arthur Berger, a professor at

Brandeis University, was a bright,

energetic piece with a real Copeland

sound and feeling (the piece was
dedicated to that composer). It was
here that the expertise of the Dorian

^sime^ through- The^hraslng^ and
interpretation of the music sounded as

if it came from one musiciaa
The Beethoven Quintet is one of

Rechitman's more successful

arrangements. In fact, it is one of the

best woodwind rearrangements
existing today. The Quintet played it

masterfully. From the perfectly light

runs of the menuetto section to the

remarkable unity and accuracy of

phrasing throughout, the Dorian
showed that individually they are true

technicians and as a group they

achieve nearly perfect ensemble

playing. Their performance is further

amplified by an intense spirit that is

often absent in professionals.

WHAP to push aid program

FOR SALE
BLACK ALASKAN SEAL COAT

Full Length - Long Sleeve

A $700 value for only

$100.00!!

Like new (used twice)

Call458-4938 anytime

Two major objectives of the

Williams Hunger Action Project

(WHAP) are to keep the Williams

community informed about U.S.

foreign food aid policy, and to work

for legislation which more effectively

deals with both short and long term

alleviation of world hunger according

Peyser to discuss

N.Y. fiscal crisis
Congressman Peter A. Peyser (R-

N.Y.) will speak on "The New York

Fiscal Crisis" at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday

(Oct 14) in Driscoll Lounge. The talk

is open to the public and is sponsored

by the Williams Republican Club.

Following the Ulk, Peyser will an-

swer questions on a variety of topics.

Peyser is in his third term in the

U.S. House of Representatives. He is

currently challenging incumbent

James Buckley for the 1976

Republican nomination for the U.S.

Senate from New York.

He sits on both the Agriculture and

the Education and Labor Committees

in the House of Representatives.

'33,500,000
Unclaimed
S»cliolarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and

fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of

tKese sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
1 1275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1 .00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

to Andy Sisson, chairman of the

WHAP political committee.

For the past few weeks WHAP has

been researching U.S. food aid

programs, specifically Public Law
480, better known as the Food For

Peace program.

The political committee sees

several deficiencies in the Food For

Peace program according to Sisson.

Among these are lack of adequate

provisions for disaster relief, for

separation of food and military aid,

for insuring that food goes to those

countries that need it most, and for

international cooperation and grain

reserve systems.

WHAP is presently lobbying for the

International Development and Food
Assistance Act. A statement issued by

WHAP said that this proposed

legislation partially remedies the

above listed deficiencies. Two
provisions in the bill that members of

the WHAP political committee find

most encouraging are the stipulations

that at least 70 per cent of the $1.3

billion authorization goes to nations

among the 37 listed by the U.N. as

most seriously affected by current

food and energy crises, and that this

aid be purely food and developmental

and not military in nature.
" This legislation passed the House on

September 10 and was passed by the

Senate Foreign Relations Committee

on October 1 . It is currently before the

Senate Agricultural Committee, and it

should come before the whole Senate

in about 2 weeks. It is likely that the

bill will pass, but Sisson said WHAP is

concerned that the amount finally

appropriated will be less than $1.3

billion. WHAP is working for the

passage of this bill with as large an
appropriation as possible.

Name.

Address-

Citv_ .State. .Zip.

(California rejidenti please add 6% sales tax.)

The set crew for the Freshman

Revue is desperately in need of

help. Anyone interested in getting

involved in the technical aspects of

the theater, or anyone who just

wants to lend a helping, drop in

backstage at the AMT, or contact

Ed Lapine.

"Free Campus Delivery"

DRUMMOND CLEANERS

458-4321

Spring Street

Williamstown

Taconic Package Store

BEER BY THE

BARREL OR BOHLE
r

79 Water Street 458-5634

X
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Eph boofers whip Big Green
byNickCrUUano

Second half goals by Brad Quinn,

John Friborg, and Jim Hield powered
the Williams soccer team to a 3-1

victory over Dartmouth at Cole Field

Wednesday. The triumph upped the

Purple's season record to a perfect 3-

0.

"It was actually two games," said

Williams coach Jeff Vennell. "They
got to every loose ball and dominated
in the first half, and then it was
reversed in the second half/'

The Big Green's aggressive first

half play, which gained them a 1-0

lead that could have easily t>een

trebled, kept the Ephs bottled up in

their own end for most of the session.

The Purple had only four s))0ts on goal
to Dartmouth's 11. ^ ^
Tim Ersam scored the Dartmouth

joal at the 16:31 maric, heading in a
cornerlcick from Bruce Bolcor. The
maricer put the Purple behind for the

first^time this season,. —

The second half was a- completely

different ballgame, as the Ephs
recovered their poise and settled

down to play their team game.
The ^oal by Quinn, who very

coincidentally is from Hanover, N.H.,

came on a lunging header off a pass

by Rick Zeller, who according to

Vennell played an outstanding game
at halfback. The goal came at 12 and a

half minutes into the half, and from
them on it was all Williams.

Sophomore forward John Friborg

put the Ephs ahead to stay eight

minutes later when he sent a grass-

cutter past goalie Lyman Mismer into

the left-hand corner of the cage. It was
the soph forward's third goal of the

young season. Friborg, who in just

three varsity ^mes tias^^Tabli^ed

'

himself as the kind of athlete who
generates crowd expnement
whenever he gets near the' ball, was
the center of a different kind of ex-

.

cltementz^uafcmoments^^Jiefore

.

C(Hhing in on a breakaway, he was
sent reeling by two Dartmouth
saboteurs, and the official's failing to

spot the infraction almost incited a

mass assault onto the field by the

Williams bench.

Jim Hield calmed everyone down
with his third goal of the season,

assisted by Steve Smith at 38:28,

putting a Mt-footed boot off the cross-

bar and into the cage.

"The team that keeps the ball on the

ground wins. They did it in the first

half, and we did it in the second,"

Vennell concluded. The Ephs ended

up with 15 shots on goal, 11 in the

second half. Dartmouth, now 1-3 had

23.

Tomorrow the Ephs travel to

Kolb receives

weekly honor
Sophomore Joe Kolb, a member of

the varsity cross-country team, has
been honored as the Record's Athlete

of the Week. Kolb, last Saturday, was
the individual winner in a meet with

Albany State and Vermont. After

being injured all of last year, Kolb
posted the fastest Williams time ever

on the 4.8 mile course last week.

HONORABLE MENTION:
Jim Hield—junior member of the

varsity soccer team, Hield scored two
goals in the Ephs' win over Union last

Saturday, and one more in Wed-
nesday's 3-1 win over Dartmouth.

Athlete of the Week—Joe Kolb (photo
by Read)

Joninna Sadoff '77, crushes Vassar
foe 6-0, 6-0, in action last Wed-
nesday (photo by McClellan)

Scoreboard
WOMEN'S TENNIS (6-0)

Vassar W|lliams9
J. Sadoff, R. Sadoff, Laird, Demorest,
Mitchell, Kirk, Robb & Vruse, Wilcox &
Gufman, Prentice and Ernst, all win
ners

VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY (2-11) i|

Williams 3 North Adams 1

Goals) Kindwell, O'Brien, Stewart

JVFIELD HOCKEY (4-1)

Williams 4 North Adams
Goals) Beckwith, Milne, Kraft (2)

Vassar 3 Williams3
Goals) Kroft (2), Milne

Middlebury. The Panthers were 1-TT

prior to this week's actioa They
defeated Concordig JUntversity, last

year's Canadian national' champs,
and tied Springfield on the latter's

AJnfamiHar-artificiaHsui

only loss? To Dartmouth.

VARSITY SOCCER
Dartmouuth 1

Williams
Goals:

D) Ersan
W) Quinn, Friborg, Hield

The Williams Action Coalition

will be having a meeting on Mon.,
Oct. 13th at 7:00 P.M. in the
AAakepeace Room in Greylock.
Projects being considered are a

film festival, community work in

North Adams, and a study of

academic freedom at the
American college. Come and share
your ideas and programs of action

with us.

Women's

Self-Defense Course

An eight-week self-defense
course, sponsored by Williams
Women, is being offered to all

student, faculty, and staff women.
Classes are held at 6: 30 to 7: 30 p.m

.

and at 8:00-9:00 p.m. on Wed-
nesdays; new people may join us
through October 17. The course is

taught by Colleen Currle, the
coordinator of the North Adams
Women's Center, In the wrestling
room of Lasell Gymnasium.

CLASSIFIEDS

Yes, there is finally a way to sell that extra Triumph or find a second-

hand Rose—the Record classifieds. Not only are they inexpensive, but your

ads will be seen by over 2000 people on campus. The rate is 30 cents for the

first line of up to eight words (a telephone number equals one word), and 25

(ents for each additional line, or part of a line.

EXAMPLE: 10 words equals 55 cents for one Issue, $1.10 for two issues,

$1.65 for three issues, etc. y^

Enclose total payment for the number of Issues you want your ad to run

IN CASH along with your ad copy In an envelope addressed to..the Record

and leave it with Mrs. Marlowe in the Baxter Hall mallroom. Ads will be

published as soon as possible—tseethe masthead for deadline Information'.

- Remember-CASH ONLY PLEASEII. ^^

WANTED
-^

stereo amplifier ana-or speakers In good condition. M4.i105.

Senior Ray Powell (I.) and soph. Ted Rouse chase ball in Wednesday's 3-) win

over Dartmouth on Cole Field (photo by McClellani

Gridders to face Panthers
by Tim Layden

Saturday is homecoming for the

Panthers of Middlebury, it's also their

biggest game of the season. Williams

is coming to town. It's been four years

since the Ephmen knocked off Mid-

dlebury, and have suffered their only

loss in fifteen games to the invaders

from the North.

In addition, Middlebury is the only

team which has posted a winning

record against Williams since Bob
Odell took over as head coach. OdeU's

teams posted their only win over

Middlebury four years ago, in a

victory on the road. Since then, the

Panthers have knocked the Ephs off

by scores of 23-13, 35-21, and last

year's 25-20 heartbreaker which was
all that stood between the Purple and
an undefeated season.

The Ephs will travel north to face

one of the top running backs in the

Northeast, sophomore Roy Heffernan.

The .six-footer rumbled for over 320

yards in a 42-28 win over WPl last

week. According to Odell, "Heffernan

is a main concern of ours, and we will

be doing some things to stop him;

playing the run much tougher than the

pass."

This seems to be sound strategy,

since the Panthers have gained

almost ten times as many yards on the

ground as in the air.

The Middlebury defense will be led

by senior co-captain Will Graham, a 6'

3" tackle, who is a four-year starter.

Middlebury's defense is very tough

against the run, but has been

vulnerable to a good passing attack.

This should suit Jim Baldwin's right

arm just fine, the senior has thrown

for over 300 yards in two games.

Joining Baldwin in the t)ackfield on

Saturday will be Eph offensive player

of the week, Bill Null, along with Tom
Redden, the team's leading receiver,

and Charlie Carrier.

The receiving corps, a injury-prone

unit all year, still resembles a hospital

ward, but all receivers, with the ex-

ception of Herb McCormick, will be in

action. McCormick spent several days

in the hospital last week with a throat

ailment. Dave Parker and Dave
Mielcarz are both nursing hamstring

pulls, but will be healthy.

Andy Dzurinko's defensive line, led

by defensive player of the week Dave
Kurfess (9 tackles), will be the key to

putting the clamp on Hefernan. Scott

Perry, who received ECAC
recognition this week fo|f his per-

formance against Rochester, will lead

the secondary.

Earlier in the fall, Middlebury was

Drinking age may rise

DR INKING from page 1

member of the local licensing board

and inspect the drinking facilities, but

you won't be able to drink".

In other developrtients, an amend-

ment was offered Tuescjay by Sen.

George Rogers (D-New Bedford) that

would allow 18 year old workers in

eating and drinking establishments to

handle glasses with liquor in them. No
vote has been takea

crushed by Amherst, 50-7, in a

scrimmage. This information may be

regarded as about as useful as a Ron
Ziegler news conference. The Pan-
thers sport a 2-1 mark on the season,

theiif only loss being a 13-0 defeat at

the hands of much-improved
Wesleyan.

Past history shows that studying

statistics will tell nothing of how
Middlebury will perform against

Williams. In the past three years, tht

Panthers have gone on to play onlv

mediocre football after beating^
(

Williams teams, jfit is as ttiougk

Middlebury has their clilb peaking
ii

time for the Williams game, or as

scout Renzie Lamb put it "They haw

a tough time getting enough guys on

for a scrimmage dUripg the week

after they play Williams." It should in

a helluva head-knocker. J

Layden
On the Series

Sox for Real ?
by Tim Layden'

The ever-familiar voices of Cowboy
Curt Gowdy and Joe (the Huckster)

Garigiola were just beginning to fade

from the air and the militant shouts of

a thousand' froshburgers filing out of

the Baxter TV room were carrying

easily to Mission Park. Then the vivid

realization t)egan to sink in, The
Boston Red Sox were in the World
Series.

Not since my yearly fall diet of

"pennant fever" tiegan to override its

first slate of early season football

games have I seen such mass en-

thusiasm over one professional team.

No matter where a student walks on

the campus, the prime topic of con-

versation is likely to be, not Econ. 251,

Orgo, or even English 101 ; but rather,

"Hey, how about the Sox—huh, aren't

they tough!!??

Now, for any person who enjoys
himself a great deal more sitting

around talking sports for hours on end
than studying Poli. Sci. for one
second, all this enthusiasm is great.

But, for a diehard Knick, Yankee,
Met, Giant, Net, Ranger, etc. fan

which I also am, the summer and fall

of 1975 have already begun to ap-

proach the agony that was 1967's

"Impossible Dream."
Everyone remembers 1%7, the year

when Carl Yastrzemski could have
been named king of the world, when
Jose Santiago was a "name" player,
and someone named Gary Waslewski
won a World Series game. I, like all

other Boston haters, managed to

surviye the 1967 season by writing it

all off to luck and laughing at old

yearbook pictures of Dick "the
Monster" Radatz. We figured the city
of Boston would see their next World
Series in the year 2014.

My younger brother, an avid Sox
fan in his own right, would tell me,
every year since the miracle of
Kenmore Square, that "this is the Sox
year." Well, having survived the rise
and fall of Eddie Kasko, Sonny
Siebert, and Lee Stange; the long
overdue retirement of Luis Aparicio,
the century-long development of
Rogelio Moret, and a record-breaking
string of season-ending chokes, there
is still no world championship ring on
Tom Yawkey's finger.

It was easy enough to write off the
1967 Red Sox as a bunch of lucky
ballplayers who put it all together for
one seagpn, and this may veiiif^ell

have been the case. But there

something different about tiie

edition of the Sox. They are a lean

that managed to hang on to first place

for the entire second half of ihi

season, despite the .600 pace at whick

the Orioles were playing. Fred Lyra

didn't end up in Pawtucket, as manj

thought he would, but the ex-USC

athlete did put together one of tht

finest rookie seasons ever.

There is one basic similarity bel

ween the '67 Sox and the '75 Sox-

guts; and there is one basic dilT

ference—talent, this team has lotso![

it. ,

Manager Darrel) Johnson has

fectively mixed home-grown Red Soi

(Cooper, Evans, Beniquez, Burleson

Lynn, Fisk, and the injured Jim Ricei

with a potpourri of players from all

over the league, (Wise, Tiant. Heise,

Deron Johnson, and the Red Soi

version of the 1969 Mets' A! Weil

Denny Doyle) and come up with a

team that actually deserved to win tin

AL East. Then there's Yaz and Rico.

leftovers from Dick Williams' crew,

who proved they aren't quite ready for

the old folks' home by single-handedlj

beating the Moustache Gang in gami

two.

And then there's the fans, a group d

fanatical individuals who speak lo

each other in terms that only a Bosoi

fan can understand:

"Pudge pumped two into the screen

last night, eh," (Carlton Fisk hit W
home runs).

"Denny and Burly Jurned three

j
over, right?" (Three d&ible plays b)j

Denny Doyle and Rick Burleson)

"Dewey stroked one off the Mon I

ster" (Dwight Evans doubled off lt«[_

wall in left in Fenway Park).

The Sox now face the Big R«

Machine, a team which won l"

games during the regular season,

made the National League West looj

like a Little League. Every bit a

common sense in me says it won't g«

five games—Boston's pitching

won't hold up. But then I see GeorgJ

Foster struggling with the wall, aW

Bench and Perez trying to P™

everything out, and I see it going bai*

to Cincy with the Sox up 2-zip

Sure, I'm a New York fan, and I«

never admit it verbally, but there'"

little part of me that's got a slight c^
of "Sox mania". Just for the recort

I'll Uke Boston in six, but don't te"

anyone!

>^
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FItzpatrick addresses issues
favors 19 year-old

sfafe drinking law
by Jenny McGill

Why pyramid any more vices?,"

State Senator John Fitzpatrick asked

Williams studehBrexjrtaining his vote

for the 19 year (4^*drinking age in

DriscoU Lounge Friday afternoon.

Invited b^ the Williams Republican

:iul> to speak gn college exemption to

the state nisai tax, Fitzpatrick also

esponde^d to questions on state and

local issues, as'well as discussing the

jrinking age and politics in general.

Fitzpatrick said he originally feH

iiat raising the state drinking age to

19 would only "complicate matters."

After hearing the arguments of high

school «ducators and consulting

tatistics compiled after the drinking

ige was' lowered to 18 in 1972,

lowever, he said he changed his mind.

Fitzpatrick said he found that

accidents and deaths increased 134

)er cent" among 18 year olds since

972. He suggested that with the age
aised to 19, "maybe it would save
lomebody's life."

Fdtzpa trick was asked if he believed
:he higher drinking age would en-

ourage minors to buy liquor out-of-

tate and thus risk more highway
ccidents. "I don't think there's much
ore of that type of thing. The in-

orraation I get from officers in the

rea is that there wasn't much more.
before 1972) than there is now."
Aslied about a gun control

referendum on the state ballot this

[all, Fitzpatrick said he probably
ivould not support it. Citing his vote
or mandatory jail sentences to gun
aw violators, he stressed "more
;nforcement of existing laws."
Fitzpatrick was asked about his

ipposition to a campaign financing
i'm not convinced that this is the

inswer, " he said. He stressed that
'the financing ends of a campaign
ihouldn't come easy" and that "the
idvantage is with the incumbent" in

itate-financed elections.
As well as supporting an amend-

nent lo exempt colleges from the
itatemeal tax, Fitzpatrick said he is

iffering another amendment to
estore state funds cut frorti the
Berkshire Council of the Arts. "This
irogram is "important to the
conomy of the Berkshires," he ex-
plained.

State Sen. Fitzpatrick
Driscoll Lounge Friday.
Steinway) ^•

speaking in

(phofo by

Debates meal tax
by Jim Cohen

"We have some powerful people
behind this bill. I'll be fighUng for it."

State Senator John Fitzpatrick
spoke optimistically about
MassachusettsSenate bill S. 1384—the
exempUon of colleges from the^state
meals tax—despite its dead issue
status. In his address here October 10,

the Stockbridge itepublican called
taxation of stud^t meals "an in-

justice."

Fitzpatrick explained that S. 1384,

proposed by Senate , Education
Committee Chairman Walter
Boverini received an unfavorable
evaluation from the committee last

spring.

"I was proud to be among those who
were able to turn this decision around
on the floor. All that was needed was a
majority vote to accept the adverse
report. I made the motion to turn this

around and was able to get the two-

thirds vote."

see MEAL TAX page 5

?„!?"!.!'!*!' ^.7''' ^''^"^^ Stephen R. Lewis, Dean of the Faculty Neil Grabois

College afiirms Title IX
by Andrew Kaliane

A panel of administration officials

introduced the provisions of Title IX
and explained the College's com-
pliance with it at a discussion meeting
last Thursday at the Faculty House.

Fitzpatrick also supports efforts to

"maintain or increase" amounts of

state scholarships for private
colleges. "We have got to shift more
Massachusetts peopl^ into private

colleges" he insisted.

Fitzpatrick encouraged students to

"get in on the process of picking

candidates." "The party structure is

necessary," he argued, giving the

Republican minority in the state

legislature credit for forcing roll call

votes on Significant issues.

On the individual level, Fitzpatrick

encouraged "personal letters" as a

form of "direct communicatiorf-liiith

government representatives. He
suggested that students actively lobby

and perhaps testify before com-
mittees of the state legislature on such

issues as the state meal tax and state

scjiolarships.

Asked to evaluate Governor
Dukakis' performance in office,

Fitzpatrick commented that many of

his votes while a state representative

"h%ve to do with the mess we're in

now." Nevertheless he described the

governor as "courageous . . , honest,

and sincere." "I probably have more

admiiftion for the governor than

most of my colleagues," he added.

Deaii^s tisf display halted;

most students achieve honor
by Sally Coney

Following a decision by Dean of

Faculty, Neil R. Grabois, the list of

students attaining "Dean's List"
academic standing is no longer
displayed in Hopkins Hall. Grabois,

Dean of Students when the decision

was made, feels it is "wise to continue

this system of academic honors" but

that public display of the names of

those who received such honor is "no
longer appropriate."

Grabois said that the number of

students placed on the Dean's List at

the end of each semester has con-

tinued to grow over the years. He
added that "Substantially more than a

majority of students" are presently

receiving this honor.

Opposition to the customary posting

of the Dean's List centered on the

thought that "public display drew
attention to the large numbers of

students involved," said Grabois.

Despite his move to end publication

of the Dean's List, Grabois claims

that he believes it is "inappropriate to

disband with the concept of the Dean's

List all together.," Grabois sees the

list as an incentive to those students
receiving grade point averages in the
ranges ^tween 7.0 and 9.0.

Grabois said he did not advocate
raising the standards of the list in

order to cut down the number of

students placed on it. He went on to

say that with the eventual
stabilization of grades, the problem,
in his opinion, would work itself out.

Administrative policy toward the

Dean's List is likely to change in the

future however as the new Dean of

Students, Peter Berek, is displeased

with the list in its present form. Berek
cited two major shortcomings; he
claims the list intensifies competition

and that because its standards are so
low and so many students meet its

qualifications, "it has become more of

a dishonor not to be on the Dean's List

than an honor to fc>e on it."

Berek mentioned both "raising the

entrance standards" and "pegging
the list to a certain per cent of each
class" as possible reforms of the

present Dean's List. He admitted,

however, that each option has definite

drawbacks.

Non-academic' term a myth, Hunt claims

Winter Study relaxation anticipated
by Susan Galli

The list of 1976 Winter Study
projects, to be released tomorrow,
ndicates little departure from the
ypes of courses offered in past years,
^'th a few especially popular courses
'eing repeated. There are 90 regular
'rojects and 13 special subjects, in-
ruding 14 interdepartmental of-
erings,

^mong the limited number of off-
^amixis offerings are a trip to Africa,
»rt of Eva Grudin's course on "Art
™ Architecture of Western Africa,"
™ tours of Germany and Spain.
ames MacGregor Bum's course,
^hich mvolves active campaigning
or 1976 presidential nominees, in-
ludes off-campus work, as does a
•ourse entiUed, "Space Observation

the Sun." As part of this project,
our students will travel to Colorado,
^hcre they wiU be able to com-
"unjcate direcUy with the satellite
'™t'ng Solar Observatory 8.

J>everal crafts courses will be
'^Peated. Two jewelry and metalcraft
WTses, last year offered as specials,
e listed this year as art courses.
o«ery wiU be. offered again, as will

James Skinner's course on

glassblowing and Robert Kaufmann's

scuba diving course, which includes a

week's practical experience in

Florida. Because of last year's

overwhelming response to a course on

"The Function and Maintenance of

Your Automobile""l46 students

indicated a first-choice preference

with only 20 places availahle—this

subject will also be repeated.

Among the new offerings are a

calligraphy course taught by Milo

Beach and William Giersbach, a

course on "The Economics^ of U.S.

Population Growth" taught by Joseph

Anderson, and Samuel Rosenberg's

course called "The Student

Movement: 1960's and Beyond."

Using the coming production of A
Midsummer Night's Dream as a

basis, the drama and English

departments have combined to offer a

course on Shakespeare in production.

Some of the more unusual courses

offered are Robert Kozelka's "How to

Gamble if You Must," Raymond

Chang's "Chines^ Once Over

Lightly," and Bryce Babcock's

s^WINTER STUDY pages

Title IX, a 1974 amendment to the

Civil Rights Act of 1972, provides that

"no person in the United States shall

on the basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits

of, or be subjected to discrimination

under any education program or

activity receiving Federal financial

assistance, with certain exceptions,"

including religious institutions and
certain military academies.

The law mandates that colleges

start affirmative action programs,
appointing Affirmative Action Of-

ficers to ensure compliance with the

letter and spirit of the law. Thursday's

panel included Williams' three Af-

firmative Action Officers: Provost
Stephen R. Lewis, Dean of the Faculty
Neil R. Grabois, and Business
Manager Shane Riorden, Dean of the

College Peter Berek also joined the

panel, which was chaired by Frances
Kleinman, Assistant Professor of

English.

According to Berek, Williams, as a

private four year college, is exempt
from the statutes on Title IX gover-

ning admissions procedures. Failure

to abide by the rest of the law could

mean loss of federal funds to the

college. (Berek later indicated that

this is a very small part of the

College's budget.)

The report of an ad hoc Affirmative

Action committee formed last spring

noted, "from 1971-72 to 1974-75, the

proportion of women in the full-time

faculty rose from 4.5 per cent to 11.7

per cent ... at the assistant professor

rank . . . from 5.7 per cent to 23.6 per

cent."

In efforts to increase the size of the

pool of female and minority ap-

plicants, the College is participating

in a nationwide advertising program
in professional journals and working

through HERS (Higher E^jlucation

Resources Service), a clearing house

for applicants. Gratwis stressed the

fact that the appointments procedure

is the same for all. However, if two job

candidates have equal qualifications,

preference will be given to the

woman, if one is applying.

The problems faced by the Af-

firmative Action Program at

Williams, according to Lewis, are the

relatively small number of women
PhD's in comparison to men in any
given year; the slow turnover in

professional staff; and the nature of

Alumni relations and attitudes on the

part of certain staff workers and
department chairmen.

In a related area, he noted that the

decentralized nature of the ad-

ministrative bureaucracy at Williams
inhibits quick codification of sex and
minority policies as required t>y the

law.

Following the panel's presentation,

Linda Bundtzen, Assistant Professor

of English, charged a possible conflict

of roles in that Grabois is both Af-

firmative Action Officer, with
responsibility in increasing women
and minority faculty meml>ers, and a

$M TITLE IX peg*

2
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Editorial

What's the R^sh?
Administration of Winter Study registration may provide

-enough time for the average student to choose a January
course, but for anyoije interested in planning a '99', or in-

dependent WSP course, the tinie allotted is simply inadequate.
PresenUy a student contemplating.a '99' is usually told by

faculty to "wait and se%" what the regular course offerings are
before narking his or her own. The WSP course guide will not be
distribute until tpmol^ow. The deadline for WSP registration
comes only nine days later. Given the high standards "99's
must fulfill in their quality and intellectual value, nine days is

often too short a time in which to plan a '99' which fully meets
such criteria.

First, sustained quality of '99's would be assured by
allowing students at least two full weeks to plan their course
proposals.
-• Second, more time would encourage a greater number of

students to explore pertinent '99" possibilities. Since the aim of

the WSP is to broaden one's intellectual pursuits and provide a
change of pace, additional registration time \yould be amply
repayed by its benefits to students.

"Third and finally, with all the criticism of student
r^istration methods, ttiere should be some effort by the ad-
ministration to provide Williams students the possibility of

thoughtful registration. As a first step toward tiiat end, the

Record hopes that the Registrar will lengthen the WSP
registration time period to the first week in November.

Women's
Poinf of View

I want to form a club. It will be for

everybody on this campus who wants
to "waste" time for a few minutes by
just sitting down and talking. You'll

be able to do it without feeling guilty

because it will come under the

heading "extra-curricular activities"

on your grad school application. The
first guest lecturer we'll sponsor will

be someone who will teach us the finer

points of relaxing—unless anybody
out there feels talented enough.

"Wasting" time is an art that is

being lost around here. To see a
master in the field totally immersed
in the creative squandering of

precious minutes (or even more
rarely, whole creative hours!) is an
experience that is unforgettable. It

defies description. The artist himself

even finds it impossible to define just

how he does it. One can only hope to

imitate him or her and thereby come
to some mystic realization of the

ultimate essence or reality underlying

the craft. At the very worst, your

technique will improve and it is

possible for a novice to give a credible

performance without ever having

grasped the base principle. An out-

sider can't even tell the true artist

from someone who only seems to

know what he is doing.

Of course, to get to be any good at

this, you've got to approach it with

enthusiasm. You've got to be willing

to sit down and "waste" a few minutes

talking to people for a change. You've

got to abandon all unnecessary props,

such as Morrison and Boyd, slide

rules and Cliff notes. Looking at

watches is absolutely forbidden. It

will be tough at first. You'll find

yourself clearing your throat a lot and

glancing away, but that's O.K., eye

contact is something only an expert

can maintain. It takes practice, so

why not start with your room-mate.

That's right—knock on his door, go in

there and tear his Faulkner right out

of his hands. Find out his name. Find

out what he's been doing other than

studying, if anything. Become active.

JoW other clubs. Not only is there the

opportunity to meet people, but these

clubs fill necessary spaces on the pre-

med application, too. The im-

provement in your conversational

skills will come in handy for in-

terviews, also. Go for a walk and try

heading for a place other than the

library. If you find this impossible, try

talking to that person who sits next to

you in the reserve room every night.

Smile at him. You may be surprised at

the reaction you get. It's hard on the

nerves when one isn't accustomed to

being noticed and regulars at the

library just aren't used to remarking

thr Humanity in their neighbors.

If you are a real hard-core, dyed-in-

the-wool passivist who finds it

physically agonizing to actually do

something other than studying during

waking hours, try stopping and
looking around you on your way to

dinner. You may be surprised at what
you see. Have you noticed, for in-

stance, that the dining hall often

contains rooms which are not used for

eating? And did you know there are

people behind the counter? You could

practice your friendly smile on them
as you get your carrots, or if the line is

really long, you might even say a few

words to them.

If we all took a little time out to get

to know each other, rainy days could

be so much more bearable and class

discussions might not prove so dif-

ficult. That tension in the air might

stop crackling and maybe the feeling

of impending nervous breakdown
might go away. We could all even

improve our scores at the, "You're

from Williams? Do you know so-and

so?" game.
So, what do you say? When do you

want to have the first meeting of our

club. It's too bad I can' t make it today,

but I just haven't got the time. Maybe
tomorrow . . .

Forest to open

for deer hunt
The Hopkins Forest in William-

stown will be open to 100 permit

holders for the antlered deer season,

Monday, Dec. 1 through Saturday,

Dec. 6, 1975. Applications for permits

are now available through the

Williams College Center for En-

vironmental Studies, Box 632,

Williamstown, Mass. 01267. The $3

permit fee should be enclosed with the

completed application form.

Permits will be issued on a first-

come basis only to Berkshire County

residents until Nov. 1. After that date

any remaining permits will be issued

on a first-come basis to non-county

residents.

The Hopkins Forest will be closed to

all but permit holders during the Dec.

1-6 antlered deer season and there will

be no hunting allowed in the forest at

any other time.

Correction: Two typographical

errors were made in the printing of

Richard Spicer's letter to the

editor Friday. The printer sub-

stituted hypocritical for hyper-

critical and consciousness for

conciseness. The syntax, however,

was Spicer's.

Letters: Taking the Year Off!
Terms of escape

5
—'

To the Editor of the Williams Record:

I am glad you printed an article in

your September 23 issue on the

pdssiblities for spending time away

from Williams during the course of

one's education. I think it would be

helpful if I clarified the distinctions

among the various ways in which a

student may voluntarily elect to in-

terrupt his Williams career.

A student may take a leave of ab-

sence from Williams. Such a leave

means he or she is continuing to make

progress towards graduation, but

doing so by work taken elsewhere.

Most frequently, this involves going

on exchange to one of the schools in

the twelve-college exchange program,

to Howard University or California

Institute of Technology, or, by special

arrangement, to another school,

either in this country or abroad. The

Dean's Office can help advise

students about the opportunities

available to them for study away from

Williams. Permission for such study

is granted by petition to the Com-
mittee on Academic Standing.

Occasionally, a student who enters

Williams with several Advanced
Placement credits for work done in

secondary school, or who has ac-

cumulated credit for approved
summer school work, or who has

taken several graded fifth courses.

petitions the C A S for permission to

take a leave of absence, using AP or

summer school credits to make up for

the course work missed at Williams.

In this case, the student would not be

enrolled in any other school while

away from Williams.

Alternatively, a student can with-

draw in good standing. This means he

or she is not continuing to make
progress towards his degree, but feels

it is in his or her own best interest to

interrupt schooling for a time. Any
student considering withdrawal from

Williams should begin by discussing

his plans with one of the deans. Such a

discussion should not be viewed as a

deterrent to withdrawal. Rather, the

dean will try to help the student

clarify his or her thinking and assess

the opportunities available on campus
or away. Should the student then wish

to withdraw, he or she writes a letter

of withdrawal to the Dean of the

College and is (prmally granted

permission.

While the College does not set any
conditions about what a student

should do in his or her time away from
Williams, the deans encourage
students to engage in productive

activities for a year away. The Office

of Career Counseling makes its

facilities available to help students

with their plans.

In almost every case, the College

will expect a student to withdraw for a

full year. Our bxperience
that the fresh perspectives'"toT
gained by spending time away fro!
school are not likely to develop in

single semester.
'

Students should also be aware thai

after the sixth week of the term the
may no longer withdraw in gJ
standing without completing the work
of the semester.

A fuller discussion of study awav
from Williams and of withdrawal
from the College in good standing can

be found on pages nine and ten of the

Student Handbook. Any of the deans

will be happy to discuss these matteR
further with any student.

Sincerely yours,

'Peter Berek

Job ,

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
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Lightened pace denotes WSP
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WINTER STUDY from p*o«l

Inside Hi-Fi." "Geology on Skis"

should also prove a popular course,

judging from the Winter Study ac-

tivities of many Williams students.

More strictly academic subjects are

"Melville's Ironic Phase" Uught by

Michael Bell, Thomas Koppenheffer's

"Biology of Cancer," and Donald

Beaver's and Lawrence Vankin's

course called "Holism vs. Reduc-

tionism," which will explore such

questions as, "Can an understanding

of life be reduced to~ physics and

chemistry?" ',
. ^

Some special projects include

courses on computer graphics, black

and white photography, and bagpipe

playing.

In-pasLj^ar^ students have

complained that Winter Study courses

have become more . and more
academically oriented since th« 1968

initiation of the 4-1-4 program. An
opinion often voiced is that a larger

number of practical courses should be

offered, leaving academics for the

traditional semester periods.

Clay Hunt, Chairman of the Winter

Study Committee, said there has been

no change in the content or intent of

the Winter Study period since it was
started. Labeling claims to the con-

trary as "Williams folklore," Hunt

emphasized that Winter Study was
never intended to be a period of non-

academic activity.

Hunt went on to say that professors

are asi<ed either to teach something

MassPIRG offers

winter internships

to college students

As a result of MassPIRG's very
successful^, summer internship
program, says Marty Weinstock '77,

organization president, the Amherst
office has chosen to offer winter in-

ternships to students attending
colleges with independent study
programs. Williams students who
have an idea of what they would like to
worii on are urged to elect a "99" or
ndependent " Winter Study Project
while submitting a summary of their
project ideas to the Amherst office.

MassPIRG staff will provide coun-
eling and project guidance as well as

offering the use of their research
library Interested students should
contact either Weinstock (6845) or
Allen Charlton (6134) on campus for
more details, though as deadlines
approach haste is essential.

new to them or to teach something
they have already taught, but in a
different and less rigorous way. The
Winter Study Committee, iir its

"Annual Report to the Faculty,"
characterized the period as "a
mechanism for loosening up and
vivifying the entire yearly
curriculum."

Besides these benefits to the
faculty, said Hunt, there are obvious
student benefits from such a policy. In
order to study certain major literary

works for example, it is necessary to
be a senior major in the department
offering the course. During past
Winter Studies there have been
courses offered on some of these
works that are open to many more
students. Hunt said, giving students
an academic opportunity they would
not have had otherwise.

Hunt emphasized that he is not

suggesting students spend the month
of January studying. He cites the

Pass-Fail grading system as one way
of allowing students to do as much or
as little work as they desire, and
acknowledges the educational
benefits derived from non-academic
pursuits.

He repeated several times,
however, that a ''non-academic
philosophy is not, and never has been
one of the operating principles of the

Winter Study program. Hunt said that

the high standard of courses offered

during the Williams January project

has prevented this month from
becoming an educational waste of

time, as it is at many other schools.

Sarah McFarland, another member
of the Winter Study Committee, said

that while a Winter Study course

provides a focus for the month's work,

the purpose of this project is to have
students make greater' use of school

facilities, to do things"for which they

ordinarily would not have time.

"There's nothing wrong with skiing

tour hours a day," said McFarland.
"It's a valuable experience if it leads
to growth."

McFarUnd said the specific content
of the courses is up to the professors
and the departments; the role of the
Winter Study Committee is to make
sure that the course has educational
value, that there is a way to evaluate
the work being done, and that there is

adequate supervision throughout the
month by the professor.

One change that has been made is

the granting of additional funding—
fcom $200 to $25(>-for financial aid
students who choose a project in-

volving travel.

Except for a policy change such as
this. Hunt points out that most
changes in Winter Study courses are
due to a "shake-down" period, a time
of experimentation when wrinkles in
the program are smoothed out, rather
than to a change in the philosophy of a
Williams Winter Study.

Center fo sponsor

Yoga class
The Women's Center will begin a

Yoga workshop for women Thursday
at 7; 30 p.m. at the Unitarian
Universalist Church, 81 Summer
Street, North Adams. There will be a
small fee for the workshop.
The workshop will consist of Hatha

Yoga postures and discussion of

meditation and diet. Participants in

the workshop should wear com-
fortable clothing and bring a mat or
rug on which to do the postures.

The workshop is open to women of

all ages and all levels of involvement
in Yoga. Any woman interested in

more information about the workshop
or the Women's Center can call or

visit the Center at 41 Eagle Street,

North Adams, any weekday from 10

a.m. to 4 p.m.

Harrington to speak tonight
Michael J. Harrington of Salem who

has gained a reputation as a

congressional maverick, will be the

first speaker in North Adams State

College's Distinguished Visitors

Program tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the

Venable Hall Auditorium.

Harrington, who represents the

sixth congressional district of

Massachusetts is now serving his

third term. His convictions on the

public disclosure of heretofore secret

government documents regarding the

conduct of the country's domestic and

foreign intelligence gathering

agencies has made him the target of

Nationol cheating rise

fhreotens honor codes

SuM(la\

trend.

As a result of increased cheating,
many colleges are replacing their
honor codes with varying forms of
culty supervision, a story in The

Mew York Times reported.
As the most recent example of this
end, the Times sited the move by
ohn Hopkins University to replace its
I'dcnt-run self-discipline system
ith faculty surveillance. The John
opkins honor code, begun in 1913,
'"sely follows the code which has
«en in effect at Williams since 1896.

•Reports of increased cheating at
lams led to statements of alarm at

™ ly meeUngs last spring. Many
•^ulty members have indicated that
iternatives to the honor code may be
ceded if the incidence of cheaUng
ontmues to rise.

Preliminary resulte of a survey
Ponsored by The Williams Record

n,e Amherst Student indicate
jal about half the students at both
fools cheat by the survey's
"nition of cheating. Over one-fourth
"ic Williams students admitted to

'gating and close to three-fourths
^'e seen other students cheat
fhe Times notes the resulU of a
"ns Hopkins survey indicating that
percent of the students cheated and

^0 per cent had seen others
mating, A Stanford University

survey concluded that cheating was

heaviest among students at the top of

their classes. (The Times did not

define what constituted cheating at

the colleges mentioned.)

The weakest link in the honor codes

at most colleges is the clause calling

upon students to turn in offenders. The

Times quoted Steven Muller,

president of Johns Hopkins, as saying

that "peer group pressure" was the

main factor in .destroying that

school's honor code. "Students are

just not willing to stand up to these

pressures and take the initiative in

reporting cheating.

The Record will be publishing a

complete report on cheating at

Williams which wUI be pubHshed

later this month.

several congressional factions who
seek to neutralize his access to the

information.

The congressman's appearance on

campus is sponsored by the Student

Association. A spokesman for the

group, Attorney General Bissonnette

said, "Mr. Harrington's provocative

stand on the critical issue of govern-

ment credibility makes him a most

sought after speaker. We are for-

tunate to have him on campus. I hope

that the general public will plan to

attend the program and discussion

which is open to them free of charge".

Congressman Harrington is a life

long resident of Boston's North Shore,

and a graduate of Harvard Law
School. He served three terms as'

a

member of the Salem City Council,

followed by three terms in the

Massachusetts General Court. He left

that legislative body in 1969 when he

assumed his current position.

Harrington last visited the College

in 1973 when he spoke at com-

mencement and was awarded an

honorary doctor of laws degree.

New York Congressman Peter

Peyser will speak on "The

Financial Plight of New York

City" tonight at 7;30 In Driscoll

Lounge. Open to all. Sponsored by

the Williams Republican Club.
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Jackson cows audience
by Kiki Spencer

Resolved: The Freshman Speaking
Contest is as great an asset to the

freshman class as the purple cow is to

Williams.

With topics such as this, eleven

brave and more or less glib young
men stood before a heckling audience

to deliver a spontaneous, and
presumably humorous, speech Friday
night in the Freshman Speaking
Contest, sponsored by the Adelphic

Union.

Although the topics, which ranged
from "What gets high must come
down " to "People who go to

psychiatrists need to have their heads
examined," were stumbling blocks to

some of the speakers, the harassment

of the audience proved to intimidate

even the cleverest of the talkative

troop. In fact, the comments from the

audience at the outset were con-

siderably more entertaining than

anything the contestants had to say.

After a while, many observers

became insulting rather than witty,

and the speakers had a hard time just

being heard.

Mark Vershbow, secretary-

treasurer of the Adephic Union, said

that this year's contest was as good as

previous ones, and was very pleased

with the numtier of contestants, the

quality of speaking, and the large

audience. Speakers were judged,

according to Vershbow, on their

"ability to deal with the audience, and

with the question."

The prize for the contest, which was

$25 and a keg of beer, went to Steve

Jackson, who spoke on the topic.

"What is Women's Power, and is

there any at Williams?" Citing

examples from women in Morgan
West, Jackson showed a wirming form
with quick responses to audience
comments, and held his own against a
volley of cutting remarks.

All the contestants were male. In

fact, the announcement that no
female had ever won the Freshman
speaking Contest produced one of the

largest reactions from the audience—
mostly approval for the absence of a

female winner.

Environmental
conference
The Conservation Society of

Southern Vermont is sponsoring a

conference entitled, "Environmental
Behavior and Social Institutions" on
Saturday, Oct. 25 at Wiiidham College

in Putney, Vermont. The conference
will feature nationally known
speakers discussing the biological

implications of Western values and
social institutions.

Registration forms are available at

the Center for Environmental Studies,

which is also sponsoring group
transportation to the conference.
Michael R. Shay, assistant for public

affairs at the center, noted that "it is

important to register as early as

possible for planning purposes."

Dennis Meadows, author of "Limits

to Growth," will deliver the keynote

address, assessing Vermont's
resource situation and how it relates

to New England and the United
States.

The conference will conclude with a

panel discussion moderated by Dr.

Carl H. Reidel.

THE
NICKELODEON

55 Spring St.-Williamstown, Mass.

CLOSELY WATCHED TRAINS
October 7 5-/6 Wednesday-Thursday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
Jiri Menzel directs a charming, funny and ultimately heroic little

masterpiece about a young apprentice stationmaster who grows up
suddenly, violently and almost by accident during the closing days of

World War II. Like Shop nn Main Street and The Firemen 's Ball,

Closely Watched Trains reads like a concise summary of the finest

elements of the Eastern European cinematic tradition. Menzel's brilliant

economy of style and emotion, his basic modesty and, under it all, his

sly and distinctly earthy humor all add up to one of the New York Times
lO Best of 1967, plus an Oscar for Best Foreign Film of the year.

Starring Vaclav Neckar and Jitka Bendova. I loved it. Highly Recom-
mended.

THE^ARDER THEY COME
October 17-18 Friday-Saturday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM.
By the popular request. The Harder They Come is an exotic and violent

tale of afe and death in Jamaica's black, urban slums. Jimmy Cliff stars

as Ivan, a poor country boy who comes to the city to seek his fortune as a

singing star and finds it, instead, as a renegade killer. So much for the
story. The soul and substance of the film-is its sizzling raggae music, the

jumpy, twice syncopated, bass-beaten pop music of urban Jamaica that

fills the sound track. The result is one of the most vibrant and unusual
films to come our way in some time. Rated R. (1973)

THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES
October 19-20-21 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
Sidney Lanfield directs Darryl F. Zanuck's 1939 screen version of one of
Sherlock Holmes createst cases, "The Hound of the Baskervilles."
Basil Rathbone andNigel Bruce plays a Holmes and Watson confronted
with a perplexing and frightening series of murders on the moors. Great
auantities of pea-soup fog are propelled across the set by huge machines,
the hound turns out to be a huge shaggy dog, but it's all superb fun ana
absolutely worth seeing.

ALSO: The only film interview ever granted by Sir Arthur Donon
Doyle . . . the author chats, reminisces and muses about the super-
natural.
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Hope shines through

Honsberry s Raisin

JiiKus Hegyi conducting the Berkshire -Symphony. This
year's first concert will be Friday evening in Chapin.

WerKs by Overate ana^ptandwlTl be featured: (photo by

McClellan)

Dvorak highlights program
The Berkshire Symphony, Julius

Hegyl, conductor, will open its 1975-76

season this Friday evening with a
concert in Chapin Hall at 8:30 P.M.
The four concerts comprising the
series will have as their theme a
celeberation of American music in

recognition of the Bicentennial. t)n
Friday, Edward MacDowell's Hamlet
and Ophelia will represent the 19th

century, Aaron Copland's Suite from
The Tender Land, the 20th century;

Antonin Dvorak's Symphony in E
minor. From the New World, will

close the program. The symphonic
poem, Hamlet and Ophelia, written in

1885, was the first purely orchestral

piece produced by MacDowell.
Primarily a composer of piano works,

this work, nevertheless, remains one

of his most durable works in or-

chestral repertoire. Aaron Copland's

The Tender Land, his first full-scale

opera, was produced initially in 1954.

Born in 1899, Copeland is perhaps the

most important American composer
in our history.- He characteristically

uses themes from American folk

Lectures to cover low,

Japanese art, New York
Konvitz

Prof. Milton Konvitz of Cornell Law
School will give a lecture, "Torah and
Constitution: A Bicentennial Tribute

to the Rule of Law" at 8 p.m., Thur-
sday in Driscoll Lounge at Williams
College. The lecture is open to the

public and is sponsored by the

Williams College Jewish Association.

A leading authority on con-

stitutional law, whose books have
been cited in numerous U.S. Supreme
Court decisions, Konvitz holds a

doctorate in philosophy as well as a

law degree. He has taught at Cornell

since 1956 and at the New York State

School of Industrial and Labor
Relations since 1946. Previously he

taught at New York University,

served as general counsel for the

N.A.A.C.P.

Peyser
Congressman Peter A. Peyser (R-

N.Y.) will speak on "The New York

Fiscal Crisis" at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday

(Oct. 14) in Driscoll Lounge. The talk

is open to the public and is sponsored

by the Williams Republican Club.

Following the talk, Peyser will an-

swer questions on a variety of topics.

Peyser is in his third term in the

U.S. House of Representatives. He is

currently challenging incumbent

James Buckley for the 1976

Republican nomination for the U.S.

Senate from New York.

He sits on both thp Agriculture and

the Education and Labor Committees

in the House of Representatives.

Rosenfield

A slide lecture entitled "The Three

Laughters of the Tiger Revine: An

Essay in Japanese Ink Painting" will

be given by Prof. John Rosenfifeld of

Harvard University at 4 p.m., Friday
in Room 10 of Lawrence Hall. The
event is open to the public and will be
followed by an informal reception.

Rosenfield is chairman of the

department of art at Harvard and is

widely recognized as an authority on
Japanese art. He has edited a series of

books on Japanese art and is the

author of a book, "The Courtljf

Tradition in Japanese Art."

AAassPIRG places

material in library
MassPlRG has four reserve

shelves in Sawyer Library. The

materials on the shelves will in-

clude MassPIRG reports, some
background materials relevant to

current MassPIRG projects and

some materials from other PIRGs
around the country. Anyone may
sign out .materials from the

shelves, which are adjacent to the

WRAP shelf, to the right of the

stairway on the main level of the

library. If you have any

suggestions or comments, contact

Marty at 6845 or leave a note on the

shelf.

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

BERKSHIRE SYMPHONY
Julius Hegyi, conductor

works of MacDowell, Copland, and Dvorak

Friday, October 17th
• :30 P.M. CHAPIN HALL

'"
Admission free with I. CX card ^

music in his works, and integrates

them into music that is truly

American. Antonin Dvorak lived from

1841 to 1904 and wrote the Symphony

From the World while in New York as

Director of the New Conservatory of

Music for three years from 1892-1895.

An essentially nationalistic man, the

work reflects this characteristic of his

personality. During his sojurn in the

United States, he travelled widely

throughout the country and this

symphony has endured as an ex-

pression of his impressions of the

American scene.

Tickets for the concert are $2 and

are available at the door. Williams

students are admitted free of charge.

by Tom Herwitz

It is said that life is a struggle. A
struggle for betterment, for security,

and love, and dignity. Add to this the

struggle against racism and prejudice

(the worst hate of all), and the

struggle becomes a battle—no longer

simply effecting a man's lifestyle, but

ruling it. Lorraine Hansberry's

depiction of this struggle (the modern

black man's struggle) in her modern

classic A Raisin in the Sun was seen

last weekend in the Studio Theater,

and it undoubtably touched every

heart and soul in the audience with its

tender and sensitive handling of that

ugly situation.

The Youngers of this play—the

black ghetto famijy which is trying to

break out of their stiffling en-

vironment—personify this struggle.

Their different methods of trying to

solve their problems mesh together

into one concerted—and utterly

courageous—decision to move out into

the heckhng white suburbs and let "a

little sunshine" into their lives. Then,

possibly, they can gain the strength to

grow. It is a tangible step toward their

dreams of tranquility, and though it

may be only a small one, it is a start.

Only men make miracles, Hansberry

warns, and without hard work, per-

sistent courage, and strong will those

miracleslwhich are so desperately

needed—will be left undone.

There is no bitterness in the play-
where there could be so very much.

Neither, though, is there roman-
ticizing. It is the truth of the situation

which makes it so moving. There is a

hope expressed, a faith in the figure.

"God gave us dreams, and children to

fulfill them."

The acting was mostly only

Deborah Otis as Ruth Younger and
Hansberry's A RAISIN IN THE SUN
AMT Studio Theater.

William Webster as Travis in Lorraine
The play was seen last weekend at the

(photo by Read)

'^9300.000
Unelaiined
Seltolarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of

these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
1 1 275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1 .00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Name_

Address-

City State

_

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

-2ip

adequate. However David Bass a„j

Judith Harley both perform
commendably and created somp
outstanding moments.

Michael
Knight's direction was quite effective

visually, and his input was
un-

mistakable in terms of focusing and
harnessing the play. The padna
however, was somewhat slow.

'

These flaws, which tended to make
the production itself somewhat
amateurish, did not effect the Impaci
of the play. The humorous moments

o(

the tragi-comedy were
still

remarkably funny. The sad paru
were still as moving. All this to

Hansberry's credit for such
powerful and clear work.

The play^hadan amazing spirit.

which brought in the audience and

drained it emotionally. The teare

which flowed abundently were caused

not by pain or woe, but rather out ol

joy. It was this uplifting feeling-this
" little bit of sunshine' '—that made the

evening so enjoyable and settling.

Music for two

harpsichords
Griffin Hall Concerts will present

George Damp and Victor Hill in s

program of music for two harp-

sichord's on Saturday and Sunday,

October 18 and 19, at 8 p.m.

Featufed on the concert are a

mirror fugue from "The Art

Fugue" and the Concerto in C major

(BWV 1061) by Bach. Works of Soler

Couperin, Handel, and a concerto by

Bach's favorite pupil Krebs

complete the program.

George Damp is chairman of the

music department at Wake Forest

University in North Carolina. During

1968-69 he was on the Williams music

faculty; he has also taught

Carleton, Whitworth, Oberlin, and

Oregon State. He graduated summa

cum laude from Cornell and received

the Doctor of Musical Arts in organ

performance and literature from the

Eastman School of Music.

The harpsichords to be used for the

concerts are Hill's 1968 copy by

Rainer Schuetze of a 1745 Dulcken and

a 1973 copy by Anthony Anable of a

1769 Takin.

All Griffin Hall Concerts art

sponsored by Williams and are free to

the public.

THE WILLIAMS FILM S(K:IET^

I'RKSEMS

Friday, October 17th
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Phone 458-3704
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Sports round up

Tennis, hockey win
Women's Tennis

The Women's Tennis team, led by

the sister combinaUon of Joninna and

Rebecca Sadoff, rolled to their sixth

and seventh victories of the season

and l«ept their record unblemished.

Coach Curt Tong's juggernaut

posted easy wins over UMass and

Radcliffe by scores of 8-1 and 9-0

respectively.

In the matches, the Sadoff sisters

bothlsept their slates clean (7-0), as

did Karen Mitchell and the doubles

team of Rachel Robb and Sally Kruse.

Dede Laird and Amy Demorest

have each suffered only one loss thus

far, as the squad has stretched its two-

season -winning streak to seventeen

matches:
"

Field Hockey -
—

Radcliffe became the third straight

victim of the women's field hockey

team, as the visiting Ephs posted two

wins. The Williams varsity, via a

coordinated team effort, defeated

their Cambridge counterparts, 3-1.

TheJV also won, by a score of 5-0,

A rearrangement of the front line,

used only sparingly in practice.

placed the players in somewhat un-
familiar positions. Liza Olsen was on
the right wing; Val Corning gifted
from center to inner and Amy Kind-
wal from inner to center, Edith
Thurber emerged at left wing. Shailah
Stewart remained at her inner
position.

The unit coalesced surprisingly well
and dominated the game. Stewart and
Kindwal peppered the goal, netting
two and one scores respectively; each
hit the post once.

Maggie O'Brien, with some out-

standing play, led the half-backs in

controlling mid-field play. The team
«s a whole stifled the Radcliffe attack
and protected goalie Maryr fsTT. Fish,
continuing to substitute for the injured
Nan Selhuter, is feeling more com-
fortable in goal, and turned in another
fine game. She will continue making
saves for the next couple of weeks,
until Selhuter is able to return.

Page 5

The Treteau de Paris' touring
production of Racine's PHEDRE
caught the eye of photographer
Charlie Janson and is this week's
RECORD Photo.

Jesup hosts recycling council

Physical Education registration

for second quarter will start on

Tuesday, October 14th. Register at

Physical Education Office—Lasell

Gym. Classes will start on Wed-

nesday, Oct. 29th.

The Berkshire-Bennington
Recychng Council, Inc., will conduct
its annual meeting at 7:30 p.m,,

Wednesday in Jesup Hall. The
Williams College Center for En-
vironmental Studies is hosting the

event, which is open to the public.

Martha Stone of Wellesley, Mass,,

secretary of the New England
Association for Resource Recovery

(N,E.A,R.R,), will be the featured

speaker. Stone, long active in the field

of resource recovery, is the chairman
of the Board of Public Works of

Wellesley

The Council will also be electing

new officers and will be discussing its

plans to take over the pick-ups and
handling of all material collected in

the area for recycling.

Cone makes fobrics people live In;^^^ ^'•"^^^ ^
FcONE MILLS ri«0 SBO*0WAY. NEW VOBK. NY 100H

Briefly noted

nnHH:

CtiartM ^V«i> tnoR the (ainod Victoria and AUMxt Museum Intent
WlU%|Mak oft "!Di«;M«Uciu Patroua of th* Arts in the vm Century" at' (he
^rftAfttM4ilulC4)j(jM».MW4|dn(p4Ay. '»

l^tri^iMlcftv^leiOytiHUiM orBriUihCbiui
JfttMraitit^. onTbttrtdby taGrtffioHall, Thewbtectto "SomeConl
finr Eii^Kame,"

JpliB pMnwMii, chainaan p( the HvvArd-VniveFsity art depiartmeiK
J»lU«nN»k to ''Three L«igW»» An Essay in Japanese
Bttt PdteUng^' Slittes wlU aceomiwny Ae lecture in lO Lawrence Hall on
Friday ar 4 p.m.

iillm.sj

—^ . ,, Bos A»ttra|H>>ogy fUm dealing with Sauth Amcrie

ibal Ufl|. Brtwfinan on Tuteday H f-pmi
BlackbiartdNMi^e in Bronfroanat 7:30 on Thursday. 1950*8 drama with

'lenh fjordL

WHItams Film Society Friday night film»™Frank Capra's it Happened
:>ne Nlghl and Ninotchka. In Bronfman.

Lancelot of the take— Robert Bresson's filfti about this medieval here.
A superbly crafted fihn. Saturday at7:30 and9:30 p.m. in Bronfman.

The Adversary, Indian director Satyajit Ray's 1971 fihn in Bronfman at
j;7:30 on Monday.

^Theater:
The Freshman Revue- This year being what it must be—America's

200th birthday, the revue will deal with what they call our nation's Buy-
centennial. The show is directed by Dana Perlslein with choreograph/ by
DianneThompson and music composed by Raquel Shapiro, Stew Menking is

the Master of Ceremonies who carries the singing and dancing Class of '79

through their series of skits and sor;jjs. A whole lot of fun for everyone.
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights at 8:30 p.m. on the mainstage at the

AMT. Thursday is free performance with open seating. Friday tickets are
required, but are free to students. Tickets available at the AMT box office.

Music:

Berkshire Symphony—Friday night at 8:30 p.m. in Chapin. Julius Hegyi
conducting (see previfew).

Grirrin Hall Concerts—Victor Hill and George Damp, music for two
harpsichords. Saturday and Sunday at 8 p.m.

Paul Geremia—blues musician will sing and play guitar from 9 to 12 on

Saturday evening at the Williams Coffee House in Baxter. Williams Jazz

Ensemble will lead off.

Williams Octet of I941-19SS—will be back to sing old favorites and show
tunes starting at8:4S on Saturday evening in Jesup Hall.

Williams Choral Society—performing works of Mozart and Haydn.

Sunday at 10:30 a.m. in Thompson Chapel.

Around the Circuit

Black Oak Arkansas at the Palace Theater in Albany at 8 pm tonight.

Still time to catch this rock group if you hurry.

,4rlo Guthrie is opening up the Great Saratoga Music Hall in Saratoga

Springs on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.

Weather Report with David Sancious Friday at 8 p.m. at die Palace

Theater.

Senator opposes tax
MEAL TAX from page 1

The Boverini legislation has been

packaged in a recess study, usually a

dead issue depository.

"We have to convince the 'powers

that be' to get a bill out, but we're

more encouraged on this bill , , , We
might have a chance to get it out of the

package,"

If college meals are not exempted
from the state meals tax, board

contracts would increase as much as

$36 a semester, Fitzpatrick estimated

KNOCKABOUT

is accepting

Poetry Prose

Photos Graphics

Deadline Oct. 21

Box In Stetson

for information call

Steve White • 6827

Jay Mclnerney 458-8462

the annual receipts of the tax at $33

million.

This represents a 1,4 per cent in-

crease in state revenues, "Nobody is

collecting the tax yet," he noted.

When asked about Governor
Michael S, Dukakis' proposal to

abolish the meals tax and impose a

five per cent sales tax, the Senator

remarked, "That might be a

possibility. Hotels and restaurants are

lobbying for this. Their tax rate now is

three per cent. According to any tax

bill, this rate would go up to eight per

cent, A sales tax would be simpler,"

Fitzpatrick was unaware that state

higher education institutions were
seeking a separate exemption, "They
won't have any better luck than you
people (private schools)," he

predicted.

He was also uninformed about the

House of Representatives' tax bill

exempting elementary and secondary

schools from tlie tax. He maintained

he would "offer an amendment to

include colleges" when it reached the

Senate,

Women's

Self-Defense Course

An eight-week self-defense
course, sponsored by Williams
Women, Is being offered to all

student, faculty, and staff women.
Classes are held at 6: 30 to 7: 30 p.m.
and at 8:00-9:00 p.m, on Wed-
nesdays; new people may join us
through October 17. The course Is

taught by Colleen Currle, the
coordinator of the North Adams
Women's Center, In the wrestling
room of Lasell Gymnasium.

Jewish Bookmobile on Its' Way

A Jewish Bookmobile, sponsored by
ATID, the collegiate organization of the
United Synagogue of America (con-

servative), will be visiting the Williams
campus on Thursday, October )6 from
10:00 a.m, to 4:00 PN\.

The stock of over 3,000 books includes
topics such as Hebrew, history, Bible,

Israel, philosophy, the Holocaust,
customs and ceremonies, law, and the
American Jewish scene. The Book-
mobile alsotarries works of fiction and
poetry, as well as records, posters,
ritual oblects, and children's t>ooks.

Discounts are available to students.
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Hope shines through

Honsberry's Raisin

Julius Hegyi conducting the Berkshire Symphony. This
year's first concert will be Friday evening in Chapin.

Works by Dvorak and Copland will be featured.

McClellan)
(photo by

Dvorak highlights program
The Berkshire Symphony, Juhus

Hegyi, conductor, will open its 1975-76

season this Friday evening with a

concert in Chapin Hall at 8:30 P.M.
The four concerts comprising the

series will have as their theme a

celeberation of American music in

recognition of the Bicentennial. On
Friday, Edward MacDowell's Hamlet
and Ophelia will represent the 19th

century, Aaron Copland's Suite from
The Tender Land, the 20th century;
Antonin Dvorak's Symphony in K
minor, From the New World, will

close the program. The symphonic
poem, Hamlet and Ophelia, written in

1885, was the first purely orchestral

piece produced by MacDowell.
Primarily a composer of piano works,

this work, nevertheless, remains one

of his most durable works in or-

chestral repertoire. Aaron Copland's

The Tender Land, his first full-scale

opera, was produced initially in 1954.

Born in 1899, Copeland is perhaps the

most important American composer
in our history. He characteristically

uses themes from American folk

Lectures to cover law,

Japanese art, New York
Konvitz

Prof. Milton Konvitz of Cornell Law
School will give a lecture, "Torah and
Constitution: A Bicentennial Tribute

to the Rule of Law" at 8 p.m., Thur-

sday in Driscoll Lounge at Williams
College. The lecture is open to the

public and is sponsored by the

Williams College Jewish Association.

A leading authority on con-

stitutional law, whose books have
been cited in numerous U.S. Supreme
Court decisions, Konvitz holds a

doctorate in philosophy as well as a

law degree. He has taught at Cornell

since 1956 and at the New York State

School of Industrial and Labor
Relations since 1946. Previously he

taught at New York University,

served as general counsel for the

N.A.A.C.P.

Peyser
Congressman Peter A. Peyser (R-

N.Y.) will speak on "The New York

Fiscal Crisis" at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday

(Oct. 14) in Driscoll Lounge. The talk

is open to the public and is sponsored

by the Williams Republican Club.

Following the talk, Peyser will an-

swer questions on a variety of topics.

Peyser is in his third term in the

U.S. House of Representatives. He is

currently challenging incumbent

James Buckley for the 1976

Republican nomination for the U.S.

Senate from New York.

He sits on both the Agriculture and

the Education and Labor Committees

in the House of Representatives.

Rosenfield

A slide lecture entitled "The Three

Laughters of the Tiger Revine: An

Essay in Japanese Ink Painting" will

be given by Prof. John Rosenfield of

Harvard University at 4 p.m., Friday
in Room 10 of Lawrence Hall. The
event is open to the public and will be

followed by an informal reception.

Rosenfield is chairman of the

department of art at Harvard and is

widely recognized as an authority on
Japanese art. He has edited a series of

books on Japanese art and is the

author of a book, "The Courtly

Tradition in Japanese Art."

AAassPIRG places

material in library
MassPIRG has four reserve

shelves in Sawyer Library. The

materials on the shelves will in-

clude MassPIRG reports, some

background materials relevant to

current MassPIRG projects and

some materials from other PIRGs
around the country. Anyone may
sign out materials from the

shelves, which are adjacent to the

WHAP shelf, to the right of the

stairway on the main level of the

library. If you have any

suggestions or comments, contact

Marty at 6845 or leave a note on the

shelf.'
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BERKSHIRE SYMPHONY
Julius Hegyi, conductor

works of MacDowell, Copland, and Dvorak

Friday, October 17th
8:30P.M. CHAPIN HALL

Admission free with I. D. card

music in his works, and integrates

them into music that is truly

American. Antonin Dvorak lived from

1841 to 1904 and wrote the Symphony

I'roni the World while in New York as

Director of the New Conservatory of

Music for three years from 1892-1895.

An essentially nationalistic man, the

work reflects this characteristic of his

personality. Curing his sojurn in the

United States, he travelled widely

throughout the country and this

symphony has endured as an cx-

PQSS^ion of his impressions of tlie

American scene.

Tickets for the concert arc $2 and

are available at the door. Williams

students are admitted free of charge.

by Tom llerwitz

It IS said that life is a struggle. A

struggle for betterment, for security,

and love, and dignity. Add to this the

struggle against racism and prejudice

(the worst hate of all), and the

struggle tx'comes a battle—no longer

simply effecting a man's lifestyle, but

ruling it. Lorraine Hansberry's'

depiction of this struggle ( the modern

black man's struggle) in her modern

classic A Kaisiii in the Sun was seen

last weekend in the Studio theater,

and it undoubtably tou(!hed every

heart and soul in the audience with its

tender and sensitive "handling of that

ugly situation.

The Youngers' of this play— the

black ghetto family which is trying to

break out of their stiffhng en-

vironment-personify this struggle.

Their different methods of trying to

solve their problems mesh together

into one concerted— and utterly

courageous—decision to move out into

the heckling white suburbs and let "a

little sunshine" into their lives Then,

possibly, they can gain the strength to

grow. It is a tangible step toward their

dreams of tranquility, and though it

may be only a small one, it is a start.

Only men make miracles, Hansberry

warns, and without hard work, per-

sistent courage, and strong will those

miracleslwhich are so desperately

needed— will be left undone.

There is no bitterness in the play—

where there could be so very much.

Neither, though, is there roman-

ticizing. It is the truth of the situation

which makes it so moving. There is a

hope expressed, a faith in the future.

"God gave us dreams, and children to

tulfill them."

The acting was mostly only

Deborah Otis as Ruth Younger and William Webster as Travis in Lorraine
Hansberry's A RAISIN IN THE SUN. The play was seen last weekend at the
AMT Studio Theater, (ptioto by Read)

'83300.000
Unelaimed
Seholarsliips
Over $331500,000 unclaimed scholarships, giants, aids, and
fellowshi))s ranging from $50 to $10,000 Cuiipnt lisl of

these sources researched and compiled as of S(!pt. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
1 1 275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

I J I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1 .00 for po?ra^p and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Name_

Address

Citv^ State_

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

-Zip-

adequate. However David Bass a <

Judith Harley both perio,.
"'

commendably and created sum.
outstanding momcnis

Mi(..|,j.|

Knight's direction was <iiiii(.
(,||^.^,,J^

visually, and his mput was
u,,!

mistakable in terms of tocusmg
and

,
harnessing the play. The paH„.
however, was somewhat slow

'

These flaws, which tended to make
the production itself somewhai
amateurish, did not effect llu' iinpaH

of the play. The humorous moments
oi

the tragicomedy were
sliH

remarkably funny. The sad pans
were still as moving. All tins

ij,

Hansjjerry's credit for such a

powerful and clear work
The play had an amazing spun. (),,(

which brought in the audience ani)

drained it emotionally Tlie tears

which flowed abundently were eaused

not by pain or woe, but rather nut ol

joy. It was this uplifting leeluiK-ihii

"little bit of sunshine"— that iiiudelln

evening so enjoyable and selllmg.

Music for two

harpsichords
Griffin Hall Concerts will preseii:

Cieorge Damp and Victor Hill in a

program of music for two har|>

sichords on .Saturday and Sunda\

October 18 and 19, at 8 p,m
P'eatured otj, the concert ,ire c

mirror fugue' from "The .\ri «

Fugue" and the Concerto in (' maju-

(BWV lOfil ) by Bach, Works ul ,Soln

Couperin, Handel, and a coritiMto li,

Bach's favorite pupil Krebs uil,

complete the program
George Damp is chairman of iht

music department at Wake Fures'

University in North Carolina Dunne

19()8-t)9 he was on the Williams muMi

faculty; he has also taught a:

Carleton. Whitworth, Oherliii, am:

Oregon SUile, He graduated sumnio

cum laude from Cornell and reecivre

the Doctor of Musical Arts in orga;,

performance and literature from tht

Kastman School of Music

The tiarpsichords to be used for thi

concert.s are Hill's 19(i8 copy b)

Kainer Schuetze of a 174,') Duleken ar,:

a 197:) copy by Anthony Anahle ol ,:

1769 Takin
All (Jriffin Hall Concerts an

sponsored by Williams and are free lo

the public

I TMIWri.llAM.s III.MMM II n
' I'HKM.M^

Friday, October 17th

Bronfman Auditorium *''""^

Neil AMraction Brpwslpr M( Cloud * Betwei" '

TimbuWtu

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINESBEER

Lowest Puces in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704
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Sporis round up

Tennis, hockey win
Wdriit'ii's Tfiinis

n^. Women's Tennis team, led by

,
I,,, sister combination

of Jonmna and

hecca Sadc.ll, rolled to their sixth

'

,| seventh victories of the season
'

(1 kepi their record unblemished.
'

Coach Curl Tong's juggernaut

nosted easy wins over UMass and

Radclitle by scores of 8-1 and 9-0

respectively.

in Ihe matches, the SadofI sisters

both kepi Iheir slates clean (7-0), as

did Karen Mitchell and the doubles

learn of Rachel Kobb and Sally Kruse

Uede l-aird and Amy Demorest

have each suffered only one loss thus

far as (he squad has stretched its two-

season wMinIng streak to seventeen

matches,

I'icUl Hockey

Kadclifle became the third straight

victim of the women's field hockey

learn, as the visiting Ephs posted two

wins The Williams varsity, via a

coordinaled team effort, defeated

Iheir Cambridge counterparts, :M.

TheJV also won, by a score of 5-0.

A rearrangement of the front line,

used only spiiringly in practice.

placed the players in somewhat un-
familiar positions. Liza Olsen was on
the right wing; Val Corning shifted

from center to inner and Amy Kind-
wal from inner to center; l<;dith

Thurber emerged al left wing .Shailuh

Stewart remained at her inner
lX)sition

The unit coalesced surprisingly well

and dominated the game Stewart and
Kindwal peppered the goal, netting

two and one scores respi'ctively; each
hit the post once

Maggie O'Brien, with some out-

standing play, led the half-backs in

controlling mid-field play. The team
«s a whole stifled the Kadclilfc attack

and protected goalie Mary Fish. Fish,

continuing to substitute for the injured

Nan Selhuter, is feeling more com-
fortable in goal, and turned in another

fine game. She will continue making
saves for the next couple of weeks,

until Selhuter is able to return

Page 5

Briefly noted
A highly arbitrary guide of alternatives to grinding

J

On Campus
Lectures:

CharleK Avery from the fanjed Victoria and Alljert Museum in London
will apeak on "The Medici as Patrons of the Arts in the 15th Century" at the
Clark Art Institute at 5 p.m. on Wednesday.

Pau-icia Merivaie, mythologist from the University of British Columbia,
lectures at8 p.m. on Thursday in Griffin Hall. The subject is "Some Contexts
for Endgame."

John Rosenfield, chairman of the Harvard University art department
will speak on "Three Laughters of the Tiger Ravine: An Essay in Japanese
Ink Painting." Slides will accompany the lecture in 10 Lawrence Hall on>
Friday at 4 p.m. ^

-F44«!*i—-— -
.

'

'' "'" '

'

'

.'
' ."

- ' '
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The Treteau de Paris' touring
production of Racine's PHEDRE
caught the eye of photographer
Charlie Janson and is this week's
RECORD Photo.

Jesup hosts recycling council

Physical Education registration

for second quarter will start on

Tuesday, October 14th. Register at

Physical Kducation Office— Lasell

Oyni Classes will start on Wed-

nesdav. Oct. 29th.

The B e r k s h i r e - B e n n i n g t (i n

Recycling Council, Inc., will conduct

its annual meeting at 7:30 p.m.,

Wednesday in Jesup Hall. The
Williams College Center for En-

vironmental Studies is hosting the

event, which is open to the public

Martha Stone of Wellesley, .Mass..

secretary of the New England
Association for liesource Recovery

Cone makes fabrics people live in.

iN.E.A.R.K.), will be the featured

speaker. Stone, long active in the field

of resource recovery, is the chairman
of the Board of I'ublic Works of

Wellesley

The Council will also be electing

new officers and will be discussing its

plans to take over the pick-ups and

handling of all material collected in

the area for recycling.

A Man Called Bee—Anthropology film dealing with South American
tribal life, Bronfman on Tuesday at 7 p.m. *

Blackboard Jungle in Bronfman at 7:30 on Thursday. 1950's drama with
Glenn Ford.

Williams film Society Friday night films—Frank Capra's It Happened
(ine Night and Ninotchka. In Bronfman.

l^ancelot of the Lake— Robert Bresson's film about this medieval here:
A superbly crafted film. Saturday at 7 : 30 and 9: 30 p.m. in Bronfman.

The Adversary, Indian director Satyajit Ray's 1971 film in Bronfman at

7:30 on Monday. ^

Theater:
~

The Freshman Revue— This year being what it must be—America's
200th birthday, the revue will deal with what they call our nation's Buy-

centennial. The show is directed by Dana Perlstein with choreography by

Dianne Thompson and music composed by Raquel Shapiro, Stew Meiiking is

the Master of Ceremonies who carries the singing and dancing Class of '79

through their series of skits and songs. A whole lot of fun for everyone.

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights at 8:30 p.m. on the mainstage at the

AMT. Thursday is free performancewith open seating. Friday tickets are

required, but are free to students. Tickets available at the AMT box office.

Music: =>r .

Berkshire Symphony—Friday night at 8:30p.m. in Chapin. Julius Hegyi

conducting (see preview).

Griffin Hall Concerts—Victor Hill and George Damp, music for two

harpsichords. Saturday and Sunday at 8 p.m.

Paul Geremia—blues musician will sing and play guitar from 9 to 12 on

Saturday evening at the Williams Coffee House in Baxter. Williams Jazz

Ensemble will lead off.

Williams Octet of 1941-1955-will be back to sing old favorites and show

tunes starting at 8 : 45 on Saturday evening in Jesup Hall.

Williams Choral Society—performing works of Mozart and Haydn.

Sunday at 10:30 a.m. in Thompson Chapel.

Around the Circuit

» Black Oak Arkansas at the Palace Theater in Albany at 8 pm tonight.

Still time to catch this rock group if you hurry.

,\rlo Guthrie is opening up the Great Saratoga Music Hall in Saratoga

Sprihgs on Wednesday at 7:3Q p.m.

Weather Report with Dayid Sancious Friday at 8 p.m. at the Palace

Theater. :, .!"*'.

Senator opposes tax
MEAL TAX from page 1

The Boverini legislation has been

packaged in a recess study, usually a

dead issue depository.

"We have to convince the 'powers

that tx-' to gel a bill out, but we're

more encouraged on this bill ... We
might have a chance to gel it out of the

package "

If college meals are not exempted

from the state meals tax, board

contracts would increase as much as

SliOa semester. Eitzpatrick estimated

KNOCKABOUT

is accepting

Poetry

Photos

Prose

Graphics

Deadline Oct. 21

Box in Stetson

for information call

Steve Wtiite 6827

Jay Mclnerney 458 8462

the annual receipts of the tax at $;!3

million.

This represents a 1.4 per cent in-

crease in state revenues 'NotKidy is

collecting the tax yet," he noted.

When asked about Governor
Michael S. Dukakis' proposal to

abolish the meals tax and impose a

five per cent sales tax, the Senator

remarked, "That might be a

possibility. Hotels and restaurants are

lobbying for this. Their tax rate now is

three per cent According to any tax

bill, this rate would go up to eight per

c^nl. A sales tax would be simpler,"

F'itzpatrick was unaware that state

higher education institutions were

seekiqg a separate exemption. "They
better luck than you

schools)," he

predicted.

He was also uninformed about the

House of Representatives' tax bill

exempting elementary and secondary

schools from the tax He maintained

he would "offer an amendment to

include colleges " when it reached the

Senate

secKiqg a separaie

won't"feyfe|ffi?i- bet

people (private

l{/omen's

Self-Defense Course

An eight week self defense
course, sponsored by Williams
Women, is being offered to all

student, faculty, and staff women.
Classes are held at 6: 30 to 7: 30 p.m.

and at 8:00 9:00 pm on Wed
nesdays; new people may ioin us

through October 17. The course is

taught by Colleen Currie, the

coordinator of the North Adams
Women's Center, in the wrestling

room of Lasell Gymnasium.

Jewish Bookmobile on its Way

A Jewish Bookmobile, sponsored by
AT ID, the collegiate organization of the

United Synagogue ol America (con

servalive), will be visiting the Williams
campus on Thursday. October 16 from
10.00 am. to 4 00 PM
The stock of over 3.000 books includes

topics such as Hebrew, history, Bible.

Israel, philosophy, Ihe Holocaust,
customs and ceremonies, law, and the

American Jewish scene The Book
mobile also carries works of fiction and
poetry, as well as records, posters,

ritual oblects, and children's books.
Discounts are available to students
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Eph gridders skin Panthers

ScoH Herrington booms a punt from deep in ttie end zone during second quarter
action. A fierce Middlebury rust) liad blocked his previous attempt, and nearby
made it two in a row on tliis play

.

Scor
VARSITY FOOTBALL (2-0-1)
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eekend draws 650

Sports and arts fill plans

3R^£<xtii
WILLIAMS
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I

Approximately 650 parents,

Liatives and friends are arriving this

feekend to attend the 23rd annual

freshman Parents' Day this Satur-

ly.

The families of over 300 freshmen

ill- feegin to arrive on. Friday.

presenting 26 states across the

luntry, and Sweden, Venezuela, and

reece from abroad. Families from

alifornia, Colorado, Arizona and

exas are among those from distant

ations in the United States planning

attend In addition, about 40 fathers

e to arrive will be Williams alumni,

cording to the Williams Conference

iffice, which is in charge of

ngements.

Registration begins Friday, and

rents are invited to attend the

fcerlishire Symphony concert at 8:30

in Chapin Hall, or the annual

reshman Revue at 8:30 p.m., in the

dams Memorial Theatre. Both
,'ents are open to the public, although

imission is charged.

Saturday at 11 :30 a.m., there will be

special Parents' Day program at

hapin Hall, which will include songs
ly the Ephlats and a panel discussion

n the Williams curriculum.
residcnlJohn W. Chandler will serve

IS moderator, and panel members
\ii\\ he Russell H. Bostert, professor of

listory, Zirka Z. Filipczak, assistant

irofessor of art; Neil R. Grabois,
)ean of the Faculty and professor of

nathematics; and John W. Shelton,

ssislant professor of physics.

Several athletic events are
scheduled for Saturday, including a
freshman soccer match with Vassar
at 10 a.m., on Cole Field. At U a.m.,
the varsity soccer team hosts
Bowdoin on Cole Field while the

daries and Passage." The service will
be conducted by John D. Eusden,
Chaplain and professdr of religion!
along with students and local
residents. The full 100-voice Williams
Choral Society, accompanied by a 38-

North Adams State on the women s *• . _

athletic field and the women's tennis
team encounters R.P.I, on the
Williams courts. At 1 p.m., in the
science quad the freshman cross
country team will race against M.I.T.
and Tufts, with the varsity starting off

at 1:30 p.m. The varsity football team
will play Bowdoin in a 1 :30 p.m., clash
on Weston Field.

A second performance of the fresh-

man revue is scheduled for 8:30 p.m.,

Saturday evening at the Adams
Memorial Theatre. At 8 p.m., Prof.

Victor Hill of Williams and Prof.

George Damp of the University of

North Carolina will present a
program of music for two harp-

sichords in Griffin Hall at 8 p.m. The
concert is free and will be repeated at

8 p.m., Sunday. Saturday at 8:45 p.m.,

in Jesup Hall 19 Williams alumni led

by Warren Hunke '22 will sing old

favorites and show tunes in a musical
tribute to Heinie Greer '22, a former
North Adams resident. All of these

events will be open to the public.

Sunday morning at 10:30 a.m., a

worship service will be held in the

Thompson Memorial Chapel with

assistant professor of religion Mark C.

Taylor speaking on "Worlds, Boun-

Albany and Berkshire Symphonies,
will perform music from the Viennese
Classic period, conducted by Kenneth
Roberts, Organist and Choirmaster.
The program will include Haydn's
chorus from the oratorio, "Return of

Tobias" and three famous church
works of Mozart: "Sancta Maria,"
"Kyrie in d minor" and "Ave Verum
Corpus."

All will be presented in their
original conception of orchestra plus
choir.

Alan Ades '78 is seen with his father and younger brother at freshman football
game during last year's Parents' Weekend. This year. Varsity game with
Bowdoin forced this year's game to be played on Cole Field earlier today (photo
byMcClellan)

Peyser urges federal aid for NYC
by Harry Kelly

Peter Peyser, .Republican
representative from the 23rd New
York Congressional District, urged
the Federal Government to prop-up
the faltering finances of hard-pressed
New York City, at a meeting last

Tuesday. Speaking to a large and
receptive audience at a gathering
sponsored by the Williams Republican

Club, Peyser cited the damage which
would be done to the financial

situation of municipalities nationwide
if New York was allowed to default on
its debts.

Peyser specified that federal aid

would take the form of guarantees to

the city, with the provision that within

five years, the city would once again
be able to balance its budget. When

Endowment funds slip

icense expanded

own OK's Log entertainment
by Ted Stroll

The Williamstown Board -trf-

eleclmen voted unanimously
uesday night to renew the Log's
Uerlaniment license.

The license was revised to permit
e Log to have live entertainment
ICC weekly instead of the weekly
itertainment presently authorized.
Gene Kalk '75, manager of the Log,
id that the vote went as expected.
' predicted a much tougher fight
iien the Log's liquor license comes

for renewal January 1, 1976,
wevcr.

The two licenses are not related in
y way.

)

Town challenges to the liquor
ense revolve around "students
aking noise when leaving the Log,"
all< said.

According to Falk, the blame
louldnl lie with the students. "Most
niplaints seem to me to be un-
arranled," he said. "I've seen a lot
the mcidents about which com-
"its have been made, and it's

ually townies.
As a result of this, we're worried
some of the (Spring Street

«idents) may come in and complain
iquor-renewal hearing."

^Pring Street residents have called
Jice a number of times. "There
ere college students at the beginning
" year who made noise. The

The current state of the economy
has produced a slight shift downward
in the endowment fund in recent years

according to Francis H. Dewey III,

Treasurer of the College.

Total endowment of the College has

fluctuated flightly in the past year and
a half and is expected to be slightly

under $60 million as of Sept. 30

compared with $62 million on June 30,

according to Dewey.

He further noted that total con-

tributions have also decreased from

$6.3 million in the fiscal year 1972-73

(the second largest in the College's

history) to $5.6 million for the fiscal

year 1974-75.

Dewey stated that there is hope that

with increased corporate profits the

stock market will improve in coming
months, and possibly raise en-

dowment and contributions, although

inflation. New York City's financial

crisis, and interest rates threaten any

meaningful recovery.

The goal for the Alumni Fund has

been increased this year to one million

dollars in view of last year's record

collection of $923,000. The Capital fund

for theSeventiesisalso being "revved

up" after a period of waiting for

change in economic trends.

Two new investment managers

have also been appointed by the

College: Scudder, Stevens, and Clark,

and Miller, Anderson, and Sherrerd.

Each firm manages approximately

one-half of the College endowment.

Student assailants arraigned
Gene Falk '75, manager of the Log

this type on the Log seems to be pretty

unfair," Falk concluded. He has also

personally called Williamstown police

on several occasions. "1 made a

complaint last week because of

(townies') drag-racing," he said.

Chief of Police Joseph Zoito has said

that he would like to assign an officer

full time to Spring Street, but

"restrictions on manpower m'ake this

impossible," he said.

by Ted Stroll

Kevin Bressette of Williamstown

faces charges which could result in a

prison sentence of 20 years in the

illegal entry and assault of Steve

Weintraub '77 of Fitch House. He will

be arraigned on charges of "breaking

and entering at nighttime with intent

to commit a felony, assault and

battery, and assault by means of a

dangerous weapon," according to

Joseph Zoito, Jr., Williamstown Chief

of Police.

the

nbic;m was a lack of security. Now
have a security man here every

Khi one-half hour before closing and
^ Slays until fifteen minutes after."
' dlk described a recent incident for
iich the police were called. "The
rer day the Williamstown police"M Security to complain of college
'dents' noise on Spring Street.
"Tity came within two minutes.
'< officer and I went up Spring
F^;' and inspected the situation."

ihere were townies drag-racing
Loionial Pizza. Others were

'.ving with a car by Ken's market.
"«s the strept, it appeared as
l^gh others weVe deflating car tires.
^0*. to blame late-night noise of

Th« usual crop of talent sings ind dances their way through this year's Fresh-

man Revue (shown here in rehearsal, this year • lighthearted look at our 200th

birthday. See review page 4. (photo by Everett)

A juvenile also faces charges of

assault and battery with a dangerous

weapon, and breaking and entering at

nighttime with intent to commit a

felony. He was assigned a public

defender Tuesday and will be

arraigned November 5 in juvenile

court. Bressette has been released on

his own recognizance pending his

appearance in Williamstown District

Court October 21. His date of

arraignment has not been scheduled.

"The juvenile, if convicted, could be

committed to the Division of Youth
Services," said Zoito. Anybody under

17 in Massachusetts is a juvenile.

Bressette, who is an adult, could

receive a sentence of 2'/^ years from

the Williamstown District Court, and
a fine of $1000. But if the Williamstown

Police request it, he could l)e- bound

over the the Superior Court, which
could send him to jail for "up to 20

years on the 'breaking-at-nighttime'

charge and either a five-year sentence

or a $1000 fine on the charge of assault

by means of a dangerous weapon,"
says Zoito. The Williamstown District

Court is not empowered to send a

criminal to jail for more than 24
years.

"I haven'tdecided whether or not to

request that (Bressette) be bound

over to and tried by the Superior

Court, or whether the case should be

tried in Williamstown District Couft,"

Zoito stated "If I request that he be

bound over to Superior Court, he

probably would be."

questioned, Peyser said the federal

government ought not engage in

bailing-out the many holders of New
York City bonds for their own sake,

but to prevent the economic damage
such insolvency would do to an
economy just beginning to recover
from a severe recession.

In taking this stand, Peyser aligned

himself with Vice-President
Rockefeller in urging the Ford Ad-
ministration to aid the city. At the

same time, Peyser affirmed tiis stand
against Secretary of the Treasury,
William Simon and President Ford
himself, both of whom have declared
themselves against any federal aid.

"The United States," said Peyser,
"will not take fiscal control of the

city; the state will have the final fiscal

say in the city's budget."

When asked what will prevent other
city's from running debts so high that

they too, will be required to seek
federal support, Peyser answered,
"New York City isgoing topay a price

so high that no one will be willing to

voluntarily get into this mess."
Peyser, soon to announce his

candidacy for the U.S. Senate seat

currently held by James Buckley of

New York, discussed with the group
several other recent issues which the

Congress has dealt with. Peyser very
forcefully defended the Kissinger

settlement of the recent Sinai Accord,
assuring his audience that there were
few similarities between the presence
of US civilian technicians in the Sinai

and the presence of American
military advisors in Vietnam in the

early 1960's.

In the case of the Sinai Accord, said

Peyser, both the Israelis and the

Egyptians have urged American
participation there, whereas in

Vietnam, only the South Vietnamese
government requested aid. Replying
to a question citing the dangers in-

volved in the Sinai Pact, Peyser said,

"There may very well be some risks,

but those are risks we have to take."

Earlier, Peyser had said that without
such an agreement, there would be no
peace.

Peyser is ranking minority member
of the House Agriculture committee,
the first representative from the

Northeast to sit on that committee
recently, and one of the few to

represent the consumer's interest on
that committee dominated by agri-

business.

Appendicitis knocks

Baldwin out (or

the year, Wallace

gets nod. See

story page 6
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Smooth Sailing
Areas of possible confrontation between town and college

seem to have been successfully smoothed out by recent efforts^

of town government and students alike.

The Wllliamstown Board of Selectmen deserves
congratulations for their decision to renew the entertainment
license of the Log for another year. Although the clientele will

be affected by the new drinking age about to become law in

Massachusetts, the flexibility and added dimension an en-

tertainment license gives the Log is appreciated by all who
patronize it.

In addition, the town has finally provided more regular
police patrols on Spring St. Their presence should not only ef-

fect a dramatic lessening of nocturnal noise in the area, but will

provide first-hand evidence to town officials that much of the
noise was the product of non-students in the first place.

Finally, the students of Williams should be acknowledged
for their continuing efforts in keeping closing time at the Log
orderly and quiet.

*As long as the present situation continues, the renewal of

the Log's liquor license in December seems a certainty. Now
that the Log has proven workable, it can settle into the role of

Established College Institution.

For Parents Only
Wllliamstown draws a crowd every fall whether for leaves,

football or freshmen. This year everything seems to coincide on
one weekend, resulting in today's and tomorrow's encounter
theatre which the Administration is calling Freshman Parents'
weekend. The Record welcomes all visiting parents, relatives

and friepds of the class of '79 and hopes that your stay in the

Berkshires will be an instructive one.

According, to Dean of Freshmen Lauren R. Stevens, the

overlapping of Parents' Weekend, Bowdoin weekend, and the

final flush of the fall foliage season was unavoidable. Stevens,

and the Calendar and Scheduling Committee, felt that an early

October date would come too soon after Freshmen Days and
(due to this year's unusually cold September) would also

compete with the annual peak foliage tours which book up a

majority of hotel space in the area. Next weekend is fall break
and the campus will resemble a classroom five minutes after

class let out. As far as the Administration is concerned, this was
the only acceptable weekend. We hope that parents will take

advantage of this socially vibrant weekend to experience

Williams in its most advantageous light and especially to

support our undefeated football team against Bowdoin.

Excuse us for this self-advertisement, but due to the

restraints of the Buckley Amendment we have been unable to

get freshmen home addresses, therefore we would like to take

this-ppportunity to invite all parents interested in keeping^up

with their son's or daughter's college to subscribe to the

Record. Just put your name and address on the form below and

leave it in the Record mailbox, just outside the Baxter Hall

office. We will bill you.

Name-

Address.

City .SUte. -Zip.

Bill Me

Q $10 is enclosed - .- -

Send to: Subscription Manager
''
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A mean miscellany of tasty tid-bits!

A pleasing potpourri! Risible riddles!

Memorable mementoes! Heart-

warming hilarities! A sumptuous

smorgasbord of delightful delicacies!

From here to the horizon! From now
to forever! Do not miss! Read on

without obligation!

"If you see a man approaching to do

you good, run for your life."

—Henry David Thoreau (1817-1862)

"The United States government, the

Central Intelligence Agency, had no

role in the overthrow of the regime in

Chile."

—James Schlesinger, June, 1974.

-"Oh what a-tangletf -web Ave^weave

when we practice to deceive!"

—Alexander Pope (1688-1744)

Who invented television? Robert

Fulton invented the steamboat;

Alexander Graham Bell, the

telephone; Thomas A. Edison, the

electric light and the phonograph.

TV—? Let's Iceep the secret entre

nous. All Americans know that all

great inventions were the worlc of

Americans. All Russians know that all

great inventions were the work of

Russians. Let all relax in the spirit of

detente. TV was invented by a

Russian. But in America. The unin-

formed may consult the BRITAN-
NICA, 1969 edition: picture on p. 7% of

Vol. 21 ;
gold lettering on back of Vol.

23; and last paragraph of last article

on last page of last volume . . .

"We would ha\j^ been divorced years

ago if it wasn't for the kids—she
wouldn't take them and I wouldn't

take them."
—Jim Carney

What to do about the illegalities of

the CIA? The Rockefeller Com-
mission arrived at a simple and ideal

solution: legalize the illegalities, cf.

Indira Gandhi.

"It is good to liave an enemy. It is a

challenge to make him love you."

—Gloria Swanson at 76

Spiro Agnew, 1968: "When you've

seen one slum, you've seen them all."

Gerald Ford, 1975: "I don't have to go

through the process again of seeing

tenements, of seeing people on
welfare or the like."

Political notes

by Fred Schuman
"Oh, boredom! The cruelty of

boredom! I think the inventors of Hell

did not include boredom among the

horrors of Hades because they forgot

to ... I realized that I was the cause

of all the misfortunes which befell

me; but I value my ability to be my
own pupil, and my duty to love my
teacher . . . Those who forget a

wrong do not forgive it; they only

forget it."

—Giovanni Casanova (1725-1798)

The human body, if properly cared

for, will last a life-time. —Sign in Bar

in Idaho.

"The enemy must fight his battles

far from home for a long time. We
must weaken him by drawing him into

protracted campaigns, W^ien-the

enemy produces no victories and

families learn of their dead, then the

enemy population at home Incomes

dissatisfied and considers it a Man-

date from Heaven that the armies be

recalled. Time is always in our favor.

Our climate, mountains, and jungles

discourage the enemy, but for us they

offer both sanchiary and a place from

which to attack."—Tran Hung Dao,

Vietnamese commander in the 13th

Century, who defeated the Mongols

who had vanquished all other

Eurasian armies.

"Those who do not remember the past

are obliged to relive it."

—George Santayana (1863-1952)

"The only exercise I get is rocking on

my front porch and serving as

pallbearer for my dead friends who
exercised."

—Mark Twain (1835-1910)

Are sharks or bees more dangerous

to humans? In 1974 there were 50

shark attacks on people throughout

the world while 300 people in the USA
alone died of bee stings.

Golden Age is when the romantic

turns into the Rheumatic.

—Graffiti

"The people who shout "Power to the

People!" are people who want power
for the people who shout "Power to

the People!"

—Leo Rosten

"People are never grateful for the

Halt the drinking bill
Senator Birch Bayh, Democrat

from Indiana, will --announce his

presidential candidacy next Tuesday
in Washington, D.C. On Wednesday,
showing the importance of

Massachusetts and New Hampshire,

he will also come to the Bay State and
the Granite State to indicate his in-

tentions to run. In Mass., Bayh will be

in Boston'^ Parker House, the site of

many historic political an-

nouncements.

Bayh, a senator for 13 years, is the

Senate sponsor of the Equal Rights

Amendment, the constitutional

amendment to give 18 year olds the

right to vote and Title IX-prohibiting

sex discrimination in educational

institutions. Bayh \^s an early op-

ponent to the Viet Nam war, is an
active supporter of all civil rights

legislation since he entered the senate

and has sponsored resolutions to close

the loopholes in the tax structure. He
is also a leading supporter of the anti-

trust laws, a guaranteed employment
play and reduced troop strength in

Europe.

A group of interested students are

organizing a Birch Bayh Committee

on campus. Notices and leaflets will

be distrybuted in the next few weeks if

you would like more information.

On other matters, the bill to raise

the drinking age is still in the senate's

committee on third reading. This bill.

House—6629, went through the House

and an initial vote in the Senate. The

Committee on Third Reading, which

usually sends a bill straight through

its committee, has the power to kill

legislation if it so desires.

If you would like to lobby against

this bill, there are two places to write.

First conUct the Chairman of the

Comm. on Third Reading—Senator

James P. Rurak. His address is

Honorable James P. Rurak
State Senator

State House
Boston, Massachusetts.

If the bill leaves the committee
contact our Governor. His address is:

Hon. Michael S. Dukakis
Governor of the Commonwealth
State House
Boston, Massachusetts

If both these men receive a flood of

letters (a flood is anything over 50)

they might very well change their
minds, If the bill becomes law, we will

have none to blame except ourselves.

favors done them, only for the fav(«
they do." _p^
Fred Schuman, who collected

th

quotations printed above, is Woodn,'
Wilson Professor of Governmunt
Emeritus. He was part of the Willu,

community from 1936-1968.
'

To the Editor
Sexist title

To the editor:

Although we cannot but admire
your obviously newly-discovered
enlightenment on the need for a

women's forum in The Record, we
must object to the title of Carole

Tyler's column, "Women's Point of

View". How cah^rou possibly assume

that merely because Ms. Tyler is a

woman that she reveals the collective

point of view of all women, whatever

the subject of her pieces? Does every

article written by a man in The

Record put forth the "men's point ol

view"? Come on guys, catch on.

Sincerely,

Susan Guttman
Anne Chaffee

F^ditor's note: Our apologies. The

column's correct name is A Woman's

Point of View.

Job Jots
OCTOBER
20 Fletcher—Law & Diplomacy

Suffolk Law
21 NYU—Graduate School

of Arts and Sciences

U. of Michigan—Business
U. of Penn—Wharton
U.S. Navy

22 NYU—Business

Temple U. Law
23 U. of Penn—Law

19th ANNUAL Advertising

Career Conference

Created For: All men and women
who are seniors and-or graduate

students (and their faculty)

majoring (or with a major interest

in) Communications or Allied

Fields.

Date: Saturday, November 1, 1975

Place: Fordham University-

Lincoln Center Campus in

Manhattan, 113 West 60th Street,

New York, N. Y. 10023

Registration should be filled out

completely and mailed no later

than October 22, 1975 with a check

for fees to:

Advertising Women of N.Y.

Foundation, Inc.

College Career Conference

153 East 57th Street

New York, N. Y. 10022

Please Note: We would like to help

set up rides to N.Y.C. If you are

going to the conference and are

offering or in need of a ride, please

contact OCC

ilUSIC
by

Eric •Pet

q ie IX

lUtlliimS College Siu-Je/fts:

99^ a drink ^

Williams inn
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Vellacott to speak

on Greek tragedy

Philip H. Vellacott, the British

classicist known primarily for his

widely circulated translations of

Greek tragedy, is scheduled to appear

at Williams on October 20th and 21st,

a lecture and colloquium sponsored

the departments of Classics,

Drama, and English. On Monday,

October 20th, at 8:00 p.m., Mr.

Vellacott will offer a lecture in Room

3 Griffin, entitled, "What HaK)ens in

the Oresteian Trilogy? " On the

following afternoon, Tuesday, Oc-

tober 21st, at 4:00 p.m., DriscoU

Lounge will be the site of Mr.

Vellacott's complementary
colloquium, "Interpreting the

Oresteia."

Mr. Vellacott was until 1%7 a

teacher of Classics at Dulwich

College, London, where he was also -
; . _ _ J

for 12 yeat^ in charge of Drama. He SeflGS 010111160
was visiting lecturer in Classics at the

anta Cruz campus of the University

of California during the academic

year 1967-68, and again during 1969-70,

when he directed a production of

Euripides' Orestes. In 1966',' 1971 and

1973 he made extensive tours through

the United States, lecturing to various

departments at more than thirty

miversities.

His publications include the

enguin Classics series translations

f Euripides and Aeschylus, and the

:ritlcal works, Sophocles and
)edipus, and Ironic Drama

WILLIAMS RECORD >«M*'»-

The incomparable Greta Garbo piays her first comedy role as Ninotchka, a
very serious Russian envoy who is sent to Paris on a government mission only
to fall intove with the enemy. |n Bronfman tonight.

WCFAA to air Toscanini
Beginning October 20, and con-

tinuing until the end of the school year
in May, WCFM's Monday Night

Concert Hall program will present a

special 26-part series surveying the

recordings of Arturo Toscanini, the

great Maestro whose legendary
performances made him the most
acclaimed conductor of our time.

This retrospective, entitled Arturo

Toscanini Conducts . . . , will be

A new shop in Williamstown

HANDMADE AMERICAN CRAFTS

• American Indian and Contemporary Jewelry

• Weaving • Stitchery • Pottery

• Toys • Woodenware • Gifts

110 East Main Street in Williamstown

"Look at Life Goes To The Movies" - $19.95

- for a nostalgic look over the years"cnzis
DOUMdW BOOK frOU MC
uuAMSToim, Miui. tarn

am

458-3625
spring Street

Williamstown, Matt.

Open Thurt. Til 8:30 PM

J^^^"**-^ •.^^ f

PREWASHED JEANS & JACKETS FOR GALS.

THE JEANS WITH THE SUPER FIT...

^'i
t

BY/1PPENCAG£Z

heard Monday nights from 5:30 to 8,

and will be researched and hosted by
WCFM Director of Classical Music
Mark Obert-Thorn. Many of the

recordings are out-of-print rarities, or

are unavailable in the Williams

College record libraries.

This series of definitive in-

terpretations by the 20th century's

greatest conductor (in recordings

made between 1937 and 1954) will

begin with a five-part look at his

Beethoven records. Among other

works featured on the series will be

Toscanini's complete commercially-

recorded repertoire of Verdi, Wagner,
Rossini, Tchaikovsky, Schubert,

Schumann, Shostakovich, Debussy,

Ravel, Respighi, Puccini, and others.

Weekend Events
Friday

Williams Film Society - Flash Gordon (serial) at 7 p.m., It Happened One
Night at 7:20 and9:S0 p.m. and Ninotchka at 11 :30 p.m.

Freshman Revue—at the AMT, 8:30 p.m. A salute to America's birthday.

Berkshire Symphony—MacDowell's Hamlet and Ophelia, Suite: The Tender
Land by Copland, and Dvorak's Symphony in E Minor from the New World.

At 8:30 p.m. in Chapin Hall

Saturday

Lancelot of the Lake—Robert Bresson's outstanding film. At 7:30 and 9:30

p.m. in Bronfman.

Griffin Hall Concert—music for two harpsichords. Victor Hill and George
Damp performing. 8:00 p.m. in Griffin.

Frosh Revue—final performance at 8:30 p.m.

Williams Octet of 1941-1955—reunion in tribute to Heinie Greer '22. Old
favorites (The Mountains—maybe?) and show tunes. In Jesup at 8:45 p.m.

Williams Coffee House—presents Paul Geremia from 9 to 12 p.m. Also ap-

pearing, the Williams Jazz Ensemble.

Sunday

W illiams Choral Society—performing at 10 : 30 a. m. in Thompson Chapel.

Short Films atthe Clark-at4:00 p.m. in the Institute auditorium.

Griffin Hall Concert—repeat of Saturday's performance. '

Changes in Indonesia
Prof. Philip F. McKean ('58) will

present "An Analysis of Cultural

Change and Conservatism: The
Balinese and Tourism" on Tuesday,

October 21 at 4:30 pm in Bronfman
Auditorium. The lecture, sponsored

by the Anthropology Department, will

be illustrated with slides and is open

to the public. McKean is an Associate

Professor of Antiiropology at Hamp-
shire College in Amherst, where lie

has taught since 1971. His research

and writing have centered on Bali,

Indonesia, examining changes oc-

SQUASH SALE!!

20% off on all Racquets

Free Squash Ball with Every Racquet
Australian Green unbreakable Squash Balls - $2.50

Authentic Rugby Shirts - $17.95

Gant Rugby Shirts $15.00

WILLIAMS CO-OP
SPRING STREET

Open Thursday Nights

Come and see why everyone is trying to keep up with us

curring in traditional Balinese culture

under the impact of contemporary

industrial society. How tourism, an
important agent for change, has af-

fected the social organization, religion

and the performing arts will be

discussed by McKean.
A graduate of Williams College

('56), Dr. McKean holds degrees from

Yale and Brown Universities. He has

studied at New College, Edinburgh,

Scotland, Basel University, and
Cornell University, and taught at

Brown and the Udayana University in

Bali before joining the faculty of the

School of Social Science at Hamp-
shire. McKean is an ordained minister

in the United Church of Clirist, served

as a university chaplin at Brown and

in Jakarta, Indonesia, and as a

clergyman at the Central

Congregational Church in

Providence, R.I. prior to receiving the

Ph.D. in anthropology.

The LOG will be closed

Saturday night

to Undergraduates

MassPIRG will have a

Dinner get together on

Tues., Oct. 21, to familiarize

people with the progress of

various projects. Open to

all. North Reserve Room,
Baxter Hall at 5:45.
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Chapel features choral work
The 100 member WiUiuns CoUege

Choral Society, composed of Williams
undergraduates and Northern
Berkshire area residents, is now
preiMring music of Haydn and Mozart
for performance with orchestra in the
Morning Chapel program during
Freshman Parents' Weelcend on
Sunday, at 10:30 A.M. in Thompson
Chapd Church music of the Viennese
classicists will include Mozart's
famous Ave Verum, K. 618, the
somber Kyrie, K.341 and his sunny
Sancta Maria K.273 in addition to a
rarely performed Haydn church
transcription from a Haydn opera, the
stmmy chorus, Insanae Curae. No
admission is cliarged for this morning
appearance with full choir and or-

chestra. The chorus will also present
the traditional Christmas Vespers at

the Thmnpson Chapel on Sunday,
December 14th at 4 P.M. and 7:30
P.M.

This year the theme will be "An
All American Christmas," in honor of

the Bicentennial. Representative
selections from two hundred years of

American music will be sung by the

choir and congregation in coqjunction
with the reading and telling of the

Christmas story. Music is from the

worlts of Billings, John Antes, Charles
Ives, Gian-Carlo Menotti, Irving
Berlin, Richard Felciano, Arthur
Foote and also includes traditional

Appalachian and Negro spirituals.

The program will be directed by
Professor Kenneth Roberts, who
writes these Christmas celebrations

in conjunction with the choral
program he directs.

The major concert at home tliis

year will be a performance of the B
Minor Mass of J. S. Bach, to be
[x-esented in Chapin Hall on Tuesday,
April aoth at 8:30 P.M. Assisting the

chorus wiU be memt>ers of the Robert
Brink orchestra of Boston, playing

ancient and modern instruments, and
soloists Gretchen d'Armand, soprano,

Carol Randies, mezzo-soprano, Jon
Humphrey, tenor and James Hejduk,
bass. A lecture on the Bach master-

worlc has been set for Tuesday, April

13th at the Williams College Music
Department at 4 P.M. Professor

Christoph Wolff of Princeton
University, an Internationally known
Bach scholar and an editor of the New
Bach Edition, will present an in-

troduction to the work in preparation
for the performance.

The large chorus will present
Mozart's Solemn Vespers for a

Confessor on Sunday, May 2nd at

10:30 A.M. in Thompson Chapel for

the Parents' Weekend observance.

The work will be done with soloists

and orchestra. Again no admission
will be charged for this musical
morning.
This year, a 44-voice Chamber Choir

has been formed which will prepare
and perform a program of a cappella

music in several concerts in Vermont
and in the provint^^ Quebec. This

music includes compositions of

Poulenc, Victoria, Lassus, Joaquin,

Russian composers of the end of the

19th century (Tchaikowsky and

Taneev), as well as American 20th

century works. The group will present

a recital at the Basilica-Cathedral of

the Roman Catholic Diocese of

Montreal which will be Uped for

broadcast by the Canadian Broad-

casting Corporation. A portion of this

repertoire will be sung in a

Williamstown concert in the

auditorium of the Clark Art Institute

on November 11th at 8:30 P.M.

The 17 voice Chamber Singers,

drawn from the larger group, will

spend the month of January touring in

New England, New York State, and in

the province of Ontario, Canada.

Your choice: Think
blues, poems, tunes

If

Revue spotlights frosff talents

The WUIiams Coffee House wiU host

its fourth concert of the year

tomorrow night in the Rathskellar as

Paul Geremia arrives to play his style

of folk blues. Also featured will be the

WilUams Jazz Ensemble.

Geremia, who has played at

Williams for the past few years and is

back by popular demand, plays both

traditional blues and music of his Own
composition. He accompanies himself

on 6 and 12 string and slide guitar and
liarmonicas. •

The newly re-formed Williams Jazz

Ensemble will play jazz of all sorts

and eras to start things off on a

swinging foot. The coffeehouse, wl^icli

is free of charge, will run from 9 to 12

p.m.
'1,'.- 'i'V

OcHt
The Williams Octet 1941-55 will hold

its First Reunion in Williamstown
thit

week-end. Highlight of the reunion
will be an informal concert in Jesup
Hall on Saturday evening at 8:45 p.n,

It will be a musical tribute to Henry K.
"Heinle" Greer '22, who has beeii

bolstering alumni spirit through his

music for over fifty years.

Po»try contest

by Thomas Henwitz
Three in the morning is as good^

time as any to dream. Tlie un-

conscious is full of precious nooks and
crannies where the most unusual and
ridiculous things can hide. And
sometimes thoughts and images will

mix up together and come out in the

most unexpected ways. Like, for

instance, turning Jerry Lewis' sacred
Muscular Dystrofdiy Telethon into

"The Selling of America!"
Well, it was done. And, no offense

Jerry old pal, done beautifully.

This year's Frosh revue is based on
that good old bicentennial theme
(they must have been planning this

one since 1876). But it goes far and
away beyond. From the telecast

studio in somewhere, USA, we are
taken years into the future and off to

Mars where we learn, by no simple
means, the true meaning of detente.

By the time that we are finished for

the evening, we've won the West and
are back, the twenties have come and
gone and all we had to learn is that

there's no place like home.
There are the standard jokes: about

sex, and beer^und Watergate (just

mention these now a days around here

and you're bound to get a laught) . But
this show goes further and displays

'33300.000
Unelaimed
Seltolarsliips
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and

fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of

these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAMED SCHOLARSHIPS
1 1 275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
-UNCLAMED SCHOLARSHPS SOURCES TO:

Name_

' Address.

City State

(California retidents please add 6% sales tax.)

-Zip-

CLASSIFIEDS

Vas/f*»ere Is finally a wSy fo sell that eirtra Triumph or find a second-

hand Rose—the Record classifieds. Not only are they Inexpensive, but your

ads will be seen by o'^tr 2000 people on campus. The rate Is 30 cents for the

first line of up to eight words (a telephone number equals one word), and 25

cents for each additional line, or part of a line.

EXAMPLE: 10 words equals 55 cents for one Issue, $1.10 tor two Issues,

$1.65 for three Issues, etc. ..... ir ^
Enclose total paymeffl Tor the number of rssiies you want your^ fb run

IN CASH along with your ad copy In an envelope addressed to the Record

and leave It with Mrs. Marlowe In the Baxter Hall mallroom. Ads will be

pCbllshed as soon as posslWe-see the masthead for deadline Information.

Ramember-CASH ONLY PLEASEII.

some of the sharpest and subtlestwit

this side of Pearl Harbor. They dig

into everything from TV game shows

to Shell Oil's Bicentennial moments.
From Warren Harding's sex life to

Henry Kissinger's sex life. From
Tonto's sex life to Bob Eubank's

almost-sex life. And if sex isn't your

bag, how about poUtics (after all

there's always that wonderful "my
dog Checkers.")

The highpoint of hysteria is un-

doubtedly the takeoff on the

Newlywed Game featuring Mr. and
Mrs. George Washington, Abraham
and Mary Todd Lincoln, Gerry Ford
and his lovely wife Betty, and the

notorious Warren G. Harding and his

mistress Heinle. Need more be said? I

think not. Except that you wouldn't be

able to match this even in your wildest

dreams.

Stew Menking does a bang up job as

the Telethon host and ties all of the

action together beautifully. His girls

appear every once in a while to

auction off parts of America—from
George Washington's false teeth to

Joe McCarthy's false communist list.

Craig Elliot does his imitations of

• everyone who's anyone, and the whole

cast shines at one point or another as

the smiling men and women who
make up the musical America.

Dana Perlstein's direction, won-

derful music by Raquel Shapiro with

strains of New Orleans jazz, Godspell

and the other things which make
America great, imaginative and
lively choreography by Dianne
Thompson, and most of all a really

funny and interesting script all add to

the evening's fun.

One last thing, just tell me where
else you could go to see a pair of Gucci

shoes tap dancing across the life of

America.

A $1500 grand prize will be awarded"
in the current Poetry Contest spon-

sored by the World of Poetry, a

monthly newsletter for poets.

Poems of all styles and on any

subject are eligible to compete for the

grand prize or for 49 other cash or

merchandise awards. Second place is

$500.

Joseph Mellon, contest director,

said, ''The initial response is

gratifying. Even poets who never

publish are sending their work." Each
whining poem will be included in the

prestigious World of Poetry An
thology.

Rules and official entry forms are

available by writing to: World of

Poetry, 801 Portola Dr., Dept 211, San

Francisco, Ca. 94127.

Contest deadline: November 30,

Halk)ween Cards

When you care enough
to send the very best

FrI . Oct 31

McClelland Press, Inc.

Spring St.

Welcome
Parents - Alumni - Friends

The Williams - Bowdoin Weekend

The Complete Cold Weather Store

The HOUSE OF WALSH
SPRING STREET

Goose Down Sweaters

and Parkas
For Men, Women and Children

Wool and Cotton

Flannel

Shirts

Heavy sweaters, mittens,

gloves, and hats

Most complete group of Rugby shirts in the country

THE POTTER'S WHEEL
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—

~—
:

—

Coroi and ^teriirlg

Silver rino vy/iili

mokhina eflrrin^s

—

handcraj^ted by

rohoid pearson
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Sunday at 1:00

Orlenteerihq anvbhe^ ReflectionsanoiiaallaH
^ f J ^*-^ V» • Congressman Peter Peyser (R- election, which he predicts will be a

Josh Raymond c«ptore» th« molfi-

textural quality of Btrkthire foliasa

in this Photo of tt» Week.

Orienteering is one of the most
classic integrated sports around. In
its requirements of both mental and
physical involvement neither the road
runner or the trajectory tcSchnician
are at an advantage. One must
combine the attributes of both to
successfully compete.
The basics of orienteering are 1) a

good map and compass, and 2) sturdy
legs. According to the level of desired
difficulty a pair of contestants are
informed of their first objective and
started at five minute intervals. Once
landing at the first point they are
riecorded as having made it, and told

of the second. The ralley continues
until returning to "start".-

The Mount Hope property of the
college was deemed "perfect" by the
Outing Club, apd upon consent of

Peter Welanetz (himself an avid
orienteerist), a course was laid.

Sunday the 19th at 1:00 p.m. a sport

10 DAY
SALE

ALL HOCKEY AND
FIGURE SKATES

ALL PROTECTIVE
CLOTHING & EQUIPMENT

PRESEASON

STARTS
OCT. 15

30%
OFF

<^ HOCKEY STICK WITH EVERY
PAIR OF HOCKEY SKATES
UP TO

80%
OFF

'SPECIAL ,^^^^ 1

'SKI BOOTS caSer I

$15.00 pr. NORDICAl

ON

SKI

EQUIPMENT so.^^^

CLOTHING
TOO I

ALL SALES FINAL

GOFF'S SPORTS inc.

Spring Street - Williamstown, Mass.

for neither the grunt or the grind will

begin.

Questions? Reed Zars—Gary
James—Ken Leghorn—John Kinney.
Entries to James Brooks P.O.

Holfzman
invites three
Congresswoman Holtzman invites 3

students to work, full-time in her
District office in Brooklyn on case
work, community issues and research
in addition to other office respon-
sibilities, according to Marilyn
Shapiro, administrative assistant to

Holtzman.

According to Shapiro, most
studentsjoin the program on the basis

of a work study or independent sliidy'

program through which they receive

some academic credit.

Students can apply for a semester
by sending a letter and a resume to

Ms. Marilyn Shapiro, Administrative

Assistant, Office of Rep. Elizabeth

Holtzman, 1027 Longworth House
Office Building, Washington, D.C.

20515.

Congressman Peter Peyser (R-
N.y.) came to the Williams College
campus as the second in a series of

speakers sponsored by the Williams
Republican Club. He quickly put his

student hosts at ease by questioning
the logic of a round cube steak, and
then chuckled at the comment of his

aide, looking at the french fries and
carrots, that "You wouldn't get fat"

on a Baxter guest meal.

Peyser demonstrated, that he is

indeed a policitican by turning the

discussion to his upcoming campaign
for the US Senate. He's confident he
will win the nomination and the

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America

', .Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven (irinders

Spaghetti

.'iD Sprint; .Slrecl 4.iK-9(H)9 and 4,iH-8(lM

open daily 9 a ni to 2 a ni

Urcakla.sl dailvHa iii to 1 1 a in

Duiiuts, Coffee

We niuke our own pizza dough daily

SI'l'DKNTS WKLC'OMK

Weekend Work
at Hopkins Forest
-Weekend Work-Bee at Hopkins
Forest

1. Gathering Moon apples—to

be pressed into cider which will be
'put up' as traditional refreshment
for the Spring museum opening. 6-

12 students needed, bring your own
laundry bag, burlap bag, or other

container, led by Prof. Henry W.
Art.

2. Hauling stone for Moon barn
foundation. 2 trucks will be
available, 2-3 students needed per

truck. Gloves optional; heavy
boots advised.

Directed by Alex Skene '76

3. General labor at the barn,

including chiseling cement piers,

painting preservation on beams,
taking apart scaffolding, etc. Bring

a hammer if you have one; no

special tools or clothes needed.

Directed by Bill Flynt '75

Meet at the Carriage House at

12:30 pm.

election, which he predicts will be a

three-way race between himself, a

Democratic challenger, and Sen.

James Buckley on a third party slate.

"I love what I do," he said of his

place in the House, but "I've put it on
the line. I'm in the Senate or I'm out

(of national politics)."

Before his presentation at DriscoU,

he mingled with the crowd in the style

of a man well practised at dealing

with people, but, nevertheless, with an
air of enjoying every minute of it.

Adhering to his informal style,

Peyser opened his discussion with

short comments on various issues of

national and international concenu
rangitig-from the internal intrigued-
Congressional committees to the price

of sugar to the Soviet grain deal', at

last coming around to the financial

problems of New York City.

The final portion of his address
opened the lounge for questions. Here
Peyser came into his own. Calmly
fielding queries from topics as con-

troversial as gun control to those as
complex as the Welfare system the

Congressman displayed both facility

in his speech and a knowledge of

numerous areas.

At nine o'clock, the time announced
as the end of the discussion, the

audience broke up, either to ask in-

dividual questions of the speaker, or

to go to the table with punch and
cookies.

Almost everyone left the room with

a good feeling. Peyser was happy that

nearly half the crowd were New
Yorkers. The New Yorkers were
satisfied that they had a Congressman
to protect their city. Democrats were
impressed by his liberal views. The
Republicans were relieved that their

speaker had been well received. The
evening was a success.

'laundry and Dry Cleaning''

DRUMMOND CLEANERS

458-4321

Spring Street

Williamstown

williamstown Lions Club

Annual "Light for Sight"

Door-To-Door Bulb Sale

Will be Held In Williamstown

Sunday, October 19th, 1975

THE NAVY
IS

COMING !
»

Take Command

Of Your Future
X.

The Oppprtunity to be a COMMISSIONED
OFFICER is available to all qualified

students. The Navy is currently accepting

applications for a variety of interesting and

challenging OFFICER positions for

COLLEGE STUDENTS with different

academic baclcgrounds. YOU may have vi/hat

it takes to qualify for: :^* •
•

JUICLEAR POWER NAVAL AVIATION MAVY LINE OFFICER NAVY NURSE CORPl
)i-; r^v-y

S.l .....V^iiWi'i.^ »T>

SEE YOUR NAVY INFORMATION TEAM ON CAMPUS
"

Date: Tues. 21 Oct. 75 LocaUon: MEARS HOUSE

or caU 518 472-4424 today

j*L.

;«<>»•,
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Ephs minus Baldwin

Polar Bears invade Weston
by Tim Layden

Something funny happened to Coach
Bob Odell's Varsity football squad on
the way to a 7-0-1 season and a fifth

Little Three title. Last Sunday, the
Ephs lost first string quarterback and
senior co-captain Jim Baldwin, who is

presently in the hospital recuperating
from an attack of acute appendicitis.

The Ephmen, who will face a
rugged Bowdoin squad this Saturday
on Weston Field, shouldn't be crippled
by the loss of Baldwin, as junior Don
Wallace is a talented backup. Baldwin
is not expected to return to action any
earlier—than^three^ weeks, and -ac-

cording to Odell, "Is probably lost for

the season. "^^

In the -Eolac-Bears..af.J.o)viQi!B,._

Williams faces a team which is

traditionally one of the hardest hitting

on the schcKiule, regardless of record
coming into the game.
This just happens to be one of those

years when the invaders from the

north will be making the six-hour trip

southward with a 2-1 record and a
strong team under their belts.

Bowdoin is led by the power running
of tailback Jim Soule, who led the

nation in rushing after two weeks of

the season with an average of 147

yards per game. Soule will be joined
in the backfield by fullback Jon
Billings, who is averaging over five

yards per carry, and quarterback Jay
Pensavalle, who seldom throws the

ball, but is one of the quickest ball-

handlers the Ephs will fade all season.

The defense is anchored by senior

co-captain Bill Clark, a rugged
defensive end.

Bowdoin started off the 1975 season
on the right foot, whipping hapless
WPI, 38-0, and then crushing an im-

proved Wesleyan unit, 24-6. Last

week, the Polar Bears were
Amherst's first victim of the season,

losing to the Lord Jeffs, 21-12.

Last year, the Ephs travelled to

Bowdoin and defeated the Stubborn

hosts 104. The Purple jumped off to a

10-0 first half lead and held the

typically aggressive Bears late in the

game for the win.

Other than Wallace, there are no

major changes in the starting lineup

for the Ephs. Offensive player of the

week Charlie Carrier will anchor the

offense. Carmen Palladino and Scott

Perry, who wercTiamed co-defensive

players of the week will lead that unit.

Perry also received ECAC recognition

Jot., iiis^.performance against Mid-

dlebury.

Bowdoin is, according to Odell, "a

big, strong, football team; a bunch of

well-drilled ballplayers." In the Polar

Bears, the Ephs will be facing their

fourth consecutive tough opponent,

before getting somewhat of a breather

next week at Tufts. Odell refers to the

Polar Bears as, "our toughest op-

ponent to date." The visitors boast an
offensive line which averages 225

pounds per man, with the biggest of

all being 6'4", 275 lb. Dick Levitt, a

tackle.

For the Ephs, this promises to be

one of the most interesting contests of

the year. The quarterback change is

only one of the reasons. For the

homestanding Ephmen, a win over

the usually stubborn Polar Bears
would send them into games with two

lesser foes. Tufts and Union, without a

loss.

Two years ago, the last time the

Polar Bears entered Weston Field,

Williams had suffered decisive losses

Layden
on Quarterbacks

Wallace comes off bench
O.K., here's the situation: sluiting

quarterback Jim Baldwin has suf-

fered an attack of appendicitis and
will be out of action for three to five

weeks. Junior Don Wallace will be

called on to replace co-captain

Baldwin. Wallace has been forced into

an incredibly pressure-filled

situation, but the lanky veteran is an
outstanding passer with a flair for

brilliance. He completed fifty percent

of his passes a year ago for nine

touchdowns, but this is an entirely

different position. How Wallace will

respond to the problem is a prime
question in the minds of many in-

dividuals.

In the society of football-oriented

individuals, the position of backup
quarterback is surrounded by a

stigma which is quite different fror.

any other on the team. The quar-

terback is clearly the single most

important individual on the field, and

the backup QB, no matter how out-

- classedH^ the starter, is only a

twisted ankle, a good pop on the head,

or an attack of appendicitis from

filling that position of importance.

Don't misunderstand me, Don
Wallace is by no means outclassed by

any other quarterback, he is merely

relatively inexperienced, and has

been anything but sharp in this

season's first three skirmishes.

How will Donny Wallace react to the

situation? Will he be another version

of the 1968 Baltimore Colts' Earl

Morrall, who replaced Johnny Unitas

during the regular season and led the

Colts to the Super Bowl, only to pull a

repeat performance after replacing

the Dolphins' starter Bob Griese four

years later?

Will we see a 20-year old version of

' George Blanda, whose classic

comebacks in relief of Daryle

Lamonica for the Raiders in 1971 kept

a pretty fair third stringer named

Kenny SUbler on the bench?

Mik6 Livingston of the Kansas City

Chiefs spent five years on the bench

behind veteran Lenny Dawson, only to

be given his chance this season. He

has responded by becoming one of the

Jop passers in the AFC.

A year ago, in the NFC, James
Harris spent the first four games of

the seasonplaying behind 1973 Player

of the Year John HadI at Los Angeles.

Suddenly, Hadl was traded, and
Harris stepped in and led the Rams to

the title game.

Turning to the collegiate ranks, in

1966, Michigan St. and Notre Dame
were ranked within a few points of

each other in the nos. one and two

spots in both polls when the Irish

came to East Lansing, led by its

briliant senior quarterback Terry

Hanratty.

Hanratty suffered a shoulder

separation in the first half, and

another senior, Coley O'Brien, came
on to throw a first half touchdown to

Bob Gladieux and save a 10-10 tie for

Dame.

In last year's Sugar Bowl, a New
Year's Eve confrontation between
Nebraska and Florida, All-American

quarterback David Humm was
sidelined in The first quarter. Coach
Tom Osborne responded with another

senior, seldom used sub Terry Luck.

Luck, plagued by injuried, throughout

his career led the Huskers to a win

and was named the MVP of the game.

Any of these fates could await Don
Wallace on Saturday, at Weston Field.

Also, the fate of the now infamous Neil

Graff could await him. Graff was
named Jim Plunkett's successor at

New England earlier this fall. Graff

directed the Pats to three consecutive

losses. Plunkett has now returned to

the lineup and Neil Graff has been put

on waivers.

In Jim Baldwin, the Ephs had a

player whose play-calling ability was

exceptional, and whose leadership

was essential. His ball-handling was

excellent and his passing adequate.

Don Wallace is not Jim Baldwin,

simply Don Wallace, one of the finest

throwers in New England.

But the 6'2" junior has been saddled

with the responsibility of being Jim

Baldwin, at least until he shows what

Don Wallace can do for sixty minutes.

If you like trials under fire, stop by

Weston Field on Saturday.

to Rochester and Middletwry. The

Ephs Nudged Bowdoin, 22-15, in a

comeback, and the victory began a

five game winning streak. Last year's

win at Bowdoin followed the Ephs'

only loss of the year. Williams hasn't

lost after the Middlebury game in

three years.

Be a nice record to keep alive,

wouldn't it?

Cole

Cole

Parents weekend

sports events
Varsity Football

Williams vs. Bowdoin, Weston

Field, 1:30 p.m. Saturday.

Frosh Football

miliams vs. Coast Guard

Field, 3:00 p.m. Friday.

Varsity Soccer

Williams vs. Bowdoin,

Field, 11:00 a.m. Saturday.

Frosh Soccer

Williams vs. Vassar, Cole Field,

11:00 a.m. Saturday.

Varsity X-Country

Williams vs. MIT-Tufts, Science

Quad, 1:30 Saturday.

Frosh X-Coontry

Williams vs. MIT-Tufts, Science

Quad, 1:00 Saturday.

Field Hockey

Williams vs. North Adams, 11:00

Saturday.

Women's Tennis

Williams vs. RPI, Tennis Courts,

11:00 Saturday.

-•—Both^theBowdeifr and William* toeewtaams-wUl attampt^o n^ebound inm
losses suffered last weekend when they collide tomorrow morning at li:00on

Cole Field. Bowdoin suffered Its first loss of the season last Saturday against

Amherst, 1-0, while Middlebury handed the Ephs their first loss, 1-0. (photo
by

McClellan)

Polomen gain first victory

Athlete of the Week—Scott Perry

(photo by McClellan)

Perry garners

weekly honor
Scott. Perry—senior defensive

back for the varsity football team,
Perry picked off his second pass of

the season and returned it 75 yards
for a touchdown in the Epiis 22-0

win over the Panthers. He also

contributed five tackles and three

assists to the attack.

HONORABLE MENTION:
Joninna Sadoff—junior member

of the women's tennis team, Sadoff

has played in the no. one spot all

season and is one of three un-

defeated players on the perfect

squad.

by Dennis O'Shea

Two overtime goals by captain Tom
McEvoy and one by soph Stuart Deans
made the difference as the Williams

Water Polo Club defeated the

University of New Hampshire
Monday night, 8-6. The victory, first

ever in the club's two year, thirteen

game history, came in the second

match of a three team round-robin

hosted by Amherst.

McEvoy, moved from his usual

defensive slot to fill in for injured

offensive stalwarts Dave Preiss and
John Farmakis, tallied four goals

against UNH from the bucketman
position, and now leads the Ephs in

season scoring with 13 goals and 5

assists. Deans, hero of the fourth

quarter comeback which sent the

game into overtime, now totals U
scores and 2 feeds.

Despite less than one half hour's

rest from the first game of the tour-

nament, the Purple put it all together

for the first time against UNH,
swimming hard, finding the open man
and limiting their fouls. "When Stu

scored those two fourth quarter goals,

we smelled blood," commented
McEvoy. "From there on out we
couldn't be stopped."

Goaltenders Dick Pregent and Tom
McCoy have improved tremendously
and looked strong in front of the nets.

Aggressive defensive play by
sophomores Mike Feltes, Guy Hoelzer
and Brad Caine and freshman Jordan
Lewis and Bob Kraus cut down on
opposition shooting and the Eph
targets were forced to make only 12

Sports Round-up

Skids two
Women's Tennis

Led by Joninna and Rebecca Sadoff
and the doubles team of Sally Kruse
and Rachel Robb, all of whom
remained undefeated, coach Curt
Tong's Women's tennis team posted
its eighth consecutive win of the
season, and its eighteenth over two
years, downing Skidmore, 6-1.

Excluding Babe Kirk's ( '77) two set
loss at no. five singles, the Ephwomen
did not lose as much as one set, and
only a total of 24 games.

Betsy Lyman unlMshes • shot in the field hockey team's 2-1 victory over a
tough SkldmM-* cluto last WMh. The win uppcd the team's record to 4-11 (photo
by AAIIn») ,^-^^. ::uji.-..„

stops in a six period contest

Inconsistency was the problem in

the three losses sustained by Williams

in other action last week. The Ephs
held Amherst to a total of one goal in

the first and third quarters of the

Columbus Day tourney opener, but

five scores in each of the second and

fourth periods added up to an m
Lord Jeff triumph. The Jeffs con

verted three extra-man situations and

a penalty shot en route to that victory

In last Saturday's action Williams

beat UConn, 9-7, unless you count the

ten goal Huskie third quarter Once

again a period-long breakdown of an

otherwise strong offensive and

defensive effort postponed that

elusive first win. In the nightcap of

Saturday's double header, host team

Southern Connecticut scored 14 goals

in the first seven minutes of play. The

shell-shocked Ephmen never found a

chance to come back, and dropped the

contest 21-4.

This weekend's conflagration at

RPI is the final tourney of the fall

season.

Home games on Halloween and

Homecoming Weekend against RPI

and Amherst close out the schedule

Graduate Record Exam

The Graduate Record Exams will

be held in Hopkins Hall this Saturday.

Oct. 18, not in Griffin Hall as it states

on the admission tickets from ETS

Report to the third floor of Hopl^insby

8:30 A.M. for the morning test and by

1 :45 for the afternoon test. The change

in buildings is for this date only.

time loser
Tongs squad faces Yale this af

ternoon, RPI Saturday, and then

close-out its season with Smith and

the New Englands.

Field Hockey

Encouraged by the cheers anii

exhortations of a zanily attired JV

team, the varsity field-hockey team

defeated a surprisingly strong

Skidmore squad, 2-1.

The Skidmore defense bunched up

in front of their goal and successfully

stifled the Williams offense

Nonetheless, the Skidmore goalie »as

busy throughout, handling fourteen

shots.
'

Amy Kindwal broke a scoreless ^e

toward the middle of the first hall,

ramming home the first goal TK

slim lead did not last; Skidmore

retaliated late in the half witli 1

breakaway goal to knot the score

Kindwal, though, provided W
margin of victory in the second h*

with her second goal of the game. T«

winning goal was set up on a W
effort by fullback Priscilla Bucklf'

Her long shot on goal forced i»

Skidmore goalie out of P<k'"*

enabling Kindwal to put Williams*

top to stay. .

The victory is the team's foul"

straight losing to Middlebury: tW»

record now sUnds at 4-1-1 Aft"

meeting Yale on the road, the i<^

faces North Adams at I"""

tomorrow, 11 AM Cde Field

i\*\
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Chapin renovation

plans near finish
by John Rindlaub

Plans for a three stage renovation of

Chapin Hall, estimated to cost three

million dollars, are in the final stages

of preparation, according to Irwin

Shainman, professor of music and

Coordinator of Performing Arts.

The plans were approved earlier

this fall by the Music Facilities

Committee, whfch consists of

professors Shainman and Kenneth

Roberts and seniors Margo Byron and

Sandy Black. The trustees discussed

but did not officially authorize the

plans at their October 4 meeting.

The first stage of the project in-

volves an extensive renovation of the

Chapin Hall basement to convert

useless storage facilities into much-
needed practice rooms. The second

stage entails a complete restoration of

the auditorium. This will include the

installment of air vents and improved
electrical and heating controls. In

addition, the stage area will be ex-

panded since it is presently too small

to accommodate a modern symphony
orchestra.

The third and most significant stage

will be the construction of an addition

running east from the north end of

Chapin which will occupy the area

currently used as the Fernald House
parking lot. The future of the house
itself is not yet known.
The addition will be a low, two-story

structure separated from Chapin by
two one-story glass corridors. "BoUi
the corridors and the building will

have low profiles so that Chapin will

still be an independent entity in it-

self, " Shainman said.

It will be possible to enter the new
building by turning left from the steps
which lead to the west entrance ot

Sawyer Library.

Shainman explained that because

the Trustees have put a hiatus to the
construction of new buildings, the
committee hopes to go ahead with the
first two stages in the very near
future.

"The space occupied by Chapin Hall
is presently the most unutilized on
campus," he said. The thousand seat
auditorium, which is three quarters of
a century old, has undergone no work
other than general upkeep, he said.

Committee members said they
thought the new building essential,

citing a shortage of offices, the need
for 15 more practice rooms, and the
need for a chamber music hall as
reasons. In addition, the Music
Department hopes to centralize their

facilities, which are presently con-
fined to the basements of Currier Hall,

Chapin and the Thompson Memorial
Chapel.

Shainman cautioned that plans
were in no way fixed and that any
student with serious opinions con-

cerning the renovation should contact

him immediately.

OCTOBER 21, 1975

The Fernald parking lot is the proposed site for an arts center. The center's
low profile would be designed not to interfere with the independence of
Chapin Hall. (photo by McClellan)

Court OK's meals tax

Professor of Music and Coordinator of

Performing Arts Irwin Shainman

Massachusetts colleges and
universities must pay the 8 per cent
meal tax, Suffolk County Judge,
James P. Lynch ruled last week. The
suit was initiated by Mt. Holyoke,
Boston University and Holy Cross
College, representing many in-

stitutions throughout the state.

College Business Manager Shane
Riorden said that he sees no way
around the tax now. He noted that the

college has paid the tax for September
and will continue to pay it on a month
by month basis. Riorden added that as

the situation stands now, the college

will bill students for between $57 and
$72 on the second semester bill in

order to pay the tax.

Fifty-seven independent colleges

and universities have said that they

will have to charge an additional $20

to $45 a semester per student if the

Commonwealth insists on imposing

the meal tax.

An estimated $1.5 million will be

collected from colleges and univer-

sities if the tax is enforced. Lynch

commented that, ".
. . the state is

now facing the worst fiscal crisis in its

history."

Lynch also noted that, "it would be
unwise under the circumstances now
facing the state for the court to issue a

temporary injunction which would
have the effect of forever barring the

state from collecting the $1.5 million

in taxes."

If the state Supreme Court later

rules that the tax is illegal, colleges

and universities will be able to

recover their funds.

Homecoming
will feature
Montgomery
dance concert
The James Montgomery Band and

Diike and the Drivers have been
contracted for the Homecoming
concert November 14 in Greylock
Dining Hall. Tickets cost $3 and will

be sold in dining halls starting next
week.

Both groups are from Boston and
play dance music. All College En-
tertainment Committee (ACEC) co-

chairman Tom Belden said that this

would be the first dance concert the

committee has presented for

Homecoming.
Originally the Persuasions and

Tower of Power were scheduled for

the concert, but Tower of Power
cancelled all weekend concerts at

colleges. Belden said the ACEC made
bids for Maria Muldaur, Poco,
Labelle, Graham Central Station and
Phoebe Snow, but all were
unavailable.

"When we got down to a list of

people available we could have in

Chapin Hall, it was mostly cult-type

bands. We couldn't have sold out

Chapin."

"Rather than have a bad sit-down

concert, we went with a tight boogie

concert."

Eight hundred tickets will be sold.

CC seeks tenure board goals
The College Council will meet at 9

p.m. Wednesday in Griffin Hall to

discuss the goals and structures of its

Tenure Committee, future projects,

and election procedures.

According to CC president Mayo
Shattuck, the CC will attempt to give

the Tenure Committee some direction

by deciding what the CC expects the

committee to do and what channels

Reasonable prices in College area
by Susan Galli

T/iis is the conclusion of a RECORD
survey investigating consumer
alternatives in the college area.

Students shopping for school sup-
plies or household articles in the
College area are often heard to

complain about the high prices they
are forced to pay. Some are of the

opinion that local merchants take

advantage of college students shop-

ping for classroom or dormitory room
items. Others explain the high prices

by taking into account the small size

of the local stores. A Record survey

indicates, however, that students are

not losing a great deal by having to

shop in the small, local stores.
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College Museum
displays a unique

series of prints

The Lakeside Studio of Lakeside,

Michigan will present a unique

selection of old master, modern

master and contemporary prints,

this Friday from 1 to 5 pm in the

Rotunda of the Williams College

Museum of Art (Lawrence Hall).

Area artists represented are

Abeles, Baskin, Bumbeck,

Coughlin, Burk, and Hardy.

All works displayed are

available for purchase and range

in price from $5.00 to $5,000.00. The

Lakeside Studio publishes editions

each year by many artists from all

parts of the country and all of these

prints are in the collections of

major museums —

Ohisson to perform
Page

Garrick Ohisson, pianist, will ap-
pear in the second Thompson Concert
of the season on Wednesday, at 8:30
p.m. in Chapin Hall. Since 1970, when
he became the first American ever to

win the Chopin Competition in War-
saw, he has appeared with virtually

all the major orchestras in America
and abroad. American born and
trained, he has studied with Sascha
Gorodnitsky of the Juilliard School,
Olga Barabini, and Rosina Lhevinne.
The program will include Mozart's

Sonata in B Flat Major K. 570, four
Chopin pieces and Mussorgsky's
Pittures at an Exhibition. The
Mussorgsky work has been a staple of

piang literature and has also been
popular when played in an orchestral

transcription. Mussorgsky received
inspiration for the work from an
exhibition of water colors and

drawings by an inUmate friend,
Victor Hartmann, the architect.
"Pictures" is a series of ten pieces,
each bearing the name of a picture,
the impression of which th« composer
has translated into music. The
Promenades which recur at various
points, convey the idea of the com-
poser strolling through the gallery of

paintings.

^38300,000
Uuelaimed
Seholars^hips
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and

fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of

these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1 .00 for postage and fiandling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Name^

Address.

City State

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

-Zip,

Julius Hegyi conducting the Berkshire
Symphony Friday night In concert
highlighted by Dvorak's"Symphony
from the New/ World." (photo by
McClellan)

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

Briefly noted
Tuesday, October 21

Film and Slide presentation on Outward Bound—representatives from
the Dartmouth program will present this info on possible Winter Stody
jprpject. In Bronfman at 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, October 22

Utbello—Sir Laurence Olivier in this film version of Shakespeare's
classic work. Bronfman at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.

Garrick Ohisson—famed pianist in concert in Chapin at 8:30 p.m.
Program consists of Mozart Sonata in B Flat Major, four Chopin pieces, and
Moussorsky's Pictures at an Exhibition.

Thursday, October 23

Williams Film Society—Brewster McCloud—Robert Altman's 1970 film,

and Kurt Vonnegut's film adaptation of his various short stories Between
Time and Timbuktu are this week's features this time on a Thursday night.

In Bronfman.

Around the Circuit
Soimderr-Cicely Tyson in this film about a black sharecropper's family

duringthedepression. OnABCFriday nightatB p.m.
—— Albany -SympboBy—Ofehestra—works by Honeggerr~Straoss,"-and~
Beethoven! Juhus Hegyi conducting. Palace Theater in Albany. Saturday at
8:30.

Upcoming Rpck Concerts

Albany—Hot Tuna at 8 p.m. Friday night at the Palace Theater.

Boston— Commander Cody and Jerry Jeff Walker, Oct. 22 at the Harvard
Sq. Theater. ^.

Wendy Waldman—Oct. 22-26 at Passim's Coffee House.
Frank Zappa—Oct. 23 at Music Hall

Jerry Garcia, Tim Weisberg, and Roy Buchanan-Oct. 24 at Symphony Hall.

Jimmy Cliff—Oct. 25 at the Orpheum Theater.

David Brombergand Michael Murphey—Oct. 29 at Harvard Sq. Theater.

Steven Stills—Oct. 30 at Music Hall

Janis Ian—Oct. 31 at Music Hall

Doobie Brothers and New Riders on Nov; 1 at Boston Garden.

WCFM to air

Thomas' play
Dylan Thomas' classic radio play

Inder .Milkwood will be aired tonight

at 8 p.m. on WCFM. The play, which
was produced entirely in the WCFM
Sterling Production Studio, is the

lyrical study of a small Welsh town in

the wee hours of the morning.

Directed by Peter Kozik, the piece is

the first in a series Sterling Radio
Productions.

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

The Opportunity is for real. ..and so are we. INxW X
y%m.

Take Command

Of Your Future

The Opportunity to be a COMMISSIONED
OFFICER is available to all qualified

students. The Navy is currently accepting

applications for a variety of interesting and

challenging OFFICER positions for

COLLEGE STUDENTS with different

academic backgrounds.

YOU may have what it takes to qualify for:

NAVAL AVIATION NUCLEAR POWER LINE OFFICER

CIVIL ENGINEER SUPPLY CORPS or NURSE CORPS

SEE YOUR NA1/Y INFORMATION TEAM ON CAMPUS TODAY IN MEARS HOUSEW
FROM 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. OR CALL 518 472-4424 TODAY CHECK IT OUT!

^: I',
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Defense carries Ephs over Bowdoin
k «. . . B ....... J t.-iri..i . 1 :.t»^ *l.(^ Amoini
by Tim Layden

The first time the Polar Bears of

Bowdoin touched the ball, following

the opening liiclcoff, it loolied to

Williams' rooters, most of whom were
still filing into Weston Field, that it

was going to be a very long afternoon.

The invaders, doing a strong im-

pression of the Oklahoma Sooners,
and junior tailback Jim Soule, doing a
strong impression of Joe Washington,
moved from their own 39 to the Eph 5

in only four plays. A clipping penalty,

however, put Bowdoin back on the

Purple 41. Thus ended the Polar Bear
offense for the day.

For the remaining 57 minutes, the

game belonged to Williams. Were it

not for a well-executed Bowdoin fake

punt just before halftime, the Ephs
would have posted their second
shutout in as many weeks.

It was the stingy Eph defense

coupled with the ever-improying toe

of junior Kevin Cramer "which
provided^e margin of victory. The
22-7 win lifted the Williams record to

3-0-1.

The strong running of fullback Tom
Redden was instrumental in

carrying the Williams offense to a

first down on the Bowdoin 27 at the

close of the first quarter. Quarterback
Don Wallace overthrew Dave Parker
in the end zone but Cramer's 40-yard
boot (his second in two weeks from
that distance) put the Ephs in front.

The portable meat-grinders,

sometimes known as Tim Mages and
Jack Costello (the two mobile
Williams defensive ends) returned

from two weeks on the road Saturday^

and threatened to make Bowdoin
quarterback Jay Pensavalle an old

man before his time. The duo received

plenty of help from Emmett Creahan,

Mike Powers, and Dave Kurfess in

sacking Pensavalle five times in the

first half alone. The defense set up
another Cramer field goal, with three

minutes remaining in the first half

giving the Ephs a 6-0 lead.

At the two-minute mark of the half,

Bowdoin faced a fourth and 14 on their

own 44 as Williams parents and alums
headed for the tailgates and the half's

potables. Polar Bear punter Scott

Blackburn promptly brought them all

back with a stunning 27 yard run off

punt formation and a first down inside

the Williams 35.

A well-organized mini-drive by

Pensavalle resulted in Soule's five

yard score. The PAT put the visitors

in front 7-6 at the half.

Of the punt play Bob Odell said,

"We were just a little over-zealous in

trying to block the punt, and didn't

contain the punter."

Under the sloppy conditions, which
became worse as the game
proceeded, it was "not a good day
offensively, "according to Odell.

Rick Zeller (r.) battles Bowdoin opponent for ball on Cole Field Saturday
The Ephs won the battle of statistics, but Bowdoin won the game, (photo bv
McClellan) '

Booters control the stats,

but lose to Bowdoin, 1-0
by Mark Pogue

Shots on goal: Williams 18, Bowdoin

4. Corner kicks: Williams 9, Bowdoin

:i. Final score: Bowdoin I, Williams o.

As the cold statistics show,

Saturday's soccer match against the

Bowdoin Polar Bears was an exercise

in frustration for the Williams Eph-

men. Playing on a field that resem-

bled a rice paddy in places, the Eph-

men put together their finest per-

formance of the season, completely

dominated the game from start to

finish, and yet saw their record drop

to 3-2.

"We were lucky to win this one,"

admitted Bowdoin coach Charley

Butt, and few Williams fans would

dispute him. It took the Purple booters

23 seconds to establish full control at

the start, and they remained in

control until the final gun sounded.

Time after time the same pattern

seemed to repeat itself: The Ephmen
would take a loose ball, advance

quickly through the Polar Bear back-

field on a few sharp, short passes, and

then either get bogged down in a

puddle or fire a shot that Bowdoin

goalkeeper Geoff Stout could handle.

At several points the action would

continue for minutes at a time in the

Bowdoin half of the field.

The Polar Bears, whose mistakes

gave Williams scoring opportunities

all afternoon, seized upon the Purple's

one major lapse to score the game's
only goal. With 27 minutes gone in the

first half the ball was cleared out of

the Bowdoin end. Bowdoin lineman
Rob Owens gave chase, but because of

a defensive mixup only one Williams

fullback was in position to challenge

him. Owens got to the ball, drew
Purple netminder Skip Grossman out

of the goal, and then tapped a shot that

barely eluded Grossman's lunge.

The second half was little different

from the first, except that Williams

applied even more offensive pressure.

In the final 15 minutes alone the Ephs
got off 10 good shots, and with each

near-miss the crowd would groan in

despair.

"It could easily have been a romp
for Williams and of course I'm

disappointed with the outcome," said

Williams Coach Jeff Vennell. "But it

is very encouraging to play so well for

an entire 90 minutes. I can't think of

any Williams player who didn't have a

good game today."

In the freshman contest, Williams

fought back from a 2-0 halftime deficit

to tie the Vassar varsity, 2-2. The

frosh record now stands at 4-0-1.

In a junior varsity game against

Bowdoin, the result was a scoreless

tie. "It might easily have been a 1-1

tie," said Vennell. "They had a shot

stopped by the crossbar, we had one

stopped by a puddle."

Typically, the second half belonged

to thie Eph defense.

The Williams defense, which is

rapidly becoming the nightmare of

visiting statisticians, is one which has

nearly outscored the offense, and has

held top-notch running backs from

Middlebury (Heffernan) and Bowdoin

(Soule) well under their average.

When Scott Harrington's punt put the

visitors in a hole on their own ten, it

seemed likely that the big D was about

to strike. Four plays and one penalty

later, tackle Mike Powers fulfilled

every lineman's dream by pouncingon

a Soule fumble in the end zone.

Cramer's conversion made it 13-7

Williams, and the Ephs were in front

to stay.

On the second play of the fourth

quarter, Costello read a swing pass

perfectly and picked it off, setting up

Cramer's third field goal of the day, a

39-yarder.

On the Polar Bears' next

possession, Scott Perry greeted sub

quarterback Bruce Bernier with an

interception on the Williams 10.

Harrington's quick kick on third down
kept the Ephs out of trouble.

Next came a play which even
Renzie Lamb would call wild. Perry,

continuing to put on a fine show for

scouts from the Giants and Bengals,

picked off another Bernier aerial (his

fourth of the year). Perry was hit

almost immediately, but lateralled to

junior safety Dave Libardi, who

sprinted the remaining 38 yards to the

end zone. The heads-up play by Perry,

coupled with the speed of Libardi

resulted in the final score of the day,

and a 22-7 Eph win-

Despite the weather, Don Wallace

filled in well for the injured Jim

Baldwin at quarterback, hitting on 7

of 14 passes and directing the offense

all afternoon. Wallace, according to

Odell, "responded very well." With

Tufts and Union, two teams the Ephs

should whip, coming up, Wallace and

the Ephs should be just about ready to

match the defense in Little Three

contests.

Tufts, M./.T. fall

Kevin Cramer kicksKevin Cramer kicks one o( hi« ih,
field goals in The Eph's 22-7 vi«overgowdoln (photo by Mca!g

|

Harriers win again
by Frank Carr

The cross country team faced

M.I.T. and Tufts on Saturday with a

definite handicap: the top two

Williams runners were not competing.

Captain Bob Clifford was sitting in

Hopkins Hall taking the GRE while

Joe Kolb was resting because of shin

splints.

The depth of the harriers proved to

be the decisive factor as W^ams wdn
the meet with 26'/^ points Ifllowed by

M.I.T. (47) and Tufts (56',^).

Richarson (M.I.T.) and Ciano
(Tufts) pulled away from the group

after about three miles and finished

Talented swimmers win twice
by Dennis O'Shea

With only 15 swimmers, but a pool

full of talent, the women's varsity

swimming team totally dominated
first place finishes in triumphs last

week over Vassar, 66-47, and Smith,

68-50. The Ephwomen, some of them
swimming four events to compensate
for the squad's lack of depth, totaled

nine victories in 13 events in the

season opener against Vassar and
nabbed 11 out of 14 firsts in the home
opener with Smith.

Marilla Pearsall topped the Purple
effort taking three individual first

places in each meet plus a 200 yard
freestyle relay win in the Vassar tilt.

The freshman captured the 50 and 200

freestyles and 100 butterfly in Wed-
nesday's meet in Poughkeepsie, then

took the 200 individual medley, 100

butterfly and 400 freestyle back in

Williamstown Friday night.

Pearsall also led the Ephs' assault

on the record book, shattering the

College standard in the 200 Individual

medley by better than eight seconds
with her time of 2:22.3.

In all, five college records were
broken in the two meets, four of them
by another frosh, Nina Murphy. Her
1:09.6 clocking in the 100 ijackstroke

lowered^ her two day old mark in that

event and followed up a 31.3 record
and* winning time in the 50 back.

Murphy also joined sophomore
Barbara Bonner, junior Randall
Morrow and senior Sue Buck in

dropping the 200 yard medley relay

record of 2:07.8 by four-tenths of a
second.

Three other Ephwomen notched

Sports Round Up

double victories in individual per-

formances during last week's outings.

Sue Buck, team captain and
breaststroke specialist, won that

event at both the 50 and 100 yard
distances at Vassar, while Carol Buck
took the 200 freestyle and 50 butterfly

against Smith. Morrow added the two
freestyle sprints to her relay win in

the Smith contest.

The Purple swimmers close out an
abbreviated home season with
Middlebury this Thursday at 4 p.m.

Last year the Ephwomen took

second to .Middlebury's sixth.

first and second respectively.

Meanwhile, sophomore Dan Sullivan

led the main pack around the laconic

golf course, inspired by the cheers

drifting over from the foolljall game.

Sullivan went on to finish third

followed by Frank Carr who was lo

seconds behind with a 26:2:! docking.

Gary James came on strong in the

last half mile for fifth place just two

seconds behind Carr. F'rosh Tom
Schreck rounded out the tightly

bunched pack finishing sixth m 26:30,

Ken Leinbach wound up in a tie for

eighth with a Tufts runner followed by

Chris Flavin in 14th and Dave

Trawick in 15th.

Leading the winning J V eflori

were Doug Greeff, Dave Seeger and

Larry Wu in a first place tie Fresh

men Jeff Magoon (8th) and .Ion Miller

(15) added fine performances to

produce a winning score of Williams

25-M.l.T. 32; W 19-Tufts 38

So far this season the Eph harriers

have shown a marked improvement

over last years 7-5 record The Elph

men have ijeaten some top quality

competition on the way to producing

their 8-0 season. Univ. of \ermont

(rated 9th in New England) Albany

State (ranked 18th, NCAA Div llli

and now M.I.T. (receiving votes in

N.E. top ten poll) have been l)eatenby

a small college in the Berkshires,

Yale ends tennis team's streak
Women's Tennis

Coach Curt Tong's women's tennis

team has finally seen its two-season

winning streak snapped at the hands
of a very strong contingent from Yale.

The final score of the match was 8-1,

with freshman Amy Demorest giving

the Ephwomen their only win of the

day at no. five singles.

"The squad came back, however, to

post an easy 9-0 win over RPI in a

match at home on Saturday. That win,

in the second-to-last regular season

match of the year, left the team's

overall mark at 9-1.

The women's squad battled with the

netwomen of Smith this afternoon,

and will compete in the New Englands

this Friday and Saturday.

Field Hockey

After a sluggish first half, which

saw Yale take a commanding lead

and goalie Mary Fish injured, the

field hockey team came to life. A
strong second half, where the team
molded together to outplay Yale was
not enough, however.
The 4-2 defeat was only the second

loss of the season.

This is the first year Williams has
played against Yale. Jitters over
playing Ivy League squad and the
long ride to New Haven may have
contributed to the slow start. By the
end of the first half, only Shailah
Stewart had scored for Williams,
while four Yale shots had gotten past
goalie Fish and her replacement,
^Cammie McClellan.

McClellan, normally a fullback,
with only one day of previous ex-
perience and without warm-up,
responded with a superb effort. After
Yale's first shot found the goal, Mc-
Clellan thwarted all further attempts.

Her eight saves in the second half
served as inspiration for the rest of

the team.

The second half brought massive

position changes with OiM>

Remington moving from halfback to

fullback. Bland Goddin filling ll«

vacated halfback slot and Val Corning

stepping in at inner. The changes

revitalized the squad. Yet Stewarts

second goal of the game was all thai

could be mustered.

Women's Crew

The Women's crew team, under

head coach George Marcus, travelled

to Holyoke, Massachusetts over tl«

weekend for a regatta held there, and

posted a second place finish in tl*

nine-team field.

The boat, competing in a rain-

shortened race of V/i miles finished

two lengths behind the winning te»'"

from Dartmouth. According '»

Marcus, "The crew performed well.

but we thought we could have won iK

race; Dartmouth is a good crew."

~\
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Faculty opinions split

Buckley Amendment debated

would be to organize student groups

within each major department. These
groups would register opinions from
students regarding non-tenured

faculty members from their second

year of teaching until a final decision

is reached.

Sanders added that the standing

committee would then co-ordinate the

efforts of these departmental groups

by passing their information on to the

faculty who make tenure recom-

mendations to the CAP.
Although in theory the Board of

Trustees makes final tenure decisions

based on CAP recommendations, the

Board's Trustee Committee went on

record last spring as saying it would

reverse a CAP recommendation only

if it could be shown that the decision

was made arbitrarily.

Although the College envisioned Fall Break (Oct. 25-28) as a "working
vacation" for catching up on work, this deserted view from West College was
typical of the campus' reaction to the long weekend, (photo by Raymond)

Council attempts to delineate

functions of tenure committee
by Randy Sturges

The exact functions of the newly

formed CC-Standing Committee on

Tenure were discussed at length at

Wednesday's College Council meeting

in 3 Griffin Hall. Although no final

recommendations were made, CC
members were in agreement that the

prime aim of the committee is to

stimulate student input into faculty

tenure decisions.

A memorandum issued by Council

President Mayo Shattuck listed the

three basic criteria by which can-

didates are judged for promotion by

the faculty's Committee on Ap-

pointments and Promotions. They are

1) teaching ability, 2) contributions to

the College community and 3) a

demonstrated capacity to contribute

to scholarship in the appropriate field

of study.

Last spring ad hoc groups of

students argued that the first two

criteria hadn't been given adequate

weight in certain tenure decisions.

In a proposal made by Larry
Sanders '77, chairman of the com-
mittee, the role of the committee

Student organizers

gathering at Brown
to ponder cutbacks
The Brown University Student

Caucus, following up on last year's
student strike, is calling the New
England Regional Conference on
Student Organizers together next
Weekend.

As estimated 250 student leaders
from throughout the area will be at

Brown University, where discussion
will cover the full range of issues
directly facing students. Of primary
interest will be the question of cut-

backs in educational services by some
colleges in light of tuition increases.

The three-day seminar will include
a series of small workshops,
discussions, lectures and a large
plenary session as a wrap-up. There
will also be time allotted for various
schools in the same state to exchange
experiences.

College Council President Mayo
Shattuck said that he had not heard of

the event and has no plans to attend.

There will be a $2.00 registration fee
to cover their administrative costs.

Reservations can be made by calling
the Caucus at 401-863-3230.

by Randy Sturges

Debate in last Wednesday's faculty

meeting centered around the so-called

"Buckley Amendment" and its im-

pact on the right of faculty access to

^tudentJilesJFaculty opinions ranged
the whole spectrum of the issue, from
the contention that they should have
total access to the records to a

complete denial of any such right.

Others felt that Professors should be

able to review transcript information

only.

The Buckley Amendment, passed
by Congress in 1974 as the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act,

was intended to ensure the accuracy
and privacy of school records by

giving students the right of entry to

and a certain amount of control over

their individual files.

The faculty discussion arose from
certain ambiguities in the wording of

the act itself, which limits entry rights

t)eyond the student's own to those with

"legitimate educational interest."

This is currently interpreted by the

administration to mean the President

and Dean of the College, although it

may be expanded in the future to

include registering officers

The issue itself may become moot
when final enforcement guidelines are

issued by the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare. These
guidelines, expected within the next

few weeks, may include specific

definition of the "legitimate
educational interest " clause.

A student may review personal

College records from the moment he

or she becomes a member of the

student body until four years after

graduation when the files are

destroyed. These records are

currently obtainable from the Dean's
Office, but they are unlikely to contain
any surprises. The official Williams
statement on these files states that

"no record of information is made
unless there is a demonstrable need
for it which is relevant to the

educational purposes of the institution

and the provision of services to

students." The bulk of material is

information sent in during application

to Williams.

The amendment is currently
squeezing Williams on two levels,

according to Dean Peter Berek. First,

it opens the validity of recom-
mendations for applicants to the

College to question. Since these forms
are no longer confidential, they may

be less frank in their evaluation of a
candidate. Secondly, it prevents
faculty members who are making
recommendations for Williams'
students for graduate school from
examining an individual's transcript

and class rank. Furthermore, these

forms, once completed, may no longer

remain confidential.

Reports to the Faculty at Wed-
nesday's meeting included on from
the Calendar and Schedule Committee
which is presently looking into ways to

deal with next year's late Labor Day.
Among suppositions made so far are

the shortening of Fall Break or first

semester reading period, or beginning

Freshman Days on Labor Day
Weekend.

Four for Watson nanned
The Williams Selection Committee

recently announced the nomination of

four candidates for the Watson
Traveling Fellowship. John Bell, John
Berringer, Debra Hall, and Cynthia

Kirkwood will be among 140 can-

didates, chosen from 35 colleges, to be

considered for this fellowship which

provides the opportunity for a self

initiated project of travel and study

abroad.

Bell, a pre-med student, will

graduate this spring with a major in

English. He has indicated that, under

the auspices of the Watson
Fellowship, he hopes to be involved

with health care delivery and prac-

tices in Latin America.

Consistent with a strong record of

volunteer action at Williams,

Berringer's Fellowship project in-

volves volunteerism and social ser-

vice agencies in Great Britain.

Berringer, a History major, has

served as vice president of the Board
of Directors of Help Line and as

president of the Lehman Service

Council.

Hall will be involved with problems

of world food supply in populous

nations and Kirkwood with conflicts in

Islam cultures with modernization in

Africa. Hall will graduate with a

double major in American
Civilizations and Environmental
Studies. She returned to Williams this

fall after an exchange year at Cornell

during which she concentrated on

environmental studies. Kirkwood will

finish Williams with a major in

Religion.

The Selection Committee, com-

prised of John Hyde, John Eusden,

Lynda Bundtzen, Raymond Chang,,

and Nancy Mclntire, reviewed fifty

applications.

Women organize strike for rights

Ephs trounce Tufts

Wesleyan surprises

Amherst in first Little

Three contest. See
stories poge 4

by Susan Galli

In what seems to be a throwback to

a more militant era of protest, the San

Diego chapter of the National

Organization for Women (NOW) has

organized a large-scale strike

tomorrow of both working and non-

working women. Members of this

organization, displeased with the slow

passage of equal rights legislation,

hope to dramatize the situation by

demonstrating the importance of

women in the work force.

According to the strike plan, women
employed outside their homes will not

report to work tomorrow, and

housewives will neglect their

household-related duties for a day.

Organizers hope that use of these

tactics will emphasize the con-

tributions to the nation by women.

While the strike, dubbed "Alice

Doesn't" (from the movie "Alice

Doesn't Live Here Anymore") has

spread from the San Diego area, it has

not received the publicity necessary

to make it a national effort, since a

national strike would necessitate

great planning and coordination,

taking time away from other women's

movements and activities.

As a member of NOW's New York

City branch explained, the New York

and New Jersey members of the

organization are instead con-

centrating their efforts on promoting

passage of the Equal Rights Amend-

ment through traditional channels.

Failure to strike, therefore, is not a

sign of lack of interest in the women's

movement, she said, but a sign that

other alternatives may now be con-

sidered more useful.

Joy Silverstein, co-chairman of

Williams Women, said it might take

about a year to organize a successful

strike, and that there is no campus

observance planned for tomorrow.

Valerie Anderson, another co-

chairman of this group, said she felt

that in many ways the women's
movement has outgrown strike tac-

tics.

Interviews with female members of

the administration and faculty

revealed interesting opinions on the

idea of a strike and its probably ef-

fectiveness at Williams. Associate

Dean Nancy Mclntire said she viewed

a strike as an opportunity for women
to meet and talk about issues that

affect them. She emphasized the need

for a strike to be coupled with some
sort of educational effort to have a

lasting impact on employers and the

general public. Without such rein-

forcements, Mclntire said, there

would not be a high level of respon-

siveness to a strike.

Though Mclntire acknowledged the

value to all women of legislation such

as the Equal Rights Amendment, she

also said she doubted that a strike

would be an effective way to unite

women across the country. Viewing

the current diversity of opinion within

the women's movement itself, she

said that she sees no clear bond

among women in widely different

situations that would necessarily

insure the success of a strike,

Arlene Amidon, assistant professor

of psychology, said a strike has value

in the sense that it calls attention to

the women's movement. Though she

felt that a backlash in response to

such a strike must be anticipated,

Amidon said that not raising such

issues is an "inviable alternative."

Both Mclntire and Amidon em-

phasized that the consequences of

going on strike are very different for

women in different positions. A

woman factory worker, for example,

faces the loss of a day's pay, and

possibly even her job, for failure to

report to work.

Amidon indicated that professional

jvoinrovi
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women, who often have flexible

schedules, >vould not suffer as much
as those who face set working hours.

Mclntire expressed doubt that the

College would fire her if she decided

not to report to work in support of the

strike.

Both women seemed uncertain as to

the effectiveness of a strike at

Williams. Mclntire, again, said that

she is not sure that there are strong

enough ties between all women-
including secretaries and main-

tainance staff as well as ad-

ministration, faculty, and students-

Amidon said she felt that women
students would not be willing to miss

classes, especially if it would have a

detrimental effect on hour test or

isaper performance. In addition, a

strike would place a larger burden on

some supporters than on others. For
example, some students might miss

only one class, whilp others would

miss several. Amidon cited th^lack of

student responsiveness to political

issues as another indication of

probable lack of support for a strike.

Widespread acceptance of the

women's movement, along with a

generally unresponsive attitude

toward political or social activism,

make it difficult for organizers of a

strike to present it as either necessary

or desirable. The peculiarly non-

political orientation of Williams
students makes the success of a
campus strike especially doubtful.
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Red Tape
Lurking behind the more immediate and pressing problems

of the day lies the on-going debate over the centralization of
political power and decision-making in Wa^ngton. This fall,
we have seen the federal bureaucratic machine in all its
directionlessness and inefficiencies in two laws directly ef-
fecting Williams.

As usual, Congress has done "the moral thing" and acted to
protect the rights and liberty of citizens by passing the Buckley
Amendment (to protect, in part, student records from
unauthorized inspection) and Title IX (to ensure no
discrimination by sex in college academic and athletic ac-
tivities). As usual, the result has been a moderate increase in
the protection of our rights and a large aspirin bottle's worth of
headaches for those who have to obey the new laws, in this case
the inhabitants of Hopkins Hall.

Despite the publication of several sets of revised guidelines
for the Buckley Amendment by HEW, the debate at Wed-
nesday's faculty meeting on faculty access to student files (see
page 1) is eloquent proof of the continuing hornets nest of
problems raised by the law. Congress entirely side-stepped the
issue of iust who has a valid right to use student files and who is

to adjudicate that right. Much administrative time has been
lost at Williams trying to deal with this fuzziness.

In obeying Title IX, the College has spent too much of its

time meeting the red-tape of the law: writing "Affirmative
Action Reports," electing "Affirmative Action Officers," and
trying to figure out what "Affirmative Action" means. Given
that Williams as an institution had already more than met the
letter of non-sex-discrimination contained in the law, this paper
shuffling seems a little sUly.

Job Jots Remin
RECRUITING SCHEDULE

OCTOBER
29 Rochester—Business

Dul<e Law
Columbia Law

30 Washington and Lee Law

NOVEMBER
3 Loyola Law (Los Angeles)

»4 Cooli School - teaching

opportunities in Japan
Yale Law

5 Woodrow Wilson -

Public Affairs

•SENIORS interested in teaching in

JAPAN?
Mr. Uchibori from the Cook

School in Osaku-Fu, Japan will be

holding interviews on campus on

NOV. 4th from 9:

Sign up at OCC. Coi

for additional information

A REMINDER:
Students who have questions on

careers in certain fields may make
appointments to speak with the

following staff members of OCC:
Hope Brothers—Law and law

related careers, Business School

and Business careers;v^

Patrick Diamond—Law and
law related careers, Federal
Careers.

Sue Little—Teaching careers,

government and post-graduation

internships.

Vanna Lathrop—Health careers,

Communications and the Arts.

NATURAL HISTORY COURSES

Botanical Expedition to Somewhere—October 24, 1 to 6 p.m.

Free

A Very Brief Course in Liverworts—November 1, 10 a.m. to 4

p.m. Fee $4.

A Very Brief Course in Lichens—November 15, 10 a.m. to 4

p.m. Fee $4.

Intensive Care in Trees—Novemlaer 16, (4 weeks, twice a

week).

Sunday at 1 p.m., Monday at 8 p.m. Fee, $15.

More Information, Center for Environmental Studies

(413)597-2346—Willlamstown, AAass.

Hearts Encore
To the editor,

"Hearts and Minds" is back.

Billed as one of the mmt "con-

troversial" movies of the deca'de, the

film's significance lies more in the

reactions and predispositioQS of the

audience than its technical merit.

That it was a moving film is obvious;

but where did it move us? If all the

murder, the pillage, the

outrageousness of Vietnam, slapped

at us in rude technicolor, could

prompt the rebuilding of our political

commitments then "Hearts and
Minds" was an unqualified success.

Or, more likely, did the picture have a

sort of pathological appeal? the kind

of magnetism all tragedies and ac-

cidents have about them. I suspect

that we went to the movie less with the

will {to learn than to be devastated.

Like a ticket to absolution, did

"Hearts and Minds" serve merely to

purge us of our nation's legacy? If so,

then all the pain entailed in viewing

such a film (for it is in no way an
enjoyable experience) is useless, and
a mere exercise in self-indulgance.

Where do we stand? Is "Hearts and
Minds" to be the last chapter of the

Vietnam saga: all things revealed

and, thus, all things closed? Can we,

indeed shouldn't we, now forget the

past and turn again to the business of

our everyday lives (benevolent

amnesia, a news commentator once

called it)? The answer to all these

questions must be an unequivocal

"no." For Vietnam is not over, not its

roots nor its effects. The war in

Southeast Asia was not a mistake, an

jiberration, and certainly no accident,

as so many journalists have sought to

describe it. And the real danger of the

Vietnam legacy is to consider it in

isolation, as a disease itself and not

symptomatic of a larger sickness that

was and is tearing America apart.

Indeed the war must be seen in the

cohtext of a system which makes
Vietnams not simply possible but only

logical. We cannot put Vietnam
behind us and return to business-as-

usual when that business-as-usual was
the source of this colonial war.

Thus, to "forget" the horror of

Vietnam is as myopic and criminal as

those who sought to maintain the war
for twenty years. And if "Hearts and
Minds" has truly raised con-

sciousness, about the war, and the

surviving myths of that era, then we
must resist all attempts to "bury" the

Vietnam experience.

We at Williams college fully share
this responsibility. The American
University—that supposed bastion of

critical thinking and humanitarian

values—has played no small part in

the war. It was the University that

professed the hypocritical posture of

official neutrality on the issue of

Southeast Asia all the while ROTC,
military recruitment, and defense

One Woman's
Point of View

There seems to be some confusion

concerning Williams Women on the

part of many non-participants. Is it a

miUtant, radical group whose goal is

to exterminate that vile, pestilant half

of Homo Sapiens, the male sex? Or is

it a sewing circle where the girls get

together to gossip over coffee and tea?

Well, let me dispell the notion that

Williams Women wear hard hats,

smoke cigars and have esoteric, bra-

burning rituals at the Monday suppers
to which men are not invited. Those
dinner meetings are not open to men
because it is the one chance women
have all week to get together and
talk—talk about things that are im-

portant to us, but about which we
might not feel free to talk in the

presence of men. It is a chance for

women to meet other women, whom in

the ordinary course of events, we
might never have met. Perhaps most
important of all, it gives one the op-

portunity to see oneself as a woman in

relation to other women, instead of

solely in relation to men.

This does not mean that sixty

women get together and have a giant

coffee klatch where the shortcomings
of every male on campus are

enumerated and embellished by each

female in turn. Generally, a topic

pertaining to women's issues is

chosen beforehand, and discussed for

the evening, along with plans for

activities—to which men are usually

invited—and for dessert discussions in

the weeks when there are no dinner
meetings. Last week, there was a
pretty lively dessert discussion on the

concept of the "Total Woman", which
men did attend. There have also been
a cook-out and several get-togethers

forfreshman women's entries at the

Women's Center.

Women can be with men almost any
time, due to a rather lopsided ratio,

but a chance to talk with a group of

women comes more rarely. There are
not as many women's sports here as
there are men's. Women do not
roadtrip en masse to Amherst or
Harvard. Consequently, Monday
nights are the only times when women
can really meet other women and
talk.

So, why has this become a bone of

contention? One night every couple of

weeks surely isn't anything to get
upset about, is it? If it really bothers
you, Williams males, Williams
Women does have a suggestion-
there' s always the north reserve
dining room and Men's Lib.

UNIVERSITY TEACHING JOBS
ARE STILL AVAILABLE

in management fields such as ACCOUNTING, ECONOMICS
FINANCE, MARKETING, OPERATIONS RESEARCHand
STATISTICS.

UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Rochester, N.Y. 14627

OFFERS FELLOWSHIPS UP TO $3750

Plus tuition waiver ($7000 -|- in total) to qualified Ph.D.
students. Our program is highly analytical stressing theory
and quantitative methods. Our faculty is young,
distinguished, and definitely research oriented. A
representative will be on campus on Wednesday, Oct. 29th,
9:00-12:00. If you are interested in our program, please come
and talk or write for information to the address above.

Our representative will also be pleased to meet with students
interested in our other degree programs: the MBA, the MBA
inMarragementforthe Non-profit Sector and the MBA- Ed. D.
in Educational Administration offered jointly with the
College of Education.

contracts flourished on nearly p„„
campus in the U.S. ^ ^^'^

Now that the war is "over" rott
and Armed Services recruitment h»;
enjoyed a healthy revival on

"
fc

campuses. Here, at Williams both

T

Navy and the Marines recruit „
nually. Once again the Universitv t
an open market for the U.S militarv

If we at Williams College are to b.
truly concerned with the plight ofZ
hungry, the devastation of Z
Soqtheast Asians, and the oppressio
of peoples in the third world, then-as
a start-our insUtutions eomplicitv
with the military must cease. To keen
this imperaUve present in all we do to

assert and act upon th;se
humanitarian values we learn in the
classroom, to expose the myths that
obscure the nature of the Vietnam war
is the source of hope. Go see "Hearts
and Minds." See it again and again
But let us show that this powerful
movie has heightened our sensibilities

and commitments, not deadened
them.

Thank you,

Mac Margolis

Exploitation

To the editor:

I write to object to the exploitation

of the Record for partisan political

purposes.

The October 17th "Political .Notes"

column (presented as a straight news

article without byline) is emblazoned

with the headline: HALT THE
DRINKING BILL. This approach to

journalism appears to this writer to be

something less than objective

Our mysterious columnist then goes

on to plug the Presidential candidacy

of Senator Bayh ("Notices and

leaflets will be distributed in Uie next

few weeks if you would like more

information . . .") and exhort

readers to combat the bill to raise the

Massachusetts drinking age to 19 ("It

you would like to lobby against this

bill, there are 2 places to write . .
.").

This atHise of a non-profit college

publication is clearly unethical. Both

Mr. Bayh and the drinking age issue

are done a disservice by such

surreptitious propagandizing, in

which a single writer's fancy

masquerades under the guise of

journalistic objectivity. Your

anonymous columnist could do better

to purchase space for his political

proclamations from the Record's

classified advertisement department

I hope in the future that the Record

will see fit to identify its columns as

opinion and its columnists as

opinionated.

Grant P. Guyer '77

We regret the omission of the by-line

"hy Steve Rothstein" and of the word

"Opinion" from the kicker. Ed.

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

Lt. F. Kendall Mitchell
(U.S.N.R.) Williams '39

Scholarship

The Zefa PsI Fraternity of North

America, previously having haiS >

Chapter at Williams ColleBe, con

tinues its Interest in this fme

educational institution. Zeta Psi has

available a unique scholarship 'or

qualified Williams students honoring
the memory ol Lt. F. Kendall Mitchell

(US N.R.), a Zeta Psi member of the

Williams College class of 1»39, who
lost his life in World War ll. Students
are encouraged to write to Zeta Psi's

New York Headquarters.

Zeta Psi Educational Foundation
1 1 West 42nd Street, Suite 40)

New York, New York 1003t
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Ohlsson charms Chapin
Page 3

by Mark DeB«Ilig

The season's second Thompson

Concert last Wednesday featured a

recital in Chapin Hall by the

American pianist Garrick Ohlsson

and presented an opportunity to see a

charming performance by this

rapidly rising pianist. Still in his early

twenties Ohlsson was launched into

prominence in 1970 when he became

Ihe first and only American to ever

win tlie Chopin Piano CompeUtion in

Warsaw.

Ohlsson's performance of Mozart's

"Sonata in B-Flat," K. 570 was con-

sistently lyrical and well-controlled.

The pianist played with considerable

grace and an admirable sense of

structure, making clear punctuation

Willie lecture

this Friday
Friday, October 31, at 8:00 p.m.

in Griffin Room 3 the Sociology

Dept , the Afro-American studies,

and the Williams Black Student's

Union are sponsoring a lecture-

discussion led by Charles V. Willie

on Busing and De-segregation in

Boston.

Professor Willie currently

reaches Education and Sociology

at the Harvard Graduate School of

Education and is one of the four

masters for the Phase II Boston

De-segregation plan. He is also

author or co-author of five books

and numerous articles.

between the different parts of the
sonata and lending an air of

inevitability to the recapitulation in

the first movement. Ohlsson's warm,
flowing touch was equally appropriate
in the adagio second movement, and
his sprightly performance of the third

movement never suffered from a lack
of control. This finale also displayed
more of the crispness that one might
generally expect from Mozart.
Pleasing as Ohlsson's Mozart was,

he showed a greater pianistic range in

the 3 Chopin pieces which followed.
The pianist imbued Chopin's "Fan-
tasie" in F minor. Op. 49 with
broader, more massive sonorities and
also exploited his considerable
technique to the fullest in its gaudy
and outwardly pianistic runs. More
interesting were the sensitive, tasteful

rubato effects Ohlsson employed in

his clear playing of the popular
"Mazurka in C sharp," Op. 41, No. 4.

Another favorite, the "Waltz in A
Flat," op, 34, No. 1 was also in-

terpreted in a very romantic manner,
full of lyricism and joy in its pianistic

delights, but with perhaps some
exaggeration of the free rhythmic
effects which worked so well in the

mazurka.

Ohlsson elected to omit a fourth

Chopin piece in favor of Liszt's

"Funerailles" in observance of that

composer's birthday. The work's

appeal resulted fr^m wide range of

moods and vigorous technical display.

The performance was at times
somber, ominous, and introspective.

but also bore its share of glitter and
bomtiasity. Ohlsson's sense of the

music's flow was especially im-
pressive during the piece's powerful
crescendo and moments of well-kept

suspense.

The second half of Ohlsson's
program was Mussorsky's Pictures at

an Exhibition. Perhaps better known
in orchestrated form by Ravel, this

nevertheless marks the third

Williamstown performance in the past

three years of Mussorsky's original

piano version. The full range of

Ohlsson's technique was apparent in

this work, in which he contrasted such
musical portraits as that of a weighty
Polish ox cart and a "Ballet of

Unhatched Chicks in their Shells."

The "Promenade" theme, used
repeatedly to bridge various sections

of the piece, was played with a variety

of touches and tone qualities, at first

percussive and marcato, later more
legato and lyrical. The entire concert

reached its impressive climax in the

grand sonorous, and somewhat
overelaborated "Great Gate of Kiev,"

perhaps exaggerated so as to suggest

some impracticability in the drawing

for a projected entrance gate which

was never built.

Reveling with Ohlsson in the pure

sound of this work, the audience

responded with a standing ovation.

For encores, the pianist played the

Chopin B minor scherzo which he had
previously omitted, as well as two
short pieces by Granados and
Scriabin.

HANG TEN
SLACKS N JEANS
Lets you hang loose with all

cotton, pre-washed Cone denim.

It's denim that lets you be
as free and easy as you like;

as dressed as you need
to be, on campus or off.

Ask for Hang Ten
Slacks N Jeans in your

size at your favorite

campus store.

demm

Cone makes fabrics people live In;

Briefly noted

(>teniUlt,^v«6 alecture at i

i«W«i (1«73) ilirccted by Frederic

t1lr«rti-.fl by Junes Ivory<.finHifnun,^

it Saratoga Music Hall, Spring and Rege

4
Pink Panther citrtooDs, 7 p.m. Bonnie and Clyde

.yttiiTm B«^ and W»ye Dunaway, directedby^Arthur.
''

'

i:p.ttt.
' ' ':'^.-. •' -'--'

|T4Hu«l>erfMl; Beei^ and fierman food, at the We8t(

»Birllfiu^|kMrB) tiiiefa^cppcerf<rf a series of three. Six musicians

iclMinber nouiic by B^(eitix)ven, Rossini, VUld Lobos, and Carter.

Illnl>«loi4,|l.t0 at lh«CUiricArt Institute, 8:30 p.m.

^rlday. Oetofwr 3i

WUUaanftP/Sm Socje^ preeehts Spellbound (American, 1945), directed

^AilMilliWbiiwdcaQdir^^ and Ingrid Bergman, at 7:20

ridfi30p.ml: Abbott ji(ildC«iiteUo Meet Frankenstein (American, 1948),

Bturiui^LoDChaneyfindBdatitigoei, at li:30 p.m. Plash Gordon serial at 7

tMbriciis TfumpMO, violinist, plays pieces by Bach, Brahms, Farren,

hd Overton, at Pratt Audit(»'lum, Mt. Holyoke. Admission, $2.50 at 8:15

|,in,

iktttntay,. November t

Weekend Matinee Film Series features Top Hat (American, 1935). One
the best musicals ever, starring Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers. Ad-

(lissisn, f.TS. Bronfman, 1:30 p.m.

M (German, 193X). Peter Lorre as a murder in the classic film directed

Fritz Lang. Bronfman, 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.

Concert Party wl& the Amherst Zumbeyes and the Williams Efdilats.

^Hscoll Lounge, 8:90 p.m. Admission, $1. Refreshments.

WUIiams Coffee House presents an evening of traditional folk music with

lowtoChangeaFlatTire.^' Rus Hardy alsoappears. Free Admission. The

jtatfaskellar, Baxter Hall, 9 p.m. to 12 midnight.

Concert featuring Poco and McKendree Spring, 8 p.m. at the Proctor's

heatre, Troy. Tickets, $5.50-$6.00. More Information: 270-6505.

^j^oncertwith Chick Corea and Return to Forever,.at Chapin Auditorium,

Dlyoke, 9 p.m.

Marlboro Music returns

to Clark Art Institute
As you reach the end of a country

road in the Green Mountains of

Vermont you notice a small sign

reading "Caution ! Musicians at Play'

'

and you know you have arrived at the

Marlboro Music Festival. Each
summer musicians of all ages come
from all over the country to Marlboro

at their own expense to exchange

ideas and explore together a vast

repertoire of chamber music in an

informal setting.

In order to share Marlboro music-

making with people throughout the

United States and to extend Marlboro

activities into the regular concert

season, "Music from Marlboro" was

created in 1965. Each summer at the

festival approximately twenty-five

musicians are selected to form four

touring groups. They rehearse and

prepare programs of chamber music

masterworks

.

This season works such composers

'

as Beethoven, Rossini, Brahms,
Ravel, Mendelssohn, and the twen-

tieth-century composer Elliott Carter

have been scheduled. The talented

artists from Marlboro will be bringing

their distinctive spirit of music-

making to Williamstown for the first

of three concerts on Thursday at 8:3U

p.m. at the Clark Art Institute

The program for the concert will

span the musical epochs from Villa

Lobos' "Quintette en forme de

Choros" to Beethoven's "Quintet in E-

Flat" for piano and winds, opus 16. On
to Rossini's "Quartet in B-Flat ' for

Flute, Clarinet, Basson, and Horn,

and Carter's "Eight Etudes and a

Fantasy."

The performers include the youthful

members of the Aulos Wind Quintet-

Judith Mendenhall, Rudolph Vrbsky,

David Singer, Alexander Heller, and

Robert Routch—all accomplished and
highly regarded musicians, and Paul

Schoenfield—pianist, composer, and

long-time participant in the Marlboro

Music Festival. "This return of Music

from Marlboro will no doubt prove to

be a highhght of this year's abundant

Williamstown music season, as it was
last year. Student tickets are $1.00;

$3.50 for general public tickets.

Purple power devours Jumbos
Continued from Page 4

impenetrable. Only John Agostini's

interception, leading to first score of

the second half, made them
noticeable. The fact that Tufts gained

only 149 yards all afternoon (as

compared to the Ephs' 477) shows that

the D was simply unbeatable.

Redden's second short run of the

day made it apparent, as if there were

any doubt, that it was all over. Kevin

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

Cramer's fear-filled scamper into the

corner of the end zone after a bad snap

made it 37-0, three minutes into the

second half.

The Ephs second-string defense

gave up the first points scored against

Williams in the second half this season

(aw, shucks), on a sixty-one yard pass

from Bob Berluti to Daryl Brown.

As the rain began to fall more
steadily, Scott Harrington (90 yds. on

11 carries) continued to bid strongly

for a starting spot with a twenty yard

sweep for the final score of the day.

The overall highly impressive two-

way showing by the Ephs augers quite

well for the remaining three contests

of the season.

NOTICE: Anyone interested in

house-sitting during the
Thanksgiving break, please leave

your name and a phone number
at OCC.
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Ephs bury Tufts in mud, 43-6

JSJVi?v«rflf .^fJ^^ ""'^* '11' ""•'winflback Scott Harrington, who combined
tor 3ia yardi tota I oHense in the Ephs 43-6 rout of Tufts.

by Tim Layden

Early last week, the students of

Tufts University were given a sneak

preview of the Cincinnati Reds' "Big

Red Machine" as they spent two af-

ternoons practicing at the Jumbos
field house. Saturday, the same

students were given a closer look at an

even more potent machine, color it

Purple.

Awesome, powerful, devastating.

Choose which ever adjective you like

to describe the visiting Ephs 43-6 rout

of Tufts at Ellis Oval on Saturday.

And while you're at it, try and come
up with a description for Don
Wallace's 14 for 22, 238 yard passing

day.

No matter how biased or how ob-

jectively a person looks at the victory,

two things stand out brilUantlyj the

emergence of a potent WilHams of-

fense which proved that, after four

somewhat lackadasical outings, it

was thoroughly fed up with^ hearing which gave the Ephs a first dow
the^Jumbo 29. Slashing runs of 1?

*how capable the Purple DEFENSE
was of putting points on the board, and

the confirmation that Donny Wallace

is not merely a capable backup

quarterback but rather a fine passer

and confident all-around leader.

The game, which began under

threateningly overcast skies and
ended up in a monsoon, looked as

though it was going to be one of those

punter's battles that was so

characteristic of the Trinity tie. This

was the case until Jumbo safety Rich

Libardoni fumbled a Scott Harrington

punt, from here it was all downhill for

the homecoming crowd.

On first down, Wallace cut loose

with the type of play that exemplifies

his abilities, hitting split end Dave
Parker with a perfectly thrown aerial

and 9 yards by Bill Null put the Enh
on the scoreboard.
To give the story of the first half ».

merely, Williams 29, Tufts, o would I
grossly inappropriate. Not only wa!
Don Wallace spectacular enouah t

throw for 215 yards in the first ha«
alone and induce such commente from
the press box as "H's having aU kind,
of fun isn't he? ", but the offensive

lin^

gave him outstanding protection
aii

day long.

As for the defense, well, there were
no huge clumps of interceptions,

and
the only fumble recovery of the dav
was by an offensive player, guard Ken
Schoetz. This doesn't mean that the

defense was not spectacular, merely

Continued on Page 3

Women swimmers remain undefeated
Harriers streak to lO-O

Women's Swimming
Allowing Middlebury but three first

places, the women's varsity swim-
ming team lifted its record to an
unblemished 3-0 Thursday afternoon,
toppling the Panthers, 69-50 and two
more college records as well. The
meet was the Ephwomen's second and
last this season in the home waters of

Muir Pool; they now face a string of

seven away meets including multi-
team invitationals at Radcliffe,
Wellesley, and Mount Holyoke.
Once again it was their winning

strength in nearly every event rather
than depth that made the difference
for Williams, the squad nabbed firsts

in nine individual events and captured
both relays, but injuries and illnesses

afflicting diver Mary Fish and
backstroker Barbara Bonner held the
Ephwomen to a total of four second
and third place finishes.

Sophomore Carol Buck was high

point scorer, winning the 200 yard
freestyle and the 50 and 100 but-

terfliers by impressive margins. Buck
also joined junior Randall Morrow
and freshmen Marilla Pearsall and
Nina Murphy in blazing to a new
College 400 freestyle relay record of

4:05.4. The fastest previous time for a

Williams quartet was 11.6 seconds
slower.

Senior captain Sue Buck had swum
the breaststroke leg to Murphy's
backstroke, Pearsall's fly and
Morrow's freestyle as the Purple
lowered the College 200 medley relay
standard of 2:07.4 by four-tenths of a
second in the meet's opening event.
By the record demolishing relay
performance at the meet's end the
elder Buck had taken the 50 and 100
breaststrokes. Murphy both
backstroke events ahd Pearsall the
200 individual medley and 100
freestyle. In all, seven of the ten
natators healthy for the meet were
able to put Purple points on the board.
The extra turns necessitated by

Russell Sage's 20 yard facility almost
guarantee that no records will fall in

tomorrow's trip to scenic Troy. But
with seven college marks gone in the
season's' first three meets, the varsity
swimmers have already proven
themselves capable of strong per-
formances in any pool.

Water Polo

Exhaustion was inevitable as the

water polo club, their ranks thinned
by injuries, Freshman Parents'
Weekend and the pre-break academic
crunch, played, and lost, five games
at the annual RPI Fall Tournament.
Disastrous losses came at the hands of

nationally ranked New York Athletic

PRESENTS
FRIDAY OCTOBER 31st

Spellbound at 7 & 9:30 P.M.
Abbott and Costello Meet Frankenstein 11:30 P.M.

We have two Halloween Treats for you this week. Our main presentation is

Alfred Hitchcock's thriller, "SPELLBOUND" at 7 and 9:30 p.m. A lady

psychiatrist, (Ingrid Bergman), shield a noted doctor, (6regory Peck),

suffering from amnesia and accused of murder. The doctor has a minor

problem of going insane whenever he sees two parallel lines, (this may have

nothing to do with his maior In psychology).

Our second feature is "ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET FRANKEN
STEIN" at 11:30 p.m. Trouble begins when Bud and Lou receive a crate

direct from Transylvania. All the original stars are resurrected: Bela

Lugosi as Count Dracula, Lon Chaney as the Wolf Man along with Glenn

Strange as Frankenstein.

EXTRA BONUS
Mars".

Chapter eight of the serial "Flash Gordon's Trip to

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Club, New England tourney favorite

Boston College, the University of

Rhode Island, and Hamilton College,

the University of Rhode Island, and

Hamilton College. The Ephs also

dropped a close one to RPI, 10-8. In

three meetings last year the

Engineers topped the Ephs by

margins as large as 14 goals.

Once again the leading Williams

scorer was senior captain Tom
McEvoy who netted 11 of the squad's

17 weekend goals to bring his season

total to 24. Other scorers included

frosh Bob Kraus and Chris Clark, and
sophomores Phil Wild and Mark
Roche. Roche, Brian McDermott, Guy
Hoelzer, Steve Pincus and Peter
Howd all played three full games on
Sunday without a substitute.

The Ephs have a shot at revenge
when they host RPI a week from
tonight at 7:30 in Muir pool.

Golf

Christopher P. Vogelsang '77

defeated Stephen R. Saunders '77, 4

and 3 in the final round of the College
golf championship at Taconic Golf
Club.

Both players won their semifinal
matches one up in 21 holes in order to

make the finals. Vogelsang defeated
David E. Tomaszek '77, while
Saunders nosed out freshman Michael
C. Lynch.

Both Saunders and Vogelsang are
members of the College golf team.

J»y-E>ank CarT-

The varsity harriers extended their

record to an impressive 10 wins

against no losses by rolling over Coast

Guard and W.P.I, last Wednesday.

Finishing in a pack is the key to

victory for a cross country team, and

Scoreboard
FOOTBALL (4-0-1)

15 14 a 6

6

VARSITY
Williams
Tufts

Scoring:

W) Null, 10 run (Cramer kick)

W) Null, 4 run (Wallace to Mielcarz)
W) Parker, 38 pass from Wallace
(Cramer kick)

W) Redden, 6 run (Cramer kick)

W) Redden, 4 run (Cramer run)
T) Brown, 61 pass from Berluti (pass
failed)

W) Harrington, 20 run
Final Statistics:

w
First Downs
Rushing ydg.

Passing ydg.

Passes comp.
Punts-avg.

Fumbleslost
Penalty ydg.

VARSITY
Williams

Tufts

20

239

236

14 22

734.2

10
75

SOCCER (42)

2

T
6

45

104

6 25

1036.5

5 1

60

Goals: W) Powell, Friborg, Barra

WOMEN'S SWIMMING (3-0)

Middlebury
Williams

VARSITY X-COUNTRY(IO-O)
Williams
WPI
Coast Guard •

FROSH FOOTBALL (1-1-1)

Middlebury
Williams

'88,500.000
Uuelaimed
Seholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15 1975

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
1 1275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1 .00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Name.

Address,

Clty_ State_
(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

-Zip.

Next Attraction: Carnal Knowledge and But Stop

<<^

JOSEPH E, DEVEY

458-S717

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

the ^1)hs-are well versed in this

technique. In Wednesday's meet, as

well as against M.I.T.-Tufts, the

Purple runners swept third through

sixth place. Although a W.P.I, runner

placed first with a Coast Guard cadet

right behind, it was the "Purple

Pack" which won the meet with 26

points, ahead of W.P.I, with 40 and

Coast Guard with 56.

Capt. Bob Clifford was the

spearhead, placing third over the 4.85

mile course. Fifteen seconds in back

of Clifford were Ken Leinbach and

Dan Sullivan striding in to tie for

fourth in 26:36. Virtually unaware ol

an approaching W.P.I, runner, Frank

Carr had to sprint the last fifty yards

to stay ahead of his opponent and pick

up the no. six spot.

Junior Gary James was tiie next

Williams runner across with an eighth

place effort and freshman Steve

Polasky showed strong potential by

finishing 14th in the tri-meet. Dave

Trawick was five places back in 19th

and sophomore Doug Greeff had an

off-day and wound up in 26th place.

From here it should be all downhill

to a 13-0 season and a sixth con-

secutive Little Three title. Tomorrow

the Ephmen travel to Union and will

undoubtedly pick up their fourth

shutout of the season. The competition

will not be so light, however, when

Coach Tony Plansky takes his team to

the Easterns on Nov. 1. Last year the

team was seventh, but this time

around the much improved Williams

runners are hungry for the "hard-

ware" given to the top three squads

On Saturday, in a rain-soaked meet

at Tufts, soph Sullivan placed seventh

in the NESCAC individual cham-

pionships.

Amherst upset

by Wesleyan
The Lord Jeffs of Amherst dropped

themselves from contention for sole

possession of the 1975 Little Three title

on Saturday by losing a 19-7 decision

to the Wesleyan Cardinals.

After falling behind, 6-0 in the first

quarter, the visiting Cards roared

from behind in the second half, as Jim

Robinson returned the second half

kickoff 92 yds. to knot the score at six

Two Brad Vanacore touchdown

passes in the fourth quarter, both of

which covered 44 yards, provided the

winning margin. One of the tosses was

to John Gaebe, who hauled two touch^

down passes in from Vanacore in the

Cardinals 35-14 loss to Williams a year

ago.

The win leaves Wesleyan with an

overall mark of 3-2-1, 1-0 in the Little

Three Amherst is 2-3 and 0-1.

ATTENTION, GRAPPLERSI

Organizational meeting for all

Interested in iolning this year's

wrestling team—Thursday. Oct.

30, 7:00 p.m. in Jesup

Auditorium. For more info, call

Dick Rhodes—4«51.
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Panel considers fall calendar
Classes are likely to begin closer to

Labor Day next fall than they did this

fall. Labor Day 1976 is September 6,

five days later than in 1975; if the

schedule used in recent years is

followed class will begin September

15, extending the examination period

until Christmas eve.

The Calendar and Schedule Com-

mittee, the student-faculty committee

responsible for recommending a

calendar to the faculty, is considering

three changes in the calendar pattern.

One would eliminate fall recess.

George Schutzer '77, a member of

the committee, said, "Most members

of the committee seemed opposed to

eliminating the recess. I do not think

the committee will recommend it."

If fall recess were eliminated,

classes could begin September 15

without running exams into Christ-

mas.

The second option the committee is

discussing is beginning the semester
two days after Labor Day. Exams
could be completed by December 17

which would lengthen the Christmas
recess.

This option would require freshmen
to arrive during Labor Day weekend
and faculty and staff to work, that

weekend. In- addition, bookstores
would be closed on Labor Day,
creating book purchase problems.

Classes would end December 7,

severely limiting the number of

winter athletic contests in December.
College Business Manager Shane

Riorden suggested that the problem

Hastings elected

Center chooses head
At an October 20th meeting held in

New York City, the Roper Center

Board of Trustees elected Prof. Philip

K. Hastings as President of the newly

formed corporation. He will also

continue to serve as executive

director of the Center.

The Roper Public Opinion Research

Center has been in the process of

reorganizing its corporate status and

redefining its relationship to the

College since January 1975, when the

college announced that it would

gradually phase out its support of the

Center. According to Hastings, fur-

ther decisions pertaining to the future

of the Center will be announced within

a few weeks.

Hastings, a member of the

Psychology and Political Science

departments at Williams, received his

B.A. degree from Williams and his

Master's and Ph.D. degrees from
Princeton University. Before joining

the Williams faculty in 1951, he taught

at the University of Massachusetts
and Princeton. He is a member of the

advisory boards of the International

Social Science Council and the

National Data Program for the Social

Sciences. From 1970 to 1972, he was
President of the World Association for

Public Opinion Research. In 1969 he

was awarded a United States
Department American Specialist
grant to lecture in the Middle and Far

State law allows

security to assume
full police powers
A new state law that allows campus

police to assume the powers of local

and state police may affect the

Williams campus security force,

according to Walter O'Brien, Director
of Security.

The new law, which provides for

special state police-trained forces on
college campuses, is currently being
discussed by the town manager,
Robert Janes, and O'Brien, with the

Dean's Office acting as liason.

According to O'Brien, the law would
provide special training for Williams
security force members, to be given
at the state police barracks in

Framingham. Security officers would
have to take this training program
''efore they could be designated as
special state police officers by the
state's Committee of Public Safety.

O'Brien is already a special state

police officer because he was once a
state police officer. He said that the
campus security force, in a spirit of

cooperation with local authorities will

go along with the town's decision.

According to O'Brien, nothing
(definite has been resolved concerning
•he training program at this time. He
said that matters are still in the

*scus8ion stage, with f-mding for the

Pcogram posing a major problem.

Philip K. Hastings moves from
Director to President of the Roper
Center.

East.

In recent years he has been a

consultant to the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company and the

Social Science Research Council. He
is presently serving as a consultant to

the Aspen Institute for Humanistic

Studies, the Cable Arts Foundation,

and the General Electric Companv

of forcing faculty and staff to work
Labor Day weekend could be reduced
by giving the staff a "long" week
earlier in the summer.
The third option is to begin classes

the Monday after Labor Day. This
would force freshmen to arrive in the

middle of the preceding week rather

than on a weekend. It would also place

upperclass enrollment on 3 weekend
when professors might not be easily

accessible. In addition, the bookstores

would be closed SundJiy during
enrollment, complicating the textbook

rush.

One committee member suggested

t)eginning classes on Tuesday instead

of Monday and conducting classes the

following Saturday to make up for the

lost day.

The committee member said this

might alleviate the textbook and
professor contact problem, but

schedules classes on ten out of eleven

days, a difficult way to begin the

semester.

Some of these options allow for a

three day reading period whereas

others allow four days. There is a

three day reading period first

semester and a four day reading

period second semester this year.

The present format for the fall

semester calendar is to begin classes

the second Wednesday after Labor

Day and to include a Monday-Tuesday

fall recess in the middle of the

semester and a Wednesday noon

through Sunday Thanksgiving recess.

Classes end on a Tuesday. Reading

period is Wednesday through Friday,

and final exams are conducted on

Saturday and Monday through

Friday.

The Calendar and Schedule Com-
mittee is also considering altering the

second semester calendar. One
change would eliminate the Friday

holiday Winter Carnival weekend and

place graduation closer to the end of

classes than it has been in past years.

In spite of any changes, exams will

end before Memorial Day this year. In

see CALENDAR page 5

Members of the Class of 79 are pictured moving into the Quad this September.
Next year's "late" Labor Day Weekend could play havoc with the scheduling of
Freshman Days. (photo by AAcClellan)

MassPIRG bottle battle begins
During the coming weeks, Williams

College members of MassPIRG will

be touring the surrounding com-
munity, collecting signatures for the

"Return to Returnables"—what has

come to be known as the "Bottle

Bill." The purpose of the drive ac-

cording to Martin Weinstock,

president of MassPIRG at Williams,

is to collect some 56,000 initiative

petition signatures statewide in order

to bring the bill to a vote in the

Massachusetts Legislature.

Frustrated in the legislature by a

highly vocal industrial lobby, the bill's

supporters, led by Rep. Lois Pines (D)

of Newton, have repeatedly failed to

win passage of similar bills that would

ban the sale of all non-returnable

beverage containers within the state.

The ultimate goal, said Weinstock,

should the bill again be defeated on

Beacon Hill, would be to put the

petition's proposal on the November
ballot in 1976, a measure which would

require still more signatures—10,000

more, in fact.

Although similar bills have been

adopted in Oregon, Vermont, and

South Dakota, the Massachusetts bill

differs in one major respect. Shoppers

would be asked to pay a deposit of 5

cents on tjeverage containers of less

than 32 ounces, whether they l>e

iMitlit's or cans, with a deposit of 10

cents on larger containers. In Oregon
a higher deposit was determined for

'uncertified' containers— in effect,

aluminum cans—which made the

initial price of canned beer and soft

drinks considerably less attractive.

The beverage producers switched to

glass containers, leaving the canning

industry to t)ear the brunt of the

consequences: plants closed or

economized as over a hundred em-
ployees lost jobs.

The Massachusetts bill provides for

equal deposit value on cans and

bottles. Though cans with removable

parts would be banned under the bill's

provisions by early 1977, the "push-

tops", now superceding tab cans in

the industry, would be given retur-

nable status. The intent, said Wein-

stock, is to minimize damage to

related industries while defending the

environment from litter and landfill

bulk and from the ongoing waste of

energy and raw materials—bauxite

ore— in aluminum container

manufacturing.

Group members working on the

petition drive in Williamstown are

now organizing under MassPIRG's
.Vince Prada '78

.
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Survey snows majority cneafs

by Rick Siegrist

Fifty-one percent of the respondents

(94 of 183) to a Record-Amherst

Student survey on academic honesty

conducted last spring at Williams

cheated by the Record's definition of

cheating. Similarly, 48 percent of the

respondents to the same survey at

Amherst cheated.

See page 3 for the Record's

definition of cheating and the methods

by which the surveys were conducted.

Williams and Amherst show almost

identical results as well on the aiding

of cheaters and on witnessing

cheating. Thirty-six percent of the

Williams respondents and 38 percent

at the Amherst ones have aided or

allowed someone to cheat while 71

percent of the Williams and 72 percent

of the Amherst respondents have

witnessed someone cheating.

Although both Williams and

Amherst have honor codes which

require students who see someone

cheat to report that person, only five

of the WiUiams students surveyed and

none of the Amherst ones admitted to

reporting someone.

Williams and Amherst respondents

differed significantly on their

response to the survey question, "Do

you think there is too much cheating

at your school?" Whereas only 17

percent (25 of 150 who answered the

question) of the Williams respondenU

felt there was too much cheating at

Williams, 47 percent of the Amherst

students surveyed felt there was too

much cheating at Amherst.

The Kecord's definition of cheating

is rather strict because it includes

copying or altering lab data,

plagiarism, and copying graded

problems as well as the common
definition of cheating, i.e., cheating on

exams and quizzes.

Only 34 percent of the Williams

respondents admitted to cheating by

their own definition when 51 percent

did things which constituted cheating

by the Record's definition. Thirty-two

of the 94 students who cheated did not

feel they cheated.

By contrast, the same number of

students at Amherst admitted to

cheating as were counted by the

survey's definition. But one-eighth

who admitted to cheating did not do so

by the survey's definition, and one-

eighth of those who did so by the

survey's definition did not do so by

their own definition.

"By your own definition included

Keller Plan courses and could have

been interpreted to include aiding a

student to cheat or witnessing

cheating. The Record survey did not

include these areas.

A member of The Amherst Student

editorial board suggested that the

reason why more Amherst students

admitted to cheating than Williams

students may have been the quantity

of publicity given to the problem at

Amherst.

The student, which cosponsored this

survey with the Record, has given

considerable attention to the cheatmg

problem.

When the Record's definition of

cheating is relaxed, the percentage of

Williams respondents who have
cheated falls dramatically. If only

cheating on exams and quizzes were

defined as cheating, 24 percent of the

Williams respondents would have

cheated, half the cheating rate ac-

cording to the Record's definition.

Copying or altering lab data ac-

counts for much of the difference

betweenthe results using the Record's

definition and the results using the

more mild exams and quizzes

definition. If copying or altering lab

data were not considered cheating,

only 32 percent of the Williams

respondents would have cheated.

Of the persons who cheated:

—53 percent used false lab data.

—25 percent copied lab reports.
_

—23 percent plagiarized.

— 12 percent copied on graded
homework or problems-

^6 percent cheated on quizzes or

tests.

—26 percent only used false lab data

—9 percent only plagiarized.

See page 3 to find out
- who cheats and why
- attitudes toward
cheating

- alarming statistics

- detailed results of

honesty survey
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Survey Sparks
The results of the Williams Record - Amherst Student

survey on academic honesty are Ukely to send some shock
waves through the Williams community. One must be shocked
to find that over half the student body has cheated by a
definition that is not even as strict as what the honor code would
term as dishonest.

Since statistics can almost always be manipulated to prove
a point, it is likely these results will be a source of too many
"told you sos" and too often a justification for particular ac-
tions. For example, someone is likely to argue that since there
is so much cheating at Williams, all tests and quizzes should be
scheduled and monitored. However, another person is likely to

respond, "The survey indicates that the. e is significantly^fflOfe

cheating on in-class exams than on take homes or self-

schedules." The reply may be that less take homes and self

scheduled are given and because of their nature there is less

opportunity to cheat. More students obtain questions in advance
for self schedules than for schedules. The dialogue can con-
tinue.

It is this dialogue that we encourage. Surveys rarely solve

.
problems. However, they are often useful in isolating problems
and providing data with which to discuss problems.The survey
on academic honesty reveals a number of issues which should
receive serious consideration by the Honor Committee,
Gargoyle, the Dean's Office and other concerned groups and
organizations:

" » By the Record's definition over half the students cheat,

but only 34 per cent cheat by their own definition. At Amherst,
where more attention has been given to the cheating problem,
the figures are closer. One must wonder if cheating is being
properly defined here and if it is being given sufficient attention

as a serious problem.
"'* Seven of every ten students have seen a person cheat,

but very few have reported the cheater as required in the honor
code. While this may be difficult to condone, we must accept the

fact that students will not tattle. One must wonder if the honor
code can hold up when it is consistently violated.

' " Over a third of the students who have taken a lab

science course have altered data or used false data. As long as

lab results are used to evaulate student performances in some
lab courses, science instructors cannot ignore this problem.

In letting the shocks and sparks fly with a page's worth of

copy on cheating, it's the Record's hope that recognition of the

problem, dialogue and simple reactions will at least short

circuit some of the cheating here. _ _ _

Tell on Cheater?
Over one-third of the students surveyed in the Record-

Student survey on academic honesty have allowed another

student to cheat or helped him cheat. There is no way which we
can condone giving a friend the questions for a self-scheduled

test before the friend takes it or giving a roommate one's lab

data to copy. This violation of the honor code requires a positive

action on the part of the participant and cannot be justified on
any grounds. Of course, the student never realizes the con-

sequence of his action until results of a survey lead to stricter

rules. Then the student blames the survey instead of himself.

This type of cheating should be easiest to eradicate because all

it requires is a "non-action" on the part of students.

While students may be reluctant to report cheating they

witness, they should stop playing the see no evil, hear no evil,

speak no evil games. Simple comments such as "How can you

justify what you are doing? ," "That's not fair to the rest of us,"

and "Don't you have any sense of morality?" can help reduce

cheating by making the guilty party feel guilty rather than

encouraged. ,. , j
Cheating can only disappear if students see, listen for and

speak about the evil.

Three campaigns take s
Congressman's Son Stumps Campus
Brad Udall, Congressman Morris

Udall's son, came to Williams last

Thursday evening in an effort to gain

support for his father's presidential

bid. Udall, an 18-year-old recent high

school graduate, is spending most of

his time from November through the

beginning of March in Massachusetts.

According to him, "I will focus on

colleges and other schools" but will

also meet with a wide variety of

groups.

Udall started the Williams visit with

an informal discussion with a small

group of students and townspeople.

This session was followed by a taping

session with WCFM and an interview

for the Record.

Throughout these discussions, Udall

would often answer "I don't icnow"

when asked about specific issues. As

ToraHerwitz, staff member of WCFM
said, "he doesn't know the issues ....

(It seems he has) just read the

campaign literature .... To go

through colleges and not know the

issues .... is ridiculous."

"I dislike being a celebrity . . . and

dislike the attention that follows a

candidate and his family," Udall said

last week. He repeated that his in-

terest was on "issues" but had "no

particular issues with which he was
concerned." Once, when he could not

answer a question, he indicated that

he intended to do what Eleanor

McGovern did. "She wrote everything

down, studied up, and got tack to the

people."

If there wasn't a campaign now,

Udall said he probably would have

been working for the Colorado Out-

ward Bound Program. He is an avid

rock-climber and white-water canoer.

Last summer he taught rock-climbing

in Colorado. He has been accepted at

Stanford University in California on a

one-year deferred admission.

Udall's older brother, Mark,
graduated from Williams three years

ago. "Mark liked it," he said. He

Job Jots
.NOTICK TO ,\LL LAW SCHOOL
APPLICANTS

There will be an open meeting

for all law school applicants to

discuss the status of your ap-

plications and any problems you
may be having.

Date: Wed. NOV. 5th

Place: OCC Mears House
Time: 7:00 p.m.

We are anxious to help you with

your special concerns before the

Dec. 1st deadline.

KKCRl'ITING SCHEDULE

NOVEMBER
3 Loyola Law

(Los Angeles)

"4 Cook School - teaching

opportunities in Japan
Vale Law

5 Woodrow Wilson -

Public Affairs ^

10 Boston U. Law
11 Amer. Grad School .

of Internat'l Mgmt. '^^

'SENIORS interested in teaching

in Japan?

Mr. Uchibori from the Cook
School in Osaku-Fu, Japan will be
holding interviews on campus on
NOV. 4th from 9:00 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Sign up at OCC. Contact Sue Little

for additional information.

GRAND OPENING
TAGUE GALLERY

78 -Water Street

10:00AM Saturday November 1

Featuring

Berkshire Landscapes

Birds and Animals Mounted on
Masonite

( Backed by Wood Frames)
—Also available unmounted-

Berkshire Environmental
Cards ft Notes

Regular Hours
Tuesday through Saturday 10 AM-* PM

Sunday 12-4 or by Appointment

Brad Udall

(photo by Rothstein)

"wouldn't have stayed here if he

didn't like it." Mark Udall is cam-

paigning in Ohio, while two sisters are

working in New' York. Brad has a

third sister who is still in high school

and^another brother who is "not in-

terested" in the campaign.

The question of smoking pot arose

twice during the visit to Williams.

Both times Udall said that "the

question has nothing to do with my
father .... "It is a "no win

proposition."

Scoot Hoot, one of the Udall

organizers on campus, feels that the

visit of the younger Udall "helped us.

We got a few more people to work."

He added that "as time goes on, he'll

( Brad ) have a better understanding of

the issues."

Cliff Mitchell, President of the

Williams ADA stated that Brad

"doesn't know a whole lot about the

issues."

Ituvli Organizes On Campus
While Senator Birch Bayh was

announcing his presidential can-

didacy, a group of Williams students

were preparing and distributing a

leaflet to boost his popularity in the

Williams community. Roughly two

thousand specially prepared
brochures were given out over Pall
Break to ail undergraduates

and
professors at Williants College.

Invoking the words of Kianlilin

Delano Roosevelt, Senator Bayh said

"The presidency is pre-eminently
a

place of moral leadership . Mora]
leadership will not rest as long as
there are hungry children, elderly

citizens who cannot pay their fuel

bills, and families that are forced to

sell their modest homes to pay for life.

giving medical care for their loved

ones."

"Moral leadership demands ihai

tax loopholes be closed, thut oil

companies be broken up, that our anti-

trust laws be vigorously enforced, and
that the bigotry and discrimination

which has denied full citizenship to

many Americans be opposed
strenuously by a moral President,

"the Indiana Senator added.

The Williams brochure outlines

Bayh's stands on a variety V im-

portant issues and it includes a brief

list of his major accomplishments and

comments on what others think of

him. It also advertises a meeting set

for Monday, November 3 at 7:00 P.M.

in Driscoll Lounge. This session is

designed to answer questions about

the 47-year old Senator and to sign

people up to work.

(arCer Get Allman Brothers Band
The Jimmy Carter Presidential

Campaign announced that the Allman

Brothers Band will play a benefit

concert at the Providence (R.I, ) Civic

Center on November 25 at 8:00 PM
The Allman Brothers Band, whose

latest release on Capricorn Records

Will. Lose or Draw is a best seller

nationwide, is taking time off from its

tour to volunteer its services for the

former Georgia Governor. Since the

See CAMPAIGNS page 4

Letter to the Editor

Too few words . . .

To the editor:

I would like to register a complaint.

The ommissions from my letter,

"Hearts encore", in the last issue of

the Record, were at best arbitrary. I

realize that a lack of space was the

primary motivation for the deletions.

However, I did not write the letter

with the intention or expectation of

partial publication.

Though the basic thrust of my
statement was represented, a few of

the ommissions left some points

unsubstantiated, and— in one in-

stance—wholly irrevelant. (For in-

stance: why open the letter with

"Hearts and Minds' is twck. "without

the rest of the paragraph telling when
and where?)

Seats to be filled

on frosh year panel
Positions are open on the Com-

mittee on the Study of Freshman Year
for one senior and one freshman.
Freshmeti may also apply for the one
remaining position on the By-Laws
Committee, which is examining the

structure of student government.
Please submit self-nominations to the

Dean's Office by November 7.

Perhaps an editor could consult

with an author, in the future, if a letter

is too long or somehow deemed

inappropriate.

Thanks again,

Mac Margolis

(Jiven the tight printing schcdulf

over Kail Break, our usual practice o(

consultation on cuts of Letters in llif

Editor and Viewpoints was sacrificed.

''he tightly argued nature of

Margolis's letter had the result tiial

iinv cut. however small, would have a

damaging effect, an unavoiilablf

effect we regret. The Record reserves

llie right to edit long letters In thf

editor, and such statement is placed in

the masthead each issue. Ed.

The College Council will hold

budgetary hearings November 4

and 5 at 9 p.m. in room 3 of Griffin

Hall.

The Finance Committee of the

Council will state its recom-

mendations following con-

sideration of budget requests from

40 organizations. Statements by

individual committees will also be

heard at this time.

College Council representatives

may pick up budget request forms

in the Dean's Office.

CLASSIFIEDS
"Ves, there 1^ finally a way to sell that extr,^ Triumph or find a second

hand Rose—the Record classifieds. Not only are they Inexpensive, but your

ads will be seen by over 2000 people on campus. The rate Is 30 cents for the

first line of up to eight words (a telephone number equals one word), and 25

cents for each additional line, or part of a line.

EXAMPLE: 10 words equals 55 cents for one Issue, $1.10 for two issues,

$1.65 for three issues, etc.

Enclose total payment for the number di Issues you want your ad to run

IN CASH along with your ad copy In an envellope addressed to the Record

and leave it with Mrs. Marlowe In the Baxter Hall mailroom. Ads will be

published as soon as possible—see the masthead for deadline information.

Remember—CASH ONLY PLEASEIL

FOR SALE
PI: Anytime Anyplace Anybody
Send JS.OO, your name and Instructions

Wllliamstown, Po. box I7a - Confidential No Hypes
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The who, WhiQrt
Survey records data

by George Schutzer

Surveys taken at Williams and

Amherst in the last few years seemed

to indicate that there was sub-

stantially more cheating at Amherst.

To find out if this difference was real,

The Amherst Student and The

Williams Record agreed to conduct a

joint survey on academic honesty last

spring.

The survey, which was written by

the Record in consultation with the

Student, was to be distributed to 250

randomly selected students at each

school.

It consisted of 41 questions, seven

aimed at determining . the personal

characteristics of the respondents,

eight dealing with attitudes toward

cheating and 26 questions to deter-

mine of the respondent cheated,

witnessed cheating, reported cheating

or aided cheaters.

The personal data included class,

area of major, post graduate plans

and grade point average. The at-

titudes section dealt with reasons for

cheating and asked if "there is too

much cheating at your college."

The honesty data divided cheating,

aiding cheaters and witnessing

cheating into categories such as in-

class exams, self-scheduled exams,

open book exams, plagiarism, false

Viif data and improperly copying a

homework assignment. In addition

students were asked how many times

they had cheated and in how many
courses.

For purposes of compilation, a

«lefinition of cheating was developed

which includes cheating by copying,

use of crib sheets, use of improper

aids and improperly obtaining an-

swers in advance on quizzes or

exams; plagiarism; alteration and

use of false lab data; and "copying or

improperly obtaining aid on a graded

homework assignment or extra credit

assignment." Cheating in Keller Plan

In defense of a crime
"Pressure to get good grades" was

the most frequent explanation for

cheating given by respondents who
admitted to cheating in the Record

cheating sift-vey. Thirty of the 62

students (49 percent) who admitted to

cheating gave this as a reason. Forty-

two percent cited "pressure caused by

the workload" as a reason.

"The assignment, quiz or test was
unfair" (26 percent), "pressure of

getting into grad schools" (23 per-

cent) and "no respect for the in-

"^sv//?

N.
and why of cheating

courses was specifically excluded
from the survey's definition of

cheating. The respondent was to

consider only his college years since

September 1973.

AH the results were placed on data
cards. The direct results of each
question were determined by a
computer program. In addition,

almost one hundred cross tabulations

were made to determine such things

as: have a greater percentage of pre-

meds cheated than non-pre-meds?
and do a majority of the persons who
have cheated think there is too much
cheating?

The Record selected its 250 students

by picking every seventh name from
the telephone directory until 250

names were chosen. The Record staff

attempted to distribute surveys to the

250 persons. In those cases in which
the student had moved or dropped out,

another name was not chosen to

replace his.

Repeated efforts were made to find

and get responses from the students.

A total of 183 (73 per cent) surveys

were completed properly and placed

on data cards.

With one exception, when the

respondents were grouped by class

and sex, the proportion of respondents

in each of the eight groups was similar

to the proportion of College students in

that particular group.

Amherst used essentially the same
procedure, but had a better response.

According to the Student, there was a

chance that two copies of the same
results were made accounting for the

Amherst response of more than 250.

RESPONDENTS BY SEXCLASS
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AAcGary covers ERA progress

What do Gregory PkIc and Insrld Bergman sm in the tea leaves? David O
Seiiniclt's production of Alfred Hitchcoclc's "Spellbound" at Bronfman tonighl
aL7:20 and 9:30 has all the answers

Grant on Environment
"Evolution and Environment" will

. t>e the subject of an adult education
course to be given here by William C.

Grant, Jx., professor of biology.

The lecture-discussion course will

run for ten weeks, with classes held

Tuesday evenings at 7:30 p.m.,
beginning Nov. 4 in Room 201 of

Thompson Biology Laboratory. No
grades, examination or credits will be
given for the course.

As the energy which is necessary to

life is limited, organic evolution can
be viewed as that process by which
diverse forms of life have evolved

"adaptive strategies" for the ex-

ploitation of limited energy resources.

Among the questions dealt with in the

course will be "How did life

originate?", "What adaptations were
employed by extinct animals such as
dinosaurs for energy capture?", "Are
predators prudent in the utilization of

their food supplies?", "Do current

theories of human adaptation provide
clues to the evolution of man?" and
"How effective can we expect human
institutions to be in coping with

problems of energy utilizatioh and
conservation?"

Grant said that he considers that all

life on earth is inter-related both in

time and in space. Consequently, a

better understanding of how to live in

today's world can be obtained through

knowledge of how patterns of energy

utilization by organisms evolved
through time. His own field of interest

is in physiological ecology, but he will

present the views of numerous
scientists and social scientists

ranging from Charles Darwin to

Kenneth Boulding. The course is

directed toward the concerns of

teachers, parents, the en-

vironmentally aware and anyone who
has an interest in the'questions to be

raised.

Grant, chairman of the biology

department and Samuel Fessenden
Clarke Professor of Biology, has been
a meml)er of the Williams faculty

since 1956.

No textbook will be required. A list

of suggested readings will be
available, however, for those wishing

to probe more deeply into the subject

^matter. Persons wishing to register

for the course may do so by mailing

the $30 fee to the Adult Education

Program, Hopkins Hall, Williams

College.

Bronfman makes
beautiful music
On Sunday a filmed production of

Richard Wagner's opera. Die

Me'istersinger, will be presented at

7:30 p.m. in the Bronfman
Auditorium. The performance is by

the Hamburg State Opera under the

artistic direction of Rolf Liebermann
and is sung in German.
The fihn is one of a group of ten

operas produced in color for West
German Television and made
available to interested groups in this

country under the auspices of the

West German Embassy. The cast for

Die Meistersinger includes Giorgio

Tozzi, Ernst Wiemann and Toni

Blankenheim.

byAnnMcCabe
The possible effects of the

ratification of the Equal Rights

Amendment (ERA) is a current topic

of controversy on campus for

Williams Women. Last week,

Williams Women sponsored Helen

McGary, a North Adams State student

who researched the measure last

summer, to speak on the ERA.
By 1979, four more states must

ratify the Equal Rights Amendment
for it to become law. The states that

have not ratified the amendment are:

Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas,

Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana,

Louisiana, North and South Carolina,

Oklahoma, Utah, and Virginia.

The possible 27th Amendment
reads:

Section 1. EqtiaUty of rights under

law shall not be denied or abridged by

the U.S. or by any state on account of

sex.

Sec. 2. The Congress shall have the

power to enforce, by appopriate

legislation, the provisions of this

article.

Sec. 3. This amendment shall take

effect two years after the date of

ratification.

Though the results of the amend-
ment depend upon interpretations by

lawmakers,, the following are areas

where changes are foreseen:

1. Legislatures will be forced to

adopt a uniform minimum age for

marriage without parental consent

rather than the usual higher age for

males.

2. Women will be able to retain

maiden names after marriage if they

so choose.

3. A wife will have the same right as

her husband to establish a legal

domicile as her husband. Separate

legal residences would probably be

eliminated as grounds for divorce.

4. Men would no lon^r be

Help Line sells books
Help Line is seeking book donations

for its upcoming book sale. Hardcover
and paperback books may be brought

to the Help Line office at 39 Eagle
Str^t, North Adams. Comic books

and continuing interest magazines,

such as Mad, Lampoon.i^r Playboy
will also be accepted, as will records.

The book sale will be Nov. 1, from 10

a.m. to 5 p.m. in front of the Market-

l^lace. Help Line's consignment sales

store, on the corner of Main and
Marshall Streets in North Adams.

All proceeds from the sale will go to

Help Line, the agency which provides

Telephone changes
on alternative line
The Alternatives Telephone, which

now operates from 7:00 p.m. to 10:00

p.m. on Tuesdays, has a new number,
458-8318. It provides information
about communes, non-violence, the

libertarianism of the left,

vegetarianism, free schools, the

Campus-Free College, meditation,

agnosticism, and alternative

pubUcations. Written inquiries may
be directed to P.O. Box 225,

Williamstown, Mass. 01267.

a free telephone information,

references and crisis counseling
service to northern Berkshire County.

A successful book sale will help the

agency recover from a 50 per cent

deficit in its budget. In the face of this

deficit. Help Line is considering a

staff cut-back.

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America

, .Small and Large Pizzas

Hoi Oven (irinders

.Spaghetti

.^(1 .Sprmg .SI reel • 45K-9(HI9 and 45«-H(lU

opondaiK 9 a m to 2 a ni

Hri'i)klasldailv9a ni to 11 a m

Ddiiuts. ( offee

We iiiiikc our own pi/za duugh daily

.SIIDKNTS WKLCOMK

SQUASH SALE!!

20% off on all Racquets

Free Squash Ball with Every Racquet
Australian Green unbreakable Squash Balls - $2.50

.: ^.t^
Authentic Rugby Shirts - $17.95

Gant Rugby Shirts - $15.00

WILLIAMS CO-OP
l-^t'

1^ Hi^,

SPRING STREET

Open Thursday Nights
"

rt

Coma and *M why ivtryon* it trying tokMp up wItliiM'

The pin-striped denim,
traditionally used for tubed skirts,

Is entirely hgnd-spun and hand-
woven. It comes from a small
Guatemalan village nestled bet-
ween volcanic mountains. This
genuine denim is becoming In-

creasingly scarce.

themr^m
boutique

u >wra ST

open every day

thurtdays til 8:30

responsible for paying alimony in

divorce cases but rather the spouse

with greater financial resources or

earning power. (The New York City

Bar Association has already adopted

this concept.

5. Most authorities agree that if

ratified, the measure will subject

women to military subscription the

same as men. Women volunteers

would have to be accepted if they met

standard requirements unrelated to

sex. There is disagreement as to their

role in combat which is now barred.

For true equality, maternity leaves,

now in existence, would be abolished

as women and men would have equal

sick leave. Bathroom facilities could

remain separate as the Supreme

Court ruled sexes have the right to

privacy in 1965. Laws concerning rape

and adultery would apply equally to

the sexes.

When first passed by Congress, the

ERA.appeared to be passing without

much trouble. Twenty-two states

approved it in 1972 alone. There is now

much opposition, particularly from

the John Birch Society, the Ku Klux

Klan, the League of Housewives, the

Communist Party and some religious

organizations.

If ratified, legislatures will be given

two years to update the standing .«w.
as sUU^ in Section 3. Fifteen

stite,
Massachusetts included, have alreariv
done so. "'

In the Williamstown area t*
acUve supporters of the ERA are th!New York State Governor Carev Z
Mrs. Michael Dukakis, wife of th!
Massachusetts governor.

Queslji
on the ERA may be directed to ttw.

League of Women Voters whose toll

free number is 1-800-882-1649.

Campaigns roll
CAMPAIGNS from page 2

AUman Brothers Band was formed in

1969. their close relationship
wift

Jimmy Carter has often been in the
news, but the Providence fund raiser
event is the Brothers' first public
effort to help raise funds for Carter
The money raised by this' concert

will be especially important to Carter
in the early primary states of New
Hampshire and Massachusetts
Carter, who is basing his campaign on
the belief that the American people
"are disgusted with what our
government has done to our country

"

has already made numerous trips

around the Northeast and has visited

more than 35 colleges and
sities.

univer-

Clark to spotlight bathing
"The Rituals of Bathing: The Bath

in Art and Architecture" will be the

subject of a lecture to be given at the

Clark Art Institute this Sunday at 4:00

p.m. Patricia, Countess Jellicoe, who
is on a lecture tour of the United

States, will discuss the famous
Hammams or Turkish baths. She will

illustrate her talk with slides showing
the architecture of the bathing
establishments and the various
utensils involved in the process. A
short history of bathing customs will

also be included, as well as
illustrations from Eastern miniatures
and some Western paintings
associated with bathing and Turkish
baths, such as examples by Ingres

and Degas.

Patricia, Countess Jellicoe was
born in Shanghai, China, and has
spent the greater part of her life with
the British diplomatic service in

various part of the world, primarily

the Middle East. She has lived in

Beirut and in Baghdad, and has been

on several archaeological "digs" in

Iran. More recently she has been

involved in designing glass fixtures

and running her own antiques com

pany, Beaurepaire Antiques.

Saturday, November 1st, the

Williams Ephlats will be hosting

the Amherst -Zumbyes in an In-

formal concert-party in Driscoll

Lounge. Everyone invited.

Refreshments served. Admission

SI. Concert starts at 8:30 pm.

Michener's "Centennial"

is now available in paperback-

as are "Helter Skelter" and

"All God's Dangers."

cnzis
Dotuci WOKmu MC
lUMwiQWH turn. MM

THE POTTER' S WHEEL
61 water street

williamstown, massachusetts

leather bag

handcrafted by

amaranth leathers

''Special Rate for Students''

DRUMMOND CLEANERS
458-4321

Spring Street

Wjlliannstqwn
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Workshops offer women
chance to be assertive
The Wom«n'B Center wlU sponsor

wo workshops for women in

November. On November 13 at 7:30

m Jina Ford will conduct a two-

hour' workshop on "Assertiveness

Training" at the Congregational

Churcii on Main Street in North

Adams. Participante wiU have the

opportunity to learn techniques for

making clear appropriate assertive

responses which express their real

Celtic band
will perform

in Rathskeller

tomorrow T^
Tomorrow night, the Williams

Coffee House will present "How to

Changes Flat Tire", a five piece band

which plays Celtic music from the

British Isles. All classically trained

musicians, the band's repertoire

consists of dance music and ballads

from England, Ireland and Scotland.

Their sound is unique, drawing from

folk and classical traditions, and their

presentation includes the historical

and geographical background of their

material. Their experience includes

concerts, contra-dances, workshops

and special occasions. They play a

wide variety of instruments including

mandolins, guitars, banjo, flute,

recorders, tin whistle, bohrann,

spoons, and bones.

A warm-up act will be provided by

Williams student Russ Hardy,

featuring contemporary folk music.

The concert will begin at 9:00 p.m.

and will run until midnight. Ad-

mission, as always, Is free.

The Coffee House always seems to

fill up quickly. You are advised to

arrive early for a good seat. Settle

back and listen as "How to Change a

Flat Tire" gives All Saints Day a

Celtic send-off.

The Coffee House is located in the

Rathskeller in the basement of Baxter

Hall.

needs rather than those responses
Imposed by society's role
stereotyping. This workshop Is open to

all area women.
An extended workshop led by

Barbara Herlitz on "Self-Awareness
and Personal Power" will begin with
a full day on Saturday, November is

and meet for five consecutive
Tuesday evenings.

Accordhig to the Women's Center,
many women have not been able to

reaUze their full creative energies
because of the limitations imposed by
society on their personal, social and
economic roles. These two workshops
offer women a chance to "get In

touch" with their own Interests,

needs, wants and learn how to use
their inherent creative powers to

shape their own lives. This intensive

personal growth workshop will

provide participants with the tools to

integrate their Increased self-

awareness Into a working Identity.

Ford lives In Plttsfield and teaches

a course in "Assertiveness Training"

at Berkshire Community College. She
Is also the vice-president of the Board
of Directors of the Women's Services

Center In Plttsfield.

Herlitz, a therapist in private

practice in this area, lives In Pownal,

Vermont. She has been active in this

community and had worked for the

Child Guidance Center. Most recently

she was coordinator of Alternate Care

Services of United Counseling Service

In Bennington, Vermont
Advance registration is required for

"Self Awareness and Personal

Power". For details and registration

call Colleen Currie at the Center.

Willie to lecture

on Boston busing
Tonight at 8:00 p.m. in Griffin

Room 3 the Sociology Dept., the

Afro-American studies, and the

Williams Black Student's Union
are sponsoring a lecture-discussion

led tv Charles V. Willie on Busing

and De-segregation in Boston.

NATURAL HISTORY COURSES

A Very Brief Course in Liverworts—November 1, 10 a.m. to 4

p.m. Fee $4.

A Very Brief Course in Lichens—November 15, 10 a.m. to 4

p.m. Fee $4.

Intensive Care in Trees—November 16, (4 weeks, twice a

week).

Sunday at 1 p.m., Monday at 8 p.m. Fee, $15.

More Information, Center for Environmental Studies

(413)597-2346—Wi Ilia mstown, Mass.

Just before the roller-coaster ride into winter, a couple of warm days confused
enough wild flowers to bring a touch of spring. Christian Steinway caught this
fringed Gential in full bloom for this "Record" Photo of the Week.

Lectures to focus on future
The Lecture Committee adopted a

proposal for the 1976 bicentennial year

lecture series which will focus on the

next 100 years rather than on the

preceding two centuries.

The committee proposal stated

"The bicentennial year is likely to be

an occasion for a lot of retrospection

and stock-taking." It concluded that

there is no urgent need for added

discourse on this topic. "Looking

forward rather than backward"
seemed to the committee the logical

alternative and was suggested as an
appropriate way to commemorate the

bicentennial spirit.

The proposed lecture series will

involve six to ten speakers each of

whom will be invited to discuss "what

fundamental changes they would

anticipate from the vantage point of

their particular discipline" according

to the committee proposal.

The committee will evaluate

proposed speakers on their ability to

represent Uieir field responsibly and

on what the committee termed "their

willingness to extrapolate and
speculate in an intellectually

respectable yet challenging way."

Committee to change calendar
CALENDAR from page 1

1974 and 1975 exams ended after the

holiday.

The Calendar and Schedule Com-

mittee will meet in early November to

further consider these alternatives.

The committee usually submits a

recommendation to the faculty. The

faculty and then the Board of Trustees

must approve the calendar.

The Trustees have rarely altered

the calendar, but the faculty, as

recently as last year, did not approve

the recommended calendar. Last

year, the faculty instructed the

committee to reconsider its

scheduling of Freshman Parent's

Weekend, initially set for October 11.

It was rescheduled for a week later.

Economics Professor Paul G. Clark

is chairman of the Calendar and

Schedule Committee.

'33,500,000
Unclaimed
Scholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and

feilowstiips ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of

these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 1 5, 1 975.

UNCLAMED SCHOLARSHPS
1 1275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1 .00 for postage and handling.

\

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF

UNCLAMED SCHOLARSHPS SOURCES TO: /

Name.

Address.

City_ .State.

(California retldenti plan* add 6% nlai ux.)

Jip-

'V

Wrangler and Salvatore's

think Americans spend

too much for clothes.

Western

jackets

from $14.95

to $17.95

And we're doing something about it.

Oor western jackets come on strong ... but not our prices I We tailor a lot

of style and comfort Into every one. The sturdy fabrics are easy-care and

extra long wearing. Take your choice of pile lined, unllned, button orsnap

front In your favorite color.

The Western Look

by Wrangler y^ 4S«-3«2S
Spring Stravt

Willlamttown, Moti.

Ofmn Thurt. 1» aiM Ml

Pro scout ^

eyes Perry :

PERRY from page < ,_:./.-

quick." V?
Leavitt was the more difficult to

evaluate, since he had an eighty

pound advantage over his opponent,

Williams tackle Mike Powers. Walsh
did like the tackle's quickness of foot,

though.

Perry's left cornerback spot

allowed for closer scrutiny, and the

senior's physical skills as well as all

around performance—two in-

terceptions and two near misses on

punt block attempts,—visibly im-

pressed the Giants' harbinger.

"He definitely has pro quickness

and agility," said Walsh, who also saw
Perry in {wactice and films on Friday.

"The program lists him at 175, but he

looks like he's got the kind of build

that he can add 10 pounds to."

Perry's lateral to Dave Libardi

after his second interception also won
him some points with Walsh. "You
look for qualities like that—
alertness."

Walsh's report will not be the

Giants' final word on Perry. The
scout's formal report and final

grades, which he completes back in

New York, are sent on to CEPO
headquarters. Walsh's scores are

averaged with the scores of scouts

from other teams in the combine, and
a master list is drawn up ranking the

players by position from highest to

lowest according to average grades.

Twice a year the scouts for the seven

teams—the Redskins, Browns,
Cardinals, Packers, Falcons, Saints,

and Giants—convene to review the

lists and make up their draft lists.

It's too early to tell exactly where

Perry will end up on the comerbacks
Ust, but he's at least won himself an
admirer from one pro team.

"If it makes him feel any better,"

Walsh concluded, when Perry lay

shaken up after lateralling to

Libardi, " he might have just won
himself a shot in ttie pros."

With former Amherst receivers
' Fugett and Fred Scott '74 of Baltimore

already flourishing in the NFL, and

Csmerford probably on the way, ttie

pro game may just need a Williams

cornerback.

Scoreboard

Williams
Smith

Field Hockey
-3

I
Russell Sage

-2 Williams

Varsity Soccer (5-2)

Harvard
Williams

Goals:
W) Hield
H) Acorn
W) Zeller

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas - Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream '

f^resh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 3:00 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458-8271

KING'S LIQUOR
STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

Plenty of All Types Beer

Spring Street Williamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Plione 45«-S948

1 I. _
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Lettirig down is Eph's biggest worry

for Saturday's game with Union

Jim HJeld '77 goes one-on-one in varsity soccer's 2-1 win over Harvard. A tough
Springfield squad hits Cole Field tomorrow at 11 :00. (photo by McClellan)

by Tim Layden

A year ago, the Ohio St. University

football team was ranked no. one in

America and two weeks away from its

most crucial contest of the season,

with arch-rival Michigan, also

nationally ranked. The Buckeyes,

looking ahead to their struggle with

the Wolverines, suffered a shocking

loss to a good, though not powerful

Michigan St. team. Thus ended the

undefeated season.

With this, in mind, consider the

David vs. Goliath confrontation which

is scheduled to unfold on Weston Field

this Saturday when the undefeated,

once-tied and eighth-ranked

nationally (Div III)—Ephs battle with

Union College, owners of a 1-4 season

record.

Union has lost convincingly to weak

StsrefsWPTC3I-7), Tufts CI9-0), arid

Rochester (30-14), as well as last

week's defeat at the hands of Hobart

21-0. The Dutchmen have posted their

only win of the 1975 season over RPI in

the mud two weeks ago 21-0.

Leading Union's Garnet and White

contingent into Williamstown will be

first year coach Tom Cahill, whose

arrival on the Schenectady campus to

rescue the football program last

spring was greeted as though it were

the second coming.

Cahill, though, is a fine coach with a

fine reputation. He spent eight years

at the United States Military

Academy (West Point), where he

compiled a record of 40-39-2. He was

named college football's coach of the

year in 1966.

Unfortunately for the Union mentor,

the situation he has inherited there is

one which has been struggling (or

several years, and is in a rebuilding

stage at this point. Cahill is counting

on youth to gain their experience now

and win games in the future, as

evidenced by the new faces in their

lineup. He regards Williams as "The

toughest team we have faced to date."

Union's offense has been paced by

the running of underclass backs

Marty Cohn and Jerry Logan. (Didn't

he used to play for the Colts? ) Mark
Broomfield is a two-year starter at

quarterback. Union's offense is one

which has put only slightly more than

eight points per game on the board—

they may be hard pressed to do as well

against the rugged Eph defense,

which was ranked fourth nationally a

week ago.

Coach Bob Odell remarked, "our

Booters defeat Harvard, 2-1
by Mark Pogue

The Williams soccer team raised its

record to 5-2 Tuesday with a 2-1

triumph over visiting Harvard
University on Cole Field. A large and
loud tall break crowd, drawn by clear

skies and the prospect of seeing the

Ephs dump another Ivy League foe,

was on hand to witness the most ex-

citing home soccer game played this

year.

What made the game so exciting

was the fact that neither team had
much trouble in moving through its

opponents' half of the field. The
Purple and the Crimson combined for

28 shots on goal and 15 corner kicks,

and much of the action at both ends

occurred in the penalty areas. It was
up to the tough fullback line of

Williams—Graham Hone, Bill Roper,

John Lanier, and Brian Daggett—to

cope with the blazing speed of Har-

vard's front line and the foursome

came through with an outstanding

effort. In fact, the backs on each team
played extremely well, on many
occasions blocking shots from point-

blank range or protecting an open net

at the last possible instant. "I've

never seen a college game in which

backs on both sides stopped so many
close shots," said Williams Coach Jeff

Vennell.

After dominating the opening
minutes of the game, Williams broke

on top vfrith 9:36 gone on a penalty

kick. The foul on Harvard occurred

when Jim Hield, taking a long pass

from halfback Rick Zeller, broke past

a Harvard fullback and into the

penalty area. As Hield ran by,

however, the fullback casually stuck

out a leg and sent Hield crashing to

earth. A referee, as well as every

Williams fan, saw the foul, an^ Hield

converted the penalty kick for a 1-0

lead.

At this point Harvard came roaring

back and took away the Ephs' control

of the game. Purple netminder Skip

Grossman, battling a low sun and the

onrushes of the Crimson line, was
shaken up twice while making saves,

and his play seemed unsteady. He
could not be faulted, however, when
Harvard's Dave Acorn shot through

the middle of Williams' backfield and
tied the game on a neat shot to the

right corner.

At halftime, Vennell made several

defensive adjustments. Sophomore
Jay Loeffler replaced Grossman in

goal, giving the latter a well-deserved

rest for the first time this season.

Colin Dunne opened at a fullback slot

to rest ailing Brian Daggett. Finally,

to prevent another bolt by Acorn,

Vennell and fullback Roper run

straight for the goal anytime Harvard
threatened another breakaway.

With the revamped defense

operating smoothly, Williams quickly

regained control of the action in the

second half. Obviously, the Ephs'

hope was now to use their edge while

they had it and score the go-ahead

goal, but this proved an annoyingly

difficult task. On three different oc-

casions the ball rolled slowly across

an open' Harvard net, absolutely

begging to be kicked in; each time the

Purple could not connect. A hard shot

by John Friborg was snared by

Crimson goalie John Herold on a save

that was so incredible it simply didn't

register with many. In furious

scrambles in front of the Williams net,

Herold always seemed to win out. "He
was about twice as good as our

scouting reports said he was," said

Vennell.

Just when things began to resemble
the frustrating Bowdoin game,
Herold's dam broke. Halfback Rick
Zeller, the nearest thing to a soccer

hot-dog the Ephs have, passed a ball

to center- forward Friborg and broke

goalward. Friborg returned the pass,

Zeller slammed it home with his left

foot, and Williams had a 2-1 lead. For
Zeller, a 1974 All-New England
Honorable Mention selection and
standout Williams player for three

years, it was his first goal ever.

With Loeffler and the Purple
fullbacks in control, Williams held

Harvard in check for the final 24

minutes. The fans' attention,

meanwhile, turned to the high-speed

sideline duel between small P^ple
wing Ray Powell and big Crimson
back Ray Booth. Vennell, Powell, and
the crowd all protested loudly when
Ray's overspirited play drew a yellow

warning card from the referee, but

when the final second ticked off and
the scoreboard still read Williams 2,

Harvard 1, few Purple backers were
heard complaining.

Athlete of the Week - Don Wallace

QB Wallace named
athlete of the week
Don Wallace—junior quarterback

for the varsity football team, Wallace
threw for 238 yards on fourteen

completions in the Ephs' 43-6 rout of

Tufts. Wallace replaced senior co-

captain Jim Baldwin in the starting

lineup only two weeks ago.

IIONOKABI.K MENTION:
Skip Grossman—junior goaltender

for Jeff Vennell's varsity soccer team,
Grossman posted his second shutout
of the season in the squad's 3-0 win
over Tufts, it was Grossman's second
shutout of the season.

Amy Kindwall—member of Linda
Wilkins' field hockey team, she
poured in four goals in the Eph-
women's 8-0 thrashing of Russell
Sage.

Perry impresses pro football scout
by Nick Cristiano

Dallas Cowboy tight end Jean

Fugett, Amherst '72, helped beat the

New York Giants with a touchdown

catch two weeks ago, but that's not the

specific reason Giants scout Raymond
J. Walsh was at Weston Field last

week getting a look at Williams'

senior cornerback, Scott Perry.

For Walsh, '33, the evaluation of

Perry, along with Bowdoin's 270

pound offensive tackle Richard

Leavitt,- it was just another assign-

ment in his duties as Giants' scout for

the northeastern United States. The

contest was one of about 15 games he

will see in person this fall, in addition

to scores of others on film.

The Giants got the word on Perry

and Leavitt from CEPO, the seven-

team scouting combine the New
Yorkers belong to. CEPO ("Don't ask

me what the letters stand for," said

Walsh) employs nine full time scouts

who each spring visit the colleges in

their respective sectors of the country

and assimilate a list of all prospects

for the coming fall. This list is then

sent on to the CEPO teams, which

then send out their own scouts in-

dependently. Among the players

Walsh will be watching this fall are

Amherst's junior tight end Dave
Comerford and Tufts' senior safety

Don Moore.

"We're not really expecting to find a

polished athlete here, " said the

Giants' talent hunter during halftime

of the Bowdoin game. "On this level,

we just look for the fundamentals-

quickness, speed, lateral movement.

We know they must have the desire

because they're playing without

football scholarships and other

benefits, and have a greater pressure

to keep up their grades."

In other words, he elaborated, if a

prospect gets burned once or twice, or

misses a few blocks, for instance, it

doesn't significantly affect the scout's

evaluation. He is looking solely for the

natural skills, hoping to find a raw

athlete that his team can afford to

draft anywhere from the 14th to the

17th round.

"You can teach them everything,"

he said, "except how to be big and

see PERRY pages

u." ''J'.?*..!r'\'?
.'•"* ""* "'•"V •'•"•» ••» pro-prospect Scott Perry almost

blocked this kick-off aHempt at last year's Amherst game In the "Rfccord"?
Next question: Who stole his beard7

biggest worry, of course, is letting

down, with Wesleyan coming up; but
they (Williams) realize what they

have to do." Don Wallace and Dave
Mielcarz will lead an offensive unit

which finally broke out of the

doldrums last week with 43 points.

against Tufts. Wallace and Mielcarz
were named co-offensive players of

the week. Odell's offense is plagued by
minor injuries this week as Tim Dunn
(ankle), Tom Redden (shoulder)

Paul Zabroske (hip). Bob Murphy
(ribs), Dave Parker (hamstring),

Brian Fales (ankle), and Peter
Hansbury (hip) all nursing wounds of

some so-'..

Defensively, Union is paced by

captain Kevin Heneghan, the unit's

middle linebacker. The Union defense

has been somewhat tougher thanUeir
offense, but Useems lbl)e a "lesser of

two evils" situation. The defense has

given up "only" 20 pts. a game.
The powerful Eph defenders will be

led by senior John Agostini, this

week's defensive player of the week.

Union's only win of the year came
against RPI, 21-0. RPI beat Trinity,

16-7. Trinity tied Williams, 3-3!

Comparative scores mean nothing,

but upsets do happen—they shouldn't,

but they do. Game time is 1:30.

Hockey edges
Smith, zaps

Russell Sage
by Raymond Porfilio

The field hockey team is making a

strong bid to better last year's 7-2

mark. After a discouraging trip to

New Haven—marked by a 4-2 loss, the

second of the season, and an injury to

Mary Fish—the team has bounced

back with two encouraging victories.

Early last week, Williams faced

Smith, a squad which Coach Linda

Wilkins described as "good and strong

traditionally." And the team

responded with perhaps their best

outing to date, emerging as 3-2 victors

from a see-saw battle.

Cammie McClellan again did the

job in goal while Shailah Stewart (2)

and Edith Thurber provided the

scoring. The game also saw a new

corps of fullbacks, with regular

halfbacks Betsy Lyman and Ginna

Remington moving back. Priscilla

Buckley returned to the more com-

fortable halfback slot; Leslie Milne

stepped up from the J.V. to fill the

other opening; and Maggie O'Brien

remained at her center halfbacli

position.

The unit, despite the lack of prior

practice, worked well together and

remained in the altered state as the

squad faced Russell Sage. This latter

contest was no contest, as Williams

waltzed to an 8-0 decision. The defense

was consistent, yielding only oc

casionally and allowing McClellan to

register a shutout—the first of the

year. But the offense controlled the

tempo and movement of the game.

Sparked by Amy Kindwal's of-

fensive display, the team continually

pressed and attacked, allowing

Russell Sage to take only a handful of

shots. Meanwhile, Kindwal was

turning in an extraordinary per

formance; her shots found the net on

four separate occasions. Stewart

added two more while Bland Goddin

and Liza Olsen each registered one.

The two victories raised the team's

record to 6-2-1, with only

Trinity and the Northeast College

Field Hockey Association Tour

nament remaining. The Trinity game

was initially scheduled for the end of

September, byt rains caused the

postponement and rescheduling.

The tournament, at the University

of Rhode Island, will pit Williams

against Radcliffe, Holy Cross and

Wheaton this weekend. Aside frorn

allowing competition between dil

ferent schools, Wilkins noted, 11*

tournament also serves a preliminary

sorting function for regional and

sectional all-star teams. And Williams

stands a good chance of plac'"^

players on those squads.



Council to allocate
organizations funds

.". ,i?- ...

The Finance
immendations for allocation

reco

Committee's
of

Qie Student Activities Tax will be

presented to the College Council in

special sessions tonight and Wed-

nesday night.

The committee evaluated' funding

requests from 44 organizations in

attempting to shave $121,595 in

requests to within available activities

funds. These now stand at $120,710

plus a small (about $1000) surplus

^ from last year, according to Rita A.

Gardner Accounts Receivable

Cashier.

"We attempted to cut organization

budgets to bring them in line with

available funds and still allow room

for inevitable new funding requests

that appear in the spring," said Ad-

dison Lanier '76, chairman of the

committee. "Our recommended
budget ($96,40i4) is just slightly low to

allow the Gouneil to fund the Shident

Course Evaluation project as it sees

fit."

He noted that the committee's "no

recommendation" for the project was

not meant to reflect on the merits of

the project nor on the cost esUmatfc
supplied. Rather, declared Lanier,
"We had questions of exactly what
WM the best way of running the
project, which would of course effect
its budget. Clearly, this is a question
for the Council as a whole."
Several heads of student

organizations have questioned the
lateness of this year's allocation
process.

Committee member David R. Ross
'77 said, "The College Council really
^mandated late funding when it voted
last spring to retain fall funding.
Although it gives organizations time
to work out activities in the fall, it's

hard for organizations which have to

make contractual obligations months
in advance. We're certainly going to

debate the timing and possibly
recommend a different schedule."

Student interests

Ross noted, "A big problem with
allocations is that in the midst of

hearing a string of organization
budgets, it's easy to lose sight of just

seeFINANCEpageS
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Ediforial

Fund the guide
As the College Council convenes this week to consider

allocaticftis of the Student Activities Tax, it will be faced with an
unusual and long overdue request to fund a student-written and
edited course evaluation and guidebook. The Finance Com-
mittee has forwarded the request without making any
recommendation. Therefore, CC consideration of the guide
should be especially thorou^ and careful. Most importantly
the guide should get bqth money and strong CC support due to

its potentially wide ranging benefits for the Williams student
community.

The guide's most important function will be to fill a large
and disturbing gap in course advising. This gap looms largest
for freshmen and sophomores who are in the process of

choosing a major (the most far-reaching decision a student will

make in determining the texture of his or her Williams career)

,

yet they are often forced to make that decision on the basis of

information which is far from complete. Freshmen faculty
advisors are fine as far as they go, but their perspective and
position in the faculty often proscribe the use of that candor in

evaluation which is most helpful to students. The so-called

"grapevine" which magically unites Williams students and
channels information around the campus functions in a rather
withered condition—transmitting rumor and subjective bias

more frequently than useful fact.

These two sources combine as the major, in some cases the

only, factor a student considers in choosing courses and a

major. Considering the time and expense a Williams education
requires, it is deplorable that students have been forced to

construct their curricular life from such flimsy materials. The
perennial complaints that pre-registration doesn't mean much
to students is probably right. Why should it, if a student isn't

really too sure exactly why he should take this course as op-

posed to that?

Four students, Pakorn Vichyanond, Lynn McConnell, Rick
Siegrist, and Steve Moore, have organized and planned a guide

to Williams courses which should become a primary student

advising source. All four have had experience on the Course
Evaluation Committee, have talked to student editors of similar

guides at other colleges, have read scores of guides themselves,

and, most importantly, have thought out an organizing method
which will systematize pertinent objective and subjective data

(large numbers of) students have heretofore been unable to

consider.

While the total cost of compiling and publishing the

iroposed guide will top $1000, funding for the project need not

je an all-or-nothing prospect. Because the guide requires

almost total student response, or at least enough to make the

statistics valid, the first phase of assembling the guide will be to

print and disseminate evaluation sheets to each student. The
cost fonthis step is $150. Since the completion of the bulk of the

process is contingent upon this initial low-cost procedure,

should the CC be reluctant to fund the project fully, it could

advance the money for the first part only, with remaining funds

to be forthcoming depending on student response. If students

really want such a guide, they can indicate it oy their response.

With sound details and practical purpose behind the course

guide, CC and College support of it should be loud, long, and

unwavering. ^ /i. _„.. . fy«,,W - .
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Letters: whose point of view?

fin

Boffle law petifion

To a'll members of the college com-

munity:

The Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group (MassPIRG) is

conducting a state-wide initiative

petition campaign for a Deposit Bottle

Law similar to those in Oregon and

South Dakota. This bill would man-

date deposits on all beverage con-

tainers. It would not only have the

immediate result of reducing litter

and solid waste, but by cutting down

on high fuel demands for an ex-

traction of aluminum would also save

energy (5 million barrels of gasoline a

year if enacted nationwide, according

to a presidential advisory com-
mittee).

Though MassPIRG has been lob-

bying for this legislation since 1972, a

powerful industry ^obby has

frustrated all attempts to get tlie bill

out of committee and bring it to a vote

in the state legislature ... all this

despite overwhelming popular sup-

port. As a result of the legislative

"twttleneck," the Committee for a

Massachusetts Bottle Bill was formed

by MassPIRG and several other

environmental, civic, and consumer

groups to gather 56,000 signatures on

an initiative petition. So far, about 90

per cent of the eligible voters ap-

proached have signed the petition. If

completed, the petition would force

the legislature to vote on the bill.

Should the bill then fail in the two

houses it could be placed on the

November ballot in 1976 by one-

quarter of the legislators or 9,300

more signatures.

MassPIRG at Williams and the

local chapter of the League of Women
Voters need more volunteers to collect

signatures for this petition. All

signatures must be collected by
November 26. If you are willing to

donate even a small amount of time,

or have any questions, please contact

Vince Prada (6081), Allen Charlton

(6134), Carl Goodman (6087) or
myself.

Thank you.

Martin A. Weinstock

President

MassPIRG at Williams

Polifics . . .

To the editor:

I aft writing to commend the

Record for putting "Viewpoint" above
this week's partisan plug for Birch
Bayh ("Three campaigns take
shape"). However, it is unforunate

that, as in the October 17th "Halt The
Drinking Bill" article, the author was
not identified.

A viewpoint article, as I understand
it, is an opportunity for a known
author to present his own views. It

should not be written in a style that

portrays the opinions as fact. This
week's Viewpoint contains straight

news about one candidate (Jimmy
Carter), some news about a Birch
Bayh committee on campus reported
in glowing terms along with some
motherhood and apple pie quotes, and
a subtle undercutting of Brad Udall.

These three parts are set against each
other for comparison in the article,

yet no quotes or positions of Morris
Udall are presented, only those of his

son. This is not a straightforward

presentation of the author's opinion,

but an attempt to lead readers to a
conclusion which is not necessarily

true.

The author stresses Brad's lack of

knowledge on the issues. This was
apparent to me as I interviewed Brad
for WCFM, but the author fails to

mention any of the Congressman's
positions that Brad was able to ex-

plain. For example, when I first

brought up the issue of smoking pot,

Brad explained in depth his father's

position in favor of decriminalizing

marijuana. The author never men-
tions this when he brings up the
question in his article.

Despite this mistreatment of Brad
Udall, my main objection is to the
questionable journalistic practice of

embodying opinion into an article

written in a straight news format,
whether or not it Carries a Viewpoint
heading, and to the anonymity of the

author. I feel that the issue is im-

portant. This is the second issue of the

Kccurd in a row in which the Williams

community has been "exploited". I

would hope that any further use of the

Record for the Bayh campaign be

restricted to viewpoints written as"

viewpoints with the author identified,

or to properly paid and identified

advertisements. i'

David Nichols '78

Baffle of sexes ?

To the editor:

While I do not nifean to undermine

the validity of Carole Tyler's defense

of Williams Women in the October 28

issue of the RECORD, I would like to

comment on the apparently running

battle for sexual assertion on the

Williams cartipus.

Upon arriving in this hallowed

purple valley, most Williams coeds

are hit with a standard barrage of

grievaTices^ concerning^ theft- female

counterparts on campus. At first, this

may be extremely offensive, but on

further examination, this animosity

becomes somewhat more un-

derstandable.

In the past the most common
complaint of Williams men regarding

the coeds here is that the majority are

unattractive, poorly dressed, and

extremely unfeminine. Thus, the men
on campus roadtrip to Skidmore, Mt.

Holyoke, and Smith, to mention a few

of the more popular sources of

diversion. I would like to point out at

this time that, to the best of my
knowledge, physical attributes are not

a requirement for admission to this

college for candidates of either sex. So

be reminded, men of Williams, that

those coeds you consider particularly

undesirable may find you equally

unappealing. And to you women who
resent the grand exodus on weekends
or influx of "imports" for

homecomings, perhaps you should

reconsider those baggy painter's

pants you put on this morning. Or, if

you feel that dressing to please your
male companions here is an in-

fringement of your rights as a woman,
then you had better reexamine your
standpoint on the weekly treks to the

surrounding women's colleges.

Job Jots
RECRUITING SCHEDULE

NOVEMBER
5 Woodrow Wilson School

10 Boston University

Law School .j

11 American Graduate School

of International Management
14 Columbia University

School of Business

17 Syracuse University

School of Business

18 U.S. Marine Corps
21 Harvard Graduate

School of Design

TO PRE-LAWNOTICE
STUDENTS
There will be an open meeting for

all law school applicants to discuss

the status of your applications and
any problems which need at-

tention.

Date: NOV. 5th, Wed.
Place: OCC, Mears House
Time: 7:00 p.m.

We are anxious to assist you with
your special concerns before the

Dec. 1st deadline.

THINKING ABOUT A CAREER
IN HEALTH . . .?

Come to the information session
and discussion on careers, in-

ternships and graduate programs
in Public Health and allied

professions. All Classes are
welcome.

CAREERS IN
PUBLIC HEALTH

Co-sponsored by the pre-med
committee and the Office 6( Career
Counseling

Date:MONDAY, NOV. 10th

Place: CHEM 19

Time: 7:30 p.m.

URGENT: The OCC cannot
identify the person who borrowed
the resource, WASHINGTON AND
THE ARTS. Please return this

resource to us in a jiffy!

My purpose in writing this letter is

not to carry a cross for one faction
over the other but rather to pojnt ow
the ridiculousness of the sexual
friction on this campus. And I cannot
help but feel that the defensive tone of

Ms. Tyler's article on Williams
Women only served to perpetrate this

tension. Indeed, that organization
provides a vital social and in.

tellectural outlet for many of its

participants, but gibing the men of the

college for roadtripping or suggesting

the organization of a Men's Lib group
in the reserve dining room in Baxter
Hall will only estrange the par
ticipating coeds more.

Let's face it. Williams is a

coeducational institution now, and I

think it's time we all concentrated a

little more on our achievements as

individuals and as a community than

on our strivings as members of one

sex-or-^tbe other. Leannot-beHeveThai
in a college of this academic and in-

tellectual calibre, its newspaper can't

fill four pages with something more
significant than a nonsensical verbal

skirmish over sexual assertion.

Nancy L. Schimmel '78

Yef anofher view
To the editor:

Re Ms. Zeoli's letter (Record, 10

21): I fail to see why Carole Tyler's

column, A Woman's Point of View,

should be raising such storms of in-

dignation. I don't think the Record is

guilty of patronizing (e.g. the column

is not called What Our Girls Think);

the paper seems to be sincere in an

attempt to deal with feminist issues

by such a column. There are some

issues on which there is a woman's

point of view, and we are either ex-

tremely naive or too sophisticated if

we do not or will not recognize them.

Perhaps a different title for the

column may have drawn a different

response, but that's irrelevant. More

often than not, the late Shoot the Dog

column, in singing the glories of

roadtripping to Skidmore or the

exuberance in the locker room after a

football victory, represented a man's

point of view; I could enjoy the

column, appreciate the perspective,

but realize it as something foreign to

my experience at Williams. I applaud

Peter Hillman publishing his point of

view, but I reserve the right for Carole

Tyler to print hers.

Martha M. Coakley '75

Brody to lecture

in Weston
Jules Brody, professor of French at

Queens College, New York, will give a

lecture in French at 8 p.m. tomorrow

at the Weston Language Center The

lecture, entitled, "Psychanalyse et

Tragedie: Le Cas Racine," is open to

the public, and is sponsored by the

Weston Language Center.

INTERNATIONAL

CAREER?

A representative

will be on the campus

WEDNESDAY
NOVEMBER 11, 19V5
to discuss qualifications for

advanced study at

AMERICAN
ORADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities

in the field of

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Interviews may be scheduled at

OFFICE OF
CAREER COUNSELING

AMERICAN ORADUATE SCHOQl

OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Thundarbird Ctmpui

OkndaU, Ariiona 85306

Lih>
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Rationality in Selecting Cou
Pa^t 3

by George J. SchuUer

fwo years ago the student-faculty

Course Evaluation Committee was

delating whether or not faculty

members should be compelled to

mal(e the results of student

evaluations of their courses public.

The committee consensus was that

the results should be made public but

that faculty members would not

support such a proposal. If the issue

were brought to the floor of a faculty

meeting for a vote, the committee

feared negative repercussions.

Instead, the committee suggested

two methods by which students

desiring to make results public could

proceed. One suggestion was that

students could run their own
questionnaire and print the results.

Economics professor Gordon Win-

ston, committee chairman, pointed

out the process is time consuming, but

on campuses where there has been an

interest it has worked well.

Two years later, there is an interest

here, and the College Council must

decide if this interest is valid and if a

separate survey should be un-

dertaken. Obviously, there are certain

risks associated with a student

questionnaire, but they are clearly

outweighed by the benefits.

Course evaluations seem to have

three purposes, two of which can be

fulfilled by the College sponsored

evaluation and one which cannot

unless faculty attitudes change. The
College questionnaire can help

professors improve their teaching

styles and courses and can help the

departments and the Committee on

Appointments and Promotions make
tenure decisions, but it will not help

students select courses.

The student proposal, which calls

for the printing of evaluation results

and subjective descriptions of

courses, will satisfy the latter pur-

pose. Students should have as much
information at their finger tips as is

possible when choosing courses. In

order to select courses, a student often

checks his major and divisional

requirements, examines the catalog
and produces a list of possible courses
to take. He may then attempt to find

friends who have taken the courses or
the instructors to decide if it is a wise
move to take a particular course with
a particular instructor.

Critics argue that questionnaires

are difficult to write and that the

student group running the survey will

not have the expertise to produce good
questions. This seems to be nothing
more than nit-picking. The questions
will not be perfect, but enough will be
good and useful. When the survey is

run again, the poor questions can be
changed. Likewise, critics suggest

Nuclear powerplant

opponent to speak
"Lovejoy's Nuclear War," a film

dealing with the controversial issue of
nucleac' power plants, will be shown at
^30 p.m., tonight in Jesup Hall.
following the film there will be a
discussion led by Samuel Lovejoy of
'Montague, Mass., who will also make
some general comments. The film
screening is sponsored by the
Williams Center for Environmental
studies and the Williams Action
coalition and is open to the public.

in February, 1974. Lovejoy toppled
a 500-foot steel weather tower in
MonUgue that had been part of a
project to construct one of the largest
nuclear power plants ever planned.
^ovejoy defended his act of "civil
disobedience" in court and was
"^timately acquitted of "willful and
malicious destruction of personal
property."

Geologist To Lecture
James G. Moore, geologist from the

Part X*Pl°*'*=*'
^"""^^y >" Menlo

8 m
^^''f«"™a. will give a lecture at

Brlf*""-
'•""•"•row night in the

whtn^'"*'.n
Auditorium. His lecture

*™ch will be illustrated with a 30-

a„7 .
"'"'' '* "'"""^ "Volcanism

Ril
^f™«='"re of the Mid-Atlantic

"'Oge-Results from the FAMOUS
"ojecL"
Moore received his Ph.D. degree in
"^ from Johns Hopkins University.

that the resulU will" not be statisUcally
valid. But Associate Provost David
Booth, who runs the College
questionnaire has told the student
group that he would expect
statistically valid responses. The
students running the survey plan to
work with campus social science
statistics experts Prof. George
Marcus and Booth this winter com-
piling results.

The four students coordinating the
effort, seem more than sufficiently

qualified and anxious to handle the
task. Lynn McConnell has been
pushing for a student run evaluation
for over a year. Rick Siegrist, who

directed the Records cheating poll,
has been involved in campus survey
work. Steve Moore, Pakorn
Vichyahond and Siegrist are mem-
bers of the student-faculty Course
Evaluation Committee.
The only valid arguments against a

student questionnaire deal with the
results the guide book could have on
an individual professor. If the in-

structor is teaching a course for the
first time and is new to the school,
negative survey results and a less-

than-positive subjective description
could unfairly ruin the future of the
course and instructor. But the more
common circumstance would be for

the evaluations to reduce enrollment
in course which should not be offered
because of course or instructor
quality.

One would be foolish to think that a
student course guide would be the
major input in a student's decision to

take a course and, therefore, assume
the guide would have substantial
effects. The printing of the results
will not "let the laundry hang out to

dry" as a ReAd headline suggested,
but it might cause some poorer
professors to opt for early retirement.
The College Council should allocate

the funds necessary to produce a
stud«nt course guide. It would be by

no means a radical move. A number
of colleges including Amherst,
Harvard and Middlebury have guides
and even conservative Villanova is in

the process of compiling evaluation

results for release to students.

To be at all useful, the results of the

evaluations must be made available

to all students in a convenient man-
ner. It will cost well under one dollar

per student to produce enough guides
for all students. The posting of copies

of evaluation results in the library

instead of distributing them to

students would nullify the efforts

involved in producing the guide.

George J. Schutzer, managing
editor of the RECORD, covered the

course evaluation controversy for the

RECORD-ADVOCATE two years
ago.

GET BACK
TOTHE LAND

ENGLAND: source of our system of government

and wellspring of literature and theater.

And what better place to study Shakespeare

and British literature or British history, politics

and economics than Fairleigh Dickinson

University's Wroxton College in England?

Fairleigh Dickinson — one of America's largest

private universities — has assembled a

prestigious group of British scholars to conduct

its Wroxton program.

Selected sophomores, )uniors or seniors can

earn 16 credits in 15 v^/eeks in either English,

the Social Sciences or independent study.

Students live in modernized rooms at eight-

hundred-year-old Wroxton Abbey, ancestral

home of Lord North. Located on a 56-acre

estate midway between Oxford University and

Stratford-upon-Avon, Wroxton Abbey and its

estate buildings form a unique and complete

campus with library, dining, recreation and

refreshment areas sharing its historic

atmosphere.

Attendance at plays performed by the Royal

Shakespeare Theater Company at Sfratford-

upon -Avon and regular meetings with actors

and artists who serve as guest faculty are part

of the undergraduate program. Wroxton's cen-

tral location enables students to tour Britain on

informal and planned weekend trips.

For more information about the Wroxton College

program, complete the coupon and mail to:

Fairleigh Dickinspn University

WROXTON COLLEGE OFFICE
University Admissions
184 Fairview Avenue
Rutherford. New Jersey 07070

Please send me full information about ttie

Wroxton College Program

Name

.

Address

.

City, State, Zip.

College

Graduate Program

Phone.

Undergraduate Program

Year In School

X
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Suppressed movie relevant today
by Gene II. Bell

Salt of the Earth, a movie by one of

the "Hollywood Ten", will be shown in

Room 206, Physics Building,

tomorrow night at 7:30 and 9:30. The

director, Herbert Biberman, was

jailed in 1949 for refusing to testify

before the House Un American Ac-

tivities Committee.

Though made in 1953, the film is

strikingly fresh today, due to its

sensitive portrayal of now-modern
issues such as Chicano struggles,

miners' strikes, and women's
liberation.

The movie was made at the height

of McCarthyism, under a quasi-state

of siege. There were attacks on it from
Congress and on the radio, shootings

from vigilantes and beatinf^s by thugs,

burnings of its buildings and eventual

arrests of its personnel. The femalO;

lead, Rosario Revueltas, was
deported to Mexico.

Once completed, the film was
virtually blocked from pub^c
showings. The Departments of Justice

and Commerce, the AFL,jthg movie

industry associations, the American
Legion, and also Howard Hughes did

their best to pr«vent the film from
being shown in American, Canadian,

Mexican, and British theaters. Their

efforts were 99 per cent effective.

Biberman attempted to win his case

in the courts. The lawsuit took eight

years and $150,000, but Biberman lost.

Every critic who was able to see the

film gave it the highest praise. In

addition, the Film Academy of Paris

awarded Salt of the Earth its Grand
Prix for the best film made anywhere
in the world and shown in France in

1955. Ironically, Biberman could not

attend the ceremony—the. U.S. had
denied him a passport.

Save for a few minor exceptions.

Salt of the Earth has never been

screened in U.S. theaters. (It remains

a cult item in France, though.) The

legal obstructions against it have thus

far never been lifted, and its only

circulation has been on college

campuses. Only recently, I talked to a

fellow who, when attempting to show

the film in New Mexico in 1972, found

the auditorium being raided and

cleared out by police; the room was

quickly shut down.

The movie is therefore not only a

recognized masterpiece of its kind,

but—together with the Rosenbergs,

the "China hands," and Alger Hiss—

among the major victims of 1950's

repression. Unlike the latter major

figures, however, the case of Salt of

the Earth has yet to be re-opened, let

alone cleared. The film is sponsored

by the International Club and the

Williams Action Coalition.

'Ma rIber©Concert eni
by Nicolas Schidlovsky

Four works made up the "Music

from Marlboro" program featured at

the Clark Art Institute auditorium last

Thursday night: Villa-Lobos Quintette

en forme de Chores (1953), Carter

Eight Etudes and a Fantasy (1950),

Rossini Quartet^in B-flat (c.1807-1809),

and Beethoven Quintet in E-flat for

Piano and Winds (op.l6). As such, the

program assumed nothing too serious

but offered many gratifying musical

moments. And, after all, that's quite

enough.

The playing was admirable and

tightly put throughout the many
difficult passages, but control and

manipulation of instrumental color

was, at times, noticeably lacking.

Considering the scope and intent of

the Carter Eludes in particular, one

could have expected more detail in

this respect. Yet, the work had some
spectacular moments and, as a whole,

its environment was well conveyed.

Brecht's first work

The eighth etude was a stunning

display of fleeting quiet and bravura.

The Rossini quartet is a graceful

work with many technical difficulties

for the Woodwind ensemble. This is an

early student composition which
shortly precedes the master's first

opera of 1810. There is also a scoring

for string quartet, but it is hard to

imagine it as successful in such a

setting for the effect achieved by the

Marlboro players seemed to come
primarily from the contrast of in-

strumental character and not from
any absolute musical ideas of the

composer. An almost operatic

casting of the instruments provided

for the Rossini wit and animation

which one might have anticipated.

The more predictable early

Beethoven, soaked in the juices of its

Viennese forebearers, had something
of the fun and unexpected. The
domineering piano part was
beautifully played—if only a bi^ too

seriously. The rauchous outbursts of

the winds in the last movement, even

if not always completely in control,

were more in keeping with the un-

derlying vigor and impulsiveness of

the music. In performance, the

question of when to "hang loose" is a

perennial problem and one that

cannot be calculated abstractly. As
difficult as it may get, certain music
demands wrecklessness in spite of

precision. This is the real paradox of

early Beethoven, and one that was not

resolved by the Marlboro group.

Good woodwinds are always a

pleasure, but there is something
especially satisfying about their

sound on a cold evening in William-

stown. The Marlboro chamber group
came in a welcome ensemble of rich,

warm sonorities, and delightful

virtuosity.

AAAT presents 'Baal'
The Williams College Theatre will

open its 1975-76 season on Friday,

November 14th with the first of five

performances of Bertolt Brecht's

Baal.

The production is being directed by
Gregory Boyd, and designed by
Richard W. Jeter, both of the Williams

Department of Drama.
Uaal was the first play written by

Brecht, the man who revolutionized

20th century theatre with his theories

of "epic" drama. Brecht wrote the

original version in 1918 when he was
20, and popular legend maintains that

he produced a completed draft in

three days. The actual time was
probably closer to three weeks but

even this estimate gives no indication

of the care Brecht lavished on this

play. Baal fascinated him throughout
the early part of his career, and the
present text' is a product of five

separate revisions.

At first glance Baal bears little

resemblance to the later dramas
which made Brecht famous. Brecht
first conceived the work as a
"counter-play", written in response to

The Lonely One by Hanns Johst, the

emotionalized life story of a 19th

century playwright. Johst's hero is an
expressionist archetype, spending his

last moments on his death bed writing

poetry, while soft strains of Beethoven

play romantically in the background.

Baal however, is a somewhat earthier

character—fat, ugly, unwashed,
vulgar, and asocial and amoral in-

dividual. The play is the story of one

man's journey to death, but Baal's

death, like his life, is not particularly

(rieasanL To quote fJrecht's prologue

to the original version, "The author

has thought hard and managed to find

a message in (the play) : it sets out to

prove that you can have your cake if

you are prepared to pay for it And

even if you aren't. So long as you pay

Baal is not seen often and has yet to

receive a major production in the

United States, so the Williams

presentation should be a novel ex-

perience for most viewers. It is the

first play to be directed at Williams by
Gregory Boyd, a new member of the

drama faculty. Boyd comes to the

department from Carnegie- Mellon
University, where he recently
received his M.F.A. in directing, after

completing his major project on
Brecht. Richard W. Jeter, the

designer, has been at the college for

several years, and will be familiar to

audiences for such productions as The
Tempest. Tartuffe. and The Ruling

Class.

Baal will be presented on the

evenings of November 14th and 15th

and again on November 20th, 21st, and
22nd. Tickets are now available at the

Adams Memorial Theatre box office.

458-3023.

Judith Mendenhall performing in

"Music from Marlboro" at the Clark
last Thursday night, (photo by Milne)

"^83300.000
Unelaimed
Seholarjships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $5Q to $10,000. Current list of

these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
1 1275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1 .00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHPS SOURCES TO:

Name.

Address

City State_
(California rMldents please add 6% sales tax.)

-Zip.

Briefly noted
Jbtu9k4ii^^SSmm timet_ - - _ —! to catch

I •ecMtd en»-4t 7 In Broofmu. Thto lUni loaka at the Dani Paupans^
WMtNew Guinea-* pMfitowhowraoaufltrttaAoaMUnt cycle of war Their

war, h(W«ver.JoolwItt««»««* of ei«)tuf« the ftai-oilly It's for real itisa

branthtaictng fUm «nd Is a fasdiuting way to apend the early part of thi<

eveningr-ewn if you're not In Antbro 101.

Two other ftlma are showing tonightwhich ahouid be noted—The idiou
Doetoevaky'* olaaslc work in i fUm adaptation.by the famed Japanese
director Aklra Kurosawa (The Seven Sanwral), filmed in Japan in i9si

Adapting Weatern works to an Eaatern setting la a specialty pf Kurosawa At
7:30 in Weston.

Lovejoy'B Nuclear War is also showing in Jesup at 7:3ft-a discussion

with Sam Lovejoy wiU follow. Another attraction tonight is Stephen StiUg

who is performing at thePalace Theater in Albany atS p.m.

Other importanthappenings this week include TheSait o( the Earth (see

article) which is showing on Wednesday at 7:30; Sir Laurence (Mivier's

possibly definitive perfwmance ot Hamlet, on film in Bronfman at 4, 7, and
10 on Thursday; And Truffaut's early film Shoot the Piano Player on
Saturday at 7:30 and 9:30 in Bronfman.

The National LampoonShow can be seen at SUNY Albany at 8 and 10:30

on Friday evening. This is the tttivelling version of the witty National

Lampoon revue. Chlckt^orea Is performing aUlp.ro. on Saturday atRusuMm
iSagc Collcge-iffTi'uy . If y tMi dldnU ggTa chance to hear him here last year-
and especially if you did—here's one more chance.

Also worthy of mention are the film series on Friday at 2 at the Clark:

films on Ceiaime, Leonardo, an^the collection of French masterpieces from
Russia which toured the 11^5. teveral years ago. The Williams Film Society

is showing two films on carnal knowledge—one is Carnal Knowledge, the

other Marilyn Moiiroe in Bus Stop. Last but not least is the Marx Brothers in

Arihe Circu^iiilSronfinan at 1 : 30 on Saturday.

Trio and quartet at chapel
The second concert of the Music In

The Round series will be presented

this Friday evening at 8:30 p.m.

Presented in the Thompson Memorial
Chapel, chamber music, programmed
and directed by Julius Hegyi, is made
available to a large audience but still

in an intimate setting; the audience is

seated on three sides of the players

who are seated on platforms con-

structed near the pews.

The Williams Trio (Julius Hegyi,

violin, Douglas Moore, cello and
Stephen Dankner, piano) will openthe
program with Gabriel Faure's 'Trio in

O minor, opus 120. Faure, who lived

from 1845 to 1924, was best known for

his vocal writing and his chamber
music. This trio, the only one he
wrote, was a product of his later

years.

Featured on the program will be the

newly formed Music In The Round
String Quartet: Julius Hegyi, violin,

Janet Rowe, violin, Susan St. Amour,

and Douglas Moore, cello. Miss Rowe

is concertmaster of the Berlishire

Symphony and assistant con-

certmaster of the Albany Symptionj'

Orchestra; Miss St. Amour is prin-

cipal violist of both the Berlcshire and

Albany Symphony Orchestra The

quartet will perform Bela Bartoli's

String (Quartet No. 2. Written in 1917, it

is generally regarded as a master-

piece in its complexity of form and

variety of melody. Bartols drew

heavily from folk material but applied

to it all the resources of modern

compositional technique.

The concluding work is the Bflat

Trio of Franz Schubert performed by

Julius Hegyi, violin, Charlotte Hegyi,

piano and DjDUglas Moore, cello.

Schubert wrote this trio at the end of

his brief life (spanning only 31 years)

and it is universally regarded as one

of the outstanding examples of his

remarkable creative powers.

PRESENTS
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER/

THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT
HAS RULED THAT CARNAL KNOWLEDGE'

IS NOTOSSCENE.

SEEITNOWI

Mike Mthols.Jack Nkholson,Candke Ber^.
ArthurGarfunkel.Ann Margitl and Jules Feiffer.

Carnal Knowledge. ^^^^„^,^,^s

This week's main presentation Is "CARNAL KNOWLEDGE" at 7 and 9:30

pm. Mike Nichols directs Jack Nicholson, Candlce Bergen, Art Garfunkel
and Ann Margret in a life story of two Amherst clods. We follow them from
their college days In the forties to their attempts to adjust to life, business
and love In the real world of the seventies. Watch as they develop from sex

starved students to sexually bewildered adults.

Our second feature is Marilyn Monroe starring in the film version of William
Inge's immortal classic, "BUS STOP" at 11:30 pm. AAarilyn Is the target of

a young cowboy's ardor as the plot thickens.

EXTRA, EXTRA
Trip to Mars"

Chapters nine and ten of the serial "Flash Gordon's

I

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $100

Next Attraction: American Graffiti and the Strawberry Statement

J9^
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One Woman's
Point of View

Love and
distance
LOVE—affectionate concern or

sexual desire for another person

American Heritage Dictionary

What is love? The age-old question.

Remember the boy or girl next door

with whom you were in love until t^ie

day you beat each other up? How
about your sixth-grade teacher? It

never occurred to you that he or she

might not be as in love with your

frecliles and braces as you were with

his Jimmy Durante schnnz or her

double chin. Then there was that

succession of romances in high school,

when you were wildly in love at the

begirmlngTJf^each relatiohship, and

two or three months later, you

couldn't stand the sight of your "ex."

Then you came to Williams, ready

for a 'Teal" relationship, a meeting of

the minds, communing of the souls.

You had come to the realization that a

beautiful person is known by her inner

worth, not her physical attributes. So

you went to a mixer, picked out a

person who made Tiny Tim look like

Robert Bedford, and started digging

for their spiritual quintessence. After

all, with a face like that, you knew the

poor schmuck had to have a heart of

gold.

Unfortunately, things do not work

that way. I know plenty of truly

beautiful people who haven't sparked

romantic interest in anybody since

they first set foot on this campus,

probably because their bodies

wouldn't get rave reviews in Play Girl

or i'l'iithnuse. Love isn't all that blind.

As I recall, there was a remark in the

Kecord to the effect that Williams

might be a lot better off if there were a

few Miss America's on campus. And
I've got to admit that if I saw a Paul
Newman type heading in my direction

/lUliytAS RECORD Page S

Group wants guide funded
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SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

at a mixer, I'd probably try to dump
the Woody Allen character who was
hanging around. There seems to be
something In the atmosphere here
that promotes concern for ap-
pearance.

And oncp you've found somebody
whose aji^pearance does meet your
standards, do you try to get to know
them? Do you invite them up to your
roojn for a little music and con-
versation? Come now, let's not be
naive. We all know why you invite
them up to your room. Experience
seems to show little potential for the
"affectionate concern" type love the
dictionary defines, but a lot of

potential for the second variety.

Why is this? Because of the little

word "commitment". On a campus
this size, love relationships can get out
of hand. I know some couples who are
constantly together. They eat, sleep,

brush their teeth and go to the in-

firmary together. Commitment like

that doesn't allow any space for the

couple to grow as individuals. It's

ridiculous.

On the other hand, you've got to

have some sort of commitment in a
relationship. The couple has to work it

out themselves. It shouldn't be
assumed by the rest of the college

community or the individuals
themselves, that one night out
together means love and an exchange
of daily schedules.

And what happens when you
"break-up"? Are you friends af-

terward?

So what's the solution? Roadtrip.

What have Amherst men and Skid-

more women got that can't be found at

Williams? Distance. A lot of distance.

Last year, I was told by one guy that

no Williams man would go out with

any woman within walking distance.

That way, he could avoid the hassles

of commitment and run-ins after a

break-up. This sounds like the

coward's way out, but apparently,

many of us aren't ready to hiandle the

kind of responsibility that love brings.

COURSE from pagt I

students in a particular course, a
subjective section also based on a
compilation of opinions by the
students in the course and an
evaluation of the course by the
professor.

The student questionnaire to be
distributed during January will be
similar to the present evaluation
forms, only much shorter. The student
form will only contain about 12-15

questions.

The problem with the present form,
saidSiegrist, is that students don't get
to see the results, and some depart-
ments do not use the results for
evaluating teachers.
The tentative plans for the

development of the guide, if College
Council funding is granted, is the
following:

—Between now and January, the
four editors will formulate the
questions to appear on the

questionnaire, based on references to

student guides at such colleges as
Amherst, Middlebury, Dartmouth,
Harvard, and Brandeis.

—The questionnaire would be
distributed to all students during the

first week of January.

—When the questionnaires are
collected, departmental editors will

be chosen for each major area. These
editors would have assistants, one for

each section of each course in the

department.

—Each assistant would review all

the subjective responses to a par-

ticular course, and then write a short

summary based on all the responses.

—These summaries would then be

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 3:00 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

("413) 458-8271

NATURAL HISTORY COURSES

A Very Brief Course In Lichens—November 15, 10 a.m. to 4

p.m. Fee $4.

Intensive Care in Trees—November 16, (4 weeks, twice a

week).

Sunday at 1 p.m., Monday at 8 p.m. Fee, $15.

More Information, Center for Environmental Studies

(413)597-2346—Williamstown, Mass.

CLASSIFIEDS
Yes, there is finally a way to sell that extra Triumph or find a second-

hand Rose—the Record classifieds. Not only are they inexpensive, but your

ads will be seen by over 2000 people on campus. The rate is 30 cents for the

'irst line of up to eight words (a telephone number equals one word), and 25

cents for each additional line, or part of a line.

EXAMPLE: 10 words equals 55 cents for one issue, $1.10 for two issues,

J1.65 for three issues, etc.

Enclose total payment for the number of issues you want your ad to run

IN CASH along with your ad copy in an envelope addressed to the Record
and leave It with Mrs. AAarlowe In the Baxter Hall mailroom. Ads will be

published as soon as possible—see the masthead for deadline information.

Remember—CASH ONLY PLEASEII.

FOR HIRE
Pi: Anytime Anyplace Anybody

Send $5.00, your name and Instructions

Willfamstown, Po. box 172 - Confidential No Hypes

reviewed by the departmental editor

and the editors-in-chief.

The four editors have not yet

decided whether the professors will

write their evaluations before or after

the student evaluations are com-
pleted.

McConnell indicated that last spring

she did not have enough support to

establish a publication, but the four

editors are confident that Williams
students will support the proposed
guide this year.

"The project didn't get enough

publicity last year, and we intend to

get more this year," said Siegrist.

"This year we are starting out much
earlier. And since the questionnaires

will be handed out during January,
and most of the work done on them
during January, people will have
more time to fill them out, and are apt

to have more time to donate to us. We
plan to get more people involved in the

actual development of the guide."

He estimated that about 150 people
would be needed to work on the

publication.

Area supporf sought ^
Auction to defend arts
The Northern Berkshire Council of

the Arts has announced their up-

coming SAVE THE ARTS AUC-
TION, to be held in the t>anquet room
of the Sheraton North Adams Inn on
Saturday, Novembef 22nd from 1:00-

5:00 P.M. There will be a preview of

all auction items and services from
noon to 1:00 P.M. the day of the

auction.

The purpose of the auction is to

raise funds for the Northern
Berkshire Council of the Arts. In the

past, the Council depended largely on
state subsidy for its operation, but

since the Massachusetts Council on
the Arts and Humanities is facing

severe cutbacks in their 1976 fiscal

year budget, the Northern Berkstiire

Council of the Arts must look for in-

creased community support in order

to continue its programs and services.

The Council has chosen "Save the

Arts—Protect Your Environment" as

Finance Committee presents

SAT allocation proposals
FINANCE from page 1

how, student interests are being

served. We attempted to separate out

aspects of budgets that were handled

by several organizations and ensure

no duplication or over-kill."

The Committee drastically cut the

publicity budgets of most
organizations in an attempt to stop a

trend toward large expensive posters,

Lanier indicated.

"We're making a big push to get

organizations to use existing media

for publicity. The Record and WCFM
offer free announcement services,"

he said.

According to Lanier, the two most

Drickly areas of debate on the com-

GROUP FLIGHT
To Los Angeles

Departs Dec. 19 from Hartford

A.A. Flight No. 60 at 10:15 A.M.
Arrives at L.A. 2:27 P.M.
Return to Hartford via American
anytime up to a year.

Price- $296.73

Mail checks to:

Camelot Travel
132 South Rodeo Drive
Beverly Hills, Ca. 90212

Final Date Nov. 10

Further info call (213) 344-2245

Ask for Mrs. Kleinman

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

mittee were athletic clubs and en-

tertainment funds. On athletic clubs,

the question was to what extent the

student body^ould enter the sphere

of responlHrity of the Athlelic

Department. Many questions were

also raised on the degree to which the

College Council should fund and direct

social functions at a College where

social life revolves around the House

system.

Tax hike?

The level of budget requests led to

some discussion of raising the Ac-

tivities Tax, Lanier indicated.

"My own feeling is that given an

arbitrary funding level, we can cut

budgets so that students still get a full

range of services for their money," he

said. "Sure, some services would

suffer, but it becomes a question of

just how much we can afford."

Ross declared, "We're still dealing

with the result of the College's ex-

pansion to 1800 and the connected

tremendous rise in SAT funds between

1971 and 1974. I think to some extent

organization budget requests rose to

get a bigger chunk of this money. A lot

of fat got into some budgets and

several organizations were funded

which never would have received

funds under tight budgetary con-

straints."

The College Council has total say

over accepting, rejecting, or altering

Finance Committee recom-
mendations. Following the com-
mittee's report, individual

organizations will have a chance to

react. Lanier indicated that although

some recommendations will be hotly

debated he hopes those involved will

keep the tight schedule of

organizations for the two meetings in

mind.

the theme of the auction. "The arts

are an endangered species," says

Kathryn D. Meister, Executive
Director of the Council. "If the

Northern Berkshire communities do

not express their financial and moral
support during this crucial time,

many area arts organizations and
festivals could become extinct. The
Northern Berkshires could stand to

lose the arts activities which not only

draw tourist trade to the area, but also

provide an entertaining and
educational environment for

residents."

Ron Seifert, a professional auc-

tioneer from Buskirk, New York, will

conduct the auction. All items to be

auctioned will be arts-related and will

include such things as: hand-thrown

pottery, a jug band performance,

dance lessons, photographic services,

a hand-painted ctiild's dress, a Per-

sian rug appraisal, an 8 mm movie
camera, hand-blown glass, original

paintings and prints, a psaltry, a jazz

performance, etc.

Anyone interested in donating a

quality arts item or artistic service to

the SAVE THE ARTS AUCTION,
should contact the Council's main
office at 121 Union St., North Adams,
for entry slips and pick-up

arrangements. The deadline for

contributions is Friday, November
14th.

The Northern Berkshire Council of

the Arts encourages individuals as

well as community organizations to

come and bid on the unusual arts

items, services, £^nd performances up
for auction. "It's an opportunity for a

little dreaming and a lot of fun," says

Meister.

Chiefs shock purple

in last ten seconds
SOCCER from page 6

front of the Purple net and knocked to

the ground by a Williams fullback.

Then, from Vennell's viewpoint,

"there seemed to t)e a mental lull and
no one challenged for the tall again."

Rosendale, though, danced over to the

unmoving ball and got a toe on it. The
crowd fell silent as the ball rolled

outside of Loeffler's dive and into the

goal.

In a junior varsity game, goals by
Cam Ferrante, Stan Miller, Tony
Quay and Mustafa Nusinovic (of the

Center for Economic Development)

powered Williams to a 4-2 victory.

Tomorrow the varsity plays away at

the University of Connecticut. To win
the Purple will have to be at their

best:UConn is ranked 11th in the

country.

^^^ ^^

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

45B-J717

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

The officers and directors of the

local American Association of

University Professors (AAUP)
chapter invite all faculty and
AAUP eligible trustee ap-

pointments to attend the Fall

Meeting tomorrow at 7:30 p.m., in

the Faculty House. Fprmal
program will adjourn promptly at

9:00 p.m.

Joseph E. Schwartz, national

Associate Secretary of AAUP, will

introduce a discussion on "The
Economic State of the Profession".

According to Chapter President

Lawrence Wikander, members are

asked to pay their local dues of $2.

at this meeting. It is a custom of

the Williams chapter to invite non-

members to affiliate themselves
informally with the chapter on
payment of an equal donation.
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Gridders tqme hapless Union
. by Tim Layden

It was the type of game ttiat coul(l^

really only be appreciated by sitting

in the stands with a hip flasli or bottle

to keep warm with. It was li^ obvious

mismatch from the bepnning, with

the Williams Ephmen putting 21

points on the board in the first quarter

and then sitting back and sloppily

enjoying their afternoon in the

November sun.-

The 28-0 final score gives the im-

pression that the 5-0-1 Ephs gave a

more superior account of themselves
,' than was actually evident to the 3,000

or so fans who witnessed the battle on

Weston Field.

Remarked Coach Bob Odell after

the easy win, "Defensively, we let

them do things we aren't accustomed

to letling folks do. It was disap-

pointing we didn't play better, but we
are happy to win a game in which we

„ didn't function as well as we are

capable of."

The afternoon started off on a

familiar note, with Scott Perry
breaking through to get a piece of Jim

Harriers place

4th in Boston
by Chris Flavin

The men's cross-country teams

continued their fine season Saturday

as both the varsity and JV picked up

fourth places in the twenty-team

Eastern Athletic Conference cham-
pionship meet.

The large-scale meet was as usual

held at Boston's Franklin Park, and
the weather except for a gusty wind

was ideal for fast times. In the 120

runner varsity division, captain Bob
Clifford led the Williams team from
the start, going through the first uphill

mile in 4:48, and then settling down
into just over five minutes pace for the

remainder of the run. Clifford stayed

with the top fifteen runners for the

entire race, finally finishing four-

teenth, and becoming the first

Eastern medalist from Williams in

several years. Not far behind, Dan
Sullivan and Frank Carr stayed

together most of the way, and despite

a battle of elbows with several Bates

runners managed 20th and 23rd places

respectively. Following them in were
Ken Leinbach and Gary James,
finishing in 26th and 33rd with strong

efforts. James did an unusually fine

job as he improved his time con-

siderably, and knotted the top five into

a formidable thirty-seven second

finishing margin. Tom Shreck and
Chris Flavin took the 56th and 60th

places to finish things up for the

varsity.

The fourth place finish was a good

one, especially considering the loss of

number one harrier Joe Kolb to shin

splints several weeks ago. Only

Brandeis which dominated the meet
finished far ahead of Williams which

with its 116 points was beaten by

lesser margins by Bates and Boston

State.

The JV's also had a good day with

freshman Steve Polasky leading the

way to their fourth place finish. He
was followed by Trawick, Seeger,

Greef, Magoon, and Maroncelli.

Brandeis managed to win this division

as well.

Last Wednesday the varsity

harriers extended their dual meet

record to 11-0 with an easy crunching

of Union on the opponents' home
course. The Williams runners pushed

Jones of Union to a course record on

Union's urban sidewalk-hopping

course, and from there it was all

Williams. The team placed eight of

the first ten finishers, with six of those

eight finishing in ties for the 2nd and

8th spots. The final score of 21-40 left

little doubt of Williams' continued

depth.

The harriers will close their dual

meet season with the Little Three

championships on their home course

tomorrow afternoon. The 4:00 p.m.

meet should not be a tough one for

Williams, as neither Amherst nor

Wesleyan have shown much strength

this year. It should nevertheless be an

exciting climax to the season as the

Williams team will be psyched for a

sixth consecutive Little Three

championship.

Trump's first punt of the day, giving

the Ephs possession on the Union 46.

Six plays later, it was Don Wallace to

Dave Parker in the corner of the end

zone for 29 yards and six points. Kevin

Cramer added the conversion for a 7-0

Williams lead early in the first

quarter.

Seven minutes later, the Williams

defense, refusing to be butdone,

sacked Union quarterback Mark
Broomfield in h is own end zone. In his

frantic attempt to avert a safety,

Broomfield lost control of the ball.

Emmett Creahan, one of the steadiest

performers on the defense all season,

pounced on it in the end zone.

Cramer's boot made it 14-0.

Creahan's score brought the Eph's

defensive scoring total for the season

to 32 pts., nine more than opposing

offensive units have been able to

muster against the Purple, One-

platoon football, anyone?

Trump's booming 18 yard punt less

than two minutes later, put the Ephs
and Wallace in fine field position

again, this time at the Union 38. On
first down, Wallace flipped a short

toss to Bill Null, wide open in the

middle of the Union zone. Null

sprinted the remaining yardage to his

fifth score of the season and a 21-0 Eph
lead with 40 seconds remaining in the

first quarter.

"My God, it's only the first quar-

ter," remarked an already shell-

shocked Union statistician at this

juncture, "at this rate you'll murder
us!" Actually, the end of the first

quarter also marked the end of the

excitement for Williams fans.

Throughout the second and third

quarters, the Ephs played as though

they were all anxious to get the game
over with as little scoring and
clockstopping as possible—so as to get

back to the library and do a little

studying before supper.

It was in these middle quarters that

Union quarterbacks Broomfield and

Freshman Andy Terranova showed a

great deal more poise than are

reputed to have. The duo, aided by the

running of Jerry Logan, moved for

several first downs in the third

quarter, but were unable to score.

The visiting Dutchmen fumbled

twice in the third quarter to thwart

two of their own drives, but the Ephs'

strongest defensive effort of the day

halted another just before halftime.

Taking over on the Williams 36 after

a Don Wallace fumble, the visitors

moved to the Eph 14 in four plays,

sparked by a third down completion to

Jim Spanfeller, good for 17 yards.

Here, the Purple defense stiffened,

knocking Broomfield out of bounds on

third down, and popping Logan on

fourth to take over on downs.

Union dominated possession in the

entire second half, but was still unable

to score. Big sophomore tackle A

I

Dalton broke through to block yet

another Trump punt, giving the Ephs

the ball on the Union 44, setting up the

day's final score.

Second units from both teams

finished out the Williams win, 28-0.

The win over Union ends the first

phase of the season for Williams, now

begins defense of their four Little

Three crowns. The Ephs will do battle

with Wesleyan (3-2-1 overall, 1-0 in

Little Three) next week without the

services of tight end Dave Mielcarz,

who suffered a hip pointer in Satur-

day's win. Herb McCormick and Bob

Murphy will fill in.

Perhaps the sub-par showing

against Union is a sign that Satur-

day's encounter with Wesleyan will

present a psyched Eph team.

Deadly Dave Kurfess nails Union quarterback AAark Broomfield in the Eoh't
less than efficient routof the Dutchmen Saturday.

. , (photo by Kislik)

2-2 heartbreaker vi

Springfield stuns Ephs
by Mark Pogue

A goal by Chris Rosendale with nine

seconds left in the game gave

Springfield College a stunning 3-2 win

over (he Williams soccer team
"Saturday. The goal by Rosendale—his

third of the game—offset two earlier

scores by Williams' Dave Napolitan

and lowered the Purple's season mark

to 5-3.

This loss was an especially bitter

pill for the Ephs to swallow. After

falling behind in the second half, 2-1,

Williams fought back to tie the game
with 25 minutes to play. In those 25

minutes the Purple completely out-

played the favored Chiefs, yet, as in

past games, could not make their

dominance pay off in goals. "Given

the normal percentage of scoring

opportunities that are converted in a

Women swimmers cruise to 4th win

A fired-up Water Polo squad came close to knocking off RPI. Here, Jordon
Lewis (9), Mike Feltes (11), Mike Murphy and captain Tom McEvoy (center)
are shown in the furious action.

by Dennis O'Shea

An amethyst tide swept through

Troy last Thursday night, engulfing

Russell Sage College, the fourth

victim of the women's varsity

swimming team in as many meets.

Despite the realtively weak lineup

designed by the ever experimental

Carl Samuelson, coach of Williams

swimming, the Ephwomen racked up
12 first places and four 1-2 sweeps en

route to an 80-30 devestation of the

host New Yorkers.

"We have several girls that are

extremely versatile," notes

Samuelson. "This kind of meet gives

us a chance to switch things around

and to pl^n strategy for the more
difficult meets coming up."

Despite the obvious difficulties of

adjusting to Sage's unusual 20 yard

pool and to the off-events Samuelson
assigned many of them, the Eph-
women turned in several impressive

performances. Marilla Pearsall's

1:07.7 and 1:17.5 clockings in the 100

yard backstroke and 100 breaststroke

would have qualified as college

records had they been swum in a

standard 25 yard course. Pearsall and
Carol Buck each nabbed three in-

dividual first places and contributed

to a winning relay effort.

Sue Buck, a double winner, led

Roxanne Franklin to a sweep of the

500 freestyle, an event neither has

swum before. Franklin beat out the

closest Sage contender by 20 seconds.

(photo by Everett)

Randall Morrow cruised to an easy 60

yard freestyle win before being
touched out by Carol Buck in the 100.

By far the most exciting event of the

evening was the season's first

snowfall which greeted the squad on
its return over Petersburg Pass. In

the meet itself only one Sage swim-
mer, Chris Blavelt, posted first place
points, edging out frosh Nina Murphy
in the 100 butterfly. Murphy, carrying
one of the meet's more difficult

doubles, had previously won the 160

individual medley by better than 11

seconds.

Water Polo

The water polo club drew yet closer
to its Inevitable first victory over RPI
Friday night, dropping a tight one to

the Engineers, 13-11, in Muir Pool.

Since RPI got Williams started in

water polo by inviting the Ephs to

their tournament a year ago the two
squads have met five times. Each
time the Engineers have come out on
top, but the 16 goal margin of that first

contest has steadily dwindled to

Friday night's two goal difference.

"Except for one four minute
defensive lapse in the fourth quarter it

was probably the best all-around team
game we've ever played," com-
mented team captain Tom McEvoy. It

was in that four minute span that
RPI co-captain and bucketman Hal
Erhardt exploded for five goals.

Those scores and two by Bill Bench

were more than enough to neutralize

four fourth quarter tallies by McEvoy
and one by Jordan Lewis and break

the 6-6 third period deadlock.

McEvoy totaled six goals and an

assist to lead the Ephs and raise his

season stats to 30 and six. First

quarter goals by Lewis and Phil Wild

and one in each of the second and third

periods by Dave Preiss rounded out

the Purple Scoring. It was Preiss' first

game back in the line-up after a

broken nose that, incredibly, had
nothing to do with water polo.

"This is a very physical game and
RPI is a physical team," says

McEvoy. "They're not dirty players,

but even so Mark Roche, Brian Mc-
Dermott and myself all came out of

the pool with injuries."

The aggressive defensive play of

freshmen McDermott and Lewis and
sophomore Guy Hoelzer kept some of

the pressure off goalies Dick Pregent
and Tom McCoy.
Soph Stu Deans was all over the

pool, and converted several steals into

on-target feeds. His three assists left

him second only to McEvoy as the

club's leading scorer.

soccer game, we should easily have

scored more than once in the second

half," said a disappointed Coach Jefl

Vennell. "We should have been far

enough ahead at the end so that their

last goal didn't matter."

The Ephmen broke on top with half

an hour gone in the first half when

Napolitan gently rolled a ball Into the

left corner of the Springfield net. The

low-built "Radar" took a loose ball 25

yards out and moved it unsteadily but

inexorably toward the goal, finally

drawing the Springfield goalkeeper

out and knocking it past him.

Springfield's Rosendale countered

seven minutes later when he put a

grounder past Williams goalie Jay

Loeffler. Loeffler, whom Vennell said

played "a good game," was getting

his first start this season in place of

the injured Skip Grossman

The score stood at 1-1 when action

resumed in the second half, and it was

not long before the .Napolitan-

Rosendale duel reasserted itself.

Capping off a brief interlude in which

Springfield controlled the ball,

Rosendale caught Loeffler over-

playing in the net and scored his

second goal with 29:04 to play. The

shot, traveling almost parallel to the

endline, was partially deflected by

Loeffler.

At this juncture the Ephs regained

control of the action, demonstrating

an aggressiveness they had lacked in

the first half. With 25:05 to play the

score was knotted once again, this

time on another implausible shot by

Napolitan. Fighting wildly for the ball

at the extreme end of the field, Radar

somehow got off a toe-shot that defied

the angle and flew into the Springfield

net. "It was an example of the type of

effort we need inside the penalty

area," said Vennell.

With Williams frustrated in its
1

efforts to break the deadlock, it ap-

peared that the game would go into

overtime. But with 15 seconds to play,

a Springfield corner kick was

awarded. The ball was chipped in

see SOCC E R page S

Scoreboard
Varsity Football (5-01)

Union
Williams 21 7 28

Scoring:
W) Parker, 29 pass from Wallace

(Cramer kick)
W)Creahan recovered fumble in end
zone {Cramer kick)
W) Null, 38 pass from Wallace

W) Harrington, 1 run (Cramer kick)

Vanity Soccer (5-3)

Springfield
Williams

Goals:
W) Napolitan, 2

S) Rosendale, 3

J. V. Soccer

STATISTICS

First Downs
flushing Ydg.
Passing Ydg.
Total Offense
Intercepted by
Fumbles Lost
Punts Avg.
Penalties Yds.

W
12

1S7

122
27»

2

2-J

Springfield
4

Williams
Goals: . rtric

W) Ferrante, Miller, Quay, Nus.nori>.

U
11

51

70

121

1

4-3

Women's Swimming

Williams
Russell Sage

3-26-3 7-19-4

10-98 S-SS
Water Pdo

Frosh Football (i-M)
Williams 22
Exeter 4
Scoring:
W) Kruetz, 1 run
W) Puccio, 62 pass from McAle«nan
W) Puccio, 10 run

RPI
Williams

22

6 —. Rugby
A
Harvard -20

,

Williams 10

B
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Gridders tame hapless Union
by Tim I.ayden

It was the type of game t))at cmW
really only be appreciated by sitting

in the stands with a hip flask pr bottle

to keep warm with. It was^ obvious

mismatch from the b«pnning, with

the Williams Ephmen putting 21

points on the board in the first quarter

and then sitting back and sloppily

enjoying their afternoon in the

November sun.'

The 28-0 final score gives the im-

pression that the 5-0-1 Ephs gave a

more superior account of themselves
. ' than was actually evident to the 3,000

or so fans who witnessed the battle on

Weston Field.

Remarked Coach Bob Odell after

the easy win, "Defensively, we let

them do things we aren't accustomed

to letting folks do. It was disap-

pointing we didn't play better, but we
are happy to win a game in which we
didn't function as well as we are

capable of."

The afternoon started off on a

familiar note, with Scott Perry
breaking through to get a piece of Jim

Harriers place

4th in Boston
by Chris Klavin

The men's cross-country teams
continued their fine season Saturday

as both the varsity and JV picked up
fourth places in the twenty-team

Eastern Athletic Conference cham-
pionship meet.

The large-scale meet was as usual

held at Boston's Franklin Park, and

the weather except for a gusty wind
was ideal for fast times. In the 120

runner varsity division, captain Bob
Clifford led the Williams team from
the start, going through the first uphill

mile in 4:48, and then settling down
into just over five minutes pace for the

remainder of the run. Clifford stayed

with the top fifteen runners for the

entire race, finally finishing four-

teenth, and becoming the first

Eastern medalist from Williams in

several years. Not far behind, Dan
Sullivan and Frank Carr stayed

together most of the way, and despite

a battle of elbows with several Bates

runners managed 20th and 23rd places

respectively. Following them in were
Ken Leinbach and Gary James,
finishing in 26th and 33rd with strong

efforts. James did an unusually fine

job as he improved his time con-

siderably, and knotted the top five into

a formidable thirty-seven second

finishing margin. Tom Shreck and
Chris Flavin took the 56th and 60th

places to finish things up for the

varsity.

The fourth place finish was a good

one; especially considering the loss of

number one harrier Joe Kolb to shin

splints several weeks ,ago. Only

Brandeis which dominated the meet
finished far ahead of Williams which

with its 116 points was beaten by

lesser margins by Bates and Boston

State.

The JV's also had a good day with

freshman Steve Polasky leading the

way to their fourth place finish. He
was followed by Trawick, Seeger,

Greef, Magoon, and Maroncelli.

Brandeis managed to win this division

as well.

Last Wednesday the varsity

harriers extended their dual meet
record to 11-0 with an easy crunching

of Union on the opponents' home
course. The Williams runners pushed

Jones of Union to a course record on

Union's urban sidewalk-hopping

course, and from there it was all

Williams. The team placed eight of

the first ten finishers, with six of those

eight finishing in ties for the 2nd and

8th spots. The final score of 21-40 left

little doubt of Williams' continued

depth.

The harriers will close their dual

meet season with the Little Three

championships on their home course

tomorrow afternoon. The 4:00 p.m.

meet should not be a tough one for

Williams, as neither Amherst nor

Wesleyan have shown much strength

this year. It should nevertheless be an

exciting climax to the season as the

Williams team will be psyched for a

Sixth consecutive Little Three

championship.

Trump's first punt of the day, giving

the Ephs possession on the Union 46.

Six plays later, it was Don Wallace to

Dave Parker in the corner of the end

zone for 29 yards and six points. Kevin

Cramer added the conversion for a 7-0

Williams lead early in the first

quarter.

Seven minutes later, the Williams

defense, refusing to be butdone,

sacked Union quarterback Mark
Broomfield in his own end zone. In his

frantic attempt to avert a safety,

Broomfield lost control of the ball.

Emmett Creahan, one of the steadiest

performers on the defense all season,

pounced on it in the end zone.

Cramer's boot made it 14-0.

Creahan's score brought the Eph's

defensive scoring total for the season

to 32 pts.', Jiine more than opposing

offensive units have been able to

muster against the Purple, One-

platoon football, anyone?

Trump's booming 18 yard punt less

than two minutes later, put the Ephs
and Wallace in fine field position

again, this time at the Union 38. On
first down, Wallace flipped a short

toss to Bill Null, wide open in the

middle of the Union zone. Null

sprinted the remaining yardage to his

fifth score of the season and a 21-0 Eph
lead with 40 seconds remaining in the

first quarter.

"My God, it's only the first quar-

ter," remarked an already shell-

shocked Union statistician at this

juncture, "at this rate you'll murder
us!" Actually, the end of the first

quarter also marked the end of the

excitement for Williams fans.

Throughout the second and third

quarters, the Ephs played as though

they were all anxious to get the game
over with as little scoring and

clockstopping as possible—so as to get

back to the library and do a little

studying before supper.

It was in these middle quarters that

Union quarterbacks Broomfield and

Freshman Andy Terranova showed a

great deal more poise than are

reputed t6 have. The duo, aided by the

running of Jerry Logan, moved for

several first downs in the third

quarter, but were unable to score.

The visiting Dutchmen fumbled

twice in the third quarter to thwart

two of their own drives, but the Ephs'

strongest defensive effort of the day

halted another just before halftinne.

Taking over on the Williams 36 after

a Don Wallace fumble, the visitors

moved to the Eph 14 in four plays,

sparked by a third down completion to

Jim Spanfeller, good for 17 yards.

Here, the Purple defense stiffened,

knocking Broomfield out of bounds on

third down, and popping Logan on

fourth to take over on downs.

Union dominated possession in the

entire second half, but was still unable

to score. Big sophomore tackle Al

Dalton broke through to block yet

another Trump punt, giving the Ephs

the ball on the Union 44, setting up the

day's final score.

Second units from both teams

finished out the Williams win, 28-0.

The win over Union ends the first

phase of the season for Williams, now

begins defense of their four Little

Three crowns. The Ephs will do battle

with Wesleyan (3-2-1 overall, 1-0 in

Little Three) next week without the

services of tight end Dave Mielcarz,

who suffered a hip pointer in Satur-

day's win. Herb McCormick and Bob

Murphy will fill in.

Perhaps the sub-par showing
against Union is a sign that Satur-

day's encounter with Wesleyan will

present a psyched Eph team.

Deadly Dave Kurfess nails Union quarterback Mark Broomfield in the Eoh'i
less than efficient rout of the Dutchmen Saturday. (photo by Kislilil

3-2 hearfbreaker sr -

Springfield stuns Ephs
by Mark Pogue

A goal by Chris Rosendale with nine

seconds left in the game gave

Springfield College a stunning 3-2 win

over the Williams soccer team
Saturday. The goal by Rosendale—his

third of the game—offset two earlier

scores by Williams' Dave Napolitan

and lowered the Purple's season mark
to 5-3.

This loss was an especially bitter

pill for the Ephs to swallow. After

falling behind in the second half, 2-1,

Williams fought back to tie the game
with 25 minutes to play. In those 25

minutes the Purple completely out-

played the favored Chiefs, yet, as in

past games, could not make their

dominance pay off in goals. "Given

the normal percentage of scoring

opportunities that are converted in a

Women swimmers cruise to 4th win

„^i.. ---".>,,., ,--,1
, ,,

A fired-up Water Polo squad came close to knocking off RPI. Here, Jordon
Lewis (9), Mike Feltes (11), Mike Murphy and captain Tom McEvoy (center)
are shown in the furious action.

by Dennis O'Shea

An amethyst tide swept through

Troy last Thursday night, engulfing

Russell Sage College, the fourth

victim of the women's varsity

swimming team in as many meets.

Despite the realtively weak lineup

designed by the ever experimental

Carl Samuelson, coach of Williams

swimming, the Ephwomen racked up
12 first places and four 1-2 sweeps en

route to an 80-30 devestation of the

host New Yorkers.

"We have several girls that are

extremely versatile," notes

Samuelson. "This kind of meet gives

us a chance to switch things around

and to pMn strategy for the more
difficult meets coming up."

Despite the obvious difficulties of

adjusting to Sage's unusual 20 yard

pool and to the off-events Samuelson
assigned many of them, the Eph-

women turned in several impressive

performances. Marilla Pearsall's

1:07.7 and 1:17.-5 clockings in the 100

yard backstroke and 100 breaststroke

would have qualified as college

records had they been swum in a

standard 25 yard course. Pearsall and
Carol Buck each nabbed three in-

dividual first places and contributed

to a winning relay effort.

Sue Buck, a double winner, led

Roxanne Franklin to a sweep of the

500 freestyle, an event neither has

swum before. Franklin beat out the

closest Sage contender by 20 seconds.

(photo by Everett)

Randall Morrow cruised to an easy 60

yard freestyle win before being
touched out by Carol Buck in the 100.

By far the most exciting event of the

evening was the season's first

snowfall which greeted the squad on
its return over Petersburg Pass. In

the meet itself only one Sage swim-
mer, Chris Blavelt, posted first place
points, edging out frosh Nina Murphy
in the 100 butterfly. Murphy, carrying
one of the meet's more difficult

doubles, had previously won the 160

individual medley by better than 11

seconds.

Water Polo

The water polo club drew yet closer
to its inevitable first victory over RPI
Friday night, dropping a tight one to

the Engineers, 13-11, in Muir Pool.
Since RPI got Williams started in

water polo by inviting the Ephs to

their tournament a year ago the two
squads have met five times. Each
time the Engineers have come out on
top, but the 16 goal margin of that first

contest has steadily dwindled to

Friday night's two goal difference.

"Except for one four minute
defensive lapse in the fourth quarter it

was probably the best all-around team
game we've ever played," com-
mented team captain Tom McEvoy. It

was in that four minute span that
RPI co-captain and bucketman Hal
Erhardt exploded for five goals.

Those scores and two by Bill Bench

were more than enough to neutralize

four fourth quarter tallies by McEvoy
and one by Jordan Lewis and break

the 6-6 third period deadlock.

McEvoy totaled six goals and an
assist to lead the Ephs and raise his

season stats to 30 and six. First

quarter goals by Lewis and Phil Wild

and one in each of the second and third

periods by Dave Preiss rounded out

the Purple Scoring. It was Preiss' first

game back in the line-up after a

broken nose that, incredibly, had
nothing to do with water polo.

"This is a very physical game and
RPI is a physical team," says

McEvoy. "They're not dirty players,
,

but even so Mark Roche, Brian Mc-
Dermott and myself all came out of

the pool with injuries."

The aggressive defensive play of

freshmen McDermott and Lewis and
sophomore Guy Hoelzer kept some of

the pressure off goalies Dick Pregent
and Tom McCoy.
Soph Stu Deans was all over the

pool, and converted several steals into

on-target feeds. His three assists left

him second only to McEvoy as the

club's leading scorer.

soccer game, we should easily have

scored more than once in the second

half," said a disappointed Coach Jef(

Vennell. "We should have been tar

enough ahead at the end so (hat their

last goal didn't matter
"

The Ephmen broke on top with half

an hour gone in the first half when

Napolitan gently rolled a ball into the

left corner of the Springfield net. The

low-built "Radar" took a loose ball 25

yards out and moved it unsteadily bul

inexorably toward the goal, finally

drawing the Springfield goalkeeper

out and knocking it past him

Springfield's Rosendale countered

seven minutes later when he put a

grounder past Williams goalie Jay

Loeffler. Loeffler, whom Vennell said

played "a good game," was getting

his first start this season in place of

the injured Skip Grossman
The score stood at l-l when action

resumed in the secojid half, and it was

not long before the Napolitan-

Rosendale duel reasserted itself.

Capping off a brief interlude in which

Springfield controlled the ball,

Rosendale caught Loeffler over

playing in the net and scored his

second goal with 29:04 to play. The

shot, traveling almost parallel to the

endline, was partially deflected by

Loeffler.

At this juncture the Ephs regained

control of the action, demonstrating

an aggressiveness they had lacked in

the first half. With 25:05 to play the

score was knotted once again, this

time on another implausible shot by

Napolitan. Fighting wildly for the ball

at the extreme end of the field. Radar

somehow got off a toe-shot that defied

the angle and flew into the Springfield

net. "It was an example of the type of

effort we need inside the penalty

area, " said Vennell.

With Williams frustrated in its

efforU to break the deadlock, it ap-

peared that the game would go into

overtime. But with 15 seconds to play,

a Springfield corner kick was

awarded. The ball was chipped in

see SOCCER page 5

Scoreboard
Varsity Football (S-O-U

Union
WiMiams 21 7 -28

Scoring:
W) Parker, 29 pass from Wallace

(Cramer kick)
WICreahan recovered fumble in end
zone (Cramer kick)
W) Null, 38 pass from Wallace

W) Harrington, 1 run (Cramer kick)

Varsity Soccer (S-3)

Springfield ' ' ,

Williams ' '

Goals:
W) Napolitan, J

S) Rosendale, 3

STATISTICS

First C3ovvns
Rushing Ydg.
Passing Ydg.
Total Offense
Intercepted by
Fumbles Lost
Punts Avg,
Penalties Yds.

W
12

157

122
279

2
2-4

J.V. Soccer
7

Springfield 4

Williams
Goals: . _-if

W) Ferrante, Miller. Quay, Nusmoni.

U
11

51

70

121

1

4.3

Women's Swimininq

Williams
Russell Sage

3263 7 194
109S 5-55

Water Polo

Frosh Football(2-1.1)

Williams 22 22
Exeter « 4
Scoring;
W) Kruetz, 1 run
W) Puccio, 42 pass from McAleenan
W) Puccio, 10 run

RPI
Williams

Rugby

Harvard -20

Williams 10

B

.20
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Funding process nears end

CEC co-chairman Tom Belden (center) argues for $J5,000 for the ACEC at
Vednesday night's College Council meeting m Griffin Hall. CC member Rich
liSalvo (left) ACEC co-chairman Bill Goodell (right) are also pictured. The
CECwasallocated $12,000. (photoby Fenn)

tooms dwindle for graduation
by Jim Cohen

Approximately half of the motel

nils in the Williamstown area are

Iready reserved for Commencement,
J76. A survey of 19 motels in

illiamstown, North Adams and New
,shford revealed that seven are

ool<ed up for the June 5-6

eremonies, six still have vacancies,

nd five haven't accepted reser-

ations yet.

Tiie 104-unit Williams Treadway
nn, which received its first June, 1976

eservation three years ago, was
Kjoked up before September. The
ozy Corner, 1896 House, Elwal Pines,

erltshire Hills, Willows, Maple
Terrace and Northside, all in

illiamstown, were completely
eserved by October 1.

The managers of three William-

lown establishments—the Swiss
rleadows, the Green Valley and the

Villager—and three North Adams
stablishments— the Sheraton, the

hiefs and Whitcomb Summit—said
hey had rooms available.

Approximately 140 units are open in

he.se motels.

The Springs in New Ashford won't
ke reservations until December.

Managers of the Redwood (North
idams) and the Chimney Mirror and
our-Acres (Williamstown) wait until

lanuary 1. The New Ashford Inn
pens its books March 1.

These five motels offer 112 total

niLs.

Five of the nineteen establishments
urveyed save rooms for regular
ustomers and Green Mountain Race
Track patrons. The manager of the
llager, for example, said she allows

mly half of the 21 units to be taken for

raduation.

Several managers noted that
eservations are frequently with-
tlrawn because parents make them in

"lore than one motel. According to

manager Susan Glucksman, the
Berkshire Hills solved this problem by

requiring a deposit three weeks after

the reservation is received.

"Until this year, we would contact

them after the first of the year about
deposits. Many would cancel when
asked to make deposits."

Only the Williams Treadway and
the Swiss Meadow accept reser-

vations more than one year in ad-

vance. Both have recorded reser-

vations for June, 1979.

Motels on the Mohawk Trail are

closed for the season, but, according

to a Whitcomb Summit represen-

tative, accept reservations by mail.

After two nights of marathon
meetings, the College Council has
allocated $85,919 of Student Activities

Tax funds to 32 of 41 organizations
requesting funding. Four
organizations received no funding,

four organization requests were
returned to the Finance Committee
for reconsideration, and one request
by the Student.. Course Evaluation
group, was tabled until next Wed-
nesday's meeting.

This leaves $15,877 of $101,796

available unallocated. Original
requests by organizations sent back to

the Finance Committee total $12,150.

The Student Course Evaluation
group's request was $1846.

Most Finance Committee recom-
mendations were approved by the CC.
Even so, debate on recommended
budgets accepted ranged from a few
minutes to nearly an hour.

Four requests were altered. The CC
approved a $200 raise in the WHEW
budget over the figure recommended
by the Finance Committee to $1050.

Back Talk, a black literary magazine,
was voted no funds with a recom-
mendation to seek funding from the

Black Student Union. The Lehman
Service Council was voted an ad-

ditional $100. After an extensive

debate, the ACEC was given $12,000

for a Homecoming concert, three jazz

concerts, and either a Winter Carnival

or Spring Weekend concert.

Organizations receiving no funding

were the Pre-Law Society (strongly

advised to seek Career Counseling

and departmental funding),

Philosophy Club, Back Talk and the

Flying Club.

At Tuesday's meeting, the Williams

Action Coalition presented a com-
pletely revamped budget and the

Council withheld action pending a

Finance Committee report on this new
budget.

The Finance Committee also asked
to review the Adams Memorial
Theatre and Cap and Bells budgets for

certain unclear points.

The College Council criticized

criteria the Finance Committee used
in judging WHAP and sent that budget
back for review.

Following Wednesday's meeting
(which ended at 1:10 Thursday
morning), Addison Lanier '76,

chairman of the Finance Committee
said that he had not yet set a date for

the next Finance Committee meeting.
In the course of debate Wednesday

night, the CC deadlocked over funding

for the crew and the ACEC. The
funding of cvew at $2000 was seen as a

tempdrary funding step over which
CC memt>ers could agree. The ACEC
funding level was a compromise by
those seeking large-scale funding of

rock concerts and those seeking more
diverse and cheaper alternative

"entertainment" activities.

According to Wnance Committee
member David R. Ross '77, numerous
claims will be made on the $15,877

"surplus." In addition to the four

organizations returned to the com-
mittee, he said that in one way or
another Back Talk, crew, the Coffee
House (for which the Finance Com-
mittee recommended cut of $2100

which was approved) and WCFM
would probably return.

"Provided the Council does not go
over-board (on the reconsidered
organizations) we can meet^ that

buffer," he said.

CC cuts crew budget
by $2,700 on third vote

ACEC loses one rock concert
The level and direction of funding

for the All College Entertainment
Committee (ACEC) was the subject of

a heated debate at last Wednesday's
College Council meeting. The Council

eventually decided by a 13 to 12

margin to allocate $12,000 to the

ACEC, stipulating that there be a

Homecoming concert, three jazz

concerts during Winter Study and

another major concert at either

Winter Carnival or Spring Weekend.
The CC allocation of $12,000

represents a $3000 cut from both the

ACEC's 1975-76 budget request and
from the Finance Committee
recommendation that it receive the

full $15,000.

Opposition to the $15,000 level of

funding for the ACEC centered around

the ideaiha t the A(JEC should not be a

strictly concert oriented organization

but rather should attempt to explore

various entertainment options. Wick

Sloan '76 stated that the ACEC needed

"more imaginative ideas about how to

entertain people" and suggested that

it attempt to diversify its en-

tertainment program.

William Goodell '77, co-chairman of

the ACEC, stressed the need for some
form of guidance from the CC to the

ACEC about which entertainment

options to pursue. He noted that the

ACEC had looked into such en-

tertainment alternatives as a
National Lampoon show during
January.

About twelve motions were en-

tertained and voted on before the CC
passed an allocation. Motions for

funding the ACEC at levels of $15,000,

$14,000, $13,000, and $12,000 were all

voted down, some several times,

before the CC reached a decision.

After twice voting down the Finance
Committee's recommended allocation

of $2000 for the boat club (crew), the

College Council approved the

allocation by a 16-7 vote, Wednesday
night.

The Finance Committee had cut

$2700 from the club's request of $4700.

It received $5000 last year.

"You have expensive tastes in

sports that we cannot support,"

Finance Committee chairman Ad-
dison Lanier II told women's crew
coach George Marcus, who spoke in

favor of a $4700 allocation.

Lanier said the CC should not give

the crew team more money per
person than the $56 each person pays

into the Student Activities Tax.

He said the $2000 figure was arrived

at by funding crew on a per man basis

commensurate with the rugby club's

$30 per participant. Approximately

seventy persons participated in crew
this fall.

Marcus agreed the sport is ex-

pensive, but said, it is "a very intense

and valuable experience."

Marcus said, "If the CC wants to

change its program, particularly

toward the crew, it seems reasonable

that it should attempt to facilitate

coordination and change our budget

over a period of time."

CC member Randy Sturges said,

"We should attempt a gradual phase

out." He then proposed a $3000

allocation which was voted down, 14-

10.

The actual dispute centered around
who should be responsible for funding

crew, the College Council or the

athletic department.

see CREWpage 5

Free University pools skills

The
tt» Williams Treadway Inn will b* ihattared com*

!^?."«nient. The Inn along with half of the moteli in the area has been booked
»oiid for Commencement for several montht. (photoby Johnston)

Sally Newton '77, from West
Towshend, Vermont spent last

Winter Study Period singing, playing,

and dancing to traditional New
England folk music. Newton rarely

misses a contra dance in the

Berkshire area, and this fall she

helped organize the Apple Festival

and dance on campus.

Although she will be pursuing

another subject at school this WSP,
Newton will spend part of the month
teaching contra and square dancing

through the Williams Free University.

The Free University is an informal

gathering of people from the northern

Berkshires who either have a skill to

teach or one they wish to learn. In

early January, those who can teach

are matched with those who wish to

learn. A time and meeting place are

designated for class meetings at

which point the formal structure of

the University .disappears; only

people remain.

Although the Free University is

centered on the Williams College

campus, both teachers and students

come from other surrounding colleges

and communities as well as from

Williams.

Courses have ranged from auto

mechanics, juggling, and winter

camping to chess, acoustical guitar,

and Eckankar—the ancient science of

soul trav^. Some teachers are

proficient experts in their fields, while

others are dabblers who wish to learn

along with the group.

Doug Fritch, a professional wood

craftsman, who operates a summer
shop in Martha's Vineyard, has taught

a class for the last two years in basic

Sally Newton '77, shown liere with Roger Besaw at a fiddling contest in

Newfare, Vt., will teach contra and square dancing as part of Winter Study's
Free University,

knife cuts. This introduction has been

followed by projects to develop fur-

ther cutting skills such as tool care

and sharpening.

John Berringer shared his skills in

bar tending last year—including
mixing and sampling drinks as well as

fruit cutting and garnishing. Dorian

Bowman, Rebecca Wolman, and K.K.

Duvivier taught students to bake

various kinds of breads. Roy Clark

gave instruction in gourmet cooking.

Reed Zars and Alan Eusden taught

students outdoor skills through winter

mountaineering expeditions and rock

climbing practice

So far this year, instruction is

(photo by AAark Altemus)

definitely being offered in: ball room
dancing, bread baking, winter
camping, Buddhist meditation,
bicycle repair, auto mechanics, belly

dancing, tobacco chewing, wall
climbing, Japanese cooking and
several other areas.

But more teachers in any area are

needed for instruction or discussion

groups. To register to teach, call 458-

3195 or 458-5681 (area code 413). A pot

luck supper will be held for all Free
University teachers on November 23

at 6:30 p.m. in the Baxter Dining Hall

( north line) . Brief course descriptions

will be accepted at that time for

publication. ^^ if^ _

^?
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Tenure:
Where to HeJp

Last spring certain students became outraged when tenure
" was withheld from two professors (RecordAdvocate, Feb. 5,

12). In attempting to reverse the decision, these students raised

the issue of just how much effect the Williams student com-
munity has in tenure decisions, especially when the Committee
on Appointments and Promotions operates confidentially and
without student members. While a great deal of frustration and
dissatisfaction emerged during this time, the student com-
munity never received any clear idea of jiist how they fit into

the tenure process.
Just as admissions policies determine the character of a

student body, the tenure decisions made by a college or

university determine the quality and dimension of its faculty.

Instituted as a safeguard for academic freedom, tenure assures
that a professor can voice any reasoned opinion or position

without peril to his job. But due to any tenure decision's per-

manent nature, educational institutions are aware that any
such decision can perpetuate faculty strength ... or
weakness. • Therefore tenure evaluation is a long, careful,

complex process of decision and review designed to weigh not
only an individual's teaching ability, scholarship, and in-

tellectual capacity, but to estimate a teacher's potential for the
College and the department decades into the future.

In the past sutdents have perceived the tenure decision-

making process dimly, if at all. The most common miscon-
ception paints the decision as a short process of several months
toward the end of an assistant professor's contract, touching
teaching and scholarship. As discussions with Dean of the

College Peter Berek, Dean of the Faculty Neil Grabois, and
CAP member Francis Oakley reveal, however, tenure
evaluation proceeds continuously from a teacher's first day
until the final decision is reached four and one-half years later.

Essentially, the types of evaluation utilized can be divided
into two categories; that from peers and that from students.
Since the focus of this editorial is student input, we will place
the more complex and more involved peer judgments aside.

What of student input? Who listens to it? Berek notes that "an
appointment would never be discussed without that input."

OaTkley states that it "absolutely" plays a significant role in the

final determination. Grabois feels "if a student has had a
course which has been an outstanding experience whether good
or bad, we (the teacher's department chairman and myself)
should know. But especially, the student should let the in-

dividual teacher know as well."

How can one provide such input effectively? All three of the

above faculty members emphasized strongly the Course
Evaluation Questionnaire. Not only does it provide a steady,

cumulative stream of student response to each professor and
the department chairman, but as Oakley points out, "this is a
means whereby non-majors can provide input into other

departments."
The most strategic point both majors and non-majors

should aim their responses toward is the department chairman.
A letter written to chairmen after a student completes a course
felt to be outstanding, especially those letters citing specific

strengths and-or weaknesses in teaching technique, will be
welcomed and much appreciated. Copies of such letters should
also be sent to the Dean of Faculty. Students, whether they
know it or not, also contribute to tenure decisions through
comments made in conversation with other faculty members
which can establish a certain impression about a colleague as

seen by students.

The Record will not splash a list of individuals up for

tenure, nor those who do not receive tenure. First the negative
potential of such publicity for an individual's career is great
since copies of me Record circulate widely among area
colleges. Second, tenure refusal is an individual matter (we
might as well publish lists of students who didn't get into law
school). Third, public record can furnish information to in-

dividuals interested in determining those professors up for

tenure in a given year (any individual in his or her fifth year of

teaching—leaves of absence do not count). And finally, by
publicizing the point which is the culmination of four and one-

half years of evaluation, we would be encouraging input into a
process essentially completed.

"The Record does encourage students and faculty alike to

consider the Course Questionnaire less like a nuisance, and
more like the informational resource it is. Also, we underline to

the Williams student community the continuous nature of

tenure decisions. Write that letter while a course and its

professor are fresh in your mind, even if it is years before a
tenure decision is to be ma*^. You may not be here when the

final consideration is made, but your sentiments will. We, as

students, have a unique perspective on teaching effectiveness.

Let us use it to its greatest potential.

Stretch Run
Tomorrow the football team begins its defense of the Little

Three title in Middletown against the Wesleyan Cardinals. For

the first time in at least four years we are going into the

championship series with an undefeated season. For the first

time in decaoes, it seems, Wesleyan has a chance to win it all.

For the first time in four years Amherst will be looking to spoil

our season, not vice versa. All of this combines to make
tomorrow's'all the more important and at the same time all the

more exciting. It shouldn't be missed. See you at Andrus Field.

ier 7, 19,5

Letters: Financial Aid for All

Political ad

To the editor:

I believe that the "Viewpoint"

column titled "Three Campaigns

Take Shape" was at least an unfair

treatment of the Udall and Carter

campaigns, and perhaps even an

underhanded attempt at free political

advertisement. Granted that the

column was an opinion column, even

though it was titled by a news-type

headline, but the name of the

columnist was not given, and neither

was the fact that he is the chief

organizer of the Bayh for President

campaign On campus.

Notice that one half of the article is

devoted to criticism of Brad Udall,

which is not improper^ except that it

omits the certainly relevant fact that

his visit to Williams was his first

campaign appearance. Nowhere are

Morris Udall's views given any at-

tention whatsoever.

With Bayh, we get the full facts,

even two paragraphs of Bayh's views.

We are also informed of a Bayh

meeting (time and place included).

And if we want to know more about

Carter or Udall, where do we find such

handy information? Of course, Carter

has a two-line quote, but the rest is

devoted to the inner workings of the

Altman Brothers Band. The candidate

himself receives little notice.

The article speaks for itself, when
we see its probable motivation. 1 think

it speaks quite poorly 6f the author

and that The Record should avoid

publishing such blatantly subjective

journalism without identifying the

name and position of its author.

Donald Weber

Ed. Note: The viewpoint was written

by Steve Rothstein. The name was not

included because of a printing error.

Financial Aid
To the editor:

1 am writing to object to the Winter

Study financial aid program. Under
the present system, non-financial-aid

students cannot obtain money for a

Winter Study project, no matter how
worthwhile, whereas people with
scholarships can obtain up to $250.

The disproportionate allocational

effect which this causes is shown by,

for example, the extraordinarily
expensive African trip, for which 12

out of 14 people are receiving aid.

Since less than 40 per cent of the

school receives financial aid, the fact

that 86 per cent of the people on that

trip are financial aid recipients seems
to suggest that there is a subsidy over
and above that which is equitable.

Next year this discriminatory
policy Is not only to be continued, but

strengthened. Mr. Hunt, of the Winter
Study Committee, has spoken to

President Chandler about raising

more money—for financial aid

students only. This will allow the

committee to raise its present aid

limit substantially over Uiis year's

$250; but regular students will be left

high and dry.

Mr. Hunt, whom I spoke to about the

problem, said: "The problem arises

from the cost of these trips. When
Winter Study first began, we had a

$200 aid limit both for '99's and trips

abroad. However, airfares have

skyrocketed and youth fares

vanished, thus raising prices con-

siderably." If this Is true, why has the

committee not taken into account the

cost to the regular student and acted

upon it?

I would speculate that a sizeable

number of students, who have already

committed their parents to paying

$6000-1- per annum for their education,

would hesitate greatly to ask their

parents to shell out $800 or $1100 for a

"Junket in January." In the case at

least of the African trip, this

speculation seems to be borne out. In

its Annual Report to the Faculty of

I!i7ri, the Winter Study Committee
acknowledged that:

(1), "If the Catalogue (for 1976)

. . . offered many courses with extra

price tags of $700 and above ... it is

not only most students on Financial

Aid, but also a great many non-

scholarship students, whose families

are paying the considerable yearly

cost of a Williams education, who will

not be able to afford the extra money
required for enrollment in such

courses. Therefore, if the January

Catalogue in any year offered quite a

number of study projects of this kind

... it would have the effect of

limiting, for a large number of our

students, their free choice among the

courses in regular curricular of-

ferings of the College, making such

courses a special privilege open only

to rich students; and second, it would

have the undesirable effect of making
(such projects) . . . seem much more
an essential part of the Winter Study

program than they have been or

should be.

(2), an entire "one-fourth of the

Winter Study committee's budget in

1975 went to paying instructors' travel

costs." This tremendous expense can
only detract from the quality of

Winter Study for students not

travelling abroad.

All these objections apply equally to

"99"s. Many students with worthwhile
ideas will not consider spending $500

for an interesting project, knowing
that they will not be aided at all;

whereas scholarship students can
expect their costs to be halved.

One of the serious dangers facing

expensive colleges such as Williams is

that there will be a polarization of the

student body: that only those students
able to qualify for substantial aid or
those from wealthy backgrounds will

be privileged to go to school here and
elsewhere. Indeed, there is evidence
to suggest that this is already hap-
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pening to a great extent. WilUanK
could revert to a country-club school
It is reasonable to assume that, given
the lack of aid available,

highlv
qualified studenU whose parenU are
"upper middle class" may start
looking toward the lessened expense
of a state university. This is one of the
most serious problems which
Williams faces.

The Winter Study policy of
providing money only to financial aid
students is a vehicle for heightening
such polarization. I would suggest
that the Committee undertake ip
review of its {H-esent policy, and malte
more equitable the allocation of its

$12,500 budget;

—Ted S trelh^

Sex counsellor

To the editor:

I would like to nominate Ms Tyler
for a job with the Williams infirmary

as a sex counsellor. Her age and
experience seem to make her well

qualified for the job. How else could

she have written that last article

("Love and Distance, 11-4-75)

Warren Wood Pin cp 'v;

Evolution lectures

for adults to begin
The first class in the adult education

course, "Evolution and En-

vironment" will be given at 7:30 p.

m

tonight in Room 201 of Thompson
Biology Laboratory.

The ten-week lecture-discussion

course will be taught by William C

Grant, Jr., professor of biology. No

grades, examinations or credits will

be given for the course. The fee for the

course is $30.

Job Jots
OCC CALENDAR OF EVKNTS
CAREERS IN PUBLIC HEALTH -

Nov. 10

Co-sponsored by the pre med
committee and OCC
Focus: Careers, internships and

grad programs in Public Health

and allied professions

Place: Chem 19

Time: 7:30 p.m.

All classes invited.

RECRUITING SCHEDULE

NOV 10 Boston U. Law
11 Amer. Grad. Sch. of

International Mgmt
14 Columbia U. - Business

17 Syracuse U. - Business

18 US Marine Corps

21 Harvard Grad Sch

of Design

REMINDER:
Deadline for Dec. GRE - Nov 12

Deadline for Dec. LSAT - Nov 10

The National Teacher Exams will

be administered on Nov. 8 at No.

Adams State College.

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
Woods Hole Oceanographic In

stitution offers a limited number of

summer fellowships and summer

jobs to science majors (at least

juniors). Applications deadline:

March 1st.

Roswell Park Memorial Institute

- lab research experience under

senior staff supervision, with

lectures, and seminars. Open to

college juniors. $60 a week, pay for

a 10 weeks. Deadline: April 1st.

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
Anlerican Cancer Society Jr

Research Fellowships—open to

residents of Mass., juniors or

seniors. Applicants must have a

primary interest in research and

have familiarity with lab

techniques and the sciences.

Deadline: Jan. 1. 1975.

lAESTE-on-the-job training

abroad for studenU of architecture

and the sciences. Students must be

at least a sophomore to be eligible

to apply. Placemente are made for

8-12 weeks during the summer

Deadline: Dec. IS. Application fee:

$50.00.

TH^RE ARE MORE! COME IN

TO OCC AND LOOK.
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Lovejoy nixes NU nukes in Montague Plains
ri.j .

'»y''»'«««»d'»"«» plan, the fUm's interviews are in-

I I R«n*^ ** corduroys and terspersed with amusing and derisive

«.H.i, ^. . ™"P*=*".'", '"'"""'t of comments from Lovejoy. It is both

S^ii^nv.?
^"

'"^."i* ^ " '*'"• P^vocaUve a«l entertaining if „o^Samuel Lovejoy presented his fUm, objecUve.

The film 18 two-sided and well-

-/'

Charles AzMvour (tars in Francois

Truffaufs half-tlirilier, lialf-parody

"Shoot the Piano Piayer" shewing in

Bronfman tomorrow night at 7:30 and

'Lovejoy's Nuclear War" and led
discussion about it before a receptive
crowd Tuesday evening in Jesup Hall.
Lovejoy, a comnfline-member from

Montague, Mass., stars in the film 'in

which he attempts to curtail Nor-
theast Utility's (NU) construcUon of a
2300-megawatt twin nuclear power
plant on the Montague Plains along
the Connecticut River.

Although Jk serious documentary
tracing nuclear power from
fltroBhima through Ford's energy

documented with statements by both
the power interests and the "no nuke"
coalition. NU claims that nuclear
power is necessary for cheap elec-
tricity and a healthy economy. The
Montague site is perfect, they claim,
because the Connecticut River
provides water for cooling, tran-
smission lines and railroads are ac-
cessible, and the area is 10 per cent
unemployed.

The "no nukes" represented by

Students participate

Roper sponsors public opinion poll
Fifteen Williams College students

began a study of public opinion in

Williamstown this week by a

representative sample of voters, it

was announced Jby Prof. Philip K.

Hastings, director of the survey. •

The project is being undertaken in

conjunction with a Williams political

science course, and is sponsored by
the Roper Public Opinion Research
Center at the college. It is anticipated
that similar surveys will be un-

Alumnus reelected in Boston
Despite charges of a "chmate of

corruption" in i Kevin White's ad-

ministration by his challenger. State

Senator, Joseph Timilty, White was
reelected last Tuesday to the Boston

mayoral seat by an unofficial vote

margin of 83, 187 to 73, 659. Wtiite is a

1932 Williams graduate.

Charges and countercharges of

corruption dominated the campaign
while the busing issue remained in the

background according to an article in

The New York Times by Joha Kifner,

a former Record editor. The most
serious of these charges, uncovered

by the Boston Globe resulted in the

indictment of White's Fire Com-
missioner, James Kelly, on charges of

demanding political contributions

from firemen in return for good

assignments.

Two weeks ago, an article in New
Times Magazine contendpd that White
was corrupt and that this was the

central issue of the campaign. Robert
Sam Anson reported that five years
ago, when White was running for

Governor, he met with a group of

major real estate developers asking
for a $10,000 contribution from each
(the legal limit was then $3000) with

the implication that if they did not

make the contribution their tax

assessments would be raised.

High ranking police officials

countered by saying that some of the

charges were planted by gangsters

interested in ousting White's reform
police commissioner, Robert
DiGrazia.

dertaken annually.

The students will interview 156
persons selected at random from
WiUiamstown's registered voters. The
interviewing will last approximately
10 days.

Included in the survey are questions
on a wide variety of local and national
issues as well «s current social

pi'ojblems. A number of questions are
also being asked on people's exposure
to and evaluation of the local mass
media of communication.

• On the tiational level, there are
items on welfare, recession, and
political figures^ such as Henry
Kissinger, and Pr^ident Ford. On the
local level, the students will be
questioning people about their views
on the town manager form of

government, day care centers,
housing, the "Spring Street problem,"
and pay raises for the Williamstown
police force.

The survey also includes questions

on race relations, gun control, the

death penalty, and aspects of the

American criminal justice system.

Lovejoy claimed that the plants are
totally unnecessary and are a major
cause of our national economic crisis

and our high electric bills. Reforms
such as solarized houses and
buildings, rejuvenated mass transit,

and halting construction of wasteful
cars and skyscrapers dispense the
"need" for nukes, they said.

The film has Lovejoy, determined to

communicate the danger of radiation
to the conservative citizens of Mon-
tague, narrate his February, 1974,

toppling of a 500 foot steel tower which
was built on the site to determine wind
direction should evacuation of the
plant be necessary.

During his September, '74, trial,

Lovejoy handled his own defense and
was ultimately acquitted of "willful

and malicious destruction of personal
property" on the grounds of "civil

disobedience."

Presently, NU plans to go ahead
with the project since opponents in

Montague have only one third of the

two thirds zoning vote needed to halt

construction.

Following tiie film, Lovejoy en-

tertained questions while
gesticulating with a cigarette in one
hand and a stick of Beef Jerky in the

other. "We need concrete political

action now if we are to confront huge
issues like technology which drown
us," he insisted. "At the moment I'm
reading up on law and playing games
with the utilities to find out just how
much these fat cats are lying."

Lovejoy finally concluded after
10:00 p.m., his voice straining as he
exclaimed, "You're damned right. I

am a hippy. I'm anti-Ford, anti-

Rockefeller, anti-democrat, pro-gay,

pro-pot, and pro-women. 1 think the

only thing that will save this country's

economic crisis is national socialism

and a war. And that Montague nuke
will go up over my dead body!"

WCFM adds four new shows
WCFM program director. Bill

Goodell, announced that as part of an

effort to broadcast diverse en-

tertainment and public service
programming, WCFM has added
more shows to its weekly schedule.

CONSUMER CORNER looks into the

latest releases in all categories of

music. Hosted by Wayne Lilley, the

show will review records and advise

potential record purchasers con-

cerning best buys in plastic platters.

THE MUSIC OF . . . will feature

a different artist each week, with a

somehow appropriate disc jockey

hosting. (A great opportunity to hear
your favorites as well as commentary
probing into the development and
changes which established artists

have met with in their careers.) THE

HODGKINS HOUR, an all-purpose

program featuring live music or

radiodrama, the legendary "Eph-
man" series, or whatever miscellania

WCFM's jocks have been getting into

lately, will be hosted by Dave
Studenmund. APPLAUSE will feature

show tunes and theater commentary
from host Pete Bergethon.

On Fridays, SPORTS EXTRA
analyzes past and previews future

Williams College sports events. And
later that same evening, OLDIES
come your way between 11 pin and 2

am. Lastly, WCFM keeps you in-

formed with ABC NETWORK NEWS
11 times daily, the comprehensive
FIVE O'CLOCK REPORT, the EN-
TERTAINMENT REVIEW and late

night sports summaries.

«-»
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Society presents festival

Films explore qrt of dance
The Williams College Dance Society

will present a festival of dance films
this Sunday evening^m^ next Sqnday,
the I6th, in Bronfman Auditorium at

7:30 P.M. The art of ballet will be
explored on the first evening and
examples from the repertoire of

modern dance companies will be
featured on the second evening. The
films are open to all members of the

community free of charge.
The Great Ballerina, a film

featuring the legendary Ulanova in

the "Swan Lake" Act II Adagio, will

begin the evening of ballet.

Messerer's "Spring Waters" in an
arrangement by David Holmes is the
theme of Ballet Adagio. The work of

—George Ballanchine is highlighted in

Dance: New York City Ballet. The
choreographer speaks about his work
and his philosophy of art. N.Y.C.B.
s^rj_§uzanne;;;FaE£fillF -Eatricia^

"nMcBride, Edward Villella and
Jacques d'Amboise are featured. The
lengthiest film of the ballet festival is

An Evening with the Royal Ballet.

This 1964 documentary presents
Rudolf Nureyev and Margot Fonteyn
in the complete "Les Sylphides".
Ashton's "La Valse", "Sleeping
Beauty" Act III and Nureyev's
"Corsaire" pas de deux show other
aspects of the British company's
artistry.

The second evening of four films
concentrates on modern dance. A film
from 1968 entitled Paul Taylor and
Company: An Artist and his Work
features excerpts from Mr. Taylor's
oeuvre "Three Epitaphs", "Lento",
"Orbe" and others. One of the leading
figures in twentieth century dance,
Martha Graham, provides the focus
for A Dancer's World. This
documentary shows the master at

work and discussing the life and art of

the dancer. Scenes from "Diversion of

Angels" are included. Anna Sokolow's
Rooms, already an established

classic, is a study of loneliness and

isolation. Music is by Kenyon
Hopkins. To end the program Nine

Variations on a Dance Theme will

explore an unusual duet for dancer,

Bettie de Jong, and camera.

The Williams Dance Society is

presenting this film festival in

response to student demand. The

Society sponsors residencies for

professional dance companies every

year and the film medium is an ex-

cellent means of exposing students to

the work of other professional com-

panies. The Dance Society hopes to

sponsor a similar festival in the

second semester.

Weston hosts Schubert
WILLIAMSTOWN, Mass.—Griffin

Hall Concerts moves to Weston
Language Center on Sunday at 8 p.m.,

for a complete performance of th'e

song-cycle "Die schoene Muellerin"

of Franz Schubert„ The work will be

performed by/ Daniel O'Connor,
baritone, and Vjictor Hill, pianist.

This song-cycle, whose title might

be translated "The Lovely Maid of the

_Mill,"-was composed in 1823, when
Schubert was 26, to a selection of

poems published in 1821 by Wilhelm
Mueller. The work tells a typical

"pastoral" story of a boy in love with

the mill, where he finds work and falls

in love with the miller's daughter. The

first part of the cycle reaches its

climax in the song in which the young

man believes that the young woman
returns his love. Through the second

half, he becomes aware that she loves

the "green" hunter rather than him,

the "white" miller, and in the end he

drowns himself in the brook, which

sings a Tullaby over him to close the

work.

In Mueller's simple poems Schubert

found the inspiration for a unified

sequence of son^ that is one of the

Scott Supplee found this milkweed pod in back of Fort Hoosac Hoii«a ui, ^

is this week's Phofo of the Week. Students may^ubmitphotos to the RiTn h?^
consideration as Photo of the Week by dropping them in the Photo «i nlL i2 ,'

box in th<> Record office. "«"neWe«li

a girl who loves another; soon the boy most highly regarded of vocal works,
despairs and dies. In this instance the (The singer spins out exquisite
young man is a journeyman millertJmelodies over a piano part that sets

who follows his "friend", the brook, to the mood of the entire composition.

Durrell, bolladeers return

Choir's program at Clark

includes Tchaikovsky, Toneev

Tomorrow night, the Williams
.Coffee House will present Jeanie Stahl

and Mason Dering in a return ap-

pearance. Stahl and Dering have been
performing together for a little over a

year, but their adaptable style has
made them a big success on the New
England coffee house circuit. They
play traditional ballads, country
"boogie" tunes, novelty numbers

There will be a meeting held on
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Mission
Park Lounge to mobilize opposition
to military recruitment on cam-
pus.

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America

', .Small and Larjfe Pizza.s

Hdt Oven (irinders

Spaghetti

M) .Spring Sired 4,SH-9(K)9 and -l.iH-WIM

iiptTidails 9a m to2a m
Hrcaklii.'^l d;iil\ 9 a m to 1 1 a ni

Donuts, Coffee

Wv make our own pizza dough daily

SrUDKNTS WKLCOMK

WILLIAMS WOMEN
Announcement

Self-Awareness Discussion

On Monday, November 10, there
will be a Dessert-Discussion with
Barbara Herlitz at 6:30 in Driscoll
Lounge. Ms. Herlitz is a
psychiatric social worker in

Bennington and will lead a
discussion on "Who Am I? Our
Needs and Personal Power". The
discussion is sponsored by
Williams Women and is open to
both men and women.

NATURAL HISTORY COURSES
n Lichens—November 15, 10 a.m. to 4

November 16, (4 weel<s, twice a

A Very Brief Course
p.m. Fee $4.

Intensive Care in Trees
week).

Sunday at 1 p.m., Monday at 8 p.m. Fee, $15.

More Information, Center for Environmental Studies
(413)597-2346—Williamstown, Mass.

SQUASH SALE!!

20% off on all Racquets

Free Squash Ball with Every Racquet
Australian Green unbreakable Squash Balls - $2.50

Authentic Rugby Shirts $17.95

Gant Rugby Shirts $15.00

WILLIAMS CO-OP
SPRING STREET

Open Thursday Nights

\
..Come and see why everyone is trying to keep up with us

from the 1930's, and some of their own
pieces. The opening act will he

provided by Dave Durrell, a ragtime
and blues guitarist who has appeared
several times in the past at the Coffee

House. The concert will run from 9 to

midnight in the Rathskeller, and
admission is free.

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 3:00 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 0)267

(413) 4588271

The Choral Society will present the

Chamber Choir in a recital on
Tuesday, November U at 8:30 p.m. at

the Clark Art Museum. The 44-voice

Chamber Choir will perform part of

the program it recently presented in

Burlington, Vermont and Montreal as
well as other works rehearsed
especially for this performance.

In a departure from the traditional

Fall concert of the 100-voice Choral
Society, the appearance of the smaller
unit permits attention to a cappella

repertoire. The November U program
will concentrate on Renaissance and
nineteenth century choral literature:

Spanish, Russian and American.
Featured will be the Requiem of

Tomas Luis da Victoria, Ofricium
Di'tiincloruni, for 6 voices, written in

1605. The presentation is interrupted
by motets written by F'lemish and
Spanish composers dealing with the

subject of death. Russian music (sung
in Russian) will be represented by
works of Tschaikovsky and Taneev. A
.SonK written for the chorus of the
Imperial Opera at St. Petersburg, is

of tespecial interest since

McClelland Press, Inc.

Spring St.

Stationery: A useful gift Clioose from mas
culine. feminine, luvenili; or general designs

"The Best in Dry Cleaning!"
DRUMMOND CLEANERS Spring Street

^53-^321 Williamstown

Visiting Artists:

Jeff Corey, Madeleine
Scott, Paul Soldner,
Frederick Sommer
and Claire Trevor.

SUN VALLEY
CENTER

for the
Arts and Humanities

Year-Round Workshops

PHOTOGRAPHY
CERAMICS
DANCE

PHYSICAL ARTS
PAINTING/DRAWING

THEATRE
LITERARY ARTS
HUMANITIES

WINTER TERM: JAN. 5 - MARCH 12AND JANUARY INTERIM TERM
WRITE: Sun Valley Center, Box 656. Sun Valley. Idaho 83353

COLLEGE CREDIT - SKI DISCOUNTS

Tschaikovsky wrote both the words
and the music. Songs of .Nature was
written by Sergei Taneev, teacher o(

Rachmaninoff and Prokofiev, and
virtually unknown in the West as a

composer. The concert will close with

a group of American songs and

spirituals.

The performance is open to the

public and no admission will be

charged.

Ephs face Wesleyon
FOOTBALLfrompaget

contest. Herb McCormick and Bob

Murphy will split time at the position

if Mielcarz is unable to play. At the

other end spot will be offensive player

of the week Dave Parker.

O Defensively, senior defensive

player of the week Carmen Palladino

(averaging nearly 10 tackles per

game) will be expected, along with

Jim Spaulding, to continue giving the

Ephs sound play at the linebacker

spots.

Last year, the Ephs topped

Wesleyan, 35-16, at home, withstan-

din'g a furious Cardinal fourth quarter

rally. Two years ago. on their last trip

to Middletown, Conn . Williams

romped 44-0.

In any case, the contest promises to

be one of the year's most emotional.

taking much less a back seat to

Amherst than is customary. Both

units possess very opportuinistic

defenses, and a mistake could cost

either unit the game.

It seems well worth the gas and food

money for a journey south you won't

need any booze to appreciate this one.

Game time is 1:30.

( omc See Our Card Selection

the
'T5=

boutique

63 VMTR ST

open every day

thursdays til 8:30

\
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Council allocates bulk of organization funds
Free liniverslly: The CC approved WHAP: The CC voted to hav,. th. »ar»»i„„.h„. u_,.u ,.V

Page 5

I Free liniverslly

J the Finance Committee

Imendation that the CC match the

I Winter
Study Committee in covering

I
administrative costs and the costs of a

catalogue. ($100)

Dance Society: The CC approved the

Finance Committee recommendation

I that $200 of SAT funds be cut from

{stationery, $200 from the student

I
concert, and $200 from their film

series. ($3130)

Lecture Committee: TheCC approved

the Finance Committee recom-

mendation that, they receive a $1353

J rise in total funding (counting new-

I sources of revenue) with the rider that

"no more than 50 per cent of College

I
Council money will go to Lecture

Committee originated speakers."

($7500)

VVjIliains Action Coalition: The
Finance Committee asked to

i

recon-sider their recommendation as

the result of a new WAC budget

I

presented to the CC.

\MT and Cap and Bells; The Finance

Committee asked to reconsider their

recommendation based on incomplete

budgetary information.

lierkshiie Symphony, Music in the

Kdiirid, and Thompson Concerts:

Funding was assumed by the College.

Siudeiii Knsembles: TiieCC approved

the Finance Committee recom-
mendation to cover costs as budgeted.

I

l$15(l)

(ill!: The CC approved the Finance
Committee recommendation to cover

increased printing costs following a

debate over how many students really

want the (iul. ($11856)

Williams Record: The CC approved
the Finance Committee recom-
mendation that $1000 of SAT funds be

cut as a result of increased alternative

revenues and a high estimate of

summer costs. ($14686)

WHAP: The CC voted to have the
Finance Committee reconsider its

recommendation, with CC members
indicating that the committee had
over-stepped its bounds in measuring
the ideological nature of the
organization.

Williams Women: The CC approved
the Finance Committee recom-
mendaUon that $200 of SAT funds be
cut from publicity, social acUviUes,
and miscellaneous following a
discussion on to what extent the
organization is open to the entire
community. ($810)

Republican Club: The CC approved
the Finance Committee recom-
mendaUon that $60 of SAT funds be
cut from their speaker budget in light
of the Lecture Committee recom-
mendation. Debate centered on the
principal of funding this type of
organization. ($250)

ADA: The CC approved the Finance
Committee recommendation that $60
of SAT funds be cut from their
speaker budget in light of the Lecture
Committee recommendation. ($130)

International Club (Foreign
Students): The CC approved the
Finance Committee recommendation
that $600 of SAT funds be cut from the
loosely defined activities category
($750)

Jazz Knsemble: The CC approved the
Finance Committee recommendation
that $200 in SAT funds to be made up
in increased revenues from per-
formances, after the Jazz Ensemble
indicated its acceptance of the
recommendation. ($100)

Pottery: The CC approved the
Finance Committee recommendation
that $600 of SAT funds be cut from
paid student helpers. ($1200)

Pre-I,aw Society: The CC approved
the Finance Committee recom-
mendation not to fund the society,

agreeing that much of the services the
organization would provide should be
covered by the College.

Adelphic Union: The CC approved the
Finance Committee recommendation
to fund the reduced Adelphic Union
program as budgeted. ($285)

VyilKW: The CC overruled the
Fmance Committee recommendation
to cutWHEW by $200 to be made up in
dues from the houses. They approved
funding of $1050 with $200 deferred to
next year for next year's Freshman
Days.

Purple Key: The CC approved the
Finance Committee recommendation
to fund Purple Key as budgeted
($725)

Chora tScoeity; The CC approved the
Finance Committee recommendation
to fund the Choral Society as
requested. ($2700)

Philosophy Club: The CC approved
the Finance Committee recom-
mendation not to fund the club,
suggesting that it look into the
possibility of obtaining funds from
academic departments.

Williams Outing Club: The CC ap-
proved the Finance Committee
recommendation to fund the outing
club as requested. Debate centered on
the responsibility of the CC for the
maintenance of the WOC truck
($3150)

Student Art Group: The CC approved
the Finance Committee recom-
mendation to cover costs as
requested. ($100)

Knockabout: The CC approved the
Finance Committee recommendation
to fund Knockabout as requested.
Discussion centered around the
distinction between Knockabout and
Pique and the possibilities of merging
the two. ($1120)

Pi(|iie: TheCC approved the Finance

Committee recommendation that

$1000 in SAT funds be cut in order to

cover the costs of a more realistic

publication schedule. ($2000)

Hack Talk: The CC overifuled the

"Finance (>)mmittee recomniendation
to fund this publication stating that it

should attempt to obtain funding
through the Black Student Union. (0)

Newman Association: The CC ap-

proved the Finance Committee
recommendation that $200 of SAT
funds be cut from its speaker budget
in light of the Lecture Committee
recommendation. ($600)

.lewisli Association: TheCC approved
the Finance Committee recom-
mendation that $100 of SAT funds be
cut from their speaker budget in light

of the Lecture Committee recom-
mendation. ($700)

Lehman Service Council: The CC
overruled the Finance Committee
recommendation that $200 of SAT
funds be cut from their Little Brother
gift budget and instead approved a
motion to cut only $100 from this

category. ($3100)

Mens Volleyball Club: The CC ap-
proved the Finance Committee
recommendation that $150 of SAT
funds be cut and suggested that the
club raise its dues to cover costs. ($50)

Water Polo: The CC approved the
Finance Committee recommendation
to cut $125 of SAT funds from its

budget and suggested a rise in dues to
cover costs. ($462)

Kugby Club: The CC approved the
Finance Committee recommendation
that $380 of SAT funds be cut from its

budget suggesting that it look into

alternative sources of fund raising to

meet costs. Debate centered around
the club's beer budget and the

question of whether or not the College
should assume partial funding of this

J

TUESDAY NIGHT

Allocation of Sfudent Activities Tax

all«c*tion

Free University $ 100

Dance Society 4215

Lechjre Commlttae 7500

Williams Action QMlltion 2600

Adams Memorial Thoater 3945

Cap and Bells 4300

Sfudent Ensembles 180

Gul 8796

Williams Record 17500

WHAP 250

Williams Women 900

Republican Club 100

ADA +
Foreign Students 700
Jazz Ensemble 200
Pottery 1600

Pre-Law Society +
Adelphic Union 682
WHEW 1000
Purple Key 600

- -i- Received no allocation

4 Black literary magazine, funded last
•• Returns to Finance Committee for

l»7S-7t

ra<|Mst

t too

3730

7500

2400

3450

5200

150

11SS6

15686

1100

1010

310

190

1350

300

1600

500

285

1250

725

. FIncom
recommen-

dation

S 100

3J30

7500

1000

2325

4600

ISO

11856

14686

300

610

250

130

750

100

1200

285

850

725

I97S-76

allocation

S 100

3130

7500
" ••
t •

• •

150

11566

14686

• *

810

250

130

750

100

1200

285

1050

725

year as Black Sun ($500)

reevaluatlon.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

Choral Society

Philosophy Club

Outing Club

Student Art Group
Knockabout
Pique

Back Talk

Newman Association

Jewish Association

Lehman Service Council

Aten's Volleyball Club

Water Polo

Regby Club

Flying Club

Road Runners
Boat Club

ACEC
Coffee House
WCFM
Student Course Evaluation

College Council

V
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Society presents festival

Films explore art of dance
The Williams College Dance Society

will present a festival of dance films

this Sunday evening and next Sunday,

the 16th, in Bronfman Auditorium at

7:30 P.M. The art of ballet will be

explored on the first evening and
examples from the repertoire of

modern dance companies will be

featured on the second evening. The
films are open to all members of the

community free of charge.

The Great Ballerina, a film

featuring the legendary Ulanova in

the "Swan Lake" Act II Adagio, will

begin the evening of ballet.

Messerer's "Spring Waters" in an

arrangement by David Holmes is the

theme of Ballet Adagio. The work of

George Ballanchine is highlighted in

Dance: New York City Ballet. The
choreographer speaks about his work
and his philosophy of art. N.Y.C.B.

stars Suzanne Farrell, Patricia

McBride, Edward Villella and
Jacques d'Amboise are featured. The
lengthiest film of the ballet festival is

.An Kvening with the Royal Ballet.

This 1964 documentary presents

Rudolf Nureyev and Margot Fonteyn
in the complete "Les Sylphides '.

Ashton's "La Valse", "Sleeping
Beauty" Act III and Nureyev's
"Corsaire" pas de deux show other

aspects of the British company's
artistry.

The second evening of four films

concentrates on modern dance. A film

from 1968 entitled Paul Taylor and
Company: An Artist and his Work
features excerpts from Mr. Taylor's

oeuvre "Three Epitaphs", "Lento",

"Orbe" and others. One of the leading

figures in twentieth century dance,

Martha Graham, provides the focus

for ,\ Dancer's World. This

documentary shows the master at

work and discussing the life and art of

the dancer. Scenes from "Diversion of

Angels" are included. Anna Sokolow's

Kiioms, already an established

classic, is a study of loneliness and

isolation. Music is by Kenyon

Hopkins. To end the program Nine

Variations on a Dance Theme will

explore an unusual duet for dancer,

Bettie de Jong, and camera.

The Williams Dance Society is

presenting this film festival in

response to student demand. The

Society sponsors residencies

professional dance companies every

year and the film medium is an ex-

cellent means of exposing students to

the work of other professional com-

panies. The Dance Society hopes to

sponsor a similar festival ir

second semester.

Weston hosts Schubert
WILLIAMSTOWN, Mass.—Griffin

Hall Concerts moves to Weston

Language Center on Sunday at 8 p.m.,

for a complete performance of the

song-cycle "Die schoene Muellerin"

of Franz Schubert. The work will be

performed by Daniel O'Connor,

baritone, and Victor Hill, pianist.

This song-cycle, whose title might

be translated "The Lovely Maid of the

Mill," was composed in 1823, when

Schubert was 26, to a selection of

poems published in 1821 by Wilhelm

Mueller. The work tells a typical

"pastoral" story of a boy in love with

a girl who loves another; soon the boy

despairs and dies. In this instance the

young man is a journeyman miller,

who follows his "friend", the brook, to

the mill, where he finds work and falls

in love with the miller's daughter. The

first part of the cycle reaches its

climax in the song in which the young

man believes that the young woman

returns his love. Through the second

half, he becomes aware that she loves

the "green" hunter rather than him,

the "white" miller, and in the end he

drowns himself in the brook, which

sings a lullaby over him to close the

work.

In Mueller's simple poems Schubert

found the inspiration for a unified

sequence of songs that is one of the

most highly regarded of vocal works.

The singer spins out exquisite

melodies over a piano part that sets

the mood of the entire composition.

Scoff Supplee found this milkweed pod in back of Fort Hoosac House His Dholo

is this week's Photo of the Week. Students may submit photos to the Record lor

consideration as Photo of the Week by dropping them in the Photo of the Week
box in the Record office.

Choir's program at Clark

includes Tchaikovsky, Toneev

Durrell, bolladeers refurn
Tomorrow night, the Williams

Coffee House will present Jeanie Stahl

and Mason Dering in a return ap-

pearance. Stahl and Dering have been

performing together for a little over a

year, but their adaptable style has

made them a big success on the New
England coffee house circuit. They

play traditional ballads, country

"boogie" tunes, novelty numbers

from the 1930's, and some ot their own-

pieces. The opening act will be

provided by Dave Durrell, a ragtime

and blues guitarist who has appeared

several times in the past at the Coffee

House. The concert will run from 9 to

midnight in the Halhskeller. and

admission is free.

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America

,
.Small and Large Fi/zas

Hot Oven (irinders

Spaghetti

.Ml.Spring.SI reel 4.')H 91109 and -l.'iK HiiM

(ipcii (kiil> 9 a m 111 2 a iji

lirc.ikl.i>l (lail> 9 a rn In 1 1 a ill

Donuts, Coffee

We make our ow n pi/.za dough daily

.sri Di;\ rs wklio.mk

There will be a meeting held on

Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Mission

Park Lounge to mobilize opposition

to military recruitment on cam-
pus.

WILLIAMS WOMEN
Announcement

Self-Awareness Discussion

On Monday, November 10, there

will be a Dessert-Discussion with

Barbara Herlitz at 6:30 in Driscoll

Lounge. Ms. Herlitz is a

psychiatric social worker in

Bennington and w/ill lead a

discussion on "Who Am I? Our
Needs and Personal Power". The
discussion is sponsored by
Williams Women and is open to

both men and women.

^t

NATURAL HISTORY COURSES
A Very Brief Course in Lichens—November 15, 10 a.m. to 4

p.m. Fee $4.

Intensive Care in Trees—November 16, (4 weeks, twice a

week).

Sunday at 1 p.m., Monday at8 p.m. Fee, $15.

More Information, Center for Environmental Studies

(413)597-2346—Williamstown, Mass.

SQUASH SALE!!

20% off on all Racquets

Free Squash Ball with Every Racqt^et

Australian Green unbreakable Squash Balls $2.50

Authentic Rugby Shirts $17,95

Gant Rugby Shirts S15.00

WILLIAMS CO-OP
SPRING STREET

Open Thursday Nights

Come and see why everyone is trying to keep up with us

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 300 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458 8271

The Choral SocieJ^ will present the

Chamber Choir in a reciul . on

Tuesday, November 11 at 8:30 p.m. at

the Clark Art Museum, The 44-voice

Chamber Choir will perform part of

the program it recently presented in

Burlington, Vermont and Montreal as

well as other works rehearsed

especially for this performance.

In a departure from the traditional

Fall concert of the UK)-voice Choral

•Society, the appearance of the smaller

unit permits attention to a cappella

repertoire. The November 1 1 program

will concentrate on Renaissance and

nineteenth century choral literature:

Spanish. Russian and American,
Featured will t)e the Rwiuiem of

Tomas Luis da Victoria, Officiuni

Itcluiuliiriini. for B voices, written in

IWfi, The presentation Is Interrupted

by motets written by Flemish and

Spanish composers dealing with the

subject of death, Russian music (sung

in Russian! will be represented by

works (if Tschaikovsky and Taneev, A
Sunn written for the chorus of the

Imperial Opera at St, Petersburg, is

of especial interest since

McClelland Press, Inc.

Spring St.

Stationery: A u'it'tul (^i*' Chonsf fmm m<is

rulmt', ft'initiint' iH'-'i'Milc < n iifiicral ilt'siqns

"The Best in Dry Cleaning!"
DRUMMOND CLEANERS Spring Street

458-4321 Williamstown

Visiting Artists:

Jeff Corey, Madeleine
Scott, Paul Soldner,
Frederick Sommer
and Claire Trevor.

SUN VALLEY
CENTER

for the

Arts and Humynities

Year-Round Workshops

PHOTOGRAPHY
CERAMICS
DANCE

PHYSICAL ARTS
PAINTING/DRAWING

THEATRE
LITERARY ARTS
HUMANITIES

WINTER TERM: JAN. 5 - MARCH 12
AND JANUARY INTERIM TERM

WRITE: Sun Valley Center, Box 656, Sun Valley, Idaho 83353

COLLEGE CREDIT - SKI DISCOUNTS

Tschaikovsky wrote bolli the words

and the music. Son^s ui Nature ua>

written by Sergei Taneev teacher o:

Rachmaninoff and Pnikufiev. and

virtually unknown in the West as ,

composer. The concert will duse wiifc

a group of America,'! smigs and

spirituals

The performance is uikmi tii the

public and no admls,'^lllll will

charged

Ephs face Wesleyan
FOOTBALL from page 6

contest. Herb McCormirk and Hot

Murphy will split time at the positior.

if Miclcarz is unable hi play \[ the

other end spot will be offciisivo player

of the week Dave Parker

Defensively, senior (icfensivt

player of the week Carmen I'alladino

(averaging nearly Id tackles per

game) will be expected, along with

Jim Spaulding, to contimic giving the

Kphs sound play at the linebacker

spots.

Last year, the i:i'i,- lopped

Wesleyan, :i.S-l«. at hiime, withstan-

ding a furious Cardinal Idiiilh quarter

rally. Two years ago. mi their lust trip

to Middletown, Cdiin ,
Williams

romped 44-0

In any ca.se, the contest pmniisesto

1k' one of the year's nmsl eiimtional,

taking much less a b.uk seat to

Amherst than is cuslimi.uy BoDi

units possess very oppertuinistic

defenses, and a mistake emild cosl

either unit the game.

It seems well worth the n^s and foM

money for a journey south vmi woni

need any booze to appreei.i'e this one

Game time is 1 :;i()

Come See Our (ard.Selrrliii"

the
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|.,,.,. I iiiversUy: The CC approved

tde Finance Committee recom-

imendiilion that the CC match the

I Winter Study Committee in covering

I
administrative costs and the costs of a

catalogue. ($100)

I Daiuc S<Ki<'ty: The CC approved the

I
Finance Committee recommendation

that $2<J0 of SAT funds be cut from

I stationery, $200 from the student

I
conceit, and $200 from their film

series ($3130)

1,1'iiiir I' Committee: The CC approved

(he Finance Committee recom-
mendation that, they receive a $1353

rise ill total funding (counting new
sources of revenue) with the rider that

"no more than 50 per cent of College

I

Council money will go to Lecture

I

Committee originated speakers."

($7500)

hvilliiiins Action Coalition: The
I Finance Committee asked to

reconsider their recommendation as

ihc result of a new WAC budget

IHfscnU'd to the CC.

» \\I r ,iod Cap and Bells: The Finance

lOmniiltee asked to reconsider their

rciDiiiinendation based on incomplete

budge la ry information.

Dcrkslilic .Symphony, Music in the

lidiiiHl, and Thompson Concerts:
Funding was assumed by the College,

siikIciii Knst'mbles: The CC approvfid

ilu' Finance Committee rec^iim-

mendalion to cover costs as budgeted.

i$l,')(i

(ill!: The CC approved the Finance
Coniniittee recommendation to cover
mcriMscd printing costs following a
dt'haic over how many students really

wani Ihe (iul. ($11856)

Ullli.uns Record: The CC approved
Ihc Finance Committee recom-
mciKlalHin that $1000 of SAT funds be

cut lis ,1 re.sult of increased alternative

ri'iniiies and a high estimate of

suiiiiiicr costs. ($14686)

WHAI': The CC voted to have the
Fmance Committee reconsider its
recommendation, with CC members
mdicating that the committee had
over-stepped its bounds in measuring
the ideological nature of the
organization.

Williams Women: The CC approved
the Finance Committee recom-
mendation that $200 of SAT funds be
cut from publicity, social activities
and miscellaneous following a
discussion on to what extent the
organization is open to the entire
community. ($810)

Kepublican Club: The CC approved
the Finance Committee recom-
mendation that $60 of SAT funds be
cut from their speaker budget in light
of the Lecture Committee recom-
mendation. Debate centered on the
principal of funding this type of
organization. ($250)

AI).\: The CC approved the Finance
Committee recommendation that $60
of SAT funds be cut from their
speaker budget in light of the Lecture
Committee recommendation. ($130)

Inlernalional Club (Foreign
.Stiidenlsi: The CC approved the
Finance Committee recommendation
that $600 of SAT funds be cut from the
loosely defined activities category
($750)

t.t/v Knsemble: The CC approved the
Finance Committee recommendation
that $200 in SAT funds to be made up
in increased revenues from per-
formances, after the Jazz Ensemble
indicated its acceptance of the
recommendation. ($100)

PoUerv: The CC approved the
Finance Committee recommendation
that $600 of SAT funds be cut from
paid student helpers. ($1200)

I're-I.aw Society: The CC approved
the Finance Committee recom-
mendation not to fund the society,

agreeing that much of the services the
organization would provide should be
covered by the College.

Adelphic I iii»„: The CC approved the
Finance Committee recommendation
to fund the reduced Adelphic Union
program as budgeted. ($285)
WIIKW: The CC overruled the
Fmance Committee recommendation
to cut WHEW by $200 to be made up in
dues from the houses. They approved
funding of $1050 with $200 deferred to
next year for next year's Freshman
Days.
I'urple Key: The CC approved the
Finance Committee recommendation
to fund Purple Key as budgeted
($725)

(^horal Stoeity: The CC approved the
Finance Committee recommendation
to fund the Choral Society as
requested. ($2700)

I'hilosophy flub: The CC approved
the Finance Committee recom-
mendation not to fund the club
suggesting that it look into the
possibility of obtaining funds from
academic departments.

Williams Oiiling Club: The CC ap-
proved the Finance Committee
recommendation to fund the outing
club as requested. Debate centered on
the responsibility of the CC for the
maintenance of the WOC truck
($3150)

Student Art (iroup: The CC approved
the Finance Committee recom-
mendation to cover costs as
requested. ($100)

Kiioikaboul: The CC approved the
Finance Committee recommendation
to fund Knockabout as requested.
Discussion centered around the
distinction between Knockabout and
l'i(|iie and the possibilities of merging
the two, ($1120)

l'i(|ue: The CC approved the Finance

Committee recommendation that

$1000 in SAT funds be cut in order to

cover the costs of a more realistic

publication schedule. ($2000)

Hack lalk: The CC overruled the

Finance Committee recommendation
to fund this publication stating that it

should attempt to obtain funding
through the Black Student Union. (0)

Newman Association: The CC ap-
proved the Finance Committee
recommendation that $200 of SAT
funds be cut from its speaker budget
in light of the Lecture Committee
recommendation. ($600)

•lewish Association: The CC approved
the Finance Committee recom-
mendation that $100 of SAT funds be
cut from their speaker budget in light

of the Lecture Committee recom-
mendation. ($700)

I.elinian .Service Council: The CC
overruled the Finance Committee
recommendation that $200 of SAT
funds be cut from their Little Brother
gift budget and instead approved a
motion to cut only $100 from this

category. ($3100)

Mens \olleyball Club: The CC ap-
proved the Finance Committee
recommendation that $150 of SAT
funds be cut and suggested that the
club raise its dues to cover costs. ($50)

Water I'olo: The CC approved the
Finance Committee recommendation
to cut $125 of SAT funds from its

budget and suggested a rise in dues to
cover costs. ($462)

Hngl)\ Club: The CC approved the
Finance Committee recommendation
that $380 of SAT funds be cut from its

budget suggesting that it look into

alternative sources of fund raising to

meet costs. Debate centered around
the club's beer budget and the
question of whether or not the College
should assume partial funding of this

Allocdfion of Student Activities Tax

TUESDAY NIGHT
1974-75

allocation

Free University $ loo
Dance Society 4215
Lecture Committee 7500
Williams Action Coalition 2800
Adams Memorial Theater 3945
Cap and Bells 4300
Student Ensembles 180
Gul S798
Williams Record 17500
WHAP ' 250
Williams Women 900
Republican Club 100
ADA +
Foreign Students 700
Jazi Ensemble 200
Pottery 1600
Pre Law Society +
Adelphic Union 682
WHEW 1000
Purple Key 600

+ Received no allocation
'i Black literary magazine, funded

'
' Rehjrns to Finance Committee

'tr?

1975-76

request

$ 100

3730

7500

2400

3450

5200

150

. 11856

15686

1100

1010

310

190

1350

300

[SOO
285

1250

FIncom
recommen- 1975-76

dation allocation WEDNESDAY NIGHT
,JJ,^."

$ 100

3] 30

7500

1000

2325

4800

150

11856

14686

300

810

250

130

750

100

1200

285

850

725

S 100

3130

7500

• •

• •

150

11586

14686

« •

810

250

130

750

100

1200

285

1050

last year as Black Sun ($500)
for reevaluatlon.

Choral Society : •
_j v

Philosophy Club

Outing Club .

\

Student Art Group
Knockabout ,^t

Pique

Back Talk
,

Nevi/man Association

Jewish Association

Lehman Service Council

Men's Volleyball Club

Water Polo

Rugby Club

Flying Club
Road Runners

"

Boat Club

ACEC
Coffee House
WCFM — -
Student Course Evaluation

College Council - ..

-1,2325

-I-

2575

600

1050

700
»

800

900

2890

-I-

+

1975-76

request

$2700
300

3150

100

1120

3000

2375

800

900

3200

200

Fincom
recommen-

dation
$2700

1975-76

allocation

3150

100

1120

2000

1225

600

700

3000

50

M
137

5Q00

12000

4914

6083

-t-

800

S 97843

4700

15000

5925

7790

1846

no recommendation
800 800

$116495 $ 96454

85

2000

15000

3825

7200

$ 2700

3150

100

1120

2000

600

700

3100

50

462

1490

85

2000

12000

3825

7200

tabled

800

S 85119

'S3.50p.000
Unelaimed
Seholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of

those sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 1 5, 1 975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

n I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1 .00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Name.

Address_

City .State.

ICsl.fornia residents please add 6% sales tax.)

.Zip.

CLASSIFIEDS

Yes, there is finally a way to sell that extra Triumph or find a second
hand Rose—the Record classifieds. Not only are they inexpensive, but your
ads will be seen by over 2000 people on campus. The rate is30 cents for the
first line of up to eight words (a telephone numljer equals one word), and 25

cents for each additional line, or part of a line.

EXAMPLE; 10 words equals 55 cents for one issue, $1

$1.65 for three issues, etc.

10 for two issues,

Enclose total payment for the number of issues you want your ad to run

IN CASH along with your ad copy in an envelope addressed to the Record
and leave it with Mrs. Marlowe in the Baxter Hall mailroom. Ads will be
published as soon as possible—see the masthead for deadline information.

Remember—CASH ONLY PLEASE!!.

FOR HIRE

Pi; Anytime Anyplace Anybody
Send $5.00, your name and instructions

Wllliamstown, Po. box 172 • Confidential No Hypes

/<*
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Harriers capture Little Three

1975

, by Chris FUvin
The varsity cross-country team

wrapped up its dual-meet season
Wednesday with an easy trouncing of

Amherst in the Little Three cham-
pionship meet held on the Williams
home course. Williams junior Ken
Leinbach took individual honors in the

event
'

4
Wesleyan failed to show up due to

"qir problems", but it nevertheless

seems fair from the results of the

Easterns last weekend, (where
Williams crushed Wesleyan), to

consider the Ephs the Little Three
champs for the sixth year running.

The score over Amherst was 16-41,

andv marked Williams' twelfth win
without a loss this season. The JV's
completed the strong Williants

showing with a 19-36 victory over the

Jeffs.

The varsity race was a fast one

from the start as the Lord Jeffs

seemed determined to keep pace with

the Williams harriers for as long as

possible. A large tightly grouped pack

raced down South Street and onto the

Taconic gold course with Bob Clifford

and Dan Sullivan holding the lead for

the Ephs. As the runners moved on

around the first loop of the course, the

Lord Jeffs slowly died off. Frank Carr

and Ken Leinbach moved up to join

the lead pack which was now down to

one Amherst harrier—Peter Millard.

On the final loop of the course,

Millard finally fell off the pace

slightly to leave a group of four

Williams harriers with the lead. Gary
Jamag was close behind and moving
well while still further back Dave
Trawick and Chris Flavin battled the

bulk of the Amherst team.

Booters losetoU.C.T.,
look toward Little 3
The soccer team got a taste of some

big time college soccer Wednesday
when it played the University of

Connecticut, ranked number one in

New England. The Purple booters lost

the contest, 2-1, but in so doing served
notice to- the "Wesleyan and Amherst
scouts on hand that they will be a
major force to contend with in the
upcoming Little Three games.
Although in the early going

Williams had to play into a strong,

steadh wind, the Ephs played their

best ball then. Staying on the ground
with short and medium length passes,

the Ephs held their own against
UConn in the first half, and took a 1-0

lead with 20 minutes gone when Jim
Hield scored off a Steve Smith assist.

Unruffled, the Huskies kept up their

steady pressure on Williams goalie

Skip Grossman, forcing him to make
several excellent saves. Witlf 26

minutes gone, though, UConn mid-
fielder Lenny Tsantives pounded a
shot from 35 yards out. Moving like a
knuckleball, at the last second it

veered away from Grossman and
entered the net, tying the game. Eight
minutes later u6onn completed the

day's scoring when Mike Swofford
knocked a ball in off a corner kick.

For Williams, the 2-1 loss to this

powerful soccer school can hardly be
regarded as a disgrace. With only

Wesleyan and Amherst left to play.

team hopes are high that the Ephs
(now 5-4) can knock off .both and gain

their first Little Three crown since

1971.

The Ephs will face Wesleyan
tomorrow morning at 11:30 at

Wesleyan. Wesleyan is 0-1 in Little

Three competition having lost to

Amherst, 2-1, two weeks ago.

Bob Clifford
(photo by Read)

Ken Leinbach meanwhile stepped

up the pace in the last mile and a half,

leaving his Williams teammates
behind, and winning the race in the

good time of 25:34. The core of the

Williams team finished eighteen

seconds later in a three way tie for

second among Bob Clifford, Dan
Sullivan, and Frank Carr. James
followed Millard in for sixth with

Trawick and Flavin taking ninth and

twelfth respectively.

The JV race was almost as easy, as

freshmen Tom Shreck and Steve

Polasky teamed with sophomore
Doug Greff for a three way sweep of

first place. Skiier Jeff Magoon
followed with fourth, and John Miller

rounded out the Williams scoring with

ninth. Dave-JBrewer and Stew Read
cruised in for thirteenth and four-

teenth.

Two important meets remain now
for^he Ephs. ThetJewEngrands^vnr
be held tomorrow in Boston with the

nationals to be held there a week
later. With strong team running, the

varsity should stand a chance of

placing among the top ten in the New
Englands which are normally

dominated by the larger colleges and
universities.

The following week, the Division III

NCAA's which are not normally held

on the East Coast will present a

unique chance for the Williams
harriers to show their team strength.

The Eph runners will obviously have

to wait a couple of weeks before

resting on their laurels as undefeated

Little Three champs.

Weekly honor given

to harrier Clifford

Bob Clifford—senior co-captain of

the varsity cross-country team, he

posted an impressive fourteen-place

finish in the EasternsI held last

Saturday at Boston's Franklin Park.

Clifford's efforts paced the Ephs to a

fourth place overall finish.

HONORABLE MENTION:
Dave Napolitan—member of the

varsity Soccer team, "Radar"
pumped in both Williams goals in the

Ephs' 3-2 loss to Springfield.

Ginna Remington—The only

member of the varsity field hockey

team to be named to the first team all-

star team in last weekend's tourney.

Bob Clifford and Dan Sullivan lead the pa':k through the half way point of the
course in Wednesday's cross country mret. The Ephs won the Little Three
crown. (photo by Read)

Hockey ends with wins
by Raymond Porfilio

"We did well" was the way many
players characterized the 1975 field

hockey season. And how appropriate.

This terse commentary captures the

essence of the squad: teamwork and

success.

Perhaps the best indication oc-

curred at the Northeast College Field

Hockey Association tournament held

last weekend at the University of

Rhode Island. Despite the fact that

players were to be chosen for all-star

squads, Williams responded with

strong team efforts from start to

finish. Coach Linda Wilkens praised

the teamwork under personally

competitive conditions, as her squad
came away undefeated (2-0-1) with

five players selected for the all-star

trials.

An opening victory over Bates set

the tone for the remainder of the

tournament. The 3-2 upset had people

incredulously murmuring "Williams
beat Bates?" The team, though,

proved it was no fluke, going on to

defeat Wheaton 2-1 before tying

Southeastern Massachusetts
University, 0-0.

Williams, in its first journey to this

tournament, was impressive and had
fiv6 players viewed for the all-star

squads. Senior Ginna Remington was
selected to the first team, which she
will co-captain with Meg Toland of

Wheaton. Toland played field hocltey.

for Williams last year while on ex-

change from Wheaton.
Maggie O'Brien and Leslie Milne

made the second team. O'Brien was
strong at halfback all year; Milne was
an integral part of the JV before

moving up to varsity when injuries

depleted the ranks. Tricia Beckwith

and Betsy Lyman also earned trials;

Lyman, overexerting herself, rein-

jured her leg in the final five minutes

.. of trials and was forced to withdraw.

Prior to the tournament, Williams

neatly wrapped up their 7-2-1 season

with a convincing 5-2 victory over a

big, aggressive Trinity squad. Edith

Thurber registered a "hat trick" with

three goals while Shailah Stewart

added the other two. Stewart's goals

upped her season total to a team-

leading eleven, just surpassing Amy
Kindwal's ten.

Tricia Beckwith and Leigh

Costikyan provided the scoring punch

as theJV also triumphed over Trinity,

2-0. The final victory raised their

season mark to 7-1.

By no means does the present

success imply a downhill road in the

future; Williams field hockey can look

to 1976 and beyond with optimism.

With many noteworthy JV players

ready to be promoted, and only three

seniors leaving. Coach Wilkens will

have her hands full with talent.

Ephs to face Wesleyan in Little Three opener
by Tim Layden

Sportswriters everywhere have
helped earn their living by constantly

referring to post-season playoffs and
championship series' as "The start of

a new season." The phrase has been

applied to everything from the

Stanley Cup to the World Series, to the

Super Bowl. Why not to the Little

Three?
This Saturday's trek to Middletown,

Conn, marks the start of the second

1975 season for the undefeated and
once-tied Williams Ephmen. Their

battle with 3-2-1 Wesleyan will

represent the first time in five years

that the Williams-Wesleyan game has

determined sole possession of first

place in the Little Three, rather than

Williams-Amherst.

"Wesleyan is probably the best

team we've faced this year,"

remarked coach Bob Odell in

preparation for the contest The
Cardinals lost an early-season en-

counter with Bowdoin, 24-7, and tied

WPI, 7-7. Since then, they have

traunced back to knock off Amherst,

19-7, two weeks ago, and present

themselves as a strong threat to

Purple supremacy in the Little Three.

Wesleyan has, in the past four

years, been primarily a running team,

utilizing several variations of the

wishbone offense. But behind the

versatility of junior quarterback Brad

Vanacore, who directed the "bone"

effectively for two years, the Cards

have switched back to a more

balanced, pro-type offense this year.

Vanacore has thrown for 657 yards

and five touchdowns this year. His

favorite receiver is John Gaebe, who
has snagged 21 tosses for 232 yards
and three touchdowns. The Vanacore
to Gaebe hookup accounted for two
touchdowns in the Cards loss at

Williamstown last year.

Despite the fact that Wesleyan has
now implemented a more pass-

oriented offense, they are still a unit

which can movg.*tft ball on the ground
when necessary,

The backfield is bolstered by the

emergence of two freshmen as
starters. Bob Latessa (4.6 per carry)

and Dennis Robinson (3.7) are the

workhorses.

As one more aspect of the tough

Cardinal offense, liobinson is also a
dangerous kickoff returner, taking

one back 92 yards for a touchdown
against Amherst.
Defensively, the Cards have yielded

only 62 points this season, a stingy

average of just over 10 per game.
They are led by end John McVicar

and cornerback Steve I^briglia, who
pilfered two Don Wallace aerials a
year ago.

Turning to the visiting Ephs (now
ranked sixth in the nation) the only

major developments since last week's

easy win over Union are the

questionability of Dave Mielcarz at

tight end, and the possible return of

co-captain Jim Baldwin at quar-

terl>ack. "I do plan to use Baldy some
this week, but Don Wallace will start;

he's earned it," commented Odell.

Mielcarz is "questionable" for the

tee FOOTBALL page 4

Williams

Williams
Williams
Williams
Williams
Williams

3

16

22

22

43

28

(H)

(A)

(A)

(H)

(A)

(H)

Trinity

Rochester
Middlebury
Bowdoin
Tufts

Union

Six-game statistics

Rushin,

RECORD; Won 5, Lost 0, Tied 1

Williams

Opponents

1

53

3

_i _L J.
24 23 34

14 6

134

23

Williams Opponent
First Downs 92 64
Rushing Yard. /Rush. 1019/300 524/285
Passing Yardage 828 470
Passing Com/Atl. 62/121 36/114
Total Offense/Plays 1847/421 994/399
Intercepted by 10 8

Punts/Avg. 32/31.1 47/34.6
Fumbles/Lost 14/9 24/11
Yards Penalized 352 339
Penalties 37 32

Redden
Null

Carrier
Harrington
Bernay
Baldwin
Hansbury
Gerry
Wallace
Collins

Att.

80

75

66

28

9

Yds.
322

288

220

143

30

18

16

8

-20
-6

Avg.
4.0

3.8

3.3

5. 1

3.3

2.3

2.0

0.9

1.4

2.0

TDs
2

4

1

2

Pass Receiving

No. Yds.

Williams
Opponents

300 1019 3.4
285 524 1.8

Parker
Redden
Mielcarz
Murphy
Carrier
Null

McCormlcIt
Hknabury
Harrington
Masse
Gerry
Be rnay .

14

15

8

6

5

4

4

1

Z

I

1

249

157

109

70

67

65

49

23

19

10

Avg.

17.8

10.5

13.6

11.7

13.4

16.2'

12.3

23.0

9.5

10.0

8.0

2.0

Scoring
TD FG PATl 1) PAT(2)

Null 5 0^0
Cramer 5/11 11/13 1

Redden 2 N)
Parker 2 v

Harrington 2

Agostini 10
Carrier 10
Costelio 10
Creahan 10
Libardi 10
Perry I

Mielcarz 1

Safety Q
Williams 17 5/11 il/|3 2 134
Opponents J 1/3 2/3 -23

Pl».

30

28

12

12

6

6

6

6

6

Z

Z

Williams
Opponents

Wallace

Baldwin

62 828

36 470

13.4

13. 1

TDs

2

1

_0_
3

1

Williams
Opponents

E ricKapn

Harrington

Pantng
Att. Comp.% Yds, Int. TDi

58 32 55 490 4 3

63 30 47 338 4 _
3

1

121

114

62

36

Punting

51 828

32 470

No.
7 .

25

Yds. Avg.

248 35.4

748^29J_
Total 32

^Qt Returns

Np.

996 31.1

Coach Bob Odell

Pans Intercantiona -10

No. Yds. TDs
Perry 4 79 i

Palladtno 3 28
Agostini 2 3S I

Coatello 110
Fumbie Reco»«»ie« (ID - Cteahan 3 (1 TO)
Libardi 2, Costelio <, (1 TD), Kurfeea I,

Magei 1, ^(1 l.^SehoeU 1, Zabroeka 1

Perry
Libardi

Harrington
Gibbon*

13

I

Yds.

66

29

91

Total

Parry
Harrington
Oarrjr

CarriT

Z5 189

Kickoff Returns

2 4S

S 107

2 34

I

Total 186

A»l-

9*
7.3

7.1

M.
^6

A»l>
22. S

21.*

17.0
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Ephs nip Wesleyan,
28-21, in thriller

by Tim Layden

It was the type ot unseasonably

pleasant November afternoon where

something exciting had to happen. It

was just too perfect an autumn day to

avoid putting points on the

scoreboard. This was all apparent to

the shirtsleeve and windbreaketL

crowd which watched the Williams

Ephmen storm from behind in the

5 more groups

seek funding
from Council
Five campus organizations will

again appear before the College

Council tomorrow night requesting

funding. Four of them—Adams
Memorial Theater (AMT), Cap and

Bells, Williams Action Coalition

(WAG), and Williams Hunger Action

Project (WHAP) had their budgets

referred back to the CC Finance

Committee at last weeks Council

meetings. Another organization, a

group advocating a Student Course

Evaluation booklet, had its request

tabled last week.

"The AMT was referred back

because Bucky didn't show up" to

clarify certain points in their budget

declared Addison Lanier, chairman of

the Finance Committee. He added
that Cap and Bells is coming back
because the same questions that

pertain to the AMT budget also per-

tain to the Cap and Bells budget.

About WHAP, Lanier commented,
"I think the feeling of the Council was
that they should be getting more
money." He noted that WAC had been
sent back because it intended to draw
up a new budget.

According to Lanier, the Finance
Committee met Monday to review the

four budgets and will present its new
recommendations to the Council
tomorrow.

Three of the four organizations
which the CC referred back to the

Finance Committee—WAC, AMT, and
WHAP—received major cuts in the

original Finance Committee
recommendation. According to

Lanier, "the Committee gave more of

WAC's speaker budget to the Lecture
Committee this year because a
number of smaller organizations told

us that they did not want to go to WAC
for speaker fundii;^."

Regarding the AMT, Lanier said
that the Committee had justified a cut
by recommending that the AMT raise
its ticket prices.

WHAP coordinates
campus last for

Oxfam-America
"Fast for a World Harvest" is being

scheduled for Thursday, November 20
by Oxfam-America as a nationwide
fund- and consciousness-raising

effort," declared Mary McCord co-
President of the Williams Hunger
Action Project.

Tlje Food Services Office is

wwperating by agreeing to send the
money that would normaUy be spent
on meals to Oxfam for all students
participating in the fast. Last
November nearly I.OOO Williams
studente participated in this effort,
contributing over $1,300.
Pood Services must know ahead of

time how many students plan to

Participate. Pledge forms wiU be
distributed to studente' maUboxes on
Friday, November 14. Participants
raust sign and turn in a pledge form by
Monday, November 17.

Pledge forms will be collected in
major dining haUi. *^,,

final period to rob homestanding
Wesleyan of their first Litfle Three
title in sue years.

Two touchdown passes from Don
Wallace to Dave Parker provided the
Ephs with their 28-21 margin of vic-

tory. The final score came with only
-&^32^*maini^g1n the gaiiie.

The contest provided Williams fans
with their first opportunity since
Trinity to feel actual tension in the
final moments of a game. It also
represented the first time since
Middlebury of a year ago that a
Williams team has trailed by as much
as a touchdown in the fourth quarter.

"We could have panicked, but in-

stead we came back and won it,"

remarked an enthusiastic Bob Odell
after the win. "Wesleyan is a very
good football team, they play an
aggressive and unorthodox defense;

we're glad to have won it."

For the opening moments of the

contest, it was strictly a battle of

tough defenses, with only a total of one

see FOOTBALL page 4

Herb McCormick (85) and Bill Null (44) exult, as Dave Saturday. A win over Amherst next week will give the
Parker snags winning touchdown pass over the line in Ephs the Little Three title for the fifth straight year,
fourth quarter of Ephs' thrilling 28-21 win over Wesleyan ( photo by McClellan)
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Point of View
Carole Tyler has been a welcome addition to the Record.

Not only does she provide the type of columnist commentary
which Hias been missing from the paper since the departure of

dog-hunter, Peter Hillman, but she initiates enough
correspondence to fill two newspapers.

Certainly, we are satisfied that the Letters to the Editor
section of the paper has finally assumed its long-awaited role of

College-wide forum for ideas and opinions. If nothing else, "One
Woman's Point of View" has generated plenty of opinion. In

fact, since Tyler started her column there has not been an issue

without some comment on her, her column, or the Record's
judgment in printing the column in the first place.

Perhaps such continued interest marks the resurgence of a
campus conscience in the student body. Perhaps the number of

people willing to write for the Record on a regular basis may
mcrease as more and more students get accustomed to shar-

pening their pencils and expressing their opinions. Perhaps.
Instead, we wonder why there was no response to the

Riecords cheating survey; why the proposal of a student-written
Course Guide and Evaluation merely languishes in a sea of

apathy, neither praised nor damned by the students it most
affects; why what began as an attempt to offer an interesting

sidelight-appraisal of campus life now blinds the College to

larger issues.

The response to "One Woman's Point of View" stands as a
monument, not to the student body's awakening consciousness,
but rather an inability to awake its slumbering vision to focus
clearly on larger campus issues of more pressing import. Tyler
seems to have hit^ nerve. We hope the resultant campus
response will reactivate other opinion centers in the student

bocfy, and not limit itself to the twitching response of a near-

dead corpse.

Hasty Allooations
To the editor: \
Having sat through two exhaMStive

meetings of the College Council ac-

tivities allocations, we would like to

offer several observations on the

performance of the Council.

First, we question the responsibility

of Council members in their hasty

allocation of 12 per cent of all

available funds as to the Gul. Such a

significant amount as $12,000 should

have generated greater discussion on

the College yearbook. Such basic

questions such as the overall student

demand for the Gul were not suf-

ficiently debated. Alternative

proposals such as limiting free

distribution to seniors and allowing

underclassmen to purchase their

copies at unit cost were quickly

glossed over.

In dealing with the ACEC, the final

-resolution seems^empletely^ illogical

in light of all previous discussion on

the subject. The most vociferous

complaint concerning the ACEC was
its lack of diversification in offered

entertainment. After turning down
allocations of $12,000; $13,000 and

$14,000, the Council' approved $12,000

with the stipulation that those funds

be used solely for three jazz concerts

and two rock concerts. This not only

means one less event but no diver-

sification whatsoever.

A possible source of this diversified

entertainment might have been the

Coffee House. Yet, the Council

adopted the Finance Committee's

recommendation and substantially

cut the requests of this popular

alternative.

Another inconsistency in allocation

was exhibited with regards to the

athletic clubs and pottery. The Rugby
Club and Williams Boat Club were

subjected to intense scrutiny con-

cerning the amount of allocation per

individual involved, while the amount
per student in pottery was not and as a

result is greater than that of any
athletic club.

We realize that faults with any
allocations may be found, but we offer

several suggestions to the Council.

First, there should be greater com-
munication with the administration

concerning the precise role of the C.C.

in funding student activities (for

example, to reduce confusion over the

responsibility of the C.C. in such areas
as athletic clubs, career societies, and
black publications). Secondly, the

Finance Committee recom-
mendations should be published at

least a week in advance of Council

Letters: On Ms. Tyler's column
Perspective Asked
To the editor:

I do not write this letter as an at-

tempt to criticize the validity of the

existence of Ms. Tyler's column. 1

readily admit that I do not fully un-

derstand the difference in viewpoints

between men and women on many
subjects and her column could

provide me with some greater un-

derstanding. However, I do feel that

her column must be put in proper

perspective. That is, the perspective

based on the purpose and value such a

column should have to the college

community. As Ms. Coakley (Record

11-4) correctly notes, "the paper

seems to be sincere in an attempt to

deal with feminist issues." Now one

must ask how successfully Ms. Tyler

does in fact deal with those issues.

Does her style of writing and

presentation of subject matter serve

the purpose of providing the campus

at large with a feminist point <rf view

or does that presentation serve to

distort the overall opinions that

women at Williams hold?

Her seemingly defensive tone and

categorical comments about both

male and female behavior on campus

only seems to heighten any tension

already present and may in fact

create tension and animosity not

present previously. For example, her

statement (Record 10-28) that

"Consequently, Monday nights arc

the only times when women can really

meet other women and talk", is

hardly credible to any campus ob-

server. I have seen many groups of

women talking to each other at dinner

sitting in the Log, lounging in the quad
and many other places. To believe

that meaningful discourse between
women can only occur at Monday
suppers is absurd. Likewise I would
tend to think that her continued use of

roadtripping as a "solution" to both

the difficulties of commitment and
again to the supposed undesirability

of dates with coeds is simply an
overstatement of either case. In the

first case, commitment between two
individuals at any college is difficult

for a number of reasons, some of

which she mentions in her column.

However, every year many of us find

ourselves involved in just such a

relationship, with its potential for

good and bad consequences, without

resorting to roadtripping. In addition,

it doesn't seem to me that com-
mitment is as absent on campus as

Ms. Tyler would have us believe nor

that "distance" is the reason why
roadtripping occurs. In the second

case, a purely mathematical
presentation of the problem would

argue for roadtripping simply on the

basis of supply and demand. In my
three years at Williams I have failed

to understand why there has l)een

such a strong dislike for imports and

roadtrippers, when in a hypothetical

model, if every woman were paired

with a man, there would still be four

hundred men left without dates. I

don't want to belabor the point about
roadtripping and I hope Ms. Tyler
does not either.

What I guess I'm trying to say is

that Ms. Tyler is unfortunately
biasing her viewpoints to the
detriment of women she does not

represent. The implied purpose of her
column could best be served by a

'

more objective analysis of a woman's
perspective of the college as a whole
and by commenting on important
points of view without categorizing
anyone in all or none terms. I think
Ms. Schimmel (Record 11-4) points
out quite well, "that I think that it is

time we concentrated a little more on
our achievements as individuals and
as a community than on our strivings

as members of one sex or another."
Ms. Tyler's column can and hopefully
will be a positive contributor to those
goals by presenting an objective
woman's point of view. I certainly
don't hope that her column will

continue to deal with subjects and
viewpoints that serve little value.

Bob Fox '77

hearings to get greater student input

and make more clear the extent ot

demand in specific areas such as the

ACEC and The Gul.

Furthermore, the representatives

should have insured their getting

Nmore information concerning the

biidgets before the meetings. Un-

fortuliately, because of the

irresponsibility of last year's Council

in preparing for elections, this year's

Council had to Ayork under extreme

pressure. In our opinion, the resulting

allocations did not Serve the best

interests of the student miy.
Larry Sahd^rs and

Randy Sturges

Growth
To the editor:

Dear Ms. Tyler:

We "eat, sleep, brush (our) teeth,"

and do many other things together.

We've grown as a couple and as in-

dividuals, and that's not "ridiculous."

Brian Dawe
Ann Williams-Dawe

.4'

CC, Crew Cuts
x

To the editor:

The article on the College Council's

allocation of funds to the crew team

presented a rather one-sided view of

the^situation. Ihere^are a^iumber of^

issues which should be responded to

before their budget is reconsidered.

Several of Coach Marcus' com-

ments miss the point. I certainly was

not attempting to "strong arm" the

College in voting not more than $2000;

nor do I think anyone else was. We
were merely voicing our feeling that

the request is too much for the Student

Activities Tax to support.

The implication of several com-

ments last Wednesday was that

without the money, the crew might

have to stop operating. Is it

reasonable for a club to demand
money in this way? This factor must
remain secondary to the request it-

self. It seems the crew was trying to

"strong arm" the CC.

1 recognize that the sport is a "very

intense and valuable experience." So

are a number of other organizations

whose budgets were cut, and some
whose allocations were zero. These

were all places cuts had to be made
due to the size and-or nature of the

request. That crew "played a

dominant role in developing

coeducation here" should not enter-

into the consideration of how much its

budget should be supported now.

Marcus further charges that "the

CC has not coordinated with crew in

getting the college to fund." I'm

sorry, Mr. Marcus, but CC told you
some time ago that alternative

sources of funding had to be found. It

is the crew's problem to find them.

Perhaps a timetable should have been
set up; it wasn't. But while I recognize

the hard job you have had in getting

independent contributions, it seems
not to be the CC's burden to get ad-

ministration funding. Coach Peck
feels the funding of crew is "an
economic choice that the (college) has

to make." It is also one that the

Council has to make. He feels that the

crew team should not be caught in the

middle between the College and the

CC over funding; that's nice, but the

CC is now caught between Crew nn^
the College.

*™

All of this is incidental to the central
problem: the cost of the sport Las
year, the Council voted to hold th.

SAT at $56. We did so realizing
tha^

increased budget requests and new
organizaUons would be a strain on the
Tax revenue. A mere $2 increase
would have funded the disputed
budget portion and then some; we fell

last spring that we could jusUfy no
budget increase. This fall, it became
necessary to cut many budgets. Some
that would other years have been
routinely approved were strongly

argued over. Most budget sub.
missions were at a level very close to

-^ reasonable amount for the

organization's size and benefit to the

campu^^ as a whole. It is my feeling

that the crew's request met neither

criterion. ^.

_^ Jl:-..^ JohnW. Atteridg

Third Concert?
To the editor:

We would like the college com
munity to be aware of the situation

that surrounds the All College En-

tertainment Committee. Our budget

which was recommended by the

Finance Committee consisting of

three rock concerts and three jazz

concerts at a projected cost of $15,(XK),

was summarily reduced by the

College Council to a figure of $12,000,

cutting out one of the rock concerts,

either at Winter Carnival or in the

spring. The rationale which was pre-

eminent on the council, was that the

college community could not generate

enthusiastic support for the full

program that we had planned. This

represents a cutback from previous

years not only in the total number of

concerts offered, but in the total

budget. It has been the consensus on

the ACEC that Williams College wants

that third concert, and there exists the

possibility of a reallocation of College

-Council money if a sufficient number

of students make their interest known

to their College Council rep.

We are not trying to force Williams

students to bend to the whims of the

ACEC, but rather we want to reflect

the views of the college as a whole. If

this major concert is wanted by the

students, then we feel that it is the

College Council's duty to try to ap-

propriate those necessary funds The

additional appropriation for the third

concert is no more than $2,000 The

money is in the College Council

reserve pool, so we are not asking for

something that does not exist.

If the absence of the third concerl

generates dismay among students,

then we suggest that those studonts

make plain their dissatisfaction.

Tom Belden and

BillGoodell

ACEC, co-chairmen

Opinion

Record Responsibility
by David R. Ross

I have a basic disagreement with

Friday's editorial "Tenure: Where to

Help." While I agree with the need for

individual students to expand their

input on the qualifications of junior

faculty members over the full span of

their years at Williams, I can't go

along with the editorial's conclusions

over the role of the Record's coverage
of tenure decisions.

The applicable paragraph, ad-

mittedly out of context, states:

The RECORD will not splash a list

of individuals up for tenure, nor those

who do not receive tenure. First the

negative potential of such publicity

for an individual's career is great

since copies of the RECORD circulate

among area colleges. Second, tenure

refusal is an individual matter (we
might as well publish lists of students

who didn't get into law school). Third,

public record can furnish information

to individuals Interested in deter-

mining those professors up for tenure

. . . And finally, by publicizing the

point which Is the culmination of four

and one-half years of evaluation, we
would be encouraging Input Into a

process essentially completed." wv.

The Williams Record is a

newspaper. A CAP tenure recom

mendation is news, as is the Board of

Trustees' acceptance or rejection of

that recommendation. The com-

munity has a right to know tenure

decisions as soon as they are made In

the case of a professor denied tenure,

students should have the option of

changing course plans to take a

course he offers before he leaves

Certainly, who is or is not up for

tenure is a matter of the public

record, but then so is most of what we

print. Students subscribe to the

Record through the Student Activities

Tax in part so that it will collect and

distill recent and newly important

elements of the "public record" for

them. (A simple example: It would

have been impractical for every

student to attend Ufe College Council

meetings allocating the SAT funds.)

Equally as newsworthy as the

tenure status of professors is the

occasional move on the part of

students to alter tenure decisions. No

matter what the merits of such

moves, they do effect the campus as a

whole, especially in the wake of the

«•• RECORDpageS

^
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A work of youthful genius
Page 3

It often happens in the course of

literary
criticism tiiat tiie reputation

of an artist's early work suffers at the

expense of his later ones. A young

man's productions are frequently

dismissed as juvenilia, and studied

only as shadows cast forward by more

mature efforts; yet the flowers of

youthful genius spring from a

freshness of insight never recaptured

by the deliberate craftsmanship of

middle age. This critical shortsight is

especially widespread when the artist

is
recognized as a major figure in his

genre. Shakespeare, it is true, would

probably not be seen as the greatest

genius in the history of English

literature if he had died before writing

Hamlet, but the fact remains that

Titus AndronicuB is a remarkable

play. A similar appreciation must be

brought to bear on the rarly work of

Bertolt Brecht.

Brecht is best known as the creator

of "epic theatre", one of the major

genres of twentieth century drama.

Epic theatre is a frankly anti-

naturalistic and didactic mode,
characterized by an aesthetic

distance between character and
performer, and between performer

and audience—what Brecht called the

"alienation effect." His work in this

style includes such masterpieces as

Vlollier Courage and her Children and

The^Oood Woman of Setzuan. His first

plaly, Baal, written iii 1918, contains

the seeds of this mature technique,

which can be seen in the brevity of its

scenes, the artificiality of some minor
characterizations, and the use of

music as a commentary on the action.

Baal can only be rightfully ap-

preciated on its own merits, however,

as a reaction against a type of art then

popular, known as expressionism.

The battle cry of expressionism was
kill your parents," an intriguing if

not particularly attractive

proposition. The prototypical ex-

pressionist hero is the struggling

artist valiantly defying the obstacles

ivhich a hostile society places in his

path. Baal is a piece of social
criticism, to be sure, but the hero's
conflict is internal rather than ex-

ternal. The poet Baal must first come
to terms with his role as artist before
he can write poetry, but more im-
portantly he must face the horror of

his own mortality. A young man has
an unusual perspective on death; he
cannot greet it with the calm fatality

of an old man who has lived his life

fully.

The symboUc devices of Baal
reinforce the play's central thematic
concern. Baal was, of course, the false
idol destroyed by the prophet Elijah in

the Book of Kings, but it's important
that he was a vegetation god, a god of

fertility. Every spring in several mid-
eastern religions, an effigy of the god
was thrown into a river and later

retrieved, to symbolize the re-

emergence of the fertile season after
the sterile winter. In the play, Baal
speaks offloating down a river on his

back, watching the sky above him
turn black, that is, watching his death
come closer. The fertility god gains
his strength by washing in the river,

by lying among the trees, and by
consuming women, but women, unlike

plants, make demands on him he will

not answer. He wants to die alone,

which only makes his death harder.

He dies after being reviled and spat
upon by the wood-cutters, the enemies
of fertility.

The density of the symbolic overlay
does not detract from the power of the
play; Baal in production is a work of

extraordinary emotional intensity.

Gregory Boyd, the director of the
upcoming production of Baal at the
Adams Memorial Theatre, maintains
that, "It is a nihilistic piece, a journey
into the inferno, if you will. It's like

King Lear in. that everything that
could go wrong does go wrong. As in

the end of Lear, you're given a bleak,
desolate view of the world, but
paradoxically, what you're left with is

a glorification of the human spirit, in

spite of the grotesquerie of the
vision." Mr. Boyd expressed his

desire to do the play not only for its

own merits, but simply because it is a
young man's play. He also noted that
Baal is infrequently produced, almost
never in the United States, unusual for

something which is "the first play of a
man who became a major force in

twentieth century theatre."

Baal will open at the Adams
Memorial Theatre in Williamstown at

8:30 p.m. this Friday, and will con-

tinue to play on the evenings of

November 15, 20, 21, and 22. Tickets
are available at the AMT box office.

Ushers needed (or Amherst
football game

Call McCormick
2141

Job Jots
NOVEMBER
17 CAREERS IN COUNSELING

Focus: Careers in Counseling
student personnel-rehab-
counseling

Place: DriscoU, 4 p.m.

19 WOMEN IN FINANCE
Focus: banking, corporate
finance, public accounting,
securities & investments, in-

ternational banking
Place: Makepeace rm., 3-5 p.m.

Dinner and further discussion

at Bryant House afterwards.

PLEASE NOTE: The November 13

program, rap session on

Summer Teaching Internships

postponed until further notice.

Mt. Greylock H.S. is looking for

interested Williams students to

assist in the Jr. High Intramural

Program—basketball, volleyball

etc. They are especially interested

in those people who are qualified in

Gymnastics to coach and prepare a

show.

BRAINSTORMING SESSION
X p.ni, THURS. .NOVEMBER 13

Seniors interested in employment
(other than teaching) following

graduation are invited to a

"brainstorming" session in Mears
House on .Nov. 13 to determine

ways we can develop more job

leads in non-traditional, non-

recruiting areas, i.e. advertising,

communications, transportation,

etc.

RECRUITING SCHEDULE
NOVEMBER
U Amer. Grad. School of In-

ternational Mgmt.
14 Columbia U.—Business

PRESENTS

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14th

AMERICAN GRAFFITI AT7&9:30PM.

Where
mere you
in '62?

This week's main presentation Is "AMERICAN GRAFFITI" at 7 and 9:30

Pm. We follow fhe misadventures of four California teenagers on one late

summer nlohf In 1962 back In the good old days with plenty of rock and roll.

Our second feahjre Is "THE STRAWBERRY STATEMENT" at 11:30 p.m.

Here we return to those exciting days of campus activism of the late sixties

« our hero, Davison, becomes actively involved "In the cause" without

knowing why.

EXTRA, EXTRA ... Chapter eleven of the serial "Flash Gordon's.Trlp to

'^rs", featuring Buster Crabbe confronting the evil Ming.

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION ».00

Next Attraction: LOVE STORY and WHO IS HARRY KELLERMAN

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas • Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:0Oam to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 3:00 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458-8271

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

Briefly noted

M'

(^ tinve '^(PBIt'-'^^liU.lyn Rose

dd, HaU aoi' $0T, sU^lDt' ^9t}ege,

t AUnufi's cUii^i^ «[ar comedy "M A s U" v;iU be *l

inait (l.i^n^Up.m, Adfflluionll,

N«V..M
,

/>-.;_
,

^'
ting; viewing at the Clark—thc^ F'amouB Aiti«t^nd Famoua
film series cmUnwt.wiOi *^Xht Wfmf^ T^

bi?rep««it«dSiuiday,Kov.ie,4p.m.) r

twiiid withsoRiett(«talgifientiertaJnment-HM^''AmertcaD Graffiti" at

ud 9:30 p.m. at BjeiddftwQ- Fo|Uow.ed at U:30 by"Tiw 8trawbMT>j
^SlaMtmcmi,'.' ^ more «eiiioii8, bbt'som'ewiwt outdl^^ look at students of the

Dylan Thomas' offbetit toasterpiece "Uiider Milk Wood" will be per-

itirmeii tit 6 pt^m. atWilson Chapel, Skidmore College.

IJVilliams College Theatre will present its first production of the y«ar,

fBrecht's "Baal" at 8:30 P.M. at the AMT. Tickets Williams studeni

^withtD!8, 50c. (See article;)

The WilUams Cabaret Company will enliven the 1896 House widi "Ai

.^yening of Ira and George Gershwin'.' from 11 p.m. to 12 midnight afti

^performances of BaaL (To be repeated kov. 15, 21, and 22.)

I^Salurday. Nov. 1.?

t Ingmar Bergman's "Through A Glass Darkly" with Harriet Anderssoiii;

l.and Max von Sydow takes a dramatic look at insanity. 7:aK) and S:30 p.tiu ii

tlBronfman.

The Record on
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Board of Trustees clarification that it

will consider overturning CAP
recommendations shown to be ar-

bitrary.

The effect of a campus controversy

over a particular tenure decision on

the future career of the professor

involved is a serious one. But it surely

does not infer that the Record should

declare a news-blackout on an issue

that may be campus wide. Rather it

Tenure
puts grave responsibilities on the

objectivity of its coverage and on the

common sense and unbiased nature of

potential future employers of the

professor involved.

The Record should reconsider its

somewhat "blindfolded" approach to

tenure questions.

Dariil li. Rons '77 haa been a

mamifiinn editor of the RECORD
si„<-c 1974.

\

'83,500.000
Uuelaiiiied
Seholarsltips
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and

fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of

these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 1 5, 1 975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
1 1275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

I am enclosing 39.95 plus $1.00for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Name.

Address

City State_
(California residents please add 6% sales tax.

I

.Zip.

^^^

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

458-5717

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS.

01267 ,

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET
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Purple catches Wesleyan
FOOTBALL from page 1

first down made in the entire first

period. Then the Purple defense,

which has been coming up with the big

play all season, got the Ephs on the

board.

Sophomore defensive tackle Al

Dalton broke through the center of the

Cardinal line to block a Sean
McKeown punt. As usual, Scott Perry
was in the right place at the right

time, scooped up the loose ball at the

Wesleyan 20- and took it in for the

score. Kevin Cramer's conversion put

the count at 7-0. The blocked punt was
Dalton's second in as many weeks.

Six minutes later, with Ephs fans

sitting and comfortably awaiting the

explosion of points which they

assumed was about to result,

Wesleyan freshman Bob Latessa (80

ySrds on 16 carries) brought the

homecoming throng to its feet with a

stunning 56 yard scamper to paydirt.

His run knotted the game at seven.

Scott Harrington's coffin-corner
"punt oh the Ephs' next possession left

the Cardinals and junior quarterback
Brad Vanacore in a hole at their own
one.

Safety Dave Libardi made a diving

interception of Vanacore's third down
aerial, giving the Ephs a golden
scoring opportunity on the Wesleyan
15. Harrington gave Williams a 14-7

lead three plays later with his third

score of the year, going over from the

one. This was the way the first half

ended.

Al the outset of the final thirty

minutes of Little Three football for

Wesleyan this Vear, Williams fans

were given full assurance that the 1975

Cards were for real.

Junior defensive back Hank
Rosenfeld pilfered a weakly thrown

Jim Baldwin pass on the Eph 35 and

returned it 25 yards to the 10.

Four plays and one highly

questionable pass interference call on

Scott Perry later, Vanacore plunged

in from the one to tie the game.

The interception of Baldwin's toss

marked the first mistake which the

senior co-captain had made since his

return to the lineup in the first period.

It was Baldwin's short flips to Dave
Parker (8 catches, 134 yards) which

opened up the Williams offense and
helped atone for the running game,
which Odell termed "anemic."

Late in the third quarter, as

Wesleyan officials began searching

their files for the date of the last

Williams-Wesleyan tie. Cardinal frosh

Dennis Robinson fielded a Harrington

punt on his 45, split the initial rush of

Eph tacklers at midfield and sprinted

the rest of the way to an electrifying

55-yard score and a 21-14 lead for

Wesleyan. (Robinson is the same
speedy individual who burned
Amherst with a 92 yard kickoff return

two weeks ago.)

Ephs squeak to 2-1 win
by Mark Pogue "

"It was typical of all Little Three
battles—emotional, hard-hitting, and
rough. We had to show some people
that we could play a hard game of

soccer for 90 minutes and I think we
did that today." So spoke Williams
soccer coach Jeff Venell after wat-
ching his Ephmen upend the

Wesleyan Cardinals, 2-1, in a
comeback, overtime effort Saturday.
The triumph marked Williams' first

victory over Wesleyan in four years
and sets the stage for Saturday's
showdown with visiting Amherst. To
the winner of that game will go the

1975 Little Three crown.

Much of the play in this contest was
hampered by two things—the slippery

turf and the unfathomable referees.

Footing on the field, especially at

midfield and around the gdal areas,

was treacherous and served to break
up many developing plays.

In addition, action on the field was
whistled to a halt an astounding 38

times by the two officials, whose
overall job Vennell termed "kind of

crazy."

The Purple nearly shocked
Wesleyan with a goal off the game's
opening kickoff. After passes from
John Friborg and Ted Rouse,
Williams wing Ray Powell took the

ball and, in a move he was to repeat

several times with equal success,

dribbled around and past Wesleyan's

right fullback. Powell's shot,

however, was handled on a good save

by Cardinal goalie Dan Brugioni.

Following this scare the Cardinals

regrouped and totally dominated the

action for the next 15 minutes. With

the wind at his back, Brugioni's

booming punts would sail far down-

field and then skipped even farther as

Williams allowed them to bounce.

Interestingly, it was also evident that

Wesleyan had scouted the Ephs well

and knew the habits of certain

players—Rouse likes to go to his right,

Powell to his left, wing Jim Hield to

the inside.

With 52 seconds to play in the half, a

Williams mistake gave Wesleyan a 1-0

lead. After making a save, Eph goalie

Skip Grossman threw the ball out

directly to Wesleyan star Carl Odim,
standing 25 yards away. Odim
trapped the ball, moved in on goal,

and then hit a beautiful shot which
found the upper left corner of the net.

With the wind at its back and the

backfield situation improved, the

Purple took command in the second
half. Sophomore center-forward
Friborg tied the game with 29 minutes

to play when he gathered in a pass

from Steve Smith and broke away into

the Cardinal backfield. When
Brugioni came out to challenge, the

ball was poked by him and into the

goal.

The score held at one apiece

through the remainder of regulation

time, although Williams was
definitely in charge. In the second half

Williams had 11 shots and 6 corner

kicks to Wesleyan's six and one,

respectively, yet they couldn't dent

the Cardinal net.

Overtime procedure calls for two
10-minute periods to be played, and
the game winner for Williams came
with 42 seconds left in the first one.

After a blast by Hield banged off

Brugioni's body, Powell ran in from
thewing and knocked the rebound into

the net.The goal completed the day's

scoring and advances Williams to

Saturday's winner-take-all bout with
the Lord Jeffs.

John Friborg (20) and Ray Powell (5) scored the tying and winning goals in

Saturday's 2-1 overtime win on Wesleyan's rain-soaked field. (photo by Mc
Clellan)

On the Ephs' final possession of the

third stanza, Don Wallace reentered

the contest. The lanky junior promp-

tly kept the corks on Wesleyan's

victory champagne with a perfect 42

yard touchdown strike to Parker.

Cramer missed the crucial extra point

and the Ephs still trailed at the end of

three periods, 21-20.

Midway through the final period,

the true excitement began. A daring

Vanacore fired a pass into the left flat

of the Williams defense on third and

six at the Wesleyan 30. Carmen

Palladino stepped in and made a

clutch grab of the pass, setting

Wallace and the offense up on the

hosts 26.

It was here that Parker, who had

been open to the outside all afternoon,

faked his man to the sideline and

turned in, facing Wallace in perfect

position at the goal line. The pass was

on target. Williams seniors who had

never seen thC-Ephs lose a Little

Three game began to breathe easier.

For the Ephmen, though, the fun

was not over, as Odell inserted fresh-

man Greg Collins into the game at

quarterback, for the conversion try.

Wallace lined up as a halfback on the

play ( in his stance, Wallace looked as

much like a halfback as Ron Slant). It

proved its worth as Wallace took a

pitch from Collins^and then turned

and fired a short spiral to the frosh,

who took it in for two points and a 28-21

lead.

A fourth down Vanacore in-

completion seemed to wrap it up for

the Ephs, but the Cardinal defense

stiffened, forcing a Harrington punt

from near midfield.

Cardinal safety Tim Fitzgerald, in

attempting to let the ball roll dead,

saw il graze his leg and an alert Eph
line pounced on it, putting the final

nail in the Wesleyan coffin for 1975.

As sophomore guard Ken Schoetz

held the ball aloft following his

recovery, there was little doubt in

anybody's mind who the favorite will

be this Saturday atWeston Field when
the unbeaten Ephs face you-know-

who.

Al Dalton stuns Wesleyan Homecoming crowd with his less than artistic blori

ot Sean McKeon's punt. Scott Perry (42, (oreground) took the loose ball InT
Williams' first score in their 28-21 victory. (photo by McClellan)

Swimmers down Smith
too individual medley and a loo

butterfly win. and the 50 and i
backstroke-winning Murphy.
Albany State was able to score more

than the minimum possible one poini

per event only three times during

Friday night's romp, as the Eph

women rolled up 13 first places, in

eluding nine 1-2 sweeps. Coach Cari

Samuelson's best efforts to minimize

the final point spread came to naughi

as Eph after Eph beat out their

Albany opponents.

Marilla Pearsall smashed her third

individual event college standard ol

the year, once again in the individual

medley and also took the 100 butterth

and 500 freestyle. Sisters Sue anij

Carol Buck split the breastroke

middle distance freestyle and sprini

butterfly events between them, while

Nina Murphy captured the 50 back

and 100 free. Randall Morrow won the

50 free, while freshman Laura

Marrack registered her first victor;

in the 100 backstroke.

With their perfect 6-0 dual meei

record safely sealed away, the

natators begin a series of invitalionais

with a trip to South Hadley this af

ternoon. Joining Williams and Mouni

Holyoke will be squads from Vermoni

and New Hampshire.

by Dennis O'Shea

Wrapping up their second con-

secutive undefeated dual ^ineet

season, the women's varsity swim-

ming team toppled two jnore op-

ponents in away meets last week.

Monday's Smith contest, held in a

dark, tricky, and further miniaturized

version of Williams' own four lane

anachronism, went down to the last

relay where Nina Murphy, Carol

Buck, Randall Morrow and Marilla

Pearsall overcame missed turns, the

Smith quartet and a college record to

ensure a 67-55 Purple victory, Friday
night, in SUNY-Albany's excellent

new facility, the Ephwomen cut loose

and churned up a 100-21 triumph, one
of the most devestating in Williams

aquatic history.

Swum in return for an earlier home
pool swamping, the Smith encounter
was the first really tight dual splash-

off the Ephs have been in all year. Led
by Morrow's touch-out victories in the

50 and 100 yard freestyles and two
gutsy relay swims, the Ephs racked
up nine first place finishes and gar-

nered seconds and thirds enough to

keep just ahead of the psyched-up
Smithies all through the meet. Other
double victors for Williams were
Pearsall, with a college record in the

Frosh football makes contribution
by Milclu'llReiss

September 10th, the first day of

classes for some, marked the birth of

the 1975 freshman football team. For

three weeks, two hours of grueling

workouts a day took place under the

auspices of field general Renzie

Lamb.
However, this proved insufficient

preparation for a strong Trinity team;

With only three weeks to gel properly,

the offense was vaguely leminiscent
of a Chinese fire drill. Shining above
this confusion were quarterback Greg

Cross-Country 10th

in New Englands
The Williams cross-country team

placed a respectable tenth in the New
England cross-country charp-
pionships at Franklin Park in Boston
Saturday. Competing against larger
schools such as Providence and
"Northeastern, and without injured
star Joe Kolb, the Eph contingent had
to be pleased with the outcome.

Frank Carr and Dan Sullivan both
had superb performances in leading
the Purple harriers over the five mile
course. Carr finished 37th with a time
of 25:35, while Sullivan was close

behind in 44th place. Bob Clifford had
an off day, cruising into 54th. Kenny
Leinbach survived a fall at the

overcrowded starting line and picked
up the 75th spot, while Gary James
rounded out the top five by nailing

down the %th position. Freshmen
Tom Schreck and Steve Polasky,
pressed into varsity service, also

performed well in their first taste of

championship competition.

For the jayveeS, Doug Greeff and
Jeff Magoon placed in a virtual tie as

they garnered 59th and 60th places,

respectively.

Next weekend, a five-man con-

tingent will be making their fourth

straight trip to Boston to compete in

the NCAA Division III race. This meet
climaxes a very successful season for'

the undefeated Ephmen.

./•

Collins ( moved up to the varsity) and
the work of the defense. Led by middle
linebacker John Thiel, who returned

an intercepted pass 100 yards for a

touchdown, the defense couldn't

prevent a 20-14 loss.

Next, meeting the Coast Guard
Academy on a wet Weston Field, the

Ephlets notched their first victory. In

a lackadaisical performance marred
by 13 fumbles (10 lost), Greg
McAleenan and Curt Anderson led the

offense to the only score that was
needed. The defense turned in another

fine performance.

Entertaining a previously un-

defeated Middlebury squad on Cole

Field the following week, the most

exciting football game of the year, to

date, was seen. The game was
dominated by offense, and when the

smoke had cleared the result was a 28-

28 tie. Another fine effort was turned

in by McAleenan, flanker Rich
Puccio, and running back Kevin

Curran.

Traveling to Exeter New Hamp-
shire to face All-American quar-

terback Brian Buckley, the Williams

defense proceeded to ruin hi.s 4-year

free - ride - football - scholarship

statistics. Hurried all day by a strong

pass rush led by noseguard Ralpk

Spooner, Buckley went 10 for 36 The

secondary had three interceptions

two by Long Ellis. The offense did the

rest in the 22-6 victory.

Last week's opponent was Alban;

State, who rolled up 22 points in the

first half before the defensi- could

make adjustments to their wishbone

attack at halftime. The rejuvenated

defense, led by Ken Girvelz, shui

them out in the second half, but it was

the classic "too little, too late" as the

Ephmen succumbed 22-8.

Regardless of next week's outcome

against Amherst, the season has been

a success, if for no other reason than

the very nature of freshman football

at Williams. For, according to Coacli

Lamb, the purpose of the freshman

program is to help prepare the Var

sity during the week, and the fact thai

they have an undefeated season and a

number 6 national ranking is due in w

small part to the work of the fresh

Scoreboard
FOOTBALL (6-0-1) GAME STATS

WiMiams
Wesleyan

7 6 e

7 U

Wil) Perry, 20 run with blocked puni
(Cramer kick)
Wes) Latessa. 56 run (Papa kick)
Wil) Harrington, 1 run (Cramer kick)
Wes) Vanacore, I run (Papa kick)
Wes) Robinson, 55 punt return,(Papa
kick)

Wil) Parker, 42 pass from Wallafle (kick
tailed) '

I I

Wil) Parker, 16 pass fr|)m Wallace
(Wallace pass to Collins)

VARSITY SOCCER (6-4)

First Downs
Rushing ydg.
Passing ydg.
Passes comp.Att
Total Offense
Intercepted by
Punts Avg.
Fumbles Lost
Penalties yds

Wil

11

B

197

152<
205

2

10 36 1

I I

9 75

Wes
10

132

72

723
204

2

9326
22

4 55

FROSH FOOTBALL (2-2 1)

Williams
Alb. St. 16 6

8 8

22

Williams
Wesleyan
Goals:
Wes) Odim
Wil) Friborg, Powell

110 2

10 1 WOMEN'S SWIMMING (6-0)

Williams 67
Smith 55

Williams 10"

Alb St. 71
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Guide cut; Back Talk funded

Lynn McConnell argues in favor of College Council funding of the course guide
during Wednesday's College Council meeting. Course guide editors Steve
Moore, Rick Siegrist and Pakorn Vichyanond sit with her. (photo by McClellan)

$846 deleted from
course survey budget
A student course evaluation guide, ^a

student-initiated catalogue evaluating
professors and courses, was allocated

$1,000 at the College Council's Wed-
nesday meeting. The guide will be
based on a questionnaire which will be
distributed during Winter Study, and
will be available to students Isefore

spring registration.

The CO allocation of $1,000 for a

student course guide passed 16-9 and
represented a cut of $846 from the

group's request. The CC Finance
Committee brought the group's
request to the floor with "no
recommendation" regarding funding.

According to a spokesman for the

group, the CC cut will mean that only

850 copies of the guide will be

CC increases WHAP funding
by Randy Sturges

The College Council acted upon four

budget allocations Wednesday night

that had been referred back to the

Finance Committee during the

opening week of budget hearings. The
Council decisively accepted the

Committee recommendations for the

Williams Action Coalition ($1,400);

Cap and Bells ($5,200); and AMT
($2,325). After some debate the

Finance Committee was overruled on

WHAP, who were granted their

request of $816.80.

With $17,692 of fund§ remaining to

be allocated, the Council also had to

allow for a slight buffer to cover

additional requests during the

remainder of the year. The budget
request for Cap and Bells, raised to

$5,200 from an earlier $4,800 because
of an oversight concerning ticket

prices, was easily passed.

AMT was granted $2,325 of a $3,450

request, the difference to be made up
by raising ticket reservations from
fifty cents to one dollar. The AMT
hoped to keep ticket prices at a

minimum through CC. funding, but

the $2,325 recommendation pf^the
I'inance Committee prevailed.

The Williams Action Coalition, with

a revised request of $1,500 was also

granted the recommendation of the

Finance Committee, which was
$1,400.

The only debate on the budgets sent

.back to committee concerned the

Williams Hunger Action Project.

Having reduced its original budget of

$1,100 down to $816.80, WHAP was
confronted with a Finance Committee
recommendation of $656.80. However,
the Council turned down this

recommendation and a motion of $716

before granting the full request of

$816.80.

560 apply for early decision
by Jim Cohen

The Admissions Department has

begun evaluating 560 Early Decision

applications for the Class of 1980.

Director of Admissions Philip F.

Smith said that final decisions would

be made Nov. 24 and 25, and mailed ti^

candidates by Dec. 1. .

^

The Early Decision plan requires

applications be received by Nov. 1.

Accepted students iiiust withdraw

their applications to other schools.

Smith said he expects to accept

approximately 30 per cent of the

applicants. "Everybody who is not

accepted will be deferred until

sprmg." Although Williams never

sends rejection notices to Early

Decision candidates, some will

receive "strong deferral ' letters.

"These (students) are unlikely to be

accepted in the spring," declared

Smith. ^'-^
La§t-year, Williams accepted 40 of

tjierdeferred candidates in the spring.

Three hundred men and 260 women
applied for Early Decision, slightly

less than last year, when 304 men and

265 women applied. In the preceding

four years, the number of applicants

varied from 460 to 630.

Evaluation of early decision ap-

plicants tends to be more rigorous

than for regular candidates, he said.

"We're more conscious of quan-

titative measures and don't take

many applicants with SAT scores

below 600," noted Smith.

produced rather than 2000 as
originally planned.

The concept behind the student

course guide, according to Rick
Siegrist '77, is an additional source of

input which will give "more indication

of what a course is about and how it is

taught." Siegrist, Steve Moore '76,

Lynn McCormell '77, and Pakorn
Vichyanond '76, are the four editors of

the planned publication.

The guide, which will review only
courses to be offered in fall semester,

1976, will evaluate courses by
professor and section. The published

results for each course will contain

three sections, an objective section

t)ased numerical responses to twelve

questions, a subjective section based
on a compilation of opinions from
students who have taken the course,

and an evaluation of the course by the

professor.

"We already have about 50 people

committed to working for us,"
declared McConnell.

A number of arguments were raised

by Council members for not funding

the course guide. Mayp Shattuck '76,

CC president, questioned the group

about the possibility that the sub-

jective comment section of the guide

could 'provoke libel suits from
prbfessors. He also asserted that the

course guide would be "bad for

faculty morale," a point which was
disputed by speakers who favored the

guide.

Other arguments for not funding the

guide were that it was too costly, that

a "college grapevine exists which

works quite well," and that it would

have an "entertainment value" but

would not really have any effect on

how students chose courses.

The consensus of the Council in

cutting the troup's funding request

almost in half seemed to be that 2,000

copies would not be needed for

adequate coverage of the campus.

Magazine gets $1380
The College Council approved an

allocation of $1380 for two issues of

Back Talk, a literary magazine to be

College awaits homecoming crowd
by Susan Galli

A -Homecoming crowd of nearly
10,000 people is expected for the

Amherst game tomorrow, according
to Athletic Director Robert Peck, who
is handling seating arrangements
aloiii; with Co-ordinator of Intramural
Programs William McCormick.
Peck said that the entire home side

at Weston Field, which seats ap-
proximately 2,500 people, will be filled

with Williams alumni and faculty.
"The oldest class will be at the fifty

yard line," he explained, "and then
work their way to the end zone."
Between 900 and 1000 Amherst alumni
and students are also expected, Peck
said.

Because a larger alumni crowd than
past years is expected, more students
will be seated in the end zones. Of the
2'1 groups (representing 1858 students)
who picked for block seating, 21

groups (about 1600 students) drew end
zone seats. ToU] seating for Weston is

close to 7,000.

Some end zone seats that had
always been general admission have
*en designated as reserve. Peck
said The first three rows on the home
side will still be general admission.
A student usher will be placed at

«very secUon to help with assigned
seating. "There aren't enough police
"> town to police if the students don't
*ant to cooperate," Peck added.
Although efforts are being made to
see that things go smoothly, Peck
emphasized, "we're not a big com-
">ercial operation". .

,

Drinking at football games is

technically forbidden, but Peck ad-

mitted that this rule is largely

unenforceable. "I personally don't

like all the drinking going on," he

said, adding that students are "sitting

on an explosive situation." He said

that students are more open about

bringing liquor to games now,

although security "will stop a keg."

Although the game will attract a

large number of alumni, the Alumni

Society has planned few organized

activities, according to Cragin Lewis,

director of Alumni Relations. "The

alumni don't need a program," said

Lewis. "They come to enjoy the game,

the place, and their friends."

Lewis anticipa tes use of the Log as a

congregating place where alumni can

"see who's in town." He said,

however, that most gatherings will be

small class parties or dinners.

Lewis mentioned that the Alumni

Society is sponsoring the Bill Payne

Boston Jazz Band at the Log

tomorrow night. Starting at about 9

p.m.. Bill Payne '32 and several

classmates will perform.

According to Lewis, Stanley Benton

10 from Pittafield will represent the

oldest class at the football game. The

class of 1975 reserved the largest

number of tickets, Lewis said,

treating Amherst weekend as "the

first major chance to get together."

Gene Falk, manager of the Log,

said the Alumni Society Ukes over the

Log "lock, stock, and barrel" tonight

M* HOMECOMING page 4

Empty bleachers will quickly be filled when ttie Lord Jtfft arrive to play ttw

Ephs on Weston Field tomorrow. Ten ttiousand persons an exoMtad for

homecomlng festivities. (photo by Raymond and McClellan)

produced by black students, by a 17-5

vote Wednesda'y night.

The decision followed a decision the

Council made the week before to send
the students to the Black Student

Union (BSU) to obtain funding.

Back Talk originally requested

$2875, but the figure was cut to $1275

by the Finance Committee. Monday
night the Finance Committee raised

its recommendation to $1380 because
of increased printing costs.

Finance Committee chairman
Addison Lanier told the Council, "If

the CC. wants to fund this magazine,

$1380 is the right level; we made no

judgments as to whether it should be
funded."

A spokesman for the B.S.U. said

their "entire budget has been
allocated to committees this year,

thus we have no money to give them,"
a statement which was disputed at the

meeting.

Both a B.S.U. spokesman and
Provost Steven R. Lewis Jr. have
asserted that it is not the function of

the B.S.U. to embrace every activity

which black students undertake on
this campus.
Lewis said decisions to allocate

B.S.U. funds are made by the B.S.U.

executive board in consultation with

him.

"I believe we should leave the

B.S.U. completely out of this," Lanier
said in an apparently persuasive

argument to convince the CC that the

proposal should be considered on its

merits alone.

Roper studies

location plans
The Roper Public Opinion Research

Center announced that its Board of

Trustees appointed three ad hoc

committees to review the question of

relocating the Center. In addition, the

Board approved a resolution sub-

mitted by the Center's Standing
Committee of Foreign Advisors which
could give the Center greater in-

ternational support and influence.

The three ad hoc committees have
all been assigned to study a specific

location as a possibility for the Cen-

ter's location. The committees are:

(1) for Williams College—John
Chandler, President of Williams,
William Adkins III, attorney, and
Rhett Austell, vice president of TIME,
INC.; (2) for the New Haven, Con-
necticut area—Prof. Herbert Hyman,
Wesleyan University, and William J.

Wilson, President of Starch-INRA-
Hooper; (3) for the Chapel Hill, North
Carolina area—Hugh Hoffman,
President of Princeton Research
Group, Inc., and Wilson W. Wyatt,
attorney.

Prof. Hastings, President of the

Roper Center, and Burns Roper,
chairman of the Board, will serve on
all .three committees.

'The Center's foreign advisory group
consists of the presidents and chi^
executive officers of leading survey
research organizations in Argentina,

the Far East, France, West Germany,
Holland, India, Japan, and West
Africa. The Committee's resolution

states in part that the Roper Center
must:

—Continue to make its data available

throughout the world to scholars

and others working in the public

interest.

—Initiate forthwith efforts to obtain

funding adequate to establish and
supporrw^iqnal data banks at sites

outside the United States. The
Committee will work with the Roper
Center to obtain sponsorship and
financial support from the United
Nations and the European Com-
munity.

. V .
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Ban posters
As organizations and departments attempt to cut budgets to

meet the tightening financial situation of the College and
College Council, one area of waste becomes particularly
evident, the use of expensive publicity posters. The College
Council Finance Committee has recognized this problem and
urged organizations to stop using the large cardboard posters
which are so evident on campus.

A typical professionally printed, 22" x 14", cardboard
poster costs over one dollar, and organizations spend close to

$30 tb advertise an event with 25 posters. This $30 is pure waste.
If airposters were limited to 8V2 x U", groups planning events
would not be forced to purchase large posters to compete for the
attention of the person reading the walls. The Central Services
will make 8V2 x 11" copies for under two cents each.

But forcing some organizations to eliminate expensive
posters while allowing others to continue to use them would
distort the relative attention given to activities and improperly
penalize the organizations on which the ban is effective. Small
notices are easily lost amongst 22" x 14" posters.

The College Council, the Business Office and the Faculty
should act simultaneously to prevent all organizations and
departments under their control from using expensive
professionally printed posters. The CC and the Faculty should
vote a ban on expensive posters subject to the passage of a ban
by the other body. Large posters by non-campus organizations
should be removed from the bulletin boards so as to limit

competition for the eye of the reader. GJS

Reflectionssnoitoolldfl
A fifty foot bar with 21 bartenders,

an equally elegant spread of fruits and
cheeses, and dance music from five

different bands provided refreshment
and entertainment for 80 fellow

Williams students who were among
the 1500 people to spend "An Evening
with President Ford" last Friday
night. The new John A. Volpe terminal

of Logan International Airport in

Boston was the scene for this gala

event, one of three fundraisers
sponsored by the Massachusetts GOP
this weelcend.

As the press began to arrive in

hoards, and the spotlights for

television cameras were being
warmed up, we began to gather

around the podium, soon the tone of

the party slowly changed to that of

tremendous anticipatioa

President Ford's appearance on the

podium was met with several minutes

of enthusiastic applause and oc-

casional outbursts of people calling

out campaign slogans and words of

support for the President. Mr. Ford
was introduced by Senator Edward
Brooks (Mass-R), and was joined on

the podium by Representatives Silvio

Conte and Margaret Heckler, and the

U.S. Ambassador to Italy, John A.

Volpe. Also present were John Sears,

Chairman, and Nancy Sinnott, Vice-

Chairman of the Massachusetts

Republican Party. (Miss Sinnott was

an exchange student at Williams

several years ago, we were in-

formed)
Ford's remarks seemed yery^ap-

[H-opriate for this rally-type event.

The crowd seemed almost exclusively

Republican and we listened at-

tentively to Ford's commendation of

the Massachusetts Republican
delegation in Washington, his desire

to have this delegation expanded
"quantitatively" at the next election,

and his intention to win the

Massachusetts primary and the GOP
Presidential nomination. A great roar

of applause rose among the audience

when Ford mentioned that he was
especially happy to be in Boston "the
home of the world champion Boston
Red Sox." In his further remarks.
Ford commented on an improving
U.S. economy, "real Progress" In

foreign relations, and the tremendous
enthusiasm of the young people in our

country.

Ford concluded in a statement of

strong support for the GOP: "The
Republican Party has the right

philosophy ... We are not a rich

man's party. We are not a farmer's
party. We are not a laborer's party.

We are not a big city party. We are not

a small city party. We are a party of

people, ... we should open the doors
to everybody that believes fun-

damentally in our philosophy."

Following his speech, Ford briefly

shook hands with the audience, and
then immediately took off in Air Force
One to return to Washington.

WRC President Linda Smith, who
was working on security for the

evening, commented that "the
reception was a great success—
probably not the tremendous financial

success anticipated by the Party, but

most definitely, a spirit and morale

booster for our Party members, who
are continually challenged by their

work in a state so long dominated by

Democratic politics."

Facts of Aid
To the editor:

Ted Stroll's letter in the November

7th Record about the financial aid

policy of the Winter Study Committee

is wrong on some important points of

fact and should be corrected for your

readers. I make these corrections on

behalf of the Winter Study Committee.

I personally disagree with Mr.

Stroll's main point—that the College

should provide financial aid for the

cost of Winter Study projects to non-

scholarship students. But this is not

the place to try to argue out that issue.

The whole question of the problems

raised by expensive Winter Study

projects—of whether the College

should offer such projects at all; or, if

it should, of just how many we might

offer in any one year; or of wiiat we
can do to make such projects more
equitably available to students—is a

complicated one; and as Mr. Stroll

should know if he has read the recent

Annual JReport to the Faculty from the

Winter Study Committee, the Com-
mittee, the President, and the faculty

are quite aware of these problems,

are concerned atwut them, and are

trying to work toward a reasonable

solution.

For now, I want to correct the

wrong information that Mr. Stroll has

given you on these points:

(1) His letter presents the following

statement in quotes, as a direct

quotation from the Annual Report of

the Winter Study Committee: "One-

fourth of the Winter Study com-

mittee's budget in 1975 went to paying

instructor's travel costs." Mr. Stroll

has made this up out of his own head.

There is no such statement in the

Report. And the statement is not true.

In fact, that Report said plainly that

last year, for the first time in the

eight-year history of the Winter Study

program, the Committee decided that

it could not pay instructor's travel

costs for WS projects, and, at best,

must give such requests very low
priority, to be considered only after

we had met our more important

budget obligations of providing funds
for scholarship support to Financial

Aid students and direct subsidies to

regular WSP projects. Neither for last

January's or for next January's WSP
has the Committee allocated any of its

budget to pay the cost of instructors'

travel.

(2) It is not true that "next year"
the Committee plans to "strengthen"
its aid to scholarship students, nor
that it expects "to raise its present aid

limit substantially over this year's
$250." For last January's WSP, as for

several years before, the Committee
had held to a top of $200, as all that its

budget permitted. And we did state in

our Report this year, to the faculty

and to the President, that we thought
the $200 limit was now inadequate as
scholarship aid for the sharply in-

creased costs of some expensive WS
projects. This year's Committee
found, however, at our first budget
meeting this fall, that for the January
1976 WSP we could raise the aid limit
for Financial Aid students— for the
first time in the history of the Winter
Study Program— to $250. But we have
no assurance that even this increase
can be continued for future years. We
think that if additional outside funds
can be found to support the Winter
Study Program, the Committee
should increase the aid to scholarship
students above the past limit of $200.

But that we actually can is a long-
term hope—that's all.

I will add a word about the Art
Department's project, "The Art and
Architecture of West Africa"-for
which, incidentally, 6 (rather than W
Financial Aid students signed up. The
cost for aid to scholarship students in

this project is being paid by the Art
Department, from a special grant
received last year, and does not come
out of the Winter Study Committee's
budget. If the Art Department had not
been willing to foot the bill, this

project would probaWy not have been
offered at all, since the Winter Study
Committee could not have funded it

without reducing the subsidies and
scholarship aid needed for other
courses in next January's Winter

Study Program.
Nevertheless, the Committee spent

some time debating whether a project

so expensive in its cost to students

should be approved for the Winter

Study Catalogue. For me tije decisive

point in the discussion \yas made by

the Committee's representative from

the Black Student Uhion, who asked,

"But why should we be denied this

chance?" Thjs course is a wholly

exceptional one, worked out with

unusual effort and imagination by Ms.

Grudin; it offers a once-in-many-

ye^rs educational opportunity that

would be hard to match at this or at

many other colleges; and it is only one

of more than 100 choices in tlje Winter

Study Catalogue, only four ffl which

have high student costs. The fact that

many students are now tusily

engaged in a variety of fund-raising

activities to enable a few other

students to take advantage of this

opportunity indicates to me that the

Committee was right in deciding to

offer the West Africa study project.

Clay Hunt, Chairman
Winter Study Committee

Whom to Aid
To the editor:

In attempting to build his case for a

more equitable Winter Study financial

aid distribution policy, Ted Stroll

(letter, Nov. 7) has singled out the

organization of the Africa Winter
Study group as an example of present

inequities. As a memt)er of the Africa

group, I hope to point out a number of

Mr. Stroll's inaccurate and
misleading statements and show that

his contentions' are thoroughly
groundless.

Mr. Stroll has tried to show that

Williams's Winter Study financial aid

distribution policy is discriminatory

to "upper middle class" students such,^

as he alludes himself to be. Present
financial aid recipients are entitled to

receive half subsidy up to $250 for

Winter Study projects. Mr. Stroll

seems to feel that "upper middle
class" students are just above the

threshold for qualifying for financial

aid, and therefore would receive no
subsidy for Winter Study. It is true

that it may seem harsh to have a cut

and dry policy, but here the total aid

can amount to a maximum of only

$250. This means that an "upper
middle class" student would have to

be responsible for $1 100 if he wanted to

go on the Africa project. A financial
"

aid student would be responsible for

$850. Mr. Stroll feels, and seemingly
rightfully so, that he would be hesitant

to ask his family for $1100 for such a

trip. Should 1, a financial aid student,

be any less hesitant to ask my family
for only $850? Because I am already

receiving financial aid and Mr. Stroll

is not, does this mean that my family

is relieved of semester financial

worries, and can therefore afford to

send me on an expensive Winter Study
trip? The answer to both questions is

an emphatic of course not. The
structure of any financial aid system
is geared toward equalizing the op-

portunities of each member in a

group. Providingjdr half of the ex-

penses up to $250 of financial aid

students is hardly an oversubsidy

relative to "upper middle class"

students as Mr. Stroll implies.

Mr. Stroll places the ratio of

financial aid participants to total

participants in the Africa course as 12

out of 14. The actual number is 6 out of

11. Are the real figures signs of over-

subsidization? No. This is one par-

ticular case which might attract a

particular student more prone to

receive financial aid.

There is unique and enormous value
in having certain Winter Study
projects outside of the Wllliamstown
area and abroad. Especially the

Africa course, with its superb in-

struction and exciting itinerary,

promises to provide an extremely
worthwhile, educational and
demanding experience. To enable one
to go on such a project, one breaks
one's back working during term-time,
and during summer, Christmas, and
Easter vacations. The fund raising

efforts of the Africa Winter Study
project help all participants, financial

aid recipients'or not. Mr. Stroll ne«i
only have -made the point, withom
attempUng to unjustly debase [\1
Africa project, that in fact financial
aid should be extended to cover taatl
students.

Carl Goodman

Marine Corps

To the editor:

Last Monday marked the two
hundreth anniversary of the United
States Marine Corps. We have been
asked, and no doubt will continually
be asked this bicentennial year, lo

celebrate the unique contributions the

Marines and all branches of the U.S.

military have made to society

(throughout our nation's history). But
a careful consideration of this history

leaves little cause for celebration.

In his book Bayonets in the Street,

Robin Higham (a military historian

and avowed patriot) speaks
unabashedly about the purposes and

role of the Marines. From the Corp's

inception in 1775 the Marines have

been an international police force

involved in "pacification" here and

abroad and the protection of U.S.

property in foreign lands. "They were

the 'infantry of colonialism' in

another sense," says Higham.
Under the thin pretext of peace and

democracy the Marines have oc-

cupied territory in both hemispheres,

brutalized the native populace,

bolstered dictatorial regimes, and

been the major counterrevolutionary

force in the world. If all this seems to

be merely empty rhetoric and blatant

prejudice, consider some of the

Marine's "accomplishments":
» In the late eighteenth century the

U.S. Marines landed in foreign ports

"such as Fajardo, Puerto Rico, to

'avenge an insult on the American

flag . .
.' " (Higham)

« In 1855 Marines intervened in

East Asia at Shanghai, Hong Kong,

Montevideo, and the Fiji Islands lo

"protect American lives and

Property." (Higham)
" The Marines occupied Haiti for

twenty years putting down native

revolutionary elements in order to

protect U.S. economic interests. Says

Higham, "If had been thought ex-

pedient to use a detachment of

Marines to escort a gold shipment

from there (Haiti) to New York

because of the impending revolution."

(Higham)
' > In the 1920's the Marines were

busy chasing the revolutionary

leader, AugustoSandino, for six years

until a "constitutional president"

could be inserted into office under the

Marine occupancy. (Higham)
» In 1966, in the village of Xuan

Ngoc, Vietnam, a squad of Marines

gang-raped a young woman and killed

the remainder of her family. The next

day the Marine Corps returned to

make the atrocity appear like

a military conflict with the Vietcong.

(from The First Casually by Philip

Knightley)

• In 1975 the freighter ship

IMayaguez sailed into contested

waters outside of Indochina. The ship

was seized by a Cambodian gunboat.

The U.S. Marines were sent to claim

the boat by a massive sea and air

invasion after the Cambodians had

agreed to release the Mayaguei.

Shelling of the mainland continued for

several hours after the Mayaguez was

released.

If we have any doubts as to the

function of the U.S. Marine Corps, if

we still view the Marines as a

peacekeeping force devoted to the

safeguarding of democracy and if we

see the Marine's bicentennial as a

cause for celebration then our history,

particularly the last twenty years, has

told us nothing or told us lies. And in

any final assessment of the Marines

there are and will always be some

uncounted votes. The Haitians, the

Puerto Ricans, those in the

Dominican Republic, and countless

Vietnamese—in short, the victims of

the Marine Corps—cannot debate the

relative merits of our international

police force.

Join us on Nov. 18 to protest the

presence of Marine Recruiters on the

Williams campus. MacMargolte
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SAT scores lowest yet

for high school grads
Course choiceschanging

1975 high school graduates bound

for college
posted new lows in average

scoreson th-- Scholastic Aptitude Test

(SAT), the College Entrance

Examination Board has reported.

The decline in SAT scores of

Williams students "reflects the

national trend," said Admissions

Director Philip F. Smith. For the

Class of 1979, the average per-

formance on the verbal part was 610,

down 25 points from the Class of 1975.

The math average remained in the

645-650 range.

National average scor^ of 434 on

the verbal part and 472 on the math

part vk'ere 10 points and eight points

lower, respectively, than those of 1974

graduates.

The average scores, which have

been declining since 1962-63, this year

were 44 points lower on the verbal

piirt and 30 points lower on the math

part than the averages scored by

students in 1962-63. "The declines

before 1968 were small compared to

the declines of recent years, and the

declines among 1975 graduates were

the largest yet," the College Board

said. The 1975 graduates earned more

SAT scores below 400 and fewer

scores at or above 600. A total of

9%,452 students took the test.

Smith said he believes that changes

in secondary school curriculum and

the use of the test by more socio-

economic groups lowered the national

averages. "In junior and senior

electives there isn't much reading,"

he said, "and new socio-economic

groups tend not to do well the first

time the test is used."

"I didn't realize our school would

also be affected," Smith continued.

"One reason our scores went down
was that we used to require testing

during senior year; people would take

them twice (the first time as juniors)

so scores would go up 30-40 points.
,,

Now we just require the test."

The College Board said its study of

theSAT score decline shows that: The
ability of the test to forecast students'

college grades has held up during the

decline; the test has net gotten harder
during the decline; score declines

among college-bound students may
reflect declines appearing among all

students by the beginning of the

eleventh grade in high school; scores

have declined partly because
students' scores no longer increase as

Job Jots
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

NOVEMBER
17 CAREEflS^IN COUNSELING

Co-sponsored with the
Psychology Dept.
Focus: Careers in Counseling
student personnel-rehab-
counseling
Place: Driscoll Lounge Time: 4

p.m.
19 WOMEN IN FINANCE

Focus: banking, 'corporate
finance, public accounting,
securities & investments, in-

ternational banking.
Place: Makepeace rm. Time: 3-

5 p.m. Dinner and further
discussion at Bryant House
afterwards

t'.S. Coast Guard Academy is now
holding auditions for openings in

the Coast Guard Band. For further

information contact the OCC.

FELLOWSHIPS-SCHOLARSHIPS
The Polish Heritage Society, Inc.

offers scholarship aid to a
graduate student of Polish descent
to attend the U. of Bridgeport
starting January 1976. Any student
who is eligible may find additional
information at OCC.
Wellesley College offers Graduate
Fellowships to its graduates. Any
students on exchange from
Wellesley who are interested may
ohfein additional infofmiition at
OCC. Deadlines: DEC. 15 and JAN.
15.

RECRUITING SCHEDULE:
November
14 Columbia U. - Business
17 Syracuse U. - Business
18 Marine Corps

much as they used to during the
eleventh and twelfth grades

somewhat higher scores as seniors.
Although the 1975 graduates were

"able compared to students
generally," the College Board said, 20
per cent fewer of them had verbal
scores at or above 600 than the' 1974

graduates. In the 200 to 400 range, by
contrast, the number of SAT-verbal
scores increased by eight per cent,

while in the middle of the scoring
range, from 400. to 600, a slight in-

crease of one per cent was registered.

As a result of all such shifts, the SAT-
verbal average dropped by 10 points,

from 444 among 1973-74 seniors to 434

among 1974-75 seniors.

Math Average
A smaller decline, from 480 to 472,

was observed in the SAT-math
average, and somewhat different

shifts occurred in the distribution of

the scores. The number at or above
600 decreased by about eight per cent.

Admissions Director Philip Smith

the number in the 200-400 range in-

creased by 13 per cent, and the

number between 400 and 600
decreased by one per cent.

The College Board said its research
indicates that the SAT has not become
less relevant. A 1974 survey, at a
sample of some 30 colleges which had
participated in at least four com-
parable validity studies since 1973,

found no evidence of a decline in the

validity of the SAT as a predictor of

academic performance in college

during the period of the score decline.

College recycling plan revives

after year campus slumber
After a year of inactivity, a

widespread program of recycling will

soon be restarted on campus, ac-

cording to Prof. Henry Art, Assistant

Director of the Center for En-
vironmental Studies. The Committee
on the Campus Environment has

outlined plans for the year and is

hoping that Williams students will

help to alleviate the problem of solid

waste disposal by placing their old

N.Y. Times and empty t)eer bottles in

the receptacles which will be situated

around the campus.
A recycling program on campus

had been in operation for several

years but fell into disrepair last year.

In reviving ^e program, plans call for

easy accessibility to receptacles for

everyone on campus. Each house will

have two containers, one for

newspapers and one for magazines

(coated paper). In addition, the glass

sheds will continue to be used for the

collection of bottles and two major
recycling centers will be established

in Bronfman Science Center 4nd
Stetson Library. Buildings and

Grounds will be responsible for the

pickup and removal of recyclable

materials.

It will be the aim of the Recycling

Committee to coordinate campus
efforts with those of the Berkshire-

Bennington Counties Recycling
Committee. This group operates a

major pick-up center on Water St.

near the Municiple Garage which now
has five sheds for the collection of

paper and a truck body for the

collection of glass. Because of the

collapse of the market tor cans, they

will not be accepted at either the

campus or town collection points.

Solid waste disposal has been a

major problem in the U.S. for a

number of years. A successful

recycling campaign could help to

relieve the shortage of suitable land-

fill and would also aid in the recovery

of many valuable materials which

may soon be in short supply.

Students interested in helping out

are asked to contribute their efforts in

sorting out glass in the campus glass

sheds on Thursday, Nov. 20. Volun-

teers should meet at Park Hall at 1

P.M. to get organized. For further

details contact Carl Goodman (6087)

or Julie O'Leary (6898).

by Paul SkowronRki
The nation's troubled economic

state and the energy shortage have
caused an unprecedented demand for

business and energy related courses
at the Nation's colleges and univer-

sities according to The New York
Times. The result is that students are
deserting the humanities' ai)^ social

sciences for academic courses that

are more practically job-related.

According to George Howard, the

College Registrar, this trend, while

apparent at Williams, has not been as
dramatic as it is on the national level.

At Penn State, the nationwide trend

is reflected in record enrollments in

tmsiness administration, economics,
engineering, agriculture, mining, and
mineral sciences. Economics has
become the largest undergraduate

department at Harvard. ^

Accounting majors have also in-

creased rapidly. At Bentley College in

Waltham, Mass., which produces

more accountants than any school in

the country, enrollment has increased

almost 20 per cent in one year at a

time when many other private in-

stitutions are suffering from declining

enrollments.

According to figures provided by
Howard, the percentage of junior and
senior economics majors has in-

creased from 7.8 per cent of all majors
two years ago to 10.6 per cent of all

majors this year while the percentage
of English and History majors has
declined from 13.4 per cent to 12.0 per

cent and 12.9 per cent to 10.9 per cent

respectively, between last year and
this year. The number of Geology and
Physics majors, however, has
remained relatively constant over the

past three years, and the number of

Chemistry majors has increased
slightly from 5.3 per cent two years

ago to 6.1 per cent of all junior and

.

senior majors this year.

Roger Bolton, chairman of the

Economics department said that

there has been a significant rise in the

number of economics majors and also

in course enrollment. In each of the

classes of 1975 and 1976 there were
forty econoniics majors. In the class

of 1977 there are 70 economics majors.

Bolton said he does not know how
important vocation is in explaining

the rise in the number of economics
majors. "It is not necessary to have
an economics degree to get into

business school or business fields," he
said. Bolton said that other factors

may explain the rise in majors and
overall enrollment.

He noted that current economic
problems may have caused an in-

creased interest in the economy.
"Even if not vocationally oriented,

there might still be a rise because the

economy is now a fascinating subject

to many." He also said that the

economics department feels that they

are doing a good job in teaching,

rapport with students, and course

offerings and that this may also ex-

plain some of the rise.

A scene from Ingmar Bergman's academy award winning film. Through A
Glass Darkly. The film will be shown Saturday at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. in Bronf-
man Auditorium.

Viewpoint

The Fast and the Cloister
by Tony Allison

On November 20, 1975, students at

Williams College will, on an individual

basis, decide whether or not to par-

ticipate in a 24-hour "Fast for a World

Harvest," sponsored by Oxfam-

America and organized locally by the

Williams Hunger Action Project. As

an event which attempts to dramatize

a human crisis that has its main

impact far from the confines of an

elite American educational institute,

and as an event which has the central

thrust of lifting, in a personal way, the

eye of consciousness to . horijpns

beyond those confines, the fast recalls

many of the ideals of the student

movement of the 1960's, which at-

tempted to challenge the relevancy

and response of academic institutions

to fundamental human questions.

The silence of students of the 70's

has often been explained as a new,

deeper concern with personal in-

trospection, with coming to terms

with the self before moving into the

arena of political activity. Un-

fortunately, this view rests on the

assumption that political activity is

basically "other," that the crucial

continuous process of developing

personal identity cannot be produc-

tively complemented by, but in fact is

essentially in contradiction to, per-

sonal involvement in the issues of

human society. In any case, at a

school like Williams one suspects that

the silence is more likely due to in-

creased concern about material

careers than about critical questions

of personal introspection.

The attempts of the 60's to fun-

damentally challenge and alter the

isolation and obscurity of the

academic cloister were unsuccessful

for many reasons. The movement was

probably not firmly enough grounded

in ideology and broad social outlook,

and was overly oriented to one central

issue, (and, at that, to the direct

manifestations, rather than to the

underlying roots, of this issue): the

large-scale U.S. military involvement

in Indo-China, and the consequent

drafting of students. Despite the talk

of breaking dpv/n the walls of the

cloister, once this particular per-

sonally-threatening demon was
driven from the window, the walls

stood firm, barely scathed. With the

withdrawal of this demon the ferment

in the cloister disSjpated, to the relief

of cloister-keeperi^ and frightened

editorialists throughout the land

("campus protests have simply gone

the way of goldfish-swallowing and

other temporary student frivolities"

wrote one editor gleefully).

In challenging the obscurity of the

cloister, historical teachings and

academia itself were frequently

identified as inherent blockades to

"relevancy." One sought not to

unhinge and remove the front door of

the cloister with the aim of creating a

fresh, revitalizing atmosphere con-

ducive to the integration of central,

time-tested human teachings and

current, "real" issues of national and

international social ancf political life.

A quicker kind of "now relevancy"

was demanded. One sought not to

penetrate, internalize, or apply the

sensitivity and compassion of

Shakespeare or Rembrandt, but to

replace them with a new course on

"Modern Urban Economics" or

"Radical Studies." The tendency was
away from the old teachings and

toward the attractive, fleeting con-

cepts associated with the "Flower

Revolution" or the "Woodstock
Generation."

Perhaps more than anything, the

early demise of the 60's movement
demonstrated the amorphous,
amoeba-like flexibility of the

American capitalist system. Hardly is

a term like "Flower Revolution"

(which may originally have had some
important symbolic counter-cultural

integrity) uttered, before it begins

appearing in J. C. Penny's T-shirts or

on "Smile" buttons. The power is

sucked out, popularized, boxed,

packaged, marketed, and soon

Incomes part of capitalist culture,

while any original counter-culture

significance is transformed into an

empty mockery. Newly-developing

buds of counter-culture are pai^

ticularly prone to extinguishment

behind the radiance of the sparkling

synthetic colors of "Have a Happy
Day" bumper stickers or the organic

smile of Yule Gibbons. And the in-

ternal momentum of the system

pushes the amoeba on.

Whatever the weaknesses of the 60's

movement or the absorption-capacity

of modern capitalism, the foundations

of the cloister stand relatively un-

changed. Actually, though "cloister"

may be the right term to draw at-

tention to Williams' indirect and often

indifferent relationship to events

taking place on the "outside"

(especially to events taking place

outside of America), it is also

misleading, in that the school is and

historically has been used as an ef-

fective stepping stone to high-levej

positions in both the academic and

non-academic professional worlds.

The question of the quality of

Williams' relationship to outside

events, the question of trying to mesh
the alleged humanistic ideals of such

an institution with human events on

the "outside," especially in terms of

helping to form grounded cultural

values and policies, remains largely

unaddressed. A
The upcoming fast means little as a

fund-raiser (the money will go for

Oxfam's programs abroad). One can

certainly argue intelligently against

the long-term sufficiency of any policy

by which the rich countries

benevolently give to the poor; also,

attempts to absolve guilt feelings

through benlvolent liberal attitudes

are generally unproductive and lead

to unhappy misconstructions of the

problem. The significance of the fast

is educational, symbolic, and
dramatic. It is part of an attempt to

hammer a chink in the door of the

cloister. In the end, pAe has to con-

sider the possiblity thiit eventually the

broader social foundations which

support it may.be shaken apart from,

the outside.

Tony Allison, '76, is co-chairman of

the Williams Hunger Action Project
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Weekend prts suggestions A

All three will find death, but only Baal sees the sky. Bob Gregory as Ekhart,
Dianne Thompson as Sophie, and Bill Oriscoll as Baal in Bertolt Brecht's first

play. BAAL opens tonight at the AMT, with performances continuing Nov. IS,

20, 21, and 22.

1 by Thomas llerwitz

Homecoming weekend is always

one of general entertainment—both

private and public. And, as usual,

there will be no lack of it this year. But

at the same time-literally—there are

intellectually stimulating (and not

dehydrating) alternatives to the

studying which must necessarily be

postponed until calmer times.

Tonight, the Williams Film Society

will be bringing us all back to the

1960's, those years when we were too

young to sock-hop or to be student

revolutionaries. Others, however, will

bring back all those non-memories in

American Graffiti and The

Strawberry Statement. Graffiti, of

course, shows a night in the life of four

middle class California high school

students. Classic "oldies" music sifts

through most of the soundtrack. The

second feature is, supposedly of a

more serious nature, as can be seen

by the shift to Crosby, Stills, and Nash

in the soundtrack, but it falls

somewhat short of its goal as the

cinematic style of the 60's has become

passe. Like Easy Rider and other

films of that type many of its themes

and subjects, and much of its

language is even laughable in their

outdatedness. It's the movie version

of one student's account of the

Columbia Student revolt in 1968. He
joined the revolution because he had

nothing better to do; he also wanted to

find a date.

Two Boston based bands team
together for the Fall Concert which

will be a dance-concert held in

College expects crowd of 10,000
HOMECOMING from page 1

and tomorrow night. According to

Falk, there will be a "tag bar" set up
with mixers supplied for alumni
wishing to bring their own liquor.

Regarding undergraduates not

being able to use the Log during the

weekend, Falk said that "It doesn't

seem to me it would make much
difference. I'm glad it'^being used."

He indicated that with this weekend's
dance concert, play, and house parties

it would not be worth while for the Log
to stay open just for students.

Jim Hodgkins, assistant director of

food services, said this weekend's

menu planning was left largely up to

the different house and dining hall

chefs. "They try to run pretty ex-

travagant buffets on Saturday night,"

he said, adding that steak and eggs is

"de rigeur for Sunday brunch on

homecoming weekend." He men-
tioned that Perry House is "doing a

weekend extravaganza," including a

traditional house lobster dinner on

Saturday night. The lobsters are

purchased by the house.

According to Hodgkins, twice the

usual number of people is expected at

the Saturday buffet. Asked to com-
pare the crowd expected this year

with those of past years, Hodgkins

said there will be "more people in that

there are more students."

John Hoover, president of WHEW,
said that this group's role in

homecoming weekend is to "add a

httle spirit" to the proceedings.

Supplying most of the clean-up crew
after tonight's dance concert

.^ in

Greylock, the organization is losing a

"proportionate amount" with the

ACEC on the concert.

Walter O'Brien, director of

security, said that there will be ad-

ditional personnel at the football

game. "Student monitors will be

covering areas on campus in coor-

dination with security officers to

prevent thefts," he added. O'Brien

strongly urged students to lock their

'Tree Campus Delivery!''

DRUMMOND CLEANERS
458-4321

Spring Street

Williamstown

'33.500.000
Unelaimed
S^eholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and

fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of

these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
1 1 275 Massachusetts Ave;, Los Angeles, CA 90025

I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1 .00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RltSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Name.

Address.

City_^ . State. .Zip.

(California i Ints please add 6% sales tax.)

rooms when they leave for the game.
Ticket sales for this weekend's

performance of Baal are not going

well, according to Bill Driscoll,

president of Cap & Bells. "We figure it

will be better the second weekend,"
said Driscoll, adding that "word of

mouth" will probably increase ticket

sales.

Work on the production started in

mid-September, while the gtage thrust

was built before the Freshman Revue.
"It's going to be terrific," said

Driscoll, who has the lead in the play.

Kaal starts at 8:30 p.m. tonight and
tomorrow night and runs for less than
two hours. It will also be presented
November 20, 21, and 22.

Local businesses also indicated that

they expect a busy weekend. Christine

Hardman, an employee of the
Williams Treadway Inn, said the Inn
is completely booked for the weekend.
Accorcjjig to Hardman, many of the
250-300 people expected to stay at the
Inn made reservations either at ^he
June reunion or during the summer.
Employees of King's Liquor Store

are also expecting a high level of sales

in the next few days. However, ac-

cording to Jerrry Smith, "there's no
such thing as over-stocking in our
store because we just don't have the

space." He said that there will

probably be "a couple of extra em-
ployees." Beverly Canales, an em-
ployee of the Country Restaurant,
said that "we* are expecting a big

crowd this weekend. Reservations are
going as well if not better than last

year."

ANTIQUE PRINTS

AND MAPS

7t, iRAMi: SHOP

The FREE UNIVERSITY-
Winter Study 1976 Is an opportunity
for members of the Willlapis

Community to get together and
share their knowledge, interests,

and skills. All courses are
welcomed! If you want to teach
something or have any questions
about the Free U., call Andy at 8-

3194 or Rebecca at 8-5681. Please
call soon because the catalog Is

now being assembled.

Greylock Dining Hall. Duke and the

Drivers and The JamesJWonlgomery

Blues Band will play the type of

boogie and blues music that makes

dancing a ball.

Speaking of Baal, Brecht's first play

will be opening tonight at the AMT.
Directed by the Drama department's

newest member (this is his first show

at Williams) Greg Boyd, and starring

seasoned actor Bill Driscoll in the title

role, the play is bound for success. It

is the lyrical epic of the ugly^, asocial,

vagabond poet Baal, and the journey

to his death. It is the type of theater

which Williams hasn't seen for a

while, yet certainly deserves to see.

After Baal—Cap and Bells in con-

junction with the 1896 House will

present the Williams Cabaret Com-
pany. The Company features Tacey

Phillips '76, Skip Adams '76, Martha
Williamson '77 andStu Menking '79 in

a series of performances honoring the

unforgettable music of Ira and George
Gershwin. Showtime at the 1896 House
will be from 11 to midnight.

Tacey Phillips and Martha
Williamson have had semi-
professional experience in other
Cabaret performances. Skip Adams
has been a major personality in

musical events at Williams. Stu

Menking, a freshman, will be making
his professional debut.

Saturday, along with repeat per-

formanbes of Baal and The Williams

Cabaret, and, of course, the

traditional house parties around
campus, Ingmar Bergman's Through
tin- Glass Darkly will be shown. The
Academy Award winning film is the

first in Bergman's religious trilogy.

It chronicles the pathetic plunge of a

young woman into madness. As so

often the case, Bergman has created a

powerful and emotionally draining

film. Starring Harriet Andersson and
Max von Sydow, the film will play in

Bronfman^aTTTaO and 9:30 p.m.

Sunday's feature will be the

Williams Student Philharmoiilc
Society presentation of an all-Moiart
concert in Chapin Hall at 4 p.m. The
Chamber Orchestra, comprised

ol

thirty two student musicians, win
perform the Abduction froni the
•Si-raglio overture, guest conducted by
Prof. Irwin Shainman, and the Piano
CoiKorto No. 17 in G Major, K. 453
The latter will feature Nick
Schidlovsky '76 as soloist and will be
conducted by the group's erstwhile

leader Yoon K. Lee '76.

Mozart's opera The Abduction from
the Seraglio is a tall tale of Turkish
intrigue. The composer invested the

overture with an exotic, comical
flavor by means of unusual percussion

effects. The Piano Concerto, on the

other hand, fS a more dramatic wori;

containing moments of "lovely
sunshine" as well as ones of sublime

darkness. Lee characterizes the work

as the "serene nature of Mozart's

soul, reflected, as it were, in the sunny

sky of Salzburg."

Schidlovsky, returning from a year

at Smith as a piano major, now

continues his frequent appearance in

musical recitals here as a soloist and

ensemble player. The concert is free.

Films round out Sunday. Recom-

mended is the classic science fiction

The Day the Karth Stood Still. Conflict

between a visiting "space person"

and the Earth people results in the

stopping of all power on Earth. Good

entertainment. It's showing in

Bronfman at 1:30, 3:30, and 10 p.m,

Both the Dance Society and the

Clark Art Institute continue their film

festivals. The Clark will show The

Titan: The Story of Michealangelo;

(Jallcry— .\ View of Time; and A Visit

to Picasso. Films start at 4 p.m. The

Dance films focus on modern dance

this week. Films on or of Paul Taylor

and Company, Martha Graham's

work , Anna Sokolow, and Bettie de

Jong will all be shown in Bronfman at

7:30 p.m.

'S Wonderful! Tacey Phillips and Skip Adams team up with Martha
Williamson and Stew Menking in a musical tribute to Ira and George Gershwin.
The Cabaret begins tonight after BAAL when the four will sing and dance their

way to midnight at The 1896 House.
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Pearlman collection exhibits diversity
by Wick Sloane

Henry Pearlman collected what he

liked, with that criteria he put

together a collection of paintings,

prints, and sculpture which, when

exhibited together, create the con-

trasts which gave birth to modern

painting. The collector himself, is

present in his portraits and his

choices. The Pearlman exhibit

enriches the Clark collection,

overlapping in the Pre-Impressionist

and Impressionist, and then moving

on into the twentieth century. The

exhibit provides an opportunity to see

new views of old friends and excellent

works of new ones.

Hung together in one of the rooms

are paintings of Amedeo Mondigliani

(1884-1920), Jules Pascin (1885-1930),

Maurice Utrillo (1883-1955), and

Chaim Soutine (1894-1943), les pein-

Ires maudits—the painters under^

curse. A precursor of abstract ex-

pressionism, SouUne's often violently

ex^pressive brushwork never loses its

contact with the subject which in-

spired the work. The houses and trees
inJted Roofs (c. 1921) undulate, their
energy captured for an instant in
bright colors by Soutine' s brush. The
paintings of Soutine are one of the
bridges to Abstract Expressionism. In
lied Roofs and Village Square (c.

1921) the concrete forms are bi'eaking
down, changing from forms to form-
lessness. Each painting can be seen
on both abstract and concrete levels.

The energy within the forms and not
the forms themselves charges the
paintings.

The same energy which explodes in

Red Roofs and Village Square was
often trapped within Soutine and the
people he saw around him. The
desperate helplessness in Portrait of a
Woman (1929) is perhaps the curse
Soutine felt in the world. The blue
shadows around the woman's eyes
match the intensity of the blue world
around her. Her hands are clenched in

fear.

Williams Student Philharmonic Society
concert will be staged in Chapin Hall at 4

practising for its Mozart Concert. The
p.m. Sunday (photo by Brewer)

Udall to speak on energy
Former Secretary of the Interior

Stewart L. Udall will speak on

"Current Issues in Energy and En-
vironment" in Jesup Auditorium next

Monday at 7:30. He will also discuss

the Presidential campaign of his

brother, Rep. Morris Udall. Stewart
Udall is currently campaign manager
for his brother. The talk, sponsored by
the Williams Students for Udall, is

free and open to the public.

Udall, a member of Congress from
Arizona from 1955 to 1961, was noted
for his leadership in promoting
conservation and civil rights

legislation. In 1961, President Ken-
nedy appointed him to be Secretary of

the Interior. He served in that post

until 1969 and was one of only three

cabinet members to serve for the

entire Kennedy-Johnson period.

Under Udall's leadership, nearly 4

million acres of land was added to the

National Park System. For the first

time in United States history, more
land was being preserved as

wilderness and recreational area than

was being developed for industrial or

urban purposes.

The troubling intensity of Soutine is

complemented in the same room by
the more cheerful expressionism of

Oscar Kokoschka (b. 1886). His
watercolors are filled with the happier
energies of the world. One painting of

a pheasant (1943) is filled with the
brightness of the ruffled plumage, and
yet the pheasant is lying dead on the
ground. The painting is filled with
more than mortal life, providing an
interesting contrast with the Hanging
Turkey of Soutine, whose life has been
robbed. The prickly green leaves in

Gourd (1945) by Kokoschka exude an
aspect of life not seen in other works
in the room. The necessities of

security is appreciated, but all of

these paintings are robbeid of a degree
of intensity by the shiny glass
covering them.

Walking up the stairs to the
exhibition visitors are welcomed by a
portrait of Henry Pearlman himself,

painted by Kokoschka in 1948. With a

cheery glow in his eyes Pearlman's
portrait is hung where he can watch
over the visitors to his collection. But
there is also a bronze head of

Pearlman by Jacques Lipschitz (b.

1891). Completed in 1952 the larger

than lifesize sculpture presents us
with another way of looking at the

world in general and Henry Pearlman
in particular. Three terra cotta
studies for the sculpture included in

the show give us both the countenance
and the shape of Pearlman. But as the

paintings are robbed by the glass of

their sparkle the Pearlman head and
many of the sculptures are robbed of

an entire dimension by being placed

too close to a wall.

The presence of Paul Cezanne (1839-

1906) completes the path into the

twentieth century which grinds to a

halt in the Clark with the last Im-
pressionist painting. The combination

of etchings, watercolors, and oils

provides an unique and special op-

portunity to learn how Cezanne looked

at the world. Seldom can one see how
the master of pats of color sees the

world in terms of lines.

The fifteen watercolors range from
Three Pears painted in 1888 to Path in

the Woods of 1906; the year Cezanne
died. The artist often captured his

first impressions of a scene in

watercolor, later developing the scene

in oil. And in the watercolors are the

components of his oil paintings.

Restricted by the transparency and
fluidity of watercolor Cezanne was
forced to render what he saw in a less

complex fashion than in his oils. The
watercolor .of Mont Ste. Victoire

(1902) shows the larger geometric
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shapes which first struck the artist. In

the next room is an oil painting, also

done in 1902, of the same scene in

which the larger blocks of color in the

watercolor have been refined to tiny

pats of color; each object in the oil is

rendered with the same sensibility as
the watercolor rendered the entire

scene. The large uniform squares of

color in Path in the Woods is a view
through a magnifying glass of a

Cezanne oil.

The Pearlman collection is a

collection of contrasts; a collection of

the different ways in which artists in

their works and Henry Pearlman in

his collecting saw the world around
them. In the extensive works of

Cezanne there are contrasting and
complementary points of view within

a single artist. In one room are pears

painted by Cezanne and in another
pears by Pisarro.

James Montgomery (at right) brings
his rock and roll blues band to the
dance-concert tonight in Greylock
Dining Hall. Also featured will be
Duke and the Drivers. The bands are
determined to make foot stomping
easy and will certainly help usher in
the Homecoming weekend spirit.
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Weekend arts suggestions

All three will find death, but only Baal sees the sky. Bob Gregory as Ekhart,
Dianne Thompson as Sophie, and Bill Driscoll as Baal in Bertolt Brecht's first

play. BAAL opens tonight at the AMT, with performances continuing Nov. IS,

20, 21, and 22.

bv Thomas llerwitz

Homecoming weekend is always

one of general entertainment— both

private and public. And, as usual,

there will be no lack of it this year. But

at the same tim^-literally— there are

intellectually stimulating (and not

dehydrating) alternatives to the

studying which must necessarily be

postponed until calmer tiroes.

Tonight, the Williams Film Society

will be bringing us all back to the

1960's, those years when we were too

young to sock-hop or to be student

revolutionaries. Others, however, will

bring back all those non-memories in

Anit-ricun (Iraffiti and The

.Sliawbi'rry .Slaloinent. (iraffili, of

course, shows a night in the life of four

middle class California high school

students. Classic "oldies" music sifts

through most of the soundtrack. The

second feature is supposedly of a

more serious nature, as can be seen

by the shift to Crosby, Stills, and Nash

in the soundtrack, but it falls

somewhat short of its goal as the

cinematic slyle of the 6()'s has become

passe. Like Kasy Kidcr and other

films of that type many of its themes

and subjects, and much of its

language is even laughable in their

outdatedness. It's the movie version

of one student's account of the

Columbia Student revolt in 1968. He

joined the revolution because he had

nothing better to do; he al^wanted to

find a date.

Two Boston based bands team

together for the Fall Concert which

will be a dance-concert held in

College expects crowd of 10,000
HOMECOMINGfrom page 1

and tomorrow night. According to

Falk, there will be a "tag bar" set up
with mixers supplied for alumni
wishing to bring their own liquor.

Regarding undergraduates not

being able to use the Log during the

weekend, Falk said that "It doesn't

seem to me it would make much
difference. I'm glad it's being used."

He indicated that with this weekend's
dance concert, play, and house parties

it would not be worth while for the Log
to stay open just for students.

Jim Hodgkins, assistant director of

food services, said this weekend's

menu planning was left largely up to

the different house and dining hall

chefs. "They try to run pretty ex-

travagant buffets on Saturday night,"

he said, adding that steak and eggs is

"de rigeur for Sunday brunch on

homecoming weekend. " He men-
tioned that Perry House is "doing a,

weekend extravaganza," including a

traditional house lobster dinner on

Saturday night. The lobsters are

purchased by the house.

According to Hodgkins, twice the

usual number of people is expected at

the Saturday buffet. Asked to com-
pare the crowd expected this year

with those of past years, Hodgkins

said there will be "more people in that

there are more students."

John Hoover, president of WHEW,
said that this group's role in

homecoming weekend is to "add a

little spirit" to the proceedings.

Supplying most of the clean-up crew-

after tonight's dance concert in

Greylock, the organization is losing a

"proportionate amount" with the

ACEC on the concert.

Walter O'Brien, director of

security, said that there will be ad-

ditional personnel at the football

game. "Student monitors will be

covering areas on campus in coor-

dination with security officers to

prevent thefts," he added. O'Brien

strorjgly urged students to lock their

"Free Campus Delivery!"
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rooms when they leave for the game.
Ticket sales for this weekend's

performance of Uaal are not going

well, according to Bill Driscoll,

president of Cap & Bells. "We figure it

will be better the second weekend,"

said Driscoll, adding that "word of

mouth" will probably increase ticket

sales.-

Work on the production started in

mid-September, while the stage thrust

was built before the Freshman Kevue.

"It's going to be terrific," said

Driscoll, who has the lead in the play,

Uaal starts at 8:,30 p.m. tonight and
tomorrow night and runs for less than
two hours. It will also be presented
November 20, 21, and 22.

Local businesses also indicated that

they expect a busy weekend. Christine

Hardman, an employee of the
Williams Treadway Inn, said the Inn

is completely booked for the weekend.
According to Hardman, many of the

2.=)0-:i(KI people expected to stay at the

Inn made reservations either at the

June reunion or during the summer.
Employees of King's Liquor Store

are also expecting a high level of sales

in the next few days. However, ac-

cording to Jerrry Smith, "there's no
such thing as over-stocking in our

store because we just don't have the

space " He said that there will

probably be "a couple of extra em-
ployees."" Beverly Canales, an em-
ployee of the Country Restaurant,

said that "wl,iare expecting a big

crowd this weekenC R^rvations are

going as well if not wnret than last

year" "''V.

ANTIQUE PRINTS

AND MAPS

% FRAMKSHOP

The FREE UNIVERSITY-
Winter Study 1976 is an opportunity
for members of the Williams
Community to get together and
share their knowledge, interests,

and skills. All courses are
welcomed! If you want to teach
something or have any questions
about the Free U., call Andy at 8

3194 or Rebecca at 8-5681. Please
call soon because the catalog is

now being assembled.
(

Greylock Dining Hall. Duke and the

l)ii\ers and The ,lanies .'Montgomery

nines Hand will play the type of

Ijoogie and blues music that makes

dancing a ball.

Speaking of Haal, Brecht's first play

will be opening tonight at the AMT.
Directed by the Drama department's

newest member (this is his first show

at Williams) Greg Boyd, and starring

seasoned actor Bill Driscoll in the title

role, the play is bound for success. It

is the lyrical epic of the ugly, asocial,

vagabond poet Baal, and the journey

to his death. It is the type of theater

whieb Williams hasn't seen for a

while, yet certainly deserves to see.

After BaaJ—Cap and Bells in con-

junction with the 18% House will

present the Williams Cabaret Com-
pany. The Company features Tacey

Phillips '76, Skip Adams '76, Martha
Williamson '77 and Stu Menking '79 in

a series of performances honoring the

unforgettable music of Ira and George

Gershwin. Showtime at the 1896 House
will be from 11 to midnight.

Tacey Phillips and Martha
Williamson have had semi-

professional experience in other
Cabaret performances. Skip Adams
has been a major personality in

musical events at Williams. Stu

Menking, a freshman, will be making
his professional debut.

Saturday, along with repeat per-

formances of liaal and The Williams

( aliarel. and, of course, the

traditional house parties around
campus, Ingmar Bergman's Through

llie (ilass Darkly will be shown. The
Academy Award winning film is the

first in Bergman's religious trilogy.

It chronicles.tlae,pathetic plunge of a

young woman into madness. As so

often the case, Bergman has created a

powerful and emotionally draining

film. Starring Harriet Andersson and

Max von Sydow, the film will play in

Bronfman at 7:,'iO and 9:30 p.m.

Sunday's feature will be the

WiUianis Student Philharmonit
J^etftu'esentation of an all Mozart
<ibhcert in Chapin Hall at 4 pm jl

Chamber Orchestra, comprised
ol

thirty two student musicluns,
will

perform the Abduction hnin
n,,,

Seraglio overture, guest conducted bv
Prof. Irwin Shainman, and ihe Pia,,,,

Ciincerlo \o. 17 in G Major, K. 45;)

The latter will feature Nj^ii,

Schidlovsky '76 as soloist and will be

conducted by the group's erstwhile

leader Yoon K. Lee '76.

Mozart's opera The Aljduciidn from
llic Seraglio is a tall tale of Turkish
intrigue. The composer invested the

overture with an exotic, comical
flavor by means of unusual percussion

effects. The Piano Concerto, on the

other hand, is a more dramatic work,

containing moments of "lovely

sunshine" as well as ones of sublime

darkness. Lee characterizes the work

as the "serene nature of Mozart's

soul, reflected, as it were, in the sutiiiy

sky of Salzburg."

Schidlovsky, returning from a year

at-^mith as a piano major, now

continues his frequent appearance in

musical recitals here as a soloist and

ensemble player. The concert is free

Films round out Sunday Recom-

mended is the classic science fiction

I'he Day the Earth S(o<)d Siill. Conflict

between a visiting "space person"

and the Earth people results in the

stopping of all power on Earth. Good

entertainment. It's showing in

Bronfman at l::iO, 3:;iO, and Id pni.

Both the Dance Society and the

Clark Art Institute continue their film

festivals. The Clark will show The

I'ilaii: I'lie Slor> of .Michealanucio,

(iall<'i\— A \ie« of liine, and A \ isii

III I'icasMi. Films start at 4 p.m. The

Dance films focus on modern dance

this week. Films on or of Paul Taylor

and Company, Martha Graham's

work, Anna Sokolow, and Beltie de

Jong will all be shown in Bronfman at

7:30 p.m.

'S Wonderful! Tacey Phillips and Skip Adams team up »/ith Martha

Williamson and Stew Menking in a musical trjbute to Ira and George Gershwin.
The Cabaret begins tonight after BAAL when the four will sing and dance their-

way to midnight at The 1896 House.
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Pearlman collection exhibits diversity
by WkkSloaiie

Henry Pearlman collected what he

liked, with that criteria he put

together a collection of paintings,

prints, and sculpture which, when

exhibited together, create the con-

trasts which gave birth to modern

painting. The collector himself, is

present in his portraits and his

choices. The Pearlman exhibit

enriches the Clark collection,

overlapping in the Pre-lmpressionist

and Impressionist, and then moving

on into the twentieth century. The

exhibit provides an opportunity to see

new views of old friends and excellent

works of new ones.

Hung together in one of the rooms

are paintings of Amedeo Mondigliani

(1884-1920), Jules Pascin (1885-1930),

Maurice Utrillo (1883-1955), and

Chaim Soutine (1894-1943), les pein-

ires maudits—the painters under a

curse. A precursor of abstract ex-

pressionism, Soutine's often violently

expressive brushwork never loses its

contact with the subject which in-

spired the work. The houses and trees
in Ked Hoofs (c. 1921) undulate, their
energy captured for an instant in

bright colors by Soutine's brush. The
paintings of Soutine are one of the
bridges to Abstract Expressionism. In
Hed Hoofs and Village Square (c.

1921) the concrete forms are breaking
down, changing from forms to form-
lessness. Each painting can be seen
on both abstract and concrete levels.

The energy within the forms and not
the forms themselves charges the
paintings.

The same energy which explodes in

Hcd Hoofs and Village Square was
often trapped within Soutine and the
people he saw around him. The
desperate helplessness in I'ortrait of a

Woman (1929) is perhaps the curse
Soutine felt in the world. The blue

shadows around the woman's eyes
match the intensity of the blue world
around her. Her hands are clenched in

fear.

Williams Student Philharmonic Society
concert will be staged in Chapin Hall at 4

practising for its Mozart Concert. The
p.m. Sunday (photo by Brewer)

Udall to speak on energy
Former Secretary of the Interior

Stewart L. Udall will speak on

"Current Issues in Energy and En-
vironment" in Jesup Auditorium next

Monday at 7:30. He will also discuss

Ihe f^residential campaign of his

brother, Rep. Morris Udall. Stewart
Udall is currently campaign manager
for his brother. The talk, spoasored by
the Williams Students for Udall, is

free and open to the public.

Ldall, a member of Congress from
•Arizona from 1955 to 1961. was noted
for his leadership in promoting
conservation and civil rights
legislation. In 1961, President Ken-
nedy appointed him to be Secretary of

Itie Interior. He served in that post

until 1969 and was one of only three

cabinet members to serve for the

entire Kennedy-Johnson period.

Under Udall's leadership, nearly 4

million acres of land was added to the

National Park System. For the first

time in United States history, more
land was being preserved as

wilderness and recreational area than

was being developed for industrial or

urban purposes.

The troubling intensity of Soutine is

complemented in the same room by
the more cheerful expressionism of

Oscar Kokoschka (b. 1886). His
watercolors are filled with the happier
energies of the world. One painting of

a pheasant (1943) is filled with the

brightness of the ruffled plumage, and
yet the pheasant is lying dead on the
ground. The painting is filled with
more than mortal life, providing an
interesting contrast with the Hanging
Turkey of Soutine, whose life has been
robbed. The prickly green leaves in

(ioiird (1945) by Kokoschka exude an
aspect of life not seen in other works
in the room. The necessities of

security is appreciated, but all of

these paintings are robbed of a degree
of intensity by the shiny glass

covering them.

Walking up the stairs to the

exhibition visitors are welcomed by a

portrait of Henry Pearlman himself,

painted by Kokoschka in 1948. With a

cheery glow in his eyes Pearlman's
portrait is hung where he can watch
over the visitors to his collection. But
there is also a bronze head of

Pearlman by Jacques Lipschitz (b.

1891), Completed in 1952 the larger

than lifesize sculpture presents us
with another way of looking at the

world m general and Henry Pearlman
in particular. Three terra cotta

studies for the sculpture included m
the show give us both the countenance
and the shape of Pearlman. But as the

paintings are robbed by the glass of

their sparkle the Pearlman head and
many of the sculptures are robbed of

an entire dimension by being placed

too close to a wall.

The presence of Paul Cezanne ( 18.39-

1906) completes the path into the

twentieth century which grinds to a

halt in the Clark with the last Im-

pressionist painting. The combination

of etchings, watercolors, and oils

provides an unique and special op-

portunity to learn how Cezanne looked

at the world. Seldom can one see how
the master of pats of color sees the

world m terms of lines.

The fifteen watercolors range from
Three Pears painted in 1888 to Path in

Ihe Woods of 1906: the year Cezanne

died. The artist often captured his

first impressions of a scene in

watercolor. later developing the scene

in oil. .And in the watercolors are the

components of his oil paintings.

Restricted by the transparency and
fluidity of watercolor Cezanne was
forced to render what he saw in a less

complex fashion than in his oils. The
watercolor of Mont Ste. Victoire

(1902) shows the larger geometric
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shapes which first struck the artist. In

the next room is an oil painting, also

done in 1902, of the same scene in

which the larger blocks of color in the

watercolor have been refined to tiny

pals of color; each object in the oil is

rendered with the same sensibility as

the watercolor rendered the entire

scene. The large uniform squares of

color in I'atli in (he Woods is a view

through a magnifying glass of a

Cezanne oil.

The Pearlman collection is a

collection of contrasts; a collection of

the different ways in which artists in

their works and Henry Pearlman in

his collecting saw the world around
them. In the extensive works of

Cezanne there are contrasting and
complementary points of view within

a single artist. In one room are pears
painted by Cezanne and in another
pears by Pisarro,

James Montgomery (at right) brings
his rock and roll blues band to the
dance-concert tonight in Greylock
Dining Hall. Also featured will be
Duke and the Drivers. The bands are
determined to make foot stomping
easy and will certainly help usher in

the Homecoming weekend spirit.
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One Woman's
Point of View

Sacred Ritual
When you see "Traditional Refresh-

ments" on a poster, what comes to

mind? Certainly not milk and cookies.

It's got to be beer, or mayt>e l>eer and
pretzels. Drinking is the one
ubiquitous hobby here, in which
everyone call take part aai even
develop some skill. Who hasn't par-

ticipated in a tequila and lemon
ritual? Getting blown out brings about
a state called communitas (See,

Religion 101 does have some practical

applications!); in other words, one
gets really friendly with people with

whom one would ordinarily never
have spokea
The problem is that people here just

can't seem to open up unless they've

got a little (or a big) buzz on. The
pressures of being a "pre-something"
and having to book it so much seem to

affect our ability to socialize. Once
you step outside the classroom, how
do you talk to someone about
something besides grades or
professors? Well, if you get loaded,

you don't have to worry about that.

It's amazing how fast your tongue can
fly once you've got a little alcohol

coursing through your body. It's even
more amazing to find out the next day
what you said, but that's another
story.

How many of us consider ourselves

to be merely "social drinkers", as the

commercial goes? Yet, how many

times have we vowed, "Tonight, I'm

going to get so drunk . .
." Is this the

attitude of a social drinker? Does
somebody who just wants to "loosen

up a little" decide before they even

start drinking that they're going to

drink 'til they can't remember how
many they've had? Sometimes I

wonder if it isn't almost a suicidal

urge. When I think of how many
glasses of punch I had at the last party

I went to and the subsequent'hangover

I endured for the next day, I really

wonder what made me do it. And
there were plenty of people there who
had at least as much as I did? Too

often, we really abuse alcohol.

I think it's too bad that so many of

us seem to have to drink in order to

become uninhibited enough to talk to

somebody we don't know all that'well

or get out on the dance floor and

boogie. There's nothing wrong with a

few drinks, but getting so soused that

you're out of control doesn't do you or

the people you're trying to meet any

good. So, next time, think twice before

you have that tenth glass of punch.

Sure, you have your reputation to

maintain, sure, drinking is a sacred

institution, but imagine being able to

remember the next day what hap-

pened at a party the night before! And
imagine a "day after" without a

terrible hangover! And imagine a

"dry" Amherst weekend . .

.

November u,
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Is this really tl«e Purple CowT It Is the closest thing to a Purple Cow most

students will see Saturday—unless they are drinking purple cows (vodka,

grapefruit juice and grape iuice). But students are "not supposed to drink" at

College athletic eyents.^_ -

College energy use dropping
Director of Physical Plant Peter P.

Welanetz released a detailed cost

analysis of the College's energy ex-

penses this week which showed that

despite rising fuel costs, increased

floor space, and abnormally cold

temperatures, ' the College has

decreased consumption of electricity

and heating oil between 1972 and 1975.

The facts and figures of the

Williams energy situation over the

last three years appeared in Energy

Conservation Bulletin No. 5 which

Welanetz directed to the entire

College community. "Williams should

take some pride in what it has done to

date," he noted, "but there is room for

Women swimmers finish fourth at Holyoke
SWIMMERS from page 8

when Pearsall, Sue Buck, Randall

Morrow and Nina Murphy dropped
their own record by 2.5 seconds but

were still touched out by the South

Hadley quartet. Touch outs by all

three opponents in several important

events lowered the Purple point total

in the highly competitive meet, but

probably had no real bearing on the

final standings.

Pearsall trimmed better than five

seconds off Leslie Teel's ('74) 4:23.076

400 freestyle record, the first of her six

standards to go. Teel, Williams' first

national class woman swimmer,
transferred to the College after

missing a berth on the 1972 Olympic
team by one-tenth of a second.

Pearsall also trimmed 2.3 seconds

from her own 200 individual medley

record with a 2:20.0 clocking. The 400

freestyle and a 100 butterfly win twth

established new pool records.

Nina Murphy, another frosh, swam
to a new personal and College best of

1:08.8 in the 100 backstroke and tied

her own mark in the 50 tack, finisliing

second only to MHC ace Karen
Farnsworth in each event. Junior

Randall Morrow took second in the 50

freestyle, then came back for a fourth

in the hundred, while Carol Buck
finished third and fourth in the two

distance races. Sue Buck also nabbed

a third and a fourth in the breastroke

events, two of the closest of the

evening.

Fifth places by Barljara Bonner,

Hilary Hodgson and diver Sue Jacquin

CIA

Starting next week, the Record
will publish a short series of ar-

ticles dealing with the Central

Intelligence Agency and its con-

nections with Williams College.

Many members of the faculty and
student body have already been

contacted regarding this endeavor.

If there are any other members of

the Williams community who have

any personal knowledge on this

subject, please contact Steve

Rothstein.

and sixths by Roxanne Franklin and
Bardie King added Purple points.

"We're not the least bit upset about

it. Mount Holyoke has an excellent

team and we swam very well,"

commented Coach Carl Samuelson.

"Our times would have easily won last

year's invitational, and we're still

improving."

Samuelson's charges will liave to

improve fairly quickly to meet next

Wednesday's challenge: they'll be

traveling downstate to rechallenge

Holyoke in a triangular meet hosted

by UMass, a squad that holds four

standing New England records. The
Ephwomen then wind up their

schedule at the Wellesley Invitational

a week from tomorrow.

improvement."

Despite the overall fuel savings the

Bulletin notes that "the total cost of

fuel has gone up 98 per cent and

electric power 53 per cent in the past

two years." The 1974-75 budget for

total energy costs was over $735

thousand. This year the Department

of Buildings and Grounds has

budgeting over $873 thousand to heat

and light the College.

Welanetz voiced concern over

continually rising costs and fluc-

tuating supplies of fuel and concluded

"we can't afford to relax on energy

conservation. What's got to be ef-

fective is a continuing concern."

Several new measures, including

the nightly closing of Griffin and

Hopkins Halls, as well as established

policy measures were outlined in the

two-page bulletin. Office and dor-

mitory temperatures will remain at 68

degrees, while classrooms and labs

will be set at 65 degrees. Welanetz

urged students and faculty to report

any thermostat malfunctions im-

mediately to B&G.
Williams, Welanetz stated, was one

of the first Colleges to issue Energy
Bulletins. Many colleges have used

the Williams bulletins as models for

their own schools. In relation to the

effectiveness of colleges in the area to

conserve energy Welanetz feels

"we're above average. We got started

in energy conservation before the fuel

crunch due to campus environmental

concern over air pollution. .For this

reason we got a head start on most of

the colleges in the Northeast."

Mead finances

summer interns

in government
Applications are now available for

the Summer Intern Program
in

Government sponsored by the Mead
Fund, according to Henry Flynt^j
director of the Mead Fund Com-
mittee. The appUcation deadline is

December 1.

The Mead Fund was established in

1951 when the College received a

substantial gift from the estate of

George J. Mead. Mead expressed in

his will an intention "that this gift

shall be used to improve the quality of

leadership and service in all branches

of government ... by encouraging

young people of reliability, good sense

and high purpose to enter witt)

adequate preparation those fields of

poUtics and constitutional govern-

ment upon which^must rest the future

of this nation."

Members of the Junior class,

regardless of Major, as well as a

limited number of especially qualified

Sophomores, are eligible to apply for

this program. While designation as a

Mead Intern generally facilitates

securing a position in government

offices, each Intern must bear the

responsibility for finding a govern-

ment position.

Applications as well as detailed

reports of the activities of last year's

Interns are available in the Financial

Aid Office. Selection of Mead Interns

will be made by December 12

Eph water po/d

faces Amhersf
The water polo club will have to

avoid the fourUi quarter let-down that

cost them their last meeting with

Amherst in order to win tonight's

homecoming rematch with the Lord

Jeffs. Face-off is at 7: 30 in Muir Pool.

The Jeffs put together a five goal

fourth in that early October game to

snap a third period cfeadlock and

guarantee an 11-8 victory. It was the

first polo encounter ever between the

Little Three rivalsr

The Ephmen will have to fully

exploit their speed advantage tonight

to compensate for the experience of

the talented Amherst squad Jeff

freshman Jim Mendelsohn, for

example, was a starter for last year's

Missouri state high school champions

and was an honorable mention all-

conference choice.

Campus notes: upcoming speeches
Birth Control

Baird, an activist in birth

and abortion reform, will

Bill

control

speak in Jesup Auditorium at 7:30

Tuesday. His topic will be "Abortion,

Men & Women's Rights, Sex and the

Law." including discussions of the
current status of the abortion struggle

and other sexual regulation, and the
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relationship between feminism and
men's rights in abortion.

The lecture is sponsored by
Williams Women, Lecture Com-
mittee, Chapel Board, Dodd House,
Berkshire Women's Coalition and the

North Adams Women's Center.

Astro-women

An exhibition entitled, "Women in

Astronomy" is currently on view in

the lobby of the Bronfman Science

Center.

Through photographs and captions,

the exhibition illustrates the con-

tributions of dozens of past and
contemporary women astronomers.

"Astronomy has long been a science

with a high proportion of women
making scientific discoveries," noted
Jay M. Pasachoff, assistant professor

of astronomy and director of the

Hopkins Observatory.

"The exhibition was assembled by
the IBM Corporation and will remain
on view through the end of the month.
It is sponsored at Williams by the

Hopkins Observatory.

Women in Finance

"Women in Finance will be the focal

point of a panel discussion on Wed-
nesday sponsored by the Office of

Career Counselling and Williams

Women. The discussion will begin at

4:00 p.m. and continue through dinner

in the Makepeace Room, Greylock

Quad
An informal, open discussion on

"Concerns of the Professional

Woman" will start at 7:30.

The program is drawing prominent

women from this area representing

fields in Banking, Securities and

Investments, Corporate finance.

Public accounting, and International

Banking. The panel consists of

Catherine Lesse—Banker's Trust

Company, Susan Swan—Price

Waterhouse, Maria Todd-Morgan

Guarantee, Beverly Lanquist-

Morgan Stanley, Sharon Chancellor-

Manufacturer's Hanover Trust

Company, and a representative from

RCA.

Foreign Students

What has been known in the past as

the Foreign Student Organization

changed its name this year to the

International Club. While all students

have been encouraged to join, the

organization has consisted of almost

exclusively foreign students. In an

effort to open the group to a more

diverse membership, the name was

changed to the International Club.

According to Pakorn Vichyanond,

an officer of the club, there is a lot

more enthusiasm for the club this

year. The number of foreign students

has doubled since last year, from H to

28. The club has recenUy applied to

the College Council for funds.

Every other Monday night, the Club

conducts a dinner in Baxter, often

followed by slides or a speaker. Topics

are flexible, generally concerned with

some aspect of international aj/airs,

such as politics or culture.
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Williams -Amherst,-from Boynton to Baldwin
by Dan Daly

Back in the days when men were

men and women had to content

themselves' with Wellesley or Rad-

cliffe, Williams and Amherst, those

bastions of masculinity, decided

they'd get together for a friendly

game of football. The game was

played a little differently then. There

were few rules (although murder was

^ctly prohibited), field goals were

wortk,more than touchdowns, and the

forwardxpass hadn't even been in-

'vented ywxOrder was the exception

rather thanNjje rule. Newspaper

accounts of sonie^early contests stir

memories of the 1968 Democratic

National Convention.

By all reports, the first Williams-

Amherst game was a spirited affair

characterized by hard hitting, short

tempers, and an occasional outbreal(

of fisticuffs. The crowd, numbering in

the hundreds, was boisterous, but not

unruly, and play proceeded without

interruption. Unbeaten and unscored

upon going into the contest, Williams

dominated the early action and built a

15-2 lead. With 15 minutes remaining,

play was halted to allow the Amherst

team to catch a train. The year was

1884.

From the beginning, it was clear

that there was something special

about the Williams-Amherst game,

and when the two schools met on the

gridiron there were no holds barred.

An 1891 edition of the Williams

Quarterly reported with some con-

sternation that "Amherst slugged

whenever opportunity offered." After

the 1928 battle on Pratt Field, the

Record complained that the Lord

Jeffs had been rude hosts, "subjecting

the Williams team to the danger of

pneumonia and colds by allowing only

three towels to the whole squad and
coaches."

Eastern Powers
In the early years, Williams

scheduled such eastern powers as

Dartmouth, Army, Syracuse, Yale,

and even Carlisle, but by the time the

Little Three was formed in 1910,

Amherst was clearly THE game.
Williams coaches would dream up
trick plays to be used only against

Amherst, diagramming them on the

nearest napkin and putting them
away for a rainy day. The Lord Jeffs

were no less mischievous. In 1890,

they unveiled the flying wedge, the

"V-trick" Williams students called it,

a ploy so dangerous (and effective)

that it was later outlawed. The Ephs
were ready for it, however, and
"smothered" the Jeffs, 6-0. Two years
later, Williams wasn't so successful,

and Amherst rode the flying wedge to

a 60-0 victory, still the most lopsided
win in the 89-year history of the series.

Few games—Army-Navy
,

Nebraska-Oklahoma, and Alabama-
Auburn notwithstanding—are frfayed
with more intensity. If you're hurt,

you don't worry about it—you'll have
nine months to recuperate. A loss can
make those months seem like years.
"A victory over the Purple and
White," claimed a Record editorial,

"will change the whole complexion of
the 1911 season from the sombre color

of defeat to the more satisfying hue of
success."

For the Fans
The game is as much for the

students and fans as it is for the
players. Concerts, house parties,
rowdyism, dates from Skidmore and
Holyoke—Amherst weekend is all this
and more. "For half an hour before
the game began," the Record
reported in 1904, "the cheering was
incessant

. . . Fistic amenities, we are
glad to note, were noticeable by their

infrequency." At a 1917 rally, an
exuberant professor exclaimed that
there was "enough enthusiasm latent
in Williams to drive the Germans out
of Venice." With that, the Ephs went
out and drove Amherst right out of

town, 20-0.

The night before the 1952 game was
highlighted by a torch parade down
Route 2, and after several choruses of

"Phinney! Phinney! Phinney!" the
unflappable James Phinney Baxter
emerged from the President's house
to join in the merrymaking. "Amidst
the cheering of the rally-goers," the

Record wrote, "an effigy of the

Amherst ghost disintegrated in the

conflagration, even the scaffold

The legendary Ben Boynton

bending in Subservience to the

Williams team." The banner contest

was won by Sigma Phi fraternity for

its graphic portrayal of "The Rape of

theSabrina (an Amherst nickname no

longer in use)."

Nineteen sixty-seven will go down in

history as the "Year of the Button."

Buttons proclaiming "Cow Power"

were pinned to hundreds of sweaters

and lapels across campus and three

enterprising seniors, Larry Levien,

Dick Hiersteiner, and Bill Ronai,

hawked buttons reading: "Calvin

Coolidge Went to Amherst." Ex-

Meet and Greet

your Friends

Before and After the

Williams Victory

At

BnuHf nf Malali

Haberdqsljers^to Williams

l^en and Women

plained Levien afterwards: "We were
worried Amherst might come up with
'James Garfield Went to Williams'
buttons."

The personalities, the players who
have made the Williams-Amherst
game what it is, are unforgetable. The
list is endless; Amherst's Doug Swift,
Jean Fugett, and Freddie Scott,

Williams' Jack Maitland—all made
the big jump from the Little Three to

the N.F.L. But perhaps the most
remarkable performer of all was a
wiry, 165-pound Texan named Ben
Boynton.

Waco Wonder
Back home they called him "The

Waco Wonder," and from the moment
Boynton stepped on Weston Field
nobody had to ask why. He could do it

all: pass, run, kick, play defense.

Many called him one of the finest all-

around athletes of his generation, and
that includes Jim Thorpe. As a fresh-
man in 1917, Benny led Williams to its

first unbeaten season ever (7-0-1),

quarterbacking upsets over mighty
Cornell (14-10) and Columbia (9-6)

and topping off the season with a 20-0

whitewashing of Amherst.
Three times an All-American,

Boynton played with a tenacity few
have surpassed. Legend has it when
things looked bleak for Williams,

Benny would discard his helmet, roll

up his sleeves, and shift into over-

drive. "When he got rid of his

helmet," an admirer recalled in 1967,

"we knew he meant business."

Boynton was one of the pioneers of

professional football along with
George Halas and Jim Thorpe and
played for five different teams before

his retirement in 1926. He had a style

all his own. "Boynton spiced up the

attack somewhat with an unusual

maneuver," wrote Dallas sport-

swriter Charles Burton in 1962. "He
would take the ball and instead of

trying to plow through the line or run

around its terminals, he would dive

over the top of it, usually landing on

his head."

"We called it the nose-dive play,"

explained his first pro coach, Leo

Lyons. "Benny told me he had

practiced it back at Williams by

diving over benches." Boynton was
elected to the National Football Hall

of Fame in 1962, just months biefore

his death.

Taking Bets

If there's one thing oddsmakers

have learned over the years, it's that

you don't take bets on the Williams-

Amherst game. Past records mean
very little when these two teams go at

it and anything can, and usually does,

happen. For instance:

1897: Williams 6, Amherst 6. As the

final whistle blew, Williams' (no first

name given) Fifer picked up a fumble

at the Eph 20 and raced 80 yards in

almost total darkness for a touchdown

(worth five points then). Then, ac-

cording to a 1929 Record account of

the game, Fifer "kicked the goal

(extra point) by moonlight" to knot

the score.

1906: Williams 0, Amherst 0. On a

snow-covered field, (no first name

given) Beach ran 99 yards late in the

final period to give Williams an ap-

parent 6-0 lead. But alas, his tracks

revealed that he had stepped out of

bounds at the Amherst 20 and the

officials brought the ball back.

Williams failed to score.

End Steve Creahan gets to Amherst quarterback Rick Murphy in 1972 contest.
Williams upset the unbeaten Lord Jeffs, 21-12. (photo by Tague)

1928: Williams 40, Amherst 15. The
November 20 Record carried this

gem: "In the despair of an impending
defeat, the Amherst coaches tried one
last ruse: they sent an Amherst
player into the fray with a Williams
jersey in hopes of utilizing him thus

a-diSguised in various trick plays.

However, the alertness of the officials

denied them this last chance for

victory and the man was forced to

abandon all modesty and change
jersies in midfield."

1942: Amherst 12, Williams 6.

Riding high on a college record 13-

game winning streak, Williams en-

tered the game no. 1 in the East.

Coach Charley Caldwell's squad in-

cluded two All-Americans, three All-

East selections, and five All-New
England choices and may well be the

strongest Williams team ever
assembled. Amherst wasn't im-
pressed. After the Jeffs took a 12-6

lead into the fourth quarter, RoUo
Smith boomed an 88-yard punt to the

Williams 2-yard line, demoralizing the

Ephs. According to the November 20

Record, Williams "never again was
able to work into the open."

Upsets

1972: Williams 21, Amherst 12. The
7-0 Lord Jeffs were two touchdown
favorites going into the game, but

Williams struck for a pair of early

scores to go ahead 14-0. Then, with the

score 14-12 in the final period, the

incomparable Ron "Dobie" Thomas
unleased a 65-yard punt from the

Williams end zone to get the Ephs out

of trouble.

1973: Williams 30, Amherst 14. Once
again, the Lord Jeffs were deprived of

a perfect season. Trailing 6-0 late in

the first half, Williams coach Bob
Odell went to a wishbone attack and
halfback Dave "Cha Cha" Reimann, a

virtual unknown, scampered for

touchdowns of 60 and 14 yards to give

the Ephs a 14-6 halftime lead.

Amherst never recovered.

89th Meeting

This Saturday, Williams and
Amherst will be getting together for

the 89th time in what is one of the

oldest—and most overlooked-
rivalries in collegiate football. There
won't be any television cameras,
there won't be any 110-piece marching
bands, just 80 guys trying to kill one
another and about 9,000 people who
love small college football.

This time, Williams will be entering

the game unbeaten. The Ephs, 6-0-1,

haven't lost in 12 games, and a win
will not only tie a 23-year old college

mark, but give them their first un-

beaten season since 1967. History

would appear to be on the Ephs' side.

Only three Williams teams have ever

gone undefeated— 1917, 1957, and
1967—and each finished with a tie.

Ready for more? Both this year's

squad and the 1967 squad tied "rrinity

in the season's opener. If Williams

wins Saturday, Arnold Toynbee will

not have died in vain.

And as if all this weren't enough, the

Ephs will be gunning for their fifth

straight Little Three crown. Nobody's
done that before.

Amherst is not without incentives

either. A victory would give coach
Jim Ostendarp 100 career wins, and
"theDarp" would like nothing better

to reach this milestone at the expense

of Bob Odell, who has beaten him four

out of four. A win would also give the

Jeffs a piece of the Little Three title,

which they haven't won since 1968. A
third of the pie is better than nothing.

So put the twoks away for an af-

ternoon, fill your hipflask with some
Bacardi rum, and crank up the old

vocal chords, because there's gonna
be a whole lot of shakin' goin' on down
at Weston Field Saturday. If that 15

page f)aper is hanging over your head
and you find you need a bit of a push,

ask yourself this:

Can you conceive of any reason,

save physical disability, or an absolute

inability to secure the funds needed,

which you. as a man, can present to

Viiur follows as your justification for

not attending [the Amherst] game? —

taken from a November 14, 1904

editorial in the Williams Record.

"If there's one thing oddsmakers have learned

over the years, it's that you don't take bets on

the Williams-Amherst game."
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tittle Three titles on the line in football, soccer
Booters face Jeffs

I

Amherst-Williams

Rivals since 1 884

Feature story, pg 7

Jim Hield dribbles ball in Ephs's
victory over Wesleyan. Another win
tomorrow will make the soccer team
Little Three Champs, (photo by AAc-
Clellan)

by Mark Pogue
The Fighting Ephmen of Williams

College will tangle with the Amherst
Lord Jeffs tomorrow morning in a
game that will determine the 1975

Little Three soccer champion.
Williams (6-4) must face a typically

strong Lord Jeff club that is 6-2 on the
year and hasn't failed to win the Little

Three since 1972.

The experience of the Williams
soccer team in recent years, unlike
that of the football team, cannot be
described as one of dominance over
Amherst and the Little Three. You
must go all the way back to the turn of

the decade (1970) to discover when
Williams last beat the Jeffs in a Little

Three game, and the Purple has not
won the crown since 1971. In that year,
a 1-1 stalemate with Amherst gave
Williams the title after Wesleyan beat
Amherst and Williams beat Wesleyan.
But terminating Amherst's string of

victories will not be the only incentive

spmrring Williams onward tomorrow;
there are also some personal scores to

settle. Neither Williams Coach Jeff

Vennell nor graduating co-captains
Brian Daggett and Graham Hone
have ever beaten an Amherst varsity
in League play, so a triumph Saturday
would be particularly gratifying for

them. Even Old Man Cole Field hasn't

witnessed a Purple victory since the

days of Apollo XI (1969).

The invading Lord Jeffs feature a
deep, well-balanced soccer team. At
midweek it had lost only to Mid-
dlebury and Springfield, two clubs
which defeated the Ephmen. Prime
assets for the bad guys appear to be
their speed, experience, and depth.

John Coffin, the team's most effective

player, will probably be out with in-

juries; Amherst, nonetheless, is

guaranteed to have eleven talented

Lords a-leaping out on Cole Field

tomorrow.

The Purple, scoring at 1.8 goals a

game while allowing 1.1, should also

be at nearly full strength. Leading the

attack will be linemen Jim Hield (5

Freshman stars

as swimmers finish

4th in invitational
by Dennis O'Shea

Five college records were broken or

tied, but Williams speed just wasn't

enough to offset Mount Holyoke depth,

as the Eph swimmers finished second

in Tuesday night's Holyoke In-

vitational. Mt. Holyoke earned 298

points to Williams 230. The University

of New Hampshire trailed Williams

by eight points while Vermont brought

up the rear with 152.

Three first places, two individual

event college standards and two pool

marks left freshman Marilla Pearsall

indisputably the meet's top athlete.

The pattern was set in the first

event, the 200 yard medley relay,

see SWIMMERS page «

goals), John Friborg (5) and Ray
PoweU (3). At midfield will be Rick

Zeller, Ted Rouse, and Steve Smith (5

assists), while fullbacks Daggett,

Hone, John Lanier ai)d Bill Roper will

hold the defensive fort. Skip
Grossman, having a very good year,

will open in goal.

Vennell rates the two squads vir-

tually even in ability, and looks for

aggressive play all over the field. Can
the Purple Booters end the five-year

drought and whip Amherst
tomorrow? "Predicting Little Three
games is almost impossible," said

Vennell with a mysterious smile, "but
I can say that it will be a good game. I

highly" recommend it to anyone."

Game time is 11:30.

Women run
to victory
The women's cross-country team

raced to a second place finish in the

New Englands last week, against such

tough opponents as U. Mass (the

eventual winners), Brandeis,
Springfield, and UVM.

All seven members of the Williams

contingent finished within the top

twenty, with Lisa Capaldini taking

fifth place and Michelle Cutsforth

capturing ninth (despite an injured

knee). These results climaxed a

highly successful season for the team,

and may have earned them varsity

status for the future.

The Ephwomen proved themselves
ready and able from the start, win-

ning their inaugural meet over
Middlebury 23-31. The Williams team
under Coach Bud Fisher next hosted

Wesleyan, and cruised to a 16-47 win
over the 2.25 mile home course, with

Cutsforth, Capaldini, and Anne
Waters coasting to a finish in 14:00.

Next, the team faced its toughest

opponent, highly ranked U.Mass, in

what was to be a closely contested

battle from start to finish. Again
Cutsforth finished in front with a

strong time of 13:00, with Capaldini in

the fourth spot (13:43), Becky Lear
and Anne Waters sixth (13:55),

Rachel Potter tenth (14:14), and
Becky Kano twelfth (14:25). Despite

these fast times, U.Mass edged out

Williams 27-28.

Not easily daunted, the Ephwomen
soon regained their winning ways.
With a final score of 25-34, the

Williams team defeated UVM at home
on Oct. 22, with Capaldini taking

second place (13:42). The final meet
brought Dartmouth to the home
course only to be soundly defeated by
a now experienced and conditioned

Williams team by a score of 15-40, the

purple runners capturing the first five

places with ease in times ranging

from 13:54 to 14:36.

Amherst challenges

Eph's perfect record

by Tim Layden
For the first time in five years, the

Amherst team that comes to Weston

Field this Saturday does not have a

chance to win the Little Three title

outright. For the first time in five

years, the Lord Jeffs have a chance to

be the spoilers.

In each of the past four seasons, the

contest between Amherst and
Williams has decided the winner of

the Little Three, as well as alumni

bragging rights in exclusive locations

all over the East.

In each of the past four years,

Amherst has either been the favorite,

or the game has been rated a toss-up.

Never has a Bob Odell-coached team
entered the Amherst game as a

favorite. Never has a Bob Odell-

coached team lost to Amherst.

With these facts in mind, consider

the confrontation scheduled to take

place on Weston Field this Saturday

afternoon. The Ephs come into the

game as 13-point favorites, rated

fourth among small schools in the

East, and with an undefeated record.

Amherst is 4-3, has lost to Wesleyan
and can only tie for the Little Three if

they win.

Yet the Jeffs are a tougher unit than

their mark shows, they beat a good

Dave Parker

(photo by Brewer)

Dave Parker named
Athlete of the week
Dave Parker—split end for the

varsity football team who caught
eight passes, including two touch-

downs in the Ephs crucial 28-21 win
over Wesleyan last Saturday. For his

performance, Parker, a 6'2" senior

was named to the ECAC div. Ill all-

star first team.

HONORABLE MENTION—Marilla

Pearsall—Honored as the Record's
Athlete of the Week earlier this fall,

she won three individual events in an
invitational meet held last Tuesday.
She was the meet's top scorer.

Bbwdoin squad tarly in the season,

and knocked off Trinity (who tied the

Ephs), 20-17, last week.

Soph quartierback Mike Newman
has started for Amherst most of the

season, but suffered a shoulder injury

in the win over Trinity. Replacing

Newman will be senior tri-captain

Dave DriscoU, who was the starter

last year. DriscoU has a fine throwing

arm, but lacks the mobiUty of

Newman.
Receiver Dave Comerford (6' 6")

makes a good target for any passer,

as does soph Bill Swiacki (6' 5"). The

duo has combined for 46 catches and

over 600 yards thus far.

Jefnrdggnr""wlth~over- 590 yaidg,

leads the ground game. The
sophomore has gone over 100 yards

three times this season. Fullback

Bryant Christ is an able rimner and a

strong blockei;'.

Defensively, the Jeffs will be

without the services of DriscoU, who is

an outstanding safety when not

playing QB. His spot will be manned
by tri-captain Alan Chalifoux, who
picked off three passes against

Trinity. Tackle Mike Fieri is also a

consistent performer.

"I think the boys will be up for it,

and we've just got to perform,"

remarked Odell in preparation for the

battle. "Over the past few years,

we've been the underdogs, and we've

just waited in the weeds for 'em. Now,
they're waiting in the weeds for us."

(idell will start senior co-captain

Jim Baldwin at quarterback in tu
contest, but also plans to use Do!
Wallace, the starter for the past folr
weeks. Tight End Dave Mielcarz

i

Questionable, stUl boUiered'U a hin
pointer suffered in the Union win
Defensively, OdeU will move 5' 6"

Mike Gibbons to safety, to avoid the

rerun of "Land of the Giants" thai

would ensue if he were to attempt
man-to-man coverage on either
Comerford or Swiacki. Dave Libardi
or Todd Nelp wiU replace Gibby

ai

cornerback. Odell plans to put Scoti

Perry on the dangerous Swiacki
all

afternoon.

No other changes are planned.— As just a fBw sldellghfsTS-Tlieir
counter, coach Jim Ostendarp

ol

Amherst wiU be shooting for his looth

career win, and his first ever over

OdeU.

Reporters from both The Boston

Globe and The New York Times will

be covering the game.
A crowd of over 10,000 is expected

for the contest, and there is certainly

no term paper imaginable which

could keep a Williams student away
from Weston this Saturday, right?

Put down your books Ephmen and

women, if not Thursday night when

most of the campus will be starting

their weekend, at least for a couple of

hours Saturday afternoon. After all,

Amherst comes to town once every

two years, and the Ephs go un-

defeated even less often.

Battle time is 1:30.

Layden an
Football

by Tim Layden

Defense

Linebacker Carmen Palladino Intercepts a pass during Williams' 2«-2i victory
over Wesleyan. The d«fenM hat bem ttw team's strong point this season, (photo
byMcClellan) _ - . •. . •

"The best offense is a good Defense."

(An anonymous quote utilized by
every coach whose team's main forte

was shutting off its opponents rather

than scoring points itself)

"The Doomsday Defense"
(The rerocious-sounding nickname-
given to the defensive unit of the
Dallas Cowboys of the late sixties add
early seventies) ^

"DEE-fense, DEE-fense, DEE-fense!
(The rallying cry of the fans of the

New York Knicks as their team won
the NBA title in 1970)

"TheNo-Name Defense"
(The uopraising label attached to the

World Champion Miami Dolphins of

two of the past three years)

"The Purple Gang"
(Psucdonym of the Minnesota
Vikings' defensive team of the past

five years)

It seems that an awful lot of

publicity has been given to the distaff

side of the game of football over the

past few years, doesn't it? After all, it

isn't the defense that produces Jim
Browns and Gayle Sayereses and
Johnny Unitases and O.J. Simpsons.
But defenses do win football games.
Witness, if you will, the 1975 version

of the Williams College footbaU team.
This Saturday, they will do battle with
arch-rival Amherst on Weston Field
before a homecoming crowd of

perhaps 10,000 people.

All thai w'" be at stake in the game
is the Ephs' fifth consecutive LitUe
Three title (even a loss wiU give them
a tie for the title, but who wants a tie,

right. Trinity?), a lofty ranking in

both the national and Eastern polls,

and the first undefeated season for a
Williams team since 1967.

And one of the basic reasons why so
much has been accomplished and so
much is at stake this Saturday is the

incredible work of the DEFENSE.
Led by coaches Andy Dzurinko and
Dick Farley, the Williams defense has
not only yielded a stingy 44 points on
the season, but has also scored 36 of its

own.

"Suspect, mistake-prone, and
inexperienced," are just three of the

adjectives which were used by
skeptics everywhere (including this

writer), to describe the fate of the

defense before the season. A year of

42-39 wins seemed inevitable. Coj^
sider the cast of individuals who have
made it a season in which eight pointa

would have been enough to win ail but

one game.
The Front Three—Mike Powers,

Emmett Creahan, and Dave Kurfess,

By far the most mobile unit any small

college fan could ask for, the trio has

held opponents to an average of only

1.9 yards per carry. Creahan, who has

played at all positions on the defense

.

other than the secondary, has

recovered three fumbles, one for a

score against Union.

The Ends—Jack Costello and Tim

Mages. There is very Httle that can be

said about this duo that hasn't already

been said. They have made life

miserable for opposing quarterbacks

for the entire season. Their quickness

makes them nearly impossible to

block cleanly, while their pursuit has

turned countless sweeps back lo the

inside. Each has also recovered one

fumble, Costello's for a touchdown

against Bowdoin. Costello also picked

off a Bowdoin pass.

The Linebackers—Jim Spaulding

and Carmen Palladino. Spaulding

began the season as a second-teamer,

behind Creahan, before the latter was

moved inside. He has since done an

outstanding job, proving his worlh as

an agressive hitter. Palladino has

been the defense's most consistent

performer all season. He has picked

off four passes, and leads the leara

with an average of ten tackles per

game.
The Secondary—Scott Perry, Mike

Gibbons, DaveLibardi, John Agosiini,

and Todd Nelp. Lead by pro prospect

Perry, this unit has pilfered twelve

enemy aerials and limited opponents

to a completion percentage of 31.

Perry leads the way with four, and a

touchdown against Middlebury.

Agostini scorect on a pickoff against

Rochester. And of course, few have

forgotten Libardi's run with a Perry

lateral against Bowdoin an(J >he

resulting six points and spike.

Credit is also due Al Dalton (two

blocked punts in two weeks), Jeff

Hunter (a consistent hitter on kickoff

teams) and Mike Masi (who picked up

a key fumble against Bowdoin).

Regardless of how many points

Amherst stores in defeat on Saturday,

the defense has been instrumental in

getting the Ephs this far. They might

even score a couple foc^the
"0"

Only one problem — the Vikings

have taken up aU the good Purple

defense nicknames; any suggestions?

See you at Weston Field Saturday.

I
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Ephs whip Amherst
seize Little Three

by Tim Layden

I suppose if you looked around, and

asked enough people, you could find
"

someone'wRo would lell yoir"ttwasirt-

exciling enough, I was looking for a

closer game." The 1975 renewal of the

Williams-Amherst game could be

described by a plethqra of adjectives,

close is not one of them. The Ephs' 25-

6 win was never in doubt.

It was a team effort from the very

start, not dominated by the defense or

College Council

will reconsider

three budgets
by Randy Sturges

Tomorrow night the College Council

will reconsider the budget allocations

of three organizations, the Williams

Boat Club, the ACEC, and the

Williams Coffee House. With $5,570 of

funds remaining, the council will

attempt to maintain a buffer of

several thousand dollars to meet

requests made during the rest of the

year.

The ACEC is requesting an ad-

ditional allocation of $1,500 to $2,000

which will enable it to sponsor the

concert originally cut from its budget.

If it receives these funds, the ACEC
will put on five more concerts this

year, including the three jazz concerts

during Winter Study.

The Boat Club seeks at least $2,000

to enable it to purchase a bus and thus

reduce the sizeable transportation

cost it incurs. Currently the crew
team uses cars to travel daily to Lake
Onota and estimates a savings of up to

$1,500 with the use of a bus.

Finally, the Coffee House, after

agreeing to reduce the number of its

concerts during the second semester,
seelis an additional $700 to help meet
its costs for these events.

the offense, but shared equally by
both. Carmen Palladino's ten tackles

and two assists, Charlie Carrier's two
' tuufliduw i is and the pass itig"of-Jtm—
Baldwin and Don Wallace stand out,

but everyone had a hand in this one.

The visiting Lord Jeffs, under coach
Jim Ostendarp, made their ap-

pearance on the field at 1:31, one

minute after kickoff time. For the

effectiveness of their offense all af-

ternoon, they might as well have

waited until dinner time, when the

Ephs were gone.

Screaming alums, who had begun

streaming into Williamstown as early

as Thursday, began filling into Weston
Field late Saturday morning, just in

time to see the sun peek out from

behind the clouds for the first time

since Wednesday. Enthusiastic

students, who made up the rest of the

crowd, were greeted by a field cleared

of all lingering snow only hours

before. By kickoff, 9,000 peoJ)le were

on the edge of their seats, and the

stage was set for either Bob Odell's

first undefeated season of Jim
Ostendarp's 100th win.

Amherst, who entered the contest as

13-point underdogs, won the toss and

elected to receive. The Lord Jeffs,

who were unable to sustain a sub-

stantial drive all day, punted on their

first possession, and fumbled the ball

over to the Ephs on the second.

A pass from Dave Driscoll to Dave

Comerford was completed for an

Amherst first down near midfield, but

the big tight end coughed up the

football. Jim Spaulding pounced on it

and the Ephs were in business. Senior

co-captain Jim Baldwin moved the

Ephs to the Amherst. 24. Here,

Baldwin attempted to throw to Bill

Null in the Jeff end zone, opportunistic

s^enior safety Al Chalifoux timed the

ball perfectly and picked it off on the

six.

. see FOOTBALL page 6

Williams
interested
in common

LcoliorL

Scott Perry nails Amherst fullback Bryant Christ for a loss as Jack Costello
(91), Mike Powers (89), Jim Spaulding (55) and John Agostini move in for
seconds. (photo by Kislik)

Concert rocks and rolls
The general reaction to last

Friday's Homecoming dance concert

was described as "outstanding" by

Tom Belden '76, co-chairman of the

All College Entertainment Committee
(ACEC). "1 was really surprised at

the great reaction", stated Belden,

and "there were very few complaints

of any kind."

According to Belden. the attendance

figure at the dance concert, which

featured The James Montgomery
Blues Band and Duke and the Drivers,

was close to a sell-out of 800. He added

that he expects the ACEC to take a

loss of about $2500 on the concert.

Prior to the concert, the ACEC was

projecting a loss of about $2400.

"Hard-core Duke fans said that

their performance here was one of the

best they'd ever seen," declared

Belden. He noted that Duke and the

Drivers played for only 40 minutes by

a prior arrangement with the ACEC.

Belden said, "they had to be in Pitt-

Telephone costs increase
by Ted stroll

Long-distance phone rates from
Williamstown to other points in

Massachusetts, as well as the

College's phone costs for Centrex

service, have gone up. As a result of a

$93.6-million increase in revenue
granted to New England Telephone,

long-distance rates within

Massachusetts increased Thursday,
as did basic service and Centrex
costs.

Phone rates within the Bay State,

which have always been hi^, have
increased (see table). A call to Boston
from Williamstown is now 83c for the

first two minutes in the daytime, 66c
from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m., and 55c from 11

p.m. to 7 a.m. Overtime rates to

Boston are 32c, 25c and 21c respec-
tively.

Long-distance charges to Nor-
Ihampton and Worcester are also
higher.

By contrasL phone calls outside the

state are much cheaper. A night-time
phone call from Williamstown to

Seattle or Phoenix is 22c for the first

minute, I6c thereafter, or 5c less than
a phone call to Boston. Similarly, a

phone call to Des Moines is 21c and
I5c. A night-time call from here to

Worcester is 51c for 2 minutes at night
and 19c for each additional minute;
•he same phone call from Pownal,
Vermont is 16c for the first minute,
10c thereafter.

John Dillon of New England
Telephone in Boston explained thaL in

•fctermining rates, there are two
different types: intra-state and inter-

state. "With inter-state calls," he

*W, "y^u ha^e economics of scale.

'^'*--*^

micfowave transmitters,

and cabjes with large
You use

satellites

capacities.

"In Massachusetts it's all handled

by wires. If you in Williamstown make

a call to the farthest point in

Massachusetts, which would be

Provincetown, it is very difficult for

New England Telephone to operate a

microwave transmitter between those

two points."

Responding to^a question of whether

New England Telephone might be

making monopolistic profits, Dillon

said: "The Massachusetts Public

Utilities Commission has determined

that our rate of return (on our total

investment) should be fl.gs per cent.

Right now, before this increase, our

rate of return has been 6.5 per cent.

"N.ot only do we allow one to make

an unlimited number of local calls, a

service which is not covered by an

inter-state phone network, but in

actuality most of the cost of making a

phone call involves the transmitting

equipment at one end and the con-

necting equipment at the other. The

actual transmission costs are low over

long distances. When you make a call

within the state, then New England

Telephone must pick up both the

sending and connecting charges
"

John W. Coughlin of the Department

of Public Utilities, agreed. "The

(interstate) carrier has many ad-

vantages in the field of microwave

radio relay and high-capacity coaxial

cable systems which can handle 32,000

simultaneous conversations."

Other states vary greatly in charges

for within-state calls. In Oregon, it

costs 38c for the first minute and 16c

thereafter to call Medford from

Portland, a distance of 250 miles. But

in Minnesota one can call after 11 p.m.

to anywhere in the state for 20 minutes

for only $1.30, a practice which is

whimsically called "Gopher SUte

Bargain Rates."

sburgh the next day so the agent

asked me if it would be all right for

Duke and the Drivers to leave early

and James Montgomery to play

longer."

"I was surprised that the concert

didn't last a little longer", said

Belden, "but both bands fulfilled their

contracts with us."

Parents favor
calendar plans

Hccorri interviews of parents of

students who intend to graduate in

1977 indicate there is little objection to

the Calendar and Schedule Com-
mittee's proposal to place the 1977

graduation ceremonies on a Thursday

and Friday.

Katherine Hart's mother told the

Record, "If we can come, we'd

probably be taking some time off. It

probably won't make much dif-

ference" when it is. The Harts reside

in California.

"It would create a nice long

weekend after graduation," Brian

Norris' father (eastern

Massachusetts) said in arguing in

favor of a Friday commencement.

Other parents agreed, "I'd go

anytime, anywhere. It really does not

matter."

The persons interviewed were
selected randomly from the Student

Address Directory.

Chairman of the Calendar and

Schedule Committee Paul Clark said

that, as of Friday, President Chandler

had received four responses from

members of the Parents' Council, all

supporting the proposed calendar.

The faculty is scheduled to discuss

the calendar at tomorrow afternoon's

meeting.

Fifteen colleges, including

Amherst, Harvard, and Princeton,

experimented with a common ad-

mission^ application form this year.

Williams did not participate' because

"we weren't invited," but "we would

be very interested in this in the

future," according to Director of

Admissions Philip Smith.

Williams joined six other colleges in

a joint travel experiment earlier this

fall. Smith said that representatives

from two of the schools would travel to

four cities representing all seven

institutions.

"We talked about liberal arts

colleges in the Northeast," he said. "I

thought it worked out rather well."

Amherst, Wesleyan, Bowdoin,
Haverford, Swarthmore and Bryn
Mawr participated in the one week
experiment.

The common application would

allow an applicant to fill out the form

once and send copies to participating

colleges, according to the Amherst
.Sliidcnt. An optional essay is included,

which Smith said Williams would

retain.

"Each school can ask for whatever

additional information it wants," he

added.

Use of the form will save time for

applicants. "In filling out in-

formation, a student won't have to

repeat biographical information five

or six times," Smith said. In addition,

it would reduce printing costs because

the form can be mass produced. This

saving would be reflected in a lower

application fee.

Jack Ossander, former Dean of

Admissions at Princeton, introduced

the form through an Educational

Testing Service (ETS) task force.

Twenty secondary schools now use

this form exclusively.

Centrex service

set for cost hike
Basic installation rates can be

expected to increase to about $80 per
year per telephone, an increase of

about $10, said Shane Riorden, College

Business Manager. Riorden stated

that he is not exactly sure of the

amount of increase but said he ex-

pects it to be 10 to 15 per cent.

"It'll affect the room fee. But we
don't have any plans to remove
student phones or anything.

"The rates have been increasing so

fast I haven't been able to keep track

of what each phone costs us. It'll

probably be around $80 pext year."

A stamp only costs a dime
lUtM for »ddltlon«l Minutes of Toll CsUe

Prom WiniaiMtovn to Various Cities

ALBANT NTC PHIU DETSMT MIAW DEKVER L.A. NHAVPTN wnRCFTR BO'-TnH
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«T»ry day outsHe Mass.

Relegated by and lar^e to end lone seats by the large alumni turnout for
Homecoming, most students were still "up" lor the game. Garwood's "Purple
Mountain" took second to Gladden House in WHEW's banner contest. For more !'

Homecoming photos, see page 5. , (photo by KIsI Ik

)
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Glory
Never before had the football championship of the Little

Three been captured five consecutive times. Never, that is,

until last Saturday afternoon, when the Williams Ephmen,
under coach Bob Odell, turned the trick for the fifth straight
year. The 25-6 win over Amherst was indicative of the entire
season, domination from start to finish. It was never in doubt.
Never in the history of the Williams-Amherst rivalry had either
team won five consecutive times. Not until Bob Odell and his
staff arrived in Williamstown five years ago.

Bob Odell came here from Penn in 1971, bringing with him
an ex-player named Andy Dzurinko, who was to become the
defensive line coach. One year later came Dick Farley, an ex-
professional football player, who took over the reigns of the
defensive backfield. Add to this trio Joe Dailey, the only
holdover from the pre-Odell era, who is the offensive line coach,
and you have one of the most experienced and productive
coaching staffs to be found at any small college. At major
universities across the country, an integral part of being a
coach is recruiting, and on a greatly reduced scale, this is also
the case at Williams. How does a coach entice a player to come
to school like Williams? Certainly not be telling him what a
high-caliber schedule he will be playing. Certainly not by telling

him he will be facing the toughest competition possible.

Perhaps by telling him he will play for a team where winning is

becoming a tradition, and where a good education is also an
important factor in the life of a college football player.

Williams has been blessed with its share of fine athletes
over the past five years. Defensive ends Marty Doggett and
Steve Creahan from the 1972 team, Ed D'Arata, a running back,
also from the early Odell years, as well as Dan Entwisle, co-

captain of the 1973 Cinderella team. From last year's 7-1

juggernaut, defensive back Joe Twining and, of course, Harry
Jackson and J. C. Chandler. From this year's undefeated
squad, Odell loses a group of the finest players a coach could
ask for, winners of the Little Three in each of their three years
of varsity competition. From the offense, co-captain Jim
Baldwin, who was third stringer at the start of his sophomore
year, and wound up being one of the all-time leading passers in

the history of the College. Receiver Dave Parker, who snagged
over 60 passes in three years, and tight end Bob Murphy, whose
two TD catches sewed up the '74 Wesleyan game. Guards John
Solar and Rich DiSalvo, two of the unsung heroes of the of-

fensive line. And running back Billy Null, who came into his

own this year, to become the second leading rusher on the team.
Defensively, ends Jack Costello and co-captain Tim Mages are
not replaceable, but neither were Creahan and Doggett three

years ago. Linebacker Carmen Palladino is regarded as one of

the finest players in New England. Tackle Dave Kurfess was
joined by underclassmen, and sacked opposing QB's
repeatedly. Defensive backs Scott Perry, John Agostini, and
Mike Gibbons excelled under Farley's tutelage for three years.

But for now, replacing people is not to be the main concern,

five straight titles should be savored for at least a little while.

Watching Dave Parker spring up Spring Street in full unifoi-m,

followed closely by Dave Libardi, and the rest of the team's

nianiacs is a sight not be be forgotten. And last Saturday night

was a night to be at Williams, regardless of how dull the social

life is supposed to be.

Bob Odell and his teams of the past five years have instilled

a winning enthusiastic spirit in this school, and we are all in-

debted to the football program for this. Now, how about six in a

row?

The Log (£
Two of the area's finest performers

Baskin and Ziman
WEDNESDAY

8 -12 p.m.
NOVEMBER 19

Letters: Fugitive from justice

A Dog's life

To the editor, The Williams Record:

^I am only a dog. But they say every

dog should have his day. And this

must be mine. I'll be brief.

I've been around this campus since

1969. Probably longer than most

students. It's a nice place to meet my
friends—both dogs and students. Also,

it's all around my house, and I've got

to stretch my legs, you know.

But somebody's messing around

with my civil rights. I'm pretty

friendly, and I like to get around. But

some of you students are taking ad-

. ^ntage of -the-sitttatiot>r I enjoy a

good bone or a beer, or a warm place

to lie around as much as anyone does.

But I don't think it's fair to keep me
away from my family. They get upset.

And when I finally reappear on the old

doorstep, they clap a leash on me, and

take me on these frustrating slow

walks around my old stamping

grounds. It's a real bore. And it goes

on for weeks. I get so I can't stand to

see four walls. It's a real dog's life.

So have a heart. Just say hello and

let it go at that. 1 love to visit you, but I

really can't stay. It takes too much out

of me. 1 like my freedom too much.

So don' t feed me or keep me around.

My family worries. They love me, and

they spend a lot of time looking for

me. And after all, I love them and 1

feel I owe them something after all

these years. You know the old

saying,—there's nS- place like home.

See you around. If you cooperate.

Rembrandt
21 Hoxsey Street

Williamstown

P.S. This identical letter appeared

in the Kecord just about a year ago. It

had the desired effect at that time. It

just seems too bad that some people's

thoughtlessness causes the same
situation to repeat itself year after

year, ad infinitum.

it is our unfortunate duty to inform

von tliat you are a fugitive from
jiislli')'. VVillianislown lias a leash law

sui'li that il vou aren't on a leash or

under Ihc inimodialf control of your

•family" vou are likely to feel the

long anil of the dog officer. If you wish

to spare your raiiiily the heartbreak of

having a jail-bird for a dog, our ad-

vice: stay close lo home. Ed.

/ Wrote!
To the editor:

After reading your editorial (Nov.

U ), 1 had to write.

Daniel Fox '77

Restating the Case

To the editor:

In a reply to my letter of November
7, Mr. Clay Hunt, on behalf of the

Winter Study committee, referred to

several inaccuracies in my letter.

His first point was that my
quotation of'' "one-fourth of the
committee's budget paying for in-

structors' travel costs" was not only
incorrect, but nowhere to be found in

the report. 1 must apologize for the
insertion of quotation marks around
the statement. It was an accident that

occurred in the rewriting of the letter.

Surely it would have served no pur-
pose for me to deliberately falsify

quotations, as I realized that there
would have to be a response to this

letter, given its controversial nature.
Nevertheless, the mistake was
careless and most unprofessional.

Secondly, it is true that six, not
twelve, students on the African trip

are applying for financial aid. Mr.
Hunt had told me that Mr. Stoddard,
of the art department, though it would
be around twelve; he did not,

however, specifically state that
twelve students were applying for aid.

The controversy surrounding my
letter to the Record has, un-
fortunately, obscured the original

point thereof. My point was that

(1 ), there is presently an inequity in

the distribution of Winter Study funds,
not only between financial- and non-

financial-aid students, but among
financial-aid students themselves;

(2), that expensive trips are simply

unavailable to a large proportion of

the student population of Williams, as

are expensive "99"s;

(3), that many parents are already

heavily burdened paying $6000 per

annum to send their children here,

and it seems unfair that they should

be asked to shell out another $1000 for

Winter Study; and

(4), that Williams was at one time a

school for the very wealthy, and that

there is a danger, as colleges such as

this become more expensive and state

universities more attractive, that

Williams will again become an idyllic

haven for the wealthy or for those

whose way is almost completely paid

-through scholarships: in short, that

there could be a polarization of the

student body.

It is to these general observations

that my letter addressed itself, not to

whether the West African trip might

be a worthwhile endeavQr

specifically. I hope that this letter will

clarify my stance. Ted Stroll '78

Paradoxical Vote
To the editor:

Two days ago, the United Nations

General Assembly voted to equate

Zionism with racism. Playing the

follow the leader game which has by

now become characteristic of the

"third world" majority, the U.N.

voted not only against the Jewish

People, but against itself. It

discredited itself and destroyed a

program which was meant to fight

real racism in the world.

The General Assembly's vote came
as it was considering the U.N. Year
Against Racism. This program was
intended to fight racial

discrimination, especially apartheid.

It had the backing of the western

nations, who had agreed in advance to

financially support it. In light of this

vote, this support has been dropped,

and the program has died. For the

nations of the third world who truly

wanted the program, the vote was
indeed a Pyrrhic victory.

Zionism is the Jewish People's

affirmation of peoplehood. It is the

belief that Jewish history is the

history of a people bound together by
a common heritage, and ^common
religion. It is the belief that the Jewish
People, like any people, are entitled to

a homeland where they can flourish.

This homeland has served as a source

of hope and strength for Jews all over

the world, who have been witness to

some of man's worst atrocities to his

fellow man. Zionism is inexorably

bound to the Jewish People. Any
claim that anti-Zionism is not anti-

Semitism is clearly nonsense.

Who sits in judgment upon the

Jewish People? The "third world"
majority in the U.N. is a strange union
of antidemocratic countries.

Speaking of racism; what about the

Jews in the ghettos in Damascus, or in

the Soviet Union? Speaking of racism;

President Anwar Sadat was a

member of Hitler Youth during the

Second World War. Speaking of

racism; what about Idi (Big Dada)
Amin, who exMlled hundreds of

thousands of people from his country

for the crime of not being African? I

am not ashamed to be cojidemned by
such men!
Zionism will survive this current

drama, as will the State of Israel. I

pity the black victims of aparthied,

who have lost what little chance they

had of getting help from the U.N. I

mourn for the U.N., which has thrown

out whatever claim it had on the

respect of mankind. Larry Hyatt '76

More Growth
To the editor:

I agree with Ms. Tyler that the

Williams environment exerts
tremendous pressures against casual

dating. I should know: my four years
there were spent With one man, and
we did a lot more than eat, sleep and
brush our teeth together. However, we
never found it "ridiculous", nor did

we fail to grow as Individuals. Rather,

our relationship grew and changed as

we did. In fact, its growth has enabled
us to choose separate schools, lives

lo

and careers while maintaining
our

deep commitment to each
other

Distance in love or in like is a matter
of minds, not miles.

^__ AliclaM. Kershaw '75

Commencemenf
To the editor:

While I see the Calendar
and

Schedule Committee's decision
have Freshman Days begin on
Monday as a fair decision based on ihe

other plausible alternatives, 1 simply
cannot understand the logic behind
their decision to move Com
mencement up to Fr ida y. Thirwculd
involve considerable inconvenience

and economic loss for many parents
It would seem to me that a move of

this sort must be predicated on some
important reason. What is If Motel

accommodations? Surely all the area

motels will be filled whenever com-

mencement is held. Is it because the

graduating class will be able lo get to

work on Monday? When com
mencement was held 011 Sunday,

seniors had the option of working both

the week before and the week after

graduation.

The inconvenience caused by asking

parents to take two more days off

what is already a four-day week jusi

doesn't seem necessary, just so we

can graduate two days earlier I

personally am not adverse to spen

ding another Friday and Saturday

night in Williamstown, without my
books. Jeffrey Boscamp

Paper program

set to begin
The Committee on the Campus

Environment is organizing a campus-

wide paper recycling program.

Building and Grounds will pick up

recyclable newspaper.s and

magazines from each dorm and house

and will transport them to the

municipal depot?

According to committee member

Julie O'Leary a monitor is needed in

each residential building. The monitor

will maintain an area in the building

for storage, separate newspapers

from magazines and bundle piles.

O'Leary said that the respon-

sibilities of the monitors would be

minimal, but it is very importani that

there be such a monitor in each

building to avoid losing the program

to technical problems.

Students interested in monitoring

can contact O'Leary (68981 or Carl

Goodman (6087).

Job Jots
CAI.KNOAK OK KVKNTS
NOVKIVIBKR
19 WOMEN IN FINANCE
Focus: banking, corporate

finance, public accounting,

securities & investments, in-

ternational banking.

Place: Makepeace rm. Time: 4:00

pm. Dinner and further discussion

at Bryant House afterwards.

20 RAP SESSION-SUMMER
TEACHING INTERNSHIPS

RKSCHEDULEI)
Focus: Peter Kozik & Leif

Bredenberg discuss their summer

experiences as teaching interns

Place: OCC. Time: 4 p.m.

NOTICES:
US Civil Service Commission

Summer Job announcements have

arrived.

Otis Ridge Ski Area is looking for

students who at a ski camp thus

winter. Contact OCC for more

information.

TheCORO FOUNDATION which

offers fellowship opportunities in

public administraUon will be in

terviewing applicants on the

following dates:

Boston area - December 1-3.

N.Y. area - December 29, Jan 9

4 16

Interested applicants should

contact OCC for further m
formation.

fc,
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Analysis

Elections 76

by Steven Rothsteln

Senator Kennedy is "definitely not

running for the presidency" this year,

Professor James MacGregor Burns

said recenUy. Ted Kennedy, whose

Senate seat is up next year, is cam-

paigning around the state because he

ir"runmng for Senator" according to

Ihe Woodrow Wilson Professor of

Political Science at Williams.

Many political observers cite four

slain brothers. There is also a marital
situation that is unclear and the vivid
memory of Chappaquiddick in '69. All
of these personal problems have an
impact on his public life because he is

a Kennedy. If he were to run a
nationwide campaign now, these
scars would be brought to the surface,

while another four years might allow
them more healing time.

Professor Burns believes that "Ted
wessons why i^diHwQy win luii uc—vihs ~iv©ivH©€ry—wsnts

—

Democratic nominee in 1976.

The first reason is his an-

nouncement on September 24, 1974 in

Boston where he categorically denied

any possibility of his becoming a

candidate next year. Part of his text

reads as follows:

"In 1976 I will not be a candidate for

President or Vice-President of the

United States. This decision is firm,

final and "unconditional. There is

absolutely no circumstance or event

that will alter the decision. I will not

accept the nomination, I will not

accept the draft, I will oppose any

effort to place my name in nomination

in any state or at the national con-

vention and 1 will oppose any effort to

promote my candidacy in any other

way ..."

If he were to run after coming out

with such a clear statement of pur-

pose, his opponents could portray him

as an opportunistic, wavering

politician who changes his mind as

fast as the weather.

Another indication of his non-

candidacy is that recently two

members of his staff resigned,

Richard Drayne and James King.

Richard Drayne was his press

secretary for ten years, since the

middle of Kennedy's first senate

term. This 37 year old political ad-

visor' is now working for the Senator's

brother-in-law Sargent Shriver. When
he left Kennedy, Drayne said that

"the Senator had no objection

whatsoever to my going to work for

Shriver."

Another loyal aid that recently left

Kennedy's staff is James King. King,

who started out as Bobby Kennedy's

driver-advanceman, has been

"Kennedy's man in Boston" for many
years. Still friendly with Kennedy,
King is now with the Massachusetts
Bay Transportation Authority. It is

generally assumed that these two men
wouldn't have left if the Senator were
planning a national drive.

The third reason for Kennedy not to

run is the onslaught of potential

political assassins this year. If he

were to toss his hat in the campaign
ring some kook would probably try to

kill "the other Kennedy." Every
campaign he is involved in is open,

fast-moving—just as his brothers'

were These campaigns often win
votes but present the hardest con-
ditions for protelhion. Kennedy has
enormous family pressures between
his children and the children of his

ient
someday . . . 1980 would be the more
feasible time for Kennedy himself,

and probably (the) most feasible for

the country." Burns added that there
is a "very strong chance he (Ken-
nedy) will be the Democratic nominee
in one of the next three elections."

In 1959 Burns wrote a book entitled

John F. Kennedy—A Political Profile,

which was regarded as an important
work on the then Democratic
presidential candidate. This year
Burns is writing a book about Edward
Kennedy, due to be released in April,

1976.

The Chairman of the Williamstown

Democratic Town Committee, Jack
Randall, said that "all indications are

that he (Kennedy) will not run for

president" this year. Kennedy is "the

strongest candidate around and might

accept (a convention) draft if the need

was there . . . But I don't think he'll

run in the primaries."

If the politicians are right, then

Kennedy will continue to serve

Massachusetts as its senior Senator

and he'll continue to repudiate groups

forming to organize a draft for

Kennedy. One such group, based in

Boston's north shore, refers to itself

as drafTED.

This column is a new feature of the

Record. During the next year, we will

carry a wide variety of articles dealing

with aspects of the presidential

campaigns. Some articles will deal

with campaign news while others will

carry personal viewpoints. All articles

printed in this column are meant to

represent the individual author's point

of view, and not necessarily the

editorial position of the Record.

This column is open to you. If you

have an article dealing with the

elections, with a Williams orientation,

please submit it to the RECORD. We
look forward to different perspectives

in this column.

Willlannstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas - Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open

Sunday through Thursday

10:(X)am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 300 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01247

(413) 458-8271

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Architecture

City and Regional Planning

Landscape Architecture

A meeting to discuss Graduate Studies In these programs at Harvard

University with a faculty representative will be held:

Friday, November 21, 1975

1-3 p.m.

Career Counseling Center

WCJA knocks
UN resolution
The Williams College Jewish

Association (WCJA), at its most

recent meeting, voted to condemn the

United Nations resolution equating

Zionism with racism. A statement

issued by the WCJA follows:

"To claim that the Jewish
Nationalist movement is racist in

nature is a dramatic and tragic

misrepresAitatioa Most basically,

racism must involve a race and the

Jewish people is not a race. In ad-

dition, racism implies discrimination

and exclusivity and Israel, though

created as the Jewish state, neither

discriminates nor excludes on the

basis of religion. By its very nature.

the resolution is false."

'Perhaps the gravest element of the

adoption of this resolution, is that it

took place in the organization whose
very purpose is world unity and

peace. This action is clearly a case of

the tyranny of the majority. A belief in

the potential role of the United

Nations as the instrument of a

peaceful world—it was the United

Nations that was responsible for the

establishment of the state of Israel-

makes this event all the more difficult

to accept."

"The Jewish Association condemns
the resolution and hopes that the

United Nations may soon reconsider

its stand and reassume its position as

the symbol of the struggle for world

unity."

One week after we broke out the suntan lotion for the Wesleyan game, the
powers that be dusted Williamstown with hint of the white stuff. Josh Raymond
ran into the first snow man of the year in front of Lawrence for the Record's
Photo of the Week.

Prof. Clay of WS Commiffee:

Proposals were in splendid shape
by John Kindlaub

The Winter Study Committee last

week approved 225 of 226 "99"

proposals submitted by students. A
list of the approved projects is

available at the Registrar's Office in

Hopkins Hall.

This is the second consecutive year

in which the WS Committee rejected

very few proposals. The one student

whose first choice was disproved was

granted his second choice, according

to Prof. Clay Hunt, Chairman of the

Winter Study Committee.

"What struck me joining the

Committee last year, and again this

year, was that the proposals were in

splendid shape, ' Hunt said. The high

calibre of "99" applications made the

Committee's decision process

relatively easy.

Student complaints that the WS
Committee showed preference to on-

campus proposals is unjustified, Hunt

said. "The Committee had had no

objection to these high calibre

proposals, particularly the off-

campus ones," he insisted. "But the

nature of a project should dictate its

t)eing off-campus, rather than the

desire to leave the campus dictating

the nature of the project."

Hunt further explained that the

number of students electing "99"

projects, a number which had shown a

steady increase during the program's

early years, continued the decline it

has shown in the past two—276 in 1974,

257 in 1975, and now approximately 240

in 1976, less than 13 per cent of the

student body. The number of off-

campus projects has also declined.

"Certainly the tight-money

situation has helped discourage

students from the extra-cost of off-

campus projects and indeed the

faculty and the WS Committee have

scrutinized the proposals more

<<^^

JOSEPH E DEWEY

458-5717
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carefully," Hunt said. "I also know
that it's becoming more and more
difficult for students to get the busy

faculty to sponsor their "99's."

"But perhaps most important, there

seems to be a change in student at-

titudes toward seeing on-campus
study in WSP courses as more central

to the Winter Study Period. They then

have the time to participate in the

many extra-curricular educational

offerings of the college."

Of all the departments in which
"99" projects were approved. En-

vironmental Studies (with 31 ap-

plicants) and Art (with 27) proved to

be the most popular. According to

Hunt, a month-long study period on an
independent basis works well in these

areas, both of which are well-

supervised.

The approved projects ranged from
video-journalism of Spring Street

youths to the study of hamsters'

mating habits. Hunt concluded that

the general atmosphere of the campus
in January now inclines most students

to believe that during Winter Study,

college is the place to be.

ART &
PRINTS

7<, KK \nK SHOP

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

Chefs Barber Shop

END OF SPRING STREET

The Latest In

Men and Women's Hair Fashion

The Natural Look

"Tel. 458-3084

CITY PLANNING AT HARVARD

Are you interested in: Controlling growth?

Revitalizing the central city?

Cleaning up the environment?

Housing the poor?

Improving urban transportation?

A meeting to discuss Graduate Studies In the Department of City S> Regional

Planning at Harvard University with a faculty representative will be held.

Friday, Nov. 21, 1975

1-3 p.m.

Career Counseling Center
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Baal: unorthodox but inspired

JJcbtrt-ftr—Joo'i excellent French film "Les Dames du Bote de
»glM" wUriW thown in the Weston Language Center at 7:30 p.m.

((Reiiwt howtng Wed. «t 4 p.m.) With subtitles.

BlU B«^ abortion reformist, will speak on "Abortion, Women and
MTca's ai««M«.8ex. and tlie L«w," in Jesup Hall Auditorium, 7;30 p.m.

!• -

-

|:We4Bes4ay,>Mftv, t«

tter«°wlU be an informal poetry reading at 4 p.m. in OriscoU Lounge. It

f^ia set up aa a forum for writers to read their poetry and to get acquainted
: with other writers. Open to all—writers and audience. Discussion will take

i place throMghout.

I
A bui^eonlng field for women will be explored by Ms. Dee Durlin,

I Graduate Counseling Dept, SUNYA, in a panel discussion entitled "Women
f^jn Finance." in the Makepeace Room, Greylock, 4 p.m.

Plirthar rommentary on career women will take place at an open

by Thomas Herwitz
'

It seems all too seldom now that we
are able to see truly innovative

theater. Often, the pressures of the

real world necessarily dampen ar-

tistically creative tendencies. College

theater—at least here at Williams-

need not bow down to any such

pressures. It is, therefore, a perfect

forum for experimentation and ar-

tistic free-handedness.

It is a real thrill that a play like

Bertolt Brecht's Baal being produced

here. For it is one of those plays which

is otherwise so seldom seen, yet it is so

very deserving of production and so

extremely open to creativity . Greg

i'^'OoacefiM * tlieTrofSiloBirWomiSnr^ aTTM
^Makepeat^'Roiim, greylock.

^ MUeic tani take note: Williams student talent scales new heights as the
^WlWaios Braaa^Eaaemble, under the direction of conductor Peter Knott,
|;{)re89ni» a dIfVtne program including Angels by Carl Ruggles, Copland's

^ Fanfare For (lie Cpmmou Man, and Sonatlne by Kabelevsky. Driscoll

|LouRg«$^ 7:30 P.IJI.

UnUberated literature is the topic in Asst. Prof, of Russian Edwina J.

ilunnbav's lecture r^Tolstoy as a Male Chauvanist Pig." In English. Weston
insua^ Centttr;r«>.p.nni.

fhursday, Nox. 2«*"
-

Lose your Fr^hihan Ten and contribute to a worthy cause by joining in

I Fast Day. In ooottuction with this effort. Prof. Paul Voss will speak on
VPopttlatkm, Development and Hunger." Driscoll Lounge, 12:15 p.m.
i. A poetry reading will be offered by Chad Walsh, Professor of English,

J^Beloit College, author of five books of poetry, most recently The End of

Mature, Driscoll, 8 p.m.

For thoae who missed it last weekend, Brecht's Baal will again be
iitedattheAMTat8:30p.m. Williams students with LD.'s, $.50.

Boyd's production i)f Baal which will

continue at the Adams Memorial

Theater this Thursday, Friday, and

Saturday is wonderfully creative.

Baal is Brecht's first play, written

during a period of his life when he was
unafraid of directness and blatancy . It

was also a prime time in terms of

theater history. It was written at the

tail end of the Expressionist

movement. While Brecht attacked

Expressionist subject matter with his

portrayal of the amoral poet Baal, he

used a great many of the ex-

traordinarily powerful and effective

aspects of the Expressionist form.

Thegrotesqueness; the exaggeration;

the high stylization; the use of pan-

tomime, movement, action to the

same degree as words; and those

words, when used, are lyrical—almost

CoQch Odell's first unbeaten team
UNBEATENfrompage6

defense could be beaten deep, because
during the course of the afternoon,

quarterbacks Dave Driscoll and Mike
Newman launched some surface-to-

air missiles that would have felled the

Goodyear blimp. None of the tosses

found its way into the hands of an
Amherst receiver. More often than

not, a Purple jersey was nearest the

ball when it landed.

The Amherst running game aslo

had its troubles. Tailback Jeff Hogan,
a fine runner, had all he could do to

get back to the line of scrimmage and
managed only 53 yards in 17 carries.

The Lord Jeffs' second leading

ballcarrier was Newman, who spent

most of his time running for his life

and picked up 33 yards in the process.

Things got so bad for the Amherst
offense that, late in the first half, it

failed to move the football when
Williams was caught with only nine

players on the field.

But by then it was 18-0, trainer Lucy
Hinckley was busily removing mud
from countless cleats, and the defense

had done its thing once again.

Palladino's first quarter interception

liad taken care of the first score,

Perry's fumble recovery in the end
zone the second, and the offense had
added a third all by itself on a 4-yard
pass from Don Wallace to tight end
Herb McCormick.
The second half was anticlimactic.

After Jim Baldwin's 43-yard heave to

PRESENTS
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LOVE STORY at 7 & 9:30 p.m.

halfback Chuck Carrier early in the

third quarter, things got pretty quiet,

and at one point a skirmish between

the Amherst players and some
unidentified fans was the main at-

traction. The question was no longer

who would win, but whether Amherst
would suffer the indignity of a Ihutout.

Had the defense had its way, the

score would have remained 25-0. But

this was the Williams-Amherst game
and Bob Odell wanted to get

everybody into the act, so with five

minutes left he emptied his bench.

Seven plays later, Hogan swept right

end from two yards out and the

shutout was gone.

No matter. Bob Odell had his un-

defeated season, Williams had ex-

tended its unbeaten streak to 13

games, tying a college record, and the

Ephs had won another Little Three
title, their fifth straight. As the

homecoming crowd of nearly 10,000

filed slowly out of Weston Field, Odell

could be seen weaving his way to the

locker room, pausing every so often

for a handshake, some congratulatory

words, or simply a pat on the back. It

had been a great year, and this was a

victory he would savor for ... for

about 15 minutes. Then some
thoughless sportswriter would bring

him down to earth by remarking:

"Geez, Bob, I'll bet you wish you could

have that Trinity game back, huh?"

hymnic poetry—succinct and blunt;

the almost dreamlike treatment of the

subject and reality—all of these add to

the impact of the play.

It is in this light that Greg Boyd's

masterful direction becomes ap-

parent. He has, indeed, molded the

play. The transformation from page

to stage has undergone, at his com-

mand, tremendous distillation and

addition. He has drawn from a, solid

background in Brecht and Ex-

pressidnism and laced the play to

draw it even tighter together. He
focused a great deal of attention on

creating elaborately detailed visual

images which combine with the

verbar imagery to create strikingly

pervasive theater.

The play is the story of one man—
the poet Baal. Though in a sense an

epic, it does not carry us down the well

worn plot of his life. Rather, in a

series of scenes, Brecht focuses our

attention on certain points in Baal's

life. Or, actually, on Baal's conscious

or subconscious views of his life. For
Baal is the only real person on stage.

Everything else exists in his mind—as
he wants to see them and as he wants
us to see them.

Baal, of course, is Brecht. Brecht

the young poet; the young soldier just

twck from WWI, disillusioned by

mankind disillusioned by his worldly

existence; wanting to live life, but live

it his own way.

Bill Driscoll in the title role gave an
intense and inspired performance. He
is subtle and explicit as an actor—and
fiis sleezy nightclub act and death

scene were remarkable. Some of the

time, though, he seemed almost to be

lacking in energy. And the great

personal storm which Baal must have
was faded. Nonetheless, he was
certainly well able to balance the rest

of the cast, and the necessary

dramatic equilibrium was main-
tained.

One of the outstanding features of

the play was that the cast was so well

rounded. Though there were a few
weak spots, as a whole the cast

worked well—both together and with

Driscoll. Bob Gregory as Ekhart,

Baal's lover and only friend (this is

the only two-way relationship in which
Baal is involved), was notable. Also

Dianne Thompson whose pitiful scene

of final rejection by Baal was superb.

Both Kevin O'Rourke and John Lloyd
deserve mention. O'Rourke best as

the armless and legless lunatic

beggar who tells the story of Baal's

life and death. At the same time,

Lloyd, in almost dance form,
magnificently acts out this speech
down below.

Dick Jeter's setting was interesting

and useable. Ropes, poles, and pulleys

helped create separate areas, and
allowed for a smooth interchange
t>etween scenes. The new AMT thrust

which brings the stage out into the

audience, and a rake worked for a

closeness of the action. The faded,

aged atmosphere along with Timothy

This week's main presentation Is "LOVE STORY" at 7 and 9:30 p.m. What

can you say about a twenty-five year old girl who died? ... That she was

beautiful or brilliant? . . . That she loved Mozart, Bach, the Beatles . . .

and Ryan O'Nell.

Our second feature Is "WHO IS HARRY KELLERMAN ... AND WHY
IS HE SAYING ALL THOSE TERRIBLE THINGS ABOUT ME?" at

11:30 p.m. Dustin Hoffman stars as a multi-millionaire songwriter who Is

devastated by thoughts of getting older while love and life are passing him

by- V.
EXTRA, EXTRA . . . Chapter twelve of the serial "Flash Gordon's Trip to

AAsrs", featuring Buster Crabbe confronting the evil Ming.
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Buchman's hazy lighting added to the
dreamlike quality.

Joan Halpert's costumes and Laurie
Boyd's makeup were quite effective

in
helping to delineate and emphasize
the play's meaning. Baals om-
nipresent white silk shirt covered up
by his black leather riding jacket
implied Brecht (this was Breclit's
favorite get up as a young jnan and li

demonstrated his disdain 'for societal
practices)

.

But again, and finally, the success
of the play must rest on the strength of

Boyd's direction. He has put togetiier

certain scenes emphasizing the
symbolism and imagery which can t)e

so abundantly incorporated into the

play. At one point, one of the wood-

cutters lies above the action on stage

nonchalantly swinging his double-

headed ax l)ack and forth ticking

away—like a pendulum—the time of

Baal's life. Death is often seen with

the person lying on stage as if he were

the mythical Baal icon floating down
the river eyes fixed on the sky. Then

there are the lighter moments-
Baal's satirical singing; and the

almost choreographed portraited

moments frozen into visual pictures.

Boyd's sense of direction allows him

to sprinkle just the right amount of

these different ingredients to keep the

play varied without becoming
overdone, trite or calloused. And

without getting tied up in the

"technical" aspects of the play while

letting all else take a secondary spot.

Baal is certainly a different kind of

play—an unorthodox one. It is not an

easy play to understand or deal with.

Nonetheless, it is most assuredly a

play to be seen. And the current

production at the AMT has made it a

sturuiing, alive, and important piece

of living theater.

Polo men win

first in AAuir
POLO from page 6

"We're getting used to the physical

aspects of the game," said Coach Carl

Samuelson. "We've learned not to

back off, to keep swimming hard

when it gets rough late in the game,

"

"This was definitely a more

aggressive game for both teams."

commented McEvoy, team captain

and outgoing club president,

"especially under water. I was

pleased that we kept their scorers,

Snow, Mendelsohn and Jones, under

control for so long. The minute we

finally let down a little, they were all

over us."

Defensemen Guy Hoelzer, Mike

Feltes, Brian McDermott and Jordan

Lewis handled the Jeff offensive trio.

Vastly improved outlet passing by

first-string goalie Dick Pregent and

club Sportsmanship Award winner

Tom McCoy sparked the fast breaks

that swept the ball from the defensive

end and led to several Williams goals.

McEvoy's fifth hat trick topping

performance of the season gave him

his 34th goal and seventh assist and a

final 2.6 point per game average, far

and away the club's highest.

Sophomores Stuart Deans and Phil

Wild scored a goal each and fed three

and two respectively to latch on to

second and third place in the final

scoring state. Hoelzer and Mike

Murphy also scored a goal apiece

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704
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Homecoming
1975

Snow, Food,

Friends, Drama,

A Cow and

a Victory

Homecoming weekend is that time when Williams in its
students, faculty and alumni is most unified in spirit. Yet,
each individual's view of Homecoming is necessarily
different. This year brought victory and defeat in sports,
ine renewal of friendships for many, and a break from the
pounding pace of the weekly grind whether in studies or
work. A campus gearing up for the weekend was stunned
oy a preview of the snows to come. For those who've
never seen a Purple Cow," the band reached into its bag

of tricks. Charlie Carrier rode a tremendous team effort
to score twice against our bastard offspring. Mark Carter
76 and Sam Wardwell '77 were among many who strove to

ensure that the goal posts would not be exposed to the
elements over the winter. And throughout the weekend
people ate and ate, be it barbecue chicken, flank steak,

Maine lobster or the liquid diet that so many sampled,
some to their regret.
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Briefly noted
Tuesday, N*y. If

Robert -Breuoo's excellent French film "Les Dames du Bois de

Boulogne" willbe shof^n in the Weston Language Center at 7:30 p.m.

(Repeat showing Wed. at 4 p.rn.) With subtitles.

Bill Balrd, abortion reSMlmt, will speak on "Abortion, Women and
Men's Rights, Sex. and the Law," in Jesup Hall Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, JMov, 19

Ttierewfll be an informal poetry reading at4 p.m. in Driscoll Lounge. It

is set up as a forum for writers to read their poetry and to get acquainted

with other writers. Open to all—writers and audience. Discussion will take

place throughout.

A burgeoning field for women will be explored by Ms. Dee Durlin,

Graduate Counseling Dept., SUNYA, in a panel discussion entitled "Women
in Finance," in the Makepeace Room, Greylock, 4 p.m.

discussion on "Concerns of the Krofessional Woman," at 7:30 p.m. in the

Makepeace Room, Qreylock. ^'

Music fans take note: Williams student talent scales new heights as the

Williams Brass Ensemble, under the direction of conductor Peter Knott,

preagPtgaJJfearae program including Angels by Carl Buggies, Copland's
Fanfare For the Common Man, and Sonatine by Kabalevsky. Driscoll

Lounge, 7:30 p.m. \j^
Unliberated literature is the topic in Asst. Prof, of Russian Edwina J.

BlunU)erg's lecture "Tolstoy as a Male Chauvanist Pig." In English. Weston
Language Cent«r^ 9>.p.m. ^

Baal: unorthodox but inspired

Thursday, Nov. 20
\,Lose your Freshman Ten and contribute to a worthy cause by Joining in

on Fast Day. In conjunction with this effort, Prof. Paul Voss will spe^k on
"Population, Development and Hunger," Driscoll Lounge, 12:15 p.rn*

A poetry reading will be offered by Chad Walsh, Professor of English,

Beloit College, author of five books of poetry, most recently The End of

.

Nature, Driscoll, 8 p.m.

For those who missed it last weekend, Brecht's Baal will again be
presented at theAMT at 8:30 p.m. Williams students with I.D.'s, $.50.

by Tlioiiias llcrwiU

It seems all too seldom now that we

are able to see truly innovative

theater Often, the pressures of the

real world necessarily dampen ar-

tistically creative tendencies. College

theater— at least here at Williams-

need not bow down to any such

pressures. It is, therefore, a perfect

forum for experimentation and ar-

tistic free-handedness.

It is a real thrill that a play like

Berloll Hrecht's Haal being produced

here. For it is one of those plays which

is otherwise so seldom seen, yet it is so

very deserving of production and so

extremely open to creativity. Greg

Boyd's production of Raal which will

continue at the Adams Memorial

Theater this Thursday, Friday, and

Saturday is wonderfully creative.

Haal is Brecht's first play, written

during a period of his life when he was

unafraid of directness and blatancy. It

was also a prime time in terms of

theater history. It was written at the

tail end of the Expressionist

movement. While Brecht attacked

Kxpressionist subject matter with his

portrayal of the amoral poet Baal, he

used a great many of the ex-

traordinarily powerful and effective

aspects of the Expressionist form.

Thegrotesqueness; the exaggeration;

the high stylization; the use of pan-

-:.'\)mime, movement, action to the

hl^c degree as words; and those

woi%s. when used, are lyrical— almost

CoQch Odell's first unbeaten team
UNBEATENfrompage6

defense could be beaten deep, tiecause

during the course of the afternoon,

quarterbacks Dave Driscoll and Mike
Newman launched some surface-to-

air missiles that would have felled the

Goodyear blimp. None of the tosses

found its way into the hands of an
Amherst receiver. More often than

not, a Purple jersey was nearest the

ball when it landed.

The Amherst running game aslo

had its troubles. Tailback Jeff Hogan,

a fine runner, had all he could do to

get back to the line of scrimmage and

managed only 53 yards in 17 carries.

The Lord Jeffs' second leading

ballcarrier was Newman, who spent

most of his time running for his life

and picked up 33 yards in the process.

Things got so bad for the Amherst

offense that, late in the first half, it

failed to move the football when
Williams was caught with only nine

players on the field.

But by then it was 18-0, trainer Lucy

Hinckley was busily removing mud
from counthsss cleats, and the defense

had done its thing once again.

Palladino's first quarter interception

had taken care of the first score.

Perry's fumble recovery in the end

zone the second, and the offense had

added a third all by itself on a 4-yard

pass from Don Wallace to tight end
Herb McCormick.
The second half was anticliniactic.

After Jim Baldwin's 43-vard heave to

PRESENTS
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LOVE STORY at 7 & 9:30 p.m.

m;^^^"i

<^^^

halfback Chuck Carrier early in the

third (luarter. things got pretty quiet,

and at one point afkirmish between

the Amherst players and some
unidentified fans was the main at-

traction. The question was no longer

who would win, but whether .Amherst

would suffer the indignity of a shutout.

Had the defense had its way. the

score would have remained 25-U. But

this was the Williams-Amherst game
and Bob Odell wanted to get

everybody into the act, so with five

minutes left he emptied his bench.

.Seven plays later, Hogan swept right

end from two yards out and the

shutout was gone.

No matter. Bob Odell had his un-

defeated season, Williams had ex-

tended its unbeaten streak to i;i

games, tying a college record, and the

Ephs had won another Little Three

title, their fifth straight. As the

homecoming crowd of nearly Kl.UOO

filed slowly out of Weston Field. Odell

could be seen weaving his «ay to the

locker room, pausing every so often

for a handshake, some congratulatory

words, or simply a pat on the back. It

had been a great year, and this was a

victory he would savor for . . , for

about 1.') minutes. Then some
thoughless sixirtswriter would bring

him down to earth by remarking:

"tieez. Bob. I'll bet you wish you could

have thai Trinity game back, huh''"

hyrnnic [joetry-succinct and blunt;

the almost dreamlike treatment of the

subject and reality— all of these add to

the imixict of the play

It is in this light that Greg Boyd's

masterful direction becomes ap-

IKuent He has, indeed, molded the

play The transformation from page

lo stage has undergone, at his com-

mand, tremendous distillation and

addition He has drawn from a solid

background in Brecht and Ex-

pressionism and laced the play to

draw it even tighter together. He

focused a great deal of attention on

creating elaborately detailed visual

images which combine with the

verbal imagery to create strikingly

[X'rvasive theater.

The play is the story of one man—
the poet Baal, Though in a sense an

epic, it does not carry us down the well

worn plot of his life. Rather, in a

series of scenes, Brecht focuses our

attention on certain points in Baal's

life. Or, actually, on Baal's conscious

or subconscious views of his life. P^or

Baal is the only real person on stage.

Everything else exisUs in his mind— as

he wants to see them and as he wants

us to see them.

Baal, of course, is Brecht, Brecht

the young poet; the young soldier just

back from WWI, disillusioned by

mankind disillusioned by his worldly

existence; wanting to live life, but live

il his own way.

Bill Driscoll in the title role gave an

intense and inspired performance. He
is subtle and explicit as an actor—and

his sieezy nightclub act and death

scene were remarkable. Some of the

lime, though, he seemed almost to be

lacking in energy. And the great

personal storm which Baal must have

was faded. Nonetheless, he was
certainly well able to balance the rest

of the cast, and the necessary

dramatic equilibrium was main-

tained.

One of the outstanding features of

the play was that the cast was so well

rounded. Though there were a few

weak spots, as a whole the cast

worked well—both together and with

Driscoll, Bob Gregory as Ekhart,

Baal's lover and only friend (this is

the only two-way relationship in which

Baal is involved 1, was notable. Also

Dianne Thompson whose pitiful scene

of final rejection by Baal was superb.

Both Kevin O'Hourke and John Lloyd

deserve mention, O'Hourke best as

the armless and legless lunatic

lx>ggar who tells the story of Baal's

life and death. At the same time,

Lloyd, in almost dance form,

magnilicently acts out this speech
down below,

Dick .Jeter's setting was interesting

and useable, Hopes, poles, and pulleys

helped create separate areas, and
allowed for a smooth interchange

between scenes. The new AMT thrust

which brings the stage out into the

audience, and a rake worked for a

closeness of the action. The faded,

aged atmosphere along with Timothy

This week's main presentation is "LOVE STORY" at 7 and 9:30 p,m. What

can you say about a twenty five year old girl who died? , ,
That she was

beautiful or brilliant? , , , That she loved Mozart, Bach, the Beatles
,

and Ryan O'Neil

Our second feature is "WHO IS HARRY KELLERMAN ,,, AND WHY
IS HE SAYING ALL THOSE TERRIBLE THINGS ABOUT ME?" at

11:30 p,m, Dustin Hoffman stars as a multi millionaire songwriter who is

devastated by thoughts of getting older while love and life are passing him

by,

EXTRA, EXTRA .,, Chapter twelve of the serial "Flash Gordon's Trip to

Mars", featuring Buster Crabbe confronting the evil Ming
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Buchman's hazy lighting added to the
dreamlike quality

Joan Halpert's costumes ami Laurie
Boyd's makeup were quite ellitiive

in

helping to delineate and emphasize
the play's meaning, Baals om-
tupresent white silk shirt covered up
by his black leather riding .ucket
implied Brecht (this was Hii-chi's

favorite get up as a young man md n
demonstrated his disdain for soeieiai

practices).

But again, and finally, the success
of the play must rest on the stretigth of

Boyd's direction. He has put together

certain scenes emphasizing the

symbolism and imagery which can be

s(^ atHJndairtly tne«rporated-TnTn~thr"

play. At one point, one of the .vood-

cutters lies above the action on stage

nonchalantly swinging his d'vuble-

headed ax back and forth li'king

away— like a pendulum— the lime of

Baal's life. Death is often seen with

the person lying on stage as if he were

the mythical Baal icon floating down
the river eyes fixed on the sky Then
there are the lighter moni'ius-
Baal's satirical singing; and the

almost choreographed portr;uted

moments frozen into visual pieiures,

Boyd's sense of direction allows him

lo sprinkle just the right ammmt of

these different ingredients to keep ihe

play varied without becnriiing

overdone, trite or calloused And

without getting tied up in the

"technical" aspects of the play while

letting all else take a secondary spot,

liaal is certainly a different kind of

play -an unorthodox one. It is nut an

easy play to understand or deal with.

Nonetheless, it is most assuredly a

play to be seen. And the riurent

production at the AMT has madr it a

stunning, alive, and importani |>K'ce

of living theater.

men winPolo

first in Muir
POLO from page 4

"We're getting used to the ph>Kal
aspects of the game," said Coach : arl

Samuelson, "We've learned ne; lo

back off. lo keep swimming hard

when il gets rough late in the gair.e
"

"This ..was definitely a nmrc

aggressive game for both lean.-;,
"

commented Mcjivoy, team capiain

and outgoing club presuiriil,

"especially under water. 1 M-as

pleased that we kept their see ts,

.Snow, Mendelsohn and Jones, ui'der

control for so long. The minuu we

finally lei down a little, they w^ere ,ill

over us,"

Defensemen Guy Ihxdzer, '.iike

Keltes, Brian McDermotI and ,l(ii l:in

Lewis handled the Jeff offensive " m

Vastly improved outlet passing iiy

first-string goalie Dick FregenI ,ind

club Sportsmanship Award winner

Tom McCoy sparked Ihe fast hreiks

that swept the ball from the defer -i\c

end and led to several Williams g'..ils,

McEvoy's fifth hat trick topc-ng

lierformance of the season gave 1 m
his :i4lb goal and seventh assist ai,'i a

final 2,fi point per game average, !ar

and away the club's highe.M

Sophomores Stuart Deans and i''!il

Wild scored a goal each and fed three

and two respectively to latch on le

second and third place in the Inal

scoring state, Hoelzer and Mil^f

Murphy also scored a goiil apiece
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Hom.KomIng weekend is that time wtien Williams in its
sludi ;its, faculty and alumni is most unified in spirit. Yet,
each individual's view of Homecoming is necessarily
differ Lut. Tfiis year brought victory and defeat in sports,
'lennewal of friendships for many, and a break from the
pounding pace of the weekly grind whether in studies or
worl<. A campus gearing up for the weekend was stunned
DV a preview of the snows to come. For those who've
never seen a Purple Cow," the band reached into its bag

of tricks. Charlie Carrier rode a tremendous team effort
to score twice against our bastard offspring. Mark Carter
'74 and Sam Wardwe II '77 were among many who strove to

ensure that the goal posts would not be exposed to the
elements over the winter And throughout the weekend
people ate and ate, be it barbecue chicken, flank steak,
Maine lobster or the liquid diet that so many sampled,
some to their regret.
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Undefeated Ephs crush Amherst, 25-6

Earn another
Little 3 crown \

FOOTBALL from page I

It took the Williams defense only

four plays to get the ball back, as

Palladino swiped a Oriscoll pass and

returned it to the Amherst five. Two
plays later, Baldwin hit Carrier with a

short spiral and the Ephs were in

front, 6-0. Kevin Cramer's placement

was wide.

The interception by Palladino was
almost identical lu the- key grab the-

senior made last week, setting up the

winner against Wesleyan. A(;cording

to Odell, "Carmen spends a loCu time

during the week looking at films, so he

^cnows what^ we'll be seeing on^

Saturday."

An exchange of second quarter

punts quieted the huge crowd
somewhat, until Amherst safety

Robert Pace pulled off a play that

rivals Watergate for bone-

headedness. Pace called for a fair

catch on a Scott Harrington punt,

seemingly to slow the onrushing Eph
defenders. But he then proceeded to

make the catch on his one-yard line,

putting the Jeffs deep in the hole.

On the very next play, the Williams

defense, one of the most potent

scoring machines in the nation, put

the Purple in front, 12-0. Jim
Spaulding broke up the attempted

handoff, jarring the ball loose; Scott

Perry fell on the pigskin in the end

Scoreboard
VARSITY FOOTBALL (7-0-1)

Amherst 6 6

Williams 6 12 7 25

Scoring:
W) Carrier, 4 pass from Baldwin (kick
failed)

W) Perry recovered fumble in end zone
(kick failed)
W) Mccormick, 4 pass from Wallace
(pass failed)
W) Carrier, 43 pass from Baldwin
(Erickson kick)
A) Hogan, 3 run (kick failed)

FRESHMAN FOOTBALL (2-3-1)

Amherst 7 7

Williams -

VARSITY SOCCER (6-5)

Amherst 1 2

Williams 1

Goals: W) (Juinn

FRESHMAN SOCCER (7-3-1)

Amherst
Williams

WATER POLO
Amherst - 9

Williams 11

Goals: W) McEvoy (4); Preiss (3);

Murphy, Deans, Wild, Hoelzer

Frosh gridders

end with loss

to Jeffs, 7-0

The Williams freshman football

team faced the Lord Jeffs of Amherst

on Cole Field last Saturday. On a snow

and mud-covered field, the day

belonged to the defense. With both

offenses unable to do anything

because of the unsure footing, the first

score was set up by a blocked punt.

Early in the second quarter, with

Williams deep in its own territory, a

Greg McAleenan punt was blocked by

the Amherst defense and recovered on

the one-yard line. Three plays later

they scored. That's the way the period

ended, with the score 7-0.

In the second half, in an attempt to

put something on the board, the

Williams offense started to open up.

With the passing of McAleenan, and

the running of Greg Collins and Kevin

Curran, the Ephmen would begin to

move the ball well, only to be halted

by their own turnovers, which were

invariably related to the poor con-

dition of the field. The defense still

played tough, led by linebacker John

Theil, but the offense was never able

to mainUJn a drive. The game ended

7-0.

The freshman team ends its season

with a 2-3-1 record.

Something of g Waltz

Eph linebacker Carmen Palladino grabs the first of his two interceptions in the

Purple's 25-6 win over Amherst. His pickoff lead to the first Williams score of

theday. (photo by McClellan)

zone. Cramer's kick was again wide.

An interception by Pace in the end

zone thwarted the Ephs' next drive,

but Don Wallace put the Ephmen on

the board with a four-yard completion

to a diving Herb McCormick just

ijefore halftime.

Only five minutes into the second

half, WiUiams put the game out of

reach. Baldwin fired a short toss to

Charlie Carrier over the middle of the

Lord Jeff defense. Carrier then out-

ran the Amherst secondary to the end

zone for a 43 yard score. Jeff Erickson

booted the extra point—25-0,
Williams.

For all intents and purposes, the

game was over. Jim Ostendarp would

not win his 100th game. Williams was

undefeated and champions of the

Little Three. Bob Odell had won his

34th game at Williams against only

five losses. All that was left now was

to finish it off.

Midway through the third period, an

overzealous and undoubtedly

inebriated fan ran past the Amherst

bench and grabbed a handful of spare

game jerseys. The intruder was

spotted by several of the Lord Jeff

reserves, who immediately grabbed

him. It was, without a doubt, the finest

display of defense by Amherst all

afternoon.

Jeff sophomore quarterback Mike

Newman, a starter for much of the

year, completed several tosses in the

final period, and it was his scrambling

that set up Jeff Hogan's three-yard

run to paydirt with 1:20 remaining.

Hogan's run set final score at 25-6 and

averted the shutout, thanks to Odell's

mercy in removing the first team
defense.

h'erhaps a disappointed Amherst
spotter (a senior who had never seen

Amherst win in his four years there)

put it best and simplest: "I just can't

believe it, what a routl"

What a rout, indeed.

by Dan Daly

All week Bob Odell had waited for

something to go wrong. Carmen

Palladino would announce he was

giving up the violent world of college

football to preach about love and

peace. The devil would find a loophole

in his contract with Scott Perry.

Amherst coach Jim Ostendarp would

unveil a 475-pound freshman named
Dexter "Not Too" Swift who ate op-

posing running backs and used

.-quar,tgxbaeks_ as toothpicks. Swifj

would play defensive line.
'

.

^'

In his 19-plus years as a head coach,

Odell had never had an unbeaten

team. He had played on one in high

school back in Corning, Iowa, he told

the Boston O lobe's Joe Concannon,

"but that goes back a thousand

years." In his first four years at

Williams, Odell had turned out three

teams that finished 7-1. In 1971 he was
the New England College Division

coach-of-the-year. But after the

season was over, it was always:

"Great job. Bob. Geez, I'll bet you

wish you could have that Middlebury

game back, huh?" And Bob Odell

would nod and promise to get 'em next

year. Victory has its price.

So in his paneled office on the

second floor of Jesup Hall, Odell spent

the week disecting game films,

talking to reporters and well-wishers,

and waiting for something to go

wrong. Then it happened. First the

rains came and then a couple of inches

of snow and by Friday night Weston
Field looked like the world's biggest

Boston cream pie. To make matters

worse, Odell doesn't even like Boston

cream pie. Not the kind they serve at

Baxter Hall, anyway.
He was worried. Strange things

happen when a football bame is

Amherst dumps booters, 3-1
by MarkPogue

The Amherst Lord Jeffs claimed

their third consecutive Little Three

soccer title Saturday by conquering

the Williams Ephmen, 3-1. The defeat

wrecked Williams' hopes for its first

LittleThree crown since 1971, marked
its fourth straight loss to Amherst,

and left the tough-luck Ephs with a

final season record of 6-5.

"Our problem this entire season has

been our failure to convert on a

reasonable percentage of golden

scoring opportunities," said Williams

coach Jeff Vennell after the game,

"and that was our problem once again

on Saturday." These remarks aptly

summarized the Purple's main dif-

ficulty in the Lord Jeff battle.

Although the Ephmen outshot

Amherst and outplayed them for

much of the way, the Jeffs seemed to

make the most of their scoring

chances while Williams efforts too

often netted only the familiar "not

quite."

After snowblowers delayed the start

of the game 30 minutes, play began on

a green but slippery field. Amherst,

capitalizing on Williams' tendency to

be too careful with the ball in the early

going, quickly took control of the

action, holding the ball for long

periods in the Williams half of the

field. The Jeffs' dominance at this

point was particularly evident at

midfield.

A fine save by Eph goalie Skip

Grossman stopped one near-score

with 14:58 gone in the half, but three

minutes later Amherst took a 1-0 lead

when the ball was booted past

Grossman off a corner kick. This goal

was symptomatic of the Ephs' second

major shortcoming this fall—allowing

scores, but noj scoring themselves, off

restarts in the action. Over a third of

the opponents' 14 goals this year came
on restarts; the Purple Scored in this

manner once.

With 20:12 gone an easy Williams

goal was missed when Ray Powell's

cross, traveling knee-high six feet in

front of the Amherst goal mouth,

caromed off the knee of Dave

Napolitan and out of bounds. "It

should have been a score," said

Vennell. "Mistakes in the penalty

area like that added up to kill us."

Following this offensive rush the

Ephmen pulled themselves together a

bit and began to play with less

caution. Senior halfback Brad Quinn
brought the shivering crowd to its feet

when he scored his second goal of the

year with 10 minutes remaining in the

half. Quinn, kicking as he fell, drove

the ball from the right side of the

penalty area, off the left goalpost and
into the goal.

The score remained at 1-1 through

the first 15 minutes of the second half,

and with each passing moment it

appeared more likely that the team
which scored next would take the

game. With Graham Hone playing

magnificently at fullback and the

Purple midfield game finally

asserting itself, things began to look

up for the Ephs. The task now fell on
the front line to tally the go-ahead
goal.

Suddenly, with 22:10 to play,

Amherst's right wing got to a ball and
raced goalward. His low shot
somehow avoided a thicket of players
standing around the goal mouth and
got past Grossman for a 2-1 Amherst
lead.

For all intents and purposes, the

game ended with 7:14 on the clock

when Amherst wing Phil Thornton hit

a ball from 25 yards out that entered
the net for a 3-1 Amherst lead.

Grossman, as the ball approached,
crouched as if to leap but then
remained crouched as the ball flew
over his head and into the corner. As
the season's final 7:14 ticked away
Williams again played well but could
not score.

In the junior varsity game, Amherst
had to use a fullback as goalie after its

regular goalie forgot about the game,
^fter his squad took a 1-0 lead, the

poor tyro was pelted with a barrage of

Purple shots. Eight got past him for

an 8-1 Williams win.

In the freshman game, a goal by
Amherst in overtime gave the Jeffs a

2-1 win. The Williams frosh conclude

their season with a fine 7-3 1 mark.

played on a sloppy field. Players tend
to fall down a lot, sometimes

ai

inopportune moments, and by the end
of the third quarter jerseys are so
muddied that quarterbacks have been
known to ask running backs for

identification before they give them
the ball, lest they end up handing off to

a defensive end.

Coaches get grey before their time
With that wet ball bouncing around
anything can happen. "Vou need a

.-Ba\Kmar__Bram.Jii-add-up_i#4hr.
fumbles. Passing? You'd have an
easier time to broad jump across the

Snake River. Staring out his window
at the falling rain, Odell would tell you

what a shame it would be if the

weather seriously hampered play, but

you knew he was thinking that the

weatherman was an Amherst
graduate and that, after knocking tlie

Lord Jeffs from the unbeaten ranks in

1972 and 1973, it was Williams' turn to

blow the big one.

But Odell's players are a confident

bunch and they know how to handle

pressure: they ignore it. After

Thursday's sprints, the last of their

collegiate careers, the seniors

chugged single file up the hill to Cole

Field House with end Dave Parker,

his arms raised and waving in

jubilation, leading the pack. On

Friday, when the marching band

made its annual pilgrimage down to

the practice field to serenade the

team, a few of the more sportive

players decided that dancing was in

order. The tune was "Lord Jeffrey

Amherst"—played in waltz time.

The Amherst game was also

something of a waltz. The crew at

buildings and grounds did a com-

mendable job in getting Weston Field

into playable condition, but Bob Odell

needn't have worried, the Ephs could

have won on ice—perhaps even in

their street clothes. During the

season, the Williams defense had

made some good teams look very bad.

Against struggling Amherst, it had a

field day.

Amherst coach Jim Ostendarp

apparently decided that the Williams

see UNBEATEN page 4

Corrections: Dave Libardi, not
Carmen Palladino, was pictured
intercepting a pass on the back
page of last week's Record.
The swimmers finished second

rather than fourth at Holyoke.

Red Westerholm reaches skyward in Saturday's rugby contest on C"'* ^'fl^

His reach is impeded by the pressure of an Amherst defender. (photo by w
Clellan)

Water polo downs Jeffs
five in a row, and twice came within a

single point of the Ephs. By that time,

though, two of Preiss' goals and one w

McEvoy 's were more than enougn i

quash the Amherst comeback driv^

and start the champagne flowing

the Williams locker room.

It was only toe second wa'er POi"

meeting ever for the Little Twe^

opponents. In the first encounter
^

league game swum at Amtiersv

Pratt Pool in early October, a simw

fourth period surge had left Amhet^

on top, 11-8.

SEE POLO page 4

by Dennis O'Shea
Four goals by bucketman Tom

McEvoy and a hat trick by wing Dave
Preiss led the Williams water polo

club to the second victory, of its two
year history, and its first in Muir Pool.

The Ephs survived a fourth quarter

Amherst rally and trimmed the

visiting Lord Jeffs, 11-9, in Friday
evening's contest, the capper of the

fall campaign.
Held scoreless since the first period

and operating at a six goal deficit, the

Jeff polomen exploded for seven
tallies in the closing stanza, including
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SAT funding
discrepancy

discovered
by David R. Ross

Confusion over the exact amount of

Student Activities Tax funds available

.coukLmeaoJhSt the College Council's

funding surplus will be substanHally"'

higher than expected.

The College Council has been

worliing with the figure of $101,796

used by the Finance Committee.

However, a tabulation of figures

supplied the Record by the Business

Office indicates that SAT funds could

total $108,794.

Pending steps to clear up this

discrepancy, the College Council

decided to postpone action on three

organizations that were seeking

additional funding. Crew, the ACEC,

and the Coffee House will come before

the Council on Wednesday, Dec. 3, the

first scheduled meeting after

Thanksgiving recess. The three

organizations are seeking a total of

$4600 in additional funding.

According to committee chairman

Addison Lanier '76, the lower funding

figure was given him early in the year

by Accounts Receivable Cashier Rita

Gardner of the Business Office.

In any case, this figure is only an

estimate. Students pay half their

Activities Tax on each semester bill.

Complicating calculations of total

SAT funds is the fact that certain

"special" students are exempt from
paying the tax and second semester

enrollment is always less than that in

the first semester, said Registrar

George C. Howard.
According to Gardner, 1849 students

paid their first semester share of the

SAT ($28) leaving $51,772.

Last year, the number of students

officially in residence at Williams fell

from 1823 to 1802 between the first and
second semesters, said Howard. He
described that as a fairly typical

number.

"The Admissions office takes the

number of people who plan to leave

second semester into account in ac-

cepting exchange students. We do try

to cover as many of the openings as
possible," Howard said.

A.ssuming a reasonable drop of

students in residence to 1824 second
semester, SAT funds would total $51.-

072, or a total for the year of $102,844.

Lanier said that his understanding
was that $4,909 of this was used to pay
the final bill for the 1975 GUI., leaving
the Council with a $1,041 surplus from
last year.

Using Lanier's caveat, it is likely

that SAT funds could total $103,885,

although the business office figures
total $108,794. In earlier meetings this

fall, the College Council has allocated
$96,225.80. The Finance Committee
currently estimates the Council's
present surplus at $5,570.20. The
above figures indicate that this sur-
plus could be $12,568.20.
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Marine Recruitment

Confrontation avoided

With hands in mouth, College Council officers consider student activities a
allocation at a council meeting earlier this month. Seated at the head of the
table are vice-president Pam Carlton, president Mayo Shattuck, treasurer
Addison Lanierand secretary Michael Knight. (photo by Fenn)

by Jim Cohen
Protesters against marine

recruitment on campus said they

were disappointed by the small
number of students visiting their

Alternative Counseling Center
"Tuesday^

Both protesters andlecruiters were
asked to move from Baxter Hall to

Mears House by Dean of the College

Peter Berek.

Mac Margolis, a former Trinity

College student working at Williams,

Paul Schneider ('77), and two
members of the Veteran's Coalition

occupied the room facing the

recruiters and provided an opposing
view of the Marine Corps to interested

students. Berek contacted Margolis

and Schneider about moving the

preceding night.

"Berek was concerned with the kind

of dejhonstration. He was afraid

things that happened at UMass and
Trinity would happen here," Margolis

recalled. "At the end of the con-

versation he mentioned that he had
moved the Marines to Mears House."

(Protesters at UMass and Trinity

recently staged sit-ins to prevent

recruiters from interviewing

students.)

Dean notes racial tension
Peter Berek, Dean of the College

talked about the racial tensions he
sees on campus at last Wednesday's
faculty meeting, according to John
Hyde, Secretary of the Faculty. Ac-

cording to Hyde, other topics at the

meeting included the '76-'77 academic
calendar, the implications of the

Student Course Evaluation project,

and the Record cheating survey.

According to Harry Kelly '78, a

College Council representative to the

faculty, Berek argued that the friction

between blacks and whites has been

caused by a "misunderstanding on the

part of whites." Kelly said that Berek

told the faculty that, in his experience,

whites had four questions about

blacks at Williams:

—Why is there so much separation

between blacks and whites at

Williams'?

—Why is preferred grading given to

blacks here?

—Why does the College fund the Black
Student Union (BSU)?
—Why do blacks receive an excessive

amount of Williams' financial
aid?

Kelly stated that Berek, along with

College Provost Stephen Lewis,

ignored the first question while ad-

dressing the last three. According to

Kelly, Berek stated that he has seen

no evidence that preferential grading

is given to blacks and hopes that none

exists.

Kelly went on to say that Berek

called the College's support of the

BSU a "duty " which began in the late

'60's in an attempt to serve a social

need. Kelly stated that Berek said the

social function of the BSU has

decreased but that it now has an

educational function. Kelly said that

Lewis and Berek responded to the

third question by pointing out that 70

per cent of blacks are On financial aid

only because they all come from the

lower economic strata.

According to Hyde, the faculty

approved the Calendar and Schedule

Committees proposed '76-'77

academic calendar but with the

stipulation that it could be brought

back if parental concern over the

scheduling of Commencement was
excessive.

Hyde said that copies of the Record
cheating survey were passed out at

the meeting but according to Kelly,

"nobody seemed terribly bothered by
it."

According to Kelly, Prof. Vankin
and Prof. Pasachoff expressed con-

cern about the legality of an
anonymous student evaluation of

professors and asked about the

possibilities tor legal recourse in case

of a libelous statement.

Udall speaks on campaign
by Carolyn (raven

"The Ujiited States will never

become Hlf sufficient in energy."

Stewart Udall, campaign manager of

his brother Morris's presidential race,

said Monday night in Jesup Hall.

"We are importing more oil now

than at the time before the Arab

embargo." According to Udall,

however, the earth's supply of oil will

be depleted in 15 to 20 years. The next

president, he said, "may be con-

fronted with a situation of mandatory

rationing."

Udall spoke to a crowd of 150 about

his brother's campaign, then asked

for questions from the floor. In his

speech, he emphasized the necessity

for credible leadership to solve "a

Bill Baird discusses abortion In a speech Tuesday evening in Jesup Hall. Baird
wmonsh-ated methods of contraception and described methods of abortion
*"ile speaking strongly in favor of abortion. (photo by Everett)

whole new set of problems," which

include the mammoth task of

restoring public confidence in

government, and of "building back

what we have lost as a result of the

traumas of the last decade."

According to Udall, this means

"learning the lesson of Vietnam" and

redrafting foreign and defense policy

appropriately, and making the

transition from the era of booming

increases in energy consumption to a

leaner period, one "even of scar-

ceness " Other issues confronting us,

he said, are necessary changes in the

structure of the economy, the tran-

sportation system, and urban life.

"One hears that there is little dif-

ference between liberal candidates,"

Udall continued. "The issue is

character." He asserted that "Mo's

whole career has been one of unusual

candor and straightforwardness. And

above all it has been consistent;

consistent in that there has been no

wavering in the basic beliefs that he

adheres to and opinions that he

holds."

Stewart Udall, who was Secretary

of the Interior from 1961-1969, opened

his speech by noting that in 1959 he

had been in Arizona organizing for a

Massachusetts campaigning for a

candidate from Arizona.

He told the audience, mostly

students, that Massachusetts, with its

early primary, was potentially the

most important .state for liberal

candidates, and may have the op-

portunity to select the DemocraUc

nominee. "The battleground is

Massachusetts," he said. When the

primaries are over here and in New

Hampshire, "possibly two but

Former Secretary of Interior Stewart
Udall speaks on behalf of his brother
Morris' presidential campaign in

Jesup Hall Monday. Udall also
discussed energy issues. (photo by
Johnson)

probably only one candidate will

remain, and he will be the standard

bearer of the progressive wing of the

Democratic Party." He went on to say

that "ydu.may have the feeling that

you are mfa!$lng history."

Udall dreviriB connection between

his brother and John Kennedy,
recalling that Kennedy was "pretty

green" when he began his cross

country campaign in 1959 but "grew"
through talking to people and ar-

ticulating the issues. "My brother is

growing in the same way," he con-

cluded.

see UDALL page 4

"IBeFek confirmed thai Tie"wantettlS

know what was going on." He said he
hadn't learned tliat the recruiters

were planning to set up a table in

Baxter until Monday afternoon.
"1 assumed they would be in Mears

House. No recruiters should be in

Baxter," the Dean said.

Margolis said he believed the ad-

ministration had conceded one of his

arguments— that the recruiters

shouldn't have the special privilege of

using Baxter when other

organizations use the Career Coun-

seling Center—but claimed the move
"undermined our protest."

Jay Mclnerney ('76), another
organizer, said "We were a httle

upset—we would have liked an
audience. We wanted our feelings

known to people who weren't in-

terested in joining the Marines (Only

students who came to see the

recruiters stopped in the Alternative

Counseling Office).

"We wanted students to think about

the Marine Corps as an organization.

Would they want the Marines
recruiting here? We were unable to

get this."

"The Marine Corps on campus has
implications beyond people con-

sidering joining the marines,"
Margolis added. "The presence of

recruiters is indicative of the people

on campus,"
seeMARINESpage4

Radio station

elects Li I ley,

Herwitz, Tone
Tom Herwitz was elected president,

Wayne Lilley Station Manager, and
Jerry Tone, Program director in

WCFM board elections Sunday.

Herwitz said that he hoped to have
more personnel involved in produc-

tion and innovation in such areas as

radio drama, special interviews,

taping concerts, and comedy. hours.

Herwitz also stated that he hoped to

revise the news format, incorporating

more local reporting from the College

and Williamstown area. Other plans

and projects include reinstating in

concert—live music, film reviews and
interviews with artists who are in the

area. The position of public relations

director was also reinstated.

Herwitz said that he would like to

focus more towards the needs of the

Williamstown community while still

retaining the basic orientation as a

college station.

There are currently over 100

students on the WCFM staff which is

the largest staff ever, according to

Herwitz. "With that type of resources

our plans would work out well."

Outgoing President Dave Studen-

mund said that he hoped to work a lot

more on news reporting. "As
president 1 wasn't able to do that and I

am thinking of going into that as a
profession."

Other new Board members include

Music Directors, John Dombrowsky,
Glenn Harris, Curt Denhart, and
Steve Robinson, News Director-Dave
Breur, Sports Director-Steve Piltch,

Personnel Director-Hamilton Throck-
morton, Production Director—Peter
Green, Student Engineer-Jim Bowe,
Classical Music Director-Mark Obert-

Thorn, Advertising Director-Steve
Jackson, and Public Relations
Director-Brian Archambault.
The positions are effective January

1.
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Because of the Thanksgiving recess, the Record will not

r-on-f^ovember"2& and Nrjvenrtber 2fr. PitbHeation Avtlt

resume directly after the recess. Deadline for the next issue

(December 2) is Sunday, November 30, at 5 p.m.
The last issue of the semester will be printed the last day

of classes, December 9.

The Record wishes all a happy Turkey Day and its

Jewish readers a Happy Chanukah.
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by Ken Bertsch

Former Congressman Gerald R.

Ford of Grand Rapids, Mich, was

elected to Congress in 1948. He was

elected by a booming, boisterous,

post-war Grand Rapids that was still

dominated by small town ethic and

had yet to encounter much serious

pollution or many labor-management

confrontations (unionization was still

a small factor in this city). There was

virtually no minority population and

therefore little racial conflfct, and

suburbanization had not yet drained

downtown of its life. The life in Grand

Rapids was still characterized by the

conservative, industrious, in-

depehderif Dulch wholtiaae up' tlie"

largest portion of the city's

population.

It has been said that Ford's only

pre-Presidential experience was the

representation of the parochial in-

terests of one small Congressional

district. Actually, for 25 years, he

represented that district as it was in

1948 when he left it. He never seemed

to be aware of the changes that took

place in Grand Rapids (much less

anywhere else) in the fifties and

sixties: the increased unionization

and labor consciousness, the flight to

the suburbs, the change in the ethnic

make-up with the introduction of large

black and Latin populations, the

deterioration of the center city, of the

mass transit system, of the Grand

River that runs through the city. Ford

never saw or recognized that these

changes were taking place; he

remained stuck in 1948.

An example of how out of touch with

his constituents Ford really became

can be found in environmental issues.

Through the sixties and early

seventies, Grand Rapids developed a

strong environmental consciousness.

A Grand Rapids group pushed

through the state legislature the

nation's first law giving private

citizens the right to sue polluters for

environmental damage. All the

current state legislators of the area

are considered reliably pro-

'enviroiunenfWecologylobby groups.

Yet Ford had compiled one of the

worst environmental records in

Congress. One of the few significant

things he ever did in Congress was to

almost single-handedly keep the

Highway Trust Fund from being

opened to finance mass transit. His

strip mining veto earlier this year

indicates that he still hasn't caught up

with the progressiveness of Grand

Rapids.

Throughout his career in Congress,

Ford was one of the strongest backers

of the Vietnam war effort. For a

while, Grand Rapids probably agreed.

But by 1970, when the local voters

overwhelmingly approved a

referendum calling for the immediate

removal of all American troops from

Letters: Recruits stir controversy
Energy Waste

To the editor:

The lighting system in the Greylock
Quad rooms is one of the most
blatantly wasteful uses of energy on
campus. Each living room has four

bulbs, each hall two or four, each
bedroom two, and the stairwells and
entryways have many more. The vast

majority of these bulbs are 150 watt,

half-silvered. It takes no physical

genius to know that the silvering

absorbs and therefore wastes enor-

mous amounts of light energy. The
same lighting effect could be had
using much less powerful bulbs,

perhaps 50 or 75 watts, if they were not

silvered. There are available large-

bulb, frosted lightbulbs that provide

the desired dispersion of light source

with far less power wasted, for

example, "Globelite."

There is no need for halls, stairs,

and entryways to be lighted as

brightly as living rooms and
bedrooms. There is no reason why
even smaller (25 watt?) frosted bulbs

could not be installed in these areas,

with a minimum of inconvenience,

and an 80 per cent energy savings with

every 150 watt bulb replaced.

Replacing all the bulbs might be

expensive, although it might be offset

by the significant and immediate
energy .savings. In any case, the

College should embark at once on a

policy of using much lower wattage

frosted bulbs instead of the silvered

150 watt variety for all replacements,

and reducing lighting to reasonable

levels where it is not necessary for

reading and so on.

Chris Skudder '77

Recruiters

To the editor: >

You see, there has been this thing

bothering me for the past few days:

but it seemed so absurd I was afraid to

mention it to anybody. But after

reading Mr. Margolis's letter atwut

the Marine Corps, I see that a

precident for absurdity has been set,

and I have lost my inhibitions.

You see, I've been thinking a lot

about all the terrible things that have

happened in this country that were

brought about by lawyers. I mean,

there are some very crooked people

out there (some of whom hide behind

fancy titles like Senator or President)

that all have law degrees which they

sweated and fought for for many

years.

Did it ever occur to you that all

those horrible things the Marines did

that Mr. Margolis has so carefully

gleanes from Higham's book, weren't

actually thought up by the Marines?
I'd be willing to bet (though I'm afraid

I don't have time to document) that

the poor Marines were told to do all

those nasty things. By lawyers (the

ones with the fancy titles).

It seems to me the obvious solution

is to stop making lawyers out of

college students (or anyone else that

can get into law school). So please,

join me at the Legion any night for a

few beers to protest the presence of

law school recruiters on this peace-

loving liberal arts campus.
Chris Ha If '76

Phone Rates
To the editor:

True, but after Christmas even a

stamp goes up, to 13c.

.John W. /\lteridg'7(i

Responsibility
To the editor:

Individuals and groups of people,

holding common ideas and morals,

often meet to unify and strengthen

these interests, and to communicate
them to others. Within a free society,

these two components, meeting and
communicating, must be granted to

all such groups, regardless of how one
may view the doctrine of another. It is

the responsibility of the group, based

upon its own convictions, to make
them available to all. It is the

responsibility of the individual to

inform himself on these various issues

and to make his own decision on them.
These thoughts come into my mind

after reading the letter of Mac
Margolis in the (11-14) issue of the

Record. While I am gratified that

these two processes (meeting and
communicating) are well demon-
strated to be a component of our

society for Mac Margolis and his

followers (indeed, they have even
carried out their responsibility to

society), I am taken back that they

advocate the denial of these two
functions to another group within our

society (the U.S. Marines). Only after

the communicating is done from both

sides can the individual assume his

responsibility and formulate his

commitment.
Peter llislop'77

Drink and Drown
To the editor:

Yes. It's encouraging that some
people here can be stimulated enough

to write in liters to the editor in

response to Carole Tyler's column.

But I find it depressing that there has

been so little said in support of her!

Are people unwilling to risk being

associated with her style of ser-

monizing? Evidently a little finger-

pointing and preaching are unac-

ceptable modes of column-writing on

this campus! I've seen people take

offense at it and then have to respond

defensively. Why take it so seriously?

Why assume that Carole takes it so

seriously? My understanding is that

she wants to make us think about what
we may be taking for granted.

And she has done a good job at it and
hit home at some touchy subjects

around here, especially that one
dearest to our hearts—our "night" to

get drunk whenever we please!

("Who is she, to tell us ...?!) Ah
yes, our right to drown out our

memories of the hour test we just

bombed or the relationship we are
flunking out of ... I wonder how
many people on this campus depend
on those beers to forget the tougher
realities; dependence— isn't that

called alcoholism?

I hope people continue to think

about what Carole writes and to

debate the issues from both sides. And
I think we should admire her
willingness to put herself out on a limb
to gel these discussions going.

Virginia Long '77

In Protest
This letter is directed to the authors of

the statement protesting the presence
of Marine Corps recruiters on the

Williams campus. The authors state,

"We are told that a liberal arts

education is inseparable from the civil

liberties and freedoms inherent in a

democracy. We are told that higher
learning is integral to building a more
humane society, that education must
embrace the whole person, that in-

telligence without moral development
is not simply incomplete but
dangerous In short, we are told that a

liberal arts education is, above all, a

value education.

"But what happens to all these

principles and ideals if the institution

that professes them hosts an
organization actively involved in

denying them at another level?
"

It would seem that if the "in-

stitution" professing the ideals of civil

liberty and freedom "inherent in a

democracy" did not permit the

presence of Marine recruiters on
campus, this would be tantamount to

denying these ideals altogether. A
true value education cannot possibly

take place without the existence of a

dialogue between those advocating
different values.

A denial of civil liberties within the

Marines would clearly represent an

unconstitutional action and should be

corrected. It could not be doubted,

however, that the Marines were

originally established to protect the

civil liberties of American citizens. If

the Marines are not fulfilling their

function they should be reformed but

by denying the right of a "whole

person"— i.e., a "morally educated"

Williams person to join the Marines

and perhaps initiate some reform, one

has effectively perpetuated injustice

within that organization.

Social reform can only be effective

within a forum of free ideas (as op-

posed to a "forum" where ideas are

systematically eliminated
altogether). If the Marines are

misrepresenting their program as it is

advertised they should be held ac-

countable and criticized on that basis.

I have no love for the Marines but if

1 were to choose between an army
consisting of the mentally in-

competent or the "morally aware "

(e.g.. perhaps a Williams person) I.

quite frankly, would prefer the latter,

.lames H. Kevkin '7fi

Russian 206, Dissident Voices in

.Soviet l.ileniture will not be of-

fered in the spring. In its place the

Russian Department will offer

Russian 302, Introduction to .Soviet

Literature in Translation, taught
by Prof. Nicholas Fersen. Hour N.

Conducted in Knglish.
Prerequisite: two semesters' work
in literature or permission of the

instructor. Readings will include

Mayakovsky. Sholokhov.
Pasternak, Solzhenitsyn, and
others.

Students interestedin this course
are urged to contact either Prof.

EdwinaBlumberg(2161) or Fersen
(2305) for details.

;'n

Was

Vietnam, the populace clearly
di(

fered with Ford.

When he became Presideru,
Ford

told reporters that his conservaiivi.

voting record should be ignm.^,^

because "the record reflects Grand
Rapids." New York Times reporiff
Robert Sherrill found that if Hn,

record reflected what Ford thoughi
his constituents were thinking, Ford
was taking a bad reading. Grand
Rapids has given Sen. Phillip Hari a

liberal Democrat of the fir.st ordw
large majorities in his la.si tw,,

elections. Richard Vandei Vee
another liberal Democrat
elected to replace Ford.

Despite this. Ford was cominuallj

reelected by large margins. "A lot ul

his support was blind support. People

voted for him because he was House
Minority Leader", said Mary Burlon
'77, a resident of Grand RapicLs. Ford

also gained a lot of popularily due lo

his excellent constituent service. \

local state Senator pointed out thai

practically all of Ford's former

constituents had "at least a shirtlail

relative who received some kind ul

personal help from him '

Greg
McAleenan '79, another Grand Kaplds

native, added that Ford had done a

good job in getting federal contracts

for the city.

Ford remains popular in Grand

Rapids. In a June poll, he got an ap

proval rating of over 80 per cent in tlie

city, contrasting with about 50 per

cent nationwide. Some of this has to be

credited to home-town pride-local

lx)y makes good.

Williams students from Grand
Rapids are split on Ford. "Under the

circumstances, he's done a pretty

good job," said McAleenan Bob

Burton '79 said that as a

Congressman, Ford did keep in touch

Burton added that he thought Ford's

travels out of Washington have been

valuable for keeping Ford in touch

with the nation. However, Mar;

Burton said, "1 remember him at the

Ford-McKee debates as being really

wishy-washy (Jean McKee was his

Democratic opponent in the last two

elections) . He just mimicked what the

party was thinking." Paul Zabroslie

'78 feels that Ford comes across in

speeches as tieing "simple " Zabroske

added that, although Ford is lionesi

he's "almost bumbling".

That President Kord is a rock

ribbed conservative, largely nut ol

touch with the United States of U)7.i,

should not be surprising. 1 1 should also

not be surprising that he seem.s to be

guided by no particular vision of the

future, that he really has no program

He was elected minority leader in

Congress by going along and not of

fending anyone.

Ford has not been able to keep up

with the pace of change in (iraiiil

Rapids, and Grand Rapids has not

been a big center of change in this

country. It has not faced the

staggering problems of New York

City or Detroit or our other major

metropolises. In his last

Congressional election, F'ords op

ponent used a bumper sticker thai

said, "Recall the '48 Ford." With Ford

now running for President, thai

slogan would seem lo tx? appropriate

now more than ever.

Hcnnrth Hfrtsrh

frnrn (Irtincl Haplds

snphi^

HOCKEY SALE
All Protective Equipment V2 price

ALL SKATES 30% off

LARGEST SELECTION OF HOCKEY STICKS
ONLY AUTHORIZED TITAN STICK DEALER

GOFFS SPORTS, Inc.

SPRING Street Williamstown, Mass
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/\AQZort concert notable
by Mark DeBellis

Student musical performance is all

too rare at this college. In the

classical repertoire, especially,

student soloists and chamber groups

appear publicly at most four times per

semester, usually in the Music

Department-sponsored "Studio"

recitals. A welcome move in the

direction of giving credit for musical

performance was the chamber music

WSP last year, and this January's solo

sonata project. Yet performing

groups organized and participated in

entirely by students make rare but

welcome appearances.

That is why last Sunday's all-

Mozart concert in Chapin Hall was so

notable. A chamber orchestra,

composed entirely of students and

organized and conducted by Yoon Lee

'76, presented the Abduction from the

Seraglio overture (conducted at the

orchestra's invitation by Prof. Irwin

Shainman) and the Piano Concerto

No. 17 in G major with Nick

Schidlovsky '76 as soloist. Now in its

second year, the group last January

presented the Rachmaninoff Second

Piano Concerto with John Graubert

'78, pianist.

II was a pleasure to hear Shain-

man's energetic, lively interpretation
of the Seraglio overture. The short
piece served well as a prelude to the
concerto, although the latter, a more
serious and dramatic work, differs

greatly in mood from the exotic comic
opera to which the overture was
written.

Schidlovsky's playing of the con-
certo demonstrated much of the

clarity and exacting attention to detail

necessary in playing Mozart. Lee
conducted with obvious enthusiasm
and joy in the music, and the or-

chestra responded well to his
evocative gestures, despite some
intonation problems and a tendency
for the upper strings to outweigh the

lower ones and, in purely ac-

companimental passages, to cover the

piano. But the grace and flow of lyric

ideas, so generous especially in the

third movement, was a pleasure to

hear.

Hopefully, we see a sign of in-

creasing musical performance by
students on this campus, and we look

forward in particular to future per-

formances of orchestral works and
concertos by our all-student or-

chestra.

The Outing Club will be conducting
ils annual ski sale on Friday,

December 5, in the Rathskeller from
7:00-9:30 P.M. The sale will feature
used alpine and nordic equipment of

all types and prices. Those interested
in selling equipment are asked to

bring it to the basement of Baxter Hall
between 7:00 and 9:30 P.M. the night

before the sale, December 4.

Traditionally the sale has had real

bargains but those hoping to pick up a
great deal should arrive when the

doors open since the sale attracts a

large crowd. During the sale there

will be a staff of experienced skiers to

assist those who are new to the sport

or to advise those who are unfamiliar

with a specific piece of equipment.

Questions regarding any aspect of

the sale should be directed to either

Peter Johnson at 597-6176 or Jamie
Caldwell at 597-2801.

I'm looking for students who want
to get together for Thanksgiving
dinner, cooking it themselves,
rather than frequenting the Dining
Halls. If Interested, call John
Atteridg, 6587.

FOR SALE:
' set of Remco drums Including
bass, snare and tom drums, sticks,

brush and 1 cymbal, $100(wlll dicker)
"sll kept up; used by only one

person.

Call: Mrs. Vlnce, 458-3880

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 3:00 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01217

(413) 458-8271

There will be a special Newman
Liturgy Saturday, Nov. 22 af 12

midnight at Driscoll Lounge in

addition to the regular Sunday

mass at five. All are welcome.

Bring a friend and a candle.

Auditions next week
for Shakespeare play

Dianne Thompson plays Sophie in
Bertolt Brecht's BAAL which will be
continuing tonight and tomorrow at
the AMT. The play stars Bill Driscoll
and is directed by Gregory Boyd.

Brass Quintet
plays Monday
The newly formed WiUiams Brass

Quintet will make its debut at 4:30

p.m. on Monday in a classical concert
at Weston Language Center. The
quintet consists of Ed Friedland,

trumpet; Gary Hoffman, trumpet;
BobStaiger, trombone; Bob Oldshoe,

french horn; and Andy Goodell, tuba.

The program will consist of pieces by
Purcell, Bach, Gabrielli, Pezel, and
Ewald. Admission is free.

The unforgettable music of Ira and George Gershwin comes to life again tonight
and tomorrow after BAAL as the Williams Cabaret again comes to life at the
18V6 House. (photo by Goodbody)

Outing Club to conduct annual ski sale

Job Jots
(Al.KNDAK OK KVENTS
December
4 US Civil Service Commission
10 University of Chicago School of

Law
December 3 & 10 Summer Job

Hunting Skills Workshop; resume
writing, interviewing, resource

gathering. To be held at the OCC 3-

5 pm. Open to Freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors.

I'lintelon Summer Program
,\br<)ad

This program selects a small

number of jrs., sophs., frsh. and

srs. (in [hat order) to work in

France for 2 months. Language

pboficiency and interest are

considered. Applications due

December 15 and forms may be

obtained from Prof. Pistorius or

Sue Little (OCC).

Cook School (Japan) Applications

are due in the OCC by DECEM-
BER 1st. For more information

contact Sue Little.

No Drumraond

Linen Exchange

Wednesday, Nov. 27

NEXT EXCHANGE

Wednesday, Dec. 3

^33,500,000
Unelaimecl
{^leholarshipis
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and

fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of

these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 1 5, 1 975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
1 1275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1 .00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Name.

Address.

City_ .State. _Zip_

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

Preliminary auditions for A Mid-
summer Night's Dream will be
conducted at the Adams Memorial
Theatre on next Monday and Tuesday
from 7:00 to 12:00 p.m. The
Shakespeare comedy is' the second
production of the Williams College
Theatre season and will be presented
on February 13th, 14th, 19th, 20th and
21st. The play is being staged in

conjunction with the Winter Study
project, "Shakespeare in Produc-
tion", but casting is independent of

participation in the course, and
auditions are open to all members of

the Williams community. Rehearsals
will not start until January 6th, and
will be scheduled during the evening
and late afternoon.

A Midsummer Night's Dream is

perhaps the finest of Shakespeare's
early comedies, and is easily one of

the most popular of all his plays. The
fantasy of tour lovers lost in the woods
of fairyland has inspired the talents of

artists from Henry Purcell and Felix

Mendelssohn to James Cagney and
Mickey Rooney. Within the past few
years, it has been revived with great

success by such diverse groups as the

Royal Shakespeare Company, the

New York Shakespeare Festival, and
the Yale Repertory Theatre. Director

Jean-Bernard Bucky of the Williams

Department of Drama has not given

any details of his approach to the play,

but did announce that senior Tom
Piazza has been commissioned to

compose and conduct a jazz score for

the production. The setting will be

designed by Richard W. Jeter of the

Drama Department, with costumes

by guest designer Calvin Tsao.

There are parts for approximately

twenty men and women; any special

talents in music, dancing, juggling,

magic, or acrobatics are particularly

welcome. All interested performers

are urged to register in advance for a

half-hour audition time on one of the

two evenings, which may be done in

person at the A.M.T. Box Office, or by

calling the Drama Department
secretary at 597-2342.

Guitarist Geor9e Gritzbach

Guitarist to play
Tomorrow evening the Williams

Coffee House will feature the ragtime

and country blues of George Gritz-

bach. Accompanying himself on

guitar and harmonica, Gritzbach's

interpretation of the blues is both

personal and unique. He appeared at

the Coffee House last year and his

performance was marked by his close

rapport with the audience.

Rally urges JFK death study
A public rally will be held in Boston

tomorrow to voice support for

legislation to reopen the investigation

of President Kennedy's death. Ken-
nedy was assassinated in Dallas 12

years ago on November 22.

The rally, organized by the

Assassination Information Bureau
(AIB), will be held at noon at the City

Hall Plaza. Speaking at this event will

be former New York Congressman
and ADA leader, AUard Lowenstein

and Cambridge AIB member, Carl

Oglesby.

"Finding out who killed John
Kennedy unriddles the sixties," stated

Oglesby who was recently noted in

People Magazine. "It begins to ex-

plain Vietnam and all the problems

that have plagued this country since."

Aside from this rally, this week is

being marked by a series of radio

shows over the Boston University

station, WBUR, asking the question

"Who Killed JFK?" Their shows'have
included Mark Lane, author of Rush
To Judgement, Lane and Donald
Freed, authors of Executive Action,

and an interview with Oswald taped

three months before Dallas. This last

show tells what Lee Harvey Oswald
had to say about the Fair Play for

Cuba Committee.
One of WBUR's shows on Saturday

is listed as Jim (larrison and Mark
l.iine Present New Evidence. Ac-

cording to their advertisements,
Mark Lane said, in a telephone in-

terview, "We now have absolute

proof, for the first t ime, of Lee Ha rvey

Oswald's association with the FBI in

New Orleans and in Dallas prior to the

assassination of John Kennedy."

Custom Radius

Custom Radius corrects these

blade profile errors of free hand

sharpening.

tarflwa Too l«rf*. loo i^uth blod* o>'

,(, D.H.iuli 'o (ui o> lu'n Poo. monw,

-•rob.l.'yar-d tor...ol
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SHARPENING SPECIAL

$ 1 2.00 ft %mmon
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BAUER AND CCM...

ICE SKATES

MO/ OFF
/O List Price

ALL NEW 1975 MODEL
SKATES IN STOCK OR SPECIAL

ORDER

Joffa and Cooper

Hockey
Equipment

MO/ OFF
/O List Price

ALL NEW 197^
HOCKEY EQUIPMENT
IN STOCK OR SPECIAL

ORDER

Williams

Co-op
THE COMPLETE
HOCKEY SHOP

aspri^tl. «Mi«M«MK,iuu.
OMN THMi. Nirn Til tiW
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Awards for the grid stars
by Dan Daly

It has now been 4UV4 days since

Williams lost a football game. It

seems like 'a decade. Bob Odell

probably wishes it were a decade.
Then he could take his place alongside

Knute Rockne, Pop Warner, Amos
Alonzo Stagg, Bear Bryant, and all the

rest But 411 V4 days is a lot of winning.

Oklahoma once went five years
without a loss, and back at the turn of

the century Washington lasted longer

than that, but 411 V4 days isn't bad.

When Sports Illustrated makes
mention of it we'll know Williams has
arrived.

We've been spoiled. It wasn't long

ago you'd mention Williams College

football and somebody from Notre
Dame would tell you how his

fraternity team could beat Williams
by five touchdowns.

^Villiamsr'^hewould say^wttKlTfar

off look in his eyes. "Isn't that the

school that has a Purple Cow as a

mascot?"
"Yeah."
"What league you guys in?"

"The Little Three." The moment
the words left your lips you knew you
had made a mistake.

"The LitUe Three, huh? What's
that? Williams, Skidmore, and
Bennington?"
Clearly overmatched, you'd try to

laugh your way out of it. "No, Ben-

nington and Skidmore dropped us.

They're up in Division II now."

Nobody's laughing any more. It's

taken five years and five Little Three
championships to get there, but

Williams is now—no fainting please—
an honest-to-goodness small college

power, the eighth best team in the

country, to be exact. When you play

Williams it's your homecoming,
because everybody likes to beat

Williams. They just don't do it very
often.

Pretty soon, the post season awards
will start rolling in. Few teams are

more deserving. In August, Bob Odell

was telling everybody that "we can't

lose the quality we had and expect to

come up with the same record we had
Wt year (7-1). He was right. The
team went 7-0-1. Odell was runner-up

to Harvard's Joe Restic last year in

the New England college coach-of-the-

year balloting. After piloting New
England's only unbeaten team, Odell

should win this year's award hands

down.

Little All-American

Scott Perry also figures to collect

some hardware. All-New England and

All-East honors are a certainty. Little

All-American? He's won the eastern

vote. Perry's also got a chance at the

Golden Helmet award, given by the

Boston sportswriters to the top college

division player in New England. The

voting should be close, but most of

Perry's competition comes from

underclassmen (Tufts halfback Tim
Whelan, Bowdoin tailback Jim Soule,

AIC quarterback Jim Jagiello) and

the writers like to give the award to a

senior.

After playing like he was All-World

against Wesleyan and Amherst,

there's no reason why Carmen
Palladino shouldn't be All-New

England and All-East. His six in-

terceptions set a college record for

linebackers and his 96 tackles were

tops on the team. The only thing

Carmen has to worry about is that the

sportswriters and coaches don't

confuse him with Dave Libardi.

Libardi's much prettier.

And how about Jim Baldwin for the

Jerry Nason Award, presented an-

nually to the senior "who has per-

severed against odds to succeed in

football"? When Baldy was rushed to

North Adams Regional Hospital in

mid-October with an appendix that

was about to burst, few figured he'd

be back. But three weeks later he was
holding for extra points and last

Saturday he threw two touchdown

passes to pace the Ephs over

Amherst, 25-6. Baldwin's stats are

also impressive: 176 completions in

341 attempts for 2223 yards (all

Williams career passing records) in

three years of varsity play.

Others deserve mention, even

though for some unexplainable reason

they're always left off of post season

all-star squads. Dave Parker, one of

the most overlooked ends in New

Calendars: The gift that gives all year long.

EsfKciaUy appropriate for 1976.

McClelland Press, Inc.

i Spring Street

BACK TALK
A
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K
T
A
L
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Back Talk, a new Black student magazine at Williams, is spon-

soring a PHOTOGRAPHY AND GRAPHICS CONTEST.

1st Prize: $25 plus publication In the Winter Issue of Back Talk.

2nd Prize: SIS plus publication In the Winter Issue of Back Talk.

3rd Prize: $10 plus publication In the Winter Issue of Back Talk.

Prizes w^ll be awarded In each category, 3 each. Entries must

depict Black student activities on campus or third world per-

spectives of the Williams environment.

Deadline for all entries will be December 2, 1975 at 5:00 pm. An

nouncement of cash awards will be made In the last issue of the

Record for the first semester.

All entires will become the permanent property of Back Talk unless

otherwise requested by the contestant.

For more Information, contact Keith Harvest 6876 or Darrilynne

Arnelle 6078.

Final decision will be made by the editors of Back Talk. Please,

qnly black and white photography will be accepted.

England,' very quietly ended his

career Saturday with 66 catches for

1206 yards and 12 touchdowns. All are

college records. Parker also does the

world's best impression of the group

"Chicago." That should be worth

something.

IVIagesandCostello

The bookends on the defensive line,

Tim Mages and Jack Costello, are

unknown to all but opposing quar^

terbacks. But while the Entwisles, the

Chandlerses, the Jacksons, and the

Perrys have been grabbing all the

headlines, these two have simply

gotten the job done as well as anybody

around. For two straight years,

Williams has held its opponents to less

than two yards per rush; Mages and

Costello are two big reasons why.

It was a season that will be

remembered for a lot of things: the

defense, Wallace's passing against

Wesleyan, the crowd of 10,000 that

swallowed Weston Field to watch the

Amherst game. And who'll ever forget

Al Dalton's blocked punts against

Union and Wesleyan? Chuck Carrier's

59-yard run through the mud at

Middlebury? Kicker Kevin Cramer

running for his life and a two-point

conversion in the driving rain at

Tufts? Or perhaps the zaniest of therti

all, Perry's lateral to Libardi that

resulted in the game-clincing touch-

down against Bowdoin?

Undefeated. It sounds good.

November
21,

1

Carmen Palladino
(photo by Van Dl| I)

Carmen Palladino's

two interceptions

earn honor for him
Linebacker Carmen Palladino was

named Athlete of the Week for his

performance in the Eph's 25-6

whipping of Amherst. Palladino in-

tercepted two passes, one of which led

to a touchdown.

HONORABLE MENTION
—The Eph Defense, which

scored one touchdown a^d set another

one up in another sjplarkling per-

formance. The defense allowed an

average of less than one touchdown

per game this year.

Tom McEvoy, who scored four

goals in the water polo victory (11-9)

over Amherst.

Gar - Wood
wins X-C title
Gar-Wood House won the FiK,

Annual Intramural Cross Countrv
Championships on November is as 4!

runners competed despite the wet anrt
muddy conditions. The meet, which
Gar-Wood House won with a four ^an
score of 29 points, was sponsored bv
the Williams Road Runners Club (in
X-C, place equals no. of points
therefore the lowest score wins)
Pratt was'second with 41, followed bv
Gladden (83), Dodd (ill) and infitih
was Sage scoring 149 points

Tim Pritchard of Gar-Wood was the

individual winner with a time of 11 44

over the 2.2 mile course. Rounding oui

the top 20 finishers were: 2) Larry
Hyde, Pratt; 3) Dave Carroll, Perry

4) Reed Zars, Gar-Wood; 5) eJ
Bacher, Pratt; 6) Rob Craig,

Hopkins; 7) John Hammei, Hop.; gj

Rich Abrams Armstrong; 9) Man
Rowe, Pratt; 10) Karl Hubbard,

Tyler; 11) Jim Wilch, Gar-Wood; 12)

Vin Broderick, Faculty; 13) Milte

Werner, Gar-Wood; 14) David W
Nichols, Dodd; 15) Rob Corner^

Bryant; 16) Jon Mather, Gladden; 17)

Jim Holmes, Spencer; 18) Dave

Hitchcock, Armstrong; 19) Pete

Monson, Morgan; and 20) Chip

Cornell from Gladden House.

Next year, the Road Runners Club

is planning to hold the meet sometime

in mid-October. As an added incentive

for participants, prizes will be

awarded to the top individuals and

teams.

Udali colls 'chorocter' the issue
UDALL from page 1

The first question from the audience

concerned busing, and the fact that

Representative Udall has seemed to

hedge on the issue. "He's troubled,"

Udall replied, and went on to say that

while his brother supports the action

of the Supreme Court in ordering

busing, he is looking for alternatives

which may be more educationally

beneficial,

Udall seemed comfortable an-

swering the several questions about

energy that were asked. He is an

expert in the field and has written

several books, including The Quiet

Crisis and 1976: Agenda for

Tomorrow. He asserted the need for

equity in energy conservation,

pointing oifTthat Europe and Japan
can control consumption with high

fuel prices because they have well

developed mass transport systems. In

contrast the United States has come to

be totally dependent on the

automobile, and a doubling of gasoline

prices aS-President Ford advocates

"would have a shattering effect on the

ordinary peopl^\pf the country."

Morris Udall prefers gas rationing to

that sort of price policy.

Udall also feels that policies o(

protecting the environment are not in

conflict with full employmeni

policies; in fact, he said, strip mining

is a capitalJ not labor, intensive

operation. "We must have labor

support," Udall affirmed, and said

"We're getting it."

Protest fizzles as few
visit counseling center

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America

\ Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven (irinders

Spaghetti

.'ill .Spring .Sired -ISH-WKiy and 4,i8-8014

opt'n dailyy a m lo2a m
Urciiklasl diuiySa ni lollam

Donuts, Coffee

We make our own pizza dough daily

STUUKNTS WELCOME

^V^ifcxfllE

Natural grass leaf Planters-
Wastebaskets; set of 5 nested;

largest Is 15" diameter.

boutique

63 WATER
STREET

open every day

thursday$ til 8:30

MARINES from page 1

Mclnerney, Margolis, and
Schneider said they believed Berek
moved the two groups to prevent a

confrontation. "The Marines have
been setting up in Baxter for the last

two or three years. I feel the reason he

didn't want us to set up in Baxter was
because he didn't want an observable

conflict."

In response, Berek told the

KKCORD "A conflict was never
considered. The only thing I was
trying to avoid was any kind of action

that would block access of students to

a visitor. Baxter is a busy place, a bad
place for counseling."

"Previously, on request, certain

organizations were allowed to use

Baxter, but our policy should be

consistent."

A Security Guard was assigned to

Mears House while the Marines
stayed on campus. "He was assigned

to protect the rights of everybody on
campus," Security Chief Walter
O'Brien explained. "Any time a group
comes on campus, we want to give

them the privilege of being heard.

"Having heard there was going to

be a jM-ptest, we sent an officer to

observe, tle^wasn't there to police; we

didn't expect any trouble."

The officer on duty commented Ihal

the day had been quieter than he

expected. Margolis said the assign

ment of a guard "just affirms the facl

that the administration was nervous

Schneider observed thai the

relations between the protesters and

ttie Marines were "pretty friendly'

The protesters voiced two ob^

jections to the presence of marine

recruiters.

"The general consensus is that the

Marine Corps as it is run and the goals

and purposes implicit in the .Marines

make it illegitimate today,'

Mclnerney said. "The KKK and the

Mafia are not allowed on campus

because they are illegitimale, so why

are the Marines?"
He continued, "the second issue was

that recruiting practices are shady,

blaUntly fraudulent and dishonesty

"The whole emotional aspect of the

Marines (recruiting pilch) 's

deceptive," Margolis added

Margolis participated in the Trinit)

sit-in; the two veterans were involved

in the protest at UMass

Fitch House
PARTY

Admission 50c

Entertainment: Williams Jazz Band
Place: Driscoll (Fitch- Prospect) Lounge

Traditional Refreshments

K K you are missing any textbooits, picii them up

j^M before Tiiani(sgiving because they will be returned

_ RcDzi'sto the publisher during the Thanksgiving break.

I Douau oocmuBK

11

"Laundry and Dry Cleaning

DRUMMOND CLEANERS Spring Street

458-4321 J^^.
'"" Wllllamstown
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Keller plan cheating

divides committee

COLLEGE DECEMBER?, 1975

The Faculty Committee on the

Honor System met last week and

according to Committee Chairman

Robert Frost, four major topics were

discussed—all dealing with the issue

of cheating.

Frost said that the commmittee's

first area of concern was with Keller

Plan courses. "We discussed the

Keiord cheating survey with Rick

Siegrist," said Scott Davis, a student

member of the Committee, "and, the

Environmental

projects supported

by Hardie fund
A Thomas G. Hardie, III Memorial

Fund has been established at

Williams by his friends and family. Its

general purpose is to support student

projects in environmental studies.

Initial contributions to the fund will be

used to establish, under the auspices

of the Center for Environmental

Studies and in Hardie's memory, a

student monograph series on en-

vironmental topics.

Those members of the Williams

community who would like to support

the fund should make their con-

tributions to the College on behalf of

the Hardie Memorial Fund. Kathy
Frank '78, Dodd House, and Arnie

Arnoff '76, Tyler Annex, are the

campus agents for the fund.

Donations can be given tothem or left

at the Center for Environmental
Studies.

consensus was that we needed to learn
more about the Keller Plan." Frost
stated that there was a "sharp
dfvision in the Committee between
those who think there is a great deal of

cheating in Keller Plan courses and
those who think there isn't."

Frost said that the Committee's
second area of concern was with lab

courses. Don MacDonald, a student

member of the Committee said
"we're going to get together with lab

instructors because we don't feel that

there is as much cheating on labs as
the survey indicates."

MacDonald added that there seems
to be no clear distinction in some lab

courses between what is cheating and
what isn't because some lab in-

structors encourage students to

cooperate inxhe use of lab data and
information. 'T?trt of the problem is

that some students don't seem to view
labs as being very meaningful," noted

Frost. He added that "this is where
the cheating comes, in the marginal
areas where it seems unimportant."

Frost stated that the third major
area of discussion was about grade
pressures in general. According to

Frost, "It's obvious that our Com-
mittee is not hearing all the cases and
that a lot of cheating incidents are

being settled out of court—that is

privately between students and
faculty. This disturbs us very much."
The fourth major area according to

Frost was final exams. "Faculty

appear to be cutting back on take-

home and self-scheduled exams. Our
see HONOR page 2

Students fake Psychology 101 Keller Plan tests. The honor committee debated
whether there Is too much cheating In Keller Plan courses. (photo by McClellan

)

Roper 1976 survey

Ford weak in va
According to a recent survey

conducted by Williams students, if the

1976 presidential elections were being
held today, Pres. Ford would carry
Williamstown only against Gov.
Wallace of Alabama,—88 per cent to

10 per cent. If Sen. Kennedy or Sen.

Humphrey were Ford's opponent, he

would lose Williamstown,—37 per cent

to 56 per cent and 42 per cent to 54 per

cent respectively.

A race against Sen. Jackson would
be much closer depending ultimately

on how the "undecided" voters cast

their ballots. The figures on this race

are Ford 50 per cent, Jackson 35 per

cent and undecided 15 per cent.

The data were gathered in a survey

ey

Pre-law disputes CC funding veto
by Andrew Gerra

The rationale the College Council

used to justify not funding the Pre-

Law Society is based on a "spurious

distinction," stated Joseph Sena '76.

James Fieber '76 and Sena, former
co-chairmen of the Pre-Law Society,

said they are disappointed about the

CC's refusal to grant the requested
funds. The money, they noted, was to

go for arranging speakers, organizing

discussion groups and workshops, and
defraying the mailing costs of

soliciting information from Williams
Alumni presently in Law School.

The Society, Sena acknowledged,
would unquestionably be serving the

career interests of those who plan to

become lawyers. However, according
to Sena, since "law and lawVers are
such an important part of everyone's
life, it is of universal interest that we
improve the climate, variety and
seriousness of discussion regarding a
legal career."

The Pre-Law Society^s 1975-1976

recjuest for $500 from the Student

Activities Tax was rejected by a

unanimous vote of the College Council

on Wednesday, November 5. Addison

Lanier '76, chairman of the Finance

Committee which recommended that

the Pre-Law Society receive no

allocation, said that the Society is

"not the sort of thing the College

Council should spend its money on."

Neither the committee's recom-

mendation nor the CC's vote is a

"measure of (the Pre-Law Society's)

merit," Lanier stressed. He said he

sees a "real need" for pre-law advice

and the information services the

Society hopes to provide. But, he

added, the CC funding guidelines

prohibit the funding of career-

oriented groups.

Lanier, when asked to respond to

this "spurious distinction" charge,

said that the importance to the

general community of the Society is

undeniable but "is not an over-

whelming consideration."

President John Chandler, in a

written statement submitted to The

Kecord, said: "I can understand the

College Council's reluctance to agree

to the Society's budget request, and

the apparent feehng on the part of

many that the Office of Career

Counseling should be the main source

of the assistance that the Society is

trying to provide. The Office of Career

Counseling might meet most of those

needs by providing the funds and

see PRE-LAWpage4

conducted by 15 Williams political

science students under the direction of

Prof. Philip K. Hastings, director of

the Roper Center. A randomly drawn
sample of one out of forty registered

voters was interviewed during the

second and third weeks of Novemt)er.

In other possible 1976 Presidential

pairings, the following were the

results:

Reagan: 47 per cent - Jackson: 37

per cent - Undecided: 16 per cent

Kennedy: 55 per cent - Reagan: 37

per cent • Undecided: 8 per cent

The results of other questions

assessing Ford reveal his most
positive qualities as being "honest

and decent" (50 per cent), "a good

guy" (23 per cent), and "works well

with others" (IB per cent). On the

negative side, Williamstown's voters

see Ford as a man of "low ability" (28

per cent), "ineffective and weak" (22

percent), "controlled by others" (22

per cent), and "without com-
prehension of larger, long range

problems" (17 per cent).

Also included in the survey were

questions on such local area issues as

day care centers, low cost housing,

and the town manager form of

government.

Oxfam fast
nets $1500
for hungry
Approximately 750 Williams,

students participated in a one-day fast

on Thursday, Nov. 20th and as a result

raised nearly $1,500 to combat world
hunger.

The students who skipped break-

fast, lunch and dinner represented

nearly^ half of J,he Williams students

that normally eat their meals on
campus.
For each student participating in

the fast, Williams is contributing two
dollars to Oxfam-America, a national

group coordinating similar fasts

across the country. At Williams the

fast was sponsored by the Williams

Hunger Action Project. Tony Allison,

a senior from Seattle, Washington,

and Mary McCord, a sophomore from
Baltimore, Maryland, are co-

presidents of the Williams Hunger
Action Project.

Commenting on the decrease in

student participation since 1974,

McCord said, "This year it wasn't a

big new thing. People were thinking

more about guest meals and hour

tests than the fast." She said the

objective wasn't to make money as

much as to raise student con-

sciousness of the food problem.

Record selects
staff reporters

Record Editor-in-Chief Bill Widing
today announced the promotion of 2

students to Staff Reporter and Staff

Photographer. Their names appear in

today's masthead. The students are

now eligible for positions on the new
editorial board which will take over in

January. According to the Kecord
slylebook, "A reporter who produces
good consistent work for a three

month period will be promoted to Staff

Reporter." Widing noted that this

present promotion includes those

reporters who joined the staff in

September. "I'm happy to see these

people officially join tiie staff," said

Widing. "They insure the future

viability and strength of the paper."

The Chicken Salad Fallacy

Auction offers everything

"r"
KVOHOUSt
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A humorous lecture on Medieval

military history by Professor Whitney

Stoddard will be one of the 110 items

offered at the African Art Winter

Study Project Raffle Wednesday

night. Beginning at 7:30 in Dodd

House, the auction will raise money

for the trip to Africa integrated in the

project.

Gift certificates, artworks, services

and music lessons will be auctioned

off by Senior Steve Marino and Dean

Neil Grabois. Tickets for the 8:30

raffle will be available at the door.

The top three prizes will be $100, a

season pass to Brodie Mountain, and a

52-week ticket for the Massachusetts

lottery.

A source associated with the project

predicted this would be "the social

event of the decade."

Books, baked goods and plants will.

also be on salei.

by Clifford Mitchell

To many people, the word

"bureaucrat" conjures up images of

hopelessly incompetent little men

with large briefcases stuffed with

chicken salad sandwiches for the

lunch break, which runs from 9:00 to

5:00. However, according to Assistant

Professor Philip Cantelon, who spent

a year working in the Department of

Housing and Urban Development in

Washington, this picture is an ex-

treme. "In fact," says the Con-

temporary American History

Professor, "Most of the people I

worked with were very good."

Cantelon joined HUD in July of 1974,

"right in the middle of the im-

peachment hearings. It was very

strange; HUD had a major bill (the

Housing and Community Develop-

ment Act of 1974) ready to be signed,

and Congress held it up because of the

Impeachment."

Cantelon talks about his ex-

periences in Washington with a half-

cynical, half idealistic attitude, and it

is sometimes difficult to tell from this

whether he is a New Deal liberal or a

neo-Dukakis liberal. He admits this

himself. "I am not sure that Dukakis

«nd Jerry Brown and Kit Bond of

Missouri won't come out ahead in the

long run. A lot of people are very

suspicious of the New Federalism

because of Nixon, and the name he

brought to it, but we have never tried

x^ving local officials and local people

the responsibility ... as well as the

dollars ... to do the job ... If the New
Federalism doesn't work, it will be

t)ecause either the Federal Govern-

ment didn't give out the dollars, or

t)ecause the local people didn't do it."

When asked specifically about the

role he played in HUD, he becomes
somewhat less specific, partly

because of the nature of all

bureaucracy. "I went to Washington

as a Program Analyst—the office

hires intelligent people who are not

experts but who write well to assess

the strengths and weaknesses of

various programs." By the time he

left Washington in July of 1975 (he

went back briefly in August to speech-

write for Caria Hills, Secretary of

HUD) Cantelon was, if not a bona fide

expert, at least conversant with the

technical details of Solar Heating of

homes, writing proposals for Federal

grants under HUD, and a host of other

oddly unrelated topics.

As far as life in HUD, it seemed to

be much like other institutions.

"When I work here at Williams, if I

am not having a productive day, I can

go home. The difference between

Williams and Washington is that in a

nine-to-five job, I couldn't just leave."

Was there affirmative action at HUD?
"When I was there, there was one

black woman at the AssL Secretary

level. Since Secretary Hills has come
on, she (Hills) has added a few women
to her personal staff. But it is no

Professor Philip Cantelon is one of a

string of Williams faculty who have
taken time off to work for the federal

government.

different from any other department
in Washington."

Cantelon sees his experience as
something more and more young
college people and young college

professors are going to l>e or should be
doing as time goes by, and something
which could help to alleviate the sense

of unreality which accompanies a
college experience at a school such as
Williams. "It's another world out
there, and 1 think we tend to neglect it

and ignore it"
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Marine clarification
To the Editor:

The Record article describing the

protest of Marine recruitment on

campus erroneously attributed to me
a statement comparing the Marines

with the Mafia and the KKK. I never

said any such thing and I disagree

with the sentiment of that statement.

It is unfortunate that the few people

who noticed the protest seem to have
misunderstood the issues involved.

Some of the individuals who par-

ticipated in the protest felt that the

Marines should be denied access to

the campus. This position is defended

by Mac Margolis in a forthcoming

Pique article, however, it does not

represent a consensus of all those who
organized the protest. The attention

which has been focused on the

"freedom of speech" issue has ob-

scured what I feel to be the basic

educational function of the protest.

One issue we wished to bring t)efore

the college community was the

dubious and often fraudulent

recruiting practices of the Marine

Corps. Hundreds of largely un-

successful suits have been brought

against the Marine Corps by

dissatisfied enlistees. The much-
advertised skills which one is sup-

posed to learn in The Marines are

largely military-related skills, of little

or no use in the civilian job market.

The second issue is the nature of the

organization itself. The Marine Corps

proposes to build men, but I doubt that

America needs the kind of men the

Marine Corps builds. Basic training,

as described to us by the two Marine

veterans who joined our protest, is a

brutally dehumanizing process. For

instance, "Motivation training"—

a

standard punishment—consists of

moving a large pile of sand between

two points with a spoon.

The Marine Corps has always been

the right fist of oppressive American

foreign policy. Mr. Hale (Record,

Nov. 21) points out that we should

blame foreign policy on the policy

makers. But, we should also question

the need for an offensive military

machine such as the U.S. Marine
Corps. Using an argument similar to

Mr. Hale's, the National Rifle

Association likes to tell us that "guns
don't kill—people do." But, if there

weren't so many guns lying around

people would have a harder time

killing each other. Similarly, though

the lawyers in Washington are

responsible for the carnage the

Marines have reeked around the

world, the existence of the Marine
Corps presupposes a legitimate need

for such an institution and also con-

stitutes a strong temptation for hasty

policy makers, like a loaded gun lying

in the closet.

I heartily agree with Mr. Hale's

suggestion that we "should stop

making lawyers out of college

students" if, as Ambrose Bierce tells

us, a lawyer is "One skilled in the

circumvention of the law." Recent

events on the national level suggest

that our country's law schools are

turning out some shoddy products. I

would love to organize a group to

confront law school recruiters on

campus and demand that they

reconsider their approach to the Law.

I have refrained from organizing such

a protest only out of fear for my life on

this campus where more people take

LSATs than Art 101.

It seems to me that Mr. Hale's in-

tended reductio ad absurdum back-

fires. He concludes that because we
don't protest the presence of law

school recruiters on campus we
shouldn't protest the presence of

Marine recruiters. I think he un-

wittingly points to the need for more
criticism of all the institutions in our

society. Jay Mclnerney

^^^
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JOSEPH F. DEWEY

458-5717

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS
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law School: The Application
by Joseph Sena '76

After recently completing my law

school applications, I felt a mixture of

relief and sadness. While happy that

my part of the process was over, I was

disturbed about many of the un-

derlying assumptions of the schools.

A visiting representative of one

school bluntly told Williams students

that grades, test scores, and the

college attended are essentially the

only matters considered. The number

of applications has soared so that the

law schools basically have not time to

consider the individual as anything

more than a statistic. Attention to

numbers constitutes the fairest and

only neutral system of selection. The

gentleman addfed' that many law

schools do not care whether a student

has even seen a courtroom by the time

he graduates from law school.

At first I thought that the

representative's remarks reflect the

sentiments of only one man or school.

After listening to other recruiters and

examining the applications, I am no

longer so sure. For example, one

application states:

"Letters of recommendation are

neither required nor recommended.

If, however, an applicant wishes to

obtain such letters, the letters must

be submitted with the application or

they will not be considered."

In other words, do not bother to send

them because they probably won't

read. While most schools claim that

they consider more human factors,

can we believe this? Unlike medical

schools, which require more elaborate

procedures (including a rather ex-

tensive interview), law schools do not

even want to see the individual.

In a very unsubtle way, the law

schools participate in the process of

political socializtion. They influence

the values, choices, and outlook of a

student during his school years. The
message seems reasonably clear:

"If you want to play the game, you

Panel debates
lab cheating

HONOR from page 1

feeling is that there is probably not

more cheating in these types of exams
and the faculty are making a

mistake."

According to MacDonald, the Honor

Committee also discussed whether or

not we should report the results of our

cases, without names, to the public.

Frost stated, "We reaffirmed our

position that we shouldn't discuss

cases. However, wejeel we should let

the community know that we exist and

have levied some rather stiff

penalties."

According to MacDonald, the Honor
Committee may run a poll which will

cover Keller Plan courses in the near

future.

Job Jots
Applications for the Nortlifield-Mt.

Ilcrmoii summer program are

availably at the OCC.

Representative from the US Civil

Service Commission will be at

Mears House on December 4 to talk

with students. Call OCC for details.

KING'S LIQUOR

STORE

Fine Wines

and y^"
Liguo/s

Plenty of All Types Beer

Spring Street Williamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458 5948

must play by our rules. Do not rock

the boat."

In other words, "Conform." In a

broad sense, politics refers to the

authoritative allocation of power and

values. Because they are involved in

the process of distributing op-

portunity, power, and values, law

schools cannot by definition be

neutral. "Law is an art," say the

recruiters, who resist the notion that

law is a social science and a political
process.

Given the dominance of lawyers in

American politics and society, their

leadership affects all of us. In an era
when democracy appears in-

creasingly deadlocked, the health of

America depends more than ever on
the wisdom, ethics, and values of its

leaders. Do law schools recognize

see LAW SCHOOL page 4

One Woman's
Point of View

Clafiftcofton
The way people respond to my

column has not been encouraging.

Only those who disagree with what I

say write in,' never people who agree

(and there are some who agree.) I

have also found that people

(somewhat illogically) tend to react

against me as a person rather than

against my column. I think that a

distinction should be made. 1 am not

my column; my writing is a sample of

journalism and as such represents

only one facet of my personality. After

having received a phone call at 3:00 in

the morning last Friday over my
latest column (on drinking), I have

decided to explain my position a little.

1 am not trying to dump on all that

Williams holds sacred. 1 am solely

trying to get people to think about

some of what happens here. I do not

believe that nobody is willing to spend

anytime to get to know anybody else;

a great many of my friends spend far

too much time doing that, to the

detriment of their grades. I do,

however, feel that too many people

are overly grade-conscious and are

making Williams less an intellectual

experience, an end in itself, and more
a pre-grad school stop-over where one

devotes all one's energies to ac-

cumulating only those grades and

activities necessary to getting one into

Harvard Law . . .

1 do not believe that it is impossible

for men and women here to develop

good friendships. I have several, very

rewarding relationships with men on

this campus which are pretty im-

portant to me. But I do feel that it is

difficult to get to know other women
here and 1 think Williams Women
serves a vital need in that respect.

1 am not against people getting

involved in a heavy relationship

either. However, I feel that people do

need time to grow as individuals and
that a relationship where the mem-
bers of a couple are together all the

time can be very stifling, especially

for people our age, who are here in

college to explore possibilities, to try

and define ourselves. Defining oneself

in terms of another person is not

always the best way. Most of us aren't

ready for that yet.

Nor am I against roadtripping. 1

have roadtripped myself on many
occasions, and have had a lot of fun

each time. I don't think there is

anything wrong with it, everyone has

to get away once in a while. On the

other hand, I don't think there is

anything particularly right with it

either. 1 don't see why it should be

lauded as a tradition with which all

Williams men should comply.

Lastly, I do not view drinking as evil

and I am not crusading to reinstitute

Prohibition. I doubt my Amherst

weekend was much dryer than anyone

else's. What 1 deplore is the lad thai

drinking is so much an integral part ol

campus life that there seems to be an

inability here to open up, to be

friendly and uninhibited unless one

has had a few drinks.

What 1 have been trying to do in this

column is to make people take a closer

look at certain aspects of campus life,

to shake everyone out of their

apathetic acceptance of things as they

are and to cause you to question or at

least think about your attitudes. This

involves writing to provoke response,

to excite controversy, to be one-sided

in my presentation and to play the

devil's advocate. 1 am glad thai

people have responded in the p;iper to

my column. A mature response

(rather than an immature phone call

in the middle of the night) is exactly

what 1 had hoped for. It would seem to

indicate that some people are no

longer caught up in their apalhy 1

hope this is so. At any rate, if 1 have

not succeeded in moving people oul ol

their own passivity, 1 have at least

succeeded in moving me out of mine

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

Wing
th the bi^ band

THE BERKSHIRE JAZZ ORCHESTRA

Friday, December 5, 1975, 8:30 PM

Buffet Dinner Dance, $8.50 per person

tax and gratuity Included

Advance tickets available at desk

Colonial Hilton Inn

Pittsfield, Mass. 413-499-2000
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Symphony to perform Friday
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The s^ond concert of the Berkshire

Symphony, conducted by Julius

Hegyi. *''• ^ F^sented this Friday

evening at 8:30 P.M. in Chapin Hall.

The soloist will be Stephen Zank,

pianist.

Arthur Farwell's The Gods of the

Mountain, written in 1927, is the

evening's American offering. Farwell

studied violin as a child but was not

groomed for a musical career; in fact

he graduated from MIT in

engineering. During his student

years, his interest turned to music and

upon graduation, he began studying

here and abroad. Science was

/abandoned and Farwell continued to

work in the field qf music until his

death in 1952 at the age of 79. Joining

(Jie Americatis—who took—up the^

challenge of Antonin Dvorak to build

an American national art from native

folk themes, he chose to work with

Indian music and strove to interpret it

in western modes. The Suite, The

(iods of the Mountain, was composed

for the play by Lord Dunsany and was

premiered by the Minneapolis

Symphony in 1929.

"Variations on a Theme of Haydn"

I the so-called "Antonius Chorale") by

Johannes Brahms is one of a series of

orchestral pieces which are a direct

prelude to his major symphonic
works. Written during the summer of
1873 while Brahms was vacationing at
Tutzing in northern Bavaria, it has
endured as a staple of the romantic
era in music.

The program closes with the two
piano concerti of Maurice Ravel ( 1875-

1937). Ravel was planning a second
tour of the United States in 1931 »d
originally wrote the Concerto in G
Major for himself, Paul Wittgenstein,
the well-known concert pianist of the
day, had lost his right arm during
World War I and commissioned the
Concerto for the Left Hand. Ravel
never abandoned his classical
orientation but reflected and absorbed
the ideas of the changing world
around hinL Intrigued hjL jazz
elements in this country during his
first visit here, he welcoij;ed the
opportunity to incorporate them into

the Concerto for the Loft Hand.
Stephen Zank was born in the

United States in 1950.

Pinter's greatest play

Kozik on The Homecoming
Harold Pinter has certainly

emerged in the last several years as
one of the most astonishing and
remarkable playwrights of the
Modern Theater. It is not surprising,
then, that two of his major works will

Physical Education registration

for Winter Study Will end
December 9. Course offerings are

posted in the PE office. Freshmen
and sophomores may use WSP PE
courses for quarter credit.

Pianist Stephen Zank will tackle the
unUsual "Concerto for the Left Hand"
by Ravel at Friday's Berkshire
Symphony concert.

Careers in
Public Service
A two-year full-time program leading to the

MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE in

URBAN AFFAIRS AND POLICY ANALYSIS
Graduates of this program serve in key

policy planning and analysis positions in

city, state, and federal government, major

community agencies, and research or-

ganizations In the United States and
Canada.

The program's faculty represents a

unique blend of academic achievement

and practical exposure to the problems

of government at the federal, state and

local levels. The courses and laboratories

In the program are organized into five

areas. Three are related to specific fields

of knowledge—urban environments, pol-

icy-making, and programs and services.

Two are skills oriented— analytic skill and

problem solving.

A key feature of the program is a series

of problem-solving laboratories in which

teams of students work on actual major

policy problems currently facing policy-

makers In urban government. Student

laboratory reports have included recom-

mendations for policy on urban neighbor-

hood health services to a congressman;

CENTER FOR NEW YORK CITYAFFAIRS

The New
School
Mmmrlca*m FIrmt Vnlwermliy lor aduHm
66 Fifth Avenue • N.Y., N.Y. 1 001

1

a four-year economic development
strategy for New York City's Economic

Development Administrator; a strategy

for the improvement of work in America

with the President's Commission on Pro-

ductivity.

Work internships add to the students'

skills. As part of the program, students

have worked for a variety of governmen-

tal or quasi-governmental agencies— in-

cluding the Brookings Institution; Toronto

Metropolitan Planning Board; U,S, De-

partment of Health, Education and Wel-

fare Regional Office; and various offices

and bureaus of the City of New York

(including the Mayor's Office).

Scholarships and fellowships are avail-

able for qualified applicants. Registration

is being accepted now for the 1976-77

academic year. For bulletin, application,

and financial aid information, call collect

(212) 741-7910 or mail the coupon below.

I C5
I

Director

Program in Urban Affairs and
I Policy Analysis

I
Center for New York City Affairs

I
New School for Social Research

I

66 Fifth Avenue
I Now York. N.Y. 10011

I
Please send me information on the Program

in Urban Affairs and Policy Analysis.

Name-

I Address-

' City .Stata- -^ip-

be produced at Williams this year.

For his style, his wit, his per-

ceptiveness, and the great vitality in

'"his work make his plays a prime
target for courageous and exploring

directors.

One such director is Peter Kozik
whose production of Pinter's The
Homecoming will play here starting

Thursday.

The Record sat down with Kozik last

Saturday night over a somewhat
imagined pint of British stout and last

Sunday under the glaring makeup
lights in the men's dressing room in

the depth of the AMT. The following is

the result of those two conversations

about Pinter, The Homecoming, and
the upcoming production.

Kccord: Why did you chose to do The
ftomecoming? -

Kozik: First of all, I found it to be an
extremely funny play. But I found

very personal satisfaction and
agreement with what Pinter was
saying. 1 saw a very understandable
and acceptable view of man-woman
relations in the play—one which is not

often dealt with or liked. But it is one

which 1 felt should be exposed.

Kccord: Can you describe the play for

us?

Ku/.ik: The Homecoming is Pinter's

masterpiece. 1 guess 1 might be ap-

propriate to call it a musical with no

songs to speak of. It is British theater

of the absurd. It is not over vague or

overintellectualized. The distance
comes from its humor and glibness.

Pinter is the genius playwright in the

world today. Texturally the play is

structured brilliantly. Not one word is

wasted. Not one bit of silence is

wasted. The play is not, however, the

amorphous absurdism of Genet,
Beckett, Adamov, or other con-

temporary playwrights is absent.

Clarity and order— that same clarity

and order which the main character

Max demands— is present in Pinter's

writing. Nothing is wasted. Pinter has

taken theater of the absurd and given

it tight dramatic structure. The
Homecoming is the realization of

Pinter's genius.

Hfcord( Getting back to the

discussidn of sexual relations in the

play. Can you elaborate?

Kozik: The play examines the politics

of sex. It examines the various ap-

proaches to women and how incorrect

and inadequate they are. It's a very

liberating play from the point of view

of a female. For the audience sees

male travesties on stage. It is an ex-

planation of the difficulty of being

female and having to deal with a one-

sided, insensitive view of yourself.

The woman comes on stage and the

males define who she is. But it is the

woman of whom the homecoming in

the title is talking. The woman has

come back to her place in the home.
To dominate the household. To fulfill

her position and role as whore and
mother.

Itecord: You were talking "~before~

about the humor of the play.

Kozik: Yes, indeed. Masterful wit. It's

a classic example of British un-

derstated tongue-in-cheek humor. It

twrders on being black. It is at times

the type of tragic humor which has

become so successful in Modern
Theater. We are playing the play for

laughs. But always there is a tenuous

balance between laughing and crying.

Record: 1 know it's hard to really

discuss in depth a play like The
Honiecoming in this short a time, but

just to sort of leave us on a final note,

do you have anything else you'd like to

let us know.

Ko/.ik; It's a difficult play for

American actors to approach.
Because it requires a British sense of

understatement and glibness. The
actor is very much a mouthful piece

for the playwright. The cast in this

production is excellent. But finally, I

think it's important to point out that

the audience has to listen very

carefully to every bit of dialogue.

Pinter's preciseness and directness

require it. But when it's over, it is well

worth it.

The stage manager was calling. Our
pleasant chat had ended.

^, « iy

Harold Pinter's The Homecoming
will play in the Experimental Theater

downstairs in the AMT on Thursday,

Friday, and Saturday evenings.

Curtain will be at 8:30, and
theatergoers are asked to use the

entrance facing the Greylock Quad.

PRESENTS

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 5th

THE MALTESE FALCON
At7&9:30 P.M.

This week's main presentation In honor of Trivia Night is that classic of the

silver screen, "THE MALTESE FALCON" at 7 and 9:30 pm. John Huston

made his debut directing Humphrey Bogart as Sam Spade, private eye, with

Mary Asfor, Peter Lorre and Sydney Greenstreet searching for that elusive

bird in one of the best detective flicks ever made.

Our second feature Is "BEDAZZLED" at 11:30 pm. Raquel Welch plays the

lustful Lust In this Dudley Moore-Peter Cook travesty of the Faust legend.

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction : A Night at the Opera & The Twelve Chairs
^
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Eph skaters
drop opener
to AlC, 10-6

by Steve ChrisUkos
A.I.C. spoiled the opening of the

1W5-1976 bocliey season for Williams
on Monday night. The Yellowjackets

outlasted the Ephmen, 10-6, in a wild

affair at Lansing Chapman Rink.

Williams was paced by Dan
Yeadon's two power play goals in the

first period, and John Bessone's pair

of tallies in the second stanza. Rick

Zeller and Freshman Seth Johnson
scored for the Ephs in the third

period.

The score was knotted at two at the

close of the first period. But A.I.C.

came out flying in the second session

scoring six goals and taking an 8-4

lead

One of the biggest differences in the

game was in the ability of each team
to convert on its man up situations.

Chuck Cremens had 39 saves in the

Williams net. Many of the saves were
of the difficult variety, as the Eph
defense collapsed often, allowing

A.I.C. to skate in with point blank

shots. Ray Belisle, the A.I.C. net-

minder, was called upon to stop 32

Eph shots.

Williams plays three road games

Women dominate relay .*^^^

Swim season ends

Returning veteran Jim McCormiek battles two defenders In contest last year.

Ephs opened <7S-'7« season Monday against AlC.

before hosting the Williams In-

vitational Tournament, here, on

January 2 and 3. St. Anselms, Colby,

and Holy Cross will complete the field

of four teams for that gala affair.

In the meantime, as Coach Bill

McCormiek stated after the game,

"This team will begin working im-

mediately on defense, and in par-

ticular, on breaking the puck out of

our own zone." The season is far from

over, and the fans are sure to be

treated to some better hockey as this

team becomes more accustomed to

playing together. See you at the rink

in January!

by Dennis O'Shea

With the pressure of six dual meets,

a triangular meet and an invitational,

all in just over a month, behind them,

the women's swimming team closed

out its first varsity season with a

sparkling performance November 22

at the Masse-Spears Relay Carnival

hosted by Wellesley College. The Eph-

women clearly dominated the nine-

team field, netting four first places, a

second, two thirds and a fourth during

the nine event program.

No official team scores were kept,

but an unofficial tally made according

to NCAA rules reveals Williams the

four point victor over closest com-

Yale whips Ephs, 79-49

Men's powerhouse in swim
by Dennis O'Shea

Another bumper crop of freshmen

join ieight returning AU-Americans,

six other lettermen and three up-

perclass rookies in this year's drive

for a fourth consecutive WilUams
Little Three swimming cham-
pionship. Last year's frosh accounted

for College records in five different

events as the Purple natators swept to

third place in the New England
-Championships and fifth in the first

annual NCAA Division III Nationals.

They also smashed freshman records

in nine of the eleven dual meet events,

an average of three times each.

In the New Englands, the Eph
splashers buried their closest division

rival by 89 points, and during last

year's dual meet season, lost but once

to a Division III opponent. The
campaign was highlighted by a 65-48

toppling of defending New England
champ Springfield, the first victory

over the Chiefs in eight years, and by
77-36 and 89-24 swampings of Little

Three foes Wesleyan and Amherst.

Co-captains Scott Schumacker and
Tom McEvoy lead this year's squad

and a senior class that includes Bruce

Barclay and diver Dick Pregent.

Schumacker owns the College 200

backstroke record and Barclay holds

the marks in both the 200 freestyle and

200 butterfly; both rated Ail-

American honors at last year's

Division III meet.

Only three juniors grace the Purple

roster: Duff Anderson, a member of

last year's Ail-American 800 free

relay quartet, sprinter Dave Preiss,

and diver Jeff Erickson, kidnapped

back from football coach Bob Odell's

specialty team. Their lack of numbers
is easily compensated by the

sophomore class. Stuart Deans, John

Farmakis, Guy Hoelzer, Paul vom
Eigen and Phil Wild received AU-

American certificates last spring

(Farmakis took second in the 100

butterfly at the nationals) while

freestyler R. J. Connelly and but-

terflyer Mike Murphy also return.

Freshman Jordan Lewis may well

give distanceman Deans a run for his

three College and four freshman
records, and Don Cameron and Bob
Kraus figure to provide competition

for the sprinters. Chris Clark will

most likely fill the medley relay

breaststroke slot vacated by last

year's captain, Kirk Greer, while

Brian McDermott and senior transfer

Dana Brackett will also back up vom
Eigen in the 200 breast. Peter Howd
can swim almost anything, and may
concentrate on the individual medley.

Andy Perth adds twisting expertise to

the diving staff.

The season officially opens with

tomorrow evening's i UConn meet,

which begins at 7:30 inMuirPool. The
Huskies will be out to avenge last

year's four point loss to the Ephs in

the New Englands, but will be han-

dicapped by the decision of both

breaststroker Rick Weaver and diver

Bruce Sweet to take the year off.

Williams pre-season action included

an 86-27 scrimmage victory over RPI,

and a second place to Brown in the

annual 1650 yard telephone relay.

The 1975-76 basketball season

started off on a sour note last night as

the Williams Ephmen suffered a 79-48

defeat at the hands of Yale University

on the winners' court. Yale, a Division

I school, was paced by the rebounding

of 6'7" RoUin Chippey and Cornell

Cooper, as well as the scoring of both

Chippey and veteran Steve Swit-

chenko. The duo combined for 38

points.

The Elis jumped out to an early 7-2

lead over Coach Curt Tong's Ephmen,

stretched it to 44-20 at the half and

never looked back. Williams was

outrebounded in the first half, 27-10.

Led by the shooting of co-captains

Alex Rosten and Mark Carter, the

Ephs managed to stay within striking

distance for the opening moments of

the second half. But the hot-shooting

Elis put the contest out of reach with a

10-0 spurt at nine minutes of the half.

Carter, a 6'3" senior forward, led

the Williams attack with 17 points,

while Mike Tanner and Rosten

chipped in nine apiece. Freshman

guard Jerry Kelly led all Eph
rebounders.

Williams, who went with a starting

lineup of Rosten, Carter, Tanner,

Kelly, and sophomore center Brad

Wold will travel to Long Island

tomorrow night for its second straight

road game against Kings Point, a

team the Ephs beat twice last year.

Williams opens its -home season

Saturday night against Tufts.

petitor, Mount Holyoke.

College record
clockings

highlighted Purple victories in two of

the three events swum for which such
standards exist. Carol Buck, Marilla
Pearsall, Nina Murphy and Randall
Morrow tied their own mark of 3 sgj
in the 400 yard freestyle relay, and the
latter three joined with Barbara
Bonner to lop 2.7 seconds off a 19 day
old 200 free relay record.

Pearsall, Morrow, Murphy, Sue and
Carol Buck, Barbie King, and Laura
Marrack accounted for the other two
Williams wins, the 250 freestyle

ladder and the 4 x 100 individual

medley. Hilary Hodgson swam the

second place 200 backstroke relay

with Bonner, Marrack and Murphy
The relatively open participation

rules of a relay meet (each swimmer
was allowed to swim four events)

gave the Ephwomen the opportunity

to partially avenge the dunking they

had suffered at the hands of Mount

Holyoke and UMass at a triangular

meet earlier in the week. The more

limited tri-meet rules reward teams

with the depth of a Holyoke, who

handed the Ephs a 76-46 defeat.

UMass, ranked eighth in the East, ran

away with a 106 point first place.

Holders of four current New
England records, UMass was an

impressive squad.

The Ephwomen salvaged several

impressive swims from the wreckage

of the UMass dumping. Marilla

Pearsall copped a College and pool

record in the 200 yard freestyle,

winning the race by better than six

seconds. She also won the 100 free and

in the 50 butterfly was judged second

for the first time all season. Nina

Murphy set new College marks in the

50 and 100 backstrokes en route to a

second and two thirds. Most of the

Eph natators swam to personal bests.

In all, there were 22 college record

performances during the squad's first

full scale season. Frosh Pearsall and

Murphy alone accounted for thirteen..,

of these.

Law School
LAW SCHOOL from pg. 2

this? Though law students are

brighter and more select tlian in the

past, do we ask ourselves about the

ends to which that intelligence may be

applied? Neither the applications

process, nor law school, nor law itself

operates in a neutral vacuum .'\ll are

value-laden and inherently political.

The theory of "neutral principles "
is a

«inyth.

Joseph Sena '76 was the foundinf.

chairman of the Pre-Law Society.

Head basketball coach Curt long explains the finer points of a play to frosh

guard Jerry Kelly, in preparation for season's opener.

Pre-law society questions CC funding veto

'83300.000
Uitelaitiied
Seholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and

fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of

these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1 .00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Name_

Address-

City State_

(California residents pleaM add 6% tales tax.)

-Zip-

PRE-LAWfrompage 1

working with the Society to organize a

program on a single weekend that

would bring to the campus a diverse

group of lawyers and legal educators

who would interact with one another
and be available to answer students'

questions."

The Pre-Law Society grew out of a

November 1974 memorandum from
Hope Brothers, director of the Office

of Career Counseling (OCC). Brothers

suggested the establishment of a

LUCITE
FRAMES

student group that would undertake

some very important aspects of pre-

law advising. "The load of pre-law

advising," the memorandum states,

"has become almost overwhelming
and clearly there are many things

that must be done in this area that

cannot possibly be accomplished
alone by the Office of Career Coun-

seling if all the other needs and
demands of the Williams' (sic)

student body are to be met."

Sena said that he "feels
discriminated against" in that the

College funds a Premedical Advisory

Willtamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:OOam to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 3:00 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, M^ss. 01267

(413) 458-8271

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORSWINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

Committee and not a similar group for

pre-law students. Provost Stephen

Lewis, Jr. remarked that lliis is

because medical schools want an

"institutional assessment" of ap-

plicants and also demand as a

prerequisite for admission a rather

specific curriculum. Law schools arc

very different, said Lewis, as tliey do

not look for any courses in particular

He mentioned, "1 hear that some

don't even read the personal

recommendations which faculty

write." As for funding of pre-law

counseling, Lewis suggested that

perhaps the OCC could meet m
Society's financial needs. "They have

money," he stated, "and must choose

how to spend it. Maybe they could

scratch some of their other projects 11

the load of pre-law advising is

'overwhelming'. They are faced wiUi

the common problem of living within

a budget." ^
Last year the OCC covered $40 of the

Society's $65 worth of expojises

Brothers could not be reached

comment regarding continued

expanded OCC funding ^^^Jfl
According to the Society's budgei

form, no such funding is anticipate

In the aftermath of the CCs refusal

Sena said "we can only try the bes we

can to get money from other toiieg

sources." Fieber added, "We d hal«

to see interest die because of financial

difficulties." Daniel McCabe

Society's new chairman, is

over the search for funds.

for

or

77, the

taking
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Committee
slows bill

on drinking
Bill may die 4n

Senate committee
Despite swift initial action by the

Massachusetts House and Senate, the

bill to raise the state di'inlting age to

in the .^
Third

nineteen has been held up

Senate's Committee on

Reading.

The legislation received the support

of the House earlier this year and was

sent on to the Senate for its approval.

The Senate voted to endorse the bill

and sent it on to third reading.

Third reading is usually a

parliamentary measure to review the

bill, and check any errors that might

exist in legal or logical structure of

the proposed legislation. The Com-
mittee on Third Reading can take a

more active role if it wishes.

James Rurak, chairman of the third

reading committee, originally sup-

ported efl'orts to raise the drinking

age. In recent weeks, according to his

legislative aide, he has received a

series of telephone calls and letters

indicating opposition to this bill.

Senator Rurak and his staff were
unavailable for comment. A staff

member of the Massachusetts Senate

clerk's office said that "A bill may die

in the committee (on third

readings)."

Any bill which the legislature does
not act upon by the end of its session

automatically dies. It is expected that

the present session will end within the

next few weeks.

1
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Crew wins battle

for more CC money

Etta Pisano talks with Dean Berek at a cocktail party during last year's
Scholars' Weekend. The Admissions Committee decided to eliminate formal
activities such as the coat and tie cocktail party from this year's agenda. The
committee is also concerned with the reasons why students such as Pisano pass
up Williams logo to ottier colleges. (photo by Brewer)

by Randy Sturges

The College Council acted upon the

budget reconsiderations of two groups

Wednesday night and deferred action

on a third. With an estimated $U.60ft-

of funds remaining, the Council

unanimously gave a further $600 to the

Williams Coffee House bringing their

total allocation to $4,435. With the

additional money, the Coffee House
will t)e able to provide the Winter
Study folk festival (its greatest ex-

pense during the year) and will still be

able to sponsor eight concerts during

the spring semester.

Crew spokesman George Marcus
asked first for Council guidance in

future crew budgets and then for an
additional $2,000 to their previous

allocation. Marcus pointed out that

this monej' would be,jyt jnto_JJie_

Admissions strategies to change
The student-faculty Admissions

Committee decided to alter the format
of Scholar's Weekend at its meeting
Tuesday afternoon.

Scholar's Weekend is the three day
period in early spring during which
superior applicants for admission to

the College who were accepted prior

to the regular admissions notification

date visit the College. Williams uses
this time to try to emphasize the

strong points of the College to top

students who may be lost to Harvard,

Yale or Princeton.

The committee will eliminate the

formal cocktail p^rty and dinner from
the weekend's agenda. Visitors, who
in past years stayed with one host for

the three day period, will probably

stay with two or three students during

their visit this year.

The committee will try to increase

opportunities for the visitors to get

together with faculty from depart-

ments which interest them.

Davis suggested adding a slide show
to the College's presentation to other

schools. Stephen Christakos '77,

Marcus and Davis will attempt to

develop or organize development of a

slide presentation.

The committee also discussed the

new format the 1976-77 catalog will

lake. The catalog will consist of a few
sections one of which will consist of

photographs and a listing of course

offerings.

The new format is seen, in part, as a

money saving device because it will

allow the College to send only one

section of the catalog to students who
express an initial interest in the

College. Students who show additional

interest would receive the full catalog.

At a prior meeting, the committee
discussed the "Kershaw Report" on

College expansion but made no formal

decisions on it. The report recom-

mends sex blind admissions and in-

creasing the female enrollment.

O'peratihg budget and that any plans to

purchase a bus would depend on

general fund raising. A motion to

grant the _1L.QQ0l xequeat_wa&_easil

passed 14 to 2.

A decision on the ACEC recon-

sideration was postponed until

January. At the same time. Council

President Mayo Shattuck emphasized
the need to maintain a buffer of ap-

proximately $3,000.

In final action before breaking until

Winter Study, the Council over-

whelmingly passed two resolutions.

The first was in opposition to shor-

tening the period of choosing courses

from two weeks to one once classes

have started. The Council felt few, if

any, students would support this

measure and unanimously passed the

resolution against such a plan. It was
also resolved by a wide margin to

oppose a Friday graduation in place of

a Sunday date.

Deer devastates Drummond's
by Sally Coney

A frantic doe visited Spring Street

and patronized both Drummond's
Cleaners and Goff's Sporting Goods
between 10 o'clock and 10:10 a.m.

Monday morning.

According to Madelin Young, an
employee of Drummond's, the deer

bounded through the north window of

the store, knocking a North Adams

The CIA at Williams: A dead issue?
Thix is the first article of a two part

series on Williams College-CIA
eonncction. It focuses on recruitment:
llie second article will focus on persons
iviirliiiig for the agency.

by Steven Rothstein

Central Intelligence Agency-
Williams College connections range
from the recruiting of students to

students, faculty members and
students' parents who work for the
CIA, a Record study reveals.

The CIA openly recruited on the
Williams campus until 1968. "The CIA
would contact one faculty member,
and he in turn would contact
students," Manton Copeland Jr.,

former director of the Office of Career
Counseling, said. "We would then set
up the interviews," added Copeland,
who is now director of the Conference
Office.

"The same man would come up
every year from the Boston (CIA)
office, " Copeland said. "Roughly ten
to 12 students a year were in-

terviewed."

"It was just like any other
organization except I would never
know the follow-up," Copeland stated,
''"t with most groups "I would be
conucted about second interviews
and placements."
Six faculty members told the

Retord that Robert C. L. Scott, J.

Iceland Miller, Professor of American
History, Literature and Eloquence,
was the recruiter. One faculty
member said, "he was the key man."
Scott refused comment.
In the spring of 1968 studenU

protested against the CIA recruiting
*' Williams College. "About 75
students boycotted the office (of
^reer counseling). The front door
*as blocked by the students,"
Copeland remembers. The protesters
Were "very peaceful and acted in a
gentlemanly manner," he said. The
ormal office interviews were stopped
*«tyear^ ^ *^T

Reprimand

Prof. MacAlister Brown, then a

member of the discipline committee,

remembers that the "students were

reprimanded . . . After that, the CIA

recruited off campus. " Copeland said

the recruiters never formally came
back to Williams, but "If they wanted

to come to Williamstown that was OK,

but on neutral territory ..."

It is widely rumored that the CIA

interviewed students at the Williams

Inn for at least one year after the

boycott.

The present director of career

counseling, Hope R. Brothers, said

that the CIA "hasn't been involved

with us at all " during the four years

she has held her post. The "service

people. Peace Corps and VISTA

people come, but that is all from the

government," she said.

The Record was unable to con-

clusively learn whether the CIA is now

recruiting on campus aside from

posters placed on various bulletin

boards.
y^^^ Professors

This recruitment process is not

unique to the Williams community. A

recent book. The CIA and the Cult of

Intelligence said, "To spot and

evaluate these students, the clan-

destine services maintained a con-

tractual relationship with key

professors on numerous campuses.

When a professor had picked out a

likely candidate, he notified his

contact at the CIA and, on occasion,

participated in the actual recruitment

attempt ..."

The Central Intelligence Personnel

Representative for the New England

area, Charles Pecinovsky, said he

"visited Williams in August and

I've sent materials to Williams since

then." Pecinovsky added that "I don't

know if I'd make a special trip out to

Williams" because he deals primarily

with graduate programs.

The New England recnijiting office,

one of eight located throughout the

United States, is housed in the John F.

Kennedy Federal Building in Boston.

"1 was in the mid-west recruitment

area before coming to Boston,"

Pecinovsky said. He has been in

Boston only "since July" and with the

CIA for 13 years.

"I don't have any faculty

recruiters" now, the CIA employee

said. He added that "very rarely I

would suggest it" to friendly faculty

members in specific departments.

Most recruiting is presently done by

"sending materials out ... through

placement offices ... or specific

departments." Also, the "write-in

mail has increased substantially over

the past few years ..." Pecinovsky

attributed this to the "increased

publicity" the CIA has gained

recently.

The South East area Personnel

Representative, Charles Shaffer, told

the Record that he has "not noticed a

change in my area ( in applications )

.

"

Shaffer's area, often more con-

\

servatively-oriented, has "not been

affected" in recruitment.

Minority Recruitment

Recent efforts to recruit more
blacks and other minorities at large

university campuses has led to protest

rallies and picket lines on three

California campuses according to the

New York Times. The recruiting of

selected groups resulted from Mr.

Colby's belief that there is "a need for

C.I.A.'s staff to reflect the diversity of

American society . .

."' according to

the Times article.

These protests were staged at the

San Diego, Berkeley and Los Angeles

campuses of the University of

California. Faculty members, who
also joined the demonstrations, asked

for removal of all on-campus
recruiting and a "full disclosure and
cancellation of all other associations"

between the university and the

agency.

A Washington spokesman for the

see CIA page 4

Tianscripl reptfcter'to the floor and
startling the three^rhployees then in

the room. Young said no one saw the

doe as it approached the window. She
first thought that there had been an
explosion when she heard the animal
burst through the large plate glass

window.

The confused doe ran into the back
room at the cleaner"s, Yohng said,

and finally left the building through

the Spring Street window leaving

behind it blood, glass, broken flower

pots and four untjelieving witnesses.

From Drummond's, the doe crossed

Spring Street and crashed through the

showcase window of Goff's Sporting

Goods Store. Rudi Goff claims, "The
animal never made it into the actual

store, but it damaged the rear wall of

the showcase." According to Goff, the

deer jumped back through the broken
window and then ran down Spring

Street.

see DEER page 3

Town renews
campus pub's

liquor license
Renewal of the Log's liquor license

was "treated as a procedural matter

and passed unanimously" according

to Gene Falk '75. manager of the Log.

Falk said that there was no opposition

to the renewal of the license by town

selectmen.

This is in sharp contrast to the stiff

opposition the Log's original license

faced at the Selectmen's meeting on

Aug. 27, 1973. There was great con-

cern that the Log's location on Spring

Street would subject residents to

increased noise and that the College

would not be able to control "unruly

students" at closing time.

Following assurances by the

College that this would not occur, the

Selectmen approved the original

license that September.

Earlier this fall, Williamstown
Chief of Police Joseph Zoito com-
plained of increased noise and van-

dalism on Spring Street. However, he
was unable to show whether this was
the result of Williams students or

young townspeople who like to "hang-
out"' on the street.

A source in the town manager's
office said that the renewal of the

Log's license was part of a blanket

renewal of all food and liquor licenses

in the town.
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That certain season
Returning to the Purple Valley after a brief Thanksgiving

foray into the outside world underlines the refreshing lack of

commercialized Christmas paraphrenalia in Williamstown
which smothers most businesses at this time of year.

The point has been made repeatedly that the profusion of

illuminated plastic candy canes, aluminum Christmas trees,

and prancing reindeer tends to cheapen the underlying spiritual

impact of the Christmas holidays. There is also, however, a
negative reinforcement from such overt commercialization
which often serves to point out its own hoUowness. For those
individuals sensitive to the religious significance of the
December holidays, the glut of secular ornament merely in-

tensifies their concern with season's moral foundations.

While we would hardly urge Spring St. merchants to bathe
Williamstown in the neon glare of illuminated Santas to impress
students with the arrival of the holiday season, the Record
hopes that the College Community will pause in the crush of

final papers and the rush to get home and rededicate itself to

the tenets of universal brotherhood which transcend religion to

touch the essential dignity of the human spirit. Though
Christmas in Williamstown occurs without commercial hoopla
and fanfare, the importance of the season should not depend on
the insistence of its promotion.

Ultimately, one's hohday spirit must come from within. We
wish the season's best to every member of the College com-
munity and hope that all find their own special Christmas or
Chanukah that springs from the heart to embrace their fellow

^Man.

Sailor earns Rotary award
Nancy Sailor 76 is one of 750

students to receive educational

awards from the Rotary Foundation
for the 1976-77 academic year. She
received a graduate fellowship for

study of comparative literature,

journalism, and linguistics at the

Universite de Picardie, Amiens,
France. She was sponsored by the

Rotary Club of Bellport, New York.

Sailor said that while she has been

abroad, she was never there long

enough to submerge herself into the

culture. She said that she is looking

forward to the many speeches she will

have to make as a Rotary Club

representative. "I will be explaining

Ufe in the United States from a

European point of view and will be

able to express my opinions about how
international relations should be
organized ideally."

Sailor is an English and French
major in the Comparative Literature

program. She is a member of Caps
and Bells, the French Club, and is a

soloist in both the Choral Society and
Chambers Singers. She describes

herself as a diletante .

CORRECTION:
Bill Widing appointed 23 not two,

new staff reporters and staff

photographers to the Record staff.

SWING
with the big band

THE BERKSHIRE JAZZ ORCHESTRA

Friday, December 5, 1975, 8:30 PM

Buffet -Dinner Dance, $8.50 per person

tax and gratuity included

Advance tickets available at desk

Colonial Hilton Inn

Pittsfield, Mass. 413-499-2000

Letters: Jay can write, but Johnny?

louche
Wl03-would be required for all wk,
could not pass a test of basic wrjL

To the editor:

Re: Jay Mclnerney's Marine
clarification, Touche! ChrlsHale'Te

Con Johnny write ?

To the editor:

"If your children are attending

college, the chances are that when

they graduate they will be unable to

write ordinary, expository English

with any real degree of structure and

lucidity."

So says the latest issue of Newsweek
magazine, in its cover story "Why
Johnny Can't Write." The article goes

on to document the tremendous

decline in writing^ ability since the

1960's.

And at Williams, verbal SAT scores

for freshmen have fallen to 610, a

score which is not only among the

lowest for any college of William's

quality, but which is 30 to 40 points

lower than that of ten years ago.

Of fourse, people with verbal SAT's

of 6W!) or far below are perfectly

capable of writing well: those with the

highest SAT's are not necessarily the

Isest writers. Nevertheless, in my
opinion the quality of writing here is

fairly low; lower, in fact, than in my
high school in California, where the

average verbal SAT was 540.

I base this observation on my ex-

perience in typing papers for Williams

students. Although some of it is

excellent, some of it is down-

right shoddy. There is at least

one typist who, as a service, will

correct errors in grammar and
usage; I think this is wrong inasmuch

as it gives the professor a false idea of

how well the student can write. This is

especially true of English papers.

The slipshod work often produced at

this college must be a source of great . ^„ „ i^oi „, 035,^

concern to the faculty. If I were a skills: grammar, usage, syntax j!!

professor reading such sentences as so forth. At Harvard such a n^.J^
group of the falcons were seen"A „.._^ .

approaching," I would be quite an

noyed. These trivial mistakes are not

as serious, however, as is the inability

to express coherent, reasoned

thoughts on paper. And so far I

haven't heard about any action taken

by the English Department to correct

this situation.

Constructive action by the English

Department could take the form of an

expository writing course which—as
opposed to the oft-ignored English

Harvard such a coursTki
required of everybody, which smL
extreme. It requires those Z]
receive a score of less than 600 on tk^ ICEEB English Comp6s£
Achievement test to Uke a remedi.
English course.

'

Williams may not have needed i

a remedial exposition course in % I

past, but it surely does now. With hitji I

schools failing, as NewsweTkl
documents, to graduate studenU

wiio

can write, perhaps its time has come

TedSlroU

Viewpoint

Evoluote the coaches

Job Jots
A representative from

University of Chicago Law School
will be at Dodd House Lounge at

7:00 on Wednesday, Decemt)er 10

for an informational session.

Freshmen, Sophomores,
Juniors—Summer Job Skills

Workshop, 12-10 3:00-5:00, Mears
House.

Summer Civil Service Exam;
apply by 12-12 for Jan. exam; by 1-

16 for Feb. exam. One can no
longer qualify on grade point

average and last year's eligibility

is NOT RENEWABLE.
Apply to National Parks early!

NOW!
Magazine Internship Program-

applications due 12-12. For Jrs. and
Srs. interested in magazine
journalism.

Just Arrived! 1976 National
Directory of Summer Internships.

Applications for Newsday
Summer Journalism Program due
December 15. More information at

OCC.

by Josh Raymond
Athletes who participate in sports at

Williams do not have a systematic,

structured means of expressing their

opinions to the Athletic Office. As a

result there appears to be very little

student input into deciding the quality

of the sport, i.e., the quality of the

coach (or coaches). This is wrong. I

am certain some students take the

initiative and communicate in-

dependently with the Director of

Athletics concerning their own per-

sonal experiences. But on the whole,

these instances are rare, and the

student opinions should not be
misinterpreted as isolated personal

grievances against particular

coaches. A pragmatic method of sport

evaluation is necessary to ensure

honest input and to give the Athletic

Office some measurement of student

opinion.

What I suggest is that there be an
evaluation of the sports here by the

participating students—just as

students evaluate their academic
courses at the end of a semester.

Anyone who plays a sport at Williams

has obviously had a good deal of

contact with coaches elsewhere, and
has some perspective on the quality of

coaching they get at Williams. This

sport evaluation would be directed

toward the coach or coaches, just as it

is directed toward the instructor in a I

course. He is the one responsible
to

the students and to the structure of the

sport. Questions on the evaluation

could be related directly to his

"coaching" abilities.

Offeriiiig the athlete at Williams the

opportunity to express his opinions

would benefit both the student and the

administration. Many students today

have definite points of view about

certain coaches and the quality of

their coaching, but do not express
I

their vifews. When asked why ihey do

not communicate with Mr. Peck, the

answers are, "It won't make any

difference" or "he (the coach) has

been around so long that they'll never

replace him", etc. There is a genuine

apathy at Williams toward stating any

opinions of this content, and rightly

so. Student opinions on an individual

level don't make any difference, in

athletics as well as other areas of the

college. But this coachsporl

evaluation would enable a team to

speak out as a group; a consensus as

this would inform the Athletic Office

about student attitudes in regard to

their respective athletic experiences

It would add a new perspective to the

Athletic Department's program. As

an immediate response, this could

establish a more conscientious

relationship between athletes and

coaches.

Agard lot loses porkers
student motor vehicle owners

assigned to the Agard parking lot can
be reassigned to the Greylock or
Fitch-Prospect lots upon application

to the College Security Office.

Walter O'Brien, Director of

Security, cited the "coeducational
factor" as a reason for the change. It

is not a "nice walk" down Hoxsey
Street or Walden Street in the dark,
O'Brien said. However, men as well
as women can be reassigned, he said.

The Agard parking lot is located
just off the west side of Hoxsey Street
south of the intersection of Hoxsey
and Walden Streets. Some students
living in the sophomore (Fitch-
Prospect) quad and in the Greylock

quad were assigned parking places in

the Agard lot. For those students the

trip to their car is "quite a haul,"

O'Brien said. -,

According to O'Brien, students from

the sophomore quad came to him

early in the year, noting there were

empty spaces in the Fitch Prospect

Lot, requesting to change their

parking assignment. O'Brien told

them a change could be made when

the football season was over.

O'Brien said the change was not

made because of vandalism in the

Agard lot. We have incidents in all

parking lots, he said, noting that just

recently a convertible top was

smashed in the Greylock parking lot

Wouldn't you like to

receive our catalog?

LM u« put r*u »

Juat fill out titia tmii »

Nam*
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Margot Scheuill, mazzo-toprano, of the New Music Ensemble of Providence.

The group will be at tlie Clark Art Institute on Tuesday. There will be a

workshop at 4: 30 and a performance at 8: 30 in the evening.

New Ensemble of Clark
On Tuesday, the, New Music En-

semble of Providence will present.

a

two-part program of contemporary

music at the Clark Art Institute. At

4:30 the Ensemble will offer a free

explanatory workshop on the music to

lie performed in the evening. At 8:30

they will give a concert in which nine

performers will be involved. Students

will be admitted free.

The New Music Ensemble of

Providence was founded in 1969 to

provide live, high-quality con-

temporary music concerts. Part of its

purpose was to educate and excite

new audiences to "serious" music of

our time. George Goneconto became
its Musical Director in 1973. A com-

poser and accomplished musician,

Goneconto is currently tympannist

with the Rhode Island Philharmonic

Orchestra and teaches percussion at,

among other places. Brown
University and the University of

Rhode Island.

In the first half of the program at

the Institute there will be two works
by Mr. Goneconto: "Immeasurable
Space" (for dancer and tape) and
"Minstrel" (for dancer and per-

cussion) . The other three selections on
the program are for voice and various
instrumental combinations.

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America

\ .Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

:m Spring Slreei - 458-9009 and 458-8(M-)

(ipcn daily 9 a m to2a m
Brc.iklast dail.v9a m loll a in

Donuts, Coffee

Uc make our own pizza dough daily

STUDENTS WELCOME

The lustful Lust . . . Raquel Welch in

a unique role. Raquel stars In

"Bedazzled", a Dudley Moore-Peter
Cook travesty of the Faust legend.

The film follows the Maltese Falcon

tonight In the Bronfman auditorium.

The Falcon begins at 7:00 and 9:30;

Raquel hits the screen at 11:30 p.m.

R

R
R

"Check our Sun Room for Christmass bargains

and publishers' overstod

enzis
oouiGiiaac itoumc.
mjAmrowH, ma. torn

for everyone in the family!"

m
Special Rate for Students!"

DRUAAMOND CLEANERS Spring Street

458-4321 Williamstown

Little Things
Mean A Lot

Christmas Miniature Gallery cards and gifts are

touching, tiny ways to remember special pseople!

McClelland Press, Inc.

Spring Street

® itrs Hallmarli Cartft. tne.

Coffee house features blues
Tom Akstens

This Saturday evening's presen-
tation at the WiUiams Coffee House is

the talented young foils singer Tom
Altstens. Altstens has been greatly
influenced by the music of Mississippi
John Hurt, The New Lost City
Ramblers, and Happy and Artie
Traum—all of whom have had some
lasting influence on Akstens' writing.
Describing his performance

Akstens said, "It is my intention to

provide quality, non-commercial
music for audiences at colleges,

coffee-houses and festivals. I perform
my own, original music, country blues
and traditional music with guitar,

claw-hammer banjo and fiddle." John
Fahey commented, "Tom Akstens is

damn good."

The opening act will be provided by
Williams student Michelle Cutsforth
who will sing contemporary and
traditional folk music. The en-
tertainment will begin at 9:00 p.m.
and will run until midnight. Ad-
mission, as always, is free.

Jump Off the Roof
The Charles River Touring Com-

pany will present" Jumping Off the
Roof, an original multi-media
women's production, Tuesday night at

eight in the Adams Memorial Theater.
The production consists of a collage

of women's experience in a com-
bination of dance, drama, music and
slides. It is sponsored by the Williams
Women, the Music Department, the

English Department, the American
Civilization Program, Cap and Bells,

Dance Society and house cultural

funds.

Admission is free, but tickets are

required. They can be picked up at the

door after 7:00 p.m. Tuesday.

Against Our Will

WCFM will present a 50 minute
special feature on the subject of rape

Sunday evening at 7:40 p.m. The
telephone interview and discussion

will be aired on the weekly edition of

the omnibus program The Hodgkins'

lour.

A 30 minute taped telephone in-

terview with feminist Susan
Brownmiller will be presented first.

Brownmiller will be discussing many
of the results and conclusions of her

recently released Against Our Will:

Men, Women, and Rape. The work is a

comprehensive study of the problems
of rape, both present and historical,

and of what BrownmiUer calls the

politics of rape. The author has
become a major spokesman in this

field.

Following the interview, Williams
student David Wood andCoUeen
Currie and Barbara Herbert of the

North Adams Women's Center will

continue the discussion both of the

book and of the problem itself.

Black Moon
From Friday, December 5, through

Tuesday, December 9, the

Nickelodeon will present the New
England premiere of Louis Malle's

latest masterpiece, Black Moon, a

brilliant, enigmatic film which made
its first appearance in this country at

the New York Film Festival last

September.

No one pretends to understand fully

Black Moon, but most agree on three

points: It's a bewitching fable set at a

time of some not too distant war
between men and women.

Sven Nykvist, Bergman's veteran

cameraman, takes credit for the

cinematography. The film is in

French with English subtitles.

A somewhat typical moment in Max's house in north London. Tom Herwitz
plays the retired butcher in Harold Pinter's masterpiece "The Homecoming"
which is continuing at the Studio Theater in the AMT through tomorrow night.

(photo by Read)

Frantic deer breaks panes
DEER from page 1

Various sources reported that the

deer suffered a leg injury during the

incident and that it stumbled as it

made its way to the foot of Spring

Street. The Williarhstown Police
Department followed the doe from
Spring Street into the Knolls but their

records state nothing about final

capture of the animal. Young of

Drummond's claims that it was found
on the Buxton School grounds by some
young boys.

Phillip Smith, Director of Ad-

THE CHRISTMAS STORE

LIQUID SILVER
GWEN FROSTIC BOOKS
AMERICAN HANDCRAFTS

EUROPEAN AND INDIAN IMPORTS
WONDERFUL STUFFED ANIMALS

10% Discount

To Williams College Students

OPEN EVERY DAY UNTIL7:00PM

—FIBERGLASS—
X-C SKI PACKAGES

missions, said he saw two does

passing by the President's house in

the direction of Spring Street at about

10 o'clock Monday morning. "The
sidewalk was slippery and they looked

like they were on skates," he said.

Smith believes one of the deer headed
into the Science Quad and the other

"must have gone on to Spring Street."

Damages to both Drummond's and
Goff's were costly. Young estimated
costs of replacement of Drummond's
two storefront panes of glass to be
near $400. Goff said that damages to

his store totaled near $600: $200 at-

tributed to new glass, $85 to oarpentry
work, and over $300 to replacement of

merchandise which had been on
display in the showcase at the time of

the accident. '

Insurance will not cover the

damage costs in the case of either of

the two stores. "I am protected

against vandalism but not against

deer," Goff said.

Goff maintained his sense of humor
through the ordeal. He boasted of

having killed three deer during the

past year and called the recent

disaster "just a case of revenge."

GoffiJ>Sports

Leg Warmers, Toe Sox, and
Slipper Sox. By

THE HOT SOX
Co., Inc.

the

boutique

63 WATER
STREET

open ei'ery day

thumdays til 8:30

X.
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Football stars earn honors
Jim Baldwin, senior co-captain of

the 1975 varsity football team, is the

recipient of the Boston Globe's Jerry

Nason Senior achievement Award.

The Nason Award honors a college or

university football player who has

perservered against odds to sutceed

in football in his senior year.

Baldwin, a 5'n" senior from

Simsbury, Conn., came into the 1975

season as a two-year starter and with

a firm lock on the quarterback

position. After leading the Ephs to two

wins and" a tie in their first three

games, Baldwin was stricken with

appendicitis. Complications followed,

and Baldwin was told that it was

unlikely he'd play at all the remainder

of the year.

Three weeks later, Baldwin was

holding for extra points and field goals

in the Union game, and he contributed

six completions for 71 yards a week

later in the win over Wesleyan.

In his final game at Williams,

Baldwin started against Amherst and

paced the Ephs to their first unbeaten

season in eight years, tossing a pair of

TD passes.

Juniors Emmett Creahan and Tom

Redden were elected co-captains of

the 1976 Williams College varsity

football team, it was announced at the

team's annual banquet. Creahan is a

defensive middleguard. Redden is a

fullback.

Creahan was the stalwart of .a

defensive line which held opposing

ballcarriers to an average of only 1.9

yards per carry and less than 91 yards

per game. Creahan averaged over

eight tackles per game, third on the

team. He has played both end
positions as well as linebacker for Bob
Odell.

Redden was the team's leading

rusher carrying for 405 yards, an
average of 3.9 yards per carry. As a

sophomore Redden was the second
leading ground-gainer on the team,

with 301 yards. In 1975, Redden was
also the no. two receiver on the team
with 17 catches.

Also honored at the banquet were
Baldwin and junior tight end Dave
Mielcarz, as co-winners of the Dr.

Edward 5. Coughlin award trophy,

awarded to the player who, "in spite

of adversity, has made an outstanding

contribution to the team."

Recently elected 1976 football co-captains Tom Redden (I.) and Emmett
Creahan (r) were among the grid stars honored at the football banquet before

Thanksgiving. Jim Baldwin (c.) won the Nason Award for perserverance.

Swimmers sink UConn, 57-56
Freshman Chris Clark and

sophomore Paul vom Eigen swam to a

devastating 1-2 sweep of the 200 yard
breastroke to clinch a 57-56 victory

over Connecticut for the men's varsity

swimming team Wednesday night.

The home pool triumph opens the

Williams dual meet season and
avenges last year's 64-49 UConn win.

"They sure made it easy on us,"

said diver Dick Pregent after the

breastrokers effectively ended the

meet with both the optional diving and
the free-style relay yet to go.

"It was an extremely tough swim,"
commented Coach Carl Samuelson.

"Without that sweep it would have
gone down to the last relay, and 1 don't

think we could have taken that."

Clark and vom Eigen beat out their

closest opponent by almost four

seconds. Clark's winning 2:20.7

clocking came in only his second try

at the 200 yard distance and lopped

better than six seconds off that first

time. Vom Eigen's 2:22.4 is almost a

second faster than his pre-Christmas

best last year.

Williams never trailed throughout

an extremely close meet, but held

only a two point edge after the

required diving. At that point,

however, Bruce Barclay came
through with a 200 butterfly touch-out

victory over Gary Beale to begin the

drive that resulted in a 15 point bulge

after the breastroke.

Other crucial performances during

the purple surge included Phil Wild's

easy win and Guy H&lzer's touch-out

third place in the 100 freestyle, and
another 1-3 finish in the 200

backstroke, swum by Scott

Schumacker and Duff Anderson.

Divers Pregent and Jeff Erickson

put together a pleasantly surprising

second and third in the required

diving to neutralize an impressive

performance by UConn's Bruce
Sweet. Sweet, who took second to

Maine's Roy Warren in last year's

NewEnglands, totaled 493.90 points in

the two events during his final ap-

pearance at Muir Pool.

The Ephmen and Huskies split the

two relays. Ephs Schumacker, Clark,

Hoelzer and Don Cameron opened the

meet with a full second victory in the

medley relay, but UConn came back

with a pool record 3:18.4 in the

freestyle relay.

Williams, rated among the top three

squads in NCAA Division 111 in the

upcoming issue of Swimming World,

travels to Burlington this Saturday to

face the University of Vermont.

Junior linebacker Jim Spaulding

was honored with the Michael D.

Rakov award, awarded to the most
improved lineman, who "possesses

qualities of leadership,

aggressiveness, and determination."

Sophomore offensive tackle Paul

Zabroske was presented with the

Charles Dewoody Salmon award,

given to the sophomore member of the

team, who has made the "most
significant contribution."

Cagers beaten
by Kings Point
The Williams varsity basketball

team was sent to its second loss in as

many games Wednesday, dropping a

61-46 decision to Kings Point. The
Ephs trailed by only two points, 25-23,

at the half, but 28 per cent shooting in

the second half put the game out of

reach.

A hustling Williams defense which

forced numerous Kings Point tur-

novers in the first half, kept things

close in, with the lead changing hands

11 times in the first twenty minutes.

In the second half, the Mariners

were led by the hot shooting of Jim
Cronin, who finished the game with 19

points and nine rebounds. The win

raised Kings Point's 1975 season mark
to 2-1.

For the second game in a row,

Williams was outrebounded by a

substantial margin, but more im-

portantly, shot only 28 per cent from

the field for the entire contest.

The 0-2 Ephs, under coach Curt

Tong, were led by junior forward

Mike Tanner, who tossed in 12 points,

and guard Alex Rosten, who added 11.

Forwards Mark Carter and Bob
Labombard chipped in with 9 and 8,

respectively.

Saturday night, the Ephs will open

their 1975-76 home season in Lasell

gymnasium. The opponent will be

Tufts, who defeated the Ephs a year
ago, knocking them out of contention

for a playoff spot.

Bob Peck's frosh squad, which
opened the season with a 68-52 loss to

North Adams St. , will also be in action

Saturday evening. The frosh game
gets under way at six, the varsity at

eight.

Rich Zeller (15) scores goal in Eph's 10-6 loss to AlC Monday night. Selh

Johnson (20) looks on. The Ephs meet both Little Three rivals in Amherst this

(photo by McClellan)
weekend.

The CIA at Williams
CIA from page 1

CIA commented that "we have about

a dozen regional recruiting offices, as

before, across the country ... We
place ads in college newspapers, we
work through college placement
agencies, and we have a fair number
of walk-ins. (The recruiting procedure

is) the same as it has been since the

inception of the agency." The
spokesman added that applications

were "way up."

Equal Opportunity

Pecinovsky, New England recruiter

said the agency has "always been an

equal opportunity employer." He
added that "We're very interested in

meeting minorities" who want a

career with the Central Intelligence

Agency.

The Rockefeller Commission on the

CIA recently reported that "If a (CIA)

recruiter elected to visit a campus
where there were indications of

trouble, the Office of Security (a CIA
branch) would provide him with

monitoring and communications

support." From 1967 to late 1972 the

CIA used to read "all college papers it

could get and had time to read."

According to Parade Magazine the

objective "was to determine if there

was any foreign sponsorship of

dissident student organizations." The

agency kept files on betvceen 5-81

organizations and 12,000 to 16,0(

individuals.

Scott Perry

(photo by McClellan)

Record picks fall stars
Seniors Carmen Palladino and Scott

Perry of the varsity football team
have been named as co-recipients of

the Record's first Outstanding Athlete

award for an entire sports season.

Perry and Palladino have been
honored for their play in the fall of

1975.

Palladino, who led the team in

tackles and interceptions, and Perry,

who picked off four passes, and is

regarded as one of the top deep backs
in the nation are both expected to

garner awards when the All-New

England and All-East selections are

released this weekend.

HONORABLE MENTION
SOCCER—Goalie Skip Grossman,
fullback Graham Hone.

CROSS-COUNTRY—Frank Carr and
Bob Clifford

FIELD HOCKEY—Shaliah Stewart

and Amy Kindwall

WOMEN'S SWIMMING—Marilla
Pearsall and Nina Murphy
WOMEN'S TENNIS—Jonnina Sadoff

VARSITY GOLF—Doug Brockway
Carmen Palladino

(photo by Van Di|ll

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to- 2:00 am
Friday and^Saturday

10:00a.m. to 3:00 am
22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458-8271

STUDENT TYPING

Mrs. Robert Adklns

Adams Rd.

458-3043

60c a page

nandc rafted henifan

M karat aold

m anaeta and torn

amarosina

Ike Votters Ivfieef
route yj in WilfiamstoWn. massachusetts

ohen se\^en days a wleek

Uuelaimed
Sieholarsltipss
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and

fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of

these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Name_

Address.

City_ .State. -Zip-

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

^
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Committee meets on calendar
Because of a College Council

resolution opposing a Friday

graduation, the student faculty

Calendar and Schedule Committee

was scheduled to meet this afternoon

to discuss a date for the 1977 com-

mencement.

The faculty approved^thB^S

academic calendar with the

stipulation that if parental concern

over the scheduling of com-

mencement on a Friday was ex-

cessive, the committee could come

back Id the faculty with a new

recommendation.

Prior to being informed of the

College Council resolution, Chairman

Paul G. Clark wrote committee

members, "The further overt

response from parents to a Friday

commencement appears to be one

negative letter and massive silence. I

suggest we consider this insufficient

to lead us to propose modifying the

1976-77 calendar at Wednesday's

faculty meeting."

But when the College Council

representative who serves on the

calendar committee, Jim Reisner '76,

informed Clark of the CC resolution,

Clark called a meeting for this af-

ternoon.

Clark said he instructed Reisner to

invite Pam Carlton, the CC vice
president, or other CC members who
opposes a Friday commencement, to

tlie committee's meeting;

Clark said the committee "will get
down to some serious discussion" on
the scheduling of commencement.

It is likely the faculty will consider
the committee's resolution at its

monthly meeting tomorrow af-

ternoon.

Commencement ceremonies are
presently scheduled for Friday, June
3, 1977.

President John W. Chandler sent

letters to members of the Parent's
Council and Board of Trustees in-

viting comment on the proposed
calendar, but little opposition was
expressed. A Record survey of seven
randomly chosen parents indicated no
opposition to a Friday com-
mencementr
Clark has indicated he will present

to the faculty a projection of the
academic calendar for the next five

years. The projection is based on the
proposed 1976-77 calendar. The
projection implies that in 1978-79 the

Winter Study period would be shor-

tened by one day. Freshmen would
arrive on Labor Day through 1978-79,

and then jump back to the Sunday
after Labor Day in 1979-80.

Professor Paul G. Clark, chairman of

the Calendar and Schedule Committee
(photo by Steinberg)

153 ED's selected: an able group
by Jim Cohen

The Admissions Department
recently accepted 153 Early Decision
applicants for the Class of 1980, ac-

cording to Director of Admissions
Philip F. Smith. Under the Early

Survey shows voters' views
A majority of Williamstown voters

are convinced that it would be

desirable to institute a midnight

curlew on Spring Street for teenagers,

a recently completed survey shows.

This question was a small part of a

survey geared to assessing a wide

range of voter attitudes. The survey

indicated th^ most voters approve

the town manager form of govern-

ment, favor low cost housing

de^'elopment, and give strong support

to day care centers. Views on town

spending for schools, roads, bridges,

and sewers were mixed.

The survey was. conducted earlier

this month by 15 Williams College

political science students under the

direction of Prof. Philip K. Hastings,

director of the Roper Center. A
random sample of one out of forty of

Williiimstown's registered voters was
interviewed. The total number in-

terviewed was less than one hundred.

The survey demonstrated con-

vincingly that the Williamstown
electorate favors the development of

low cost housing.

By a two to one margin, voters feel

that not enough is being spent on

studying low cost housing options, and

70 per cent feel that the town should

eventually have such a development.

Experienced board

fakes Record reins

J. William Widing 111, editor of the

Record, announced the appointment

of Record departmental editors for

1976. The appointments become ef-

fective in January.

Scott Fenn '78, Bill Dahling '78 and

Peter Jacobsen '77 will serve as

managing editors. Jim Cohen '78 and

Sally Coney '78 will be news editors.

Randy Sturges '77 was appointed

features editor. Stew Read '78 and

Charlie Janson '77 will be the new

photography editors.

Widing also announced the reap-

pointment of Tom Herwitz as arts

editor and Tim Layden as sports

editor.

Fenn joined the Record in the fall of

1974 as a reporter and was named
see EDITORS page 2

Decision plan, the 77 women and 76

men must withdraw their apphcations
to other colleges.

Admissions Director Philip F.

Smith remarked, "This is a very able

group of kids. Their academic
qualifications are a little stronger

than last year's (accepted students)."

He said this was the first time more
women were admitted than men. Last

year, Williams accepted 92 males and
67 females from 569 applicants.

Smith claimed that the Admissions

D.epartment didn't deliberately

choose more women than men.
Candidates were evaluated without

regard to sex, even though Williams

could legally set a ratio. "We make
sex-blind decisions because this is the

best way to do it," the director

asserted. "This wasn't the first time

we did it this way."
The 407 applicants not accepted

under Early Decision received letters

explaining that they would be
reconsidered when regular decisions

are made in March. Between 75 and

100 of these students received "strong

deferral" letters, which indicated

they were likely to be rejected.

Smith said he expects 10 to 20 per

cent of the deferred students will be

admitted.

The admission of students under the

Early Decision plan leaves 325

openings for the Class of 1980. Smith

estimated that between 880 and &70

stud&its would be accepted from

about 4500 applications for regular

decision.

Widing names
Schutzer, Ross

Record chiefs
Editor-in-chief J. William Widing

III today announced the appointment

of juniors David Ross and George

Schutzer as co-editors ot tne Record ^^

for next year.

Ross joined the paper as a College

Council reporter the spring of Jite_

freshman year, and was promoted to

managing editor as a first semester

sophomore. A member of the Finance

Committee, Ross was also editor of

his high school paper and yearbook.

Schutzer joined the paper as a

reporter and layout artist his fresh-

man year, and was promoted with

Ross to managing editor a year later.

Heattended the School Press Institute

of Syracuse University before

becoming editor of his high school

paper.

Widing noted, "Both Dave and

George have been tremendous assets

to the Record. Much of the credit for

the improved quality of the paper over

the last year and one half is due to

their hard work and useful

suggestions."

Widing stated that his decision to

make the two co-editors came as a

result of their equally impressive

records and proven effectiveness

when working together.

"While 1 would have preferred a

single editor in terms of

organizational clarity," Widing said,

"the talents of both George and Dave
combine to form a unique resource

which the Record cannot afford to

lose."

Auction: batiks to bagels

Trivia test tonight
Cries of "Megatons!" and

"Minutiae!" will be heard echoing
through the campus again as the

nineteenth edition of the Semi-annual
Williams College Trivia Contest gels
under way tonight. The contest will

run from the stroke of midnight until

its chmax at 8 a.m. Wednesday.
Running this semester's contest will

tx" the trivia masterminds from Tyler
House known as the Son of Whammo.
Th^y earned this honor last May by
handily knocking off all comers, in-

cluding favored Bomo, in a contest
run by the House of Gee.
Team spokesman Fred Baumann

76 said that Whammo has only one
lormat innovation planned, a sort of

reverse question" where a movie
soundtrack will be played and a
question will be asked about a record.
Nevertheless, resident trivia experts
*arn that Whammo has something up
'|s -sleeve One Record source claims
that a particular bonus question in the
'•^ivia action category could figure
significantly in the scoring.
According to Baumann, long-time

™ia powerhouses Bomo and General
Bumble are the favorites in this
semester's contest but another source
^laimed that Buddha Bear, last year's
™8he.st scoring freshman team, could
^n away with the contest. Albany
'^ifport could not be reached for
comment.

To prime you for the upcoming

struggle, Whammo offered these

sample tidbits:

1. From the TV show "The Jet-

sons", what is the full name of George

Jetson's boss'?

2. What three women has Spider-

man gone out with?

3. What toast does Bogart offer to

the two policemen in "The Maltese

Falcon?"
Answers - 1. Cosmo G. Spaccly, 2.

Betty Brant, Gwen Stacy, and Mary

Jane Watson; 3. "Here's to crime,"

hv .Susan (ialli

Do a white spruce Christmas tree, a

weekly massage, a Tanzanian batik,

and a cheese and mushroom Quiche

Lorraine have anything in common?
They do when Williams students

going to Africa during Winter Study

organize an auction and raffle to help

defray expenses.

These were just a few of the items

auctioned off to the standing room
only crowd that filled the Dodd House

living room Wednesday night. Dean of

the Faculty Neil Grabois and Steve

Marino '76 acted as auctioneers for

the nearly 150 items purchased by an

enthusiastic audience. According to

Eva Grudin, the combination auctiori,

and raffle was successful in raising

over $2000 to help finance the African

Art W.S.P.

Students, who had been working

since the beginning of the semester to

obtain and coordinate the different

items to be auctioned were rewarded

with g{K)d attendance and spirited

bidding. Though the audience was

composed mainly of students, there

was a sizeable faculty turnout The

objects to be auctioned were varied

enough to interest nearly everyone,

and it seems Marino was correct when

Bill Temko '76 gives the ancient cry of the auctioneer as he and Steve Marino '76

knock down yetanother item at Wednesday's auction for the African Art WSP.
(photo by Everett)

T i. »..ni. emanates lroiY» WCFM to overwhelm the campus tonightl Can

vrid\nry'?h:sT«aMsV;o':;ll);eHouseo,Oe «", l-st springWntesJJ^^

hepredictedbeforethe auction that "If

you don't find a bargain tonight,

you're not going to find one

anywhere."

'The highest amount paid for a single

item was $160 for Whitney Stoddard's

lecture on^tjkledieval Military Ar-

chitecture, wnich is "guaranteed to be

amusing. " High prices were also

obtained for an African zebra drum,

an evening's entertainment by the

Williams Jazz Band, two original Don

Eddy prints entitled New Shoes, a

seven course Chinese dinner for six

persons, and a Brodie Mountain

season ski pass.

Many of the artistic works were

donatfed by students or by local artists

and craflsnien These included

several pieces of pottery, a fratTijed

pen and ink sketch, and many
photographs, prints, and posters. In

addition, some faculty members
supplied pieces from their own per-

sonal collections to help the auction.

James Skinner, in keeping with the

theme of the auction, donated several

pieces of African art, one of the most

unusual being a Nigerian camel

saddle blanket.

Some of the most .JiMUlsr—and

most amusing—items were offers by

students and faculty members to

perform specialized services. Among
these were group "Hustle" lessons,

laundry service, ballroom dancing

lessons, paper typing, and a bagel-

baking lesson. Faculty members
bought many of the student offers for

services such as babysitting,

housecleaning, snow-shoveling, house

painting, and planning of a child's

birthday party.

Perhaps indicative of many
people's favorite pastime, those offers

that included preparing food were
quite popular. What is more tempting

than the thought of waking up on a

cold winter morning to breakfast in

bed (for no rilore than two people)?

WhafcftChild of the twentieth century

could resist a "space age" breakfast

for two Tang instant breakfast
drink, instant eggs, and mock bacon
strips? Marlee Heathcote's custom-
made care packages are sure to be
appreciated during exams, while her
sour cream cheese cake is probably—
al a selling price of $31—one of the

most sought after around.

Midway through the auction a raffle

see AUCTION pag« 2
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Football stars earn honors
Jim Baldwin, senior co-captain of

the 1975 varsity football team, is the

recipient of the Boston Globe's Jerry

Nason Senior achievement Award.

The Nason Award honors a college or

university football player who has

perservered against odds to sutceed

in football in his senior year.

Baldwin, a 5'H" senior from

Simsbury, Conn., came into the 1975

season as a two-year starter and with

a firm lock on the quarterback

position. After leading the Ephs to two

wins and a tie in their first three

games, Baldwin was stricken with

appendicitis. Complications followed,

and Baldwin was told that it was

unlikely he'd play at all the remainder

of the year.

Three weeks later, Baldwin was

holding for extra points and field goals

in the Union game, and he contributed

six completions for 71 yards a week

later in the win over Wesleyan.

In his final game at Williams,

Baldwin started against Amherst and

paced the Ephs to their first unbeaten

season in eight years, tossing a pair of

TD passes.

Juniors Emmett Creahan and Tom

Redden were elected co-captains of

the 1976 Williams College varsity

football team, it was announced at the

team's annual banquet. Creahan is a

defensive middleguard. Redden is a

fullback.

Creahan was the stalwart of .a

defensive line which held opposing

ballcarriers to an average of only 1.9

yards per carry and less than 91 yards

per game. Creahan averaged over

eight tackles per game, third on the

team. He has played both end
positions as well as linebacker for Bob
Odell.

Redden was the team's leading

rusher carrying for 405 yards, an
average of 3.9 yards per carry. As a

sophomore Redden was the second
leading ground-gainer on the team,
with 301 yards. In 1975, Redden was

Junior linebacker Jim Spaulding

was honored with the Michael D.

Rakov award, awarded to the most

improved lineman, who "possesses

qualities of leadership,

aggressiveness, and determination."

Sophomore offensive tackle Paul

Zabroske was presented with the

Charles Dewoody Salmon award,

given to the sophomore member of the

team, who has made the "most
significant contribution."

Cagers beaten
by Kings Point
The Williams varsity basketball

team was sent to its second loss in as

many games Wednesday, dropping a

61-46 decision to^ Kings Point. The
also the no. two receiveiu»n-the4eam—Epj^raTted^by orfy two points, 25-23,
with 17 catches.

Also honored at the banquet were
Baldwin and junior tight end Dave
Mielcarz, as co-winners of the Dr.

Edward 5. Coughlin award trophy,

awarded to the player who, "in spite

of adversity, has made an outstanding

contribution to the team."

Recently elected 1976 football co-captains Tom Redden (I.) and Emmett
Creahan (r) were among the grid stars honored at the football banquet before

Thanksgiving. Jim Baldwin (c.) won the Nason Award for perserverance.

Swimmers sink UConn, 57-56
Freshman Chris Clark and

sophomore Paul vom Eigen swam to a

devastating 1-2 sweep of the 200 yard
breastroke to clinch a 57-56 victory

over Connecticut for the men's varsity

swimming team Wednesday night.

The home pool triumph opens the

Williams dual meet season and
avenges last year's 64-49 UConn win.

"They sure made it easy on us,"

said diver Dick Pregent after the

breastrokers effectively ended the

meet with both the optional diving and
the free-style relay yet to go.

"It was an extremely tough swim,"
commented Coach Carl Samuelson.

"Without that sweep it would have
gone down to the last relay, and I dpn't

think we could have taken that."

Clark and vom Eigen beat out their

closest opponent by almost four

seconds. Clark's winning 2:20.7

clocking came in only his second try

at the 200 yard distance and lopped

better than six seconds off that first

time. Vom Eigen's 2:22.4 is almost a

second faster than his pre-Christmas

best last year.

Williams never trailed throughout

an extremely close meet, but held

only a two point edge after the

required diving. At that point,

however, Bruce Barclay came
through with a 200 butterfly touch-out

victory over Gary Beale to begin the

drive that resulted in a 15 point bulge

after the breastroke.

Other crucial performances during

the purple surge included Phil Wild's

easy win and Guy Hoelzer's touch-out

third place in the 100 freestyle, and
another 1-3 finish in the 200

backstroke, swum by Scott

Schumacker and Duff Anderson.

Divers Pregent and Jeff Erickson

put together a pleasantly surprising

second and third in the required

diving to neutralize an impressive

performance by UConn's Bruce
Sweet. Sweet, who took second to

Maine's Roy Warren in last year's

New Englands, totaled 493.90 poinfs in

the two events during his final ap-

pearance at Muir Pool.

The Ephmen and Huskies split the

two relays. Ephs Schumacker, Clark,

HoelzerandDon Cameron opened the

meet with a full second victory in the

medley relay, but UConn came back

with a pool record 3:18.4 in the

freestyle relay.

Williams, rated among the top three

squads in NCAA Division III in the

upcoming issue of Swimming World,

travels to Burlington this Saturday to

face the University of Vermont.

at the half, but 28 per cent shooting in

the second half put the game out of

reach.

A hustling Williams defense. which

forced numerous Kings Point tur-

novers in the first half, kept things

close in, with the lead changing hands

11 times in the first twenty minutes.

In the second half, the Mariners

were led by the hot shooting of Jim
Cronin, who finished the game with 19

points and nine rebounds. The win

raised Kings Point's 1975 season mark
to 2-1.

For the second game in a row,

Williams was outrebounded by a

substantial margin, but more im-

portantly, shot only 28 per cent from

the field for the entire contest.

The 0-2 Ephs, under coach Curt

Tong, were led by junior forward

Mike Tanner, who tossed in 12 points,

and guard Alex Rosten, who added 11.

Forwards Mark Carter and Bob
Labombard chipped in with 9 and 8,

respectively.

Saturday night, the Ephs Will open
their 1975-76 home season in Lasell

gymnasium. The opponent will be

Tufts, who defeated the Ephs a year
ago, knocking them out of contention

for a playoff spot.

Bob Peck's frosh squad, which
opened the season with a 68-52 loss to

North Adams St. , will also be in action

Saturday evening. The frosh game
gets under way at six, the varsity at

eight.

Rich Zeller (15) scores goal in Eph's 10-6 loss to AlC Monday night. Seth

Johnson (20) looks on. The Ephs meet both Little Three rivals in Amherslthis

(photo by McClellan)
weekend.

The CIA at Williams
CIA from page 1

CIA commented that "we have about

a dozen regional recruiting offices, as

before, across the country ... We
place ads in college newspapers, we
work through college placement
agencies, and we have a fair number
of walk-ins. (The recruiting procedure

is) the same as it has been since the

inception of the agency." The
spokesman added that applications

were "way up."

Equal Opportunity

Pecinovsky, New England recruiter

said the agency has "always been an

equal opportunity employer." He
added that "We're very interested in

meeting minorities" who want a

career with the Central InteIHgence

Agency.

The Rockefeller Commission on the

CIA recently reported that "If a (CIA)

recruiter elected to visit a campus
where there were indications of

trouble, the Office of Security (a CIA
branch) would provide him with

monitoring and communications

support." From 1967 to late 1972 the

CIA used to read "all college papers ii

could get and had time to read."

According to Parade Magazine the

objective "was to determine if there

was any foreign sponsorship o(

dissident student organizations." The

agency kept files on between 5-800

organizations and 12,000 to 16,000

individuals.

Scott Perry

(photo by McClellanI

Record picks fall stars
Seniors Carmen Palladino and Scott

Perry of the varsity football team
have been named as co-recipients of

the Record's first Outstanding Athlete

award for an entire sports season.

Perry and Palladino have been
honored for their play in the fall of

1975.

Palladino, who led the team in

tackles and interceptions, and Perry,

who picked off four passes, and is

regarded as one of the top deep backs
in the nation are both expected to

garner awards when the All-New

England and All-East selections are
released this weekend.

HONORABLE MENTION
SOCCER—Goalie Skip Grossman,
fullback Graham Hone.

CROSS-COUNTRY—Frank Carr and
Bob Clifford

FIELD HOCKEY—Shaliah Stewart

and Amy Kindwall

WOMEN'S SWIMMING—Marilla
Pearsall and Nina Murphy
WOMEN'S TENNIS—Jonnina Sadoff

VARSITY GOLF—Doug Brockway

4*
Carmen Palladino

(photo by Van Di|l

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 3:00 a.m
22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458-8271

STUDENT TYPING

Mrs. Robert Adkins

Adams Rd.

458-3043

60c a page

nandcraftecf fiencfan

M karat aold

da and tornanae la am
amaronna

Tfie Votters wfieef
route ^5 in vJiiUamstovJn. massacfiusetts

a usohen sei^en days a M)eek

'83300.000
Uuelaimed
Sieholarshipis
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and

fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of

these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1 .00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Name.

Address

City State_
(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

-Zip-
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Committee meets on calendar
Because of a College Council

resolution opposing a Friday

graduation, the student, faculty

Calendar and Schedule Committee

was scheduled to meet this afternoon

to discuss a date for the 1977 com-

mencement.

The faculty approved the 1976-77^

academic calendar with the

stipulation that if parental concern

over the scheduling of com-

mencement on a Friday was ex-

cessive, the committee could come

back l!) the faculty with a new
recommendation.

Prior to being informed of the

College Council resolution, Chairman

Paul G. ClaA wrote committee

members, "^'The further overt

response from parents to a Friday'

commencement appears to be one

negative letter and massive silence. I

suggest we consider this insufficient

to lead us to propose modifying the

1976-77 calendar at Wednesday's

faculty meeting."

But when the College Council

representative who serves on the

calendar committee, Jim Reisner '76,

informed Clark of the CO resolution,
Clark called a meeting for this af-

ternoon.

Clark said he instructed Reisner to

invite Pam Carlton, the CC vice
president, or other CC members who
opposes a Friday commencement, to

-4he-^ommitiee% meeting.

Clark said the committee "will get
down to some serious discussion" on
the scheduling of commencement.

It is likely the faculty will consider
the committee's resolution at its

monthly meeting tomorrow af-

ternoon.

Commencement ceremonies are
presently scheduled for Friday, June
3, 1977.

President John W. Chandler sent

letters to members of the Parent's
Council and Board of Trustees in-

viting comment on the proposed
calendar, but little opposition was
expressed. A Kecord survey of seven
randomly chosen parents indicated no
opposition to a Friday com-
mencement.
Clark has indicated he will present

to the faculty a projection of the
academic calendar for the next five
years. The projection is based on the
proposed 1976-77 calendar. The
projection implies that in 1978-79 the

Winter Study period would be shor-

tened by one day. Freshmen would
arrive on Labor Day through 1978-79,

and then jump back to the Sunday
after Labor Day in 1979-80.
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Editorial

Sloppy CC

19/5

New Record edifors-ln-chief David R. Ross and George J Sch^tze"-J "illiam

WIding 1 1 1 ended his year and a ha If term as editor-in-chiel by "nnoonc.ng these

two appointments.

WSP career program set

The College Council's resolution concerning the Friday
Graduation date (page 1) demonstrates a sloppy lack of con-
cern for its own actions which can only be construed as an
admission of its own ineffectiveness.

Certainly, the CC can be congratulated for using the long-

dead prerogative of the resolution to make its feelings on
pertinent issues known to the Administration. Unfortunately, it

never decided to act as if it had even made a resolution.

Although the motion passed by a wide margin, it was never
taken down in any official version. To make matters worse, the
resolution which attacked an Administration decision was
never officially sent to Hopkins Hall where it could produce
results. It remained for a CC member who was also a student
member of the Calendar and Scheduling Committee to leak
word of the CC's actions to the Committee chairman.
Amazingly, a meeting has been set up to air the CC grievances;
a meeting which the CC backed into at best.

If the CC is going to keep all its decisions to itself, expecting
them to filter throughout the campus by osmosis, any ef-

fectiveness its actions could have on behalf of the student
community will be totally destroyed. The CC should begin to

take itself and its decisions more seriously

Leave-taking
While the Record will retain the talents of George Schutzer,

Dave Ross, and Scott Fenn in other official capacities, it will be
losing those of two individuals who quietly, but effectively,

came to the paper a year-and-one-half ago when the task of

rebuilding was greatest and the duties most demanding. Since

that time both Andy O'Depnell and Cammie McClellan have
helped to make the paper a more useful and entertaining part of

the campus despite outrageous demands and long hours.

As features editor, Aridy resurrected an essentially defunct

department of the paper and enlarged it into a vibrant reflec-

tion of Williamstown and College life.

Cammie, through her photographs, provided the most
visible part of the paper. Even though she assumed the position

as a freshman, her efforts always reflected a dedication to

getting the best picture possible. Most importantly for the

paper, she leaves us with an expanded photo staff and, for the

first time in years, organized files.

Both Andy and Cammie will continue to produce articles

and photographs for the paper, though on a less regular basis,

but it is their presence in the office as engaging, innovative

individuals which will be missed most.

Record picks new department heads
EDITORS from page 1

news editor in February 1975. He
served as editor-in-chief of his school

newspaper, the Shattuck Spectator.

Fennwill be responsible for the day to

day operation of the Record.

Dahling joined the paper in

January, 1975, and has served on the

production and layout staff since then.

He was coeditor of his high school

newspaper and editor-in-chief of his

high school yearbook. Jacobson has

served on the Record's production and

layout staff since September.

Coney and Cohen were reporters for

the Record last year, and both were

named associate editors in the fall.

Coney was editor-in-chief of her high

school newspaper, the Ellis School

I'alcliwork. Cohen, who was also

editor-in-chief of his high school

newspaper, was a National Quill and

Scroll award winner.

Sturges, who joined the Record staff

last spring, has covered the College

Council and faculty meetings for the

Record this year.

Head has been a Record

photographer since last year. He was

named an associate editor in Sep-

tember. Head is co-editor of this

year's (Jul, the College yearbook. He

was chairman of the Franklin College

yearbook in Switzerland.

(photo by Read)

The "Career Discovery Programs"

initiated last year by the Office of

Career Counseling continues this

January with the "Focus on the

Future" series. A grant from the

General Electric Foundation has been

extended and increased, allowing

representatives from a wide variety

of professions to join panel

discussions and workshops at

Williams this year.

The first, a Demonstration In-

terview, will be held January 7 and

will expose interested seniors to the

nuances of interviews for business

and other graduate schools and with

prospective employers. Jacqueline

Sullivan, Personnel Director of

Filene's, and Harold Roush, Director

of College Relations for RCA, will

conduct live interviews with two

students at the Log at 7:30 p.m. and

Pefifion readied
MassPlHG recently announced it

gained 80,000 signatures on an
initiative petition for a state-wide

bottle deposit law, 24,000 more than

required. According to Williams

chapter President Martin Weinstock,

the state legislature will vote before

May on the proposal which requires

deposits on all beverage containers.

Weinstock said that the Williams

group was the most active

organization in this part of the state.

New Record department editors: Randy Sturges, features; Sally Coney, news;
Jim Cohen, news; and Stew Read, photography. Photography editor Charlie
Janson is missing from the photograph. Peter Jacobson, Bill Dahling and Scott

(photo by McClellan)

Business Manager Ron Adams, Ad-

vertising Manager Jeff Verney and

Fenn were appointed managing editors.

Herwitz has served as arts editor

since September. He is president of

WCFM and a member of Cap and

Bells.

Layden served as sports co-edilor

last spring and became sports editor

in September. He writes for the

College news office and the Berkshire

Kagle, Layden served as editor-in-

chief of his high school yearbook. He
is also a mepiber of the varsity

basketball team.

Widing also announced that the

following members of the business

staff will conlinue in their positions:

Subscription Manager Roger Wilson,

Business staff changes are usually

made at the end of a school year.

Associate editor Diana
Pietraszcwski will serve as acting

arts editor during part of Winter

Study while Herwitz is away.

The following were renamed con-

tributing editors: Nick Crisliano, Dan
Daly, Dennis O'Shca, Carole Tyler

and Steve Kothstein,

^^e William^ I^ctofxl

Due to popular demand, the Record will cease publication for the remainder

of 1975 Severalof the editors naively hope to pass a few final exams One ex

editor even voiced a desire to spend Christmas at home this year.

The Record rises from the ashes again in January. The next issue will ap-

pear Friday, January 9, 1976. As usual deadlines will be the previous Wed-

nesday at 2:00.

The V^llliams Record is an independent lournal published sem, weekly during the

normal school year by the students o< Wiil.ams College Opinions expressed in the

Letters to the Editor Viewpoint, Ref|.,'ct.ons and other regular columns of the Record

do not necessarily represent the op.n.ons ot the Record, Unless signed, editorials

represent the opinions ot the editor in chief All unsolicited articles should be signed by

the wnter although names may be withheld on request The Record withholds the right

o edit such material, too long otherwise tor publication Deadlines are Sunday and

W^nesday afternoons at 2 00 Entered as second class postal matter Nov "^ "" «'

mroc^roMice at North Adams, Mass , and re entered at WHIiamstown. Mass March 3,

973 u^der he act of March 3, 1879 Second class postage pa.d at WilUamstown, Mass^

01267 Sobs rXn pnce is JIO yearly Subscription orders, undeliverable copies and

Change Of adSress notices, and other correspondence Should be addressed to the

newspaper at Baxter Hall, Williamstown. Mass 01267, phone. 13 597 2400

follow this with an open discussion on

interview techniques. The next

morning, January 8, from 10 a.m. to 12

noon, Sullivan and Roush will also

hold a job skills workshop, which will

concentrate on the topics of job-

hunting,' resume writing, and follow-

up interviews.

Other programs in the schedule

include such diverse areas as Urban

and Rural Planning (Jan. 12), En-

trepreneurship (Jan. 19), Com-
munications (Jan. 26), and From
College to Career (Jan. 29).

Applications for

grad fellowships

ore now available
According to Faculty Commiltee on

Graduate Fellowships Secretary
Henry N. Flynt, Jr., applications are
now available in his office for seniors

interested in any of the graduate
fellowships offered by the college.

These fellowships are:

CLARK—two variable (usually

$900) grants, for one year, unspecified

field.

HUTCHINSON-one or more $3,000

grants, for each of two years
preference for creative wuik jn

music, writing or painting, then

philosophy or science majors
LANSING— variable grant, for

work in Classics.

MOODY— variable grant (usually

$1600) for two years, in any field but

science, math, modern languages-

preference to needy student Kxeter

College, Oxford.

WILSON— variable grant (usually

$850) for two years, unspecified '^

Worcester College, Oxford, "chosen

after the manner of Hhodes
Scholars".

The application deadline is January

15.

I
$2000 raised

AUCTION from page I

was held. According to Grudin. about

l()(K) tickets were sold The first prize

was a $100 bill, the second was a

season ski pass to Brodie Mountain or

$.'iO. and the third was a year's ticket

to the Massachusetts lottery

In general, the mood of the affair

was one of enjoyment and friendly

competition. Items that started with

slow bidding would unexpectedly

bring high prices, while some very

valuable objects were sold at prices

far below their true worth Following

the auctioneers' constant suggestions

that many of the items could he given
as gifts. Irwin Shainman ended bid-

ding on a weekly massage by saying.

'Ill pay ten dollars and donate it to

President Chandler."

PRESENTS
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 12th

A NIGHT AT THE OPERA
At 7 & 9:30 P.M.

This week's main presentation is the MARX BROS.in"A NIGHT AT THE
OPERA" at 7 and 9; 30 pm. Just ffie prescription to alleviate the fraumd of

exams as the Marx Bros are at their peak in their particularly unique saliri

Need we say more?

Our second feature is Mel Brooks' second film, "THE TWELVE CHAIR:.-

at 11:30 pm. An old Russian fable is twisted by Brooks into a uproarious

comedy about an impoverished nobleman, a charming rogue and a village

priest who travel across Russia, Siberia and the Cimea in search of the

jewels hidden in one of twelve chairs.

EXTRA, EXTRA ,,, See the concluding chapter of "Flash Gordon's Tnp

to Mars" where Flash finishes up the evil Ming once and for all!

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction: SERPIGO

THE CHRISTMAS STORE

LIQUID SILVER
GWEN FROSTIC BOOKS
AMERICAN HANDCRAFTS

EUROPEAN AND INDIAN IMPORTS
WONDERFUL STUFFED ANIMALS

10% Discount

To Williams College Students

OPEN EVERY DAY UNTIL7:00PM
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Homecoming: worth seeing
byBillDrisfoll

The fundamental
vision of absurdist

ileatre is tfiat of man standing on the

,',„)( of (he void; staring into the

„i„g,„.ss which is saved from

Lng imlifferent only by virtue of its

hostility,
despairing at the in-

siunificance of his most profoundly

,,It
aclioMS. The language of the

absurd is the language of the inef-

fectual, the stasis of physical and

mtelledual being. Samuel Beckett

finds his metaphor in the absence of

physical action: his plays are

mhabited by characters living in

aarbagc cans, motionless characters

hurled up to their necks. Eugene

l„nescn traces the breakdown of

language itself, and the consequent

impossibility of human com-

munica' ion, but does so with a torrent

of words. It is Harold Pinter who has

made the medium of silence his very

ottTi. Sitfiice fills a Pinter play: often

silence iiccause speech is too difficult,

huial.suoften, and most frighteningly.

silence because there is nothing to

say.

Pint< r s The Homecoming opens

with a non-conservation between a

lather and son. "Do you hear me?"

says Max "I'm talking to you." The

Ihought surfaces again and again in

the course of the play, sometimes

articulaled, sometimes not. Max
sfjeaks of a dead friend, and the

inevitable reaction whenever he
walked into a room: "You never
heard such a silence." In the play
Pinter's thoughts wander to the realm
of absurdist metaphysics, but his
heart lies with the silence of the home.
The Homecoming is, in a sense, a

domestic comedy, but the laughter
comes painfully. The undercurrent of

ugliness always threatens to over-
power the wit—unanswered questions
hang In the air, themes of sex,

prostitution and violence creep Into
the most casual conversations. "I've
never had a whore under this roof,

"

says Max, "not since your mother
died." It is a double entendre with
unpleasant Implications. Pinter
shapes each moment with Infinite

:are, with words thai (orm echoes and
not mere repetitions.

It Is greatly to the credit of'director

Peter Kozik that the undercurrent Is

always felt, and that Pinter's bes/

moments stand out with crystal
clarity. Kozik Is an enormously
talented and Intelligent director, and
often shows an unusual aptitude for

translating an emotion or intellectual

concept Into stage action with just the

right physical metaphor. Soon after

the daughter-in-law Ruth makes her
first entrance, she moves around the

room straightening the slip covers on

the dilapidated furniture, and we are

Immediately given a clue to one

Peter Bergethon, Dick Bradford, and Tom Herwitz In a scene from last

weekend's producfion of Pinter's "The Homecoming." The play was directed
by Peter Kozlk. (photo by Read)

Job Jots
.SKMiiKS: Teaching position in

Math available for Fall '76—

Inlt'ivicws in January —
Independent school In NYC. See
J^ue Lillle for information

Inlernshlp at station WKEI,

l5ost()n. News station is interested

in volunteer interns for next

semester or summer.

December 9()PEN IIOISK at

OCC come have a cup of Xmas
punch.

Baskin and Zeman
return to The Log

Wed. December 10
9 - 12 p.m.

Anyone interested in working at The Log during Winter Study should
contact Gene Falk t>efore Dec. 12. Please call only when the Log is open.

Unelainied
Seholarsiliips
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholaishifjs. gianis, aids, and

fellowships ranging from S50 to 510,000. Cuiient list of

these sources researched and comfjiled as of Sept. 1 5, 1 975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
1 1275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

1 I am enclosing $9.95 plus SI .00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Name

Address

City- State_
ICalifornia residents please add 6% sales tax.)

-Zip-

aspect of her role In this environment.
The major difficulty with this

production, however, was stylistic.

The second half of The Homecoming
presents an overwhelming problem
for the director, because of a radical
shift in tone and style from the first

act. Whereas the first act explores the
dynamics of family relationships in

the subtlest possible ways, the latter
half of the play is a "cards on the
table" situation.

In contrast, Kozik begins the second
act with a highly artificial picture of

the- men lighting cigars In a
statuesque freeze. Then the action
becomes natural again, only to return
to a stylized picture of Joey lying on
top of Ruth while the others look on
calmly.

The Incongruity Is built into the

script- In the latter half, the ugliness
of the first half has surfaced. In the
first act, Max Insults Ruth by calling

her a whore, and the audience Is made
to feel that this Is a metaphor for the

role Pinter sees woman as fulfilling In

the family. In the last act, the inen
suddenly decide that Ruth should be a

whore quite literally, to which she
willingly acquiesces. It Is not, nor
could It be Intended as, realistic.

How can a director stage this half-

real metaphor'? Kozik chooses to

Ix'come more artificial. Perhaps a

viable choice, but not played out

consistently In this production. The
intermittent stylization Is shocking

and confusing. But to say that the

audience should be shocked and
confused by the play is not to address

the Issue. It would be something like

having Hamlet read "to be or not to

be" in a union suit, and justifying It by

claiming that since Hamlet is saying

that life is absurd. It should be staged

absurdly. In stage terms, It is not a

valid connection. It is not being

suggested that Kozlk should have

chosen a realistic style, but It is an

extremely difficult problem that was
not resolved. It might be contended

that stylistic questions are too arcane

to make any difference to the average

theatregoer, yet a different style

would certainly have produced effects

which would be felt differently, If not

fully understood.

Perhaps Kozik's greatest

achievement is the coaching of a

round of fine performances from his

actors. Tom Herwitz as Max, Peler

Bergethon as Lenny, and DIanne

Thompson as Ruth all did an out-

standing job. Last year Herwitz

hovered on the periphery of a few

productions of dubious (fuallly. and it

was a joy to see him take center stage

in a moving and carefully nuanced

role. Likewise. Peter Bergethon got a

change to prove his abilities in the

major role of the prelernaturally

diagreeable son. and delineated a

character of genuine depth with In-

lensily and comic flair. Thompson

acted extremely well, displaying a

low-key subtlely not seen before. Dick

Bradford, Steve Bernhelm, and Todd

.Anderson were also admirable
the llmneeiiiniiiK is a i)lay well

worth seeing, and Ihe WCT production

was both interesting and stinuilalmg.

although flawed.

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open

Sunday through Thursday

10 00am lo ? 00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 3 00 a m
32 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass 01267

(413) 458 8271

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

Jose Limon Company photo with lead dancer Ryland Jordan at second from left

in the top row. Jordan will be In residence here during the first twp weeks of
winter study. Jordan will be teaching dance every day.

Alum will teach dance
Kyland Jordan, a principle dancer

with the Jose Limon Dance Company,
will be a dancer-in-resldence for the

first two weeks of Winter Study.

Jordan, seen here last year with that

company, will be teaching Limon
technique to beginners and ex-

perienced dancers.

The dance entered Williams In the

fall of 1967. During his year and a half

in Williamstown he became Interested

in dance, primarily through Joy

Dewey, now Instructor In Dance, who
was then teaching In town.

During his schooling in New York,

.lordan was also dancliig with Martha
Graham's company and with Limon.

He studied composition with Julllard

director Martha Hull, and modern
styles with lead dancers of the

Graham and Limon companies. He
has performed all over the world, and
taught, at the Invitation of the Dutch
government. In Holland.

Jordan will be teaching the Limon
technique with his own additions.

Classes will be held for Intermediates

from 1 to2::i0andfor beginners2:30 to

4 p.m. dally from January 5 through

the 18th. It Is the first time there will

be a dancer In residence at Williams
for such an extended period; also it Is

the first time a male will be teaching

dance here. Jordan, who is looking

forward to teaching here with great

excitement encourages dancers and
non-dancers alike to participate.

Interested persons should contact Joy
Dewey. Enrollment will take place

prior to Christmas vacation.

Briefly noted
A highly arbitrary guide of alternatives to grindmg.

liiesday. Dec. II

The Nickelodeon presents Louis Malle's brand new Klack .Moon, an unusual
film w hose subject is war between .Men and Women In the not too distant future.

7 and 9 p.m
liinqiiiig <»fi Hk' Roof, a multi-media production depleting women's ex-

(X'rience in dance, drama, music, and slides Is presented by the Charles River

Touring Company at AMT, « p.m. Free admission, but tickets should be

ac{|uired in advance, starting at 7 p.m. First come, first served.

The Williams Outing Club Is sponsoring one last fling before the pro-exam

grind in a square dance, featuring "Apple Jack. " 8 p.m. lo 1 a.m. at (Jreylock

Dining Hall.

A more cultural offering Is the New Music Knsenible of I'rovidence, who will

ixniorm music director George Goneconlo's Imineasiirable .Space, and his

Minsliel, as well as George Crumb's Nighl of the Four Moons. Students free

admission. Clark Art Institute, H::!() p.m.

To inaugurate reading period. WCFM presents the 19th annual Nostalgia

li i\ la ( imlcsl. sponsored by Tyler House, .Starling 12 inldnlght

liiilay. Dec. 12

Two comedies ol dillerent eras but of similar genres are Ihe Marx

Bnilheis' " \ Ni^jlil al the Opera " and Mel Brooks' "Twelve (hairs. ' 7 and9::?(l

pni.. lliiiipm, respectively. $1. Bronfman.

II you re m the mood to travel, the Five College area has two dramatic

oflerliigs: Nell Simons Piisoiier of Second \\eiiue (Hampden Dining Com-

mons. Southwest Area. CMass. 8 p.m.. $2,i and Thornton Wilder's Our Town
I Laboratory Theatre. Mount Holyoke, 8;:i0 p.m., Sl.i

Boris Karloff narrates Dr. Seuss' classic Christmas story How Ihe (irinch

Shilc ( hrKlmas on CBS at 8 p m.

S.ilin (lay . Dec. L!

(i./aniie in llie I'earlman ( olleclion" Is Ihe topic of Clark Art Institute

director (ieorge Heard Hamilton's lecture at Ihe Clark. :i p.m. The noteworthy

exhibit will come down Dec, 14,

Notable art exhibits in the area are Ihe selections from the Whitney

Museum of .American Art ( 196ri-197,'i) displayed at Ihe Mead Art Gallery,

.Amherst College through Dec :U and 'I'lom Pedestal toPaxemeiil: The Image

ol Wdniaii in \ineiican Art. IS7r>-l!l7.')" on exhibit through Jan. :i(l at Mount

Holyokes John and Norah Warbeke Gallery,

Recitals, vespers gi

Music ends
The Williams College Music

Department will sponsor the second In

its series of recitals by students on

Thursday afternoon. Dcccmt)er 11 al 4

P M In Chapin Hall

The program will be varied In

conlent Including contemporary as

well as classical works from Ihe

established vocal and instrumental

lileratiiro

ven

fall season
Then, on Sunday, the traditional

celebration of lessons and carols will

lake place a I both 4 p m and 7:30 p.m.
In the Thompson Memorial Chaf)el

The Service will be led by John
Fusden, Ihe College Chaplain assisted

by members of the community par-

ticipating as readers and the full

Williams College Choral Society,
directed by Kenneth Roberts.
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Tufts mars home debut;
defeats Purple, 77-65

by Mitchell Reiss
Saturday night in Lasell Gym-

nasium, the Varsity baslietball team
took on the Tufts Jumbos in the first

home game of the season. After an
aggressive first half which produced a
30-29 Wilhams lead, the Ephmen were
eventually done in by Tufts, 77-65.

Tuesday, coach Curt Tong's cagers
take on Brandeis in Lasell.

, The beginning of the game set the
stage for what was to eventually

follow. With Freshman guard Gerry
Kelly's ballhawking on defense, (4

steals), and directing the offense,

Williams and Tufts were tied up at 14

with ten minutes gone. Tufts big men
were dominating the boards, but a
bucket by Mike Tanner forged the

Ephs into the lead.

But by now Kelly's aggressiveness
-had gotten him into trouble, as he had
3 fouls and was replaced by Bill

Whelan. Tufts was working the ball

wejl, getting good perimeter shooting
to ' complement co-captain Darryl
Brown's drives to the basket.

With Tanner, who had been ice-cold

earlier, heating up, Williams pulled to

within 26-25, on his spectacular 3-point

play. The next time down the court,

with a chance for the lead soph center

Brad Wolk, who had been battling well

on the boards, got his fourth foul. He
was replaced by Tom Balderston, and
the Williams five continued to outplay

Tufts.

Aggressive defense, and better
rebounding allowed Williams to take

the lead, 27-26. Yet another steal by
Kelly and Kelly's assist to Tanner for

a lay|-up made the score 29-27.

Aggressive play (notice how those

words keep coming up) by Williams
enabled them to take a one-point lead,

30-29, into the locker room at halftime

over their bigger opponents.

With Wolk sitting out the start of the

second half, Kelly again took charge
of the tempo of the game. With two
assists, and a 20 ft. jumper from the

corner, Kelly put Williams in front by
one, 39-38.

Not to be outdone by his freshman

counterpart, senior guard Alex
Rosten produced a turnover and his

bucket made it 43-42, for Williams.

Tufts called a time-out, regrouped,

and then proceeded to run off a 21-6

string, fashioned mainly by good

penetration and excellent rebounding.

That made the score 63-49, and with

only seven minutes left, the game
seemed out of reach. Mark Carter ( 15

second-half points) and Wolk (7) led a
comeback. Kelly made his seventh

steal of the night, and the score was
narrowed to ten, 63-53, with five

minutes remaining. But Kelly was
cissessed with his fifth and final foul

with4'/i> minutes to go, and the air was
let out of the Ephmen's sails. The
crowd rose to applaud the per-

formance of this freshman, who had
been nothing less than spectacular all

night. Tufts now sensed the kill, as
they slowed down the offense.

Not to be overlooked were front

court men Wolk and Carter, who not

only had to battle the boards all

evening, but also produced on offense

with 15 and 17 points respectively. The
outcome was determined by the

superior rebounding and muscle of

Tufts.

December

Sophomore forward Tom Balderston goes over Tufts defender in the Ephs' 77-45
loss Saturday night. (photo by McClellan)

Navy racketmen slip by Ephs
b.v Kaymond Porfilio

A sign at the squash court entrance
proclaims "1975-76 Williams Squash
Numero Uno?—Why Not!" It cap-

tures the positive attitude of this

year's squad, a team formed around a

nucleus of experienced players and
led by captain Frank Giammattei.
Giammattei, a senior, ranked fifth

among collegiate players last year,

remains in the number one slot. He is

followed by returning number two
Marc Reinhjrt and sophomore Arnie
Cogswell. The middle three positions

are anchored by veterans Tom White,
Mike Werner, and Dave Hillman.

Rounding out the nine man squad

Eph grappler Dave Forrester '78, reaches for his opponent's leg in match
against Hartford. Forrester lost this match, but the Ephs posted overall wins
over both Hartford and Plymouth St. Saturday at Lasell gymnasium.

Matmen grab two wins

are Charlie Haines and Tim Belk, who
have moved Up the ladder since last

year, and injured sophomore Bruce
Giammattei. Last year he was
number one on the freshman team,
but a bad knee has relegated him to

the ninth spot.

Coach Dave Johnson '71 believes the

team to be talented and capable. Only
experience is lacking, he noted, citing

especially the lower portion of the

team. But he optimistically concluded
that, with each match, the team will

get stronger and improve.

Even though Williams dropped its

first two matches improvement was
noticeable. A disappointing, season-

opening, 6-3 loss to Dartmouth was
followed by an encouraging, albeit

heartbreaking, 5-4 defeat at the hands
of Navy.

Going into the latter match,
Williams had never beaten a Navy
squad; the domination had lasted 22

years. An early 2-1 Williams lead soo;i

dissolved into the 5-4 Navy final, and
the spell remained unbroken.

Coach Johnson, in retrospect, had
praise for the team, especially Frank
Giammattei who played his usual

strong game, and won handily.

Reinhardt. who emerged victorious in

the number two slot, and Cogswell
who weathered a Navy surge to win in

five also merited praise. Hillman

registered the final victory for

Williams.

Johnson cited Belk's 3-2 (with three

oversets) loss and Bruce Giam-
mattei's inability to get started as

crucial breaks in the loss to Navy. He
was pleased with Belk's tenacious,

consistent come-from-behind play.

And he was perturbed by Giam-
mattei's unsteady play—"He's still

trying to find the groove." In the ninth

position, Giammattei, bad knees and
all, was expected to be a consistent

victor.

Despite the nature of the loss to

Navy, the Dartmouth defeat had to be
more discouraging. Last year's squad
had handed Dartmouth a convincing
8-1 defeat. But this year only the

Giammattei's, Frank and Bruce, and
Haines could muster wins. Both
Cogswell and Hillman succumbed in

five on the hot and fast Dartmouth
courts.

The team, now 0-2, faces a

perenially tough Yale squad at home
tomorrow at 4 P.M. Williams has lost

to Vale the last five years— including

a 9-0 whitewashing last year.

Hockey whips

Wes, Amherst

in laughers
Coming off high scoring laughers

over Division III opponents Wcsleyan
and Amherst, the Williams hockey
team takes its volatile offense and a

revamped defense to Amherst, Mass
tonight for a Division II battle win,

UMass.
The Minutemen are 2-4, 2-3 m

Division 11^, Williams, 2-1, is oi in

intradivisional play, having lost to

AIC last Monday, 10-6.

Last Friday and Saturday m
Amherst, the Ephmen explodid for 20

goals in 11-3 and 9-0 romps over

Wesleyan and Amherst, respciiively

Every Elphman notched at least one

point as the Purple unleashed a total

of 97 shots at their beleaguered Little

Three rivals.

Against Wesleyan, freshman tor-

ward Dan' Sullivan led the way with

four goals and one assist. Captain Ed
Spencer and fellow senior Jim Mc-

Cormick added two goals apieee and

junior Rick Zeller had five assists

Senior Ted Walsh, junior Patch

Mason, and sophomore Jim Norton

contributed the remaining goals

Junior goaltender Chuck Crcuiens

stopped 21 Cardinal shots in recording

his first victory of the season

Against Amherst, senior linemates

Dan Yeadon and Walsh each tallied

twice and sophomore goaltender Ed

Weiss stopped 21 shots in his first

varsity start to notch the shutout

Senior Chris Grant, Mason,

sophomore Bob Caruso, Sullivan, and

freshman Seth Johnson rounded out

the scoring. Sullivan's goal, his filth in

three games, came on a penally shot

in the second period.

Following the loss to AIC, coach Bill

McCormick shifted centerman Zeller

to defense and moved Mason lo for

ward. The move has paid off well thus

far since Zeller, a slick puck carrier

and team scoring leader last season,

gives the Ephs the Joe Hameline type

breakout threat they lacked against

AIC, and also provides a potent

playmaking presence on the bhieline,

as his six assists in the two games

attest.

The game against UMass is the linal

pre-Christmas contest for the Purple

They next see action in the Willi. ims

Invitational Tournament, to be held at

Chapman Rink on January 2 :i and

featuring Colby, Holy Cross, and St

Anselm s.

Swimmers defeat Vermont
hv Dennis O'Shea

Taking the maximum possible

number of points in 9 of the 13 events,

the varsity swimming team upped its

record to 2-0 with an 81-32 rout of host

The Williams College varsity

wrestling team, paced by the double

wins of co-captains Dick Rhodes and
Karl Hubbard, opened its 1975-76

season with wins over Plymouth St.

and the University of Hartford.

The Ephs, under coach Joe Dailey,

began a season for the first time with

a full squad by beating Hartford 33-18,

and Plymouth St. 27-18.

Rhodes, who lost only two matches

last season, wrestled two matches at

160 pounds, pinning his Hartford

opponent in 3:22, and eking out a 3-2.

decision over Plymouth.

Hubbard, the team's other captain,

wrestled under the heavyweight

qualification (he will wrestle at 190

later in the season) and posted an 8-2

decision before pinning his Plymouth

man in just over two minutes.

Also impressive among the Purple

grapplers were lightweights Hal

Zendle and Ken Levy.

Sophomore Zendle, a New England

finalist a year ago, posted one pin

each at 118 and 126. Levy, a

sophomore, made his Williams debut

an impressive one, winning twice,

once by default and once by decision.

Senior Marc MitcheU, who is

eligible only through January, also

aided the£ph cause with a pin and a

draw.

Junior Jeff May posted the fastest

pin of the afternoon, decking his

Plymouth opponent in 58 seconds.

Charlie Davis (190), Jon Miller

(118), and John Fletcher (134) each

won one match for the 2-0 Ephs. Jesse

Sanders (140), Rich Williams (140),

and Dave Forrester (150) went
winless.

,
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7<, IK%>IK SHOP

If it has to be a cross-breed, this is

one of -the tnest. The mother Is a

pedigreed Golden Retriever, the

father a Belgian Shepherd. The
result Is some handsome, black,
super-Intelligent pups. Take one
home for Christmas. Only $15.00.

M4610S.

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORSWINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America

', .Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven (irinders

Spaghetti

.'.0 .Spring Slrecl 4.')H IMHiy and J.'iH HUM
open daily H a m to2 u ni

Hreakl.isl dady 9 a m lo 11 a m

Doniits. Cnrfpp

\\v make our own pizza dough daily
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University of Vermont last Saturday

The Ephmen swept first, second and

third places in both diving events.

both distance events and the 20() >:ii'd

breastroke, and finished 1-2 in the 200

freestyle, 200 butterfly and 200

backstroke.

For the first time in four years I he

Purple natators have ended their pre

Christmas season with a winning

record. They take their eight nual

meet win skein to a tough Winter

Study schedule that includes twn of

the three teams that beat them last

year.

Dick Pregent, Stuart Deans and

Phil Wild all won twice to lead the Eph

deluge. Pregent, along with Jef

Erickson and Andy Porth, twice swept

the Vermont divers, while Deans

combined with Scott Schumacker,

Jordan Lewis, and Peter Howd to shut

outUVM in the 500 and 1000 freestyles.

Wild's victories came in the 200

freestyle and 200 backstroke

Chris Clark, followed by Dana

Brackett, and freshman Brian Me

Dermott, topped the last Williams

sweep, the 200 breastroke.

Wild's victories were followed up hy

Duff Anderson in the freestyle and

Don Cameron in the backstroke. Gii.v

Hoelzer and Scott Schumacker look

the 200 butterfly.

"Free Campus Delivery!"

DRUMMOND CLEANERS
458-4321

Spring Street

Williamstown

.^'
^- .2,
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College community mourns Bill Gates

William B. Gates, Jr., '58

William B. Gates, Jr., '58, Kenan
Professor of Economics at Williams,
died of a brain tumof- December 22 at
North Adams Regional Hospital.

Gates had taught at Williams for
over 24 years, and had held the
William R. Kenan, Jr., Professorship
since 1971. He served as chairman of

tfie Economics Department from 1961-

72, and specialized in the teaching of

development economics and
economic history. Fr^m 1963-65 he
also served as chairman of the
Williams Center for Development
Economics.

Born Oct. 18, 1917, in Indianapohs,
Ind., Gates studied at the University
of Geneva, Switzerland in 1935-36 and
graduated from Williams in 1939 as a

junipr Phi Beta Kappa. From 1940-42

he studied at the University of

Chicago Graduate School of

Survey distributed
by NickCristiano

The editors of the student course

guide are aiming for a ninety per cent

return on the questionnaires they

distributed to students last Wed-
nesday.

Rick Siegrist '77, one of the four co-

ordinating editors, said, "Fifty per

cent would be our rock bottom

figure." If returns were less than that,

"we'd have to think about whether the

guide would be worthwhile, since the

results wouldn't be as valid as with a

higher percentage of return, and that

wouldn't be fair to professors,

students, or the students who put time

in working on the guide."

To encourage student response to

Ihe questionnaire, the editors will

advertise in The Record and on

WCFM, and will visit college housing

units personally.

The editors printed 1,900 copies of

tlie five-page questionnaire in the

College Council office in Baxter Hall.

By repairing the office's dormant
printing press and avoiding the

College's Central Office Services,

they saved approximately $200,

Siegrist and Steve Moore '76, another

editor, asserted.

The total cost of paper and ink for

printing the 10,000 pages of

questionnaires was at)out $40, the

editors said.

The editors intend to collect the

completed questionnaires by having

students deposit them in large, clearly

marked envelopes to be placed in

prominent locations in each college

mail pickup area.

The 13 questions on each
questionnaire, which are similar to

those in the college questionnaire,

were drawn from student course

guides at other colleges, and from the

College questionnaire.

"We felt these were the most im-

portant questions to get the students'

see STUDENT page 5

Economics, and in 1941-42 he was an
economist with the Tax Research
Division of the U.S. Treasury. From
1942-46, Gates served in the U.S. Navy
as a lieutenant. He returned to the
University of Chicago and received
his M.A. and Ph.D. in 1947.

From 1947-50 Gates taught at
Williams as an assistant professor of

economics and from 1950-54 he was an
economist with the Export-Import
Bank in Washington, D.C. He returned
to the Williams faculty in 1954 and
rose to the rank of full professor.

From 1968-71 he held the Herbert H.
Lehman Professorship, and in 1971 he
was appointed the first holder of the

William R. Kenan, Jr., Professorship.

The Kenan Professorship is awarded
to a faculty member "whose en-

thusiasm for good teaching and
breadth of interest and achievement
shows promise of a creative
relationship not only with un-
dergraduates but also with young
faculty,"

Gates specialized in development
economics and economic history. He
was scheduled to teach Economics
219S, Economic Development of the

United States, and a section of

Economics lOlS, next semester.

Economics 219S will be cancelled

because there is no one presently on

the faculty able to pick it up, said

Roger Bolton, Chairman of the

Department of Economics. Bolton

also said that Michael Rock, a
member of the facility at Bennington
College, has been hired on a part-time

basis to teach the 101 section.

A. .memorial service will be
conducted Sunday at 2 p.m., in the

Thompson Memorial Chapel.

Taking part in the Memorial
Service will be John W. Chandler,

president of Williams College; the

Rev. J. Thomas Leamon, pastor of

the First Congregational Church;
and the Rev. John D. Eusden,
collei^ehaplain. Music will be

direoedUlft' Kenneth Roberts with

Deborah Beardsley as vocalist.

The Economics Department will be
hiring another professor for the

coming year but, according to Bolton,

his specialty will not necessarily be in

the same area as Gates.

Gates also worked- as Brookings
National Research Professor in Haiti

from 1958-59. He served as Project

Director for the Harvard Advisory
Group in Indonesia during an 18-

month leave of absence from Williams
in 1961-63 and again, in Malaysia, in

1966-68. He worked as a consultant to

the Committee for Economic
Development, the U.S. State

Department, and the Ford Foun-

dation. His publications included a

book, "An Economic History of the

Michigan Copper Mining Industry."

Williams President John W.
Chandler, speaking of Gates, stated:

"Bill Gates was a master teacher, a

superb department chairman, an

educator of uncommon vision, and a

wonderful human being. His

leadership on two key committees

helped bring about a fundamental

recasting of the College's residential

organization and curricular structure

and contributed in a lasting way to the

improvement of Williams. A grateful

college mourns his untimely

passing."

Survivors include his - wife, the

former Sylvia C. Rich, a daughter,

Nicola, and a son, Mark, all of

Williamstown, and a daughter Bar-

bara, of Cambridge, daughter of his

first wife, Nancy Gans Spriggs of New
York City.

Private funeral services were held

December 23 in Williamstown with

burial to follow in the College

Cemetery.

Gates had been hospitalized since

November 27.

WSP registration difficulties increase

Security grabs taboo items
Confiscations and thefts were at a

minimum over the Christmas recess,

according to Director of Security

Walter C. O'Brien. Though only one
theft was reported, O'Brien said he
expects a few more complaints.
The burglary occurred in West

College where a student reported an
electric typewriter, a Sony receiver,

and two speakers missing.

During vacation. Security con-
fiscated illegal items. According to

the Williams College Student Hand-

book, ".
. . electrical appliances

other than lamps, clocks, sound

equipment, typewriters, razors, hair

dryers, and blankets" are prohibited.

O'Brien said the objects found most

often were hot plates, popcorn pop-

pers, and hot water pots and coils, the

latter responsible for several fires in

the past few years.

Teams of officers entered each

room, noting only visible objects.

They did not open drawers or go

through closets. If any item was

confiscated, Security left a notice,

informing the student of what was

Problems with course registration

for the Winter Study program have

increased in recent years, according

to Clay Hunt. Chairman of the Winter

Study Committee. This year the

Registrar was unable to place ap-

proximately 80 students in any of their

four course choices, Hunt said. About

40 students bounced through last

year; 17 couldn't be placed in 1974.

"Enrollment has become more even

despite this increase in bounce

throughs," Hunt said. This year only

two courses were very heavily over-

subscribed. Last year, four courses

had more than 50 first choice ap-

plications.

The most popular course offered

was Physics 41, The Function and

Maintenance of Your Automobile.

Eighty-two students listed the course

as their first choice and 52 as their

second. Auto mechanics was also the

most heavily subscribed course last

year.

Special 21—a pottery course limited

to 24 students—was the only other

oversubscribed class. Seventy first

choice and 44 second choice ap-

plications were submitted.

Hunt said the more even spread in

enrollment may be attributed to a

greater offering of very desirable

Students, faculty, alumni and the administration are a II represented in a Winter
Study course called The American Philanthropic Foundation. Joseph A. Ker-
shaw, Professor of Economics, (far left) teaches the course. Second from right

Is Francis H. Dewey III, vice-president for administration and treasurer of the
College.

. .
amount of confiscated con-

'raoand from Christmas vacation was
""wn significantly this year, (photo by

taken and how it can be recovered

Objects are tagged and stored in the pricloV fulodi OUf
Buildings and Grounds Service

'

Building.

Many articles belonging to the

Williams Inn were found in students'

rooms and returned to the Inn.

O'Brien said that students with these

items in their rooms were in fact

stealing and would be subject to

prosecution.

O'Brien noted that fewer objects

were confiscated this year than in the

past several years and concluded that

students are becoming either more

conscientious or more alert.

courses. A large group of courses

received substantial but not ex-

ceedingly heavy subscription.

Hunt said that the committee at-

tempted to reduce the bounce-through

problem this year. Many courses

required students to meet with

professors prior to registration so that

students would be more aware of their

chances of enrollment in the course.

Concerning student-initiated 99's,

Hunt said that the number of proposed

projected decreased. In the early

(photo by Read)

years of Winter Study, he said 99's

were very popular and the number of

students involved in off campus
projects was large. He cited increased

desirability as one reason why the

number of 99's decreased. "Students

seem more inclined to take advantage
of all that is going on at Williams

during January," Hunt added.

The committee approved all but one

student-initiated project. About 250

proposals were passed, close to the

number passed last year.

Faculty sets Sunday graduation
by Jenny McGill

The faculty accepted the Calendar

and Schedule Committee's recom-

mendation of a Sunday com-

mencement for 1976-77 at their

December 111 meeting. At that time

they also received the committee's

academic calendar projections for the

next five years.

In response to a College Council

OCC sponsors variety of career programs
The Office of Career Counseling

™ten swells with students during
Winter Study according to its

^sistant director, Sue LitUe. But in

^odition to students, some guests
deluding a sports writer from the
^osicm Globe and an editor from
wts Illustrated will be visiting the
«f'ce this month.
The visitors are part of the Career

discoveries Program sponsored by
Uie OCC under a $4000 General

Electric Foundation grant.

Little said Winter Study is the ideal

time for special programs because

people have time to concentrate on

career questions.

Joseph Concannon, Globe sports

writer, and Patricia Ryan, Sports

Illustrated editor, will be among
seven participants in a Com-
munications Residency career

discovery program JanuaByT6-27.

The participants will discuss what

their jobs involve and what careers

are available in journalism, public

relations and advertising. Little said

the participants will probably discuss

possibilities for entry level jobs and

may give hints for finding jobs in the

communications field.

Other participants include Hugh

Hill, News Associate, NBC News;

Jane Johnson, Assistant Brand

Manager, Procter and Gamble;

seeDISCOVERIESpageS

resolution against holding graduation

on Friday, the Calendar and Schedule

Committee had met the day before to

reconsider its original Friday com-

mencement proposal.

At the committee's meeting on Dec.

9, Pam Carlton, College Council Vice

President, presented the Council's

main objection to the Friday com-

mencement cate; holding graduation

exercises on Thursday and Friday

would cut into the work week of

parents and friends, causing hardship

and inconvenience.

Thursday and Friday graduation

exercises would mean a one or two-

day work week for some parents since

Monday of that week is Memorial

Day.

"It was felt that the same number of

parents would probably come
whenever graduation were held, but

that some other relatives might not

get off work," explained Calendar and

Schedule Committee member Hugh
E. Criswell.

"There was never a real 100 per
cent agreement," commented
Criswell on the committee s original

Friday commencement proposal.

After some discussion the committee
agreed to propose a Sunday com-
mencement to the faculty at its

meeting the following day.

The faculty had originally accepted
the Calendar and Schedule Com-
mittee's proposed calendar for 1976-

77, with graduation scheduled for

Friday, June 3.

Since this was a departure from the
traditional Sunday commencement,
however, the Calendar and Schedule
Committee was invited to return to

the faculty with another proposal if

parents objected to the Friday date.

At the December 10 faculty
meeting, the Calendar and Schedule
Committee's recommendation was
"passed right through" according to

faculty secretary John M. Hyde. The
1976-77 calendar noW has only to be

see CALENDAR (MigcS
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Resolutions of Power
The faculty decision to place graduation on a weekend in

1977 is a victory for the College Council and for those advocating
the use of the Council to influence faculty decisions. A College
Council vote opposing a Friday commencement led the
Calendar and Schedule Committee to reverse its earlier
recommendation which, in turn, allowed the faculty to reverse
its decision.

When student opinions are similar on controversial issues,
the College Council should use this resolution procedure to try
to influence faculty and administration decisions. The
resolutions should be carefully written and delivered formally
to the persons involved in the decision.

For this to occur, the College Council members must be
aware of controversial issues as soon as possible. That means
that student-faculty committee representatives must report
back to the College Council quickly and accurately before final
decisions are made. It also means that the students have an
obligation to keep their College Council representatives aware
of their attitudes and concerns.

Early information and quick reaction provide the means
for student input into important decisions.

Who's Sitting Where?
As students sat down in their Winter Study classes Monday,

some had to wonder why they were whiere they were. A totally
unfair and illogical system of course assignment was used in
assigning students to classes.

When some instructors found their courses over enrolled,
they eliminated underclassmen first while others chose to drop
the upperclassmen first. Some courses had sex ratios, including
one course in which the ratio was unwarranted and probably in
violation of Title IX, the sex discrimination clause of the
education amendments. Some instructors called their students
to determine their interest, if the student owned a car, etc., and
used these factors for decisions. Some gave priority to majors,
others to non-majors.

Most disturbing, however, is that in only some cases were
the methods ofselection described in the catalog. In one case, a
student went to an instructor of a course, essential to the
student's career plans, to ask the instructor methods of
selection in case of over enrollment. The instructor said he did
not expect any over enrollment. But the student did not get in
the course.

A student rejected from his first choice course will rarely
get into a popular second choice course even if his desire for
that course is greater than most of those listing it as a first

choice. This has led some perceptive instructors to select their
classes before official registration period so that those not
accepted can put down another course first choice.

Because of this mess, there are some juniors and seniors
who have not yet received a first choice course in Winter Study.
It is time that the process be revised and made more uniform. A
system of directly registering with an instructor seems more
efficient than the present system.

To the Reader
To our readers:

To say that this is your newspaper
is as true as it is trite. We want to

Iceep you informed accurately and
early of events of interest to you. For
this we need your help.

Each one of you is an expert in

some area that directly touches all

of us. Often you will get wind of news
earlier than we will. You'll be doing

a service for all of us if you get word
to the Record.
Let us know what the

organizations you're in are doing.

Let us know that you or a friend of

yours is planning to overthrow the

government. Let us know if a B4G
truck crashes into Mission Park.

If you hear a rumor, we'll be more
than happy to check it out for you.

Unconfirmed rumors can grow out
of all proportion. We can separate
the fact from the fiction.

We miss important stories such as
the black students' protest in front of

Hopkins Hall first semester, and we
blame ourselves for these mistakes.
With your help we can cut the
number of mistakes.

If you have ideas, hints, clues,

leads, news r^eases or rumors,
please call us. The Record office

(No. 2400 or NO. 2595) is regularly

manned. But if you get no answer try

our news editors, Sally Coney (6631)

or Jim Cohen (6014)—or anyohe
hsted in the masthead.

Thanks,
The editors

CC' "sloppy?"

To the editor: \

In regard to your December 9

editorial, "Sloppy CC," your
distortion and misrepresentation of

the facts are quite frustrating, yet in a

way the irony of your criticism is

somewhat amusing. Just who is being

"sloppy?" Had you researched the

issue a bit more carefUll][, you would

have found that the graduation

resolution was indeed "taken down in

an official version." Our minutes are

accurate accounts of our actions and
all resolutions are recorded in them.

The minutes are published and are

left in the Dean's Office.

Once a resolution is made, it has

three channels of distribution. First,

the students are informed by your
newspaper and to a lesser degree by
the student representatives on the

Council. Second, each Council
member is assigned to a committee
and is required to report pertinent

Council actions to his or her com-
mittee. Third, I meet with President

Chandler to report Councif actions

and discuss their potential impact.

Essentially then, the students, the

Administration, and the respective

committee are all informed of any
significant Council resolution.

As for the recent CC resolution

concerning a Friday graduation, it

was efficiently handled through all

three channels and I commend Jim
Reisner for his effective com-
munication with his committee. Only
one week after the resolution was
passed in the Council, the Calendar
and Schedule Committee reversed

their recommendation on the basis of

the resolution and the Faculty sub-

sequently voted in favor of a Sunday
graduation. The resolution had then

been effectively recorded, channelled,

and ultimately considered by the

Faculty. If the CC is at fault for

anything, it is that it considered the

issue a bit late and only because its

lengthy budget hearings occupied all

of its time. >,

Your editorial is damaging and
presents an image of that which we
are working so hard to eliminate. The
Council members have worked long
hours both in the Council and in their

committees. The editorial increases
the frustration which is so much a
part of student government and its

lack of "legitimate power." Your
information regarding this issue was
obviously second hand and distorted
at best. I suggest that you take a
second look at us and at your own
responsibility. The College Council
needs the cooperation and support of

the Record if it is to have a continuous
impact on the student body. We
welcome your criticism but hope that
you will accurately assess tlft issue in

the future.

Sincerely,

Mayo Shattuck

President of the CC

Altered article
To the editor:

The metaphor that a writer's works
are his children, hackneyed though it

may be, is perhaps as apt an ex-

pression of the creative relationship
as is possible. With this in mind, I find
it more than a little disconcerting to

be slapped with a paternity suit in

your pages. The bastard offspring to

which I refer is a review of The
Homecoming which appeared under
my name in the Record of December
9. It bears a strong resemblance to a
piece which I did write, but in ac-
tuality seems to be the issue of the
diseased fancy of some overly
assiduous editor.

Lest I appear too rabid in my
defense, I will admit that the words
which were actually printed did in-

deed find their origin in the steaming
keys of my Sears portable, with no
more than a few minor differences.
For example, I am not in the habit of
starting sentences with conjunctions,
but I can readily appreciate the
Record's desire to maintain its

present grammatical standards. Such
tinkering is offensive, to be sure, but
hardly a cause for alarm on my part.

On the other hand, the wholesale

excision of certain critical opinions is

rather a bit more serious.

I fully respect the editors' right to

cut any article which they choose to

print. I realize that my review was
l^gthy, and space limitations are

evident in an issue which contains

only three photographs of the editorial

staff. I do object strenuously,

however, when the removal of

material changes both the tone and
the conclusion of the review. In dd-

dition to being illogical, the piece as

printed fails to convey my opinions of

the production and Peter Kozik's

talents as a durector. I do not think

that the Record has dealt fairly with

me, or with Mr. Kozik. I would hope to

see some acknowledgement of my
protest in your next issue.

Sincerely yours,

William J. Driscoll

Songs offensive

To the editor:

As an exchange student my Junior

year at Williams College, I personally

experienced the initial reactions of

Williams "men" to coeducation. The
upperclassmen were particularly

pessimistic as to the outcome: "I

can't relate to women in anything but

a weekend context;" I could never
deal with them in a classroom."

As grim as the statements were, I

had confidence: Time would change
their perceptions and prejudices. How
naive of me. Three years later I see

that Time has changed nothing. In-

deed, after witnessing the choral

performance at the Log on the

evening of December 16, I realized

that the edge of bigotry has only

sharpened. The songs which the males
felt inclined to revel in were not only

offensive in their debasing of women
to objects of ridicule, they were also

downright vulgar. So vulgar that I and
several other people were forced to

leave.

If this is the type of entertainment

still indulged in the locker rooms of

Williams, so be it. I cannot change
that. But I can demand that Williams,
as a coeducational institution,

maintain an egalitarian atmosphere
in its public buildings.

In addition to the unsavory
chauvinism of the songs, an equally

disturbing element presented itself—

that of ignorance. Gentlemen, in case
your mothers have never informed
you, let it be known that women never
have and never will douche with
Listerine.

Gaye Brown.
Graduate Student at the

Clark Art Institute

BSU demonstration
To the editor:

I am writing this letter in search of

clarification and explanation of the

demonstration that took place three
weeks ago on the steps of Hopkins Hall
by the Williams Black Student Union.
Even though this letter will not appear
until Winter Study, I am sure that

many, if not most, Williams students
are still unaware that this event took
place. After the demonstration the
following statement was distributed to

department heads and was sub-
sequently printed in the Kujichagulia
(Vol. 5, No. 1): »

Our presence this afternoon on
the steps of the Hopkins Ad-
ministration Building was an effort

on the part of the Black student
body to make felt our unity.

Our presence this afternoon was
done to make visible to the ad-
ministration that the Black student
body, as a collective: reminds the

administration, and especially the
academic heads of department, of

the College's commitment to Af-

firmative Action as applied to the
hiring of Black faculty; to ask the

administration and departments to

scrutinize their actions and ac-

tivities so as not to perpetuate the

institutional racism that is

inherent to the intellectual,

academic, and athletic policies of

Williams College.

Our presence this afternoon as a

unified community, was to

demonstrate to the College body
our cognizance of the issues at

hand. We trust in our imiw »n,i

strength that we wui not hive i
reiterate to the College

our
feelings, and our presence will not
again be necessary.

By no means am I attempting
to sii,

up any racial tension that does n!
already exist but a number 3
questions need to be answered
Why did the BSU feel that a shown

their unity was needed at this nJ
Certainly their purpose was not one ol

intimidaUon yet I am puzzled |)y ih,

tone of Uie last^ paragraph. Un*,
what condiUons would their presence
again be deemed necessary?
Further, what specifically is (heBSU referring to as "the institutional

racism inherent to the intellectual

acadeniiic, and athletic policies
ol

Williams College?" The generaMied
nature of this statement is highly

suggestive of a systemaUc racist

policy which the BSU feels the College

is perpetuating. But what specific

examples from any one of these three

categories does the BSU cite to sul>

stantiate their claims? In particular

do the "issues at hand" concern

faculty hiring, grading, admissions

policy, financial aid or exactly to what
are they referring?

Lastly there is a question for both

the Deans Office and the BSU. Ob^

viously the Deans Office knew about

the demonstration, at least after

occurred. Why did they feel it un

necessary to inform the student body

at large, either through the Record or

by some other means, of the

demonstration and the reasons for it'

Is this indicative of the type of tension

that Dean Berek alluded to at the

November 19 faculty meeting

reported in the Record (Nov. 21)? The

faculty meeting in which the subject

was discussed took place very soon

after the demonstration and hence the

question. In conjunction with this,

why didn't the BSU feel it necess^y

or possibly even helpful to inform the

student body at large? As far as I

know the statement was circulated

only among department heads and in

the BSU newspaper. Surely there are

at least some people on this campus,

other than members of the BSU, who

would be as equally disturbed by such

"institutional racism" if it in f^
occurs at Williams. I believe that the

students comprise a large portion ol

the "College body" to which the BSU

refers in this statement.

I do not wish to accuse anyone o(

any wrongdoing in either the

demonstration itself or the handling c

the distribution of the above

statement. Nor do I wish to

overemphasize the significance of the

demonstration or the statement

However, Dean Berek himself, would

not argue that there is a certain

degree of racial tension still, present

on this campus and I invite him and

the BSU to respond to my questions.

Sincerely,

Bob Fox '77

Harris presentation

"The Fred Harris Slide and Sound

Spectacular," an audio-visual in

troduction to the free enterprise-work

ethic ideology of Fred Harris, a

Democratic candidate for President,

will be presented this Sunday evening

at 8:00 in the lounge of the Driscoll

Dining Hall at WUliams College.

Job Jots
Tobe-Cobum School for Fashion

Careers in New York City offers

$2200 tuition award. Registration

due 2-15. Details at OCC.

Monday, January 12 "Urban and

Rural Planning"-afternoon
workshop at CES—3-5 pm^

Evening panel discussion—Dodd

House—7:30.
FINAL DATE FOR SUMMER

CIVIL SERVICE EXAM IS

JANUARY 16. Anyone interested

in a government summer job

should take this.

Information on Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution Sum-

mer Student Fellowship Program

is available at OCC. Application

deadline February 16.

r-
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One Woman's
Point of View

Awareness

Well, here it is, 1976. A new year

with new questions to be answered.

Will Betty Ford ioe a "woman of the

year" again this year? Will Susan

Ford's ping-pong game improve now

that she has been to China? Will Cher

and Gregg stay together? Will any

other women attempt to assassinate

President Ford? (This goes to show

how much women have become

liberated—one never before heard of

presidential assassination attempts

by women!) What about Patty

Hearst? And Indira Gandhi, our first

female dictator? What will become Of

Karen Anne Quinlan? On January. 6,

theDow Jones exchange closed higher

than it's been in two and a half years.

Does this mean the economy is on a

definite upswing? And the biggest

question of all—who will win the

presidential election?

Our bicentennial is shaping up to be

a year of questions and answers like
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I AM CURIOUS
(YELLOW)

Is Coming

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRrNG STREET

no other. It should also be a year of
resolutions, even for us at WUliams.
Let's improve our consciences.
Bussing and the Vietnam war or-
phans—what should be done? Solid
waste disposal—what should be done?
World food shortage, over con-
sumption of meat, use of chemical
fertilizers and pesticides—what
should be done? The P.L.O., South
Moluccan terrorists, Angolans, leftist

Portuguese soldiers, communists in
Italy, striliing worliers in Spain—

w

hat
should be done? So many quratioiw
and so many different answers. The
first step for us at Williams is simply
to become sufficiently aware to be'

able to pose these questions to our-

'selves. Williams is a little hideaway
from the world and its problems. We
are sheltered from the concerns that

confront so many others on our planet.

Let's try to make ourselves more
aware of what is happening outside

the Purple Valley; after all, it's our
world too and someday, we'll all be
out therrf/ Our first resolution,

therefore,'sJiould be to fight ignorance

and apatj^ It will be a tough one to

keep, but we will be better people for

trying. So, instead of asking, "What
should be done?", let's take some
responsibility upon ourselves and ask,

"What can we do?"

Graduation thanks
I would like to thank all the people

who came and made my "Williams
Graduation" such a memorable oc-

casion, especially the hosts, Louisa

Rand, Annie McLaughlin, Jere Tone,

Locke Pawlick and Marshall Par-

tington, and to those who led the

ceremony, Mr. Stoddard, Wick Sloan

and The Marshall.

Josh Raymo'ad '75>/2

"The Best in Dry Cleaning!"
DRUMAAOND CLEANERS Spring Street

458-4321 Williamstown

FRIDAY, JANUARY 9th

/ The Beatles are back in the legendary film ^

"AcicAinysnin'
_ilU2
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TWO COMPLETE SHOWS!

At 7 A 9:30 P.M.

GIMME SHELTER

SEE TWO FOR ONE ... If you're into that phenomenon

called "Rock 'n' Roll" tonight's your night!

BRONFMAN AUOITORtUM ADMISSION »1.00

Next Attraction: THE OTHER ft THE LOVED ONE

Insight, zest, leadership

Bill Gates: Remembrances
Bill Gates was a man who

possessed a magnetism which
seemed to befriend everyone it came
in contact with. Perhaps no more
fitting tribute can be given such a

man than the commendation of
those who knew him best. With this

in mind, the RECORD salutes Bill

Gates as a dynamic educator and
friend and provides this

reminiscence ofhim from students,

faculty and neighbors who knew
and laved him.

Bill Gates poured enormous en-

thusiasm into everything he did, and
even more than usually so for

anything connected with Williams. He
may well have been the most warmly
human economist in the whole
profession. For Bill, every student
was a special human being, and
human beings were what mattered
most of all.

John B. Sheahan
William Brough

Professor of Economics

Bill Gates—Good Neighbor, friend

We loved, admired and respected

him. He was a warm person deeply

concerned about people, always
available to listen or help, but

respecting your privacy, never
burdening you with his problems.

He was an extremely modest self-

effacing guy, in spite of the eminence
he had attained in his field, a home-
body who got around nationally and

internationally.

One of his passions and prides was
his garden. He liked to get his hands in

the soil.

Ed Goodman
Sabin Drive

He had the ability to laugh at

himself, something that all too many
people do not have. He was an in-

credible person. As far as my future

goes, he's probably the most in-

fluential person I've met here ... He
led a full life.

Susan Schwab '76

Political-Economy major

Bill Gates possessed a wide range of

unusual qualities: his insight into

human beings including our many
frailties; his delight in and per-

spective on the paradozes and ironies

of the world; his zest for life and

enjoyment of people; and his humor
and energy in many roles at Williams

and in the larger world of economics.

Hundreds of students over the years

had their introduction to economics

The camera captures Professor Gates' lecture style. Many students will miss
the eagerness that excited them even at 8 o'clock. Mr. Gates died December 22.

enriched and enlivened—indeed,
made possible!—by his skill and
enthusiasm as a teacher. He tutored

dozens of younger faculty members
both in economics and in other fields

in the skills of teaching, in the nature

of education, and in the ways of

promoting institutional change. He
handled tough personal situations in a

gentle way, he criticized severely but

in a constructive and supportive

manner, whether dealing with
Presidents and Provosts, faculty

colleagues, or students of Economics
101. Because he did not promote
himself, his key role in the substantial

changes that have improved Williams

and that have changed many of our
lives will never be fully known or

appreciated. With his passing all our

lives become much the poorer.

Stephen R. Lewis, J r.

Provost
Professor of Economics

We all feel the loss of Bill in ways
hard to express in words. He set many
examples for us in the department,

which we strive to emulate but which

we know we caniiot equal. I am proud

enough to say the economics depart-

ment has a good reputation, here at

Williams and elsewhere, and I am
proud to say it because it is one way to

say we are proud of Bill. The
department is in many ways his

creation, and a result of his love and

devotion over many years. Everyone,

especially students and younger
faculty who in recent years saw Bill

only in teaching and college com-

mittee work, should know this.

Boger Bolton

Professor and Acting Chairman
of Economics

458-3625
Spring Street

WiMiamstown. Matt.

Op*n Thun. 'TH liSO PM

SHOE
SALE

III

MEN AND WOMEN'S
ANNUAL CLEARANCE

Special!! 4

All Men's Sweaters $10.95

Men's Shirts - 25% Off

Bill Gates shaped my experiettce

through the lens of his gentle com-
passion. He clarified issues for me by
allowing me to examine ideas in the

presence of his wisdom. I looked

forward to seeing him for the selfish

reason that I would be wiser for

having talked with him. He taught us
all by sharing himself. I rememl)er
him reaching for a word and, failing to

capture it, asking if someone would
supply it so he could continue. The
word was provided and I felt a part of

what he said just as I feel that he was
a part of so many things that I have
said. We will all miss being taught by
him to be better than we are.

Neil R. Grabois
Professor of Mathematics and

.Dean of the Faculty

Bill Gates had a joie de vivre which

endeared him to his students. In many
of his classes his spontaneity was
almost infectious. His enthusiasms

and downright goodness have greatly

influenced my perceptions of

education and of its role in my life.

BillGreiter'76

Bill Gates was one of those rare

individuals without a selfish bone in

his body. He loved Williams, his

students, and the young faculty in

particular. When he took a position, no

one ever had to ask what was in it for

him; such thoughtS%imply didn't exist

for him, and we all came to know it.

My close friendship with him over

nearly two decades has been the

rarest of privileges.

J. A. Kershaw
Herbert H. Lehman

Professor of Economics

Bill Gates was a remarkably ef-

ficient and fair-minded Chairman of

the Committee on Educational Policy.

By always doing three times as much
as anybody else; he was able to elicit

great quantities of work from
everyone on the Committee.
Throughout the long, often tedious,

hours of discussion and drafting of

docuj;nents, his cheerfulness and
. dedication kefit us going. He will be
" long remembered as one of the

'educational statesmen of the College.

Daniel O'Connor
Professor of Philosophy

I was impressed by his fantastic

energy, an energy that helped the rest

of us move toward consensus.

With the pressure of day to day
teaching, it's often difficult to move
toward a vision that sees t>eyond. -1

In committee work it's often easy to

get tired and throw up your hands, but
Professor Gates was able to maintain
his patience and energy amidst
conflicting opinion.

He was not so much a visionary and
'

reformer as someone who helped us '

all to see straight

DonGirrord
Professor of English

Member of the CEP with Gales

C^
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AAangione opens January Jazz
The Fourth Annual Williams

College Jazz Festival opened last

night with the Chuck Mangione
Quartet. Mangione, who plays
fluglehom and electric piano, has
composed and recorded a number of

popular woriu that combine jazz

quartet and philharmonic orchestra.

The Rochester-based group, which
has played together a number of

years, includes Al Johnson on electric

bass, Joe LaBarbera on drums, and
Gerry Niewood on sax.

The Thursday night concert series

excitement will continue with Dizzy

Gillespie's performance January 15.

Gillespie, older and more well-known

than Mangione, is one of the "prime

founders of modem jazz," according

to Tom Piazza, a member of the All

College Entertainment Committee

(ACEC) . Gillespie has been especially

influential in increasing the role (rf the

trumpet in jazz. Piazza added.

The final concert wiU Uke place on

January 22 when Buddy Rich comes to

Williamstown with his big band. The

drummer who frequently appeared

Innovative Electro
former members of Chaikin's com-

pany.

It takes a certain amount of courage

to attempt a new version of a legend

already dealt with by the likes of

Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides

but, to quote Walter Kerr in the New
-¥orfc^ Times, "Robert^Montgomery's^

on TV and in night clubs, wiU be

backed by a 17 piece band.

Tickete for the Rich and Gillespie

concerts can be purchased a week

ahead of the concert dates in all major

Williams dining halls. Discoveries on

Spring Street, and Lilly's in North

Adams. The tickets sell for $3.50

general admission, and $2.50 for

Williams students. All the concerts

will be in Chapin Hall.

The All College Entertainment

Committee has scheduled only three

groups this month compared to four in

previous festivals. Tom Belden,

ACEC Chairman, explained that this

was because the committee had

"overextended" itself in the past; the

fourth concert of previous festivals

has not been well attended. According

tp Belden, the three groups of the '76

Festival are a well-chosen variety

that rate high in the "familiarity

Tactor." ^_

Shami Chaikin (I.) as Clytemnestra
and Tina Shepard as Electra who will

perform at the A.M.T. next Tuesday.

Cap and Bells, Inc. will sponsor a

single performance of the highly

acclaimed production of Electra,

written by Robert Montgomery and
directed by Joseph Chaikin on
Tuesday, Jan. 13, at 8:30 pm.
Montgomery, who is best known for

his play, Subject to Fits, premiered

his Electra in New York in June, 1974.

Joseph Chaikin has been widely

recognized as one of the major forces

of the American experimental theatre

and was a member of Julian Beck's

Living Theatre before founding his

own Open Theatre in 1964. The three

members of the Electra cast are all

text is powerful enough to Itanish our

memories of Aeschylus." Ellen

Blumenthal in yale-theatre wrote, "It

is the sort of script whose lines linger

in the memory long after the per-

formance." The Montgomery version

is a spare, intense, poetically

powerful streamlining of the Electra

story which aims at the very root w
the myth. The only characters are the

half-mad Electra, her brother

Orestes, and their adulterous mother

Clytemnestra, whom they must kill to

avenge their father's death. Writing

about the original production, Michael

Feingold of The Village Voice praised

Chaikin for his ability "to do without

the non-essential and come to the

absolute directly ... I comrhend it

as a most important event."

Bill Driscoll, president of Cap and
Bells, who saw the playas a "work-in-

progress", feels that, "It is a unique

opportunity for the Williams audience

to see a really extraordinary
collaboration of a great playwright

and a great director. I'm very excited

that we were able to bring it to the

campus." In addition, Capand Bells is

sponsoring a workshop given by the

cast at 2:30 p.m. on the day of per-

formance.
Tickets are available at the A.M.T.

box office at the price of $2.00 for

Williams students with I.D. and $3.50

for non-students. The box office phone
number is 458-3023.

Jazz duo to^ay
in Rathskellar
Tomorrow evening (Saturday, Jan.

10), the Williams Coffee House will

present an evening of jazz with Gary

Miller and George Aitken. Both Miller

and Aitken are Williams graduates

and they have been performing

continually in the Williamstown area.

Aitken, a classicially trained pianist,

has performed solo and wiUi bass

accompaniment in numerous night

clubs, including a summer per-

formance at the Country Restaurant

in Williamstown. Miller was the

drummer with several Williamstown

based groups, including Cradle, the

Williams Jazz Ensemble, and Jazmin.

All entertainment will be in the

Rathskellar, beginning at 9:00 p.m.

and running until midnight. Ad-

mission is free.

STEREO COMPONENTS
WHOLESALE PRICES

50 Top Brands

All Guaranteed

JIM NORTON 336 MILLS 2826

#
^^vU^MS BOO,

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

458-5717

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS

01267

DENNETT HOUSE
PRESENTS

WINNER 4ACMEilllYAWARDS
McuKMNO BEST SONG

mil CENIimFOX PRESEK1S

BUTCHCASSIDY and;
THE SUNDANCE Kid
m^

SUNDAY, JANUARY n
7:00; 9:15; 11:30

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM
Admission charge $1.00

FOR SALE

Pioneer CT 3131A Cassette Decl<;

Automatic Stop; Silde Controls;

Noise Filter; Excellent-condition—

only $125. Call Steve at 6241.

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 300 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458-8271

KING'S LIQUOR

STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

Plentyof All Types Beer

Spring Street Williamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458-5948

An Opportunity to Earn

BIG MONEY
AS Advertising Manager

for

The Williams Record
Qualifications: Ability to sell advertisements; willingness to give time and
effort to ttte |ob. Seniors are not eligible. ,-—

^

Ttie Pay: On Commission, Exact terms negotiable

Whom to Contact: Ron Adam (6716), George Sctiutzer (2985) or David Ross
(2974) as soon as possible

-

Deadline: 8:30 p.m., TuM. Jan. 13, 1976

Training: Will be provided.

Briefly noted
0«Mfe0^fB)Mr1l«MiejStrlC8, mu

fai jhi^^^^^^^^^n|l«tie^ fag tM ThoBBpM) Memo
^^^^^^^^TKhrti irtA IJ&.».

., i^^OMllMtirpil^kklwdMBAlt? •ndt p^n. J«lf Bridges pUil

_ iMilHiUl wHtarKte Oiodita himidr iliir autborfaM Or*y. He is ro

ioto mmg W«Mrn nima, iMWtvw, wim h* urrlvw innocent'

HottywMlmiiMtMi Sawrd^r, Juwnr lo.

Dm WlUtuM ntn Mdety if flfranaf two oonplito nbowings of t

BmOW' Mtghal Mjrttory TMrMd the RoUing SUnM 'Ql«un« Siielter.

Brorfmui AUditomn «t 7 ud • p.m.

At DarttnoUtti CoUtgt. Alfnd HHaluodt's Tht Blnb Will be shown
I

theFilmSociety inSpaid(UngAiMlitori(ua«t«:«, t:U 9,m.

All Ab»tttSv« (19B0) , • Bitt« Davis hvorite will l» at Moutit Holyokd

Gamble Auditorium. Also with Anne Boxtar. Marilyn Monroe and Geon

Saunden. S:00 |vm.

Saturday. Jsnnary \% ^ a
Victor HQl^ harpsichordist, will pafforin BacVs "French" Suites i^

Griffin Hall at e :00 p.m. R^aated Sunday, January 10.

WHliamsCotfee House preaanU an avmingot^Jaa^rtarCfaryMiller and

GeorgfrAit»tefr-ThfrRattttWhttr»«rt<B^^ mt
night—

"^ ~

Reefer Madness is presented by the Williams Film Society. A 1936

classic anti-marijuana film. Bronfman Auditorium at 13 midnight Free

admission.

Call Me Madam (1M2) with Ethel Mernum and Donald O'Connor.

Gamble Auditorium at Mount Holyoke Cdlege, 7:30 pm. "

Sunday, January 11

Leonard Bernstein at Harvard, a series of lectures will be televised at

2:00 p.m. fore consecutive Sundays. The lectures were delivered at Harvard

Univra^ity in 1973 when Bernstein was the Charles Eliot Norton Professor of

Poetry. The topic of the lecture will be Musical Phonology.

Upstairs, Downstairs, hosted by Alistair Cooke will be aired on Channel

2, PBS, at : 00 p. ro. This is the second in a series of 13 episodes. The theater

presentation won 3 Emmy Awards in IflTS for "best drantatic seriM," "best

actress," and "best director."

At the Nickleodeon, Robert Altman's Nashville at 8:00 p.m. The story of

a variety of aspiring Americans thrown together for a five day celebration

preceding the country western Grand Old Opry.

Music in the Round tonight
The third concert of the popular

Williams College Chamber Music

series, MUSIC IN THE ROUND,
will be offered on Friday evening,

January 9, at d:30 P.M. in the

Thompson Memorial Chapel on the

campus in WilUamstown, Mass.

The program opens with Deux
Choros for violin and cello by the

Brazilian composer, Heitor Villa-

Lobos (1887-1959) . Julius Hegyi, violin

and Douglas Moore, cello, will per-

form the work. It will be followed by
the Trio in D minor, op. 63 by Robert

Schumann played by the Williams

Trio: Julius Hegyi, violin, Douglas

Moore, cello, and Stephen Dankner,

piano. This was Schumann's first

piano trio, written in 1847, but the

individual spirit of Schumann's music
with the dreamy qualities of his

romanticism is evident throughout.

The third selection, Paul Hin-

demith's Octet, written in 1958, is

particularly interesting because of its

unusual instrumentation: clarinet,

bassoon and French horn with 5

strings. The combination of strings is

in itself unusual: one violin, two violas

(the reverse would be standard), one

cello antj one bass. The in-

strumentalists are: William Foss,

clarinet; Edward Gale, bassoon;

Peter Knott, horn; Julius Hegyi,

violin; Janet Rowe and Susan St.

Amour, violas; Douglas Moore, cello,

and David Cobb, Ikiss. All of them

occupy first chair positions in the

Albany Symphony Orchestra except

for Mr. Hegyi who is the conductor.

The program closes with its

featured work, a rare performance of

the beautiful Sonata in A Major for

Violin and Piano by Wolfgang

Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791). This

sonata was written during Mozart's

sojourn in Vienna, where most of the

works which make his name immortal

were composed during the last ten

years of his life, by which time he had

achieved the perfect synthesis of form

and content with textural and

emotional depth. The sonata will be

performed by Charlotte Hegyi, piano,

and Julius Hegyi, violin.

Admission to the concert is $2,

Williams students with I.D. card are

free as are other sponsored students

Join

The Williams Record

Wanted: Reporters, feature "" writers, sports writers,

reviewers, headline writers, artists, layout artists, copy

editors, political news coordinator.

The Pay: Personal satisfaction, experience in journalism, an

opportunity to meet campus personalities.
r

Meetings

Tuesday, January 13

8:30 p.m. - The Log

Hockey fans and ottters with evening obligations meet in the

Record office Tuesday or Wednesday night at 5: 00 p.m.

Staff memljers desiring to cftange their departments or in-

crease their contributions should attend the Log meeting.
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Student coursdxsurvey distributed
STUDENT from pagt I

response to," said Siegrist

"The reverse side (the fouis

ouestions requiring written answers) I"

are similar to the pink sheet of the

college quesUonnaire," he continued,

"but the pink sheet doean'fNjirect

Commencement >^
CALENDAR fr4m page 1

formally apiM-oved by the Board of

Trustees at its January meeting.

Several arguments entered into

discussion of the graduation date for

1977. Friday graduation was

originally suggested to shorten the lag

between the end of final examinations

and graduation exercises for seniors.

Concern was also expressed about

traffic tie-ups and airplane reser-

vation problems for the majority of

participants who would be leaving

Williamstown Sunday evening.

Those favoring the tj-aditional

Sunday commencement said they

feared that the Friday graduation

would force many parents and friends

to come only for graduation on

Friday, missing the Baccalaureate

Sermon which would be on Thursday.

students to parti^lar areas a's this
one does." \

In order to evaluate tjie viability of

the questionnaire, the editors had it

pretested in pecembeK^by six
students, shown to many othehi^and
reviewed by a number of faculty

members.
Theevaluationled to one change: in

"Question 13, which asks the students

tocomment upon what aspects of the
particular course enhanced or
detracted from it, the considerations

of "class "ft^mat" and "class size"

were added. "" ^

Because thV College Council
granted the guide only $1,000 of $1,800

requested, Siegrist said that the

number of issues the editors originally

planned to publish—one for each
student—may have to be halved. To
avoid that possibility, Siegrist said tije

editors hope to solicit advertising and
funds from college social units.

Siegrist, Moore, Paltorn
Vichyanond '76, and Lynn McConnell
'77 are the co-ordinating editors of the

guide. They have already recruited 40

volunteers to serve as departmental
editors. The departmental editors will

Hill on harpsichord

Griffin recital p/annecf
Griffin Hall Concerts will present

harpsichordist Victor Hill In his only

two solo recitals In the area this

season on Saturday and Sunday,

January 10 and 11, at 8:00 p.m.

The program Is a complete per-

formance of the six "French" Suites

of Johann Sebastian Bach. Although

the six Suites have much the same

sequence of dance movements, each

has its individual character. This

becomes partially apparent In a

complete performance.

The "French" Suites, written by

Bach as the Harpsichord Suites, were

intended for his students to play. This

does not, however, lessen the dif-

ficulty of performing the pieces In the

style of the 18th century.

All six Suites are rarely performed

m entirety. Yet each Suite, when
heard in the original context, can be

more fully appreciated. Hill's past

performances are evidence that he

believes in the merit of performing

the complete work. He compares this

to reading an anthology of poetry,

such as Shakespeare's Sonnets, rather

than selections. The "French" Suites

are ideal for this because they are

remarkably concise and Hill can

perform them without abridgement.

These works were chosen by Hill

because he believes that the

Williamstown audience is culturally

sophisticated and receptive. Hill said

that he can be more adventurous in a

college community, where he does not

face the biases that he would with a

New York audience.

The Log
Now Open

Tues., Wed., and Thurs.

Afternoons
4-6 p.m.

Featuring Hot Spiced Wine

Regular hours

Sun. - Sat. 8:30 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.

oversee the analysis of written
responses for each course In each
department.

Siegrist said he expects the guide
win be distributed at the end of April
during registration for fall courses.

Herlitz fo speak

at workshop
by Jane Adams

V "Self-Awareness and .Personal
Power" is the focus of a workshop for

women to be conducted after Jan. 12

by Barbara Herlitz, psychiatric social

worker. v ^ "

Herlitz led^ an introductory
discussion in November during a

program sponsored by the Williams
Women group. Co bcdlnators of

Williams Women for this event, Ginny
, Long and Valerie Andersen, noted the \
enthusiastic ^-^sponsfr of, the

November group, consisting of abput

35 women and five men. \
The Nbvember session dealt wlth^

sensitivity "exercises and the ex-

pression of feelings to partners.

"Barbara talked about personal
power—knowing what it is you want
and feeling able to tcv to get it,"

commented Long. HandTgames were
used to demonstrate initiaiive tactics

and their effect on others>x

Herlitz preferred limiting^ the

January workshop exclusively to

women. "Assertiveness is more of an
issue with feminist groups," said

Andersen. "It is not our intention to be

exclusive or to slight men but Barbara
wants to deal with feminist concerns

without the barrier of having men
there."

Ann Cohen '78 participated in a

similar program conducted by Ms.

Herlitz in North Adams. She said she

would recommend taking the

workshop but mentioned "a lot

depends on the chemistry of the

group. It's not something you can

guarantee or predict."

The twenty-hour workshop will

meet twice a week for 3 hour sessions.

The fee will be $60.00 a person.

Anyone interested should contact

Ginny Long (6359) or Valerie AfT
dersen (6677) before January 12.

..'.V4

LAVENDER.
PERl'N'NIAL.
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See Our Card SelM:tk>n

boutique

W WATER
STREET

opn every day

thuradays til 8:30

REMEMBER

TO ANDCOMPLETE

TURN IN

YOUR COURSE GUIDE

QUESTIONNAIRES

AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

Support Your Student Course Guidel

Coach Bob Odell

Odell is best

coach in East
Head football coach Bob Odell of

Williams has been named small

college coach of the year In the East

by the New York football writers.

Odell, who guided the Ephs to an

unbeaten season, was selected as the

recipient of the sixth annual Stan

Lomax-Irving Marsh Award.

Since coming to Williams in 1971,

Odell has logged an impressive record

of 34 wins, only 5 losses, and one tie.

Scott Perry, the Ephs' All-East and

All-New England cornerback, has

been selected to appear in tomorrow's

American Bowl In Tampa, Florida.

The contestirats squads of All-istars-

from the North and South against

each other, and will be carried by an

independent television network which

includes channel U.

,/

ART &
PRINTS

Tfc FRtMESHOP

''^f*'-'

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORSWINESBEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

iflvns
SALE

Denim Flare Leg Jeans—Reg. $13.50; Sale Price $9.95

Denim Flare

Leg Jeans Pre-washed—Reg. $15.25; Sale Price $11.70

White - Blue Levis Workshirts—Reg. $12.00; Sale Price $5.00

(100 pc cotton chambray)

Levi Denim Jackets—Reg. $17.50; Sale Price $12.25

WILLIAMS CO-OP
SPRING STREET

Open Thursday Nights

Come and see why everyone is trying to keep up with us

OCC offe rs

»

prog rom

s

DiSCOVE RIES from page 1

Chester Lasell '58, Public^Relations,

Carl'^^yoir & Associates; Terry Sch-

wadrony^ Reporter, Providence
Journal; ^nd Patricia Schwadron,
Public Relations Director of a

repertory theater.

The communications program is co-

sponsored by Nada "Samuels' Winter

Study course in journalism.

Wednesday night OCC sponsored a

demonstration interview atthe Log.

Little said a similar demonstration

attracted 150 students last year.

Monday and Tuesdayr urban and
rural planning will be the theme of a

career discoveries program. The six

participants will discuss Planning and
the Environment in a workshop
Monday. (For times and places, see

Job Jots) . . . That evening, the

participants will discuss their

projects and the education and ex-

perience required.

The participants include a land-

scape architect and an environmental

planner, a consultant in traffic and

transportation, the town planning

consultant for Williamstown, an ur-

ban planning and housing consultant,

the executive director of the Ben-

nington County Regional Commission

and the chairman, Department of

Landscape Architecture and Regional

Planning attlMass.

"With managerial jobs difficult to

obtain, there Is a renewed Interest

among students In starting their own
businesses," Little said In describing

the discovery program called En-

trepreneurship. Economics professor

Gordon Winston will moderate a panel

discussion on how to start your own
business on Jan. 19.

Participants include Hene Lang,

who runs the Big Picture In Cam-

bridge; David Paresky, a Williams

graduate who Is president of a travel

service; Richard Moore, who owns his

own real estate business; and Penny

Slrelach, Who runs Penny's Place In

Williamstown.

The final Career Discoveries

Program will be "From College to

Career" on January 29. Five mem-
bers of the class of '75 will discuss

their experiences in searching for jobs

and their reactions to their first half

year on the job.

Little said the same exact types of

programs will not be repeated next

year and urged persons from all four

classes to attend the programs which

interest them. She said students will

have opportunities to meet privately

with many of the participants and that

they may be able to get leads for full

time or summer jobs.

Project to unearth past
DID YOU KNOW Bill Pratt,

Mandy Crum, "Dummy" Maynard,

Abraham ("Abe the Bunter") Par-

sons, John Barney Wright or Alfred

Moon? If you have any information

about these characters from

Williamstown's past, the Center for

Environmental Studies would like to

hear from you and perhaps interview

you,

A group of students under the

guidance of Professors Henry Art and

Marcella Mazzarelll are undertaking

an oral history project on "Characters

in Williamstown's past" as part of

Winter Study. The oral history project

will attempt to collect the recollec-

tions of people who knew some of the

more colorful ^ast residents of

Williamstown. The students will also

be attempting to locate photographs,

newspaper clippings and other

materials about the characters.

Colonial Pizza
* The Best in America

\ .Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven (Irinders

.Spaghetti

M) .Spring .Slrccl - ^.SH-WKtO and 4.i8-80H

open tlaiK 9 a pi to 2 a ni

Urcaklasl liailySa m to 1 1 a m

Donuls, Coffee

We make our own pizza dough daily

STUDENTS WELCOME

I AM CURIOUS
(YELLOW)

Are You?
FOR SALE

Realistic QA-621 Four Channel
Stereo Amplifier; stereo and SQ
Matrix Quad Modes; 24 Watts
RMS; 20 to 25,000 Hz frequency
response; sold originally for $99
(only 5 months old) exc. cond. Now
only $60—call Steve at 6241.

R
LRk

I CO

ti-Vw

"Barnes and Noble will have a

buy-back of texts all next week"
enzis
Doujci Mac trau BB.
ILUUBTOVK lua. «•

Boston Bruins Hockey
SATURDAY, JANUARY 10

BUS LVS. 9:30 AM, RETURNS 8:30 PM

$13.00 /TICKET INCLUDES:

round-trip bus fare, unlimited beer, Bruins ticket

RESERVATIONS:
M42
6043

Marty Scanlon

Bill WIding
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Purple hockey nets tourney win
' '

. . 1 ii.-i.i. __J ...In.. virtnrv over Hriv CrOBS
byNickCrtotUno

The Williams hockey tea;n iwfe a

(oui^goal first period and the nearly

flawleas goaltending, of Ed Weiss to

a 6-2 victory over SL Anselm's in the

championship game of the Sixth

Annual Williams Invitational Hockey

Tournament last Saturday night in

Chapman Rink.

Weiss, a sophomore making his

second varsity start, stopped 37 Hawk
shots. With the help of his teammates,

who played much sharper defensively

than they had in the 5-3 semifinal win

over Holy Cross, the stocky, 5'-6"

goaltender blanked the visitors for the

final 50 minutes and 46 seconds.

St. Anselm's had taken a 2-1 lead at

9: 14 of the first period but it turned out

--to be short-4ived as the Ephmen,

delighting the 1,500 partisan spec-

tators, poured in three goals in six and

a half minutes to take a lead they

never relinquished

At 12:49, junior defenseman Rick

Zeller took a pass from senior forward

Ted Walsh and beat Hawk goalie Paul

Costine cleanly from about 15 feet out

on the right side.

Four minutes later, with a Hawk off

for tripping, frosh centerman Dan
Sullivan beat Costine from almost the

same spot for what proved to be the

game-winning goal. Walsh and senior

defenseman Peter Crocker got the

assists. For Sullivan, who scored

twice against Holy Cross, it was the

eighth goal in six games.

Walsh put the Ephs two-up with a

power play goal at 19:26, tipping in a

pass from the left point by Zeller.

Soph forward Bob Caruso had

gotten the Ephs on the board first,

scoring on an unassisted breakaway

at 4:22. Bill Penniman and Lou Micile

then took advantage of rare defensive

lapses by the Purple to vault the

Hawks into the lead less than ten

minutes into the game.

In the final forty minutes, the Eph

defensive wall remained firm against

the steady pressure of the fast-skating

HawkSf^who had come from j)ehind

late in the third period to score a 3-2

win over Colby in the semifinals.

Soph defenseman Jim Norton got

the Purple's fifth goal five minutes

into the second period, beating

Costine to the short side with a slap

shot from the left point. Soph forward

John Bessone closed out the scoring

with an empty net goal one minute

and 25 seconds before the fipal buzzer.

Sullivan and fellow freshman Seth

Johnson, with two ^Is apiece, were

the offensive heroes of the semifinal

We're Number 1 !

Jubilant Williams fans celebrating
RECORD poll for the 1975-76 season.

by Randy Sturges

At the close of each college football

season, the imaginations of stalwart

fans are stretched beyond the

breaking point in seeking endless

reasons wliy Alcorn U., Soho State or

whoever should be ranked number
one. At stake is the ultimate in college

football success, something more
important tiian Jerry Ford's skiing

prowess, Lebanon, or even Cher's

marital affairs. For a team to be in

the cherished No. 1 position in the

final Associated Press Poll is nothing

short of an athletic apotheosis.

Unfortunately, the criteria for

determining this national champion
are often reduced to an examination

of trivial offensive and defensive

statistics or who won wiiat conference

or which bowl game. However, for the

serious fan the only way to choose the

top team is through the careful

analysis of comparative scores—

a

decisive use of indirect wins. If "we
t»eat you" and "you beat them," it

follows that "we can beat them."

Nonetheless, this very simple and

standard procedure has this year

produced some startling results that

promise to rock the sports world to its

very foundations, namely Williams

College's claim" to the national crown.

In just 17 short steps a series of

indirect wins gives the Ephs a con-

vincing victory over the Oklahoma

Sooners, previously considered the

top team. In fact, this list can be

extended to give Williams a com-

parative win over every other team in

major college football, including the

1. Williams 22 Bowdoin 7

2. Bowdoin 19 Bates 6

3. Bates 25 C.W. Post 22

4. C.W. Post 21 AlC
5. AlC 33 Springfield H
6. Springfield 17 New Hampshire IJ

7. New Hampshire 35 Lehigh 21

8. Lehigh 38 Colgate 6

9. Colgate 16 Citadel

10. Citadel 13 Furman 9

11. Furman 30 Appalachian St. 23

12. Appalachian St. 19 Wake Forest 17

13 Wake Forest 30 No. Carolina St. 22

14. No. Carolina St. 15 Penn St. 14

15. Penn St. 7 Piff 6

16. Pitt 33 Kansas 19

17. Kansas 23 Oklahoma 3

the Ephs' No. 1 ranking in the final

(photo by Janson)

entire "Top Twenty" with the lone

exception of Arizona State. Alat)ama,

Ohio State, Michigan, Amherst (both

directly and indirectly through no less

than a dozen different routes), and
Nebraska all suffered indirect defeats

this season at the hands of the Eph-

men. It is significant that not one of

these teams (or any school in the

country, for that matter) can claim a

similar indirect win over Williams,

which went undefeated while

dominating its conference for the fifth

straight year.

It is in deference to these latest

revelations that the Ephs along with

Arizona State (the only other un-

defeated major power) have l)een

recognized as national champions in

the final Record poll of 1975-76.

Feeling, however, that Oklahoma
probably played a tougher schedule

than boUi Arizona State and Williams,

the Sooners were also granted a share

of the number one spot. Hounding out

the "Top Ten" were Alabama, Ohio

State, Texas, Michigan, UCLA, Penn
State and Nebraska.

The possibilities of a three-way

playoff between the Sooners, Arizona

State and Williams should be a sports

promoter's dream—encompassing
the Superdome, nationwide T.V.

coverage, etc. But the chances of this

playoff are slim at best, which focuses

attention on the growing criticism of

the N.C.A.A. for faihng to initiate such

a format.

In the meantime, it remains to be

seen whether or not Oklahoma or

Arizona State will face the challenge

and meet the Ephs anywhere between

Weston Field and Norman,
Oklahoma.

Final Record '
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fjew major proposed

CEP: drama okay
by Dave MacGregors.

The Committee on Educational

Policy (CEP) unanimously approved

a proposal to create a major in theater

last December. The proposal wiU be

presented to the faculty at lU

February meeting, according to CEP
Chairman WiUiam T. Fox.

The drama department would be

renamed the theater department.

The major would consist of five

required courses and six electives,

with participation in eight productions

also required.

The five mandatory courses would

be two introductory classes, acting,

theatrical design, and a senior

seminar. Of the six electives, two

would be in dramatic literature; two

in acting, directing, and design and

two in related disciplines, such as art,

music, or dramatic literature.

Members of the classics, English,

foreign language, art, and music

departments would teach the

dramatic literature, art, and music

electives.

Most of the theater courses in the

major are already offered by the

drama department. The required

design course and seminar and a

senior thesis-production course would

be added. No new faculty would be

needed.

According to the proposal, the

major intends "to provide structure

for a discipline which has
traditionally been the focus of

energetic and creative activity at

Williams College." "People would be

equipped to go on to iiraduate study,

but a pre-professional program isn't

our main objective," explained
Drama Department Chairman Jean-
Bernard Bucky.

Fox said that a theater major had
not been proposed before because the

drama department previously had
only two members. Fox also

speculated that the admission of

women, who might be interested in

theater, increased the need for a

major.

Area colleges already offering

theater majors include Amherst,
Middlebury, Mount Holyoke, Skid-

more, Trinity, and Wesleyan. The
number of students majoring in

theater varies from nine at Amherst
to sixty-two at Mount Holyoke. President Chandler speaking Sunday afternoon in Thompson Chapel at a

memorial service for Professor William B. Gates, Jr., '39 (photo by Read)

Howard blames iacuify

Students find grades late again
by Andrew Gerra

"You should have your grades
sitting in your mailbox when you get

back from Christmas Vacation,"
stated George Howard, College
Registrar.

Explaining why students don't

receive first semester grades until

mid-January, Howard blamed the

perennial delay on faculty members
who take weeks to turn in grades. As
of January 2, Howard pointed out, 22

instructors had not submitted 873

grades. On January 8, he told the

Record that he was still waiting for

three instructors to turn in 94 grades.

The final exam period ended
December 19.

Meal tax inflates board
by Nick Oris tiano

Williams students on full board
contracts will be charged an ad-

ditional $67 on their second semester
term bill to pay the Massachusetts
meal tax.

The meal tax, retroactive to the

first semester, represents a flat eight

per cent levy on the $900 a year board
bill.

The $67 change is $5 less than a full

eight per cent assessment l)ecause
until October 19, 1975, meals costing
less than $1 were not taxed. Breakfast
at Williams dining halls costs $.95.

College Business Manager Shane
Riorden said that a postcard ex-

plaining the $67 levy will accompany
Ihe second semester term bill.

The Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities of

Massachusetts (AICUM) is still

seeking an exemption from the tax for
college students. The interest group is

attempting to obtain a court in-

JuncUon to halt collection of the tax,

while simultaneously working
through the legislature for an
exemption.

Surveys trickle in
Students have turned in 10 per cent

of the course evaluation surveys
distributed Wednesday, according to

co-ordinating editor Rick Siegrist 'T7.
A« of Sunday, thirty students had
signed up to write evaluations for the
8uide, which wiU be distributed in
April.

Siegrist said that the four student
coordinators would visit dining halls
and adverUse to encourage shident
participation. "We would have liked
to have teen more people turn them in
Without ^r coaxing. Now we're going
jo start pushing people to get them

•^"day Is the deadline for turning in

completed surveys.

The guide editors need writers for

?0 cour«e8. Siegrist said he hopes
*ey can get one writer for each
course.

According to R. Cragin Lewis '41,

Director of Alumni Relations who

filled in at last week's AICUM
meeting for President Chandler, there

is little hope that the court injunction

will be obtained.

The main hope for an exemption for

college students, Lewis continued, is

through legislative action. An attempt

in the last legislature failed.

Originally a luxury tax, the meals

tax has t)een a Massachusetts statute

since 1941 Hospiusis and charities

were exempted, but not educational

institutions. With the state running a

deep budget deficit, however, the

Massachusetts General Legislature

voted to tax college students' meals on

Sept. 1, 1975.

Collection was delayed, however,

pending outcome of an injunction filed

last fall by Mt. Holyoke College,

Boston University and Holy Cross

College. These institutions sought to

postpone collection until February 1,

1976. In mid-October, Suffolk County

Judge James P. Lynch ruled against

such a delay.

Howard said that there is an "in-

formal two day rule" which requests

that an instructor have his or her

students' grades in the Registrar's

office two days after he or she has

given a final exam. But the rule, he

noted, is completely unenforceable,"

and the on average "I wait at least a

week" for grades. Once all the grades

are in, "1 can have them completely

processed in two days."

In addition to making students wait

for their grades, said Howard, faculty

procrastination holds up the January

proceedings of the Committee on

Academic Standing (CAS). Many
students, he explained, come back for

Winter Study and their futures at

Williams hinges on an unreported

grade. Howard continued, "some
students may be here for one half of

Winter Study only to find out once the

grade is known, that they must leave

for the rest of the year, or perhaps

completely withdraw from the

college. 1 don't see why we can't have

all the grades before Christmas, so

the CAS can review students and take

action before any one comes back in

January."

Faculty procrastination caused

several more problems, Howard
noted. "Seniors who need seventh

semester grades in Early January for

apphcations with January deadlines

are held up. If we have to make
transcripts for a senior with missing

grades they must be done manually,

which is very time consuming. And
various prizes are based on seventh

semester grades. The recipients of

those prizes can not be determitied

until all grades are in."

Howard called the slow grade
deliveries a "persistent dilemma".
"The same instructors offend each

year and, other than jawboning, there

is no pressure I can apply." He
described measures which registrars

from other schools have said they use.

Some schools hold up an instructor's

pay until he turns in the grades. This

tactic, said Howard, "is the most
effective."

In other institutions, after a certain

date, grades must be turned in to the

President's office. Other schools
reduce a department's travel ex-

penses for each late grade sheet. One
registrar jawbones at 2 AM. Another
submits a list of the offending in-

structors to someone in the ad-

ministration. One school has a policy

whereby "all missing grades are

immediately made an A and can only

be changed at the student's request,"

Howard chuckled.

Howard suggested how the problem
of late grades might be solved at

Williams. "Get some activist student

to hop on it," he said, and make the

faculty feel obligated to speed up
grade deliveries.

"The administration is not very

interested in this problem. If any
sanctions are to be imposed, the

Faculty would have to vote to impose

them on itself," Howard said.

"Perhaps the Faculty could pass a

mandatory 'five day rule.' Then I

could chase violators down and say,

'You held yourself toa five day limit.'"

17 students earn internships

Chuck Mangione hits th« notos.«f tht

Jazi Concert Thursday jMflht. Ap-
proximately MO poepl« «Htn«>ed the

first offering of the Jail Fostival, (Sm
story on pg. 3) (photo by Read)

The Mead Fund Committee recently

selected 17 students for the 1976

Summer Intern Program in govern-

ment. Chosen for the Program were:

James Altman '77, Thomas J. Balch

'77, Stephen A. Bernheim '77, Kevin D.

Cramer '77, Michael R. Eisenson '77,

Gregory J. Flemming '78, Peter B.

Hansbury '77, Charles E. Janson '77,

Patrice "A. Pilkonis '77, Beiyamin B.

Pollock, '77, David L. Preiss '77,

Steven Rothstein '78, George J.

SchuUer '77, Andrew B. Sisson '77, A.

Clayton Spencer '77, William E.

Spriggs '77, and Kenner Swain '77.

The program involves students in

non-paying jobs in the offices of-

congressmen. Federal agencies on

Capital Hill or in special Interest

organizations such as the Citizen

Action Group and Common Cause.

In addition t«fheir daily tasks, the

WilliamsMerns meet in seminars on

a we^iily or semi-weekly basis.

Speakers representing various

aspects of government work address

the studente. In the past, the list of

speakers has included Supreme Court

Justice WiUiam Rehnquist, Secretary

William Simon, and then Republican

House Majority Leader, Gerald Ford.

The program is sponsored through a

gift made to Williams in 1951 from the

Estate of George Mead. Mead
specified in his will that the gift "be

used to improve the quality of

leadership and service in all branches

of government." He added that the

program should be desigtied to

prepare students for "those fields of

politics and constitutional govern-

ment upon whichjnust rest the future

of this natioi}."''

Applications for intern positions

were reviewed by the Mead Fund
Committee which consists of Philip

Cantelon, assistant professor of

history, George Marcus, associate

professor of political science, and
Samuel Rosenberg, assistant

professor of economics. Selection is

based not only on academic standing

but also upon skill in verbal and

written expression, inventiveness,

and what Director of Financial Aid

Henry Flynt calls "initiative with

discretion," or the ability to suc-

cessfully promote oneself in the

course of one's work.

Service

held for

Bill Gates
by Jane Adams

-^ -man of wisdom and un-

derstanding has passed our way,"
commented the Rev. John D. Euaden,
college chaplain, at the January 11

memorial service for William B.
Gates, Jr., professor td eeqoomics
who died December 22.

Williams College president John W.
Chandler also spoke at the brief

service. Chandler eulogized Gates for

his critical leadership" and loyalty to

Williams, as well as the personal
graciousness and sensitivity that
placed him at ease anywhere from
India to Williamstown.

The final speaker Rev. J. Thomas
Leamon, pastor of the First
Congregational Church, was included

at Gates' request. Leamon said that in

expressing his outrage toward the

prolonged illness which was the cause
of Gate's death, he had told Gates,

"You should be here another 30

years." Gates had responded, "I've

accomplished a lot in a short time."

Leamon mentioned Gates' spirit of

patriotism—"His country was his

religion" and wholeheartedly sup-

ported Gates' own perception of his

death.

Leamon quoted Gates as saying,

"When I die Williamstown is going to

lose a great man."

Eusden closed the well-attended

service with a moment of silent

prayer after describing Gates as
"father, husband, teacher, and en-

courager to those who wished for new
things."

Music by Mozart, directed by
Kenneth Roberts, was performed as
the prelude for the memorial service

in keeping with the request of the

family. Deborah Beardsley, visiting

lecturer in music, performed as a

soprano soloist supplementing the

performance of the Williams
Chamber Singers.

Drinking age
remains 18

for present
A bill which would have raised the

drinking age in Massachusetts to 19 is

now dead, at least temporarily. The .^

Massachusetts House of Represen- ^
ta lives passed the bill last fall. The
Senate approved an amended version,

and then sent the amended bill back to

the House for concurrence.

The House failed to take action to

reconcile the two versions, and the bill

died automatically ,when the
legislature recessed on Jan. 6th.

A staff member of the Mass. House
Clerk's Office said that the strong
initial support for the bill suggests
that similar legislation will be
proposed this year. He qualified the

prediction by noting that efforts to

raise the drinking age have run into

increasing opposition.

The bill, if it had t>een passed, would
have made the consumption of l>eer

and other alcoholic beverages illegal

for about V4 of the Williams student
body. "Ttie bill would prove to be very
divisive to the college community,"
Gene Falk was quoted as saying in the
October 10 issue of the Record this

fall. Falk also noted that the loss c(

Frestunan patronage would hurt the ^
Log from a business standpoint.

The college would also face dif-

ficulties with enforcement of the bill

for any underage drinking on campus
would constitute a violatioa
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^ Your Turrv
students should take great care in filling out the course

evaluation questionnaires placed in their mailboxes last week.
Tlie student course guide, which will publish the results of the

questionnaire before registration for fall courses, is of great
potential value.

This questionnaire is an experiment. Whether it will have
any value as another aid in choosing courses is in large

measure dependent on the care and thoughtfulness of students

filling forms out. Although any response^elow 100 per cent is

statistically suspect, we believe that sixty to seventy per cent of

the questionnaires must be returned to give the results real

meaning. ^
Of far greater valueto users of the course guide will be the

responses to the discussion questions on the back of the

questionnaires. Thoughtful comments here will go a long way
toward establishing the credibility of the course guide in the

eyes of faculty and students.

Some forty students are directly involved in this effort to

substantially improve student knowledge about courses at

r^istration time. We commend their efforts and urge all

students to take the few minutes required to make this effort

worthwhile.

Flunking Professors
The procrastination and delay in filing grades is an em-

barrassing blemish on one of the most respected College
faculties in the country (See article, page 1). It is inexcusable
that, as late as January 2, 22 instructors had failed to file 873

grades.
While we find the informal two day rule too constraining, it

is hard to believe that a Williams professor cannot process his

grades in three weeks. Faculty members should be able to

enjoy the Christmas recess with their families and should have
the time to grade exams with deliberate and careful thought.
However, it is apparent that the delay in grading is less the
result of these factors and more the inability of faculty mem-
bers to do their homework on time.

Late grades result in needless delays for the Committee on
Academic Standing, prize committees and students filing ap-
plications dependent upon these grades, as well as uncertain
students in general. Postcards, widely used by students to get
grades early, cannot be used as official records and do not solve
the problems caused by delinquent professors.

There is no reason why grade reports should not be in

student mailboxes when students return to campus for Winter
Study. We believe stricter deadlines would be no burden to the
majority of the faculty which gets its grades in early. The
faculty should enact and strictly enforce reasonable deadlines
which will allow the registrar's office to mail grades on time.

Join

The Williams Record
Wanted: Reporters, feature writers, sports writers,

reviewers, headline writers, artists, layout artists, copy

editors, photographers, political news coordinator.

Meetings

Toniglit, January 13

X 8:30 p.m. • The Log
\
Hockey fans arfS others with evening obligations meet in the

Record office Tuesday or Wednesday night at 5: 00 p.m.

Staff'mfembers desiring to change their departments or in-

crease their contributions should attend the Log meeting.

..y
> !

Jimmy Carter

byWebbColllngsand
Andy Culbert

Hey, you wanna set'Jimmy Carter

in Pittsfieldf" said one Ephman to

another.

Jimmy Carter, huh? Isn't he that

southern, redneck who gave out ax-

handlei and rode his bicycle back-

wards f"

"No. That was Lester Maddox."

Well, who's this Jimmy Carter,

then?

"A peanut farmer!"

"A what?"

"And a nuclear engineer."

"So . . . There are lots of nuke

s'clentisTs whb^row peanuts, I guess;

and they aren't President are they?

What's this Jimmy Carter done in

politics?"

".
. . He began as a school board

member, be,came a state senator, and

was Governor of Georgia. Did a good

job too^made the cover of Time

magazine, anyway."

"You mean he's never served in

Washington?"
"Hell, no!"

"Hey, that's alright. Maybe I'll go.

It's too cold to go skiing anyway."

On January 9, Democratic
Presidential Candidate Jimmy Carter

held an open press conference at the

Colonial Hilton in Pittsfield. He spoke

before a crowd of 150, including 25

Williams students. After a quick, soft-

spoken biographical summary, he

outlined his campaign strategy.

Carter confidently projected that

victories in the early caucus states of

Iowa, Mississippi, Oklahoma, and
South Carolina coupled with strong

showings in New Hampshire, Ver-

mont, Massachusetts, and a victory

over Wallace in Florida will establish

him as the front-running Democrat.
In his opening remarks, Carter

delineated two key issues in the 1976

Presidential race: Can our system of

government, as we know it, continue

to exist or will it be strangled by the

bureaucracy? Can the government be

"decent", "fair", "idealistic",

"compassionate" and "in-

spirational"? Carter proudly stated

that the government can indeed be

"competent", and "manageable".
Jimmy Carter then welcomed
questions from both the press and the

public.

Governor Carter, what is your
position on economic planning at the

federal level?

The candidate explained the three-

point economic program he im-

plemented during a single term as
Governor of Georgia. The first phase
was an extensive restructuring of the

executive branch of the state
government eliminating 278 of the
state's 300 agencies—a streamlining
that resulted in a 50 per cent savings
in administrative costs. In the second
phase. Carter initiated a pioneering
zero-based budgeting system
requiring annual justification for all

programs, both new and old, and a
priority ranking of programs by
department heads. The result: the
state treasury moved from a 50
million dollar deficit to a 116 million
dollar surplus in four years. The third

FOR SALE
Realistic QA-621 Four Channel
Stereo Amplifier; stereo and SQ
AAatrIx Quad Modes; 24 Watts
RMS; 20 to 25,000 Hz frequency
response; sold originally for $99
(only S months old) exc. cond. Now
only $«0—call Steve at 6241.

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

phase, "Goals for Georgia," featured

citizen involvement in the setting of

long-range goals. The program

established specific, targets in every

area of government involvement, and

"

put an end to drifting, directionless

government moving onjy from crisis

to crisis. Carter stated that he will

implement these same reforms on the

national level.

Mr. Carter, what is your atancejan

the amnesty question? ^-''

The ex-governor explained that the

issue is a tough one for him because of

his 10 year stint in the Navy and his

son's servjce in VletNam. He does not

condoiie draft evasion, he continued,

but the young exiles have been

punished enough. As President,

Carter will issue a blanket pardon for

draft evader^.

Mr. Carter, when the band plays

"Hail to the Chief" next January, how

will you deal with the aura of im-

perialism that surrounds the

Presidency?

Carter admitted that he is not sure

what his reaction will be while the

band is playing^ but that on the first

day of his Presidency, he will issue an

Executive Order which will open up
now secret government proceedings

to the public. He will press for the

enactment of a comprehensive
Sunshine Law concerning legislative

sessions, schedule at least 25 press

conferences each year, and make his

cabinet members available for public

questioning.

Some of Carter's major issues a^<J^

policy suggestions were not covered in

the Pittsfield press conference. Carter

has been a strong supporter of civil

rights. "The best thing that ever

happened to the South was the Civil

Rights Act and related court

decisions. I have always supported

and believed in an integrated society,

even when it was unpopular to do so."

Two of Carter's active supporters are

civil rights leaders Andrew Young
and Julian Bond. On unemployment,
Carter favors federal programs to

provide jobs for those who are able to

work. "There are millions of jobs

crying out to be filled, such as the

installation and manufacture of solar

units, the repair of our railroads,

improvement of environmental
quality and recreational op-
portunities, adequate health care for

all our citizens, and mass trans-

portation." On the environment.
Carter has said, "We cannot com-
promise the commitment of our
federal government to play a
significant role in the preservation of

natural areas and resources."

Jimmy Carter, former governor o<
Georgia and Democratic presidential
candidate, speaking at a press con
Terence in Pittsfield last week und«r
the watchful eyes of the Secret Ser.
viceman. (photo by Janson)

Corrections
William B. Gates Jr. graduated

from Williams in 1939; he died at

the age of 58. He was not a memt)er

of the class of 1958 as our article

and photo indicated last week.

Francis H. Dewey III was to the

far right in the page 1 Winter Study

photograph last week. Harold P.

Goodbody '27 was second from

right.

The good neighbor, friend tribute

to Bill Gates was written by botti

Edward and Jane Goodman,
Gates' neighbors on Sabin Drive.

FOR SALE

Pioneer CT 3131A Cassette Decl<,

^Automatic Stop; Slide Controls;

Filter; Excellent condition—

onT>2A125. Call Steve at 6241.
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7i< ynxnt: shop

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10; 00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10;00a.m.to 3 00 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458-8271

#
^
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Chuck AAangione jazz quartet excels at Chapin
by Peter Peyter

Chuck Manglone la at a turning

Mint in hl8 career. His record com-

?:„y hype and a busy touring

Schedule have put him in great

^jSf wtlBts who "make It" (aa It

aopears Mangione is about to) are

eventuaUy faced with the necessity of

choosing between popularity and

artisUc integrity. Although the two

are not mutually exclusive they do not

mix weU. It is with a sense of ap-

prehension over the outcome of this

dilemma that one approaches a

concert by a performer in Mangione's

position.

This feeling was alleviated very

shortly after the Chuck Mangione

Quartet took the stage. The first

selection, "E Chano," was a showcase

for the talents of the individuals in the

band. All but the bass had good solo

exposure to warm things up for the

two one-hour sets. The most pleasant

surprise of the evening was the per-

formance of wind-percussion man
Gerry Niewood. Niewood plays

soprano and tenor saxes, alto flute.

flute, piccolo and various ghourds and
pieces of wood. His versatility playing
in a whole range of musical situations

was outstanding. He led the band
through sensitive flowihg melodies or
tight swing with equal facility. His
solos resulted in extended ovations
which were richly deserved.

The backbone cf the Quartet is

supplied by bassist Chip Jackson and
drummer Joe LaBarbera. Jackson's
talents werefeatured on "Toreano", a
song from Mangione's latest album,
"Belivia". Jackson is a very smooth
bassist. He plays the higher range of

his instrument. His job is more geared
towards furnishing flow, rather than
"bottom", and this he does extremely
well. La Barbera has been described
by Mangione as a "sensitive"
drummer. He is unobtrusive while
being practically omnipresent This is

a tough combination c^ qualitie& that

has not been mastered by many
drummers of greater reknown (e.g.

Billy Cobham). La Barbera also

showed a talent for melodic drum-
ming, using his brushes to evoke
different tones from the skins. This

Briefly noted
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was especially evident on his ex-
tended solo during "March of the
Wind Up Toys" which climaxed the
first set. \

It is a credit to Mangione that he has
selected such a fine group of

musicians to play with. It takes a
certain amount of courage for the

front man of a group to play with
someone who is capable of outplaying

him, as Niewood is. Mangione is

satisfied to write songs that exploit

the talents of his partners. He gives

each ample solo time yet manages to

keep the audience comfortable by
keeping phrases short, so that the

melody is^never lost to the listener.

The latin influence in Mangione's
songs keeps things moving. The result

in music that is pleasant to listen to

and achieves a favorable mix between
structure and freedom of the in-

dividual to explore within the

framework of the song. Mangione
does not challenge his audience. His

playing is smooth and he uses the

flugelhorn well, not straining for high

notes that sound tinny on that in-

strument. His main forte on the horn
is speed and the melodic integrity he

maintains during his solos.

The major concession to hype that

Mangione made was in song selection.

He played virtually all of his two most
recent A&M albums without the

touching any of the material on the

several albums he has done
previously for the Mercury label.

Obviously a performer must sell

albums to make a living so Mangione
can be forgiven a tendency to offer a

discography before each song.

In the final analysis the Thursday
night concert comes down as a land-

mark for the Williams Jazz Festival.

The ACEC should be commended for

catching Mangione at such a crucial

time in his career. He may well be

unaffordable by next year. The
performance was enthusiastically

received by an audience of 800. So

much so that they elicited an encore,

an occurrence which ACEC co-

chairman Tom Belden remarked has

become "a Williams tradition."

For $2.50 there was no better

bargain around, it was surprising to

see 200 empty seats in Chapin.

Hopefully this problem will be

conquered by the appearance of Dizzy

Gillespie this Thursday. As Chuck

Mangione himself said: "Don't Miss

Dizzy!"
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Your Turn
students should take great care in filling out the course

evaluation questionnaires placed in their mailboxes last week.
The student course guide, which will publish the results of the

questionnaire before registration for fall courses, is of great
potential value.

This questionnaire is an experiment. Whether it will have
any value as another aid in choosing courses is in large

measure dependent on the care and thoughtfulness of students
filling forms out. Although any response below 100 per cent is

statistically suspect, we believe that sixty to seventy per cent of

the questionnaires must be returned to give the results real

meaning.
Of far greater value to users of the course guide will be the

responses to the discussion questions on the back of the
questionnaires. Thoughtful comments here will go a long way
toward establishing the credibility of the course guide in the
eyes of faculty and students.

Some forty students are directly involved in this effort to

substantially improve student knowledge about courses at

registration time. We commend their efforts and urge all

students to take the few minutes required to make this effort

worthwhile.

Flunking Professors
The procrastination and delay in filing grades is an em-

barrassing blemish on one of the most respected College
faculties in the country (See article, page 1). It is inexcusable
that, as late as January 2, 22 instructors had failed to file 873
grades.

While we find the informal two day rule too constraining, it

is hard to believe that a Williams professor cannot process his
grades in three weeks. Faculty members should be able to

enjoy the Christmas recess with their families and should have
the time to grade exams with deliberate and careful thought.
However, it is apparent that the delay in grading is less the
result of these factors and more the inability of faculty mem-
bers to do their homework on time.

Late grades result in needless delays for the Committee on
Academic Standing, prize committees and students filing ap-
plications dependent upon these grades, as well as uncertain
students in general. Postcards, widely used by students to get
grades early, cannot be used as official records and do not solve
Sie problems caused by delinquent professors.

There is no reason why grade reports should not be in

student mailboxes when students return to campus for Winter
Study. We believe stricter deadlines would be no burden to the
majority of the faculty which gets its grades in early. The
faculty should enact and strictly enforce reasonable deadlines
which will allow the registrar's office to mail grades on time.

Join

The Williams Record
Wanted: Reporters, feature writers, sports writers,

reviewers, headline writers, artists, layout artists, copy

editors, photographers, political news coordinator.

Meetings

Tonight, January 13

8:30 p.m. - TheTog

Hockey fans and others with evening obligations meet in the

Record office Tuesday or Wednesday night at 5: 00 p.m.

Staff members desiring to change their departments or in-

crease their contributions should attend the Log meeting.

Jimmy Carter

by Webb Cullings and

Andy Culbert

Hey, you wanna see Jimmy Carter

in Pittsfield?" said one Ephman to

another.

Jimmy Carter, huh? Isn't he that

southern redneck who gave out ax-

handles and rode his bicycle back-

wards/"
"No. Thai was Lester Maddox."

Well, who's this Jimmy Carter,

then?

"A peanut farmer!"

"A what?"

"And a nuclear engineer."

"So ... There are lots of nuke

scientists who grow peanuts, I guess,

and they aren't President are they?

What's this Jimmy Carter done in

politics ?"

"... He began as a school board

member, became a state senator, and

was Governor of Georgia. Did a good

job loo — made the cover of Time

magazine, anyway."

"Yt>u mean he's never served in

Washington ?"

"Hell, no!"

"Hey. that's alright. Maybe I'll go.

It's too cold to go skiing anyicay."

On January 9, Democratic
Presidential Candidate Jimmy Carter

held an open press conference at the

Colonial Hilton in Pittsfield. He spoke

before a crowd of 150, including 25

Williams students. After a quick, soft-

spoken biographical summary, he

outlined his campaign strategy.

Carter confidently projected . that

victories in the early caucus states of

Iowa, Mississippi, Oklahoma, and
South Carolina coupled with strong

showings in New Hampshire, Ver-

mont, Massachusetts, and a victory

over Wallace rn^Florida will establish

him as the front-running Democrat.
In his opening remarks, Carter

delineated two key issues in the 1976

Presidential race: Can our system of

governmentSas we know it, continue

to exist or will it be strangled by the

bureaucracy? Can the government he

"decent", "fair", "idealistic",

"compassionate" and "in-

spirational"? Carter proudly stated

that the government can indeed be

"competent", and "manageable".
Jimmy Carter then welcomed
questions from both the press and the

public.

Governor Carter, ichat is your

position on economic planning at the

federal level?

The candidate explained the three-

point economic program he im-

plemented during a single term as

Governor of Georgia. The first phase
was an extensive restructuring of the

executive branch of the stale
government eliminating 278 of the

state's 300 agencies—a streamlining
that resulted in a 50 per cent savings
in administrative costs. In the second
phase. Carter initiated a pioneering
zero-based budgeting system
requiring annual justification for all

programs, both new and old, and a
priority ranking of programs by
department heads. The result: the
slate treasury moved from a 50
million dollar deficit to a 116 million
dollar surplus in four years. The third

FOR SALE
Realistic QA-621 Four Channel
Stereo Amplifier; stereo and SQ
Matrix Quad Modes; 24 Watts
RAAS; 20 to 25,000 Hz frequency
response; sold originally for $99
(only 5 months old) exc. cond. Now
only $60—call Steve at 6241.

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

phase, "Goals for Georgia," featured

citizen involvement in the setting of

long-range goals. The program

established specific, targets in every

area of government involvement, and

put an end to drifting, directionless

government moving only from crisis

to crisis. Carter stated that he will

implement these same reforms on the

national level.

Mr. Carter, what is your stance on

the amnesty question?

The ex-governor explainedjhat^the

issue is a tough one forTiim because of

his 10 year stint in the Navy and his

son's service in Viet Nam. He does not

condone draft evasion, he continued,

but the young exiles have been

punished enough. As President,

Carter will issue a blanket pardon for

draft evaders.

Mr. Carter, when the band plays

"Hail to the Chief" ne.rt .January, how

will you deal with the aura of im-

perialism that surrounds the

I'rcsidency ?

Carter admitted that he is not sure

what his reaction will be while the

band is playing, but that on the first

day of his Presidency, he will issue an

Executive Order which will open up

now secret government proceedings

to the public. He will press for the

enactment of a comprehensive
Sunshine Law concerning legislative

sessions, schedule at least 25 press

conferences each year, and make his

cabinet members available for public

questioning.

Some of Carter's major issues and

policy suggestions were not covered in

the Pittsfield press conference. Carter

has been a strong supporter of civil

rights. "The best thing that ever

happened to the South was tlie Civil

Rights Act and related court

decisions. I have always supported

and believed in an integrated society,

even when it was unpopular to do so."

Two of Carter's active supporters are

civil rights leaders Andrew Young
and Julian Bond. On unemployment.
Carter favors federal programs to

provide jobs for those who are able to

work. "There are millions of jobs

crying out to be filled, such as the

installation and manufacture of solar

units, the repair of our railroads,

improvement of environmental
quality and recreational op-

portunities, adequate health care for

all our citizens, and mass trans-

portation." On the environment.
Carter has said, "We cannot com-
promise the commitment of our
federal government to play a

significant role in the preservation of

natural areas and resources."

Jimmy Carter, former governor ol
Georgia and Democratic presidential
candidate, speaking af a press con
ference in Piftsf"?W. lAStwesfc^jniijr
theWaTcliful eyes of the Secret Scr.
viceman. (photo by Janson)

Corrections
William B. Gates Jr. gradualed

from Williams in 1939; he died at

the age of 58. He was not a mtiiit)er

of the class of 1958 as our article

and photo indicated last wei'k

Francis H. Dewey 111 wa.s lo the

far right in the page 1 Winter Study

photograph last week. Harold P,

Goodbody '27 was second Irom

right.

The good neighbor, friend liibule

to Bill Gates was writte«,b\ biilh

Edward and Jane Goiidnian,

Gates' neighbors on Sabiii Drive,

FOR SALE
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Chuck AAangione jazz quartet excels at Chapin
by Peter Peyser

Chuck Mangione is at a turning

ooint in his career. His record com-

nany hype and a busy touring

schedule have put him in great

demand.

All artists who 'make it (as it

appears Mangione is about to) are

eventually faced with the necessity of

choosing between popularity and

artistic integrity. Although the two

are not mutually exclusive they do iloK

mix well. It is with a sense of ap-

prehension over the outcome of this

dilemma that one approaches a

concert by a performer in Mangione's

position.

This feeling was alleviated very

shortl y after the Chuck Mangione

Quartet took the stage. The first

selection, "E Chano," was a showcase

for the talents of the individuals in the

- band. Alliiut the bass had good solo

exposure to warm things up for the

two one-hour sets. The most pleasant

surprise of the evening was the per-

formance of wind-percussion man
Gerry Niewood. Niewood plays

soprano and tenor saxes, alto flute,

flute, piccolo and various ghourds and
pieces of wood. His versatility playing
in a whole range of musical situations

was outstanding. He led the band
through sensitive flowing melodies or
tight swing with equal facility. His
solos resulted in extended ovations*
which were richly deserved.

The backbone of the Quartet is

supplied by bassist Chip Jackson and
drummer Joe LaBarbera. Jackson's
talents were featured on "Toreano", a
song from Mangione's latest album,
"Belivia". Jackson is a very smooth
bassist. He plays the higher range of

his instrument. His job is more geared
towards furnishing flow, rather than
"bottom", and this he does extremely
well. La Barbera has been described
by Mangione as a "sensitive"
drummer. He is unobtrusive while

being practically omnipresent. This is

a tough combination of qualities that

has not been mastered by many
drummers of greater reknown (e.g.

Billy Cobham). La Barbera also

showed a talent for melodic drum-
ming, using his brushes to evoke
different tones from the skins. This

Briefly noted
Tuesday. Jumry 13

"The Other" (XVn), based on Thomas Tryon's novel and directed by

Robert MuIUgan will be shown by the Wlllianu Film Society at 7 and 9 p.m.

Also presented, at 11 p.m., will be "The Loved One" (1965) starring Robert

Morse.

"Electra," a play written by Robert M<mtgomery and directed by

Joseph Chaikin wiU be performed by the New York Universal Movement

Theatre. Sponsored by Cape and Bells, Inc. Adams Memorial Theatre, 8:30

p.m. Admission is $2 for students with I.D.'s.

Wednesday, January 14

"I Am Curious Yellow" (Swedish, 1967), the revolutionary film which

opened a new era of filmmaking will have three showings at 7, 9, and 11 p.m.

in Bronfman Auditorium,

At the Williams Coffeehouse will be a performance by Michael Cooney.

Cooney has been described as a one man folk festival and his concert will

include performances on banjo, guitar and concertina. Also performing will

be Marc Hoffman whose music features classical guitar pieces, ragtime,

blues and conteiliporary tunes. The RathskeUar, Baxter Hall. 9 p.m. to

midnight.

Thursday, January IS

Dizzy Gillespie and Quintet are giving the second concert in the ACEC's

January Jazz Festival. In Chapin Hall at 8 p.m. Admission for Williams

students is $2.50.

was especially evident on his ex-
tended solo during "March of the
Wind Up Toys" which climaxed the
first set.

It is a credit to Mangione that he has
selected such a fine group of

musicians to play with. It talies a

certain amount of courage for the

front man of a group to play with

someone who is capable of outplaying

him, as Niewood is. Mangione is

satisfied to write songs that exploit

the talents of his partners. He gives

each ample solo time yet manages to

keep the audience comfortable by
keeping phrases short so that the

melody is never lost to the listener.

The latin influence in Mangione's
songs keeps things moving. The result

in music that is pleasant to listen to

and achieves a favorable mix between
structure and freedom of the in-

dividual to explore within the

framework of the song. Mangione
does not challenge his audience. His

playing is smooth and he uses the

flugelhorn well, not straining for high

notes that sound tinny on that in-

strument. His main forte on the horn
is speed and the melodic integrity he

maintains during his solos.

The major concession to hype that

Mangione made was in song selection.

He played virtually all of his two most
recent A&M altsums without the

touching any of the material on the

several albums he has done
previously for the Mercury label.

Obviously a performer must sell

albums to make a living so Mangione
can be forgiven a tendency to offer'a

discography before each song.

In the final analysis the Thursday
night concert comes down as a land-

mark for the Williams Jazz Festival.

The ACEC should be commended for

catching Mangione at such a crucial

time in his career. He may well be

unaffordable by next year. The
performance was enthusiastically

received by an audience of 800. So

much so that they elicited an encore,

an occurrence which ACEC co-

chairman Tom Belden remarked has

become "a Williams tradition."

For $2.50 there was no better

bargain around, it was surprising to

see 200 empty seats in Chapin.

Hopefully this problem will be

conquered by the appearance of Dizzy

Gillespie this Thursday. As Chuck

Mangione himself said: "Don't Miss

Dizzy!"

Chuck Mangioneand Gerry Niewood In action last Thursday night. Chapin Hall
was not full, but the fans who were there enjoyed the show. (photo by Read)

WSP class fo perform dance
A new and unique form of dance

production will be presented to the

WiUiainstown community on Feb. 6, 7,

and 8. The production, sponsored by

the Williams College Dance Society

and the P.E. dance program, is en-

titled "Domenico Scarlatti. Your
Time Is My Time." It is conceived and

directed by dance instructor Joy Anne
Dewey with help from Professor

Kenfi'eth Roberts, Laurie Boyd, wife

of Gregory Boyd (Assistant Professor

of Drama and Assistant Director of

the A.M.T.),,.»community member
Maryanne Batlistone, and Dewey's

Winter Study class.

The dance is divided into twelve

main parts. Each is connected to the

others by the central theme of lime.

All different modes of dance will be

used to portray such scenes as

Daytime, Nighttime, Past, Present,

Future, and Daylight Savings Time,
Circus Time, Summertime, and many
others.

"Your Time is My Time" is to be

performed in both the upper and

ground levels of Lasell Gymnasium.
During the course of the performance,

the audience will be moved from place

to place, enabling them to view the

dancers from various perspectives.

This will provide a unique opportunity

unavailable in a regular theater

setting.

Each performance will seat 125

people. Tickets will go on sale

January 15 at the A.M.T. box. Tickets

are free for Williams students and
$2.50 for everyone else.

"THE OTHER'

ISTHESTORV
OF IDENTICAL

TWINS WHO
LEARN THE GAME
AND PLAY IT TO A

HORRIFYING AND
HARROWING AND
DEADLY DEGREE."

•rtllhf Mrrtliil I

AT7&9:30 PM
THE LOVED ONE 11 PM

DEATH NIGHTin Bronfman! Our first film, "THE OTHER" isa

Gothic horror story set In Connecticut, based on the best seller. Our

second feature, "THE LOVED ONE" is a biting and deadly satire

on the California Funeral Industry.

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction: THE THREE MUSKETEERS
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Will battle Springfield next

Hoop garners second win
by Andy O'Donnell

Coach Curt Tong's steadily im-

proving basketball team will attempt

to make it two victories in a row when
they entertain a powerful Springfield

quintet tomorrow night at 8:00 in the

Lasell gymnasium.
Friday night Mike Tanner led

Williams to its first home victory of

the season and its second win in its

last three games as he pumped in 28

points in an 84-62 triumph over a

oyoung Clark University five.

Tanner was the whole show of-

fensively for Williams in the early

going of the game as he connected for

18 first half points, including the first

five Williams hoops and 14 of the

team's first 18 points.

The 6'1" junior showed no signs of

the^nkleinjiiry which had hampered
his play in December as he riddled the

porous Clark zone with his patented

jump shots from around the foul line.

With Tanner hitting from the out-

side and senior co-captain Mark
Carter controlling the offensive

boards, Williams outscored the

Cougars 12-2 midway through the first

half and spurted in front for good, 22-

16.

The Ephs upped their lead to

twelve, 42-30, at the end of the half

thanks to strong work both un-

derneath and at the foul line by for-

wards Carter and Brad Wolk.

Carter, who was named to last

week's ECAC all-star team for his

performance in the Berkshire classic,

played an outstanding game at both

ends of the court and showed why he

is the key to this young team's suc-

cess. Offensively he connected for 18

points, while defensively he turned in

a strong job guarding Cougar captain

Bob Mosakowski, consistently boxing

out the 6'5" center and limiting him to

just three second half points.

Williams put the game out of reach

IseforethB Cougars had a chance to

work up a sweat with a two minute

explosion at the start of the second

half. Once again, Carter was in the

middle of things, connecting for five

straight points that upped the Eph
lead to seventeen.

Clark was able to cut the margin to

eleven several times, but in each

instance Williams responded with a

quick offensive spurt to quelch the

comeback.

The victory upped Williams' record

to a deceiving 2-5. Playing their best

game of the season, the sophomore

ladden Ephs once again showed

steady improvement on both offensive

and defense.

Offensively, the return of Tanner to

full speed adds the extra scoring

punch which the Eph attack has

lacked so far and reduces the scoring

burden from Mark Carter's shoulders.

Against Clark Williams also ran its

offensive patterns extremely well,

consistently finding the open man
underneath and taking the good

percentage shot.

On defense the Ephs were very

aggressive, forcing^Clark into taking
Richard Abrams (left) and Joe Kolb striding around the track in Williams
-victory in a 4-way meet Saturday (photo by Read)

Eph trackmen outpace competition

Purple hockey duels Hamilton
in overtime; final remains 2-2

by Nick Cristiano

Goaltender Ed Weiss once again

proved to be the hero when the

Williams hockey team skated to a 2-2

tie with Division II rival Hamilton
after 70 minutes of hockey in Chap-
man Rink on Saturday evening.

Weiss, putting on a Tretiak-like

performance for the capacity crowd,

made 36 saves while weathering eight

Continental power plays, including

one in the final tiiree minutes of

regulation time and one in the over-

time session.

Six of the saves came in a two-

minute sequence midway through the

third period when, with the score tied

2-2, Hamilton had a two-man ad-

vantage.

Hamilton goalie Shawn George was
equally proficient, also stopping 36

shots, as his teammates rallied from
1-0 and 2-1 deficits in the most exciting

and closely played game of the year at

Chapman.
The first period ended deadlocked

at 1-1. Senior centerman Dan Yeadon
put the Purple on the board first when
he took a pass from captain Ed
Spencer and slid a 20-foot backhander
under George at 10:14.

The visitors got it back just three

minutes later when George Gillmore

tipped the rebound of a Bob Bauer
slapshot under a falling Weiss.

Forechecking tenaciously in the

second period, the Ephmen kept the

Continentals bottled up in their own
end. The pressure paid off when, at

17:04, Ted Walsh tipped in a Spencer
slapshot.

With a Hamilton contingent
chanting "Let's go Blue," the Con-

tinentals tied it up for good four

minutes into the third period. Team
captain Don Armstrong broke Tom
Griffith free down the left side, and
the junior winger cleanly beat Weiss.

Each team had one good scoring

opportunity in the ten minute, sudden
death overtime session. Hamilton's

did not come on its power play (the

Ephs had too many men on the ice at

5:22) but almost a minute earlier,

when Weiss made a chest save on a 15-

foot wrist shot by Armstrong.

With 27 seconds remaining, Ted
Walsh poked in what appeared (o be
the game-winning goal on the rebound
of a Jim Norton stepper. But referee

William Sack asserted that goaltender

George had held the puck in his glove

long enough before losing control, and
the game ended deadlocked with little

argument from Williams.

The Ephmen, 4-3-1, host Norwich
this evening at 7:30 p.m.

by Frank Carr

The Williams indoor track team

kicked off the new year with victories

over three visitors last Saturday. The
Ephmen gathered 70 points in a

quadrangular ijieet, followed by

Westfield (56), Middlebury (13) and

Hamilton (6).

Williams jumped out to an early

lead by placing 1,2,3 in both weight

events. Larry Tanner won the 35 lb.

weight throw (48' 2V2") and Carmen
Palladino took third; in the shot put,

the two reversed positions. Freshman
Mark Tercek was the base for the

double sweep as he placed third in the

two events.

Captain Dave McLaughry
catapulted to a 13 ft. win in the pole

vault followed by freshman Greg
Collins. Collins also picked up a

second in the triple jump and a third

in the long jump.

Eph milers Don Wallace and Dan
Sullivan ran to second and fourth

place finishes, respectively.

Sophomore Terry O'Reilly was a close

second in the 600, while Ken Leinbach

and Dave Seeger went 2-3 after a hard

fought 1000 yd. run.

In the 60 yd. hurdles, the "purple

pair" pulled away from the field and

the finish saw Ron White edge Bob
Ashley for the victory.

The often overlooked two mile run

became the big event of the day due to

the incredible performance of

sophomore Joe Kolb. After about two
laps, Kolb was out in front by 20 yards
and continued to increase his lead

throughout the race. Although Kolb
had no one to pace him on the track,

the roaring cheers from the infield

pushed him to an impressive 9:26.8

victory.

Williams outdistanced Westfield in

the mile relay with Terry O'Reilly

turning in an excellent anclior leg.

Freshman Tom Schreck battled witli

a Westfield runner on the last leg of

the two mile relay, but was outkicked

on the final lap and the Ephs had to he

content with second place.

Next Saturday, the Ephmen head

eastward to Boston for a meet against

M.I.T. and Tufts. This contest will not

be as easy as the initial one, but the

return of co-captain Scott Perry from

the Sunshine State (and a sport called

football) should give the Ephs a good

shot at repeating last year's double

victory.

Eph natators drown Hamilton
by Dennis O'Shea

If the remaining three Winter Study

meets turn out to be as easy as last

Saturday's (which they won't), coach

Carl Samuelson's swimmers might as

well stay home and send their

managers out against Southern
Connecticut, Colgate and Bowdoin,

The natators expected a tough meet

I
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"

Dick Pregent displaying the graceful
form which helped Williams to victory
Saturday over the Hamilton Con-
tinentals, (photo by Janson)

An Opportunity to Earn

BIG MONEY
AS Advertising Manager

for

The Williams Record
Qualifications : Ability to sell advertisements; willingness to give time and
effort to the job. Seniors are not eligible.

The Pay: On Commission, Exact terms negotiable

Whom to Contact: Ron Adam (6716), George Schutzer (2985) or David Ross

(2974) as soon as possible

Deadline: 8:30 p.m., Tues. Jan. 13, 1976

Training: Will be provided.

from the traditionally strong
Hamilton squad who had dumped
them in the final relay two years

running. But, when all the churning

and splashing was done, the Ephs
found thgmselves on the long end of a

76-37 shellacking.

Things weren't really as simple as

the score would indicate: the meet
was punctuated by the super-close

races that have characterized
Williams-Hamilton encounters for the

past several years. In both the 50 yard
freestyle and the 200 butterfly, third

place was only one-tenth of a second
slower than the winning time. The
first, second and third place finishers

in the 100 tree were all timed at 51.0.

Hamilton Coach Eric MacDonald
tried to catch the Ephmen off guard
by withholding his best swimmers
from the opening relay and keeping
his distance nwn Bob Strehlow away
from Stuart Deans until the 500.

Though this meant conceding at least

12 early points, the Continental
mentor apparently hoped to make up
the deficit in the later individual

events.

The strategy began backfiring
almost immediately when Deans and
Jordan Lewis took first and third in

the 1000, and Bruce Barclay and Duff
Anderson both topped Strehlow in the

200 free. From there, the Ephmen
began rolling up first place finishes in

all but three events, and by the time
Deans touched out the Hamilton
distance ace in the 500, they needed
but two more points to clinch the
meet. They ended up with 23 more.
The Ephmen allowed Continental

victories only in those three tight

races, the 200 Fly, and the 50 and 100
Free. The latter two races demon-

strated just how much the Ephs will

miss the services of soph sprinter Phil

Wild, out, probably for the season,

with a knee injury.

Dick Pregent and Jeff Erickson
twice swept the lone Hamilton diver to

add 16 points to the Purple effort,

while Chris Clark and Paul vom Eigen
easily took the 200 breaststroke. John
Farmakis won the 200 individual

medley in a time faster than his best

last year, and senior captain Scott

Schumacker cruised to another 200

yard backstroke victory.

Scoreboard
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King room
dedicated

in Sawyer
President Chandler officiated last

night at the dedication of the Martin

Luther King memorial reserve room

in Sawyer Library.

It was the Administration's decision

to name the room after King, ac-

cording to Clarence Otis, '77, chair-

man of the BSU's political education

committee, but the room has been in

use since September without a formal

dedication. The BSU chose King's

birthday for the ceremony.

The program included an in-

terpretation of King's "I have a

dream " speech by Earl Childs '78.

Ralph Breedlove and Essence

provided music for the occasion,

Judith Harley contributing a solo. Otis

gave the closing ofemarks.

Mrs. Coretta King, wife of the late
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Town meeting held

Sophomore Earl Childs'
Dream" speech highligli.^u ,„,, .„y,,, ^
Reserve Reading Room of Sawyer Library,

..^ ^„.. ^, .,.„:, interpretation of Martin Luther King's
Dream speech highlighted last night's dedication of the K'

"I Had a

Ing Memorial
(photo by Read)

civil rights leader, sent the college a

portrait of her husband which will be

enlarged, framed, and placed in the

new room.

Scavenger hunt rewards scarcity
Due fo popular demand, Spencer-

Brooks House will again sponsor the

"All-College Invitational Scavenger

Hunt and Three-Dimensional Trivia

Contest" Sunday night from 7:30 p.m.

until midnight.

The format of the contest will

resemble last year's, according to

sources in Spencer House.
Registration will be from 7:30 to 8

pm. in the Spencer House living

room, and the-list of about 100 items

will be distributed to team captains at

8.

"Teams will have until midnight to

bring whatever they can legally get

their hands on to the judges," said one
former house officer, "Any actions

during the course of the contest that

lead to arrest will be severely frowned
upon by the judges."

Hems on the scavenger hunt list are

President Chandler In pajamas was a hot Item In last year's scavenger hunt,
but the cow was worth twice as many points. One wonders, where did the
hamburger come from?

worth a varying number of points,

depending on 'their scarcity. Some of

last year's items that proved difficult

to procure were a cow, a watermelon,

a WFL ticket stub, a vegematic, and

the "pocket fisherman." Some of the

easier objects included a freshman
warning, a copy of Candy, a stag film,

a VW bug, and President Chandler.

Entry will cost three dollars per

team. A keg of beer will be awarded to

the team that accumulates the most
points.

Pre-contest odds for this year's

scavenger hunt list "Ralph" —a team
composed primarily of last year's

Morgan Mid-West entry residents—as

the favorite. A strong effort is also

expected from the "House of Gee"
and "Purple Sutherland," which were
strong contenders in the previous

contest.

George "the Arab," however, picks

the team known as "Kamana Wana
Leia" as a surprise choice to take it all

this year.

Freshman teams are especially

urged to participate in this year's

scavenger hunt, according to Spencer-

Brooks social co-chairman David

Jacquez.

The first Williamstown Selectmen's
meeting of 1976 focused on town en-

vironmental issues. In the meeting
conducted Monday evening, the

Selectmen discussed required
recycling of all newspapers and
magazines, road-salting policy, and
the potentially harmful inflow of silt

into the College's Eph Pond.

The Selectmen also announced that

a committee would be formed to

oversee Williamstown's growth
policies.

Meeting in the Municipal Building,

the five Selectmen proposed the

banning of newspapers and
magazines from the town dump,
requiring that these be recycled. A
hearing on the issue will be conducted

February 9.

Town Manager Robert Janes said,

"1 think that taxpayers would support

a modest recycling program."
A debate arose over the town's

policy of using a minimum amount of

salt to melt ice on roads. A resident

claimed that this was "dangerous,"

complaining that a recent accident on

West Main Street had been caused by

too little salt and that, in general, too

little salt was used on hills.

Williams Geology Prof. John A.

MacFadyen and A'ssislanl Biology

Prof. Henry W. Art defended the low-

salt policy, which had been recom-

mended in a 1973 Center for En-
vironmental Studies report.

MacFadyen said that sand, rather

than a "malignant polluting agent,"

should be used on roads, and that the

state already dumps 10,000 tons of sail

on Berkshire County roads every

year.

If the state continued to use salt at

the present rate, he said, it would

constitute "a flagrant example of the

fouling of our nest."

It was eventually agreed that a

compromise could be reached without

submitting formal complaints.

'The selectmen also discussed

allocating funds for 700 feet of pipe in

order to stop an inflow of silt and sand

into Eph Pond. Currently the pond is

in danger and eventually will be filled

if the sill flow remains unchanged.

In other action, head Selectman

Herbert S. Gordon announced that he

would appoint a board to oversee and

control the future development of

Williamstown, in accordance with

legislation prepared by the

Massachusetts GeneralXourt.
He said that the College, as "one of

the largest landowners," should be
represented. The board will also

contain several ex-officio members
and five citizens.

Honor code
often enforced
The Honor Code Committee has

heard approximately fifteen cases

since September, 1974, according to a

statement issued by Jon Cole '76,

committee chairman. Cole said that

most issues brought before the

committee involved either copying or

plagiarism.

Specific offenses considered by the

committee during the past three

semesters have included copying
laboratory write-ups, duplication of

another student's take-home final

exam, and various forms of

plagiarism.

Incidents of plagiarism on a major
course paper, failure to acknowledge
lengthy quotations, plagiarism of an
entire term paper, and failure to

footnote a student's own previous

work were specific issues that came
before the committee.

Following consideration qf each
case, the Committee recommended
penalties to the Dean. No pre-

determined penalty was assigned to a

given offense.

The following types of penalties

have been recommended: four
directed grades of "E" on papers,

denial of credit for a course,

disciplinary probation for five

semesters, one semester suspension,

two letters of censure, and a verdict of

not guilty.

For reports by

various campus

organizations

see page 3

Aims and expectations differ greatly

Most consider Winter Study to be successful endeavor
liy Susan (iaill

Judging from the comments of a
number of Williams students and
faculty members, the "noble ex-

periment" of Winter Study is

generally considered a success. The
definition of "success", however,
varies greatly from person to person.

Professors often express the ex-

pectation that Winter Study will

provide students and facully with an
opportunity lo become involved in a
new or particularly interesting field of
study. They feel that such an ex-
perience allows for personal and
intellectual growth.
While recognizing the beneficial

aspects of a month's relaxation after
'all semester, professors tend to view
Winter Study as a time when un-
divided attention can be paid to one
subject, a time when a student can
explore a topic of interest without
sacrificing other grades. Faculty
members often cite the Pass-Fail
grading method as both effective in

reducing academic pressure and
conducive to student experimentation
^'Ih unfamiliar disciplines.

Though many students would agree
*ai this is a primary aim of Winter
^'"dy, it is not a view shared by all. A
transfer student said he perceived

students' attitudes as belonging to two

main schools of thought. One school

selects a WSP "on the basis of

maximizing its free time," while the

other chooses "on the basis of in-

terest."

Even among students choosing a

project on the basis of interest, the

course is not necessarily the focal

point of their January experience.

Student descriptions of Winter Study

often center around words such as

"relaxation", "socializing", and

"enjoyment." One student remarked

that it is "difficult to be self-

disciplined during Winter Study."

"I've definitely met a lot of new

people, tried out hiking, snowshoeing,

paddle tennis, squash, and seen

Williams in a completely different

perspective, " commented another

student.

George R. Goethals II, associate

professor of psychology, said a trend

toward offering less academic

courses has developed since the in-

ception of the Winter Study program.

According to Goethals, the Wggest

change in course offerings came in

January 1973. He attributed this

partly to student concern with in-

creased academic pressure at

Williams during the Fall of 1972

Goethals said that a course once

considered unusual, such as the boat-

building course offered one January,

is now the type of project that "has

come to define Winter Study."

Though he has accepted what he

feels is a more relaxed altitude on the

part of students, Goethals remarked

that students who choose a course

because it is a "gut" are often

disappointed in the quality of their

project. William C. Grant, Jr., Samuel

Fessenden Clarke, Professor of

Biology, commented that students in

the least structured courses often

have "a sense of unfulfillment" in

their work.

Their remarks are confirmed by the

comments of some students who

purposely chose courses with light

workloads. One student said, "My

class is disorganized and lacking

material to work with. '" On the other

hand, a student whochose a class with

a heavy workload said, "1 knew this

winter study would be relatively hard

but 1 also knew it would be interesting

and challenging and so far it has

measured up to my expectations."

Grant also said that students may

be somewhat spoiled by a Williams

Winter Study He added that they

see WINTER STUDY page 5
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^ No growth poncy a fact of life
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The nation's business boosters and

its environmentalists are locked in a

battle which may end in an un-

precedented surge of environmental

destruction. That destruction will

encompass New England if the

momentum for the relaxation of

environmental controls in the interest

of industrial growth continues. And it

is difficult to impress unemployed

by St«v«n Bosworth

construction workers with the

viability of environmental controls

which, combined with a sluggish

economy, redlice the rate of growth.

As I noted in the previous article,

state level environmental protection

agencies are being forc«^ to relent in

their quest for environment quality

One Woman's
Point of View

Homosexuality

Carole Tyler

Not too long ago, I had the shock of

my life. One of my friends had just

come back from a year in Paris and

was recounting some of his ex-

periences there. He laughingly

characterized it as a very sexually

liberated city, then seemed lost in

some memories for a moment.
Suddenly, he began telling me about

his first experience in the gay scene.

My mouth dropped. One of my best

friends was one of "those"! Not only

that, he didn't even seem to be in the

least embarrassed or ashamed about

it.

By the time he had finished

describing his first homosexual love

encounter, I had managed to regain

enough of my composure to be able to

listen to some of his story. But my
mind was busy with thoughts. I

remembered back to when he had told

me about his first heterosexual ex-

perience. It had seemed to be one with

much meaning, love and tenderness.

And he was describing this gay en-

counter with those very same words!

What's more, the warmth and af-

fection in his voice convinced me that

his gay experience had meant just as

much to him and had been just as

"beautiful" as his first, what I con-

sidered to be more natural, love af-

fair.

I couldn't believe it. I wanted to look

at him and see somebody other than

my long-time friend. I wanted to see a

skinny, short, simpering "fag", with

curly hair and painted fingernails.

Normal people like him just weren't

bisexual. Normal people did not feel

love and desire for someone of the

same sex, They were repulsed by the

very thought. They couldn't even

imagine it. But when 1 looked at my
friend, I saw the same person I had
always seen, a little more mature
perhaps, for having spent a year

abroad, but still a warm, loving and

lovable man.
That was my first, real con-

frontation with homosexuality. Oh, I

knew it existed, but somehow, it just

didn't seem as if it could happen to

people on my street, in my town, at

my college or especially amongst my
friends. There were no gays at

Williams, as far as I knew; they were

all in New York City, living their

subhuman lives and taking a perverse

pleasure in propositioning "normal,"

"good" people like me and my
friends. I am ashamed to admit that 1

could ever have thought this way. I

considered myself to be liberal and

understanding and I spoke as if I was.

But in actuality, it was necessary

for me to talk with a close friend who
just happened to be gay before I was
really liberal enough to appreciate his

point of view and what he has to put up

with from other people because he is

free enough to talk about his

bisexuality. And I still can't say I

really understand. I don't like to think

about what happens in a gay ex-

perience, both physically and
emotionally. It is still a little strange

for me to hear him say very casually

when we go into a bar that he feels

attracted to that girl over there and

the guy next to her also. Nor can I

imagine what two women could do

together. Lesbianism somehow seems

far more horrible than

homosexuality. Perhaps this is

because I am a woman; I don't know.

Socially, a gay person has to put up

with an awful lot from the rest of us.

We are far more annoyed if a gay tries

to pick us up than if a heterosexual

does. Is this because we feel

threatened? Again, I can't say. I do

think that we make it very difficult for

a gay person to go his or her way
untroubled. I can't imagine what hell

we would put a gay group through

here at Williams. I can only feel sorry

for any on campus who want some
acceptance and understanding. I don't

think there is much here.

Perhaps if we all were to discover

that one of our best friends was gay or

bisexual, as I did, we could appreciate

that other point of view a little better.

We will all have to confront it at some
point in our lives due to a growing gay
movement. I am glad that my friend

had enough confidence in me to know
that I could accept it. I only hope that

others will be able to accept it also,

because in a world growing and
changing as fast as ours, it is im-

perative to put aside differences in so

small a thing as preference in sexual

partners.
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maintenance.

The Connecticut Coastal Area

Management Program is confronted

with growth as a fact of life. Growth is

measured in terms of population

increase and the concomitant changes

in land use: the decline of marginal

agriculture, industrial plant ex-

pansion and relocation, growth of

supportive service establishments

and, of course, the ubiquitous

residential subdivision. Ac-

commodating such growth, however,

is only one possible approach out of

many. Advocates of zero economic

growth claim that future economic

expansion is simply not tenable in a

world of limited resources. And

growth itself is not equally

distributed, either. Economic factors

dictate that certain industries will

choose to locate in specific regions.

Some areas will prosper, others will

experience actual non-growth.

The town of Petaluma, California

was confronted with an astronomical

growth rate. Market forces, spurred

by the construction of a new freeway,

dictated that Petaluma would

blossom as a distant San Francisco

suburb. The residents of Petaluma,

alarmed as the galloping growth rate,

imposed a limit on the number of

building permits issued per year. The

town would only allow 500 units to be

built a year, while market forces, if

left unhindered, would have built 1500

or more. A federal district court

overturned the town's permit or-

dinance, upon the petition of con-

struction interests, on the grounds

that by limiting housing, Petaluma
was infringing on the constitutional

right of interstate travel of potential

residents. With somewhat more

deference to the legislative Intent of

the ordinance, the ninth Circuit Court

of Appeals reversed the district court

in August.

Petaluma attempted to fight the

inrushing hordes but New England

seems to be attempUng the opposite.

By making the climate for businesses

more favorable, the governors of the

New England states are attempting to

counteract the market forces which

are compelling manufacturing firms

to leave the region. Manufacturing

generally stands at a comparative

disadvantage in New England, due to

higher fuel and transportation costs

and heavy unionization of the labor

force: Witness the flight of the textile

industry to the South. The in-

ducements for films to remain must

be lower taxes and less rigorous en-

vil-onmental controls. But does it

make sense to fight this' trend,

especially if success in both main-

taining and attracting new industries

will only contribute to the further

degradation of the New England

environment?

Massachusetts, Connecticut and
Rhode Island are already among the

most densely populated states in the

nation. New England could possibly

achieve both economic and population

zero growth if active industry-

recruiting policies were discontinued

and a rational assessment of the

situation were substituted. Might it

not be in the national interest to en-

courage younger, more mobile
workers to emigrate to where the jobs

would naturally locate? The flight of

marginal industries would cause
considerable disrupti^, but it would

also allow for a necessary social

readjustment before the end of the

^ l«.
iv;i

century. But not growtlf policjej ,«
anathema to politicians because such
decisions wowld result in an exodus!!
voters. Further, such a thought!
baslcaUy un-American. As people i
plenty, we have not yet acknowledsrt
that our cornucopia cannot Z
forever. There is little likelihood

iha

no growth policies will be espoused
i

the near future by New Engla
politicians.

CrlUcs may also contend that the

poor would be harmed the most by no

growth. This would be true of „,

growth were attempted on a national

scale; but facing reality in New
England does not rule out growth

in

places where It would naturally
oc

cur—like in the San Francisco area

The poor originally migrated to the

mill towns of New England, Today

even with the most adamant over-

tures to businesses, the kinds of jobs

that the poor are qualified for, blue

collar and lower echelon service

positions, are simply not being

created In New England; another

migration may be the only answer

regardless of the governmental

policies pursued.

No growth Is often dismissed as an

elitist fantasy, because only those on

top could tolerate a static economy,

while those on the bottom would

agitate for an economic boom which

might catapault them into affluence

Some day, however, no growth may

be a simple fact of life; the American

standard of living will necessarily

decline as world resources diminish

and other nations clamor for their fair

share of the goodies of modern life

Perhaps New England will become a

noble experiment In the rigors of thai

future.

Nukes and nutrition

PIRG projects progress
Nutrition and the nuclear crisis are

the subject of two of MassPIRG's
several projects tor January
organized at its general meeting last

Wednesday. "Winter Study is often a

slack period for us," said Marty
Weinstock, president of MassPIRG's
Williams office, "primarily because

most state-wide projects are shelved

for January when other schools are

still closed or open only for exams."
Weinstock noted that several

projects were already in progress

with the newer projects probably

extending on into the spring term. The
nutrition group, led by Julie O'Leary
'78, will survey the kinds of nutritional

instruction offered to area children in

the public schools.

A second group will be preparing a

booklet for local circulation on the

nuclear power controversy. Intended

as a kind of primer, the "Nuke Cook-
book" will deal briefly with the

Admissions will

conduct open

meeting Tuesday
The Admissions Committee will

conduct an open meeting on Tuesday,
January 20, at 7:30 in Jesup Hall,

according to Prof. George E. Marcus,
committee member. The purpose of

the meeting, explained Marcus, will

be to discuss the composition of the

Williams student body and to consider

whether any significant groups are
presently not represented.

The meeting will open with remarks
by members of the Williams ad-

ministration, faculty, and students.

Open discussion of the issues will

follow, says Marcus, who will conduct
the meeting.

Director of Admissions Philip F,

Smith will comment on who can be a
Williams student. The character of

the present student body will be
discussed by Prof. David Park, J.

William Widing and Carole Tyler.

Prof. Edwina J. Blumberg, Michael
Knight, and Joy Silversteln will speak
on who ought to be Williams students.

central issues at stake in the drive for

an energy industry based on nuclear

power: hazards and attendant
regulations, waste disposal, in-

surance problems, and consumer cost

factors.

Job Jots
Career Discovery Program-

Entrepreneurshlp, "Starting Your

Own Business", panel discussion-

Monday, January 19, 7:30 p,m,,

Dodd House.

Coe Kerr, recruiter for Chemical

Bank, New York, will be in the OCC

on Wednesday, January 21 at 1

p.m. to discuss "careers in

banking." From 2-4 p.m., he will

participate in a job skills

workshop, open to all classes, but

of particular interest to seniors

who plan to take job interviews

starting in February.

PRESENTS
FRIDAY, JANUARY Uth
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Organizations assess past, look to the future
In keeping with our editorial

policy of keeping students in-

formed of the activities of

student organizations, we
solicited short general state-of-

the organization reports from

the heads of student
organizations. Clearly, not all

organizations are represented

below. Some organizations did

not respond to our requests for a

statement. However, an even

larger problem is that there is no
definitive list of student

organizations on campus. The
College does keep a list, but it is

woefully incomplete.

To organizations not con-

tacted, we apologize. We are

happy to offer the pages of the

RECORD for organizations not

represented here in the future.

We bplieve it is important for

the viability and justification of

student organizations that their

activities be publicized as much
as possible.

WCFM: WCFM has been no exception

to the recent trend to the rapid growth

of FM radio stations. More than in any

other time in our history, this past

year we have had to deal with the

problem of equating a relatively fuced

number of radio shows and a growing

number of prospective disc jockeys

and news reporters. Solving this

dilemma has required the in-

corporation of three major con-

siderations concerning WCFM's long-

range goals and services. (1). If the

time allotted per radio show (nor-

mally 2-3 hr.) were shortened, we
might accommodate more people,

and provide greater educational

opportunity and training. (2). Better

continuity and quality programming
might be achieved when talented

personnel are permitted sufficient

'air-time' for their shows. (3). We are

a public service educational radio

station, and we might better fulfill this

purpose and provide more practical

training by encouraging 'special'

public service and entertainment

radio shows of relatively short

duration.

With these considerations in mind,

we experimented with shorter shows,

enlarged our newsteam, and added
special shows to our weekly sched^ile.

More specifically, many shows are

now 2 or 2';4 hours long instead of

three, our newsteam concentrates on
more relevant local news in feature

reports and the Five O'clock Report,

and special shows (Consumer Corner,

Spotlight, Sports Extra, the en-

tertainment review, Hddgkins Hour)
have enriched our programming.

Williams .Action Coalition: The
Williams Action Coalition is a group of

students who share a belief that

prevailing political attitudes and
traditional institutional responses are

inadequate to the solution of our

society's contemporary problems.
Beyond this, there is no rigid con-

sensus or single set of attitudes

represented by WAC. Despite our
middle name, WAC's function is

primarily educational. Over the past
few years, WAC has been primarily
involved in bringing controversial

speakers and films to the Williams
campus.

This fall WAC sponsored showings
of Hearts and Minds, the award
winning documentary on American
involvement in Vietnam; and Salt of

ihc Karth, a film about unionization
which has long been essentially

banned in the United States. WAC
brought radical economist Paul
Sweezy to the campus in October. Mr.
Sweezy spoke on "The Crisis Of
American Capitalism" and "Com-
munist China Today" in addition to

conducting several economics classes
*iring his stay.

Plans for 1976 include showings of

Til Die in Madrid, Kubrick's Paths of

Cilory, and the Costa-Gavroe film
Stale of Siege (Mon., Jan. 19) which
•teals with CIA involvement in Latin
America. WAC will host a discussion
on 'Violence and Change" on
^esday, Jan. 20 and Sociologist and
^*tin American Scholar James
Petras will be speaking about Chile on
Feb, 26.

»~" »

All WAC meetings are announced in

the Register and are open to the
public. The only prerequisite for WAC
membership is an interest in

progressive politics and a desire to

communicate that interest.

Williams Coffee House: The major
accomplishment of the Williams
Coffee House during the first

semester was to provide regularly a
wide variety of live musical en-

tertainment. Ragtime and blues (Paul
Geremia, George Gritzbach), con-
temporary folk music (Jeanie Stahl
and Mason Daring), traditional Celtic

music (How To Change a Flat Tire),

and jazz (the Williams Jazz En-
semble, Endless Summer) were all

featured. Several Williams students

also performed. All the concerts were
well attended, demonstrating a
substantial student interest in this

form of entertainment-

During Winter Study and the second
semester, the Coffee House will

continue to offer weekly concerts

(Wednesday evenings during Winter
Study and Saturday evenings during

second semestei'). Future concerts

will attempt to provide an even
greater variety of entertainment.

The major disappointment during

first semester was the substantial-

budget cut which the Coffee House
received. Due to the College Council

decision to reduce Coffee House
funding, refreshments were not

served, publicity was substantially

reduced, and student performers

received no payment.

Currently, the Coffee House is

organizing its staff for next year.

Students interested in working for the

Coffee House should contact Tim
Lang (6175).

Student Course Guide: Student Course

Guide Editors Rick Siegrist and Steve

Moore report a successful completion

of two major steps toward the

publication of the Guide in April.

Circulation of the group's

questionnaire last week capped long

hours spent in formulating the

questions, pre-testing the device, and

printing and distributing the forms.

Operating within a budget reduced by

the College Council this Fall, Guide

editors economized greatly by un-

dertaking the 10,000 sheet printing

themselves, resurrecting an old

student affairs office printing

machine for the project at a savings of

200 dollars.

The Guide organization includes a

sUff of 40 department and program

editors, responsible for recruiting

student contributors. The editing staff

now complete, progress is being made
toward selection of the more than 200

evaluators who will synthesize the

back-sheet comments from returned

questionnaires for the Guide.

Since the reliability and usefulness

of the Guide depend on the number of

questionnaires returned, obtaining a

large student response will be the

crucial objective this January. A good

questionnaire and a talented and

eager staff can only be realized in a

comprehensive guide to Williams

courses through wide-spread com-

pletion of the questionnaire.

Photography Club: The Photography

Club, located in the basement of

Mears House has, throughout the fall,

been an active and expanding

organization. Our membership has

increased to its present size of 67. This

fall we offered a beginners course in

darkroom technique taught by a local

professional photographer, and

exhibited an extensive show of our

members work in the Dodd House

student gallery.

We are a self-sufficient organization

whose funds come exclusively from

membership dues and the slight

earnings from our organization store

which offers supplies at a 10 per cent

discount. Our budget for the first

semester approached $1300.

The modest profit afforded by self-

sufficiency is used to maintain and

improve the existing darkroom

facilities.

Throughout this Winter Study

period the club darkroom will be

extremely busy. The Workshop in

Black and White photography is using

Mears House exclusively, which

ensures 30 actively participating
members.
The primary motive behind the

Photography Club is to maintain an
informal, and working darkroom for

both the beginning and intermediate
photographer, one that offers ac-

cessible supplies, equipment, and
guidance.

Williams Pipe Band: After a two-year
struggle to establish it, the Williams
Pipe Band now exists on a fairly firm
basis. A presentation at Purple Key
night brought the band several fresh-

man members. As only one person in

the organization is an upperclassman,
the band is in good shape for the

future. The main goal of the group this

year, aside from the regular program
of instruction, was the initiation of a

Group-99 Winter Study Project in

piping. This has been achieved as

Special 19 "A Survey of Piping". It is

an intensive course in all aspects of

piping, concentrating on the various

forms of pipe music. It will be

followed by a band concert at the end
of January or in the late winter

months.

One of the major efforts of the group
Tiow will be to make the college

community more conscious of the

band and its cultural contribution to

Williams. Another concern is that

while the pipe section of the band is

healthy, the percussion section is in

need of more prospective drummers.
Recruitment efforts will have to be

intensified. Finally, the band, like all

other campus organizations, is in a

financial squeeze. With members
paying for their own instruments and

instruction, other items such as

uniforms seem, at least for the

moment, beyond the band's resour-

ces. Other sources of funding will

have to be found.

To sum up, the Williams Pipe Band
has achieved its most important goal:

to exist as a continuing organization.

Its greatest future challenge is to

develop and build from this beginning.

ADA: The Williams Americans for

Democratic Action, which is now

entering its second year of political

activity in the Williamstown area, is

looking forward to the 1976 year as one

of expansion and increasing in-

volvement. Projects currently un-

derway include an investigation of

possible violations of the state's

outdoor billboard regulations in this

area, and working with the

Democratic Town Committee on a bill

to make it easier for citizens to gain

access to their representatives' voting

records.

In its first year, the ADA undertook

several projects, with mixed success.

One of the most productive aspects of

the organization was the exchange of

political ideas within the group,

usually at the semi-weekly dinner

meetings. In more accurate areas, the

ADA undertook projects jointly with

the Williams Hunger Action Project in

lobbying for the Foreign Aid Bill, and

with the Civil Liberties Union of

Massachusetts on "dum-dum"
bullets.

ADA also had several failures. The

most severe problem the organization

faces is apathy on campus. Since its

primary function is lobbying, the ADA
can only be effective as long as ADA
members can encourage others to put

pressure on elected officials. The

chapter has also had problems

establishing an identity for itself.

Because the interests of the members

are so diverse, setting goals and

objectives has been unusually dif-

ficult. Many projects, such as reform

of marijuana laws and prison reform,

have lasted only a short time because

they were dependent on the impetus of

only one or two people.

The ADA in upcoming months will

be dealing more intensively with

several issues. In addition, the

chapter will be sponsoring several

speakers, including President

Eisenhower's Science Advisor and

state Representative Barney Frank,

and will be preparing for the ADA
National Convention in Washington.

Williams Women: Putting our heads

together for a "state of the

organization" report on Williams

Women was an energy-revitalizing

process for the three of us on the

executive committee. We
rediscovered our accomplishments so

far this year, and recognized the

problems that continue to face us.

In widening our concerns, The
Williams Women succeeded in ser-

ving the needs and Interests of a

greater cross-section of the college

community. Men, and women whom
we don't usually see at our bi-weekly

dinner meetings, involved themselves

In dessert-discussions on "the Total

Woman" and "self-awareness and

personal power". An eight week self-

defense course and a post-soccer

game barbecue also drew a diversity

of participants. Our co-sponsored

activities were successful In their

even more universal appeal: a heated

discussion followed Bill Baird's

presentation en abortion, and the

response to the Charles River Touring

Company women's production was
highly enthusiastic. Other people that

we have reached include fresh-

women's entries who were invited to

the Women's Center; faculty wives

invited to a Holiday Tea; and all the

anonymous readers of the Williams

Women newsletter and bulletin board.

We did not succeed in developing a

close community of women working

and talking together. Use of the

Women's Center in Park Hall was
minimal, as was input of ideas and

energy from other women. While we
hope that the existence of Williams

Women will encourage more
sisterhood in the coming semesters,

we primarily intend to continue to

consider a wide range of feminist

issues of interest to diverse groups in

the college community.

Hre-Law Society: The William Pre-

law Society was established in Sep-

tember 1974, with several objectives

in mind. We indeed felt the need to

have an organization wliich would

give those pursuing a law career, and

any even considering this option, a

chance to exchange ideas and to seek

information and cooperation in this

common interest. It is this "career-

oriented" motive which the College

Council found to be incongruous with

its funding criteria. However, the

society has had concerns whose

benefits are more general in nature.

The organization has actively sought

to offer this college community
programs and speakers in various

law-related fields. Society members
assist the Office of Career Counceling

in hosting the visiting law school

representatives and in sponsoring

their informational programs on law

schools and admissions.

Though the Society suffered the

setback of obtaining no C.C. funding

this year, we are still functioning.

Piecemeal financial backing has

allowed us to go ahead with at least

some of our original plans for this

year. We intend to bring Hon. Albert

M. Rosenblatt, a Dutchess County

(New York) judge to Williamstown.

As a judge, former District Attorney,

author, Ivy Leaguer, and ski expert,

Mr. Rosenblatt will be anxious to

speak on a number of topics ranging

from criminal and drug laws to the

advantages of a Williams education.

The Society will assist Career

Counseling in their Law Orientation

Program early this March, and we

will bring another speaker to campus

for Law Day. With activities like

these, we hope to prove our value to

Williams and our justification for

College Council funding. We, of

course, welcome new and interested

students to this organization.

Lehman Service Council: The Leh-

man Service Council is actually a

conglomerate of 10 service oriented

organizations which operate in the

general vicinity of Williamstown.

Probably our biggest problem is

satisfying the ideas of our volunteers.

Patience is a key word with those of us

who are "veterans" and newcomers
often look for visible results of their

work too early In the game and con-

sequently become frustrated. It

should be stressed that in programs

such as Berkshire Farm for Boys we
are not out to reform the world—only
to make life a little easier for others.

Transportation Is another headache

as some of our programs can best be

reached by car. Miss Smith of

Buildings and Grounds has been

extremely helpful as have those in-

dividual students who have made
their Individual automobiles available

to our volunteers.

The program has definitely grown
In the past Z'A years. Probably the

biggest changes are in the Berkshire

Farm for Boys and Sweetbrook
Nursing Home programs which have
Increased by at least 50 per cent in the

past l^/z years. Program supervisors

have reported a strong interest In new
recruits to meet people outside of

what one might call the "Williams

experience." The feedback from the

people we help has been extremely

praiseworthy. Despite all the

problems, the strongest two being

mentioned above, the Service Council

is doing extremely well.

For those students who are in-

terested, the Lehman Service Council

will hold its second semester
recruitment drive in early February.

Should anyone have any Ideas on a

service organization that could be of

help to the people of the Williamstown

area please feel free to contact any of

the above officers.

The Internationai Club: The In-

ternational Club, previously known as

Foreign Students' Association, has

thirty foreign students. In previous

years, the Foreign Students'

Association met once a month, and it

consisted exclusively of Foreign

students. The International Club is an
off shoot of the Foreign Students'

Association, and it is open to

American students and Faculty

members who are interested In

mutual exchange of ideas and In-

terests. The purpose of the club Is

mutual learning experience. Foreign

students feel that while they learn a

lot from Americans, they can also

teach and impart knowledge regar-

ding their own country and its culture

to interested members of faculty and

student body. This mutual exchange

of knowledge regarding foreign

countries and cultures are also sup-

plemented by American students who
have lived or travelled abroad.

During the fall semester of 1975, the

International Club met twice a month

on Mondays for dirmers and slide

shows in Baxter Hall. The slide

presentations given so far were on

Nepal, Bhutan, Sikkim, Europe and

Alaska. The slide presentations are

conducted by foreign as well as

American students.

In addition to dinners and slide

presentations, the Internationai Club

also sponsored or co-sponsored some
movies.

The highlight of the Foreign

Students' Association activities is the

International Dinner, an annual event

which takes place in February. The

Dinner is hosted for about 200 people-

faculty members and their families

and students. It is an excellent op-

portunity for the venerable gourmet

to sample exotic food prepared by

foreign and American students. In the

past there has been no admissions fee,

but anyone interested In attending the

dinner had to make a contribution of

food. This year, any student who Is

unable to prepare food but wants to

attend the dinner will be charged a

certain entrance fee.

The primary objective of the In-

ternational Club is mutual exchange

of knowledge regarding different

facets of the countries and cultures. It

is also an attempt to meet people and

make friends!

Williams Outing Club: As one of the

oldest and largest organizations on

campus, the Williams Outing Club has

developed programs to serve a wide

range of member and more general

student Interests. The activities In a

given year vary with the changing

composition of the membership and
the executive board. For example,

Reed Zars and his mountaineering

people have been particularly active

this year. Recently there has been a

new emphasis on Improving com-
munications In the Club to encourage
the development of Interest groups

within the Club and to facilitate less

formal and more spontaneous
member Initiated activities to corn-

see SUMMARI ES pafle 4
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Clark exhibits architecture
Currently on view at the much -

neglected - by - Williams - students

Clark Art Institute is a striking

exhibition of huge photographic

panels showing "New Architecture in

New England".

The exhibition begins with Le
Corbusier's (as in Art 101) only

The Boston City Hall, Government
Center, designed by Kallmann,
McKinnelland Knowles, is featured in

the current exhibition at the Clark Art
Institute in Williamstown, "New
Architecture in New England."

building in North America, The

Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts

(1963) at Harvard University.

Buildings constructed in New
England from that year through the

fall of 1974 are included in the survey,

which thus covers the most innovative

decades in the history of American

architecture. Many other architects

and their firms are included in this

show. ,^

The exhibition documents the ef-

forts of contemporary architects to

work within, modify, or rebel against

the all-pervasive aesthetic

, established in the early years of this

century by four highly influential

architects: Mies van der Rohe, Walter

Gropius, Le Corbusier, and Frank

Lloyd Wright. Fortunately, the

favorable economic conditions of the

1960's enabled many clients to com-

mission a number of unusual—and

important buildings. This in turn

allowed American architectural style

to develop with impressive freedom

and rapidity and to produce a striking

diversity among the buildings.

For both hard-core New Englanders

at Williams and outsiders alike, this

exhibition provides an excellent

State of Siege documents
AIDassossinction in Uruguay

state of Siege, a political film by
Costa-Gavras, will be shown here on
Monday, January 19th. Jointly

sponsored by Winter Study Project

and the Williams Action Coalition, it

will be screened twice: 4 p.m. at

Bronfman and 8 p.m. at Jesup
Auditorium.

The production team of the film is

well-known for previous efforts. Its

Franco-Hellenic director caused a

sensation in 1969 with Z—about the

1967 military coup in Greece—and
then in 1970 with The Confession—
about Stalinist repression in Eastern

Europe. Jorge Semprun, Costa's

scriptwriter, did the scenario for Z,

and also for Battle of Algiers, a film

about the anti-French war in Algeria.

Costa effectively combines thriller

techniques, using car chases,
suspense sequences, gunfights and
detective-type piecing together of

scattered evidence with factual

documentation and interpretation of

recent political events.

State of Siege is a case in point. With
names altered, it depicts the 1970

kidnapping and assassination of Dan
Mitrione, an American AID official,

by the Tupamaros, an Uruguayan
guerrilla group. The event elicited

moral outcries from the American
press, but one essential fact was
pohtely hushed— that, under AID
cover, Mitrione had been working as

an instructor in torture techniques for

the secret police in Santo Domingo,
Brazil, and Uruguay.
Costa slowly but chillingly uncovers

these facts, in an apt mixture of

political satire, quick thrills, and

gruesome exposure of the United

States' role in South America.

Stale of Siege has certain con-

temporary resonances, in view of the

recent assassination of a CIA agent in

Greece. And, in a rather disturbing

retrospective irony, it is worth
remarlting that the movie was filmed

in Allende's Chile—where, since the

1973 anti-AUende coup, a very real

state of siege has been in effect, and
where the streets and houses shown in

Costa's movie are now sites for the

repression, torture and murder.

During his residence at Williams College, dancer Ryland Jordan has been
teaching students involved in "Domenico Scarlatti, Your Time is My Time."
Jordan, who originally intended to terminate his residence this week, has been
enabled to remain at Williams to continue with the production.

Jordan teaches dance
Artist in residence, Ryland Jordan

'71, will be giving a lecture on the life

of a professional dancer Tuesday,

January 20 at 4:15 p.m. in Driscoll

Lounge. Jordan attended Williams as

an English major his freshman and
part of his sophomore year ('68-'70).

He then transferred as a dance major
to Bennington where he attended one

and one-half years. Finally, he

transferred to Juilliard where he

graduated in '72.

While at Williams, Jordan began

dancing in order to become involved

in theatrical productions. Upon
transferring to Bennington he realized

dancing, for him, "was not an

avocation but a vocation."

Jordan began dancing
professionally while ^ Juilliard.

There he danced with the Martha

Graham Dance Co., the Jose Limon
Dance Co., the Juilliard Un-

dergraduate Touring Co., the Con-
necticut College Repertory Co., and
the Kazuko Hirabyashi Dance
Theater He also began teaching at

Tanglewood.

After graduating from Juilliard,

Jordan went to Holland where he
taught at the City Music Conservatory
and Dance Academy of Arnheim.
Following Holland he joined the Jose
Limon Co. again in Europe with whom
he has been until December 1975.

During Winter Study Jordan is

teaching modern dance in the af-

ternoons. His students are mostly
those involved in the dance production

to be performed Februaty 6, 7, and 8.

The production is entitled "Domenico
Scarlatti, Your Time is My Time" and
is conceived and directed by dance
instructor Joy Anne Dewey.
Jordan claims that "A good teacher

is a good performer." Jordan is both.

travel guide. New Haven, Boston,

Providence, Worcester and Cam-

bridge are shown as having im-

pressive works that one should not

miss seeing while in this wing of the

country.

Interestingly enough, the majority

of the depicted commissions come

from educational institutions.

Harvard, Yale, Smith, Bates, Clark,

Trinity, UMass, BU, Brown, Bowdoin

and Colby all have at least one

modern structure shown, as do

Amherst and Wesleyan. It is a pity

that Williams, which has constructed

over this time period at least 8

buildings, is not represented in this

expensive Little Three contest.

This show will be on view through

January 18th. The Institute is open

Tuesday through Sunday, 10 a.m. tills.

John Birks "Dliiy" Gillespie performed last night in Chapin Hall. Comooser
band leader, and trumpet virtuoso, Gillespie has influenced American musir
for more than 30 years. He is in part responsible for the swing towards a morl
progressive style of jazz and has also introduced African, Cuban and Oriental
elements into his music. When not on the trumpet, Dizzy was all over the stage

on both the congo drums and percussion.
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plement the board-initiated outings

and activities.

Nick Spiliotes has worked to help

members organize local, less involved

outings for those who don't want to go

as far afield as the typical Outing Club

trip. Last term the Club sponsored two

square dances which it had not done

for several years. With some WOC
help, IM ski racing is being revived.

The Club's Berlin Cabin has been

moved and is now being rebuilt. Since

September, there has been increased

communication with outing clubs at

other schools and there is potential for

some coordination.

Upcoming activities of the WOC
include mountaineering trips to the

White Mountains and the Adiron-

dacks, a spelunking trip, lectures,

movies, ski races, and the WOC-
sponsored Winter Carnival. Volunteer

help is needed for the Carnival. And
now is the time^o think about building

a kayak for spring trips. For more
information about any WOC ac-

tivities, check the WOC newsletter or

the WOC bulletin board in Baxter, or

ask a member.
Newman Association offers

Catholic members of the community
and their friends the opportunities to

get to know one another and to share
their thoughts and experiences.
Masses are held every Sunday at 5:00

p.m. in Driscoll Lounge and are more
informal than traditional church
services. They offer a quiet time to

reflect, relax, get away from studies

and enjoy a time of serenity as
everyone sits on the floor sharing tlie

liturgy and music. Midnight masses
were held at Thanksgiving and
Christmas to celebrate these special

feasts.

Prayer groups meet each Monday
evening at 8:30 in 41 Jesup Hall. An
agape on Friendship was held in

November, and one on Women in

Christianity will be held in the near
future.

The liturgy committee meets each
week to select readings and songs for

the Sunday mass and to consider
variations in liturgy format. A social

committee has recently been
established and it organized the first

large Newman party of the year. It

was at Garfield House last Sunday
evening. Many came and everyone
seemed to enjoy the party. Plans for

the future include a retreat this

weekend at Portsmouth Abby in

Rhode Island, a folk workshop
organized by the Carmelite fathers in

Williamstown and speakers on
various topics including The
Charismatic Movement and The
Right to Life.

New members are welcome, and all

members of the community are urged
to attend the Newman functions,

DENNETT HOUSE
presents

Death Race 2000
Sunday, Jon. 18

Bronfman

7:00-9:00-11:00

Admission $l

which are publicized in the Register

and in the Newman newsletters.

Adelphic Union: This fall the Adelphic

Union sponsored the Freshman
Speaking Contest. Members of the

Class of '79 put their reputations on

the line and their feet in their mouths

in the hopes of claiming a first prize of

$25 and a keg of beer. A number of

presentations were heard on such

topifcs as "Resolved: When better

Williams men are made, Williams

women will make them" and
"Resolved: The Ivy League should be

weeded." Despite a strong inclination

to award the beer to the enthusiastic

audience which filled Jesup, Adelphic

Union judges arbitrarily awarded
first prize to Steve Jackson.

On January 23 at 8:00 p.m. in Jesup
Hall, the House Speaking Contest will

afford upper-classmen the op-

portunity to display their rhetorical

skills. Since Freshman are duped
more easily than upper-classmen,

first prize will be $25 and two kegs of

beer. Each house may enter one
contestant and further information

may be obtained from your house
president or by calling Don Clark at

6972.

The Student Art Gallery continues

to afford facilities and help for the

exhibition of serious art work and
serious art criticism on campus. The
fall semester saw the installation of

new wall surfaces and track lights

making this gallery the best available

to student artists in the Williamstown
area. With the reception of one
exhibit, shows have run for two weeks
this year. They will continue to do so
in the second semester if demand is

not too heavy.

A shortage of good criticism was the

Gallery's chief weakness in the fall-

three shows went accompanied by no
criticism whatsoever. We would
appreciate the interest of more people
who like to analyze art and know how
to write, as well as the interest of

artists who have not yet looked into

exhibiting their work in the Gallery,

including studio art majors who may
not have sufficient access to hanging
space in Lawrence Hall. Read the

guidelines and sign the register in

Dodd House.

WHEW: Williams Health,

Education, and Welfare is a com-

mittee of house presidents, social

chairpeople, and members of the

Freshman Council. Basically, the

committee's purpose is to fill in the

social gaps that may occur during the

big Williams weekends. Also, at every

meeting there is a chance to plan all-

college functions that individual

houses may be sponsoring on a certain

date. Through the open exchange o(

ideas and the instantaneous in-

troduction of a variety of views,

WHEW can easily respond to the

changing social needs of the Williams

community.

Exactly what does WHEW sponsor'

This committee should not be con-

fused with the All-College En-

tertainment Committee (ACEC)

which underwrites the larger concerts

(Billy Cobham, Jazz, etc.). Rather.

WHEW funds activities tor

Homecoming, Spring Weekend, and

Winter Carnival. As an example of

last year's activities, the annual

Winter Carnival Trike Race drew

scores of spectators while over a

hundred people actually participated

in the competition. In the spring, an

estimated 750 students enjoyed the fun

at Poker Flats which included a

greased Goodellian pig, relay races,

and other forms of competition.

Why does WHEW exist? There is a

feeling among a large group of

students that Williams lacks a

cohesive social atmosphere. To help

erase that feeling, WHEW can

respond to the students' social needs

in trying to create that healthy

balance between work and play

URGENT
course guide questionnaires

must be turned in by this

Saturday Noon

Take the Time fo Help Yourself!

"Another renninder . .

Barnes and Noble will have a buy-back

of texts all next week'cnzis
cnLLBGB aooc rrou mc

AJUTDWN. lua. to*

Levrs
SALE

Denim Flare Leg Jeans—Reg. $13.50; Sale Price $9.95

Denim Flare

Leg Jeans Pre-washed—Reg. $15.25; Sale Price $11.70

White- Blue Levis Workshirts— Reg. $12.00; Sale Price $5.00

(100 pc cotton chambray)

Levi Denim Jackets—Reg. $17.50; Sale Price $12.25

WILLIAMS CO-OP
SPRING STREET

Open Thursday Nights
Come and see why everyone is trying to keep up with os
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potok deals with beginnings
In the Beginning

by Ch«im Potok

1W5 Alfred A. Knopf $8.95

reviewed by
Barbara S. Nadel

Department of Religion

True to its title, Chaim Potok's new

novel concerns beginnings. A modern

Jewish bildungsroman, it recounts

David Lurie's apprenticeship in

suffering, knowledge, and decision-

making, from his childhood years

among the immigrant Jewish com-

munity in New York City, to his semi-

break with family and friends because

of his resolve to pursue academic

religious studies rather than a rab-

binical career. Several beginnings are

at issue lierer the beginnings of

Davy's own life; the beginnings of his

awareness of his family's and his

paople's .Jiask along^ witji his

recognition that these are Inex-

tricably enmeshed with pain, defeat,

and renewed determination; "the

death of (his) family's beginnings" in

the mass-graves of Bergen-Befsen;

and the new beginning,' his own; on

which Davy has set out by the novel's

end—a beginning whose purpose is to

search out the deepest origins of the

Jewish faith and heritage.

Despite the difficulty with which

Davy arrives at his life-commitment,

and despite the ruptures with the past

which it invariably entails, Potok

indicates that Davy's choice is, in its

own way, part of the history of the

Jews. Towards the end of the novel, as

Davy observes the celebration of

Simchat Torah, commemorating the

completion of the annual cycle of

Torah readings, in the small

synagogue which his relatives and

friends attend, he reflects:

An old cycle ending; a new cycle

beginning. Tomorrow morning
IVloses would die, and the old man
would read the words recounting

his death; a few minutes later he

would read the first chapter of

Genesis. Death and birth without

separation. Endings leading to

beginnings.

Through this and other related

passages, we are led to realize that

while Davy is considered a renegade

and traitor by some of those cloeest to
him, his decision to pursue secular
scholarship is made in the interests of
"truth," thus linking him with the
long-dead uncle, killed in a Polish
pogrom, for whom he was named and
for whom truth was a similarly in-

tense passion. This connection is an
important one, for since it was Davy's
uncle who inspired Max Lurie, Davy's
father, to form the Am Kedoshim
Society after World War I in order to

resist Polish anti-semitic attacks,
Davy's decision can also be un-
derstood as a decision to resist and to

fight, as his father had done, although
his battle will be waged with different

weapons.

To those who have read Potok's
previous novels—The Chosen, The
Promise, and My Name is Asher
Lev—this most recent work might

- w^l..Ae_em alHog^familiar. A^
names have been changed (perhaps to

protect the author's claim to con-

tinued originality), character-types,

scenes, settings, and central themes
predictably reappear. Once again
Potok has set forth the conflicts

between modernity and tradition,

between secular and religious lear-

ning, between Jewish and non-Jewish

culture and values; and once again he
has documented the trials of growing
up Jewish in a largely non-Jewish
world. This reexploration of old

terrain is not necessarily to be

criticized for all writers, even the

greatest, have their characteristic

obsessions and preoccupations, and
Potok does describe Davy's life with

his usual flair for story-telling and his

usual sharp eye for the distinctive

details of a certain segment of

American Jewish life. What is to be

criticized however, is the fact that to

this reviewer, at least, Potok's latest

effort has yielded no new insights and
has failed to expand his artistic vision.

There are, for example, intriguing

allusions, throughout this novel, to the

Holocaust, that central event in recent

Jewish history whose religious

dimensions other writers, like Elie

Wiesel, have so probingly examined.

Opening on the eve of the Depression

and the growing hostilities in Europe,

III (he Beginning moves through the

war years to the revelation of the

horror of the death camps. Two

458-3625
Spring Street

Witliomstovwn. Mots.

Op*n Thun. 'Til SlM PM
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recurrent sets of images circle around
this catastrophe. Davy is unable to

"penetrate" the news photographs of

the concentration camps as he was
able to enter and live in the
photograph of his father's resistance

organization. This earlier photo
shapes much of Davy's young
imaginings and he comes to believe

that such frozen "rectangles" con-
stitute sources of revelation: a
photograph, he tells his teacher, is

"always there and you can look at it

and learn from it and it never
changes." Thus, his inability to

participate imaginatively in the

pictures of terror suggests that the

Holocaust must remain an im-
penetrable mystery. Again, there are
continuing references to "accidents."
In his early years "accidents trailed

in (Davy's) wake like foul-breathing

spectors,"^ndas the story progresses

these mihoroccurrenCes flpparfeiiliy"

merge with the current fate of the

Jews, a fate controlled by the Angel of

Death or, perhaps, by God Himself.

Potok seems to be proposing, here,

that the Holocaust be understood as a

cosmic accident.

Yet, to extract even this small
degree of theological significance

from the events which surround
Davy's life requires the reader
laboriously to collect and connect

hints and clues which are either too

overt or too obscure. These images
amount, finally, to no more than

tantalizing motifs which play along

the novel's surface. Their meaning
never fully emerges and their bearing

on Davy's final decision is never

satisfactorily developed.

Quite possibly, In the Beginning will

become another of Potok's best-

sellers. This kind of popularity,

however, has rarely been an accurate

guide to lasting merit. Although the

novel certainly makes for enjoyable

reading, it will no doubt disappoint

those who, following the author's own
allusions, anticipate either an ex-

tension of Potok's literary universe or

a fresh illumipation of those principal

problems which have concerned other

contemporary Jewish writers and

thinkers.

Time exposure proves that Williams students do indeed hit the libes on January
evenings—that is, if they aren't at Brodie. The photo of the week is by Stew
Read.

PIRG has active year
"In terms of statewide action, the

past fall has been one of the most
active semesiefS~f6t~ MasrsPIRG"
ever," said Marty Weinstock '77, head
of the Williams office of the state

consumer group.

Recent work of the college parent

organizations and the two student-

funded central offices has been
reflected in the filing of what Wein-

stock referred to as "one of the largest

packages of consumer legislation ever

introduced in the Commonwealth by a

public interest organization."

Among other projects this fall,

MassPIRG in November, circulated

two petitions statewide: the "Return
to Returnables" bottle campaign and
the Nuclear Safeguards petition. Both
drives had to collect at least 56,000

signatures in order to bring their

respective bills to a vote in the

legislature by early May of this year.

The "bottle bill" petition gathered

support from nearly 100,000 signers.

The bill itself—advocating a man-
datory deposit on all beverage con-

tainers—will now be passed by the

legislature this spring or sent back to

the petition-holders for an extra ten

thousand signatures. Upon the

collection of these signatures, the bill

would then be placed on this years

November ballot for a voter decision.

Vincent Prada '78, who organized

MassPIRG's signature drive in this

area said that an intensive lobbying

effort was expected from the

ahimimmrcan indastryr-but-tha t- state

—

PIRGs anticipated little difficulty in

collecting the additional signatures

for a November vote should the bill

fail in the legislature.

Due partly to its late adoption into

MassPIRG's semester schedule-
petitions were circulated for only two

weeks—the Nuclear Safeguards

petition fell short of the necessary

goal, garnering 40,000 signatures.

The purpose of the bill was to im-

plement strict standards of safety and

waste disposal in the operation

reactors built within the state and to

force full financial liability on the

operating companies in the event of a

serious accident involving public loss

of life or property.

Another statewide project was a

report on the stat.?'s energy con-

servation program (available at

MassPIRG's shelf in Sawyer
Library).

The conservation 'report

documented a late Novemt)er survey

of energy use at twenty-five state and

municipal government buildings.

Finding "a serious gap between
promise and performance"—eighty-
four per cent of the buildings were
found to violate the guidelines.. The
report goes on to make a series of

recommendations.

Winter Study enjoyable to most
WINTER STUDY from page 1

have come to expect each year's of-

ferings to be more innovative and

exciting than the last. Grant is

disturbed by the fact that the growing

number of students who do not get

their choice of projects may be due to

a "clumping" of students in certain

areas. Though he said it is too early to

assume that this will be a trend,

several non-academic courses are

now among those over-subscribed.

Though there are various other

opinions on the subject of Winter

Study— professors who think the

structure either too loose or too rigid,

students who feel that "too many
pleasure-seeking activities are
bad"—the concensus seems to be that

Winter Study is a valuable time for

slowing down and enjoying the

campus without the pressure of a four-

course workload.

However, there is a delicate balance

of expectations to be maintained if

Winter Study is to be a continued

success. Though increased student

interest in non-academic, practical

courses has been met by an increased

number of these projects, Goethals

and others worry that gradually

dimirflshing student interest will force

the end of Winter Study. As Don
Gifford, professor of English, wrote in

a statement to the Record. "1 have yet

to figure out how to make relaxation

and discipline the mutual dependents

they could be, but achieving that

dependency may be the key to the

survival and success of the Winter
Study Program

"

The Log
presents the

"Bring A Professor to Drink with You"

SPECIAL

This Tues., Wed., or Thursday afternoon, any student who

brings a professor with him to the Log will receive a free beer

or wine for himself and another free one for the Prof. (Offer

limited to one professor per customer.)

Afternoon hours:

Tues., Wed., and Thurs 4-6 p.m.

SALE!!

Clearance on

Winter Clothing

and other

Assorted Items

up to 50% off!

Featuring hot spiced wine and a warm, crackling fire.

the

.' ri^
holitiijlif

l>:i WATER
STREET

nppn pfpry tiay

thursdaya til 8:30

\
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Notch fifth victory of season

Ephs outgun Norwich, 8-6

^'""ary )6, ,„j

by NickCristiano

Dan Yeadon's hat trick and two

goals by Seth Johnson paced Williams

to an 8-6 victory over Norwich in a

sloppy Pivision II hockey battle at

Chapman Rink last Tuesday evening.

Jim Segar had a hat trick and Cam
MacGregor two goals for the visitors,

who are now 4-6.

Williams clearly dominated the

game offensively, firing 53 shots at

goaltender Rich Brooks. The Cadets

could only manage 27 at Ed Weiss.

Despite the Purple's dominance in

shots, the Cadets thrice rebounded
from one-goal deficits before

sophomore Bob Caruso put the Ephs
ahead for good, 4-3, with less than five

-minutes- -remaining in the second

period.

Johnson's two goals came in a wild

1hinlperiod Ihat fealured-seven goals-

and saw the Ephmen open up a three-

goal lead with eight minutes

remaining in the game.

Yeadon scored the only two

Williams tallies in the first period, a

period in which it looked as if the Ephs
would blow the visitors right out of the

rink. ButSegar's power play goal (one

of only seven Cadet shots in the

period) and the quick glove hand of

Brooks left the visitors down only 2-1.

Norwich opened up in the second

period getting goals by Segar and

MacGregor, but sophomores Barney

Walsh and Caruso matched them, and

the Ephs maintained their one-goal

advantage.

After Johnson and MacGregor
exchanged goals at the outset of the

third period, Williams got consecutive

tip-in tallies from Ted Walsh and

Johnson to widen the Purple lead to 7-

4.-Johnsen's goal, off a PeterCrocfcer-

slapshot at 12:09, came with

MacGregor in the penalty box serving

a triple minor for charging, elbowing,

and roughing.

Segar narrowed the margin to 7-5

with 1 : 39 to go, but Yeadon sealed the

victory for Williams with an empty

net goal, his eighth tally of the season,

31 seconds before the finish. Norwich,

doing its damndest to ruin Weiss's

goals against average, poked in

another nuisance goal with only ten

seconds remaining.

The SS victory gives coach Bill

McCormick's team a 5-3-1 record

overall and a 3-3-1 mark in Division II

play. The Ephs will try to go over .500

in the latter category when they face

Army at-Wes^Poiflt en Saturday^—

r

Peter Gonye (left). Patch Mason (middle), and Seth Johnson (right) drive on
Notwicttgoa4i«4n-Tuesd»¥V8-4^vic^torv^. (photoBy rveretl)

Perry meets Bowl chafienge

Weiss is athlete of the week
Ed Weiss—despite giving up six goals

in Tuesday's easy win over Norwich,

Weiss turned in an outstanding per-

formance in Saturday's 2-2 tie with

Hamilton. His 36-save game merited
him recognition as the ECAC Division

II All-star goalie.

HONORABLE MENTION —
Mike Tanner—Another ECAC All-

Star, Tanner scored a career-high 28

points in the Eph hoopsters 86-64 win

over Clark.

Tom Gunn—Co-captain of the men's
ski team, posted his second victory of

the season, winning the slalom race at

Jiminy Peak.

Joe Kolb—Coming off an injury which
hampered him for much of the cross-

country season, Kolb posted an ex-

cellent time of 9:26.8 in winning the

two-mile last Saturday's indoor meet.
Athleteof the Week— Ed Weiss (photo
by Janson)

by Tim Laydcn

The announcer's voice came
through very clearly from the

television set: "Tackle on the play

made by Scott Perry from Williams

College." So now everyone on the

campus who was glued to the tube

could now be sure; Scott Perry was
actually playing in the American
Bowl.

Early in December, Scott Perry

was named as an All-New England

cornerback for the second straight

year. Several days later, he received

a letter from the American Bowl,

There was no doubt in the minds of

those who had seen Perry play foot-

ball at Williams that he was a fine

cornerback. There were even several

scouts from the NFL looking at him.

But these post-season all-star

games are usually meant to showcase

the players from larger schools, many
of whom were in action as late as New
Year's Day.

"It wasn't very definite at first, kind

of a "would you be interested in

Free throws key to victory

B-ball tops Springfield, 72-68
by Andy O'Donnell

All those who thought this year's

varsity ijaskelbali team would be

about as competitive as a Sunday
league team had belter check with

Springfield coach Ed Bilik before

issuing a challenge.

After losing Iheir first four games
just about everyone wrote off the Eph
cagers— everyone except for the

players and Iheir coach, that is.

Bui Wednesday nighl Ihe vastly

improved Ephs served notice that

Ihcy could compete with anyone on

Iheir schedule as they handed the

Springfield Chiefs a choice 72-68

defeat

The victory, which was Williams

second in a row and third in its lasl

lour games, was the result of an
aggressive, switching Purple defense

and some clulch free (hrow shooting

in Ihe pressure packed closing

mlnulos by Alex Hoslen and Mark
Carter

The silualion was as follows: With

:i:.'J7 left In Ihe game Williams was
hanging on lo a slim five point lead,

.'i!)-:")4. The Springfield full court zone

press had been giving Williams fits

Ihroughoul Ihe second half and il

looked like Ihe Chiefs might catch Ihe

Ephs
Then Carter and Koslen started

gelling fouled and Ihe pair began Iheir

Hill Sharman foul shooting clinic The
senior co-caplams, who finished with

17 points apiece, proceeded lo conned
on K of 9 allempis and stymied Ihe

Chiefs comeback charge.

The game was decided in lad, on
Ihe foul line, where Williams made
g()()d(m2(i of :i4 allempis. Springfield,

on Ihe other hand, had only lU al-

lempis all nighl and conned ed on six.

In Ihe crucial second half, Williams
was In Ihe one and one penally
silualion for the final K::iO while

Springfield didn't have any iip-

porUinilics in Ihe half,

Williams Coach Curl Tung al-

Iribulcd Springfield's foul troubles lo

Ihe early lead which the Kphs buill in

Ihe firsi half, reaching fourleen

points, HO-Ki, wilh about five minules
Icfl. "I think our gelling an early lead

forced Ihem lo become more
aggressive and thai in turn produced
a lol of fouls and turnovers," Tong
said,

Hcsorling lo a lull cuurl press, Ihe

Chiefs cul Ihe lead lo, :«i :io, al Ihe

close of Ihe half, Springfield kcpl up
the pressure in Ihe second half, bul

Williams did nol will.

"1 was pleased wilh Ihe way Ihey

held Iheir comiJosure." Tong said "I

Ihoughl we kepi In our game lemiHi
and played under control instead of

falling inio heller skeller play iH'cause

of Ihe press

.Saturday night Ihe Kphs journey lo

Schenectady to take on Ihe Union
IJulchnien. Lnioii has one of its

typical teams-fast, aggressive, and
very g(K)d. Since there's nothing Ihey

enjoy more than beating Williams,

you can be sure their gym will Ix'

Winter Carnival

Calendar Change

The Williams 197« Winter Carnival

will be held Friday and Saturday,

February 20 and 21, not February

13 and 14 as it appears on some
college calendars.

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10: 00am to ? 00 am
Friday and Saturday

10 00a m fo 3 00 am
22 Spring Street

Wilhamslown, Mass 01267

(413) 458 8271

packed and that Iheir cow bell will be

clanging all nighl. So if you're plan-

ning lo head up lo Skidmore later that

nighl, why nol take lime out

beforehand and see what promises lo

he quite a game.

Swimmers qwait

So. Conn., Colgate
by Dennis O'.Shea

It's Ihe only game in town, and il

promises lo be a biggie as Ihe varsity

swimming team hosts Southern
Connecticut tomorrow al 2:00 in Ihe

middle event of a three meet home
stand. The hometown run ends
Wednesday with the visit of defending
L'pslate New York champion Colgate

University,

"The Southern Conn. meet is going
lo be a real hummer," predicts

Williams Coach Carl Samuelson,
Bruce Hutchinson's Blue Devil squads
have exhibited steady Improvement
since their new pool was built several

years ago, and lasl year finished

seventh to Williams' third in Ihe 29

team New England championships.
The Ephs upended the Devils, 65-48, in

last year's dual meet encounter in

New Haven
The Ephmen have a clear ad-

vantage over Southern in only one
event, Ihe 200 butterfly, while the Blue
Devils almost have to be conceded a

first place in al least one of the

sprinting events. Just about
everything else is up for grabs, in-

cluding both relays and Ihe 200 yard
breaslslroke, potentially the crucial

event of the afternoon.

Southern breastslrokers Delear and
Cappiello, currently ranked first and
fifth in Ihe conference, will test Eph
freshman Chris Clark and soph Paul
vom Eigcn, ranked second and third

'rhe200 Individual medley show down
lx>lween John Farmakis and Bill

Krumm should also be fast, and pool
records are endangered in both
events

playing attitude," remarked Perry,

"as if I didn't really belong there,"

Before the invitation came through.

Perry was sure to be drafted by some
NP^L team, probably in the late

rounds; a poor performance in the

game could have ruined his chances,

"One of the main reasons I went was
lo find out how good I was, to find out

how much longer I can continue

thinking about playing professional

football," was Perry's answer to

anyone who questioned his reasons for

playing.

The American Bowl brought
together 61 players from all over the

country. Williams was the tiniest

school represented in Ihe game.
"Most of the guys had never heard of

Williams, some of them didn't even

know where Massachusetts was; but

quile a few had heard of Amherst,"
recalled Perry, He spent quite a bit of

time trying lo impress his teammates
from larger schools with just how
small Williams was, "Some of the

guys were amazed that there are only

1800 students in the entire school,"

Thepracticesduring the week of the

game were "easy," according to

Perry, He regarded his week in

Florida as an enjoyable experience.

During the week of practices. Perry
was given a good opportunity to see

his competition, and compare it to

what he had faced at Williams, "They
were all good athletes, but not that

much better than what I had been
associated wilh here, jusi a little bit

faster, and a lot bigger, 1 was actually

a little bit angry when 1 first got there,

that the superstars weren't ibal

good.
"

When game lime rolled around on
Saturday afternoon, ScotI Perry was
in the starling lineup, bul, in Perry's

opinion, "only because the guy from
Ohio St. (Craig Cassady) got hurl in

the Hose Bowl. The North Coach
(Denny Slob.) was from Michigan St.

and didn't really trust small college

players."

As for the 6'1", 180 pounder's per-
formance In the game, if one wants to

call Scott Perry Williams' football

ambassador to th» NCAA, he served

as an excellent diplomat. Perry
recorded six solo tackles and five

assists as well as picking off one key

South pass ("one for the stats, there

was no one else around"). There was
little question that Scott Perry had

enhanced his value for the upcoming
pro draft, despite the fact that the

modest Senior "never comes out of a

game thinking I've done real well"

What was Perry's view of the level

of talent in the game itself? "1 was

hesitant about the contact al first,

because this was the major dif-

ference. It was a whole new level of

violence, there were a couple of good

solid shots on every play. It makes
you stop and think about what you're

doing before you step out onto the field

again,"

Perry was also quick to point out

that although Williams was nol in the

same class as most of the schools

represented there, "On an individual

level there isn't that much dif

ference,"

Now that Scott Perry's college

football career has officially ended, it

is time for him to turn his thoughts to

other matters, such as graduation,

track season, and professional foot-

ball.

A scout recently told Perry that his

performance in the American Bowl

might cause pros lo draft him a little

earlier than originally anticipated, in

the 5lh to 12th rounds, rather than In

Ihe 12th to 16lh. Miami, Dallas. Pill-

sburgh. and Denver have expressed

interest in Perry, Given a choice, he

seems lo prefer Denver or Miami, "to

see a different part of the country"

In any case, the NFL draft lakes

place in February, and ScotI Perry

will be one of its most interested

spectators. The talented Ephman now

feels that he has "a pretty good

chance" to play pro football, .Xiid

anything that Scott Perry feels he has

a "pretty good chance" al doing, he'll

probably wind up doing very, very

well.

Ski teams off to strong starts
The men's ski team moved into its

second week of coinpetilion with Ihe
alpine team al Jiminy Peak and the
Nordic Group al Ihe Hanover relays
and cross-country race at Putney,
The alpine team started strong','

Senior cocaptain Tom Gunn won the
slalom race al New England, with
Chuck (ioller in 12lh, The second day
saw no Ephs in Ihe lop ten, Al Jimin.v
Peak freshman Dan Tarinelli won
Sunday's slalom, wilh fellow frosh
Josh Pembinski in 5lh,

The X-Country team started Ihe

weekend with Ihe A team of junior co-

captain Gary .lames, John Harvey,
and frosh Jeff Magoon placing 5th,

The second Williams team of Will Sch-
midt, Doug Holletl. and Alan Eusden
placed 9th in the 38-team field. At
Putney Sunday, Harvey skied to a

strong ninth place finish, wilh Magoon
in tenth.

The women's A X-Country group of

Ann Waters, Ellen Toll, and Rachel
Potter placed fourth in the Hanover
relays This was the best finish ever
by the Williams X-Country racers in

this type of competition

This Saturday, the men's Alpine

skiers host Division I conipelilum

from Dartmouth, Middlebury, I \'M.

Norwich, and New England Colleges

al the Townsend Ski Area in I hi'

Williams Outing Club Giant Slalom

Captain Ellen Toll pushes to finish m
Hanover Relays. Team placed fourtn

overall in Ihe women's event, (photo

byCXven)

\
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Stetson plans set
Builders will complete renovation of

the Stetson Library by September,

Stetson Renovation Committee

member Charles Fuqua predicted.

Although initial cost estimates ex-

ceeded $940,000, the constriictTon

-expenses will stay within the $750,000

limit suggested by the Trustees.

. Plaus_cal]iftr-£Qnstriiction in th_ree

major areas spanning six floors of the

building. Granger Construction Co. of

Bennington is constructing new

[acuity offices and enlarging old of-

fices. Most offices will have fifty per

cent more space than the old North

wall offices and will be carpeted,

sound-proofed and refurnished.

To improve access to the offices, a

four-level bridge is being constructed

between the front of the building and

the '57 addition, which contains

faculty offices. Fuqua said that this

passageway would eliminate the

confusion and difficulty in traveling

through the maze of bookstacks.

The builders will also install an

elevator in the '57 addition. Further

improvements include increased

secretarial space and better con-

ference facilities. With more faculty

housed in Stetson, old faculty offices

such as Seeley House may be shut
down, reducing college fuel costs.

The stacks will provide storage for

200,000 volumes of rarely-used library
materials, in addition to special
collections such as the Chapin and
Williamsiana collections.

Original plans for the front section
j)f the building called foe nifflce

student-oriented types of rooms, such
as a cinema, but the Committee
abandoned them because of cost

limitations. Space may be
reallocated, according to Fuqua, by
the Committee on the Use of Stetson.

3^je£afj^
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Construction continues on the new elevator shaft in the 1957 addition to the
Stetson Library. (photo by Read

)

Roper Center will remain here ?
Roper Public Opinion Research

Center President Philip K. Hastings
said last week thai he has developed a

plan allowing the Roper Center to

retain its Williamstown facilities.

In a WCFM interview, Hastings
said, "In the past couple of months,
I've been working on an entirely

different approach to this problem
which would mean that the Center
would remain in Williamstown."

In January 1975 the College an-

nounced that it was cutting back on
allocations to the Center with plans to

phase out support by fiscal year 1976.

As a result, the Center became an
independent non-profit institute this

past summer.
Plans to relocate the Center at a

large university with bettercomputer
facilities were discussed because the

Center couldn't afford to remain here

without financial support.

Hastings' plan called for the

Committee analyzes freshman year

College President Chandler having dinner with a freshman entry during Fresh
man Days last Septemt>er.

by Jane Adams
The Freshman Year Study Com-

mittee report recommends changes in

housing, advising and instruction of

freshmen, according to Committee
Chairman Andrew B. Crider. The
faculty will receive the 25-page report
next week.

The group, formed last April by a

faculty resolution, interviewed
students, faculty, former Junior
Advisers, and Freshman Council
members and examined documents
on the freshman year, compiling a

general descriptive review of the
year

Under the Advisory heading, the
group investigated Junior Advisers,
Faculty Advisers, Freshman Days,
and Freshman Warnings. The critical

"olc of JA's as mediators between
faculty and freshmen was em-
phasized.

photo by Read)

The group recommended that the

work of Faculty Advisers be more

explicitly acknowledged as a "major

extra-curricular activity." Crider

added. "Those that do it and do il well

should be rewarded. The job should

not be taken for granted." The report

proposes that Faculty Advisers and

freshmen meet for lunch once a week.

The social rather than academic

emphasis of Freshman Days gives

"the wrong signal about the nature of

the college." Crider said, advocating

events of a more intellectual nature.

Freshman Warnings were viewed

as important in identifying freshman

having problems.

"The Williams curriculum reflects

two concepts: concentration and

distribution across disciplines. We
found the freshman year strong in

concentration of studies but the notion

of distribution is not manifested very

strongly in courses freshmen take,"

stated Crider. A series of "Inquiry

Courses" open only to freshmen and

dealing with "modes of understanding

rather than subject matter to be

understood" were suggested. The
committee asked faculty members to

propose courses they would like to

teach, emphasizing the need to help

students perceive "why such
disciplines are valuable and
meaningful." The exclusivity of the

classes would allow freshmen to share

"their enthusiasms and newness to

the college," commented Crider.

Baxter Hall, social relations bet-

ween groups, and the Freshman
Council were also discussed by the

committee. The group included that

the lack of social space in Baxter was

a problem that might be solved by

redesigning the building. Conflicts

between different groups, notably

black-while and male-female

relations, that go "un-talked about"

were examined as well as the

evolution of distinct characteristics of

dorm entries.

"We don't know why," observed

Crider.

The Freshman Year Study Com-

mittee assigned various issues to

standing committees for further

study Crider mentioned that the

pro|5osals "may or may not be

followed" and that the committee will

disband as soon as the issues are

discussed.

Committee members in addition to

Crider are Colin W. Ewing, '76, Lynn

W. Conant '78, David A. Rogers '77.

Albert J Rudnick. Jr. '79. and faculty

members Peter Berek. Lauren R
Stevens, Robert C. L. Scoll, Lee C.

Drickamer and Zirka Z. Filipczak.

establishment of the Roper Center
Regional Network which would in-

volve clusters of universities

throughout the country. In exctiange

for access to segments of the data

bank in Williamstown, he said, these

universities would pay a stipulated

annual fee. Each of the Regional

Centers would consist of from three to

five to ten universities.

Hastings said, "We could make an

arrangement with one or more of

these regional centers to routinely use

their very advanced computing
systems." In return for this access to

their computer systems, the Center

would lower the annual fee paid for

use of the data bank.

This new plan, he continued, would

solve not only the computer problem
but also the financial difficdities the

Center faces. The plan appeals to

these other universities because they

would have easier access to the data;

they would not have to write to the

Center to get access to Williamstown.

At this point the plan is in a "very

preliminary stage." The Center's

Board of Trustees has been reviewing

this first-draft proposal.

In the September 23 Record,
Hastings mentioned that 20 univer-

sities had offered to house the Center.

Hastings said last week, "None have

made explicit offers."

John C. Chandler

CC calls

for end to

late grades
by Jim Cohen

College Council members and
Trustees will discuss a proposal

Thursday night requiring distribution

of first semester-grades- when-Winter

-

Study begins.

By an 11-10 vote Wednesday, the CC
approved a resolution urging the

faculty "to examine the persistent

delay in filing grades to the Registrar,

with the specific goals of establishing

reasonable deadlines, as well as a

means of stable enforcement, so that

grades can be distributed to students

by the first day of Winter Study."

CC President Mayo A. Shattuck III

'76 said he would present this

resolution along with other CC
legislation passed this year at the

meeting with the trustees in the

Faculty House.
"There's no legitimate channel we

can go ttirough in the committee
structure," he said. "The Trustees

have quite a bit of power around here.

If we can get them concerned, they'll

put pressure on Hhe faculty."

Shattuck said his objective is to

have the grade delay issue brought up
at a faculty meeting. "If the faculty is

negative, it will go back to the CC."
CC Representative Catherine E,

Carpenter '78, the sponsor of the

resolution, said she submitted it

t)ecause "it had been stated Isefore

that our grades would be here by the

first day of Winter Study ... I see no

reason why the faculty couldn't get

them in."

Carpenter's original resolution

called for faculty to submit grades

within 5 days of the end of the final

exa)i^ period. Representative
Lawrence E. Sanders '77 amended the

draft, making the deadline the first

day of Winter Study.

Carpenter and Representative
Richard B. Siegrist, Jr., '77 said that

an editorial in the January 13 Record
stimulated interest in speeding up
grade distribution.

A day in the life
by .Nick Crisliano

While Williams College students

cavort in the country-club atmosphere
of Winter Study, College President

John W. Chandler works over 50 hours
a week in what is for him one of the

busiest months of the year. Since the

functions of the official are removed
from direct involvement with
students, most Williams students are

prol)ably unfamiliar with the duties of

the chief executive and how John
Chandler in particular performs
them.

After spending nearly seven hours

of a typical weekday with the

President, it was obvious that the job

requires a versatile combination of

scholar and politician, and that

Chandler goes on record
" think that there has been both

gains and losses in race r^ations at

Williams, " said Pres. Chandler in an
interview with reporters from the
R«'<<'id and WCFM Wednesday. "I
Would like for there to be more open
'liscu.ssion of the problems, and I do
mink that the atmosphere is such now
mat there can be open discussion,
perhaps with a more relaxed mood
uian Was the case a few years ago, but
' don't think there is enough
discussion going on."
This was Chandler's first interview

since the Spring of 1973.

Chandler also commented on the

hiring of minority faculty, "We do not

have enough black members of the

faculty, we do not have enough women
members of the faculty. We are

aggressively looking for black can

didates and women candidates in a

way in which we are not looking for

candidates that would simply rein-

force strengths.

The President also discussed topics

such as the future of the Roper Center

and coeducation at Williams. The text

of the interview will be presented in

the next issue of the Record.

'(

College President John C. Chandler was interviewed last Wednesday by

reporters from the Record and WCFM.

Chandler manages to move through

his hectic day with apparent ease,

following the advice facing impatient

visitors in his secretary's office:

•Cooleth It."

Chandler's business day is one of

non-slop contact with people, so much
so that he must spend several

evenings of the week in his office, as

well as a few hours on the weekends.

In addition to his hours in Hopkins

Hall, Chandler and his wife entertain

college-related personalities on the

average of three nights a week, and
the President himself is off-campus on

the average of one day a week per-

forming public relations and fund-

raising duties. This pushes his work
week lo well over 50 hours.

Three-part job

Chandler discussed the mechanics
of his job while awaiting the first of six

scheduled appointments during the

day The President's job, he said, is

divided into three fairly equal parts:

international administration of the

college; supervision of educational

matters; and fund-raising and public

relations.

The first area is occupying most of

Chandler's time this week as he
prepares for the Trustees' weekend
beginning Thursday. Chandler must
attend each of the nine Trustee
commK'ee meetings and be familiar
with all of the issues discussed, a

see CHANDLER, page 2
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More Support
In an admirably frank discussion with the Record a week

and a half ago, Re^strar George Howard said, "You should
have your grades sitting in your mailbox when you get back
from Christmas Vacation." The Record agreed with Mr.
Howard. By a surprisingly close, 11-10 vote last week, the
College Council added its endorsement to Mr. Howard's
statement.

We commend the College Council for its vote and note that
the closeness of the vote reflected College Council attitudes
toward the wording of its resolution, not its attitude toward the
final goal.

We sympathize with the many administrative and
secretarial chores faculty members bear in addition to their
teaching duties, as eloquently detailed by Prof. David Rice in
his Letter to the Editor. Teaching, however, is the faculty's
prime duty, and nothing should interfere with their speedy,
intensive evaluation of final examinations and papers.

In the interest of all students, faculty members should
make the production of grades the first priority of their
December administrative tasks. Failure of a professor to get
grades in early can prevent all students from getting their
grades and negate the value of the early filing of other
professors.

The exact manner of ensuring early faculty filing is open to
some discussion, as witnessed by the College Council debate.
Nevertheless, the faculty should respond in a positive manner
to the College Council's resolution. If necessary the ad-
ministrative duties of faculty members should be rethought or
retimed. We trust that the faculty will reaffirm that it's prime
responsibility lies in the instruction of students.

Ban Smoking
"The Surgeon General has determined that cigarette

smoking is harmful to your health." So reads the message on
every cigarette pack. What the pack does not say is that the

Surgeon General has also determined that cigarette smoke is

harmful to those who breathe it without smoking it. According
to scientific reports, the carcenogenic elements present in

cigarettes may be in second hand smoke, that is, smoke which
is inhaled by persons other than the smoker. One report claims
inhalation of cigarette smoke second hand is more dangerous
than urban air pollution. A British study stated "It requires no
more than one or two smokers to contaminate a vehicle or
building." Thus a person's decision to smoke in presence of

others is not a private decision; it affects others.

While one should not be denied the right to smoke in private

one should not be allowed to smoke cigarettes in classrooms.
Students pay to and in some cases are required to attend
classes; they should not be required to destroy their own health.

Some campus instructors such as Robert G. L. Waite of the

history department and Victor Hill of the mathematics
department ban smoking in their classes. Others are willing to

ban smoking in a particular class if requested to by a student.

Most students are considerate enough to put out their cigarettes

if requested by others. Unfortunately, many students are too

intimidated to make such a request, and in some cases requests
are ignored. The issue cannot be solved by a majority of the

class decision because if one person feels his health is being
involuntarily destroyed, smoking should be banned.

Last Wednesday, the College Council rejected a resolution

calling for the abolition of smoking in classrooms. That
rejection is a disservice to students who smoke and especially

students who don't. We urge the College Council to reverse its

decision. We urge students to instruct their CC representative

to support the prohibition of classroom smoking.
Chitside of the classroom, the College should arrange for the

segregation of smokers in designated smoking areas, as is

already done in the Sawyer Library. The Log and major dining

halls would readilv lend themselves to this.

The faculty, which has already banned smoking at its own
meetings, is also capable of enacting a smoking ban. Both the

faculty and College Council should stand up to the minority of

students who smoke and protect the health of all of us.

Crowded Christmas

Dear Sirs:

In response to your editorial'

"Flunking Professors" I must object

to the suggestion that

"procrastination and delay" on the

part of the faculty suffice to explain

the reason why first semester grades

are not available until mid-January.

Implicit in such a characterization is

the mistaken notion that faculty have

nothing to do between the end of

classes and the beginning of Winter

Study than grade courses and enjoy

the Christmas holidays.

Far from it! Among the activities

that we are concerned with during

that period are a) Committee
meetings; b) reading dossiers of

candidates applying for employment

at Williams (I read a hundred or so

dqring the Tast THfee weeks ~W
December) and preparing a list, of

candidates to be interviewed at

professional meetings which for many
of us take place during the holidays;

c) preparing papers for professional

meetings; d) job-hunting for those of

us unfortunate enough to need to find

new employment; e) writing letters of

recommendation for students ap-

plying to graduate and professional

schools; f) preparing book orders,

reserve book lists, and syllabi for

Winter Study and second semester.

The fact that most of us are able to get

grades in before Christmas does not

necessarily prove that those who do

not are sluggards and
procrastinators. The distribution of

obligations and students is not

necessarily the same for each of us.

I am very sympathetic towards the

difficulties of the Registrar's Office in

attempting to satisfy all of its con-

stituencies. I too have my pet peeves:

the amount of paperwork and petition

forms necessary to complete spring

pre-registration; the fact that class-

lists never seem to accurately reflect

the composition of the actual class in

September; that amended class-lists

do not seem to be available until

midway through the semester and

then often contain errors; that the

exam schedule year in and year out

seems to create problems, par-

ticularly for a large course scheduled

late in the exam period

I know personally of many efforts

made by the staff of the Registrar's

Office to minimize these and other

problems, but clearly it is time to take-

desire to do the same for a class \\«
Sincerely yours,

David G. Rice
Aaaifltant Professor

Klr)g dedication
To the editor: ~~
On Thursday evening, Jan isth i

spent a beautiful half hour at J
library, listening to a dedicati^
ceremony for the Martin Luther K n»
Reading Room. The presentaUon wa
very special and very moving I Z
only sorry that the majority of Z
student body was unaware of the
ceremony and could not be part of thai
experience. In the future, I hope tha
special events such as this one will be
publicized in the weekly Register so
that everyone might have the ctiaiice
to partake.

RaquelShan

a hard look at all our procedures in

this area, and see what can be done to

improve the situation. I am sure that

Mr. Howard has no desire to jawbone
faculty at 2 a.m. for grades; I have no

The Record welcomes Letters to

the Editor. Letters must be signed,

but names will be withheld upon
request. No exceptions can ix

made to this rule.

Pottery Limited recounts year

Correction

students interested in working
for the Lehman Service Council
should contact Warren W. Pierce.

His name was inadvertently ad-

mitted from the organization
reports printed last week.

Pottery Limited: Pottery Limited,

started five years ago out of the in-

spiration of two WilliaM^tudents, is

an entirely student ruiiWganization

offering an educational experience

which is rather unique on the Williams

campus; but the future of the

organization is now on shaky ground.

This year the college council cut back

their funding of the organization. This

now makes it impossible for the group

to pay student teaching assistants who
have in the past been responsible for

the many aspects of the studios which

members do not have the experience

or time to fulfill. On top of this, John
England, (owner of "the Potter's

Wheel") who has been hired by

Pottery Ltd. since its inception to give

instruction and advice, has suggested

that he will not take that position

again next year.

This combination leaves Pottery

Limited with a lot of relatively

unexperienced students (on the order

of lOO per year) and practically

nothing in the way of an

organizational or instructional

framework.

It seems as though the only thing

that can save experimental education

of this type on the Williams campus is

going to t>e student initiative and

dedication on the order of that of the

two students who originally started

pottery here (both of whom dropped

out in order to find a more "practical"

education elsewhere).

Interview sketches Chandler s life
CHANDLER from page I

situation which, he said "stretches my
ubiquity." He has spent almost three

weeks being briefed on the issues to be
raised at the committee meetings,

and over the weekend put in more
hours than usual drawing up salary

lists for the 1976-77 academic year.

Most of his work in the ad-

ministrative vein, he said, is devoted
to obtaining reports from college

personnel directly responsible for

specific areas of the administration.

Each week he meets for two hours
with his staff, which includes the

deans, the Provost, Director of the

Physical Plant, and Director of

Alumni Relations.

Educational matters require the

most of the President's scholarly

abilities, since much of his time in this

area is spent in his role as a CAP
member interviewing candidates for

faculty positions. Under the Laws of

Williams College, the President has
final word on all appointments, salary
and budget figures, and tenure
decisions.

Heavy travel schedule

Fund-raising and public relations

generally take Chandler off-campus
at least once a week. He said he tries

to visit each of the 25-30 regional
•alumni organizations every two
years. This year he's due to visit the
Southeast and West, and will be gone
most of February and the last two
weeks of March.
Chandler enjoys "hitting the alumni

circuit." "They're not a soft, sen-
timental bunch; they raise inteUigent
questions " His 13-year tenure as
professor at Williams made him
familiar with a great number of

graduates, which adds to the
pleasure.

Despite possessing "very strong
convictions" that colleges should

ANTIQUE PRINTS

& MAPS

largely decide their own destinies.

Chandler has found that his job has
taken on an added dimension due to

increasing government intervention

into college policy decisions. More of

his time is now devoted to contacting

government officials and politicians

and becoming involved in various
lobby groups looking out for the in-

terests of colleges.

"It's a time-consuming job, but I

like it," said the President, and then,

smiling he added, "I can't say I didn't

know what I was getting into because
I had already lost my innocence."
(Chandler was President of Hamilton
from 1968-1973). He did not find the
hectic hfe of the chief executive in-

tellectually stifling despite an ex-

tensive scholarly background (he
taught religion at Williams from 1955-

68), Instead he discovered new
challenges in his position.

Misses contact with students

One drawback of the chief
executive's position, he admitted, was
that it hampered his involvement with
students.

"I do miss very much not knowing
more students in the way a classroom
teacher does. I wish there were ways
of overcoming that frustration, but I

think that is one of the limitations of

the job."

His relationship with students exists

mostly on a formal level. "We do a

good bit of entertaining of student

organizations," he said.

No student has ever been refused
access to the President, although
students are encouraged to try to

settle their problems with the deans.

"I've never had a student come in to

see me for a frivolous or unjustifiable

reason," he said.

Chandler worked in his office until

5:45, returned home to dinner, where

he entertained three faculty mem-

bers, and then went to the women's

basketball game in Lasell Gym-

nasium. He asserted that he really

enjoys watching college athletic

events, and does not find them a

chore. When the visiting team failed

to arrive, the President returned to

his office to work on salary lists until

10:15. He is, perhaps, one of the few

people on campus who can't wait for

January to end.

Job Jots
January 16, 1976

MEAD INTERNS: Anyone in-

terested in a position at HEW in

education planning—See Sue Little

at OCC.

Applications have arrived for the

Dept. of State Summer Intern

Program for minority students.

Anyone interested in being a host

or hostess for the COM-

MUNICATIONS Program,
January 26, call OCC at 2311.

"<< I H t n t S H O l>

Willlamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 300 a.m.

23 Spring Street

Wllliamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458-8271

KING'S LIQUOR

STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

Plenty of All Types Beer

Spring Street Wllliamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458-5948
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Dizzy's talent overshadows group
by Pet*r Peyser

Dizzy Gillespie brought his quartet

and his special style of trumpet

playing to Chapin Hall last Thursday.

The result was a display of Gillespie's

trumpet virtuosity that brought the

capacity crowd to its feet several

times. They called for an encore but

were denied. For any trumpeting

afficianado it had to be a satisfying

two-and-a-half hours. But those who

came for a more general experience,

and the pleasure <tf seeing the fruits of

group interaction, were slighted.

Gillespie and his trio of back-up

men took the stage at eight o'clock,

and it was Dizzy's show all the way.

First, band members Al Gafa

(guitar), Mickey Rokel (drums), and

Earl May (bass), were 'introduced' to

eacii other—then to the audience.

They began the musical portion of the

show with a Gillespie composition

about Uganda's struggle for national

self-assertion. "Olinga" proved to be

a fine beginning. Gillespie had the

lead for most of the song on trumpet

and congas. His solo work during this

song was the epitome of the dynamic

control that Dizzy exhibited

throughout the show. He seemed to

weave in and out of songs, caressing
the melody, and then releasing it, only
to pick it up for a longer treatment
later. Gillespie's unusual talents are
partly traceable to his unusual style.
He has been compared to a bullfrog
when he plays. His cheeks double in

size to form an air chamber from
which he forces air into the trumpet.

His love affair with that curiously
shaped trumpet is also part of the
Gillespie mystique. He refuses to

answer questions about the events
leading to the bend in his trumpet. The
man knows how to maintain a legend.
Whether accidentally or purposely
mangled, his out-of-shape horn adds
something to the Gillespie's
showmanship.
The less pleasurable side of Dizzy's

showmanship is the tendency it has to

cover the rest of the band. He is the

iront . man hath—musica lly—afl4
physically. Gafa, Rokel, May and
guest trombonist Arneto, Magee
seemed comfortable in theirBftck up
roles. Yet, one finds it difficult not to

wish that someone like Al Gafa, could
have played more of a role. Gafa's
guitar playing is extremely smooth.
His hoUow-bodied Gibson helps round

ABRAHAM4

Ihe future
belongs
byou!

Abraham & Straus has been in business for

over a century and has always been recep-

tive to innovation and "new thinking". Per-

haps this explains how A&S came to be

the largest division of the most profitable

department store group in the country,

Federated Department Stores, Inc.

>
e

To keep pace with our continuous growth,

we are seeking college graduates with Asso-

ciate, Bachelor, or Master's degrees in sub-

jects ranging from Liberal Arts to Business

Administration.

Here at A&S you will 'find a broad spectrum

of career opportunities in merchandising

and management. For individuals with good

scholastic records, energy, ambition, and

no fear of hard work, the rewards are rapid

and many.

To get you off to a good start, we have the

industry's finest Executive Training Pro-

gram that is supported by every member of

^our management team. Upon completion of

this program; the doors are open to an excit-

ing career in merchandising, administration,

or financial management.

For full information about your career with

A&S, see our Campus Interviewer on
WED. FEB 11 or send resume to:

Director of Executive Recruiting

ABRAHAM SC STRAUS
420 Fulton Street

Brooklyn, New York 11201

out the tones before they are am-
plified. Gafa exhibited fine talent as a
musician, composer, and team
player. However, both Gafa and his
fans would be better served if he were
to set out on his own. Submission just
isn't right for a man of Gafa's caliber.

Bass player Earl May and drum-
mer Mickey Rokel are well suited for
their -Iroles in the background. Rokel
has one solo, but spent most of his
time supplying the drive and punc-
tuation for the music. Earl May is an
adequate bassist whose best work was
on the old classic 'Night in Tunisia'.
But even there he was overshadowed
by the incredible sounds Gillespie
milks from his instrument. Dizzy can
make the trumpet do everything it

was meant to—if not more.
In the final analysis Dizzy's talent

was the main fact of the concert.
"Gillespie warbrtnianTthfeugBouI, but
individual brilliance is not a substitute
for a fine group performance that

allows for increased musical in-

teraction. In this light the Gillespie

concert can be viewed as good but
slightly disappointing.

Feminist
Liturgy
A feminist worship service will be

celebrated on January 22, 8 p.m. in

Thompson Memorial Chapel by a

local group of Christian womea This

dramatic liturgy, entitled "Witch,

Virgin, Whore , . . Breaking the

Spell," was originally written by the

Sojourners, a feminist group at Old

Cambridge Baptist Church. The
service deals with the relationship

between the Church and women,
focusing on the past and present

stereotyping of women into set roles

and celebrating a new positive

relationship between women and the

Church.

Special hymns and Renaissance

music will highlight the Dramatic

aspects of the liturgy.

Participants include Catholic,

Protestant, and Unitarian women, as

well as townswomen. and college

students. <

Contacts:

Evelyn Moore (458-4445)

Sharon Shepela (458-8470)

(597-2402)

Buddy Rich and the
Thursday at 8 p. in. Rid
companied by a U-member band.

Big Band Machine will
ch, best known for his drumming talent, will

be performing in Chapin Hall
be ac-

Briefly noted
^. tto«BW«n<!e.wiBbegMnr»rUlUBttst

"The WdrM <tf « PtififtMawi Coficert Dancer" )a DrfitcoU Louiige at <

p.nLJor#ntoM#ttq|iiBllii(l«^^i^

ThffWiau^^iis^riiMu*^ "sMp of foois," cm
wltbai«arW«niriSiftVhl8fit^,«M dimM^^
wittbei6B««h<i«Jng«t$p(io.Ai»«howB#fllbe''L<^ _

''PtOB%''«l61m»HtteBan(ldi^edbyJohnCassavetes, which brouglit
him mi^ifr ft^ar^ ipd laundudliiB dtrc^t^ With Jctm Mari^,

»aiA«Ul. oti««r«a^ea tfivtU^
•14^10. TTieinnJorj)ort|«i otttaepiece^wUl be performed by students in the
Wfiitisr Study cbutt, "SqAata in Parfonaaqce."

Robert fieidtortf and Batbn Streisand ster ih "The Way We Were,"
(1973) beiiigilwwnat tbe Nickelodeon at? and9; 15 p.m.

Wednesday, SsumvryZi
Tyler House !> spooaoring a monster movie, "The Beast from 20,000

Fathoiiu" inBronfnumAuditWium at 10 and 11 :30 p.m.
"FelUnl'e S«tyr4c«i" is beltig presented by the Dartmouth CoUegeFUm

Society in their SpAulding Auditorium. Showings are at 6:45 and 9:15 p.m.
Laurence Olivio' is Hamlet in the movie of the same name. This 1948

pro<hiction is Considered to be the finest of the Shakespeare woric At 8 p.m.,
at the NtekelQdeon. Rqwated Thursday. «

.

The WlUkms Cdfreeiiqiue is proenthig Artie Trau|n in the Rathskellar
in Baxter Hall, from 9 p.m,-niidiii^. Eric Pyenion '78 andPeter Friesen '78

will also perform.

Thursday, January 22

The last at three concerts sponsored by the ACEC in the January Jazz
Festival wilt tie Buddy Rich and the Big Band Machine. Perfomiance is at 8

p.m.

"Witch, Virgin, Whore ... Breaking the Spell" is the tiUe of the

feminist worship service to be celebrated in ThompsonMemorial Chapel a| 8
p. til. The DtQrgy^dea&WtlhtHerelaCbnship between the Church and women.

PRESENTS
TUESDAY, JANUARY 20th

ATS PM ONLY

Vivien Leigh, Simone Signoret, Jose Ferrer, Lee AAarvin, Oskar

Werner, Elizabeth Ashley, Georqe Segal, Jose Greco, Michael

Dunn, Charles Korvin, Heinz Ruehmann.

Sinner and saint, lover and hater, coward and hero, man and

woman—all the many tools in this world are there for you to see.

With a distinguished cast ot International performers, Stanley

Kramer's production of Katherlne Ann Porter's "SHIP OF
FOOLS" comes to life with true dramatic greatness. On a German
freighter bound from Vera Cruz to Bremerhaven in 1933, the many
tangled follies of the passengers unfold before you.

Also Included is that classic short, "LOCUSTS". When a man
leaves his brand new overheated Cadillac on a New York parkway,

stripping Is Inevitable!

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM

Next Attraction: THE

ADMISSION $1.00

MAGNIFICIENT SEVEN

Curious
Fizzles

by .John Phelan

Several hundred curious Williams
students last week viewed the first X-
rated film to stain the Bronfman
screen in many years. "I Am Curious
(Yellow)", advertised as the film

which revolutionized cinematic
pornography, may well have been the

most eagerly awaited film of the year.

Most students, however, found this so-

called landmark film disappointing if

not annoying. This general reaction

stemmed not so much from a lack of

pornographic footage as from what
was judged as an unt)earable plot

"I Am Curious" is a film about the

making of a film and in this respect

preceded Truffaut's masterful "Day
For Night" by several years. The
film's star is Lena, a girl who is

curious about politics, meditation,

yoga, and men, and collects data on
all her interests.

The male protagonist is an equally

confused character, being at once the
Crown Prince of Sweden, an errant
father and husband, a salesman, and
Lena's lover. When she rejects him
for his unfaithfulness, his initial

tenderness in their sexual encounters
changes to a possessive brutality

which recalls Bertolucci's "Last
Tango In Paris " but which lacks the
tatter's impact and enigmatic nature.

Added to the general confusion of

the story l)eing filmed is the fact that
Lena has taken her co-star as a real
life lover. The viewer finds it in-

creasingly difficult to distinguish

between the real and the film events.

"I Am Curious (Yellow)" and its

"Blue" counterpart may well have
liberated future films from earlier
sexual limitations but as an artistic or
entertaining endeavor it is a failure.
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Dufchmen gain revenge

Union bounces cagers, 76-57

Sophomore Guy Hoelzer surges through the water on the way to a victory in the

200 yard butterfly against Southern Connecticut. (photo by Jansen

)

Remain unbeaten

Ephs swamp So. Conn
by Dennis O'Shea

'I told them I didn't think there was
any way we could wIiTif before the'liast

relay," recalled Williams swimming
mentor Carl Samuelson after

Saturday's 70-43 dumping of highly

touted Southern Connecticut State

College. Samuelson's pessimistic

prognostication came to naught,

however, as his undefeated Ephmen
wrapped up the Owls two events

earlier, in the 200 yard breaststroke.

Frosh Chris Clark and Sophomore
Paul vom Eigen swam to a 1-2 finish,

topping the number one and three

ranked breastrokers in the NEISA, to

guarantee the visitors a long bus ride

back to New Haven. It was the third

Williams sweep of the afternoon.

"We were unbelievably tough,"

commented Samuelson. The Purple

Splashers poured it on early, taking

first place in each of the first four

events, and never allowing Southern

Conn, within seven points. Co-captain

Scott Schumacker, the only Eph
double winner, sparked the Williams

dominance of individual events after

the medley relay win. He came from
fourth place to win the 1000 free. The
senior's 10:33.3 clocking beat his best

of the year by 30 seconds, and his

winning time in the 200 backstroke

was two seconds faster than his

previous best.

Duff Anderson, a junior who has

improved steadily all year, came
alive for the meet, nailing down
second spot in two Purple sweeps.

Anderson followed Stuart Deans to a

second defeat of the two Owl
distanceman in the 500, after swim-
ming runner-up to Bruce Barclay in a

strategically swum 200 freestyle.

Barclay also nabbed a second in the

100 free, and anchored a touch-out

victory in the freestyle relay.

Guy Hoelzer and R. J. Connelly also

won for Williams, in the 200 butterfly

and ffie" 50 Trees'fyTe. The Owls wbrT

only four events, with junior Bill

Krumm setting a new 200 individual

medley pool record and coming back

to take the 100 free. Diver Jim Pyrch
took both one meter events, but just

barely: first and third places in the

required diving were each decided by

five-hundredths of a point.

The Ephmen put their 4-0 record up
against Colgate University tomorrow
in the last of their Winter Study home
meets. Last year Colgate rocked

Williams, 69-44.

by Andy O'Donnell

From the standpoint of their bruised

egos, a victory in Saturday night's

basketball encounter with Williams

was a must for the men of Union

College. After having been dumped 3-1

in soccer and crushed 28-0 in football,

the Dutchmen finally managed to

regain some share of the bragging

rights they consider so crucial to

success in the bars of Saratoga

Springs with a convincing 76-57

triumph over a game, but ultimately

frustrated Williams five.

By now most people know how

Union has been trying to bolster their

athletic program with the hiring of

Tom Cahill as football coach and Ned

Harkness as hockey coach. Often

—overlooked, "however,- is- the out-

standing record (40-8) which another

coach. Bill Scanlon, has compiled in

just three years as varsity basketball

coach for the (5arnet.

The frustrating thing aboul playing

one of Scanlon's teams is that you

know exactly what they're going to do.

This year's edition was no exception;

a small team featuring guards and

forwards as quick as Williams' Gerry

Kelly, a mobile center, and a deep,

talented bench that Scanlon doesn't

hesitate to use often and early. The

Sco
VARSITY BASKETBALL (3-6)
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Trustees will discuss budget
hv.liiiiColifii

The College Board of Trustees will

adopt a budget for fiscal 1976 when the
second of four annual Trustees'
Meetings convenes tomorrow. The
Trustees will also determine faculty

appointments and degree-granting,

fund-raising and financial policies.

Treasurer Francis H. Dewey III

said that the budget would "invade
the principle of the endowment
modestly." Until last year^ Ihe

College used only income from the

endowment in planning Ihe operating
budget. The budget approved
tomorrow will be reviewed at Ihe

April Trustees' Meeting,

Seven of the eight Trustee Com-
mittees met today. According to

Dewey, the Instruction Committee,
chaired by Harding F. Bancroft,

considered faculty and staff ap-

pointments recommended by the

College's Committee on Appointments
and Promotions.

Edward L. Stanley led the Building

honorary degrees at Commencement
and the September Convocation.

Charles H. Mott, Committee chair-

man, called a meeting of the Finance

Committee in New 'York several

weeks ago. Its report on the en-

dowment was made to the Budget

Dean Nancy Mclntire speaking with trustee James A. Linen, member of the

Committee on Campus Life, during the trustees' visit last October. (photo by
Milne)

Bennington man found stabbed

and Grounds Committee's review of'^ Committee, headed by 'W. Van Alan
the budget for the construction of Cl9rk, Jr.
music practice rooms in the basement The Executive Committee, eom-
qfChapiri Hair The cornmjttee also pose_d _of the Trust,ee ConimiUee
heard ideas for additional im- " " " "

"'

provements of the hall. The
Development Committee, headed by
Preston S. Parish, discussed the

"Capital for the '7U's" and alumni
fund-raising programs. Dewey said

the drives seek $50 million over ten

years and $1 million over one year.

Under the chairmanship of James
A. Linen, the Committee on Degrees
authorized the awarding of B.A. and

chairmen, convened at 5 p.m. to

review the various committee
meetings.

The eighth committee, E. Wayne
Wilkins Jr 's Committee on Campus
Life, met last night with College

Council members, discussing CC
resolutions passed this year.

Following tomorrow morning's
Ixjard meeting, the Trustees will

attend a luncheon at the Faculty Club.

A 43-year-old Bennington man was

found stabbed to death early Thurs-

day morning near Susan Hopkins

House on the Knolls.

The North Adams Transcript and

the Berkshire Eagle reported that

Reginald Lyman Rockwell, a resident

of the Morse Trailer Park outside

Students offer peer

health counseling

in Women's Center
The new Williams Peer Health

Counseling Service gives students an
opportunity to talk with an informed

peer about contraceptives,

pregnancy, and venereal disease. It

also refers students to area doctors

and clinics.

Kristina Beatty, who has worked
with Family Planning Services,

trained students in counseling

technique. Students involved in the

program are: Shirley Be, Ann Cohen,

Martha Constable, Beth Hubbell,

Karen Leaf, Liz Stell, Marty Wein-

stock and Anne Weisman.
During Winter Study counseling is

available Mondays and Fridays 12:30-

2:30 p.m. at the infirmary, Mondays
through Fridays 3-5 p.m. at the

Women's Center on the second floor of

Park Hall, and Wednesdays 7-9 p.m.

at the Women's Center.

Beatty will be available for coun-

seling and free pregnancy tests

Fridays 3-5 p.m. in the Women's
Center.

Council sees results

of PE questionnaire
The College Council received the

results of a survey on the PE
requirement at its meeting Wed-
nesday night, and decided to present
them to the faculty and CEP, ac-
cording to CC President Mayo A.

Shalluck '76.

Of 286 students responding to a PE
survey, 74 per cent favored some form
of PE requirement, CC Represen-
ahve Catharine E. Carpenter '78

said Increased requirements were
sought by 5 per cent of this group.
roriy. three per cent wanted it

decrea.sed, and 52 per cent preferred
i' as it is. Fifty per cent of the students
responding favored less strict at-

IPndance requirements, 5 per cent
favored stricter attendance, and 45
per cent approved of the present
remiirpments.

PE credit for band members was
favored by 64 per cent, and 77 per cent

approved of credit for team
managers.

One of the subjects discussed at the
meeting with the Trustees was the
'Record survey on cheating.

faculty evaluations were also
discussed, although this part of the
meeting was "purely informative,"
said Shattuck,

Bennington, was found inside a brown
1974 Chevrolet sedan with Vermont
license plates about 1:30 a.m.

Rockwell was alive when a house

resident called the police, but he died

before Police Officer Roger Prevey

and an ambulance arrived.

A nineteen year old suspect.

Christian Asmussen of Hoxsey Street,

was arraigned in Williamstown court

this morning. Asmussen was ap-

prehended less than 24 hours after

Rockwell was slabbed lo death. An
autopsy revealed that death was Ihe

result of a single slab wound lo Ihe

chest. Police list robbery as the

motive in the alleged murder.

The Kccord spoke with Ralph Dow,
RcK'kwell's wife's cousin, yesterday.

Dow claimed that he had visited

R(x;kwell Tuesday evening in Ihe

trailer park. Rockwell had been living

in a trailer owned by his mother for

Ihe past llirce or four months.

"He'd been sick for quite a while,"

Dow said. "It was uncomfortable for

him lo walk," Dow explained that the

deceased was suffering internal

bleeding Ihat night, caused by a

IX'rtorated ulcer.

Hiickwi'll had Ix'en a horse trainer

and groonier at Ihe Green .Mountain

Race Track. Dow said, Dow, who
moved inio Ihe Morse Trailer Park
this week, described Rockwell as "a

Iciner, an introvert , , ,

.According lo Ihe cousin, Rockwell had
tx'cn living alone several days while

his iiKilher visited in Rutland, \'t, "He
was supposed lo go to Boston this

weekend to pick up his sister, .who's in

the hospilal for a brain tumor
operation,"

l)(iw said he knew no reason why
Rockwell would have been in

Williamstown Wednesday night.

Admissions pan^l

College life debated

A seven-member panel of students and faculty discussed the advantages and
disadvantages of attending Williams with an audience in Jesup'iast Monday.

(photo by Van Uljl)

Alumni return for WSP
Williams alumni, their spouses, and

the parents of undergraduates have

enrolled in Winter Study courses for

Ihe last four years and according to

Director of Alumni Relations Cragin

Lewis, "professors and students love

having them in class." Cost of tuition

is $150 a person and $200 a couple

while Ihe college makes ac-

commodations and meals available.

This year three alumni and one

mother are taking courses while one

alumnus has returned to leach. Since

the program opened only about 10

alumni and parents have enrolled

each year. Lewis attributed such

limited participation lo the difficulties

in leaving work and family for a

month.

Harold P. Goodbody '27 and Francis

Dewey '41 are enrolled in Professor

Joseph A. Kershaw's "The American

Philanthropic Foundation." Kershaw

said that Goodbody's experience with

small foundations enables him to ofler

"a very diflcreni and very \'aluable

ix-rspeclive" to the class.

I^ershaw also commented on the

rapporl between students and alumni

in his course. "Age doesn't bother

either of them," he said.

Dewey said Ihat his Winter Course

is, "just as 1 expected—an interesting

subject." He also said that par-

ticipation in class discussions and

class size have changed little since his

days at Williams.

Dewey noticed one change in Ihe

class atmosphere: the addition of

women "does add to the discussion."

he said.

Niels Cappcl '72 presents a dif-

ferent outlook on participation iil

see ALUMNI, page 2

"Are success and excellence the

same thing as we perceive them''"

asked one student, disturbed about

overconcern with grades, during an

open discussion sponsored by Ihe

Faculty-Student Committee on Ad
missions Monday night.

At the two-hour meeting in Jesup

Hall, students voiced dissatisfaction

with Ihe make-up of Ihe student body

and complained about apathy,

"neurotic achievemenlship" and the

lack of creativity on campus.

The homogeneous character of Ihe

student body disturbed many
students. Panel member Carole-Anne

Tyler '78, noted, "the average student

here is white, fairly well-off, with both

piirents fairly well-educated, career-

oriented, not loo worried about money
and very grade-conscious," with

narrow interests,

(iaugiiig success by grade-point

average was seen by students as

contrary to the spirit of a litx>ral arts

education.

Although many students favored

having definite post-graduate plans,

they criticized using Williams as a

stepping stone to graduate school.

The view of Williams as a power-

elile inslilulion was also expressed, as

was lis operation as a microcosm
which "does not coincide with the

outside world." Director of Ad-
mission, Philip F. Smith explained

that, while his office attempts to

recruit students from a wide range of

socio-economic backgrounds, Ad-

missions must consider monetary and
scholastic constraints. At least 70 per

cent of Ihe student body must he able

lo afford the full cost of attending

Williams, he said, in order lo maintain

the college's current system of

financial aid.

In addition, he said Ihat the

scholastic experience usually

necessary tor academic success at

Williams often excludes students from
large urban high schools and alter-

native schools

Students investigate area "characters"
by ,lohn Kindlaiih

"Mandy would walk all Ihat

distance to Spring Street and buy her

groceries and lug 'em back in a bag on

her shoulder. And she kept, oh boy,

she nad about forty cats, and those

cats would set up and look at her, just

like a person you know. The cats

Students participating in a Winter Study on the oral history of Williamstown

talk it up at the Log.
(photoby Kahane)

would be up in Ihe trees an' lookin'

down on her and she'd come lo the

door with somelhin' to throw out lo

them But, uh, she was quite a

character
"

The quote is an excerpt from an

interview with Mr Harry Hart,

conducted by students participating in

an oral history of Williamstown

during Winter Study. Mandy Crum is

one of six townspeople who lived

during Ihe 19th century and who are of

special Interest to the sixteen students

involved with Ihe project

According lo Hank Art, Asst. Prof

of Biology and one of the directors of

Ihe project, these people might Ix'

called "characters " since their

names and unique personalities arc

still alive in local memories They

were people who derived their

uniqueness not because of their social

roles but because of their small

quirks

Mandy sold postcards, cats, and

eggs to gain a livelihood. John Barney
Wright was a cider maker and an
expert bear hunter. Bill Pratt sold

wood lo Ihe college boys, was known
to s|X'ak jibberish, and supposedly

wore 3 to 7 shirts and 2 to 5 pairs of

pants regardless of the season.

"Dummy '" Maynard was deaf and
dumb, always unemployed, and often

drunk

By confirming these reports and
establishing new ones, the group is

learning more atx)Ut the general

history of the Williamstown com-
munily The students conduct in-

terviews with many elderly towas-

(x-ople who are willing to tell their

stories and reminiscences to tape

recorders.

The interviews, however, are not

always successful. Group members
report that the informants are
sometimes unwilling to have stories

recorded They lend lo be very

see HISTORY page 2
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D\jichrc\er\ gain revenge

Union bounces cagers, 76-57

Ephi

Sophomore Guy Hoelzer surges through the water on the way to a victory in the

200yardbutterfly against Southern Connecticut. (photo by Jansen)

Remain unbeaten

IS swamp So. Conn
Guy Hoelzer and R. J. Connelly also

won for Williams, in the 200 butterfly

and the 50 freestyle. The Owls won
only four events, with junior Bill

Krumm setting a new 200 individual

medley pool record and coming back
to take the 100 free. Diver Jim Pyrch
took both one meter events, but just

barely: first and third places m the

required diving were each decided by
five-hundredths of a point.

The Ephmen put their 4-0 record up
against Colgate University tomorrow
in the last of their Winter Study home
meets. Last year Colgate rocked

Williams, 69-44.

by Dennis O'Shea

"I told them I didn't think there was
any way we could win it before the last

relay," recalled Williams swimming
mentor Carl Samuelson after

Saturday's 70-43 dumping of highly

touted Southern Connecticut Slate

College. Samuelson's pessimistic

prognostication came to naught,

however, as his undefeated Ephmen
wrapped up the Owls two events

earlier, in the 200 yard breaststroke.

Frosh Chris Clark and Sophomore
Paul vom Eigen swam to a 1-2 finish,

topping the number one and three

ranked breastrokers in the NEISA, to

guarantee the visitors a long bus ride

iDack to New Haven. It was the third

Williams sweep of the afternoon.

"We were unbelievably tough,"

commented Samuelson. The Purple

Splashers poured it oh early, taking

first place in each of the first four

events, and never allowing Southern

Conn, within seven points. Co-captain

Scott Schumacker, the only Eph
double winner, sparked the Williams

dominance of individual events after

the medley relay win. He came from
fourth place to win the 1000 free. The
senior's 10:33.3 clocking beat his best

of the year by 30 seconds, and his

winning time in the 200 backstroke

was two seconds faster than his

previous best.

Duff Andersdh, a junior who has
improved steadily all year, came
alive for the meet, nailing down
second spot in two Purple sweeps.

Anderson followed Stuart Deans to a

second defeat of the two Owl
distanceman in the 500, after swim-
ming runner-up to Bruce Barclay in a

strategically swum 200 freestyle.

Barclay also nabbed a second in the

100 free, and anchored a touch-out

victory in the freestyle relay.

by Andy O'Donnell

From the standpoint of their bruised

egos, a victory in Saturday night's

basketball encounter with Williams

was a must for the men of Union

College. After having been dumped 3-1

in soccer and crushed 28-0 in football,

the Dutchmen finally managed to

regain some share of the bragging

rights they consider so crucial to

success in the bars of Saratoga

Springs with a convincing 76-57

triumph over a game, but ultimately

frustrated Williams five.

By now most people know how

Union has been trying to bolster their

athletic program with the hiring of

Tom Cahill as football coach and Ned
Harkness as hockey coach. Often

overlooked, however, is the out-

standing record (40-8) which another

coach. Bill Scanlon, has compiled in

just three years as varsity basketball

coach for the Garnet.

The frustrating thing about playing

one of Scanlon's teams is that you

know exactly what they're going to do.

This year's edition was no exception;

a small team featuring guards and

forwards as quick as Williams' Gerry

Kelly, a mobile center, and a deep,

talented bench that Scanlon doesn't

hesitate to use often and early. The

Sco
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Trustees will discuss budget
bv.liiiiCiilien

The College Board of Trustees will

adopt a budget for fiscal 1976 when the
second of four annual Trustees'
Meetings convenes tomorrow. The
Trustees will also determine faculty

appointments "and degree-granting,

fund-raising and financial policies.

Treasurer Francis H, Dewey III

said that the budget would "invade
the principle of the endowment
modestly." Until last year, the
College used only income from the

endowment in planning the operating
budget. The budget approved
tomorrow will be reviewed at the

April Trustees' Meeting.

Seven of the eight Trustee Com-
mittees met today. According to

Dean Nancy Mclntire speaking with trustee James A. Linen, member of the

Committee on Campus Life, during the trustees' visit last October. {photo by

Milne)

Bennington^ man found stabbed

Dewey, the Instruction Committee,
chaired by Harding F. Bancroft,

considered faculty and staff ap-

pointments recommended by the
College's Committee on Appointments
and Promotions.

Edward L. Stanley led the Building
and Grounds Committee's review of

the budget for the construction of

music practice rooms in the basement
of Chapin Hall. The committee also

heard ideas for additional im-
provements of the hall. The
Development Committee, headed by
Preston S. Parish, discussed the

"Capital fur the '70's" and alumni
fund-raising programs. Dewey said

the drives seek $50 million over ten

years and $1 million over one year,

Under the chairmanship of James
A. Linen, the Committee on Degrees
authorized the awarding of B.A. and

honorary degrees at Commencement
and the September Convocation.

Charles H. Mott, Committee chair-

man, called a meeting of the Finance

Committee in New 'Vork several

weeks ago. Us report on the en-

dowment was made to the Budget

Committee, headed by W. Van Alan

Clark, Jr.

The Executive Committee, com-

posed ^ the Trustee Committee
chairmen, convened at 5 p.m. to

review the various committee
meetings.

The eighth committee, E. Wayne
Wilkins Jr s Committee on Campus
Life, met last night with College

Council members, discussing CC
resolutions passed this year.

Following tomorrow morning's
board meeting, the Trustees will

attend a luncheon at the Faculty Club.

A 43-year-old Bennington man was

found stabbed to death early Thurs-

day morning near Susan Hopkins

House on the Knolls.

The North Adams Transcript and

the Berkshire Eagle reported that

Reginald Lyman Rockwell, a resident

of the Morse Trailer Park outside

Students offer peer

health counseling

in Women's Center
The new Williams Peer Health

Counseling Service gives students an
opportunity to talk with an informed

peer about contraceptives,

pregnancy, and venereal disease. It

also refers students to area doctors

and clinics.

Kristina Beatty, who has worked

with Family Planning Services,

trained students in counseling

technique. Students involved in the

program are: Shirley Be, Ann Cohen,

Martha Constable, Beth Hubbell,

Karen Leaf, Liz Stell, Marty Wein-

stock and Anne Weisman.
During Winter Study counseling is

available Mondays and Fridays 12:30-

2:30 p.m. at the infirmary, Mondays
through Fridays 3-5 p.m. at the

Women's Center on the second floor of

Park Hall, and Wednesdays 7-9 p.m.

at the Women's Center.

Beatty will be available for coun-

seling and free pregnancy tests

Fridays 3-5 p.m. in the Women's
Center.

Council sees results

of PE questionnaire
The College Council received the

rteults of a survey on the PE
requirement at its meeting Wed-
nesday night, and decided to present
them to the faculty and CEP, ac-

rordlng to CC President Mayo A.

Shatluck '76.

Of 286 students responding to a PE
survey, 74 per cent favored some form
of PE requirement, CC Represen-
l^live Catharine E. Carpenter '78

said. Increased requirements were
sought by 5 per cent of this group.
Foriy-three per cent wanted it

decreased, and 52 per cent preferred
it as it is. Fifty per cent of the students
responding favored less strict at-

tendance requirements, 5 per cent
favored stricter attendance, and 45
Pr cent approved of the present
reriiiirpments.

PE credit for band memt)ers was
favored by 64 per cent, and 77 per cent
approved of credit for team
managers.

One of the subjects discussed at the
"leeting with the Trustees was the
Kccord survev on cheatine.

Faculty evaluations were also
"iscussed, although this part of the
"Meeting was "purely informative,"
said Shattuck.

Bennington, was found inside a brown
1974 Chevrolet sedan with Vermont
license plates about 1:30 a.m.

Rockwell was alive when a house

resident called the police, but he died

before Police Officer Roger Prevey

and an ambulance arrived.

A nineteen year old suspect.

Christian Asmussen of Hoxsey Street,

was arraigned in Williamstown court

this morning. Asmussen was ap-

prehended less than 24 hours after

Rockwell was stabbed to death. An
autopsy revealed that death was the

result of a single stab wound to the

chest. Police list robbery as the

motive in the alleged murder.

The Kciiird spoke with Ralph Dow,
Rockwell's wife's cousin, yesterday.

Dow claimed that he had visited

Rockwell Tuesday evening in the

trailer park. Rockwell had been living

in a trailer owned bv his mother for

the past three or four months.

"He'd been sick for quite a while,"

Dow said. "II was uncomforlable for

him to walk." Dow explained that the

decea.sed was suffering internal

bleedhig thai night, caused by a

perloraled ulcer.

Rockwell had Ijeen a horse trainer

and groomer at the Green Mountain
Race Track, Dow said. Dow, who
moved into the Morse Trailer Park
lliis week, described Rockwell as "a
loner, an mlroverl . . .

According to the cousin. Rockwell had
been living alone several days while

his mother visited m Rutland, Vt. "He
was supposed to go to Boston this

weekend to pick up his sisler, who's in

the hospital for a brain tumor
operation."

Dow said he knew no reason why
Rockwell would have been in

Willlanislown Wednesday night.

Admissions panel

College life debated

A seven-member panel of students and faculty discussed the advantages and
disadvantages of attending Williams with an audience In Jesup last Monday.

(photo by Van DijI)

Alumni return for WSP
Williams alumni, their spouses, and

the parents of undergraduates have

enrolled in Winter Study courses for

the last four years and according to

Director of Alumni Relations Cragin

Lewis, "professors and students love

having them in class." Cost of tuition

is $150 a person and $200 a couple

while the college makes ac-

commodations and meals available.

This year three alumni and one

mother are taking courses while one

alumnus has returned to teach. Since

the program opened only about 10

alumni and parents have enrolled

each year. Lewis attributed such

limited participation to the difficulties

in leaving work and family for a

month.

Harold P. Goodbody '27 and Francis

Dewey '41 are enrolled in Professor

Joseph A. Kershaw's "The American

Philanthropic Foundation." Kershaw

said that Goodbody's experience with

small foundations enables him to offer

"a very different and very valuable

perspective" lo the class.

Kershaw also commented on the

rapport between students and alumni

in his course. "Age doesn'l bother

either of them," he said.

Dewey said that his Winter Course

is. "just as I expected—an interesting

subject." He also said that par-

ticipation in class discussions and

class size have changed little since his

days at Williams.

Dewey noticed one change in the

class atmosphere; the addition of

women "does add to the discussion."

he said.

Niels Cappel '72 presents a dif-

ferent outlook on participation in

see ALUMNI, page 2

"Are success and excellence the

same thing as we perceive them?"
asked one student, disturbed about

overconcern with grades, during an

open discussion sponsored by the

Facully-SludenI Committee on Ad-

missions Monday night.

At the two-hour mectuig in Jesup

Hall, students voiced dissatisfaction

with the make-up of the student body

and complained about apathy,

"neurotic achievementship" and the

lack of creativity on campus.

The homogeneous character of the

student body disturbed many
students. Panel member Carole-Anne

Tyler '78, noted, "the average student

here is white, fairly well-off, with both

parents fairly well-educated, career-

oriented, not too worried about money
and very grade-conscious," with

narrow interests.

Gauging success by grade-point

average was seen by students as

contrary to the spirit of a liberal arts

education.

Although many students favored

having definite post-graduate plans,

they criticized using Williams as a

stepping stone to graduate school.

The view of Williams as a power-

elite institution was also expressed, as

was its operation as a microcosm
which "does not coincide with the

outside world." Director of Ad-
mission, Philip F'. Smith explained

that, while his office attempts to

recruit students from a wide range of

socio-economic backgrounds, Ad-

missions must consider monetary and
scholastic constraints. At least 70 per

cent of the student body must be able

lo afford the full cost of attending

Williams, he said, in order to maintain

the college's current system of

financial aid.

In addition, he said that the

scholastic experience usually

necessary for academic success at

Williams often excludes students from
large urban high schools and alter-

native schools.

Students investigate area "characters
"

by John Kindlaub

"Mandy would walk all that

distance to Spring Street and buy her

groceries and lug 'em back In a bag on

her shoulder. And she kept, oh boy.

she nad about forty cats, and those

cats would set up and look at her, just

like a person you know. The cats

Students participating in a Winter Study on the oral history of WH Ha msfown

talkitopafttK.Log.
(photo by Kahane)

would be up in the trees an' lookin'

down on her and she'd come to the

door with somethin' to throw out to

them. But, uh, she was quite a

character."

The quote is an excerpt from an

interview with Mr. Harry Hart,

conducted by students participating in

an oral history of Williamstown

during Winter gtudy. Mandy Crum is

one of six townspeople who lived

during the 19th century and who are of

special interest to the sixteen students

involved with the project

According to Hank Art, AssI, Prof

of Biology and one of the directors of

the project, these people might be

called "characters " since their

names and unique personalities are

still alive in local memories They

were people who derived their

uniqueness not because of their social

roles but because of their small

quirks

Mandy sold postcards, cats, and

eggs to gain a livelihocxl. John Barney
Wright was a cider maker and an
expert bear hunter. Bill Pratt sold

wood to the college boys, was known
to speak jibberish, and supposedly

wore :? to 7 shirts and 2 to 5 pairs of

pants regardless of the season.

"Dummy " Maynard was deaf and
dumb, always unemployed, and often

drunk.

By confirming these reports and
establishing new ones, the group is

learning more about the general

history of the Williamstown com-
munity The students conduct in-

terviews with many elderly towns-

people who are willing to tell their

stories and reminiscences to tape

recorders.

The interviews, however, are not

always successful. Group members
report that the informants are
sometimes unwilling lo have stories

recorded. They tend to be very

see HISTORY page 2
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Course Info
The low student response to the student course guide

questionnaire in no way implies lack of student interest in

expanding course selection information. Simplification of the

course selection process and improvement of sources of course
information should be a major task for all bodies concerned.
The College Council, faculty, Committee on Educational Policy,

Evaluation Study Committee, Calendar and Scheduling
Committee, and the Committee on Undergraduate Life all have
important contributions to make.

The course catalog cannot by nature contain more than
inadequate capsule descriptions of courses. Separate, ex-

panded "guides to the departments" should be available. In-

formal department open houses around registration time would
also be valuable. All students should, of course, contact faculty

members with questions about specific courses.

Of course, the push for the Student Guide resulted from the

desire to make student reactions to courses available to other
students. To do this meaningfully and fairly is a problem that

cries for solution. Informal meetings in which both majors and
non-majors are available to discuss department courses is a

partial answer. Other improvements on the grapevine system
must be found.

Guide Unfeasible
The low and somewhat indifferent response to the student

course guide questionnaire indicates that a student course
guide is presently unfeasible at Williams. We assume (perhaps
wrongly) that most students would like such a guide, and that it

could be of great value to students and faculty alike. However,
for such a guide to be meaningful, a large fraction of students
would have to respond thoughtfully, and a large amount of
students would be needed to coordinate separate course
comments.

The former has clearly not occurred. Only ten per cent of
the students had responded after the first week. Even after an
intensive publicity campaign, the guide had questionnaires
from only 35 per cent. Since few improvements in the ad-
ministration and collection of the questionnaires can be
suggested, we believe that the student response indicates that a
studfent course guide is presently impractical.

The results (such as they are) of the questionnaire should
not be published. By any definition, the numerical responses
are statistically insignificant and the written comments are
potentially biased and of un^pprovable validity. Although these
incomplete raw results could be valuable if used with caution,
there is too much temptation to give them an importance and
validity they lack.

Publication of a student course guide based on the present
questionable responses could confuse rather than inform
students and would potentially do great disservice to faculty
members and their courses.

Health Survey

A survey on students' feelings

about and experiences with the

health care services at Williams

will be distributed in the four

major dining halls at dinner this

Sunday and Monday during lunch.

Created by students in a winter

study course, it hopes to evaluate

stuttent satisfaction with the in-

firmary.

Junior Advisers

Self-nominations are being
accepted for positions on the JA
Selection Committee. You cannot

tiave been a JA in the past or be

applying for a future JA ap-

pointment. Please outline your

interests and qualifications in your
self-nomination and submit it to

the Dean's Office by Wednesday
noon, January 28.

HISTORY from page I

protective about ' some characters.

Marcella Mazzar^Ui, Asst. Prof, of

Anthropology, wbd also directs the

project, is helpful in preparing

students for these expected "in-the-

field" difficulties.

The final outcome of the Course will

consist of a succinct story about each

of the characters. The group hopes

that these will bejpart of a series on

Williamstown history which may
appear in The North Adams Tran-

script in February or March.

In addition, the group is planning a

slide-tape presentation and a radio

program.

The oral history project has thus far

generated much response. The

descriptions of the appearance and

character of these ordinary citizens

have shed much light on the life and

color of Williamstown.

Alumni return

ready to study
ALUMNI from page 1

Winter Study as he is the most recent

graduate enrolled this year. Cappel

said he was pleased with the non-

academic atmosphere of the January

term. A biology major, his course,

"Religious Pluralism and the

Problem of Identity", is a newfound

interest.

Numerous changes have taken
place on campus in the few years
since his graduation, Cappel said.

"For one thing," he said, "everyone's
got their hair cut."

There were only 200 girls at

Williams when Cappel graduated and
he likes the increased numbers in the

school.

Mrs. Barbara Ham, mother ot

Karen '78, is observing the last two
weeks of "Public and Private
Response to Contemporary Art. " M rs.

Ham is a semi-professional in a

London art business.

Having recently returned from
Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam and
Burma, Charles W. Kirkwood '57 is

offering a firsthand account of

"Current Politics and American
Business in Southeast Asia." Since his

graduation from the Harvard Law
school, Kirkwood has founded a law
firm and published a newspaper in

Bangkok. He now owns a business in

Singapore.

Letter
To the editor:

I am disappointed to find the quality

of the Williams intellect quite
degenerate. But I am outraged when
these students are embarrassed of,

and unable to admit to, their bucolic
tastes.

The film, "I Am Curious (Yellow)",
which attracted one third of the

campus, attained such popularity only
through rumored pornographic
content. There was no explicit claim
that the movie would fulfill the ap-
petites of sex-starved perverts
vicariously.

"I Am Curious (Yellow)", which
inconsequentially revolutionized sex
in the cinema, is renowned more for

its social and political revelations.

The inability of the Williams student
body to recognize and appreciate such
genius clearly reveals affliction with
cretinism.

The true thesis propounded by this

supreme flick concerns the ephemeral
nature of happiness, within a social

democracy. Lena (the female
protagonist) finds that happiness can
only be secured (temporarily)
through the Nietzschean denial of

absolute good and hedonistic pursuit
of physical pleasure. A cursory
viewing of the movie reveals this

theme. Deeper analysis reveals more
profound philosophies.

Thank you for letting us voice our
opinion.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Levy '79

and

Morgan Middle East

The Williams

Connection

by Scott Hoot

Very few people realize it, but

Williamstown is becoming a center of

political activity this presidential

year. This phenomenon has been

sparked by a Winter Study on cam-

paigning being offered by Mr. Burns

of the Political Science Department.

In all, eighteen students are spending

the month becoming involved in the

presidential campaign of their choice.

Only half of the plethora of

Democrats entered in the March 2

primary have representatives in the

Winter Study project. There are four

students working for Bayh, four for

Carter, four for Udall, two for Harris

and one for Shriver. The
unrepresented Democrats and
Wallace. Both the Republicans have

student volunteers. Two students are

working for Ford here in

Massachusetts, and one was flown to

Florida to work for Reagan. All the

campaigns are directing their ac-

tivities toward the primary. However,

that is where the similarity of ap-

proach ends.

The first move for every group was
contacting their candidate's

organization. The reactions they

received ranged from whole-hearted

and enthusiastic cooperation to total

lack of interest. The campaign ac-

tivities have ranged from simple door-

to-door canvassing, to planning a

reception for the candidate, to being

named coiifl^ coordinator.

The campaign has been most futile

for the Ford workers. Massachusetts

is a crucial primary for the

Democrats, but the only state to back
George McGovern holds little weight

with the Republicans. They have
found a Ford organization that is

being run by a Steering Committee of

name politicians who have no interest

in putting forth an effort. Since the

Ford campaign has attracted so few
volunteers, they have opened only one
office in the Boston sutiurbs to

coordinate the slate. They have found
little for the two full-tim| Williams
volunteers to do here in western
Massachusetts, and appear to have
little interest in starting anything in

this part of the state.

The same lack of interest in the

western part of the state has been
found in the Bayh campaign. The
Williams group has been frustrated in

their efforts to obtain materials for

canvassing, even though there has
been a willing group on campus well
before January. The state Bayh
campaign has let it be known that they
are concentrating on Boston. The
project Bayh students are now in the
Boston area helping Steve Rothstein
'78 who is heading up the Bayh
campaign in the Sixth congressional
district, north of Boston.

Western Massachusetts has not
been written off by every candidate.
Udall has had a first congressional
district coordinator working with
college and community organizations
for months. The Udall group (Winter
Study and campus organization) has
concentrated on leaflet drops and

Seniors

Seniors: Graduation invitations

can be ordered this week through
last year's house presidents. Off-

campus seniors please contact
your affiliated house if you wish to

order.

Dennett House
presents . . .

CLINT EASTWOOD
CARROLL O'CONNOR

DON RICKLES
TELLY SAVALES

DONALD SUTHERLAND
in

KELLY'S HEROES
Sunday, Jan. 2S

Bronfman
7:30, 10:00

Admission - $1

door-to-door canvassing in Th
Northern Berkshires. They are al/
serving as a press headquarters [1
the district. They have f.mnd con
siderably more community interest

in

the campaign than had been expected
While the cooperation ii as sub^

stantial for the Shriver sludent,
the

existing organization is not This has
provided the opportunity for Michael
Beschloss '77 to become Berkshire
County Coordinator. He has been
operating on a more basic urganizing

level—contacting local politicians for

endorsements, recruiting volunteers

and arranging for candidate visits, li

is thought that because of the Ken
nedy aura Shriver can help himself

most by appearances, and he plans to

visit the area at least twice in

February.

The Harris campaign appears to be

the best geographically organized

with individuals in charge of Western
Mass., the first congressional district,

Berkshire County and Northern
Berkshire (Joe Avellar '79) The two

Harris students have concentrated

their efforts on recruiting volunteers

in the area. However they have also

beer frustrated in attempts to obtain

material (apparently Harri.s has six

boxes of pamphlets to serve New York

State) . The Harris group is the richest

on campus, having collected six

dollars at their slide show

Apart from Udall's appearance at

Mount Holyoke this past Monday,

Carter has t)een the only candidate to

enter the district recently. The Carter

group spent much of early Januar)-

acting as advance men for his

reception in Pittsfield. They have

received a great deal of cooperation

from the state and are working closely

with the man in charge of western

Massachusetts. They consider

themselves to be the second level of

the organization and have split the

area in four to search for contacts.

They plan to canvas in February,

being of the opinion that interest is too

low to begin this early. This weekend

they are joining the (jeorgian

volunteers in New Hampshire, hoping

to duplicate Carter's strong Iowa

showing.

Job Jots
Career Discovery Program-
Communications—Monday. Jan

26. Workshops in Journalism

(Makepeace Room) and Public

Relations and Advertising

(Weston) 3-5 pm. Panel Discussion

(Dodd) 7:30. Careers in sports-

writing, TV, news ediiing.

magazine publishing, public

relations, newspaper journdlism

and bran^ management.

Seniors: Interactive Management

Systems, Inc. Belmont, MA is

seeking individuals for full lime

programming position.

SUMMER: Camp Hillard, Harts-

dale, NY; Instructors needed for:

swimming, sports, dramatics,

nature, music, dance, etc.

FOR SALE
Two Dunlop snow tires, 4 ply size

6.00-15L—excellent condition- -only

1 month old. S40.00 the pair

Call Marley at X2211

tjetween 9 4 pm

W.S. 99 presents

contemporary fashions

"Steppin' Out"

fashions sewn

by W. C. Students.

M. P. D.Hall

Wednesday, January 28

8:00 P.M.
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Lippard has art course
by Suzanne Store

Lucy Lippard, contemporary artist

and art critic, is teaching a winter

study course in contemporary

criticism at Williams under the

Robert Sterling Clark Professorship.

Students in her course are compiling a

small publication dealing with public

and private response to a variety of

contemporary works of art. Each

student gathered Information, both

historical and contemporary, on the

work of an artist of his choice. The

project involves field work in New

Yort City museums and galleries to

offer participants first hand contact

Willi the art. Students have the op-

portunity to conduct on-the-spot in-

terviews with laymen for con-

temporary public response to the

works.

Lippard is a well known critic as

well as organizer of exhibitions in the

US. and abroad. She received her

bachelor of artfi from Smith College,

her masters of arts from New York

University Institute of Fine Arts, and

an Honorary Ph.D. from the Moore

College of Art in Philadelphia. She has
been awarded grants including the
Guggenheim Fellowship in 1968 and
the National Endowment for the Arts
Critic's Fellowship in 1972.

During the past ten years, Lippard
has written over 50 articles for major
American and European art
magazines, books on Dada,
surrealism, ppp art, and publications

on contemporary artists including

Tony Smith, Ad Reinhardt and Eva
Hesse.

^ince their emergence in the mid-
1960's, Lippard has been deeply in-

volved with conceptual art and ar-

tists. Her most recent book. Six

Years: The Dematerialization of the

Art Object 1966-1972, an historical

survey as well as bibliography and
cross reference source, is one of the

most important and complete
publications on conceptual or in-

formation art. Lippard has also been

concerned with the role of women in

art. Her presence at Williams will be

of great value to people interested in

contemporary art and art criticism.

Briefly noted
i^'

AHMllJMy'tNight'' (UM) atVandtOp.nt and "Ydlcw Submarine"

(11)68) at 0:9(ji |MD> •» ida^ag at the Nlckslodeon. Both movies are scored

w)thmu«lcbytbpa»U«.R^tedonJ««i«ry24.
Yul BrenBcr, Steve MoC^mii, Charies Bronson, Robert Vaugn, James

Cobuni,ia|V|0^eiittdHtf»t Budiokan the "MagnificentSeven^ a film

presented i^1)iieWilIUn»FUmSociety.^howing8 in Bronfman Auditorium

at? and9:3()b.». AboShownwiB he the abort, "ADay with the Buys."

Snturday. lannary M ' ,

Fihn "Knif* b^ the Water", directed by Roman Polanaki, concerning a

love trlangtebaa tmt. Bronfman Audit([vium7:30 and9:30 p.m.

Sunday. Jjamwiy K ^.'
.

The MDindHbi a a«ries of Bicmtennial Lectures, all dealing with

Ameriean tlMaies wUI be ^ven at the Clark Art Institute at 3 p.m. The

speaker, JohnR. Ott, will give an ilhntrated talk on "The Shakers of flan-

cock: A StatSiMnt of American Independence." '<|

"Iteliytl Hi^rtea" starring Donald Sutherland, Telly Sevales, Dcift

Rickles, Cntttf^'Cttteor and Clint Eastwood. In Bronfman Auditorium at

7:9»airtl«'jp.»t ArioiRkipftiHTO^a gronp'o<'«.S. soWiets duringWW ttivho

sneak behhid Gennaftliiws to robgold bullion from a bank.

ThiBiMtridK Cttsmber Bnsemble featuring harpist Deidre Carr, will

presenta ei»ceM«ttheCIarkArt Institute at8 : 30 p. m. Admission is $2.

EdouardMtriinaM directs A Pafai hi the Ar-showing at The Nickelodeon

with ttAtt^Itt J IW I P#»^

:m

PRESENTS
FRIDAY, JANUARY 23rd

THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN

AT 7 & 9:30 PM

A band of gunflghters, led by Yul Brynner, are enlisted to protect a

Mexican village from thieving bandits. Based on the Japanese film,

"Seven Samavrai", this one has become a classic western. Also

starring Steve McQueen, James Coburn, Charles Bronson, Robert

Vaughn and Ell Wallach In wide screen Cinemascope I

Also Included is a selected short "A DAY WITH THE BOYS". A

group of young boys invite a businessman to join in their "games",

sort of Elvira Madlgan meets Lord of the Files.

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction: CABARET I

New Clark exhibit

features landscape

Shirley Be performs in WSP Music 21

recital, "The Sonata in Per-
formance," taught by Professor Irwin
Shainman.

The Clark Art Institute has recently

opened an exhibition of landscape

prints and drawings. "Landscape into

Art," which utilizes a variety of

examples from the fifteenth to the late

nineteenth century, demonstrates the

many different approaches possible in

rendering the lanscape in art. There

are imaginary forests (Roussel) as

well as closely observed scenes full of

light and atmosphere (Rembrandt's

etchings). There are landscapes of

exacting detail and haunting mystery

CDurer's prints or Meryon's views of

Paris) as well as cityscapes trans-

formed into simple shapes of bright

colors and lively patterns (Vuillard

and Bonnard). There is a drawing by

Monet recording the spontaneous

awareness of weather and light, and

prints by Claude carefully con-

structed around certain fundamental

principles and compositional rules to

produce landscape full of mood. Each

work of art offers yet another per-

spective on the limitless possibilities

for interpreting landscape.

Not only do the examples cover four

hundred years of art, but they also

represent artists of many
nationalities: German, French,

Italian, Dutch, English and

American. A wide assortment of print

media is represented—the lithograph,

woodcut, engraving, drypoint, and

drawing techniques, including

watercolor. The exhibition is. pur-

posely diversified in its content to

allow unexpected relationships and

interesting comparisons to develop.

"Landscape into Art" will be on view

through February 22.

GUIDE TO MOIVEY
FOR HIGHER EDVCATIOX
Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarsliips and
Financial Aid Source — items valued at over

8500 million dollars.

Contains the most up-to-date information on:

Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowships, loans, work-study programs,

cooperative education programs, and summer job opportunities; for

study at colleges, vocational and technical schools, paraprofessional

training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools, and post-

graduate study or research; funded on national, regional, and local

levels by the federal government, states, cities, foundations, corpora-

tions, trade unions, professional associations, fraternal organizations,

and minority organizations. Money is available for both average as well

as excellent students, both with and without need.

BENNETT PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. 214. 102 Charles Street, Boston, IVfass. 02114.

Plc;isc rush nic copies of GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCA-
TION at %5.^)^ plus 5()c for postage and liandiing for each copy.

I am enclosing S (check or money order).

N.imc _ _

Ad(i(lress ^__^

Cilv Slate Zip

Copyright I'n6 Bcnnou Publishing Co.

Please recycle

This

Newspaper

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresti Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

t0:00a.m. to 300 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458 8271

"Leave your second semester

course list for our package deal

enzis
COLUCI vxx. nt>M INC
lUlAMSTOVN, MAM. «J«

to save waiting in line"

SEWING NOOK
NEEDLEPOINT 8. CREWEL

YARNS

CANDIDE YARNS

BRUNSWICK YARNS

ALLTYPESOF FABRICS

Colonial

Shopping Center

9:30til 5:00Mon.thruSat. 458-3540

Physical Education
Registration for Physical

Education, for the third quarter

tiegins January 19th thru February

5th. Classes will begin on Monday,

February 9, 1976.

Winter Carnival

Calendar Change

The Williams 1976 Winter Carnival

will be held Friday and Saturday,

February 20 and 21, not February

13 and 14 as it appears on some

college calendars.

ifivus
SALE

Denim Flare Leg Jeans— Reg. $13.50; Sale Price $9.95

Denim Flare ^
Lea Jeans Pre-washed— Reg. $15.25; Sale Price $11.70

White Blue Levis Workshirts—Reg. $12.00; Sale Price $5.00

(100 pc cottoh chambray)

Levi Denim Jackets— Reg. $17.50; Sale Price $12.25

WILLIAMS CO-OP
SPRING STREET

Open Thursday Nights

Come and see wtiy everyone is trying fo l<eep up with us
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Hold off 4th quarfer Cadet rally .

Hoop tops Norwich, 67-64

Tom Balderston controlling the Ball in ttit Eph's Wednesday night victory over
Norwich. Balderston's late basket gave Williams the victory. (photo by
Janson)

by Andy O'Donnell

You've got to give the Williams

cagers credit for one thing—they do

know how to make a dull game in-

teresting.

After squandering a nine point

second half lead, the Ephs regrouped

with seconds remaining and managed

to eke out a 67-64 triumph over a

plucky Norwich University five

Wednesday night before a sparse

crowd at Lasell.

This was a game that never should

have been as close as the final score

indicates.

Colgate overwhelms notators, 72-41
When the Colgate varsity swims,

people take notice. At least, they'd

better. When the Red Raiders raided

Williamstown Wednesday afternoon

they ransacked Muir Pool for nine

first places, six one-two sweeps, and
no less than three new pool records,

and administered the Williams
natators' unbeaten status a 72-41

mauUng.
Colgate squads have improved

tremendously since the school built

one of the finer new 50-meter facilities

in the East several years ago. For two
years running the Maroon have run

away with the Upstate New York
Championships, outscoring second
place Hamilton by better than 20O

points.

Guy Hoelzer anchored a touchout

Williams win in the medley relay to

open Wednesday's contest, but from
there on out it was almost all Colgate.

Ephmen Dick Pregent and Jeff

Erickson split the diving events and
the freestyle relay churned up an 8.7

second victory.

"We knew the odds we faced in this

one," said Williams coach Carl

Samuelson, but we swam with the

attitude that we had to swim the way
we're capable of. That paid off, and

Soccer captains are

Lanier, Grossman
by Mark Pogue

Fullback John Lanier and goalie

Skip Grossman have been elected co-

captains of next year's varsity soccer

team. The two juniors were chosen by

their teammates at the squad's

season-ending banquet, held last

December.
Also honored at the banquet were

seniors Rich Dooley and former co-

captain Graham Hone. Dooley, the

team's trainer for the past four years,

received the team "Spirit" award,

while Hone, a three-year starter for

the varsity, was presented with the

award for the player most improved

over three vears.

we swam several of our fastest times

of the year." Samuelson mentioned in

particular Paul Vom Eigen's second

place in the 200 breaststrc^e, John
Farmakis' second in the 200 individual

medley and third places by Bruce
Barclay and R. J. Connelly.

Vom Eigen's 2:19.5 clocking in the

breaststroke sets him up just ahead of

Southern Connecticut's Dave Delear

for first place in the New England
Association rankings. Connelly,

Farmakis and vom Eigen all dropped

their times to within striking distance

of NCAA Championship qualifying

standards. Frosh Don Cameron
qualified for the Nationals in the 100

backstroke in last Saturday's meet
with Southern Conn.

Colgate broke'^th'ie meet «peh-£arly.,_

with four wins and three pool records

before the required diving event.

Raider co-captain Bob CoUum took

four seconds off the 1000 yard

freestyle mark, and came back to win

handily in the 500. Andy Maggion

ripped apart the 200 yard freestyle

record, and Bill Morosky smashed the

200 individual medley mark set

Saturday by Southern Conn's Bill

Krumm.- '

The Ephmen natators take this

weekend off in preparation for a long

-road trip to Bowdoin at the end of

Winter Study. Williams topped the

Polar Bears last year both in a dual

meet and at the New Englands, before

a one point loss at the Nationals.

Wrestlers pin Albany St.
The Williams varsity wrestling

team posted its third straight win and
its fifth overall against only one loss

Wedi'iesday. The grapplers handed
Albany St. a convincing 31-16 setback
in Lasell gymnasium. It was the first

win ever for a Williams wrestling

team over Albany St. and raised the

1975-76 purple squad's martc to 5-1.

Coach Joe Dailey's team had posted
two wins over the weekend also,

knocking off WPI (19-18) andRPI (24-

15) on the road last Saturday.

Co-captains Karl Hubbard (190) and
Dick Rhodes (150) both pinned their

Albany St. opponents. Both had
remained undefeated with double
decision wins over the weekend.
Rhodes and Hubbard are the only
unbeaten wrestlers on the squad, each
has a 6-0 mark.
Senior Marc Mitchell, who will

graduate at the end of January, has

also posted wins in each of his last

three matches.

Freshman Ken Levy, wrestling at

126, gave the Ephs their only other pin

against the Great Danes, while Scott

Conant (167) wrestled his way to two

wins against RPI and WPI opponents.

Freshman Rich Williams (134) split

his weekend matches and then

returned tq Williamstown to decision

his Albany St. opponent.

Senior Jeff May (177) gave the Ephs
their closest win of the day in the Dane
match, defeating his opponent in a
hard-fought 3-2 match.

Tomorrow afternoon, the Ephs will

do battle with a tough Ivy League foe,

Dartmouth, at Hanover, N.H. A year
ago, in Lasell, the Ephs battled

Dartmouth to a tough 24-24 tie in a
match that wasn't decided until the

final bout.

SALE!!

Clearance on

Winter Clothing

and other

Assorted Items

up to 50% off I

Eph^ wrestler circling for action against Albany in Wednesday afternoon's

the

boutique

63 WATER
STREET

open every day
~ ^ thurgdayt til 8:30

PEDRIN II

Great Lafe Night Snacks I!

HOTSAllSAGE GRINDERS
HOT CUBE STEAK GRINDERS

OTHER DELICIOUS HOT GRINDERS
FISH FRIES

FISH'N CHIPS '

HOMEMADE ONION RINGS

open
11 a.m. to MIdnite Sunday through Thursday

11 a.m. to 1 a.m. Friday and Saturday
COLONIAL SHIPPING CENTER WILLIAMSTOWN

(413) 458-5273

With 6'5" freshman Bruce Petersen

connecting for three quick jumpers

Norwich reeled off a 10-2 spurt that

brought them to within one, 63-62.

Then Tom Balderston had a shot

blocked and Steve Paen connected

from 25 feet out to put Norwich both

back in the game and in the lead for

the first time since the opening

minutes of the first half, 64-63.

And as has been the case with their

other victories, it was defense that

won it for Williams. After Billy

Whelan had missed two free throws

Williams got the ball back with 48

seconds left when their pressure

defense produced a Norwich turnover.

Gerry Kelly then hit Tom Balderston

underneath with 20 seconds remaining

on the clock to put the Ephs back in i

front, 65-64.

When Brad Wolk stole the ball

seconds later and Rosten connected

on both en^ of a one and one,

Williams had sewed up its fourth

victory against six losses. The Nor-

wich ledger now stands at 2-7.

The differences between the first

and second halves of the game were
Uke night and day. Williams led at the

end of the first juncture 46-38 after

having dominated play throughout yet

still not playing that well.

The* first half story, however, was
Norwich center Joe Marcewicz. The
6'6" junior hit for 24 first half points

from every angle and distance ,^appeared to be the only peZ^
merely willing, but also able to »h""
on the Norwich «.»,n„„ ,"'" "sN

Athlete of the Week Scott Schumacker

on the Norwich starting five
Yet in the second half Man*.

was held to just two poinH!"
Petersen, who only had two in the ni!
half, finished with 16.

''"'

the same held true for WiUisB,,
Both Mark Carter and G^r^m
who had 7 and 10 points respective !'
the first half, did not scoreTrS
the game, while Alex Rosten only y

two second half points after pumnin.
in 11 in the first period

'^

Conversely, Mike Tanner had 8 in

the second half and Tom Balderston
who was 8-10 from the floor and tli
only real bright spot for Williams aU
mght, finished with li second halt

points and a total of n. in fad
Balderston and Tanner scored all bul
two of the Williams pointe in the

second half while as a team the Ephs
could only muster 21 points vs 46 fnr

the first half.

Saturday the Ephs travel to

Amherst to face an excellent Lord Jell

five in the opening Little Three match
for both teams. Amherst is currently

6-2, coming off an 88-75 loss to

someone named Scranton, and
features Jim Rhenquist (of Newsweek
fame) who is averaging over 30 per

game and every bit as good as people

claim.

Schumackernomed

athlete of week
Scott Schumacker—Senior co-

captain of - the varsity swimming

team, Schumacker paced the Purple

splashers to an impressive win over

Southern Conn. He was the only Eph

double winner in the meet, swimming

to victories . in the 1000 and

t>ackstroke.

HONORABLE MENTION—
Scott Perry—rapidly becoming as

permanent a feature on this page as

"Athlete of the Week" itself, Pern

shattered the school record in the long

jump last Saturday, in a double loss to

MIT and Tufts; the senior co-captain

leaped 23' 3%" to set the new mark

Eph ski teams improving
The Men's and Women's varsity ski

teams continued to show promise last

weekend, withthe cross-country team
posting its most successful effort in

recent years.

At the Putney Relays in Vermont,
the Williams No. one team of John
Harney, Jeff Magoon, and Gary
James placed fourth, beaten by
Dartmouth, UVM, and Canada. This
group finished ahead of all other
Division I competition, including
Middlebury.

The Williams number two cross-

country team of Will Schmidt, Doug
Hollett, and Alan Eusden finished

sixth in the same competition.

The women's team consisting of

Ellen Toll, Rachel Potter, and Anne
Waters also turned in a fine showing,
with a fifth-place finish.

In the weekend's alpine events,
freshman Andy Mikel placed 13th in

the Eastern Cup slalom at Waterville
Valley, New Hampshire. This marked
the first time a Williams skiier has
ever scored points in an Eastern Cup
race,

At the Berlin Mountain college ski

area where the Williams Outing Club.

under Ralph Townsend and Carnival

Chairman Buzz Inboden sponsored

two days of EISA Giant slaloms,

Williams showed improvement, as

Rob Rowntree placed eightli on Ihe

first day, and was the Eph's only

finisher in the top 15, which was

dominated by Middlebury,

The Purple skiers showed more

depth on the second day, however, as

Josh Dembinski (7th), Bill Schulze

(Uth), and Chuck Goller (13th) all

finished in the top fifteen.

The women's alpine squad travelled

to Dartmouth for a WEISA giani

slalom. Captain Carmany Heilman

led the Ephwomen, followed by Karen

Ham and Ashley Smith, Martha

Epstein, who led the women's sq

year ago, did not compete, since she

was at the Eastern Cup races, as were

Mikel, Tom Gunn, and Don Tarinelli^

This weekend, both men's

women's squads open their Carnival

competition by traveling to SI

Lawrence, New York,

Hockey bombs Panthers
Hat tricks by Dan Sullivan and Jim

Hield and two goals by Rick Zeller
powered the Williams hockey team to
a 10-7 victory over Middlebury
Wednesday night in the losers' rink.
The Panthers outshot the Ephs, 57-

37, but the Ephs nevertheless rallied
from a 4-1 first period deficit, tied the
score at four and five, and then went
ahead for good on a goal by Hield
midway through the third period.
Sullivan and Hield put the Purple

ahead briefly, 7-6, before the hosts
knotted the score for the final time.
Following Hield's game-winner, Seth
Johnson and Zeller iced the game for
the Purple.

Team captain Ed Spencer scored

the remaining Williams goal, calm

the Panther lead to 4-2 after Ihe firsi

period.

Chuck Cremens played the whole

game in goal for Williams.

The Ephmen. now 6-4-1 overall and

4-4-1 in Division II, host Wesleyan on

Saturday evening at 7:30 p,m.

The Cardinals Division HI '«^"|'

have never beaten Williams in seven

outings since they began play'™

hockey in 1972-73. In the seven games^

including an 11-3 rout earlier \^

season, the Ephmen have outscorw

the Cardinals 64-21.

(^
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Proposes 4 guidelines

CEP favors PE requirement
by Nick Cristiano

The Committee on Educational

Policy, reporting that physical

education is a "valuable and integral

part of a Williams education,"

proposed four guidelines tightening

the administration of phys. ed.

The CEP will present its guidelines

which were passed by a 7-2 vote to the

faculty for approval Feb. 11. The

guidelines

—require completion of eight quarters

of phys. ed. by the end of the

sophomore year;

-eliminate phys. ed. credit for

playing in a band and managing a

team;

—demand that students enroll in at

least three different activities and

taite two quarters of one "carry-over"

sport, an activity which a student

might participate in after graduation.

"The CEP spent four months

reviewing the phys. ed. requirement

and educational goals," said CEP
chairman William Fox."We found that

they (the goals and requirements)

were valid, and we decided they
should be carried out."

Prof. Edson Chick, chairman of the
CEP sub-committee on phys. ed., said
that the first guideline was requested
by the Dean of the College and the
Committee on Academic Policy, "in
order to prevent distressful
situations" such as occurred last

year, when two seniors did not
graduate t)ecause they didn't com-
plete their phys. ed. requirements.

Extensions can be granted by the
Dean of the College in consultation

with the phys. ed. department to

postpone completion until junior year.

Students who have not satisfied the

requirement by the end of the junior

year will not be admitted for senior

year.

The second Guideline provoked the

most heated debate from CEP
members, Chick said. But, he added,
even the studeht members of the

committee were in favor of abolishing

credit for team managers and band
members.

Suspect held in murder
Williamstown pohce cited robbery

as the motive for the stabbing of a

Bennington man Thursday morning

near Susan Hopkins House.

Kristin Eric Asmussen, 19, was
arraigned in Williamstown District

Court Friday for the murder of

Reginald Lyman Rockwell, 43. The
victim, a thoroughbred racing trainer

at Green Mountain Race Track in

Pownal, was apparently alive when
two college students found him in his

car, but died before an ambulance
arrived.

Asmussen, who lived at 24 Hoxsey
St., is being held without bail in the

Berkshire County House of Correction

in Pittsfield. Police found the

suspected murder weapon and the

contents of Rockwell's wallet in the

defendant's apartment.

According to Berkshire County

assistant district attorney William R.

Flynn, the victim and Asmussen were
reportedly seen drinking at the Purple

Pub shortly before 1 a.m. Thursday,

They were not drinking together and

left the pub at different times.

Asmussen lived with his sister,

Heidi Fieldsa ajpd his brother-in-law,

Kieth Fieldsa. The Fieldsas rented the

building from Williams Oct. 5.

According to the court papers,

Asmussen served in the Navy from

June 1974 through last September.

After receiving an honorable

discharge he collected unemployment

compensation and occasionally

worked at Berkshire Natural Foods on

Spring Street, owned by the Fieldsas.

A College Council-sponsored survey
conducted last week showed that 64

per cent of 286 respondents favored
phys. ed. credit for band members,
and 77 per cent favored credit for

team managers. Chick said that there

is"little hope" that the guideline will

be withdrawn from the CEP proposal.

The last Guidelines were in-

corporated, according to a draft of the

full proposal, to ensure that students

"concentrateand diversify, "as they do
in the academic curriculum.

"We insist on concentration," con-

tinued the draft, "in the belief that

students should acquire a sense of

mastery in one sport which they can
cultivate in later years."

Director of Athletics Robert R.Peck
and Coordinator of Phys. Ed. Curtis W.
Tong, who both participated in

discussions preceding the drafting of

a proposal, welcomed the guidelines.

"They bring very little change,"
said Peck. "The proposals on three

different activities and carry-over

sports are by and large taking place

right now. This just structurally en-
sures it."

Tong agreed, saying that the

proposed guidelines "ad-

ministratively tighten the program,

which we needed."
Concerning carry-over sports, Peck

said that only five of the ap-

proximately 40 activities offered by

the department will not be designated

as carry-overs. These are the five

team sports—soccer, basketball,

volleyball, lacrosse, and hockey.

If the faculty approves the proposed

guidelines, they will go into effect next

fall, and will not be retroactive.

Extensions can be granted by the

Dean of the College in consultation

with the phys. ed. department to

postpone completion until junior year.

Students who have not satisfied the

requirement by the end of the junior

year will not be admitted for senior

year.

Members of the Board of Trustees' Committee on Campus Life relax in the
Faculty House. (photo by Janson)

Trustees pass budget
The Board of Trustees sanctioned a

$16.5 million operating budget
Saturday for fiscal year 1976 which
increased tuition and room and board
costs.

During the second of four annual
meetings, the 20 trustees passed a

$400,000 budget for Chapin Hall
renovations, approved the 1976-77

school calendar and determined staff

appointments.

Business Manager Shane Riorden
said that the College won't announce
the cost increases until parents are

notified. He indicated that the hike

would be less than last year, when the

trustees raised the comprehensive fee

$555.

Students currently pay $5261 a year.

Riorden said that parents would
receive letters explaining next year's

fees within two weeks.

Treasurer Francis H. Dewey IH
said the operating budget for 1977

represented a $500,000 increase over

the 1976 figure. About $3.2 million will

come from the endowment.

For the second consecutive year,

endowment principle will be used in

Winter Study films inundate campus
by John Rindlaub

During Winter Study, the campus
has been inundated by a variety of

movies appealing to every intellect

and appetite. With only one exception,
there will be a film every day during
January. But according to Stew Read,
'78, projectionist and Williams Film
Society member, the college film
business is not always a lucrative one.

Read claimed that while sponsors

have generally done well this month,

there have been some exceptions.

Sell-outs such as The Three

Musketeers" and "I am Curious

Yellow" have been off-set by such

failures as "The Beast from 20,000

Fathoms," which drew only six

people, and "Death Race 2000".

Read also emphasized that the Film

Society is a non-profit organization.

"TheWFS receives no college fun-

Some of the Winter Study flicks have gone over with a bang. Others however,

•wvedrawn little more Interest from students then is revealed in ttiis picture of

Bronfman auditorium taken during filial exam*. - 7 (photoby Read)

ding," he insisted. "We establish our

own self-supporting, $500 programs of

entertainment. Assets, which are

small, allow for a better program next

year."

Dennett House has led the house

sponsorship of movies this month with

three complete features. According to

Derrick Robinson, '76, "Butch Cassidy

and the Sundance Kid" did "very well

at all three showings, drawing almost

600 people, and resulting in a net gain

of $300." Robinson also said, however,

that "Death Race 2000" "flopped

completely" drawing only 60 people

and causing the house a loss of $100.

Dennett House, which booked movie

space for January in late October,

hopes to do very well with "Kelly's

Heroes". Last year Prospect House

showed the film at an inopportune

time and just broke even.

"I am Curious Yellow" which ac-

cording to th6 advertisement

"revolutionized sex in the cinema,"

attracted almost one-third of the

student body and resulted in a profit of

"several hundred dollars"according to

the junior advisors of Morgan Middle

East. Commenting on the general

dissatisfaction with the film, the JA's

insisted that this was no fault of

Morgan's. They asserted that there

was no explicit claim as to the por-

nographic content of the film.

The publicity of the film, ho*ever,

was initially mishandled. According

to Read, the film, being a profit-

oriented feature, should not have been

advertised off campus. Morgan

Middle East, when informed of this

law, complied'*'and promptly took

down their posters from Spring Street.

/'

The psychology of the college film

business, as any sponsor soon finds

out, is much like that of the stock

market. Attendance at a movie, said

Read, is always governed by such

factors as weather, parties, concerts,

plays, athletic contests, and the day of

the week.

For example, an expensive big-

name movie might do very poorly

during a hailstorm or on a Monday
evening when students are short of

cash. The inexpensive, little-known

film, however, might be a sell-out on a

Friday night just before a vacation

when little else is happening on

campus.

see FLICKS page 3

addition to endowment income, such
as dividends and interest on in-

vestments.

The allocation for Chapin Hall

finances construction of basement
music practice rooms. Dewey said he
hoped construction would be finished

by fall 1977.

Trustees talk

with CC reps
Representatives of the College

Council discussed cheating, the

physical education requirement and
housing problems when they met with

members of the Board of Trustees'

Committee on Campus Life Thursday
night.

Cath Carpenter '78 told the-trustees

that the results of a College Council

survey on the physical education

requirement supported the Com-
mittee on Educational Policy's

recommendation that an eight

quarter physical education
requirement be maintained.

Rick Siegrist '77 presented the

results of The Williams Record survey

on cheating which indicated that half

the students at Williams have
cheated. Dave Parker '76 discussed

the honor code.

Siegrist also described the student

course evaluation project to the

Trustees.

College Council president Mayo
Shattuck '76 talked about CC budget

allocations. Shattuck said the CC
should not have the burden of funding

a club sport such as crew.

The whole system of residential

housing should be destroyed and
begun again from the beginning, CC
secretary Michael Knight told the

committee. Parker discussed the

problems of not guaranteeing single

sex housing to students who may
desire it.

see COUNCIL page 2

Dean's List compiled
by Andy Gerra

"Having signed all those letters I

can attest to the fact that the Dean's

List is alive and well," said Lauren R.

Stevens, Dean of Freshmen.

Stevens was referring to the letters

of congratulations the Dean's office

sends each year to the parents of

freshmen achieving an average of 8.0

or higher in the fall semester.

This year, Stevens noted, 258 Fresh-

men—53.4 per cent of the class-

merited such recognition. Broken

down by sex, 51 per cent of the men in

the class of '79 and 57 per cent of the

women are on the Dean's List. For the

college as a whole, 1136 people, or 629

per cent of the student body, are on

the list: 61.6 per cent of the male
students and 6S.4 per cent of the

female students achieved the

distinction.

Various alterations of the Dean's
List have tieen proposed including

raising the minimum average
required for election and complete
elimination of the list.

Stevens said such considerations

have been "inconclusive" thus far.

Critics of the Dean's List contend
that election to the list is no longer a
distinction. Stevens took a contrary-

stand. "I have no objection to patting

258 freshmen on the l>ack as opposed
to, say, 100. 1 am not concerned with
the large numbers," he said.

Some students, Stevens noted,
thought the Dean's List had been
abandoned. Although the list has not

see DEAN'S LIST page 3
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Play It Safe
As the murder last Thursday morning indicates, Williams

College is not isolated from the problems of crime usually found

in urban areas. Irrational acts can occur almost anywhere at

anytime and often cannot be prevented. As such, the murder, in

itself, should not be any cause for great alarm or a change in

one's lifetsyle. The fact that there was a murder Thursday does

not make Williamstown any less safe today than it was one

week ago.
The problem is that Williamstown is not as safe as many

students would like to believe it is. Acts of violence are rare, but

thefts of stereos and automobile parts are not. A few incidents

of burglary are reported to the Office of Security after each

major vacation, but such incidents are not limited to vacation

Knods. The number of burglaries can be limited if students

;k their doors and windows when they leave their rooms. In

addition, when unfamiliar faces appear in dormitories,

students should call security or question these strangers.

Williams College is still a relatively safe place. Its alert

security force and its intimate nature make the College a less

, than ideal target for criminals. Students can and should walk
the campus alone without fear. But students must be careful not

to invite crime by leaving their car doors unlocked overnight,

by not locking their room doors and by refusing to call security

when they are even in the slightest bit suspicious of something.

Physical Education
While we recognize the position of those students opposed to

the physical education requirement, we agree with the Com-
mittee on Educational Policy that physical education is a

"valuable and integral part of the Williams education."

Students should expose themselves to different physical ac-

tivities and should take more than one quarter of a carry over

sport.

Unfortunately, the proposed guidelines eliminate credit for

team managers. Team managers often practice with the team
and learn enough about the sport which they are managing to

deserve physical education credit. Team managers should be

forced to enroll in at least three different physical education

courses and take two quarters of one carry-over sport, but

should be allowed to fulfill at least one period requirement with

managing credits.

The committee properly eliminated credit for marching
band. The education involved in marching band is musical; the

exercise is nothing more than walking and is not carry-over.

If .the physical education requirement is to work and meet
its educational goals, it is essential that it be properly enforced.

The proposed guideline that eight quarters of physical

education must be completed by end of the sophomore year and
that students who have not satisfied the requirement by the end
of the junior year will not be admitted for senior year gives the

physical education department the power it needs to make the

requirement work.
We urge the faculty to approve the CEP's recom-

mendations with only one change, a reconsideration of credit

for team managers. In giving the proposed guidelines our en-

dorsement, we trust that the physical education department
will continue to look favorably on alternative methods of at-

taining physical education credit.

On Reporting
Williamstown residents have noticed in recent weeks a

marked effort by the college radio station WCFM to expand and
improve its news bureau. Good radio journalism is especially
valuable in the freshness of its news and the "you are there"
quality of interviews and reports. The serious efforts by WCFM
will reward its listeners in better and faster information and its

staff members an invaluable experience.

As people rely more and more on WCFM for accurate in-

formation, the station has an obligation (as does the Record) to

avoid bias in reporting and clearly demarcate news reporting,

opinion, and editorials.

Friday morning, WCFM ran a report by Mitchell Reiss
comparing prices on some goods at Hart's Pharmacists with
that at a department store outisde this area. Reiss charged
Hart's with reaping monopoly profits and advised listeners to

shop elsewhere. We believe that this report was blatantly unfair

to Hart's and not sufficiently clearly designated as opinion. A
Record price survey early last fall indicated that higher prices
at Hart s are the results of higher costs and differences in

services offered, not monopoly power. Further, the report gave
a suggestion of "dumping on Hart's" without noting the wide
price differences among other stores in the area.

The report in the form presented was a mistake. We
commend WCFM for limiting air play of the report. We trust

that it will be a reminder of the need for continued care to

WCFM and to the Record, which has had its share of goofs, and
we hope has profited from them.

Creative Writing contest announced
According to the English depart-

ment May 1 will be the deadline for

three 1975-76 creative writing con-

tests.

The three prizes are

—The Benjamin Wainwright Award,

for the best short story submitted.

.—The Conger Prize of $100 for the best

journalistic work appearing in an
undergraduate publication. Authors
and editors of undergraduate
publications are asked to submit
entries.

—The Academy of American Poets

Prize of $100 for the best poetry

submitted.

Opinion

Why Bayh?

This is the first in a series of

articles written by Williams

students in suppport of a candidate

for the Presidency. Anyone in-

terested in writing such an article in

support ofBentsen, Byrd, Jackson,

Shapp, or Wallace please contact

Scott Hoot.

by David Grady, Kathy O'Donnell,

and Peter Reynolds

Can a farmer from Shirkieville,

Indiana be elected President in 1976?

Many people have already concluded

that just such an event will happen.

The "farmer" is Birch Bayh, the

junior Senator from Indiana. Com-
mentators generally link him as one of

the two or three active candidates

with the best chance of winning at the

convention.

What is it about Birch Bayh that has

moved several people here at

Williams to volunteer their time and

services to help his effort? It is not so

much a single cause as his overall

record.

One area the Senator has been

particiilarly active is in working to

protect the rights of all Americans.

From his position as Chairman of the

Constitutional Amendments sub-

committee, Bayh played a key role in

the effort to lower the voting age to 18.

More recently he served as principal

sponsor and floor manager for the

Equal Rights Amendment. Bayh also

used his subcommittee chairmanship
to block efforts to adopt anti-abortion

amendments to the Constitution. His

commitment to women's rights also

extends to the field of education; he

was the author of the law which
banned sex discrimination throughout

the educational system.

The Indiana Senator has also been
quite active in the criminal justice

field, particularly in the area of

youthful offenders. The Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Preventer
Act is largely a result of his efforts;

among other things it provides for the

establishment of a special federal

Job Jots
January 23, 1976

• Every SENIOR planning to take on

campus interviews must have
resumes on file at OCC to cover
interviews. These are due Jan. 30 -

last day of WSP. First appointment
schedules available Wed., Feb. 4,

8:45 a.m. NO SIGN-UPS PER-
MITTED BEFORE THAT
TIME; RESUME MUST BE
ON FILE BEFORE YOU
MAKE^ AN APPOINTMENT.

Federal Energy Administration
will have openings for graduates in

some combination of the following
fields: economics, accounting,
business administration and
finance. If there are enough
qualified and interested applicants
they will plan a recruiting trip.

Check with OCC immediately.
Application deadline: Feb. 16.

Mademoiselle Magazine and
Barnard College are sponsoring a

workshop on job hunting and
developing your career on Sat.,

Feb. 21 in New York. See OCC for

details and application.

BAND WANTED: to play for teen-
age dances at Pownal Recreational
Community Center. Call Pam
Intres—823-5138.

RLG Associates, computer
company, is interested in ap-

plications from seniors. Also,

summer positions available.

Anyone interested in host-

hostessing for the Washington
Alumni Weekend, Feb. 7th, call

OCC-23n.

Jan. 29—FROM COLLEGE TO
CAREER—75ers return to discuss
their experience taking interviews,
entering job market, etc. Driscoll

Lounge, 7:30 p.m.

offipe to deal with juvenile justice

matters. Bayh has successfully

sponsored a ban on the incarceration

of young offenders with so-called

hardened criminals. The Senator has

had a major influence on gun control,

supporting a ban on "Saturday Night

Specials", and urging stiff and
mandatory sentences for those con-

victed of various crimes in which a

weapon was used. Bayh also supports

the defzriminalization of marijuana.

The economy is a major issue in

1976. Bayh has proposed an economic

recovery program calling for a major

tax cut for low and middle income

families; the creation of a public

service jobs program to help the

victims of the Republican recession;

the creation of an anti-recessionary

revenue sharing program that is

triggered on and off by the unem-

ployment rate, to help states pay for

increased welfare costs; and the

pressuring of the Federal Reserve to

expand the money supply and hold

interest rates down.

Bayh is also proposing the re-

establishment of a Temporary
National Economic Committee,
modeled on the one Franklin
Roosevelt created in 1938, to publicly

investigate the concentration of

economic power in America today. He
is especially concerned with the oil

industry, which he considers

monopolistic. He has authored
legislation to end vertical integration

of the oil companies which presently

gives them control over all aspects of

oil production. Such a law, combined
with oil and price regulation, will help

control energy prices. At the same
time the Senator favors a major
research effort for the discovery of

alternate sources of energy.

On foreign policy issues, Bayh has
opposed U.S. involvement in Angola;
suggested that NATO take over most
of the European defense burden;
supported efforts towards arms
control and detente with the Soviet

Union; and urged the U.S. to take a
greater role in trying to find some
answers to the problems of the Third
world. He has also been critical of

American support for corrupt and
repressive military regimes around
the world.
From the above, it is clear that

Birch Bayh has accumulated an
impressive record in pubUc office,

including his leadership of the suc-

cessful fights to block confirmation of

Judges Haynsworth and Carswell to

the Supreme Court—two of the
sharpest rebuffs Richard Nixon
received from Congress. No other
candidate can boast such a record.

This liberal Democrat has also proved
that he can win election in a state

which is essentially conservative and

Senator Birch Bayh (D, Ind.)

generally Republican. In liis cam-
paigns he has always enjoyed from all

sections of the party and populace
li

is Bayh's expectation that this broad

base of support will bring him the

nomination in July, and, with a unified

party behind him, his record and

political acumen will succeed in

putting a Democrat from Stiirkieville

in the White House in 1977,

CC meets with Trustees

COUNCIL from page 1

The problems related to house dues

and use of dues on liquor for house

parties was one of a few housing

related issues discussed by Steve

Piltch "77.

The trustees listened to the reports

and asked some questions, Randy

Sturges '77 said indicating -the

meeting went "very smoothly,"

Martha R. Wallace, a trustee and

executive director of the Henry Luce

Foundation, told the students at-

tending the meeting that the Board of

Trustees served as a mediator bet-

ween three factions, "students, the

faculty and the administration.

According to students who attended

the meeting, some trustees com-

mented positively on the organization

of the student presentations.

Shattuck developed the agenda for

the meeting.

The Committee on Campus Life is

chaired by E. Wayne Wilkins Jr. '41

and includes a 1973 graduate, William

J, Cunningham III.

Letter
To the Editor:

Re: I Am Curious Yellow

The last thing the Williams College

community needs is some froshburger

telling us how to interpret a movie

that so blatantly sucked.

I congratulate Kenneth Levy on his

high verbal board scores and on his

recognition of "true genius ' I wish

him well.

Alain Ades '78
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ABC names Stevens
Dean of Freshmen, Lauren R.

Stevens recently accepted the post of

vice-president of t)ie Greylock A

Better Chance (ABC) program.

Formerly president of ABC, Stevens

has been with the program since it

first came to the Williamstown area

about seven years ago.

Many Williams faculty and staff

members are presently active in both

administrative and operational

aspects of the program which offers

area students a college-preparatory

education.

Participating students live on

Hoxsey Street with Patrick M.

Diamond, Assistant Director of

Career Counseling for the College, his

wife, and two tutors, Paula J. Moore

76 and David N. Bass '77.

Diamond said he and his wife act as

"surrogate parents" and general

-«)ordinaiors of the house operations.

Moore and Bass help with social and

academic rapport between the

students and the Williamstown
community. They also find other
students who can tutor in special
areas.

William H. Exum is in charge of

academic review. He guides the
sophomore and junior students on the
choice of college, reminds them of

SAT dates, and oversees their
curriculum. If tutors are needed, he
finds them. Exum also informs
parents and guardians of grades. Pat
Exum is responsible for personnel.

She scouts for students and hires the

staff. Besides overseeing the
Diamonds, she "works out any
bumps" that arise in the house.

Dorothea Hanson, advisor to foreign

students for Williams, heads ABC
transportation. In charge of financial

affairs is Assistant Professor of

Economics, Thomas H. Tietenberg.

Also serving on the ABC board of

directors are Philip R. Smith,-
Director of Admissions, and Physical

Williams Women debate
student housing plans

Dean of Freshmen Lauren Stevens

Education Department Chairman,
Robert R. Peck.

Stevens attributed the large number
of Williams faculty and ad-
ministrators serving on the ABC
hoard to interest in the students and
the area.

Flicks flood campus during WSP
F LICKS from page 1

"Film Sponsors,"said Read,"Should

realize that if they book a $300 film

they will need to fill Bronfman, which

holds 285 people, I'/z times. With the

$70 film they need only 70 people to

break even. The risk factor is con-

siderably less with the smaller film."

Perspective sponsors should also

carefully peruse the Nickelodeon's

schedule to avoid conflicts. Blake

McClenachan, manager of the

theater, said "There has been no real

conflict. The Film Society booked

their films for the year last spring. We
book month by month. There are

occasional slip-ups—for example we

showed "American Graffiti" a week or
two before the college did—but these

are few and unintentional."

An even more deadly competitor is

the television. Many sponsors have
been dismayed by the small crowds
that appeared for popular movies
which had been on the take the

weekend before. "Paper Chase,"
"The Day of the Jackal,"
"Deliverance," and "That's En-
tertainment" are only a few of those

the networks have recently aired.

"Booking time for films in Bronfman
can be a real problem itself," ac-

cording to Francis Jones, Register

Editor and coordinator of campus
events. At present, the auditorium is

overloaded and Jones must wait for

last-minute cancellations to cater to

others. Complications can be avoided,

she said, if the sponsor would notify

the projectionists and herself of

cancellations as soon as possible.

There is certainly the need for a

second auditorium. Plans for a small

one located on the ground floor of

Stetson are in the making. Students

can meanwhile expect to be super-

saturated by an array of entertaining

and educational films from "Dr.

Zhivago," to" Little Caesar,"and"The
Godfather."

Willianu Women members met
Jan. 19 with Earl L. McFarland, Jr.,

Chairman of the Committee on Un-
dergraduate Life and two committee
members to discuss various housing

proposals.

The CUL is preparing a question-

naire to investigate student reactions

to single sex, coed suite, and majority

women housing alternatives.

The major complaint that surfaced

during the discussion concerned house

social activities. With the male-

female ratio of most houses presently

between one and two to three, house

activities tend to be directed toward
the interests of the male residents, it

was suggested. Students at the

meeting cited the frequency of keg
parties and thepurchase of snacks for

last Sunday's Super Bowl game as

examples of activities which are more
attractive to men than women.
There are presently some small

single-sex houses such as Brooks and
Susan Hopkins, but according to a

member of Williams Women, Carole-

Anne Tyler '78, the girls in Brooks
House do not center their social life

around their house.

Valerie Anderson, co-chairman of

Williams Women, defended female

housing. According to Anderson, an
exclusively female house can en-

courage interaction among women on

a day to day tiasis.

Problems concerned with ap-

plication for entrance into such houses

and the possibility that single-sex

housing might create fraternity and
sorority atmospheres were discussed.

The funding of activities of small

interest groups within a house out of

house dues was proposed. Williams

Women co-chairman, Ginny Long,

suggested that a "social chairman-

treasurer" type position for each such

group be created.

The group expressed concern that

this arrangement would get "tied up
in red tape." It was suggested that

enough problems concerning
allocation and control of social dues
already exist.

McFarland questioned whether the

problem actually concerned conflict

between male and female oriented

activities or simply lack of

imagination. He pointed out that since

women rarely run for house offices,

they have few opportunities to initiate

activities which would change the

social atmosphere of their house.

Other suggestions on housing in-

cluded greater options for getting into

houses and for transferring between

them. Legal and privacy problems

involved in coed rooming were
discussed

.

Dean's list
DEAN'S LIST from page)

been posted for the last two terms,

"students who achieve an average of

8.0 or higher in a four course schedule

continue to, have their election to the

Dean's List noted on their permanent

record," according to a notice posted

in Hopkins Hall.

Stevens stressed that the list is no

longer posted "in consideration for

student privacy, not because 'too

many' were on it."

Williams and the CIA: the connections continue
by Steven Ruthstein

Ht-'fore the vacation break, the

RECORD published the first in a two-

part aeries on the Williams College —
CIA connections. While that article

dealt with the recruiting process at

Williams and in other schools, this

article will focus on the student,

favulty and alumni with professional

CIA connections.

Alumni-Faculty Employment
Throughout the 28 years of the CIA's

existence many faculty members and
alumni have been involved in the

agency.

Probably one of the first faculty

members involved with the agency
was the late James Phinney Baxter
III, who worked for the CIA's front-

runner organization—The Office of

Strategic Service (OSS). During the

Second World War, Baxter often left

Williams for the effort and from 1942-

43 he served as Deputy Director of the

OSS.

Another former President, John
Sawyer, also worked for the OSS in

Washington, North Africa and
Western Europe, eventually
becoming chief of research and
analysis in Paris from 1944-45. Ac-
cording to his resume. Sawyer also

served as the Western Europe chief
for the State Department's Office of

Intelligence until June 1946.

R. Cragin Lewis, Director of Alumni
Relations, said that "hundreds of

alumni and staff" have probably been
involved in the American intelligence

community at one time or another.
The number who have worked
directly with the CIA is undoubtedly
small. Lewis said he has no idea how
large that number is. "People don't
Write CIA on their occupational files

so we don't know about it often."

There is only a handful of faculty
and alumni that have worked for the
ClA that the Record is aware of. A
former political science professor, E.
Drixel Godrey, '44 worked for the
CIA after he left Williams. His ex-

pertise was French politics, and he
served under Director Richard
Helms, '35 as head of the French
Desk,

John Piatt '58, worked for the
agency as the Central Intelligence

%ncy representative at the U.S.
Embassy in Laos, according to a
political science department member.
Edward Hinman '45, also worked

*'th the agency. According to another
political science professor, Htnman's

specialty was Russian language and
Russian affairs,

HELMS
The most famous of the Williams

CIA alumni is, of course, Richard

Helms. Helms, class of '35, served as

CIA, director for many years and is

now the U.S. Ambassador to Iran.

While at Williams, Helms was a

prominent man on campus. He was
president of his class, editor of the

Record and involved in a variety of

campus activities. Frederick C.

Copeland, class of '35 and presently

the dean of admissions rememt)ers

Helms as an "outstanding person in

our class." He is a "terrific person,"

Another classmate of Helms is

Whitney S. Stoddard, chairman of the

art department. Helms "was liked

and respected by everyone in our

class," Stoddard said. "He is a very,

very bright guy, friendly, and open,

except about the CIA ..." Helms is

"one of my close friends."

Last June the class of '35 had its 30th

reunion. Helms, in the country for the

Senate hearings, came up to

Williamstown for~thB-event. He
"never has Ulked about his job at his

reunions . . . and no one ever asks

him," according to Stoddard.

Copeland said that Helms "stayed

with us last June."

One of the ambassador's nephews,

Roger Helms '78, is presently at

Williams. Roger said there have been

"many of us" in the family that went

to Williams.

Faculty Contacts
Aside from the faculty and alumni

working for the agency full time,

there are many opportunities for part

time research work. Referring to the

book The CIA and the Cult of In-

telligence:

"in 1%7 Helms asked his staff to find

out just how many university per-

sonnel were under secret contract to

the CIA. After a month, a listing of

hundreds of professors and ad-

ministrators on over a hundred

campuses" was presented.

The Record was unable to find

evidence of any such grants presently

at Williams. Fred Greene, chairman

of the political science department

and Russell H. Bostert, chairman of

the history department, both stated

that there were "no such contracts" to

their knowledge. While there might be

proposals that go direcUy to in-

dividual faculty members, none are

sent to the departments.

Some faculty members, m con-

nection with other jobs, have had
contact with the CIA. Professor

MacAlister Brown said that "I've

gone there (CIA headquarters) once

with political economics students . . .

and I've gone there a couple of times

with respect to my interest in Laos."

Professor Vincent C. Barnett said that

"I've worked with CIA people, just as

I've worked with other people from

other agencies" while he served as

Economic Advisor to the American

Emt)assy in Rome, Both men said

they have never directly worked for

the agency.

"Many academics considered it a

patriotic duty, a personal respon-

"Central Intelligence Agency has a

Summer Intern Program for graduate

students interested in exploring a .

career with this important agency."

The initial sheets and posters

contain very little detail regarding

what type of work the applicant would

be involved in. The pay scale is listed

at between $815 and $1000 per month.

The program that the senior is

applying for is headed by Robert Bell,

who lists a post office box in

Arlington, Virginia as his mailing

address. In a Record interview Bell

said that the "competition is keen" for

the program. For the 45 summer
positions open in 1976, they have

already received 300 applications. The

Theforeign
intelligence
profession.

In international affairs, intelligence is knowledge—accurate, objective

knowledge and understanding of men and events ttirougtiout the world

The Central Intelligence Agency has a vital role in providing the information

our Government's leaders need in making their decisions

Its interests are broad and the CIA seeks people trained in such
fields as;

Computer Science Mathematics
Economics Photo Science

Electrical Engineering Physics

The Agency also has a Summer Intern Program in foreign studies for

students who will be in graduate school in the fall of 1976
All positions are in the Washington, DC. area, some offer opportunities

for Foreign Travel; US Citizenship is required.

To be considered for a career in the Intelligence Profession, interested

senior and graduate students completing work in the above are invited to

send a complete resume to;

Director of P«:rsonne1

Central lnt(.-tli((cncc ,\({cnc.>

Ra Box 192S
HiiKbinglon, ac. 200I3
An Equal Opportunity Employer

A CIA recruitment ad reprinted from'The BlackCollegian", a career magazine.

sibility" to serve the CIA during the

cold war, according to Bostert.

Realizing that the CL\ "must be

looked at in some historical per-

spective," the responsibility "attitude

filtered down to the undergraduates

... It was looked on as an impressive,

interesting, well-paying job."

Student Contacts
A Williams student is currently

applying for a CIA job. This person is

a senior history major and has

recently completed an application for

the "Summer Interns in Foreign

Studies" program with the agency.

Advertised on campuses across the

country, this program states that the

applications are reviewed and
"chosen by the information that the

person sends us." Once a person goes

through preliminary screening, the

applications are sent around the

agency. Any department that thinks it

could use a specific applicant contacts

Bell and sets up a further interview.

There are two main purposes of this

program. The first is "long-range

recruitment." Many people who spent

a summer with the agency often

return. The other purpose is a "public

relations job." According to Bell,

people who know \h6 realities of the

CIA will tend to be "more sym-
pathetic" towards the agency.

There are three other students that

the Record is aware of that presently

have one or both parents working for

the Central Intelligence Agency. They
are Greg Weber '79, Lucy Gregg '77,

and another junior who wished not to

be identified.

Greg Weber's father has t)een an
"analyst with the CIA since the mid
'50's" He presently is "helping to

supervise the daily output of finished

intelligence in the Middle East
African Division" of the CIA, ac-

cording to Weber. "He is a staff of-

ficer in the National Intelligence

Directorate." This division is "part of

the overt operations" of the agency,

not the headline grabbing covert

section.

The purpose of the National In-

telligence Directorate is to

"disseminate finished information in

forms of oral briefings to formal

publications." Weber, according to

his Williams son, "worked with (the)

African Division for many years . . .

and has taken several trips abroad
, , . (They are) purely observational

and (for) first hand experience
purposes." When Colby came in the

African and Middle East Divisions

were combined in a "reorganization

of the agency."

Lucy Gregg, a Wood House junior

said her father has also been with the

agency for "many years." Recently

declared an "overt agency", Lucy's

father presently serves "as the liason

between Representative Otis Pike's

House Committee on Intelligence and
the agency."

The third student, a junior male who
asked not to be named, said that one of

his parents is an "overt agent" who
has been with the agency "for some
time." He indicated that he "didn't

know many details" about the agency
except what he has read in the

newspapers, and what he did know he
didn't want to talk about

Weber and Gregg both believe, that

the recent Colby firing was "political

in nature." Weber said "Colby was
really trying to have an open air about
the agency ... he worked completely
with the (congressional) com-
mittees."

"Everyone knew he would have to

go as a scapegoat, but the firing was
too abrupt," Gregg added. She also
said that the recommendation of

George Bush to head the CIA "brings
back Watergate" and the political

uses of government agencies. -.
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Record Awards: Th^ envelope, please!
Once again, as tradition wills it, the editors of this esteemed

rag declare their selection of the Williams personages most
deserving of accolades. The awards serve no useful purpose,

please no one, do great disservice to many, make rather dull

reading, and waste a good deal of everybody's time. We,

however, have a responsibility to the editors and readers who
have wasted their time in the past. Tradition will be served and
we do humblv bestow:
Pulitzer Prize to the RecurdAdvocale for ceasing to exist.

Carnegie Library Award to the Sawyer Library staff for the

efficient transition to the new library.

Marie Antoinette Award to Vivian LePage, director of Baxter
Hall dining facilities for introducing generations of freshmen
to the culinary delights of gourmet dining.

Gloria Steinem Award to the Office of Career Counseling for

promoting interest i{i careers for women.
An Autographed Copy of How to Succeed in Business without
Really Trying to Buildings and Grounds repairmen, to be
presented at Fort Hoosac House during their mid-afternoon
coffee break.

Martha Graham Award to Joy Dewey for almost single-

handedly reviving dance at Williams.

Earl F. Butz Beef Ranchers Award to Evelyn, the substitute row

.^ house cook, for serving the Winter Carnival banquet roast

beef a day early.

Abbie Hoffman Award to Mac Margolis for his nostalgic return
to the good old days of student activism.

I Would Do Anything For a Keg of Beer Award to participants in

the Spencer House scavenger hunt.

Mom and Apple Pie Award to the Admissions Office for rejec-

ting Miss America.

Ben Boynton Memorial Football Award to Bob Odell for his fi

undefeated season.
'*'

Hot Dog of the Year Award to Scott Perry for his obnoxiou
displays of talent forcing us to name him Athlete of the Week
more often than anyone else.

Marcus Welby, M.D. Award to Jim Baldwin for surviving a
appendectomy, the Amherst defensive line and North A^m"
Regional Hospital.

^

John Wooden Award to Bonnie Crawford for drawing spectators
to women's sports with an unbeaten basketball season

Box of Girl Scout Cookies Award to the crew team for its efforts

to raise money to keep itself afloat.

Mr. Bubbles Bathtub Award to Coach Carl Samuelson for

producing winning swimming teams in the Robert B. Muir
anachronism.

LBJ Credibility Award to the editors of Knockabout and Pique
for telling the College Council a merger was not possible.

Autographed Copy of The Making of the President, 1975 by Mayo
Shattuck to Addison Lanier, who tried to make it.

Junior Achievement Award to Log manager Gene Fallt for

running his very own business.

Frank Rizzo Award to Police Chief Zoito for enlightened ad

ministration.

Telly Savalas Look Alike Award to R.J. Connelly for his hairdo

resulting from the Spencer House Scavenger Hunt
An open invitation to the Log to State Senator Fitzpa trick for his

stand in favor of raising the drinking age.

And finally, our thanks to Richard B. Sewall for cutting through

the ritual of Convocation and casting a brilliant light on what

it is to learn and what it is to be.

Surveying the year in print
Demo, for those unfamiliar with

today's permutations in what is

laughingly called the English
language, is the latest adjective in the

series, "boisterous, hell-raising,

rowdy." It ranges from impromptu
wrestling matches to opening new
doorways in Carter House.

Kditurial, Feb. 5.

President Chandler was there. The
Williams marching band (well, three

members of it) were present. Spec-

tators filtered in quietly, many
seemingly not sure of what to expect,

and filled the grandstands along the

sidelines of the main basketball court

at Lasell Gymnasium.
Women's Basketball. Feb. 12.

By not discussing the extent of

College economies, it presented the

Administration as a rather impotent
structure. Such a structure cannot
inspire confidence.

ReAd editorial on the letter to

parents describing a J555 rise in the

cost of attending Williams College.

April 9.

We're way ahead in complying with

Title Nine because we've been
working on developing women's
sports long before the present
regulations were proposed.

Athletic director Robert Peck
discussing the sex discrimination

regulations. April 9.

By shuffling housing around, we've

been able to accept more women (16)

than last year. Our policy is to try to

admit men and women in proportion

to the number of applicants.

Admissions director Philip Smith.
April 16.

For his performances in last week's
games against Yale and Connecticut,

sophomore lacrosse goaltender Bob
Harryman has been selected as the

ReAd's first Athlete of the Week.
ReAd, April 23.

"The College has not ostensibly

lowered temperatures on campus, it

has reduced average building tem-

peratures by 5 degrees F or more.

This fact is well documented, not by

logging of ten space temperatures,

but through a solid 20 percent

reduction in fuel consumption as

compared with previous periods."

John Holden, mechanical engineer,

. in response to a ReAd listing of ten

space temperatures, April 23.

"It is the sense of the Board 'that

wherever feasible the Board of

Trustees of Williams College desires

representation by a recent graduate

whose undergraduate days overlap

those of present students."

E. Wayne Wilkins, trustee, ex-

plaining Board of Trustees' response

to a College Council request

Ron Long '77 relaxes after breaking
the world's ice cream eating record at
Friendly's on May 2.

Each year all of Williams goes
through a ritual of hectic urgency
known as room draw, lasting half an
hour for some people and all of the

next year for others. It is at best a

combination of the wheeling and
dealing of Monty Hall and the

cynicism of Divorce Court. At its

worst, it is World War III.

Rdom Draw, April 30.

A forum on Admission held Monday,
April 21, in the Dodd House living

room quickly revealed that the sub-

ject of undergraduate admissions

appeals more strongly to faculty and

administrators than to students.

Admissions. April 30

Williams lost "about ten students to

Amherst and slightly less to

Wesleyan."

Philip Smith quoted in an article

announcing 292 men and 190 women
have decided to enroll at Williams.

May 11.

Usually the best source of in-

formation on a course is the professor

teaching it. See him. Don't be scared

away by the course description. An
amazing revelation occurs when you
read that description after you've

finished the course.

(ieding Things Done, Sept. 6.

"Williams would be a better in-

stitution with more women enrolled

relative to men," the committee
concluded. It rejected any specific

ratio as goal, calling instead for a

gradual increase in the number of

women in each class. The change
would come about as the result of a

"sex-blind" admissions policy, which
would enable the Admissions Office to

accept "the best possible class"
regardless of sex.

Kershaw Committee report. Sept.

19.

However, since the Log reopened,
"we've had to respond to several
calls, all of them on Friday and
Saturday nights, because of college

students making noise, throwing cans
and bottles around" and generally
disturbing the peace.

Police Chief Joseph Zoito on the
Log. Sept. 26.

Charges that Williams students are
"throwing cans and bottles around"
after leaving the Log. The Log does
not use cans or bottles to serve beer.

Record editorial. Oct. 10.

A Record survey of liquor prices in

Williamstown and North Adams
shows little differences in price levels

among the five stores compared.
Despite the claims of many Williams
students that local merchants take

advantage of the college trade by
charging higher prices, the survey
revealed that price levels are largely

determined by wholesale rates, not by
proximity to the College.

Price survey series, Oct. 7.

"There has clearly been a very
large acceptance of the library by the

students. We counted 386 students in

the middle of last Tuesday evening
and 346 Sunday afternoon at 4:00. 1

don't know if this is just a fad or if it

will continue."

I.ihrariiin Lawrence Wikander, Oct.

Fifty-one percent of the respondents
(94 of 183) to a Record-Amherst
Siiideni survey on academic honesty
conducted last spring at Williams
cheated by the Record's definition of

cheating. Similarly, 48 percent of the
respondents to the same survey at
Amherst cheated.

"Pressure to get good grades" was
the most frequent explanation for
cheating given by respondents who
admitted to cheating in the Record
cheating survey. Thirty of the 62
students (49 percent) who admitted to

cheating gave this as a reason. Forty-

two percent cited "pressure caused by

the workload" as a reason.

Record-Amherst Student cheating

survey. Oct. 31.

If there's one thing oddsmakers

have learned over the years, it's that

you don't take bets on the Williams-

Amherst game. Past records mean

very little when these two teams go at

it and anything can, and usually does,

happen.

Dan Daly on the Amherst-Williams

rivalry, Nov. 14.

Bob Odell had his undefeated

season, Williams had extended its

unbeaten streak to 13 games, tying a

college record, and the Ephs had won

another Little Three title, their fifth

straight. As the homecoming crowd of

nearly 10,000 filed slowly out of

Weston Field, Odell could be seen

weaving his way to the locker room,

pausing every so often for a hand-

shake, some congratulatory words, or

simply a pat on the back. It had been a

great year, and this was a victory he

would savor for ... for aljout 15

minutes. Then some thoughtless

sportswriter would bring him down to

earth by remarking: "Geez, Bob, I'll

bet you wish you could have thai

Trinity game back, huh?"

Following the Amherst game. Nov,

i».

"I am protected against vandalism

but not against deer." He boasted of

having killed three deer during the

past year and called the recent

disaster "just a case of revenge,"

Rudy Goff on damage done by deer,

Dec. 2.

Construction on the Sawyer Library fle^

i'jr

.^^>^
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Women's
Point of View

A Woman's
Point of View

One Woman's

Point of View

On a campus this size, love

relationships can get out of hand. I

know some couples who are con-

stantly together. They eat, sleep,

brush their teeth and go to the in-

firmary together. Commitment like

that doesn't allow any space for the

couple to grow as individuals. It's

ridiculous.

And what happens when you

"break-up"? Are you friends af-

. terward?

So what's the solution? Roadtrip.

What have Amherst men and Skid-

more women got that can't be found at

Williams? Distance. A lot of distance.

Last year, I was told by one guy that

no Williams man would go out with

any woman within (piking distance.

That way, he could avoid the ^^les
of commitment and run-ins after a

break-up. This sounds like the

coward's way out, Ixit apparently,

many of us aren't ready to handle the

kind of responsibility that love brings.

Tyler: One Woman's Point of View
Nov. 1.

How many of us consider ourselves

to be merely "social drinkers", as the

commercial goes? Yet,fi|iow many
times have we vowed, "Tonight, I'm
going to get so drunk ..." Is this the

attitude of a social drinker? Does
somebody who just wants to "loosen
up a little" decide before they even
start drinking that they're going to

drink 'til they can't remember how
many they've had?

1 think it's too bad that so many of

us seem to have to drink in order to

become uninhibited enough to talk to

Billsville—home of townies.

demo—v.—to destroy, perhaps the

most popular activity of some
Williams men. n-demolition.

Mark Hopkins-1. No relation to Johns
Hopkins. 2. A four star hotel in San
Francisco. 3. Susie Hopkins'
husband. 4. A dorm in the Greylock
Quad. 5. Former Williams president
who is a member of the Hall of

Fame for Great Americans.

Eph jargon, Sept. 6.

Well, someone said it

somebody we don't know all that well

or get out on the dance floor and
boogie. There's nothing wrong with a

few drinks, but getting so soused that

you're out of control doesn't do you or

the people you're trying to meet any
good.

Tyler: One Woman's Point of'View,

Nov. 14.

What I have been trying to do in this

column is to make people take a closer

look at certain aspects of campus life,

to shake everyone out of their

apathetic acceptance of things as they

are and to cause you to question or at

least think about your attitudes. This

involves writing to provoke response,

to excite controversy, to be one-sided

in my presentation and to play the

devil's advocate. I am glad that

people have responded in the paper to

my column. A mature response

(rather than an immature phone call

in the middle of the night) is exactly

what I had hoped for. It would seem to

indicate that some people are no

longer caught up in their apathy. 1

hope this is so. At any rate, if I have

not succeeded in moving people out of

their own passivity, I have at least

succeeded in moving me out of mine.

Tyler: One Woman's Point of View,

Dec. 2.

"People tend to over generalize
from their own experience ... I

haven't noticed that professors are
reluctant to give grades below a C."
—Roger B. Wilson Jr. discussing
grade inflation in a Letter to the
Editor, April 16.

"We are admitting very intelligent,

verbal people whose written work is

not what once would have been ex-

pected."

—Director of Admissions Philip
Smith quoted in an editorial. May 9.

"We don't go into closets or
drawers, but I venture that if we did
we would probably get twice as
much."

—Director of Security Walter O'Brien
discussing the confiscation of illegal

appliances over spring recess. April 9.

"There aren't enough police in town
if students don't want to cooperate.

We're not a big commercial
operation."

-Robert Peck on preparations for

Homecoming. Nov. 14.

"The Williams women's sports

program is one of the tops that I've

seen for a college this size."

—Women's basketball coach Bonnie
t'rawf(»rd, Feb. 18, 1975.

"It wasn't worth the breath it took

to boo it." "It was beneath contempt."

—Comments on Williams Entry C's

less than edifying performance on

Purple Key night. Sept. 16.

"I just can't believe it, what a

rout!"

—Amherst spotter following 25-6

thrashing, Nov. 1«.

"Most colleges have a place like the

Log, a student bar. To say one quarter

of the college couldn't attend un-

dermines the purpose of the place. It

could be the death of college run
pubs."

—(jeno Falk on legislation to raise the

drinking age to 19, Sept. 16.

"We already had in progress af-

firmative action programs among
employees to remove all vestiges of

sex discrimination.

"In recent years the school has tried

to increase the numbers of women and

minority faculty. Sex-blind hiring

(required by Title IX) isn't enough

. . . Now this is the most natural thing

in the world, not because of

legislation, but because of social

changes."

-Dean Peter Berek on Title IX, Sept.

Hi.

"We're having more and more

requirements put on by Federal
agencies. H this trend continues, we'll

be regulated like public utilities."

—President John W. Chandler in a

ReAd interview. May 14.

"Evelyn said she couldn't find the

fish sticks we were supposed to have
and the beef looked 'ready and
available.'

"

—Dodd House cook, Peter Brazeau,

explaining why the beef he cooked for

a Winter Carnival banquet was served

a day early. Feb. 12.

"All it means is that in three years

here I've taken more shots than

anybody else in Williams history."

—Harry Sheehy discussing the school

record he set for points in his

basketball career. Feb. 12.

"Whatever expectations or

preconceptions any of us had left

regarding a dry and hfeless ceremony
were completely and beautifully

shattered by the address of Professor

Richard Sewall of Yale University.

Doctor Sewall announced that his

talk, "A Sense of the Ending", would

be a "strange address" and that we
should prepare ourselves accordingly.

Selective quotation of the remarks
of Dr. Sewall cannot remotely ap-

proach the actual content, sensitivity,

or power of the address, and those

present in the auditorium will attest to

this. The subject of the speech con-

cerned the personal experiences of

Dr. Sewall during his wife's fatal

cancer illness and his brother's death

by a car accident.

There were a lot of preconceptions

about Convocation; the boring

speeches, the ridiculous march in ill-

fitting gowns, and all the rest. But the

actual ceremony changed all of that

and gave it a new focus and emphasis,

and we had indeed been "jolted out of

our numbness".

—Richard B. Sewall's Convocation

address, Sept. 16.

... a very special moment in which

all the robes came off, the distinctions

of age blurred, and a work of art

Former RecordAdvocate editor
Widing

r

enthralled a united tx>dy.

Perhaps the most stirring strains of

the address were the most disturbing

as well. At issue was the concept of

sensitivity, the ability to immerse
oneself into the stuff of life, to always
see it with new eyes. Curiously, ours is

the TV generation born and bred on

the concept of objectivity, the quick,

insensitive ingestion of material
emasculated by a medium deigned
not to stimulate thought, only
satisfaction. We prove that there can
be too much of a good thing.

—Record Editorial on Richard B.

Sewall's Convocation address, Sept.

16.

"The P.E. attendance requirement

is, after all, somewhat tyrannical."

—Bill Driscoll, Feb. 26.

"Most of the contestants were out of

work actors pretending to be fencing

instructors or something in order to

get on the show."
—Art instructor Eva Grudin
discussing her appearance on Jack-

piiC. March 5.

How far have we come?
"Broadly generalizing, Williams

guys are non athletically oriented

(that is compared to the guys at the

other three schools who are generally

a bunch of jocks). They are in-

tellectual (though not quite up to par

with the Dartmouth boys) and
sociable. They are rated by our ob-

jective scoring methods: faggots."

—Skidmore Snews, reprinted in the

Record, Sept. 10.

Williams men have always had

nothing but the highest record for

their New York neighbors. And they

are unique. The current campus craze

is a mystic religious cult imported

from the mountains of Tibet which

teaches that prostitution is not evil,

but merely a means of coping with

spiraling college costs.

The girls are innovative, too. One of

their more noteworthy creations is the

"Skidmore Stagger" ( a curious dance

that has somehow never made its way
out of the bars of Saratoga Springs),

in which a Skiddie downs two beers

and spends the rest of the evening

Shaking, Rattling and Rolling all over

the floor.

Dan Daly on Skidmore, Sept. 16.

completion in time ior lieavy use fhis fall

"I wanted to go to Williams very

bad. It was a traditional school. They
didn't accept me at Williams. I made
it right up to the last cut and I was
very upset."

Miss America Tawny Godin (Skid-

more) Sept. 16.

"One other thing. Be sure to bring

along a few coloring books. It gives

them something to do between dan-

ces."

.Mumnus .lack Mailland on preparing

for the Skidmore roadtrip.

Sept. Ifi.

And so Miss Patti Clancy is coming
for Winter Carnival. It will be a

beautiful way to see New England. As
the unofficial Winter Carnival Queen,
she is already a celebrity in Carter,

and Selcer is not exactly an unknown
in Lincoln. "You're famous out here,"

Patti told him on the phone.

Shoo! the Dog, Feb. 14. Peter
llillman describes a Winter Carnival

date, who was chosen from a com-
posite photo of a sorority at the

I'niversity of Nebraska. Her host,

Charlie Selcer. paid the plane fare.
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Rich's slick machine' grinds out another show
January n^

by Peter Peyser

Buddy Rich and the Big Band

Machine. Programs on sale for $2

before the show. The band in uniforms

and behind their "BR" music stands.

Nameless [dayers playing nameless

songs for a "name" bandleader. The

Buddy Rich displayed his drumming
virtuosity last Thursday in Chapin.

(photo by Janson)

detached, almost deprecatory, rap by

the "star" after each well timed 45

minute set.

No, the setting is not Las Vegas or

"Buddy's Place" in New Yoric. It is

Chapin Hall last Thursday.

Buddy Rich is the biggest name to

play in the 1976 Williams Jazz

Festival. He appears on Johnny

Carson, MikeDouglas, Dinah! , and all

those showcases for the slick talent

manufactured by mass media. He has

taken over for the late Gene Krupa as

the dean of jazz drummers. He is the

focus of concerts, and people come to

see him—not his band. The un-

fortunate thing is that one gets a lot of

Buddy Rich and very little in the way
of musical excitement and variety.

All of Rich's songs are arranged the

same way. The 15 piece back-up band

blows until the members are blue in

the face, the saxes and trumpets each

get some ensemble exposure, and

Buddy throws in the obligatory drum
solo. This scheme may seem like a

boring one when considered in the

scope of a ninety minute concert. The
fact that it is, is not all that important.

What is important is that these

arrangements leave you begging for a

break. That break comes in the form

of Buddy Rich burning up his drums.

There is certainly no finer jazz

drummer around. Rich is incredibly

fast and manages to keep the

audience unbalanced and interested

by throwing rhythmic surprises into

his solos. He is exciting and amusing

to watch. For awhile. When you get

tired of watching Buddy you try

watching the band. This turns out to

be about as exciting as watching

bread get stale. Except the band

already is stale. Their indifference

shows in their faces, and all too often,

in their playing. Rich had to stop the

trumpets during the intro to "I Don't

Know How To Love Him" because of

their sour playing. You get the idea

that they don't care about what

they're doing.

In the final analysis it turns out that

the act is well named. U.is 'machine'-

like. Pasteurization replaces im-

provisation. Speed and volume

replace the subtleties of dynamic and

tempo change. Flair replaces style.

Distraction replaces energy.

On the whole, it was an un-

satisfactory end to an otherwise

laudable Jazz Festival.

Buddy Rich's Big Band Machine cranked out a highly stylized, mechanicar

performance to end the January Jazz Series last Thursday. Solos by the in.

dividual members of the band, such as the one above by Rich's saxophone

player, were listless and uninteresting. (photo by Janson)

Cash's book exposes William Loeb

Liza Minelli and Michael York turn their worlds upside down in "Cabaret,"

playing tonight in Bronfman Auditorium. ,

Briefly noted
Tuesday. January 27

"Cabaret," directed by Bob Fosse, is a familiar but always intriguing film

about the decadent life in pre-WW II Berlin. Starring Liza Minelli in a role

which established her as a lusty and talented actress, her songs with Joel Grey

are delightful and memorable. The choreography, makeup, and costumes all

add to the sparkle and vibrancy of the musical. Bronfman, 7 and 9 p. m.

Wednesday, January 28

Studio IV, one in a series of Music Department-sponsored student recitals

will take place at 4 p.m. in Room A Currier. The recital includes not only

student performances of works in the established literature but also original

compositions by the students who are encouraged to write with this opportunity

in mind. The program will include performances by students in WSP Music 21,

The Sonata In Performance taught by Prof. Irwin Shainman. Several original

electronic pieces, composed by members of the WSP Music-Physics 22, The Art

and Science of Electronic Sound, taught by Visiting Prof. Everett Hafner, will

l)e performed.

The lecture on "Women's Art" deals with the movement to increase ap-

preciation of women's artwork and to value it equally with men's. Lucy Lip-

pard, a feminist and anart critic who ih the Robert Sterling Clark Art Lecturer

in residence during Winter Study, will discuss the problems of women artists,

their struggles and their successes. 10 Lawrence Hall, 7 : 30 p. m.

"From Here to Eternity" will play in Bronfman at 7:30 and 9:30. Described

at the time as having "enough rough characters, bathroom language and salty

situations taboo on the screen to keep most producers unintereste(^" Less
risque today, the film survives as one o/ the greatest "army" movies ever

made—a classic in its genre. Frank Sinatra and Burt Lancaster star as the two
peace time GI's stationed in Honolulu just before the Pearl Harbor attack.

Winter Study 99, Sewing, will present "Steppin' Out," a fashion show of

contemporary styles. Mission Park Dining Hall, 8 p.m.

Thursday, January 2>

"Who Killed J.F.K.?" is a multi-media presentation by Jeff Gottlieb of the

Assassination Information Bureau of Cambridge. Featured are the Zapruder
film and hundreds of photographs from Dallas and CIA training grounds.

Bronfman at 7 and 10 p.m.

Films in North Adams
"The Other Side of the Mountain," starring Beau Bridges and Marilyn

Hass«r in a love story about an Olympic skier, is on the same bill with "The
Land That Time Forgot " Daily 7 and 9 p. m. at the Sheraton Cinema.

"Hard Times", stars Charles Bronson and Jill Ireland in a tough film about

America of the thirties. 7 and 9 p.m. at the Mohawk.

Who the Hell is William Loeb?
by Kevin Cash. Amoskeag Press,

Manchester, $595
If Jeb Stuart Magruder is the most

notorious Williams alumnus, then the

claim is understandable; yet he is

assigned the title wrongly. The real

honors should go to William Loeb,

class of 1927, the publisher of the

Manchester, New Hampshire Union-

Leader.

The fact that William Loeb ever

went to Williams College is hard to

detect. Were it not for a photo in the

1927 Qui, one might assume he had

never visited the Village Beautiful.

His name is not listed in the Alumni
Directory, either alphabetically or

under Massachusetts, Nevada or New
Hampshire; and the Alumni Review is

equally unhelpful. The reason?

William Loeb divorced himself from
Williams College in a letter of

November 14, 1969, in which he said,

"Long ago 1 wrote off Williams

College and any recollection of my
attendance there, but your form letter

of November 7 arouses me to say 1

really think Williams today is the

most disgusting institution on the face

of the earth. I am sorry I ever went to

Williams. I am sorry I ever had any
connection with it. Any way you look

at it, Williams is a revolting in-

stitution."

Whereupon the Alumni Office
decided that Loeb was no longer in-

terested in being on its mailing list.

The letter was in response to a
mailing sent to alumni to explain

Williams' moratorium on classes in

the fall of that year to "debate" the

war in Viet-Nam. Loeb stated, "God
forgive you for the damage you are
doing to this nation by your
Moratorium hysteria," and concluded
with the earnest desire that

"something will blot Williams from
the face of the earth" so that he might
not have to suffer its existence any
longer.

Dick Pregent of Spencer House won
the House Speaking Contest last
Friday with his presentation of "Why
Michael Knight Should Not Win the
Contest Again." Knight had won the
contest for the last two years, (photo
by Kahane)

Loeb's letter to Williams is of the

same tenor that runs through his

newspaper, the Uniwn-Leader. The

paper features, every day, an

editorial by Loeb on its front page.

Classic characterizations of recent

years have included "Stinking

Hypocrite in the White House," a

reference to Eisenhower which
brought a censure attempt by the New
Hampshire Senate;"The No. 1 Liar in

the United States," a headline ad-

dressed to President Kennedy; and

"Kissinger the Kike" among others.

In Who (lie Hell is William Loeb?,

author Kevin Cash has written an

expose of Williams' truly most
notorious graduate. It is the first full-

length investigation into Loeb's

private and public life, and it reveals

the true character of the man: an
unscrupulous character operating

often in the gray area of the law, a

man as dishonest in his private life as

the Uniiin-Leader is in its "reporting"

of the day's events.

Ordinarily Loeb might be dismissed

as a member of the lunatic fringe, and
perhaps he is. But he is also one of the

most important men in the United

States. His newspapers blanket the

Granite State, which holds the first

Presidential primary in the nation;

for over two decades it has been
necessary to win that primary to win
the Presidency. And, says Cash,

William Loeb has "a hard Core of

readers who would follow the

newspaper's lead at election time,

even if it meant voting for Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs."
Loeb first tried publishing in nor-

thern Vermont, where his papers in

Burlington and St. Albans failed. (The
SI. Albans Daily Messenger bore the

motto: "The only newspaper in the

world that gives a darn about St.

Albans and Franklin County.") But in

New Hampshire he established an
empire which has made him the most
important man in the state—a man

PInball machine for sale. Older

model. Gottlieb, dime operated.

Can be a significant money maker
for individual or group or in-

teresting addition to suite or home
game room. Asking $150.

Willlamstown 577-6179 or 4S8-33B1.

rTHE
SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Willlamstown

Phone 458-3704

whose proteges include Meldrim

Thomson, Governor of New Hamp-

shire, who many suspect is to the right

of Attila the Hun.

In 1972, a slur by Loeb on Edmund
Muskie's wife caused costly tears to

appear in Muskie's eyes wliile

campaigning in New Hampshire. He

lost the state and thereby the

nomination, causing George

McGovern to lead the Democrats into

a campaign that resembled the

Charge^of the Light Brigade.

The New Hampshire primary ot

1976 may not feel Loeb's influence as

much if Cash's book is heeded

Already it is selling like wildfire in the

Granite State. Cash exposes Loeb as a

womanizer who married for financial

support while living witii other

women, a deadbeat whose own

mother filed suit against him to

collect delinquent money, a possible

draft evader, a spoiled Harvard Law

School dropout, a moralistic

demagogue in his front-page

editorials who has "stooped so low" as

to attack former Governor Pejerson's

15-year-old daughter for "approving

of smoking pot," a story whicli the

Union-Leader distorted out of all

recognition.

If Who llic Hell is William Loeb? has

the desired effect, it will defuse the

power of New Hampshire's "leading"

citizen. And, most of alL it wil'

eliminate Loeb as an enormous factor

in deciding who will be President of

the United States. (In 1972 iiis choice

was Sam Yorty, the occasional mayor

of Los Angeles.)

Who (he Hell is William Loeb? is i

fascinating expose of one of IhP

irresponsible men of our time; and

since William Loeb is a product of this

"most disgusting institution on the

face of the earth," every Williams

student should read it. —Ted Stroll

WANTED: Sports Reporters. Must

be willing to write about minor

sports, but will receive op-

portunities for more interesting

work.

Contact Record sports editor

Tim Layden: 597-6864. ^

Xr Colonial Pi"0

-Tjf^ The Best in America

f^S Small and Large Ptos

*'[. Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

50 Spring Street

458-9009 and 458-8014

open daily 9 a.m. to 2 a.m.

B reakfast daily 9 a. m. to 1 1 a .
m.

Donuls, Coffee

We make our own pizia dough daily

STUDENTS WELCOME

.'titfi^ »-»'»'»'.'

CUSTOM
FRAMING

-."i
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Trackmen squeciK|?y Union, 68-63
Page 7

was held to second place Dy a gutsy Uie Ephmen to gain a one pd>CMead. men Jumped out to a six point lead
Union quartet. But it did not last for long as fe3^ Ken Leinbach set the «irly m^
The Ephmen finally saw some came right with a 1-2 finish in thT^Wollowed clMelvbvL^^^

daylightafterthel-Zsweepofthemie followed by Ashley in third place. Th^^^Carr Sib tLkrff after o^
run. Junior Don Wallace sprinted into host team increased their lead by maaLi

placing 1-3-4 in the pole vault. Co- "the lead after two laps and held on to

win in a life-time best of 4:22.3. Dan

Sullivan stayed right behind Wallace

for the entire 10 lap event and also

cracked the 4:23 barrier with a 4:22.8

clocl(ing.

Women run
streak to 16

B-BALLfrompagea

and draw fouls. Capaldini led all

scorers with 21 points, followed by

Youngling with 16 and Wilson with 14.

The Ephs won their second and

third games by two point margins.

The second game was a 2-0 forfeit by

Clarl( and the third a 53-52 last minute

victory over a tall and sharp-shooting

Skidmore team. In the latter game,

the lead see-sawed back and forth

until Skidmore erased an 8 point

Williams lead with four consecutive 25

foot bombs. Williams trailed by three

with 2 ',4 minutes left but Youngling

rose to the occasion with a layup and a

3 point play of two steals to give the

Ephwomen their third victory.

Youngling finished with 21 points,

followed by O'Brien with 8 and Wilson

with 6.

In their first four games the team
has demonstrated several strengths

and a few weaknesses. On the plus

side, they are extremely balanced and
versatile

.

While the team as a whole is quick,

it is also fairly short and small, partly

accounting for its rtiain weakness,

rebounding. If the Ephwomen im-

prove their boxing out, exploit their

speed by using the fast break more,

and improve their movement on of-

fense, they will have a good chance of

matching their undefeated record.

Wesleyan, the squad's next foe,

should be charged up for their con-

frontation with the Ephwomen on

Tuesday. Last year, Williams rallied

from a 10 point halftime deficit to

defeat the Cards 39-30 in a physical,

defense-dominated game. Nine of the

ten starters of that game will be

present on Tuesday, so it should be a

close match-up. Game time is 4:00.

captain Dave McLaughry broke up
the sweep with a 13' 6", second place
vault.

Down by ten big points, the Ephs got
fired up and Won three of the next four
evente. Ron White floated over 55
yards worth of hurdles for the victory,
trailed by Ashley in third. Co-captain
Perry and junior Dave Bass cruised to
a 1-2 finish in the 50 yd. dash, and in

the 1000 yd. event, efforts by Dave
Seeger and Tom Schreck produced
second and third place finishes
respectively.

At the start of the two mile run,
Williams was down by a single point.

Lord Jeffs nip
Eph hoopsters

HOOPSTERS from page 8

back from a 49-44 deficit to tie the

score at 51, 53, 55, 57, and 61 before

pulling in front 65-61 with 4:15 left.

And just as Rehnquist was immense
in the first half (22 points), Gerry
Kelly dominated the second half,

scoring 12 of the last 21 Williams

points, twice stealing the ball from
Coffin, and finishing the game with 20

points and 8 rebounds.

He had plenty of help, though.

Rosten finished with 14 points while

hmiting Griffin to just 2, Mark Carter

had 13 clutch points and 11 rebounds
while holding 6' 4", 230 lb. Dave
Comerford scoreless, and Brad Wolk
came off the bench to play a whale of a

game, hauling down 10 rebounds and

chipping in with 8 points.

For Amherst, Rehnquist played his

typically fine game, hitting for his

average (29) and pulling down 10

rebounds. BillSwiacki had 13 points in

a strong effort coming off the bench,

while Collins and Coffin each

finished with nine.

In the freshman game, the Ephlets

dropped a hard fought 81-74 overtime

decision. Williams, whose record now
stands at 4-7, hosts Trinity tonight at

8:00 in Lasell. And on February 21

they get another shot at the Jeffs—this

time at Lasell.

PRESENTS
TUESDAY, JANUARY 27th

MM ArtittiM ABC Picditn Cof» fnM An ABC Kduftl Com Pronuction

Liza Minnelli Michael York

Helmut Griem . a r,„„ « h.« p™d„ct«- Cabaret

-Marisa Berenson Fritz Wepper-Joel Grey-"Emcee"

AT 7 & 9:30 P.M.

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction: DR. ZHIVAGO

jd ran ,to a personal best of
9: 19.9. Caijr also set a per^onal record,
finishing se«;ond in 9:31.5. Leinbach's
first attempt iflit the two mile this
season, earned him a fourth place
finish.

The excitement of the meet lasted
until the final event, in which Union's
mile relay squad nipped the EjAjg at
the tape. This Friday night, Williams
will host its toughest competition of" s

the season, namely Albany State,
Lowell Tech, and Springfield. Lowell
features 4:12 miler Vin ti'leming

(N.C.A.A. Div. Ill X-Country
Champ), plus an 8:48 two miler. The
field events will start at 6:00 p.m. and
the running events will begin at 7:30
on the Tartan surface of Towne Field
House.

A scene in Thompson Memorial Chapel from la$t Thursday's dramatic liturgy

"Witches, Virgins, Whores . . . Breaking the Spell." The work looked at the set

role of women and the new positive relationship between women and the

Church. (photo by Kahane)

j\ I ,-—

GUIDE TO MOIVEY
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and
Financial Aid Source — items valued at over

8500 million dollars.

Contains the most up-to-date information on:

Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowships, loans, work-study programs,
cooperative education programs, and summer job opportunities; for

study at colleges, vocational and technical schools, paraprofessional

training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools, and post-

graduate study or research: funded on national, regional, and local

levels by the federal government, states, cities, foundations, corpora-

tions, trade unions, professional associations, fraternal organizations,

and minority organizations. Money is available for both average as well

as excellent students, both with and without need.

BENNETT PUBLISHING CO.
Dcpf. 214. 102 Charles Street, Boston, Mass. 02114.

Please rush me ^ copies of GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCA-
TION at S.').9.'i plus 5()c for postage and handling for each copy.

I am enclosing S -_ . . (check or mone\ order).

Niimc

Aclddrcss

City

"C Copyright 1976 Bennett Publishing Co.

Stale Zip

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open

Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 300 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 0)267

(413) 458-8271

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

Winter Carnival

Calendar Change

The Williams 1976 Winter Carnival

will be held Friday and Saturday,

February 20 and 21, not February

13 and 14 as It appears on some

college calendars.

Baskin and Zeman
return to

The Log
Wednesday, January 28

9-12 P.M.

Open Tues., Wed., and Thurs.

4-6 P.M.

and every night, 8:30 P.M. — 12:30 A.M.

<<^

JOSEPH E DEWEY

4 58-5717

Sr4 WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS

01267

"The Best in Dry Cleaning!"
DRUMMOND CLEANERS Spring Street

458-4321 Williamstown
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Ephmen glide to 10-1 victory
by Nick Cristiano

Like all previous Williams-

Wesleyan games, Saturday evening's

contest at Chapman Rink was decided

early. At 10:42 of the first period,

captain Ed Spencer fed linemate Dan
Yeadon for the latter's second qf-lour

goals, and the Ephmen cruised on to a

10-1 victory over their outclassed

Division III opponent.

The Cardinals, now 3-7, have never

beaten Williams in eight tries since

they began playing hockey in 1972. In

the eight games, including an 11-3 rout

earlier this season, the Ephs have
outscored their Little Three rivals 74-

22.

The Ephmen, shooting virtually at

will, fired 41 shots at beleaguered

goaltenders George Capone and Steve

Schwartz, scoring five goals in the

first period, one in the second, and
four in the third.

Williams netminders Chuck
Cremens and Ed Weiss had an easy

time of it, as neither was severely

tested by any of the 25 Cardinal shots.

The visitors did convert on one of their

six power play opportunities,

however. Jack Buckely stuffing the

puck past Cremens at 7:50 of the

second period.

Yeadon, with four goals and one

assist, led all scorers with five points.

Sophomore Barney Walsh and fresh-

man Chick Johnson each contributed

two goals. Spencer, who collaborated

with Yeadon on the Purple's first two

goals, had three assists. Ted Walsh
and sophomore Peter Gonye scored

the other two Williams goals. Gonye
also had two assists.

Yeadon's four-goal performance.

the best by a Purple skater this

season, gives him 12 for the season

and catapults him into a tie with

freshman Dan Sullivan for team
leadership. Spencer's three assists,

make him the team scoring leader

with 21 points, two more than

Sullivan.

A good time was obviously had by

all—scoring totals were inflated, and

goals against averages lowered: But

now the party is over. This coming

weekend, the Ephs, 7-4-1 overall and 4-

4-1 in Division II, begin the toughest

part of their schedule with an arduous

two-day trip to Maine. On Friday

evening they oppose Colby in

Waterville, and on Saturday afternoon

face-off against Bowdoin in Brun-

swick.

Women's B-ball wins 16th
On Saturday the Williams Women's

Basketball team raised their season

record to 4-0 and extended their two-

year winning streak to 16 games by

demolishing Union 55-19. The outcome

of the game was never in doubt as the

starting five of co-captains Becky

Kano and Anne Youngling,

sophomores Maggie O'Brien and Lisa

Capaldini, and frosh Leigh Wilson

built a 23-2 lead in less than 10

minutes.

Coach Bonnie Crawford quickly

emptied her bench. Hardly content to

merely maintain the 21 point lead, the

reserves' aggressive, heads-up play

enabled them to extend the lead to a

final 36 point margin and to hold

Union to less than 10 buckets.

Particularly impressive were the

game-high*scoring and rebounding of

Dede Foreman (12 points, 12

rebounds), the aggressive, hustling

defensive play of Leslie "Flash"

Milne, the inside drives of Lucy
Bledsoe, and the accurate passing and
playmaking of Robin EUet.

The women's team opened their

season with a 66-34 win over Holy

Cross. After ten minutes of shaky,

Trackmen slip by Union
by Frank Carr

Coach Dick Farley's indoor track

squad upped their season record to 5-2

last Friday night by edging out Union
68-63. Middlebury was also present at

the meet, but offered little com-
petition as the Panthers could only

tally six points. Union led the Ephs for

the greater part of the evening and by
as much as ten points midway through
the meet.

The Williams distance runners
emerged as the backbone of the team,
gathering 22 points in three events.

The ever present Scott Perry had an
excellent evening, winning three
events and 'donating 15 of his own
points to the Eph cause.

Perry opened up the meet by

winning the long jump for the second

straight week. Later in the meet, lie

scored in the sand again by squeaking

out a one inch victory in the triple

jump. Freshman Greg Collins placed

fourth in both events. Williams held

the early lead through the shot put, in

which Carmen Palladino, Mark
Tercek and Larry Tanner finished 2-3-

4, respectively.

Union then grabbed three of the top

four positions in the high jump with

Bob Ashley sandwiched in third.

Behind now by three points, the

Williams two mile relay team ran its

fastest time of the season (8:01.8) but

see TRACKMEN page 7

Newly-elected water polo club president-captain Dennis O'Shea (center) and
assistant captains John Farmakis (1) and Guy Hoelzer. The club meets to

organize the spring season this Wednesday at 7:30 in Greylock C. (photo by
McClellen)

PEDRIN II

Great Lafe Night Snacks !h

HOTSAUSAGE GRINDERS
HOT CUBE STEAK GRINDERS

OTHER DELICIOUS HOT GRINDERS
FISH FRIES

FISH'N CHIPS
HOMEMADE ONION rflNGS

open

1 1 a.m. to Midnlte Sunday through Thursday
11 a.m. to 1 a.m. Friday and Saturday

COLONIAL SHIPPING CENTER WILLIAMSTOWN
(413) 458-5273

inconsistent play, the Ephwomen
settled down and penetrated the Holy

Cross zone defense with accurate,

quick passing, setting up short

jumpers and bank shots for forwards

Wilson and Capaldini.

When Holy Cross switched to a man-

to-man defense, Coach Crawford sent

in Youngling, who had been saddled

with 2 fouls early in the game. The

Ephwomen spread into a four-corner

offense, enabling Youngling to drive

see B-BALL page 7

Sophomore forward Barney Walsh pumps in one of his two goals in Saturday's

10-1 romp over Wesleyan. Fellow soph Bob Caruso is ready to follow the shot.

(photo by Kahane)

Buzzer shot stuns Ephs

Amherst nips hoopsters, 67-65
by Andy O'Donnell

It isn't often that a team can feel

proud of its play following a defeat,

yet the performance that the Williams

basketball team turned in Saturday

night while suffering a heartbreaking

67-65 loss to Amherst fully justifies

such praise.

Now that may sound very rah-rah

Williams, but the fact of the matter is

that the young Ephs played one

helluva game—easily their best of the

season—against a team most thought

would breeze to victory.

Amherst entered the contest with a

6-4 record, having defeated Brandeis

and Union (both of whom beat

Williams) and having gone into the

final minute tied with Yale (who beat

Williams 79-49 in the season opener).

They were coming off close back to

back losses in the Pocono Classic

against top flight small college teams
(including a certain someone named
Scranton, ranked fourth in Division

111) while the Ephs had been bombed
by Union and stumbled past Norwich
in their last two outings.

So who'd ever figure that the largest

lead would be 7 points, or that the

game would be tied 8 times (7 in the

second half), or that the lead would
change hands 11 times, or that Coach
Tong would receive 34 points from
guards Gerry Kelly and Alex Rosten,

or even that Williams would
outrebound the Lord Jeffs 39-30 when
the Amherst front line averaged 6' 5",

216?

Yet with just 2:22 left in the game
before a jam-paeked crowd at the

Cage (there hasn't been this much
enthusiasm for basketlwll at Amherst
in years) the score was knotted at 65

and Williams had the ball. As the

Ephs proceeded to run the clock down,

Brad Wolk spotted a momentarily

open Tom Balderston under the hoop

with 1:11 left and whipped him the

ball. Balderston got the pass a little

too far under the basket, however, and

tried to squeeze up a shot from under

the backboard. The shot rolled over

the rim and Amherst pulled down the

rebound.

It seems that close games are

always decided in a bizarre manner,

and the next sequence of events

proved no exception.

With less than 15 seconds left in the

game Amherst couldn't get the ball to

Jim Rehnquist and guard John Coffin

passed to Frank Griffin on the left

wing. Griffin attempted a 25-foot

jumper, but Tom Balderston blocked

the shot. The ball then rolled into the

extreme left corner, where Griffin

heaved a desperation toss that hitW
side of the backboard.

But instead of caroming back

towards the corner, tlie ball sometiow

bounded towards the lane and into the

hands of Gary Collins, who put in the

winning basket from three feet out as

the tKizzer was sounding.

The loss ended a 13 game win streak

in Little 3 competition for Williams

but there were many bright spots for

the Ephs in defeat.

After being down by seven, 23-16, in

the first half, Williams rallied betund

a tenacious defense and the strong

outside shooting of Alex Rosten (10

points) to carve out a 38-37 halftime

lead. In the second half they came

see HOOPSTERSpage?

Grapplers get sixth win
Wrestling

The varsity wrestling team traveled

north to do battle with Ivy League foe

Dartmouth and came away with its

sixth win of the season against only

one loss. The margin of victory was
five points, 21-16.

The win for the Purple grapplers

avenged the tie which Dartmouth was
able to salvage a year ago in Lasell.

Co-captains Dick Rhodes (150), and
Karl Hubbard both upped their season
records to perfect 7-Os. Senior Marc
Mitchell also gave the Ephs a decision
at 158, as did junior Jeff May at 177.

Freshmen John Miller (118) and
Ken Levy (134) had gotten Joe
Dailey's squad off to a fast start in the

contest, posting wins in early on Levy
gave the Ephs their only pin of the
day.

Next Saturday, the wrestling squad

takes on Wesleyan at home in a 2:00

match, in Lasell. It will be the Ephs

first Little Three contest of the year

Women's Squash

The Women's squash team opened

its 1976 season at home Saturday b;

suffering a 5-2 loss to powerful Yale

The loss snapped an eight-match

winning streak, as the squad was

undefeated a year ago.

Posting victories for the Ephwomen

were Marcia Johnson (No. 5) and

Holly Boyer (No. 7), each of whom

won three-set matches. Co-captains

Martha Cook (No. 1) and Linda Miller

(No. 2) each lost three-set matches

Martha Cook's loss came at the hands

of Yale's Liz Munson, who was ranked

fourth in the country a year ago.

The squad faced Wesleyan this

afternoon at Lasell gym.

Scoreboard
VARSITY HOCKEY (7-4-1)

Wesleyan
Williams

1 1

10

Williams scoring:
Dan Yeadon (4 goals, I assist)
Barney Walsh (2 goals)
Chick Johnson (2 goals)
Pete Gonye (I goal, 2 assists)
Ted Walsh (1 goal)
Ed Spencer (3 assists)

Wesleyan Scoring:
Jack Buckley (1 goal)

VARSITY BASKETBALL (4-7)

Williams 38 27 &5
Amherst 37 30 67
Scoring

)

Williams) Wolk 8, Balderston 8, Rosten
14, Kelly 20, Carter 13, Tanner 2

Amherst* Coffin 9, Griffin 5, Collins 9,
Rehnquist 29, Swiacki 13, Comerford 2.

JV HOCKEY ()-5t)

Williams .2

Westminster .4

FROSH BASKETBALL (2-5)

Williams 77
Amherst gl
Scoring) Hammond 18, Gerry 18

WRESTLING («-l)

Williams 21
Dartmouth 14
Results)
118 John Miller, won by decision

126 Ken Levy, won by Fall
134 Rich Williams, lost
142 John Fletcher, lost
150 Dick Rhodes, won by decision
158 Marc Mitchell, won by decision
167 Scott Cooant, lost
177 Jeff May, won by decision
190 Karl Hubbard, won by decisionHWT Colin Hart, lost.

INDOOR TRACK (5-2)

Williams 5g
Union ^
Middlebury x
Results)
50 dash Scott Perry 1st, Dave Bass 2nd
55 hurd Ron White 1st

600 Boh Ashley 3rd

1000 Dave Seeger 2nd, Tom Schreck
3rd

Mile Don Wallace 1st, Dan Sullivan 2nd
2 Mile Joe Kolb 1st, Frank Carr 2nd,
Ken Leinbach 4th

Long Jump Scott Perry 1st, Greg
Collins 4th

Triple Jump Scott Perry 1st, Greg
Collins 4th

Pole Vault Dave McLaughry, 2nd
High Jump- Bob Ashley 3rd
Shot Put Carmen Palladino 2nd, Mark
Tercek 3rd, Larry Tanner 4th.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL (4-0)

Union
Williams

19

iS

Women's squash co-captain M*"^^

Cook is shown warming up for /"

match against Yale opponent, ww

Iha, the no. one player on 'he "\"'

suffered a three-set defeat.
(photoM

Johnston)
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Takes Bowdoin post

Mason to leave
William R. Mason III, Assistant

Director of Admissions at Williams

since 1970, has been appointed

Director of Admissions at Bowdoin.

Mason, a 1963 graduate of Bowdoin

who was an Assistant Director of

Admissions at Yale University before

coming here, will assume his new post

July 1.

"We are delighted to welcome Mr.

Mason back to the Bowdoin campus,"

said Bowdoin President Roger Howell

Jr., in a press release issued last

Friday.

The statement continued: "He
(Mason) has had almost a decade of

solid experience in admissions work

of all kinds at two outstanding in-

stilutions of higher learning, and he

will bring to his new post at Bowdoin

an excellent background with which to

face and solve the challenges of the

future."

Mason, chosen January 19 from five

finalists said that the return to his

alma mater was "purely a
professional decision."

"This place (Williams) has been
particularly satisfying," he said, but

added that the position of Director is

the highest job in the Bowdoin Ad-
missions Department.
At Bowdoin, he said, he will be

"giving direction to policy. Here I had
an opinion but Copeland (Dean of

Admissions Frederick C. Copeland)
and Smith (Director of Admissions
Philip F. Smith) gave direction to

policy. I will be making some key
policy decisions on the future of

Bowdoin and articulating these to the

outside world."

Mason's duties at Williams have
included interviewing, travel to

secondary schools throughout the

nation, speaking at meetings of

Capital goal is distant;

alumni top $1,000,000

William R.Mason, III

alumni groups and other
organizations, and selection of the

freshman class.

While at Williams Mason has also

served as Transfer Officer, in charge
of transfer admissions; Senior
Faculty Associate, acting as adviser

to Bryant House; and Freshman
Faculty Adviser.

College to give five profs tenure
Five faculty members received

promotions from assistant professor

to associate professor with tenure, the

College announced this week.

Henry W. Art of the biology

department and Milo C. Beach of the

arl department will become associate

professors on July 1, 1976. The
promotions of Randall K. Bartlett of

the economics department, Lawrence
J. Kaplan of the chemistry depart-

ment and Douglas B. Moore of the

music department will be effective

July 1, 1977.

William R, Moomaw, associate

professor of chemistry, was promoted
to a full professorship effective July 1

,

1976. •

The Bartlett. Kaplan and Moore
promotions were approved by the

Board of Trustees last month and
were announced under a new College

policy of releasing promotion
decisions directly after the trustees'

have made them. Previously, the

College waited until about five months
before a promotion was effective to

make an announcement.

Bartlett has taught here since 1971.

A 1966 graduate of Occidental College,

he received his M.A. in 1969 and his

Ph.D. in 1971, both from Stanford.

Before joining the Williams faculty he

taught for two years at California

State College at Hayward.

Kaplan, a 1964 graduate of the

University of Pittsburgh, came here

in 1971. He received his Ph.D. from
Purdue in 1970 and was^ a^" post-

doctoral Fellow at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst during

1970-71.

Moore has been a faculty member
since 1970 and is curator of the John B.

Taylor Instrument Collection. He
received his bachelor's degree in 1967

from Indiana University and his

master's in 1970 from Catholic

University in Washington, D.C.

Art, assist>ant director for research

at the Center for Environmental

Studies, has been at Williams since

1971. A 1966 Dartmouth graduate, he

received his M.A. in ]969 and his Ph.-

D. in 1971, both from Yale. For the

past two summers he has directed

projects funded by the National

Science Foundation on the use of the

New England Forest as a renewable

resource and energy self-sufficiency

in WilHamstown.

Beach has taught here since 1969.

He received his B.A. in 1961 and his

Ph.D. in 1969, both from Harvard.

Before joining the Williams faculty he

served as the assistant curator in the

departments of Islamic art and
Oriental art at the Fogg Art Museum
at Harvard.

Moomaw has been a member of the

Williams faculty since 1964. He
graduated cum laude and Phi Beta

Kappa from Williams in 1959 and

received his Ph.D. from M.I.T. in

1965. In the spring of 1971 he taught a

course at Russell Sage College as one

of the first holders of the Froman
distinguished professorships there,

and in 1972 he was one of 17 professors

in the United States selected to

receive a grant from the Camile and

Henry Dreyfus Foundation. Moomaw
also has served on the WilHamstown

Planning Board.

by AnnMcCabe
The Capital Fund for the Seventies,

the College's $50 million endowment
and building campaign, has reached

44 per cent of its goal. Director of

Development Willard D. Dickerson

announced. Initiated in April 1974, the

drive has collected over $22 million.

Dickerson commented, "This is not

too far off the decade pace, nothing a

few million dollar pledges wouldn't

cure."

Dickerson cited the stock market
fall as a "real obstacle" as it kept

potential donors waiting until the

economy became more secure. After

launching the drive with $15 million in

hand in gifts and pledges, it was hoped

that during the middle years of the

seventies $25 million would be raised

and that "the momentum thus

established would carry the drive

over the top."

The funds consist mainly of capital

gifts to be used ror endowment and

physical facilities.

"The endowment needs consist of

new professorships, studetit aid, and

operational costs in the library,

sciences, computers, and the Center

for Environmental Studies; the

physical plant needs include the new
library, .lab projects, the Alumni

Center, and renovation in the music

department, residential facilities and

athletic-recreational facilities.

Sawyer library used $8 million of

the funds. The facility has its own
maintenance endowment Dickerson

said that the annual cost of main-

taining a square foot of a Williams

building has increased from $1.00 to

$1.30 in a few years.

When construction and main-

tenance endowment can be secured,

the college will build new facilities for

the art department and additions to

Lasell Gymnasium and Chapin Hall.

Anew building linked to the east side

of Chapin between Sawyer and Leh-

man will be built when funds become

available. The gymnasium gnd art

museum, according to Dickerson,

"need space" they need more studio

and gallery space.

Alumni Fund

The Alumni Fund Drive has ex-

ceeded its $1 million goal for this year,

raising $1,022,000. According to fund

director James R. Briggs, the College

seeks donations totalling 10 per cent of

the educational and general budget. —
The money goes for College

operations, salaries and scholarships.

The 55th annual campaign ran from
October 1, 1975 to January 31, 1976.

The previous record for donations was
$923,000.

A volunteer chairman and three •

vice-chairmen head the drive. In

October, November, and early

January an agent from each class

solicits contributions from /

classmates. Briggs said these agents

"have a lot of fun" and are very

conscientious.

Williams was the first college to

host a Telethon according to New
York Telephone.

Tuition rises

$350 to meet
larger budget

by Andrew Gerra
The Board of Trustees approved a

preliminary budget for the coming
fiscal year (1976-1977) which will

increase the comprehensive charge of

a year at Williams from $5125 to $5530.

The budget will be reviewed.during

the trustees' April meeting.

The $405 per student increase ($350

in tuition, $55 in room and board) will

help cover a projected total ex-

penditure of $17,047,156 for 1976-1977.

The expected total undergraduate
tuition—$6.9 million—accounts for

40.4 per cent of next year's operating

revenues of $17,064,875.

The endowment will provide
slightly more than $3.2 million, part of

that figure representing what
see BUDGET page 3

A chat with the President

Doutflat B. Moorl.^ Williatn R. Moomaw

(On Wednesday, January 14,

President Chandler consented to be

interviewed by 4 representatives of

the RECORD and WCFM, David

Ross, Mitchell Reiss, David Breuer,

and Frank Carr. This was his first

interview since the Spring of 1973.)

Qurslion; Mr. Chandler, do you feel

that visibility is a necessary part of

your presidency, or can you suc-

cessfully fulfill your role without

dealing directly with the students?

Answer; I distinguish between

visibility and presence. A certain

amount of visibility is absolutely

necessary; dealing with represen-

tatives of the college council, J.A.'s,

House Presidents, and so forth is

necessary, and being available to

virtually any student who feels a

sense of urgency about a problem, I

think is necessary. On the other hand

there are constraints of time, ob-

viously, so I can't deal personally with

everything I'd like to deal with. And

that brings me to the topic of

presence, which means that I want to

make sure, and 1 do make certain that

I am in touch with Deans and others

who deal more directly with student

pn^ems so 1 have an awareness of

where the tensions are, what the

problems are, and have an input

through them.

Question: Do you feel that currently

being a Freshman advisor is the part

of your lime that you can devote to

being on campus, or do you think that

even that is becoming a little con-

straining?

.Answer: I don't think it's con-

straining, actually it doesn't take a lot

of time, and it's valuable experience

for me. For one thing I get a good

sense of what the changes are in

academic regulations and I get a

reading on student attitudes toward

the academic process, and how fresh-

men interact with J.A.'s, and so forth.

I wish I Could do more. I wish for

example that I could teach a course,

which is very much out of the

question; teaching a winter study

project is something that I think I can

do at some point.

(}: In December Dean Berek
mentioned before the faculty that

racial tension was getting to a level

that we really couldn't tolerate. He
particularly argued that a lot of the

cause was that white students were

not aware of the way the situation

truly was, that they had certain

misconceptions about race relations

at Williams. Could you please com-

ment on Dean Berek's statement, and

what do you think can be done?

A: I think that there has been both

gains and losses in race relations at

Williams. 1 would say half a dozen

years gigo students who came to

Williams and similar institutions had

in more cases than not read such

books as the Autobiography of

Malcolm X, The Invisible Man, Black

Like Me, and so forth, and these books

were great in educating and sen-

sitizing people. 1 think fewer students

now have read those books. I would

like to see literature of this kind read

/

John W. Chandler

and discussed; 1 think it has the kind

of literary merit that justifies its

inclusion in the curriculum. I would
like for there to be more open
discussion of the problems, and I do
think that the atmosphere is such now
that there can be open discussion,

perhaps with a more relaxed mood
than was the case a few years ago, but

I don't think there is enough
discussion going on.

Q: Do you think that Williams should

go out of its way to hire the minority

candidate for a faculty position if this

candidate is equally qualified with
another candidate not of a minority,

i.e. what has been termed "reverse
discrimination"?

A: Actually when we make judgments
and decisions about candidates, we

see CHANDLER page 3
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Fr#9[0g Information
^ In a 3^jg^m:ant change in policy, the College has releasedIn a SMg^cant change in policy, the College has released

facvd^'ttpture decisions approved by the Board of Trustees

duriiU^ 4§1)uary meeting. Previously, the names of faculty

promwSato tienure had been released in the middle of faculty

member's sixth year at Williams, one year after the decision

had been made. The College decision comes in the context of an
ongoing debate over what role students play in the tenure

process and the timing of the release of tenure decisions, pro or

con, to students.

We believe that the machinery exists at Williams for a
significant student involvement. This involvement must cover
the full span of a junior professor's term at Williams. Too often

in the past students have attempted to get involved in tenure

decisions during a professor's fifth year often after the decision

has been made and, in any case, when their remarks are
somewhat suspect.

It is clear that the over-all level of scores on the Course
Evaluation Questionnaires is given much weight. Most
departments value the informal remarks of students about
professors. Student use of both avenues should continue. It is

unfortunate that most students will not take the time after a
particularly good or bad experience with a junior professor to

drop a line to or stop by for an interview with the chairman of

that professor's department.
Beyond this, we do not believe students should have a direct

voice in the final tenure decision with, say, voting membership
on the Committee on Appointntents and Promotions. To some
extent the tenure decision is a private matter between the

professor and the College, between employee and employer. We
respect the right of professors to keep silent on this decision and
will not, as we have in the past, attempt to dig out negative
tenure decisions except by asking professors directly.

On the other hand, we believe students have a major in-

terest In whether and when particular professors are leaving.

Many professors who do not get tenure have much to offer as
teachers. Students should have as much opportunity as possible

to juggle courses to benefit from their teaching.

In keeping with this, College officials have agreed to at-

tempt to release information such as Assistant Professor
Leaves of Absence early enough to allow students to switch
courses if desired. We will make every effort to get this type of

information to students when it will do them the most good. The
ackhinistration is to be commended for its efforts to improve the

information release process.

In the case of negative tenure decisions, the professors

involved know a full year-and-a-half ahead of time that Oiey will

be leaving. They are in a unique position to lessen the course
selection confusion. While students can guess at the list of who
did not get tenure by subtracting those who did from the junior
professors joining the faculty five years ago, this is hardly
desirable in making intelligent course selections.

Faculty members will be doing students a great service if

they will allow word that they will be leaving or taking time off

to. be released as soon as possible.

Re-applying
Most of us look upon the beginning of the new year as the

time for making of resolutions and getting a new start on life.

Yet, when you think of it, we have countless opportunities to
turn over new leaves and start afresh.

Once the rush and hassles of registration and getting books
is behind and before the full crunch of course work comes
falling down we should all take a moment to look at how well we
are using the gifts we've been given and just how much we are
really doing for ourselves and others. A semester at Williams
represents an investment of almost $3,000. How many students

really get their money's worth?

We are not about to preach and tell you what you should do
for your fellow man. WeVe having enough trouble determining
that for ourselves. All we're asking is that you take a minute
and pose yourself some questions. Go back to the apphcation
you filled out for Williams. What do you value? Why do you
want to come to Williams?

Letters: tacks and curiosityH

Jankey ulflmafum
An open letter to Mr. CM. Jankey,

Director of Student Housing:

I wish to thank you for being so very

thorough in your search for nails,

thumbtacks, scotch tape, and all that

constitute flagrant violations of the

Student Handbook. Actually, passing

the buck onto the custodians was a

good idea, they needed more work to

do.

Since I've removed my
"violations", the beauty of the humble

abode in which I sihall dwell for four

months has never looked finer. The

color coordination of the pink walls

smeared with dirt goes well with a

crumbling white ceiling and a rotted

wooden floor. I guess I can see your

point, about no thumbtacks because

th^can cause so much damage to an

otherwise virgin wall.
[

Everyplace I put a thumbtack

stands out as much as the radiator

that sits silently in the corner. Who
needs posters anyway? They are

definitely detrimental to the

aesthetics of a room.

Oh, could you please send about 50

feet of wire and a couple dozen

moulding hooks to me. A pleasure

doing business with you.

Sincerely yours,

Andrew Mikell '79

A violation of this rule occurs in the

short paragraph devoted to Birch'a

foreign policy ideas. According to the

article, "Bayh has . . . urged the U.S.

to take a greater role in trying to find

some answers to the problems of the

Third World." This is safe enoughin

itself, but the very next line claims

that "he has also been critical of

American support for corrupt and

repressive military regimes around

the world." That would seem to

preclude aid to a pretty big part of the

"Third World." Maybe Birch doesn't

care to consider that. Or maybe the

word hasn't made it to Shirkieville.

R. Harris '79

Smokers unite!

To the editor:

I am writing to express my
disappointmenfr^wer your stand -on

smoking in classes.

It is patently unfair to ask smokers,

who smoke not because they are

addicted but because they want to and

could quit at any time, to give up

smoking in classrooms.

This is a violation of one's personal

freedom. If the non-smokers wished to

breathe they could always skip ci»«
or go ouUide for a minute. It is „«?,"

to ask people to quit smoking fo7,;
much as an hour or 75 mim.te,
Besides, when we go to New York w
aU breathe smog and nobody cnl
plains about that. ' ""

This is just another attempt bv
certain elements to disrupt sm^ns
a fine (and fun!) tradition which has
always been part of campus life

congratulate the College Council on'its
courageous stand. ^

Thanks to Piazza
To the Editor:

Tom Piazza deserves a hand for

making perhaps the most imporUnt
cultural contribution to Williamstown

of the past four years. It should not be

forgotten, he brought us jazz.

:With kind regards,^

Chapin Weeks '76

The Record Is looking for copies

of Issues Vol. 89, No. 3 and 8

published last fall. Anyone having
copies of those Issues should

contact Dave Ross or George
Schutzer in the Record office.

^Aorepus
To the editor:

This is in response to Alain Ades'

letter which was in response to

Kenneth Levy's letter which was in

response to the reaction generated by

"I Am Curious Yellow". Ades stated,

"The last thing the Williams College

community needs is some froshburger

telling us how to interpret a movie

that so blatantly sucked." Perhaps

what we need even less is some label-

sticking sophomore dividing that

community he is ostensibly trying to

maintain.

John Law '79

Bayh debunked
To the editor:

The composition of popular political

pap is an art form evidently almost
mastered by David Grady, Kathy
O'Donnell, and Peter Reynolds (see

"Why Bayh?", Record 1-27). They
seem unaware, however, of a cardinal

rule: separate contradictory
generalities with plenty of mind-
numbing bombast.

Job Jots
Date Change—Northfield Mt.
Hermon will be interviewing on
Tuesday, February 10.

Recruiting Schedule—First Week
Monday, February 9

Midlantic

Bankers Trust

Chubb and Son
Tuesday, February 10

Manufacturers Hanover
Cargill

Wednesday, February U
Abraham and Straus

Cook Industries

Morgan Guaranty
Thursday, February 12

First National Bank of Boston
Friday, February 13

UARCO, Inc.

ORIENTATION for those planning

to take business interviews at OCC
during Feb. and March. Wed-
nesday, February 4 at 4:00 in the

OCC Library.

Summer Jobs and Internships:

Investor Responsibility Research
Center, Washington, DC-
analysing impact of social and
public policy on corporations.

Mass communication and jour-

nalism program for minority
students

Disney Entertainment Program
for Bicentennial—musicians,
dancers, etc. Feb. 29 application.
Deadline for Glamour's '76 Top
Ten College Women Contest—Feb
16th.

Actuarial Summer program^
Equitable Life Assurance, New
York City.

'• 'f'if.Atmf!i....

Study Abroad, 1976

Semester an4 Year

/
FALL SEMESTER—

Puebia, MEXICO: n

Spanish, Latin American Studies,

Arts and Sciences

FALL AND SPRING SEMESTERS —

Florence, ITALY:

ftne Arts, Italian,

History, Political Science

Amsterdam, the NETHERLANDS:

Social Work, Art History,

History, Human Development,
Management (fall only)

,
AAadrid, SPAIN:

Spanish Language & Literature,

Anthropology, Art History,

Political Science

Strasbourg, FRANCE:

French Language and Literature,

Religion, History, Fine Arts,

Int. German (fall only)

London, ENGLAND:

English, Arts, Communications, Drama,
Political Science, History, Fine A^ts,

Architecture (year)

Teacher Education (fall only)

Call or write for Information and an application

:

Division of International Programs Abroad
335 Comstock Avenue, Syracuse University

Syracuse, N.Y. 13210 (315) 423-3471

Regular Syracuse credit;

some scholarships offered I
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Budget rises $1 million
BUDGET from paga 1

Treasurer Francta H. Dewey III

called a modest invasion of the

principle of the endowment. The
endowment's contribution to the

current year's budget is $3.04 million.

Hence, the built ($900,000) of the

expected tl million increase in ex-

penditures will be covered by the

increase in tuition and added income

from the endowment. Another $81,000

is picked up from gifts, qirants, and

"other incomes."
The more than $1 million increase in

expenditures for fiscal 1976 over fiscal

1975 is primarily caused by rising

costs in three main categories: in-

struction and libraries, scholarships

and loans, and buildings and grounds.

The three contribute to some $700,000

worth of the increase. The rest of the

increase is scattered among ad-

ditional expenditures in other

categories: for example, athletics—

which increased $37,000—and student

services (career counseUng, the in-

firmary, etc.) which increased
$58,000.

Salary expenditures are expected to
rise by $140,000 whUe outlays for
sabbaticals and leaves with pay will
Jump by $104,000. Riorden said the
$340,000 budgeted for sabbaUcals is a
"hefty cost". It is unusually large this
coming year, he explained, due in part
to a new policy for granting leaves
and the fact that many professors will
first quaUfy for such leaves next year.
The college will spend $1,866,995 on

financial aid in fiscal 1976—$277,000
more than this year. Riorden said that
much of the increase can be attributed
to the growing percentage of students
on financial aid. He noted that part of
the increase is also due to the rise in

cost of any single financial aid
package.

In percentage terms, financial aid
will increase by one per cent over this

year. No other expenditure has
changed by more than one half of one
per cent.

Page 3

Where the money goes—total budget is $i7,04i,iS6

The Record raps with President Chandler
CHANDLER from page 1

raise the question about the quality of

their training, i.e. raise questions

about the capacity for their growth,

the kind of student needs on campus
that would or would not be met by that

person's appointment. I think that

your question is almost impossible to

answer. To affirm something here, it

is true that there are elements of

'

diversity on the Williams faculty that

are not present in the degree that we
would like to have them. We do not

have enough black members of the

faculty, we do not have enough women
members of the faculty. We probably
have a faculty that's drawn from too

narrow a base of graduate schools,

and we try to get diversity in all of

these ranges. We are aggressively

looking for black candidates and
women candidates in a way in which
we are not looking for candidates that

would simply reinforce strengths that

we already have.

Q: Recently the college cut off sup-

port from the Roper Center. Now, do
you feel that we should keep this

valuable and prestigious institution at

Williams College, or by cutting it off

maybe let it migrate to some other
college?

A: Actually the support has not been
cut off, it has been scaled dowa And
what we are doing is treating the
Roper Center vfery much in the same
fashion that we treat the graduate
program in Development of

Economics, the graduate program in

in Art. The Roper Center was getting

preferential treatment here, and we
felt that any operation of this kind
which is not fundamentally a part of

the undergraduate, although it cer-

tainly does add, it is a plus for the

whole college. It should be supported
very largely by outside funds, so what
we were trying to do was to develop

ground rules for funding that are

analogous to these other programs.
The Roper Center, after all, does have
a great many external connections

and we felt that it was reasonable to

derive its support from. It earns

money, it lias contracts with govern-

ment agencies, and so forth, and we
simply thought that it was fair for it to

operate that way. I would regret very

much seeing the Roper Center go

somewhere else, but I think it has

become pretty clear in the Roper
Center's Board's conversations with

other institutions that the ground

rules there would be fundamentally

1

PRESENTS
Friday, February 6th

WINNER OF 6 ACADEMY AWARDS!
Btst Scre«n Play / Best Movie Score / BsBt Cmflmatography, Color

Baal Art Direction. Color / Beit Set DecorsKon / Beit Costume Deatgn. Color

The story of Zhivigo

a man lorn between

hii love for his wil

and (he
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and tender

Lara,., told

against the

flamini

background

of revolution

DAVID LEAN'S FILM of borb F*srERNAKs

DOCTOR ZHIlAGO
GERALDINEOmiN' JULIE CHRISTIE TOMIXURTENAY ALECOJWNESS

SIOeHAN McKENNA RALPH RCHARDSON OMAR SHARIFi«szH««oiROOSrEIGER

RITATUSHINGHAM -—- ROEiERT BOLT --"•• DAVID LEAN

the same as they are here, ; that is

that any host institution would expect
the Roper Center to pretty much earn
its own way.
Q: It seems as though you're playing
some sort of game with them. You're
telling them that we won't give you
any financial support and they're

threatening to move elsewhere.
Evidently you don't believe that

threat or you don't think that its

important enough to keep them here.
A: Well, we think that it's important
to keep them here, but the question is

if we increase the support to the Roper
Center or essentially have a com-
mitment to finance the Roper Center
regardless of what it costs, then the

question is what is the money taken
away from, and we don't think that we
should be in a position of that kind
because it would begin to cut into the

quality of some other part of the

college. And we do think that there are
other parts of the college that are
contributing more directly to the

undergraduate program.

Q: In other words, it is nice to have it

here, but if it means cutting out other

programs then you're willing to see it

go.

A: I'd be more willing to see it go than
see any regular academic department
go, or any regular academic depart-

ment be cut back severely.

(J; Is that the choice?

A; It could become the choice. It all

depends. Take for example the

computer needs of the Roper Center.

The Roper Center has an RCA-301

computer which when it was new was
a very valuable computer, it cost

about a quarter of a million dollars;

well it's in very bad shape, it may
cease functioning at any time. Almost
certainly we cannot replace it for a

quarter of a million dollars, almost

double that, perhaps even more. What
else could we do with half a million

dollars?

(}: Would the college be required to

put up that million dollars? I had the

impression that only support services

and custodial services were being

paid by the college, and the rest of it

was being paid by Roper. Would the

college be required to buy a new
computer?

ART &
PRINTS

lit I it \ni: KHOP

'..'-**'******'

J

•MAT7& 10:30 P.M. ' -

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction: Where's Poppa? & The
Rocking Horse Winner

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Crearri

Fresh Dough Every Day

Open

Sunday through Thursday

10:OOam to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 300 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01217

(413) 458-8271

A: Well, suppose the Roper Center
was unable to raise the money for a
new computer from outside sources.

Then the college would have to make a
decision as to whether this is coming
out of funds of our own or whether we
just say, 'Alright, you don't have a
new computer', in which case the

Roper Center would have great dif-

ficulty operating at all.

Q: But that's not the decision that's

being made right now. The decision

that was made was to cut off some 10

to 30,000 dollars for support services,

and by cutting those off it is possible

that it could leave without even the

question whether the college has to

buy a new computer coming up.

A: What you are pointing to here is

perhaps that the issue is not as large

as it's been made to seem, that is if the

Roper Center must raise from outside

sources simply another $20 to 30,000, is

that that much of an added burden?
And we think that that is a relatively

small shift of responsibility to the

Roper Center and it's Board for

raising that much more money, and it

would simply make our treatment of

the Roper Center more in line with our
treatment of other operations.

(J: What about the rumor that Row
House eating—that is sitdown meals
being served—is going to be phased
out over the next few years, with the

eventual end of Row House eating and
converting and constructing another
cafeteria, or making everyone con-

vert to cafeteria style at major dining

halls?

A: 1 hadn't heard the rumor, and if

there's any truth to it sometwdy is

ahead of me on this. There are no

plans of that kind. Now, it is true that

in the past of course that there has
been some consolidation . . . but we
have no plans for further constriction

of the dining.

<}: You would then oppose any move
to end sitdown meals at the Row
Houses?

A: I would oppose going in that

direction unless we can show that the

expense of maintaining this is simply
out of proportion to the benefits of the

students.

(J: I'd like to discuss the future of

coeducation at Williams. Do you feel

that the Admissions officers will tend

toward sex-blind admissions policy in

the future, or will it remain a slightly

male-dominated school, and what are

the reasons for staying at the present

ratio or moving towards a 50-50 ratio?

\: The Trustees, on the recom-
mendation of the Kershaw Committee
Report, which was looked upon
favorably by the faculty, have
abandoned the old contrived ratio of

2:1. We are essentially sex-blind

already, but we can't be absolutely

sex-blind, that is in planning in an
orderly way for the students in

housing we do have a target for the

freshman class of so many men, so

many women. But the goal for the

class is based upon the flow of ap-

plications.

The RECORD would like to thank
President Chandler for his

cooperation. We hope that this in-

terview will be the beginning of a
more open relationship between the

Administration and ttte student body.

Contractual

major lacks

mass appeal
Sophomores interested in obtaining

contract majors should plan their

curricula this spring, according to

Dean Peter Berek. Only two juniors

initiated contract majors since the

faculty started the program last

April.

The faculty allowed 10 students

each year to design their own majors
in an interdisciplinary subject not

covered by a regularly offered major.
The program designed by Dianne A.

Thompson combined literature and ^

theater; John N. Garner planned a
curriculum to study the philosophical

foundations of the social sciences. -

Thompson said she sought a con-

tract major because she "would like

to focus my major program on the

nature of the decisions that are in-—
volved in the actual production of

dramatic literature and the extent to

which these decisions can alter the

text of the play."

She said that devising an acceptable
major required much effort, but the

work has paid off. "Once you have it '

approved you can do almost anything
with it."

Contract majors must be approved
by at least two members of the faculty

from different departments. The
students must submit to these
sponsors a written statement of their

reasons for proposing contract
majors, the courses they will take,

and justification for each course
chosen.

^0 fulfill her major, Thompson
planned semesters of English and four

semesters of drama. She also
scheduled two independent study
courses.

If the faculty sponsors approve the

proposals, they are sent to the Dean.
After he evaluates them the CEP
votes on each proposal individually.

HOW TO KEEP THE
UFE OF THE PARTY

AUVE.
For free information, wrilr lo;
PRIINK DRIVER. Ho, 2.14S
Roclivillf Maryland 2()H52

Comm/ffee

'76 lectures
The Lecture Committee will

sponsor eight speakers this year
addressing the theme "1976—the Next
Hundred Years." This Semester
Daniel Bell, Garrett Hardin and
Robert Solow will present their

predictions on changes occurring by
2076.

Bell, a sociologist from Harvard
University, wrote The Cuming of the
Posi-Induslrial Society, Con-
rronlaliiiii: the Student Kebellion and
(he Universities and Capitalism
Today.

Hardin from the University of

California is an authority on
population biology, and is the author
of Nature and Man's Fate and
Piipulatiim, Evolution, and Birth
Control.

Robert Solow, an award-winning
economist from MIT, wrote Capital
Theory and The Rale of Return.

The Committee has also contacted
David McClelland Professor of

Philosophy at Harvard, John Silber,

the^President of Boston University,

Gene Outka, Religion professor at
Yale, and author of Norm iaind Context
Ml Christian Ethics and Religion and
Morality: a collection of essays, Carol
Stack, Professor of Anthropology at

Duke; and John Loy, the Sports-
Sociologist at UMass and author of

Sport, Culture, and Society.

Science fiction writer Isaac Asimov
agreed to speak in the fall.

Novelist Susan Sontag and James
Comer, Dean of the Yale Medical
School have also been invited.

The $7500 appropriated to the
Lecture Committee has not been
exhausted; the committee will con-
sider requests from the college
community for lecturers.
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Dance fair to entertain in Lasell

Th« cast of Joy Dewey's "Your Time Is My Time"
weekend'^ production.

Upbeat version of classic

reliearsing for ttiis

by Thomas Herwlti

A sort of collage of dance and tnusic

will take place this Friday, Saturday,

and Sunday at 8:30 p.m. in Lasell

Gymnasium. Far from the basketball

and wrestling that usually occupy that

space. Your Time is My Time con-

ceived, choreographed, and directed

by Dance Instructor Joy Dewey will

give dance enthusiasts a chance to see

a full length dance happening created

here.

The piece roughly concerns itself

with how people spend time. Com-

petition, parties, falling in love,

rushing, meeting people, are just

some of the activities demonstrated

through the dances.

Dewey began working on the piece

AMT to stage Midsummer's • • •

On Friday the 13th of this month of

February, the Williams College
Theater will present the first of five

performances' of A Midsummer
Night's Dream. The Shakespeare
comedy, under the direction of Jean-

Bernard Bucky, is the second
production of the current season here.

Anyone who chooses to produce A
Midsummer Night's Dream is faced

with the problem of trying to cut

through the Romantic and excessively

embellished production concepts
which have characterized so many
mountings of this play. Williams

director Jean-Bernard Bucky feels

that being different is not the point:

"The problem is to find means for

aiming through the picturesque, the

merely picturesque, production
tradition of A Midsummer Night's

Dream. Otherwise the spectacle

obscures the fundamental themes of

the play." Bucky feels that the play

deals with the lunacy of love, or, in

Bottom's words, the fact that "Reason

and love keep little company together

nowadays." But he emphasizes that A
Midsummer Night's Dream i^ a play

of some substance, lighthearted,

perhaps, but not entirely frivolous. "It

is a play about love, but it is often

harsh and cynical. It is a play about

the theatre: about fantasy, illusion,

imagination, creation, magic. The
real mortal world and the fantastic

fairy kingdom reflect each other,

resulting not only in contrast, but in

the interpenetration of reality and
fantasy, sanity and madness, waking
and dreaming."

The transformation of A Mid-

summer Night's Dream into stage

spectacle began as early as 1692, when
Henry Purcell composed an operatic

version called The Fairy Queen. Even
more famous is the monument built to

the play by the Romantic movement,
in the form of Felix Mendelssohrt's

incidental music, wtiich contained the

Patchwork portrait
Picked-up Pieces

by John Updike
copyright 1975

Alfred A. Knoff, Inc.

519 pp
by Paul Gismondi

Reading John Updike's latest book,

Ficked-up Pieces, differs little from

browsing through a magazine. It

consists of articles and reviews

previously published in magazines

like Atlantic Monthly, The New
Republic, and, of course. The New
Yorker. Only the advertisements are

missing.

The "views" section exhibits a wide

variety of subject matter: other

writers, the nature of humor, London,

Anguilla, satanism, cemeteries, golf,

and more. They range in tone from

serious to ridiculous. This richness of

scope and the high caliber of the

» writing make this section especially

memorable. Most of the "Views" are

of a tempered, even somber, tone, as

in this brief excerpt from an in-

troduction to a book:

And my sense of things, sentimental

I fear, is that wherever a churcii

spire is raised, though dismal slums

surround it and a single dazed

widow kneels under it, this Hell is

opposed by a rumor of good news,

by an irrational confirmation of the

plentitude we feel is our birthright.

Updike speaks of Christianity as his

"curious hobby", and it often sneaks

into his pages and that may alienate

some readers.

An element of interplay exists

between the two sections. Elements
contained in the "Views" spill over

*
into the "Reviews". The two sections

illuminate each other and ultimately

focus attention on two currents which

run through the book as a whole.

In a review of an autobiography,

Updike mentions "the significance of

humanity" and "humane
significances",. Thfoughout the book

he constantly returns to the human

aspect of things. In this way, he

achieves a concreteness in his writing

which can be immediately ap-

preciated. In his reviews, he manages
to find the human writer as he is

expressed through his books. In

varying degrees the same kind of

attention paid to "humane
significances" evidenced in the ex-

cerpt above animates all of the pieces.

The other striking element of the

book is Updike's view of himself as a

writer. In a speech entitled "Why
Write", he answers,

Why write? As soon ask,' why rivet?

Because a number of personal

accidents drift us towards the oc-

cupation of riveter, which pre-

exists, and, most importantly, the

riveting gun exists, and we love it.

This writing with the range of both

topics and time provides pathways
into the life of one of America's most
outstanding writers.

Yet behind the intelligence and
sophistication of these pieces one

wonders atwut the real worth of such a

collection. Most readers would
probably prefer another novel in its

place. Updike himself wonders:

And I, no doubt, should write, in the

decades left to me, in the highest

forms I can i;each, matter of my
own devising. Let us hope, for the

sakes of artistic purity and paper
conservation, that ten years from
now the pieces to be picked up will

make a smaller heap.

familiar Wedding March.
A spectacle of a different sort was

presented by the Royal Shakespeare

Company in the 1960's. Director Peter

Brook saw the play as a kind of circus

entertainment, but did not depend on

lush stage effects for his magic, and

staged the play in an austere setting

consisting of a three-sided box of plain

white walls. By placing emphasis on

the performers rather than the set.

Brook produced a compelling

demonstration of the imaginative

power of theatre, of performance

itself. In a sense, A Midsummer
Night's Dream is a play which

examines itself as well as the lunacy

of love. Throughout the play,

Shakespeare identified the creative

impulse with love, and finds both of

them irrational. As Theseus says, the

lover and the poet belong in the same
class as the madman. Yet, when the

play is over, Shakespeare has af-

firmed an almost mystical reality for

love and poetry, testifying to the

power of that which cannot be

rationally understood.

The Williams production promises

to provide an exuberance which will,

at the same time, avoid the extremes

of lushness and austerity. The scheme
of the production will be essentially

"modern", with a setting by Richard
W. Jeter of the drama department,

and with costumes by Calvin Tsao, a

guest designer. The woodland fairies

who are usually "wont to frisk and
frolic" will dance instead in a jazz

idiom choreographed by Laurie Boyd,
to an original score written by
Thomas Piazza.

A Midsummer Night's Dream will

be presented at the Adams Memorial
Theatre on the evenings of February
13th, 14th, 19th, 20th, and 21st at 8:30

p. m. Tickets are available to Williams
students at a 50c service charge;

reservations can be made at the of-

fice, or by calling 458-3023.

DISCO

IS

COMING

two summers ago when, as she

describes she woke up in the middle of

the night unconsciously humming the

old Rudy Vallee hit "Your Time is My
Time."
The roots of the dance piece are 12

harpsichord sonatas of the early

Baroque composer Domenico

Scarlatti. With each sonata is paired

another piece which is somehow

similar in feeling or construction.

Those works include Beethoven's

"Bagatelle in C Major, Op. 33,"

Bartok's "Contrasts," Reigger's

"Concerto for Piano and Woodwind

Quintet," and Prokofiev's "March"

from Romeo and Juliet.

Dewey has taken the "very per-

sonal" feelings she got from the

pieces and, with close collaboration

with the music, choreographed

dances which expressed those

feehngs—"There is just about every

kind of dance ever danced here—from

ballet and different styles of modern

to folk and Spanish dancing." There

are some pieces in theater setting and

some in arena setting.

The audience is ushered around to

different parts of the gym (ac-

companied by Rudy Vallee's crooning

voice). Each place provides a dif-

ferent setting for another pair of

dances. Dewey emphasized this

audience movement fis one of the

unusual aspects of the piece. "It gives

a sense of moving through the piece

with the dancers," she said, "of really

being a part of it. It's a whole evening

happening along with you."

Dewey concludes, "An evening of

dance with 24 dances is most unusual.

The Log
Appearing Wed., Feb. 4

Michelle Cutsforth

REGULAR HOURS RESUME TODAY

Mon.-Thurs. 8 p.m. - 12 m.
Fri.- Sat. 8:30 pm -12:30 a.m.

closed Sundays

I took it on with great fear and
trepidation. It is an enormous amouni
of dancing, and we have been worlunB
very hard in rehearsal and just nlain
practicing for endurance."
The piece is danced very collef

Uvely by a group of 13 dancers. There
are no characters, per se, and Z
dancers are dressed in the sam!
costumes.
Dancers are Williams students Lisj

Gruenberg, Julie Dunn, John Martin
Kay Pesek, Mary Mietzelfeld'
Thomas McCoy, Giovanna Del Deo
Marianne Battistone, Sarah Dewey
Alexandra Dewey, Jonathan Hart
ford, Joel Tull and Diana Sprague
Slugger, who is also assisting Dewey
with the direction.

Musical performers include
Alexander Black, Margo Byron
Barbara LeBaron, Marc Lichtman
and Nicholas Schidlovsky,

all

Williams students; and James Mark
Nancy Hirsche, Carolyn Bond, Judith

Reichert, Carol Jenkins, Peter Knott
Edward Gale, Frances Snyder|

Stephen and Laurie Dankner, and
Daniel O'Connor. Penelope Mark will

be harpsichordist for the Scarlatti

sonatas.

Beverly Emmons from New York
City has designed the lighting for the

show. Ingenious costumes are

designed by Rita Bottomley Watson,

and settings by Richard Jeter,

Because of the moving audience,

seating is limited to 125 persons per

performance. For Williams students

admission is free, but tickets are

necessary and are available at the

Adams Memorial Theater box office.

Women's films to be shown
The Women's Center is sponsoring

an evening of films tomorrow at 8

p.m. at the Unitarian Universalist

Church, 81 Summer Street, North

Adams.
The films to be shown are:

"Abortion", a very moving film on

the problems women have when
abortion is illegal; it also shows the

exploitation of poor and non-white

women by drug companies testing

contraceptives.

"X", a powerful experimental,

personal film of one woman's despair,

rage, and exhibitionism.

"Menses", a comedy of ritualistic

women's activity, play and satire

around and about the monthly flow,

ranging in landscape from' the corner

supermarket to the mountains

"Sometimes I Wonder Who I Am",

a melancholy film which shows a

woman inSier kitchen thinking atxjut

her husband, baby and how she views

her life.

All area women are cordially in-

vited to attend this evening of films.

Any woman who needs transportation

and-or would like childcarc to be

provided at the showing should call

the Center as soon as possible A;.$l

donation will be requested to help

defray the cost of renting the films.

Plan For A

SUMMER ABROAD

1976

MUSIC Vevey, SWITZERLAND

SOCIALSCIENCE EAST AFRICA

ARCHITECTURE Amsterdam, the NETHERLANDS

LAW Amsterdam, ^the NETHERLANDS

ART ' - Florence, ITALY

POLITICAL SCIENCE Madrid, SPAIN

EDUCATION ENGLAND

Call or write for more Information and applications:

Division of International Programs Abroad
Syracuse University

335 Comstock Avenue
Syracuse, N.Y. 13210 (315) 423-3471
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Faculty lecture series

kicks off on Thursday
Seven College faculty members will

participate in the annual faculty

Iwiture series which begins Thursday.

The lectures wUl be given on con-

secutive Thursday afternoons at 4:30

pm., in Room lU of the Thompson

Biological Laboratory.

Prof. Irwin Shainman, chairman of

tiie music department and coor-

dinator of the performing arts, will

open the series this week with a lec-

ture entitled, "Edward MacDowell,

America's First!" MacDowell was a

late 19th century American composer.

Remaining lectures in the series are

scheduled as follows: Feb. 12, "Birds,
Bees and a Nobel Prize" by Lee C.

Orickamer, assistant professor of

biology; Feb. 19, "Changing Views of

Art: Antwerp, 1640," which will be
given in Room 10 of Lawrence Hall by
Zirka Z. Filipczgk, assistant professor

of art; Feb. 26, "Phenomologles of

Spirit" by Mark C. Taylor, assistant

professor of religion; March 4, "In-

side Chemistry" by Charles Compton,
professor of chemistry, March 11,

"Prices, Policies and Progress in the

Poor Countries" by St(^phen R. Lewis,

Jr., professor of economics.

Alumni and OCC give

DC careers program
The Washington Alumni Association

and the Office of Career Counseling

will sponsor a program "Careers in

Washington" Saturday, February 7,

in Bronfman Auditorium.

The program begins at 9:30 a.m.

with Kevin Delany, Washington

Bureau of ABC News giving a keynote

address, "A Washington Per-

spective". Approximately twenty

Wilhams alumni from tl^e Washington

area will participate on informal

panels. The panels will meet in the

morning and afternoon to discuss

various career opportunities in

Washington D.C. Students can talk

with alumni informally over lunch in

the residential houses and at a

reception at the Log from 4-6 p.m.

The participating alumni represent

consulting firms, journalism, public

interest law, the para-legal

profession, staff assistants on Capitol

Hill, Supreme Court staff, National

Endowment For the Arts, officials in

HEW and International Development
officials.

The program resembles last year's

"Public Policy Weekend" sponsored

by the same groups. Sue Little of the

OCC noted that the alumni par-

ticipants will offer information and

advice about careers rather than

specific job opportunities. Any
student interested in hosting a visiting

alumnus should contact the OCC.

It was a photo finish in the «0-yard dash Friday night but Scott Perry's lunge
was not enough. This week's photo of the week is by Stew Read.

Political clubs
sponsor panel

discussion
*'The Future of the Political Process

in America," a panel discussion co-

sponsored by Americans for

Democratic Action and the Williams
Republican Club, will convene tonight

at 8:30 p.m. in Jesup Auditorium.

The four panelists are Randall
Bartlett, Prof, of Economics at

Williams; Edward McColgan, former
Democratic state representative and
chairman of the Massachusetts
Bicentennial Committee; Nancy
Sinnot, Vice Chairman of the

Massachusetts Republican Party;
and James Altham, National Com-
mittee of the Young Republican
National Federation.

Each panelist will speak for ten

minutes, and then will accept
questions from the floor.

KINGS LIQUOR
STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

Plenty of All Types Beer

Spring Street Williamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458-5948

If it was murder, where's

the body? If it was lor a

woman, wKlch woman?
IF its only a game,

why the blood?

0,y OMAO IiKTt »LS IN FTnNAIXJNAI

laurence"'michael
olivier caine

K)N l>H L M,\NKII.WIt/ r,in,oi

]PO«»
TUESDAY

7,9:30
Bronfman Auditorium

Sponsored by Bryant House

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

DISCO

IS

COMING!!

(Are You??)

GUIDE TO MONEY
FOR HIGHER EDIJCATIOIV

Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and
Financial Aid Source — itertis^ valued at over

S500 million dollars.

Contains the most up-to-date information on:

Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowships, loan.s, work-study programs,

cooperative education programs, and summer job opportunities; for

study at colleges, vocational and technical schools, paraprofessional

training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools, and post-

graduate study or research; funded on national, regional, and local

levels by the federal government, states, cities, foundations, corpora-

tions, trade unions, professional associations, fraternal organizations,

and minority organizations. Money is available for both average as well

as excellent students, both with and without need.

BENNETT PUBLISHING CO.
Dcpt. 214. 102 Charles Street, Boston. Mass. 02114.

Please rush mc copies of GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCA-
TION at S.'i.9.'^ plus ."iOc for postage and handling for each copy.

I am enclosing S (check or money order).

Name

Adddress

City

Ti Copyrighl 1476 Bennell Publishing Co.

Stale Zip

JOSEPH R DEWEY ^T>*=»

<

458-5717

WILI,IANMOU.\. MA-^S

01267
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SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

'Tree Campus Delivery!

DRUMMOND CLEANERS
458-4321

t%

Spring Street

Williamstown

^^̂ Colonial Piiia
The Best in America

^V^ ' Small and Large Pizzas

V Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

50 Spring Street

458-9009 and 458-8014

open daily 9 a.m. to 2 a.m.

Breakfast daily 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.

Donuts. Coffee

We make our own pizza dough daily

STUDENTS WELCOME

Transcendental Meditation

Open Lecture- Introductory

Wed., Feb.4 7:30p.m.

Open Lecture- Preparatory

Thurs., Feb.5 7:30 p.m

Bronfman 106

Williams Record
invites everyone to a

00S269
PER PERSON

+ J3.00 dep. tax

spring fling

in

bermuda
March 19-26 deluxe Holiday Inn

INCLUDES:
«Jet Transportation from Bradley / Bermuda /
Bradley > Transfers

* 7 nights lodging In deluxe Holiday Inn # quad, occupancy

* Rum party * Free tennis * Free golf » Holiday Inn

t- shirt

ADDITIONAL FREE BONUSES:
Dances, Beach party, lunch at Beach club. Harbour cruise

Steel band rock concert, Student l.d. card required

FOR FURTHER INFO CONTACT:
ALL SEASONS TRAVEL

Agency, Inc.

51 PARK AVENUE ''

WEST SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 01089

•of «.i(l<i

OFFICE: (413)734-5*01
,, , ^^^„

Or leave your name In the RECORD office In Baxter Hall
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Eph five split twb in Maine
by Andy O'Doniwll

The U8ual Maine crowd of

Eskimoes, penguins, and, of course,

reindeer watched as Mark Carter's

driving layup sewed up the Polar

Bears of Bowdoin, 74-73, last Friday

night. Carter took a Jerry Kelly assist

to the hoop with two seconds

remaining to ice (pardon the ex-

pression) the victory in the opener.

The Ephmen did not fare as well in

the final moments of the second game
Saturday afternoon. The Ephs lost 88-

87 when Bates rebound«l a Mike
Tanner free throw and, with ten

secoQds left, drove downcourt quickly

enough for two shots and a score.

Taqner poured in 34 in Saturday's

losing effort to complement a 16 point

performance Friday night. Carter and
his co-captain Alex Rosten totaled 32

and 31, respectively, for the weekend.

"When Things Were Rotten" may
have been canned on the tube, but it

seemed like reruns were being shown

throughout the second half of last

Tuesday night's 76-60 loss to the

Trinity Bantams.

Try as they might, the Ephs
couldn't buy a bucket during the

second half as the "nothing can, or

will go right" disease which plagued

them during the Norwich contest (just

21 second half points) once again

levelled the team. This time the Ephs
production was limited to a mere 20

points.

After posting a 40-36 halftime lead,

the Ephmen upped the lead to six, 48-

42, with 15:12 left in the game. Then

disaster struck.

For the next ten minutes the Ephs

Bow()o\n triumphs, 74-39

&ears drown splashers
Despite two <vEph pool record-

breg|tjpg efforts, the Bowdoin varsity

swimming team handed Williams a

crushing 74-39 setback in Brunswick
on Saturday. It was the Ephmen's
first loss of the year in both the New
England Association and NCAA
Division III, and . second defeat
overall. Williams is now 4-2 on the

season; Bowdoin sports a 4-0 record.

"They were up for this one," said

varsity coach Carl Samuelson. "It

was a meet where they swam as well

or better than they have this year, and
we just didn't." The Purple Splashers

won only two events but did hot swim
all that badly : the Ephs failed to finish

2-3 or at least split the Polar Bears, in

only two events.

The Bears swam outrageously well

in several events, particularly the

medley relay and the 200 breastroke.

"If a team swims like that, I don't

mind losing to them," commented a

philosophical Paul vom Eigen. {
"Look at the bright side," chipped

in Dick Pregent. "In 40 years, they'll

all be dead."

The Ephs actually needn't wait that

long for revenge. They face Bowdoin
again next month in both the New
Englands and the Nationals. For now,,

however, they'll have to be satisfied

with inscribing the names of Guy
Hoelzer and Scott Schumacker on the

Curtis Pool record board. Sophomore
Hoelzer lopped 3.7 seconds from his

best time of the year to set a 200

butterfly pool standard of 2:04.0.

Senior co-captain Schumacker
smashed the existing Polar Bear lair

mark and qualified for the Nationals

with a 2:04.9 clocking in the 200

backstroke.

Senior Bruce Barclay anchored
Williams fastest medley relay of the

year, swam the quickest split on the

freestyle relay, and missed first place

in the 100 free by a touch out. Peter

Howd, a freshman, cut two seconds

from his best 200 individual medley
time and copped a strong third place.

The Ephmen face Springfield this

Saturday in their final tough dual

meet. The Chiefs finished second in

the New England last year, and are a

contender for the championship now
that Brown has moved up to the

Eastern league, but were defeated by
Bowdoin in a pre-Christmas en-

counter. '

"This will be another very difficult

meet," predicts Samuelson. "It's the

same kind of situation as Bowdoin— if

we can swim as well as we're capable
of we'll make it a good meet."

didn't score a single point, while

Trinity, behind the hot shooting of

Othar Burks, reeled off 18 straight

points to go on top 60-48 before a Tom
Balderston drive with 5:51 left fiqally

broke the Williams drought.

During that stretch Burks, who

finished with a game high total of 30

points (15 field goals, 10 for 14 in the

second half), hit for four consecutive

jumpers from the left corner arid

teamed with guard Arthur Blake and

center Peter Switchenko (two buckets

each during the explosion) to

penetrate inside the Williams zone as

well as bombard it from the outside.

"We played like a tired team in the

second half," said Coach Curt Tong.

"The second half was a good example

of what happens when your defense

relaxes because it affects your

movement on offense."

Actually, the Ephs started to give

previews of their second half play

towards the end of the first half.

Williams was up by ten twice during

this stanza, first at 13:06 (16-8) and

then with 8:57 left (28-18), but six

minutes later the Bantams had drawn

to within three, 38-35, on the strength

of Burks' shooting and Switchenko's

work inside.

For the game, Mark Carter led the

Ephs with 14 points ( 10 for 10 from the

line) while Gerry Kelly and Mike

Tanner chipped in with 12 apiece. In

the second half the Ephs shot a paltry

29 per cent (9 for 24) and had no player

score more than four points.

Soph Joe Kolb kicks to get another two mile victory, his third in^our meets. Tlie

Purple thinclads host the Little Three plus One on Saturday. (photo by Read)

Trackmen place second
by Frank Carr

The Eph indoor track squad placed

second in a closely contested

quadrangular meet in Towne
Fieldhouse Friday night. The thin-

clads' bare victory over Springfield

(42-41) was decided in the last two

relays. Lowell Tech took the meet,

while Albany State was never a

contender, finishing last with but 16

points.

The meet produced only three in-

dividual Eph winners. As usual Scott

Perry's was the first name to reach

the scoreboard. Perry won the long

Skiers begin carnival tour
Williams skiers faced their first

Carnival competition of the season at

St. Lawrence the weekend of January

24th and 25th. They were disappointed

by a 5th place finish behind UVM,
Middlebury, UNH, and St. Lawrence.

The skiers found the going difficult in

all events except the dual slalom,

where Andy Mikell (So. Burlington,

Vt.) skied to an exciting 2nd place

finish and Don Tarinelli (Fairfield,

Conn.) captured 5th in a very fast

field.

The top three Williams cross
country runners did not ski at St.

Lawrence but competed in the

Eastern Relay Championships at

Grantham, New Hampshire. The
team of John Harney, Jeff Magoon,
and Gary James skied strongly as

they placed 3rd behind the Dartmouth
number 1 team and a Putney team
which included a former Williams ski

captain, Charlie Kellog.

Next weekend the Alpine skiers

compete in three EISA races at UVM
and Middlebury \while the cross-

country skiers will V competing in

the Eastern 15 kilometer cham-
pionships, also at Middlebury.

Skaters drop Colby, fall to Bowdoin
With its potent offense still in high

gear, the Williams hockey team last

weekend scored 15 goals against

Colby and Bowdoin in far-off Maine.
Unfortunately for the Ephs, however,

eleven of the goals were bunched in an
11-4 rout of Colby, and the four they

netted against Bowdoin couldn't

match the six by the hosts.

The Purple, who had scored 20 goals

in their two previous wins over

Middlebury and Wesleyan, poured in

eight in the second period to run away
with the Colby contest at Waterville.

Six of the eleven goals came on power
plays as the Mules amassed a total of

20 minutes in infractions.

Williams' task was made easier by

the absence of Russ Cheeseman, All-

Tournament goalie in the Williams

Invitational last month, who repor-

tedly quit the team. His second, Howie

Haase, had to withstand 51 Purple

shots in only his second varsity start.

Junior Patch Mason scored a hat

trick and eight Ephmen notched one

goal. Ed Spencer, Dan Yeadon, Rick
Zetler, and Peter Gonye each scored

three points on one goal and two
assists.

Moving down to Brunswick on

Saturday, the Ephs spotted Bowdoin a

4-1 first period lead and then saw their

rally fall short as the Polar Bears held

on for a 6-4 win. Yeadon scored two
goals, assisted both times by Peter
Crocker, Zeller and John Bessone
scored the other two Williams goals.

Chuck Cremens, who split

goaltending chores against Colby with

Ed Weiss, played all the way against

Bowdoin and turned away 49 shots.

With the two-day odyssey com-
pleted, the Ephmen, B-5-1 overall and

5-5-1 in Division 11, settle down for

four consecutive home games against
Division II playoff contenders. The
first of the four is tomorrow evening
at 7:30 p,m., when the Purple face
Connecticut,

JV swimmers
dump Suffield
The junior varsity swimmers

nabbed first place in every event, and
rolled to a 60-23 devestation of Suffield

Academy in a home tilt last Wed-
nesday afternoon. Two freshmen,
Jordan Lewis and Bob Kraus, were
double winners for the mini-nalators.

Kraus captured both freestyle
sprinting events, while Lewis picked
up firsts in the middle distance 200
and 500 freestyles.

Sophomore Mary Fish won the
diving and Mike Murphy breezed to a
100 butterfly victory after following
Lewis to the finish in the 200,

The Junior Ephs, 2-1 on the year,
host Hotchkiss Wednesday at 4 p,m, in

Muir Pool. They swamped Williston in

mid-January after losing to Exeter in

December,

Ski team member heading for the
finish in recent qiant slalom at Berlin

Mountain (photo by Kahane)

*&*.«•'

Goalie Harland Chun looks to dump an outlet pass to defenseman Emmett
Creahan (back to camera). Jamie Taylor and Carlton Tucker look on during a

preseason scrimmage in Towne Fieldhouse last year. The Eph laxmen start

their long, long spring this week with indoor practice. (photo by McClellan) L

Winter Carnival

Calendar Change

The Williams 1976 Winter Carnival
will be held Friday and Saturday,
February 20 and 21, not February
13 and 14 as if appears on some
college calendars.

Women skiers
finish fourth
The Women's Ski Team opened the

1976 Cranival Season with the best
finish of its four-year existence,
placing fourth in the SI, Lawrence
Carnival last weekend. In the giant
slalom on Friday, freshman Ashley
Smith in 18th place, led the Eph-
women, followed by Marty Epstein
and Carmany Heilman in I9lh and
26lh,

The Cross-Country race was held in

below-zero temperatures, and
frostbite kept Anne Waters from
finishing, Rachel Potter, in her first

Carnival meet, took fifth place,
followed by Ellen Toll in 7th, Sally
Newton scored with a 17th place
finish, and Gina Campoli took 22nd,
Marly Epstein .scored her first

victory of the year in Saturday's dual
slalom, leading the field by an
amazing three seconds on her first

run. Captain Carmany Heilman took
16th, and Karen Ham and Marion
Sherman placed 20th and 27th.

The forty-woman field consisted of

eight off the eleven Division 1 schools.

All eleven meet next Friday and
Saturday a( the New England College-

Colby-Sawyer Meet,

jump by about a foot and a half and

then came back to place second in the

triple jump. Dave McLaughry mat
ched his fellow co-captain's victory

with a 12' 6" effort in the pole vault.

The only other points scored in the

field events came from Larry Tan-

ner's third place heave in the 35 lb.

weight, and Bob Ashley's fourth place

performance in the high jump.

Although Don Wallace could not

match his mile victory of a week ago.

(Lowell took the first two places in

excellent times—4:12, 4:17) he

finished third and achieved a personal

victory by smashing the 4:20 barrier

The fleet footed junior followed the

early pace and held on for a lifetime

best of 4:19,0.

Soph Ron White lowered his time lo

7.5 in the 60 yd, hurdle trials, but had

to settle for a 7,6 clocking and second

place in the final. In the (io yd. dash,

Scott Perry and Dave Bass finished 2

3, both with a tim^e of 6.6 seconds

Distance ace Joe Kolb ran to his

third two mile victory in four ai

tempts, breaking his week old per

sonal best with an excellent 9:15;

performance. The crowd nearly shook

down the field house as Kolb blew the

doors off Lowell's Bob Hodge on the

final lap.

This Saturday, Williams takes on iis

Little Three rivals plus Trlnily

Williams will host the meet as usual,

with the field Events starting at 1:W

p.m. and the running events lo follow

Racketmen topple

Franklin-Marshall,

7-2, for first victory

by Kaymond Porfilici

The varsity squash team registered

its first victory of the 1976 se.^son over

Franklin and Marshall last Tuesria.v.

after losing four in a row. The Ephs

dumped the visitors from southern

Pennsylvania, 7-2,

Their poor record is di'<eplive,

because Williams schedules the lop

squash schools in the rial ion. The

squad had lost to Dartmouth, Navy,

Yale and Harvard earlier in the year

The winter break was filled wilh

matches on the road against perennial

powers Princeton and Penn. Coach

Dave Johnson looked forward to a

strong showing, and hoped the reccnl

victory would encourage his squad

Army is the next home match, Feb. 6

at 4 p.m.

Coach Johnson cited a lack of ex

perience in the bottom ranks as a

reason for the slow start He also

noted that Jim Little and Peter

Thayer have placed a lot of pres.sure

on those last few positions. Marc

Reinhardt, Arnie Cogswell and Dave

Hillman In the 2, 3, and 4 slots have

done their job, but Coach Johnson

saved his greatest praise for captain

Frank Giammatti, who at number one

has been the most consistent plaj*^

Giammatti was the lone victor in

the Harvard match, coming bacK

from 2-0 in games and 8-2 in the fmai

game to secure the win. He also won

the Connecticut and Western

Massachusetts Singles Tournamenis

for the third year in a row.

Johnson sees some easier cotiv

petition raising the team's recof

toward .500 before the season

climaxes with the Nationals, to >*

held at Williams early in March
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Every applicant accepted

An advance photo of the new paratroop strike force Wa lly O'Brien is developing

lodeal with campus disturbances, and room' confiscations. (no credit)

O'Brien sets crackdown
by Jimmy Olsen

Security director Walter O'Brien

announced that 125 illegal items were

removed from rooms or will be

removed from rooms in the week

period beginning yesterday.

Security officers marked the taboo

one quarter of the market value of the

items we seize."

He cautioned, however, that

Security would not pay for stolen road

signs and illegal amphetamines
seized.

"%0'Brien said the Dean's Office

items last week and have a list of approved the raid but would not

items to seize. O'Brien refused to Reveal the commission deans will be

disclose what items were beififr/ paid.

removed, but he said none were
electrical items.

"We took all the electrical items we
needed last month," he said. "Now
the homes of all our officers are Well

equipped."

Refusing to disclose what items

might be removed O'Brien said, "One
officer needs thumbtacks for a

bulletin board he has at home.

Another officer has a brother who
smokes marry gee wana, or however

you pronounce that stuff."

"My cousin is a non-union con-

struction worker. He needs a new
hard hat," O'Brien asserted, claiming

he was just babbling.

"In the past we have left notes when
we removed things," O'Brien said.

"This year we will leave a check for

/
by Jacob Peterson

Williams has sent acceptance let-

ters to all 5,341 candidates for ad-

mission to the Class of 1980, Ad-
missions Director Philip Smith an-

nounced today.

"All candidates looked so good that

the admissions staff didn't have the

heart to tell any of them no," Smith
said. "I'm sure that many of them
would have been saddened by a
rejection letter—they all really

wanted to come here. We just couldn't

justify snuffing out the dreams of so

many fine individuals."

In previous years, Williams has
rejected four out of five applicants.

"That's downright unfair," Smith
argued. "Just think of all the time and
money we've wasted sending out

depressing letters to high school

students all over the world."

Smith said that the decision to

admit all 5,341 applicants came late

yesterday afternoon, two days before

the application deadline.

"We generally agreed that choosing

900 students would take a great deal of

work, more work than we felt we
should have to do." Smith said that

Assistant Admissions Director Mary
MacMillen suggested that "we should

accept everyone and let the people in

Commenfs on tack memorandum

Jankey reveals housing

President Chandler
announces $1000
cut in tuition costs

by Brenda Starr

Tuition and room and board costs

will drop $1000, President John W.
Chandler announced yesterday. He
said he regrets the College will be
forced to lower its comprehensive fees

as much as it will, but "the foun-

(iations were just too generous in

giving us big grants."

"Even businesses in the area are
helping out," he said. Brodie Moun-
tain will offer free season ski passes to

students who pay their fees on time.

The $1000 decrease will place the

comprehensive fee at $4261. Room
charge will drop from $825 to $690 and
the board fee will fall from $900 to

$750.

Chandler said room charges will

drop because New England Telephone
said it will pay the College for each
telephone placed in a student's room.
Chandler could not explain the
telephone company's action, but an
informed source said that William-
stown will be given the Honolulu area
Code.

"Merrill Lynch sold us their herd of

•"u'ls," Chandler said in explaining
the drop in board costs.

He denied that the decrease in

tuition will force the College to lay off

faculty members. In fact, ten ad-
ditional professors will be hired for

Winter Study.
'n a letter informing parents of the
** comprehensive fee. Chandler
wrote:

See TUITION page 3

by Ross R. David

Charles Jankey, director of student

housing, spoke to the Record last

week regarding his memorandum
concerning tacks on the wall. The text

of that interview is printed below:

Jankey: Hello, come in.

Record: Hello, I'm Ross R. David

frorn the Williams Record.

Jankey: It was nice of you to come
down here to talk to me. Now, what

house did you want to transfer to.

You know you cannot transfer house

affiliation. That can only happen at

the end of the year.

Record: Mr. Jankey, I'm from the

Record.

Jankey: When you're done talking to

me, speak to my secretary, Mrs.

Lewis, she keeps all the records.

Speaking of records, I read the

Williams-Record. Hah! Hah! Hah!

But sometimes they forget to

deliver it there, that's why I refuse

to talk to their reporters.

Record: Once again Mr. Jankey, I'm

Brewer R. David from WCFM here

to talk to you about your thumbtack

memorandum.
Jankey: Did I spell a word wrong in

the memorandum? Mrs. Lewis is

supposed to correct those mistakes.

Record: Why was the thumbtack

memorandum sent around?

Jankey: Williams College students

are very intelligent. I graduated

from here. Last year the Record

See JANKEY page 3

Sene Falk serving alcohol to innocent cheerleaders. The local W.C.T.U. has

Si,'»rib:iSR";:i'S^"'"''"'"'™'TSssr.y?^^^

Drinking age lowered
by Al K. Holic

The Massachusetts House and

Senate passed legislation early this

week that lowered the state drinking

age to six. The bill passed through

both the House and the Senate with

little debate and only one vote of

objection was cast in final balloting.

Speaking against the move, Senator

Milton Moss Jr. said, "By cutUng

drinking privileges off at the six year

olds, a lot of tension is going to build

up in families with young children. I

know that my five year old is simply

not going to stand for it!"

Williamstown Chief of Police,

Joseph Zoito, said he was concerned

about the effects of such a move on

traffic safety. "We're going to have to

start giving tricyclers breathalizer

tests."

The new law became effective

immediately and, according to Gene

Falk '75, manager of the Log,

"Business has never been so good.

We're extending our hours into the

mornings to catch the kids on the

afternoon kindergarten shift."

Hopkins worry about the details."

"Like most of us, she'd rather go to

hockey and basketball games for the

next two months instead of wading
through all those folders," he said.

MacMillen told the Record that

"Admissions people miss all the good
parties second semester."

Smith also cited anti-discrimination

legislation such as Title IX and the

Equal Rights Amendment as

justification for admitting so many
students. "We're told we can't

discriminate on the basis of race,

creed, sex or shoe size. The logical

extension of this is the argument that

we can't discriminate on the basis of

ability, so we didn't."

Unlike President Chandler,
Director of Student Housing Charles

Jankey, Dean of Freshmen Lauren
Stevens, and Assistant Director of

Food Services James Hodgkins,
Smith isn't concerned aboiit problems
arising from the admission of 5,341

students.

"I'm sure they all won't come
here," Smith asserted. "They are all

excellent students—the best crop I've

ever seen—and I know almost all of

them will be accepted at Harvard,

Amherst, Yale, Princeton, Dartmouth
and all those other good schools.

"I can't even guarantee we'll get 500

of those students. They'll select the

other schools because they really are

better institutions than this little

place.

"I like it here," Smith added

See ADMISSIONS page 3

President Chandler is shown here emerging from a smoke filled room where he
just closed a deal to bring 1000 Skiddies to Williams permanently.

(photo by Johnston)

Skidmore to move here
by Dale Billing

Skidmore College officials an-

nounced plans last week for the

relocation of the institution in

Williamstown within two years.

Skidmore President Joseph C.

Palamoantain, Jr., said that Williams

has agreed to construct dormitories

for 1000 Skidmore women in the 1.3

acre lot behind Greylock Quad.

The Saratoga Springs Bicentennial

Commission ordered Palamoantain to

remove his college Jan. 1. The

WBSU agrees

to budget cut
by John Birch

The Williams Black Student Union

(WBSU) has announced that it will

voluntarily comply with a request

from the College Council to make
public its 1976-77 budget. According to

CC president Mayo Shattuck, the

request was made at the request of

Dean Eileen Julian.

According to CC member Michael

Knight, publication of the budget will

ease racial tensions on campus and

prove once and for all that the BSU
has been financed excessively in the

past. He stated that the BSU deserves

to take a major budget cut. Knight

further commented that because the

BSU has discriminated against white

students in the past, the BSU should

be turned over to white students for

the next five years in compensation

for the past discrimination.

Opposition to the Council's request

has come primarily from CC member
Don Clark. According to Clark, the

BSU provides a vital service to the

College community as is evidenced by

the current racial harmony which

exists at Williams. Clark stated that

he rejects the "compensation theory"

and believes that the black minority

has a valid need for its frugal budget.

Rack Talk refused to comment on

the issue.

commission has banned all shops and

institutions less than 200 years old

from operating in the town during the

bicentennial year. Indignant, the

president sought a permanent site for

the 65-year-old school.

The Williams College Council

passed a resolution Jan. 2 donating

the Greylock field to Skidmore.

Williams will fund dorm construction.

"We've.re|[uced cost by not pur-

Chasing desks, doors and window
curtains," CC President Mayo
Shattuck said. The CC will divert All

College Entertainment Committee
funds to the construction project.

"What could be more en-

tertaining?" ACEC head Tom Belden

argued.

The Skidmore girls will not attend

classes the first three years in

Williamstown. "We want to give the

girls time to get a feel for Williams,"

the Skidmore Dean of Students said.

See SKIDMORE page 3

Kurt Vonnegut, famous satirical
novelist, was interviewed by the
Record last week. For the text of ttte

interview and a juicy excerpt from liit

forth coming book, see feature article,

pg. S. (photo by Krementz)
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This is a wisiiful thinking parody of The Williams Record.
Whether it will be published again depends on the outcome of

certain lawsuits now pending. We assume that the absurd
nature of these four pages makes it abundantly clear to all that

they are written in jest and with no attempt to depict persons
and institutions as they really are. This parody is in part written

in reaction to the deadly serious and overbearing style into

which the Record occasionally falls. It is our belief that most
human endeavors mean little if they cannot at one time or

another be viewed with humor.

All In Favor
We fully endorse the recommendations of the student-

faculty circumlocution committee (see the Record next

Tuesday for details.) The proposed guidelines will satisfy the

needs of all members of the College community which in our

view count.

While we recognize the guidelines will cause some faculty

members to double their workload, we believe the benefits

surely outweigh this very slight cost. Faculty members are not

burdened with work. If they were, they wodd all have private?

typists to type letters of recommendations for students, they

would not play on faculty intramural teams, they would not

attend guest meals and they would not prepare lectures before

class time.

Faculty members should be more than pleased to work
additional hours. Most members have children, and additional

office work will keep them away from these monstrous beings.

The comfort of the offices in Stetson beats the noise of the

dripping faucets in their run down homes.
We urge that faculty members vote in favor of the

guidelines suggested by the circumlocution committee. In fact,

we cannot conceive of any reason why faculty members should
be opposed to detailed guidelines proposed. We trust most have
read the committee's 1084 page report issued this morning and
are in agreement with those of us who paid to have it printed.

Record Changes
After long.deliberation, the editorial board has voted to

discontinue our semi-weekly publishing schedule second
semester. Although poor article quality, charges of racial and
sexual bias, and a study indicating that most Williams students
are functional illiterates were important factors in our decision,

our primary reason was that we're tired of spending hours
putting together issues.

Although some members of the board suggested returning
money to the College Council and our subscribers, they were
quickly outvoted. Instead, we plan a hard hitting, relevant

graduation issue. With the money available, we'll be sending
teams of reporters to the Winter Olympics in Innsbruck, the

torture chambers of Santiago, Chile, the brothels of

Copenhagen, and the war in Angola for the student angle.

To improve the layout of the paper, our managing editors

will make a tour of the newspapers of countries in the Carib-
bean. Our business staff will embark on a three-month "beat
the stock market" gamble. And our editors-in-chief will begin
an around the worm tour to give them greater perspective and
insight into the problems affecting us today.

We're sure our subscribers and fellow students can think of

no better use for the money. Thank you, dear readers, for your
efforts to improve the quality of the paper. We feel sure the

paper will not be missed in the interim.

Food For Thought
Food Services should discontinue the expensive and

wasteful policy of occasionally offering good meals to students.

At a time when board fees are rising at colleges throughout the

country. Food Services should be working to get students to eat

as little as possible. For the most part, college meals serve this

purpose. However, in the absence of a definite ptomaine policy,

it is always possible for a decent meal to appear on a given

night.

Especially dangerous is the Thursday night roast beef

dinner. Normally, cooks are intelligent enough to leave the

meat out over night before it is cooked. Yet, every once in

awhile mistakes happen and juicy prime ribs are served with

steaming potatoes. This messes up the whole image.

Sure goofs happen, but their frequency at Food Services is

becoming legend. Last Monday, the cakes delivered to Row
Houses were actually Moist. Baxter scrambled eggs were
cooked in a clean pot. Driscoll Hall passed a town food in-

spection. One week in December the infirmary reported no

cases of food poisoning.

This must cease. We need a comprehensive plan to ensure

that all food is at best barely edible. Students have a right to

know that they aren't missing a potentially good meal when
they skip dinner.

Given a concerted effort by all involved, it is easy to

imagine a day when it will be possible to close down most dining

halls and not even bother scheduling regular meals. Think of

the studying time that could be gained.

Viewpoint kicker

Billsville life is for the birdies
by VlniiieMichelub

I'm writing for all of us who've been

sucked into attending Williams under

false pretenses. Under a blatant

example of misleading advertising

and breach of contract, hundreds of

together guys are enticed away from

hometown honies and a steady supply

of Schlitz to come to what is billed as

the choicest country club in New
England.

Consider Williams' reputation (and

we know it so well) : A full range of

social activities coordinated by

Gurgle and the Chaplain's Office.

Your standard Tuesday to Sunday

weekend. Extensive athletic and

"game" facilities with an expert staff

of Swedish masseuses. Specially

stocked vacation Shangri La's in

Northampton and Saratoga Springs.

An exotic corps of hand-picked

"coeds" for those who can't face an

hour drive. Twenty-four hour free

beer and tequila services plus

regularly scheduled College spon-

sored hash and champagne parties.

An Ivy League faculty (tweed suits,

Shetland wool sweaters, exotic

smelling pipes, craggy good looks,

empty brief cases) with BS's from

Harvard in cocktail conversation.

Guaranteed wake-up calls for all 1:(K)

classes. Water beds in new dorms and

genuine Vietnamese orphan house

hoi's in the "ex" fraternities.

Oh, how cruelly different Williams

is from this glowing picture. First of

all, B & G still hasn't fixed the leak in

my water bed after over two months.

The house boy in Perty House is ac-

tually Hawaiian! Somebody explained

to me whatWHAP actually stands for.

The other day some nerd upstairs

made me turn down my Marie

Osmond album because he was
studying: No comment about f^pr-

thampton and Saratoga Springs. Even

exotic
less of a comment about the

corps of 'coeds'."

And worst of all, after attcndini;

almost '/4 of my classes ( not counii„B
the 8:00 geo course which 1 assumwi
to be a little joke the Registrar was
playing) and actually turning in a

couple of papers (my Fosters had run
out), I only got B's and B plusses for

last semester. Is this what Eph
Williams had in mind. I've been
cheated on my five grand a year
Man, the faculty isn't even coherent at

cocktail parties.

I should have gone to Amherst

Vinnie Michelob '78 is lievehping
a

contract major on the relevance of the

Dead Sea Scrolls to astro-physics. He
was a member of the Ki'rshaie

Committee on College Expansion and

holds the record for the largest hickey

ever produced in Bismarck. North

Dakota.

Letters: rugby, rags and burgers-
Broken barriers

To the editor:

I'm writing in behalf of all of us on

the Rugby Club to thank you and

congratulate you for printing Carole

Tyler's "A Woman's Point of View."

She has raised my consciousness and

given me new insight into the sen-

sitive aspects of maturing at

Williams.

Her column on drinking at Williams

shocked and chagrined all of us. The
picture she painted of "social

drinkers" vowing to get shitfaced

spoke directly to our hearts. As a

result, we are cancelling our contract

with the Spirit Shop. From noV on.Jea

and cookies will be offered as refresh-

ments following each game.
1 wish I could express the special

joy and meaning each column has had
for us. Regrettably, sf)ace does not

permit it. I will mention that her last

column has allowed us to show some
of the special feelings we have for one
another.

All the barriers have dropped
among us. We see each other as

sensitive individuals who like to

destroy others. Even better, we have
lost our bashfulness and insecurity

around women. Carole Tyler was
right. The key was viewing them as
warm, sensitive intelligent in-

dividuals whq, have much to con-

tribute to our inner growth. We hope
to schedule a retreat in the spring at

Green Mountain College to discuss the

role of male-female relationships in

today's world.

We trust that the Record will con-

tinue its pace-setting positive rein-

forcement of the inner reflectivity and
consciousness raising movement
sweeping colleges today.

FottScen

Coming together
To the editor:

The fact has recently come to my
attention that the Williams com-

Job Jots
Interviewing_j^chedule

:

Monday The Dallas Cowboys. Be
sure to have your game films on
file in OCC. Read the Super Bowl
program before attending.

Tuesday Anhueser Busch. Be sure
your chugging times are on file

with OCC. Be familiar with the

company's products before at-

tending.

Wednesday Amherst College.
Dress cautiously. The preppie look

with a slight beard is great. Must
hate Williams. Positions available
include football coach.

Thursday The Central Intelligence

Agency. You must have reported
at least ten Honor Code violations

in order to qualify for an interview.

Come as you are—Williams alumni
will do the interviewing.

Friday Ricky's Garage. Two pump
attendants needed for off hours in

North Adams. Geo majors
specializing in petroleum
preferred.

munity has spawned three literary

magazines where one would surely do

as well. 1 am of course referring to

those literary giants known as Peek,

Knoc'kedabout, and Small Talk.

Does not the possibility exist for the

merger of these three rags into one

comprehensive magazine, possibly

known affectionately as Packabout.

Think about all the man-hours of time

that could be saved if the Peek staff

took pictures, the Knockedabout staff

wrote all that boring poesy and stuff

and the Small Talk staff took care of

circulation.

Forgive my vanity but under such

an ingenious plan as the one I have
just described, we, the readers might
actually get to see four or five issues a

year in print. I guess that for now I'll

just have to resign myself to that

dubious piece of scratch paper known
as the Wrecker. Of course there's

always Kuj

Kip and The Hookies

Burger back talk

To the editor:

The last thing the Williams College

community needs is some
sophomoron telling us froshburgers

what to do.

Let them steal the burgerwomen,

dominate our parties and attend our

picnics, but don't let them attack our

intelligence.

ID no 779110
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by Carole-Anne Tyler

MACHISMO—This is something
which John Kay of Steppenwolf

exude^fd which Buddy Rich'^ piano

playe;

Kay
masc
soexc
woma:
a mani
leathei

tight sj

make
would

they'djje

and
women
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should

enhance
would ft

hence less

and cal . _
men. 'fTiey- wouldjag:
bodies and to use them to be attractive

to men, which is, after all, what it's all

about. Soon, they would understand
that the only important competitions
in their lives should be over men.
A second step towards more

fulfilling relationships with men
would be to reevaluate their war-
drobes, as Nai),cy Schimmel
suggested earlier in the year. Women,
as well as men, should dress with

more sex appeal. If we all tried to do
httle things like this to please each
other, there would be more love on

campus and wouldn't more love make
it a happier place?

Certainly, more drink would. In

order to have more lively spirits in

class, professors should serve
whiskey sours before every lecture.

People would then be less grade
conscious, in fact, people would be
less conscious in general. An overall

reduction in activity would cause a
corresponding lowering of blood
pressure and blood lactate levels and
overnight, chronic headache and
fatigue due to worry would disappear.

Aside from these major benefits,

there would be a few smaller ones.

such as a constantly smiling and

laughing student body. What

professor would not find it a real joy

(and challenge) to teach such ob-

viously happy people, who are there

for the sheer pleasure of learning and

not just to get into grad schooH

"What kind of doctors, lawyers and

business men would Williams he

turning out?" you ask. The answer is

conspicuously apparent. Well ad

justed ones, of course, doctors.

lawgMk£9>4WMmiMiiUIlfiU^° knew

HyjMTies of the

---^
a.s the

[ties' If a

pie to set

.Jgood bottle

riess tense

be. Why,

stumble

'ont page of

89Se*-forcini

(iliura day wit

; how m|

rnott^tjA whole wi

king the

every newspaper in the country and

Rockefeller could take up fireside

chats! Then, the American people

would once again be united in a sort of

cosmic consciousness (or un-

consciousness) brought about by a

heady intoxication and communion

with the true spirit(s) of '76.

Corrections
In the correction appearing in

the last Record, the word

"correction" was misspelled.

The December 25 Record should

not have appeared. Please

disregard its existence.

The article on the Roper Center

in the last issue read: "President

Philip K. Chandler denounced the

actions of Roper Center director

John W. Chandler." It should have

read: "J. C. Chandler '75 once

toured the Roper Center with

director Philip K. Gallup." We

regret the error.

.«r
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Grade inflation increases
by Sandy Pike

A select contingent from the

Economics Department met

yesterday witli the Committee on

Educational Policy to address the

problem of grade inflation, which,

according to group spokesman Tom
Tietenberg, has reached crisis

proportions.

Although the CEP gave assurance

that recovery was "just around the

corner" as long ago as last spring,

recent marks from the last quarter of

1975 hardly justify this optimism. If

anylliing these latest figures indicate

that the worst is yet to come. In fact, /

the SGI (Standard Grade Index) for

the most recent grading period was ujv

three points revealing a yearly grade

inflation Of nearly 8 per cent. This

means that the average student's

GPA is now 10.5 and is projected to

reach 11.1 by the end of 1976.

Particularly disturbing was the

report from several Division III

departments which showed averages

of 12.5 and higher. According to

Professor William Grant, Chairman

of the Biology Department, this is

often necessary to keep students

competitive on a national basis.

The members 1of the Economics
Department offered several
proposals, all of which will require
further study. One suggestion was to
implement some form of "revenue
sharing" in order to reduce the large
discrepancy between low grade
districts such as Mission Park and the
Freshman Quad and high grade areas
like Spencer House, the idea being
that all grades would become more
equal.

This scheme allows for so-called
"deficit grading" whereby students

\can borrow or save cumulative grade
points which can be added at any time
to their average. Essentially this

means students can operate at failing

levels and yet still join 90 per cent of

the school on the Dean's List. The
committee emphasizeid, however, that
the lending rate in low grade districts

would be considerably lower tlian for

the rest of the campus.
Opposition from conservative

quarters was strong especially con-
cerning the proposed "deficit
grading." A spokesman for this

group, which centered around the

History Department, foresaw periods
when demand for extra points might

' drinking
a^ raised

to 19 years

The above graph actually says very little about the grade inflation topic it Is

supposed to explain. It supports neither the "cyclicar' theory nor the "ex-
ternally-induced" theory of grade inflation. However, when turned sideways
and placed over a map of the campus, the line traces the shortest route from
Tyler House to the Log.

Jankey discusses tacks
JANKE Y from page 1

printed an article on confiscations

of illegal appliances during spring
recess. Therefore, those students
who had illegal appliances hid
theirs. Security found a few more at

Christmas.

Record: I asked about the thumbtack
memorandum.

Jankey: Now, there are no more
eoffeemakers and popcorn poppers
visible in rooms.

Record: That means B & G repairmen
cannot take coffee breaks while
fixing people's windows. You
needed something else to keep them
bush?

Jankey: Not exactly, B & G
productivity has risen from 40 to 50

percent. But I don't think that is

why.

Record: Why?
Jankey: I cannot answer that
question. The Director of Public
Information is preparing a news
release announcing the productivity
rise. It contains the only correct
explanation.

Record: Which is?

Jankey: Rules say you must wait for

the news release.

Record: Will you violate the rules?

Jankey: There are too many
violations of rules around here.

Look at all the students who put

thumbtacks and tape on their walls.

That is illegal you know.

Record: Is there a rule which says you

must enforce the rule?

Jankey: Now that's the loophole I

have been looking for. Thank you

for bringing that to my attention. If

you have any more suggestions

please make an appointment to see

me. It was very pleasant talking to

you.

Councilforbids
campus slong
The College Council voted

Wednesday to prohibit use of

words 'pus', 'dump', 'za', 'gut'

'bogus' on campus between 8 a.m.

last

the

and

and

Tuition down $1000
TUITION from page 1

"We regret to inform you that the
College will reduce room, board and
tuition charges by »1000. In the spirit
of the College, when you remove the
*1000 from your life's saving, please
spend it in a bar owned by a Williams
alumnus.

The College will continue to spend
as much money as it can to provide
•jie country club atmosphere you
desire for your sons and <laughters.
Please be assured that we will con-
tinue to spend more money each year
'0 reach this end."

11 p.m. The resolution, introduced by

a junior majoring in English, was

approved overwhelmingly, 11-10. The

student had complained, "I refuse to

stand meekly by while my peers demo
the English language."

"The problem was forced to my
attention last night. While consuming

a grinder at Constantines, I was ap-

proached by a fellow Eph, obviously

shitfaced, who used these offensive

words. Had it not been for the preppie

shoes, I could have mistaken him for a

townie."

When informed by CC President

Mayo Shattuck that restrictions on

language might be unconstitutional,

the junior dismissed the argument,

claiming, "don't be so short, you

grind."

greatly exceed their supply. The
resulting chaos, he emphasized,
might mark "the end of the grading
system as we know it today."
The conservative group favored

instead a two-fold operation of which
the first step would be an across-the-
board cut in grading. They main-
tained that reducing the demand for
grades by reducing the amount of

graded work would reverse the in-

flationary trend. It was also suggested
to limit each course to one grade per
student.

Several members also supported a
temporary grade freeze, whereby a
student would continue to receive the
same marks regardless of per-
formance. Under this plan, for
example, an high-ranking student in

Division III might maintain a 12.5

average without receiving a single

mark.

Opinions from other departments
varied widely. It was the considered
opinion of philosophy members that

the whole issue was "irrevelant." The
consensus of the Religion Department
(in spite of their 11.8 average) was
that the trend was cyclical and a
downturn would come eventually.

In the meantime, the College
Council voted last night to issue a

resolution which would establish
every grade on every transcript at

12.0 retroactive to each student's

entry into the College.

Taj Mahal, noted blues musician, will not be appearing in concert this Tuesday
evening at 8:30 in the Sawyer Library 4th Floor Men's Room, stall No. 2.
Matinee will be at 4:30. The not concert was announced during the recent Filthy
Rich concert by Sam Elden, co-"head" of the AC-DC. However, Mr. Mahal was
accepted as an early decision applicant for the class of '80.

PURGE to build 2 nukes
by Hearty Hindsight

The Williams chapter of

MassPURGE has announced that it

intends to build two new nuclear
power plants on campus. Chapter
president Marty Weinstock, who
asked not to be mentioned, said that

this dramatic turnabout in PURGE
policy was caused iiy*therfealization

among PURGE members ihat "it's

about time we began to see the light."

Doe sues Drummond for bucks
by Clark Kent

"This is no case for the small claims

courts—we're taking this one to the

top," James S. Drummond, owner of

Drummond Cleaners Inc., said

concerning the suit filed against his

enterprise last week by John Doe, a

resident of Hopkins Forest.

Doe has sued Drummond for a total

of $150 million to cover doctor's fees,

hospitilization costs and in-

conveniences resulting from an ac-

cident which occurred two months
ago.

Albert P. Buck, Doe's legal advisor,

said his client "collided with the

picture window of the Drummond
establishment while fleeing from its

owner at gunpoint."

Doe left his home in the forest on the

morning of December 5 and went by
hoof directly to Drummond's where
he hoped to have his fur coat cleaned,

according toJBuck. When Doe entered

the building, Drummond reportedly

became frantically excited and drew
a shot gun from behind the counter.

Drummond's motive is still unclear.

In a press release issued late last

night, he said, "I held no personal

grudge against Doe. I just wanted to

mount his head over my fireplace."

Doe now faces a bill of $100,000 from
the Berkshire Veterinary Hospital.

The bill covers costs of a complicated

antler transplant operation and the

purchase of specialized equipment

used in applying traction to Doe's tail.

With the snow covering the ground with a sparkling freshness, we turn our faces

inward and our minds upside down. This scene of great peace, and natural

beauty was captured by Stew ReAd in this issue's Photo of the Week. Ready,

now follow the bouncing burger: "Two a II beef . .

."

DENNETT HOUSE
presents

The climactic (event) of the year

"OLD YCLLER"
Thefilm that revolutionized

sex with animals

Tuesday, Feb. 31

Bronfman
7.9, n

Admission -SI

Watch Old Yeller get It in the end I

College accepts

all applicants
ADMISSIONS from page 1

'

quickly, "but I don't see how this

school could turn anybody on when
you've got a chance to go to Harvard

or Amherst."

The Admissions Department also

decided yesterday to send an apology

to Tawny Godin, the 1976 Miss

America pageant winner. Godkin

applied to Williams last year, but was
rejected. In an interview during the

pageant, she cited this rejection as the

greatest disappointment in her life.

"I feel really bad about this." Smith

said. "I hope she'll forgive us when
she gets out apology."

To "make it up to her" Smith
declared he would make sure the

school offered her an associate

professorship in human anatomy.

According to Weinstock, one of the

power plants will be located in

PURGE'S spacious office in the

Baxter Hall. The location of the other

plant is not definite at tius time but

Weinstock said there was strong

possibility that it would be put in his

room.

Regarding PURGE'S recent botUe

drive Weinstock said "it was a good
victory." He cited the fact tiiat over

fourteen bottles had been turned in to

the PURGE office in less than three

months. According to Weinstock,

when the bottles are redeemed at

Price Chopper the revenue generated
will enable MassPURGE to continue

functioning at its present level for

several years. He also noted that

PURGE members will receive a
substantial cut in dues because of the

excess revenue generated by the

bottle sale and by the sale of electric

power from the nuclear power plants.

Log offers

free beer
The Log will secve free Michelob

tonight beginning at 7 'p.m. to reduce
surplus beer. According to Log
Manager Gene Falk, the tavern must
empty seven kegs before Saturday
noon to earn a bonus offered by the

Adolph Coors Brewery.
"1 learned yesterday that Coors is

offering to fill at no charge empty
kegs of Mick and Bud with Coors. I

guess it's some sort of promotion,"

Falk said.

When Falk learned of the

arrangement, he had eight kegs of

Michelob. He emptied one into the

sewer on Spring Street, but
Williamstown Police Chief Joseph
Zoito warned him that such disposal

violated town ordinances.

Falk said he hoped Williams
students would help him dispose of his

Michelob stock. "I'm worried I'll have
to pay somebody to take it off my
hands." Falk admitted.

Skidmore puts

move on Ephs
SKIDMORE from page 1

"When they've mastered the ins and
outs of the college, we'll see if there's

anything we can teach them."

"I'm sure we can keep them busy,"

Shattuck said firmly.

Only half of the Skidmore student

body will relocate here. "We will

carefully scrutinize our female
students' credentials and select the

1000 that we believe have the most to

offer," the Skidmore director of ad-

missions said.

The CC will review all selections,

obtaining any pertinent information
from the Skidmore year book.

In a letter to the parents of Williams
students. President John W. Chandler
summarized his stand on the
relocation question.

"Gotta love it," he maintained.'

*-
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Soviets tied 4-4 in Chapman
by Gordie Howe

Just a few days ago, I was in a
sleepy little Massachusetts town by
the name of Williamsburg. As an NHL
scout, I don't get out there very of-

ten—I spend most of my time on the

Cape, especially around Falmouth,
where the brightest young stars grow
up.

While scouting an undefeated team
Tuesday night in Chapman rink, I

discovered its true identity: the Soviet

Army junior team. Evidently detente

is taking hold, as they had been in-

cognito for their first three games.
But this time, no coverup attempt was
made as they skated on in brilliant red

shirts, "CCCP" emblazoned on the

front.

As their national anthem played

(and the Western version, "Back in

the U.S.S.R."), I could see the pride

and desire in the frostbitten faces of

these young mongrels from the tun-

dra.

After the faceoff , the puck spent ten

minutes in the American end. The
disciplined Russian attack was
awesome, with Yugo Kissov firing a

blazing slap shot past the helpless

goalie, and Greenberg ( no relation to

the Washington spy) making an ex-

cellent rush on goal to run the lead to

2-0.

Halfway, the Americans finally got

untracked and skated the puck out of

their end. Soviet goalie Agovich made
several inspired saves before

Greenberg widened the score to 3-0 on

a breakaway. The second half of the

period was very fast up and down
hockey. The Americans cut the lead to

3-1 on a desperation slap shot at the

buzzer.

The second period started off a

complete turnaround. T^e puck
remained in the Soviet zofie most of

the first eight minutes. Only daring

net-minding by the multi- talented

Agovich (who won a silver medal in

the 1972 Olympic decathalon) kept the

score at 3-1. Aggressive American
forechecking stymied the Soviet

Army team until rookie Smirnoff

t>roke out and fired a beauty of a wrist

shot past the flailing Gilbert, Jr., on

the far side at 12:37. The score was
now 4-1 and the West looked beaten.

At this point there was a commotion
on the American bench as a CIA agent

rushed up and held a heated

discussion with the coach. (I was told

afterward by a player who declined to

be named, that the message to the

players was that if they did not win,

they would be sent to New York City

for 20 years hard labor.) From
midway in the second period on, I

have never witnessed such violence on

the rink.

The Americans dispensed broken

arms, gashed legs, broken teeth,

bruised heads, and blackened eyes at

an astounding pace. Why did the

referee not put an end to this? The
American coach had put out his eyes

so that he had to call the game by

listening to the fans' reactions.

The result of the Philadelphia-style

play was a tie game at the end of the

first forty minutes. At the beginning of

the third period, the Soviet Army
team refused to take the ice, citing

that the game was out of control. I

talked to player-coach Dmitry
Christmanokov, who said that for his

team to play under such conditions

was an unnatural hazard to their

health. They must remain intact and

alive, he said, because many were

looking toward becoming the Senior

Soviet Army team in 1980. (Their

average age is twelve-and-a-half.)

In addition to excellent tight

hockey, the game featured a post-

mortem return by Rasputin, no. 44.

Though a bit shaky on his skates,

Rasputin appeared strong on the

bench. McKenziekov "Pie", a strange

bearded Siberian, exhibited an in-

teresting style of getting up off the ice.

He was kind enough to repeat it a

number of times. One star missing

was Nitov, who doubles as a

cosmonaut. At gametime he repor-

tedly was still ranging in space.

Russian 206, Dissident Voices in

Soviet Literature, will not be of-

fered in the spring. The instructor,

who was supposed to teach the

course, has not returned from his

trip to the Soviet Union. TheCourse

will be offered in Winter Study next

year to those students taking the

Siberia trip.

Due to the recent deluge of applicants, the Admissions office has been forced to
go to the group, or '^gang", interview. A RECORD prlie goes to whoever
identifies all the aspirants and their underwear brand. (p>ioto by van Olji)

Gafher in honor of Odell

Coaching greats visit Williams

Rubel named athlete of week
Angela Rubel—Athlete of the Week

is an award given to a person who
excels in his or her sport. Ms. Rubel's

talent to play many instruments has

earned her many physical education

credits for marching band.

Honorable Mention
Steve Christakos, hockey manager,

for the clarity and professionalism in

liis voice when he announced who
scores goals.

Tom Carey, IM basketball referee,

for courage.

UAAass dumps
wrestlers,31-6

by RuteKn<Kkme
The Williams College Varsity

Wrestling Team lost to the University

of Southeastern Massachusetts
yesterday. The score was 31-6. It was
in Lasell gym.
The Team travels to Providence

tonight. They will play Brown
University.

The Coach said the match was very

promising. "You all tried your very

best; we will do much better next

year." The team is improving as the

season goes on. The University of

Southeastern Massachusetts is /ery

good.

In the 110 lb. class, our man got

pinned. In the 122 lb. class our

grappler struggled to survive, but the

other guy pinned him. Our 134 lb.

wrestler. Slimy Jones, wrestled real

good and tied his opponent. Two of our

other wrestlers really played good
and tied also.

The most exciting match of the day
was the 160 lb. match. I wrestled a

tough match and lasted until the last

minute. Then 1 got pinned.

All wrestlers are looking forward to

the next match.

This all-star receives honorable
mention for athlete of the week.

(photofrom Allied Artists)

by Dan Daly

Williams President John W.
Chandler was outraged. Athletic

Director Bob Peck threatened legal

action. Louie Floriani—he of the

snack bar and the Log sandwich-

simply shook his head. "If there's one

thing I 've learned in this business, " he

said, wiping the remnants of a coffee

frost from his silver gray hair, "it's

that you can't please everybody."

Louie was trying to please Ohio

State football coach Woody Hayes,

who visited wintry Williamstown last

Thursday to take part in a panel on

coaching and college athletics. "He
wanted a rare cheeseburger and I

guess I didn't take it off the grill soon

enough for him," Louie explained.

"When he brought it back he was
furious. Told me some guy named
Schemi)echler put me up to it and then

poured his drink on me."
"I hate to think what would have

happened if I cooked it well done."

The panel, sponsored by Frank
Pergolizzi's Free University class,

"You and Your Fly Pattern," in-

cluded some of the biggest names in

the collegiate coaching ranks:
Alabama's Bear Bryant, Penn State's

Joe Paterno, Marquette's Al
McGuire, Indiana's Bobby Knight.

But it was Woody who stole the show.

Swinging through New England en
route to Attica, N.Y., where he plans

to do some recruiting, Hayes was
crude and outspoken and always
controversial—but he was en-

tertaining. Some Woodyisms:
On NCAA squad and recruiting

restrictions: "I'm glad the NCAA
finally saw the light and abolished

those ridiculous squad size

limitations. Some of my players were
getting pretty tired of having to pose
as cheerleaders in order to make road
trips. In the area of finances, the

NCAA should leave us alone, let us
decide for ourselves what we can and
can't afford. I'm not saying that all

restrictions are bad. For instance, I

know for a fact that, since they started

checking high school manuscripts
more closely, Bryant has stopped
visiting the San Diego Zoo."

On winning: "I've been criticized a

lot in the press for putting too much
emphasis on winning and I don't think

I've been treated very fairly. Sure I

like to win. Everybody does. But there

are other, more important things in

life. Before every season I tell my
boys that God should come first, their

family second, and winning third."

(Note: Of the 62 players on last year's

Ohio State team, 57 were orphaned

atheists.)

On the importance of football: "It's

a violent game, nobo&y's denying

Coach of the year Bob Odell in high
levelconference with Jim Baldwin.

(no credit)

that, but de-emphasize it and you lose

the lesser sports like volleyball,

fencing, squash, and underwater
Monopoly—all of which are supported

by football. The sport has other

redeeming qualities, you know. The
biology department at Ohio State is

constantly conducting experiments
dealing with human endurance and
uses our athletes as guinea pigs. An
anthropology professor may have
made the discovery of the century

because of football. He thinks one of

our freshmen is the missing link."

Hayes lost his temper only once,

when the equally volatile Knight took

offense at his remark that basketball

players were "nothing more than a

Swim team founds traffic club
by S(ew D. Baker

Members of the varsity swimming
team, seeking an off-season con-

ditioning sport, have founded the

Williams Traffic-Dodging Club, ac-

cording to Flip Wildman, newly-

elected club president. It is the 138th

atliletic club founded this year.

Wildman believes that, although the

sport is relatively unknown in New
England, dodging will soon gain wide
acceptance here because of its

demands on the player's speed,
agility, and intense inner ravings for a
good physical mauling. An informal
Record survey indicates the veracity
of Wildman's prognostication. "It will

be interesting to see if these swim-

WANTED

One Wellesley
Heavily into SM. For details call

John, Jim, Jay, Doug, Mike . . . The swim team's Traffic- Dodging Club is eagerly awaiting a chance to
chaMenge cars like these in the AAU-NASCAR Spring Nationals at Watkins

(no credit)Glen.

mers can perform as well with their

clothes on," as one athletically-

minded Williams Woman put it.

During the spring the club will play
under AAU rules, which divide
competition into three classifications:

road-running, offensive street
crossing, and trailer-truck wrestling.

The Ephmartyrs are training in each
of these categories, and the club has
hired as coaches a sadistic Italian

demolition derby driver from Troy,
and a slightly crazed Brazilian cab
jockey and headlight fetishist from
Newark.

Jack the Greek, star sprinter and
spiritual leader of the Purple
Pedestrians, speaking from his bed in

North Adams Regional Hospital,
vowed that the club would fight to the
bitter end any attempt to install a
traffic signal, or warning signs on
Route 2 through the Williams campus.
"This proposal," he said, "is yet
another example of a conspiracy on
the part of the National Traffic Safety
Council to deprive us of our God-given
and constitutional right to dodge
motor vehicles." He said the club

plans to mount a tremendous publicity

campaign utilizing the slogans, "Your
highway is your castle—Protect it,"

and "Stop signs—not traffic."

bunch of fairies runnmg around in

short-shorts." After the two ex-

changed a few well-chosen expletives,

Hayes sent Knight to the floor with a

forearm shiver and began hitting him
over the head with a bust of Mark
Hopkins, the Indiana coach
retaliating with chants of "All the

way, U.C.L.A.!" It was 15 minutes

l)efore moderator Peck could restore

order. Knight was awarded a split

decision.

After a stormy exit by Hayes, Peck
asked each coach to speak for a few

minutes on a topic of his own
choosing. Paterno summarized his

doctoral thesis: "Homosexuality on

the Gridiron," and quoted statistics

which indicated an alarming increase

in holding penalties over the last

quarter century. His solution: outlaw

huddles. Bryant followed with a

speech on the benefits of serving raw

meat at training meals and Knight

regained his composure long enough

to lecture on how to bait officials

without getting slapped with a

technical foul.

But it was McGuire who carried the

ball after Hayes had departed,

Marquette basketball hasn't been the

same since McGuire arrived on the

scene a decade ago. The cavalier

coach teaches his players how to play

defense—Green Beret style—and
every year he manages to crack the

top ten without 20-point scorers or

first team AU-Americans. McGuire's

teams intimidate people; so much so

that opposing coaches often request

that his players pass through a metal

detector before being allowed to take

the court.

McGuire's secret? "I read the twok

Clockwork Orange not too long ago,"

he explained, "and 1 decided that if

you can condition passivity then you

can condition meanness. So during the

preseason 1 make the team watch the

movie Lassie Come Home for two

straight weeks without an in-

termission. By the time the first game

rolls around they're ready to kill

somebody. Nobody has succeeded,"

he assured the audience, "but we have

managed to maim a few people"

After a question-and-answer period,

the coaches adjourned to Baxter Hall.

There they conversed over cocktails

while Knight and McGuire engaged in

a free throw shooting contest, firing

oranges and limes into the punch bowl

with unerring accuracy. Dragons on

the court, they are little more than

kids in disguise

0\j\\r\q Club News
We apologize that Winter Car

nival was held last year. This year

there will be no Carnival, but it will

be one week late. Approximately

half the team will be in Innsbruck

selling hot dogs, while the rest will

be setting the course for the giant

toboggan slalom at Poker Flats

This news glimpse has been

brought to you by the Berlin

Mountain Development Cor-

poration, a subsidiary of Exxon^
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Hopes clashed by hoax

No show for bafhing beauties
by Andy Gerra

and Randy Sturges

In the midst of what had to be the

coldest weather in Williamstown for

quite some time, Sports Illustrated

laid before the world a pair that,

franlcly speaking, turned many a

young man's fancy to lust. In their

annually notorious "swim suit" issue

SI offerred the twins Yvonne and
Yvette to bedazzled millions, with all

their charm, endearing smiles and

well filled bathing suits. They
cavorted in their home waters of

Florida and into the dreams of every

self respecting man on this campus.

In what might have been the biggest

coup in Williams import history since

Charlie Selzer, Dave Farrell '77 and
Jamie Taylor '77 invited the girls to

Williamstown for the Winter Carnival

TW/ICE fl-> NICE l(M BA

T'iik^

Yvette and Yvonne demonstrating the
form which won them a photographic
essay in a national news magazine.
The two girls have been invited for
Carnival, but have yet to reply.

weekend. Offerring to finance airfare
and accomodations for the models,
the two Morgan JA's hoped that the
outlandish proposal might lure
Yvonne and Yvette to the Berkshires.
As things turned out, however, it was
Taylor and Farrell who became the
victims of a well-laid scheme.
An apparent letter of assent from

the cover girls' agency in California
arrived on Tuesday, prompting a
multitude of mad plans and
preparations. Although the letter

asked for more information, the
implication was that the girls were
definitely "interested." For most
Williams males that was enough. It

seemed that all that remained was to

guess what the girls would wear when
they arrived, if anything.

In the course of the next seven
hours, Farrell made publicity
arrangements, lodging ac-
comodations, and scores of new
friends. The whole affair was a
veritable smorgasbord for a man's
ego—that is, until suppertime, when
one of the best laid plans of mice and
men went wildly astray, to put it

mildly.

It seems that the letter had been
written as a hoax by several fresh-

man women and mailed by a friend

from Berkeley. As things snowballed
out of hand the women disclosed their

plot, dashing the hopes and dreams of

many a Williams man.
Unfortunately, since then the

women have received several un-

pleasant phone calls and many cold

shoulders—all for what they con-

sidered to be a harmless joke.

Beware, Woman, of the bruised male
ego. The actual reply from the girls

Shainman asks teen aid
by Nick Cristiano

Williams College students possess a

large, untapped pool of talent in

recreational activities which local

teenagers urgently need to share,

according to Joan Shainman '76, vice-

chairman of the Williamstown
Recreation Committee.
Shainman, a Mt. Greylock High

School graduate who is trying to

establish a drop-in center for teens in

Williamstown, said that local teens
need more contact with Williams
students because Williamstown
"provides virtually no activities for

people of any age."
Because of the expense of busing

and detaining faculty after school
hours, most of the activities at Mt.
Greylock end by 3 p.m^Shainman
said. She said she belieWW that this

lack of recreational outlets has led to

a general apathy among the teens,

and an increase in vandalism,

drinking, and pregnancies.

Teens must rely on Williams,

Shainman continued, which makes
available nearly all its recreational

facilities. But because of the growth of

the College and the increasing use of

its facilities by students and per-

sonnel, the College has gradually

reduced the townspeople's access to

the facilities.

"The College is too good," said the

senior who has served on the

Recreation Committee since last July.

"It's impossible to expect it to always

lend its facilities. Williamstown has

not developed its own facilities." The

senior, who recently completed a

research project on recreational

opportunities in Williamstown, said

see SHAINMAN page 3

Tuition keeps rising
Although the rate of yearly in-

creases in tuition, room, and board
has accelerated in recent years,
"we're beginning to believe it has
slowed down," Business Manager
Shane Riorden said. According to

Riorden, the skyrocketing cost of fuel

necessitated recent tuition increases.
Prices are "still creeping, but it is not
as bad."

While raising tuition costs, Riorden
Mid he believes that Williams has
"done quite a lot to save" on ex-

penditures, particularly fuel con-
sumption,

Tuition is only one component of

Williams' "pool of income from which
*6 pay for everything," Riorden
explained. "We juSt hope our
revenues and expenditures even out."

Students' fees rose at a significantly
higher rate over the last decade than
over the previous ten-year period. In

1956-57, one year's education at

Williams cost approximately $1750,

according to a Business Office

estimate. Ten years later, total costs

had risen to $2900; comprehensive

fees for the coming academic year,

1976-77, will be $5530. While total costs

increased in the first decade 66 per

cent, they rose 90 per cent in the

second.

Williams charged $900 for tuition in

1956-57. By 1966-67, the cost had

doubled to $1800 a year. Next year's

tuition will rise to $3750, slightly more

than double the figure 10 years ago.

Room costs in 1956-57 ranged from

$250 to $300, and Student Union board,

primarily for freshmen, cost $440. By
1966-67, room costs had risen to $400,

board to $600. Over the decade, room
costs rose approximately 45 per cent

on average; board rose 36 per cent.

The $855 room and $925 board fees

for 1976-77 represent a rise of 114 per

cent in room fees and 54 per cent in

board since 1966-67.

and Sports Illustrated has yet to be
received. But for now:

'

Somewhere men are smiling
And somewhere children shout
But there is no joy in Mudville
MIGHTY Casey has struck out!

Trustees appoint

four professors

for upcoming year
The Board of Trustees of Williams

College has appointed four new
faculty members, The four ap-
pointees—Lawrence A. Babb, Ralph
M, Bradburd, Michael Rock, and
Richard A, Straw— will begin
teaching in the second semester.
Lawrence A. Babb, part-time

visiting lecturer in anthropology is an
associate professor at Amherst,
where he has taught since 1969. A 1963

graduate of the University of

Michigan, he received his M.A. in 1965

and his Ph.D. in 1969, both from the

University of Rochester. Babb will

teach Anthropology 104.

Ralph M. Bradburd, part-time
visiting lecturer in economics, was
lecturer in economics at the State

University of New York at Albany
since last June, received his B.A. in

1970 and his Ph.D. in 1975, both from
Columbia, and will teach Economics
208.

Michael Rock, part-time visiting

lecturer in economics, was an in-

structor in economics at Bennington
since 1973. A 1968 Duquesne graduate,

he received his M.A. in 1970 and his

Ph.D. in 1973, both from the

University of Pittsburgh. He will

teach Economics 101.

Richard A. Straw, since last June a

research associate of the center for

Labor Education at the University of

Kentucky, was appointed to the

history for the next three semesters.

He received his B.S. in 1970 and his

M.A. in 1972, both from Ohio

University, and was awarded a Ph.D.

in 1975 from the University of

Missouri at Columbia. He will teach

History 101 and History 211S.

Teri Price and Betsy Jacobson cook for themselves instead of participating in
college board plan.

Board policy tightened
In response to the growing number

of students on campus requesting to

go off the College board plan, Chris T.

Roosenraad, Assistant Dean, an-

nounced that students submitting

such requests next fall will be asked to

furnish evidence of a specific health

problem which prevents them from
eating college meals. Only students

with special dietary problems will be

excused from eating in college dining

facilities.

Board policy presently requires all

students to "pay College board unless

excused by the Dean for medical
reasons," according to the Student

Handt)ook, Any student who wishes to

be excused from the tioard plan must
submit a note, signed by a physician,

which states that the student can not

participate in the College meal plan.

Roosenraad cited financial inequity

as one major problem which
developed when large numbers of

students chose to go off board.

With approximately 45 students now
off board, Food Service revenues are

lowered by about $18,000 a serriester.

Students paying board fees must
consequently pay proportionally more
of the overhead.

CC to consider funding
The Finance Committee will meet

Tuesday night to consider additional

funding for the ACEC, Volleyball

Club, and "a few others," according

to Committee Representative Addison

Lanier '76.

The College Council is "undertaking

a study of food" at Williams, said CC
President Mayo A. Shattuck '76.

According to Lanier, the Housing

Committee and the Committee on

Undergraduate Life are continuing

their study of housing and the

"general framework of inclusion".

CC Representatives were appointed

Wednesday night to nine committees:

Area Studies, Athletics, Calendar and
Scheduling, Computer Services, CEP,
Freshman Year, Lecture, Library,

and Winter Study Committees.

"The meeting with the Trustees"

last week "was a helpful, informative

session," said Shattuck.

The response to the Council's

resolution on grading procrastination

was "fairly positive," and the

President and Trustee will try to

improve the situation, according to

Shattuck.

Another problem Roosenraad said

was the use of the snack kitchens in

upperclass dorms for meal
preparation. These facilities were
never intended for full-time service,

Roosenraad said.

College concern afeout the number
of students off board goes beyond the

financial considerations, said

Roosenraad. Williams is a residential

college and students who do not eat in

college dining halls are going against

the philosophy of the college, which
defines communal living and dining

as an integral part of the Williams
educational experience.

Many students go off board to save
money. Meals cost $400 per semester,

and many students can eat for con-

siderably less than that; one student

spends less than ten dollars a week on
food and estimates saving at least $400

this year by being off board.

Dissatisfaction with the quality of

food also prompts students to go off

board. Roosenraad admitted that

Food Service could make im-
provements but he added that

students must suggest specific

changes.

Both the continental breakfast and
the vegetarian line in Baxter are

examples of recent student-initiated

changes in Food Service.

WHEW elections held

Dan Felizberto 78 was efected

president of Williams Health,

Education and Welfare, the campus
social coordinating committee. Andy
Gerra '77 will serve as vice president

and Paul Boyer '77 is the new
treasurer.

WHEW consists of social chair-

persons and presidents of each
College residential house,
representatives of the freshman class

and students who are interested in the

social atmosphere of the College.
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On Board
The College has acted properly in its strict response to the

growing number of students desiring to go off the board plan.

The College should require evidence tnat a special health
problem resulting in special dietary needs is at the root of a
student's request.

Students pay $5500 a year to become part of the Williams
experience. An important part of that experience is dinner
discussion and guest meals, a part which the College should do
its best to maintain. For this reason alone, we would endorse
the College's action.

But financial considerations make our endorsement that

much stronger. Students living on campus but off board often

use a disproportionate share of energy in College owned kit-

chens in preparing their dinners. In addition, the present dining
hall set up with big dining halls and small row house kitchen is

heavily laden with fixed costs. The fewer students there are on
board, the more those on board will have to pay. Finally, the

dining hall set up particularly in Row Houses and Baxter Hall
makes it reasonably easy for students off board to eat without
paying. Again, those on board pick up the tab.

Many students would like alternatives to the present board
plan for reasons other than health. The average student does
not eat 20 meals a week. Many students forego breakfast. Some
students would gladly trade Sunday dinner for credit at the
Snack Bar. We are not convinced that practical alternative
board plans cannot be developed and adequately policed. At the
same time, the College must take steps to cut freeloading in

dining halls. Row House stewards must realize that it is their

job to check all strangers eating there for their board status. A
more equitable way of funding the debt of the Snack Bar (ad-

ministered by Food Services) should be found.

Until alternatives are developed students should follow

both the letter and spirit of college board regulations. Juvenile
attempts to "beat the system" raise costs for all of us and do
little to demonstrate student strength of character. We wonder
how many of those students off board for "medical reasons"
actually have dietary restrictions and question the integrity of

doctors who sign false medical reports. College kitchenettes are
designed for snacks, not full course meals, and their misuse
gives some students unfair housing advantages.

College meals are a major element in building the close-

knit Williams community. We believe that alternative board
plans can be developed to please almost everyone.

Efficient Registration
The College and especially Registrar George C. Howard

are to be congratulated on Monday and Tuesday's speedy
hassle-free registration. For the most part, there was hardly a
wait in the Registrar's Office. At the worst, the line into the

Business Office caused only a fifteen minute delay. Even this

could have been eliminated if more students had taken the time
to have Uieir bills checked off last week. In short, the College
came off looking like a bastion of efficiency.

What a contrast to registration last fall when the line in

Baxter Hall stretched almost to the First Congregational
Church! Is it possible that College officials learned something
in the course of five months? Not really. Registration before

second semester alwavs seems far more efficient than that for

the first. Why the difference?

Mr. Howard has in the past maintained that first semester
registration delays are the result of students bunching up at the

beginning and end of registration, rather than spreading
themselves out over the full two day period. This never happens
in tiie spring. We believe that there are certain inefficiencies

and inherent bottlenecks in fall registration that must be
eliminated if students are to have as easy a time next Sep-
tember as they had this week.

One can question why registration is not handled by mail as

it is done at many other colleges. We wonder why the student

who has paid his bill must wait in line while the few students

who have not deal with business office personnel. Practical

alternatives to the present system are not that hard to find.

We urge Registrar Howard and all other College officials

involved to act now to save headaches and short tempers in the

faU.

Reagan

by Don Tourney

According to most commentators,

America has its most conservative

President since Herbert Hoover (or

since Calvin Coolidge, if one disap-

proves of the proto-socialist schemes

Hoover employed in attempting to

"solve" what later became the Great

Depression.) Why then trade in an

only slightly used Ford for a washed

up movie actor? Why aren't con-

servatives happy with what they

have? For any articulate con-

servative, the answer is simple. ( Ves,

there are articulate conservatives.)

Gerry Ford is not really a con-

servative, and Ronnie Reagan is

much more than a B-grade actor.

Gerry Ford is a mediocre person.

The problem that conservatives have

is that most mediocre people are

conservatives. But they are con-

servatives only because they do not

think for themselves, and fall back on

trite formulas and on traditions.

Conservatives believe that our

country is at the cross roads: it can

either continue on its Fabian Socialist

path, until, in spite of what the

econmists claim, it goes bankrupt, or

bold new leadership can restore its

National Spirit which is dying from
the liberal inflicted wounds of Viet-

nam, Watergate, and The CIA
Complex. Under Ford this country

will continue to drift down the course

laid out by the liberals-socialists.

Ronald Reagan is much more than a

movie star. And he is much more than

an "image" candidate. Reagan is an

experienced administrator, having

served for eight years as Governor of

the largest state in this country. Even

liberals concede that Reagan was an

effective and innovative governor. His

programs for cleaning up the welfare

mess have been adopted nation wide.

Reagan's attack on the Food Stamp
program prompted Ford to propose

reforms to the program; reforms

which closely resembled the original

Reagan recommendations. Reagan

has shown that he is willing to propose

controversial programs and to take on

the interest groups head on.

Reagan has come under fire

recently. Bo Callaway claimed that

Reagan would be throwing old people

out in the snow. Most of the other

reactions to Reagan and his proposals

have also bordered on the hysterical.

The few reasoning critics have nit-

picked on specifics, rather than at-

tacking the concept as a whole. A good

example is that of New Hampshire
lil)eral Republicans, who claimed that

Reagan's programs should be op-

posed because they would force the

state to impose an income tax. The big

problem with this attack is that these

Letter: the band and PE
To the editor:

As students actively involved with

the marching band, we are dismayed

to learn of the recent CEP proposal to

eliminate physical education credit

for participation in that organization,

and are disappointed that the CEP
chose not to solicit our views upon
consideration of this proposal. While

agreeing with the necessity for a phys.

ed. requirement at Williams, we feel

for the following reasons that phys.

ed. credit should not be retracted for

band participation.

Most importantly, we can say with

relative assurance that without phys.

ed. credit band membership will

suffer noticeably. Six to seven hours

per week of marching band in addition

to the proposed phys. ed. requirement
and academic responsibilities is not

an inconsiderable commitment,
especially for freshmen, and under

Reflections
JfGlfJGCfJOU?

IN MEMORIAM
He died last Tuesday, January 27.

Everyone knew him as "Doc." Ed-
ward Pierson had patched up a

student's finger many years ago.

Doc worked at Williams College for

fifty years—nearly forty of them as

houseman at the former Phi Delta

Theta fraternity. He retired in 1973.

Few of the students now here ever had
the chance to meet Doc.

Doc was a good man. "I'd like you to

write a little something about him," a

friend of his asked me. "He was here
for fifiv ypars. Imagine the changes

V,. . But how do you describe a nice

guy? I just don't know what to tell you
... He was religious, a good husband,
a good father, took a shot of liquor now
and then but never—"
"—like a college student," I

finished. John smiled.

Doc could always find something to

laugh about. Everyone liked him.

"Though my brother-in-law could

have killed him, " John chuckled.

Howard was backing his car into a

parking space on Spring Street. Doc
appeared from nowhere, hit his hands
on the trunk and, faking a cry of pain,

collapsed behind the car. Howard
threw open the door and rushed out to

see if Doc was all right. Doc lay there

for a second and then looked up, a

smile beginning to spread across his

face. "Hi, Howard."
Fifty years.

>l.

these circumstances will admittedly

be less attractive to the un-

derclassmen who comprise the

greater portion of the band. Indeed, it

is fair to estimate that future fresh-

man turnouts would be reduced to half

the normal size; thus, given our

average rate of attrition, in three

years entire band membership will

also diminish to half its present

number. In terms of both field for-

mations and sound, a band of that size

would lose the effectiveness of the

present band.

Of course, band members are

committed to attendance of both

rehearsals and games; however, even
with the present membership, it is

clear that phys. ed. credit is

necessary in order to ensure par-

ticipation at all occasions by enough
to constitute an effective band.
Williams is the only college in our

athletic conference to have a mar-
ching tiand at all, and conversations

between our band director and music
faculty at these other schools indicate

that phys. ed. credit is a decisive

factor.

Although it is argued that par-

ticipation in marching band is not an
athletic activity and is therefore

undeserving of phys. ed. credit, the

band is devoted to and centered

around sports events, and serves to

enhance these events to a great

degree; in addition, those who have
witnessed a typical band half-time

demonstration can iestify to the

amount of outdoor activity exhibited

by band members. Furthermore, it

should be noted that band members
cannot fulfill their entire phys. ed.

requirement through participation in

band alone. It is not our contention

that marching band should replace

the phys. ed. requirement, but merely
that it should continue to be part of it.

Finally, a recent College Council-

sponsored survey indicates that a

majority (64 per cent) of those

students polled advocates phys. ed.

credit for band members, and in

addition, the band finds continuing

support from team members,
coaches, and alumni. We feel that the

marching band is a great asset to

Williams College, and are concerned
for its future; we hope that the faculty

will take this into account when
considering the CEP proposal at their

next meeting.

Sincerely,

Krock Riedell ., ,'

.Skip Adams
Fred Lawrence
Richard Spicer ..,,,,„,

Ronald Reagan

same liberal Republicans have been
fighting for an income tax for years If

you think something smells fishy

about those liberals, you are right.

The reason for this response is that
the liberals are scared. They realize

that the voting public is in the mood to

cut back the monster in Washington
and thus the only way to defeat a
candidate who plans to carry out these
wishes is to confuse the issue.

Why do the liberals fear Ronald
Reagan? For the same reason that the

conservatives are supporting him:
because he will be a better President

than Gerald Ford, and because he has
a political philosophy.

Gerald Ford is a "me too"

Republican. He is a living example of

the classic criticism of the Republican

party: that all it stands for is

whatever the Democrats stood for ten

years ago. If Gerry Ford proposes a

new program, one can rest assured

that its philosophy will be basically

liberal. Liberals rarely criticize Ford
for going in what they consider the

"wrong" direction, they criticize him
for not going far enough in their

direction.

If and when Ronald Reagan
becomes President, the "new ideas"

being discussed in this country will be

conservative ideas. For Reagan will

do what Ford cannot, he will shift the

political focus from the liberal to the

conservative arena.

Ronald Reagan will take the

Republican nomination away from

President Ford because he is a man of

vision and a man in touch with the

people. Who really believes that Mr.

Ford is running this country? Many
believe that Gerry just does whatever

Henry Kissinger tells him to do.

Whether this is true or not is not the

point; the point is that people believe

it. And the fact that they do is a sign

that the Ford days are numbered.

OCC organizes

DC career panel
The Washington Alumni Association

and the Office of Career Counseling

will sponsor a program "Careers in

Washington" Saturday, February 7,

in the Bronfman Auditorium.

The program begins at 9:30 a.m.

with Kevin Delany, Washington

Bureau of ABC News giving a keynote

address, "A Washington Per-

spective."

Recent graduates who will be on tlie

panel include Brad Hearsh '75, a

worker for the Public Affairs Office of

the Supreme Court, Katrina Voorhees

'75, a paralegal for a D.C. law firm,

and Janet Brown '73, an aide to Eliot

Richardson.

Other alumni participating are

Frank Lloyd '63, a member of the

Citizen's Communications Center (a

public interest law promotion

organization), Bob Francis '61, an

aide to Congressman Studds, Tom

Fox '61, Director of VITA (a private

international development firm), and

Dick Verville '61, a lawyer and former

HEW official.

Also participating are Bill Moomaw

'59, a Congressional Fellow, Radford

Byerly '58, a worker for the Office of

Science and Technology, Charles

Gilchrist '58, a State Senator in

Maryland, Stewart Auerbach '57, the

Science Editor for the Washington

Pi.si, and Kevin Delaney '50, the head

of the Washington Office of ABC

Reginald Gilliam, an Assistant

Dean at the College last year, will also

be on the panel. Gilliam is a

legislative Assistant to Senator Glenn.

The panels will meet in the mormng

and afternoon to discuss various

career opportunities in Washington

D.C. Students can talk with alumni

informally over lunch in Ih^

residential houses and at a reception

at the log from 4-6 p.m.

^.r
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Stephanie Brown, a remarkably talented young planet and Rudolf Serkin's

protege, will perform with the Music from Marlboro group which will present

an evening of chamber music by Beethoven, Brahms, and Carter at the Clark
Art Institute this Tuesday at S;30 p.m. Admission is free to Williams students.

(ptioto by Leung)

Marlboro coming to Clark
This Tuesday at 8:30 the second in

the current series of Music from

Marlboro concerts will be performed

at the Clark Art Institute. When the

Marlboro group who performed at the

Institute last fall played in New York

City, the music critic for the New
York Times noted that the playing

throughout was "superlatively

blended and close to perfect."

Four young musicians will perform

next wgek in the concert presented by

the Marlboro Music Festival, whose

artistic director is Rudolf Serkin. The
string ensemble features Stephanie

Brown, piano, Carol Sindell, violin,

Heiichiro Ohyama, viola, and
Nathaniel Rosen, cello, playing music

by Carter, Beethoven and Brahms.

Elliot Carter's 1948 Sonata for Cello

and Piano has been called "perhaps

the greatest cello sonata since

Debussy." It contains two inner

SALE !

!

Clearance on

Winter Clothing

^d other

A^lilidrted Items

up to 50% off I

the

'^wftfm
f'l'iilique

«; WATER
STREET

open every day

thuradays til 8:30

movements—an out-of-doors scherzo

and an impassioned elegy—framed by
two other movements. In these the

opposition of thematic content, tone

and pace between the parts is so great

that it almost seems that the in-

struments are simultaneously im-

provising.

The program will conclude with

Johannes Brahm's Piano Quartet in G
Minor, Opus 25. The first movement of

this piece is one of the most original

tragic compositions there is. The style

of the second movement is that of a

tender romance and the andante is

another enormous design. The finale

is a Hungarian rondo which brings the

whole work into harmony. ,

Admission to the second Music from

Marlboro concert will be $3.50.

Community viewpoints

WCFM News Director David J.

Breuer '78 announced that any

responsible person from the College

or Williamstown communities

wishing to make short radio com-

mentaries should contact him. The

one to two minute commentaries for

the 5 o'clock report on WCFM can deal

with any personal, local, regional,

national or international topic.

Breuer said that he hopes that "the

College and local communities will

make full use of this opportunity to

communicate their opinions on issues

which concern them."

The Log
r

will be closed

Monday

and

Tuesday

Feb. 9 and 10.

Goffs'
END OF THE SEASON

SKI SALE

SWEATERS - PARKAS - SKIS BOOTS

GLOVES - HATS HOCKEY EQUIP.

MUCH MUCH MORE

I

Goffs' Sports Inc. spring street

Elektra opens for auditions
Auditions for a studio production of

Sophocles classic Elek^:a in a neVv

translation will be held this Monday
and Tuesday. The tragiedy will be
presented in the Thompson Memorial
Chapel on March 14th and ISth.

The legend of the two children who
kill their mother in revenge for their

father's death is one of the most
familiar of all Greek myths, and has
received treatment from writers as
diverse as Aeschylus, Euripides,
Voltaire, Alfieri, Strauss, Qiradoux,
and O'Neill. A recent version by
Robert Montgomery was seen at

Williams last monUi. For the up-

coming production, the text of

Sophocles has been translated into

English verse by Bill Driscoll '76, who
will also direct the production.

Driscoll intends to stage the play as

a "ritual drama," and an important

feature of the production will be the

chorus of women dancers

Jazz Ensemble
to perform
The Williams Jazz Ensemble will

give a concert tonight at 8 p.m. in

Jesup Hall.

The Williams Jazz Ensemble,
consisting of 19 students will play

works by Thad Jones, Paul
Whiteman, Count Basie, Glenn Miller

and others. Led by conductor Edward
Friedland '78 the group has per-

formed at the Williams Coffeehouse

and at various residential houses on

campus. Begun as a Winter Study

Project three years ago, the Williams

Jazz Ensemble performed a concert

last year with tenor saxophonist

Buddy Tate.

Hamilton prof to

present Spanish

lecture Monday
Jeremy T. Medina, associate

professor of Spanish at Hamilton

College, will give a lecture in Spanish

at 8 p.m., Monday at the Weston

Language Center. The lecture entitled

"El Realismo Literario y La Novela

Espanola Del Siglo XIX" is open to

the public.

Medina has taught at Hamilton

since 1968 and directs the Hamilton

Academic Year in Spain Program. A

1964 Princeton graduate, he received

an M.A. in 1966 from Middlebury and

a Ph. D. in 1970 from the University of

Pennsylvania

choreographed by Nina Girvetz '77. In

addition to the dancers, who will

number between nine and twelve,

there are parts' fo|° three men and four

women,

The auditions will take piac^ in the

experimental theatre of the Adams
Memorial Theatre between 4:00 and

6:00 p.m. Scripts ar^ available in the

AMT box office. .,.,

,

Briefly noted
„FrM«y, pehraary <

., . ; v

The Williams Jazr Ensemble will be performing \ty coooert toeliCU

J

Jesup Auditorium at B p.m. The concert is free, aqd everyone is welcome!
The Jazz Ensenible, this year under the din^on of Ed Friedland, hasi

begun to greatly expand its repertoire in order to include a variety of jazzi

styles, ranging from early dixieland to the avant-guard sound of Thad Jones-
j

Mel Lewis. Tonight's concert will include a large portion of the newest ad-

ditions to their repertoire, though many of their "standards" will be per-

formed as well.

FridayrSaiturday^ and Sunday ai8:S0,p.m. in I'Ssall Gym Your Time Ish

My Time, a dance entertainment in 24 parts by Joy Dewey. The. audience
|

moves around with the dancers to different parts of the gym and becomes y

almosta part of the exploration of time through dance and music^TicketaM
AMT Box Office..

Saturday, February 7

Federi^o FeUini's The White Sheik at, 7:30 and d;30 p.m. in Bronfman.
|

One of the funniest films ever made. The White Sheik (1952) is vintagei

Fellini, before all the excesses and bloat of becoming the King of Rome. Th6|
"White Sheik" is the hero of an Italian photographed comic strip. The sheikl

(in real life a big, cowardly baby, totally subject to the command of his|

garishly huge wife) is the dream hero of Wanda, a provincial bride in Romef
on her honeymoon. Wanda abandons her husband, Leopoldo, to follow herj

hero, becoming an extra in the photographing of her beloved serial on a7,

beach outside Rome. When Leopoldo and his wife are finally reunited,

Wanda's comic book ending plays off- nicely against poor Leopoldo's new
sense of the realities in his marriage. "This 1952 social comedy," writes

|

Pauline Kael, "is perhaps the most gentle and naturalistic of Federico|

JFellini's films." ?,

This evening the Williams Coffee House will begin its second semester^

concert series with John Roberts and Tony Barrand. Roberts and Barrandl
have appeared at Williams in the past and their concert was marked by the -<

close rapport estabhshed between the performers and audience. The two

sing bawdy British ballads and saucy sea songs from the British Isles.

Roberts and Barrand accompany their singing with guitars, banjo and
concertina, along with performing several song acappella. They combine

this musiqal talent with their immense knowledge of the traditions behind

their music to produce a concert which is both entertaining and educational.

Williams student Michele Cutsforth will provide an opening act of traditional

and contemporary songs. All entertainment will begin at 9:00 p.m. and will

run until midnight, In the Rathskellar, admission is free.

Monday, February 9

Selected works from the recent tour program will be featured at the

Williams Chamber Singers concert at 4:15 in the Tefft Rotunda at the

Williams Museum of Art. Among pieces to be performed will be a

Renaissance Mass by William Byrd, Trols Chansons by Maurice Ravel, and

a sampling of three centuries of American music. The six man and eight

woman chamber group, conducted by Kenneth Roberts, has just returned

from a successful tour of New England and Canada for Winter Study. The

ctmcert is free of charge.

Shainman asks student help

MO^STAMP
COULD HELP SAVE

YOUR FRIEND'S LIFE.

For free informntirfn. write to:

DRUNK DRIVKR.Box 2345
Rockvillc, Maryland 20852

SHAINMANfrompage 1

she was disgusted at the town's

cheapness.

Shainman said the drop-in center

would be "sort of an all-year free

university," which would tap the

college for talent and ideas and get

college students to play a more active

role in the community. Students in

activities like drama and the outing

club sharing their talents with the

local teens would fill the gaps left by

the town and high school.

"1 don't think there's a lack of in-

terest, but that Williams students just

aren't aware of what they can do,"

said Shainman. "Sometimes," she

added, "all the teens need is someone

to talk to."

Williamstown teenagers look up to

and emulate Williams students, she

said.

3radu^ing
seniors^

See the shape of your/uture

in a modern banking career

MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST
will be on-compus Tuesday, February 10th

To arrange an interview, sign up now at the Placement Ofice

1/ you won't be able to see our representative

at this time, we invite your inquiry.

Write to: College (delations Manager

MANUFACTURERS
HANOVER TRUST

320 Pork Avenue, Nev^^ York, N.Y. 10022

An equol opporfunify offirmcrtive octlon employer Mole/Femole
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Purple outshoot 43-29

!!^'-y «. m

Skaters hold off UConn, 5-1
byNlckCrlitUno

After scoring three goals In the first

13 and a half minutes, the WilUanu
hockey team looked as if it would turn

Wednesday evening's important
Division n contest with Connecticut

into an unexpected laughter. The
Huskies settled down to some tough

checking, however, eventually out-

shot the Ephs, 43-29, and made the

Purple's 5-1 victory closer and more
paiidiil than the score indicates.

The Ephmen needed every bit of

goaltender Ed Weiss's magic to hold

off the blue-shirted visitors, who are

now 5-3-1 in Division II. The
Bi^homore goalie lowered his goals

against average to 2.56 as their Eph-
men raised their own divisional

record to 6-5-1. Ranked twelfth prior

to the contest, the Ephs should move
closer to sixth-ranked UConn in the

battle for the eight playoff spots.

One of Weiss's more clutch per-

formances came late in the second

period with Williams a man down and
UConn beginning to dominate. With

John Bessone off for tripping, Weiss
made fpur difficult saves on the en-

suing Huskie powerplay. Less than a
minute later, Rick Zeller further

deflated the surging Huskies with his

eighth goal of the season, giving the

Purple a 4-1 lead.

Williams, which has been averaging

better than six goals per game,
wasted no time in getting on the

scoreboard. At the 48 second mark,
Jim Norton beat netminder Lou
Parker with a slapshot from the right

point, assisted by Dan Sullivan.

SuUivan made it 2-0 at 10:57, Just

four seconds into a Williams

powerplay. The freshman center won
the face-off to the left of Parker, got

the puck back to Norton on the right

point, and then directed in the latter's

slap^ot
When sophomore Peter Gonye sent

a shot that went between the legs and

under the stick of Parker at 13:34, it

Linda Miller played in the number one
position last week In competition for

the Howe Cup at Yale tJniverslty. The
Williams women came In 7th out of 13

teams. Princeton won the tour-
nament.

(photo by Johnston)

Panthers devour Ephs, 91-66
Coach Curt Tong's varsity

basketball team suffered its tenth loss

in fifteen games Wednesday night at

the hands of hot-shooting Middlebury
Panthers team on the winners' court.

The final count in the contest was a
sound 91-66.

Middlebury employed an. effective

Discussion on WSP's

Are there Winter Study courses

that you were sorry to pass up and
would like to hear more about? On
Monday, February 9, at 6:30 pm In

Drlscol! Lounge, there will be a

Dessert- Discussion with students

who participated in WSP's con-

cerned with women's Issues. The
courses represented will Include:

Readings In the New Feminism,
Woman's Place and Woman's
Work, Fundamentals of Human
Sexuality, and Dual Career -

Families Problems and
Possibilities. The discussion Is

sponsored by Williams Women and
everyone is invited to attend.

2-3 zone throughout the contest which
effectively kept the Williams offense

well out from the hoop and limited

the Purple to long range ^^hots which
seldom found the mark.

Middlebury, on the other hand, shot

an incredible 69 per cent in the first

half of the game, while controlling the

boards at both ends of the court. The
Panthers, led by the shooting of senior

guard Kevin Cummings (17 pts.)

jumped out to a 45-27 halftime lead

which it never relinquished.

The Ephs were led by the shooting

of senior guard Alex Rosten (12 pts.)

who was effective from the outside

against the Panther zone. Frosh
forward Matt Spangler was the only

Eph able to create any offense inside

for Tong, with 10 points.

The Ephs will not face a tough
challenge when they travel to Mid-
dletown. Conn, to face the improved
Wesleyan Cardinals. Wesleyan, whom
the Ephs defeated twice a year ago, is

considered a threat to win the Little

Three for the first time in recent

years. Game time is 8:00 Saturday.

Fitch House presents

WINTER CARNIVAL

DISCO 76!!
DANCE TO DEVASTATING DISCO DELIGHTS

As well as Funky, Flashing Lights

Greylock Dining Hall Friday, February 20

9: 30 -2: 00 A.M.

BYOB—We'll provide the bartenders, mixers, and all of the

Free Beer that you can drink!!

Tickets on sale all next week at a! I major dining halls

Only a limited number will be sold

Get them while they last!

!

looked as if the Ephs would have an

unexpected cakewalk. But the

Huskies gradually tightened defen-

sively, and the persistence paid off at

4:09 of the second period when Glenn

Adamo fought off two Williams

defenders to beat Weiss cleanly from

20 feet out.

Inspu-ed by the goal, the Huskies

asserted their dominance until Weiss

stifled them on the powerplay and

Zeller's goal at 18:05 broke theh-

momentum.
A goal by Jhn Hield 25 seconds

before the final buzzer was the only

tally of a tight-checking and evenly

played third period.

Williams, 9-5-1 overall, continues its

quest for a Division II playoff when it

faces Salem State on Saturday

evening in the second of a four-game

homestand.
Barney Walsh (11) and Bob Caruso attempt to |am the puck past UConn goalie
Lou Parker^ (photo by Kahane)

Women skiers achieve best showing ever
Skiing

The Williams women's ski team

paptured' second place this past

weekend in the eleven-school Division

I ski meet held at New England and

Colby-Sawyer colleges. This was the

best showing in the four-year history

of Women's skiing at Williams.

Eph X-County skiers gained the

most points with Anne Waters, Rachel

Potter, and Ellen Toll capturing 5th,

6th, and 7th places, respectively. The
first four places in the meet went to

Middlebury and the next three to

Williams. Gina Campoli and Carrie

Redlich also finished strongly in 22nd

and 33rd place in the 55-women field.

In the giant slalom event, Martha
Epstein, skied to a fourth-place finish

on a very fast course, followed by
Ashley Smith (16th) and Karen Ham
(22nd) . Katie Burke also finished 32nd
for Williams.

Co-captain Carmany Heilman led

the Ephs in the slalom, taking 13th

place, followed by Ham in 20th, Smith
in 27th, and Burke in 37th.

The high point of weekend com-
petition for the Men's team was

Wesleyan topples

Eph matmen, 24-22
A Wesleyan pih in the heavyweight

classification gave the visiting Car-

dinals a hard-fought win 24-22 over the

previously once-beaten Williams Eph-
men. The loss at Lasell gym last

Saturday left the Ephs with an overall

6-2 mark, 0-1 in the Little Three.

Co-captains Karl Hubbard (190) and
Dick Rhodes (150) both remained
undefeated on the season. Rhodes
pinned his opponent, while Hubbard
posted a convincing 11-4 decision.

Also posting wins for Joe Dailey's

grapplers were Ken Levy (126), Marc
Mitchell (158), and Jeff May (177).

Saturday at 1:00 in Lasell Gym-
nasium, the Ephs will do battle with

tough squads from MIT and Union,

both of whom dropped the Ephs a year
ago.

provided by freshman Andy Mikel.

Mikel defeated five other skiers in

head to head competition to make it to

the finals. Here, he was nosed out by

two tenths of a second, finishing

second. Don Tarinelli also skied well,

making it to the quarter-finals.

In the giant slalom event, also held

at Middlebury, Mikel finished tied for

fifth, with Tarinelli in 12th and captam
Tom Gunn in 13th.

In a slalom at Stowe, Vt., Mikel

placed sixth, and Gunn 12th.

SATURDAY FILM SERIES
presents

The White Sheik
Frederico FeliinI

Bronfman Auditorium Saturday,

February 7

7:30,9:30

Admission $1.00

Wiliiamstown '

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 3:00 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Wiliiamstown, Mass. 012*7

(413) 4i8-827I

Attention

:

Live in a 50 room
Gothic Stone Mansion

80 Acre Campus
Dormitory Style

$60 a month singles $80 a mo. doubles

J

Telephone;

Lenox 637-0600

On the nordic side, Scott Berry

placed second on the first day of a two

day jumping competition in Salisbury,

Conn.

At the Eastern cross-country

championships. Will Schmidt led the

Ephs with an 11th place finisti. Gary
James finished 12th and Jeff Magoon
hi the 60-man field.

Tomorrow, the Ephs travel to

Burlington to compete in the UVM
carnival where they hope to improve

their past showing.

Hubbard, Rhodes are

co-athletes of the week
Co-Athletes of the Week are Dick

Rhodes and Karl Hubbard—The Co-

captains of the twice-beaten wrestling

team, Hubbard and Rhodes have both

posted 8-0 records thus far in 1975-76.

Both will be threats to capture New
England titles later this month at

Williams.

HONORABLE MENTION—
Mike Tanner - Junior basketball

forward. Tanner tossed in 50 points in

the hoopsters' weekend journey to

Maine, including a career-high 34 in

88-87 loss to Bates.

Carl Hubbard and Dick Rhodes, co-captalns of the wrestling team, are co

athletes of the week. (photo by Read)
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last time to return texts

is Friday, February 13
'
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SALE

Denim Flare Leg Jeans—Reg. $13.50; Sale Price $9.95

Denim Flare

Leg Jeans Pre-washed—Reg. $15.25; Sale Price $11.70

White - Blue Levis Worlcshirts—Reg. $12.00; Sale Price $500

(100 pc cotton chambray)

Levi Denim Jaclcets—Reg. $17.50; Sale Price $12.25

WILLiAMS CO-OP
SPRING STREET ^

Open Thursday Nights
Come and see why everyone is trying to keep up withM
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Alumni Fund reports

record campaign total
The Alumni Fund raised a record

$1,023,907 in its latest annual cam-

paign that ended Jan. 31. The total

marked the first time in the history of

the campaign tijat more than $1

million was raised, and exceeded the

1974 total by 11 per cent, or over

$100,000. .,,

Parents of Williams students and

other friends of the college as well as

alumni contributed to the record-

breaking total. All of the gifts are

unrestricted and will provide ten per

cent of the net educational and

general budget of the college in the

current year. Since 1917, when the

Williams Alumni Fund began, it has

provided more than $13 million for

these purposes. :

James R. Briggs, director of annual

giving at the College, stated, "I am
sure that no other alumni fund of a

small college our size (1,860 students)

can boast of an alumni constituency,

that has contributed $1 million."

A total of 56 per cent of all alumni, a

record 7,245 persons, contributed

during the four-month campaign. The
percentage total was three points

higher than last year's figure. Alumni
contributions totaled $917,037, in-

cluding corporate matching gifts.

Non-alumni parents of Williams
students contributed $83,431. Other

friends of the college, including many
in Williamstown, gave $18,671, while

additional gifts of $4,767 were made as

memorials.

Priggs attributed the success of the

alumni fund to a strorig effort by class

agents, an improved national
economic climate, and the stimulant

of the first-ever goal of $1 million.

A total of 50 classes gave more than
they did last year, boosted by 3,758

alumni who increased their gifts this

year. In addition, 1,472 alumni who did

not give last year contributed in this

year's campaign.

James A. Edgar, Jr., of Rye, N.Y.,
was national chairman of the cam-
paign. Assisting him as vice chairmen
were Edward C. Eaton, III of West
Hartford, Conn.; Andrew D.
Heineman of New York, N.Y.; and
Thomas H. Pierce of Chicago, 111.

Rosemary F. Baron of Catskill, N.Y.,
headed the Parents' Fund.
Winners of the Webster Atwell

Trophy for the largest amount con-
tributed by a single class were Oswald
Tower, Jr., of Williamstown, Mass.,
and the Class of 1941, with con-
tributions totalling $72,723. The
amount was the largest raised by a

single class in the history of the fund.

Henry H. Willmott of Watertown,
N.Y., and the Class of 1936 won the

John P. English Trophy given to the

reunion class with the largest dollar

increase over the previous year. The
winners raised $21,208 more than last

year, topping Qswald Tower and the

Class of 1941, who were second with an
increase of $20,120. The net total in-

crease by reunion classes over last

year was $71,861.

John R. Willmott of Watertown,
fi.Y., and the Class of 1929 won the

Meredith Wood Trophy for the highest

percentage of participation. Willmott
secured contributions from ill of his

Andrew D. Heineman '50, 1976 Alumni Fund chairman confers with Joe Briggs

129 classmates, a percentage of 86.04.
'""* *""' ^^'''' '""" ""^"'°" '" ^^"^ "^'"'^- (photo by Tague)

Changes to face committee
The Committee on Educational

Policy will present an extensive list of

curricular changes at the monthly

faculty meeting tomorrow. The CEP
agenda includes proposal of two new
study programs, the introduction of

an entire major program, and a

discussion of the Phys. Ed.

requirement.

One of the proposed new programs
is in Computer Sciences. The
program, based on the Environmental

Studies program, would involve

enrollment in six computer science

courses, and would complement a

chosen major course of study.

The other proposed program is an

Urban Studies program, to be located

in New York City during the spring

semester of 1977. Organized by

Charl.es H. Baer of the Political

Science Department, the program

would allow students to live and work

in a New York neighborhood to

acquire an understanding of the

problems faced by urban dwellers.

The students would also be required

to take two seminars, one on New
York's relationship to the national

political economy and one on housing

problems in the city. Students ex-

pressing an interest in the program
would also have to take a course in the

fall introducing them to the political

and economic situation in New York
City.

Another CEP proposal would
establish a Theater major at

Williams. The proposed program,
formulated by Jean-Bernard Bucky,

is an outgrowth of the current drama
program and would require students

to take courses currently offered by

the drama department and other

departments, such as English and

French.

The CEP will also propose revision

of the Physical Education
requirement. The Committee's
recommendation would retain the

present eight-quarter requirement,

abolish credit for band members and

team managers, and require students

to participate in three different ac-

tivities and at least two quarters of a

carry-over sport.

Sources in the marching band
report that at no time in the three-

month long deliberations on the Phys.

Ed. requirement was anyone in the

band asked to testify before the CEP.
A substantial delegation of Ijand

members is expected to protest the

CEP's decision-making process at

Wednesday's faculty meeting. Irwin

Shainman, Chairman of the Music

Department, is expected to address

the issue.

Impact
Zoning
studied
The Williamstown Planning Board

is considering the implementation of

impact zoning to control growth in the

Williamstown area, following an
amendment to the Zoning Enabling
Act which provide^ for this type of

local legislation.

Impact zoning, as implemented' in

other Massachusetts communities'
and proposed for Williamstown, is

designed to control heavy growth in

an area and restrict certain kinds of

residential and industrial develop-

ments which could have harmful
environmental and social side-effects.

Planning Board member Thomas C.

Jorling, also chairman of the En-
vironmental Studies program, said

the new policy would "require the

developer to submit a statement of

information which spells out the

impact of his proposal, before given

the okay to proceed."

The statement would include

estimations of the proposal's impact

on air, water, and noise quality and its

effect on social and municipal ser-

vices.

The present zoning regulations were
adopted in 1%3 to conform to the

state's Zoning Enabling Act. The state

law permits Massachusetts com-
munities to establish their own zoning

laws; Williamstown's by-laws have
already been amended several times.

Jorling cited several reasons for the

Planning Board's current interest in

impact zoning: "We want to have as

good a zoning law as we can; we want
to improve zoning as much as we can,

when we can. We are also aware that

see ZONING page 3

Schutzer proposal advocates

coeds for Doughty and Agard
Doughty and Agard Houses, two of

the four Fort Hoosac House annexes,

may be coed next year as a result of a

proposal currently before the Housing

Committee.

The proposal, introduced by George

J. Schutzer, Fort Hoosac House

president, advocates coeducational

living in the two houses on the basis of

present housing inequalities and

social considerations.

Susie Hopkins and Doughty,

women's houses, contain well-

equipped kitchens but few single

^•ke OkilM Onofa oi Nigeria was on* of tha 250 participants in Sunday night's

international Dinner. Ovar 100 nativeodishat and intarnationai antertainment
lighljghted the evening. (photo by McClellan)

rooms. They are also located farthest

of all the associated houses from the

central dining room in Fort Hoosac.

The men's houses, Agard and the

Fort, have color TV's, ping-pong

tables, and numerous singles, in-

cluding the largest singles among the

four houses.

The present arrangements, while

attractive to the male House mem-
bers, is favored by few women. With

little chance of getting a single room,

even as juniors, many women tran-

sfer to other houses.

The proposal also suggested that

coeducational living would improve

relations between the annexes and the

Fort, and would increase House unity.

Coedyeational housing would be

achieved by admitting five men to

i>oughty and ten women to Agard. The

houses would have single-sex

bathrooms.

Although the proposal favors

coeducational living, it also provides

the option of single sex housing.

The Housing Committee will con-

sider the implications of the plan on

the residential housing system, ac-

cording to Addison Lanier, Co-

chairman of the Committee.

Lanier commented that with the

exception of Tyler, Row Houses have

been coed only in theory. Co-

educational housing in the Fort would

complicate freshman applications to

Row Houses, because of differences in

the character of the houses.

George Schutzer replied that Fresh-

men entering one of the four Fort

houses could state a preference for a

single-sex or coed house, and unless

they all requested the same type of

housing, there would be little chance

that anyone would be placed where

they did not want to go.

These businessmen were on campus last summer participating in the
"American Studies for Executives" program. This pro|ect was not, however,
funded by the "National Endowment for the Humanities." (photo by Tague)

Proxmire points finger

at Williams College
Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis., has

included Williams College in his list of

"the choicest watering holes in the

country" where millions of dollars of

federal funds will be wasted this

summer on so-called educational

Adams Transcript
semmars.
The North

^reported Uiat Sen. Proxmire bestowed

his "Golden Fleece of the Month
Award" on the National Endowment
for Humanities. He awards the title

each month to what he deems to l>e

"the biggest, most ridiculous or most
ironic example of government
spending or waste."

The College will host an NEH
seminar forjawyers and judges June

28 through July 23.

The NEH wins the award "for

grants to well-heeled doctors, lawyers
and school administrators to attend

tuition-free, vacation-like, month-long
humanistic bull sessions at some of

the choicest watering holes in the
country," Sen. Proxmire said.

"It should be stressed that those

attending the seminars are not
struggling scholars or researchers;

instead, they are, well-educated, well-

paid professionals," he said.

The endowment is an $82-miUion-a-

year federal agency that subsidizes

the humanities. Federal spending for
it has nearly doubled in the last two

see PROXMIRE page b

/
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Purple oufshoot 43-29
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Skaters hold off UConn, 5-1
by Nic>Cristiano

After scoring'three goals in the first

13 and a half minutes, the Williams

hockey team looked as if it would turn

Wednesday evening's important
Division II contest with Connecticut

into an unexpected laughter. The
Huskies settled down to some tough

checking, however, eventually out-

shot the Ephs, 43-29, and made the

Purple's 5-1 victory closer and more
painful than the score indicates.

The Ephmen needed every bit of

goaltender Ed Weiss's magic to hold

off the blue-shirted visitors, who are

now 5-3-1 in Division II. The
sophomore goalie lowered his goals

against average to 2.56 as their Eph-
men raised their own divisional

record to 6-5-1. Ranked twelfth prior

to the contest, the Ephs should move •

closer to sixth-ranked UConn in the

battle for the eight playoff spots.

One of Weiss's more clutch per-

formances came late in the second

period with Williams a man down and
UConn beginning to dominate. With
John Bessone off for tripping, Weiss
made fpur difficult saves on the en-

suing Huskie powerplay. Less than a

minute later, Rick Zeller further

deflated the surging Huskies with his

eighth goal of the season, giving the

Purple a 4-1 lead.

Williams, which has been averaging

better than six goals per game,
wasted no time in getting on the

scoreboard. At the 48 second mark,
Jim Norton beat netminder Lou
Parker with a slapshot from the right

point, assisted by Dan Sullivan.

Sullivan made it 2-0 at 10:57, just

four seconds into a Williams

powerplay. The freshman center won
the face-off to the left of Parker, got

the puck back to Norton on the right

point, and then directed in the la Iter's

slapshot.

When sophomore Peter Gonye sent

a shot that went between the legs and

under the stick of Parker at 13:34, it

Linda Miller played In the number one
position last week in competition for

the Howe Cup at Yale University. The
Williams women came in 7th out of 13

teams. Princeton won the tour-
nament.

(photo by Johnston)

Panfhers devour Ephs, 91-66
Coach Curt Tong's varsity

basketball team suffered its tenth loss

in fifteen games Wednesday night at

the hands of hot-shooting Middlebury
Panthers team on the winners' court.

The final count in the contest was a

sound 91-66.

Middlebury employed an effective

Discussion on WSP's

Are there Winter Study courses

that you were sorry to pass up and
would like to hear more about? On
Monday, February 9, at 6:30 pm in

Driscoll Lounge, there will be a

Dessert-Discussion with students

who participated in WSP's con-

cerned with women's issues. The
courses represented will include:

Readings in the New Feminism,
Woman's Place and Woman's
Work, Fundamentals of Human
Sexuality, and Dual Career

Families Problems and
Possibilities. The discussion is

sponsored by Williams Women and
everyone is invited to attend.

2-3 zone throughout the contest which

effectively kept the Williams offense

well out from the hoop and limited

the Purple to long range shots which

seldom found the mark.

Middlebury, on the other hand, shot

an incredible 69 per cent in the first

half of the game, while controlling the

boards at both ends of the court. The
Panthers, led by the shooting of senior

guard Kevin Cummings (17 pts.)

jumped out to a 45-27 halftime lead

which it never relinquished.

The Ephs were led by the shooting

of senior guard Alex Rosten (12 pts.)

who was effective from the outside

against the Panther zone. Fresh
forward Matt Spangler was the only

Eph able to create any offense inside

for Tong, with 10 points.

The Ephs will not face a tough

challenge when they travel to Mid-
dletown, Conn, to face the improved
Wesleyan Cardinals. Wesleyan, whom
the Ephs defeated twice a year ago, is

considered a threat to win the Little

Three for the first time in recent

years. Game time is 8:00 Saturday.

Fitch House presents

WINTER CARNIVAL
DISCO 76!!

DANCE TO DEVASTATING DISCO DELIGHTS
As well as Funky, Flashing Lights

Greylock Dining Hall Friday, February 20

9:30-2:00 A.M.

BYOB—We'll provide the bartenders, mixers, and all of the

Free Beer that you can drink!!

Tickets on sale all next week at all major dining halls

Only a limited number will be sold

Get them while they last! I

looked as if the Ephs would have an

unexpected cakewalk. But the

Huskies gradually tightened defen-

sively, and the persistence paid off at

4:09 of the second period when Glenn

Adamo fought off two Williams

defenders to beat Weiss cleanly from

20 feet out.

Inspired by the goal, the Huskies

asserted their dominance until Weiss

stifled them on the powerplay and

Zeller's goal at 18:05 broke their

momentum.
A goal by Jim Hield 25 seconds

before the final buzzer was the only

tally of a tight-checking and evenly

played third period.

Williams, 9-5-1 overall, continues its

quest for a Division II playoff when it

faces Salem State on Saturday

evening in the second of a four-game

homesland.
Barney Walsh (11) and Bob Caruso attempt to jam the puck past UConn goalie
ini, Parkpr. (photo by Kahane)Lou Parker.

Women skiers achieve best showing ever
Skiing

The Williams women's ski team

captured second place this past

weekend in the eleven-school Division

I ski meet held at New England and

Colby-Sawyer colleges. This was the

best showing in the four-year history

of Women's skiing at Williams.

Eph X-County skiers gained the

most points with Anne Waters, Rachel

Potter, and Ellen Toll capturing 5th,

6th, and 7th places, respectively. The
first four places in the meet went to

Middlebury and the next three to

Williams. Gina Campoli and Carrie

Redlich also finished strongly in 22nd

and 33rd place in the 55-women field.

In the giant slalom event, Martha
Epstein, skied to a fourth-place finish

on a very fast course, followed by
Ashley Smith (16th) and Karen Ham
(22nd). Katie Burke also finished 32nd
for Williams.

Co-captain Carmany Heilman led

the Ephs in the slalom, taking 13th

place, followed by Ham in 20th, Smith
in 27th, and Burke in 37th.

The high point of weekend com-
petition for the Men's team was

Wesleyan topples

Eph matmen, 24-22
A Wesleyan pin in the heavyweight

classification gave the visiting Car-

dinals a hard-fought win 24-22 over the

previously once-beaten Williams Eph-
men. The loss at Lasell gym last

Saturday left the Ephs with an overall

6-2 mark, 0-1 in the Little Three.

Co-captains Karl Hubbard (190) and
Dick Rhodes (150) both remained
undefeated on the season. Rhodes
pinned his opponent, while Hubbard
posted a convincing 11-4 decision.

Also posting wins for Joe Dailey's

grapplers were Ken Levy (126), Marc
Mitchell (158), and Jeff May (177).

Saturday at 1:00 in Lasell Gym-
nasium, the Ephs will do battle wTlh'

tough squads from MIT and Union,

both of whom dropped the Ephs a year
ago.

provided by freshman Andy Mikel.

Mikel defeated five other skiers in

head to head competition to make it to

the finals. Here, he was nosed out by

two tenths of a second, finishing

second. Don Tarinelli also skied well,

making it to the quarter-finals.

In the giant slalom event, also held

at Middlebury, Mikel finished tied for

fifth, with Tarinelli in 12th and captain

Tom Gunn in 13th.

In a slalom at Stowe, Vt., Mikel

placed sixth, and Gunn 12th.

SATURDAY FILMSERIES
presents

The While Sheik
Frederico Fellini

Bronfman Auditorium Saturday,

February 7

7:30,9:30

Admission $1.00

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

(Dpen •

Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

lOOOa.m to 3 00 am
22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458 8271

Attention

:

Live in a SO room
Gothic Stone Mansion

80 Acre Campus
Dormitory Style

$60 a month singles $80 a mo. doubles

Telephone;

Lenox 637-0600

On the nordic side, Scoii Berry

placed second on the first day • <\ a two
day jumping competition in Salisbury,

Conn.

At the Eastern cros.s inuntry

championships. Will Schmldi ltd the

Ephs with an 11th place finisli Gary
James finished 12th and Jefl Magoon
in the 60-man field.

Tomorrow, the Ephs travel to

Burlington to compete in the UVM
carnival where they hope to improve

their past showing.

Hubbard, Rhodes are

co-athletes of the week
Co-Athletes of the Week are Dick

Rhodes and Karl Hubbard—The Co-

captains of the twice-beaten wrestling

team, Hubbard and Rhodes have both

posted 8-0 records thus far in 1975-76.

Both will be threats to capture New
England titles later this month at

Williams,

HONORABLE IVIP:NTI0\-

Mike Tanner - Junior basketball

forward. Tanner tossed in 50 points in

the hoopsters' weekend journey to

Maine, including a career-high :i4 in

88-87 loss to Bates.

Carl Hubbard and Dick Rhodes, co-captains of the wrestling team, are co

athletes of the week. (photo by P. ad)

R

R
cniuci lOOK STOU INC
llllAMSTOVH, MA«. torn

"Last time to return texts

is Friday, February 13

LeVTS
SALE

Denim Flare Leg Jeans—Reg. $13.50; Sale Price $9.95

Denim Flare

Leg Jeans Pre-washed—Reg. $15.25; Sale Price $11.70

White Blue Levis Workshirts— Reg. $12.00; Sale Price $5 00

(100 pc cotton chambray)

Levi Denim Jackets— Reg. $17.50; Sale Price $12.25

WILLIAMS CO-OP
SPRING STREET

Open Thursday Nights
Come and see why everyone is trying to keep up with us
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Alumni Fund reports

record campaign total
Tlu' Alumni Fund raised a record

$1,023,907 in its latest annual cam-

paign that ended Jan. 31. The total

marked the first time in the history of

the campaign that more than $1

million was raised, and exceeded the

1974 lotal by U per cent, or over

$100,(K)().

I^aiciits of Williams students and

HlhiT Iriends of the college as well as

alumni contributed to the record-

breaking total. All of the gifts are

unrcslricted and will provide ten per

cenl of the net educational and

general budget of the college in the

euiiinl year. Since 1917, when the

Williams Alumni Fund began, it has

[HdM'k'd more than $13 million for

lliese purposes.

Janu's R. Briggs, director of annual

givint^ at the College, stated, "I am
sure Ihal no other alumni fund of a

small college our size (1,860 students)

can boast of an alumni constituency

Ihal lias contributed $1 million."

.•\ total of 56 per cent of all alumni, a

record 7,245 persons, contributed

during the four-month campaign. The
percentage lotal was three points

higher than last year's figure. Alumni
cimlributions totaled $917,037, in-

cluding corporate matching gifts.

Niui alumni parents of Williams
•studenls contributed $83,431. Other

friends of the college, including many
in Williamstown, gave $18,671, while

additional gifts of $4,767 were made as

nieniorials.

Bnggs attributed the success of the

alumni fund to a strong effort by class

agenis, an improved national
economic climate, and the stimulant

of ihe first-ever goal of $1 million.

.•\ lotal of 50 classes gave more than

they did last year, boosled by 3.758

alumni who increased their gifts this

year, Inaddilion, l,472alumni who did

nol give last year contributed in this

year's campaign.

James A. Edgar, Jr., of Rye, N.Y.,
was national chairman of Ihe cam-
paign Assisting him as vice chairmen
were Edward C. Eaton, III of West
Hartford, Conn.; Andrew D.
Heineman of New York, N.Y.; and
Thomas H. Pierce of Chicago, 111.

Hoscmary F. Baron of Catskill, N.Y.,
headed the Parents' Fund.
Winners of the Webster Atwell

Trophy for the largest amount con-
tributed by a single class were Oswald
Touer, Jr., of Williamstown, Ma.ss.,

and the Class of 1941, with con-
Iriliulions totalling $72,723. The
amount was the largest raised by a

single class in the history of the fund.

Henry H. Willmott of Waterlown,
N.Y., and the Class of 1936 won the

John P. English Trophy given to the

reunion class with the largest dollar

increase over the previous year. The
winners raised $21,208 more than last

year, topping Oswald Tower and the

Class of 1941, who were second with an
increase of $20,120. The net total in-

crease by reunion classes over last

year was $71,861.

John R. Willmott of Watertown,
N.Y., and the Class of 1929 won the

Meredith Wood Trophy for the highest

percentage of participation Willmott
secured contributions from HI of his

129 classmates, a percentage of 86,04.

Andrew D. Heineman '50, 1976 Alumni Fund chairman confers
'61 at this year's fund telethon in New York. (

with Joe Briggs
photo by Tague)

Changes to face commitfee
The Committee on Educational

Policy will present an extensive list of

curricular changes at the monthly

faculty meeting tomorrow. The CEP
agenda includes pro[X)sal of two new
study programs, the introduction of

an entire major program, and a

cyscussion of Ihe Fhys. Ed,

requirement.

One of the proposed new programs
IS in Computer Sciences, The
program, based on the Environmental

Studies program, would involve

enrollment in si.x computer science

courses; and would complement a

chosen major course of study.

The other proposed program is an

ii'rban Studies program, to be located

in New York Cily during Ihe spring

semester of 1977. Organized by

Charles H. Baer of the Political

Science Depart ment, the program

would alfow students to live and work

in a .New York neighborhood to

acquire an understanding of the

problems faced by urban dwellers.

The studenls would also be retjuired

lo lake two seminars, one on New
York's relationship to the national

polilical economy and one on housiiig

problems in the cily, Studenls ex-

pressing an interest in the program
would also have lo lake a course in the

fall introducing I hem to the political

and ectmomic siUialion in New 'V'ork

Cily

Xnolher CEP proiiiisal would
establish a Theater major al

Williams, The proposed program,

formulated by Jean-Bernard Bucky,

IS an outgrowth of Ihe current drama
program and would require studenls

lo lake courses currently offered by

the drama deparlmenl and other

depiirlmenls. such as English and

French,

The CEP will also propose revision

of the Physical Education
requirement. The Committee's
recommendation would retain the

present eight-quarter requirement,

abolish credit for band members and

team managers, and require students

to participate in three diffefeni ac-

tivities and al least two ((uarters of a

carry-over sport.

Sources in the marching band

re|)orl that at no lime in the three-

month long deliberations on the Fhys.

Ed. re(|uiremenl was anyone in the

band asked to testify before the CEP.
A substantial delegation of band

members is expected to protest the

CEP's decision-making process at

Wednesday's faculty meeting. Irwin

Shainman, Chairman of Ihe Music

Deparlmenl, is exiX-'ctcd to address

Ihe issue.

Impact
Zoning
studied
The Williamstown Planning Board

is considering the implementation of

impact zoning to control growth in the

Williamstown area, following an
amendment to the Zoning Enabling
Act which provides for this type of

local legislation.

Impact zoning, as implemented in

other Massachusetts communities
and proposed for Williamstown, is

designed to control heavy growth in

an area and restrict certain kinds of

residential and industrial develop-

ments which could have harmful
environmental and social side-effects.

f^lamiing Board member Thomas C.

Jorling, also chairman of the En-
vironmental Studies program, said

Ihe new policy would "require the

developer to subinit a statement of

information which spells out the

impact of his proposal, before given

the okay to pr(x:eed."

The statement would include

estimations of the proposal's impact
(in air, water, and noise quality and its

effect on social and municipal ser-

vices.

The present zoning regulations were
adopted in 1963 to conform to the

state's Zoning Enabling Act. The state

law permils Massachusetts com-
inunilies to establish their own zoning

laws; WiUiamslown's by-laws have
already been amended several times.

Jorling cited several reasons for the

Planning Board's current interest in

impact zomng: "We want to have as

good a zon'ng law as we can; we want
to improve zoning as much as we can,

when we can. We are also aware that

see ZONING page 3

Schutzer proposal advocates

coeds for Doughty and Agard
Doughty and Agard Houses, two "of

Ihe four Fori Hoosac House annexes,

may be coed next year as a result of a

proposal currently before the Housing

Committee,

The proposal, introduced by (Jeorge

J, Schutzer, Fori Hoosac House

president, advocates coeducational

living in the two houses on Ihe basis of

present housing inequalities and

social considerations,

Susie Hopkins and Doughty,

women's houses, contain well-

etjuipped kitchens but few single

J^^ike Okibe Onoja of Nigeria was one of the 2SCi participants in Sunday night s

'"•ernatlonal Dinner. Over 100 native dishes and international entertainment
"ighliqhfed theevening (photo by McClellan)

rooms. They are also located farthest

of all Ihe associated houses from Ihe

central dining room in Fori Hfwisac,

The mens houses, Agard and Ihe

Fori, have color TV's, ping-pong

lables. and numerous singles, in-

cluding Ihe largest singles among Ihe

four houses

The present arrangements, while

allraclivv lo the male House mem-
IxTs. is favored by few women, Willi

lillle chance of gelling a single room,

even as juniors, many women Iran

sfer lo other houses.

The proposal also suggested thai

coeducational living would improve

rehilions between Ihe annexes and the

Fort, and would increase House unity.

Coeducational housing would be

achieved by admilling five men In

Doughty and ten women lo Agard, The

hoifses would have single sex

bathrooms

Although Ihe proposal favors

coeducalional living, it also provides

the option of single sex housing

The Housing Commillee will con-

sider the implications of Ihe plan, on

the residential housing system, /ac

cording lo Addison l.,aiiier^Co

chairman of Ihe Committee,

Lanier conimenled thai with Ihe

exception of Tyler, Row Houses have

been coed only in theory Co-

educatumal housing in Ihe Fori would

complicate freshman applications lo

Row Houses, because of differences in

the character of Ihe bouses

(ieorge Schutzer replied Ihal Fresh-

men entering one of Ihe four Fort

houses could state a preference for a

single-sex or coed house, and miless

Ihey all requested the same ty(ie of

housing, (here would be lillle chance

Ihal anyone would be placed where

Ihey did not want to go.

Ihese businessmen were on campus last summer participating in the
"American Studies for Executives" program. This project was not, however,
funded by the "National Endowment for the Humanities." (photo by Tague)

Proxmire points finger

at Williams College
Sen William f*roxmire, D-Wis , has

included Williams College in his list of

"Ihe choicest watering holes in the

country " where millions of dollars of

federal funds will be wasted this

summer on siveallcd educalional

seminars

The North Adams Transeripl

reported thai Sen Proxmire bestow ed

his "(iolden Fleece pf the Month

Award" on Ihe National EndowmenI
for llumanilies He awards the title

each month to what he deems to Ix'

"Ihe biggest, most ridiculous or mixsl

ironic example of government
spending or waste "

The College will host an NEH
seminar for lawyers and judges June

2H through July 23,

The NEH wins Ihe award "for

grants lo well-heeled diK'tors. lawyers
iind school administrators to attend

luilinn free, vacation-like, month-long
humanistic bull sessions at some of

Ihe choicest walering holes in the

country. " Sen F'roxmire said

"It should be stressed that those

attending the seminars are not

struggling scholars or researchers;
instead, they are. well-educated, well-

(vud professionals, " he said

The endowment is an $82-million-a-

year federal agency thai subsidizes

Ihe humanities Federal spending for

II has nearly doubled m the last two
see PROXMIRE page b
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Deny the Band
Tomorrow the faculty has an opportunity to clear up in-

consistencies in the physical education requirement and ensure
fair enforcement by approving the proposigd CEP (Committee
on Educational Policy) guidelines. Those guidelines to force

compliance with the eight-quarter requirement by the end of

sophomore year have clear support among students and
professors and should be approved by the faculty with little

fuss.

The proposed loss of PE credit for team managers and
particularly band members is, however, not popular with
students. Sixty-four per cent of students polled by the College
Council favor credit for band members. A letter to the editor in

the last Record argued for band credit, and we understand that

that position will be presented before the faculty tomorrow

.

The argument for band credit is essentially two-fold. First,

band membership will steadily decline to half its present size,

seriously interfering with the effectiveness of band per-

formances. The implication here is that band is being kept
artificially large and that the motivation of many band
members is well below that of members in other organizations
which demand as much weekly participation.

The informality, zest, and occasional musical quality the
band brings to the campus is a part of Williams that will long
remain in the memories of graduates. We hope that the band
will continue to grow and prosper. However, if it is necessary to

bribe students to join through PE credits, then there is

something seriously wrong with the band's organization. The
band, itself ought to supply sufficient motivation to join or we
must regrettably admit that Williams is unable to support such
an organization. We would hope that the fun and camaraderie of

band membership, the p^leasure given to others, the chance to

keep up with a musical instrument outside of the discipline of
the formal college musical organizations would be si^ficient
incentive to many students. Perhaps the band itself is creating
disincentives with the high cost of uniforms.

TTie second pro band credit argument presented in Friday's
letter to the editor runs "... the band is devoted to and cen-
tered around sports events, and serves to enhance these events
to a great degree; in addition, those who have witnessed a
typical band half-time demonstration can testify to the amount
<rf outdoor activity exhibited by band members." If the faculty
accepts this positicwi, then they should extend Division III credit
to students who wa^ bottles for the chemistry labs or remove
mouse dung from cages. The PE requirement was not
developed to enhance the spectator aesthetic of athletic events.

Basically, the band is requesting an undeserved exemption
from a requirement which has been in recent years ridiculed
for inconsistencies and uneven enforcement. The faculty can go
a long way towards putting such ridicule to rest by rejecting PE
credit for the band and accepting the CEP guidelines.

CC appoints reps
The College Council recently

appointed representatives to nine

faculty-student committees. The
CC selected Catherine E. Car-

penter '78 (Area Studies Com-
mittee), Duff P. Anderson '77

(Athletics), Elizabeth F. Fuchs '77

(Calendar & Scheduling) and Mark
A.Pogue '78 (Computer Services).

Also Throop M. Wilder '79

(CEP), LeeF. Jackson '79 (Fresh-

man Year), Carl D. Goodman, Jr.

•78 (Lecture), David F. Grady '77

(Library) and Richard B. Siegrist,

Jr. '77 (Winter Study).

Pre-Law discussion
The Williams Pre-Law Society

will sponsor an informal lecture-

discussion with Judge Albert M.
Rosenblatt of Dutchess County,

N.Y., on Friday, February 13 at

8:30 p.m. in the Weston Language
Center. Judge Rosenblatt will

speak on "Prosecution and
Defense Attorneys: Philosophies

and Career Opportunities."

R«h«arsal
There will be a rehearsal on

tonightat7:30pm. inChapihforall

those interested in participating in

a symphonic band. Please bring

your instruments.

Finance meeting set
The Finance Committee will be

meeting to recommend
distribution of Student Activity

Funds not allocated in the fall.

Heads of organizations which have
experienced cost over-runs or
unforeseen budgetary expenses
should contact committee chair-

man Addison Lanier in 03 Perry
House by 5:00 Friday.

Analysis
*

The Primaries:
vote absentee

by Don McCauley
This series of articles has so far

consisted of descriptions of various

candidates written in anticipation of

the upcoming primary elections. The

primaries, however, are rapidly

approaching. New Hampshire, as

always, is first, this year voting on

Feb. 24, two weeks from today.

Massachusetts follows a wedc later on

Tuesday, March 2. Registration for

the primary has ended, but it is still

possible to apply for an absentee

ballot.

According to Williamstown Town
Clerk Marilyn Head, the

Massachusetts' primary is open to all

registered voters, including In-

dependents. To apply for an absentee

ballot, write a letter to the town clerk

of the town you are registered in, state

that you want an absentee ballot and

include your home address, party

affiliation—or if you are an In-

dependent, the party whose primary

you wish to vote in—and the address

the ballot is to be sent to. Or if you

prefer, send a postcard requesting an
application. After receiving the ballot,

leave enough time to return it so it

arrives by the primary date, March 2.

If it arrives later it may not be

counted. Since only three weeks
remain, speed is essential.

There are thirty primaries in all,

ending on June 8 in California, New
Jersey and Ohio. Some, like Vermont,

are strictly advisory with no binding

effect on the caucuses that will later

chose the actual delegates. Many
have preference votes for the can-

didates and another vote for

delegates. In New York the can-

didates' names do not appear on the

ballot at all, leaving the k)ewildered

voter to fend for himself. Many
Democratic primaries are "loophole"

elections similar to the one in

Massachusetts where % of the

delegates are elected in Congressional

districts. On the other hand many
Republican primaries, in particular

the climatic California primary, are

winner-take-all affairs. In addition,

voter eligibility varies from state to

state, so there are probably thirty

distinct variations in all. The only

sure way to find out would be to write

your local town clerk, county board of

elections or equivalent.

Nonetheless, here is a list of

primaries in order of appearance:
New Hampshire, Feb. 24

Open to all registered voters. In-

dependents can vote in primary of

their choice. Separate votes for

President and for delegates.

Massachusetts March 2

Vermont March 2

Only state to follow Massachusetts'

lead in organizing a regional primary.

The vote is strictly advisory. Since

there is no party registration, any

voter may vote In the prhnary of their

choice.

Florida March 9

Important state for Reagan and

Carter. Voting limited to registered

party voters.

Illinois March 16

Voting open to registered voters

who indicate party preference at

polls. A separate vote for candidates

and for delegates.

Nortli Carolina March 23

Only registered party voters

eligible.

New York April 6

Candidates' names will not appear

on the ballot so the voter must find out

from the party who is supporting each

candidate. Gov. C»rey is running a

slate of uncommitted delegates as a

favorite son candidate. Voting Umited

to registered party voters.

Wisconsin April 6

Unique "cross-over" feature so

voters of one party can vote in the

other party's primary. See note for

New York.

Pennsylvania April 27

Only open to registered party

voters. A separate vote for candidates

and for delegates.

Texas May 1

The primary is the result of lob-

bying by Sen. Lloyd Bentsen. There is

no party registration so voters can
vote in either primary by declaring

preference at polls.

Alabama May 4

Like Texas, there is no party
preference so voters can declare
preference at polls.

District of Columbia May 4

Limited to registered party voters.

Separate vote for candidates and
delegates.

Georgia May 4

Voters can vote in either primary
since there is no party registration.

Indiana May 4

Once more, the state does not have
party registration so voters declare
preference at polls.

Tennessee May 6

Future uncerUin because winner
take-all feature is against Democratic
rules.

Nebraska May U
Only open to regtetered'^Mrtv

voters. Separate vote for candidates
and for delegates.

West Virginia May 11

Historically, a state that favors
favorite sons. This year's is Sen
Robert Byrd. Limited to registered
party voters.

Maryland May 18 .

Only registered party voters are

eligible.

Michigan May 18

No party registration so voters can

<Kote in either primary.

Arkansas May 25

Voters can participate in either

primary.

Idaho May 25

Together with Oregon and Nevada,

it forms a Northwest regional

primary. Voters can vote in the

primary of their choice.

Nevada May 25

Part of the northwest regional

primary. Only registered party voters

are eligible.

Oregon May 25

The first state with a presidential

primary. Limited to registered party

voters.

Montana June 1

No party registration, so voters can

vote in the primary of their choice.

Rhode Island June 1

Possibility that the state may

initiate party" registration before

June, but as of now, there is none.

South Dakota June 1

Only registered party voters are

eligible.

California June 8

With 15 per cent of the delegates at

stake possibly the decisive primary

for both parties. Republican primary

is a winner-take-all election.

Democrats have a proportional

"loophole" primary sipilar to

Massachusetts'.

New Jersey June 8

No party registration so voters can

vote in either.

Ohio June 8

No party registration, but limited to

those who voted for majority of

party's candidates in last election or

who did not vote

Letters: flicks, spoofs and lectures
Hilarious spoof

To the editor:

I hope you'll print some of the

responses to the Record satire. The
indignant retorts of those spoofed

should be nearly as hilarious as the

original articles!

John Alteridg, '76

Solow next foil
To the editor:

May 1 correct a slight error in the
February 3 article on the 1976 Lecture
Series?

Robert Solow (economics, MIT) will

speak at Williams next fall (Sept. 30)

rather than this spring.

Also, the Lecture Committee is still

in the process of inviting further
speakers for the series, in addition to

the eight people already scheduled to

come.

Sincerely yours,

Laszin Versenyi

for the Lecture Committee

Nasty Nickelodeon
To the editor:

I would like to air several com-
plaints concerning The Nickelodeon.
It seems that the Spring Street theater
has not been living up to its avowed
image. In a ReAd article of November
21, 1974, new ofvner Joel Tranum told

me (I was the reporter) that he

wished to establish an atmosphere for

regular patrons, and to put the

Nickelodeon "in a position of trust

that takes time to establish." Mr.
Tranum has failed on those counts.

Many films have been shown more
than twice at the theater, and each
month's schedule carries at least

three repeats from previous—
sometimes month-old—schedules. But
that is the least of hypocrisies. That
"position of trust" has a weaker
portion.

The article continues, "Tranum
stressed that he does not want to

compete with the college film
organizations and therefore the worst
he would do would be to play six

months behind or ahead of them. He
explained that not only would advance
booking of WFS or Committee (for

Saturday night film,s)r choices create

bad feelings between the Nickelodeon
and the Bronfman people, but they

would just hurt each other at the box
office and everyone would take a

beating." (The previous owners,
Esquire theaters, had used the Film
Society schedule for its own ends,

booking big films two to six weeks
ahead of the already announced Film
Society shows.)

Since that article, The Nickelodeon
has booked six or more films one to

two months ahead of the Film Society.

The Film Society, for which I speak,

had given a copy of its schedule to the

Nickelodeon in good faith, pursuant to

the statement made in the November,

'74 article. With that in hand, the

Spring Street concern has beat us to

the punch with "King of Hearts" in

spring, '75, and "American Graffiti",

"Carnal Knowledge", "Cabaret", and

"Dr. Zhivago" this past fall semester.

Now "Chinatown" has been an-

nounced for the dates of February 22-

24 at the Nickelodeon. The Williams

Film Society booked it last spring for

March 18 in Bronfman. It is an ex-

pensive film, one that we do not ex-

pect to break even on, especially since

we are doubling it up for free with

Bogart and "The Big Sleep". In fact,

the WFS uses profits made on less

expensive films to pay for the losses

incurred on the such shows as

"Chinatown", "Zhivago", ana

especially a case like "Graffiti

which competed with a Homecoming

dance. As a self-supporting group, we

will not be able to continue to show

$400 films if this situaOon continues.

And we are powerless to stop it.

Please help the WFS to maintain its

high quality level. Wait for

"Chinatown" to appear in Broni-

man-we will have a full-si«o

widescreen print—for public suppon

Is the only way we can conUnue our

program.
Sincerely yours,

Dana Perlsteln. '78

Chairman, Williams Fiim

Society
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Panelists disagree
faneUiU discussing "The Future of

the Political Process in America"

painted a very bleak picture Wed-

nesday night in Jesup Hall. The panel

included Randall Bartlett of the

economics department, State

Republican Representative James

Healy, former state Democratic

representative and present chairman

of the Massachusetts Bicentennial

Commission Edward McColgan, and

attorney James Alpham.

Bartlett, the first speaker, stressed

the importance of looking at politics

as it really is instead of dealizing.

Bartlett said he felt that individuals

should view government as a definite

part of society. Furthermore, he

continued, most of the people in it are

looking out for their own vested in-

terests. Said Bartlett, "The man who

would rather be right than president

usually is." He concluded by stating

that the political process would

change litUe from its present state.

Photography
confesf set
"Life at Williams" is the theme of a

photographer's contest now in

progress as part of a student-

organized effort to provide the Ad-

missions Office with a slide show that

depicts the Williams experience.

Eight previously selected

photographers are working on 40-shot

portfolios dealing with aspects of

winter at Williams including hpckey,

skiing, Winter Carnival, the Jazz

Festival, and Winter Study classes.

All film and developing costs are

being covered by the Admissions
Office as the portfolios will become
office property.

Four of the photographers will be
awarded $10 prizes, the criteria for

judging being excellence in providing

an over-all picture of Williams life

with emphasis on shots of students in

natural situations, according to

contest co-ordinator Steve Christakos.

Depending
I
pn the success of this

initial contest, the competition may be
repeated in the spring and fall.

Christakos' aim is to formulate a 20

minute program of 1000 slides to be
shown at secondary schools by a

representative from the Admissions
Office.

FoUowmg BarUett, Alpham said he
believed that most government of-

ficials are unaware of the intereste of
their constituents. He predicted a
dramatic confrontation between those
who contribute economically to
society and those who do not.

McColgan stressed the American
public's tremendous loss of interest in

politics. This, he said, was a result of
the lack of confidence people have in

the government. The biggest reason
for this loss of confidence, he main-
tained, is the failure of the present
Administration to face important
issues like unemployment, hunger,
the arms race, and city and racial

problems. McColgan concluded that

the future must bring an adjustment
in the political process so that the
people will feel they are an integral
part of it.

Healy, the last speaker, echoed the

position taken by McColgan. "Very
few people really care about issues,"

Healy commented. They are more
interested, he said, in the candidates'

superficial appearances. For this

reason "the elected candidates can be
the ones who fudge on the issues and
try to duck them."

After the presentation, a member of

the audience asked who each panelist

supported for president. Alpham said

that he would support Reagan, while

the rest said they either had no
preference or were undecided.

Proxmire picks

out college

PROXMIRE from page 1

years the senator complained.

Joel Feinberg, a law professor at

Rockefeller University who will direct

the summer program at Williams,

called Sen. Proxmire's remarks "a

left-handed compliment to

Williamstown.

"I find the criticisms to be entirely

unjustified. The pelJ^le involved are

not going to have a vacation. It will

basically be a hard working session

vital to the pursuit of their careers,"

he said.

"I'm very unhappy that Sen.

Proxmire said these ^things. I

generally admire his understanding

on the government's economy—but I

don't think he fully understands the

way the national endowment works."

Plan For A

SUMMER ABROAD

'X' 1976

MUSIC Vevey, SWITZER'LAND

SOCIAL SCIENCE EAST AFRICA

ARCHITECTURE Amsterdam, the NETHERLANDS

LAW Amsterdam, the NETHERLANDS

ART Florence, ITALY

POLITICAL SCIENCE Madrid, SPAIN

EDUCATION ' ENGLAND

Call or write for more Information and applications:

Division of International Programs Abroad

Syracuse University

335 Comstock Avenue
Syracuse, N.Y. 13210 (315) 423-3471 ^^

RHW3

Zoning board
considers change

Though it's not the busiest of all downtowns. Spring Street seems to bustle even
more when darkness falls before the stores close. And the lights enhance the
scene with the patterns they naturally make. This Photo of the Week is by Stew
Read.

ZONING from page I

certain kinds of development could

come in ... which would meet
present requirements but which
would have adverse effects . . .

."

Carol J. Thomas, planning con-

sultant to Williamstown for sixteen

years, has presented a possible im-

pact zoning amendment to the

Planning Board, which she is now
modifying at their recommendation.

The proposal will be the subject of

public hearings in March.

The town Planning Board meets

once a month, according to Jorling.

The five-member board appointed by
the town Board of Selectmen
presently includes Jorling, James
Drummond, Judy Fitzgerald, Ralph
Renzi, and chairman Dr. Kuhrt
Wieneke.

More letters: Reagan and food ^
Nonedibility

To the editor: i

I would like to comment on the

Record editorial pertaining to board
wherein the editors agreed with the

college in its decision to clamp down
on the number of students allowed off

board. A close examination of the

Record's four reasons for supporting

the decision leads one to believe

(perhaps as usual) that there is more
in what the Record doesn't say than in

what it says.

The Recor^ editorial begins by
caUing dinner discussion "an im-

portant part of ... the Williams

experience." Not withstanding the

fact that nearly half of all dinner con-

versation is devoted to the edibility

(or lack thereof) of the food being

eaten, this premise is interesting and
innovative. It is perhaps the best

explanation for Williams' students

paying $900 this year, risking it>^

digestion, possible scurvy, and-^-
casional food poisoning.

It's not the food we'repa^'ing for but

the chance at edjjelitional "dinner

discussion" which of course must be

better foj-'us than communally
cooking'our own food or eating in

—

heaven forbid—the more comfortable

(and infinitely more digestible) at-

mosphere of a living room, the snack

bar, or an area restaurant. 1 pray the

next move is to reinstitute mandatory

WCFAA theft
A reel-to-reel tape recorder, valued

at $1000, was taken from WCFM early

Sunday morning. According to station

member Dave Studenmund, the

ReVox tape recorder was taken from

the main studio sometime between 4

a.m.' and? a.m. while the station was
off the air.

The last person to see the recorder

was David Wood, who signed off the

-air and locked the station door at 4

a;m. When station president Tom
Herwitz opened up at 9:30 a.m., the

ReVox was gone.

According to Herwitz, the janitor

found the door securely locked around

7 a.m. All station keys were accounted

for.

church attendance or even better,

require all Williams' students to

partake of that greatest of all

educational experiences—TV viewing

during the family viewing hour.

The Record goes on to denegrate the

"disproportionate share of energy"

used by students off board. This is

obviously a noble stand by the same
editors who have never taken a stand

against the multitude of 100 plus watt

stereos, refrigerators, hot plates,

popcorn poppers, etc. on the campus,
all of which are in much wider use

than the kitchenettes. The editorial

then argues that people off board and,
using kitchenettes have "unfair-

housing advantages." 1 \\k»^ wA
noticed any previous discjis^n about

the equity of college hoiising in terms

of rooms (Missioti Park vs. Row
House) or fpod (Dodd vs. Baxter or

DriscoUk' Perhaps this type of

moraWzing is the editors idea of "the

noble recreation of noble minds."

Our editors' real concern then, is

obviously not what the emphasis of

the editorial would imply, namely
"College meals are a major element

in building the closeknit Williams

community," but is instead the fact

that more people that go off board the

more, those still on will have to pay.

This is an understandable argument
but as both Dean Rosenrood and the

Record's editors must realize not one

which by itself makes the new school

policy the right school policy. This

question remains: what is the

justification, if any, for allowing a

percentage of the Williams com-

munity off board at the expense of

those remaining on board (in terms of

higher board bills)? The best and
shortest answer is a return question:

is this subsequent higher board cost a

valid enough reason for depriving

those who want to eat other things, at

other places, and-or at other times

(not to mention they can do it for

cheaper) of the right to do so? Is

Williams going to revert (as the PE
decision coupled with this one might

indicate) to its more rigid framework

(academically and otherwise) of the

past for the benefit of its own
pocketbook and those of the Williams

students remaining on board? Is it

The Newman Association will

present the movie Though I Walk

Tlirough The Valley . . . dealing

with the often suppressed subiect

of death. The film will be shown at

7:30 p.m. on Wednesday, February

nth, in the AAakepeace Room in

Mission Park. Everyone Is Invited

to the half-hour film and the

discussion afterwards.

BRYANT HOUSE
PRESENTS THE

ODD COUPLE

TONIGHT
7, 9, n P.M.

Bronfman Auditorium
Admission $1

"Best in Dry Cleaning"

DRUMMOND CLEANERS

458-4321

Spring Street

Williamstown

"Even Bill Freeney is going to be there—

you know that It's going to be good II"

,^ ' Fitch House's Tickets:
Friday, Feb. TO

^^^^^^ Carnival tl.SO In advance

Gr^yK^k'^Drng Hall ^'^^^ ''• •'•"---

See Your House President for Tickets

more equitable to force those who
wish to be off bou-d to pay $900 for

food when they can eat off board for

anywhere between 400 and 800

dollars? Not only does the Record
advocate the minority being made to

pay more than they otherwise woij

(while that minority does not fcirce in

any -.way the editors to teifiain on

board and pay the sufeequent in-

crease), the editors are also ad-

vocating a,4€privation of this

minority^^rlghts which is very hard to

justify^for any reason.

Sincerely,

David L. Forrester

The real Reagan
I I

To the editor:

I think Don Tourney should be

warned: Some crank is writing ar-

ticles on Ronald Reagan in the Record

and using his name. This practice

should be stopped and the culprit

punished.

For after all, what "articulate

conservative" would argue that Ford
is leading the United States down the

path of "Fabian socialism"? (I didn't

know what "Fabian" means, so I

looked it up and discovered that the

Fabian Society was formed in the

U.K. in 1884 to advance the cause of

socialism.) Is the Congress and

Gerald Ford trying to drag us down
the path to socialism'.'

Then there comes the statement
that Reagan was > an "effective and
innovative" Governor of California

for eight years. This would be an
understandable opinion—if the writer

had been living in northern Saskat-

chewan for 20 years and had read the

American Opinion as his sole source

of news about the "lower 48."

Here are the facts: When Reagan
took office in Sacramento, the

"simple solutions" ran out. During his

tenure, the California budget went
from $4.6 to $10.2 billion. The average
tax burden in California rose from
$426 to $728. Inflation alone would not

account for this. A sorry record for an
opponent of "big government."
(Reagan didn'thavetoworry: he paid

no California income tax in 1970.)

When Humboldt County and nor-

thern California tried to stop clear-

cutting of the forests there, Reagan
said, "A tree is a tree—how many
more do you need to see?"

The list goes on and on. There are 67

Californians at Williams. I suspect
that very, very few of us are for

Reagan: we know him too well.

I can only suggest that the Record
apologize to Don Toumey. It's

probably just some Democrat pinko
or Republican fellow-traveler trying

to discredit him.

—TedStroH'TS

The Afro-American Studies
Program will be sponsoring a
Winter Black Film Series starting

this Sunday, February 15, 1974. The
first film In the series Is entitled

Black Orpheus, which was made In

Brazil. Everyone Is Invited to

attend In Bronfman Auditorium
beginning at 7:30 p.m.

Admiasion Is free.
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New Face for 'Midsummer'

The course of true love—never did run smooth. Four lovers are losfln~ttie

woods, and all is not as peaceful as this picture might indicate. Love is the
theme of A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM, the Shakespeare comedy to be
presented by the Williams College Theatre on February 13th, 14th, 19th, 20th,

and 2lst. Ticlcets may be obtained at the Adams Memorial Theatre in

Williamstown, or by calling the box office at 458-3023.

byBIIIDrbcoU
Midsummer will arrive in the

Berlfshires in midwinter, when the

WUliams College Theatre will present

the second production of its current

season, Shakespeare's A Midsummer
Night's Dream.Bringing the heat of

summer into the winter cold will not

be the only unusual aspect of the

production, however. Instead of

Mendelssohn's familiar incidental

music, there will be a jazz score; the

fairies, so often conceived as

creatures of lace and gosamer, will be

somewhat more frightening people of

the night; the opening scene will find

the court of Athens in modern

lounging dress, rather than

Elizabethan regalia.

Calvin Jsao, -the costume designer,

explained the production scheme. "It

is more conceptual than modern. The
point in using costumes which are

seemingly contemporary is not to be

modern; putting the lovers in clothes

that people would wear now means
that the lovers aren't dead, that this

isn't a piece of history. We are trying

to reflect the notions of intrigue, of

dream, to make a correlation with the

audience, to suggest the possibility

that this is their dream, too.

"The fairies are a different class of

people, something like Andy Warhol's

entourage, which is unreal and out of

this world to most people. They are

things that we fear, night people,

things that are dark, very decadent, in

bad taste."

The fairies are being

choreographed by Laurie Boyd, who
feels that the function of the fairies in

this production is more central than is

usual. She noted that Oberon has been

given an entourage of female fairies,

which is. not in the original text. "The
fairies have an attitude of their own
towards the action—they can hear the

plans of Oberon and Puck, and they

take part by creating more problems

for the lovers. They are used as ex-

tensions of their leaders. When
Titania and Oberon enter, the two are

having an argument, but they have no

^esturetgf

tension
bet-

-Your Time' - Ambitious and Uneven
'"''•

by Nina Girvetz and
Dianne Thompson

The exploration of the dimensions oi

time and spsfce through movement is

an undertaking of tremendous
theatrical potential and thematic
challenge. Joy Anne Dewey's in-

novative attempt to confront this

challenge resulted in the production

Your Time IsMy Time, presented last

Friday, Saturday and Sunday
evenings at Lasell Gymnasium. The
two and a half hour production in-

cluded 24 short dance pieces, pairing

each of 12 Domenico Scarlatti harp-

sichord sonatas with another relating

musical composition of "a different

period and style". The work was
performed by a company of 13 dan-
cers, 12 instrumentalists and 5

vocalists—the culmination of 5 weeks
of intensive study and rehearsal

during the Winter Study period.

Dewey said that her, production

"uses time as a metaphor for dance."
Aside from the fact that the word
"Time" was used in every piece title

("Daytime, Nighttime, Playtime",

"Summertime", etc.), very little of

the movement extended beyond
superficial indication of the prefix of

each title. As did many of the other

pieces, "Summertime" consisted of

trite movement depicting a cliched

attitude. The dancers showed us that

it was summer by yawning and
fanning themselves. The piece might
have worked had the movement been
more inventive. The lack of

imaginative movement was often

supplemented by the use of un-

necessary gimmicks, best illustrated

in "Circus Time" and "Timeless." In

"Circus Time", the majority 6f the

dancers' movement was limited to

prancing like horses, and in

"Timeless", the dancers manipulated

green scarves and a huge green clqth

in what appeared to be a contrived

wt

Dancers John Hartford, Mary
MietzelfeM, Julie Dunn, Joel Tull, and
Diana Stugger in "Circus Time" from
last weekend's "Your Time is My
Time."

attempt at ethereality.

The few pieces in which the

movement and resulting images were

twth clear and innovative were a

pleasure to watch. The patterns,

groupings and expression in Dewey's
"Curtain Time" were truly lovely. "I

Haven't Got Any Time",
choreographed by Marianne Bat-

tistone, was a humorous piece in

which the dancers broke in and out of

specific characterizations. The
choreography was sharp, refreshing,

and well-executed. Dewey's novel

idea of performing the saitie

choreography to 2 different musical

compositions (a lively Scarlatti

sonata and a more lyrical Mozart
sonata) explored an interesting

contrast in tone. Another highlight of

the evening was Laurie Boyd's unique

choreography in "Party Time".
Clarity of focus and originality of

movement gave the dancers ex-

c^|)tional vitality.

For all of the dancers to have
mastered such a mass of

choreography, and to have built the

endurance, stamina, and ability to

maintain the high energy level they

demonstrated last weeliend, is an
accompUshment indeed. Kay Pesek,

Marianne Battistone, and Jonathan
Hartford deserve special recognition

for outstanding and consistent per-

formances. Mary Mietzelfeld's

performance in "I Haven't Got Any
Time" was both humorous and

energetic. As a whole, the ensemble

made up in enthusiasm what they

lacked in unity.

Perhaps the most unique and
stimulating aspect of the show was
Dewey's decision to produce it in the

Lasell Gym. The audience was led

from the top floor "18th century"

proscenium to the track overlooking

the main floor, to the main floor itself.

Thus Dewey was able to incorporate a

variety of spaces and styles of

presentation. The most spectacular

and successful use of space occurred
in the two pieces that were danced on

the main floor as the audience wat-

ched from the track.

Dick Jeter's sets worked integrally

with the production. The remarkable
40 feet tall Pendulum that moved not

only side to side, but also in a circle,

was constructed so that a dancer
could stand on it and actually become
part of it.

The music was well selected and
performed beautifully. Our favorites

were the 3rd movement of Bartok's

C(in(rasls, played by Penelope Mark,
James Mark, and Carolyn Bond, the

Briefly noted
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Attention

:

Live in a 50 room
Gothic Stone Mansion

80 Acre Campus
Dormitory Style

$60a month singles $80 a mo. doubles

Telephone;

Lenox 637-0600

Liebeslieder waltzes by J. Brahms,

done by Daniel O'Connor, Alexander

Black, Frances Snyder, Barbara
LeBaron, Judith Reichert, and Laura

Rosenthal, and especially Nick

Schidlovsky's performance of

Scriabin's Etude No. 12, Op. 8.

Your Time Is My Time, an over-

whelmingly ambitious production,
fluctuated between moments of

substance and quality, and exhaustive
periods of banality. Our feeling is that

the dancers' potential and the
thematic possibilities were not
choreographically explored to their

fullest extent.

gestures of their

the fairies exprei

ween them.

The music for the play was wri«p„
by WiUian»8 senior Thomas Piuu.,
don't think consciously in terms J
jazz; I wrote music to suit tlie J
ception of the production Men
delssohn's music is grounded on a
different concept of the play „„,

dealing as much with tlie play's {"ronv
Oberon and Titania have stroiu
emotions, so the music had to have
strong rhythms. The entrance is a
fight scene, so the music is angular
aggressive, dissonant. The dance

at
their reconciliation is a release
celebration, and the best way to ex-

press that seemed to be in a Savoy
ballroom 1938 big band sound, a kind
of Count Basie Jitterbug:

"The incidental music for the en-

chantments is written in whole tone

scales, so there's never any sense of a

home key. The play is about that Itind

of duality, illusion, not being able to

tell where -thj^ngs are. The last piece,

the background to Puck's speech, is

the most important to me. I vvas

trying to capture the feel of the

speech, to translate the words, more
than just give a background.'

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 300 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458-8271

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

458-5717

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS

01267

PRESENTS
Friday, February 13th

Wher«'s Poppa?
At7&9PM

Th« Rocking Horso WInnor
At 11PM

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $100

Next Attraction: LITTLE CAESAR
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Women s teams earn praise
WOMEN from pagtl

about, just look up, these women have

posted records that speak for them-

selves.

As unlikely as this conversation

might seem, let's see if Mr. Average

Williams man knew what he was

talking about.

Women's sports at Williams have

truly reached a peak of sorts over the

past year or so, posting some won-lost

records which would make their male

counterparts green with envy. Teams

in women's tennis, basketball and

squash all saw long two-season

winning streaks snapped during the

present academic year. Each of these

three teams had posted winning

streaks longer than any male team

has posted in recent years at

Williams.

Williams, for a school which has

been co-ed for only six years, already

finds itself competing on a level with

such long time bastions of female

learning as Smith, Mt. Holyoke, and

VESS3r.

Let's take a look at the sports which

women participate in at Williams. In

the fall, Purple women's teams are

fielded in field hockey, tennis and

swimming. A women's cross-country

club waralso formed this past fall.

During the winter, two of the teams
which posted unbeaten records in

1974-75 are found in action, basketball
(which consistently draws good
crowds in Lasell Gym) and squash.
Both of these'teams have been beaten
this year, but again field tough
squads. Women skiers are also in

competition in the Winter months.
Finally, during the spring, women

are in action in lacrosse and crew. The
combined mark which these teams
have posted over the past year is

enough to make a dedicated male
chauvinist shudder.

Boys in the Band
The Boys in the Band, a play by

Mart Crowley will be presented at

Dodd House on Feb. 16, 17, 18 at

8:30 P.M. The show is produced by
Cap |ind Bells and directed by
Michdel Knight '77.

The/ play deals with the fears,

-frustt'ation, and loneliness of nine

men. It has been called ".
. . the

frankest treatment of

homosexuality ever seen on the

American stage." Admission is

free but tickets, to be available one

hour before each show, are

required.

Study 4^broad, 1976

Semester and Year

FALL SEMESTER—

^:
Puebia, MEXICO:

Spanish, Latin American Studies,

Arts and Sciences

FALL AND SPRING SEMESTERS —

Florence, ITALY:

Fine Arts, Italian,

History, Political Science

Amsterdam, the NETHERLANDS:

Social Work, Art History,

History, Human Development,

Management (fall only)

Madrid, SPAIN:

Spanish Languages. Literature,

Anthropology, Art History,

Political Science

Strasbourg, FRANCE:

French Language and Literature,

Religion, History, Fine Arts,

Int. German (tall only)

London, ENGLAND:

English, Arts, Communications, Drama,

'<>v-^.ii -..iiPolitlcal Science, History, Fine Arts,

Architecture (year)

Teacher Education (fall or\\'t)

Call or write for Information and an application:

Division of International Programs Abroad

335 Comstock Avenue, Syracuse University

Syracuse, N.Y. 13210 (31S) 423-3471

Regular Syracuse credit;

some scholarships offered I

Sorry guys, it hurts me as much to

say it as it hurts you to hear it, but the
women around here are good athletes
and we're stuck with 'em.

Holmes on WCFM
The Case of the Red Headed League

will not doubt bring back fond

memories for long time fans of that

sleuth from Baker Street, and it will

probably win him some new ones as

well. It's just one of The Best of

Sherlock Holmes which will be aired

on Tuesday evenings at 7:30

throughout the spring on WCFM (91.9

FM) . The series will give students and
area residents a chance to follow the

most famous of all detectives through

his exciting adventures.

. The 15 half hour segments star two
of the world's greatest actors Sir John
Gielgud as Holmes and Sir Ralpih

Richardson as Sherlock's friend and
our storyteller Dr. Watson. Guest
appearances are made by such actors

as Orson Welles who takes the role of

Professor Moriarity in The Final

Problem to be aired later in the

spring. Other episodes for the next

few weeks include Six Napoleons, The
Speckled Band, and The Mystery of

the Second Stain.

Ed Friedland conducting the Williams Jazz Ensemble in last Friday nighfs

performance. The group has greatly expanded its repertoire, and specializes in

the I940<s big bandsound (photg t>y KIsHjO^

Track takes Little Three

4-.
Colonial Pizza

jTji
/ The Best in America

frX ' Small and Large Pizzas
' Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

50 Spring Street

458-9009 and 458-8014

open daily 9 a.m. to2a.m.

Breakfast daily 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.

Donuls, Coffee

We make our own pizza dough daily

STUDKNTS WELCOME »

fr^
THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

TRACK from page «

followed by Rich Remmer (who has

returned to the team after being away
during January) in second. Remmer
also added a second in the shot put and

qualified for the Easterns with a 46' 3"

toss.

Co-captain Scott Perry won the

long jump event for the fourth time

this season and was followed bylresh-

man Greg McAleenan in fourth place.

Perry also placed third in the triple

jump and McAleenan grabbed second

in the high jump. Co-captain Dave

McLaughry placed third in the pole

vault behind two Amherst athletes.

Amherst's Peter Millard won the

mile for the second straight year with

Dan Sullivan following in second

place. Ron White won the hurdles

decisively and Dave Bass edged Scott

Perry for the runnerup position in the

60 yard dash.

Freshman Tom Schreck ran an

excellent race to win his first 1000

yard run of the season. Dave Seeger

and Dave CarroU split one point bet-

ween them as they tied for fourth. Joe

Kolb virtually jogged to a two mile

victory followed by Steve Polasky in

second and Tim Pritchard in fourth.

Scott Perry ran an incredible an-

chor leg in the mile relay but his effort

fell just short of catching Amherst for

meet by running away with the two

mile relay. The Ephmen finish up the

regular season this Saturday against

Worcester SUte, Fitchburg State and

R.P.I. The meet will be held at Towne
Field House with field events at 1:00

p.m. and running events at 2:30 p.m.

B-ball victors
B-BALL from page 6

spurt of its own. Malinowski and

forward Earl Phillips split 10 poinU

and suddenly the Cardinals were on

top, 40-39.

Sound familiar? Remember
Brandeis in early December when the

Ephs had a 12-point lead with 10
,

minutes left? How about Trinity back

on Jan. 27? Only this time the script

had been altered: Williams ^didn't

fold. Following a time out, Mike

Tanner threw in a 15-footer and

Rosten connected from 10 feet off a

fast break and the Ephs were ahead to

stay, 43-40.

Over the final 12 minutes. Carter,

Rosten, Kelly, Wolk, and freshman

Matt Spangler, a recent addition to

the squad, padded the Williams lead,

much to the delight of Tong. "I was

happy that combo worked," he said

later. "We're stronger off the boards

with those five in there. Spangler is

starting to come along now and Brad

CUSTOM
FRAMING
li. FR\.>li: SHOP

EAST COLLEGE
presents

Bronfman Auditorium

Thursday Feb. 12
7:30,9:30,11:30pm

Admission $1

*e victory. Williams closed out the
"^Ts ^ll-.^^^^^ncelack.

y,-,','.'.'.:'.'.'.','*''''

.

>"'
'^, Yes, it appears that, at long last.

Curt Tong has developed a bench.

With Tommy Balderston and Tanner

sitting down—and on this team, 23

points is a lot to have sitting down-
Williams pulled away to a 66-53 ad-

vantage.

Jn the statistics department. Carter

had 13 rebounds and led all scorers

with 21, including 11 of 11 from the

line. He has now connected on 58 of his

last 61 free throws. Rosten added 14

and Wolk contributed 10 as well as

keeping the Cardinals' Bob Shives (14

rebounds) in checl^in the second half.

Phillips popped in 19 to pace

Wesleyan.

So the long four-game road trip-

two wins, two losses— is over and the

Ephs return home to face R.P.I,

tonight and Colby on Saturday. Both

teams are well over .500 and should

help Carter & Co. gel ready for

Amherst.

SUMMER OF '42

'After the theatre come over and trip the light fantastic I

"

Friday, Feb. 20

9;30 - 2;00 A.M.

Greylock Dining Hall

See your House President for Tickets

Fitch House's

Winter Carnival

DISCO '76

Ticlcets;

$1.50 in advance

$1.75 at door

Your Help Is Needed

In The Berkshires

The Williams College cornmunity is invited to an open

meeting of the Lehman Service Council to discuss volunteer

opportunities in the surrounding area. The meeting will be

held on: Tuesday, February 10, at 7:00 p.m. in the Baxter

Lounge.

THE WILLIAMS PEER HEALTH
COUNSELING SERVICE is open

to anyone who wants to talk atx>ut

birtti control, venereal disease, or

any problems you migtit tiave.

We have an office on the second

floor of Park Hall (the center for

Environmental Studies) which is

open from 3 to 5 p.m. every week-

day. Our staff is also available

during the infirmaries. GYM
clinics, 12:30 to 2:30 p.m., Monday

and Friday.
;

For further Information please contact:

Warren Wood Pierce

ext. 2995 or 6339
or

James Coben
ext. 6803

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET
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Ephs whip Wesleyan, 70-57
. _. _ . r>..A -——1- A_ tir^olAatnn 'Pitta iirao on /lAortMlKA »Ua •>._ . il <-•

Co-captain Dick Rhodes fought his way to a 5-2 decision over this MIT foe. The
Purple grapplers lost to both MIT and Union in the triangular meet held last

Saturday in the Lasell Gymnasium. Union defeated MIT to finish first overall.

Williams' next meet is against Amherst next Saturday. (photo by Janson)

by Dan Daly

It has not been an easy season for

the Williams basketball team. There

have been nights when nothing would

go in, nights when the second half was

15 minuta too long, nights—like the

two up in Maine—when the officials

all but led the cheers for the op-

position. Barring a whirlwind finish,

Williams will finish below .500.

But there is always the Little Three.

You can go 3-19 and still win the Little

Three. Nobody's done it yet, but it's

possible. So thie Ephs went out and

whipped Wesleyan, 70-57, Saturday

night at the Cardinal cage, evening

their league record at 1-1. A win over

Amherst on Winter Carnival weekend

could give Williams a piece of the

Little Three title and just might

salvage an otherwise disappointing

year.

Layden on Sports

Women's sports deserves praise
by Tim Layden

All right, how does this one sound to

you? The time is Winter Carnival

weekend, 1976. The place is the Baxter
Hall piano lounge. The event is a

conversation between two very
diverse individuals. One is any male
Williams student, preferably an
upperclassman. The other is a visitor

to the Purple Valley for the weekend,
Sebastian 0. Wallingworth III, class

of '62. We pick up the conversation

somewhere in the middle.

S.W.—Well, young fellow, now
matter how you look at it, things are

certainly a helluva lot different

around here than they were fifteen

years ago.

Student—No question about it, sir,

you had it a lot better than we do now,
I would have loved to have gone here
when you did.

S.W.—Don't be ridiculous, why with

co-education now part of Williams, the

atmosphere has to be a much
pleasanter one around here.

Student—Yeah sure! But look at all

we're missing as a result of having
women here, and no more frater-

nities. Would you believe that there

are no more houses on campus that

have only men in them. I'll tell you,

you wouldn't know the place!

Army defeats

racketmen,5-4
by Kaymond Porfilio

As predicted, it was a "very close

match." But Coach Dave Johnson's

hopes for a squash victory over Army
were dashed early as Williams
quickly fell behind 4-1. Late victories

salvaged a respectable 5-4 final score.

Early losses by Marc Reinhardt,

Dave Hillman, Addison Lanier and
Michael Fitzhugh put Williams at a

disadvantage. Arnie Cogswell lost as

well. Victories were recorded by Jim
Little, Charlie Haines, Mike Werner
and Frank Giammattei.

' Little won in the ninth slot, marking
his progress up the ladder. Haines

outlasted his opponent while securing

a hard-fought 3-2 win. Particularly

encouraging was Werner's first

victory of the season. He bounced
back from an opening 15-3 loss, to

triumph 3-1. Giammattei continued to

come back from losses at Princeton

and Penn to handily dispose of his

opponent 3-0.

Earlier in the week, on an extended

road trip, Williams fell to a powerful

Princeton squad, 9-0, and Penn, 8-1.

Although the losses were expected,

the team had been hoping for stronger

performances. Against Princeton,

Williams won only four games. At

Penn, only Tim Belk, no longer with

the team, was able to register a

victory.

A mid-week match at Wesleyan

provided an easy win and a much
needed ego boost, as Williams swept 9-

0. The winning ways, though, were not

to continue against Army.

The loss dropped the varsity squash

record to a lowly 2-7, ruined all

chances at a .500 season and leaves

Just a hoped-for strong performance

in the Nationals to salyage an

Otherwise disappointing season.

S.W.—The advantages must far

outweigh the disadvantages, I mean,
having girls right here on the campus.

Student— I suppose, but Mr.
Wadsworth . . .

S.W.—That's Wallingworth!

Student—Whatever. Maybe you
better try your theory on all the guys

who have girlfriends all over the

Northeast, or the countless others who
wish they did!

S.W.—Why is that so? Very similar

to when I was an Ephman.
Student—That's EphPERSON.
S.W.—Huh?
Student—Forget it.

S.W. —Well, there must be

something left for the men around

here . . . .Ah—what about athletics?

Certainly this is an area where man is

still king of the campus.

Student—Let me tell you something,

this is the saddest part of all. As much
as it kills me to admit it, there's an

awful talented bunch of female
athletes around h^re. They've got all

sorts of teams of their own, they win

games, and they draw spectators.

Why, they even wear Purple and Gold

uniforms!

S.W.—Gasp!
Student—It's something, isn't it?

Anything you think I might be kidding

see WOMEN page S

But back to Wesleyan. This was an

immensely forgettable game between

two teams going nowhere. The big

difference was that the Cardinals

played like they were going nowhere

and Williams did not. As a result,

Wesleyan is now 5-10 and the Ephs are

6-10, a 6-10 which, with a break here

and there, could easily be an 8-8 or

even a 9-7.

Williams won it with patience on

offense and aggressiveness on

defense. Guards Alex Rosten and

Gerry Kelly coolly handled

Wesleyan's ill-conceived press, which

forced exactly two turnovers, and

their length-of-the-court passes often

created 3-on-2 and 4-on-3 situations.

The trouble was, nobody was hit-

ting—even the gimmies underneath—

and after a first half in which the

biggest lead was four points

(Wesleyan, 14-10), it took a pair of

jumpers by Rosten and Mark Carter

to give Williams a very uncomfortable

29-28 lead.

Wesleyan was having its troubles on

offense, too, and the Ephs' tight 1-2-2

zone was just one headache. You can

conjure up a lot of adjectives to

describe the way the Cardinals Dlav«(
basketball Saturday nighi-orS
« not one of them. That pS
explams why they're shooting 38 5Z
cent as a team. ^
High-scorer Steve Malinowski do,

ppg) suffered through an awful firs

Malmowski threw them up of'
balance, fading away, over-ihe
shoulder, and, too often, in a crowd
You're not going to make too manv
that way and Malinowski (5 for 131

didn't.

"They were impatient," Curt Tong
agreed afterwards. "Malinowski

is a
very impaUent shooter. Sometimes

it

pays off for them and sometimes
ii

doesn't. I've seen him hit ten in a row
and miss ten in a row. Wesleyan
seems to rise and fall on whether or

not he gets his points."

In the second half, the Cardinals
fell. Actually, swooned is probably a

better word, because it was a game
for a while. After the shooting of Brad
Wolk keyed a mini-uprising that put

Williams in front, 39-30, with 15

minutes left, Wesleyan replied with a

seeB-BALLpageS

Springfield blasts swimmers
by Dennis O'Shea

The varsity swimmers open their

third consecutive defense of the Little

Three championship with Wesleyan
this Saturday at 2 : 00 pm in Muir Pool.

In 55 meetings with the Wesman since

1919, the Ephs have lost but 14 times.

This doesn't figure to be the fifteenth.

Tim Allen, defending New England
freestyle champion, and Mike Mc-
CombS} the top returnee from last

year's New Englands in both the 400

yard individual medley and the 200

butterfly, led Springfield College to a

82-31 shellacking of the Ephs last

Saturday at Springfield. Allen, also

defender of the NCAA Division II 50

and 100 freestyle titles, cruised to easy
wins in both those events, and an-

chored the Chiefs' victorious freestyle

relay.

McCombs, who took on one of the

toughest triples imaginable, the 1000

free, the 200 butterfly and 500 free,

nearly skunked the Ephmen all by
himself. He won both distance events
and took second in the fly.

John Farmakis nabbed the Ephs'
only first place in the 200 individual

medley. Fellow soph Stuart Deans
also swam well, chopping better than
10 seconds from his best time of the

year to place second in the 1000, and
sticking with McCombs most of the

way to take another second in the 500,

Purple sprinters Bruce Barclay, RJ
Connelly, Dave Preiss and Don
Cameron garnered some unexpected
seconds and thirds, but you can't

swim to Springfield's strength,
freestyle, and expect to win. The Ephs
needed points they just didn't get in

the medley relay and the non-

freestyle individual events.

The Springfield loss is Williams'

third in a row after a four meet win
skein opened the season. The Ephs
should drop Wesleyan and Amherst
with little difficulty, but considering

the strength of their earlier opponents
are just as lucky to end the season
with two easy meets.

"We could have as easily ended up
with a 3-6 as the 6-3 record we'll get,"

asserts co-captain Tom McEvoy. The
natators blew out some really tough
squads like Southern Connecticut and
Hamilton, but folded to both Bowdoin
and Springfield.

The Ephs take both those teams on
again at next month's New Englands.
Last year, the Chiefs themselves
proved how little dual meets mean
when a team is shaved down and

psyched up for post-season com-
petition. 'The downstaters edged
Williams out of second by 29 points in

the conference meet after the Ephs
had dumped them in the regular

season 65-48.

Freshman Dan Sullivan eludes the Salem St. defense and fires on Viking goalie

Gerry Gagnon. Salem won thegame 4-1. (photo by Everett)

Vikings explode in 3rd period

Solem St. fells Purple skaters, 4-1
by NickCristiano

For two periods, the Williams-
Salem State hockey game on Saturday
evening at Chapman Rink was a

spectator's dream. Fast, end-to-end

action and crisp playmaking with only

one penalty, superb play by both
goaltenders, and a 1-1 deadlock kept
the onlookers on the edge of their

seats. Then, within a seven-second
span early in the third period, Salem
turned the game into a nightmare for

the Ephs and their followers, scoring
two lightning quick goals on its way to

a 4-1 victory,

Both goaltenders, Gerry Gagnon of

Salem and Chuck Cremens of

Williams, played excellently, but
were aided immeasurably by their

best friend, the goalpost, and inac-

curate shooting by each team,
Gagnon, playing without the aid of

standout defenseman Dick Lamby,
who was lost to the U,S, Olympic
team, nevertheless looked invincible,

slopping 28 Purple shots, including
two clean breakaways and a two-on-

one,

Cremens nearly matched the
performance, stopping 34 Viking
shots, and for two periods defusing a
potent Salem attack that had notched
twelve goals in its previous outing
against Colby,

Augmenting the excitement of the

end-to-end action and outstanding
goaltending were the several near
misses by both teams. In the first

period, on back-to-back breakaways,
Viking Bob Smith drew Cremens out
of position but fanned on a
backhander, and Ephman Peter
Gonye then shot wide with Gagnon
helpless. Earlier, a slapshot by Eph
defenseman Jim Norton had caromed
off the crossbar.

In the second period, Salem's Dan
Kreiner hit the post on a point blank
shot, and Williams' John Bessone shot
wide on a breakaway in the final
session.

The Vikings, in their Philadelphia
Flyer style uniforms, had gotten on
the scoreboard first, taking ad-

Don Wallace finished first in the mile at the Little Three Plus One. He was later
disqualified for cutting oH an Amherst competitor earlier in the race, (photo by

. ^ -2 1%1^ '.

: . m^

vantage of the only penalty in the first

forty minutes of play. With Dan

Sullivan off for tripping, the Vil(ings

worked the puck in smoothly from

point to slot to crease, where Ken

Irving slid a backhander under a

helpless Cremens at 3:08.

Rick Zeller tied it for Williams at

14:42 when his shot from the t)lueline

somehow made its way through a

maze of bodies and bounced past the

startled Gagnon,
After a scoreless middle session, the

Vikings, now 12-4, ended the dream

game only two and a half minutes into

the final period. At 2:31, Smith scored

in a goalmouth scramble, and seven

seconds later Larry Goldberg fired a

slapper that ricocheted off the left

post and into the net. That was all the

unbeatable Gagnon needed, allliough

Martin Botticelli got him an insurance

goal at 6:51,

Williams, 9-6-1 and 6-6-1 in Division

A, is now idle until Friday evemng.

when it hosts another tough divisional

foe, Lowell Tech.

Track runs
away with

Little Three
by Frank Carr

Williams once again showed its

dommation in Little Three indoor

track competition by crushing ils

traditional rivals plus Trinily on

Saturday. The Ephmen won six events

and tallied 60 points, followed by

Amherst with 38, Trinity with .1.1
ano

Wesleyan finished last with 20 pomls

Williams took the early lead in the

meet, but after the 600 yd dash

Trinity was in the lead by three points.

The Ephs finished strong, however, as

they scored 33 points in the last six

events,

Larry Tanner led off the scoring W
winning the 35 lb, weight throw,

see TRACK page 5
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Faculty passes six bills;

defers action on PE
by Joaeph Hurley

The Faculty passed six proposals at

their monthly meeting on Wednesday

and deferred one—Revision of the

Physical Education Requirement—

until today. In addition to the passage

of curriculum proposals for divisions

I, II, and III, the faculty also gave

their approval for a Theatre Major, a

Coordinate Program in computer

science, and a Williams Urban Studies

Program in New York City.

The requirement of participation in

eight theatrical productions for

prospective theatre majors (in ad-

dition to the eleven course

requirement) attracted some
discussion, but the proposal

ultimately passed by a unanimous

vote. The major concern centered

around the possibility that this par-

ticular requirement would demand so

much of the student's time that there

might be an adverse affect on the

student in other areas of the

curriculum.

Drama director Jean-Bernard
Bucky said that this requirement was
in large part influenced by drama
students themselves. It was pointed

out that many students devote just as

much of their time to activities like

sports and the motion was carried in

its entirety.

The proposed coordinate program
in computer science met no resistance

by the faculty and passed
unanimously. As with the theatre

proposal, it was stressed that there

would be no extra staffing im-

plications by this proposal.

The program requires six courses

and according to CEP Chairman
William T. Fox, the computer
sequence will be followed by students

in many diverse major fields.

"Computers are certainly becoming

important in today's society,"
stressed Fox during the meeting,
'and this is a solid, well thought out
program which will serve the needs of

those students going on to computer-
related disciplines following
graduation from Williams."

The major debate of the afternoon
centered on the proposal for the Ur-
ban Studies Program in New York
City. CEP member Mark C. Taylor
explained the proposal, stressing the

need to "bridge the conceptual and
the experiential" in analyzing
problems such as those which New
York poses.

The major objection to the proposal

concerned the cost of the program.

see FACULTY page 3

Dean Grabois speaks at Wednesday's faculty meeting. The faculty approved
six CEP proposals but deferred action on the Revision of the Physical
Education Requirement until today. . (photo by Janson)

Band members react to PE proposal
Opposing the CEP's proposal to

eliminate credit for band, some band
members maintained that the move
will be fatal to the organization.

According to Band member Linda

Smith '78, "Seventy per cent of the

band's present memtiership is made
up of freshmen and sophomores who
are using their participation in the

band to fulfill part of the phys. ed.

requirement." With the phys. ed,

incentive removed, she said, the

largest contingent of the band will be

drastically reduced.

Incoming freshmen in particular,

several band members said, will not

be tempted to join the band. They
estimated that the effect of the

proposal will be at least to cut

membership in the band to half its

present size; "that would be too small

for the l)and to continue to function,"

Smith commented.
Another complaint band

representatives made is that the CEP
didn't attempt to contact the band to

obtain their views. They contend that

since CEP meetings are closed, they

were unaware that the CEP was
considering a proposal thai would
effect the band's future. Members

expressed disappointment when the

CEP went ahead with its proposals

despite the fact that a College Council-

sponsored survey showed that 64 per

cent of the student body favored

granting phys. ed. credit to band
see CEP page 5

Frosh choose housing
The Freshman Inclusion Process

will begin on March 5 and will con-

clude after spring vacation. The
procedure, which will affiliate

members of the Class of '79 with

upper-class houses, will be unchanged
from recent years.

Each Freshman w^i receive a

booklet, compiled by the Student

Housing Committee, which describes

the types of housing available on

campus. The booklet groups the 15

houses into four categories—

Greylock, Mission Park, row houses,

and Dodd-Fitch-Prospect—stating the

characteristics of each group.

Also the booklet includes a form for

students to rank the four groups in

order of their preference for a living

arrangement. Freshmen must submit

the form by the March date.

Chris T. Roosenraad, Associate

Dean, said the College would continue

to use the present inclusion

procedures as long as random
selection of the members of houses

was the objective of the process.

FEBRUARYS, 1976 .

College invites

applicants for

special visit
The Admissions Office has invited

about 60 "outstanding" candidates for

admission to the Class tt 1980 to a

special prpgk'atn March 4-C Ad-
missions Director Phijip F. Smith
said. •

, \
In the past, roughly, tMilf of the in-

vitations have been Accepted. Ap-

plicants provide their own tran-

sportation to Williamstown but. are

supplied with free room and board.

Each guest stays with a volunteer

student host.

The Admissions Office invites

applicants who have impressed the

office as very "positive and upbeat,"

Smith said, and who are expected to

contribute much to the Williams

community.
The program, formerly known as

"Special Scholar's Weekend" in-

cluded a formal cocktail party and
dinner. This year, the emphasis will

be more casual, Smith said. Ac-

cording to George Marcus, associate

professor of political science and
member of the Student-Faculty
Committee on Admissions, the formal

dinner has been abandoned in favor of

a normal Thursday-night guest meal
with the applicants' hosts, as well as a

few general get-togethers, including a

pizza party.

In the five years the program has

been in existence, roughly 10 students

each year out of the 30 or so who at-

tend have made Williams their final

choice over other schools.

The cost of the program to the

school consists primarily of providing

meals for the guests and has in the

past run below $1000, according to

Smith. Costs are expected to decrease

this year with the elimination of the

cocktail party and dinner.

JA selection process begins
The Junior Advisor Selection

Committee held its first meeting
Monday, February 9. Some
preliminary matters were discussed,

among them the importance of con-

fidentiality when reviewing ap-

plications.

The selection process will begin in

earnest next week, once all the ap-

plications from the Class of 1978 have

been submitted, a committee member
reported. Sophomores received the

"JA definition" and necessary ap-

plication forms in the last week of

January. James Trapp, '76, head of

this year's committee, said that the

next meeting "will probably be

Tuesday the 17th."

Continental breakfast observes first

anniversary; menu may be expanded
by Jane Adams

February marks the first an-
niversary of the continental break-
fast, salvation for many a late

sleeper. The student-initiated
program is aimed at people "not able
to get to breakfast for one reason or

another," said David R. Woodruff,
director of food services, although
Vivian LePage, director of Baxter
dining hall, mentioned that several
students take in both breakfasts.

Between 9 and 10 a.m. cold cereal,

toast, coffee, and juice are served in

Baxter to approximately 100-135

people. Continental breakfast is of-

fered exclusively at Baxter because of

its central location.

"It's definitely a success," stated

Le Page. "It fills a need."

Regarding possible menu ex-

pansion. Woodruff mentioned he is

looking into the addition of doughnuts

or sweet rolls. Since fruit has been

added to the regular breakfast line

and at noontime, he said he feels it is

^unlikely that any will be available at

continental.

To those who have faced a locked

door at 10:01 a.m. Le Page explained,

"Some students don't understand—we

have to close at exactly 10:00. We
have another meal to prepare."

This year's committee is composed

of 11 present Junior Advisors, 14

Seniors who were JA's last year, 2

members from the student body at

large, and Dean of Freshmen Lauren

R. Stevens. They will review some 150

applicants and choose 52 JA's from

the group.

Several important changes have

been made in the selection process

since last year, said Trapp. Last year,

he explained, two committees

reviewed the applications. If an ap-

plicant was accepted by one com-

mittee, he or she was set aside for the

final eliminations. If rejected, the

application was sent to the other

committee where it was scrutinized a

second time. If the other committee

rejected the application, Trapp ex-

plained, the applicant was out of the

running. However, if the second

committee approved the applicant, he

or she would then go on to the final

eliminations despite having been

rejected by the first committee.

Once the pool of applicants had been

narrowed, six members of each of the

two committees got together to un-

dertake the final eliminations.

This year there is only one com-

mittee which will see the whole

process through, Trapp said.

"There was a lot of duplication last

year," said Trapp, explaining the

change to one committee. "They

would say the same things about an

applicant in the final committee as

had been said in one of the first two.

Another and perhaps more important

reason for the change was one of

morale. People who didn't gel on the

final committee felt they didn't have a

real say in picking JA's despite all the

work they had put into the

preliminaries."

s«eJA'tpagi3

President of last year's JA's Tim Trapp (right) talks with sophomore Peter

Friesenafter a recent JA information meeting. (photo by Janson)

Council censures CEP on PE
The College Council voted Wed-

nesday night to censure the Com-
mittee on Educational Policy for

"failure to solicit testimony from

sports managers and members of the

Williams Band in preparing proposals

which would eliminate Physical

Education credit for those activities."

The Council also decided to hold

elections of CC house representatives,

CC president and vice-president, six

at-large representatives, and
members of the Committee on

Educational Policy, the Committee on

Undergraduate Life, and the

Discipline Committee on March 8 and

9.

In further action on the CEP
proposal, the Council decided to

distribute a statement to faculty

members prior to today's faculty

meeting. The statement supports PE
credit for band meml>ers and team

managers, and cites a student survey

which indicated that a majority of

students favor credit for memt)ers of

those groups.

According to CC President Mayo A.

Shattuck III '76, "The Council
definitely urges freshmen to run" for

Council seats next month. Students

wishing to nominate themselves for

one of these offices should submit
their names to the Dean's office,

explained Shattuck.

The Housing Committee approved a

proposal by George J. Schutzer '77,

Fort Hoosac House president, to make
Doughty and Agard Houses
coeducational next year.

The Finance Committee will meet
Monday night to consider additional

funding for the ACEC, the Volleyball
Club, and WCFM, according to

Lanier.
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Getting Fed
The continental breakfast in Baxter Hall celebrates its first

anniversary this month. The student-initiated program is an
outstanding example of how student input can improve problem
areas in the College, but it is only one step in what should be a

complete examination of problems related to campus food

services and food quality.

While 100-135 persons are served in Baxter each morning as

part of the continental breakfast, it does not solve all problems
related to breakfasts on campus. Many students still miss
breakfast on a regular basis, and should not be paying for

breakfast in their board bill. Since breakfast is only served in

the four main campus dining halls, we see no reason why an
alternate board plan cannot be devised with separate rates for

students who do not take breakfast. This may mean extending
hours in some of the dining halls. All the major dining halls

except for Baxter close for breakfast at 8:30. This makes it

difficult for a person with a 9:00 class to stop in for a quick cup
of coffee and piece of toast directly before going to class.

Likewise, the typical sleepy college student who has a 9:30 class

will never make the 8:30 cutoff. We recommend that all dining
halls be open for 15 more minutes than they are now. Likewise,
a five minute extension on continental breakfast hours on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday will make it easier to persons
with classes ending at 9:50 a.m. to eat breakfast.

Careful thought by students will lead to a number of other
suggestions which should be considered by the College. It is

essential that such ideas are communicated to the persons
making the decisions. Students with ideas should mention them
to their College Council representatives and put them in

writing. Record discussions with Dean Cris Roosenraad and
David Woodruff and Jim Hodgkins of food services indicate
these persons are open to suggestions and, therefore, make
excellent recipients for letters of suggestion.

The two most significant changes in food services in recent
years, continental breakfast and the vegetarian line, have been
student-initiated. Other student-initiated changes may help
improve the quality of food and services offered to students.

There is little question that some improvement is needed.

Hosting Scholars
Again this year, the Admissions Office is inviting 60

"outstanding" high school students for a special weekend
program. The hope is to attract students with strong academic
and personal qualities to the College who might otherwise pass
up Williams for other schools

Encouraging such applicants to visit Williams is an ex-

cellent idea. The Berkshire setting and friendly atmosphere of

the campus is Williams' best selling point.

In the past charges have been leveled at the "Special
Scholar's Weekend" (as it was called) for being too artificial,

too much an over-powered attempt to sell the College. If true,

the weekend hurt the college in that they failed to show off the
College in its best light and may have turned students off with
its artificiality.

In any case, the Admissions Committee is moving in the
other direction. A formal cocktail party and dinner have been
replaced with invitations to the house guest meals scheduled for

that night. In general, the emphasis is more on getting to know
Williams and its students rather than other members of the
"outstanding" applicants group.

The Admissions Committee is on the right track. We know
that students and faculty will be friendly and helpful. In ad-
dition, we hope that more students will let the Admissions Of-

fice know of their willingness to host perspective applicants
throughout the year.

A irlbuie fo Gates
To the editor:

May I add a word to the fine tributes

to Professor William Gates reported

last month in the Record?

The quality that marked Bill Gates

an through his life—or at least since

the age of nineteen, when I first knew

him—was a compelling and con-

tagious enthusiasm. He was a brilliant

teacher largely, I think, because he

conveyed to students his intense

excitement about the things Ije was

teaching. He did this with such zest

and wry humor—and yet with in-

tellectual rigor and discrimination—

that to hundreds of Williams people he

became the very model of the ex-

traordinary teacher. And teaching

came hard for Bill Gates. As a youth

he had the most severe speaking

impediment I have ever observed.

Only when he was fully at ease, at

least during the years we roomed and

worked together, did I find him free of

it. To go into teaching—to know that

year after year, class after class, he

would have to struggle to find his

speaking voice—took a rare kind of

courage.

He was a fine teacher—he was a

great man. His "greatness" was not

that of fame in the broader world. No
one who knew him doubted that he

could achieve such "greatness" if he

had wished. In earlier years he had

been the author of a superb study of

"Michigan copper and Boston

dollars" and he could have written

much more. But he preferred to pour

his energy and talents into teaching,

into work on a wide variety of reforms

at Williams, into nurturing the

discipline of economics at Williams.

All of us are the richer for those gifts.

Of Bill Gates one can say words that

must be reserved for a tiny fraction of

the human race:

He was a natural aristocrat. He was
a prince among men.

James MacGregor Burns '39

Band outrage
To the editor:

I am rarely angered enough to

spend time writing letters to the

editors of this paper; however, to say

that the recent irresponsibility of the

CEP has brought me to the point of

anger is a mild understatement.

The CEP's proposal of four
guidelines tightening the ad-

ministration of physical education

was first announced to the student

body in the January 27th issue of the

Itecoid. I, along with most of the

students I know, assumed that this

Volunteers needed for 24-hour relay

There will be an organizational meeting for the Campus Chest's 24-hour

relay at 4: 15 pm Thursday, Feb. 19th, in the At,hletic Office of Lasell gym.
Volunteer workers are needed to collect pledges for the March 14-15 benefit.

Job Jots
SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES:
Metropolitan Museum of Art—Jrs.,
Art History Majors, Application

deadline, Feb. 27.

Eastman Kodak Co.—Jrs., sum-
mer assignments in science
(chemistry & physics), business &
math.

Equitable Ljfe Summer Actuarial
Program—Sophs, Jrs. Apply by
March 1st.

Oak Ridge National Lab—Srs.,
physical Si environmental scien-

ces, $923 per month, March 1st

deadline.

Wilderness Guide & Counselor,
June 2 - Aug. 28, hiking, canoeing,
biking, rock climbing etc.

throughout Northeast.

THINKING OF A YEAR OFF?
Consider an apprenticeship with
Project Seal investigating a

variety of interests ranging from
boat building to town planning
(and much in-between). A
representative will be at O.C.C.
talking with anyone interested—
Feb. 18. Sign up with Katie.

RECRUITING SCHEDULE:
Mon., Feb. 16, Sign-ups
U.S. Trust - 23rd
P & G Brand Mngt - 24th

Continental Grain - 24th

Northwestern Mutual - 26th

U.S. Navy - 26th

Gimbels - 27th

proposal had been considered very

recently, and of course, I took it for

granted that the CEP's decision had

been made in consultation with all

parties directly concerned. After all,

we elected responsible students to

serve with distinguished faculty

members on this committee.

Because I have a strong interest in

the proposal affecting PE credit for

Marching Band members, I did a little

research into the nature of the CEP's

decision. The following is what I

discovered:

1. The CEP has been discussing

changes in the PE requirement since

October.

2. The CEP voted early in the year

to close its meetings to the public, and

there has been no CEP sponsored

open meeting on the subject of

changes in the PE requirement.

3. The only outside people allowed

the opportunity of any input in this

decision were members of the PE
department; members o£..a depart-

ment, which, for obvious financial

reasons, would feel an obligation to

promote more participation, and
more diversified participation, in

their department.

4. No one from the Band, nor from

the Music Department (the Band's

official sponsor) was informed at any

time during the four month
deliberation that the CEP was even

considering denying the Band further

PE credit.

I am completely astonished that a

college of this calibre has allowed a

committee as powerful as the CEP to

operate without any outside input. The
temptation here is to blame the

student body for failure to be con-

cerned with the CEP's activities;

however, this is one point where
student apathy is NOT to blame. It is

very difficult for students to express

their opinions on an issue that they

don't even know is being considered.

With closed meetings, and CEP
proposals not being released to the

College community until after they

have already been submitted to the

faculty, one wonders how students

(other than the five who serve as CEP
members) could possibly provide any
input into these decisions.

It should be emphasized that it is not

the actual decision that is so im-

portant at this point. The problem lies

in the irresponsible method by which
this decision was reached.

With decisions like this recent one
on the PE requirement being made on
the Williams campus, it is perhaps a

little easier to understand how Jeb
Stuart Magruder came away from
here with an elitist attitude on
government. It is time that we all took

a serious look at how these important
decisions are being made.

Sincerely,

Linda S. Smith '78

Fort clarified

To the editor:

Speaking for the officers of Fort
Hoosac House, I would like to clarify

several of the statements made in the

article titled "Schutzer proposal
advocates coeds for Doughty and
Agard" appearing in Tuesday's
Record.

First, the article's statement that

"The present arrangements, while
attractive to male House members, is

favored by few women" is

misleading. Although the present
room situation may favor men, some
women are satisfied with it. The
important point is that both the men
and women of the House favor
coeducation over the present
arrangement due to social con-
siderations as well as housing
inequities. The coeducation proposal
was unanimously approved by Fort
Hoosac House at a House meeting
after careful discussion of its im-

plications for both present house
members and incoming freshman.
Second, we wish to stress the fact

that under this proposal all members
of Fort Hoosac House including in-

coming freshman will have the option

of living in a single sex house, i.e. the

Fort (male) or Susie Hopkins
(female) instead of Agard and
Doughty which would be coed.

Finally, we feel that because of this

single sex house option coeducaUo„»i
housing in Port Hoosac House shol
not complicate freshman appUcaii™
to Row Houses.

'^'^^"™

Rick Siegrist, 77
Vice-President of Fort Hoosac House

Reagan_debunke^
To the editor:

—

Ain't It just like the night to evob
visions of 1972 ... Nixon said thJ
that race would present the clearest
choice in the history of presidential
elections ... and it was ... amj
yet, as unbelievable as it seems now
Nixon was re-elected by Uie largest

majority in U,S. political history

but why should that be so surprising

... we ai>e a nation who in recent

elections had given a WallaceLeMay
ticket god knows how many votes

... we also were a country whicli

was able to nominate LBJ and Barry
Goldwater in the same year
where will it ever end?

When in god's name will we finally

electa man with the humanity needed

to be president? Or, as Raoul Duke

said, "have we finally come face to

face with ourselves; we should just

lay back and say it—that we are a

nation of 220 million used car

salesmen with all the money we need

to buy guns, and no qualms at all

about killing anybody else in the world

who tries to make us uncomfortable"?

And now Don Toumey calls for the

election of Ronald (thirty five mule

team cowboy) Reagunnza ... so

soon after Nixon's resignation and tlie

optimism that it had brought to some

of us ... maybe we could get the

country moving again, to demonstrate

some of the ideals that it might once

have stood for . . . but no, first Jerry

and now the cowboy . . .

The cowboy ... I'd have thought

that he was finally gone, maybe he

had hooked up with Borax again and

left the rest of us alone ... but now

he wants to become president . .

.

Toumey tells me that Reagan should

be president because, "he is a man of

vision and a man in touch with the

people." ... the people!!! don'l

make me puke ... in March of 1974

when Hearst was giving away a few

million dollars worth of food to poor

people, the cowboy said that he

thought it might be funny if there were

an outbreak of botulism among the

recipients ... or again in 1972, when

speaking against a program aimed at

giving aid to the working poor, he

said, "once somebody starts getting a

check from the federal government

it's awfully hard to get them out of the

habit." . . . all this in the contest of 25

million poor Americans malnourished

... a man very much in love and in

touch with his people ... and Ihe

young republicans club at Williams

supported him in a straw poll

and now his vision for these l-'nited

States ... the cowboy's big idea was

workfare (i.e. no work, no check >

in 1973, the Legislature's Auditor

General termed the "work or else"

program a "failure"—90 per cent of

the jobs were for maintenance

requiring no skills, and the job

training was used merely to harass

participants ... in early 1973, the

cowboy nominated William Clarke,

Jr. for the California Supreme Court-

Clarke had received no un

dergraduate degree (he left college

after two years) and then after three

years he flunked out of law school-

the cowboy's press release lied about

the man's education.

His vision for America has never

been 20-20 and never in tune with the

future or the people \^''l *^

finally decide to elect a good human

president this year, or some beaten

down cowboy? Come home America,

It's been a long, long time .
.

.Vli.liiHl n«a'.\ '*

A slide-tape on M<idern I'ainlinf

III India will be presented this

Tuesday at 4:00 pm in the Weston

Language Center Lounge The

informal presentation will include

taped interviews with the leading

painters and critics in India

today-and slides of the painters

and their paintings. Presented by

Thomas Herwitz '78 as part of WSF

99.
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Faculty to rule on PE today
WILLIAMS RECORD

FACULTY from p«g« I

According to ttie eatinutea of Stephen

R. Lewis, Jr., the extra cost to the

college of the program would be in the

range of $6,000 to $10,000. Enrollment

will be limited to twelve.

"I thinlt it is silly—a large expense

for relatively few studente," argued

biology professor William DeWitt.

Citing sacrifices the College has been

forced to make with a tight budget, he

added, "When the chips are down, I

think we should say no. The money

should be spent here ... ^o that all

students may benefit."

Other faculty members stressed the

value of the program, not only for

those students going to the city but

also for all other students who will

benefit from the participants' ex-

periences. The faculty vote of 51 for,

and 18 opposed cleared the way for the

program, which is scheduled to begin

next year.

Enrolled students will take a Fall

Semester preparatory course on

campus and will then leave for New
York at the start of Winter Study. The

students will be required to attend two

seminars (taught by Charles H. Baer,

assistant professor of political

science, and visiting lecturers in the

New York area), write an analytical

paper, and keep a journal of their

experiences. They will return to

campus following Spring break.

The faculty quiclily approved the

three other CEP proposals involving

curriculum changes in the three
curricular divisions. Significant
changes include imaginative honors
programs in English and history, and
a rearrangement of the coordinate
program in environmental studies.
Environmental Studies lOls will be
introduced. with Economics 101 and
Art 201 being dropped as required
courses, and a distribution
requirement will be included that can
be fulfilled by taking one course in
each of three defined areas.

The Faculty meeting also included a
memorial acclamation for the late
William B. Gates, prepared by
economics professor Joseph A.
Kershaw, and also a brief admissions
statement by Philip F. Smith.
Charles Fuqua, Chairman of the

Stetson Use Committee, gave a
favorable progress report of the
Stetson Hall Renovation. Russell H.
Bostert, history professor, responded
by opposing present plans concerning
Stetson Hall. He argued for more
faculty-oriented uses throughout the
building so that the faculty offices do
not become known as "Stetson's Rear
End". Included m iiis plans were
faculty lounges and snack bars in

which there would be "no apologies
given for the exclusion of students."

Fuqua replied that he had at-

tempted to solicit ideas from the
faculty regarding possible uses of

Stetson, but that there had been little

response.

Opinion

Page 3

Wallace
This is the third in a aeries of pro-

presidential candidate articles written
by Williams students. Although the

author is not a Wallace supporter, he
believes that the views of all can-
didates should be represented.

by George J. Yamin, Jr.

At a college like Williams—a school
which boasts with pride of its

enlightened and liberal-minded
student body and faculty— it is not

surprising that the candidacy of

George Wallace for President
receives little (if any) support. Vet
Wallace, more than any other can-

didate now seeking the Presidency, is

the most appropriate person to lead

America into its third century.

Before stating reasons why George
Wallace should become our next

President, however, it is first

necessary to confront directly some of

his "faults."

As one looks critically at his public

record, one might say that the

governor of Alabama has at times

been less than tolerant with regard to

the issue of minority rights in this

country. Indeed, some observers
might even claim that his views have

WHAP formulates policy statement
in attempt to clarify misconceptions
The following planks constitute the

basic worjcing approach taken by the

Williams Hunger Action Project to the

issues of world hunger. This approach
has evolved as the composition and
outlook of the group itself has evolved

during the past year. As the group
continues to deal with the complex
causes and manifestations of world
hunger, it is likely that this approach
will continue to change. Also, the

planks were arrived at through
lengthy debate and discussion within

the group—the Policy Statement as a

whole reflects the sense of general

conclusions reached rather than the

specific program of any individual.

Each plank represents a highly

simplified summation of WHAP's
response to a tremendously complex
issue. Hopefully this Policy Statement
will serve, if nothing else, to touch off

an open debate in which the questions

addressed here could be developed in

more depth. Members of the Williams
community are urged to voice their

opinions on all of these issues in the

forums offered by the campus media
or at WHAP's meetings which are
always open to the community at

large. The process of continuing

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 300 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458 8271

education within the group can be

furthered by stimulus from those

currently outside the group.

Finally, though the response to

world hunger contained in the Policy

Statement is highly simplified and
subject to continued criticism and
change, it nonetheless represents a

coherent, well-considered, practical

approach to some of the most

significant problems facing the

contemporary world.

WILLIAMS HUNGER ACTION
PR().IKCT POLICY STATEMENT

1, To alleviate hunger we believe it is

necessary to move toward an

equitable distribution of health ser-

vices, land, and income. This, in

addition to the availability of birth

control education and distribution,

will also curtail the rate of population

growth,

2, Agricultural development within

the developing nations is necessary

for a long-term solution to the

problem. Food aid should be em-

ployed as a short-term buffer during

agricultural set-backs and

emergencies,

3, Massive development-oriented

assistance from the United States

should supplement locally initiated

economic development among third-

world nations. Development
programs should aim for regional

self-sufficiency and thus center on the

small farmer and small industry

rather than on high-income groups in

the land-lord class. The form of this

assistance should be at the discretion

of the nations which receive it. Credits

which stipulate purchase of United

States products should be eliminated,

4, Food aid should be given only to

The little old fashioned country store in the big kin is

filled up to the brim with imaginative handcrafted mer-

chandise collected from the United States and all over the

world. There Is a large selection of Zuni and Hopi Indian

silver, turquoise and coral jewelry, plus silver by

Massachusetts silversmiths. Also great belts, head scarves,

India bedspreads ($9.00) and Numdah rugs, baskets from the

Orient, Gwen Frostic books and notes, mugs, a zoo of stuffed

animals . . . PLEASE DON'T FEED THE ANIMALS
• • . pottery and plants, Imported teas, Crowley's Colby

cheese candies and much much more . . .

10% DISCOUNT WILLIAMS PEOPLE
• Open 10-2 weekdays - f-V wMkends

those countries with food deficits. The
first to receive aid should be those

areas classified by the United Nations

as most severely affected. Food
distribution should be on

humanitarian grounds, not on

political grounds.

5, An international system of grain

reserves should be established. It

would be administered by an
autonomous international body, which

would channel reserves on the basis of

determined need. The United States

should encourage domestic programs
of agriculture, distribution, and
consumption that would fulfill the

international quota while maintaining

an adequate domestic food supply,

6, WHAP endorses the World Food

Conference call for an International

Fund foi" Economic Development,

which would help finance agricultural

projects in the developing nations,

7, A disproportionate amount of the

resources and produce of this limited

world is consumed by Americans,

WHAP encourages Americans to

adopt simpler and less wasteful

lifestyles. For example:

A) The use of fertilizer for non-

agricultural purposes should be

minimal;

B) Resources should be diverted

from unnecessary and wasteful

government programs and operations

to increase the amount of buffer food

aid and funding for agricultural

development, as advocated above;

and
C) Americans are in need of a

higher level of awareness concerning

nutrition and the repercussions of

day-to-day consumption habits,

particularly the wasteful large-scale

consumption of grain-fed beef and

pork. The United Slates Government

should -support intelligent alternatives

to the traditional meat-centered

American diet,

8, Elimination of malnutrition in the

United Slates, as well as in developing

nations, should be the target of

national policy and programs,
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Agape: Women In the Christian
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are welcome

bordered on the extreme.

Yet the man who once stood

defiantly on the steps of an Alabama
school in response to a federal

desegregation order is self-admittedly

a changed person regarding his

position on race. In fact, George
Wallace has in recent yeiyrs made a

conscious effort to indicate to the

American public that his views on
race are milder, more tolerant, and
more in keeping with the American
ideals of liberty and justice.

While the usual reaction to this

contention is one of skepticism, a
more charitable response would t>e

the Christian one—forgiveness of the

"lost sheep" who has sinned but since

repented and returned to the "flock".

Certainly no candidate is perfect, and
Wallace is no exception. But his

flexibility and his willingness to admit
his mistakes on this issue are ad-

mirable qualities that are essential in

any President.

Unfortunately for Wallace, his past

image of extremism continues to

Haunt him today. Yet the political

issues which he has represented

throughout his public career are now
being echoed, with visible success, by
other, more "respectable" can-
didates. Jimmy (barter's "anti-

Washington" pitch, Ronald Reagan's
opposition to big government and a

mounting welfare budget, and Henry
Jackson's wariness of the benefits of

detente, are all instances where other

candidates have capitalized upon
"Wallace issues."

In part, this phenomenon suggests

the viability and popularity of what
Wallace stands for, even if these

positions must be packaged dif-

ferently so as not to offend people

disturbed by the Wallace image.

Yet as important as the substance of

the Wallace candidacy may be, it is in

the symbolic realm that the best

George C.Wallace

argument for a Wallace Presidency
can be made. If nothing else, George
Wallace in the White House would be a

symtK)lic victory for the "little man"
in this country who pays his taxes and
fights his '(Country's wars, but who is

virtually always ignored and lost in

the shuffle of governmental benefits

and rewards.

For the first time since the

Presidency of Andrew Jackson, the

"common man," who has i)een the

cornerstone of the republic since its

origins, would have one of his own as

President. In keeping with the great

tradition of populism in this country,

the Presidency of George Wallace
would best represent the interests of

the average American, and perhaps
relieve the sense of alienation and
frustration with the democratic
process that is not uncommon in

"Middle America."
If nothing else, the election of

George Wallace as President might
have a nationwide cathartic effect.

Even his critics (or, one should say,

especially his critics) have observed
his ability to tap the most deeply-

seated passions and feelings of the

American people. In a campaign year
in which no other candidate appears
capable of arousing the electorate out

of its apathy and indifference, it is

crucial to have a President who is not

bland or boring. Once given their

release, it is likely that the anger, fear

and frustration now seething within

many Americans will dissipate, for

the betterment of all concerned.

Four seniors win fellowships
The Faculty Committee on

Graduate Fellowships selected four

seniors Monday to receive graduate

fellowships,

Paul R, Eklund and Donald A,

Josephson received Horace F, Clark

Fellowships, awarded, according to

the College bulletin, for superior

scholarship, .^neral ability, and
interest in research. Alternates are

Anthony P, Allison, Arnold L, Aronoff,

Gary L, Fisketjon, Joseph W, Singer,

Pakorn Vichyanond, and Allison S,

Young,

The John Edmund Moody
Fellowship went to Bruce M, Herman,
with William J, Driscoll and
Catharine B, Hill as first and second

alternates. The committee awards the

fellowship for general intellectual

ability, need of assistance, promising

creative work and a desire to pursue
studies at Exeter College, Oxford
University, for two years fol-

lowing graduation.

P, Scott Shane, Jr. received the

Carroll A, Wilson Fellowship with

William J, Driscoll and Catharine B.

Hill as first and second alternates.

The catalogue lists qualifications for

the prize as leadership, scholastic

attainment, physical vigor, and in-

terest in attending Worcester College,

Oxford University,

The Hubbard Hutchinson Memorial
Fellowship will \x awarded in May by
President John W, Chandler, Thirty-

five students applied to the com-
mittee, which consists of twenty
department chairmen headed by S.

Lane Faison,

Sophs seek JA positions
JA'sfrom page 1

The selection process is frequently

criticized as an exercise performed by

an elitist group which was selected

through a similar process by an

equally elitist group, Trapp com-
mented on this objection, saying, "We
have tried to open up the process in

response to the complaint that it

perpetuated a certain type of JA,

Hence the two at-large members, I

only wish there were more people we
could involve,"

When asked if the move to include at

large members in the committee was
a token response, Trapp stated,

"these people really want to have a

say in who becomes a JA, We can let

them. You tell me if that's tokenism,"

The actual elimination process

involves reading the applications and
discussing whether or not the ap-

plicant iwould make a good JA. It is

the job of the applicant, and any
committee members who know the

applicant, to persuade the committee
that he or she should be chosen over

someone else.

The committee consists of Seniors,

Trapp said, because they were JA's
for the class now applying for the

position "The Juniors act as a check
on the Seniors," according to Trapp,

"and they provide a cadre of people

experienced with the selection

process that can help make the next

year's procedure run smoothly,"

Women's workshop
The Women's Center in North

Adams is organizing a workshop
entitled Self-Awareness and Personal
Power, led by Bart)ara Herlitz, a

psychotherapist in private practice in

Pownal, Vermont,
According to Colleen Currie,

speaking for the Women's Center, the

workshops will use discussion, group
and individual exercises, and other
techniques aimed at helping women
"to realize their full creative
energies,"

Currie said that the place and time
of the workshops will depend on the
women who enroll. Those interested

should call the center at 663-31M as
soon as possible.
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Boys in Band
opens at Dodd

The band is a group of nine men; the

boys are its members: alienated from
society and confused among them-

selves. An evening together becomes
the presentation of "The Boys in the

Band." The play takes a look at a

facet of humanity easily ignored,

^specially on this campus-
homosexuality. On a broader scale,

Mart Crowley's play deals with the

frustrations of attempting to fit into

society.

Most of those who auditioned for the

play and who have roles are fresh-

men. Perhaps it is significant in that

they have not yet been imbued with

the Williams College ideal of what
constitutes manliness. The up-

perclassmen are not excluded,

however, from sharing in a sincere

enthusiasm in the production, which is

directed by Michael Knight '77.

"The Boys in the Band" is being

presented Feb. 16 and 17 at 8:30 p.m.

in the Dodd House living room.

Piano recital scheduled

Juliana Markova will perform in Thompson Memorial Chapel this Sunday

evening as the third musician this year brought in by the Thompson Concert

series. A pianist, MarkoVa will perform works by Haydn, Schumann,

Stravinsky and Scriabin.

The third in the 1975-76 Thompson

Concert series will be presented in the

Thompson Memorial Chapel this

Sunday evening at 8:30 P.M. The

appearance of Juliana Markova, the

Bulgarian pianist, is part of her first

full concert season in the U.S.

Juliana Markova's earliest training

was in classical ballet. After begin-

ning piano lessons as an aid for her

dancing, she eventually became

totally engrossed in the piano.

Following a period in which she ap-

peared both as a dancer and a pianist,

she dropped her dancing to con-

centrate fully on the piano. She

studied at the Conservatory in Sofia

and at the Giuseppe Verdi Con-

servatory in Milan, graduating from

there with the highest possible honors.

Subsequently, she won prizes in both

the Georges Enesco Competition in

Bucharest and the Marguerite Long

Competition in Paris, which launched

her on her career in Europe.

She has appeared in recitals for

Calligraphy on exhibit
Calligraphy, an exhibit featuring

eastern, western and student
examples of the art of handwriting is

on display in the Chapin Library in

Stetson Hall until February 27. The
works were compiled or created by
students in WSP Art 10 under the

direction of H. Richard Archer,

Custodian of Chapin Library, and
Assistant Professors of Art Mile
Beach and William Giersbach.

The theory, art and practice of

calligraphy was the focus of Art 10

and this show presents the final

projects of Williams students with

calligraphies from the ninth to the

twentieth centuries. Students ex-

plored western handwritings through

historical examples from the Chapin
collection, the current work of Mark
Levingston, '72, and the actual ex-

perience of lettering. At the same
time Islamic calligraphy emphasized
the abstract design and movement of

an ornamental script.

The exhibition represents the

culmination of the Winter Study and
offers an insight into the art of

calligraphy. Secular and religious

works from the Chapin collection of

Medieval and Renaissance
manuscripts are displayed, including

a nineteenth century Psalter with

Gothic lettering and gilded

illumination and the less fanciful

classic texts of the humanists.

Various codicis, engraved and
printed manuals and handbooks from
the sixteenth to the twentieth cen-

turies explain the process and
development of later scripts.

Pages from valuable Islamic texts

strikingly complement and punctuate

the display. Fourteen single pages

from illuminated Korans, copybooks,

and folios have been lent to Williams

from a private collection by the Fogg
Art Museum in Boston.

Surrounding the broad spectrum of

eastern and western examples are

contemporary calligraphies by David
Kindersley, Mark Levingston and
Williams students. Kindersley's

prints of alphabets influenced by

eastern and western sources continue

the history of calligraphy to the

present. Levingston, who guest-

lectured and worked with the Winter
Study class, incorporates his

calligraphy with detailed pen and ink

drawings and modern book design.

Students in the project contributed

samples of their own work and
assisted in the cataloguing and
organizing of the exhibit. It may be

seen in Chapin Library on weekdays
from 9 am to 12 pm and from 1 pm to 5

pm.

Kenneth Roberts vigorously conducting the Williams chamber singers in a

recital last Monday in the College art museum in Lawrence Hall.
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One Woman's
Point of View
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Valentines

Backers review course guide failure

Tonight, the eve of that fateful day

in the hiatory of any romance, a day

when visions of Cupid and Psyche

dance in lover's heads, words of love

cross their lips and smiles of love

linger in their eyes, I thought I would

write about someone very dear to my
heart: me.

What do I intend to do with myself

tomorrow? Munch out on the. boxes of

chocolates with which I will be

liberally provided by all my secret

admirers? Sigh over the dozens of

roses (red, of course) wjiich I shall

discover outside my door upon

awaicening? Delist to the tunes of all

the singing telegrams with which I'll

be deluged, polish all my forthcoming,

gold, heart lockets, or deliberate over

which dinner invitation to accept?

Douse myself with the many per-

fumes I expect to receive? Or should I

simply wax sentimental about all the

Valentine cards I'll have to moon
over? Decisions, decisions, decisions.

Maybe I'll settle for getting in-

digestion from eating cinnamon
hearts and candy florets that say,

"Hey, big boy" and "You gotta love

it".

Somehow, this all sounds a bit

commercial and fake, something a

sentimentalist abhors. But a true

romantic will be the first to admit thiTt

tradition is the key factor in sen-

timentality. If this means buying red-

dye-no. 2, candy hearts and cavity-

producing chocolates for Valentine's

Day, then one must ignore their bad

qualities and go ahead and buy them.

Tradition must be complied with.

Thus, it is essential to send a

Valentine card (there are some ex-

cellent ones on the market) and
flower-giving is a must Any florist

can recommend a nice arrangement.

Why get upset about tradition and
its Inseparable bonds with com-
mercialism? Commercialism is here
to stay, so lefs make the best of it and
enjoy what we can about it It may not
be so bad after all. Where would
Easter and Christmas be without it?

And if there were no Easter or
Christmas, think of what would
happen to tik economy. Without that
mad, candy-delivering little bunny,
where would the dentist be? And if

jolly, ol' Santa didn't bring us bundles
of goodies every year like clockwork,
what would happen to department
stores' revenues? So let's rejoice in

the many, nice "buy-products" of free

enterprise and big business, like

Easter, Christmas and Valentine's
Day . . . you gotta love it. You gotta
love it.

Before I finish the column, I have
one thing more to add. I would like to

extend a Valentine's wish to someone
very special. His name is Christopher
Patrick O'Connor and he attends

Union College. I just got a letter from
him the other day, in which he
referred to my column on love and
distance and brought to my attention

two facts about himself. He is, in his

own words:

1) "a good-looking senior" and can

2) t)rovide more distance than any
Amherst man will ever marshall"
He wished these facts to be made

known to the Williams public, so there

they are. Thank you, Chris, for

thinking of us here at Williams. If

your credentials are as good as you
say they are, you may have some
buyers.

Once again, Happy Valentine's Day,

to Chris especially and, of course, to

all of you romantics and sen-

timentalists out there.

. Piji^Mcation of a student course
guide booklet has been cancelled due
to the failure of more than 65 per cent
of the student body to fill out the
questionnaire distributed last month.
The limited student response has also
raised serious doubts as to whether
Williams will ever successfully
produce such a guide.

"It was our intention to publish the
course guide only if we had a majority
of the students responding to the

questionnaire", said junior Richard
B. Siegrist who organized the
questionnaire campaign with senior
Steven H. Moore.

Reasons for the weak response to

the questionnaire, which was very
similar to those used successfully at

other small liberal arts schools, are
still unclear. Moore and Siegrist both
said that there originally seemed to be
a great deal of support for the project.

To make things easier, they handed
the questionnaire out during Winter
Study so students would have plenty of

time to complete it.

Moore and Siegrist proposed
several possible explanations for the

low student response including a lack
of student interest in participating in

the educational process at Williams.

Burns endorses Shriver
James MacGregor Burns of the

political science department an-
nounced his endorsement of Sargent
Shriver for President, Wednesday
Feb. 11.

"No other candidate," Burns said,

"combines Shriver's executive ex-

perience in business and government,
his extraordinary capacity in the area
of jobs and opportunity, and his

foreign relations background both as

Ambassador to France and as a
private attorney negotiating with the

Soviet Union and other foreign

countries."

Burns said the major issues in the

presidential campaign are "putting

Americans back to work" and
restoring honesty in government. He
cited Shriver's record as Peace Corps
director and as head of the Office of

Economic Opportunity as evidence of

a "concern and capacity for meeting
the difficult problems of unem-
ployment" and referred to the can-

didate's career as b model of

scrupulous integrity and candor."

Burns said that he will be running
for a spot on ShriVer's delegate slate

at the Pittsfield caucus this Sunday
and urged all Shriver supporters

registered in the 1st cong. district to

attend the caucus.

Burns ran as a Democratic can-

didate for Congress in 1958 and has

served in a host of party roles, in-

cluding delegate to five Democratic
national conventions. He has authored

numerous books on American
government and politics, including a

biography of Edward Kennedy,
entitled—Edward Kennedy and the

Camelot Legacy to be published in

April.

Hoopsters surprise RPI
HOOPSTERS from page 6

the score was knotted at 63 with 1:22

left on the clock.

After trading buckets a Tanner shot

was blocked with seven seconds

remaining but McDonnell, streaking

downcourt with Wolk at his heels,

couldn't get his shot off before the

buzzer and the game went into

The Admissions Committee needs
your help with its Early Ac-
ceptance program. Strong ap-
plicants for next year's freshman
class who have already t>een ac-

cepted by Williams will be visiting

the school Thursday, March 4,

through Saturday > AAarch6. Any
stydent who could house a par-
ticipant or take him or her to

classes on Friday—please call

Ellen Causey (6280), Steve
Chrlstakos (458-4020), Jenny
McGill (6544), or Anna Waring
(6615).

A pot luck supper in the Women's
Center wilj, celebrate Susan B.

Anthony's birthday and the 2nd

anniversary of the opening of the

center. The important date is

February 15, which is Sunday, and

the party will begin at 5:30 pm in

Park Hail. Everyone bringing food

will be welcome. The event is

sponsored by Williams Women.

DENNETT HOUSE presents

ALL COLLEGE DANCE

Tonight, Friday the 13th

9;00-1:00

Mission Park Dining Room
Admission $1

Music by

APHRODISIAC

Beer by the Keg

The Ephlats will hold an audition

for bass parts on Monday,
February It at 4:00 in the

Rathskellar. Anyone planning to

try out should have a song
prepared to sing.

R

R

00

"Thanks for your co-operation during

the second semester rush —
Have fun at the Carnival!"enzis

ULItMSTOVH liAli- •M

overtime.

"I didn't want it to go into overtime

since they had the momentum and
Kelly had fouled out for us," Tong
remarked. But with Alex Rosten^O
points, 2 steals, a pretty assist' to

Carter, and an important rebound
during the five minute period)

showing the way the Ephs scored

three quick hoops (71-65) and with a

little assist from the refs spent the

remainder of the evening at the foul

line to notch their seventh Afictory

against ten defeats. RPI's ledger now
stands at 10-5.

Tanner paced the well balanced

Eph scoring attack with IS points,

while Wolk finished with 13, Kelly 13,

Carter 12, and Rosten 11. Wolk also

pulled downlO rebounds and Rosten 8.

McDonnell led the Engineers with 14

points and 15 rebounds.

Williams entertains one of the top

Division III teams tomorrow evening

when they face the Colby Mules at

7:30 in Lasell. Colby boasts a small

college All-American in 6'8" center

Paul Harvey and is a big, physical

club which started the season like

gangbusters but has dropped two of its

last three decisions.

Ttfef also suggested that students

may have been tired of filling out

evaluations after completing those

distributed by teachers at the end of

last semester.

Associate Provost David A. Booth,

who is in charge of the teacher

evaluations, acted as a technical

advisor to the student course guide.

Booth agreed with the theories for

failure of the guide proposed by Moore
and Siegrist and added that some
students may have agreed with

members of the faculty who opposed

the student course guide, fearing

unfair criticism of some teachers and
resultant imbalances in class

enrollment.

Moore and .Siegrist are now com-
piling a report which will explain the

purpose and mechanics of the in-

tended guide and which will include

a description of the final product ttaey

envisioned. '

Band protests new
phys ed proposal

CEP from page 1

members.
C:EP Chairman William T. Fox

stressed that the CEP in no way
wished to hurt the l>and by proposing

to eliminate phys. ed. credit for its

members, but said the committee felt

obliged to make the recommendation
to be consistent with its general aim df

ensuring that physical educatipn
remain an integral part of a Williams

education.

According to Fox, the policy of

granting the phys. ed. credit to band
members may have l>een useful in

building the band when it was l>egun

approximately twenty years ago; at

present the band is active enough so

that it should no longer need this help,

he said, and a continuation of this

policy would contradict the spirit of

the remainder of the proposals for

tightening the phys. ed. requirement.

The Afro-American Studies

Program Committee is sponsoring

a 1976 Winter Black Film Series

featuring films made In Black
countries. The series will begin

Sunday, February 15, 1976 with

Black Orpheus (Brazil) in Bronf-

man Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. On
Sunday, February 22, Mandabi
(Seregal) will be shown, and on

Sunday, February 29, Black Man's
Land (Kenya). Admission is

FREE.

There will be an organizational

meeting of the Williams
Democratic Caucus 7 o'clock

Tuesday in Jesup IHail auditorium.

AM Demrcrats or interested voters

are invited. Call Harry Kelley

(6671) or Larry Wu (6196) for

details.

Williams College Seniors

PROCTOR & GAMBLE
We are seeking seniors interested in entry level positions in

sales leading to rapid advancement into sales management.

Dun's Review has chosen Procter and Gamble one of the five

best managed companies. We invite you to research your

interest now through the Office of Career Counseling. We will

be on campus to Interview Interested applicants in early

March.
We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer

PEDRIN II

Great Lafe Night Snacks II

HOT SAUSAGE GRINDERS
HOT CUBE STEAK GRINDERS

OTHER DELICIOUS HOT GRINDERS
FISH FRIES

FISH'N CHIPS
HOMEMADE ONION RINGS

Open at 11 a.m. 7 days a week

COLONIAL SHOPPING CENTER
(413) 458-5273

WILLIAMSTOWN

A pullover tunic with the

simplicity of grey cotton

and the richness of

brightly colored,

hand-embroidered ethnic

designs. With side seam
pockets. Sizes XXP thru

L.

houtique

63 WATER
STREET

open tvtry day -

thurtdayt til 8:30

Class Rings by Balfour

The only Fully Warranted Ring

Exclusively at

Williams Co-op
FEATURING

Resizing Rings

Refinishing Rings

Replacement of broken regular-price stones

(extra price stones and diamonds will be replaced at

original cost)

Replacement of defective encrusting

Repair of any other defect in workmanship or material

Attention:
Live in a 50 room

Gothic Stone Mansion
80 Acre Campus
Dormitory Style

$60 a month singles $80 a mo. doubles

Telephone ;

Lenox 637-0600
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Almost blow 20-polnf lead

Ephmen slip past RPI, 78-71

"TonrBalderston crashes the boards for a rebound against RPI while Mark
^rter (32) and Mike Tanner (IS) look on. (photo by Johnston)

Drop Smifh 68-57

Women's five triumphs
Balanced team scoring spelled the

difference in the Williams' women's
basketball team's 68-57 victory over a

previously undefeated Vassar team.

All five starters were in double figures

in the closely battled contest. Frosh
Leigh Wilson was the game standout.

She not only led the scoring with 18

points, but also played exceptionally

on both the offensive and defensive

boards, picked^up niunerous loose

balls, and moved fluidly on offense.

Williams' main defense headaches
included Vassar's 6'3" center and
their point guard who combined for 35

of Vassar's 57 total points. The Eph-
womten's aggressive play on defense

was partially able to compensate for

the Vassar height advantage and 25

foot shooting, although Williams got

burned several times in battles under
the boards.

It was evident that the team
reached its potential in their best

played game of the season. Following

offensive leader Wilson were Anne
Youngling with 16 points, Becky Kano
with 12, Maggi O'Brien and Lisa

Capaldini with 10 each, and Leslie

Milne with 2. This win boosts the

women's record to 6-2.

Smith

Against Smith last Friday a com-
bination of an aggressive 2-1-2 defense

and balanced second half scoring

resulted in a decisive 46-36 Williams

win. Although Smith passed and
moved well on offense, the Eph zone

was able to compensate for the Smith
overload - high post offensive set. The
first half was a see-saw battle ending

with Williams on the short end of a 20-

18 half-time score.

Anne Youngling and Maggi O'Brien

provided the bulk of the Williams'

scoring with 10 and 6 first-half points,

respectively. Becky Kano chipped in 2

points to the cause.

Williams opened the second half

with a 1-3-1 zone in an attempt to

disrupt Smith's offensive pattern.

Smith countered with three unan-

swered baskets, opening an 8 point

margin.

Coach Crawford called a time out

and regrouped in the interlude.

Williams came back hungry for the

ball, and until the final buzzer not only

dominated the offensive and defensive

boards but also were able to disrupt

Smith's repeated attempts to fast

break. Additionally, the Ephwomen's
offense looked the best it has in three

games, with good shoot selection and
ttalance scoring.

Youngling scored 10 and forwards

Wilson and Capaldini each scored 8

second half points. The Smith defense

was helpless against the accurate

fade-away jump shots of Wilson, the

long bombs of Capaldini and the inside

penetrating drives of Youngling. Even
the Northampton crowd had to

acknowledge the Williams offensive

variety, applauding a devastating

double-pump by Youngling.

Finishing with a 10-point victory

margin, the Ephwomen's aggressive

play proved that they had corrected

some of the weaknesses that had
resulted in their losses to Wesleyan
and the University of Vermont.

In a 20-minute J.V. scrimmage, the

Ephwomen ran all over Smith. Led by
defensive ace Flash Milne, all the

Ephwomen reserves iced the varsity

victory displaying a potent repertoire.

With most of their remaining seven
games left promising to be far from
pushovers, the Ephwomen must show
that they can play hustling defense

and fluid offense consistently. The
Ephwomen's act returns to Lasell

gym Tuesday night at 7:00, hosting

Mt. Holyoke College.

by Andy O'Donnell

WeU, they did it again. Oh, the

opponent's names were different and

the color of their uniforms had

changed, but the second half of

Tuesday night's basketball encounter

with RPI once again degenerated into

the same nightmare which has

haunted Williams throughout the

season.

Except this time the result was
different. After building an incredible

18 point halftime lead (40-22) against

an RPI quintet boasting a 10-4 record

and then, as is their custom, crum-

bling completely in the second half,

the Ephs got things together in the

overtime period and snuck out of

Lasell with a 78-71 win.

"That's hanging by a thread", said

a numb Curt Tong outside his office

after the game. Nearby, Mark Carter

was congratulated for helping pull the

game out of the fire. "It neVer should

have been in the fire in the first

place", replied the senior co-captain.

Actually, the Ephs may have caught

RPI, ranked seventh in the powerful

New York State Division II, looking

ahead to their big game against Union

tomorrow. But the Engineers were

also suffering from an acute case of

overconfidence. "I think they thought

they had a pidgeon over here

"

commented Tong.

The Ephs looked more like war
hawks in that amazing first half,

however, soaring over and gliding

through the Engineers at will on of

fense and completely befuddling them

on defense with a variety of zones.

With Gerry Kelly (11 pointe) hitting

from the outside and the kiddie-corps

forward group of Brian Harrison,

Brad Wolk, and Matt Spangler

playing aggressively underneath, the

Ephs turned a 19-14 game into a 40-20

laugher before the end of the half.

"In terms of execution the first half

was one of our best," Tong said.

"But," he admitted, "Nobody should

be ahead of a team like R.P.I, by 18

points at halftime."

The second half bore out Tong's

fear. After shooting a miserable 24 per

cent fn the first half, the Engineers

finally began to. live up to their

reputation as one^ the best shooting

teams in the area and gradually

began to chip away at the « Doi„,
WiUiams bulge.

*"'

With their defensive prej.n,
causing 14 second half turnovers Z
guards Larry McElroy and'i
Mansell hitting from the outeide
with forwards Ken Kubiak and Wp
McDonnell causing havoc inside tJ
Williams zone, RPI chopped the

1

to five, 49-44, with 9:42 left.

Williams came right back, however
as an Alex Rosten drive and a pretty
breakaway by Mike Tanner gave the
Ephs some breathing room, 53^4
Williams maintained this nine point
margin until 2:52 remained and they
once again crumbled. Throe Purple
turnovers, dnd three personal fouls

later (including Gerry Kelly's fifth)

see HOOPSTERS pages

Eph skiers make top 5
The Williams men's ski team

reached a milestone of sorts this past

weekend as they cracked the top five

In a Division I Carnival for the first

time. The Eph skiers reached a goal

which had eluded them for the entire

1975 season by finishing fifth in the

UVM Carnival.

The Ephs were led by the strong

performance of freshman Andy
Mikel, who finished first in Saturday's

slalom event. He had been the Ephs'

top finisher in the previous day's giant

Slalom.

Rob Rowntree posted two strong

runs as well to keep the Ephs in fifth

Zeller heads holckey scoring
by NickCristaino

Junior defensemap Rick Zeller of

the varsity hockey tfeam is the squad's

leading scorer with five games
remaining. Zeller led the team in

scoring a year ago. Zeller, with 27

points, leads teammates Dan Yeadon,
Dan Sullivan, and Ed Spencer, each
by three goals.

Goaltender Ed Weiss, the second
leading goalie in division II, has been
named to the weekly Division II All-

star team for his performance in a 5-1

Williams win over Connecticut.

Zeller, who also gained Honorable
Mention to the team, and his senior

defensive partner, Peter Crocker, are
two of the reasons why the Ephs have
been scoring nearly six goals per
game. The defensive pair has netted a

total of 44 points, a respectable total

for even a forward line. Crocker
scored only eight points a year ago,

and has already more than doubled
that total with five games to play.
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icants for 1 980
soar to record level

bv Janet Besser

The Admissions Office has received

4710 applications for the class of 1980,

according to Admissions Director

Philip F. Smith. This number ex-

ceeded applications for the class of

1979 by 300, and is the highest number

of applications ever received.

As of February 13, 2845 men and

1865 women applied for the class of

1980; 2707 men and 1703 women ap-

plied last year. The number of men

applying increased 5 per cent and the

number of women by 9 per cent

resulting in a 7 per cent increase.

Smith said that he had met with

John W. Chandler, President of the

College and Lauren R. Stevens, Dean

of Freshmen to determine the number
of entries of men and women for the

class of 1980. Smith said, "We plan to

increase the number of women by

adding an entry in East College." He
continued, "We are aiming for a

target class of 480 with 197 women and

283 men." The percentage of women
will increase from 39 per cent in the

class of 1979 to an anticipated 41 per

cent in the class of 1980.

This year's applications have come
from a geographic area that ac-
cording to Smith "is certainly as
broad as last year's." He noted that
the Admissions Office had received
more applications with requests for

financial assistance.

Although Smith has no definite

figures on minority applicants at this

time, he said that "around the circuit

that people are claiming minority

applicants have decreased."
However, he added that he was
pleased with the applications to

Williams and said that his "educated
guess" was that the figures will be
about the same as last year's.

2000

1800

78' 79' 80'

CLASS
The Admissions Office has received 4710 applications for the class of 1980, an
all-time high.

Faculty amends PE proposal
The Williams faculty voted Friday

to accept the Committee on
Educational Policy's revision of the

phys. ed. requirement. The faculty

deleted a section which eliminated

phys. ed. credit for band members
and team managers.
CEP Chairman William T. Fox

One of four recycling sheds located on the College campus. The program is

,

being carried out in cooperation with the Committee on the Campus En-
vironment, (photo by Kahane)

Environmental grou
by Sara Reynolds

"Peopleare lazy. They just don't

want to cart glass to the sheds,"
said Julie O'Leary, '78, during her
speech on the campus recycling

program at the Friday luncheon at

the Center for Environmental
Studies. O'Leary and Carl D.

(Goodman Jr., '78, on a work-study
program with the Committee on
the Campus Environment, are
attempting to rejuvenate the three-

year-old campus recycling
program.

People's laziness is only one of

the problems the program faces,

said O'Leary. Another is the

recycling of paper from the

p revives recycling
Hopkins administration offices.

Perhaps an even greater

problem, explained O'Leary is that

of familiarizing students with the

recycling program and educating

them alxjut sorting bottles and

paper. Bottles must be clean and

have all metal removed, and paper

should be sorted into newsprint and

mixed, clean paper.

The campus has four recycling

sheds: behind Fitch House, the

Infirmary, Baxter Hall, and

Greylock. Buildings and Grounds

piclw up glass from these sheds

and deposits it at the Williamstown

landfill. The glass is crushed and

trucked to a plant in Connecticut

Selectmen to approve landfill plans
fill site located near the Hemlock

Brook condominiums on US 7. One

shed would hold newspapers, the

Throwing away old newspapers
will become a thing of the past if

Williamstown enacts a newspaper
and magazine recyling program
this year. The town plans to ban the

dumping of papers and magazines
in the Williamstown landfill.

At a public hearing last week, the

town selectmen supported the
plan. The selectmen will make a
final decision in the next month or
two,

LThe plan calls for the con-

struction of two sheds at the land-

other "mixed paper," including

magazines.

Faith Scarborough, head of the

town finance committee, painted

out the economic l)enefits of the

proposal. "We paid $176,000 just for

the landfill site and access we have

now, and its estimated life is 20

years. If we can prolong it by

mandatory recycling, it will save

time and trouble in looking for a

new site in the future."

introduced the proposal, emphasizing

the "very thorough" nature of the

CEP's discussion and the wide range

of opinions solicited during

deliberations. He said the com-
mittee's goal in revising the phys. ed.

requirement was to produce a policy

which would better implement the

school's present policy—to improve

fitness, provide carry-over skills, and

serve recreational and survival

goals.

Committee member Edson M.

Chick announced the deletion of the

section dealing with the band and

managers. He indicated that it would

be reconsidered after consultations

with the interested and offended

parties, specifically, the music

department, the band members and

coaches.

An articulate discussion of the phys.

ed. requirements at Williams followed

the CEP presentation.

Discussion began with David G.

Rice arguing that any phys. ed.

But will there be snow?

requirement was an error. He said it

involved too much paternalism on the

school's part and that phys. ed. should

see FACULTY page 3

The CEP proposals on phys. ed.

passed Friday were:

1. "The Physical Education
requirement consist of eight

quarters to be completed by the

end of the sophomore year. (Ex-

tensions can be granted by the

Dean of the College in consultation

with the PE Department to post-

pone completion until junior year.

Students who have not satisfied the

requirement by the end of the

junior year will not be admitted to

the senior class.)

2. "Students must enroll in at

least three different activities in

fulfilling the requirement."

3. "At least two quarters must

be devoted to one carry-over sport,

as defined by the PE Depart-

ment/; _^_^__

CC to vote on
$4687 more
for 4ygroups

by Jim Cohen
The College Council Finance

Committee recommended allocations

last night totaling $4,687 for four

campus organizations. According to

committee member David R. Ross
'77, the CC will vote tomorrow night on

appropriations of $2700 for the ACEC,
$1500 for Pique, $270 for WCFM, and

$217 for the volleyball club.

Ross said the ACEC requested funds

"for a concert for spring weekend and
to have a reasonable chance of

keeping ticket prices at $3.50 for

students." Pique, which merged with

the student publication Knockabout
last fall, asked for money to cover the

cost of three issues this spring, beyond
that spent in the fall.

"WCFM needed money for un-

forseen rising costs above the original

budget and for a drop in projected

revenue," the committee member
said. The radio station initially asked
for $370, but "lowered the request

based on a projected $100 in ad-

vertising revenue."

The volleyball club request, he said,

was the result of expanded mem-
bership and costs related to an ex-

panded schedule.

According to Ross, "These were the

only organizations we know of that

had cost increased or problems with

budgets." If the CC approves the

recommendations, the Student Ac-

tivities Fund will contain $5,734. This

includes $897.05 returned when Pique

and Knockabout merged.

Ross said that WCFM would come
before the committee February 23 to

"discuss starting a capital fund

consisting of its own fund-raising

efforts and CC money to cover the

ongoing cost of equipment at the

station.

Carnival kickoff set for Thursday
by Becca Sadoff

The 39th Winter Carnival is in

danger of lacking the most essential

ingredient to any successful car-

nival—snow. Taking into con-

sideration the week's weather

prediction for continual rain, the snow

sculpture and skiing events may be in

jeopardy. However, the other sporting

events, activities on Poker Flats, and,

of course, the many house parties will

go on regardless of the weather.

The Carnival necessitates the

organization power of over three

hundred students and faculty and

involves an equal number of com-

petitors, coaches and managers from

10 men's teams and U women's

teams, including UVM, Harvard, and

Middlebury.

Kicking off the weekend festivities

on Thursday will be Tower of Power

who will perform in Chapin Hall at

8:00 p.m. An artist from Boston,

Ralph Graham, also will be per-

forming.

Weather permitting, the skiing

events will take place on Friday and

Saturday.

The director and man behind the

scenes of the Williams Outing Club,

Coach Ralph Townsend, (a 1948

Olympic participant in the Nordic

events) organizes the various events

each year. According to Townsend,

the decision to cancel would have to be

made by Wednesday night and will be

announced by the Record and on

WCFM.
Rarely is the opportunity available

to see some of the nation's finest

skiers right here in Williamstown. On

Saturday, to offset the high cost of the

Carnival, spectators will be asked to

pay one dollar, a fifty cent reduction

from last year's admission.

The skiing schedule begins on

Friday at 8:45 a.m. with the Women's
Giant Slalom race ( 1400 ft. ) . It will be

followed by the Men's Giant Slalom

raceatll:00a.m. (2500 ft.). Following

these events taking place at the

College Ski Area at Berlin Mt. are the

Women's and Men's Cross-Country

races at Savoy St. Forest at 1:45 p.m.

and 3 :00 p.m. respectively. The Cross-

country races offer spectators the

opportunity to see these "hard-core"

athletes tested to the height of their

physical endurance as they battle the

rugged terrain of Savoy St. ForesL

On Saturday, the Men's (1200 ft.)

and Women's (1150 ft.) Slalom races

at Berlin Mountain begin at 9:00 a.m.
and 1:00 p.m. respectively.

Traditionally one of the better at-

tended and most exciting events is the

Men's 40 meter jump. One can almost

hear the jumpers whistle as they fly

through the air at speeds up to 35 mph.
"For those who are industrious

enough to hike up it." savs Scott

see CARNIVAL pages

Scenes like this Tyler House toboggan
nival if Williamstown doesn't r*c«ivt

run could be missing from Winter Car-
snow this w*«k.
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Almost blow 20-point lead

Ephmen slip past RPI, 78-71

Tom Balderston crashes the boards for a rebound against RPI while Mark
Carter (32) and Mike Tanner (15) look on. (photo by Johnston)

Drop Smifh 68-57

Women's five triumphs
Balanced team scoring spelled the

difference in the WiUiams' women's
basketball team's 68-57 victory over a

previously undefeated Vassar team.

All five starters were in double figures

in the closely battled contest. Frosh
Leigh Wilson was the game standout.

.She not only led the scoring with 18

points, but also played exceptionally

on both the offensive and defensive

buards, picked up numerous loose

balls, and moved fluidly on offense.

Williams' main defense headaches
included Vassar's 6'3" center and
their point guard who combined for 35

of Vassar's 57 total points. The Eph-
women's aggressive play on defense

was partially able to compensate for

the Vassar height advantage and 25

foot shooting, although Williams got

burned several times in battles under
the boards.

It was evident that the team
reached its potential in their best

played game of the season. Following

offensive leader Wilson were Anne
Youngling with 16 points, Becky Kano
with 12, Maggi O'Brien and Lisa

Capaldini with 10 each, and Leslie

Milne with 2. This win boosts the

women's record to 6-2.

Sinilh

Against Smith last Friday a cotii-

bination of an aggressive 2-1-2 defense

and balanced second half scoring

resulted in a decisive 46-36 Williams

.
win. Although .Smith passed and
moved well on offense, the Eph zone

was able to compensate for the Smith
overload - high post offensive set. The
first half was a see-saw battle ending

with Williams on the short end of a 20-

18 half-time score.

.Anne Youngling and Maggi O'lirien

provided the bulk of the Williams'

scoring with 10 and 6 first-half points,

respectively. Becky Kano chipped in 2

points to the cause.

Williams opened the second half

with a 1 :M zone in an attempt to

disrupt Smith's offensive pattern.

Smith countered with three unan-

swered baskets, opening an H pomi

margin

Coach Crawford called a lime out

and regrouped in the interlude.

'iVilliams came back hungry for the

ball, and until the final buzzer not only

doniinaled theiiffensix'c and defensive

boards but also were able to disrupt

Smith's repeated attempts to fast

break. Additionally, the Ephwomen's
offense looked the best it has in three

games, with good shoot selection and

balance scoring.

Youngling scored 10 and forwards

Wilson and Capaldini each scored 8

second half points. The Smith defense

was helpless against the accurate

fade-away jump shots of Wilson, the

long bombs of Capaldini and the inside

penetrating drives of Youngling. Even
the Northampton crowd had to

acknowledge the Williams offensive

variety, applauding a devastating

double-pump by Youngling.

Finishing with a 10-point victory

margin, the Ephwomen's aggressive

play proved that they had corrected

some of the weaknesses that had

resulted in their losses to Wesleyan
and the University of Vermont.

In a 20-minute J.V. scrimmage, the

Ephwomen ran all over Smith. Led by

defensive ace Flash Milne, all the

Ephwomen reserves iced the varsity

victory displaying a potent repertoire.

With most of their remaining seven

games left promising to be far from
pushovers, the Ephwomen must show
that they can play hustling defense

and fluid offense consistently. The
Ephwomen's act returns to Lasell

gym Tuesday night at 7:00, hosting

Ml. Holyoke College.

by Andy O'Donnell

Well, they did it again. Oh, the

opponent's names were different and

the color of their uniforms* had

changed, but the second half of

Tuesday night's basketball encounter

with RPI once again degenerated into

the same nightmare which has

haunted Williams throughout the

season.

Except this time the result was

different. After building an incredible

18 point halftime lead (40-22) against

an RPI quintet boasting a 10-4 record

and then, as is their custom, crum-

bling completely in the second half,

the Ephs got things together in the

overtime period and snuck out of

Lasell with a 78-71 win.

"That's hanging by a thread", said

a numb Curt Tong outside his office

after the game. Nearby, Mark Carter

was congratulated for helping pull the

game out of the fire. "It never should

have been in the fire in the first

place", replied the senior co-captain.

Actually, the Ephs may have caught

RPI, ranked seventh in the powerful

New York State Division II, looking

ahead to their big game against Union

tomorrow. But the Engineers were

also suffering from an acute case of

overconfidence. "I think they thought

they had a pidgeon over here
"

commented Tong.

The Ephs looked more like war
hawks in that amazing first half,

however, soaring over and gliding

through the Engineers at will on of-

fense and completely befuddling them

on defense with a variety of zones.

With Gerry Kelly (11 points) hitting

from the outside and the kiddie-corps

forward group of Brian Harrison,

Brad Wolk, and Matt Spangler

playing aggressively underneath, the

Ephs turned a 19-14 game into a 40-20

laugher before the end of the half.

"In terms of execution the first half

was one of our best," Tong said.

"But," he admitted, "Nobody should

be ahead of a team like R.P.I, by 18

points at halftime."

The second half bore out Tong's

fear. After shooting a miserable 24 per

cent in the first half, the Engineers

finally began to live up to their

reputation as one of the best shooting

teams in the area and gradually

18
Poini

pressu:

began to chip away at the
Williams bulge.

With their defensive
causing 14 second half turnovers m
guards Larry McElroy and' H
Mansell hitting from the outside
with forwards Ken Kubiak and Mik
McDonnell causing havoc inside thf
Williams zone, RPI chopped the bd
to five, 49-44, with 9:42 left

Williams came right back however
as an Alex Rosten drive anO a pretu
breakaway by Mike Tanner gave the

Ephs some breathing room, 5344
Williams maintained this mne pon,,

margin until 2:52 remained and thev

once again crumbled. Thr^,- Purpij

turnovers, dnd three peiMmal fouls

later (including Gerry Kelly's fifu,,

seeHOOPSTERSpaqeS

Eph skiers make top 5
The Williams men's ski team

reached a milestone of sorts this past

weekend as they cracked the top five

in a Division I Carnival for the first

time. The Eph skiers reached a goal

which had eluded them for the entire

1975 season by finishing fifth in the

UVM Carnival.

The Ephs were led by the strong

performance of freshman Andy
Mikel, who finished first in Saturday's

slalom event. He had been the Ephs'

top finisher in the previous day's giant

Slalom,

Rob Rowntree posted two strong

runs as well to keep the Ephs in fifth

Zeller heads hockey scoring
by \kk (rislaino

Junior defenseman Rick Zeller of

the varsity hockey team is the squad's

leading scorer with five games
remaining, Zeller led the team in

scoring a year ago. Zeller, with 27

points, leads teammates Dan Y'eadon,

Dan Sullivan, and Ed Spencer, each
by three go.als.

Goaltender Ed Weiss, the second
leading goalie in division II, has been
named to the weekly Division II All-

star team for his performance in a 5-1

Williams win over Connecticut.

Zeller, who also gained Honorable
Mention to the team, and his senior

defensixe partner, Peter Crocker, are

two of the reasnhs why the Ephs have
been scoring nearly six goals per

•game. The defensive pair has netted a

total of 44 points, a respectable total

for even a forward line. Crocker
scored only eight points a year ago,

and has already more than doubled

that total with five games to play.
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Applicants for 1980

soar to record level

4400

u, 5H00

bv Janet Besser

The Admissions Office has received

471U applications for the class of 1980,

acioiding to Admissions Director

Philip K Smith. This number ex-

ceeiled applications for the class of

197, liySOO, and is the highest number

o( ..pplications ever received.

A> of February 13, 2845 men and

ISC. women applied for the class of

198", 2707 men and 1703 women ap-

phc! last year. The number of men

appi.ving increased 5 per cent and the

nuir.ber of women by 9 per cent

reselling in a 7 per cent increase.

Smith said that he had met with

Jiihii W, Chandler, President of the

t'oH'ge and Lauren K. Stevens, Dean

ol ! reshmen to determine the number

of c'lilries of men and women for the

class of 1980. Smith said, "We plan to

iiurease the number of women by

adding an entry m East College," He
I'Diuinued, "We are aiming for a

target class of 480 with 197 women and

2«:! men." The percentage of women
will increase from 39 per cent in the

class of 1979 to an anticipated 41 per

cent in the class of 1980.

This year's applications have come
from a geographic area that ac-
cording to Smith "is certainly as
broad as last year's." He noted that
the Admissions Office had received
more applications with requests for

financial assistance.

Although Smith has no definite

figures on minority applicants at this

lime, he said that "around the circuit

that people are claiming minority

applicants have decreased,"
However, he added that he was
pleased with the applications to

Williams and said that his "educated
guess" was that the figures will be

about the same as last year's.

The Admissions Office has received 4710 applications for the class of 1980, an
all-time high.

Faculty amends PE proposal
The Williams faculty voted Friday

to accept the Committee on
Educational Policy's revision of the

phys. ed, requirement The faculty

deleted a section which eliminated

phys. ed credit for band members
and team managers.

CEP Chairman William T. Fox

r^rr:=.-rjjr^'ruL-;»£Jss»^^

-•'"'- -^_ •/

One of four recycling sheds located on
b.'ing carried out in cooperation with
vironmenl.

Environmental grou
hy .Sara Hi-vnolds

'Peo{)leare lazy. They just don't

«anl to cart glass to the sheds,
"

said ,)ulie O'Leary, '78, during her

lU'ech on the campus recycling

program at the Friday luncheon at

"ic Center for Environmental
^^iiidies, O'Leary and Carl U.

'oodman .Jr., '78, on a work-study
I'rogram with the Committee on

'he Campus Environment, are
II icmpting to rejuvenate the Ihree-

^'ar-old campus recycling
program.

People's laziness is only one of

'he problems the program faces,

'.nd O'Leary Another is the

"'cycling of paper from the

Selectmen to app
Throwing away old newspapers

«ill become a thing of Ihe past if

^^ illiamslown enacts a newspaper
md magazine recyling program
'his year The town plans to ban Ihe

'Inmping of (wpers and magazines
I" Ihe Williamstown landfill

\l a public hearing last week, Ihe

'own selectmen supported Ihe

Phin The selectmen will make a

final decision in the next month or

two

The plan calls for the con-

struction of two sheds al the land-Li

the College campus. The program is

the Committee on the Campus En
(photoby Kahane)

p revives recycling
Hopkins administration offices.

Perhaps an even greater

problem, explained O'Leary is that

of familiarizing students with Ihe

recycling program and educating

them about sorting bottles and

piiper Bottles must be clean and

have all melal removed, and paper

should be sorted into newsprint and

mixed, clean paper

The campus has four recycling

sheds: behind Filch House, the

Infirmary, Baxter Hall, and

C.reylock. Buildings and Grounds

picks up glass from these sheds

and deposits it al the Williamstown

landfill. The glass is crushed and

trucked to a plant in Connecticut,

rove landfill plans
fill site located near the Hemlock

Brook condominiums on l!S 7 One

shed would hold newspapers, the

other "mixed paper," including

magazines.

Faith Scarborough, head of the

town finance committee, painted

out Ihe economic benefits of the

proiX)sal, "We paid $176,000 just for

Ihe landfill site and access we have

now, and its estimated life is 20

years If we can prolong it by

mandatory recycling, it will save

time and trouble in looking for a

new site in the future
'

introduced the proposal, emphasizing

the "very thorough" nature of the

CEP's discussion and the widv' range

of opinions solicited during

deliberations. He said the com-
mittee's goal in revising the phys, ed,

requirement was to produce a policy

which would better implement the

school's present policy— to improve

fitness, provide carry-over skills, and

serve recreational and survival

goals.

Committee member Edson M,

Chick announced the deletion of the

section dealing with the band and

managers. He indicated that it would

be reconsidered after consultations

with the interested and offended

parties, specifically, the music

department, the band members and

coaches.

An articulate discussion of the phys,

ed, requirements at Williams followed

the CEP presentation.

Discussion began with David (i.

Rice arguing that any phys, ed.

requirement was an error. He said it

involved too much paternalism on the

school's part and that phys, ed. should

see FACULTYpage3

The CEP proposals on phys, ed,

passed Friday were:

1, "The Physical Education
requirement consist of eight

quarters to be completed by the

end of the sophomore year, (Ex-

tensions can be granted by the

Dean of the College in consultation

with the PE Department to post-

pone completion until junior year.

Students who have not satisfied the

requirement by the end of the

junior year will not be admitted to

the senior class, I

2, "Students must enroll in at

least three different activities in

fulfilling the requirement."

:!, "At least two quarters must

ix' devoted to one carry-over sport,

as defined by the PE Depart-

ment/^

CC to vote on
$4687 more
for 4 groups

by Jim Cohen

The College Council Finance
Committee recommended allocations

last night toUling $4,687 for four

campus organizations. According to

committee member David H Ross
'77, the CC will vote tomorrow night on

appropriations of $2700 for the ACEC,
$1500 for Pique. $270 for WCFM, and

$217 for the volleyball club

Ross said the ACEC requested funds

"for a concert for spring weekend and

to have a \reasonable chance of

keeping ticket) prices at $3,50 for

students, ''IMfJuewhich jnerged with

the stucWht puMication Knockabout
last fall.^sked for^money to cover the

cost ofjiiree issues this spring, beyond

that spent in the fall.

"WCFM needed money for un-

forseen rising costs above the original

budge't and for a drop in projected

revenue," the committee member
said. The radio station initially asked

for $370, but "lowered the request

based on a projected $UM) in ad-

vertising revenue,"

The volleyball club re<|uest. he said,

was the result of expanded mem-
Ix'rship and costs related to an ex-

(Kinded schedule.

According to Ross. "These were the

only organizations we know of that

had cost increased or problems with

budgets," If the CC approves the

recommendations, the Student Ac-

tivities Fund will contain $5,734. This

includes $897,05 returned when Pique

and Knockalxiul merged
Ross said that WCFM would come

before the committee February 23 to

"discuss starting a capital fund

consislmg of its own fund-raising

efforts and CC money to cover Ihe

ongoing cost of e(iuipnient at the

station

But will there be snow?

Carnival kickoff set for Thursday
1)\ Bcica.Sadoft

The 39th Winter Carnival is m
danger of lacking the most essential

ingredient to any successful car-

nival—snow. Taking into con-

sideration the week's weather

prediction for continual rain, the snow

sculpture and skiing events may be in

jeopardy However, the other sporting

events, activities on Poker Flats, and.

of course, the many house p;irlies w ill

go on regardless of the weather.

The Carnival necessitates the

organization [xiwer of over three

hundred students and faculty and

involves an e(|ual number of cinn-

pelitors, coaches and managers from

10 men's teams and 11 women's

teams, including I'VM. Harvard, and

Midrilebury

Kicking off the weekend lestivilies

on Thursday will tx- Tower of Power

who will perform in Chapin Hall at

8:(KI p,m. An artist from Boston,

Ralph Graham, also will be (x-r-

forming.

Weather permuting, the skiing

events will take place on Fridav and

Saturday

The director and man behind Ihe

scenes of the Williams Ouling (,'lub.

Coach Ralph Townsend, la 1948

Olympic particiiwnl in Ihe Nordic

events I organizes the \ annus events

each year According to Townsend.

Ihedecision to cancel would have to Ix'

made by Wednesday night and will lie

announced by Ihe Hccord and on

WCFM
Rarely is Ihe opportunity available

to see some of the nation's finest

skiers right here in Williamstown On

Saturday, to offset the high cost of the

Carnival, spectators will be asked to

pay one dollar, a fifty cent reduction

from last year's admission.

The skiing schedule begins on

Friday at 8:45 am, with the Women's
Giant Slalom race (1400 ft, I, It will be

followed by the Men's Giant Slalom

raceal 11:00a, m. (2,500 ft,i. Following

these events taking place at the

College Ski Area al Berlin Mt, are the

Women's and Men's Cross-Country

races at Savoy St, Poorest at 1 :45 p.m.

and3:tKlp m. respectively The Cross

Country races offer spectators Ihe

op|X)rtunity to see these "hard-core"

athletes tested to the height of their

physical endurance as they liallle Ihe

rugged terrain of Savoy St, Forest

On .Saturday, Ihe .Men's (1200 ft i

and Women's 1115(1 ft > Slalom races

al Berlin Mountain begin al 9 do a in

and 1:IK1 pin resiK'Cti\cl\

Traditionally one ol the heller al

tended and most exciting i'\enls is the

Men's 40 meter jump. One can alniosl

hear the jumpers whistle as Ihey fl\

through the air at speeds up In :!."i nqdi

"For those vvlio are induslnniis

enough to hike u\) il,
" sa\s Scoll

see CARNIVAL page 5

Scenes like this Tyler House toboggan
nival H Williamstown doesn't receive

run could be missing (rom Wmter Car-
snoW this weel^.
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CC Surprised
The College Council's censure of the Committee on

Educational Policy (CEP) for failing to consult team managers
and those connected with the band in its recommendation to

withdraw PE credit was effective in altering the proposal

approved by the faculty Friday (see page 1). Yet, the (Council's

decision was a curiously last minute one.

The CEP debated reforms in the PE requirement
throughout the fall. Although CEP meetings are usually closed,

rarely are members forbidden to discuss current deliberations.

Indeed, a regular portion of College Council meetings is

allocated to reports by representatives on such student-faculty

committees as the CEP. Why, when the Council is nominally
informed of CEP discussions, were many Council members
surprised and shocked when the proposed CEP guidelines on
the PE requirement were released?

The student-faculty committee structure at Williams is in

design an excellent way of getting student views and per-
spectives into college decision making. We are confident that

the College Council is well aware of its responsibilities to inform
students of pending issues and to channel the feelings of the
student body into the committee structure through its com-
mittee representatives.

Therefore, the apparent lack of communication that existed
between the Council and the CEPthroughout the fall is puzzMng.
Renewed emphasis should be put on regular committee reports
to the Council. Further, the Council should not hesitate to advise
committees of its tentative position on issues.

Surveys Help
In light of the College Council's physical education survey's

effects on the CEP-PE controversy, it is important that

students take seriously the surveys to be distributed by the

Ck)mmittee on Undergraduate Life and the Calendar and
Schedule Committee. While there has been an unwelcome and
dangerous proliferation of surveys on campus lately, students
shoudd recognize that some surveys are important inputs into

the campus decision making process.

For example, students and faculty have expressed concern
about the volume of course changes during the first week and a
half of classes. The Calendar and Schedule Committee is trying
to improve the situation, but it cannot until it determines why
students change courses and if additional preregistration in-

formation would have reduced such changes.
Likewise, the CUL is likely to be making important

decisions affecting undergraduate life. These decisions can
only reflect student attitudes and opinions if the attitudes and
opinions are known.

Students often legitimately find it difficult to create time to

fill out surveys. Therefore, surveys should be kept to a minimal
length and surveys without well-defined intentions should not be
distributed. But students should make a sincere effort to fill out
well-defined surveys.

At the same time, great care should be taken by those
planning and running surveys to insure that the results are used
and cited properly. Surveys at Williams have varying levels of

statistical accuracy. Although lack of statistical purity does not
necessarily condemn a survey, it is important that survey users
understand the limitations of results. Too often figures are
given the impact of precise fact when the figures are only
valuable in indicating a range of response. Misuse of surveys
can be tiie step which convinces students not to participate in

future ones.

L

Spiliotes declares candidacy
Nick Spiliotes '77 announced his candidacy for president of the College

Council yesterday.

Spiliotes, a political science and history major, is serving his second

term as president of Mark Hopkin* House. He is also a member of the

Housing Committee and a director of the Williams Outing Club.

Spiliotes said he would investigate ways to "get more student input" into

the tenure decision-making process. He also intends to look into "food

quality as well as variety" in co-operation with the deans, explained

Spiliotes. Related to this would be an investiRation of "alternative board and

housing plans", he said.

Burns rebuked

To the editor:

I was not surprised when on Feb. 11,

James MacGregor Bums announced

his support for Sargent Shriver (a

Kennedy inlaw) for President It is no

secret that Burns has been "close"

with the Kennedy family for quite

some time. I was surprised, however,

when he stated that "No other can-

didate combines Shriver's executive

experience in business and govern-

ment, his extraordinary capacity in

the area of jobs and opportunity, and

his foreign relations background both

as ambassador to France and as a

private attorney negotiating with the

Soviet Union and other foreign

countries."

While admittedly this long sentence

sounds very "cute" and "im-

pressive," Burns has forgotten one

very crucial point—that is, that

Shriver has never been elected to

public office. His only effort was in

1972, when he was a "two-bit", last-

minute vice-presidential running

mate for Senator George McGovern.

In that election, as we all know,

Shriver got a big kick in the pants.

In fact, every other major
Presidential candidate has been
elected to public office. Jimmy
Carter, Ronald Reagan, Milton

Schapp, and George Wallace have

been governors. Henry Jackson,

Birqh Bayh, and Fred Harris are

Senators. Morris Udall and Jerry

Ford have been elected to the House,

with Ford serving as Minority Leader.

Hubert Humphrey (undeclared at the

moment) has t)een mayor, Senator,

and Vice-President.

Thus, only Sargent Shriver has

never held the public trust. All of

Shriver's appointments in govern-

ment were received because of

Kennedy patronage. In fact, we
probably would never have heard of

Sargent Shriver had it not been for

that momentous day in 1953 when he

married Eunice Mary Kennedy.
Sure—marry a Kennedy and you'll be

somebody. Maybe that was true ten

years ago, but the eyes of the average
no longer moisten when the name
"Kennedy" is mentioned. Joe Ken-
nedy bought the Presidency for his

son Jack, but Ted Kennedy will find it

much tougher. And poor Sargent

Shriver—trying to be someone he
isn't, a "Man of the People."

James Burns once wrote a book
entitled Government by the People:

the dynamics of American National

Government—And now he endorses

Sargent Shriver. Come on Jim, we all

expect something l)etter from you.

Charlie Sena '79

Tourney rebuttal

To the editor:

There is nothing conservatives
enjoy more tlian a liberal with a good
practical joke. Thus I thoroughly

enjoyed Mr. Ted Stroll's recent letter

to the editor in response to my article

on Ronald Reagan. Unfortunately,

some have taken Mr. Stroll's letter

seriously, so I thought I ought to

clarify a few points.

1. I did not, in my article (or

anywhere else) cjill Mr. Ford a
Fabian Socialist. What I did say was
that due to his general mediocrity, he
would be unable to reverse the present
trend in that direction, and therefore

under him the country would continue
its socialist drift. I also said that any
new programs proposed by Mr. Ford
would tend to be compromises bet-

ween doing nothing and doing exactly
what the Fabian Socialists want. Only
Governor Reagan can take the
country off the socialist path, and it

will be a difficult job even for him.
2. I used the words Fabian

Socialist to differentiate between this

group, and the more doctrinaire

Marxist socialists. I am sorry I

confused Mr. Stroll. This is by no
means an adequate description of the
Fabians, but it is all that space per-

mits.

3. In answer to Mr. Stroll's

complaints that the California budget
increased rapidly under Governor
Reagan's tenure, may I present the
following facts: A. Comparison with

thestateof New York shows that Gov.

Reagan was amazingly successful in

holding the line. The New York State

budget nearly tripled during the

period in question. B. Reagan was

faced with a Democratic State

legislature which fought hard against

hi? efforts to cut the California,

budget. C. Mr. Stroll figures for the

average tax burden in the beginning

and end of the Reagan tenure, given

as $426 and $728 sound suspiciously

similar to the actual per capita

spending figures, which were $426 and

$768 respectively. Per capita spending

is a much better measure of govern-

ment growth than budget figures, for

it takes into account increases in

population, which were quite

significant in California during the

period.

D. Inflation did play an important

roll in the increases. It was roaring at

the rate of 44 per centj^for the total

period.

E. Much of the increase in spen-

ding can be attributed to programs

mandated by the U.S. Congress,

which the state had to pay for in whole

or in part. *

F. During Reagan's tenure state

employment remained at a near

standstill, growing at a rate of less

than 1 per cent a year. This means
that Californians were getting a much
more efficient government for their

money.

G. When Reagan took over the

state, it had a budget deficit of almost

$700 mil. When he left there was a

surplus of $400 mil., and California

had the highest bond rating possible,

meaning that it had to pay the lowest

possible interest rate when it sold

bonds for public works like hospitals.

H. The final and most telling

argument, however, is found when we
look at where the money in question

went. The cost of state operations

went from $2.2 bil. to $2.9 bil., while

aid to localities went from $2.8 bil. to

$7.8 bil. In spite of the small increase

in state costs, government services

were increased greatly.

Gov. Reagan is doing extremely
well in the polls in California. Ap-
parently the people of California

understand and approve of the

Governor's policies. I hope that Mr.

Stroll will soon join the majority from
iiis state.

Sincerely,

Don Toumey '78

Reagan upheld

To the editor:

I think Ted Stroll should be warned:
Some crank wrote a letter about
Ronald Reagan to the RECORD using
his name. This practice should be
stopped and the culprit punished.

Although Don Tourney's article on
Ronald Reagan was absurd to

describe President Ford as allowing
the United States to "continue on its

Fabian Socialist path" and "drift

down the course laid out by the

liberals-socialists", I content that it

wasn't Toumey who was out of touch
with reality for 20 years but Ted
Stroll.

The average tax burden in

California did rise from $426 to $768 a
year in the Reagan era, yet this

wasn't an unique situation. In New
"York State during the same time span
the averager tax burden went from
$457 to over $1000 a year. But
California's extra spending went in to

relieve local governments
of

education and welfare costs tWs
permitted the easing of local pronertv
Uxes on home-owners by an aveVae.
of $225 per family. I'm sure even Ted
Stroll can subtract the two figures and
determine the Reagan's eight year
governorship wasn't as costly as he
had assumed.

I find it amusing that Mr. Stroll can
overlook such Reagan contributions
as:

1. Reagan pushed for a depart-

ment of consumer affairs, which in

1970 became the first of its kind in the

U.S.

2. A broad environmental-control

program was adopted.

3. A commission was created to

regulate development of energy
resources with Reagan's support

4. New laws were enacted
providing stiffer penalties against

rape, robbery, burglary, and drunk
driving.

5. Reagan's welfare plan in-

creased grants to the neediest an

average of 42 per cent.

6. Financial suppoi;t for education

increased by ovei; 100 per cent.

I can only suggest that the

RECORD apologize to Ted Stroll, it's

probably just some Fabian Socialist

who is against environmental con-

trols, money for welfare, education,

and laws against the individuals of

this country who commit crimes.

Whoever it was surely wasn't a

Californian.

Name withheld by request

Theater defended

To the editor:

Without wishing to get involved in

the scheduling problems mentioned

by the Film Society chairman in his

letter of Feb. 10, I would like to say

that the Nickelodeon is one of the best

commercial theaters I've run across.

Compared to ordinary movie-houses

the prices are cheap, the selections

are adventurous, and the variety is

enormous. The Nickelodeon is a good

thing for the town and the college.

Sincerely yours,

Charles Karelis

Klelnman corrects

To the editor:

I would like to take this opportunity

to clarify a statement attributed to me

in an article on "Frosh Writing"

which appeared in a recent issue of

Beph Burger. In the article I was

quoted as saying that I had Iwen

"surprised by the poor quality of

writing I had received from (myi two

English 101 sections." This statement

is a highly inaccurate version of the

opinions I expressed to the author of

thearticle. I did state that some of the

papers I received attested to

inadequate writing skills on the part

of some students, but that the

majority of my 101 people turned in

admirable work. In fact, last fall more

students.earned grades in the A- - B-l-

range than had done so in previous

semesters.

I trust that my own former 101

students recognized that my disiorted

sUtement as it appeared in Bcph

Burger in no way corresponded to

sentiments I had expressed to I hem.

Sincerely,

Fran KIcinman

Assistant Prof, of English

BRAND€IS UNIVERSITY, THE JACOB HIATT IN

STITUTE IN ISRAEL Year Program, Fall Term only, or

Spring Term only

Earn 16 credits for the semester
Juniors and seniors eligible

Applications now being accepted for Fall

programs, 1976-77: due March 15. (No
requirement.)

Applications for Spring program due November
(Beginning knowledge of Hebrew required.)

Financial aid available

Obtain information from:
The Jacob HIatt Institute

Office of International Programs
Brandeis University

Waltham, AAass. 02154

and Year

language

15.
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Wesleyan and Amherst note

record numbers of applicants
Both the Atnh«nt and Woileyan

admission otficea have reported In-

creases in the number of appacatlona

for admission to the class of19W at the

two schools.

Wesleyan's applicant pool reached

J record high, with 3725 appUcations

received as of Feteuary 4. According

to
Wesleyan's Dean of Admissions,

Jane Morrison, this represents an

increase of 735 over last year's total

and 315 over the all-time high set in

1974.

Morrison attributed the increase in

applications to "hard work, by

students, alumni, faculty, and ad-

missions officers" in the February 4

issue of the Wesleyan Argus.

Wesleyan has also launched an ex-

tensive recruiting program to attract

minority apidlcations.

The Amherst admissions office has

received 3,500 applications for the 400

spaces in next year's freshman class,

compared to only 2500 received last

year. The addition of female ap-

plicants was responsible for the rise

as admission to the class of 1979 was

not open to women. Of the 3500 ap-

plicants, laoo were female and 2300
male.

Both admissions offices ai^ still

receiving applications and expect
total numbers of applicants to con-
tinue to rise.

Carlton announces

CC election plans
^ Self-nominations for College
Council offices are to be turned into

the Deans' Office by 10:00 a.m.,

Monday, March 1, CC vice-president

Pam Carlton announced.

Students will vote on March 8 and 9

for CC president, vice-president, CEP
representatives, CUL representatives

and members of the Discipline

Committee.

Carlton said presidential and vice-

presidential candidates may cam-
paign together, but students will vote

for candidates for each office

separately.

Two representatives from each
class will l>e elected to fill the seats on

the Discipline Committee. Students

Pag* 3
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Band to testify to CEP

Band members will continue to
receive RE credit for at least another
year under the amended RE bill.

will elect five persons to the CUL and
one representative from each
academic division and one at-large

representative to the CEP.

l"or free information, write to;

DRUNK DRIVER, Box 2345
Rockvillc. Maryland 20852

^^^

^XVVUMS BOo,^^

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

456-5717

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS

01267

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

V\feint to perfomi^,?

Use our stage*
As a banker you can choose your role... and your stage extends throughout the

world. You can work with large corporations. Or small businesses. Administer

large fortunes or small ones. Help build oil wells or gas stations. Work to help

a nation— or a small community -grow.

Chemical Bankers perform in every industry. We work behind the scenes to pro-

vide the power that turns ideas into reality. And we have the strength to do it-

we're the sixth largest international bank in the U.S. with assets oi over $20

hillion.

The power we generate is money-a prime mover... action... a science. Without

it, everything stops. With it, you can move the wodd. Are you up to the challenge'

Ask your Placement Director when our representatives will next visit your

campus. Or write to: Director of Management Recruitment, Department H,

20 Pine Street, New York, New York 10005.

Ckmical
Management Recruiting

Equal Opportunity Employer m/f /

byNickCrUUaiM

Representatives of the Williams
marctiing band said they have not yet
prepared a formal presentation for

the Committee on Educational Policy
concerning the band's viability as a
phys. ed. activity.

The CEP at last week's Faculty-

meeting dropped its proposal to

eliminate phys. ed credit for band
meml>ers at the request of the music
department.

Neither William Fox, chairman of

the CEP, nor the band representatives

Icnew when, where, or in what form
the band would present its views to the

CEP,, and when the matter will again
come before the faculty.

Paul Ekiund '76, co-{H'e8ident of the

band, said, "We are glad to have the

extra time, but wp haven't had time to

speak atMxit what we'll stress." '

Rich Blatchly '76, the other co-

president, expressed the same sen-

timents. He agreed that, as pointed

out in several letters to the Record by
band members, the band needs phys.

ed. credit in order to maintain its size.

Blatchly added, however, that

"band activities give physical
exercise and training in a team ac-

tivity of a different kind" than an
athletic sport "Someone who says the

t>and isn't a physical activity hasn't

been in the band," he added.

Professor Irwin Shainman, Music-

Department chairman who made the

request for delay on behalf of the

band, said he was satisfied that the

band will at least lt>e able to present its

own views to the CEP.

Faculty revises PE proposal
FACULTY from page 1

be forced to compete with other

departments at the school. Several
other opponents rose to express
agreement with Rice's point of view,

and stressed the student's right to

choose.

In rebuttal, Stuart J. B. Crampton
emphasized that a phys. ed.

requirement was consistent with
other school requirements, such as
the divisional requirements and did

not indicate too much paternalism.

Vincent M. Barnett, Jr., a CEP
member, argued that a requirement

was necessary to channel students

into fields they would otherwise not

engage in.

Daniel D. O'Connor suggested that

the CEP consider giving phys. ed.

credit for mini-courses in health,

nutrition, and related fields.

In other business Friday, Richard

B. Siegrist, Jr. '78, a member of the

student group which organized the

poll for the student course guide,

announced that no guide would be

published. Instead, the quantified

results would be available for

students to read at registration-time.

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

BRYANT HOUSE

PRESENTS

Al Padno

IN

Panic in Needle Park

Tonight, 7,9, 11 pm

BRONFMAN AUD.
Admission $1

PRESENTS
Friday, February 20th

LITTLE CAESAR

AT 7,9 an P.M.

This week's main attraction Is TIHE all-time classic gangster film,

"LITTLE CAESAR", a» 7, 9 & 11 p.m. Mervyn LeRoy directed

Edward G. Robinson's masterful portrayal of a merciless killer

along with Douglas Falrt>anks, Jr. and Glenda Farrell.

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction: THE GODFATHER

/
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CUL to conduct housing survey

The Nickelodeon's recent film offering appears to ironically infringe on the
territory of King's in this Photo of the Week by Charlie Janson. Two
"nighthawks" are seen passing through the glass door under the watchful gaze
of the theatre marquee.

The Committee on Undergraduate
Life is preparing a comprehensive
student questionnaire on the quality of

housing and student life at Williams.
According to committee chairman
Earl L. McFarland, Student concern
on issues including integration of

women and blacks in houses, the type
and range of house social and cultural
activities, the quality of the board
plan, Buildings and Grounds services,
and the percentage of house funds
spent on alcoholic beverages promp-
ted the CUL to organize the survey.
The CUL sent teams of teacher-

student pairs to each of the upperclass
houses to talk with students about
housing issues. Working in part from
the results of these discussions, the
committee drew up a first draft of the
proposed housing survey and sent
copies to various organizations in-

cluding Gargoyle and Williams
Women for review and suggestions.
The committee also asked David A.

Booth, Associate Provost, to review
the housing survey.

The Committee hopes to distribute

the final draft in about two weeks-
Emphasis will be placed on quick
return of the forms so the Committee
can publish the results during this

academic year.

The results, which will be published

Careers in
Public Service
A two-year full-time program leading to the

MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE in

URBAN AFFAIRS AND POLICY ANALYSIS
Graduates of this program serve in key
policy planning and analysis positions in

city, state, and federal government, major
community agencies, and research or-

ganizations in the United States and
Canada.

The program's faculty represents a

unique blend of academic achievement
and practical exposure to the problems
of government at the federal, state and
local levels. The courses and laboratories

in the program are organized into five

areas. Three are related to^specific fields

of knowledge— urban environments, pol-

icy-making, and programs and services

Two are skills oriented— analytic skill and
problem solving.

A key feature of the program is a series
of problem-solving laboratories in which

teams of students work on actual major
policy problems currently facing policy-

makers in urban government. Student
laboratory reports have included recom-
mendations for policy on urban neighbor-

hood health services to a congressman;

CENTER FOR NEW YORK CITY AFFAIRS

The New
School
4m«rlca'a Firul Vnlvermlty lor AduHm
66 Fifth Avenue • N.Y., N.Y. 1001

1

a four-year economic development
strategy for New York City's Economic
Development Administrator; a strategy

for the improvement of work in America

with the President's Commission on Pro-

ductivity.

Work internships add to the students'

skills. As part of the program, students

have worked for a variety of governmen-

tal or quasi-governmental agencies— in-

cluding the Brookings Institution; Toronto

Metropolitan Planning Board; U.S. De-

partment of Health, Education and Wel-

fare Regional Office; and various offices

a^d bureaus of the City of New York

(including the Mayor's Office),

Scholarships and fellowships are avail-

able for qualified applicants. Registration

is being accepted now for the 1976-77

academic year. For bulletin, application,

and financial aid information, call collect

(212) 741-7910 or mail the coupon below.

' C-2
Director

Program in Urban Affairs and

Policy Analysis

Center (or New York City Affairs

New School for Social Research

66 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10011

Please send me information on the Program

in Urban Affairs and Policy Analysis,

Name-

Add ress-

City _State- -Zip-

in the RECORD in summary form,
should be of special interest to house
officers. The CUL will break down the

survey results by House to uncover
problems which are specific to par-
ticular houses. Breakdown by sex,

race and class should reveal how
concern for certain issues varies from
group to group.

"A major factor in determining the

response we will get will be whether

or not people think the issues are

worth their time," said McFarland.
"But once you get people to respond
on issues like this, it sensitizes them.
It raises their public awareness.
We're hoping that the Houses
themselves, the Dean's Office, Food
Services, B&G, and even the Trustees
may find our results useful in making
decisions about housing policy at

WiUiams."

Carnival to begin Thursday
CARNIVALIrampagel

(Buzz) Inboden '77, chairman of the

Outing Club Activities, "Berlin
Mountain offers a beautiful view."

Adding that he hopes for an increase

over last year's attendance, Buzz
emphasized that this is Williams only

real "home game."
In addition to the Outing Club ski

races, Friday afternoon offers as an
unusual alternative to an afternoon of

skiing—the chance to be a kid again!

Tricycle races begin at 1.00 p.m. and
are followed by tobaganning races,

tray drag racing, and hot-dog snur-

fing. At 3:00 it's on to the funnelating,

which is something on the order of

shooting a water balloon with a

surgical tubing apparatus like a sling

KING'S LIQUOR

STORE

f'ine Wines

and

Liquors

Plenty of All Types Beer

Spring Street Williamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458-5948

shot. At 3:30 p.m. a traditional

favorite, tug a war begins on the Cole

Field Pond. Following these rugged

festivities there will be beer chugging

at 4:00 p.m.

There is also a snow sculpture

contest, which will be judged from
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m., Friday, (with

pecuniary rewards.) This year's

theme is "Ahce in Wonderland." The
rules allow for a sculpture in front of

every residential unit.

Another annual favorite will be the

broom-ball game Saturday afternoon

at the hockey rink from 1:00 p.m. to

2:30 p.m.

Moving to the extensive party

scene, Friday evening there is an all-

college mixer-discotheque at

Greylock dining hall sponsored by
Fitch House, 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.,

after the hockey game.

Saturday night individual houses

will hold parties and there will be a

Freshman Council-sponsored dance
for freshmen at Mission Park.

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10;00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10;00a.m, to 300 a,m,

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 012i7

(413) 458-8271

Attention:
Live in a SO room

Gothic Stone Mansion
80 Acre Campus
Dormitory Style

$60 a month singles $80 a mo. doubles

Telephone;

Lenox 637-0600

Williams Record
invites everyone to a

$26900

PER PERSON
$3.00 dep. tax

spring fling

in

bermuda
March 19-26 deluxe Holiday Inn

INCLUDES:
';<Jet Transportation from Bradley / Bermuda /
Bradley * Transfers

* 7 nights lodging In deluxe Holiday Inn :^ quad, occupancy

''• Rum party * Free tennis * Free golt * Holiday Inn

t- shirt

ADDITIONAL FREE BONUSES:
Dances, Beach party, lunch at Beach club, Harbour cruise

Steel band rock concert, Student l.d. card required

FOR FURTHER INFO CONTACT:

ALL SEASONS TRAVEL
Agency, Inc.

51 PARK AVENUE
WEST SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 01089

OFFICE; (413)734 5601

Or leave your name in the RECORD office in Baxter Hail
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Notch 3rd sfralglfrvicfory

B-bal.l bombs Colby, 83-66
byAudyO'Doanell

At long last, the sedond act was as

strong as the first

Putting together two solid halves of

outstanding team play, the Williams

cagers posted a convincing 83-66

triumph over « highly regarded Colby

quintet Saturday night at Lasell.

With Harry Sheehy, Fred Dittman,

Sam Bronfman, and a near capacity

crowd roaring in approval, the Ephs
spurted to a 40-28 hlalftime lead and
then, wonder of wonders, actually

increased the margin during the

second half to win going away.

"I was very pleased with the ef-

fort," Curt Tong said after the game.
"Coming off the flu the way three of

those guys were (the Prospect House
contingent of Mark Carter, Tom
Balderston, and Alex Rosten), I

thought we played well."

The victory was Williams eighth

against ten losses, but more im-

portantly, its third in a row.

"They've got a better sense of

confidence than they had earlier in the

season," explained Tong. "They know

what their niche is and that they'll all

play some and contribute some. If we
continue to get better we may finish

all right."

If the Ephs can put together eight

more halves of basketball like

Saturday night's display, however,

they could finish a good deal better

than just all right. The Colby victory

was a true team effort in which the

new-found Williams bench played a

crucial role.

Colby, which had lost to Springfield

at the buzzer the night before after

leading by 14 with four minutes left,

entered the contest with a 9-6 record

and a reputation as a strong, physical

club.

But with Carter, Balderston, and
the rapidly improving Matt Spangler

playing aggressively under the

boards, the Ephs jumped out to an 18-8

lead after 11 minutes of play. A Colby

press cut the lead to two, 24-22, with 5

minutes left, but a 14-2 spurt put

Williams comfortably back in the

drivers seat at the end of the half.

So once again the Ephs went to the

Track ends year at 1 2-3
The Williams indoor track team

closed out its regular season at 12-3 on

Saturday by trouncing opponents

Worcester State and Fitchburg State.

The Ephmen scored victories in 11 of

14 events and racked up 88 points to

dominate Worcester with 40 points

and Fitchburg with 15. Both visiting

schools only brought partial teams so

the hosting Ephs supplied most of the

field for each event.

Larry Tanner broke the 50 ft.

barrier in the 35 lb. weight throw with

a 50' 2Mi" first place toss. Rick

Remmer and Mark Tercek placed

third and fourth behind Tanner and in

the shot put, Remmer and Tercek

finished 2-3 respectively.

Co-captain Scott Perry did his usual

job in winning both the long and triple

jumps while fellow co-captain Dave
McLaughry led a Williams sweep in

the pole vault. Behind McLaughry
were freshmen Greg Collins (2nd) and

Mark Eckert (3rd) with no other

competitors entering the event.

Junior Don Wallace posted another

mile victory, but next week the

competition will be much tougher as

Wallace will travel with the team to

Boston for the Easterns. Dan Sullivan

finished just behind Wallace and the

next runner was 15 seconds back.

Dave Carroll edged Lee Jackson for

third place in the 600 and in the hur-

dles, sophomore Ron White left

everyone behind as he blazed to

victory in 7.6 seconds.

Perry won the 60 yard dash for his

third individual victory of the af-

ternoon and was joined on the

scoreboard by Dave Bass who
finished second and Doug Ellis who
was fourth. Freshman Tom Schreck

won his second straight 1000 yard run

with a 2:21.6 clocking and Dave
Seeger was third in 2:20.0.

The two mile run produced ten big

points as Joe Kolb led a 1-2-3 sweep in

floating to an easy win. Frank Carr
and Steve Polasky worked together

for the entire distance and finished in

second and third respectively.

Ron White's beautiful anchor leg in

the mile relay led the Ephs to a close

victory over Worcester. Neither of the

two visiting teams could field a two
mile relay squad so the Williams

quartet ran unopposed to victory.

With the regular season now over, the

Ephmen head to the Easterns next

Saturday and then to the New
Englands a week later. Last year,

Williams "scrambled to an unsteady
third" at the Easterns, but this year
the Ephs must produce some very

solid performances if they hope to

match last winter's results.

"Special Student Rate"
DRUMMOND CLEANERS

458-4321

Spring Street

Williamstown

/\ \ YALE
Inlarditclpllnarv curriculum

daalgned and taught by the

Yale College Faculty.

Open lo qualitied students

wtio tiave completed at least

one semester of degree work
in college.

May30-Auguat15

summer
term

Eacti center ofters courses
whicti are not related to the

interdisciplinary programs of

study: tiumor writing workstiop,

introduction to music, intro-

duclory phllosoptiy, inter-

mediate psychology on the child

in society, mathematics, com-
puter science, physics, chemis-

try, engineering, astronomy.

Humanities Center

Forms o( Literary Modernism
Colonial America

Origins of the Modern World

Modern Japan
Film

Social Sclencee Center

Language. Culture, and Cognition

The Study of Legal Inslitulions

Capitalism, Socialism, and Po-

litical Systems—Democratic

, and Non-Democratic
Policy and Decision Making
• Program aponaored jointly by

\

Application Information:

Summer Term Admissions
1S02A Yale station 4 S
New Haven CT 06520

(203) 432-4229

the Humanities and Social

Sciences Centera
Revolutions and Social Ctiange

Natural Sciences Center

Systems
Ttie Biosptiere

Qenetics and Bloctiemlstry

locker room with a big lead after a

strong first half performance. How,

everyone wondered, would they

choose to blow it this time?

Instead, Williams continued to run

its plays to perfection, to find the open

man, and to play a variety of

aggressive zones that forced the

Mules into launching 20 foot bombs.

In short, the Ephs put togkher two

solid halves of basketball for the first

time since the Amherst game and

showed a great deal of poise when

Colby stepped up their man to man
pressure in the second half. The

closest the Mules came in the second

half was eight points, but a three point

play and a breakaway, both by Gerry

Kelly, quickly squelched that

comeback.

Alex Rosten led the well balanced

Eph scoring attack with 18 points,

while Carter chipped in with 16, Wolk

15, Kelly 12, and Tanner 8. Spangler

hauled down 5 rebounds to com-

pliment his 6 points. Paul Harvey

paced Colby with 25 markers.

Both teams shot well, Williams

hitting 30 of 51 for 59 per cent and

Colby 28 of 58 for 48 per cent. The

game was decided at the foul Hne,

where the Ephs canned 23 of 35 while

the Mules only had 14 attempts but

made 10 of them.

Eph defensemen Rick Zeller scores with the Purple thort-handed in the first

period against Lowell Tech. (photo by Kahane)

Ephs outlast Lowell, 7-5
by Nick Cristiano

The Williams hockey team scored

three goals in each of the second and

third periods and held off a tenacious

Lowell Tech team, 7-5, Friday night at

Chapman Rink.

Dan Yeadon, hustling especially

hard in order to outshine his brother

Barry, who plays for Lowell, paced

the Ephs with two goals and an assist.

Yeadon, the Purple's leading goal

getter with 17, scored the two goals in

a second period that saw the Ephs
open a 4-1 lead after being outplayed

in the first period.

Yeadon's assist came on captain Ed

Nafafors demolish Wesleyon
The casual visitor to Muir Pool

Saturday probably thought he was
seeing a Bicentennial re-enactment of

the St. Valentine's Day Massacre, as

the Eph varsity swimmers tommy-
gunned the Cardinals of Wesleyan, 85-

27. The loss eliminated the Cards from
contention for the Little Three
championship, and set up this

Friday's conference title showdown at

Amherst's Pratt Pool.

The kiss of death came early for the

underclass dominated Wesmen. The
Williams medley relay squad of John
Farmakis, Chris Clarli, Don Cameron

Brian McDermott churns through the
water on the way to victory in the
breaststroke against Wesleyan.

(photo by Janson)

and Dave Preiss blew the Cardinal

quint out by thirteen seconds to open

the rub-out; the Eph hitmen then took

both first and second place in three of

the next four events, missing in the 50

yard freestyle where only winner R. J.

Connelly was entered.

The Cards' got their only piece of

the action in the required diving,

where Rick Dennett beat out Jeff

Erickson by 2.55 points. From then on

out, Williams didn't lose a race. The
Ephmen clinched the meet with four

events left, and ended their afternoon

with five 1-2 sweeps.

The Wesleyan win puts the Purple

Poolsters back on the winning track

after a three meet skid; the Cardinals

are the Ephs' fifth victim this season.

Despite Saturday's jumbled,
relatively weak line-up there were
several indications that the natators

are swimming out of their collective

slump. Scott Schumacker's 2:02.9

backstroke clocking places him
second in the New England rankings;

Connelly's 22.5 winning time in the 50

free moves him into a three way tie

for fourth with Amherst's Mark Parisi

and Bob Summa of UConn.
Last year, Williams mauled

Amherst, 89-24, despite Jesse de la

Rama. With the Lord Jeffs' All-

American sprinter safely graduated,

the Ephmen have to be considered

overwhelming favorites to cop their

fourth Little Three title straight

Friday afternoon, Parisi is the only

major threat held by a squad that

tripped Wesleyan in the final relay, 57-

56.

Williams College Seniors

PROCTOR & GAMBLE
We are seeking seniors interested in entry level positions In

sales leading to rapid advancement Into sales management.
Dun's Review has chosen Procter and Gamble one of the five
best managed companies. We invite you to research your
interest now -through the Office of Career Counseling. We will
be on campus to Interview interested applicants In early
March.

We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer

WHAT IS DISCO '76?
Disco '76 Is THE dance of the spring. Two and a half hours of solid dancing to
the best rock on records. No bands taking breaks, no inferior musicianship.
Two expert DJ's to pick the cuts, set the pace and mood, take requests. The
best dance floor light show ever at Williams.

Last week we were told that our attempts to advertise the fact that there
will be 10 kegs at Disco was Illegal. O.K. Traditional refreshments will be
served.

Originally, we had also planned to sell mixed drinks for a quarter. This
is, It seems, against federal lawl As a legal compromise, Bring Your Own
Bottle! We'll label It so only you can drink from It, and put It behind the bar.
Then we'll provide professional bartenders, a full range of mixers, glasses
and Ice absolutely free. But the booze Is yours, and yours alone.

After the game, or after the play, grab your honey and come to
Greylock. Bring a bottle, or bring a thirst, but come to Disco '74 and booole
'till 2 AMI!

Spencer's goal at 4:19 of the third

period, a goal which gave Williams a
5-3 lead. The Ephs twice more opened
three-goal margins, but the tougli.

checking Engineers, who outshot tiie

hosts, 41-27, both times quickly cut the

margin to two and provided hope for

their small but boisterous following.

Rick Zeller, Bob Caruso, Barney

Walsh, and Ted Walsh scored tiie

other Williams goals as the Eplis

raised their record to lO-6-i, 7-6-1 in

Division 11.

The first period had ended

deadlocked at 1-1 only through the

brilliant goaltending of Ed Weiss and

a breakaway goal by Zeller with the

Ephs shorthanded. Mason Leggee,

Lowell's freshman goaltender, made
two tremendous saves, one on Chick

Johnson and one on Bob Caruso, but

the Engineers totally dominated the

period, getting off 17 good shots lo the

Purple's seven.

Coach Bill McCormick's team is

now inactive until Friday evening,

when it hosts Middlebury at 7:30 p.m.

Purple squash tops

MIT and Bowdoin
The three hour trip to MIT early last

week was rewarding, for the Williams

squash team came away with t>ack-to-

l)ack victories over MIT and Bowdoin.

Bowdoin was downed 5-4 immediately

after MIT was knocked off 9-0.

Williams dominated MIT from start

to finish. Only Michael Fitzhugh lost a

game; there was only one overset. But

despite the relative ease with which

Williams won, the match, played on

MIT's hot courts, was still physically

taxing.

A tired Eph squad then had to face

Bowdoin. The Polar Bear squash

team is competitive; they recently

defeated Dartmouth. In a long, ar-

duous match, Williams emerged

victorious, despite dropping all three

of the five game matches.

It was the lower half of the squad

which pulled out the victory. Earlier

in the season. Coach Johnson had

pointed to the last four slots, noting

the relative inexperience and the need

for match competition. Atjainst

Bowdoin, Williams took three of the

last four positions, and Peter Thayer

won his scrimmage in the tenth slot.

Charlie Haines rebounded from an

opening loss to triumph 3-1 ; Jim Little

won by an identical score; Addison

Lanier was victorious in straight sets,

Fitzhugh lost at eight. Arnie Cogswell

and Dave Hillman registered

other victories for Williams. j

LUCITE
FRAMES

Tfc KHAMKSHOP

the

Volurrteers needed

for 24-hour relay

There will be an organizational

meeting for the Campus Chests 1i

hour relay at 4:15 p.m. Thursday.

Feb. 19th, In the Athletic Office of

Lasell gym. Volunteer workers are

needed to collect pledges for the

March 14-15 benefit.
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New frosh courses proposed
The Committee on the Freshman

Year has issued a report proposing

"Inquiry Courses" aimed at

broadening the educational goals of

freshmen.

The report stated that "the Com-

mittee is not satisfied that divisional

distributional requirements are

producing course choices by freshmen

that meet desirable distributional

goals ... the freshman year is

characterized by variety without

coherence ..."

The new "Inquiry Courses" attempt

to provide this coherence. The courses

seek to help students to perceive the

value and interrelation of more

standard courses. The courses "would

concentrate on modes of un-

derstanding rather than on subject

matter to be understood."

The Committee report suggested

that the "Inquiry Courses" be offered

either in Winter Study or during the

regular semester but they should be

required of all freshmen.

The report contained a list of

courses proposed by faculty mem-
bers. Professor Daniel D. O'Connor of

the philosophy department proposed a

course entitled "Facts and Values"

designed to define facts and values
and the relation between them.
Another course suggested by

Associate Professor of Psychology
George R. Goethals entitled
"Aggression and War" considers the
major theories of aggression and their

applications to understanding the
causes of war.

, Professor John F. Reichert of the

English department offered a course
entitled "Meaning in Literature and
the Arts" which focuses on "what is

meant by 'the meaning' of a poem, a

play, a painting, or a musical com-
position."

The report also evaluated the fresh-

man residential and advising
systems, suggesting many minor
changes.

On the separation of freshmen
housing, the report observed, "We
have not found much interest in

altering the fundamental fact of

freshman year: freshmen live

together , , . Although there are

fewer and fewer schools that do it our

way, we see no reason in principle to

change this fact."

"A sample we examined," it con-

tinued, "conformed to the general

campus impression that in excess of

fifty per cent of those students who
lived in proximity to each other as
freshmen continue to live in proximity
to each other through senior year,"
The report urged the College to hire

an architect to evaluate Baxter Hall.

"The building largely fails to provide
usable social space."

Addressing social relations, the

committee wrote, "We are par-

ticularly disturbed ... by the fact

that both black and white students

seem to have difficulty maintaining in

this community open friendships with
see FROSH page 3

Freshman Year Committee chairman
Andrew Crider.

Course change poll set
The Calendar and Schedule Com-

mittee next week will present a

questionnaire to a sample of students

who have made at least one course
change during the shifting period this

year, in an effort to determine the

reasons for the changes, and any
possible improvements in the present"

system of registration.

"We need to get some basic in-

formation on how the system works
now from the experience of the

Group to propose Green River park
by Jenny McGill

The Group to Develop a Linear

Park, which is composed of members
of three Williamstown committees, is

currently developing a proposal for a

park on the Green River and has
applied for Federal funding to aid in

covering development costs. Plans
will be presented at a town meeting in

March.

The park would extend down Water
Street, along the east side of the Green
River and across Route 2, to where the

Green River joins the Hoosac River.

The park area would consist of

"pockets of activities" according to

Joan Shainman '76, delegate from the

Recreation Committee on the park

committee.

"The town is in such need of

recreation; there are very few
parks," Shainman explained. She has

developed the graphics for the park

proposal, showing the existing area

and the proposed development.

The first- phase of development

would involve cleaning and clearing

the land. "This is the major thing,"

Shainman stated. "There is a lot of

junk dumped on the land."

The second step would involve

putting up soccer field lines, picnic

tables, a stone fireplace, a park for

children, et cetera, "We hope to get

the community's help on it," Shain-

man emphasized.

A recreaflonal park will soon be proposed to extend from Water Street down the

east side of the Green River to the Hoosac River. (P'(photo by Janson)

Shainman estimates that work on

the park could begin as soon as the

ground thaws, "provided the town

agrees," By Federal law, a town

meeting must be conducted con-

cerning such a plan; a public meeting

will be held in early March,

Those in favor of the park

development plan fear opposition to it,

both from those with property ad-

jacent to the proposed site or across

the river from it, and from town-

speople who fear that local tax

revenues will be used to finance the

project,

"Ithas nothing todowith(local) tax

dollars," Shainman stressed.

Williamstown has already been

granted $42,000 from the Federal

Department of Housing and Urban

Development, It is presently applying

for matching grant from the Bureau

of Outdoor Recreation.

To qualify for Federal funding, the

Group to Develop a Linear Park is

now preparing an environmental

impact statement. The organization

must prove that the park development

would not harmfully alter the existing

environment.

The Group to Develop a Linear Park

consists of two members each from

the town Recreation Committee, the

Conservation Committee, and the

Planning Board, "Now we're oc-

cupied with getting the (Federal)

grant," Shainman said, "Once we

have sent in the application (for

Federal funds) we can work on more

details."

Hair stylisf to face deportation
by JohnRindlaub

Luiz Carlos Deabreu, a Brazilian
hair-stylist and co-owner of the Clip
Shop, faces deportation by the U.S.
Department of Immigration and
Naturalization.

According to a North Adams
Transcript article in January,
Deabreu said he was informed by the
department three weeks ago that it

would be at least two and one half
years before he can obtain another
visa. He may have to return to Brazil
because he does not fall under the
immigration quota set by his country.
The Spring Street business com-

munity has been noticeably agitated
°y Deabreu's problem, (lecause of
Uie business he brings to William-
stown. Pursuing the only option
available to save him from depor-
tation, members of the Williamstown

Board of Trade wrote letters to

Congressman Silvio O. Conte and

Senator Edward W. Brooke,

Debreu's hearing, which was

originally scheduled for Feb, 17 in

Washington has been postponed until

March 2 pending the special

legislation now before Congress,

The special act of Congress, which

would introduce new quotas or permit

a stay of deportation for Deabreu,

must be passed by both houses and

signed by the president.

The Transcript quoted Patrick F.

Coomey, district director of the Im-

migration and Naturalization Service,

as saying, "It is a lengthy process and

not one that is usually granted, except

in extenuating circumstances,"

Deabreu shares his Clip Shop

business on Spring Street and Clip

Shop II in Pitlsfield with co-owner

students . , , we don't know what to

expect", said Paul G. Clark, chair-

man of the committee.

The four page questionnaire will

appear in the students' mailboxes

Monday, February 23, and is to be

completed and returned by that

Friday, A second random sample will

be chosen from the group who
responded. These students will be

presented with^ a follow-up

questionnaire the next week. The
results are anticipated by the eve of

the Spring break.

The survey seeks information on the

two aspects of the registration

procedure: when does the student

make his decision and what are the

principal reasons for dropping a

course. It also asks students to

propose improvements to the

procedure.

Reasons for the revision of the

present system include enabling the

administration to make final

decisions concerning faculty and
courses earlier, reducing problems

with labs and books, and providing

students with more course in-

formation before they make final

course decisions,

"We should try as nearly as possible

to accommodate the student," said

Registrar George Howard, It is hoped

that this questionnaire is a step in that

direction.

CC allocates

supplemental

tax funds
The College Council allocated

supplementary funding of $270 to

WCFM and $217 to the volleyball club

Wednesday night. In addition, Pique-

Knockabout was allowed to keep $1637

of the funds remaining in the com-
bined treasuries of the merged Pique
and Knockabout. In other business,

the CC reviewed sections of the ballot

for elections to be held March 8 and 9.

In approving allocations for the

volleyball club and WCFM, the CC
followed recommendations of the

Finance Committee. The allocation

for Pique-Knockabout represents an
increase of $167 over the Finance
Committee recommendation.
WCFM and the ACEC will request

further funding at the Finance
Committee meeting Monday, ac-

cording to committee member David
R. Ross '77. WCFM is seeking Council

aid in developing a capital fund for the

purchase of equipment, explained

Ross. Ross asked the Council to allow

the Finance Committee to reconsi3er

its recommendation of $2700 for a

spring concert pending the financial

results of the Tower of Power concert.

The March 8 and 9 elections will

select, in addition to CC represen-

tatives, a CC president and vice-

president, four CEP members (one

from each academic division and one

at-large), five at-large members of

the Committee on Undergraduate
Life, and six ^ members of the

Discipline Committee (two from each
of the present freshman, sophomore,

and junior classes), according to CC
Vice-president Pamela G. Carlton '76.

Self-nominations should be submitted

to the Dean's Office by 10 a.m. March
1, said Carlton.

CC President Mayo A Shattuck III

'76 commended the Council for its

success "in making an impact on the

faculty," regarding the CEP proposal

to ban physical education credit for

band members and team managers.

Lack of snow dumps Carnival
by Paul Skowronski

Insufficient snow cover on cross

country and alpine ski trails and a

bleak extended weather forecast were

the main reasons for cancelling

Winter Carnival, according to Ralph

Townsend, Outing Club director,

Townsend and Winter Carnival

director, Scott Inboden '77 made the

decision Tuesday afternoon.

The use of college political power

through the PE skiing program to

move the ski meet to Brodie was not

even considered, according to

Townsend, "Brodie was never con-

tacted because we knew better than to

tie up the area for two whole days for

both men's and women's events, I

wouldn't ask them to give us use of

their facilities on a holiday weekend
for nothing. Besides, why go to Brodie

for part of a meet when you can't have
the other part."

The Carnival involved three months
of preparations, "Winter Carnival is a

very complex event to put on. and
there is nothing pleasant about
cancelling it. We take great pride in

the carnivals we have had, and if the

extended forecast had given us some
hope, we would not have cancelled it,"

said Townsend,

The last time Winter Carnival was
cancelled was in 1959,

Vasso Stamatakos, They employ 12

full-time workers and according to

Stamatakos they would like to employ

four more but are financially in-

capable of doing so.

According to Stamatakos, his

partner has been fighting the im-

migration department since he

arrived in August, 1971, "Carlos has

spent much money for lawyers and all

sorts of extensions," he said.

Immigration authorities claim

Deabreu has actually been an illegal

resident since July 30, 1972 when his

visa status as a student at Boston's

Mansfield Beauty Academy expired,

Deabreu told the Transcript that he

used student status to get into the

country because the US, quota on

Brazilians favored those from

wealthy backgrounds.

see CLIP SHOP page 3

Luit Carlos Deabreu, seated. Spring Street's noted "new took" barber, may b«-
deported. He is shown here with Vasso Stamatakos, co-owner of the Clip
Shop. (photo by Janson)
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Concert Money
The College Council rightly postponed action on the ACEC's

request for funding for a spring concert pending the final count
of ticket sales and costs for yesterday's Tower of Power con-

cert. It is up to the ACEC to prove that it can supply a concert
which will appeal to a significant number of students. ACEC
members have argued that Tower of Power is such a group.

By Wednesday, ticket sales were good but below ex-

pectations to the extent that the number of tickets available for

off campus sale was expanded. ACEC co-chairman Bill Goodell
was predicting a sell-out, but even if all tickets were sold, there
is some question as to how many Williams students actually
benefUed from the concert.

TOe notion of big-name popular concerts is appealing
especially with the lowered ticket prices the ACEC makes
possible. However, the cost is high (currently about 12 per cent
of the Student Activities Tax), and if it can be shown that

concerts appeal to only a limited group in the student body, then
subsidization of one student's fun by another on this scale
should be curtailed.

Supporters of ACEC funding argue that the problem is too

little spent per concert, that the groups Williams can afford are
just not popular enough to appeal to the entire student body.
ACEC members do not seem to share this view, as their op-

timism on the Tower of Power indicates. To justify continued
ACEC funding even on the present scale, it must show that it

can fill concerts with Williams students and that in the course of

a year nearly all students will be attracted to a concert.

Short of that, the College Council would do well to allocate

funds in areas which have shown their appeal to students. The
theatre presentation of a Midsummer Night's Dream has sold
out all performances at considerably less cost than an ACEC
concert. Boys in the Band and a dance production in Lasell also

produced full houses.
Before dumping $2700 into a single event, the College

Council must decide if allocation of this money to other ac-
tivities would be more beneficial to students even if the money
must be saved until next year for allocation.

Fun Failure
by W.H.E.W.

Activities on Poker Flats sponsored by W.H.E.W. are an
exciting and entertaining part of Winter and Spring Weekends.
Unfortunately, this winter's activities have been hampered by
lack of efficient publicity efforts. Events such as the trike race,

the toboggan race and beer chugging require house par-

ticipation. Yet two days before the activities were schediUed,

house officers had not been informed of the rules and entrance
requirements of such events.

If W.H.E.W. is what it purports to be, the College social

coordinating committee, then it has no excuse for failure in

Eublicity. Unlike last year, W.H.E.W. did not have the added
urden of planning a mixer for the weekend. If W.H.E.W. is to

continue to be funded by the College Council, it must do a more
careful job.

. . . And By Freshmen
Activities on the major party weekends at Williams,

Homecoming, Winter Carnival, and Spring Weekend usually

culminate with relatively small house parties on Saturday
evening. These parties make an important contribution to the

atmosphere of the weekends. Thus, it is disappointing to see the

Freshman Council advertise an all college mixer-type party

open to all students for one dollar. Such a party endangers the

concept of an evening of house parties. FYeshmen should have a

party of their own, but not one publicized with posters.

Opinion ,.

1

1

by Ken Bertsch

(This is the fifth in a series of pro-

candidate articles written by

Williams students.)

"My message is 'Hard Times, Hard

Choices'. People want you to level

with them. We're out of cheap energy.

American lives are going to change.

We're going to have to sacrifice." So

says Morris Udall, Congressman from

Arizona and one of the many running

for President.

Since Udall was elected to Congress

from conservative Arizona in 1961, he

tias become known as a leader in the

tkattles for a clean environment, for a

sane energy policy, and for election

and Congressional reform. Udall

wrote the first legislation ever in-

troduced in Congress dealing with

population problems; he wrote the

strip-mining bill (vetoed by President

Ford—Congress came within three

votes of overriding the veto) ; he wrote

the land-use bill that has been at the

center of the land-use debate; he has

written a law concentrating Federal

energy research on renewable energy

sources; he wrote the comprehensive

non-nuclear energy research and"

development bill; he has played a liey

role in the passage of every important

environmental bill of the last decade.

More than anyone else, Udall was

responsible for getting rid of the

seniority system in the House.

Symbolic of this was Udall's un-

precedented challenge of Speaker

John McCormack in 1969. Udall led

the coalition that passed the Cam-
paign Reform Act of 1971 and he co-

authored the Clean Elections Act.

Udall has been involved in election

and Congressional reform since 1961,

eleven years before Watergate.

This litany could go on much longer,

but I think it is clear from this that

Udall's record is one of vision and
dedication.

One of Udall's central campaign
themes is the call for a balanced

growth policy. The balance has to be

struck between what he calls the three

E's—energy, the environment, and
the economy. For example, though he

has long been a conservationist, Udall

says that we need to increase our coal

production right now. The goal is

greater production with minimal
environmental damage. His strip-

mining bill would allow strip-mining,

but involves strict safety and en-

vironmental standards and requires

that the land be put back as it was.

Job Jots
Rocniiliii^:

The following schedules will open
for sign-up on Monday, February
2:ti(l:

U.S. Marines
Eaton - heavy construction
materials

Procter & Gamble - sales &
marketing

Peal, Marwick & Mitchell

National Commercial Bank &
Trust

Price Waterhouse
Chemical Bank
Colonial Perm (insurance)

Reminder:

Smith Kline, a Philadelphia based
pharmaceutical company will be
interviewing for their

Management Development
Program Fob. 26 and 27. In-

ternational emphasis - facility in

language and-or residency abroad
required.

Srs. interested in being considefed
for the 5 yr. international

management program with
Thomas Borthwick & Sons, check
with OCC immediately. Tom
Slattery is leaving Friday and
would like to talk with anyone
interested before then.

The student who borrowed the

LMP (Literary Market Place
Book) PLEASE RETURN IT!!

Udall

Like the other liW*&J Democfats,

Udall proposes tpj^bak up the energy

conglomerates.ydne difference is that

he feels that legislation is required—

the current anti-trust laws aren't

enough.

The Udall energy program also

includes the creation of a new public

agency to manage our publicly owned

energy resources, the institution of a

system of quotas to determine oil

import levels, the creation of a

Comprehensive Transportation Fund

to develop a balanced transportation

policy stressing energy efficiency,

and a comprehensive energy con-

servation program. His programs in

this and other areas are substantive

and unambiguous.

I think that it is important to ask not

only "Why Udall?" but also "Why not

the others?
'

' This applies in particular

to the other liberals. Why is Udall

better than the farmer from
Shirkieville, Indiana (Bayh), the

farmer from Plains, Georgia (Car-

ter), and the farmer from Walters,

Oklahoma (Hairris)?

The fact that Udall's proposals are

substantive shows one area of dif-

ference. Jimmy Carter's talent for

ambiguity was shown in Iowa where

he managed to convince pro and anti

abortion people that he was on their

respective sides. (Udall supports the

Supreme Court abortion decision,

period.) Perhaps more troublesome

are Carter's empty statements about

cutting the Federal bureaucracy—he

still hasn't given any indication of

what and where he plans to cut.

Carter says that, as governor of

Georgia, he "pushed through a hard-

nosed reorganization of the state's

overgrown bureaucracy", slashing

administrative costs 50 per cent (no

one knows where this figure came
from). Georgia's 'overgrown
bureaucracy' included 49,0(X) em-
ployees and a $1.06 billion budget at

the start of Carter's four year term.

After Carter's hard-nosed slashing,

the state had 61,000 employees and a

$1.65 billion budget.

To his credit. Birch Bayh has been
somewhat more specific than Carter.

Although his economic program is

skimpy on details compared to Udall

and Fred Harris, it has some sub-

stance. Yet, Bayh can be quite vague

at times. For example, last year he

gave various groups both for and
against National Health Insurance the

impression that he was on their side.

Harris has been more specific than

Carter and Bayh, yet his programs
often do not recognize the com-
plexities of the issues. It has been said

of Harris that, "If you don't really

Rogers team
announces
Dave Rogers '77 and Randy

Sturges '77 declared their can-

didacy yesterday for president and
vice-president of the College

Council.

Rogers, a JA in East College, is

an English major and is currently

serving on the Review of the

Freshman Year and the JA
Selection Committee. He is also a

member of the varsity soccer team
and varsity ski team.

Sturges, a history and economics
major, has served two terms on the

Council as a representative from
Pratt House and is currently

Features Editor of the Record. He
is also a student delegate to faculty

meetings.

Rogers and Sturges regard the

funding process as the most crucial

function of the Council. They want
to establish a thorough review of

the whole procedure, including a

clearer definition of policy in

allocations as well as an earlier

conclusion to budgetary
proceedings.

Morris Udall

believe that breaking up the big

corporations and banks is the wliole

answer, Fred Harris doesn't offer you

much help." The Harris and Bayh
economic programs merely repr&ent

a rehash and extension of uld New
Oealism.
Udall has a record of integrity and

consistency that is unmatched by

these others. He is a man of vision,

willing to deal with complex issues.

He is a man of conscience who op-

posed the war in Vietnam long before

the other candidates (ejteept Gov.

Shapp), despite the fact that he

represented a conservative, hawkish

district. He spoke out against Gov.

Wallace when it ran against the ac-

cepted political wisdom.

Archibald Cox has said, and I would

agree, that "Morris Udall is not a man

for yesterday. His youth and vision

make him a man for today and

tomorrow."

Letter: Boys
To the editor:

•*

On behalf of Dodd House and its

officers, we would like to tiianli

Michael Knight for bringing his ex-

cellent production of Mart Crowley's

Boys in the Band to our living room.

Theater can take on exciting new

perspectives when it is removed from

the familiar environs of the stage and

adapted to a space which was

designed for another purpose. To

make it work, a great deal of patience

and ingenuity are needed. Michael

and his cast have shown a hounliful

supply of both.

It is regrettable that additional

showings of the play could not have

been scheduled so that more students

could see this fine show. If Michael

does plan future showings of the play.

or if he plans to direct another play, it

is our sincere hope that he will present

it in Dodd House.

DamDiBiccarn'77
Dan Tox '77

Kelly to run
Harry J. Kelly, '78, announced

his candidacy for vice-president of

the College Council today-.

Kelly is the College Council

represenUtive from Carter House,

introduced the resolution last weel(

which censured the CEP for Hs

decision-making in eliminating

P.E. credit for Uie Band and team

managers. He has been active in

several campus political groups-

including the Williams ADA-the

Williams Record and WCF1V1

Kelly said his aims include

working to stream-line the budget

making process in the Counci

to concentrate College Counci

funds in those groups which appeal

to the largest segments of ine

campus. "A rise in the Studen

Activity fee is likely if we're not

more careful about our spending .

he said, "but it can be avoided H

the Council establishes stan;

dardized budgeUry procedures

He also said his familiarity with

many campus organizations would

be a plus, and he cited the example

of the CEP censure to indicate his

concern for the problems oi

otherwise-unrepresented campus

groups.
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Variety without coherence"

Inquiry courses for frosh?

Most students can recall scenes like this frdm their first Williams September.

After tlie room is settled however, there is still the problem of adjusting to the

academic environment. The committee on the freshman year suggested
educational inquiry courses to aid in the transition (photo by McClellan)

WCFAA revives fund
WCFM is trying to revive the

capital fund assigned to it during the

1960's. Tom Herwitz '78, president of

the station, and Wayne Lilley '77,

station manager, made a brief

Record adds

four editors
Record editors-in-chief, David R.

Ross and George J. Schutzer, an-

nounced the appointment of four

editors today.

John W. Rindlaub Jr. '79, David

MacGregor '79 and Nicholas V.

Cristiano '77 will be associate editors.

Susan M. Galli '78 will be a con-

tributing editor.

Cristiano moves up from a con-

tributing editor post. Formerly sports

editor of the Record, Cristiano writes

for the College news office. He will be

working with the news department.

Rindlaub, who joined the Record

staff in October, will work with the

features department. MacGregor,
who covers College Council meetings

for the Record, will be assigned to the

news department.

Galli has been a features reporter

for the last year and will continue

writing features in her new post.

presentation to the College Council

Finance Committee on Monday and
will discuss the proposal again at next

Monday's meeting.

The station asks for a fund of $6-

7000, which is the cost of replacing the

most valuable piece of equipment, the

studio console. "It is critical now,"
says Lilley, "because that console is

twelve years old and will need to be

replaced in the next few years."

The finance committee will make
recommendations about the duration

of the fund and whether it may be used

to replace lost or stolen articles. Any
funds provided will be separate from
the station's budget.

'

The earlier fund was provided for

the upkeep of large equipment and as

insurance against theft. Due to

mismanagement, according to Lilley,

all of the fund money and part of the

station's budget went toward the

building of a production studio.

"The radio station operates in a

different way than most other

organizations on campus," explained

Herwitz. "Because we deal with a" lot

of expensive equipment—equipment
which wears out—we can often be

faced with unexpected large capital

investments. That's why we need a

fund like this—so we can be

prepared."

FROSH from page 1

fellow students of both races.

"Students report that interracial

friendships were easier in high school,
for the understandable reason that
high schools are not residential. But
we want the groups to mix."
The committee reported that it was

satisfied with the freshman inclusion

process, but suggested that "the
description be more consistent in the

way it sketches the individual
houses."

In the discussion of advising, the

report examined Junior Advisers,

Faculty Advisers and Freshman
Days, y
"At wery turn, we come to the

importance of the role of the Junior
Adviser, even when we are looking

ostensibly at other advising roles . . .

it is the Junior Advisers who might
instigate a more intellectual tone in

Freshman Days or in the entry . . .

The junior advisers might help fresh-

men to get to know other up-

perclassmen and upperclass houses."

The committee claimed that Fresh-

man Days could be improved by
adding events of "more intellectual

nature." "A Film or lecture, for

example, with the cooperation of the

Junior Advisers and Faculty Ad-
visers, could generate entry
discussion in a way reminiscent of

President Garfield's roundtable
groups."

"Faculty Advising is notoriously

uneven," the report contended.
"Freshmen, who have the highest

hopes of extensive faculty contact

often have the most difficulty finding

it." The committee recommended
that Faculty Advisers meet their

advisees for lunch once a week and
that "particularly effective advising

be explicitly considered in salary and
other personnel decisions."

According to Committee Chairman
Andrew Crider, "The faculty will

discuss the report at the next faculty

meeting." The report will be divided

into two sections. The first dealing

with residence and advising doesn't

Study links alcoho

to sexual problems
Scientists have linked alcohol and

alcoholism to sex problems based on

research on men who volunteered to

drink the equivalent of a pint of 86

proof whiskey a day for four weeks.

According to an article printed last

week inlheiNEW YORK TIMES, the

study showed that the toxic effects of

extended drinking lead to the

destruction of testosterone, the male
sex hormone. The discovery, the

article said, explains the common
development of female charac-

teristics -among male alcoholics.

The article included the following

list of known forms of damage which

result from prolonged alcoholic in-

take: "the withering away or atrophy

of the testacies, enlargement of the

breast, tos»of the male distribution of

hair, and impotence."

The TIMKS also quoted Dr.

Emanuel Rubin, a pathologist at Mt.

Sinai School of Medicine and the

senior investigator in the study. "The
findings go a long way toward ex-

plaining the sex problems of

alcoholics," Rubin said. "It is not a

reaction peculiar to some chronic

alcoholics. Anybody who drinks

continuously can get the effect. This is

a pure effect of alcohol in any form
you take it—whiskey, wine or beer.

The total amount of alcohol is the only

thing that counts."

require action. They would vote to

accept that part of the report.

"Proposals for inquiry courses

would require faculty action." Crider

called this section "a major
proposal."

The Committee, formed last April,

was composed of six faculty members
and four students.

WRC to hold
speaker night,

mock primary
The Williams Republican Club will

sponsor a speakers' night at 8:3C p.m.

Sunday, in Jesup Hall. Students will

speak in support of a number of

presidential candidates.

A campus wide primary election

will follow the speakers night, Mon-
day. Ballots which will be distributed

in dining halls, will ask students to

mark both their party affiliation and
their chosen candidate.

The purpose of the speakers night,

according to Republican Club
representative, Bruce McElvin '79, is

to "encourage political discussion on

campus." McElvin said that he hoped

the event would familiarize students

with the stands of various candidates.

The campus primary, McElvin
said, will give an indication of the

political sentiment on the Williams

campus. "If we treat ourselves as an

independent state," he added, "then

this will be the first primary in the

nation."

So far, students have volunteered to

speak for Carter, Shriver, Bayh,

Harris, Udall, Ford, and Reagan.

Students endorsing a declared can-

didate who want to speak should call

Bruce McElevin (6376) or Linda

Smith (6941).

Fitch-Prospect housing described
When Beph Burger was defunded by

the Freshman council last week, it was
in Ihe middle of a series of articles on
il>f inclusion process. Previous articles

included the selection process. Mission

I'ark and the Greylock Quad. The
"Record" will print the last two parts

in the series. This part is on the Dodd-
t'ltchProspect group and the last

!>iirl, on the row houses wilt appear
next Tuesday.

The Dodd-Fitch-Prospect group
consists of four houses, including

Currier. Currier has some nice rooms
that resemble the ones in the fresh-

man Quad. They are larger, have
halls, nooks and crannies, and have an
old-fashioned air. As has been said

FOR SALE

BRAND NEW TANBERG TCD 310

CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER
with DOLBY NOISE REDUC-
TION. Internationally known as

the best cassette tape recorder

made In the world. This "State of

the Art" piece of equipment must
be heard to be believed - %A99. Call

STEVE at 597-6241.

about other houses, the people set the

atmosphere. Currier does not have a

healthy atmosphere. In the words of

one resident "Everyone is trying to

get out of here," and into either Fitch

or one of the Row Houses. With this

attitude predominant very little effort

is made to make Currier a liveable

place.

The next house up the rung is

Prospect. Here there is room for

creativity. The quads are arranged

linearly resulting in a tremendous

amount of window space. The singles

as well as the closets are immense.

Each room we visited was at least

50 per cent larger than a living room

in the Frosh Quad. In fact, there is

shelf space, desk space, floor space,

closet space, wall space, and even

study space in the basement. But to

achieve this area the architect ap-

parently skimped on the thickness of

the walls and when a telephone rings

everyone in the entry is convinced

that it is their own.

Better by far than the first two

houses is Fitch. The plan is similar to

the quad, but the triples a^f half again

as large. What is more, these

"triples," as a rule, only have two

people in them. Fitch house saves six

of these doubles for Sophomores, with

overflow (shudder) going to Currier.

By Senior year the rooms are nothing

short of luxurious.

The people at Dodd are rumored to

be the most cliquish on campus.

"Sure," noted an outsider, "but they

have plenty to be snobbish about."

Indeed they do. The rooms in Dodd

proper are primarily singles—all

have private bathrooms, all are

soundproof, and all have wall paper.

The dining facilities are unrivaled,

and those freshmen who went to their

mixer know that there is plenty of

party room.

Dodd, though, is made up of several

houses. At the other end of the scale is

the Dodd Annex. This used to be the

servants' quarters - ice house. As a

result, rooms are tiny, cramped and

generally unbearable. Nonetheless,

the residents are happy, because next

year they will be in "the" house.

These houses are so diverse it would

be impossible to give them a group

rating. On a scale of one to five,

Currier sits at one, Prospect has a two

and a half, and Fitch, pulled down by

the possibility of drawing Currier,

rates a three. Dodd would get a six,

but the outlying houses merit the

group only a five. Nevertheless, this

looks like one of the better categories.

Within Ihe Dodd-Fitch-Prospect housing group,

favorite housing choice among freshmen.
Dodd House seems to be the

(photo by Read)

Stylist's hearing held up

Colonial Pizza
The Best in America

Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

so Spring street

458-9009 and 458-8014

open daily 9 a.m. toZa.m.
Breakfast daily 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.

Donuts, Coffee

We make our own pizza dough dally

STUDENTS WELCOME

Sight Point Institute
is a summer community of

scholars for outstanding
students interested in lit-

erature, psychology, and
philosophy. The instructional

system, like that at Oxford, is

based on Intensive tutorials.

Excellent recreational oppor-

tunities are provided by a

rural setting on the coast of

Nova Scotia. For information,

write to Sight Point Institute,

361 60th Street, Oakland, CA
94618.

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream

Fresh Dough Every Day

Open

Sunday through Thursday

10:OOam to 2:00 am

Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 300 a.m.

« Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458-8271

CLIP SHOPfrompage 1

In March, 1974, he gained cover

when he married an American who

filed a petition on his behalf. She with-

drew the petition last September,

however, because of marital

problems, according to Coomey.

Deabreu and Stamalakos are now

worried about the future of their shops

which have rapidly become two of the

most popular in Berkshire County.

The owners said their clientele in-

cludes many students and residents

but that It also reaches into Vermont,

New Hampshire, Connecticut and

New York.

Coomey told the Transcript that the

fact that Deabreu employs several

people would be a factor in his favor

which will be strongly considered by

the Board of Immigration Appeals in

Washington.

In addition to sending letters to

Congress, local merchants helped

ELRC^FE

800-325-4867
@ Un-.Travel Charters

initiate a petition drive for Deabreu.

Petitions circulated in Williamstown,

Pittsficld, and Bennington drew 4000

signatures.

Deabreu is skeptical about his

chances of remaining in the U.S. but

his partner, Stamatakos, is more
optimistic. He is a Greek citizen and
also faces possible deportation. Yet he

is in a stronger position because his

country has looser visa requirements

and timetables.

"I don't want to talk about my
case," he said, smiling and then

cutting a lock of his client's hair. "And
I think we can work things out."

Certainly, many Williamstown
merchants did their t)est to help the

cause of their fellow businessman.

Blockout strikes

Williamstown area
Random pockets of the Williams

campus were left without electricity

for an hour early Wednesday af-

ternoon. Andy Fulton, Supervisor of

Distribution for Massachusetts
Electric, attributed the failure to "a
problem which came up in a sub-

station." He said the blackout af-

fected some 700 area residents.
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Boys in the Band a success
by Larry Mitchell

"If only we didn't hate ourselves so

much," laments Michael about

himself and his homosexual brethren.

The "Boys in 'the Band" by Mart
Crowley deals largely with this

problem. The play, which was per-

formed last Monday and Tuesday in

the Dodd House living room, deals

with many of the problems of

homosexuals who have "come out of

the closet." But, as Michael Knight

The "rude mechanicals" will perform
the most lamentable comedy of
"Pyramus and Thisby" for the duke
of Athens in A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT'S DREAM. The Shakespeare
continues on February 19th, 20th, and
21st at the Adams Memorial Theatre.

who directed the play said, "This is

more than a play about homosexuals.

It's a play about people who can't

adapt to the society in which they

live." This point was well brought out

by a tightly-knit cast which featured'

David Wood as Michael, the most

neurotic of the group.

From the beginning of the play

when Michael walks on stage and

plays an appropriately selected

recording of "Tonight," his man-

nerisms and character are consistent

and well-developed. Andrew Gerra as

Donald, his "boyfriend," Andrew
Masetti, who played the vain, "cat-

ty," and paranoid Harold, and Daniel

O'Connell as the "straight", naive and

frightened Alan were also good.

There was ample opportunity to

overplay homosexual stereotypes, but

this was admirably restrained. Even
Emory (Jon Stolzberg) who is the

most blatantly homosexual of them
all, was a well-played individual,

combining stereotyped charac-

teristics with a well-developed,

distinct character. Scott Perry, who
made his debut as a "dumb blonde"

added some humor to the more
serious scenes in the play.

There were many places where the

play might have dragged, but the

pacing was very good and had an

almost rhythmical, at times perhaps

overdone, quality. Timing, which was
especially important, as the humor of

the play depends on a number of "one-

liners", was consistently good. The
serious scenes, difficult, because of

the touchy subject of homosexual
love, were tastefully and effectively

played.

Michael Knight's direction was
intelligent and artistic. There was
some awkward staging because of

difficulties of space, but for the most

DarJ: the action flowed smoothly and

/grace'fuUy. The set, designed by

Knight, was functional and attractive,

and the actors were well placed within

it. In addition, the cast worked well as

a unit, giving strong support to Wood's

Michael.

The only serious problem was the

ending. Without a curtain or dimmer

board, it was very difficult to

definitively end the play. Sliding from

the action to the curtain calls confused

the audience and somewhat
diminished the final impact. "The

Boys in the Band," was entertaining

as well as effective, well-played and

well-directed. The group's handling of

a difficult subject deserves high

praise.

Sculpture, prints on display
An exhibition of prints by Arthur

Hillman and sculpture by William

Jackson is now on view at Gallery 9 of

the College Museum of Art at

Lawrence Hall.

Arthur Hillman is a photo-

printmaker who deals with the syn-

thesis of figurative and landscape

images. All of the prints in the exhibit

are photo silk screen prints. His work
has been presented in eight one-man
shows, many group exhibits, and in

over a dozen national print

exhibitions.

A resident j,of Housatonic, Mass.,

Hillman moved to the Berkshires

from Boston in 1974 to start a

photography program and teach

printmaking. From 1968 to 1974 he was
an assistant professor of graphic arts

at the Massachusetts College of Art in

Boston, and served as chairman of the

printmaking department for four

years.

William Jackson is a sculptor-

designer who lives in Stephentown,

N.Y. The works on exhibition include

those which are static, those which
can be manipulated by the viewer,

those which have a system powered
by electricity and-or compressed air,

and those which employ a sculptural

approach to the solution of a

utilitarian need.

As a group, the sculptures are

constructed from a wide range of

materials and involve a diverse

technology. The floating and static

bowls, for example, have been formed
through spinning and assembled by
welding and cementing with epoxies

and silicone rubber.

The exhibition is free and will

continue through Feb. 29.

for

15.

Fall

(No
and Year
language

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY, THE JACOB HIATT IN-

STITUTE IN ISRAEL Year Program, Fall Term only, or
Spring Term only

Earn 16 credits for the semester
Juniors and seniors eligible

Applications now being accepted
programs, 1976-77: due March
requirement.)

Applications for Spring program
(Beginning knowledge of Hebrew required.)

Financial aid available

Obtain Information from:

The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Office of International Programs
Brandels University

Waltham, Mass. 02154

due November 15.

Iague

V_XALLER

Fine Photographs
of the Berkshires Mounted
and Ready to Hang

78 Water street, Willlamstown, Mass. Closed Monday TEL.4S8-S896

Michael Knight's production of "The Boys in the Band" last Monday aM
Tuesday in Dodd House was adjudged a theatrical success, (see review)

(photo by Kahane

Brass quintet to perform Saturday
Tomorrow afternoon the Williams

College Brass Quintet will present a

short program of music in the

auditorium of the Clark Art Institute.

In recognition of the Bicentennial

year, emphasis will be on American

composers, such as Arthur

Frachenpohl, William Schmidt, and

Samuel Baron, but representative

works from earlier European masters

suchasJohannPezel, J. S. Bach, and

Gabrieli, will be added in the interest

of balance. Because of the exhausting

nature of solo brass performance the

informal program will be held to

about forty-five minutes. Admission

will be free.

The next lecture in the current

series of talks celebrating the

Bicentennial spirit and dealing with

themes in American life and art will

be given this Sunday, at 3:00 at the

Clark Ins. William H. Pierson, Jr.,

Massachusetts Professor of Art

Emeritus at Williams, will discuss

Thomas Eakins and Walt Whitman in

a comparative study entitled

"Faces."

Pierson has been very active in the

field of American nineteenth-centur

architecture. Author of numeroui
articles in periodicals, he is perhap:

best known for his major contributioi

as co-editor and Executive Secretar

of the 1960 documentary slido survey

The Ar(s of the United Stales

Landscape, Pearlman exhibit;

to close this Sunday at Clark
This Sunday will be the final day to

view the two current temporary

exhibitions, the Pearlman Collection

and "Landscape into Art," at the

Clark Art Institute. Originally

scheduled to close in December, the

Pearlman Collection, featuring

paintings by Cezanne, Van Gogh,

Degas, Toulouse-Lautrec, Utrillo,

ECfl prexnti>

Modigliano and others and sculpture

by Lipchitz, Gauguin and Lehmbruck
was held over because of its grea

popularity. "Landscape into Art,'

examples of prints and drawings fron

the Institute's collection, demon
strates some of the many differen

approaches possible in rendering lh(

landscape in art.

TICKETS GO ON S«LEfE8 10
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Willlamstown may lack enough snow for the College to hold a traditional Winter
Carnival but some traditional events will surely take place anyway. We believe
that this double-exposure Photo of the Week by Charlie Janson captures the
spirit of Carnival for much of the Williams community.

AN ECONOMICS PERSPECTIVE
ON FEMINISM

Is a socialist revolution a

prerequisite for a successful
feminist revolution? Discussion

may center around this question

after Sam Rosenberg, assistant

professor of Economics, talks on

Women in the Labor Market."
Tfie occasion is a dessert-

discussion sponsored by Williams
Women on Monday, February 23,

at 6:30 P.M. in Driscoll Lounge.
Everyone is welcome to attend.

The Admissions Committee needs
your help with its Early Ac-
ceptance program. Strong ap-
plicants for next year's freshman
class who have already been ac-

cepted by Williams will be visiting

the school Thursday, March 4,

through Saturday, March 6. Any
student who could house a par-

ticipant or take him or her to

classes on Friday—please call

Ellen Causey (6280), Steve
Christakos (458-4020), Jenny
McGill (6544), or Anna Waring
(6615).

'The Doonesbury Chronicles are back,

and our sales section has been set back up

enzi s
COLIKI lOGC ITOM O
lUlAMITOWN, MAM. I

in the Sun Room"

AAassPIRG is investigating the phone company. We need
volunteers who are willing to contribute an hour of their time.
If interested, please contact Mary (6845) or Chris (2862)

TONIGHT!!!
WINTER CARNIVAL

DISCO 76
Tickets WILL Be on Sale at Door!

9:30 - 2:00 AM Greylock Dining Hall

Ten Kegs of Traditional Refreshments! I

100 Gallons of Free Mixers!

!

Unbelievable Lights!

!

Discs, DJs, and DANCING!!

Discs, DJs, and Dancing!

All this for only $1.75

DO IT!

Residential

houses will
open to frosh

College residential houses will be
open to freshman visitors on Monday
and Tuesday nights this week from
seven to ten o'clock, the Housing
Committee decided at its meeting last
Wednesday.

Freshman visiting upperclass
dormitories on those evenings should
find a house resident ready to show
them the house and describe living
conditions.

In other Housing Committee action,
Dean Cris Roosenraad announced
applications for off campus housing
are available at the Director of

Student Housing, Charles Jankey's,
office in the Buildings and Grounds
building.

Roosenraad has warned that
decisions on who lives off campus are
made by the Housing Committee, and
that a student who has made rent
arrangements for living off campus
next year may not necessarily be
granted the right to live off campus.
The Housing Committee consists of

all residential house presidents, four
freshmen, two exchange students,

Roosenraad, Jankey and co-
chairman, Addison Lanier '76 and
Lilli Scheye '78.

The committee authorized the
production of applications for persons
desiring to change house affiliation.

Applications, which will be available
in Jankey's office, must be completed
by March 18.

The committee is still in the process
of working out the details of affiliation

transfer decisions. It has agreed that

each application will be assigned a
random number, but has made no
decisions as to how that random
number will be used.

Students desiring to transfer will be
allowed to list all houses they are
willing to transfer to in priority order.

The committee also agreed to

require that rooms be "frozen" after

room draw in the spring. That is, once
a student has picked his room in room
draw he will not be allowed to change
rooms just because the person who
pickeci a room before him has decided

to lake a year off. These vacant rooms
will be assigned to transfers and
exchanges from other colleges when
possible.

Deborah Beardsley, lecturer in music, will be featured in a faculty recital
tonight. Beardsley, a soprano, accompanied by Kenneth Roberts on piano and
James Mark on clarinet will perform songs by Berlioz, Mahler, Rossini, Rorem
and Orrego-Salas. The recital is at 8:30 p.m. and admission is free.

• .'^'" "' -,
''^^'

Jay DiBiaso displayed his Winter Study project at an opening presentation at
Dodd House on Wednesday night. The theme of the project is nudes and ac-
cording to the artist is an attempt to portray the human body as a series of
geometric shapes and forms through photographs. The project will remain on
display for about two weeks. (photo by Read)

Dorms to be closed
over Spring recess
For reasons of protection of

student property and energy
conservation, all sludent housing
will be closed over llii- Spring
ificss. Saturday, 20 March to

Saturday, 3 April. Those students
who must be on campus during this

period, for academic or financial

reasons, should contact Dean
Roosenraad immediately

SATURDAY FILMSERIES
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4-game s freak on line against Jeffs

B-ball trounces WPI, 85-61

Baseball heralds the beginning of spring, which can't come too soon for
members of the team practicing in Towne Field House. (photo by Read)

Ephwomen outhoop Holyoke
Although it seemed that they were

batthng their own post-flu-laziness

more than their Mt. Holyoke op-

ponents, the Ephwomen hoopsters

nevertheless handily defeated their

visitors from South Hadley 44-29. The
Williams squad made the referees

earn their pay as they displayed great

versatility in committing turnovers.

The half-time score of 19-12 was due
less to good defense on Williams' part

than to poor shot selection and blown
easy shots by both teams.

Coach Crawford called in all her

reserves during the game. Louise Van
Dyclt's strong performance on offense

and Leslie Ferguson's aggressive

defense and 2 for 3 shooting from her

favorite 15 foot spot were the game's
only bright aspects. High scorers for

Williams were frosh forwards Leigh

Wilson (11) and Van Dyck (9).

Saturday the Ephwomen will

celebrate carnival weekend by

hosting Dartmouth in a 2:00 afternoon

game in Lasell.

by Andy O'Donnell

The pre-game script wasn't sup-

posed to read like this.

Honestly, who short of Gil Thorpe

would have predicted that Amherst

and Williams would be fighting for the

Little 3 basketball crown tomorrow

night, or that the game rated as a

tossup?

Moreover, who wouldn't have been

consigned to read every book in the

Chip Hilton series for even con-

templating the possibility that the

Ephs might finish at or above the .500

mark this season?

After all, last spring Williams had

graduated one of the most talented

basketball classes in recent years, a

class that had chalked up 4 straight

Little 3 titles and run off 13 con-

secutive wins against Little 3 com-

petition.

Sure, Coach Tong had 3 solid

veterans returning in the likes of

Mark Carter, Alex Rosten, and Mike

Tanner, but after that everyone else

was an unknown quantity with little or

no varsity experience.

So it wasn't surprising that the learn

played like basketball was a foreign

sport through all of December and the

early part of January, di-opping six of

its first eight games and continually

ruining 15 minutes of solid basketball

wilh 25 minutes of intramural free for

all.

Amherst, on the other hand, was
living up to its pre-season billing as

one of the top Division III teams as it

Women's squash nips Princeton, 4-3
The Williams women's squash team

ran its season record to a fine 4-1 with

three big wins over the past week.

Paced by the bottom portion of the

team. The Ephwomen posted wins

over Vassar, Princeton, and Smith.

The biggest win of the current

season came last Saturday against

nationally ranked power Princeton.

The Purple racquetwomen had
finished well behind their opponent

from Princeton two weeks earlier, as

the Tigers copped the Howe Cup.

Princeton was also ranked no. one in

the nation a year ago.

With the score tied at 2-2 In Lasell

Gym, in front of an enthusiastic

crowd, Co-captain Linda Miller

suffered a three-sel loss. Anne
Saxenian (hen won at no. six to knot

the match a( three apiece, Janet

Costikyan, playing at no. four, then

copped her match in four games to

insure a Williams win, 4-3.

Holly Boyer and Marcia Johnston

had also won matches in the match.

In a previous home match, the Eph-
women had knocked off Vassar, 5-2.

JaneGarvey. and Jennifer Fleischner

each won, in addition to Johnston,

Saxenian and Boyer.

The Ephwomen also posted an

impressive 6-3 win on the losers'

courts. Playing on tricky courts,

Williams again received strong

performances from the middle part of

the team. Linda Miller (No. 2) and

Ginna Remington (38i posted key

wins.

The Ephwomen now take their 4-1

record to Vassar (his afternoon to face

Vassar and Penn. The team is poin-

ting toward the women's squash

nationals the last weekend in

February, at Dartmouth. Martha
Cook, Linda Miller, Jane Garvey, and
Janet Costikyan will be trying for

individual and team points.

coasted through the early part of its

schedule and dropped only one of its

first seven contests, the loss occurring

the night before exams began.

Jim Rehnquist had his picture in

^^ewsweek. Greg Cosell (Howard's

nephew, not ~s(5n) was asked to in-

terview Rehnquist for TV cameras

while imitating his uncle's voice. And
suddenly huge crowds started to

appear for Lord Jeff games,

climaxing with the largest crowd in

Amherst basketball for the Williams

game last month.

Just as suddenly, however, things

started to go awry for the Jeffs as they

dropped three straight before

squeaking past Williams. Conversely,

the Ephs slowly but surely began to

put things together. A team was in the

making. The rough molding was over

and the fine shaping began.

That shaping moved a step closer

towards completion Wednesday night

as the Ephs streaked to their fourth

(yes, fourth) win in a row, clobbering

a good WPI team by an 85-61 count.

The victory moved the Ephs, now 9-10

for the year, a step closer to .500 with

just three games (Amherst, Hartford

(A), and Wesleyan) remaining.

Jumping out to a quick 14-6 lead on

the strength of some fine shooting by

co-captains Alex Rosten (8 points)

and Mark Carter (11), the Ephg upped
their margin to thirteen, 33-2oNat the

half.

Things became even more fun in the

second half as every one got into the

act and stretched the lead to 29 points

at one juncture. Matt Spangler and
Brian Harrison came off the bench

and had a field day underneath while

Gerry Kelly enjoyed the best night of

his young career, connecting for 18

second half points and finishing the

night with 22.

And so the stage is set for tomorrow
evening's encounter. Rehnquist

Women skiers finish third

The Log

Open Saturday afternoon 2: 30 - 4: 30

(after the Broomball Game)

Closed Saturday night

Appearing Wed., Feb. 25

912 P.M.

Russ Hardy
on guitar

Williams Women Skiers nearly

scored a coup this past weekend, when
they held second place in the Dart-

mouth Carnival at the end of two

events. After the slalom and cross-

country, Middlebury led, followed by

Williams and Dartmouth. However,

Dartmouth's traditionally strong
giant slalom skiers won second place,

and Williams had to settle for third, a

fine Division I finish for the girls in the

team's fourth year.

Williams cross-country skiers upset

the Iradilional one-two reign of

Middlebury and Dartmouth by
finishing second. Anne Waters '77 led

the attack by taking second place,

ahead of U.S. Ski Team member
Jennifer Caldwell of Middlebury.

Ellen Toll '77 and Rachel Potter '79

took 6th and 9th places, both within a

minute of Anne's time. Sally Newton
'77 and Gina Campoli '77 placed 17th

and 21st in a field of 55 women.
Martha Epstein's efforts were

hampered by a bad cold, and although

she was in 4th place after the first run
of slalom, an error in the second run
left her in 16th. Carmany Heilman '76

and Ashley Smith '79 took 8th and 13th

places for their strongest slalom
showing so far.

Giant slalom results are in-

complete, Leslie Orton of Middlebury
won with a time of 103 seconds. Ep-
stein's time was 106, Heilman. Karen
Ham, and Smith finished within 109

seconds, and Linda Fano in 111.

Attention

:

Live in a 50 room
Gothic Stone Mansion

80 Acre Campus
Dormitory Style

$60 a month singles $80 a mo. doubles

Telephone;

Lenox 637-0600

The little old fashioned country store In the big Inn is

filled up to the brim with imaginative handcrafted mer
chandise collected from the United States and all over the
world. There is a large selection of Zuni and Hop! Indian
silver, turquoise and coral jewelry, plus silver by
Massachusetts silversmiths. Also great belts, head scarves,
India bedspreads ($9.00) and Numdah rugs, baskets from the
Orient, Gwen Frostic books and notes, mugs, a zoo of stuffed
animals . . . PLEASE DON'T FEED THE ANIMALS

. . . pottery and plants, imported teas, Crowley's Colby
cheese candies and much much more . . .

)0% DISCOUNT WILLIAMS PEOPLE
Open 10-2 weekdays - 9-9 weekends

PEDRIN II

Great Late Niglit Snacks I!

HOTSAUSAGE GRINDERS
HOT CUBE STEAK GRINDERS

OTHER DELICIOUS HOT GRINDERS
FISH FRIES

FISH'N CHIPS
HOMEMADE ONION RINGS

Open at 11 a.m. 7 days a week

COLONIAL SHOPPING CENTER
(413)458 5273

WILLIAMSTOWN

Continues to score for Amdcrsi (2<)

average) but the 10-7 Lord Mk »i

continue to struggle for ouch win j

MIT, for example, Reh.i,|uist had
points but the Jeffs only won by iJ
Williams, on the other hand h

been quietly but surely u,iprovJnBa„
maturing as a team each game anow they find themselves roarina

,„

their biggest game of the vear vnC
four game win streak and a full he
of steam.

'

For Amherst to win ttu Little 3 tii,f

outright they must wu, tomorrc.
evening. If they lose, and William.

beat Wesleyan at Lasell next Satm
day, they'd have to settle lor a tie ac

grant Williams a share of its u,',

consecutive Little 3 crown ,

Considering the progress Willianii

has made (and the coaching job Cur
Tong has turned in), tlie season

is

already a success, a vicion

tomorrow night would be hofroslinj

on the cake. And don't thi.ik theEpk
wouldn't rather eat cake

Cager Wolk named

athlete of week
Brad Wolk, 6' 5" sophonujre center

of the varsity basketball team has

been named the Kecords Athlete of

the Week. Wolk, an on-and (iff starter

for Curt Tong's quintet all season

long, was instrumental iii two wins

last week. Wolk scored is points and

hauled down several key rebounds in

the Ephs' 83-66 win over Colby. The

soph also tossed in several key hoops

in the second half of last Wednesdays

key 78-61 win over RPI

HONORABLE MENTION
Anne Waters—A member of the

women's cross-country ski team,

Anne posted a strong second-place

finish in the Dartmouth Cainival It

was the top individual finish by a

Williams female cross-country skier

this season.

Athlete of the week Brad Wolk

The pinstriped denim,

traditionally used for tubed skirts,

is entirely hand-spun and hand

woven. It comes from a small

Guatemalan village nestled bet

ween volcanic mountains This

genuine denim is becoming m

creasingly scarce,

the _ ^

boutique

63 VMTBI ST

open every day

thursdays til 8:30



Lack of snow stops skiers, but not the chuggers
SimunB. Buc-kner

Everything's going wrong,"

complained WHEW president Dan

Felizberto. At quarter of one Friday

atlernoon, there was no snow and few

cmilestantsfora "Day at Cole Field."

By four-thirty, however, several

hundred Williams students had wit-

nessed a spectacle unlike any they

liad ever seen.

The afternoon began as the Dodd

Squad, dressed in fig leaves, marched

down to the field house bearing their

tiicytle upon a litter, all the while

chanting the words to Monty Python's

"Spam." The next character to ap-

pear was a green Gar-Wood cater-

pillar. Leaning upon a car, con-

tendedly puffing on his water pipe the

creature claimed that Alice and the

King and Queen of Hearts were on

their way. The judge soon lined up the

racers, and they were off.

.Armstrong House managed to lose

ihc rear seat of their tandem tricycle

ul ihe first turn. Hopkins House's trike

hit the ice and skidded into the crowd,

In ilieii numbering well over a hun-

dred Uodd's litter bearers, still

carrying the cycle, got off to a slow

Nlait, but kept a steady pace. After the

second lap Ihe racers had to change

direction. This proved disastrous for

some as the three leaders collided.

The extended front wheel of the

Prospect cycle was loosened, the Mad
Hatter from GarWood appeared
dazed and Armstrong scooted ahead.
In the final lap, Prospect lost a wheel,
and Alice, on the GarWood trike
pulled ahead to win. According to the
official judging criteria- bizarreness,
spirit, fascination and speed, in that
order,— Dwld House won the keg, with
GarWood and Armstrong placing
second and third.

Behind the field house the traying
competition began. Most competitors
made it all the way down on their
trays, but many learned that when
trays hit a dry spot and stop moving,
the body generally keeps going. The
speed was tremendous, with times up
to '2 second faster than the 6.U

predicted by the veterans lining the

track. The Intercollegiate meet (they
came from as far away as Connecticut
College) was finally won by Dodd
Hodse alum Kirk Greer.

The tug of war was overshadowed,
literally, by the funnelators, who used
the warriors as a practice target. The
water balloons, propelled by giant

slingshots made of funnels and
surgical tubing, shot into the crowd
below causing quite a commotion. A
group of guerillas retaliated, coming
through the brush, pelting the

marksmen with snow. The slow
loading, outnumbered funnelators

showed themselves ineffective in this

type of warfare One operator com-
mented, "We were killed" Arm-
strong house managed to persevere
and pulled all other luggers across the
ice and over the line

The funnelating settled down, and
the judge, looking for a target, an-
nounced "We're shooting for ac-

curacy, see those four guys wat-
ching'?" The ensuing barrage scat-

tered the four East College freshmen
and two independent groups emerged
victorious in the distance and ac-

curacy contests.

In front of the Field House the beer
chugging competition got underway.
The crowd of better than 250 acted as
judges ruling a contestant as either a

winner, a loser, or subjecting him to a
rematch. In the women's finals Carter
House Junior Laurel Abbot outguzzled
Krosh Elaine Apthorpe by less than '2

second to claim the prize. In the men's
chugging, the field of 3U was narrowed
to two as ,Jim Tolles outdrank an
unlucky Felizberto (who had endured
five rematches in four rounds), and
Dan Daly outlasted Vinny
McGloughlin. In the finals both
contestants opted for a one can winner
lake all rather than the suggested two
out of three. Daly pulled off the win.

and at 4:30 "A Day at Cole Field" was
over.

fhe Willi
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For the first time in 17 years there wasn't enough snow for the ski races at
Berlin Mountain. But that didn't stop the Poker Flats activities: the trike race,
Ihe tray drag races, funnelating, the tug of war, not to mention the climactic
event of ttie afternoon, Tyrolean beer chugging. Some trayers lost valuable
style points, ttiough, when they ran onto bare ground, left their trays behind,
and entered the freeform combined nosedive - hurt dance competition. The lack
of snow also could not stop the smiles which blossomed more and more fully on
people's faces as the 62nd Winter Carnival vi/eekend brought some of the
greatest celebrating of the year to the Purple Valley. See p. 5 for a pictorial
essay on ttie thrill of victory and the agony of defeat. (photo by Read)

COLLEC FEBRUARY24, 1976

Voter turnout smai

Udell, Ford win mock primary
.Morns Ldall gathered more than

Iwice as many votes as any other

candidate In yesterday's College

presidential primary. Ol the 787

students voting m Ihe Williams

Republican C lu b - s p n s r e d

refereiukiiii. KO per cent supported

Democralic candidates Birch Hayh.

.liiniiiN Carter and Kred Harris

linished closest to I'dail.

On Ihe Repulilican slate, Gerald

Ford topped Konald Reagan b\ a 2-1

margin

.According lo organizer Bruce H

McElvein '79. "The election ran oil

clcanh Those who voted did it with

some form of thought." Though Ihe

lurnoul was small, he said, the results

were valid. "Both Ihe speakers night

and the primary were a success—
we \(' stinuilated political discussion

on campus"
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A Viable WHEW
Serious questions of organizational viability and legitimacy

have been raised by the less than adequate performance of the

College social organization, Williams Health Education and
Welfare, over Winter Carnival.

To some extent WHEW is a victim of circumstance in the

problems with getting the Cole Field activities off the ground. It

should be noted that once underway, the events went smoothly
and that the 250-student crowd was efficiently guided from
event to event. The WHEW board was planning its first major
weekend. In addition, the deteriorating weather situation,

which cancelled the Outing Club sponsored ski and snow
sculpture events, cast some doubt over whether the Cole Field
events could be held at all.

Nevertheless, most of the blame for the inadequate
publicity and almost non-existent dissemination of information
to students on rules and procedures for entering events goes to

the lack of organization and communication within WHEW.
Following poor early attendance of WHEW meetings by house
representatives, nominally presidents and social chairmen,
who in some cases were unaware of the meetings, and with
Winter Carnival fast approaching, WHEW President Detiv-

Felizberto '78 relied on a small group to organize the weekend.
Thereby, a valuable channel for communication among social

chairmen in organizing their own house parties was closed, and
the small group accentuated the damage done when individuals

failed to fulfill an assignment.
Clearly, WHEW can do better for Spring Weekend. The

organization should return to its prime function of being a
forum for the exchange of ideas among house social officers. In
organizing for specific weekends, WHEW would do well to
follow the example of delegated authority developed by the
Outing Club in their normally efficient handling of Winter
Carnival. Next year, organization for Winter Carnival should
begin immediately after the Christmas recess—which
necessitates house elections having been completed before it

.

The College Council allocated WHEW $1050 for the

development and coordination of campus wide social events.

Friday afternoon represented the expenditure of nearly $400 of

Student Activities funds for about 250 students, not all from
WiUiams. Unless WHEW can demonstrate wider appeal
through better organization, SAT allocations to it and the

demand for campus wide social eyents are cast in doubt.

Where to Go
The decision on what housmg group to apply for is one of the

most important decisions a freshman makes. To make the
decision properly, a freshman must take advantage of all in-

formation open to him. A careful reading of the Housing
Committee's descriptions of alternatives is not adequate.
Freshmen should take advantage of tonight's "open house" at
all upperclass dormitories by visiting, asking questions and
discussing options. But freshmen should not limit their ex-

ploration to this evening. They should talk with their Junior
Advisers and other upperclassmen they may know and should
feel free to visit houses at their own convenience.

Upperclassmen should be willing, if not anxious, to advise
freshmen on housing alternatives. They have an obligation to be
friendly and helpful to any freshmen who decide to wander
through their houses or eat in their dining halls. In fact, they
wouldbe doing freshmen a real favor if they invited freshmen
to see their houses and dine with them.

Attention:
Live in a SO room

Gothic Stone Mansion
80 Acre Campus
Dormitory Style

$60 a month singles $80 a mo. doubles

Telephone;

Lenox 637-0600

One Woman's
Point of View

AAaniamania
MANIA-A PATHOLOGICAL EX-
CITEMENT INDUCED BY
SOMETHING

American Heritage Dictionary

Did you ever realize how many
mania words there are in the English

language? We seem to have a

monomaniacal obsession for them.

Everything you can get excited about

has its corresponding mania.

Winter Carnival? That's a perfect

example of Williams getting into mass
hedonomania— "a pathological ex-

citement induced by pleasure." For a

.weekend, we forget all about studies

(another mania for your average

Williams "pre") and throw ourselves

wholeheartedly into some good,

wholesome, pathologically-exciting

pleasure.

The interesting thing about

hedonomania is that in satisfying its

drives (I think Freud would call them
instinctual), one often fulfills the

requirements for several other

mania. For example, sitomania-food

mania. This is something which one

normally experiences during

Christmas or Thanksgiving
vacations—any time when you can

become intensely involved with good

food. Anyone experiencing sitomania

here, at school, is definitely ex-

periencing pathological excitement

—

unless it was this weekend, when the

entire food scene seemed to coor-

dinate nicely with the total picture of

hedonomania.
Hypnomania is something which

people here rightly deserve to ha ve an
obsession with. It's a rare night when
one gets eight hours of sleep and I

don't see how it can be pathological to

wish to prolong the hour of rising to as

late as possible. How many times

have you had the urge to do something

really unwholesome to your alarm

clock? I'm sure this is a universal

phenomenon. Calling it pathological is

a judgment made by some well-rested

psychiatrist.

Noctimania—night mania, and

automania—solitude mania are two

pleasures which one learns to

cultivate on those long, lonely, mid-

night walks back from the library.

Here is the opportunity for the real

noctimaniac to contemplate the

cosmic message in the starry heavens

(Is that a demand curve I see over by

the Big Dipper?) and the automaniac

to revel in the sanctity of solitude

(God, if only it wasn't so damn far

from Sawyer to the Fort . . .)

Heliomania, alas, is a pathological

excitement available to Williams

students only for a limited time-
September and May. The winter

months here in the Purple Valley are

just too gray, dreary and downright

chilly for sunbathing. We've got to

pack in an intense month of ray-

worshipping at the Iseginning of first

semester and hope it will tide us

through to the end of second semester,

when the second chance for sun-

bathing comes. The confirmed
heliomaniac would go nuts here, due

to the limited season. Luckily, there

must be a very effective sun-

screening process in admissions.

Finally, there is acromania. I'm

sure you all know someone who runs

—

yes, actually runs all the way up the

four flights of stairs in Hopkins, to

stand, panting and triumphant, at the
top, a look of intense, orgasmic
pleasure on his or her face. This is the
acromaniacal person—one who
derives intense excitement out o(

heights. Now, this I would can
pathological. Anyone who would run
up those stairs in Hopkins has to be

insane. You could do a number on
your heart. In fact, I've often won-
dered why it hasn't been listed as an
alternative gym offering. I'm sure it's

aerobic. Bounding up those stairs lilce

they were burning out from under you

is true exercise. But, it's also

acromania.
Well, enough is enough. Before

1

close the column, however, I would

just like to say that the fact that 1 have

written about manias does not in-

dicate that I am the victim of a deep-

seated mania for manias. 1 jusi

thought it might be fun—you know'!

Correction
College Council Vice President

Pamela G. Carlton '76 announced

that erroneous information con

cerning elections had been

reported at Wednesday's CC

meeting and printed on posters.

One student from the class of

1977 and one from the class of 1978

will be elected to the discipline

committee; the posters indicated

two from each class.

Six al-large CC members will be

elected.

Want to perform.*.?

Use our stage
As a banker you can choose your role... and your sta^e extends thrc^u^hout thc

world. You can work with large corporations. Or small businesses. Administer

large fortunes or small ones. Help build oil wells or gas stations. Work to help

a nation -or a small community -grow.

G+iemical Bankers perform in every industry. We work behind the scenes to pro-

vide the power that turns ideas into reality. And we ha\'e the strength to do it
-

were the sixth largest internation.il hank m the U.S. with .issets of (^er S-i

billion.

The pcnver we generate is money- a. prime mo\'er.., action... a science. Wu \0{

it, everything stops. W itn It, you can mo\cc the world. Are you up to the challciii^c

Ask your Placement Director when our representatnes will next \'hit Vi^ur

campus. Or uTite to; Director o\ Management Recruitment, nepartmeiu H,

20 Pine Street, New York, New York lOOOS.

Ckmical
Management Recruiting

Ec]ual Opportunity Employer m/t
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/?ow Houses

A House is A Home

Page 3

by Don Perry

The following it tht fourth and final

nart in a series on the inclusion

process. The series, written by the

editors of the now defunct Beph

Burger, was intended primarily for the

freshman class.

The most distinctive feature of the

row houses is that their exteriors are

the grandest example of fine manor

house architecture to be found in the

area. The genteel surroundings and

elegant style of the living rooms, with

their step-down floors, and graceful

use of wood and plaster, make one feel

very relaxed.

In Tyler the dining hall is like a

feudal eating room; only the armor,

shields, and bright halbards are

missing. The libraries In most row

houses are built to the most exacting

standards of even the fussiest

smoking-jacket lover. They are quiet,

comfortable, and engaging, with fresh

pipe smoke blown in every day. These

sumptuous attributes all combine to

make row house life one of the best on

campus.

Perambulating up the wide,

sweeping staircases in Agard to the

upper stories is an event in itself, as it

affords an excellent view of the fine

entry hall. In some row houses, the

landings have been turned into small

lounges as in Perry. In others like

Fort Hoosac the landings are left to

speak for themselves.

Bedrooms in the row houses cover a

wide range of sizes. The smallest are

equivalent to rooms in the freshman

Quad, perhaps even slightly smaller.

The largest room in Agard is a

palatial double suite with beamed
ceilings, French doors, a small patio,

and an exceptional view of the

Berkshires through leaded windows.

Sophomores, having lowest priority

in the room draw, will probably wind

up in one of the smaller rooms, in an
annex, or even in West College.

Rooms in these locations leave a lot to

be desired, but are worth living in for

a year, if only to gain higher priority

in the future.

Row house living tends to be
somewhat isolated, causing the
residents to develop strong, in-

dependent ties to each other, rather
than to the rest of the College. This
can lead to row houses developing a
cliquish attitude at times. Life-styles

of the individual houses take on the
characteristics of the people living in

these. Given the randomness of the
inclusion process, it is extremely
difficult for a house to become full of

one particular type of person. Instead,
they are more likely to be well
balanced and well rounded.

If you really desire to get away, you
may be lucky enough to wind up in

West College. It is reputed to be the

most desirable location
geographically on campus, even if it is

not the most desirable place to live on
campus. The best way to describe

West, is to compare it to East College.

East is brighter, cheerier, and cleaner

than West, even though they are both

somewhat less than desirable.

Sophomores predominate, so there is

an excellent chance that if you choose

the row house category you will be

living here next year. If you are

patient, however, your desire for

palatfal luxury will sustain you while

you' re here.

The row houses, then, are a

category of bittersweet fruit—The
Agony and the Ectasy. On our scale of

one to five, we rate them a five with

ease. They offer an isolated, rich,

scintillating way of life for people who
dislike big crowds and love to get

away from it all with just a few good

friends.

Finally, in all probability freshmen
will receive either their first or second

choice; in fact there is a 96 per cent

chance. Once you have been assigned

to a particular category, there is

really no way to gauge where you will

end up as the whole process is ran-

dom. Nevertheless, the row houses

appear to be one of the more desirable

categories, regardless of where one is

finally placed.

Op/n/on

Ford
by Skip Adams

American politics, esp. American
Presidential politics has adopted a
trend since the early sixties which has
dramatically changed the nature of

the campaigns conducted by
Presidential aspirants. With the
advent of wide public use of the
television for popular entertaiMient,
and its subsequent use for elMtion
year advertisement, the image has
assumed a more substantive role than
has the issue. Presidential campaigns
in the seventies have been and still

promise to be similar to hard-sell ad
campaigns for detergent.

'I am not saying that the image;
personality, presence, and the ability

to express ideas clearly and ef-

fectively should be given no weight

when selecting a President. I do feel,

however, that it has been raised to

disturbing heights of significance,

whether knowingly or otherwise, by
the campaign organizations, the

media, and the voters so as to become
the deciding factor. 1 see two un-

fortunate consequences arising from
this trend.

First, it emphasizes support for

particular candidates rather than for

the parties. This is perhaps a result of

the structural complexity and
ideological diversity of the major
American poliflcal parties. If that is

so, then we must attempt to remedy
those problems. For to ignore the

party system in the United States is to

ignore a powerful framework through

which a common political philosophy

can be expressed. But still you beg the

question, why back a system which no

longer serves any meaningful pur-

pose? Well, because the political life

of an elected official passes too swiftly

compared to that of a national party.

Of course, since no two voters will

ever agree completely on every issue,

it is good to have candidates from the
same party whose positions will differ

to some degree. But where do we turn
when these men may serve us no
longer?

The second and perhaps most
distressing result of this trend is that

it focuses attention on the more
cosmetic aspect of a political cam-
paign. Candidates have concerned

themselves more and more with the

image they display in front of the

voters. A strong argument can be

made that these actions have been

demanded by either a casual public

which gleefully .,, bandies about
statements like: "I ttiink he'd be a

good President because he talks so I

can understand him." and "Yes, but 1

just don't think he looks like a

President." or a more concerned

public which honestly tries to judge

each candidate with a critical eye by
paying meticulous attention to his

style of clothes and his accent. Here
again the result is clear: The public

buys a detergent which just won't

clean clothes, its handsome box

notwithstanding.

It should be obvious that this trend

in American politics is a dangerous

one, and that, if left to continue, would

sweep our government into the hands

of a corps of glamorous represen-

tatives who would be capable of

representing nothing more than their

own vanity. All parties concerned

about the future of American politics

must make an effort to redirect the

emphasis of political campaigning

toward more meaningful issues.

In the meantime, what should we do

for the campaign of the present? How
should it be approached? Whom of the

many glamorous candidates should

we support? This author, of course.

Gerald Ford

cannot answer those questions for you

but he can tell you what his own an-

swers are: Look over the field of

candidates and go beyond the flashy

smiles and fast talk to examine what
each candidate stands for. Insist that

each one propose solid and practical

solutions for our nation's problems, be

aware of false promises, and make
sure that each has a concrete political

philosophy on which he can build his

leadership. I have done that and I

support Gerald Ford. Although he is

not a great leader, (and I will be the

first to admit it), I support him not

because he is Gerald Ford, but

because he is a moderate Republican

and because of the men whom he

surrounds himself with. Although his

outward appearance has been the

topic of many cocktail conversations,

1 will neither vote for him because he

seems like a good sport, norvote for

another candidate because he seems
like a stupid fool; I do not wish to

aggravate the trend. These are my
answers. When it comes time for you
to decide on your own answers con-

cerning Ford's candidacy consider

this: don't vote for him because he is

an athlete or because he is a good
family man, and don't vote for

another candidate because he is

clumsy or because he has bad
pronunciation. Support him because

of what he has done, what he says he

will do, and what he stands for, or

support someone else for those same
reasons. I have studied the reasons,

and I will vote for Gerald Ford.

TAKE COMMAND OF YOUR FUTURE
The Opportunity to be a COMMISSIONED OFFICER is available to all qualified students. The Navy is currently accepting

applications for a variety of interesting and challenging OFFICER positions for COLLEGE STUDENTS m\h different academic

backgrounds. YOU may have what it takes to qualify for:

NUCLEAR POWER NAVY LINE OFFICER

NAVAL AVIATION NAVY NURSE CORPS
*

See Your Navy Information Team on Campus

DATE: 26 FEB 76 (This Thursday) LOCATION: MEARS HOUSE 9:30 to 3:00

or call 518 472-4424 today
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The Songs of Cole Porter:

Showtunes and Serenades
by Thomas Herwitz

When P.T. Barnum said "There's a
sucker born every minute," he meant
it in a negative sense. Well, this

reviewer openly admits to being a
sucker. An absolute sucker for that

type of theater known as the musical.

Cole Porter was certainly a leader

in this field and his music can be

heard at the Williams Inn tonight,

tomorrow, and Thursday at 10 p.m.

performed by the Williams Cabaret.

The hour long show features Skip

Adams, Tacey Phillips, Norm Wikner,

Nancy Sailor, and Joe Trimboli. The
five sing the songs of Cole.

There is a certain Cabaret men-
tality. It's different from straight

theater and therefore can't be dealt

with in the same way. You are

somehow blinded by the musical—
your brain shuts down and your heart

and emotions take over. You swoon to

the music, giggle at the corny jokes,

and love every minute of it.

The cast for the Cabaret was quite

good. From seasoned crooners like

Tacey Phillips and Skip Adams to the

newcomer Trimboli. The latter sang

with a clear, strong, deep voice. He
won the audience over with his singing

of "I've Got You Under My Skin."

Tacey Phillips is an absolute

charmer on stage. She has tremen-

dous presence and a marvelous voice.

From—belting out a version of "Find

Me a Primitive Man" to sweeter and
softer songs like "The Laziest Girl in

Town", Phillips was a bright light in

the evening. She was funny and lively.

Skip Adams lives on stage and is

right at home with the music and
atmosphere of the cabaret. He loves

what he is doing. He must. Because

Student Recital set
On Thursday evening, February

26 at 8:30 P.M., an informal

student orchestra, conducted by

Yoon Kuk Lee '76, will perform in

Chapin Hall. The program will

open with Beethoven's Coriolanus

Overture, followed by Max Bruch's

Violin Concerto No. 1 in g minor,

Joseph Singer '76 soloist, and the

Flute Concerto in G Major by
Wolfgang A. Mozart, Margo Byron
'76, soloist. Admission will be free.

Chopin hosfs

'New Music'
Carl Atkins and the New Music

Ensemble will appear in Chapin Hall

tomorrow evening at 8:30 P.M.
Scheduled also in Chapin Hall is a

workshop to be held from 1 to 4 P.M.
that afternoon.

The New Music Ensemble performs
works ranging in scope from the

traditional to more contemporary
material in the jazz idiom, using

unusual combinations of instruments.

Carl Atkins on woodwinds and Tom
McKinley, pianist, are members of

the New England Conservatory of

Music faculty. Both are noted as

composers as well as performers.

Percussionists Herbie King and Roger
Ryan bring a variety of credits from

the jazz field. Stanton Davis, trumpet

and flugelhorn, is a graduate of the

New England Conservatory and
bassist Whitman Browne is currently

a student at New England Con-

servatory.

you can spot it a mile away on his face

when he's performing. This personal-

enjoyment adds an inner vitality

which adds so much to his work. When
Skip Adams begins to sing "Night and

Day" a faint smile breaks onto his lips

like nothing seen on this earth.

The choreography and general

stage movement was cute and the

dancing was good though far from

elaborate or sophisticated. The
movement was mostly quite amusing
and in that light mundane style which

the cabaret has made famous.

It is seldom in a review of this sort

that mention is made of the pianist,

but with Marc Lichtman it is hard not

to say something. He plays very well

and really knows this kind of music.

He adds an awful lot to the per-

formance, and is a major force in the

total success of the evening.

]!^*. I9?6

The Williams Cabaret (I to r) Nancy Sailor, Skip Adams, Tacey Phillips, Joe

Trimboli, and (not pictured) Norm Wikner continue their performances of

"The Great Songs of Cole Porter" through Thursday from 10 to 11 p.m. at the

Williams Inn. (photo by Goodbody

)

Tower of Power energizes Chapin
by Peter Peyser

Tower of Power. What a name. It

describes what the band is all about.

Anyone who was at Cha|)in Hall last

Thursday night has experienced the

Power. It is power expressed in

energy, spirit and volume. These guys

have been blowing people out of their

seats for quite awhile—their first

appearance at the Fillmore West was
in May 1970 as opener for Jimi Hen-

drix. Tower of Power is the prototype

for all rhythm and blues horn bands

and their horn section has appeared

on works by several other artists. To a

great degree Tower has been a

pioneer in disco music; they were the

first band to immortalize the bump in

song. They are a band with history.

The Chapin concert began with

"You Got to Funkifize", and right

away things began to cook. Lenny
Pickett, known as "the dancing sax

man", did his thing with his feet and
his horn to set the pace for the

exhausting two-hour set. Emilio
Castillo (tenor sax) seems to enjoy

concerts as much as ever— his

leadership is apparent on songs like

"Funkifize" that express a kind of

band philosophy. On this, and songs

like "You Oughta Have Fun", Castillo

emphasizes the important passages

with his voice, or just a clenched fist

rhythmically punching the air. He
stands at stage center and is the main
energy force for the band. Vocalist

Hubert Tubbs made progressively

larger tours of the stage as he

gradually shed half his clothing.

The pacing of the show was little

short of perfect. Slow, soulful R&B
was occasionally thrown in to breakup

the breakneck pace set by the tight

funk of the faster numbers. Tubbs is

particularly adept at crooning, and on

"If You Can Put it on the Table" he

showed that he has mastered the art

well enough to do a knee-drop - out-

stretched arms parody of the style.

This song was directly followed by

"What is Hip?"—which to many is the

archtypical Tower'of Pbwer song. It's

amazing to see how much energy the

band is capable of putting forth so late

in a long set and suffering from "bus

fever" ."What is Hip?"got everything

it deserved. Other highlights on the

funky side of things were "Down at

the Nightclub" (ttie song about the

bump), "Oakland Stroke", and the

title cut from their new album "In the

Slot". The end of their regular set

featured show-stealer Pickett on a

long, roller coaster of a sax solo. The
playing v.as sort of microcosmic of

the entire show, with its rising and
falling energy level building to a blow-

out climax. Watching Pickett, and
indeed the whole band, it is impossible

to believe that they could have done

this show without either divine

guidance or chemical reinforcement.

In our times of non-believers it seems

The horn section is the heart of the great Tower of Power. The R and B band
stormed Chapin to kick off Winter Carnival weekend. (photo by Bowe)
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The Admissions Committee needs
your help with its Early Ac-
ceptance program. Strong ap-
plicants for next year's freshman
class who have already been ac
cepted by Williams will be visiting
the school Thursday, March 4,

through Saturday, March 6. Any
student who could house a par-
ticipant or take him or her to
classes on Friday—please call
Ellen Causey (6280), Steve
Christakos (458 4020), Jenny
McGill (6544), or Anna Waring
(6615).

Both traditional and contemporary
ittz will be featured »% Carl Att<int

and the New Music Ensemble p«r-
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that the latter is most likely. Drum-
mer David Garribaldi bridged the gap

to the encore, when things really took

off. The light show, the band, and the

audience all seemingly peaked at

once. When Tower of Power left the

stage the lighted house left 1000 plus

listeners standing and wrung out. You
know when you've been to a Tower of

Power show and you don't forget it.

The more forgettable part of the

evening was Ralph Graham's opening

set. Graham sings R&B and writes his

own material. His lyrics are horribly

corny, his voice lacks range, and his

band is mediocre. The highlight of his

show came when his mike went off

before his last song and he projected

his unamplified voice impressively.

The source of the mike failure was
Tower's road manager, who ac-

cording to ACEC co-chairman Bill

Goodell "pulled the plug on Graham
because his set was running over-

time". It's too bad that a band as

professional as Tower would have a

manager capable of such an assinine

act.

Putting Graham and roadies aside

this was a fine opening to the Snowless

Carnival. The ACEC should be
commended for bringing a musical

legend to Williams. Tower of Power
should be commended for showing
that some legends are all truth.

Black

Movements
For the fourth consecutive year tl»

Black MovemenU Dance Workshtm
an explosive cultural experience

m!
sUge, will be presented at the Adams
Memorial Theatre, February 27 anrt

28 at 8:00 p.m. Black Movements u!
culmination of the arts-modern

and
jazz dance, ballet, poetry, prose and
theatre. Traditionally each show has
been constructed around a central
theme. This year the efforts of the

choreographers, music director, and
directors have been towards the Blacli

Renaissance: A Man in Search o(

Identity.

Black Movements is a student

initiated and student coordinated

activity at Williams under the

direction of physical education
in-

structor B6nnie Crawford. It is sup-

ported by funds both from the college

and the Williams Black Student

Union. This year the choreography

wes directed by Ryland Jordan of the

Jose Limon Company, Beverly

-Clayton, and Jackie Wilson, class of

'79. The lighting for the performance

was designed by Ed Currelly of the

Black Theatre Alliance in New York

City.

Admission is $1.50 for Williams

College students. Proceeds from the

annual Black Movements benefit will

be donated to charitable organizations

that are striving to better life for

Black people here or abroad.

Williamstown vote

not predicted
PRIMARY from page 1

ticipation, "the people involved in

politics are not the run-of-the-mill

townspeople but 'political activists.'
"

She sees the townspeople feeling

that political activism "doesn't put

food on the table."

As for general voting tendencies,

Grinnell sees a very definite "town-

gown split" on national, state and

local issues. College faculty,

professionals and Sprague Electric

executives tend to vote on the liberal

side, while businessmen and native

Williamstown residents usually vote

conservatively.

The town's new liberalism makes it

difficult to predict which Democrat

will capture Williamstown.

PRESENTS
Friday, February 26th

9 BEST PICTURE

(f)
OF THE YEAR!
WINNER OF 3 ACADEMY AWARDS
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The Giiiralher

At 7 & 10 PM

This week we make you an offer you can not refuse—THE
GODFATHER" at 7 & 10 pm. Be sure to pay your respects to the

family or . . .

This week we are also celebrating the start of the WFS
WEEKLY MOVIE TRIVIA CONTESTI

RULES; The first three people at each show with the correct

answer to the week's mystery question will be admitted FREE

!

THIS WEEK'S QUESTION: In that all time classic 1931

gangster film, what Is Little Caesar's full name? (Three words)

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION SVOO

Next Attraction: WALKING TALL
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Winter
Carnival

76

The special spirit assocjdted with the sacred rite of February was present

this past weekend, frpm^^^ker Flats to the Chapman Rink; from Lasell, to the

AMT, to Chapin. Despite the lack of snow, the College celebrated.

The Winter Games 1976 of Poker Flats highlighted the Ski-less Carnival.

The events started slowly, but by mid-afternoon, approximately 250 students

were watching the zany events.

The fraying and toboganning was made doubly treacherous by alternating

patches of snow and bare grass. Several contestants on the way to record runs

lost valuable time and style points when their trays ground to a hall but they

kept right hn going. Still, some credible times were recorded.

The chiigging contest turned out to be a test of stamina. Due to a myriad of

trial heats, re-starts, and 2 out of 3 matches, pure sprinting ability had to be

combined with "distance" skills. When the foam cleared away, Dan Daly took

first in the men's, while Laurel Abbot was number 1 in the women's.

The full slate of weekend activities more than made up for the disap-

pointment caused by the cancellation of the ski events. Chapin throbbed with

Tower of Power, the AMT basked on "Midsummer." Students "sacrificed their

bodies" at Poker Flats, and hockey and basketball played to packed houses,

only to lose two tough decisions. Greylock was bumpin' and boogyin' Friday
night, while the whole campus was swaying Saturday night as the house parties

continued past their official 1 a.m. "endings."

Even without snow, the sacred tradition of Carnival was upheld.

Photo by KItllk
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The Songs of Cole Porter:

Showtunes and Serenades
by Thomas llerwiu

When P.T, Barnum said "There's a

sucker born every minute," he meant
It in a negative sense. Well, this

reviewer openly admits to being a

sucker. An absolute sucker for that

type of theater known as the musical.

Cole Porter was certainly a leadei

in this field and his music can be

heard at the Williams Inn tonight,

tomorrow, and Thursday at 10 p m
performed by the Williams Cabaret

The hour long show features Skip

Adams, Tacey Phillips, Norm Wikner,

Nancy Sailor, and Joe Trimboli. The
five sing the songs of Cole

There is a certain Cabaret men-

tality. It's different from straight

theater and therefore can't be dealt

with in the same way. You are

somehow blinded by the musical—
your brain shuts down and your heart

and emotions take over. You swoon to

the music, giggle at the corny jokes,

and love every minute of it.

The cast for the Cabaret was quite

good. From seasoned crooners like

Tacey Phillips and Skip Adams to the

newcomer Trimboli. The latter sang

with a clear, strong, deep voice. He
won the audience over with his singing

of "I've Got You Under My Skin."

Tacey Phillips is an absolute

charmer on stage. She has tremen-

dous presence and a marvelous voice.

P'rom— belting out a version of "Find

Me a Primitive Man" to sweeter and
softer songs like "The Laziest Girl in

Town", Phillips was a bright light in

the evening. She was funny and lively.

Skip Adams lives on stage and is

right at home with the music and

atmosphere of the cabaret. He loves

what he is doing. He must. Because

Student Recital set
On Thursday evening, February

2t) at 8:30 P.M., an informal

student orchestra, conducted by
Yoon Kuk Lee '76, will perform in

Chapin Hall. The program will

open with Beethoven's Coriolanus

Overture, followed by Max Bruch's
Violin Concerto No. 1 in g minor,

Joseph Singer '76 soloist, and the

Flute Concerto in G Major by
Wolfgang A. Mozart, Margo Byron
'76, soloist. Admission will be free.

Chapin hosts

'New Music'
Carl Atkins and the New Music

Ensemble will appear in Chapin Hall

tomorrow evening al 8:.30 P.M.
Scheduled also in Chapin Hall is a

workshop to be held from 1 to 4 P.M.

that afternoon.

The New Music Ensemble performs

works ranging in scope from the

traditional to more contemporary
material in the jazz idiom, using

unusual combinations of instruments.

Carl .Alkiiis on wo(Klwinds and Tom
McKinley, pianist, are members of

the New England Conservatory of

Music faculty. Both are noted as

composers as well as performers.

Percussionists Herbie King and Roger
Ryan bring a variety of credits from

the jazz field Stanton Davis, trumpet

and flugelhorn, is a graduate of the

New England Conservatory and
bassist Whitman Browne is currently

a student al New England Con-

servatory.

you can spot it a mile away on his face

when he's performing. This personal

enjoyment adds an inner vitality

which adds so much to his work. When
Skip Adams begins to sing "Night and

Day" a faint smile breaks onto his lips

like nothing seen on this earth.

The choreography and general

stage movement was cute and the

dancing was good though far from

elaborate or sophisticated. The
movement was mostly quite amusing
and in that light mundane style which

the cabaret has made famous.

It is seldom in a review of this sort

that mention is made of the pianist,

but with Marc Lichtman it is hard not

to say something. He plays very well

and really knows this kind of iijusic.

He adds an awful lot to the per-

formance, and is a major force in the

total success of the evening.

February
24,

Black

Movements
For the fourth consecutivf year 11

Black Movements Dance Worksh
*

an explosive cultural experience"''
stage, will be presented al ihe Adan",!
Memorial Theatre, February 27 Ja
28 at 8:00 pm. Black Movemenis 1™

culmination of the arts niodern
and

jazz dance, ballet, poetry, pnisc and
theatre. Traditionally each show has
been constructed around a cenlral

theme. This year the elforis of tht

choreographers, music (hrcctor. and
directors have been towards the Black
Renaissance: A Man m Search ol

Identilv.

studcni

The Williams Cabaret (I to r) Nancy Sailor, Skip Adams, Tacey Phillips, Joe

Trimboli, and (not pictured) Norm Wikner continue their performances of

"The Great Songs of Cole Porter" through Thursday from 10 to 11 p.m. at the

Williams Inn (photo by Goodbody)

Tower of Power energizes Chopin
by I'eler Peyser

Tower of Power. What a name. It

describes what the band is all about.

Anyone who was at Chajpin Hall last

Thursday night has experienced the

Power. It is power expressed in

energy, spirit and volume. These guys

have been blowing people out of their

seats for quite awhile— their firsT

appearance al the Fillmore West was
in May 1970 as opener for Jimi Hen-

drix. Tower of Power is the prototype

for all rhythm and blues horn bands

and their horn section has appeared

on works by several other artists. To a

great degree Tower has been a

pioneer in disco music; they were the

first band to immortalize the bump in

song. They are a band with history.

The Chapin concert began with

"You Got to Funkifize". and right

away things began to cook. Lenny
Pickett, known as "the dancing sax

man", did his thing with his feet and
his horn to set the pace for the

exhausting two-hour set. Emilio
Castillo (tenor sax) seems to enjoy

concerts as much as ever— his

leadership is apparent on songs like

"Funkifize" that express a kind of

band philosophy. On this, and songs

like "You Oughta Have Fun", Castillo

emphasizes the important p;issages

with his voice, or just a clenched fist

rhythmically punching the air. He
stands al stage center and is the main
energy force for the band. Vocalist

Hubert Tubbs made progressively

larger lours of the stage as he

gradually shed half his clothing.

The pacing of the show was little

short of perfect. Slow, soulful R&B
was occasionally thrown in to breakup

the breakneck pace set by the tight

funk of the faster numbers. Tubbs is

particularly adept at crooiiiiig, and on

"If You Can Put it on the Table" he

showed that he has mastered ihe an
well enough to do a knee-drop - out

stretched arms parody of the style

This song was directly followe<l by

"What is Hip''" which to many is the

archlypical Tower of Power song. II 's

amazing to see how much energy the

band is capable of pulling forth so late

111 a long set and suflering from "bus

fever"."What Is Hip'.'" got everything

il deserved. Other highlights on the

funky side of things were "Down al

the Nightclub" 1 the song about Ihe

bumpi, "Oaklaiul Stroke", and the

title cut from their new album "In the

Slot". The end of Iheir regular set

featured show-slealer Pickell on a

long, rolh'r coaster of a sax sole. The
playing ,.as sorl ol microcosmic ot

Ihe entire show, with its rising and
falling energy level building lo a blow

out climax. Watching Pickett, and
indeed the whole band, it is impossible

lo believe that they could have done

this show without either divine

guidance or chemical reinforcement.

In our times of non-believers it seems

The horn section is Ihe heart of the great Tower of Power. The R and B band
stormed Chapin to kick off Winter Carnival weekend. (photo by Bowe)
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Ttie Admissions Committee needs
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ceptance program. Strong ap
plicanis lor next year's freshman
class who have already been ac
cepted by Williams will be visiting
the school Thursday, March 4,

through Saturday. March6, Any
student who could house a par
ticipant or lake him or her to
classes on Friday—please call
Ellen Causey (6280), Steve
Christakos (458 4020), Jenny
McGill (6544), or Anna Waring
(6615)

Both traditional and contemporary
jatz will be featured as Carl Atkins

and the New Music Ensemble per

form tomorrow evening in Chapin.

1(^1111 f I'iUI^
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that the latter is most likely. Drum-
mer David Garribaldi bridged the gap

to the encore, when things really took

off. The light show, the band, and the

audience all seemingly peaked at

once. When Tower of Power left the

stage the lighted house left l(K)0 plus

lisleiiers standing and wrung out. \'ou

kniiw when you've Ix'en to a Tower of

Power show and you don't forget it.

The more forgettable part of Ihe

evening was Ralph CJraham's ope'ning

sel Graham sings R&B and writes his

own material. His lyrics are horribly

corny, his voice lacks range, and his

band is mediocre. The highlight of his

show came when his mike went off

IxMore Ins last song and he projected

his unamplifled voice impressi\'ely.

The source of the mike failure was
Tower's road manager, who ac-

cording lo .XCFC co-chairman Hill

(Joodell "pulled Ihe plug on Graham
because his sel was running over-

lime ", lis loo bad that a band as

prolessional as Tower would have a

manager capable of such an assimiie

act

I'lilling (iraham and roadies aside

Ihiswasa fine opening to Ihe Snow less

Carnival, The ACFC should be

commended for bringing a musical

legend lo Williams, Tower of Power
should be commended for showing
thai some legends are all truth.

Black Movements i.^

initiated and student coordlnaied

activity at Williams under ihf

direction of physical education
in-

structor Bonnie Crawford li is sup.

ported by funds both from ihe college

and the Williams Black Student

l!nion. This year the choreography

was directed by Ryland .lordan ollhe

Jose Limoii ("ompaiiy, Bevcrlv

Clayton, and Jackie Wilson, class o[

'79 The lighting for the performance

was designed by Ed Currelly of the

Black Theatre Alliance in New York

City

Admission is $1.50 lor Williams

College students. Proceeds from ihe

annual Black Movements benefit will

1k' donated to charitable organizations

that are striving to Ix'ller life fur

Black [x'ople here or abroad

Williamstown vote

not predicted
PRIMARY from page 1

lu'ipalioii, "the [X'oplc involved in

ixililics . are not the lun-ol-lhe-mill

townspeople hul 'political activists, '

"

She sees Ihe townspeople feeling

thai political activism '(liiesnl pm

food on the table,"

.As tor general voliiig tendencies,

(irinnell sees a very definite town-

gown spill" on national, slale and

local issues. College tacully,

professionals and Spragiie Electric

executives lend to vote on the liberal

side, while businessmen and native

Williamstown residents usually viite

conservatively

The town's new libciahsm makes il

difficult lo predict wlmii l)tniii('r.il

will capture Williamslown

PRESENTS
Friday, February 26th

9 BEST PICTURE

(^ OF THE YEAR!
WINNER OF 3 ACADEMY AWARDS

Ihe GiiXilher

This week we make you an offer you can not refuse -THE
GODFATHER" at 7 8. 10 pm. Be sure lo pay your respects to the

family or

This week we are also celebrating the start of the WFS
WEEKLY MOVIE TRIVIA CONTEST!

RULES The first three people at each show with the correct

answer to the week's mystery questionwill be admitted FREE!
THIS WEEK'S QUESTION In that all lime classic 1931

gangster film, what is Little Caesar's full name? (Three words)

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $100

Next Attraction: WALKING TALL
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Winter
Carniva

76

f-->

*•*-

photo by Brewer

Tlu- special spiril assotiali-d with Ihe sacred rile (if February was presciil

this past weekend, from Poker Flats to the Chapman Kmk; Ironi Lahell. lo Ihe

AMT, toChapm. Despite the laek of snow, IheColiegeeelebriiled

The Wmler (James 1976 of Poker Flats hlghll^;hled the Ski less Carniva!

The events started slowly, but by mid-afternoon, aiiproxiinalel> 2,'iii sludenls

w<'re watching Ihe zany events.

The traying and toboganning was made doubly treacheinus by allernalmg

piJiches of snow and bare grass. Several contestants on the way In record runs

lost valuable lime and style points when their trays ground lo a hall bul they

kept right on going. Still, some credible limes were recorded

The chugging contest turned out to be a lest of stamina. Due to a myriad ol

trial heats, re starts, and 2 out of ;i matches, pure sprinting ability had lo t)e

comhined Willi "distance" skills. When the foam cleared away. Dan Daly l(M)k

first in the men's, while Laurel .Abbot w as number 1 m Ihe u (imen's.

The full slate ol weekend activilies more Ihan made up for the disa[>

[Xiintmenl caused liy Ihe cancellalion ol the ski events Chapin throbbed with

Tower of Power, the .A.MT basked on "Midsummer " Students "satrifieed their

bodies ' at Poker Flats, and hockey and basketball played to packed houses,

only lo lose two tough decisions, (ireylock was l)umpin' and boogym' Friday

High I . while Ihe whole campus was swaying Saturday night as Ihe house parties

continued past their official 1 a in. "endings
"

Kven wilhout snow. Ihe sacred tradition ol Carnival was upheld

:>.

pmpn

photo by Read Photo by Kisllk
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Rehnqulsf nefs 32 for Jeffs

Amherst drops cagers, 76-67
by Andy O'Donnell

It wasn't 80 much the fact that bis

team had just lost a hard fought 79^
decision to Amherst Saturday night

that infuriated Williams coach Curt

Tong. Nor was it the fact that the

Little 3 crown wouldn't rest in

Willianutown for the flrst time in five

years.
*

What had Tong fuming both during

and after the game was the fact that

the Ephs had the cards stacked

against them before the game had
even begua Try as they may, it

seemed there was no way Williams

could possibly win as long as referee

T. Bak had any say in the matter.

Now before everyone starts

screaming that it's extremely childish

to blame a loss on a referee, let's

make it clear that Tong was the first

to admit that the refereeing was not

the main reason for the loss.

Nevertheless, that does^ not excuse

the exhibition by Bak, whose calls

bordered on the absurd, who failed to

work together with his partner as a
team, and who was unable to establish

any control over the contest

But even if you're willing to chalk

up bad refereeing as one of the game's
hazards which coaches, players, and
fans, must learn to live with, Bak's
presence at the game as a referee

violated one of the cardinal (although

written) ethical rules of the trade;

mely, that for reasons of im-

partiality and fairness on^ doesn't

referee a contest involving a school at

which one has affiliations of a
reasonably direct nature.

Bak's son attends Amherst.
"I was apprehensive the minute I

saw him walk out on the court," Tong

said. "He ought to have had better

discretion than to work an Amherst-

Williams game. That's not the reason

we lost by any means. However, an
official should have better judgment

than to accept a game involving a

school that his son attends."

What the refereeing did, in short,

was to take the game away from the

players and ruin what had, for the

first 18 minutes, been a fiercely

contested, extremely well played

contest.

During those 18 minutes, the score

was tied six times and the lead

changed hands on another six oc-

casions as the two teams matched
baskets at a furious pace. Then, with

2:39 left in the half and Williams

ahead 32-31, the character of the game
dramatically changed
Two careless Williams turnovers

against a full court Amherst press led

to a pair of quick Amherst hoops,

while three fouls called by Mr. Bak
produced five Lord Jeff free throws

and created a 40-34 Amherst lead

The second half soon became an

exercise in frustration for the Ephs.

With Jim Rehnquist scoring 10 points

in the stretch of four minutes, the

Jeffs upped a 44-38 lead to fifteen, 58-

43, with 13:05 left. The refereeing had

visibly upset Williams and they

played with less concentration in all

phases of the game, most noticeably

on offense, where Gerry Kelly (22

points in an outstanding effort) and

Mark Carter (19) were the only Ephs
to score in double figures.

Adthough Williams managed to

draw to within nine with 10:24

remaining, time and time again they

blew their chances to further cut the

lead by taking forced shots and tur-

ning the ball over. Amherst, on the

other hand, was putting things

together behind the superb hiside play

of Jim Rehnquist, who finished with 32

points and 16 rebounds for the night.

"Both teams played a hard, typical

Williams-Amherst game," Tong said.

"I was extremely proud of our effort.

Losing to a team of Amherst's caliber

is no disgrace. I just wish that it could

have been more under control."

In the freshman contest, the Ephlets

avenged an earlier 81-74 overtime loss

to Amherst by dropping their Jeff

counterparts 5P-44. Tom Gardiner's

four clutch free throws in the final

minute sealed the victory.
Mark Carter (3J) soars over an Amherst defender and zeroet-in onMwblZ.
while Mike Tanner ( 15) awaits a postlble rebound. (photo by Kl'iik)

Swimmers whip Jeffs, 78-34^
by Dennis O'Shea

"The Jeffs have beaten the Eph
mermen exactly three times in the last

32 years." The Amherst STUDENT,
18 September, 1975.

Wanna make that 33 years, fellas?

While most Epbs took part in last

Friday afternoon's Spring Weekend, I

mean Winter Carnival revels, the

varsity swimmers slipped off to the

Connecticut River Valley to ad-

minister Amherst their annual
drubbing, 78-34. Lord Jeffrey's

nautical namesakes put together only

four first places and three seconds,

and didn't even come close the rest of

the way. Mark Parisi was the Jeffs'

shining light and the meet's sole

double winner. He won the freestyle

sprints in swift 22.3 and 49.1 clockings.

The Economics Departments of

Amherst and Wesleyan are starting to

by Nick Cristiano

Paced by three recently-promoted

freshmen whose names didn't even
appear on the program, Middlebury
scored three goals in the first four and
a half minutes and skated away to an
8-6 victory over Williams last Friday
evening at Chapman Rink.

The three freshmen, Chip Hagy,
Tom O'Hara, and Tom Harris, each
scored two goals as the Panthers, now
11-9, made good on eight of only 23

shots against Williams goaltender Ed
Weiss and avenged an earlier 10-7 loss.

The Ephmen managed to cut the

Panthers' margin to one (4-3) early in

thQ second period on goals by Bob
Caruso, Dan Yeadon(powerplay),and
Geoff Daley. At that point the

Williams defense mysteriously
collapsed, allowing Buzz Woodworth
and Harris to waltz in and beat Weiss
cleanly. Middlebury twice opened
four-goal leads, and although outshot,

35-23, were in command the rest of the

way despite a late Purple surge.

Williams cut the margin to 8-6 with

three and a half minutes remaining on
goals by Ed Spencer and Dan
Sullivan. The Eph# had one more
excellent scoring opportunity, but

Panther goaltender Jim Brimsek,
lying flat on his stomach, stretched

out his left arm to gobble up a loose

puck with 1:25 remaining.

The referees called 32 minutes in

penalties (16 against each side) as
both teams, anxiously seeking a Div.

II playoff spot, came out checking
tightly. Middlebury used its man-up

opportunities to better advantage,
scoring three power play goals to the
Ephs' one.

The Ephmen now 10-7-1, thus
conclude a four-game homestand with
a 2-2 record, beating Connecticut and
Lowell and losing to Salem State and
Middlebury. The team now hits the
road for two games (Hamilton on
Wednesday and Div. II power
Merrimack on Monday) before
winding up the season* ff|ainst

Amherst at home next Wednesday.

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 300 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458-8271

^,*,<^,*^,»,VV'»»»'*V.'V%W'.'».'.'»';^

ANTIQUE PRINTS

& MAPS
7*r I It \>ll^ MlOP

!

The referees converge on the Middlebury goal crease to keen order ami
disentangle Ted Walsh (9), Bob Duffy (3), and Jim Norton from the pile up'

'""

(photo by kisllk)

Can they do it?

Friday noon— Saturday noon

February 27 and 28

CREW ROWATHON

Baxter Piano Lounge

Please make a pledge now I

gr-

MassPIRG is investigating the phone company. We need
voiunteers who are willing to contribute an hour of their time.

If interested, please contact Marty (6845V,or Chris (2W2)

^

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

worry a bit about the Isalance oi

payments situation. CarlSamuelson's

natators have earned themselves tne

Little Three Championship four years

in a row now, and are rapidly cor-

nering the market on gold LitUe Three
medallions.

The Amherst crunching finalized

theEphmen's dual meet record at a 6-

3 that's more than respectable con-

sidering this year's NEISA. Even
better, the meet produced several

improvements in seedtimes to be
submitted for next week's New
England Championships.

Senior Bruce Barclay cruised to a

2:05.3 winning time in the 200 yard
butterfly, while soph John Farmaltis
was impressive in the 100-200 freestyle

double he hasn't swum since high
school. Co-captain Tom McEvoy
dropt)ed himself into a potential New
England point scoring position in the

200 individual medley, and Jordan
Lewis knocked better than five

seconds off his best time in the 500

free.

Divers Pregent and Jeff Ericltson

turned in their best performance in

several weeks, netting first and third

in the required and an awfully close 2

3 in the optionals.

Panthers outshot 35-23

Middlebury overpowers Purple, 8-6

Scoreboard
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Chapin Phase I set
byNickCrtetiano

The Music Facilities Building

Committee will conduct an open

meeting at Chapin Hall on March 9 at

4:30 p.m. to unveil and discuss a

three-phase plan for the renovation of

Chapin Hall.

At the meeting the student-faculty

committee, chaired, Music Depart-

ment chairman Irwin Shainman will

present alternative plans considered

by the College and explain why the

three-phase plan was chosen.

Only Phase I of the plan, which

provides for the renovation of the

Chapin Hall basement from storage

space to 27 practice rooms for

musicians, has b«en approved and

funded t>y the Board of Trustees.

Police, Security

catch two youths

in Mission Parle lot

Security and the Williamstown
Police Department apprehended two

Williamstown youths Monday night

breaking into a car in the Mission

Park parking lot. According to

Security Director Walter C. O'Brien,

Peter Markow and Paul Luczynski

were picked up around 11:15 p.m.

after three College freshmen wit-

nessed the break-ia

. The van driven by the youths

contained a car stereo tape deck and
speaker belonging to Scott W.
Harrington '78.

Freshmen Daniel F. Katz, Robert T.

Seder and Kenneth Gervitz reported

the incident. According to Katz, they

were driving through the parking lot

when they recognized the van. Katz
dropped off Seder and Gervitz, who
kept watch, and called security and
the town police. He said that Seder
and Gervitz thought the youths were
armed.

O'Brien said, "The investigation

will be continued in hopes of clearing

up thefts from other vehicles." He
noted that six break-ins were reported
in three parking lots this month.
Markow and Luczynski were

arraigned Tuesday. The case will

continue March 3.

Phase II includes the construction
of the two-story music facility along
the east side of Chapin, facing Sawyer
Library and Lehman Hall. Phase III

involves the renovation of the interior

of Chapin to provide better viewing
for spectators, better acoustics, and
more backstage and lobby facilities.

The Board of Trustees has allocated

$400,000 for Phase I. According to

Shainman, bids for the work will go
out shortly, and the renovation will

probably begin by April 1. The 27

rooms may be ready by September,
1976.

The new practice rooms would
alleviate the music department's
immediate need for space, said

Shainman. The department, which
serves 350 students each semester as
well as an additional 200 in depart-

ment-sponsored performing groups,

currently has only five practice rooms
spread in the basements of Currier

Hall, the chapel, and Chapin Hall.

The Trustees will not authorize

construction of Phases II and III, said

Shainman, until a special sub-

committee of the Capital Fund for the

Seventies can raise the money needed
for the project.

According to William Alden of the

College Development Office, the

subcommittee is aiming for a goal of

approximately $3,000,000. But because

estimates have risen tmyond ex-

pectations, the $3,000,000 will only

cover the cost of Phase II plus an

endowment for maintenance. Phase

nl, he said, has been dropped from

the imrhediate funding goal.

The Trustees have also allocated an

additional $31,000, contingent upon

acceptance of the plan by the

Williams community, to retain the

services of the architectural firm,

Cambridge Seven Associates of

Cambridge, Mass., the allocation will

allow the firm to sustain the

development of the plans for Phases II

and III while the College raises the

necessary funds.

Shainman said the committee had

chosen the Chapin Hall area for its

new music facility because the Hall is

centrally located, is under-utilized,

and is close to the music department

library, in Sawyer library.

According to Shainman, the plan to

see CHAPIN page 3

The a rchitect's conception of proposed additions to Chapin Ha II. The first stage
of renovation. Involving the basement, is scheduled to begin in April.

GPA's show diversity
For fall semester 1975-1976, the

grade point averages varied almost a
full point between Division I and
Division III. The overall average
ranged from 8.54 for Division I to 8.43

for Division II to 7.71 for Division III.

David A. Booth, Associate Provost
pointed out that the standard
deviation in GPA's was 1.85 for

Division 1, 1.91 for Division II and 2.90

for Division III.

He said, "This indicates a much
wider spread in Division III than in

Division I. I question whether the

spread of ability is that much
narrower in Division I than in Division

III. I feel this may be due to different

attitudes of the teachers doing the

grading."

Figures indicate that GPA's are

higher in the 100 and 200-level courses

in Division I but in the 300 level

Division III jumps to 8.68 as compared
to Division I's 8.58.

The overall GPA dropped .07 from

8.23 for fall semester 1974-1975 to 8.16

for fall 1975-1976.

Booth commented, "I tend to

believe that most students have their

course selection influenced by the

kinds of grades they get. This has a

definite effect on their propensity to

take more courses in that area." He
further noted that the percentage of

students in the 100 level courses of

Division III is much higher than the

other divisions and drops rapidly in

the 200'and 300 level courses. He said

he questions how much this is a
reflection of lack of student interest or
poor performance discouraging
students from continuing.

Booth said, "My clear impression is

that the pattern we find here is the

case in other liberal arts schools. The
science grades tend to be lower than
the humanities grades in the 100 level

courses."

Booth admitted, that the higher

GPA's for 300 level Division III

courses as compared to 300 level

Division I courses may occur because
300 level Division I courses do not

require as many prerequisites as
Division III courses.

GPA UiUTHIBUTION

1600

C C allcxrates ^

funds to ACEC
I/Cap &BeUs

The College Council voted Wed-
I nesday ni{^t to allocate $786 in ad-

\ ditional funds to Cap & Bells and $3600

\to the ACEC. The Council atUched a
rider to the Cap & Bells' allocation

'Darring them from making any
commitments of, more than $500

without consulting the Council
treasurer.

CC President Mayo A. Shattuck III

'76 suggested that more of the

budgeting process take place in the

spring. He said that "more com-
munication before the fact" was
needed, and urged that the Finance
Committee review preliminary
budgets in the spring.

The Council passed a resolution

urging "the President and Trustees of

Williams College to reassess" present

security procedures in response to

recent vandalism and robbery of cars
in the Mission Park parking lot.

According to CC Representative

Throop M. WUder '79, the Committee
on Educational Policy will meet
Monday to discuss PE credit for team
managers and band members^
The council voted to su{^rt a

measure before the Massachusetts
Legislature's Joint Committee on
Taxation which would exempt
colleges from the 8 per cent meal tax.

A petition will be circulated in dining

halls in support of the bill, according
to CC Representative Catherine E.
Carpenter '78.

The Cap & Bells allocation covers
$690 in losses and a $96 debt owed Cap
& Bells and defaulted on by the
bankrupt 1896 House. The ACEC
allocation consists of $2700 for a
spring concert and $900 to cover losses

on the Tower of Power concert.

withdrawals

:

A+ A A- 9* B B- C+ C C- IH n D-

Announced
candidates

for CC elections

President

Dave Rogers -

Michael Knight

'

NIckSpiliotes

Steve Piltch

Vice-President

~- Randy Sturges
"^- Harry Kelly— RickSlegrlst

Security nightshift raises little excitement
by Peter Rintels

Hollywood producers have yet to

contact Director of Security Walter
O'Brien about the possibility of doing
a show based on the adventures of

Williams security.

Little wonder. A typical tour of duty
with a security officer is hardly meat
for an adventure story. It is, in the

main, a mundane and routine task.

The Williams Security Force

consists of nine men and a 1975 Fury

stationwagon, in which between 10

and 12 p.m. I accompanied a security

officer on his Friday night rounds.

The extent of what took place in the

two hours I rode with him consisted of

an "opening" at Tyler House

(someone had locked himself out of

his room), a request to open the

Security offictr Sill Bust giving the IM whil* en hit "bMf.'
(photo by Kahane)

Makepeace room for two students

wishing to rehearse there, and a

discovery of a kicked-in window of a

door in Mission Park. This last in-

cident came during a check on an all-

college dance taking place in Mission

that night. The officer estimated a 50-

50 chance of finding who was

responsible.

For the most part, however, we

cruised about the campus, checking

grounds and parking lots of suspicious

looking persons. No serious trouble

was expected and would have been

difficult to cope with had it arisen.

Williams security officers carry no

weapons—my guide in fact said he

would quit the day they made him

carry a gun—and have no power

of enforcement save for College

regulations. Hence in the event of

problems beyond Security's control or

jurisdiction, the Williamstown police

are a radio call away. The forces

cooperate on a limited basis but here,

as at most colleges, a gentleman's

agreement exists whereby local police

will only come on campus if

specifically invited.

Some one-third to one-half of the two

hours in the cruiser was spent in the

Mission Park lot, a sore spot for

security due to its Isolated location on

the fringe of the campus. A tape

player theft had occurred there within

the previous two days. The number of

thefts has been rising gradually but

steadily over the last few years.

Approximately ten losses of over $100

were reported last semester. Those
responsible are almost always

"outsiders" although recently cir-

cumstances have led Security to

believe that in some cases members
of the college community were
responsible. The situation is

aggravated by the fact that most

students here do not lock their doors, a

practice security strongly recom-

mends against.

As we toured the parking lots, my
guide routinely pointed out illegally

parked cars, although he wrote no

tickets. "We don't write tickets just to

write tickets," my guide pointed out,

hoping to clear up what he felt was a

misconception among many students.

Nor are they written for the ap-

proximately $450 a month they bring

in. They are intended, instead, to

clear overcrowded parking lots and

prevent illegally parked vehicles from
interfering with the normal
operations of the college, by blocking

drives for example.

When I raised the question of drugs,

my guide outlined security's

respon8il)ilitie8 in this area. He in-

dicated that insofar as drugs are

against the law and against poUege

regulations, and security is compelled
to report their use to the proper
disciplinary authorities. However,
both my guide and Security Director

O'Brien cited what they believed to be
the relatively low incidence of drug
use here as reasons for security's lack

of excessive concern in the matter. He
also said that though Security con-

siders the drug problem minimal,

they were "not closing their eyes to

it." Nonetheless, last semester no

students were reported to the Dean by
security on account of drug use.

If any drug problem exists at all

here, it is with alCohol. The problem,

according to security, is not with the

drug itself, but with the tendency of

students to "go off the deep end" and
start destroying things. The addition

of women to the student body, the

officer added, had l)een a moderating
influence on party life here.

Williams College, my guide said, is

"a very peaceful campus in a very
peaceful community," which makes
the job of keeping the campus secure
a basically routine, often %ull and
monotonous job. So while Jack Webb
and Quinn Martin sit in their

Hollywood offices mulling over where
their inspiration for their next series

is coming from, they may at least rest

comfortable in the knowledge that it

won't be from Williams.
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No Concert
The All College Entertainment Committee has shown and is

now admitting that it cannot fill Chapin Hall with Williams
students for a major weekend concert. Thus, it is surprising and
annoying that the College Council was willing to grant the

ACEC an additional $3600 (for a total of $15,600) so we can have
a spring weekend concert. This sum benefits an easily isolated

group, those who buy tickets f&^the concert, in an unusually
magnanimous way. If approximately 700 students attend the

next concert, the CC will have subsidized their interests in an
amount just below $4 per person. If, as is likely, these 700
students are basically the same ones who have attended
previous concerts, then the subsidy to the minority is well above
what it should be.

Although the CC has extra money to grant and few
organizations have requested the money, it is still difficult to

believe that this grant is the most effective use of CC money.
Representatives of organizations which were subjected to

budget cuts earlier in the year should let their CC represen-
tatives and the Finance Committee know how they feel about
this distorted allocation of money by requesting the funds cut
from their budget be reinstated.

Concerts are fun, and concerts are good for Williams. But it

is clear thatwe do not have the faciUties or, given the facilities,

sufficient student support to make three big weekend concerts
financially iustifiable.

The College Council should reverse its decision before the
ACEC contracts for a spring concert.

Repeal the Tax
The Massachusetts Legislature's Joint Committee on

Taxation will have a chance to take a first step in repealing the

eight per cent tax on college meals at a meeting on March 8.

Whether colleges receive an exemption depends on legislators'

perceptions of whether voters are more concerned about in-

creasmg tax revenue than treating colleges fairly.

Numerous institutions (nursing homes, summer camps,
hospitals and airlines) are already exempt. Meals in schools

from kindergarten through high school are exempt. Why does
Massachusetts tax students who wish to attend college (at $67 a
shot at Williams) at the same time it spends millions on
scholarships and aid to colleges? In terms of the long term
goals of the state, the revenue generated from taxing college

board, even under present fiscal uncertainty, is trivial.

The legislature will only exempt colleges if it sees voter
support for it. President John W. Chandler has already written
to parents of Massachusetts asking them to write their

legislators. Students can also make a difference. If you live in

Massachusetts or are registered to vote here, write to your
state legislator and especially the co-chairmen of the Com-
mittee on Taxation in support of the bill H.766. For once
students can make a difference on an issue which directly ef-

fects them.
Co-chairmen of the Committee on Taxation are:

Sen. Frederic W. Schlosstein, Jr. Rep. Vincent J. Piro
Senate Committee on Taxation House Committee on Taxation
State House, Room 512 State House, Room 236
Boston, MA 02133 Boston, MA 02133

Siegrist joins Spiliotes in CC bid
Richard B. Siegrist Jr. '77 an-

nounced his candidacy for vice

president of the College Council

Tuesday. He will be the running

mate of Hoplcins House president

Nicholas J. Spiliotes '77, who an-

nounced his candidacy for CC
president last week.

Siegrist, a political economy
major, is the College Council

representative and vice president

of Fort Hoosac House. He is also

co-editor of the student course

guide and a member of the

Evaluation Study and Winter Study

committees. Siegrist coordinated

the Rrcord cheating survey.

Siegrist said he and Spiliotes

propose the establishment of

funding guidelines for different

types of organizations, an
examination of food quality and
variety including alternate board
plans and increased student input

into faculty evaluation, especially

in regard to tenure decisions.

The candidates were planning to

distribute a brief questionnaire to

all students yesterday asking for

their opinions on key issues.

^i^%5.i Leader of the pack

by Scott Hoot

Another victory for apathy? Not

quite. The Williams College primary

proved that 43 per cent of the student

body is willing to place a check on a

piece of paper.

I talked to a few of the supporteigjpf

candidates on campus to get their

reactions to the vote. Only one

Democrat, Ken Bertsch, a Udall

supporter, was genuinely surprised at

the outcome and happy that Udall had

"overcome Carter's greater national

name recognition." Supporters of

Bayh, Harris and Carter all men-

tioned their pleasure at the outcome,

though they also mentioned that they

had expected Udall to be closer to the

pack. Asked to explain Udall's wide

majority, Mike Wolfson, a Harris

supporter, said that Udall has greater

"intellectual appeal." Don Toumey, a

Reagan supporter, called Udall the

"clearest choice of the no growth,"

far left, limousine liberals," and said

that Bayh is seen as more of "a

political hack" and Harris as "less

knowledgeable on the issues." Joel

Smith, the Carter organizer, at-

tributed part of Udall's margin to the

early organization of a Udall group on

campus.

The same pattern of cautious

reactions held true on the Republican

side. Skip Adams, a Ford worker, was
surprised and pleased at the

President's showing. Toumey, though

he had hoped Reagan would do better

than his 29 per cent, explained that

"Reagan is oriented to opposition to

the New York and Washington power

structures that most students at

Williams are a part of. Ford
represents the status quo." Adams
really couldn't say who the Ford

supporters were except moderate

Republicans who are "probably less

excited and vocal than the Reagan
supporters and only willing to stick

their necks out on paper." Linda

Smith, President of die Williams

Republican club, explained that Ford

Letters: Tyler and Buzzl
WHEW response

To the editor:

I find it only necessary to respond to

the recent editorials concerning
WHEW and winter carnival. Any
mishandling of the affair is claimed

solely by WHEW. We are not seeking

to explain these errors by giving

excuses, nor are we seeking to

apologize for them. We merely desire

to lessen the possibility of such

mistakes recurring. We may only

accomplish this through the taking of

constructive action.

Such action does not, however,

include changing the structure of

WHEW. As you know, the committee
is composed of house presidents and
house social chairpeople. Only
through maximum co-operation on

their part and on ours will we be able

to function effectively.

In closing, I must congratulate and
thank anyone who tiad a hand in

planning winter carnival. In spite of

all the obvious flaws, I consider the

event to have been successful and
extremely enjoyable.

Daniel J. Felizberto

President, WHEW

Monica Mania
Dear Miss Tyler:

As an innocent victim of your most
recent column entitled "Mania-
mania," I feel compelled to clarify my
position—or rather my pseudonym.
Every Saturday morning from 7

a.m. to 10 p.m. for the last three

years, I have been broadcasting my
radio show on WCFM. This show
happens to have been christened

"Monica Mania" because it ostensibly

covers a broad spectrum of popular

music from folk to progressive jazz.

Hence, my play list has no "rhyme or

reason" in terms of a specific musical

category or logical progression. In so

far as popular music may be con-

sidered a "craze" '(See Webster's 7th

edition, 1965, p. 514, definition No. 2 of

mania) 1 feel doubly justified in my
choice of title.

This all may seem quite paranoid,

for your column was hardly directed

toward myself (despite the mention of

Fort Hoosac, my house affiliate).

However, my point is that before one
arbitrarily plunks words out of the

dictionary to deliver an abject sermon
on the personalities of one's peers, one
should exercise thought beyond the

indulgence of 'self-pleasure' or

'gratuitous fun'.

Very sincerely,

Monica Sheehan '77

Carnival thanks
To the editor:

Coach Townsend and 1 would like to

express our sincere thanks to all those

who put in so much time and effort

toward the Carnival that never was.

Many hours were spent by many
people over the last three months. All

committees did a fabulous job in their

preparations. It is indeed regrettable

that the Weather Committee failed so

miserably.

All was not lost however. After all,

how often does this campus get a 3 day
practice session for "spring
weekend"?
Once again, Coach and I offer our

thanks to all those students and
college offices who helped so much
during the planning days of Winter
Carnival.

Sincerely,

Buzz Inboden '77

Piltch announces
presidential bid
Steve Piltch '77 has announced

his candidacy for president of the

College Council.

Piltch, a Junior Adviser (JA) in

Fayerweather, is currently ser-

ving as an at-large representative

to the council as well as a member
of the Committee on Un-
dergraduate Life, JA Selection

Committee and Lehman Service
Council. He is also one of the
managers on the varsity basket-
ball team.

Piltch said he feels that the
allocation of the Student Activity
Tax is the primary responsibility

of the council and that the process
should be quickened. He also said
that he believes that the council
should be more obligated to im-
proving communications between
student-faculty committees and
the student body.

Knight to run for

CC presidency
Michael Knight officially an-

nounced his candidacy for

president of the College Council
today. Knight is presently the

Secretary of the CC and has served
on 3 CC's.

Knight is an English and History

major and is currently serving on
the CUL, Afro-Am Studies Comm.
and the JA Selection Committee.
He has also served on the Ad-
missions Committee, Dean and
Faculty Search Committees and
the Chairman's Advisory Board in

Drama. He is a member of

Gargoyle and Cap and Bells.

Knight said his aims were to

reestablish the Council as a body of

legislative and consenting power
by a restructuring of the com-
mittee system and giving order
and policy to the funding process.

Knight will be running with

Harry Kelly who announced his

candidacy last week.

represents a broader base of oDinlnn
than does Reagan. ^ ""

What does all this Indicate about tlie

nature of the student body? First o(
all, 80 per cent of the WiUianu
students chose to vote in n^
Democratic primary. That should
dispel the myth that Williams is the

last of the Republican colleges
Adams was "a bit surprised" at the
small size of the Republican vote and
Smith said she thought there were a
few more Republicans lurking
around. The three Democrats
generally considered as liberals-

Bayh, Udall, and Harris—polled a bit

over 50 per cent between them. Don
McCauley, President of ADA was
"pleased the liberals dominated,"

though Paul Rovjnelli, who is cam-
paigning for Bayh, saw the vote as

more liberal than the college as a

whole. "If the non-voters were
pressed," he said, "a higher per-

centage of students would have voted

for one of the conservatives,"

The fact that the primary was run

by the Republicans might have

slightly biased the numbers voting in

the respective primaries. However, it

seems safe to conclude that the big

news from the Williams primary is

that Udall is the choice of the college's

liberals and that Reagan does not

possess the ideological strength ex

pected. Also, the Kennedy mystique is

not alive in this Massachusetts

community. Even with the support of

leading faculty member James

MacGregor Burns, Kennedy's

brother-in-law Sargent Shriver could

only pull 6 per cent of the vote. Ken-

nedy himself received only six votes.

Another surprise was the very weaii

showing of Ellen McCormack, the

anti-abortion candidate. She had two

speeches of support on Sunday night

at Jesup. Those two speechmakers

accounted for 40 per cent of her total.

The results did indicate that we are

protiably less conservative than our

parents, but have yet to swing as far

left as our faculty or college peers.

Job Jots
LAW SCHOOL ORIENTATION
PROGRAM: Thursday, MARCH

4, Chem. Bldg. 21.

Sponsored by the O.C.C, All

students interested in law school

are encouraged to participate,

especially juniors.

Panelists will discuss law schools,

the application process, the LSAT

and the LSAT course workshop.

CONNECTICUT GENERAL
LIFE INS. CO. will be recruiting

on Friday, MARCH 5 for acturial

positions only.

RECRUITING:
On Monday, March isl the

schedules will open for the

following companies:

Marsh and McLennan
Andover Companies

Federal Energy
Administration

Internships:

F.E.A. Washington, D.C, has

permanent openings (Research

Ass't.) for next year. F.E.A. also

has summer internships for

students. Contact Prof. Tietenberg

for details.

National City Bank, N.Y, seeks jrs.

as summer interns. Interviews.

March 4th. Sign up at OCC.

Fellowships:

George Washington U. offers two

fellowships in Amer. Civ. m

preparation for a career in a

museum or historical organization.

Apply by March 1, 1976.

Teaching:
,

Birmingham Country Day School,

Birmingham, Michigan, will be on

campus Thurs.. March 4 from 9-W

to noon interviewing candidates for

positions in English, Spanish ana

French, head coach for soccer ano

basketball, coaches for footban

and lacrosse.
.

March 8

March9

March 12
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Lecture on Mexican Indians

Yarn and peyote depict Huichol
/tr

The fortunes of the Corleone family are portrayed as "The Godfather"
Bronfman this Friday.

comes to

The Huichol Indians who live near
the Pacific Coast in Mexico will he the
topic of a discussion by Peter Furst on
Tuesday March 2. The Huichol are
noted for the use of peyote, a
hallucinogenic plant, and for their
native yarn paintings depicting the
Huichol's symbolic view of the world.
An exhibit of these yarn paintings and
examples of Huichol weaving and
hunting instruments are on display at
Sawyer Library. These Huichol
materials are on loan from the
collection of Peter T. Furst.

Professor Furst, an anthropologist,
is one of the few modern-day Western
observers of Huichol ritual. He will

discuss the materials on exhibit in the
Sawyer Library at 4 p.m. on Tuesday

Dance company to perform
Iris M. Fanger of Dance Magazine

asked the question, "What has twelve

legs, one heart, no recognizable

center of gravity and gets rave

reviews on three continents?" Her
answer was the dance company
Pilobolus—a company which will be

in residency at Williams March 11, 12

and 13. Their program will conclude

this year's Dance Concert series.

Pilobulus was founded in the

summer of 1971 by Moses Pendleton

and Jonathan Wolken who met as

undergraduates at Dartmouth College

when both were taking choreography

classes from Alison Chase. They were

then joined by Lee Harris and Robby
Barnett, two other students of Chase.

During the following year, Pilobolus

evolved into a completely self-

sufficient organization—the dances

conceived, choreographed, danced,

managed and publicized by the four

men. The company expanded in the

spring of 1973 to include Alison Chase,

Martha Clarke and a full-time

technician, Chris Ashe. In January
1974 Michael Tracy replaced Lee
Harris, one of the original four

members. Sara Rudner, who danced
with Twyla Tharp's company at

Williams, will appear with Pilobolus

during their March residency.

The basic ingredient in their

technique is called "linkage", a new
way of linking to and working with the

human body. Their works explore

kinesthetic elements of balance,
space and energy. One of the best

descriptions of the Pilobolus approach
came from Michael Steinberg of the

Boston Globe when he commented—
"Characteristic of Pilobolus is the

sense that bodies are energized more
by other bodies than by action against

the floor or by gravity. Everything
about the ensemble sense of Pilobolus

is extraordinary."

On March 11, the company will give

Master classes at Lasell Gymnasium

from 3:30 to 5 p.m. and a Lecture
Demonstration 8:30 p.m. at Adams
Memorial Theatre. Performances of

the Pilobolus Dance Theatre will be
held 8:30 p.m. on March 12 and 13 at

the AMT. Tickets are on sale at the

theatre box office—Williams students
will be admitted for $2.00 at the

evening performances. The Lecture
Demonstration is free for Williams

students with tickets procured at the

AMT box office. General admission to

the evening performances is $4.50.

Black Movements
by Mimi David

Black Movements, a multi-media

production which opens tonight at the

Adams Memorial Theater is an
"outlet for Black students to express

their creativity in terms of the fine

arts," said Ralph Breedlove, dancer
and one of Black Movements'
organizers.

It is a product of the Fourth Black
Movements Dance Workshop winter

study and some feel it represents the

only expression of Black culture and
dance at Williams.

Jacqueline Wilson, a professional

dancer who appears in and
choreographed parts of the produc-

tion, commented on dance at

Williams. "Arts just aren't here . . .

or maybe it's the atmosphere or the

passion for thfe arts that's missing."

3 Academy Award Nominations

Wall DisiuAs

Siioti>t0hite
and the SeocnOuki^

CINEMA I 2:00 & 7:00 8. 9:00 CINEMA II

RT.67A BENNINGTON, VERMONT
2;00 8i7:15«.9:30

(802)442-8179

Wilson danced in a semi-
professional status as a scholarship

dance student at Alvin Alley, a school
for modern dance and ballet, in New
York City. For a year, she led the

"artist's life"—ushering at Carnegie
Hall for extra money, sneaking into

the ballet and the theatre. Dance
"was the most important thing in my
life. Dance won't permit doing other

things ... the reality of the dance
world is vicious competition."

Wilson calls her experience at

Williams, "a mind expansion." She
fears that in New York, people think

that dancers are mindless bodies." If

such a feeling exists in Williamstown,

Black Movements may easily dispell

it.

Black Movements combines poetry,

theatre, and dance. It will be

presented at the Adams Memorial
Theatre, tonight and tomorrow night

at 8:00 p.m. Proceeds of the annual

Black Movements benefit will be

donated to charitable organizations

that are striving to better life for

black people here and abroad.

PIRG NEWS—A journal of student

activism around the U.S.— is

available for browsing on shelf 50

of the Sawyer library periodical

We now have in stock both Gore Vidal's

1876 (hardback) and Irwin Shaw's

Rich Man, Poor Man (paperback)cnzis
OOIUCI KOK tlOU MC.
lujutrrowH MAa m*

WILLIAMS WOMEN ELECTIONS

Williams Women encourages all women to attend its meeting on Mon-
day, March 1st for elections of new coordinators and for reassessment of

purposes and plans for the spring. This will be a regular bi-weekly dinner

meeting held at 5:45 p.m. irrBaxter Middle Reserve Dining Room.

The little old fashioned country store in the big Inn Is

filled up to the brim with imaginative handcrafted mer-
chandise collected from the United States and all over the

world. There is a large selection of Zuni and Hopi Indian

silver, turquoise and coral jewelry, plus silver by

Massachusetts silversmiths. Also great belts, head scarves,

India bedspreads ($9.00) and Numdah rugs, baskets from the

Orient, Gwen Frostic books and notes, mugs, a zoo of stuffed

animals
. . . PLEASE DON'T FEED THE ANIMALS

• • • pottery and plants. Imported teas, Crowley's Colby

cheese candles and much much more . . .

10% DISCOUNT WILLIAMS PEOPLE

Open 10-2 WMlcdays - 9-9 weekends

T-SHIRTS

From

TEA

PARTY

boutique

63 WATER
STREET

open every day
thursdayt til 8:30

afternooa That evening at 8 pm in

Bronfman Auditorium, Furst will

speak on the use of hallucinogens
among the Huichol. The lecture will

be followed by a film made by Furst,
"To Find Our Life: The Peyote Hunt
of the Huichols of Mexico."

An expert in the Pre-Columbian
cultures of Mexico and contemporary
Mexican Indians, Professor Furst has
also done research among the native

peoples of Northern South America,

Venezuela, Central America and
Guatemala.

Prague Madrigal singers

offer a rare opportunity
The Prague Madrigal Antiqua, a

distinguished ensemble of the
National Museum of Prague, will

make one of its widely-acclaimed
appearances in Thompson Memorial
Chapel this Sunday evening at 8:30

P.M.

The Prague Madrigal Singers are a
group of ten solo singers, who also

work as instrumentalists, just as the

eight instrumentalists often sing.

They play both old and new music
and, using instruments from the

National Museum, the players
combine enthusiasm with the

timelessness of their music to create a
spirit and excitement that is totally

infectious. Audiences have the rare

opportunity to see and hear such
ancient instruments as the krum-
mhorn, psaltery, flauto traverse,

fidula, ty'mpanon, viola da gamba and
lute.

The program will include
anonymous Czech manuscripts of the

15th century. Instrumental Dance
Music from Czechoslovakia of the 16th

through 18th centuries, Three Moralia

of Jacob Gallus Carniolus (15S0-1591)

and the SUbat Mater of Frantisek

Ignac Tuma (1704-1774). The second

half of the program will be devoted to

Pragensi>' written by the con-

temporary Czech composer, Petr

Eben (born in 1929), for the Prague
Madrigal Antiqua, and completed in

1973. Inspired by the Hradcany Castle

in Prague, it describes, in obvious

sound metaphors, the castle's foun-

tain, cannons, bells and the famous
Philosopher's Stone. The Prologue,

entitled "The Inscription on the

Singing Fountain" is followed by two

movements set to texts drawn from
old recipes of alchemists of the 16th

century; the final movement, "The
Stone of the Wise", expresses the

eternal longing of mankind to

discover the universal remedy for

poverty, disease and age.

The Prague Madrigal Antiqua which will be performing in Thompson Memorial
Chapel on Sunday at 8:30. On left is conductor Miroslav Venhoda. The concert is

tree to Williams students with ID's.

Chopin renovations planned
CHAPIN from page 1

build the new facility along the east

rather than north side of Chapin Hall

would prove more feasible for several

reasons. The location, suggested by

Dean Patrick Quinn of the RPI Ar-

chitecture School, would allow the

music department to concentrate its

facilities in one compact building;

provides a structure that would not

block the windows of Sawyer Library

and Lehman Hall; utilize an unat-

EUieC^RE

^ u".,ec 800-325-4867@ Un:Travel Charters

tractive parking lot rather than the

lawn north of Chapin; and require

little excavation, since the ground
east of Chapin slopes downward.

The first floor of the new building,

which would be on a level with the

basement of Chapin Hall, would
contain ten offices for faculty, two
seminar rooms, and rooms ex-

clusively for listening.

The second floor would house a 270-

seat chamber music-lecture hall, a

rehearsal facility, a choral rehearsal

room, a 50-seat classroom, and an
artists' room for artists performing in

Chapin.

Diagrams of all three phases of the

plan are on display in the music

department bulletin boards in the

basement of Currier Hall.

The Admissions Committee needs
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March mania hits runners

The Williams roadrunntrs will be out to set yet another new distance record in

this year's 24-hour relay. '9*^^° ^y "««''>

by Tim Layden

Beginning on the morning of

Saturday March 13, the Williams

Road-Runners Club will sponsor the

fifth annual 24-hour relay in Towne

Field House. The event, which athletic

Director Bob Pecli fondly refers to as

"March Madness" will begin at ten o'

clocli in the morning and run through

ten Sunday.

For those new to the campus this

year, and for anyone who has never

heard of the event, an explanation

might well be in order. The 24-hour

relay is exactly what its title in-

dicates. Teams are made up of ten

individuals (though, for less hearty

units, larger squads are employed)

who run, in relay fashion, one mile at

a time, for 24 consecutive hours.

The relay was founded. five years

Four women swimmers place high
by Dennis O'Shea

Four members of the women's
varsity swimming team, in training

since their dual meet season ended in

the fall, placed well in the 32 team
Women's New Englands held at

Southern Connecticut State College

last weeltend. Due to a scoring

recomputation made necessary by

seedtime and scratch rule violations

(the coaches' meetings were almost

as competitive as the swimming), the

final results have not yet been an-

nounced.

Coach Carl Samuelson predicts,

however, that freshmen Marilla

Pearsall and Nina Murphy, soph

Carol Buclc and junior Randall

Sports Round-up
Men's Basketball

CurtTong's varsity baslcetball team
suffered a heartbreaking 80-79 loss to

Division II power Hartford on the

winners' court Tuesday night. The
loss dropped the Ephs' overall record

for the 1975-76 season to 9-12.

The fast-breaking Hawks, now 12-7

on the year jumped out to a big 36.18

lead in the first half on the shooting of

guards Mark Noone and Billy Ayers.

But the Ephs, thanks to co-captain

Alex Rosten, reduced the lead to 42-32

at the half.

The Purple came out in a tough 1-2-2

zone in the second half which slowed

down the Hawk attack and tightened

up the game. Yet the Ephs still trailed

by seven with 23 seconds remaining.

It was here that buckets by Brad
Wolk and Rosten (off a steal) cut the

Hawk lead to three with but eight

seconds remaining. Mark Carter's (23

pts.) driving bucket at the buzzer

established the final margin, but

came too late for a win.

Williams closes out its season this

Saturday night with a Lasell gym
encounter with Little Three rival

Wesleyan. The Ephs thrashed the

Cards earlier this year, 70-57.

Indoor Track
by Frank Carr

Last Saturday, the Eph indoor

thinclads finished 13th out of 25 teams
at the Eastern Championships at

Tufts University. The result was a bit

disappointing in light of Williams'

third place finish of one year ago. The
highlight of the meet for the Ephmen
was Scott Perry's incredible per-

formance in the long jump. Perry

sailed 24' V4" enroute to a meet and
college record and the coveted gold

medal. Tomorrow, Perry will return

to Tufts for the New Englands and on

March 6 the talented senior will head

south to Princeton for the ICAAAA's.

Williams scored in only one other

event besides the long jump, and that

one point was due to the efforts of the

two mile relay squad. The quartet

consisting of Terry O'Reilly, Tom
Schreck, Dave Seeger and Don
Wallace equaled last year's fifth place

finish but with a much improved time

of 7:58.0. The season is now over for

all except Perry, but by no means
have the runners stopped training.

Approximately a dozen members of

the Williams Road Runners Club are

hard at work for the March 7 Con-

necticut Marathon. A week later the

WRRC will hold its Fifth Annual 24

Hour Relay where over 100 pairs of

legs will attempt to go the distance.

Women Hoopsters
Rallying from a 22-6 deficit, the

Women's baskett>all team recovered

from a dismal first quarter and
defeated Trinity College 63-51. Early
in the game the Williams basket

seemed to have a lid on it, while

Trinity's apparently had a magnet as

their leading scorer Nancy Mc-
Dermott continually burned the

Williams' defense from 20 plus feet.

In the second quarter Williams'

offense began to click when they

spread out and let the guards take

their defender to the basket one-on-

one. By halftime the Trinity lead had
been cut to 7.

Williams opened the second half

with a zone press which seemed to

t)other their opponents. Minutes into

the half. Trinity found themselves up
by only one point as 3 unanswered
baskets were scored via turnovers.

Additionally, the Ephwomen's outside

shoots began to connect as the

Williams forwards were left open by
Trinity's defense that was forced to

collapse on William's driving guards.

Leading the Williams scoring was
co-captain Anne Youngling with 19,

followed by Maggie O'Brien with 12,

frosh Leigh Wilson with 10, Lisa

Capaldini with 9 and co-captain Becky
Kano with 8.

The hoopsters enter the final

weekend of the season with a 10-2

record travelling to Cambridge to

face MiT Friday night and a tough
Radcliffe squad on Saturday

Class Rings by Balfour

The only Fully Warranted Ring

Exclusively at

Williams Co-op "^

FEATURING
Resizing Rings

Refinishing Rings

Replacement of broken regular-price s ones

(extra price stones and diamonds will be replaced at

original

Replacement ot detective encrusting

Repair ot any other defect In workmanship or material

cost)

Morrow will wind up in about tenth or

eleventh place, the best Williams

finish since the graduation of national-

class swimmer Leslie Teel '74.

Springfield is the likely team
champion.

The Ephwomen held on to sixth

throughout most of the meet, but lack

of depth finally axed hopes for that

high a finish.

"It was a good meet, the fastest

swimming ever in New England,"

noted Samuelson.
The Ephs dropped four of their own

College records, clipping better than

seven-tenths of a second from twth the

400 freestyle relay and 200 medley
relay marks to nab a seventh and
eighth place finish in those events.

Pearsall also broke two individual

event records. She finished a close

second in the 200 freestyle with a
2:00.37 clocking that's 2.6 seconds
taster than her own previous record

time. Her 5:25.23 seventh place in the

500 freestyle was only eleven seconds
off the pace, and eleven seconds faster

than her own College standard.

Nina Murphy grabbed eleventh

place in both the 50 and 100 yard
t)ackstroke, while Carol Buck swam
the fastest times of her life to finish

twelfth in the 100 butterfly and fif-

teenth in the 50 fly. Buck also went
under a minute on her 100 yard relay

leg for the first time ever, splitting

59.5 from a flat start.

ago by Peter Farwell, a 1973 graduate

of Williams. The relay was conceived

before the Williams Road Runners

Club, which is now its spo.nsor. There

was very little purpose to this first

relay, other than to show that a group

of Williams students (principally

track team members) could run one

mile at a time for 24 hours without

resting or sleeping.

The second relay, in March of 1972,

brought a new wrinkle to what had

seemed a one-year project. It was

proposed that the relay be run for

charity; as a fund-raising event.

Individuals would now go out and

solicit pledges for their distance run.

The total amount of money collected

in that second relay was over 1000

dollars, which was given to a Viet-

namese Orphanage.

In the next two years, the relay,

according to Peck, "grew greatly,

becoming somewhat of a happening

on campus." A year ago, with eight

teams, and over 110 people par-

ticipating, a total of 4200 dollars was

collected for various charities.

Over the next two or three weeks,

students will canvass the campus,

collecting pledges for the 1976 relay.

Peck encourages all students to

pledge some amount to the team of

their choice. Peck refers to til. «,!

as^^je_ "revival of ca.p???

Funds from the 1976 relay win „

six different charities: HelplZr
CareCenter. ABC, William, tk'*
Kong. The Boys' Club, aJ^"S
namese Refugee Support
Aside from the fact that UiereUvi,

raising money for several wohi,
charities, it is also a test of athta
endurance for those involved andhs
become somewhat of a spectator sZ
on campus. "Last year," remaZ
Peck, "there must have been fourrr
five hundred people in the field iwuse
at one time or another during th.

relay, including at least 100 at about
two in the morning."
This year's relay will feature „

teams, which is six more ttian a yei',

ago, and th* greatest number which

has ever entered the relay. Five i
these teams will feature squads i
only ten members, and will

shooting for world records in the

event.

Pe^k strongly urges the students
..

become involved in the relay in aiiy

way possible, including as spectatoi^

The combination of the runners, the

music, and the movies make the Field

an exciting place to be.

Wrestlers host annuals
Williams College and the Towne

Field House will play host to the 30th

annual New England college division

wrestling championships this

weekend. Over 200 wrestlers from 21

schools will be competing for in-

dividual and team honors.

Once again, the heavy favorite is

Springfield College, which has cap-

tured the last four titles and an in-

credible 26 of the last 27. The powerful

Chiefs have three wrestlers returning

to defend their crowns, and two others

who finished in the top four a year
ago.

Springfield figures will be
challenged by squads from Mass.
Maritime, Coast Guard, MIT, Central

Connecticut, and Amherst, all of

whom finished in the top six a year
ago.

Host Williams finished seventh
overall a year ago, but will have to

wrestle extremely well to finish as
high this year. Coach Joe Dailey, the

Skaters grab overtime win
by NickCristiaiio

A goal by Peter Gonye just 28

seconds into the sudden-death
overtime period gave the Williams

hockey team a 5-4 victory over

Hamilton last Wednesday in Clinton,

N.Y.

Women basketballers in action
against Trinity Wednesday afternoon.
Anne Youngling and Robin Elleft wait
for the rebound, (photo by Kahane)

The win gives the Ephs a record of

11-7-1 and, with two games remaining,

guarantees an above-.500 season.

Following a scoreless first period,

the Ephs had burst out to a 2-0 lead

just 44 seconds into the second period

on goals by Dan Yeadon and Peter
Crocker. The Purple twice more
maintained two-goal leads (3-1, 4-2),

but the hosts came tack to tie the
score at four at 15:39 of the final

regulation period,

Geoff Daley and Crocker assisted on
the Gonye goal, which went in off the"

skate of goaltender Ray Rossi.

Yeadon and Bob Caruso scored the

other two Williams goals. Yeadcn's
pair gives him 20 for the season, tops

on the team,

Goaltender Chuck Cremens stopped
34 shots in his first appearance in two
and a half weeks. Rossi made 19 saves
for the Continentals.

The Ephmen had skated the Con-
tinentals to a 2-2 overtime tie earlier

this season at Chapman Rink.

Coach Bill McCormick's squad
winds up its season next week with
two games. On Monday the Ephs face

Merrimack in North Andover, Mass.,
and on Wednesday host Amherst at

7:30 p.m.

tournament manager ttiis year

remarked, "Dual meet-wise we're as

strong as we were last year, but

team competition you need out

standing competition to score and we

just don't have that much of it.

Pacing the Ephs in the competition,

as has been the case during the

regular season, will be co-captains

Dick Rhodes (150), and Karl Hubliard

(190). Rhodes finished fourth in his

division as a soph, but was upset in the

early rounds a year ago. Hubbard

placed third as a 177-pounder last

year.

Preliminary rounds in the com-

petition begin at U a.m. Friday, with

quarterfinals at 3 p.m. and con-

solations at 7:30 p.m. Saturday'

schedule is as follows: second rouni

consolations, 11 a,m. ; semifinals, 12

noon; consolation semifinals, 2 p.m

3rd and 5th place consolations, 6 p,m.

championship finals, 7 p.m. An

awards ceremony will follow the

finals. Admission to the events will be

$2 for adults and $1 for children

Perry named

Week's Athlete

Scott Perry has been named the

Record's athlete of the Week for his

performance in the Eastern Indoor

Track and field championships held

last Saturday at TufU. This marks the

fourth time which Perry has received

the honor.

The senior co-captain leaped 24'

to capture the gold medal in the

competition. The jump broke Perrys

own school record and also broke the

existing meet standard.

Willlamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 3 00 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Willlamstown, Mass. 0i2i7

(413) 458 8271

SATURDAY FILM SERIES
presents

LETTER FROM AN
UNKNOWN WOMAN
MAX OPHULS

Bronfman Auditorium Saturday,

February 28

7:30 Only

Admission $1.00

Athlete of tfH! week ScoM Perry

(ptiotobyReal'

HONORABLE MENTION -

Gerry Kelly -freshman^guard^,,,

I the first iial'

loss I"

foi

the varsity basketball

tossed in 22 points (18 in

in the Ephs' tough 76-«7

Amherst Saturday nighty

Marilla Pearsall - A ^es""^

swimmer who twice ^W^^^ZcoHi
space during the fall, "'"s'^"^ '* Z
in the 200 freestyle and seventh m";

500 freestyle at the Women s
1^^^^

England championships

weekend.
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Off-campus living lauded
by Lisa Hartigan

Applications for permission to live

off-campus next year are due this

Friday, March 5. According to

Associate Dean Cris Roosenraad and

Director of Student Housing Charles

Jankey, between 70 and 80 students

will be granted permission to hve off-

campus, with priority given to those

seniors who apply.

The Student Housing Committee,

which consists of Roosenraad,

Jankey, the 15 house presidents, four

freshmen, two women exchange

students, must decide how many
students will live off campus next

year before beginning the freshman

inclusion process. This procedure

allows the committee to determine the

correct number of beds that will be

available in each house.

israltWl^j

.

According to Jankey, most of those
applying to live off campus will be
seniors, with the majority being
granted permission.

Seven students currently living off-

campus indicate that they enjoy the
experience.

"It is like living in Williamstown
and going to classes at Williams
College. It is the type of experience I

was ready for," said John Millar '78.

Other students interviewed ex-
pressed the sense of privacy they got
from being away from dormitory-
style living. Most felt they were more
self-reliant and independent than they

would be living on campus.
Lee Richardson '76 enjoyed the

closer interpersonal relationships
involved in sharing an apartment.
"They dynamics of any small group of

si?'? ttftvivj^,'

Joel B. Smith and Linda Smith both appeared as candidates on the primary
ballot in Williamstown today. Joel and Linda are running for positions on the
Democratic and Republican town committees, respectively, (photo by Read)

Students seek posts
by Kate Wheeler

Two Williams students appeared on
the primary ballot in Williamstown
today. Joel B. Smith '79 and Linda S.

Smith '78 are running for positions on
the Democratic and Republican town
committees.

Joel, a Williamstown resident, will

appear on the Democratic slate with

approximately 34 other registered
voters who will comprise the com-
mittee.

Joel said he decided to run for a

committee position because he thinks

the committee offers "a good way to

get involved in politics."

Linda Smith, though a resident of

New Jersey, is a registered voter in

Williamstown. Linda said that her

position as president of the Williams

Republican Club, combined with

membership on the Republican Town

Committee would create a liaison

between the college and the town.

Coordinate disciplin

New computer program
The proposed catalogue description

of a newly formed coordinate
program in computer science, states
that the program will provide "a
balanced introduction to a new
discipline whose influence has
become increasingly important in

recent years."

The computer program, according
to the description, will deal with the
mechanics and social implications of
the computer, but will emphasize the
study of algorithms, their use in
baling with computers, and their
ralue in mental discipline as related
'o problem solving.

According to Mr. William T. Fox,
professor of geology and Chairman of
Jie CEP, the program will be
secondary to the student's declared
J>aJor as is the case with the coor-
dinate program in encironmental
itudies. The program consists of 5
•ore courses: Mathematics 231,
hstory of Science 232, Computer
'cience 331-332, and an independent
"oject, with a sixth elective
equirement to be chosen from a
;iven*election.

TTie computer program will make
"'' use of the Williams computer
sboratory including the IBM 1130 and
'firox 530 computer systems,
tudents will also use the terminal
onnected with the Dartmouth time-
haring system, in which ap-
roximately 30 other schools par-
icipate.

The program should be particularly

attractive to students considering

careers involving computers. It will

be open next year to sophomores and

juniors.

Students interested in registering in

the program must submit a course

plan through their senior years to the

department of their major and to the

Committee on the Computer Science

Program. Successful completion of

the program will appear on the

student's transcript.

Friday morning

Tyler House fire

traced to curtain

Fire broke out at about 1:30 a.m.

Friday in the Tyler House dining

room.

According to Scott Fenn '78, a

resident of the house, a curtain on the

north wall of the room was ignited and

authorities suspected a cigarette butt

as the cause. The walls and window

frame behind the curtain sustained

minor damage. A house member
noticed the smoke and called

Security, who summoned the

Williamstown fire department to

extinguish the blaze. According to

Fenn, several house members called

it the biggest social event of the

semester.

people living together make you think
about yourself more, as well as your
relationships with other people," he
said.

Michele Cutsforth '78 felt that living

off campus takes more effort and that
one has more respect for one's off-

campus living space than that
assigned in a dormitory. "There is

more concern with fixing the place up
and making it more like a home," she
said. She, along with most other
students questioned, found it cheaper
to live off-campus, with most of the

savings coming through cooking for

oneself. Some are on partial meal
plan.

Roosenraad said that the College

stood by its policy that on-campus
living is an integral part of a Williams

education. He generally urges
students, particularly sophomores, to

remain on campus.
Due to a slight housing shortage,

however, the College must allow a

certain amount of people to live off

campus each year, with that number
usually set at about 75, according to

Jankey. Part of the need to limit

permission, he said, is that Williams

"has an obligation to the town not to

flood housing with students."

Housing transfer

process becomes
more impartial
Upperclassmen applying to transfer

their house affiliation next year will

find that the transfer policy has been

altered to become a more impartial

process, according to Lilli M. Scheye
'78, co-chairman of the Student

Housing Committee.

Under the new policy, transfer

applications will be assigned random
numbers by computer during spring

recess. After the break, the Housing

Committee will sort the applications

according to first choice and deter-

mine how many people are applying

to transfer in and out of each house.

The committee will then vote on

whether to consider each application

according to a point system or turn

the whole process over to the com-

puter.

If selections are made by computer,

the transfer procedure will be handled

in the same way as freshman in-

clusion, using the rank assigned the

applications during spring break.

If a purely random system is not

used, the Housing Committee will use

predetermined objective standards to

decide which applicants are given

higher priority over other applicants.

Unlike last year, transfer ap-

plications will not be considered until

freshman inclusion has been com-

pleted. The Housing Committee ac-

cepted 90 of 150 transfer applications

last year; under the new policy.

Scheye said, the number may be

somewhat less.

Students and faculty discussed freshman modes of inquiry courses at an open
faculty meeting last Thursday night. Pictured are Curt Denhart, Robert
Kozelka, Laszio Versenyi, John Reichert, David Booth, Stephen Lewis and
Lauren Stephens. (photo by Johnston)

Faculty discussion airs

Inquiry course views
An open faculty discussion Thurs-

day night concerning the new fresh-

man modes of inquiry courses
suggested by the Committee on the

Freshman Year reached no con-

clusions about the future of the

proposal.

The head of the committee.
Associate Professor of Psychology

Andrew Crider, said after the

discussion that he "would propose the

inquiry courses at a future faculty

meeting as an educational theory with

several alternatives."

Many of the questions directed

towards committee memtjers cen-

tered on what problems these courses

were designed to solve.

Committee member Lynn W.
Conant '78 suggested that "the inquiry

courses would give freshmen the

perspective of a liberal arts education

which many seem not to have. The
courses would give students the

chance to explore things more on their

own."

In response to Conant's last

statement, Professor John F.

Reichert of the English department
said that her description did not ac-

curately summarize his course
proposal.

Reichert said that because of the

sophistication of his course he thought

he "would have to do more of the

coaxing and spoon feeding than in

English 101." He added that "before

any decision was made regarding the

Inquiry courses both the faculty and
students should understand each
other as to the exact nature of the

courses."

Several of the faculty present

agreed that because of staffing

problems many of the smaller
departments would be unable to offer

the inquiry courses during the regular

semester.

Robert C. L. Scott,'J. Leland Miller

Professor of American History,

Literature, and Eloquence, pointed

out that department chairmen present

at a recent meeting overwhelmingly
favored offering inquiry courses.

Alums voice support
for Scholar's Weekend

students who have participated in

previous Scholar's Weekends agreed

that the program was influential in

their college choice and that it is

definitely a worthwhile effort on the

part of the admissions office.

The weekend program has been in

existence for the past 5 years ac-

cording to Philip F. Smith, Ad-

missions Director. About 30 per cent

of those who attended in the past have

chosen Williams over other schools.

Many past participants who were

asked about the impact of the

program on their college decision said

A minor (ire in the Tyler House dining room got house residents out of bed at

1 '30 a.m. last Friday. The dining hall was in normal UM the next day.
'ihotoby VanDijI)

the weekend either caused them to

decide upon Williams or made them
feel more comfortable with the

decision they had already made.
"It gives you the opportunity to

meet students oh a reahstic basis and
that makes a difference when it comes
to making a decision," according to

Clarence Otis '77. Otis echoed the

feeling of other past participants

when he mentioned the "very per-

sonal attention" given to the can-

didates who stay with student hosts

and attend classes with student

escorts. This attention seemed to be

lacking at "other high-powered
schools like Harvard or Yale," Otis

added.

"The catalog can only give you so

much information. It is so much
better to be able to spend some time

here," said Barbara B. Hayton '79,

who also claimed the weekend clin-

ched her decision to attend Williams.

Ronald C. Long '77 said that he had
decided not to attend Williams, but

changed his mind after attending the

Scholars weekend. Long said he felt

the weekend offered him a chance to

see the school in a way that most
prospective students do not.

This year's program will bring 60

outstanding candidates for admission
to the Class of 1980 to Williams on the

weekend of March 4. The format of the

program will be less formal than in

the past, discarding a formal cocktail

party and dinner. The emphasis will

be on giving the candidates a good
loak,«t the campus and student life.
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"The basic issue in 1976 is privilege

. . . whether the government will

begin to look after the interests of the

average family, or whether it will

continue to protect the interests of the

super-rich and the giant corporations.

"What we're up to is based on two

assumptions: one, that people are

smart enough to govern themselves,

and two, that a widespread diffusion

of economic and political power ly^^t

to be the expressed goal of govern-

ment. If you start from these

assumptions, as l^do, a lot of things

flow from them ..."

by Mictiael Wolfson

What flow are the foundations of

Fred Harris's campaign. Harris

wants to break up monopolistic in-

dustries by enforcement of the anti-

trust laws, eliminate government

obstacles to competition by abolishing

bodies like the Interstate Commerce
Commission and Civil Aeronautics

Board, and put the Federal Reserve

Board under public control to make it

Letters: OCC, CC, ACEC
Job jostling

To the editor:

Perhaps my imagination is creating

a situation which does not exist, but I

feel that a horrible pestilence has
descended upon my class. Quite a few
of us seem to have panicked over the

future.

A few days ago I mentioned to

someone I have known well for four

years that I hoped our applying for

some of the same jobs would not get in

the way of our having been friends for

four years. "It won't," he rephed,

"I'll just hate you if you're invited

anywhere I'm not." His smile was
very shallow.

On Monday mornings at Career
Counselling people who used to buy
beer for each other now elbow each
other going after interview sign up
sheets like piranha fish after raw
meat. Those who know what they

want to do next year are uneasy
around those who do not. Those ac-

cepted at graduate school do not know
what to say to those who have been

turned down.

I'll miss my friends next year in

wherever I'll be. I know it's February
but, I wish everyone would relax and
laugh a little again.

Wick Sloane

Piltch praised

To the editor:

We are writing this letter to the

college community to express our

personal thoughts on why we think

Steve Piltch should be elected College

Council President.

As a close friend and a fellow

council rep, we feel that Steve's

sincerity and honesty have earned
him respect not only from up-

perclassmen but also from much of

the freshman class. Steve's activities,

which range from Boys' Club to J.A.,

to the C.U.L., are concerned with

helping other people, not in the

glorification that follows. Despite his

many commitments, Steve has given

his full effort into making them more
productive.

As an individual, Steve is concerned
and frank. He listens, works hard and
has the follow-through to get things

done. In concrete terms, he has been a
representative on both the Council

and the C.U.L. He knows where the

problems are and has definite ideas on

how to deal with them.

He's concerned with the lack of

communications between the com-

mittees, the council and the students.

A tighter committee reporting system

could have avoided the Council's late

recognition of the C.E.P.'s

modification of the P.E. requirement.

Steve has a practical philosophy

about College Council priorities. He
feels that allocation of the Student

Activity Tax is the most important

duty of the Council, and that it should

be made more efficient and fair.

Much of the CC. president's job is to

act as a. liaison between the president

of the college, deans, faculty and the

students. We think that Steve has the

dedication and concern to be an ef-

fective and strong representative of

the student interest to the ad-

ministration.

In short, we are impressed with

Steven's experience on the Council

. . . and his personal qualifications.

Read his position paper on the issues

and think about it. We give Steve

Piltch our full support and hope you
will give him your vote.

Sincerely,

Cath Carpenter and

John Farmakis

Survey slammed
To the editor:

Today I was handed a survey by two
youthful contenders for the higher

offices in the College Council. I'm sure

most everyone finds this sheet on their

doorstep. And some may have seen it

as the resurgency of the lost

Democratic order. I did not. In

criticism of popular attitudes more
than specific candidates I wrote on the

back:

"Basically I thiitk you all are weak
kneed and lilly livered. Of course,

student input should increase to tenure

appointments and other basics which
affect life here on campus. If you have
one ( 1 ) student representative for the

C.A.P. can you imagine the power he

or she will have? Just ask some
turkey who has been student rep. to

the C.E.P. if they haven't turned into

"yes-men" they return very
disillusioned with the process—with
the mere tokency of their existence.

I can't help but find this "campaign
survey" a sad indication of the degree

to which students have been con-

ditioned into powerlessness, to ask
such innocuous questions which
kupport only the administration—not
the students.

How am I to find my share of the

harvest when you hand me a toothless

pitchfork?—one which will never

penetrate the thin shield of authority,

much less grapple with what it is that

the students require to maintain
themselves as active participants in

their liberal (?) arts education?"

ReedZars

Concert lover
To the editor:

I wish to voice my objections to the
RECORD editorial concerning future
ACEC funding.

While it is true that even Tower of

Power failed to fill Chapin Hall to

capacity on Thursday of Winter
Carnival, one must argue that the
crowd of 850 was considerably larger

than the attendance at or par-

ticipation in most other functions

which receive College Council fun-

ding.

Regarding the CC's allocation of

$3600 for a spring weekend concert,

the RECORD estimated that if 700

students were to attend, the Council

"will have subsidized their interests

in an amount just below $4 per per-

son." Personally, I find that a very

meagre sum in comparison with the

amount of subsidization per par-

ticipant in both Crew and Pottery.

According to the figures I have
received, the Crew Team is being

subsidized a t a ra te close to $56-person

and the potters of the college at $35-

person. Thus, I feel compelled to

agree that there indeed exists a

"distorted allocation of money" by
the Finance Committee as the author

of the "No Concert" editorial

suggested. However, this distortion

certainly does not appear to be in

favor of an elite minority of concert-

goers, who far outnumber the spec-

tators at other all-college events.

Therefore, 1 would urge that the

RECORD retract its biased and
poorly researched editorial on the

ACEC. You will have a hard time

convincing the 850 people, who were
unanimously brought cheering to

their feet at the sound of Tower of

Power, that their enjoyment is not

worth a $4 per person subsidy from
the College Council. The Winter
Carnival concert was the most ex-

citement any of us has witnessed
outside the Chapman Hockey Rink in

well over a year!

Nancy L. Schimmel "78

Job Jots
LAW SCHOOL ORIENTATION
PROGRAM: Thursday, March
4th, Chem 21, sponsored by OCC.
All students interested in law
school are encouraged to attend,

especially juniors. Panelists will

discuss law schools, the ap-
plication process, the LSAT and
the LSAT workshop.

Recruiting: Ohrbach's will be
recruiting on Tuesday, MARCH 16.

The March issue of the
"Parachute" will be distributed

this week. Check your mailboxes;
let us know if you do not receive the

newsletter.

TheNat'l. Center for Urban Ethnic
Affairs offers a fellowship for

summer 1976 research. Deadline:
APRIL 15. Check with OCC.

Anyone with a car who is in-

terested in house sitting during
sprjng break please call Katie
Case. *

Harris

mor^ responsive to government

policy.

Harris would make the income tax

structure sharply progressive, taxing

all types of income equally, regar-

dless of source. He would finance

increased Social Security benefits

through progressive income taxes

rather than regressive payroll taxes.

Instead of an unemployment policy,

Harris advocates a full employment

policy. Reintroducing competition to

the marketplace would create jobs in

a non-inflationary way. Anyone who

couldn't find a private job should be

guaranteed a public job working, for

example, with day care, mass transit,

or alternative energy sources. For

those unable to work, a negative in-

come tax would replace the present

welfare mess.

Harris has been a long-time sup-

porter of labor, compiling a 100 per

cent pro-labor rating (AFE-CIO)

during three of his last four years in

the Senate; his votes coincided with

the AFL-CIO position 87 per cent of

the time through his eight years as

Senator. Harris has consistently voted

against anti-labor right-to-work bills

in both the Oklahoma and the U.S.

Senate. (Morris Udall voted for the

bill in the House.)

Turning to energy and environment7

Harris wants to enforce anti-trust

laws against the energy monopolies,

require that all new cars built or sold

in the U.S. average at least 20 miles

f)er gallon, launch a NASA-like drive

to develop alternative energy sources,

eliminate promotional rates for

electricity and natural gas, restrict

stripmining, and, in a giant step

forward, appoint a Secretary of the

Interior who cares about con-

servation. Harris is also the only

major candidate who favors a

moratorium on nuclear power plants,

claiming that "we don't know how to

build those plants safely, and we don't

Fred Harris

know what in the worid to do with the
wastes." "Environmentalist" Udall is

one of ttie many candidates who have
not supported the moratorium.
Udall has also voted not to delete the

B-1 bomber program, voted against a

bill (authored by Harris) outlawing

the killing of sea mammals without a

permit, and voted for the no-knock
search warrant. Birch Bayh voted to

continue tobacco subsidies and
against a bill lowering the penalty for

a first offender convicted of

marijuana possession. (Harris favors

decriminalization of marijuana).

Fred Harris's stands at first may
sound simplistic, Utopian. They are

not. Harris has written three books

and numerous articles outlining his

ideas in depth; the campaign rhetoric

is the tip of the proverbial iceberg.

Harris's extensive background
-mchides-etghryears in the Oklahoma

State Senate and eight years as U,S.

Senator. He served on the National

Advisory Commission on Civil

Disorders (the Kerner Commission),

was co-chairperson of the Urban

Coalition's Commission on the Cities

in the 70's, and was chairperson of the

Democratic National Committee.

The Harris campaign has an

unofficial theme song—Woody
Guthrie's "This Land is Your Land."

Harris has promised that "if you elect

me President of the United States,

we'll make old Woody's song come

true." A bit hokey? Maybe, but it sure

does have a nice ring to it.

One Woman's
Point of View

Guilt
I have finally come up with an

explanation for the apathy here. We
all feel guilty. Now, guilt is a funny
thing, because it comes in so many
different flavors. There is social guilt

(Should I make a special effort to hire

this woman because she is female,
even though if she were a man with
the same qualifications I would never
hire her?); there is private guilt (1

have always distrusted this person, so
I'll give her the benefit of the doubt in

this case, even though I'm fairly

certain that she is wrong) and there is

religious guilt.

Also, you can feel guilty about doing
something and you can feel guilty

about not doing the same thing. Two
people can feel guilty over the exact
same incident, but for very different

reasons. Or one person will feel guilty
and the other won't. Sometime^ you
feel guilty over not feeling guilty.

More rarely, one feels guilty about
feeling guilty.

Guilt is an all pervasive
phenomenon for the average Williams
person, especially if you've been
brought up in a religious tradition. It

affects everything you do, say or
think. And it has the peculiar ability to

grow. If you don't "purge" your guilt,

it magnifies, becomes more intense
and eventually engulfs you. You can't
forget guilt. If you go down to the Log
and try to drink it away, you wake up
the next day with a hangover and
guilt. Ultimately, it can drive you to

contemplate suicide, but then you not
only have the guilt you started with,

you've got the added guilt that arises
from having contemplated suicide.

So, how do you deal with it? Do you
go to church? If so, you have to un-

derstand that there is likely to be

some guilt associated with missing

church, should that happen. Do you

talk to some one about it under the

assumption that confession is good for

the soul? Not only does this usually

leave you still feeling guilty af-

terwards, but there is the added guill

of having burdened someone with

your troubles. Do you avoid all

potentially guilty situations? This

solution necessitates developing a

hierarchy of guilt. Will you be more

guilty if you do it or if you don't.

Ultimately then, guilt is the prime

mover in all situations.

Unfortunately, it leads to a very

ineffectual way of doing things. One

tends to be passive, to put little energy

into what one does and a lot of energy

into thinking about the guilt con

sequences of what has been done-or

in trying to avoid thinking about them

On one hand, you don't really want to

do anything for fear of feeling guilty.

but on the other hand, you don't really

not want to do anything-again for

fear of feeling guilty. Either way.

you're not committed to your actions

or Inactions, so they have no energy,

or sense of purpose behind them m

other words, you're apathetic.

Now, what can we do about this'

Perhaps a new angle on guilt wouio

help. Try to feel guilty solely abou

feeling guilty about what you do or

don't do. Get hung up over the apatny^

This would drastically reduce tne

number of guilt complexes you a oe

carrying around inside your head ana

would result in more intense,

dedicated action. Apathy wouio

disappear.
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Local restaurants thriving
--^^i

byJohnRlndlaub

IxKal restaurant business trends

are promising, according to a Record

survey, despite the recent closing of

the 1896 House Restaurant and the fire

at the Springs Restaurant in

December.

The 1896 House Restaurant, located

south of Williams on Route 7, has been

closed since January as the result of a

complex business transaction Mr.

Harold Reder will assume

management of the restaurant, which

expects to reopen sometime in April.

The Springs Restaurant, also south

on Route 7, met with a more un-

fortunate tragedy. In mid-December,

the lavish establishment, run by the

Grosso family for 44 years, was razed

by fire. Mr. Grosso exclaimed ob-

stinately, "We are rebuilding the

restaurant on the same spot. I've

always been very happy in my
business, in which four families are

involved. We plan to be bigger and

better than ever when we reopen for

the summer."
Despite this turmoil, other local

restaurants reported at least an

average, if not lucrative winter. The

winter has always been less profitable

than the summer, which draws

tourists for the Tanglewood Berkshire

Festival and the Williamstown

Theater.

Vicki Corbin, manager of the

British Maid, commented on her

combination restaurant, bar, and

night club establishment. "We used to

be a guest house and only served

breakfast. Having remodelled in time

for the winter of 1974, we've ex-

perienced two good, complete win-

ters. Our excellent reputation depends

Jankey notes

empty beds
There are presently fifty empty

beds aiTcampus, according to Charles

M. /ankey, Director of Student

Housi^.

Each empty bed costs the college

$400 but the cost is written into the

budget because "the college expects a

certain amount of empty space in the

second semester," Jankey said.

Jankey attributed the fall in

enrollment to students withdrawing
from the college or going abroad.

Jankey explained that it is im-

possible to fill empty spaces with

transfer students because the addition

of mid-year transfers creates a

rooming problem in the fall. Some of

the space is filled with mid-year ex-

change students.

PIRG NEWS—A journal of student

activism around the U.S.— is

available for browsing on shelf 50

of the Sawyer Library periodical

room.

KING'S LIQUOR

STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

Plenty of All Types Beer

Spring Street Willlamsto'wn

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458 5948

mainly on word-of-mouth; we do little

advertising and still find we are
turning weekend crowds away."
Corbin asserted that she has not

seen any noticeable influx of clientele
since the two other local restaurants
were forced to close. She added, "The
business isn't always trouble-free. It

took us 3 months last summer to get a
liquor license enabling us to serve
outside on the terrace."

According to the manager of the
Mill on the Floss, an "Old New
England Inn with a French Accent,"
"This winter has been very good to

us." The Mill, because of its proximity

to the Springs, has done especially

well since the latter establishment

burned. "We have had lots of skiers

this winter and have found ourselves

Frosh race panel

to be held tonight
The Freshman Council will sponsor

an informal panel discussion entitled,

"Black-White Relations at Williams
as viewed through the Freshman
Housing Process," tonight at 7:30 in

the Driscoll Lounge.

The panel will consist of four fresh-

men and three administrators. Fresh-

man panelists represent various
housing situations and will speak from
differing view points.

Karen M. Ashby and Elliott N.

Decrumpe live in entries in which
suites of different races are mixed on

each floor. Gregory S. Weber lives in

an exclusively white entry, and Dorea
A. Ferris lives in an entry in which all

the suites of black women, with one

exception, are located on the top floor.

In explaining her stand, Ferris said

that she thinks the racial situation is

in need^of improvement. "In black-

white relations," Ferris said, "the

problem is lack of exposure." She

concluded that Williams students

would benefit by a new system which

she described as "a random housing

system that mixes blacks and whites

by suite."

Janice L. Smith, Assistant Director

of Admissions, Lauren R. Stevens,

Dean of Freshmen, and Peter Berek,

Dean of the College, will also speak on

the panel to provide historical per-

spectives and information on current

policies concerning housing

procedures.

turning people away on weekends.
There also have been a fair number of

students and parents," the manager
added.

Grosso, who spoke for his associate

Walter Haine about Le Jardin, said
that the 4 year-old establishment was
having "an above-average winter."
He continued, "The influx of skiers

has caused a rub-off not just at Le
Jardin but in the whole area."
Ernie Brundage, manager of

Howard Johnson's on Route 2, said he
was experiencing an "average win-
ter." "We are basically a local

restaurant business," he insisted.

"What we gain from skiers when it

snows, we lose from townspeople who
refuse to chance the poor road con-

ditions."

Brundage added, "We have ^ lot of

long-term employees who have been
here 20 years. Rarely do you find that

kind of service in a reasonably priced,

reasonably fast, food establishment."

In general, then, winter restaurant

business has been good. But all

owners, especially Mr. Grosso of the

Springs and Mr. Reder of the 1896

House, are looking forward to the

prospects of an even better spring.

Pooh searches for
check in relation

to recent robbery
Owners of the Pooh Perplex are

tracing ^^student's check written to

the bookstore February 17, in relation

to a robbery which occurred in the

bookstore office a week and a half

ago.

Linda A. Miller '76, co-manager of

the student-run outlet for used texts,

reported that between $40 and $50

disappeared from the office sometime
last Saturday, Most of the money was
cash and loose change but one check

was taken as well, Miller said.

Identifying the check owner is now a

key factor in locating the stolen

money, according to Thomas M.

McEvoy '76, another Pooh Perplex

manager, McEvoy asked that

whoever wrote the check contact the

bookstore owners as soon as possible,

"The students in charge of the

operation will swallow the loss,"

Miller said, "Those students who sold

books this term will still receive

money for them,"

Ebling to run for VP
Thomas D, Ebling '77 announced his candidacy for the office of Vice-

President of College Council Friday, He will be running with Steve Piltch '77,

Ebling, a mathematics major, has served as a house officer for two

years and previously as a member of Freshman Council, He is currently

serving in the College Council, He has also been active as a volunteer with

the Lehman Service Council,

Ebling said that he would like to use the office of vice-president, and the

chairmanship of the Elections Committee that goes along with it, to increase

the diversity of student representation on college committees and College

Council, He said he also seeks to improve the communications between

Committees and College Council and thus increase student knowledge of

committee actions.

Ebling also said he would like to see a more careful scrutiny of the use of

the Student Activities Tax to ensure the most efficient use of this money by

student organizations. He also advocates the use of the College Council as an

effective body for the solicitation and expression of student opinion on im-

portant issues.
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Attention

:

Live in a 50 room
Gothic Stone Mansion

80 Acre Campus
Dormitory Style

$60 a month singles $80 a mo. doubles

Telephone;

Lenox 637-0600

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pi/zas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream

Fresh Dougti Every Day

Open

Sunday through Thursday

10 00am to ? 00 am

Friday and Saturday

10 00a.m to 3 00 am
Yl Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458 8271

Ramsey Stabler '77, pulls for all he's worth on the crew team's rowing machine.
Below, a member of the women's crew team is shown hard at work on the
ergometer. The Rowathon, which ran from Friday noon to Saturday noon,
raised slightly under $2,000. Part of the money will go towards funding the
team's spring trip to Washington while the remainder will go to the Tom Hardie
memorial fund. (photo by Janson)

Crew survives

first rowathon
Baxter Hall was alive and literally

humming this past weekend as the

Williams College Boat Club staged its

First Annual 24-hour Rowathon. From
Friday noon until lunchtime Satur-

day, men, women and coxswain alike

took their turns on that awesome
machine in order to raise money for

the spring trip to Washington, D.C,

and the Tom Hardy Memorial Fund,

The 39 participating oarsmen and

oarswomen turned in scores ranging

from 11,000 to over 18,000 revolutions

during their half-hour stints. These

results, when multiplied by the

generous pledges obtained from
students, faculty and townspeople,

made this event a definite success.

Although all the figures have not been

calculated, estimates of the total

earnings range from $1500 to over

$2000, for which the Crew is very

grateful.

Exchange offers alternative
by Sandy Mactlregor

"The challenge of a new en-

vironment" and a "general change of

pace" attracted some of the 48 ex-

change students on campus this year

Ann Tarbell. a junior exchange from

Wellesley said, "1 had two years at

Wellesley, and with many of my
friends going away, 1 thought junior

year might be a bit anti-climactic,"

Beth Wroth '77, from Smith, said she

had "a bit of sophomore slump so 1

wanted to do something different for

my junior year,"

In 1969 the presidents of Williams,

Smith and Wheaton designed a mutual

exchange program of students and

faculty for schools in the New
England area. Today the exchange

program handles primarily juniors

from Williams, Smith, Wheaton.
Wellesley, Mount Holyoke. Bowdoin,

Dartmouth, Trinity, Amherst,
Wesleyan, Connecticut and Vassar,

Last year seven Williams students,

three worpen and four men. ex-

changed to other schools, Gloria

Mobley '76 said that as a political

science major, she was attracted to

Wellesley's curriculum. Mobley
explained that the Williams political

silence department concentrated on

international relations while

Wellesley stressed domestic policy,

Peter Matthews '76 also went on

The Admissions Committee needs

your help with its Early Ac
ceptance program. Strong ap
plicants for next year's freshman
class who have already been ac

cepted by Williams will be visiting

the school Thursday, March 4,

through Saturday, March 6, Any
student who could house a par

ticipant or take him or her to

classes on Friday—please call

Ellen Causey (6280), Steve
Christakos (4584020), Jenny
McGill (6544), or Anna Waring
(6615),

'^

exchange for academic reasons
noting that "Wesleyan has a much
broader music department than exists

at Williams,"

John Lange '76 was originally in-

terested in the exchange program
and. in particular, Smith College

because of his girlfriend. He ad-

mitted, after studying at Smith, that

he was favorably impressed with the

courses available there. "The Biology

department at Smith is vastly

superior and the Geology department
is at least as good or even better,"

Lange said.

For the coming year, six students

plan to leave Williams for either a

semester or year on the exchange
program next year,

Valerie A, Andersen '78 said she

chose to apply for exchange to Smith
to experience a women's college,

"Courses were a deciding factor for

me." she said, "I plan to take some
women's studies courses and possibly

lake advantage of the varied course

offerings of the Five-College

cooperation in the valley "

J, Keith Wilson '78. who is putting

together a Chinese studies major is

planning to go to Wellesley to par-

ticipate in their extensive language

program which includes a Chinese

study major
Williams students on exchange to

other schools may also find ad-

justment necessary. "The courses at

Wellesley are so appealing," Wilson
said, "that any slight misgivings

socially are. at least now. not over-

whelming. They probably will be as

s(x)n as 1 get there"

WILLIAMS CREW
Tfianks You

for supporting ttie

ROWATHON

"Best in Dry Cleaning"
DRUMMOND CLEANERS Spring Street

455-4321 Williamstown
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Energetic 'Black Movements

Members of the Black Movements Dance Troup who performed at the AMT last

weekend. The program entitled "Black Renaissance: A Man in Search of
Identity" was the culmination of the Black Movements Winter Study Dance
Workshop. (photo by Janson)

by Nina Girvietz

With a clear, sweet voice, Judy

Harley sang to open this year's per-

formance of Black Movements at the

AMT last Friday and Saturday

nights: "Black Renaissance: A Man
in Search of Identity." The production

was original, and entertaining—an

electric, absorbing, and personal

expression through poetry, dance and

light artistry. Smooth transitions

from piece to piece, imaginative

and varied choreography, and the

intense energy and commitment of

the performers, made the evening an

exciting and valuable one.

The talent displayed by many of the

company members was impressive.

Each of the 10 dance pieces (except

for Ryland Jordan's tribute to Paul

WCFAA emphasizes public affairs
WCFM Williams College Radio at

91.9 FM Stereo, today released its

broadcasting schedule for the 1976

Spring Semester. In releasing the

schedule. Public Relations Director

Brian Archambault announced that a
more extensive "WCFM Program
Guide" is in preparation, and will be
ready within two weeks.

Along with the usual wide range of

music, which includes rock, jazz,

classical, and folk, WCFM is placing

an extra emphasis this semester on

"public affairs and special

programming."
This semester WCFM continues the

Five O'clock Report, a half-hour

Chapel to ring with

diversified music
The Williams College Chamber

Music series Music In The Round
continues with the fourth concert of its

season this Friday evening at 8:30
P.M. in- the Thompson Chapel. Julius

Hegyi, the director, has programmed
another varied group of musical
works spanning the centuries,
representative of many styles and
instrumentations.

Particularly interesting is the

spectrum of duos to be offered.

Mozart's Duo in G Major K, 423 for

violin and viola, to be performed by
Julius Hegyi, violin, and Susan St.

Amour, viola. Juxtaposed with this is

the Sonata for Violin and Piano by
William Walton, written two hundred
years later. In this work, Hegyi is

joined by Charlotte Hegyi at the

piano. An interesting story is told

about the Mozart Duo. Michael
Haydn, brother of the more famous
composer, Franz Joseph Haydn, was
commissioned to write six duos and
was able to complete only four. In

order to prevent the loss of the

commission, Mozart volunteered two
of his own duos. The ploy worked,
although, as time went on, everyone
realized the origin of the last two duos.

They were subsequently published as

Mozart's own.

Other works included in the concert
are the Terzetto, op. 74, for two violins

and viola, by Antonin Dvorak and
Divertimento for Five by Robert
Barrow.
Admission to the concert is free to

WiHiams students with I.D.

round-up of international, national,

regional and local news, sports and
weather. Although this report is is the

mainstay of the WCFM News
Department, it is by no means the

only news presented by the station.

ABC FM News is broadcast eleven

times a day, every hour at quarter-

past from 7:15 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. and
again at 9:15 p.m. and 11:15 p.m.

In addition to public service an-

nouncements aired throughout the

day, WCFM presents several public

service features: The Entertainment
Review, a daily guide to en-

tertainment (of all sorts) in the

Williamstown area, is broadcast four

times daily: 8:20 a.m., 3:20 p.m.,

during the Five O'clock Report, and
at 11:20 p.m.

Aware, hosted by David Fowle '76,

is a new program which gives

organizations in Berkshire County a

chance to explain what they do (via

interview), and gives listeners a
chance to ask questions and make
comments about these organizations

(via "live" on-air phone calls). The
show is aired on Sunday afternoons at

4 p.m.

On Sunday at 7:30 p.m. Spotlight,

WCFM's news-feature program, will

continue this semester with a slightly

different fownat: every other week
Harry Kelly will be the moderator of a

political discussion on one or another
specific topic.

The WCFM special programming
schedule has expanded from last

semester. Each week the history of a
different performer or group will be

documented on The Music Of ...

Thursday at 7:30. Fridays at 8 p.m.

Record Roundup will highlight the

best of the latest record releases

received by WCFM. Williamstown

resident Carl Johnson will present the

finest in jazz in his weekly program

From Ragtime to Swing on Wed-

nesdays from 4:30 to 8:30.

Monday evenings from 5:30 to 8

p.m. on Concert Hall, Mark Obert-

Thorn, WCFM's Classical Music
Director hosts Arturo Toscanini

Conducts. The program presents the

finest recordings of the maestro

whom Obert-Thorn considers as "the

greatest conductor of them all."

Sports Extra is a half-hour weekly
special, featuring reports and scores

of professional and collegiate sports,

as well as interviews with sports

figures. The newest addition to WCF-
M's special programming is the

series, The Best of Sherlock Holmes.
These half-hour episodes, are

dramatizations of fifteen ofthe British

sleuth's most famous adventures

heard Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m.

Lecture scheduled
The Williams Black Student

Union is sponsoring a lecture by
Mrs. Goler T. Butcher on "U.S.
Policy Towards Africa: The Black
Concern." The lecture will be

Thursday March 4 at 7:30 p.m. in

Room 3 of Griffin Hall. Mrs.
Butcher has served as co-

chairman of the Democratic Party
Foreign Affairs Task Force Study
Group on Africa and as an At-

torney Advisor in The In-

ternational Division of the Office of

Legal Advisor in the State
Department. Mrs. Butcher will be

discussing issues which is par-

ticularly relevant to world order
and U.S. domestic stability.

Simon Watson as Mr. Manningham
and Ann Cramer as his wife lead the
cast of "Angel Street" opening this
Friday in the AMT Studio Theater.

(photo by Read)

Victorian tiiriller at studio tlieotre
by Thomas Herwitz

If a good old Victorian thriller

sounds appealing, you're in luck this

week. Patrick Hamilton's Angel
Street is right up your alley. The show
will run in the Studio Theater at the

AMT this Friday and Saturday
evenings at 8r30.

The play, which is the American
version of the British play Gaslight,

was originally produced on Broadway
around the time of the invasion at

Pearl Harbor. The gloomy at-

mosphere and generally dismal

season on Broadway didn't effect

Angel Street and the play became one

of the longest running ever.

Dana Perlstein, the director,

described the play as a

"psychological melodrama in which

the original roles were played by

Vincent Price and Leo J. Carroll. It

has a definite sense of humor,"
Perlstein continued, "a wry wit."

The production will include a score
composed by Nicholas Schidlovsky for

string quintet. The music, which
comes in spurts throughout the play
propelling, or commenting on the
action, is highly anti-classical. Ac-
cording to Schidlovsky, "the whole
piece is characterized by the sinister

pervasive element of Mr. Man-
ningham, though there is also some
comedy involved."

The play takes place in the Pimlico
section of London in the 1880's and will

be done in period dress. The set is

designed by Kevin O'Rourke with
"gaslight" lighting by Ed Lapine.
Principal players are Ann Cramer,
Simon Watson and Michael Rosen-
blum.

Perlstein commented that he was

trying not to let the strong melodrama
lapse into parody, but rathpr wanted
to present the play as a period piece.

Tickets are free and are available
one hour before curtain time at the
Greylock Quad entrance to the Studio
theater.

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

Robeson) was choreographed and

danced by students, many of whom
have had little dance training. The

music chosen was beautiful; it ranged

from Keith Jarrett to Stevie Wonder

to Gebrge Gershwin. The movement

was creative and evocative, and the

dancers' rapport with the familiar

and highly emotional music

(especially "Summertime",
"Georgia", "All in Love Is Fair," and

"Someday We'll all be Free") stirred

and involved the audience. Some of

the most amazing moments of the

night were created by Ed Currelly,

the New York based lighting designer,

who lit the back wall with glowing

designs, flooded the stage with deep

colors, and, with perfect timing

darkened to only outline the dancers.

He complimented the mood of every

piece with esthetic sensi^jvity and

professionalism.

In the first half of the program, the

outstanding performances were given

by Adria Graham and Ralph
Breedlove in his "Funky" piece,

Jackie Wilson in her subtly jazzy

"Johnny Come Lately", and the entire

case of Ry Jordan's four part Paul

Robeson piece. Wilson was fi„iH
comical and technically superb in h.:
solo, and Bev Clayton's

so,movement and commanding
presen

'

in the second part were strikin?
Jordan's choreography lit the cast
sense of humor and highlighted

it

consistent technical expertise in Z
last piece, making it one of the mZ
enjoyable parts of the show. "

Bev Clayton's often unique and
sophisticated choreography
dominated the second half of the
production. There were times when
the corp lacked unity and the
movement did not seem to reach
build or erupt enough to suit the

demanding music, but the
choreography was generally in-

novative and expressive. The two
Stevie Wonder solos (Clayton's "All in

Love is Fair" and Breedlove's
choreography and performance of

"Some-Day") were supple and
moving, filled with honest and in-

timate emotion.

As a whole, the production was
remarkably successful: both
theatrically and thematically.

Bell reorganizes flicks
by Diana Pietraszewski

The Saturday Night Film Series has

recently come under the direction of

Associate Professor Michael Bell of

the English department. Bell, along

with other members of the depart-

ment and several students comprise

the committee which has chosen the

films since the beginning of Winter

Study.

One of the most noticeable changes
made since that time is that there is

now an admission charge to the films.

Bell indicated that budget con-

siderations were responsible for this.

Another change is the cancellation of

all 9:30 showings.

The English department does not

try to compete with the money-
making films shown by College
houses. Rather, it aims at presenting
a series of high-quality films that will

be both educational and entertaining

to the student body.

To expand the number of movie-
goers this season, the English

department has made an increased

effort at advertising, distributing

schedules, and offering season passes

for the series.

Next year, the department may
work within a stricter framework in

choosing the films according to Bell

The structural framework could be by

chronological sequence, by subject

matter or by director. More American

films and at least one documentary

will probably be shown.

Assistant Professor Linda Bundtzen

will once again offer a film course

next year and the Saturday Night

Films may be chosen in conjunction

with the course. In this way, the

English department will give students

the chance to see a broader selection

of films by a director while he is being

studied in class.

Students who would like to express

their opinion about the choice of films

or make suggestion^ for the 1976-77

series are encouraged to contact

Michael Bell.

PRESENTS
Friday, March 5th

WALKING TALL
At7&9 P.M.

This week's main presentation is "WALKING TALL" at 7and 9:30

p.m. Sheriff Buford Pusser takes on all the criminals in his county

with a big club and a mean face. An American "Straw Dogs" witli

perhaps the loss of philosophy In exchange for a double helping of

violence and more.
For the alternate point of view, we will also feature a short on the

1968 Police Convention in Hawaii. The Chiefs sit around and tall<

about the newest weapons. Fascinatingly repellent.

And now for the WFS WEEKLY MOVIE TRIVIA CONTEST:
RULES: The first three people at each show with the correct an-

swer to the week's mystery question will be admitted FREE!
THIS WEEK'S QUESTION; From the movie, "The Godfather",

what Is the name of the Corleone family firm and what Is Its official

line of busine!i<t.

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $100

Next Attraction: Z __—
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Pre-Law Society stays,

calls for equal facilities
Since the College Council refused to

fund the Pre-Law Society in

November, the organization has

operated on minor allocations from

the Lecture Committee and the Office

d Career Counseling.

Daniel McCabe '77, current

chairman of the society, said he wants

to see a wider pre-law orientation

program at Williams. "We are limited

this year to bringing in a few speakers

and discussing among ourselves what

we hope to find at law school," says

McCabe. The society's only in-

dependent project has been the recent

presentation by Judge Rosenblatt on

February 13. In cooperation with the

OCC, law school students and

members of the field will be hosted in

workshops and panel discussions.

McCabe said that he felt pre-law

does not have the equal facilities

given pre-med. He added that

although some law schools have less

rigid requirements, he believes a

board similar to the Premedical

Advisory Committee should be

organized to direct students towards

particular schools and get to know

pre-law candidates in order to

recommend them. About ten per cent

of each class graduates pre-law.

The Pre-Law Society originated

from a 1974 memorandum of Hope

Brothers, director of the office of

Career Counseling. The amount of

prelaw advising had become over-

whelming for the OCC the
memorandum said.

Brothers said pre-law advising is

"much more extensive this year"
following revisions in the OCC.
As time goes on. Brothers said, she

feels the Society will become more
efficient. She said the Society helps
advising by contacting alumni
presently in law school and doing
research.

Residential houses
choose presidents

Residential houses recently elected
house officers for the 1976-77
academic year.

New house presidents are Scott C.

Conant '77 of Armstrong House,
Lawrence E. Sanders '77 of Bryant
House, Michael D. Murphy '78 of

Carter House, James H. Barickman,
Jr. '78 of Dennett House, Dominic M.
DiBiccaro '77 of Dodd House, David
G. Hardin '77 of Fitch House, George
J. Schutzer '77 of Fort Hoosac House,
Timothy J. Pritchard '77 of Garfield-

Wood House, Ira S. Pinkus '77 of

Gladden House, Nicholas J. Spiliotes

'77 of Hopkins House, Hamilton C.

Throckmorton '77 of Perry-Bascom
House, John J. Seder '77 of Pratt

House, Paul J. Boyer '77 of Prospect

House, Gary N. James '77 of Spencer-

Brooks House, and Denise L. Johnson
'77 of Tyler House.

Lehman adds programs
The Lehman Service Council has

expanded its list of programs to in-

clude Berkshire Home Care, a non-'

profit, government funded project

which operates out of North Adams.
Students involved in the program

visit old people, provide tran-

sportation and shopping service,

telephone reassurance and perform

the light household services. The aim
of such assistance is to help the

Onriet
fares to

Enrope are
lessihan
any other
sehednled
airline's.

Bntonr
service
isn't.

If you are under 22, our
youth fare Is made for

you. $360 round-trip in

Aprils, IVIay-$410in
June, July and August.
Great food and service,

direct flights from New
York and Chicago with

connections from other
cities to Luxembourg
In the heart of Europe.
Fares subject to change.
See your travel agent,

campus tep. or write;

Icelandic Airlines.

630 Fifth Ave.. N.Y.,

N.Y. 10020

KOANOIC
CN

elderly avoid placement in high cost

nursing homes. Volunteer schedules

are flexible and time commitments
will vary with student interest.

A second new program, Project

Opportunity in North Adams, has

been organized by Joseph 0. Krebs
'76. Volunteer math and English

tutors will help area residents prepare

for the High School Equivalency Test.

The program also provides English

tutors for Korean and Spanish

speaking residents of North Adams.
Meetings are scheduled on Wed-

nesday afternoons.

Students participating in the project

may conduct a survey of the unem-

ployed to better co-ordinate em-

ployment services in North Adams.

Those interested in working with

Berkshire Home Care should contact

their office in North Adams at 644-6512

and those who would like to tutor with

Project Opportunity should contact

Joe Krebs at 597-2967.

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

if Pownal, Vermont, have be«n working on this replica of a 19th

ng ship since l.abor Day, 1975. They expect to have it done by early
summer. The null is ferro-concrete and chicken wire and the boat can be seen
from abouta mile down Route/. Neighbors reler to it as "The Ark."

(photo by Kahane)

Ca\h fo Help Line increase
Calls to Help Line jumped from 303

in December to 402 in January, Ap-
parently, Northern Berkshire
residents were reassured by the

publicity surrounding Help Line's

refusal to give out the names of

callers, according to a statement

accompanying the release of the

agency's January statistics.

A look at the statistics shows that

suicide calls were exceptionally high

last month, with 10 such calls being

recorded. As a possible extension of

the suicide-counseling rate, another 46

calls listed loneliness as the major
problem.

Drug and alcohol-related calls

showed a decrease, but alcohol

continued as the most common
problem-causing drug. Fourteen
callers discussed problem
pregnancies, but only 6 asked for birth

control or other sex information.

According to Help Line these figures

have been consistent over several

months. The agency feels that this

demonstrates an urgent need for sex

and drug education both in the schools

and in the community at large.

Another on-going problem in nor-

thern Berkshire is revealed in the

statistics. There were 21 calls for

transportation, most of which were

for major or minor emergency
situations. The lack of emergency

transportation services puts a real

burden on those without cars, ac-

cording to Help Line.

Many incoming calls were referred

to other agencies as part of Help

Line's policy of trying to ensure that

callers get the best help possible.

Referrals were made to more than 75

different agencies and services.

As usual, the bulk of the calls came

from North Adams, with Adams and

HOW TO KEEP THE

LIFE OF THE PARTY
ALIVE.

Vor free information, wrilo to:

DRUNK DRIVER. HoxJ^-lS
Rockvillc, Maryland 20852

,-,-,',',','.'.',','V»', »-»'<

CUSTOM
FRAMING
7<. FR*MK SHOP

Meetmenndgr
THERAFTER9
ThftUpper Silo i^ c>^^

M

^^feplaC£ 1
il •

^\DAYqetm&e£wii1n

NdrthwiirExit 14I0 Kaydeross

Williamstown accounting for most of

the rest. The balance of the calls

originated from other northern
Berkshire or southern Vermont
communities.
Nearly iialf of the callers were in the

21-35 age bracket, but Help Line also

served a large number of people who
were over 50 or under 16,

Help Line keeps these statistics as a

way of assessing the service it

provides, and to help identify unmet
general community needs. However,

to ensure confidentiality. Help Line

does not ask that callers identify

themselves.

Help Line volunteers staff the

phones around the clock, 7 days a

week. People seeking help may call

664-6391 at any time.

Rosenberg discusses equal

rights for Williams Women
Replacing the capitalist system

with socialispi, Assistant Economics
Professor Samuel Rosenberg told a

Williams Women dessert-discussion

audience, would further equality of

sexes in the labor market,

Rosenberg spoke Monday night,

February 22, on the problems of

women in the labor market,

Rosenberg first outlined the history

of women in the labor force since 1800,

He noted the substantial increase in

women workers since 1940 and at-

tributed this growth to the expansion

of the economy and to the need of

many families of two incomes.

Rosenberg remarked that women

earn less than men and explained this

as a result of discrimination,

prejudices about the quality of

women's work and the large numljer

of women who are temporary
laborers.

Discussing women in today's labor

market, Rosenberg noted the

dilemma of women who have received

jobs under affirmative action

programs, and are the first fired

during layoffs. Their inability to gain

seniority is a major problem of the

integration of women into the labor

market.

About 25 people attended the

dessert-discussion in DriscoU Lounge,

Purple fall 9-4

Merrimack sinks Ephs
The Williams hockey team blew a 3-

first period lead and lost, 9-4, to

Division II leader Merrimack last

night in North Andover, Mass,

The Warriors, seeded No, 1 for the

Division II playoffs, scored four goals

in the second period and five in the

third in winning their twenty-first

divisional contest against only two

defeats.

The Ephmen totally dominated a

first period in which they took a 3-0

lead on goals by Bob Caruso

(unassisted), Geoff Daley (from

Peter Gonye and Chris Grant) and

Jim McCormick (from Jim Hield and
Patch Mason).
Captain Ed Spencer (from Bob

Duffy) cut the Warrior lead to one

goal (5-4) early in the third period.

From then on, however, it was all

Merrimack,
Both goaltenders, Chuck Cremens

of Williams and Bill Pieri of

Merrimack, made 32 saves,

Merrimack scored two power play

goals and one short-handed goal.

The Ephmen 11-8-1 close out their

season at Chapman Rink on Wed-
nesday evening at 7:30 p,m. when they

host Amherst,

Ephs down Cardinals, 76-62
BASKETBALL from page 6

combined for 20 points in the period.

After Ih'e Cardinals drew to within

four, 37-33, Williams exploded for five

quick hoops in a two minute span and

increased their lead to twelve, 47-35,

with less than five minutes gone by in

the half. Three consecutive jumpers

by Carter, who had been held to just a

single point in the first half, a tip in by

Rosten, and a rebound bucket by Matt

DODD-DENNETT

DANCE
This Friday, March 5

9:30-1:30

at Dodd House

Admission $1.25

Beer & Tapes

Spangler quickly put the Ephs in

charge,

Wesleyan did manage to draw to

within seven, 63-56, with 5: 18 left, but

free throws by Spangler, Rosten,

Tanner, and Billy Whelan upped the

lead to twelve again, 72-58, and four

points by Tim Hester in the final

minute put the icing on the cake.

For the game, Rosten led all scorers

with 18 points, while Carter chipped in

with II and Spangler 13. Kelly, Brad
Wolk, and Balderston all fouled out. In

the freshman game, the Ephlets also

ended their season on a happy note as

they clobbered a hapless Cardinal

quintet 94-61,

And so the reign of Carter and
Rosten is now officially over. While
most fans tiave already forgotten the

details of the game one scene con-

tinues to linger—Carter and Rosten
standing at half court, arms draped
around each other, toasting the end of

a season and a job well done with a
tmttle of champagne. A classy way for

two class guys to bow out.
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Hubbard to/ces first of 177

Wrestlers 7th in New Englands
by Dan Daly

Even f6r the healthiest of wrestlers,

the New Englands are an ordeal. Not

only do you have to survive as many
as four matches in two days to reach

the finals, you have to make weight

both days. Many top seeds have

stumbled in the early rounds trying to

save themselves for later on.

Williams' Karl Hubbard had other

worries. His right knee, injured late in

the season, was still bothering him.

He limped noticeably. On Wednesday,

two days before competition was
scheduled to begin at Towne Field

House, word was out that Hubbard
might not be wrestling.

But this was the Hubbs' last shot at

the 177-pound title "and he never

seriously considered dropping out.

Not after coming this far. Not after

posting an 11-1 dual meet record and
being installed as one of the favorites.

Wrestling on one leg Hubbard was at

best a long shot-

What happened at Towne Field

House on Saturday night wasn't luck,

just the product of four years at hard

labor in the weight room and somp
plain, old-fashioned guts. His

damaged knee heavily taped, Hub-

bard defeated W.P.I. 's Tom Pajonas,

10-6, to capture the crown and become
Williams' only winner in the 30th New
England championships.

Dick Rhodes was fourth in the 150-

pound division.

"You want some adjectives?" said

coach Joe Dailey, whose team mat-
ched last year's seventh-place finish.

"He (Hubbard) was great, terrific. He
did a helluva job."

The tournament, to the surprise of

no one, was won by Springfield

College. The Chiefs are to New
England college wrestling what

Genghis, Kublai, and the boys were to

China and this was their fifth straight

title, their twenty-seventh in the last

28 years.

Springfield's domination could

hardly have been more complete.

Taking five first [daces, the Chiefs

amassed an incredible 145.25 points in

the two-day competition, far out-

distancing runner-up Mass. Maritime,

which totaled 100.25 points, and

surprising Amherst, a point behind

with 99.25.

Completing the top 10 were Coast

Guard, 79 points; Boston State, 47;

M.I.T., 43.25; Williams and Central

Connecticut, 35.5; W.P.I., 34, and

Southern Connecticut, 31.75. Over 200

wrestlers from 21 schools competed.

Crowds were predictably sparse.

But the wrestlers are used to toiling

in obscurity and competition was, as

always, spirited if not downright

maniacal. In the 142-pound final,

Amherst's Sheldon Hirsch and

Springfield's Tom Lachuisa worked

each other over for three periods and

an overtime Isefore the latter was

awarded a referee's decision.

The battle for the 190-pound crown

resembled the 1968 Democratic

Convention. Here defending champion

Leon Dunnam of Mass. Maritime,

unbeaten during the regular season,

hooked up with Jay Mulligan of

Springfield, last year's 177-pound

champ, in a Iseauty that wasn't

decided until the final minute. Dun-

nam won, 7-6.

And of course there was Erland Van
Lidth de jeude, M.I.T.'s, uh, widely

publicized 375-pound heavyweight.

On the mats, Erland was just as

impressive, pinning his first three

opponents in 5:08 to win the New
England Intercollegiate Wrestling

Association Trophy for most falls in

the least aggregate time.

In the finals, Erland methodically

took care of Springfield's Jeff Blat-

nick, 7-4. After an early takedown he

put his size to good use, lying on top of

the squirming Blatnick like a beached

whale and squeezing the breath—and

the fight—out of him. It was not the

most imaginative of wrestling

techniques, but it worked.

Springfield's Nick Porillo, a gifted

158-pounder, was named outstanding

wrestler. Coach Doug Parker was

coach-of-the-year.

s'lvfii

Dick Rhodes (150) fought his way to a fourth place finish In the New England
chamDionshiDS, held this past weekend in the Towne Field House. Co-capttin

Karl Hubbard (177) captured first in his weight class. (photo by Read)

Ends season at 10-12

B-ball outlasts Wesleyan, 76-62

Eph swimmers prepare for

New England championships

by AndyO'Donnell

The game certainly won't make the

ECAC weekly highlight film. In fact,

most of the 500 or so faithful who

gathered for one last time at Lasell

Saturday night to give Mark Carter

and Alex Rosten their final hurrah

probably tried to forget the game as

soon as they left the gym.

Playing just well enough to win, the

Ephs closed out their season with a 76-

62 triumph over a plucky Wesleyan

five in a game that would have put Rip

van Winkle back in the rack for

another 20 years.

But let's forget about the quality of

the game for a moment. What's more
important is the fact that Williams

managed to finish the season on an

upbeat note and gave their co-

by Dennis O'Shea

The fifty-seventh New England
swimming championships, which
open this Thursday at Springfield

College, should more closely resemble

a Chinese fire drill than a swimming
meet. Williams is one of at least six

squads in the scramble for the team
title. Last year's overwhelming
victors. Brown University, have
skyrocketed their program up to the

Eastern league.
^

According to Williams Coach Carl

Samuelson, "It's the team with their

heads on straight that will win this

one." The Ephmen placed third

behind Brown and Springfield last

year, and finished well ahead of all

other Division III schools.

The comparative scores experts on

campus are defied to make sense out

of this year's NEISA regular season.

Williams tripped UConn, who topped

Bowdoin, who swamped Springfield,

who creamed Williams, who crushed

Southern Conn., who dumped UConn.,

who beat Maine, who toppled

Bowdoin, who ...

But you get the idea.

The Ephmen will need a strong start

in Thursday's distance events to

withstand the onslaught of

Springfield's freestylers on Friday

and Saturday. Last year the Chiefs

slowly chipped away at the Ephs' first

night second place position and ended
up in second by 29 points.

This year's breaststroke events are

wide open, as defending champ Rick

Weaver of UConn has taken the year

off to train for the Olympic Trials.

Sophomore Paul vom Eigen, second

place finisher to Weaver in the 200 last

year, leads Chris Clark, Dana
Bracket! and Brian McDermott into

the breaststroke events.

Scott Schumacker is ranked second
in the 200 backstroke, and the Ephmen
also figure to do well in the butterfly

and individual medley events and all

the relays. Sprint freestyler R. J.

Connelly will be in the thick of things

in the 50, and divers Dick Pregent and
Jeff Erickson, who have been prac-

ticing on North Adams State's new
three meter board, will be com-
petitive in that event for the first time
ever.

Guard Alex Rosten drives the lane
against Wesleyan, while Mike Tanner
fights for rebounding position.

(photo by Janson)

captains a triumphant send-off.

And you'd be hard pressed to think

of two guys more deserving to go oiit

as winners. For five months Carter

and Rosten were the glue that held

this young team together, molding the

team into a close-knit unit and

keeping up moral during those dog

days of December and early January

when it looked like the Ephs wouldn't

win more than three or four games.

Not only were they asked to lead the

team off the court, but they also had to

assume much more responsibility on

the court as well. In most of the early

contests they were the whole team,

having to carry the entire offensive

burden and key the defenses as well

while the younger playerl became
acclimated to varsity ball.

Instead of complaining, the pair

worked that much harder, especially

in helping develop the younger
players. Rosten and freshman Gerry

Kelly began to mesh as a t>ackcourt

unit while Carter instilled confidence

and taught aggressiveness to the

kiddie corps forward group of Wolk,

Balderston, Spangler, and Harrison.

The results paid off handsomely
during the latter portion of the season

as the Ephs won 5 of their last 7, in-

cluding a 70-57 victory over Wesleyan
back on February 7.

Wesleyan, meanwhile, simply
continued to crumble following that

defeat. Entering the first Williams

contest the Cardinals were 5-10, and
following Saturday's defeat they
ended up at 5-15. Williams, on the

other hand, entered that first contest

at 6-10 but finished just short of ,500

with a 10-12 ledger after Saturday's
win.

The final victory wasn't as easy as
expected, however. With 6:04 left in

the first half the score was knotted at

22 and Gerry Kelly had just picked up
his third foul. Here Coach Tong in-

serted junior guard Jeff Lockhart and
switched from a zone to a man to man
defense.

The strategy paid off, A Mike
Tanner jumper with 2:08 left put
Williams up by three, 31-28, then a

Women's squash 3rd in nationals

s. ,

Anne Waters double-poling her way to

fourth place at the Middlebury Car-
nival Championships last Friday,
winning herself a seat in the Women's
National Championships fo be held in

Michigan. , .. ,_ u .., . >(photo by Weeks)

The Williams women's squash team
completed its 1976 season over the

weekend by placing third in the

nationals at Dartmouth. The Eph-
women placed in a tie for the third

spot behind Princeton and Yale. The
third place finish was one notch lower
than Williams placed a year ago, but
still rated as a very strong per-

formance.*

Coach Linda Wilkins' squad had
finished out its regular season last

week with a 7-3 final mark, splitting

matches with Radcliffe (5-2 win) and
Trinity (6-3) loss.

Williams brought a four-placer

contingent to Dartmouth for the

nationals, led by senior co-captain

Martha Cook, who advanced to the
final round of sixteen, before losing to

the eventual third-place finisher.

Martha wound up as the ninth place
finisher.

Co-captain Linda Miller also ad-

vanced to the final round of sixteen,

losing in the quarterfinals to the

tournament's eighth seed.

Jane Garvey and Janet Costikyan
each lost in the second round of the
tourney to seeded players.

During the regular season, fifth-

ranked racquetwoman Marcia
Johnston was unbeaten in ten mat-
ches. Holly Boyer lost only one of her
nine matches. Anne Saxenian posted a
final record of 6-2, while Garvey (No.
3) and Costikyan (No. 4) suffered only
three losses each.

Co-captains Cook (No. 1) and Miller
(No. 2) faced tough competition all

season long and combined for an
overall mark of 7 wins and 11 losses.

Freshman squash

After losing its first four matches,
the freshman squash team rebounded
convincingly to win 6 out of Its last 8,

including a sweep of rivals Amherst
and Wesleyan for the Little Three
championship.

The team was led throughout the

year by Capt. Jon Saunders at the No.

1 slot, Martin Goldberg at No. 2, and
Mitchell Reiss at No. 3, all of whom
had exceptional personal records. The
Frosh overcame a close loss to a
strong Harvard squad to post its first

victory against Williston.

At this point, the team seemed to

have lost some of its inexperience,
which had cost them some of their
earlier matches. But trouble now
cropped up in the way of injuries to
Bill Whitney and Dan Katz, Mark
Stovroff, Doug Gerner, Peter
Thomsen, Hal Sprague, and John
Huss, each took up the slack to help
post shutouts over Wesleyan, Vassar,
MIT, and Amherst, and maintain the
team's overall 6-6 record,

"Considering the relative lack of

experience that the team possessed
and the injuries that we had",
assessed Coach Dave Johnson, "the
season has to be viewed as a success.
Some of the players definitely have
the talent and show the desire to

continue and have successful Varsity
careers,"

double pump beauty by Rosten and
two free throws by Tom Balderjtpn

upped the Eph margin to six at the end

of the half, 35-29.

Appropriately, the second iialf

belonged to Carter and Rosten, who

see BASKETBALL page 5

Girls' basketball

ends year at 11-3

The Ephwomen ended their season

with a good win and a disastrous loss,

defeating MIT 50-42 and being crushed

60-29 by a surprisingly hot-shooting

Radcliffe squad. Not having much

trouble with MIT's 1-2-2 zone,

Williams led the game from the start.

The closeness of the game was due

more to the creativity of the officials

than to the relative abilities of the two

squads. Leading Williams' scoring

was forward Lisa Capaldini with 14

points, followed by Anne Youngling

with 12, Mary Margaret O'Brien with

10, and Leigh Wilson with 8,

In contrast to the MIT game where

the Williams squad was in control

from the tip-off, the Ephwomen were

blitzed by the Radcliffe squad from

the start of the contest, trailing by 15

in the first quarter and 30-13 at the

half. The loss was especially

frustrating because the Williams

squad was neither playing bad

defense nor using poor shot selection.

Rather, the Radcliffe shooters were

consistently connecting, often when

covered by a Williams player, while

the entire Williams starting five was

stone cold. Given the disparity in

shooting, the squad's only hope was to

dominate the rebounding, but the

Radcliffe squad blocked out well and

played an excellent man-to-man

defense. During the season there were

halves of games where the Williams'

dependable outside shooters were

cold, but the Radcliffe game was a

new twist, as the Ephwomen could

muster only 29 points against a team

they had scored 64 against last year

and a team that had lost to two teams

Williams had decisively defeated

earlier in the season.

Although this season's 11-3 record

doesn't compare well on paper with

last year's perfect 12-0 record, it

actually represents a season of better-

played basketball, as the Williams

squad had a much tougher schedule.

The squad averaged 53 points per

game while their opponents averaged

44. Pacing the scoring was sophomore

co-captain Anne Youngling with a 14.7

average, followed by sophomores

Maggi O'Brien and Lisa Capaldmi

with 9.4 and 7.8 respectively, frosti

Leigh Wilson with 7.5 and senior co-

captain Becky Kano with 4.2.

Next year the entire squad returns

with the exception of Becky Kano,

whose energy and spirit were with

Williams women's basketball from its

shaky beginnings to its present

healthy state. The word seems to have

gotten around that outside shooting is

the Ephwomen's forte, and con-

sequently many teams used a man-t^

man defense against Williams in the

second half of the season, often with

good srOc^^ess. For next season the

squad Wilflook to improve ite offense

against the man-to-man as well as

improving on rebounding.
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Interview sh^ws close
candidate agi^^ment
The College should make a very

thorough exai^ination of campus

security, the four candidates for

College Council president agreed

during an interview session Monday

evening.

The two hour session, planned and

conducted by the Record, revealed

that the candidates agree on most

major campus issues.

The four candidates are Michael C.

Knight, Steven S. Piltch, David A.

Rogers and Nicholas J. Spiliotes. All

are juniors.

Knight asserted, "Students are not

getting their money's worth from

Security. I havfe reservations about

security men hired for (big)

weekends." He said the council should

tell the administration we want the

system reevaluated and revamped.

Rogers initially suggested a

thorough evaluation and Spiliotes

agreed. Piltch emphasized that

students should be made aware of the

roles of security officers so they can

act appropriately when approached

by an officer.

The candidates disagreed about the

importance of experience on the

College Council. Piltch and Knight

have served on the council, but

Rogers and Spiliotes have not. Knight

asked, "How can you change
something unless you know how it is

organized?" Rogers argued that

"having the tools" is more important

than direct experience.

The candidates also disagreed on

whether there should be specific seats

on the council only open to members
of the sophomore class. Piltch said

that six at-large seats on the council

should be divided up, two for each

class. Rogers suggested that the

freshmen have an informal primary
and endorse the winners to increase

the chance that some of the at-large

seats will go to the following year's

sophomore class.

Knight and Spiliotes both said the

present system with no guaranteed
seats for sophomores is acceptable.

Spiliotes said residential house
representative can reflect the

sophomore views. Knight wanted to

know what "is so distinctively unusual
about the sophomore year."
The candidates agreed that the

allocation of student activities tax

process should begin in the spring so
that it can be completed in the early
fall.

Rogers said that policy should be set

up in the spring and the dollars and
cents decisions be made in the fall. He
emphasized that policy must be
separated from funding.

Piltch suggested a preliminary
examination of organization budget

Ann* ShullcniMroM- hat • |ob « an ID
<in»cker in Baxter dining hall. Soma
people contend that such jobs are
overpaid.

proposals in'Tj^e spring. "Most
organizations have 6 reasonable idea
of what they want to do-or at least

they should" in the spring, he said.

Spiliotes advocated grouping
organizations by similar charac-
teristics and going through each
group in the spring to get an advance
idea and to establish some guildelines.

Knight said organizations should
make rough estimates of their needs
in the spring and guidelines should be
established to inform organizations of

priorities.

The candidates responded to

questions dealing with funding of

athletic clubs and a funding ceiling

policy based on organization mem-
see CANDIDATES page S

College Council elections will be held next Monday and Tuesday at all dining halls. Presidential
candidates are Steve Piltch, Michael Knight, David Rogers and Nick Spiliotes. RECORD interview
on page 3. (photos by Janson)

CEP votes limited PE credit for band, managers
by Jim Cohen

Following presentations by band
and athletic manager represen-

tatives, the Committee on
Educational Policy (CEP) voted
Monday to limit phys. ed. credit

granted for participation in these

activities to four units.

The faculty, which meets Wed-
nesday, must approve the plan for it to

go into effect. Current phys. ed.

policies do not restrict the number of

credits given for band and managing.

According to CEP Chairman
William T. Fox, the proposed
guidelines would allow a student only

two quarters of band or managing
credit a year. The CEP previous
proposed eliminating all phys. ed.

credit for these activities, but deleted

this guideline during the February
faculty meeting.

A panel discussion last Tuesday on Black-White relations at Williams sparked a

lively debate. Seated at the table as panelists are Dorea Ferris, Karen Ashby,

Gregory Weber and Elliott Decrumpe. (photo by Kahane)

Housing debated
The issue of integrating freshman

rooming stimulated less debate than

other points raised at Tuesday night's

panel discussion, "Black-White

Relations at Williams as Viewed

through the Freshman Housing

Process."

Black students stressed the need for

more black faculty and an expanded

Afro-American Studies program.

They urged white students to actively

support efforts to bring more black

faculty to Williams.

Students who voiced opinions on

housing agreed that entering students

should be given the opportunity to live

in racially integrated suites but that

no one should be forced to do so.

Controversy in the housing debate

see ROOMING page 4

Dominic M. DiBiccaro '77, varsity

football manager, spoke for the

managers, arguing that the activity

meets the goals set forth by the CEP.
"It satisfies both physical and
educational aspects," he said.

* Coordinator of Physical Education

Curtis W. Tong also cited the

educational value of managing. "It's

almost like a coaching course," he

maintained. Squash manager

College Council

to hold elections

Monday, Tuesday
The College Council will conduct

campus wide elections for twenty

openings on the council and a variety

of student-faculty committees next

Monday and Tuesday, March 8 and 9.

In addition to choosing a College

Council president and vice-president,

students will elect six at large

representatives to the council and

four Discipline Committee members,

two from the freshman class and one

from each of ythe sophomore and

junior classes, lyour openings for at

large representatives on the Com-
mittee on Undergraduate Life will be

filled and four new members will be

added to the Committee on

Educational Policy, one chosen at

large and one from each of the three

academic divisions.

Seventy-two students submitted

self-nominations last week for the

eighteen positions, excluding can-

didates for the presidency and vice-

presidency of the council.

Run-off elections will be inevitable

for many offices due to the large

number of candidates on the ballot,

according to Pamela G. Carlton '76,

see TICKETS page 5

Jobs there for those who want them

Campus employment demand high

Virginia M. Holmes '78 added,
"Without phys. ed. credit, you're

going to run short of managers in

some sports."

Representing the bands, music
department ctiairman Irwin Shain-

man said, "If Williams wants a band,

they have to pay a price for it. The
going price is phys. ed. credit. Without

phys. ed. credit, we'd have a liand, but

it wouldn't be anything like the band
we've got now ... A decent band is a

very good thing for us."

After the presentations, Fox
remarked, "This is a classical

dilemma. We agree with the need for

tend, but we have stated the values of

the phys. ed. requirement and this

doesn' t seem to fall under the values.
'

'

The discussion preceding junior

Mitchell Besser's motion to limit

credit to four units stressed reluc-

tance to damage the band and to

maintain the inconsistency of

granting credit for these two ac-

tivities.

"Compromise is inconsistent,"

Carta E. Craig '76 stated.

"I regret seeing the band
damaged," President John W.
Chandler said. "I acknowledge the

inconsistency of attaching phys. ed.

credit, but I can live with it." Gregory
S. Weber '79 said, "There is no in-

consistency in the loose way we've

defined the requirement."

Chandler, Dean of the Faculty Neil

R. Grabois, Professor Edson M.
Chick, Assistant Professor Lee C.

Drickamer and several others

suggested limiting credit, which
would prevent what Fox termed "too

much concentration" in band and
managing.
The motion made by Besser passed

10-1, with Craig dissenting. A motion

by John B. Berringer '76 to eliminate

all credit had been defeated 3-8.

by JohnRindlaub

Students hunting jobs have come to

Patrick Diamond's office in Mears

House in exorbitant numbers this

year. Some leave content, knowing

that there is a position for them.

Others leave discouraged, not to

return. Yet it is a myth that the

persistent, aggressive student,

whether on financial-aid or not,

cannot usually find a job.

Diamond, Assistant Director of

Career Counseling, who is responsible

for coordinating campus employment

and advising students of job op-

portunities, said, "There is still a

demand for jobs. Maybe some more

amendments can be made. But we

make a very strong effort to get all

justifiable jobs filled. Usually, those

that follow through on our suggestions

do get placed, as does the aggressive

student who returns again and

again."

The job procedure is a complex,

decentralized one arranged by Henry

Flynt, Director of Financial Aid; Phil

Wick, Director of Freshman Finan-

cial Aid; Shane Riorden, Business

Manager, and Diamond.

During the summer, the Office of

Financial Aid determines exactly how

much each financial aid student is to

contribute to the cost of his education.

"A financial aid student is required to

contribute an average of $1(XK) of his

term-time or summer earnings,"

Flynt said.

Incoming financial aid students

return a form during the summer

expressing their preferences con-

cerning work. They choose from one

of 3 general areas: the dining room,

the library, or the laboratory. Other

options are discussed with Diamond in

the fall.

Diamond then submite a list of

students to the employers in each of

these 3 areas. During the first 2 weeks

of college, preference is given to these

and other financial aid students, who
are expected to take the initiative in

pursuing jobs at this time.

At the end of this period, it is up to

the discretion of the employer as to

whom to employ. Diamond said

preference is still often given to

financial aid students who must have

a job.

Both Diamond and Flynt un-

derstand that this two week period

creates some problems. It is a time of

adjustment for incoming freshman,

they said, and often the student will

simply not find time to work and still

keep up with classes and athletics.

Positions must be filled promptly,

however, which prevents the ex-

tension of the period.

In addition, Diamond said many
scholarship students find they do not

se« JOBS page S

Dan Sullivan is shown werkina in "t
pit" in Baxter dining hall. Soma
people contend that such lobs art
underpaid.
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Band Again?
In January despite arguments that the band could not

survive without phys. ed. credit and that the duties of team
managers fulfill the philosophy of the phys. ed. requirement,
the CEP advocated abolition of phys. ed. credit for those
groups. Monday, after hearing those same arguments made by
Prof. Irwin Shainman and Dominic DiBiccaro, the CEP
recommended that limited but continued credit be given. Are
Shainman and DiBiccaro really such effective rhetoricians?

Neither their eloquence nor the earlier College Council
censure change the merits of the case. In weighing the CEP
recommendations the faculty should consider the logic and^
fairness of preserving an enormous inconsistency in the phys.'^

ed. requirement.
At least DiBiccaro argued the inherent worth of team

managers to the physical and educational aspects of the
requirement. Shainman wisely soft pedaled the physical
skills aspect of band membership. Instead, he predicted a
substantial drop in band membership and pointed to phys. ed.

credit as the wage the College will have to pay students to join
the band.

What is so horrible about band membership that students
must be bribed to join? Cannot incentives be found without
compromising the integrity of a phys. ed. requirement which by
itself has numerous critics on campus? What makes the band
an exception over such student organizations as Cap and Bells
and the Berkshire Symphony?

We believe the bapd has many attractions for members.
The camaraderie of band members is well known. It is fun to be
in the band. Further, there is the chance to keep up with a
musical instrument without the discipline or quality demands
of other musical organizations. However, if these factors are
not enough to preserve a band on its present "grand" scale then
let's accept that student interest in it is not strong and accept
the band on a smaller scale. If the faculty feels it is necessary to

keep band membership artificially high then it should cut the
hypocrisy and^ay band members for their work.

Above all, stands the Question. Does the philosophy of the
phys. ed. requirement make sense? If so, the faculty should
reject the CEP recommendations and work to close what loop-
holes in the requirement exist. If the faculty sees the philosophy
as so unimportant to Williams that it is willing to so blatantly
compromise its principles, then abolish the requirement.

The Financing Issue
Anyone familiar with the College Council would agree that

the allocation of Student Activity Tax funds is by far the CC's
most important job. All candidates for the Presidency of the CC
have called for reforms in this process. Therefore, the vote in

the coming election should in large part reflect student views on
the direction of reform in this process.

By and large, all the candidates support increased CC in-

volvement in developing guidelines, bringing consistency and
rationality to the funding process. So far, no candidate has
suggested the direction these guidelines should take.

In allocating the activities budget, the CC has a respon-
sibility not only to arbitrate the needs of the various
organizations, w^Qse requests always exceed available funds,
but also to ensure th&t all student interests are represented.
How will the various candidates preserve the interests from the
enthusiasm of the majority?

To what extent are candidates for the Presidency willing to

go against popular organizations whose funding represents too
little benefit per dollar? (Whether an organization falls under
this charge is debatable as Nancy Schimmel's letter to the
editor on Ttjesday indicated.) Indeed, to what extent are can-
didates willing to fund organizations beyond the level dictated
by student interest? The faculty has worried over the years that

"cultural" organizations such as Cap and Bells and the Lecture
Committee might suffer at the hands of students.

On an issue as important as activity funding, candidates
should go beyond rhetoric and develop more specific in-

dications of their views. All presidential candidates telieve that

they can reform the funding process. Students should consider
carefully their abilities to bring about «iuch reform and the

direction the reform will take. J

Currier defended
To the editor:

The article on the Dodd-Fitch-

Prospect group (Record Feb. 20) may
have left readers with misconceptions

and confusion concerning Currier.

This letter is not a defense of Currier

since the inclusion applications will

have been completed by the time this

is published. It is, however, an at-

tempt to clarify some of those

misconceptions and to, perhaps in-

troduce another perspective to living

in Currier.

The most important point is that the

rooms here are very nice. They are

large, Comfortable, have an old-

fashion atmosphere and, for anyone

who has loolced east from the back of

Currier, offer a simply spectacular

view of the mountains. I have Uved on

the top floor of Currier for two years

(though both years I had the op-

portunity to choose a room in Fitch),

in two different rooms and have

thoroughly enjoyed them both. Now,

as a junior, I have a large bedroom

and an equally large living room that

is shared by two other friends of mine.

In addition, I believe that my opinion

is shared by others. Of the twenty-one

juniors living in the house, fourteen of

us chose to live here instead of Fitch

and some of those fourteen had lived

in Fitch their sophomore year. I would

fully concur with the opinion that

Fitch rooms are "nothing short of

luxurious", but it would not be fair to

"shudder" at the prospect of living

here.

A couple of other points may need to

tie clarified also. Fitch House has no

policy to set aside any rooms for a

particular group. In fact, the doubles

mentioned in the article are occupied

by juniors, junior exchanges and

sophomores. Secondly, the quote, by
one resident, that "Everyone is trying

to get out of here", is unfortunate.

Perhaps more opinions might have
ijeen sought concerning hving in

Currier, but in any event, this par-

ticular attitude is not indicative of

many of us who live here. We are part

of Fitch House and have no in-

dependent identity as a separate

house. Further, Currier is not really

analogous to overflow houses or Wesrt

College since the people here are not

necessarily waiting to go elsewhere.

Undoubtedly, some of us, as seniors,

will hie moving to Fitch next year but

many others will choose to live here
again.

So much of the reputation of a

particular house depends on second-
and third-hand information. It is

regrettable that more freshmen did

not avail themselves of the op-

portunity to visit upperclass houses
last week, and certainly the lack of

first-hand information did little to

overcome these preconceptions. Since
the inclusion process is over tliis will

have little direct consequence this

year, except that perhaps I have
provided another perspective that

some may find helpful. If not, stop by
and see for yourself.

Bob Kox

Whose identity?

To the editor:

Re: Williams Women
For as long as I have been at this

College 1 have considered myself a
Williams woman, ie. a female
enrolled at an institution called
Williams. 1 have many friends who
are al.so, coincidentally, Williams
women. Quite often these days, while
shuffling up to my room on the third

floor of Dennett House, I am greeted
by a large patch-work-like sign ad-
vertising some soiree or other. At the

bottom in clear, blofck letters 1 read:

"Sponsored by Williams Women."
Funny, I remark to myself, I have

had nothing to do with this, no doubt,
entertaining and educational event.
And yet I am a Williams woman.
After several months of this con-

fusing exercise in misnomer and
misunderstanding my irritation
forces me to write a letter of protest.

I neither share nor appreciate the
majority of those ideological per-
spectives I gather you ("Williams
Women") espouse. And yet I am a

Williams woman. I am annoyed when

I read that such and such committee

is consulting you about "How women
feel" on this campus, when I harbor a,

perhaps unfair, suspicion that you as

a group do not represent me as an

individual, or the majority of women
here. I am not big on exploring the

aesthetic, sexual, or psychological

imperfections of advertising. I find

the idea of a liturgy as feminist

protest a little frightening. I like the

English language the way it is. And

yep, 1 am a Williams woman.

It seems irrelevant to me whether

or not 1 per cent, or 51 per cent, or 91

per cent of the girls at this school

share niy sentiments. What I object to

is the blithely pretentious way in

which you have taken my name and

the names of some six hundred other

females as your own. A group of

feminists calling* themselves Williams

Women makes about as much sense

as the Williams Repubhcans calling

themselves Williams Men. Your
social and political standards are not

mine. Find another name, if you can,

or I may find myself scrawling

beneath your pretty posters:

"Sponsored, by Williams Women"
. . . "Save one".

Sincerely,

Diana Moran '76

Why no name?
To the editor:

I was surprised to see an

anonymous letter in this section

recently (Reagan Upheld, Record,

Feb. 17.) The "name withheld by

request" device is appropriate to the

"Penthouse Forum" but I know of no

responsible newspaper which prints

letters to the editor without names
attached.

To intelligently judge a statement of

opinion, the reader needs to be aware
of the source of that opinion. The
significance of any statement of

opinion is dependent on its context: an
unsigned letter is a text without a

context. To take an innocuous
example, suppose the Record were to

print a letter favorably comparing the

Baxter cuisine with that the "21"

Club. The reader might like to know
whether the letter was written by a

student with functional taste buds or

by Mrs. Lepage. Imagine an unsigned
letter to The New York Times—an
irrevocably hypothetical example
since the Times doesn't print unsigned
letters—praising the PLO as an
essentially peaceful organization. In

assessing such a letter, no matter
what its argument and evidence—

I

would like to know whether it was
written by Yassir Arafat or by James
Reston.

A policy of printing unsigned letters

is an invitation to calumny.
"Anonymous" letters have served as
ammunition in William Loeb's in-

famous smear campaigns. (Loeb,
incidentally, is one of Reagan's most
vocal, if not articulate, supporters.)

Perhaps the author of "Reagan
Upheld" is a genuinely timid sort, or
perhaps he's embarrassed about his

enthusiasm for Reagan Whoever he
is, he should be willing to identify

himself with his opinions, or else
scrawl them on bathroom walls,
where anonymity is traditional. I

submit to the editors that there are
many bathrooms on campus, but only
one newspaper. Both have their uses;
let us not confuse them.

Jay Mclnerney "76

B & G blasted
To the editor:

I find it absolutely incredulous that
Buildings and Grounds is making such
a big issue aboUt the use of tacks on
the walls. I live in Currier Hall and
Tuesday upon my return from class I

found a note on my telephone
notifying me that if my tacks were not

removed from the walls, B and G

Correction
Professor Robert C. L. Scott

stated in last Thursday's faculty

discussion that department
chairman overwhelmingly favored
offering inquiry courses during
Winter Study, not during the
regular semester as reported in

Tuesday's Record.

would remove them for me ai
expense. Although I strongly dUaC
with the policy regarding tacks on ?
walls (particularly vinyS ^'^^

walls), ! was even more disturbiyi k

thefactthatth^n8tes.were2e5
arbitrarily m the i-ooms of Currier
that is to say some tack laden room
(although with 12 tacks on my walk
hardly consider my room to be laden
received notes, while others did nj
Furthermore, this is the sam.

department of the college that is goin
to pay workers to remove ti,uJ
tacks, but who has not responded

to

complaints regarding the windows in

Currier HaU. My room faces the east
and when a storm comes in from this

direction my room becomes an ice

box, with cold air blowing in from
cracks around my window. Even
worse, I have twice this year come
back to my room with the window sliut

and locked and have found two inclies

of snow on my window sill as well as

scattered "drifts" on my bed, desk

and table. (Believe me, there is

nothing like going to bed with cold air

and snow blowing around my tiead!)

B and G has twice been notified about

this problem and they have done

absolutely nothing about it except to

come up and check the temperature of

the room. Yet B and G will hire

workers to come remove tacks from

the walls. Unbelievable. Obviously a

reordering of priorities is needed

here—Currier Hall is losing heat (at

the expense of the college), its

inhabitants are experiencing an-

noying discomforts, and all B and G

can worry about is tacks on the wall,

Jeff Verney '7?

Sturges support
To the editor:

As members of the College Council

for the past year, we have been im-

pressed by the performance of Randy

Sturges in his role as a representative

The office of College Council vice-

president requires a thorough

knowledge of the committee system

and an ability to work with the faculty

in their partnership in this system.

Randy has been a member of the by

laws committee and has served as a

delegate to the faculty meetings. Of

the four vice-presidential candidates,

only he has sat through the lengthy

allocations sessions—the other three

candidates have only been members

of the Council since January,

Randy was also the Record reporter

covering College Council and faculty

meetings during the first semester. In

this capacity, he not only participated

in Council activities, but investigated

the crucial issues to a degree beyond

that of his fellow representatives. His

experience gives him a solid per

spective of college-wide activities.

One of the vice-president's most

important roles is that of chairman ot

the elections committee. In the past,

this committee has suffered from a

paucity of student interest in the

committee system. Randy has

proposed a more aggressive approach

to generating student involvement in

this system. The type of dedication he

has shown is necessary if the Council

is to be more representative of student

opinion. Shailah Stewart Ti

Larry Sanders '77

Steve Wertimer '77

Job Jots
Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster,

PA is interested in employing a

male, Japanese national who is

studying in the U.S. For details,

check the jobs clipboard at OCC

Vick Chemical Co. will be in-

terviewing students for a summer

marketing program on Monday,

March 15. Students must be jrs. or

srs. planning to attend grad school

in Sept. '76.

Recruiting:

March 5 - Conn. Gen. Life Ins. Co.

(actuarial positions)

March 8 - Marsh & McLennan

March 9 - Andover Companies

On March 8, the sign-up schedule

will open up for Ohrbach»

Tuesday, March 16.
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YPcaniyates discuss fJnding, tenure, committees
Ebling '77, Harry Kelly 78. Rick

Siegrist '77, and Tom Ebling '77 were

interviewed Monday nisht by a panel

consisUng of Don Ctark '76, Dave

MacGregor '79, Larry Sanders '77,

and George Schutzer '77.

What qualifications and experience

j„ you have that would be useful ai

vice-president?

EBLING: I have been a College

Council representative since January,

and served on the Freshman Council.

Also, I have served two years as a

house officer, and did volunteer work

for the Lehman Service Council for

two years.

KELLY: I have served as e^CoUege

Council representative and as a

member of the CC faculty meeting

delegation. Last year, I was a Fresh-

man Council representative, and

edited the freshman paper. I have

been a member of the ADA and other

political organizations, and a member
of the woe.
SIEGRIST: I have served on the

College Council since January, as

vice-president of Fort Hoosac House,

and on the Evaluation Study Com-

mittee. I also worked on the student

course guide.

STURGES: I have served on the

Commitl«e. t ibo iMve'' covered

feahires tdiSir of' tM Record

EBLING: More of the (unding

process should t«k« plac* in the

tpring: An t»»atnlnfltinn nf funding

should be made then, and recom-

mendations made by the Finance

Committee of approximate levels of

funding. Initial decisions should be

Tom EUing

made in the spring. Each case,
however, should be reviewed in-

dividually without undue rigidity and
regard for precedent.

KELLY: The funding process
should begin in the spring. Each
organization should submit a

preliminary budget which would
include a detailed rationale of how
they will give students their money's
worth. Tills would be the primary
criterion forjudging an organization's

funding, rather than a simple student

participation consideration.

SIEGRIST: Funding should begin in

the spring. Group should be organized

according to their area (e.g.,

athletics, publications, etc.) and
general guidelines should be
developed for each area and type of

expense.

STURGES: College Council elec-

tions should take place earlier so that

the Finance Committee can be set up
to receive preliminary budgets in the

spring. In this way, the council can
find out about how much money is

involved, and organizations will know
in September approximately where
they stand.

Harry Kelly Rick Slegrist

Should the College Council have the
power of approval of Committee
Actions?

EBLING: The College Council can
eSert influence within the present
structure, though the right of ap-
proval should be exercised. Open
committee meeting are necessary to

the successful exercise of student

influence.

KELLY: The right of consent is

necessary if the CC is to be effective.

The Council should move toward a

legislative orientation rather than its

present primarily financial orien-

tation.

SIEGRIST: Better committee
reports should be enough to ensure CC
influence. If the CC disapproves of a

measure, 1 trust that the committee
concerned would reconsider it.

.STURGES: The power of censure is

not enough. The approval power is

necessary to cause a proposal of

which the council disapproves to go

back to committee for recon-

sideration.

Should CC input into the tenure

dcc'isioii-making process be in-

cicased. and if so. how?
EBLINtJ: The College Council

Randy Sturges

should set up groups of student majors
in each department to solicit and
transmit student opinion on tenure.

KELLY: The College Council
should set up liaison committees in

each department, and the Student
Standing Committee on Tenure should
play a larger role.

SIEtiRlST; The Student Standing
Committee on Tenure should be ex-

panded, and I favor the organization

of student committees in each
department. A student representative

on the CAP is not feasible.

STI!R(;ES: The College Council
should channel student interest into

the Student Standing Committee on

Tenure. Groups of students should be
set up within each department to

exercise influence on the decision-

making process, and an open file

should be established on faculty

members after they have taught here

for one year.

Do you favor increased sophomore
representation on the College Council,

:nid if so. how should it be ac-

complished?

EBLING: I feel strongly that

sophomores should be represented on

the CC and the CEP. This could be

accomplished by reserving some at-

large council seats for ^jpjjpi^qres

and by restt^cditf-Uw at-tM^OP;
positiotv-to » >Wteytei»^ /<agi|to
perclassm^tv* MrmV ril'IBpiflW.
by the Division I, II, and'fll'CVP
positions.

'

_ .^ '

KELLY: Sy^mofCfqptniw^itjOQ
is necessary, and should'- be ac-

complished by reserving two kiAtugfi

council seats for each c|asR>Failifig

this, freshman College *^6'clbci)

representatives coi)^d iK •Uourad^'ta

continue until 'J*niwry 6(.
"*"

sophomore yipfir. ... "is',

SIEGRIST: I don't'JJBnH'
large positions s})oyil^ bf

.

reserved for' .^optiorn^es,

council should definitely

freshmen to run. ».
' ,'

•

STURGES: The (^leg^.'^f^il
should definitely .ai^einpt lt^;«$^

sophomores involve^- 'X^o_|nM||fe
seats should be reserved '/ffBich
class, since out of '29 counc^
bers, there shouJc^ be tnotp'

sophomore, as was the case I

How would yuu improyi^T

participation in committees?

EBLING: The AjWC^OOS PTS^
mittees should be >pA^1«Mfi^4nd
College Council reprff)cf{atiyq).jeih

couraged to go to hqust^ mej^b^-to
solicit

:

UlaBVfnn
. _ ^^

STURGES: The 6qllege QWfl$
should tell students what comnntt^
have done and will do and definitely -

try to increase student interest

The presidential candidates meet fhe press
A three person panel interviewed

the candidates for College Council

prexident Monday night in the Record

office. Candidates were given the

opportunity to respond to answers
iheir opponents gave. Some of the

results of the interview session are

summarized below. Candidates are not

quoted directly. Lawrence E. Sanders
'77. Catherine E. Carpenter '78 and
Cieorge ,/. Schutzer '77 asked the

questions.-

should be represented on the council

As freshmen they should hold an in-

formal primary and endorse the

winners in order to increase the

chance that two of the at-large seats

will go to sophomore class for the

following year.

Two fixed seats for the sophomore

class may be a good idea. The issue

should be debated and put to a

referendum.

KNIGHT: I am not so sure it is

essential to have sophomore slots.

"What is so distinctively unusual

about the sophomore year . . . that

separate voices must be heard?"

SPILIOTES: The present system is

acceptable. Effective council

representatives from houses will be

able to reflect sophomore views. By
the middle of the year, sophomores

are elected to the council through

their residential houses.

PILTCII: There is a need for a

change. Sophomores are in a unique

situation in the fall; there is a need to

hear from them. Rather than at-large

representatives, there should be two

representatives from each class.

Should student-faculty committee
meelinfis be open lo observers?

ROGERS: Student-faculty com-
mittee meetings should be open to

some extent although committees

should have an opportunity lo close

them.

What experience have you had that

would prove useful as a council of-

ficer?

PILTCH: Serving on the council is

not a prerequisite to being a good
officer, but it is good to have gone to

meetings.

Activities: College Council, CUL, JA,
JA Selection Committee, Sports
Director of WCFM, Lehman Service
Council, varsity basketball manager
and others.

SPILIOTES: I have been two term
president of Hopkins Hodse and am
familiar with student conterns at the
local level. I know just abdnt^l house
officers and have gotten to kriW the
administration. ^-^open
uther Activities: Housing Committee, Sieba
director of the Outing Club. ^
'Spiliotes said since coming to
Williams, he has attended about three
College Council meetings. "I haven't
gone lately. To jump into the council
would be a blatant political move."
But he said he gets detailed reports
from his house CC rep. and his run-
ning mate.)

KNIGHT: I think it is important to
have served on the council. "How can
you attempt to change something
unless you know how it is organized?

"

Activities: College Council-3 years,
CUL, Deans Search Committee, JA
Selection Committee, Cap and Bells
and others.

ROGERS: It is important to have
me tools. I have stayed on top and in
contact with Council actions. I have
served on the Committee on the
freshman Year and know what
student faculty committees can do.
•Rogers is a JA; he has attended
about five council meetings since
coming here.)

Should sophomores have seats on
the Council reserved for them?
ROGERS

Statements of the Candidates
Michael Knight

Our candidacy for office

stems from a genuine desire

to see student input on long

range plans and issues reach

its fullest potential. Harry

and I hope to revive the

position of respect the

council once held on this

campus. It should be more
than an appropriation

committee. It should be the

open forum for student
te on the various

proposals of school's com-

mittees. The council must
begin to take pride in itself

and take action.

We feel that our plans are

practical and within the

power of the students and

the council. Anyone un-

willing to make a fun-

damental change will per-

petuate the council's history

of weakness. Change can't be

realized without knowledge

and that knowledge comes

from commitment and
experience. We have both.

Steve Piltch

the election drawsAs
close, it's apparent that the

student body is left with

some difficult decisions.

While I feel that my views

have been accurately

represented through
literature and discussion, I

believe there are a couple of

things which need to be

pointed out.

Tom Ebling. my running

mate, and I urge you to look

at the candidates for

president and vice-president

individually. We believe that

the closer you look the easier

your decision will be.

Throughout the campaign,'

Tom and I have not made
any foolish promises. We feel

that .any suggestions we
have fnade arc both practical

and realistic. We realize that

it is impossible to change

things without the help of

the council and the student

body.

David Rogers

II is not surprising that

few students are interested

in the current campaign for

College Council. In its

present structure the Council

has the potential to

assimilate and express

student opinions on such

diverse issues as tenure,

curriculum and food.

However, due to the break-

down of communications
between students, the

council and committees,

student sentiment is hardly

do
get

the

solicited and even more
rarely expressed. Believe it

or not, the administration is

willing to listen to and in-

corporate our views into

college policies. Making
council proceedings common
knowledge and enforcing

more responsible
representation will insure a

more responsive and ef-

fective Council. If given the

(tnporlunity I will

everything possible to

things moving.

Nicholas Spiliotes

The -Presidency of

College Council demands an

awareness of student con-

cerns, experience in working

with the faculty and ad-

ministration, and the time

and commitment to get the

job done. As two term

President of Mark Hopkins
House, a Director of the

Outing Club, and a member
of the Housing Committee, I

feel that I have_ demon-
strated these qualities. Rick

Sicgrist, my running-mate,

has had experience in College

affairs as Co-editor of the

Student Course guide and
member of the Council.

Together we would bring a

broad perspective lo the

College Council.

Thj^ sophomore class

KNIGHT: Meetings Sihaii)|,4y|t^

open. "•
"• "'*TCr'«»'>

SPILIOTES: As a.^ gpoer/qflj^^e,

committee meetings shouM t)» tlnMrj,.

but there should be ah oppart(Mtt/-for

special open meetings.

PILTCII:. Meetings should
generally be open, but they can. 9iib^
for executive session.

Should there be a ceiling an (he

amount of money Irtun the actjvilies

tax- spent per organizatiun memt^er
for particular organizations? H<t|v Ao
wf approach funding of athletic

clubs? y

SPILIOTES: I am not sure a ceiling

should be set. Each issue must be

dealt with separately. Some general

guidelines should be established, but

we should not adopt a specific policy.

KNIGHT: We should look at club

sports in a strong light and recognize

the value of "f)eculiar pleasure,"

spectator appeal, in making fuading

decisions.

ROGERS: The student body should

be asked if a ceiling should exist; I

believe one should exist. The spec-

tator aspect is important in con-

sidering funding decisions.

PILTCH: There should be no
ceiling. We need a reevaluation of

funding of club sports in light of the

limited athletic budget.

Can (he Council do anything to

iiiiproM' protection of rooms and cars?

HOtiERS: There should be a

thorough evaluation of Security.

KNKillT: The council should say to

the administration, we want the

security system reevaluated and
revamped. There should be an ad hoc

committee to determine
qualificatioas to be required of ap-

plicants for a security officer position.

The duties of security officers should

be defined and students made aware
of the officers' duties.

SPILIOTES: The situation should

be reviewed by the College Council.

PILTCII: The situation should be
reviewed. Students should be made
aware of the roles of security officers

so they know how to act when an of-

ficer tries to take their IDs.

The security staff consists of a

regular staff and a parttime staff for

big weekends. The approach to the

two types of officers must .by d>f-.

ferent.
; V.4.J

. Jk
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Williams College Dance Society li

Pilobolus energizes program
TheWilliams College Dance Society

will conclude its Concert Series this

season with the residency March 11-13

of Pilobolus Dance Company. Iris

Fanger of Dance Magazine has
defined this company, composed of

four men, recent graduates of Dart-

mouth College, and two women as

"... an ever-involving creative life

style devoted to dance; with the

combined wisdom, talent, in-

ventiveness, eccentricities and good
humor of the six individuals collec-

tively determining growth and

directioa Their method of creating,

performing and living together, is

derived from the collaboration of six

dancer - choreographer - artistic

directors, each affecting and being

affected by their inter-relationships.

It is no accident that the company
uses biological terms as titles for their

works. These terms are metaphors for

Pilobolus, an organic approach to the

art of dance."

According to Joy Anne Dewey,
Faculty Adviser for the Dance
Society, "Pilobolus' performances

Cap and Bells auditions

for bfond new musical!
Auditions will cotitinue Monday

afternoon for this spring's Cap and
Bells sponsored musical God Bless

Harry. Open auditions will be held

from 3 to 4 pm.
The play is a brand new—never

before been produced—musical farce.

Book and lyrics are by Craig Impink,

with music by Norman L. Berman,
composer in residence at the Circle

Rep Theater in New York.

Cap and Bells has hired Ed
Berkeley to direct the play. Berkeley
is a young director who works with

Joseph Papp in New York and is an
Association Director at the

Williamstown Theater Festival in the

summer.
"It's a very musical play," said Cap

and Bells Vice President Peter
Bergethon. "At last count there were
14 songs, now I think there are 16."

Bergethon also described the

historical farce as "extremely fun-

ny." The play focuses on George
Washington, his son Harry, and
Benjamin Franklin's daughter Sara.

According to Bergethon, "a lot of

crazy things happen."
Those wishing to audition .should

sign up in the AMT box-office and
prepare a song and a short passage .

Ann Cramer will play the unstable Mrs. Mannlngham and Simon Watson her
diabolical husband in "Angel Street," opening Friday in the A.M.T. (photo by
Read)

Saturday Coffeehouse
Betsy Rose, songwriter and

singer, will perform tomorrow
night at the Williams Coffee House.

Rose is a performer from the

Boston area, where she has been

playing at churches, coffeehouses,

colleges and on radio and
television for the past five years.

Also appearing are Jim and Andy
Revkin. The perfbrmance is in the

Rathskellar from 9 p.m. to 12

midnight. '

I
The EPHLATS will be hosting a

concert-party with guest group, the

Smith College SMIFFENPOOFS
on AAarch 13 at 8 pm in Driscoli

Lounge. Traditional refreshments

will be served. Admission is $1.00,

by ticket only. Because of very

limited seating, only 150 tickets

will be sold. Tickets will be on sale

dinnertime (5:30 pm) on Sunday,

March 7th in Driscoil, Baxter,

Mission, and GpJylock dining halls.

DODD- DENNETT

DISCO II

dancing and drinking

from
9:30-1:30

at Dodd House
admission -$l.2S

TONIGHT

SATURDAY FILM SERIES
presents

KANAL
Andrzej Wajda

Bronfman Auditorium Saturday,

March 6

7:30 Only

Admission $1.00

will be extremely meaningful for the

sensibilities and perceptions of a

Williams student audience." She

further added that "the company has

a direct and telling appeal. They

dance about themselves, the values

that they believe in."

Pilobolus held their first concert in

New York in December of 1971 and in

less than one year made the transition

from an experimental Senior Dance

Thesis at Dartmouth to a highly

successful professional danc^ com-

pany. The company is so heavily

booked that only their willingness to

give up three of their much needed

rehearsal days enabled Williams to

contract for their residency next

week. According to Dewey the Dance

Society is grateful for grants received

from the National Endowment for

Arts, Massachusetts Arts and
Humanities Foundation Inc.; without

whose support it would be impossible

to present professionals of this caliber

on campus. Piolobus Dance Theatre is

noted for its energy, originality and

precision, and the driving force

behind its work is the power of their

collaborative effort—an effort, which

as realized through the above
program, has allowed for a wide

range of attitudes and ideas from

strict formalism to broad
theatricality.

Tickets for the Lecture Demon-
stration on March 11, and for thfe

performances on March 12 and 13 may
be obtained from the AMT Box Office.

The lecture demonstration is free to

Williams students; performance
admission for students is $2.00.

Last Bicentennial
Lecture Sunday
The concluding talk in the Bicen-

tennial Lecture series at the Clark Art
Institute will be given this Sunday, at

3:00 p.m. The final illustrated talk will

emphasize multiple factors which
caused the public to take an active

interest in the visual arts in

nineteenth-century America. "Art for

Everyone: the Popularization of an
Elitist Tradition" will be delivered by
John H. Brooks, the Associate
Director of the Clark Art Institute.

There will be an informational

meeting to explain the Williams

Urban Studies Program in New
York (1976-77) on Wednesday,
March 10 at 7:30 p.m. in Room 106

Bronfman. The program includes a

spring semester of residence and
study in New York and is open to

current freshmen, sophomores,
and juniors—regardless of major.
Students who desire information on
the program or who are interested

in participating should try to at-

tend the meeting. If Unable, they

should contact Prof. Charles Baer
personally for information.

CHINESE

FOOD .

and

Accessories

boutique

63 WATER
STREET

open every day •

thuradaya til 8:30

The "linkage" technique, devised by the Pilobolus Dance Theater Company.
Thegroupwiilbe in residence from March 11-13. Ticket Information at the AMT
box office.

Integrated rooming debated
ROOMI NG from page 1

centered on the value of integrated

rooming in the college experience.

White students suggested that there

were desirable educational goals

related to heterogenous rooming
arrangements. By living with a black

student, white students felt they would
learn about minority lifestyles.

Black students argued that they had
not come to WilliarAs to educate

whites but to educate themselves.

They suggested that white students

gain contact with minority lifestyles

through participation in black courses

and programs.

Lauren R. Stevens, Freshman Dean
and moderator of the panel, agreed
that room integration should evolve

on a voluntary basis. "I'm prepared to

recommend to the Admissions
Committee that all entering students

be asked whether they would like to

live with a student of the opposite

race."

"In its present form, the residential

system for freshmen may harden

student feeling for separatism,"

Stevens added.

State Representative Elaine

Noble of Boston, the first self-

avowed homosexual to win state

office in the nation, will speak on

"TheGay Movement" at7:30 p.m.,

Sunday, March 7 in Jesup Hall. Her

talk is sponsored by the Williams

Women, the lecture committee,

and the anthropology and sociology

departments.

PROHteds
BASKETBALL SHOES
The choice

of the

pros!
^

Willis Reed,

Pete Maravich,

Nate Archibald,

Lou Hudson wear
PRO-Keds.
How about you?

Try the PRO-Keds Royal Plus-
• Soft, supple lull grain sueded leather

uppers with reinforced eyelets,

stay-smooth inside finish

• Royaion®—covered foam-
cushioned counter and
foam-padded tongue
Distinctive saddle stripes

Ventilated' uppers
Protective gum toe cap
Full arch cushion and heel

Tough, durable, convex
design, translucent

molded outsoie

Large eyelets

for easy lacing
ROYAL PLUS

LOCUT

$21.95 Canvas Available at $13.95

4383635
Spring SIrpr*

WiMiamttown. Mat«-

Op.nthu.. TiH:J»»»
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OCC handles student jobs

Not > sunrise or a solar llara, this Photo ot tiio Wook by Andy Kahana is, rather,

an Interesting view of Chapman rink from DriscoJIdining hall.

Candidates offer views
CANOIDATESfrompage 1

bership. Their responses appear on

page three.

All candidates agreed that the

council treasurer and secretary

should be elected by the student body.

Presently, the council elects a

secretary and treasurer.

Knight asserted that the role of the

secretary should be more clearly

defined. When shown a copy of the

council constitution adopted in

February 1973 which defined the role

of the secretary, Knight described the

constitution as "old" and said he was

not even sure it was the right con-

stitution. Knight is now secretary of

the council.

The constitution requires the

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

iO:OOa.m.to 300 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 0)267

(413) 458-8271

secretary to (among other things)

provide copies of the minutes of

previous meetings to all council

members, the Dean and all residential

houses.

Rogers claimed he was unable to

find minutes of recent meetings in the

Dean's Office. Piltch said part of the

blame for that must be put on the

council's administrative secretary.

He said that while the duties of the

secretary are well-defined in the

constitution, the constitution is not

used.

Council President Mayo Shattuck

confirmed that the constitution shown

the candidates is the constitution

under which the council is supposed to

be operating.

JOBS from page I

need to work to earn their expected
Contribution. They may make enough
in the summer to pay their part.

There are, then, a substantial

number of positions available to

students not receiving financial aid.

Flynt said, "63 per cent of the 1328

positions were taken by non-financial
aid students last year." He continued,

"This clearly shows that jobs are

available to all students. But, payrolls

show that the financial aid student

earns more per year than students not

receiving aid. For example, the

average earning for a senior on aid

last year was $400. Yet it was $160 for

the senior not on aid."

Flynt ascribed this discrepancy to

the fact that many financial aid

students held two or three jobs and
tended to work more hours than other

students. He confirmed Diamond's
belief that the aggressive job-hunter

can usually find employment. He said,

"During the school year, two thirds of

all students work, earning a total of

$213,000.

Wage scales, which are set by
Diamond and Riorden, were in-

creased 10c last August. There is also

a 10c an hour increase for each year of

work at the discretion of the super-

visor. Diamond added that the college

is not affected by the new minimum
wage since students are employed on

a work-study basis. Many students

feel that there are great discrepancies

in these wage scales. Diamond's list of

this year's wages indicates that

generally this is not so. Within each

department, the monitors are paid the

least, and the teacher assistants and

tutors the most. The technician,

projectionist and secretary receive

salaries somewhere in between.

Four presidential tickets

on Council election ballot
TICKETS from page 1

College Council vice-president and

chairman of the Election Committee.

"The run-offs will be conducted

Thursday and Friday of next week, if

we can get the ballots printed by

then," Carlton said.

Carlton anticipated that run-offs

would be needed in the CEP and

Discipline Committee elections in

R

R

R
CO

enzis

Read Lawrence Durrell's MONSIEUR

Jusf out in paperback
DOUKI MOK nOU MC

AMnovN. MAa. tarn

The little old fashioned country store In the big Inn Is

filled up to the brim with Imaginative handcrafted mer-
chandise collected from the United States and all over the

world. There Is a large selection of ZunI and HopI Indian

silver, turquoise and coral jewelry, plus silver by

Massachusetts silversmiths. Also great belts, head scarves,
India bedspreads ($9.00) and Numdah rugs, baskets from the

Orient, Gwen Frostic books and notes, mugs, a zoo of stuffed

animals ... PLEASE DON'T FEED THE ANIMALS
• • • pottery and plants, Imported teas, Crowley's Colby
cheese candles and much much more . . .

10% DISCOUNT WILLIAMS PEOPLE
Opin 10-2 weekdays - 9-9 weekends

which a candidate must secure a 51

per cent majority of the vote to win. In

the case of the CC at large elections,

the top six vote getters will t>e

declared the election winner. Election

procedures for the CUL positions are

as yet undecided.

Election Committee members, Carl

D. Goodman '78, David F. Grady '77,

Lee F, Jackson '79, and Larry

Lawrence E. Sanders '77, will

distribute ballots to each of the major

dining halls and house dining rooms.

Students must vote in their own

housing unit and each student is en-

titled to one vote only.

According to the election by-laws,

voting results will be valid only if at

least two thirds of the campus votes.

Assuming that this requirement is

met, the election results will be an-

nounced on WCFM Tuesday night and

will also be posted outside the public

affairs office in Baxter Hall Wed-

nesday.

The Newman Association, in

coniunction with the members of

the five college area Newman
Association, will sponsor a coffee

house Saturday, March 6, at 8: 30 in

the Mission Park piano lounge. All

are invited to the coffee house and

to a midnight mass which will

follow at 11:30. Please come for a

time of song and sharing.

800-325-4867
UnJrawel Charters

Students Interested In

participating in the
Berkshire Home Care
program, a project of the
Lehman Service Council,
should contact William D.

Sunderlain '76 (W12) or
Richard J. O'Hara '76

(6693). 'H>L-t,' -.,ir'

The Sfore thaf brought you discount

SQUASH Equipment, now has

TENNIS
EQUIPMENT

at discount prices

All Tennis Rackets 30% off List Price

WILLLVMS CO-OP
Spring Street op^ivfn. till 9

There are discrepancies, however,

between these departmental jobs and
jobs with the dining service and the

Log. The wages of these latter jobs

are set by David Woodruff, Director of

Food Services, and the Log com-
mittee, not by Diamond.
According to Flynt, "These

discrepancies are certainly unjust.

There is no reason why the dish-

washer should not be paid more than

the monitor.' This is one of the

problems of having the campus job

responsibility decentralized as it is at

Williams."

Diamond and Flynt said that in

hopes of alleviating the few
discrepancies, they were planning to

look at other colleges, particularly

Dartmouth and Amherst, to deter-

mine the effectiveness of a completely

centralized job-hiring and wage-
setting procedure.

The discouragement on the part of

many students about jobs, said

Diamond, comes not only from their

lack of persistence in seeking em-
ployment, but also in their very high

expectations. "They should not expect

to be paid minimum wage. We only

expect freshmen to work 4 or S hours

each week and earn between $200 and

$300 yearly.

Jobs, then, are to be found if a

student acts early in the year and is

persistent. Although initial preference

is given to scholarship students, there

are substantially more unaided

students employed.

Return questionnaires

"About 40 per cent of the students

in the special sample survey of

registration experiences had sent

back their questionnaires as of last

Friday, We need more responses.

"The Registrar's office is

phoning non-respondents in the

sample to remind them, and the

ballot boxes will be left in Baxter
and Hopkins until this Saturday,

March 6.

"The committee is chafing at the

bit to see What the students who
reply have to say. Please help us!

"

Paul G. Clark

(for th^ Calendar-Schedule

Committee)

Candidates List
President

Michael Knight '77

Sfeven Piltch '77

David Rogers '77

Nicholas Splliotes '77

College Council At Large

Ken Albrecht '79

Oath Carpenter '78

Mimi David '79

John Dell'Erario '79

John Graubert '78

Cathy Jackson '79

Catherine Kelly '79

Wit McKay '78

William J. O'Reilly '78

Charlie Sena '79

Don Toumey '78

Anu Vuorikoski '77

Discipline Committee

Class of '77 (1 seat)

Scott Davis
Carlton Tucker
Don Wallace
Steve Wertimer

Class of '78 (1 seat)

Diane Curtis
Ken Schoetz

Vice President

Thomas Ebling '77

Harry Kelly '78

Rick Siegrlst '77

Randy Sturges '77

Positions (6) (24 candidates)

John Bessone '78

David Carroll '78

Qanlel Davison '77

Bob Fox '77

Christoph Hodge '79

Lee F. Jackson '79

Andrew Paul Masetti '79

Cindy Platter '79

Peter B. Sachs '79

Katherine (KikI) Spencer '79

Jeff Verney '77

Stephen Wertimer '77

Class of '79 (2)
''""^^

Jeb Boucher
Constance Carpenter
Fred Kooperstein
Russell Kamer

Craig Shaver
Joel Smith
John Svoboda

Committee on Undergraduate Life (4) (18 candidates)

Richard Abrams '78

James Barickman '78

Jamie Caldwell '77

Andrew Gerra '77

Craig Hallsteen '77

Marti Ikehara '79

Charlie Sena '79

Anu Vuorikoski '77

Craig O. White '79

Committee on Educational

Jonathan Ballan '79

David Carroll '78

David Forrester '78

Craig Hallsteen '77

Shailah Stewart '77

Duff Anderson '77

Holly Boyer '77

Constance Carpenter '79

L. Michael Golden '79

Cynthia Harvey '78

Michael Levine '77

Brent Shay '78

William Webster '79

Clarence Young '77

Policy At Large (1)

Division III (1)

Thomas Ebling '77

Donald Macdonald '77

Susan Stred '78

Division I (1)

Jane Garvey '78

Michael Levine '77

James A. Roe '77

Judith Weil '77

This is the official listing of candidates running for offices. If there are
any errors, spelling or otherwise, candidates should contact Pam Carlton.

Division II (1)

Stephen A. Bernheim
Jeff Nicholas '77

Sara Peavy '77

Clayton Spencer '77

Laura Weisel '77

'77

Attention:
Live in a 50 room

Gothic Stone Mansion
80 Acre Campus
Dormitory Style

$60 a month singles $80 a mo. doubles

- Telephone;

Lenox 637-0600

It's cash for keeps
In a hilarious run
for the money!

WALT DISNEY

NO nuposn
KO Kl<TlJUi\

HELD OVERI WINNER
3 Ac«d«my Award Nomination!

Ciconw C. ScoU
THE TRUTH AT LAST?
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CINEMA II

BKNNINOTON, VERMONT

END$7:1Sa.9:30
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Began crew career at Williams

Storrs may go to Olympics
by Urn Layden

When Nancy Storrs transferred to

Williams from Bradford Jr. College in

the fall of 1971, she had never rowed
crew in her life. At present, she is a

returning member of the United
States' national women's crew team
ftnd a prime candidate for selection to

the US's first Olympic squad in

women's rowing.

Now, who, short of Peter Pan, would
have thought that such a rapid growth
from inexperience to stardom and
excellence was possible?

"The year that I came to Williams

was the first year of women's crew at

Nancy Storrs '73 hopes to win a place
in the U.S. boat for this summer's
Olympics.

Williams", recalls Nancy. "I lived in

Susie Hopkins House, and two of my
friends there asked me if I would like

to be on the crew team. I had always
done sports, so I decided that I might
as well

"

When the time came for Coach
George Marcus to choose the team
that would row in meets, another girl

was chosen over Nancy. But, by this

time, she had become enthusiastic

about the sport, and decided to stay on

with the team and travel to all the

meets, "sort of as a manager." This

was the manner in which Nancy

Storrs spent her first year of crew at

WUliams.
During her senior vear> l*)aricy was

a member of the first Women's

"eight" at Williams, "the men's

coach at the time told me, during our

spring trip to Washington that I rowed

like shit, but was much worse before,

so I guess 1 was improving."

Nancy graduated from Williams in

the summer of 1973 with no plans in

mind to continue rowing. She obtained

a job at the Williams Co-op, which she

held throughout the next one and one-

half years. Beginning in the fall of

1973, Nancy became somewhat of an

assistant coach to Marcus. "During

the time I was in Williamstowi>"after

graduation, I didn't row at all, except

to help the kids who were on the

team."
Then, in December of 1974, Nancy

left Williamstown and travelled over

the mountains to Cambridge,
Massachusetts. It was in Cambridge,

in January of 1975, that Nancy begaR*

to train seriously again. "Gay
Symington ('77), who was taking a

year off, told me about a group of girls

who were training regularly, so I

joined up with them."

There were a group of ei^ht girls

working out at the time, and they had

no coach. Enter Harry Parker, head

coach of men's crew at Harvard and

the recognized dean of college crew

coaches. Parker is also the coach of

the United States national team. The
girls went to Parker, who had never

coached a women's team before.

According to Nancy, he "seemed
curious."

This would seem to be an un-

derstatement. Parker proceeded to

work with this non-collegiate group of

girls each day at seven a.m. "It was a

little too much for him," recalls

Nancy, "so we'll be working at about

nine in the morning this spring."

The world rowing championships

were held in Moscoe in late August. It

was up to Parker to select an eight, a

four, and a pair. When the selection

process was completed, Nancy Storrs

was one of two members of the

Cambridge group named to the U.S.

team. The boat finished second to

perennially strong East Germany, a

country that is to women's rowing

what Russia is to hockey. The

progress made by the U.S. women's

team w^s described by Oarsman

magazine as nothing short of

"phenomenal".

The next step for Nancy Storrs and

the U.S. team is the Olympics. Nancy,

in all her modesty, "hopes to make the

team." George Marcus regards her as

"The strongest girl on the U.S. team,

who will make the Olympic eight,

unless eight other girls stronger than

her come along." Parker regards

Nancy as "an outstanding athlete and

rower."

The process for selecting the

Olympic team is a highly competitive.

Parker spends much of 1;^ time

pursuing ergometer scores,

evaluating the many candidates.

("An ergometer is the machine which

tests how hard a person is pulling,"

explains Nancy.) During the latter

part of the spring, Parker will travel

to various college meets, scouting the

girls with top scores. From this

process, 32 girls will be invited to a

final camp, from which an eight, and

a four with two alternates, will be

selected.

It seems that Nancy Storrs' chances

of making the Olympic team are quite

good. But the modest and energetic

ex-Ephwoman cannot help but think

ahead. "I don't know what I want to do

after August, right now I'm just

basically a 'boat boy' (at a boat club

in Cambridge.)

So Nancy Storrs doesn't have

anything to do after the Olympics. But

with the type of ambition that makes a

world-class rower out of a novice in

five short years, you can be sure she'll

find something.

Jim McCormick struggling to center the puck in Wadnesday's season finale

against Amherst. The Ephskaferswon the contest, 8-1. (photo by KIslik)

Ephs drop Jeffs, 8-1

by Nick Cristiano

Playing only as well as it had to, the

Williams hockey team skated non-

chalantly to an easy 8-1 victory over

Amherst in the season finale at

Chapman Rink last Wednesday. For

the Ephmen, who finish the season 12-

8-1, it was the tenth consecutive

victory over their Little Three rivals.

Bob Caruso scored two goals, Dan
Sullivan had three points (one goal

and two assists), and five other

players each tallied one goal as

Williams totally dominated the

lackluster contest, outshooting the

Jeffs, 49-20, and scoring two short-

handed goals in the bargain.

Amherst, seeking its first winning

season in five years, took a 1-0 lead at

12:39 of the first period as the Ephs
came out of the gate playing too

carelessly. Tom Warner converted for

the Jeffs off a three-on-one break,

At that point, the Ephs turned on

just enough juice to make sure the

rest of the contest was uneventful.

Aided by an inept Amherst defense

that did most of the work for them, the

Ephs took a 2-1 lead after the first

period, and scored three goals in each

of the final two sessions.

Amherst goaltender Jeff Fine

played an outstanding game, despite

the final score. The diminutive junior

stopped two Williams breakaways
with his lightning-quick glove hand,

and defused four Williams power

plays. But in the end he could not

overcome his own team's deficien-

cies.

Fine's subordinate, Jim Burdette,

allowed the final two Williams' goals

in a third period that nearly broke out

in fighting several times as bo\h

teams began to throw their weight

around capriciously.

Chuck Cremens (40 minutes) and

Ed Weiss (20) each had an easy time

of It in the Williams goal.

Joining Caruso and Sullivan in the

scoring column were Jim Norton.

Rick Zeller (shorthanded), Jim Hield,

Jim McCormick, and captain Ed

Spencer (shorthanded).

Ephs host national

squash tournament

Skiers end year on successful note

This Friday, Saturday and Sunday,

the 44th Intercollegiate Squash
Championships will be held at the

Lasell squash courts, Williams last

hosted the nationals in 1971, Over 100

players representing more than 25

schools will'lie in search of personal

and team honors.

In the team competition, Harvard,

last year's champions, has to be rated

as the favorite, based on its perfect,

undefeated record this past season.

Individually, the two year defending

champion and possibly one of the four

best players in the world, Juan
deVillafranca of Mexico, is the No, 1

seed and is expected to repeat once

more.

Play will be separated into three

categories, A, B, and C. Each school

sends six players; one and two

compete in the A bracket, three and

four in B and five and six in C.

Representing Williams will be

Frank Giammattei, Mark Reinhardt,

Arnie Cogswell, Dave Hillman, Mike

Werner, and Charlie Haines, Giam-

mattei, Reinhardt, Hillman and
Werner all competed last year as

Williams captured fifth overall.

This year the team would be more

than satisfied with a similar result.

Coach Dave Johnson commmented,

"I'm just hoping we can finish ahead

of Trinity, Arniy, and Dartmouth,
teams we lost to during the regular

season,"

He optimistically added that

"Frank could take it all if he has a

good weekend." Giammattei finished

ninth as a sophomore and last year he

garnered fifth.

The tournament started this

morning at 9:00 under the direction of

last year's squash coach, Sean Sloane,

It will culminate in the finals on

Sunday afternoon. Admission is free

and overflowing crowds are expected

to pack the limited gallery area.

Women
The Williams women's ski team

posted a fine third-place finish in the

Women's EISA championships, held

in conjunction with the Middlebury

Carnival, Middlebury paced the 13-

team field, followed by Dartmouth,

Williams, UVM, AND UNH,
Two weeks ago, the women cap-

tured 3rd place in the Dartmouth
Carnival and were one of fifteen

schools in the nation invited to the

first National Collegiate Women's Ski

Championships at Byne Mt,,

Michigan,

In the slalom race on Friday in

Middlebury, Martha Epstein finished

in second place behind Debbie
Tarinelli of Dartmouth. Ashley Smith
made a strong 14th place showing,

Karen Ham took 24th and Linda Fano
placed 32nd in a field of 68 women.

Co-captain Hubbard
named week's athlete

X^Coloniol Piixa
•^WT The Best in America

I^P%- ' Small and Large Pizzas

{. Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

50 Spring Street

458-9009 and 458-8014

open daily 9 a. m. to 2 a . m.

Breakfast daily 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.

Oonul.s, Coffee

We makeourownpizia dough daily

sti;d6nts welcome

Karl Hubbard, the durable and
talented 177-pounder of the Varsity

wrestling team has been named the

Record's Athlete of the week, Hub-
bard was the only Eph winner in the

30th New England Championships
held during the past weekend at

Towne Field House, Hubbard, who
completed the regular season with a

sparkling 11-1 record, won all five of

his matches in the tourney, to finish

with an overall mark of 16-1, He was
the senior co-captain of the 1975-76

squad, won the competition despite an
injured knee, Hubbard now joins Scott

Perry and Pete Eshelman as multi-

winners of the honor,

HONORABLE MENTION—
Martha Epstein—Sophomore

member of the women's ski team, she
posted a strong second-place finish in

the Middlebury Carnival's EISA
Championship slalom race, Martha
also finished 1 1th in the giant slalom.

Dick Rhodes—The "other" co-

captain of the wrestling team, Rhodes
capped off a 13-3 season by finishing

fourth in the New England Cham-

pionships in the 150 pound division.

Chuck Cremens—Junior goalie of

the varsity hockey team, Cremens
made 18 saves in the crucial third

period of the Ephs' 5-4 overtime win at

Hamilton. Cremens made 33 saves in

all.

A strong Williams trio of Anne
Waters, Ellen Toll, and Rachel Potter

placed 4th, 9th, and Uth in the

women's cross-country race behind

winner Mitzie Cain of Middlebury,

Ephwomen Gina Campoli (19th) and
Sally Newton (28th) also finished

strong.

Changing conditions in the giant

slalom on Saturday penalized early

racers, leaving Martha Epstein in

Uth place and Carmany Heilman in

18th, Ashley Smith took 27th place,

Linda Fano 28th, and Karen Ham 35th

in a race won again by Tarinelli of

Dartmouth,

As a result of their finish in the

championship, Anne Waters and
Martha Epstein qualified for the

women's national championships at

Boyne, Mt, Epstein and Waters will be
competing March 5-7 in this com-
petition.

Men

At the same Middelbury Carnival
and Championships, the Williams
men's team capped its most suc-

cessful season in recent years with a
fifth-place finish in the twelve-team
Division I field. The Ephmen were
beaten by the [jerennial powers of

Division 1, UVM, Dartmouth, UNH,
and Middlebury, but scored well
enough to remain ahead of the rest of

the field.

The Ephs opened the weekend with
a surprising fourth-place finish in the

giant slalom. Senior captain Tom
Gunn skied his best race of the year
to finish 6th. Gunn finished only 1.2

^iLLIA^f?

Athlete of the weak Karl Hubbard.

Women's Crew
The women's crew squad is two

rowers short of filling the sixteen

"seats" that make up the two
racing eights of the spring season.

Any women interested in rowing
should come to practice Monday or

Tuesday, March 8th or 9th, or call

Laurie Abbott (6683), No rowing
experience is necessary. Both 1st

and 2nd varsity crews will be
racing against Yale, Princeton and
Radcliffe as well as other rowing
schools in the East.

seconds from a fifth-place finish

needed to qualify for the NCAA

Division I Championships, Freshmen

Andy Mikell and Don Tarinelli also

skied well, finishing 11th and 31st,

respectively.

In Saturday's slalom, Williams

again skied well, placing fifth

Tarinelli skied his finest slalom of the

year and finished Uth, followed by

Gunn in 13th, Also scoring in the event

for Williams was Josh Dembinsl<i,

who placed 30th, Andy Mikell, who

was the pre-race favorite, (by virtue

of earlier carniyal wins at UVM and

Dartmouth) hooked a tip on his first

run and was out of the race.

In the men's alpine combined

competition, Gunn again just missed

NCAA qualification by finishing 7th

Tarinelli placed 13th,

The men's cross-country team

placed a close fifth in the competition

Scoring for Williams in X-C were Co-

captain Gary James (12th), Will Sch-

midt (19th) and Alan Eusden (22ndi in

the 60-man field,

Williams placed fifth in the wind-

delayed jumping event on Saturday

The Eph flyers were led by Scott

Berry (14th), Tom Dodds (17th) and

Will Schmidt (21st).

In the nordic combined battle,

junior Willy Schmidt placed an

overall 2nd to give the Ephmen their

best individual showing of the

weekend. His outstanding per-

formance merited him an invitation to

the National Championships to be held

in Maine. Andy Mikell, as a result of

his earlier wins, also received an

invitation to the championships.

With another Carnival .season en-

ded, the Eph skiers were unable to

challenge the four perennial New

England ski powers, but have

established themselves firmly in the

top half of the Division I field.

PIRti NEWS-A journal of student

activism around the U.S.— "s

available for browsing on shelf 50

of Iho Sawyer Library periodical

rmim.
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Tension increases

Policemen dispute pay
by Ted stroll

The town of Williamstown is

prepared to go to court over a total of

^00 in policemen's salaries, a move

which may increase the tension

already present in town-police

relations.

The North Adams Transcript

reported that a series of controversies

dating bacit to 1971 have strained

relations between the town manager

and the police. The current conflict

concerns holiday pay. The police

claim they are entitled to extra pay

for working on Martin Luther King

Day, a newly-adopted state holiday.

Biit Robert MJanes, Town Manager

of Williamstown, has cited

"loopholes" freeing the town from

paying officers $300 extra, the amount

they would be entitled for having

worked on King Day this year, ac-

cording to the Transcript.

Since the police have a separate

bargaining organization, Janes said

that they are not entitled to pay in-

creases automatically given to other

town employees; they must bargain

through the Williamstown Police

Association.

The Police Association filed an

unfair labor practice complaint

against Williamstown, but sub-

sequently withdrew it.

The town is to appear in William-

stown District Court March 23 to show

Log committee cuts

number of waiters

to reduce costs
by NickCristiano

Unanimously asserting that the Log
provides a valuable campus function

despite increasing financial losses,

the Log Committee last Thursday
began a process of pinpointing and
eliminating unnecessary losses to

ensure that the College will keep the

facility open.

According to student-member
Jerome F.Tone '77, the ten-member
sludent-faculty-food services com-
mittee passed one money-saving
resolution last Thursday: to cut back
on the number of waiters on weekday
evenings.

Although the committee has not

determined exactly how the cutback
will be put into effect, Tone said it

would involve a reduction in the
working staff from four to three on
any or all of the three slowest
evenings: Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday. The committee has
estimated, he said, that a cutback in

staff for two hours on each of the three
evenings would save $1,000 a year.
The committee also resolved to

conduct a study to determine how
many different students use the Log in
a given week. According to manager
Gene Falk '75, average weekly at-

tendance is between 1100 and 1200, but
the number of individuals who use the
Log is not known.
The committee also discussed,

without resolution, methods of at-

tracting more people to the Log
without compromising its original
intent: to be a place where students
and faculty could talk in a relaxed and
comforUble atmosphere.
According to College Business

Manager Shane Riorden, who didn't
have exact figures available, the Log
operated at a deficit of approximately
W.OOO in the 1974-75 academic year, up
slightly from the previous year. The
projected deficit for this year, he said,
's $11,000 dollars, based on a $6,000
deficit through January. Ap-
proximately 40 per cent of that loss is

overhead due to real estate taxes and
necessar:^huilding maintenance.
Riorden said it is still too early to

oetermine whether or not the in-

creasing losses will be a continuing
trend.

cause why the police should not be
paid extra for the holiday. Last year
they were paid on King Day.

The Massachusetts Department of

Labor will argue that the town
violated state labor laws in denying
holiday pay to the police. The head of

the department's Pittsfield office has
warned Janes that the town could face

a criminal charge.

Janes replied that "the police have
no right to file criminal complaints

against the town manager." He
described himself as "emotionless

about the whole thing."

In a related development, Janes
said he is "trimming fat" from the 1977

overall police budget.

Chief of Police Joseph J.Zoito, Jr.

had asked for a large increase in

salaries and three additional

policemen. Janes said of the chief's

budget request: "I tell you, I took a

meat axe to it. I'm trying to run the

place with a little business sense."

154 sophs seek 5 1 JA slots

The Williamstown Police Association
and the Town of Williamstown are
presently embroiled in a dispute over
payment for working on Martjn
Luther King Day, a newly adopted
state holiday. (photo by Everett)

by Mitchell Keiss

The JA Selection Committee has
completed the first step in a two-step

process of evaluating the 154

sophomores seeking Junior Adviser

positions. The committee of 27

students and Deans Lauren R.Stevens

and Eileen Julien will choose 51 ad-

visers.

The first step, according to Com-
mittee member George J.Yamin Jr.,

consisted of reading each student's

letters of recommendation before the

entire committee. Most important, he

said, is the former JA's letter,

followed by the letter of self-

nomination. The optional recom-
mendation is the least important, but

reinforces the first two, said Yamin.
After the readings, the entire

committee decided to "hold" or

"reject" theapplicant. For the second
step, each member will study the

transcripts of four sophomores ap-

plying for JA.

In this stage of evaluation, all

candidates are re-considered.

although students in the "reject"

category receive minimal attention

unless mentioned by a member.
Discussing the criteria used by the

committee, Yamin said, "A lot of

things enter into it. We sort of look for

some sort of enthusiasm about

academics. On the other hand we
don't want a grind who neglects other

areas. We look for the ability to be

friendly, to be approached, to be

accessible, and the willingness to put

the time in."

James H. Trapp '76, another

memberof thecommittee, added, "The
basic concern is how approachable

theJA will be for a freshman during a

crisis, and if he would be able to help

or not."

"It's really hard trying to evaluate

people against other people," Trapp
said.

The committee has been meeting
four nights a week for two to three

hours each night to finish the selection

process. The results should be out

before Spring break, Yamin said.

Row houses confront campus problems
by Susan Galli

and Kiki Spencer

While there are problems faced by

all residential houses at Williams, it

seems that the row houses not only

face problems peculiar to this type of

housing but also tend to accentuate

those that are campus-wide. Because

a majority of row houses have

retained their single-sex status, one

problem that arises is logistical: it is

more difficult for men and women to

interact if they live in separate units.

Besides being detrimental to social

relations in a house, this situation

sometimes leads to inequitable room
assignments. For example some
women may feel they are closed out of

the "best housing" available within a

unit t)ecause it has been designated as

a male house.

Overflow housing is another

problem faced by many houses.

Though the number of people who are

forced to live in overflow housing

during their sophomore—or even

junior—year varies from house to

house, it is often harmful to house

unity.

Although not exclusive to row

houses, the problem of tension bet-

ween drinkers and non-drinkers has

also become increasingly prevalent.

Just as the roots of this situation can

be traced to increased coeducation on

campus, so some of the other

problems discussed above show a

marked inter-relatedness.

The following study of row house

living is based upon interviews with

house members and statistics

provided by buildings and grounds. It

reveals some of the individual

problems involving coed living and

investigates the social atmosphere in

each house.

Location problems

One aspect of row house living

which directly affects relations

between member houses is the

varying placement of each unit,

creating problems in some and

solutions in others.

Fort Hoosac House and lis three

annexes, Agard, Doughty, and Susan

Hopkins, occupy such scattered and

distant locations from each other that

close communication is inhibited. The

fact that all the houses lie relatively

far from main campus also tends to

isolate each unit.

According to a sophomore house

member, the distance from the dining

room in the Fort, and the availability

of good kitchens, have caused many
women in Doughty and Susie Hopkins

to go off board. This greatly limits the

number of women making the trek to

the Fort, producing the ratio of 30 men
to 3 women at most meals.

This ratio also affects the social

atmosphere, according to House
President George Schutzer, since it is

necessary for other houses to help co-

sponsor parties in order to create a

more comfortable ratio. Any possible

unity between the houses on a strictly

social l)asis is therefore limited.

Spencer-Brooks is another house

that has inbred problems due to the

location of its separate units.

Although West College, which con-

tains overflow members, Spencer,

and Brooks Houses are within

proximity of each other, a fourth

associated house, Dewey, is located

far enough away to limit interaction

with the other units.

Therefore, many women in' Dewey
are either off board, or eat elsewhere,

such as Dodd, which is much closer

than Brooks. The separation of Dewey
House has also greatly increased the

ratio of men to women in Spencer-

Brooks, which will be alleviated next

year with the addition of women's

overflow into West.

Tyler's "isolation" debatable

A different problem that influences

relations between houses deals not

with the distance between individual

units, but with the house's location in

relation to the center of campus. Tyler

House, in particular, demonstrates

this circumstance as a result of its

peripheral location. House President

Denise Johnson commented that

"Tyler House is as isolated as you

make it."

This sentiment was echoed by a

sophomore house member who said,

"It's a question of other people

thinking it's isolated." She cited

Mission Park's nearby location and

Tyler's well-attended social events as

two factors that keep the house in

touch with the rest of campus. Though

she felt that the location of the house

tends to foster already existing

relationships, she did not feel that it

places limits on forming new ones.

In other houses, such as Perry-

Bascom and Gar-Wood, location

problems are not an issue because of

the nearness of the member houses.

For some houses, practical, or even

possible, solutions do not seem to be

readily available, especially for

Tyler. The Fort, however, has at-

tempted to rectify this circumstance

by a proposal recently passed by the

Housing Committee to make two of

its four houses coeducational.

Although difficulties in relations

arise from the physical make-up of •

each individual house, problems also

stem from the consideration that most

of the separate residential units are

single-sex. Some houses, like Gar-

Wood, have found a comfortable

balance between the original theory,

unique to the row houses, of single-sex

housing and coeducation.

Others, like Perry-Bascom, haven't

developed as equitable a relationship

between the sexes, and members'
opinions on the social situation, as

well as on the idea of making the units

coed, vary widely. Feelings range
from a strong desire to keep the

single-sex option open in the house to a

t)elief that going coed would lead to

more "natural" male-female
relationships.

Single-sex a Problem?
A major discussion in Spencer-

Brooks now is related to the single-sex

issue and to the question of possible

coeducation within each individual

house. This debate stems from the

unequal housing that exists between
Spencer and Brooks.

The rooms in Spencer are large

double suites that contain fireplaces

and share an outside porch with

another suite. The rooms in Brooks,

however, are newer, and have a

dormitory appearance. Unlike the

"palatial" rooms in Spencer, they do
not possess the home-like atmosphere
inherent in most of the other row
houses.

Some of the women in Brooks
would, therefore, like to see
coeducation in Spencer in order to live

in one of the rooms there. House
President Gary James, however,
emphasized the importance of single-

sex living in producing a more relaxed

situation. Speaking for the men,
James said, "Single-sex living has
brought the guys in the house
together."

Large houses, such as Tyler and
especially Dodd, seem to have im-

plemented coeducation so suc-

cessfully that one might ask if a

similar solution would be applicable

to other tow houses. Considering that

many of the problems inherent in the

houses relate directly to single-sex

living and its influence on the social

atmosphere, it would be reasonable

for the apparent trend towards
coeducation to be continued.

Because each house is both socially

and structurally unique, however, the

problems and possibilities involved in

going coed are not the same for all.

Since some single-sex houses still

exhibit a comfortable and thriving

relationship between the sexes, a

move to coeducation for all is not

conclusive.

Overflow Inequalities

The problem of overflow housing is

another situation produced by the

physical size and layout of the houses.

In most cases this occurence affects

sophomore men, but women may also

find themselves in Currier, and next

year in West.

Garfield, in particular, has ex-

perienced this problem, which tends

to foster some tension within the

house since sophomores, and even

some juniors, cannot get a room in

Garfield. In effect, therefore, the men
in West "have none of the advantages
of being associated with a row house."

Many, however, put up with a year
in West for better housing in the

future. House President Tim Prit-

chard attributed the overflow to the

College's desire to produce an even
distribution in the houses, and to equal

the college male-female ratio.

A similar problem occurs in

Spencer-Brooks due to the'separation

between Dewey and the other two
houses. This time it is the women who
are affected, and although some
choose to live there, others would

see HOUSES page 3

SpencerBrookj is presently struggling with the Ittue of unequal facilities formen and women, one of the many problems besetting the single-sex row houses.
tp*»oto by Steinway)
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Making it Work
In the wake of the present student elections, represten-

tatives and students should reevaluate their roles in the

decision-making process. According to the popular mythology,
CC members and students on student-faculty committees are
there to serve the interests of all students. In actuality, true

student input to the committee structure and to the CC itself

leaves much to be desired.

There is now real hope that the CC will insist on regular
committee reports. It is also possible that at last CC members
will meet their constitutional obligation to present complete
reports to their houses. But, the job does not stop here.

In their campaigns, candidates have fallen all over each
other in describing their desire to serve the student body. For
the system to work well, all students should take advantage of

this willingness. CC members ought to be useful sources of

information on committee action, college decisions directly

effecting students, and who to see in the administration to solve
specific problems.

Above all, more effort should be made by the CC and in-

dividual students to get the full range of student views into the
open. Without a steady interaction between CC members and
other students, the CC runs the risk of losing its legitimacy as a
representative body. Williams is a sufficiently small com-
munity that it is not unreasonable to expect that nearly all

students would be able to speak with a CC representative in the
course of a week.

In general, there should be a weeks' delay in acting on
motions to allow students to give their opinions. CC members
should actively seek a wide range of views and in the course of

debate present alternative viewpoints even if they are in

disagreement with their own positions.

Assuming that CC members are aware of their respon-
sibilities, the burden for making the system work lies with
individual students. There is no excuse for a student not making
his views known to his representative, especially if that view is

in disagreement with other views expressed.

Letters
Carole, Carole . . .

To tlie editor:

How many more mindless in-

stallments of "Carole Tyler, Carole
Tyler" must we put up witii. How long

must we endure two columns of

malting the simple complex, the

mundane momentous. How many
more issues of Carole grows up? How
many more words does she have to

define for us?

MicliaeiS. Rosenblum 76</2

Golden Shovel

To the editor:

The 1975-1976 Golden Shovel Award
to Carole Tyler for bull slinging above
and ))6yond the call of duty (and
sanity) in her article entitled "Guilt."

Apathetically yours,

Chris Hale -76

Inquiry correction

To the editor:

The article on faculty discussion of

the proposed freshman "Inquiry
Courses" (March 2, 1976) quotes me
incorrectly. The final sentence should

have salt that I "pointed out that

department chairman present at a

recent meeting overwhelmingly
favored offering inquiry courses

during the Winter Study period."

Yours sincerely,

RobertC.L. Scott

Job Jots
"Can an MBA Find Happiness in

Advertising?" Come in and read

this article from MBA magazine,
January 1976 issue.

Business World, a career
magazine for college seniors has
some useful information for job
hunters and includes articles on
careers as well. We have extra

issues available at OCC for you to

read.

.Admissions Asst. Small co-ed
private school in New Hampshire
is looking for an Admissions Asst.

Some Admissions experience
would be helpful. Contact Sue
Little.

Summer on Nantucket? Island tour

guide positions are available. Must
be 21 yrs. and pass a state driving

exam.

Peace Corps-Vista Recruitment: A
recent memo from the Boston
Office contains information about
possible programs for graduating
Seniors in Liberal Arts. Ap-
plications should be filed by the

end of the month. Anyone in-

terested can read the letter at OCC.

Private Girls' School is looking for

a highly qualified candidate to

teach English (preferably a

woman). Interviews will be held on
campus March 19th. Contact Sue
Little for details.

'Dignify for all'

Lesbian rep speaks at Jesup
: byAnnMcCabe

The presentation by Elaine Noble,

the first lesbian legislator from

Boston's 6th district, drew a crowd

that almost fUled Jesup Hall Sunday

night. The feminist Democrat spoke

on her career and admitted sexual

preference.

Noble has worked for gay liberatiyn

both before and after her election.

Lesbianism to her is "one aspect of

my life." She believes the old

American, tight and rigid norm is no

longer in existence. Fighting for

legislative reform because

homosexuality is now a felony, she

sees the issue as one of civil rights.

Working on two new laws against

discrimination and the repeal of

others, Noble feels "it will require

reforming the whole penal code." She

handles most of the feminist

legislation, such as the legalization of

prostitution for both sexes and divorce

reform.

In her constituency Noble has great

support, including many senior

citizens. As a representative, she says

she naturally reflects their concerns.

She feels the busing issue in not only

a matter of desegregation
but n

reforming the shoddy
educational

system in Bostoa '

Noble commented, "My beina a
lesbian and being elected was more irf

a shock to you outside my district than
it." One of her campaign slogans was
"Dignity for aU."

**'

Butcher speaks out about
U.S. relations towards Africa

Forms requested
^Prof. Paul G. Clark, chairman of

the Calendar and Schedule
C9pimittee, is urging all recipients

of the committee's questionnaire to

return the completed forms.

Clark said there are boxes for

questionnaires in Baxter Hall

adjacent to the snack bar door and
on the first floor of Hopkins Hall. In

addition students may send the

completed forms to the registrar

by campus mail. The deadline is-

today.

The questionnaire, which* was
intended to provide the committee
with information about students

changing courses, was distributed

to randomly selected students who
liad changed at least one course for

the fall or spring semesters of this

academic year.

by Kate Wheeler

The United States has failed to

understand its best interest in Africa,

Goler T. Butcher said Thursday night,

and it is indifferent to the real needs of

Africans.

Addressing about thirty students in

Griffin, Butcher, a member of the

Democratic Study Committee on

Africa, said that blacks must reaUze

that they must help to insure the

welfare of their homeland.

The United States must realize the

potential Africa holds, being rich in

raw materials. Africa, as a

developing nation, will come to play a

large role in the interdependency

between countries; and currently the

United States is not treating Africa

with the equality she warrants.
America must realize that it can no

longer continue to support South
Africa, where, according to Butcjjer
a white minority controls the majority
of land and wealth. It must realiie

that there will be a complete
restructuring of the government in

Africa, and that it must redefine its

relationship with Northern Africa,

Blacks must be interested in and
supportive of their homeland's ef-

forts; but as Black Americans, tliey

must maintain their first interest in

their own country. She encouraged
anyone interested in changing foreign

policy towards Africa to write to tl)eir

congressman.

Focus on Arts

Catastrophe lecture
Dr. Timothy Poston of the Battelle

Research Institute in Geneva,
Switzerland will deliver a lecture

entitled "Catastrophe Theory in

Biology " at 4 p.m. Friday in room 201

of the Thompson Biology Laboratory.

The lecture is open to the public and
is sponsored by the I.B.M. Lecture
Grant in conjunction with the

Williams biology, mathematics and
physics departments.

Poston will be in residence at

Williams this week. He received his

bachelor's degree from the University

of Hull and his Ph. D. from the

University of Warwick in England. He
is the author of two books and a
number of scientific papers.

Review

Angel Street
inconsistency,

by Thomas Herwitz

Oft times one of the greatest

problems in theater production is

dealing with a dated period piece. One
can present it as it was originally done
and put on what is usually a flat

academic piece. It can be put on as a

parody of the style. Or it can be up-
dated, reworked and presented in a
new version.

Dana Perlstein's recent production
of the "Victorian thriller" combined a
number of these alternative and other
ideas and turned up on the Studio
Theater stage as a mixed up and in-

cohesive work with some good points

and a lot of bad ones in between. Quite
a bit of technical deficiency also

added to the confusion.

All three of the major actors per-

formed admirably at times, though
their performances were neither
thorough, whole, or completely
consistent. Michael Rosenblum as
Detective Rough was probably the
best—evoking the most laughter. But
the inconsistency between his playing
for laughs and the rest of the cast's
playing it straight was a surprising
and not wholly appreciated flaw. His
Brooklyn accent in the midst of all

that "Britishness" also separated him
from his surroundings. Nonetheless,
he was often quite enjoyable to watch.
Both Simon Watson and Ann

Cramer as Mr. and Mrs. Manningham
had some remarkably strong

Focus on the Arts is a weekly

feature written by David Olsher which

prei'iews selected upcoming arts

eients.

Charles Webb (Williams '61) wrote

the novel. Mike Nichols (Who's Afraid

of Virginia Wolf?, Catch 22) directed

the film. Dustin Hoffman and Ann
Bancroft gave excellent per-

formances. When it was released

(1967), it was all the rage;

fashionable, touching, and funny, it

was the film that had to be seen. The
Graduate is about a young man
returning from college armed with

academic honors and extra curricular

achievements, bestowed with an
Italian sportscar for a graduation
present, fortuned with the op-

portunities of graduate school or a
career in business, confronted with
the wisdom of a welcome-home-party
full of family friends, propositioned by
the sexy wife of Daddy's business

partner, and not at all sure he wants to

take part in any of il. Of course, there
is the lovely heroine, Elaine Rotiinson,

with whom life might be worthwhile.
Can a loveable anti-hero find hap-

demonstrates
lacks subtlety
moments aptly creating sinister,
terrifying, and tragic moods. But
there is something stale about ranting
and screeching melodrama.
One ot the high points of the evening

was Nicholas Schidlovsky's music
which crept in from behind and all of

a sudden jumped right out at you. It

filled a lot of the gaps in the ^ow
Perlstein undertook a difficult

project when he decided to direct

Angel Street. Realistic theater in the
Studio Theater is very hard and can so
easily come off looking like junior
high school work. The style of the play
did not seem to be controlled enough
to create a straightforward and
wholesome statement.

The following is the residency
schedule for the Pilobolus Dance
Theater:

March 11 - Master Classes 3:30 to

5 p.m. at Lasell Gymnasium.
Lecture Demonstration 8:30 p.m.
at the AMT. Admission is $2.50, but
free to Williams students with
tickets from the theater box office.

March 12—Performance I 8:30

p.m. at the AMT. Admission is

$4.50, Williams students admitted
for $2.00.

March 13—Performance II 8:30

pm. at the AMT. Admission is

$4.50, Williams students admitted
for $2.00.

piness in the materialistic mid-
sixties? The music of Simon and

Garfimkel, and the poetic visual style

of Mike Nichols charm you as they

lead to a story-book ending you want

with all your heart to believe.

Tuesday is a strange night to have a

conflict between possible activities,

but I'm still trying to figure out how to

see The Graduate at 7:00 or 9:00 and

not miss any of the poetry reading on

WCFM from 8:00 to 11:00.

Tom Piazza's jazz program will not be

a jazz program at all tonight: instead,

it will be a literary event. In the studio

with Tom will be Don Gilford, Larry

Neal, Bill DriscoU, Nick Person, and

Steve White, reading pieces they have

written, and selections by ctliers.

Although the program is not firmly

planned in advance, these are some of

the things to expect: from Gifford,

poetry of his own and selections from

Kinnegan's Wake; from Neal,

Jamacan poetry; from Driscoll,

selections from his translation ot

Elektra; from Ferson, some of liis

translations of Russian and French

poetry; from White, some of his own

poetry. The most important thing

about the program is that nothing is

set, so there should be a lot of sur-

prises. It's bound to be interesting

listening; in fact, anything migtil

happen when all these people get

together at WCFM and go crazy,

Z, to be shown Friday night, is a

political film with a powerful

emotional impact. The subject matter

is the 1963 political assassination in

Greece, the ensuing investigation

which uncovered a plot involving high

ranking officials and a secret, right-

wing organization, and a military

coup d'etat a few years later which

reversed the changes 'the in-

vestigation had brought about,

Costa-Gravas (Slate of Siege,

Special Section), who directed Z, uses

film as a medium for political

statement. He is correctly accused of

being flamboyant, melodramatic, and

propagandistic. Vincent Canby

complains "the film makes us grieve

by shocking us with graphic details of

brutal beatings and civil disorders'

Even if Z is nothing more than an

artful piece of propaganda, its

technique is so inspired, and its effect

so strong, that it approaches art in its

power to arouse an emotional

response.

Photographs by Cyane Gresham

are on exhibit through March 17 in

the Student Art Gallery in Dodd

House. The works are from a series

taken this past fall in William-

stown. Half of the exhibition is a

group of photographs portraying a

single field in a number of different

ways. _
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f?ow houses try to cope witt) social problems
HOUSES Irompao**

prefer to be closer to the main part of

""S^'houses face other problems

retated to coeducation where the

Actions are not 80 apparent For

^ple, each house has had to deal

w^U, the issue of drinkers versus non-

Sers. Though this clash is no

divided stricUy along sex lines, mos

touse members seem to agree tJia

men are more likely to control

alcoholic functions than are women.

For various reasons—and with

varying degrees of success^each

house has attempted to effect a

compromise between the two factions.

Drinkers vs. Non-Drinkers

At Perry-Bascom, for instance,

some house members were disturbed

by the large number of acUviUes that

centered around the consumption of

alcohol. Because of this, there is now

always food as well as non-alcoholic

drinlt at house functions.

Moreover, 25 male members of

Perry-Bascom belong to a "beer

club." Reminiscent of a fraternity,

members of the club pay a fee to keep

a keg on tap for them at all times and

even sponsor some separate social

functions. Though a female house

member commented that such a

group "didn't help" the Perry-

Bascom social situation, a member of

the "beer club" viewed it as one form

of compromise

.

Tim Pritchard, president of Gar-

Wood, said that social activities for

the house cater to the "widest variety

of interests." Since there is a greater

than usual number of non-drinkers in

the house—25 per cent—many events

are non-alcoholically oriented. In

addition, there are different social

dues for drinkers and non-drinkers.

Pritchard also cited the problem of

raising money as an inducement for

the planning of more informal

gatherings instead of extravagant

ones.

This raises the question of whether

houses that have dealt most suc-

cessfully with integrating the sexes in

general have also had the most luck in

mediating the drinking versus non-

drinking problem. Gar-Wood, for

example, seems to have achieved a

comfortable social relationship with

both its single-sex units and large non-

drinking faction.

Dodd and Tyler, the two coed row
houses, also seem to have had con-

siderable success in dealing with this

problem. Dodd House president

Dominic DiBiccaro stressed the

availability of alternatives to non-

drinking house members. "Our house

has one of the most varied social

calendars," he said.

He estimated that at least half of the

house's planned activities, such as a

pool party held at the Williams Inn,

are geared away from liquor con-

sumption. He maintained, however,

that it is often the same people at-

tending both types of events.

Tyler Finds Compromise
Similarly, Tyler House has ex-

perienced some disagreements about

the extent to which the house should

sponsor drinking activities. House
president Denise Johnson maintained

that these problems have been largely

alleviated through compromise.

Because she does not drink*, Johnson
said she "can understand the non-

drinker's point of view. "I've tried to

organize more activities that don't

call for drinking—like snacks that

would include everyone," she said.

Johnson cited a successful

tobogganing party as another effort

along this line.

One sophomore said that there is

still an unfortunate tendency to

associate Tyler with its drinking-

partying group. She admitted,

however, that the election of a non-

drinking woman as president was a

positive sign.

Because the issue of drinkers versus

non-drinkers is really a campus-wide

concern, dwelling on its importance in

influencing the social atmosphere in

row houses may exaggerate the

problem. Moreover, there are other

important factors in establishing the

extent of row house unity.

In Gar-Wood, for instance, mem-
bers of both sexes feel free to visit the

other house, and no apparent division

or tension exists between the sexes. A
sophomore from Wood commented

that in general the men from Garfield

and West come before and stay after

meals in the Wood dining room to

socialize. She added that they "do

most things together."

Pritchard agreed that the social

atmosphere centered around meals,

to which an average of 50 people

d
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First nafionals win since J 960

Princeton Sweeps Squash V
y^

by AndyO'Donnell
The boys from Waterloo U. best

expressed the atmosphere which
pervaded the Nationals this past

weekend as they drew another round
of beers at the Dodd-Dennett Disco

Friday night.

"We came here to play squash, but

we also \fant to enjoy ourselves," they

explained. "So far we've had a great

time. The competition's been top

notch and the parties a lot of fun."

For three days Williams became the

mecca of intercollegiate squash as

over 100 raquetmen from more than 25

schools laid siege to the intimate

confines of the college Squash Courts
Friday through Sunday.
Representing such diverse schools

as the University of Mexico and
Western Ontario University, and
answering to such less than familiar

names as Arif Sarf raz, Juan de Villa-

franca, Al Matarasso, and Phil
Mohtadi, the players at first

presented an identification problem to

many novice fans of the sport.

Yet by the time the finals rolled

around on Sunday morning even the

casual spectator could be seen
debating whether Page could knock
off Mohtadi, arguing whether Sarfraz

should be in a higher division, or

speculating if Princeton would sweep
all three finals.

And after the last forehand drop

shot had been hit and the final "let"

call, debated, the day did indeed

belong to Princeton. In addition to

winning the team crown for the first

time since 1960, the Tigers captured

both the B and C division individual

titles.

In the C division, sixth seeded
Frank Brosens won in four games
while teammate Arif Sarfraz, the

number one B division seed, quickly

dispatched the tournament's Cin-

derella player, the unseeded
Matarasso of Western Ontario.

Besf in Division ill

Swimmers finish 3rd
by Dennis O'Shea
and Duff Anderson

Unbelievable. UnCexpletive
deleted) believable. Coach Emeritus
Robert Muir called it the "greatest

New England Intercollegiate
Swimming Championships I've ever
seen," (he's seen most of the 57) and
the Williams Ephmen swam
outrageously well last weekend to sew
up third place in the conference and
the top spot among New England
Division III schools for the second
year in a row.

UConn's Bob Summa held off

Springfield's incredible Muir Award
winner Tim Allen in the final relay to

guarantee a 328-326 team title victory

over the Chiefs for University of

Maine-Orono. Williams trailed closely

with 301, and Southern Conn, with 266

points, beat out UConn for fourth by
six points.

It was totally a team effort for the

Ephs, who placed at least one
swimmer in the finals or consolation

finals of every swimming eyent, and
more often than not, two, three, or

even four. Although the Purple
Splashers had only one individual

event champ, 16 of the 19 Eph com-
petitors mounted the awards blocks at

least once. The big guns scored where
they were supposed to; the unranked
swimmers chipped in with unexpected
points and finished as high as fifth.

"A lot of heads turned our way
during this meet," enthused Williams

mentor Carl Samuelson.

"We definitely went bananas more
than any other team," added soph
Guy Hoelzer.

The Purple led by three over
Southern Conn after the opening
events on Thursday,, and floated

between second and third over the

next two days but couldn't counter the

diving points earned by some of the

bigger schools. Maine, for instance,

grabbed 29 points by finishing 1-2 in

^^ SPIRIT^
SHOP

LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

the three meter dive.

The big story of the meet was fresh-

man Jordan Lewis. The Williams

contingent went wild when Lewis
dropped over 38 seconds from his best

time in the 1000 freestyle on his way
out to sixth place in the 1650, behind

Stuart Deans' third and Scott
Schumacker's fourth. By the end of

the weekend he had dropped well over
a minute from his seed times, made
All-New England in all three of his

events and shattered the College

record in the 200 freestyle.

The distancemen combined with 400

individual medleyists John Framakis
(2nd place), Paul vom Eigen (lOth),

and Tom McEvoy (12th), and the fifth

place 800 freestyle relay to provide the

Ephmen with their tenuous three

point lead Thursday night.

Breastroker Paul vom Eigen,
Williams first individual winner since

Jim Harper '74, bested all comers in

the 200 yard event, smoking his own
College record with a 2:13.744

clocking that just missed smashing
the meet mark. In all vom Eigen and
fellow Frogkickers Chris Clark, Brian
McDermott and Dana Brackett, the

league's top breastroke corfjs, put

together nine point scoring per-

formances.

College standards also fell with

second place swims by Bruce Barclay
in the 200 butterfly and Don Cameron
in the 100 backstroke. Both lost only to

phenomenal swimmers—Barclay to

Springfield's triple Avinner Mike
McCombs and Cameron to freshman
double winner Jim Smoragiewicz of

Maine. Cameron also led off the fourth

place medley relay and took sixth in

the50free, beating out R.J. Connelly's

seventh.

Barclay also knocked off

Springfield's Jeff Germain to place
fifth in the 100 free, and led all

Williams splits in both the 400 and 800

freestyle relays. Guy Hoelzer snaked
sixth in both butterfly events, while
Peter Howd surprised everyone,
picking up a ninth in the 200 individual

medley after just missing 12th in the

400 i.m. Phil Wild anchored the fourth

place medley relay with a 49.0

Freestyle leg.

Williamstown
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"I was really happy to see Arif

win," said the soft spoken Brosens.

"He's had a tough year. He was sick

part of the season with something like

mono but he's really come on strong in

the last four matches."

As Safraz breezed to victory on one

court, the gallery behind the court for

the A final quickly became packed for

the match between Princeton fresh-

man Tom Page and Western Ontario's

Mohtadi.

The third seeded I^ge had shocked

the crowd Saturday when he upset top

seeded and two time defending

national champion Juan de

Villafranca of Mexico in a tremendous

five game match. Mahtadi, the second

seed, had disposed of UPenn's Gill

Mahteer, Page's teammate at

Philadelphia's Episcopal High, in four

games.

"If the court is nice and hot I'll be in

good shape," Mahtadi said before the

match. But even a blizzard wouldn't

have helped Page much this par-

ticular afternoon against the scor-

ching Mahtadi, who swept the match
in straight games.

"He was very sharp today, on top of

every shot," said Princeton coach

Dave Peck of Mahtadi. "He was just

too good. He's a step above Tom's
level right now. Tom will have to work
hard to achieve that level, but he's

only a freshman and he'll have three

more shots at this."

As the players, coaches and fans

began to filter out of the courts,

tournament director Sean Sloane,

Williams coach Dave Johnson, his

wife Christian, and team manager
Marcie Holmes received well

deserved congratulations for the long

hours which they all put in towards

making the tournament such a suc-

cess.

Meanwhile, the boys from Waterloo
U. huddled on a corner and plotted

how they'd get their Vermont bought
liquor past Canadian customs. "I've

never seen such prices," one of them
exclaimed. "It's reason enough to

hold the tournament here again
soon."

VARSITY HOCKEY
Won 12, Lost 8, Tied 1

Goals for 128 Goals against 93

Individual Scoring Totals
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Run-oH Is today

Knight v. Piltch

Michael KnioM
(photo by Janson)

Steve Piltch
(photo by Janson)

Runoff elections are currently

under way between Michael Knight,

'77 and Steve Piltch, '77 for president

of College Council. In the elections

Monday and Tuesday Knight gar-

nered 467 votes which constituted 38.2

per cent of the votes cast while Piltch

received 408 votes making up 33.3 per

cent of the vote.

Other run-off elections are being

conducted for Vice-President, for the

Class of '77 seat on the Discipline

Committee, and for the Division II

representative on the Committee on

Educatioritil Policy.

Harry Kelly, '78 with 302 votes

making up 26 per cent of the vote and

Randy Sturges, '77 with 437 votes

representing 37.7 per cent are con-

tending for vice-president.

Don Wallace, with 320 votes con-

stituting 32.3 per cent opposes Stephen

Wertimer with 337 votes and 34 per

cent for the class of '77 seat on the

Discipline Committee. Wertimer has

already won an At Large position on

theCC.
The run-off for the Division II

representative to the CEP is between

Clayton Spencer, '77 with 144 votes

totalling 30.5 per cent and Laura

Weisel, '77 with 136 votes and 28.8 per

cent.

In the other contests, most winners

barely received the required 50 per

cent of the vote. The exceptions were
Shailah Stewart, '77 who garnered 59.

1

per cent of the votes cast for CEP
representative At Large. Stewart

received 629 votes over the 142 votes

received by David Carroll, '78, the

closest competitor. Thomas EbUng,
'77 won the Division III seat on the

CEP with 57 per cent of the vote;

Donald MacDonald, '77, his closest

competitor received 23 per cent.

Ebling was also a vice-presidential

candidate.
Harry Kelly (I.) and Randy Sturgis are in a runoH for the vice-presidency.

(photo by Janson)

Hoosic cleanup going sporadically

Compromise reached

Band credit accepted
by Harry Kelly

At its monthly meeting, the Faculty
voted Wednesday to accept the CEP's
revised proposals giving Physical
Education credit to members of the

band and team managers. The CEP
proposals were revised after stiff

opposition was encountered from a

number of sources over the form and
content of the earlier proposals, which
would have stripped both the band and
team managers of their current P.E.
credit.

Edson M. Chick, professor of

German, proposed the up-dated
revisions to the Faculty. The proposal
is a compromise between the current,

unlimited method for P.E. ac-
creditation and the original set of

revisions which the CEP deleted from
their presentation last month. It

stipulates that students may receive
no more than four of their necessary
eight P.E. credits in the Band, as
team managers, or both.

Speaking for the CEP, Chick in-

formed the Faculty that many of the
CEP's members were uncertain at>ou^
their decision. He said the committee
responded favorably to the team

managers' arguments which stressed

the educational value of their activity.

The CEP voted to retain the Band's

credit on the grounds that they

provide a healthy service to the school

which should not be eliminated.

When the matter was opened to the

Faculty for debate, discussion was

divided. One faction favored credit for

both groups and saw the Band and the

managers doing an important service

to the school. A second group opposed

giving any credit to these groups on

the grounds that their activities do not

propfeVly fulfill the spirit of a P.E.

see FACULTY page 3

by Sara Reynolds

Nineteen seventy-six, in the eyes of

Hoosic River Basin Citizens En-
vironmental Protection Association,

Inc. members, was to be the year of

the river revival. The revival aimed to

unite all the Hoosic River Basin's

communities together in a massive

physical cleanup of the river. A
brochure describing the project was
to be published, providing a model for

future clean-ups and educating people

in respect for waterways.

"As could be expected," reported

Bob Kaufman, Treasurer of HRB-
CEPA, the project "came out

something considerably less than

that." Each community involved went

about the bi-centennial project in its

own way, he said. There was clean-up

of some sections of the Hoosic, but

manpower was limiting.

Campaign
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Getting Away
The significant increase in the number of students applying

to live off campus may indicate some important problems in the

room and board structure of the College. While it is difficult to

determine why the number of applicants has risen, such factors

as the College's new, more stringent board policy for on campus
students, the rising cost of room and board on campus,
dissatisfaction with food quality and a trend toward more
student independence are likely to have been important.

Fortunately, this rise in number of applicants occurred at a
time when the Committee on Undergraduate Life is thorou||hly

examining problems relating to housing at Williams. But this

applicant rise makes more evident the need for a close

examination of alternate board plans and for Food Services to

act quickly to implement feasible suggestions for improvement
in food quality.

' At the same time, the College must do all it can to insure
that room costs are kept to a minimum. That means examining
the insulation problems in some of the older houses to insure
that a minimum amount of energy is used to heat the buildings.

It also means making an effort to get maximum productivity
out of the janitors, matrons and B & G repairmen.

The rise in off campus applications cannot be ignored as a
quirk. It should be treated as a symptom of a problem.

Slack at B & G
A Record reporter, sent to the Buildings and Grounds office

to investigate productivity of certain types of B&G workers,
returned to tell his editor tiiat there was no story. There was no
story because Buildings and Grounds officials insist on
measuring the aggregate productivity levels of their workers
relative to the rest of the trade. Thus, the Director of Student
Housing was able to tell a house president and treasurer last

year that he would be happy if B&G productivity were at the
forty per cent level. The same Director told the Student Housing
Committee that B&G repair-work is a bargain relative to

outside contract work.
Such answers avoid the essence of the problem. While some

B&G workers are giving full time and effort to their jobs, others
are parked, three in a snow plow, drinking coffee in the Agard
Parking Lot. While custodian John Blake puts in a full day's
work to keep Williams Hall in good'shape, three B&G workers
appear at Fort Hoosac House for a forty minute coffee break. It

seems that a number of good conscientious workers are, in

effect, covering up for those who are slacking off.

Slack hurts students in two ways. Students assessed for

repairs are often shocked at the size of the labor bill. It is clear
that in some cases amateur students can repair damage more
efficiently than professionals on the college payroll. Overall,

slack in B&G transfates into higher tuition.

At a time when imemployment in the area has reached
chronic proportions, it is criminal for College officials to keep
slackers on the payroll. Steps can and shouldbe taken to ensure
that efficient workers are rewarded and slackers given the

boot. At Williams, students find an unusual excellence in

teaching and administration. It is unjust to the faculty and
members of the administration to expect no less of other
College employees.

Students see some workers slack off and come to the

justifiable conclusion that B&G workers are, in effect, gypping
them. B&G officials will continue to encourage perhaps overly

critical views of their department unless they act to end their

apparent complacence.

Greylock will be home
for students over break

students who must remain on campus over Spring recess will stay in

rooms in Gladden and Hopkins houses volunteered by residents of these two

houses, according to Associate Dean Chris T. Roosenraad.

Gladden and Hopkins were chosen for vacation housing because each

contains a faculty apartment and consequently the buildings must remain

heated and all doors cannot be locked.

Roosenraad said he expects that about fifty students will be on campus

at some time during the vacation for academic or financial reasons.

Another movie

To the editor:

David Olsher's "Focus on the Arts"

column is a welcome addition to the

Record; weekly previews of selected

"upcoming arU events" will serve a

valuable function for the College

community. But questions might well

be raised about the principle of

selection. One is somewhat surprised,

for instance, that the column of March

9, which devotes two-thirds of its

space to The Graduate and Z, makes

no mention of Robert Bresson's A Man

Escaped (French, 1956), to be shown

in Bronfman at 7:30 on Saturday

night. Bresson's is a film of con-

siderably greater artistic importance

than either Nichol's or Costa-Gavras'.

Like Z, A Man Escaped deals with the

possibilities of human response to

totalitarian oppression. But in terms

of political and artistic seriousness it

makes Z (as they used to say in the

porno ads) look like Rebecca of

Sunnybrook Farm. One hopes' that, in

the future, "Focus on the Arts" will

take cognizance of the Saturday Film

Series.

Sincerely,

Michael Bell

English Department

Noble praise

To the editor:

Having jokingly introduced Elaine

Noble on Sunday evening as "our

friendly neighborhood lesbian", I

have begun to wish we actually had

more women like her in the Williams

College neighborhood. She exuded

warmth and self-confidence in all

conversations and displayed a

competence in politics and a con-

fortableness with her homosexuality

which disarmed her audience.

Such success in self-adjustment,

knowing and living out the kind of

people we really are as individuals, is

a rare achievement in this college

community. Here the norm is social

adjustment, recognizing the

behavioral limits set and enforced by
our uptight peers and who can't stand

to be threatened by any "deviant"

behavior on our part, and acting out

the roles because we're also too

scared ourselves to try anything else.

What would Williams look like if we
all had Elaine Noble's self-assurance?

Among other revolutionary changes,

the sexual scene would be a mix and
match of healthy lesbians,

homosexuals, bisexuals, celibates,

and heterosexuals among and bet-

ween both students and faculty.

People would feel safe to experiment
Willi their sexuality without
ostracism, liberal condescension, or

stereotypes forced on them.

But how can such a revolution come
about? I think it requires a dual ef-

fort: all of us as individuals need to

gather courage to start living the way
we' feel, and give whole-hearted

support to others who may choose
different styles. Support means
nothing, however, if it's not com-
municated to those who want it.

Therefore, I encourage everyone
willing to support or even just listen to

a friend talk about his-her sexuality to

verbally express this willingness. And
I want to say that I personally support
any individual's sexual preference.

Sincerely,

Virginia Long

Perry's beer club

To the editor:

Congratulations to Sue Galli and
Kiki Spencer on what must have been
a time consuming task in writing
"Row houses confront campus
problems." Although we disagree
with some of the conclusions
presented, we hope the article may
start an ongoing discussion of overall

housing problems.

Specifically, we'd like to clarify

impressions the article may have left

about the Perry-Bascom beer club,..

The article reads, "Reminiscent of a
fraternity, members of the club pa^a
fee to keep a keg on tap for them at all

times and even sponsor some

separate social functions." The ar-

ticle goes on to quote an anonymous

"female house member" as saying

the club "didn't help" the social

situation.

There is no "fee" to join the beer

club. Rather, all Perry-Bascom

members are invited to pool small

amounts of money to pay for beer

which if bought individually would be

far more expensive. No barriers are

set against those who wish to join,

which makes the club less a fraternity

than Purple Key or Cap and Bells.

Although no women currently par-

ticipate, we have had women involved

in the past.

No separate social functions are

sponsored by the beer club, although

members often organize their own

private parties. Often those members

have been asked to reimburse the club

for beer consumed.

The beer club was formed mostly to

cut the costs of beer to members. A
secondary reason was the reahzation

that non-drinking house members
should not be expected to subsidize the

beer consumption of others at the

level that is true in many houses at

Williams.
Sincerely,

A'ndy O'Donnell

David R. Ross

members, Perry-Bascom
beer club

Nome in question
To the editor:

Diana Moran's letter coccerning the
name of the Williams Women
organization (Record 3-5-76) makes a
valid point. However the name
"Williams Women" was never meant
to imply that all of the women enrolled
at Williams College had a part in

sponsoring a particular speaker
discussion, or presentation. Although
a particular event may not interest all

women, it is conceivable that it could

pertain to the majority of women at

Williams: hence the name Williams
Women. The name implies a flexible

ideology and a willingness to consider

ideas for programs from all Williams

women, whether or not they call

themselves "feminist" For example,

our discussions on the gynecological

care and counseling at Williams do

concern all women here. We do not

have a "membership" per se, and the

fact that our meetings continue to

draw a few new people each weelt

shows ttiat we are not just catering to

a select group.

At the beginning of the year we did

discuss changing our name, but the

majority of women present did not

want to change it. We would be happy

to discuss it again at a future meeting.

Sincerely,

Valerie A. Andersen '78

Ele<
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AAcCormack

The exciting and innovativt Pilobolus Danct Thaatar is in rasidancy hare
througli tomorrow night. Parformancas tonight and tomorrow at 8:30 at the

AMT The group of four man and two woman hava fust coma from Ciive Barnes'
rave reviews in New York City. Ticlcatt avaiiabia at tha AMT box office.

Goodell: no mono rise
HEALTH from paga I

affected by the flu. Nurse Mary
Gangemi and Goodell both em-
phasizerf that the infirmary seeks to

alleviate the discomfort caused by the

flu, not to cure it through the use of

antibiotics. Therefore, they dispense

APC with codeine, aspirin, and cough

syrup, waiting for the infection to run

its natural course.

Recently, five or six people have

stayed in the infirmary every night

due to the flu, as well as 1 or 2 people

affected by mononucleosis. Goodell

said that there is no unusual abun-

dance of mono around currently,

remarking that there are "always 2 or

3 people around" with the disease.

A viral infection which strikes at the

lymph glands, mono symptoms in-

clude a sore throat, lack of appetite,

and general weakness. Lasting only

about 10 days, it cannot be contracted

more than once. The majority of

people have had at least a mild case of

mono by the time they get to college,

according to Goodell, although it may
have passed unnoticed due to its

mildness.

Bond gefs PE credit bock
FACULTY from page 1

requirement. The final vote endorsed

the latest proposals, 65-3.

William T. Fox, geology professor,

also announced a proposal for a

"Williams-In-Mystic" program,
organized by history professor
Benjamin W. Labaree. A semester

Third Berkshire
concert tonight
The Berkshire Symphony will

present its third concert of the season
this Friday evening, at 8:30 P.M. in

Chapin Hall. Julius Hegyi, conductor,

has planned another varied and in-

teresting program, including an
American work in observance of the

Bicentennial celebration.

The program will open with "The
Tempest" by John Knowles Paine
(1839-1906), a symphonic poem in-

spired by the Shakespeare play.

Paine, often referred to as "the
father of American symphony", was
first professor and incumbent of a
chair of music in an American
university, and taught at Harvard for
20 years.

It will be followed by Mozart's
"Symphonie Concertante" featuring
oboe, James Malk - clarinet, Edward
Gale - Gossoon, and Peter Knott,
french horn.

The program will close with the
Symphony No. 4 in B Flat Major of
Ludwig van Beethoven.

course in maritime studies, the

program would investigate the

history, literature and uses of the sea

in conjunction with the staff,, and

facilities of the Mystic Seaport
Museum. The program would be

offered in the Fall term of 1977,

Crider also discussed the proposals

of the Committee on the Review of the

Freshman Year. He introduced

several speakers who discussed the

nature of the committee's proposal

regarding inquiry courses for fresh-

men. According to the first speaker,

biology professor G. Lawrence
Vankin, the inquiry courses would be

designed to offer non-specialized

introductions into the methodology of

certain disciplines. They would

supplement the 100-level courses

which, according to Vankin, lack

emphasis in the theoretical practice of

the discipline.

by Alison Morgan
In the brief period since she burst

onto the political scene as a pro-life

Democratic candidate for president,

Ellen McCormack has attracted a
great deal of attention and caused a

great deal of controversy. She has
been dismissed as a joke, attacked as
a single-issue non-candidate, and
hailed as the only candidate who is

running on issues rather than per-

sonality.

McCormack's candidacy, although
a rarity in a time when politics is

usually left up to professional
politicians, is not a joke. Her
qualifications for Federal matching
funds indicates considerable grass-

roots support for this candidate who
raises issues the other candidates

would like to forget. She received

significant support in the early
primaries, garnering 2 per cent of the

vote in New Hampshire, 9.5 per cent in

Vermont, and 4 per cent in

Massachusetts. This last figure

compares favorably with 3 per cent

and 5 per cent for Shapp and Bayh,
respectively; each of the three has
one delegate from Massachusetts

going to the Democratic Convention.

McCormack has t)een called a

single-issue candidate because of her
emphasis on the need for protection of

the rights of the unborn. She is not a
single-issue candidate, but rather a

single-philosophy candidate. Her
stand on every issue is consistent with

her pro-life position. She seeks, and
will seek positive, non-violent

solutions to human problems; thus

she is against capital punishment and
advocates prison reform,

strengthened anti-poverty programs,
and legislation to protect the Con-

stitutional rights of all human beings,

whether old or young, healthy or

handicapped, born or unborn. She
supports human rights groups such as

the United Farm Workers, and is for

women's rights as a necessary part of

human rights. With regard to foreign

policy, McCormack sees a need for

detente and negotiation rather than

recourse to arms; specifically, she

calls for the U.S. to take the role of

arbitor rather than military backer in

the Middle East and Angola, for, she

bdieves war is not a solution to

foreign problems, just as abortion is
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not a solution to our social problems.

Like many other candidates past

and present, McCormack's campaign
is focused on one main issue; in this

case, it is abortion. Throughout
history she feels various segments of

humanity have been singled out and
looked down upon as non-persons,

undeserving of human rights. Blacks
and women are two obvious examples
of this discrimination; both were at

one time considered as objects, the

personal property of master or

husband. In this age, the unborn child

is considered a non-person, the per-

sonal property of her or his parents,

despite the biological fact that from
conception the fetus is a living human
being. McCormack's campaign is a
logical outgrowth of her fight against

this discrimination and denial of an
entire age-group their Constitutional

right to life.

As well as working toward the

freedom from discrimination of the

unborn, McCormack sees her cam-
paign as working for the liberation of

women from the ultimate form of

exploitation. When a woman sees

herself as an object, the control of

which is to be fought over, Mc-
Cormack feels she is made less

human, and has been forced back a
step towards the era when she was
considered the property of her father

or husband. This dehumanization is

Elian McCormack
especially evident in the process of

abortion in which a woman is first

socially aborted by a male dominated
society that seeks to make her
available for more complete ex-

ploitation.

The solution to such discrimination

and exploitation McCormack
believes, is not the 'elimination of one
victim and the increase of societal

pressures on the other, but the

provision of positive alternatives, for

example, more efficient and safer
methods of contraception and an
improved system of adoption, coupled
with support for, and not pressure on,

the pregnant woman. Similarly,
McCormack believes it is possible to

find positive and just, rather than
negative and expedient solutions to all

human problems, and she is deter-

mined to work towards that end. Her
campaign is one indication both of her
determination and of the nationwide
support for the pro-life movement.
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Arts Briefs
Robert Bresson's A Man

Escaped will play at Bronfman
tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m. A
masterpiece of precision, both

literal and metaphorical. A man's
hands dominate the screen.

Escape from a Nazi prison is not a

daring adventure but a painstaking

artifice, as we watch these hands
weave a rope, scratch an opening

in a door, creating the necessary

means for freedom. The tireless

humility of these hands becomes a

metaphor for the toil of the soul in

its reach not just for freedom but

for grace, redemption, salvation.

There is little drama in the sense of

outward conflict between
characters. But there is suspense

of a breathtaking kind and there is

a frame-by-frame exactitude of

visual image that is Bresson's art.

There is also, on the soundtrack,

the opening of the "Kyrie" from
Mozart's Mass in C Minor, the

chorus entering only at the con-

clusion, to intensify what is

already one of the most ecstatic

moments in the history of film.

The Williams Coffee House
presents an evening of jazz

tomorrow night as Williams' own
Endless Summer makes a return

appearance. The band headed by
Tom Piazza at keyboard also in-

cludes Steve Robinson, Ken In-

chalik, Rob Comer, Monte Brown,
Bob Montero, and Al Blakey. The
concert will consist, according to

Piazza, of "straight ahead jazz."

Tunes by Charlie Parker, Charles

Mingus, and Duke Ellington will be

featured—mostly arranged by
Piazza. Williams student Andy
Porth will open the evening's

entertainment. Porth is a
comedian. "It's the first time
we've ever used a comedy warm-
up act," said Tim Lang, who runs
the coffee house this year. "But
we're going to give it a try." The
show begins at 9 p.m. and will run
until midnight in the Rathskellar.

Admission is free.

The William;stown Children's
Museum and the Northern
Berkshire Council of the Arts

present Chris Madigan and
Friends (with Steve Woodruff) in

"STRUMP & THUMP"-a contra

dance for young and old. Punch
will be available at intermission.

The dance will begin at 3:00 P.M.
and last until 6:00 P.M. tomorrow
at Pine Cobble School. Admission
is $2.00 for non-members.

To conclude the present six-part

series entitled "Films for Laughs:
The Comedy, "Woody Allen's Take
the Money and Run will t>e

presented this Sunday at3:00 at the
Clark Art Institute. The 1969

release will be shown with a
humorous short entitled "The
Critic," Admission will be $1.

Representatives of the

Williamstown Lions Club will

discuss the club's "Recycle Your
Eyes" project on WCFM's public

affairs program Aware hosted by
Dave Fowie this Sunday at 4 p.m.
After a short presentation by the
Lion's Club members, the phone
lines will be opened for on-the-air

listener comments and questions.

X^Colonial Pizza
^^^ The Best in America
i^ip\, ' Small &hd Large Pizzas

V Hot Oven Grinders
Spaghetti

50 Spring Street

458-9009 and 458-8014

open daily 9 a.m. to2a.m.

Breakfast daily 9 a.m. toll a.m.

Dnnuts, Coffee

We make iMir own pizza dough daily

KTUDENTS WELCOME
\

Meeting for Elections

All women are encouraged to at-

tend the coming Important dinner
meeting of Williams Vomen on
Monday, March 15 at 5:45 P.M. In

Baxter Middle Reserve- Dining
Room. Elections for next year's
coordinators of the organization
will be held at this time, as well as
discussion on the topic: "Can a
woman be liberated without the
feminist movement?"
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President Chandler, looking tired but game, handing the baton to an eager Bob
Peck, who appears ready for a one-mile sprint. (photo by Read)

Sports 2076: a preview
by NickCristiano

The nature of sports will change

little in the next 50 years, but by 2076

sports will more clearly reflect the

characteristics of the increasingly

dominant techno-economic arm of

society, according to UMass sports

sociologist John W. Ley,

Loy, who wrote or edited six books

dealing with the sociology of sport,

made these remarks during his lec-

ture, "2076: A Sports Odyssey," to an
audience of about 50 in Jesup Hall

auditorium last Tuesday. The lecture,

sponsored by the Williams Lecture
Committee, was the first of a series on
the topic "1976: The Next Hundred
Years."

Sports, "an all-pervasive

phenomenon in the Western world and
the primary social institution in

America today," most clearly

mirrors the techno-economic realm of

the modern world, said Loy. And since

change takes place more rapidly in

that realm than the cultural and
decision-making realm, the techno-

economic arm of society will

dominate by 2076. Sports will in-

creasingly mirror its characteristics,

such as rationalization,

specialization, bureaucratization,

quantification, and a quest for

records.

According to Loy, these charac-

teristics will pervade sports from
juvenile to professional levels and
from leisure activity to organized

sports.

Counteracting this, Loy said, will be

a slow shift in the cultural realm away
from the present stress on winning
and excellence to a more communal
social atmosphere marked by less

competitiveness. Right now, he said,

the goals of winning and excellence

"fit in nicely" with the cultural em-
phasis in society.

The bearded sociologist spent the

bulk of the 90-minute talk disputing

the "myths" of social forecasters who
predict greater participation in sports

as leisure time and real income in-

crease.

People don't turn to sport, he said,

when leisure increases. Research in

car plants and people working four-

day work weeks has shown that many
people with increased leisure take

second jobs.

EURC^RE
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PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 300 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458-8271

enzis

"Try our Handicraft Section -

A Large Shipment was Just Received"

COLLKI BOOK ITOM MC
ILUAMSTOVN. MAM. tOm

Besf Tennis in Town

Save 30% on Rackets

Expert Restringingon premises

Complete Clothing line

only at

GOFFS SPORTS. INC.
* 18 Spring St., Williamstown

ALSO: Great Selection—Baseball Equipment now displayed.

Annual relay tomorrow

Roadrunners take thjrd
The Williams Road Runners Club

opened the 1976 season with an im-

pressive performance at the Con-

necticut A.A.U. Marathon Cham-

pionships. The WRRC grabbed the

third place team trophy and had four

runners in the top twenty out of a field

of over 200.

Garfield-Gladden
icemen crush

faculty skaters
The Garfield-Gladden hockey team

(CCCP) won the college intramural

championships last Thursday night by

defeating the faculty, 5-3. Garfield

had dethroned Carter House, last

year's champions, two nights before.

Both teams played excellent, tight

hockey for the first half. Garfield-

Gladden went ahead after ten minutes

1-0 on a goal by George Christman.

The students kept the pressure on, but

Mac Brown tied the score on a classic

breakaway goal. His effort gave the

faculty momentum, and they quickly

went ahead 2-1.

Things looked bad for Garfield, as

some of the faculty's best players

were just now arriving. But the

students wouldn't give up, and Brian

Smith tied the score at 2-2 just before

the half on a beautiful pass from Peter

Kastinelis.

The teams came back from the

recess looking tired, and couldn't

maintain the pace of the first half.

Smith brol?e the 2-2 deadlock when he

exploded past the faculty defense and
neatly beat goalie Clutz.

Good defense from Jim Ford and

Malcolm ("MadDog") Frisbie helped

goaltender John Agostini hold off the

faculty. Meanwhile Smith, with help

from Bob Cole, got two more goals, his

third and fourth of the game.
With 15 minutes to go, Garfield

flooded the ice with substitutes. There
are too many names to mention, but

the fact that they only allowed one

goal against the experienced faculty

showed how they had contributed all

year in Garfield's rise from the cellar

to the top.

A three man team is used in

marathon competition and first out of

the threesome was junior Tim Prit-

chard, striding to a 9th place finish in

2 hrs., 39 min. Frank Carr ac-

companied Pritchard for the first 17

miles of the 26.2 mile course, but then

had to drop back because of stomach

cramps and eased into 14th place with

a 2:45 clocking. Carr, running in his

home state, received a medal for

finishing 8th among Conn, residents.

Freshman Steve Polasky rounded out

the team and in his initial attempt at

the distance, he recorded an im-

pressive 2:46 to earn 18th place.

Lee Richardson, another rookie at

the "classic distance", was not in-

cluded in the three man team but did

provide evidence of the WRRC depth,

as he cruised into 15th place just

secondiT behind Carr.

Joe "the incredible' Kolb
unfortunately not running under t^WRRC name. It was • unfortuna

J

because the North Medford ciiTh
claimed his blazing 2:28 first Dla«
performance. Mark Sisson '7?

escorted Kolb for the entire dislati™
and was awarded second place also in

2:28.

Michelle Cutoforth '78 picked ud
trophy for finishing third among

t|,

women and joined the other six Boston
Marathon qualifiers by breaking

the
three and one-half hour barrier The
insanity of long distance runninj
continues tomorrow at 10:00 am
when these 'throners will jom about

200 other "crazies" for the Williams
Road Runners Club Fifth Annual u
Hour Relay.

Last weekend, Marty Epstein 78 travelled to Boyne Mountain, Michigan, lor

the first National Women's College Ski Championships, were she turned In an

excellent performance. On Saturday, Marty finished sixth in the slalom, and on

Sunday in the giant slalom, she finished second to Toril Forland, the 1972 alpine

combined Olympic bronze medalist. (photo by Tague)

FREE FILM
"Growing Up Female", a film

giving a taste of what life is like for

women in different stages of life,

will be shown on Monday, March
15, at 8:00 PM in Bronfman
Auditorium. The film Is sponsored
by Williams Women and free to all.

INTERESTED IN NO-
FRILLS LOW COST JET
TRAVEL to Europe, Africa,

the Middle East, ttie Far
East? EDUCATIONAL
FLIGHTS has been helping

people travel on a budget
with maximum flexibility

and minimum hassle for six

years. For more info call

toll free 800-223-5569.

The little old fashioned country store in the big Inn is

filled up to the brim with imaginative handcrafted mer-
chandise collected from the United States and all over the
world. There^s a large selection of Zuni and Hopi Indian
silver, tur^oise and coral jewelry, plus silver by
Massachusetts silversmiths. Also great belts, head scarves,
India bedspreads ($9.00) and Numdah rugs, baskets from the
Orient, Gwen Frostic books and notes, mugs, a zoo of stuffed
animals . . . PLEASE DON'T FEED THE ANIMALS

. . . pottery and plants, imported teas, Crowley's Colby
cheese candies and much much more ...

10% DISCOUNT WILLIAMS PEOPLE
Open 10-2 weekdays - 9-9 weekends

SATURDAY FILMSERIES
presents

A Man Escaped

Robert Bresson

Bronfman Auditorium Saturday,

Marcli 13

7: 30 Only

Admission $1.00

The MAGIC BUS

RIDES AGAIN

to the Albany Airport!!

Leaving Friday the 19th at

Noon from Baxter

Returning Sunday April 4th

Leaving Albany at 6 P.M.

Cost $5.00 per person

Reservations Needed • call early

Dave at 6479

Randy at 6861

Larry at 2865

WESTERN DOOR WILDERNESS SCHOOL is unit»ue in the field of wilderness

education. Although each of its courses is a basic wilderness course, each also

has an area of specialization. All of the courses except Wilderness- Homesteading
will backpack through wilderness areas for 28 days, free from outside contact,

acquiring and practicing the many skills required to live comfortably and safely

in the wild.
Wilderneso/Canoeing WUderness/Mountaineering Wilderness/Watercolor
Wilderness/Skiing Wilderness/Rock Climbing WUdernesg/Science
Wilderness/Arizona WUderness/Homesteading WUdemess/Photography Writing

West: Rocky Mountains, Colorado East: Adirondack Mountains, New York

Open to everyone over 15 smart enough to know they don't know it all

For further information and application, write or call:

WESTERN DOOR WILDERNESS SCHOOL
East/

Box 534, 17 South Ave.

Chautauqua, New York 14"2

(716) 3S7-55A1
Locally: contact John Millar 458-9027

West/

75 I Street

Salt Lake City, Utah 84103

(801) 322 5381
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Piltch and Sturges are

victors in CC run-off
Steve Piltch '77 won a narrow

victory over Michael Knight '77 in a

run-off election for CoUege Council

President. In unofficial results

released Friday evening, Piltch

defeated Knight by 11 votes, 602-591.

The winner's total represented 50.4

Thirty-six faculty

to receive leaves

in coming year
Thirty-six faculty members, in-

cluding eleven department chairmen

and the provost, have received leaves

for academic year 1976-77.

According to a tentative list

released by the President's Office,

twenty faculty members will be on

leave all year, with eight members

absent for one semester in the spring

and fall. Dean of Faculty Neil R.

Grabois said that more leaves may be

announced later.

Fifteen professors and associate

professors received sabbatical leaves.

Grabois said that tenured members of

the faculty become eligible for sab-

baticals every three or six years.

Fifteen assistant professors are

taking Special Assistant Professor

Leaves to worlt on projects approved

by their departments and the Com-
mittee on Appointments and
Promotions (CAP). According to

Grabois, 'only assistant professors in

their fourth year are eligible for the

one-semester with full pay leave. The
CAP formerly restricted these leaves

to one assistant professor from each

division each semester. Nine of these

faculty members will also take a one
semester leave of absence to extend

their leaves to a full year.

Faculty granted a leave of absence
receive no pay. "These don't have to

be for research projects per se,"

Grabois explained. "Leave of absence

see FACULTY page 3

per cent of the votes cast. Knight's

total represented 49.5 per cent.

Piltch said that voting shifts in two
houses, Gar-Wood and Perry, were
probably significant in gaining him
the victory. He said he won both

houses in the run-off after splitting

Gar-Wood with Knight and losing

Perry to Knight in the general elec-

tion. Knfght had,no comment.
In a run-off election for vice-

president. Randy Sturges '77 won a

solid victory over Harry Kelly '78,

garnering 62.6 per cent of the vote to

37.3 per cent for Kelly.

Sturges regarded Mission Park and
the freshman class as most essential

to his victory. He said that it was
important to avoid a high pressure

campaign, and that "once people are

aware of the issues, word of mouth is

enough." Kelly felt that his being a

sophomore hurt his campaign. He
"couldn't get the campaign to take the

direction I wanted it to take."

According to Pam Carlton '76,

current CC vice-president and head of

the Election Committee, the com-

mittee counted individual ballots

once, while house tally sheets,

compiled by house election officers,

were counted three times.

As of Sunday afternoon, Carlton

said, no one had demanded a recount,

and the Election Committee is not

planning one. The results would not be

official, she added, until ratified at a

full CC meeting on Monday at 9 p.m.

In other run-off elections, Steve

Wertimer '77 and Clayton Spencer '77

won positions on the Discipline

Committee and CEP (Div. II),

respectively. Wertimer defeated Don
Wallace, 611-450, and Spencer
defeated Laura Weisel, 341-316.

Approximately 1200 individuals cast

ballots in the run-off election, while

1377 voted in the general election last

Monday and Tuesday, according to

Carlton.

Shirley Burnham of Hawthorne Court was released from North Adams
Regional Hospital yesterday afternoon after treatment for facial cuts sustained
In a two-car accldentat 3:4S p.m. In Field Park.
The Burnham vehicle and one driven by Ernest Placldo of PIttsfield each
sustained about $1,000 In damages, police said. (photo by Janson)

Davidson cuts JA pay
The fact that junior advisors at

Williams are not paid for their ser-

vices was cited as a contributing

factor in the decision by Davidson
College of Davidson, North Carolina

to discontinue payment of its hall

counselors. A. Clayton Spencer '77, a

JA in Morgan, is the daughter of

Davidson College president Samuel R.

Spencer, Jr.

In a January 23 article in The
Davidsonian, Davidson Dean of

Students Will H. Terry is quoted as

saying, "I found out that Williams

College, which is very much hke

Davidson in every way, did not pay its

junior advisors. I said, 'by golly if

they can do it why can't we?'
"

Spencer admitted that her father

had asked her if Williams JA's were
paid, but she said that other issues

were the major factors behind the

decision. Spencer said that the need

for money in other areas and the fact

that the $100 a term stipend was
deducted from grants and loans made
to hall counselors receiving financial

aid were particularly important
factors.

She also said that The Davidsonian
blew Terry's statement out of

proportion. In a January issue,

associate editor Tony Snow expressed
fears of "Williamization." "The
possibilities for Williamization are

absolutely staggering," Snow wrote.

"Just imagine a 50 million dollar

endowment, minority students, and
snow in December. The thought of

becoming just like Williams sends
chills up my spine."

Spencer said "Williams was not that

great an influence. It was used as a

rationalization, an example." She also

cited the argument of the Davidson
administration that students should
be willing to do a service to the college

on a voluntary basis.

Greylock and
Baxter extend
meal hours
Food Services extended the hours of

service at two campus dining halls

effective yesterday, the Assistant

Director of Food Services, James
Hodgkins, announced.

The Greylock dining hall will be

open for breakfast until 8:45 a.m.

Monday through Friday, a fifteen

minute extension. The north line in

Baxter Hall will be open until 12:45

p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays, also

a fifteen minute extension.

Prior to the change, Baxter was the

only one of the four major dining halls

which remained open for breakfast

past 8:30 a.m. Baxter closes at 8:45,

but a continental breakfast is

available until 10:00 a.m. DriscoU and
Mission Park dining halls close at

8:30.

Suggestions from the Record
editors prompted both changes. The
editors argued that students who live

in Greylock and some of the row
houses who desire a cup of coffee and
toast before a 9:00 class are forced to

wake up unnecessarily early to make
breakfast at Greylock or else they

miss it by a few minutes.

Hodgkins said this was one of the

reasons why Baxter Hall, the most

centrally located dining facility,

remains open until 8:45.

The editors suggested that the long

lines for lunch at Baxter on Tuesdays
and Thursdays existed because the

north line closed at 12:30, but students

with classes during period N. Tuesday
and Thursday 11:00-12:15, arrived en

masse between 12:15 and 12:45.

Hodgkins said leaving the north line

open until 12:45 should solve this

problem. The south line remains open

until 1:15 p.m.; both open at 11:45.

Last Thursday, the line of students

waiting to eat lunch on the South line

at 12:40 p.m. extended down a flight of

stairs and twenty feet farther.

Brook pollution charged
by Sara Reynolds

A recent controversy between town
and state over the polluting of

Hemlock Brook threatened eight

businesses along Route? and farming
in Williamstown. HRBCEPA, the

Hoosic River Basin Citizen's En-
vironmental Protection Association,
Inc., played an important part in the

proceedings.

Last fall. Will A. Double, regional
engineer for the state Division of

Water Pollution Control announced
'bat eight businesses along Hemlock
Brook, including the 1896 House and
'he Captain's Table, had sewage
disposal systems closer to the brook
'ban the lOO feet allowed by state law,
and were polluting the brook above

legal limits. Hall declared that

Williamstown must build a new sewer

line to that area or the eight

businesses would be condemned.

The town protested the state's

decision, partly because of the high

cost of a new sewer line, and because

the sewer line would threaten existing

zoning laws. According to an article in

the November 17 North Adams
Transiripl, the area which the new

sewer line would service "hasn't been

developed extensively because its

clay soil prevented septic tanks that

can meet modern standards. A sewer

line would change this, placing un-

bearable pressure to develop Route 7

land going towards South William-

stown."

189,6
HOaSE

p.. '"[.T'er owners of the 1896 House Restaurant have Initiated foreclosure

m„,,!f'""9s against the establishment's management for falling to mee

hanH?*'* payments. James R. Murray said today that he would not contest

So'i„""9
over control of the restaurant to Harold Reder. The restaurant on Cold

f^ng Road has been closed since January. (photo by Janson)

In the same article Dr. Kurt

Wieneke, Jr. said that if the sewer line

was built, "we could kiss farming

goodbye in Williamstown".

HRBCEPA also protested the

ultimatum. The association claimed

that the required 100 feet setback

from streambeds for septic tanks was

arbitrary, and the limited choice of

solutions unfair, especially if the town

was going to be forced to build a sewer

costing an estimated half to one and a

half million dollars to serve a sparsely

settled area of the town.

While HRBCEPA was pushing for

the new committee, the state changed

Us septic tank set-back law from 100

feet to25 feet. The new law, according

to Gordon, "changed the situation

considerably." The committee, when

formed, now had as its aim not the

study of the consequences of a sewer

line but of the effectiveness of septic

systems to "see if the businesses

could solve their own problems,"

according to Robert R. R. Brooks, a

HRBCEPA member appointed to

the committee. Soil tests showed

committee, showed that on-site

disposal units could be installed or

improved and handle the effluent

satisfactorily.

Both Gordon and Brooks said that

the town has completely dropped the

idea of building a sewer. Gordon

stated, "the town committee has

directed all the businesses to come up

with their own ways of taking care of

the pollution problem." The state has

set a deadline of June 1 for the

"pollution problem to be cleared up
"

If at that time tests by the state show

that septic tank systems are not

taking care of the problem, the town

may have to reconsider the sewer

line.

Kenneth Roberts, left, and Dick Jeter, second from left, examining ar-
chitectural plans for the renovation of Chapin Hall. (photo by van DijI)

January transfers okayed
In order to allow students "as much

flexibility as we can" director of

admissions Phil Smith announced
recently that Williams will now admit
"out-of-phase" transfers who will be

first semester sophomores or juniors

in February rather than in Sep-

tember.

Smith expects that there will be

about five to ten such transfers in

February starting in 1977.

"Up until the 4-1-4 plan it was not

possible to consider out-ofphase
transfers," Smith noted. He added
that 101 offerings in the spring would
enable the out-of-phase student to

complete major requirements with no

difficulty. Smith did not feel that the

taking of a 402 course in the spring

followed by a 401 course in the fall

would pose a problem in most majors,
:iled the hyphenated,

sequential courses of the chemistry

department as one exception.

Adjustment problems are a main
raason Williams does not admit out-of-

phase freshmen according to Smith.

Because for space reasons Williams

could not admit enough out-of-phase

students. Smith feels "it would be too

difficult for freshmen to make the

transition in February It would be
pretty lonely.''

Mitch Besser '77 is presently out-of-

phase after taking the fall of his junior

year off. Besser views his situation as
advantageous for his thesis work
which starts in the spring and is

completed in December. Besser feels

one problem could be applying to

medical or law schools. If accepted he
foresees a nine-month lay-over from
January to September before
beginning medical school.

^
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President Chandler, looking tired but game, handing the baton to an eager Bob
Peck, who appears ready for a one-mile sprint. (photo by Read)

Sports 2076: a preview
by NickCristiano

The nature of sports will change

little in the next 50 years, but by 2076

sports will more clearly reflect the

characteristics of the increasingly

dominant techno-economic arm of

society, according to UMass sports

sociologist John W. Loy.

Loy, who wrote or edited six books

dealing with the sociology of sport,

made these remarks during his lec-

ture, "2076: A Sports Odyssey," to an
audience of about 50 in Jesup Hall

auditorium last Tuesday. The lecture,

sponsored by the Williams Lecture

Committee, was the first of a series on
the topic "1976: The Next Hundred
Years,"

Sports, "an , all-pervasive

phenomenon in the Western world and
the primary social institution in

America today," most clearly

mirrors the techno-economic realm of

the modern world, said Loy. And since

change takes place more rapidly in

that realm than the cultural and
decision-making realm, the techno-

economic arm of society will

dominate by 2076. Sports will in-

creasingly mirror its characteristics,

such as rationalization,

specialization, bureaucratization,

quantification, and a quest for

records.

According to Loy, these charac-

teristics will pervade sports from
juvenile to professional levels and
from leisure activity to organized

sports.

Counteracting this, Loy said, will be

a slow shift in the cultural realm away
from the present stress on winning

and excellence to a more communal
social atmosphere marked by less

competitiveness. Right now, he said,

the goals of winning and excellence

"fit in nicely" with the cultural em-
phasis in society.

The bearded sociologist spent the

bulk of the 90-minute talk disputing

the "myths" of social forecasters who
predict greater participation in sports

as leisure time and real income in-

crease.

People don't turn to sport, he said,

when leisure increases. Research in

car plants and people working four-

day work weeks has shown that many
people with increased leisure take

second jobs.
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Roadrunners take third
The Williams Road Runners Club

opened the 1976 season with an im-

pressive performance at the Con-

necticut A.A.U. Marathon Cham-

pionships. The WRRC grabbed the

third place team trophy and had four

runners in the top twenty out of a field

of over 200.

Garfield-Gladden
icemen crush

faculty skaters
The Garfield-Gladden hockey team

(CCCP) won the college intramural

championships last Thursday night by

defeating the faculty, 5-3. Garfield

had dethroned Carter House, last

year's champions, two nights before.

Both teams played excellent, tight

hockey for the first half. Garfield-

Gladden went ahead after ten minutes

1-0 on a goal by George Christman.

The students kept the pressure on, but

Mac Brown tied the score on a classic

breakaway goal. His eflort gave the

faculty momentum, and the^' quickly

went ahead 2-1' /
Things lookes^^forGarfield, as

some of the Acuity's best players

were just now ^^rriying;' But the

students wouldn't give up, and Brian

Smith tied the score at 2-2 just before

the half on a beautiful pass from Peter

Kastinelis.

The teams came back from the

recess looking tired, and couldn't

maintain the pace of the first half.

Smith broke the 2-2 deadlock when he

exploded past the faculty defense and

neatly beat goalie Clutz.

Good defense from Jim Ford and
Malcolm ("Mad Dog") Frisbie helped

goaltender John Agostini hold off the

faculty. Meanwhile Smith, with help

from Bob Cole, got two more goals, his

third and fourth of the game.
With 15 minutes to go, Garfield

flooded the ice with substitutes. There
are too many names to mention, but

the fact that they only allowed one

goal against the experienced faculty

showed how they had contributed all

year in Garfield's rise from the cellar

to the top.

A three man team is used in

marathon competition and first out of

the threesome was junior Tim Frit-

chard, striding to a 9th place finish in

2 hrs., 39 min. Franit Carr ac-

companied Pritchard for the first 17

miles of the 26.2 mile course, but then

had to drop back because of stomach

cramps and eased into 14th place with

a 2:45 clocking. Carr, running in his

home state, received a medal for

finishing 8th among Conn, residents.

Freshman Steve Polasky rounded out

the team and in his initial attempt at

the distance, he recorded an im-

pressive 2:46 to earn 18th place.

Lee Richardson, another rookie at

the "classic distance", was not in-

cluded in the three man team but did

provide evidence of the WRRC depth,

as he cruised into 15th place just

seconds behind Carr.

Joe "the incredible" Kolb w».

WRRC name. It was • unfortunai.
because the North Medford cInK
claimed his blazing 2:28 first Dla«
performance. Mark Sisson

'v,

escorted Kolb for the entire distanw
and was awarded second place also I
A 1 28.

Michelle Cutsforth '78 picked ud
trophy for finishing third among

ti,ewomen and joined the other six Boston
Marathon qualifiers by breaking Hg
three and one-half hour barrier The
insanity of long distance runnins
continues tomorrow at 10:00 a.m
when these 'throners will join aboui

200 other "crazies" for the Williams

Road Runners Club Fifth Annual 24

Hour Relay.

MICROOEXCOI

Last weekend, Marty Epstein '

the first National Women's Collect i

excellent performance. On Saturiwy,
Sunday in the giant slalom, she firtjsh'

combined Olympic bronze medantt.

FREE FILM
"Growing Up Female", a film

giving a taste of what life is like for

women in different stages of life,

will be shown on Monday, March
15, at 8:00 PM in Bronfman
Auditorium. The film is sponsored
by Williams Women and free to all.

INTERESTED IN NG-
FRILLS LOW COST JET
TRAVEL to Europe, Africa,

the Middle East, the Far
East? EDUCATIONAL
FLIGHTS has been helping

people travel on a budget
with maximum flexibility

and minimum hassle for six

years. For more into call

toll tree 800-223-5569.

CORF
The preceding d(

photographed to

image appears in

T icrsMn

The little old fashioned country store in the big Inn is

filled up to the brim with imaginative handcrafted mer-
chandise collected from the United States and all over the
world. There is a large selection of Zuni and Hopi Indian
silver, turquoise and coral jewelry, plus silver by
Massachusetts silversmiths. Also great belts, head scarves,
India bedspreads ($9.00) and Numdah rugs, baskets from the
Orient, Gwen Frostic books and notes, mugs, a zoo of stuffed
animals ... PLEASE DON'T FEED THE ANIMALS

. . . pottery and plants, imported teas, Crowley's Colby
cheese candies and much much more . . .

10% DISCOUNT WILLIAMS PEOPLE
Open 10-2 weekdays - 9-9 weekends

I'W^i'',

to the Albany Airport!!

Leaving Friday the 19th at

Noon from Baxter

Returning Sunday April 4lh

Leaving Albany at 6 P.M.

Cost -$5.00 per person

Reservations Needed call early

Dave at 6479

Randy at 6861

Larry at 2865

WESTERN DOOR WILDERNESS SCHOOL Is unique in the field of wilderness

education. Although each of its courses is a basic wilderness course, eac^ also

has an area of specialization. All of the courses except Wilderness- Homesteading
will backpack through wilderness areas for 28 days, free from outside contact,

acquiring and practicing the many skills required to live comfortably and safely

in the wild.
Wildernesa/Canoeing Wilderness/Mountaineering Wiiderness/Watercolor
Wilderness/Skiing Wilderness/Rock Climbing WUderness/Science
Wilderness/Arizona WUdemess/Homesteading WUderness/Photography Writing

West: Rocky Mountains, Colorado East: Adirondack Mountains, New York

Open to everyone over 15 smart enough to know they don't know it all

For further information and application, write or call:

WESTERN DOOR WILDERNESS SCHOOL
West/

75 I Street

Salt Lake City,

(801) 322-5381

Bast/

Box 534, 17 South Ave.

Utah 84103 Chautauqua, New York U722

... (716) 357-5541
Locally: contact John Millar 458-9027 ^__
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Piltch and Sturges are

victors In CC run-off
Steve Piltch '77 won a narrow

victory over Michael Knight '77 in a

run-off election for College Council

President. In unofficial results

released Friday evening, Piltch

defeated Knight by 11 votes, 602-591.

The winner's total represented 50.4

Thirty-six faculty

to receive leaves

in coming year
Thirty-six faculty members, in-

cluding eleven department chairmen

and the provost, have received leaves

for academic year 1976-77.

According to a tentative list

released by the President's Office,

twenty faculty members will be on

leave all year, with eight members

absent for one semester in the spring

and fall. Dean of Faculty Neil R.

Grabois said that more leaves may be

announced later.

Fifteen professors and associate

RECTION 6UI0E (M-9)

SECTION
i

»€ument has been re-

assure legibility and its

Imediately hereafter.

per cent of the votes cast. Knight's

total represented 49.5 per cent.

Piltch said that voting shifts in two
houses, Gar-Wood and Perry, were
probably significant in gaining him
the victory. He said he won both

houses in the run-off after splitting

Gar-Wood with Knight and losing

Perry to Knight in the general elec-

tion. Knight had no comment.
In a run-off election for vice-

president, Randy Sturges '77 won a

solid victory over Harry Kelly '78,

garnering 62.6 per cent of the vote to

37.3 per cent for Kelly.

Sturges regarded Mission Park and
the freshman class as most essential

to his victory. He said that it was
important to avoid a high pressure

campaign, and that "once people are

aware of the issues, word of mouth is

enough." Kelly felt that his being a

sophomore hurt his campaign. He
"couldn't get the campaign to take the

direction I wanted it to take."

According to Pam Carlton '76,

' t CC vice-president and head of

ection Committee, the corn-

counted individual ballots

while house tally sheets,

ed by house election officers,

ounted three times,

if Sunday afternoon, Carlton

i one had demanded a recount,

e Election Committee is not

igone. The results would not be

, she added, until ratified at a

meeting on Monday at 9 p.m.

ther run-off elections, Steve

ler '77 and Clayton Spencer '77

lositions on the Discipline

ittee and CEP (Div. II),

lively. Wertimer defeated Don
;e, 611-450, and Spencer

}d Laura Weisel, 341-316.

•oximately 1200 individuals cast

in the run-off election, while

ited in the general election last

y and Tuesday, according to

Shirley Burnham of Hawthorne Court was released from North Adams
Regional Hospital yesterday afternoon after treatment for facial cuts sustained
in a tvi(o-car accidentat 3:45 p.m. in Field Park.
The Burnham vehicle and one driven by Ernest Placido of Pittsfield each
sustained about $1,000 in damages, police said. (photo by Janson)

Davidson cuts JA pay
The fact that junior advisors at

Williams are not paid for their ser-

vices was cited as a contributing

factor in the decision by Davidson
College of Davidson, North Carolina

to discontinue payment of its hall

counselors. A. Clayton Spencer '77, a

JA in Morgan, is the daughter of

Davidson College president Samuel R.

Spencer, Jr.

In a January 23 article in The
Davidsonian, Davidson Dean of

Students Will H. Terry is quoted as

saying, "I found out that Williams

College, which is very much like

Davidson in every way, did not pay its

junior advisors. 1 said, 'by golly if

they can do it why can't we?'
"

Spencer admitted that her father

had asked her if Williams JA's were
paid, but she said that other issues

were the major factors behind the

decision. Spencer said that the need

for money in other areas and the fact

that the $100 a term stipend was
deducted from grants and loans made
to hall counselors receiving financial

aid were particularly important
factors.

She also said that The Davidsonian

blew Terry's statement out of

proportion. In a January issue,

associate editor Tony Snow expressed

fears of "Williamization." "The
possibilities for Williamization are

'absolutely staggering," Snow wrote.

"Just imagine a 50 million dollar

endowment, minority students, and
snow in December. The thought of

becoming just like Williams sends

chills up my spine."

Spencer said "Williams was not that

great an influence. It was used as a

rationalization, an example." She also

cited the argument of the Davidson
administration that students should

be willing to do a service to the college

on a voluntary basis.

Greylock and
Baxter extend
meal hours
Food Services extended the hours of

service' at two campus dining halls

effective yesterday, the Assistant

Director of Food Services, James
Hodgkins, announced.

The Greylock dining hall will be

open for breakfast until 8:45 a.m.

Monday through Friday, a fifteen

minute extension. The north line in

Baxter Hall will be open until 12:45

p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays, also

a fifteen minute extension.

Prior to the change, Baxter was the

only one of the four major dining halls

which remained open for breakfast

past 8:30 a.m. Baxter closes at 8:45,

but a continental breakfast is

available until 10:00 a.m. DriscoU and

Mission Park dining halls close at

8:30.

Suggestions from the Record
editors prompted both changes. The
editors argued that students who live

in Greylock and some of the row
houses who desire a cup of coffee and
toast before a 9:00 class are forced to

wake up unnecessarily early to make
breakfast at Greylock or else they

miss it by a few minutes.

Hodgkins said this was one of the

reasons why Baxter Hall, the most
centrally located dining facility,

remains open until 8:45.

The editors suggested that the long

lines for lunch at Baxter on Tuesdays
and Thursdays existed because the

north line closed at 12:30, but students

with classes during period N. Tuesday
and Thursday 11:00-12:15, arrived en

masse between 12:15 and 12:45.

Hodgkins said leaving the north hne
open until 12:45 should solve this

problem. The south line remains open

until 1:15 p.m.; both open at 11:45.

Last Thursday, the line of students

waiting to eat lunch on the South line

at 12:40 p.m. extended down a flight of

stairs and twenty feet farther.

fion charged

in WUUamstowTi ttRBCEPA, the
Hoosic River Basin Citizen's En-
vironmental Protection Association,
Inc., played an important part in the

proceedings.

Last fall, Will A. Double, regional
engineer for the state Division of

Water Pollution Control announced
that eight businesses* along Hemlock
Brook, including the 1896 House and
the Captain's Table, had sewage
disposal systems closer to the brook
than the 100 feet allowed by state law,
and were polluting the brook above

limits. Hall declared that

mstown must build a new sewer

to that area or the eight

^sses would be condemned.
• town protested the state's

de'cision, partly t)ecause of the high

cost of a new sewer line, and because

the sewer line would threaten existing

zoning laws. According to an article in

the November 17 North Adams
Transcript, the area which the new

sewer line would service "hasn't been

developed extensively becauS'e its

clay soil prevented septic tanks that

can meet modern standards. A sewer

line would change this, placing un-

bearable pressure to develop Route 7

land going towards South William-

stown."^
1896
HOUSE

JIfe former owners of the 189« House Restaurant have initiated foreclosure
Pfoceedings against the establishment's management for failing to meel
r^ongage payments. James R. Murray said today that he would not contest
"andiing over control of the restaurant to Harold Reder. The restaurant on Cold
>Pnng Road has been closed since January. (photo by Janson)

In the same article Dr. Kurt

Wieneke, Jr. said that if the sewer line

was built, "we could kiss farming

goodbye in Williamstown".

HRBCEPA also protested the

ultimatum. The association claimed

that the required 100 feet setback

from streambeds for septic tanks was
arbitrary, and the limited choice of

solutions unfair, especially if the town

was going to be forced to build a sewer

costing an estimated half to one and a

half million dollars to serve a sparsely

settled area of the town.

While HRBCEPA was pushing for

the new committee, the state changed

its septic tank set-ba(^ law from 100

feet to 25 feet. The new law, according

to Gordon, "changed the situation

considerably." The committee, when
formed, now had as its aim not the

study of the consequences of a sewer

line but of the effectiveness of septic

systems to "see if the businesses

could solve their own problems,"

according to Robert R. R. Brooks, a

HRBCEPA member appointed to

the committee. Soil tests showed

committee, showed that on-site

disposal units could be installed or

improved and handle the effluent

satisfactorily.

Both Gordon and Brooks said that

the town has completely dropped the

idea of building a sewer. Gordon

stated, "the town committee has

directed all the businesses to come up

with their own ways of taking care of

the pollution problem." The state has

set a deadline of June 1 for the

"pollution problem to be cleared up
"

If at that time tests by the state show-

that septic tank systems are not

taking care of the problem, the town

may have to reconsider the sewer

line.

Kenneth Roberts, left, and Dick Jeter, second from
chiiectural plans for the renovation of Chapin Hall.

left, examining ar-
(photoby van 01 j I)

January transfers okayed
In order to allow students "as much

flexibility as we can" director of

admissions Phil Smith announced
recently that Williams will now admit
"out-of-phase" transfers who will be

first semester sophomores or juniors

in February rather than in Sep-

tember.

Smith expects that there will be

about five to ten such transfers in

February starting in 1977.

"Up until the 4-1-4 plan it was not

possible to consider out-of-phase

transfers," Smith noted. He added
that 101 offerings in the spring would
enable the out-of-phase student to

complete major requirements with no

difficulty. Smith did not feel that the

taking of a 402 course in the spring

followed by a 401 course in the fall

would pose a problem in most majors,
though he cited the hyphenated.

sequential courses of the chemistry

department as one exception.

Adjustment problems are a main
reason Williams does not admit out-of-

phase freshmen according to Smith.

Because for space reasons Williams
could not admit enough out-of-phase

students. Smith feels "it would be too

difficult for freshmen to make the

transition in February. It would be
pretty lonely."

Mitch Besser '77 is presently out-of-

phase after taking the fall of his junior

year off. Besser views his situation as
advantageous for his thesis work
which starts in the spring and is

completed in December. Besser feels

one probiem could be applying to

medical or law schools. If accepted he
foresees a nine-month lay-over from
January to September before
beginning medical school.
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Annual relay tomorrow

President Chandler, looking tired but game, handing the baton to an eager Bob
Peck, who appears ready for a one-mile sprint. (photo by Read)

Sports 2076: a preview
by NickCristiano

The nature of sports will change
little in the next 50 years, but by 2076

sports will more clearly reflect the

characteristics of the increasingly

dominant techno-economic arm of

society, according to UMass sports

sociologist John W. Loy.

Loy, who wrote or edited six books

dealing with the sociology of sport,

made these remarks during his lec-

ture, "2076: A Sports Odyssey, "'to an
audience of about 50 in Jesup Hall

auditorium last Tuesday. The lecture,

sponsored by the Williams Lecture

Committee, was the first of a series on

the topic "1976: The Next Hundred
Years."

Sports, "an all-pervasive

phenomenon in the Western world and
the primary social institution in

America today," most clearly

mirrors the techno-economic realm of

the modern world, said Loy. And since

change takes place more rapidly in

that realm than the cultural and

decision-making realm, the techno-

economic arm of society will

dominate by 2076. Sports will in-

creasingly mirror its characteristics,

such as rationalization,

specialization, bureaucratization,

quantification, -and a quest for

records.

According to Loy, these charac-

teristics will pervade sports from
juvenile to professional levels and
from leisure activity to organized

sports.

Counteracting this, Loy said, will be

a slow shift in the cultural realm away
from the present stress on winning

and excellence to a more communal
social atmosphere marked by less

competitiveness. Right now, he said,

the goals of winning and excellence

"fit in nicely" with the cultural em-
phasis in society.

The t)earded sociologist spent the

bulk of the 90-minute talk disputing

the "myths" of social forecasters who
predict greater participation in sports

as leisure time and real income in-

crease.

People don't turn to sport, he said,

when leisure increases. Research in

car plants and people working four-

day work weeks has shown that many
people with increased leisure take

second jobs.

EiJRC^RE

_^ '..800-325-4867
H^ UniTravel Charters

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 300 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458-8271

eozis

'Try our Handicraft Section •

A Large Shipment was Just Received"

cnLLBci BOOK rrou MC
AMSTOVN, MAM. tom

Best Tennis in Town

Save 30% on Rackets

Expert Restringing on premises

Complete Clothing line

only at

GOFFS SPORTS. INC.

18 Spring St., Williamstown

ALSO: Great Selection—Baseball Equipment now displayed.

Roadrunners take third
The Williams Road Runners Club

opened the 1976 season with an im-

pressive performance at the Con-

necticut A.A.U. Marathon Cham-

pionships. The WRRC grabbed the

third place team trophy and had four

runners in the top twenty out of a field

of over 200.

Garfield-Gladden
icemen crush

faculty skaters
The Garfield-Gladden hockey team

(CCCP) won the college intramural

championships last Thursday night by

defeating the faculty, 5-3. Garfield

had dethroned Carter House, last

year's champions, two nights before.

Both teams played excellent, tight

hockey for the first half. Garfield-

Gladden went ahead after ten minutes

1-0 on a goal by George Christman.

The students kept the pressure on, but

Mac Brown tied the score on a classic

breakaway goal. His effort gave the

faculty momentum, and they quickly

went ahead 2-1.

Things looked bad for Garfield, as

some of the faculty's best players

were just now arriving. But the

students wouldn't give up, and Brian

Smith tied the score at 2-2 just before

the half on a beautiful pass from Peter

Kastinelis.

The teams came back from the

recess looking tired, and couldn't

maintain the pace of the first half.

Smith broke the 2-2 deadlock when he

exploded past the faculty defense and
neatly beat goalie Clutz.

Good defense from Jim Ford and
Malcolm ("Mad Dog") Frisbie helped

goaltender John Agostini hold off the

faculty. Meanwhile Smith, with help

from Bob Cole, got two more goals, his

third and fourth of the game.

With 15 minutes to go, Garfield

flooded the ice with substitutes. There
are too many names to mention, but

the fact that they only allowed one

goal against the experienced faculty

showed how they had contributed all

year in Garfield's rise from the cellar

to the top.

A three man team is used in

marathon competition and first out of

the threesome was junior Tim Prit-

criard, striding to a 9th place finish in

2 hrs., 39 min. Frank Carr ac-

companied Pritchard for the first 17

miles of the 26.2 mile course, but then

had to drop back because of stomach

cramps and eased into 14th place with

a 2:45 clocking. Carr, running in his

home state, received a medal for

finishing 8th among Conn, residents.

Freshman Steve Polasky rounded out

the team and in his initial attempt at

the distance, he recorded an im-

pressive 2:46 to earn 18th place.

Lee Richardson, another rookie at

the "classic distance", was not in-

cluded in the three man team but did

provide evidence of the WRRC depth,

as he cruised into 15th place just

seconds behind Carr.

Joe "the incredible" Kolb wa,

WRR?T™/n'^""'"^""''«^'^WRRC name. It was • unfortunai,
because the North Medford

ciuli
claimed his blazing 2:28 first plac
performance. Mark Sisson

75
escorted Kolb for the entire

distance
and was awarded second place also i„

2:28.

Michelle Cutsforth '78 picked up a
trophy for finishing third among

ihe

women and joined the other six Boston
Marathon qualifiers by breaking

the

three and one-half hour barrier. TIk
insanity of long distance running
continues tomorrow at 10:00 a,m
when these 'throners will join aboui

200 other "crazies" for the Williams

Road Runners Club Fifth Annual n
Hour Relay.

Last weekend, Marty Epstein '78 travelled to Boyne Mountain, Michigan, lor

the first National Women's College Ski Championships, were she turned In an

excellent performance. On Saturday. Marty finished sixth in the slalom, and on

Sunday in the giant slalom, she finished second to Toril Forland, the 1972 alpine

combined Olympic bronze medalist. (photo by Taguel

FREE FILM
"Growing Up Female", a film

giving a taste of what life is like for

women in different stages of life,

will be shown on Monday, March
IS, at 8:00 PM in Bronfman
Auditorium. The film is sponsored

by Williams Women and free to all.

INTERESTED IN NO-
FRILLS LOW COST JET
TRAVEL to Europe, Africa,

the Middle East, the Far
East? EDUCATIONAL
FLIGHTS has been helping

people travel on a budget
with maximum flexibility

and minimum hassle for six

years. For more info call

toll free 800-223-5569.

SATURDAY FILM SERIES

presents

A Man Escaped

Robert Bresson

Bronfman Auditorium Saturday,

March 13

7: 30 Only

Admission $1.00

The little old fashioned country store in the big Inn is

filled up to the brim with imaginative handcrafted mer-
chandise collected from the United States and all over the
world. There is a large selection of Zuni and Hopi Indian
silver, turquoise and coral jewelry, plus silver by
Massachusetts silversmiths. Also great belts, head scarves,
India bedspreads ($9.00) and Numdah rugs, baskets from the
Orient, Gwe^n Frostic books and notes, mugs, a zoo of stuffed
animals .{'. PLEASE DON'T FEED THE ANIMALS

. . . pottery and plants, imported teas, Crowley's Colby
cheese candies and much much more . . .

10% DISCOUNT WILLIAMS PEOPLE
Open 10-2 weekdays - 9-y weekends

The MAGIC BUS

RIDES AGAIN

tofhe Albany Airport!!

Leaving Friday the 19th at

Noon from Baxter

Returning Sunday April 4th

Leaving Albany at 6 P.M.

Cost - $5.00 per person

Reservations Needed call early

Dave at 6479

Randy at 6861

Larry at 2865

WESTERN DOOR WILDERNESS SCHOOL is unique in the field of wilderness

education. Although each of Its courses is a basic wilderness course, each also

has an area of specialization. All of the courses except Wilderness- Homesteading

will backpack through wilderness areas for 28 days, free from outside contact,

acquiring and practicing the many skills required to live comfortably and safely

in the wild.
Wilderneso/Canoeing Wilderness/Mountaineering Wildemess/Watercolor
Wilderness/Skiing Wilderness/Rock Climbing Wilderness/Science
Wilderness/Arizona WUderness/Homesteading Wilderness/Photography Writing

West: Rocky Mountains, Colorado East: Adirondack Mountains, New York

Open to everyone over 15 smart enough to know they don't know it all

For further information and application, write or call:

WESTERN DOOR WILDERNESS SCHOOL^
'- East/

Box 534, 17 Sooth Ave.

Chautauqua, New York M722

(714) 357-5561
Locally: contact John Millar 458-9027

West/

75 I Street

Salt Lake City, Utah 84103

(801) 322-5381
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Piltch and Sturges are

victors in CC run-off
Steve Piltch '77 won a narrow

victory over Michael Knight '77 in a

run-off election for College CouncU

President. In unofficial results

released Friday evening, Piltch

defeated Knight by 11 votes, 602-591.

The winner's total represented 50.4

Thirty-Six faculty

to receive leaves

in coming year
Thirty-six faculty members, in-

cluding eleven department chairmen

and the provost, have received leaves

for academic year 1976-77.

According to a tentative list

released by the President's Office,

twenty wculty members will be on

leave all year, with eight members

absent for one semester in the spring

and fall. Dean of Faculty Neil R.

Grabois said that more leaves may be

announced later.

Fifteen professors and associate

professors received sabbatical leaves.

Grabois said that tenured members of

the faculty become eligible for sab-

baticals every three or six years.

Fifteen assistant professors are

taking Special Assistant Professor

Leaves to work on projects approved

by their departments and the Com-
mittee on Appointments and
Promotions (CAP). According to

Grabois, only assistant professors in

their fourth year are eligible for the

one-semester with full pay leave. The
CAP formerly restricted these leaves

to one assistant professor from each
division each semester. Nine of these

faculty,members will also take a one
semester leave of absence to extend
their leaves to a full year.

Faculty granted a leave of absence
receive no pay. "These don't have to

be for research projects per se,"

Grabois explained. "Leave of absence

see FACULTY page 3

per cent of the votes cast. Knight's

total represented 49.5 per cent.

Piltch said that voting shifts in two
houses, Gar-Wood and Perry, were
probably significant in gaining him
the victory. He said he won both

houses in the run-off after splitting

Gar-Wood with Knight and losing

Perry to Knight in the general elec-

tion. Knight had no comment.
In a run-off election for vice-

president. Randy Sturges '77 won a

solid victory over Harry Kelly '78,

garnering 62.6 per cent of the vote to

37.3 per cent for Kelly.

Sturges regarded Mission Park and
the freshman class as most essential

to his victory. He said that it was
important to avoid a high pressure

campaign, and that "once people are

aware of the issues, word of mouth is

enough." Kelly felt that his being a

sophomore hurt his campaign. He
"couldn't get the campaign to take the

direction I wanted it to take."

According to Pam Carlton '76,

current CC vice-president and head of

the Election Committee, the com-

mittee counted individual ballots

once, while house tally sheets,

compiled by house election officers,

were counted three times.

As of Sunday afternoon, Carlton

said, no one had demanded a recount,

and the Election Committee is not

planning one. The results would not be

official, she added, until ratified at a

full CC meeting on Monday at 9 p.m.

In other run-off elections, Steve

Wertimer '77 and Clayton Spencer '77

won positions on the Discipline

Committee and CEP (Div. II),

respectively. Wertimer defeated Don
Wallace, 611-450, and Spencer

defeated Laura Weisel, 341-316.

Approximately 1200 individuals cast

ballots in the run-off election, while

1377 voted in the general election last

Monday and Tuesday, according to

Carlton.

Shirley Burnham of Hawthorne Court was released from North Adams
Regional Hospital yesterday afternoon after treatment for facial cuts sustained
In a two-car accident at 3:45 p.m. in Field Park.
The Burnham vehicle and one driven by Ernest Placido of PIttsfield each
sustained about $1,000 In damages, police said. (photo by Janson)

Davidson cuts JA pay
The fact that junior advisors at

Williams are not paid for their ser-

vices was cited as a contributirig

factor in the decision by Davidson
College of Davidson, North Carolina

to discontinue payment of its hall

counselors. A. Clayton Spencer '77, a

JA in Morgan, is the daughter of

Davidson College president Samuel R.

Spencer, Jr.

In a January 23 article in The
Davidsonian, Davidson Dean of

Students Will H. Terry is quoted as

saying, "I found out that Williams

College, which is very much like

Davidson in every way, did not pay its

junior advisors. I said, 'by golly if

they can do it why can't we?'
"

Spencer admitted that her father

had asked her if Williams JA's were
paid, but she said that other issues

were the major factors behind the

decision. Spencer said that the need

for money in other areas and the fact

that the $100 a term stipend was
deducted from grants and loans made
to hall counselors receiving financial

aid were particularly important
factors.

She also said that The Davidsonian

blew Terry's statement out of

proportion. In a January issue,

associate editor Tony Snow expressed

fears of "Williamization." "The
possibilities for Williamization are

absolutely staggering," Snow wrote.

"Just imagine a 50 million dollar

endowrrient, minority students, and
snow in December. The thought of

becoming just like Williams sends

chills up my spine."

Spencer said "Williams was not that

great an influence. It was used as a

rationalization, an example." She also

cited the argument of the Davidson
administration that students should

be willing to do a service to the college

on a voluntary basis.

Greylock and
Baxter extend
meal hours
Food Services extended the hours of

service at two campus dining halls

effective yesterday, the Assistant

Director of Food Services, James
Hodgkins, announced.

The Greylock dining hall will be

open for breakfast until 8:45 a.m.

Monday through Friday, a fifteen

minute extension. The north line in

Baxter Hall will be open until 12:45

p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays, also

a fifteen minute extension.

Prior to the change, Baxter was the

only one of the four major dining halls

which remained open for breakfast

past 8:30 a.m. Baxter closes at 8:45,

but a continental breakfast is

available until 10:00 a.m. DriscoU and
Mission Park dining halls close at

8:30.

Suggestions from the Record
editors prompted both changes. The
editors argued that students who live

in Greylock and some of the row
houses who desire a cup of coffee and
toast before a 9:00 class are forced to

Wcike up unnecessarily early to make
breakfast at Greylock or else they

miss it by a few minutes.
^ Hodgkins said this was one of the

reasons why Baxter Hall, the most

centrally located dining facility,

remains open until 8:45.

The editors suggested that the long

lines for lunch at Baxter on Tuesdays
and Thursdays existed because the

north line closed at 12:30, but students

with classes during period N. Tuesday
and Thursday 11:00-12:15, arrived en

masse between 12:15 and 12:45.

Hodgkins said leaving the north line

open until 12:45 should solve this

problem. The south line remains open

until 1:15 p.m.; both open at 11:45.

Last Thursday, the line of students

waiting to eat lunch on the South line

at 12:40 p.m. extended down a flight of

stairs and twenty feet farther.

Brook pollution charged
bvSara Reynolds

A recent controversy between town
and state over the polluting of

Hemlock Brook threatened eight

businesses along Route 7 and farming
in Williamstown. HRBCEPA, the

Hoosic River Basin Citizen's En-
vironmental Protection Association,
Inc., played an important part in the

proceedings.

Last fall, Will A. Double, regional
engineer for the state Division of

Water Pollution Control announced
that eight businesses along Hemlock
Brook, including the 1896 House and
Ihe Captain's Table, had sewage
disposal systems closer to the brook
than the 100 feet allowed by state law,
and were polluting the brook above

^^^

legal limits. Hall declared that

Williamstown must build a new sewer

line to that area or the eight

businesses would be condemned.

The town protested the state's

decision, partly t>ecause of the high

cost of a new sewer line, and because

the sewer line would threaten existing

zoning laws. According to an article in

the November 17 North Adams
Transcript, the area which the new

sewer line would service "hasn't been

developed extensively because its

clay soil prevented septic tanks that

can meet modern standards. A sewer

line would change this, placing un-

bearable pressure to develop Route 7

land going towards South William-

stown."

i^-

1896
HOaSE

IE
l»

The former owners of the 18?6 Noise Restaurant have initiated foreclosure
proceedings against the establishment's management for falling to meet
niortgage payments. James R. Murray said today that he would not contest
'wnaiing over control of the restaurant to Harold Reder. The restaurant on Cold
spring Road has been closed since January. (photo by Janson)

In the same article Dr. Kurt

Wieneke, Jr. said that if the sewer line

was built, "we could kiss farming

goodbye in Williamstown".

HRBCEPA also protested the

ultimatum. The association claimed

that the required 100 feet setback

from slreambeds for septic tanks was

arbitrary, and the limited choice of

solutions unfair, especially if the town

was going to be forced to build a sewer

costing an estimated half to one and a

half million dollars to serve a sparsely

settled area of the town.

While HRBCEPA was pushing for

the new committee, the state changed

its septic tank set-back law from 100

feet to 25 feet. The new law, according

to Gordon, "changed the situation

considerably " The committee, when

formed, now had as its aim not the

study of the consequences of a sewer

line but of the effectiveness of septic

systems to "see if the businesses

could solve their own problems,"

according to Robert R. R. Brooks, a

HRBCEPA member appointed to

the committee. Soil tests showed

committee, showed that on-site

disposal units could be installed or

improved and handle the effluent

satisfactorily.

Both Gordon and Brooks said that

the town has completely dropped the

idea of building a sewer. Gordon

stated, "the town committee has

directed all the businesses to come up

with their own ways of taking care of

the pollution problem." The state has

set a deadline of June 1 for the

"pollution problem to be cleared up
"

If at that time tests by the state show

that septic tank systems are not

taking care of the problem, the town

may have to reconsider the sewer

Hne.

Kenneth Roberts, left, and Dick Jeter, second from left, examining ar-
chitectural plans for the renovation of Chapin Hall. (photo by van DijI)

January transfers okayed
In order to allow students "as much

flexibility as we can" director of

admissions Phil Smith announced
recently that Williams will now admit

"out-of-phase" transfers who will be

first semester sophomores or juniors

in February rather than in Sep-

tember.

Smith expects that there will be

about five to ten such transfers in

February starting in 1977.

"Up until the 4-1-4 plan it was not

possible to consider out-of-phase

transfers," Smith noted. He added
(hat 101 offerings in the spring would
enable the out-of-phase student to

complete major requirements with no
difficulty. Smith did not feel that the

taking of a 402 course in the spring

followed by a 401 course in the fall

would pose a problem in most majors,

though he cited the hyphenated,

sequential courses of the chemistry

department as one exception.

Adjustment problems are a main
reason Williams does not admit out-of-

phase freshmen according to Smith.

Because for space reasons Williams

could not admit enough out-of-phase

students. Smith feels "it would be too

difficult for freshmen to make the

transition in February. It would be

pretty lonely.''

Mitch Besser '77 is presently out-of-

phase after taking the fall of his junior

year off. Besser views his situation as
advantageous for his thesis work
which starts in the spring and is

completed in December. Besser feels

one problem could be applying to

medical or law s<fhools. If accepted he
foresees a nine-month lay-over from
January to September before
beginning medical school.
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Effecting Change
The Office of Food Services is instituting minor scheduling

changes, which all hope will improve the convenience of meals
for students. The changes came following suggestions made by
the editors of the Record. Although the problems these changes
are meant to eliminate have existed for some time and although
many students have complained to their friends about them, no
word reached Food Services that a problem existed.

Many students seem to naively assume that their com-
plaints and suggestions will magically be communicated to

those in a position to do something about it. Many a brilliant

diatribe against stupidity and inefficiency at Williams has been
delivered in the midst of dinner conversation. Yet, apparently
the orators merely sought to improve their own digestion or
impress their friends with their rhetorical technique. For
clearly, the great majority of complaints and suggestions get no
further.

This is a shame, since, while many student complaints are
little more than after-dinner gas, students are usually in the
best position to discover problems and suggest improvements.
Contrary to mythology. College officials are quite open to

suggestions and frequently complain that they don't get enough
response from students to determine if college policies are
effective.

It must be especially exasperating to College officials that

even when verbalized much of student criticism is unhelpfully
unspecific. Food Services is especially open to this. What do
students expect officials to do with such comments as "This
food stinks" or "I wouldn't feed my dog this ! "?

Nevertheless, one suspects that some officials welcome
even ill-conceived suggestions as representing a degree of

information flow. Students have no right to complain about
unreasonable or unresponsive college actions if they have not
first made the effort to communicate their suggestions.
Students are most effective when they speak with the particular
College official involved. Discussion with College Council
members or letters to the Record are also effective avenues.
Given the amount of good that can be done, a phone call or letter

is a small time investment even for the Williams grind.

The next Record will not appear until Friday, April 9th, as both the staff
and the College community take a well-deserved break from the bi-weekly
issues. Copy and pictures for the April 9th issue should be submitted no later
than 2:00 p.m. on Tuesday, April 6th.

News and Notes
from Career Counseling

The Michael Reese Medical
Center, Chicago-Student Research

Training Program—summer '76.

Application deadline: April 5.

Since spring brealc is coming up
perhaps it would be best for in-

dividuals to write for applications.

Contact OCC for details and ad-

dress. (We have not yet received

the application forms at OCC)

Federal Summer Internship

—

Nominee: a senior completing

study in interior design, ar-

chitecture, commercial art or

drafting; Agency—Dept. of Justice

applications for nomination due by

March 17th. Contact Sue LitUe at

OCC.

We have information on an apt. in

NYC which will be available at the

end of May through the end of

August. Contact Katie Case at

OCC.

Co-director of the Cleveland

Consumer Action group. The group

is looking for a smart, capable

person with the ability to write, an

interest in consumer affairs and an

interest in learning the work.

Contact OCC for deteils.

Self-nominations are now being

accepted for the positions of

College Council Treasurer and
Secretary, according to CC Vice-

president Randy Sturges. Those
interested should include their

qualifications for the offices and
their reasons for applying.

Nominations should be submitted
to the Dean's Office no later than

12:00 a.m. Tuesday, April 6.

The Secretary shall—

1. Record the proceedings of all

Council meetings.

2. Maintain records of all

Council meetings.

3. Provide copies of the minutes
of previous meetings to all Council
members, the Dean, the President
of the College, and all residential

houses.

4. Keep all reports submitted
by Council and joint Student-
Faculty committees.

5. Assume the duties of the

President in the absence of the

President and the Vice-President.

The Treasurer shall—

1. Maintain a record of the

financial conditions of Council
funds and periodically report on it

to the Council.

2. Prepare a budget for the

Council.

3. Be a member of the Student
Activities Tax Committee.

Editorial Honorific

We would respectfully like to take

this opportunity to share with the

entire college community one event of

interest to all which occurred during

the proceedings of the 1976 Annual

Band Amateur Hour, Three-ringed

Circus, Food Fight and Banquet, held

in the nostalgic and heartburn-

warming 1896 North Reserve Room of

Baxter Hall on Thursday night, March

11, 1976.

It is customary each year for the

Banquet Committee to present with

all due ceremony several carefully

considered (and concocted) awards to

those band members who during the

course of the season have demon-

strated outstanding service or

disservice alike to the band, above

and beyond the call of duty. Of course,

under normal circumstances, the

distinction of receiving such an award

is strictly limited to band members

alone, who have all labored so

strenuously in cut-tiiroat competition

towards this end. However, under

exceptional and extenuating cir-

cumstances, the Committee may
deem it necessary to so honor a person

who, though happily unaffiliated with

and willfully divorced from our

organization, has dangerously chosen

to set himself apart from his peers as

a guiding example in spirit of a true

fellow bandsman. Such action on the

part of the Committee is taken with or

without forethought of malice, con-

sidering the merits of the case; it

should be further noted in this regard

that the Banquet Committee, as a

general policy, holds itself ac-

countable to nobody, and neither

accepts nor pretends to accept any

responsibility for its actions.

This year two most exceptional

members of the college community
have distinguished themselves in the

eyes of the Committee as worthy of

recognition, due to their selfless,

unfaltering, unrelenting, and entirely

undeserved support of the Band in

time of trouble. It is therefore with

great pleasure and utmost honor that

we publicly announce that the

Banquet Committee has voted

Lehman dies
Edith Altschul Lehman, who made

the second largest single contribution

to Williams, died in Williamstown last

week at the age of 86.

Lehman donated $1.25 million to the

College in June of 1964 in memory of

her late husband, Herbert H. Lehman,
who graduated from Williams in 1899.

Mr. Lehman, a former New York
Governor and U.S. Senator, was
recognized as one of Williams' most
distinguished alumni. He donated
funds for the construction of Lehman
Hall in 1928 and served as a college

trustee from 1945 to 1963.

Mrs. Lehman was a philanthropist

and prominent member of

educational, health and cultural
organizations. She was a fellow of

Brandeis University and received an
honorary degree from Williams in

1965.

More than 172 students have
received aid through the Lehman
scholarships during the past 12 years,

according to Henry N. Flynt,
Associate Dean and Financial Aid
director.

unanimously, after considerable

deliberation and ' consultation

following the vote with the ad-

ministration (our director, that is), to

present jointly to our own pre-eminent

Williams Record eidtors, David R.

Ross and George J. Schuteer (see 12-9-

75 Record for their front page cover

stories and photographs), the first

"Abbott and Costello, Polly Wanna
Cracker, Purple Moo-Cow with

Matching Golden Shovels for Two,

John Phillip Shalnman Memorial

Honorary Band Membership, with all

the honors, rlghte, and privileges

appertaining thereto". This award,

unlike the Band Itaelf, Is protected by

a lifetime guarantee, pending CEP
approval, the warranty to be obtained

from John Berringer.

Congratulations, Dave and George;

we accept your gratitude, and know
you'll make full use of your new
association with the Band. Indeed,

while looking forward to developing a

closer relationship with you, we can in

addition say with utmost assurance

that your continuing eloquent support

of the Band in all its functions will be a

welcome incentive toward future

Band participation. Do keep in mind,

however, that we unfortunately will

not be in the position next year to

present the Record with honorary

P.E. Credit unless your attendance of

all the rehearsals and games is ef-

fected in accordance with Band
regulations. Excelsior, Dave and

George!

On behalf of the entire 1976 Band
Banquet Committee,

Richard Spicer

1976-1977 Co-Student Leader

We are honored? Ed.

Spencer Foundation
supports study
The Spencer Foundation of Chicago,

111., which supports research in the

behavioral sciences related to

education, has given Williams a grant
of $10,(X)0 for a one-year study of child

development.

The study, under the direction of

psychology department chairman,
Phebe Cramer, will investigate the

ways in which children solve
everyday social conflicts, and the

ways in which these problem-solving

attempts may be used to solve

academic and intellectual problems.
According to Cramer, "studying the

child's intellectual development in the

context of emotional and social

development will provide a new way
to understand cognitive growth."

Seniors Vote?

To the editor:

I was unaware that the Colle»
Council and ita Elections £ommitt;
had changed their policy regarding
who could vote for specific class
representaUves to the student-facultv
committees. The rationale for per
mitting Juniors and Seniors to vote for
candidates for representatives from
the Freshman and Sophomore classes
to the C.U.L. and Discipline Com-
mittee is about as valid as basketball
team members voting in the election
for varsity hockey team.

Very truly yours,

Scott S.Davis '71

Sturges quits

Record post
Randy Sturges '77 announced he

will resign as features editor of the

Record prior to spring recess. Sue

Galli '78, a Record contributing

editor, will replace Sturges.

Sturges, who was elected CC vice

president Friday, said he is resigning

to devote more time to other ex-

tracurricular activities and academic

interests. Sturges will remain on the

Record staff as a contributing editor.

Galli joined the Record staff last

year and served as a staff reporter

prior to her appointment as con-

tributing editor in January. She was

editor-in-chief of her high school

newspaper in Warwick, Rhode Island,

Sturges, who joined the Record stall

last spring, has been features editor

since December.

TJhe MAGIC BUS

RIDES AGAIN

to the Albany Airport 1

1

Leaving Friday the Ifth at

Noon from Baxter

Returning Sunday April 4th

Leaving Albany at 6 P.M.

Cost - $5.00 per person

Each way
Reservations Needed call early

Dave at 6479

Randy at 6861

Larry at 2865

ALOHA,

MY FRIENDS!

WESTERN D(X)R WILDERNESS SCHCXDL Is unique In the field of wilderness

education. Although each of its courses is a basic wilderness course, each also

has an area of specialization. All of the courses except Wilderness- Homesteading
will backpack through wilderness areas for 28 days, free from outside contact,

acquiring and practicing the many skills required to live comfortably and safely

in the wild.
Wilderneso/Canoeing WUderness/Mountaineering WUdemess/Watercolor
Wildernesa/Skiing Wilderness/Rock Climbing WUdemess/Science
Wilderness/Arizona WUderness/Homesteading WUdemess/Photography Writing

West: Rocky Mountains, Colorado East: Adirondack Mountains, New York

Open to everyone over 15 smart enough to know they don't know it all

For further Information and application, write or call:

WESTERN DOOR WILDERNESS SCHOOL
East/

Box 534, 17 Sooth Ave.

— - -^ Chautauqua, New York M722

Locally: contact John Millar 458-9027 <"*' '"'*"

West/
75 I Street

Salt Lake City, Utah 84103

(801). 323-5381
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Comet West, named for Dr. Richard
West who discovered it last fall, was
photographed by Prof. Jay M.
Pasachoff at 5:15 a.m. on March 8

from the observing deck on top of the
Thompson Physics building. Venus
can be seen to the left of the comet.
West is one of the four brightest
comets of the last 100 years.

36 faculty

take leave
FACULTY from page 1

is a much wider ranging category."

Provost and Economics Professor

Stephen R. Lewis, Jr. will be on leave

next spring and the entire 1977-78

academic year. Lewis will continue as
provost first semester next year,

Grabois said. President John W.
Chandler will name his successor.

Committee and Department
chairmen leaving next year include

Afro-American Studies Chairman
William H. Exum, Area Studies

Chairman, Peter K. Frost, An-
thropology Department Chairman,
Marcella Mazzerelli, American
Civilization Co-Chairman, Fredricic

Rudolph, Chemistry Department
Chairman, J. Hodge Maritgraf,

English Department Chairman,
Lawrence S. Graver, History

Department Chairman, Russell H.

Bostert, Philosophy Co-Chairman
Nathaniel M. Lawrence, Political

Economics Chairman, MacAlister
Brown, Psychology Department
Chairman, Phebe Cramer, and Pre-

Medical Advisory Committee
Chairman, James F. Skinner.

Grabois said that the College is in

the process of interviewing can-

didates for next year's faculty.

President Chandler will name the new
department chairmen.

Away Academic Year i»7«-77

Vincent M. Barnett, Jr.

Randall Bartlett

Rob^ H. Bell

Edwina J. Blumberg

Russell H. Bostert

MacAllister Brown

Arthur J. Carr

Paul B. Courtwright

Phebe Cramer

William H. Exum

Peter K. Frost

Lawrence S. Graver

Lawrence J. Kaplan

J. Hodge Marl<graf

Marcella Mazzarelli

David A. Park

John K. Savacool

James F. SItinner

sabbatical

leave of absence

SAPL (one sem.)

leave of absence (one sem.)

SAPL (one sem.)

leave of absence (one sem.)

sabbatical

sabbatical

sabbatical

SAPL (one sem.)

leave of absence (one sem.)

sabbatical

SAPL (one sem.)

leave of absence (one sem.)

sabbatical

sabbatical

SAPL (one sem.)

leave of absence (one sem.)

sabbatical

SAPL (one sem.)

leave of absence (one sem.)

sabbatical

sabbatical

sabbatical

Andrew T. Williams SAPL (one »em.)

leave of absence (one sem.)

James B. Wood SAPL (one sem.)
leave of absence (one sem.)

Away First Semester Only i»7*-77

Raymond W. Baker SAPL

Zirka Z. Filipczak

Charles H. Karelis

Francis C. Oakley

Frederick Rudolph

John E. Stambaugh

JoAnne Stubbe

G. Lawrence Vankin

SAPL

SAPL

leave of absence

leave of absence

leave of absence

leave of absence

sabbatical

Away Second Semester Only 1976-77

Dudley W. R. Bahlman sabbatical

Stephen Dankner SAPL

Philip K. Hastings sabbatical

Thomas L. Koppenheffer SAPL

Nathaniel M. Lawrence sabbatical

Stephen R. Lewis, Jr. leave of absence

David G. Rice SAPL

Sarah J. Stage SAPL

Everyone wins in annual 24-hour relay marathon

Alan Eusden tries to "outkick" a
determined competitor under the
lights at the Towne Field House.
Team members and guest milers
alike look turns setting their own
paces during the 24 hours.

(photo by Read)

by Frank Carr

For the third year in a row, the

Williams Road Runners Club 24 Hour
Relay produced a new world indoor

record. The WRRC A team was the

first to break a world record by
churning out 279 miles in 1974, but for

the past two years it has been the

Williams women who have received

the record breaking honors.

The Women's A team averaged

6:35.9 per mile and extended their own
year old record to 218 miles, 389 yards.

The ten members of the world record

team are: Lisa Capaldini, Michelle

Cutsforth, Mary Hakala, Becky Kano,

Sally Newton, Rachel Poller, Shailah

Stewart. Ellen Toll, Anne Waters and

Anne Youngling.

The WRRC A team recorded the

most miles (263, 587 yards) but

became an "unofficial" learn after

about four hours. Two A team runners

were not in the field house to catch

their respective handoffs and in ac-

cordance with the rules, the A team

could only remain "official" if they

continued with eight runners. After a

quick conference it was decided to

stick the two runners back in, and as it

turned out, the decision was a smart
one because Bob Clifford pulled a calf

muscle and dropped out after 9 hours

and Doug Hollett "look a sabbatical"

for the last three hours. The unex-

pected loss of Clifford and Hollett

would have reduced an official team
to six runners. The remaining eight

members of the A team were: Gary
James, Tim Prilchard, Joe Kolb, Dan
Sullivan, Frank Carr, Chris Flavin,

Sieve Polasky and Lee Ricliardson.

The A team averaged 5:28.1, but

there was quite a spread of mile times

which made up this average. Gary
James won the "Tom Cleaver Idiot

Award" for the second time by virtue

of his 4:47, 14th mile. The Pete Far-

well "What Me Tired?" Award went

lo Joe Kolb for running his last mile in

4:46.5. Oddly enough, Kolb also had

the slowest mile of any A team
member, a scorching 7:30.3.

The fastest mile average (5:00.6)

was recorded by WRRC B teamer

Scott Lutrey ('75). The "Grimace"

also had the most sub 5:00 miles in

WRRC relay history (12). Ned
Sullivan, Paul Skudder, Rob Sweeney,
Al Eusden, Dave Walker, Ed Bacher,
Dave Carroll, Stew Read and Tom
Schreck rounded out the B team which
had thinned out to seven runners by
about six o'clock in the morning. The
B team totaled 249m. 218 yards and
had a team average of 5:46.8.

In all, thirteen teams competed in

the relay. The 10 remaining teams
with mileage and per mile average in

parentheses are: Mt. Greylock (250m.

1650y., 5:44.3); Pratt-Prospect
(248m., 5:48.4); Surges Deluxe
(243m., 5:5^.6); Sage C—Weeds
(237m., ^:04.6); Fort Who? (237m.,

6:04.6); Dodd (228m., 6:18.9); Coyotes
(223m., 6:27.4); Faculty 10 (219m.,

897y., 6:33.6); Stridors (201m,, 7:09)

Womens team (197m. 440y.,7:18).

The grand total for the relay was
3015 miles, but it has yet to be tran-

slated into pledge dollars. This year's

relay scene was that of a true car-

nival. The Jazz Band and The Ephlats
provided musical entertainment for

the runners and spectators.

Jeff Mahoney plays the saxophone
and Ken Inchalik waits his turn as a
combination of campus jazz groups
provides entertainment for tt» run-
ners and spectators.

(photo by Kahane)

i^"''«
f^erguson and Dave Studenmund follow the runners as Rdbert Murphy

ana chuck Goller mug for the camera. Peter Harding checks over Tim Rior-
oan, while Ken Schoetz and John Paddock check over the team totals, (photo by
Read)

Trainer Gene Guerin massages Marty Immerman's weary legt while „Ed
Bacher (left) and Tom Schreck rest. (photo by Kahane)

*
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Professor of Economics Gordon Winston, sporting the latest In "Macro" t-

shirts, pastes ttte "buck" to President John Chandler. (photo by Read)

Runners and visitors alike set up
camp in the Towne Field House and
took in a screening of "The Battle of

the Bulge." Participants slept on
mattresses or sweatsuits in between
miles, the film, and the live jazz.

(photo by Kahane)

The winnmg A Roadrunners Team. Top left to right: Doug Hollit, Tim Prlt-
chard, Dan Sullivan, Steve Polasky, Joe Kolb. Bottom left to right: Bob CIH-
ford, Lee Richardson, Gary James, Frank Carr, Chris Flavin, (photo by Read)
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Pulsating Pilobolus sparkles
by Nina Girveti

' It is a rare privilege to be able to

enjoy, here at Williams, a per-

Wmance of one of the most exciting

young dance companies in the

country. And thanks to the efforts of

Joy Dewey and the dance sociaty,

.Pilobolus Dance Theatre, an en-

temble of six witty, breathtakingly

talented, and tremendously in-

inovative acrobat-mimist-
choreograpber-dancers, ai^peared in

two different programs last Friday
and Saturday nights at the AMT.

Pilobolus, founded in 1971 by 2

Dartmouth students, has, as its name
indicates, a definite "fungus"-like

quaUty. The dancers, who bring to the

company varied backgrounds in

gymnastics, dance, sports of all kinds,
' and choreography, function together

organically—that is, they are a self-

contained, collaborative ensemble,

and their amazing pieces sprout,

grow, and pulse with energy. The
uncanny strength, elasticity and

balance of these artists are coupled

with an ability to exploit fully and

sometimes defy such natural

phenomena as gravity, centrifugal

force, and kinetics, to produce

stunning shapes and body structures,

and daredevilish lifts, falls and
suspensions. They find impulses in

breath, the floor, and each other; they

exhaust the potentials of their props,

their space and their bodies.

Every piece Pilobolus performed

this weekend was fascinating. "Un-
titled", their newest work, in-

corporates a strange children's story

score with dramatic images of two

women who ris^ to gigantic height,

tease each other, manipulate two

young "suitors", give birth to and
nurture the two men who, hidden

under their long skirts, had supported

them on their shoulders, and end

finally in "rocking chairs" of the

men's legs. It is a fantasy, sometimes

comical, sometimes sinister, often

abstract, always moving, intense and

Pinter's menacing 'Birthday

Party' to be presented
The Williams College Theatre will

bring its 1975-76 season to a close on
the weekend of April 9th, with three

performances of Harold Pinter's The
Birthday Party. The production will

be directed by Gregory Boyd, and
designed by Richard W. Jeter, both of

the Williams Department of Drama.
Tickets are now available at the

Adams Memorial Theatre box office.

The Birthday Party was the first

full-length play written by Harold
Pinter, the English dramatist who
introduced the term "comedy of

menace" into the vocabulary of the

theatre. Although an early work, The
Birthday Party demonstrates strong

elements of Pinter's mature style,

which combines comedy and terror in

equal parts. The action of the play

centers on a young man living in a

run-down resort who is brainwashed
and abducted by two unidentified

strangers. Operating on the theory

.
that the unknown is more terrifying

than the obvious, Pinter never ex-

plains exactly who the young man is

or why he is kidnapped. The true

terror of the situation arises from the

fact that the unexplained malicious

forces enter into a readily familiar

domestic setting. It is also in this

juxtaposition of normality and ab-

normality that the play finds its

humor.
As an absurdist writer, Pinter

deserves to be ranked in a class with

Beckett, lonesco, and Genet, although

both his style and his humor are

distinguished as being peculiarly

British. Pinter's technique was not

immediately appreciated by English

audiences, however, and it was some
time before his genius was
recognized. Although not a popular

success when it opened in 1958, The
Birthday Party has long since been
acclaimed as the equal of Pinter's

later, and more popular, master-

pieces, The Caretaker and The
Homecoming. Pinter has now
achieved such prominence that his

latest work. No Man's Land, was
performed on stage by the actor-

knights John Gielgud and Ralph
Richardson, and is soon to be made
into a film with Laurence OUvier and
Richard Burton. At the age of forty-

five, Pinter is unchallenged in his

position as the leading British

dramatist of his generation.

The Birthday Party is the second
play to be directed at Williams by
Gregory Boyd, a new member of the

drama faculty. Boyd directed Bertolt

Brecht's Baal in November, and acted
in the recent WCT production of A
Midsummer Night's Dream. Richard
W. Jeter has designed all three WCT
productions this year.

The Birthday Party will be per-

formed three times only on Friday,

April 9th, Saturday, April lOth, and
Sunday, April 11th. The cast includes

Bob Gregory, John Bedford Lloyd,

Bob Berry, Raquel Shapiro, Dick
Bradford, and Ellen Hopkins.

dramatic, executed with amazing co-

ordination and balance.

"Walk Lyndon", a heavily pan-

tomimed, hysterically funny

walkathon, begins with an assortment

of comical characters, develops into a

collision course of bumps and unex-

pected rebounds, and ends as the most

"abused" member of the ensemble,

Michael Tracy, who gete slapped

around, see-sawed, stepped on,

squished and finally tugged at

determinedly by all the others, simply

extracts himself from their elaborate

structure and walks away!

Both "Ocellus" and "Ciona", built

primarily on the uniquely Pilobolian

technique of "Body Lihkage", are

difficult, witty, and intricate works of

art. The dancers' energy pulses from

body to body as they connect, then

break away, then mold together again

to create sculptures or leap frog

springs, impossible balance-

suspensions, or a simple hand-linked

circle, all within a very basic

choreographic frame work, and using

music that is never central, but

perfectly complimentary to and

blendable with the action.

The solos were weird and exciting,

especially "Pseudopodia", danced (or

rather propelled)by Jonathan Wolken,

the stage floor and gravity. Martha

Clarke's creative exhaustion of props,

as well as her odd little pathetic

characters who fantasize, then hide

themselves away, were entertaining,

as was the marvelous red creature of

Alison Chase's "Lost and Fauna".

But the most polished, humorous, and

varied work was "Monkshood's
Farewell", a six-part fantasy of

knights, hunchbacks, ugly crawly

things and other strange, contorted

creatures, Moses Pendleton's one-

legged bird solo was perhaps the most

amazing demonstration of skill in the

piece.

Pilobolus is an extraordinary

phenomenon. The company's detailed

and varied characterizations, emotive

gestures and expression, graceful,

strong, supple bodies, and odd,

wonderful sense of humor, delighted

the audiences here at Williams.

Focus on Arts
Focus on Arts is a weekly feature

written by David Olsher which
previews selected upcoming arts

events.

As the story goes, an outxof work
writer spent an afternoon browsing

through the Los Angeles County Hall

of records and came across some
unusual real estate transactions. It

seemed that several decades ago an
entire valley had been bought by six

men. Today that same land, the San
Franando Valley, is solidly filled with

residences and shopping centers as

the result of a real estate boom in

which untold sums of money changed
hands. His interest piqued, the writer

set about investigating those

acquisitions and ended up writing an
original screenplay. The story belongs

to Robert Towne, as does an Academy
Award for his meticulously con-

structed detective mystery,
Chinatown. Roman Polansky
regained his critical reputation with

this film, and Jack Nicholson's per-

formance is as flawless as the writing

and direction. It plays Thursday
night

Peter Brook is one of the most
important men in theater today. His

direction of the Royal Shakespeare
Company helped bring jtInternational

acclaim as an experimental theater,

and his work in general has helped
keep theater a vital living art form.

Tonight you can see his film of King
Lear starring Paul Scofield. Don't
miss it.

In recent months, Lina WertmuUer
has become the new darling of the

New York film.critics. Her Love and
Anarchy is a story which pits love

against politics in fascist Italy.

WertmuUer is the first woman
director to gain this level of critical

recognition. It's on Spring Street
Wednesday and Thursday ... see it

and decide for yourself.

\ \\ »l
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Three short films about redwood
trees in northern California will be
shown at 8 p.m. Wednesday in

Bronfman, in an effort to represent

the various sides to a controversial

issue in California. In addition to

the films, sophomore Peter F.

Green '78 who spent January
studying the problem will discuss
the redwood situation and answer
questions from the audience.

# ^:

JuMut Htgyi conducting th« Berkshire Symphony laiI Friday •vMiIng In Chapin
Hall. Th« coflcart was Ina third o< tha year for the Williams basad group.

(photi).by Janson)

Discoveries

Records & Topes

SPRING STREET

Jonathan Wolkan looks on as Martha Clark* and Allion Chas* rahaars* "Un.
titled" (197S) during the Pilobolus Dance Theatar't lectura^lamonttration lut
Thursday. The company also gave a master class and two performances during
their three day residency. (photo by Janson)

Pilobolus Residency
by Mimi David

A Dance Theatre's Residency:

Pilobolus at Williams

Last Thursday afternoon at 3:30

about sixty Williams students in

danskins, sweats, assorted socks and

woolen garments, sprawled across the

floor in the upstairs gym at Lasell

awaiting the Pilobolus Dance
Theater's class. Two or three small

children stood nervously near the

matted walls. Assorted Williamstown

adults sat on benches near the en-

trance amidst members of an Aikedo

class who periodically lifted and
stretched each others legs. Through

the crowd, I approached a lithe

woman whose strong body molded in

black wool moved rhythmically

through warm-up exercises. She was
a Pilobolus member and would be

teaching the class. Yes, they had

taught workshops before and an in-

terview might be possible following

the lecture demonstration. I was
abruptly dismissed; the dancers were
here to dance.

So the "dancing" began. "There is

no Pilobolus technique," she an-

nounced. We proceeded to "loosen

up." Swinging arms, heads,

shoulders, legs. I began to wonder,

what does Pilobolus mean? what kind

of dance is this, ballet, modern?
"Improvisation", we were informed,

is perhaps the essential element in

Pilotx)lus Dance Theatre. The woman

before us sprinted, pounced, teased,

smiled as we shadowed her

movemtots.
She emphasized the different

perspectives one must maintain

during improvisation. First, we in-

corporated the awareness of a per-

former with the choreographer's

sense of dynamics by walking across

the floor stopping and starting while

carrying on an audible dialogue. This

sequence resembled the "Walklyn-

don" (1971) which Pilobolus per-

formed both Friday and Saturday

nights. Second, while retaining our

internal sense of the performer, we
combined it with the external force of

the audience by forming two parallel

lines facing each other creating a sort

of stage between us upon whicli we

improvised in groups of two. The

dynamics of dance seemed absent in

the dancing lessons. The electricity of

movement was not generated by ttie

dancers.

The Pilobolus Dance Theatre was at

Williams to dance, to share their

creative and unique interpretations of

dance through their performance. At

this, they succeeded marvelously.

Both Friday and Saturday night were

exhilarating experiences for those

who attended. One viewed an ex

cellent and novel dance company, yet

was basically unable to participate in

dance beyond the usual perspective as

a viewer in an audience.

PRESENTS
Thursday, March 18th

^ ,^^^
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SLEEP AT 7 P.M. .
., ,^

of vacation, our first presentation is

At9& 11:30 P.M.

THE BIG SI
rn honor of the convergence
"THE BIG SLE^P" at 7 p.m. Humphrey Bogart stars as Philip

Marlowe, that cynical yet curiously charming private eye who

encounters Lauren Bacall In the world of blackmail, deception and

stark violence of William Faulkner's screen play and Howard

Hawk's direction.
Our second feature Is "CHINATOWN" at V and 11:30 p.m. Roman
Polanski directs Jack Nicholson and Faye Dunaway In a complex

tale of values corrupted by greed and the lust for power set In seedy

Southern California In the 1930's.

THIS WEEK'S MOVIE TRIVIA QUESTION: What was the full

name of the secret right-wing organization In "Z"?

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $100

Next Attraction: FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD.
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Duo Rodrigo d« Zayas and Ann Ptrrat will Mrform "A Renaissance of Lute

Song" at the Koussevitslcy Art Center at Bericsliire Community College in

Pitlsfield on Saturday, March 27 at S p.m. The concert will feature per-

formances on seven authentic Uth, 17th, and 18th century instruments copied

especially for de Zayaz by master luthiers in Spain. Also Ann Perret's voice

brings to life the original texts from European libraries and museums com-
bined with de Zayas' plucked Instruments to create the Zayas-Perret sound.

Tickets are $4.50 adults and $2.50 students and are available at Renzi's College

Bookstore on Spring Street and Arts Action in Great Barrington. The concert is

sponsored by the Southern Berkshire Community Arts Council.

Womenchoose
coordinators

Williams Women choee five new co-

ordinators at the organization's

weekly meeting last night. Susan Coen
78, Maryellen Shea '78, Carole-Anne

Tyler '78, Leslie S. Christoph '79 and
Carolyn L. Craven '79 will succeed

current co-ordinators Valerie A.

Andersen '78, Virginia C. Long '77,

Joy Silverstein '76, and Jeanne E.

Mullen '76.

Long said that it was up to the new
co-ordinators to decide how to allot

functions. "They will work with the

( former) co-ordinators until the end of

the year," Anderson said. "They'll

gradually take-over more and more
responsibility."

Commenting on the organization's

performance this year, Andersen

stated, "We were very active this

year and tried to open Williams

Women up to more people on campus."

Both Christoph and Craven agreed
that there isn't enough feminist

consciousness on campus. "There
should Ije more voice for women,"
Christoph maintained. "This is a

male-dominated campus."

1

SUMMER
1976

ysfi.

...V

l^^Y'^/ed-̂ ^^^?t€^

to spend a summer of studv in unusuallv pleasant surroundings choosing

from a wide variety of courses taught b\ distinguished Stanford facult\ and

visiting professors. Courses offered include:

Environmental Field Geology and Land-Use Planning in California H

Cultural Pluralism Basic Drawing, Painting, Printmaking, Photography

H Psychology of Law Mass Media Institute ) Aeronautics and

Astronautics Computer-Generated Music B American Studies

Film Aesthetics ) Women in American Society and many others.

If you arc an undergraduate or graduate student at anolher college or

university, a graduate of a recognized college or univcisit\
,
oi a person aged

twenty-five or over, then you're eligible to enroll in the

STANFORD SUMMER VISITOR PROGRAM 1976

,une 2 I' to August 14

VJrite or call for more information:

....... .^

Stanford Suninior Visitor Program

Building I , Room 2A

Stanford, California 9430.S

-• r":..r. (415) 497-3109

Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall star in the classic thriller "The Big
Sleep" playing in Bronfman this Thursday evening. Also showing is

"Chinatown".

Beneficial competition

North Adams challenge
The following article was reprinted

from "The Seed", the North Adams
State College newspaper.

The bus screeched to a stop at the

North Adams terminal. It t6ok me
awhile to realize I had reached my
destination and that it was time to

leave. I had been thinking about

something for the past few minutes

and I continued to think about it as I

left the bus and started to make my
way towards the college.

The bus had been full of students

returning to school from the

Thanksgiving recess. It seemed that a

half of the passengers were State

College students and the other half

were from neighboring Williams

College. A student from Williams sat

in front of me with his girlfriend, an

obvious outsider to this area. I

couldn't help overhearing some of

their conversation as the bus entered

North Adams. He was explaining to

her that there was a State College

located in the city and from what he

had heard about it, it was an "alright

place." The boy continued on to say he

rTHE
SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINESBEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

WillJamstown

Phone 458-3704

couldn't fathom why there wasn't

more of an exchange between the two

schools. It seemed to him that it was
very unusual that a rivalry had not

developed between the colleges

because of their proximity to one

another. The conversation then turned

to other subjects.

What I heard started me thinking. It

was odd that the two schools did not

compete athletically on a broad scale.

I resolved to get to the bottom of the

situation and started asking some
questions.

The answers to my questions were
an education in themselves. It seems
that North Adams State College has

always wanted to compete in sports

like hockey and basketball, but

Williams has refused. Their grounds

for this refusal indicate that they feel

our clubs could not compete with

theirs. In earlier years, this might

have been true, but presently our

basketball squad is better than

Williams' and our hockey team is at

least as good. I believe there is a

hidden reason behind it all. This lies

with the fact that they feel it is below

them to play North Adams State

College, an institution that is weakly

represented in the New York Stock

Exchange. They let us play their

b)aseball team IJecause the Williams

administration knows hardly anybody

comes to watch the game. Hence, no

loss of their prestige or good name. To

put it bluntly, one Williams student

related to me that, "We just pretend

that the State College doesn't exist."

Come on Williams. Get off your high

horse and compete with us in major
sports. It's time for you to admit that

many of our teams are just as good or

better than yours. It's time for you to

stop only playing schools you played

against back in 1910. Let's start a

healthy rivalry between the two
schools. It can only benefit both of us.

Baskin

and

Zeman
at

The Log

Wednesday, March 17

9-12 p.m.

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATION

"ONE OF THE YEAR'S
BEST" . . . Family Circle Mag.

"Lies My Father

Told Me"

PG. Children Believe In Miracles.

Grandfather AAake Them Come True

CINEMA 1 7:3049:30 CINEMA II

Matinee Sat. & Sun. 2:00 7:008.9:15

RT.67A BENNINGTON, VT.

"ONE OF THE

YEAR'S 10 BEHFUK.'
CatTTwn P. ZoSopnmMi

Ingmar Bergman's

ENDS ^0

"war » SURROGATE UELEASE

Mat. Sat. d Sun. 7:00

(a02) 442-8179

i
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Season opens in Florida

Lacrosse travels

•. T *• - ryi

by Dennis O'Shea

The varsity lacrosse team heads for

the sunny slues, and, more im-

portantly, real live grass of Tampa,
Florida, next week to participate for

the fourth straight year in the Sun-

coast Lacrosse Tournament held at

University of South Florida. Outside

for only the second time this year and
on natural turf for the first time, the

Bphmen will face Team Canada, a

national team preparing for the 1978

World Championships, as well as

collegiate foes St. Lawrence, Kenyon,

RPI and Tufts.

The Purple's regular season goals

this year are to once again earn a

berth in the New England College

Division Tournament, a tussle they

won in 1973 and finished runner up in

last year, and to win the newly USILA-
sanctionedSnively Division (see box).

The Ephs will also be out to improve

Snively league

The United States Intercollegiate

Lacrosse Association has officially

established the Whoop Snively

Lacross League for championship

play. Competing under New
England Association sanction, the

league opened play in 1975 with

Williams emerging as first year
champions.

The league is composed of

Amherst, Babson, Bowdoin,
Brandeis, Lowell Tech., MIT,
Middlebury, New Haven,
Springfield, Trinity, Tufts,

Wesleyan and Williams. The
league champ will be the highest

finisher in the year's final New
England ratings.

A. Barr "Whoop" Snively
coached lacrosse, hockey and
football throughout New England
for over 40 years, including 16

years at Williams from 1933 to 1948.

Zeller named
All-American

Rick Zeller of the Williams

hockey team has been named to

the Division II College division

Eastern All-American squad. The
junior defenseman was selected by

the American Hockey Coaches
Association.

Zeller, who made the switch

from forward early this past

season, has tied for the team
scoring lead for the past two years

with 33 points in each season.

According to Williams coach Bill

McCormick, Zeller is an excellent

skater and stickhandler and
possesses a powerful slapshot and
wristshot.

Gary Bensen '70 was the last

Williams player selected to the

team.

ART &
PRINTS

lit »R%ME SHOP

KING'S LIQUOR

STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

Plenty of AM Types Beer

Spring Street Williamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458 5948

on their final 1975 ratings as fifth best

in New England and fourteenth best

small college squad in the nation, and

to retain their Little Three crown.

The Williams stickers will have to

replace the 85 points (37 goals, 48

assists) tallied by last year's captain

and College Division All-American

Bob Pinkard and fellow senior ftt-

tackman Steve Dietrick. In need of an

attack "quarterback like Pinkard,"

Coach Renzie Lamb has switched last

year's high scoring midfielder, Todd

Eckerson, behind the cage to work

with the returning MVP and
creaseman, co-captain Phil Hartigan.

Junior Dave Moffitt and freshman

Peter Thomsen are fighting it out for

the third starting spot, with seniors

Charlie Carroll and John Lange and

junior Jeff Boscamp in reserve.

Things are pretty much the same as

last year at the other end of the field.

Reliable goalies Harlund Chun and

Bob Harryman are both back, along

Coach Andy Dzurinko

Dzurinko accepts

post at Brown
Andy Dzurinko, defensive line

coach under head football coach Bob
Odell, has accepted a similar position

at Brown University, the school an-

nounced Friday. Dzurinko has been at

Williams for the past five years, in

which time the Purple has amassed
an overall record of 34-5-1, including 7-

0-1 this past year.

Dzurinko came to Williamstown
with Odell in 1971, after spending one
year as an interior line coach at

Pittsburgh. He was an All-East and
All-ECAC linebacker and offensive

guard under Odell a'. Bucknell.
Bucknell captured the Lambert
Trophy in his senior year.

In Dzurinko, Odell loses one of the

most important cogs in the machinery
that has produced such an outstanding

record during his tenure here.

Dzurinko, along with defensive back-

field coach Dick Farley, molded a

once-suspect defense into a unit which
surrendered only fifty points a year
ago, fourth best ^mong Division 111

schools in the nation.

EUROPE
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south
with last year's all frosh-soph defense

of Scott MacLachlan, Bob Marquess,

Peter Unger, Emmett Creahan and

Carlton Tucker. Freshman Scott

McLean adds further depth to Lamb's

"matured" defensive corps.

With the loss of Pinkard and

Dietrick, Coach Lamb expects his

midfields to play a "more balanced"

role in the scoring this year. The

middies are led by co-captain and All-

New England selection Scott Supplee

and junior All-New England Jamie

Taylor. Supplementing their offensive

punch will be junior Cam McKee,

sophs Mark Murray, Dick Goodbody

and Bill Huckle and freshman Tam
Murray.

In defensive situations Lamb will

rely on senior middies Tom Belden,

John Agostini and Jim Follett, junior

Jim Bowe, sophs Lew Kitchin,

Malcolm Frisbie and Mike Bernay

and frosh Jeff Murray and Rob

Hiltzik.

The week following their return

from spring break, the Ephmen will

face-off their regular season with two

of their toughest foes from last year,

Springfield and Yale.

S\N\rc\v(\ers

to compete
of NCAAs
The varsity swimming team winds

up its post season competition this

week at the second annual NCAA
Division III Championships at

Washington and Jefferson University

in Washington, Pa. Competition in 18

events starts Thursday as the Eph-

men seek to up their fifth place finish

in last year's Division III inaugural

with their largest field of entrants in a

national meet ever.

The Ephs, 6-3 on the regular season,

finished third in the New England

Championships two weekends ago,

routing the same Bowdoin Polar

Bears who trimmed them out of fourth

in last year's nationals by one point.

With defending champs Chico State

back up in Division II where they

belong, second place Johns Hopkins

have to be touted favorites, with

Washington and Lee, Kenyon,
Bowdoin and Williams all in con-

tention.

Williams best hope for individual

event winnings lie with their medley
relay foursome, and with breast-

stroker Paul vom Eigen and but-

terflyer John Farmakis. Vom Eigen

won the 200 breaststroke and finished

fifth in the 100 at the New Englands.

Fellow sophomore Farmakis placed

second in the 100 fly both at the New
Englands and at last year's nationals.

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresti Dougti Every Day

Open
Sunday tlirough Ttiursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 3 00 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458 8271

111

Free Campus Delivery"
DRUMMOND CLEANERS Spring Street

458-4321 Williamstown

#
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Varsity lacrosse coach Renzie L^mb and 197« co-captalns Scott Supplee and
Phil Hartigan pose with the 1975 Snivley Division Championthip award.

(photo by Tague)

Layden on Sports

Dzurinko: memories
Anyone who has played freshman

football at Williams will remember

two people: Renzie Lamb, for reasons

much too numerous to expostulate

here. And, for those who were lucky

enough to play offense, there will

always be a bunch of memories of

Andy Dzurinko.

For those of you who aren't familiar

with freshman football at Williams, it

might be described as "relaxed." Yet,

the primary purpose of the program is

to prepare the varsity for the op-

ponent they'll be facing on Saturday

afternoon. For the most part, the man
faced with the task of preparing the

Williams defense is Andy Dzurinko,

or, as he is more commonly referred

to, DZ.

It is DZ's arduous task to take a

bunch of fun-loving freshmen who
would much rather be catching up on

the five-thousand pages of reading

that were due last week, and teach

them the offense of a rival team in a

matter of a few minutes.

There are several ways DZ ac-

complishes this feat, but one will stick

out in the mind of anyone who has

stood in a huddle with DZ reciting the

unknown play. His favorite practice

was to take large placards with the

opponents plays written (diagram-

med) on them, and hold them up for

the entire huddle to see.

DZ would hold the card up for about

ten seconds and then say something
explaining the hierogliphics such as

"OK frosh, everybody got it?—now
give us a good look!" Now give us a

good look. Those are the words which
arc DZ. These are the words which
are behind Williams' 34-5-1 five-year

record since DZ and Bob Odell, not to

mention Dick Farley and Joe Dajley,

arrived.

It was DZ's enthusiasm which made
the frosh give a good look. It was DZ
who took the once-suspecl 1975

defense and turned it into the fourth-

best in the nation. It was DZ that took

excitable J. C. Chandler and helped

him become the best defensive player

in the East.

DZ is a helluva person, to boot;

there is no one who has played under

him who will tell you otherwise. On

the last day of practice, two years

ago, the freshman offensive team

lined up as a defense and dared DZ to

make an offense out of his defense and

run a play against them. DZ said to go

ahead. How many coaches would

allow that?

All right, DZ has done his job well

here, and made a lot of friends in the

process, but now, he has decided to

move on to a bigger job. He will be

going to Brown University, a school

whose program improved vastly in

the past year. They ranked very high

in the East in both passing offense and

total offense. The Bruins were lacking

in the defensive areas a year ago, and

DZ is the man they hope will provide a

cure for those ills.

Williams and Bob Odell arc now

faced with the problem of staying on

top without DZ, and it is going to be a

problem. For now, though, let's wish

DZ all the luck in the world at Brown,

even though he's a talented guy who

probably won't need it. And while

we're at it, let's wish Bob Odell a little

luck, too, he's going to miss DZ most

of all.

AAikell named winter athlete

for Carnival performances
Freshman skier Andy Mikell has

been named the Record's Outstanding
Athlete of the Winter Sports season.

Mikell was the oijly Williams skier to

post an individual first-place finish in

a carnival this winter, winning both
the UVM and Dartmouth Carnival
slaloms. Mikell entered the Division 1

EISA Championships at Middlebury
as the favorite in the slalom, only to

hook a tip and be disqualified. Mikell
came back only two weeks after his

Middlebury disappointment to post
two impressive finishes in the national

championships. He finished 14th in the

NCAA slalom and 13th in the giant

slalom.

Honorable Mention

—

Basketball—Mark Carter, Gerry
Kelly, Alex Rosten
Hockey—Dan Yeadon, Ed Spencer,

Peter Crocker

Squash—Frank Giamettei
Swimming—Paul vom Eigen, Bruce

Barclay, Scott Schumacker

Skiing—Tom Gunn, Will .Schmidt

Winter Track—Scott Perry, Joe

Kolb, Don Wallace, Ron White

Wrestling—Karl Hubbard, Dick

Rhodes
Women's Basketball-Anne

Youngling, Leigh Wilson

Women's Skiing—Martha Epstein,

Anne Waters
Women's Squash-Martha Cook,

Marcia Johnston

INTERESTED IN NO FRILLS LOW
COST JET TRAVEL to Europe,
Africa, the Middle East, ttie Far East?
EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS has been
helping people travel on a budget with
maximum flexibility and minimum
hassle for six years. For more info call
toll free 800 233 S5«9.

Athlete of the season Andy Mikel
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Woodruff, Brothers, Spurrier and MacAAi lien to leave
News Director Robert Spurrier and

Director of Career Counseling Hope

Brothers will be leaving the College

effective July 1.

Spurrier said that his resignation,

will leave him free to return to

journalism. Although he has been

satisfied with his position at Williams,

Spurrier said that he feels the need to

return to writing on a full time basis.

As News Director, Spurrier was in

charge of all press releases for the

College, including announcements of

lecture series, events in the per-

forming arts, and all sporting events

on campus. He also supervised the

training of several students who assist

the News Office in its work.

According to Cragin Lewis,

Director of Public Information, ad-

vertisements for a replacement
director have been placed in the

Herkstilre Eagle, The North Adams
Transcript, the Boston Globe, and The
New Vorl( Times.

Approximately 300 applications

have been received since last Sunday
when the notice first ran. Lewis stated

that he and Spurrier will review the

applications and plan to reach a
decision by May 15.

Brothers was unavailable for

comment. Dean of Students Peter
Berek declined to discuss the situation

until Brothers could be reached.

Berek announced the formation of a
search committee to find a new
director of career counseling.

Robert D. Spurrier

David R. Woodruff has resigned as

Director of Food Services effective

January 31, 1977. Woodruff joined

Food Services as Assistant Director in

August, 1964, and was promoted to

Director in July of 1970.

President John W. Chandler named
Business Manager Shane Riorden to

chair a search committee to select a

successor.

According to Riorden, Woodruff
"will remain fully in charge until

sometime this summer and will be on

the scene at Williams until next

winter."

He added, "Any new director will be

instructed to give all existing em-
ployees every opportunity and suf-

ficient time to show that they are

competent and conscientious

workers."

Chandler accepted a March 11 letter

see WOODRUFF page 4 David R. Woodruff

CC elects secretary, treasurer

Hope Brothers

The College Council elected Cindy

D. Platter '79 secretary and Clarence

Otis, Jr. '77 treasurer Wednesday
night. The council also allocated $150

to the Scottish Society and urged that

students submit self-nominations for

the Finance Committee to the Dean's

Office by 4:30 p.m. April 13, and for

other committees by 4:30 p.m. April

20. '

After his first full meeting as CC
president, Steven S. Piltch '77 ex-

plained some of his plans for the

coming year. Piltch would "very

much like to have budgetary requests

submitted this year" in order to finish

Most frosh get desired housing clioice
by Lisa Hartigan

Almost 95 per cent of the freshman
class received their first or second
choice of housing from this year's
inclusion process. Associate Dean
Chris Roosenraad termed the results
of inclusion "spectacular."

Roosenraad said this success can be
linked to a shift in housing popularity
corresponding with expected

vacancies next year. Greylock Quad
narrowly remained the most popular

first choice, while both Mission Park

and the row houses showed dramatic

increases.

Last year, 281 freshmen opted for

Greylock as a first choice; this spring

the figure dropped to 183. First choice

application to Mission Park rose from

33 in 1975 to 73 in 1976. Roosenraad

'f

i'i

Jackie Wilson, Connie Carpenter, and Jon Stolzl>erg check tb«1^nclusion list to

see ii they received their first choices for next year's hojuitig. (photo by Read)

said that only those men who selected

Mission Park as their first choice

were admitted to the houses there.

Row houses, which had experienced

a decline in popularity last year, re-

emerged as the second-most desirable

housing. One-hundred and fifty three

people put row house down as their

first choice and 117 put it down as

second choice, in contrast with 86 and

102 in the 1975 room draw. Roosenraad
said this increase might be the result

of two factors: first, row houses are

now the only form of housing offer

single-sex housing; and, second, the

popular notion is that, the food at the

Row Houses is superior to large dining

halls.

While only 72 students requested

FItch-Prospect-Dodd" as their first

choice, it was the second choice of 162.

In 1975, 77 requested the option first

and ofily 96 had it down as second

choice.

Roosenraad pointed out that 1976

will mark the first year that a house—
Spencer-Brooks—has more women
than men. "It was only a matter of

see FROSH page 4

most of the funding process by

summer. Decisions made this spring

could tie changed in the fall, said

Piltch, but hopefully some spring

funding would make the process

simpler in the fall. How many of these

changes are actually made would be

up to the council, according to Piltch.

Piltch hopes to increase CC input

into the legislative process by "im-

proving communication" tietween the

council and the faculty and com-
mittees. "The constitution does not

specifically say we have a veto

power," explained Piltch, but only

refers to a power of "approval" which
is "open to interpretation."

To increase student participation in

committees, Piltch explained that he

will enforce the requirement that CC
committee representatives report

regularly to the council. In addition.

See CC page 4

The Admissions Office will soon

appoint two new staff members to

replace Assistant Directors of Ad-

missions William R. Mason and Mary
R. MacMillen.

According to Philip F. Smith,

Director of Admissions, the office is

close to finding a replacement for

Mason, who accepted the post of

Director of Admissions at Bowdoin.

Smith said the office elicited ap-

plicants through advertisements,

receiving about 400 applications.

Candidates were then invited to

visit the campus. Smith said he hopes

to announce Mason's replacement in

the next week.

After the first appointment has t)een

made, the junior position of Assistant

Director, now MacMillen's job, will be

filled. Smith explained that this

position is rotated about every two

years and this is MacMillen's second

year.

MacMillen, who specialized in

foreign student and creative student

applications, said she is seeking an

assistant dean of students position at a

college or university.

Mary MacMillen

Committee calls for revisions
The Calendar and Schedule Com-

mittee will submit three recom-
mendations to the faculty Wednesday
designed to improve the registration

process.

The committee's motion, based on a

questionnaire distributed last month,
recommends that

1. "All departments (and
programs with non-departmental
courses) should assemble as complete
a collection of course syllabi as
practicable for the current year, prior

to the annual spring registration;

2. "The registration materials
should include a list of the instructors

and hours of individual sections in

multi-section courses, and students

should be asked to state on the

registration form their order of

preference for sections; and
3. ".

. . There should be a

'registration revision' period for

Counselingj^ervices at Williams termed 'unique'
by NickCristiano ^^

A Williams student wi^liing to
consult someone other than a peer
*'th a personal problem has on-
campus access to a wide variety of

experienced counselors who operate

"J

a uniquely integrated manner that
all the counselors believe aids both
"lem and the students.
What makes the counseling offered

^t Williams so unique, according to

psychiatrist Eugene Talbot, who
"eeps in close contact with counseling
services at other colleges, is the "very
positive" working relationship among
psychiatrists, medical doctors, deans,
and chaplain. The system provides
*hat Talbot and other counselors feel
IS an adequate number and variety of
counselors for Williams students who,
all counselors overwhelmingly agree,
are generally well put-together in-

dividuals experiencing normal growth

and interpersonal problems.

The close working relationship

among counselors most clearly

manifests itself in a weekly luncheon

at which the deans and chaplain

discuss with the doctors, in highly

confidential and general terms, any

problems or questions they may

encounter in their own counseling.

Both sides stressed that strict con-

fidentiality is enforced at these

meetings, and that, even when

discussing a particular problem, the

conversation remains on the broadest,

hypothetical level.

This arrangement has proved

beneficial to all the counselors, ac-

cording to Dr. Robert Goodell,

Director of Health. The medical

doctors and psychiatrists, all of whom
work at Williams only part-time

obtain a better feel for the campus

and its trends. The deans and

chaplain, on the other hand, are given

broader perspectives with which to

view the problems they encounter.

Said Talbot: "It helps a dean un-

derstand what may be going on from a

psychological point of view, so he can

perform his administrative job better.

We don't want them to become

psychiatrists, just to assist their own

sensitivity. You don't find this

relationship at other schools."

Meetings Help All Counselors

Deans Peter Berek and Lauren

Stevens and acting chaplain Robert

Buckwalter all agreed that the

meetings aid them in their own

counseling, while providing a

valuable, intra-institutional source of

information and assistance.^

The three men—whose particular

jobs usually put them into contact

with different problems—said they

have suggested to a particular student

that he or she see a college

psychiatrist, but have never either

insisted upon it or talked to a

psychiatrist without a student's

knowledge. Such practices, they said,

are counter to agreed-upon policy.

Buckwalter, who filled in as
chaplain for John Eusden in 1971-72

and is presently^erforming the same
function, said he had originally been

opposed to the meetings because the

necessity for confidentiality seemed
to produce vague discussions that

didn't solve real problems. Now,
however, he believes it is possible to

have "great openness and great

confidentiality, with a premium on the

see COUNSELING page 4

spring semester courses during a

week in the WSP period, in lieu of

present limited arrangements for

recording spring course changes
during the fall.

"

The final draft of the committee's
report, released early this week,

described the recommendations in

detail and presented survey data. The
committee reported that the major
features of the current registration

system were "sound," but "the
number of changes during the course
change periods, however, has ijecome
so large as to raise some problems."
The committee, headed by Paul

Clark, sought "improvements which
seem likely to enable students to

reach firm decisions atiout a larger

proportion of their courses during the

annual registration, or to register

more of their changes in a timely way
t)efore the start of each semester."
Discussing the syllabi recom-

mendation, the report stated "fuller

information at registration about the
subject matter and work load of

courses might help make a third or

see CALENDAR page 4

PaulCtork
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Helping tlie Search
College administrators have provided an excellent op-

portunity for students to influence the direction of food services

by inviting three students to serve on an ad hoc committee
examining options for the Office of Food Services and seeking a

successor for Director David R. Woodruff and by urging that

committee to seek student input.

Co-chairman Oris T. Roosenraad made clear in con-

versations with the Record his hope that students will take

advantage of this unique opportunity for participation in what
could determine the direction of food services for years to

come. It is clearly vital to the interests of the College that the ad
hoc search committee have a good idea of where present dining

services are succeeding and where they are failing. Now is the

time for gripes to be brought out in the open where they can do
some good.

Candidates for the Directorship will in part be rated on
their recommendations for dealing with whatever inadequacies

exist in the present system. Students perceive these

inadequacies most clearly.

As an initial task the committee will consider alternative

methods of gathering student opinion. An open meeting or

questionnaire are possibilities. However, the most effective

way for students to get their views into the committee
proceedings is to contact committee members directly. Student
members are Michael Knight '77, Jane Garvey '78 and Throop
Wilder '79, Dean Roosenraad, Associate Provost David A.

Booth, Prof. Michael S. McPherson, and committee chairman
Shane Riorden will also welcome comments.

Job Jots
Adams-Cheshire Youth Center,
Adams, Ma. is seeking a full-time

director

Boston City Counselor's Office,

City Hall, Boston is seeking an
Administrative Asst. to handle

scheduling for the office, press

work, and complaints of con-

stituents. Starts June 1st.

Cornell U. Medical College, N.Y.C.

has a position available for a

college graduate interested in

biomedical computer program-
ming. No previous computer
programming experience is

required.

Kord Motor Company Boston
District Sales Office is currently

interviewing candidates for two

openings within the District Office.

Banker's Trust will be in-

terviewing candidates for the

Money Market Program on APRIL
2:ird at OCC. We will be getting the

literature on the program this

week.

News and Notes
Continental Grain Foundation
offers fellowships for students who
will attend Harvard Grad. School

of Business. Deadline: April 15.

Summer Opportunities:

AUPHA - Health Program: 11

week summer work experience in

health care designed for minority

group students. The program
begins in June.

Maine Audubon Society—summer
positions available at Nature Day
Camp, Gilsland Farm (Naturalist)

and the Society (researcher)

Elfin Lake, Wallingford, Vt.—
manager needed for beach
programs. Deadline: April 15.

Trustees to meet
students Thursday
The Campus Life Committee of

the Board of Trustees will meet

with students on Thursday
evening, April 22, at 8 p.m. in the

Faculty House. Any student or

group of students who would like to

discuss an important College issue

with the Trustee members of this

copimittee should sign up in the

Dean's Office by Friday, April 16,

indicating the topic they wish to

discuss. If limitations of time and

space make it necessary, topics

iand participants will be selected

from among those on the sign-up

list by the Deans in consultation

with Gargoyle.

Book collection prize

An annual student book

collection prize of $100 has been

made possible through the

generosity of the late Carl T.

Nauinburg. Class of 1911. The
contest is open to all un-

dergraduates regularly enrolled,

who are degree candidates at

Williams College.

The last date for submitting an

entry form will be Friday, April 23,

at 5 p.m.

The judging of the entries will be

held after April 28th, and the

winning collection will be exhibited

in the Chapin Library in early

May. The prize will also be an-

nounced by the Committee on

Prizes and Fellowships at the

Commencement in June.

Students with personal book

collections who would like more
information and advice about the

contest may talk to Mr. Archer or

Mr. Bidwell at the Chapin Library

daily anytime before April 20, 1976

at 5 p.m.

To the editor:

Your front page article of March 16,

"Davidson cuts JA pay" was of

particular interest to us here at

Davidson College. Personally, I have

been tearing through each of your

issues since the end of January with

great relish hoping and expecting that

you would pidt up on our article of

January 23. It was that week that

applicants for the position of hall

counselor were told that they would

not be paid, as has been customary.

The quote, "Then I found out that

Williams College, which is very much
like Davidson in every way, did not

pay its junior advisors, I said by golly,

if they can do it, why can't we?", was

wrongly attributed to our Dean, Will

Terry. It may not have been clear, but

Samuel Spencer, our President, ac-

tually made the statement. Fur-

thermore, Spencer gave us no other

reason except that he felt a need to

underscore the importance of

volunteer service.

The President's suggestion that we
were ceasing to pay hall counselors

because Williams College didn't pay

theirs naturally caught some people's

imaginations. One of these people was

Tony Snow, our associate editor who
wrote a humorous column about

"Williamization", so called. Miss

Spencer's suggestion that we blew her

father's statement out of proportion

may still stand but it must also be

noted that it was done purposefully in

a personal column which appeared on

our editorial pages. Snow's words

were only presented as an opinion.

I emphasize again that it was a

humor column that suggested
Davidson College become more like

Williams. This is funny. Miss Spencer.

Laugh it up.

If Davidson became like Williams

we wouldn't get an interview with the

likes of Dr. Spencer but once every

two years. Hordes of people would be

trying to get off campus living

quarters because of high board bills.

First semester grades would not be

available until mid-January.

Sincerely,

Matthew Covington

Editor, THE DAVIDSONIAN

Gay support
To the editor:

After the lecture by Elaine Noble on

"The Gay Rights Movement," the

Williams Gay Support Organization

was founded. We are a group of male
and female homosexuals and
bisexuals meeting weekly to talk

freely and openly about the problems

and frustrations we face in the

straight atmosphere of Williams.

The biggest problem is the

repressive attitude taken by most of

the campus. This is the same men-
tality that gives rise to jokes about

homosexuals (some are funny but

most, we fear, represent a hostility

born of a lack of understanding), or

the derogatory use of the terms queer-

faggot-dyke-gay. This apparent
hostility is indicative of the reaction

we would expect as individuals were
our sexual preference to become
known. It is for these reasons that we
feel a need for support as a group, and
that we need to remain anonymous as

members of this group.

As with the short-lived group for-

med four years ago, we see our goals

dividing into two areas: an "Internal

or social function, offered to any gay
or bisexual community that might
surface here," and an "external or

political function ... to go outside the

group itself to establish a dialogue
with the rest of the community." With
this letter we are attempting to

initiate such a dialogue; we hope to

follow it up with articles on the ex-

perience of being gay, particularly at

Williams. These acts are all towards a
goal of helping the straight student to

understand and accept—or reject—us
as individuals, just like any other
group suffering from prejudices, be it

black, female or pre-med. They are
also directed towards a goal of helping
other gay students "out th^re" to

understand their feelings.

There is hope. Much of the

repressive behavior stems from in-

dividual InBecurity that requires

conformity to the Imaginary demands

of group pressures. If we can get

people to approach the problem as

individuals, we'll see a vast im-

provement in attitude. This, then, is

another goal: to get us all to step out

of our roles as members of a par-

ticular group. Ms. Long's letter last

month was a step in the right direc-

tion.

We urge all readers to look up the

articles which appeared four years

ago in the Advocate, the Record, and

the ReAd. A Williams senior "in-

terviewed" himself on being gay.

Later articles covered a panel

discussion he led and a Chapel Board

meeting at which he and another

senior spoke. These will give a good

perspective on the problems we face

here at Williams and In society at

large. The articles are in the Ad-

vocate, October 28, 1971 (numbered

microfilm 768 on the west wall of the

Reserve Room), the Record,

November 19, 1971, and the ReAd,

February 11, 1972 (both on the third

floor under "Williams" in the bound

periodicals).

To the straight reader, we cannot

recommend strongly enough that you

consider what your reaction will be

when you find out a friend of yours is

gay. Don't say it can't happen—we
are your friends. If you give it some

thought beforehand, you will save

yourself and such a friend con-

siderable anguish at the time. In the

meanwhile, your better un-

derstanding will, hopefully, help you

avoid adding to the problems you

unwittingly create for him or her.

And to the gay reader, we invite you

to join us. We can be contacted at

WGSO, P.O. Box 103, Williamstown.

Your total confidentiality is assured;

we're already in this, we understand

your fear. We don't want to drag you

out of the closet, we want to welcome
you into ours.

Sincerely,

Williams Gay Support Organization

JA fixation
To the editor:

With the joyful shrieks of those

selected to be Junior Advisors for next

year still ringing in my ears, I still

cannot forget the puzzled faces of

those who had not been informed of

the results while some of their friends

had, and the position of one applicant

who had been told by two members of

the committee that he had been

chosen, and by one that he hadn't. If a

sophomore is going to devote that

time to carefully prepare his or her

application, and the selection com-
mittee is going to meet for endless

hours evaluating the candidates, it

would seem that the dissemination of

these crucial decisions could be

handled with somewhat more aplomb
than in this botched fashion.

That these decisions are so crucial

is an interesting phenomenon at

Williams, as at most other schools,

resident advisor is a paid position.

The interest that I have seen Williams

people take in prospective students

appears to hold over to the freshman
class, in that most would like to meet
the incoming group and help them in

any way possible to adjust to their

new surroundings. Yet the elation or

despondency of the applying
sophomores indicates that the JA
occupies a real prestige position

among his-her peers as well.

From what I have been able to

discern of the selection process, JAs
are seen as "models" for the in-

coming freshmen, and for those who
don't make it, the insult is that they

are not seen as suitable examples for

this impressionable group. In terms of

deciding who would make a good JA,
it seems as though the committee is

defining the 'perfect' Williams
student for the entry to emulate. I

have no personal objection to this, but
isn't Williams already criticized as
having so httle diversity that the first

really influential person a freshman
meets—the "ideal" upperclassman—
is going to stifle potential diversity

even more? For example, one of the

qualities that I know the committee
considers is how well the candidate
will be able to introduce "their"

freshmen to a large number of people.

yet the views expressed m thi»

pubUcaUon frequenUy raU againsiii!
superficiality of the avera7.
relationship at Williams.

"
I was not a hopeful JA that was

rejected Nor do I mean to detract
from the accomplishments of this or
next year's JAs. But if this is not the
light in which JAs are seen, then w|iy
ia the process such an excruciaUne
event for both the committee and the
candidates?

HeatherNeal

Slack at B&G?
To the editor:

I am writing concerning the mish
mash of prejudices entitled "Slack at

B & G". This editorial tells me litUe

more than that the editor wanted an

issue bad enough that he manufac
tured an inflammatory garble of

accusations and pet peeves.

With the indignation of one whose

morals have been offended, the editor

wages war against tbw productivity.

What is most important is that this is

unique to the wage-earners. For the n-

th time this year, we are reminded of

the "unusual excellence in teaching

and administration" here. Say one

pledge of aRegiance. B&G, though, is

txirdened by lazy workers, whose sins

have been neurotically catalogued.

While there is one showcase janitor

and a few others who put in a full days

work, the disease labeled "slack" is

epidemic.

To not trade them in for more

productive unemployed is called

"criminal"—will he next advocate the

school expelling "C" students? To

him, the question is not whether or not

the overall level of performance of B

& G is acceptable, but whether they

are busy all the time. This is fetishist

devotion to a narrow concept of ef-

ficiency.

To lower our tuition,- the school

would have to fire workers, not make

them work harder (unless tliey

wanted to fire some more—where

would it stop? ) His attitude suggests

that what saves himself a buck is best

for everyone, or at.least is all that

matters. This ethic is perhaps more of

a reason for this school's existence

than any other.

The editor's conclusions arc callous

and unmindful of wage-level and the

appeal and difficulty which are the

proper criteria for evaluating job

performance. His focus on this

college's wage-earners is

discrimination. Has he yet decided to

put a tail on top administration em-

ployees to time their breaks?

DaveSeeger

Change the tune

To the editor:

My God, what's happening to this

place? I should have realized what

was coming when 1 overheard

someone talking about his "last

exams" before vacation. Or yester-

day two students arguing over whose

rest-of-semester is harder. II was

worse than comparing arthritis!

It's an inarguable fact thai things

got harder here this semester As a

typist, my volume of business this

first week back attests to how some of

us spent our vacation. But do we have

to belabor the point to each other"' We

all knew within the first week what

was expected in each course, and we

could have switched to Basket-

weaving 101. So now that our choice is

coming back to haunt us, do we have

to compound it by commiseration

I don't deny your right to spend long

days in the library. You're certainly

welcome to make pre-banking more

rigorous a study than pre-med. Bui

let's not bog ourselves down with our

work during the few times we areni

working. I prefer to talk to the senior

who "advocates total dereliction lor

the rest of the semester." Who cares ii

she actually ends up living in Sawyer^

When she's not working, she's mucn

more fun to talk to than the three-

papers-four labs-and-an-exam crowa^

Let's try to spend our non-workmg

hours without being preoccupied oy

the working ones.
.

See you at the Log. If I finish my

•***'
WnAlierld*
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AAore letters: worker productivity and pipe bands
B&G defended

Tn the editor:

As Director of Physical Plant of the

College and in behalf of the many long

time dedicated employees of the

Department of Buildings and

Grounds I feel I should respond to the

March 12th Record arUcle relative to

(he productivity of Buildings and

Grounds workers. Since the editorial

indicated the inquiring reporter

returned to his Editor with no story, I

think it's unfortunate that an attempt

was made to create one.

In preparing for the article the

reporter interviewed only Mr.

Janltey, Director of Student Housing,

although Mr. Jankey had urged him to

interview the Director of Physical

Plant since I am ultimately respon-

sible for the productivity, or lack

thereof, of the workers and Super-

visors in Buildings and Grounds. It is

unfortunate that Mr. Jankey's advice

was not followed since considerable

additional information could easily

have been obtained from me. Under

our Buildings and Grounds
organizational set up, I am the ad-

ministrator who is conversant with

the problems being discussed.

Moreover, Mr. Jankey's answers

were apparently taken out of context

since the 40 per cent level of

productivity he mentioned was not in

any way related to Williams College's

Buildings and Grounds workers.

Measuring worker productivity as

an exact science is at best a difficult

and complex problem. Three workers

observed drinking coffee in a snow
plow may have a different implication

than the casual witness may suspect.

For in^nce, our workers are asked,

whenever possible, to lake their

authorized coffee breaks at their work

stations. This is done to avoid waste in

time and use of vehicles returning to

and from the Service Building and

commercial establishments. We have

also asked our employees to use

Baxter Hall as little as possible since

conclusions are invariably drawn that

our workers are slacking off if seen in

public places. We ask our employees

Fall nominofions open
Self-nominations are now being

accepted for student and student-

faculty committees according to CC
vice-president Randy Sturges. These

appointments are effective as of next

fall, except in the case of the ACEC
and the Finance Committee which

will begin work this spring.

The applications will be available

outside the Student Affairs Office in

Baxter Hall and the completed forms

should be returned to the Dean's

Office. The deadline for nominations

will be Tuesday, April 20 at 4:30 p.m.

for all committees except the Finance

Committee. The applications for that

Opinion

Who opposes ERA?
One might suppose that the major

opponents of the women's liberation

movement would be the Archie
Bunker-type men, or the women of our
parent's generation and older. A
recent survey of one New York State
county which voted down that state's

Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) last

November showed that quite the

opposite was true.

The survey, which was carried out
by the League of Women Voters of

Erie County, found that 49 per cent of

the men who voted on the amendment
supported it, while the same was true
of only 38 per cent of the women who
voted, according to the New York
Times. Furthermore, 52 per cent of
the women over sixty years old who
voted supported the amendment while
only 32 per cent of those between ages
of 18 and 29 did.

The Times also reported that the
major focus of the opponents were
that the ERA might "take away
privileges women now have" and
force both sexes to share public toilet

facilities. Another big factor was
"dislike of 'women libbers' ".

by Martin A. Weinstock

group will be due on Tuesday, April 13

at 4:30 p.m.

Listed below are the ^^(arious

committees with a brief expla^ftyjipn

and a past student member ^m
whom further information can be

obtained.

Admissions—reviews operations of

present admissions policies,

organized campus visits for ap-

plicants in the late winter and early

spring. Does not make recom-

mendations about candidates. Ellen

Causey.

Afro-American Studies—attempts

to develop a full program: course

sequences, exchanges with black

schools, etc. which relate to the black

experience. Michael Knight.

Area Studies— Recommends
desired courses, changes in the

requirements. Michael Opong-Kusi.

Athletics—Advises and consults

with the Director of Athletics on

matters involving athletics, physical

education, and recreation. Duff An-

derson.

ACEC—The All-College En-

tertainment Committee. Concerned

with college-wide entertainment.

Steve Wertimer.

By-Laws—Will compile all of the

Council rules and regulations; up-

dates the constitution; evaluates the

present structure as to its ef-

fectiveness and makes recom-

mendations for reform. Don Clark.

Calendar and Schedule—Makes

recommendations to the faculty

concerning the academic calendar

and the scheduling of classes. George

Schutzer.

Computer Services—Concerned

with their operation at the College.

Makes recommendations to the

Faculty or appropriate ad-

ministrative officers. Mark Pogue.

Evaluation Study—Concerned with

ways of improving the evaluation of

instruction; provides each semester

see COMMITTEES page 4

In The Nation This Week

THE AMERICAN MERCENARIES

Today, postwar recession, inflation and unemployment have
set adrift a small army of veterans of Viet Nam who must sell

their skills .... It has become clear that there is indeed a

community of "fighting men" Imbued with right-wing

ideology who are for sale In the United States.

A network reporter who spoke to the "meres" reports, "that
as many as 5 out of 6 mercenaries who went to Angola were
killed." .

"

"They do not yet make up a coherent political movement but

their special weaponry, special skills and special disen-

chantment are very real. They rather ominouSly number In

the thousands, they are for hire and they will bear wat
ching."

Special rates
'or students

From an article In this week's Nation

Th« Nation, 333 Sixth Avenue, NYC 10014

to take their breaks at a specific time,

though this varies as may be
necessary by the particular tasks to

which they are assigned. I don't

believe anyone experienced or
knowledgeable in the present day
management of any large group of

employees would expect that there
could be 100 per cent performance by
every worker every moment of the

work day. Incidentally, these same
snow plow workers may very well

have been plowing snow all of the

previous night while other members
of the College family were snug in

their beds.

As one measure of workers
productivity, it is interesting to

renovation; operate and maintain a

very expensive and sophisticated

physical plant; and provide service to

all members of the College family.

Serving people is more often than not

a monotonous and thankless oc-

cupation. Most of our present
Buildings and Grounds employees
have given long years of faithful

service to the College family. I believe

the lack of a more thorough in-

vestigation of the Buildings and
Grounds operation by the Record has
resulted in casting a grossly unfair

aspersion on the majority of our

employees. As any qualified ad-

ministrator supervising large groups

of employees knows, employee
compare the cost of the operation and^/'^morale is as important a factor as any
maintenance of Williams College's

Physical Plant relative to our Peers.

Certainly it would be more accurate

and fair than the casual observance of

workers presumably slacking off.

Although most institutions are un-

derstandably reluctant to disclose

their gross yearly operating costs on a

square foot basis, we know Williams

College compares very favorably with

most institutions in our class.

As President of the Association of

Physical Plant Administrators, an
organization of over 750 institutions of

higher learning in the USA and
abroad, 1 have been exposed to suf-

ficient physical plant operating in-

formation to assure you that Williams

College generally provides more
extensive service, in better, more
extensive facilities for less unit

operating costs than those institutions

in our class. Because of the favofii-ble

reputation in Physical Plant operation

that Williams has achieved, we
receive many inquiries relative t^ our

management procedures. The most

recent inquiry was by one of our

closest rivals whose unit operating

costs gre 26 per cent higher than ours.

Since wages represent approximately

40 per cent of the total Physical Plant

budget, Buildings and Grounds
workers (including more than 10,000

hours of student labor) must be

producing.

The Buildings and Grounds
Department is primarily an

organization to help plan and fully

supervise all new construction and

other in achieving satisfactory worker
productivity levels.

Naturally, we will continue to bend
every effort to improve our produc-

tivity. Consistent with my personal

feeling that some good can come out

of adverse criticism, no matter how
harsh it may be, I immediately held a

special meeting of our Foremen and
Supervisors to go over in detail the

criticisms contained in the Editorial.

In this way, we hope to respond

positively to the Record charges of

complacency and slacking off. Rest

assured also, that this Department
stands ready to receive specific

constructive suggestions at any time

by any member of the College family.

I can only hope that future scrutiny

of Buildings and Grounds per-

formance by the Record, or any other

College organization, will be as

thorough and objective.

Peter P. Welanetz. P.E.

Director of Physical Plant

Pipers praised
To the editor:

On Thursday, March U, the

Williams Pipe Band presented its

premiere performance before a

sizeable audience of the College and

townspeople. All members of the

band, their associates and instructors

are to be congratulated for presenting

a memorable evening of en-

tertainment in the best Gaelic

tradition. The Band's renditions of

"Amazing Grace" beginning with a

fine a capella solo, and "The Moun-
tains," (which they called The
Highlands), were particularly

notable, as were the pipe and drum
solos.

In our time, we have been fortunate

to attend concerts by some of the best

pipe bands in the world, but none has

afforded any more enjoyment than

Thursday's performance. It was an
outstanding example of how student

initiative and skill in extracurricular

activities can help to enrich the

College and local community. We
hope the Williams Pipe Band will

receive the campus-wide support it

justly deserves so that it may become
a permanent, contributing feature of

life at Williams.

William C. Grant, Jr.

Thomas E. McGill

Group evaluates food service
A newly formed committee is

examining the whole management
structure of food services. It began its

search this week by talking with

representatives of two food service

contractors.

College Business Manager Shane

Riorden, chairman of the committee,

said the committee will consider

individuals to replace David R.

Woodruff, the Director of Food Ser-

vices, who has submitted his,

resignation, as well as the possibility

of bringing in a contractor.

Representatives of two national

contractors. Saga and ARA-Slater,

Final JA selection made
The Junior Advisor Selection Committee recently finalized a list of 52

students who will serve as Junior Advisors next year.

Both the application and selection processes used this year differed from

those of the past. Applicants were required to submit only two recom-

mendations this year: a personal recommendation and one from their JA.

The third recommendation which, last year was mandatory, was made
optional.

Two committees reviewed last year's applicants and, according to

James Trapp '76, head of this year's selection committee, "there was a lot of

duplication." To eliminate this problem, the entire selection process was

conducted by a single committee.

For the first time, the committee included two at large members. The

expansion was made in response to criticism that the former system, under

the control of an elitist group, perpetua ted a certain type of J.A

.

Thomas M. Balderston

John P. Bessone

Benjamin F. Blakney

Ralph E. Breedlove

Tim T. Buto

Lisa C. Capaldini

Mario J. Chiappetti

Colleen M. Croghan

Michael J. Crowley

Jeffrey D. Delisle

Robert Duffy

Quentin C. Durning

Junetta D. Dyson

Todd L. Eckerson

Sarah B. Edman
Anne W. Eldridge

Catherine E. Falsone

1976-77 JUNIOR ADVISORS

John L. Farmakis, Jr.

Susan M. Galli

Barbara E. Ganley

Dean G. Gianakos

Scott W. Harrington

Michael P. Healy

Miranda R. E. Heller

Mary C. Kiernan

William H. Kister

Hal P. Kramer
Sarah L. Mann
Sally R. McHugh
Hamilton W. McKay, III

David L. O'Connell

Elizabeth S. Olsen

Margaret M. O'Malley

Timothy K. O'Rourke

Deborah Y. Otis

Gary C. Petrosino

Catherine A. Pierson

Roberta M. Pineo

Joseph E. Power
Eric J. Pyenson
Mary K. Roach
Deborah M. Robinson

Charles F. Sanders

Sharon L. Scott

Kate L. Stone

Peter C. Thayer
Peter R. Unger
Paul R. Vom Eigen, Jr.

Martin J. Williams

Anne E. Youngling

Paul R. Zabroske

R

-^"c<—*"

Just received . . .

Jim Burn's Edward Kennedy and the Camelot

Legacy as well as The Last Kennedy

by Robert SherrillIcnzis
OnUJCI BOOK fTDM DiC

uoT0VM.iua.aa*

All Student Telephones —win be shut off Friday,

AAay 28, 1976.

SENIORS may continue service by filing an application with

Mrs. AAarlowe, Baxter Hall mailroom, no later than Monday,

May 3, 1974.

visited the campus this week to

examine the facilities and talk with

the committee in order to prepare

proposals. Seller's, a Massachusetts

based contractor, will send
representatives next week.

Advertisements for Director of

Food Services appeared in The New
York Times and the Chronicle of

Higher Education. The committee
will wait until the April 16 deadline to

examine applications, but it will in-

terview James W. Hodgkins,

Assistant Director of Food Services,

for the position Tuesday.

Members of the committee are

Riorden, Assoc. Dean Cris T.

Roosenraad, Assoc. Provost David A.

Booth, Prof. Michael S. McPherson,

Michael Knight '77, Jane Garvey '78,

and Throop Wilder '79.

Roosenraad said the committee will

review present expectations of food

services at Williams and will probably

produce a recommendation by the end

of the school year. "We hope to have

someone on board by the middle of the

summer," he said.

According to Riorden, a contractor

would provide the manager of food

services, expertise in producing a

menu, and special dietary needs and
extra staff back up if necessary. He
said a problem with a manager ap-

pointed by a contractor is that the

manager is under the dual pressure of

pleasing client and company.
Riorden said, there is "slight

prejudice toward independent
management" rather than toward
contract management. President
John W. Chandler said that although
all options should be considered, there

is "no disposition" to go toward a

contractor.

College officials said that even if the

College decides to hire a contractor,

food service employees would have
the option of remaining as College

employees. Officials also said, the

College has no plans to close row
house kitchens. According to them,
handling food problems related to

Williams' "unique undergraduate life

style" is an important part of the

Director of Food Service's job.

Chandler said he expected the

committee to consider all options to

break down problems into questions

forcandidates. He said the committee
should consult widely in its efforts, but

would not say the committee should

definitely have an open meeting.

Roosenraad said he hoped students

would let committee members know
their attitudes toward food services

and what they expect from food
services.

SM FOOD p*«« 7
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D«an Peter Berek
(photo by Kahane)

Acting Chaplain Robert Buckwalter
(photo by Kahane)

Psychiatrist Eugene Talbot

(photo by Kahane)

Council discusses housing
CC from page 1

he said he will encourage par-

ticipation by advertising the current

committee self-nominating process on

campus, on WCFM, and in the

Record.

Piltch sees the security situation as

being improved by the assignment of

two additional students to the swit-

chboard, which "allowed one more
security officer to cruise" the cam-
pus.

Piltch campaigned on a platform of

ensuring adequate sophomore
representation on the council by
reserving two at-large seats for each
class. The issue will be discussed by
the council "in the next six weeks," he

said.

The allocation of $150 to the Scottish

Society was made to help defray the

cost of piping and drumming in-

Changes proposed
CALENDAR from page 1

more of students' course selections

more firmly based."

On the second recommendation, the

committee wrote "Nearly 30 per cent

of students in the survey said that a

proposal to identify section in-

structors would have helped them
reach some of their course selections

earlier . . . The committee feels that

students' consideration of instructors

as well as subject matter in

registering for courses is justifiable,

and that the catalog should provide

the same information for multi-

section as for single-section courses."

The proposal for a "registration-

revision" period "will, at the very
least, enable a good many course

changes for the spring semester to be

made in a timely way prior to the

spring semester, and reduce turmoil

during the course change period."

According to the report, 252

students responded to the survey.

Greylock first

choices drop
FROSHfrom page 1

time until this did happen," he said,

"and it will be an interesting house to

watch." In addition. Carter House in

Greylock Quad, which was the last all-

male house on campus, will have a 1 :

1

male-female ratio this fall.

Statistics show that 81.7 per cent of

the freshmen got their first choice

housing, 12.9 per cent got their second
choice, and 5.4 per cent their third; no
one received his fourth choice.

struction. Lessons are open to all

interested Williams students.

Piltch asked the council

representatives to find out what issues

students want the Finance Committee
to discuss when it meets this spring.

He described the spring meetings of

the Finance Committee as "an op-

portunity to discuss at length" fun-

ding issues.

The Committee on Educational
Policy will submit the Williams-at-

Mystic maritime studies program and
a proposal to change the Area Studies

program to the faculty for approval at

the April faculty meeting, according

to Throop M. Wilder '79.

Piltch announced that the Com-
mittee on Undergraduate Life has

completed its questionnaire, which

will be distributed this week. The
report on the results should be ready

in about three weeks, according to

Piltch.

Director Woodruff resigns
WOODRUFF from page 1

of resignation, in which Woodruff

expressed "regret" at terminating "a

pleasant association with Williams

College students, faculty, and staff,"

with "genuine sadness." Chandler

wrote that Woodruff's "fine human
qualities have meant much to this

community and will be missed."

Both Riorden and Associate Dean
Cris T. Roosenraad described

Woodruff as capable and con-

scientious. Riorden added that

Woodruff was a man of "impeccable

integrity."

"Under Mr. Woodruff the financial

operations of Dining Services have

been superb," said Roosenraad.

Food Services underwent a special

review by senior College officials

beginning the fall and ending in

January according to a College of-

ficial. The review was prompted by

the feeling of some College officials

that the role of Food Services in the

College has been less than satisfac-

tory in recent years, administrative

sources indicated.

"There is some disagreement of

interpretation over communication"

and the degree of initiative the

director is expected to take, said

Woodruff. He added that some con-

fusion exists over the exact extent of

the Director's duties. "1 feel I have

discharged my duties with what

knowledge 1 have been provided

with," he said.

Chandler echoed the statements of

other College officials in stating that

while few job descriptions exist for

administrative positions, the nature of

most positions is usually clear.

"Individual College officials are in

frequent and regular communication
with department directors," he said.

Woodruff's immediate superiors are

Roosenraad and Riorden.

At this time, Woodruff indicated, his

future plans are unclear. "I've en-

joyed my as.sociation with Williams
and would like to stay in college

dining."

Woodruff lives on Green River Rd.
in Williamstown with his wife Janet
and three sons. He received a B.S.

from' the Hotel School of Cornell

University in 1960.

Committees seek members
COMMITTEES from page 3

with a standard course evaluation

questionnaire. Rick Siegrist.

Faculty Meetings—A student
delegate to the monthly faculty
meetings. Harry Kelly.

Financial Aid—Will evaluate the

College policy concerning financial

aid, particularly in light of increasing

costs for the College. Will also look

into the employment opportunities for

financial aid students. Steve Piltch.

I.ihrary Committee—Consult with
and advise the College Librarian on
matters of library policy, including

the allocation of the purchases budget
among departments. Lee Jackson.

i-'inance Committee (Student Ac-

tivities Committee) — Makes

Inclusion Statistics

1975 Cho
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Tuition aid considered
The Joint Committee on Education

WILLIAMS RECORD

of
the

Massachusetts State

i'Lfistature heard tesUmony on April

ri a bill calling for the esUbliah-

lent of public financial aid for

Idents attending Massachusetts

dependent colleges
and universiOes.

Under the Student tuition

eauaiization program (STEP)

auaUfied students seeking to attend

independent colleges would be

elieibie,
depending on need, for grants

to help equalize the difference bet-

^een tuiUon at publicly supported

inslituUons and that charged at

private colleges.

Such grants would be either for as

much as three fourths of the tuition at

the college attended, or equal to half

Ihe total educational and general cost

per full time student at the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst,

whichever is smaller.

The STEP program would offer

every qualified Massachusetts

student a choice among all institutions

the state, both publicly and

privately supported. .

The bill was filed by Representative

.rank J. Matrango (D) North Adams
and is supported by AMICUS, Inc. an

association of Massachusetts in-

dependent colleges and universities,

of which Williams is a member.

An AMICUS spokesman described

the response to the testimony as "very
friendly."

The bill could be handled in three
ways: The committee may recom-
mend not to pass the bill, the bill may
be sent to the ways and means
committee, or the committee may
recommend to pass the bill. If

recommended to pass, it would then
be sent to the floor which would vote to

send it to the ways and means com-
mittee.

It has been estimated that full

funding of tjie STEP program would
cost $40 million per year. However,
the net cost would be far less, for

STEP grants would be less costly than
supporting the same students in

publicly owned institutions.
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Just three weeks ago snow filled the skies and covered the College. This sloppy
pre-break trek past the Admissions Office is now rather enioyable, thanks to the
mild and pleasant first week of "spring." The warm sunny weather almost
makes It seem like it's still vacation . . . (photo by Janson)

Nuclear war talk
George Kistiakowsky, a teacher and

chemist will speak on the question,

"Nuclear war; will I survive?" at 8

p.m. Wednesday, April 14, in Jesup
Hall.

Kistiakowsky was born in Kiev,

Russia in 1900 and came to America in

1926 after receiving his Ph.D. at the

University of Berlin. He taught

chemistry at Harvard until 1971, and
served for two years as a special

assistant to President Eisenhower.

Kistiakowsky has been awarded
many prizes and medals during his

career in research chemistry and
teaching, including the Ledlie prize in

'61, the National Medal of Science in

'67, and the Preistly Medal in '72. He
received an honorary degree from
Williams.

/ 75 upperclassmen apply for housing transfer
by Janet Besser

The Housing Committee began
preliminary considerations of up-

perclass housing transfer requests
Tuesday night. Lilli Scheye '78, co-

chairman of the Housing Committee
said, "We hope to make our final

decisions concerning transfer
requests by the end of next week." No
final decisions have been reached,
and the next meeting of the committee

is Tuesday, April 13.

This year 175 students applied for

housing transfers. Scheye stated that

the committee has no idea how many
requests will be granted. She noted
that the decision may be more dif-

ficult this year than last year because
this year freshman inclusion took
place before transfer consideration.

However, students were given the

option of listing as many choices as

Hbwto flyhome in

the fece ofiirflation.

Plying home economically
is simple when you take off
on Allegheny, And take ad-
vantage of the big choice of
discount air travel plans.
For instance:

The Liberty Fare.

You can go home and a lot
of other places besides, with
unlimited air travel at one,
low price. You get a choice of
plans, too. 7 days fbr $135,
14 days fbr $155, or 21 days
for $185. Good everywhere we
fly, except Canada. Advance
purchase required.

Group 4 to 9*

Groups of 4 to 9 save up to
20% roundtrip between any
of our U.S. cities. Simply
make reservations and pur-
chase tickets 48 hours in
advance—and travel to-
gether. Our Group 10 Plan
saves larger groups up to
33-1/3^ roundtrip.

fares subject to change without notice
* Effective April 1, 1976.

The Freedom Fare.

It's brand new, offering up
to 30^ savings before June 1

and after September 15. Dur-
ing the summer season, the
discount is 20^. Freedom Fare
seating is limited on each
flight, so advance reserva-
tions and pre-purchase of
tickets are required. Good
everywhere, except Canada.

The Weekend Plan.

Take off as early as 7 PM
Friday—return as late as

noon Monday and save up to

25% roundtrip between our
U.S. cities. Good anytime

—

including holiday weekends
with 8|,dvance reservations

and pre-purchase of tickets.

It's your move.

See your Travel Agent fbr

complete details on our dis-

count air travel plans. Or

call Allegheny. We'll show

you how to fly in the fkce

of inflation.

» 78641

they wanted to this year as opposed to

one in the past. This may increase the

number of transfers which can be
granted.

When reviewing the individual
requests, Scheye said that "some
degree of preference" is given to

requests from seniors and from
people wishing to move in or out of

single-sex housing. Priority was also

given for a desire for a change in

physical facility and for a desire to

live with friends. Applicants were
given an opportunity to express
reasons for desiring to transfer on
their applications.

The Housing Committee is co-

chaired by Scheye and Addison Lanier
II '76.

rTHE
SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

William stown

Phone 458-3704

Attention:
/ Live in a 50 room
Gothic Stone Mansion

80 Acre Campus
Dormitory Style

$60 a month singles $80 a mo. doubles

Telephone;

Lenox 637-0600

ACADEMIC YEAR ABROAD
INDIVIDUALIZED STUDY PROGRAMS

PARIS LONDON MADRID
COLLEGE & COLLEGE & COLLEGE &
GRADUATE GRADUATE GRADUATE
STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS
From $1,000. From $1,450. From $1,000.

to $4,270. to $5,560. to $4,110.

Depending on options chosen & iength of study

applications accepted until mid-summer

For information, write: RABTHORNTON 221 East 50Street,New Yorl<,N.Y.

10022

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS. 01267

• TWENTY COLORS IN BANDANAS
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Art Nouveau exhibition opens
Art Nouveau is the subject of an

exhibition which opened recently at

the Clark Art Institute. The small

installation includes twenty-four

objects, some on loan from local

private collectors, in various media,

including painting, sculpture,

'glassware and bookbinding. Em-
phasis is placed on the art of the

poster and the print as exemplified in

the work of such European and

American masters as Henri de

Toulouse-Laiutrec, Jules Cheret, Jan

Toorop, and Edward Penfield. Two

prints, Toulouse-Lautrec's Jane Avrll

(1899) and Alphonse Mucha's Job

cigarette poster (1896-97) illustrate

the theme of the exhibit: the com-

bination of function, in this case ad-

vertisement, and decorative value.

Focus on Arts

Both works display the siylisUr
features of sinuous line and brighUv
colored flat pattern which recur
frequenUy in Art Nouveau objects and
which reflect in large part the per
vasive influence of Japanese art on
European thought in the later
nineteenth century. Many of

works in the exhibit share
characteristics.

"Art Nouveau

the

these

will be on view ai

the Clark throughout the spring. The
Institute is open 10:00 to 5: oo Tuesday
through Sunday. Admission is free

A DEADLY GAME—the arrival of two unexpected visitors to a seedy English

boarding house leads to a bizarre celebration involving brainwashing,

terrorism and ritual murder in Harold Pinter's macabre comedy "The Bir-

thday Party." Williams College Theatre presents its production of Pinter's

masterpiece .for three performances only, beginning tonight, at 8:30 and con-

tinuing on Saturday and Sunday evenings. Tickets are available at the Adams
Memorial Theatre Box Office 4S8-3023.

Frank Robinson, Director of the Graduate Program at the Clark Art Institute,

speaking on the Picture of the Week. The new program features exploration of

one work in the Clark collection every week. Robinson is holding up an x-ray to

demonstrate his theory that the work in question—Rembrandt's "A Man
Reading"—might very well have been painted by Rembrandt's students. The
talk will be repeated tomorrow morning at 10:30. (photo by Janson)

Art explored at Clark

by David Olsher

THE TALK OF
WILLIAMSTOWN

A few days ago, we received an

invitation to what seemed an unusual

social event. The Williams College

Theater, the invitation informed us,

will sponsor a "BIRTHDAY PARTY"
in honor of Mr. Stanley Webber
tonight, Saturday and Sunday nights.

We questioned throwing a birtliday

party in Adams Memorial Theater.

This might be explained, we felt, by

an abnormally long guest hst, while

repeating the party on three con-

secutive evenings could indicate,

conceivably, that Mr. Webber's
friends were not exactly sure of his

birthday. The prime question, one

with which we could not reconcile

ourselves after much delit)eration,

was that of Mr. Webber himself; no

one we know has ever heard of such a

person. In the hope that our feelings of

disquietude were misplaced, we went
directly to the horse's mouth. Gregg
Boyd, speaking for WCT, advised us

that it is going to be a surprise party,

and asked if he could borrow a

cigarette. We are anticipating the

social event of the season.

CARNE, BARRAULT

AND PARADISE

A one-time circus clown, a mime, a

free-lance artist, a character actor, a
stand-up comedian . . . balding at

middle-age and wearing an umpire's
cap from his hat collection, drinking

cheap burgundy from a coffee cup, he
said to me: "Barrault. Do you know

A new approach to introducing the

public to the art at the Clark Art In-

stitute began this week and will

continue throughout April and May. A
specific painting or work of sculpture

will be discussed in a 20-minute

presentation in front of the object

itself twice each week, on Wed-
nesdays at 12:30 and repeated on

Saturdays at 10:30. Members of the

Institute staff, the Director of the

Graduate Program in art history, and
graduate students will participate in

the series. Seven works of art will be

discussed in detail, one each week
from April 7 through May 22.

The first Picture of the Week will be

repeated tomorrow at 10:30 a.m. by

the Director of the Graduate
Program, Franklin W. Robinson. It

was originally given this past Wed-

nesday. The painting selected for

discussion is one of the most famous
and yet perplexing pictures at the

Institute, Rembrandt's A Man
Kfiiding. Its attribution has been the

subject of much discussion and
Robinson, himself an expert in the

field of Dutch art of the 17th century,

has recently supervised research on
the painting, which represents a man
engrossed in reading, his face in

shadow. Admission will be free to all

Picture-of-the-Week talks; visitors

should assemble in front of the work

X^ Colonial Pizza
To"/^ The Best in America
K/^ 1 Small and Large Pizzas

'. Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

50 Spring Street

458-9009 and 458-8014

open daily 9 a.m. to 2 a.m.

Breakfast daily 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.

Donuts, Coffee

We make our own pizza dough daily

.STLDK.XTSWKLCOME

SATURDAY FILM SERIES

presents

Children of Paradise

Marcel Came

Bronfman Auditorium

Admission $1.00

Saturday

April 10

7: 30 only

Winner of "5" Academy Awards
Best Best Best Best Best

Picture Actor Actress Director Screenplay

$1.50

Both cinema
Sat, &Sun,

2:00

liiowuow
ONmiw

•^"^
CINEMA I DAILY 7:00 8,9:30 CINEMA II

RT. 67A BENNINGTON, VERMONT

Double Feature!!

'Hound of the

Baskervilles' and

'Adventure of

Sherlock Holmes'

Thru Tues. Daily 7:30

Matinee Sat. 8. Sun, 2;

(802)442-8179
00

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10; 00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saurday

I0:00a,m. to 3 00 am
23 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass, 0)267

(413) 458-8271

THE NEW HUNGARIAN QUARTET^^

Andor Toth, violin

Richard Young, violin

Denes Koromzay, viola

Andor Toth, Jr., cello

MUSIC OF Mozart, Webern and Beethoven

TONIGHT

Friday, April 9, 1976

Chapin Hall
Williams Students

with I.D. Free

Jean-Louis Barrault? He's a French

mime, a master. You've never seen

him? You must. There's a film. A
beautiful film, Children of Paradise.

It's by Marcel Carne. You should see

it. If you ever get a chance, see it.

"

Children of Paradise, made in

France during the Occupation, was

conceived by Jaques Prevert, who

wrote the screenplay, and Marcel

Carne, who directed it. The fictional

story uses real people: Baptiste

Debureau (Jean-Louis Barrault), who
was a great mime, and Fredrick

Lemaitre, who was a great

Shakespearean actor. Carne said "It

takes place in about 1840, on the

Boulevard du Temple . , . known as

the Boulevard du Crime, because in

those days, people were getting

murdered there . . , and it's about

the stage," Paradise, said Prevert,

was the majestic stage, and its

children, the actors and audience,

"The cheapest seats in the theater,

the worst, the furthest from the stage,

for the 'people,' that is why it was
called Paradise in those days."

Tomorrow night I am going to have

my chance to see it. 1 wouldn't miss it

for the world.

NEW HUNGARIAN
QUARTET

The New Hungarian String Quartet

is considered one of the country's

finest chamber music groups. Friday,

in Chapin Hall, they will perform?

Mozart's String Quartet K. 458, "5

pieces for String Quartet" by Anton
Webern, one of the forerunners of

avant-garde composition, and the

Quartet in C sharp Minor, Op. 131, by
Beethoven,

"Jane Avril" (1899), a color

lithograph by Henri de Toulouse
Laufrec (French, 1864-1901), is art of

the Art Nouveau exhibit recently

opened at the Clark Art Instutute,

Arts Briefs
The Williams Coffee House presents

Rocky Rockwood in concert tomorrow

night. Rockwood is a ragtime and

country-blues guitarist and singer

Admission is free to the entertainment

which will last from 9 p.m. to mid-

night in the Rathskellar,

Griffin Hall Concerts will conclude

the current season with a program of

songs given by Judith Reicliert,

soprano, and Victor Hill, pianist. They

will perform at Weston Language

Center at 8 p.m. this Sunday Tlie

program consists of seven songs of

Brahms, five of Schubert, seven of

Faure, and six selections from the

"Geothe-Lieder" of Wolf.

PRESENTS
Friday, April 9th

FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD
At 7 & 9:30 P.M.

This week's presentation is "FAR FROM THE MADDING
CROWD" at 7 and 9: 30 p.m. Thomas Hardy's novel of a beautiful girl

who makes shambles out of three men's lives is brought fo the screen

by John Schlesinger ("Midnight Cowboy", et al.). Julie Christie, Alan

Bates and Peter Finch star In the verdant setting of the English

countryside.

THIS WEEK'S WFS MOVIE TRIVIA QUESTION; What is the

difference in the pay of Bogarf as a detective in "The Big Sleep" vs.

Nicholson in "Chinatown"?

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $lO«

Next Attraction: SHAFT & SOLDIER BLUE
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flun in fwo A.A.U. races

Runners train for Bo^on Marathon
During spring vacation, while most

„, the Williams student body was

laxing in the Sunshine State the

Williams Road Runners were busily

running roads in preparation for the

Anril 19lh Boston Marathon. To test

Z progress of their training, WRRC
reoresentatives competed m two

A A U road races, the first of which

was held in Central Park, New York

City on March 27.

Sophomores Frank Carr and Dan

Sullivan as well as Paul Skudder 75

were slightly baffled by the tiUe of the

race (Reversible 7 Mile Run).

However, they were relieved when

they found out that "Reversible"

meant running the course in the op-

posite direction of the normal Central

Park loop and not physically running

EURC^PE

800-325-4867
\|THffffTOK«<;

.'»'.'.'»'»'«'«'»'»'»V

ART &
PRINTS

Tfe FHtME SHOP

Our jet

fares to

Europe are
less than
anyouer
scfaednled

airline^.

$360throiieh

Jane 15,ana
yon eanbook
anytime.

If you are 12 to 23, our
youth fare is made for
you. $360 round-trip
New York-Luxembourg,
through June 15; $410
June lethrough
September 15. From
Chicago, $401 through
June 15; $451 from
June 16through
September 15. Direct
flights from New York
and Chicago to
Luxembourg in the
heart of Europe. Fares
subject to government
approval. See your
travel agent, write
or call;

Icelandic Airlines,
630 Fifth Ave. N.Y
NY. 10020.
800-555-1212

ICilANDIC
CN

backwards for part of the race.

At the start, Carr broke out with the

leaders, but Skudder and Sullivan

decided to run a more sane pace and
settled in among the top fourth of the

138 runner field. Carr hung on to place

fifth in 37:30, while Skudder and
Sullivan worked together for the

entire distance finishing in a tie for

26th in 41:24.

Frank Carr was awarded a trophy

for second place in the junior division

( 19 and under) . The award was a nice

birthday present for Carr who turned

20 (and graduated from the junior

division) on March 28.

On the way back to campus last

Sunday, the WRRC decided to stop off

at the Metropolitan A.A.U. 15

Kilometer Championships in Scar-

sdale, N.Y. They desperately wanted
to pocket the team title and even

managed to tear Bob Clifford away
from his thesis work in Williamstown

in order to meet the five-man-team

minimum. Unfortunately a team
award was not brought back to the

awaiting fans but there were excellent

individual efforts over the 9.3 mile

course.

Frank Carr and Lee "Flea"
Richardson matched strides until,

with about two miles to go, Carr
pulled away to a fifteenth place finish

in 49:43. Richardson wound up 19th

among the field of 359 with a time of

50:10 and Clifford managed a 25th

place performance, earning a medal
for his efforts as did his two fellow

runners. Rounding out the WRRC
team was Dan Sullivan in 62nd (54:51)

and Paul Skudder who was ten places

behind Sullivan.

The "running talk" at the Scarsdale

race was all "BOSTON". This 26 mile

distance extravaganza is the biggest

marathon in the world next to the

Olympics, and this year eight

Williams students will be competing.

Frank Carr, Bob Clifford, Michelle

Cutsforth, Joe Kolb, Steve Polasky,

Tim Pritchard, Lee Richardson and
Dan Sullivan will join about 2000 other

runners for the 80th edition of the

B.A.A. classic.

The Store thai brought you discount

SQUASH Equipment, now has

TENNIS
EQUIPMENT

at discount prices

All Tennis Rackets SOVo off Lisf Price

Wilson Heavy Duty Tennis Balls - Only 2.50

WILLIAMS CO-OP
Spring Street open Thufs. till 8:30

wXOT
vrv!

Dan Sullivan '78 striding in the

Reversible 7 Mile Run In Central

Park, New York. (See Story).

Security is busy

on spring vacation
Five or six bottles of wine and small

change totalling about fifteen dollars

were stolen from the Log during a

break-in which occurred on March 30,

reported Walter C. O'Brien, Director

of Security.

No other thefts were reported

during the vacation, O'Brien said. The

only other break-in occurred in Susan

Hopkins House where vandals kicked

in a few doors but look nothing.

Officers also ran security checks in

student rooms, confiscating

unauthorized electrical appliances

and checking for "improperly place
"

tacks. All confiscations were reported

to the Dean, O'Brien said.

13 Eph swimmers

earn All-America
SWIMMING from page 8

came through yet again, with Paul

vom Eigen taking third in the 200 and
fourth in the 100, and frosh Chris Clark

and the ever-surprising Brian Mc-
Dermott finishing 9-10 in the 200.

Distancemen Deans and Lewis went
7-9 in the 500 freestyle; butterflyers

Guy Hoelzer and John Farmakis took

eighth and tenth in the 100 fly after

Farmakis' fourth place finish in the

200 individual medley. Scott

Schumacker finished off an otherwise

disappointing meet with a strong

twelfth place in the 200 backstroke.

Ruggers show
party stamina

RUGBY from page 8

Williams Rugby Club—aside from

boosting British beer sales— is to

learn from the finer practitioners of

the art of rugby. It should be noted

that the Williams Rugby Club did

bring experience and stamina to the

traditional post-game parties with

strong contributions from Red
Westerholm, Peter Watts, Dave
Haines, Bill Keenan, Jim Hutchings,

Bill O'Reilly and Carl Webster.

It is hoped that the experience of

this tour will aid the club during the

upcoming spring season. The rugby

club's first home game will be against

Siena College on April 10.

Food committee

evaluates service
FOOD from page 3

The committee will meet as a whole

next week to settle on broad criteria

so the rules of the game remain

constant for interviews with in-

dividuals and contractors,

Roosenraad said.

German
Summer
School
of the

Atlantic

)UNE 28 TO AUGUST 13, 1976.

Earn up lo 1 credits in only

seven weeks dl the U.N.H. campus

in the seacoast region of New
Hampshire.

We offer undergraduate and

graduate studies in German -

language instruction, politics,

literature, and more.

Financial aid is available.

WRITE GERMAN SUMMER SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

P.O. BOX 61 1, DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03824

TO ALL STUDENTS
student Centrex telephone bills for May and June will be mailed to the

home address of only one student in multiple occupant rooms. Those

students, selected by Mrs. Marlowe, will be entrusted to promptly assemble

the amounts due and forward payment to New England Telephone.
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Division Hi nationals

Eph swimmers grab third

Th« iMMball tNin has bean hard at work at Williams and in Florida over

Spring break. The Ephs opened Wednesday with a 3-1 win over RPI. (photo by

Janson)

Eshelman liurls 3-l^itier

Baseball drops RPI 3-1

Senior soutlipaw Pete Eslielman

hurled a three-hitter to lead the

varsity baseball team to a season-

opening 3-1 win over visiting RPI.

Eshelman struck out U Engineers,

walked four and gave up only one

unearned run in the eighth. All three

RPI hits were singles.

The Ephs broke into the scoring

column first, pushing across a single

run in the home half of the first inning.

Senior co-captain Jim Trapp walked,

stole second, and came across on Tom
Chizmadia's single.

Coach Jim Briggs' squad gave

Eshelman a little breathing room in

the third, scoring two more runs.

Derrick Robinson walked and moved

to second on Scott Harrington's single.

Eshelman bounced out, advancing the

runners, and Robinson came home on

a wild pitch. Chizmadia then came up

with his second ribby of the day,

legging out an infield hit to score

Harrington and give Williams a 3-0

lead.

RPI scored in the eighth to avert a

shutout. The Ephs next action will be

tomorrow afternoon, when they race

the Chiefs of Springfield in a twin-bill.

First game begins at 1:00.

by Dennis O'Shea

Thirteen of fourteen Williams

qualifiers earned AU-American

honors in at least one event as the

Purple natators snatched an un-

believable third place at the NCAA
Division III Swimming Cham-

pionships, held at Washington and

Jefferson College just before spring

break. The Ephmen's 170 points

leapfrogged them up from last year's

fifth place finish, and trailed Johns

Hopkins University by 63.

St. Lawrence University won the

team title with 249 points. Bowdoin

demonstrated the New England

League's strength in Division III by

edging Williams out of a win in the last

relay and sneaking in three points

ahead of Kenyon College for fourth.

Just as in their third place New
Englands effort, it was depth that did

it for the Ephs. All 13 swimmers

chipped in team points to the highest

Williams finish ever in a national

meet; diver Dick Pregent performed

well but was eliminated before the

final round of the one-meter com-

petition. Carl Samuelson's paddlers

managed no individual titles, but did

grab three second places, two thirds

and two fourths.

Ironman Bruce Barclay and the

Purple relay foursomes did the bulk of

the work. Barclay swam trials and

finals of five events in three days,

including all three relays, and

finished in the top six in each. He

netted a fourth in the 200 yard

freestyle and sixth in the 200 butterfly.

The tough senior combined with

freshmen Don Cameron and Chris

Clark and soph John Farmakis (Guy

season if I didn't." In the finals
thj.

evening the quartet took over five I

Hoelzer in the trials) to nab second in said Anderson, next year's co-capuin

the medley relay, and with Cameron, "I knew it was my last race ol lU
R. J. Connelly and Hoelzer (Peter -«..™ " • ^^-.. -- •- '«!

Howd in tl\e trials) for another second

in the 400 freestyle relay.

The 800 freestyle relay typified the

E^s' team effort. After disappointing

200 free trials that would have added

up to a 7:19 relay, Duff Anderson,

Stuart Deans and Jordan Lewis came

back with Barclay in the 800 trials to

go 7:15.04. Anderson had the low split

of 1:47.8; it was the first time ever all

four legs of a Williams 800 relay broke

1:50.

"We knew we really had to move,"

seconds off their prelims clocking and I

four seconds off the College record
going 7:09.981 for third place and it

big pointe. Barclay split 1 :46.0 for his

fourth 200 of the day, and all four

freestylers dropped from their al

ternoon splits.

Freshman Cameron
tallied I

Williams' highest individual
finish

with a 55.224 second place in the loo

backstroke. The Eph breasUtrokers

see SWIMMING page 7

Teams seek improvemenf

Tennis, baseball previews

Swimming coach Carl Samuelson displaying tht 3rd place trophy Williams won

before vacation in the nationals. Chris Clark, John Farmakis, and Brian Mc

Dermoft (I. to r.) look on. (photo by Schumaclterl

4- J in Florida

Lacrosse opens away

The Williams College tennis team

began its ten-match season with a

road encounter with Tufts on Wed-

nesday. The Ephmen will play their

first home match against Army
tomorrow at 2 p.m.

Williams has captured three

straight Little Three titles but a fourth

will not be so easy. T<he Ephs were

decimated by graduation, losing Nos.

1, 2, 4, and 6 on the singles ladder and

part, if not all, of the three doubles

teams. "Last year w e had prospects,

tmt were disappointing," said Coach

Dave Johnson. "This year with all the

underclassmen it's tiard to tell. But on

paper we're not as strong. We just

don't have the talent."

Freshman Marty Goldberg, a

strong serve-and-voUey player, has

taken over at No. 1. Goldberg, a

graduate of Lawrenceville Academy,

was impressive in the fall, defeating

Yale's Cary Leeds, a nationally-

ranked junior player. At No. 2 will be

sophomore Dan O'Connell, another

hard court specialist. O'Connell

moved from the freshman to the

varsity team at the end of last season

and won a couple of matches at No. 5.

"Goldberg is a tough player, he's

going to help us out," said Johnson.

"O'Connell's got a lot of ability, but

he's a little erratic."

Junior Alan Wall, one of two

returning singles players, has secured

the No. 4 slot. The other returnee,

senior Jim Ware did not play fall

tennis but captured the No. 3 slot

during the spring vacation challenges.

Sophomores Jim Parsons and Dean

Gianakos, numbers 1 and 3 on last

year's freshman team, round out the

squad to 5 and 6.

In doubles, Johnson is still ex-

perimenting. The tenUtive lineup has

O'Connell and Goldberg at No. 1 and

Ware and Parsons at No. 2. Hillman

and Wall are challenging Shattuck

and Granakos for the No. 3 slot.

Baseball

The Williams College baseball team

tuned up for the regular season by

working out in Florida during the

college's spring vacation break. Along

with the first outdoor practices, coach

Jim Briggs' team faced a rugged

eight-game schedule of powerful

opponents. The Ephs won one and tied

one. -^"-^^

-
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The Ephmen posted a 4-14 record

last year, suffering nine one-run

losses during that campaign. Having

lost only two starters through

graduation, however, Briggs is

confident that a blend of experienced

players and improved speed and

defense will result in an improved

record.

Coach Briggs is counting on his co-

captains, Pete Eshelman and Jim
Trapp to be the heart of the Williams

team. Eshelman, a fireballing left-

hander, fanned 70 men in 58 innings

and logged a 3.72 e.r.a in winning

three games. Voted the team's most
valuable player, he tossed a 3-0 no-

hitter against R.P.I., led the team in

hitting with a .325 average, and

knocked in 19 runs. Trapp, a third

baseman, is the squad's t)est defen-

sive infielder and an effective leadoff

man. Last year he topped the squad

with eight extra-base hits, belted four

home runs, scored 21 runs, walked 20

times, and stole 11 bases.

The make-up of the rest of the in-

field is uncertain, pending the out-

come of an experimental switch of

last year's shortstop, sophomore Scott

Harrington to centerfield. If

Harrington makes the move suc-

cessfully, senior Derrick Robinson

will move from second to short and
sophomore Roger McEniry will play

second. Senior Tom Chizmadia is

up byback at first base, backed

sophomore Bob LaBonxbard.

The outfield will show an increase in

speed over last year's version. Senior

Mike Gibbons will move from right to

left, Harrington or sophomore Bill

Masse will be in center, and either

junior Jeff Erickson or sophomore

Jim Burns will play in right.

Junior Tom Redden again figures to

handle the bulk of the catching duties,

but will be pushed by sophomore Mike

Krikorian who missed last season due

to an injury.

Along with Eshelman, the pitching

staff will be topped by sophomore

Steve Maier, who posted a fine 2.94

e.r.a. last season. Sophomore Pete

Kastrinelis will be the third starter,

and coach Briggs will seek another

from among four freshmen: Bob
Seder, Tom Albert, Tony Stall and
Frank Kreutz.

by Dennis O'Shea

"There are no easy games this

year," Coach Renzie Lamb told his

varisty lacrosse charges this week as

they began preparation for the

regular season opener this Saturday

at Springfield. How right he is.

During April alone Lamb's stickers

face two teams rated in the USILA's

University Top Twenty, Yale and

Massachusetts, and C. W. Post, listed

in the latest College"' Division

rankings. The Ephmen also tussle

with a surprising Union Dutchmen
squad that put up quite a fight last

year before bowing, 14-11, the

dramatically improved Dartmouth

Green, U.Conn., and a Springfield

team that's always tough on its own
Astro-turf field.

What's worse, Williams' first three

games are on the road.

The Ephs averaged over 15 goals a

game in four straight wins during

spring break, before running head-on

into St. Lawrence University. Playing

at the Suncoast Tournament in

Tampa, Florida, the laxmen took a 12-

5 dumping from the Lames after
|

consecutive conquests of Tufts (l4-7i,

RPI (18-8), Team Canada (17-8) and
|

Kenyon (12-5).

Co-captains Phil Hartigan and Scotl
|

Supplee led the offense with al

tackman Hartigan tallying six goals
|

and two assists against Tufts. Mid

fielder Supplee poured in an average
|

of almost three goals per game.

"It went really well," said Lamb.

'

was pleased with the attack, and Phil I

did an outstanding job. Scott and Todd

Eckerson faced off well, and Jamie

Taylor and Mark Murray also looked

good on midfield.'

Defensively the Ephs looked

"rusty", according to Lamb, but

showed improvement over the week

Saturday's reintroduction to Nor

them lacrosse is not likely to be an

easy one. Last year, Springfield's

Chiefs lost to the Ephs by a sln&'

goal, n-10, in a game marred by 19

servable penalties. The Chiefs will be

gunning hard for the Ephs, who are

currently ranked fifth in New

England, tops among College Division

squads.

Women's crew scores on spring trip

The spring trip to Washington, D.C.

and Pliiladelphia ended on an op-

timistic note as the Women's varsity

eight opened its racing season with a

convincing win over three rivals.

After two weeks of twice a day

practices (a total of 190 miles), the

strongest and biggest crew to row for

Williams prepared for its first com-
petition.

Usually the opening race is

preceded by scrimmages against

crews in the Washington area, but the

women's crews of Georgetown and
George Washington Univ. were un-

willing to battle Williams.

Ruggers lose but gain experience in England
The Williams Rugby Football Club

spent the spring holiday in England
touring the country and playing

matches against British rugby clubs.

Fifteen players went on the trip, in-

cluding President Leif Bredenberg,

captains Steve Westerholm and Jim
Tolles, as well as trainer Jim Stone.

In the first match on March 24

against the Old Millhilians the

Williams club was embarrassed by a

wide margin. At the party afterwards,

however, Jim Tolles handily defeated

the Millhilians' representative in an

arduous chugging contest to partially

avenge the prior defeat. On March 28

the Tonbridge Rugby Club bested

Williams 26-14 in a hard fought match.

Here Williams exhibited a strong

second half. Tries were scored for

Williams by Jamie Barickman, Jim

Hutchings and JohnASreer.

Two days later the Williams team
was entertained by the London
Scottish, the world's oldest rugby
club. The Scottish proved to be a

powerful squad and defeated Williams
56-10. The score would have been even
more lopsided without a late surge
which culminated in a try by
Williams' excellent scrum half John
Greer. The final two matches against
the Old Merchant Tailors club and a
military squad, United Services
Chatham, Williams also lost, by
scores of 32-0 and 28-7 respectively.

Both games, however, were noted by
Williams' inability to capitalize on
scoring opportunities. Consensus
opinion held that the quality of

Williams' play had improved over the
course of the matches and that the

final contest showed a strengthening

of Williams' offensive movement and
line play by John Greer, Jamie Ed-

wards, Dave Haines, John Raitt and
Jamie Barickman.
Though handicapped by a shortage

of experienced line players for the

tour, thus forcing a number of scrum
players to adopt new positions, the

Williams club exhibited strong and

respectable spurts of play at the very

least—and did earn praise for its

sturdiness and determination from its

rivals. The scrum play of Peter Watts,

Steve Jones, Clint Willis and Jim
Hutchings was also particularly ef-

fective.

The "rival" clubs, however, were
also instructors—as one of the main
reasons for a tour of England by the

.—w.ii- see RUGBY page 7

Rowing in a strong current and

against a good headwind, Williams

came off the line scrambling and soon

found itself trailing Rutgers an

Penn. Williams settled into a powerfu

cadence of 33 strokes per minute, anfl

by the first 500 meters Syracuse W
fallen to a length behind William^

The middle 500 meters showed tw

value of the double sessions

Williams steadily gained on mge^

(rowing at 35 strokes per minute aw

Pemi (at 34). Going into the las 5(^

meters, Williams had moved to

commanding lead of one length wh.cn

it held to the finish Ime.

Making up the varsity are i^.

Halpenn (cox), Gay Sym,

(stroke), Anne Eisenmenger. sum

Tuttle, Martha Wardwell, La^r

Abbott, Lynn Conant, Kr^'

Johanson, and Barb Jackson (bo*.

This Saturday at 4 pm. on w

Onota(Burbank Park), the wome'

varsity will race Yale. Yale . ^^

pected once again to be <"]« "
^^

strongest crews in the
^""'^.hani

has been on the water for mort U^""^.

month and so should be "i°rej.^

vanced than Williams at this sm
^

the season. However, the Prf'J,^
the Williams crew has been rapi

so a good race is expected.
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tvGaudino fund

accepts $1000

fromGargoyle
by Simon Buckner

Gargoyle Co-Chairpersons Paul

Shiels and Cyntliia Kirlcwood

presented tiie Robert Gaudino

Memorial fund a check for one

thousand dollars at Sunday night's

dinner meeUng in Baxter HaU. The

check, Shiels said, was given by the

Gargoyle Alumni Association through

the student contingent.

Robert Gaudino was a political

science professor at Williams for 16

years until his death in November

1W4. The fund was originated im-

mediately after his death by his close

friends among the students and

faculty.

!

Gaudiho is remembered for special

projects designed to combine
classroom learning with actual ex-

perience. The "Williams at Home"
and "Williams in India" programs

were examples of some of his suc-

cessful undertakings.

The purpose of the fund, according

to fund custodian David Booth, is to

"support projects in innovative and
experiential education." He said the

many gifts received have made this

the "most successful fund of this type

the College has ever undertaken."

With this check, Booth continued, the

amount of collected and promised
monies will approach $50,000.

The money is controlled by an
alumni committee appointed by
President Chandler. It reported that

as yet no group has asked for aid.

Booth said he suspected that

Professor Charles Baer's "Williams
in New York" plan will make the first

application. He went on to guess that

individual and group independent
study projects will be approved, the

only condition being that they typify

the novel sort of work for which
Gaudino was noted.

CES, psych, astro

College receives grants

David Booth accepts a $1000 check from the members of Gargoyle for the
Robert Gaudino Memorial Fond. Pictured are Ann McGovern, Bill Driscoll,
Ellen Causey, Michael Knight, Jay Sullivan, Keith Harvest, Anne Eisen-
menger, David Booth, Wick Sloan, Cynthia Kirkwood, Paul Shiels, and Pam
Carleton. (photo by Janson)

Transfer policies opposed

Two firms have recently awarded
grants totaling $46,900 for use in un-

dergraduate research projects at

Williams.

The National Science Foundation
gave a total of $28,500 to the Williams

Center for Environmental Studies,

and $11,400 to the psychology
department.

The undergraduate research

participation program in en-

vironmental studies will be directed

by Henry W. Art, assistant professor

of biology and assistant director for

research at the Center for En-

vironmental Studies. The project will

involve various aspects of in-

terdisciplinary research on renewable

and non-renewable energy sources

and will build upon the energy-related

by Jim Cohen

Meeting tonight to grant inter-house

Trustees to meet
students Thursday
The Campus Life Committee of

the Board of Trustees will meet

with students ort Thursday
evening, April 22, at 8 p.m. in the

Faculty House. Any student or

group of students who would like to

discuss an important College issue

with the Trustee members of this

committee should sign up in the

Dean's Office by Friday, April 16,

indicating the topic they wish to

discuss. If limitations of time and

space make it necessary, topics

and participants will be selected

from among those on the sign-up

list by the Deans in consultation

with Gargoyle.

Taylor to ploy Spring Weekenc
by Carl Hettinger

In an effort to meet the great
variety of musical interests at
Williams, the ACEC will use sup-
plementary funds granted it by the
College Council in January to sponsor
Livingston Taylor at its Spring
weekend concert. May 7.

Th» cost of the performance, ex-

cluding security and maintenance,
will be $2750. Although, more could
have i)een spent, co-chairman of the
ACEC, Tom Belden '76 and Bill

Goodell '77, stated that the ACEC
wished to be very conservative with
tile $2700 allotted to it by the CC. Both
said that a reasonable turnout would
allow the ACEC to return a con-

siderable amount of money to the

Council.

According to Goodell, the ACEC
"thought that large areas of music

were being excluded from concerts

during the last few years." The ACEC
decided to contract Taylor who is

famous for his folk-style music, to add

needed diversity, Goodell added.

WHEW gave the ACEC free reign in

deciding a date for the concert,

agreeing to build Spring Weekend

around whatever date was chosen.

The first bid for Taylor was made for

April 24. However, he was not

available for this time and the date of

the weekend was switched to May 7.

transfers, the Housing Committee
must deal with possible un-

derpopulation in Dennett House and
recently-emerged opposition to

current transfer policies. Both
Associate Dean Chris Roosenraad and
committee chairman Lilli Scheye said

the situation might require re-

evaluation of all temporary decisions.

Tentatively, Dennett House will lose

ten senior women. After the com-
mittee meeting last week, Dennett

and Fitch Houses faced losses of 13

and nine students, respectively, but

Roosenraad reworked all senior and
some junior transfers Saturday,

eliminating the Fitch deficit.

Tonight Roosenraad will request

that the committee accept his

decisions. "I based my decisions on

the procedure established by the

committee," he said. "I left any

discretionary decisions up to the

committee."

Opposition to the point system for

evaluating transfers emerged last

week when a committee headed by

Linda Smith '78 and Dave Forrester

'78 asked the College Council to

reconsider these criteria. The CC
turned down their request.

The point system employed by the

Housing Committee gives seven

points for a senior, five points for a

desire to enter single sex housing, and

three points each for a desire to be

with friends and leave a particular

facility. Smith contends that the

criteria ignore "really important

reasons, such as social reasons,

people who got their fourth choice (in

inclusion), or noise level."

About 400 students signed petitions

circulated in dining halls Saturday

and Sunday by Smith's group.

Chairman Scheye charged that the

presentation of the petition was too

subjective and didn't fully explain the

Housing Committee point of view. "I

doubt that many people understood

what they were signing," she said.

Responding to Scheye' s contentions,

Forrester said, "We didn't knock the

committee and answered questions

about it objectively." "I don't believe

that the average Williams student is

going to allow me or anyone else to

railroad them into signing what they

don't want to sign."

A Housing Committee member said

that alternative criteria have already

been debated in committee.

Scheye said the petition might be

considered at the meeting tonight;

Roosenraad commented "My reac-

tion is that it is too late (to change the

evaluation procedures for this year),

but this is up to the committee."

, ,
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Associate Dean Chris Roosenraad

Bond chain letter pyramids investment
..... 1 _<..j_-*„ U« ««.!. Kii*,c f,„rt «*>R CQi,in0c hon

KikiSpencer& Peter Rintels
One of the tried and true laws of

wonomics is that there is no free
'unch, but no amount of discussion has
ever prevented people from trying to

find one. The latest something-for-

nolhing scheme to surface involves a

savings bond chain letter which has

made its way across the country and

has appeared locally among mer-

chants, college staff, and students.

Some local merchants who bought

in early have reported receiving sums

of up to $10,000. Students, who for the

most part became involved later on,

have reported top sums of $475 and

are expecting more.

The $25 U.S. Savings Bond chain

letter works under the pyramid

scheme designed to produce easy

money for those who begin it, not for

later investors. In a typical tran-

saction, if Bill Speculator wishes to set

himself "on the path to $50,000" as

stated in the chain letter itself, he

must first buy a letter with a list of ten

names and a savings bond made out to

the first on the list for $37.50.

He then mails the bond to the person

named on it and crosses that name off

the top of the list, adding his own

name to the bottom. Every name on

the list has now moved up one place

and Bill is in the number ten spot.

He now buys two $25 savings bonds

for $18.75 in the name of the first

person on the list and sells them to two

different people for $37.50. Having

now broken even. Bill is advised by

the letter to "order a larger post office

box and a larger safe deposit box for

bond storage of your bonds."

It will take up to 1024 transactions

for an investor's name to reach the top

of every list and for him to receive the

possible $50,000 at bond maturity. The
probability that breaks in the chain

will occur make it very unlikely that

the maximum sum will be attained.

In spite of the question of legality,

numerous Williams College personnel

and students and Williamstown
businessmen have attempted to get

rich quick by the chain letter which

"appeals to natural gambling in-

stincts," according to one participant.

Many, it seems, have been quite

see CHAIN LETTER page S
,

data gathered in previous NSF
programs.

The grant to the psychology
department will enable six students to

work with members of the psychology

department on research projects for

10 weeks this summer. The director of

the program will be Phebe Cramer,
professor of psychology and chairman
of the psychology department.

The Research Corporation has

awarded a $7,000 grant to the College

to support chromospheric studies with

the new orbiting solar observatory.

Jay M. Pasachoff, assistant professor

of astronolT^y and chairman of the

astronomy department, will direct the

research projopt.

The Orbiting Solar Observatory, or

O.S.O., was launched in June 1975.

The satellite experiment is designed

an^^operated by the Laboratoire de

Physique Planetaire et Solaire in

Pari*., rasachoff and Williams

students will examine data tran-

smitted by the satellite and processed

by computers both in Paris and

Williamstown. Pasachoff stated that

study of the data should lead to a

better understanding of the

distribution of temperatures in the

solar chromosphere.

Based in New York City, the

Research Corporation is a foundation

for the advancement of science. It was
created in 1912 as a non-profit in-

stitution and currently grants over $4

million a year to support research in

the natural sciences and for public

health nutrition programs.

Fast will be held

on campus Friday

A 24-hour fast will be conducted

Friday, April 16 in conjunction with

nationwide Food Day activities on

April 8. The main purpose of this fast

is a chance for critical reflection on

our relation to the problem of world

hunger, according to Mary McCord,

co-chairman of the Williams Hunger

Action Project (WHAP).

Students who participate in the fast

may also participate in the

discussions which will be held during

lunch and dinner on the day of the fast

and the panel discussions the previous

night.

The informal discussions during

lunch and dinner will be between

members of the Williams community,
members of the town community and
people from the Center for

Developmental Economics. The value

of personal actions such as fasting in

dealing with the World Food Crisis

will be covered. The night before the

fast there will be a panel discussion on
"Personal and Political Responses to

World Hunger" with Professors

Raymond Baker, Earl MacFarland,
Gordon Winston, and Vince Barnett.

According to McCord, the money
raised will be -divided between
Western Massachusetts Labor Action,

a group working with low paid

workers in the Berkshire area, and
Oxfam, an international group
working with local development
projects in Africa, Asia and Latin

America.

Pledge forms for the fast will be
collected at the major dining halls

during dinner on Sunday, April 11 and
during lunch and dinner on Monday,
April 12 and Tuesday, April 13.

Forms may also be left in the en-

velope outside of the student affairs

office in Baxter. All FORMS must be
submitted by 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday.
April 13.

\
V.
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Fast Reservations \Letfers:Gays, CUL, and theCC
Once again, Williams students are being asked not to eat

solid food Friday as part of a fast for world hunger. The basic

humanitarian feeling behind this type of fast cannot be
assailed. Tliere is a danger, however, that the merits of this

feeling will cloud the merus or lack thereof of the fast itself.

In particular, there is little evidence that the decision to

hold the fast at this time received any discussion outside of the

meetings of the Williams Hunger Action Project. Few students
had any notion that a fast was under consideration until after

the decision had been made. No discussion was held by the

College Council. Officially, the College seems to have
acquiesced to the fast in an almost knee-jerk fashion.

This fast raises numerous reservations—reservations
which should have been discussed and resolved before the go-

ahead was given. The consciousness raising aspects of the fast

were abundantly clear when it was first held. Does decreasing
involvement since represent decreased impact? Does fasting

raise consciousness or does it raise the revenues of pizza

houses? Is fund raising the best way to combat world hunger? If

so, is the fast the best way to raise funds, and does the division

of funds between Ox-Fam and Western Massachusetts Labor
Action meet these goals? In contrast with the publicity Ox-Fam
has received in the past, little information was released on the

organization, goals, and degree of political involvement of

WMLA before it was included in the fast. The dates for Spring
Vacation forced the fast to be postponed from last Thursday,
World Food Dav. As a result the fast, during which students are
asked to contemplate the suffering which is hunger, is

scheduled for Good Fridav. Is it necessary to even risk a con-
flict of purpose on a day when Christians contemplate the loving
sacrifice of Christ for the sins of mankind?

"Iliis is not to condemn the fast. It continues to be the
position of the Record that students should do all they can to

relieve this most fundamentally distressing of human
problems, world hunger. That questions related to this most
recent fast were not openly discussed by the appropriate
College bodies is regrettable. In the future, discussion of the
merits of a fast shoufa begin well before the proposed date.

^ Transfer Gripes
Some degree of negative response to the system of granting

house transfers is to be expected. Simple house capacity limits

firevent the granting of all first choice requests. But even if all

irst choice requests could be granted, the effects of an exodus
from certain nouses would be disastrous to the residential
housing system. Therefore, not all applications can be ap-
proveoT The losers, or those who expect to lose, may be
dissatisfied and complain.

The house transfer system adopted by the housing com-
mittee is a ready target. The transfer system is similar to a
large governmental budget agreed upon following a large
number of compromises and votes. Few, if any persons, can
support each aspect of the whole. Surely, this newspaper
cannot. However, as long as the procedural aspects of the
decision were fair, alternatives and varying opinions con-
sidered, and the large scale effects examined, the system
deserves approval, aileast for this year. The College Council
correctly realized this when it refused to order the Housing
Committee to reconsider the point system.

Clearly though, the dissatisfaction of many applicants and
of many members of the Housing Coromittee along with the
high level of transfer applicants indicates that something is

wrong with the transfer system, the housing system or both.
The Committee on Undergraduate Life is thoroughly examining
the whole housing system and it is essential that all

dissatisfaction with the present system be communicated to

them directly and through the current CUL questionnaire.
The CUL will surely have something to say about the

transfer procedure for next year. That is perhaps the best
forum for a sound decision on transfer policv because transfer
requests are rooted in dissatisfaction with freshman inclusion
assignments, pressures for social conformity, paucitv of real
housing alternatives and other problems which shoula directly
concern the CUL. Until the CUL's study is completed, the
Housing Committee's carefully considered procedures will

have to suffice.

In finalizing this year's transfer decisions tonight, the
Housing Committee will have to balance maximizing the
number of transfers permitted against the potential effects of
an exodus from some houses. If the committee allows a large
number of women to leave Dennett House and Fitch House, the
social structure of those houses may be destroyed, and
sophomore women may find living in those houses difficult next
year. The latter problem is evident in Fitch House now. If an
exodus is not allowed, freedom of choice will be limited, and
some houses may be saddled with unhappy women. Par-
ticularly in the case of Fitch House, a slightly discontented but
strong group of upperclasswomen may give the house
something it needs to prevent a future exodus. In other cases, a
large group of unhappy women may ruin a house. The exodus
proDlem affects more than just the welfare of those persons
trying to transfer, it affects present and future members of the
houses involved.

irtr^ Billiamg J^j^i^otb^
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Gay understanding

To the editor:

I was very surprised to see the letter

from the Gay Support Organization.

Suddenly, the Gay movement seems

to have surfaced as a topic of con-

versation here.

I think it's good that people are

concerned and thinking, but I fear,

Williams Gays, that you are not going

to have an easy time of it, trying to

make your position understood. No

one here really wants to understand.

Your letter provoked reactions from

people, but not the ones that I think

you were hoping to get. Most people

were quick to indicate that they had

not written the letter and even quicker

to make jokes about it.

The first step in getting people to

understand you is to force them to

take you seriously. Good luck in that

endeavor. I suspect that we don't

really believe in your existence, ex-

cept as a group to be the butt of our

humour. Already the closet jokes are

campus-wide.
Carole-Anne Tyler

Distortion

To the editor:

The April 9 issue of the Record

which reported on the April 7 meeting

of the College Council gave a distorted

account of the meeting. It did not

mention the most controversial and

time-consuming issue discussed at the

meeting, a proposal to ask the housing

committee to reconsider its decision

to limit the criterion that would be

used to decide who will be allowed to

transfer house affiliation this year.

The system which the housing com-

mittee designed was a "point" system

allowing a certain number of "points"

for particular reasons for transfer

which people had explicitly stated on

their transfer application. Seven
points were to be given to members of

the class of 1977, five points for ex-

pressing a desire for single-sex

housing, three points for saying that

one had friends in the house desired

for transfer, and three points for

stating that one liked the physical

plant of the house desired for transfer.

Advocates of the proposal to ask the

housing committee to reconsider its

decision said that there were several

other reasons for wanting to transfer

which were not being given "points"

by the Housing Committee. Among
these reasons were dissatisfaction

with the social situation in one's house
or the fact that one does like the social

situation in the house desired for

transfer, the fact that one does not like

the physical plant in one's present

house, and they also felt that special

consideration might be given to those

who received their third or fourth

housing choices in freshman in-

clusion.

Opponents of the proposal said that

the Housing Committee had been
working on transfers for a long time,

and that at some point decisions must'
be made on what criterion to include,

in order that room draw not be
delayed. They said that, in any case,

elimination of most of t(ie power of

house presidents to decide transfers

was one of the most positive features

of the "point" system.

The April 9 Record article.

News and Notes
OPKRATION CROSSROADS
AFRICA, an 8 week summer work
program which provides an op-

portunity to work with a com-
munity on a development project,

will conduct a group information

session on Monday, April 19 from
l:30to3:00. Please sign up at OCC
if you are interested in the

program.

The Parachute, the OCC
newsletter will be distributed this

week. Please let us know if you do
not receive it. Check the Parachute
for listings of jobs (summer and
full-time), summer study op-
portunities, test information,
graduate programs and in-

formation on the career, medical
illustration.

headlined by "CC elects secretory,

treasurer" included coverage of most

of the other business of the Council,

and included an interview with the

president of the Council, but did not

mention the proposal to ask the

housing committee to refon^ider its

decision, a decision dirfectly affecting

the housing situation of 175 students

for next year. 1 urge the Record to be

much more complete in its reporting

of controversial issues, the ones which

a student newspaper cannot avoid if it

is to fulfill its responsibility to the

students.

David J. Breuer '78

WCFM News Director

CUL questionnaire

To the editor:

The CUL's recently circulated

questionnaire provides a direct op-

portunity for students to vent

dissatisfactions and offer suggestions

about the housing arrangements at

Williams. I strongly urge everyone to

complete the questionnaire so that it

will not be deemed insignificant due to

lack of response. I hope especially

that people will consider and com-

ment on the suggestion of co-op

housing as an addition to the existing

housing possibilities.

The questionnaire cited "social

reasons" and lower food costs and-or

higher food quality as two possible

reasons for preferring co-op housing.

Although these concerns may weD be
important, I feel that the more
general desire for a greater
responsibility for one's life-style mav
also be a central reason for one's
choice to live off-campus or to prefer
co-op housing.

I find it ironic that I must be granted
permission to pay my own rent, to buy
and cook my own food, and to empty
my own wastebasket. But what is

more ironic is the fact that more than
one-third of those who sought

tliis

permission were denied it. Un-
derstondably, the college does not

want students to fill all of the low-rent

apartments in Wiiliamstown, and
does not want an excess of empty
rooms on^campus^Yet the college

should not'Thny^y/e wishes of those

who do seek a greater independence

and responsibility for their life-styles.

I feel that college owned co-op housing

may provide this opportunity without

causing an excess of rooms or

monopolizing town apartments. Many
of the existing college houses might be

converted into co-ops with adequate

kitchen facilities, thus providing an

alternative to the dormitory

arrangement for those who seek it. I

hope that some creative thinking is

directed towards realizing this

possibility, because it could satisfy

the many people who are, presently

frustrated by the shortage of housing

alternatives,

AnneWeisman'77

They Wrife By Night

Wild in the Street

A louph' oj times a week, three of us

lip in llopkiiiti House gel together and
ilnil ahuiit all the trends and events

irarth ridiculing or satiring, smuke a

liil. write a hit. and laugh. A lot! The

difference between what ive do in Hop
llini. and what you might do in your

silly old room is two-fold:

1. We are funny about the whole

thing.

2. We have a column in which to

print our musings. When asked bow
in- miuiaged to attend classes and
irritr good columns at the same time,

irc replied, "We don't. We write by
night

!"

Every week — for the rest of the

war.

We recently trudged to the Clark

Art Institute to catch the promising

lecture-field trip entitled, "Street Art
on the Williams College Campus; the

Aesthetics of Watching Where You
Don'i Walk!" Visiting Professor Hans
Handy stated his position quickly and
clearly In his opening remarks:
"Searching for works of art is a dif-

ficult and unnecessarily
discriminating process if attempted
only under the protected, stifling and
arbitrary roof of a 'Museum'. Art is

life, and let's not deny the reverse,

either! Would Monet paint someone
else's painting? NO! So let's follow

Monet's lead and view our surroun-
dings as total works of art!"

With the lecture thus concluded.
Professor Handy took his audience in

tow. in.what he called, "an attempt to

make discriminating eyes In-

discrlmlnatlng— to show you forms of

art you ignore every day." We
followed, but not without a small
degree of skeptic ism, and with a large
measure of distance between our-
selves and the enthusiastic, skipping
crowd.

As the Professor led us, crawling,
through the fourth floor janitor's

closet of Hopkins House
(destination—the roof), we could only
agree with the Professor that this art
piece must Indeed go unseen and
unappreciated. But when we were
finally gathered on the south side of

the building and the Professor ex-
tending his arm back towards the
Clark, exclaimed, "Look, look
children; open your eyes and look!"
we all stood puzzled. Wood House?
Maybe. Brooks House? Impossible!
The confusion) was general, and
eventually, vodal. "What the . .

."

"Huh ..." "I Mve a paper to do for

aifd I'm an Art major

..." But all was silenced when the

Professor's hysterical voice was

finally heard: "My GOD, can't you

SEE it? The intersection of Route 2

and Route 7—it's a . . . it's a . . . why,

it's a SYMPHONY !" And as he spoke,

our eyes lit upon a truly Incredible

sight.

To label that intersection a "jungle"

would be an understatement The

patterns created were indescribable,

sucking cars into their grasp, and

flinging them to random destinations.

We watched a Subaru approach the

intersection from the direction of the

Clark Institute; he was attempting to

make his way across the Intersection

to Route 7 (N). At first he was slopped

by a Winnebago going east on Route 2;

the Winnebago didn't swerve as the

Subaru screeched to a halT~Once at

rest theSubaru was blocked by a "Vo-

lar-e" going right from Route 7 (N)

onto Route 7 (S). The Subaru finally

summoned up some nerve and speed,

when a Chevy Vega darted across the

intersection from Route 2, going west.

The Vega smashed into the Subaru.

turning it completely around in the

middle of the intersection. A BMW

Bavaria careened into the back of thi'

Subaru, propelling it towards the

entrance to Route 2-7 (W-S) where it

deflected off of a passing Volk.swagen

Rabbit, finally coming to rest in the

parking lot of Wood House, from

whence it had come a half-an-hour

earlier. A gasp went up from our

rooftop perch when its driver stepped

out of the car, to collapse prostrate

onto the ground.

Soon a shrill, familiar voice was

heard. "This is a human drama-each

car is occupied (some filled!) witn

PEOPLE! All types-many races

from many places-converge in this

clover-leaf of psychology and

morality. And someone is defeated or

1 -.:_. : ...:>h uxorv .shift 01

back

the

leaves victorious with every

this crazy, only-in-this-modern-worio-

kaleidescope ..."

Eventually we were rushed

down the ladder by "Bill'

"janitor". But Professor Hanoy

continued: "We've just touched on

this topic, but let's move on to our ne»

'exhibition': 'Post-thaw formation^

of dog-turds in the Berkshire Qua",
,

Our sensibilities and Wallabies had

already been exposed to this ormJo

our walk to the Clark; we broke from

the group and returned to our room »

reflect upon (and repair the effects o

our day's immersion in 'Street Ar'

Tony Spuel''
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Politics

by Steven Rottoteln

said Boston

White is presently serving his third

term as Boston's mayor. Before that

post he also held the position as the

Massachusetts Secretary of State. In

1970, he ran for Governor against

The worst thing that could happen p^g^ Sargent, with Michael Dukakis

to me is for someone
'°^^|^°^*^_J|jy

as his running mate. In 1972, he was
__. >• ••!• na nn

a,.„j,„g ^^^^ Dcmocrats actively
considered by George McGovem to be
his running mate.

"In one sense, Williams had nothing

to do with my political life," White
said. While he did major in political

science it didn't push him into a

political career.

"I have been competitive all my life

and Williams gave me a personal

confidence." In a quiet way, "there is

a sense of knowing you have jumped a

high hurdle." It is interesting to note

"that Williams has turned out an
incredible number of public officials

for its small size."

"I came into office during the

Kennedy era. (That was an) exciting

time, a time of real enthusiasm."

John Kennedy "brought a sense of

decency and high quality people into

the government."

"Journalism is exciting now,
politics is not. It is a bad time to be in

academic career,

Mavor'8 Kevin H.
White. A member of

!e WUliams class of 1952, White

remembers that, "I wasn't a great

student."

Before Williams

Kevin White attended Tabor

Academy (a Massachusetts prep

school) where his teacher—baseball

coach "would talk to me about

Williams." By the time "I was a

senior at Tabor, Williams was the

highest (school you could go to).

Every year it took three or four Tabor

boys."

I never applied to any other

school," White remembers. "It was

the only school that I wanted to go to."

Before I applied, "I was told politely

not to fill out the application." When I

did apply "I was rejected."

Don't ask my why, but Fred

Copeland took a gamble on me.

Whatever the reason," White said,

it changed my life . .

."

Williams

During his four years at Williams,

not only did I learn, I began to

think, ' the Williams grad remem-
bers. "The environment of the

Berkshires is a cocoon, cut off from

the world."

Socially, White said that "I was not

a wall flower ... I had my dates."

While at Williams the fraternities

were "just beginning to break up."

White, who belonged to Phi Delta

Theta, "just accepted their

existence."

KacuUy

Of the many professors the Mayor
remembers there are two he
especially thinks of—Fred Schuman
and James Burns. Schuman was a
"fascinating individual and excellent

professor '. Although White majored
in political science, he said, "history
is my favorite subject."

"Jim Burns influenced me as much
after I left" as when I was an un-

dergraduate. Even though "I wasn't a
great student, Burns endorsed me for

Secretary of State when I first ran."
James MacGregor Burns, "is one of

the few professors who practices what
he preaches. He also doesn't unduly
seek the limelight."

James Phinney Baxter was the
college's President while White was
an undergraduate. He thinks of
Baxter as a "Mr. Chips type. His
presence was felt even though we
really didn't see him." In his own way
Baxter had a fatherly presence on the
campus."

Viewpoint

S. J . - Leaping Backward

Kevin White

politics. Times are filled with many
difficult problems."

Family
"My son Mark wants to go to

Williams next year," noted White. "It

is his first choice and he has studied

.hard to get in," according to the proud
father. "His mother would rather he

go someplace closer to home" but

wouldn't object to Williams, White
added.

As a public official there are many
honors White has received. But ac-

cording to him, "nothing pleased me
more than the 1968 honorary degree
from Williams."

One of the most significant bills in

'

Congress this year is Senate Bill I

which, despite its relative anonymity,
is one of the most comprehensive
attacks on American civil liberties

ever to appear in Congress. The 753-

page bill is sponsored by some of the

most powerAil men in the Senate,

including Majority Leader Mike
Mansfield, Minority Leader Hugh
Scott, and John McClellan (D, Ark.).

The bill represents a long history of

rewriting and amending a report

written by a special commission

examining and updating the an-

tiquated U.S. criminal code, which

last underwent a major, thorough

revision in 1909. The commission,

estabUshed by President Johnson in

1966 and chaired by former California

Governor Pat Brown, studied the

hodgepodge of laws, some of which

contradicted each other, for five years

and finally submitted a draft to

Congress and President Nixon in 1971.

Unfortunately, President Nixon,

dissatisfied with the commission's

report, instructed Attorney General

Mitchell, and then Attorney General

Kleindienst, to redraft a proposal,

which was then filed for the Ad-

Viewpoinf

The fast: opportunity and challenge
by Alison Morgan

This Friday, the Williams Hunger
Action Project is coordinating a fast,

similar to the one held last fall. By this

time, the pledging process is nearing

completion. If you have chosen not to

fast, I in no way condemn you

—

fasting is not the only path, nor even a

guaranteed path, to increased social

awareness, and there are many
alternative ways of expressing con-

cern and support for the hungry. What
I would like to do here, is examine the

reasons for offering the opportunity to

participate in this fast. The most

obvious reason is, of course, the

financial one, but precisely because

this reason is so obvious, I would like

to concentrate on what I see as the

other, equally important, reasons.

First of all, such a fast presents an

excellent opportunity for a strong

social statement to be made. For the

individual, fasting can be a statement

of personal concern for the hungry,

and commitment to the global effort

to work towards a final solution of the

world food problem. For a group, the

opportunity is to demonstrate the

commitment and solidarity of the

group. Last fall, over 700 people

fasted. This was a greater par-

ticipation than for almost any other

campus activity; surely this says

something for this college's solidarity

of action and commitment to this

human problem.

In fasting and giving the money

saved on food to groups like Oxfam
and the Western Mass. Labor Action,

we are taking part in a sharing

relationship with the poor. We must
remember, however, that sharing

goes both ways, with each participant

sharing what s-he has to share. In this

fast, we are sharing with the poor our

resources, while they are sharing with

us what they have—the experience of

hunger. And we are each gaining

something very valuable from the

transaction. Our sharing gives the

hungry a chance at life, perhaps even

a decent life; their sharing gives us a

chance at understanding.

This opportunity for increased

understanding is another very im-

portant aspect of the fast. If we all,

whether or not we are actually par-

ticipating in the fast, reflect seriously

on what the events of this Friday

mean, both to each of us personally

and to the whole campus, it can be a

profoundly sensitizing, consciousness-

raising (if we can abide that cliched

but expressive phrase ) , learning

experience. We may realize (or

remember, if we've fasted before)

something that is rarely experienced

by privileged people like us—what it

means to be hungry, really hungry.

And keep in mind, however the fast

affects you, that it is voluntary, lasts

only 24 hours, and that you have the

immense psychological benefit of

knowing that you will get breakfast on

Saturday morning. You may, on

Friday, experience severe hunger,

but you will will not begin to com-

prehend what it feels like to have that

hunger as a constant companion
Ultimately, every true learning

experience has some impact dpon

one's lifestyle. Once we become
sensitive to a problem, we cannot fail

to respond to that problem in some
way. I am not suggesting that we all

become vegetarians—that kind of

response is not right for everyone. The

important thing is that there is a

response to the problem which this

fast presents to us.

One of the first things we must learn

in connection with our personal

response to the world hunger problem

is that while there are opportunities

open to us to act towards the final

solution of the problem, we cannot

change the world overnight.

Awareness of what we are and are not

capable of, coupled with what we have

learned about ourselves and about

hunger through the fast, will provide

us with a solid and realistic basis for

further action. This fast challenges us

to learn, and to act on that learning,

painful though it may be. Will we
accept this challenge?

ministration. In the meantime, the

Uiree Senators who had sat on the

commission, and who had frequently

voted for more stringent measure*—
Senators McClellan, Hruska (R,

Neb), and Ervin (D, N. Car.l-fUed

their own, more conservative version

of the commission's minority rqxirt.

Finally, the Justice Department
under Ford, and Hruska and Mc-
Clellan, synthesized S. 1 from the

Administration bill (Nucon's) and the

Senators' bill.

One of the reasons the bill is con-

sidered dangerous is its lack of

specificity in many areas. In addition,

it contains several provisions which
would set the cause of civil Uberty in

this country back several decades.

Some of these provisions would:

Provide mandatory executions for

certain crimes under certain con-

ditions.

Expand the government's
wiretapping authority and direct

telephone companies and landlords to

cooperate "unobtrusively" with

government wiretapping, and
authorizes compensation for such

cooperation.

Permit conviction of defendants

who committed crimes they were
induced to commit by improper

pressure of police agents, and puts the

burden on the defendant to prove that

he was subject to "unlawful en-

trapment."

Provide severe penalties for per-

sons who incite "other persons to

engage in imminent lawless conduct

that would facilitate" the federal or

any state government or for belonging

to a group which the person "knows"
has such a purpose—despite a 1957

Supreme Court decision which found

such a law unconstitutional.

These are just a few of the more
serious implications of the bill. In

addition, it reduces the plea of in-

sanity, severely limits the right to

demonstrate, establishes a new set of

penalties for people giving or

receiving secret government in-

formation such as the Pentagon
Papers, and sets up stricter laws

dealing with marijuana.

Opponents of the bill, including

legal scholars, contend that any at-

tempts to amend the bill would be too

little, too late, and that only by killing

the bill and forcing a complete rewrite

do we stand a chance of averting an

act that would severely limit our

freedoms of speech and action, and

which would make it easier for any

future Nixons to operate in an ex-

tralegal sphere with impunity.

Cliffords. Mitchell '78

Survey focuses on discontent
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by Michael Hellings

The housing survey distributed by

the Committee on Undergraduate Life

last week will probe student opinion

on topics related to the campus board

and housing system, according to

CUL chairman Earl McFarland.

The survey is the first to investigate

issues within each house and to seek

specific proposals for improvement
by house officers.

Survey responses should indicate

whether particular groups, such as

women or minorities, are dissatisfied

with specific houses, McFarland said.

The sources of this dissatisfaction

should also be revealed, he added.

Officers of each house will receive

KING'S LIQUOR
STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

Plenty of All Types Beer

Spring Street Williamstow/n

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 4S8S948

copies of the survey results while

college-wide results will be published

in the Record.

While acknowledging that the

student body is "over-surveyed",

McFarland pointed out that the

feedback from the poll should be a key

factor for house officers, ad-

ministration, and trustees in shaping

new housing and social policy. "The
danger with any kind of survey like

this," McFarland said, "is that the

response isn't random. People with

either an extreme pro or con opinion

on some issue are the ones most likely

to respond, so that unless you can get

a high rate of response from each

house, you 'run the danger of un-

derestimating the middle ground of

student opinion in that House."

The committee hopes for a return of

at least a two-thirds of the surveys

from each house by the April 14th

deadline. McFarland said the com-
mit^ plans to publish the results

bef(*i exam time in May.

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET
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Pirifer's Tarty' polished, provocative
by Thomas HerwKi

If OM thing can be said about the
brilliant woric of British playwright
Harold Pinter it is that his plays are
deliberately constructed and
precisely and meticulously formed.
His originality and imaginative in-

tellect have easily established him as
one of the world's greatest —if not
most provocative—playwrights. A
meticulously written play, however,
needs a meticulous rendering on the
stage to truly succeed. If any ob-

jection is to be made about Greg
Boyd's production on the Adams
Memorial Theater mainstage last

weekend it is that though exciting,

amusing, and appropriately done
most of the time, the rendition lacked
exactness at certain points.

The play is, like many of Pinter's

works, a comedy of menace. Stanley
Webber, a man whose identity^and

circumstances are never truly

discovered is living in a run down
seaside boarding house run by Meg,
an old and somewhat rundown inn
keeper. Into the house plunge two
unknown men, McCann and Goldberg,
who break up Stanley's little cloister,

wreak havoc, and drag Stanley out of

the house—taking him away with
them in a stupor.

There are a great many levels of

meaning in the play. This is certainly

not the place to attempt any sort of a
comprehensive analysis of the work-
thousands of pages of analysis have
been devoted to Pinter elsewhere. But
a number of things leap right out of

the work immediately.
For some unknown reason Stanley

is being sought by two very dangerous
men. During the course of the play he
is tracked down by the men and
reduced to such a state that he can be
removed from the house—something
which has never before been ac-

complished. He doesn't even succumb
when Lulu, a seductive "bird" from
next-door, tries to get him to go out

with her for a stroll in the air. The air

outside would perhaps suffocate him.
The house, (typically Pinter) is his

life, his world.

There are any number of reasons
why Stanley's "lobotomy" occurs.

From the practical interpretation that

Stanley has betrayed a secretive and
vicious organization and is being paid
back; to the possibility that his

thoughts—his guilty conscience—is

driving him insane. McCann and
Goldberg can be anything from two
hired killers to evil thoughts within
Stanley's mind. The beauty of Pinter's

words is that they can mean so much
at once.

The performance itself was placed
in Richard Jeter's beautiful set and
featured a number of interesting

effects. Though there were a few sore

spots, the production was generally

quite good.

Raquel Shapiro stood out most of all

in her portrayal of Meg. Coming
across as the old British commoner
with her hair up in one continuous bun
around her head she looked as though
she was a frequenter of the local

Bingo circuit. Her performance added
a great deal of vitality to the play, and
she provided a good deal of humor
as well. Bob Berry gave a good per-

formance in his first major role. The
part of Stanley is an extremely dif-

ficult one to play and Berry held up—
especially in the grueling second and
third—acts. Though he was not

always consistent, and looked and
acted a bit younger than Stanley

perhaps should have, he stood up to

the challenge of such a rigorous role.

John Lloyd and Bob Gregory both

performed admirably: Lloyd giving

Arts Council shows

'Movies for Kids'

The Northern Berkshire Council of

the Arts (NBCA) is offering a series of

children's films, "Movies for Kids,"
to the communities of Adams,
Cheshire, Florida, North Adams, and
Williamstown. The series, which runs
through May 2, has the four weekly
themes of "Familiar Stories from
Children's Literature," "Horses,"
"Sports," and "Bicentennial."

his best performance thus far at

Williams as the rough hit man Mc-
Cann. He sang beautifully during the

party scene. Gregory is a fine actor,

though in this role his emphasis on the

Jewish accent seemed to draw away
from other aspects of his per-

formance. The accent unfortunately

slipped anyways. Dick Bradford and
Ellen Hopkins rounded out the sextet.

Bradford, loveable in his role of Meg's
meek husband, Petey, who goes about
his own business until the very end
when he unsuccessfully sticks out his

neck and gets involved. Ellen Hopkins
is a little bit too "cute" and superficial

in the rendering of her role. Noxiously

chewing gum she fluttered across the

stage like the quintessential wench.
Greg Boyds direction was as usual

imaginative and mostly true to the

playwright's intent. There were some
terrific moments in the production.

During the scene where McCann and
Goldberg are roughly interrogating

Stanley, the victim is in half light with
his back to the audience while the two
assaulters loom fully lit in the

background—a tableau that gives the

impression of seeing into Stanley's

mind. The dressing of Stanley in tails,

clean and restored for his departure in

the third act hints at the practice of

making a corpse look its best for a
funeral. The shining of a lone
flashlight on Stanley at certain points

in the party scene gave an erie ghost-

like effect—a brilliant device. The
pacing was quick and the action filled

up a large stage and looming set.

Perhaps the one major failure was
during the birthday party sequence at

the end of the second act. This was one
point where the pacing was somewhat
off. The game of Blind Man's Buff
went in spurts instead of flowing
smoothly. Instead of having Stanley
try to strangle Meg and rape Lulu,
Boyd had him strangling both of them.
This destroyed the whole idea of

Stanley's different reactions to the
different forces in his life. Though the
basic strength and power of the scene
were not lost the change was
somewhat disturbing.

As mentioned before, the set was
beautiful. Immense in size, and full of

small detail, it featured a sliding

kitchen window which was
humorously integrated into the action
and caught everyone's fancy. Small
additions lik^ a real iron closet added
greatly to the house's character. It

was distinctive and descriptive as
well as visually pleasing. Some of the

lighting effects were interesting as
well.

The true star of the play, however,
was—and always will be—Pinter

himself. He has a remarkable wit, a

true sense of the dramatic, and a

unique ability to lead an audience

laughing along and in the middle of it

all slap them in the face with some
unexpected twist His grasp of the

English language is impeccable. The
words he uses, the analogies he

draws, the stories he creates are

always broad in scope and deep in

feeling, meaning, and emotion. And
there is always a probing, multi-

leveled exploration of the human
situation. He is a true master of tragi-

comedy, a creator of a style of theater

all his own, and one of the masters of

modern theater. A harsh genius, a

smashing play, and a worthy ren-

dition.

Raquel Shapiro is ready to start tha calabratlon, but Bob Oragory ( i) and John
Lloyd (seated) have other plans for Stanley (Bob Barry) in last weekend's AMT
production of Harold Pinter's "The Birthday Party." (photo by Van Dli

)

Exciting alumni art show coming
by Mimi David

The Second Williams Alumni Loan
Exhibition, SWALE, is a show of

paintings and drawings from alumni

collections limited in scope to

European and American art from 1900

to the present. John Russell, in his

SWALE review in the Arts and
Leisure section of the April 11 New
York Times writes, "So what's in this

show? Good small things by great

names ..."
SWALE opened in New York City at

the Hirschl and Adler Galleries on
March 31 and continues through April

24. The exhibition moves to

Williamstown and opens at the

Williams College Museum of Art May
8 with a gathering of faculty, ad-

ministration, Berkshire area alumni

and art majors. On Sunday May 9 the

show opens to the public.

SWALE celebrates the fiftieth

anniversary of the Williams College

Museum of Art. It honors President

John W. Chandler and Professor S.

Lane Faison, Jr., Director of the

museum who will be retiring this

June. As John Russell aptly states,

"This is Faison's show, in the minds of

those who assembled it, for the study
of art at Williams was closely linked

to the growth of the museum, and both

of them were shaped and sensitized by
Professor Faison."

The planning of the exhibition began
in 1974. Letters were sent to every
alumnus and from the three hundred
replies, 1200 lendable items were
offered. Professor Faison explained
that due to the great wealth in 20th
century art the decision was made to

restrict the show to that period. In
April 1975, committees were ap-

pointed and the dedicated work of the
alumni (especially David P. Tunick
'66—editor of the SWALE catalogue)
helped make the show a reality.

The show itself is described in

Professor Faison's introduction to the
catalogue as a "selection of paintings,

drawings and some sculpture, that

The Second Williams Alumni Loan
Exhibition, which opened recently in

New York and will arrive in

Williamstown May 8, features this
work from the collection of Larry
Bloedel '23, as well as a wide assort-
ment of other 20th century paintings,
drawings, and sculpture from the
collections of other alumni.

Driscoll directs Elecktra
Experiment will be the keynote at

the Adams Memorial Theatre on
Friday, April 16, and Saturday, April

17, when the Williams College Theatre
will present a studio production of

Sophocles' Elektra. The play is being
directed by Bill Driscoll '76,

choreographed by Laurie Boyd.

Driscoll sees the production as an
attempt to create a "ritual drama."
"I think that the irony of the play is

that it is a ritual which does not

succeed, a purification rite which does
not purify. The staging is geared
towards creating this religious at-

mosphere for the audience as well as
for the characters."

The stage setting, designed by
Philip Lippel, has reversed the

polarities of the studio theatre, so that

the audience will be sitting on what is

usually the stage, while the actors

perform on the floor of the theatre.

Because of this unusual configuration,

seating for the performances will be
much reduced. Tickets are free, but

required, and will be available at the

Greylock Quad entrance of the AMT,
one hour before the 8:30 curtain. Only
one ticket will be distributed to each
person on line.

Michele Cutsforth

playing folk and blues

at

The Log

Wednesday, April 14
9-12 p.m.

will provide an interesting overview

of the mainstreams of twentieth-

century art." There are only a few

prints in the exhibition because an

exhibit devoted solely to alumni-

owned prints is planned for the near

future. Albers, Calder, de Kooning,

Ernst, Hoffman, Hopper, Lachaise,

Miro, Picasso, Pollock, Rodin, Warhol
are just a few of the artists

represented.

Besides the obvious benefit of being

able to view an extraordinary
collection of many never-before-seen-

in-public works of art, SWALE
suggests that Williams College, has

cultivated not only appreciators bul

collectors of art, and professionals

within the field. Directors of art

museums in Buffalo, Denver and St.

Louis, associate directors of the

Toledo Musum of Art and the National

Gallery as well as various curators

and administrators are among many
Williams alumni involved in the art

profession.

As John Russell's article title,

"On Passing the True Test

of a Collector," suggests it seems that

Williams has done well. Russell

claims that such a test involves "the

little picture that somehow con-

tributes to history," and that

precisely captures the spirit of the

Second Williams Alumni Loan

Exhibition.

PRESENTS
Friday, April I6th

SHAFTihbiMmc:

SHAFTS hhgame

At 7 & 9: 15 P.M.

SOLDIER BLUE 11 : 15 PM
This week's main presentation is SHAFT at 7 and 9:15 p.m. Richard
Roundtree plays John Shaft, private eye and when the mafia
kidnaps the daughter of a Harlem racketeer, he kicks their ass.

Shaft is the first and the best of the black tough-guy films.

Our second feature Is SOLDIER BLUE at 11:15 pm, starring

Candice Bergen and Peter Strauss. One of the first landmark
westerns to show the unjust and barbarous treatment of Indians by
white men. Also Included— Peter Sellers stars In a short spoof of

British mystery movies entitled—"The Case of the Mukklnese
Battle Horn".

THIS WEEK'S WFS MOVIE TRIVIA QUESTION: What did
Julfe Christie write on the valentine In "Far From the Madding
Crowd"?

'I !-

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $100

Next Attraction: BANANAS!
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Chain bonds campus, country

Page 5
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CHAIN LETTER from pagtl

successful in this quest, reporting up

i„ jOO bonds received, which at

maturity {after 5 years and 9 months)

represent $5,000. Those

acknowledging the receipt of large

numbers of bonds bought into the

chain letter before Christmas and at

the peak reported 10 to 12 letters

arrived a day.

After sweeping the Spring Street

business section, the bond chain letter

found its way into the hands of college

students and staff. According to one

participant, most people contributed

to the chain's strength by dealing with

Wends.

Initial qualms about the ethics of

getting money at the eventual expense

of others were sometimes overcome

after consultation with local bankers

and lawyers. People who consulted

lawyers before investing were told

that the scheme at least appeared to

be legal—or as one investor put it,

"was not specifically illegal."

Statements of law enforcement

officials around the country, however,

have been far less equivocal. On the

federal level it has been cited as

violating mail fraud laws and laws

banning pyramid selling schemes. On

the state level it appears to violate
lottery laws. •

Still, as Williamstown Attorney
Bruce Grinnell pointed out, it is the
courts which must inevitably decide
what is and what is not legal. Since no
one has yet been prosecuted for
participating in the scheme, the
question of legality, in his opinion,
remains open.

Thus there are many legal questions
involved with the scheme that are
presently unresolved. Regardless of

whether they consider it legal or not,

most participants seem to feel that

what they are doing is at least a little

shady, as evidenced in part by their

reluctance to have their names used
in this article.

From a purely practical viewpoint,

the effects of the letter have not been
all bad. It has unquestionably
stimulated government bond sales,

providing a windfall for the govern-
ment. Attorney Grinnell suggested
that this might be one reason the

government is not investigating the

letter as vigorously as it might.

It appears that the proliferation of

the letter on campus is slowing down.
Government warnings against par-

ticipation ("goverimient scare tac-

tics" as one person called it), an
exhaustion of the supply of buyers,
and the difficulty of buying bonds
from local banks have slowed the
letter's progress considerably.

The nature of pyramid selling

schemes demands that the letter

eventually end up in the hands of

people who will not be able to pass it

on. The further the letter goes, the
more people this will happen to, which
is why government officials so
strongly advise against getting in-

volved, the question of legality not-

withstanding. A number of people
here have clearly beat the system and
the odds and have profitted greatly.

As a result, people across the campus
and across the country have visions of

dollar signs dancing through their

heads.

Just last week, sunshine filled the sky and warmed Ihe green grass of Cole
Field. This past weekend, however, a Sunday snowstorm blew through
Williamstown, blanketing the campus In white. It almost seemed like vacation
had never happened. (photo by Read)

Letters: gays and transfers
Housing havoc

To the editor:

The Housing Committee expects to

finalize house transfer decisions this

week. Before the results are released,

Howtoflyhomein

the fece ofiirflation.
Flying^home economically

is simple when you take off
on Allegheny. And take ad-
vantage ofthe big choice of
discount air travel plans.
For instance:

The Liberty Fare.

You can go home and a lot
of other places besides, with
unlimited air travel at one,

low price. You get a choice of
plans, too. 7 days fbr $135,
14 days fbr $155, or 21 days
for $185. Good everywhere we
fLy, except Canada. Advance
purchase required.

Group 4 to 9*

Groups of 4 to 9 save up to
20^ roundtrip between any
ofour U.S. cities. Simply
make reservations and pur-
chase tickets 48 hours in
advance—and travel to-
gether. Our Group 10 Plan
saves larger groups up to
33-1/3^ roundtrip.

fores subiect to change without notice
• Effective April 1,1976.,

The Freedom Fare.

It's brand new, offering up
to 30^ savings before June 1
and after September 15. Dur-
ing the summer season, the
discount is 20^. Freedom Fare
seating is limited on each
flight, so advance reserva-
tions and pre-purchase of
tickets are required. Good
everywhere, except Canada.

The Weekend Plan.

Take off as early as 7 PM
Friday—return as late as

noon Monday and save up to

25^ roundtrip between our
U.S. cities. Good anytime-

-

including holiday weekends
with advance reservations
and pre-purchase of tickets.

It's your move.

See your Travel Agent for

complete details on our dis-

count air travel plans. Or

call Allegheny. We'll show
you how to fly in the flace

of inflation.

l«7864)

I feel as co-chairman it is necessary to

explain the transfer policy, how we
arrived at it and in addition, to

comment on the petition circulated in

the dining halls on Sunday night.

The three iwsic policy choices

i)efore us were: a totally random
system, similar to the inclusion

process, a system whereby the House
presidents would determine incoming

transfers and the point system which
was, after considerable debate,

overwhelmingly approved because it

seemed to successfully eliminate the

unacceptable characteristics of the

other two. The second was thought to

allow too much personal and sub-

jective influence while the first did not

take into account factors that the

committee felt were legitimate

reasons for granting transfers.

It is these reasons and the form of

the application which the petition

addressed in its request for recon-

sideration of the entire policy.

We considered several criteria for

which points might be assigned, tour

of which were chosen. We excluded

social dissatisfaction or desirability of

a particular hous6>J3£cause it was felt

that a "fraternity" atmosphere could

be developed and maintained by such

a decision, and that since house social

life is largely a function of friendship,

and the existence of common friends

was to be included in the point system,

a specific social category was un-

necessary. Also considered were
students who were applying for

CUSTOM
FRAMING
7^ FKAMt SHOP

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

)0:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 3 00 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458-8271

transfer for the second time
necessarily of the class of 1977. Since

we had allotted the most points to

students already in this class further

point assignment was unnecessary.

Regarding the application itself, the

committee requested a brief ex-

planation of reasons. Assuming the

forms would be taken seriously, ex-

planations were sufficient in order for

us to make the best possible decisions

overall.

The petition circulated was similar

to a proposal for reconsideration

which was debated and defeated in the

College Council last week. To present

this petition appears to be an attempt

to both undermine the purpose of the

Council and influence students
unaware of the issue by not

adequately expressing the opposing
views or dealing fully with the

question.

Suggestions and criticisms of

housing policy are certainly

welcomed and can be most effective if

addressed to members of the Housing

Committee and especially if careful

consideration is given to the CUL
housing questionnaire.

Lilli Scheye

Intolerant attitudes

To the editor:

I was in the Mission Park dining hall

Friday night when Steve Jones stood

up on a chair and read aloud the letter

entitled "Gay Support" (Re-Ad, April

9, 1976). The letter cited "repressive

attitudes", "hostility", "suffering

from prejudices", and "individual

insecurity" as reasons necessitating

WGSO's existence. It was a sincere

expression of personal fears and a call

for straights to attempt a new un-

derstanding of gays.

The reading of the letter (in a

mocking and sardonic tone)

epitomized the problems of closed-

mindedness and conformity which
repress "minority" positions relating

not only to sexual preference but to

politics, socializing, economics,
religion, race and other areas as well.

Although 1 don't expect these tunnel

vision attitudes to disappear, I look

forward to a time when such cruel and
insensitive behavior as occurred
Friday night is met not by silence'^r

forced laughter, but by a collective

voice asking Steve Jones to please sit

down.

Mark I,each

"Free Campus Delivery!"

DRUMMOND CLEANERS
458-4321

Spring Street

Williamstown

^

^<^

^,vv^^MS BOO,

JOSEPH K DEVF^

458-5717

^^,

WIlLIAM^roWN. M.\^S

01267
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Score major upset

Tennis drops Army, 5-4
The Williams tennis team scored an

impressive upset victory over the

West Point Cadets Saturday at the

Chaffee Courts, winning 5-4. Williams

toolc a 4-2 lead at the conclusion of

singles play, as freshman Martin
Goldberg and sophomore Jim Parsons
won in straight sets. Junior Allan Wall
and soph Dean Gianakos pulled out

three set victories.

The doubles matches began at the

completion of all singles matches, and
when all three Williams teams
dropped the first set, it looked as if

Coach Dave Johnson's racquetmen
had let the chance for victory slip

away. Goldberg and soph Dan
O'Connell lost their match to a very
tough Army number one team.

The small, but enthusiastic gallery

turned their attention to court two,

where senior Dave Hillman and soph

Bill Whelan were playing their first

match together, and to court three,

where captain Mayo Shattuck and
Dean Gianakos were beginning to

come to life, winning the second set 6-

2. With Hillman and Whelan still

battling in the third set, Shattuck and
Gianakos sealed the victory for

Williams by coming from behind in

the third set to win 6-3.

Coach Johnson credited the victory

to the ability of his players to win the

big points under pressure: "Army is a

hard-hitting, serve and volley type

team, but our players are better

competitors". The win over Army
avenged last year's 7-2 drubbing at

the hands of the Cadets and made
believers out of many who thought

this year's team would be lacking in

talent, considering four of the top six

singles players from last year's squad
had graduated. Said Coach Johnson:
"We may be lacking in experience,

but this is a quality group of players,

who are anxious to prove them-
selves."

Though Army was the first "big"

match, the racquetmen successfully

opened their home season against the

University of Vermont during the

spring break, winning 5-4. Last

Tuesday the team journeyed to Tufts

to defeat the Jumboe 6-3. The team
has demonstrated strong singles play

from top to bottom, affording the

doubles teams a chance to jel. "Ob-

viously, we are off to a good start,"

said Coach Johnson, "and I am hoping

that senior Jim Ware will start to hit

his stride in singles and that I can get

my doubles teams to a sharper level".

The tennis team next plays at home on

Saturday against MIT, and travels to

Union Tuesday.

April
'3. 1976

The Ruggers' A & B teams topped Siena this weekend, 6-0 and 18-0,

side came up short, losing 14-9. (photo by Read)

Lacrosse sticks Springfield, 18-4

by Dennis O'Shea

A Springfield team plagued by

errant shots by out of position mid-

fielders, and by dropped passes all

over the field, succumbed, 18-4, to

Williams in the lacrosse season

opener at Springfield Saturday. The
Ephs put everything imaginable past

a reasonably competent Springfield

netminder: cannonballs to the corner

from outside, triple-feint isolation

moves, no-angle drives from tiehind,

fast breaks, garbage goals and Renzie

Lamb's kitchen sink.

"What this team will do is score a

lot of goals—we've got a very

powerful offense," commented Coach
Lamb. "But I'm even happier with the

four goals against than the 18 goals

for." A tough Williams defensive

squad, particularly starters Bob
Marquess, Scott MacLachlan and
Peter Unger, completely contained

the Chiefs' attack trio. They allowed

them but one assist and few decent

shots, all ably turned aside by Eph
goalies Harlund Chun and Bob

Harryman.

The defense's performance forced

Springfield to a midfield offense, but

hatricker Ambrose Orlando was
really all the Chiefs had out front.

Williams own offense was far more
balanced, and thus far stronger, than

the attack-oriented scoring machine

that took the Ephmen to the finals of

last year's New England Small
College Tourney. Eleven Purple

stickers got in the scoring stats, with

the first midfield pouring in eight

goals and two assists, the attack

contributing seven goals and five

feeds, and the second middle unit

chipping in three scores.

Midfielder Scott Supplee pumped in

four tallies, while attackmen Todd
Eckerson and Peter Thomsen had two

goals and two set-ups. Creaseman
Phil Hartigan put together a hat trick

including two alert garbage plays,

and middle John Lange, back after

two years off from school, redebuted

with two goals and an assist.

If there was a fault in the Williams

game it was lack of patience. "Too

Layden on sporfs

The Little Three: o joke?
by Tim Layden

Once again, with the arrival of

spring, Purple gladiators will raise

their shields in athletic arenas of

various sizes and uses, in defense of

their Little Three titles. Never was a

more appropriate title devised for an
athletic conference than "the Little

Three".

The tradition which surrounds all

contests involving Williams,
Wesleyan, and Amherst is, indeed,

something worth preserving. But why
do these three schools, in and of

themselves, have to comprise an
entire conference? There is a certain

amount of humor which accompanies
playing in a "conference" which has

only three memt)ers.

I mean, there is a distinct ad-

vantage to playing in a league in

which one can finish no lower than

third. In the Olympics, third place is a

bronze medal. Playing in the Little

Three robs a person of his conscience.

For instance, to finish in the middle on
the Little Three in any season enables

a person to return home for a vacation

and prcudly proclaim that his squad
finished "second in the conference,"

without batting an eyelash.

Being in a three-team league also

makes things such as "all conference

rTHE
SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORSWINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

I/Villiamstown

Phone 458-3704

teams" a bit ludicrous. After all,

starting for your own team in any
sport assures a person of no worse

than a third-team all conference

selection. Such an honor would have
been highly lauded in the high school

or prep ranks.

The system has other bugs, as well.

The intense rivalry which exists

between Williams and Amherst
makes Wesleyan pretty much a

forgotten third party. Two's company,
three's a crowd, and the Tiny

Triumvirate bears this old adage out

well. Besides, Trinity has formed a

more intense rivalry with Wesleyan
than the Cardinals have with either of

their conference mates.

So much for the size problems, the

very name of the conference is

demeaning. Williams plays top-

caliber small-college athletics, why

Springfield takes

two from Ephs
Coach Jim Briggs' varsity baseball

team saw its season record drop to 1-2

Saturday at the hands of host

Springfield College. The Ephs
dropped both ends of an afternoon

twinbill, 15-0 and 9-1.

Williams pitchers Tom Albert, Tony
Stall, and Tad Seder were the victims

of a first game Springfield attack

which was led by cleanup hitter Bob
Keith with seven RBI's. The primary
causcof the Chief onslaught, however,
was the fifteen walks issued by
Williams hurlers.

In the nightcap, Steve Maior (6

inns.) and Pete l<as(rinelis (3 inns.)

shared the mound duties for Williams.

Maier was racked for six runs and
Kastrinelis for three.

According to Briggs, the Ephs hit

the ball harder in the second game,
and managed to push across a single

run on Tom Chizmadia's single, Pete

Eshelman's double, and Tom Red-

den's sacrifice fly. Chizmadia once

again led the Williams batsmen with a

pair of hits.

underplay this by calling itself a

member of the "Little Three." I

figure if a bunch of fair to middling

schools out in the midwest can call

themselves the Big Ten, then we can

call ourselves the Big Three. Well,

maybe the bigger-than-little-bul-not-

quile-Big Three. Only the Colby-

Bates-Bowdoin Conference (guess
who's in it) rivals the Little Three for

embarrassing titles.

My point here is not to try and
disband the Little Three; 1 hate

Amhersl as much as the next guy. It's

just that 1 always wondered why there

can't he a conference formed which
would have a few more teams in it. In

nearly all sports, Williams plays

basically an independent schedule,

with contests against Wesleyan and
Amherst mixed in. What could be the

harm in putting all of those Small New
England teams into one conference?
NESCAC (The New England Small
College Athletic Conference) comes
close, uniting Williams, Wesleyan,
Amhersl, Trinity, Colby, Bates,
Bowdoin, Union, Hamilton, Tufts, and
Middlebury under one governing
aegis. But no standings or statistics

are published by NESCAC, so it is

hardly a conference. I suppose there

are about a million and one reasons
which heads of stale could give me for

why such a conference is impossible.

But it's fun to dream.
Such a conference would not

necessarily have to eliminate natural

rivalries, such as Williams-Amherst.
It would even enhance them by
making such games the culmination
of a long conference season in which
the championship is decided by a

game with a rival. It would also serve
to make the football season eight

games long, rather than six pre-

season games and two conference
games. The possibilities are endless.

Imagine a Iwo-djvision conference
with team championships in all major
sports. A Northern Division with . . .

oh, forget it, it'll never happen. Well,
got to go down to a triangular track
meet, er, I mean the Little Three
Championships.

often we'd take just two passes and

shoot," said Lamb.
"We didn't run much offense,"

agreed assistant coach Charles

Jankey. "We're going to have to settle

the ball more." This was particularly

evident on man-advantage situations.

The extra-man contingent converted

six of 14 opportunities, but mostly on

unsettled situations after too hurried a

first shot.

The roughness of the inaugural

game is attested to by the 27 penalties

called, all the others that could have
been, and by Tom Belden's separated

shoulder. With both Belden and frpsh

Rob Hiltzik out with long term injuries

the Ephs' midfield depth is up for trial

in the next few games.

"Vale will be the test," Lamb said

of Wednesday's contest in New
Haven. The Ehs are stronger than

ever this year, and, like the Ephmen,
big scorers. Though they took their

annual pounding from Johns Hopkins
earlier in the spring, since then

they've edged C. W. Post, clobbered

U.Conn., and nearly beaten Penn.

Most of the Bulldogs' big guns are

back, and they've been helped by the

Ivy League's new freshmen eligibility

rule.

Williams tripped Yale, 7-6, last year
in one of the biggest upsets of the

season in New England lacrosse.

RPI dunks

polo clubj 2-6
A seven goal performance by R p r

bucketman Hal Ehrhardt,
iiidudinii

three scores to break it open in the last
period, led the Engineers to a 12^;

victory over the Williams Water Pol,
Club in the Ephmen's spring opener
last Sunday.

Tom McEvoy topped the Williams
Stat sheets with threfe goals and an
assist, while co-captain John Far
makis totaled two goals and two feeds
Bob Kraus also scored, and Guv
Hoelzer and Bruce Barclay

goi
assists.

"I thought we played really well
especially defensively, for our firsi

game of the season," said club
president Dennis O'Shea. "We'll have
more reserve players and more ex-

perience when we play them next, and
I think we can beat them," The Ephs
host the Engineers and several other
squads in their first home tournament
ever, Sunday, May 1.

Cincinnati drafts

Perry in fifth round

Williams senior Scott Perry was

chosen in the fifth round on the

National Football League's player

draft Thursday. Perry was the ninth

player chosen by the Cincinnati

Bengals of the American Conference's

Central Division.

Perry remarked that he "expected

to be drafted somewhere between the

fifth and twelfth rounds, but the fifth

was as high as I could have wanted.'

The six foot, 185 pound defensive back

said that "Cincinnati was definitely

one of the teams most interesied in

me, and I wasn't really surprised thai

they drafted me. Cincinnati is a good

organization, under Paul Brown, and

there are openings (in the secondary!

there."

The Bengals also drafted defensive

backs Danny Reece of Southern

California and Willye Shelby (a

converted running back), both ahead

of Perry. Reggie Williams, an All-

American linebacker from Darl

mouth was also drafted, in the third

round, by Cincinnati.

Edward L. Stanley (Class of 1937 and member of the Board of Trustees)

presents trophy to Brian Da we (left), coach of Williams College Varsity crew,

lor victory over Villanova University on April 2.

Men's crew wins 3-way meet
by Mark I'ogue

The men's rowing team opened its

season with a flourish last Friday,
soundly defeating boats from Holy
Cross and the University of New
Hampshire in a tri-school meet held at

Worcester, Mass. In easily winning
every event it entered—freshmen,
lightweight, and heavyweight
eights—the Purple crew atoned for
last year's mediocre showing at

Worcester, and added new support to

the feeling that the present crew may
be the best at Williams in many years.
The race course, laid out on a 2000-

meter stretch of Lake Quinsigamond,
was calm and relatively fast for the
day's events In the opening race,

Williams' freshmen blasted out a two-

length lead at the 500-meter mark and
never looked back, finishing the race
in six minutes and 50 seconds. The
frosh nipped Holy Cross, their nearest
challenger, by an embarassing 37

seconds.

In varsity competition. Willi^ims

lean but wiry lightweighl.s wealhered

some early competition from I N"

before slowly drawing awa.v and

winning in 6:40. The Purple

heavyweights were even mon' im^

pressive, drowning the memory ol

last year's last-place finish m tl"'

wake of a handsome 6:34 clcKkinp

The Heavies raced to victory i" Thi'

iiiii'die. a brand-new fiberglass shell

donated by the parents of Inrnier

Williams oaPBman Ton Hardie

This week the crew journeys

Rhode Island for races against soim'

sliffer competition, URI and ( »'i

necticut College. If, in the weel<s

ahead, the oarsmen can conliniie 1"

build on Uieir fine rowing displayed ai

Worcester and Washington, Df .
ll"'>

may well find themselves a prime

threat to capture some medals wncn

the Dad Vail Rowing ChampioashiP*

(held in Philadelphia) roll around in

May.

Ill
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Admissions
by Jane Adams

The admissions office has accepted

1020 candidates
from a group of 2848

men and 1819 women, the largest

applicant pool in the history of the

College. Aiming for a class of 283 men

and 197 women, a ratio of about 3 to 2,

the committee sent acceptances to 618

men and 402 women.

Despite the increased number of

applicants, Admissions Director

Philip F. Smith said he expects a

slight decrease in the number who

choose to enroll here. The office

compensated by accepting more

students this year than last even

though both the classes of '79 and '80

were targeted for the same total of

480.

Smith explained that since students

seem to be applying to a larger

number of schools than in previous

years it is difficult to determine how

many students, if accepted, will at-

tend Williams over other schools.

Ust year the yield was about 48 per

cent for men and 53 per cent for

women," Smith said He predicted a

yield of slightly under 50 per cent for

the class of '80.

For the first time, admissions

enrolled more women than men under

the Early Decision plan, mailing

December acceptance letters to 78

women and 76 mea From January

through March, "outstanding

students", numbering 140 men and 60

women, were notified of their early

acceptance to Williams. In addition to

those notified on or before April 15,

Williams keeps a waiting list of about

400 students.

Smith said that although he has not

kept track of the private school-public

school ratio throughout the decision

making process, figures will probably

be around the typical level of 64 per

cent public school women and 61 per

cent public school men.
Assistant Director of Admissions

Janice Smith described an increase in

the number of minority students

accepted for the class of '80. "One
hundred and six Afro-Americans were
admitted," she said, "with an even
number of men and women in the
group." The second largest minority
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takes 1020
represented are the Orientals, with

about 12 to 15 accepted for next year's

freshman class.

The Buckley amendment, which
allows matriculated students to see

information kept on file in the ad-

missions office, had only a small
effect on the quality of recom-
mendations, Director Smith and
Assistant Director Smith agreed.

J. Smith noted that "a considerable

number of counselors requested a

personal phone call from Williams,"

but she added that this could be ex-

plained by the good relationship

existing between guidance counselors

and the Williams admissions office.

J. Smith expressed concern that

some counselors could be using the

amendment as "a crutch" to

eliminate the task of winning
recommendations.

Madeline Cuccia is one member of a very busy Admission's Office as it gets to

be mid-April . . . remember the fingernail-biting and mailbox-checking of one,
two, three, or four years ago? (photo by Janson)

Committee transfer detxite continues
by Sally Coney

The Housing Committee again

delayed action on the 173 house

transfer applications following in-

conclusive debate Tuesday night on

the committee's attitude toward
transferring in general. A vote of

eight to eight on a motion to accept

virtually no transfers this year
summarized the sentiment of the

committee.

Tuesday's meeting began with

consideration of a petition organized

by Linda Smith '78 and Dave

Forrester '78, requesting that the

committee reconsider the point

system established earlier as the

basis for transfer decisions. Smith

and Forrester obtained the signatures

of 400 students who agreed that the

present point system was "limited in

score" and "unfair in principle."

As presently defined, the system

allots seven points to senior transfer

applicants, five points for a desire to

move into or out of single sex housing,

and three points each for a desire to be

with friends and to leave a particular

facility.

Those who argued for recon-

sideration of point allocations

stressed that the goal of accepting

transfers should be to "minimize

pain", and to "maximize pleasure".

According to the arguments of Smith
and Forrester, a student faced with an

intolerable social environment may,
under the existing system, take

second place in transfer decisions to

one living in a tolerable environment

who simply seeks to improve it.

Smith and Forrester proposed that

the committee allocate points for

social complaints to account for the

question of "intolerable conditions".

Mike Murphy '78, arguing in

defense of the existing system, said

that the four criteria for assigning

points were carefully selected to

"embody the most objective factors

as possible." According to Murphy,

"the inclusion of social considerations

would make the process too sul>-

jective."

Following a review of the ap-

plications, Jamie Barrickman '78

noted that "few applicants expressed

theintolerability factor" and said that

"the problem with the point system

does not seem large."

The committee finally chose, by a

vote of 15 to 1, not to accept the

petition.

Discussion then turned to the

decisions made at the committee's

meeting last Tuesday and to the

philosophy of transferring in general.

According to Assistant Dean, Cris

T. Roosenraad, "the committee did

not consider the impact of the action

on certain houses" in its earlier

see HOUSING page 3

Riorden welcomes

student input for

Food Service choice

The Dining Halls Director Search

Committee is soliciting views on all

matters related to its charge. Ac-

cording to Business Manager Shane

Riorden, the committee chairman,

written communications are welcome
at any time. They should be addressed

to Cris T. Roosenraad in the Dean's

Office.

Students desiring to address the

committee directly may do so at a

meeting Tuesday at 4:00 p.m. in

Greylock A. Riorden said students

wishing to talk should call him before

noon Tuesday.

According to President John W.

Chandler, the committee is charged

with looking for a manager and

examining the whole management
structure of food services. The search

follows the resignation of Food Ser-

vices Director, David Woodruff.

Both Roosenraad and Riorden have

indicated no decision is likely until the

latter part of May. The committee is

considering individuals as well as

contract management to run Food
Services.

Just Sunday, there was snow In the Purple Valley

the clouds vanished and the sun beamed down . . .

had never ended.

But Wednesday afternoon.

It was almost like vacation

(photo by Janson)

Catalog depicts Williams as "friendly, academic"
by Peter Rintels

In an age in which it is commonly
assumed that no one will say any nice
thing about anything unless paid by
someone to do so, Williams has done
remarkably well in the comparative
catalog field.

The comparative college catalog is

3 species distinct from the mere
college catalog in that to varying
'Xtents It attempts to pass judgments
5" its subject matter. These
Ngments are, as Admissions
director Phillip Smith put it,

^somewhat suspect", but the
*scripiions offered are unjiversally
["ore animated than the drj' sets of
'acts to be found in the institutionally
produced catalogs, which merely
reproduce statistics supplied by the
•alleges.

The most interesting of the com-

parative guides are those which seek

to give a student's eye view of the

college. The two most representative

of these are .An Insiders Guide to the

Colleges (1974 edition) produced by

the Yale Daily News Staff and The

Underground Guide to the College of

Your Choice by Susan Berman (1971).

Among the more conventional

guides which nonetheless seek to rate

colleges are the Comparative Guide to

American Colleges (James Cass and

Max Birnbaum, 1975) and Barron's

Profiles of American Colleges-

Williams College, an In-depth Study

(1973-a detailed 45-page description

of the college by the Barron's

organization). Their findings:

General: All the publications were

ge!iierous with their praise of

(Mi'*

Williams as an academic in-

stitution. The Comparative Guide

called us "one of the most

prestigious liberal arts colleges in

the country."

Location: Williams seemed a bit

difficult to locate as portrayed by

some guides. One listed William-

stown as a "small town between

New York and Boston" and another

listed the "nearest majorcenter" as

North Adams. The overall

surroundings were described as

rustic and more or less idyllic with

the exception of North Adams, "a

grungy industrial town" according

to the I'nderRround Guide.

ISesi Courses and Teachers: The

Barron's guide had high praise for

many professors but singled out

James Burns (Political Science),

Paul Clark (Economics). Lazlo

Versenyi (Philosophy) and Frances

Oakley (History) as being the

generally accepted big names. The

others they praised are far

numerous to mention.

Of the student guides, the Un-

derground (iuide listed English,

Chemistry and Physics as the best

departments and Clay Hunt's

literature courses and H. Ganse

Little's "Sociology of Religion" as

the best offerings.

The Yale Guide cited the Social

Sciences, Art, and English as the

best departments while "Natural

Sciences have been strengthened in

recent years " Robert Waite

(flistory), Nathaniel Lawrence

(Philosophy), Burns and David

Park (physics), all of whom it

should be mentioned once taught at

Yale, were considered the

highlights. A high degree of faculty

accessibility was cited by all the

guides as a plus.

.Soiliil: Immediately after

coeducation, Yale reported that the

social life, though "by no means

stunning, is not cause for total

despair.

Barron's dwelled considerably on

the question of "dating" which

"most students would consider a

rather outdated and inaccurate

term for what goes on on campus."

It described it as a situation in

which people tend to go out in

groups or to exist as "couples that

sec each other so often that 'dating'

would seem out of place." Both

agreed road tripping would decline

as the male-female ratio began to

balance.

The I'nderground (Julde's only con-

tribution was that the sex situation

here was "not as bad as at Dart-

mouth." Only Dartmouth will ever

be certain of what that means.

The .Student Bodv in (Jeneral: The

student body was generally

described as being friendly and

studious The Comparative Guide

quoted a student as saying that

there was "a friendly atmosphere, a

sense of vitality, and a solid

academic orientation." "Pressures

for academic achievement appear

intense" the guide added.

The Underground Guide offered the

following description of the look of

the student body: "Students wear
Levi's, long hair and look back-

woods casual with tweed stuff in the

closet "

It added that a few "1962

smoking jacket type swingers"

might still be found.

Admissions Director Smith said

that in such guides he found "no

scandal, no libel."

In terms of what was said about the

college in general he would have little

cause for complaint. Descriptions of

student life, however, tend to become

rapidly dated, as one can see by

comparing what was said in the 1971

Indersround (iulde to the 1973

Barron's.

But as archaic as some of the

descriptions seem, many will still

strike a responsive chord among
members of the Williams's student

body. It will, for example, probably be

quite some time before our supply of

"1962 smoking jacket swinger types"

becomes completely exhausted.

On Sunday evening from 7:30 to

8:00, WCFM Spotlight will focus on

the current housing affiliation

transfer controversy. Harry Kelly

will moderate a panel of three

people involved in the issue;

Dennett House president Jamie
Barickman, Associate Dean Cris

Roosenraad, and petition

organizer Dave Forrester. WCF-
M's phone lines will t>e open for

questions and comments

.
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Review

Book promotes rights of animals
Reviewed by Stephen Bernheim
During the past twenty years

liberation movements for blacks and
women have been active and ef-

fective. Following their lead, similar

activities have been engaged in by

groups of Spanish-Americans,
prisoners, homosexuals and others.

For such groups there are several

steps to be taken in the process of

legal and moral recognition including

development of group consciousness

and leadership, and choosing policy

options. Virtually without exception

(notably among these the comatose

and the severely retarded) oppressed

groups have fulfilled these

requirements.

But Peter Singer, an Australian

philosopher, is championing the cause

of a group that finds the organization

process impossible. He has become a

proponent of animal liberation, the

movejiient that decries the use of

experimental animals and of animal
factories for the production of meat
and poultry for our tables, and all

other forms of inhumane treatment of

animals.

Singer presents more than enough
evidence to demonstrate the

widespread mistreatment of animals.

In the laboratory, experiments are

needlessly repeated and extended.

Important scientific research, though
often meriting the death of or

discomfort to animals often can be

conducted without animal ex-

perimentation. But Singer sometimes
overestimates the incidence of

needless experimentation, for

example those necessary to acquaint

students with animal anatomy or

behavior. It is absurd to think of

allowing a biology class of 10 year-

olds to dissect animals or a class of

$35,000 bail set
The accused murderer of a Ben-

nington horse trainer on the Williams
campus pleaded innocent Tuesday in

a Berkshire Superior Court
arraignment. Kristin Eric Amussen,
20, of Hoxsey Street, Williamstown is

accused of the January 23 stabbing of

Reginald Rockwell in an apparent
robbery.

Superior Court Judge Kent B. Smith
set bail for Amussen at $35,000 ac-

cording to the North Adams Tran-
script.

Correction
Correction—An April 9 Record
article on counselling services at

Williams incorrectly labeled
Eugene Talbot and Susan Wein-
stock as psychiatrists. They are
clinical psychologists.

News and Notes
We have a few apt. sublet notices

for Boston and New York. If you
are looking for an apt. or a room
mate please contact OCC.

Help! We are in need of Graduate
Record Exam bulletins. If you

picked one up at OCC and still have
it, please bring it to OCC.

non-professionally oriented
psychology students to repeatedly

shock rats to discover well-known

reactions, but for the serious student

of science I see long-term benefit. In

addition, the use of animals as quality

controls for consumer products I find

neither repulsive nor offensive.

Though many of the products are

wasteful or extravagant, how long

would it take Singer to lambast public

health officials because a certain

lipstick or shoe polish caused death in

all its users when the disaster could

have been averted by the sacrifice of

500 rabbits?

Singer's second major area of

concern is agribusiness. He tells us of

great numbers of phickens confined to

small cages foi' their entire lives,

calves raised for veal on disgustingly

rich protein dieis, and pigs who are

stored in stalls so small they can
hardly move for months. There can be

no doubt but that cruelty to animals is

widespread. The question to which we
must address ourselves is whether or

not there exist moral reasons for

stopping it.

In the introduction to his book,

Singer writes that in reply to Mary
WoUstonecraft's article of 1972 calling

for the recognition of the rights of

women, Thomas Taylor wrote that

animals could be granted identical

rights by applying the very same
arguments. Because Taylor thought

the concept of animal rights absurd,

the arguments which granted them
these rights must be invalid, and
therefore could not be used to grant

rights to women. It appears as if

Singer does little more than reverse

the argument and affirm it. Instead of

saying that because we cannot grant

rights to animals we cannot grant

them to women, Singer writes that

because we grant rights to women we
must grant them to animals.

Singer attempts to justify this

position by claiming that because both
animals and humans experience
suffering, they are entitled to "equal
consideration," a term which he fails

to explain. According to the doctrine

of "equal consideration" the treat-

ment of non-humans by humans is

labelled speciesism and is compared
by a considerable leap of reasoning to

both racism and sexism.

Very clearly this is an unfair

comparison. While racism and sexism

are denials of rights to humans,

speciesism involves no such denial.

Simply put, animals are morally

entitled to no rights at all. Of course

our sensibilities may be aroused when

we see children shooting dogs in the

street or cattle led to slaughter, but in

such a case the activity is not immoral

unless many people believe it is.

Human moraUty is not an absolute

law, but only a reflection of dominant

conditions within society at a par-

ticular time. Two hundred years ago it

was moral, though offensive to many,

to beat a man if he belonged to you as

a piece of property. Today it is moral

to slaughter three billion poultry

annually because there are not

enough people who think it immoral.

If Singer wishes to eliminate the

cruel treatment of animals he should

concentrate not on morality as a

justification, but the other criterion he

mentions, that of common sense.

Meat is a tremendously expensive

commodity in the food budget of

Americans. If the energy that goes

into meat processing (like the recent

development of the featherless

chicken) were redirected toward
vegetable production, food would be

available at lower cost. In addition,

the grain we ordinarily feed to cattle

could be used to alleviate conditions of

starvation around the world. Singer

writes that "if Americans were to stop

eating grain-fed beef altogether the

grain thus released would be enough

to feed all the 600 million people in

India." Though perhaps an over-

statement, cattle feed is nevertheless

a luxury the world can less afford

each day.

People will never consider it moral
to allow human beings to die in the

place of animals, and the sacrifice of

many laboratory animals will in all

probability continue indefinitely. It is

quite possible however, that in the

near future a great deal of meat and
poultry production will cease. When
this happens, it will not be because
human rights have been extended to

animals but rather because humans
will realize that in order to benefit

both themselves and their fellow men
vegetarianism is the only rational

course of action.

April 14, ,„j

One Woman's ^'":

Point of View

Conformity

by Carole-Anne Tyler

The Similarity of diversity at

Williams is amazing. She plays the

piano; he plays the trumpet—but they

both play something. He writes

poetry; she writes novellas—but they

both write.

Just how really creative are people

at Williams? Oh, we're all creative-

hut creative in the same, acceptable

ways. Everyone plays a musical in-

strument; everyone philosophizes and

writes poetry on the meaning of life;

everyone sketches or is into

photography. And no one can dispute

the fact that we're all great actors and
actresses. We all manage to play the

part of the typical Williams student

pretty well, but then, of course, we
were type-cast.

Williams students are culture-

bound. 90 per cent of us are white; 64

per cent of us are from a New England
or Mid-Atlantic state; 60 per cent of us

are Protestant and 82 per cent of us

come from families whose median
income is over $15,000 a year. So, for

the most part, we have similar

backgrounds and interests ap-

propriate to that background.

But even without a terribly diverse

student body there can be a diversity

of interests; look at U.Mass. For some
reason, however, Williams seems to

foster a fear of being different. There
are accepted outlets for creativity and
one has to fit into one of them. For
instance, it's o.k. to be in a musical
activity, but watch out if your
creativity shows in your wardrobe.
Walk around wearing anything but the

standard faded jeans and old sweater
and you're sure to provoke questions

or comments.
What about ways of thinking? The

average Williams student is a narrow-
minded liberal. By this I mean that he
has a strange mixture of liberally

permissive views and Archie Bunker
conservativism—and a very low
tolerance for anyone who doesn't

espouse his way of thought. Sex is

great; no one should have any

hangups about it-that is, as long as
it's heterosexual involvement
FasUng to show your concern over
World Hunger is fine, but the pim
place better be open that midniehf
after the fast.

*

Sometimes, I am reminded of high
school when I think of Williams
students attitudes toward dress
drinking and love—no one better rock
the boat by disagreeing with the

group's attitudes. Why is it that we
cannot condone diversity? Would a

more superficially diverse student

body, more people from different

cultural backgrounds, alleviate the

problem? I don't know. Given the

constraints of time and money, I feel

the Admissions Office tries to do the

best it can to insure as diverse a

student body as possible. Besides, as I

said before, other colleges manage to

obtain diversity in creativity and

thought without having a student body

any more varied in background than

our own.

No, something happens to a high

school student when he or she enters

Williams. He or she quickly learns

what the stereotype is and as quiclily

conforms to it. My hypothesis (and!

couldn't have come up with it

if it weren't for Psyche 244) is

that we are all undergoing a Giant

Identity Crisis. The pressures to

achieve and to go on to grad school arc

so great and we are not sure if this

type of success is what we really

want. Conformity (and even,

paradoxically, conforming to the

pressures to achieve and to go on to

grad school) is a way of coping, ot

saying that these ideals are the right

ones and that we should be committed

to them.

Actually then, the problem with

Williams students is that we have

remained adolescents for a little bit

longer than the average pre-adult

Maybe all we can do about this

problem of diversity is wait out the

trauma of identity crisis and accept

the retreat into teen-age conformity

as a lull before the storm of adulthood

gays, attitudes, and housing
Jones speaks back
To the editor:

I am writing in response to Mark
Leach's letter in the April 13

edition of The Record. Frankly, I'm
surprised that Mark felt it necessary
to bring his feelings about my per-

formance to the attention of The
Record in the first place. It would no
doubt have been more appropriate, if

he had felt so strongly about the "Gay
Support" platform, to have stood on a

chair himself and offer a word in their

defense, either to the dining room or
later to me, rather than remaining
silent and eventually sensationalizing
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his fragile temperament through a
process of name-calling in the
"Letters to the Editor" column.
Mark's "tunnel vision" analogy can

indeed be applied to his limited

perspective as well. He and the WGSO
must arrive at the mature recognition
that they cannot realistically expect a
universal tolerance for Gay Support
ideologies and programs to exist at

Williams, or anywhere else for that

matter.

No matter how far the WGSO is able
to move toward attaining their goals
of "tolerance" and "open-
mindedness", it cannot avoid the

inescapable fact that in such personal
matters as structuring life styles

there will always be widespread
oppositional viewpoints.

In conclusion, I would like to stress

that it was the vulnerable and
irresponsible manner in which the
WGSO letter was written that
prompted my chair-reading reaction.

Coupling the letter's slang references
to deviant sexual types with its closing

quips about "welcome to our closets"
made its content clearly, and
necessarily susceptible to comic
revision.

Steve Jones
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Transfers solution
To the editor:

In the considerations of the Housing
Committee it has become apparent
that one of the major problems with
the current transfer system is that
most of the people who want to

transfer apply to Dodd, Spencer-
Brooks, Perry-Bascom. and Garwood.
Since people transferring to these
houses have traditionally been given
fairly high positions in the room
draws of these houses, they have

generally received good rooms, and
this is a large part of the reason why
those who are reasonably satisfied,

but would like to improve their

situation even more, want to transfer.

If every one of the people who
wanted to transfer to these four most
popular houses knew that the room he
or she would receive the next year in

these houses would probably be
smaller than the one he or she now
has, it would probably eliminate a
great number of transfer ap-
plications. I suggest a college-wide

policy of placing transfers at the

bottom of all house room draws, even
below incoming freshmen. People
who still wanted to transfer to Dodd,
Spencer, Perry, or Garwood (or any
other house on campus, for that

matter) certainly could, but they
would be doing it either because they
really want to be a member of that
house, or because they want to escape
an intolerable living situation where
they are now. Rather than "not
allowing transfers" (with very few
exceptions, those to be determined by
Cris Roosenraad and Charles
Jankey), a plan which the housing
committee almost adopted, this plan
would allow transfers for people who
are desperate enough to get out of

their house or enthusiastic enough
about another house to be willing to

accept the bottom of the room draw
If the Housing Committee were to

decide at its next meeting that this

will be the policy followed this year,
and allowed three or four days for

people to withdraw their applications
before proceeding, I think a large part
of their problem of a "lack of

philosophy" will be solved, and the

number of applications would be
drasticall;^ reduced. If this is the
policy set for next year, the number of

people even thinking about tran

sferring will be limited, and yet this

system leaves open a "safety valve"

for those living in what they consider

truly intolerable situations.

David J. Breuer'78

Disappointment

To the editor:

After spending the last five days

doing nothing but fighting for a cause

on this campus, we are exhausted and

disappointed—disappointed in the

attitude that we have run into .several

times.

The attitude we speak of is simply

"Yes, we agree the system is wrong,

and we agree that people will tw

unjustly hurt by it, but we don'l want

to take the time to fix it." We have

heard this statement, in its various

twisted forms, at meetings of the

College Council and CUL, from a dean

and several professors, and from

many students.

We offer a challenge to lbe.se

people—Dean Roosenraad, Lilb

Scheye, all House presidents and all

other members of the Housing

Committee, the members of the CUL

and College Council—and to every

person on this campus who has ever

made a similar statement. If yo"

believe something is not what il c""!"

be, don't let it go as it is. Work on il

until you can be proud when you say.

"I was involved in that decision, and it

is the right decision."

We challenge you to be idealists li

won't be easy—it will take a very

strong commitment to fight for wha

you believe is right-rand that *i"

require a great expenditure of yo"f

time and energies.

Linda S. Smith '78

David L. Forrester "78
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Focus on Arts
byDavUOliber

Imagine thi prow of a batUeshlp,

„r a powerful tank magnified to the

L of one hundred iron-clad hor-

semen advancing
in the serried ranks

Imagine finally the 'thin edge' of

this iron wedge, cutting into the very

midst of the enemy soldiers, stujrified

by the terrible mass of steel bearing

down on them: instead of the Knights'

faces they see steel visors with cross-

shapwl openings." There are his

words. Sergei Eisenstein, the

director, the theoritltion, the

mastermind. The scene Is the BatUe

on the Ice, the climax in which Prince

Alexander leads the Russians to a

victory over the Teutonic Knights.

Ttie film is Alexander Nevsky. It was

Eisenstein's first sound film (1939),

and he only did things on a grand

scale. Conceived as a "cinematic

opera," the films power is based on

tlie relationship between the visual

rhythm and the music, which was

composed by Prokofiev in close

colaboration with Eisenstein. Detail

work is atrocious: light varies from

day to night within a scene; men
carry torches in broad dayhght

because it looks nice. But the film's

review in the N.Y. Times commented:

"It is impossible not to admire

Eisenstein's colossal unconcern with

tliese refinements of film-making,

not to marvel at his stylistic insistence

that all people walk along a skyline,

and not to wish, in the same breath,

that more directors had his talent for

doing great things so well and Uttle

things so badly." It plays Saturday

night.

WORLD PREMIERE

Tonight, for the first time on any

stage, the new translation of

Sophocles' Elektra, just completed by
William Driscoll (Williams '76), will

open at The Adams Memorial
Theater's Experimental Theater.
Driscoll, who also directed the
production, said he used language
which was formal, but tried to avoid
the affected diction often used in

translating the play. In discussing his

technical problems as a translator,

there was one thing he could not

conceal: his excitement as a director.

DriscoU called himself a classicist,

but the production promises to be
powerful theater. It plays through.

COFFEE HOUSE

This Saturday features the Silver

String Quartet, Russ Hardy will open
the evening. As usual, it will be in the

Rathskeller and admission will be
free.

Ephlat popularity rises

Jamboree set Saturday

Dave McLaughry and the crossbar in

flight during last Tuesday's track
meet. The photo of the week is by Stew
Read.

Transfers placed on hold'
HOUSING from page 1

decisions.

The committee must weigh three

mutually exclusive concerns in its

decisions, Roosenraad explained, 1.

maintaining class and sex balances in

the house system; 2. maximizing
individual pleasure; and 3. allowing

for as even a distribution of exchanges
and transfers from other schools as

possible throughout the house system,

Roosenraad's comments prompted
the proposal of alternative transfer

policies and consideration of the ef-

fects of each on three factors.

Roosenraad proposed outright

elimination of all transfers. He
defended his suggestion arguing that

students would msike an effort to

improve a house with a poor
reputation if they knew they would be
living in it for three years.

The proposal stimulated con-

siderable debate opposition and
discussion ended in a tie opinion poll

which committee chairman Scheye
refused to break.

by Diana Pietraszewski

The Ephlats singers, with only a few
years of organized experience as a

group, have built up their reputation

to become one of the favorite per-

formance groups on campus. The
turnout at their Concert-Parties and
at their annual Spring Jamboree is

evidence of this. This year, under co-

directors Charlene Crickenberger and
Martha Williamson, the Ephlats have
upheld their newly acquired
reputation of high quality.

The annual Jamboree, of which the

Ephlats are sponsor, will be held at 8

pm., April 17, in Chapin Hall. In ad-

dition to the Ephlats, the participating

groups will include ~^e Wheaton
Whims and the Yale Proof of the

Pudding, both female groups; and two
male groups, the Bowdoin Med-
diebempsters and the Yale Baker's

Dozen.

The choice of these singers is in-

fluenced by the reputation of the

group and by the Ephlats' policy of

reciprocating invitations to schools

where they have performed. In order

to have variety from year to year, the

Ephlats invite a different set of

singers for each Jamboree.

The Ephlats are unique among the

set of contemporary singing groups in

that they are co-ed and use in-

struments in their arrangements. The
instrumentalists in the group include

a flautist, bass player and guitarist.

These instruments lend themselves to

the folk and contemporary music
which is characteristic of the group.

To vary their repertoire, however, the

Ephlats are begiiming to do several

songs a cappella.

Crickenberger said that she
beUeves that the Ephlats' repertoire

of songs, and the contemporary and
folk music is appealing to a Williams

audience. The familiarity and in-

formality of this music are reflected

in their performances at the Concert-

Parties. The audience is not distanced

from the performers but is seated

around the semi circle of singers.

Food and drink is served throughout

their act. And tl)e size of the Ephlats,

which preseiitly has seventeen
members, conveys this attitude.

Immediate plans include tightening

their performance and making ad-

ditions to it that would make it a
polished act. This would mean
preparing their introductions before

the concert and sacrificing moments
of spontaneity. In the meantime, the

Ephlats can be counted on to give a
captivating performance, and to

present their music so that it can
make you smile or sigh.

Faculty okays WSP Inquiry courses

The 5th Annual

Ephlats Spring Jamboree

Saturday, April 17, 8 pm, Chapin Hall

'The best singing groups in New England'

participating groups: Bowdoin Meddiebempsters
Wheaton Whims
Yale Baker's Dozen

Yale Proof of the Pudding

Williams Ephlats

Admission: $1.25 in advance at dining halls

and from Ephlats members

$1.50 at the door

Winner of "5" Academy Awards 3rd Week !

!

Best Best Best Best Best
Picture Actor Actress Director Screenplay Walter Matthau

and

Tatum O'Neal

"Bad News Bears"

by Harry Kelly

In a vote of 54-18, the Faculty ac-

cepted Wednesday, a recom-

mendation from the Committee on the

Freshman Year to establish inquiry

courses during the next two Winter
Study periods.

Originally, at the March Faculty

meeting, the committee presented

alternative plans for conducting these

courses during the regular semester.

Faculty concern about the specific

intent of the inquiry courses and the

availability of resources, prompted
the committee, under the chair-

manship of Andrew B. Crider, to

propose this pilot program instead,

Wednesday night.

The inquiry courses, as first

proposed, were to offer freshmen a

chance to study the methodology of

inquiry in various disciplines. The
pilot program endorsed Wednesday
will experiment with the idea of

inquiry courses to determine if they

serve a useful purpose and are

academically feasible.

In other business, the Faculty

debated extensively a motion by the

Administration to develop a regular

process for evaluating each depart-

ment at Williams. Debate highlighted

the Faculty's concern that such
review would constitute an evaluation

of persormel rather than curricula.

This matter drew a strong negative

response from the Faculty who
complained bitterly about being
constantly under scrutiny.

President Chandler, sensing the

sensitivity of the topic, deferred

further del>ate until the next meeting.
In its final business Wednesday, the

Faculty endorsed a series of im-

portant revisions by the Calendar and
Schedule Committee (CSC) regarding

registration procedures.

First, CSC proposed that all syllabi

be put on file in the library so that

students could review them before

making their course decisions.

Second, the CSC advocated in-

cluding the matched name of in-

structor and hour letter for each

course listed in the course catalog.

Finally, they suggested that

registration revision take place

during Winter Study rather than in the

fall to reduce the number of students

changing courses in February.

B minor mass this Tuesday

CINEMA I DAILY 7:008.9:30 CINEMA II

RT.67A BENNINGTON, VERMONT

7;1S&9:15PG

Matinee Sat. 8. Sun. 2;

(802) 442-8179

00
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Colonial Pizza
The Best in America

Small and Large Pizzas

Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

50 Spring Street

458-9009 and 458-8014

open daily 9 a.m. to2a,m.

Breakfast daily 9 am, to 11 am,

Dniiuls, Coffee

We make imr own pizza dough daily

STIDKNTS WELCOME

Johann Sebastian Bach's HIGH
MASS. usually referred to as the B
minor Mass, will be presented by the

Williams College Choral Society on

Tuesday evening, April 20, at 8:30

p.m., in Chapin Hall.

The usual practice in con-
temporary times has been to present

the B minor Mass with a large or-

chestra and chorus. Kenneth Roberts

SATURDAY FILM SERIES

presents

Alexander Nevsky

Sergei Eisenstein

Bronfman Auditorium 7;30

April 17 and9:30

Admission $1,00

will conduct a 50-voice choir and an
orchestra using, for this performance,
instruments customary in the early

18th century. The Brinks Orchestra of

Boston, a group of 16 instrumentalists,

is an ensemble which regularly

performs on ancient instruments. In

their appearance here for the B minor
Mass, the roster will be augmented by

players from the Berkshire and
Albany Symphony Orchestras with

Walter Chesnut as solo trumpet.

Students are admitted for half-price.

Easter Vigil Service

Saturday, April 17 10:00p,m.

THOMPSON MEMORIAL
CHAPEL

All welcome

Sponsored by

Williams Newman Association

Wllliamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

'0:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 300 a.m.
22 Spring Street

Wllliamstown, Mass. 01247

(413) 458.8271

COPYING
(by Photo-Offset)

50-1000 copies

100 Copitts $5.50

(Cash and Carry)

McClelland Press, Inc.

Spring,Street

458-J920

T

LSEASONS
m\Ji HILLER LEO McKERN • f^OBERi SnAW ORSON vIEllE^ mmhw

1 A GREAT FILM ON A GREAT
SUBJECT! A movie that will endure

as a stunning work of art! As close as

one gets to perfection!"
-WtlLIAlU WOLF. Cu» Mafat'n*

^ RINGS VI/ITH EXCITEMENT!
STRONGLY MOVING! SEE IT!"

-MOUIS ALPEBT, Satur»v ff»v(«w

MOVIE
Place: BRONFMAN

Time: 2:00

7:00

Date: Sunday, 9:30

April 18 Admission: ^1.00

Sponsored b|i Ihc Newmifi Club

IN THE NATION THIS WEEK

FRANK CHURCH'S CANDIDACY

George Lardenery of the Washington Post writes:

Senator Frank Church likes to quote the cartoon character Senator

Smart who entered the presidential race very late. Senator Smart happily

observed that by entering the race late, he had saved taxpayers a fortune in

Secret Service salaries.

"Senator Church thinks he has more to offer than Senator Smart, but

there are those, even among his friends, who wonder whether any t>eyond

embarrassingly small number will bother to find out.

But Senator Church does not have to sit still. He can run for the

presidency, fall flat on his face, and come 1979, still be made Chairman of the

Senate Foreign Relations Committee."

Only In This Week's Nation,

"The Nation", 333 Sixth Ave., N.Y.C., 10014

Special Rates for Students

t .1
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Baseball evens season at 2-2

Eshelman blanks Trinity, 2-0
The vanity baseball team, behind

senior co-captain Pete Esbelman's

second complete game win, disposed

of visiting Trinity Tuesday afternoon,

2-0. The win evened coach Jim Briggs'

unit's season record at 2-2.

The Ephs outhit the Bantams by a 7

to 4 margin, but still had trouble

hitting with men on base. Five of the

seven purple hits came with the bases

empty, and Williams left a total of ten

runners stranded in the nine-inning

Va/e drops stickers, 14-8
by Dennis O'Shea

Five unanswered goals in the third

stania spelled the end of the varsity

lacrosse team's hopes for a second
consecutive upset victory over
Yale Wednesday at New Haven. The
Elis parlayed a 7-7 deadlock into a

five goal lead in just over five minutes
in mid-quarter.

The Ephs had held Yale scoreless

for the previous 20 minutes of playing

time while makuig a little run of their

own. Peter Thomsen and jamie
Taylor had brought the stickers back
into the thick of things from a three

goal deficit.

But that was exactly the problem.
All day long the Purple were playing

catch-up ball. Unfortunately, they

never caught up. Each time they got
within hailing distance of the Elis, the

18th ranked team in the USILA
University Division poll, embarked on
yet another tear.

The list of problems with the

Williams effort runs a httle bit like a
catalogue of fundamentals. They

. didn't scoop through on ground balls,

they didn't complete passes or win
face-offs, they tended to feed the

crease far too oftea

Even so they really didn't look

particularly bad, and there were
moments of absolute brilliance. Like
when Tam Murray played around
with his opponent at the restraining

line till he was double teamed, and
then dumped a feed off to the open
man Jamie Taylor, who pumped it

right by the otherwise hot Bulldog

target. Or when Cam McKee placed a

fast break crank in the far upper

comer of the nets.

What it all boils down to is that a

talented Yale squad toughed it out

past a talent^ Williams ten in an
exciting afternoon of lacrosse.

Thomsen led the Eph offense with

three goals and an assist, and fellow

feeder Todd Eckerson set up two

scores.

It's "See Scenic Connecticut Week"
for the laxmen, who visit U. Conn, at

Storrs on Saturday. The Huskies are

having a weak year, and are playing

door mat in the New England
University Division. Meanwhile,
Jimmy Rodgers' junior varsity

stickers will make their season debut

at home, hosting Hotchkiss at 2:00

p.m.

contest In four separate innings,

Williams had runners on with less

than two outs, but failed to score. The

Ephmen continued to run well on the

base paths, however, swiping five

bases m the game.

The first Williams run came hi the

home half of the second innhig, with a

double steal bringmg home junior

catcher Tom Redden from third.

The Purple came up with an in-

surance run in the eighth, as

Eshehnan led off with an infield

single; pinch runner John Friborg

then stole second base and came home
on Tom Chizmadia's second hit of the

afternoon. Chizmadia was the only

Eph hitter to garner two base hits on

the afternoon and now leads the team

with three rbi's.

Winning pitcher Eshelman, in

addition to giving up four hits, also

walked eight Bantams. But the south-

paw fanned nine batters and Trinity

left nine runners on base.

The team returns to action

tomorrow, facing Little Three foe

Wesleyan in a doubleheader on

Weston Field. Pete Eshelman is ex-

pected to start one of the contests for

the Ephs.

Chizmadia is week's athlete
Tom Chizmadia, senior first

baseman for the varsity baseball

team, has been named the Record's
first athlete of the week for the spring

season of 1976. Chizmadia has been
the most consistent hitter for the 2-2

Ephmen, under coach Jim Briggs. He
drove in two of the team's three runs
in their season-opening 3-1 win over
RPI and one more in Saturday's
twinbill loss to Springfield. Chizmadia
also had two hits and an RBI in

Tuesday's 2-0 shutout of Trinity. He
leads the team with six hits and three

RBI's.

HONORABLE MENTION—
Scott Supplee—a senior co-captain

of Renzie Lamb's varsity lacrosse

team, Supplee scored four goals to

lead the Ephs over Springfield in their

opener, 18-4.

Netmen overcome Union, 9-0;

raise season record to 4-0
The varsity racquetmen defeated a

weak Union squad Tuesday by a score
of 9-0 upping their season record to 4-

0. The match was played on the Union
courts in gusty winds, but only two
matches went the three set hmit.
Coach Dave Johnson's squad can

now look forward to two home mat-
ches: M.I.T. on Saturday at 2 PM, and
Harvard next Tuesday at 3 PM. The
temptation to look past M.I.T. to a

possible upset over heavily favored

Harvard will hopefully be prevented
by remembering the disappointing 5-4

loss to M.I.T. last year.

According to Coach Johnson: "the
Harvard match is an easy one to play,

since we have nothing to lose—no one
is expecting us to win, but the

pressure is on for the M.I.T. match—
this is a team we traditionally have
very close matches with, and every
one will have to be sharp if we are to

win."

Need a Skirf ?

Choose a pattern,

fabric and

notions

Leave the sewing to us!

($5.00 charge)

SEWING NOOK
Colonial Shopping Center

458-3540 9:30-5:00

Athlete of the Week Tom Chizmadia

(photo by Janson)

R

R
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Pick up your textbooks now . . .

We've started returning them.

enzis
OOIUCI KOK ITOU DC

UttTOWN. MAM. KMr

Don't get caught short!

Attention

:

Live in a 50 room
Gothic Stone Mansion

80 Acre Campus
Dormitory Style

$60 a month singles $80 a mo. doubles

Telephone;

Lenox 637-0600

Dave See«er 77 sprints to a 1 :S7.2 victory in the haif-mil« in last Tuesday's live

way meet at WestfieM Stat*. (ohotoby Read)

Runners finish second
Co-captain Scott Perry did his usual

job of inflating the Eph point total by
winning the long jump (21' 3") and the

440 yd. dash (50.3).

In the 120 yd. hi^ hurdles,

sophomores Ron White and Bob
Ashley took 1-2 respectively and later

in the meet, Ashley came back to

place third in the 440 yard in-

termediate hurdles in 57.9. Dave Bass

sprinted to a 4th place finish in the loo

followed by freshman Dan Sullivan in

fifth.

Junior Don Wallace led the mile

field for over three laps but was then

outkicked in the stretch and settled for

second in4:24.1. With a lap to go in the

880, Dave Seeger was in eighth place,

however, the fleet junior blew

everyone off the track in the last 400

yards and broke the tape at 1:57.2.

The three mile run was a closely

fought battle as Frank Carr drafted

Chris Walsh of Southern Conn, for

eleven laps. Carr was unable to pass

Walsh in the final stretch for the

victory, but did manage a personal

best of 14:31.

by Frank Carr

Coach Dick Farley's spring squad

had their first test on the track last

Saturday at the Boston College

Relays. Williams entered teams in

nine relay events and also had
representatives in two individual

events.

The long jump "relay" consisting of

Greg Collins, Greg MacAleenan and

Scott Perry grabbed third and was the

highest placing Eph contingent of the

afternoon. Perry also added an ex-

cellent quarter mile opening leg in the

sprint medley relay, helping the

quartet to a fifth place finish.

Teaming with Perry were Dan
Sullivan, Ron White, and Dave Seeger

who blazed his half-mile anchor leg in

1:56.5. The only other relay that

scored (top five) was the 880 relay,

tieing for fourth with Coast Guard.

The Ephs opened their dual meet
season last Tuesday and quickly

produced a 3-1 record, beating

Westfield State, Univ. of New Haven
and Fairfield, while losing to Southern

Conn.

WIlllAMSTOWN, MASS. 0)267

• TWENTY COLORS IN BANDANAS $1.00

• FELT CRUSHERS $4.00

• JEAN BELTS $3,00

• INDIA WALLHANGINGS $9.00

•SILVER HOOP EARRINGS $4.00

10 per cent discount Williams people

Open 10: 00 AAA to 4: 00 PAA everyday

p. KERKY WaLAH

The Store that brought you discouni

SQUASH Equipment, now has

TENNIS
EQUIPMENT

at discount prices

All Tennis Rackets 30% off Usf Price

Wilson Heavy Duty Tennis Balls - Only 2.50

WILLIAMS CO-OP
Spring SireH open Thurs. till 8;30

Prospective Graduates - look at our new suit line for

career interviews. Outfitters for Williams College

I men and women for over 75 years

^ottSi of Jialaij
(hufiHiTi Id Williams Mm mJ Womm

WILLIAMSTOMTN MASSACHUSETTS
(STABLISHCO 1SS1

From tfie people who give you Christmas Vespers each year:

For the First Time in Williamstown

J. S. BACH: HOEHE MESSE (Mass in b minor)

THE WILLIAMS CHORAL SOCIETY
Chamber Orchestra with original period instruments

4 soloists from neighboring colleges
"^

One performance only (who could pay the bill twice?)

^.f
P'N HALL - 8:30 P.M. ^ v

.^uesday, April20th
WHIiams Students - Free with I.D. General Admission $2.00
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Howard alters

registration

procedures
by Carl Bettinger

The registrar's office has altered

the procedures for changing courses

after registration in what Registrar

George C. Howard called "an attempt

to get students to think seriously a twut

the courses they wish to take."

Students will be issued a single

registration form next fall, listing the

courses for which they registered this

spring. According to the new
procedures, students who wish to

change a course must obtain

signatures from twth instructors.

Tlie faculty has also approved

changes proposed by the Calendar

and Schedule Committee aimed at

reducing the number of course

changes made at the b^inning of

each semester.

In their "Report and Recom-
mendations on Registration

Procedures," the committee stated,

"Many faculty members feel that the

extent of uncertainty about who is

really in the class during course

change periods limits the ef-

fectiveness of the early class sec-

tions."

In a survey conducted by the

committee, students rated the value

of course subject matter as the

greatest reason for changing courses.

The committee suggested to the

faculty that "fuller information at

registration about the subject matter

New chairmen announced

WILLIAMS COLLEGE APRIL 20, 1976

Housing controversy rages

Registrar George C. Howard

might help make students' course
selections more firmly based."
In response to this recom-

mendation, the faculty voted that "all

departments should assemble as
complete a collection of course syllabi

as practicable for the current year,

prior to the annual spring
registration." The syllabi will be
stored in the Library.

For the first time, registration

materials will list instructors and
hours of individual sections in multi-

section courses. Students will be

asked to list sections in order of

preference when they register.

The committee's survey also in-

dicated that students "reached nearly

half of their decisions to change
courses for the spring semester

during the summer, fall, or WSP
periods." In a further attempt to cut

down on the resulting course changes,

the faculty approved a registration

revision period for spring courses

which will be conducted during

January.

by Dave MacGregor
The Housing Committee will meet

tonight to settle the controversy over
transfer policy applications filed this

spring. The meeting will open with a
re-vote on Associate Dean Cris T.

Roosenraad's proposal that no
transfers be allowed with limited

exceptions granted by Student
Housing Director Charles Jankey and
Roosenraad.

If the Roosenraad proposal is

defeated, the committee will consider

an alternative, proposed last week by
George Schutzer '77. According to

Schutzer's compromise, the net gain

or loss of residents would be limited to

three men and three women per
house.

The College Council passed a

resolution Thursday night suggesting

that, "the Housing Committee defeat

any proposal to eliminate un-

dergraduate transfers." The
resolution was introduced by Harry

toKelly '76 after Roosenraad spoke

the Council about transfer policy,

Kelly said he is confident that the

resolution will have a positive effect.

Kelly interpreted the amount of time

Roosenraad and Housing Committee
co-chairman Lilli Scheye '78 spent in

consultation with the Council as an
indication that the committee is

"interested in the council's consensus

of opinion." The fact that the Council

speaks for the entire Williams com-
munity means that its opinion

"carries a lot of weight," Kelly added.

Roosenraad expressed his concern

over the increase in transfer ap-

plications in recent years, asking the

Council to "think what the motion of

210 students around the campus does

to what is supposed to be a residential

house system."

see COUNCIL page 3

Trustees to be on campus,

will discuss current issues
The trustees of the College will

tiegin the third of four annual
meetings on campus Thursday. Two
days of committee meetings will

precede Saturday morning's board
meeting.

Thursday night, the 18 trustees and
their spouses will dine at the student

President John W. Chandler
recently announced new chairmen for

six departments and the Pre-Medical
Advisory Committee, effective this

fall. All seven present chairmen will

be away for at least one semester next

year.

Charles Compton was named acting

chairman of the chemistry depart-

ment, replacing J. Hodge Markgraf;
John Hyde will replace Russell
Bostert as acting chairman of history.

In the English Department, John
Reichert will become acting chair-
man in place of Lawrence Graver.
Robert Dalzell will succeed Fredrick
Rudolph as acting chairman of the
American Civilization department.
Chandler named two full chairmen:

Thomas McGill, replacing Phebe

Cramer as chairman of psychology

and Daniel O'Connor replacing

Nathaniel Lawrence in philosophy.

William Grant, Jr., currently the

biology department chairman, will

succeed James Skinner as acting

chairman of the Pre-Medical Ad-

visory Committee.

Markgraf, Bostert, Graver, Cramer

and Skinner will be on sabbatical the

entire year; Lawrence will be on

sabbatical second semester, while

Rudolph will be on leave of absence

first semester.

Chandler said that he reached these

decisions in consultation with senior

department members and the

see CHAIRMEN page 3

Nana Frimpong-Mensah, Roger Wilson, and Jim Tolles don togas and partake

of the festivities at Mission Park's annual Roman Orgy, which took place last

Saturday evening. (photo by Kahane)

houses they are affiliated with.

Following dinner, the trustees

belonging to the Committee on
Campus Life will meet in the Faculty

Club to discuss campus issues with

students.

The students attending this meeting

were required to obtain permission

from the Dean's Office.

Friday morning, the Budget and

Financial Planning Committee and

the Building and Grounds Committee

will meet. The Development Com-
mittee, the Committee on Instruction,

the Audit Committee, the Committee
on Degrees and the Campus Life

Committee will convene after lunch.

The Executive Committee, com-

posed of the trustee committee
chairmen, will be at 5 p.m. Friday to

review the various committee
meetings.

On Saturday all of the trustees will

meet in Chapin Hall from 9 a.m. until

12 : IS"!), m. At thiS time, the Committee
Chairmen will present summaries of

their Committee Reports and the

Trustees will engage in what the

agenda terms a "one hour brain-

storming session on The Capital Fund
for the Seventies Campaign."
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They Write By Night

Cynical Chic

From the beginning the "Baby
Boom" never had a chance. Aside

from that unfortunate label, our

upbringing simply bred cynicism.

Consider the cultural events on which
we were weaned: nude marriages,

troll dolls, ABC situation comedies,

nehru jackets, and wife-swapping

baseball players. It is no surprise that

our favorite magazine became The
Lampuun, our favorite tone the sar-

donic, and our favorite expression the

grimace.

But this is cliche. We do not want to

investigate the causes of this syn-

drome, nor make an impassioned

appeal against generational cynicism.

Instead we want to promote the whole
business. Promote cynicism? Yes!
But not the plain old cynicism

remarks about Springsteen, dining

hall food, or the work load any longg

We must cultivate a higher, triore

aggressive form of cynicism. We must
make this new form a movement with

different schools and/philosophies,

based on research aprffield work. And
in doing so cxeaXe an entirely new
animal, whicMve call . . . CYNICAL
CHIC!
CYNICAL CHIC: the only alter-

native is to regress into outdated

ficerity or foolish idealism. Both
'have been done before, and both failed

miserably. And, let's face it—nothing

could be more boring than ideahsm or

sincerity. Let us- deny the validity of

these movements (except perhaps as

targets for cynical chic) and develop

our own, unique, total CYNICAL
CHIC system.

A small but dedicated group in

Hopkins House has begun research

already in this complicated area,

reaping some interesting results. But

much more work is needed to continue

such studies. We cannot emphasize

enough that this is a necessary

movement for our generation; and we
hope that some of the work described

below will move others to join our

group.

The basic one-up move in CYNICAL
CHIC is, of course, to be cynical of

something which is not normally

viewed cynically. One method is to be

cynical of something which is simply

far too fresh and new for anyone to be

yet cynical. Examples:
"One more minute of Peter

Frampton and I'll scream!"
(In mid-lVIarch) ".

. . studying for

my finals is so tiring . .
."

"... I am so bored with Spring

(The counterploy to this ploy is ob-

vious but difficult. One must find

Correction
The following paragraph was

omitted from David Breuer's

Letter to the Editor Friday.

"Incidentally, in my letter in

your April 13 issue commenting on
a Record article, and in writing

this letter, I am not writing in my
capacity as WCFM News Director,

and I am not signing these letters

with that title. If it gets added on

this time, please ignore it

DavidJ. Breuer'78

1.

something even newer and fresher,

making the original statement seem
dated, and a bit banal. To the last line,

then, one might say the following:

"Oh Spring isn't bad; it's that hint of

Summer-warm weather and all—

which is so horribly distressing!")

Another good ploy, Swilter's

Switcheroo, involves affecting a

fondness for something about wh^
cynicism is rampant. One mustirtiply

that he has seen beyond the.c^cism
(which he implies, thrptr^ careful

mannerisms, is just a^t pedestrian)

to the true merits of the subject,

whether it be the film "Love Story,"

PsychologyMOl, or Dodd House
parties^,i'^ Swilter perfected this ploy

in his exhaustive "Dining Room
Spite"

Swilter claimed that he was crazy

about Greylock dining hall food. (This

struck many of us as odd, as we had
known him to eat nothing but cottage

cheese and salad in his sophomore
year, claiming that the food was akin

to "sin dipped in misery". These were
the days when CYNICAL CHIC was a

mere twinkling in our eyes! ) He would
loudly say to the server, "Give me
either of the entrees—fish or meat,

who cares? Everything is just so good
here! " Normally he would go back for

seconds or thirds, and on Sunday,
would rise from the table muttering,

"Shells . . . shells . .
." to go for

fifths and sixths. On line he would
inevitably raise an exultant cry when
spotting, say, Swiss Steak or Turkey
Tetrazzini. But his crowning touch-
perhaps the farthest this ploy can ever

go—was when he would tearfully

reminisce about favorite meals of the

past, meals which we had all thrown
away whole and tried desperately to

forget: "Oh, when I saw those

sausages tucked up next to that

yummy German toast, you could have
peeled me off of the ceiling!"

Swilter was a master of many ploys,

and a great trail-blazer in our field of

CYNICAL CHIC. But the movement is

young enough that anyone with
tremendous wit and creativity has the

potential to make his mark. Won't you
join us?

Tony Spaeth

News and Notes
Summer Internships:

Center for National Security

Studies: Summer interns work on

research projects at the Center.

Stipends are not available.

Deadline: April 25. Starts June 1st.

Summer Study:

Boston L). offers a special 12 credit

program at the Public Com-
munication Institute for students

who want hands on experience in a

number of areas of the com-
munication field. Apply by Ma^
1st.

Summer Jobs:

American Youth Hostels needs
people to lead summer trips for

AYH to Nantucket, Vermont and
Nova Scotia. Leaders must be 21

years of age.

Roman orgy

ro the editor:

Silence is impossible before the

disgrace which occurred at Mission

Park dining hall last Saturday night.

The so-called "Roman orgy" which

took place of the regular dinner must
be seen as nothing other than a serious

crime. That such an event is hap-

pening not fur the first time on this

campus is completely inexcusable

and it is amazing that this "creative,

fun, tradition" has not yet been

stopped.

I just wish to express my deep

dismay and I write: "Shame on you

all who took part! " Don't we know any

better? What finer way could there be

to display total disdain and complete

immorality in the face of the ex-

traordinary wealth and riches which

we possess? Seriously, is this fun or

mass insanity?

Nicholas Schidlovsky '76

Housing rebuttol

To the editor: /^
I would like to express my--^treme

irritation with the proposal which

Dean Roosenraad,h^s suggested to

resolve the wljete controversy over

house transfers, my incredulity at the

response^ey have received from the

members of the Housing Committee,

rfd my complete disgust with at-

titudes such as those expressed by

David Breuer in his April 16th letter to

the Record.

Dean Roosenraad's proposal that

all housing transfers be eliminated is

thq most unrealistic, unprofessional,

and frankly—stupid solution that

anyone could offer. The fact that it

was received by an 8-8 tie vote by the

Housing Committee reflects these

same qualities in those members who
cast concurring votes. My objections

to this proposal are as follows:

Although the class of '79 was in-

cluded before decisions had been

reached on upper-class transfer

applications, the reverse is true for

the classes of '77 and '78. I should

think that it would be reasonable to

assume that the members of those

classes who are dissatisfied with their

present housing arrangements should

be given the transfer-rights implicit to

the system under which they were
initially included. I doubt that anyone
ever interpreted these rights as a

guarantee that everyone would have
their transfer applications granted.

That too is clearly unrealistic. But,

everyone did expect, and continues to

expect, a fair chance. Had I known
that it would be nearly, if not com-
pletely, impossible to transfer into

another house this year, 1 certainly

would have applied to do so last year.

Had the members of the Housing
Committee consulted the people
whom they are supposed to represent

about the proposal to conduct fresh-

man inclusion before deciding on
transfer applications, they would
have received responses which would
have prevented the current situation

from ever arising—responses which
in now being after the fact, are, to

some extent, worthless. Had the

Housing Committee at least

publicized its decision I might have
considered the option to live off

campus. Failure to communicate
made this impossible. Furthermore, It

strikes me as very ironic (given the

size of this college and the emphasis
which is placed on the "closeness" of

the college community) that it should

be easier to move off-campus than to

live where one wishes to on campus.
I realize that these measures are

intended to preserve a fairly well

balanced male-female ratio within

each house, but while my female body
may be sleeping in the house which I

have been assigned to, it may very

^There will be an open meeting
for all prospective Religion majors
in the Driscoll Lounge at 4 : 15 p. m.

,

Thursday, April 22 to speak about
what is involved in undertaking a
program of studies in Religion. All

interested fres|imen and
sophomores are invited to attend.

well be socially affiliated elsewhere in

the attempt to make the best of my
situation. Perhaps Dean Roosenraad

will then suggest that one should not

be allowed to be a social member of

the house of one's choosing, and then

the Housing Committee could vote on

that. To decide upon what may be a

long term housing policy in the middle

of the year, after having admitted that

the primacy of freshman inclusion

could have created more problems

than it has solved, is clearly wrong.

The current proposals under con-

sideration are unacceptable both as

emergency measures and long-term

strategies because they demand
house unity at the expense of the in-

dividual. This aptly underscores the

trend towards increasing rigidity %nd

unresponsiveness to change that has

characterized so many of the ad-

ministrative and ^ sttident-faculty

decisions of late. JtTterms of housing

alone, it seeips^ me that the present

proposal? would institute a com-

puterised version of the fraternity

sy^m which we have supposedly

abandoned. I would like to see both the

diversity of living-situations and the

individual's capacity to change ac-

corded a similarly flexible transfer

system. The number of transfers

accepted should not be diminished

because of this year's handling of

freshman inclusion. Rather, members
of overly included Row Houses should

be given the option to live for one year

in some of the under-populated

Mission Park and Greylock houses. It

might also be helpful to allow inter-

house suits in these two housing

complexes next. year.

Finally, in response to Mr. Breuer's

remarks I would like to say this: If

you were a junior transferring into my
house and I were a sophomore, I

would vote to let you draw a room in

front of me. I have voted this way for

the past two years, and were I allowed

to transfer houses 1 would hope that

the same courtesy would be extended

to me. Because the "physical plant" is

one of the major reasons for applying

to transfer into a particular house,

your suggestion could conceivably

curb the numbers of those who are

attempting to do so. However, I find

your proposal that it should be made a

campus-wide policy to have transfers

go through room-draw after freshmen
abhorantly selfish and to your
discredit.

Sara Peavy "77

Tyler tirade

To the editor:

Once again Miss Carole-Anne Tyler
has made a sweeping generalization
about Williams College students that
is at best arbitrary and certainly not
valid. As a "narrow-minded liberal"

let me go along with the rest of the
crowd by pussing cm what Miss Tyler
writes.

We are informed that most of us are

from the same background so

therefore we share the same interests

Come off it, baby. The only interests

we all share are eating, sleeping, and
going to the bathroom. Yet it is

possible, she says, to have diverse

interests without a diverse student

body. As evidence. Miss Tyler tells us

to look at UMass. I have. 1 have

several friends attending there, and I

have often visited. What strikes me
about UMass is the diversity of

drugs— pot, hash, greenies, acid,

heroin, and mescaline. Everyone docs

different things because everyone is

on a different drug. I see nothing at ail

diverse about the average UMass
student. One sees more bizarre

people, certainly, but remember,

there are 20,000 people there.

Did it ever occur to you. Miss Tyler,

that some people play musical in

struments t>ecause they like to: Or

that people who put in 60 hour weeks

at the A.M.T. are in acting for more

than acceptance sake?

One of the only specific things Miss

Tyler says we don't tolerate is dif

ference in attire. How untrue is this

Last Thursday the GarfieldWood

freshman inclusion guest meal

featured at least 12 young men in the

very latest in fashion—suitcoat, tie,

shoes, socks, and boxer shorts. Not so

much as one head was turned.

1 don't feel that our student body is

lacking in "creativity of thought", but

apparently Miss Tyler does. At least

she isn't afraid to 'show some

originality. She shows incredible

"creativity of thought" by leaving out

the cigarette in the "Shoot the Uog"

picture. .Irffiev Driisic '7«

Where else can you study dance

and be in the undergraduate prelaw

program or fulfill a pi[emed

requirement and take a course in

transfer lithography with such

interesting and exciting people

in a setting of hills, lakes,

gorges, and waterfalls?

Get requirements out of the way,

complete courses to get ahead, or

simply take the tinne to study those

extraordinary things for which

you've never before had the time.

Ftequest an Announcement and see

for yourself all the reasons why

we're where you should t)e this

summer.

Cornell Summer Session, 111 Day Hall,

Ithaca, New York 14853

I,
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Priscoll's 'Elektra' stunning
by Thomai Her^iU

The brand new rendition of

(iinhocles' Elektra which opened last

Triday in the Studio Theater at the

aMT was a l)eautifuUy conceived

ly Aided greatly by Bill DriscoU's

original translation and Dianne

Thompson's portrayal of Agamem-

m'i daughter, the play waa another

example of the validity and vitality of-

the ancient theater.

DriscoU's translation was superb.

Well worded and with a perfect rhy-

thm the script flowed. When one sees

a play of this sort it U hard not to be

impressed with the beauty of metered

thMter. The rhythm iUelf adds a new

dimension to the play.

Dianne Thompson was remarkable

in the role of Elektra—and she, in

(act carried the play almost toUlly on

her shoulders. Cutting the figure of an

emaciated, tormented, wanton young

woman, the weight of the world

seemed to rest on her as well. Her

abilities as a dancer helped her

enormously in the role which was

greatly expressed through her body

motions. Her grovelling, animal like

slinlting and writhing on the ground,

her voice with such deep strength, her

eyes so glaring, dark and deep, her

movement so sharp, persistent, and

deliberate—all these things came.

together and produced a truly out-

standing performance.

Edwina Blumberg played a

powerful (though sometimes

screeching) Klytemnestra. Peter

Kozik played a soft Orestes—less

powerful than might have been ex-

pected. Kevin O'Rourke's Paidagogos

was typically O'Rourke-his strong

voice booming to the audience. They

were actually no weak performances

at all.

The effectiveness of the staging

varied from point to point during the

production. DriscoU's direction came
in spurts of creativity filled out with

passages of almost straight face to

face shouting matches and some
meaningless movements around the

stage. When the direction was good,

however, it was really good.

Sprinkled throughout were glimpses
of religious sacraments. Not only

were these visually effective, but also

interesting in the context of the play

itaelf. Often the [layers would walk
right up to the audience and speak
only inches away. Two scenes stood

out by far. At one point Klytemnestra
stood praying to the gods; lurking in

the background, Elektra, full of pain

and hatred, called to those evil spirits

below in Hades. The play's ending

with chanting was smashing also.

An important part of the play's

conception was the choreography of

the chorus' dance movements. Laurie

Boyd once again used this opportunity

to create her own special kind of

expressionist dance. The movement is

used to expound on either the action or

the thoughts and feelings of the ac-

tors. It is, in fact, a fantastic concept

for dance. The dancing was quite

good, and the choreography ex-

pressive. However the jaggedness and
blatantness made it somewhat dif-

ficult to watch. Though this fit in with
the intent of the play to a certain

extent, on stage it didn't work as well.

Phil Lippel's set was magnificent.

One of the finest to be seen in the

Studio Theater in a long time. With a
reverse use of the stage and house,

Lippel create a sort of classical

amphitheater. The playing area was
huge, with platforms on the sides and
the standing columns as the palace. A
scrim in the middle led the way (when
lit) to the inside of the palace. The
floor was painted and resembled
marble under the lights.

It was a fine production carried out

from beginning to end by DriscoU's

substantial talent and love of the

material. An immense undertaking
which was carefully conceived and
almost as carefully produced on
stage.

Focus on Arts
by David Olsher

B MINOR MASS
Tonight. Anyone who has been
wondering where fifty students have
been disappearing to at odd times,

what the Williams College Choral

Society really is, and who belongs to

the infamous name, Kenneth Roberts,

will find peace of mind beginning at

8:30 in Chapin Hall. The answer is

Johan Sebastian Bach's High Mass.

BSU REP COMPANY
This week, the Williams Black

Student Union Repertory Company
will present three plays. Ron Milner's

Who's Got His Own, directed by

William Sprigg, plays Wednesday and

Friday nights. Langston Hughes' Soul

Gone Home under the direction of

Stephanie Phillips and Philip Hayes

Dean's The Owl Killer, under the

direction of Ralf Breedlove will play

together on Thursday and Saturday

nights.

MOVIES MOVIES MOVIES

When, on our voyage over the sea of

man's artistic creations, we sight a

glimmer, a shimmering on the sur-

face which reflects the style and

theme, the current and depth, the

very quintescence of an artist's body

BANANAS
at7,9&nPM

This w/eek's main presentation Is Woody Allen's "BANANAS" at 7, 9,

9nd 11 p.m. Woody manages to mix together love. South American

revolutions, the C.I. A., J. Edgar Hoover, 1000 grilled cheese sand

w'ches and other Irrelevant subjects Into a totally Insane movie.

Also Included Is a Walt Disney short, "Dad May I Borrow the Car?" on

man's love for Wheels.

THIS WEEK'S WFS MOVIE TRIVIA QUESTION: From the movie

"Shaft", what is Bumpy's official line of business?

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction: FUNNY GIRL

of work, can we ignore it? Even if this

flash comes to us on the deck of a mid-

Manhattan book store from the

glossy, jacket-notes of the artist's

latest book?

So it is that the jacket notes on

WoodyAllen'sWilhout Kealliers tell us

what we should expect from his film

KaiiuiKis on Friday night. "Alten is

forever at war with the universe and
claims unequivocally that he is 'two

with nature.' His artistic ambition as

he puts it, is 'to forge in the smithy of

my soul the uncreated conscience of

my race. And then to see if I can get

them mass produced in plastic."

But why consider a light comedy
before other, artistically serious

films? Indeed, why consider the

animated classic Snow White and the

ScM'ii Dwarfs which plays on Spring

Street tonight, before serious films?

Because of the brilliant, detailed

animation?

Of course, Long Day's Journey into

NiKlii. which plays on Spring Street

Wednesday and Thursday nights, is a

faithful and superbly acted film of

Eugene O'Neil's play, so why not

mention it first?

Next Monday, Franco Zeffirelli's

version of Romeo and Juliet, will be

shown. Such a fresh, lively, and

youthful treatment of Shakespeare, a

film with both stature and mass ap-

peal, shouldn't this film lead off?

Still, a master of the modern

cinema. Francois Truffaut,

represented by Tlir Slnrv of .\dele II,

his most highly acclaimed film in

years, simply cannot be ignored. It

plays on Spring Street Sunday through

Tuesday. How can Truffaut take

second place?

Or should theunknown, but highly

recommended rady with llic Dog

(plays Saturday night) top the bill to

broaden people's horizons?

It seems there are no easy answers.

Only more questions. And with

everyone trying to enjoy the beautiful

weather and still get some work

done— will anyone go to the movies at

all?

Course Guide

Questionnaire

RESULTS
(Numerical Data &

Written Comments)

Available in Sawyer 8. Bronfman

Libraries, Dean's Office, & Student

Affairs Office in Baxter.

HELP IN CHOOSING YOUR
COURSES!

Elektra, Dianne Thompson, is almost

mad with joy after finding out her

brother Orestes, Peter Kozik, is alive

and with her. Paidagogos, Kevin

O'Rourke, comforts her.

(photo by Kahane)

Kdiior's note: Unfortunately, no

one on campus correctly guessed

the title of Peter Singer's new
book, reviewed in last week's

Record by Steven Bernheim.
Therefore the two week vacation

goes to Tom Herwitz, Arts Editor.

The book was of course Animal
l.ilx-rutioii. Also, Mary
Wollstonecraft's article appeared

in 1792 and not 1972.

Nutrition expert ^

to lecture here

on balanced diets
An internationally distinguished

nutrition expert will explain why most
Americans do not eat properly in a

special lecture Wednesday night.

William A. Ellis, a retired

osteopathic physician and surgeon,

will talk on "Are You In Balance?" at

7:30 p.m. in Jesup Hall.

It is Ellis's contention that between

90 and 95 per cent of the people in this

country today do not follow

meaningful diets.

According to Ellis, a recent United

Nations Health Committee report

ranked the United States 89th among
nations in overall health.

Ellis recently participated in the

Northwestern Regional Convention of

the International Association of

Cancer Victims and Friends earlier

this month.

Ellis's honors include honorary

member of the International

Academy of Preventive Medicine,

fellow of the International College of

Nutrition, Marque's Who's Who in

East Leaders of American Science,

and mention in the Dictionary of

International Biography 2000 men of

achievement.

Ellis said his motto is to "try to

teach people to eat foods that spoil

before they spoil."

The lecture is sponsored by the

Williams Hunger Action Project.

Review

PDQ remembered
I' 11 K 1) K K 1 N
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Raise record fo 4-2

Ephs take twin-bill from Wes
Led by the continued pitching ex-

cellence of Pete Esh^lman and a new-

found batting touch, the varsity

baseball team swept Saturday af-

ternoon's doubleheader from Little

Three foe Wesleyan, 4-0 and 11-9.

In the lidlifter of the twinbill, a

seven-inning contest, Eshelman shut

out the Cardinals on only three hits. In

hurling the blanking, Eshelman ran

his personal scoreless streak to 25

innings. The only run which the senior

co-captain has yielded this season was
an unearned tally against RPl. His

ERA stands at 0.00.

Hitting stars in the game for

Williams were senior shortstop

Derrick Robinson (two singles, two

stolen bases, and two RBI's), Mike
Gibbons (single and triple), and

sophomore Jim Burns (oneJiBI). The
E^s scored single runs in the first,

second, fifth, and sixth innings.

The nightcap of the contest offered a

little more in the way of hitting, as the

two clubs combined to rap out 22 hits.

Williams was aided by five Wesleyan

errors in the win.

The Ephs jumped out to a quick 6-2

second inning lead on the strength of a

five run second, on only two hits; but

the Cards made three errors in the

stanza. Coach Jim Briggs' squad

continued to hit the ball well and

extended their lead to a healthy 11-5

after six frames. The Purple then saw
Wesleyan chop away until the final 11-

9 margin was reached in the nine-

inning game.
Leading Williams batsmen in the

game were the ever-present

Eshelman, with 2 doubles and an RBI

triple, and Jeff Erickson, who went

three for four with a single RBI.

Gibbons also contributed his second

triple of the afternoon to the cause, a

two-run shot.

One problem did, however, continue

to present itself to Briggs in the

second game. This is the continued

inability of Eph pitchers, other than

Eshelman, to throw strikes. Purple

hurlers Steve Maier, Pete Kastrinelis,

and Tony Stall walked 14 batters in the

contest. Kastrinelis got the win, his

first of the year.

The win leaves Williams with a 4-2

season mark, including 2-0 in Little

Three play. They will return to action

tomorrow afternoon against Union.

Jim Trapp slides In safely under the tag at third as Pete Eshelman crosses the

plate against Wesleyan. The Ephs took both ends of the tv/lnbill from the

visiting Cardinals, 4-Oand 11-9. t- (photoby Kahane)

Purple tennis slams MIT, 7-2

Gary James makes It over the bar and past the pool in the grueling 3000 meter
steeplechase event, held last Saturday at UMass. (photo by Read)

The Williams netmen won their fifth

straight dual match this past

Saturday at the Chaffee Courts, by

defeating M.I.T. 7-2. Martin Goldberg

at number one, Jim Parsons at

number five and Dean Gianakos at

number six kept their singles records

unblemished by recording decisive

straight set victories over their M.I.T.

opponents. Jim Ware at number four

demonstrated his return to top form
by blanking his opponent 6-0, 6-0 and

gave Williams a 4-2 lead at the end of

singles play. In intercollegiate dual

matches, six singles and three doubles

matches are played, for a total of nine

points. Normally, teams will use the

same men in both singles and doubles,

but this is not mandatory and is left to

the coach's discretion. This season

Lacrosse overwhelms UConn, 15-5
by Dennis O'Shea

A thorough shellacking of essen-

tially the same University of Con-
necticut squad that licked them 12-7

last year avenged that defeat and set

the varsity lacrosse team's season
mark at 2-1. The Ephmen dumped the

Huskies, 15-5, Saturday at Storrs.

With four goals apiece and three

and two assists respectively, fresh-

man Peter Thomsen and soph Todd
Eckerson dominated the contest from
their wing attack positions. Crease
attackman Phil Hartigan added three

more tallies, and middies Scott
Supplee, Jamie Taylor and Mark
Murray also scored.

As the contest opened Williams

"The Best in Dry Cleaning"
DRUMMOND CLEANERS Spring Street

458-4321 Williamstown

CcxneJI Law School

Undeit{raduate Prelaw Program
JuneX to August 13, 1976

A demanding six-week credit

program for college students

wtx) want to leam wtiat law

school is like.

For further information write to Deputy
Dean J. T. Younger, Cornell Law School
Myron Taylor Hall, Ithaca, NY 14853

contracted a sudden case of the

dropsies. The Ephmen left muffed
passes and mishandled ground balls

scattered all over the field, and
neither side could score until midway
through the first period when the

Huskies bit Eph goalie Harlund Chun.

The fumbling Purple effort came
back together, however, when
Eckerson snuck around the pipe three

times in a row to score unassisted

goals. At halftime it was 6-1, and the

second half was all Williams.

Thomsen and Eckerson shot and fed

at will, and Chun came up with a total

of 23 saves.

After three road games, the Eph
stickers finally open at home
tomorrow at 4:00 p.m. against Union.

Last year the plucky Dutchmen
battled the Ephmen down to the final

whistle before bowing, 14-11. Saturday
the laxmen take another shot at

dumping a top twenty university

division team, traveling to Amherst to

face nth ranked UMass. at 2:00 p.m.
The junior varsity lacrosse squad

dropped its season opener to Hot-

chkiss, 14-4, Saturday at Cole Field.

The mini-Ephs also face Union
tomorrow.

LUCITE
FRAMES

Tb FRAME SHOP

Baskin and Ziman

at

The Log

Wednesday, April 21

9 p.m. - 12 m.

r"
THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

Williams has been competing with a

nine man team.

In a satisfying reversal to last year,

when M.I.T. swept all doubles mat-

ches to upset the Ephs, Williams won
all three doubles on Saturday to make
the final match score 7-2. Dave

Martin Goldberg remained un-

defeated at no. 1 singles, over-

powering his MIT opponent i-4, i-2 in

last weekend's home match.
(photo by Van Dijl)

Hillman and Bill Whelan, in the

number two slot, earned the match
deciding point with a straijJhi set

victory, and were followed closoly oti

the court by Captain Mayo Shutluck

and Dean Gianakos who maintained

their unbeaten record at number

three doubles with a 6-3, 6-1 victory

Martin Goldberg and Dan O't'unnell

played the last match of the day ai

number one position and were ex

tended to a tie-breaker in the third sei

before winning 6-2, 4-6, 7-6.

The only disappointments of ttie daj

occurred in singles play, as Allan Wall

at number three singles suffered his

first setback of the season and Dan

O'Cpnnell lost a heartbreaking

decision at number two. Still, the

victory was most satisfying tor

Williams tennis fans who have en

thusiastically supported the

racquetmen this season. Captain

Shattuck summed up the victory

"This year's team has a lot ol .spirii

which makes the competition all the

more enjoyable. It's great to see

everyone pulling for their teammates

at practice and during matches

Beating M.I.T. is one good example o(

this spirit."

Crew powers past URI, Conn
The Williams crew travelled to

Kingston, Rhode Island this weekend
to face crews from URI and Con-

necticut College. The day started

beautifully for racing with warm
temperatures and no wind. The first

race the Williams men rowed was the

varsity heavyweight race. Only URI
and Williams rowed in this race. URI
jumped out to a small lead from the

start. This lead was as shortlived as it

was small as the Williams boat came
back and took the lead by the 500

meter mark. They rowed very
strongly and increased the lead to a
margin of 16 seconds at the finish. The
time of the race was 6:18.

The freshmen rowed in the next
race They raced Conn's J.V. light-

weights and URI's freshmen light-

weights. Rowing into a stiffening

headwind the freshmen looked strong
and smooth. They had been rowing

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

with a new oarsman since an injur)

earlier in the week had taken one of

the regulars out of the boat The new

rower seemed to have been well in

tegrated into the boat. The Knshmen

increased their lead until Ilic \'M

meter mark. In attempting In spnni,

one of the rowers caught a crab,

which drastically reduced the boat s

speed. Despite this setback, the Iresh

men went on to beat the ncaresi boal

by 5 seconds.

The lightweight varsity rowed lalcr

in the afternoon. The conditions bad

degenerated because the headwind

had thrown up a chop on the water

After the race was called back once

because of equipment breakage in the

Conn boat, the race got off well mi Ihc

second try, Williams held a sliuhl lead

over the Conn boat with the IIU boal

slightly further back. The lights bad

managed to enlarge their lead In ow

length by the 1000 meter mark and

from there they were able to mmc oiil

very strongly finishing 15 seionds

ahead of the Conn boat and 19 seconds

ahead of the URI boat. The time ol ibe

race was a wind slowed 7:12

On May 24, Williams crew will bosi

the Little Three regatta There will Ix'

six races with Williams compciioS "'

five of the six. The racing is "'"^

ta lively scheduled to start at 1
1

t«i i'""

continue through 2:30 The crew boix'^

to see many of you down at BurbanK

Park on Lake Onota in Pittsfield

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday ttirough Thursday

10:00am to 2 00 am
Friday and Saturday

10 00a,m to 3 00 am,
22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass, 01267

(413) 458 8271

Meeting Wed. Night

8:00 The Log

Organizational meeting for scuba

divers to plan some dives for the

spring. Will discuss different Divc

sites and expeditions being

planned.

Questions call Bob i«S4
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CC begins funding debate
The College Council began its

discussion of funding policy Wed-

nesday night, hearing comments by

Provost Steven R. Lewis, Jr.

The council also reaffirmed its

decision to hold a referendum on

Senate bill S-1 April 27 and 28.

The council attempted to "set forth

boundaries and policies for the

future", according to CC President

Steven S. Piltch '77.

The council discussed funding of

club sports and what dues each club

should be expected to pay per person
in order to receive council funds. This

decision was postponed until

preliminary budgets were available to

give the council better knowledge of

what figures were involved.

Lewis explained the history of the

funding process and offered a few
suggestions regarding policy. He

Bad temper laid to diet
by AnnMcCabe

Irrationality, irritability, and even

college unrest can be attributed to

improper diet according to Dr.

William A. Ellis. The retired

oslcopalhic physician destroyed a

number of widely accepted beliefs

Wednesday in his "Are you in

Balance''"

Eating eggs or meat does not mean

you get protein if food is eaten too

rapidly to be properly digested. Ellis

also said there is no such thing as an

over-acid stomach in the average

person.

The audience of about 100 had

Dr. William A. Ellis

(photo by Van Dijl)

trouble swallowing Ellis' statement

that butter does not contribute to

cholesterol and that margarine is

deleterious to health, Ellis explained

that it is the starches and sugars eaten

that cause the body to produce

cholesterol.

Butter is the only milk product Ellis

believes should be eaten after age

»two. Past this age humans lack the

enzyme needed to break down milk

which Ellis says is the largest con-

tributor to diseases and allergies.

The proper foods for mental and

physical health are fruits, vegetables,

and meat before they are processed,

frozen, or added to artificially. The

fast food market, consisting mainly of

starches and sugars lacking any

nutrients, is seen by Ellis as the cause

of emotional fluctuations in students.

Snack foods are "dead foods" like ice

cream, fried foods, and munchies.

These foods, pork products, and milk

cause diseases like arteriosclerosis,

arthritis, and heart attacks,

Ellis has yet to have any scientists

prove him wrong. As his lecture title

indicated, he believes "If you're in

balance you're healthy, if you're not.

you're diseased," He also said it^ is

necessary to love yourself and others

In the average 160 pound man. 100

pounds a re water, Ellis cited statistics

attributing water as a cause of can-

cer. In cities with floridaled water.

cancer rates have risen about liO per

cent. Ellis believes the even small

amounts of flouride in toothpaste can

cause cancer as well as the lead'nnd

minerals found in our water.

recommended no increase in the

student activities tax, noting that the

College has been "trying to keep total

costs down" and that the present $56

tax should be enough, with careful

management of council funds.

He also suggested that the council

first fund basic, "bread and butter"

services such as the Record and

WCFM, as well as "College-wide

activities" such as guest lectures, and

allocate the remaining funds to other

organizations.

Duff Anderson '77 reported that the

OCC search committee has received

more than 200 applications for the

position of Director of Career

Counseling, rhese will be narrowed

down to thirty by next week out of

which the committee will select those

who will be interviewed.

The Elections Committee will make
recommendations to the council next

week on committee nominations,

according to CC Vice-President

Handy Sturges '77.

The Committee on Undergraduate

Life is "discussing the transfer

situation", reported Piltch. The
committee is attempting to develop

"a policy to be brought before the

Trustees", he said.

The Outing Club cabin is in the process of being rebuilt near the foot of BerlinI

Mountain, the College ski area. (photo by Janson)

College to vote on S-1
by Harry Kelly

The Williams Black Student Union

and the Williams Americans for

Democratic Action have organized a

college-wide referendum which will

be conducted next week to seek

student opinion on the controversial

Senate-1, a bill to revise the US
Criminal Code.

Trustees gather for meetings
In preparation for tomorrow

morning's board meeting the College

trustees attended a round of meetings

today pertaining to college business.

The Executive Committee met at the

president's house earlier this evening

to discuss the agenda for the three-

hour meeting tomorrow.

The board meeting will consist of

summaries of committee reports, and

discussion of ideas for revamping the

Capital Fund for the Seventies drive.

The drive, which seeks $50 million

over ten vears. consists mainly of

capital gifts to be used for endowment

and physical facilities.

This morning, the Budget and

Finance Committee discussed long-

term projections for student loan

volume, updated the current year's

budget, reviewed the budget for the

year beginning July 1, and considered

whether or not the college should

retain an outside company to take

care of computer work pertaining to

loan repayments.

This was followed by a meeting of

see TRUSTEES page 3

Originally proposed by the Johnson

Administration, S-1 has become the

target of loud protest from many

quarters, who see its provisions as a

threat to the Bill of Rights.'

The WBSU and ADA presented the

College Council with a petition from

almost 400 students last week, asking

the Council to conduct a special

referendum to solicit studgnt opinion

on the issue. The move follows the

lead of Georgetown University, whose

students conducted their own
referendum on the bill. Georgetown

forwarded its results to the ap-

propriate Congressional Committees.

In endorsing and organizing the

referendum, the Council followed a

policy set in its Constitution which

requires the Council to hold such a

plebiscite if a petition signed by one-

tenth of the student body requests it.

The voting will take place next week

in the dining halls on Tuesday, April

27 and on Wednesday, April 28.

Limited transfers approved
by Sally Coney

The Housing Committee approved
W of approximately 175 transfer

'ippliiations Tuesday night by ap-

proving the Schutzer or "net loss
"

compromise which limited the net

outflow to three men and three women
IXT house.

The committee unanimously
defeated a highly controversial
propdsal which would have allowed no
Iranslcrs. Defeat of this proposal was
r«iuisiie to further consideration of

llic "net loss" compromise debated
last week.

The suggested net loss per house

retriction met with Imiited opposition

from the committee. James Barrick-

man '78. Dennett House president,

argued thai the proposal "clearly

discriminates against houses with a

large number of people trying to gel

out relative to the number trying to

get into the house." The Schutzer

compromise, according to Barrick-

man, "may maximize individual

satisfaction but at the expense of

people in Mission Park "

Gladden House president, Ira

Pinkus '77, introduced a second

argument against the proposal, Ac

see HOUSING page 5

Steve Wilson is reassured by a Red Cross Bloodmobile worker last Monday.

(photo by Johnston)

The English Department will

have three distinguished visitors

teaching here in the academic year

1976-77. Richard Sewall of Yale

University and author of the Prize-

winning biography of Emily

Dickinson will be Margaret Bundy

Scott Professor in the Fall term.

He will teach a course on Tragi-dy.

Professor Sewall delivered the

much-discussed convocation ad-

dress last year.

In the Spring semester 1977,

Harold Martin, formerly of the

Harvard English faculty and

President of Union College, will be

Scott Professor, He will offer a

seminar on William Blake and a

section of the Modern Novel

course.

Also in the Spring, John Gard-

ner, author of (irenrtal. Nickel

Mciunlain. The Sunlight Dialogues

and many other books, will conduct

a writing workshop for advanced

students of fiction.

Nufrifionist claims milk a major health hazard
by Carl Krllinger

Internationally renowned nutrition

•""pert, William A, Ellis, was in-

terviewed by reporters from the
Hfcord and WCFM Wednesday af-

'erncHin. Ellis is a retired osteopathic
physician and surgeon who spoke
\Vednesday night on "Are You in

Balance?"

Q l)r Ellis.

""Kiiutlly become
how did you

interested in

^ At age 30 I had a breakdown
'h^t put me in the hospital for six

*eeks The breakdown was diagnosed
as being strictly due to nutritional
feasons, and as a result of it I started
'o study nutrition. I asked why I

should break down when I was
following all the rules on nutrition put
""t by the government?

Q, Dr Ellis. YOU (ire ii II ell knoiin

rrilii- of the idea thai milk and milk

by i>rodiirls are healthy Earlier at

luneh von mentioned an experience

related to this criticism von had while

lakinn a course in protein metabolism

at Michigan State Would you care to

describe this more [uIIy^

A. Certainly. The doctor teaching

the course was at one point extolling

the value of milk products After the

class, I went up to him and said.

'Doctor, I have an opinion on milk

products which is 100 per cent op-

posite to your feelings. I make the

statement that milk, ice cream,

cheese, butter, and cream are the

biggest single causes of disease 1

know," When I asked him what

scientific facts there were to support

his statement, he replied, "None"

When I asked him what right he had.

then, to be teaching this way he said,

"If I didn't, 1 wouldn't have a job at

this university tomorrow, I'd b<^

fired,"

Q U/,v IS II thai one hears

rrcrYichere I hat milk is heallhy!

A. This IS the propaganda of the

milk industry But it doesn't bear out

with true scientific facts

Pasteurization is done not to destroy

bacteria but to destroy the

phosphotase enzyme The

phasphotase enzyme is what turns the

milk sour Phosphotase is also needed

by the bodv to assimilate calcium out

of the milk, so with its destruction y.ou

are getting very little calcium out of

the milk.

Or Ellis, in September WT.'i.

Siclt<erland.

likeriences

Q

,4 m
represented the United Stales as

bassador of Nutrilion to Ireland.

the Snrii-I t'nioii. and

W'llill iccrc Your iwp.

Ihcrc'

A. The first country on the agenda

was Ireland. We visited the

agricultural and nutritional research

centers They showed us that Ihey did

soil analysis on any fruits or

vegetables that they grow They find

out what they need in the soil to raise a

[virticular quality crop Then the

needed minerals are put into the

ground to raise a high quality plant.

y. Hole I'- Ihis method of rnisinn

, ropy differenl from that in the Vnited

S((if,v '

A. In all of these foreign countries,

they are raising their vegetables and

fruit for quality's sake Then they use

these vegetables to get people

vitamins, minerals, enzymes
the

or

hormones they need. In the United

Stales, we use chemical fertilizers to

stimulate growth and quantity, but we

do very little with quality. If we had

good quality vegetables and fruits, by

putting all of this material back into

the ground for the plant to have, we
would probably only eat about one-

fourth the quantity we now eat and

still Ix- healthier than we are today.

(J. Don't the fertilizers used in the

t'niled Slaliy n

liiken out of the

A Only some

Q Dr Ell

•place

wil'

the nutrients

not all of them.

. IS there currently any

more in the United States toivard

ijualilY rather than tfuanlityf

Yes Both the Organic Soil

Builders of Michigan and the Natural

Foods Associates are involved. 1 am
see NUTRITION pages
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^ Finance Reform
^ The new Collie Council's commendable early action in

forming a new Finance Committee opens the door to real

reform in organization funding this spring. The need for reform

became apparent during this Fall's funding process and was a

major plant in the campaign platforms of the four CC
presidential candidates.

In the past, Finance Committee review of procedures has

involved defining guidelines for proper orgamzation funding

requests. Although the present guidelines still do not go far

enou^ in rec(^nizing the different funding situations of

organizations, most observers close to the funding process

agree that the existing guidelines are workable in deriving the

budget requests of organizations.

The Finance Committee should address itself to more basic

issues. Above all, the Finance Committee should recommend
and the CC adopt a general division of Student Activities Funds
into different types of spending before consideration of the

funding requests of individual organizations begins. The
present division, shown in the accompanying graph, represents

more ttie pulling and tugging of existing organizations than any
kind of determination of how students want their dollars spent.

Although the amount of funds going to a particular group 6f

organizations should in part depend on the merit of the ac-

tivities planned by those organizations, funding should also

depend on the interest students have in maintaining a certain

level of spending for those activities relative to other activities.

Measuring student interest must go beyond counting
organization membership or attendance at certain events. An
effort should be made to determine where the offering of ac-

tivities are inadequate and to stimulate organizations in that

direction. At the same time, the division of funds should not

merely reflect the interests of the "average student." In

pleasing the many, the CC should not overlook the interests of

the few.

This year's funding process also proved that the timing of

organization funding is woefully inadequate. At the moment,
organizations are nominally funded from September through
June, even though the Finance Committee and College Council
are unable to process budget requests until mid-November.
Organizations should be funded from February through the

following January, which reflects the term of office for most
organization officers. The Finance Committee would consider
funding requests during the fall after organizations have
assimilated the ideas of new members, with the CC approving
budgets by mid-January. This would deal with the problems of

organizations such as Cap and Bells, the Lecture Committee,
and the Dance Society which must make contractural
arrangements in the spring and over the summer for fall

events. During the spring the Finance Committee and College

Council would determine the general division of funds outlined

above. In the early fall the Finance Committee could reconsider
certain budgets based on changes in personnel (and, hence,
ideas) and an exact knowledge of the funds available for the fall

semester.
Naturally, other funding problems remain for the Finance

Committee and the College Council. A coherent policy is needed
for athletic clubs. Few are satisfied with the present status of

ACEC funding. A long term intelligently managed capital fund
must be developed for WCFM.

The Finance Committee now has the chance to get a solid

jump on solving these problems.

Letters: mariners and gays

irijc Milliarag Bt^fftii

The Williams Record is an independent lournal published semi weeklv dunnq the
regular school year by students of Williams College Opinions expressed in Letters to

the Editor, Viewpoints and regular columns of the Record do not necessarily represent
the opinions of the Record Unless signed, editorials represent the opinions ot the

editors in chief
Entered as second class postal mailer Nov 27. 19*4 at the post otiice in North

Adams, MA , arid reentered at Williamslown, MA
, March 3, 1973 under the act ol

March 3, 1879 Second class postage paid at Wilhamstown, MA . 01247 Subscription

price is is per semester Subscription orders, undeliverable copies and change ol ad

dress notices, and other correspondence should be addressed to the newspaper at

Baxter Hall, Williams College, Williamslown. MA .01267 Phone 413 597 2400.

Sail away
To the editor:

Before I attend my 60th Reunion in

June I feel I should try once more to

convince the Record that its marine

reporters should be made to walk the

plank.

I have in the past pointed out errors

in terminology that v/ere atrocious,

especially in connection with "the

Williams Boat" in the last America

Cup Races.

Now I note a great lack of

knowledge of Williams crews. For-

merly the Record referred to them as

"Crew Teams." Now I note they are

referred to as "Rowing Teams" and

also reference is made to "Scrim-

mages" between crews before the

season. Crews just don't scrimmage.

They probably have practice races or

trial races. I really don't know what

they do today, perhaps you should

check.

I would like to add that I think the

Keeord" is a great improvement

over the "Kecord-Advocate" or

whatever its still-born predecessor

was called.

Leonard Jacob II 'IB

Closed coverage

To the editor:

Last Tuesday at the Housing

Committee meeting, as in the

previous week's meeting, two
members of the press, Sally Coney

and myself, were "allowed" to cover

the "closed" meeting for the Record

and WCFM. During the meeting there

were several obnoxious remarks
made by certain memt)ers of the

committee directed against people not

present at the meeting. Since the

committee voted to have "closed"

meetings, the people against whom
the remarks were directed were not

allowed to be present at the meeting.

At the end of the meeting, as I was
about to leave the room, I was asked

to stay</by a member of the com-
mitteeTNvho asked, with the attention

of the full committee, that no

coverage be given in the Record or on
WCFM to those comments ( made by
another member of the committee).

This attempt to intrude in the

coverage of the meeting is certainly

an unwarranted attempt to limit the

freedom of the press, but the real

question is, why was it necessary for

someone to ask that the press not give

coverage of the derogatory com-
ments? Why must the only non-

committee sources of information for

the students of Williams College be
Sally Coney and myself? If the

Housing Committee meeting had been
an open meeting, the people against

whom the remarks were directed

could have been present to defend
themselves or at least hear what

News and Notes
JOB ()PK\I\(;,S

K.I';. A,—Capitol Markets Section

This position is open to an econ

major with some math
background. It involves research.

Harvard I'. Kennedy School of

(itiv'l.—

Two research asst. positions are

available for people who can make
a two year commitment. The work
demands excellent research skills.

West Products—a retail marketing
and direct mail marketing firm

dealing with boating equipment is

looking for a store manager who is

knowledgeable about boats.

\Vinthrii|). Slimson, Putnam &
Hiihcrls

N.Y. law firm is looking for para-
legal ass't., full-time.

.Sylvania House, C'ominunUy LcRal

.Scrvici's. Phila. is looking for legal

ass'ts. who speak Spanish fluently

and who know the Phila. area.
W a s h I n K I o n Internship
PoNsibillties

The Wrdnesday (iroup—a liberal

Republican group has possible
openings for full time research
ass'ts.

The Supreme Court Internships—
full-time and summer possibilities.

remarks were beipg made about

them. There is no reason for any

committee, when dealing with general

policy affecting student affairs, to

have a normal policy of having closed

meetings, and if any members of a

committee are planning to make

derogatory comments, they should

not expect the normal policy of

members of the press to be to protect

their anonymity.

David J. Breuer '78

WCFM News Directoj;

Gay response

To the editor:

To Steve Jones, and to the Joke-

Makers, the Ridiculers, the Scoffers,

and the Patronizers—but most of all to

the Gays on campus (who already

know this but may need to be

reminded)

:

People don't choose to be gay—any
more than they "choose" to be left-

handed or right-handed, tall or short,

black or white or any other color.

Unlike people who are not gay, we
who are can not close our eyes and

pretend that it is not there. We live on

the inside with it, 24 hours a day,

uneasily balanced on a razor's edge

between claims from within and

demands from without.

Homosexuality is not an easy fact to

come to terms with, least of all for

those who at some point in their lives

discover they have no choice. While

self-acceptance, on a general

psychological level, usually implies

resolution of inner conflict, it is for the

gay individual only a prelude to

further and equally costly struggles

with friends, family, and one's own
desire to be thought well of by those

one loves.

However, we did not write our letter

of April 9 to ask that the entire

Williams community rush forth to

make things easier for us (though we
were surprised and delighted by the

positive response we received). We
did expect things not to be made
deliberately harder. Like Mark
Leach, we found the public mock-
serious reading of our April 9 letter

tasteless and insensitive.

If Mark Leach was out of line in

choosing to express his disapproval in

the KfCDid, as Steve Jones contends,

we subiTiit that the manner Mr. Jones
chose to express his disapproval of the

letter was equally out of line.

''Widespread oppositional
viewpoints" on homosexuality will

always be with us, he claims in the

April 16 Record, and cites as his

major provocation to the reading "the

vulnerable and irresponsible manner
in which the letter was written,"

making it "necessarily susceptible to

comic revision." His own per-

formance, of course, was a dramatic
illustration of why the letter was
worded as it was. It did not seem to us
"irresponsible" to assure our gay
readers that we were not trying to get

them out of their closets; nor did the

word "closet" strike us as a par-

ticularly "irresponsible" use of

"slang reference." If being
"vulnerable" makes one "necessarily

susceptible to comic revision"—God
help the vulnerable.

However, if Mr. Jones feels he has

or

to

just and legitimate objecUons to our
letter, to WGSO, or to homosexualitv
in general, we invite him to express
his "widespread oppositional
viewpoints" in a more formal and
objective manner ir print. We will be
more than happy to reply, it is not
sincere, constructive, thoughtful
opposition we are trying to eliminate

at Williams, but just that type of in

sidious derision born of fear and in

security which causes pain
humiliation, and despair to people

who have done nothing in the world to

give personal offense to the per

petrator. If it is "unrealistic"

"immature" to expect this

disappear at Williams, is that a

reflection on us, or Williams, or Steve

Jones? We don't want to make you

gay. The goal of WGSO is not to make
Williams a gay campus. Why is it so

important for you to make us

straight? Or to make us feel shame
enough or fear enough to want you to

think we're straight?

In the end—and this is really the

main point— it is not those of us in

WGSO who are jurt by your reading,

Steve, or by Carole Tyler's fatuous

pronouncement that we can't really

expect people at Williams to take us

seriously. All of us who have once had

the courage and determination to

walk into a WGSO meeting are beyond

being intimidated by that sort of

negative peer pressure. We are

supported by our own solidarity now,

knowing it's ^okay to give ourselves a

chance to discover who and what we

are. It's the isolated unfortunates who

don't know they're not alone, who-in

the absence of evidence to the con-

trary-will actually let you cow them

into believing they cannot be taken

seriously, are fit objects for ridicule

and abuse. That's the sad part. And

that's why we think vulnerability is

not reason for ridicule.

Wherefore we repeat our invitation

to Williams gay students, faculty, and

staff: we're very excited about

WGSO—please join us (not just for us

but for you). Membership is ab-

solutely confidential. Information

about regular meetings may be ob

tained by writing WGSO, Box 103,

Williamstown.

Sincerely.

Williams Gay Support Organization

PS. The Lavendar Albatross is

coming: "Gay Voices on a Straight

Campus—or how to hang on without

getting hung up."

Jewish Association

sponsors service
The Williams College Jewish

Association is sponsoring a special

service in remembrance of the

holocaust, the wholesale destruction

of six million Jewish lives during

World War II. Services for Yoni

HaShoah, the day of the Holocaust.

will begin at 5:00 p.m., Monday, in the

Kuskin Room in the basement of the

Thompson Memorial Chapel.

Pointing out that the services is in

memory of all of the twelve million

persons who died, WCJA co-presideni

Fred Lawrence said the services are

open to all students. This is the second

year in which the Jewish Association

is conducting Yom HaShoah services^

Editorial

Lazy Livers
The recent CUL survey on housing brought a disgraceful

lack of response. Only one student in three responcJed to a

survey which was carefully conceived to address itself to tne

major problems relating to housing on campus.
It is totally unexcusable that 4W) students were wUnng w

sign a petition protesting a point system devised by the Housing

Committee, but only a tew more than that were willing to laKt

the few minutes necessary to have a real effect on housing

decisions by filling out the questionnaire. . . -

Problems on campus are not going to be solved by 'g"^"" P^
them. Solutions require student input and student efforts. As tne

§roliferation of candidates in the recent College elections in

icate, many students are willing to put in some time to im

Krove this campus. It is unfortunate that others are not wuiing

) even give up a few minutes of their time to help in t"?. ^".?, i^
If decisions by the CUL create a campus uproar, " .w" "^

difficult for the CUL to respond to the uproar with anything oui

anger in light of the disgraceful response to the survey.

,r
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Viewpoint ..^^ ^ ,

/^ fresh look at housing
byTomEWlngJiBobFox

It has come to our attention that

,u»re is a serious controversy con-

cerning the present housing situation,

oarticularly the transfer procewi.

What began as a simple solution to

this
perplexing issue has blossomed

into a comprehensive alternative

housing plan which we are sure will

resolve the Inequities of the present

system. The policy outlined below will

maintain the present Inclusion

process for freshmen, but will abolish

the need for a neutral panel such as

the present Housing Committee.

The plan, as proposed, would

establish a new elected poaitlon in

each house, that of Structural Coor-

dinator. Hia function would be to

arrange trades with the Structural

Coordinator of other houses. Those

eligible for trading would include;

those desiring house transfer, In-

cluded freshmea, matrons, janitors,

chefs and house associates. Also

eligible for trading would be house

mascots, unique Items of house

property and sums of money. In ad-

dition, each year, the Structural

Coordinator would have the right to

send three members of his choice, to

any other house, as he saw fit To the

attentive reader. It Is obvious that the

position of Structural Coordinator

would be one of the most powerful

positions on campus. The creators of

this plan are fully aware of this but do

not feel it to be detrimental. Rather

the possibility of such events as an

individual buying into a house or the

bidding for prestigious faculty

associates reflects favorably on the

plan. Trading would commence April

15th and, until May 15th, any mutually

acceptable agreement would be

allowed. This system would ensure

maximum flexibility of the housing

system through the free market

process.

In anticipation of the enactment of

the preceding plan, a tentative

agreement has been reached between

Gar-Wood and Prospect Houses. This

proposed trade would send Steve

Piltch to Gar-Wood in exchange for

Rachel's dog. Tiger, an unnamed
freshman and an, as yet, un-

determined amount of cash. Gar-
Wood President, Tim Pritchard,

expressed his satisfaction with the

arrangement, "This will strengthen

the political influence of Gar-Wood

Since Steve is now president of
College Council." Paul Boyer,
President of Prospect was also
pleased because he felt, "Tiger will

make a significant contribution to the
intellectual atmosphere of the house."
It has come to our attention that Tiger
may refuse to room in Prospect
because there is speculation that be is

dissatisfied with the food. When
contacted. Tiger refused to comment.
Secret negotiations between Fitch and
Tyler Houses have resulted in another
tentative agreement. This plan would
send President Dave Hardin of Fitch

House to Tyler in exchange for Tyler's

elk's head and the Annex. One com-
plication is that there is considerable

doubt whether Tyler Annex- can be

relocated near Fitch House by the

May 15th deadline. It is rumored that

Tyler would not accept Hardin unless

such arrangements could be made.
Clearly, much thought and

deliberation has gone into this

proposal. It provides a realistic and
workable alternative to the present

system as well as a quick and simple

solution to the dilemma facing the

Housing Committee. It therefore

merits careful consideration.

Housing response
by Jeff Verney

1 would like to congratulate Tom
Ebling and Bob Fox on their sensible

solution regarding the house transfer

crisis. But I feel that the college

community must be kept informed of

the fast-breaking events which are

occurring so rapidly that one of the

deals mentioned in Tom and Bob's

letter is outdated even before their

letter has gone to press. Fitch House

has decided to withdraw Dave Hardin

from the Tyler negotiations. In an

emotionally charged meeting where

cries of "Do it for the Hou!" were

screamed one hundred and seventy-

two times, Fitch House's Temporary
Structural Coordinating Committee

reluctantly withdrew Dave Hardin's

name from the negotiations, sub-

stituting instead the names of Tom
Ebling and Bob Fox. The rationale

behind this drastic move was that

Tom and Bob, because of their part in

the formulation of the new transfer

policy, were "big name" members
who could bring more profitable

returns to the House. Although we're

sorry to see Tom and Bob go, the

Search on for food director
by Sandy MacGregor

Members of the Dining Halls
Director Search Committee outlined

the committee's objectives Tuesday
at a meeting intended to solicit

student opinions on options for dining
hall management next year.

The Committee which is responsible
for deciding whether to keep an in-

(tependent food service manager or to

hire a contractor, consists of three

members of the administration,
Associate Dean Cris T. Koosenraad,
Business Manager Shane Riorden,
and Associate Provost David A.
Booth, and three students, Jane
Garvey '78, Michael Knight '77, and
Throop Wilder '79.

Riorden and Roosenraad stressed
the need for better management of the
dining halls as the major concern of
Uie committee. Better management,
Uiey said, would eliminate congestion
and create a morale increasing in-

stead of a morale decreasing en-
vironment.

Freer communications between
both the administration and students
and food service personnel was also
cited as an important issue. Com-
mittee members stressed the need for
* more immediate method of com-
plaint as a channel for feed back on
food service operations.
Finally, the committee discussed

jne inadequacies of the existing dining
facilities. The expansion of the
vegetarian line to dining halls other
"lan Baxter was mentioned as one
specific improvement. Committee
members also summarized the debate
over the hiring of a contractor.
According to the committee, the

"lajor argument in favor of the move

is the superior management available

through a corporation. Riorden

pointed out that a contractor could

assign a manager to each dining hall

in place of assigning responsibility for

several dining halls to a single man,

as is the present system.

A contractor would also provide

greater flexibility especially for big

weekends when it could provide extra

employees.

Buz Inboden '77 spoke to the com-

mittee opposing the contractor

management system. Inboden ex-

pressed concern that a contractor's

standardized menus would limit the

creative talents of the present staff.

Inboden also feared that the hiring of

a contractor would threaten the

existence of the relatively loose and

varied eating facilities on campus.

Row houses, in particular could

suffer.

The committee has yet to reach a

final decision and student opinions are

still welcome. President Chandler has

asked that the committee make its

recommendation by the end orM^y.

House has to, putting it Into the words
of one of the Committee's members,
"look to the future." The scope of the

negotiations has thus widened con-

siderably—there are reports that

Dennett House is trying to swing a
three-way deal which would Involve

the Williams Inn providing Fitch
House with unlimited use of their

swimming pool. I must emphasize
that the negotiations are still open and
that the F.H.T.S.C.C. is still listening

to offers for Tom and Bob. (Anyone
who has a serious offer may call 6722

and ask for Peter.) Finally, I urge
houses to quickly appoint their

Structural Coordinators—that May 15

deadline is rapidly approaching!

The Ephtats performed last Saturday in Chapin Hall. Shown here, I. to r., are
Scott Schumacker, Stu Menking, Charlene Crickenberger, and Harold Kiilik.

(photo by van Dili)

Pre-Law Society lacks funding
by Mike Hellings

Pre-Law Society Chairman Daniel
McCabe '77 reported that the society

is presently in "a kind of Umbo"
following denial of College Council
funding this fall. The Council refused

to fund the society in September under
a chartered policy which prohibits

funding of "career-oriented" clubs.

According to McCabe, the problem
is not entirely financial as the society

relies mainly on Lecture Committee
grants and on essentially gratis

speaking engagements.
Denial of Council funding

represents a loss of recognition as

well as a loss of money, according to

McCabe. This type of legitimization is

essential to the function of any service

organization, McCabe said.

Council president Steve Piltch '77

claimed, however, that the Council
will be unable to fund the society

without amending their charter.

The Pre-Law society, a student-run

campus organization which provides

information about law and legal

careers, presently consists of a group
of 40 students. The society acts as a

focus for pre-law interest at Williams,

disseminates information, brings
speakers, and works in cooperation

with Career Counseling to provide

counseling for Pre-Law students.

The society hopes to raise the

quality of pre-law counseling to the

level of that offered pre-medical

students. According to McCabe, there

is presently considerable disparity

between the counseling available to

Charles Haines makes a point at an open meeting of the Food Services Search

Committee. Visitors Buzz Inboden (I.) and Sandy McGregor also attended.

(photo by Janson)

Dining memo insures jobs
In a memorandum to all employees

at College dining halls, Business

Manager Shane Riorden outlined the

progress of the Dining Hall Director

Search Committee and addressed

questions about contract

management.
The April 15 notice read:

"I realize that everyone would like to

know as soon as possible wtio ttie future

Dining Halls Director will be. Ttie Com
mittee appointed by President Ctiandler

was ctiarged to study Dining Halls

management very broadly, and while we
are busily meeting several times a week, a

final public selection will probably not

occur until the latter part of May.
"In the meantime, however, there are

some things we can tell you.

"First, no matter what system we adopt,

everyone below the management level will

remain on Williams College payroll and

enjoy fringe benefits on the same basis as

other Williams eniployees on the noo

faculty payrolls.

"Second, there has beftn no decision to

employ contract management. We have

Trustees convene ^turday on funds
TRUSTEES (rem page 1

the Buildings and Grounds Com-

mittee, at which it was announced

that a bid for construction on Phase I

of Chapin Hall renovation has been

accepted and that work will begin

soon. Phase II, for which design and

fund-raising plans are lacking, was

also discussed. In addition, it was

reported that three of the six Green

River Road plots offered for sale by

the College have been sold, and one

additional plot tenUtively sold.

The Development Committee met

after lunch to. review the Alumni

Fund's success f^f-Uje past year and

to set the goal for nexl>«^s drive. At

3 p.m., the Committee on rastruction

discussed faculty appointments^w|Jile

the Audit Committee met with tt

college accountant to review this

year's audit. Later in the afternoon,

the Committee on Degrees considered

the possibility of further recipienU of

honorary degrees, and the Campus

Life Committee met.

permitted three firms to survey Williams
and make proposals. We expect to see those
proposals no later than May 4.

Simultaneously, we are gathering names
and seeing individuals who might qualify
for the position.

"Third, food service management con.
tractors like Saga, ARA and Sellers, are in

the business of providing and servicing

managers. They have no kitchen staff

employees to "bring in" from some outside
source. If they obtain a contract, they
employ and provide the head manager, and
possibly, some unit managers. In all cases
to my knowledge they use the existing local

staff people to cook, prepare and serve

food.

"This is not to say that a new manager,
whether contract or individual, will not

over time make some changes. Williams,

however, is not in some terrible financial

crisis, nor is it now planning any reduction

of the scope of its food service system.
There is no reason to believe that there will

be any general reduction in the work force

"Fourth, there is no proposal that all food

be prepared in one kitchen and shipped

around to dining halls. None of our

professional visitors has suggested any
such thing.

'Fifth, contract management firms are

not in the grocery business. They would buy
food in essentially the same local and
regional markets now purveying to the

College.
"Sixth, a considerable number of colleges

of Williams' size and character have

contract management, and a substantial

number have "in house" management
From information gathered so far, we find

a tremendous variety of systems. The
character, competence, imagination and

energy of the on the- scene Director

Manager is plainly the key to the success of

any operation. No system seems to have a

monopoly of talent. The question for us Is,

^over the long pull, how to get consistent,

i-quallty management

pre-medical candidates and that

available to pre-law students. A
seven-person faculty committee
advises the former while only one

professor is available to guide the

latter.

The society is searching for a

faculty advisor who, according to

McCabe, will lend an official flavor to

the group, much as Council funding

would, in addition to providing

valuable counseling services. "We
need to have a structure," McCabe
said, "so that people can look to us

and see that we're not just a group of

st,pdents, but an organization."

The last Pre-Law society function of

the year is planned for Law Day, May
1st, when the society hopes to host a

lecturer.

Williams wins

financial aid

federal grants
Two federal financial aid assistance

programs recently awarded Williams

College a total of $7,497 in sup-

plemental grants. U.S. Represen-

tative Silvio Conte and Senator Ed-

ward Brooke announced last week

that the College would receive $5,316

under the College Work Study

Program and $2,181 under the Sup-

plemental Educational Opportunity

Grants Program.
According to Director of Financial

Aid Heiu-y Flynt, Jr., the work study

funds become part of student payrolls

for jobs on and off campus. The
educational opportunity grants are

"targeted to the lowest income
families at Williams and become part

of the financial aid package."

The new funds supplement
allocations made last year. For the

current fiscal year, Williams initially

received a total of $37,926 from the two

programs.

Flynt said the additional allocations

would be pyt into the general fimd of

the College to replace money taken

from the fund for financial aid this

year. "This will give us a chance to

increase the number receiving

Educational Opportunity Grants," he

said. Currently 18 students benefit

from this program.

Under both programs, Williams

must match the federal funds with its

own financial aid grants. "We're

usually putting in more than half the

money," Flynt commented.

He estimated that government
money amounts to about 10 per cent of

the College's financial aid budget.

According to Conte and Brooke,

eight post-secondary education in-

stitutions in the First Congressional

District of Massachusetts received

about $106,000 in supplemental fun-

ding from these two programs.

V\ ANTF;I). Five Williams student

chess players, to play five coun-

terparts from Amherst, during the

bicentennial celebration of the first

intercollegiate baseball game,

Williams vs. Amherst, on May 29 in

Pittsfield, Mass. Interested

students should contact Bob
Spurrier in the College News Of-

fice. Jesup Hall.
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The Trent Arterberry Mime Theatre will give a performance of French pan-

tomime at the Clark Art Institute at 8 tomorrow.

Mime group at Clark
The Trent Arterberry Mime

Theatre will present a program en-

titled "Mimelight" at 8:00 tomorrow
night at the Clark Art Institute. The
two performers, Melodie and Trent

Arterberry, are highly trained in the

French art of pantomime, made
famous by the master Marcel Mar-
ceau. In simple costume, their faces

painted white, they will fill the In-

stitute stage with a series of short,

familiar—and unfamiliar—illusions,

like a tug of war. Trent Arterberry

has performed extensively throughout

New England and on the West Coast in

a mime troupe, and his college ap-

pearances include Harvard and
M.I.T. He currently teaches at Boston
University and at the Boston Con-

servatory of Music. His colleague and
wife Melodie initially studied both

classical ballet and gymnastics. She
continued her training in Paris under

the direction of Ella Marceau and

Etienne Decroux, the master of

pantomime.
Trent Arterberry's performances

have received excellent reviews.

Writing in the Boston Phoenix, a critic

noted that his work "has a very

special quality—simple subjects,

under his control, convey powerful

images ... In 'Daddy Babysits,' a

piece about the frustration of

fatherhood, the final image is so

generous and loving . . . that comedy
is elevated to a genuine celebration of

love." "The Bug-Catcher's Dream"
and "Arterberry's War" are two other

skits which he performs. The Trent

Arterberry Mime Theatre performed

last year in Bennington and received a

very enthusiastic response. Ad-
mission to Saturday's performance at

the Clark Art Institute at 8:00 will be

$2.50 for adults and $1.00 for children.

This is a picture of a) Carl Bernstein and "Deep Throat" in "All The
President's Men," b) Anthony Perkins and Janet Leigh in "Psycho" or c)

Woody Allen as Fielding Mellish in "Bananas." You guessed it! The master of

wit stars in his wittiesttonightat 7, 9and 11 in Bronfman.

Cap & Bells presents musical
Cap and Bells, Inc. will bring

musical theatre back to Williams

College this spring, with seven per-

formances of the new farce, God Bless

Harry. The play, which will receive its

premiere on Friday, April 30, at the

Adams Memorial Theatre, is the work

of Craig Impink (book and lyrics) and

Norman L. Berman (music), and is

being directed by Edward Berkeley.

Director Berkeley has worked

extensively for Joseph Papp's New
York Shakespeare Festival, where his

successes have included Pericles,

performed at the Delacorte Theatre in

Central Park, and A Midsummer

Night's Dream, which was produced

at Lincoln Center. He is currently

represented Off-Broadway by Israel

Horovitz's The Primary English

Class, which is enjoying a highly

successful run at the downtown Circle

in the Square.

Berkeley is also an associate

director of the Williamstown Theatre

Festival, and will be remembered for

his recent productions of The Man
Who Came to Dinner and Summer and

Smoke. He was engaged to direct a

musical by Cap and Bells last

November, and suggested God Bless

Harry as a possible production.

Craig Impink, who wrote the book

and lyrics, was working for his M.F.A.

at the Iowa playwright's workshop

when Berkeley directed his script.

Impink has received the Samuel

Shubert, the Norman Felton, and the

Judson Owen fellowships in

playwriting, and spent the 1974 season

as a playwriting intern at the Guthrie

Theatre in Minnesota. He has also

worked for the New York
Shakespeare Festival, where he

assisted Mr. Berkeley during A

Midsummer Night's Dream.

Composer Norman L. Berman is

another veteran of the New York

Shakespeare Festival, having written

music for last season's production of

Hamlet. Recently he conceived the

successful revue. By Bernstein, for

which he was musical advisor and

assistant director. Berman worked

personally with Leonard Bernstein,

Betty Comden, and Adolph Green in

creating the Chelsea Theatre

production. He is also resident

composer for the Circle Repertory

company in New York. Both he and

Impink have been living at Williams

during the production's rehearsal

period.

Costumes for the show have been

designed by Hilary Rosenfeld, who

British explorer

to narrate film
Quentin Keynes, great grand-son of

Charles Darwin, will present his

newest film Exploring Darwin's
Islands on Weds. April 28 at 4:00 in

Biology 111. The British explorer and
photographer will be on hand to

personally narrate his film, which
includes scenes from the Galapagos,
Ascension, St. Helena and Faulkland
Islands.

These islands were all visited by the

HMS Beagle on its famous voyage in

1831, during which Darwin developed
the idea of organic evolution which led

to the publication of The Origin of

Species in 1859. It has taken over five

years for Keynes to complete this film
because travel to most of these tiny

islands is still done by ship much as it

was over a century ago.

worked for the Williamstown Theatre

Festival, and the choreography will

be directed by Laurie Boyd, who has

created dances for the WUliams

CoUege Theatre productions of A

Midsummer Nights Dream, Baal,

and Elektra.

God Bless Harry is a farce with a

plot centering on the events of the

American Revolution, but history it is

not. The Harry of the title is Harry

Washington, a mythical son of the

Father of Our Country. Other

characters include Martha

Washington, Ben Franklin and his

mythical offspring, Sarah, Benedict

There will be a very import^tnt

meeting for all participating

symphonic band members on
Sunday, April 25 at 8:30 in Chapin
Hall. Please bring your music.

TO ALL STUDENTS
student Centrex telephone bills for May and June will be mailed to the

home address of only one student in multiple occupant rooms. Those
students, selected by Mrs. Marlowe, will be entrusted to promptly assemble
the amounts due and forward payment to New England Telephone.

Course Guide
Questionnaire

RESULTS
(Numerical Data A
Written Comments)

Available In Sawyer & Bronfman

Libraries, Dean's Office, & Student

Affairs Office in Baxter.

HELP IN CHOOSING YOUR
COURSES!

Winner of "S" Academy Awards Held Over!

4th Week, Ends Tues. 27th Walter Matthau

and

Tatum O'Neal

"Bad News Bears"

. 7:15«i9:15PG
CINEMA II Matinee Sat. « Sun. 2:00

RT.47A BENNINGTON, VERMONT (102) 442-«179

Arhold, and Nathan Hale, who turns
out to be a traitor, somewhat in

defiance of historical tradition The
frenetic action of the complicated

plot
is paced neatly by the show's sixteen
songs. If the talent of the creators is

any indication, the production will be
polished, witty, and tuneful.

God Bless Harry will be presented
at the Adams Memorial Theatre in

Williamstown on April 30, May i, May
2, May 6, May 7, and May 8, at 8:30

p.m., and on Saturday May i, at 2:3o
p.m. Tickets are available now at the
Adams Memorial Theatre box office

in person, or by calling 458-3023
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Doctor asks quality food
NUTRITION from p«fl«1

involved in such an operaUon at

„.„as, Texas where we are

culiivaling 3000 acres. Everything is

done from a soil analysis according to

ihe type of crop to be grown. Some of

Lcrops to be raised will be sold to an

outfit called the Cactus Feeders. They

feed their cattle organically, or

naturally. Our hope is that when we

gel done with this in couple of years

we can show that we can raise high

quality animal feed.

Q Won't such an operation be

iiery
expensive?

A. Not in the long run. As I said,

you are going to eat maybe one-fourth

of what you are presently eating.

Q Has the government been

approached with this idea?

A. Yes. We have approached the

Agricultural Department and have

gotten nowhere.

Q, Yuu mentioned that protein is

iiest found in meat. In what position.

then, does that place the vegetarian

i„ho belieiies it is possible to get

enough protein from a vegetarian diet?

A. Well, to take one example,

valine and methionine are two of the

eight essential amino acids which are

very poor in vegetables, nuts, and

seeds. 1 have done over 1000

vegetarian blood chemistries and

Frosh housing changes

never found one of them yet that had
an adequate protein metabolism.

Q. What are your feelings on
medicine in society today? What do
you see as its purpose, and do you feel

it is fulfilling this purpose?

A. Personally, no, because we are
getting more diseased every year. My
own personal opinion is that drugs and
medicines relieve a symptom but they
don't get rid of what causes the
symptom. I am vitally interested in

finding the causes and eliminating
them.

Teacher evaluation

seminar to be held
The Evaluation Study Committee, a

student-faculty committee, is spon-
soring a public seminar on evaluation

of teaching effectiveness on Monday
evening, April 26, at 8:00 p.m. in

Griffins. Elisabeth Allison, Associate

Professor of Etonomics at Harvard,
will speak. She has considerable

experience in evaluating teaching

effectiveness in the introductory
economics course at Harvard, and she

has also taken part in extensive

discussions on evaluation by the

faculty of other departments at

Harvard. All members of the college

community are welcome.

Women will be in a majority in a

freshman co-ed dorm for the first time

next year, according to Freshman
Dean, Lauren R. Stevens.

The change will occur in East

College where women will occupy two

of the three floors. Both East and
Fayerweather presently house two

floors of men and one of women.
Reorganization of the East and

Fayerweather dorms began this year

when men and women were housed on

alternale floors for the first time.

Stevens judged the initial

redistribution to be "a giant im-

provement" and said that the co-ed

arrangement has "fostered greater

interaction between men and
women."

Other changes in freshman housing

introduced this fall included assigning

the large E and F entries of both

Williams and Sage Halls to women.
Stevens expressed satisfaction with

For students who might have
missed the informational meeting
earlier in the semester on the

Williams in New York Program,
two places remain open for any
student who wants to spend the

Spring semester 1977 living and
studying in the city. Contact
Professor Baer in his office during
registration week (Stetson Room
E, telephone X 2176).

this change and said that the policy

will be continued next year.

"The housing of women in this part

of the quad," Stevens said, "creates a

feeling of community among the

women and accommodates the in-

creasing number of women in the

freshman class."

Fayerweather and East have
become increasingly popular among
incoming freshmen, according to

Stevens. Stevens said that he receives

specific requests for rooms in the

quad and Lehman each year but only

recently have such requests been filed

for East, Fayerweather and Morgan
as well.

Stevens cited insufficient social

space as an outstanding problem for

all freshman dorms. Despite this

weakness, no changes are scheduled

for Ihe physical plant as renovation

funding for freshman dorms is

presently unavailable. Stevens said.

Dyson to lead JA's
Junior Advisers to the Class of 1980,

recently elected Junctta Dyson '78

vice-president and Michael Crowley

'78 president of next year's adviser's

group. Dyson came to Williams from

Western High School, in Baltimore

Crowley, a member of the Ephlats,

graduated from Mount Pleasant High

School, in Schenectady, New York.

All Student Telephones —will be shut off Friday,

May 2&, 1976.

SENIORS may continue service by filing an application with

Mrs. Marlowe, Baxter Hall mailroom, no later than Monday,
May 3, 1976.

Yale College Summer Term
May 30-August 15

Spend a Summer at Yale
A complete semester, full credit, a v»/ide selection of

courses taught by Yale College faculty.

Humanities Center offers such unique programs as:

Colonial America— An examination of the

formative years in the development of an American

nation.

Film— A study of film through production,

analysis, historical development.

Forms of Literary Modernism— Studies of the

modernist period in twentieth century fiction.

poetry, drama in Europe and America.

For further information about summer term course

offerings write or call:

Summer Term /Amissions, 1502A Yale Station

New Haven, CT 06520 (203) 432-4229

Marcus Smith took advantage of the unusually warm weather last week to do
some natural studying. The photo of the week is by Andy Kahane.

94 transfers approved
HOUSING from page 1

cording to Pinkus, "the compromise
policy may not help the people with

the most urgent need to transfer."

Houses with the largest number of

requests for transfer out "must be in

the worst situation and should be

given top priority in allocating

transfer approvals," Pinkus con-

cluded.

Radical ecologist

to speak Tuesday
Ecologist Garrett Hardin will give a

lecture entitled, "Ecology's Century:

Posterity Rediscovered", Tuesday, at

8 p.m. in Chapin Hall.

Hardin, professor of human ecology

at the University of California, is best

known for essays such as "The
Tragedy of the Commons," "Living in

a Lifeboat" and books such as

"Nature and Man's Fate," "Ex-

ploring New Ethics for Survival,"

".Mandatory Motherhood: The True
Meaning of Right to Life" and

"Stalking the Wild Taboo."
'

Hardin is one of the most con-

troversial participants in the ongoing

ecological debate, giving what many
people consider inhumane answers to

questions concerning human survival.

He has questioned principles such as

every man's right to live and

reproduce and the wisdom and
morality of feeding starving nations

which fail to control their population.

Hardin argues that radical changes in

our moral standards as well as our

social and economic structures are

necessary to ensure the survival of

civilization.

The lecture is the fifth in the series.

"1976: The Next Hundred Years".

The remamder of the committee

seemed to agree that the proposal

represented a satisfactory com-
promise of maximizing individual

satisfaction and protecting the

housing system. "We have arrived at

maximization of transfer numbers
through compromise," Bryant House

president Larry Sanders '77 said,

summarizing the committee sen-

timent.

The final vote on the proposal was 16

in favor and Barrickman opposed.

Immediately following the vote.

Associate Dean Cris T. Roosenraad

announced to the committee that

"sufficient flexibility remained in the

system for evaluation of extreme

cases." Roosenraad said that students

with special cases whould speak with

him or with Student Housing Director,

Charles Jankey.

No vote was taken on a suggested

policy which would give incoming

house transfers lowest room draw

priority although the committee

entertained some debate on the issue.

The committee will meet two weeks

from now to discuss its recom-

mendations to the CUL for future

transfer policy changes.

G.G.Connelly,

former prof,

dies at 75
George Garland Connelly, a retired

Williams professor, died April 14 in

Annapolis, Md., at the age of 75. He
retired from the faculty in 1967 as

Professor of Public Speaking
Emeritus,

t^^.

A native of Elmira, N.V., Connelly

was a lawyer by education. After

graduating from Cornell University in

1924, he received his LL.B. there in

1927. Following law school, he entered

practice with the firm of Harris,

Beach and Matson, of Rochester, N.Y.

Later, he was appointed by the

Association of the Bar of the City of

New York as a member of the com-
mittee, headed by Colonel William J.

Donovan, to investigate the

bankruptcy bar. After a bout with

tuberculosis, during which he spent

time recovering in Asheville, N.C.,

and Saranac Lake, N.Y. Connelly

began his teaching career in 1930 at

the University of Georgia. In 1936 he

accepted a position on the public

speaking faculty of the U.S. Naval

Academy, Annapolis, where he taught

until coming here in 1946.

At Williams, Connelly was the sole

member of the public speaking

department and advisor to pre-law

students. He also served as faculty

advisor and coach to the Adelphic

Union. In addition, he was chairman

of the Lecture Committee, which

sponsors outside speakers.

When Connelly retired from the

faculty at 65, he returned to Annapolis

to teach public speaking at Anne
Arundel Community College. He also

continued writing his "Professor-at-

Large" column begun more than a

decade earlier in The Berkshire

Eagle. Besides his column, Connelly

was the author of "Naval
Correspondence," published by

Prentic(^Hall in 1942.

Funeral services will be held

Friday, April 16, at 2 p.m., at St.

Andrews Chapel, U.S. Naval
Academy, Annapolis.

Glier wins art scholarship

Help Line is seeking books,

magazines, records, and tapes for

its May book sale. People who have

books to donate should either bring

them to the Help Line office at 39

Eagle Street or call 664-6:591 to

arrange tor pick-up. Donated items

will be accepted through May,

All books will be accepted, but

coordinators of the sale are

especially anxious for science

fiction, mystery, and nature books.

They have r(Xjuesled that donated

records be relatively free of

scratches

All proceeds from the sale will

benefit Help Line, northern

Berkshire's 24-hour telephone and

crisis counseling service

The Berkshire Art Association

recently awarded Michael A. Glier '76

its 1976 traveling art scholarship,

worth up to $1,000.

Glier was selected from a group of

17 college level art students.

A double major of both art and

psychology. Glier has been involved in

Student Life Drawing, the Student

Gallery, and in volunteer work for

social service organizations in Nor-

thampton, Lowell, and Bennington.

After completing his junior year.

Glier took a year's leave to study

piiinting in Providence, Rhode Island,

Members of the First

Congregational Church's Women's
Fellowship group will sponsor a

fashion show, "Brides of

Yesteryear," Sunday. April 25 at

2::i() p.m. in the church sanctuary.

The bi-centennial celebration is

open to the public and admission is

tree although donations will be

collected at the door.

Two of the 26 wedding gowns

which dale from 1850 to 1975 will be

modeled by Williams students,

Liza Olsen '78 and Marcy Bush '78,

The Store that brought you discount

SQUASH Equipment, now has

TENNIS
EQUIP/\AENT

at discount prices

All Tennis Rackefs 30% off List Price

Wilson Heavy Duty Tennis Balls Only 2.50

WILLIAMS CO-OP
Sprinp^Sirri'i open Thufs. till 8:30

During the year, he attended summer
classes in painting and video at the

Rhode Island School of Design and

traveled through North Africa and

southern Europe.

woe chooses 18

for executive board
The Williams Outing Club recently

selected an 18 member Executive

Board for the '76-'77 school year.

The nominating committee in-

terviewed each student who sub-

mitted a self-nomination and then

presented all applicants to the old

lx)ard for consideration and recom-

mendations. A three hour deliteralion

preceded final decision on the

following 18 member board.

Cabins and Trails—Paul Alexander
'78; Winter Carnival—Buzz Inboden
'77; Secretary— Rich Reed '77; En-

vironment-Don Weber '79; Moun-
taineering-Reed Zars, '77;

Treasurer— Hugh Calkins '79;

Equipment—Henry Whiltemore '78;

Publicity— Bet.sy Coward '77; Ac-

tivities—Larry Pensack '79;

Bicycling—Chris Skuddcr '77;

Kayaking— .loseph Hurley '78;

Spelunking— Sally Sheridan '79;

Membership—Steve Weintraub '77;

PE Skiing—.lamie Caldwell "77 and

four al-large members: Peter Currie

'78; David Forrester '78; Dirk

Hovorka '78; and Don Perry '79.

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pi/;as Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

OtJen

Sunday through Thursday

to 00am to 2:(M) am
Friday and Saturday

10 00a m to 3 00 am,
2J Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(113) 458 8271
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Second straight 3-goal win

Phil Hartigan, 4«, beating a Union midfielder (or a loose ball in Wednesday's

12-9 victory. Dave Mofiitt, left (2 goals), and Todd Eckerson, 31 (2 goals, 2

assi'«ts> wait for the pass. (photo by Kahane)

Center fielder Scott Harrington Is looking for a couple of hits in today's game '

against Bates. Wednesday, the Eph 9 downed Union 7-5 in a game that got close
only after Pete Eshelman's arm tightened-up in the sixth inning.

(photo by McClellan)

Heot slows morathon
but Purple W survive

by Frank Carr

"Go Purple Cows", "Hey, there's

another Williams guy!", "Do It Eph-
men!" These were the comments
from among the more than one-half

million spectators who greeted the

Williams Road Runners along the 26.2

mile journey from Hopkinton to

Boston. Even more helpful than the

cheers and applause, were the

countless garden hoses which doused

the almost 2,(X)0 runners in an attempt

to alleviate the 90 degree heat. The
fans watching Monday's "mecca of

distance running" were participants

as much as spectators as they offered

water, Gatorade and ice to the sun-

baked runners.

Sophomore Michelle Cutsforth rose

to prominence in the world of

marathoning by finishing 25th in the

women's division with an excellent

time of 3 hours, 19 minutes and 54

seconds. This was only Michelle's

second attempt at the "classic

distance", and from the looks of her

progress so far, she may have al solid

chance of breaking into the top ten in

next year's race.

Joe Kolb had his sights set on

qualifying for the Olympic Trials and

he needed 2:23 or better to do so.

However, the heat forced an

alteration in his plans as he finished

116th in 2:42:54. Bob Clifford was just

seven places in back of Kolb and was
recorded at 2:43:49. Clifford was
running in his fourth straight "Boston

and he hopes to make it five in a row in

1977.

Tim Pritchard challenged Boston

for the first time and had an excellent

race despite the adverse conditions.

Pritchard fought his way to 143rd

place, 2 hours, 45 minutes and 36

seconds after the race began. Another

Boston rookie, Lee Richardson, ran

2:51:06 and was awarded 222nd place.

Frank Carr, running in his second

Boston Marathon, was 257 and his

time was approximately 2 hrs., 53

min. Steve Polasky '79 and Dan
Sullivan '78 were two more "first

timers" at Boston and had unofficial

times of 2:57 and 3:10 respectively.

Paul Skudder '75 and Scott Lutrey '75

rounded out the Williams contingent

at ten, but while Skudder went on to

finish in 3:15, Lutrey dropped out of

the race after about 17 miles.

As in years past, the Williams

runners were given an incredible

boost as they ran between two lines of

cheering Wellesley College women.
By now the 'thon pains have mostly
subsided, but for three of the Williams

runners, tomorrow's track meet
against Middlebury may cause a few
aches to resurface.

R
enzis

lUJUISTOWN, MAM. •>

Don't wait until next week!

Last chance to pick up your texts

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

• TWENTY COLORS IN BANDANAS $1.00

• FELT CRUSHERS $4.00

• JEAN BELTS $3.00

• INDIA WALLHANGING'S ..$9.00
• SH,VER- HOOP EARRINGS $4.00

lOpercentdiscount Williams people '

Open 10: 00 AM to 4: 00 PM everyday

4ff* O "fc* ,>«i/>» i-y.

Stickers defeat Union, 12-9
by Dennis O'Shea

"The safest thing to say is that

we're three goals better than Union,"

said Renzie Lamb after his varsity

lacrosse team's second straight tri-

goal victory over the Dutchmen in

Wednesday's home opener. The Eph-

men dumped the battling New
Vorkers, 12-9, in a rough but clean

game, to confirm last year's 14-11

verdict

This next week will be interesting:

the Ephmen face off with no less than

three nationally ranked powers.

University of Massachusetts,

Saturday's opponent, boasts a 7th

place rating in the University Division

poll. That is all the more awesome
considering that the first six include

the last four years' national champs,

last season's runners-up and the

Cinderella team of the decade. North

Carolina. U.Mass. convincingly

struck defending New England titlists

Brown, 15-10, last week.

After the Ephs and the Continentals

get through with each other, the locals

finally get to settle in at Cole Field for

a real live homestand. C. W. Post

ranked two above Williams in the

Cutsforth named
athlete of week

Michelle Cutsforth, the only female

entrant from Williams in the

prestigious Boston Marathon, has

been cited as the Record's Athlete of

the Week. She covered the distance in

an impressive 3 hours, 19 minutes,

and 54 seconds; an outstanding time

under the gruelling weather con-

ditions. Her time placed her 25th in

the women's division. Her effort came
in only her second marathon ever.

HONORABLE MENTION—
Pete Eshelman—senior co-captain

of the varsity baseball team,
Eshelman has posted a subterranean

0.00 ERA thus far in winning all three

of his starts. The southpaw was named
Athlete of the Week twice, both times
coming in his junior year.

Peter Thomsen—freshman wing
attackman for Renzie Lamb's varsity

team, he poured in four goals and
three assists in the Ephs' 15-5 rout of

UConn.

Athlete of Week - Michelle Cutsforth

(photo by Janson)

4i-.
Colonial Pizza

^ The Best in America

f\f\ 1 Small and Large Pizzas
'. Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

50 Spring Street

458-9009 and 458-801

4

open daily 9 a.m. to2a.m.
Breakfast daily 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.

Donuis, ('((ffee

VVi' make our own pizza dough daily

STL UK.NTS WELCOME

small college poll at thirteen, hit town

for a Tuesday game, while Dart-

mouth's Big Green invade on Thur-

sday. The Green debuted at 20th in the

University rankings this week after

upsetting Penn.

The Dutchmen played the Purple

even or better throughout most of

Wednesday's contest, but the Ephmen
broke it away with a 6-1 second

quarter. Williams had looked

lackluster at best up to that point,

putting what weak shots they did get

off way wide of the goal, but this was

mostly a matter of adjusting to the

Union game.
"They know that we're a ^^

and feeding team," said Lamb" "so
they neutralized Phil Hartigan,' who
got five goals against them last year
and forced a one-on-one game by not
backing up. They felt their individuals
were as good as ours.

Not 80, as it turned out. The Garnet
held Williams to two tallies in the first

period, but as the Ephs scored five

unassisted goals in the second stanza

Union was forced to start doubling on
the ball. This worked better, but by
then it was far too late.

Har>^ard bounces netmen
The Williams netmen suffered their

first defeat of the year Tuesday at the

Chaffee Courts, losing 9-0 to a

powerful Harvard squad. As decisive

as the final score was, Coach Dave

Johnson's men gave a good account of

themselves in all matches. Dan
O'Connell and Allan Wall took their

opponents to three sets, and Jim

Ware, Jim Parsons and Dean
Gianakos played their opponents even

in every way except the final score. At

number one. Freshman Marty
Goldberg lost to the defending New
England Singles Champion, Gary

Reiner, by a 6-4, 6-1 margin.

Harvard showed its customary

cockiness by arriving a half hour past

the 3 PM starting time, prompting

former Eph tennis mentor, Clarence

"Chafe" Chaffee to comment: "I

can't remember that Harvard ever

showed up on time for a match. It's a

shame their manners aren't as good
as their tennis." Though the Williams

players were understandably
disappointed at the lopsided margin of

victory. Coach Johnson felt the match
was nothing to be ashamed of: "We
lost to a more experienced team, one

that plays indoors all winter and then

takes an extensive spring tour against

the top southern universities."

The teannis team takes on a very

tough Darmouth squad this Saturday
in Hanover, then meets Trinity next

Tuesday afternoon at home Dart-

mouth, vying for the Ivy title with

Harvard, Yale and Princeton, may be

too tough for the Ephs, but Trinity,

boasting three top freshmen recruits

should be a match worth seeing.

i^«»*e'^'

.-t.?1«^'?^^ '-^^ ^^m.

Number one

Goldberg

tennis player Martin

(photo by Johnston)

Track demolishes Trinity,

hosts Middlebury Saturday
The Williams cindermen crushed

Trinity 105-49, Tuesday winning 14 of

18 events on the Bantams' oval. Co-
captain Scott Perry was victorious in

the 220 and 440 yard dashes as well as
in the long jump. Greg Collins, Rich
Remmer and Bob Duffy took 1-2-3 in

the javelin, and Remmer was also a
double winner in the shot put and
hammer throw.

Junior Dave Seeger won his second
straight 880 yd. run and was under the

two minute barrier by eight-tenths of

a second. Ken Leinbach finished

second in the half-mile after winning
the mile in 4:30.8. Domination in the

distance events continued as Gary
James and Rich Abrams finished first

and second respectively in the three
mile.

Co-captain Dave McLaughry won
the pole vault by two feet as he

vaulted an excellent 13' 6". Hurdlers

Ron White and Bob Ashley each won

their specialty; White in the high

hurdles and Ashley in I he in-

termediates. Freshman Dan .Sullivap

won his first 100 yd. dash of the season

in a respectable 10.2.

Tomorrow, Williams faces Mid-

dlebury in what will be the only home

meet of the season. A year ago the

Ephs handily defeated the Panthers

and this year they have the strength to

do it again. The meet will start al 1
(K)

p.m. on Weston Field.

COPYING '

(by Photo-Offset)

50-1000 copies

100 Copies $5.50

(Cash and Carry)

McClelland Press, Inc.

Spring Street

458-4920

This Saturday, from 10 am to S

p.m., the Freshrflan Council will Ix'

sponsoring a day of activities lor

area children at Cole Field Wo

need people to volunteer an hour of

their time Saturday to cook, help

run games, and give a kid the lime

of his life. We also need basehall

gloves, bats and balls, frisbces and

anything else which could he used

for an activity.

If you wish to volunteer or if .vou

have something to donate, please

call Andrew Masetti (6486)

Attention:
Live in a SO room

Gothic Stone Mansion
80 Acre Campus
Dormitory Style

$60 a month singles $80 a mo. doubles

Telephone;
Lenox 637-0600

Heed a Skirt ?

Choose a pattern,

fabric and

notions

Leave the sewing to us!

($5.00 charge)

SEWING NOOK

Colonial Shopping Center
o. 30 5:00

458-3540 ' "'
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Course guide raises furor

Steven H. Moore and Richard B. Siegrist ponder the fate of the Student

Course Guide at last night's emergency College Council meeting.

(pnotoby Jansen)

Advice and direction'

Council edits Guide
The College Council recommended

in an extraordinary session Monday

night that the written comments in the

student course guide be deleted and

that only the numerical evaluations of

courses be distributed. Steven H.

Moore 76 and Richard B. Siegrist, Jr.

77, editors of the guide, said they will

follow the council's recommendation.

Present at the session were Dean of

Ihe College Peter Berek, Dean of the

Faculty Neil R. Grabois, Associate

Dean Oris T. Roosenraad, and
Assistant Dean Eileen Julien.

According to Siegrist, the written

comments are being withdrawn out of

fear of a lawsuit, reluctance to cause

more bad feeling among faculty, and
a feeling that publication of written

comments by students would be un-

fair to those students, since they filled

out the course questionnaire with the

understanding that their comments
would be summarized.
Dean of the College Peter Berek

said that a faculty meeting "to discuss

Ihekind of issues raised by this event"
would be held Monday night.

Dean of the Faculty Nfil R. Grabois
commented that "the council did what
It had to do" in recommending that

Students meet with

Trustee Committee
on college issues
The Trustee Committee on Campus

Life met Thursday night with students
responding to an invitation from the
Dean's Office "to discuss an im-
portant College issue". The discussion
covered crew, language departments,
co-op housing, and transfer policy.

Also taking part were Dean Peter
Berek, Associate Dean Cris T.
Roasenraad, and Gargoyle members
Paul T. Shells '76 and Michael C,
Knight '77. Trustees present were
Edgar M. Bronfman '!J0, John A.
Davis '3,3, Alexander L. Fetter '58,

Preston S. Parish '41, and Francis T.
V'nccnt, Jr. '60.

Lilli Scheye '78 and Jamie Barick-
"lan '78 described the transfer
problem and asked the Trustees to
°'fer guidelines to the Housing
'^ommittee and CUL so that a much
"lore equitable system can be set up.
James K. Holmes '76 discussed the

possibility of more College funding for
crew and gave the Trustees a history
™ crew funding at Williams.
Judith Deutsch '77, William Jaume

'J.

and R. Kirk Kramer '77 criticized
'"e "pragmatic" or "economic"
approach taken toward foreign
anguages by the Administration and
"e CEP subcommittee on foreign

J^^nguages, and a "tendency to
eaken the language program" in

several suggestions of the sub-
comitiittee.

written comments not be published.

Siegrist and Moore came to the

council to ask for advice and direc-

tion, according to Council President

Steven S. Piltch '77. They particularly

asked the council to "look at the legal

issue" and the good of the campus,

said Moore.

Harry Kelly '78 described the

situation as one in which a lawsuit was

"not probable but possible". He said

that Deans Berek and Grabois. and

Roosenraad had raised the question,

"was putting our guide out worth the

damage we could do?"

According to Piltch and Siegrist,

neither the council or the course guide

editors received legal advice.

Siegrist estimated that "in the

neighborhood of 50 people " saw the

written course guide comments
before the guide was withdrawn

Friday. Council President Steven S.

Piltch '77 said that, "according to the

deans, the Dean's office was filled"

throughout the time the course guide

was available in the Dean's office.

Moore said that the numerical

evaluations included a note describing

the limited response received to the

questionnaire. Julien was concerned

that "the statistics are going to be

meaningless."

Council Vice-president Randy

Sturges '77 criticized the council

recommendation as unfair, since the

original questionnaire promised a

summary of written comments as

well as numerical evaluations.

Sturges thought that publishing

numerical results only might distort

the real feelings of the student

responding to the questionnaire.

Piltch commented that, according to

the editors of the guide, "the

numerical evaluations coincided very

strongly with the written comments."

The threat of libel suits induced

students connected with the student

course evaluation guide to take the

guide out of circulation less than three

hours after it had been released.

Guide co-editor Rick Siegrist and
College Council members Harry Kelly

and Stu Ginsberg removed copies of

the 500-page guide from four sites on
campus Friday afternoon, following a

meeting between Siegrist and Dean of

Faculty Neil Grabois, where they

agreed that the guide should be locked

up until legal advice could be ob-

tained.

"It was unfortunate having to take

them off, but it was the best action at

the time," Siegrist said Sunday.

Members of the administration met
with college lawyers yesterday to

discuss the guide. Assembled from
questionnaires distributed in

January, the guide contains the

results of numerical evaluations and
all written comments about each

course. Professors in most depart-

ments received copies of the com-
ments pertaining to their courses

Friday morning.

Siegrist said that he heard rumors
of libel suits from Kelly and Ginsberg.

Ginsberg said that he overheard

conversations among faculty mem-
bers in the lobby of the Bronfman
Science Center early Friday af-

ternoon indicating "a law suit was a

possibility."

Riorden announces
elimination of ARA
Slater from search
With the elimination of ARA-Slater,

a contract management firm, from

consideration, the Dining Halls

Director Search Committee has

narrowed the field to eight candidates

according to the committee chair-

man, Shane Riorden.

Two management firms, Sellers

and Saga, and six individuals in-

cluding Assistant Director of Food

Services James Hodgkins are still

under consideration.

Riorden said ARA-Slater was

eliminated because "the overall

impression was that they didn't have

much to offer." "They didn't seem

responsive to the kinds of questions

we asked," he stated.

Sellers is a relatively small firm

which only operates in the Northeast.

Saga is a national firm with a more

impressive client list than ARA-

Slater, Rioden said. Riorden said the

College received "about 15 " letters

from individuals concerning the

directorship.

The committee itself isn't obliged to

come up with a single recom-

mendation, Riorden said. President

John W. Chandler will make the ap-

pointment.

CC conducts S-1 referendum
The College Council will conduct a

campus-wide referendum on Tuesday

and Wednesday to solicit student

opinion on Senate Bill S-1. Members of

the Williams Black Student Union and

Americans for democratic Action had

prompted the CC action last week by

presenting a petition with nearly 400

signatures, asking the council to

conduct the referendum.

S-1, a revision of the United States

Criminal Code, is widely viewed as a

comprehensive repressive measure

that bestows inordinate power on the

Executive Branch and threatens the

Bill Of Rights.

Some of the repressive measures,

publicized by the ADA through

posters using pamphlet information

from "The Boston Coalition to Stop S-.

1," include increased sanctions for

wiretapping and vaguer definitions,

along with stiffer penalties, for ac-

tivities such as conspiracy, demon-

strations, sedition, and sabotage

Copies of the complete, 700-plus

page bill are not available on campus.

A ten-page report on the bill in

CiiiKn-ssioniil Quarterly is available

in Sawyer Library.

According to CC President Steve

Piltch, the referendum, which will ask

students whether they favor or oppose

the bill, will be conducted by council

representatives in the dining halls on

Tuesday and Wednesday evenings

The Elections Committee should have

the results by late Wednesday

evening. Piltch said.

Members of the ADA, who expect

student opposition to be strong, will

send favorable results to media

organizations and appropriate

Congressional Committees, such as

the Senate Judiciary Committee,

which is now holding the bill.

"From what I could tell, they were
all very upset about what had been
written," Ginsberg recalled. "The
talk was of whether a libel suit held

for this." He then solicited comments
from several Division HI faculty. "A
law suit was mentioned, but nobody
specifically mentioned they were
contemplating a suit." Ginsberg
refused to identify which professors

he overheard or spoke to. "The
problem was with the verbatim
comrhents. From their (the faculty

members') impressions, these con-

tained libelous statements."

Reading the course guide comments
received by one Division HI in-

structor, Ginsberg maintained that he
saw remarks that "fit my impressions

of a possibly libelous statement."

Joined by Kelly outside Bronfman,
Ginsberg located Siegrist and advised

the co-editor to take the guide out of

circulation for the weekend.

"Harry Kelly and I examined^ff'
copy of the guide at the Dean's Of-

fice," Ginsberg said. "He agreed that

would be the best thing to do."

Steve Moore, the other course guide

editor, was out of town at the time of

Siegrist 's decision to withdraw the

guide.

Ginsberg, who opposed releasing

the un-edited comments at a recent

CC meeting, commented Sunday that

"It would be suicidal to bring the

guide back out in its present form.

regardless of the advice of the

lawyers."

"I don't think there are any libelous

or malicious comments," Siegrist

maintained. "I think the faculty is

overreacting. They are reacting to

isolated portions of the comments."
Most of the opposition has come

from Division HI, he continued. "I

don't think they got blasted more than

any other division."

Biology Department Chairman
William Grant, Jr., commented, "The
manner in which the results of the

questionnaire were presented
possibly should call for adverse

faculty reaction as well as student

reaction ... ft may be that sorfie of

the quotations are libelous in nature.

It is possible that one comment about

me would be libelous. I am not par-

ticularly concerned with unpleasant

remarks."

Grant and Chemistry Department
Chairman J. ^^odge^arkgraf said

they didn't know any instructors who
were seeking legal action against the

course guide.

A source close to the course guide

mentioned that chemistry professor

Charles Compton had called co-editor

Moore twice over the weekend,
inquiring about parties involved in the

publication of the guide. When asked

about these phone calls, Compton said

that his lawyers advised him not to

comment.

. ;:Jt

.^-i"

A threat of possible libel suits caused a hasty withdrawal of the student course

guide Friday only hours after its distribution. The guide is now being withheld

pending legal consultation. (photoby Read)

Trustees study housing
The Board of Trustees appointed an

ad hoc committee during its weekend

meeting to attempt to develop a

statement on the purpose and goals of

the residential house system.

E. Wayne Wilkins Jr., chairman of

the Trustee's Committee on Campus
Life, will chair the committee, which

will form the statement in con-

sultation with the student-faculty

Committee on Undergraduate Life,

the Dean's Office, and other relevant

College Officers, according to

President John W. Chandler.

Chandler added that the committee

hoped to report back to the TYustees'

in June but suggested the goal may
not be realistic.

In other business, the Trustees

appointed the following to three year

Assistant Professorships: Stephen

Blaha (Physicsi, Robert D.

Kavanaugh (Psych). Bettina Berch

and Ralph M. Bradburd (Econ.),

Charles M Joseph (Music), Mary

Rochc^Gcrstein and George T. Gates

(German I. David A Tharp. Timothy

C. Weiskel, and Brooke Larson

(History). Gail L. Peek (Pol. Sci.),

Peter B. Erickson (English),

Kathleen Faster (Art), and Meredith

C. Hoppin (Classics).

Carl I. Van Duyne (Econ.) and

Oliver J. Muscio (Chem ) will receive

two year Assistant Professorships.

In a discussion on the future of the

Capital Fund for the Seventies,

Chandler said, members of the Board

suggested that fund raising dinners be

held in cities having high con-

centrations of alumni. Chandler in-

dicated that officials of the ad-

ministration and Development Office

will study the idea.

The Trustees chose recipients of

honorary degrees for June Com-
mencement. Chandler declined to

release the names of the recipient and

the Commencement speakers until

closer to Commencement so that "the

namas will not lose their impact over

lime."

BULLETIN
Peter K. Goerbing '78 was found

dead in his room in Mission Park

late last night after two students

reported him missing for 48 hours.

Goerbing, the son of Roswell C.

and Betty A. Goerbing, was a

resident of Williamsville,' New
york. He graduated with honors

from Williamsville High School in

1974 and has been on the Dean's

List since at Williams.

Goerbing's body was taken to

North Adajps where an autopsy

was scheduled for today.
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Editorials

Guide Gaff
The controversy over the present incarnation of the Student

Course Guide is in all aspects one of communication and is a
manifestation of the continuing failure of the faculty to take

adeauate steps to supply students with the information they

neea to make intelligent decisions about course selections.

Although faculty objections to the present guid^ are in part

justified, a significant number of instructors are opposed to

publishing student comments about courses and instructors in

any form. The need for a fair presentation of student reactions

to courses is self apparent and in the long run would benefit

instructors as much as students. What has been missing so far

is a lack of effort on the part of the faculty as a whole to help

develop a student evaluation guide that would aid students

without being unfair to faculty. If faculty members are upset at

the type of student evaluation guide that has appeared, it is in

part their own fault in withholding their aid and advice.

The present guide, which consists of the unedited com-
ments of students responding to a questionnaire in January, is

clearly imperfect. To some extent, the bitter reaction of some
faculty and the atmosphere of confrontation under which the

guide was at least temporarily withdrawn was to be expected
given the less than adequate communication and cooperation
among the guide's editors and faculty members, the lack of

adequate safeguards to ensure that the information in the guide
would not be misunderstood or misused, and a naive lack of

discussion of the legal ramifications of the guide's contents.

In their effort to get the guide comments out during Spring
Registration, the student editors may have ignored too many
basic problems. In so doing they have risked the credibility and
respectability of the movement for a student course evaluation
guide. Yet the issue is too important to allow certain faculty

members to gloss over the basic need for a guide by citing the

imperfections of the present version.

In what ever way the controversy over the present guide is

resolved, it is essential that faculty join with the student editors

of the guide in developing a guide for next year that will meet
the faculty's desire for fairness. Popular rhetoric has it that

Williams is a small community where problems are dealt with
through friendly discussion. There is no need for the talk of

lawsuits and student faculty confrontation which can only
result in bitterness.

Vote No
The college-wide referendum on S-1 leaves students with no

choice other than voting no. S-1 contains clearly repressive
measures which should not pass Congress in their present form.
The nature of the discussion of the issue on campus allows a
vote against S-1 to be interpreted as a vote against such
measures and not a vote against a need for a bill similar to S-1

as conceived by its original supporters.
However, it is unfortunate that students are being asked to

vote on this issue. The persons who receive the results of the
referendum will know that most of the students who voted
against it did so with a minimal knowledge of the content of the
bill; they will know the vote reflects numbers of persons op-

posing the bill, not the intensity of preference?
In this case an intensive letter writing campaign would

have been more appropriate. Opponents of the bill could then let

their Congressmen know which sections they specifically op-
pose. This type of opposition must mean more to a
Congressman than the statement that the students of Williams
College voted by more than a certain margin to oppose the bill,

a bill which contains some positive features.

Nevertheless, those in government who support the bill as a
whole may find consolation in the results of a referendum if a
large number of students decide not to vote or to abstain.
Therefore, students are in a trap. Even if they support sections
of S-1, even if they think the referendum is a bad idea, they must
vote no to protect freedom of the press and other civil liberties

which S-1 in its present form threatens.

News and Notes
Office of Career Counseling

The Supreme Court, Washington, D.C. has an opening for an Asst Publir
Information officer. Contact OCC for details.

Northrield Mount Hermon School, Mount Hermon, MA is offering an in-
ternship in technical theatre for '76- '77. Room and board and stipend
provided.

Superintendent MacDonald of the Wayland Public Schools, Wayland, MA.
will be at OCC to interview teaching candidates on MAY 3rd from 10:30 A.M.
on. Contact Sue Little for more information.

Oaither International, Inc.. Stamford, Conn, is looking for an international
marketing research trainee, bilingual in English and Spanish. Position is

not restricted to students who have majored in business related subjects.

Kliick Island summer resident needs a babysitter for her children for the
summer. Contact OCC for details.

The Williams Record is an independent journal published semi weekly during the
regular sctiool year by students ol Williams College Opinions expressed in Letters to
the Editor, Viewpoints and regular columns of the Record do not necessarily represent
the opinions of the Record Unless signed, editorials represent the opinions of the
editors in chief.

Entered as second class postal matter Nov. 37, 1944 at the post office in North
Adams, MA., and reentered at Williamsfown, MA , March 3, 1973 under the act ol
March 3, H79. Second class postage paid at Williamstown. MA , 01J47. Subscription
price is ii per semester Subscription orders, undeliverable copies and change of ad

'

dress notices, and other correspondence should be addressed lo the newspaper at
Baxter Hall, Williams College, Williamstown, MA .OUil Phone 413 597 3400

Letters: editorial and S-l
Student input

To the editor:

The author of the Record editorial

"Lazy Livers" expresses some
opinions which are self-defeating in

view of the main thnist of the

editorial. By criticizing the low

response to the CUL housing

questionnaire (sic), the editorial

makes an attempt to raise concern

over student input into the college

policy decision-making process. The

editor is quite right when he estimates

the value of the CUL questionnaire.

But in commenting on the response,

he notes that approximately the same

number of studwjte signed a petition

to the Housing Committee as filled out

the questionnaire (sic), through which

they can "have a real effect on

housing decisions," Through the

comparison of the two, he implies that

such a petition will not have a "real

effect," and so is worthless.

The editorial first criticizes lack of

student input into the decision-making

process, then dismisses a valid at-

tempt to supply such input As the

editor himself says, "Problems on

campus are not going to be solved by

ignoring them. Solutions require

student input and student efforts." He
even mentions the number of can-

didates in the college elections as an

One Woman's
Point of View

Roman Orgy

Carole-Anne Tyler

I have never been as disgusted at a

party as I was at the Roman Orgy at

Mission Park two Saturdays ago. It

started out as a fine party with

everyone dressed in togas and ready

to eat and drink to true Trimalchian

excess, but it rapidly degenerated into

a chicken-throwing and wine-spilling

contest such as would have been

appropriate in a Three Stooges movie.

Granted, we have to have an outlet

for our tensions. Everyone, now and
then, has to forget the inhibitions

brought about by socialization in

order to lessen frustration. But a

party where an integral part of the

"fun" is to plaster one's neighbor with

banana peels and barbecued beef is

going too far. Such childish, barbaric

and selfish behavior is not the only

way we have of relieving tension.

It is one thing to take too much food

at dinner and end up throwing some
away. That is just carelessness. But
tossing a tray of chicken at someone is

more than carelessness. It is a
flagrant disregard for the value of

food, an egotistical gesture of such
magnitude that it could only have
been made by a well-fed, unthinking
person whose social conscience was
out to lunch. To think that this party
occurred during Easter week,
Passover and the day after the fast for

world hunger! It goes to show how
little meaning the afflictions of others
outside our own world has for us. Are
we so wrapped up in ourselves and
having a good time that we can't see
what a party such as the Roman Orgy
says about us and our value system?
Certainly, I have no intentions of

popping any leftover bites of chicken

cutlet into an envelope and mailing

UNIVERSITY OF

PARIS - SORBONN&

SUNY- New Paltz Program
6th Year

Undergraduates in philosophy and
related majors earn 30-32 credits in

regular Sorbonne (Paris IV)

courses. SUNY— Paris iV

agreement insures students avoid

cumliersome pre-inscription '"^nd

attend Paris IV, not provincial

universities.

Director assists with housing,
programs, studies.

Orientation, language review.
Sept. IS- June IS. Estimated living,

airfare, tuition, fees: S320O N.Y.
residents; $3700 others.

Prof. D. Blankenjitip

Philosophy Dept., S.U.C.

NewPalti,N.Y. I2M1
(914r2S7-26»6

them to India, nor do I think that the

food which was not eaten at the Orgy
would have ended up in the mouths of

the hungry had it not been thrown

around. The fact that it ended up in

the face or hair of a co-partier just

seemed to indicate a crass in-

sensitivity to the problem of world

hunger. One may not be able to

alleviate this problem by taking an
active role in food distribution in the

Third World, but at least one can show
an awareness of it by treating food as

the valuable commodity that it is.

There are better ways of having fun

than throwing food around. If the

purpose behind it was to relieve

tension through physical activity,

then people should have danced in-

stead. If it was to retreat to a more
primitive and childish state where one
is supposed to get dirty, then everyone
should have gone outside to make
mudpies and throw them at each
other. At any rate, all should have had
more sensitivity than to waste food as
if it didn't matter that there are

people in the world who won't see as
much food in a week as I saw smeared
on a few of the participants in the

Roman Orgy.

example of posiUve student acii™
The elections involved eighty caii
didates. The petition involved Ihe far
larger number, as some may note d
about 400 signatures. It invoWed
considerable student effort, and
provided considerable input of student
opinioa Such an effort is far too
important to be simply dismissed out
of hand.

Peter Mach "78

Editgr's Note: The petiUon was ad-

dressed at a decision on one issue for

one year. Thus it could have no real

effect on housing decisions .

S-1 vote; useless?

To the editor:

Senate Bill S.l comes under the

scrutiny of an uninformed student

body tonight, courtesy of the Williams
ADA. The ADA is asking the Williams

community to rubber-stamp its

position on the S.l issue.

As the ADA must know, not one

student in a hundred knows enough

about S.l to judge it intelligently The
student body is given no input on S.l

except for ADA posters exhorting it to

vote NO! on an issue it knows little

about. As the ballot is pushed in front

of the student at dinner he will un-

doubtedly vote just that way.

In the case of the Williams S.l

referendum, the overwhelming NO
vote will be quietly ignored by

whatever Congressional committees

the ADA sends it to. But this type of

appeal to an uninformed public's

emotions can have dangerous

ramifications. In California, voters

will decide June 8 whether or not to

permit additional nuclear power

plants in that state. Again, not one

person in a hundred has enough in

formation to vote intelligently. A

wrong decision could be disastrous.

If we're going to vote on S.l, why

don't we also have votes on "How Well

is President Chandler Doing His

•Job?" or "Is SeatUe Nice'" The

results would be just as meaningful.

The ADA and the Black Students'

Union are to be commended for trying

to bring important issues to the

college's attention in the face of

overwhelming apathy. But this

referendum is not the way.

—Ted Stroll

#
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JOSEPH I. DEWEY

458-5717

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS

01267

All Student Telephones —win be shut off Friday,

May 28, 1976.

SENIORS may continue service by filing an application with

Mrs. Marlowe, Baxter Hall mallroom, no later than Monday,
May 3, 1976.

20 ACRE FARM
WITH SECLUDED WOODLAND

MONROE COUNTY, -W. VIRGINIA

$1000 DOWN

CONTACT: G. C. MITCHELL, JR.

UNiOfi W. .VA. 24983
-a » f*'

(304) 772-5738 (304) 7723102
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Pringle, Keynes, Hall, DiCara to talk

leaking on camput. Tktir Uetunt

1,/, cover a varUty of tuhjtct, and

^iU h. open to the puhUc.

Shak«sp«ar«
Roger Pringle,

AwUtant Director ol

J Shakespeare Study Centre in

Statford.
England, will give two

Strated lectures here on Wed-

"114^15 p.m. in Room 4 of Lawrence

HsU lie wUl speak informally on "The

Gardens of Elizabethan England."

niustrated with color slides, his talk

Z\\ consider the interest of

Elizabethan society in flowers and

herbs, as well as the emergence of

mrdeiiing as an art

At7'30 pro- in Room 10 of Lawrence

Hall Pringle will discuss "Recent

Productions at Stratford-on-Avon,"

surveying some of the chief

developments in Shakespearean

productions at the Royal Shakespeare

Theatre over the last twenty years. He

will focus on recent changes in the

visual presentation of the plays, the

growth of an ensemble company,

changes in the function and im-

portance of the directw, and attitudes

toward the text

Darwin's Itlondc
Quentin Keynes, great grandson of

Charles Darwin, will narrate the film,

"Exploring Darwin's Islands" at 4

p.m., tomorrow in Room Ul of the

Thompson Biology Building. The
event is open to the public and is

sponsored by the Williams Lecture
Committee.
The film includes scenes from the

Galapagos, Ascension, St. Helena and
FaulUand Islands, which were visited

by the H.M.S. Beagle on its voyage of

1831. During that voyage, Darwin
developed the idea of organic
evolution which led to the publication

of the "Origin of the Species" in 1859.

As a member of the American and
Royal Geographical Societies and the

Explorer and Adventurers Clubs of

New York, Keynes has traveled ex-

tensively in Europe, Africa and the

United States. He has led almost two
dozen expeditions into the most
remote part of Africa, and is an expert

on 19th century explorers David
Livingston and Sir Richard Burton.

Keynes has also searched for the

Abominable Snowman in the,.

Himalayas and has planned ex-

peditions for "Bigfoot" in the Nor-

thwest of the United States.

TO ALL STUDENTS
student Centrex telephone bills for AAay and June will be nrfalled to the

home address of only one student In multiple occupant roonns. Those

students, selected by Mrs. AAarlowe, will be entrusted to promptly assemble

the amounts due and forward payment to New England Telephone.

IMAGINE THAT!
PAPERBACK BOOK EX^CHANGE

20,000 plus Books, area's most unique selection

ALBUMS, BOOKS, MAGS - 50% ..

TRADE-IN CREDIT 20%
Also, 8-track tapes or cassettes including: Old-time

radio, T.V. Favorites like: Star Trek-Sci-FI., the

Shadow, Green Hornet, Amos 'n Andy, Life of Riley—

Hundreds more
Nostalgia is HERE! 58 Dalton Ave, Pittsfield

445-5934, 11-6, ThUfS. til 7. IMAGINE THAT!

Bring in This Coupon, SAVE 15%, any purchase

(thru 15 days from ad date)

PRESENTS

Friday, April 30th

^rethelMcft.

•^opld'-
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BAfiBRA SIREBANO OMAR SHARIF-'FUfHYGIRL"

FUNNY GIRL

at 7 & 10 PM
This week's presentation Is "FUNNY GIRL" with Barbra Streisand at

7 and 11 pm. This was the big one for Barbra as her film debut playing

Fanny Brice, a famous old Ziegfield girl. The songs and production

numbers are tops as are Omar Shalf and Kay AAedford.

Also Included— A Pink Panther cartoon I

THIS WEEK'S WFS AAOVIE TRIVIA QUESTION: From the film

"Bananas"; what Is the principle export of the island of San AAarcos

and what is to be had at popular prices?

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction: THE LION IN WINTER

Political Extr«mism
Gordon D. Hall, an expert on

political extremism of both the

radical left and reactionary right, will'

speak at 8:00 p.m. Thursday in

Bronfman Auditorium. The subject of

his talk will be "Liberal, Con-

servative, and the Far Out " and a

question and answer session will

follow the lecture.

Hall has l>een a free-lance student of

political extremism since 1947,

studying such groups as the John
Birch Society, Ku Klux Klan,

American Nazi Party, American
Communist Party, and Students for a

Democratic Society (SDS). He spoke

at Williams during the mid-1950s, at

which time he played tapes of some of

the demagogues he has studied, and
tiis talk was entliusiastically received.

From his headquarters in Boston,

Hall has traveled throughout the

United States and to Europe in pursuit

of his study of extremist groups. He
has interviewed such important ex-

tremist figures as George Lincoln

Rockwell and his assassin (in his jail

cell) and Gerald L. K. Smith. HaU's

life story has been published in The
Saturday Evening Post under the

heading "Battler Against Bigotry"

and he has been interviewed by CBS
newsman Walter Cronkite. In his

almost thirty years of research,

ring which time he has been on the

Sailing list of many extremist

groups, he has compiled perhaps the

best collection of extremist literature

in the United States.

Urban crisis - Boston

Boston City Councilman Larry
DiCara will speak on "The Urban
Crisis in America: An Insider's View

From Boston" at 7:30 p.m., Wed-
nesday in DriscoU Lounge. DiCara,

who is a graduate of Harvard and the

Kennedy Institute of Politics, was the

youngest person ever elected to the

Boston City Council. His talk is open to

the public and is sponsored by the

Williams chapter of Americans for

Democratic Action.

Focus on Arts
Ashbery Thursdoy

by David Ulsher

You walk in, look for a friend, give

up, spot an empty seat, sit down, close

your mouth, cross your legs, fold your
hands, uncross your legs, rub your
eyes and wait.

The person who gets up to read

might be short and bald, tall and
blonde, or round and red-headed. But
that person will be a poet, a creative

artist, reading his or her own poetry.

A poetry reading might seem the

worst way to first encounter a poem.
Poetry requires careful study, and at

a reading each poem can be heard
only once, quickly.

Yet, it is a mistake to think of poetry

as something to be read silently and

alone. All literature has its roots in the

spoken word: verse ballads and songs

were passed from generation to

generation before a single word was
written down. Today, poetry has more
elements of that spoken literature

than any other form of writing. It

demands to be given the life of a

human voice.

A poem brought to life by its creator

in front of a group of people has a

vitality it cannot achieve after a

thousand silent readings in someone's

room. A dimension that cannot be

described—only experienced.

And if the creator is a great poet and

an interesting poet, like John Ash-

bery, who is to read on Thursday . .

.

well, you won't know unless you see

for yourself.

Musical premieres at AMT
This weekend. Cap and Bells, Inc.

will present the premiere per-

formance of God Bless Harry, a new
musical written by Craig Impink and
Norman L. Berman, and directed by
Edward Berkeley. It is something of

an unusual event, both for Cap and
Bells and for the community, being

the first original work to l>e produced

at the college since Scrambled Eggs
in 1973, and the first play to be staged

by a guest director since Anything

(iiM's in 1974.

Playwright Impink describes the

show as "a strange mixture of history,

myth, and sheer fabrication."

Director Berkeley staged the show in

its rough state, and found that "it was
very well received." The show, as it

will be produced this week, however,

is quite different. Berkeley explained

that "the form hasn't changed in the

sense that the plot is basically where
it was when we started, except that

it's t>een refined and clarified." The
most significant change has been the

addition of a musical score by Nor-

man L. Berman.

Last autumn, Berkeley was hired by

Cap and Bells to direct a musical play,

and while choices were being

discussed, God Bless Harry was being

written. In early February, Berkeley

suggested the show as a possibility.

The show was cast, and a preliminary

reading was held before spring

vacation. Two weeks later, when the

cast arrived back in Williamstown to

begin rehearsals in earnest, there

were forty-five new pages in the

script, and three new songs.

In summing up his experience,

Berkeley said, "I'm finding that

working on new plays or new projects,

or anything involving a playwright or

a composer in the very process of

creating something, is pretty much
fun. It looks like God Bless Harry will

also be fun for its audience, too.

Gild Bless Harry will be presented

at the Adams Memorial Theatre on

April 30, May 1, May 2, May 6, May 7,

and May 8, at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are

available now at the box office, or by

calling 458-3023. Ed. Note: A half hour

iiucrvicw with Berkeley, Impink, and

Kerman will be aired over WCFM
(!M.!l KM) on Thursday evening at 7

p.m.

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

rTHE
SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

BERKSHIRE SYMPHONY
JULIUS HEGYI, conductor

works of Mendelsson, Tchaikowsky and Vivaldi

SOLOISTS: Charlotte Hegyi, piano

Lisa Hegyi, violin

Julius Hegyi, violin

r "

S
N.:

FRIDAY, April 30 8:30 P.M.

Tickets: $2 at the door

Williams College students with I.D., free

CHAPIN HALU WILLIAMSTOWN

' eg

.<-*^^ ^
**- Si
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Run season mark fo 5-1

Track trounces Panthers
n

Senior Scott Perry ran away with the 440-yard dash with an excellent 50.1

second time. The Ephs also ran away with the Saturday meet, outscoring

Middlebury 115-39. (photo by Read)

Seventh ranked UAAass
^^^^

downs lacrosse teams
by Dennis O'Shea

Two devastating scoring drives in

the first half gave Massachusetts a 15-

5 intermission lead, as the Minutemen
polished off the Williams varsity

laxmen in not entirely unexpected

fashion, 22-11, last Saturday at

Amherst. It was 1-1 after five minutes

when U.Mass. took advantage of

numerous fast break opportunities to

put up seven tallies in a row.

The Ephmen battled back to 8-4

early in the second quarter but seven

goals in six minutes left the down-

staters with their 10 pomt haltUme
bulge.

The Ephs had better luck

restraining the UMies, the seventh

ranked lacrosse power in the nation,

in the second half. They finished on
the low end of that partial by lonly 7-6,

despite the continued presence of

most of the Minutemen's big guns.

"U.Mass. played like the seventh

best team in the country," said Purple
coach Renzie Lamb, "but I was proud
of the way we played. It was a positive

experience to face a team that good."

Eph goalie Bob Harryman was on
the receiving end of most of that

experience, and Lamb termed his

response "excellent." Harryman
turned aside 25 of the 69 bullets

unloaded in his direction (yes, all you
Math 140 whizzes, that does work out

to a grand total of 12 off-goal U.Mass.
shots!)

Massachusetts captain Jeff

Spooner, an AU-American attackman
and one of the finest players in New
England, netted a goal and five

assists, but Eph sophomore Todd
Eckerson tied him for high point man
with an impressive two goal, four

assist performance. Eckerson and
Scott Supplee controlled the face-offs

to lead tiie Ephmen's second half

revival.

Supplee, Dick Goodbody and Peter

Thomsen all chipped in two goals

apiece, while Jamie Taylor, Tarn

Murray and Jeff Murray also scored.

by Frank Carr

After last week's trouncing of

Trinity, Coach Dick Farley and the

rest of the Williams track squad did

not think it possible to win any of the

remaining meets by a similar lop-

sided score. They were wrong. The

ever-improving Ephs skinned the

Middlebury Panthers last Saturday

115 to 39, picking up 15 first places and

12 runnerup positions.

Leading off the scoring were Larry

Tanner, Rich Remmer and Carmen

Palladino who produced a 1-2-3 sweep

of the hammer throw. The Ei*s also

swept the shot put, utilizing the

muscles of Remmer (first), Mark

Tercek (second) and Palladino

(third). Remmer also won the discus

and placed Uiird in the javelin, but his

most impressive performance of the

day was a 51' 4" heave in the shot put

which qualifies him for the N.C^A.A.

Div. Ill meet.

Co-captain Dave McLaughry was

victorious in the pole vault for the

second straight meet and in the no. 2

slot was freshman Greg Collins.

Collins also took second in the javelin

wiUi a 173' 3%" effort. Another fresh-

man, Greg McAleenan, was a surprise

winner in the long jump, edging out

co-captain Scott Perry by one inch.

Perry came back to win the triple

jump, and had a superb day on the

track, capturing the 440 yard dash in

50.1 and anchoring the first place 440

yard relay.

Sophomore Ron White floated to

easy victories in both the 120 and 440

yard hurdles while Bob Ashley took

runnerup honors in both events.

Freshman Dan Sullivan showed the

hometown fans he can do more than

just skate as he sti-eaked acorss the

Weston Field cinders to win both the

100 and 220 yd. dashes.

Dave Seeger remained undefeated

in the half-mile and turned in a swift

1:58.4 clocking. Don Wallace was not

as lucky in the mile run, finishing

second to Colin Case of Middlebury.

Frank Carr and Gary James exem
plified the strength of the Williams
distance team by placing 1-2 in the
three mile run. Carr'a winning time
was 14:57.2 while James ran to

personal best of 14:59.1.

Tomorrow the Ei^imen will taite

their 5-1 record to Troy, N.Y. for an
afternoon contest with R.P.l. Coach
Dick Farley expects a strong showing
by the R.P.I, weight crew and sprint

team, but the well balanced Purple
squad should be able to produce
enough points in the other events to

counter the challenge.

Baseball ties Bates, 9-9

Moson named captoin
Junior Ralph "Patch" Mason has

been elected captain of the 1976-77

Williams College hockey team. Mason
played both forward and defense,

scoring seven goals and eight assists

for the Ephmen.
"Patch is going to be a good cap-

tain," coach Bill McCormick stated,

"he gives a hundred per cent all the

time and will provide excellent

leadership." Mason is a graduate of

Northfield-Mt. Hermon School, where
he captained the soccer and hockey

teams and played lacrosse.

Senior forward Ed Spencer was
named the most valuable player. He
tied Rick Zeller for the scoring lead by

collecting 33 points on 8 goals and 25

assists. Called a "hustiing, dedicated

and unselfish player" by coach Mc-
Cormick, Spencer led the Ephmen to a
12-8-1 record and the Littie Three title.

Senior forward Ted Walsh was cited

by his teammates as the most im-

proved player. Described by coach
McCormick as a "workhorse," Walsh
doubled his scoring output over last

year from five to

collected 13 assists for 23 points.

Freshman forward Seth "Chick"

Johnson (Wayland, Mass.) was
named the winner of the team spirit

award. After suffering an injury to his

left eye in a Feb. 13 game with Lowell,

Johnson was lost for the rest of the

season. Though only a freshman, he

scored 9 goals and 11 assists and was
praised by coach McCormick as "a

good playmaker with fine skating

ability.'

The varsity baseball team battled

the visiting Bates Bobcats to a 9-9 tie

Friday afternoon in a game halted

after nine innings _ because of

darkness. .

The visitors jumped on sophomore

Mike Martineau in the top half of the

first inning, scoring four runs off the

righUiander who was just recenUy

moved up from the junior varsity. The

Ephs, however, came back with three

scores in tiie bottom of the inning and

one more in the second to tie the

contest.

Martineau setUed down and retired

eleven straight hitters through the

fifth inning. The rookie tired and was
removed in the sixth, having given up

six runs on five hits.

Freshman Tom Albert replaced

Martineau and showed more control

—^ than hP hart in^prRvinm? games:iTte-

burger held Bates to three runs on

only two hits. Pete Eshelman came on

to get the final out for Williams in the

top of the ninth before the game was
called.

The hitting star for Williams was
sophomore centerfielder Scott

Harrington, who was 4 for 5 on the

afternoon, with a run batted in.

Harrington also made a circus catch

in the field to save Martineau in the

fourth.

Dartmouth tops tennis squad
"The Williams tennis team lost its

second match of the year, 8-1,

Saturday to Dartmouth. The lone

point for the Ephmen was earned at

number six singles by Dean Gianakos
who improved his season's record to 6-

1 by winning 6-4, 6-7, 6-0. Gianakos had
lost to this same opponent last year in

straight sets.

Though the score indicates other-

wise, the Eph racquetmen demon-
strated strong singles nlay. All the

matches were close, and Jim Ware
and Jim Parsons extended their op-

ponents to three sets.

Williams was scheduled to meet an
unusually strong Trinity squad this

afternoon. Beginning Thursday
evening, Dave Johnson's men will

play their first round matches in the

annual New England Intercollegiate

Tennis Tournament, being held this

year at Amherst.



\/ofes off campus rebates

CC elects' committee reps
The College Council voted We<»-

nesday night to direct flU houses in the

future to return $10 of the semester

maintenance tox paid by house af-

filiates living off campus who have not

made use of house facilities during the

semester. The council also elected

members of the AU College En-

tertainment Committee and CC
representatives to the Housing

Committee, Committee on Un-

dergraduate Life, and Committee on

Educational Policy.

According to Council President

Steven S. Piltch 'T7, all organizations

asking funds from the council must

submit preliminary budgets by May

15 to the Dean's office. These should

include an itemized list of ex-

penditures for 1975-76 and for 1976-77.

Tiiese budgets are not to be acted

upon, but will be reviewed and

discussed to help in the budgeting

process next fall. Forms are available

outside the Student Affairs Office.

Elected to the ACEC were Richard

I. Abrams '78, John C. Barker '78,

Albert G. Blakey W '7», James F.

Bowe, Jr. '77, John Dombrowsky '77,

Susan B. Klein '79, Lewis L. Mills '78,

Raymond D. Powell '77, Jon A.

Stolzberg '79, Jeffrey R. Vemey '77,

Stephen Wertimer '77, and Craig 0.

White '79.

Lawrence E. Mitchell '78 is the

council representative on the CEP,
and Catherine E. Jackson '79 is the

representative
.
on the Housing

Committee. There will t>e a runoff

election next Wednesday between Wit
McKay '78 and Peter W. Shell 'T7 for

council representative on the Com-
mittee on Undergraduate Life.

The council discussed more
questions of funding policy, con-

tinuing its effort to decide more in the

spring. Assistant Dean Eileen Julien

asked whether the council thought a

fixed dollar limit on spending per

person should be set for organizations.

Cath Carpenter '78 said the council

"shouldn't set an arbitrary limit."

Treasurer Clarence Otis, Jr. '77

reported that the Finance Committee

met I'uesday to aiscuss funding and

the necessity of periodic monitoring of

organizations' spending throughout

the year. Otis criticized the present

system in which some organizations

with outside sources of income keep
those funds in a non-College account,

to which the council has no access,

and therefore cannot monitor the

organization's spending. He
recommended that all organizations

allocated council funds be required to

keep their entire treasuries in a fund
to which the council has access.

According to Piltch, the Committee
on Academic Standing has proposed

that semester grades not be delayed

more than four days after all course

work and exams are completed. The
proposal is to be acted upon at the

May faculty meeting.

Former Williams professor Terry

Perlin spoke Monday on the anar-

chist's view of politics. See story on

pages. (photo by Kahane)

Hardin raps food aid

Williams 4th in seleciiviiy
Comparing admissions statistics

from thirteen colleges in the nor-

theast, Williams accepted the fourth

smallest percentage of applicants to

the Class of 1980.

According to figures printed in the

Amhprst student, Harvard, Amherst
and Bowdoin admitted smaller per-

centages of applicants. The statistics

indicate, however, that both Harvard
and Amherst were less selective this

year than last while Williams' ad-

missions tightened.

Wesleyan's Dean of Admissions,

Jane Morrison, reported that ap-

plications there rose by 36 per cent.

Morrison attributed the increase to a

"lot more alumni recruiting," and

commented, "We're really pleased

with the results."

Applications increased at Williams

by 7 per cent and Princeton reported

that its admission-acceptance figures

were "the highest ever."
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Editorials

Exclusion
\Letters: repression and gayi]

The exclusion of a Berkshire Eagle reporter by the College
Council is inexcusable both in the context of the CounciPs
traditional policy of open meetings and in terms of the actual

content of the meeting. Above all it is an insult to the integrity of

the Eagle and lends support to the view that the Council wishes
to participate in coloring collie news for the "outside world."

Allowing a Record reporter to remain while excluding the

Eagle could easily implv that the Record will tend to slant its

reporting so as not to hurt some "image" Williams College

wishes to project. No newspaper can function if it is considered
to be a house mouthpiece. If the Council's action reflects this

view of a lack of objectivity on the part of the Record in its or
the College's direction, than the action is an insult of the worst
kind to the Record and its readers on or off-campus.

To a very great extent, excluding the Eagle reporter was
futile and confrary to the Council's interests. The decisions

made Monday night and, in various forms, the debate
generated were common knowledge within hours of the

meeting's close. At the best the Council merely made it harder
for the reporter to get the^information he wanted. At the worst
the Council ran the risk of distorted or incomplete information
finding its way into the Eagle's pages. X

If the information discussed at a Council meeting is such
that it would seriously interfere with legal action, or is of such a
confidential nature that its disclosure before the Council would
not otherwise be made, then the Council could well consider a
short executive session while this area is discussed. However,
in the absence of compelling grounds for secrecy the Council
cannot justify its abrogation of its set policy of openness.

Closed Doors
By deciding to close the doors to its Monday night meeting,

the faculty is adding to an atmosphere of confrontation which
resulted in part from some of its members implying threats of

law suits.

The session can give one the impression that the faculty is

meeting behind closed doors to create a battle plan. Although
we hope and believe that this is not the case, it is difficult not to

see the session as an invitation for students to shut their doors
and make decisions without faculty advice and consultation.

There probably is a need for closed faculty meeting
because the tension and anger produced by the evaluation issue
is likely to cause some faculty members to criticize each other
and students, but now is not the time for such a meeting. Leaks
from such a meeting could be inflammatory and would cer-

tainly occur. With the highly criticized subjective comments
shredded, the faculty could wait until tempers have cooled.

When the faculty does meet to discuss evaluations and
student access to student evaluations of courses, it should
recognize that students are likely to produce somie sort of guide
in the future which contains statistical results. Rather than
discuss the uselessness or statistical invalidity of such a guide,
the faculty would be wise to put its efforts toward helping
students create as statistically sound a guide as possible rather
than the useless one (because of its questionable validity)

numbers now available to students. This could most easily be
accomplished by releasing some of the results of the College
sponsored evaluation.

The faculty would be doing neither itself nor students any
favors if it moves in the opposite direction and votes to entirely

abolish the college sponsored questionnaire. Such a move would
insure a student sponsored questionnaire next year which may
be of lower qua^ty and significantly less validity than the

College sponsored one.

What the College now needs is movement away from
confrontation and toward conciliation. Students have shown a

willingness to talk and compromise ; now it is the faculty's turn.

This is a small community in which problems can be handled
through friendly discussion.

News and Notes

Office of

Career Counseling

Wayland Public School visit has

been cancelled (May 3rd).

SumHUT '76

Just arrived!—Calif. State Agency

Internship listing.

Part-time summer job in Boston-

selling marine equipment.

Pine Island Camp, Belgrade,

Maine, needs counselors for canoe

trips, mountain trips etc.

Summer Internships at the UN
Development Program in N.Y.C.

Jrs. and Srs. - poli-ec. and econ.

majors to do research analysis

studies. See Prof. Paul Clark.

Williams Women
Announcements

Ms. Maggie Guenther will speak
on "Abortion and the Exploitation

of Women" on Thursday, May 6 at

8:00 p.m. in DriscoU Lounge. Ms.

Guenther is currently vice-

president of Feminists for Life,

editor of Sisterlife, contributor to

Aiiiii/.iiii, and has spoken at and
organized wpmen's conferences.

The talk is sponsored by Williams

Women which feels that hers is an
important perspective to be heard

on campus without necessarily

endorsing her position.

A Dessert-Discussion on "Male
Responses to the Feminist

Movement" will be held on Mon-

day, May 3 at 6:30 p.m. in DriscoU

Lounge. All members of the college

community are Invited to come
talk with Dennie Klos, Rick

Nuccio, Mark Prejsnar, and Chuck

Senatore, who will share their

personal perspectives on the topic.

CC closed meeting

To the editor:

The decision by the CoUege Council

to exclude a Berkshire Eagle reporter

from its Monday night meeting seems

to be the classic reflex action of a

group of public officials—when things

go wrong, blame the press. I might

point out that the Eagle did not

publish the course guide, create the

adverse reaction to the guide or

remove the guide from the library

shelves.

As the reporter in question, I might

add that I was shocked by some of the

arguments expressed during that

meeting, and I would like to respond

to some of them.

First, Eileen Julien Over, former

assistant dean, framed the argument

"What can we gain by having a

reporter here?" That is an interesting

question, but one that is totally

irrelevant to the issue of the course

guide. It is interesting because Ms.

Over seemed to be taking on the role

of "news manager." If something

good could come of it, then the

reporter should stay. If he will make

us look bad, then the reporter should

leave. It is interesting that the thought

of controlling the flow of ideas and

information should exist on a college

catopus founded on the ideals of a free

flow of debate and discussion.

The question is also irrelevant. It

does not matter, or should not matter,

how the council thinks it would ap-

pear. The council met to consider the

problem of the course guide. It did not

meet to safeguard its own image. The

council members should have gone

about their business, disregarding my
presence. After all, the meeting was
covered by the Record and word of the

meeting would have reached the

outside world sooner or later.

That fact that the Record was
allowed and I was not was emphasized

in an argument put forth by Dean
Peter Berek. His objection was that I

did not have Ihe proper "com-

mitment" to Williams College,

assuming that the collegiate press had

substantially closer connections. To
that charge I plead guilty—with

honor. I have the same attitude

toward the College Council and
Williams College as I do toward the

Williamstown Selectmen, Adams
Selectmen, Adams-Cheshire Regional

District School Committee or any

other boards, officials and citizens

that I cover. My job is to cover each

subject as accurately and tairly as I

can. To say that I may not "fudge" a

story to make the council, or the

college, look good is a compliment
that I value highly.

Finally, there is the attitude ex-

pressed by several students that the

case of the course guide was "an
internal matter."

That attitude is dangerous on two
levels. On a broad philosophical level,

once a public official at any position in

government, from the President of the

United States, to a county council to

the College Council begins to justify

closed sessions because a matter is

deemed "internal," that official or

group of officials has begun to remove
itself (or themselves) from public

scrutiny. As recent history has
demonstrated, anything can happen
when politicians feel free to conduct

privately business affecting the

public.

This question of what constitutes an
"internal matter" is also applicable to

Williams College. The implication

seems to be that because an event
happened on the campus between
college personnel, people outside the

college community have no right to be
aware of that event. The people's

right to know, it seems, ends where
the college property begins.

Unfortunately, no college is (or

should be) an ivory tower unto itself.

Williams College, like it or not. Is a

major institution in Berkshire County.

Students or administrators who
believe they can escape attention by
classifying matters as "internal" are
in for a rude awakening.
This letter is not meant to be taken

on a personal level by any participant
in that meeting. It is merely a defense

of the principles of open government

and freedom of the press.

Sincerely,

Arthur Brodsky

S-1 : g threat?

To the editor:

Besides trying to obtain the views of

Williams students on issues of other

than campus importance, the purpose

of the S-1 referendum was to focus

attention on the dangers of the bill.

Holding a referendum does not

prevent anyone from writing a letter.

Rather we hoped that many persons

previously unaware of the bill might

be motivated to take further action on

their own. Unfortunately, such action

rarely occurs If one knows nothing

about a bill, and for S-1 In particular

we feel that the greatest danger of

passing the bill lies In public

ignorance which would allow It to drift

through without objection.

Granted the posters, though ac-

curate, were not subtle. Our Intent

was to publicize the dangers of S-1,

dangers I think even Mr. Stroll would

agree are real and accurately

reported in the posters. We did not

seek to deny the worthwhile portions

of the bin or the need for a codification

of our existing hodgepodge of criminal

laws. To this end we placed further

information, an analysis, and,

eventually, a copy of the bill on

reserve for anyone to look at.

We object, however, to a

codification that comes at the expense

of our civil liberties and reject the

view that one must master all 753

pages of the bill and the history behind

It in order to be aware of its clangers.

Such a view effectively denies all but

a very few any right to hold a view on

a vital public issue.

Don McCauley
Pres., WiUiams ADA

gay liberation

To the editor:

During the school year of '73-'74, I

was a freshman at Williams College.

All the way from Montana, with Ivy

league stars in my eyes, I arrived on

your campus, hoping to have left

behind me the cultural and political

linearity of my home town.

Such was not the case. Many hopes
of finding friends, hopes for support

and acceptance Were disappointed.

Instead of the nurturant environment
I had hoped to find, I felt myself in-

creasingly alienated from the in-

tellectual and social environment of

Williams. I sensed I was different, in

some fundamental, essential way
from my classmates. I found myself,

horrified, to be a homosexual.
I'm Gay, I told myself, I can no

longer hide from that, pretend that it's

not a crucial part of me. I had to

finally act. But at Williams College I

found no where, no one to turn to.

Searching for some kind of support,

acceptance, some way of discovering

what it means to be Gay, I found again
and again the heterosexist attitudes

prevalent at Williams—the subtle

pressures to conform to masculine-
feminine sex roles, those ritual trips

to Skldmore or Smith or ( If it has to

come to that) Fayerwether, on which
one graduated to full blown manhood
(a uniquely Williams version of

"Summer of '42" machismo.)
Convinced that I was in some way

Intrinsically disordered I sought oui
the help of a counselor on camDus
Disordered, Indeed-but not because
of homosexuallty-rather for seeklni!

help from the very profession that had
succeeded In convincing me I was sld
In the first place. I had hoped to have
many questions answered

, , . , ^hat
are Gay people like ... do 1 have to

be effeminate ... do Gav
relationships last? None were. 1 ended
my sessions more confused, more
alienated, more depressed than when
I started them. Lonely, angry, bitter

and (always) embarrassed,
I left

Williams College.

And so now I wish to express my
delight and pleasure in learning the

Williams Gay Support Organization

Had such a group existed at Williams

when I was there my experience could

have been considerably different.

Since that time I have "come out"

here at the University of Montana and

FrtTa founding member of our Gay
organization. The experience has

t)een resoundingly positive. 1 have

found a space, small but vital, free of

homophobia and sexism, a space that

has given me room to grow and ex

plore myself and my relationships

with the world. And I have had the

pleasure of seeing many individuals

who, like myself, believed they had

invented homosexuality, and

discovering that they were not alone,

that they do not have to be ashamed,

embarrassed or guilty for being what

is quite natural and normal for them.

Just as important, dialogue between

Gays and non-Gays has been initiated

here. This significant human rights

issue is at last being discussed. As one

Gay quipped, "The love that dare not

speak its name now won't keep Its

mouth shut."

It is my hope that the Williams Gay

Support Organization can offer Gays

and non-Gays of the area a similar

experience. To those who are Gay or

bl-sexual at Williams I encourage you

to contact the WGSO. I am sure you

win find a diverse group of men and

women who will at once refute the

stereotypes and myths about Gay

people, and offer you a genuine

concern and understanding for your

doubts and fears. To those In the

Williams community who are not

Gay: I hope you will make a sincere

effort to listen to what Gays are

saying and try to understand the

nature of your attitudes toward

homosexuality. Coming to accept

homosexuality when you are not Gay

yourself, and especially when many

friends and associates are violently

anti-Gay, is certainly no less difficult

than the efforts of the Gay person to

accept his-her own homosexuality.

But the outcomes are worth the effort

:

a tolerance for diversity and the

ability to evaluate one's attitudes,

even the most deep-rooted and

emotional, are the best indicators of

the mentally healthy, humanist in-

dividual.

The real issue, finally, is that of

human liberafion. I truly believe that

a serious dialogue concerning the

nature of our sex-roles and sexual

attitudes benefits not only Gays (and

women), but all those who hope to

realize their full human potential. And

in a society dedicated to democratic

ideals, nothing less can be our goal.

In Gay Spritis,

Will Roscoe

Formerly of Class of '77
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Viewpoint

Awakening from a long slumber
byPaulT.SheUs

Co-Chairperson, Gargoyle
Last week this newspaper carried a

front-page story about a gift of $1,000
to the Gaudino Fund by a group called
Gargoyle. The Gargoyle Society has
long been somewhat of an enigma on
campus. Recently, becuase of its

inactivity and obscurity, this
enigmatic quality has developed into

one of complete mystery. Few
students have any idea what Gargoyle
is or what it does.

However, this year's Gargoyle is

showing signs of shaking this 80-year
old institution from its long un-
productive dormancy. This article is

intended to give the college com-
munity a brief look at the recent
turbulent past of the Society and an
idea of the kinds of goals and ac-

tivities of this year's group.

Gargoyle was founded in 1895 to

overcome the disruptive anihiosities

among fraternities and between
fraternity brothers and non-affiliates.

A group of graduating seniors formed
the society in May, declaring that

Hardin states radical views
by Bob Fox

(Sanet Hardin, Professor of Biology

jil It
f-^University—of California at

Santa Clare was interviewed by

n'imrters from the RECORD and

Q, One of your earliest writings and

probably the most controversial was

entitled The Tragedy of the Commons.

Could you briefly explain what the

theory of the commons is?

A. Well the commons is any area

that people are free to exploit. In the

case of land area, under crowded

conditions, we have to get rid of the

commons, because this results in the

destruction of the carrying capacity.

So you have to have a manager, and

the minute you have a manager that's

no longer a commons but a managed
socialistic enterprise. Or, you have to

cut it up and sell off the plots. Then it's

private property. Either one of these

can work, but not the commons.

Q. You wrote, in 1968, "The only

kind of coercion I recommend is

mutual coercion, mutually agreed

upon by the majority of the people

involved." What did you mean by this

and what policies did you have in

mind?

A. Well, let me point out something I

didn't realize at that time and I wish I

had. Mutual coercion, mutually
agreed upon is merely a definition of

what law does in a democracy. It's not

a new idea at all, just newly stated.

As for what the ways are, I am not

at all clear what these might be.

Possibly we may be able to avoid this

through indirect means. Putting it in

realistic terms, the most important

thing is to see to it that no woman ever
has a baby she does not want. This will

immediately lower the birth rate.

Now it might be that this will lower it

enough so we will have no problem. In

which case, we don't need to force the

harder issues. On the other hand if it

doesn't lower it enough then we will

have to force these other issues. But
let's do the easy things first. In other
Words, see to it that birth control

means are available to all women.

Q. This solution might work in the

U.S. but how do you view solutions in

Third World countries and further,

what should be the position of the U.S.
in the underdeveloped world?
A. Well, I think each country has to

solve its own problems in its own way
and the way that fits in with their

mores, folkways and tradition. That's
their problem. Our only concern from
the outside should be to encourage
them on the ends but not try to dictate

the means. In Singapore we are told

that the government will throw a

family out into the streets if they have
a third child and live in public

housing. We wouldn't tolerate that in

this country but if the people of

Singapore do, that is their business.
Q. Some of your viewpoints

regarding the relationship of the U.S.
to the rest of the world have been
criticized as being isolationist. How
Would you respond to that?

.

^- 1 do not think that it is

isolationism to say that our proper
relations with other nations is trade.

Jhis is not an isolationist position. But
' am saying a relationship of

parasitism is an improper relation-
ship,

Q How do you envision this notion of

trading? Specifically, what would and
Would not be allowed in international
trade?

A I think that any natfbn should be

free to trade anything it feels it has an
excess of, for something else that it

needs more. And if a country has
chromium and is short on food; if they
want to trade chromium for food, then
they should be free to do so. Now that

may or may not be wise to do. Food is

a replenishable resource while
chromium is not. The country that has
the resource should make the

decision, for better or for worse.

Q. Another concern of yours seems
to be in raising social consciousness.

Would you comment on what you
think can be done?

A. 1 think what we're up against is

the old problem of education because

it takes time for new insights to

become effective. The people who
write for the media for the most part,

see as the ultimate cause, that which
is really the immediate cause. The
typhoon, the hurricane, the flood, or

whatever it is, is seen as being the

ultimate cause for the loss of life,

whereas the ultimate cause is really

quite often an overpopulation

situation. I think what we have to do is

evolve journalists who are a little

more sensitive to this issue of ultimate

cause.

Q. Regarding this issue of con-

sciousness raising, how valuable do

you see efforts such as people

becoming vegetarians, in order to

conserve grain stocks, or par-

ticipation in fasts?

A. I think things like becoming a

vegetarian does help raise con-

sciousness, but I'm not sure the

measure it conveys is correct. For

example, it has been suggested that if

the U.S. cut down on its meat con-

sumption by 10 per cent, the grain

thereby saved would feed 50 million

people a year. Now it just happens

that 50 million people a year is just

about the number of poor people that

are born in the world every year. But

you can only do this for ten years and

then you're down to a wholly

vegetarian diet, you have 500 million

more people and you are no belter off

than before. You just have the same

hunger on a larger level.

The most basic issue is this: do we

want to make ourselves as poor as the

rest of the world or would we rather

make the rest of the world as rich as

us? I think the second is what we

should strive towards.

Q. Why shouldn't we increase the

number of people, as some have

suggested and all live at some sub-

sistence level?

A. Well 1 guess the first question I'd

ask is this: Does God give prizes for

the largest numbers? I don't think He

does. Isn't what we really want is a

prize for the best quality of life—for

those that live whatever that number

may be?

Q. You have mentioned the quality

of life. If we do not consider only

material goods, what is the quality of

life?

A. Well, the quality of life, of course,

includes besides such easily

measurable things such as material

and energy, it also includes un-

measurable or difficult to measure

things that may be even more im-

portant. So many of the things that

involve a decrease in the quality of life

as defined by purely material means,

actually will improve the quality of

life when you teke a broader

definition.

Q. Some economists and others

have made the argument that

technology has always responded to

crisis in the past. Why will we be
unable to continue doing so?

A. We are not talking just about food
but many other goods such as
wilderness area, national parks,
uncrowded beaches, things like that.

Now we can by technological means
increase the food produced per acre
and indeed we have done brilliantly in

that area, but how are you going to

increase the number of 2000 year old

Redwoods growing? There is no
technological means with which you
can do that. There are some goods
that are not capable of t)eing in-

creased and I want those included in

the definition of the quality of life.

Q. To summarize how optimistic is

your outlook?

. A. That's a funny question because

many people think that my message is

quite pessimistic and they say, how
can you be so happy? I think the only

way to be happy in this world is to be

something close to what most people

call a pessimist. 1 prefer to use the

word realist.

There are things that are going

badly in the world and there are

forces that make them go badly, and

these forces are not easy to divert. But

let's try. That's not being pessimistic.

It's just saying that it will take an

effort. For this reason, though I take a

dim view of the way things will go if

we leave them alone, I have a very

optimistic view of what is possible.

"the object of this Society shall be to

promote the best interests of Williams
College. It shall endeavor to stimulate

the moral, intellectual, physical and
social growth of its members and of

the other undergraduates of Williams
College." The name "Gargoyle" was
taken from two small reproductions of

the animal on the north side of

Morgan Hall.

In its early years, Gargoyle
established a reputation as a focal

point of student opinion and a seat of

responsible deliberation. Among its

most outstanding accomplishments
during this time were its key role in

the creation of the honors system, the

Athletic Council and the first student

government in 1914, the Junior Ad-
visor system, the Honors Pr<^ram
(1925) and the Purple Key (1925).

Ritual, tradition and ceremony
were key elements of the Gargoyle
Society until just recently. Selection of

new members was a singularly im-

pressive event. In an elaborate May
ritual, the whole Junior class would
assemble on the "Gargoyle bench" in

the Science quad. Robed Gargoyles
would emerge from Jesup Hall, form
a large circle in the quad and one by
one "tap" a successor to the society.

Meetings were held regularly in the

Gargoyle room in Jesup where ties

and jackets were required attire and a

loud rendition of "The Mountains"
concluded each meeting.

The Gargoyle delegations of the late

Fifties brought the Society to the

zenith of its prestige and influence.

These men produced over 250 pages of

position papers and reports about

College policies which were highly

respected by the Administration and
student body. When the decade of the

Sixties began. Gargoyle, along with

the entire College, directed most of its

energies toward smoothing the

transition from fraternities to the new
random residential system.

The Sixties also brought with them a

wave of criticism and questioning of

the fundamental principles of a

Society such as Gargoyle. By 1963,

this criticism had developed into

Jhey Write By Night

Catastrophe
Theory

Dr. Timothy Posten of the Battell

Research Institute in Geneva recently

presented a series of lectures on

Catastrophe Theory, the concept that

is taking both the scientific and the

sociological world by storm. This

revolutionary theory explains how

miniscule changes in certain

variables can result in surprisingly

radical qualitative shifts in an entire

system.

As he rotated several Plexiglas

models he had on hand, the sandaled

and scraggly-bearded mathematician

spoke of such cybernetic salad as

"local stress," "Thorn's Theorem"

and "relative minima." At last he

mentioned in passing that social

catastrophes as well may be affected

by the Theory. This I found terribly

interesting. For, over the course of the

past two years I have been making

use of Catastrophe Theory myself,

and I see no reason to await further

refinements before revealing my
predictions concerning Williams

College.

I have proven beyond a shadow of a

doubt that just a touch more than one

inch of snowfall will result in the

completion of all physical education

credit, not only for a handful of up-

perclassmen, but for all sophomores,

freshmen and future freshman

classes for the next twelve years. I

have fondly entitled this "DriscoUs

Surprise."

One of the more frightening m-

dications of my studies is that only

two more editorials in The Williams

Knord concerning a ban on smoking

in classes will result in an immediate

destruction of all student-faculty

committees, all twenty-seven of them.

The effects of this catastrophe will not

only mean an increase in cigarette

consumption but will pave the way for

campus domination by the College

Council as well. This I have titled

"The Provost's Paradox."

Included in my own studies of

Catastrophe Theory have been
examinations of engineering

problems of stress, dealing in large

part with the 'construction of

skyscrapers of fewer than 25 stories,

golf courses and flagpoles. While

looking over the plans of the Sawyer
Library a horrible thought suddenly

occurred to me. A few simple

calculations later I had discovered

"Filz's Phenomenon": only 45 more
minutes of carpet repair would bring

the magnificent edifice down to a pile

of rubble. At first I considered doing

the college a favor and not revealing

this knowledge, but the costs of

moving 220,000 volumes into Stetson

Hall (the only other unsuitable

building on campus) would force up

tuition by $375.

Many think investigations of the

above type are extremely volatile: I

must warn the dilletante that these

arc by no means simple calculations.

In fact, there are far more pressing

and complex problems at which I am
now at work.

My main project at this lime is to

preserve the traditional ankle-deep

puddle at the entrance to the fresh-

man quad by maintaining the number

of waiters at the Log on week-nights. I

have repeatedly warned the ad-

ministration that the planned

reduction of waiters would not only

nood the 3rd floor of Sage F, but quite

possibly could spell disaster for

Williamsin-Burma
Steven C. Bernheim

blatant mockery. That year saw the

creation of the Gurgle Society—

a

college drinking club. "Gurgle", the

charter read, "does not plan to do
anything and least of all does it plan to

discuss anything." A none too subtle

reference to the "pompous and
righteous" Gargoyle Society.

Not until 1967 did these criticisms

have serious ramifications within the

Society itself. In a public statement,

seven members of the '67 Gargoyle,

including the President and Vice

President, resigned in protest, calling

the Society "an elitist club ... a

small self-perpetuating aristocracy."

A college-wide debate ensued in

which the principles of the Society

were re-evaluated. After months erf

discussions and meetings with the

Gargoyle Alumni Association, the

remaining Gargoyles proposed
reforms which did away with many of

the "elitist" practices of the Society.

Selection criteria were liberalized.

Tap Day was abandoned and other

changes were made to tailor the

Society to the needs of the campus of

the Sixties and Seventies.

Just two years later, a refreshed

and enthusiastic Gargoyle was able to

present to the College one of the most

impressive and sweeping reforms

ever promulgated by the Society.

Radical alteration of the entire power

structure on campus was urged

through the creation of a Student-

Faculty Academic Senate which
would replace the Faculty as the

adjudicative body on campus. The
issues raised by the report had fun-

damental implications for the college

but a number of factors, including

"Vietnam-related demonstrations and

the Afro-American society occupation

of Hopkins Hall, conspired to dull its

impact.

'Two historic changes in the

structure of the Society came in 1972.

Women and juniors were both ad-

mitted for the first time. The selection

of women brought the Society up-to-

date with a campus that was now fully

committed to co-education. Juniors,

by providing carry-over membership
were able to add a degree of needed

continuity of aims and purposes.

By 1975 Gargoyle had increased to

more than 30 meml)ers—a cum-

bersome and unwieldy number. An
open house for student evaluation of

courses was the only substantive

action taken. Realizing that the in-

crease in membership was a serious

impediment to effective Gargoyle

action, the 1975 group decided to limit

new members to 13 seniors and 3

juniors. This smaller, more selective

group, it was thought, would be more
manageable, active and dedicated

than its immediate predecessors.

The move seems to have k)een a

success. Meetings of this year's group

have been frequent and well attended,

discussion animated and fruitful.

Initially, three policy areas were
delineated—admissions, facultj'

appointments and promotions, and

the residential system. Committees

were formed to investigate, discuss

and explore potential Gargoyle ac-

tion.

As a result of Gargoyle discussions

with President Chandler concerning

admissions pwlicies, a group com-
posed of students from the Admissions

Committee and from Gargoyle will

interview visiting candidates for

openings in the Admissions office.

Numerous discussions and a

Gargoyle questionnaire to House
Presidents will form the tiasis of a

Gargoyle report to the Trustees and

the CUL concerning the residential

system.

Gargoyle this year, in addition to

meeting with the Trustees, has also

met with the "Williams Today" group

and the Executive Committee of the

Alumni during their visits to the

campus. These meetings provide a

forum for mutually beneficial

discussions of events, problems and
policies at Williams.

Gargoyle, then, is showing signs of

awakening from a long slumber. It ia

a new, streamlmed organization,

much different from its predecessors.

see GARGOYLE pages
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Arts in Brief
Julius Hegyl will conduct the final Berkshire Symphony Orchestra

concert of the season tonight at 8:30 in Chapin Hall. The program will in-

clude Vivaldi's Concerto for Two Violins, Mendelssohn's Concerto for Piano,

Violin and Orchestra and Tchaikowsky's Symphony No. 1 in g minor, sub-

titled "Winter Dreams".
The Concerto for violins and string orchestra by Antonio Vivaldi (1078-

1741) will open the program. Soloists in the work will be Lisa and Julius

Hegyi. Lisa Hegy is the 14 year old daughter of the conductor. Charlotte

Hegyi will appear as inano soloist along with her violinist-husband ip the

Concerto for Piano, Violin and Orchestra by Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847).

Written when Mendelssohn was 14, the work has been rarely played in this

country. Kenneth Roberts will be guest conductor. The program will close

with Tchaikowsky's Symphony No. 1 in g minor. Admission for Williams

students is free. «

The traditional Worship Service, as part of Parents' Weekend will take

place at 10:30 a.m. this Sunday in the Thompson Memorial Chapel. In ad-

dition to readings from the Old and New Testaments by students and sermon
by father and daughter, there will be music appropriate to the service

specially chosen by Kenneth Roberts. Roberts will conduct a chamber or-

chestra with a portion of the members of the regular 100-voice Williams

Choral Society also taking part.

Opening the Worship Service will be the Oboe Concerto by George
Frideric Handel (1685-1759). Although known primarily for his oratorios,

Handel wrote 6 concerti for woodwinds and chamber orchestra. Carl

Jenkins, principal oboist for the Berkshire Symphony, is the soloist for the

piece. Also included will be ttie cantata, "Exultate Jubilate" by Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791) with Deborah Beardsley, soprano soloist.

Prof. Dan O'Connor plays Ben Franklin and Rocheile DuBoH is his mythical
daughter Sara Franklin in the new musical "God Bless Harry" which opens
tonight at the AMT. The production, which is a world premiere of the Craig

impink-Norman L. Berman musical farce, is directed by Ed Berkeley and also

stars Peter Kozik.

College plebiscite rejects S-1
REFERENDUM from page 1

congressional committees and the

Williams College community, ADA
member Dave Breuer and Steve

Hortom of the Black Student Union
presented a petition to the Council

with about 400 signatures calling for

the referendum on the bill. The
Council was then responsible for

conducting the referendum.

McCauley feels the referendum was
"a more effective means of making
people aware of the bill" than "just

posters." "It forces people to think,"

he commented, while terming the

referendum as "mildly effective" in

terms of congressional and media
impact.

Randy Sturgis, Vice-President of

the College Council, attributed the low

ballot returns to the fact that S-1 "is

not a burning issue on this campus.
By not voting, Sturgis continued,

"People reacted against the heavily

one-sided information. They didn't get

both sides of the picture and didn't

feel they knew enough to vote."

SATURDAY FILM SERIES

presents

Forbidden Games

Rene Clement

Bronfman Auditorium 7:30

May 1 only

Admission $1.00

W^llllAMSTOWN, MASS. 01267

• TWENTY COLORS IN BANDANAS $1.00

• FELT CRUSHERS $4.00

• JEAN BELTS $3.00

• INDIA WALLHANGINGS $9.00

• SILVER HOOP EARRINGS $4.00

10 per cent discount Williams people

Open 10: 00 AM to 4: 00 PM everyday

L, Kcnas
ixxijci ooc mup
oiUMiniwH aua. •

Get your Ephrisbie

while they last -^^LSS

Political flick

investigates

Bill of Rights
The Williams Action Coalition will

sponsor the last in a series of political

films, Native Land, on Monday, May 3

at 7:30 in Bronfman Auditorium. The

film is a long-suppressed, documen-

tary about the struggles of Americans

to win their Constitutional rights.

Filmed 1938-42, the movie is based on

a 1938 Senate investigation in which

widespread violations of the Bill of

Rights—notably against farmers and

workers—had been revealed.

Nevertheless the film is emphatically

pro-American, and takes the Bill of

Rights seriously.

Using the montage methods of

Eisenstein, it provides "a treat for the

eye" (NY Times). Technically a

masterpiece, it infuses with cinematic

emotion such ordinary objects as an
uprooted tree, a bag of potatoes

spilled, a face distorted in a mirror. It

also assembles such terrifying scenes

as a farmer being beaten up for

speaking his mind at a grange

meeting; a black and a white share-

cropper pursued by vigilantes; a

Memphis shopkeeper driven out of

town for supporting unions; a labor

organizer shot dead in his printers'

shop—and generally the struggles of

ordinary people to better their lives in

the face of extra-official repression.

The production staft of the film

reads like a roll call of the 1930s ar-

tistic Left: photography by Paul

Strand, narration and songs by Paul

Robeson, and music by Marc Blitz-

stein. The director, Leo Hurwitz, has

long been blacklisted by Hollywood. It

was produced by the Frontier Film

Collective, a group that included Dos
Passes, Elia Kazan, Lilliam Hellman,

Clifford Odets, and Archibald
MacLeish. Admission is free.

Discussion about the film and about

general 1930's politics will follow at

the Log.

THE SENIOR

DINNER-DANCE

Buffet Dinner Open Bar
Dancing to "Midnight Shade"

Williams Cabaret Coat and Tie Attire
Thursday, June 3, 1974

6:30p.m. - 2a.m.
$12.50 donation per person

RESERVATIONS DUE BY MAY 3

Tickets sold at all

houses during dinner

COUNTRY LIVING. Will exchange
rent, some food for labor to add an
addition to farm house. June, July and
August, Apply: Lawrence Vadnais,
North Adams St. College, North Adams,
MA. 01247.

Apartment for Rent

Availablefor July 1

Call 458-3657

Williamsfow/n

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10; 00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 3 00 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458-8271

All Student Telephones—
will be shut off Friday, May
28, 1976.

SENIORS may continue
service by filing an ap-

plication with Mrs.
Marlowe, Baxter Hall
mailroom, no later than
Monday, May 3, 1976.

"The Trumpeter of the Hussars" is the subject of this week's Picture of the

Week talk at the Clark.
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perlin views local politics

as real world alternative
byNlckCristiano

A vote of "No" on the Noveint)er

Presidential IwUot is one way of

reasserting personal freedom while

contributing to the downfall of a

repressive political system which,

like all large-scale systems, has

inevitably rendered suffrage a

meaningless ritual, according to

former Williams professor Terry

Perlin.

Perlin, who now teaches history at

Miami University of Ohio, spoke to

a responsive but skeptical audience in

his talk, "Vote No for President: The

Anarchist's Perspective," lat Monday

evening in the DriscoU Lounge.

Emphasizing that he himself is not a

practicing anarchist, Perlin con-

tinually referred to anarchist

philosophers and activists to support

his belief in the ineffectiveness of

universal suffrage and to show that

anarchists are concerned with

freedom, not universal chaos.

"True emancipation begins,"

Perlin said, quoting anarchist Emma
Goldman, "when real people, not 'the

people,' decide to live their own lives

and don't delegate their freedom

away. It begins with the creation of

vital human relationships in small

groups of people without the state."

To reach this goal Perlin, who

admitted his theories were Utopian

but not necessarily wrong, offered a

practical compromise in which he

advocated participation in small-

scale politics and disregard for the

national, centralized government.

"Real politics are local politics,"

said the specialist in intellectual

history. "Town meetings aren't the

real thing, but they come close. Try it.

It gets contagious, and what it makes
contagious is a defiance of trends."

One such trend, Perlin said, is the

illusion of the necessity of the state.

Once we call it into question, he said,

our view of the state becomes

fragmented and tends to dissolve. A

centralized state is not an inevitable
development of evolution.

Speaking in an informal, engaging
manner in which he mixed fervent
expressions of his belief in anarchist
ideals with humorous but biting
references to Williams conservatism,
Perlin asserted that universal suf-
frage is not a panacea for problems.
Voting, he said, rather perpetuates
the class society, which is the basis of

injustice.

Even good, mass-based political

parties have the inevitable tendency
to become fascinated with the at-

tractive yet unreal world of politics,

and to view that world as an end,
rather than a means, he added As
evidence, Perlin cited interviews with
U.S. Congressmen which indicated
that their major preoccupation is

getting reelected.

Focusing on America, Perlin
asserted that the defiant and
distrustful attitude toward govern-
ment introduced by the founding
fathers into the Bill of Rights, has
become lost and perverted amid such
abuses as McCarthyism, the Pen-
tagon Papers case, and the FBI in-

vasions of privacy.

Though repeatedly emphasizing his

wish to believe in and participate in

the American political system, Perlin

said that there is no candidate today

who has the courage to stand up to the

real criminals in government and
business.

"I'm not saying you should defect,"

Perlin said. "But if the rights we have
are a sham to leave us with the

illusion we are free, we have a right to

challenge."

"I've compromised and so will all of

you," he said during the question-and-

answer session following the talk.

"But there is a difference between

compromising and selling out. I'm not

a revolutionary, but rebellion is dif-

ferent from revolution. It can be acted

on immediately and consistenty."

IN THE NATION THIS WEEK

The Gadget You Can't Buy

By Robert Scerrill

"This is the story of how Americans, by being deprived of a

device that could retail $10, must spend millions of dollars

each year for energy that otherwise would not be needed.

Money in that quantity makes the story important, but even

beyond that, it Is Important on the premise that at present the

United States' problem is enough energy consumption . . .

lavish though that may be ... but energy waste."

From the story this week only in the NATION, 333 Sixth

Avenue, NYC 10014

SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS

Yale College Summer Term
May 30-August 15

Spend a Summer at Yale
A complete semester, full credit, a wide selection of

courses taught by Yale College faculty.

Humanities Center offers such unique programs as:

Colonial America— An examination of the

formative years In the development of an American

nation.

Film— A study of film through production,

analysis, historical development.

Forms of ^ilerary Modernism— Studies of the

modernist period In twentieth century fiction,

poetry, drama In Europe and America.

For further information about summer term course

offerings w/rlte or call

:

Summer Term Admissions, 1502A Yale Station

New Haven, CT 06520 (203) 432-4229
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A TM devotee silently meditates on her mantra, aiming towards a state of
'unbounded awareness.'

TM: 'Vnbounded awareness"
MEDITATION from page 1

is clear that many of TM's alleged

effects can only be judged by personal
experience. Several of the Williams
students who had signed up to learn
TM agreed to share their initial ex-

periences.

Is it really as easy as it is supposed
to be? The answer in each case was an
unhesitating "yes". "It's so easy",
observed one student, "that if I think

about it it becomes hard."

One student remembered having a

similar feeling of relaxed well-being

before: "It's like the way you feel

after a day when you've worlied hard

outdoors, and then you come in and
take a hot bath and lie down in bed
with the covers over you."

Does the TM routine {20 minutes

twice a day) soon become tedious?

One student admitted difficulties

fitting it in, but added, "Once you

start it feels good."

The others anticipated no dif-

ficulties keeping it up. Asked whether
TM seemed like a chore, one senior

countered that a late afternoon

meditation session "has the same
appeal as your evening cocktail, but is

a lot better for you!"

As anticipated, the TM routine

proved to be practicable in the longer

run. Contacted several months after

their initial experiences with TM,
these same students report that they

still meditate regularly.

Though most hesitated to claim

more extensive changes in them-

selves, one junior said that TM had

improved his athletic performance,

and had enabled him to "be much less

nervous with other people" and to

"take a more optimistic view towards

life." He added that he hopes to

become a TM teacher after

graduating from Williams.

No one, however, pointed to sudden

or miraculous changes in their lives

since starting TM. Instead, their

positive reactiops to TM were ex-

pressed in terms ot a gradual change
for the better. Perhaps one student

summed this up when she said, "I'm
becoming more myself, but TM is not

giving me anything I didn't already

have."

Hull said she had never encountered

a person who simply could not learn to

meditate. "As long as one can un-

derstand instructions, one can
meditate," she said.

"I've gotten a full range of people,"

Hull recalled, "from the disamed and

unemployed, to college professors,

doctors, and psychiatrists, to upper
middle class people, students, and
even retired truck drivers."

Ms. Hull estimated that the mailing

list for the IMS newsletter includes

about 850-900 Berkshire County
residents, and added that there is a

"growing interest" in TM both in this

area and across the country.

Recent expansion has included the

establishment of a new TM center in

Williamstown, run by Dennis and
Linda Heaton at their home on Lee
Terrace. Ms. Heaton offers an in-

troductory course in TM on the

Williams campus during the first

week of every month.

Ralph Gomory, IBM

research director,

to speak Monday
Ralph E. Gomory, vice president

and director of research for the IBM
Corporation, will lecture on "Stock
Cutting and its Ramifications: An
Example of Mathematical Operations

Research in Industry" at 4:30 p.m. on
Monday, May 3 in Room 106 Bronf-

man.

Gomory graduated from Williams

in 1950 and received his Ph.D. from
Princeton. He served in the U.S. Navy
and was Higgins Lecturer in

mathematics at Princeton before

becoming head of IBM's Research
Division.

The author of more than 40

technical papers, Gomory is best

known for his work in integer

programming. In 1964 he was
awarded the Lanchester Prize of the

Operations Research Society of

America, and in 1973 received the

honorary degree of Doctor of Science

from Williams.

Hardin blasts^

sending food
HARDIN'from page 1

ditches and causing floods in the

lowlands.
*

A preoccupation with short-run

profit is also damaging the American
environment, asserted Hardin. As an
example, he said that a dust-bowl,

similar to that of the 1930's appears' to

be recurring in Kansas and Oklahoma
because the government, needing

extra grain to make a profit after

selling its grain supply at low prices to

Russia in 1973, has stopped making
payments to farmers for not

cultivating good pastureland.

As a result, said Hardin, the far-

mers have replowed good
pastureland, which, the experience of

the thirties proved, should have
remained pastureland.

New, streamlined Gargoyle emerges
GARGOYLE from page 3

The age of voluminous Gargoyle

position papers is past. Indeed, many
of the areas with which these papers

dealt are now governed by com-
mittees or organizations that

Gargoyle helped bring into being.

Never-the-less, the Society has not

been so efficient as to leave itself

without a job. Gargoyle's function and

goals are determined anew each year

by the new members. With such a

nebulous raison d'etre, doubts about

legitin;iacy and viability will always

arise. But they arise in a constructive

manner, pointing to the fact that

Gargoyle's position as a select, self-

perpetuating group is both its strength

and its weakness.

Gargoyle, as the charter suggests,

exists first for its members. Meetings

are valuable in and of themselves as

they enable 16 concerned un-

dergraduates to conduct meaningful

and serious discussions on problems

of mutual concern.

Finally, there will always be need of

an independent and responsible

organization to provide suggestion

and keep a critical eye on College

policy. Gargoyle claims no exclusive

right to this privilege. Rather, it in-

tends only to remain a source of ar-

ticulate and well- reasoned advice—an

independent yet concerned voice in a

multi-vocal community.
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Gift of youth.

ThiJ gift "as embodied in a mythical ring

belonging to a hero. Ogier the Dane Ogiefs

ring not only removed the wearer's intirmilies,

it also restored his youth Try your

Balfour class ring .'(n years from now

Maybe it on do the same
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15-7 mudbafh

Post pumpnels Ephlax

/

by Dennis O'Shea

It was a combination of Noah's
Flood, Hurricane Agnes and the

Krakatoa Tidal Wave, and Tuesday
afternoon was just as disastrous for

the varsity lacrosse team as it was
weatherwise. The rain poured on C.

W. Post, Post rained shot after shot on

Eph goalie Harlund Chun, and misery
reigned supreme among the throng of

25 or so that braved the downpour to

troop to Cole Field (and each of them
deserves an all expense paid vacation

in the looney bin).

Post leveled the Ephmen's record at

3-3 while ruining their afternoon, 15-7.

The Long Islanders got on top, 4-2,

after the first 15 minutes, hung onto a

two or three goal bulge through most
of the second and third quarters, and
blew it open with a 5-1 closing stanza.

The ball was on the ground during

most of a sloppy contest characterized

by dropped passes and flashy stick

checks, and early on the Ephs con-

trolled most of the loose ball pile ups.

Unfortunately possession, though
important, is not nine-tenths of

lacrosse, and the Post defense was
able to contain threat after threat

until they finally picked up a grounder

and cleared it.

Messy fields are not conducive to a

driving, feeding attack offense, as the

Purple quickly found out. The Post

midfielders shut off their Eph
counterparts out in front by double

teaming the ball, and the Williams

middies did not respond by swinging

the open man into scoring position and
dumping the ball off to him.

With the toughest part of their'

toughest week of the season now
behind them, the Ephs prepare to

open their Little Three title defense

against Wesleyan tomorrow at Cole

Field. The Cards dropped to Amherst,
9-6, in last Saturday's conference

opener.

The varsity lacrosse team
dropped its third contest in a row

yesterday afternoon at Cole Field.

Dartmouth rallied around Jeff

Hickey's seven goals to dump the

Eph stickers, 20-13. The injury

plagued Ephs, with three of their

top six midfielders on the sidelines,

stuck with the Big Green through

three quarters of play and played

excellent offense throughout.

Dartmouth capitalized on an un-

settled Williams defense however,

scooping up loose balls and
rebounds and converting on fast

break opportunities.

Dartmouth manhandled the

Williams J.V., 15-3.

Aoril 30, i9?4

Priscilla Buckley pursues Jean Walsh In last Monday's game against Holyoke.

Holyoke defeated the Varsity 13-4, but the JV women scored an impressive 13-3

victory. (photo by Johnson)

Layden on Sports

Tennis tops

Trinity, 6-3;

ends streak
The varsity tennis team snapped a

two-match losing streak Wednesday
with a home victory over Triruiy (j-j

In winning over what Coach Dave
Johnson termed "a surprisinaiv
strong Trinity team", the Eph neinien
raised their season mark to a fme 5.2

Williams won three of the six .singles

matches contested, as well as all three
doubles matches. Martin Goldberg
(No. 1), Dan O'Connell (No. 21, and
Jim Parsons (No. 3) won in singles

O'Connell won a three set contest and
played, according to Johnson "a fine

match."

The Williams doubles team of soph
Bill Whelan and senior Dave llilhiian

scored the deciding win of the contest,

scoring a three-set win over li.eir

Bantam opponents.

The squad journeyed to Amherst
this afternoon to take part in the New
Englands, which will run through

Sunday.

Spring weafher awakens hibernators
With the coming of spring and the

arrival of warm weather (excluding

the past week!) comes an entirely

new view of the Williams College

student as an athlete. Never had I

realized that such a large percentage

Gianakos is athlete of week
Dean Gianakos, the varsity tennis

team's only winner In an 8-1 dual meet
loss to Ivy League power Dartmouth,
has been named the Record's Athlete

of the Week. Gianakos, the number
one man on the freshman team a year
ago, has been playing at no. six

singles for Coach Dave Johnson
during the spring. Gianakos' win
improved his season record to a fine 6-

1.

HONORABLE MENTION-
Scott Harrington—freshman cen-

terfielder for the varsity baseball

team, Harrington pounded out four

hits in five at-bats in the Ephs' 9-9 tie

with Bates Friday. Athlete of the Week—Dean Gianakos

Polo hosts invitational
The Williams Water Polo Club will

host Water Polo Weekend '76 Satur-

day and Sunday. Activities will in-

clude a clinic, to be conducted by
Coach Charles Smith of Springfield

College, and the first annual Williams

Invitational.

The clinic begins at 10 a.m.

tomorrow in room 106 Bronfman.
Smith will discuss fundamentals,

team offenses and defenses, drills

and workout sessions. He will also

narrate tilms of international level

competition. A demonstration and
discussion session begins at Muir Pool
at 1:00 p.m.

The Williams Invitational opens
Sunday at 10 a.m. Amherst faces

R.P.I, in game one, while Williams
takes on Wesleyan in the second

contest. The championship game is

slated for 1:30 p.m., with the con-

solation finals to follow immediately
after the presentation of the Thomas
M. McEvoy Award to the tournament
champions.

of the Ephmen and women on campus
were anxious to partake of the usual

complement of outdoor spring

sports— Softball, fris bee-throwing,

volleyball (this one turns everyone

into alleged refugees from a

California beach), and touch football.

The reason for my amazement at

the sudden influx of athletic activity

on the campus during the spring is

that each year, from September
through April, until the sun reappears

from its hiding place (rumored to be

somewhere in the reserve room of

Sawyer Library) and turns the

thoughts of many away from their

books, Williams looks like an ideal

spot to open a European Health Spa,

It is during these stagnant months
that inhabitants of the Village

Beautiful (their phrase, not mine)
become proficient at the Ephraim
Williams memorial modern sep-

tathalon. Witness the following seven
events; Williams students hold
pending world records in five of them:

Killing and Running—The first

event is strictly a test of speed. This

event involves eating any meal of the

day, though dinner is the most
desirable, and going to the library

immediately afterwards. Anything
close to six-o-clock for this event is

outstanding, the world record is 5:39

by a first semester freshman, now
suffering from terminal indigestion.

Common obstacles to a strong
showing in this event include stubborn
Sunday-night lasagna and Star Trek.

riic Clean-and-Jerk—Following the

speed test offered by the eat and run,

the competitor now finds himself
faced with a test of pure strength. The
maximum number of points in this

competition goes to the person who is

able to walk normally with the

heaviest possible calculator attached

to his belt. Attempts to transport an

IBM 1130 across campus have been

unsuccessful as yet.

Events three, four, and five are all

tests of endurance. It is these three

events that have seen many com-

petitors fall by the wayside.

I'lie Kilibiisler—This event has

dominated in recent years by

Philosophy and History Of Ideas

majors. The object is for the entrant

to speak for as long as he possibly can,

uninterrupted. There is one catch: the

speaker is allowed to make absolutely

nil cogent points and say absolutely

nothing of importance.

^|'llllv^ Fever-Event no. four in-

volves the use of a yellow highlighter

and the textbook of one's own
choosing. The object is to underline,

or highlight, as great a percentage of

lines in the book in a given amount of

time. Judging will be based on the

greatest number of relevant passages

left untouched. Persons attempting

this event are forewarned that the

dreaded "highlighters thumb" is a

common ailment among participants.

Have Book—Will Grind—This is the

final and least congruous of the three

distance events. Involved here is the

constant booking and grinding
throughout any situation. A maximum
number of points will be awarded to

any student who, on a home Amherst
weekend, is able to remain in his

room, working, despite the incessant

pounding on his door by his drunk
roommates.
Hack (packing) (o ,\atur^The

sixth event of the day brings us our
second strength event. Here, the

student is required to carry a back-

pack full of books wherever he goes.

This is strictly a heavyweight event as

opposed to the lightweight challenge

offered by the calculator contest.

Points will be awarded here for no. of

books and distance traveled. Students

of Shakespeare and Organic

Chemistry have been perennial

champs.
The finale—The last event of the

competition defies description. Points

are awarded to students who are able

to raise their hand quicker than all

others in response to a professor's

inquiry. Extra points will be awarded

to students who respond rapidly to

especially inane, or obvious questions.

This event, at the conclusion of all

others, involves both quickness and

endurance ( students have been known

to keep their hands in the air for as

long as 15 minutes).

These seven events represent the

only way in which Williams students

"stay in shape" during the offseason.

Ephpersons certainly excell at the

modern septathalon, as well as ihey

should.

But lately, much to my relief, the

streets of Williamstown have been

filled with runners, and Cole Field is

filled with Softball players. Im-

promptu volleyball games outside

Dodd House are a common sight.

Frisbees are a danger to any

daydreaming walker. Yes, the spring

trend at Williams is toward real

physical activity; Williams students

are proving that they can be jocks as

well as anyone. Congratulations!

Let's leave the modern septathalon to

Amherst, at least for a little while

American
Cancer Society

jf,
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The Log Committee is accepting

applications for the position of

Assistant Manager for the 1976-77

school year. Anyone interested

should contact Gene FaU,
manager (2231) during The Log's

regular evening hours. Ap
plications must be completed by 4

p.m., Wednesday, May 12.

irtr^ William^ 3a^^0tit
extends a hardy welcome to parents

visiting the College this weekend and urges them to stay

informed about the College next year by ordering

subscriptions to the Record

Send $10 to Subscription Manager, Williams Record, Baxter
Hall, Williamstown, MA. or even better, visit our office in

Baxter Hall this weekend.

Colonial Pirza
The Best in America

Small and Large Pizzas

Hoi Oven CJrinders

Spaghetti

50 Spring Street

458-9009 and 458-8014

open daily 9 a.m. lo2a m
Breakfast daily 9 am lo 11 am

Doniils. Coffei"

Wv make our own pi7.7.a dough daily

,STl DENTS WKI.COMK

Attention

:

Live in a 50 room
Gothic Stone Mansion

80 Acre Campus
Dormitory Style

$60 a month singles $80 a mo. doubles

Telephone;

Lenox 6370600

TO ALL STUDENTS
student Centrex telephone bills for May and June v^^ill be mailed to ttie

home address of only one student in multiple occupant rooms. Those

students, selected by Mrs. Marlowe, will be entrusted to promptly assemble

the amounts due and forward payment to New England Telephone.

THE CLASSIC WILLIAMS CHAIR

Made ol solected northern harriwoods finished in

bijictr with gold Irim and gold WILLIAMS seal

Cherry colored arm? $79 9S bs

WILLIAMS CO-OP

BOSTON nOCKER

Fine eatlv American feproduclion«i

ol 'he classic BoMon rocket BIflf •

finish with gold tnm and seal

966-00 «a
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Chandler at Chapin

Capital need analyzed
President John W. Chandler

ski'Khed the Administration's

estimation of future capital needs for

till' College at Saturday's Parents Day

Program in Chapin Hail.

Chandler described present Music

Department facilities as the "most"

inadequate on campus. In response to

this need, the Collegp is currently

turning "largely unused space in the

basement of Chapin Hall" into music

practice rooms, he said.

"As soon as the money becomes

available," Chandler declared, the

college will begin construction of an

eastern extension to Chapin Hall to

become the new music building. In

conjunction with this construction, the

College plans to expand the stage in

Chapin Hall.

Chandler declared that the next

major construction on campus will

involve a southern extension to the

Lasell Gymnasium and a "solution"

to scattered nature of the art

department on campus. No specific

plans for dealing with the art

department exist at the moment, he

indicated.

In addition to building plans, "we
hope to build up the endowment-
student ratio which was stretched by
50 per cent by the expansion in

enrollment," he said. The higher

enrollment is needed to "ensure no
drop in the quality of education at

Williams" and to increase the

availability of financial aid, the

President added.

"As costs rise wedon't want to price

ourselves outside of the means of

middle-income families," he said.

The remainder of his remarks was
devoted to a defense of the liberal arts

education even under the pressures of

a bad job market.

^:^m:£M^^im0£3fsm^^

Melinda Ballou spends a quiet moment with her parents, away from all the

official events of Parents' Weekend. Over 4S0 parents were guests of the College

this past weekend.
, , u * u j\'^ / (photo by Read)

S"l referendum procedures debated
The College Council handled the S-1

referendum as it handled the CC
elections last month, but didn't

Folk musician Livingston Taylor appears in concert this Friday in Chapin Hall,

l<icking off Spring Weekend. The Pousette Dart Band from Boston will open the

sliow. Tickets are on sale at all major dining halls this week.

require two-thirds campus par-

ticipation because such a procedure is

not required for a referendum, ac-

cordmg to Council Vice President

Randy Slurges '77.

Sturges was responding to charges

by Dave Breuer '78 of Americans for

Democratic Action that the Council

had reneged on promises to conduct

the referendum as a CC election, and

that CC representatives hadn't been

aggressive enough in getting people to

vote.

Breuer cited the incomplete returns

from two freshman entries as

evidence of CC inefficiency, pointing

out thai the council had the election

results last month four hours after

voting ended.

"It's not written into the con-

stitution that a two-thirds vote is

needed for a referendum, and that

issue never came up when they (the

ADA) made the proposal for the

referendum, " said Sturges.

Incomplete results from the fresh-

man entries were caused by the

failure of freshman council

representatives, not CC reps, said

.Sturges.

Sturges also refuted charges by

Breuer that more people would have

voted if the Council reps had been

more aggressive. Referring to final

figures, Sturges said that "at least"

200 people had voted that they ab-

stained, including at least 15 who
wrote "I don't care" or "1 don't

know " In addition to the 694 people

who voted (637 opposing S-1, and 57

favoring, in the completed results:,

that means almost 900 people on

campus at least saw the referendum.

Sturges added.

He added that on future refereii-

dums. the College Council would

decide beforehand what percentage of

the vote would be reciuired. and lliat

CC representatives, not freshman

council reps, would conduct the voting

among freshmen, probably in Baxter

Hall.

New Berlin Cabin

nears completion
b\ .liuiet Besser

The new Berlin Mountain Cabin

should be finished, except for the

stove and loft by the end of exam
period, according to Paul Alexander

'78, in charge of Cabins and Trails for

the Williams Outing Club. The stove

and loft will be completed early next

fall.

The original cabin was built in the

fall of 1931 by John H. Leonard '15 and

members of the WOC The new cabin

is being built mostly with old lumber

from the original cabin.

Alexander said that the old cabin

was torn down for two reasons. "It

was getting well known by non-Outing

Club members. It was on a motor-

cycle route and this was not a good

place for it," he staled. "Also." he

continued, "one had to go through one

see CABIN page 5

Faculty discusses

course guide in

closed meeting
The College faculty met last night in

a session closed to students,

discussing the Student Course

Evaluation Survey and general

aspects of student questionnaires.

According to Uean of P'aculty Neil

Grabois, the 90-niinute session

produced no motions or recom-

mendations.

Grabois said the meeting was
mainly an open discussion. "The

purpose was to provide an opportunity

lor faculty to understand the facts and

to raise any issues they wanted to."

The College's questionnaire

distributed at the end of each

semester, was discussed "in-

cidentally."

The Dean of Faculty remarked "I

think it was a very helpful discussion

lor the faculty." Associate Dean Cris

Roosenraad commented that "it was
a much needed airing of opinions."

"A strong sense was expressed that

the methodology used by the students

was faulty, ' Roosenraad observed.

Faculty members also expressed the

sentiment that the guide was "none of

the faculty's business" as long as

students user! reliable methodology

The meeting, called by President

Chandler last week, excluded College

Council representatives because
"These were issues the faculty felt

would be more easily discussed at a

meeting of the facull\ onl\. ' Grabois

said.

Berg to speak
Food and nutrition expert Alan

Berg vvill speak on "World Hunger

and the World Community" on

Wednesday, May 5.

Berg will discuss the basic

social, political and economic

implications of the world hunger

issue at 7::i() in Jesup Hall,

stressing the impjicl of these

questions on our perception of the

world

Berg IS the author ot the suc-

cessful lamme relief program

initiated in India iii the mid-sixties.

He IS presently on the staff of the

World Bank, and is one of the most

prdminent experts on the role of

nutrition in natural di'\ rliipniefit.

The lecture is sponsored by the

Lecture Committee in coiijunclioii

Willi the Center for Development

Kciinonius and the Williams

Hunger Action Froieet.

Record oh\o\ns excerpts from the shredded course survey
Although copies of the comments

received for the Student Course

Kvaluation Survey were reportedly

shredded last week, the Record ob

lamed approximately 30 pages of this

section of the guide.

The following remarks constitute

six pages of the commentary section.

These are not complete sets of

Comments for Psychology 101 and
Chemistry 201 ; these particular pages
were chosen at random from the five

I" ten pages received for each course.

Thus, these remarks do not

nece.s.sarily reflect the consensus of

students taking the courses last

semester.

The following material should not

'k' used to evaluate either of these

courses; it is printed to give readers

3n idea of the nature of the comments
nriKnially included in the course
Rliide

I didn't know how fair it is to base
^ semester grade on one test

Very few of the instructors went
nut (if their way to make their lectures

siimewhal interesting and
^'iniulating. They obviously knew

their material well, and several did

try interesting styles of presentation

in handling the material.

A lot of the content was very in-

teresting, but most of the material

which was required was of a very

trivial nature, which was retained

only by drilling it into the students as

a re(iiiircment for passing the quizzes.

The content was effective in that it

provided a lot of information on many

areas of psychology The best im-

provement would be elimination of the

emphasis on memorization of trivial

material

They were a go(xi reflection of my
effort but the individual quizzes could

usually be passed with minimal effort

after the reading was done The

quizzes mostly measured ones ability

to memorize trivial material Grading

on the quizzes was very easy—almost

not following any guidelines. The

whole course grade shouldn't be based

on the final.

I learned a lot through the cours"-,

but I urge that the same material be

presented without using the Keller

Plan The quiz system is ineffectual

for the most part. It serves only to

make sure that the reading is being

done rather than guaranteeing that

the material is being mastered.

-Instructors varied widely in its

use they made of Keller plan. It was

actually helpful to have that nurnber

of instructors. It gave one a "feel" of

who they might like to take in the next

class in Psych.

The book used, I thought, was really

tremendous It was personal, funny,

reflective and open, and up to date.

The Keller Plan shits, but at least is

extremely specific in clarifying the

goals of the course

I think the correlation between work

put in and grades received may have

been very low 100 per cent of grade is

the final—do well on it and you've got

a good mark. Bomb one test and it's

all over. As it turned, all "regrades".

where Profs look over what the

proctors corrected turned out to be

exactlv what they were in the first

place. They may not even have been

glanced at Testing method should be

totally revised. Instead of asking

trivia on the releveni chapters, there

should be one general question

covering the main point of the subject.

then increasingly difficult questions,

more trivial, for IxMter grades. There

is little doubt that if one puts a lot of

work in, you will end up with a good

grade. Best way to have maximum

retention to

bit late, but

- Some
teresling,

see CO

r the final ist

early final is

material

But as a
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Mos' of the course guide's written comments were destroyed by the paper

shredder in Hopkins last week.
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Letters: CC and Guide
Piltch responds

To the editor:

In reading the Record of April 30, I

must admit that I'm somewhat
disillusioned by the implications of the

editorial entitled "Exclusion" and the

letter to the editor written by Mr.

Brodsky.

First of all, it seems as though both

writings are suggesting that the

College Council voted to close last

Monday's special meeting only to Mr.

Brodsky of the Berkshire Eagle (or

people in similar positions). In

reality, the council voted to close the

meeting "to all people outside the

Williams community"-
Perhaps as the Record suggests,

this move was in contradiction with

the council's normal policy of "open

meetings". However, I seriously

wonder if it was; to the best of my
knowledge, this "open" policy has

always been with respect to the

college community not necessarily

the general public. Granted, such a

policy might have been implicit ex-

cept that the times have been few and

far between when an "outsider" has

even wanted to attend a College

Council meeting; it should probably

be noted that the council did not close

the meeting to the Williams com-
munity.

Further implications that the

council disregarded its responsibility

to keep people informed and aware of

the situation is very bothersome; to

whom is the council responsible?

Considering that the council

representatives are elected by the

student body and that its actions

directly affect the student body, it

would seem that the responsibility lies

within the college. Contrary to Mr.

Brodsky's opinion, the council did not

take on an attitude similar to the one

that was prevalent during Watergate.

Unlike the Nixon administration, the

council did not try to hide anything

from its public—the Williams com-
munity; in fact, if anything, the

council tried to keep the students as

aware as possible.

It seems important to point out that

while the council had heard rumors

that members of the faculty were

threatening a libel suit and that it was
concerned about these threats, this

was only part of the reason that the

council recommended that the guide

be withdrawn; a major part of the

reason was the council's concern that

those students who filled out the

evaluation were under the impression

that the written comments would be

edited and placed in a summary, not

printed verbatum.

Finally, it's essential for people to

realize that the efforts of the Student

Evaluation Guide Committee are not

for nothing; in spite of the problems

that occurred this year, the com-

mittee deserves the appreciation and

thanks of the entire student body.

Certainly, the council has not yet

given up hope of publishing a CEG
next year; in fact, on Wednesday
night (May 5) one of the items on the

council agenda will be the Course

Evaluation Guide and its future.

Steve Piltch

College Council President

Course guide

To the editor:

It is unfortunate that a school like

Williams, supposedly so secure in its

reputation as a fine undergraduate

institution, should find the publication

of a course guide to be so threatening

as to warrant its suppression. It was
very benevolent of the administration

to allow the students access to the

statistical tabulations of the results.

Unfortunately, numbers lose most of

their meaning if not accompanied by

student opinions which shed light on

what these numbers mean.
If the student comments had been

published, certain memt)ers of the

faculty would have been criticized.

Students may not recall, but the

purpose of the guide was to provide us

with a straightforward and student-

oriented evaluation of faculty so as to

steer us away from poor teachers. The
faculty and the administration have
no right to censor the guide.

It was shameful, but expected, that

our college council, which I

mistakenly thought was designed to

protect students rights, should

maintain their apathetic and con-

servative posture by voting for the

elimination of the student comment
section. What is even more un-

fortunate was the lack of any student

concern or interest when this sup-

pression took place. It is in the best

interests of the faculty to prevent the

guides publication so as to protect the

reputation of certain less-than-

exceptional teachers. It is in the best

interests of the administration to

suppress the guide's publication in

order to protect the "good name" of

Williams by denying that bad
teachers do exist, even here.

It is in the best interests of the

students of Williams College to stand

up for our right to a quality education.

This includes the right to as much
knowledge as possible about the

proficiency of every teacher in his or

her classroom. It is this right that has

been denied us. As it stands now, the

banning of the comment section of the

course guide has been successful from
the administrative perspective. It

seems that certain members of this

community have difficulty dealing

with reality and must practice cen-

sorship in order to protect their need

to control. It is time that students

actively seek to maintain their right of

self-determination in the educational

Ftrocess.

Robert Margulls

COURSE GUIDE from page 1

corporating the features meet (if not

aU) lOls otter, it feU far short Op-

pressively impersonal. Mr. Crider

and Mr. Rouse were boring and dull. I

got a lot out of it, but it would have

been much better to have it in classes

with closer contact with the profs.

—Good lecturer, but moves

awfully quickly. I wish we had been

able to go a little slower. He's a really

great guy. I wish he'd open up more so

students could get to know him better.

Course content was pretty good.

I worlied harder in this course than

in any of the others, but my grade

didn't really reflect my efforts. His

tests were pretty tough, but he graded

pretty fairly.

The class is too big.

-—Warren's only weakness is that

occasionally he doesn't anticipate

difficulties students will have with

some of the material. Thus, his ex-

planations are sometimes unclear.

Otherwise, he does an amazing job of

personalizing a course with 100

students. He tries hard to de-

pressurize a highly competitive

course and his warm personality and

pleasant humor make dull lecture

material bearable.

The text is very well organized and

clearly written. The labs are straight-

forward and sometimes almost fun.

The lab manual is frequently difficult

to understand, but is a good teaching

tool. Exams are fair and com-

prehensive. There are no persistent

weaknesses with course content.

Conveniently, as my study

techniques improved, my grades

improved. The grading was fair and

reflected progress. Tests are graded

very carefully; Warren isn't hesitant

about docking a person a full 20 points

if the answer is totally off, unlike

some members of the Chem depart-

ment.

As mentioned above, the course is

made more bearable by efforts in both

class and in lab to de-emphasize

competition. Lab grades were totally

based on lab quizzes, never lab

results, so there was no temptation to

sabotage another student's work. By
not grading on a curve, Warren
di/ninishes the "gotta beat the guy

next to me" attitude associated with

pre-med courses.

—Instructor explains very clearly

and was willing to answer student

questions during lectures. Made no

real effort to get to know students, but

this prot>ably because it was such a

large pre-med class.

Course content very cut and dried

but could be no other way.

Course very fair as far as grading

went. Equally hard on everyone.

—Mr. Warren is very demanding
and expects students to do the

assigned work and to understand it.

Depending on your point of view that

can be either a strength or weakness;

however, due to the fact that he is so

demanding either you really learn

Organic or flunk out. Most students

learn Organic backwards and for-

wards 80 that I'd say his method is

very effective. Also he presents the

material very clearly. He goes over

the book and explains almost

everything.

I found the readings and lectures all

very interesting and essential to the

understanding of the subject.

However, they are very detailed and if

a student isn't interested in a lot of

very small details the material would

seem very trivial. I think it would be

difficult not to dislike Organic if you

were taking it just to fill a

requirement. It takes a couple of

hours to read and understand 12 pages

of the text. On the other hand, if a

student is interested in chemistry teen

it's a fantastic course.

The material is presented very

logically and neatly; I would guess as

an Organic Chemistry course it is

taught well (as to what real use the

course is, I honestly couldn't say.)

Grades accurately and fairly reflect

comprehension and memorization of

the material; one could say it is dif-

ficult in that to get a high grade, you

just have to read and know
everything; that is many hours of

work.

—Mr. Warren is a quietly humorous

instructor. He is very clear and

precise in lecture and interesting to

Usten to. He is also fairly easy to

understand in his explanations. Mr.

Warren is also extremely patient in

explaining points perhaps 2 or 3 times

when people are having difficulty

understanding. He is very accessible

outside class hours.

The textbook is excellently written

and very complete and clear. Having

the study guide that accompanies the

text is a great aid in understanding

the problems. There were some
problems created in attempting to

visualize some of the optically active

molecules and the concept of

chirality, but this was alleviated by

the instructor making 3-dimensional

models available for student use.

The examinations in the course

were very fair and covered the major
concepts. The questions were good

and thought-provoking, but not

inordinately difficult.

This course is intensive and there is

a lot of work involved in it, but is has

been my experience that if one does

the assignments one at a time as they

are assigned then there is little dif-

ficulty in remembering it all and
comprehending it. The difficulty of

the course lies more in the quantity of

work than in the complexity of

material.

—The instructor is very dedicated.

I was very satisfied with the course.

Grades were fair.

—Strengths: Experienced in

teaching; very clear explanations;

well designed labs (due to instructor)

;

interest in subject matter.

Weaknesses: boring at times.

This course is so well designed that

no improvements are really

necessary.

GPading is fair, but still difficult.

The grade does not toUUy reflect
course work.

Excellent course.

—Mr. Warren presents the material
logically and discourages com-
petitiveness. He teaches this course
about as well as it could be taught
The course covers a lot, and relies a

lot on memorization
The grading was unusually fair

because the tests were. The grading
was not difficult considering the

amount of material covered.

—The instruction was excellenl.

Often Mr. Warren could have
digressed more from the book
although it's difficult for him tu tell

when part of the class finds a reading

difficult and when it is easy enough to

need no further comment.
The workload was heavy but not

difficult. The book is excellent. The
labs were sometimes too long and l
required a lot of work. |'

The grading was fair. Although the '1

tests were often difficult, they were

graded fairly. The main requirement

for a good grade was staying on top of

the heavy workload. ,

—Warren always available for

problems in both lab and homeworli,

gives practical and industrial

ramifications of topic, a very good

plus, especially since he does not

spend too much time doing so, an

obvious temptation.

No comments,' only compliments-

Morrison and Boyd are an unbeatable

combo.

Very fair, not especially difficult

grading.

Course commensurate to ex-

pectations, class size, though im-

mense, was not allowed to come in the

way.

—I have nothing specific to say. The

teaching is definitely adequate.

The course itself is very good, I'm

not sure how much I like it though

Labs should definitely count more in

the grade especially because of the

time element involved and it is a

learning experience.

I got a B in this couirse. If I had just

put the same effort in other courses as

I did in this, I probably would have

gotten A's. But tpr Orgo, I guess its

normal. The grading is fair. The funny

thing about this course is that you

see COURSE GUIDE page 5

Discoveries

Records & Topes

SPRING STREET

r"
THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORSWINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Doogh Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 300 a.m.

J? Spring Street

Williamstown, Mats. 011«7

(413) 458-8271
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facing the issues is a must -'^ t . ^; ^ ^ c -

Query: Is Williams A Heterosexgql Haven?
by Rob Cramer

A great deal of controversy has

been created by the emergence of a

new organization on campus. Like

many other organizations here, it is

comprised of both students and

faculty and has been established to

discuss certain ideas. It serves both

political and social functions. This

organization is the Williams Gay
Support Organization (WGSO). The

gays, previously considered

nonexistent at Williams, have sud-

denly become vocal, organized, and

semi-above ground.

Reaction to the group has been

varied. The letter announcing the

formation of the WGSO, published in

The Record, was satirically read

aloud at a Mission Park meal. This

incident provoked other letters which

denounced that action and gave

varying degrees of support to the

WGSO.
The formation of the WGSO was

sparked by a lecture by Elaine Noble,

a lesbian feminist, at a Chapel Board
meeting. "A lot of people," one

member of the WGSO said, "talked

with her after her lecture. Elaine felt

tliat they were all asking the same
question—'how can we homosexuals
become organized?' Right there on

the spot, she made us establish a time,

a date, and a place where we would

meet."

The first time I met with the WGSO,
I talked with them for four hours.

Over cups of jasmine tea, I began to

learn about WGSO members and
concerns. As the letter in the Record
noted, "we are your friends." Out of

the seven people I met with, only three

were strangers. While only seven

people were present at this meeting, I

was told that the organization has

fourteen members. There is at least

one person from every class; two are

blacks. Catholics, Jews and
Protestants were present, and one

was a member of the faculty.

If I had not known that these people

were bisexual or homosexual, I would

not have guessed it. They did not have

horns. The men did not carry purses

or wear mascara. The women did not

give me scornful glances when I, a

male heteroxesual, walked in. As they

began to talk, it was clear that they

were a sensitive, articulate, in-

telligent group. In short, they were not

different, in appearance and
behavior, from their peers at

Williams.

How do they regard their

homosexuality? They constantly

reiterated that they, when discussing

homosexuality or bisexuality, were
expressing only their personal views,

and that it was dangerous to draw
generalizations from these

statements. The names of the

members have been changed in the

article.

Don was aware that he was
homosexual before he came to

Williams. Speaking slowly and
thoughtfully, he outlined his views.

When my parents grew up, and when I grew
up, the stereotype o( the male homosexual
was the male hairdresser, or the man in the
trenchcoat who molested little boys. I was
told that homosexuals were sick and per-
verse. I, and we, are not any at these things
and I am extremely aware of the unfair
prejudice held againit homosexuals. Such
unlairness shouldn't exist ... I don't like

Iransvestites and the men in my life aren't
grossly effeminate, but neither are they
locks ... I don't view homosexual
relations at a lovt 'em and leave 'em affair.

Don noted that he has had one
homosexual affair while at Williams.

At present he has a lover who does not

go to Williams and is unusual among
the males of the group in this respect;

the others do not have lovers either at

Williams or elsewhere. Don is still

attracted to women, although he adds
that he often uses them to camouflage
his homosexuality.
Sitting across the living room from

Don was Mary. She has had both

heterosexual and homosexual
relationshipe.

I

know that I can relate to men, but I tlitnk
' m homosexual. To me, those who say that
they're Msexual are really saying that
Iney're homosexual. I think I've felt Hie
*«*v I do for all of my life ... I had one
lesbian relationtlilp v»tiile I was in high
Mhool. At Wllllamt, I had a close male
iriend, but whit* wv ilopt tagether, we did

not liavt MX. I think that Hils wat ana of Iha
clotett rolatlonihipt I've ovor iiad with a
male, oven though it wawi't built on a
foxual basis . . . Although I've had other
relations with man while I've baen hore,
I'm mostly attracted to homosexual men. In
part because they are so open-minded
about sex, and in part because they radiate
such soft qualitiaa. I am attracted to both
men and women by the tame qualitlos,. by
mental rather than physical qualltiei . .

.

Whan I havo a rolotlonshlp with a guy it

usually comof out pretty quickly that I am
a lesbian. With a girl It Is much hardor to
acknowledge this.

^The homosexual
consciousness is a

process, not a state of

mind, in which the in-

dividual attempts to

evaluate the labels he
has put on himself and
that have been put on
him.

Mary is having a homosexual affair

with another Williams student at

present, but noted that it is not easy to

do this here and that they both felt

guilty about not being able to be open

about it.

Pam talked quite freely about her

lesbian feelings.

When I began to think about homosexuality,
I considered it from theoretical and
philosophical perspectives. I didn't find

many arguments against homosexuality
that I considered valid ... I lust got
finished with a horrendous heterosexual
relationship which broke up for a number of

reasons. Lately I've been hanging around a
number of women. They are not lesbians. I

think I'm just trying to see how I feel about
women ... My two older sisters are
lesbians. They went through a series of

changes: first heterosexual, then t>isexual,

and now they consider themselves
homosexuals. My parents think that they're
not happy. They aren't, but not tor the
reasons my parents think.

Pam appeared to be the most
politically oriented of anyone in the

group. She wants to develop the

WGSO as a political forum and views

the gay movement and the women's
movement as linked struggles against

oppression.

She differs from other members of

the group in that her lesbian feelings

seem to be more self-conscious. Her

participation in the group appears to

be, to some extent, an experiment

with her sexuality. She stated strongly

that she felt her sexual orientation

was a matter of choice, rather than

out of her control. In contrast, many
of the other people felt that their

homosexual feelings were not a

matter of choice.

Bill seemed to be the person who
was most overtly troubled with his

sexuality. He noted that his sexual

anxieties were protably bound up

with other personal problems he is

experiencing.

One cannot choose to have homosexual
feelings or not. They simply are there. I call

myself bisexual, perhaps because it is

something to grab onto. II you say that you

are bisexual, then you still have one foot

over on the heterosexual side ... It's hard

lor me to understand why other people

don't feel the same way as I do, why they

shut out part of their feelings. My
homosexual experience is of a limited,

negative sort. One or two brief relation-

ships which have not helped me establish

my sexual identity any further ... I

haven't discussed my problem with many
people at Williams, but once when I did, the

results were disasterous ... Hell, for all I

know I may be straight!

—A woman without a

man is like a fish without

a bicycle, (mottos seen

on a lesbian t-shirt)

Jane calls herself a lesbian. Aside

from the faculty member present, she

seemed to be one of two students who

were most strongly committed to

their homosexuality. Jane did not

appear to feel guilty about being a

lesbian, but wished merely that she

could come out and admit it in public.

She stated that:

There is something about men, or perhaps

what society has mode men be, that

completely turns me off. With a woman, I

find it much easier to relate to her feelings.

When I start a relationship with a woman, I

can't tell sometimes whether I've ttartnd it

out ol friendship or because I'm sexually

attracted to that person. Most persons are

attracted to members of the same s«x, it

depends on what you do with it. I think that

many of us have homosexual fantasies of

one sort or another, but we say that we are

net hemesexuai because we don't go out

and do anything. I can rtmembor having
this awful dream of being chiiMd by a
convertible full of laugMng losblans with
shaved heads and painted lips. Now I'm
less scared of being a lesbian. Sometimes I

feel like saying, "Fuck the world" and
coming out and admitting that I am gay.

Frank, who sat next to Jane, was
the other student strongly convinced
of his homosexuality.

I would be fooling myself If I called mytalf
bisexual. Although, as Woody Allen says,
being bisexual doubles your chancat of
gotting a date. I would liko to coma out In
public, but my dad would bo horrified by it.

He paid {20,000 for me to come hora and I

don't want the news that I am gay to greet
them when they come for graduation. At
the same time thought, I refuse to feel
guilty over something which is beyond my
control. Further, it would probably damage
some of my friendships. I had developed a
close friendship with another male, and
wanted to tell him I was gay, but I felt I

didn't dare. I asked myself, "is half a
friendship better than none?" At the time I

answered yes.

The last of the seven people who
were at this meeting was a faculty

member. In contrast to the students,

this professor has been an admitted

homosexual for a long period of time,

and has had several long-term
homosexual relationships.

When I was an undergraduate, I had a
roommate lover for two years. For those
two years we had a homosexual love affair,

but never discussed it. Much later I wrote a
letter to my former lover, and stated that I

had finally come to grips with the fact that I

was gay. In the reply, I was told that this

was great, only why did I think it was wrong
in the first place? My only thought was that
if my lover thought it was OK then, why
didn't we ever discuss our relationship? My
homosexual relationships have generally
sta^rted as friendships and then developed
into.a sexual relation. I have never had a
one \iight stand. Generally people make
friends with the persons they work or share
common interests with. If you are gay, you
may join a gay organization, but very often
it becomes apparent that the only bond you
share is that all of you are homosexual. It is

very hard to find people who share your
interests and are gay at the same time.
Theoretically I can argue that bisexuality is

the thing one ought to be, that the largest
human beings embrace both sexual
elements within them, but I can't do it. The
best thing that has come out of the gay
movement is that homosexuality is not
entirely sexual. I don't like the terms gay or
homosexual, but prefer the term from the
Greek, homophile, because it suggests that
love between members of the same sex
includes all levels of relating—not just

sexual, but emotional, intellectual, and
spiritual as well.

The professor added, "When I was
hired at Williams they did not know I

was gay. I did not then, nor do I now,

intend to make it a political issue."

Homosexuality or bisexuality are

not easy subjects to discuss for either

heterosexuals, bisexuals or

homosexuals. Almost no one, it

seems, can discuss these complicated

subjects without some degree of

emotionalism. There are many issues

about sexuality in general, and
homosexuality in particular, which

are not fully understood and Income
entangled in peripheral issues.

Discussions about sexuality weave
together questions of fear, anxiety,

sexual mythology, sexual stereotypes,

and countless other tilings.

Scientific literature on the subject

of homosexuality is diverse and

contradictory. One of the only

generalizations that can be drawn

from it is that almost any scientific

literature will reflect the school of

thought to which scientist belongs.

Moreover, there is usually

disagreement within each school of

thought.

There does not seem to be any

particular parental model which is

more or less conducive to producing a

homosexual child. And within a

family, certain children may be

homosexuals while others are not. It is

commonly thought that homosexuals

are neurotic people and that

homosexual relations are intrinsically

less stable than heterosexual ones.

—No sensitization of the

heterosexual community

can take place unless

there is a conscious in-

dividual choice towards

that sensitization, (both

Peter Moreland, "An
Effort Towards a Sexual

Awareness," "The
Williams Record",
Friday, Feb. 11. 1972).

Traditionally psycoanalysists have
usually concluded from the people

that come to see them that

homosexuals indeed are more
neurotic than heterosexuals, leading

them to classify homosexuality as a

sickness. This may not be so,

however. Humanist Psychologists are

less likely to do so.

Both college clinical psychologist

Dr. Eugene Talbot and psychology

professor Dennis Klos pointed out that

this conclusion may have l>een drawn
from selected data. The clinical

psychologist only sees those

homosexuals who come for help and
these generally do fit the predicted

pattern.

Other scientists who have gone out

and found homosexuals who had not

sought psychological help present

contradictory findings. Data on this

group, which is much larger than the

first, reveal that these homosexuals

are usually normally stable persons

who have developed relations which
are both long-term and monogamous.
As Klos pointed out, "If you want to

talk about unstable relationships just

look at the divorce ratio in this

country."

Why do we, both heterosexuals and
homosexuals, fear homosexuality? As
Klos observed, "The stigma of

homosexuality is a more interesting

concern tijan homosexuality itself.

The fear of it is so widespread, while

the ignorance is so massive."

One scientist. Dr. George Weinberg,

has labeled this feat "homophobia."

He notes that this fear is inculcated

early in life and is stronger in men
than women. Reasons why people fear

homosexuality are numerous: the

fear of being homosexual, religious

beliefs, the threatening of one's

values, and countless other. Some feel

it might prove insightful, when one is

arguing against homosexuality, to

ask, "Why dol fear it?" "You find out

a lot about people whetj you find out

what they fear," noted Klos.

After talking with the WGSO
members, I was left with the strong

impression that most were stable

individuals who did not seem upset by

their homosexual feelings. In none of

our conversations did anyone call him

or her self "queer" or any other self-

depreciating term, though this might

have been an exceptional group of

individuals. Some were quite ob-

viously distraught with the thought,

that they were homosexual. It did

appear, however, that those who
expressed the most anxiety over

their homosexual feelings, as they

themselves noted, were anxious over

personal problems in general.

I asked if any planned to reveal

publicly that they are homosexuals. A
loud "no" was shouted back.

Bill sUted that he felt Williams was

too hostile to homosexuals to permit

exposure and added, "I'm not sure

enough of my' own sexuality and I

don't want to be labeled as a

homosexual."

Frank disagreed with Bill. He felt

strongly that he ought to admit he was

homosexual. "I'm very torn on this

issue. I would feel a lot better after

coming out, but something inside me
resists."

Many felt that liiblicly admitting

their homosexuality would make
people view them first as

homosexuals and only secondarily as

people. One member added, "by

coming out as a homosexual, you

identify yourself with the stereotype,

something I do not want to be iden-

tified with."

The students also added that they

thought coming out might jeopardize

their chances to participate in certain

student activities, such as being a

junior advisor. The faculty member
thought that a professor's disclosure

that he or she was homosexual would

not affect the person's chances of

being tenured, "Unless the students

made a row about it."

None of the gays has told his or her

parents that he or she is gay, and

many expressed ambivalent desires

about informing them of this.

Although some wisheid to tell their

parents, they thought it would do

more harm than good The faculty

member stated, "If I told my parents

I was gay, they would spend the rest of

their lives trying to figure out where
they went wrong."
Jane agreed: "They would still love

me, but secretly they would be

dismayed and disgusted." She felt

that if she brought her lover home,
"My parents would look at her as the

woman who destroyed theu- Uttle girl.

I don't want my lover to feel that

way." One person worried that a
disclosure- might be used by her

parents to control her life, and many
felt that itwould l>e easier to tell their

mother than their father. -=

Many expressed a desire to disclose

their sexual feelings to friends, txit all
-'

of them worried about the possible

repercussions of such a disclosure.

Some felt that with close friends this

would not be a problem. While others

thought that revealing this would
dissolve or weaken some of the

friendships they had built, they hoped
that if they revealed their

homosexuality it would be dealt' with

sensitively. "It is one of the most
traumatic moments in a

homosexual's life," explained Frank,

"when he decides to tell someqne that

he is gay. How that person reacts to it

will have a tremendous effect on his

psyche."

While still only a fledgling

organization, the WGSO, as its

members see it, will serve personal,

social, and political functions. They
hope that the establishment of the

WGSO will dispel the belief that there

are no homosexuals on the campus,
provide support to gays on campus,
even those who choose not to join, and
establish an organization where gays

can discuss problems and issues

related to them.

Frank said, "When you're alone you

have one viewpoint. When you're with

a group you have many viewpoints.

This helps to redefine the blacks and

whites of homosexuality. We're not

people pent up with neuroses. We
enjoy getting together and talking and
laughing."

—The sex act itself is

neither male nor female:

it is a human reaching-

out for the ultimate In

communication with

another human. (Del

Martin & Phyllis Lyon,

"Lesbian-Woman")

Indeed, at my second meeting with

the WGSO, ten members fortified with

wine gleefully discussed their

newsletter, the l.avendar Albatross.

There is disagreement over what

the function of the WGSO should be.

Some would like it to serve as a

personal and social organization,

while others would like it to become

more politically oriented.

Already the group has established

contact with other gay organizations.

Speakers have come and talked with

the group, and members plan to get

other speakers, show films, and

perhaps even have a private gay

dance. The Lavendar Albatross was
published and distributed on campus.

According to the group, the purpose of

this newsletter was to demonstrate

that there is indeed a gay movement,

to express some of its coiKems, and to

show that the WGSO can laugh at

itself, that "all jokes about

homosexuality need not be

derogatory."

For better or worse, the gay

movement has come to Williams.

Contrary to what many may think,

including the WGSO members
themselves, there seems to be a good
deal of sympathetic support for the

organization among the students.

Most, while mainOlining that they
were quite happily heterosexual,
viewed the WGSO with a good deal of

curiosity and with the belief that such
a group ought to \» tolerated. -
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God Bless Harry: The New Musical Falls Short
by Thomas Herwilz

It is not often that Williams has the

opportunity to have a new play

produced at the Adams Memorial
Theater; or to have a professional

come to guest direct a play. When one
of these does occur, then, it is quite

exciting. Well, this past weekend both
a gudst director and a premiere show
occupied the AMT and it was exciting

indeed. Until the curtain rose. And
then almost all of the excitement was

slowly but surely drained off. The play

is (iixl Bless Harry, book and lyrics by
Craig Impink and music by Norman
L. Herman. It continues at the AMT
this Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

Impink's basically in-

comprehensible script was probably
the greatest contributor to the play's

problems. The book is the story of

George Washington and his mythical
son Harry. Both of them fall in love

watercolor of this hooked rug is part of the exhibit "American Textiles:
Watercolors from the Index of American Design" now on view at the Clark Art
Ins'i'u'e.

with Sarah—the mythical daughter of

Ben Franklin, to keep her his own,

George sets atxwt a series of plots to

kill Harry, Ben, and his wife Martha.

Somehow, though, everything turns

out all right in the end. It is basically a

senseless play. Not only does it lack

depth, but also dimension and
direction. Many of the jokes were

either not funny or even sick. The

humor in general was mostly low,

stock, and trite. There were a few

funny points. Benedict Arnold's

poisoning of Martha Washington by

playing (in drag) the maid was a high

point. But the fairly good moments
couldn't compensate for the rest.

a

Norman L. Berman's music was

probably the nicest part of the show.

Though some of it was quite confused

and unclear (particularly Judgment
al Gt'rmaiitiiwn) most of it was both

appealing and intriguing. Some of the

best numbers were Myth, Trinkets,

and Suspiciiiri. The songs written for

Martha Washington were perhaps the

most interesting, along with Take-offs

on the '30's and 40's blues genre and

the revival meeting spiritual.

The production itself was marred
mostly by bad direction. Ed Berkeley

created a couple of nice moments, but

the play didn't move at all through

most of the evening.

For most of the play the pacing was
slow and the movement stifling.

People seemed mostly to just be

sitting or standing around in visually

displeasing groups. The scene where
Harry and his troops watch the battle

Bicentenniol exhibit opens of Clark
A Bicentennial exhibition of fifty

watercolor renderings of American
textiles from the Colonial period
through the nineteenth century will be
on view at the Clark Art Institute

through June 12. Selected from the

Index of American Design, a part of

the Federal Arts Project of the

Depression, the brilliant watercolors
are on loan from the National Gallery
of Art and are being circulated on a

nationwide tour by the International

Exhibitions Foundation.

Along with the current preoc-

cupation with the state of the

economy, there is a renewed interest

in the thirties, in folk arts, and in

liiini|>«' I'lH'il painting. The Federal
Arts Project, part of the Works
Progress Administration, was
established to provide work for

unemployed artists, which it did until

World War II put an end to the WPA
early in 1942, Twenty-two thousand
renderings of early American
decorative arts made by the Project
and entitled the Index of American
Design now reside permanently at the

National Gallery.

All fifty paintings in this selection

are of textiles and are rendered with

such fidelity that there are stories

about people researching objects in

the Index for hours before realizing

that they were dealing with paintings,

not photographs. In Massachusetts,
where much of the best Index work
was done, a technique used by
Egyptologists was borrowed for the

reproduction of textiles. Respect for

the object to be painted was the

supreme rule.

There is a great diversity of media
portrayed, including needlework,
crewel, embroidery, weaving,
quilting and dressmaking. The
earliest textiles shown are samplers
worked by young girls who later

progressed to needlework pictures in

wool on canvas or in silk on silk. There
are intricate examples of crewelwork
which was used in the eighteenth

century on chair seats, bed curtains

and women's dresses. One of the most

fascinating examples of embroidery

is the "Caswell Carpel" (unsigned)

made in Vermont in 1832 by Zeruah

Higley Guernsey Caswell, of wool

from her father's sheep which she

herself sheared, spun, dyed, wove,

and embroidered in chainstiich.

Favorite American quilt patterns are

presented as well as handwoven

coverlets and hooked rugs which also

were worked in traditional patterns

used again and again. Elegance and
grandeur are not absent as evidenced
by the silk taffeta dress with silver

lame lining the sleeves, worn by Mrs.
Beekman Van Dyck at the time of the

Civil War and painted by Julia C.

Brush.

As Alice Winchester suggests in her
introduction to the illustrated

publication: "This Bicentennial

Exhibition illustrates the qualities of

design and craftsmanship that made
textiles a significant part of our ar-

tistic inheritance." In addition, the

exhibition gives us a chance to ap-

preciate both the long-dead craftsman
who made the original object, and the

artist who took such tremendous
paints to report just what it looked
like.

Focus on Arts
liv David Olslier

Peter O'Toole is worth the price of

admission in any film. Even if playing
another empty-eyed, stone-faced,
weak man in a position of power. In

Tlir I. inn in Winit'r. O'Toole plays a

robust, fighter of a Henry II, which is

easily worth my money, and yours as
well.

James Goldman, adapted his own
play lor the screen, perhaps too faith-

fully. A battle of personalities in

which Twelfth Century royalty speak
1920's drawing-room drama dialogue
might work on the stage. When it is

put into the more realistic settings of a
I'ilm, something seems out of place.

The success of the film is in the
personalities who make the dialogue
work in (heir battling. Anthony
Hopkins, Nigel Terry, and Catherine
Hepburn do an excellent job as those
personalities.

The l.idii in Winter, which plays
Friday night, tells an interesting story
... but see il for the acting.

If Cinema is today's literature, then
The ('hi'cilradiTs might satisfy the
«rnri' requirement for English
Majors. And there are those who
would argue that pornography is a
genre worthy of respect. So if you go
see this film, don't kid yourself. It's

just plain trash.

i,i:ii:i loi.i.KT
rill' Kill' Within was written and

directed by Louis Malle (.Murmur of

iM.' Ilcari. l.aiKMibc l.ution). It tells

the slory of the last 48 hours of a

man's life.

After leaving a clinic where he was
Ix'ing treated for alcoholism, Alain
searches for a reason he might live,

then, disgusted, begins drinking. Next
morning he packs his things, cables
his wife, finishes a book, and kills

himself. Pauline Kael marvels that "a
director still so young could produce a

work about such anguish with such
control." It plays Saturday,

The Log

REGULAR HOURS

Monday - Thursday 8-12

Friday Saturday 8 : 30 12 : 30

of Germantown best exemplifies this

problem. Another big problem was

the changing of scenes. Not only were

actors caught in the middle of moving

the scene when the lights came up, but

these rough changes stopped any

cohesive flow of tlje work.

The acting was, in fact, another

strong point of the show, and not that

much could be found wrong with it

relative to the success of the play

itself. Dana Perlstein as the traitor

Arnold was terrifically funny. Bob
Gregory, Ann Silvi, David Simonds,

and Rochelle DuBoff all sang
beautifully. It was a real mistake for

Peter Kozik to accept the part of

Harry Washington. Kozik is an ex-

tremely fine actor. He is not, however,

a singer. It is unfortunate that he

chose this as his last show at

Williamstown, with all the success he

had in the past.

The set had some nice effects Thp
efficient and at times ingenious use^
theAMT fly space, the multi purposed
wooden boxes, and the wooden
procenium. The placing of the or
chestra behind a scrim in the rear of
the stage and especially ihe use of
colored back lighting to put them in
sillouette also created a nice visual
effect.

The play ends with snow unex
plainably falling from the sky. This
perhaps, best typifies Harry's
problems. It is a gimmick. A gimmick
which is used for its immediate effect
and for nothing else. So Harry seemed
a string of these unconnected gim-
micks. Each one isolated, superficial
and somewhat affected. The sum of
the parts, not surprisingly, does not
equal a whole.

George Washington, David Simonds, holds out a warm hand fo his lover, Sarah
Franklin, Rochelle DuBoff, in the new musical farce "God Bless Harry", which
contmues this weekend at the AMT. (photo by Van DijI)

PRESENTS
^ Friday, May 7th

w I N N E R
! 3 ACADEMY AWARDS

iNCLUDiMG BEST ACTRESS Katharine hepburn

JOStPHt IfVINe „,,., ANAVCOfMBASSYfltM

P6TeRO'TOOL6 KATHARINe H6PBURN

^n
M1I;A.v-V •tKiu

LION IN W1NT6R

.MARTIN pott

l'ASUI>lnS- ..CllUiK

At7&9:30 PM
This week's presentation Is "LION IN WINTER" at 7 and 9:30
pm. Katherine Hepburn and Peter O'Toole star as the most
fascinating pair of embattled lovers set back In 12th century
England.

Also included Is "The Dove" a short spoof on Bergman films where
Death (7th Seal) plays ping-pong with the hero. Take that, Ingman!

THIS WEEK'S WFS MOVIE TRIVIA QUESTION; From the movie
"Funny Girl", what was Fanny Brice's starting salary in show
business?

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Last Ailidction: Dr. Strangelove & Fail Safe
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Guide excerpts comment on several courses
COURSE OUIDE from pagt 2

think you Know the material, but teat

grades rarely reflect this.

Orgo concept* aren't really dif-

ficult, but there are a lot of them.

Definitely a lot of time is required, but

the course is also a definite ex-

perience.

—Prof. Warren is an excellent

teacher. Organic chemistry without

Warren is bard to imagine. He's

super.

Morrison and Boyd (the text) is the

only Orgo Book. Most other schools

use it. A very good text.

My grades did not reflect in any way

my effort. My grade was very poor

even though I spent very much time

on Orgo. Prof. Warren in my
estimation grades fairly hard.

The course fell short of my ex-

pectations since I did so poorly in it,

although this was not due to any lack

of effort or interest on Prof. Warren's
part. The material was just difficult

for me to grasp. I think (unbiasedly)

that it was a good course without an
excellent instructor.

—Very accessible, also very ready
to sit down and talk chemistry, lec-

tures were very clear, and he always
stopped to ask about any problems
people were having in the course. A
superb teacher.

The grade was a very fair indication

of my performance.

Kenneth Roberts conducts the opening piece in the Berkshire Symphony's final

concert of the season last Friday. Julius Hegyi on violin and Charlotte Hegyi on

piano perform Mendelssohn's 'Concerto for Violin, Piano, and Orchestra.'

Hegyi resumed his position as conductor in the second half of the program,

leading the Symphony in Tschaikowsky's 'Symphony No. 1 ' entitled 'Winter

Dreams.' (photo by Van Dijl)

—I can't tielieve this course is of-

fered. No thought is required. No one
learns anything. In order to fight GPA
inflation the TA's resort to absurd
levels of being picky.

Strengths—7 weeks of no classes.

Weaknesses—5 weeks of classes.

Grading was grossly unfair. It was
never clear from the wording of the

questions on the exam exactly what
was necessary for full credit It sure

was easy getting an A-.

Quadagno was genuinely interested

in students and a fun lecturer. Why
does Mr. Rouse bother coming to

class. Mr. Amidon is on par with other

members of the dept Mr. Crider must
find himself boring. I can't rememl>er
the other guy's manner.

—This was very unenthusiastic.

There was very little instruction in

this course but the professors were
good for the most part.

I found the course content highly

interesting and most informative.

The only grade was the final, and it

seems to me it was a good indication

of my grasp of course content.

My expectations were achieved and
the format was good overall it was a

good course.

—All fairly interesting, presented

their material in a careful, interest-

holding way.

Good.

One grade is not enough to base a

semester's work upon. I am glad,

though, that "grades" took a back

seat in the course. The concentration

on students' learning achievements as

opposed to class standing was com-
mendable.

An enjoyable course. A good all-

around introduction to the field of

psychology.

—Godfrey and Quadagno were

great, (interesting presentation)

Crider and Amidon mediocre. Rouse,

poor.

Good course if Keller Plan, if not,

forget it. Final should not be whole

grade. Physics Keller Plan is much
better set up.

Fair grading considering the absurd

iact that the final is the whole grade.

In other words, I lucked out!

Fell short slightly of expectations

due to emphasis on memorization of

trivial facts.

—Hardly any student-teacher

contact, all lectures and lecturers

were interesting, several of the profs

were not extremely well organized

and were forced to cut large portions

from the syllabus.

The book was excellent.

For me the grading was not too

difficult and was very fair but I do not

think an entire term's grade should be

determined by just one grade, the

final exam.
A lot of cramming and subsequent

forgetting occurred, if it was taught

by a different method than the Keller

Plan I think it could have been more
effective.

—All instructors good.

Course good.

1 grade, final exam. Keller Plan

bad.
—Good overall. Not too much in-

volving teacher, most of work is on

your own.

Less busy work, less learning of

unnecessary matter.

Course reached my expectation.

Most of work was on my own, so class

size doesn't matter.

Many sophs try year off
Associate Dean Nancy Mclntire

announced that approximately 25 per

cent of this year's sophomore class

will not return to Williams next fall.

"This is not out of line with figures

from past years, and will be partially

offset by people returning", said

Mclntire. '

Most members of the class of '78

who are leaving will be involved in

study programs abroad. Figures at

this time show that 40 people will fall

into this category.

A relatively small number of

students have enrolled in college

sponsored programs, according to

Mclntire. Five students will par-

ticipate in the Twelve College Ex-

change and four will attend Howard
University next year. Fifteen students

will be enrolled in non-college-

sponsored institutions, notably the

University of Chicago, Barnard, and

Tufts.

"1 don't know anything about

students who are going to transfer for

good," Mclntire said. "Until they

write their letter of withdrawal

(usually in May or June) we don't

really know". It doesn't seem that this

office has talked to any greater

number than years previous,

however."

STUDENT TYPING

60 cents per page

Call Mrs. Robert Adkins

Adams Road 8-3043

Mclntire attributed the trend

toward taking time away from
Williams to "sophomores reflecting

on their education." "By your

sophomore year," Mclntire ex-

plained, "you usually start to ask

yourself, 'Why am I here?'
"

Students generally consider tran-

sferring to places "more unlike

WiUiams than like Williams," ac-

cording to Mclntire. An urban en-

vironment and a larger and^or less

homogenous student body seems to be

major criteria for transfer decisions.

"I don't see students who are in-

terested in going to Hav«;rford,

Davidson, Grinnell, or other small

liberal arts colleges," Mclntire said.

Cabin nearly done
CABIN from page 1

farmer's field to reach the cabin and

we didn't want to continue bothering

him." He added that the new site is

also closer to the ski area and this

allows more control over it, and is a

better location all around.

The cabin is being rebuilt by

students under Alexander's direction.

Alexander noted that some of the

phys. ed. trail crews had been

working on it, but that most of (he

work was done by Saturday work

crews of seven or eight people.

ART &
PRINTS

7i, IRAMKSHOP

Fund requests due
According to Council President

Steven S. Piltch '77, all

organizations asking funds from

the council must submit

preliminary budgets by May 15 to

the Dean's office. These should

include an itemized list of ex-

penditures for 1975-76 and for 1976-

77. These budgets are not to be

acted upon, but will be reviewed

and discussed to help in the

budgeting process next fall. Forms

are available outside the Student

Affairs Office.

Laundry & Dry Cleaning

DRUMMOND CLEANERS

458-4321

Spring Street

Williamstown

G>ne makes fabrics people live in^^^^ ^^^^•«^ m^ '•W
|^^^^„^^3 1^,0 BBO»0WAY NEW yO«K NY 10011

Right now, up until.lune l,',lh, you can Hy roundlnp tn.ni

New Yorl< to LuxenibouiK for only $:!<i().

That's $106 less than the youth fare you (i pay on any

other scheduled airline. (From ChuaKo you pay *4U1 and

save $106.) All vou have to do i.s be under the ape ot -4.

There are no^booking restrictions. And no skimpinKon

meals or service. Because we tjive you the same service

vou'd eet from otiier airlines, without the same hiRh

costs. So, if you're planning on Eurone. fly with us on

Icelandic. We'll give you more than the lowest

youth fares.

We'll give vou the best deal.

S..„ /.,../,;„ '•'"/..' !' I"'--/'./.' <S.,.:nh:ift.

\,,n,„ \y. VI l:,n.:, Ih..,in..ll'.,. r-'«n : , .
I

Sanie^l06onjet fares
to Europeand book
anytime}ou want.

Icelandic,
UIWE^TJET FARESTDEmoreOFAlYSCHEDIIiEDAIRUllE.i
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God Bless Harry: The New Musical Falls Short
l)\ riiiiinas llfi'wil^

ll IS not olti'ii that Williams has tlif

op[X)rluiiity to have a new play

produced at the Adams Metiiorlal

'I'lieater; or to have a professional

I'oiiU' to guest direct a play When one
of these does (K'cur, then, it is (|uile

exciting. Well, this past weekend both

a guest director and a premiere show
(Kcupied the AMT and it was exciting

indeed. Until the curtain rose. And
then almost all of the excitement was

slowly hut surely drained off. The play

IS (.11(1 liliss lliin\, book and lyrics by

Craig Impmk and music by Norman
1. Herman It continues at the AMT
this Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

Impink's basically in-

comprehensible script was probably

the greatest contributor to the play's

problems The book is the story of

(ieorge Washington and his mythical

son Harry Both of them fall in love

A waiercolor of this hooked rug is part of the exhibit "American Textiles:
Wa'ercolors from the Index of American Design" now on view at the Clark Art
I n s ' I ' u ' e

,

with Sarah—the mythical daughter of

Ben Franklin, to keep her his own,

George sets about a scries of plots to

kill Harry, Ben, and his wife Martha.

Somehow, though, everything turns

out all right in the end. H is basically a

senseless play. Not only does it lack

depth, but also dimension and
direction. Many of the jukes were

cither not funny or even sick. The

humor in general was mostly low,

stock, and trite. There were a few

funny points, Benedict Arnold's

poisoning of Martha Washington by

playing ( in drag) the maid was a high

point. But the fairly good moments
couldn't compensate for the rest.

Norman L. Berman's music was

probably the nicest part of the show.

Though some of it was quite confused

and unclear (particularly ,liidgiiit'iil

,11 (id iiiaiUiiwii) most of it was both

appealing and intriguing. Some of the

Ix'st numbers were ,Mylli, Tiiiikets,

and ,Siis|)i(iiiii, The songs written for

Martha Washington were perhaps the

most interesting, along with Take-offs

(in the ':i(ls and 4()'s blues genre and

Ihe revival meeting spiritual.

The production itself was marred
mostly by bad direction. Ed Berkeley

created a couple of nice moments, but

the play didn't move at all through

most of Ihc evening.

For most of the play Ihe pacing was
slow and the movement stifling.

People seemed mostly lo just tx'

sitting or standing around m visually

displeasing groups. The si'ciie where
Harry and his troops walcli llie bailie

Bicentennial exiiibit opens of Clork
A Bicenlennial exhibition of fifty

watercolor renderings of American
textiles from the C'olonial period

through the nineteenth century will be

on view at the Clark Art institute

through June 12. Selected from ine

Index of American Design, a part of

the Federal Arts Project of the

Depression, the brilliant watercolors
are on loan from Ihe National Gallery
of Art and are being circulated on a

nationwide lour by the International

Kxhibilions Foundation.

Along with the current preoc-

cupation with the slate of the

economy, there is a renewed interest

in Ihe thirties, in folk arts, and m
liMiiipc I'dcil painting. The Federal
Arts Project, part ol Ihe Works
Progress .AdministralKm, was
established lo provide udrk lor

unemployed artists, which il did until

World War II put an end lo Ihe WPA
early m 1942 TwcnI.N two Ihousand
renderings of earlv .A niiMican
decorative arls made l)\ Ihe Pidjccl

and entitled Ihe Index of .Ameiuan
Design now reside |M'iiiianenlly al Ihe

National Gallery

All fifty painlings in this srlerliDn

are of textiles and are lendei'ed with

such ridelil\ llial llieri' are slones
about [K'opic researching olijeiis in

Ihe Index lor hours helore reali/ing

Ihal lhe\ were dealing u ilh painlings.

iiol t'lioliigiaphs In .Massachusclls,

where much ol ihe besi Index uiirk

was (lone, a leeliiii(|iie used l)\

KgyplologKsIs was Imiroued hir Ihe

icprodiuiKiii (ll lexliles licspeel loi

Ihe objecl lo be p.iiiiled was the

supreme rule

There IS a gre.i! diM'isiU ol media
[Kirlray I'd, i nclildiiig needleudik

.

crewel. eml)roider\ . ueaviii^.

(|iiilling and dressmaking The
earliesi lexliles sluiuii arc samplers

Udrked li\ young girls who lalci

progressed lo needleuork puiiiics in

wool on canvas oi' in silk on silk There
are ml ricale examples ol creuelumk
which was used m Ihe eighleenlh

cenlury on (.hair seals bed (llrl,llll^

anfl uiiiiien s dresses I Ine ol Ihe niosl

l.iscinal ing examples ol eniliriiKlcrx

is Ihe "Caswell ('arpel' 'Unsigned

made in \ Crnionl in IK:t2 li\ /.erii,di

lliglev (luernse.s Casuell. ol wiml

Ironi her lathers sheep uhuh she

bersell sheared, spun. d>ed, udmv
and embroidered in cha iiisl il eh

Favorite American (pull pallerns are

presented as uell as handuoven

coverlel.s and hooked rugs uhich also

were worked in traditional (xillerns

used again and again. Klegance and Kxhibilion illustrates the (|ualilies of
grandeur are not absenl as evidenced design and craflsmanshif) Ihal made
by the silk taffeta dress with silver textiles a significanl pari of our ar
lame lining Ihe sleeves, worn by Mrs. tislic inheritance ' In addition, the
Beekman VanDyck al Ihe time of the exbihilion gives us a chance to ap-
Civil War and painted by Julia C, preciale both Ihe long-dead craftsman
^*''i'^'' who made Ihe original object, and the
As Alice Winchester suggests in her arlisl who took such tremendous

mlniduclion to Ihe illustrated pamls lo report just what It looked
publication: "This Bicentennial like.

Focus on Arts
l)> l)a\icl()Klici

Pcler (I'Toole is Udrlh Ihe priie ol

admission in an> lilm. Kven if playing
anolher emply-eyed, stone-faced,
weak man in a position of poucr In

I lie I 1 \\ iiiler, O'Toole plays a

nibiisl. Iighler ol a Henry II. which is

easiK uoilh m\ nioiiev. and vours as
well

.lames ( ioldnian, adapted his own
play lor Ihe screen, perhaps too lailli

hilly .A bailie ol personahlies in

uliich Tuelllh Cenlury royalty speak
Ui2irs drawing-room drama dialogue
mighl uiirk on Ihe stage When il is

pill mill Ihe in (ire realislic sel lings iil a

lilni. siiinelhing seems oiil ol place
The success ol Ihe him is in Ihe

persiinalil les «h(i make Ihc dialogue
^'(irk 111 Iheir liallliiig .Anihony
Hopkins, \igel Terry . and Calhei'ine

Hepbiirii do ,in cxcelleni job as lliose

personalii ics

I lie I "ill Ml W iiiii'i uhich pla\s
Friday nighl. iclls.in iiilcreslmg sl(ir.\

bill see ll lor Ihe acling

If Cinema is today's hlerature. then
I lie ( heerhMileis might satisfy Ihe
',;i'nic re(|iiiremenl lor Knglish
•Majors And there are those who
Would argue llial |jornograph> is a

genre worthy ol respecl So il Sdu go
see lliis him. don'l kid Noursell It's

.liisl plain I rash.

ii; Fi;i FdiiFi
I lo III ( \\ illiiii was w rillen and

ilircelcd li\ l.ouis Malle i \liii iniii iit

I'll lliMi 1 l..u^iil,c l.ueieiii ll lells

Ihe slurs ol Ihe lasl 4K hours ol a

man's hie

.\l ler lea\ ing a clinic w hei'e he was
being ire.iicil lor alcoholism. Alain
searches lor ,i reasiin he mighl li\-e,

Ihcn. (Iisgusled. begins drinking Next
iiiormng he packs his lliings. cables
his wile, hnishes a book, and kills

hiinsell I'.uihne Kael mar\cls Ihal 'a
diicciiir still so \(iimg could [iroduce a

Work .ihoiii such anguish wiih such
idiilidl ll plays Saturday

The Log

REGULAR HOURS

Monday Thursday 8 12

Friday Saturday 8:30 12:30

of Germantown best exemplifies this

problem Another big problem was

the changing of scenes. Not only were

actors caught in the middle of moving

the scene when the lights came up, but

tliese rough changes stopped any

cohesive flow of the work.

The acting was, in fact, another

strong point of the show, and not that

much could be found wrong with it

relative to Ihe success of the play

itself. Dana Perlstein as the traitor

Arnold was terrifically funny. Bob
Gregory, Ann Silvi, David Simonds,

and Hochelle DuBoff all sang
Ix'autifuUy It was a real mistake for

Peter Kozik to accept the part of

Harry Washington. Kozik is an ex-

tremely fine actor. He is not, however,

a singer. It is unfortunate that he

chose this as his last show at

Williamstown, with all the success he

had in the past.

The set had some nice effects Tl
efficient and al limes ingenious us,.

"',

the AMT fly space, tlie multi pur|Hiscd
wooden boxes, and the w,„Kit,,,
procenium. The placing „| n,,, ^^^.

chustra behind a scrim m the rear
,i|

the stage and especiallv Ihe us,.
!||

colored back lighting to put ih,.,,, „,
sillouette also created a nice msh^i
effect

The play ends with sn,m uncx
plainably falling from the sky Tins
perhaps, best typifies ll,,,rys
problems. It is a giimniek A gimniuk
which is used for its inmiediai,. ,.|icc|

and lor nothing el.se So Harry s,.,.],,,.,!

a string of these unconnected
(.i,,,.

micks. Each one isolated, supi^rliciai
'

and somewhat affected. The sum (if

Ihe parts, not surprisingly, dues nm
cHjual a whole.

George Washington, David Simonds, holds out a warm hand to his lover, Sarafi
Franklin, Rochelle DuBoff, in the new musical farce "God Bless Harry", which
continues this weekend at the AMT. (photo by Van Di|i;

PRESENTS
_ Friday, May 7th

w I N N E R 3 ACADEMY AWUARDS
iNciij[.-.., BEST ACTRESS Katharine hepburn

ANAVCOt:MR\SS\ Ml\(JOHTHt ItVISt"

peieRO'TOOLe Katharine HePBURN

>i
7HG

LION IN mmeK
At7& 9:30 PM

..MARIINPOll

This week's presenlalion is -LION IN WINTER" al 7 and 9 30

pm Kalherine Hepburn and Peler O Toole star as the most
lascinatinq pair of embattled lovers set back in 12lh cenlury
England
Also included IS The Dove a short spoof on Bergman films where
Death (7lh Seal ) plays pinq pong with the hero Take that, Ingman!

THIS WEE KS WFS MOVIE TR I VI A QUE STION From Ihe movie
Funny Girl'

,
what was Fanny Brice's starting salary in show

business'

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Ldsl Aiii action: Dr. Strangelove & Fail Safe
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Guide excerpts comment on several courses
COURSE GUIDE Irom page 2

tliirik you Know the material, but lest

gradfs rarely reflect this.

()i(jo concepts aren't really dif-

ficull. but there are a lot of them.

Ueliiiitely a lot of time is required, but

llie course is also a definite ex-

perience.

^I'rof. Warren is an excellent

teacher. Organic chemistry without

Warren is hard to imagine. He's

super.

Morrison and Boyd (the text) is the

mill Orgo Book. Most other schools

use It. A very good text.

My grades did not reflect in any way

my effort. My grade was very poor

even though I spent very much time

on Orgo. Prof. Warren in my
estimation grades fairly hard.

The course fell short of my ex-

pectations since 1 did so poorly in it,

although this was not due to any lack
of effort or interest on Prof. Warren's
part. The material was just difficult

for me to grasp. I think (unbiasedly)
that it was a good course without an
excellent instructor.

—Very accessible, also very ready
to sit down and talk chemistry, lec-

tures were very clear, and he always
stopped to ask about any problems
people were having in the course. A
superb teacher.

The grade was a very fair indication

of my performance.

Kenneth Roberts conducts the opening piece In the Berkshire Symphony's final

concert of the season last Friday. Julius Hegyl on violin and Charlotte Hegyl on

piano perform Mendelssohn's 'Concerto for Violin, Piano, and Orchestra.'

Hegyi resumed his position as conductor in the second half of the program,
leading the Symphony in Tschalkowsky's 'Symphony No. 1

' entitled 'Winter

Dreams.' (photo by Van Dijl)

—1 can't believe this course is of-

fered. No thought is required. No one
learns anything. In order to fight GPA
inflation the TA's resort to absurd
levels of being picky.

Strengths—7 weeks of no classes.

Weaknesses—5 weeks of classes.

tirading was grossly unfair. It was
never clear from the wording of the

questions on the exam exactly what
was necessary for full credit. It sure
was easy getting an A-.

Quadagno was genuinely interested
in students and a fun lecturer. Why
does Mr. Rouse bother coming to

class. Mr. Amidon is on par with other
members of the dept. Mr, Crider must
find himself boring. I can't remember
the other guy's manner.

-This was very unenthusiastic.

There was very little instruction in

this course but the professors were
good for the most part.

I found the course content highly

interesting and most informative.

The only grade was the final, and it

seems to me it was a good indication

of my grasp of course content.

My expectations were achieved and
the formal was good overall it was a
gocxi course.

—All fairly interesting, presented
their material in a careful, interest-

holding way.

CJood.

One grade is not enough to base a

semester's work upon. I am glad,

though, that "grades" took a back
seat in the course. The concentration

on students' learning achievements as

opposed to class standing was com-
mendable.

An enjoyable course. A good all-

around introduction to the field of

psychology.

—Godfrey and Quadagno were

great, (interesting presentation)
Crider and Amidon mediocre. Rouse,
poor.

Good course if Keller Plan, if not,

forget it. Final should not be whole
grade. Physics Keller Plan is much
better set up.

Fair grading considering the absurd
fact that the final is the whole grade.

In other words, 1 lucked out:

Fell short slightly of expectations

due tb emphasis on memorization of

trivial facts.

—Hardly any student-teacher
contact, all lectures and lecturers

were interesting, several of the profs

were not extremely well organized

and were forced to cut large portions

from the syllabus.

The book was excellent.

For me the grading was not too

difficult and was very fair but I do not

tfnnk an entire term's grade should be

determined by just one grade, the

final exam.
A lot of cramming and subsequent

forgetting occurred, if it was taught

by a different method than the Keller

Plan 1 think it could have been more
effective.

—All instructors good.

Course good.

1 grade, final exam. Keller Plan
bad
—Good overall. Not too much in-

volving teacher, most of work is on
your own.

Less busy work, less learning of

unnecessary matter

Course reached my expectation.

Most of work was on my own, so class

size doesn't matter.

Many sophs try year off
Associate Dean Nancy Mclntire

announced that approximately 25 per

cent of this year's sophomore class

will not return to Williams next fall.

"This is not out of line with figures

from past years, and will be partially

offset by people returning", said

Mclntire.

Most members of the class of '78

who are leaving will be involved in

study programs abroad. Figures at

this time show that 40 people will fall

into this category.

A relatively small number of

students have enrolled in college

sponsored programs, according to

Mclntire. Five students will par-

ticipate in the Twelve College Ex-
change and four will attend Howard
University next year. Fifteen students

will be enrolled in non-college-

sponsored institutions, notably the

University of Chicago, Barnard, and
Tufts.

"I don't know anything about

students who are going to transfer for

good," Mclntire said. "Until they

write their letter of withdrawal
(usually in May or June) we don't

really know". It doesn't seem that this

office has talked to any greater

number than years previous,

however."

STUDENT TYPING

60 cents per page

Call Mrs. Robert Adkins
Adams Road 8-3043

Mclntire attributed the trend

toward taking time away from
Williams to "sophomores reflecting

on their education." "By your
sophomore year," Mclntire ex-

plained, "you usually start to ask

yourself, 'Why am I here'?'
"

Students generally consider tran-

sferring to places "more unlike

Williams than like Williams," ac-

cording to Mclntire. An urban en-

vironment and a larger and^or less

homogenous student body seems to be

major criteria for transfer decisions.

"I don't see students who are in-

terested in going to Haverford,
Davidson, Grinnell, or other small

liberal arts colleges," Mclntire said.

Cabin nearly done
CABINfrom page 1

farmer's field to reach the cabin and
we didn't want to continue bothering

him." He added that the new site is

also closer to the ski area and this

allows more control over it, and is a

better location all around.

The cabin is being rebuilt by

students under Alexander's direction.

Alexander noted that some of the

phys. ed. trail crews had been

working on it, but that most of the

work was done by Saturday work

crews of seven or eight people.

ART &
PRINTS

•X, FR.%nESHOP

Fund requests due
According to Council President

Steven S. Piltch '77, all

organizations asking funds from

the council must submil

preliminary budgets by May 15 to

the Dean's office. These should

include an itemized list of ex-

penditures for 1975-76 and for 1976-

77. These budgets are not to be

acted upon, but will be reviewed

and discussed to help in the

budgeting process next fall. Forms
are available outside Ihe Student

Affairs Office.

Laundry & Dry Cleaning
DRUMMOND CLEANERS

458-4321

Spring Street

Williamstown

Cone makes fabrics people live in.

KiK'-ht ni.w, up uiUil .lunc l."illi. v^ii .an ll\' rMiin.linp Horn
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Track grabs Little Three Title
by Frank Carr

Last Saturday the Williams trade
team travelled to a small college in

mid-Massachusetts for a triangular

track meet, otherwise known as The
Little Three Outdoor Track and Field

Championships. The rain soaked
afternoon did not dissolve the

determination of the Ephs who won
the title with K'/z points, followed by
Wesleyan with 52 and host Amherst
with 44'/^.

The Williams weight crew gathered
28 points in 4 events and gave the team
an early lead over its traditional

rivals. Sophomore Bob Duffy won
both the javelin and the discus with

throws of 153' 6" and 137' 9'/4"

respectively. Rich Remmer placed

first in the shot put as well as grab-

bing second in the discus, third in the

hammer and fourth in the javelin.

Other point getters in the muscle
events were: Larry Tanner (hammer-
2nd), Carmen Palladino hammer-4th)
and Mark ^ercek (shot put-4th,

discus-4th).

Williams continued to pick up points

in the field events as Scott Perry took

first in both the long and triple jumps
and Dave McLaughry tied for second
in the pole vault. Two weeks ago,

McLaughry vaulted 14 feet for a new
Williams record.

The running events started off with

a very pleasant surprise. The smooth

hand-offs in the 440 relay, together

with freshman Dan Sullivan's blazing

contribution produced a much
welcome upset over the Wesleyan

quartet. Sullivan also dashed through

the rain to place second in the 100

(10.3) and second in the 220 (22.6).

Perry was third in the 220 after having

won the quarter mile in 50.4. Dave
Parker, who has missed most of the

season due to injuries, ran an ex-

cellent 51.8 for third place in the

quarter.

The Ephs dominated the hurdles

with Ron White winning both events

and Bob Ashley placing second on the

440 yd. intermediates and third in the

120 yard highs. The mile was a closely

contested race until Amherst's Peter

Milliard sprinted ahead of the field

and repeated his victory of a year ago.

Williams milers Ken Leinbach and
Don Wallace finished 3rd and 4th

respectively. Dave Seeger was unable

to keep his win streak alive in the half-

mile and had to settle for second place

behind Ryan of Wesleyan.

Junior Gary James broke open a

very large early lead in the three mile

run and had a clear track ahead of

him until sophomore Frank Carr

passed him with a mile to go.

Jordan Lewis emerges from the depths of Muir pool to fire a long pass, while
Brian McDermott looks on. The polo-men split two games this wejekend, losing
to RPI, 6-4, and dumping Wesleyan, 12-5. (photo by Read)

Eph poloists sink Wesleyan
by Dennis O'Shea

The Williams Water Polo Club split

its two games Sunday in the first

annual Williams Invitational, drop-

ping a 6-4 decision to R.P.I, before

Netmen eighth

in New England

The varsity Tennis team finished in

eighth place in the New England
Championships, held over the

weekend at Amherst. Dave Johnson's

squad finished lower than expected,

yet was only IVz points out of fifth

place. Harvard, as expected, won the

tourney, knocking off Ivy foes Yale
and Dartmouth.

No. one man Marty Goldberg, who
was seeded 4th in the singles A
division, made it to the semi-finals

before losing to eventual champ Gary
Reiner of Harvard. Also In the A
division, unseeded Eph Dan O'Connell

lost in the first round.

B division players Alan Wall and
Jim Ware each won two matches
before losing in the third round.

In the C division, Jim Parsons was
beaten by a Harvard foe in the first

round, but lasted until the semi-finals

of the consolation round, which was
V- then cancelled, costing Williams a

possible higher finish. Dean
Gianakos, also in the C division,

suffered a second round loss.

The number three seeded A division

doubles team of Goldberg and
O'Connell were beaten by the eventual

champs from Dartmouth.

Bill Whelan and Dave Hillman (no.

two doubles) suffered a tough, three

set loss to a Yale duo, while Mayo
Shattuck and Gianakos were upset in

the second round at C doubles.

dumping a game, but inexperienced

Wesleyan squad, 12-5.

R.P.I. dumpe4 the Cardinals, 16-6,

to win the round robin format tourney

forced by the last minute cancellation

of an Amherst entry. The Engineers
thus take first year possession of the

Thomas M. McEvoy Award.
Strong defensive play and new

found goal tending consistency back-

boned the Williams effort. Shallow
end netminder Jeff Brinker
dominated the two meter zone, and
Tom McCoy showed tremendous
improvement in the deep end, making
the day's only penalty throw save.

John Farmakis and Tom McEvoy
each tallied hat tricks in the Wesleyan
win, the club's third ever, while Stuart

Deans put three by the excellent

Engineer target.

The Eph poloists will have to

overcome offensive inconsistencies

during this week's final spring
workouts. They close the season with

A and B team games at University of

Massachusetts Saturday. The
U.Mass. Minutemen were the top

finishing collegiate team in last

week's Brown Invitational.

However, James came on strong in

the last 200 yards and crossed the

finish line first, breaking the Upe as

well as Carr's year old meet record,

with a time of 14:51. Carr was second

inl4:53 and freshman Steve Polasky

finished fourth in 15:09.

Senior tri-captain Dave Parker ran

an excellent anchor leg in the mile

relay, but was out-leaned by an

Amherst runner. TheEph quartet was
awarded second with a 3:30.3

clocking.

"Anytime you win, you've got tobe

happy", commented coach Dick

Farley on the ride back from

Amherst. Williams' three consecutive

Little Three titles makes Farley a

happy man indeed. Tomorrow the

Ephmen will face a stiff challenge

from Albany State and Union at the

Albany campus.

David Mofiit ducks toelude the stick check of a Weslayan laxman. The Ephmen
won Saturday's rain-soaked game quite easily, 18-9. The Purple travel to

Middlebury on Wednesday, hoping to avenge last year's li-io loss.

(photo by Janson)

Posf 4fh vlcfory of season

Ephlax charge to T8-9 win
by Dennis O'Shea

The varsity lacrosse squad over-

came the first obstacle in their path to

a second consecutive Little Three title

Saturday, thumping a rebuilding

Wesleyan ten, 18-9. The Ephs played

their subs throughout the second half

after cruising to an 11-4 halftime lead.

The Wesmen really threatened only

once, in the second quarter. Williams

had built an 8-2 bulge, but the Cards
put together two scoring plays and
looked ready for more. Midfielder

Jamie Taylor squelched the Wesleyan
rebound driving down the right alley,

and dumping a pass behind his back to

Cam McKee, who buried it deep in the

Cardinals' nets.

Two more goals before halftime,

and two more before 32 seconds had
elapsed after intermission, and the

ballgame was over.

Peter Thomsen is healthy again,

and proved it with two goals and six

assists. Taylor had three scores and
two fe»ds. Scott Supplee, Dick

Purple lightweights

stroke to 1st place
in annual regatta
The Williams Men's Crew hosted

their annual regatta Saturday on Lake
Onota in Pittsfield. Other par-
ticipating crews were Trinity,

Wesleyan, Ithaca and Marist.

The Williams lightweight crew
provided Eph fans with their biggest

thrill of the day, winning their event.

Williams winning time was 6:17.

Trinity finished second at 6:19.4,

followed by Ithaca, Wesleyan and
Marist respectively. The members of

the light boat are Matt Watkins
(Bow), Jim Holmes, Choppah Norris,

Dan Fox, Jack Reynolds, Prentice
Weathers, Hoot Stevenson, Ramsay
Stabler (stroke) and Andy Sisson
(Cox). This win wraps-up an un-

precedented, undefeated regular
season following competition against
the best small college crews in New
England.

The Trinity Crew dominated the
entire varsity Heavyweight race, and
cruised to an impressive 6:09 finish.

The Williams Heavies, turning in a
good performance, beat Marist, a

perennial power, and were only
slightly behind high-stroking
Wesleyan and Ithaca. Coach Brian
Dawe's crew travels to Philadelphia
next weekend for the Nationals in the
"Dad Vail Regatta".

Goodbody, and Phil Hartigan each

tallied twice, and Todd Eckerson put

together three assists.

"Middlebury has probably been

looking for us for the p*t month,"
said Eph coach Renzie Lamb, and his

stickers have certainly had the

Panthers on their minds since last

May's loss in the New England
College Division championship game
The Purple will attempt to turn

around a history of bad games at

Middlebury during tomorrow's
roadtrip. The contest is crucial for

selection and seeding in this year's

small college tourney.

Golfers post fourth win
Junior Chris Vogelsang posted his

second straight third place finish in

the NESCAC individual golf cham-
pionships held this weekend at the

Taconic Golf Course. Vogelsang fired

a 36-hole total of 159, three shots

behind runner-up Bill Dodge of Trinity

and six strokes off the winning total of

153, by Jeff Foote of Tufts.

Tom McNamara of Bowdoin (160)

finished in fourth place, followed by
teammate Paul Young and Jim Wysor
of Amherst in a tie for fifth with 163's.

Other top Williams finishers were
Steve Saunders and Dave Tomaszek,
who stroked twin 168's over the

Taconic layout. Co-captain Doug
Brockway shot an 88 over the rain-

soaked course on Saturday and didn't

show up for Sunday's final round.

As was the case in the first NESCAC
Tourney, also held at Williams a year
ago, the first day's play was ham-
pered by a drizzling rain which fell

throughout the round. Despite the

rain, eventual winner Foote fired a

sparkling 75 on Saturday to take a

four-stroke lead into the final round.
The Tufts junior's second day 78 was
more than enough to hang on to his

lead.

Sunday's better conditions brought
lower scores, as both Vogelsang and
Dodge improved, shooting 76 and 74,

respectively. Dodge's 74 was the best
round in two days over the layout.

Coach Rudy GofFs squad had kept
their unbeaten dual match record in

tact Friday, with a 407-414 win over
Union on the winners' links.

Saunders led the Ephs in the contest

with a 78. Brockway was close behind

with a 79. Vogelsang (82), fresh Bill I

Upton (84), and Joe Solari (86) closed

'

out the Williams scoring.

The win leaves the Ephs with a dual

match record of 4-0. This afternoon,

Williams travelled to Springfield lo

face the Chiefs, along with AlC and

Trinity.

Ruggers rout

Springfield
The Williams Rugby Football Club

routed the Springfield College Club 32

here last Saturday. Tries were

scored by Dave Haines, Leif

Bredenberg and Jim ToUes, whose

three tries garnered him a rare "hai

trick."

Good scrum work by Steve

Westerholm, Peter Watts and Steve

Jones also contributed to the victory.

Superior rucking enabled the

Williams line—consisting of Tolles,

Joe Powers, Dave Libardi, Gary Pete

and Kevin O'Neil—to demonstrate

their offensive thrust. The line also

put on a display of unusually good ball

control and excellent kicking in the

rain and mud. Fullback Peter

Hopkins typified this consistency with

his excellent footwork and kicking

Scrumhalf John Greer's hustle and

well-placed kicks also contributed

strongly to the Williams movement.

The Williams Rugby Football Club,

with three wins and two losses thus

far, will play its final game of the

season at Wesleyan on May 8.

Baseball sweeps Bowdoin L.

<<^^

<*
^VU^MS BOoj^.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

45B-S717

WILLIAMSTOWN, M^SS

01267

The varsity baseball swept a
Saturday afternoon doubleheader
from homestanding Bowdoin to raise

their season record (o seven wins,

three losses, and one tie. The Ephs
lost to Colby, 8-6 Friday in the opener
of (heir northern swing.

In Saturday's sweep of the Polar
Bears, the Ephs gained a 6-3 win in the

opener, behind the three-hit pitching

of Steve Maier, who gained his first

complete game and first win of the

campaign.

In the nightcap, sophomore Peter

Kastrinelis got his second start of the
year and lasted five and two-thirds
innings, before succumbing.
Sophomore righthander Mike Mar-
tineau finished up the contest and got
the first win of his varsity carrier, 6-4.

The Colby Mules had handed
Williams lefthander Pete Eshelman
his first loss of the year Friday af-

ternoon, shelling the fireballing senior
with eight runs on eight hits. Williams
outhit Colby in the contest, but lost the
game,' 8-6.

SENIORS

THE MARINE CORPS SEEKS
OFFICER CANDIDATES

CALL (203) 244-2168 (collect)

OR WRITE: MARINE CORPS OFFICER PROGRAMS
135 High Street

Hartford, Ct. 06101
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CC forms guide subcommittee
The College Council voted Wed-

nesday night to establish a sub-
committee to put out a course guide
next year. The council also discussed
the student activities tax, elected
students to the Winter Study, Afro-
American Studies, Admissions, and
Faculty Meeting committees, and
allocated $800 to WCFM to replace
stolen recording equipment
Members of the course guide

subcommittee will be appointed next
fall, according to CC President Steven
S. patch '77. It will consist of two co-

editors, one of which is to be a council
member, and six other students.

Students appointed to the Winter
Study Committee were Anne W.
Weisman '77, Jill E. Stephens '77,

PrisciUa J. Brewer '77, and Eric J.

Pyenson '78. New members of the

Afro-American Studies Committee

Guide info source revealed

A proposal to designate Bm Hill Road as a Scenic Road will be presented for

town approval at the annual town meeting next week. According to the Scenic

Roads Act, any work on the road involving destruction of trees or stone walls

requires planning board approval and a public hearing. Bee Hill Road was once

a maior turnpike to Troy and residents claim it Is one of the town's oldest roads.

(photo by Dunn)

Town meeting opens May 1

1

by Lisa Hartigan

The annual Williamstown town

meeting will convene May 11 to debate

and vote on articles including a

budget, day care funding and a scenic

roads proposal. Open to the entire

town, the meeting will begin at 7:30

p.m. in the Mitchell School gym.
According to Town Manager Robert

Janes, Williams students may attend

the meeting, but must sit aside in a

section delegated to non-residents.

The Town Moderator has complete

control over the meeting and grants

the right to speak to members of the

community. Those in the non-

residents' section, can speali only with

the majority assent of the entire

meeting, and are forbidden to vote on

the articles presented to the citizens of

Williamstown.

Copies of the warrant, containing

the proposed budget, are available at

the Municipal Building. According to

Janes, controversial items will be the

proposal to hire a full-time accountant

separate from the Town Clerk, the

possible cutting back of the school

budget, a proposal to designate a

portion of Bee Hill Rd. as a scenic

road, and the allotment of out-of-state

travel funds to the police department.

Janes said he expects Article 6 to

cause the most controversy. This bill

appropriates $4,000 for day care

services for certain cases referred to

see MEETING page 2

The Record obtained copies of

student course evaluation question-

naire comments from a pile of scrap

paper picked up from Office Services,

editor George J. Schutzer revealed.

The Record printed some of those

comments in Tuesday's edition. The
comments, which came into the

newspaper's hands prior to the

decision to shred the copies of the

Student Course Guide, were obtained

"more by accident than by in-

vestigative reporting," Schutzer said.

According to informed sources, the

comments the Record printed were
never part of the course guide which
was available for student viewing for

a few hours two weeks ago. When the

guide was initiedly assembled, not all

comments had been typed and copied.

Dean Peter Berek expressed con-

cern that students might be able to

obtain copies of examinations in a
similar manner. He said his office is

looking into the matter. "We do not

know what procedures are followed"

by Office Services, he said.

Ralph Martel, the Director of Office

Services, said his staff keeps careful

track of such things as exams which
are run on an offset press. For
example, tliey destroy the masters of

exams, he said.

Martel said his office does not

usually photocopy confidential

material. "If people want to Xerox

confidential material, they do it

themselves," he said. But for volume

copying, an offset rather than a

photocopy procedure is usually used.

Office Services regularly saves

overruns or bad copies for use as
scrap paper by the Ubrary and other

interested parties.

1980 class size rises
by Michael Hellings

As of Tuesday, 502 students had
notified the College of their intention

to attend Williams next year, ac-

cording to Admissions Director Philip

F. Smith. Taking into account the

approximately one dozen people
expected to postpone matriculation.

Smith said he expects a class of alx>ut

490, atx)ut ten more than last year.

As a result of the high enrollment,

the waiting list was reduced to atx>ut

15 people. Smith said it was unlikely

that any students will be accepted

from this list.

"It is a problem for us," Dean of

Freshmen Lauren Stevens com-
mented, "We were planning for 479.

We have to find additional (housing)

space for ten to eleven freshmen."

Stevens said he'd like to find space in

the vicinity of Baxter Hall. "We will

have to solve this right away. Chances
are we'll have to be looking into up-

perclass housing."

More Junior Advisers and Faculty
Advisers may be appointed, he said.

This year, the Admissions Office

sent acceptances to 1020 candidates.

In previous years, slightly over 50 per

cent of the candidates enrolled.

The Class of '80 will contain about

ten more women than the Class of '79,

Smith continued, and fewer blacks.

Only 35 of 106 Afro-Americans ac-

cepted have elected to attend. Smith
partially attributed this to strong

competition for high-caliber minority

students.

SEE ENROLLMENT page 2

Prof. Roger Bolton, chairman of The

Evaluation Study Committee.

(photo by Janson)

are Craig 0. White '79 and William
Edwards '79. Appointed to the Ad-
missions Committee were Lawrence
R. Wu '78, Scott S. Davis '77, Holly S.

Boyer '77, Stephen M. Christakos '77,

and Dwayne B. Freeman '79. New
Faculty Meeting Committee mem-
bers are Jonathan A. Hattenbach '78,

Susan J. Guttman '77, and David E.

MacGregor '79. Peter W. Sheil '77 was
appointed CC representative on the

Committee on Undergraduate Life.

All organizations aslung funds from
the council next year must submit
preliminary budgets to the Dean's
office by May 15, said Piltch. These
budgets will not be acted upon
Ijut will be reviewed and discussed to

help m the funding process next fall.
'•

Forms are available outside the

Student Affairs Office.

The Council narrowly defeated

proposals to prohibit raising the

student activities tax, to set it at $30 in

the fall semester while establishing a

$30 ceiling for the spring semester,

and to set the tax at $28 the fall

semester and with a ceiling of $32 for

the sprine.

Faculty evaluation

report to consider

alternate methods
Opinions voiced in Monday night's

emergency faculty meeting will have

"very little effect" on the Evaluation

Study Committee's report which will

be presented to the Faculty this

Wednesday, chairman of the com-
mittee, Roger E. Bolton, said.

"Ninety per cent of the discussion at

the Faculty meeting was related to

the student course guide and not to our

work," Bolton added. "The faculty is

holding off until next week to address

the general evaluation issue."

Bolton said that the committee has

not decided on the specifics of its

report and that "extensive drafts" are

now being reviewed. The report will

deal generally with alternative

methods of evaluation, including

student interviews and "faculty ex-

change visits to other faculty mem-
ber's classes," according to Bolton.

Room draw: contention annong the upper classes
Simon Buckner

and

John Rindlaub
They were standing around in small

groups discussing strategy, for the

most part, nervous and secretive.

House President George Schutzer

stood up in the front of the room and
announced, "We have an established

list of room draw rules, but it's not

worth my time to read them to you."

Basically, he explained, each person
will now draw a number, and room
selection will come after dinner.

Anyone drawing a double has the

option of naming a roommate or

waiting, trying to hold it as a double
single. When someone asks to move
in, though, the first occupant must
accept him, or name a roommate. If

you are a single in a double, that is,

you have a double single, and are
scared of what the Dean's office might
do, you can trade your two single

doubles for a single double and put
two transfers in a single double. "Is

that clear?" asked Schutzer. "I'll run
through that again."

Shortly before the number draw,
feelings varied. Most participants

were tense, but at least one student
was taking it easy. He said "If I get
lucky I get a good room, if not, well

"The strategy," another patiently

^plained, "is to draw number one."

Over in a corner one girl repeated,

"I'm getting nervous . . . I'm getting

nervous ..." while the House

Manager, still struggling with two

pages of typewritten rules, called out

"Let me repeat something I said

before . .
."

At last, the big moment arrived.

George passed around the cup con-

taining the draw numbers.

"I can't open it," shouted one

anguished soul.

"I think they were all 'twelves',"

muttered another.

"1 can't read it—what number do I

iiave?"

"One."

"One?"
"One."
"One!"
Dinner conversation was not quite

the usual. "If you give me first pick on

the chicken you can have the potatoes

after her." One group secluded itself

in another room and flatly refused to

talk for fear that their plans would be

exposed. Upperclassmen reminisced

upon how simple this was in their day.

"Someone told you it was the best

room, so you picked it." Now,

students were pouring over the house

floor plans.

After the meal the group assembled

in the hving room for last minute

strategy, room descriptions, deals,

and contingency plans.

"You want a single? You want a

single? You want a single?"

". . . and then we'll get the double.

Maybe."
"Who's number five?"

"You want a single, too? If this

doesn't work out."

".
. . and if three go into Agard, two

into . .
."

"Which is nicer 8 or 9?"

"Nine is next to the bathroom."

"I wonder what it's like in the

basement?"
"If you pick that single I'll kill you.

"

"They're not really small, but

there's not much light"

"But they're smaller than the one's

in the basement"
At this point, five seniors came in

and kidnapped Schutzer. The dealing

went on as if no one noticed. Schutzer

returned several minutes later and

people began making choices.

"I'll take five. You wanted five?

Oh."

"Are you going for a single?

Someone' s got to go for a single orl 'm
dead."

"There's only one single left." "I'll

take it." "Aaaugh!"
"We'll put a bar in the middle."

Forty minutes later it was over.

When the smoke cleared all but two of •

the men had rooms in the house. All

gaiety y/as past. Manager Schutzer

said that he was pleased with how
smoothly the evening had gone. He
acknowledged the problem of the two

freshmen, saying that it was un-

fortunate, but that it happened every

year. He noted that there were a

minimum of hurt feelings and
problems.

The roomless men were a little less

than pleased by the arrangement.

"We lost" said one. "There's nothing

we can do," the other commented,

"we'd just like to know where the hell
^

we're gonna live next year." «,,'

When viewed from the outside it
-^

seems rather comical. To the people

involved, however, there are serious

problems.

In the Row Houses the overflow and
varied rooming situations make the

draw critical. Perry-Bascom house

consists of Perry's "walk-through"

doubles and the singles of Lambert
and Bascom. Whether Lambert
should become all-male and Perry co-

ed, so that the Seniors could have

see ROOM DRAW page 2
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Ihe^f Wr'iie By Night

Parent

s

Weekend
"It was like a dream. Never has

anything so amazing happened to

me."
As I leaned across the table in ex-

pectation of the story he was about to

tell, I nearly spilled my beer into his

lap.

"Well, well, what was it like? Get on

with it!" I prodded.

"Gently, gently, don't be in such a

rush," he was trying to be complacent
about the whole matter, "this is my
story . .

."

« « «

"It all began as a regular Parents'

weekend. I had asked my parents to

be there and, of course, they agreed.

Accordingly, I arranged a meeting
between my father, who is quite well-

known in the field of endocrinology

and psychopathic glandular
irritations, and my biology professor,

who for years had been seeking an
entree into the professional com-
munity for publication of a paper on

the identical topic. As I was per-

forming quite poorly in Professor

Adren's c rse, I saw no harm in

arranging a meeting t)etween these

two men of science. My professor was
looking forward to the meeting
himself, indicating in no small way
that I would profit by it as well.

"The fateful day arrived, then the

fateful hour. We had agreed to meet in

a local bar, you see. Minutes passed

and there was no sign of Dr. Dad (my
father) or his lovely wife (my mother)

Judith. I was getting a bit tense. I

excused myself from the table and
rang up their hotel.

"To my horror, not only did I

discover that they had not yet arrived,

but that they had called to cancel their

reservations. My hopes for a pleasant

evening received a severe setback, as

did my expectations o7 a passing

grade in my Division III course. Stern

measures were called for.

"The choices were before me.

Either I give up my hopes of the

elusive Phi Betta Kappa key, or I run

a risk ... I had an irate professor

keeping himself company in the bar

and a double J&B on the rocks diluting

from its famous 88 proof to 60. I took

the plunge.
" 'Excuse me, this may sound odd to

you, but I assure you my life depends

on it.' The couple to whom I had ad-

dressed my remarks were a bit taken

aback, and rightfully so, as I noticed

them staring at the cheese dripping

down my sleeve from the cracker

crushed in the palm of my hand. They

were not going to be easy to convince.

"I was calm, for I knew my life

hung in the balance. 'Let me be clear.

My parents have been killed in an

automobile accident, and they had an

appointment with my biology

professor. Unless you consent im-

mediately to masquerade as my
father and mother, I will be forced to

takemy life before your very eyes.' At

the same instant, I removed a golden

candelabra from the receptionist's

desk and made a motion as if to beat

myself in the head with it.

"The ruse worked, of coume. They

were both nodding their heads

furiously, asking facts about thei^ new
backgrounds. I quickly filled th^m in

on the basics, added a ruffle to

"Dad's" hair (scientists being known
for their shabbiness) and proudly

marched into the bar with one on each

arm.

"My professor, having feared the

worst, now smiled broadly. I assure

you, this was his moment as much as

mine. They shook hands warmly
during the introduction and began at

once to discuss the ramifications of

new advances in the field of

osteopathic neurosis. My new father

brilliantly allowed the professor to

carry the conversational ball, nodding

his head knowingly at the proper

places, shaking it vigorously at the

slightest indication of idle speculation

and livening the discussion with not a

few witticisms from his own college

years. Though my mother for the

night was a bit disturbed by this, I

quietly reassured here that the drinks

were on me. This pleased her to no

end, and she proceeded to take great

advantage of my hospitality.

"I assure you, no one held back. It

did not take long for the discussion to

move onto more accessible topics, and
after racking up a bar bill as long as

my arm, we moved into the foyer to

say our good nights. As he left, my
professor squeezed my hand and
thanked me for the opportunity to

meet such a tower of science as my
father. I assured him that it had been

my pleasure. He took his leave, and I

turned to my surrogate parents, in-

capable of expressing in words my
gratitude. Instead of their asking for

payment (which I would have been

more than happy to give,) or even

offering to pay for their drinks (which

I would have firmly, but politely,

refused), it was now their turn to

surprise me.

"You see, they had come to

Williamstown in the hope of sur-

prising their own son, who to their

dismay had decided to leave for Smith
only hours l)efore their arrival. As
they had friends in town and their son

as the honored guest, they asked me to

masquerade as their first-born at the

gala event. Having taken more from
them than 1 could ever have expected

them to give, I readily assented to

their plan.

"Over the weekend we became
quite good friends, continuing our

charade before the college president,

classmates and faculty. The weekend
was, from all aspects, a wonderful

success!"
• • •

Too stunned to reply, I took a long

draught on my beer and paused to

reflect upon the ennui of my own
weekend with my parents. Had my
classmate discovered a new approach
to an otherwise boring college event?

Still lost in thought, I left the Uble
firmly resolved to relate this ex-

perience at the next meeting of the

CUL, of which I was a member. This

tale, I chuckled to myself, would

knock the Gargoyles off their roost.

Support for guide

To the editor:

We were greatly disappointed in

both the product and the process of the

College's resolution of the Course

Guide "crisis." We believe that

faculty and students need high-

quality, documented information,

both numbers and written comments,

with which to make informed

judgments for designing and choosing

courses. Communication across the

campus and over time is an inherently

difficult process given the annual

turnover of a segment of the college

community. A formalized com-
munication mechanism could do no

less than supplement a process which

already takes place informally.

The Sloan School of Management at

M.I.T. has used a Course Guide

containing both quantitative and

qualitative evaluations by students

with great success for several years.

Not only do all written comments
appear unedited in the Guide, but the

School requires all students to com-

plete the questionnaire. Students

learn quickly to heed as well as

submit comments which convey
useful information. For, as users of

the Guide themselves, they recognize

the severely limited value of

idiosyncratic, personal vendettas and

other irresponsible comments.

The Course Guide also serves

faculty needs by relieving them of the

burden of uninterested or otherwise

misinformed students in their classes.

Faculty learn to selectively ignore

irresponsible comments about their

own and others' courses. And the self-

corrective mechanism which lies in

the Guide's simultaneous author-

reader group discourages any oc-

casional abuse.

We object, moreover, to several

matters of process in the recent

decision. The "rumored" threats of

libel suits, occurring within several

hours of the Guide's distribution, were
no less than awkward statements of

blackmail. And we wonder, in some
insurrectionary way, what exactly

would have happened next had the

College Council not confiscated the

Course Guides. Whom would these

irate faculty members have sued,

might we ask? The candidate list

seems rather limited: Ad-
ministration, College Council, or some
singled-out student author of a wise

remark?
The College Council's unfortunately

conciliatory stance in the resolution of

this matter reinforces our unhappy
impression of one prevalent Williams
pattern. Genteel pleasantness, for

better or worse, always smooths over
even the roughest of edges at the

college. We would hope, no matter the

particular content of any such con-

troversy at Williams, that the at-

mosphere could be one of more open
criticism and less paranoid self-

insulation.

Sincerely,

Nancy Greenhouse "T.'i

Paul Samuelson '7.5

Parking problem
To the editor:

I am deeply angered at the in-

consistent and irrational manner

News and Notes
Teaching Jobs:

St. George's School, Newport,
R.I.—H.S. French and coaching
women's field hockey, basketball,

tennis, etc. y
Rectory School, Pomfret, Ct.

teacher for grades 6-9 history,

math, sci., english, coaching,
hockey, lacrosse, wrestling.

Summer;
Ladd Brook Motel is looking for a
couple to assist in the general

motel work—mowing lawn, wat-
ching the front desk, etc., etc.

Full-Ume:

Wanted:
A couple to manage a motel in the

Williamstown area. Starts im-

mediately. Runs through the year.

18
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which security persistently uses when

passing out tickets for student parking

violations.

Is it really necessary to ticket cars

for being parked behind the

Congregational Church or along the

street in front of Baxter Hall. Each of

these areas are off limits to student

vehicles. Granted, security should

exercise its authority and prohibit

students from parking in these areas

when the space is fully needed by the

Church, but to ticket student cars

when ample space is available is

unnecessary.

If security is determined to adhen

to this hrrational policy then it should

ticket cars in a consistent manner
~

'

depressing to find your car being the

only one ticketed while those cars,

around yours and equally guilty of the

same violation, get off scott free.

Security is discriminating against

those students owning cars. Let's face

it, the school does not approve of

students driving about campus nor

does it approve of the increasing

number of cars on campus. Other-

wise, why would the parking fines be

so exorbitant.

—$5 for the first violation

—$10 for the second violation

—$20 for all subsequent violations

Why is the registration fee also so

relatively high compared to other

schools?

With the end of classes nearing and

the plaguing thought of finals, there

will be a tremendous onslaught of

students to Sawyer Library. Parking

space will be desperately needed.

However, if security will not relax its

stranglehold than there can be only

one vocational solution. Students with

cars should park them at the Clark

Institute where they can catch the

shuttle bus to the friendly confines of

Sawyer Library.

name withheld by request

Women praised

To the editor:

I would like to take time to laud the

efforts of the Williams Women in

providing a forum for discussion of
male viewpoints on the feminis
movement. The amount of turnou
and the diversity represented

in
dicated that the subject is a more than
relevant one for discussion, and is

generally one that people feel the need
to express thoughts on . . . other-
wise, who would have shown up? After
the meeting, the snack bar, the
library and many of the residential
houses were most likely peppered
with discussion about the subject.

Some of that discussion, however
was of a critical nature. Certain in-

dividuals left DriscoU Hall with a
guttural fefUng of frustratioa We
apparently did not get to the point
What happened? There was a chronic
inability for the discussion to take the
tack that was necessary for that

particular subject It became too

"cerebral", too intellectually

"rational". Human relations,

especially those dealing with the

emotions and the basic foundations of

social and sexual relations, un-

fortunately cannot be totally quan-
tified under philosophical headings

and psychological theories.

What I felt, and what I suspect was
felt by others, was an inability for us

to level with ourselves, as to our

particular views on certain issues

involving men and women. I suppose I

was as guilty as any other individual

there. We hid our true sensibilities

behind theories of male chums, "two-

person behavior", and our views on

the feminist movement in relation to

homosexual behavior. Granted, these

are issues of human relations, and I do

not mean to question their validity in

that respect. But my criticism is along

the lines of our collective failure to dig

deep enough. We did not really ex

plore our true inclinations towards

certain interactions . . . perhaps it is

impossible in such a large group. I

hope that people at least examined

their own minds to crystallize ideas

that may have come out of a

discussion that dealt with more basic

issues and points of view.

Sincerely,

Chuck Senatore '76

Room draw breeds anxiety
ROOM DRAW from page 1

singles became the center of intra-

house debate. A similar problem
arose in Garwood. The argument was
that since there were more men and
that since Wood was the larger house,

the men and women should change
houses to allow more Juniors into the

house. Both resolutions failed when
the women voted against change.
Spencer-Brooks' draw followed the

normal order: seniors first, followed
by senior transfers, juniors, junior-

transfers and sophomores. The house,
as more are now doing, voted against
house officers getting first choice and
against squatters rights.

Dodd House president Dominic
DiBeccaro reported that their
procedure was similar, except that

the sophomores had a better chance at

502 pick Williams
ENROLLMENT from page 1

About nine of the 22 special scholars
have enrolled, compared to ten out of

28 last year. "We got a better response
from the special scholars this year,
perhaps because of the elimination of

the formal parts of this year's
scholar's weekend."
Under the special scholar's

program, students are admitted in

February and invited here for 3 days
of activities.

getting into the main house than in the

Row Houses. Trnasfers, he added,

drew with the class of '78, in ac-

cordance with the house election.

Several Greylock Houses are trying

to accommodate everyone without a

room draw, according to Bryant

House President Larry Sanders. "We

simply want to please more people

than is possible with a room draw."

The rooms themselves he asserted,

were less important than who one

lives with.

In Mission Park fewer students get

excited about room draw. Rooms are

generally very similar although quads

and fourth floor rooms are preferred.

Squatters' rights remain, because of

rooming equity.

Town meeting
MEETING from page 1

the Williamstown Community Day

Care Center.

Other articles to be presented in

elude the proposal to unify the sign by

laws and a long "By-Law Requiring

Environmental Impact Statements."

Voting on each individual article is

done through a voice vote, with the

louder side winning. In close cases, a

count is taken.

According to Janes, there is

generally a capacity crowd for the

approximately 3-hour meeting.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS. 01267

• TWENTY COLORS IN BANDANAS '. $100

• FELT CRUSHERS $400

• JEAN BELTS $3.00

• INDIA WALLHANGINGS ^... $»00

•SILVER HOOP EARRINGS $4.00

10 per cent discount Williams people

Open 10: 00 AM to 4: 00 PM everyday
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fiilumni loan show

Valuable art exhibited
The WUlianu College Museum of

Art will feature a major exhibition of

alumni-owned works of art opening

Sunday. The Williams Alumni Loan

Exhibition is being held to celebrate

theMuseum's SOth anniversary and to

honor President John W. Chandler

and Prof. S. Lane Faison, Jr., the

Museum's director, who is retiring

after 40 years on the Williams faculty.

The exhibition is devoted to 20th^

century European and American art,

with an outstanding collection of 99

worlts lent by more than 40 alumni.

Among the artists represented are de

Cliirico, de Kooning, Demuth, Ernst,

Hofmann, Hopper, Magritte, Marin,

Marsh, Miro, Picasso, Pollock, Rodin,

Shahn, Sheeler and Wyeth. The

exhibition was previously on view at

the Hirschl and Adler Galleries in

New York City from April 1-24.

While the works exhibited are

primarily paintings and drawings,

there are sculptures by Calder, Ernst,

Lachaise, Nevelson, Oldenburg,

Richey and David Smith, as well as a

"Iwx" by Joseph Cornell. Prints have

been kept to a minimum because of a

project^ show, within the next two or

tiiree years, of alumni-owned
examples. On view, however, are

prints of the highest quaUty and

importance by Meckel, Masson,

Matisse, Munch, Picasso, Rouault and

Jacques Villon.

The current exhibition comes 14

years after the first alumni loan

exhibition, held in 1962. Alumni len-

ders range over a 50-year span in

graduating classes, with residences

from throughout the United States.

When the Williams College Museum
of Art was founded in 1926, only one

professor, the late Karl Ephraim
Weston, taught art. By 1962 there were
approximately ten art majors in each

of the junior and senior classes. Today

the department has 12 teaching

positions and is the third largest at

Williams, with 35 majors in each of

the two upper classes. In the last 15

years nearly two-thirds of all

Williams students have taken at least

one art course.

Faison, who is Amos Lawrence,
Professor of Art at Williams, has
served as the Museum's director since

the retirement of Weston in 1948. A
1929 Williams graduate, Faison
received an M.A. from Harvard in

1930 and a Master of Fine Arts degree

from Princeton in 1932. After teaching

at Yale for four years he joined the

Williams faculty in 1936, rising to the

rank of full professor. From 1940 to

1969 Faison served as chairman of the

art department, and in 1971 was
awardeid an honorary Doctor of

Letters degree from Williams.

The Williams Alumni Loan
Exhibition will be on view at the

Williams College Museum of Art in

Lawrence Hall from May 9 ttu-ough

June 13.
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Andy Kahane, Steve White, Bill Franke, Sally Umberger, and (Mark Austin
discussing the editing of poetry for Pique, (see story this page)

(photo by Janson)

Pique: something for everyone

Graduation

invitations

A late order of 160 graduation

invitations will be available to off-

campus seniors who were not

contacted during the regular or-

dering period. Contact John At-

teridg at 6587 to order as soon as

possible. All invitations should

arrive for distribution about May
JL

by Stephen A. Bernheim
Last week the new issue of Pique

was distritHited on campus and served

to Uven up an otherwise average

weekend. Now that the magazine
seems to have found a consistent

direction, it is helpful to make clear to

students exactly what Pique is, and

more importantly, why it Is needed.

In his editorufl comment. Jay
Sullivan writes that "Pique was
founded ... as an experiment in

cooperative journalism." As far as

this goal is concerned, it has l)een

successful. Prose, poetry, journalism

and graphics are put together in an
exciting and readable fashion.

Kirsten Lundberg leads the issue

with an inquiry into the importance

and desirability of dance as a subject

of academic study here at Williams.

She (overreaches herself) when she

speaks of dance being necessary in

the development of cultural values,

but her less esoteric points are well-

taken. There is great interest on

campus in dance and dance programs
are consistently well-attended. Why,
then, can't dance be studied as are

music, theatre and art?

A great portion of the magazine is

devoted to poetry, 15 poems in all.

This is a result of its merger last year

with the previous literary publication,

Knockabout. I took editor Anne
Eldridge at her word when she told

me Pique is geared to the entire

college community, and not to a

literary elite. David Olsher and Scott

Shane provided poems I enjoyed,

Attention

:

Live in a 50 room
Gothic Stone Mansion

80 Acre Campus
Dormitory Style

$60 a month singles $80 a mo. doubles

Telephone;

Lenox 637-0600

IN THE NATION THIS WEEK

"For more than 100 years The Nation has stood for con-

sistency, honesty and idealism. It's roots run deep in the

experience of America's poor and dispossessed. More than

one generation of farm workers have drawn encouragement

and inspiration from Its steadfast defense of the farm

workers' cause. We believe in The Nation and in the high

ideals it has always upheld. The Nation embodies what

Ghandi taught: 'In a gentle way you can shake the world' ".

Caesar Chavez

ll

while I will let the more able among us

comment upon those of Mark
Prejsnar and Peter Kozik.

Though prose is no more my ball-

park than is poetry, these selections I

find more accessible. I enjoyed the

four stories in this issue and thought

that Gary Fisketjon's "The Hohday"
could be successfully developed into a

longer work. Eric Brus finds the

suppressed emotional life of a

business executive an inspiring

subject, while Jay Mclnerney and
Ron Valerin approach the problems of

young adults in a more light-hearted

vein.

The photography and graphics are

good this time around, but I think the

editors would be better off if they

concentrated on a graphics section

like their two-page photography lay-

outs instead of trying to match them
with literary works.

It's about time we officially crown
Pique a success. The fiction is of a

high caliber and the essays are well-

written and relevant. Judged ac-

cording to the goals of its editors, it is

successful in that it has "sought out

critical writing and challenged the

community for the sake of

argument." Though these comments
answer what Pique is, they raise the

companion question of why it is

needed.

Though the responsibilities of Pique

stop with publication, those of the

student body do not. It is not enough

for us to read about the issues and

ideas, we must think about them. The
editors of next years Pique want to

help bring the creative writers

together to exchange ideas and talk

about their work. In the same fashion,

the student body should form groups

to deal with the controversial

questions raised.

Pique is a magazine of ideas, and as

such becomes a means to an end. Its

attractive format and competent
writing facilitate the discussion of

issues, but the activity of the entire

community is required before

anything can be done about them.

Dance films

focus on ballet,

choreography
The Williams College Dance Society

will present its second dance film

series of the year this Monday and
Wednesday evening at 7:30 in

Bronfman auditorium.

The first evening will focus on the

choreographic art of Martha Graham
in a trilogy of works entitled "Three
by Graham". Cortege of Eagles,
created in 1967, is Miss Graham's
version of Queen Hecuba's trials

during the Trojan War. In AcroltaU of

God Graham presents her comic
vision of the creative process of

dancing. The' 1955 Seraphic Dialogue
is the choreographer's version of the

.Joan of Arc story.

The second evening of dance films
highlights the world of ballet. Dance:
Robert Joffrey Ballet is an early
documentary featuring the works of

Joffrey, Arpino and Sokolow. In
George Balanchine's New York City
Ballet with Patricia MacBride and
Edward Villella, the choreographer
discusses his art and philosophy.

Norman McLaren's Pas de Deux is a
tour de force in translating dance to

film.

I

Series on Women
The second annual Williams

Women sponsored series of student

presentations on women will take

place May 11-13 at 4:00 p.m. in

Dodd House dining room. On
Tuesday, Suzanne Stone, '76, will

talk on "Lesbianism, Some Myths
and Facts"; on Wednesday, Joy

Silverstein, '76, will present her

semester project on "Social

Equality and Sex"; and on
Thursday, Lorna Rogers, '76, will

speak on "God Created Women—
That was His Second Mistake."

Renzi aims for news office

Rabbi to lecture
In commemoration of Israel's

28th year of independence, the

Williams College Jewish
Association will host guest lecturer

Rabbi David Saperstein.

Saperstein, who is presently the

associate director of the Religious

Action Center in Washington, D.C.,

will give a talk entitled, "Breira: A
Radical Approach to Zionism,"

Sunday May 9 at 7:30 p.m. in the

Driscoll Lounge.

^^ Colonial Pizio
^ftf?^ The Best in America

.^V%. 1 Small and Large Pizzas

'; Hot Oven Grinders
Spaghetti

50 Spring Street

458-9009 and 458-8014

open daily 9 a.m. to 2 a.m.

Breakfast daily 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.

Donuts, Coffee

We make our own pizza dough daily

STUDENTS WELCOME

by Andrew L. Gerra

Ralph R. Renzi '43, owner of Renzi's

College Bookstore, is one of several

hundred applicants for the job of

News Director. Present Director

Robert Spurrier resignation is ef-

fective as of July 1.

As News Director, Spurrier was in

charge of all press releases for the

College, including announcements of

lecture series, events in the per-

forming arts, and all sporting events

on campus. He also supervised the

training of several students who assist

the News Office in its work.

Renzi was News Director from 1952

to 1%7, during which time he was also

editor of the Alumni Review. He'

continued as editor of the alumni

magazine for another year betore

buying the Spring Street bookstore.

He said he would now like to sell the

store and return to writing.

"It's an economic treadmill," Renzi

said regarding his task as a

bookseller. According to an article

Renzi wrote for Publisher's Weekly, a

trade magazine, publishers

traditionally offer a 20 per cent

discount for textbooks while the

average college-operated bookstore

has an overhead of 27 per cent. The

harried seller is left with a 7 per cent

"problem gap."

The article notes that college stores

make up the difference by selling

nonbook items, "some of which
command a markup as high as 50 per

cent." Why not simply increase the

retail price of textbooks? The article

says that "any bookstore operator

bold enough to do that would be

clobbered by the student newspaper,

hanged in effigy, and be reprimanded

by the administration for stirring up
the students."

Renzi estimated that he works at

least 54 hours a week in the store,

seldom taking a vacation. He said the

busiest times are holidays, "while

everyone is preparing, buying gifts

and all." "I want some time to

myself." Renzi continued. "The news

director has Saturdays and Sundays

off. You earn money to have time off

to enjoy life. What good is it to earn

money if you can't use it to relax?"

Journalism is nothing new for

Renzi. Before working as News
Director he spent five years as a staff

reporter for the Berkshire Eagle. "I

had about a dozen beats," he said.

"Everything but superior court."

Renzi's

Have an enjoyable Spring Weekend •

Good Luck during the last week of classes!

>iuc> WOOL rrou mc
lUiAMSTOWH MAK M0

WILLIAMS
CO-OP
458-4983

25 Spring St.

Williamttown

WE HAVE SHOES FOR EVERY

ATHELETESIMR

H foa'rt M i»m Hn, mi nNi of • »n, Hn WIRam* 0*-lp cm fit ail ef tlMM with mu\ amj kiwi af

ipwto sli^. Wa liava (baas far taaait, taaaar, bMaball, faalball, tkaliai, vrasMig, Iraak, batkatMl,

rwaiiv, jMpiai ar iwt lariat araaad tlw haiaa. Tlia WHMaait Ca-I> iwa Jwt Ww tlwa fw ail yaar ttaa.
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Sports viewpoint '

Should the Little 3 expand?
by JacobNolde'50

As a long time follower (26 years)

and short time participant (2 years) of

and in Williams athletics, I would like

to follow up on Mr. Layden's article,

"The LitUe Three: a Joke?" in the

April 13th issue of the Record. Mr.
L,ayden's point is well taken, although

1 would quarrel with his choice of

words— i.e., joke; Little Three
competition is anything but that.

Also, 1 don't agree that Wesleyan is

"pretty much a forgotten third par-

ty"—witness last fall's football game.
I do agree that Little Three com-
petition is over-emphasized (at least I

think Mr. Layden implied that) and
that a real ten or eleven team con-

ference would be a good thing. I would
suggest a ten team conference which
could be divided into two divisions

with a championship game between
the division winners at the end of the

season. In this connection, may I

suggest the following:

Northeast Dlv.
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George Ball and Vernon Jordan
to speak during Commencement

3^^^0fj^
MAY 11, 1976

George W. Ball, former Under

Secretary of State, will be the speaker

at the 187th Commencement of

Williams College on the morning of

Sunday, June 6.

Vernon E. Jordan, Jr., director of

the National Urban League, will

deliver the Baccalaureate Address at

5:15 p.m., Saturday, June 5 in the

Thompson Memorial Chapel.

Ball served as Under Secretary of

State from 1961 to 1966 in the Kennedy
and Johnson administrations, and

during 1968-69 was U.S. Ambassador

to the United Nations. He is a partner

in the international investment firm of

Lehman Brothers as well as a

managing director of Lehman
Brothers Incorporated. Ball is also

counsel to the law firm of Cleary,

Gottlieb, Steen and Hamilton, which

he helped found 30 years ago.

Born in Des Moines, Iowa, Ball

attended Northwestern University,

where he received a Bachelor of Arts

degree in 1930 and a Doctor of Law
degree in 1933. After working for the

government for two years, Ball

practiced law in Chicago from 1935 to

1942.

'

During World War II he served as

Associate General Counsel of the

Lend-Lease Administration and as a

civilian member of the Air Force

Evaluation Board in Paris, where he

studied the effects of European tac-

.tical operations. He later was a]>-

pointed a Director of the U.S.

Strategic Bombing Survey, created by
President Roosevelt to assess the

economic, political and physical ef-

fects of the air war against Germany.
Following World War II Ball worked

as an international lawyer and
specialist in commercial relations,

dividing his time between Washington
and Western Europe. In Europe he
played an active role as an advisor to

Jean Monnet in the work that led to

the creation of the European Coal and
Steel Community and later the

European Common Market. He is the

author of two books, "The Discipline

of Power," and the forthcoming

"Diplomacy For a Crowded World:
An American Foreign Policy," to be

published in June.

Jordan, a native of Atlanta, has
served as director of the National

Urban League since 1972. He received

his B.A. from DePauw University in

1957 and his Doctor of Law degree

from Howard University in 1960. After

practicing law in Atlanta for two

years he served as Georgia field

secretary for the N.A.A.C.P. during

1961-63.

Jordan practiced law in Arkansas

ipUiring 1964-65 and then served as
director of Southern Regional
Council's Voter Education Project

from 1964-68. In 1969 he was admitted
to the Georgia bar and served as an
attorney in the Office of Economic
Opportunity in Atlanta. After serving

as a Fellow at the Harvard Institute of

Politics, Jordan worked as the

executive director of the United Negro
College Fund during 1970-71.

The commencement at Williams is

scheduled for 10 a.m., Sunday, June 6,

outdoors in Mission Park. In case of

rain the exercises will be conducted in

the Lansing Chapman hockey rink.
George W. Ball Vernon E. Jordan, Jr.

Faculty propose upgrading of survey
In a report issued yesterday to all

Faculty, the Evaluation Study
Committee recommended "no new
faculty legislation at this time" but

proposed a variety of improvements
for the present evaluation system.

The 23 page report represents the

culmination of an extensive

evaluation of the Student Course

Evaluation Survey (SCES) and other

evaluation methods.

The committee surveyed depart-

ment and program chairman to

determine "the variety of evaluation

methods they used and their attitudes

toward them," according to the

report. The committee stated that the

chairman "revealed a great range of

opinions." Most of the criticism

focused on interpretation of the

survey results. According to the

committee's report, "many chairmen

Financial aid deadline Friday

General Bumble decides "who's out" in one of their riotous trivia meetings • at

the Log. Last contest's winners are In charge of delivering the mega tonnage in

this Friday's competition. The 20th Semi-Annual WCFM Bonafide Nostalgia

Trivia Contest runs from 12 midnight until 8 a.m. The pre-race favorites are the

hordes of Bomoandthe Budda Bears. (photo by Van Dijl)

Students seeking financial aid for

the 1976-1977 academic year must turn

in application to the Office of

Financial aid by Friday.

Twenty-eight per cent of all

Williams students presently receive

some financial aid from the College,

and $1,400,000 is allocated annually to

this program by the College budget,

according to Henry N. Flynt, director

of Financial Aid.

"Aid is distributed not only to those

in low income brackets, but also to

those whose parents' income is in a

middle range between $20,000 and

$30,000 a year, those hurt by the recent

increases in college costs," Flynt

said.

The criteria considered in financial

aid decisions include income, number
of dependents, and additional children

in college.

Flynt said that "students seeking

aid are encouraged to investigate

state and local scholarship and loan

programs."

Williams participates in Federal

loan programs such as the Basic

Educational Opportunity Grant,

Supplementary Educational Op-

portunity Grant, National Direct

Student Loan and Federal Insured

Student Loan.

JA committee to

name two women
The Junior Adviser Selection

Committee will appoint at least one

more woman JA this week to ac-

commodate the unexpectedly large

Class of '80, Dean of Freshmen
Lauren Stevens said Sunday. The
administration has not yet decided

which upperclass dormitory will

house 10 to 14 freshman women.
The Class of '80 will contain ap-

proximately 490 students, exceeding

the expected enrollment of 479.

Stevens said the College would have to

find additional housing space and

possibly appoint more JA's to handle

the overflow.

"We would like to get 2 JA's", he

said.

feel that the questions do not measure
teaching effectiveness but something

completely different."

Chairmen also disclaimed the SCES
for discrimination against specific

teaching methods such as laboratory

and field experience and for devoting

insufficient attention to labs, the

committee wrote.

The report also stated that "a

number of chairmen, especially some
in quite large departments, com-
mented very positively on the SCES."
The Evaluation Study Committee

concluded that "despite all their

disadvantages, questionnaires have
enough important advantages to

merit their widespread use."
Describing the advantages of

questionnaires, the committee
claimed that they provide "an ac-

countable method of evaluation," and

that they "permit evaluation of larger

groups than single courses or single

sections. " This second feature

enables a department to "reach sound

conclusions about students' opinions

about its curriculum," the committee

concluded.

Finally, the committee claimed that

the questionnaire method reminds

students 'in a regular and continuing

basis " of the committee's "con-

victions that evaluation of teaching is

important."

The committee qualified their

support of the questionnaire

recommending that next year's

committee 'greatly reduce the length

of the SCES" and urging "depart-

ments and programs to use sup-

plementary questionnaires."

OH-campus housing offers attractive alternative
by Peter Rintels

Off-campus housing may offer

students freedom not available in a

college dormitory, but it may also

worsen the housing shortage that

currently prevents local employees

from living in Williamstown.

Students living off-campus were

unanimous in stating their preference

for it over on-campus living. They
claim to enjoy more peace and quiet,

more privacy, more independence,

and better food, usually at a price

lower than college room and board.

The only disadvantages mentioned
are the demands off-campus living

frequently puts on one's time and a

tendency to become isolated from the

college social life, although most
people don't consider these to be

serious drawbacks when weighed

against the advantages.

According to Associate Dean Cris

Roosenraad, most students coming to

him to apply for off-campus housing

permission "want to have more
control over their environment. There
is some economic component, but

often the savings turn out not to be as

great Ps people thought." Students

generally confirmed Roosenraad's

comments but cited in addition a

desire to escape from dorm life and

dining hall food as motivation. One

person simply said he did it "for a

change."

Approximately 150 students applied

for off-campus housing this year and

101 have so far been granted per-

mission. Since the college has a

shortage of beds, it is forced to place

about this number off-campus each

year. There does not appear to be any

one house that students are most

eager to leave. Every house on

campus had at least one member

applying for off-campus housing,

Roosenraad reported, and if there was

any concentration of requests it was

from the Greylock quad.

Costs tend to vary widely off-

campus. Cathy Marbach '76, who lives

in a North Street apartment across

the street from Greylock, said that

she and her three rommates are

paying $80 a month for their rooms,

including utilities. The apartment

consists of four bedrooms which are

about twice as large as those in

Greylock, a fairly modern, well

equipped kitchen, and a living-dining

room. Food costs about $16 a week per

i

person. Marbach added, "It is much,
much better food. One of our major
reasons for getting off-campus is that

for half the money we're eating

better."

Debbie McCarthy '76 also lives on

North Street across from Greylock.

Her rent is about $90 per person but

does not include phone or electricity,

which add about $17 each month. It

would have been considerably less,

she said, but her landlord, who had

never rented to students before, called

the college to find out what it charged

students for rooms and raised her rent

to match the College's. Overall ex-

penses, she said, "were more than we
expected, mainly because of food and

liquor."

Off-campus students tended to

agree that the major advantages were

independence, privacy and im-

provements in the cost and quality of

food. Todd Nelp '77 described it as a

much more flexible life. He said,

'You can eat when you want and you

eat much better food. Living off-

campus also gives you the opportunity

to meet people not connected with the

college. We really like our neighbors.

seeOFF-CAMPUSpagea
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Sports viewpoint

Should the Little 3 expand?
byJat-ubNolde'SO

As a long time follower (26 years)

and short time participant (2 years) of

and in Williams athletics, 1 would like

to follow up on Mr. Layden's article,

"The Little Three: a Joke?" in the

April 13th issue of the Kecord. Mr.
Layden's point is well taken, although

1 would quarrel with his choice of

words— i.e., joke; Little Three
competition is anything but that.

Also, 1 don't agree that Wesleyan is

"pretty much a forgotten third par-

ty"—witness last fall's football game.
I do agree that Little Three com-
petition is over-emphasized (at least I

think Mr. Layden implied that) and
that a real ten or eleven team con-

ference would be a good thing. I would
suggest a ten team conference which
could be divided into two divisions

with a championship game between
the division winners at the end of the

season. In this connection, may I

suggest the following:

Northeast Div.
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George Ball and Vernon Jordan

to speak during Commencement
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George W. Ball, former Under

Secretary of State, will be the speaker

at the 187th Commencement of

Williams College on the morning of

Sunday, June 6.

Vernon E. Jordan, Jr., director of

the National Urban League, will

deliver the Baccalaureate Address at

5:15 p.m., Saturday, June 5 in the

Thompson Memorial Chapel.

Hall served as Under Secretary of

State from 1961 to 1966 in the Kennedy
and Johnson administrations, and

during 1968-69 was U.S. Amtassador
to the United Nations. He is a partner

in the international investment firm of

Lehman Brothers as well as a

managing director of Lehman
Brothers Incorporated. Ball is also

counsel to the law firm of Cleary,

Gottlieb, Steen and Hamilton, which

he helped found 30 years ago.

Born in Des Moines, Iowa, Ball

attended Northwestern University,

where he received a Bachelor of Arts

degree in 1930 and a Doctor of Law
degree in 1933. After working for the

tjovernment for two years, Ball

practiced law in Chicago from 1935 to

1942.

'

During World War II he served as

Associate General Counsel of the

Lend-Lease Administration and as a

civilian member of the Air Force

Evaluation Board in Paris, where he

studied the effects of European tac-

tical operations. He later was ap-

pointed a Director of the U.S.

Strategic Bombing Survey, created by

President Roosevelt to assess the

economic, political and physical ef-

fects of the air war against Germany.
Following World War II Ball worked

as an international lawyer and
sp)ecialist in commercial relations,

dividing his time between Washington
and Western Europe. In Europe he

played an active role as an advisor to

Jean Monnet in the work that led to

the creation of the European Coal and
Steel Community and later the

European Common Market. He is the

author of two books, "The Discipline

of Power," and the forthcoming

"Diplomacy For a Crowded World:

An American Foreign Policy," to be

published in June.

Jordan, a native of Atlanta, has

served as director of the National

Urban League since 1972. He received

his B,A. from DePauw University in

1957 and his Doctor of Law degree

from Howard University in 1960 After

practicing law in Atlanta for two

years he served as Georgia field

secretary for the N.A.A.C.P. during

1961-63.

Jordan practiced law in Arkansas

during 1964-65 and then served as

director of Southern Regional
Council's Voter Education Project
from 1964-68. In 1%9 he was admitted
to the Georgia bar and served as an
attorney in the Office of Economic
Opportunity in Atlanta. After serving

as a Fellow at the Harvard Institute of

Politics, Jordan worked as the

executive director of the United Negro
College Fund during 1970-71.

The commencement at Wilhams is

scheduled for 10 a.m., Sunday, June 6,

outdoors in Mission Park. In case of

rain the exercises will be conducted in

the Lansing Chapman hockey rink.
George W. Ball Vernon E. Jordan, Jr.

Faculty propose upgrading of survey
In a report issued yesterday to all

Faculty, the Evaluation Study
Committee recommended "no new
faculty legislation at this time" but

proposed a variety of improvements

for the present evaluation system.

The 23 page report represents the

culmination of an extensive

evaluation of the Student Course

Evaluation Survey (SCES) and other

evaluation methods.

The committee surveyed depart-

ment and program chairman to

determine "the variety of evaluation

methods they used and their attitudes

toward them," according to the

report. The committee stated that the

chairman "revealed a great range of

opinions." Most of the criticism

focused on interpretation of the

survey results. According to the

committee's report, "many chairmen

Financial aid deadline Friday

General Bumble decides "who's out" In one of their riotous trivia meetings - at

the Log. Last contest's winners are in charge of delivering the mega tonnage in

this Friday's competition. The 20th Semi-Annual WCFM Bonafide Nostalgia

Tnvia Contest runs from 12 midnight until 8 a.m. The pre race favorites are the

hordes of Bomoandthe Budda Bears. (photo by Van Dijl)

Students seeking financial aid for

the 1976-1977 academic year must turn

in application to the Office of

Financial aid by Friday.

Twenty-eight per cent of all

Williams students presently receive

some financial aid from the College,

and $1,400,000 is allocated annually to

this program by the College budget,

according to Henry N. Flynt, director

of Financial Aid.

"Aid is distributed not only to those

in low income brackets, but also to

those whose parents' income is in a

middle range between $20,000 and

$30,000 a year, those hurt by the recent

increases in college costs," Flynt

said.

The criteria considered in financial

aid decisions include income, number
of dependents, and additional children

in college,

Flynt said that "students seeking

aid are encouraged to investigate

state and local scholarship and loan

programs.
'

Williams participates in Federal

loan programs such as the Basic

Educational Opportunity Grant,

Supplementary Educational Op-

portunity Grant, National Direct

Student Loan and Federal Insured

Student Loan.

JA committee to

name two women
The Junior Adviser Selection

Committee will appoint at least one

more woman JA this week to ac-

commodate the unexpectedly large

Class of '80, Dean of Freshmen
Lauren Stevens said Sunday. The

administration has not yet decided

which upperclass dormitory will

house 10 to H freshman women.
The Class of '80 will contain ap-

proximately 490 students, exceeding

the expected enrollment of 479

Stevens said the College would have to

find additional housing space and

possibly appoint more JA's to handle

the overflow.

"We would like to get 2 JA's ", he

said.

feel that the questions do not measure
teaching effectiveness but something

completely different."

Chairmen also disclaimed the SCES
for discrimination against specific

teaching methods such as laboratory

and field experience and for devoting

insufficient attention to labs, the

committee wrote.

The report also stated that "a

number of chairmen, especially some
in quite large departments, com-
mented very positively on the SCES "

The Evaluation Study Committee
concluded that "despite all their

disadvantages, questionnaires have

enough important advantages to

merit their widespread use."

Describing the advantages of

questionnaires, the committee
claimed that they provide "an ac-

countable method of evaluation," and

that they "permit evaluation of larger

groups than single courses or single

sections." This second feature

enables a department to "reach sound

conclusions about students' opinions

about its curriculum. " the committee

concluded.

Finally, the committee claimed that

the questionnaire method reminds

students ""in a regular and continuing

basis" of the committee's "con

victions that evaluation of teaching is

important."

The committee qualified their

support of the questionnaire

recommending that next year's

committee ""greatly reduce the length

of the SCES" and urging "depart-

ments and programs to use sut>

plcmentary questionnaires,"

Oif-campus housing offers affracfive alternative
by Peter Kintels

Off-campus housing may offer

sliidents freedom not available in a

college dormitory, but it may also

worsen the housing shortage that

currently prevents local employees
from living in Williamstown.

Students living off-campus were

Unanimous in stating their preference

for it over on-campus living. They
claim to enjoy more peace and quiet,

more privacy, more independence,

and better food, usually at a price

lower than college room and board

The only disadvantages mentioned
are the demands off-campus living

fre(]uently puts on one's time and a

tendency to become isolated from the

college social life, although most

people don't consider these to be

serious drawbacks when weighed

against the advantages
According to Associate Dean Cris

Hoosenraad, most students coming to

him to apply for off-campus housing

permission "want to have more
Control over their environment There
is some economic component, but

often the savings turn out not to be as

great as people thought " Students

generally confirmed Roosenraad's

comments but cited in addition a

desire to escape from dorm life and

dining hall food as motivation. One

person simply said he did it "for a

change
"

Approximately m) students applied

for off-campus housing this year and

101 have so far been granted per-

mission Since the college has a

shortage of beds, it is forced to place

about this number off-campus each

year There does not appear to Ix- any

one house that students are most

eager to leave Every house on

campus had at least one memtx>r

applying for off-campus housing.

Roosenraad reported, and if there was

any concentration of requests it was

from the Greylock quad

Costs tend to vary widely off

campus Cathy Marbach '76. who lives

in a North Street apartment across

the street from (Jrcylock, said that

she and her three rommates are

paving $80 a month for their rootiis,

including utilities The apartment

consists of four bedrooms which are

about twice as large as those in

Greylock, a fairly modern, well

equipped kitchen, and a living dining

room. Food costs about $16 a week per

person, Marbach added, "It is much,

much better food. One of our major

reasons for getting off-campus is that

for half the money we're eating

Ix'tter,"

Debbie McCarthy '76 also lives on

North Street across from Greylock

Her rent is about $90 per person but

does not include phone or electricity,

which add about $17 each month. It

would have been considerably less,

she said, but her landlord, who had

never rented to students before, called

the college to find out what it charged

students for rooms and raised her rent

tn match the College's, Overall ex-

(xmses, she said, "were more than we

expected, mainly because of food and

liquor"

Off-campus students tended to

agree that the major advantages were

independence, privacy and im-

provements in the cost and quality of

food Todd Nelp '77 described it as a

much more flexible life He said,

"You can eat when you want and you

eat much better food Living off-

campus also gives you the opportunity

to meet people not connected with the

college We really like our neighbors

seeOFF CAMPUS page 3
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No Tax Rise
Voting at last Wednesday's College Council meeting in-

dicated that about half of the Council favor some type of rise in

the Student Activities Tax. The essential argument for this rise

is that there hasn't been a rise in over five years and that
organization requests normally exceed available funds. What
this argument ignores is the fact that as of April 14, $4,302 of this

years fund had not been allocated and upwards of $30,000 of

allocated monies had not been spent. Alttiough much of this

apparent surplus will disappear as spring semester bills are
paid, the evidence indicates that few organizations are having
trouble keeping within their budgets.

Another argument for the tax rise is the added benefits
students would get from the additional funds. Since the council
has not made any determination of what services students
desire, it seems unlikely that a strong case can be made for

where these additional funds should be used. There isn't an
organization on campus that wouldn't like more money.
However, beyond a certain point, additional funding will not
cause the desired increase in real benefits to the community.

Given the skyrocketing costs of attending Williams, the
burden of proof of the need for a rise in the tax should he with
the proponents of that rise. Unless more data is forthcoming on
the desires of students with respect to the various
organizations, that proof is nonexistent.

The Council should reject a hike in tlie tax at this time and
instead turn its attention and that of the Finance Committee to

the procedures and policies for next year's organization fun-

ding.

9*>*^

Maybe I should change my strategy.

?

Athlete of Week
To the editor:

I have enjoyed your Athlete of the

Week selections on the sports page

this year, but I would like to point out

what I believe is an oversight in the

selections. There are currently on

campus two athletes who are each

ranked among the top ten in-

tercollegiate athletes in the country in

their respective sports, and yet

neither of them received recognition

this year as an Athlete of the Week.

Frank Giammattei, Captain of the

men's squash team, achieved a

national intercollegiate ranking for

the third consecutive year; he is the

first Williams squash player ever to

do so. During his senior year he won

the Connecticut-Western Mass. Men's

Championships for the third year in a

row and upset the No. 1 player from

Harvard, a rare feat for a Williams

squash player. Martha Cook, No. 1 on

the women's squash team, won five

consecutive matches in a two day

span to capture the feed-in consolation

tournament at the women's National

Intercoliegiates, thereby earning a

final ranking among the top ten in-

tercollegiate squash players in the

country.

So the next time you see Frank or

Martha on campus congratulate them

on their accomplishments—it's not

often a school of Williams' size can

boast of two athletes who are con-

sidered in the top ten in their sport in

the U.S.

Sincerely,

Sean Sloane

Ellis rebuttal

To the editor:

In reading the April 23 issue of the

Record I was interested by the

comments attributed to Dr. William

Ellis. I disagree with the majority of

his arguments and actually find it

hard to take him seriously. Consider

for example his comments on the

pasteurization of milk. The dairy

industry in the United States is forced

by law to pasteurize milk before it is

sold or used in the manufacture of

other dairy products to destroy the

bacteria which cause diseases in-

cluding tuberculosis and brucellosis.

In Mexico, where not all milk is

pasteurized, these serious diseases

are still seen. Incidentally, in a cur-

sory search o( the literature I was

unable to find any evidence of a

"phosphotase enzyme" which is in-

volved in the intestinal absorption of

calcium. However, calcium ab-

sorption is dependent on vitamin D
which is added to pasteurized milk.

Just read any milk carton for

verificatioa

Before anyone sacrifices pizza, ice

cream (my favorite), and pork in a

search for mental stability, I hope

that they will scrutinize the veracity

of Dr. Ellis' scientific "facts" and

consider alternate ways of achieving

their goals.

Bill Holman '74

Cornell University '

Medical College '78

The course guide

To the editor;

Following the quick seizure and
suppression of the students' attempt

to inform his fellow student about the

relative merits of varipus courses, we
must ask ourselves what the purpose

of this college is. Is it an isolated

haven dedicated to the continuing

employment of noble scholars having

earned a Ph.D.? Or is it a place where
students can come to further their

education. Maybe it all boils down to

whether this school is an institute of

higher learning or of higher teaching.

The numerical course guide that is

now available around the campus is

useful only to those with the ability to
analyie statisUcs. How many peoole
can apply the standard deviation of
each question to the relative merits of
a course?

Obviously the best way to let
someone know what a course is like is

to tell him, and that's what the
comment section of the questionnaire
tried to do: describe each course.

Unfortunately the faculty sees it as
a threat to their control of the school
It is interesting to note that both of the
lawyers I asked about the possibility

of a libel suit thought it would be
ludicrous to imagine that maliscious
intent could be proven. The threat of a
libel suit in itself is a joke. Somehow I

can't imagine a professor that was
severely criticized wanting this in-

formation to become potentially a

national issue. Tfieir best interests are

served by its suppression.

In the end, of course, the faculty

always wins. You see they are a

relatively permanent feature at

Williams, while we students can

simply be "put-off' until graduation

time comes, around and Williams is

only a memory.
Sincerely,

Peter Green

News and Notes
Full-time internship: Northfield

Mount Hermon School offers a

technical theatre internship—Sept.

'76-June '77. Room and board and
small stipend is provided.

Creative-Living Colony, a non-

profit cooperative vacation-

learning center is looking for

center coordinators and leaders.

JOB SEARCH PACKET: For
seniors who have not yet begun the

job search or seniors who would
like some hints on job hunting—
OCC has prepared a packet of self-

help information. You may pick up
a packet at OCC.

Three awarded Watson fellowships

Jimmy's fo formal, you can |utt call him GOOl

Three College seniors have been

awarded travel-study fellowships by

the Thomas J. Watson Foundation of

Providence, R.I.

Selected for the awards, which

provide for a year of independent

postgraduate travel and study

abroad, were John Bell of Scarsdale,

N.Y., John Berringer of Clementon,

N.J., and Cynthia Kirkwood of

Hempstead, N.Y.

Only 70 students from 35 small

colleges and universities nominating

candidates were chosen for the

award. Fellowships carry stipends of

$7,000 for single students and $9,500

for those who are married.

Bell's project will involve in-

vestigation of the practice and
delivery of primary and preventive

medical care in several developing

countries in South America, the

Caribbean and Africa. He is an
English major and also a candidate

for medical school with a long-range

Arthur Vidich

to lecture on the

capitalism crisis

Prof. Arthur Vidich of the New
School for Social Research in New
York City will give a lecture entitled,

"The Crisis of Contemporary
Capitalism and the Failure of Nerve"
at 4 p.m., Wednesday in Driscoll

Lounge.

Vidich is chairman of the sociology

department at the New School and the

author of several volumes focusing on
"middle America." He is the coauthor
of "Small Town in Mass Society,"

"Reflections on Community Studies"
and "The New American Society: The
Revolution of the Middle Class" with
Joseph Bensman, and "Sociology on
Trial" with Maurice Stein.

He received his Ph.D. from Har-
vard and has taught or engaged in

research at Harvard, Cornell, the
University of Puerto Rico, the
University of Massachusetts and
Brandeis. Vidich's talk is sponsored
by the Williams Action Coalition and
the sociology department.

goal of practicing medicine in a rural

area.

Berringer plans to spend the next

year studying volunteerism in Great

Britain and possible Sweden. He is

especially interested in volunteer

motivation and training and the

relation of volunteer programs to

local and national governments.
Berringer is a history major who is

considering possible career op-

portunities in law, secondary school

teaching, or human resources ad-

ministration.

Kirkwood expects to spend next

year investigating the impact of

modernization on Islam and its affect

on the role of women, and she will hve
in Sudan, Somalia and Tanzania. A
religion major, she plans to continue

her education in law school, and then

to practice community or in-

ternational law. In January, 1973.

The Watson Foundation awarded
grants this year totaling $505,000. The
Watson program is a national
fellowship competition which un-

derwrites independent study and
travel abroad for recent college

graduates. Fellows are selected for

their commitment to their particular

field of interest and for their potential

for leadership within it. The Foun-

dation hopes to provide Fellows an

opportunity for a focused and

disciplined year of their own

devising—a break in which they may
explore with thoroughness a par-

ticular and demonstrated interest,

test their aspirations and abilities,

view their lives and American society

in greater perspective, and develop a

mere informed sense of international

concera
The Fellowships are awarded an-

nually by the Thomas J. Watson

Foundation, a charitable trust

esUblished in 1961 by the late Mrs,

Thomas J. Watson, Sr., in memory of

her husband, the founder of In-

ternational Business Machines

Corporation. The Fellowship program

was begun in 1968 by the daughters

and sons of the late Watson, Sr. :
Helen

Watson Buckner, the late Jane

Watson Irwin, Thomas J. Watson, Jr
,

Chairman of the Executive Com-

mittee of I.B.M., and the late Arthur

K. Watson. Since the inception of the

program, 540 Fellowship awards have

been made, with stipends totaling

$3,769,000. A total of 22 Williams

students have received Watson

Fellowships since 1969.

Student applications accepted

for Log assistant managers
Log manager Gene Falk announced

Sunday that the Log Committee would
accept applications from students for

the assistant manager position.

"We're considering using two
students, each working three nights a
week, as head bartenders," Falk said.

Applications are available at the Log
and should be returned by May 19.

The manager said« that the com-
mittee had sought a full-time, non-

student assistant manager, but it

hadn't received any appUcations.

"I've been excluding students
because we don't think a student could

handle the full time job adequately

while studying at Williams." ^ome
students have already expressed

interest in a part-time job, he said.

The job, which would pay students

$3.25 an hour, includes pouring beer,

keeping inventory of beverages and

bar food, and keeping bar equipment

In operation. The assisUnt manager

also fills in for the manager when he is

unavailable.

"If we don't get any qualified ap-

plicants for the full-time job by

Wednesday," Falk said, "then well

most likely take two students."

Falk also announced that the Log

would be closed Monday nights next

year and would be opening at 9 pm
five nights a week. Falk will remain

the manager. ,^,\
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Andre Malraux
by Jean Lacouture

Published by Pantheon

Price: $12.95

Pages: 510

Reviewed by J. S. Sanoff

French journalist Jean Lacouture is

the author of a recent biography of

Andre Malraux. The amount of

detailed information assembled is

prodigious and constitutes the book's

most valuable asset. Grounded on

extensive private interviews with

Malraux, his itriends and former

associates, plus a wealth of memoirs

and other sources, it is an engaging

and compelling chronological por-

trait. Lacouture's handling of his

subject is sophisticated, his approach

unbiased and without moral pretence.

While his style is at times wordy, the

text is always fast-moving. Lacouture

is particularly adept at conjuring up

scenes from Malraux' s life-

conversations with "Ernie"
Hemingway in the bar of the famous

Hotel Florida in the Madrid of the

Spanish Civil War, and meetings with

Stalin, Nehru, and Mao.

Two shortcomings must be men-

tioned. Malraux's relationship with

his parents lack ample definition. For

example, we are told that Malraux

considered his childhood unhappy.

But, apart from the revelation that his

mother uncharitably deemed his

protruding ears ugly, we have little to

go on. Lacouture is likewise deficient

in his treatment of the myths of

Malraux's life, the most notable being

that Malraux participated in the

Shanghi uprising in the Chinese

Revolution of 1927. Throughout,

Lacouture's evidence separates the

shadow from the substance. Yet

frustratingly, he balks at telling us

why Malraux chose or felt impelled to

embroider the already impressive

truth.

A sketch. At sixteen Malraux left

home and school. Living in Paris he

became an intimate with the literary

avant-garde. In 1923, he made a

foolhardy attempt at smuggling art

out of Angor Wat Caught and given a

suspended sentence, he then edited a

newspaper in Saigon devoted to

Vietnamese independence from
France. There, he abandoned sheer
individual action, seeking instead a
fraternal cause. Before finding such a
cause in real life Malraux created it in

fiction. Man's Fate, based somewhat
on his Asian experiences, is his tragic

masterpiece about a group of doomed
revolutionaries who maintain their

convictions in the face of death.

The antifascist, humanistic struggle

in Spain drew Malraux irresistably to

the Republican side, where he com-
manded the gallant Espana air

squadron. Intended as serious fiction,

A|alraux's Man's Hope had enormous
|H-opaganda value, too, in its por-

trayal of Republican heroism. In

France during WWII he fought with a

front line tank unit. Near war's end,

with the Russian-influenced Com-
munists and centrist factions con-

tending for primacy in the Resistance,

Malraux helped assure the dominance
of Charles de Gaulle's RFP. Whereas
Malraux had been a "fellow
traveler," he now feared a sinister

Stalin and a radical French regime.

Under the Fifth Republic,^ Malraux
became Minister of State for Culture,

establishing regional "maisons de

culture" and sponsoring celebrated

international art exchanges.

Lacouture's efforts have produced a
book that should be read for the saga
of Malraux's life. The flaws in the

work are not entirely his fault being

rather attributable to the dazzling

presence, amost the imminence, of his

subject. Clive Barnes, in reviewing a
Bernard Shaw featival for the New
York Times, once observed that while

ShaW' was alive an objective and
complete understanding of his life and
work was impossible. I am forced to

believe that this is true of Malraux as

well.

Presently our knowledge of

Malraux's psycho-biography is

negligible; the demarcation line

between fact and historically related

fiction remains clouded. The chief

import of Malraux's life seems un-

mistakably his bold will to action-in

the face of danger, in the defense of a

fraternal cause, in defiance of

totalitarianism. He asks, "If you had

been the same age, would you have

done the same thing? I did do it."

Malraux challenges us with his deeds.

PRESENTS
Friday, May 14th

FAIL SAFE AT 7 PM
DR. STRANGELOVE AT9&11PM

This week's presentations are "FAIL SAFE" at 7 pm and "DR.

STRANGELOVE"at9and 11 pm. While both films were released the

same year and though each told about the same time the "button" was

pushed; "FAIL SAFE" Is utterly tense and suspenseful with Walter

V\atth8u and Henry Fonda, while "DR. STRANGELOVE" is one wild

comic nightmare thanks to Peter Sellers and director Stanley

Kubrick.

THIS WEEK'S WFS MOVIE TRIVIA QUESTION: Why can't Alice

stand John In "The Lion In Winter"?

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ,'*^ ADMISSION $1.00

People expected a quiet evening of Taylor folksongs when they pushed through the crowd to get into

Chapin last Friday evening. They got instead one of the tightest solo acts around. Livingston Taylor

kept the crowd going as he sang old favorites, picked a little banjo, and told some of the wildest

stories from here to Chapel Hill. John Poucette Dart and his band started things off slowly with

feedback and a set that featured some good music but no cohesion amongst the band's members.
(photo by Kahane)

Off-compus living attracts students
OFF-CAMPUSfrom page 1

They help give you a different per-

spective."

Martin Carmichael '76 of 21 South

St. cited the major advantage is

having independence. "You have the

ability to make your own hours," he

insisted.

The main disadvantage is the

isolation that frequently goes along

with living off-campus. According to

Welles Adams '76 ""^ou become a kind

of a mystery person that people only

see in classes."

If one lives in a reasonable

proximity to the campus, one need not

become completely cut off. However,
it is more difficult to keep up an active

social life. "If you are willing to put

yourself to it," said Marbach, "you
are not cut off socially at all. It

becomes a personal decision." She

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

added, however, that she wouldn't

recommend off-campus living until

the senior year. "It tends to cut you off

prematurely from your social life. It

isolates you among a certain group of

friends."

Some people, however, don't see the

isolation as a real disadvantage

because it allows more selectivity in

choosing friends. According to one

senior, "Isolation is definitely part of

living off-campus, but it's not

necessarily bad. You can keep in

contact with the people you want to

and the others you can avoid."

Much off-campus housing is found

by word of mouth. The rest is

discovered through local realtors and
landlords. Property owners show no

reluctance to rent to students. One
realtor said she had "no complaints

whatsoever" about students renting

from her. Jack Watson, who does

about 75 per cent of his renting to

students also had no complaints.

Students, he said, are like any other

tenants: "Some are better than

others."

Both realtors agreed that the rental

Discoveries

Records & Tapes

SPRING STREET

The Log

Senior Nighf

Wednesday, May 12

Reduced rates on beer and wine tor all members of the Class

of '76.

market in Williamstown is extremely

tight. Because of this, the question of

students living off-campus has

become a matter of controversy

among some townspeople.

Part of the problem is that the

demand for local housing would ex-

ceed the supply even if students were

not in the market. Students are seen

as absorbing housing, particularly

low rent units, which would otherwise

be available to families. According to

the two realtors, however, students

spread themselves over a broad range

of housing costs. The effect of this,

according to Williamstown Housing

Subcommittee Chairman William

Dudley, is that some people who work

in Williamstown are forced to live

elsewhere for lack of adequate

housing.

One realtor suggested that another

result is that people are being forced

into trailerjpark living. Dudley

disagreed, saying that he did not

believe that people living in trailers

are competitors in the housing

market.

Dudley also said that the effect of

students on the housing market had

been exaggerated. Because many
students tend to live in each housing

unit, the number of units involved is

no greater than 50 or 60, and some of

these may not be adequate for family

use. The problem here is a lot less

serious than it is in other college

towns, he added.

The last word on the impact of

student housing in the community will

be found in a housing study recently

commissioned by the subcommittee.

The report is scheduled to be released

in about two weeks.

If there are questions about how off-

campus housing has affected the

town, there is no doubt among off-

campus students that it has affected

them for the better. It is more quiet,

more private, more independenL and

provides what many feel to be a much
needed escape from dorm life and

dining hall food. And frequently it is

less expensive than living on campus.

With $1780 on the line, it is an at-

tractive alternative.

CUSTOM
FRAMING
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Overtime victory

Lacrosse nips Amherst, 15-13
by Dennis (yShea

Williams goalie Harlund Chun
sparked the afternoon's most crucial

score as the lacrosse team notched its

second straight Little Three title with
a 1&-13 overtime victory over host

^ Amherst Saturday. With the clock on
the field in the second overtime stanza

the Purple's nimble little netminder
stopped a Lord Jeff shot, made a
second save on the rebound shot and
scurried the ball the length of

Amherst's Hitchcock Field.

Chun found Todd Eckerson open on
the right side of the cage and dumped
the ball off to the sophomore at-

tackman. Eckerson spotted Peter

Thomson free on the back side of the

crease and fed him. Thomsen's
quickstick burned the turning
Amherst target, Steve Ehrlick, and
busted a 13-13 deadlock.

Moments later, with five seconds
remaining, senior co-captain Scott

' Supplee iced the game on a Thomson
feed.

Inconsistency was the Ephmen's
plague il^roughout the contest, as it

has been all ^.ear„ A sloppy,
unaggressive first half resulted in 4-2

and 9-5 deficits at the quarters. Poor
loose ball play and ineffective riding

provided the home squad several fast

break opportunities, which Jeff at-

tackman George Ellis promptly took

advantage of.

Ellis was involved in five of

Amherst's first six scores, and ended
the day with five goals and four

assists.

Ehrlich stymied the Ephs at the

other end of the field. The capable
goal tender shelled a chance for the

first Amherst victory over Williams in

seven years, and went bananas,

Netters crush

Lord Jeffs; win

Little Three
The Williams tennis team rolled to

their fourth consecutive Little Three
Title on Saturday by crushing
Amherst at the Chaffee Courts, 8-1.

The Ephs cruised through the six

singles matches without the loss of a
set. The lone Amherst point was
earned at number two doubles, where
Dave Hillman and Bill Whelan lost a
close two-set decision.

The ease of victory over Amherst
and Wesleyan was a surprise to many,
particularly since two pre-season

scrimmages with them indicated the

spring showdown w^uld be close.

Coach Dave Johnson attributed the

lopsided margin to his teams' con-

tinued improvement over the season
and the benefit of playing the tough
Ivy League schools: "It hurts to get

blown-out by Harvard, Dartmouth
and Yale, but playing them makes us
better tennis players."

A good-sized crowd assembled for

the teams' final home encounter
despite forty degree weather and high

winds. The racquetmen play their last

match of the season at Colgate on
Tuesday. Seniors Dave Hillman,
Captain Mayo Shattuck and Jim
Ware, will end their Williams careers

in the match.

KING'S LIQUOR
STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

Plenty of All Types Beer

Spring Street Williamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458-5948

picking up 23 saves on the clay and
playing position well enough to force

uncountable Williams shots onto the

pipes.

The second half, though, was
Williams' ballgame. The revitalized,

Ephmen looked more like the

Maryland Terrapins or Cornell's Big

Red than the little league imitations

they had resembled in the first thirty

minutes.

With 3:06 gone in the third period

Supplee drove to the crease to convert

a Peter Thomsen feed from directly

behind the goal and open a scoring

drive that resulted in a 10-10 tie at 5:13

of the fourth quarter. That tenth goal,

scored by Jamie Taylor off an
Eckerson toss, came off perhaps one

of the prettiest extra-man plays the

Ephs have put together all season,

and contrasted sharply with the

impatient, forced man-advantage
play earlier in the game.
Tallies by Eckerson and Phil

Hartigan closed out regulation time

and counteracted two more
unassisted Ellis scores. That the Ephs
adopted a more aggressive style of

play in the game's latter stages is

attested to by the number of treat-

ment reports trainer Gary Guerin will

be filling out all this week.

Frosh midfielder Tarn Murray drew
first blood after 37 seconds of the

opening overtime period, but Jeff

middle Rick Watkins knotted it again

at 1:44 of the second. Less than two
minutes later, Chun launched into his

heroics and put the fifth of ten games
into the Williams win column.

There can be no complaints about

the performance of the Purple's

starting attack trio: Thomsen ended
the day with an outrageous three

goals and seven feeds. Between them,

he and Eckerson got credit for all 13

WiUiams assists. Co-captain Phil

Hartigan added a hat trick and

Eckerson his unassisted goal, for a

total of 20 attack unit points.

Scott Supplee scored four times, and

Mark Murray, Jamie Taylor and Tam
Murray each blew one by Ehrlich.

Seniors John Agostini land Jim FoUett,

moved over from the defensive

midfields, sparkled particularly on

face off duty, and Agostini tallied his

first goal of the season.

Thirteen of the Eph goals were

assisted, and Williams will need that

kind of team effort to handle the

powerful Harvard team that arrives

Wednesday to close out the regular

season.

WHEW president Dan Feiliberto consults his Mglns form, as Hopkins House
appears to be losing valuable style points in the pyramid-building competition
This was one of the many zany events held at Poker Flats last Saturday In hono
of Spring Weekend. (photo by Van Dlil*)

Purple 9 trades wins with Jeffs
A Saturday afternoon doubleheader

split with rival Amherst has put the

Williams baseball team in contention

for its first Little Three crown since

1969. The Ephs won the first half of the

twinbill, played at Amherst, 7-2, and
dropped the nightcap, 4-0. Williams

The men's varsity lightweight

crew posted a strong second-place

finish in the Dad Vail Regatta this

weekend in Philadelphia. The crew
fuiished three seconds behind

winner and pre-race favorite Coast

Guard.

Other Williams boats which
made the journey included the

freshman eight, which finished

fifth; and the varsity heavyweight,

which was eliminated in the first

heat.

Colleen Croghan takes a concerned look at the shrinking interior of the Ford
Mustang. Hopkins House went on to win the car-stuffing contest by cramming
21 people inside, with all the doors and windows shut. (photo by Van Dijl)

Polomen split with RPI
by Dennis O'Shea

A 4-3 B team victory preluded a 10-2

A team defeat as the Williams water
polo club rounded out its spring

season Saturday at U.Mass. The B
squad overcame slow flag reaction

and impatience to notch the win, while

the A team seven held their own
against one of the top Division 1

schools in New England.

Soph Mike Feltes nabbed the
winning goal and an assist for the B's
while Bob Kraus opened the scoring in

the first period. RPI bucketman Hal
Ehrhardt, playing with Williams for

the day, put two into the Minutemen's
cage.

Senior Tom McEvoy scored both
Williams goals in the A contest, in-

cluding a penalty shot conversion at

the close of the third quarter.

"The Best in Dry Cleaning"
DRUMMOND CLEANERS

458-4321

Spring Street

Williamstown
7"

<<^

JOSEPH E DEVEY

^.^
WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS

01267

bfested visiting AIC Sunday, 10-3, to

raise their season mark to a fine 10-4.

The first game of Saturday's pair

brought an end to Amherst's 12-game
winning streak over Williams.
Sophomore Steve Maier pitched a

five-hitter and notched his fourth win
of the campaign.
Pete Eshelman andTomChizmadia

paced the Williams attack in the

contest, collecting three hits and three

rbi's each.

In the second game. Coach Jim
Briggs called on ace lefthander

Eshelman to complete a sweep. The
senior co-captain gave up only four

hits, but Amherst parlayed an ex-

cellent bunting game with four
Williams errors and notched a 4-0

victory.

Returning home on Sunday, the
Ephs picked up four unearned runs in

the first inning against the AIC
Yellowjackets and never looked back,
posting a 10-3 win. Sophomore Pete
Kastrinelis went the distance on the

mound for Williams, picking up his

first win of the year.

Rightfielder Jeff Erickson paced a
fifteen-hit Williams attack in the
game, knocking in three runs with a
pair of hits. Also aiding the Purple

cause were Jim Trapp, Bill Masse,
and Tom Redden, with two ribbies

apiece.

The stretch run for the Little Tiiree

title begins tomorrow when the Ephs
travel to Middletown, Connecticut to

face Wesleyan (0-5 in Little Three). If

the Ephs behind Pete Eshelman, win
that one, Friday's home showdown
with Amherst will decide the outright

champ. Should the Ephs lose to

Wesleyan, whom they swept a twinbill

from earlier in the year, a win in the

Amherst contest would give Williams

only a tie.

Steve Maier is slated to face the

Lord Jeffs on Friday, game time is

3:00.

Freshman Tennis
The Freshman tennis squad

brought its final season's record to

5-4 by humbling weak Wesleyan
and Amherst squads by the

combined match score of 18-0. Tad
Roach and Mitchell Reiss were

elected co-captains of the team
prior to the Little Three contests.

Roach finished the season with the

best record on the team, winning

eight matches in a row after a loss

in the first match of the season.

Track ends year at 9-2
by Frank Carr

Coach Dick Farley's outdoor track
squad closed out their very successful

season last Wednesday by capturing a

tri-meet held at Albany State. The
Ephmen put together 65'/i. points for

the victory followed by Albany with 60
and Union with SS'/*..

Senior co-captain Scott Perry
emerged, as the hero of the day as he
was involved in 28 of the Ephs 65"/i.

points. Perry won three individual

events (long jump, 220, 440), was

Purple Key Banquet

The annual Purple Key Banquet
will be held Sunday May 16, at 6:00
p.m., in Baxter Hall.

All senior athletes on varsity or
club sports are invited and urged to
attend.

Football Meeting

1976 varsity football team-
Organizational meeting Monday,
May 17, 11:00 a.m. Cole Field
House.

Anyone interested in becoming a
team member is welcome.

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday

10:0Ua.m. fo 300 a.m.

17 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 0)2i7

(413) 458.8271

second in another (triple jump) and

was also a member of both first place

relay teams. His most impressive

performance came in the 440 yard

dash in which he tied the track record

(49.4) despite a stiff headwind on the

home stretch. Freshman Greg

MacAleenan added a fourth in the

long jump and broke the 21 foot

barrier by 2% inches. Another frosh,

Dan Sullivan, produced 5 big points

for the Ephmen by placing second in

the 100 and third in the 220.

Rich Remmer was a double winner

in the shot put (50' I'/i") and the

discus (144' 6") while Bob Duffy

chipped in a third place in the disc at

137' 8%". Co-captain Dave

McLaughry tied for second in the pole

vaultatl2'6" and Greg Collins piclted

up the lone "purple point" in the

javelin, with a 4th place, 167' 2" toss

Sophomore Ron White won his

eighth hurdle race of the year, setting

a personal record of 56.0 for the 440

intermediates. In the 120 highs, White

was just out leaned at the tape and

had to settle for only second place

finish of the year, against 5 high

hurdle victories. Ron is one of the top

hurdlers among the New England

small colleges and is planning to

compete in the N.C.A.A. Div. H

Championships which will be held m

Chicago. The other Williams hurdler,

Bob Ashley, followed White to a

second place effort in the 440 m-

termediates and a third in the 120

highs.

The Williams distance team scorea

an anemic three points in as many

events. Placing fourth in their

respective events were: Dave Seeger

(880), Ken Leinbach (mile) and Frank

Carr (3 mile).

Coach Farley was exceptionally

pleased with the team's performance

in that it marked the first time

Williams has btsaten Albany State

since the series began in 1972.
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Faculty pass maritime,
grade delay proposals

by David MacGregor
The faculty approved the WUliams-

at-Mystic maritime studies program
at their May meeting on Wednesday
and set guidelines to reduce the

amount of late semester grades.

Evaluation Study Committee
Chairman Roger Bolton submitted the

committee's report on evaluation

methods for discussion.

The faculty rejected a proposal to

establish a co-ordinate program with

Columbia Law School in which one or

two. Williams students each year
would enter Columbia after their

junior year and finish their Williams

degree with Law School courses.

Steering Committee Chairman Fred
Greene reported on the Committee on

Compensation.

CAS Chairman Anson C. Piper

described the suggested guidelines as

a "compromise" between the needs of

the CAS and Registrar to have grades
"within a reasonable time" after

exams and the heavy workloads of

some faculty. According to Piper,

faculty would have four days from the

time all written work is in to send
grades to the Registrar. No penalty

was established for failure to meet the

suggested deadline.

The Evaluation Study Committee
report recommended no new
legislation, but made several
suggestions concerning present
procedures. Bolton urged the faculty

to make greater use of student in-

terviews and exchange of visits to

each others' classes by faculty. He
said that the student course
questionnaire "has decided ad-

vantages and disadvantages",
recommending that it be used
together with other methods of

evaluation.

According to CEP Chairman
William Fox, the Williams-at-Mystic

program is intended to "concentrate a

semester's study on man and the

sea." The co-ordinate program with

the Munsen Institute will involve six

Williams students and six from the 12-

college system each semester, said

Fox. The program will be ad-

ministered by Benjamin W. Labaree.

The co-ordinate program with
Columbia was described by Dean
Peter Berek as "an accelerated
program in interdisciplinary legal
education." The students involved
would be required to complete their

majors at Williams, and would finish

the remainder of the required 32
semester courses at Columbia Law
School. Students would get involved in

the program "for a variety of

reasons", said Berek. These would
include financial considerations and a
desire "to press on with their careers
as quickly as possible," according to

Berek.
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Food search committee

College Buildings and Grounds workmen look even happier than students at the
prospect of graduation. They are shown here erecting the stands for Com-
mencement services behind Williams Hall. (photo by Dunn)

Replacements nominated for post
Four candidates for the director of

food services position were recom-
mended to President John Chandler
this week, according to Business
Manager Shane Riorden. The Dining
Halls Director Search Committee
submitted the names of three can-

didates Saturday afternoon. Riorden
said a fourth candidate was added
Wednesday.

Representatives of the Search
Committee for a Director of the Office

of Career Counseling and an ad hoc
Admissions Office committee seeking
two assistant directors of admissions
reported that recommendations for

these posts might be submitted to

Chandler next week. The President

will announce all final decisions.

Riorden said that all four can-

didates for the director of food ser-

vices job were "individual
operators." Three contract
management firms—ARA-Slater,
Sellers and Saga—were among the

original applicants. "The basic

argument for a contract firm is that

they can get you good managers,"
Riorden said. "From the quality of the

candidates we were able to attract, we
didn't need that main advantage of a

contract firm."

The Record has learned that

Assistant Director of Food Services

James Hodgkins is one of the four

finalists. Riorden declined to com-
ment on Hodgkin's status.

"Thesearch committee hasn't been
dismissed, but our work is over," the

business manager said. "The
President and the deans are now
seeing the candidates."

Members of a search committee
composed of faculty members, ad-

ministrators and students, hope to

seek a replacement for Director of

Career Counseling Hope R. Brothers.

The six memt)er committee has met
regularly in the past few weeks to

discuss Career Counseling' s present

operations, its future priorities, and
what type person would be able to

fulfill these needs as director.

Dean Peter Berek and Associate
Dean Nancy Mclntire narrowed on
original pools of over 300 applicants to

30 candidates. After requesting fur-

ther references from these can-
didates, the resumees were passed on
to the committee which is now con-

ducting interviews.

An Ad Hoc Committee has recently

interviewed about ten candidates for

two assistant director of admissions
positions. The committee, composed
of Director of Admissions Phil Smith,
recently-appointed Associate Director
Philip Wick, Dean of Admissions

Fredrick Copeland and Associate
Dean Nancy Mclntire, seeks
replacements for William Mason and
Mary MacMillen.

According to Smith, Wick assumed
Mason's associate director position,

creating an opening for a second
assistant director. Smith said that the

committee hopes to recommend
candidates by the end of next week for

an interview with President Chandler.

Stan Los

^Aoon barn renovated into museum
by Kiki Spencer

Back in the old days, when a barn
needed buildin'—you got all the folks

in the area to come over, and with

everybody helping you built it. You
can bet that's how the Moon family

built their barn in the 1860's, yet little

would they recognize it now as the

Hopkins Forest Farm Museum.
Few l)arns have seen times change

like the Moon barn has. Most live out

their days in a useful capacity until

Ihey are either deemed replaceable
and torn down, or left to rot and

crumble amid the weeds. But not the

Moon barn. No, this barn was meant
for greater things—a purpose its

owner, Alfred Moon, could never have

Imagined.

The barn was built in about 1860 by

Alfred's father, Daniel Moon, who
passed on the barn and the 70-acre

farm on which it sat to his brother,

Andrew Jackson Moon. After An-

drew's death, the farm belonged to his

wife until the late 1870's when Alfred

Moon took over the,farm and married

his uncle's widow.

The original Moon barn as It looked in 1t73 in Mil middle of Hopkins Forest.

(photo by Nuzzolo)

Alfred Moon owned the farm until

his death in 1924, and during that time
the barn saw what everyday life was
like on a subsistence farm. The Moons
grew all the food they needed, and
when other supplies were necessary
Alfred raised a little money be selling

cider, thus providing his family with

all essentials.

Alfred was "an easygoing kind of

man, a very pleasant man," ac-

cording to Arthur E. Rosenburg, a

Williamstown resident who knew him.

In conversations with Rosenburg,
compiled by Richard F. Olivio and
Henry W. Art in an article for Natural
History .'Magazinf, Alfred was
described further as a man that

nothing bothered "so long as he had
cider enough and vegetables and
groceries to keep him along. He was
quite friendly. Alfred was. I don't

think he had an enemy in the world."

Aside from farming, Alfred oc-

cupied his time with a little trapping

and the raising of cows and chickens.

Despite his somewhat isolated

location, he was not a recluse and

occasionally had friends over for a

night of card playing and fiddling.

Life was simple for Alfred, and. his

favorite pastime was "sitting and

thinking—mostly sitting.
"

The old barn was probably quite

content with this life, even after

Alfreds death; and it was un-

doubtedly unprepared for the

distinction it achieved in 1974 which

completely altered its peaceful

existence. Lying idle until that date,

the Moon t)arn had no purpose other

than obstructing the way of the

rapidly growing weeds and acting as

an overnight shelter for campers.

Then, when its demise seemed im-

minent, the old barn received a new
life from Williams College tiirough the

work of Peter B. McChesney '75.

Little did the t)arn realize the great

plans McChesney had for it, for this

new caretaker was a far cry from old

Alf Moon. McChesney's ideas evolved

into his senior thesis project under the

supervision of Professor Benjamin W.

Latwree.

With the fate of the Moon barn in his

hands, McChesney outlined a proposal

to have the barn reconstructed as a

museum at the entrance of Hopkins

Forest. Seeking local and College

backers, and obtaining matching

funds from the Bicentennial Com-
mission, he gathered money to pay for

the project. By the fall of 1975 enough

funds were raised to begin the work,

and the organization of this task was
taken over by the Center of En-

vironmental Studies with McChesney
as director.

Thanks to McChesney, the Moon
barn now has a new outlook on life,

and on May 22 it will open Its doors to

the public as the Hopkins Forest

Farm Museum. Alfred probably
would not recognize his old barn in its

see MOON BARN page 3

Town meeting

passes budget

of 4.3 million
by Michael Hellings

A $4.3 million budget virtually sailed
through Williamstown's town meeting
last Tuesday and Wednesday nights,
amid little debate and a sparse crowd
of less than 300 people. The meeting,
which is open to all Williamstown
voters, is convened annually to

discuss and vote on a detailed town
budget (126 separate budgetary items
were debated and voted on this year)
as well as amendments to or enact-
ments of by-laws. Voting is by voice
with the louder response winning; in

close cases, a standing vote is taken.

In Tuesday night's meeting. Bee
Hill Road was declared a scenic road,

a measure that places it under a

protective law and is designed to stop
the recent cutting of trees along its

sides. A proposed $5,000 allotment for

the planting of trees around
Williamstown sparked arguments
both pro and con and was defeated

after two standing votes. According to

tree warden Robert E. McCarthy, this

will result in municipal tree planting

being cut almost to zero for the

coming fiscal year.

see MEETING page &

Perry House chef

Stan Los retires

after 30 years
Perry House chef Stan Los will

retire at the end of this month after

more than thirty years of service to

the Williams community.
Los began working for the College in

1938 when he was a chef at the old

Commons Club and he remained on

campus to serve the Navy V-5 and V-

12 programs during the war. In 1947 he

moved to the Williams Inn and in 1953

he was hired by the Williams chapter

of the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity.

Along with his wife and son, Los has

continued to run the kitchen of that

row house for the past twenty-three

years.

"During his thirty-three years at

Williams," President Chandler
commented, "Stan Los has won the

affectionate regard and respect of

hundreds of members of the College

community."
Assistant Director of Food Services

James Hodgkins commented, "I will

truly missSlan Los as will everyone in

the department. He will be difficult, if

not almost impossible to replace."

3 professors retire
"

Professors Lane Faison, Joseph

Kershaw, and Robert Barrow have

announced their retirements.

Faison, director of the Williams

Art Museum, is a Williams

alumnus of '29 who received his

M.A. from Harvard. Faison began

teaching here in 1936, and he

commented that Williams has

"changed tremendously for all

sorts of reasons," he likes it t)etter

now than in the days of frater-

nities.

Barrow, Professor of Music,

obtained his B.A. at Yale where he

also did graduate work. He
remarked, "Students are far more
serious than 20 years ago."

Kershaw, a Lehman professor of

Economics, received his A.B. at

Princeton and Ph.D. at Columbia.

He came to Williams in 1962 ff-om

Rand Corporation in Santa Monica
and has worked for the Ford
Foundation. Kershaw is going to be
part-time comptroller for the Clark

Art Institute.
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Many Thqnl^s
Fifty-six issues ago, the Record-Advocate returned to its

old name, The Williams Record, and resumed semi-weekly
publication. While many of the people who have contributed to

the successful transition are singled out either in by-lines or on
the masthead, certain individuals crucial to our existence serve
in undeserved anonymity. We take this opportunity to say thank
you to them:

The Girls at Lamb Printing: Who so cheerfully work
miracles to put this thing together—and do a good job.

The Guys at Lamb Printing : Who can manage to show a dry
sense of humor while working on the Record at eleven o'clock
at night—and who warned us last year that if they did not get
recognition this year, we would not see the graduation issue.

Peter Wimberger and Rich Reed: Who were able to put
copies of the Record on the dining room tables Tuesdays and
Fridays.

The Baxter Hall Custodial Staff—Who tolerated our messy
office and even helped try to get it clean—and who locked the
windows in our office without complaining.

Charlotte Marlowe—Who insured our mail was sorted and
tolerated our many visits searching for more mail.

College Officials—Who gave of their valuable time to an-
swer questions, often frankly, with remarkably little effort to

influence the tone of articles.

Mayo Shattuck—Who, despite being College Council
president and the target of many editorials, cooperated with the
Record and did a fantastic job in bringing the Council out into
the public's view. The students of the College—who gave us
news leads and inspirations for stories.

Our Readers: Who loved us, hated us, were bored by us,

and above all gave us a reason for existing. Because of and
despite them, we try again next fall.

Record recognizes

outstanding staff
Editor David R. Ross '77 announced the selection of five Record staff

members to receive prizes for excellence in work for the newspaper. The
awards will be presented at the Record's annual banquet in Baxter Hall

tonight.

Jim Cohen '78 will be named best news writer; Sue Galli '78, best features

writer; Cammie McClellan '78, best photographer; Tom Herwitz '78, best

arts writer; and Dennis O'Shea '77, best sports writer.

Tim Layden, Frank Carr and Sally Coney will receive special recognition

for contributions throughout the year. All three are sophomores.

Former editor-in-chief Bill Widing '76, who was scheduled to be the

keynote speaker, will be cited for his contributions to the Record during his

year and one-half tenure as editor.

In reviewing the year, editor George J. Schutzer '77 pointed to the

paper's success in returning to a semi-weekly publication schedule as the

greatest cause for celebration.

"We will have been able to publish fifty-six issues of the Record this year

due, in no small part, to the largely unnoticed, but steady, performance of

our managing editors, layout staff, staff photographers, and associate

editors," he said.

Roes announced that no changes were expected in the editorial staff for

next fall.

To the editor:

For all intents and purposes, the

course guide "crisis" is over. All the

comments are shredded, faculty

members have stopped consulting

their lawyers, and no one is going to

get sued—in short, the controversy is

ended. Everyone seems to have

agreed to put the whole issue behind

them and wait until next year to get a

fresh start.

Unfortunately, one major issue has

been over looked. It is clear that the

faculty, the administration, and the

college council are satisfied now that

the "crisis" is over, but no one has

bothered to find out what the students

think. And even if someone had taken

the time to find out, would student

opinion have had any weight in the

matter?

Our representatives on the college

council voted to suppress the com-

ments, bul we, the constituents, were

never even informed that a decision

was being made. In fact, the vote was
taken before the student body was

even informed of the situation via the

pages of the Record. And, an issue or

two later, we were told that the

comments had been shredded before

the student body had been informed

that shredding was a possibility under

consideration.

It is easy to shrug this all off and say

that it is the students' fault because

we're all so apathetic that we never

bothered to do anything. But I have to

disagree with this point of view.

Judging from dinner conversations in

Baxter Hall, students were genuinely

upset by the situation. Admittedly,

some were just disappointed that the

guide had been put together so

irresponsibly, but many were irate

over the outright censorship which

was taking place.

So what could we do? Should we
have left our dinners and marched in

protest to Hopkins Hall? Or should we
have assembled a petition to express

our disapproval? By the time we had
gotten a pencil and paper the

documents would have already been

shredded. What courses of action

were open to us?

As far as I can see, the answer is

that there were on courses of action

open. The Williams College

bureaucracy had efficiently ended the

"crisis" before it was even clear that

a crisis existed. There were no

channels open for student input, and
thus I find myself and others writing

letters to the editor which get printed

only after it is too late.

During the 1960's, students on this

campus fought for, and won, the right

to regulate many administrative
actions affecting the student body.

Ideally, the college council should be
the body to exercise this right. The
recent "crisis," however, has shown
that this is not the case. The council,

in its "emergency" meeting, decided

to weight legal considerations (which
were probably of no consequence)
more heavily than student desires.

The results were a vote in favor of

censorship, and a great blow to the

rights of the students.

The council's conservative, con-

ciliatory attitude might be adequate
for common budgetary problems, but
it is totally unsatisfactory in dealing

with issues like that of the course
guide. The council has proven itself to

be incapable of protecting students'

rights, and as such it should either

take measures to reform itself or else

set up a new body which will see to it

that our rights are not infringed upon
again.

Sincerely,

William Cutler '79

To the editor:

At this point so late in the year,

perhaps what I have to say will not be

as important to the College Com-

munity as one might have liked, but I

shall state my case anyway. It has to

do with the system of fines used by the

Library.

When I first heard that the Library

was going to increase its fines for

overdue reserve books, I was elated. I

can remember thinking to myself,

"For once, maybe that Econ 370 ar-

ticle that I got up at 8 a.m. to read will

be there. Now that it costs $1 to fall to

return it on time instead of just 25c,

maybe these kids might just start to

take on some sort of responsibility."

In any case, my (as it turned out,

unrealistic) hopes for a student body

more respectful towards Sawyer
Library were quickly dashed. For

within three days of the well-

publicized event, I had ah-eady heard

of a student who had just completely

forgotten to return a reserve book

(indeed, had even forgotten that he

had ever checked it out!) until TWO
AND ONE-HALF DAYS after it was

due. The lame excuse I heard him

trying to make was that the book in

question had not been used in the

course in the last eight weeks. In my
opinion, the $8 fine levied upon him

should have been doubled for trying to

evade his responsibility in such a

dishonorable manner.

But all this just serves to bring me
to my major point, which is only this:

that there should also be some sort of

The EPHLATS

"The EPHLATS will hold an in-

formal outdoor concert on the steps
of Chapin tonight after dinner
around 7:00 (weather providing).
For some good tunes in an informal
setting, drop by and hear the
EPHLATS."

fine system applicable to ovaots
books. As I see it, there are two raaior
abuses of Uie ( too) lenient system tha
exists now. The first is the failure to
return properly checked-out books by
their due date (which is, I think you'U
agree, bad enough). And the second
and certainly more irritating, is tiie

actual removal of books from Library
grounds without officially checking
them out. The only solution I can see
to these problems (these admissions
of irresponsibility by the student
body) -is the institution of proper
punishments by the Library along the
lines of the reserve-book fine system.
In my opinion, the following penalties

would closely fit the infractions in-

volved: for not returning properly

checked-out books by their due dates,

the penalty of l point per day from the

student's overall G.P.A., and for

illegally removing a book from the

Library, the amputation of one hand.

As I said earlier in this letter, it's

probably too late for these suggestions

to have any beneficial effects this

year, but I hope that they will at least

be given serious consideration for

implementation in the future.

Sincerely,

Gregory J. Flemming '78

Crew correction

To the editor:

Re: The Williams Record 4-27-76

What in hell is a "crew team"?

In consternation,

Sincerely,

Leonard Jacob II '16

Carole Tyler One Woman's
Point of View

Finals

by Carole-Anne Tyler

Williams people are great to be
around up until finals week. Then
something frightening happens to us.

We lock ourselves in our rooms or the

library and emerge only infrequently

for bathroom and food breaks. Those
jovial, carefree people who were
partying and sunbathing only a few
days earlier become worried, grade-

grubbing studiers who can't even
spare a moment to choke out an
emotional good-bye to a friend leaving

for summer vacation or possibly

forever. It is May; nature is at last

Dining Hall

Hours
The last meal served in the row

houses will be dinner on Monday,
May 24, 1976. The last meal served
in Baxter, Mission Park and
Driscoll will be dinner on Tuesday,
May 25, 1976.

Greylock will be open to serve

seniors only from Wednesday, May
26th through Saturday, June 5,

1976.

All non-seniors who wish to dine

at Greylock may do so on a pay as

you go basis.

Senior Meal Hours:

Breakfast - 8:00-9:OOA.M.

Lunch 12:00-1 :00 P.M.
Dinner 5:00-6:00P.M.

Snack Bar Hours - Starting

Tuesday, May 25 and continuing

through Sunday, June 6, the Snadc
Bar hours will be 8;30 A.M. to 7:00

P.M. Starting Monday, June?, the

hours will be: 8:30 A.M. to 2:30

P.M.

Alumni Week-end Hours:
Friday & Saturday, June U and 12,

1976

8:00 A.M. to 3:30 P.M.
Sunday, June 13, 1976

8:00 A.M. to 12:00 Noon

Monday, June 14, 1976

Closed for Inventory

showing some green again; the sun is

finally becoming something more

than last summer's memory and we

are so caught up in our studies that we

can't appreciate any of it We are so

busy trying to cram in knowledge

faster than Spring Weekend dinner

that we can't find enough time to

climb Stone Hill let alone Pine Cobble.

What a horrible way for the school

year to end!

I'm not advocating throwing finals

to the wind. I don't think they should

be given as much weight as they are in

some courses (like Psyche 101) but

they are a useful part of any course. A

final gives one a chance to synthesize

the material in a course and to get an

overview on it (ideally, that is. Many

merely represent one's ability to

memorize massive amounts of facts

for a two hour test, after which you

will forget them all). This is pretty

valuable. But it is also pretty valuable

to get an overview of Williams the

campus and the people, and ap-

preciate them while we're here.

We are very lucky people as a great

many of the faults we see here stem

from our inability to perceive and

acknowledge this.

So, Uke some time from finals to

think about what this year has meant

to you. Let people know what they

have meant to you. I really hate to see

the year end with everyone grmding

away. Maybe we shouldn't let the

school throw us out so soon after finals

are over. Perhaps what is needed is a

"Summer Weekend" to follow

"Spring Weekend" so people could

relax and end the year on a positive

note, something Tike having Fresh-

man Days at the end of the year. After

all, the goal of a liberal arts education

Ms supposed to be producing whole

people who can appreciate fuuy

places, ideas and peofSle. There is

very little time here for the average

student to appreciate much beyona

the new library.

At any rate, if we can't have a

Summer Weekend, we can at least an

try to take a little time from studies to

feel good about this place and to lei

people know we feel good about them
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Viewpoint

Decline of PIRG at Williams

The MoQtt barn as it htakwl last fall afttr bainfl movad from tha middla of

Hopkins Forait to a iito naar tha Hopkins Carriaga Housa.

Barn portrays past age
MOON BARN from pagt 1

present capacity, nor would he feel it

necessary to biUld a barn with exact

measurements and tractors, yet the

replica is very cimvincing.

The barn's new purpose is to show
the use of agriculture in "making a

living off the land and its affect on the

landscape," according to McChesney.
The project director hopes to bring

Alfrcxl's time alive with the use ot

actual demonstrations of "particular

rural skills," like hewing a beam or

using a horse team to sow a field.

All these accomplishments are due
to two men—the original builder of the

Moon barn and its re-builder, Peter
McChesney. Yet McChesney feels that

the real gratitude is due to the

Bicentennial Commission and to the

lucky fact that he was bom in 1953,

making him a senior at Williams a
year before the Bicentennial. As be
puts it, "For the first time in my life

the timing was perfect." The Moon
barn probably agrees.

m^

by Chris Flavin

formerly a MassPIRG
member and publicity director

Last month's decision by the
Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group's board of directors

to expel Williams, marked the end
for a local organization which once
was a major focus of activity for

Williams students. MassPIRG en-

joyed a short but active stay in the

Williams community—involving large

numbers of students in its research

projects. From its inception in 1971 as
WMPIRG-the Western
Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group—the organization

has found some of its most loyal

adherents among the Williams
community. Starting in 1971-72 when
questions of pubUc concern, the en-

vironment, civil rights, and consumer
protection, were a major issue on
college campuses, Scott Canedy '74

formed a Williams PIRG chapter of

fifty or so active members.
Masi^PIRG is a non-profit cor-

poration directed and funded by
students, and involved in generating

research and legal and political action

in various areas. The Williams
chapter under Canedy became in-

\Solved in a wide variety of projects,

including: formation of a consumer
complaint center; sponsorship of

numerous bills in the Massachusetts

legislature; a petition drive for

Educational goals scrutinized

Departmental review postponed
Discussion of a proposal for

departmental review by outside

sources "probably won't come up
again until the fall," predicted

Chairman of the English Department,

Laurence Graver.

The proposal was first introduced at

a faculty meeting in early April and
appeared again on the Faculty's

agenda this week. Due to the length of

the agenda, however, no discussion

was possible.

Dean of the Faculty, Neil Grabois

clarified the evaluation proposal in a

memorandum issued to the Faculty in

mid-April. "The procedure envisions

a three-part process which includes

departmental self-study, outside

review, and curricular consolidation

or redirection." The time period for

this initial "pilot" project would span
two years.

According to Grabois, in the first

part of this procedure, each depart-

ment or program would undertake a

self-evaluation "to assess its

educational goals, the effectiveness of

the departmental curriculum in

achieving those goals, and the role of .

the department in the overall

The Log needs people

to work during Freshman
Days and the early part

of next semester. Anyone

interested should see Gene Fa Ik

at the Log during

regular evening hours

Coming Wednesday May 19

Baskin and Zeman

The Log will be open regular hours until graduation.

Men. • Thurs. 8-12

Fri. -Sat. 8:30-12:30

Closed Sunday

educational program of the College."

Results of the study will be given to

the Committee on Appointments and
Promotions (CAP) and to a sub-

committee of the CEP.
The next step would entail review

by "three adcnowledged teacher-

scholars . . . chosen from other

colleges and universities." The trio

would analyze the department and
eventually submit a report to the

Dean of Faculty assessing "the

educational goals of the department's

program and its effectiveness in

implementing those goals."

Grabois' proposal recommended
that the report include, "a general

assessment of teaching in the

department" but that the panel not be

asked to "make judgments about

individuals." The report would be

discussed by the Dean of the Faculty,

members of the department, and the

CEP subcommittee.

Grabois responded to Faculty
concern about judging an individual

teacher's performance claiming,

"The intention of the proposal is not to

evaluate the teaching of individuals

Ixit to aid in appointment or firing

decisions." Grabois added, "From
time to time I thought such a review

would be helpful to the departments of

the College, and thus the College. The
purpose was to be the best possible

College that we could be."

M.S. In N.Y., M.D. In Italy

American pre-meds now have an exciting new way
to develop their careers—a unique biomedical graduate

program which combines: ;, «.

• a one-year, 36-credit course at major New York col-

leges which lead to a M.S. degree in medical biology or

bacteriology and health sciences, with

•preparation for admission beyond the first year to an
Italian medical schooli

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION

Provisionally chartered by the Regents of the University of the State of New York

40 E. 54 St., New York 10022 •(212) 832-2089

X, Colonial Pizza
^%^ The Best in America

^7% ^ Small and Large Pizzas
•'. Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

50 Spring Street

458-9009 and 458-8014

open daily 9 a.m. to2a.m.

Breakfast daily 9 a.m. toil a.m.

DonuU, Coffee

We make our own pizza dough daily

STUDENTS WELCOME

evaluation of safety of nuclear
reactors; organization of a coun-

selling service in the use of the snuU
claims court; and investigations of

citizen access to medical rec(»xis, sex

discrimination in employment
agencies, and enforcement of the

Freedom of Information Act Local

issues that were dealt with include : an
investigation of the condition of

college workers, an analysis of the

proposed Greylock Glen ski resort,

and an evaluation of the proposed

Letter from PIRG
To the Williams College Com-
munity:

The MassPIHG Board of

Directors voted unanimously on

April 24, 1976 to withdraw from the

Williams College campus. The
decision was made after prolonged

evaluation of the Williams chapter,

its funding, geographic isolation,

and student participation.

Unfortunately, the Williams
College Administration has op-

posed the student body's proposals

to fund MassPIRG voluntarily

through their tuition bills as is done

at other PIRG chapters. Despite

the fact that two-thirds of the

student body in 1971-72 indicated

their support—through petition—

for such a mechanism, the Ad-
ministration refused to ^upport

this proposal.

This lack of adequate funding

limited the resources which
MassPIRG could devote to

Williams students, and un-

derstandably participation in

MassPIRG projects then declined.

The MassPIRG board of

directors wishes to state for the

record that the rigidity of the

Williams College Administration

and not the actions of the students

made this distasteful decision

necessary. ,

We regretfully expel Williams

College for these reasons. In-

terested students are nevertheless

encouraged to work with other

MassPIRG chapters on future

projects.

Ben Safir

Chairperson, MassPIRG

construction of a super Route Seven
MassPIRG in its early stages was

undoubtedly the main outlet for

student activism in issues involving

the local community as well as society

, at large. However, by this year only a
hard core of about a dozen members
was actively involved; working in

such areas as pushing for a
Massachusetts bottle bill and a
nuclear power referendum.

The lack of a reliable funding

mechanism was always a serious

hindrance to the local chapter. It

forced student members in 1973-74 for

instance to devote large antounts of

time to door to door fund raising,

which undoubtedly diminished the

enthusiasm of the members. At other

colleges, funding is facilitated by the

inclusion of the MassPIRG charge of

four dollars per student per year on

the tuition bill on a negative check off

basis. Here, the Administration of

former President Sawyer refused

such a proposal despite a petition

which was submitted in 1972 showing

sixty six per cent support for it In-

stead, a separate fund request was
sent to parents in 1972 and 1973, but

never generated the fifty per cent

support which MassPIRG normally

requires of each chapter. Con-
sequently, the members were reduced

to a door to door fund drive which only

in 1972-73 managed to reach the fifty

per cent goal.

As a present member then, I am
reduced to writing a post-mortem for

our local organization. Undoubtedly,

its formation and early success can be

attributed at least partly to the ac-

tivism of the sixties; in any case it

was part of a general phenomenon of

student involvement in and concern

for the public interest and society

outside the academic world. Student

alienation and concern on this campus
is now directed more to specific issues

such as world hunger and farm
workers' conditions, and even these

have lost support recently. Un-
doubtedly with the present student

generation, the tide has turned more
towards an introspection and concern

with personal issues. And so it is, but

still I feel a certain concern at this

sudden decline in student public ac-

tivism.

Chandler announces faculty

resignations and promotions
President Chandler announced the

following resignations and promotions

in a memorandum issued in late April.

Resignations: Andrew G. Dzurinko,

Assistant Professor of Physical

Education, effective April 15; Susan

M. Watt Assistant Professor of

German, Bonnie B. Crawford, In-

structor in Physical Education,

William R. Mason III, Assistant

Director of Admissions, all effective

June 30; Robert D. Spurrier, News
Director, effective August 31; David

R. Woodruff, Director of Food Ser-

vices, effective January 31, 1977.

Promotions: Richard W. Krouse,

now Lecturer in Political Science, to

become Assistant Professor of

Political Science for three years

beginning July 1, 1976; Richard A.

Nuccio, now Lecturer in Political

Science to become Assistant

Professor of Political Science for two

years beginning July 1, 1976; Philip G.

Wick, now Assistant Director of

Admissions and Freshman Financial

Aid, to become Associate Director of

Admissions and Director of Freshman
Financial Aid, effective July 1, 1976.

Mass PIRG reaches decisian

fo expel Williams chapter
The Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group recently announced

the discontinuation of the Williams

chapter of its organization. Williams'

MassPIRG president Marty Wein-

stock said I was disappointed with the

news but said he had anticipated the

expulsion.

In a letter addressed to the Williams

College community. MassPIRG

Attention:
Live in a 50 robm

Gothic Stone Mansion
80 Acre Campus
Dormitory Style

'^IMa month singles '

Telephone;

Lenox 637-0600

$80 a mo. doubles

9 .H.7

chairperson Ben Safir of Brandeis

University cited the lack of adequate

funding at Williams as the primary

reason for the decision to expel. Safir

also singled out the college ad-

ministration's decision several years

ago, to prohibit voluntary funding on

the term bill, as an additional factor

contributing to the board of director's

recent action.

Weinstock, who assumed the head

post at Williams last spring, con-

firmed that the lack of a stable fun-

ding mechanism has always been a

problem for the local organization.

Without steady funding, the chapter

has been unable to devote adequate

time or resources to project resear-

ching, Weinstock added.

Recent erosion of student In-

volvement in MassPIRG at Williams

probably contributed as much as the

funding problem to the recent

decision, said Weinstock.
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Music in Round ends season tonight
The MUSIC IN THE ROUND

series will close tonight with a concert

in Thompson Memorial Chapel at 8:30

pm.
The program includes Danse

Macabre by William Albright (1944-

), Sonata for Violin and Piano, op.

30 No. 1 by Ludwig van Beethoven

(1770-1827), Sonatine for Two Violins

by Arthur Honegger (1892-195S) and

the Piano Quintet in F minor op. 34 by

Johannes Brahms (1833-1897).

Albright's Danse Macabre has as its

theme the same references as the

popular Saint-Saens work of the same
name and is somewhat similarly

structured although composed in the

orientation of contemporary writing.

It will be performed by Irvin Oilman,

flute, William Foss, clarinet, Julius

Hegyi.^olin, Douglas Moore, cello

and Charlotte Hegylipiaho."" ' '

Beethoven's Sonata for Violin and
Piano was written in 1802. Nine of the

ten such sonatas were composed
during the period 1798-1803. Although

a most unhappy period of his life (for

it was during these years that the

symptoms of his deafness appeared

and developed so rapidly), he seemed
to have transcended his melancholy

and despair in producing sonatas both

humorous and heroic. Charlotte and
Julius Hegyi will form the duo which

performs this piece.

Arthur Honegger, of Swiss
parentage, but born in France and
resident in Paris after 1913, is con-

sidered one of the most important

members of Les Six, the group of

young French composers whose aim it

was to free music from impressionism

by using as models the realistic style

of the dance hall and cabaret with its

jazz and other manifestations of the

popular taste of the times. Honegger
is probably best known for his

oratorios and operas but he wrote for

many combinations and the Sonatine

for Two Violins, written in 1920, is a

beautiful example of his writing in the

small form. Julius Hegyi and Janet

Rowe will be the soloists.

Brahms' Piano Quintet in F minor

has been called "the climax of

Brahms' first maturity." Originally

composed in 1862 as a string quintet

with two violoncellos, he later ex-

perimented with other combinations

and finally, in 1864, settled on this

final version of piano and strings. It

has remained one of the most en-

during works in chamber music

literature. Kenneth Roberts, will

appear as pianist with the members of

the Music In The Round String

Quartet: Julius Hegyi, violin, Janet

Rowe, violin, Susan St. Amour, viola

and Douglas Moore, cello.

Student recitals scheduled
Three student recitals will be held

under the auspices of the Music

Department of Williams College

during the week of May 16.

Studio VIII will be presented this

Sunday in the Thompson Chapel

starting at 4 P.M. with a program
featuring piano and vocal per-

formances. On Tuesday at 4 P.M.,

Focus on Arts
by David Olsher

MEET WICK
Applause and congratulations. Last

week a gang of artists rumored to be
' the ones responsible for the theft of a
marshmallow sculpture from the first

annual East College Gallery showing
in 1974 pulled off one of the greatest

capers in the history of conceptual

art.

It all centered around the birthday

of one James R. W. Sloane, known
informally as "Wick." Posters ap-

peared around campus proclaiming

MEET WICK SLOANE, GIVE HIM
A CALL with a picture, biographical

information and his phone number.
The calls poured in. Wick said in an
interview "I don't leave the phone off

the hook—I just have to keep making
calls."

Then the fun began. In a series of

kidnappings, the gang made im-

portant statements on the social

rituals of birthdays, separatism in

single-sex bathrooms. Algerian
terrorist activities, and the "fear of

flying." All with the excitement, the

group contagion of a whole town
watching, wondering, spreading
rumors, and wishing Wick a happy
birthday.

Once Wick was found tied to a flag

pole with a bag over his head. Wick
swears he had never met his rescuer

Original dances

on tap in Weston
Monotony, tension, studying

beware! Your reigning place in

reading period is now being

threatened. This coming Monday will

see a concert of originally composed
dances in the Weston Language
Center Lounge at 4 p.m.

The concert originates from the

first Dance Composition class at

Williams, started this fall. The four

students in the class—Kay Pesek,

Nina Girvetz, Alison Morgan, and
Rebecca Lear each composed, and
will dance, three pieces.

Along with two structured pieces

apiece—one in pre-classical dance
forms, and the second an elaboration

(through dance) of a newspaper
action photograph—each of the

students worked in collaboration with

music students to create a joint work.

before, though the young man im-

mediately greeted him with "Hi

Wick." The power of pamphleteering

has been proven to rival electronic

media!

It is most fitting and proper that this

MEET WICK campaign, so

reminiscent of the publishing of Tom
Paine's "Common Sense" over two

hundred years ago, is Williams
College's greatest tribute to the

Bicentennial.

BOMBS AWAY
What is it that makes a film last?

The test of time is considered to be

what separates light art from that

which is truly great. At least it

determines what has universality and
what rests on transitory fashions or

.^trends.

"^In 1964 two films were released

which depict the events leading up to

"pushing the button," and setting off a

nuclear war. One was serious and the

other morbidly funny. Both had strong
impact because people were worried
about the twmb, were digging up their

backyards to install fallout shelters,

were talking about what might
happen by day and worrying at night.

They were ^"ail Safe and Dr.

Strangelove. One was seriously

frightening because it was so possible,

so completely believable, while the

other was daringly flip, perversely

funny.

Why is it, then, that Dr. Strangelove

holds up so much better today? Not
simply because Peter Sellers is so

good in three major roles at once, nor

because of George C. Scott's brilliant

performance.

The answer is that Fail Safe

depended on the wave of fear during
which it was made. We have since

learned to live with the possibility of

nuclear war like we live with the

danger of getting hit by lightning.

Dr. Strangelove, on the other hand,

will always be frightening as well as

funny. It is not just about nuclear war,

but about that part of human nature

which is perversely, unexplainably,

yet undeniably interested in such

destructive power. It is about that

part of us which is somehow in love

with the power to destroy life. It is too

serious to be anything but funny.

Both films play tonight.

EXCLUSIVE
ONE "WEEK ONLY

ENDS TUES.

HELD OVER
ENDS TUES.

rhf\ had mort' th.in lovc-thcv hjd fun

CACLE .....I
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H iMi't alway*
an Invitation to a klaa.

CINEMA II 7:30 d 9:15

Matinee Sat. 6, Sun. 2:00

BENNINGTON, VERMONT (802) 442-(l7*

pfayvd byIAMB MOtJN and JULOAYBURCH

CINEMA I 7:00 & 9: 15 Mat. Sat. & Sun. 2
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Studio IX will take place in Room A of

Currier Hall. Original compositions of

the students of Prof. Stephen Dankner

will comprise the major portion of the

program, representing the

culmination of their past year's en-

deavors. As a foil to this con-

temporary afternoon, the Mozart

Oboe Quartet will be performed by a

student group consisting of Elizabeth

Kieronski '78, oboe, Susan Innes '78,

violin, Melinda-Carol Barlou '79,

viola, and Shirley Be '77, cello.

On Thursday, the final student

recital of the season. Studio X, will be

presented in the Thompson Chapel at

4 P.M. The program, consisting of all

twentieth century music, as

represented by Schoenberg,

Messiaen, Stravinsky, Villa-Lobos

and Debussy, will feature Nicolas

Schidlovsky '76 and Susan Innes '78,

piano, Margo Byron '76, flute and

Chuch Schlosser '76, guitar.

Kite Day, sponsored by WHEW, is this Saturday afternoon. Kite-flyers will be

judged both on looks (the kites, that is) and flying ability, (photo by McClellan)

Bicentennial exhibition in Chapin
The Chapin Library's second major

Bicentennial exhibition, featuring

more than 70 books, pamphlets, maps,

and manuscripts relating to

eighteenth century colonial life and
thought, is currently on view. The
exhibit opened April 21 and can be

seen at the Library in Stetson Hall.

Complimenting the historical

documents displayed during 1975 in

"Back-grounds of the American
Revolution," original materials from
the library's extensive American
history collection illustrate the later

history of the Revolutionary War, the

Origins of the Federal Constitution,

and the lives of Benjamin Franklin
and George Washington. Paul
Revere's original engraving of the

Boston Massacrt, contemporary
depictions of the Battles of Saratoga
and Trenton, military manuals, a

treatise on artillery, and battle plans

for the Siege of Yorktown focus on the

major military events of this conflict

while two letters in the hand of

General George Washington evdte his

day-to-day army life.

The origins of American peacetime

government are documented with two

editions of the "Articles of Con-

federation," a specially bound
presentation copy of "The
Federalist," and the second printed

draft of the Constitution. The Chapin
Library's copy of this extremely rare

preliminary version of the Con-

stitution is especially noteworthy,

being extensively annotated by one of

the convention delegates, George
Mason.

A collection of Washington and
Franklin memorabilia is also on

display. Franklin's opinions on ttie

Stamp Act and on relations with

Canada are shown in two pamphlets

printed in London, and his theories on

colonization are contrasted with those

of Adam Smith, in a first edition of

"Wealth of Nations" (1776). Five

books from George Washington's

library, all signed on the title page,

are shown along with the manuscript

account ledger for his estate, kept by

one of his executors.

The exhibition is open 9 a.m. to noon

and 1 to 5 p.m., Monday through

Friday. There is no admission charge,

and the public is invited to attend. The

exhibit will remain on view througii

August 31.

SATURDAY FILM SERIES

presents

Pierrot Le Fou

Jean-Luc Godard

Bronfman Auditorium 7:30

May 15 only

Admission $1.00

SNEAK PREVIEW
for Williams College Students and Faculty

76 Americano Books
Old, Rare and Out of Print Books

All subjects

Publisher overstocks at low prices

SATURDAY, MAY 14

10:00 A.M. -6:00 P.M.

OPEN ALLNEXTWEEK

Corner of Main and Water Streets

In the basement of The Dugout building

(where the Cyclery was formerly located

)

WILLIAMS
CO-OP
458 4983

25 Spring St.

MfJIIiamftown

WE HAVE SHOES FOR EVERY

ArHOETESHDOn

, , 'i^'Bv£3fcL=^,^. _ _,
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Six seniors win fellowships
Graduate fellowships have been

awarded to six members of the senior

class, William J. Driscoll, Paul R.

Eklund, Donald A. Josephson, Peter
T. Remec, P. Scott Shane and
Nicholas Schidlovsky.

Eklund and Josephson received

Horace F. Clark Fellowships for one
year of graduate study. The Clark
fellowships are awarded on the basis

of superior scholarship, general
ability, and interest in scholarly

research.

Eklund, a member of Phi Beta
Kappa majoring in economics, is a

member of the Choral Society, the

Marching Band, and has taught

swimming at the Williamstown Boys'

Club. He plans to become a jawyer
and will enter Harvard Law School

next fall. Josephson, a member of Phi

Beta Kappa double-majoring in

English and history, has done creative

writing and is a member of the Choral

Society. He plans to pursue graduate

degrees in both law and English.

Schidlovsky received the Hubbard
Hutchinson Memorial Fellowship

which is awarded to students who
have demonstrated creative talent in

music, writing or painting. During the

two years of graduate study funded by

Museum opens May 22

The battle between spring and summer set the scene for Stew Read's photo of

the week.

Town passes new budget
MEETING from page 1

Other measures which came up at

the meeting included six articles on

proposed amendments to the sign by-

law, wl|ich would limit the type, size,

and placement of signs which may be

put up in residential areas. The net

effect of these amendments, ac-

cording to one resident, would be to

restrict signs advertising services

almost out of existence in residential

sections of Williamstown.

Another proposal is for a "By-Law
Requiring Environmental Impact
Statements", a complicated law
which would restrict and guide future

development.

Townspeople generally seem to

support the town meeting system.

According to Town Clerk Marilyn

Head, the meetings provide a sense of

intimacy and personal participation

that other town governments lack

These meetings give citizens a chance
to confront administrators directly,

and to express their own views. While
the system is time consuming-
Tuesday night's meeting took four

hours to cover half the warranted
articles— it is not a simple rubber

stamp. Residents turned back three

budget proposals Tuesday night after

listening to arguments on either side,

"it's impressively democratic," said

Linda S. Smith '78. "It's very per-

sonal, and it seems to have something

that politics is often lacking."

The Hopkins Forest Farm Museum
will officially open on Saturday, May
22 following a Historic Preservation

Workshop conducted by the

Williamstown Historical Commission
at the Williams Inn.

Peter McChesney '75 began
reconstruction of the mid 19th century

hay barn located in Hopkins Forest

last year. The completed barn
museum will house farm implements
and tools of the 19th and 20th cen-

B-ball, chess

re-enacted
BICENTENNIALfrom page 6

While the baseball game is being

replayed, spectators will also have the

opportunity to watch teams from

Williams and Amherst compete at

chess.

At 4 p.m., the Williams and Amherst
varsities will play a regularly

scheduled game, concluding the day's

festivities.

If you arrive in Pittsfield early,

presidents John W. Chandler of

Williams and John William Ward of

Amherst will be the main speakers at

a plaque dedication at 11 a.m. and a

parade will follow at noon.

turies. It will be open to the public

daily under the auspices of the Center

for Environmental Studies.

The Center for Environmental
Studies has invited the public to at-

tend both the workshop which will

begin at 9 a.m. and the museum
opening at 3:30 p.m. Both are free of

charge and anyone with an interest in

what Massachusetts has ac-

complished in the area of historic

preservation is encouraged to attend.

To register for the workshop,

contact the Massachusetts Historical

Commission, 294 Washington Street,

Boston, MA., (617) 727-8470. There is

no deadline for registration and

people who have not registered are

welcome to attend.

The last linen rental exchange

will be made Wednesday May 19.

Anyone on campus after the 19th

can exchange linen at Drum-

mond's on Spring Street.

Graduation

Gift

CROSS'
SINCE 1B46

soft tippens

classic design and

traditional quality

in Lustrous Chrome,
Cold Filled or Ster-

ling Silver. Hand-
somely gift pack-

aged and priced

from $12.00.

Ji>:««iaaia:ii»:«a

Van Anderson scrubs the pots in Baxter Hall. The field of candidates for the

director of food services has been narrowed to four individual operators. All

contract management firms have been eliminated. (photo by Janson)

R

R

CD

Here's your Hat - What's your Hurry?

(Seriously, have a good summer!)
enzis
COLUOI •OOC ITOU DK.
riUJAJlSTOWN, HAH. I

McClelland

Press, Inc.

spring Street

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

• TWENTY COLORS IN BANDANAS
• FELT CRUSHERS
• JEAN BELTS
• INDIA WALLHANGINGS
• SILVER HOOP EARRINGS

$1.00

$4.00

$3.00

$9.00

$4.00

10 per cent discount Williams people

Open 10: 00 AM to 4: 00 PM everyday

Big brother program
There will be a meeting for all

I'n-scnt Big Brother-Big Sisters in

Williamstown and anyone who is

interested in joining the program
next fall in Baxter lounge at 7 p.m.

Monday. May 17, 1976.

the fellowship, Schidlovsky plans to

study composition and musicology. A
concert pianis| and composer,
Schidlovsky hopes to eventually teach

music.

Driscoll was awarded the John

Edmund Moody Fellowship for two

years of graduate work at Oxford

University, England. The award is

given on the basis of general in-

tellectual ability, character, need of

assistance, and promise of original

and creative work. Driscoll, a

member of Phi Beta Kappa, is a

double major in English and classics

who will graduate in June after

completing four years of college work
in three years. Driscoll served as

president of Cap and Bells, has acted

and directed several productions at

Williams and plans a career in

directing and writing for the theatre.

Shane received the Carroll A.

Wilson Fellowship for graduate study

also at Oxford. Recipients of this

award are chosen "after the manner
of the Rhodes Scholarships, with

special attention to leadership,

scholastic attainment and physical

vigor." A member of Phi Beta Kappa,

Shane is majoring jjjf English with

Russian area studies. He has written

both poetry and prose^W received

honorable mention re^pUion in last

year's Academy of^g^^rican Poets

prize competition ^Iwilliams. He
plans to teach literature at the college

level following graduate study.

Remec was awarded the 1976

Morehead Fellowship for four years of

graduate study in medicine at the

University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill. Remec was elected to Phi

Beta Kappa in his junior year and has

been on the Dean's List every

semester. He is a member of the

Purple Key Society, the Outing Club

and rows on the crew team.

Studies can encroach on your free time at this point in the semester, but if the

sun's out you can always catch a few rays while reading through that Aristotle.

(photo by Read)

Guyer wins book prize
Grant P. Guyer '77 received first

prize the fifteenth annual Naumburg

Student Book Collecting Contest for

his collection of some sixty items

devoted to "Monochrome
Photography in the Twentieth Cen-

tury." Scott Shane '76 received a

special prize for his collection of books

about e. e. cummings.

Phillip L. Cantelon, professor of

history, and Joseph E. Dewey, owner

of the Williams Bookstore, and

George H. Hamilton, Director of the

Clark Art Institute and Professor

Emeritus of Williams, judged this

year's competition.

The late Carl T. Naumburg, Class of

1911, who presented his large

collections of Rudyard Kipling, Booth

Tarkington, and George Ade to the

Williamstown

PIZZA HOUSE
Pizzas Hot Grinders

Frosty Cream
Fresh Dough Every Day

Open
Sunday through Thursday

10:00am to 2:00 am
^
Friday and Saturday

10:00a.m. to 3 00 a.m.

22 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 012(7

(413) 458 8271

Chapin Library, has funded the

contest for the past fifteen years. The

Chapin Library cosponsors the

competition.

Construction plans

set for summer
hv Mollv Koach

"Phase one of the Chapin Hall

renovation project should be com-

pleted by October 15, 1976." according

to Peter Welanetz, Director of

Physical Plant. "The 25 practice

rooms and the student-faculty lounge

should be open for use on September

15,
" Welanetz added.

Welanetz said he anticipates that

work on the 1957 wing of Stetson Hall

will also be finished during the

summer. Completion of the $750,000

project will allow occupancy in the

wing for the fall semester.

Renovation in residential housing

will be limited to a "sprucing up" of

Williams Hall, Welanetz said.

Woodworking and other repairs

constitute the bulk of this $30,000

project.

Welanetz noted plans for con-

struction of a small addition to Mather
House. The $20,000 addition will house
a meeting room and additional

secretarial space.
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Crew takes second at Vail
b> Mark Pogue

The Williams varsity lightweight

crew arrived in Philadelphia for the
Dad Vail Rowing Champions having
not lost a race all year. After winning
two qualifying heats at the Vail they

had advanced to the finals and were
still unbeaten. With 900 meters to go in

the final itself, Williams' lights clung
to a 30-foot lead over some of the best

collegiate crews in the country.

But this year, at least, the dream of

an undefeated season was not to be.

With 800 meters left in the race. Coast
Guard Academy opened up and
moved a length in front of the
Williams boat. "They just took up
their stroke and rowed through us,"

said Purple co-captain Jim Holmes,

2-1 heartbreaker

"and when you let a crew row through

you in a 2000-meter race, you rarely

get it back." CGA edged Williams at

the finish line by three seconds.

For men's coach Urian Dawe and
the members of the boat-i-Holmes,

Ramsay Stabler, Scott Stevenson,

Jack Reynolds, Brian Norris, Prent

Weathers, Dan Fox, Matt Watkins and
cox Andy Sisson—the second-place

finish was a bittersweet end to a most
remarkable rowing season. "They'd
been going well all year and felt good
down there," said Dawe. "On
Saturday I think we figured on win-

ning it, but then just reaching the

finals was a miracle in itself." Dawe
referred to an incident which oc-

curred prior to the lights' second heat.

Wes edges Eph 9
Williams saw its hopes for its first

outright Little Three baseball title

since 1969 dashed by homestanding
Wesleyan Wednesday, 2-1. The Ephs
can still tie for the title with a win over
Amherst on Weston Field this af-

ternoon.

Pete Eshelman started on the
mound for Jim Briggs' squad, and

Athlete of the Spring Scott Perry.

(ohotoby Read)

Perry named

spring athlete
Senior Scott Perry, who was named,

during the fall, as the Record's out-

standing athlete for the fall season
(along with fellow footballer Carm
Falladino), has been honored
similarly for the spring season of 1976.

Perry is a virtual one-man track

team who has been a permanent
fixture on the back page of the Record
for three years. During the past

spring. Perry earned points in as
many as five events in a single meet.
He was one of the top ranked long

jumpers in New England, and was
often a winner in the riple jump, as
well. He anchored both the mile and
440 relay teams, and posted first place

finishes in the 100, 220, and 440 yard
dashes.

Perry was the number five draft

choice of the Cincinnati Bengals in the

recent NFL player dl-aft.

HONORABLE MENTION—
Baseball—Pete Eshelman, Tom

Chizmadia, Steve IVraier, Jeff

Erickson

Lacrosse—Todd Eckerson, Peter
Thomsen, Jamie Taylor, Scott Sup-

plee

Tennis—Martin Goldberg

Golf—Chris Vogelsang, Steve
Saunders
Track—Ron White, Dan Sullivan,

Dave McLaughry
Crew—Varsity Lightweights

yielded only one run on four hits

through eight innings. Entering the

home half of the ninth inning, the

contest was knotted at 1-1.

Eshelman gave up a leadoff triple in

this stanza, followed by a walk and a

stolen base, putting runners on second
and third. Briggs called on sophomore
Steve Maier to get the final outs.

The first cardinal hitter, however,
laid down a perfectly-executed suicide

squeeze bunt to bring home the

winning run and avenge an earlier

double-header sweep by the Ephs. The
win was Wesleyan's first of the year in

the Little Three in six games.
Senior rightfielder Mike Gibbons

led the Williams hitters in the contest,

rapping out a pair of base hits.

Williams, now 10-5 on the year, was
held to only three hits in the entire

game.
The Ephs close out their most

successful season in recent years with

today's home contest with Amherst.
Maier is scheduled to start for

Williams. A win would give the Purple
a piece of the Little Three for the first

time in seven years.

Amherst golfers

fake Liffle Three

Amherst copped its second straight

Little Three GolMitle Tuesday with a

4'/i - 2'/^ match play win over

Williams. Both Williams and Amherst
posted easy wins over Wesleyan in the

match, held on the Taconic Golf Club
links.

Williams junior Steve Saunders was
the medalist in the contest with a 75.

Joe Solari also cracked 80 in the

match, firing a 79. Chris Vogelsang,

Bill Upton, and Doug Brockway were
the other three top Williams clubbers.

Medal scores in the match were
Amherst 397, Williams 400, and
Wesleyan 427. Rudy Goff's squad
closes out their 1976 season tomorrow
afternoon in a home match with Ivy

League for Dartmouth.

Rugby club finishes

season by splitting

two with Wesleyan
The Williams Rugby Football Club

completed its 1976 season last

Saturday by splitting two contests
with Wesleyan. The A side lost a hard
fought 7-6 contest, while the B side

whipped the Cardinals, 8-0, on tries by
Vic Zerbino and Bill Keenan.

Williams took an early 6-0 lead in

the A side contest on a charge by
Steve Westerholm. Wesleyan came
back on a penalty kick from inside the

thirty yard line to make it 6-3

Williams, at the half.

Williams lost co-captain Jim Tolles

to a knee injury early in the second
half and were forced to play a man
down for the final 25 minutes.

Wesleyan scored in the final two
minutes of the game to win. Williams
finishes their spring season with a 3-3

record. ,

While practicing on the river they

strayed onto the race course and
collided with a boat from Notre Dame.
An Irish oar smacked Fox in ttie head,

and Sisson was cut on the nose.

The Dad VaU continued to frustrate

Williams in varsity heavyweight
competition. In their qualifying beat

the Purple heavies rowed a strong

race for 1900 meters, but then faded

and were nij^ied at the wire by a

sprinting Marietta crew. (The heavies

had beaten Marietta on Lake Onota

only six days earlier). Members of

this boat—winner of two races this

year—were Steve Pagnotta, Dave
Hitchcock, Mike Austin, Tom
Klumpp, John Snyder, Gavin Watson,

Bill Hutwelker, Peter Nelson and cox

Witt McKay.
Williams placed a boat in the fresh-

man finals for the third consecutive

year, and this time the Purple came
up with a respectable fifth-place

finish Inspired by cox Hugh Calkins,

Wayne Wilkins, John Huss,' Alan

MacDonald, Paul Shlanta, Todd
Anderson, Joe Avellar, Mark
Robinson, and Tom Davis avenged

their loss to Ithaca College a week
earlier by rowing past them in the

finals.

The Dad Vail regatta concluded

what was probably the most suc-

cessful rowing year in Williams'

history. The lightweights' silver-

medal performance marked the first

time since 1966 that a Little Three

boat placed among the top three

finishers in any event, and the boat

was also the first from Williams ever

to make it to a varsity finals at the

Vail. As Scott Stevenson said, "You
can't complain about that."

by Dennis O'Shea

The varsity lacrosse team returned

to Middlebury this afternoon seekmg
a reversal of last week's 14-10 loss to

the Panthers. As first seed, the

Vermonters are playing host to this

year's New England College Division

Tournament.
The Ephs get their second crack at

the host squad tomorrow afternoon,

presuming both teams got by first

round opponents Bowdoin and Tufts.

The Cats are listed at sixth in the

latest New England rankings, the

Ephs one t)elow at seventh. The Polar
Bears and Jumbos are paired at nine

and ten.

Replay of first game set
Those of you prepping for tonight's

trivia contest might try this one on for

size: what two schools met in the first

intercollegiate baseball game ever

played in America?
Give up? The answer is Williams

and Amherst, who on July 1, 1859,

some 10 years before the first

professional game, did battle in

nearby Pittsfield, Mass. It was a
hitter's game back then, as the final

score attests. In 26 innings, Amherst
prevailed, 73-32.

The next day, the two schools met
on a different field of play, the

chessboard. Led by Edward Stanley

Brewster, a 16-year-old prodigy who,
blindfolded, had once won two games
simultaneously, Williams was a heavy
favorite. But Brewster became ill and
played poorly and his two teammates
also had their troubles. After 11 hours
and 48 moves, the Williams contingent

resigned, giving Amherst a sweep of

the weekend's competitions.

On Saturday, May 29, at 2 p.m., 117

years later, Williams and Amherst
will re-enact collegiate baseball's

inaugural game at Wahconah Park,
Pittsfield, sponsored by the city's

Bicentennial Commission. All
uniforms, bats, and twlls will be

Women's crew
closes Sunday

The women's crew will wind up
their season this Sunday, May 16,

with competition in the Eastern
Spring Championships to be held
on Lake Quinsigamond in Wor-
cester.

The varsity eight is seeded
eighth out of 13 boats. The varsity

four*^ ranked fifth out of ap-

proximately a dozen boats.

It will be the first race for a new
eight-person fiberglass racing
shell which was recently pur-

chased by the Williams College

Boat Club.

Rowing at the stroke and seven
i^seats in the varsity eight will be

Susan Tuttle '78 and Anne
Eisenmenger '76 who have
recently l)een invited to attend the

women's Olympic rowing selection

camp to be held in Cambridge,
Mass., beginning May 24.

Last year, the eight finished fifth

in the east and the four finished

third in their respective events.

Harland Chun (1) daftnds against a shot by Harvard's Bill Tennlsi (20), as
Carlton Tucktr (II) and Bob Marquttt converge on tha crease.

(photo by Janson)

Dominate game, 19-8
^^

Harvard chops lacrosse
Harvard doBed out the Ephmen's

regular season Wednesday, handing
the locals a 19-8 pummeUing on Cole
Field The Crimson played dynamite
lacrosse, racing to a 13-2 halftime lead
on the strength of brilliant passing,

dazzling extra-man play and alert fast

breaking.

The well-trained Cantabs were
masters at giving up perfectly
reasonable shots to take one last pass.

With Eph goalie Harlund Chun thus

lured hopelessly out of position, all

Williams' defensive efforts turned

into a joke. The Crimson laughed all

the way to their ninth victory of the

season.

Evidently MIT has supplied the

Harvard stickers with personal

radars. The Cantabs fed open men
from some of the most outrageous

angles imaginable.

Harvard's Steve Martin tied the

University assist record with eight

feeds, and added one goal. Fellow

attackmen Bill McKenzie and Bill

Tennis pumped in seven and two

goals, respectively, and Tennis
chalked up two assists.

Midfielder Kevin McCall tallied six

scores.

Phil Hartigan's hat trick led Purple

scoring, while Scott Supplee popped in

two.

Two fights marred a very physical

contest. The'refs handed out three

expulsion fouls and four un-

sportsmanlike conduct penalties.

allowing the Ephs the opportunity to

score two goals in a three minute

man-advantage situation.

Track finishes seventh

in Easterns at Bowdoin
by Ronald White

The varsity track team posted a
seventh place overall finish in the
Eastern track and field cham-
pionships, held at Bowdoin College
last Saturday. Perennial power
Brandeis was the winner of the 54th
Championships.

Co-captain Scott Perry, who has
already qualified for the Division III

nationals in the long jump, placed
third in that event with a leap of 22' 4".

Fellow co-captain Dave McLaughry
pole vaulted 14 feet to tie for fourth
place and equal his own school record.

Nationals qualifier Rich Remmer
completed the field event scoring,
finishing fourth in the shot put, with a
toss of 48' 10".

Perry continued his strong per-
formances in the running events,
anchoring both the mile and 440 relay
teams to fourth-place finishes. The
senior brought Williams from fifth to
first in their heat of the 440 relay, and
clocked a mecurial 48.4 in the mile
relay, His career best of 21.8 in the220
garnered him still more fourth place
points and easily qualified him for the
nationals at that distance.

Sophomore Ron White captured a
second place medal in the 120 yiard
high hurdles, topping the barriers in a
career-best 14.7. White also ran on the
Mile and 440 relay teams.
Freshman sprinter Dan Sullivan

dipped under ten seconds for the
second time in the 100 yard dash,

identical to the ones used in 1859. The
rules of the game will also be the

same. For example:

—Bases will be 60 feet apart, not the
present 90 feet.

—The pitcher will stand 35 feet away
from the batter.

Under modern rules, the pitching

rubber is 60 feet, 6 inches from
home plate.

—Each team will get one out per in-

ning.

—There will be 13 players to a side.

—The pitcher will be required to

throw the ball to a spot indicated by
the batter.

—A fielder will be able to throw out a
runner by hitting him with the ball.

see BICENTENNIAL page 5

clocking a fleet 9.9. Sullivan ran a leg

of the 440 relay, and led off the mile

relay with an excellent 50.5 split

Post-season activity continues

today and tomorrow with the New
Englands at Boston College, followed

by the 1977 NCAA Division III track

Championships, held this year at the

University of Chicago, from May 27th

through 29th.

Tennis finishes

season of 7-3

The varsity Tennis team saw its

1976 season eiid on a sour noli'

Tuesday, suffering a 5-1 loss to

Colgate on the winners' courts. The

loss left Coach Dave Johnson's

racquet|nen with a final season record

of 7-3.

Williams played the match without

t<vo of its top players, Jim Parsons

(No. 5) and Jim Ware (No 4), both of

whom were out with injuries. The duo

was replaced by sophomore Bill

Whelan and senior Dave Hillman,

both playing their first singles mat

ches of the year. Both suffered two-set

losses.

Freshman Martin Goldberg, the no

one man on the squad through the

season, gave the Ephs their only win

of the afternoon. There were no

doubles contests played in the match,

at Colgate's request.
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471 receive degrees at commencement

Seniors march toward graduation on a warm, sunny day in 1973. Today's

graduating class members were only freshmen when this photo was taken. For

some, it has been a long three years.

The College awarded 440 Bachelor
of Arts degrees this morning at its

187th Commencement Former Under
Secretary of State George W. Ball
delivered the commencement address
to a large crowd which included
parents, students, faculty, friends and
neighbors.

The ten students in the third class to

complete a two-year master of arts

program in art history also receivwf
degrees. The course is conducted by
Williams in cooperation with the

Sterling and Francine Clark Art In-

stitute.

President John W. Chandler
awarded master's degrees or cer-

tificates to 21 graduate students from
developing nations. The students
completed a one year course of study

involving the economic development
of modern low income countries at the

Center for Development Economics.
Wayne C. Roberge, an astronomy

and physics major from Westfield,

Mass., who ranked number one in the

Class of 1976, delivered the valedic-

tory address this morning. A member
of Phi Beta Kappa and an associate

member of Sigma Xi, he graduated
summa cum laude as did ten other

seniors: Martha E. Asher, Bruce M.
Berman, Catharine B. Hill, John M.
Holmberg, Donald A. Josephson,

Baccalaureate Address

Jordan: "You cannot sit idly"
by Bill WIding

Vernon E. Jordan Jr., executive

director of the National Urban
League, challenged the graduating

class to confront the dichotomy

between American ideals and present

realities in his Baccalaureate Address

yesterday afternoon in the Thompson
Memorial Chapel.

Noting that the United States has

always faced a great responsibility in

living up to its national potential,

Jordan argued that America "has yet

to fulfill the dreams of its founders."

Specifically, the country has yet to

embrace the Declaration of In-

dependence's proposition that "all

men are created equal."

"Our progress toward equality has

been halting," Jordan contended.

Vernon E. Jordan Jr.

"characterized by brief spurts of

forward motion followed by long arid

stretches of retreat and withdrawal."

At present the nation has fallen into a

recessive period in which the vibrant'

reforms of the 60's have been replaced

by a widespread mood he termed "the

new minimalism."

"The new minimalism," Jordan

explained, "assumes that the social

programs of the 60's failed, and that

they failed in spite of wholehearted

national commitment and resources.

But the facts are that there never was

enough money applied to the long

ignored problems of racism and

poverty, and what national com-

mitment existed was often grudingly

given and less than wholeheartedly

embraced."

With the new minimalism ad-

vocating less government and less

aid, it encourages the better half of

society to ignore the plight of the

poorer. The division between these

two sides of society frequently falls

along racial lines.

Jordan reasoned, "Americans must

come to understand that black

disadvantage is the result of special

treatment for over four hundred years

and that now a new, positive kind of

special treatment is needed to make

up for the past."

The potential for constructive

changes toward true social equality is

large, Jordan concluded, but only if

Americans will attack "passive
tolerance of racism and poverty" with

positive action.

"You cannot sit idly by, you cannot
isolate yourself from the tides of

human and moral events, you cannot

withhold your moral commitment."

David W. McLaughry, Linnea J
McPherson, P. Scott Shane Jr.,
Pakorn Vichyanond and Thomas C
WUson.

Thirty-four students graduated with
"highest honors" in one major; four
with "highest honors" in two majors.
Sixty-eight students graduated with
"honors."

They were among 110 seniors who
qualified for membership in Phi Beta
Kappa. Eighty-six members of the
class graduated magna cum laude
and 178 members cum laude.

Students who graduated in the top
twenty per cent of their class with a
grade point average of above 9.0 on a

scale of 12 are eligible for Phi Beta
Kappa. Seniors with a GPA of 10.25 or

greater graduate summa cum laude,

those with a GPA between 9.25 and
10.24 graduate magna cum laude. The
cutoff for cum laude is 8.0 which is

below the College wide GPA.
The graduating class consisted of

307 men aqd 68 women.
The Phi Beta Kappa speaker at

graduation was Pamela G. Carlton.

Peter L. Kozik was the class speaker.

The College awarded honorary
degrees to Frederick Wiseman '51,

Clara Claiborne Park, Dr. Gerald M.
Edelman, Baccalaureate speaker
Vernon E. Jordon Jr. and Ball.

Morris L. Ernst of the Class of 1909

was to receive an honorary Doctor of

Law Degree this morning, but he died

on May 21. Chandler said, "Mr. Ernst
had looked forward with great joy to

this day, and we deeply regret the end
of his long and distinguished life and
the fact that he did not live to enjoy

this occasion."

Ernst was best known as the lawyer
who won the celebrated case in 1933

which permitted the publication of

Joyce's Ulysses in the U.S.

George Ball

Phi Beta Kappa

honors Clay Hunt
In an unprecedented move designed

to honor outstanding teaching by
Williams professors, the student
members of the Phi Beta Kappa
Society this year honored J. Clay

Hunt, John Hawley Roberts Professor

of English, for his teaching excellence

and personal contributions to the

College community.
The society praised Hunt for his

"excellence, exhuberance, and
honesty as a teacher," noting

specifically his dedication to student

intellectual development and the

Winter Study Program.
Pamela G. Carlton, President of the

College chapter of Phi Beta Kappa,
hoped that this new recognition would

become an annual part of the society's

duties because it now allowed
students to recognize formally the

teaching accomplishments of

Williams professors.

Five receive honorary degrees
Williams College awarded five

honorary degrees at its 187th Com-
mencement this morning.

President John W. Chandler
presented Doctor of Laws honorary
degrees to the commencement
speaker, George W. Ball, and to the

baccaluareate speaker, Vernon E.
Jordan Jr. Frederick Wiseman
received Doctor of Humane Letters

honorary degree, while Dr. Gerald M.
Edelman was presented with a Doctor
of Science honorary degree and Clara
Claiborne Park was awarded an
honorary Doctor of Letters degree.

.

George W. Ball is a partner in the

international investment firm of Leh-
man Brothers in New York City. He
served as Under Secretary of State

from 1%1 to 1966 in the Kennedy and
Johnson administrations, and during
1968-69 was U.S. Ambassador to the

United Nations. Ball is the author of

two books, "The Discipline of Power"
and the recently published

"Diplomacy For a Crowded World:

An American Foreign Policy."

Vernon E. Jordan Jr. has served as

director of the National Urban League

since 1972. He has previously worked

as executive director for the United

Negro College Fund, as an attorney

for the Office of Economic Op-

portunity in Atlanta, and as director

of the Southern Regional Council's

Voter Education Project.

Frederick Wiseman, a 1951

Williams graduate, is an independent

documentary filmmaker. His works

have included "Titicut Follies," "Law
and Order, " "HospiUl," "Juvenile

Court," and "Welfare," all of which

have been shown at international film

festivals and have been honored with

awards. A graduate of Yale Law
School, Wiseman is a member of the

Massachusetts Bar.

Dr. Gerald M. Edelman is Vincent

Astor Distinguished Professor at

Rockefeller University in New York
City. In 1972 he was awarded the

Nobel Prize in Medicine, in

recognition of his efforts in

deciphering the complex structure of

antibodies, which holds the promise of

improved diagnosis and treatment of

diseases. He has taught and con-

ducted research at Rockefeller

University since 1960.

Clara Claiborne Park is a member
of the English faculty at Berkshire

Community College and a part-time

lecturer in English at Williams. She is

the author of The Siege: The First

Kight Years of an Autistic Child,

published in 1972, and You Are Not

Alone: Understanding and Dealing

With Mental Illness published this

week by Atlantic-Little, Browa

College picks Keller
President John W. Chandler an-

nounced the appointment of Ross
Keller to the position of Williams Food
Services' Director, following a two
month search period. Keller will

assume the director's position on July
1, replacing David R. Woodruff who
has headed the dining services
department since 1970.

Before coming to Williams, Keller
*as employed for nine years as
Director of Community Services at

Saint Lawrence University where he
*as directly involved in food service

management.
Speaking to a group of some 60 food

services sUff members in Jesup Hall
°<i May 17, Keller said that he foresaw

"no big changes" in the dining system

only "some new interests and

redirections." He predicted that "the

whole process is going to be not unlike

it is now."

Following the brief meeting, Keller

described these redirections saying,

"To begin with, I would like to work on

improvement in menu selection."

Keller announced that he will not

replace James W. Hodgkins as

Assistant Director of Food Services.

Keller also cited a need for in-

creased student involvement in the

dining services' activities. He
suggested creating a "student-food

services committee which would meet

on a regular basis".

Train carries Williams and Amherst baseball players to Wahconah Field in PittsfieM for • rematch

Of tlw first college baseball game. Story page S. (photo by Read)
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Good Bye
Of the many persons graduating today, two will be

especially missed by this newspaper, former editor Bill Widing
and former sports editor Dan Daly.

Dan's sports and column writing added a special flair to the
paper. Whether he was writing about roadtnpping, Williams
sports history or a coming game, Dan showed a knack for

gicking up and reflecting the feelings of the crowd. Dan will, we
ope, enter the field of journalism for it is writers of his caUber

that make newspapers and magazines worth reading.
The gifts Bill Widing brought to the paper ^ere not so much

great literary style or journalistic skills as they were personnel
management and great organizational ability. During Wi(Ung's
record year and one-half term as editor of this newspaper, it

moved from near collapse financially, qualitatively and in

terms of staff participation to a position of structural sound-
ness. Even when Bill retired as editor-in-chief and was devoting
many hours to his award winning thesis, he found time to offer
suggestions to keep the paper on track. When Bill leaves
Williamstown, an important part of the Williams Record will be
gone.

Job Jots
NEWS AND NOTES

OFFICE OF CAREER
COUNSELING

Full-time Jobs:

Nat'l. Trust for Historic Preser-

vation - needs a Craftsmen Ap-
prentice, Tarrytown, NY.

^Greater BoBton^,«gai^Servlce»
.^ Sec'y. to handle client needs, do
typing.

Addison-Wesley Publishing Co. -

college text promotion.

Chamberlayne Jr. College

Boston—position—Dir. Student
Affairs.

Harvard V. - Career Services

needs a Staff Asst.—Health
Careers

Holy Cross Campus, Rhinecliffe,

NY residential treatment center-
openings.

Mass. Internship Office Action-

Vista needs a Coordinator for

Student Volunteer Program.
Maine Nat'l. Bank • management
trainee positions open. (Portland,

Me.)

Astarte, Stockbridge, Ma., a

residontial treatment center,

needs a live-in counselor.

Teaching Opportunities: ''
'

Berkshire School Sheffield, Ma.—
math position.

Hampton "Roads Academy

—

Newport News, Va.—history
position, good academic record

necessary.

Green Mt. Union High, Chester,

Vt.—social science position.

Internships:

Elizabeth Holtzman's District

Office— Brooklyn, N.Y.—one
semester.

Texas Historical Commission—one
yr. internship—small museum
director training.

Summer:
Lenox Hill Hospital, N.Y.C.—
Researcher—"Sports Medicine.

B.A. degree required.

Notice: Anyone looking for in-town

jobs during the summer, keep in

touch with OCC.
The OCC will be open during the

summer.

To the editor:

As an alumnus, first fired to en-

thusiasm for art by that superb

teacher of yore, Karl Weston, whoae

lectures enthralled us ts un-

dergraduates in the thirties, I ear-

nestly hope that any present students

at my Ahna Mater who dream of

being collectors themselves one day

will not be led astray by the exhibition

which will open up there on May ninth.

Otherwise they might invest money in

former "blue chip" non-objective

paintings which will be relegated to

the basements of most museums
within the next fifty years, they should

concentrate their t>uying power on

"growth stock" objective painting of

more permanent value.

As shown at the Hirschl and Adler

Gallery, this overload on the abstract

is intensified by relegating most of the

responsible paintings of an objective

nature to the third floor, which must

be reached by an elevator. It amused

me that all the same, three college

age visitors who arrived just ahead of

me, ignored all the far-out stuff and

headed for the elevator and settled in

front of the Hopper lent by Larry

Bioedel. This in itself may be a

symptom that the present un-

dergraduates are not going to be

snowed into buying any more of the

kinky stuff for which some members
of my own generation did fall, just as

it may b« a symptom that all this

kookee Kunst is placed on the lower

levels because that is what Hirschl

and Adler would like to sell out of their

own stock before the swing away from

abstraction catches up with them.

There are good examples of the

work of Demuth, Magritte, Marsh,

Munch, Rodin, Rouault, Sheeler,

Tanguy and Wyeth, but, alas, inferior

examples of solid artists such as

Hartley, Feininger, Marin, O'Keefe,

and Kay Sage, which seem to be in-

cluded just to have an all star cast,

when the exhibition would have been

improved by superior paintings by

non-name artists. There is not a single

work of any of the artists shown

regularly by the Findley Gallery on

upper Madison Avenue, which has the

cream of contemporary French
painting, Rodde, Genis, etc., and has

sellouts of their shows, regardless of

the fact that The New York Times art

critic, Hilton Kramer, never deigns to

review any of them. Out of the whole

show of 98 pictures, I would say there

are about ten or twelye which have a

^han'ce brsiTrviving notable examples

of the artists concerned.

Eventually American art, world art

in the West, will recover from the

false dictum that anything seen as the

camera might see it, is demode and
art must march to a "different

drummer" and we will get back to the

kind of "eternal verities" that Karl

Weston taught in his days in the art

department at Williams. But a whole
generation of art gallery dealers and
university art teachers who have been

hypnotized by the Zeitgeist theory of

art will have to be swept out the door
before we will again realize that, for

instance. Van Gogh's portrait of the

young man in the blue hat and the

yellow jacket will still be with us when
the work of Leger, Miro, Pollock,

Dubuffet, Hoffman, Kline, and
Motherwell, has vanished into the

underground and is shown only as

evidence of a deluded period in

judgment; aU this wiU be as paise as

Puvis de Chavannei, Marie

Laurencin. or Hubert Robert Only

two of the non-objective artiata of this

century have a good chance of being

good investments for one's grand-

children: Kandlnsky and Klee.

You better believe it.

FItsroy Davis

Alumni Catering

To the editor:

Having been here for most of the

time since exams, waiting to

graduate, I've had ample time to

notice something that I feel is unfair

to the students here. This school

caters to the alumni to such an extent

that it discomodes the present

students of the college. I realize that it

is important for a college of this size

and temperament to maintain good

relations with the alumni. However, I

think the college forgets that when
dealing with the students jthey are

dealing with future alumni.

For three days the shower curtains

were gone from the bathrooms on

campus. They were being cleaned for

the alumni. But seniors were still in

their rooms. Although flies have been

out for more than a month screens are

just being put on the windows—for the

alumni. The screens aren't new.

Someone just waited until the end of

senior week to put them up.

People living in the Sophomore
Quad are not allowed to park their

cars in the quad in order to pack their

belongings. Yet alumni staying in

Prospect House are supposedly going

to be able to park indefinitely, right on

the same lawn, in front of the House.

This points to a vast difference in the

treatment of students and alumni.

If the college is going to give

preferential treatment to the alumni,

perhaps they shouldn't do it so

blatantly. It causes ill feelings among
some future alumni. And tha^ could

damage the important relationship

that the college tries so hard to

maintain and to build upon.

Rebecca A. Lear '76

Boring and dull

To the editor:

I must immediately plead guilty to

commenting on a comment appearing
in your May 4th issue regarding
"excerpts from the course survey".
Perhaps it is "out of context—out of

context", but someone stated that

^ ^ .
tnd Mr. RouM were boring and

AUowlng for • considerable time
gap, when I wm at Williams, I found
Dick Rouse to be interestina
humorous and thoroughly invoivwi
with hia field. Of aU the survey
coursea taken, I wai moet stimulated
by Psychology loi and went oti to
m^or in it and found It thoroughly
enjoyable. Teaching the same basic
matwial tor some 2S years is un-
doubtedly more of a chaUenge than
listening to it once.

I am sure that the serious Williams
student, realizing this, would make
that extra effort to get to know and
work with a man whom I consider one
of the most helpfbl and stimulating
teachers that I have encountered

Richard W.WUde, Jr. 57

Eyes closed

To the editor:

I enjoyed the article in the April 30
issue fk the Record about Tran-
scendental Meditation. A couple of

points about the accompanying
photograph of the girl meditaUng
deserve clarification. First, the girl

was shown with her eyes half open.

TheTM technique is always practiced

with eyes clos«l. Second, she had her

legs crossed. The rule in TM is to be

comfortable. No one should feel he has

. to tie his legs in knots in order to learn

the TM technique.

These are small points, but the TM
program is easily eonfused and

lumped together with other practices.

Everyone owes it to him or herself to

check out the TM program and start

meditating aa soon as possible.

/ David H.Rice -75

Gargoyle
/

Paul T. Sheils, outgoing

president of Gargoyle, announced

the following students will belong

to next year's organization:

Class of '77

Duff Anderson
Dave Bass
Wilfred Chabrier

Andrew Gerra
Buzz Inboden
Michael Knight

Fred Lawrence

Ginny Long
Jeffery May
Lynn McConnell

Clarence Otis

Dede Roach
Irving Rowley

Clayton Spencer

Class of '78 ,^

Junetta Dyson
Jane Garvey
Steve Horton
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MaiJ to be centralized in Baxter Hall next year
Central Mallroom

TlM CoUage wUl IwUtuto a CEN-
TRAL MAIL SERVICE next year,

Dean P«tor 9«rek aald About SWO
ituAmt maUboxea will be Installad in

Baxter HaS in the area mm occupied

by the Recer4 Office and tiie TV
lounge.

Berek Mid no action if now planned

to alleviate lunch line problema which

the central mailboxes are liable to

create for the Baxter dining hall.

The move toward a central mail

services should reduce College-wide

postage costs. Some College depart-

ments used first class postage to send

letters to students living on campus.

Berek said the new mail room
should be ready in September unless

building materials are not available.

Presently the mail is delivered to

each residential house while freshmen
receive their mail in Baxter Hall.

Dean Switch

FRANCIS C. OAKLEY will suc-

ceed Neil R. Grabois as Dean of the

Faculty this winto:. GRABOIS moves
to the Provost's office to replace

Stephen R. Lewis, Jr. who will be on
leave for a year and a half.

The appointments were announced
by President John W. Chandler at the

May 19 faculty meeting.

I:

Grabois, a professor of
mathematics, Uught at Lafhyette and
the URiversity of Pconsylvania before
Joining the Williams faculty in IMS. A
Swarthmore graduate, Grabois
served as Dean of the College before
becoming Dean of the Faculty oo July
1, 1075.

Oakley, a professor of history,

Joined the Williams faculty as a
lecturer in history in 1961. A native of

Liverpool, En^nd, he is a veteran of

the British Army. He received his
M.A. degree from Yale University,
where he also taugbL

Admissions Officer

WILUAM R. STOTT will Join the

Admissions Office as an Assistant

Dh«ctor of Admissions, Admissions
director, Philip F. Smith, announced.

Stott, who is a 1975 graduate of

Swarthmore College is completing his

work for a masters of education

degree at Harvard University.

Stott will fill (me of the positions now
held by Mary R. MacMillen and
William R. Mason IH. Mason wiU
become Director of Admissions at

Bowdoin College.

Dean Juiien

EILEEN JULIEN will continue to

serve as Assistant Dean, Peter Berek,
Dean of the College announced.

IMPORTS, GIFTS

COUNTRY WEAR
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>:30S:30
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Ir-.
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"Good Luck, cVaduates" - Constantine

Juiien, who joined the faculty in
September will also serve as an in-
structor in French.

"She has done an excellent Job this
year, and we are looking forward to
working with her next year," Berek
said.

The reappointment followed a
search by a student-Faculty Com-
mittee for a person to fill the "black
dean's spot"

Housing

A new entry in Currier Hall (north)
will be created to house freshmen.
Associate Dean Cris T. Roosenraad
announced. Five rooms will be added
in the basement of L^man, also to

house freshmen, Roosenraad said.

"Given the normal sliakedown, tliis

should accommodate the EXTRA
FRESHMEN," Roosenraad said.

Over 500 students have notified the

College that they intend to enter as
freshmen next year. With the present

set up, the College has housing for less

than 490.

The rooms in Currier Hall were
supposed to be occupied by Pitch

House members. However, with the

shifting of rooms in Currier, men
affiliated with Perry-Bascom now
have no rooms.

Roosenraad said some of these men
have chosen a suite in Mission Park,

originally allocated for transfer and
exchange students.

He said the College will "sit on" the

room shortage until it finds out how
many students withdraw. There is a

smaU possibility the College may
have to use Seeley House for student

housing next year, Roosenraad hint-

ed.

Career Counseling

Marymargaret SLOANE will

become Director of Career Counseling
on July 1, Dean Peter Berek an-

nounced Thursday. She will succeed
Hope R. Brothers.

Slbane is an assistant director in the

Smith College vocational office. A
graduate of Penn State, she holds

Neil Orabois

masters degrees from the University
of Massachusetts in counseling and
home economics.

Sloane is married to Assistant

Professor of Physical Education,
Charles 0. (Sean) Sloane m.
Ms. Sloane has taught at the

University of Massachusetts, West-

port (Crr.) High School and Mt.

Greylock Regional High School.

According to Berek, she organized

the first Williams College women's
basketball and field hockey teams.

Sloane is vice-president-elect of the

New England Association of School,

College and University Staffing.

More JA's

Sophomores MARY FISH and
MARCY HOLMES have been added

to the list of Junior Advisers for the

1976-77 school year. Two additional

JA's were needed because of the

addition of a freshman housing unit in

Currier Hall.

Running the Log

DAVID TRAWICK will serve as

assistant manager of the Log, the

campus pub, next year Log manager
Gene Falk announced.
Trawick, who graduated this

morning, was a double major in

.r^'. v:*'t

Welcome back to a new inn

and a new era of fine hospitality

^? CI '"^ IM. and entertainment at the

Wj^ Williams Inn
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KING'S LIQUOR STORE

Francis Oakley

Biology and economics. Falk said
Trawick hopes to take some courses
here next year liefore going on to

graduate school.

FALK said he was in the "process of

negotiating to gain a cable" so there
can be a television in the Log next
year.

Faculty Meeting V^

The faculty approved at its May 19

meeting a proposal reaffirming tlie

voluntary nature of the Student

Course Evaluation Survey, and
requiring that this be "emphasized to

new faculty". Individual departments
were not specifically prohibited from
requiring use of the survey by
members, however.

The proposal was made by
Professor William C. Grant, Jr., who
claimed that new faculty were
"coerced" into using the question-

naire. He also proposed that depart-

ments be prohibited from requiring

members to use the survey.

Professor Roger Bolton, chairman
of the Evaluation Study Committee,

criticized the proposed restriction on

departments as interfering with

"departmental autonomy". Professor

Paul G. Clark asked that that part of

Grant's proposal be dropped, and the

faculty agreed.

The faculty also heard reports on

Area Studies by Area Studies

Chairman Peter K. Frost, faculty

tiiring and affirmative action by Dean
of the Faculty Neil R. Grabois, the

Committee on Appointments and
Promotions by CAP member John

Reichert, and admissions by Director

of Admissions Philip Smith.

SPRING STREE^

Graimtion

Gift

Congratulations and All the Best in Years to come

to the Class of 1976
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Review

SWALE - Tribute to the college
by MIml David

llie Second WUllams Alumni Loan
Exhibition, SWALE, currently on

view at the Williams College Muaeum
d Art, is a show of paintingB and
drawings limited in scope to

European and American art from 1900

to the present. As stated by the alumni

co-chairmen in their preface to the

SWALE catalogue, the purpose of the

exhibition is threefold. It honors

Professor S. Lane Faison Jr. '29,

chairman of the Art Department from
1940 to 1969 and Director of the

Williams College Museum of Art from
1948 until his retirement this June,

and President John W. Chandler.

Further, it celebratbs the fiftieth

anniversary of the Williams College

Museum of Art. c./'

SWALE opened at the Hirschl and
Adler Galleries in New York City on
March 31 and remained on exhibit

through April 24. SWALE has been at

the Williams College Museum of Art
since May 9 and may be seen during

regular museum hours until June 13.

The first Williams Alumni Loan
exhibition opened in 1962, and twelve

years later in 1974, the planning of a
second one had begua Letters were
sent to every alumnus and from the

three hundred replies emerged 1200

lendable items. Faison explained that

due to the great wealth in 20th century

art the decision was made to restrict

the show to that period Furthermore,
there are only a few prints in the

current exhibition because a sliow

devoted solely to alumni-owned prints

is planned for the near future. By
April 1975, committees were ap-

pointed and the dedicated work: of the

alumni (especially David P. Tunick
'66—editor of the SWALE catalogue)

Hwlped make the show a reality. The
works of art to be in the exhibition

were all idected by Palion. As John
RuBsel aptly ttatet inhla review hi the

New York Times of April U, "This is

Faison's show, in the mintfi of those

who assembled it, for the study of art

at Williams was closely linked to the

growth of the museum, and both of

them were shaped and sensitized by
Professor Faison."

John Russel continues: "So what's

hi fills show? Good small things by
great names . .

." Among them are

Albers, Calder, dcKooning, Ernst,

Hofmann, Hopper, Lachalse, Miro,

Picasso, Pollock, and Rodin to narne a

few. Russel mentions as exceptional

pieces, Rodin's portrait of Octave

Mirabeau, Charles Demeuth's "Rue
du Singe Qui Peche," and John
Graham's "Window on Italian land-

scape."

Certain works have been added to

the exhibition at Williamstown which
were not on view in New York.

DeseiVing of special mention are the

selections from "Jazz" (1947) by
Henri Matisse and two fascinating

drawings of large environmental
ix-ojects.

As SWALE evokes the feeling of art

that one could easily live with, John
Russel reminds us that it comes from
"the cultivated drawingrooms in

question." The compositions of the

works of art in the exhibition, many
portraits, flowers, and landscapes,

are traditionally pleasing themes.

Selections by usually bizarre artists

are unusually tame, for example: the

Max Ernst, "Elogede la Liberie,"

and the popularly renowned "Black
Numbers" by Jasper Johns.

This overwhelming sense of the

easy enjoyment of art is enhanced by

the beauty and warmth of the physical

setting in the WlUianu CoUege
Museum of Art. The Lachalse

"Torso" sparkUng in the light under

the rotunda ... the Bertoia "Cupro

Nickel" sitting in the large window

framed by a huge arching pahn tree

... the small gallery in which the

Matisse "Jazz" lies in glass cases

upon which are perched a Cornell box

and a Lachaise sculpture in opposite

comers above it with a free standing

case of the museum's ancient gold

behind them . . . the copy of Wallace

Stevens's poem, "Sea Surface Full of

Clouds" beneath the Hofmann
painting, "Qutlook to the Sea" . .

.

The feeling is unavoidable and

unforgettable. The warmth and in-

timacy of tjfeflB and of its display are

overpowefuig. It is a personal

selection of personal taste—a pei^

sonal collection that is an unusual

museum experience.

SWALE is a success in so many
ways. It has received critical acclaim

in .The New York Times as John

y Russel calls it an exhibition of "the

^Uttle picture that somehow con-

tributes to history;" and in the

Berkshire Eagle (Pittsfield), in which

Winnifred Bell entitles his review,

"WiUiams 'Loaners' First Rate."

According to museum staff, SWALE
has b>een very well attended—thus is a

popular success as well.

Perhaps the most significant

measure of SWALE's success is the

pride with which all associated with

Williams College may speak of it ...

for SWALE is a tribute to an in-

stitution which has cultivated ap-

preciators, collectors, and scholars of

art over many decades.

-'- -/>fl':-,.X-.
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HQnorary Degree

Recipients

Frederick Wiseman '51 (top Itft), a
documentary film maker, recelvad
a Doctor Humane Letters degree;
Or. Gerald Edelman, a Nobal
laureate in medicine, received a

Doctor of Science Degree; and
Clara Claiborne Park, an author
and English instructor, will

receive a Doctor of Letters degree.

'* .'•a J^'

iimL
Jewelry Collection

designed in San Francisco

a perfect graduation gift

the

boutique

63 WATER sfREET

open everyday & Thurs. Eves

Best Wishes to the Graduates

#
JOSEPH I. DEWEY
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WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS

01247

POEMS WANTED

The MASSACHUSETTS SOCIETY OF POETS is compiling

a book of poems. If you have written a poem and would lil<e

our selection committee to consider It for publication, send

your poem and a self-addressed stamped envelope to:

MASSACHUSETTS SOCIETY OF POETS

230 Congress St., Suite 206

.
Boston, Massachusetts 02110 .
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This gifi was embodied in a mylhical ring

belonging lo a hero. Ogicr Ihe Dane Ogier's

ring noi only removed the wearer's infirmities:

ii also restored iiis youth. Try your
,

Balfour class ring 50 years from now.

Maybe it can do the same.
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Hislop wins

optic award;

four others

also honored
Peter D. Hiilop has won a $500

scholarship from the Optical Society

of America.

Students from colleges and
universities throughout New England

competed for the award. The
scholarship is presented each year on

the basis of the student's academic

record as well as his accomplishment

and interest in the field of optics.

Hislop, a junior, is worlcing on an

undergraduate thesis on far infrared

lasers and far infrared nonlinear

optics under Prof. Fielding Brown of

the physics department. . Brown is

doing research under a two-year,

$82,900 grant from the National

Science Foundation for the project,

"Far Infrared Nonlinear Optics and
Tuneable Far Infrared Sources." The
project seeks to develop new types of

lasers for use in energy research on

controlled nuclear fusion.

Hislop is a double major in physics

and mathematics. This summer and
during the fall semester he plans to

continue his work with Brown at the

Research Laboratory of Electronics

at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

Literary Prizes

Senior ScottShane won the $100 first

prize in the undergraduate poetry

contest. The annual competition is

sponsored , by the Academy of

American Poets and judged by
members of the Williams English

department. A member of Phi Beta

Kappa majoring in English, Shane
received an honorable mention in last

year's competition.

Senior Robert P. Cramer, Jr. won
the $100 Conger Memorial Literary

Prize. An English major, he won the

award for a feature article in The
Williams Record on the gay
movement on campus.
Sophomore Thomas E. Gass won

the Benjamin B. Wainwright Short

Story Prize. The $50 prize, awarded by

the English department, was given for

his short story, "Kadish for Catsby."

Danforth Fellowship

Daniel R. Stinebring '76 won a

Danforth Fellowship for advanced
study for the Ph.D. degree, according

to a recent announcement from the

Danforth Foundation of St. Louis, Mo.
The fellowship provides tuition and
living expenses for up to four years of

study in preparation for a career of

college teaching.

More than 1,800 college seniors and

recent graduates from colleges and

universities throughout the United

States competed for the 65 fellowships

awarded this year.
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SPRING IN THE BERKSHIRES. The Berkshire County Wheelmen (Henry
Flynt, Lauren Stevens, MacAlister Brown, Neil Grabois, Robert G. L. Waite
and Jeff Vennell) participate in Bicentennial activity in Pittsfield. The Ephs
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Hoosac House's annual Strawberry Festival. (photo by Read)
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Graduates receive over 65 awards, feliovy/ships
Ow lixty-five oiemb«n tt tlte

Clan of l«n of WUliams CoUegs

reoeivod priiw or ncofnlUov for

receiving greduete fellmvthliie at

C1«M Day exerciMB yesterday.

The prizce covered all

flelda offered at tbe College and were

awarded for ipeaking, writing and

overall excellence:

Horace F. Clark Priia rallawthip

Paul Ruttall Ekiund '7«

Donald A. Jotaptiton '74

Prancit Sattlofl* Hutchlni
Mamerial Fallowihip

.

Darrllynna Danlsa Arnallt '76

Hubbard Hulchlnion Mamorlal Fallowihip

Nicholas Schldlovtky '76

John Edmund Moody Mamorlal Pallowililp

William Jmoph Driscoll '76

Carroll A. Wilson Followfhlp

Proston Scott Shane, Jr. '76

PRIZKS
Acadomy of Amorlcan Peots Prlia

First Prize: Presson Scott Shane, Jr. '76

Second Prize: Peter Ludwig Kozik '76

Third Prize: Susan LIghtfoot '78

Mm lafeiN AdrlaMa Prita

In ChemMry
Charles Nelson Cornell 76

enedict Prlies

inaieteev

First Prize: Thomas Erik Mark '7*

Second Prize: Oarrllynne Oenlse Arnelle
'76 ,

'
".

inPreiKii

First Prize: Nancy Ann Sailor '76

Second Prizes: Mary Alison Chandler 76
Emily Ann Kaufman '76

inOarman
Firet Prize: Catherine Ann Marie Evans '76

Second Prize: Sanford Burnell Brage '76

InOraek
First Prize: Hugh Stephen Regan '76

Second Prize: Donald William Firke '76

" Jn History

First Prize: BrucS Martin Barman
Second Prize: Donald A. Joaephson

In Latin

First Prize: Rose-Anne Moore '76

Second Prize: Diana Louise Moran

In Mathematics

First Prize: Richard Philip Usatine '7S

Second Prize: Philip Herbert LIppel '71

76
'76

76

Sheils to lead graduates
Paul T. Shells has been elected

president of the Williams College

Class til 1976. He will serve for tbe

next five years, as will the other of-

ficers elected. Sheils, a political

science major, served as president of

Dodd House, co-chairman of the

Gargoyle honor society, and was a

member of the varsity track team.

David J. Blair, was elected vice

president. Majoring in economics,

Blair served as (x-esident of his

Gladden House and was a member td

both the Chapel Board and the college

radio station, WCFM.
Stephen S. Marino was elected

secretary, while John A. Mavricos

was ctwsen as treasurer. Both are

liistory majors.

The seniors elected Peter L. Kozik

class speaker. A double major in

English and religion, he recently won
honorable mention in the Academy of

American Poets competition at

Williams.

Mark W. Carter and Scott E. Perry

of Wilton, Conn., were elected mar-

shals of the class and led the seniors

during commencement this morning.

Carter, a double major in history and
American Civilization, was captain of

the basketball team. Perry, a political

science major, was an All-East

football player and co-captained tbe

winter and spring trade teams.

Kenaeth L. BrowM Award in

Amorlcan Itudlea

OavM Pannoysr Llvermo''* '^

ftertlne A. Brown Award

Kalth Craig Harvest '76

Canby AHiMIc Schelarship Priza

Wayne Ollaa Roberge 76

David Taigart Clark Prize

In Latin

Michael Cornelius Lynch '7»

Conant-Harrinfton Prize In Biology

Janice Lynn Oeldman '76

Henry Rutgers Conger
Memorial Literary Prize.

Robert Paul Cramer, Jr. '76

Doris doKeysarlingk Prize In Russian

Anthony Paul Allison '76

Oarrett Wright DeVries
Memorial Prii* in Spanish

Rebecca Amy Lear '76

Stephen Franklin Taft '76

Sherwood 0. DIckerman Memorial Prize

James Joseph Rodley '79

Dwight Botanical Prize

Margaret Oaizell Lowman '76

Oilbert W. Oabrlel
Memorial Award In Drama

William Joseph Drlscoll '76

Christopher Buckiand Hale '76

Arthur a. Oravti Essay Prizes

Art: Suzanne Stone '76

Economics: Coiln Walsh Ewing '76

Christopher John Mavorldes '76

History: Donald A. Josephson '76

Philosophy: Andrew Spence Hogeland '76

Political Science: William David Temko '76

Religion: Arnold Lee Aronoff '76

Graves Prize for Delivery of Essay

Donald Cameron Clark, Jr. '76

James George Glliiiand, Jr. '76

Frederidk C, Hagedorn, Jr. Prize

John Daniel Walker '76

Country Restaurant
In the Continental Tradition

Open for Lunch & Dinner

Closed Monday *^
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C.DavM Harris. Jr.

Prize In Patltlcallctenca

Olenn Andrew Shannon '71

Arthur C- Kaehnami Prize la ii«lWi

Donald A. Josephson '76

Presson Statt Shane, Jr. '76

Lathers Prize and Medal

Petar Martin Nelson '76

Joseph Anthony Sena, Jr. '74

Lavarett Mears Prize In Chemistry

Joseph prvllle Krebs 76

Willis I. Milham Prize

laAMnnfmy
Wayne Giles Roberge '76

Daniel Richard Stlnebrlng '76

JotinW. Millar Prize
In Philosophy

Warren Howard Fader '76

Carl T. Naumburg Student I

Callactlon Prize
'77First Prize: Grant Psnny Ouyer

Second Prize: Presson Scott Shane, Jr.

Richard Agar Newhall Book Prize
In European History

Marianne Carol RIgatti '79

Rice Prises In Classical Languages
inOreeh

William Joseph Drlscoll '76

In Latin

Carol Frances Rellhan '77

Royal Society of Arts Silver Modal

Michael Andrew Giler '76

Bruce Sanderson Award for
Excellence In Architecture

David Wilson AAoore '76

76

Ruth lohford Pallowihip in Thssh's
Robert Stephen Gregory '71

Rvth tanlord Prize In Theatrt
William Joaeph OrlKOll '76

SaMlneis of the Republic Prize
Bruce Martin Berman '76
Arch Richard Dooiay, Jr. '76
John Michael Holmberg 76

itfwardOoHldSbumway
Prlie In English

AAartha Elizabeth Asher '76

Harbart R. Silverman Award
la American HIstery

Suzanna Ehranbarg '76

llwr Smith Rhetorical Prizt
Michael Charles Knight 77
Richard Vincent Pregent '76

Theodore Clarke Smith Prlit
In American History

Wendy Ellen Permef '79

William Bradford Turner Prize
In American HIstery

Joseph William WIdIng, ill '76

Benlamin B. Wainwrlght Award
Thomas Evan Gass '71

David A. Wells Priu lor
Political Economy

James George Ollliland, Jr. '76

Sydney Judith Kase '76

LInnea. Jean McPherson '76

Joseph William Singer '76 ^
Karl E.Weston Prize lor

Distinction In Art

Glenn David Lowry '76

Williams Black Student Union Grant
Joseph Emmanuel Newsome '76
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Perry, Kano take top Key honors
Page 7

Seniors Scott P«rry and Beth Kano
recently shared top honors at the

annual Purple Key Athletic Banquet.

Perry won the Purple Key Trophy
for men, awarded to the senior let-

terman who "beat exemplifies

leadership, team spirit, ability and
character," while Kano won the

Purple Key Trophy for womea
An AU-East and All-New England

defensive bacic on the undefeated

Williams football team last fall, Perry
went on to set several records as co-

captain of both the winter and spring

trade teams. He started and had an
interception in the American Bowl all-

star football game in January, and
was picked in the fifth round of the

National Football League draft by the

Cincinnati Bengals. Perry also

received the Anthony Plansky award
in trade.

Kano has been a guiding force in the

development of women's sports at

Williams. She co-captained both the

twsicetball and lacrosse teams this

year, and was one of the top runners

on the cross-country team last fall.

Gordon S. White, Jr., of The New
York Times sports department was
the featured speaker, and presented

head football coachBob Odell with the

Eastern College Football Coach of the

Year Award. Swimming co-captains

Scott Schumacker and Tom McEvoy
presented Williams president John W.
Chandler with the third-place trophy

from the NCAA Division III cham-
pionships.

Senior Dav»,McLaughry was given
the Willard B. Hoyt, Jr. '23 Memorial
Award, presented annually to the
senior who best combines superior
athletic performance with academic
excellence. McLaughry, who co-
captalned both the winter and spring
track teams, ranked second in the 441

member senior class.

Other awards were: The Belvidere
Brooks Memorial Medal in football to

senior John Costello. The Michael D.
Rakov Memorial Award for the most
improved lineman in foott>all to Junior

James Spaulding; The Charles
Dewoody Salmon Award to the top
sophomore in football to Paul
Zabroski; The Fox Memorial Soccer
Trophy to senior Graham Hone; and
the Franklin F. Olmstead Memorial
Award in cross country to senior Bob
Clifford and junior Gary James.

Also, the Oswald Tower Award for

the most valuable basketball player to

senior Mark Carter; The Young-Jay
Hockey Trophy to senior Ed Spencer;

The Francis E. Bowker, Jr. Swim-
ming Prize to freshmen Don
Cameron; and Dave Clark; The
Robert B. Muir Swimming Trophy to

seniors Bruce Barclay and Scott

Schumacker; The Leonard S. Prince

Memorial Award for the outstanding

freshman swimmers, to Jordan Lewis
and Marilla PearsaU; The Paul B.
Richardson Swimming Trophy for the
top point-scorer, to sophomore Stuart
Deans; The J. Edwin Bullock
WresUlng Trophy to senior Karl
Hubbard; The Squash Racquets
Prizes to senior Frank Giammattei
and sophomore runnerup Arnold
CogsweU; and the Ralph J. Townsend
Ski Trophy to senior Tom Gunn.

Also, the Robert W. Johnston
Memorial Trophy for the most
valuable baseball player, to senior
Derrick Robinson; The Lacrosse
Award for the outstanding player, to
senior Scott Supplee; The Golf Trophy
for the winner of the annual tour-

nament, to junior Chris Vogelsang;
The Scribner Memorial Tennis
Trophy to senior Mayo Shattuck; The
Rodcwood Tennis Cup Prize for the
winner of the singles toumamertt, to

freshman Martin Goldberg, with
junior Allen Wall runnerup; and the

Harry F. Wolf Memorial Mixed
Doubles Tennis Championship prize to

senior Dave Hillman and junior

Joninna Sadoff.

Search for security

Tom McEvoy and Scott Schumacker, co-captains of the swimming taam,
present President John W. Chandler the award the team received lor finishing
third in the NCAA Division III nationals. Coach Carl Samuelson also par-
ticipated in the ceremony at the annual Purple Key banquet.
Th^ swimmers presented admissions officer, William Mason; Director of Food
Services, David Woodruff; and Director of Career Counseling, Hope R.
Brothers mugs in appreciation for their support of the swimming team. The
three will t)e leaving Williams. (photo by Tague)

American
Cancer Society f
MS sPACt coNTsieuieo bv imj PueiiSH«

Chandler: Don't betray impu4^s
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President John W. Chandler urged
graduates "not to betray your own
best impulses and the true intention of

the Williams experience by being too

calculating and too anxious in your

THE CUkSSIC WILLIAMS CHAIR

Made of selected northern hardwoods finished in

black with gold trim and gold WILLIAMS seal

Cherry colored arms. aTg.SS ea.

WILLIAMS CO-OP

BOSTON ROCKER
Fine early American reproductions

of the classic Boston rocker. Black

finish with gold trim and seal.
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quest for security and certainty."

Chandler said the graduates' years
at Williams began with the country

immersed in an unpopular war and
ended "with tliat war a receding

niemory after a constitutional crisis"

leaving the country with a new
presiden't. Such changes, the

president said, "are also reminders
that there are no precise 'terms by
which one can find a secure and im-

portant place for one's self in the

scheme of things."

He told the graduates the specific

content of their Williams education

"will have only short run utility," but

the enduring part of their Williams
experience has prepared them to be

trustful and affirming toward
themselves, the future and their

fellow human beings.

Chandler concluded, "We will

watch you expectantly, and welcome
you bade gladly to a place which, we
hope, you will always hold in high

affectionate regard"

to thS ''^.•^rfr*':

Graduates of 1976

THE WILLIAMSTOWN NATIONAL BANK
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A Bazaar of Treasures Selected

From the Finest New England Artisans

As well as from International Markets

Come visit our fantasy zoo, examine jewelry crafted

by fine silversmiths, choose an unusual tote, dis-

cover imaginative country store handcrafts, plus

find a complete collection of Gwen Frostic books

and prints.
'

iq% discount to Williams people

LOCATED IN THE WILLIAMS INM.

MAIN STREET, WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

Open Seven Days 9:00r9M)
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Williams out-tallies Amherst
to revenge an 1859 defeat

Williams and Amherst both settled

a couple of baseball scores at Wah-
conah Park in Pittsfield May 29

during the events commemorating the

first intercollegiate baseball game,

played between the two schools on

July 1, 1859.

In the ceremonial re-enactment

game, played with the same rules and

with the same equipment as those

used 117 years ago, Williams avenged

a 73-32 loss by defeating the Lord

Jeffs, 13 tallies to 12 before a crowd of

over 2000 fans including Hall of

Famers Lefty Gomez and Fred
Lindstrom.

Amherst evened things up in the

varsity exhibition game, sending most
<tf the spectators home with a sevens
run fourth inning highlighted by Bill

Swiacki's grand slam home run. The
Jeffs won, 11-4.

People who had come to the

ballpark to see the re-enactment were

probably a bit shocked at what they

actually saw. The rules of the game
were as anachronistic as the bulky,

woolen uniforms worn by the players.

All batted balls, even foul balls, are

in play. Fielders, who do not wear
gloves, can put out a runner by hitting

him with thrown ball. The bases are

four-foot stakes.

Williams jumped off to a 10-0 lead in

early innings, chiefly because of its

superior understanding of the ad-

vantages of hitting the ball into foul

territory.

But Amherst soon learned how to

defendj holding the Ephs to only three

niOTejallies, while picking up 12 of

their own.
~~

In the final inning, Eph hurler Jim
Burns found himself in a tough

Ephs warmed up and jumped to an early 10-0 lead. But Amherst came back as

theWfillJams lead slowly fell—as did some of the players. (photos by Read)
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TEL. 413 458-8 15%1

situation, bases full, a one run lead,

and no one out. As the clock ticked

away the last few seconds of the hour

time limit for the game, Burns got the

Lord Jeff batter to pop up to him.

Since the games are played with only

one out per inning, the side was

retired.

"I am glad to have a Uttle revenge,"

President John Chandler declared.

Along the rightfield line, students

from the two schools squared off in a

chess tournament just as their fore-

runners had during the first baseball

game. Amherst had trouble re-

enacting its victory, however, as the

Ephmen won one game, lost a game,

and ended the third game in a draw.

But the Eph's Gary Hoffman lost a

clocked, five-minute tie breaker.

Throughout the game, bartenders,

dressed in replicas of vests and straw

boaters, offered 12 ounce cups of

foaming Pabst Blue Ribbon beer for a

nostalgic two bits.

The referees (umpires), dressed in

silk top hats and tails, were filmed for

beer commercials as three brewing

companies sent cameramen. The

referees had had an easy day as they

did not have to call balls and strikes

unless the striker (batter) in-

tentionally did not swing at good

tosses (pitches).

The 60 foot distance between bases

allowed for three inside-the-park

home runs, but only one home run

went out of the park—in foul territory.

Spongy-baseball sized mushballs

were used for the game.

"The event is so important that it

deserves to become a true bicen-

tennial memento," declared U.S.

Congressman Silvio 0. Conte.

Lord Jelfs join the Epl» for the rid* to the garnet. Ephs traveled first class

(Pullman) while Amherst could only afford coach. That was )8$7—now
Amherst has trouble affording good coaches, (photo by Read

)

Eph nine ends best

season in 2 decoaes
A 5-2 win over Amherst three weeks

ago gave the Williams College

baseball team its most successful

regular season in 20 years, and

marked the culmination of a

remarkable turnaround from last

season.

With seven starters returning from

a team that batted .223 and won just 4

of 18 games last year, coach Jim
Briggs' squad turned things around by

batting .305 and posting an ll-5-l

record. It was the best season since

the U-4 log of 1956.

By beating Amherst twice in three

tries and compiling a 4-2 record in

Little Three play, the Ephs also won

Thomas joins athletic staff

Clarenc^ R. Thomas, 30, head
football coach of Bowie State College

in Maryland was named an assistant

professor of physical education.

Thomas will serve as an assistant

football coach, assistant track coach,

and will teach classes in physical

education. He will succeed Andrew G.

Dzurinko, who left the staff in March
to become assistant football coach at

Brown University.

Thomas has recorded a 14-4-1

record in his two years of coactiing at

Bowie State. Last fall the team posted

a 9-1 record and was ranked in the top

ten in its division by the NAIA
Division II. Bowie State was named
the Maryland college football "Team
of the Year" last fall while Thomas
won "Coach of the Year" honors in

NAIA District 19. In NCAA Division

III statistics, Bowie State was the only

team to be ranked in both the top nine

total offensive and total defensive

categories.

"Clarence Thomas brings both a

good high school and college coaching

background to the job," stated Robert
R. Peck, chairman of the Department
of Physical Education, Athletics and
Recreation.

Born in Frederick, Maryland,
Thomas was an all-league and all-

state linebacker in high school. At
Morgan State College, he started all

four years at offensive center, making
the all-state college all-star squad,

and helped the team record a 21-game
winning streak. After receiving his

B.S. in physical education from
Morgan State in 1967, he worked for

two years as a player-coach for the

Frederick Falcons, a semi-
professional football team in the

Seaboard League.

From 1967 to 1972 he worked as a

physical education instructor in the

Montgomery County Public Schools.

During 1970-71 he was assistant

football coach at Montgomery Blair

High School, a large suburban
Washington high school, and coached
the offensive and defensive lines. He
was named head football coach in 1973

and turned a winless team into one
that won three and tied one of its ten
decisions.

Thomas served as a gtiidance
counselor at Montgomery Blair from
1972-74 and has been working towards
a master's degree in guidance.

Clarence Thomas

themselves a share of the Little Three
crown, the first time they have

reached the top spot since 1969.

Three players especially turned in

outstandhjg seasons. Senior shortstop

Derrick Robinson, named the team
M.V.P., stole 18 bases without being

caught, handled 81 chances in the field

without making an error, and batted

.333 with nine rbi's. His stolen base

average put him in the top ten

nationally in Division III of the NCAA.
Senior co-captain Pete Eshelman

had a solid year at the plate and on the

mound. As a designated hitter,

Eshelman led the Ephmen with a .m
batting average and 12 rbi's.

On the mound the southpaw com-

piled a 4-3 mark with a stingy 1.62

era. After racing out to a 4-0 marit

with an 0.00 era, Eshelman had only

one bad outing, and in his last two

starts his teammates gave him a total

of one run. He also.paced the team in

strikeouts, fanning 47 batters in 55

innings.

Combining with Eshelman to give

coach Jim Briggs a solid one-two

mound punch was righthander Steve

Maier. The sophomore had a 5-1

record with a 3.67 era, and earned the

two victories over Amherst with

identical complete game five-hitters.

Eshelman's .409 and Robinson's .333

paced on offense that featured three

other .300 hitters: catcher Tom
Redden .390; leftfielder Mike Gibbons

.341; and first baseman Tom Chiz-

madia .333.

2 to try for Olympics

Sports Round-up

Two Williams students and a recent

alumnus are among 28 women that

have been invited to try out for the

United States Olympic crew. Nancy
Storrs a 1973 graduate, senior Anne
Eisenmenger and sophomore Sue
Tuttle are among the group that have
joined the U.S. Olympic rowing camp
in Boston this week.

A total of 28 oarswomen were
selected by Harry Parker, coach of

the Harvard n^en's team and former
men's Olympic coach. They are
competing for places, on the 14-

member Olympic squad.

Storrs and Eisenmenger were
standouts during their four years at

Williams, while Tuttle, who captained
the crew team at Middletown High
School, has starred in both high school
and college competition.

All have been coached at Williams
by George Marcus, associate
professor of political science.

All-Star Robinson

Senior shortstop Derrick Robinson
of the Williams College baseball team
has been named to the All-New
England Division III second team.
Robinson paced Williams in scoring

17 runs while cracking out 22 hits in 66

at-bats for an average of .333, and

working pitchers for eleven walks He

drove in nine runs and was one of the

nation's top base-stealers, swiping a

perfect 18 in 18 attempts. In the field

Robinson fielded flawlessly, handling

81 chances at shortstop without

making an error.

Lacrosse Stars

Seniors Scott Supplee and Phil

Hartigan were selected to play in the

East-West lacrosse all-star game on

Monday, May 31, at Boston College.

Supplee was also named to the North

squad for the annual North-South all-

star game scheduled for yesterday in

Charlottesville, Va.

Hartigan led the East team to a 13-

10 victory at Boston College by

scoring four goals. Supplee also

scored a goal.

Supplee and Hartigan are co

captains of the 1976 Williams team,

which won the Little Three cham-

pionship and ended up as the eighth-

ranked team in New England. Sup-

plee, who tallied 76 goals and 8 assists

as a four-year starter at midfield,

made both the All-Division and All-

New England squads in his

sophomore, junior and senior years.

He won the most valuable player

award this spring. Hartigan, a four-

year starter at crease attack,

recorded totals of 70 goals and 12

assists in four years and was cited as

the most valuable player last year.
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